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1893.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND
TRAMWAYS.

(AXN’UAL UK U OKI 01? HAIL WAT COMMTSSIOXEBS, TEAli ENDING ■IOth DUNE, 1893.)

JJvfscntcI) to JJnrliitnmtt, pursuant to Jld 51 Die. jb. 35.

Offices of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,
_ Sydney, Sth August, 1893. 

To the Honorable the Minister or Railways,—
Sir,

In accordance with the provisions of the loth clause of the Railways 
Act of 1888, 51 Vie. No. 35, we have the honor to present, for the information of 
1 arliament, our Annual Report upon the working of the Railways and Tramwavs 
for the year ending June 30th, 1893. "

GENERAL REMARKS.
Me have recently inspected the whole of the Railway lines and works, and 

beg to report that the property has been still further improved during the past year 
out of working expenses.

The year has been one of exceptional anxiety and difficulty in consequence of 
the great financial disturbance which lias affected the colonics, and also in a smaller 
measure owing to the drought in the far west at the beginning of the season, and 
fioods in tbe Hunter River district during the month of March last.

The financial result for the year may be stated shortly as follows :—
Total traffic, Railways and Tramways .............. £3,222,123
Total expenditure. Railways and Tramways............... 1,972,321

. Net return after paying working expenses... £1,250,099

being an increase in net profit over last year of £556, and making an accumulated 
increase in net profits paid into the Treasury during the past five years of £1,724,126.

Erom this sum must be deducted £150,000, two instalments of £75,000 each, 
towards paying off tbe £1,000,000 vote under Act 53 Vic. No. 24,for reconstruction 
and improvement of rolling-stock and permanent-way, which fell due up to the 
31st December last; after deducting this amount the Treasury will still have received 
£1,574,126 increased net earnings during the past five years. The

4—A ■
[1,4G.3 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour ami mateml), £2.1(1 (Is. fid.]



2 NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS, IS93-92,

The following tables will show the progress and result of the Railway and 
Tramway working for the seven years prior to our taking office, and for the period 
we have had the administration of the property :—

RAILWAYS.

Yenr.
Lengthof

Line
opened.

TOTAL
EARYTNGS.

ACCUMULATED
INCREASES.

TOTAL EARNINGS.

1SS2

1883

1884

1885

1556

1557 

1SSS

1SS9

1890

1891

1892 

1393

Miles.

1,263

1,320

1,018

1,732

1.SS0
2,036

2.114:

2,171 I
2,182 j

I
2,1S2 | 

2,185 J 
2,351 1

£

1,701,016

1,934,694

2,089,749
2,173,172 |

2,163.803 1 
' I 

2,212,718 j

2,295,124 |„
I

2,533,477 ^ 

2,633,036 

2,974,421 

3,107,296 

2,927,056 M

INCREASE
on 1882 Traffic,

£2,668,164.

NET
EARNINGS 
nfter pimng 
Working 
Expenses.

NET EARNINGS.
Cnpitnl

expended
on

Lines open.

INCREASE !
y on 1888 Traffic, |

£2,704,716. ,

£ f
i

763,661 I 
751,220 jl 

786,010 I
j

717,-555 | 

668,577 |

752.375 i j 

764,573 J

903.375 

967,251

1,143,050 

1,193,044

1,188,540 J

ACCUMULATED
DECREASE

ON 1882 RESULT,

£141,656.

I 15,843,616 
I
, 16,905.014 

| 20,080,138 

21,831,276 

24,071,454 

26,532,122 

27,722,748

I
ACCUMULATED

INCREASE
ON 1888 RESULT,

£1,572,895.

29,839,167

30,555.123

31,768,617

33,312,608

34,657,571

Cmnden and Sans Sand Tramways induded in this statement.

TRAMWAYS.

j
1

Year, 1
Length of 

Line. 1

1
TOTAL j

EARNINGS, j
f

ACCUMULATED
INCREASES.

TOTAL EARNINGS.

NET
1 EARNINGS 
j after paying

W orking 
i Expenses.

i
1 Miles. £

1 £
f

1l
1882 | 22 126,202 23,066

1

1
1883 25 190,699 11,822 h

1884 27.V 219,942 4,775

1885 27w 223,3-40 INCREASE 15,345
r on 1082 Traffic. 1 ! y

1886 29 230,410 £569,046. 1
23,957 i

1387 3Si 225,348 I 12,893 i
i

1888 381 236,519
i

!

i
17,323 ij

1889 381
| 243,563 i

i 21,728
i
h

1890 39*
! 268,902 i

i 44,889
j INCREASE !

1891 421 . 292,850 > on 1888 Traffic. i 53,171 : y
£223,237. t i

1892 48 1 305,090i 1
i 56,499 f

1893 49 i 295,367 61,559 ij

NET EARNINGS.

ACCUMULATED
DECREASE

ON 1882 RESULT,

£52,281.

accumulated
INCREASE

ON 1888 RESULT,

£151,231.
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RAILWAYS.
The length of line open for traffic in July, 1892, ivas 2,2781 miles. Since 

that date the following lines have been opened :—
Miles.

Culcaim to Oorowa ... . . ... ...
Milson’s Point Extension..........................
Kiama to Nowra ... ............... ...

Making a total of 2,351 miles at present in use.

The following lines will he opened before the close of the year:—
Miles. Expected Bate of Opening.

Cootamundra to Temora ... ... ... 39 .... 1st September.
Molong to Parkes and Eorhes . ... 72f ... 1st November.

47 J 
2 s- 

22i

Date of Opening.
3rd October, 1892. 
1st May, 1893. _ 
3rd June, 1893.

The following lines are also under construction : —

Lis more to The Twee d... .............. ... ...
Marrickville to Burwood Eoad ...........................

Miles.
62-1

5

The cost of the lines open for traffic on the 30th of June amounted to 
£34,657,571.

To meet this expenditure £29,210,480 has been raised by the issue of 
debentures and other stock, the balance having been provided out of the general 
funds of the Colony and by Treasury Bills.

Debentures of the value of £1,201,075 have been finally paid off.

The total cost of the lines upon which interest has to be paid, after deducting 
debentures finally paid off, is £33,450,490.

The revenue derived from working the lines during the year was £2.927,056, 
and the expenses amounted to £1,738,510, or 59'39 per cent, of the gross revenue, 
leaving a net revenue of £1,188,540 towards paying interest upon capital, or a return 
of 3-4S per cent, upon the total cost of the railways open for traffic.

The percentage the working expenses hear to the gross revenue shows a 
decrease of 7'30 per cent, since 18S8.

The details of the revenue and working expenditure will be found in the 
Appendices, Nos. 4 to 7, pages 20 to 23.

The Hallway revenue shows a decrease of £180,240;. this is principally 
attributable to four causes, viz.:—

(1) The exceptional financial disturbance.
(2) February this year having only twenty-eight days as against twenty- 

nine (leap-year) in 1892.
(3) Serious floods in the North in March last, causing the main Northern 

Line to he closed against through traffic for eight days.
(4) Drought and ravages of rabbits in the Cobar and far Western districts.

Of this sum the Coaching traffic is responsible for £74,189, the 1st class 
Passenger traffic having decreased by £45,534 and the 2nd class by £14,736. The
number of passenger journeys made increased by 13,787.

* The

t



KEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT .RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS, 1.S03-92.4

The revenue derived from the Goods Department shows an aggregate decrease 
of £108.051, the main items of decrease being General Merchandise, £15,ISO; Coal, 
£14,990; Other Minerals, £25,260; and AUcol, £13,302.

The train miles run were 7,505,310, being a’decrease of 850,780. The 
passenger train service was not curtailed to any appreciable extent, a saving of 
15,307 miles only having been made in this direction.

The earnings per train mile show satisfactory results, every mile run having 
earned 7s. 9-^d., as compared with 7s. 5|d. in the preceding year. The expenditure 
per train mile has increased from 4s. 7d. to 4s. 7-1-d., leaving a net earning of 3s. 2d., 
as against 2s. 10^ d. last year, and 2s. 3^d. in 1888, being an increased net profit 
since 1888 of 10-s-d. per train mile.

The increased net profit of 10^-d. per train mile on the 7,505,310 miles run 
during the year represents a sum of £328,357.

The following table, giving the earnings per mile of railway open, gross and 
net earnings per train mile, and the total and net earnings for all lines for the past 
nine years, shows the steady improvement in the net value of the property:—

Ywr, Year
cudmg

Avcrnge
utiles
open.

1’cr M ic open. ,
Train Miles

ran.

4
turnings pci Tram Mile. To! nl Itarnings.

Gross
ICitrmngs.

Xvt
Earnings.

Gross
Earnings.

Ju'b
Earnings. G i oss.

JO t, :ifh'r 
psyine n(irk
ing npcnsi’s.

£ £ 6. d. S. rl. £ £
1SS5 .. Doc.. 1,GG31 1,307 431 6,038,309 0 0 V ‘j G 2,178.172 717.555

ISSG ... J) 1,790 1,207 373 0,479,205 0 s 2 o; 2,103,803 018,577

1887 .. J3 1.9355- 1,141 3S8 0,172,107 6 OA 2 37 2,212,718 752,375

1SSS ... Juno.. 2,041 1,123 374 0,089,313 0 101- 2 3i 2,205,124 704,573

1SS9 ... June.. 2,128 1,193 42-5 7.011,709 0 77 o 41- 2,538,477 903,875

isno ... „ 2,177 1,210 444 8,008,826 0 07 2 0 2,033,086 967,251

1891 ... >) 2,132 1,363 524 8,410,121 7 1 o 37 2,974,121 1,143,030

1892 ... JJ 2,1824 1,423 5 46 8,330,096 7 5i o 107 3,107,290 1,193,041

1893 .. 2,316 1.2G1 514 7,503,310 7 3 2 2,927,056 1,188,540

CarT.dcn and Sans Ssuci Xrainmm included in this statement.

The floods in the Hunter Eiver District in March last caused the Main 
Northern Line to be seriously damaged at various points between Newcastle and 
Muswcllbrook, a distance of 80 miles, and the through traffic was suspended for 
eight days. This not only injuriously affected the earnings, but caused a large 
additional expenditure to be incurred in temporarily, and then subsequently 
permanently, repairing the damage to the embankments and bridges. All this 
exceptional expenditure lias been included in the working expenses for the year. 
A sum of over £20,000 has been spent to repair damage caused by floods to the 
lines in various parts of tbe country.

SAFETY
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SAFETY ATPLIAXCES.
The following return will show the progress made in extending the absolute 

block system of working, and the interlocking of points and signals:—
Keturn showing number of Miles of Line open for Traffic, number of Miles worked 

under Absolute Block System, also Kumber and Percentage of Places which 
have or have not Points and Signals Interlocked.

Date to cud of-

N'ambcr of Miles Line open 
for Traffic.

1?

Number of Miles of Line 
on which

the Traffic is worked
under tho

Absolute Block System.

u -
ina

Number and F<jrcentng,e of Places 
which hard or lias’e not

Points and Signals Interlocked.

Number of Places, i Percentage

uj*
o o 1 1® ! C I

O o

October, 1S88 .................. ..............................' ... 71 i

1
2,042; 2,111 28

i

29 101 31S 422 24 03 75 3{J
July, 1800................. 78 2,103 2,IS] ISO!

1
2G2 170 204 470 37-45 62-35

Julv, 1801 ......................... 1
121 2,05iii 2,tf$2A 118'J 207;- 32G.I 234 202 400 47-17 52-83

Jul^ 1802........................... ...............i 8’,
|

M3 2,l2Gj.2,27Si 140 507.;' 65GI 257 248 605 50 80 40 11

Tilly, 1803 .................... .........  . Si 1401 2,103 12,351
!
i

lai; 0101 1,005 204 237 631 55'30 41-61

The working of the Webb and Thompson Electric Staff and Tver's tablet 
instruments, now applied to about 900 miles of line, is most satisfactory, as not only 
is much greater security and expeditious working obtained, hut the station officers 
are relieved of a great amount of anxiety in regulating the traffic, which lias to pass 
over stretches of many hundreds of miles of single line.4 O

It is satisfactory to record that the year has been practically free from any 
serious accident, the total amount of compensation paid during the year amounting 
to £1,701 only for passengers, and £l,SS9 for damage to or loss of goods.

All the vehicles used for live slock traffic have been fitted with the Westing- 
house Automalic Quick-acting Freight Brake or pipe, with most satisfactory and 
economical results, the fitting of tho ordinary goods stock with the same security is 
progressing.

KATES.
The system of conveyance of stamped parcels by passenger train, introduced 

on the 1st August, 1891, lias answered our expectations, and notwithstanding the 
general depression a slightly increased revenue lias been earned during the past year, 
and we hope that tho low rates, combined with a cheap system of parcels delivery 
introduced in connection with Sydney and Suburbs on the 1st July last, will lead to 
a considerable further development. ■

The goods traffic for the year 1892 shows a slight decrease in the aggregate
■in.. ° OO O

number of miles it was conveyed, the figures being—
■ Ton Miles.

1891 ...................................... 240,791,664
1892 ....................................... 238,257,161

The average rate earned per ton per mile in 1892 was IffiSd., the same amount as in 
1891.

The
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6 NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS, 1893-92.

The following return will give full particulars of the rates paid by all 
descriptions of traffic, and tbe distance eacli class was conveyed :—

Return of Ton Mileage for Year ending 31st December, 1892.

Description of Traffic. Total
Tods earned.

Total Miles carried.
Average 

Mites per 
Ton.

Earnings, eichisive 
of

Terminal Charges.

iuirnings 
per(on 

per Mile.

Percentage
of

each class 
to Total 
Tonnage.

£ D. per cent.

Coal and Shale............... 2,303,200 40,008,075 17-37 123,097 ‘74 58-63

Et rewood ... ... 103,411 5.077,038 26-25 19,968 ‘94 492

Grain, Flour, &c. ... 184.275 21,757,420 118-07 70,130 ‘77 469

Hay, Straw, and Chaff 70.362 10,234,835 145-46 25,904 61 L'79

•Miscellaneous and A | 
class ... ...) 370,344 20,113,382 54-31 71.237 *85 0-43

Wool.................................... 114,623 32,313,376 281-91 326,457 242 2-91

Live Stock ............... 146,300 32.274,402 22046 283,523 211 3-73

All other goods ... 545,925 76,478,633 140-09 694,848 2*18 13-90

Total .............. 3,928,629 238,257,161 60-64 1,615,224
Average
1-63 100

* ilisccllFmcuus traffic, consists of timber, lime, manures, fruit, vegetables, hides, tobacco leaf, bricks, gravel, drain-Ripes, and traffic of a
similar nature.

The following table will show the extent to which the rates have been 
reduced since 1879 :■*—

. Return showing Mileage per Ton and Earnings per Ton per Mile of Goods Traffic carried during
tbe vears ending 31st December, 1879, 1883, and 1892.

Coat and Shale.

1879. 1SS3.
I

1892.

Firewood.

1879. 1883. 1892.

Tons carried ...

Miles carried ,

Average miles 
per ton.

Gross Earnings

Earnings per ton 
per mile.

1,033,009 1,506,‘108

125,363,800 

13-68! 15-88

£ 74,371 j 125,730

d.
I’25

d.
‘19

2,303,299

40,008,075

17-37

123,098

d.
0‘73

112,171 100,662

3,009,030 4,349,344
26-82! 27-07

I
15,781. 22,613

d. d.
I'26 I r25

193,411

5.077,038

26-23

19,963

d.
094

Grain and Flour

1879- 1883. 1892.

36,249

3,611,407

99-63

19,150

d.
127

65,736

7,756,269

117-99

33,066

d.
102

184,275

21,757,420

118-07

70,130

d.
0‘78

Hay, Straw, and Chaff.

1879. 1 1883.

22,4071 35,119

743,679 2,712,396 

33-10 j 77-23

6,825 15,251

d. d.
2'20; r35

70,362

10,234,835

145-46

25,904

a.
061

Wool. Live Stock,

1879- 1883. 1892. 1879. 1883 1892.

Tons curried .................................................. 31,773 63,887 114,623 27.S05 68,059 146,390

Miles carried .................................................. 5,283,838 15,184,0110 32,313,376 3,726,176 13,224,154 32,274/402

Average miles Jicr ton ..................... ............ 166-30 227-01 28T91 134-01 194-30 220-46

Gross Earnings .............................................. £ 61,875 136,763 32R,457 45,810 154.960 283,523

d. d. . d. d, d. d.

Earnings per ton por mile ......................... 2-81 2'47 2'42 2'90 2-8l 210

General Merchandise, and other 
Tralfie not included in other groups.

1879.

451,251

36,862,450

81-68

408,637

d.
266

1883.

875,571

86,374,134

9S'65

762,817

d.
2'I2

1892.

916,269

96,592,015

105-42

766,086

d.
I’90

Noth.—The enrnings for 1879 and 1SS3 include terminal charges—1892 ovriude.

The
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Tho agricultural interest lias received special consideration at our hands, the 
rates having on several occasions hcen reduced ; hut as the large areas suitable for 
agriculture situated in remote districts of the Colony can only be developed by 
giving exceptionally low rates for the carriage of produce to market, further con
cessions in this respect will be made as from the 15th instant.

The following table will give a few illustrations of the rates in this and theo o
adjoining Colonies:—

CowpAnATTVjc Kates for carriage of Grain, Flour, Meal, Bran, Pollard, Millet Seed, 
Beet-root, Green Chicory Boot, Potatoes, and other Agricultural Produce, 
excepting Hay, Straw, and Chaff.

XEW SOUTH WALES. VICTORIA. SOUTH AUSTRALIA. QUEENSLAND.

Miles. Mimnnun, 0 tons* Minimum, 2 tons. Minimum, 3 tons. Minmuun, 2 tons.

At per ton.
Clini'ge per 

truck cnntnm- At por ton. Cltnrge for At per ton. Charge for
6 tons. At per on. Cimrge for

G tons.
ing 0 tons.

S3, d. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. s. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d.

50 4 10 1 9 0 5 0 1 13 0 0 G 9 2 0 6 0 7 G 2 5 0

100 8 4 2 10 0 9 4 2 10 0 0 10 11 3 5 6 0 13 9 4 ■2 G

150 10 0 3 0 0 12 4 3 14 0 0 14 1 4 4 G 0 17 11 5 7 G

200 11 8 3 10 0 10 4 4 IS 0 0 16 2 4 ]7 0 l 2 1 G 12 6

250 13 0 3 18 0 IS 0 0 S 0 0 18 3 5 9 G 1 5 3 7 11 G

300 14 0 4 4 0 19 0 5 14 0 1 0 4 6 2 0 1 8 4 S 10 0

350 14 9 4 8 6 l 2 5 0

i—
l G 1 11 6 9 9 0

-ICO 15 3 4 11 6 No rates quoted for 
distances greater than 1 4 0 7 7 0 1 14 7 10 7 6

500 16 3 4 17 6 301 miles. 1 8 8 8 12 0 2 0 10 12 5 0

Comparative Kates for Carriage of Hay, Straw (pressed), and Chaff in truck
loads in the various Colonies.

HAY,

New South
Mile&sr**. Wales.

At
i per ton.

v- . South Queens-
%lctorm- Australm. land. -

At At
per ton, pet* ton.

At
per ton.

STRAW.

New South 
Wales. Victoria,

At
per ton.

At
per ton.

South I Queen5?- 
Australia. | land.

At At
per ton. per ton.

CHAFF.

Stow Smith Tirt South
Wales. 'lctona- Australia.

At
per ton.

At . At 
por ton. per ton.

Queens*
land.

At
per ton.

r,o

150

200

250

300

350

400

s. d.

4 7
100 | 64

£ s. d. £ s. <1. 

0 5 e' 0 9 5

8 10 
11 0 

12 6 

13 11

15 4

16 9

0 10 6 0 15 8

0 15 0, 0 19 10 

0 17 0.1 4 0 

0 18 0 1 S 2 

0 19 0. 1 12 4

1 0 1 
1 1 1

1 1G G

2 0 8

I

£ s. d. 

0 7 6 

0 13 9

0 17 11 

12 1 
15 3 

18 4

1 11 6 

1 14 7

3. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
47 05 e| 09 5076 

5 8 0 10 G 0 15 SjO 13 9
7 9 0 15 o| 0 19 10 0 17 11

98 0 17 0140121

11 0 0 18 0. 1 S 2 1 5 3

12 4 ' 0 19 0 1 12 4 1 8 4

13 6 1 0 1 1 1G GU 11 G

14 9 | 1 1 V 2 0 8 i; 14 7

&. d.

3 10
4 8 

6 6 

8 1 
9 2

£ s. d. 

0 5 G 

0 10 G 

0 15 0 

0 17 0 

0 18 0

10 3 ! 0 19 0

11 3 i o i
12 3 - 1 1 1

£ s. d., £ a. d.

0 0 5 0 7 6
0 15 s! 0 13 9

0 17 11 

12 1 
15 3 

18 4

1 1G Cl 1 11 6

0 8 1 14 7

i
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• OPENING OE NEW LINES AND THEIR REFECT EPON THE
TRAFFIC. •

Appended hereto (pages 57 to 70) will he found returns showing the 
earnings and expenses in connection with a number of outlying lines in the Colony 
for the year ending the 31st December last. The following table summarizes these 
returns.

Line. Length. Capital Cost.

11
Wonting

Eipcufces.
1 Inherent oti 
j Capital*

Total
Eui’iiings,

Loss after provid
ing for Working 

Expenses and 
Interest*

Mis. eli £ £ £ £
Sydney to Kiama ... ... 71 53 2,180,167 120,002 70,305 139,530 56,777

.Tunce to Hay ... ... 107 3o| 1,012,483 38,023 41,099 55,400 24,322

Narrandera to Jerilderie ... (i-t ol-j 421.173 7,451 1G,9G7 ■ 8,880 15,538

Waileraivang to Mudgee ... S3 G 1,042,815 25,087 41.5G2 37,132 29,517

Cootamundra to Gundagai ... 33 43 i 252,291 6,GG2 8,830 8,633 0,859

Goulburn to Cooma ... ... 130 40 1,402.359 30,074 51,182 35,400 45,790

Orange to Molong ............... 22 GO 286,870 0,725 10,010 10,301 0,204

Hornsby to St. Leonards ... 10 231- 219,252 5,801 7,073 2,847 10,027

Armidale to Jennings... ... 132 421 1,539,868 39,837 60,951 37,150 63,653

Murrumburrali to Blayney ... 110 G3 1,141,553 37,199 39,954 38,047 39,100

Culcairn to Corowa ... ... 47 39 193,9G5 3,090 5,091 3,290 4,891*

Nyngan to Cobar ............... 31 27} 281,703 0,062 9,862 8,430 7,4941

Bluclitown to Richmond ... '1G 12 19Q,123 10,288 9.S0G 12,614 7,480

Total........................... 974 281 10,203,088 336,327 379,922 397,980 318,209

«
Profit after paying 
Working Expenses 

and Interest.

Werris Creek to Narrabri ... 9G 48 077,182 30,051 27,067 67,101 9,443

Dubbo to Bourke ............... 223 45 1,002,480 05,258 03,952 157,058 28,448'

* Nine month 5 muling 30th Jtnic, 1S33. t Twelve months ending 30th June, 1803.

Tim Cobar and Culcairn-Corowa Lines, which have been opened since the 1st 
Julv, 1892, have not contributed much revenue. The Cobar District, however, 
during last season, suffered severely from drought and the rabbit pest. The coming 
season promises to be better than the last. The Culcairn and Corowa Line will be a 
great burden until more land is placed under cultivation. The low rates for agri
cultural produce should influence this movement.

Although we have in several of our reports pointed out that, in our ojnnion, 
part of the proceeds of the sale of Crown lands, enhanced in value by the construc
tion of railway lines, should be devoted to providing moneys for the construction of 
such lines, nothing has yet been done in this direction. We would strongly urge 
that this subject should be dealt with in a way that would reduce the railway capital; 
as, "while it is necessary to proceed gradually with the extension of the railways, it 
would he most unwise to add further to tbe unprofitable lines—in connection with 
which every effort is being made to work them cheaply—by continuing indefinitely 
a system of unassisted construction.
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The views which we have put forward from time to time would, if adopted, 
be practically establishing tho land grant system of railway construction, but the 
State would obtain the financial advantages instead of a syndicate.

The system of light Pioneer Lines’ of the standard gauge, as suggested in 
our report for 1890-91, should, in our opinion, ho the policy of the future in the 

■ construction of railways in the pastoral districts.

ACCOMMODATION POR THE TRAPPIC AND CONDITION OP LINES
AND ROLLING-STOCK.

The accommodation for the traffic throughout tho Colony is satisfactory. ■

The improvement of the 1 in 33 grades, north of Singleton, and the avoidance 
of the Lap stone Hill Zig-zag, by the opening of the direct line, considerably assist 
the work, and also enable a large saving in mileage to he effected.

The rollhig-stock is now in an efficient state, .and the powerful engines have 
enabled us to largely economise tlie train and engine mileage.

The Train Mileage has been reduced by ... 850,786 miles .
And the Engine Miles by ... ... ... 2,207,457 „

(Engine Mileage includes Train Mileage, assisting trains with a second engine, shunting, &c.)

The Permanent-way has been considerably improved during the year by 
replacing worn-out iron rails with steel and in resleepering and rcballasting. The 
whole of the cost of this work is debited to working expenses. A reduction in the 
expenditure under this head will be effected during the forthcoming year.

STAPP.
In consequence of the serious falling off in traffic the whole of the Staff has 

been carefully revised, and retrenchment effected wherever possible. In order to 
avoid dispensing with a considerable number of men from the Workshops Staff, the 
whole of the men were placed on short-time—in the first place, by curtailing their 
time by half-a-day per week, and, subsequently, by a whole day. It was also found 
necessary, as from the 1st of July, 1S92, to suspend the periodical advances usually 
granted to the Staff in the case of the higher-paid grades. Up to the 1st of 
January last all advances to the Wages Staff receiving less than Ss. per day were 
passed, and last month all advances to the Junior Staff not receiving more than 5s. 
per day were also passed. To the Salaried Staff, except in the case of the juniors 
and lowest-paid grades, no advances have been given for some time, except where 
change of position or additional responsibility called for special consideration. 
Overtime and Sunday-time for the Running Staff on the Railways and Tramways 
has also been curtailed with the view of giving work to men who would otherwise 
have been thrown out of employment. .

Printed as an Appendix (page 24) is a comparative statement of the Staff 
employed in the principal grades in October, 1SSS, and in June, 1893, together with 
the rates of pay in both periods. This return will show that good wages are being 
paid to all classes of the Staff, and that, practically, in all grades the employes are 
receiving better pay than in 1888. The rates of pay arc the most liberal in the 
Colonies.

Tire4—B
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The Appendices to the Report will give complete information regarding the ' 
railway traffic and expenses, and the reports of the Chief Mechanical Engineer and 
tlic Engineer-in-Chicf for Existing Lines wall give details regarding the condition of 
the rolling stock and lines.

Diagrams arc also attached showing graphically the most interesting features 
of the working of the Department. .

RESULTS OE THE WORKING.
RAILWAYS.

Tear ending 30 June, 1893, compared with 1892 and 1888.

PATtTICDLAES. 1893. 1892. 1888.

Total spent in construction and equipment ............... £34.657,571 33,312,608 27,722,748

Total Debentures finally paid off ... # ........................... 1,201,075 £1,182,275 1,017,875

Total cost of lines upon wliicli interest has to bo paid ... 33,456,496 £32,130,333 26,704,373

Total cost per mile open for traffic... ... ... ... £14,743 15,246 13,114

Total mileage open for traffic .... ... ... ... 2,351 2,185 2,114

Average miles opened for the year ... ... ... ... 2,316 2,182 J- 2,044

Gross revenue ............................................................... £2,927.056 3,107,296 2,295,124

Working expenditure ... ... ... ... ... £1,738,516 1,914,252 1,530,551

NET PROFIT ON WORKING ..........................
(After paying Working Expenses). __

£1,138,540 1,193,044 764,573

PERCENTAGE OF WORKING EXPENSES TO 
REVENUE .......................................................... 59'39 61'60 66‘69

Earnings per average mile open ... ... ... ... £1,264 1,423 1,122

Expenditure per average mile open... ... ... ... £750 877 748

Gross earnings per train mile ... ... ... ..
s. d.
7.9i

s. d.
7 . 5i

s. cl.
6.10J

Expenses per train mile ... ... ... ... ... 4 . 71- 4.7 4.7

NET PROFIT PER TRAIN MILE..........................
(After paying Working Expenses).

3.2 2.10J 2,3a

Number of passenger journeys ....................................... 19,932,703 19,913,916 15,174,115

Goods tonnage ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,623,728 4,151,483 3,331,671

Live-stock tonnage............................................................... 150,115 145,230 68,101

Train mileage... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,505,310 8,356,096 6,089,313

Locomotives,Number of ... ... ... ... ... 515 489 428

Passenger Stock, Number of ... ... ... ... 1,053 1,054 1,039

Goods Stock,Number of ... ... ... ... ... 10,551 10,455 8,833
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TRAMWAYS.

On the 30th of June, 1892, 48 miles 'were opeii for traffic, and on the 24th 
of October, 1892, a further section was opened from Merton-street, Balmain, to 
Gladstone Park, a distance of 1 mile, 8 chains making a total of 49 miles on the 
30th of June, 1893. ’

Tho cost of the lines opened for traffic is £1,118,471.
»

A sum of £1,022,048 lias been raised by the issue of debentures and other 
stock to the amount of £1,071,112, and the balance has been provided out of the 
general funds of the Colony.

The traffic upon the tramways has been, to some extent, affected by the 
financial depression, the revenue showing a decrease of £9,723. The working 
expenses, however, have been reduced to a greater extent, and the net return upon 
the capital invested, after paying working expenses, is o’ol per cent., as against 
5‘28 per cent, last year.

Twenty tram-cars have been renewed out of working expenses during the 
year, making a total of 76 cars renewed out of working expenses during the past 

. five years.

The serious depression in the Newcastle Coal District has considerably 
interfered with the earnings of the Plattsburg Tram-lines.

Condition of Existing Lines.

The lines generally are in good running order, a fair amount of relaying 
and wood-blocking having been carried out during the past year, other necessary 
work of a like nature has been authorised, and will absorb a considerable sum of 
money during the ensuing year.

Accommodation for the Traffic.

With the exception of the terminal accommodation in the city, to which we 
have drawn attention in our two last Annual Deports, the accommodation for 
traffic is, at the present time, sufficient. Wo strongly urge the carrying out of our 
previous recommendation for giving relief at the Bridge-street terminus at the 
earliest moment the finances permit of such a course, as not only would the whole 
of the tram services he relieved hut the financial return is undoubted.

The extension of the Plattsburg tram-line from Hunter-street, Newcastle, to 
the Railway-station, and a short distance beyond, is now approaching completion, 
and will be a great convenience to the public.

The
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The duplication of 28 chains of the Forest Lodge Line, from the Junction to 
the Glehe Town Hall, which was brought into use on the 1st July, 1893, has 
permitted of an improved service being adopted for Balmain, and a considerable 
increase in traffic may be anticipated.

The working: of the Tram Lines in sections is as under:—

CITY AND SUBURBAN LINES.
1893. j 1892. 1888.

Length, 38 miles. *

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment .......................... £9-17,775 £932,907 £742,555
Gross Revenue .......................................................................... 271,011 279.321 221,000
Worlang Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... 214,821 229,145 201,227
Profit on Worlting ... ... ... ... ... 50,217 50,170 10,833
Percentage, Working Cost to Revenue ... ... ... ... 79-20 82-04 92-38
Total Mileage open ............................................................... ■ 38 37 291f
Passenger Pares collected ............. ........................ 03,588,885 05,299,003 51,503,197
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED 5'94 6‘54 . 2'27

NORTH SHORE CABLE TRAMWAY.

Length, 11 miles.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment ........................... £75,308 £75,308 £71,519
Gross Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 10,035 11,123 7,248
AVorking Expenditure ... ... ... ... ■■■ 7,198 7,902 0,833
Profit on Working ............... ... ... ... ... 3,437 3,221 415
Percentage, Working Cost to Revenue....................................... G7’G8 71-04 94-20
Total Mileage open ... ... ... ... ... ... H H H
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED 4'56 4’27 O'SB

NEWCASTLE TO PLATTSBURG.

Length, 7A miles.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment ... ... ... £79,723. £75,899 £63,170
Gross Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ... 12,549 13,696 8,211
AVorking Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... 10,024 10,037 8,136
Profit on AA'orking ............................................................. .. 2,525 3,659 75
Percentage, AYorking Cost to Revenue ... ... ... ... 79-88 73-28 99-08
Total Mileage open ... ... ....................... ... .. * 2 n 7i
PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL INVESTED - :i3T7 4‘82 j 0‘12

ASHPIELD TO ENFIELD. _

Length, 2 miles.

Total Cost of Construction and Equipment ........................ £15,605 £15,485
Gross Revenue ..................... .. .............................................................. 1,142 950
AYorking Expenditure and Interest on Capital... ... 2,303 1,925 Not open.
Percentage, AYorking Cost to Revenue ... ... ... 154-29 158-63
Total Mileage open .... ... ... ... ... 2 2
LOSS ON WORKING ............................................................................... £1,166 £975

RESULTS
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RESULTS OE THE WORKING.
TRAMWAYS-ALL LINES.

Year endiug 30 June, 1S93, compared with 1892 and 1888. ■

Particulaus.
1893. |

1892. 1888.

Total spent on construction and equipment ... £1,118,471 1,099,659 877,244

Total cost per mile open ... ... ... -- 22,32(1 22,909 22,786

Total mileage open for traffic ....................................... 49 48 384

Gross revenue ... ... ... ...
1

£295,3G7 j 305,090 236,519

AYorking expenditure ... ... ■■■ £233,SrS 1 218,591 219,196

NET PROFIT (After paying Working Expenses) ... £61,559 56,499 17,323

—---------------------------------------- : '
PERCENTAGE OF WORKING EXPENSES TO 

REVENUE ........................... .......................... • ig'IB 8I’48 92*67

Earnings per average mile open ... ... ■■ (5,090 G,705 0,224

Expenditure per average mile open .. 4,82 L 5,463 5,768

............ ............... ..... - -- --------- "
Gross earnings per tram mile ... ... ■■ m 3/41 3 4*t

Expenses per tram mile ... ■■■ 2/H
d.

2/SI
d.

3/l|
d.

NET PROFIT PER TRAM MILE ..........................
?3 3

PERCENTAGE OF PROFIT TO CAPITAL 
INVESTED .............................................................. 5-5l 5‘28 1*98

Number of passenger fares collected ... ... --
1

69,403,094 71,477,948 53,957,395

Tram mileage... ... ■■■ *■ 1,902,303 1,823,061 1,383,786

Motors, Number of ..................................................
J 121 121 96

Cars, Number of ... ... ■■■ •• 2G81 244 159

General Stock, Number of ... ... ■■ . 21
l

21.
*

19

AYe have the honor to he,
Sir, ■

Your most obedient Servants,
. E. M. G. EERY, Chief Commissioner.

W. M. EEHON, 
CHARLES OLIVER,

| Commissioners.
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APPENDIX 1.
New South Wales Government Railways,

Sir, Office of Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines, 21 July, 1893.
I have to report that the whole of the Lines and "Works have been well 

maintained during the past. year.
A distance of 98 miles 15 chains lias hcen cither completely rclaid, rerailed, 

or resleepered, 20S miles 15 chains have been lifted and reballasted, and the 
condition of the permanent-way has generally been much improved. The work of 
renewing tho fencing has made fair progress.

Very heavy rains fell during the early part of March last, particularly in the 
north, where the lines suffered most severely. At Newcastle 11 inches of rain fell 
in twenty-four hours between the 7th and 9th of the month, and several sections of 
the road were submerged from 2 to 12 feet in depth. Ectween East and West Maitland, 
at Glennie’s Creek, at 61 miles 20 chains, and at Bowman’s Creek, as well as at many 
other points between Newcastle and Muswellbrook, portions of the embankment 
were washed away, and the bridges severely damaged, causing a complete stoppage 
of the traffic for eight days. The heavy rainfall also affected to a less extent the 
lllawarra, North Coast, and' Mudgee Lines. .

The lines were repaired and communication restored with the least possible 
delay, but considerable additional expenditure has been incurred.

The iron girder bridges over Solitary Creek at 113 miles 10 chains, 113 
miles 25 chains, lid miles, 115 miles 26 chains, 115 miles 75 chains, and 120 miles, 
on the Western Line, and over the Wollondilly, Barber’s, Boxer’s, and Mulwarrie 
Creeks, on the Southern Line, which were reported upon by a Royal Commission in 
1885-6, have been strengthened. , ■

Duplication Works.
The whole of the works in connection with the quadruplicatibn of the 

Suburban Line between Redfern and Elemington, and the duplication of the 
Southern Line between Granville and Picton have now been entirely completed.

Deviations and Improvements of Grades.
The deviations and improvements of grades between Muswellbrook and 

Singleton, and the deviation of tire line at Lapstone Hill, dispensing with the 
Zig-Zag, were completed and opened for traffic in December last.

The slewing of tho main lines between Honeysuckle Point and Newcastle, 
rendered necessary by tho proposed extension of the Tramway along Scott-street, has 
been accomplished.

The following new lines have been opened for traffic :—
Nyngan to Cobar, on 1st July, 1892.
Culcairn to Corowa, on 3rd October, 1892.
St, Leonard’s to Milson’s Point, on 1 st May, 1893.
Kiama to Nowra, on 3rd June, 1893. *

I have, &c.,
WILLIAM T. EOSLEE,

To the Secretary to the Railway Commissioners. Engineer-in-Chicf.

Return shotving the number of Men employed in the maintenance of Permanent-way.

Sydney to Granville Junction ... ... ...

30t.h Juue, 1893. 
Number per Mile. 

........................... -94

30th J (me, 1892. 
Number per Mile.

•97
Granville Junction to River Murray ... ... ........................... -81 •81
GranviUe Junction to .Bourke ... ... ... ........................... -69 78
Stratbfield Junction to Hamilton Junction ... ........................... -82 78
Newcastle to Wallangarra....................................... ........................... 74 •82
Hlawarra Line .............. ........................... ........................... 72 •80
Cooma Line ... ... ... ... ... ... ........................... -43 •50
Murrumburrali-Blayney Line ........................... ........................... -54 •54
South-Western Line........................... .............. ........................... -44 ■50
Jerilderi c Branch ... ... ... .. ... ........................... '43 •43
Gundagai Branch ... ... ., ... ... ........................... -35 •48
Richmond Branch .......................... ............... ........................... 74 74
Mudgee Branch ... ... ... ... ... ........................... -44 '56
Molong Branch ... ... ... ... ... ........................... -52 •53
North-western Line................................................... ........................... ’54 ■58
St. Leonards Line ... ... ... ... ........................... 77 76
Camden Tramway ... ... ... ... ... ........................... . '51 •65
Sans-Souci Tramway ....................................... ........................... -40 , ■41
Plattsburg Tramway... ... ... ... ... ........................... -81 ■81
Yass Tramway ... ... ... ... ... ............... - ... -98 ■69
Culcairn-Corowa Line ........................... .. .......................... -31 —
Nyngan-Cohar Lino ....................................... ... ... • -21 —

The
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The following work was performed during tho year :—
Sidings kid in and extended ... . .
Sleepers used in new sidings ... ..
Sleepers used in main lines ... ... ...
Ballast used on maintenance of main lines
Length of fences renewed...........................
Culverts and flood-openings constructed ...

. 2 miles 201 chains.
. d,993. "

. 225.018.

. 109.744 cubic j'ards.
, 28 miles 59J- chains.
. 17; extra waterway, 1,072 feet.

Return showing length of line relaid and paid for out of working expenses during
each year 1881 to 1893.

Year ending 30th June.
1

Relaying done. Relaying paid for.

milee. miles.
1875 .......................................................................................... i 1
1876 .......................................................................................... 02 0*
1877 ...............................................'...................................... 31- 31
1878 .......................................................................................... 4 4
1879 .......................................................................................... ^4 31
1880 ..........................................................................................
1881 .......................................................................................... m 12i
1882 .......................................................................................... 10" ioJ
1883 .......................................................................................... 8 8
1884 .......................................................................................... 20f 201
1885 .......................................................................................... 321 32|-
1886 .......................................................................................... 11* 11*
1887 .......................................................................................... 26 18*
1888 .......................................................................................... 23 20|

Total for 14 years ... ... ... 162 152

1889 .......................................................................................... 25 33
1890 .......................................................................................... 441 441
1891 .......................................................................................... 107| 6H
1892 .......................................................................................... 46j| 76
1893 .......................................................................................... 981- 99|

Total for 5 years ............................... 322 3164

APPENDIX II.

Chief Mechanical Engineer’s Report for the year ending 30 June, 1893.

Sir, Evcleigh, 25 July, ]S93.
In submitting the annual statement of the working of the Locomotive, 

Carriage, and Waggon Department for the year ending 30 June, 1893,1 have the 
honor to report that while the condition of the rolling stock, pumping plant, and 
workshop machinery has been fully maintained and improved, a decrease in the cost 
of working has occurred,

A very large reduction took place in the mileage executed during the year, 
which was largely due to the extended employment of more powerful engines, hut 
by economies in the expenditure a saving of nearly Ij- pence per tram mile has 
resulted, when compared with the cost of last year. The whole of the new American 
engines have been at work throughout the year hauling loads of live stock and 
goods in single trainsy for such loads two engines had to he employed previous to 
their introduction, and consequently their influence in the reduction of train, and 
unprofitable engine mileage has been very substantially felt.

The
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The following brief summary shows the mileage executed' and the cost for 
the years in question :—

1892. 1893. Increase. Decrease.

Train miles ... ... ... .... ... ... 8,356,090 ■7,505,310 850,786

Engine miles ...................................... ........................... 12,302,105 10,154,648 2,207,457

Eevcnuo....................................... ...................................... £3,107,290 £2,927,056 £180,240

Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £793,247 £670,450 £116,767

Do in per cents, of revenue... ... ... ... 25-53 2311 2-42

Cost in pence per train mile................................................... 22-783 21-032 1-151

Locomotives. -

Three hundred and sixty-seven locomotives have passed through the repairing 
shops during the year; Eveleigh dealt with 211. of them and Newcastle with 39; 
the remaining 117 were repaired at the smaller dep6ts. Two hundred and fifty-nine 
out of the above total received heavy repairs and. thorough overhaul; the remaining 
10S received repairs of a medium character.

Ten tram motors were also dealt with at Newcastle; 3 of them were heavily 
repaired.

During the year 2S6 boilers were dealt with; 198 of them in Eveleigh and 
48 in Newcastle, and the remaining 40 at the smaller depfits. One hundred and one 
of these boilers were internally examined, heavily repaired, refilled with tubes, and 
returned to their locomotives. Sixty-five stationary boilers were dealt with; 15 of 
them received heavy repairs at Eveleigh.

One new boiler has been taken out of store, placed in a locomotive, and charged 
against working expenses.

Carriages and Waggons.
One thousand two hundred and eighty-two passenger vehicles were repaired ; 

989 of them at Eveleigh and 293 at Newcastle. Three hundred and one of the above 
total wore thoroughly overhauled and received heavy repairs.

Seven thousand four hundred and thirty-six waggons and vans passed through 
the Evcleigh and Newcastle shops during tho year; 3,376 of them were heavily 
repaired.

In addition to the above, 45 vehicles were reconstructed in the Eveleigh 
shops at a cost of £5,075, and charged to working expenses. They consist of 12 
live-stock vans, 2 meat vans, 1 covered van, 8 bogie waggons, 3 ordinary “D” trucks, 
and 7 heavy goods brakes, all of which were entirely new; and the following were 
rebuilt:—Bogie stock—2 sleeping cars, 1 first-class carriage, 2 second-class, 3 com
posites, 1 mail-van, 1 passenger brake-van, and 2 four-wheeled goods brakes.

In addition to the above, the following new vehicles were constructed and 
charged to capital:—6 open bogie waggons, 4 heavy goods brakes, and 1 “D ” waggon 
with composite underframe. .

One hundred and forty-nine defective axles have been withdrawn from traffic 
and replaced by stronger ones; 482 axle-boxes of defective design have been replaced 
by standard types; and light draw-gear on 47 waggons removed.

New Stock.
Twenty-six English express engines have been placed in service; 84 iron 

hopper-waggons added to the stock, and 25 new iron underframe “D” waggons were 
built by contractors for renewals.

I have, &c.,
W. TITOW,

- Chief Mechanical Engineer.
To the Secretary to the Railway Commissioners.

4—C APPENDIX
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APPENDIX 
NEW SOUTE WALES

STATEMENT showing tlic nurabor and classes of tbe Locomotive Engines,
LOCOMOTIVE

' ‘ PASSENGER.

Tender.

Express 4-wheels 
coupled, bogie.

4-w heels 
coupled, double 

bogie front.

6-wheels 
coupled, single 

bogie trout.;

4-wheels 
coupled, single 

bogie front.

30-wheeled 
engines, {J-wkcels 

coupled.

Stock,-SOfch June, 1S02 ... ... ... 47- 82 20 13 28

Additions to 30th June, 1593 ... .. 2G

Stock, 30th June, 1893 ........................... 47 S2 20 13 54

COACHING

sb
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te

.

Sleeping Cars. First. Class Cars. Composite Cars.
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"S

^ § 
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•O T c ac$ Cu 

Ci s
'to 5o
fQ

«
5.o
m
w

Tco
Ij

*b

Stock on 30th Junc, 1892 ... ... ... i 3 8 12 ] 7 3 9 30 5j 9 90 14 s 44 5 ii

Benewah to 30th June, 1893 ... ... ... o 3

Stock, 30th Juno, 1893 ... ... . i 3 S 12 17 3 9 30 9 S3 14 s 44 8 ii

Ouc Workman’s Van ouiivertod to Goods

GOODS
OPEN WAGONS

Total
Ol'E.V

Waooj's,

COVERED VANS.

Total
COTJvltlil!

Vans.4-wkeals,

I

0-wheels. Bugiee.
Coul

Hopper,
l-whiols.

Ordinary,
l-wlieeU,

Louvri'd,
4-whcels.

Bogies. Powder, 
■*-Mhet ]?.

Meat,
d-wheela.

Refrige
rators,
Bogie.-.

Stock cn 30th June, 1892 0,390 ntJ 43G 410 7,301 338 255 6 45 48 717Benewah to do., 1893 28 9 30 1 9 3
0,418 3 4SG 41G 7,323 341 255 0 38 47 25 712

Additions to 30th June,
1S9U........................... 1 0 St 91 .. . ...

Stock. 30th June, 1893.. 0,419 3 492 500 7,414 34 L 255 G 88 47 25 712

Onu joods brake tram fen id fit in conAiing ; otlier diiTerences
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in.
G-OYERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Passenger Carriages, and Goods Waggons, on the 30th June, 1893.
ENGINES.

GOODS.

Sans-Souci 
Tramway 

engine motors.
Total.

Tank. Tender. j Tank.

Suburban 
4-whcols coupled, 

single bogio 
front.

o , , , SuburbanSuburban 4.whoe]s
B u i coupled, double coupkd double b ^fTOntj£i lc

bogie ironfe. j = bo{,ie 1W. 6

8-wheels 
coupled, 

siiiKla bogie 
front.

. O-wheels 
coupled, 

single bogio 
front.

0-whecls
coupled.

6-vvheels
coupled.

6-wbccls 
coupled, bogie 

front and 
rear.

18 G 15 31 '
1

105 j 76

1
M 32 2 489

26

18 G 15 31 105 j 79 11 32 2 515

STOCK.

Second Class Cars.
■tn
&
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t- k ri m
V «^ 5

§ £P(fiok
^ *C

s

Miscellaneous,

s
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V
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i
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H
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k
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0)&£V
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'£
Ah

nC
£30)

M

inCl
X
0

1

&

■3
3(H
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tbO
T

00
V,

6
<■- u

§1 

CO ^

O

Ora
>
43

1 ^
£3

CQ

£
03

"flO
a

36 9 53 93 7 45 562 8 32 7 12 152 71 24 153 33 492 1,054

... 2 ... 8 1 ... ... 1 ... 2 10

36 9 53 97 7 45 562 8 28 7 12 152 71 24 157 32 491 1,053

Bratc-viin, and transferred to Goods Stock.

STOCK.

STOCK TRUCKS.

Total
Stock

Trucks

Total
Yehiclks
USED TOR

Goods

Traffic
Purposes.

Brake-
Vans.

DEPARTMENTAL.

Total,
Depart*
MfiKTAL,

Grand
Total.Cuttle. Sheep. Combina

tion,
4-wheels,

Dump
(Loco.
Coal)
Cars.

Ballast.
Water,

Gas. Acci
dent

Vans.4-wheiils. Bogies. 4*whool8. Bogies. Hopper. Ordinary.
Wugous.

Van. Tnmk

466 26 636 2 18 1,148 9,166 206 201 384 431 54 1 1 11 1,083 10,455
6 6 ... 12 45 9 6

 -
. . - 6 60

467 26 631 3 IS 1,148 9,183 207 200. 377 422 54 1 1 11 1,066 10,456

91 4 ... 95

487 26 634 3 IS 1,148 9,274 211 200 377 422 54 1 1 11 1,066 10,551

owing to conversion and replacement from one okas to another.

Summary op Stock.
1393. 1892.

Total, Locomotives ... ... .... ... 515 489
,, Coaching Stock ... .... ... 1,053' 1,054
„ Wagon Stock.............. ... ... 10,551 10,455

Grand Total ... ... 12,119 11,998
APPENDIX



APPENDIX IV.

Statement of Account of the Expenditure and Revenue for Year 1893, with comparisons for (892 and (888,
tfj.'

RAILWAYS. CR.

EXPENDITURE.

YEAR ENDING

JUNE 30,

1893.

CORRESPONDING

PERIOD IN

1

REVENUE.

YEAR ENDING

JUNE 30,

1893.

CORRESPONDING

PERIOD IN

1892. 1888. 1892. 1888.

t £ £ £ 1 1 Bookings. & £ &

To Maintenance of Way, Works, and Stations 474,142 434,233 429,001 1 ^ By Passengers— 1893. 1092.

Locomotive Power ............................................................. 557,574 643,924 466,462 . First Class...............no. 3,sis,937 3,273,923 339,421 391,270 f- 723 645*
Carriages and Waggons............................................... 12 9,1 00 1 60,81 S 127,336 ' Second Class ..... no. 9,144,443 9,346,022 511,992 534,519 )

Traffic Expenses.................................................................... 503,1 37 557,366 420,020 Season CIst Class no. 12,323 12,001 44,120 4/1,054
1 53 6S1*

. Compensation—Passengers ...................................... 1,701 3,530 21 ,100 Tickets (_2n d Class no. 2a 1,957 231,tse 40,140 38,600 J
1 RAO 4,223 4,633 17,783 20,733 20,1 96

70 AAR 60,080
r . 

61,451 1 77,937 77,620 59,3T Z
#>7 7*>o 45 727

- 1,733,516 1,914,252 1,530,551 ; Miscellaneous ......................................................................... 3,180 7,924 1,512

Total Coaching .............................£. 1,092,333 1,170,456 910,003

BALANCE, NET RETURN} & 1,188,540 1,193,0441 764,573
General Merchandise ...................................................... 985,587 1,057,334 829. 747

Wool...................................................................................................... 336,373 349,675 217, 671

Live Stock....................................................................................... 299,798 299,252 164,647

- Minerals-Coal and Coke............................................ 181,026 1 96.022 145,456

Miscellaneous ........................................................................ 7,396 1 3,902 5,080

1 Total Goooa ........................... £■ 1,811,180 1,916,185 1,362,809

ij
General Miscellaneous........................................... S. 23,038 20,655 22,232

GRAND TOTAL.........................& 2,927,056 3,1 07,296
1

2,295,124.114
GRAND TOTAL ...................£ 2,927,056 3,107,296 2,295,124

" ' ' 'i i

NOT KEPT SEPARATE IN 1B8Q.

IN5
O

toc

THOMAS HALL,
Chief Accountant,,



APPENDIX V. - ■

Schedules under Working Expenses for the Year ending the 30th June, 1893, with comparisons for 1892 and 1888.
RAILWAYS.

BRANCHES.

A.—Maintenance of Way and Works.
Salaries, officer expenses, mid general superintendence..................
Maintenance and renewals of permanent; ^ Wages..............£314,901

way, viz,: .......... .............................) Materials..........  81,921

Repair*, &c., of bridges, signal*, and other works
Repairs, &c,, of stations and buildings ................
Sundries........................................... ........................

Lines maintained-
f Quadruple.. 
} Double 
{Single ....

1S93. 1892. 1S8S.
si 8

149 V 143 72
2,193 2,034 2,043

2,351 2,185 2,114

B,—Locomotive Power.
Locomoiirc Superintendent and clerks ......... ............................
Locomotive foremen .................................................................................................
Locomotive drivers and firemen .................................................
Locomotive cleaning, coalmen,and labourers..............................
Locomotive sundries....................................................................
Coal, coke, and wood.....................................................................
Water.................................... ..................................................................................
Oil, tallow, mid waste .................................................................
Sundry stores for cleaners .........................................................
Repairs ami renewals of engines ( Jr!lto0rials .................. 32j2S0

- £

C.—Carriages and Waggons.
Greasing and oiling || Tmflie elmrgos '

Cimage repairs . -{^Xwe'"'.
... . /Wages..........................................................................
AXagfionrepa.™......  j Matomle ..................................................

£

Year ending: Corresponding period in

1893. 1892. 1888,

£ £ £

28,074 16,415 19,035
328,847 267,430

396,822 . 77,550

21,529 27,795 48,157
17,283

7,129
28,421 30,456

5,205 7,837

474,142 481,233 429,001

14,749 16,523 21.566
11,063 10,591 0,843

185,895 223,277 157,BOS
59,384. 60,596 52,287

•15,790 13,352 24,185
75,990 81,083 51,392
23,670 27.548 14,162
15,156 27,312 16,04-2
4,281 5,859 4,161

123,502 92,133
151,583 53,773 20,865

557,571 6(3.924 466,452

3,882 3,749 4 093
6,400 7,74-1 9,524

38,631 38,931 35,285
9,415 12,893 19,236

48,418 60,069 39.550
22,350 37,430 20,148

129,133 160,816 127.836

BRANCHES.

D,—Traffic Expenses.
Traffic Manager's office and staff ..........
Litd.ricfc officers and clerks .....................
Sfciition-masters and night officers.........
Clerks ...................................................
Pointsmen, signalmen, and gatekeepers
Guards ............................. ............................ .
Porters, labourers, &c.............................
Stores for stations ..................................
Advertising, stationery, printing, &e. ..
Travelling and Incidental .....................
Sundries ......... ....... ........................ .

ECompens ation.
Eor prraonnl injury—Passengers 
Por damage to and loss of goods

G ratnitics to widows and eldldren of emplo_vees who hare mef 
with arcideirt...................................... ...............................

E.—General Expenses.
Coimrmsionera' and Sacretarj’e oflico
Accountant's office ..............................
Audit office ......... ................................
Stores branch ......................................
Telegraph branch ..............................
S uudrics ..............................................

Year ending 
June 30,

1893.

GRAND TOTAL....................................................£

11,700
9,767

10,153
c,098

19,267
11,4-20

63,410

1,738,316

Corresponding period in

1892.

5,801
22,961
86,931
26,423
46.195
63,017 

143,658 
39,438 
14,816 
5,906 

47,933

6,816
23,655
88,649
25,472
52,076
71,570

100,391 
50,243 
16,009 
6,392 

56,120

7,714, 
7,179 

67,692 
24,131 
32,533 
51,416 

142,619 
33,958

^ 52j7o3

503,137 557,396 420,028

1.701 3,580 21,100
1,889 4,223 4,683

3,590 7,803 25,783

2,475 3,210 1,307

10,270
7,757

10,092
8,700

17,413
7,002

56,870

18S3.

7.915* 
7,145* 

10,951 
7,083* 

22,209 
4,236

60,141

1,914,252 1,330,551

* Ur dcr tho late adminbtrati in .C« S78 of the cxnrascs in connection with the office.; of the Commissioner, Secretary, Accounts, mid Store Branches was charged to the Construction Capital Account, otherwise the charges against each branch would have 
been—Commissioner and Secretary, £3,783; Accountant's office, £0,‘!tl7 ; and Stores Branch, £10,330. The flgnros in Compensation and General Charges in 1S3S bavc boon adjusted to show tho amounts paid to widows and children of euipSoyecs.

’ THOMAS HALL,

Chief Accountant.
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APPENDIX TL
Comparative Analysis of Revenue and Expenditure for the years ending 30 June,

1803, 1892, and 1888.

Particulars,

Tear ending 30 June, 1893.
MiIcb.

Average miles opca for traffic .. 2,316
Tram mileage— --------

Passenger... 3,678,506
Gootb ................................... S.^ICjSW

Total mileage ... 7,505,310

Numbers Per
Revenue, j mile 

Tonnage, j open

Per
train
mile.

Year ending 30 -June, 1892.
Miles.

Average miles open for traffic ... 2,182}
Train mileage— ■ .

Passenger............. ...........  3,633,813
Goods .. ... 4,072,233

Total mileage ........... 8,356,096

Numbers Per Per
or Revenue. mile train

Tonnage. open. mile.

Year ending 30 June, 1883.

Average miles open for traffic 
Train mileage—

Passenger.......................
Goods .......................

Total mileage

Miles. 
... 2,0*4
... 3,074,676 
... 3,614,035

... 6,689,313

Numbers
or

Tonnage.

Per
Revoauc. mile 

open.

Per
train
mite.

Revenue.
Passengers — First nnd ^ 

fecund class. )
Do Season Tickets

HorseSj carriages, and dog) 
Cloak-room and parcels ...
Mails .................................
Miscellaneous ...................

Numbers.
12,610,045

240,706

Total, coaching.........

General Merchandise ....
Wool .................................
Lire stock.........................
Minerals—Coal and Coke.. 
Minerals, other than con if 
Miscellaneous ................

Total, goods ............. .
Sundries, special ond'J 

miscellaneous. J
Total Revenue.....

Working Expenses. 
Maintenance of v.-av, i 

rvorks, and stations J 
Locomotive power..............
Carriages and waggons......
Traffic expenses..................

Do Good:
General expenses ........

Total expenditure

Net profit ............
Increase in net profit! 

over year ending [ 
30 June, 1888. J

(After paying working 
expenses.)

1,171,815
107,491
150,115

2,228,577
115,845

3,773,813

£
851,413
84,260
17,788
77,037
57,760
3,180

1,092,338

964,865
336,373
£99,798
181,020

21,722
7,396

£
367-6

36-4
77

33-G
24-9
1-4

471-6

1,811,180

416-6
145-2
129-5
78-1

9-4
3-2

782-0

23,538

2,927,056

10-2

REVENUE.
Numbers. 

12,663,330
244,290

71-27

113-59

0-75

1263-8 | 93-60

Tons.
1,239,029

112,609
145,230

2,562,124
237,721

4,296,713

£ 1 £ 
925,789 | 424-2

82,654
20,733
77,520
55,836
7,924

1,170,456

1,010,351
349,675
299,252
196,022
46,983
13,902

1,916,183

20,655

3,107,296

37-9
9-5

35-5
25-C

3-6

536-3

462 9 
160-2 
137-1 
89-8 
21 5 

G'4.

877-9

9-5

1423-7

76-27

98-43

0 59

89-25

Numhert.
9,572,785

169,850

Tons.
1,152,377

74,148
63,101

*2,105,146

3,399,772

£
723,645

59,691
20,196
59,312
45,727

1,512

910,083

829,747
217,671
164,847
145,456

5,088

1,362,809

22,232

2,295,124

£
354-0
29-2

9-9
290
22-4

0-7

445-2 71-03

405-S
106-4
80-6
71-1

2-8

6667

10-9

1122-8

90-48

0-80

82-34

EXPENDITURE.

Expenditure.
Per
mile

open.

Per
train
mile.

Per cent 
to

Revenue.
Expenditure.

Per
mile
open.

Per
train
mile.

Per cent, 
to

Revenue.
Expenditure,

Per
mile
open.

Per
tiain
mile.

Per cent, 
to

Revenue.

£
474,142

£
204-7

d.
15-16 16-20

£
484,233

£
221-9

d.
13-91 16-58

£
429,001

£
209-9

d.
15-39 1869

557,574 240-8 17-83 19 05 643,92-li 295 0 18-49 20-72 466,452 228-2 16-73 20-33
129.188 55-S 413 4-41 160,816 73-7 4-62 518 127,836 G2'5 4-09 5-57
503,137 217-2 16-09 17-19 557,390 255*4 1601 17-94 420,028 205-5 lo'OT 18-30

1,701 •7 ■°5 -06 3.580 1-7 o-io 0-11 21,000 10 3 0-91
1,889 ■8 -06 ■06 4.223 1-9 0T2 0-14 4,783 2-3 0-17 0-21

70,885 30-C 2-27 2-42 60,080 27-5 1-73 1 93 61,451 30-1 2-21 2-68

1,733,516 750 6 59 39 1,914,252 877-1 54-98 61-60 1,530,551 746-8 54-91 66-69

1,188,540 5132 3801 ... 1,193,044 546-6 3427 764,573 374*0 27-43

423,867 ... ... 428,4711
EXPENDITURE PERCENTAGE 

TO GROSS REVENUE,
5939.

Expenditure percentage to gross 
revenue,

61-60.

Expenditure percentage to gross 
revenue,

66-69.
1 TLe total in 1838 Includes the weight of coal nnd general (.-oodg c-irned for thii serrice, but arc not included in 1882 and 1803,

other nnncrulfl ” were included m general merchandise in IS8S. t The wcit'ht and money of

Percentage of Expenditure in each Division.

Divisions of Expenditure.

Maintenance of Way, Works, and Stations
Locomotive Power..........................................
Carriage and Waggon..................................
Traffic Expenses ..........................................
Compensation (Passengers)..........................

Do (Goods) ..................................
General Expenses.........................................

Year ending 'i'ear ending Year ending
30 June, 30 June, 30 June,

1893. 1892. 1888.
%

27-27
%

25 29
%

28-03
32-07 33-64. 30-48

7-43 8-40 8-35
28 91, 29-12 27-44,

•10 0'19 1-38
■11 0 22 0-32

4-08 314 4-00

100-00 100 00 100-00
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APPENDIX VII. ■
Return of the Number of Passengers, Tonnage of Goods, Earnings and Working Expenses, 

Total and per Train Mile, Percentage of Working Expenses to Gross Earnings, Net 
Earnings, Capital Invested on Lines open, and Interest on Capital each, year, from 1855 
to 1893, inclusive.

Year. Length 
of Line.

Number of 
Passengers.

Tonnage of 
Goods.

f

Train
Mileage.

Earnings 
from , 

Coaching 
Trade.

Earnings
romGoods
Trafllc.

Total
Earnings

Working i 
Expenses.

Earn’ 
ngs |>er 
Train 
Mile.

]
Work-1 
ing Ex
penses 

per 
Train 
Mile.

Percent
age of 
Work
ing ex
penses
0 Gross 
Earn
ings.

Net
Earnings.

1

Capital ex
pended on 
Lines open.

Inte« 
cat on 
Capi
tal.

Miles. No. Tone. No. £ £ £ £ 8. a. % £ £ %
1855 .......... 14 98,846 140 14,107 9,093 1 156 9,249 5,959 15734 101-37 64-43 3,290 515,347 -63

1S56 .......... 23 350,724 2,469 68,371 29,520j 2,757 32,283 21,788 113-32 76-48 67-49 10,495 683,217 1-53

1857 .......... 40 329,019 20,847 107,822 34,070 8,417 43.387J 31,337 96-58 69-75 72-23 12,050 1,023,838 1-17

1858 .......... 65 376,492 33,385 141,495 45,858^ 16,451 62J309 43,928 105-69 74-51 70-50 18,381 1,231,867 1-49

1859 .......... 55 425,877 43,020 147,618 46,502] 15,258 61,760 4.7,598 100-41 77-33 77-07 14,162 1,278,416 T10

1SC0 .......... 70 551,044 65,394 174,249! 45,428 16,841 62,269 50,427! 83-37] 67-521 80-98] 11,842 1,422,672 ■83

1861 ......... 73 595,591 101,130 214,881 49,637 25,367 75,004 61,187 83-77' 68-34 81-58 13,817 1,536,032 ■89

1862 .......... 97 642,431 205,139 274,565 62,096 41,775 103,871 68,725 90-79 60-07 6616 35,146 1,907,807 rs4

1S03 .......... 124 627,164 218,535 315,177 71,297 52,644 123,941 96,867 94-38 73-76 7816 27,074 2,466,950 1-09

1S6-1 .......... 143 693,174 379,661 415,422 81,487 66,167 14.7,654 103,715 85‘30j 59-92 70-24 43,939 2,631,790 1-66

18G5 .......... 143 751,587 416,707 483,446 92,034! 73,048 166,032 108,926 82-42 54-07 65-60 57,106 2,746,373 2-07

18S6 .......... 14.3 668,330 500,937 490,475 85,03Gj 82,899 168,535 106,230 82-49 51-99 63-64 62,393 2,786,094 2'£3

1S67 .......... 204 616,375 517,022 600,751 87,564 101,508 ,189,072 117,324 82-02 46-87 62-08 71,748 3,282,320 2-18

1868 .......... 247 714,563 596,514 768,529 99,408 124,951 224,359 141,201 70-06 45-03 64-29 60,158 4,060,950 1-97

1869 .......... 318 759 635 714,113 893.552
109,427^

155,545 204,975 176,362 71-17 47-37 6G-57 88,613 4,631,32!. 1-89

1870 .......... 339 776,707 766,523 901,139 117,854 189,288] 307,142 200,003 81-81 54-86 67-08 101,139 5,566,092 1-81

1871 .......... 358 . 759,062 741,986 931,333! 129,496 225,826 [ 355,322 107,005 91-57 50-79 55-46 158,257 5,887,258 2-68

1872 .......... 39S 753,910
i

825,3601,036,255 164,862 £60,127 424,989 207,918 93-43 48-15 43-92 217,071 6,388,727 3-39

1873 .......... 403 875,602
!

923,7881,109,879 178,216 306,020 484,230; 238,035 104-71 51-47 49-16 246,201 6,739,913 365

1874 .......... 403 1,085,501 1,070,9381,249,233 18Sf595 347,980 536,575 257,703 103-09 49-51 48 03 278,872 6,844,540 4-07

1S75 ......... 473 1,288,225 1,171,354 1,472,204! 205,941 408,707 | 614,648 296,174 100-20 48-28 48-18 318,4741 7,245,379
1 4'39

1876 .......... 509 1,727,730 1,244,131 1,688,964 233,870 459,350 693,225 339,406 98-50 43-22 48-96 353,810 7,990,601 4-42

1877 .......... 598 2,957,144 1,430,041 2,106,802 271,588 644,332 815,920 418,985 92-95 47-73 51'35 396,935 8,383,177 4-46

1878 ......... 683 3,705,733 1,625,886 2,655,176 306,308 596,681 902,989 536,988 81 -62 48-34 59-47 366,001 9,784,645 3-74

1879 .......... 734 4,317,8641,720,815 2.932,463 319,950 632,416 952,366 604,72 ij 77-94 49-49 03-49 347,645 10,406,495 3-34

1880 .......... 849 5,440,138 1,712,971.13,239,462 390,149 770,SGb|l,161,017 ] 647,719 8602 47-99 55'79, 513,298111,778,819 4-35

1S31 .......... 995 6,907,312 2,033,850 3,923,929 488,675 955,551 1,444,226 738,334 1 88-33 45-16 51T2 1 705^92 13,301,597 
1

5-30

1SS2 .......... 1,268 8,9S4.,313 2,019,427 4,851,157 i,jS7JS2j lIUl,03ffl/i98.8C3
l '

934,635 84-05 40-24 ; 53-02! 764,228 15,843,616 : 5-13
1

1S83 .......... 11,320 10,272,037 2,864,566 5,937,261 661,751 1,269,7131!,931,464 jl,177,785 78-07 47-61 CO-97 753,07 G[l 6,905,014 4,-48

1884 ......... '1,618 | 11,253,104 3,124,425l
6,403,041 745,665 1,340,571lj-2,086,23; 1,301.255 78-11 48-77 62-37 7S41978[20,0S9,13f 4-20

18S5 .........
T

1,732 13,506,346 3,273,00-4 ^6.638,399; 830,904 l,34-3,4G4j21174,3G8jl,458,153 78-61 52-721 67-0C 716,211)21,83l,27f 3-37

1SS6 ......... 1,35.1 14,881,604 3,218,58216,4 79.265 849,253 1,310,817 2,160,070 1.492,992 SO’Ol 55-30 69-15 667,07? 24,071,434 2-00

1887 ......... 2,036 1 4.4,51.303 3.339.253 6.472.107 850.499 1.357.790 2.208.2951.437.760 BUSS 54.-07 660 ] 750,53i 20,53?,12: 2-96

1837-88 ..... 2,114 IS,174,IK
1
3,399,772 6,689,313 918.915

l,37G, 149 2,295,124)1,530,551
. 1

82-34 54-91
OG'Ggj 764,67,

17.722,7 f? 2-85

1888-89 ..... 2,171 16,0S6,223j3,485,S3< 7,64.1,761 1,025,00 1,512,876 2,538,47 1,634,60 79-72j 51-3' 64.-3< 903,87 5 29,839,16' 3-14

1889-90 ..... 2,182 17,071,945 3,788,95f S,00S,82< 1,059,791 1,573,29 5 2,633,08 ”11,6G5,83 1 7S-9< 49-9 632 3 967,25 . 30,555,12 3-17

1890-91 ..... 2,182 19,037,760 3,802,S4( 8,410,42 1,177.03' l,797.384-,2,974,42
1

11,831,37 84-8 52-2 1 61-5 1,143,05 0 31,768,61 3-59

1891-92 ..... 2,185 19,918,91 14,296,71 18,356,09 1 1,189,231
1

1,918,065 3,107,29G 1,914,25 2 89-2 ’j 54'9 3 61-6 31,193,044 33,312,60 S 3-58

1892-93 ..... 2,351 19,932,70 3 3,773,84 7,505,31 ) 1,115,041
!

1,812,0142,927,0561,738,51 6 93-6 0 55-5 1 59-3 9 1,188,640 341657,57 3-48

The accounts were made up to the Slat December in each year up to 1887, since that time up to the 30th June in each year. 
Canuleu and gnus Soucl Tramways not included prior to I8S8 in this return.
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• APPENDIX Yin.
Statement showing tlie Average Rates of Pay made to the undermentioned class of 

Employes in October, 1888, as compared with June, 1893.

Occupation,
October, 1888. June, 1893.

No, From To Average
Rates. No. From To Average

Rates.

Locomotive engine-drivers, Railway a ...
Locomotive firemen, Itnihvnys..............
Locomotive cleaners, ItniUvuvs ..........
Fitters.................................. *..............
Turners .......... .....................................
Machinists.................................... .......

441
46S
347
309
93
57

per day. 
11/
8/
5/-
7lr
81
6/6

per dsv. 
15/
10/
11/
14/
12/8 ' 
10;2

per dav.
nfH
mi
m

10/5*
10/6

8/S

359
418
375
308

91
78

per day. 
11/
0/
3/3
i'h
81
7/6

per dav. 
15/
10/
10/
15/
12'8 
12/-

per day. 
13/114 
9/iOi
tijm
10/64
10/04
8/104

Boiler-makers....................................... 96 8'- 12/2 10/2 123 SI- 14/- 10/4
Boiler-makers’ assistants ..................... 83 6/- 9/2 7/2} 82 ?l~ 8/6 7/4
Moulders ............................................ 24 7/0 14/- 9/114 37 81- 14/- 10/2}
Blacksmiths ........................................ 129 V- 10/- 10/7 120 81- 16'- 10/11
Strikers .............................................. 160 6;- 8/6 7/41 143 6/6 8/3 7/44
Tinsmiths ............................................ 20 7/0 11/4 9/84 17 9/6 11/8 10/3}

Pfxttem-innkers ..................... , H 9/- 12/2 10/8} 8 10/- 15/- 11/2}
Gras-fittcrs ............................................ 17 4/- Uj- 8/10 26 6/6 12/- 9/84
G&s-iJiftkcrs.......................................... 17 5/6 10/- 8/11} 17 7/- 11/5 9/4}
Curriage and M’agon builders .............. 184 ?/- 11/8 10/0} 183 8/- 14/- 10/24
Carnage and wagon examiners .......... SI 6r 14/8 9/74 80 7/- 13/- 9/6}
Carpenters .................................... ...... 177 5/- Uj- t'/lH 102 7/6 13/- 10/64
Painters ............................................... 94 6/- 11/2 9/1 98 81- 12/- 9/3

Stationary engino-drivers................. ,,, 40 7/- 10/9 S/2 43 6/6 10/S 8/44
F uelmon............................................... 150 5/- 12/- '6^: 127 C'- 9/- 7/44
Oilers .................................................. 35 4/- w- 7/i} 20 4/- 10/8 7/7
Pumpers................................................ 73 7/- 111- 8/3} 56 6/6 10/- 8/54
G uanls ................................................ 242 8/- 12/- 10/04 202 S;0 12/- 10/2
Assistant guards' ............................... 90 "‘h 8/6 8/3 68 8/- 8/6 8/54

Porters ............................................... 1,020 6/- 12/- 7/- 669 6/- 10/- 7/34
Junior porters .............................. . 118 1/8 5/- 3/9} 328 2/6 f. r_u,- 4/34
Signalmen ............................................ 139 G/- 11/- N/S 197 7/- ll/C 9/14
Shunters............................................... 101 5/- 11/- 7/04 155 <>/- u/- 7/9}
Gangers .............................................. 514 &/- 12/- 9/04 437 8/6 12/- 8/11}
Felders and labourers ........................ 3,818 6/- 10/- 7/3} 2,413 6/- 9/- 7/4}

per annum. per annum. per annum per annum. per annum. pornmnim.
Station-maaters........... ........................ 155 £150 £400 £222/14/- 159 £150 £490 £219/4/8
Officers-in-charge ................................ 127 £117 £210 £159/3/4 181 £130 £210 £149/12/2
Fight officers........................................ 150 £00 £193 £119/8/1 175 £130 £200 £136/9/8
Clerks ................................................. 362 £120 £500 £191/3/1 357 £125 £500 £190/1/10
Junior clerks....................................... 170 £20 £120 £91/10/5 273 £30 £120 £72/17/-
Operators .......................................... 142 £50 £250 j £101/19/10 73 £30 £200 £106/3/3

Every servant, except salaried officers, is granted a day’s leave on full pay for each proclaimed public holiday (averaging 
about twelve days each year). An equivalent in money is allowed if tho holidays cannot bo taken.

In addition to the above, engine-drivers, firemen, guards, signalmen, and gangers arc allowed six good conduct holidays.

Expenses, averaging 3s. per day, are also allowed to drivers, firemen, guards, and all others, when away from their 
home station. '

Lodging-houses, with attendants, arc also provided at all the principal depots, for drivers, firemen, and guards, free 
of charge.

Station-masters and Officers-in-charge are allowed free houses.

Salaried Staff allowed three weeks’ holiday per annum on full pay.

Free passes are also allowed, when on leave, to each member of the staff, including wife and family, not exceeding 
three persons.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX IX,

Return of the Total Amount paid for Wages on the different Branches of the 
Railways during the years ending 30th Juno, 1893, 1892, and 1888.

Branches. 1393. 1892, 1668.

RAILWAYS:—
Maintenance Branch ........................................................ .........

£
340,089
493,448
250,145

£
417,216
645,695

£
394,891
431,229

311,483 235,269

Totai........................................................ ........................ £ -1,092,682 1,274,394 1,061,389

Noth.—Includes all wages paid hy the Department, whether on Maintenance or New Works.

APPENDIX X.

Statement of the Staff employed on the Railways and Tramways of New South 
Wales in June, 1893, as compared with October, 1888.

Branch,
October, 1688. June, 1893.

No. of 
Salaried 

Stull.
No of 

Wages btaff. Total Staff.
NO. Of 

Salaried 
Staff.

No, of 
Wages Staff. Total Staff.

RAILWAYS.

Commissioner’ and Secretary’s Office......................... 40 8 48 20 6 23
Chief Accountant ......................... ............................ 46 2 48 42 2 44
Traffic Audit .............................................................. 66 1 67 07 1 (IS
Stores ................... ..................................................... 29 79 108 26 38 61
lYrmrmonti'V.’siv ........................................................... 136 3,110 3,206 1 tl 2,404 2,515
Locomotive ................... ................ ............................ ]40 3,21S 3.364 155 3,284 3,430
Traffic ..................... .................................................... 773 2,341 3,114 *874 2,320 3,194
Lleclrical..................................................................... 54 24 78 59 57 116
lijterloukmg..................................................... . 17 I S3 205 20 195 215
General......................................................................... 5 31 3 14

TRAMWAYS.
1,332 9,001 10,333 1,385 8,309 9,694

TYi’infincnt-'\vny ........................................................... 1 200 201 0 232 238
Locomotive ......................................... ....................... 24 590 614 21 690 711
Trnftic ............................. ......................... . ............ 14 201 215 11 268 279

Do Plattsburg ..................................................... 19 ID Ifj 16
Stores ...................................................................... 4 7 ii 3 1 4

43 1,017 1,060 41 1,207 1,248

Total, Kail ways axd Teajcways ... 1,375 10,018 11,393 1,426 9,516 10,912

* Includes 49 otlicers for additional stations and crossing places, 30 night-officcrs transfeircd from wages to salary list; also clerical positions 
formerly filled by men on wages list,

APPENDIX XI.
Return of the Mileage of Suburban Passengers on All Lines of Railway during 

the years ending 30th June, 1893,1892, and 1888.

DESCRIPTION. 1893. 1 1892. 1888.

Number of Ordinary Passengers..................................... No,

Number of Workmen's Journeys ....................................................

Number of Season Ticket Holders’Journeys • ,, •

Total Number of Passengers'Journeys.................. „

Number of Miles Travelled................................................... Miles

Average Mileage per Passenger ............................................ .

Amount Received from Passengers ............................. s.
Average Receipt per Mile per Passenger............. □

10,264,755
2,499,708
4,049,214

10,148,763

2,677,996

4,240,094

7,413,068

1,738,284

3,227,760

16,813,677 16,966,055 | 12,379,912

95,917,445
570

250,379
O'63

92,609,491'

6’46

261,744

0‘6S

70,172,793

6'67

186,393

0'64

Note,-Suburban Lines include only distances within 29 miles of Sydney and Newcastle, Liverpool and Korpeth included.
4—D
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APPENDIX XII.
Statement showing the cost of Construction and cost per Mile open on different 

sections of the Railway Lines, on the 30th June, 1893.

linos opened for Traffic, Length in 
Miles. ‘ Total Cost. ■ Cost per Mile.

Darling Harbour Branch...........................................................................
Sydney to Granville........... .........................................................................

m. ch.
1 42i

13 36*

£
358,958

1,867.577
4,912,570

050,961
409,376

5,362,874
980,938
175,146

1,403,270

£
234,421
138,821

Granville to Wodonga......................................... *...................................... 375 18* 13,092
Junee to Hay ............................................................................................. 167 35* 5,679
Narrandcra to Jerilderic............................................................................
Granville to Bourke....................................................................................
Wallerawang to ................. ...................... ............

64 541 
490 23*

85 06

6,328
10,938
11,530
10,844Blacktown to Hiolimond......................................................................... 16 12

Goulbnrn to Cooma............................................. ....................................... 130 40 10,753
Cootamundra 1o Gundagai ................. ..............  ............................ ......... 33 45* 237,904

209,270
1,078,142
1,947,807
2,622,249
4,952,711

665,265

7,087
Orange to Molong......................................................................................
Murrumburrnh to Blayncy.........................................................................
Sydney to Ktama ............................ ...........................................................
Homcbush to Waratali ......... ........... ....................................................

22 60
110 63
71 53
93 03

11,836
9,731

27,180
28,185

392 54 12,012
Werris Creek to Earrabri .......................................................................... 96 48 5,852
Bullock Inland Branch..............................................................................
Morpeth Branch .........................................................................................

1 45*
3 37i

85,220
60,895

54,323
17,555

13 27*
47 39

410,243
192,464

30,744
Culcairn to Corowa ........................................ . ...................................... 4,052

14^263Kiania to Nowra ............... ......................................................................... 22 43*
81 27*

321,544
Nyngan to Cohar ......................... ................................................................ 276,952 3,404

4,983Campbelltown to Camden ......  ................................................................. 7 65 38,927
12,111Kogarah to Sans Souci................. ............................................... ............... 4 71 2,478

Vass Tramwav ................. _.......................... .........  ................................... 2 73 28,201 9,682

Average cost of construction .............
Bolling stock ....................................................................
Machinery ..... .......................................................... .
Workshops .......................................................................
Furniture...........................................................................

.... £4,215,281
.....  279,100
.....  631,870
.....  9,745

2,350-65 20,521,575

5,135,906

12,558

2,350-65 34,657,571 14,743 ■

APPENDIX XJII. '

Statement showing cost of Additions to Stations, Buildings, Siding Accommodation, 
&c., and Bolling Stock, the cost of which was charged to Capital Account, 
during the year ending 30th June, 1893.

. Particulars.

Additions to stations and buildings .....................................
Equipment of stations, cranes nnd weighing appliances
Overbridges and subways..........................................................
Improvements to water supply .............................................
Extending sidings and muting additional sidings, loops, &e.
Additions to signals and interlocking, &c...............................
Electric block arrangements and safety appliances .............
Additional flood-openings and waterways............................. .
Cost of land resumed .............................................................

Less—Cranes, &c., returned to stock

Additional rolling stock 
Additional machinery . 
Furniture ....................

Amount.

£

7,307
002
340
557

15,603
1,051
7,112

383
381

*£167,965
4,012

312

34,245 
1,342

32,403

172,289

Total.

£

204,692

* toenmotives aril trod in 1830.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX XIV.
Statement showing the length in miles of the different sections of the Uailways of New 

South Wales, from the commencement to 30th Juno, 1893.
Date of 

ojwnjtig.
From whore 

0]>ened.

2GSept., 1355.. Sydney...................

26 ,, 1855.. Bodfern ...............

2'i ,, 185C.. Granville................

5 April, 1357.. Near Newcastle...

ft Mat., J56S.. Near Newcastle ...

17 May, LSSS.. Liverpool ..........

27 July, JS5S.. East Maitland __

2 ,, I860.. West Maitland ....

i „ ISM.. Parramatta............

12 Dec., 1£G1.. Blaoktown............

21 Mar., 1EC2., Lochinvar ............

1 May, 1S62.. Kooiv Hill............

7 July, 1862.. South Crcok .........

ISopt,, 1362.. Caiuphelltown .. .

7 May, 1SKJ.. Branxton...............

1 July, 1303. Menanglc................

£ May, IBOi.. East Maitland.......

1 Doc., 1SGJ.. Blacktown ............

lirar., ISO?.. Pictuii.................

11 July, 1S07.. Penrith...................

2 Dec,, 1867.. Mlttagong ............

1 May, 1363., ■Weatherboard ,, ,

0 Aug., 1803. Sutton Forest ...

19 May, 3SC9.. Singleton................

27 „ 130!!. Marulan ................

18 Ock, 1800.. Mount Victoria ...

1 Mar., 1S7Q.. Bowcnfela ............

1 July, 1870 . WallcrAWang.........

20 Oct., 1870.. Musclebrook.........

17 April, 1871.. Aberdeen................

1 Aug., 1371.. Scone ...................

1 Jon., 1S72-. Liverpool...............

6 April, 1872. Wingcn ................

22 „ 1372.. Rvdal ...................

Uuly, 1872.. Locke’s Platform .,

4 Mar., 1873.. ifacquarie Plains ..

4 Feb., 1875.. Raglan......... .....

9 Nov., 1875.. Goulburn ............

4 April, 1876.. Kelso ...................

3 July, 1876.. Gunning................

1 Nov., 1870,. Bowiing..............

1 „ ISrC.a Bathurst.. ...........

12 Mar., 1S77.. Binalong...............

id April, isrr.. Blayncy ..............

ISAujf., 1877. Murntrundi .........

ISov., 1877.. Murrumburrah....

2 April, 1878.. Newcastle ............

5 „ 1878.. Cootamundra.........

6 July, 1878.. Bethungra............

3 Sept., 1876 . Junee ...................

14 Oct., 1873.. Quirlndt ................

23 Mar., I87ft. Werris Creek.........

lSci>k, 1&79.. North Wagga.’.......

11 „ 1376.. Brecon ,, ............

1 June, 1630., Orange ................

1 Snpt., 1880.. South Wagga __

1 Fob., 1SS1 . WcHingion .. . .

3 „ 1831-. Gorngory ............

To whore opened. Distance. Date of 
opening.

J’nrramatta.....................

Darling Harbour* .......

Liverpool .......................

East Hlaitland ..............

Newcastle .....................

Cnmpbclltowji ..............

West Maltl&ml..............

Lochnivar .....................

lilaektown .....................

Hootyiilll .....................

Bmnxton........................

South Creek .................

Penrith ......................

Mcniwifflc........................

Singleton........................

Picton ............................

Morpeth ........................

Richmond.......................

Mittogong .....................

Weatherboard ..............

Sutton Torcsb ...............

Mount Victoria ............

Mamlan ........................ .

Muswollbroolt ..............

Goulbnrn........................

liowcnfols ...........;........

Wallcrawniig...................

llydal ............................

Aberdeen ......................

Scone ..........................

Win gen ..........................

Sidings, Colling-wood, &c,

Murntrundi ...................

Locke’s Platform ............

Macquarie Plains..........

Raglan.............................

Ivelso .............................

Cunning..........................

Uathurst..........................

Downing..........................

Uinalcmg..........................

Bbyncy ..........................

Mnrrumburrah................

Orange.............................

Qiririndl..........................

Cootamunilra...................

Bullock Island Branch ..

Ilcthiingra......................

dunce ..............................

North Wogga >Vagga ....

Tainworth.....................

Ilrocza............................

South Wagga Waggn ----

G uniiodah ....... .. .

W'dlington......................

Gerogcry.....................

Duhbo ..........................

Albiuy.............................

in e. ■
14 2£1 28 Fob., 1SSI

I 424 23 „ 1881

3 64 J 1 Sept , 18S1

17 s 9 Jan., 1382

1 0 1 Mar., 13S2

11 6Gi 10 „ 1882
2 10.4 15 May, 1SS2

6 104 4 July, 1SS2

7 35 U „ 1SS2

3 65 2 Au'r. 1SS2

8 124 1 Oct., 1832

5 T 20 „ 1332

4 11 3 Feb., 1883

e 07i 0 June 1883

14 404 u „ 1SS3

12 104 8 Jan., 1SS4

3 87$ 9 Juno 1831

1(5 12 ift Augr 3884

24 02 2 Sept. ,1834

27 10 10 „ 1S84

B 01 10 „ 1884

13 13 15 Oct., 1SS4.

23 0=1 ■i Mar., 1SS5.

80 73 26 „ 3SS5.

10 084 2G „ ISSj

10 48 3 Sept. ISS'j .

7 43 21 Dec., 1S35.

0 5 1 20 „ 1SS5.

J 3B| 9 Mar., 1S36.

s 40 0 „ 1886.

ia 342 1 1 June, l&SG

0 31 1 Sept. 183G.

12 781 IT » 1886

13 70 1 b’or., ISSfi.

5 49 7 April 1387.

5 13 21 June, 1387.

2 62 15 Aug, 1337.

30 29 15 „ 1SS7-

1 3-1 B Sept. 18ST.

29 31 10 „ 1SS7.

14 43 9 Nov., 1887,

27 7ft 7 Dec., 1887.

21 9 16 Jan., 1SS3

10 75 1C „ 1SSS.

24 79 13 Feb., 1888.

23 37 3 Oct., 18S8.

1 45} 1 May, 1830.

15 21$ 31 „ 1839.

18 281 1 Jan,, 1800.

17 37 1 July, 1390.

37 24} 1 „ ISflI.

14 30} 20 April, 1692.

4 494 1 July, 3892

26 14 3 Oct., 1S92.

55 56 I May, 1393

50 m 2 Juno, 1S03.

30 35

13 39}

From w here 
opened. To where opened.

Junee ...................

Junee, north fork..

Narrandcra.........

Tamworth............

Darlington............

Campbclitou'n ...

Wallcrawang.......

Cnrralhool............

Gunnedah ............

Moonhi ...............

Boggabri ............

Dubbo ...................

XJralla .................

ertire...............

Albury...................

Joppa Junction....!

Capertce.................I

Anntdale.............. i

Nyngau .................!

Itylstone..............

Narrandcra............

Sydney.................. i

Turcgo ................    |

llnmnnhurrah__

Mnrrumburrah—Dt

Byrock .........

Orange............

Hursti'ilie .. .

Sutherland.......

Loftus Junction 

Cootamundra...

Glen Innes.......

Stmthfiold .......

Young .............

Hornsby..........

Clifton.............

Gosfurd ..........

Woodvidc and Islin

Bungcndore .........

Kogaiah ...............

Wollongong .........

Queaiibeyan , .

Mullet Creek ......

Tcntcrfickl............

Cow’ra...................

Waterfall................

Brooklyn..........

Alichelngo ............

Hornsby ................

Wollongong .........

Homebush loop* .. 

Railway Station. ..

NWigan. ................

Culcairn............

SI Leonards*-.....! 

Kiania...................

Narrandcra..

Darlington___

Hoonlil............

Carrathool ....

Camden ..........

Capertce.........

Hay .................

Boggabri.........

Uralla ........

Narrabii.........

Ncvertiro .......

Amildalc

Nyngan ..........

Itivcr Murray...

Tarago..............

Rylstotic .........

Glen Jnncs.......

By rock .......

Mutigcc ..........

Jcrtldorie .......

Hurstville.........

Bungcndoro . .

Young ..............

tnondrille fork* .

Boutko..............

Molong ..........

Sutherland.......

Waterfall..........

National Park*.

Gundagni .......

Tenterficld ..,..

Hornsby...........

Co^Ta ..............

Hawkesbury ... 

Wrol]ongong ...

Waratah .........

"ton loop*...........

Queanbeyan __

Sans Souci ,.... 

North Klama...

jMichclago .......

Gosford ....... .

Wallangutra ...

Blayncy ..........

Clifton..............

Mullet Crock ...

Cooma..............

St Leonards ... 

Harbour* . ....

Yass................

Cohar ............

Corona .........

Milson’s Point 

Nowra..........

Distance.

Total, 30tb June, 1893.

m. c. 
60 6

0 32 
S3 ISj 

12 H

34 ?i

7 65

22 35 

34 5?i 

24 36} 

51 46} 

31 50} 

G3 4 

14 64} 

36 I

1 41

23 30 

30 79 

G3 51} 

78 10 

SI 52 

64 64}

8 63} 
10 20} 

17 26

0 26 

43 30 

22 00 

6 8

8 74}

1 14}

33 45} 

f7 41} 

14 0}

40 25 

14 23} 

12 27} 

49 G5

0 23 

17 27} 

4 71

21 42} 

30 20}

9 63} 

11 29}

46 66 

U 63}

4 67| 

40 21} 

10 29} 

d 0 74 

0 22}
2 73 

81 27}

47 39 

2 78

22 43}

2,350 6o

Singly 2,192m. GOJc.; double, 149m. 42c, \ quadruple, 8m. 42ic, Total, 2,350m. 65c.
* Omitted to be shoun in past .veal’s Diffeiences between this and last year's return are owing to slight coirections oviing to remeaeurement.
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APPENDIX
PlAilway Loan and Debenture Account—

PARTICULARS,

Year, Vic. No. Amount
authorised.

Debentures 
and Inscribed Stock 

issued. *
Amount realised.

£ £ £ 6. d.

1853 .......... 16 39 217,500 217,500 223,936 3 4

1854 .......... 18 40 624,734 666,800 630,105 11 7

1835 .......... 19 3S&40 112,500 112,500 107,821 0 01856 .......... 20 1 200,000 203,000 199,997 10 0
1856 .......... 20 34 300,000 299,000 300,895 12 6

1858 .......... 22 22 720,000 722,088 718,472 C 0

I860 .......... 23 f> 281,700 281,700 278,627 11 C1360 .......... 23 10 88,370 88,300 86,495 14 01861 .......... 24 24 8,320 8,346 8,170 17 01862 .......... 25 19 1,476,059 1,476,000 1,405,216 18 018G2 .......... 26 14 29,907 29,938 25,266 15 0
J-bbl; ............ 27 14 652,107 552,100 46dj975 10 0
1865 .......... 29 6 139,000 139,000 125,216 13 2
1865 ..... 29 9 94,800 94,800 83,597 14 01866 .......... 29 23 039,000 639,000 605,991 3 01666 .......... 30 23 33,000 33,000 31,045 1 6
1867 ......... 31 11 1,000,000 1,000,000 981,655 7 01868 .......... 31 27 7,131 7,122 7,148 6 03SG9 .......... 32 13 70,000 70,000 09,581 3 61870 .......... 34 2 179,000 179,000 17;'338 8 01870 .......... 34 2 100,000 100,000 ' 99/>71 1C 4

Yar. AcLf 249,043 243,390 3 21871 .......... 35 5 300,124 300,100 300,520 5 01872 .......... 36 2 137,257 137,200 142,501 10 01872 .......... 36 2 50,000 50,000 51,953 17 11
Total, 5 p er cent i........... 7.360,509 7,655,542 7,370.067 19 C

1873 .......... 36 17 1,901,500 1,901,500 1,725,661 G 111873 .......... 36 21 48,178 50,106 48,178 0 03874 .......... 38 2 196,333 190,333 192,035 12 21874* ...... . 38 2
1870 .......... 40 12 [ 2,523,352 2,523,300 2,468,069 5 61877 .......... 41 4 J

1877 .......... 41 7
Ia79 .......... 43 11 j 6,826,000 6,826,000 6,804,716 2 0

1675 .......... 39 18 75,000 73,825 72,779 0 101880 .......... 44 12 412,000 412,000 409,138 17 01881 .......... 44 28 316,300 815,300 313,110 9 4
Total, 4 j er eent g........... 12,297,663 12,298,364 12,093,088 13 9

1831 .......... 44 28 6,605,700 6,605,700 6,057,451 14' 81881 .......... 45 22 600,000 500,000 449,758 2 01883 .......... 46 23 1,245,000 1,245,000 1,119,897 8 0
1884 .......... 48 26 2,275,935 2,275,935 2,200,123 0 0
1886 .......... 50 28 1,963,000
1888 .......... 52 16 972,841 972,841 980,126 G 01888 .......... 52 17 875,500
1889 .......... 53 23 369,920
1889 .......... 53 23 1,920,859
1890 .......... 04 33 1,689,550 1,010,145 998,257 15 01890 .......... 54 33 1,530,575 1,530,575 1,432,283 8 61892 .......... 5a 35 757,889
1893 .......... 66 24 £46,560

Total, SJ- per cents.. 20,953,819 14,146,196 18,243,897 14 1

Grand total. 40,611,491 34,100,102 32,707,654 7 4

Outstanding, 
30 Juno, 1S02. Paid from 

Consolidated Revenue.

2,700

29,933
552,100

91,800
639.000

33.000 
31.5,700*

7,122
70.000

179.000
100.000 
249,018 
300,100 
132,212
60.000

+2,784,720

1,901,500
50,106

196,333

2,523,300

6,826,000

73,825
412,000
315,300

§12,298,364

6,605,700
500,000

1,245,000
1,496,500 

’ 072,841

939,764
1,530,575

13,290,380

IT 28,373,464

27,600

133,300

112,500
203,000

500

1,518

SO

44.4S0

073,100

4,988

1,201,075

1,201,075

RENEWED OR

Renewed.

£
17,500
50,000

150,000
264,200

139.000

100.000

298,500

674,341 
23,731 
22,493 

281,700 
88,220 

8.3<fi 
1,470^000

48,178
46,333

9,688,547

3,688,647

> For tho redemption ol this loan a snm of £70 OOO ™^vsct mvart to ^ prind,*!. but the nn-renev of the loan ceases on lst 4«mia.y, IStt, u hen tie
itmi.Mii if i napuanw* 6 io make up the toUl of the 4 percent, loans the IntenniriaWe Debcntureit umler WJ Vlctonu Koi *



Lines Opened foe Teaffic—June 30th, 1893.

PAID OFF. IK FORCE. Due dntes of Debentures,

Vic, No. Date. OutflUmdinc
SO June, 1S93.

! Rate 
per cent.

Interest livable
Year cndiotr

30 June, 1S£)3.
Me. No. Year. Amount.

£
«

£ 8. d. £
23
3(i
38
23

18GO
1873
1874
1860-1
1800-1
18862D *6 2,700 5 135 0 0 Pci' nutrient..
187G
1871
1S7G
187G
1870-88
1888
1S70-8S 
18SS, .1 u]y 
1891. .Tim'. 
1891, July 
1890
1890
1891,.July

34 ~2

52 ic .......................... 1 *

52
54
54
53
53
54

1C
33
33
23
23
33

54 33 1892, Jim.
20,038

552,100
5 1,496 18 0 

27,005 0 0
20 14 1895 29,938

5 27 14 1895 552,100
3G
8S

21 1873
1874

94,800
G39,000
33,000

5 4,740 O 0 
31,950 O 0

29 9 1896 94,800
5 29 23 1896 639,000
5 1,050 0 O 30 23 1897 33,000

320,000*
7,122

16,815 0 0 
350 2 0

31 n
5 31 27 1893 7,122

70,000 ■
179.000
100.000

5 3,500 0 O 32 13 1899 70,000
............... 5

5
8,950 0 0 
5,000 0 0 ) 34 S1 19C0

f 279,000 
1,249,048

249,048
300,100

5 12,453 8 0 Var. Acts'
5 15,005 0 0 35 5 1901 300,100

1873-5 132,212 5 6,610 12 O j 36 2 1902 182,212
60,000 5 2,500 0 O

12,705,020 6 138,700 0 0 2,436,320+

1,901,500
50,100

4 70,000 O 0 30 17 1903 1,901,500
minublc.I4 2,004 4. 9 36 21 Jute]'

196,333 4 7j853 6 4 ) f38 2 1908 1,213,561

2,523,300 4 100,932 0 0 J- 2)
(
C

12 f 1909 1,506,072 J
Ul 4)
(41 7) 1910 2,307,129-j

0,820,000 4 273,040 0 0 1 43 
141 
(.43

11 / 
n

ii j

i
4,618,871 J1933

73,825
412,000

4 2,953 0 0 
16,180 0 O

39 18 1900 73,825
4 44 12 1933 412,000

315,300 4 12,612 0 0 41 28 1924 315,300

§12,298,304 4 491,934 11 1 12,248,258§

6,005,700 3t 231,199 10 0 44 28 1924 6,005,700
500,000

1,245,000
34 17,500 0 0 45 22 1924 500,000
3± 43,575 0 0 4G 23 1924 1,245,000

... 2,275,935 3t 05,570 18 7 (48
(.48

26
26

1924
1918

1,239,9091
1,036,026/

972,841 ’31 34,049 8 8 62 10 1918 972,841
» . •

...

1,010,145
Ij530,5f5

3*
Si

|| 33,337 4 11 
53,570 2 5 ] 54 38 1918 2,540,720

**• ........

1 14,140,196 Si 478,808 4 7 14,140,196
|
1

1) 29,210,480 1,109,503 15 8 28,830,774 If

r)cl»eiiturM ou^tamUtig will ho paid off. f At the end of 1902 the loans raised nt u per cent, will hftvo been redoemed, with the exception of £2,700 peinmnenk J Inter- 
must be added. y Interest on ^039,70-t for twehe loenths, um\ i*7<5,3$l for two luanthsi % Does not inehide Trumwa^ loans.



APPENDIX XVI.
Return showing the number of LIVE STOCK forwarded from tho undermentioned!. 
__ _________ ,Stations during the year ending 30th June; 1893.

SttfiiortB.

tforWtiarttHif.......
ftaiflcbusli ,
Jj'lcmlngton .......
^ookwood...........
Gmftvillc..............
Fairfield ..............
C&br&m&tta .......
Wvoroool. r 
efcwfftWw,
ingltibxtcit..........
GsvmpbollSovni' *..
^ftfuangJc ..........
DougJapParlt.
Pictmi.............
Bahnbral. .. r., ^,
Hilltop. ^..............
Mittiufons .. t.'..
feOVTTftl f/uStttitmJ

ViltJ
Utoter ................ .
Ilundanpon .......
Marulan ..............
Xtowraag ..........
Goulburn..............
Yar» .................
Bredalbane..........
Gunning............
Yass Junction

„ Town..........
JlowninK ............
Binalong .............
Galong ..............
Jiarden ..............
■VT&llendbccn.......
Cootamundra.......
Hetbungra..........
Jll&lrt) .................
Juneo Junction...
Bomen...........................
Tlie Kock..............

Henty................
Culcairn............
Gcrogery.......... .
Yambia ..............
Albury ...............
T&mgo...............
Buiigendorc . ►., 
Quoaabeyau ....
Michelago .........
Cooma................
Coolac................
Gundagai ..........
Young ...............
Kooravratba ....

' Old Junee .........
Coolanian .........
Grong Groitg__
Narrandera .......
Walla Walla .... 
Burruiubuttodc,.
Brochlosby.........
Corowa...............
Yanko ...............
Whitten ............
Darlington .........
Bringajoe ....... .
Cwathool............
Hay ...................
Morundah .........
Jcnlderio .........
Alarrickville __
Rockdale............
Hurstville .........
Sutherland.........
Helensburgh__
South Clifton .., 
Bulli...................

• Corriiqal............
Wollongong __
Unanderra.........
Daptd ...............
Albion Park .. 
Shellharbour__

Kiama..............
Berry ..............
Camden ..........
Ryde.................
Eastwood .......
Carlingford ....
Thornleigh.......
Hornsby..........
Cordon............
Chatswood.......
Sf. Lconarda ... 
Parramatta. ... 
WentwortliNlllc.
Seven Hills.......
Blacktewn .......

iRootvlHH .......
Mt. Dmitt.......
Penrith ...........
St. Mat* > .......
Kingswood ,...

Number carried. Number carried.

Horses. Cattle. Calves. Sheep. Piga.
stations.

Horses. Cattle. Calves. Sheep. Ilea.

9S7 1,023 487 4,500 18,050 Emu Plains.......................... 1
18 4 3 Sftringwood ...................... >1 1 2:
5 1 4

m 5,015 07 100,491 119 Wentworth Falls ............ 3 4
1 IS Katoomba ....... ................. 5 bl 02
4 175 8 1 1

. 24 51 41 56 23 9,994 12
■ (B 54 3L Deli ................................. 6 3

, b 780 788 791 8 1 2 24
13 iaf>

G Gft 1 8 073 50 35,759
7 105 G y 223 S7 16,101

. 3 601 625 444 1 Ilj4fa0
2 yr> 2G& 178 424 1 2 8,377

% 50 101 04 705 47 4^223 lift
49 m 434 580 833 Bathurst............................ 2402 \ 87 0,891

2 40 George's Plains................... 5*344
407 ss 1,903 300 Newbridge.......................... 1 303 04 30,179 03-h m 70 • 514 35 299 X 20,(101
375 224 9,310 2,340 GjOSl

109 Spring Hill.......................... 32
is 27 IRS 701 46 33,639 90

404 377 10,401 214 13 27 4jl4p 134
1*803 197 1

305 fl7G 93,730 3 2.644 51

»H 176 16,726 424 Spring's ............................. ""o 1,5C0
20 301 66 18,123 96 146 i.oifl 155 30,498 8S

194 162 26 11^432 428 2j2fl7
3 ‘233 4 s ft

15 41 8,306 9fiH 5,611 290 137(
30 11C 24 26’4S4 563 21 *849 15 3lj33fl

. .. 4*501 Trangie ............................. 35 73S 346 37;il7 397'
244 1SS 23,566 231 46 1-12 200,696 n,ri3iU-|
128 0 040 MulJcngudgery................... ll^Vd 223

72 181 10,434 200 Nvngan ............................. 7G S45 104 61,779 140
.. . 3.332 Ginlambone....................... 2J8 640

3 3,28i Coolabah............................. 1
40 J43 59 4,4'!7 Bvrnet ........................ 22 32,909

1,037 ^,1^1 107,051
55 2i223 3 aijorr SJ6 rtivorrtone ...................... 66 18 2.-i ' 30 i,2iS
62 45 13,081 Mulgruvo........................... 61 bl 9 173

4,SSI 53 Windsor .............................. Gl 05 71 225
109 Clarendon .......................... 11 2 4T>

5 1S3 11,764 27 00 74 257
4 147 43 12,094

23 2 1,100 Lvndhurst.......................... 20 2,970
437 7,332 251 12,532 607 Woodstock.......................... 106 15 1G,907 190

9,5 1,470 3.19 32,622 149 92 727 80 70,841
83 otn 234 132 1 2j325
83 240 30 15,673 85 g SO olsus
68 50 i jooo 176 1 Jl 843 157

148 930 41 41*202 400 2,454 876 tH^TOO 345
341 SS 4,273 380 64 51,589 74 80/202 142

114 911 70 10,542 2,940 6
13 1,002 f4 63,280 •200 Gosford ............................. 12 2 25
10 19 20 850 21

243 12 16j294 19 1
. 00 18 19 33,110 1 1

I £0 230 10 Newcastle ........................ 2 5 s 405
32 3 1 45,353 Hone} suckle Pt................... 3-1

2,127 20 3 40 34
844 Wnltscnd .......................... * 3 2

. 3 1,270 30 80
13 425 no Cl 21 1,714 48

. 3 17,804 n OQ

. 3 21 5 59^974 \\ cst Maitland................... 250 i,05l 401 7,173 0,170
83,228 757 4,553 2§1 ISjOti 124

64 33 64^689 89 296 2*533 S43 *220 M2
. 80 G(i 25 64,748 SX
. 11 46 27 30*084 3° 53 440 * 65 439
. 0 21 30*177 30 GD 2,243 141) 1,495 204
. G 1 3 ' I <> 336 4i339 3,351 5* $69 4,453

1
1 101
4 3 108 MusivdlbrOOk ................... 265 1,390 1,020 27^008 349

. 2 s 218 950 10,962 2,5S2
8 Scone ............................. 261 2,537 292 IT^SOS '223

1 7 «> fl 100 17 flfO

. 52 10 32 236 41 14 12S 5,345 ' 30
67 253 224 Ardglen (late D'ghb’y J-I'llV) * 15

. 02 13 197 373 14 3,723 19 58,535 7
. 49 275 5S2 867 Quirindi........................... 59 3^729 204 246,700 14

G 76 2,146 Werris Crook...................... 55 336 125 14,191 til
. 113 so 122 1 351 Brecza................................ 350 C,3?0 001 100,252 433

3 40 2 101
1 2 2 90 Gunnedah .......................... 99 2,927 037 140,853 104

. 23 58 i.oso 3S9 31
5 1 126 121 6*799 150 03^782 120

• i 2 5 1 83 2 241 0 1 169 1,602 109 dl*4S2 694*1 • 2 s Tamworth.......................... 2 163 1.1 4 3 1 13 12 19 5,496 203
1 600

l .... 1 i* Cmlla ............................. 31 177 8,779
11 40 30 344 U

. 14 26 7 717 11 13 88
E> 4 07 13 21 1 ^,300 34

1 10 l 1 1 291
10 809 40 37S 1 Hen Lomond...................... *302

. 88 138 80 8 Glenroc ..... ...................... 4 3 2,Obi
i n 1 Glon fnuca........................ . 31 822 .‘1,2110 31

. 451 125 1 24 m 52 133 62
34 37S 1 ST. 43 11 j Ti'nii’i'lU'M.............. 2» 61 217! 2 .l« niuiijsi. -...................... in; 1,627 1 7,834 1,-I51

Total, year ending 30th June, 1?<i3 ................. 10,(>9f> 116,2:.:. 20,917 J, "90,7U3 80,0'IS
iy •> „ 1S92 ................... 13,450 i4a1o:.3 21,229 3,139,000 S3,111)



■ APPENDIX XVII.

Return of the number of Bales of WOOL forwarded on the New South Wales 
Government Railways, during the years ending 30th June, 1893 and 1892.

Stations.

Sydney ..... ..............
Darling Harbour......
Rookivood............... .
Divcrpool .................
Ingleburn ........... .
Minto.........................
CampbellLown ..........
Picton .....................
Mittagong..................
Moss Vale.................
Mandan ..................
Towrang ..................
Goulburn ..................
Brcadalbano.............
Gunning .................
Jerrami.....................
Yass Junction ..........
Yass Township..........
Downing ..................
Binnlong ..................
G along .....................
Harden.....................
Murrumburruk..........
Nubba ......................
Wallendbeeu.............
Cootamundra ..........
Belluingra.................
Illabo.........................
Junee Junction..........
Hareficld ..................
Bomen ...... ..............
Wagga .....................
Urnnquinty ..............
Tlie Rock ................
Yorong Creek ..........
Culeaim .................
Burrumbtittoek ......
Brocklesby ..............
Corowa .....................
Gerogcry ..................
Yambia.....................
Tamgo .....................
Bungendorc ..............
Queanbeyan..... .
Miobclago..................
Cooma .....................
Menanglo .................
Douglas Park ..........
Bowral .....................
Exeter .....................
Ynrra.........................
Coolalio............... .
Henty .....................
Coolac ....................
Gundngai ..................
Dcmondrillc.............
Yonng .....................
Koorawatba ..............
Old Juneo................
Coolaman .................
Grong Grong..............

Nmuber of Ealea,
Stations.

Number of Bales.

1S93. 1892. 1893. | 1892.

SS Narrandcra.............. 17,516 18,398
4,3(17 3,185 Yanko ..................... 1,429 1,552

20 4,492
3,274

7,192
4,5394,5GS 2,639 Darlington ..............

3 ISrinpigco .......... 2,259 1,392
29 2,951

5,476
2,760
4,711

3,038
2,93215 Hay.......... ..............

2 2,581
6,173245 195 Jerilderic...........

48G 279 Albion Park .......... 4
141,153 853 Camden ................. 43

555 794 Parramatta.............. 1 24
8,4C9 10,511 WentworthTillo...... 41

427 481 1,140
2,881 2,970

140
St. ..... . ..... 2

134 Mount Victoria ...... 546 407
2,828 6,923 2
1,839 127

1,521
12S

2,867 3,619 Walleruwang .......... 1,357
895,017 4,985 Rydal ....................

'Parana....................
94

1,918 1.770 910 949
1,722 1,698 Locksley .................. 63 84

344 309 Brewongie .......... 4S6 45S
230 242 Raglan............ ........ 156 211

2,230 2,121 Kelso ..................... 1,585 1,327
8,094 8,046 Bathurst................. 2,422 3,228

893 1,216 Perth ..................... 1,680 1,735
1,360 1,251 George’s Plains ...... 48 63
3.G17 3,350 Wimbledon ............ 263 295

478 588 Newbridge .............. 1,698 1,521
13 13 Blayncy ................. 544 636

9,753 9,222 Mil'll horpo .............. 1,258 899
1,292 1,383 Spring Hill.............. 228 296
5,0Slj 5,285 Orange................. . 1,246 1,076
3,136 3,497 Mulliou Creek.......... 795 835
3,75G 3,542 Kerr’s Creek .......... 197 166

671 1,010
75

914
23G Stoi‘0 Creek............ 63
36 Stuart Town ......... 310 284

491 318 Hdinbil ................ 1,288 1,181
4 Dripstone .............. 213 203

1,578 1,671 Wellington.............. 2,399 2,163
2,972 3,030 ifnrvVulc .............. 365 337
5,308 . 5,192 Gourie..................... 434 318
2,672
9,715

2,523 ftfurrnmbidgcrie .... 1,6S4
16,775

2.419
10,557 Dubbo..................... 22,477

12 20 Narramine ...... . . 8,991 9,591
13 Trnngie ................. 10,769 12,954

26,7578 7 Nevertire................. 29,583
1,160'6 Mullengudgery ...... 4,101

- 2 Nvn.^an ................. 10,699
1,545

20,263
221 Boppy Mountain

754 679 Cobar ..................... 4,255
946 808 Girilumbono .......... elaos 7,329

5,244 4,266 Coolabah.................. 2,988 5,415
212 205 Byrock.................... 6,306 10,211

17,813 18,084 Bourke..................... 75,892 87,000
686 1,732 Riverstone .............. 211 126

2,981 3,233 Mulgraro.................. 135 401
6,028 6,954 Windsor ................. 2,072 1,818

1992,417 2,547 Carcoar ................. 94

Stations.
Number of Bales.

1893. 1892.

Mandurama ...... . 1,437 1,360
Lvndhuret ............... 987 1,066
Woodstock .............. 1,511 ■ r,447 

23,347Cowra...................... 2E353
IJorenorc................... 9,666 10,172
Molong ..................
Piper’s Elat..............

12,102 10,790
30 19

Capertce .................. 884 766
Rylstono ................... 1,547 1,351
Mudgeo .................. 18,298 15,986
Toralba ................... 3
Newcastle ............... 63 149
Morpeth............ . £0 6

1
West Maitland ....... 3,263 3,489

2
2

Branxton.......... ....... 229 £55
Whittiugham.......... 286 307
Singleton.................. 378 324
Glennie’s Creek....... 59 80
Ravensworth 752 580
Muswellbrook........... 8,188 6,842
Aberdeen.................. 2,186 462
Scone ...................... 5,947 4,643
Wingen .................. 361 395
BJandford ............ 1,896 1,563

257
751

13(5
Ardglen (late Dough

boy Hollow).
017

Willow Tree ........ . 3,015 3,768
Quirindi .............. . 8,370

727
8,229

Werris Creek.......... 795
Curmbubula .......... 2,960

16,850
2,101

West Tamworth....... 14,762
Tamworth .............. 763 762
Moonhi ............. . 1,111 988
Woolbroot .............. 722 614
Waleha Road........... 6,951 4,962
Kentucky ............... 1,702 1,511

7,083Uralla ...................... 8,162
Arnndftlc................ 4,756 3,463
Dnmaresq ............... 1,200 1,085
Black Mountain 462 633
Guyra...................... 2,160 1,613
iJen Lomond ........... 811 622
Glencoe .................. 303 4*18
Glen Inncs............... 13,963 11,992

1,180
933

1,489
1,421

47
Deepwater ..... ........
Bolivia...................... 21
Tentcr6eld .............. 683 237
Jennings................... 274 442
Brceza...................... 2,305 1,916
Curlewis .................. 1,214 882
Gunnedah .............. 9,042 9,208
Boggabri.................. ■ 3,195 3,032
Baan Baa.................. 356 418
Narrabri .................. 66,084 68,270

Total .......... 638,629 661,893
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APPENDIX XVHI.

Comparative Abstract of the Tonnage and Amount received for the Carriage of 
COAL and SHALE from the various Collieries during the vears endirm 30th June 
1893 and 1892. ”

Stations.

A.A, Company ......................
Anvil Creels ..........................
Abrams (Homcville)..............
H kick wall ..............................
Burwood..................................
Burwood Extended ..............
Burwood West......................
Burtvood Ho. 3......................
Burwood Coal Siding ..........
Co-operative ...........................
Curlewis..................................
Dudley (Burwood, South) ...
Dulwich .................................
East Maitland .......................
Eleanora.................. ...............
Eerndale..................................
Gladstone ................. ............
Great Northern .....................
Greta ......................... ............
Greta East...............................
Hctton ...................................
Hillside ............ ......................
Lambton..................................
Bambton East ......................
Lambton South, New ..........
Minmi (Duckendeld) ..........
Muswellbrook..........................
Monkwenrmouth (Seahnni)
Newcastle ..............................
Northumberland ..................
Northern Extended ..............
Purified ..................................
Eix’s Creek..............................
Sneddon’s (Wallscnd) ..........
Thornton ..............................
Wallscnd ..............................
Wallsend South......................
Wallscnd West................. .
Wallsend, Young..................
Waratah..................................
Wickham and Bullock Island

Total, North ..........

Austinmer........................................................................
Bellambi ........................................................................
Bulli ..................................................................................
Bong Bong......................................................................
Carson’s Siding............................................................
Corrimal.............................................................................
Cox’s Siding ...................................................................
Helensburgh (Metropolitan) ... ;...................
Irondale.............................................................................
Joadjo...................................................................................
Lithgow Collieries........................................................
Mittagong Coal Siding..............................................
Mount Kembla.............................................................
Mount Kiera...................................................................
Mount Pleasant............................................ ................
North’s Siding .............................................................
South Clifton .................................................................
Southern Coal Company ........................................
Onkey Park ...................................................................

Total, South, West, and Ulawarra

Total, Coal...................................................

Hartley Vale...................................................................
.Toadja .............................................................................
North’s Siding ..............................................................
Doughboy Hollow.......................................... .............

Total, Shale ..............................................

Grand Total, Coal and Shale .........

1893. 1892. | Increase. | Decrease.

Tons. Freight. Tons. Freight. Tons. Freight, Tons. Freight.

&
1

& JC £
2,228 931 20,851 879 18,623 786
0,152 560 289 26 5,863 534

190 21 9,077 765 8,837 734
1,338 5411 1,188 526 150 15

41,768 1,786 89,347 3,725 47,579 1,939
5,242 267 17,295 865 12,053 598
8,780 368 7,966 332 814 36

16,512 701 ...... 16,512 701
39 5 39 5

74,789 3,478 107,721 5,237 32,033 1,759
451 150 470 135 15 19

62,216 3,908 59,701 3,930 2,515 22
4,166 784 2,192 419 1,974 365 ......
3,692 551 3,523 226 169 325

10,661 633 9,768 49 L 893 42
14,989 367 14,173 369 816 2

35 7 35 7
35,754 2,838 64,638 3,941 28,884 1,103

107,137 9,254 118,114 10,344 10,977 1,090
1,078 99 ...... ...... 1,078 99

150,281 4,392 178,017 5,111 27,736 719
2,759 118 1 ^ 1 2,751 117

210,332 8,764 209,224 8,512 1,108 252
4,337 209 16,473 855 ] 2,136 646

39,602 1,649 66,292 2,331 16,690 682
240,047 12,055 245,728 12,310 5,681 261

175 19i ...... 175 19
47,937 2,621 313 lb 47,624 2,603 60,962! 2.662

119,018 6,000 170,980 7,662 ......
... . 11 4 11 4

12,812 60S 12,842 CflS
11,751 2,201 10,336 2,123 1,395 78

3,559 1,783 4,b72 2,297 1,313 514
22,199 925 20,913 915 1,280 ...... 20

1,526 89 1,526 89
281,742 11,912 323,207 13,778 41,465 1,836
25,353 1,061 36,806 1,847 11.453) 786
73,95) 5,620 77,716 5,103 517 3,762

3,931 220 40,510 2,211 36,570) 1.991
39,015 1,561; 89,901 3,863 50,286 2,302

166,268 4,158 167,05) 4,349 1,383 191

1,S5J,408| 91,391 2,184',330 105,533 99 52G 6,512 429,4 ]S 20,652

150 4 182 36 32 32
21,025 4)292 18,702 4,241 2,323 61 .......
11,147 4,200 12,430 3,407 793 1,283

1,566 195 1,517 190 49 6 ......
5,838 1,564 8,501 1,548 16 2,663

76,628 1,196 55,521 998 20,107 198 ......
143 Id 215 24 >{9. 9

96,031 12,666 69,774 9,355 26,257 3,311
6,689 1,1921 62 34 0,627 1,158 ......
3,571 855! 376 92 • 3,105 703

92,676 33,989 141,458 56,440 48,782 22,451
428 581 745 126 317 63

2,791 948 913 459 1,878 4S9
668 136 2,020 306 1,352 170

4,054 3931 993 245 3,061 143 ......
6,935 1,595 10,763 2.798 ...... 4,828 1,203

71,131 12,032 40,954 6,038 30,177 5,994 ........
1,937 1,036 1,937 1,036

72 3 257 13 185 . 10
399,543 75,333 307,320 87,386 93,674 12,926 61,451 24,979

2,253,951 ]66,724|2,551,650 192,917 193,200 19,438 490,899 45,631
15,389 5,959 15,287 5,222 102 737
8,181 2,838 12,978 4,167 4,797 1,329

16,243 4,603 5,209 1,640 11,037 2,963
H 9 11 9 ....... I

39,827 13,409 33,474 11,029 11,150 3,709 4,7971i 1,329

2,293,778 180,133 2,685,124
i

203,946 204,350 23,147
---------- 1

495,G9G| 46,960



. APPENDIX XIX.
COAL EXPORTED EBOM NEWCASTLE.

Retuhn of tlie quantity of COAL EXPORTED from Newcastle to Foreign ami 
Intercolonial Ports for the years ending 30th June, 1893 and 1892, showing 
the increase and decrease in each. 0

Countries. 1602-93. 1891-92. Increase. tieerease.

Victoria..............................  ......... .. ..
Tons.
72n,SiG
140,977
131,603
70,373
23,410
10,265
14,591

Tons.
828,963
155,030
188,099
68,509
26,520
10,151
18,234

Tons. Ton1*
00,118
8,053

56,594

3,110

Now Zealand ..........................................................................
South Australia ......................................................................
Tasmania ...................................... .
Western Australia ..................................................................

1,864

Fiii ........................................ 114
Queensland ......... ............................................................... 3,640

Total, Intercolonial..................................... 1,120,960 1,295,506 168,537

Foreign—

Sumatra ..................................... ................................
Poru .......................................... 15,700 

. 13,740 
20,100 

256,331 
21,690

33,576
16,406
28,684

313,246
9,200

17,786
2,666
2,404

56,865

New Caledonia................................................................
India..................................
United States ...............
Hone Rone ...................................... 12,486
China ...................................
Mauritius.............. 7,530

45,020
165,915

2S.GS0
35,301

15,773
43,004

201,757
36,445
32,400

8,234
2,978

35,843
7,765

Phiiinnino Islands.................
Chili ....................
Sandwich Islands.........................................
Jaya ........... 2,802
Siam .......................................
Guam ..............

6,952
540

l,o5G

Meiieo .................. 11,439 
6,323 
],9i3

* 4,487
4,783 

3S7

Nciv Guinea..................
South Sea Islands . ......
C*))e of Good Hope.....'....................

520

1,165

Solomou Islands .......... . 520
12,153 
17,803

Singapore.............. .
OUkt Countries..... .............

39,271
16,608

27,113

Total, Foreign..................... 665,837 810,264 154,427

Grand Total (Intercolonial and Foreign) 1,762,606 2,105,770 322,564

Number of Tons and. Value of Coal exported to Foreign and Intercolonial Ports 
for the years ending 30th June, 1893 and 1892.

1892-93, 1891-02. Decrease.

Tons. Value, Tons, Value- Tons. Value.

1,782,808
£

790,463 ' 2,105,770

£

1,037,135 322,964
£

246,672

PORT OF NEWCASTLE. .

Foreign and Intercolonial Shipping out of Newcastle.
FROM JUNE TO JUNE.

1892-93. ' . 1891-92. Docrcafee,

No. of Vessels. Tonnage. No- of Vessels. Totmage. No, of Vessels, Tonnage. -

3,217 1,319,155 1,377 1,459,957 160 140,802

4—E
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APPENDIX XX.' .

RAILWAYS.

Permanent-way Materials, Rails for Renewals, and Miscellaneous Articles imported for the 
New South Wales Railways during year ending 30th June, 1893.

Date of 
Arrival- Name of Ship. Description of Material. Supplied by Weight. Hate. Invoice

Cost, Freight English
Charges

Colouia'
Charges

Total
Cost.

Coat
per ton or 

Article.

1892. T. c. q. lb. £ B. (i. £ s. d. £ 8. d, £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
IT June 
17 „

4 tablet balance cylinders 
6 tablet locks for sidings..

1 1 6 j-93 1 ,
1 11 0 17 1 97 0 B 24 7 4*15 0 0 “ ~

17 „ GOOD 0 0 0 SS 13 0 6 0 n 1 5 0 1 0 5 00 18 E 10 ft 1
i* ii 0 2 10 141 13 4 0 15 5 2 10 8 1 8 C 14G 1ft 11 0 2 11

ber Co.
3450 0 

42 10
n
Ha „ f 4 passenger engines....)

{ Extra fittings............ ) Boyer, Peacock,& Co... ( 14770 0 0 199 7 11 14909 711 3742 0 11............ (
17 „ Pig iron ............................... 0 17 0 4 2 18 0 2 9 4 0 10 ? 0 4 7 0 2 4 3 12 11 4 6 7
24 „ Loco. Packing Go. .. * 7 n n fi 12 0 497 2 0 8 4 2 7 IS 2 4 0 9 517 2 1 118 17 G
24 ” 3 iron plates, B.B.H. ...

4 charcoal iron dome

0 13 1 3 10 16 0 7 3 2 0 10 6 0 8 9 0 2 4 3 4 ft 12 7 4

25 „ Yarrawonga.........
Co.

Isaac Storey &> Sons... 5 5 0 21 0 0 1 17 4 0 12 3 0 3 ID 23 1? r> S 18 4J
casings.

0 10 ft 11 69 12 625 „
21 July

8 Gresham’s injectors .. Gresham A Craven __ 8 8 0 07 4 0 6 1 C ft S 14 1
2 3 1 13
............i

3 10 0 101 10 0 1 7 8 1 14 l 1 1 1 105 12 10 8 12 10i 
S742 7 01 Sbotfiepassetigcrcngincsj Beyer, Peacock, & Co... 3060 0 7335 0 0 90 14 0 7434 14 0f Extra fitting................f 1 42 1U ' 1

22 Aug.. Friar's Grog......... fi drifts.......................... C. Tcnnent, Sons, & Co. 0 0 0 7 n o 104) 3 IS 1 0 12 6 0 4 10 0 1 0 4 10 7 13 S 8
22 „ *0 7 0 17 9 10 0

3 ” r> 5 O 1SS 15 fl 2 4 s 2 18 2 1 11 9 190 ft 7 S 8 10
LowmoorCo. (Less2i%) 2 0 0 0 5 0 40 14 0 1 8 4 1 7 C 0 11 1 B3 0 11 20 10 SJ

17 July..

17 „
17 „

9 11 1 26 10 0 0 05 14 10 6 0 8 1 13 3 111 i 104 0 4 10 17 3

75 bars B.B. angle iron__
Co.

6 2 0 2 9 10 0 r.7 jo 0 3 4 0 9 19 4 1 1 8 63 4 2 30 7 2i 
10 9 S” ’* 7 10 2 25 9 0 0 70 10 G 4 2 3 1 3 8 1 7 7 77 4 0

17 „ JJ 75 B.B. plates, „ ....
12 safety-valve springs__

2 19 0 21 9 15 0 23 17 I 1 11 0 o o n 0 8 4 31 0 4 10 12 2
i7 ;;
IT „
24 „

>> 0 ft 0 5 14 0 9 JO G 0 7 <1 0 4 0 6 ic ;; 0 11 41
12 10 3 fi o 14 r.A 722 a 0 14 3 9 11 3 3 6 12 4 754 2 10 0 lf> 1

Murrumbidgce.. . 0 2 0 0 6 19 6 13 19 0 0 10 6 0 10 2 0 5 0 15 4 S 152 G 8

24 2 sets tali let apparatus ..
Co. '

50 0 0 100 0 0 1 15 9 1 13 0 1 1 4 104 10 3 62 S 0}
24
24 „

** 3 10 0 3 10 0 0 1 r, 0 1 2 0 0 4 3 12 11 3 12 11
t> yi linethrougliswitch 1 10 0 9 0 0 0 3 5 O 3 7 0 1 1 9 6 1 1 11 4

3 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 o 0 1 1 0 0 4 3 2 7 3 2 7
24 ... 1 slot signal repeater .... 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 7 0 0 G 4 3 7 4 ft 7
24 „ n 3 signal repeaters.......... 0 15 0 2 5 0 0 0 10 0 0 ID 0 0 0 2 0 11 0 15 8

Beyer. Peacock, & Co... 14770 0 0 10517 15035 1 7 2 3763 19 3A
24 July.. 
24 M

Murrumbidgce - 1 point indicator............ 4 10 0 4 10 0 0 1 8 0 1 7 0 0 7 4 :n ]0 4 1ft 30’
7 10 0 7 10 0 0 2 8 0 3 4 0 0 11 7 1ft 11 7 1ft 11

24 „ ” - 50 steel carriage axles __ Brow n, Baylcy, & Co.. B 7 0 1G 2 15 0 137 10 0 4 13 3 2 7 3 1 18 7 140 14 3 2 IS 8) 
per 1000.

4 Sept. Glenboig Union Fireclay 
Co.

3 5 0 32 10 0 39 7 0 0 14 0 S IB a 7G 7 9 7 12 IVa

0 12
per set.

3 „ 25 sets metallic packing .. Beyer, Peacock, A. Co... 
LiUeshall &Co...........

2 30 0 62 10 0 0 10 ft 1 1 ft c G4 U ft 2 11 04
8 8 9}1 Aug. Wooltoomooloo .. -19 11 0 O 7 12 G 140 1 4 10 5 3 2 12 8 3 0 G 164 19 9

per set
EffJuly
6 Au£.^

0 sets tablet apparatus .. 
24 iron plates ................

Tyer & Co..................... 47 O 0 235 O 0 0 1 11 285 1 11 47 10 4
11 19 1 14 1 ft 3 806 (J 6 7 37 1 4 17 11 2 ft 2 321 10 8 26 10 1

39 14 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 40 1ft 1 0 2 9i
1 ” Woolloojnooloo Brown, Baylcy, & Co. .. IS 10 1 22 2 15 0 275 0 0 9 14 & 4 11 11 S 10 G 293 2 11 2 IS 74

per sot.
4 Sept. Brilliant.. ...... 0 sets tablet apparatus ..

. 1 point-lock for siding ..
40 0 0 240 0 0 1 7 4

3
0 3 0 2 n f 243 1« 1ft 41) 12 ft1]

12 0 0 12 0 0 0 1 D 1 9 12 3 0 12 3 O
** 11 15 0 0 )« 0 0 0 1 8 0 2 4 16 4 ft 3ft 4 ft

4 ^ *r 14 0 0 168 0 0 0 1G 0 1 4 ft 170 0 t 14 41
4 2 repeaters for semaphore

9
" 2 10 O 6 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 r 6 14 £ Id B

4 n ■'
'Brown Baylcy Steel Co.

1 5 0 2 JO 0 0 0 4 O 0 r, 2 10 9 1 S 41
6 H 100 steel carriage axles .... IS 10 2 24 2 15 0 275 0 0 ft 14 8 4 10 2 3 1G ft 293 1 4 2 18 7*
6 3 13 1 21 1 13 0 82 10 r 2 S 2 1 10 ft 0 19 0 87 8 1 1 14 UJ
6 ” ” 6 15 0 18 59 2 0 422 S 3 4 13 0 0 32 7 3 14 1( 4H7 9 2 04 15 10

23 Aug. Gulf of Taranto .. W rough t-i ro n * staples ......... Nettlcfold & Sons........ 14 0 0 35 0 0 42 0 0 O 10 5 O 18 7 0 8 i. 44 3 6 3G 1ft ft 
per set.

C Sept. 
19

6 sets tablet apparatus .. 
Wrought’iron siajncs .........

47 0 0 235 0 c 0 1 11 2S5 1 11 47 JO 41
Indtapura.......... Ncttlefoid k Sons......... 1 10 0 0 35 0 0 03 0 0 1 4 9 1 4 10 <l 12 10 GG 2 3D 14 8

19 „ 2 ii o is* 59 2 0 151 8 £ 1 9 fi 1 19 e 1 1 11 165 14 7 60 0 0
w " 19 ‘ 3 S 0 Gj G4 IS 0 223 19 11 2 18 5 3 19 c i! 3 G 233 1 3 OS 10 101 >i per set.
24 Oct Earl of Cardigan.. 20 sets Jerome's packing .. 

2 sets pressed steel bogies 
2 ,, wagon uuderfratnes 

50 steel carriage axles __

14 bars, 2| x f flat............

17 10 11 0 ft 21S 12 f 1 17 f 3 ft 1 2 3 f 22ft 2 K 11 ft li
24 „ IS G 6 30 13 0 3 15 7 0 12 0 0 17 8 41 18 f 20 19 4J
24 p)
19 Sept- 

1893.

29 16 0 iift 10 0 7 10 ( 0 10 4 0 4 t 03 4 K 34 2 6
i> 5 1 12 2 15 0 137 10 0 4 17 4 2 J 3 1 1G 11 146 n c 2 18 ?i

N. Uingley & Sena .... 0 13 2 17 9 5 0 0 3 1 0 8 10 0 3 3 0 3 O 18 2 10 2 OJ
28 )t 14 x 2* x $ angle..

2(1 plates, A 10’' X 2’ (T x A 
12 „ 5’fi"xi>,G"x ^

0 8 2 0 9 15 0 4 0 10 0 6 0 0 2 9 O 1 8 4 11 3 10 14 Si
28 i. * 10 2 4 10 15 0 21 4 li 0 4 0 11 : O 5 i S3 8 1 22 10 6
14 Feb.. Port Denison .... 5 10 3 0 1 5 0) 211 7 5 4 3 0 222 0 8 20 19 61
14 »r 8 „ 0'3" x i1 74"-x i 2 14 0 14 1 5 0/
14 ,, " 36bare, 5x $£* 13’Gv ...T 2 11 1 14 0 17 0 45 0 5 1 9 ( 0 15 i 0 10 8 48 2 ( 18 14 0
14 \\ 18 2 0 1 2 0 33 3 0 0 (
14 M " 2 14 1 0 1 it 0 IIS 7 n 3 0 < ^2 11 1 15 i 172 3 6 37 12 10
14 ” 0 8 3 0 1 4 0 11 10 ( O 15 7
23 tt 5 2 2 7 55 0 0 274 10 11 4 2 2 4 3 2 2 3 7 2S5 13 1< 55 14 11
28 .. 24* copper plates, 5' 6" x 4f O” 

X 4.
11 14 3 10 55 0 Oj

28 .. BE 0
l 472 3 4 G 14 5 7 4 i 4 3 4 490 6 8 67 2 IJ12 copperplates, 4'7"x3'2' 

x J.
32 copper plates, fireholc .

1 1G 3 121 1
28 „ 2 8 3 22 D7 B 0 140 2 o 2 2 10 2 3 c 1 4 31 ns is r 59 9 2

3 6 3 2 207 10 a 2 11 < 3 3 e 1 16 0 215 1 7 G4 8 101
25 20 barHj’anglo iron, 12^ x 3] 

x If.
12 copper tube plates .... 

1 solid steel piston rod .. 
1000 Hcllesen'e dry cells ..

1 set elect. stafT instfl__

I'^rnley Iron Co........

Elliott Metal Co...........

4 117 1 7 3 WS 0 2 13 4 1 18 5 1 2 11 IIS 15 1 27 19 3

25 »» 3 12 3 33 oe id 0 242 0 1 5 14 11 3 18 0 2 1 4 253 16 1 69 IS 2i
9fi SJ o 0 H2 0 I 1 4 c 6 G f O 5 7 83 16 fi S3 10 fi
25

1892.
9 Oot..

0 2 G 119 0 C 3 11 i 2 1 8 O 17 7 125 10 4 0 2 oi

Gulf nf Venice.,.. Kail wav Sig. Co.......... £9 10 C ft 0 4 29 10 4 29 19 4
1 t 6 5 0 84 2 1 2 O 1 11 0 11 1( 88 5 2 0 6 93

29 0 19 0 0 1 15 0 33 5 c 1 1 0 0 15 11 O 4 4 36 6 3 37 3 11
» .. 1 7 0 20 11 10 0 21 7 c 1 4 r 0 12 O 6 < 23 9 4 17 7 ft

tree Co,
47S S

per set.
10 Nov. 47 10 0 47S 0 1 ..... 0 3 47 10 4

ratus.
10 11 Yota ................. 3 pov. erfut pass, engines, ^ Brj’cr, Peacock, A Oo. ■ i 3G50 0 0 10050 0 C 11417 5 0 8305 15 2extra fittings. ) ...........  1 09 10 0 298 11 C s.......
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APPENDIX XX—continued.

Permanent-way Materials, Rails for Renewals, and ^Miscellaneous Articles imported for the New 
South Wales Railways during' the year ending 30th June, 1893—continued.

Date of 
Arrival.

1392.

2G Nov. 
2G „20 fl 
2d „
26 „
BU „
12 Due.. 
12 „
12 M
9 Out,. 
U „
o :> 
ft »
ft n
9 »»

ft r.

0 ii 

& „ 

ft n
ft >r 
ft rr 
ft n

12 Nov.
„

1893.
13 Mar. 
27 „
27

4 April 
3 >»
H »
8 „
8 „
8 >>

17 „

5 May. 
T> i,

17 i,
n ((
2G „

17 „
1? ».
17 „
17 „
17 „

Name of Ship.

Guinea

Mioivoro.

Orienl ... 
Dungaree

Description of Material. Supplied by Weight. Rate.

1252 axle-boxes ..............
1252 lubricating pads .,. 
1252 leather packings ,.. 

COi lubricating pads ...
23 axle-boxes ..............
28 leather packings ...
12 firehole plates.........
]2 tube plates..............
23 ticket punches ... 
I set wheels and axles.
1 pair e\ lindcrs..........
1 set axle-boxes.........
1 radial axle-box__
1 set of springs...........

30U boiler tubus ...........

Ophir................
Calrnludg.. ..
Dart Glasgow ■ •
Wilcamiia .,. 
Rort Hunter.

1 pair injectors.........

2 sets wheels and axles ..

2 pair u; lindcrs..........

2 sets a\Icdioxcs
3 „ springs ,

300 hodur tubes__
1 pair injectors ..

Adams & Co.
T. c. q. lb.

Ncvdlf Druce, & Co.

Thomas Smith.........
Uu^ur, Peacock, & Co.

British Gcnernl 
Bungarcc.......

Valcita .... 

Echucsi .. 

Culgoa __

G sets tablet apparatus 
75 acts metaUic rings... 

ft lyres..........................

10 sets of Jcmmc's packing
45 nopixn* plates................
20ejt. copper bolta, ^ ilia.. 
3 pa&cugur cngirius .. .. 

15 bcglu axles, B.p, 2130 Ii 
3d „ ., fliO t:

(i ,i tl 2142 H
fJltouRr ,, 2140

100 tyres, 11, !\ i05S A & b 
24GL,o-liam & fcdiuward’s 

B.P. 3472 Injectors. 
GOOOn sponge cloths

Gulf of Genoa ... 

Culgoa ..............

25 „
25 ,, 

1392.
2 Dec... 

2ft Oct 
2ft „ .. 
5i9 „ .. 
2ft „

Gulf of Genoa ...

Chipper Kyle .... 
Eclmea ............

t» * *.........

31 „
31 „ .. 
31 „ ..
31 ss

Wairnambool ....
J! • •
It • •

24 „
10 Nov,

Commonwealth ..

12 Nov.
1SD1. 

Ift Doc..

CaimbuJg..........

im 
25 Jan..
25 „
17 „
17 „
17 „

Fort Melbourne ,.

17 „ Port Melbourne ..

23 „
3flApril 
Various

Yorrawonga........
Portia...* .........

dates.

it ii ........ .

1 plate, 13' 8"x5'4f'xV' 
") w.i. tubes, 2AM>nt x 25^\ 

33V'. “
40 w.i. tubes. SV'int x 34" 

2720' 8".
12 steel driving - wheel 

bodies.
2 sets wheels amt a\tcs...
fi ,, tyros......................

12 train staff instruments .
0 stroke bells ................
ft • i gangs.................

Locomotive packing . .
23 tube plates, m 7 cases ... 

100 coupling ends...............

4 loeo, engines __
Wrought-iron staples 
1248 axle-boxes ., .
1248 leathers for ditto 
1248 lubricating pads

14 bars Iron............
12 plates ...............
12 .................
1ft Turloifs buffers..

Tycr & Co....................
Beyer, Peacock, i Co.. 
Dubs A Co...................

Williams, Foster, & Co,

Beyci. Peacock, A Co, 
Fried Krupp..............

GrcBham & Ciu'en ...

Rigby,Waiinviight,iS.-Co. 
LoMmom' Iron co.........

- John Si>enccr............

Dubs & Co...................

Beyer, Pcaeock, & Co,, 

Railway Signal Co. .,.

Loco racking Co, 
Ncvill, Drucu, & Co. 
WestinghouEO Co......

1 set tracings for engines
1C buffers fTurtoii’a)__

2 powerful pass, engines
Extra fittings............

George Turton ..........

Bci er, J’eacock, & Co..
Georgy Turton ..........
Buyer, Peacock, A Co.

60000 sponge cloths . ...

Final instal., Petersham .

10 sets Jerome’s packing ..
2292 R.d. brass tulles.......

4d bara iron anglu ... .
i ■ ............

4ft .................................
3 powerful pas?, engines..

G pairs electric train staff 
instruments.

Copper rivets .....................
3 powerful pass, engines.

150 buffer springs.........
RfiO ..................................

4784 30-ft, s.t, roils, 80lb......
4625 SOlb. rails......................

Boyer, Peacock, A Co .
Nettlcfold & Hons......
Adams A Go*..............

Lowmoor Co.
(less 44 %)

Rigby Wainwright

Dubs fc Co..............
J. Wilks and Sons.' 
Monkbridgo Co,,..

Boyer, Peacock, & Co..

liailuay Signal Co. ...

Broughton Copper Co. 
Ru? er, Peacock, & Co,. 
Tlios. Turton & Sons . 
C* Canmioll &; Co.........

Bolckow Vaugan.......

2 ft 3 21
3 7 2 G*

3 6 0 10

2 11 1 4 
0 13 3 14

ft Id 0 0

10 9 0 16

2 18 0 0 
4 12 1 12 
0 2 2 ft

110 0

2 7 1 14
3 10 1 If) 
2 17 2 14

.........1
2 11 0 1

11 IS 2 24 
10 0 (1 0

3 I S 2S 
2 14 0 1 
1 !l 2 8 

ID S 0 (j 
34 IB 2 7„ I

19 19 1 14 
41 4 0 12 

1708 H 1 20 
1650 16 1 10

£ fi. d.

1 10 0 
0 2 2 
S 0 0 
0 2 2 1 10 0 
3 0 0 

53 3 0 
03 10 O 
0 6 6 

flflfl 0 0
so 10 ft
55 10 0 
80 0 0 
45 ft 0 

105 0 0

35 ft 
1 1ft 
3 0 
0 2
0 1ft
1 5 
1 3

11 1ft

Invoice
Cost.

18 0 0

800 0 0

263 0 0

270 0 0 
133 0 0 
HS 6 S 
23 O 0

47 ID 0 
2 30 0

58 5 I) 
56 0 0 

3733 8 6 
O 31) 3 
0 1ft 0 
0 18 6 
0 ]fi G 
0 10 8 
8 8 0

0 10 0 
10 3

0 0 8

IS73 0 
112 3 
2U 1 
4ft 4 
42 0 
0 11 

145 4 
210 O 

7 17 
500 0 

feO 10 
65 10 
30 0 
45 0 

315 0

IS 0

800 0

Freight. English 
3 barges

US 6 1

263 0 0

167 5 0 16 0 
2ft 10 0 2 10 2 10
Go ’(f’c 
0 11 0

270 ft 
18!) 0
355 0 
23 0

285 0 
187 10 

3ft 0

95 0 
05 5 
560 0 

11275 5
66 a
51 0 
2? 7 

207 15
356 Q 
201 12

181 14 
17 15

90 17

)s......
1 14 :
2 12

ii io’ 
1 id : 
1 5
0 13
1 0 
7 4

i> s

23 19

7 3

7 10 
5 0 
0 in
0 15

0 13 
4 9

1 1 
8 10 
3 0

33G 0 0

334 10 0 
2UU 12 11 
354 0 0 

12 0 0 
12 0 

331 12 0 
301 13 3 
56 0 0

110 0 0 
II 10 0 

3050 0 U 
Oft IQ 6

0 9 0

no 0
34 10 

7300 0 
190 1

150 0 10 

467 12 3

2G D 3 8$ 49 ft 0 1283 5 6
4 £ 0 14 113 35 2 7
8 2 3 11 10 3 02 1 7
0 18 0 0 0 19 ft ID 16 0

3 13 2 1 73 0 0 433 0 0
0 9 3 25 00s SO 6 0

13275 5 
2 0 0 ' 300 0
1 13 0 | 907 10
4 ft 8 (7024 10
4 fi 0 7015 15

3 6 
2 6 
1 3

13 18 
lb ft 

1 l

4 19 
ft 10

4 4 0

7 1ft 0

0 7 6 
fi 10

- 7 7

0 0 
6 7 
0 10 0

£ s, d. £ s d.

31 16 0

2 5 4
3 7 7

8 10 
1 4 
0 14 0 
ft 8 3 
0 12 3 
4 7 0

ft 4

Colonial
Charges

10 12 1

1 1 
1 S 5

12 11 G

3 17 0

4 2 0 
2 17 0 
fi 9 3 
0 3 0

14093 2 0 
9G 15 0 U 14

1872 O 0 „
20 ft I)1)53 C 

111 16 0 
40 15 4 
90 O 3 
6S 2 G 
40 0 0

6 29

2 18 9

2 1ft 3 
0 14 G

0 7 0 
14 4 l1 
11 10 0 
202 19 l! 
0 10 io| 
ft 8 5 
fl 4 f1 ] Id 2\ 
7 a 7 
4 b 7

3 15 8 
0 S ft

4 15
0 10 
ft 
0 2 
0 3 
2 14

ft
0

3 O 
0

Total
Cost.

Cost
per ton or 
otiide.

0 1 4 

7 14 2 

2 10

2 2 G
1 11 0 
2 12 7 ft 3 (1
0 1 11 
1 17 S, 
0 12 10.

0 17 1
6 1 si 
fi 0 1
l"fi' ft 
ft 19 31
0 3ft I)'
4 8 3.
5 35 01 6 10
1 1ft 2[ 
0 8 6

£ & d

2115 1ft 0

46 4 
42 11 8 

IfiO 5 10 
223 a 

7 17 6 
524 15 
34 1 
57 12 11 
31 4 ft 
46 15 10 

329 6 8

IS 14 0

644 6 1

270 0 C

283 14 8 
108 34 3 
373 1 " 
20 0 ft

285 1 11 
193 G 3 
41 17 0

2 2 4 1 3 9

7 0 5;

0 15 fl
6 1ft S

7 17 fi

G 18 7 
4 16 01 1 0

3 6 0

3 3 3 
2 10 10

2 16 7

97 5 
724 0 
584 10 
11178 4 7 
7ft 11 i 
51 19 3 
2ft 5 

277 18 
3S5 13 31 
208 6

102 0 I 
18 17 6

AS 7 10

354 S 2

350 16 6 
280 11 0

306 18 3

2 10 0 347 1 11 
2 11 11 316 S ft 
0 ii 9 57 5 3

202 0 0 
0 17 90 7 

3

115200 11 
88 14

18 0 5 1998 12

1 0 0 0 11 
|2 13 6 1 14 
ft 1ft Ol 0 10 4
1 19 0| ft 13 
0 17 1 0 7

101 4

2 12 31

17 0 
1ft 16 1 10 fi 
1 0 
0 5 7 

168 10 9

0 G 0

0 16 10 
202 10 1

2 4 
5 9 6
1 15 3 

35 C 8

1 10 6

0 17 
11 19 
O 19 
0 15 
0 4

6

0 
O 
5
3 
7

4 
3

7 COO fi ft

111 10 
4ft 17 

160 14 
48 13

138 13 
36 12

168 9 0 

467 12 3

ll 9$ 5 1 
& 1348 36 10 
8j VO 5 11

£ F. d*

1 13 9}

0 1 10
1 10 fi 

60 2 4 
66 4 Ofl fi 7} 

524 15 7 
84 1 fi 
57 12 11 
81 4 0
46 15 10
1 1 11?J 

]icr pair. 
IS 14 0 
per set*

422 2 01 
per pair. 
138 3 3 
per set. 

141 17 4 
08 4 0 
1 4 10JSJ 
£3 S « 
per eet.
47 10 8J

2 11 ty 
4 13 0

per eet.
3 7 8 

00 13 01

03 18 10 
17 17 4 

11435 7 3

US 2 4

0 0 0 37 10 
11478 4 

4 3 0 319 IB 
13 1 11 003 2 
225 0 11 8514 15 
200 12 1|7050 7

53 0 
3820 1 O 

4 14 1 
4 11 8 
4 17 0J 
4 11 2 
3 17 H 
8 13 7 

per 100.
0 7 Si 

20 0 2
per foot.
0 0 SftV

29 10 3 
per set.

175 8 3 
50 2 2j 
per set.
31 1 It

119 13 9 
08 4 10} 
0 11 6}

3800 2 104
30 17 el 
1 12 0^ 
0 1 fij

20 19 11 
£S 0 11
3 0 10 ft 
per set. 

113 13 4
3 1 0i 

3800 2 10i
per 100.

0 c on;

407 12 3 
per cwt,

7 4 2J 
Bl B 10
21 19 0i 
20 19 5 
19 7 0*

3811 15 9 
per pair. 
14 13 8j 
per lb.
0 0 tsa\

3820 4
2 2 7yv
1 15 04
4 19 8 
4 IS 34

1892.
10 Nov.. Oceana
26 ,, Arcadia
26 „

”IMS „
ISftft.

2r> Jan,. KiltohirO
t. ..

. Indent for Fastenings for 80 lb, T. Rails in Stock.

J2454 flsh-platcs ............
taTil fDh-nolLH and nuts
'si!208 spikes, f"................
■I23.VJ wood sci on h, __

192bl IWi-bolteand nuts 
yuSG'J spikes, }v................

Darlington Co............... 56 15 ft 14 7 0 ft 3flS f» 4 40 17 6Ita.i Ira, iloilcs, & Baj liss 25 13 U 0 14 0 0 sr.ft 2 0 19 6 8 4 It 1lift J2 fl 0 10 I ft 338 2 0 24 1 0 -4 0 1
>* II 18 J8 0 2ft 12 10 0 -SG 7 7 13 I G 2 IG 9
» }> 11 6 3 2.> 14 0 0 SIRS 3 S 7 8 4 2 17Si (J 1 0 10 1 3 6 fl ft fl 3 1ft 10

793 449 17 11 7 18 fi
8 ir» 4 m 7 1 15 1 ft
4 7 7 870 10 8 11 0 03
2 IG fi 255 2 ft 1ft 10 fl

2 5 7 709 39 2 15 fl 10
6 1ft 377 4 1 11 1 9J



2
4
4
5
8
8

n
16
15
IG
18
13
19
21
22
24
25
28
30
30

G
3
8

11
10
]0
22
27
30
31

J.
7

10
15
IG
24
24

24

1
1
1

12
12
12
14
18
19
21
21
24
24
24
31
31
31

1
4
2

12
IG
IG
IG
20
20
29
30
2
8
9
9

10
12
12
13
14
IG
15
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APPENDIX XXI.
RAILWAYS.

n of tlie number and nature of the Accidents and Injuries to Life and Limb 
which have occurred during the year ending 30th June, 1893.

Causes 
beyond, 

their own 
control.

i

is killed 
ured.

Servants of the Department 
or for Contractors killed Or 

injured.
Trespassers,

fcc.

Their own 
misconduct, 
ot* want ol 
caution.

Causes 
beyond 

their own 
control.

Their own 
want of 
caution.

0*. n want Of 
caution.

felitlrri Injured. Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured
1

i
i

i.» 1 444
• •• i

i
i
i

i ... <r4 >4.
i

1
i i

i 2 ...
1

i
i

i
... i

i
l t ...

, i i ...
... i .. | ... :

... 1 i . . .
♦.4 ; . .
. . i ...

................ 1 ... i
l 1 ...

. 1... i
1 i i ...

... 1 ... i
i i ...

... | . . i
i !...

i
,,, i

]
..4 2

1
... j i

i

... ! 1 . **
• , i

2
i

1
i

4.4 i
i 4..
i
i
i
i

1 • 14 4.4 .4.
* . i

• - t X
x 4. .
i

i
i 44* .44
i i
i

i
i

i
1

i
i .41

..» ... ii
i

i
i

i 444
i 4..

1

■+!-*LI*T"

...

Ctiusss of Accident.

Pass, run over.
Pass, run orer. _
Paso, slightly injured by leaving train in motion. 
Pass, knocked down.
Shunter’s hand crushed.
Porter’s foot crushed.
Porter’s hand crushed.
Head porter crushed between a cart and truck.
Puss, left train in motion; slightly shaken.
Shunter run over.
Porler crushed between carriages,
Child run over.
Shunter's hsnd crushed.
Trolly run into by a goods train 159 miles west. 
(Guard’s thumb broken.
Pass, fell down a subway.
Pass, left train in motion; head nnd face cut.
Guard’s hand crushed.
Boy’s leg fractured.
Shunter crushed.
Pass, loft train in motion ; slightly injured.
Shunter scalded.
Cuurrt knocked off tlie step nf broke va::: slightly ilijim'rl. 
Puss, felt olf a truck and sustained n slight, shook. 
Pass, left train in motion and was slightly injured. 
Fireman injured whilst pinning down brakes.
Pass, leg crushed.
Employee knocked down.
Pori er fell, cut his head, and injured his back. 
Shunter crushed.
Tram collided with a cart at Kogarah.
Fireman’s head came m contact with bridge.
Pass, slightly injured his baud.
Pass, struck by an engine.
Guard injured.
Shunter’s leg injured.
Driver and fireman slightly injured through derail

ment near Doughboy Hollow.
Through derailment, of a portion of a train near 

Carlingford points neglected.
Employee fell off truck and sustained a shock.
Pass, fell down a subway.
Man knocked down, slightly injured.
Pass, sprained his foot alighting from a carriage,
Bov knocked down by a coal train.
Gatekeeper nnd child run over.
Signalman struck by engine.
Woman run over.
G uard sprained his ankle.
Guard's arm crushed between buffers.
Porter knocked down.
Porter’s head cut by truck door falling on him. 
Porter's finger broken.
Guard fell and fractured his leg.
Signalman fell down steps.
Operator burnt owing to lamp exploding.
Pass, left train in motion. _
Employee slightly crushed by a bale of wool. 
Gauger’s foot injured by trolly running over it. 
Fireman’s foot crushed between buffers.
J unior clerk run over.
Pass, left train in motion.
Pass, left train ia motiou. 
lady sprained her nnklo.
Pass, fell from train and injured his leg. 
Slation-mastcr’s finger crushed.
Pass attempted to join train in motion.
Employee injured loading wool.
Child run oter.
Fcttler fell from shod platform.
Shunter injured his kuco.
Man run over at 190 miles 63 chains West,
Porters leg fractured.'
Man struck by an engine.
Porter injured by bale of wool.
Pass, left train in motion.
Man run over.
Pass, left train in motion.
Porter fell when loading wool.
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APPENDIX XXI—continued.

D&te Of 
Accident.

Pasacnffcra killed 
or injured.

Servants of the Department
or of Contractors killed nr 

injured.
Trespassers,

do.
Nature of Accident,Causes 

beyond 
their own 

control.

Their own 
misconduct 
or want of 
unutfon.

Causes 
beyond 

their own 
control,

Their own 
want of 
caution.

Own want of 
caution.

1802. Killed Iniutod. Killed Injured. Kllli'd Injured Killed Injured. Killed Injured.
GtatoKccpcr strnelr by a train.20 „ ... i

►*4 i Porter’s hand crushed.
23 Jt ... i Man threw himself in front of a train.
21 „ ... 1 Pass, left train in motion.
26 „ ... 1 Pass, left train in motion.
2 > ...... i Woman run over.
31 ......

1803.
i ... Pass, attempted to join train in motion.

1 Oan... i i i Engine left tho rails on the Blayncy Line near Cowra
7 „ ... i **4 "Fcttler run over.
0 „ ... 1 Puss, jumped from train in motion.

Porter’s leg injured Tvhile loading wool.10 „ ... 1
12 ... 1 G Hol'd crushed.
12 „ ... ... 1 Man’s foot crushed.
13 „ ... ] Porfor’s toot crushed,
14 ,. ... 1 Pass, attempted to join train in motion.

3 Fob.. 1 Fireman jumped from train in motiou.
-1 „ ■■ .. 1 Carriage examiner run orer.
5 „ ... 1 Pass, attempted to enter train in motion.
7 „ ... **- 1 Watchman's arm fractuted.
8 ... 1 Car Conductor rim over.
H „ ... i Man run over.

H ...... i «»• Ganger run over.
13 „ ... i Porter's foot injured.
17 „ .. i Engine-driver orushorl. 1
20 „ ... __ _ 2 Otlieer nnd guard injured at Como.
20 , ... i i’ais. lianrt brniscil through lirake-ran leaving tlio mills,
20 „ .. i Pass, alighted from imm in motion.
23 ., ... i ... Shunter’s arm crushed between buffers.
24 „ ... ... i Porter injured.
23 „ .. i Pass, attempted to enter train in motion.
28 ...... i Pass, fell from train and cut her head.

1 Jlar... i Pass, injured kneo attempting to join train in motion
1 ., ... i Porter’s hand crushed while coupling trucks.
2 „ ... i Shunter’s hand crushed while coupling trucks.
2 „ .. 1 Employee’s hand crushed through sling breaking. 

Guard's finger crushed.a ...... i
3 ...... ... i Assistant guard’s hand crushed at Zig Zag,
7 ...... i Porter's band crushed during shunting operations.
8 ...... ... i Man struck by the engine ot a coal train.

10 „ .. 1 Porter had both thighn scalded by steam.
17 „ ... i Wight officer fell, and injured bis lip.
21 „ ... i Pass, attempted to join tram in motion.
23 „ ... i Fireman fell from engine, and fractured his skull*
21 ...... i Porter fell when imsheoting a truck.
25 „ ... 2 ... 2 Pass, attempted to enter tram in motion.

Shunter's arm crushed-27 ...... ... i
S April,. .4. i Man run over.
0 „ ... 2 r— ... Contractor’s men run over.

12 „ ... _ i Pass, left tram in motion.
10 „ ... 1 Man fell from platform.
20 „ .. i *«» Pass, sustained slight cut on fight hand.
17 „ .. i Poiter crushed between waggons.
17 „ ... i Oiler knocked down.
21 „ . . i ... Pass, fell on platform through Icav ing train in motion.
24 „ ... i ... Shunter’s foot crushed.
iio .. 1 Guard’s leg scalded by steam.

1 Mav... i Fcttler fell from truck and injured his head.
r, „ ... i Porter crushed between buffers.
<> ... i Shunter fell and was injured. 1

12 „ .. ... i ... Employee fell from bridge.
16 „ ... i.i i Porter fell from a truck to tho ground.
10 „ ... i -4 ... Pass, fell, loft train in motion.
21 „ ... i Pass, left train in motion.
24 „ ... 1(4 1 ... ■ •i Shunter injured through lump of coal falling from truck.
2G „ ... i Fcttler iell from train in motion.
20 „ ... i Poes, left tram in motion.
:sl „ ... 1 ... Pass, foil from car platform.

1 June.. i ... ... Pass, attempted to join train in motion.
3 „ ... i Shunter fell from a truck.
7 „ ... i Fireman’s band caught by open carriage door.

13 „ ... i Cranc-dnvers hand crushed.
10 „ ... * . i Guard fell between a truck and platform.
22 „ ... i . . . ... ... Pass, attempting to join tram in motion.

Porter's writt injured by case falling on it.23 „ ... i
29 „ ... ... i ... Labourer's collar crushed between truck and loading bank
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Beturn of Be venue and Expenditure of each Station for the year ending 30 June, 1893.

Stations.

E = EO ^ Q
III
S3.5 r
iTl

C O «5 ZLrn

Total Salaries 
and 

Wages 
Expenditure.

No. of 
Tickets 
issued.

1893.

Revenue from 
Tickets and 

Coaching
Trafhc.

1893.

GOODS. COAL. Other Minerals. WOOL. t AT, STRAW, 
A.viiciiAyp, Revenue

from
Goode and Live 

Stock.

1893.

Total Earnings, exclusive of 
Special Earnings.

Increase.

1893.

Decrease1

1893.

Stations
Out.

Tons.
In.

Tons.
out. ! 
Tons

In. ‘ 
Tone.

Out.
Tons.

I IE
Tons,

Out.
Bales.

In.
Bales-

Out.
Trucks

l

In.
Trucks 1893. - 1892.1

£ $. ii. £ ft. tl. £ R. <1 £ s. d. £ s. j. £ s. d. £ B. <J.s 325 16 3 806 7 ft
1 444 4 PA 468 10 6

J loioao C27 1 7 627 1 7‘ 5SS 14 8 38 fl 11| , Pi 1 1 AA l/V I'D a 9 ... 44 1 11
,, Centifil OfliuG .. 1 81,700 17 ft 84,012 14 2*

' 341 37,023 31 9 1,827^102 249;982 6 7h 30,107 07,603 13 RS8 100 3 6,80 V>n 9,902 81,768 10 11 1281,701 2 a 309,469 18 27',718 15 101 ” Rcdfern&tn.
,t Dailitisr Harhour. 151 30,050 14 A 233,700 355,728 3,723 163,054 8,180 29,77 4,367 440,222 51 95 452,240 10 0 452,249 19 0 440,231 0 7 6,018 38 5 ,, Darling liar.

30 3,045 6 9 312,000 5,446 1C 4 341 2,230 Jfi :s 111 2 247 8 7 5,6£>4 4 11 0,274 7 «4 6S0 2 7A Evelctgh.
Alexandria .............. 1,035 19,474 36 10,587 30,120 3,699 617 1 4 0,$S2 4 10 C,S82 4 10 0,447 (J ft 434 IS j

<3 1,860 4 8 2,145 2 5
u BOfli 15 10 3G5i854 7j571 11 4 3,043 31,203 67 15,504 ft 2,530 14 8,750 9 ft 10;flfiS 1 1 28,132 ft ft 6,774 2 2 Newtown,

Stamnovc .. . . 6 S02 16 10 131,262 4,047 0 0} 4.047 0 6A 3,587 11 9 450 8 Stanmore.
1 . 12,400 11 1 1,620 17,150 34 12,435 4,223 7 40 7,949 17 1 20,350 8 2 22,270 6 3 1,914 0 1

7 3S3 12 0 7,3S3 12 6 7,230 1 7 s 102 14 10v.isliam . . 9 1 34 12 0 12 4 13,028 10 1 12,870 14 9 057 15
IS 2’S52 15 o 326i3M 13372 2 6 075 11,738 24 4,629 27 5,500 7-1 S.S0C 16 10 17,768 18 4 18,727 15 2 958 10 10 Ashflold.0 ft 1 7,Sfl4 3 8 8,119 3 2
14 1,02 4 7 S 259^096 isisis o 9 6,510 S,922 077 9,503 6,347 2 fl 3D0 4,254 10 0 10,073 0 6 19;i43 1 1 2,470 0 7 BurVocd.
25 «,0M 14 3 207,141 13.701 7 7.V 87 103 237 130 83 10 JO 13.755 4 ht IS.Efeft 2 7 7£Ki 1 104 Strathfield.
37 2,102 13 2 70,272 3,735 10 10 175 2,255 633 4,073 is 715 9 ft 4,451 b 10 5,940 6 8 1,488 17 10 Homebusii.
11 1,J4S 4 10 15,052 640 6 1 1,030 19 22fl,lfG 2 O £23,01)0 S 1 202,044 it 0 21,051 13 7 Eienirngton.

8 77,095 3,711 8 3 S37 1,887 351 94 1,890 20 ! 14 is 428 19 ft 4,140 8 0 0,231 14 0 2,094 0 0
l'j06 12 5 90,435 4,677 17 3 14,203 6,746 7,G11 600 1 io 4,437 14 ft ft,lJf) 12 0 9,293 6 1 177 14 1 Auburn.

(Jtvde . ... ......... '306 1 1 35,422 1,249 16 3 . 1,240 16 3 1,413 10 6 169 0 2 Clyde
f> 359 10 4 130,500 O.lHJtf 11 2 20,174 25,300 5 10,676 1,677 65 1 88 20,136 2 b 27,104 13 7 20,774 10 14 330 3 &J Granville.

3 410 0 0 11,837 SCO 0 5 5,226 1,490 2,046 404 16 1,045 8 1 1,014 14 6 2,185 12 4 270 17 10 Mcrrylnnds
1 UiO o 0 14,634 1,030 17 S 058 MO 29 2 110 3 0 l.lftl 1 0 1,0-44 6 9 140 14 ft Guildford.
5 J'ig 7 0 21,680 1,959 17 10 3,626 3,000 101 0 24 717 14 9 2,077 12 7 2,617 4 0 60 8 7 Fairfield,
1 150 0 0 5,541 53S 14 3 286 650 19 144 ft 3 CSS 14 0 773 1 10 90 7 4 Ganiev Yale.

Gahianmitu ............... 1 140 0 0 4,040 453 33 4 11,309 443 2 4 119 14 1 57.1 7 5 001 14 5 23 7 0 Cabramattn.
12 1,351 17 4 34,207 3.827 JO 2 22,800 8,712 5 5,000 1,200 121 4,503 3,995 20 70 0,308 15 11 10,210 12 0,201 15 3 1,024 10 10 Liverpool.

o 150 5 0 lrG9S 197 7 10 3,202 351 230 5D 8 7 25{i 16 5 89 12 3 107 4 2 Glcnftehl.
4,148 693 15 7 5,130 847 219 0 017 16 811 12 8 100 3 6

0 S’S05 SIS J3 11 2,216 503 27 29 fl 1 570 16 7 1,884 15 fi 1,039 18 2 344 17 4
3 314 11 (> 8,704 3,107 203 52 15 121 4 1,332 19 0 4,047 10 2 5,585 1 5 11 SSS 5 ft

do Trams.. 7;f>22 639 0 5 630 9 5 227 4 n 412 4 6 C’in’b’lt'nTrhns
2 SOI 8 4 1,477 302 l 0 1,669 552 3 32 h‘l 238 17 0 030 18 ft 1,058 14 7 427 15 10 Menanglo.0 430 15 49 134 0 8 ftCft 16 0 l.flftfl 10 7 7

16 1,825 12 4 5^404 1,797 0 4 6,140 2,821 50 2,335 116 2 S 1,433 S 0 8,230 3 4 3,043 & 11 713 5 7 Picton.
4 371 IS 2 1,496 SG7 10 4 4,061 480 15 300 5 7 077 4 11 <327 7 8 49 17 3 Thirhncre,

72 2 o 270 40 12 11 11 SI 14 8 113 7 q 28 12 6
Tlaliuornl .................... 2 275 0 0 600 109 7 e 13 233 SO 3 4 1ft,5 11 1 266 10 7 70 19 6 Balmoral,
Hill Top....................... 30" fl 25 28 8 1 77 10 u 105 9 11 117 10

300 15 8 474 110 1 1 1,0S7 65 1 TS 0 6 l£S 1 c 157 15 s 30 5 10 Colo Vale.
12 SG5 0 S 7,OSS 2,221 10 10 3,551 2,408 12,245 140 1,260 215 12 0,537 19 6 8,750 10 4 11,095 3 0 2,335 13 5 MittOgOiur,

0 11,341 3,943 12 1 2,023 5,000 802 1,322 5,S54 S io 07 4,447 S 3 8,390 15 4 8,771 4 3 3S0 8 11 Bowrah
p 9,789 5.S21 fi 74 2.284 7,179 794 713 130 1,799 4 SO .. 74 0,597 13 7 12,418 19 2| 11,090 4 04 1,328 14 5

lixcter....................... 2 '217 19 0 824 169 0 10" 15'] 312 6 .. 203 0 0 372 1 7 357 13 0 14 8 7 Exeter.
n . 330 1« 2,180 410 380 5 574 .. 1 383 10 11 705 O 11 839 13
J.arccla .. . ...., 1 10 Barmin

1,037 237 1 0 1,134 210 50 7 0 317 8 ft 224 7 in na ft n** 197 0 5
Morulnn....................... ~S "464 "6 0 ' 2,7£3 ' fioS 2 3 2,«G9 800 5 829 1,153 T.i 5 771 8 7 1,730 5 10 1,872 6 4 142 0 0 Manilau.
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O

Stations. ,

•. tt .
ME
111 
cj c n JS*~ avn'O 5 o c.' .2

Total Salaries 
and No. of 

Tickets 
issued.

Revenue from 
Tickets and 

Coaching 
Traffic,

GOODS. ’ COAL. Other Minerals, WOOL. HAY,STRAW
and chaff. Revenue 

from Goods and
Total Earnings, exclusive of 

Special Earnings.
Increase. Stations.Wages

Expenditure. Out. In. Out. In Out. In. OuU In, Out. In.
Lice Stock.

,2!< 0.5? 1693. 1693. 1893. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Bales. Bales. Trucks Truckfe 1893. 1893. 1892. 1893. 1893.

Darlington ................ X
£ S. d. 
ISO o o 717

£ s. d, 
037 10 8 1,542

401
5$9
200

3,274
2,259
2,951
fi,47U
2,760
4,711

10
£ s. d. 

3,255 2 4 
1,522 10 0 
5,269 11 2

£ B. d. 
1,892 13 0 
2,255 12 11 
7,628 3 7 

20,601 3 4$ 
1,753 17 9 
7,719 2 4

£ 6. d.
3,871 10 4 
2,299 4 0 
9,030 18 7 

25,607 1 14 
2,192 0 2i 
9,256 10 0l

£ s. d. 
21 2 8

£ e. d.
Darlington.
Bnug&gec,
Carrathool.
Hay.
Morumlah.
Jerilderic.

llrinuairce.................... 1 140 0 0 712 733 2 11 43 11 
] ,402 15 
5,305 17 

438 2 
1,537 8

Carrathool ................ i) 270 30 3 2,405
4,191

2,35$ 12 fl 
0,015 2 84 
1,104 19 4 
1,000 8 U

1,505
3,031
4}25ft
7,240

1,827
0,845

073

0 49 4 6 0
0070 xo a 034 16

Ofi
12

91 14/280 0 8 
588 18 fl 

G,118 13 5
Momndah ......... . 4 243 11 11 2,1 AS 

1,233
229 340

Jcnldcrie................
^rskuiGvilIe............

2 201 7 9 4,080 03 356 6
7 701 S 7 152,710

154,025
2,95fl 4 5 
3,828 5 5}

1 0 12 0
7 14 6

2,055 16 5 
3,335 19 Hi

2,890 a 11 
3,180 3 n 
0,942 17 0j

65 12 ft
140 10 10

ErskinemUj.t. Peter"?................ 7 832 0 0
.........

2 8 . .. ....
Marrickvillc ........... in l,fcO fi 0 108,525 4,110 8 0 1.GG5 6,228 21 30,650 1,855 53 6,271 0 fi 10,381 8 fl “ 43S 11 MarrtcUville.

Tempo.
Arneliffe
llorkdale.

Tempo .................... s OfiS 8 10 75,631 2>SJ1 10 4$ 
4,016 4 SV 
7,284 14 10$

SS 2,094
3,431
6,214

317 38 2,567
2.291

726
10
10
11

074 12 2 
375 2 0 

1,033 Ifi 8

3,264 2 04 
4,891 6 81 
8,318 10 (>]

3,004 37 C.' 
fi,S92 4 11 
7,904 12 1

Arneliffe ................ 8 1,024 <) 3
880 3 ft

105,448
170,520

32 l.lftfl
1,220

1,201
ft 1,000 18 2*lloekilnle . ... 8 207 1 413 IS r>a

Kogfarali ................ 8 DIG 12 ft 115,725 IS 10 100 4,414 7 553 63 17 464 1 0 7,125 0 4 6,543 13 2 
2,000 3 C 
6,661 15 4 

478 17 S 
232 6 4 
261 14 4

581 7 2 Kogarah.
Carlton.
Huretrille,
Penshurst.
Oatlev.
Como!.

Carlton.................... fl 022 4 7 40,623
74,180

2,071 14 5 
4,290 12 11

6 2,071 14 5 
7.413 19 1

71 16 11 
752 3 9Hurstiillc............ IS 1,448 1 8 22,628 4,737 04 3,110 22 3,114 6 2-

Penshurst ... . 8 205 17 10 8,439 Oil 7 5 8 0 9 0 611 16 5 132 1ft 2 
34 1ft 7 
10 15 2

Oatlev..................... 2 Ifil 17 0 4,716 £05 10 11 200 16 11 
272 9 6Como....................... fl G10 IS 1 4.934 252 38 1 272 09 3 10 16 5

Sutherland . .. 4 485 1 0 12,450 791 S 5 4,021 2,40fi 48 35 10 425 12 3 i,2ir 0 y 893 1ft 1ft 1 373 n m ■- Sutherland 
Loftus Junction 
Ifcathcoto.
Wat erf all.
Heiensburg
Otford.

Lnffcus Junction .... 70 5 7 
349 5 0 
102 12 8 

1,461 10 10 
433 0 10

70 5 
‘ 118 O

15 6
* iis'io

Hcatlicoto................
Waterfall ................

2
4

100 0 0 
523 17 11

2,007 ICO S 0 
77 0 1

2,378
30

75
03

3,320
233

409 S47
—

70 10 0 
10 5 0 

GC0 16 7 
55 4 5

231 5 6 
87 5 10 

1,851 16 9 
317 1 4

3
Helcnsbura'.............
Otford ..................

4
3

4S2 13 4 
343 fi 10

8,020
2,832

1.101 0 2 
261 16 11

4,207
1,047

96,031 5
"5* *0 s;o 5 11

*6
Clifton .................... 102 ft 0 3,960 ' 460 8 2 176 S9 9 0 558 17 2 525 16 11 32 0 3 Clifton.

South Cilffron
Austinmer,
Thirroulc.
Bulli.
Bellambi.

South Clifton .... 
Austinmer .............

7
X

433 7 10 
03 14 0

3,003
1,081
3,842

12,670
4,679

858 13 1 
03 5 0

1,005
265

1,344
25

71,131
ISO

11
7

9 1 2 505 1 8 
11 9 2

no 8 1
3,00S 15 8 

262 14 7

803 14 9 
74 14 2 

471 12 9

1,912 8 0 
813 4 11 
517 3 4 

4,222 7 G 
909 1 11

1,048 13 
243 1ft 
45 10

3ftThirroulc................ 2 1*30 0 0 355 4 8 213 333 73
Bulli ....................... 4 GS3 5 7 1,737 10 3 

436 32 3
1,321

103
2,339
1,445

11,147
20,945

4,451
34

334
179

583 IS 5BDllambi ................... 3 £50 10 0 2 699 6 10 ' aoo'ifl "l
Comma! .............. 2 230 0 0 4,806 431 9 3 333 384 2,001 6 6 1,143 0 2 

2,933 19 7 
631 16 4 
409 8 4 
881 8 1ft 
4C3 12 9

1,624 9 5
7,674 15 4 
1,267 11 2 
1,117 12 10 
1,723 18 4 
1,009 14 11

1,424 16 5
8,519 16 fl 

;i,l57 8 10
3,672 1 3 
1,600 6 6 
1,008 10 10

19ft 13 0

no 2 4 
45 11 7 

128 11 10

Corrimal.
Wollongong.
IJnandera.

‘WGllongor’Cf.............
Unandera................

IS
8

1,073 0 3 
167 7 10

22,214
4,715

4,7 JO 15 9 
035 14 10

1,918
2,756

939

5,930
1,907

725

1,147
1,772

1,072
1,107

933
4,031

3,4$S 6 37 S45 1 1
DftiHo ......................... 0 204 12 4 4,887

3,712
2,539

TOa 4 6 140 1Albion Park......... 8 23G 10 8 847 0 0 
fi-fti 2 2

6,744
1,205

2,412
53$

240
4S1

SO Albion Park. 
ShcllharbourShellharbout . .. 4 133 14 0 "l 53 15 ii

Kiama. North (late 4 472 7 11 ’ 11,251 4,61-2 0 11

SOS 13 9

3,761

384
2,811 2,408 24,503 "iia 16 5,068 5 8 “ 0,380" 15”7

415 1 2

'13^829*13" S 3,843 is
Boiubo. '
Kiama, North 
Qa-tc Kiama), 

Kiama.
Kiania.)

Kiama .................... 1,223 122 177 1 106 7 5 
02 12 5 
69 7 If)

415 1 2 
217 14 1 
388 U 9

Berry .. ................ 793 155 1 8
313 18 11

5 129
18L

217 14 1 
588 6 ft2^0 wra.................... 17 18 4 1,125 60 30 ■.

Berrj.
Nowra.Camden ...................

Meadow Bank........... 2 - 277 8 0
203 0 1

7,402
11,136

1,748 4 7 
745 2 9

3,950 3,187 402 8, 41 43 ' 231 220 18 2,173 2 0 3,921 6 7 
745 2 9 

2,104 10 8 
1,269 11 3 
1,374 2 fl 

770 1 7

4,299 16 5 
567 12 2 

2,239 16 8 
1,202 19 10 
1,563 13 0 

681 1 6

"177*16'*7 aia 0 10 Camden. 
Meadow Bank.Urde....................... r, 530 G 1 13,260 3,217 14 3 450 2,886

1,925
2,430

1,310
44

G35
lit

33
113

55 857 2 6 
SS7 2 0 
315 C 6 
ISO 17 0

1S5 0liastwood .................... 4 269 5 7 12i037
15,822
G,175

*822 8 9 1,384
2,162 CG 11 5 Eastwood.

Carlingford.
Beccroft

Carlingford................ 3 383 0 7 1,069 1 11 
f>$9 4 1

1 1 loi ioBeecroft.. ... ,, 1 100 15 4 181 LOSS 0 12 ISO 0 1
liiornteigU..............
Jfomsby .............
Cowan......................
I’yinblc.....................
Chatswood

XO2
S
n

21S 0 3 
703 I 7 
267 13 3 
147 3 7 
174 I 3

8,841 
| 10,263

062 0 9
1,200 10 1ft

2,253
1,386

2,665
1,813

If)
30

1,399 2G
SO

as
2

634 19 1
473 13 3

J,197 5 ID
lr6S0 10 1 
l.lftft TS 1 
3,257 9 3 
4,733 IS 1 

49 7 3

1,419 12 5
1,343 10 5

927 13 6 
1,704 4 0 
4,936 18 7

336 19 8
1S2 4 7

222 6 7 ThornJoigli.
( Homsbv.

18,255
17,083

803 6 1 
512 12 4

2,50S
47G

3,371
2,2ol
7,923

23

72
1.234
7,!£35

C
03$
118

2
SO
2ft

301 12 n 
714 16 11 

3,333 16 4
0 15 10

440 15* 
263 0

1 Cowan.
Pymbie.
Chatsn ood.
St. Leonards.St. Leonards..............

Bay Road..................
4
1

212 2 2 
2ft 7 1

23,286
1,771

850 1 9 
42 11 5

lf02S S 11
4ft 7 3

0
......... ■ 1
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I
feJ

Stations.

|5|fe
|1H

■sgs
1 c O ^ 
K'&jc

Total Salaries 
and 

Wages 
Expenditure.

No. of 
Tickets 
issued.

1SS3.

Revenue from 
Tickets and 

Coaching 
Train c.

1893.

GOODS. COAL. Other 1 inerale.

In.
Tons.

WOOL. ii AY, STRAW, 
AND CllAI K. Revenue

from
Goods ami Live 

Stock.

1893.

Total Earning*, exclusive of 
Special Eamiugs.

Increase

1893.
Out-

Tons.
In

Tons.
Out

Tons.
In.

Tons.
Out.
Tons.

Out
Bales.

In.
Bales.

Out,
Truck*

In.
Truck* 1893. 1393,

•£ $. d. £ 8. d. £ B. d. £ s. d. & e. 1, £ a. d.
Allison’s Point....... 5 £9 1 C 10,315 832 IS 7 49 SO 2 12 20 31 H 8 914 10 3 914 10 3
Harris Park........... SJ EDI S 7 37,507 2,124 1 7 2,124 1 7 2,10S 10 0
Parramatta . , . 20 2,767 3 5 216,154 18,236 11 0 12,315 18,112 20 6,330 2,173 169 1 64 521 G.122 39 2 21,350 10 2 26,364 17 4
Wentwortliville .. 3 8S6 0 9 4,435 3C6 7 27 45G 17 (J
Seven Hills........... 4 007 16 2 O^OO 743 15 4 5,945 1,318 S 93 3S0 13 3 1.135 S 7 1,030 3 0 55 5 1
I31aekto\m ........... 8 1,1SS 1> 9 10.484 1,124 8 r> 8,744 1,491 6 25 137 3 8,471 16 4 4,596 3 9 8,3*3 0 7
Rooty Hill ........... 6 647 0 7 9,723 1,426 12 10 15,231 1,600 100 353 6 7S-> IE U 2,158 fi 4 2,400 14 r.
Mount Druitt .. 1 130 0 0 2,754 323 8 1 4,710 182 3 07 2 1 390 10 2 431 14 8
St. Miuy*s............. 5 GH 17 8 0,857 1,520 19 10 22,on 5,449 QOS 121 G 2 8 o 1,977 2 2 3,504 2 0 3,985 2 2

4 432 11 1 1 772
Penrith.................... 31 3,014 11 9 802 02 q
jumu Plains . .. 5 (►70 5 11 <?,353 503 17 n '759 'l-M 231 20,932 IS 403 15 11 007 10 11 L3GS 0 G
fHcnbrook. ... 7 717 3 10 2,885 493 15 10 295 0,(U5 7 15 333 719 9 u 1,233 5 7 3,577 4 5 j
Springwood ... . 8 479 9 5 3,927 SCO S 7 204 ]tF>06 157 255 3 U±> 6 5 1,545 9 0 1,601 8 5
Lmdcn.................. 4 323 4 7 744 130 17 *> 18 20 i 50 1 Gl 7 8 I0S 4 10 209 9 0 .
Lawson.. D 435 8 5 4,$I4 721 12 9 79 1,303 1S9 022 15 0 1,341 7 9 1.600 3 6 ,
Wentworth Falls . 4 434 7 6 3,3213 GIU in CG 1,147 144 3.371 ft 11
Katoomba .. . 9 973 9 2 12,SSL 2,429 13 Hi 565 :)!2US

.......
22,203 852 t 50 7,023 » 0 1MS3 7 Hi 7j7H7 14 O 1,715 13 llj

BJaokhcath ., . G '•39 11 5 5,779 1,087 17 7 2H0 2,36S 473 28 1,164 10 7 2/252 S 2 2.280 15 0
Mount Victorin .. 9 936 5 5 5,332 2,211 17 0 3U 703 430 540 0 1
Hartley Y'ale ....... 140 0 0 1,007 ‘330 16 7 3,154 93!) 17,540 4 1.021 13 10 1,352 10 5 1,159 lo S 192 14 0Bell..................... 4 519 2 7 493 152 2 9 277 95 14 25 20 120 12 7 272 15 4 380 6 3Clarence Siding . , 4 424 ID 10 451 74 13 L 742 588 8 G2 1,631 16 304 2 10 178 15 11 190 12 4
KigZilg ................ 4 521 2 2 130 11 13 0 ......... ■ 11 13 O 29 1 4
Eskbauk ............... 25 2,892 O o 4,100 1,81L 0 0 7,131 7,444 89,250 1,753 1,903 2 3 110 3,134 16 9,045 16 2 16,708 8 7Lithgow .............. ,1 301 19 ” 8,717 l,3*'l 14 1 9
Jloweufelg ......... 5 5S6 8 5 l‘52r> 'fifiS 3 261 357 1,752 53 0 « 127 220 "5 751 8 10 liSlO 12 3 i;59f> 10 0Wallcrawang ... 16 1,1582 12 9 G.ftfiS 2,1110 10 i 11,091 1.171 11,049 348 13 1,521 14 1 1,508 0 9 3,754 10 10 4,351 15 1Hvdal..................... U 7UJ 2 10
Tarana...................... 4 467 17 11 2!’2l6 soo ii 8 752 759 23 910 86 :: 924 17 n 1,794 9 7 2‘dU6 16 0
Locksley .............. 3 270 0 0 mo 136 8 JO l,Ul L 72 23 63 29 5 43 16 9 180 5 7 247 10 5Rrewonifle ........... r» 476 12 4 1,750 395 1 11 3,090 334 07 73 43 G 324 1 383 19 0 784 0 11 812 9 1
Raglan .................. 4 409 19 n 1,099 188 13 0 1,620 257 90 20 15C 293 170 10 5 359 0 5 349 14 1 0 15 4Kelso..................... 4 533 19 10 1,012 712 7 10 7.275 1022 304 1,585 t,390 3,645 S 4 4,257 11 2 4,625 11 7Bathurst. .............. 31 3,1)42 14 2 141 37 £8Perth..................... 5 '311 0 0 2,943 43," 3 O'* 4.479 755 ‘“’’n MS 1,6£0 473 i’gSO 14 5 1,471 17 11 L553 10 1
George's Plains .. * 457 8 2 2,03b 375 13 1U 2,227 381 3 02 43 414 158 0 6 533 14 4 522 2 0 11 12 4W ini bled on ..... 3 301 2 7 1,321 217 3 7
Newbridge ........... G G10 1 0 4.487 1,247 2 7 4,307 1,267 248 0 1,698 361 "2 1,663 3 7 2,010 6 2 2,785 18 11 124 7 3Blayney.............. 13 1,121 10 0 S,01G 3,547 6 5,293 2,542 456 244 12 544 406 3,071 14 3 G,G19 1 41 6, SOS 2 4Millthorpc ......... 10 645 5 1 4,320 1,662 8 4 8.503 2.374 539 18 0 1,258 680 3 2,282 18 S 3,345 2 0 g,321 6 0 23 16 0Spring Till! .. .. 10 ms 6 a 3.314 570 14 7 4,331 1,1?9 1,770 14 223 470 1 3,698 5 0 2,203 19 7 1,633 12 8 635 6 11
Orange.................. 2,326 9 7 23,518 41,441) 13 H J.1,634 17,002 7 5,210 139 436 1,246 23 083 63 22,456 17 2 33,905 10 3J o4,(rt0 8 A4Mulliou Creek . . b 300 13 8 1,370 229 IG 8 1,593 21S 20 705 8 102 10 3 332 15 11 4S1 19 7Kerrs Creek........... 3 279 !1> 10 763 156 C 1
Wame ..... ., 2 209 18 10 1,256 375 4 9 251 209 5 1,010 211 16 3 537 1 0 733 17 a2 2S1 H 4 0 10Stuart Town................ 4 400 14 O 2,195 803 5 i> 185 722 7 19 316 1,078 4 2 1,881 9 4 2.110 13 8
Muuibn.................. 3 206 10 3 0/4 222 U 204 j 1,233 590 11 11 M2 12 1 670 17 6Dri]>stO]ic.............. 308 0 0 1,281 231 18 0 919 I Aft
Marv Vale............. 5 3G2 15 8 854 180 10 4 IjO'JO 165 g ' 365 223 293 18 7 474 8 11 330 10 0 1 at ir n
Wellington ........... ii 1.013 IS 11 0,040 4,242 IS 717 14 34Ccurie ....................... 2 '200 10 G 1,471 346 17 0 1,837Jlu'inimljidgorlo......... 4 317 G 4 - LS4G 425 3 9 ' 2,728Dubbo ....................... 27 2,782 17 11 11,974 12,162 3 ij 7,003 11,638 8 904 451 808 10,775 794 m ~4l 29,328 10 2 41,490 19 3} 54,315 19 Si

Decrease. Stations.

im.

41 SB 
2,005 7 2 

21 3 7
rUGi’icfio

HU 9 
41 4 

4S1 0
a o

2ft'i 13 
!i00 18
L'04 IS 10 
MS 19 r» 

11 4 11 
201 35 3 

1,100 17 1

Milson's Point. 
Harris Park. 
Parramatta. 
WentworthWlle 
Seven Hilla. 
lllyktovm. 
Hoot> HilL 
Mount Druitt. 
St. Marylp. 
Kin^svvood. 
Penrith.
Kmu Plains. 
Glcubrook, 
Sprin^wooil. 
Linden.

28 7 4 I 
074 5 1 I

"i(i7 10 11 j 
H IG 5
1.7_8 4_

0,702 7 5 I 
102 IG 8 1 
279 JS 3 i 
587 4 3 

4,240 8 4 1 
012 0 5 ,

lUaukhenHi 
Mount Victoria. 
Hartley Vale. 
Bell.
Clarence Siding
Zig Zag. ____
liskbauk, 
Lithgow 
Bovvenfels. 
Wallcravrang, 
Uj dal.
Tarana.

ti7 19 10 
2S 8 2

0 5 
578 IS 2i 
81 IS 2

LoCkMey.
Hrevvongle.
Raglan.
Kelso.
Bathurst.
Perth.

78 IS 8

’’isi’ 0 ill

CeorLfO’S Hlan S
Wimbltdon. 
Newbridge. 
Blayriej. 
Millthorpo. 
Spring Hill.

784 is j I Orange.
149 8 8 I Mulhun Creek. 
36 10 4 | Kerr’s Cieck. 

146 16 8 lYarne. '
................ 1 Ston* Creek.

220 4 4 I Stuart Town.
104 h 4 

12 1 3

235 10 4 
177 14 4 

12,825 0 5

jHutnrnt. 
Dripstone, 
jlary V&le. 
Wellington. 
Geurie.
Murr’mbidgerie
Dubbo.
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Narmiiinic . -
’^Sranffic..............
2f uvcrliro . - . ■
Jlullun^ud^rj . 
J?\Tigim..............
BOPPV Mountain
Colur ■ - - -
fiinlauibone ...
Coolabah .........
Byrock ...........
MootuUa .... 
Bourke . .. - ■.
HlversLouo . 
Mulgra\<i . ■
SVindaor .. 
Giaremiou ... 
Hlchiuond. ., 
Curcoar ... 
Wandoniipa .. 
lvndhurst - 
\Voodstock .
Cowifi.............
Borcnore .. - 
Molonn 
Vti’ior'o P'lnt. .. 
Capertce .. . 
Kyi stone ....
Mudgcc.........
Hawkesbury.. 
Woy Woy ._ _ 
Gosford .. . 
OnrSmbah .. . 
Wyonyr . . .
Morribett .. .
Aw aba .......
Fassifern ..

^3 s SV c*3 =
J-S ■N-l 'C O A £J .2
o OO fr

Total Salaries 
ami 

Wages 
Expenditure.

No. of 
Tickets 
Issued.

1803,

Revenue from 
Tickets nnd 

Coaching: 
Traffic.

1833.

GOODS.

Out.

Tons

loralba . - 
Cockle Creek 
Adainstow n . 
Broadmeadow 
Newcastle..
1 [0ncysuckl0 Point

£ 8. d
0 450 r>
4 303 0
rt 635 13
1 Ml 13

12 1,340 10
1 100 2 1
2 315 2
•J 304 3 1
2 293 16
4 307 0

15 2,18-2 11 1
4 444 0
2 221 IG
G fi06 2
1 1B0 0
8 679 2
4 182 16
t> 178 0
3 201 ll
4 25S 0

11 834 19
3 471 5
5 545 2
f>. 243 19
5 230 3

12 423 19
15 1,005 13 1
6 753 0
2 306 1

10 SS7 11
7 45G S 1
0 4*G IG
3 340 12
2 270 13 1
0 309 0

S.4S3 
2.702 
4,732 \

fi!)0 
0,G01 

355 
—2^)30 

1,219 
f)SG 

2,493

£
1,740 
1,960 
5,078 n 

340 7 
6,750 13

6,141 . 
7,907 I 
1,049 I 

13,393 1 
l,f>72 

11,751
-2,OSS 

S76 
1.4R6 
2,124 
6,009 
1,551 
(>,645

. <1.
9 10 
S 5 

1 
0 
3

178 12 10 
' ajMSiT-* 4 

876 IS 8 
005 16 7 

8,209 16 0
13,529 4 H 
'"l, l7o 8 11 

8S2 7 3 
2,000 11 10 

403 10 9 
S,0'i0 2 1 

537 6 J_ 
.k:iS 7 2 
292 13 11 
706 7 6 

4,6(30 3 6 
873 10 5 

5,423 5 Gi

4,138
4,439 
5,372 

238 
4,033 

90S
1,447
1,144

COO
3,208

‘ 13,352

In.
Tons.

COAL.

Out.
Tons.

In.
Tons.

I
2,170
2,119
4,095

134
4,324
2,135
3,811

890
574

1,004
‘ 2*496

23,408
12,705
£,172

9S
8,231)

594
933

1,658
2,323
7,352
7,207
0,702

2,186
456 

4,022 
247 

5,901 
07 S
511
355
8S1

7,302
3,043

12,976
319
544

2,130
0,953
4,892
2,315

95 4 O ;
284 r> 1 

1.533 6 10 
6,011 16 7 

SU4 4 2 
7

215 ■
2,531 
1,023 I 
9,302 

264 
189 1

1,725
431

1,315
7,120
1,504

04

4
G
4

iii
16

429 16 4
633 17 0 
457 17 7 I

6,802
2,916
4,782
3,225
2,371
2,7_2y
8,720

11,233
15,492

Bullock Island
Hnn’iilton ...
Hamilton Weighbridge 
Wuiatab ..
Wallsend - 
HcNhaui ..
Tarro.............
Thornton . 
East Maitland
Morpeth.........
High-street «. 
West Maitland 
Farley .........

13,825
2,127
O,OJ0
3,130

348
1,425

716
087

C fi 
14 11

2,095 15 2 S07 I 1,514
871 2 11 4,897 1 057
031 15 1 JO.103 2,102
520 fi 3 6,520 475
21)0 5 10 3,103 1 199
399 13 (IJ SSU 378
717 3 fi*
794 10 " 
fl'W 11 54

91,603 24,738 3 4^
41,103 3,035 11 3 j

573 I
753
036

750 I 
2,0a2 I 
2,533

45,684 : 
5,180

13 6 
7 10 

IS 0 
0 3 
S 1 

17 2
226
271 

1,302 
1,633 

486 
2 933 

309

19 2
9 6 

12 11 
G S
3 10 10 G
4 0

43,945
9,046

16,536
5,804
2,879

32,737
16,447
20,005
32,247
1,571

17 2 0 1,063
3,602 4 Si G50

3,041 ft 0 1,758
P0j 3 5 2,961

1,654 « 9 291
441 fi S 591
141 12 9 681

4,277 Ll 2Jr 2,948
1 $4 4 3 0 0,560
2,GU1 17 6
0,1 SO 7 ei 1<> *>ao

163 10 3 737

41,012 
8,241 
1,472 . 
3,370 |

2,725 I
6,669
3,127

765

Other Minerals. WOOL.

Out.
Tons.

1,957
109

1.103 1
12 I 

012 
1 1 

237 
105

14
‘s! 
941 

7
2,501

812
33

1,182
293
113

6G

3.315
3,145

13
" SO 

31 
3,432 

21
33,434

........4
55

8,394
1,120
1,28s
3,471

411

127
0

31

12

147

1,527,633
823

1,715
1,207

’ 2,930
141
420

210
47

1,G25
13,156

'15,121
402

1,552
4,031

1,108
74

55
3,099

232

In.
Jkiics.

263
30

47

8,P91 
3 0,709 
2D,.'S3 

1,1(10 | 
30.09U 

1,515 
4,255 I 
0,305 
2,'WS I 
0,300 j

75,892 j

40
'n:

211
135

2,672

04 
"1,437 

9S7 
1,511 

21,353 
9,006 

12,102
30

SSt
1,547

18,295

100
2,511

1,027 2,019
306 
IS 1 118

14C
2,290

iuy, si haw
A.SD OHAPK

Revenue 
collected nt each 

Station from 
Goods and Live 
Stock Traffic.

1803.

Total Earnings, exclusive of 
Special Earnings.

ncrcftsc.

1893.

Decrease.

1893.

Stations.
Out.

Trucks
la.

Trucks 1S93. 1892.

£ £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d £ s. d.
110 G 5,485 0 3 7,225 IG 0 C,U70 7 11 1,140 8 7 Narramine.

G 14 4,025 12 1 5,986 0 0 0,170 10 7 103 16 1 Trangio.
20 12,075 fi 6 IS.OfiS 10 G 17,740 4 3* sis 12 2* Ncvertjre.

3 140 7 4 480 15 1 435 14 fi 54 0 8 Mutleugndgery.
4 107 10,310 C 11 17,001 0 2 43,467 10 1 20,466 9 1 Njopin.

.. 1 195 S 9 374 1 7 . 374 1 7 Boppy Moimt'n,
43 T.fitiO 8 10 10,886 9 ■y. 10,830 0 2 Cobar.

4 1.726 11 9 2,602 1ft £ 2,790 10 4 103 10 11 Oiiilambone.
4 1.421 10 10 2,420 16 5 4,522 1$ 2 •2,102 1 0 Coolabah.

35 3.456 36 5 6,750 12 5 11j087 3 6 4,280 11 1 Byrock.
11 fi 2 11 5 2 Mooculta.

699 IS0,'>S4 13 1 73,113 17 •■i 00,265 0 23,151 3 4 Bourke.
2 19,478 10 5 20,654 0 4 22,017 10 0 1,063 18 8 Riverstone.

92 :s IS* 15 2 £67 2 fi 673 1C 11 100 14 G Miilgra\ c.
044 7 2,171 17 10 4,362 0 S 4,830 5 10 28 S 10 Windsor.

1 121 7 1 52S 3 10 £00 13 0 21 10 4 Clarendon.
51 11 e? 2 0 fi,275 -J 1 5,879 16 4 G04 ia .1 Richmond.
13 4 1,233 17 3 2,106 3 4 2.411 0 0 305 5 S Carcoar.

770 8 7 1,103 15 ft 934 17 173 18 2 MiUnluraina.
111 MR 2 2 807 10 1 1,2*5 0 0 437 4 fi Lvndhurst.

79 1,337 10 0 2,044 (i 6 2,243 9 G 204 8 O Woodstock.
1 0 17.931 4 n 22,607- 7 11 24,450 19 7 1,859 11 S Cowra.

257 S,fi25 1 B 8,803 17 10 P,S66 0 & 967 2 7 Eorenore.
14 S 2-2.925 4 5 Si,“sis f> ni ?.71ft28 11 114 424 13 0 Molons.
11 i,o:>4 12 3 1,189 10 3 1 1,610 1 G 420 fi 3 Pipers Flat.

3 009 *1 7 033 9 11 941 Ll 1 41 IS 10 Capeitee,
1 1,972 18 3 3,511 5 1 1 3,484 19 4 26 5 9 Rylstone.

424 21,953 J 5 28,805 1 0 29,825 17 0 930 Ui ft Jludgoe.
1 1 804 19 2 1,199 3 4 : 1,409 2 2 2C9 18 10 Hawkesbury.

. 32 18 7 427 11 2 I 114 4 ft 313 r; 5 Woy Woy.
808 
343 17 3 I 
908 5 5 | 
215 7 5 

41 2 10 
127 10 fi I

2,964 16
715 0 

1,933 0 
74 4 12 
S07 3 
527

990 0 10 
2,437 IS 3 

SOI 5 3 
S97 IS 11 
43S 14 3 S3 9

3 a 443 3 3 1,160 n SJ ],G'12 11 2 531 19 SJ
I 323 11 11 1,128 11 4 1,123 3 1 4 11 ft

25 I2i 11 m 1,123 6 SI 1,190 5 9 GG 10 64
493 4 0 40S 4 ft

03 70,977 322 947 in(i,s(io 17 5 lfil,GQS 0 SJ 109,735 IS 2i ii 13,127 17 S
167 3,GIG fi 4 fi.lifil 10 7 G,fi23 13 $ 28 2 * ‘ * _!_*

: "4
1

29
100
731

2
10 11

123
4,308

4
15

3
n

218
fi,590

4
13

0 S9
1,266

19
17

ft
iii

‘ 1 01 402 12 0 3,444 2 li 4,312 12 74 8GS io 44
10 104 1,222 14 1 2,218 17 0 3,081 14 4 1,462 IG 10
17 10 077 17 2 2,331 1ft 11 1,710 4 10 012 15 1

19 2 &17 5 LU 601 10 11 84 fi A
n 15 0 153 7 9 151 3 11 2 3 io

ioi 27 1,518 14 10 £,790 0 7,413 17 04
10

"1,622 ii 9
20 60,407 24 30 83,975 13 4 35,819 10 G 31,078 0 £ 1,741 ifi * G9+ ii’2,001 17 n 8,380 5 fi

3,263
.. .

2,901 361 191 13,427 13 0 22,610 1 31 21,609 14 2 1,000 7 14
.... ft 4 - 883 1 ft 1,017 0 75G G 7 200 14 b

8J|

261 0 
504 17 

B0 12 
90 10

Qurunbah.
Wrong.
Mo tri sett. 
Awalx*. 
Fassiforn 
Terallm 
Cockle Creek 
Adanislow n. 
Bvo&dtncadow. 
Newcastle.

oncysuuklc F. 
Bullock Island 
Hamilton. 
Hamilton W, B. 
Waratah, 
Wnllsend. 
Hexham.

Thornton.
East Maitland. 
M orpeth. 
High-street. 
West Maitland] 
Farley.



APPENDIX XXII—continued,

Stations.

"T.-V-y

III I
— ■ns
i°»a
6 = i?

Total Salaries 
and 

IVages
Expenditure.

No. of 
Tickets 
issued.

j Revenue from 
Tickets and 
Coaching 

Tratllc.

1S93. | 1893.

Loubim ar..................
Allaudalo....................
Greta..................... ..
Branxton ,,
\V,hittiHirhain............
fiitiffleton ...........
Xumbih.....................
Glennie s Creek.........
Ita\‘er|R^’Ortb . ,
Muswellbrook............
Aboi’deen....................
Suonc .. . , . .. .
Wuririin 77 777 "T. 77..
Blandfonl...................
MuiTuruivI: ............
Ardyien (late Bougb 

Vjo\ Hollow.) 
AVillov.-.trco ■. « ...
tjulrmdi.......................
Werris Creek , ,,,
Jlrooza.......................
Curlewis ...................
LriiuiUHlah .............
i?ogy»,brl .. ......... .
It-ian liau...................
Xnrmbn..................
Curmbubula . ...
West Tamworth .
Tamn orth..................
Moonhi ....................

GOODS.

Out-
Tons.

£ s d. 1 
JWO 3 a 
202 13 4 , 
432 13 ft 1 
403 9 C 
163 4 0 

K30(3 G 4 
2S0 17 
150 0 0 1 
322 0 0 . 

1,514 12 8 
401 Oil' 
704 0_ n_' 
330 f? 10 • ‘ 
239 G 9 | 

3.4S5 1 7 ’ 
320 0 0 |

406 13 1

2,517 I 
2,438 I 
6,030 . 
4,19(J 

338 ^
__15j564 l_ 

3,203 ' 
932 I 

1,437 . 
7,770 1 
3,492 1 
5,368 .

£ e. d. 
607 14 10 !
378 4 7 

1,490 3 4! 
1,090 19 fi' 

507 S 6 
7,940 7 8 

UL7 0 3 
215 0 2 
24S 3 3 

4,421} 7 1 
1,002 15 2 
2,SOO 8 10

73 4 
2,158 

SS7 
2,442 

460 
5,973

830
305

3,030
8,729
2,160

In.
Tons.

COAL. i Other Minerals. WOOL. LlAYjSTftAV. J 
ANDUIAEE. I

Out.
Tong

In.
Tong,

Out.
Tons.

In.
Tons

Out.
Bales.

Tn. | 0ut 
Bales. F"**

in
Truck*!

I

Hcvonue
from

Goods and Live 
btock.

1893,

Total Harnimfs, exclusive of 
Special Earnings.

1893.
}

078 
326 

1,971 I 
1,104 

497 I 
6,863 I

1,973 

’ 2.000 !

41
S3

6
1,172

43& \
'213 I 

5,571 
2,580 
3,203 I

0,009 
’ 652

0 i

Woolbrook ....
Waleha Road ..
Kentucky.........
Uralla ............
Annulalo . . . 
DumareSq. . .
Black Mountain^
GujTa................
Ben Lomond .
Glenc.uc ...........
Glen bines ....
Dundee .......
Deepwater .. .
Bolivia ............
Tenterficld . .
-Jennings .........
Yietotia............
Queensland

070 16 
1,172 17 

371 7 
107 4 
743 5

150 0 0" 
1,955 5 10 

342 4 S 
952 7 10 

1,273 11 2 
472 5 7
180 0 0 
531 16 S 
2G9 11 6 
006 fl 7 

2,020 IC 0 
217 9 0
199 8 0 
4OS 14 8 
248 13 D 
303 17 4 

1,143 IG 3 
22.1 8 0

South Australia .
Cook anil Song ...
Orient S.S. Co.......
T. and O. S.S Co.

317 IS 4 
210 0 0 1 
G5S 8 9 ;

2,693 202,260 1 4

8S6 tf&S 16 201 223
724 257 14 7 542 ■244

3,GL3 2,224 10 fi 3511 , 1,703
732 163 11 0 182 160

1,114 416 0 1 S6S | 503
6,321 3,170 15 8 2,011 3,758
4,032 2,330 3 7 098 031

790 520 8 8 1,105 223
G32 314 10 L0 406 310

■3,224 3,672 7 6 5,189 2,820
1,S13 1,090 0 9 2,803 994

72I 251 id 4 497 120
5,422 8,974 H 12,167 10,0Gfi
1,412 863 5 7 1,471 50G

632 32S 7 7 4,406 3,109
8,U>2 7,839 0 fi 3,811 9,151
1,784 410 10 7 • 900 116

383 136 fi O J41 :»0
1,901 1,591 19 5 1,494 1,703

734 20S 14 10 357 187
2,600 1,510 5 8 2,776
8,232 9,259 3 7 3,827 11,532

097 180 19 4 055 122
570 197 3 fi I lj0*V 264

1,030 1,008 5 2 2,223 1,214
897 261 0 9 564 318
586 37 S 14 8 770 139

6,022 5,239 7 7 1 5,043 7,7118
551 197 14 10 S.OIM 303

2,476 1,689 16 il i 570 I 1,944
CIS ISO 8 0 793 03

3,004 , 2.775 2 1 1 3,711 2,044
2,090 1 2,009 IS 3 I 1.299 879

21,730 1 2fi,S$0 6 4 12,043 0,393
2,421 , S,203 5 5 i .........

13

45 L 
35

131
4,940

247

37
ISC ' 

35

158 I 
50 ; 
14

229 
236 1 
378 I

1 1 £ s. d.1 SO .. 462 IG 8
I 1 1 2Y2 4 1

fi 1 fi 760 2 8
167 1 1 723 0 11

27 < 233 fi 9
1 322 1 15 4,510 11 3

220
14

1*080

59 1 
752 

8.1SS 
2,1SG 
5,947

257 I 
751

3,015

1,049
1,141)

134
1GS

0 H2,215 
1,021 0 104 

210 12 9" 
310 8 3

1.279.306

1
41
33
32

1,339
20 1 

1,315 I

£
970
C30

2.25G
1,523

740
12.4S1

fl. d. 
U 0 
8 8 

11 dk 
0 4 

1+ 3 
2 G

1893.

Inciease.

1833.

Decrease. Stations.
I

1893 \

1,271 3 
065 1 

2,423 0 
2,127 15 

r.4G T2 7 
13,220 14 m

£ A. d.

S '
94 1 S

£ 3. d
300 11 7 Lochinvar.

34 12 10 Allandalc.
171 9 Greta
304 13 4'| Branxton. 
............. WhiUinghatin
74S 12 AM Singleton.

1,279,300 2,228,577

107

"sT

100
C

S37

1,432 \ 
2

391

J-
2,228,677 115,845 116,845

4G2
2,1G0

bll
303

13,953
MS9
1,421

•17
i CS3 

274

.. .
**3-l 177 0 11 392 1 1 434 19 Y , 42 13 0 i Clenulc’a Creek

a 3 13C 9 7 384 12 10 542 0 2 lfi7 7 4 1 Kavcusvrorth.
11 7 6,405 15 19 10,530 2 11 11.2S4 8- 2 1 393 5 a l Muswellbrook.

... 1 1 1C,S11 6 2 17,814 1 4 10,753 7 7 7,0ub 13 9 Aberdeen.
61 1 4,03 ( 0 8 6/.lf>3 9 0 7.3S0 13 2 1 . 430 8 S Scone.
17 f 213 12 » 502 9' n 040 2 1 137 12 0 I Wingen,
20 330 7 0 594 1 T | 058 17 3 . , 04 15 Q Blandford.

1 J fi 2,6.13 0 fi 4,877 .1 1 | 4.750 13 0 H7 IS 1 , j Alurrurundi.
1 179 0 7 ’343 0 7 1 411 IS 11 GS 17 01 Ardglen (late

1 1 | Doughboy H.)
2S 1 1 1,403 9 2 1.819 15 3 1 2.0-20 0 s ! 200 5 r> l Willow-tree.
17 I r 7,114 5 1 10,285 0 9 ' 10,376 K 1U I 501 a 1 I Quirindi
n i 1 740 I 11 3,070 r, C 3.120 L2 3 00 7 2 Y\ Crris Creek.

i 1 1,274 10 2 1.71)1 10 1,814 10 1 | 19 8 3 Jirec^a.
2 1 i 401 2 5 718 19 3 1,040 3 11 330 4 8 | Curlcwis,
7 1 2 7,731 0 3 11.403 16 9 11,550 2 2 lf.2 fi 5 Gunnedah.
6 2 1,007 7 3 3,0G3 S 0 3,236 hi n 223 R 11 1 Boggabri.

18 134 S 5 rlSU 0 0 GOO 10 ;i 1 217 9 6 llaan Baa.
72 C 81 49,036 17 C 41,011 9 1 51,766 13 4 2,115 4 3 Narrnbrf.

11 402 7 1 770 12 S 881 18 2 * 111 6 0 Currabubule
16 6,300 4 0 7,133 12 4 8,006 34 8 818 2 4 WcstTamworth.

20 521 4 17,693 10 31 25,533 C 4 20,50:1 2 L 3,031 15 9 Tamworth.
23 ' 423 0 9 soo 0 4 1,124 8 2 258 7 10 Moonhi-

275 116 2 3 2.52 7 3 325 12 0 73 4 9 Woolbtook.
8 3,553 4 2 5.175 3 11 S 1,961 S 1 \\ alcha Road.
1 101 S 11 400 9 553 17 O 153 13 Kentucky.

ia 3 1 fi,245 S 0 0.751 13 0 7,263 1 7 004 7 10 Uralla.
129 5J 25,870 15 2 34.02ft 18 9 33,683 ,7 0 4,033 8 3 Amildale

6 99 4 0 230 3 4 316 S 7 SO 5 3 Duoiarcsq.
. 273 1 4 470 4 9 419 3 8 51 1 1 _ 1 Black Mountain,
41 1 1,169 11 10 2,177 17 0 2.421 11 s 243 14 8 1 Guyra.

3 277 0 11 l 53 S S 636 15 1 ............. 148 7 6 Den Lomond.
31 e 218 15 3 K97 0 6 fifl3 fi fi 0 10 n Glencoe.

1 40 16,956 1 10 22,195 9 1 2>.0S1 14 2 2,SP6 4 9 Glen Ihugs.
704 .. 193 U 0 ’ 391 6 10 1 421 12 1 ............. 30 G 3 Dundee.

I 13 1 4,428 2 0 0,117 13 11 6,672 7 10 554 8 11 Deepwater.
i SO IC 2 206 4 0 201 G 04 17 11 Bol Lviu.
j 0,739 G 6 0,514 8 0 10,03-2 2 0 1,167 13 a Tenterfield.

S21 10 0 2.S31 9 0 4,413 7 9 l.fiSl 18 9 Jennings.
2,722 IS 7 28,663 4 11 33,114 IS S ft. 511 13 6 , \ ictoria.

8,203 fi fi 10,031 17 1 1 2,836 11 s Queensland
i I 2,437 17 24 ... . 272 7 y South Australia
1 " ' } .................... 1710 4 24 ............. 89 3 4 Cook and Sons.j .... t :: | '210 12 0" '377 0 O” 1 166 IB 9 Orient S.S. Co,
| .... | .................... 310 S 3 294 0 1 j 10 3 2 P. & 0. S.S. Co.

,638,029 15,423 15,421 1,827,9X1 0 7 j 2,301,303

I

7 9*’ 9,055,079 4 63 1 90,087 11 0i 235,003 7 ftiGrand Totaij
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APPENDIX XXIII.

KEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT KAILWAYS.

Return showing the Appointments of Railway Employes from 1st July. 1892,
to 30th June, 1893.

Date. Itanic. Position. Rate. Remarks.

Seoaetary's Branch.
1S92.

1 Oct, [ Mathicson, Kenneth 
1 „ Hnyuard, John ...

1803.
1 J-’eb, FnlJwood, Walter S. 

ID Mar. Ambler, Tercy V.

Messenger 30A per week 1 Transferred from Supernumerary Staff. 
S/* per day ., I M tI ,, ,,

Clerk ....................... £180 per amiumi lYnm EoeomotUe Branch*
Messenger to Railway 5/-per day.. From Traflic Branch, 

ihiliator. | 1

1S02. 
1 Nov. 
1*03, 

17 Jari.

ClUEK AC- ONTANtY Bli.VNClf.

Bni'lholomcw, William................- Apprentice Clerk........ £30 ]>cr annuim Transferred fiom Supernumerary Staff.
Ilartigau, Thomas J....................I „ — £30 „ . .| TTec W. Bartholomew,

Traffic Auditor’s Branch.
1802. 

1 Nov. 
1 .. 

ISOS,
1 Jan, 
1 „
1 Alar, 
1 »
1 „ 

14 June

Wohnski, Cry...................-........ Ajvprentice Clerk......... £30 per annum
Lackey, James............................. ....................... £30 „

Clerk ...................... £150 >y .
£20f> ;;
£30 ., ..

Furness, Arthur....... ................. £30 .
Carter, Frodcriuk. ......................

Messenger and Office-
£30 „

Wauhop, Joshua.......................... 4S/- per week ..
cleaner.

Transferred from Siipcrnumcrary Staff.

Exchanged with J, Fisher, from Traflic Audit Branch.
} Ti’ansfo.rred from Supernumerary Staff —Ro^it.iorLSrctrcnched 
j" on Supernuinerar> Stall.

From Permanent-way Branch.

ENoINEER-INT-CHIEb FOR ETISTINQ LINES BRANCH,
1892. 

15 July 
15 t,
15
15 „
15 „
15 n
is „
15 »,
15 ,,
16 „
IB „
22 „
22 „
22 „
22 „
22 „
22 ,, 
f>2
h ” 
sa „
2 Augs „ 
s

12 „
12 „
15 „
15 „
16 Sept. 
IG ,,
16 „
19 „
20 „
23 „
23 „
23 ,,
23 „
23 ,,
23 „
23 !f 
23 „
23 ,,
23 71
23 „
23 „
23 ,.

7 Oct...
8 » 

21 „
21 M 
21 „ 
21 ,,
7 Nov,. 

18 „ 
25 „
25 „
25 ,,
13 l>ec 
16 „ 
16 „ 
16 „ 
16 *, 
16 „ 
16 f, 
23 „
23 „

Martin, Joseph ...........................
Hutton. James............................ J
Smith, Richard ........................ |
Ahenrno, John ........................... ^
Farnsworth, Edwin .................. i
Muliins, James ..........................
Slicperd, Thomas ...................
Riley, John .............................  I
O’Shea, Michael...........................I
Sedgers, William..........................
Press, Thomas.............................
Feenan, Peter.............................
Jackson, James..........................
Howlands, William................... ]
McKenna, Joseph ..............
Bavjcs, John.........................
Stewart, illbm....................
Campbell, Jnines....................
Wilson, Andrew.....................
Morrisey, Patrick .................
Pawley, Daniel........................
Mcadlcy, Mark........................
Ward, John..........................
Webber, Thomas.....................
Kilt, Michael..............-...........
Foster. John.........................
Mulheron, Owen.....................
Deveaux, John........................
Brad well, John........................
Whitton, Georee.....................
Cartwright, William ............
Haivey, Andrew.....................
Pnrdon, John ...................
Wren, Timothy .................
Derlej, Jame*........................
Miller, Carl ........................
Richey, James........................
Ross, John...............................
fkmtlej, Alfred ....................
Doulimr, Thomas .................
Estall, Robert......................

Fretlcriek ....................
Mills, Joseph...........................
Moston, James.......................
Wilkinson, Richard ..............
Yates, John..........................
Morns, Samuel ....................
M'Mahon, James....................
Shaw, James..........................
Qrigg, James ... ... .... • •
Bailey. Samuel..................... .
Barnes, John ......................
Larkins, Patrick...................
Hawthorn, Frank ..............
Hiekev, Daniel......................
Chasciirig, Amos...................
Blackett, Gl. H.......................
Wilkinson, Edward ............
Sweeney, Edward ................
Castles, James.....................
Sullivan, Ernest...................
Atkms, Thomas...................
M'Avinoy, James ................
Bradley, John......................
Schmeor, Charles...................

Labourer.

Fettler.

Labourer

Pettier.

Labourer.

Otlice-boy 
Labourer..
Boy.........
Labourer..

7/- per dav 
7/- *
6/C 
(FG 
7/- r>;o 
6/6 
7,6 
G/(S 
7/6 
7/6 
0/6 
6|0 
G/0 
6/C 
0/0 
0/0 
V- 
*7/*
G/0 
fifC 
6/0 
0/0 
V- 
7/
6/6 
G/C 
0/6 
6/0 ‘
C/6 
G'G 
6/6 
0|G 
0/6 
0/0 
6/6 e/o 
2/
7/
2/3 
G'O 
0/6 
7/0 
7/0 
CG 
0/6 
6/0 
7h 
0/6 
V- 
V- 6/6 
C/6 
7/
7/
7/6 
0/0 
6'C 
6/0 
0/0 
6;6 
6/6 
G/fl 
6/0 
6/0

From Supernumerary Staff, vice W. Tilly.
r«*e 1*. Coleman 
viri? R. McBam. 
vice J. Moorby. 
vice J. Hams. 
vicr M. McDonald. 
c/c^G. Sullivan.

R. AHhon. 
vice It. Greenwood. 
Ttcc. G. Coatos. 
ince J, Green, 
rrw J. Gorman 
vice K. Mottram. 
nice W, Daniels, 
nee J. ICavaiiftgb. 
ww T. Barker. 
tic? C. O’Brien. 
rice P. Quinn, 
rice J Eadv.

,, ,, ,, uicc S, Williamson.
Vice D. M'Grath.
Tice J, Spears.
Viet G. White.
From Supcrnumerarj' Siaff.

lYcc J. StoodVnan. f 
VTcc A* Jhmyau.
Vice H. Gray.
Vice J. Foreman.
T'icc P. Malicr.
Vice A. MlNecly.
Vice li. White.
From Supernumerary Staff, ri‘r<? II. nences.

,, ,, ,, tie? H. Curry.
. „ ,t nice E. Let-tvr

I „ >f ,, n’ce G. Uastleman.
. „ ,, vice J. Harrison.

From Supernumerary Staff 
.1 From Supernumeraiy Staff, n'cu C. Rule.

,, „ ,, vt£« F. Martin.
| fl ,, j, u/fiu E. Roberts,
i rt ,, ,, wcc'T. Fox.
j j, ,, „ F. Adams.
I ,, ,, ,, vice W.Condon.

. Vice G- Glover, 
j Kicc J. Clsndge.

Vice R. Wilde,
17tr C. Convoy 
Vice W. Moore

) Positions retrenched on Supomutncmr 
j Staff.

Transferred from Supernumerary Staff.
j, ?i it l»

Fice John Domielly.
1 tee J. Hicks.
I7cc E. Roue 
Vtcc I> Mitchell >
Vice J. Worthington)
Fire J. Jacobs.
Transferred from Sui>ernumerary Staff, 
Fire J. Barlow '
JuttO; Shaw 
Vice R. Jeffrey 
Vice. J Sloauc 
Ffcrt J. Boland 
FictfJ. Garner 
Vice P, Collin

) positions, retrenched on Supernumerary 
Staff.

ForiGons retrenched on Su] ermunarary 
Staff.
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.APPENDIX XXIII—continued.

Itote. Name. Position. Remarks.

♦

ESGlNTiERDN-ClIlEF FOR EXISTING LlN’ES BilANCII -COIlUnwed.
1893.

1 Jan. Watson, llenrv J. .. ................
1 Jf Train, WiUiam............................

13 „ Pearson, Thomas..........................
10 „ Crtmney, William .....................
20 „ Galo, Richard ........................
20 „ Tangye, Matthew ......................
27 „ Dunn, William ..........................
9Foh. Jansen, Francis ........................

10 „ DumbrolL Edmond...................
17 „ Miulin, IkiruariL ..........................
17 „ Taylor, Alfred...........................
37 „ Trunley, John ............................
17 .* Moran, Denis .............................
17 „ Wintorbine, Alfred......................
17 Hansen, Gerard ..........................
17 „ Williams, Caleb ..........................
17 Sullivan, Timothy .....................
17 „ Jenkins, Daniel ..........................
24 „ Miller, Thomas l’..........................
24 „ Reilly, Michael..........................
4 Mar. Broderick, John........................
4 „ Mawiell, .Jumo*........................

24 „ PremlorgwA, M...........................
1 April Abrahuuii, John A ................

1 It Abel, Lvudnav ............................
1 „ Robinson, Frcrtk........................
7 ,, Kcidy, Michael..........................
7 „ Hanbridge, Richai'd.................

10 „ Wilkins, Thomas......................
14 „ Howe, Michael............................

21 „ St-eednifni, James .....................
24 „ Jones, George........................ .
25 „ Dwvur, Matthew........................
27 „ Saj urs, Win.................................
2d „ Chrystal, George........................

23 „ Father, Thomas.......................

23 „ Jones, Griffith.............................

29 „ Barrett, Thomas........................
r, Hay Smith, John.................................

0 MaUmcy, Michael ...................
12 „ Leo, Henry...............................
16 Clif:, Krcdk..................................
16 ,, Clift. Wm....................................
19 Wcbh, Sami..........................
22 ,, Ucn, John................................. *

1S92.
1.1 ul> Angus, William 0...................
1 Cam bourn, Walter....... . .. ..
1 „ llurgins, Henry ..........................
1 M Morphv, Edward..........................

l „ Donald, James A...........................
1 Maiher, A, J................................
1 II
7 iiincs, Frederick........................

15 ,, (.vj^onoghoe, Phillip ...................
15 „ ’Webber, William..........................
10 „ Crowe, Daniel ............................
is „ Kidd ps, Frederick ...................
15 „ Dunsian, Richard ......................
15 „ Lornr, Michael .............................
10 M Vavtou, Charles E......................
15 „ Wythos, James..........................
J5 „ Kilktlly, John.............................
15 „ Blackncy, Thomas.......................
15 „ Cloonev, Thomas..........................
16 Chapman, Qeoi*go ......................
Hi „ Crackuell, Frederick...................
15 „ Kitchener, William.................
15 ,, Freeman, John.............................
J5 „ Hauler, James.............................
15 ,, Donn, William.............................
1ft ,, Kciulrigan, Edward ...................
10 „ Newb)n, Frank ..........................
21 ,, Bcllcrbv, John W.......................
21 „ Jones, EvnnU...............................
w Worrell, Arthur D........................
29 „ Fejin, John...............................
2^ M Malarkcy, John .....................

6 Auif.. Worrell, Frederick......................
5 „ looker, Herbert F.......................
9 ,t Kin£, Man' ........................

10 ,, Nicholas, .losiah.........................
15 „ Dodds, Janies ............................
16 „ Vaughn, Arthur................. ....
]8 ,, Powys, C.................... ................
21 „ Mathews, James..........................
39 „ Fowvs, John.............................

1 Sept, Frvei, Wjlliam....... ..................
ft n Kenned s', James ........................
9 „ Funnull, Frederick...................
0 Svmons, John.............................
9 i, Coreoran, Peter................. . ..
9 M Rlmeft, Henry ........................
o „ Weeks, Joseph...................-........
0 Farquhar, Alfred ....... ...

26 ,, Charlton, James..........................
3 OcU Argent, George ..........................
0 M'Farlane, xMlen .......................
0 »» O'Brien, William.. ...................
n „ Hausen, James.............................
c „ Hunter, Henry.............................

Burdctt, Charles..........................
o „ Fit&heniy, Fred............................

Olcrlr ................
Appronfcico Clerk 
Laliourer............

Pettier...............
Labourer............

Pettier......................

Oflko boy ............

L-iboiirer...................

OHico 1)0) ............

Labourer ............

Ganger
Labourer

Fettler

£1 Solder annum 
i40 11
C;C porday.. 
60 „ ..

•
6/6 „ ..
6/6 ,, ..
6/0 „ ..
0/0 „ .
0/6 „
6/6 „
m » ■.
0/6 „ ..
6/6 „ ..
7/- „ ..
6/6 T, ..
6/6 „ ..
0M ,> ..
V- »
“/' » ..
0-6 ,t .
6/.1 „ ..
6/6 t,
7d n -

4'- .> .
4/- f ..
OiG ..
7/- „ ..

CG .
0/6 „ ..

7/6 ,(
6/6 ,, ..
0/6 „
CiG „ ..
7/-

Gr’O „ . .

0/0 „ ..

Qf(i „ ..
0/6 ,,

C/G „ ..
% „ -
6 0 .r ..
0 0
06 „ ..
7/6 „ ..

A
Ffce E. Furbanks 
Vice O. Mulheron 
Vice J. Miller 
Vice G. O’Jlciily 
V?« -L Milton 
Yite A. Yeomans 
Vice A. Ulvcrs 
Vitftf It. Matthon 
Vice G. Davies 
Vice E. Gcnye 
Vice P, Maher 
Vice tv. Walsh 
Vmc Y. Pont 
Vice J. Purcell 
ViVrc .1. Wall 
Vbca M. Duggan

j Transferred from SupcrntiTneiary Slaff. 
- Positiona retrenched on Supernu

merary Staff.

Vhp W, RiekerUm 
ViVe D. Ivcmp

We^t j
Tmimlnnocl from Supernmnomry Staff. Poiltion retrcnclied 

on Supernumerary Stalf.

Vtw G. Shaw.
Transferred from Supernumerary Staff. Position retrenched 

on Supernumerary Suff.
T’/ce Richard Oat to. _ _
Transforred fioin Supcrnumtmxiy StafTr vice Patk. Hill.

Position retrenched on Supernumerary Staff.
Reinstated.
Vice Wm. Bell. _
Transferred from Supernunicrarj Staff, vice Sami. Erith, 
vice John Foley, <
TiansfuiTed from Supernumerary Staff, rice E. James.

J’osition retrenched on Supernumerary Staff.
Transfcired from Supcrnumerai*) Staff, rfee Onton Nelson.

Position retrenched on Supernumerary Staff.
Transferred from Supernumerary Staff, vice James Dronoy.

Position retrenched on Supcrnumerarj Staff.
Vtctf Donald Krampton.
Transferred from Supernumerary Staff. Position retrenched 

on Supernumerary Staff.
Fkv Wm. SthuiKion.
Remstoted.
T'/fi* Wm. Souter. -
Vice Wm, Lodge 
Fit*c Nicholas Sehoti?.
From Tramways, nee John Baylis,

CniuF Mechanical Enoinekt.’s BruNCir.

Gasman .... ..... 0/0 per day ...
Cleaner........................ ft/- „ . .
Storeman ................ 7/- ..............
Junior clerk .............. €50 per annum
Apprentice clerk .... jeco „ .
Clerk............................. £125 .,
Apprentice clerk ......... £40 ,, ..

,, ..... ,t;.o „ ..
Apprentice.............. /I0 per day..
Apprentice clerk......... £.10 per annum
Oiler ........................ 7/6 per day ...
Labourer..................... 7/- ...............
Striker.......................... 7/- .............
Moulder...................... 10/- „ ...
Striker ........................ 7/- „ ....
Cleaner ................... 5,0 „ ...

^ ..................... 0.'- ...............
,, ,., . ............ «i- ....
,, ................... 5/- ...............

Fiielman ...................
r*/- „ ....
7/- „ , .

Cleaner ...................... 5/0 ...............
Fuelmau...................... 71- „ ....
Cleaner ................... 5.'- ,, ....

Labourer..........
Cleaner .......
Apprentice clerk 
Cleaner ..........

Labourer .......
Car-builder.. .,
Jvihourer...........
i,,Jaancr ...........
Apprentioo clork 
CareiDkcr , 
A])])i,enfcice clerk 
Apprentice . .
Hoy..................
Upholstcross . .
coy ..............
Apprentice., ,. 
Biaeksmith,... 
CJeanei ..........

5/- „ . ..
7/- „ ....
u/G ,, ..
£U0 per annum 
7-- per day .. 
"/* M •
7/- ,, -•
10/- „ ...
0,6 ...............
fi/- ,, ....
Also iKsr annum 
8/- i>er week 
15J0 per annum 
5J- per day ,
2'
4/-
6 - 
lOd. 
10/0 
5/6
0
G,-

Fuelman......................
Cleauor ......................
Fuelmau.................
Cleaner ......................

Fuciiman.............. ......
Ga^-fittor’s A4s.istant . 
AVagon-buildcr
Shunter ..............
PainteFe Assistant .. ,
Labourer.....................
Crane-driver ................

7/
V-
7,‘
5'
5/
0,0
5/-
lU-‘-
V-
5/-
0,(i

7/-

From Supernumerary Staff, vice T. Pickering. 
„ ,, ,, iuVjj P. Chamhcr.
1( ,, ,, ned Q. Gray.
,, ,, „ nice G. Roberts,

From Supernumerary Staff.
H tl '■
tl t * »»

irr F. Ilrunrung'. 
ice J. Geekte.
rom Supernumerary Staff, rice J. Klein in?.

M j| ,, mVc A, Kanftdge,
,, ,, ,, inwG. Broun.
„ ,, ,, ucc E. Burke.
,, ,, ,, trice J Blake.
,, M i, re-emplojed.
,, ,, ,, ui'ce S, Smith.
„ „ ,, rice T. Stephenson.
it ,, „ v>ce E Baker.
M ,, „ ti ce D. Wainwright,
„ „ „ rfcfl W. Wilwm.
„ ,, ,, rwc J, Mafcthovp,
}l ,, tJ uioe iY. Ainsworth.
,, ,, ,, v\ce M. Donolu^i.
„ „ „ tn't^W.O'Ccuncjli.
n ,, ,, vice W. Blanehaid.
,, ,, ,, via1 J. Norton.

ice J. Geelcic
■om Supernumerary Staff, rfccP. Gallftffher.

Jt ,, ,, vice CL I'ettitt.
,, ,, ,, tire S. Dowlc.no..
t, ,, ,, rice J. Bend.
„ ,, „ tnVe K. Ishhtgworth.

’om Supernumerary Stall, tice W. Suon^,. 
ice J Gcckie 
ire Mr*. Gould, 
ice J. Geckie. 
unstated.
ire J. M'Kai'lanc. . 
ire Mum Leonard, 
ire T O’Bnen. 
ire IX Chapman, 
rec G. Button.
•om Supernumerary Staff, vice F. Baggs.

rice \Y Christison. 
vice J. Molau. 
Ro-cmploycd. 
incc W. Novison. 
lice J. Croswiek.

, Jf vice J. Wooley.
i F Aubrey, 
a C. Hill ^
: J. Somers |
J. HIslop 

3 T. O’Brien 
" W. Holmeis 
? P. lAWnard 
3 H. Reid

)-■ Positions retrenched on Supernumerary 
I Staff.
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APPENDIX XXIII—continued.

Position. Rate, Ruiniirks.

Citnw Mechanical EserxEun's liiiA>.oii—fwMiinufji.
1S92.

6 Oct*
« M
C „
6
6 »
H >.
0 „
0 „
0 „
7 ^
7 j,

13 „
13 ,,

1 Nov,

4 „
4 g i
4 „

11 »
H » 
n „
ii it
ii »
u » 
u „ 
ii » 
it .. 
ii >. 
ii >, 
ii
n M 
18 ,,
18 „
18 h
13 m 
18 „
13 „
13 ,♦
IS „
18 „
18 „
18 tl 
13 ,,
18 „
18 „
13 ,*
13 ,,
IS y,
IS „

1 Dee.
8 „
8 f.

13 ,>

2S ,,
22 „
22i-‘ »»
22 ,,
22 „

1893.
1 Jan.
1 »
1 „
1 ..
1 n
1 C 
1 »»
1
6 ,»
6 „
8 „
C „
6 »
8 >,
G „
C s>
6 „
6 », 
ti »
0 „
8
G .i 
G ,,
G „

..
0

13 „
31 „

1 Feb. 
9 „
9 M

16 „ 
16 „ 
IB „ 
16 „ 
23
23 „
2 Mar. 
2 ,,
2 ,,
2 „
0 „
9 M

29 „ 
19 April

Johnston, George W....................'.Fitter ..
Morris, Francis................. ■’........ Fuoliiian .
Wadley, John ............................. „ .
Barton, Fred ............................ | Lighter-up ....

10/-per day__ I FfCcH. [ngram

Gilbert, Joseph Ckancr
Pedlar, Joseph............................j
Egan, Patrick .............................
nutbtiaiiee, Samuel .................
Rj’an, Jidu’ard............................. 1
Scott, W. C.

Fuehnati 
Cleaner . 
Labourer.

Clerk

Cleaner . 
Furlmau . 
Cleaner 
Labomer.

Lamlngaii, Patrick..............
Nixon, Ralph ....................
Proud, A* Ii ....................

Fuihvoodj VV. S..................

Moses, George V...................
Pradwyn, George ....................... I
Jones* John.................................
lie!I, Thomas ............................
Scribner, Henry...........................I

Davies, John I).............................. |
Gtceson, Jeremiah...................... .
Tyyan, Richard .................. ....j
Aitkcnhoad, Arthur ................... .
McClure, James...........................|
Morgan, Joseph ...........................|
Went, Arthur W............................ ,
Lusk, James G............................... '
Innis, Robert .............................. I

Etackwall. Henry ....................... ^
Macrae, Frank............................ i
Congdon, Fred............................. .
Burrows, John.............................
Baldock, William ........................
Pritchard, Frederick.................... '
Grcatrex, William.....................
Laycock, Joseph........................
Woodward, Henry....................... j
Sinclair, Albert...........................
Crawford, John ...........................j
Goodwin, Patrick .....................
Evans, Thomas ....................  |
Schubert, Edwin........................
Robertson, John..........................
Rose, Edward .............................. |
Price. Nelson .............................. |
Hamilton, Reginald ...................

Newman, John G.........................  Cadet
Holloway, Beniamin................... Fireman
Carruthcrs, A. J........................... i Cleaner

7/-

■ R
7/
6/-
7r-
lif-
4/
7'
5 C
~h

£180 l>er annum

Boilermaker’s Assistantj
Striker........................ I
Boy ........................
Coppersmith..........
Boy................... . (
Boilermaker's Assistant! 
Fitter .....................

Labourer.........

Car builder , 

Wagon builder .

Painter......................
Painter’s assistant ....
Gleaner ......................
Boilermaker's assistant.
buelman.....................
Cleaner ........................

Abigail, Frank . I Clerk

Mitchell, Alexander ....................i Cleaner
Bond, James H...........................  I n
Passfield, John...............................| u
Freel, James................................. ;
Watson, Fergus....................................

61- per (by
V- 
[»/6 
*
7/'
7/6 
7|- 
V- 
3/C 
10/
4/
&!- 
W*
10/- 
:/■
7i- 
1W*
10/
10/
10'
10/
7/-

7A 
V-4/-
W-
Or 
5/6
W
W-
fi/- 
«/- 
0A

2/-
fl/-
5/6

£l70i>cr annum

Mills, Henn- C. ..........
Partridge, Thomas.......
Stanton, Josiah ........
Vaughan, A. E..............
Munscll, Stephen .......
Newlandg, EiTicst .. ..
Shcnstonc, Frank .......
Baker, Arthur..............
McConnlle, James__
Bentley, Thomas .......
Denting, Henry ..........
Harper, John ..............
Hall, Henry.................
Ballhoirtc, James .. ..
Coffin, Allen ..............
M'Cracken, Thomas ... 
Lax ton, Charles . ...
M'Lean, Alexander,. .
Saunders, George .......
Cavana^h, Richard —
Salt, E,”M......................
Monday, John ..........
Blatch, Arthur.............
Helli or, Vincent..........
Brown, Henry E.........
Sproulc, Leslie A. ... 
Wills, E. A. ...............

labourer 
Striker .

Boy ...........................
Boilennaker's assistant. 
Apprentice...................

Cleaner 
Fireman , 
Cleaner

5/6 per dav__
v- „
O'- „ .
VI- „ •
j,'G n •

V- 
71 
V
II- 
71-
•SIG
3/-
y-
S/0
VI- 
VI- 
VI-
ei-
01-
oi-
4/
6'- 
w- 
01
5'6 
7/
7/- 
7A 
5/
5/0 
fi/-
w-

Warren, Charles.........................i Blacksmith ..............
Turnldge, W. S. .......................... Clerk ...................
Nicholle, Fred. It.......................  Apprentice Clerk ...
M‘Kin ley, William......................  Fitter................
Guthnc, Robert ..................... j Boy
Noon, J’rcd. W.
Amos, William.......
Sutton, William .. 
Bryant, Thomas .. 
Shatp, William ...
Gallop, Joseph__
Gamble, William . 
Watkins, Edward . 
Sneddon. Richard 
Jarvie, WiUiam .. 
Lewis, Fred ... 
Smith, James........

Roberts, F. W.. 
Argent, George

! Cleaner

Labourer ....
Fuel man .........
Turner..............
Apprtntieo__
Tumor..............
Boilermaker - - •
Fireman..........
Gleaner ..........

Vies J, Dan n 
F?ce J. Crame 
Vic? J Tlmchey 
Vice A. Richards 
Vice II. Sydenham 
Vkc T. Ashlmry 
Vice J. Donald 
Vine G. Lee 
Vice W. Reid 
Tice J. UawclifTo 
Vice F. Anhfiry 
Vico J. Barrios

)■ Portions rctro-Ji child on Suponiuinerary 
Staff.

Clerk ... 
Labonrcr.

Transferred from Supernumerary Stall.

Vice J Thompson ^ 
Vice J. Chisolm 
Vita P. Loehanc ’ 
Vice G. Gee 
Vice F Sutor 
Vice W. Wills 
Vice H. Harrison 
Vue R. Thompson 
Vice A. Bailey 
Vice T Hampton 
Vies C Xiutchinson 
ViooJ. Lervy 
Vice L (iuttcridge 
Vice C. Wrightson 
Vive J. Scott 
Vice F Pctcn 
Vice C. Itcmiaing 
Vice P. Wood 
Vice J. Matthews 
Vice 11. Hough 
Vice E. Ireland 
Vice A. Caiman 
Vice G. Hill.
Vice W. Peacock 
Vice D. M'Kcllar 
ViVe W. Griffon 
ViceE Swan 
Vice W. Freeman 
Vice J. M’Millan 
Vice J. Moody 
Vu» A. Greaves 
Vice E. Funnell 
Vice P. Thomas 
Vice G, Clapham

1 Positions retrenched on Snpsinumomry 
I Staff.

Transferred from Supcnuimcrnry Staff.
r»er J Smith \ Positions retrenched on Supernumerary
KiflrR. Majs | Staff.

From Existing Lines Branch.

Vice J. Thomas ^
Vice W. Camhourn I 
Vice A. Sheldrick > 
Vice J. Kelly 
V%ceG. Smith )

Positions retrenched on Suixrnumcrary 
Staff.

10/8
«/■ .JElOjier annum. 
10/- per day 
5/’
5/6 
7/
V’
7/

10/
2/

10/6 
10/- 
»/- 
7/
0/
6/-
jE150]>er annum 
0/0 per day ..

Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
TVe
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Twe
Viet
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
Vice
vice
Vice
Vice
Vice

Lcavey 
Harris 
Sunth 
MeFarlane 
iloralcs 
NcwUmlb 
Yumoir 
Wardrop 

Pcterkm 
Dodds 

. Bourke 
r. SinclftiT 
Stafford 
Vinnicombc )■ 
Bvrno 
H. Byrd 
A. Smith 
Cooper 

. Dunk 
Thick 

Tickle 
Wilson 
Holliday 
Faulkner 
Elakeney 
Jenkms 
Farquhar J

Transforred from Supernumerary Staff. 
Positions retrenched on Supernu
merary Staff.

Reinstated. Vice S. William. 
... ^

Transferred from Supernumerary Staff. 
Positions retrenched on Supernu
merary Staff.

Vice W, Jeffrie 
VictfW. Chandler 
Vice .1. Hears 
Vice F. Barker 
Vice A. Brown 
I'icn J. Crane 
Vice J. Powys 
Vice 8. Morris 
Vice C. Lord 
Vice A. Gray 
Vice G. Orknio 
Tice U. Lightfoot 
T'i'ec W. Bro«n 
Vice A. J. Cain

From Permanent-way Branch—uiee D. Milchcll. 
Vice James Greaves,
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Position. Rate Remarks.

Chiep Traffic JlANAGPft'a Pranch.
1302. 

26 June
1 July
1 11
1 „

JJrundcrlin, Mrs. L.......................
HIckE, E........................................

Gatekeeper...................

Crowley, Mrs. E.............................
Douifhau, 1*..................................

Gatekeeper...................

i „ Wels’li, Daniel ............... ... Junior iwrtor................
i „ Grnddon, Walter........................ Junior clerk ................
H „ Cracknell, Mrs............................... Gatekeeper...................
j>
s ;; Hassoll, Mrs...............................

Junioi porter. ... ..B „ Rvan, James ..........................
n „ Alexander, Charles................. ...
n ,, Hutton, John............................. Special Inquiry Officer..
H „ Lewis, F. J.................................... Jumor porter..............
11 „ Catfonl, Thomas E....................... ,, ..............

10 „ Wills, J'j. A, .............................. fl ...................
21 „ Bottle, Henry............................ Porter..........................
2-2 „ Harris, Airs. R........................... Gatekeeper ................
22 |, Stanton, Samuel.......................... Junior porter..............
251 „ itlchai*ds, M.................................. Caretaker .................
26 „

3 Aug.
i „ Coyne, Charles............................. ihuntcr.....................
1 M
i ;; St. Ledger, T.................... * stf? Junior clerk ..............
1 Smith. Frank...................V.. . Apprentice clerk ......
1 „

1 ,, AATiitlcv, B. ............ ,
x ‘i
1 .. Ellis, Oliver..........................—...
1 i) Boner..........................
i „ Frew, Samuel ...................... Junior porter..........
1 M
1 n Hall, Thomas .............................
i ,, Gilliard, Wilham ................... Junior porter...............
i „ Moore, George.......................... Junior clerk ............
1 „
2

Gatekeeper...................■i Anncrslcy^ Mrs/K...................
* Alleson, All’S. M............................ ,, ... ...
f> .. Peek, Airs. ..........................

Junior porter................m „ Herncy, Charles..........................
13 „ Kirkland, Mrs.......................... Gatekeeper...................
15 „ Martin, C .................................. Porter..........................
IT „ Davies, William................. .. ..

Gatekeeper...................20 „ Maiklnvm, ATrn..............................
20 „ Moore, Mrs.................................. M ...................
23 „ Barton, Air*.................................. ,,
HO „ Crows, Thomas............................. Junior porter...............
m „ Bcrshme.iGustiive ................. Wool Delivery Inspector

] Sept. Alulhgun, James.......................... Clerk ..........................
1 ,,
1 ||
2 „ Martin, Aire. T.............................. Gatekeeper...................
4 „ Jongs, Mrs. M...............................

Apprentice clerk .........0 Patterson, Chaa. D.......................
R .. Wood, Mrs.................................. Gatekeeper ................
o „ James, Airs, M.............................
o „

is ;; Johnson, A K.............................. Gatekeeper...................
14 ,,
10 „ Eartlott, Mrs............................... || .................
10 ,,
20 || Hamer, A. 1................................. Porter............... .. ..
20 „ Gamble, Itobert.......................... Probationer ................
20 „ Sognles, Arm ............................. Gatekeeper...................
27 Johnson, Airs................................ „ .................

4 Oct.
i Dear, Joseph K. .......................... Junior Porter...............
7 ,, Wilson, W. T. ............................. Steam Crane Driver....
7 „ George, Jnmes............................. ,,
7 „ Edwards. J.................................... ,,

10 M Keima, Al...................................... Gatekeeper...................
14 „
H Weatherhead, F......................
14 ,, Jenkins, Alary..........................
lr’ n Sullivan, Anne............................ ty ...................
17 „ Messer. Airs................................... ,, ...................
17 „ Colo, Eliza .............................

Probationer . . ..20 ,, Alii Is, Uoiirv..................... ..
20 „ O'Jluiincll, W................................ Gatekeeper...................
29 „ Gazelov, H. ....................... Porter..........................
20 ,, Roborta, Alia. E.............. .. Gatekeeper ................
24 11 Morgan, Sarah ... ............ ...................
28 „ Mortlock, Marv ......................

1 Nov. Wilson, Herwy............................. Junior Porter............
1 ,,
1 II llvuoi, J. ’...................................
^ ;; Simlev, Alary ........................... Gatekeeper ...............
4 „

8 .. Corrigan, Kate ......................
13 „
14 ,,
10 || ■1
2i ;; Bailey, W. A.................................

Apprentice Clerk ....l Dee.. Henson, ]L P..............................
i Ta\ lor, FJizabeth ...................... Gatekeeper. .........

12 „
M „ Handley, Edward ................. ,, .. .......
22 „ Doyle, William............................. ,, ....... ..
23 „
si ;; Morris, Amy................................

1800.

1 w

4 ,, Clerk ..........................
Goodwin, Marv Ann ................ Gatekeeper...................

o n
io ;; Higgins, Ellen............................. Gatekeeper...................

2/- i>cr day .... 
2/6 f>cr week.
7/’ per week ..
7/- .................
7/6 per week. 
3/4 per day .... 
£110 per annum 
5/' per week .. 
»/• » - 
Free house .. 
3/4 per pay ....
3/4 ...............
S'- ,,
2/0 „ ....
2.'0 ...............
26 ,, ....

t ::
7,6 per week .. 
5/- day ... 
5/- per week.
7/- per day .... 
20/* per w'eek ,,
7/- por day__
5/* i * -
£100 per annum 
£30 „
£30 „
61- per day 
£30 per annum 
2/0 per day 
3/4

$4 
7/-
6/- ,, ....
2/6 „ . ..
£110perai)nuni 
£30 ,,
£30 per ftnmun 
7/- per wcclc .. 
7/- „ -
Free house .. . 
2,0 per dA> .... 
7/-per week . 
0/- )>cr day ..
7/- „ ....
7/* per week .. 
Free hnuyc .

2'0 i>or day 
£200per annum 
£105 ,,
£G0 „
2/6 per week,
V-
Free house . 
£30 per annum 
7/- per week .
7/- „ .
2/0 „
15/- „ .
6/- j/er day ... 
Jt’rce house... 
1G/* per week . 
0/- per day .
2/0 per week

Free hou^c 
7f‘ per week 
2»G por day .. 
12/4 ..
10/* „ .. 
W- „
I}* per week 
17/0 „
10,* „
7^- „
Free house.. 
7/* i>er week 
Free house 
2j0 per weak 
Free house .. 
7/* per day . 
7/- per week.
5/» T>
7*'' „
6/* per iiay 
7/- per week 
£70 per annum 
Free liau'ie ...

lli/- per week .
7/' „ •
2/C „ .
2/6 „
2^0 „
2/0 „
£40 per Annum 
7/* per week 
Free house.. 
O’- per day 
20/* per week 
5/- „
7/- „

£120 per annum

£80 „

£150 M 
7/* por week . 
7/-per day.. . 
Free hou^e ....

V«es Airs. Johnson.

Vice Ain?. Pearce,
Ftcc Airs. Martin.

From Supeniumcrary Staff, vice h. Richards, 
From Supernumerary Staff.
Vice Mth. Andrews.
Tice Airs. Lemon.
Vice Mrs. Ta\ lor.
Vice F, George.
Vice «T. Hughes.

Vice W. Dow’nie,
Vice R. i'aull.
Vice N\ Osborne. ....
From Supernumerarj' Staff, vice W, Higgins. 
Vice A. Murray.
TVee Mrs Harris.
Tice H. C. Hose.

l-'rom Supernumerary Staff, vice J. Fox 
Vice Airs. Russell. ’
From Supernumerary Stiff,

5? » ft
” \\ vice J, Tate.

^ ^ vice T. White.
„ ,, M rieeJ. ABser.
,, ,, M rice J. Aiartin.

* ,, ,, n nice S- Turner.
,, ,, ,, rice F. Selmon,
,, ,j ,, mcc A. Cunnecn.
,, ,, ,, vice Cooch.
„ ,, ,, metfA. Vonneech,
,, „ „ uiccM. O’Connell.
?» tr **

From Supernumerary Staff.
Vice Airs Alee.

„ Mth. Peachey.
,, Mrs. Xewinan.

From Siij-iermnnei-ary Staff, vice T. Duffy, 
Vice Mrs. Annendoy.
From Supernumerary Staff.
Fi'oni Tramways, vice X. Maffej,
Ficc Airs, remold 

,, Airs. M'Grulh.

From Supernumerary Staff,tie/! J. Al^Oniloch. 
Transferred from Supernumerary Staff.
From Supernumerary Staff, vice J. Ryrnes.

>> >»
Vice P. Doughati.

„ Airs. Bray 
„ A. Lewis,
,, Airs. Roland,
,, Airs. Lewis.

„ CL Pub.
,, J. King.
,, Airs. Hayes.
„ \V\ Alautlu.

From Su]icmumeraiy Staff, vice E. Fisher. 
Vice A. Handers.
Vice S. Wilson.

„ Airs. Gill.
Vice E. Bruton 
Vice 3- R.\ an.
From Locomotive ISranch.

Vice W. Fairburn.
Fictf 11 O’Brien 
Vice 3. Witherspoon.
Vice F. Sullivan.
Vice W. Castlea.
Vice Mrs. Mcnzles,
Vice J. Harris 
17ce Ann Holloway.
Reinstated.

Vice M. E Jones.
Vtce II. Foley.
Vice C.Catford, Position retrenched on Supernumerary Staff, 
Vice L. Brown.
Vice A Dugdalo. ,, ,, t, ,'1
FiccAlrs. McGovern, 
rice Mrs. Spears.
Ficc A. SpLIlane.
Vice J. Collin?
Vice A, R. Thrift.

Transferred from Supernumerary Staff.
F/cfl Al. Mcsskill.
Vice AI, Grantham.
Vice Airs. Shaw 
Vice J. Alack ay.
Vtce E, Crackncll.
Vice C. Airs.
Transferred from Supernumerary Staff. -Position retrenched 

on Supernumerary Staff.
Transferred from Supernumerary Staff, wee R. Tibbg. Posi* 

timi retrenched on Supernumerary Staff.
Exchanged with S. Holger, from Traffic Brfmcli.
FiceMrH. Butts.
Reinstated.
Free Airs Webb.
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Date. Name,

APPENDIX XXIII—continued.

Position. Rate. Remarks.

CniBP Traffic Masager‘6 Erakcif-conimwwi.
33flS.

12 Jan.

13 „
13 „
33 „
10 »
1ft „
23 »
2t 11
24 „
30 „

1 Feb.
2 >t 
3 »»
C
9 „

10 **
IT „
21 „
22 „
2& M

2 Mar.
3 „

2ft „
20 „
23 „
2C „

2 April 
8 „

13 „ 
38 „
21 „ 
20 „ 
20 „ 
27 n 
20 ,,
4 May
0 )t 

10 „ 
15 „
1ft „ 
20 „ 
22 „ 
23 „
27 m
30 „
31 „ 
31 ii

1 June 
1 o
2 

10 
12 
n 
n
14 
10 
20 
21 
25 
20 
3ft

Doyle, M.......................................  t.a!l wool cheeker

Hanrolian, J...........
MlPhcrsoi>f J...........
Davy, David.........
Madden, Julian .. . 
Birrell, Alexander 
Mullane, ratnek .., 
Koblcy, Joseph ... 
Hartley, Fanny .. 
Roberts, George ...

Robinson, Francis .
Green, Mary E...........
Kerr, J. R. ..............
O'Rourke, Frank,,..
Treay, Ellen..............
Willimns, W. J. . . .
T^yJor, Kate..............
Connell, Andrew E.
Hartman, A............
Wayne, Mrs................
Lynehnm, Christina 
Edwards, Margaret...
Fleming, W................
Gibbons, Mrs. .. .
Bell, Silvan Ann .. -
Yandall, Ellen.......
Fairbanks, Emily ... 
Ellis, Kathleen . ...
Sadillor, Fanny .......
Elliott, Mrs................
New, "W......................
Sloorc, Rachel..........
Clarke^ Priscilla.......
Fox,J, P..................
Knight, Alice .........
Fallon, Margaret__
Smith, Frederick A. .
Dowling, A.................
Brown, Alice ..........
Dcvony, T..................
Itea, Sarah ............
Walsh, Jane..............
M'Cluskie, Mr?...........
Fletcher, Elizabeth.. 
Bryant, Susannah ...
ROSS, Ann.................
Reading, Jane..........
Cinnmmgrs, Annie ...
Duncan, Jane..........
Castles, Mrs...............
Bassett, Mrs...............
Carroll, Catherine ...
Morris, Mrs................
Farnsworth, Matilda . 
AFGoldmdc, Kate ..,
Ryan, Mary............ .
Bruce, Thomas ........
Wilson, Maud ..........
Shepherd, Mrs. ,
Field, John U.......... .
Jennings, Mary........

. Costello, Ada..........

Probationer ........
Porter .................
Junior Porter ... .
Probationer ........
Gatekeeper............
Lad, wool checker

Gatekeeper............

Postal Assistant ..
Probationer .......
Gatekeeper..............
Clerk.......................
Gatekeeper..............
Probationer __

Gatekeeper

... 1/S per day .

... 1/S „
.. 1/3 „ ..

... 1/S „ ..

... S/ft per week 
7/- per day ..

. 3/4 „ ..

... 2/6 por week 

. . Free house .. 

... 1/3 per da\ ..

7/- per week 
Free house . 
30/- per week 
2/0 „
7/J ii
JtlaO per annum 
7/o per viook . 
2;0 .
2/6 .
In/- „
Free bouse ...

Probationer
Gatekeeper

Porter.......
Gatekeeper

Probationer 
Gatekeeper,

Chief Delivery' Clerk 
Postal Assistant .. 
Gatekeeper...............

Caretaker . 
Gatekeeper.

Porter............ .
Gatekeeper.......
Caretaker.........
Station-master 
Gatekeeper.,

Transferred from SupGrmimcrj.ry Staff,—Position reitenehed 
on Supernumerary StafF.

Reinstated.

Vice A. Elston. t
Vice Mrs. Mon arty.
Transferred from Supernumerary Staff. Position trenched 

on Supernumerary Staff.
Vice Mr<. Smith.
I icc Mrs. Franklin.
I’/rr T. Elwood.
Vice It. jrKcan. 
vice llro. Miller.
ISxehangod with W. Kowland, of Electrical Branch,
Vice A. Spillane.
Vice It, Clarke

2/J T>cr week 
Froo house 
7/- per week
V- „
Free liouse .

7/6 per day,
7/- jhii week
V- »■
2'6
Free house .

JC2D0 i>er annum 
10/- per week .. 
lf>-
3ft/- ,,
71- „ ..
Free house ..

7/6 ]ku-work .. 
Free house ..

7/-pur week .. 
10/- „ .. 
Free house . .. 
7/- per week .. 
71- „ ..
Free house ....

V- pei week . 
6|- per day ,.. 
Free house ... 
5/- per week . 
JJSftOperannum 
7/- per week , 
Free house ...

nan.
,'A^.

Vice T. Nnylon.
Vice Mrs. Coleman.
Tice Mr?, MeikJe 
T ice G W. Cock. , « /
Vice Mrs Barton. /
Vice Mrs.'Lymjhiiin.
Vice Mr^. Hr AshforjJ,’
Vice MartJia Burrell S'
Cfcc Fanrry Hartley.
FVcrt Mariafi Goss ai..
7 ter T Dcvony. - 
Vtce W’m Can’oll.
IVcfl Elizabeth Ikjrtor.
Iteuistntcd. ^

Tice Mrs Tat lor.
Vice M, A. Wells.
From Traffic Audit Branch, tkc W, II, Tomlinson 
r/ce N Nicholls.

Vice Mrs. Moseley and P. Sullivan.
V/cfl Bertha B.iyhs. 
f7ce Honorah Cares.
Vice Mrs Lawton. *
Vtce Mnuiice Riley,
Vice Biulgct Oomicll.
Vice Thomasma Moore.
Tice Joseph Bowen.
Vice Maiy \\ilhain«.
Vice Nellie Somers.
Vice Mrs. Pugh.
Vice Ellon Wilson.
Vici* Ellen Higgins.
Vice Kate M'CaUum.
StaGon ohiscd.
Vice Johanna Pierce,
Vtce Ellen Dmian.
Vice H. Newell.
Vice Maud Bartlett.
Station closed.
From Secretary’s Brandi.
Vice Ann Shepherd, 
lice Mary Brown.

Comptroller of Scores Brakcr.
189!.

1 Oct..

17 Nov..

£80 per annum

£S0 „ ..

1 Dec.. Downing, Daniel J....................... IS ...... £30 „
1893.

8 Mar.. Gibbons, Edwin .......................... £40 „ ..

ViceJ, U. An now. 

J7cc W. Sproulo.

Vice Walter Gibbons.

1892.
23 Sept.l Marshall, Matthew 

Oct,.I Heaton, John ....

Sioval and Interlock!nci Braxcti.

Tinsmith..................... | ft^Cperday___ From Traffic Branch.
Blaeksmitli.................. | 10/0 ,, .... Vice T. Parker.

Property and Estate Agent.
1692.

18 Nov. Lannour, Alfred W............
3893.

1 Jan. Iluffam, Arthur ................ .........Clerk ....................
1 Mar. Murray. John ...................

£30 per annum From Tmffic Branch.

£145 M f Transferred fromSupmsumcrary Staff. Poisitiong retrenched 
y250 „ ,.1, on Suiieniumcrary Staff.

Electrical Engineer's Bp^axch,

2 Sept. Collcss, E. H................................. Probationer .......... From TrafSc Branch, vice H. Slioobort.

lift Oct.. Elston, A. K............................... Apprentice Clcik ... .. £30 ,, .. From Traffic Branch.
1893.

1 Mar.

30 May..

.. £186 „ . Exchanged with IV. J. Williams, o( Traffic Branch.

Hickey, Cornelius ...................... Hessenger .............. .. 2/G por day__ From Traffic Branch, vice F. C. Pawley,
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APPENDIX XXIY.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Return showing the Removals of Railway Employes from 1st July, 1S92, io
30th June, 1893.

Date Name. Position. Rate. Remarks.

1803. Skcrki'aiw'h JIiiakch.
23 Feb [ IJurlndge* Alfred J.......................‘Clerk ......................... | .1:170 per annum RotrenuUmont.
25 Juno j Neild, John R........................................ . .......................... | .C350 ,, . J To Traffic liraucli , position retrenched.

1802. Cmw Accountant^ RnAM.'U.
21 Nov. | Bull, P. J.................................... ' Junior dork................ r ill20 pcruimum’ Left the Service.

1393. 1 | |
21 Jan. Bartholomew, William................ Apprentice clcik i*30 ,, .. Resigned.
10 June ] Waller, Francis A......................... | ,, .. . .1 £00 ,, • k »

1393,
1 Jan. 
6 May
1 n

14 June

1892.
3 July
4 
4 
(J 
0 
9

15 
15 
21 
2tt 
23 
9 Aug.

n 
is 
21 
23 
25
2G ,

1 Sept.
3 
ii
4 
(J 
8 
8 
3 
8 
3 
3

15 
15 
20 
20 
21 
22 
22
23
24 
27 
27 
27 
29 
20
1 Oct. 
3 
rj 
6

11
12 
15 
15 
20
25 
29
111 .
11 Nov. 
11 
11 
11 
12.
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
14 
1ft 
1ft 
1ft 
1ft 
1ft 
13 
19 
22 
22

1 Dec. 
1 
ft 
9 

10 
13 
1ft 
17 
22 
2'J
23
24 
29 
31

Fisher, Jabez A.........
Smith, Fredk. A.......
McClcltoml, Hi us. 11. 
How laud, Mrs. E. ..

Morrison, Charles ...
Spears, John ............
Jeffrey, Robert .......
Williamson, Stephen .
If'Grath, Darby.......
Wall, John ..............
Stcednmn, James ...
White, George.........
Mee, Joseph..............
Haulewooa, George .
White, Robert..........
JhinjTin, Alfred .......
O'Shea, John ..........
Mallard, John...........
Brav, John ..............
Arthur, Thomas ___
Hoyle, James .........
Mo’haffnoy, John.......
Boland, John ...........
Byrnes, Henry.........
Tickner, John...........
M‘Neely, Anthony ...
Passfleld, John .......
Howe, Henry ..........
Barber, Henry.........
Barber, James .......
Milton, John..............
Sloarie, John . .. .
James, Edward .......
Moore, William .......
Waikins, James .......
Genge, Edward .......
Gray, Henry .......
Foreman, Thomas ... 
M'Glvnn, Patm-k ...
I livers, Arthur..........
Glover, George..........
Back, John "
Maher, Patrick..........
Day, John................
Hicks, James ..........
Duggan, Michael.......
Donncllv, John .......
Wilde, Richard ...
Matthews, James.......
Richards, Henry ....
Clandgc, John..........
Jacobs, James . .. 
Smith, Waiter .......
Fleming, William ...
Payne, Joseph..........
Lewis, William.........
Nugent, William.......
Duffy, .lames
Minns, George..........
Taylor, Thomas .......
Devereaux, James ...
Wood, Frederick.......
Keevers, Frederick...
Lewis, William..........
Stone, Henry ..........
Martin, John It..........
Eiver, William.......
Hemsworth, James...
Smith, James ..........
Dowse, Thomas .......
Davies, Peter ..........
Cocking, William ..,
Fleming, Alfred.......
Bruce, Edward .......
Burt* William ..........
Burt, Frederick .......
Lindsay, Benjamin ... 
M’Kay, Alexander ... 
Sweeney, Michael ,.. 
Gaunt, Richard ...
Butts, George ..........
Carter, Joseph
Master, Overod..........
Pyo, William ............
Blackett, John...........
Shaw James..............
Abigail, Frank..........
Stanbridge, Joseph...
Wood John ............
Reading, James ...,. 
Clark William 
Elbourne, Arthur ... 
Maroncy, Richard ,,, 
Elston, Wiiham , . 
Higgison, John .......

Wells, F. B S.............

Trawic Auditok’s Bn ascii.
Clerk .......... .
Iiist>eetor.......

0 flice-deaner.

1 .ClftO per annum 
£293 „
£305 „
3/-per day; £25 
per ami. house 
allowance. j

Exchanged with S Bolger, from Traffic Branch. 
To Traffic Bmudi; position retrenched. 
Retrench incut.

Enoixkjui 
Carpenter .
Ganger.......
Labourer . 
Fistilur. .

Labourer. 
Fcttlcr... 
Lnlxiuror. 
Fottlcr... 
Boy . .. 
Labourer.. 
Ganger .. 
Fettlor... 
Labourer., 
Fcttlcr...

Labourer. 
Fettlor ..

Labourer.

Fctdler.. 

Labourer 

Fettlor ..

Ganger .. 
Inspector 
Fcttlcr. , 
Ganger .
Fettlor 
Fcttlcr ...

ik-Cuikf for Existing Links Htiaxch.

Lnhnum .,
Clerk __
Carpenter 
Fcttlcr . ., 
Lalraurer

Fetlier. 
Labourer

Foreman plumber. 
Carpenter ..........

Bricklayer.........
Boy ..............
Plumber ... .
Improver............
Machinist .......
Labourei .........

Carpenter

Fcttlcr .. 
Painter ..

Bricklayer 
labourer .. 
Flumljcr . 
Fottlcr ..

....... I
....... i

Lalxuircr.... 
Fettlor .. .. 
Labourer__

Clerk .... 
Labourer.. 
Carpenter 
Fcttlcr ..

Labourer.................
Inspector ..............
Labourer................. f
Officer in Charge of 

Ballast Trains. 
Draftsman..............

10'- per dav,
9,'- ,, ..
7,H» ,, .,
7/9 „ .
7/0 ,, .
7,Hi „
7/9 „ •
7.0 „ .
T/O „ .
7/0
7/0 h •
7/0 „ .,
7/0 „ ,

» ■
9A „ ..
7/0 „ .
7/0 „
7/0 ..........
7/0 >. ..
7/0 ,, ..
7/0 „
7/0 „
7/0 „ ..
7/6 ,, ..
7/0 „
7/0 ,>
7/(5 „ .,
7/0 „ .,
7/0 „
7/0 „
7/0 „
7.0 „ .
W- „ ..

7/0 „ .
7/0 „
9/- •
l.V- „ ..
7/b ,, .
n,’- „ -
7/0 ..............
7/0 ,, .
7.0 ..............
7/0 „ ...
£159 ]Vcramium 
9/- per day ..
7/0 ...............
7/- ...............
7-0 ...............
7/0 „ ..

7/6 ...............
7/U ,, ....

i 7/0 ., . .
I £*2o0 per annum

10/ i>er day__
0/- ........................
9- „ . ..!
■P- „ ...

' «/• n • ••
9.0   i
71-  1
8* .......................... .
7/0 ,,
7/0 „ . .|
S'- ...............
1U'-  :
L0 
9|S 
9'

30/.

fl/0 
7/0 
7/0 
7i0
7.0 
7/0 
7/0 
7/0 
7|0 
0'0

Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned
Discharged.
Resigned.

Retired.

Deceased,
Resigned.

Ueciircd.
Discharged.
Deceased.
Retrenchment.
Discharged,
Resigned.

Disuharged*

Deceased.
Discharged.

Retired.
RcsigncrL
Disehai^gcd.
lletrenchiucnt.

Retired.

Discharged.
Retired.
Discharged.

Resigned,

Retired.
Discharged.
Retired.

Discharged.
Ketreuchmcnt.

Diseharged.

Hetrenolimcnt.

Retired.
Retrenehmeut.

Resigned.

Retrenchment,
Resigned.

.. _ Discharged.
£170pernnuum To Ijocomotive Branch.
7^0 per day__ Discharged.,, ....| ,

Resigned.7,0 
7/0 
7/G 
12/.
7/0 .............
£150 per annum

£125 „

Deceased.
RctreuehmenL
Resigned.
Retrenchment.

4—Gr
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Date. Kama Position. Rate. Remarks.

im' ExoiNEJSR-ix-CniEF Eon Existi.no LdiESj BuiVn'cei—wmtiw.K'd.
Ganger.......................... 0/- per day Resigned,

Humpson, William.................
Pettier.. ...

V „ Deceased.
Voomans, Mfred...................... .. '.<1 ...............

J2 ,, Kurhanks, Krnest ................. Labourer................ 6 ti ,, .. Discharged, ,
0/0 „ __

10 ,, DickcrtotK wniiam...........I ........ ” 7/e Resigned.
10 f. Trounce, Eduard ....................... M ............ 7/« „ ■ Retrenchment.
io „ Costelloe, Phillip.......................... ,, ...................... 7 '0 ,. ... „
24 „ Kemp, Daniel ............................. Fettler ....................... „ • Retired.
25 ,, ' Q’Keiliy, George.......................... Labomor . .......... S'- ,, -- . Discharged.
US i, i Fcrpuson, Svdnoy...................... Carpenter . . 11/-............... RetrenchniLiit.

„ i Burnett, John ..................... 1 Labourer . . . . E/- - .1 ,,
28 ,, Boddnigton, Frank ... BiJoklayet .. IS/- „ ■ ■
2S „ i Packman, John.......................... Cai’jienter .. .... .. 10/- „ . ,,
28 „ | Chav, Henrv................................. Bnckalvor ,. .. 1.!/- ,, ,,
28 „ 1 Slorton, James.. , .... Rough Caijienter .. 7/3 „ .. ,,
23 „ Fauoctt, 'William ..................... Carpenter .. ... 9/-' ..............
31 „ Wood, Thomaa............................. Draftsman . .. £140per annum „

£250 „ .
31 „ Breakall, F. H............................ * . .... £22T> .
31 „ Tickle, Samuel........................ ?! ■ £225 ,, . ,,
Si „ Mottitt, \V. T ............................. ?? ... £210 „ .. ,,
31 „ \ alentine, Henry ................ £125 „ ..

Discharged.7/6 per day ..
J) ^ Huldoon, Thomas................

Sub-Inspector ............
7/6 ,, ■

10 „ Liddcn, William.......................... £225 per annum Deceased,
0> West, John ............................ Fettlor.............. 7/0 per day .. Discharged.

Clerk ..........................
23 „ Blinco, John............................ Sub-kicpcctor ............ £230 „
23 „ Butler, James ............................, Junior Clerk.............. £75 „ .. ,,
28 „ llippins, K M............................. 1 ,, ................ £75 „ . „
28 „ Thackeray, Charles . . .. ,, ................ £io ,, . ,,
28 „ Warn, E. J....................................

Office-boy................
fso ,, .. t *

1 Mar. Denshire, Percy ................. 4/- per da\ . .. „
4 „ Lodc-e. William ................ Labourer ..... ......... i/a .... Discharged.
8 15 Davies, 1’etcr............................. 1 Carpenter .................... io/- „ .. Kctrenchment.

io , Soutcr, William ........... Labourer...................... 7/(3 „ Discharged.
10 „ Schon^, XjchOlag ...................... ..................... 7/b .............. ,,
10 „ Bell, William ............................. Pettier.......................... 7/0 „ ...
ij ;; Skeily, Honrv.............................

Carp^cr...................
7/0 „ .... Deceased.

ID „ England, Chailes ...................... 13/-............... KetrcnchmcuL
10 „ Miller, Carl ............................. Labourei...................... 0/0 ,, ----
10 „ Moston, James.......................... 1 ,, ..................... i/b ,, ... ,,

10 „ Atkins, Thomas.......................... ........ ....... 7/- „ .... ,,
16 Walsh, James ............................. Pettier.......................... i/O ii ■ ■■ ,,
10 „ Bailey, Thomas ...................... Labourer...................... 7/6 „ .. . „

7/6 fl -
17 „ Christenson, John...................... Fcttler................ .... 7/6 ,, .. Deceased.
18 ,, McMahon, Thomas....................... Labouier ................ 7/0 „ ... Discharged.
18 „ ChettJc, W. A............................... Surveyor ................. £200per annum Retrenchment.
20 11 Frith, Samuel ............................. Pettier.......................... 7/6 per day .. Resigned.
20 n Catto, Diehard............................. Clerk j'

7/e „ .
To Locomotiso Branch , pnsition retrenched20 ,, Hoberts, F. W ........................ ' £150 per annum

£300 „ . Retrenchment.
31 ^ Light, E. E............................ Assistant Engineer .. 4,-300 „ .. n
31 „ Cock bum, W, J ...................... Clerk . . £125 „ .
31 „ Lee, Henry ............................... Sub-Inspector ... £200 ,, . „ 1
1 April Sheridan, J. P............................. Clerk ........................ £190 ,, Retrenchment. .
1 „ Nicholl, Alan .............................

FcttJer ..................
£200 ,,

Discharged.7/li iwr day ..
o „ Moore, .lames ........................

Clerk .......................
7/6 „ Retired.
£156 per annum Retrenchment.

C „ Dronev, James ................ Pettier........................ per day ... Deceased.
8 „ Brown, George .......................... Labourer ...................... 7/0 ,, .. Resigned.

10 ■ | AzKOiri, Walter M ...................... Clerk ............ .. £l90pcr annum To Tramwaj's.
12 „ Maloney, Patrick........................ Pettier ....................... 7/-per dav .. Resigned
17 „ Nelson, Onton............................ S) .......................... 7/0 .............. ,,
17 „ McGrath, Bernard ................... ................................. 7/b „ . .. Retired.
20 „ Frampton, Donald .......................

Clerk
7/b „ - - Discharged.

Retrenchment.
30 „ W&tson, H, J................................ £185 „
30 „ Haimnerton, C......................... ,, ................. £100 „ .. n
30 „ Simons. Charles.......................... Draftsman................... £300 „ . j,

£110 „
30 „ Doyle, J. A................................ Custodian of Plans __ £12) ,, .. ,,
30 „ French, A. S................................. Draftsman................... fiw ,, . ,,
so „ Fitimiauiioe, W. It........................ Sub-Inspector ... . JE260 ,,
30 ,, Dc Pulion, George..................... Clerk ...................... 7/6 per day .. ,,
] 7 May M‘Kenzie, John.......................... Fettlor ................. 7/6 ,, .. . Resigned.
20 ti Jamieson, James ... . . ........................ 7/b ............. Digcbarged.

7/C „ . .. To Tramways.
31 ” Saunders, Wm.............................. Labourer................... 7/6 „ .. Retired.
31 „ Josling, Arthur....................... Architectural Draftsman £375 per annum Retrenchment.

Fiddler ....................... 7/6 per day .. Deceased .
‘14 ,, Wauhop, JMhua ...................... Gate-keeper .. .. .. 7/- „ ■■ To Trailic Audit Brandi; position retrenched.
15 „ Moore, John............................. Fettler...................... 7,6 ............. Deceased. ,
10 il Few, John.............. ... Labourer...................... 7|6 „ •• Retrenchment.
15 g | Kissick, John ..................... ... 7/b „ . „
15 „ Ko®ter, George............................. ,, .......... . 7/(1 „ .. il
15 f] MoKander, Jamos,...................... i „ ...................... 7/0 „ ..
lo „ Richards, John .. . . .. 1 „ ...................... 7/b ........... ,?
15 sillier, John . . .............. ff .............. 7/0 .............
15 „ Smith, John................. | ,, .................... 7/0 ,, ... „
18 „ Fisher, Richard...................... 1 Ganger. ................ ff/- „ .... Deceased.
*». Shaw, James ................... ... . Flagman .. .. . . 71- ■ Retired
22 „ Cunneen, Daniel............... . .. 6/6 ,, „
26 ,, Ewels, Henry ............ . Fcttlcr............... 7/6 „ . . ,,
28 M Wllltms, WlHiani.. .. . . f) ................... 7/6 ■ ■■ ,,
28 „ Brown, \\ itliam ........................ 1 Labourer..................... 7/b ,, ..

Retrenchment.29 ;; Cockell, James ........................ Carpenter ............... 10/- „ .
30 „ Hazel, Danl................................. Labourer..................... 7Ji ,, .. i ..
80 !t Cooling, Chos ........................ ,, ..................... 7Ai „ ... 1 ”7,t> ,, .' 7/6 „ ... a
3U " Thompson, WUliani................. ,, ... ... r/6 ... ?,

7/0 „ .. ii
30 „ Osmond, Frank ..................... 1 ....... 7 ti ,, ... l „
,10 H T.cahv, Patrick............................

j Flagman.....................
7/6 ,, j Retired.

30 ,, Penm, Thomas ........................ !)/- ,, - < }>
80 ft Smith, William ..................... ) labourer....... .. 7/0 „ ■ i ??

1S92 Chirk Mechanical Emun'kuk’s BnA^ctr.
<i July 1 Svdcnham, Henry..................... .! Cleaner..................... . 7/- per day . . Resigned.
8 1 Morgan, Janies........................... . labourer................... if- ,? - ii
0 yi Ear]), Joseph ...................... Cleaner ... .... 0/- „ - • >?
n „ Chapman, D.............................. . 1* ittcr . ... 10/- .. M
n tt ' Jmnnclh, Bernard................... . Fuemail ... . 10,- ,, .. Discharged.
sr „ ! Gould, Mrs,................................... 1 Caretaker .. . ?/- per week Resigned.
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Date. Nanio,

1892.
23 July Lee, George ................................
i Dempster, Roderick ................
G Aug. Baker, Jesse ..............................
7 Lutton, George ..........................
7 „ Powys, John ..............................

M'Quade, Henry..........................ft „
ft Moore, Alfred ..............................

11 „ Donald, James.............................
13 „ Holmes, Uriah.............................
21 „ Aubrey, Frederick ......................
24 „ Wood, Peter...............................
25 Loni, Cliarles ..............................i
30 ,, Ouse, James ............................... j
31 „
0 Sept. 

12 „

Ktevengon, Arthur.......................i
Hill, George.................................
Claphaui, George..........................

24 , South, Henrv ..............................
24 „ Warton, Charlrs E............... ..
24 „ Kendrigan, Ernest.......................
24 „ Crawford, Alfred .........................
24 „ Lech fine, Patrick..........................
24 „ Thomas, Philhii ..........................
24 „ Dawsotr, Alexander ...................
24 „ Conncliv, Thomas......................
25 „ Atkinson, Alfred..........................
2‘> Pollock, David............................
2ft „ Quinn, Henry.............................

Thompson, John..........................28 „
2ft „ Morris, James............................
ao ,, Ritchie, "William..........................

1 Oct, Mays, Robert ..............................
0 ,, Acres, Randall..............................
o .. AlcMWidcr, Vincent ...................

Morrison, E...............................
7 ,, Wilson, William..........................
7 Edwards, John ..........................
7 „ George. James.................. .
s ,, Caldwell, George D. .............

13 „ Johnston, John ................... .
IS „ Gnltin, William..........................
21 „ Smith, James ............................
2-2 ,, Whytes, James.............................
22 Hill, GiiOi'geK...............................
27 „ Greaves, Arthur ........................
27 „ Freeman, John..........................
27 „ Moody, John.................................
27 „ McMillan, John .................
27 „ Funncll, William ...................
27 „ Swan, E. A............................ .
29 „ Quinn, James ..............................
2ft „ Faulkner, Alfred.........................
2ft „ Blnkeney, Thomas.....................
29 „ Jenkins, Miah...............................
;U „ Ilarlaml, Thomas ......................

5 Nov, Catt, Samuel.................................

Position. Kcmarks.

CiriEP JtlKausicAii ENCtNiina^ JJiiANuii—wniitimd.

7 
S
8

10 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
21 
2d 
29 
80
#0 ..

1 Dec. 
1 
1 
1 
1

3 
f>

14 
35 
10 
20 
20 
20 
23 
23 
23 
23 
29 
29 
31

1S93. 
1 Jm:

9 
13 
21 
29 
31 
31 
31

I
1
2 
2 
2 
7 
9 

15 
15 
10
10 
ifl 
17
20 .
J Mar. 
3 
0 

10

Clewior . -
Clerk .... 
flasfltter ... 
Hlacksnuth. 
Trimmer,.. 
CHr-builder. 
Pi rein an ...

Leai icy, Edward.......
Taylor, Alfred...........
While, Jhavid ...........
Watson, William.......
AViUon, James...........
Tickle, Joseph..........
Campbell, William ...
Earquhar, Alfred.......
Virmicombe, Charles .
Dank, Henry...........
Sykes, Coorjrc..........
Smith, .James H .. ..
Neale, D II..............
Camboume, W. .. .
Cooper, Percy..........
Kelly, .lames H..........
Smith, OeoiifeD........
Masters, Henry __
L<ncscy, Thomas ...
Mears, Henry ..........
Toms, John .........
Jcflries, William.......
Warren, Charles.......
Cftthro, W..................
Crane, James ..........
llrown, A..................
Crawford, Robert . .
Watson, John ...........
Barker, Frank .........
Orknio, dearfre ....
Jtyan, Edward...........
King, Chailcs ..........
Curran, James...........
Brown, W* .. ...
Nichols, John ..........

Willoughby, J. K. ...
Holden, E. A..............
Shaw, Ammon.........
Moms, Sydney .......
Lightfoot, Richaixl...
Dodds, James ...........
Rose, Edward ...........
Snipe, James .........
RobmSOn, Henry.......
Thomas, John .........
Buchanan, James ..
Houghton, R. H.........
Kullwood, W. S..........
Wallace, George S. . „.
Slade, Daniel .......
HaUigan, Edward ...
Graham, David.........
Kearney, David ... .
Watson', Fergus .......
Rose, William ....t..
Shearer, Homy .......
Frccl, JamcH ..........
Kilkdly, John..........
M^ucun, JamcH.......
Milroy, Richard .......
Mitchell, D. R............
Barker, Henry..........
King, Mrs ................

Painter’s iifcbiataut
I'ireman ...............
Waggon-builder .. 
33oilcr-makcr. ..
Tinsmith..............
Cleaner ...............
[''uelman .............
Driver...................
Cleaner................ .

Labourer.................
Cleaner .................
C. and W, eMiiuhicr. 
Cleaner.................

Driver...................
Cleaner..............

Drcssoi ............
Apprentice.........
Steam crane driwr

Apprentice .

Fireman ,,,
Driver.......
Clenner.. .

Fuoman.....................
Apprentice ...........
Boflennakcr’s assistant.
Fitter ......................
Apprentice............

Cleaner .....................

5/- per day .. 
ffiloQpn atm. 
fl/- per day ,.
10/2 „ ..
10/- „ -
S/- „ -
10/- „
10/- „ ..
0/0 ♦, ..
9/- „ ..
10/- „
10/- „ . -
10;f5 ,, .
7/- „ .- ^
14/- ” /.
7/- n ••
0/* „ ••
«/- „ ..
7/- ..
W- „
7/- ..
7'’-
T/
14/-
(ir-

r;--
lo.‘-
7/
7/* 
3/
5/
12/4 
10 A 
10/
5/- 
GA 

10/
14/
0/- 
r>/G
f>;0
■rv« 
6/
5,6 
0/
0- 

fl/- 
fl/- 
5/(i 
5 6 
10/
S/
7/
10/
6*- 
r,/- 
o/- 
o
b}-

Retrenchment.
Resigned.

Deceased.

Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Dmuhargctl.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Discharged.

liosigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
To Tramy tys.

Discharged. 
To Tratnwaya. 
Dccpased. ’ 
To Tramways.

Retuod.
Dischargeii.
To Traimvajp. 
Discharged.

To Tmffic liraneh.

Resigned.
Dccoiised,
lictrcncliment.

Head cleaner................
7/- „ ...

Deceased.3;.
9/- „ ....

Dmer.......................... 13/- „ .... Deceased.
Mechanical Engineer .. £550 por annum Resigned,
Cleaner ...................... 5/- per day ..

7/- ,, ----
G/0 .............

Retrenchment,
” ........ .. ■ *1 *
j 5/6 „ . . ,,

Driver...................... Vi/- „ .... Resigned.
Driller.......................... s/- „ .. r!
Fireman ...................... 107- ............. Deceased.
Labourer....................... 7/- „ - . Resigned.
Washer out................. 10/- „ ...

Retrenchment.Blacksmith................. 10,’S ..............
Clcarnn ..................... 7h „ ...

Retired.Fuelman...................... 7/0 .............
Labourer .................. 7/6 „ . . Resigned.
Cleaner ...................... n- ............ Retrenchment. ■

c/- „ f j
w „ ....

Fireman....................... 10/- „ . .. Di^cliarged.
Cleaner ....................... 7/- „ . .. JietrciK’luuent.

Fuelman...................... 7/- .
Discharged.'Fireman ................... 10/- „ .... 

J62S0 perammmTravelling J nspoctor.. Retired.

Driver.......................... 14/- por day .. Deceased.
Draftsman................... £130per annum To Tramways.
Labourer..................... 7/- per day .. Retired.
Apprentice................... 2/- ............. Resigned
Fuelman....................... 7/6 ,, . .. Retrenchment.
Apprentice................... »/- ........... it
Cleanci ..................... ft/- ..

DeceasedDmer.......................... 11/- ...........
Insi»ector...................... £3 ]>er week .. Retrenchment.
Striker.......................... 7/fJ per dav .. Resigned.
Fitter .......................... 13/- „ .... ,,
Labourer..................... 7/- .. ,,
Clerk .......................... .GlSO poranunni To Seorctan’fl Branch.
Cleaner ...................... 5/S per clay__ Ketrcnchment.
Bricklayer ................. ii/- „ .... Resigned,
Boilermaker’s Assistant 7/- „ . .. Deecased.

Cleaner ......................
V- ,, Discharged.
v- ............. Resigned.
5/G ............. Retroncbmcnt.

Driver.......................... 32/- ............. Rumgve-fl
Fuelman....................... V- 11 .... Kotrenehment,

7/- !! .
Deceased.Driver.......................... H/- „ ....

Apprentice................. a/- „ ---- Resigned.
Clerk ........................ £145 per annum Discharged.
Boilermaker’s Assistant 7/- ]K;r day ... Rctienchmeut.
Caretaker ................... 8/- per week ..
Assistant Storeman .... 7/0 jut dav ,,., Doccasvd.

To Tifrtinvaya.
Discharged
lictmichment.

Discharged.

Retrenchment.
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Date.
1

Name. 1
1

Position, Rate. Remarks

IS93. Chief Mbcjjavical Exoixeur’s BRAycEr—c-yRfirtfiy'cf,
10 Mar. 10/* per day__

7|- ,, ....
9/- ,, . ,

To Tranivt ays.
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.

»,
23 „ Kinjf, William..............................
23 „ s/- ;; ....
24 t, Campbell. John .......................
2+ ;;

2 April 
0 »

Resigned.
Deceased; position retrenched.
Rctrcnchmeut.

i5/- ...

0/- .1 ■ ■ 
Til-

Cleaner ......................

ti rt " fi'fi 77 ■
6 M 11 o’/- „
0 M

J1 7/. ]j ,, 1 ’
8 M Hill, John.................................. s;s ;;

10'- , . ,
J'

^ » Resigned.
Deceased; position retrenched.
Retrenchment.

12 » in/-
14 „ Goodum, Pat................................ Cleaner ...................
14 „ Kvans, Thos............................... 6 - .
1* » Fav, Alfred ............................... Labourer..................... 7/B „ . Deceased; position retrenched. „
17 » Retrenchment.

Loft the Service.19 „ Greaves, Jaa...........................................................
McCulia, Wm..............................

Lalxmrcr ................................. 7/0 „ .. .
20 „ Turner ..................................... 8/- ., .. Resigned.
20 „ HeHver, Vincent.......................... Cleaner...................... Retrenchment.
20 „ ft'« f ..
20 1t '* 5/3 .............
20 „ hidden, Hy.............................................................. **
20 ,,
20 „ kp- ;; Resigned ; ]>ositioii retrenched,

RctrenchincnL

Resigned; position retrenched.
Rett ench men t.

22 ,,
22 Gale, Thos................................................................. 5/fl ,» ....
26 „ DonncJJy, Ed......................................................... 7/e „ ....

e/- .......................
£-332 pcraTinum

29 „
30 „ Cahill, J, li........................................................... Draftsman.................................

10/-perdiiy ... 
7/- _____

Discharged ; position retrenched.
To Tram^avs ; „1 ii Coleman, Geo........................................................ Cleaner.............................................

r, Uetrenrhmctit.
3 llinkcn, Hy.......................................................... :: ....

4 „ Robertson, John..........................
4 McConville, John ....................... (
4 „ Ewels, Hv............................... 6/ „ ..

0/- „ ...
u/o ,, ....

^ n ”
4 „ ' ■ ?
4 ,, Kennedy, Jas. ........................
4 „ 5/y ....
4 ,, T' r
4 t# Wills, K. A.............................
4 „ o/* ;; ■

5/G .............
1

4 „ Kelly, Jno..................................
4 „ Perritt, Wm..................................
4 ,, Gilbert, Jog................................... 0/- ,1 ■ *
4 „ n
4 , Taylor, Sami............................... Labourer...................... 7/li ............. Deceased; position retrcnchotl4 ,, Stationary engine-driver
4 M Rcti^uclnnent.
S „ 6'- M -
0 ,,

J1
ti ,, o/- ;; ...

»/- « —
5/0 „ . ..

6 H
6 ,,

11 **
0 „

Smith] Wm*.......................................................... h- ;; ....
”

»(i „
0 pt a'- ;; ....

0/- ■ - 

it- .......................

1

9 „ Hall, Hv................................................................
10 „ II arris,'Thos........................................................... ” .

10 „
>i

11 ir
11 4/- ” . .

•i » BPCracken, Thoa.........................................
* ■

11 n Carruthcre, J. A................................................
M B/B ;; ...

5/0 ........................
!»/- .......................

11 „ Worrell, V.................................................................
1

ii „ Soutcr, Jno. Chas.................................. Gashtter.......................................
n „ 8/- .......................
ii „ M'Farlonc Allan..............................................

Discharged; position retrenched
To Tramways ,,

'1 M y- j* .la ,, ililiur, Fred.............................. .............................
13 ,, " O'- ”, ....

O'- ............
7/0 .............
6/- ,, ----
7/- „ ....
6/- ....................
10/6 .......................
6'- ,» ..

13 „ Coffin, Allen................................................... Retrenchment.
13 Tr

IS „ Cavanagh, ltd.............................................. **
16 f> Resigned; position retrenched

Retrenchment.
Deceased; position ictrenched.
Retrenchment.

Ki „
17 Timber Inspector...............

Cloanei..........................................17 „
17 „ Hunter, Jas..........................................................
16 „ Hamilton, Regd............................................. 'J n •

18 „
IS „ Ogilvic, David............................................. Fireman.................................. 10/- „ . . Resigned ; position retrenched.

Cleaner........................
Fitter............................

5‘0 „ . ..
10/- „ ....

Itetronchtuenf.
Left the Service.19 „ Rentley, Wm.................................

19 „ Apprentice .. . ............ 2/- „ ,... Resigned; position retrenched.23 „ Saunders, Geo............................ Cleaner ................... 6/- „ Retrenchment.24 „ Mitchell, A.................................. 0/- „ .
9/- ••
lit- „ ..

2* „ Parker, Wm...............................
|5 .. Evans, Jno................................. Foreman...................... n
26 „ Fcmlev, Thos........................... io/o „

0/- „ ..
0/- „ ..

Deceased,
Retrenchment29 „

29 „ Lax ton. Chas. ..................................•___
ao ,, Noon, Fred. W................................................. 5/6 „ .

£130per annum
n

31 „ Ford, A. G. H....................................................... Clerk ..........................................
31 „

1 June
Huchannan, A, \\............................................
Lee, Fred............................................................... If- per dav.., 

C/- „ .. .1 »
2 „

3 „ ,r
9 „ Uourkc, Mlchl...................................................... 7/- M ■ ■

7/- „ .

’1
9 „ Juleff, J. E.............................................................

Brown, Win............................

M
10 „ 1
10 „ Gallagher, Jas......................................... M
10 „ Webb, Albert ........................ ti/- „ .

**
1-2 „ Buchanan, Walter.....................................
15 „ Brings, Jas .................................................... Labourer.................................... 7/0 ...la „ Greatrex, Win................................................. Cleaner ........................ V- ,,
i’ „ Martin, Chas............................... 3/0 ............ DischargftL

Left the Sei vice. .
No longer required.
Resigned.
No longer required.

ir „ Arnold, Chas..........................
1* „ 
21 77

Kitson, Herbert.......................
Hollig, Robt..............................

Dmer ..................... 14/- „ ..
17/- ............
7/- „ ■ .
15/- „ ...
34/- ,, ...

22 t,
22 „

Mclnncs, Malcolm...................
Fisher, Alex...............................

Cleaner .....................

*3 n Matthews, Hy..............................
Resigned; position retrenched.
Retrenchment.

23 „ Adams, Wm.............. 10/-
t!0 „ Turnklffe, W. E...................... Junior Clerk ....... £94 Tier ammn
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Date. |

i
Name. 1

1392.
1 July Burdott, D.................................... '
i Rowan, \Y.....................................
1 „
i ^ Nicholl, Tliomos ........................
1 -t Karluw, \V. ..............................
1 M .Tolmaon, Rliaahcth......................
1 I’earce, Maggie.............................
1 „ Kiss J. .. .....................
SJ Plowman, J.................................
tf- J1 Guthrie, A.................................
4 „ Harriott, B, C.................... .
4 ,, Andrews, Mrs. M. .....................
4 „ linen, Fniueis.............................
5 „ < Lciuon. Mrs...............................
'i „ Ford, Frederick........................
» Koiinv, J.......................................
8 Hughes, John ............................
3 „ Tavlor, Mrs...................................
fl Duffy, Thoimu.............................

10 „ Cow lev, John .......................
'2 „ Mo\lan, P..................................
ia Osborne, \Y...................................
i.t „ Wilson, Frederick.......................
i't „ Weeks, J........................................
i* „ M‘Culloch, .1..............................
IS „ Burrows, Robert. ..............
1C ,, Murrav, Alcxandrr.....................
is „ Garrard, George..........................
18 „ Hoare, M.....................................
IS „ M'Lcun, H...................................
18 „ lu'enc, William ..........................
13 „ limnbv, A. C. .. . ...........
21 Crothvii, William ...............
21 Fox, James .............................
21 „ Lvon, William.............................
21 Harris, Mm. A.............................
21 „ Love, George .......................
22 „ Dolton, Lawrence . .........
22 .. Kcrlghaw, Alficd......... . . ..
ii ,, Selmon, F. . ....................... J
27i „ HciliiTton. J.............................. i
21 „ Davies, William .....................

ii Scott, John ........................
Gregorv, I". ... .. ..

‘37 „
28 „ Tilles, Mi j...................................
28 „ Nortliwood, Mrs........................
28 „ Cartwright, William ...................
81 .. llusHOll, Mr*. M.............................

1 A ug, Colles, W F, ......................
i „ Tiimci-, T.......................................
i „ Derbm, J...................................o Venables, Frank ......................
3 ,, Mee, Mrs.......................................
4 „ Peachy, Mrs. M.................}..........
4 ,, Crokc, M. A...............................
fj ,, Newman, ^Irs..............................
<> „ Porter, F....................................... 1
■r> „ Pearce, W...................................... 1
S >, Pliiison, lire ............................ I

Mmimit, u.................................. i
8 „ Tutc, John T................................. |
3 » Woodcraft, E................................
s „ George, Allen............................
i „ Cowan. Thomas ........................
9 » Wood, T. A..................................

10 „
ii ;; Aunerslev, Jlra.............................
ii Dccley, G. H..............................
11 „ Hartley, Henrv ........................
1*2 3t Dmmellan, P.................................
12 „ Cosselui, W..................................
11 „ Ilopkin*, Henrv..........................
ir. „ Martin, Eduard................
ii Ponfold, Mr*. Sarah .................
21 „ Madden, W................................
20 It
sr, M'Gratli, Mrs...............................
26 „ Johnson, Harold................. .
28 „ Muixav Putrkk .....................
29 Doughau, John ..........................
:« „ White, Thomas ......................
31 .. Lewis, A. T ...........................

1 Sept. Edmonds, T. 1)........................
1 „ Doughau, Patrick . ...
3 Brav, Mrs. J1.................................
3 Smith, Mrs. T..............................
5 . GaEclev, IF.........................
8 pr Boland, Mrs.................................
H „ Roberts, Emliv...........................
8 „ Lewis, Mrs, R..............................

i« „ Lockv, J. It................................
18 „ Thrift, A. fl................................
is „ Ua'es, Mrs....................................
1C „ Chew, Charles..........................
19 „ Kerton, Henrv.............................
21 Maffev, X.....................................
oo Dent, E.......................................
28 ,, Marshall, Matthau......................
26 „ Gill, Mrs................................
20 ,, Foody, W. J...............................
26 „ Wilson, Sarah ..........................
27 Meehan, Michael..........................
28 „ Wills, E. A.......................
30 „ Turner, Frank.............................
80 „ Curtain, J. J.................................

1 Oct.
1 „ Turner, F......................................
2 .. Middlebrook, G.............................

„ Brutan, Eliza ..........................
8 „ Robinson, F..................................
8 „ ttvan, JarnGt.................................
9 Baldrv, Thomas .......... ,

10 Elston, A. R, ...............................
10 „ Tavlor, E.............................
11 „ Sullivan. Florence...................

» Smith,Robert .....................

Position. Kate. Remarks.

Chief Tkapj-tc Masaokr'i Brancu.
nier!?

Clerk...................
StaMon-master__
Probationer .. ..
Gatekeeper .. ..

Operator..............
A ssistan t guard...
GaWkccpei............
Junior portei .. 
Gatekeeper . •. 
Portei

£1S0 per arm... 
.■i.130 „ .
i.180 „ ..
,eibn „2A! \>tir week 
tlb pet iia\ .
7/- i>cr week ..
jLP5 ]>or mmnm 
8'-per ilny . 
45/^ per week. 
fi - per day .... 
5 - per wed: , 
8-'- per da\

Gatekeeper .............. 10/-per Meek
Porter i 7/- per <la>

Junior porseL ... ■ J-’d !!
Gatekeeper.............. . Free hou«e ..
Porter...................... .. 7/ pei da\ .

,, ...................... bfd „ .
..itiXi ,, .

Junior porter........... .. 5'- „ ,
Porter . . . . m „

, f
Night otheer............ ..J £140 per ann.

,, .......... .. 7/(1 per flay ..
G-lS „ .

•• ....................... . o'o ” ..
,i 7/.

. go !! ..
7’ f

1 . 7- ' ..
Gatckec]>ei ... .. 7 fi per week
Porter ,,, ,. . ! it/Gperdny
Jumor porter

Porter . ....
•21> .

. b-
~ i- ., . .

Junior porter ......... 'lia .'
,, , 3/4 ..

:P4 .
Barrack attendant 7 C ,, .
Gatckcciiei ......... 7,- per week
Porter..................... 1 7-- per dav
Barrack attendant . J 20/- pci week
Operator .. . £80 per aim.
Portei..................... fi G [>cr da> ..

Itontotioncr ,J ~2,ii per week
Gatekeeper.............. . HI/- .

,, .............. id/- ,,
.. J'icc house ...............

Junior porter......... . 5/- per dav .
. 7/- „ ..Porter.....................

Gatekeeper....... ..
Clerk......................

..lift;- ,, ..

.. £150 por ami.
Gatckoei>er.............. . 1 Free house ..
Junior porter.......... . 6/- ])cr day ,
Porter..................... ..17/* ,, ..
Junior dork ...........
Porter................. .. . 1 7/- perdnv .
Gatekeeper.............. . 7/- jier week
Junior porter......... .. ■ 5'- per dav ..
SignaMightei.......... ..! 10/- per week
Porter..................... 1 7/- per day ..
Junior portei__ 2 6 „ ..
Porter................. .. V- „ .
Gatekeeper ..........

• • 6/6 ■
■ 7/- per week

Operator................. . £05 per aim.
Porter................... . 1 7/- ]>er dav .
Gatekeeper .. . . . Free house .
Clerk ..................... . £120 per min,
Operator............ . 1 £140 „

I, ... .... . £110 „
C>‘- per d.i>Forler.....................

operator................ £110 per ann,
IJIerk . . £200 .,
Gatekeeper......... . li- )>er week

..........
Porter.......... . . . I 7/- per dav ..
Gatekeeper............ . 7/- pet week

Discltargcd.

Deroased.
ifes'iguoci
liisohaiged.
llesignctl
Discharged.
To Tramways.
Retired.
Discharged.
Restj'miil
Disffiarged.
RsHifpicd
Disuharged
To Tram nays.
He>i"iied. ’

Di^c'liaigod 
To Tramways, 
]>isrharged’

I Resigneti 
PisehargctL

| Ktsignerl.

[ Baera'ici’ 
j ToTraimvavs,

Disi’hargcd,

Resigned.
.j Discharged 

I -
’ Resigned.

. I ta senurged.

. To Tramways
I Discharged 
f ,,

Resigned.
To Tramvat s.

I Resigned

Diseharjr&l.
Resigned,
Ihschargetl.

Ketited
Discharged.
Resigned
DiscJmrgcd.

I To Tratuwnyfi. 
Resigned.

Disciiargcd,

I Resigned.
I Discharged.

Resigned.
. Di^cliargcd.
| Resigned.
] ,,
, Pisehar'rctl. 

Deceased.

Slmnter . 
Probationer 
Gatekeeper. 
Porter .. 
luspcctot.. 
l-’orter ..

Tinsmith...................
Gatekeeper.................
Night otHcer . ...
Gatekeeper................
Porter..........................
Juntoi porter .... .
Operator. .. .
Probationer ..........
Porter..........................
Operator......................
Porter..........................
Oatekcei^cr. ...
District Superintendent
Junior Porter ............
Porter .... ............
Probationer...............
Clerk ..........................
Gatekeeper...................
SlatioiMiuister .. .

| Diijehaige.l.

Resigned. 
i Discliaigod.
j Resigned.

I Discharged. 
I Jlesigncd 

Discharged. 
Resigned. 
Discharged. 
Resigned.

7/* 11
k/- tier day 
2/0 per week 
Free H oiive ,
7/- in r day ..
£150 |>cr ann 
7/- per da\ . 
fifi „ ' .0/<i „ ..
Free luni^c .
£130 j^ev aim,
7/- per week 
fi'fi per duv ,
3‘4
£1]0 per ann 
•2-b ..
7 per <lay .. 
CllOjicvtvimuml Discharged. 
7/ per daj .
7/* per weak . 
£J0{i|iernnhum 
:V4pcrda,' .
7^- I
2 0 por wool: ..I 
£150 jut anmimj IRsoharged. 
Free house .... Resigned. 
£105 j»crannumj „

Discharged.
Resigned.
To Tramways. 
Discharged!
To Interlocking Branch. 
Resigned.

Discharged.
To Locoinoui e Branch. 
Discharged,
Resigned.

Resigned.

Deceased,
To Locomotive Branch, Tmmways 
Deceased v
To Rlerariral Branch.
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APPENDIX XXIY—continued.

Uatc. Name. Hate. Hcmarks,

1892. 
13 Oct, 
1,1 
13 
13
13
14 
17 
1ft 
20 
21 
21 
21 
25 
31

1 Nov 
1

3
4
4 
b 
0
7
8 
8 
8 
8
5 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
12 
12
15
16 
15 
10 
10 
10 
17 
17
17 
37 
IS 
IS
18 
12 
21 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23
23
24 
21
24
25
26 
26 
20 
26
27
28 
2ft 
30 
30 
30

1 Dec. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
2

10
12 
12 
13
15
16 
16 
16
19
20 
20 
2(1 
23 
23 
23

1S93.
1 Jan 
1 
1 
1 
12
3
4
5

Allen, William............
Kairbum. W................
Jones, Mary Ellen 
O'Brien, Elizabeth , ..
Witherspoon, J............
Snclliug, Theophilus ..
Butler, John...............
ITollov,ay, Anne ........
).<onrr, J....................
Bayne, C......................
Bell, Elizabeth............
Jones, Walter............
Folej, Harriett ........
Brown, Louisa............
Cfttford, C. E..........
Opden, J......................
JPKean, R..................
Toohoy, T.....................
Slrkctt, E...................
Spcais, Mis........ ..
JBGoveni, Mrs............
Btanden, T. O..............
Spillane, Agnes ........
Jackson, Percy............
O'Connor, B.................
Clay, A.........................
Griffiths, John............
McNamara, M..............
Col 1ms, Jane...............
Thomaswitch, Charles
Beddall, Joseph .......
St&nbrook, t». *.

Cinkk Trapmc 
l Gatekeeper ...........

Porter ,

Gatekeeper ... . 
lAinp lighter .. .. 
Officer cleaner ...
Gatekeeimr..........
Junior Porter .. 
Gatekeeper....

Junior Porter ..

Probationer .. .
Apprentice Clerk . 
Junioi Porter . . 
Oatekeeeper .......

Clarke, Gordon ...
Glover, John .........
Broun. Harold.........
M‘Closke>, Owen ..

I Gooch, W ............
Finlay, George — 
Blackett, George ..

. Sorrell, A.................
’ Wilsnii, James.........

Hill, Arthur H. .. .
f Pauli, Joseph .........

Menzius, Mary .,
j Beniaseoni, V..........
‘ Irvine, Robot t.........
i Griffiths. Edward ..

Packer, W...............
Harper, IT J............
Middleton, A............

I Gould, Albert . 
j Larmour, Alfred \V. 

Montgomerv, John
Castles, W................

| Kannane, James...
Penthoror, J.............
Tansey, M ...........

j Quinn, John .. ....
| Furby, E.................
' Reid, Thom a a........

Duggan, William ..
I Ward, Martin . ..
I Timcwdl, Thomas .

Johnstone, K...........
Hutton, J.................
Blake, John .........
Rutlev, F.................
M'Bnath, W..............
Mullens, Mrs.........
Parker, Clara .. ..
Grantham, Mary__
Dc Lockic, C...........
Dennison, 0..............
Madden, F................
Rice, W.....................
Hatior, A. T............
Twyman, Albert . 
Meskill, Michael .. .
D3'ct, J.....................
Airs C......................
Bartlett, F..............
Downing, Daniel J. 
Blrrell, Alexander .. 
Gag, John S ....
Foggan, J. M............
Tate, Robert............
Arnold, E... .........
JiPNamarra, il .. ..
Davies, Edgar........
O'Connor, M ..........
Thompson, H . ...
Mullanc, P...............
Dwjer, Henry ...
Shaw, Mrs............
Lynch,J...................
Benson, J.................
St. Ledger, T............
Mackay, James.......
Tumor, Walter.........
Guthrie, Peter ...
O'Donnell, >1............
Cracknell, K..............
Crawford, J..............

RoUton, Mrs............
Pass, Samuel ...
Roach, A..................
Clarke, Richard ...

AIavaoee's Branch 
, I 10/-per week..
... 7,6 ,♦
,.. I Free house ..
.,. JO/- i>er week..

... 7/- per day .... 

.. i 0/6 , ...
Free house .. 
8,'- per week 
4/2 per riaji ... 
1{- pur week . 
5/-1*'!* day .. 
7r per week .. 
7/- ,, .
2 B per dav .,. 
b/- n
2/0]KirMeck .. 
£G0 ptr anniun 
4/2 per day .... 
1'rec house ...

Ijrwton, Ellen 
liarsh, A. \V 
Danes, Hcnr\* < 
Kelly, Martin

Porter.......................... 7/-por dn'v .. .
Gatekeeper................. 7.6 per week .
Porter ....................... fi/- per day ...

” ..................... GO „ .
” .......................... 6/6 „ ... 

7/- ...............
Gatekco|«r... .... Free house ■. ■
Porter.......................... 6,G jut dav ..

, , .............. 0/0 .............
ft ft ., ..

| Shunter..................... 7/G ..
' Porter........................ 7/- ............

7/6 „ ....
Junioi Porter .. . . 4/2 „ ...

\ Porter.......................... 7/6 ,, ..
6/6

Signalman................... n/- „ ...
Porter ................. o/- „ .

6/6 ,, ..
(1/6 ,, ...

Junior Porter.............. fj/. , .
, Portei ......... ... 7,(1 „ ....
1 Gfttokeei>er................... 30/- per week .
Porter.......................... C-0 ,, ..
Apprentice Clerk .... £30 per annum

1 Porter..................... 7/- pel day ....
OS ,, ..

1 .................................. 0/0 „ ...
Coal Guard ............ m .............

, Porter........................ o/o „ ....
! Apprentice Clerk .... A30 per annum

Junior Poitor .......... 2/6 per dav. ..
o/- „ ...

| Shunter...................... 7/- . •
Porter .......................... fl/B .............

7/- ,, ....
7/- „ ...

Junior Porter .. .
7/- .............
4/2 .............

)} ............ 4«2 .............
Porter.......................... 7/- „ . .

O/u ,, ..
1 " 7/- „ ....

;'»/- „ ...
V- i ■ ■
V- n

.| Caretakci ............. .. .............
12/6 per week.

i „ .................
,i Gatekeeper ..............

12,0 „ .
Free house . .

Station-master ......... .£232 per annum
.! Porter.......................... 7/- per day ... 

7/- .............
-r ” ...................... 7/- ij «•

0/(1 „ ....

.i Gatekeopei................. 16/- per week..
| Porter ..................... 0/* per dav__

. i Gatekeeper............... 7/- per week ..
I Porter.......................... ft/- per day ..

. Apprentice Qlerk....... £30 per annum
J Porter........................ 7/- per dav ..
, J Junior Clerk............. £120 imr annum

Porter...................... i/- ]>er day ..
. Shunter ................ 7/0 „ ■

! Porter................... V- „ •
j Junior Porter............

0/6 „ ..
y. ,, .

.1 Porter .... ., .. 7J- .

. Junior Porter............ hi- ,, . .
1 ! j S/-I „ . ..
^ Gatekeeper........ . .. „ ...

Free house...
.. Porter ,, ............ 7/- per day .
.j Junioi Porter.............. H2 „ , .

jftlOOi'Mjraunum 
20/- per week ,Gatekeeper...................

| Porter.......................... r/6perdav.. .

. Apprentice Clerk ,. .
7/- „ ....
,£40 per annum

J Gatekeeper ............ 51-per week ..
,| Porter........................ 7/- per day —

.j Gatekeeper................... 20/- iter week ..
£200 per annum

. | Operator...................... £30 f. ..
2i6 per week .j Probationer ...............

J Oleik . . . £150 per annum
. Postal Assistant .. 10/- per week
. j Apprentice Clerk ,.. £30 per annum
. Barrack Attendant---- 7/6 per week ..
.; Porter ........................ 6>0 per day ..
. Junior Cleik.............. £120 per annum

| Porter.......................... 0/6 pt-r day —

-cnni.njtfd.
Rctreuchmcn
Discharged.
Jicccusud.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Discharged.
Retrenchment.
Disehargod.

Resigned.

To Tratms ays. 
Resigned
Discharged
Resigned.

Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Dischatged.
Retiencliiiient.

Resigned
Retrenchment

DiscliargL'd,
Retrcnchmeiii

Retired.
Retrenchment.

Ke&igiusl
Deceased,
Retired.
Re&igucd
To Stores Branch
llctroiiGhmcnt.

Deceased
Discharged.
To Propcitj* and Estate Branch 
To Tramways..
Ret rcnehmcnf.
Discharged.
Retrenchment.

Resigned.
Retrenchment.

m
Resigned.
Retrenchment

Retrenchment,
Discharged
Retrenchment.
Discharged.

Resigned.
Discharged.
RcLiojichincnt,

Discharged.
Retrenchment,.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
To Stnres Branch. 
Discharged 
Retrenuhinerit. 
Discharged.

Rctienchnient.
Discharged.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Discharged.
Retrenchment.

Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned
Discharged.
Deceased.
Resigned.

'Deceased.
Resigned.

Hetirod.
Retrenchment.
Discharged. ,
Exchangwi with J. Fisher from Traffic Audit Branch 
hisuharged.
KetrcnchmcuL

Resigned.
Ketrcncbniont.
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Halo. Name,

APPENDIX XXIV—continued.

Position liato. Remarks.

ISU (Jinuk Traffic ilAS'ACLR’ri UrtAStii—
(j Jan
7
8 
ti

10 
10 
11 
IS
as 
28
23
24
24
31 
Ife 
1 
<i 
7

10 
10 
11 
H 
12 
12
32 
1$
IS 
21 
21
24 
2 ft 
21
25 
2S 
2£
2M 
2 
2

*j 
0 

10 
10 
24 
20 
28
30
31 
31

1 April 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
0 
0 
7 
7 
7 

12 
i;i 
H
14
15 
IB 
IS 
19 
22 
22
24
2u 
2!)
25 
30 
30 
30 
•31

M

3
3
4
4
5 
fl 
0 
S 
8 
S 
9 
9 
9 
9

10
IJ
13
13
13
13
13

13 „
15 ,»
1ft „ 
15 „
15 „
16 ,, 
3(5 „
17 „
18 „
D!) ,,
20 ,, 
20 Ir 
20 ,t

Swift, Rath..................... ... Caretaker ................... ri/-]ierveuk ..
Lucas, A............... ........................ Apprentice Clerk......... i.70 per aimuml
Fairhall, 11. U..............................\ Junior Clerk................ ^120 „ ..:
Butts, J.................................... ! Gatekeeper................ 7/ per week
O'Comicil, Jiicliacl....................... Porter.......................... 71- j)C] day . |
Wehb, Mrs . . .. ... ... Gatekeeper.................. Free hoube .. .
Morgan, R...................................| Porter........................ GfGpcrday ...1
Kdwards. George...................... Guard.......................... in/o „ ..
Tarrant, James ............ ,| Porter ..................... V- „ ■ --I
Rlaikie, J........................................ ,, ....................... ..............|
Moriartv, Mrs............................... Gatekeeper .............. Free house ... t
O’Connor, William................... Night Oiheer................ JR'ibper annum,
Johnson, John .......................... Junior Porter ... 5f-i>er day ..1
Smith, Annie ............................. Gatekeeper .................. 7/- per week ..

Oerk ,. .,

Reardon, J. J................................ Night Ohioer............ rCIQO i>crttnuuH]
Cock, George W.............. . , Probationer.................. 2/d per week ..
Norland, W................................. Clerk ........................ £130 per annum
Clark, Priscilla ....................... Gatekcepei .................. 7/-per week
KUUngley, AUred ....................... Porter............... .. ■j/Operday ..
Usher, Joreph..........................

Gatekeeper ................
G/B „

Tulip, Mrs............................... 30/- per week .
Brain, Thomas ....................... Station-master............ .L'225 por annum
Tomlinson, W. II.......................... Clurk ..................... £2511 „ ..
Fftnihatn, Joseph................. Junior Clerk............... Till, „ .
Tavlor, Mary Aim...................... Gatekeeper ............. 10/- per ucek..
Lansilmsuo, C. H........................ Printoi........................ 11/- per dav__
Hlckcv, John.............................. Oftker-in-charge , ... jCUOperminum
2se\s, Sv...................................... Shunter..................... 7/t> per dav
Usher, James............................. Porter.......................... 71- „ .
Naylun, Tliomas ....................... Gatekeeper................ 15/- per week .
Cowan, Jau.es............................. Head Portei . , 0/- per dav ...
Kirkman, John .......................... Junior Clerk , , iLlO per annum
Rhvneharrlt, Occn^c .................. ,, .............. £129 ,, ..
Meikle, Emilv............................ Gatckee]ior ........... Free house. .
Willis, Clarence ........................ Apprentice Clerk....... £40 per annum
Coleman, Eloanor..................... Gatekeeper................... Free house__
Colthardt, R. . . ..................... Signalman................... 8/0 per day ...

7/- ...............

Ambler, P...................................... JumorConiluctor.. , 5/- per d;ij ..
Huxtable, J. P.............................. C uard ........................ 10/G „ ...
Lvneham, Christina ................... Gatekeeper................ 7/-iwr week ..
Rather, 110111011; ...................... Junior Clerk................ £100 t>er annum

7/6 pur day. .. 
7/- ...............

Murphy, S. C................................ Apprentice Clerk .. £40 per annum
Rlain, David ..................... Otheer m-oharge __ £140 T, ..

Clerk ........................
Regan, \V.................................... Gatekeeper................ 3*)/- per week ..
Burrilt, Martha ...................... ........... Free house__
Rirrill, A....................................... Porter................... 7/* per day . .
Simpson, Kdward ...................... Station-master............ £200 per annum
AshfOid, JlrH. E............................ Gatekeojier ... . 7/- per week .
Grono, Thos............................... Porter...................... 7/- per day .
Carroll, Wm.................................. 7/- ,t . ..

3/4 ..............
Walker, Kred................................ v- ;; .
Coombe, D. C.............................. Porter.......................... 7/li ,,
Hartley, Fanny.......................... Gatekeeper .............. Free house . ,

2/0 „ . .

Holland, Henry........................ Junior porter................ f>/* per day ...
Potter, George................. . . .. Porter ....................... 7/ „ ....
Coles, Thos. H............................. Junior porter.............. 2 6 „ . ..

s/- ..............

Devenoy, T................................... Gatekeeper ................ 3(1/- per week ..
2/6 „ ..

Porter /.......................

Clerk ............................
Jone£ Jas...................................... Junior Clerk................ £ira „ ..

£130 ., ..
MeGarritv, J.................................. Station-master............ £200 (I ..
Donovan, D................... .............. Clerk ' ........................ £180 „ .
Suiter, James .......................... Junior porter.............. fi/- per dav__

7/- „ . .
Hill, W. fl..................................... 7/- ..............
Boag, .lames................................. )' .......................... v- ;; ...
Clarke, John................................. Guard.......................... 10/6 ............
Wells. Marv Ann.......................... Gatekeeper................ 2/0 per week ..
Porter, Michael ........................ Porter........................ 7/- per day ....

Marlow, George ......................... Shunter..................... 7/-' „ ’ ....
McDonald, Donald...................... Conductor................... 7/0 „ ....

V- „ ....
• ■ 7/- ...1 ’ 7/- ..............

7/- „ .
Nicholls, Norman ................... Postal assistant............ £-30 per annum
Uiclly, ilaurice .......................... Porter................. .. . 71- per day ...
Glccson, Thomas........................ ................... Il- ..............
Mitchell, J..................................... Gatekce}ier. ............... 30/- ]>cr week .

7/- „ ' .
Arnold, Eduard....................... ” , 7/- .............
M'Giew, Sid................................. ,, ............ . "/’ ............

7/- „ .. .
M'Beath, Win............................... 7/- ,, ....
Nash, Jas...................................... Aj'prontice clerk ... . £50 per annum
Rvan, J........................................ Junior porter................ 4/2 per day.. .

O'Hare, W . 7;- ■ ..............
Bailis, Bertha............................ Gatekepeer................. 7/- per week

Celdard. Richanl..................... h- ...

Kctrenchment.

Resigned.
Kctrenchment.
1 designed.
Ketrencliment.
lies-igncd.
Keircnchmcnt

Kcsigncd.
Kctrenchment.

Hcslg^ied.
lictreiiclimont.
Resigned* •
Retrenchment.
Kesigned.
txchanged v’ith W. J, Williams, of Traffic Rranch. 
Ketreneninent.

Retired.
Deceased.
Kctrenchment,
Resigned.
Retrenchment.

Resigned.
Reti’cnclirnent.

Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Retumchmcnt*
To Tramw ays. 
Kc^igRud
To Secretary’s Branch. 
Deceased,
Resigned.
Retrenchment.

»r

Resigned.
RotrciiLhinent.

Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Dischiirged.
KetTfinemnent,

Dccoasecl.
IMsehargcil,
itetrcuchment.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.

Deceased \ position rctrcnchal. 
Retronclnncnt.
Dischaigcd.
Resigned ■, position retrenched. 
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Resigned,
Retrenchment,

Deceased
Retrenchment.
Deft, position retrenched. 
Retrenchment.

»»
Discharged.
Retrenchment.

Resigned,
Retrenchment.

Resigned.
Retrenchment
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Date. Kruno.
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APPENDIX XXIV—continued.

Position. Hate. Remarks.

1B93.
20 May 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
22

22
23
23
24
25 
27 
30 
:«
30

1 Ji 
1

Chief Traffic Maxacer'is BnANCfi—cw^'nucrf.

ie |

3 
U

10 
12
13 
n
14 
14 
14
14
15 
15 
In 
15 
15 
17
17
18 
20 
20 
20 
21 
21 21 
21 o-i
23 
23

23 
23
23
24 
27
27 
23
28 
28 
28 
2J 
2!)
30

181)2.
4 Aug:.
1 Oct.

12 Nov. 
1803.

31 May

1892.
2 July 
fi Aug.

18 
18 
18 
IS 
18 
18
13 
13 Dee. 
21 „

1S93.
5 Jan.

1801 
26 Oct. 

1393.
30 April

1S92. 
20 Oct.
31 „ 

1803.
1 Mar. 

11 May..
:si
31 „
30 June 
30 „ 
30 „
30 ,,
30

Hicks, Jas...........
Perrin, Fred. .
Ruhan, Jfl^..........
Pierce, Jos. H 
Hcndursnn, ilnbt. 
Mosley, Mrs S. 
O’DonneH, John . 
Roarty, Hugh ... 
Lionel” George ,. 
Durnett, Jas. . 
Carey, Honorali 
Ouilfoyie, Jas.
Kdwards, C. ., 
Lawton, Mrs. 
Penhaligon, Chas 
Gublnns, H .. 
Dovency, Mrs. .. 
Connell, Bridget 
Hickey, Cornelius 
Drimui, Klltn ... 
Atkins. Joseph
Pier, Hj................
I/»ck, John .... 
Wllhanis, Man . 
Sommers, Nelhe 
Thompson. J. . . 
Simpson, R. ...
Coll, Peter..........
Renan, M........
Wilson, Ellen . .. 
Clissold, A. ... 
Wills, Alfred . .. 
Higgins, Ellen ■ • 
M'Calluni, Kiitc . ■ 
Newell, henrv .. 
Bates, W. U. .. 
Kulton, John ■. 
Cannon, R. ... 
Pierce, Johanna .. 
Dymond, 1C, .. . 
Barclay, S. . ..
Conroy, N. R.........
Holloway, Chas. .. 
CrowlcyJ Kliwibcth 
Bartlett, Maud ... 
Dunne, Michael . 
Croan, George ...
Cook, K.................
Brown, James . r .
Tanscj, M .........
Iledhj, Michael .
Brown, A.............
Harburn, W, .,.
Michael, H............
Burke, M...........
Cross, Thomas , . 
Wilson, J. II .... 
Buhner, John .. .
Higgensoti, E........
Rowlandson, Leslie
Griffiths, E........
Whitely, Grace . 
Shepherd, Ann.. 
Lynch. J.J. .. 
Read, Michael 
Fccumgr. Isiali .. 
Horner, Itoht. .. 
Herbert John .. 
Pryke, Ernest .. 
Carpenter, Wm 
Brow n. Mary .. 
Ellis, Wm. .

Pnrtcr ........................ r "r per day

Gatekeeper 
Junior porter

Porter .. 
Gatekeeper. 
Porter —

Gatekeeper,.,. 
Junior porter .
Porter............

j Gatekeeper

Junior porter.
I Gatekeeper 
, Guard . ..

GatekceiKT.
- Clerk” ...”
1 Station-master

......... 7,(i ..
Gatekeeper......... ....... 1 ft--per week ..
Guard................ , ... V2/-per day..
Shunter............ .... 1 7/o ,, .
Gatekecjier .... ... I'rccliousc —

Porter . .. .. j 7/6 por dav . .
Guard . .. . • 1 i«V- ,, ...
Porter . .. . j i ■ ••

Gatekeeper . ...
... 7/ „
,,.. 1 2/6 por week .,

Jumor porter . ... 4/2 per day ...
.. j w .............

Clerk................ , .. LHOpcrnnnum
Porter .. .. ... .17/- pei day . ..,

. . . . 7/- per weekGatekeenor. .
„ ■ . . * Free house ...

Poitor................ . . | ?L per day . ..
. . - 7/- " “

’ __ ' I'' '• ■ ■
■ - -; ’

... 7/- .
,, — .. . - „ ■

Junior porter . .. j 3/4 .
.... t-;o „ .

L'ortci-..............
Gatekec]wr .. . ..!«/- ■
Porter . .. .. ..7/- ..

.... 1 7/- ...............

Gatckeepei .,
. ,. 7 -

, j 15/- jicrwcclt ..

Portei ......... •' i
Gatekeeper. . | 7/-ixsrda; ..
Junior poitet .. .. .. 2 (i „ . .

. . ..| :v* .. . -
...

> i * ....... 1 4 2 ., ..
Porter . . .. .10/- „ .
Gatekeeper . . . ,*p- pn week .
Car-conductor . ......... 7/- „ . ..

Agnow, James B. . 
Dohson, K. J. . .
Sproule, M'altace C.

. . Clerk ...............

... Storekeeper .. , 

...1 Apprentice Clerk

..| Free house 
5/- per dav . 
2'1> .

:lr
7/6 per week 
7/- per dav .. 
"t- ,, ..
Free house .. 
2JG per dav .. 
(J‘- , ,
Free house .

Retrenchment,

Discharged.
HctrcnctimtiR.

Discharged.
Retrenchment,

Resigned.
Rcfcrenchinciit.

2/6 jver dai 
7/- per week 
12C per dav - 
10,0 ., . .
12/ ., ..
30;- pci v, eck . 
Free house 
vyiQ per Autiuui 
±250 „ .

Resigned.
1 To Electrical Engineer'!? Branch. 

,| Resigned.
, Retrencliincfit.

Dist-harged.
Rogigned.
Retrenchmentr.

Discharged.
Retrenchment.

Rcsignetl

Discharged

Rcti-enchment.

Resigned.
Retrenchment.

Resigned.

llctreiKhmcut.

Resigned
lietrciK'hmcnt.

Resigned.
Rctienclnuciit

COiJrTROI.LKR OF STOKES RrAXCIT.
T225peraimum| Deceased 
£250 ,, Left the 3er\ ice.
£30 ,, Deceased.

Gibbons, Walter ...................... Apprentice clerk
Stoxal and

Sowell, Thomas .......................... Urafismmn
Bromniell, William...................... Driller .
Smith, William............................. labourer.
Heaton, John .. ................ . • Blacksmith....
Tray nor, James ................
GtllitH, Andrew .......................... Striker.
Reidy, Martin .....................
Eminett, William ..............
Smith. James...................
Parker, Thomas.................
Pariish, John........................

Svdenham, C. 
Raniard, C. .. 
Reives, H. .. .

Flanders, Amos 

McIntosh, R. .

Quinn,.! .. 
Hastings, IL

Carpenter . 
Blacksmith 
Bolt maker

Painter.. 
Carpenter .

l £40 | Resigned.

Ixteki oeitiMJ Branch, 
j £248 per ann... Kctrcnduncnt. 

8/i per day ...
7/6 „ . .

, HJ/b ••1 1"- ,, ••

1 7'G „ ...
. 7/6 ,, ..I lUr „ .
I 1D2 ...I SVI.J

& :: ■:
I UV- M

Rctire^l.
ritsjgncd.

Retrcnchnicnt,

Profu^ty and Estate DrAncii. 
nm poster ................... I 7,’-per da;.... llosigr.ed,

, Gardener................... ' fl,'- ................ RoUcndimcnt.

IrLKCTRicat iiscishFn's Brakoi:,

Operator .

Williams, W J. ..
Fulton, C.............
Thomas, li.............
Maddetord, J. IL.. 
Munro, C. B. .... 
Young, John . .. 
Young, Thomas .. 
Brown, George .. 
Dwyer, J................

±30 per annum 
£100 „ ..

„ ............... 1 £150 n
Probationer ............ | 2i6 per week
OiKtator...................... £100perannmuJ

....................................' £110 ,, 1
................................ i £120 .f

........................ £S0 „
. ................... i LSO „

................................ £30 „
Line-uian...................... J £1S0 ,,

Discharged.

Exchanged with W. Kowlmid, of Electrical Branch 
iietrcuchmmt.



APPENDIX XXV.

SECTIONAL EALNINGS—SYDNEY TO MAMA, 71 miles 53 chains, 
Years ending 31st December, 1S90, 185)1, and 1892.

1090. 1891. 1892.
Capital. £2,064,802. Capital, *2,152,610. Capital, *2,180,167.

expenditubb. EAHNINGS. EiFENDlTUKfl, EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE. EARNING?.

Department. Amount*

|
Sjs
!■§
oa

0
be to
it
5 e! Era

Department- Amount.

J 1
3d
-a (3 -5
^ 1

Department. Amount

1

Ja
(AOO

0
a «
”.2 e P

A.

Department. Amount.

a-i_o
3 =
c 3i*
p

^ .£ J
sl 
.£ 3 
is

Department. Amount.

1

J*
»
0O

■£
tote ti a
n
V rt
£

Department. Amount.

tt
Id

H

V 0
® jiif,**
5 s a’St-t LaC± Ul
B"

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ 1 a- Expenses- £ d. % Receipts. £ d. Expenses. £ a. % Receipts. £ d.

Locomotive.. 40,419 2111 39-95 Coaching.. 77,040 318,416 (53-00 Locomotive 61,259 22-56 44-53 Coaching So,45S 394,902 51-93 Locomotive 61,317 22-74 43-94 Coaching.. 88,360 394,380 53-77

Per.-Tvny .. 35,144 15-99 30-23 Goods . . 39,140 179,194 | 52 -13 Per.-iray . 22,930 S-4.4 ic-cs Goods ... 52,092 256,792 43 68 Per,*way ... 22,978 8 52 16-47 Goods ... 51,170 252,770 48-53

Traffic ....... 20,401 12 OL 22-72
1

Traffic....... 27,478 10-12 19-97 Traffic ....... 30,045 1114 21-53

General....... 3,925 1-78 3-38
1

1
General ... 4,486 165 3-26 General .. 5,662 2T0 4-06

£ 111,350 50 89 00-30 £ 116,186
(

527,610 j 52-85 £ 116,159 42-77 84-44 £ 137,550 651,694 50-65 £ 120,002 44-50 8609 £ 139,530 647,150 51-75

Balance* ") JLilunce, ')
profit on f 
working, #■ 4,297 profit On f 

working, 21,391
profit on f 
working, v 19,528

PTcluaive \ exclusive \ exclusive >
of interest. J of interest. J of intevest. J

^ £ 110,180 £ 110,130 £ 137,550 £ 137,530 £ 139,530 £ 139,530
1

£ £ £

Interest on Capital, at 3i per cent................... ... 72,268 Interest on Capital, at 3£ per cent................... Interest on Capital, at 3£ per cent.................. ... 76,305
Cost of worling the lino Cost of working (he line Cost of working the lice

Total cost for the year*.. ... 184,157 Total cost for the year .... 191,500 Total coat for tho ycftr..-
Total traffic for the year Total traffic for the year .... 137,550 Total traffic for tho year .................. .... 139,530

Loss on the Year-6 working................. *67,971 . Loss on the Year’s working ............... £53,950 Loss on the Year-s working ................ *56,777

Ul
<1



APPENDIX X'XY—corJhwcJ.

SECTIONAL EAENINGS—JUNEE TO HAY, 167 miles 36|- chains. 
Years ending 31st December, 1890, 1891, and 1892.

1890.
Capital, *1,025,174.

£
Interest on Cnpitul at 4, per cent. .. ....................................... 41,007
Cost of Tvorking"the lino ............................................................ 35,301

Total cost for the year.................................................................. 7G,308
Total traffic for tho year.................. .................. ....................... 51,750

Loss on the Year's working ................*24,549

1891.
Capital, *1,034,072.

1892.
Capital, *1,042,483,

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE. EAKNINGS. EXPENDITURE, EARNINGS.

Department. Aiuount.

a
s
%4
&noV

SCl CD
II£ a
§5

Department. Amount.

Ol

H

F-> .O Cy
Ir
.5 a
p

Department. jVmoimt.

t

o «
57O

la
^.s
C H
a S3Oh

Doparttuontr Amount.

0Q

dtH

SL2

a a 
a 3

Dopartmcufc. Amount.
§

jj
CAOO

O
<D tfl tO tip tf rf
SEy -j

Department Amount.

mV
b

•£M
fiH

.9 a

Expenses. £ a. ' % Receipts. £ a. Expenses. £ d. 7o Receipts. £ d. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £

Locomotive 17,503 2111 33-82 Coaching 21,193 54,572 93-20 Locomotive 14,360 22 56 26 30 Coaching.. 22,651 61,337 L05-89 Locomotiv'c 15,259 22-74 27-54 Coaching.. 22,286 53,127 100’67

Per.-way,,, 11,310 13 64 21-85 Goods ... 30,666 144,378 50 SO Per.-way... 14,247 22-39 26-09 Goods ... 31,952 101,380 75-Ct Pep.-wny . 15,051 22-48 27-17 Goods ... 33,114 107,920 73 64

Traffic........ 5,038 0-04 0-68 Trafllc ...... 6,175 9-71 11-31 Traffic ...... 6,303 9-39 11-38

General 1,430 1-79 2'S5 General ... 1,051 1'65 1-92 General ... 1,410 2-10 2-54

£ 33,301 42-68 68'20 £ 51,750 198,950 62'4i £ 35,833 56-31 65-62 £ 54,603 162,717 85'81 £ 38,023 56-66 68 63 £ 55,400 161,047 82-56

Balance, *\ 
profit on f 
working1, > 
exclusive V 
of interest. J

1C,458

Balance, ’s 
pioflt on / 
working, > 
exclusive V 
of interest. J

18,770

Balance, *\ 
profit on / 
working, J>- 
cxclusivo v 
ofmtorcat. )

17,377

i 51,759 - £ 51,759 £ 64,603 £ 54,603 £ 55,400 £ 55,400

Iniercst'on Capital at 4 per cent............................................... 41,3 G3
Cost of working the line............................................................. 35,833

Total cost for tho year.................................................................. 77,135
Total traffic for the year............................................................. 64,003

00

£
Interest on Capital at 4 per cent................................................ 41,093
Cost o£ working the line ............................................................. 38,023

Total cost for the your.................................................................. 79,722
Total traffic for the year ........................................................... 55,400

Loss ON the Year’s working ..............£ 22,592 Loss on the Year's working ............ . £24,322

Cl
00



APPENDIX XXV—continued.

SECTIONAL EARNINGS—KAKEAWDERA TO JESILDERIE, 64 miles 54£ chains. 
’ Years ending 31st December, 1890, 1891, and 1892.

1890.
Capital, £419,880.

EXPENDITURE. EARMNGS.

Department, Amount.

Crt
EH . uiJ u 'dZ

o

s

c =ti c 
a ri oJ W

Department. Amount.

B

.sS
£SE-i

J-Oj •

.5 G
*$*

Expenses. £ cl. £ Receipts. £ d.

Locomotive.. 2,757 21T2 35-67 Coaching. 3,615 10,128 85-66

Pcr.-iray ... 4,063 3112 52-57 Goods.... 4,114 21,206 46-50

Traffic ..... 882 e-75 11-41

Gteneral....... 233 1-78 301

£ 7,935 GO-77 102-66 £ 7,729 31,334 59-20

Balance, 'J
OSS OJl /

working, ?■ 206
exclusive \
of interest. J

£ 7,935 £ 7,935

£
Intercut on Capital at 4 per cent.
Cost of Trorking the line ,

Total cost for the year ...
Total traffic for the year .

Loss on the Year's working £17,001

1891.
Capital, £424,143.'

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS.

fi;
'fi S _ »1 u2?

Department, Amount.

Co
st 

pe
r T

i
M

ile
. Site

n s
s £5 ,rtvcx.

Department. Amount. ■•'i e

£2£-(

alc
g'i
sh

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts, £ d.

Locomotive 2,352 22-50 25-74 Coaching,. 3,764 11,005 82-09

Pcr.-Ti-ay ... 4,546 43-62 49-75 GoocU 5,374 14,008 92-07

Traffic....... 1,474 14-14 1CT3

General..... 172 1-65 1-88

£ 8,544 81-97 93'50 £ 9,138 25,013 87-68

Balance, 
profit on / 
working f 
exclusive \ 
of interest. J

594

£ 9,138 £ 9,133

£
Interest on Capital at 4 per cent-
Cost of working the lino . ... 8,544

Total cost for the year.... ... 25,609
Total traffic for the year . ... 9,138

Loss on the Year's working £16,371

1892.
Capital, £424,175,

EXPENDITURE. EAUXTi GS.

Department.

| Amount. ‘ci

ci •jrcxS
go

5II
C =
V 4.cjrrt 
o "

Department. Amount. I 1 
-

fc.

II
ExpCnEcs. £ % Receipts. £ d.

Locomotive 2,212 22-74 24-91 Coaching.. 3,746 10,945 82-14

Per.-way ... 3,808 39-16 42-88 Goods........ 5,134 12,399 99-37

Traffic........ 1,227 12-61 13-82

General ... 204 2-10 2-30

£ 7,451 76-60 83-91 £ 8,880 23,344 91-29

Balance, 
proQt on /
working1, /■
exclusive \ 
of interest. J

1,429

£
]

8,880 £ 8,880

££
luh'rcst on Capital at 4 per cent......................................... 10,967
Cost of ivorldng the line.................................................... . 7,451

Total cost for the year.......................................................... 24,418
Total traffic for tho year...................................................... 8,880

Loss on the Year's working..................£15,538

OlCD



APPENDIX X.XY—continued.

SECTIONAL EARNINGS—WALLERAWANG TO MUDGEE, 85 miles 6 chains 
Tears ending 31st Deccmberj 1SS7, 1891, and 1892.

o>o
1887. 1891. 1892.

Capital, £1,002,517. Capital, £1,035.021. Capital, £1,042,815.

EXPENDITURE, EARNISOS. EXPEXDITURE. EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS,

department. Amount,

e
e
Sjs

s

O
Is,
43 .£ 
IECJ rt
Os

Department. Amount.
1
pq C3
*H

S? 0
is
.S c
£ a

DoiJartment, Amount,
a .~ 0u «CLrtl
O

O
tc m
C s4? L- ^ Cl

Pm

Department, Amount.

rt<>
£ s
S 5 *3
H

Ls!

B, s
! e

Department. Amount.

i
M ,
43 =

0u

Scj m
« S
c'54.p rtSJp-

Department. Amount,
1
S B 
e ^5
gH

Sc?i =; -
Eg

Expenses. £ d. % Eeceipts. £ d. Expenses* £ d. % Receipts, £ d. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ d.

Locomotive 7,373; 19-84 26-72 Coaching.. 9,157 33,936 94-23 Locomotive 11,552 22-56 33-39 Coaching,. 11,554 30,597 90-63 Locomotive 9,659 £2 74 26 01 Couching.. 11,177 40,192 66-74

Per.-wiiy... is.rsM 51T1 68-82 Goods 18,139 55,248 SOTO Per,-way 11,467 22-41 3314 Goods ... 23,046 92,257 59 93 Pcr.’Way . 10,078 23-72 27-14 Goods ... 25,Do 5 61,756 100S6

' TroDIc........ 6,694 16-32 2063 Traffic...... 4,731 9 24 13-67 Traffic....... 4,457 10-49 12 00

-General ... 1,129 304 409 General .. 816 1-65 2-44 General ... 893 2*10 2-41

33,189 89-31 120-26 27,596 89,181- 74-26 28,595 55-86 82 64 34,600 122,854 G7 59 2S,ns7 69-05 G7‘uC 37,132 101,948 87-41

Balance, 
loss on /
working ^ 
estchrehc V 
of mterest J

5,593
1

Balance, *'i 
profit on /
working, y 
evelusi' o V 
of interest )

0,001

Balance, "-j 
profit on 
workimr, v 
evclusB e t 
of interest. J

12,045

£ 33,189 £ 33,169 j. 34,600 £ 34,600
. .

£ 37,132 £ 37,132

lulerest on Cnpiial nL i per cent. 
Cost of tTorking tlieline .............

£
40,100 
y 3,189

Interest on Capita! { 1005iC2L nt 4 ct.llt 

Cost, of working the lino

30,001 nt 31 per cent.
£

41,250
23,500

T , , n i f 30,000 at per cent >Interest, on Capital l , i0i2;816 at, * ^ ctnt. j
Cost of working the line................................................. .

£
41,502 
23,087

Ci
O

Total cost for the Tear................................................................... 73,2S9
Total Irntlic for tUe ............................................................. £7,596

Total cosl for the year................................................. ........ 69,8i0
Total traffic for the eear ..................................................... 34,(100

Total tost For the j ear.......................................................... 66,649
Total traltic for the year .................................................... 37,132

Loss on the Year’s working .......... £ 45,693 Loss on the Year’s working ...............£ 35,246 Loss on the Year’s working............. £ 29,517



APFEKDIX XXV—cjuiinued.

SECTIONAL EARNING S — COOTAMUNDRA TO OtJNDAGAI, 33 miles 45^ chains. 

Years ending 31st December, 1890, 1891, and 1892.

1890.'
Capital, £241,751

EXPENDITURE- EAUNINCF.

llcjMirtment. Amount.

C
H
t-1 .^ ii
e.53
oO

i* 5£ rt s
■£*5 Poprtitmcnt. Amount.

s

c Er
9. ?
cr-1?

F'S

Expenses, £ 0. 0/0 Eccelpts. £ 0.

Locomotive.. 2,308 21T1 33-17 Coacliing . 3,638 11,472 7715

Pcr.-viay . , 2,S3S 25-97 41-to G oods . 3,208 14,758 52 17

Traffic ....... 1,211 11-09 17 50

General....... 195 1 78 2 83

"
£ 6,552 59-95 95-01 £ 6,893 26,230 63-09

llalance, 
jirofit on / 
working, v
exclusive \ 
of interest. J

314

£ 6,896 - £ 6,896

££
Interest on Gapi’nl nt 3i per cent....................................... 8,4(51
Cost of working (bo line ............. .................................... G,552

Total co t for tho year......................................................... 15,013
Total traffic for the year................................... ................. 6,896

Loss OH THE YEAB'S WORKING ........................ £8,117

1891.
Capital, £248,611.

EXPENinTUKE. EAT? KINGS.

Department. Amount,

C

Ht-Ji
a.1
8o

o
li

il
S34. ^

De]>artmcnt. Amount.

$
‘S d
e- 3

H

g.ei

"5 3
jz*

Expenses. £ d. % Bcceipts. £ d.

Locomottvc 2,401 22o6 35-26 Coaching . 3,G5G 12,561 69 85

Pcr.-vt ay .. 2,9S9 2S06 43-84 Goods .. 3,162 13,009 58-33

TraOlc....... 1,418 13-31 20-80

General .. 176 1*G5 2-58

£ 6,9a7 (>5‘53 102-48 £ 6,818 25,570 63-99

Balance, N 
loss on /
Morkhig, J 
evclusi\c t 
of interest, )

169

£ 6,9'7 * 6,987
_ ___ 1 --- -

££
lutercat on Capital nt per cent........................................ 8,701
Cost of working the line ...................................................... C,9S7

Total coat for the renr .......................................................... 15,688
Total traffic for the year ................................................... 0,818

Loss on the Year’s working ............... £8,870

1892.
Capital, £252,291.

K\rEK[)ITLrtl5. EARNINGS.

Department. Amount.

I
t ci4» —
UJ
£

S
bt
^.£
5S

Deiwrtment. Amount.
1
%3
"5
H

41 'o-Af
as
.£ c
Is

Expenses. £ a. % Receipts, £ d.

l.ccomotivi 2,308 22-71 26’74 CoiU'hmg.. 4,093 12,266 80-08

Per.-wfiy . 2,775 27-S4 32 14 Goods ... 4,540 12,091 90-12

Traffic . . 1,3GB 13-46 1583

General 213 2 10 2-47

±- 6,062 65-64 77-17 £ 8,633 24,357 85'0i>

Balance, N 
profit on y 
working, > 
evcliisive t 
of interest J

1,971

£ 8,633 £ 8,633

££
Interest on Capital at 3£ per cent. ................................... 8,830
Cost of working the line ...................................................... 6,662

Total cost for the year.......................................................... 15,492
Total traffic for the year ..................................................... 8,633

Loss on the Year's working ........................£6,859



APPENDIX 'S3LX—continued.

SECTIONAL EARNINGS—GOULBURN TO COOMA, 130^ miles. 
Years ending 31st Deecmber, 1890, 1891, and 1892.

1890.
Capital, £.1,454,418.

£
Interest, on Capitol at per cent...................................... 50,904
Cost o£ working the line ...................................................... 24,200

Total cost for the jenr....... ................................................ ^5,104
Total traffic fur the year...................................................... 33,480

Loss on the Year’s working ..................& 41,618

1891.
Capital, £1,456,991.

.EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE, EARNINGS.

Department, Amount.
gEH .iM «-

■6
5

©
9 si.
ci ©

"S 54» *3L> <3li L£]
H4

Dopartmont. Amount.

s
3 =
= 3
fi”H

©4^
© es
si

Department, Amount

©
H

S

£ .
S,|rt C
a E 
§1 
£

Department. Amount,
H

.Eg
dH

© ©
1£

U3

Department. Amount.

.5
£
i_ ©

so

©
a tltt tD 
**n c a> 3
S»Cl,

Dejmrtmcnt. Amount.

V

_ p
l3*

c ©
catsw

Expenses, £ d. % Eeeeipts. £ A. Expenses. £ A. % Receipts. £ a. Expenses. £ d. % Eoccipts. £ cl.

Loi'omotivo.. 11,261 2111 33’63 Coaching.. 16,046 39,616 97-21 Locomotivo 12,224 22-5G Oy'SS Coaching., 16,152 42,140 91-10 Locomot ivo 11,855 22-74 33 43 Coacliing 15,112 53,393 67’93

Per - way . 8,838 16-37 26-39 Goods ... 17,440 83,388 47-35 Por -way... 11,777 21-75 33-98 Goods ... 18,524 87,860 5;-60 Per.-way . . 11,541 22-14 32 56 Goods .. 20,348 71,728 69-08

T raff! c ...... 3,140 5-91 9-40 Traffic....... 5,001 0-23 |14-42 Traffic....... 5,579 10-70 13 73

General....... 952 1-78 284 General ... 895 1-63 2-58 General ... 1,058 2-10 309

£ 24,200 45-37 72 2G £ 33,486 128,002 62-78 £ 29,897 5519 86'21 £ 34,676 130,000 64'02 £ 30,074 s^-os 84'81 £ 35,400 125,121 fiS'01

Balance, 
profit on / 
working', V 
exclusive \ 
of interest J

9,238
Balance, )
profit on f 
woik’ng, / 
OTtclusi'vti \ 
of Ritfrcsfc J

4,779
Balance, ^ 
profit on / 
working L 
cxcluBive C 
of interest^

6,386

£ 33,488 £ 33,488 £ 34,676
•

£ 34,676 £ 35,460 £ 33,460

Interest on Capital at 31 per cent....................................... 50,994
Cost of working tho line...................................................... 29,897

Total cost for tho year ........................................................ 80,891
Total traffic for the year ...................................................... 34,678

Loss on the Year’s working ................£ 46,215

1892.
Capital, £1,462,359.

£
Interest on Capital at 31 per cent...................................... 51,182
Cost of working the line...................................................... 30,074

Total cost for (he year.......................................................... 81,258
Total traffic for tho year ................................................... 33,480

Loss on the Year’s working .... £45,796

Cl
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APPENDIX XXV—continued.

SECTIONAL EARNING S—ORANGE TO MOLONG, 22 miles 60 chains. 
' Years ending 31st December, 1890, 1891, and 1892.

1890.

Capital. £282,623.

&
Interest on Capital at 3£ per cent....................................... 9,892
Cost of working tlie lino..................................................... 5,183

Total cost for tlie year......................................................... 15,075
Total traffic for the year...... .............................................. 7,601

Loss on the Year’s working............... £7,471

1891.

Capital, £282,576.

Interest on Capital at per cent.. 
Cost of working the line................

9,904
6,663

Total cost for tho year.......................................................... 16,567
Total traffic for the year...................................................... 7,851

Loss on the Year's working.............. £8,716

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE. earnings. EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS,

Department Amount.

C
1.

oO

O
as
S.E

£

Department Amount.

tfiO

C £
'f* “ 
c-1

L.
tLA

S'l
d ^

Department Amount,

£
£

I
o

■O =
S’g’
si

Cl. o^ 4*

Department. Amount.

tJ

C 5
‘rt'™1

o J-

|c“

ps
Department, Amount.

C
E

O-S
-L»
oO

S
£>&
5.5
S S
t.PL

Department. Amount.

-07O

VH Eg

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ A. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts, ll. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ d.

Locomotive.. 1,716 21 Tl 22-57 Cos oiling.. 3,506 8,622 ,97-59 Locomotive 1,834 22 56 23-36 Cosehing.. 3,544 8,535 99-05 Locomotive 1,975 22-74 18-70 Coaching.. 3,816 9,831 9316

Per.-way ... 1,839 22-63 21-18 Goods ... 4,093 10,8?2 90-38 Peivway ... 2,407 23-02 30C6 Goods . . 4,307 10,967 94-26 Per.-tvay... 2,441 28-10 2311 Goods ... 6,745 11,017 146-94

Traffic ....... 1,483 18-25 19-50 Traffic ...... 2,288 28-16 29-13 Traffic....... 2,127 21-48 20-14

General 145 179 1-91 General ... 134 1-65 1'71 General ... 182 210 1-72

£ 6,183 63-78 68-16 £ 7,604 19,501 93-57 £ 6,063 SI 99 S4‘8C £ 7,851 19,502 90-62 £ C.725 77-42 63-67 £ 10,561 20,84S 121-58

Balance, *)
profit on r 
worlctnpf, r 
exclusive \ 
Of interest. J

2,431
BaJancc, 'J 
profit on / 
working y 
exclusive \ 
of interest. S

1,188
Balance, 
profit on /
ViOrknifi-, £■
exclusive > 
of Interest. J

3,836

s. 7,604 £ 7,604 £ 7,851 £ 7,851 £ 10,561 £ 10,561
___ ______ --------------------

1892.

Capital, £286,870.

Ci
05

&

Interest on Capital at 3£ per cent....................................... 10,010
Cost of working the line...................................................... 0,725

Total cost for the year.......................................................... 16,765
Total traffic for the year...................................................... 10,561

Loss ON THE YEAR'S WORKING....... ........................ £6,204

05
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APPENDIX XX-Y—coniuntcJ.

SECTIONAL EARNINGS—HORNSBY TO ST. LEONARDS, 10 miles 29^ chains.
Years ending 31st December, 1890, 1891, and 1892.

1890.
Capital, £215,504.

1891.
Capital, £215,146.

1892.
Capital, £219.252

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS,

Deportment. Amount.

|& . 
i_ o>C 7?
K-P.
1

O
0 yLl tt
SB
5S
-i501 ̂C-

Deportment. Amount.
1 . '
rQ S ,

s'«3
i3s

DeiKirtment. Amount.

It

<15 -

OO

£4)t#. a:
■£•£
5 co ri

=14

Department, Amount.
1

O

J 5
1*

b:S
E ^

Department Amount,
:sc~ . t—

J____

A

^ &
5 C
I5

Department. Amount
J 

c S

H

So
tc M
c „
II
WH

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts, £ ■ d. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts, £ a. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ d.

l/ocomolive , 2,267 2111 110-27 Coaching.. 1,288 16,590 18-63 Locomotive 2,568 22 50 100-98 Coaching,. 1,431 20,488 17-35 Loconnitu e 2,616 22-74- 91 89 Coaching. 1,799 21,279 20-29

Per.-wav ... 3,928 36-26 1S9-39 Goods . 786 0,410 20-04 Vcr.-wny .. 1,318 1159 51-83 Goods ... 1,062 0,822 37-36 Por.-wny ,, ],7Sj 15 52 02 70 Goods ... 1,013 0,327 39-73

Traflie ... . 780 7-20 37-01 Traflie .. .. 1,000 8-79 39-32 Traflie*” 1,168 10-07 40-67

General . . 193 1-78 3-30 Gcnorul .. 183 1 05 7 39 Oencral .. 242 2-10 8-50

£ 7,183 06-35 |3tG-57 £ 2,074 26,000 1014 £ 5,074 44-59 199 52 ,C 2,5-13 27,310 22-35 £■ 5,SOI 50-43
____

203-70 £ 2,817 27,000 24-75

1

Bnlaiicc, 'J 
loss on /
working, /■ 
exclusive \ 
of intercut. J

5,114
1 oss on /
wovkiug’, ^
o\clu*5lvc V
of mtereit. J

2,531 '

Jialance, 
loss on /
MOikinj', ? 
exclusive V 
of interest. J

2,934

£j 7,183 L 7,183
1

£ 5,074 £
j 5 074

£ 5,801
i

£i 5,801

£
Ini crest on Capital at 3^ per cent....................................... 7,3 J3
Cost of Trorlting tlie line ..................................................... 7,138

£
Interest on Capital at 3^ per rent.. ................................. 7,530
Co't of working tlie line...................................................... 5.07'I

£
Intel csf on Capital at 3J jier cenl........................................ 7,673
Cost of working tlie line..................................................... o,80I

Cl
te*

Total cost for tlie jear....................................... . ............. 14,73]
Total traflie for the year...................................................... ?,074'

Loss on the Year's working ................... £12,657

Tot.nl cost for the year.......................................................... 12,601
Total traflie for the year...................................................... 2,543

Loss on the Year’s working ............... £10,061

Total cost for the year.......................................................... 13,471
Total traffic for the year ...................................................... 2,817

Loss on the Year’s working...............£10,627

Since the extension of the line from St. Leonarda to Milson’s Point on (ho lat of May last, the earnings for the two months ending 30th June, 1893, were :—£1,437 10s. 3d. as against £394 Os. 5(1. for May and June, 1802,
hut the capital has been increased by £197,461, and working expenses largely increased.



APPENDIX 'XX.Y—eontinueff.

SECTIONAL EAIININGrS—ARMIDALE TO JENNIKGS, 132 miles 42f chains. 

Years ending 31st Decemberj 1890, 1891, and 1892.

£
Interest on Capital nt 4 per cent....... .............................. 01,175
Cost of working the line..................................................... 38,^28

1890. 1891. 1892.

Capital, £1,529,395. Capital, £1,533,068. Capital, £1,539,868.

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS, EXPENDITURE EARNINGS.

Department. Amount

i
H *h.
a)C

Su

2 .

i2.5 c eV ta 
&

Department Amount.

2
^ nC■|*
H

U

5 c
5 2

Department. Amount.
! 1c- .

0
u

1 5
0 m tiJ tc it ff
ff ff
Z3 ta o a
pK

Department. Amount.

rt

?!
(5^ £ 3

Department. Amount.

C
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t Ai

0
0

Cs

?ti Si

U bO ei 
& ^

Department. Amount.

! »
£S c
■I*
H

e.i2

S a 
!|

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ a. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ | d. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ d.

Ijocoinotivc.. 13,577 21-12 36-25 Coaching.. 19,570 82,632 56-84 Locomotive 13,670 22 56 38-53 Coaching.. 19,015 84,564 54-OS LocomoliTe 17,763 22-74 47-81 Coaching.. 18,227 93,084 46-99

Per.-way ... 17,183 2G‘72 45-87 Goods ... 17,887 71,685 59-89 Per.-way ... 16,240 26 81 45-77 Goods...... 16,433 60,814 Od-'SE Per.-way 13,141 16 82 35 38 Goods...... 18,923 94,406 4811

Traffic ...... 6,420 9-98 17-14 Traffic...... 7,233 11-98 20 44 Traffic___ 7,310 9-36 19-63

General....... 1,148 1’78 306 General ... 1,001 165 2'82 General .. 1,640 2-10 4-41

£ 38,328 59-60 102 32 £ 37,457 154,317 J 58-25 £ 38,164 63 00 107 56 £ 35.480 145,378 58 57 £ 39,857 51-02 107-28 £ 37,150 187,490 47*55

Balance, ^ 
loss Oil /
working, /■ 
exclusive \ 
of inf crusty

S71
Balance, "J 
loss on / 
working-, ?■ 
exclusive \ 
of interest)

2,634
franco* N 
lots on f
working, > 
u'cclnsivc ^ 
of interesty

2,707
-

£ 38,328 * 33,328 £ 38,164 £ 38,164 £ 39,837 £ 39,857 j

Total cost for tho jenr ..................................................... 99,503
Total traffic for the year..................................................... 37,457

Loss ON THE YEAR'S WORKING ....... ..........£ 62,046

Intereston Capital- { ft 4 p^oent.'' .'"'"i:: } 60’fi83

Cost of working the line...................................................... 38,184

Total cost for the year......................... ..................... . 93,847
Total traffic for the year ............. ......................................  35,480

Loss on the Year’s working .............. £63,367

T , , , ( 128,539 at 31 percent................ I rnantInterest on Capital ^ j)411j320 Bt 4^r cenfe. ...............j 60,951

Cost of working the line...................................................... 39,857

Total cost for the year.................................................. . 100,808
Total traffic for the year...................................................... 37,150

Loss on the Year’s working ................. £63,658
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.A i’PISNDIX XXV—coniIvuntl,

SECTIONAL EAKNINGS—MURRUMBUKRAH TO BLAYNEY, 110 miles, 03 chains.
Years ending 31st December, 1S90, 1S91, and 1892.

1890.

Capital, £1.129,778.

1891.

Capital, £1,135,592.

latoresf. on C.ipiiul nt 3^ pi'r ^ont . ,
Cost of worVii g flic lino ............................

30,512
40,303

'i’ot-il cost for llie Tcnr.........................................................  71),S50
Totul Irufiic for tlie io.ir ....................................................  43,23G

Loss on the Year’s working ...................... £36,614

eupBndii nine EARNINGS. EX PENDITURE. EAltNINGS. EXPESDITDEE. EAHNIKG3. ’

Department, Amount.
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Department. Amount.
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S C
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Department Amount
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Department, Amount.
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Department. Amount,
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31 13 
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Department. Amount.
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2s* d 
c. 3

1“

= = 
is

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ ll. EKpo:i3C3. £ it. % Receipts. jC d. Esponses. £ a. % Kcceipts. £ d.

Locomotive.. 19,4',C 21-11 44 91 Coaching. 10,319 77,292 50-77 Locomot t \ c 22,354 22 36 60-07 Couching . 16,507 77,788 51-14 Locomotive 16,280 22-74 42 80 Coaching.. 15,714 7C.719 49-14

Per.-way ... 12,292 13 37 29-43 Goods ... 26,887 143 402 1501 Per.* wav ,, 12,327 12-45 33-45 Goods ... 20,278 159,945 30 43 Per -wny . 13,168 IS 39 34-Cl Goods . ... 22,3 i3 95,140 56-34

Traffic .......... 0,938 7-30 10-09 Traffic .... 6,824 6-89 18-52 Traffic . 6,240 8'7i 10-40

General .. . 1,(112 L 79 3-79 GenortiL ... 1,037 1-C5 4-45 Genoral ... 1,503 2-10 3-96

£ 40,303 43 83 93 22 £ 43/236 220,691 -17-02 £ 43,142 43-55 117-09 £ SfijSip 237,733 '37-19 £ 37,103 51-91 97-77 i 36,047 111,589 5312

Balance, 
profit on /
working, v
inclusive V 
of Interest. J

2,923
Babnce, > 
loss on /
working, L 
exclusive t 
of interest. )

6,297
Balanro h
liroflt on /
working, /*
extlusho \ 
of interest. J

818

£' 43,2.16 £ 43,230 £ 43,14-2 £
| 43,142

£ 35,017 d 38,047

IntcroH on Cupitnl nt 3J per rent...................................
Cosl of working tlie line ................................................

39,715
43,142

1892.

Capital, £1,141,553.

Toial cost for tlio yrar .......................................................... 82,887
Tola! traffic for the year ...................................................... 3G,S45

Loss on the Year’s working .....................£46,042

Interest on Capital nt 3J per cent, 
Cosl of working tlie line ................

..... ..................... 39,954

............................ 37,199

Total cost for tlie year .......................................................... 77,153
Tot.il traffic for tlie year.......................................................... 33,017

Loss ON THE YEAR'S WORKING .......................£39,106

Ci
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•APPENDIX XXV—continued,

SECTIONAL EAENINOS—CULCAIRN TO COROWA, 47 miles 39 chains,

9 months ending 30 th June, 1893.
(Line opened l,ff October, 1S92.)

1892-3.

Capital. £193,96S.

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS.

Department* Amount*
Cost per 
Tram 
Mile.

Per* 
c Cxi tag 6 

to
Earnings.

Department. Amount.
Train
Miles
run.

Earnings
per

Train
Aide.

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ d.

Locomotive ................................ 791 1405 24-09 1

Permanent Way ............................ 1,703 3013 51-67 2,039 7,690 63-64

Traffic ....................................... 509 1060 18-17

3,090 54-78 9393 3,296 13,563 5S'32
Balance—iJrotit on working—

exclusive of interest............ C 200

£ 3,296 £ 3,290

Interest, on Capital nt 3£ per cent. 
Cost of working the line..............

£5,091
3,090

Total cost for the year . 
Total traflie for the year

Loss on 9 Months’ working

8,187
3,290

£4,891

4

i APPENDIX XXV—continued,

SECTIONAL EARNINGS—NYNGAN TO COBAR,. 81 miles 27£ chains,

Year ending 30th June, 1893.

1892-3.

Capital, £281,785.

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS.

Department. Amount.
Cost por 

Tram 
Mils.

Per
centage

to
Earnings.

Department* | Amount.
Tram
Miles
run.

Earnings
per

Train
Milo.

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts,' £ d.

Locomotive ..................................... 1,358 12 04 K3-11

Permanent Wn.v .................... . 3,920 34-76 4G‘oO 4,256 12,754 80-09

Traffic .............................................. 784 6-95 9 30

6,062 53 75 71-91 £ 8,430 27 063
Bainnec'—i'rtlit on workings

exclusive of iuierest........... £ 2,363

£ 8,430 £ 8,430

Interest on Capital at 3£ per cent. 
Cost of working the line..............

Total‘cost for tho year ...............
Total traffic for the year...............

£9,862
C,0fi2

15,924
8,430

Loss on the Year’s working . £7,494
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APPENDIX JXV—continued.

SECTIONAL EARNINGS—BLACKTOWN TO RICHMOND, 16 miles, 12 chains.
Years ending 31st December, 1891 and 1892.

1891.

Capital, *194,296.

EXPENDITURE. ' ‘ EARNINGS.

Department. Amount,
Cost, per 
Trnm 
Mile.

Per
centage

to
Earnings.

Department. Amount,
Train
Miles
Ron.

Earnings
p<kr

Train
Milo.

Expenses. £ d. % . Receipts. £ d.

99. fifi HI ‘£13 Coaching................ ................... 6,495 26,823 5811

]4>j5 f 9.rvn3 6,100 15,956 91-75

Traflie ........................................ 3,234 1814 2563

0-eneral................'............................ 294 105 2-33

10,071 oS'SO 79-96 £ 12,595 42,779 70-66

exclusive of interest..........£ 2,524

f112,595 £ 12,595

Interest on Capital at 5 per cent. 
Cost of working the line .............

£9,714
10,071

Total cost for the jear... 
Total traflie for the year

10,785
12,595

Loss on the Year's Working- *7,190

1892.

Capital, *196,125.

EXPENDITURE.

Department. Amount.
Cost ptr 
Tram 
Milo.

Per-
ccutage

to
Earnings.

Expenses. , £ d. %

Locomotive ................................ 3,935 22-74 31-33

Pcrrtmiient-wfty ......................... 2,330 14-35 20-06

Traffic ..................... .................. 3,438 19-76 27-26

General............................... ........ 363 2-10 2-89

Balance—Profit on v^orlung— 
exclusive of interest..........£

10,285 5915 81 60

2.326

£ 12,614

Interest on Capital at 5 per cent. 
Cost of working the line.............

EARNINGS.

Department. Amount.
Tram
Miles
Hun.

Earninga
per

Tmn
Mile.

Receipts. £ d.

Coaching................................. 6,311 26,106 £8-02

Goods ................. ..................... 6,303 15,638 96'73

£ 12,614 41,744 72-52

£ 12,614

£9,806
10.2SS

20,094
12,014

Loss ON THE YEAR'S WORKING

Total cost for tho year... 
Total traflie for tlie year

£7,480



APPENDIX HX\T—continued.

SECTIONAL EARNINGS—WERRIS CREEK TO NARRABRI, 96 miles 48 chains.
Years ending 31st December, 1887, 1891, and 1892.

1887.

Capital, £610,234.

EKPENDITUKE. EARNINGS.

£
Ini west on Capital at 4 per cent......................................... 24,409
Coat of working the line ..................................................... 31,462

Tolul cost for tho year......................................................... 55,S71
Total trufilc for tho year ...................................................... 40,925

Loss on the Year's working ....................£14,946

1891.

Capital, £649,681.

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS.

Dcpsi'taiejic. Amount.
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ss
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Department. Amount.
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Department, Amount.
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t p
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Department. Amount,
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Department. Amount.
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Department. Amount.

CO
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¥

H

l-i .OJ m
a si
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Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ d. Expenses. £ d. 7o Receipts. £ d. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ * d.

Locomotive 8,142 18-23 19'90 Coaching.. 13,626 33.411 97-88 Locomotive 10,120 22-56 18-70 Coaching., 13,511 30,043 107 91 Locomotive 13,821 22-74 20 53 CoachiDg.. 14,121 30,633 111-00

Per.-way .. 11,816 26 53 28-38 Goods ... 27,299 73,400 8918 Per.-way .. 1I,GS9 2606 21-59 Goods ... 40,611 77,617 125-57 Per.-way ... 9,924 16-33 14-78 Goods ... 53,040 115,335 110-37

Traflie ____ 9,853 22 12 24-07 Traflie ...... 4,699 10-47 8 68 Traffic 5,630 9-26 8 38

General .. 1,651 3 71 4-03 General ... 711 IC5 1-37 General ... 1,276 2 10 1-90

£ 31,462 70-64 76-88 £ 40,925 106,880 91-90 £ 27,249 6074 50-34 £ 54,122 107,665 120-64 £ 30,651 50-43 45 64 £ 67,161 145868 11050

Balance, Ki
profit on / 
workinj,r, /" 
evolutive \ 
of interest. J

9,463
Balance, 
profit on f 
working, V 
exclusive \ 
of interest. J

26,873
Balance, "J 
profit on / 
working, r 
exclusive i 
of interest. J

36,510

£ 40,925 £ 40,925 £ 64,122 £ 54,122 £ 67,161 £ 67,161

Interest on Capital nt *3 J per cent, and 4 per. cent. 
Cost of working the Inie ............................................

£
25,966
27,249

Total cost for the year.......................... ..............................  53,215
Total tratllc for the year ..s.................................................  54,122

Profit on the Year's working ................... £907

, at 4 per cent,
£3,091 at 31 per cent.

1892.

Capital, £677,182.

EXPENDITURE. EARNINGS.

C5
CO

Interest on Capital at *3£ and 4 per cent........................... 27,067
Cost of working the line ....................................................... 30,651

Total cost for the year............................................. ........... 67,718
Total traffic for the year................................................. . 67,161

Profit on the Year's working...................£9,443

•£873,182 at i per cent.
£4,000 at ;ii per cent.

so



APPENDIX —continued.

SECTIONAL EARNINGS—DUBBO TO BOUfiKE, 225 miles 45 chains. 
Years ending 31st December, 1890, 1893, and 1892.

1890. 1891. ■ 1892.

Capital, &1,508,175. Capital, £1,602,001. Capital, £1,602,480.

liXPENDITUItli. EARNINGS. EXPEND riUBE. - EARNINGS. EXPENDITURE, EARNINGS,

a
I

O
li
= *S
o rt

ma>
>- a

'3 3 . sn«,>
4-1 .
E-S

C
1 2 9107

t-i

Department Amount. Ks.a i"P>.n
oU

Department. Amount. £§.
&

C s 
o'S
a*

Department. Amount. Ks
CJ ~

£u

bC =P
R g
El07

Department. Amount. a c
r

.£ U
P

Department. Amount, 41 ~
mo. O

tc to 
&£ a c07 1- C7 e;l. rJ
P.

Department. Amount.
1*
H

SiC e-
V

Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ a. Expenses, £ a. % Receipts. £ d. Expenses. £ d. % Receipts. £ d.

Locomotive.. 29,906 2112 22’64 Coaching . 31,376 99,S12 75-42 Locomotive 32,699 22-56 18-60 Coaching.. 40,908 70,703 138-86 Locomotive 21,336 22-74 15-43 Coaching.. 40,349 110,741 87-45
Pervwoy .. 43,863 32’29 34'61 Goods ,, 101,131 241,101 100 67 Ter.-way .. 21,650 17 02 1402 Goods..... 134,909 277,050 116-87 Per.-'way ... 25,530 23-S6 1GT9 Goods ... 117, SCO 146,105 192 70
Traflie ...... 13,180 9-27 0-95 Trafiio - ... 14,749 1018 fi-39 Traffic...... 13,145 12 28 6-31
General...... 2,537 178 1-91 General , 2,391 1-65 1-36 Gentral ... 2,247 2-10 1-43

t 91,581 Cl’46 69T1 £ 132,510 340,940 93-28 £ 74,491 51-41 42-37 £ 175,817 317,753 121-31 £ 65,258 60-93 41-39 £ 157,658 256,846 147-32
BalnnrP, Balance, Tlalrmce, n
profit on /

40,929
protit On / prollt on /

^orkinjf, y workintr, v 101,326 ■worlcinK’, y 92,400cxoln^i^'C \ exclusive vof interest.) of interest, J Of interest )

£- 132,510 £ 132,510 £ 175,817 £ 175,817 dti 157,658 £ 157,658

£ £ £
Interest on Capital at 4 per cent 
Cost of working tlie lino ............

Interest on Capital- [ 3t fr ccnt-...........
1 (.£1,531,9.)!, at 4 per cent..........

Cost of working the line ...... .........................................

•-'] 63,979 Interest on Capital- (PCr Cent* ...........
f l£l,573,320, nt 4 per ctnt.........

Cost of working the line................................................

■J- 63,952

Total cost for tho year... Total coat for the roar.,. Total cost for tho year...
Total traffic for the year Total traffic for the year .... 175,817

Loss on the Year’s working............. £19,398 Profit on the year's WORKING ..£37,347 Profit on the Year-s working.......... . £28,448
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APPENDIX XXVI.

Report of the Tramway Locomotive Superintendent.
To the Secretary to tlie Railway Commissioners,—

Sir,
I have the honor to submit the following report as to the condition of the workshops, machinery, 

rolling stock, &c., for the year ending 30th .Tune, 1803.

C1TT AND SUBURBAN STEAM LINES.
Workshops and Machinery.

These have been efficiently maintained, and are now' in a satisfactory condition.
Locomotive Engines,

No addition has been made to the stock during the past year. The following motors have been . 
repaired during tbe year:—General overhaul, 55 ; intermediate overhaul, 100 ; repairs ranging from two 
■to six days, 143 ; repainted and varnished, 119 ; and ten boilers were removed, two of which were renewed 
and eight thoroughly repaired ; six new boilers have been completed out of working expenses, and ten 
more are in hand. The whole of the stock has been maintained in good order and tbe demands of traffic 
fully met, 77,104 train miles more than in tbe previous year having been run.

, Gars, Trucks, §c.
Twelve additional cars have been supplied, and tlie following repairs have been executed during 

the year:—Repainted, 95 ; repaired and partially repainted. 201: thirty-two trucks have been passed 
through the shops and been thoroughly repaired. One sample Trail Car for the Ocean-street Cable 
Tramway, one Standard Car (Renewal), and one road watering tank have also been constructed.

NORTH SHORE CABLE TRAMWAY.
The cable referred to in my former report continued in service up to tbe 3rd December, 1892, and 

during the time it was in use (371 days) 74, 926 train miles were run ; a new cable was brought into use ’ 
on tho 4th December, and is nowr in excellent running condition.

The whole of the plant and rolling stock has been maintained in good condition. Eight cars 
(three dummies and five trailers) have been added io the stock to meet the expected increase of traffic 
from tbe extension of the present line, and tbe Military road section shortly to be opened.

PLATTSBURG TRAMWAY.
The engines on this line have been considerably improved, and the cars kept in fair working order. 

E’our new ears have been added to tbe stock.

SANS SOUCI TRAMWAY. '
The locomotive branch of this line was placed in my charge on the 1st May. The motors have 

been overhauled, and the traffic requirements fully met.
■ I have, &c.,

GEO. DOWNE,
Randwick, 22nd July, 1893. Locomotive Superintendent.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX XXVII.

Report of Tramway Engineer.
Tramway Department,

Office of Engineer for Tramways, July, 1893.
To the Secretary to the Kailway Commissioners,—

Sir,— ’
I have the honor to submit my annual report on the condition of the Existing Tramways for 

the year ending 30th June, 1893,
During the year an extension of the Balmain line from Merton-street along Darling-street to 

Gladstone Part, a distance of 1 mile 8 chains, has been opened for traffic.
A. portion of the Eorest Lodge line, from the junction to the Glebe Town Hall, has been duplicated 

the length being 28 chains. '
The roads have generally been well maintained, and less difficulty is now experienced in keeping, 

the macadam in good repair since the adoption of hand-broken in preference to machine-br&ken metal.
In Devonshire-street 16 chains of single track has been re-cubed, and 421b. rail-guards substituted 

for those originally laid down.
Phillip-street has also received special attention, the road having been re-spiked and having 

guard-rails put in.
Oxford-street, Paddington, from Dowling-street to Point Piper Koad, a distance of 74 chains, has 

been relaid, and wood-paved from kerb to kerb, the whole of the work being carried out by this Branch, 
a proportion of the cost being borne by the Works Department and the Municipal Council. The levels 
of the street have been much improved, and advantage has been taken to lower the grades, and cut out or 
increase the radii of the curves.

In Moore Park, on the Randwick line, 62 chains of single track has been relaid with GOlb. T rails. 
This completes the relaying through the park, and we now have a first-class double track from the 
entrance to the park at Park Koad to the Randwick Racecourse, a distance of 1 mile 52 chains.

Glebe Point Junction has also been relaid.
The aggregate length of sharp curves, &c,, renewed is 20 chains.
Although a great deal has been done to relay and generally improve the condition of the Per

manent-way, more will require to be done, especially in George-street West, and on the Newtown Road 
between Eorbes-street and the Enmore terminus. Approval having already been given for this work, it 
will be carried out during the ensuing year.

On the North Shore cable line the work of strengthening the slot-rails has been extended. When 
completed, this line will be in very good order.

During the year a modification of the railway interlocking and electrical signalling apparatus 1ms 
been brought into operation at the Newtown, Glebe, and Forest Lodge Junctions, the facing-points at all 
three junctions being controlled from one signal-box.

The appliance is working very satisfactorily, and a considerable saving is being effected over the 
previous method of working. '

I have, &c.,
G. R. COWDERT,

Engineer for Tramways.

APPENDIX



APPENDIX XXTiri.

Statement of Account of the Expenditure and Revenue for Year 1893, with comparisons fc5r 1892 and 1888. 
Dr. TRAMWAYS. Cr.

i
pt

EXPENDITURE.

CITY AND SUBURBAN.
To M AINTENANCE OF Way, WORKS, AND STATIONS

Locomotive Power ......................................................
Cars and Waggons......................................................
Traffic Expenses........................................................
Compensation .............................................................
General Charges ....................................................

NORTH SHORE CABLE.
To Maintenance of Way, Works, and Stations

Locomotive Power.......................................................
Cars and Waggons.....................................................
Traffic Expenses .......................................................
Compensation ............................................................
General Charges .......................................................

NEWCASTLE AND PLATTSBURG.
To Maintenance of Way, Works, and Stations

Locomotive Power.......................................................
Cars and Waggons.....................................................
Traffic Expenses.........................................................
Compensation ...............................................................
General Charges.........................................................

ASHFIELD TO ENFIELD.
To Maintenance of Ways, Works, and Stations

Locomotive Power......................................................
Cars and Waggons.......................................................
Traffic Expenses ........................................................
Compensation ...............................................................
General Charges..........................................................

Total Working Expenses 
BALANCE, NET PROFITl...AFTER PAYING WORKING EXPENSES. ) '

£
£

GRAND TOTAL............................£

YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30,*

1893.

CORRESPONDING

PERIOD IN

1892. 1888.

£ £ £
38,630 52,016 29,002 ^

102,388 110,080 115,367
19,51 4 1 0,718 13,678
45,934 46,666 41,469

1 ,899 3,606 603 I
6,459 6,059 4,108 |

214,824 229,145 204,227 f

1,007 91 0 920 ^
4,046 4,554 4,031

371 621 459 ‘
1 ,601 1 ,655 1,202, ■

25
148 1 62 221

7,198 7,902 6,833

904 1,111 750
5,824 5,499 4,136

678 702 287
2,500 2,467 2,843

146
1 1 8 90 120

10 024 1 0,037 B,136

360 31 0
982 726

57 1 0
31 1 233 ........... !i

30 21 6
22 1 2

............ |

1,762 1,507
233,808 248,591 219,196

61,559 56,499 17,323

295,367 305,090 236,519
1

CORRESPONDIN
YEAR ENDING

PERIOD IN
JUNE 30,REVENUE

1892

CITY and suburban.
By Passengers—

Fares ..............................................
Miscellaneous Receipts •

Pass. pAflESi

215,355
5,705

279,321 221,060
NORTH SHORE CABLE.

By Passengers-
Fares ..... 11,1 23
Miscellaneous Receipts ■■■

1 1,1 23
NEWCASTLE AND PLATTSBURG.

By Passengers—
Fares ............................................
Miscellaneous Receipts-

12,5493,01 1 .749

1 3,696
ASHFIELD TO ENFIELD.

by passengers— ■
FARES

GRAND TOTAL 236,519

THOMAS HALL,
Chief Accountant.

-I
05
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APPENDIX XX] X.
<1

Schedules undev Working Expenses for the Year ending 30th June, 1803, with comparisons for 1802 and 18SS.

CITY AND SUBTJKBAY TRAMWAYS.

Kmiiehe'*

Maintenance of Way and_ Works,
Salarius, oiiice expenses, and general superintendence..
Maintenance and renewals of permanent J Wages ......

way, viz. : ......................................... ( Mateiials ...
Uepiwis, fcc., of bridges, culverts, and other works.....
llepurs, (fee., of waiting-sheds and buildings.............
Sundries..............................................................................

Locomotive Power.
Jvjuoniotive superintendence and clerks 
Locomotive foremen and Clerks.......... .
jyicomotive drivers and firemen .................. .
Locomotive cleaners, coalmen, and labourers.
Locomotive sundries .....................................
Coal, coke, ami wood......................................
Water.. ......................................................... .
Oil, tallow, and waste.....................................
Stores*for cleaners ........................................
Itepuirs and renewals of engines i Wages.... 

( Materials

Kcpnivs, electric motois and machinery [ Wages . 
) Materials

Cars and Waggons,

eOreasing and oiling

Car repairs..............

Waggon repairs .

J Wages.........................................
( Materials ..................................
/ Wages .................. .. ...........
"[Materials ...................................
\ Wages ......................................
} Materials ...................................

Year ending ! Coirespondinpr period m 
JinujJO, ________ .

1803, 1892. 1888.

£ £ £

1,014 1,303 580
iss 31,418 17,304
09(5 37,234 19,005 9,332

4r> 82 464
272 207 1,045

65 1 277

£ 38,630 52,016 29,002

025 1,680 3,925
■729 3,6.14 1,723 SCO

4.1,079 44,307 37,528
9,164 8,807 10,724
2,312 2,471 7,007

10,737 10,059 11,818
1,044 2,139 1,104
2.716 3,681 2,270

551 562 409
44S 23,069 32,350
043 26,491 5,210 7,312

230
82

£ 102,388 110,080 115,367

250 220 23(1
213 153 121

0,685 5,922 9,604
12,244 4,317 3,559

72 97
44 31 61

£ 19,514 10,718 13,678

i

Rranclius.

Traffic Expenses.
Traffic Manager's office and staft‘............. .
Clerks ............................................................. .
StafFmen, pointsmen, and flagmen.............
Conductors ........................................ ..
Car-cleaners, shunters, and lamp-trimmers
Stores ............................................................
Advertising, printing, and stationery .....
fIYaveiling imd incidental............................
Sundries ............................. .......................

Compensation,
Eor jieraoual injury .........
Por damage to vehicles, &c.

General Expenses.
Commissioners __
•Secretary's office.... 
Accountant's office.
Audit office............
Stores office ...........
Sundricst ............

CRAND TOTAL,

Y<‘nr end In"
June :io»

Corresponding period in

1893, 1892. 1833.

£ £ £

1,95S 1,713 2,131
1,209 1,212 922
0,085 6,176 5,333

23,915 24,001 19,433
4,856 5,100 5,393
2,414 2,824 1,833
1,422 1,276 3J7

32S 273 215
3,747 4,091 5,392

45,934 46,666 41,409

‘ '.

1,670 2,918 603
229 688

1,899 3,606 003

624 643 207
640 393 553
921 590 553

1,563 1,512 1,040
378 560 1,196

2,333 2,361 559

6,459 6,059 4,108

214,824 229,145 204,227
i ’ ..

c

* Traffic Charge. f Includes comiuisbion on sale of tickets vrhich was fonnorly deducted from earnings, amounting to £2,llo in 1502, and £2,007 in 1S93.



APPENDIX XXX.

Schedules under Working Expenses for tlie Years ending 30th June, 1893 and 1892.
ASHEIELD TO ENFIELD TRAMWAY.

BRANCHES. Year Dueling 
June 30, 1S93.

Maintenance of Way and Works.
Salaries, office expenses, and general superintendence............................
... i i r u • \ Wages......... £293Maintenance mid renewal-i of permanent May, viz,; j Materials r>8

Locomotive Power.
Locomotive Fiipei'intendencc and clerks...................................................
Locomotive drivers and firemen ...............................................................
Locomotive cleaners, coalmen, and labourers............................................
Locomotive sundries .................................................................................
Coa), coke, and wood ..................................................................................
Water ......................... ....................... . ....................................................
Oil, tallow, and waste..................................................................................
Stoves for cleaners .............................................................................. .....
Kepaivt and renewals of ongiuus ............................ | Materials£I34

Cars and Waggons.

Omasiiig and Oiling j

Car repairs.. f Wages............................................................ £15
Materials ............................................................ 33

From
23rd September, 

JS91, to
30tli June, 1892.

£ £

9 6
244

351 60

360 310

15 7
494 363
112 84 .

5 12
150 128
24 20
26 39
10 7

50
146 16

982 720

1
3

5
53 o

57 10

BRANCHES

Traffic Expenses.
Traffic Manager’s office ami staff.....................
Btaffmen, pointsmen, and flagmen .............
Conductors .......................................................
Stores ...................................................................
Advertising, printing, and stationery ............
Sundries .............................................................

Compensation.
For personal injury..............
For damage to vehicles, &o.

General Expenses.
Proportion of General KvjfcnsRK ....................
Stoves office ......................................................

GRAND TOTAL..................

■ From
Year ending 1 23rd September, 
June 30, 1803 lS9i, to

SMh June, 1SS2.

£ £

15 13
2 >

279 207
7 0
G o
4 4

311 233

30 0
.............. 210

30 216

19 10
3 2

22

i

12

1,762 1,607



APPENDIX X'XXJ.
<1
Q

Schedules under Working Expenses for the Year ending the 30th June, 1893, with Comparisons for 1892 and 1888.

NOitTii SHORE CABLE TRAM.

Permanent Way Branch.
MViIntenaiico of Way:—

Superintendence and Office Expenses...........
Repairs and Eeneivals of Buildings ..........
Repairs mid Renenals o£ Uine. Sidings, &c.. 
Sundries ..........................................................

£
Locomotive Branch.

GrxiTtAi, Expussiis.

Superintondenee and Oflicc Expenses ..............................................
Rei>uirs and Reneivals of Maeliinerv, a'ools, imd Implements..........
Lighting Buddings and Depftts .........................................................
Sundries..... . ....................................................... ................................

Russixo ExrKxsrs.
£

Wages of Grrlpmcn and Stationary Engine-drivers.........................
Wages of Cleaners, Eiremen, Pulley-oilers, and Running Shod

Labourers .................................. ................................ ................
Cost of Euel ........................................................................................
Running Stores for Engines or Cables, exclusive of Fuel .............
Cost of Water .....................................................................................
Sundries ................................................................................................

RttrAiEiirG Expenses.

Repairs and Renewals of Stationary Engines ..................................
Repairs and Keneivah of Cable .........................................................
Repairs and Renewals of Running Gear and other Cable Fittings... 
Repairs and Renewals of Water-supply Pipes, &e.............................

r>

Total, Locomotive Expenses...................... £

Year oiittinjr Coi responding petiod in
June 30, --------------

1893. 1892. 1888.

£ £ £

21 24 12
2 159

085 884 749

1,007 910 920

307 364 4.3
7 4 68

57 64. 8-1.
210 147 79

671 2}

!

274

1,491 1,481 1,359

175 150 278
540 622 676
123 159 160
80 81 38
77 70

2,4.86 2,5fi3 2,541

28 43 74.
534 1,180 8S5
277 ISO 175

3 3
889 1,412 1,137

4,046 4,554 4,031

1

Yrar cndinir Corresponding period in
June JO, —

1893, 1892. 1388.

Cars and Waggons. £ £ £

Repairs and Renewals lo Carriages and Dummies ...................... 2CG 5G0 414

Repairs and Renewals of Grippers.................................................. 105 Cl 45

* £ 371 621 459

Traffic Branch.
Management and Office Expenses ................................................ GO 85 ...........
Rep lira and Renewals of Rurnilurp, Fitting?, Implements, mid

Si ores.......................................................................................... . 18 10 4

Fuel and Lighting ........................................................................... 53 54 £7

Wages of Clerk?, Comlurtora, &c .................................................. 1,231 1,260 1,071

Sundries .......................................................................................... 147 131 20

Cleaning C I’oovcs ............................................................................. 92 115 80

£ 1,001 1jG55 1,202
Compen miion. • ' ------------ ------------ —----- ------ i

. 25

General Charges.
Proportion of General Fstablislnnenl. .......................................... 74 50 38

Store Expenses ..... . .................................................................. 14 23 63

60 120

£ 143 162 221

GRAND TOTAL.................................................................. 7,198 7,902 6,833

—I
c:



APPENDIX XXXTI.
Schedules under Working Expenses for the Year ending the 30th June, 1S93, with comparisons for 1892 and 1888.

PLATTSBURG TRAMWAY.

BRANCHES.
Year ending

June 30,
1893.

Correspond!

1393.

ntf petiol in

1838.

Maintenance of Way and Works. ’ £ £ £

Salaries, office expenses, and general superintendence ................. 55 38 T

Maintenance and renewals of per-U'a^e3.................................... 792 951 5S2
inanent way, viz.: .................. (Materials .............................. 45 108 131

Repairs, &.e., of bridges, culverts, and other works...................... 27

Repairs, &e.; of waiting-sheds and buildings..................................... 12 14 3

Sundries.................................................................................................. o

£ S04 ],m 750

Locomotive Power.
Locomotive superintendent and clerks ............................................. 03 119 47
Locomotive foreman .......................................................................... 277 240

Locomoth e drivers and firemen ....................  ........... 2,189 2,198 1,422

Locomotive cleaners, coalmen, and labourers ................................. 613 544 677
Locomotive sundries ........................................................................... 74 01 26

Coal, coke, and wood ...................................................... . 571 664 791
Water............................................................................. ’ 40 65 13
Oil. tallow, and waste..................................... 127 179 94
Stores for cleaners ...................... , , 25 31 43

f Wages......................................... 1,476 - 1.149 940
Repairs and renewals of engines •{

t Materials ................................. 323 259 83

£ 5,S24 5,499 4,136

|

mtANcncs.

Cara and Waggons.
( Wages ......................

•Greasing and oiling ^
( Materials ..............

( Wages .....................................
Car repairs <

f Materials...................................

Traffic Expenses.
Traffic Manager’s office and staff ..............

Clerks .............. .............................................

StaflfmciL pointsmen, and flagmen ..............

Conductors ................. ..................... .............

Car-cicnucrs, shunters, &c......... ....................

Stores .......................................... . ................

Advertising, stationery, and pi in ting ........

Travelling and incidental...............................

Sundries ..........................................................

Compensation.
Personal injury ...........................................

General Charges.
Proportion of general establishment .........

Store expenses ............................................

Sundries .......................................................

GEAXD TOTAL

Year ending
Juno 30,

1693.

Corresponding period In

1832. 18SS.

£ £ £

23 21

11 17 28

501 502 175

143 162 84

J G7S 70 2 2S7

96 135 360

306 290

512 457 1,218

1,187 1,168 073

101 118 517

127 ]55 72

16 32 8

6 7

140 119 195

2,500 2,4S7 2,843

148

106 71 50

11 19 66

1 4

1 IS 90 120

10,024 10,037 8,136
1

* Trallic charges.
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APPENDIX XXXIII.
Citv and Suburban Lines.—Rolling Stock Tramways.o On1

Total Stock. RENEWALS Oil OF WORKING EXPENSES.
Year end mg' j - - ’’ ’ —

Motors.
i

Cars. Goods trucks. Water tanks. Motors. Cars. Goods trucks. Water tanks.

.......  4 6 i Nil. Nil.
31 „ 18S0........... ..... 10 20
31 „ 18S1........... .. 29 47 11

31 „ 1882........... ... . 46 S3 4 Nil.
31 „ 1833........... .......  57 99 4
31 „ 1884........... ... | 75 108 13 2 Nil.
31 1885........... ....... 95 108 16 2
31 „ 1886........... . 96 127 16 2 1
31 „ 1887........... ....... t 88 114 14 3 Nil.
30 Jmtr 18SS........... ....... j 88 125 14 3 11 11 }» I)
30 „ 1889........... ....... t 38 129 14 3 10
30 „ 1800........... .......  SS 146 14 4 31 1
30 „ 1891 .......... . ..1 95 180 14 ' 5 4 15
30 „ 1802........... . . 108 193 14 5
30 „ 1893........... 205 14 5 20 ........ | ........

Total Electric Rolling Stock, 30tli June, 1893.
Year ending' Motor Car*:.

30 Juno, 1302 ...................................................................................... ....................................................... 3

30 „ 1S93................................................................................................................................................ 3

North Shore Cable Tramway.

Year ending'

31 December, 1SSG .
31 „ 1887 .
30 Juno, 1SSS .
30 ,, 1889 .
30 „ 1890 .
30 „ 189) .
30 „ 1892 .
30 „ 1893 .

Total Stock.

j Dummies. Our?. Total.

ii
.' s & 16
,i 8 8 16

i 3 S 16
•1 8 10 IS
■ 8 14 22

8 14 22
.1 10 IS 28
. 13 23 36

Plattsburg Tramway.
Trucks. Total.

APPENDIX XXXIV.
Return of the total Amount paid for Wages on the different Branches of the 

Tramways, year ending 30th dune, 1893, 1892, and 1888.
branches. 1*93. 1892, 1888.

TRAMWAYS.—
Maintenance Brnneb ..................................................................................

Loccunotm* „ ...................................... .........................................

£
25.323

95,524

36,805

£
35,246

93,778

40,341

£
30,824

97,751

31.0S7Xniftic ,, ................................................................ .............

Total, Tramways.............................£ 157,632 169,365 159,662

Notf,—Includes all paid l\\ the Hrpartinent^ whether on jniintepancfc or new
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APPENDIX XX XV.

State31 ent showing the cost of Construction and cost per Mile open on different 
Sections of the City and Suburban Tramway Lines on the 30th June, 1893.

ParticulflrE.

Railway Stalion to Bridge-street ..............................
Liverpool-street to Kamtwirk anti Coogee...................
Darlinfilmrst Junction to Waver ley and Woollahra ,
Wavcrlcy to Bondi Bench ..........................................
Woverley to Randwick.................................................
Crown-street Junction to Cleveland-strcet ...............
Railway Station to Glebe and Eorest Lodee...............
Newtown (Glebe Junction) to Dulwich Hill ..........
Eorest Lodge Junction to Leichhardt and J’ive Look
Railway Station Junction to Botany ..........................
Eorest Lodge to Balmain.....  .............................
Newtown Bridge to St. Peters....................................
Eedfem to Moore Park ...........................................
Balmain (Merton-street) to Glacial one Park..............

Length
in

Miles.

n
si
d
i*
11
a4

-k
■H
5

it
34

1
:

Total CO'l.

X
!H,!U7

112,671
53,891
25,419
11,525
16.069
39,749
58,284
56,030
90,787
23,086
12,336
18,524

4,GfiO

Cost per Mile.

I X
I 54,238

21.401 
13,857 

, 14,525
7,683 

| 21,425
17,666 

| 13,714
11,206 
13,450 
13,535 
16,448 
18,524 
4,660

Average cost of Construction

Tramway Workshops
Rolling Stock...........
Machinery..............
Furniture ..............

.055,261 
253,703 I 
13,150 

2,113

38 623,518 16,409

38

324,227

947,776 24,941

APPENDIX XXXVI.
JLettjrn of the Number of Passenger Pares collected, Earnings and "Working Cost, 

Total and per train mile, Percentage Working Cost to Earnings, Capital Invested, 
and Interest on Capital returned by the City and Suburban Tramways for each 
year from ] 879 to 1893 inclusive.

Year.
Length

of
Line.

Number 
of Passenger 

f'arts> 
collected.

Car
mileage.

Total
Earnings.

Working
Expenses.

Earnings 
per Car 

Mile

Working 
Cost per 
Car Mile.

1

Percentage
of

Working 
Cost 

to Gioss 
Earnings.

1

Net
Earnings.

Capital 
invested 
on lines 
open.

Interest
Oil

Capital.

1879* ...............
Milcf.

n 443,341 13,270
£

4,41 C
£

2,278 70-87 41-19 51-59
£

2,138
£

22,269 33-00

1880 .............. 4 2,086,897 84,074 18,980 13,444. 5418 38-38 70-83 5,536 60,218 12-34

1881 ................. h 7j090f 125 296,900 62,549 52,107 50-56 42-12 83'31 10,442 160,450 c-io
1882 ................. 22 15,269,100 670,619 126,202 103,136 45-16 36-91 81*72 23,066 412,561 6-SO

1883 ................ 25 25,684,285 1,076,096 190,699 178,877 42*53 39-59 93-80 11,822 544,105 2‘22

1384 ................. 27* 30,202,303 1,242,491 219,942 215.167 4SM8 41-56 97-83 4,775 643,111 0-76

1885 ................. 27* +39,594,753 1,220,600 223,340 207,995 43-91 40-90 9313 15,343 708,100 217

1886 ............... 27* 52,977,578 ] ,222,943 226,367 201,737 44'42 30-50 89-12 24,630 742,113 3-37

1887 ............... 29* 50,108,256 1,220,026 214,125 201,468 42-12 39-63 9 k08 13,657 731,582 P76

1888 .............. 29* 51,563,197 1,246,543 221,060 204,227 42-56 39-32 02-38 10,833 742,555 2-22

1880 ................ 29* 52,810,026 1,338,336 225,833 206,092 40-49 36-95 91-25 10,741 771,255 2-56

1890 ............... 30* 57,463,650 1,474,016 249,508 207,517 dO‘60 3C-4C 8317 41,001 700,555 5-31

1891 ................. 33* 62,676,636 1,553,048 270,363 221,505 41-78 34-23 81-02 48,860 857,455 5,74

1892 ................. 37 65,299,063 1,613,443 279,321 229,145 43 -55 34 00 82-04 50,176 932,907 6-54

1893 ................ 38 63,588,835 1,681,232 271,011 214,824 38-60 30-67 79-26 56,217 0-17,773 5-04

* The lino was opened for fcJnce and a half months only in 1870, ami for part of this period was worked v.iih hor-w-iwweix 
1 Up to the year ISSh, !kl. rn>h faixas and 2d. tiekets wore counted as single fares; from U5S0, in elusive* all ticket-: issued weic at Id. valium,

and Lfi>h fait* paid me m thi* Kctiirn calculated nt same rale.

ITENDIX
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APPENDIX XXXTjr.

TRAMWAYS.
E-eturn of the number mid nature of Accidents, and the Injuries to Life and Limb, 

which occurred on Lie Tramways from 1st July, 1892, to 80th June, 1S93.

Date.

Servants of 
Department.

Killed. Injured.

1892.
■1 July .......
0 ..................

.............
2G „ ........

2 August .... 
30 „ ....
20 ..............
4 September. 

11 November . 
lb .
2 December .
4 ■

I1 „ •
27 .

1«93.
34 Januarv.... 
JS Murth* .... 

..........
2.1 ................

I'assengcrs. 

Killed. Injured.

bthcr than Passengers.
I

1 Killed, Injured.

4
1
1

Nature of Accident,

Viiasongor’B arm broken ; leaving car in motion. 
Man injured; wheel of cab caught; in rail groove. 
Passenger’s toed cri^hed ; leaving car in motion. 
Passenger's arm broken ; leaiing car in motion* 
Passonger’sj arm injured • fell fiom ear. 
drying to enter car in motion.
Passenger slightly injured ; fell from car, 
T^nssengcr’a foot cruslied ; leaving car in motion. 
Passenger’s leg cut off; entering ear in motion. 
Child killed ; ran m front of m*
Passenger slightly injured—leaving tram in motion. 
Slightly injured ; buggy collided with tram,
Man slightly in jured ; oab biokc down on line. 
Man slightly injured; cub broke down on lino.

1 Man’s arm broken ; lenocked down by motor.
... Fireman killed; shunting cars, Moore Park.
... Man ki'lecl; trying to enter cur in motion.
... j Passenger's toe? crushed ; leaving car in inofcion.

. APPENDIX XXXV11L 
TRAMWAYS.

Permanent-wav Materials, Rails for Renewals, and Miscellaneous Articles Imported for the
Tramways during year ending 30th June, 1893.

Date of 
Arrival. Name of Ship. Description of Material. Supplied by Weight,

1892. 
17 Aug. 
I? »
17 „
24 „

4 Sept. 
4 „
4
4 i.

24 Cat.,

a » 
ai lf 
3L „ 
20 „ 

ISOS. 
2ft Jan., 
27 Mar,

1ft „ 
U „

13 M

13 „

1> Apiil 
8 „ ; 
8 „ ! 

Various 
dates.

Granite State

Mnmunbidgcc 
Hnhtuu.k .. ... 
brilliant .......

Sophocles..... .
Kritaiinia..........
Earl of Cardigan, 
Warniunbool ...

Victoria.

Fifoshire ... 
Port Hunter..

Wilcamiia.......

Port Hunter.

ThmuopjLc, 
Bungarcc ...

Various

500 diaphragm rubbers ..,.
500 rubber gaskets .........
24 standard steam nmffers 

2 pressure cNlindcrs
112 motor taps .........

ti ilrchole plates__
<J wrapper M .... 
fitulw ,,

1200 S.J>. brass Lul>us,,

Elamos Vacuum Co.

S7 iron plates ...
Hoh-nmls.................

So bars steel__
24 plates to tracing 
32 „ „

Hob-nails ............

54 J? O. plates.................
15C00 ft. v. ire rope for cables.. 
1000 ft. „ ..

50 \vliGclsand tyro11—motor ^’if*kcl■s ^ Sons.
1200 loco brass tubes Jg,' Allen Eveiett . 

qnal 1} x 10/11 Xj
f' rt

COO loco, brass tubes 3°, 
qnal. 1* X 10/11 x 
o' h".

100 steel plates............ Shelton Iron Co.
2 casks copper rivets I” x Williams, Foster 

2".
100 cast-steel tyros, 2’ HA" .. Vickers & Sons 

„ „*
10 tube plates................... Nevill, Druee, & Co.

400 cost-steel wheels ....... Hadfiekl Co..............

K. Herbert Lapagc . 
Joseph Whitworth &Co. 
William Foster is Co. .

J Wilks, Son, Slapplc 
beck

Shelton Steel Co..........
Ncttlefold & Son .........j
Tlie Steel Co , Scotlaml.j 
Williams, Foster, & Co.
Ncttlcfold &■ Son . ..,5

The Steel Co., Scotland 
T. W Smith ...............

TOD

1
012 0

2 0 0 
2 0 1 
4 S 3 
1
0 0 0

12

11 13 1 
C 13 1

0 10 0

I
20

Rate. Invoice
Cost. Freight. English Colonial 

Charges Charges

Ih. £ H. d. £ S. d. £ 9. d. £ 8.

833 IS 11 ^ 1 0 3 24 3

12 1 ■> 0 0 150 0 0 1 7 1 2 11
8/. 0 0 0 10 0 ft 10

0 Co 7 0 3G 4 c 0 4 G O 11
•» t)U 7 (i 50 15 11 0 12 0 0 13
2 l>0 7 (i 97 13 5 1 12 0 1 11

14 0 C* <»l 3S3 7 G 4 14 3 5 IS

IS 3 ft 0 54 0 (1 S 7 1 1 <2
0 (1 14 0 20 0 0 1 7 11 0 13
0 <> 1ft 0 IS 12 0 2 ft a 0 11
8 12 0 2ar» IS 5 2 14 0 4 l

12 03 12 0 110 1 11 1 7 0 1 14
0 0 14 G 87 0 0 4 U 10 1 12

14 D 7 G no 13 2 10 0 1 19

4 32 10 0 STD 1 10 7 13 1 7 17
(j 0 0 Si 3SS Hi 1 8 12 f» 1

15
21 0 0 17U 19 10 2 17 4 )

10 s 2 0 00 1 3 4 17 0 1 1ft
0 S2 0 0 . 41 0 0 0 10 6 1 2

11 1 12 0 447 jo 11 !> 1 0 3 15
10 32 10 0 445 10 C S 1U 11 y 4
an 02 IS G !U 11 fl 1 1 1C 2 2

7 1) 14 fl 372 10 0 14 13 4 15 10

10 0 0 0 1,575 0 0 3» 5 2 33 0 83,003 ll>

ISM. 
27 Out,, 

It

Indent for Material for 42-lb. S.T. Tramway Eails.
Echuca................llSOOO flsh-holts....................... I Patent Nut anii Bolt Co.1 !> 7 0 0 I IS 0 0 I IfiS fi fll
(Julf of Venice —. 5000 steel fiah-plates........... | Darlington Co. .......... | 14 1 3 19 | 0 9 3 | 133 7 s|

fl Jf. S\ 
io & ni

1 10 
0 is

4 7, J79 ft 
10 21 147 2

10 ft ft 
10 8 3

im, 
17 May.

1893 
17 Ma}„

17 ,f

17 u
*>•2

Indent for Material for 71i-lb. Tramway Eails.
Culgoa fiOOO Ibbotrons nuts and fish 

bolts, 7^ x 3if"
4000 tntennediate bolts and 

nuts, 71" \ 2^".

Ibhotson Bros............... 3 10 1 fl 110 73 10 r. 2 s a! 0 is s
• i

0 Ifi 8 77 14 ft

*...................... 2 0 1 17 110 42 S 3 1 8 GO 7 10
i

0 9 11 44 14 S

22 4 0 

S 22 7 4

Indent for Material for 60-lb. Tramway Rails.
Cd-oa ... SQ0Q nuts and fish-bolts, Ibbotson Bros. 

I }r ^ 3}".
M ............ 4000 Intermediate bolts, ,,

s 21".
j.......................  20000 intermediate bolts, .,

, . . ' „u"x4r.
Austral . ..j DC c.-s. or 4000 fistuplafes Darlington Co.

3 13 1
1

23 1 4 0 iw io n! 2 IS c 0 1G 10 o 19 11 95 G 2 25 S S3

1 12 0 0 1 4 0 35 S 0 1 4 0 0 7 2 0 S 3 40 7 5 25 4 75
10 14 1 3 1 4 0 257 3 7 19 9 3 0 11 o 0 0 270 4 3 25 tt 0!

3S & 2 ifl 0 14 0 123 10 „!
'1 12 10 G 1 2 0 2 11 S HO 9 9 7 12
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APPENDIX XXXIX.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT TRAMWAYS.

Ueturn showing tlie Appointments of Tramway Employes from 1st July, 1892,
to 30111 June, 1893.

Date. Name, Position. Rate. Remarks.

1W1.
15 July
12 „ 
14 ,,

22
‘2 Auff. 
10 y} 
n „ 

ic „ 
22 „

1 Sept, 
fl „ 

1G „ 
1C „ 
1C „ 
1C „
16 „ 
16 „ 
1C ,* 

16 „ 
16 „ 
16 „ 
1C
1ft ,, 
1C „ 
35 „
25 „
22
27 !’
27 „
27 „
27 ,r 
27 „
27 M 
27 „
27 fP 
27 „
27 „
27 H 
i Oot-
6 r,

S l •
9 11
n „
14 fl
25
25
21

1 Nov.

iv ,,
23 Dui‘> 
28 M 
23
23 M 
23 ,,

23 „
23 „ 
23 „
23 „ 
23 ,,
23 „
23 „
23 ,,
23

1393.
4 Jait,

13 „
7 Mar.
5 „
5 u

15 „
17 „
29 *„ 
ST*
T? April 
20 ,,
24 ,,

1 Mav.. 
13
13 „ 
26 „
11 June 
15 (,
20 ,,

Lamont, John E...........................
MeNmimra, ICrnebt E....................
Clarke, Henry J............................
RnlwrH Janie* .......................
Koll.\, John .............................
Mulvny, Archibald ......................
Rrnn, Henry ..............................
I.ancaster, Alfrotl ......................
Smith, Will mm V..........................
Kyle, Ihiffli ...............................
ITaycr, John l1..............................
Clmpniun, Charles P.....................
Fletcher, Charles H.......................
Stead, William............................
Mole, Leonard..........................
UftHh, Runjaiiiiu D.......................
Melklejohn, .lohn li....................
Cooeh, Robert..........................
Coleman, Albert. 10. ..................
Thmns, Alfied \V........................
Lambert, Frcdcnelt .................
lJ0"lar, Herbert........................
Bedford, Edwin ......................
Cook, Jame^ T.............................
Brown, Uiehard ..........................
Lvon^, .lames A, .. ... .......
Heydnii, C T.............................
TrtiviHieu, Thomas a...................
Atkinson, ArehilHikl ...................
Thomas, Phillip ........................
l)aw«m, Alo^amlcr ...................
Miirris, James.............................
South, Henry .............................
Quinn, Henry.............................
Wfirton, Charles K........................
Kemlrrgati, Ernest......................
Thompson, John........................
Crawford, Alfred ......................
Tiubam*, Patrick ........................
Murphtm Ale.xandor...................
Ohio, Gcor're A............................
Ryan, James.................................
Acres, IttMidoll.............................
Man.in, Henry J...........................
Ahlrirh, iiohert ..........................
Hanlv, Itobert.............................
Mcrriflcld, Albert R.....................
Ilnrland, Tbonian ......................
Cutfonl, Clnnlea E........................
Meadows, James..........................
Montgomery, John....................
Rohiiifl., henben ..........................
Cumiinirham, William ................
Stable, Dai id .............................
Botterlll, John.............................
SnniK1, Charles ..........................
Iwbairn, Joseph H.....................
Tideswell, Percy..........................
HiiKKRrd, George........................ .
^fonro, llidxirt G...........................
Weaver, William .......................
Swan, CcorpcA............................
McVie, Alfred E...........................
Irwin, Michael...........................
Stephenson, Thomas W................

Holden, Edward A.......................
Wcmo, Ernest C............................
Rice. William .............................
Egan, Patrick .............................
Dennison, Olucr........................
Pcrkou, Thomas ........................
Cooper. Percy ............................
Insull, William..........................
O’Connell, William ...................
Anderson, lleurvW......................
Clarke, John H.............................
Ilurit, Alfred .............................
Coleman, Qeoige..........................
Miller, Frederick..........................
Dowling, John If..........................
Aid inch, Mm ........................
Jlarrisi.n, Sidney.......... ..............
WatufH, Edward ........................
Caldwell, George I).......................

Tramways—Locomotive Branch.
Cleaner .......................'
Apprentice...................
Shop-boy ...................
Painter ........................
Cleaner .....................
Apprentice. . ..
Sho|j-hoy.......................
Labourer .....................

Shop-boy .................
Labourer ...................
Apprentice...............
Cleaner .....................

4/6 per day 
IDd.
2/C 
8/
0/- 
lOil.
2/6 
e/e
C/6 
2/6 
6/6 
10d.
6/6 
«/- 
fl/- 
6/
4/6 
6-0 
A/*

C/-
r./6
0-

. . Vies J. Polhti^r.

. ,f Vice A. Callender.
, i Ptri* T Rogers,

From Supernumerary Staff

. Kfcv G. Ileydoh. ’

. E£cr G. Olde.

. Vice G. Clarke.
. Fitfr T. Crowe.
. Vice J. Kenyon.

Vice J. Jarvis.
For A. lloxall.
From Supernumerary Staff.

j **
: ,, ,,

, Shop-boy . 

Cleaner .. 

Fireman ..

Labourer.......................
Shop boy.......................
Cleaner .......................
Fireman ......................
Cleaner .......................
Shop boy.....................
Turner..........................
Cleaner ......................
Fireman.......................
Cleaner .......................j

Fireman.........

I *..............*
j Cleaner .........

?» .........
Boy Labourer..

Cleaner ...

Draftsman...................
Shop boy.......................

1 Fuelman....................
Labourer.......................

n • -...................
Driver........................
Cleaner .......................
Labourer.......................
Boy labourer................
Apprentice.. ..............
Shop Boy ...................

Cleaner .....................

Office Cleaner 
Shop Boy ...
Labourer.......
Shop Boy ....

[if- 
li-
1 r9
2>3 
6-6 
7/V 
7/G 
7/C 
7/C 
7/C 
7/0 
7/0 
7/0 
7/0 
7/0 
7/0 
7/0 
'/- 
*/■

0 
7/C 
«/■
21
10/
0/
s/
4/0 
4/0 
4/6 
6/0 
7/0 
7/0 
7/0 
7/6 
61
6/
*/- 
*/- 
0/- 
«/- 
5/0 
5/6 
G/

£130 pe: 
2/3 per 
G/G 
G'D 
G.'G 
H/*
7/G
6‘G
3/
lOd
1/9
S/
7/6
7/6
7/C
29,- pe 
V- per 
G/G 
6/-

IVw TL Hinson, 
Vice W. Tubliy. 
From HaUwajs

Vice A. Salon,
Vice P. Gattonhoff.
From Tralfio Branch, Railways.
From Uailwaya. 
l-'rom Tniltlc Branch.
Vice H. Penn.
Tmnsfcircd fiom Su])omumoi,ary Staff.
V?c,o P. Quinn.
From UailwayH, vice ,1. I Jol lings worth.
Fiom Trallii: Branch, Railways.
From Traffic Branch. Railways, vice J. Tinsley 
From Traffic Branch, Railways,
Vice C- She plici'il,
Transferred fmm Siijierimmerary Stxff.

From Railways,
Wee C. Hodgson.
Uo-emploved, twe R. Robins.
From Railways, vice A. Woodford.
Re-employed! vice W. Smith,
From Railways, vice E. Gates.
From Tralfic Branch, Tramways, vice J, M'Sinmck. 
Fice C Haydnii 
Vice F. Wormian.
Five C. F, Chapman.
Vice J. Bell.
Vice A, Irvino.
From Railways.

Vice. Mrs. Dmum
From ItailwayH, wer S. Ilarriaon.
Fuy Patrick Egan.
F<co Henry Smith.

1392. Tramways—TaAPpio Brakcu.
I’ronT Railways, Hire A. Flanders.

7/- „ .... ,, vice J. GarnatL
6/G ........................

Ro-employed.12 „ IIimliL.1, Robert ....................... 7/- „ ....
12 ,, Cam]d)Cllf William...................... 5/- .............. ,,

12 „ V-jimecsch. Adolphus ................ 6/- ........................ ,,

14 ,, (’arh'ton. Thomas ...................... ,, ..... BIG .............. ,,

14 „ Kidd, David R ........................ 0/- „ ■■ ■ ,,

14 „ Martin, Henrv J........................... 6/0 ........................ ,,

14 4, A ■'he, Earnest SV.......................... 6/- „ . .. ,,

14 ,, Slovens, William ................... . 7/- r, ... ,,

14 McAmilt), John .......................... „ ................ 7/- .............. ,,

15 „ Lnvu, (Jeorire ............................. i> ..... 6/6 ........................ n

15 ,, (larriek, John.............................. „ ................ 6/G .............. ,,

18 „ Ashworth, Herbert..................... ................ alG .............. From Railwayn,18 „ 41 ..... Gr'G ........................

13 !, Dolmon, Robert .......................... „ ......... ' 61- „ . . Rc-cmployud.
i9 Oarraid, Geni'jfo .1........................................ „ ......... 6 6 .............. lYom KaUways.
19 „ Donucllan, Michael....................................... „ ... 6/6 .............. Re-emplo\cd,
HI „ Hoaie. Martin.................................................... ,, ................ 7f- .............. From Itailway*.
20 (! McClean. Horatio ................................... tl 4. . 6rG „ .... Itc-enipfoycd.
20 ,, SI nart, Rtvliaid ........................................ „ . ............... 6’6 ..............
25 !, Keene, William T............................................. ,, ..... i/- ,, ••<< From Railways.
26 „ Dnuc-S William ............................................. „ .... 7/- „ .... m n

A—L
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APPENDIX XXXIX—confinnvd.,
I

Dale- Name.
i

EVisition. ■ Rato- j Remarks,

1S91. Tramways--Traffic Bham3I—cotifi’itucff.
2 Auf. Turner, Sydney G........................ Junior Conductor.. . .7'ft per day ,. From Railways.
2 , * Derbiu, John ..... ................... „ ....11/- ,, ..

10 H Ganiett, John............................. ,, .. >» ii
1ft „ Hothorton, John.......................... it - - .... 7/- „ ■

Rc-eiuployed, cice R. Snell.27 „ Car cleaner............ ... 6 0 „ ....
li Sapt. 
29 Oct. 
29 „

MafTey, X. W............................. Junior conductor .. 7/- „ From Railways, vict W, Damien.
Transferred from Supernumerary Staff.

Pooler, Charles W,, *................. u •> - . .. 5 - ,, ....
2fl „
29 ,,

Wilson, Ernest ...................... - 3

..'C’O ,s Vice .i. Ganiett. Position retrenuhed on Supernumerary Staff.

Junior Conductor
.6-6 .. ... Transferred from Supemiuncmry Stuff.

29 ,, Lawson,’ George .......................... .... S- .............. Vw J. Rogers. Position rotreiurliod on Supernumcriir) Staff
2ft ■’

Clerk
.... .............
.... £140poriinmini

j, C Sonnier. „ ,, », „
TransfoiTCd from Supernumerary Staff.Blnckstonc, Fred. .. ............

15 Doc. Wilson, Robert .............. Car cleaner .... .., 6/6 per day__ Vice J. Barlow.
1803.

Cooper, Percy............................. .lunior Conductor. .... 5/- ,, . . Re»employod for further citension of Balmain Line.
30 Morrison, Ernest It. ................... ii ■ ... .... s/- „ .... Vive Henry J. Martin.
IS Feb. Blakcnev, Patrick T. ............ ■ i .... ■ Sf* „ . .. Fire J. Bourkc.
l(] .. Freeman. John T.......................... M - - - .. ii/- ,, .. 1 ice R. Hardic.
10 April i Azzoni, Walter M, . ........ Clerk .. . . ... £100 per annum From Raihvnys.

Tramways—Ma]M'k>a>OK Uravch.
viay.. Baylis. John.................................| Labourer................ 7/G per day .. | 1’roni Railways, vice John Hea.

APPENDIX XL.
XEW SOUXil WALES GOVKHXMEXT TimiWAYS.

Retujix showing the Removals of Tramway Ihnployes from 1st July, 1892, to
30th J unc, 1893. *

Date. Name.

1392.
4 Julv lienvon, John ............................

MMimlti, William......................
7 ,, StcNtma, John ...................... .

i* .. Ulaike, George F- ......................
21 M4lver, Francis..........................
3 Aug. Jams, John.................................

17 „ lloxall, Arthur.............................
u .. Hinson, Robert ........................
2ft „ Tubbv, William ......................
23 9, Sales, Alfred .............................

r. Sopt. GattenholF, Pcrcv ....................
2ft ,i Edwards, Alfred ........................

1 Oct. Bonn, Heun-...............................
4 ,, Quinn, Patiick.............................

1ft n Hollingsworth, John...................
7 Nov. Nicolle, Jules A..........................

n ,, Campbell, William .................
ft Dec. Shepherd, Charles.......................

16 ,r Woodford, Arthur A.....................
22 „ Hodgson, Charles ......................

1S93.
10 Jan Nolan, Stephen ..........................
13 „ Smith, William ....... ..
27 . Robins, Reuben ..........................

Position.

Tramways—!
Cleaner . -. . 
SJoileniinker

I^ibourer .. ., 
bollennakcr , .,
Labourer ............
Apprentice.........
Cleaner ...........
Fireman............

Shop boy..........
Cleaner
shop Boy ..........
Roller washer oufc.
Driver...............
Car-fitter..............
Fireman..............

28 M . 
13 Feb.
2 Mar.
2 „
S ii 
8 n 

16 „
22 „
23 „
2ft „
1 A] wi I
20 „ i
20 „
3)
10 June 
12 „
1ft „
Ifi „ < 
19 „
25 „ i

lleydon, George T. 
\Vcyman, Frederick 

i M'-Stravirk, -lames .
Cati's, Edward.......

i Volk, Francis - 
Boll, James •• - - 

| [r\ me, Alevvnder .
| Swain, Daniel 
j Cha]nnau. Charles F 
j Meadows, .lames .

Downes, Choe -
i MeNTamai'A, Ernc*t. 

Uisiiop. Uichavd H. 
Smith, llenrv — 
Baker, Chas. . . .
Ryan, .lames ... 
Finn, Patrick .. .
Green, John.......
Mirando, Win........
Dunne, Mrs .. ..

Labourer ... 
Cleaner .. .

Fuelman__
Labourer,. , 
Fuelman .. .. 
Shop boj .. .
Boy labourer 
Fireman ... 
Driver .. .

Fireman ..

Apprentice .. 
Cleaner - -..

Apprentice .. 
Shop-boy ... 
Labourer..
Fireman__
Cleaner .. 
LalKAircr ... 
Cleaner .... 
Labourer.. . 
Olfiee cleaner

Rate.

•LocbuonvE Bk 
| fl/- per <la\
1 G'-i

y/-4 „ ...
7|'- ,, ...

| io/- „ -
7/- „ .
-AO „ ...

' 5/G „ ...
7/C .............
»/- ,, -
2.'G „ ...
4/' „ - •
3^- ..
S/C „ ..
IF- „ ...
1U/2 „ ,..
% »
Sfl „
6 C ,,
0/- „

Keinurks.

I
7/* „ ...
ti.G j, ...
6/U „ ...
5/- „
4/* „ ...
11/- „ ...
12/- ..................
14/- 11 ...
S/’ „ -
S/- „ ...
0/- .............
-/IO „ ...
f>/C ,, ...
G - .............
10/- per week 
31- per da\
S'- 
7ffi 
ft G 
GC 
ft'G

lSi>2.
20 .lulv 
17 Aug. 
2l> „
1ft Sept 
20 „
30

OOet
11
11 , i
13 Dec. 

1S03.
Ifi Mar., 

ft April 
30 „
30 >t 
20 May..
15 June 
22 ,, ,

1302. 
20 Julv |
20 I !

4 Ang.
16

4 OcL 
1393.

14 Fob... 
27 Apnl

IhirHay, William. ... 
Davits, William . . .
Stewart, Roberts. . . 
M'Uluan, Horatio ..
A^he, KrnesiC W........
Riown, S. X...............
HarTlie, Rohoi’t .. .
Martin, Homy J. ..
Barlow, Joseph .......
Rourkc. James C. -.

(’ooiicr, Percv..........
Hcthertom John .. 
TyndalL Hiinrj .1. .. 
Blackstone. Fred. A. . 
Swiczon, Richard .. 
Fooley, Chas. W. ... 
Scott, George . . .

Comlnrtor............
; .lunior conductor .. 
j Foreman’s clerk , 
j ilumor conduuku' .. 

Co^iduolor .. '
Inspect or ...
Junior Conductor

Car-cleaner . ..

Junior Conductor . 
Assistant conductor.

Clerk ..............
Pointsman ..........
Junior conductor . 
Pointsman .. ..

10- per week 
Tramways -Trap pic Bu ascii.

per day..

\>cu.
Keslgneil.
Kotreiichiucnt.

. Discharged.

. [ Retrenchment. 

.! Resigned.

J Disrliarged.
J Resigned.

Deceased.
. Resigned.

,i Discharged.
| DeccasocL 

, Resigned. 
Diviliarged. 
Retired, 

i Discharged,

Resigned.
Discharged.
Resigned.

Left the service.
Resigned.
Deceased.

1 Left the service. 
I Resigned.
1 Left the service. 

Bi signed.

Left,
Resigned. 
Deceased, 
Reigned 

! Discharged.
| Resigned.
| Dibfhat^rcJ,

3/G ]
7/
!>/-
ii/(i

n/-

. | Resigned.
J To Railways. 
.Resigned. *

To Locomotive Branch.
■ Retired.

. Resigned.
To ( oeomotno Branch. 

. Resigned.

! May.

| Brown, J.................
Fulton, Thomas ., 

1 Pightlmg, George 
' Feather, .lohn .. 

Roll, William . .,

1 Burden, Thomas ... 
Rato, Edward G 
Multei's. Fro<lcriek. 
Rea, John ... .

Ganger.., 
' Labourer

ft/- . .
7/- „ .
G/G ...............
il4G]H;rannum 
7/G per day ..

7/G ■< •- -i *>
—MAiyrKYANtR Branch.

9/* per day i Kcsiffnod- 
., 7,G „ ... ] Disoliarged.

To Locomotive Branch, Tramways. 
Dischoi-ged.
Hetrenchment.

Resigned.

Ganger .. 
Labourer

Ganger .. 
Labourer,.

7;G
■>/-
7/G

9/*
7/G
7/G
7/G

I Resigned.

Deceased. 
Discharged. 
To Railways.

[Plans, &crJ

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S93,
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N°2
TONNAGE 1879 1880 1882 1887, 18901884 1889 18931886 1888.

MILE OPEN
MAINTENANCE PER AVERAGE MILE OPEN.

AVERAGE
MILES

MAINTAINED

[2400 STATIONS, &c

WORKSHOPS
AND BUILDINGS

220.'i-'V

21 OO

2000
number

materials:
TRAINS

1700 EACH

MAINTENANCE ANDsTiENEW AL OF PERMANENT WAY. DAY

OOP
WAGES DAY

SUPERINTEND :NCE AND OFFICE EXPENSES.

1880 1882 1883 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1892

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, 
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.



TRAFFICZ 400
2 300
2 200

4200 OOO 
4 OOO OOO 
3 800 OOO 
3 600 OOO 
3 4-00 OOO 
3 200 OOO 
3 OOO OOO 
2 800 OOO 
2 600 OOO 
2 400 OOO 
2 200 OOO 
2 OOO OOO 

1 800 OOO 
I 600 OOO 
1 400 OOO 
1 200 OOO 
t OOO OOO 
800 OOO 
600 OOO 
400 OOO 
200 OOO

2 IOO

2 OOO

I 700

I 500

I 300
J 200
I I OO
I OOO
900

XtAS.

RATE of 
INTEREST 

NET
EARNINGS

ON

CAPITAL

YEAR

£
3 OOO OOO
2 900 OOO*
2 800 OOO 
2 700 OOO 
2 600 OOO 
2 500 OOO 
2 400 OOO 
2 300 OOO 
2 200 OOO 
2 1 OO OOO 
2 OOO OOO 

1 900 OOO 
1 800 OOO 
1 700 OOO 
1 600 OOO 
1 500 OOO 
1 400 OOO 
1 300 OOO 
1 200 OOO 
1 1 OO OOO 
1 OOO OOO 

900 OOO 
SOO OOO 
700 OOO 
600 OOO 
500 OOO 
400 OOO 
300 OOO 
200 OOO 
IOO OOO 

O
YEAR.

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, 
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(REPORT OP RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS POR THE QUARTER ENDING SIst DECEMBER, 1803.)

$ resented io J3ittHamcnt, pursuant to ,3kt Gl ti3ic. Jto. 3:1, see. 44.

Offices of the Railway Commissioners of New Soutli Wales,
29 January, 1894.

To The Honorable the Minister or Railways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 44th clause of the Railway 

Act of 1888, 51 Vic. No. 35, we have tlie honor to submit, for the information of 
Parliament, our Report, for the quarter ending' 31st December, 1893, upon the 
subjects specified, viz.:—

(i.) “Tlie state of the traffic returns, with tlie approximate cost and 
, earnings of trains per ton per train mile, in respect of goods and

passengers, respectively, carried during the past quarter.”
(n.) “ The general condition of the lines, and accommodation for the 

traffic.”
(m.) “ The special rates (if any) which have been made, and the reasons 

for making such rates.”
(iy.) “The appointments and removals, with the circumstances attending 

. each case.”

I.—State of the Traffic.

w Railways.
•

Quarter cnduiff 
31st Dec., 1892.

Quarter ending 
31st Dec., 1893,

Miles open ... ... ... ... 2,311 2,4621-
r 1892. 1893. x

Revenue ...j Passenger ... £305,8/5 £280,471 i... £903,958 £904,534
'■Merchandise... £598.083 £02:1,063 J

Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... £484,183 £453,039
Train miles run ............... !.............. 2,068,009 1,978,472
Earnings per train mile ... ... ... 9/- 9/1 J-
Expenditure per train mile........................... 4/9: 4/7
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ... 53-50 5008

Number of passengers ... ... ... ■ «« ‘ - 4 , , 5,182,594 4,890,159
Tonnage of goods traffic ... ... ... 858,531 777,319
Tonnage of live stock traffic... ... ...

...........................
30,600 40,549

8—A,
[1,265 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (laltour and material), £9 iCs, Sd.]
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Tramways. Quarter ending 
31st Dec., 1802.

Quarter ending 
31st Dec., im

Miles open ........................................................................................ 4!) 541

Eerenue ........................................................................................ £76,915 £71,048

Expenditure ........................................................................................ £61,699 £63,706

Train miles run ........................... ....................................... 484,485 509,839

Earnings per train mile ... ... ... ... ... ... 3/2 2/9 i

Expenditure per train mile ... ... ... ... ... ... 2/01 2/6

Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ... ... ... 80'22 89'66 *

Number of fares collected................................................... ... 18,157,072 16,743,570

II.—Condition ot the Lines.
A report ns to the condition of the lines will he found as an Appendix, page 4.

III.—Special Rates.
A statement of the special rates, and the reasons for mating the same, will 

he found attached, page 4.
IV.—State.

These returns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 and 6.

' General Rem auks.
The line from Molong to Eorhes, a distance of 72f miles, was opened for 

traffic on the 18th of December ; this brings the total mileage of the Railways open 
for traffic up to 2,4621, miles.

The earnings for the quarto]- show an increase of £576. It is satisfactory to # 
he able to report even this small increase, as for the past five quarters continuous 
decreases have had to he recorded.

The more satisfactory condition of the revenue is, to a considerable extent, 
owing to the wool traffic having come forward earlier this year, the increase in the 
wool revenue amounting to £26,228; the live stock traffic also shows an increase of 
£10,875. Coal and other mineral traffic shows a decrease of £8,640, and general 
merchandise, £3,978. *

The net result of the traffic for the quarter stands as follows :—
Goods traffic ... ... Increase—£25,980 f
Coaching traffic ... Decrease—£25,404

Net Increase ... £576
The passenger traffic continues to fall in the most serious manner; this arises 

in consequence of a considerable decrease in the long distance travel, and also owing 
to a considerable portion of the former first-class passengers availing themselves of 
the second-class accommodation. During the quarter the decrease in first-class 
traffic amounted to £13,979, and in the second-class to £10,206. The number of 
passenger journeys decreased to the extent of 286,435.

The decrease in the number of tons of coal and other minerals carried for the 
quarter amounted to 68,722 tons; hut it is hoped that the reduced selling price of 
coal which has recently been decided upon will have the effect of bringing hack 
some of the lost trade to the Colony.
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The working expenses have been reduced to the extent of £31,144, and the 
earnings per train mile have been slightly increased; the net earnings per train mile, 
after paying working expenses, now stand at 4s. 6fd.} as against 4s. 2-£d. in the 
corresponding quarter a year ago.

The percentage of expenditure to earnings for the quarter stands at the low 
figure of 50'08 per cent.

The policy inaugurated by us of employing more powerful engines for tlie 
heavy grades on the main lines, and cutting out some of the exceptionally heavy 
grades that affected the loading of trains, has had the effect of very materially 
reducing the working expenses, particularly during the last eighteen months. It 
is desirable that this work of improving the grades should be continued from time 
to time as funds are available.

Condition ot? thd Lines and Accommodation por tub Traffic.

Tlie work of relaying, reslcepcring, and reballasting the lines has been 
continued, and the lines are in excellent running order.

The accommodation for the traffic is satisfactory.

TEAM WAYS.
The Extension, Hunter-street, Newcastle, to the Military Reserve, a distance 

of 62 chains, was opened for traffic on the 23rd December.

The Tramway Traffic shows a falling off of £5,867.

The Expenditure shows an increase of £2,007.

The falling off in the traffic is owing to the general depression, and the 
increase in working expenses arises in consequence of so many unprofitable sections 
of road having been banded over to us within the last few years.

We have the honor to he,
Sir,

Your most obedient servants,

E. M. G. EDDY,
Chief Commissioner.

W. M. EEHON,
Commissioner.

CHAELES OLIVEE,
Commissioner.



APFEXDIX; ].
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

E.KPORT upon Condition of Lines for tlie quarter ending 31st December. 1S!)3.
Sir. Office of Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines, 12 .r.niuary, 183-1,

I beg to report that the whole of the lines and works have been thoroughly maintained during 
l!m past quarter.

. Relaying, Reballasting, tj'c.

Steady progress continues to be made in relaying, rerailing, and rcsleopering, and the road 
generally has been considerably improved.

$ew Lines Opened.

The extension from Molong to 1’orbes, a length of 72,} miles, was opened for Iraffic on the 18th 
December last.

T have, &c.,
WILLIAM T. EOXLEE,

The Secretary to the Tlailway Commissioners.
Engineer-in-Chief of the Existing Lines,

APPENDIX II.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Eetuhr of Kates approved for the Quarter ending 31st December, 1893.

Article. Bate. Reason for rate,

i

Chilled Meat ..............................

/
... From Xarrandera to Barling Harbour to be charged at the rate of £21

1 per refrigerating ear, provided 40,000 carcases of slicep arc scut
| within a period of six months.

To secure traffic.

Wool .......................... ,.J From Bundaleer Station to be charged the same rate as wool from 
| Thurulgoona.

dn do

Steel; ........................... . . j Stock consigned from Huy to Narrandera, and afterwards reconsigncd 
1 to Darling Harbour in the shape of chilled meat, to l)e charged the
j same rate per mile as stock from Hay to Darling Harbour, phis a
| shunting charge of 2s. 6d. per truck.

do do

Sodawatcr Gas-tubes...... | When empty to be charged at the same rate as returned empty pipes .. To equalise rates
Coal ................................ ...1 The Paciiic Co-operative Steam Goal Company to be allowed a rebate 

j of Jd. per ton on coal hauled from Teralba to the Dyke, provided
, 90,000 tonb per annum ia forwarded by vail.

To secure traffic.

APPENDIX III.
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APPENDIX m.
yjSW SOUTJI WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AN]) TRAMWAYS.

KetcrWj in accordance with Clause No, of tlie Railway Act* showing the Appointments of Employees from the 1st of
October to the 31st of December, 1893.

Date. Name. Position. Rate. Remarks.

0 Oct.. 
13 Nov.,

1 Dec.. 
S
8 »GO■— M

2 Oct. 
‘J i.

25 „
7 Nov.

** n

EKGTKEIR-IN’-CntRF FOR EXTSTtN'O t/INfeS IjRAXCH.
Douglas, Henry . 
Kawcctt,AViliiam. 
tJowans, James . 
rurbanke, Ernest 
Perfect, Henry... 
Aitvhesou, David.

(Carpenter..............
Labourer...................
Carpenter ................
Labourer...................
Iniprovor...................
Carpenter ...............

| 11/ per day 
G/tl per day. 
11/- per day 
fi/fi per day. 
7/- per day . 
ID/ti per day

From Interlocking Branch, incc J. West. 
Mcc J. Curry.
From Interlocking Branch.
Vi&t C. Robinson.
From Interlocking Bmnch, vice W Neate. 
Fnim Interlocking Branch.

George, James.......................
Stuart, William}!...........
Edwards, John .....................
Robinson, Henry.................
Frcckclton, Bertram............

CJirRE JIecuaxical Ksais’aKR'B Braxcii.
Washer-out...................I 8/-per day
Watchman ................ D/-per day
Gland packer.........*.. J S/- per dav
Gleaner ................... I 5/fi per day
Shop hoy ..................... I 2/- per day

From Tratlic Brancli.
From Tratlic Branch.
From Traffic Branch.
From Tramways, vice J. Da\ is. 
From Tramways.

Chief Traffic Maxaorr’s Branch.
2d Sept. | Johnstone, Mrs............................. i

(i Oct..! Fetors, Ellen............................... I
20 ,, Oox, Walter F............................
20 ,, I Harry, Ellen ............................... .
31 ,, Lyneham, Fi‘cderick.................... |

Nov. J Riddtc, (Jarolirie..........................
3 „ Hanna, Mre..................................... i

13 ,, ' Harling, Archibald........................ j
15 ,, i Alien, James.................................
17 n | Kingston, Mary .......................
17 ,, ! Clarke, Elizabeth .................   i
2S ,, Baldwin, Eliza..........................

i Dee,. Miller, Mary ...............................
1 ,, Shepherd, Sarah..........................
7 „ ] Abbott, John ............................  1

15 ,, 1 Wilson. Mrs...................................
1,'j ,, Norton, Arthur ..........................
l!) ,, | Higgs, J’ercy.................................. I
21 ,, I Wilson, Elizabeth ........................
22 ,, | Carey, Elizabeth..........................

Gatekeeper...................
Gatekeeper ..............
Porter ........................
Gatokeof»er................

Free house ... 
7/- per week . 
7/- per day . 
71- jier week .

Porter..........................
Gatekeeper ............
Gatekeeper ...............

7/- per day . . 
7/fi per week . 
7/- per week, 
7/- per week . 
7/* per week. 
7'’- per week . 
D/- per week, 
15/- per week.

Caretaker .......... . .
Gatekeeper ...............

Porter-in-chargo ... ..
Gatekeeper...................
Gatekeeper ..........

35/- per week. 
Free bouse
7/* per week

FiVe Mrs. Chandler.
Nice Ellen .M'Carthy.
Vtoe J, H'Orath,
Fi'ws Mrs. lleafy. 
l‘7ru Elizabeth Jillicn.
Ffc< Mrs. Knight.
F/eeMrs Sherritt,
Vur William Hilry 
lricfl Mrs. Allen.

1 /Vr Mrs. Clarke.

Vwe Itebrera Davies.

Ykn Evelyn Lett.

From Electrical Branch, vice J. Stephenson. 
Retrenched officer; reinstated.
Vire .Mary M'Cann.
Fustf Mary Uighflcld.

IF) Dee. | fjtcidicnsoiL, James.......

'J Oct. I West, Joseph

7 Oct. J Ilippitt, JIcnry J..........
l) ,, | Grimbli', Arthur H. ...

13 ,, Carr, William J.............
J Nov. Wdiiou, Albert E..........
7 Dee. | Rees, Sidney ..............

14 ,, Neilan, Thomas ..........
14 ,, Harding, William . ...
15 „ O'Grady, Edwin...........

Hi Doc. 1 Wood, Thomas A.

FbEcrr.icAii FyoiynrR’s Branch.
__ | Mossengor .. ............. I 5/-per day ....I From Tmlfio Brnneh, ui'ce A. Norton.

Siuxal axd IxTKPJ.ocKtxo Branch.
. } Caipcntcr ................... | 11/-* per day___| From Permanent Way Branch, nnw II. Douglas.

Tramways—T.cxjomotiyb Branci i.
. .j Boy labourer................
, ,, Boy labourer...............
... J Labourer.......................
.. 1 Shop boy ...................
.... Cleaner ......................

.,.. Shop boy......................
,. , | shop boy.....................
, . i Boy labourer................i

3/- per day . 
4/- per day . 
(1/0 pur daj . 
2^3 per dii\ . 
5‘0 per day 
2/-per day . 
2.3 per day 
5/- per da\

, Vir,e J, Oreon.
Vie? R. Walker 

. I’Vce G, Reynolds.

. Irtc3 C. Aldred.
U. W. Robinson. 

, Pira W. Weaver.
IbVe B. Freckelton,

.[ Vief Daac Chambers.

Tramways -Traffic Brancj.
Assistant conductor__ f fi/-por day ....[ Vice IT, D. Elliott.

4

APPENDIX IV.
NEW SOUTH WA1.ES GOVERNMHNT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

Rktukk, in accordance with danse No. 41 of the Railway Act, showing the Removals of Employees from the 1st October
to Hist December, ISyS.

Date. Name. 1 Position.
1 Rate Remarks.

lOut. Hobinson, Charles................
EXGINKRR-IK-CUIKF yok Existing Li 

7/G per da\ ..
nkh Branch.

Resigned.
l - Farrell, Henry..................... .. | Ganger........................ 12/- per day Retired,
1 „ StejiliciiK, Frederick ......... . . f Rough carpenter ....... Jj.'G per day .. Retri’iichmpnt. ,
1 White, David ..................... .. Carpenter ................ ]0/4pcrday .. RetrciiuhiiiGiit.
1 i. Vogt, Thcopltis..................... S/C per dav .. . Retrcndmicnt, ‘
fi „ West, Joseph ............ .. | Cariieiiter ................. 11/-per day . To Juterlouking Rranch ; po&ibiiin abohbhud,

LG „ Currv, John....... . .......... . 7/- pur dav .. Resigned.
Uighfidd, Goorge..............
Coibctt, Thomas .. .

.... Labourer...................... 7/6 per da\ .. Retrenchment,
2 ,, __ 1 Fetller ................... 7/G por day .. Deeensud; iiositiou abolished
4 P1 Swinilvld, John................. . Futtlor ................... 7/G per dav .... Retired.
S „ 
b

llamblev, Thomas.............. 7(6 per (Li\__ llutiejulmicnt
Walkom, .Samuel .. .... . .. 1 Dlacksmith .............. 10/G por dav Retrunehinont.

30 l} Tin ant, Kuebtm................. . . Pettier.......................... b/’ per dav .... Rctrenchuiulit.
7 Dec, Royal, Henry ..................... 7/G pci day .. . llftiem-hmcnt. '
3 T, To\s iibCiul, ilakhi .......... , Labourer..................... 7/l> per dn\ .. Rdtrcnchimmt.

U „ Jhumni, Joseph.................. .... Kettk'l..................... 7,'fi per dav .. RuMgiiud; pofilion al>olished.
2d „ Neale, William................. . 1 JlO\',, ........................ fu pci* day . Servicci not required.

23 Srpt. 
\\o

Dwyer, Hnch...................
liraiil, '1'hmuas...................

Chief Mechanicai. Esqinkku's
. 1 F^ibourcr..................... 7/Uper da\ ..

RnAveu
Deceased; position nl»lhhnd.

.. E Inspector .... . JJb'iO poranimui Resigned; position abolished.
li not,. Broun, Jofeeph..................... ,. Tube repairer.............. P,G ]^r da) . Kctiieil. iKi.sition abolished
•‘l ,, John........................ ^ Piteiiuui__  \... . 10/- pur dav.. 

14/’ penial .
Discharged.

21 ,, I i.)woti, William................... | Driver ...................... Retired
2 Nov. Ren^bnw, Benjamin........... . ' OardnultiiT................... IO/- per day,.. Discharged; position abolished.

13 ,, 1 Duvor ..................... 15/- pei da\ Retired
20 ‘i Sohroilor, 1 loured ............ 1 Pi iter ..................... ID 3 por dn? Deceased: position abolished
27 „ Fnuser, James ............... .. | CJumei ................... 7/- per dav .. . Discharged ; position abolished.

| Ktuwai t, George................. . | Pumper ................. 8/3 per day .. Deceased.
30 „ Bryant, John ....................... .. Fuelman...................... 7/-per dav .. Discharged; position abolished.

7 Dec.. Jones. Thoiufls................... ,1 Emlrr-maker's ARsIslant 7,6 per dny . Disrhiirgcd.
10 , i Moudif, Alfred............. .. | Fireman ............... 10/- per day . Di'i-oascd.
1* ^ Shclduit, Arthur . .. . 1 Fitter ........................ 10'-pci day . Resignud ; position abolished.
2b ,, , Marks, Huuv................. , | Labourer ............... 7/G per day . Deceased.

8—B
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Date. Name. |

IfaQtf.
21 Sept., Giant, dames...................
® „ Morris, Thomas .. .. |
a „ Chandler, Mis ................. |
»0 „ Edvards, John ................

'<50 „ George, James.................
4 Ock Ellis, Robert.....................
■J n M‘Girthv, Ellen ..........
o Pallicr, Robert . .. ,
y Stuart, William M ......... {

17 M'Grath, Joseph .... .
VJ ,. Heafv, Mrs.......................... .
•JO ,, O'Connor, Wjlliaiii ... ,
22 .. ) O'Brien, -Tanic*................
-3 „ Knight, Mr«.....................
a* „ Kell, Donald............... !
■51 „ French, William R...........
31 „ Moore, William J............... H
31 „ Baton, Da\ id................... ■ -1
551 .. Irons, Alexander. , ..
■it „ Wilson, James A. .. .
ol „ Kcctle\, William K ,, ., ]
31 „ West. Edwurd A.................

Hatter, John ............
■51 terguson, George . ...
31 .. Thompsim, Robert P. ..
5*1 t> J icms, Robert ..............
21 „ Julien, Ehmbcth............

J Nov. O’Brien, Ellen................. \
i „ King, iFnhn ......................

Miller, Mrs .....................
,, Johnson, David ............... ]

7 »9 ItewiU, Janie*...................
7 ,, Sherntt. Mrs .................

W „ Riley, Willinm . ,
10 „ Gazelea, James H..............
11,, I Allen, Mrs, . .. .. i
1ft „ Cutter, .Fames ...............
ill „ M'Uanu, Marv .........
10 „ Clark, Mrs, . ..
IV „ Bennett, Peter.................
13 „ Coghlan, Charles................

Uawko, Joseph ..........
Mmeh. Andrew . , . (

2'J ,, 1'nnekshauk. John J. .
3" « Vile, John , ,. .
JO „ Baiker, •lame- ... ,.

1 Doc. Danes, Rebecca .
4 „ Lett, Ha clyn......................
D ,, Tvlci, James................

u Picnic, Thomas ..
ii „ Ambrose, Itenrv __
ii „ Kraauhbnar. I'Vauk............
13 „ Westlake, Thomas ...
14 „ Broun, Charles*..........
M „ Moore, Joseph ................
1ft „ Stephenson, James............
is ., Smnmergreen, James ....
m „ Leamov, Edward...............
10 .. Bum®, Svlvcstor J............
10 „ Duffy, Wm. A....................
Iti Price, James ...................
18 „ Boland, Alexander . , .
IS „ Rainsax, Gilbert............
31 Highfteld, Mary................
3-i Gibson, William...............
2ft ,, Malony, .lohn .................
37 „ Hunter, William................
31 Graham, Anthonv............

22 N'o\, Fraser, Richard G. . ,
15 Dec. Norton, Arthur ...........

ftOct... Bcndall, Heurv..............
ft ,,
ft Nov.. Dingle. George.... .
1 Dec., Gownus, .Ionics , ,

v • Perfect, Henry.................a j ^ Aitcheson, David............

7 Oct.. Aldred, Charles ..........
ft Nov.. Robinson, Henry.............

11 „ Bird, Charles...................
1ft „ Weaver, William..............
25 ,, Chambers, Isaao .. ,. 4. .
27 „ Frcckclton, Bertiam.......
10 Dec.

1 Oct. Wilson, Robert ..........
18 Levis, Lems .................
IS Dec. Elliott, Henry D..............

roskion, ITfiti'. Remarks.

Chic* Txawk. Managrr'.s Rram;ii,

Connuctor..........
Uat-ckceper............
Sorter .
Crane-ilL'jver .........
•lunior porter.........
fJatckecper............
Oflirvcr-ln-<,hai«fu ■
Cleik ...................
TorttM . , , ,
Oatokeeficr ..........
Probationer . ..
Poricr _______
Catckcejjcr............

Clerk . ,,
Clerk ...................
Clerk .....................
Clerk ............
rierk ,, ,
ltelie\iii^ Ottirer ..
Clerk ......................
Cl^rk..........................
Clerk ........................
Clerk ........ ,
Rial form Inspector .
Catekreper................
(fatokpeper................
i'orror .....................
T.imoi attendant ...
.Iluhoi’ porter................
•lunior porter............
ikitr'keciK-i'.................
Tnkrt collector............
1'orter......................
CSatokeifper ............
Jteliei injjf porter ........
(5at< kcojici ..............
flatckceper...............
(latekoeper...................
(iatekwii«rr................
I’oila'...................
Guard , ...........
•lunior porter............
Clerk ............
Clerl...........................
Gatykcc]»ei .................
Gatekeeper .. ...
I'oitcr...................
yininlor ......................
^iynialman . ....
Porter.......................
Porter .....................
Porter.....................
Tcleiriaph probationer.,
Junior porter..............
1'ortcr......................
Porter ......................
Porte* .....................
Porter ........................
Porter .....................
Porter ...................
Junior poi ter..............
Gatekeeper.................
Junior porter...........
Porter.........................
Porter........................
Station-master...........

' 7 (i pur day 
7'-y^rday .. 
Pree houte 10/- per day 

per d.iy i 
*■’■ per day . I 

7;- per week ..'
' Cl 41) per annum 

£Hm |)eraiuuun| 
S'-per da> . ..I 
7/- per week l 
■J d ]ior ueek ..|
ifti- pei i^eek . J
Rrec hou-sii ,. 
t>‘- pur (lay . £210 j>or tini)...| 
.■61G5 per ann .. 
£JfiU jiui' aim. 
£‘20o per min. j 1 illS0i«'r ann...

I £JS0 per aim .
| J-lfil) per nun... 

iil.-fU |tei' amj 
U.'iO per aim.. J ,0150 |irr aim... 12--poi day .. 
Free iionse 

I i"»/- per week .
I 7/- por day .,. 

rki/- per week .. | 
It, l per day .

. ;>/- per 'kn- .
, Pree liou^e__

d/- ]>cr tiny .. , 
7/ per dny ,, |
7 <1 iwr week .

| If- pei day 
Pico lioio-c | 
7/- per week 

j JO1* per week 
7 0 1 ier day .
7/- per ♦lay .. J 

I 10/11 per day 
»(■ |H.T ilu\ 
JlteDpciami.. I 

I ilbO per ann ' 
| rrce linu^o .1 ll’rer liouso . ,,| 

7f- per day . ... 
j S b per flay . 

b/15 per flay .. .■ 
7/4 per day ... i 
7.'- per day . ..

| -IO/- per week..
, ( 2 i» per week j 
. '/ per day J 

7,'- pei day |
' 7/- per day__ i

7/- per dav__ I
7/- iicr day ... J 
7/- jHii day . .
7/- per day__
ft-- por dav__
7/ iierneck . 
K 4 per da\ ...
7/- per day__ 1
7/-per day .. 
£180 per annum!

Deceased» position abolished. 
Retrenchment,
IteiiCfiicd.
To J^oeoinotiec Branch ; jHisitUni nloliNhcd. 
To Locomoti^o Branch ; position ubolbhcd. 
lid rcnehinent 
Resigned,
Rescued ; position aU»1Ulic !.
To Bocomotn e Jirancli; position <abolishcd.

ftu'-i^ned
itefi^uyd; position aboil-h«l.
Deceased; position abolished,
RuPiyued.
Hetrcndnnciit.
Uelreiichuicut
Retrenchment
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Retrciiehment.
Roticnehuieut.
Iter.rcfidimenl.
lUitreudiineiit.
Kelrmflinicnt.
Uetrciichmciit.
RctrcucJmicnl.
lluMjrncd.
FvCtrencluiif’nt.
Jlcslirtied ; ]>osition abolished.
I levelled.
Ketrendnnent.
Fictionehmcnt.
Re^iifiiwl
Biwhar^cd.
Kdi'onclmjulit.
Dewaxed
lle<i"nud: putition abolished. .
iJCCC.iSCfl,
Deceased.
Kelired; position abolished.
Ret.j'enchnient.
Retrenchment.
Dccoancd ; irofituni ahoJithed,
IteMirtied . ]>08ition aliolifheil.
Retired ; jhivitiou obolirtied 
Jtetuxxl ; position aliolishud.
Re^i^nofL '
Rfslitned. ^
Rotrcnelniient.
Retrenchment,
Rcr.i-enchmeut..
Rei renchment.
iJisehaived; jKhition aboUshud. 
itet renchmcnf..
Retronclnnent.
To Kleotncal Branch 
Deceased ; position abolished. 
Retrenchment,
HetrondimCiiL
Retrcnchtnent
Retrenclmicnfc.
RcCieiiohinent.
Resigned ; position abolibhed 
Resigned.
Retrcnchnioiit.
Ftetronchmcnt.
Retrenchment.
Retired ; position aholis-he<u

Elkctiiicai. lIkur.Vf5KR.'S Bkancii.
.lunior cloik . 
Messenger....

.........j .GlRJpcrannuinj Resigned.

.........I -V- per day [ ToTrafiic Branch.

Signal on Jnterlougxo Biiwcn.
Signal-fitter.................S/-]>er dav ....
Carpenter ................ [ 11/-perday. ..
Planer ......................... I <)/- ])Cr day
Carpenter ................... II/-per day., .
Improver.................... 7/- per dav ....
Carpenter ................ j lO/o per dav

Retrenchment.
To Permanent Wav Branch ; iiositiou abolished. 
Retrenchment.
To Permanent Way Branch,
To Permanent Way Branch ; ixteilion abolished. 
To Penimnciit Way Branch.

Tramwats— hocovorivx Baivnr,
Fireman...................... j S/-per day ..
Cleaner......................... I ft/- per day .,
Boilermaker ............... J 10/- per dav..
Cleaner .......................| «/ft p<.r day
Dusor .......................j 14/-iier day
Shoj) Ijoy...................... 2;- ])oi day .
Motor man................... I 8/- per day ..

Bolt.
To Railways.
Deceased ; jMsition a I wished. 
Itosigned.
Resigned.

I To Railways. ’ 
Discharged.

Tramways “Tkafluc Branch,
Car-cloancr, ..
Car-deancr__
Car-clcanor.......

ft/ft per day .. 
7/- per flay . 
7/- per day .

Deceased.
Resigned
Discharged.

CM-]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S04.



NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.
(REPORT OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR THE QUARTER ENDING 31 ST MARCH, 1804.)

•gmenttb io ^htrLiament, pursuant to Jtct 51 lie. Jto, 35, 44,

Offices of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales,
Sydney, 30th April, 1894.

To The Honorable the Minister op Railways,—

Sir,
In accordance with the provisions of the 44th clause of the Railway 

Act of 18S8, 51 Vic. No. 35, we have the honor to submit, for the information of 
Parliament, our Report, for the quarter ending 31st March, 1894, upon the 
subjects specified, viz.:—

(i.) “The state of the traffic returns, with the approximate cost and 
earnings of trains per ton per train mile, in respect of goods and 
passengers, respectively, carried during the past quarter.”

(n.) “The general condition of the lines, and accommodation for the 
. traffic.”

(in.) “ The special rates (if any) which have been made, and the reasons 
for making such rates.”

(iy.) “The appointments and removals, with the circumstances attending 
each case.”

I.—State op the Trafpic.

RAILWAYS. Quarter ending 
31st March, 1893.

Quarter ending
31st March, 1894,

Miles open ............................................................................ ...
r 1893. 1894.

2,314 2,462-j

Revenue ... j Passenger ...£297,930 £280,023 [ ...
tMerchandise... £428,293 £367,070^

£726,223 £647,093

Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £383,434 £365,314
Train miles run ............................................................................ 1,919,920 . 1,757,413
Earnings per train mile ... ... ... ... ... ... 7/65- 7/4*
Expenditure per train mile ... ... ... ... ... ... 4/- 4/2
Percentage—Expenditure to earnings ... ........................... 52-80 56'40
Number of passengers ................................................................ 4,999,337 4,810,337
Tonnage of goods traffic ... .................................................... 933,359 875,201
Tonnage of live stock-traffic... ... ... ... ... ... 40,390 37,013

292—
[],265 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour frnil material), £16 5s. Oil.]
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TRAMWAYS. 1
! Quarter ending 
| 31st March, 1803.

Quarter ending
31 st March, 1894.

Miles open ........................................................................................ 49 55

Bevenue ........................... ... ............... .. ... . £75,193 £72,615

Expenditure ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £51,804 £48,897

Train miles run ■ ... • - .*. ... ... :.. ... > 472,620 ■ , 512,810

Earnings per train.mile ... ... ... ... ... ... mi . 2/10

Expenditure per train mile ... ... ... ... ... ... 2/21 1/11

Percentage—^Expenditure to earnings ....................................... 68-89 67-33

Number of fares collected ... ............... ... ... ... 17,744,663 - ■ 16,994,526

. II.—Condition or the Lines.

A report as to the condition of the lines will he found as an Appendix, page 4

III.—Special Rates.

A statement of the special rates, and the reasons for making the same, will, 
he found attached, page 4.

■ IV.—State.

‘ These returns are given as an Appendix, pages 5 to 8.

RAILWAYS.

General Remarks.

The great depression in trade of all descriptions, following upon the financial 
troubles of tlie first half of the year 1893, has made itself more seriously felt during 
the past quarter than in any of the preceding quarters.

# *
The traffic for the quarter shows a decrease of £78,530; £17,307 of the 

decrease arising in the passenger department, and £61,223 in the goods, mineral, 
and live stock department.

The working expenses have been reduced by £18,120 ; and it must he borne 
in mind that for the corresponding quarter of a year ago the working expenses were 
reduced by no less a sum than £61,846, making an aggregate decrease as compared 
with the March quarter of 1892 of £79,966. '

The train mileage for the quarter has been reduced by 162,513 miles.

The most rigid economy is being exercised in the administration of the 
Department in all branches, and the general result for the nine months closed by 
this Report is as follows :— ,

Traffic decrease ... ..............  £98,389
: Decrease in Expenses ..............  £99,586 ■ ■
l The percentage the working expenses bear to the gross earnings for the nine 
months being 55'44 per cent. Condition

I



Condition of the Lines and Accommodation foe the Traffic.

The work of thoroughly maintaining ajid, where necessary, improving the 
buildings and lines, has been continued, and the rolling-stock and permanent-way 
have been kept in an efficient condition. A large amount of replacement of iron 
rails by steel rails of greater weight, and renewal of sleepers with the best class of 
iron-bark of larger scantling, have been carried out during the nine months closed by 
this Report, a sum of £67,800 having been debited to working expenses for materials 
alone in connection noth the permanent-way and works in that period. With- 
regard to the rolling stock, for the repair and renewal of engines, carriages, wagons,. 
&c., £209,021 has been charged to working expenses during the same period, a sum 
slightly in excess of that spent during the corresponding time of the preceding year 
for,the same purposes; it will be thus seen that the value of the property is being, 
well maintained. - .

TRAMWAYS.
' Generad Remarks. ..

The extension, Denham-street to Bondi Beach, a distance of 45 chains, was 
opened for traffic on the 19th of February last.

The tramway traffic shows a decrease of £2,578, but the working expenses 
have been reduced by £2,907. ...... __

The relaying and wood-blocking of the lines in George-street west is being 
proceeded with, and the tramway property generally is being kept in good order.

We have the honor to be, '
' Sir,

' Your most obedient servants,

E. M. G. EDDY,
Chief Commissioner.

. W. M. FEIION,
Commissioner.

; CHARLES OLIVER, -
Commissioner: '

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX I.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Report upon the Condition of Lines for the quarter ending Slet March, 1S94. 
gjr Office of Engineer-in-Chief for Eiisting Lines, 13 April, 1894. '

* I have to report that the whole of the lines and worts have been maintained in a thoroughly
satisfactory state during the past quarter. ,

The heavy rains which fell in March caused an interruption of the traffic on the Northern Line 
between Newcastle and Maitland for two days, viz., the 7th and 8th, a considerable portion of the embank
ment on the northern side of Thornton having been washed away. Slight washaways also occurred at 
Quipolly and G-unnedah on the North-western Line, and slips on the Illawarra Lino near Clifton, and on 
the Muilgee and Western Lines. The damage, however, was promptly repaired, and the lines are now in
good order. , . . , i .i

Satisfactory progress has been made with relaying, resleepering, renewing fences, and other
improvements.

I have, &c.,
WILLIAM T. EOXLEE,

Eugineer-in-Chicf of the Eiisting Lines.
The Secretary to the Railway Commissioners.

APPENDIX II.

NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

Ret crn of Rates approved for the Quarter ending 31st March, 1894.

Artido. Rate. Reason for rate.

Tallow, Sheepskins, and 
Casks.

Narrabri to Darling Harbour to be charged £2 4s. per ton (minimum 
6 tons per four-wheeled truck to apply to tallow, •> tons to sheep
skins). The empty return tallow-casks, filled with tins, to be 
charged at B rates and conditions. ■

To secure traffic.

do do
Alhnry to Sydney, bv mail train, to be charged at goods rates at owners do do

Flour, Bran, and Pollard ...

Military Stores and Equip
ments.

Mumimburrah to Bourke, to be charged at the same rate ,as from 
Cootamundra. .

do do

Special concession.

To encourage traffic.’ Jerilderie to Hay, in truck loads of 6 tons, to be charged at an equal 
distance on the down journey at the Special Up rate to that which 
it is carried on the up journey. New traffic.Osmegston .............. ........... From the Forbes Boiling-down Works to be charged through rates To encourage traffic.
and conditions. . ...

From stations’south of Goulburn and west of Mount Victona to stations 
north of WTerris Creek, in 20 ton lots, in tubular wagons at the con
venience of Department, to be charged at the Special Up journey 
grain rates until the 31st May, 1804. , , ,

From Orange to Bourke, when carried in 6 ton lots and loaded in cattle

do do

Ale .......................................
To equalise rates.

Poultry Food and Biscuit 
MeaL

wagons, to be charged at the rate of £4 10s. per ton. New traffic.

—
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APPENDIX III.
NEW SOUTH WALES QOYEENMEJfT RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.

RfiruaN, in accordance with Clause No* 41 of the Railway Act, showing the Appointments of Employees from the 1st
January to the 31st March, 1894.

Date. Name. Position. 'Rate. Remarks*

1394. Enoiniiti-in-Cbiep ron Exisma Lentf. Branch.
5 Mar. J Offwood, Edward.......................... ] Pettier.......................... j 7/C per day ... .| From Tramways, vice T. T. Thompson.

Cniir Mj!C(fAXiCAL Engikbpr's Branch.
8 Mar. 1 Dowling, John H. ...................... / Cleaner ....................... ) 6,'■ per dnjr ...J From Tramways, rice W. Stevenson.

1S63. Chirp Traffic Manager's Branch.

189L

& »
>i „ Mealc* Geo. C.............................. Porter ..................... 7/' per day ...
12 „ Elston, Albert.......................... . Junior porter............ 3/4 per day__

25/' per week..n
22 n
23 „ 10/- per week.. 

7/-per week . 
!»/- per week..

23
24 „ James, Georffo^........................... Gatekeeper.................
25 „
29 ,, 7/* per week . * 

30/- per week..51 ;;
2 Feb.

Reid* Duncan ............................. Gatekeeper...................
7/- ]Mjr week .. 
Free houso....0 „ Hanley, Hcncrctta...................... Gatekeeper...................

9 ,t
10 ,, 7/- per week . * 

2/6 per week.12 ;;
12 „
12 ,, Drummond, Mrs........................... Gatekeeper................... Free house ....
1* ,* Westlake* Thos........................... Porter........................ 7/- per day ..
19 ,, 7/- per week ..
21 „
23 „ Stephens, Amanda ........ .. Gatekeeper................... 7/G per week ..

C Mar.
13 „ O'Sullivan, Pat S. .................. ,, Probationer .............. 2'6 per week ..
12 M
12 „ Turner, Mrs. M. K*..................... Gatekeeper.. .............. 7/- per week ..
19 2/g per week, 

10/- per week .. 
5/-per week .. 
7/- per week *.

19 "
19 „
19 „

24 „
27
27 „
29 „ Farnsworth, Matilda................... Gatekeeper................... Free house ....
SO „ 10/-per week .. 

7/. per week ..31 Walsh', Catherine ........................ Gfttckeeptr...................

Vice M. Adamg.

Vice Mrs. Lett.
Vice E, Burns.
Reinstated ; vice C. Hopkins.
From Electrical Engineer’s Branch. 
Ficc II. Stephens,
Vice Mrs. Knight.
Viet D. Wells.
Vice M. Clifford*
Vice J. Crawford.
Viet S* Knight.
VieeE Funnell.
From Permanent Way, vice C. Tynan. 
Vice A. Sognlcs. 
r?ce M. Held.
Vice Mrs. Mealc.
Required for platform and gate.

Viet E. Russoll.
Vice Mrs. Berry.
Reinstated.
Xcw crossing*
Vice B. Booth,
Vice .F. Martin.
Vice J. Hassal,
Vice W. Bailey.
Vice C. Lee.
Vice Mrs. Byrnes.

Vice A. Cummins.
Vice C. Fuels.
Vw B. Byron.
Vice S. Kemp.
Vice Mrs, Montgomery,
I'm!* Mrs. Farnsworth.
Fire OfliceMn •charge withdrawn, 
Viet S. Toohey.
Vice M, Booth.
Vice S. Peacock.

CoiimtOLLEn. of Stores Btiancq.
27 Mar.) Handfleld, Chas. A. ..................... ] Clerk..............................j £250 per ann,. .j From Secretary's Branch, vice R. Banfford.

Propertv and Estate Br ixcei.
12 Fob, f Little, Robert B* .. ...................... j Apprentice clerk ......... | £50 per ann. .From Traffic Branch, vice A. W. Larmour.

Electricaii Exoisber's Branch*
1 Jan* | Craven, Honty....................... I Operator..................... I £80 per ann. ,,| From Traffic Branch, tn‘c^.I. M'KcnziO.

HO Feb* J Bailey} William D<.................... *1 Probationer ................[ 2/0 per week ..| From Traffic Branch.

Tramways—LocouoTiva Branch,
10 Mar. j SCflvengon, William A, ....... .... ,J Cleaner.......................... I 0/* per day ..../ From Railways, rice J* Dowling.

1C Feb, 
19 „ 
19 >. 
10 Mar,

Trahways—Trafptc Branch.
Stock, Henry ....................*....
Ijurge, Joseph ..........................
Campey, Henry K .......................
Mackic, Robert D. *.....................

Junior conductor 
Junior conductor 
Junior conductor 
Junior conductor

5/- per day 
&/■ par day 
f>/- per day 
&/- per day

. From Railway's, Jn'ce P. Cooper* 
From Railways, vice K* Wilson. 

. From Railways, vice Q. Scott*

. From Railways, vice L, Lewis,

Trahwats—Maintenance Branch.
5 Mar. j Thompson, Theodore................... J Labourer ................... ..j 7/G per day___j From Railways, iffee E, Offwood.

APPENDIX IV.
new south wales government railways and tramways.

Hetubit, in accordance with Clause No. 44 of the Railway Act, showing the EemoTals of Employees from the let January
to 31st March, 1894.

Date* Natne. Position. Rate. Remarks.

1804. Secretary's Branch.
2(} Mar. J Handheld, Charles A* .4.**,,*..) Clerk,..*....................../ £250 per ann,To Stores Branch; position abolished*

1 Jan. 
* »
0fl »
fl r>
6 ..
6 n

Enginbrr*Di-Cii[E7 tor Eiisting Links Branch.
7/6 per day 
7/6 per day 
7/- per day 
7/- per day 
7/- per day 
7/- per day 
7/* per day

Deceased; position abolished. 
Resigned,
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,
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Date. Name. | Position.

1S94-
0 Jan, J Tvnant John...............................

Knoineer.-in’ Chief yon 1
Labourer ■. ................

e
6 pt j Kennedy, John ............... . Labourer.......................
6 ,, J J obion, Jam&s............................ r Labourer ...................
0 „ Bates, James ............................ Labourer.....................

10 „ [ Orinrbd, Albert ...................... i Pettier......................
11 „ Purdon, John ............................ 1 Labourer.......................
11 „ M'Mulkin, James ..................... Labourer.....................
11 .. Yates, John............................... Labourer .....................
12 M4Fadcien, John........................ Pettier..........................
12 Sayers, Charles ....................... Pettier.......................
18 M
18 „
18 „ Sullivan, John............................. Fettler ......................
18 M'Inerncy, Peter.......................... Labourer......................
18 „ Dewhurst, John .......................... Fettler...............
IS Dixon, William .......................... Labourer.....................
18 „ Bell, Thomas ............................ Pettier ....................
18 „
18 „ Williams, George ...................... flagman.....................
20 „ Parsons, Christopher.................

Franklin, Alfred..........................
Labourer.....................

20 „ Labourer ...................
20 Stubbings, Matthew................... Labourer.. .. __
20 „ Bates, William............................. Labourer.......................
24 ft Horner, Charles Henrv.......... Labourer.....................
31 „ Duncanson, James...................... Labourer...................
01 „
5 Feb..

Murphy, Patrick.......................... Labourer......................

7 „
IS „ O'Shea* Thomas........................ Labourer.....................
14 .. Clark, George ............................. Carpenter ..................
15 „ Brown, >\ illiam.......................... Pettier.......................
17 „ M(Caffrey, John ..•................... Labourer...................
19 IPDcrmott, John ....................... Labourer.......................
20 „ Wilson, Allen ............................. Fettler..........................
23 „
23 „ M'Grath, David .......................... Fettler ,,., ....
24 „ Freight* Henr\r ........................ Labourer ...................
28 ,, Bradu ell, John .......................... Pettier........................
28 „ Madin, Bernard ...................... Labourer ...................
23 „ Abraham, John A......................... Labourer ............
28 „ Jackson, John J........................... Labourer......................
23 „ Trunlcy, John............................. Labourer.................
28 „
23 „ Atkins, Thomas.......................... Labourer......................
28 „
23 „ Howe, Michael..........................

Burgess, William..........................
Labourer.....................

2 Mar. Labourer......................
llcwaton, John............................. Ganger ,. ..........

3 „ Dixon, Samuel........................... Ganger. ... . ...
5 Thompson, Theodore ............... Pettier . .........
T 11 Foreman, James..................... Pettier .................

Taylor, George ........................ Labourer . .. ...
7 „ Tan lor, Thomas .......................... Pettier ...................
3 „ Bowden, Nicholas...................... Pettier ...........
S „ Dccley, George.......................... Labourer......................
8 „ Curtain, David............................. Pettier ......................
S „ Denuisson, Thomas..................... Labourt i...................
« „ Fishet, Frank .......................... Pettier........................
s „ Montgomery, John....................
s „ Baird, William ................
8 „ Graham, Robert.......................... Labourer......................

10 „ Harland, Charles...................... Fettler .................
10 „ Duke, Alfred............................... Labourer...................
17 Perfect, Henrv. ................... Improver .................
17 „ Matthews, Richard...................... Timber Inspector ....
17 Bayliss* George ........................ Tool Collector..............
17 „ Brown, diaries....................... Labourer.......................
17 CarrolJ, John ........................... Labourer ......... ,
17 „ Harrison. Walter................... ..... Labourer.....................
17 „ Coniin, John ............................. Labourer ................
17 „ Lester, Edward ................... Pettier........................
17 „
17 Waddophs, Richard.................. Labourer......................
17 „ M'Grnth, John.............................
17 „ Stephens, Alexander................... Carpenter ...................
17 Fame, James................................

Fitton, John...........................
Carpenter ...................

17 „
17 „ Pettit* Alfred ...........................
17 „ New, Mark.................................... Rough Carpenter .. ..
17 „i7 ;; Brown, James.............................
17 „ Elsley, Charles ..........................
17 „ Phillips, James ........................
22 „ Bell, George................................ Fettler..........................
22 „ Lowe, William ............................
26 „ Ward, Patrick..............................
26 ,, M'Grath, Dcnia ........................ Fettler ......................
26 ., Broderick, Owen.......................... Pettier......................
27 „ Alston, Robert.............................
28 „ O’Dormell, John.......................... Fettler......................
28 „
23 „ Waldron, Thomas .................... Labourer ...................
28 », Jones, Thomas.............................
29 „
30 „ Murphy, Gerald.......................... Fettler..........................
30 O’Neil, Francis............................. Inspector of timber...
80 „ Foreman, John ....... ................ Fritter .......................
31 „ Bourke, Edward........................ Labourer.....................

Rate. Remarks.

Exrsnsa Likes BnAKCir—
7/- per day__  Retrenchment.
7/- pet- day .,,. Retrenchment.
7/- per day — Retrenchment 
6/6 per day — Retrenchment.
7'-per day . Retrenchment.
7 0 per day__ Discharged.
6'C per day__  Retrenchment.
7/- per day .... Resigned.
6/6 per day — Retrenchment.
9/-per day.. Deceased.
7/6 per day__ Resigned.
7, G per day__ Retrenchment.
7/6 per day .... Retrenchment,
7/0 per day , .. Retrenchment.   ‘
7/(1 per day .. Retrenchment.
7/6 per day__ Retrenchment.
7/G per day . .. Retrenchment.
7/6 per day ... Retrenchment.
7/- per day — * To Traffic Branch; position abolished. 
7/- per day — Retrenchment.
7*0 per day .. Retrenchment.
&/- per day — Retrenchment.
7/6 per day . .. Retrenchment*
7,6 per day — Retrenchment.
7/- per day__ Retrenchment.
7/- per day .... Retrenchment, 
h- per day .... Retrenchment.
7/6 per day*... | Resigned.
7/G per day__ l Resigned.
7/fi per day .... Retrenchment,
ID-per day .. Retrenchment.
7/0 per day.. . Resigned.
7/G per day ... Resigned ; position abolished.
7/- per day — Retrenchment.
7/- per day__ Resigned.
7/6 per day ,.. Retrenchment,
7A per day . ., Retrenchment.
7/G per day .,,, Retrenchment.
6'G per day — Retrenchment.
G/uperday .. Retrenchment.
7/ per dav .., Retrenchment.
7/- per day .,, Retrenchment.
6/6 per day .... Retrenchment.
7/- per day .. . Retrenchment,
7/0 per day .. Retrenchment.
7/- per day .... Retrenchment.
C 6 per day .... Retrenchment.
6/C per day ... Retrenchment, 
fty- per day Retired.
9/ per day .. Resigned.
7/C per day .... To Tramway Branch.
7/G per day . .. Retrenchment.
7|- per day . .. Retrenchment.
7-0 per day ... Retrenchment 
7/G per day .. . Retrenchment.
7/G per day. . Retrenchment.
7,0 per day__  Retrenchment.
7/0 per day .... Retrenchment.
TrOperday ... Retrenchment 
T/Operday . . Retrenchment.
7/0 per day .. Retrenchment.
7/6 per day__ Retrenchment.
7|- per day .... Retrenchment.
7/6 per day ., Retired.
7/- per day .. Retrenchment*
11A per day__ Retrenchment,
7/G per day .. . Ketri-nchinent.
7/G per day .... Retrenchment.
7/G per day . Retrenchment.
7/0 per day .. Retrenchment.
7/G per day . Retrenchment. *
7/6 per day Retrenchment.
7/6 per day . Retrenchment.
LG per day. .. Retrenchment,
7/6 per day ,... Retrenchment.
II/-per day .. Retrenchment.
8/0 per day — Retrenchment*
10 - per da\. .. Retrenchment.
G-U per day .,.. Retrenchment. •
10/-per day . Retrenchment.
11/-per day. .. Retrenchment.
7/6 per day .... Retrenchment.
0/0 per day _ .. Retrenchment.
7/0 per day__  Retrenchment.
7/0 per day ... Resigned.
7/- per day ,,.. Resigned.
7/6 ]>cr day .... Retrenchment.
7/0 per day .... Retrenchment.
7/0 per day__  Retrenchment. ,
7/6 per day , .. Retrenchment.
7/0 per day ... Discharged; position abolished.
7/6 per day__ Retrenchment.
7/G per day .. . Retrenchment 
7/6 per day r.,, Retrenchment.
7/6 per day .... Discharged.
7/0 per day .. Retrenchment.
12/6 per day .. Retrenchment. *
7/6 jwr day ... ,| Deceased.
7/6 per day__ i Resigned.

Cniw Mechanical EsGiNEBFt’fi Brakcb.
24 Jan.. Smith,John R.........................
20 „ Adamson* Andrew ......................
26 „ Calvert, John...............................
28 „
27 „
27 Plunkett, John.......................... Cleaner ......................
SO „ Bellerby, John..........................
30 ,* Gow, Charles S. .......................... Cleaner ..................
80 „ Grant, William ........................
8 Feb..
6 ,> Wallace, Henry .............. ,
8 „ Knapp, Henry.............................
8 „ Stevenson, Maitland...................
9 Fleming, James .......................... Fitter ......................

10/- per day 
7/- per day . 
7/- per day , 
10d. per day 
7/- per day 
7/- per day 
7/-per da} , 
7/- per day . 
7/- per day . 
13/- per day 
7/- per day . 
7/- per da} . 
7/- per day 
12/1 per da}

. Retrenchment.
, Retrenchment.

Retrenchment.
Resigned; position abolished. 
Retrenchment ‘ ‘
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.

1 Deceased ; position abolished. 
Retrenchment.

! Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Resigned; position abolished.
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Date. Name. .Position. llato. Rem&rkb.

1891. CmxF Mkohavical Esoinbf.r1^ BJtA>iCH^eoiUi7tu^(l.
9 Fob. Smith, Henry ..........................

is „ Downs, William ..........................
w „ Shallick, George..........................
17 .. Spence, Robert.............................
19 „ Byrnes, James.............................

„ Dodds, Penwiek ..........................
2* „ ByrnCf Charles M. ..,, ..............
22 Elliott, David .............................
22 „ King, James.................................
22 „ Jreland, Rupert ..........................
22 „ MTjOUghlin, John .......................
*?2 Gordon, James.............................
28 „ Gibhstt, Alfred H......................... •.
23 „ Sw^an, Charles.............................
23 „ Hurd, William..............................

1 Mar, Stafford, Robert ..........................
i „ Brodil, Thomas ..........................
1 .« Ritchie, James.............................
1 „ Boylon. Janies.............................
1 „ Shocbridge, George......................
1 „ MXean, Angus.............................
i Mackie, R. D.................................
2 >, Sims, Richard ..............................
2 Sinclair, William........................
3 ,t Powell, Sid....................................
5 „ Pope, Frank.................................
6 Muflgrovc, P. D. h,.......................
7 „ Brown, Robert.............................
8 „ Jones, Adam ..............................
8 p p Rckly, Cornelius .......................
8 ♦» M'Keown, William......................
8 „ Thick, William ............................
3 „ Duke, Alfred .............................

10 11
is ;; Critchley, Charles ................
19 .. Dewhurat, Joseph .......................
20 ,p Homer, Charles ........................
22 tp Bvrne, Austin........................ ...
22 tl Freer, Thomas........................ ...
22 „ Bout, Samuel ............................
29 „ Root, Alexander ..........................
29 ,, Campling, Percy.......................
29 Dobbio, William..........................

Cleaner .......................
Driller..........................
Fueltnan....................
Cleaner .....................
Cleaner .......................
Cleaner ...................
Cleaner .......................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner .......................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner .......................
Cleaner ...................
Labourer.......................
Fitter ........................
Car A Waggon Examiner
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ...................
Cleaner ......................
Plumber .....................
Carpenter .................
Fireman .....................
Call Boy.......................
Cleaner .................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ...................
Boilermaker...............
Driver..........................
Cleaner ...................
Cleaner .................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner .......................
Cleaner ......................
Labourer ...................
Cleaner ......................
Fuelman.....................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner ......................
Cleaner .....................
Cleaner ...................
Cleaner ......................
Pumper .....................

7/- per day__
g/- per day .... 
7/- per day - . 
7/- per day . .. 
7/- per day .. . 
7/- per day .. . 
7/- per day .. . 
7/- per day — 
7/- per day .. 
7/- per day — 
7/- per day .. . 
7/- per day .... 
7/- per day .... 
10/- per day . 
8/8 per day ... 
7/- per day . .. 
7|*iier day , 
7/-j>er dav . .. 
10/B per day . 
10/-per day .. 
10/- ]>er day 
4/- per dav ... 
5/0 per day .. . 
7/- per day . 
7/- per day . . 
1j> per day .. 
7/- ]jer day .... 
30/0 per day .. 
14/- ]>er day ..
7/- per <tay__
7/- per day----
7/- per day — 
7/- per day .. 
5/6 per day.... 
7/6 per day 
7/- per day — 
7/-per day .... 
6/6 per day. , 
6/-per day,, . 
6/* per day .. - 
7/- per day .. 
fi/C per day 
8i4 per day ...

Hctrenctiment,
Uesigncd.
Bcsugned.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Resigned j position abolished. 
Deceased; position abolished. 
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Discharged ; position abolished. 
To Tramways ; position abolished. 
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Deceased ; i>osition abolished. 
Resigned; position abolished. 
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
To Tramways.
Resigned; podtionabolished. 
Retrenchment.
Resigned; position abolished. 
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Rotremhmcnt.
Rctronelunent.
To Tramways ; position abolished. 
Discharged ; jiositiQn abolished.

1893. CrJiBf Traffic Makaorr’s Branch,
22 Dec. W’akoling, Jes............................
27 „ Craven, Hy .............................
28 „ Adams, Martha ........................
23 „ Cochrane, Dai id........................
29 )p Guerin, John ................... .
31 „ Bochmo, Gustave .....................

1894.
2 Jan. Stephens, Henry........................
fi Hunter,'Wm................................
& 17 Maher, Wm...............................
5 „ Burns, Ellon...............................

10 M'Guckin, John ........................
11 >> Hopkins, Cbas..........................
11 J, Weir, John ...............................
12 ,,
13 „ Robcv, Robert ..........................
IS „ Wright, Percy............................
20 ,, Welle, Douglas............................
22 „ Knight, Mrs Alarv................... .
23 „ Crawford, John ........................
28 Clifford, Mary ..........................
24 „ Rlomdahl, Oscar........................
24 „ Funticll, iinnna ........................
25 „ Ford, Frank...............................
25 Knight, Sarah.................. ...
20 „ Curtis, Wm..................................
29 „ Hill, Alfred Ernest.....................

Tynan, Catherine .................
30 „ Hicks, Ernest ..........................

1 Feb.. Sognirs, Aim .............................
1 1. Little, ktobt. B............................
5 t* Reid, Mary ...............................
i Murphy, John................. .
8 „ Meade, Mrs..................................
8 „ Frost, Wm. E. .. ?......................

10 „ M‘Donaldt Donald .....................
10 „ Russell, Elizabeth .....................
12 „ Berry, Mrs...................................
12 „ Deane, James ...........................
16 „ M'Marius, John W.......................
16 „ Donaldson, Andrew .................
39 „ Colls, Edward J...........................
19 „ Joyce, Jos. V.........................
39 ,, Frazer, Edward ........................
19 „ Cook, Jos. S................................
22 „ Murphy, Mrs...............................
22 M Weaver, Sydney........................
22 „ Martin, Ida ...............................
22 ,, Hughes, Hv.................................
24 „ Mtmro, James............................
24 „ Bariev, Wm. D.............................
27 „ Harlmg, Arch.............................
2S ,, James, Wm..................................
2S „ Lake, Carl..................... ...........
28 ,, M'Donald, Wm..........................
2S ,, Whelan, Chas. J..........................
28 „ Bowditch, Clarence .................

1 Mar.. Jones, Samuel............................
2 „ Field, Thomas............................
3 „ Johnson, John ..........................
4 „ Foster, James ............................
8 Wilbow, Louisa ........................
8 „ Butler, W’llliam......... ..............
8 „ Lee, Catherine.........................
9 „ Rea, John...................................
9 „ Cummins, Annie........................

10 „ Egan, Patrick ............................
10 (p Smith, Ernest C.........................
11 », Bi rnes, Mrs. C........................ .
16 ri Yclilon, Archibald.....................

OJheer-in-charge .... £160 per ann. ..
Operator....................... £80 per ann. .
Gatekeeper................... Free house ..
Clerk .......................... £120 per aim. .
Porter.........-............ 7/- per dav ..
Wool inspector and .€208 per ann...

Collector.
Gatekeeper.................. 30/- per week ..
Porter.......................... 7/-per day .
Porter................... . 7/6 per day
Gatekeeper................... Free house .
Porter ........................ 7/- |xa' day .
Porter........................ 7/- per dav -.
Aesihlant guard............ S/O per day ..
Shunter ................... 7/6 per day ..

Junior porter............... 5/- 1XT day .,
Telegraph boy ............ 2/6 per day .
Gatekeeper................... Free house ..
Gatekeeper................. 16/ i>er week
Gatekeeper............... 7/- per week ,.
Porter ........................ 7/- per day ..
Gatekeeper................. 7/- per week ..
Porter.......................... 7/- per dav
Gatekeeper................... Free house ..
Flagman...................... 7/6 per day .
Porter.......................... 7/- per day ..
Gatekeeper.................. 10,- per week..
Probationer ............... 2,'ti per week ,.
Gatekeeper ............... 7/- per week ..
Apprentice Cicrk........ £50 per aim...
Gatekeeper .............. Free house ..,
Colloctor’s Boy............ l/S per dav .
Gatekeeper................. Free house ..
Junior Porter............... 3 4 per dav__
Porter.......................... 7/-per day ...
Gatekeeper................... 1' rco house ..
Gatekeeper................... Free house .
Watchman ............... V- per day .. .

Junior Porter............... 4/2 per day ...
Junior Porter............... 6/- per day ...
Night Officer................ £130 per ann. .
Night Officer .............. £130 per aim...
Night Officer.............. £130 |)er ami..
Gatekeeper ................... 7/- per week ..
Probationer ............... 2 6 per week ..
Gatekeeper................. 7 6 per week .
Night Officer............... £139 per anti...
Signalman................... 10,G perdaj'
Probationer ............... 2/6 per week ,
Porter ........................ 7/- per day ..
Porter ...................... 7/- per day . ..
Porter.......................... 7/- per day ...
Porter.......................... 7'- pec dav__
Clerk .......................... £200 per aim. .
Junior Clerk ......... £80 pur aim, ..
Porter.......................... 6r per dai ...
Guard........................ 10/0 per day .
Junior Porter.............. r>/- per day ,.
Porter.......................... 7/C ]>er day__
Gatekeeper................. Free house ..
Porter.......................... 45/- jier week .
Gatekeeper................... Free house ..
Goods clerk .......... £M0pcramt. ’
Gutekoepor............... 10/- per week .
Porter ..................... 7/- per dav __
Signalman................. 8/0 pci day , .
Gati koopu ............ 7'-per week .
Junior jiOiter............ 5/- per day . ..

Rcfcronrhmem.
To Electrical Engineer'a Branch ; position abolished. 
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Resigned.

Retired.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Deceased; position abolished, '
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Deceased.
Resigned.
Resigned. '
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Resigned,
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Itctrenehmcnt.
Resigned.
To Property and Estate Branch; position abolished. 
Resigned.
Retrenchment
Resigned.
Deceased,
Retrenchment.
Resigned,
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Discharged; position abolished.
Discharged ; position abolished.
Discharged, po&ition abolished.
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
To Electrieal Engineers* Branch.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Rctrcnchmen t.
Retrench men t 
Retrenchment.
Deccoised ; position abolished.
To Tramway Department; position abolished. 
Retrenchment. *
Position abolished.
Deceased; position abolished.
Resigned,
Retrenchment
itesigned.
Rctronehment,
Retrenchiuciit
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
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Date. Name. Position. Rato. Remarks.

1S04. CutFJ Thaific Masaokh’s I5iiAScu-^n^*nw«A.
1ft Ma
IS , 
17 ,

20 , 
22 , 
25 ,

}H , 
31 , 
31
22 , 
21 ,
so »
29 ,
30
30 f
31
SI »

Ewelfl, Catherine..........................
Hudson, Samuel F.......................
Flynn, Michael................. ...........
Hodges, Alfred James ................
Ponohoc, Janies.......... .
Byron, Bridget ...........................
Connelly, Daniel..........................
Burns, William.................. .........
Fenton, Henry.............................
Cochrane, Thomas N.................
Fisher, Jabej; A.............................
Davies, David L,..........................
Dutton, Henry.............................
Kem|>, Sophia............................
MfKeown, Patrick C....................
ifontgomery, Mrs. M....................
Farnsworth, Mrs..........................
Warne, Francis .......... . ..
Toohey, Sarah.............................
Booth, Mary' Ann ......................
Walton, Storey.............................
Grim wood, R, Herbert ..............

j Peacock, Susan ..........................

Gatekeeper...................
Apprentice clerk.........
Porter .........................
Porter..........................
Junior porter................
Gatekeejter...................
Porter ..........................
Night porter ................
Clerk ..........................
Clerk ..........................
Clerk ..........................
Clerk ..........................
Officer-in-charge .........
Gatekeeper...................
Junior porter................
Gatekeeper..................
Caretaker ...................
Junior porter.... „ ....
Gatekeeper...................
Station-mistress .........
Gatekeeper...................
Officcr-in-charge .........
Gatekeeper...................

5/- per week 
£40 per ann. 
8/-per day 
7/* per day .. 
5/- per day ,, 
7/- per ueck 
7/- per day ,. 
8/- per day .. 
£105 per ann, 
£.130 per ann. 
£150 per ann. 
£120 per ann. 
£140 per ann. 
10/- per week 
3/4 per day ,. 
Free house .. 
Free house .. 
5/- per day .. 
Free house . 
10/* i^r week 
BO/* per week 
£1G5 per ann. 
7/- per week

Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
Deceased; position abolished. 
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,
Retrenchment.
Resigned *
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Resigned,
Retrenchment.
Resigned.
Resigned.
Retrenchment.
■Retrenchment.
Resigned,

18 Jan. 
23 
25 
25 
25 
25 
30 
12 Feb, 
12 
12 
12 
15 
15 
15 
22 
20 
28 

5 Mar. 
15 
15 
15 
15 
22

Signal and Interlocking Branch,
M'Donald, J.................
FiUosbome, James,...
Hubert, William.........
Dinklater, John ........
Coombcg, William ....
JiDCokI, William .......
Harding, Alfred.........
Thompson, William ..
Graham, John............
Munroe, George.........
Ford ham, George __
Garred, Edward ........
Furey, J.......................
Dillon, M......................
Blanks, Thomas.........
Gowan, Wiliam .........
Piand, Hugo...............
Dickens, George ... ,
Black, John...............
Tumor, Thomas.......
Turner, T. J ............
Saunders, John .........
Wright, William .......

Carpenter .........
Labourer........
Carpenter .........
Carpenter .........
Carpenter.........
Carpenter .........
J>al»ourcr............
Fitter ...............
Labourer............
Striker..............
Striker ..............
Signal-fitter __
labourer............
Labourer .........
Striker ..............
Labourer............
Draughtsman, ..
Labourer............
Striker...............
Striker..............
Striker ..............
Striker..............
Carpenter .........

10/0 per day 
7/6 per day .. 
11/- per day., 
10/- per day.. 
10/-per day . 
10/- per day.. 
7/0 per day ,, 
lOf* per day.. 
716 per day .. 
7/6 per day.. 
7/0 per day ., 
8/- per day . 
7/6 per day 
7/0 per day 
0/d per day. 
7/G per day . 
£2S0 per ann. 
7|6 per daj .. 
7/0 jier day .. 
7>G per day . 
7/0 per day . 
7/0 per day .. 
13/- per day..

. Retrenchment,

. Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.

. Itetrcnchment.

. Retrenchment,

. Retrenchment.
Discharged; position abolished. 

. Retrenchment.

. Retrenchment.

. Retrenchment.

. Retrenchment.

. Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.

. Retrenchment 

. Retrenchment.

. Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.

. Retrenchment.
Retrenchment.

. Retrenchment.
Retrenchment,

J Retrenchment,
■ I Retrenchment.

20 Jan.Larmour, Alfred IV.
Propertt and Estate Bisanch. 

Apprentice Clerk.........I iroOpcrann. ..( Resigned.

1 Jan. J Ash, William , 
5 „ McKenzie, John

12 ,, | Elston, Albert

Electrical E\’Gi\'Kj;F,’fj Branch.
..I Probationer 
... Oj>crator .. 
..I Switcher . .

2-B per week Discharged.
£lll)perfmii ..| Discharged.
11/7 por week..! To Traffic Branch.

2! Fe1>,, Whitlock, Wm..............................
15 Mar.. Crowley, Edward .....................
22 „ Orchard, Oliver ..........................
27 „ Dowling, John H..........................
28 „ Vargen, Herbert G......................

16 Fob.. Swain, Daniel .............................
28 FranciSj Robert ........................
17 Mar.. Ryan, Wm....................................
23 „ Hutcheson, Thos. H.....................

5 Mar .1 Offwood, Edward

TitAHwATS—Locomotive Branch,
Drher ,,,,
Driver__
Driver ... 
Fireman .. 
Fitter ....

I 13/-per day 
13/- per day 
11/- per day 
7/0 per day 
10/* per day

Left the service.
Resigned.
I^eft.
To Rail wavs
Discharged ; position retrenched.

Tramways—Traffic Branch,
Pointsman...................
Conductor...................
Conductor...................
Assistant conductor....

7/6 per day 
9/* per day 
9;- per day 
5/- per day

.j Deceased; position retrenched.
Resigned; position retrenched. 

.1 Resigned.
I Resigned,

Tli A U VTA YS—AIA IN f BN A SCK Bll ANC l J. 
Labourer .....................I 7/G ]>er day . .1 To Railways.

[6<f.] Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.--1S9L

i
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public Works.

TOGKI'HEE wite

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE, APPENDICES, AND PLANS,

EELATIXG TO THE

PROPOSED RAILWAY

TEQH

NAREABKI TO MOREE.

^vcSEntrU to IBavUamcnt in accorliancc toiti) tijr profaisions of tijc iuitic J5Eorbs Set,
51 Uic. i&n. 37.

SYDNEY : CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 

[6s.] 13-a 1804.

*
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H LIMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tho Honorable William Henky Suxtob, Vice-Cliainnan. 
'J'lio Honorable JAirEa Hoskiks.
Tbe Honorable ErllO':juck Thomas Humphery.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON POBLIC WORKS.

- RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO MOREE.

REPORT.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1SS8, 51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic.
No. 26, and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 
Vic. No. 11, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon 
“ the expediency of constructing a line of railway from Narrabri to Moree, -
such work to be subject to the provisions of any Act that may be passed 
dealing generally with the 1 betterment principle’ with regard to public works,” 
have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the railway should be con
structed, and in accordance with the provision of sub-section IV, of clause 13, 
of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—

1. Departmental action in connection with the proposed railway dates back History of the 
as far as 1883, when a rough estimate, based on the results of a trial survey, repre- eoXrucAhe 
sented the cost of construction as £539,500, or sixty-seven miles at £8,053 per mile, railway.
At that cost the lino would he of the substantial character of the railway system 
generally of the Colony, and it was thought that a more lightly-constructed railway 
would meet requirements. Purther investigation was therefore made, with the 
result that the estimate of cost was considerably reduced, and on the Loan Estimates 
for 1884 a sum of £336,500 was voted for the line under the heading of “Light Lines.”
Two years afterwards the plan, section, and book of reference of the proposed railway 
were approved by the Legislative Assembly in a division of fifty votes to four; but 
further progress was interfered with by the Legislative Council, when the matter 
came before that House, referring the line as proposed to a Select Committee 
for inquiry. This inquiry was not completed in the session during which the 
line was referred to the Select Committee, and it was not afterwards resumed. The 
matter remained in abeyance for a time, and then was again brought into notice bv 
the Parliamentary representatives of the electorates particularly concerned in it. The 
Railway Commissioners also expressed themselves favourable to the railway being 
constructed, and in 1889 pointed out its advantages to the districts in the neighbour
hood of Moree, and to the Colony. The line might, the Commissioners thought, be 
laid down as a cheap railway on a basis suggested by Sir John Eowler in a report 
made in March, 1886, the cost being stated in this report at about £2,500 per mile.
On that basis, and with little or no fencing, inexpensive though ample station 
accommodation, and the running of trains in the daytime only, the line, they were 
of opinion, would prove remunerative. In April, 1889, they visited the district, and 
as a consequence of their inspection suggested that from Narrabri the line should go 
westward to Gurleigh Point, and thence northwards to Moree. This deviation to 
the west from Narrabri was also recommended in 1891 by Mr. R. E. Jones, Tempo
rary Examiner of Public Works Proposals. It was, however, afterwards found to be

undesirable.
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undesirable, by reason of the fact that a much better and less costly crossing of the 
Namoi Biver was discovered nearer Narrabri, and on the route ultimately decided upon 
and referred by the Legislative Assembly to this Committee. While the investigation 
and recommendations in regard to the line were proceeding, the estimated cost was 
further reduced, and in 1892 the Railway Commissioners, in a minute to tire Minister 
for Railways, advocated the construction through purely pastoral and level country, 
where the traffic would he light, of :: pioneer lines,” not so substantial as “ light lines,” 
and yet sufficient for the work expected from them, the cost of which should be about 
£1,750 per mile, exclusive of bridges, waterways, and station accommodation. This 
estimate the Enginecr-in-Chief for Railway Construction thought too favourable, 
hut on further consideration, lie found that by adopting the route referred to the 
Committee the cost, exclusive of land and compensation, would not exceed £153,000, 
or about £2,409 per mile,

2. The proposed railway (coloured rod on the plan) is 63 miles 50 chains in 
length, and is almost straight. Leaving the North-Western Railway near Narrabri 
station, it crosses the Namoi. River and the Narrabri Creek on two .wooden bridges a ' 
little to the south-east of the ordinary road crossing, and then skirting the southern and 
eastern boundaries of the town of Narrabri it proceeds in a generally northern 
direction to Moree, terminating on the southern side of the river Gwydir. The 
country traversed is mostly flat, consisting largely of black soil, and crossed by several 
creeks, winch have their sources in the Nandewar range of mountains some 15 miles to 
the west of the line. Being flat, the country in wet seasons is more or less flooded, 
hut protection to the railway line will he afforded by waterways, boxdrains, and 
culverts wherever they may be necessary. As the railway is regarded as what is termed
a “pioneer line,” or the first of a cheaply-constructed system of railways, it is proposed 
that the ballasting lie very much less than is ordinarily carried out. On ordinary lines 
from 2,000 to 2,200 cubic yards of ballast per mile are put down, but in tbc present 
case, to save first expense, the usual quantity of ballast has been reduced to 1,200 
cubic yards per mile, or 3 inches of ballast under the sleepers, a quantity 
which is about one-half or two-thirds less than is generally used. Also, to save 
expense, it is intended that the rails used shall he mostly double-headed re-rolled 
rails which are in stock in the stores of the Department of Public Works and the 
Department of Railways, and some second-hand rails in fairly good condition which 
will be taken from the main railway line, the balance being made up of some 71-1-11). 
steel flat-bottomed rails. 'Forty-eight miles 30 chains of the line will be laid with 
the re-rolled rails, 12 miles with the second-hand rails, and 4 miles 70 chains with 
new rails. These distances being a little beyond the total length of the line, allow 
something for sidings. The sleepers, like the ballast and the rails, are to cost 
less than is usually spent upon them. They will not he the ordinary rectangular 
sleepers, hut will be roughly hewn and round on the top ; the sapwood being left 
on in all cases where, when the way is cut to fix on the chairs, there is a sufficient 
width of hardwood to take the bearing. The bridges erected will he of timber 
and while substantially built will bo as plain as possible. Fencing will only be 
(tarried out at the railway stations and where absolutely necessary, so that virtually 
the line will he unforced. Fencing is regarded as unnecessary from the circumstances 
that the maximum speed of the trains will not exceed 15 miles an hour, and they 
will not run at night. The rolling stock used on the line will be of the lightest 
kind. Stations will be placed between the termini at Ldgeroi, 16 miles from 
Narrabri; Woolabrar, 28 miles ; Gurley, 41 miles; and Tycannah, 49 miles. The 
grade of the railway will he “1 in 100 against Newcastle and 1 in 75 outwards.”

3. Three routes by which a railway may he taken from Narrabri to Moree, 
other than that set forth in the proposal referred to the Committee, have been 
informally before the Committee in their inquiry, and are represented on the plan 
showing the route it is proposed shall he adopted. The proposed route is coloured 
red. The three other routes are shown respectively in blue, green, and yellow. 
Tliat coloured blue, and known as the permanently staked route, was decided upon 
some years ago, and subsequently abandoned because the river-crossing near 
Narrabri connected with it. was bad, because it passed Narrabri 2 or 3 miles away 
to the west, and because the earthworks upon it were likely to he unnecessarily

heavy.
i/
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heavy. It is, however, the most direefc and the shortest route that could he adopted. 
The route coloured green, is called the travelling stock route, from the circumstance 
that the line would follow the route used by drovers for almost the whole ot 
the distance from Narrabri to Moree. Leaving Narrabri on the west the railway 
would by this route proceed by the travelling stock route, first in a north
westerly direction to a point Id miles east of Millie, and thence north-easterly, 
still keeping to the travelling stock route, to Moree. The yellow route is what is 
known as the Gurleigh Point route. It starts from the present terminus of the 
North-Western railway, and going westerly, with a slight inclination to the north, 
along the south bank of the Namoi Elver, crosses the river at Gurleigh Point, Ol- 
miles east of Wee Waa, and then, proceeding northwards, joins the travelling stock 
route oh the south side of Peggy Creek, about 28^ miles from Narrabri station. 
The travelling stock route and the Gurleigh Point route being considerably more to 
the west than the route proposed for the railway, are regarded as those which are 
most in the interests of population and trade in the western and north-western 
districts.

4. The estimated toial cost of the railway is £153,000, or about £2,409 per 
mile. - The first 31 miles of the line are the most expensive, as in that distance 
are included bridges across the Namoi Elver and Narrabri Creek, and a new.railway 
station at Narrabri. dividing the total cost into two parts, the Engineer-in-Chicf 
estimates that the first part, comprising 3 miles 56 chains of line at the Narrabri end 
and including the bridges and the new railway station, will bo constructed for £17,500, 
or £3,866 per mile. Tbc second part, a length of 59 miles 74 chains, will cost 
£135,500, or £2,267 per mile. The estimated cost of the line does not include land 
and compensation, but the amount that may he paid for land resumption and 
compensation is not likely to he very large.

5. The railway is recommended by the Railway Commissioners on the ground 
“ that it will tend to largely develop a considerable tract of valuable country, and 
will be an extension of the existing North-Western Line in a direction which will 
probably at a future date warrant a continuation to the Queensland border.” They 
arc favourable to the line also because, to a large extent, it has been designed in 
accordance with views they “ have from time to time expressed on the subject of 
extensions into the pastoral districts.” Their estimate of the annual cost of the 
railway and of the probable traffic returns, shows a slight loss at the com
mencement, hut the profitableness of the line in the near future they do not 
doubt. According to their report the working expenses per year would he 
£7,000, and adding this to the amount of interest on the capital expenditure, 
calculated at 4 per cent., wbicli would be £6,120, tbc estimated total annual 
cost is £13,120. Against this the traffic estimate shows £2,300 for passengers 
and mails, and £9,915 for goods, or in all £12,215, a deficiency of £905. In 
1892 the Commissioners urged upon the Government the importance of con
structing this railway. In a minute, dated 4th November, 1892, and addressed 
to the Minister for Railways, they say : “ Referring to the conversations the Chief 
Commissioner has had with you on one or two occasions respecting cheap lines 
through pastoral country, we beg to state that in our opinion the most urgent lines 
to make at the present time are those from. Narrabri to Moree, ami from Bonrke to
a point on the Queensland border northward of Bourke.................... Unless these
lines arc made .... a largo traffic we have enjoyed for many years will bo 
abstracted from ns.”

6. The inquiry which the Committee have made respecting the proposed 
railway has been very searching. Nino meetings have been held by the Committee 
for the taking of evidence, and at those meetings twenty witnesses were examined. 
Nine meetings were also held by a Sectional Committee, who visited the Narrabri 
and Moree districts, and at those meetings sixty-one witnesses gave evidence. In 
all, eighty-onc persons have expressed their views upon the subject of the railway 
to the Committee, and as the evidence given deals with the alternative routes for 
the line as well as that in the proposal referred to the Committee the information 
obtained is very complete. The taking of evidence relating to the routes 
other than that specially before the Committee became necessary by reason
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of pressing requests to l>e heard being received from representative organi- 
sationSj as well as individuals, in important centres of population and trade. To 
decline to hear the advocates of a route different from that proposed by the 
Government would not only be unfair to many local residents, but would materially 
lessen the means available to the Committee for arriving at a. right decision. The case 
generally as regards the railway was very fully explained to the Committee by the 
Tinder Secretary for Public Works, and following him there were examined: the Chief 
Draftsman, Department of Lands; the Enginecr-in-Chief for Kailway Construction; 
the Secretary to the Kailway Commissioners; the Kailway Goods Superintendent; 
the surveyor of the Kailway Construction Branch of the Department of Public 
Works, who was employed' in the survey of the proposed line; the District 
Surveyor, who superintends the Crown land business of the Narrabri district; an 
officer from the Stock Branch of the Department of Mines; an engineer of the 
Koads Branch of the Department of Public Works, who, in 1891, as Temporary 
Examiner of Public Works Proposals, reported on the subject of the proposed railway; 
and a number of other witnesses, more or less acquainted with the country, 
population, and trade which would be affected by the line, who desired to give 
evidence, and appeared before the Committee at their own request. Immediately 
the departmental evidence had been heard a Sectional Committee was appointed, 
and they, visiting the Narrabri and Moree districts, examined witnesses at Narrabri, 
Millie, Moree, and Wee Waa.

7. The Sectional Committee’s report is favourable to the construction of the 
railway as proposed, but they are of opinion that in view of the importance of the 
trade in the districts west and north-west of Narrabri and Moree a full exploration 
and survey should he made of the country towards Collarendabri, with the object of 
running a branch line in that direction.

8. The evidence given in the inquiry both before the Committee and the 
Sectional Committee is conflicting, many of the opinions expressed and statements 
made being largely influenced by local interests; but the Committee arrived at a 
decision upon those points in the case which are the most important. These arc:—

(1) Objects in view in constructing the railway.
(2) Expected traffic. ■
(3) Suitableness or otherwise of the route.
(4) Question of cost.
(5) Method of construction.

9. The principal object in view in constructing the railway is, as indicated by 
the Kailway Commissioners, to retain for the railways of this Colony a traffic from 
the districts near the southern border of Queensland which legitimately belongs to 
Now South Wales, and which, unless railway communication be extended northwards 
from Narrabri, will go elsewhere. Another reason for constructing the line is the 
desirableness of developing more rapidly than can take place in existing circumstances 
a large tract of country, which for natural richness and for productiveness, is equal 
to country in any other part of New South Wales. The Sectional Committee explain 
in their report that the area of this country “ extends approximately from Invercll 
on the east to beyond Angledool on the west, and from the Namoi Kivcr on the south 
to the boundary of the Colony on the north.”

10. The traffic expected on the line is principally wool, hut also stock, general
merchandise, and passengers ; and the traffic estimate appears to have been very 
carefully made. Eor this purpose the district was specially visited by the Kailway 
Goods Superintendent, and only trade certain to come to the railway was taken into 
account. Anything at all doubtful, the Committee are assured, was omitted. It is, 
therefore, very probable that the actual traffic will exceed the estimate. Mr. Harper, 
the officer vffo obtained the information upon which the estimate is based, seems 
from his evidence to he well acquainted with the country which the railway will 
serve, its products, and its trade requirements; and no reason is apparent why his 
figures should he doubted. The railway rates upon which the revenue part of the 
estimate is calculated are the ordinary rates at present charged on the railways ot 
the Colonv. 11 •
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11, The route of the railway lias been chosen because it is direct, is not to 
serious extent affected by floods, and presents a good crossing over the Namoi River. of the route. 
Witnesses examined before the Committee have stated that the alleged immunity 
from flood-water is incorrect, and that the crossing over the river is not the best that 
can be found. The Engincer-m-Chief for Railway Construction is satisfied that the 
route is what it is officially represented to be, and from his and other evidence the 
Committee do not see suilicient reason to doubt this statement. Some of the land 
about Narrabri, the Enginecr-in-Chief admits, is subject to floods, and the water 
spreads itself over the land near various creeks; but he has provided for that, 
and there will lie sufficient get-away for the water in the vicinity of creeks and other 
watercourses by means of bridges, drains, and culverts, to prevent any accumulation 
of flood-water about the railway. There is a good crossing place over the Namoi 
5 0)' 6 miles to the west of Narrabri, but it is undesirable for the line as proposed, 
because the main North-western Railway now stops at Narrabri, and the object of 
extending to Moree is to go as directly northward as possible. And while laying out 
the line over country presenting a suitable river crossing and comparative freedom 
from flood-water, efforts have been made to keep it as much as possible from land, 
which would have to be resumed and paid for. " In laying out the line,” the Engineer- 
in-Chief states, “ I have taken care to run through Government reserves wherever 
possible, and a reference to the Land Office map will show that the line for the 
greater part traverses Government reserves.” Certain weight must, of course, be 
given to the evidence of private persons residing in or acquainted with the country 
through which the lino will pass, but unless there be some clear and forcible reason 
for doubting the testimony ot the expert officers of the Government that testimony 
must be accepted. There is not at the present time much settlement along the route, 
but during 1895 many of the leases held in the district by pastoralists will expire, 
and it is anticipated that a large quantity of land will in consequence be taken up 
by small settlers. The land itself is of an excellent description, flt for profitable 
pastoral occupation or for agriculture, including the growth of wheat,

_ 12. The estimated cost of constructing the railway is less than in the case of Question of

any Government line previously constructed in New South Wales. The cost ofc'ost- 
maintenance, it is stated, will also be considerably below what it has liitlierto been.
The railway is regarded as a cheap line, but, from an engineering point of view, a 
very good one, and fully capable of doing the work expected of it.

13. Different as the construction of this railway will be from what has been Method of 
followed in the case of the existing lines of the Colony, there is no reason to think construction, 
that the line will not be workable and safe. With the exception of the ballasting
and formation it will not be less substantial and permanent than other lines. The 
proposal to limit the ballast to three inches under the sleepers appeared to 
the Committee from the first to be a somewhat doubtful proceeding, and their 
opinion regarding this part of the work was strengthened by the inspection which 
the Sectional Committee made of tbc route. This limit of ballast assists materially 
in reducing the cost of construction, but may make the line unsafe, the black soil 
over which the sleepers and rails will be laid being in places very soft and spongy.
It seemed to the Committee essential that the ballast should he increased. The 
Engmeer-in-Chief for Railway Construction expressed himself as satisfied that the 
quantity he proposed to use would be sufficient, but admitted that as traffic extended 
more ballast would have to be put down. The doubt felt by the Committee led 
them to examine the Engineer-in-Cliief for Existing Lines, and by him, and 
subsequently by the Engineer-in-Chicf for Railway Construction, the matter was 
satisfactorily explained. The three inches of ballast represents 1,200 cubic yards per 
mile of line. Ey somewhat narrowing the width over which, the ballast extends, 
and laying down the ballast judiciously, the quantity which would give only three 
inches under the sleepers by the ordinary system may be made to give six. The 
reduced width can be adopted in the case of this railway, because the lino is com
paratively straight and without sharp curves.

14. The proposed railway, it will be seen from the resolution of the Legislative ^ernient 
Assembly referring the work to the Committee, is to be " subject to the provisions principle, aild 
of any Act that may be passed dealing generally with, the ‘ betterment principle ’
with regard to public works,” and the Committee were very desirous of learning v 

18-i through
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through the Under Secretary for Public Works, as the representative of the 
Minister for Public Works, what the views of the G-ovcrnment are upon this subject 
of betterment as applied to this line. A map published with this Report shows the 
extent of country which it is considered the railway will more or less serve, and 
which might come under the operation of the betterment principle; and the 
evidence of Mr. J. Barling, Under Secretary for Public Works, explains, as far as 
can be done at present, the manner in which it is proposed that the principle should 
operate. Generally it would operate in accordance with the provisions of the Bill 
before the Legislative Assembly last Session, under the title " The Public Works Act 
Purther Amendment Act of 1893.” Clause 8 of that measure provides that—

the Groveruor, after an investigation has been made hy officers appointed for that purpose, may prescribe 
the limits of the improvement area and declare that owners of land, within the limits of such improvo- 
ment area, shall be liable to pay an improvement rate, to be assessed in the manner hereinafter provided, 
lor the purpose of repayment of the proportionate cost of such land and work.”

Clause 9 states that for the purposes of the Act the occupier of land shall be deemed 
to be the owner, and that the word “ owner ” shall include “ occupier ”—■

Provided always that the improvement rate shall he borne equitably by the occupier or lessee, and the 
lessor of the said land, as may be agreed upon between them ; and in default of agreement the proportion 
or the said rate payable by either party shall be determined bv the Land Appeal Court, according to such 
regulations as the Grovernor shall prescribe." ”

Ocher clauses of the Bill bearing upon the question as it relates to this railway 
and the intentions of the Government were described by the Under Secretary as 
followsJ

Clause 10 provides that within thirty days after the improvement area has been proclaimed tbc 
Constructing Authority shall cause a plan to be deposited at some place within the police district wherein 
he Janas affected are situated, showing the extent of the improvement area, and giving particulars as to 

tJio owners ot the land, the amount of the improvement rates which every owner will be required to pay, 
and the period over which the payment will extend, together with the amount of each instalment and the 
aate upon which it must be paid. Clause 11 provides for the publishing of the notice in the Government 

and the local newspapers, and also gives power to amend the ])lan already referred to, provided 
that similar notice is published. Clause 12 provides that the Constructing Authority, in determining 
the rate to be paid by each owner, shall take into account the position of the laud and 4 the degree of 
permanent enhancement in its capital or annual value which the authorised work may reasonably be 
expected to produce; and such rates shall be payable by half-yearly instalments spread over a number of 
years to be determined by the Constructing Authorities.7 The number of years over which the payment 
is to be spread is not to exceed 100, nor to be lens than fifty. Provided always that the whole amount of 
improvement rate to be paid by the owner shall not exceed 75 per centum of the cost of such work.”

This 75 per cent, seems excessive, but it is explained that it is necessary to fix a 
high limit, as the Government may have to carry out under the Act works whicli 
will be to the very large interest of private persons and only slightly in the public 
interest, and while 75 per cent, is the maximum contribution nnder the betterment 
principle, there will probably be cases where a much smaller percentage is justifiable. 
Ibe object of the Government appears to be to safeguard the public interest as far 
as possible. By another clause iu the Bill—clause 13—the owner of property 
assessed under the Act has the right of appeal against the action of the Constructing 
Authority, or Minister, in regard to all the proceedings which principally affect 
him: (1.) The inclusion of his property within the improvement area; '(2) the 
amount of improvement rate to be paid by him; (3) the period over which the 
repayment of such rate is to be spread. The appeal, as provided by clause 9, is to 
be made to the Land Court. The Minister thinks that as there is in existence a 
Land Court, which is a highly competent body, it would he better to constitute it 
an Appeal. Court in these matters than to allow an appeal to the Supreme Court or 
to arbitration. The decision of the Land Court is to be final, and the costs of appeal 
are to be in the discretion of the Court. By clause 15 of the Bill it is necessary 
that the. first half-yearly instalments of the betterment rate shall be paid at the 
end of six months from the date of the publication of a notice in the Government 
Gazette and local newspapers.

ClauselG provides that notice may be given of lands not included or not finally assessed at the time of 
' c publication of the notice referred to in the preceding clause, and that the first payment is to be duo 

and payable as from the expiration of six months from the date of the publication of "the notification of 
ne completion or the authorised work.1 Clause 17 provides that a charge of 6 per cent, will be leviable 

upon all overdue payments; and clause IS, which is a very important one, provides for the formation of a 
Burning fund, tor the repayment of loans from which the work was constructed. It reads as follows: ‘ AH 
Bums or money paid under the authority of this Act shall be paid by the Constructing Authority into the

Treasury
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ireasury to ttie credit of the Consolidated ftevenue Fund, and the Colonial Treasurer sliall keep a separate 
account for each authorised work and the amounts in respect of same. And all such payments sliall be 
usod to form a sinking f und for the repayment of loans from which such authorised work was constructed, 
according to such regulations as the Governor shall think fit.’ Clause 19 is as follows: ‘The foregoing 
provisions shall apply to all Crown lands, and to all lands occupied by or vested in any department of the 
Government: Provided that no improvement rate shall be payable from unoccupied Crown lands until 
such lands arc purchased, leased, or occupied under any Act in force relating to the purchase, lease, or 
occupation of Crown lands, but nothing heroin shall be taken to diminish the amount chargeable on such 
lauds. Clause 20, which is the last clause of the Bill, provides that, for the purpose of this Act, the 
Secretary for Lauda shall be deemed to be the owner of all Crown lands.”

It is, of course, possible that the Bill whicli contains these provisions will not he 
passed into law; and that contingency occurring to the Committee, the Under 
Secretary was asked whether, presuming the measure was not passed, the Bill 
authorising the construction of the railway would bring it under the provisions of 
any future Betterment Act. The Under Secretary was not able to answer the question 
definitely, because, be said, he had not put it to the Minister exactly in that form. 
But it was clear, he went on to say, that the Minister, when he referred this work to 
the Committee, had determined that it should be subject to the betterment principle. 
He supposed it would depend very much upon the conclusion arrived at by the 
■Committee as to whether the Minister would proceed with the construction of the 
railway in the event of the Betterment Bill not being passed, but he could not say 
definitely how the Minister would act in that case. The manner in which the 
betterment principle may affect property-holders in the districts served by this 
railway was explained as follows :—

(suppose, for the sake of illustration, the betterment area was fixed at 6,000,000 acres, and wo 
charged half of tlie cost of the line to the owners of the laud. That, allowing something for the land 
which must be resumed, might be put down at £80.000. I make the whole cost of the line £160,000 
instead of £153,000, as estimated, in order to provide for the land winch will have to be resumed. 
Suppose also that the owners of the land benefited by the construction of the railway had to repay 
one-half of its cost to the State, and an average rate were charged, it would only amount to something 
like three-tenths of a farthing per acre per annum.”

But, the Under Secretary said later on, “we shall have to make the most careful 
investigation before proclaiming the betterment area, or determining the amount to 
be paid by the owners of land.” There are represented to be in the district 890,000 
acres of freehold land, 1,804,000 acres of conditionally-purchased and leased land,
985,000 acres of reserves, and 3,615,000 acres of Crown lands.

. 15. It will be seen from the evidence that many witnesses urge the con- Opposition to 
struction of a line from Narrabri in a westerly or north-westerly direction. Though rai!wayP°Sed 
admitting that Moree is entitled to railway communication they contend that the line 
as. proposed .will be of no benefit to the districts west of it, which have a claim to 
railway facilities at least equal to the districts around Moree. Any route to Moree 
westward of the one referred to the Committee would be longer, much more expensive, 
and more liable to the effects of flood-water than that proposed. A westward or 
north-westward line would undoubtedly be, as the Sectional Committee point out in 
their report, “ advantageous to a large area of country, and a very considerable 
population,” but a line in either of those directions could not he made to effectively 
serve Moree and the country north or cast of it. The Sectional Committee came to the 
conclusion that if the whole area of country concerned in this railway question is to 
be properly served it can only be done by two lines—“ a northern line following the 
route submitted to the Committee, and a western line following the driest belt of 
country, whicli is apparently south of Thalaba Creek, and eventually reaching 
Collarendabri. Any attempt to deviate from the direct route,” they say, “will entail 
a permanent disability on the northern trade without conferring a fully compensating 
advantage on the western trade.” They were of opinion “that in view of the 
importance of the western trade, it would be well if a full exploration and survey 
should ho made of tho country towards Collarendabri, apparently the best place to 
start a survey from being a point between Narrabri and Edgeroi, thus utilising the 
bridge which will he constructed over the Namoi on the direct route.”

16. After a careful consideration of the evidence, and from the inspection Resolution 
made by the Sectional Committee, the Committee have arrived at the conclusion commiu™ 
that the proposed railway, as referred to thorn by the Legislative Assembly, should m

be
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be constructed, but they recommend that the work be not undertaken until a 
Betterment Act is passed. Their decision is shown in the following extract from 
their Minutes of Proceedings, of Tuesday, 9 January, 1S94 :—
■ Mr. McCourt moved.—

“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient that the proposed railway from 
Narrabri to Moree, as referred to tho Committee by tho Legislative Assombly, be 
carried out.”

Mr. Davies seconded the motion.
Mr. Trickett moved, as an amendment,—

“ That all the words after tho second word ‘ that ’ be omitted, with a view to inserting tbe 
following words: ‘a railway should be constructed to connect Narrabri wil;h Moree, 
but that the weight of evidence is in favour of a lino to tho west of the proposed 
Government line and in tlie locality of the Gurleigh Point lino, or travelling stock 
route, forty-three out of sixty-eight witnesses having testified in favour of a western 
deviation ; one strong objection to the Government line being that it would not serve 
a large area of country to the west of Millie and Narrabri, whilst a deviation to the 

■ westward, as before suggested, would, in addition to'conn or, ting Narrabri and Moree,
be advantageous to a large area of country and a considerable population to tbe west. 
The Committee recommend accordingly.’ ”

The Committee divided on the question—“That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of 
question,” with tlie following result:—

Ayes, fi.
Mr. Sutler,
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Humphery, 
Mr. Davies,
Mr. Ewing,
Mr. McCourt.

Noes, 4.
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. Wall, 
Mr. Neilrl, 
Mr. Dawson.

The amendment was, therefore, negatived, and 
division:—

Ayes, (J. '
Mr. Suttor,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Humphery,
Mr. Davies,
Mr, Ewing, '
Mr. McCourt.

the motion was passed on the following 

Noes, 4.
Mr. Trickett, 1 
Mr. Wall,
Mr. Neild’,
Mr. Dawson.

J. GARBAK/D.
Chairman.

. .Office of flu; Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 12 January, 1894.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE,

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO MOREE.

TUESDAY, 14 NOVEMBER, 1893.

IjOrtscnt:— 
JACOB GABBARD, Esq.

The lion. William IIeskt Suttoh.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Tho Hon. Ehedeuick Thomas Humph key. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
'Die Hon. William Joseph Teickett. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

(Chaieman).
William Chandos Wall, Esq. 
William McCouht, Esq.
John Cash Neild, Esq.
Edward William 0'Sullivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider iho proposed Bailway from Narrabri to Moree.

■loseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary, Department of Public Works, sworn, and examined:—
1. Chairman] Have you a statement to make to the Committee? Tes, it is as follows:—Tho first J. Barling, 
departmental action, taken in connection with this proposed line appears to have been in the year 1883, Esq. * 
when Mr. I.. A. Wright, then Minister for Public "Works, gave instructions for a trial survey to be made. /—^ 
A rough estimate was then made of the cost of the work by Mr. Mr. John Whitton, which amounted to 14 Nov,, 1803. 
£530,500, or 67 miles at £8,053 per mile. On the Loan Estimates for 1884 a sum of £336,500 was 
voted for the line, under tho heading of “ Light Lines.” In April, 1886, Mr. Lyne, who was then 
Minister for Works, ]aid before the Assembly the plan, section, and book of reference of the proposed 
line. In September following, on the motion of tlie same Minister, the House approved of these by 
50 votes to 4. . The Legislative Council, however, by 22 votes to 4 referred the matter to a Select 
Committee, which, in a progress report, recommended the resumption of the inquiry during the 
next session, as time had been too limited to enable them to take evidence. The Committee do not 
appear, however, to have issued any lurther report. The matter, for a time, then remained in 
abeyance: but in 1886 Mr. Haseall, M.P., presented a petition from the residents of Moree, urging 
the immediate extension of the line from Narrabri; and from that time to the present the construction 
of the line has "been pressed with increasing urgency by Mr. Hassell, M.P., Mr. Sheldon, M.P.,
Mr. Collins, M.P., and others interested. Particulars of the various steps which were taken will 
be given in the prefc/x which I will subsequently hand in. The whole matter finally culminated by 
the present Minister for Works, Mr. Lyne, moving in the Legislative Assembly, on the 1st instant, 
that the matter bo referred to this Committee for report, tlie terms of the motion being as follows:—

That it be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works to consider and report 
upon the expediency of constructing a line of railway from Narrabri to Moree, snch work to be subject

part of 1883 and the beginning of 1884, and Messrs. Carter and Harwood commenced to permanently stake 
this route iii^J SS4. J his work was suspended in order to make a trial survev of a line aid the “ travelling 
stock route,.11 which may he looked upon as tbe second proposal. This left the route of the first line 
about 3L miles from Narrabri, and j auctioned with it again about G miles from Moree. This latter 
survey was completed early in 1885. The permanent staking of the direct route (the first) was resumed, 
and finished about the middle of 1885. Messrs. Carter and Harwood also made, in April, 1885, a short 
1 nal survey vi& GuiidrUii»uiij which left the trifil line to AVal^ett, tfiu "Wee "Waa, about 4i4- iniles from. 
Narrabri Station, and junctioned with the permanently stalled line about 14 miles from the latter point. 
Early in 1880 the. fourth trial survey was made by Mr. Wickham vid Rocky Crossing. This left the 
North-western Bailway about 51- miles short of Narrabri, and followed the route of the old trial survey 
to the^ Queensland Border at.Mungindi, the plans of which were destroyed in the Garden Palaco 
fire. This junctioned with the “ permanently staked line ” at 6^- miles from its commencement. 
J.here was a deviation tried on this line through Narrabri township. The fifth survey was undertaken 
towards the end of 1889, via Gurleigh Point, and was made by Mr. J. ,1. Jamieson. This is a
continuation of the existing lino along the south side of the Namoi Biver, in tho direction of Wee 
M an, its nearest point being G.j miles from that place. It crosses the river at G urleigh Point, and junctions 
with the travelling stock route line on the south side of Boggy Creek, about 284 miles from Narrabri 

A station.
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J. Barling, station. The object of the survey by the travelling stock route was to take advantage of Crown lands, 
®BC1' hut this advantage, as I shall explain later on, is very ouch minimised by the application of tho “ better- 

14"n~/~1893 men^ " principle. The other surveys had in view improved crossings of tbe Namoi River, or accommoda- 
0T'’ 1 tion to the township of Narrahri, the present station being about 2 miles from the centre of tho town.

Purther examination of tlie country showed that these latter objects could bo best attained by the 
sixth and adopted route now before the Committee. This line loaves the North Western Railway 
east of the present Narrabri station, crossing the river at Cooma, and the Rocky Crossing line 
at the township, meeting the “ permanently staked line ” 20 miles from Narrabri, Tbe trial survey of 
this line was undertaken, at the beginning of this year, by Messrs. Paul and Sams. Tbe latter worked 
on the route just described, and the former amended tlie staked line northward from the point of 
junction to Moree, principally with the object of improving its alignment with regard to Crown and 
private land, but keeping generally to the same lino of country, which is freer from flooded country than 
the travelling stock route. The advantages of this line may be summarised as follows :—It has a better 
river crossing ; serves the town of Narrabri better ; goes through the best country, from an engineering 
point of view; and is the shortest to Moree as compared with the “Gurleigh Point” and “ Travelling 
Stock ” routes. The official description of the line is as follows:—

Lise fbom Naurabm to Mouse.
Single line; length, 68 miles 50 chains; estimated cost, £153,000, for a light lino of railway, exclusive

of land and compensation.
The proposed extension leaves the North-western Railway, near Narrabri station, at 251 miles 32'5G 
chains from Newcastle, and after crossing the Namoi River and Narrabri Creek reaches the township of 
Narrabri, skirting its southern and eastern boundaries. Thence it proceeds in a generally northern 
direction to Moree, where it ends on tho southern side of the Gwydir River at 315 miles 3 chains.

The Namoi River and Narrabri Creek require moderately-sized bridges, otherwise the engineering 
works are light. The country being mostly flat, a surface line has been obtained, its slight departure 
from a straight lino being chiefly to minimise interference with properly.

The steepest grade of any considerable length is l in 100 against the up traffic, and 1 in 70 against 
the down. Tlie sharpest curve is 20 chains radius.
As to the necessity for the construction of this line, I may, perhaps, be allowed to make the following 
quotation from a report by the Railway Commissioners, dated 4th November, 1892. The Commissioners 
say:—“ Referring to the conversations the Chief Commissioner has had with you (the Colonial Treasurer) 
on one or two occasions respecting cheap lines through pastoral country, we beg to state that, in our 
opinion, the most urgent lines to make at the present time are those from Narrabri to Moree, and from 
Bourke to a point on the Queensland border northwards of Bourke. . . . Unless these
lines are made .... a large traffic wrc have enjoyed for many years will be abstracted 
from us. As will be seen, the carriage of merchandise as well as wool, in one case 350 miles and 503 

■ miles in the other (Bourke), is exceedingly valuable, the rates being good ones for this class of traffic, 
and the distance the traffic has to be carried being very considerable. "We will be exceedingly glad if the 
Government can come to a decision at an early date on this subject.” "With regard to the question of 

, light or “ pioneer ” lines, a very great deal of attention has been bestowed on the subject by Mr. Secretary
Lyne, and as will be seen by the estimate I shall presently give, a great advance has boon made in the 
direction of the reduction of cost, "While the standard gauge has of course been maintained, the earth
works and ballasting have been made as light as can be done consistent with safety and the work required 
of the line. Fencing has been almost wholly omitted, and the stations provided of the simplest and 
cheapest kind possible. The station at Moree will be similar in point of accommodation to that at 
Forbes, but will be considerably cheaper in construction. The particulars will of course be supplied by 
the Eugineor-in-Chief when he is before you. I will now read the report which the Commissioners have 
forwarded in accordance with the terms of the Public Works Act:—

Office of the Railway Commissioners of Now South Wales, Sydney, Kith November, 1893, 
Proposed Line of Railway from Narrabri to Moree, 63 miles 50 chains.

In accordance with the provisions of the “Public Works Act of 1888,” section 13, we beg to report as under :—
Cost of construction—

The Engineer-in-Chicf estimates the cost of construction of a pioneer line (exclusive of
land and compensation) at........................................................................................... £153,000

Annual cost—
Capital expenditure at 4 per cent........................................................................................ £6,120
The estimated cost of working would be as under—

Permanent way............................................................................................................. £4,000
Traffic............................................................................................................................ 1,500
Locomotive.................................................................................................................... 1,500

Total working expenses .................................................. £7,000

Total annual cost.................................  £13,120
Traffic estimate—

Coaching and mails ............................................................................................................. £2,300
Goods .................................................................................................................................. 9,915

' £12,215
Tho construction of a line of railway from Narrabn to Moree is recommended upon the ground that it will tend to 

largely develop a considerable tract of valuable country, and will be an extension of the existing North-western Line in a 
direction which will probably at a future date warrant a continuation to the Queensland Border.

The line has been designed by the Works Department to a great extent as a pioneer line, in accordance with tho 
views we have from time to time expressed on tho subject of extensions into the pastoral district's.

fE. M. G, EDDY,
Tlie Seal of the Railway Commissioners of New | Chief Commissioner.

South Wales was hereunto affixed this 13th j W. M, FJ5H0N, 
day of November, 1893, in the presence of— j Commissioner.

H, McLaculan. CHARLES OLIVER, _ _
L Commissioner.

It
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It is, of course, difficult to estimate exactly the area of country which will be served by this line. It J- 
may, however, be put down roughly at 6,000,000 acres, extending from Warialda on the cast to Mungindi 
on the west, a distance of a little over 100 miles. When the witnesses for the Jtailway Traffic Depart
ment are before you, they will probably give a larger area ; hut in talking over the matter in the office 07'' '
wo came to the conclusion, that, as it was proposed to apply the “betterment” principle to this line, it 
would be advisable to reduce the area likely to he affected to the minimum.
2. Does this take in the land right up to Mungindi ? Tes, though the estimate is only an approximate 
one. With the permission ot the Committee I will read reports by Mr. District-Surveyor Poate 
aud Mr. District-Surveyor O. M. Wood, both dated 31st October of this year, giving a description of the 
country:—

S*ri j ■ . . , District Surveyor’s Office, Tam worth, 31 October, 1893.
In accordance with instructions contained in your letter of the 24th instant, Misc. Dep. 93-8,874, enclosed, 

asking for a special report in regard to the county of Jamison in connection with the consideration of the question of con
struction of a railway from Narrabri to Moree, I have the honor to forward herewith a lithograph of the county of Jamison, 
on which the recently resurveyed route of the proposed railway is appioxiinately shown by firm, broad, black baud, and to 
report as follows, undor tlie various heads specified in your letter ■

1. General character of the lam!, hoik alienated and unalictialed on leasehold and resumed areas.
The county is bounded on the east by the Nandewar Range, from which it runs down through hilly and rolling 

downs country into rich alluvial plains lying between the Namoi River on the south and Thalaba Creek on the north, and 
extending beyond tho western boundary of the county.

The eastern limit of these rich alluvial plains, which have been principally formed by the denudation of tbe Nandewar 
Range aforesaid and the hilly country immediately adjoining it, is approximately the Narrabri-Morec road, shown onlitho. 
hy firm broad green band, as, although there is a large extent of plain country east of that road in the parishes of Wangan,
Coorong, Boorah, Bibil, aud Dobikin, it is neither so rich in quality nor the same class of soil.

Ibis rich plain country, almost a dead level, may be generally described as a vast “park,” in which the 
predominating feature is black soil of the richest description, clothed in all ordinary seasons with a wealth of herbage and 
feed for stock, and ranging through open plains, myall plains, belts of belar and open coolabah forests. Throughout this 
vast “park ” arc scattered small extents of red Boil country, slightly elevated above the ordinary level, which are valuable 
as catchment areas for tanks, and as furnishing refuges for stock in times of flood.

The remaining part of the country east of the Narrabri-Morce road, where not plain as already specified, maybe 
described as “ rolling downs ” until the billy country is reached, the approximate westerly limit of wdiich is travelling 
stock reserve 1,172, shown by broad blue band.

This hilly country is at present unoccupied and is practically worthless.

2. Suitability far wheat growing or pastoral purposes.
AYitli the exception of the last described unoccupied country at tlie eastern end, the whole of the county is used for 

purely pastoral purposes, and comprises some of the finest country of that class in the Colony. All the red Boil country is 
suitable for wheat growing, and also comparatively limited areas along the banks of the Namoi above Wee Waa, and along 
the various creeks throughout the county ; but tbe country is essentially a pastoral one, and it has hitherto been found in 
practice more profitable to utilise these areas for such pursuits, A large flour mill was built at Narrabri some ten or twelve 
years a®o, but it failed to induce tbe cultivation of these lands, and as the supply from the wheat farmers in the counties 
of Nandewar and White was insufficient it was closed a few years afterwards.

3. Posiih/e stimulus to selection of Crown lands.
Tlie only lands at present available for selection within the radius of the proposed railway are too limited in extent 

and too scattered for profitable occupation, and the construction of the railway will have little or no stimulating effect in 
their selection, with perhaps the exception of a few areas in the immediate vicinity of tho line. The Crown lands at present 
hold under pastoral lease wilt, when available, he rapidly selected for pastoral purposes, whether the railway be constructed, 
or not, with the exception, perhaps, of such small extents of country as those now remaining on tho resumed areas.

4. Probable appreciating hifluence on the value, of all Crown lands.
With tho exception of the land in the parishes of Manamoi, Woolabrar, Moema, and Doyle, which is of no special 

value, and of the practically worthless land east of travelling stock reserve 1172. the whole of the lands in the county of 
Jamison are at present worth from 30s. to £4 per acre for pastoral pursuits, aud the construction of the railway will not in 
my opinion have any appreciable effect on these values. These prices, however, cannot m the existing circumstances be 
realised to any great extent, but tlie remedy lies, not in railway construction, but in amended land legislation, as indicated 
in my report No, 93-342 of this date. "

Having dealt with the various matters specified in your letter of instructions, 1 may now' perhaps he permitted to 
point out that if the railway bo constructed in the position at present contemplated—see litho.—it will fail to secure the 
traffic of the rich plain country, which will bo intercepted by the Narrabri-Morec road, and earned by teams along that 
road to Narrabri. The loss of this traffic and the collateral toss of outward traffic wsll make an appreciable difference in 
the earnings of the railway, which can only be obviated by carrying the railway as far west as possible (with the western 
boundary of the parisli of Commol as a limit) before it strikes northward from the Namoi, and the farther west (to such 
limit) the railway can be taken the more likely is it to secure tho traffic of the plaius.

I have, &e.,
FRKD. bOATE,

District Surveyor.

Sir, _ District Survey Office, Moree, 31 October, 1893.
In obedience to instructions contained in your letter of the 24th instant (papers Misc. Dep. 93-8874), I have the 

Onot to submit the following report upon the lands within the Moree and Warialda Land Districts
In the Moree Land District the country generally is almost level; it is chiefly either open plain or thinly timbered 

forest. Tlie soil is rich throughout and of either a strong black or friable red description. This description applies to both 
alienated and unalicuatcd lands.

In the Warialda Land District the country varies from gently undulating on the west and north-west sides to hilly 
and rough in places on the east and southern sides, The country is chiefly forest, parts being densely timbered and parts 
scrubby. Tlie soil is either rich Mack of basalt formation, red, or sandy ; either of the first two soils is suitable for 
agriculture, and there is little doubt that the sandstone formation overlies the coal measures ; indeed, coal has been found 
in several places.

2. Although there has been more wheat grown in the Warialda than in tlie Moree District, still it has been proved 
that the soils, rainfall, and climate, in both districts are suitable for wheat growing, but hitherto it lias not paid to grow 
wheat, owing to there being no local market and to the cost of sending it to any other.

3. Settlement in the whole of tho Moree District and in tlie western and northern parts of the Warialda District 
would be greatly stimulated by the construction of a railway to Moree.

4. Crown lands on the leasehold and resumed areas would also be greatly enhanced in value.
I have, &c.,

W. H. O. M. WOOD,
District Surveyor.

. The
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Tie Chief Draftsman of tho Lands Department, who will give evidence before von presently, and will 
verify the figures I now quote, has prepared a map showing the Crown lands and the alienated and con
ditionally leased lands affected by the proposed lino, the figures being as follows :—

‘l J1 -»h v-i rtt, rt 1 .-J 1 A fi] OFreehold land ... ... ...
Conditional purchase, conditional lease 
Reserves ... ... ... ...
Conditional lease ... ... ...

890.000 acres
1.804.000 „

985.000 „
3.015.000 „

Total,
Deduct for lands near Xarrabri ,

7,294,000 .. 
294,000 „

' 7,000,000 „
Deduct a further area of land which, though shown on the plan, it is 

difficult to say whether it can fairly be included in the “betterment 
area” ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,000,000 ,,

6,000,000 „
The areas of Crown and alienated lands that would be required for railway purposes, if an average 

width of 2'5 chains were taken, would be: Crown land, 955 acres; alienated land, 317b acres.
I now come to the condition which has been added to this proposal, viz., that tho line be carried out on 
the “ betterment ” principle under tbe provisions laid down in tbc proposed “Betterment Act.’" The 
Bill dealing with the matter is now before the House, having been introduced by Mr. Secretary Lyne on 
the 2Ctli October. I need not, therefore, refer to it at length, as it is in the hands of Hon. Members. 
Mr, Lyne is very sanguine that the adoption of the “betterment” principle will introduce a new era in the 
history of the construction of our public works, to the great benefit of the country generally. Jn the 
first place it will give confidence to our bondholders, by establishing what will practically be a Sinking 
Fund for the payment of part of our debt. It will prevent pressure being brought upon the Covernmeut 
to carry out unremnnerativo public works, and it will also, to a considerable extent, obviate the necessity 
for making large reserves along the routes of railway lines, which operates to the retardation of settle
ment; for it must be obvious that as the land benefited by a public work will contribute towards its 
cost, the main reason for shutting up large portions of our public lands will have disappeared. I baud 
in plans and boob of reference, together with a road plan of the district and a table of distances, which I 
thought might be useful to the Committee.
3. Can you give the Committee some idea of the principles of the Betterment Bill to which you have 
referred, and under the provisions of which this work, if sanctioned, will he carried out;—can you tell us 
what area will be affected or what zones have been set apart ? The Bill of which you speak is entitled 
“The Public Works Act Further Amendment Act of 1893,” and clause 8 of the measure declares that 
the G-overnor, after an investigation lias been made by officers appointed for that purpose, may prescribe 
the limits of the improvement area and declare that owners of land, within the limits of such improve
ment area, shall be liable to pay an improvement rate, to be assessed in the manner hereinafter provided, 
for the purpose of repayment of the proportionate cost of such land and work.
4. Is there any provision for zones 7 Xo ; it will be impossible to make such provision yet. Clause 9 
provides that, for the purpose of this Act the occupier of land shall be deemed to be the owner thereof, 
and the word “ owner” shall include “ occupier.” Provided always that tbe improvement rate shall be 
borne equitably by the occupier or lessee, and the lessor of the said land, as may be agreed upon between 
them; and.in default of agreement the proportion of the said rate payable by either party shall_ be 
determined by the Land Appeal Court, according to such regulations as tho Governor sliall prescribe. 
The Minister thought that as we already had the Land Court, which is a highly competent body, to deal 
with matters of this kind, it would be better to constitute it an Appeal Court, rather than to allow an appeal 
to the Supreme Court or to arbitration. Clause 10 provides, that within thirty days after the improvement 
area has been proclaimed the Constructing Authority shall cause a plan to be deposited at some place within 
the police district wherein the landsaffected arc situated, showing the extent of tho improvement area and 
giving particulars as to the owners of the land, the amount of the improvement rates which every owner 
will be required to pay, and the period over which the payment will extend, together with the amount of 
each instalment and the date upon which it must be paid. Clause 11 provides for the publishing 
of the notice in the Government Gazette and the local newspapers, and also gives power to amend the 
plan already referred to, provided that similar notice is published. Clause 12 provides that the Con
structing Authority, in determining the rate to ho paid hy each owner, shall take into account the position 
of the land and “ the degree of permanent enhancement in its capital or annual value which the authorised 
work may reasonably be expected to produce; and such rates shall be payable by half-yearly instalments 
spread over a number of years to be determined by tbe Constructing Authorities.” The number of years 
over which the payment is to be spread is not to exceed 100, nor to he less than fifty. Provided always 
that the whole amount of improvement rate to be paid by the owner shall not exceed 75 per centum of 
the cost of such work.
5. Mr. Neild.] 75 per cent, seems awfully high? That is the limit.
6. Mr. Ewing.] Is there no minimum limit? Xo; the Committee will, see that the Government may have 
to carry out works—drainage works for instance—only to the slighest extent in their own interest, 
but to the very large interest of private persons, and it is necessary, therefore, that there should be an 
extreme limit. Of course, in talking of drainage works, I do not mean the sewerage of towns, I mean 
land drainage works.
7. Mr. Neild.] I understand that these provisions will apply to any public work? Tes ; but 75 per cent, 
is the maximum. In the case of some works only 25 per cent, might be charged.
8. Is the limit to be fixed by the Constructing Authority ? Yes, in the first place.
8|. Seventy-five per cent, is unreasonable for any public work ? I think you will see that in the ease of 
some public works it would be desirable to charge that amount. If that extreme limit were not charged, 
it would shut out a number of works, because the G overnment would say that it was not possible to carry 
them out unless the public contributed sufficiejitly to their cost. The Minister has safeguarded the 
public in every way. Clause 13 gives an owner tbe right of appeal against the action of the Constructing

Authority
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Authority in regard to those points:—(1.) Tho inclusion of his property within the improvement J. Barling, 
area; (2) the amount of improvement rate to he paid by him; (3) the period over which tho Esq. 
repayment of such rate is to be spread. Clause 14 provides for an appeal to the Land Court. J 
referred to it earlier because it dominates the whole Bill, The decision of the Land Court is to be final ‘•'ov-( ■
aud conclusive on both parties, and the costs of appeal are to he in the discretion of the Court. Clause 
15 is practically tlie same as clause 10, aud provides for the publishing of notices in the Gazette and 
local newspapers. It also provides that the first half-yearly instalments shall be payable at the end 
of sis months from tlie date of the publication of tho notice. Clause 16 provides that notice may 
be given of lands not included, or not finally assessed at the time of the publication of the notice 
referred to in the preceding clause, and that the first payment is to be due and payable ,r as^ from the 
expiration of six months from tho date of the publication of the notification of the completion of the 
authorised work.” Clause 17 provides that a charge of 6 per cent, "will be leviable upon all overdue 
payments, and clause 18, which is a very important one, provides for the formation of a sinking fund, for 
the repayment ofloans from which the work was constructed. It reads as follows: “All sums of money 
paid under the authority of this Act shall be paid by the Constructing Authority into the Treasury 
to the credit of the Consolidated Be venue Fund, and the Colonial Treasurer shall keep a separate account 
for each authorised work and the amounts in respect of same. And all such payments shall be used to iorm 
a sinking fund for the repayment of loans from which such authorised work was constructed, according to 
such regulations as the Governor shall think fit.” Clause 13 is as follows ; “ The foregoing provisions shall 
apply to all Crown lands, and to all lands occupied by or vested in any department of the G-overnment:
Provided that no improvement rate shall bo payable from unoccupied Crown lands until such lands are 
purchased, leased, or occupied under any Act in force relating to the purchase, lease, or occupation of 
Crown lands, but nothing herein shall be taken to diminish the amount chargeable on such lands." Clause 
20, which is the last clause of the Bill, provides that, for the purpose of this Act, the Secretary for Lands 
shall be deemed to be tlie owner of all Crown lands. _ _
9. Chairman.'] Presuming that the Bill is not passed, will the measure authorising the construction of this 
work bring it under the provisions of any future Betterment Act? 1 am unable to answer that question, 
because I have not put it to the Minister exactly in that form ; but it is clear that the Minister when ho 
referred this work to the Committee had determined that it should be subject to the betterment principle.
1 suppose it would depend very much upon the conclusion arrived at by the Committee as to whether he 
would proceed with the construction of the railway in the event of the Betterment Bill not being passed.
I cannot say definitely how he would act in that contingency.
10. I understand from what you have said that the need for this railway lias been urged upon the Govern
ment by the Bailway Commissioners ? Yes, very strongly. _
11. They show that the ammal loss upon the line will he only something like £800 ? A comparatively 
small sum.
12. Very little land will have to be resumed by the Government ? Very little. Suppose, for the sake of

' illustration, the betterment area was fixed at 6,000,000 acres, and we charged half of the cost of the line ,
to the owners of the land. That, allowing something for the land which must be resumed, might he put 
down at £80,000. I males the whole cost of tbe line £160,000 instead of £153,000, as estimated, in order 
to provide for the land which will have to be resumed. Suppose also that the owners of the land benefited 
by the construction of the railway had to repay oue-half of its cost to the State, and an average rate were 
charged, it would only amount to something like three-tenths of a farthing per acre per annum.
13. Have the people of "Wee Waa made any representation or movement in favour of the line via Gur- 
Icigh Point? Yon will find a reference to that in the precis which I hand in.
Id. Has there been any representation from tho people of Millie ? That is also referred to there. I think 
a public meeting was held at Millie.
15. Is it not a fact that the Eailway Commissioners, in 1889, recommended that this lino should go via 
Gurleigh Point in order that it might tap more country ? A report was made somewhat to that effect; 
but I forget whether they recommended the line exactly on that ground. It was thought at that time that 
we could get a better crossing at Gurleigh Point, but the crossing which we have selected now is better than 
any wo found before. Tlie Gurleigh Point line has been entirely put aside by the Commissioners, and by 
the Department.
16. The Commissioners also recommended that the line should be taken out towards Keramingly, and 
thence to Moree because of tbc reduced cost? That proposal is entirely done away with now, because of 
the intended application of tlie betterment principle.*
17. Are we to understand that the Wee Waa trade is to be considered rather in connection with a line 
to Walgcttthan in connection with aline to Moree ? I should not like to give currency to the idea that the 
Minister has any intention o£ proposing the construction of a line from IS'arrabri to Walgett. Walgett 
would be better served by the locking of the river, aud the Minister is now making inquiries with a view 
to constructing locks which will give a navigable channel to Walgett. Thinking that such a question 
would be asked of me I got a report upon the subject from the Chief Engineer for Water Conservation, 
and in the concluding paragraph of that report he says ; “ Nothing has yet been done towards clearing the 
Barwon or Darling between Walgett and Mungindi, yet as stated above a steamer succeeded in reaching 
the latter place this year, and steamers have repeatedly been at Collarendabri, and occasionally at Mogul.
The fall in tbe river from Collarendabri to Walgett is at tho rate of about 6 inches per mile, and as there 
is no material difference in the velocity between the former place and Mungindi tho rate of fall cannot be 
materially different. There would be no difficulty in making the river permanently navigable to Mungindi.”
I hand in Mr. M'Kinney’s report. _
18. That, goes to prove that the probability of the construction of a line from Narrabri to Walgett is very
slight? Yes. *
19. Therefore would it not be better to take this line to Wee Waa in order to increase tbe traffic ? No,
I do not think so, because the traffic from that district is almost certain to come to our railways at 
Nairabri, What wo have to consider more particularly is the country to the north of Moree. Why 
should the produce from that district he dragged 16 miles out of its way in order to serve one or two 
places which are already served by the railway, and the traffic from which would in any case belong to us?
20. Do the same reasons hold good with regard to Millie ? Yes ; Millie would be very well served by
the proposed line. It would be only 12 or 15 miles distant from it. 21.

* Note.—This refers to tho Stock route, which is Government land. '
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21. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] Ts it tie intention of tie Department to make a railway from the "Western line which 
will tap tie Walgett district ? No determination las been come to on the matter. I spoke to the 
Minister about it; but no determination has been come to as far as Walgett is concerned, except in regard 
to the locking of tbe rivers.
22. But such a line has been mooted F Tes.
23. A line to Walgett via Coonamble ? Tes ; junctioning with the Western line at Dubbo.
24. You explained to tie Chairman just now that tie area upon which a betterment tax would have to be 
paid will be fixed by the Governor in Council P Tes.
25. Can you give us any information as to what it will be ? No ; the most careful investigation will be 
required before it can be arrived at.
26. Is it expected that this line will compete with the Inverell line? I think not.
27. It will serve an entirely different country? Yes; it is just possible, however, that a portion of the 
area to which ] have referred may be affected by the Inverell line, but I hardly think so. I considerably 
curtailed the area which it was estimated this line would serve, and you must remember that the country 
declines from Inverell towards the proposed line. Any traffic to Inverell would have to go up hill.
28. Moree is over 40 miles from Inverell ? Eighty miles.
29. That being so, this line cannot very well compete with the Inverell line ? It could only compete with 
it just at the border of the traffic area, and you cannot determine exactly where that border is. Since 
the country falls towards Moree, that would tend to bring the traffic to tbe proposed line.
30. Mr. Davies^] Do I understand you to say that a loan of some £300,000 has been raised to pay for
this line P I did not say that the money had been raised; I said that it had been voted.
31. Has it been raised ? I cannot tell you • that is a Treasury matter.
32. Ton do not know of your own knowledge ? I could not say for certain.
33. I think you stated that the first estimate for a line from Narrabri to Moree was £500,000 ? Tes ;
but that was a very rough estimate, and it was made before there had been any survey.
34. Pour or five different surveys have been carried out, and the same number of estimates have been 
made ? Tes.
35. On each occasion the estimated cost of construction has been reduced? Yes.
36. The estimate before us is the lowest that has been made? Tes.
37. In your judgment the best route has been obtained ? In the judgment of tbe Department the best 
route has been obtained.
38. The estimate before us is £153,000; that does not provide for land resumption and compensation P
No ; but I imagine that the amount to be paid for compensation and land resumption will not be very 
large. .
39. You expect that it will be met by the betterment tax P Tes; I think I am correct in saying that 
there will be no land to resume at Moree, while a gentleman has offered to give us the land we require 
for a station at Narrabri,
40. In many cases where tbe betterment principle is applied tbe Crown will receive money from landed
proprietors which will go towards paying the cost of any public work ? Yes ; but the payment will be 
spread over a period of from fifty to 100 years. ‘ "
41. In the estimate of £153,000 have you taken into consideration the probability that you will get back 
a certain amount from the landed proprietors of tlie district ? £153,000 is the estimated cost of the lino. 
"We have not deducted from that what we expect to get back from the landed proprietors.
42. _ Have you any idea of the amount that is likely to be received from them ? No: it is impossible to 
estimate it at tbe present time. "We shall have to make the most careful investigation before proclaiming 
the betterment arcs, or determining the amount to be paid by the owners of land.
43. Whatistbelowestratetobestruek? Norate has been struck. I was merely putting a hypothetical case.
44. Ton strongly recommend the construction of this line as a reproductive work : Tes.
45. It would be so almost from the start ? Almost from the start.
46. And it will act as a feeder to tho main line ? Yes.
47. Mr. Raskins.] The figures you have put forward in regard to the application of the betterment 
principle for this district are rot given upon authority, inasmuch as the Minister could not decide what 
rate Parliament would fix'? No.
48. Parliament alone will fix the amount ? Tes ; the maximum amount.
49. Ts this work to be proceeded with only in tbe event of the passing of tbe Betterment Bill ? That is 
staled in the terms of the resolution which referred it to the Committee.
50. It is understood that if the Betterment Bill does not pass this work will not be proceeded with ? It 
might not be proceeded with in such case ; I cannot say that it will not.
51. It must be within your recollection that this Committee, in reporting upon the proposal to construct 
a railway from Glen Junes to Inverell, recommended that sufficiently high rates should be charged upon 
all produce and merchandise carried upon the line to pay interest upon the cost of construction ? Tes. 
62. If the Betterment Bill were not passed do you think it would be a good thing to make such a 
recommendation in regard to this proposal ? I should think it might, hut I cannot give any ministerial 
decision upon the point. We know, however, what opposition there is to differential rates.
53. This district is very sparsely settled P According to a report which was made two or three years ago 
the population is 7,691, though it is probably larger now. Tbc town of Millie, as far as I can make out, 
has a population of about 300, while the Government Statistician informs me that tbe population of tbe 
incorporated area of Narrabri is 1,977 and of Moree 1,143.
54. That show's that the country is sparsely settled. The land is used principally for sheep ? Eor sheep 
and cattle, I think.
55. Hnder these circumstances, do you think it umuld bo possible, if the ordinary rates were charged, to 
make the line pay interest upon the cost of construction P T think if you consider the matter further you 
will see that it would be a most dangerous thing to increase the rates with respect to this line. I do not 
think I need give the reasons why.
56. Mr. Trickett.] Can you tell us whether the betterment principle is the subject of general legislation 
in any country ? I do not know that I can give you a very accurate answer, but I am informed that tbe 
principle applies in New Zealand and in Canada,
57. That is generally ? I think so. ’

58.3
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5B, Mr. Hoskins.] And in the United States? 1 think it also applies in the United States. The most 
recent case of its application that has come nnder my notice is the London Improvement Bill. I have 
looked up the dehates upon that measure, which was passed by tho Commons and sent on to the House 
of Lords on the 25th J uly. On the motion for the second reading, the Earl of Onslow moved—“ That 14 No'’-’18M- 
this House, before assenting to the second reading of the Bill, desires to express its opinion that proposals 
for the assessment of capital values instead of annual, values, aud for creating new and arbitrarily defined 
areas of taxation snch as are contained in clause 41 of the Bill (the betterment clause), ought not to be 
embodied in a private Hill; but if found just and equitable, should be based on general principles laid 
down by Parliament.” The Bill to which I have been referring completly answers that criticism, 
because it applies the principle generally. The Earl of Onslow’s motion was agreed to by 55 votes 
to 3G. On tbc 10th August, in the House of Commons, Sir John Lubbock, who, I believe, 
introduced the Bill as a private measure, moved to disagree with the action of the Lords, and his motion 
was carried by 221 votes to S3 votes. On 31st August the matter was again before the House of Lords, 
aud Lord Hobhouse move! that “ this House do not insist on its amendment.” After discussion this 
motion was lost hy 50 votes to 27, and the House then agreed to a motion by Lord Onslow “ That the 
House do insist upon the amendment made.” During the discussion which took place Lord Onslow stated “ he 
was not opposed to the betterment principle himself.” He objected to the Bill because—firstly, it would 
inflict a great injustice upon a. body of poor people (ff-y., the particular land owners affected by the Bill); 
secondly, because the arbitrators proposed by the Bill would not be able to carry out their duty; and thirdly, 
because the question ought to he settled on broad aud general principles, and not introduced in a private 
measure. The Marquis of Salisbury said he had “no metaphysical or a priori objection to the principle of 
betterment . . . .it was a well known principle . . . .the principle was reasonable and just.”
His objection was to the method in which the County Council chose to apply it. I have taken this 
information from tlie Times report. The Committee will see that the objection taken to the Bill is not 
because of the principle it embodied, but tlie application of that principle in a private Bill.
59. Mr. Trickett.] Did the Bill apply to London only, or to the whole of England ? Only to London, I 
believe.
GO. Do you know of any Act having been passed applying the principle generally ? No; except in the 
cases I have mentioned.
61. The Bill to which you have referred applies only to the county? Yes, as far as I know; though X 
may be mistaken on the point.
62. You say that the probable annual expenditure upon this line will he £13,120, and the probable income 
£12,215 ; leaving a deficiency of £905;—have you gone into the question of returns at all ? X have not.
I took my figures from the Eailway Commissioners, whohaveinfinitely better means of making an estimate
than we have. '
63. Can you tell us whether the traffic on the proposed line is likely to bo constant, or will it be spasmodic ?
I could not tell you that; but Mr. Harper, who visited the district in order to inquire into this matter, 
will appear before you.
64. Supposing, according to your calculation, the 6,000,000 acres to which the betterment principle will 
apply wore assessed at 3-10ths of a farthing per acre per annum, the return would bo £1,825, and if that 
amount were added to the receipts of the line thcro would be a surplus of nearly £1,000 a year ? Yes; 
but the revenue derived from the line will be distinct from tire betterment rate, which is intended to form 
a sinking fund to pay off tbe capital cost.
65. The return from the land will not be mixed up with tho earnings of the line ? Certaijily not. The 
Bill provides that they sliall be kept apart, and that the return from the land should go to form a sinking 
fund as the Governor may hy regulation prescribe.
66. Tbe two amounts will be kept quite separate? The Act provides in a most specific way for that.
67. It is intended that there shall bo no fencing along this line ;—are yon aware if other lines have been 
left unfenced ? I think so, but I am not quite sure.
68. It was proposed nol; to fence the Cobar line, but I do not know if the proposal was carried out ? Mr.
Deane will be able to tell you.
69. Is tbe estimate of revenue whicli has been put before us based upon ordinary rates? I imagine so.
I believe it has been made up on the basis of the rates charged on other lines. I bad a conversation with 
Mr. Harper on the subject, and 1! understood from him that he had not included any possible traffic, such 
as grain ; although it is almost certain that grain will be carried upon tho line. The revenue has been • 
calculated upon the basis of existing traffic.
70. You call this a pioneer line? That is a term used hy the Eailway Commissioners to denote a railway 
which is lighter than an ordinary light line. There will be very little earthwork and ballast.
71. "Will the ordinary rolling-stock be able to run on it? Yes.
72. There will be no need to change the trucks? No.
73. Mr, Neild.] There seems to have been an unusual number of surveys made of this line? I do not 
think that the number is unusually large.
74. Can you give us any idea as to what these surveys would cost ? Not at the present moment; but I 
could get tlie information for you. Although a survey may he pretty expensive, it is far better for us to 
incur the expense than to make the mistake of putting a line in ft wrong locality.
75. I understood you to say, with reference to the junction of tho proposed line with the existing line at 
Narrabri, that an owner of land at Narrabri has offered to present the necessary land to the Government ?
I believe so, though I have not had the offer in writing. The gentleman in question is Mr. 'Lillyman.
76. Has any estimate been made of the cost of the 3174- acres which will have to be resumed ? No; but
it will not be very great, .
77. I suppose the land required for a station at Narrabri would be the most expensive ? It would be given 
to us, 1 believe that at Moree there is no alienated land required.
78. The line will pass through pastoral properties ? Yes.
79. Will it go through any agricultural properties? I do not think so. There is very little agriculture 
carried on at the present time.
80. Is it not usual in cases of this kind to make an estimate of the value of land that must be resumed ? ■ ^
It is usual; but not at tins stage. It would be rather difficult to make the estimate now ; but I could ' ’
give you some idea of what the land would cost. Mr. Poato values the land in the county of Jamison ‘
as worth from 30s, to £4 an acre for pastoral pursuits, hut I cannot help thinking that the estimate is -
excessive. 81. ’ ' ’

J. Barling,- 
Esq.
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81. Could you {jive us any information as to the cost per mile of maintaining the roads in this district ?
I can tell you the cost by referring to the road map, where I have the mileages marked and the amounts 
voted set down. _ _ i
82. I want to set off the saving and road maintenance against the possible loss in connection with the 
railway ? I think that matter has been raised before. I should not reckon upon any saving in tlie 
maintenance of the roads, and I should consider it an evidence of tbe success of the line if there were an 
increased demand for road votes. If a railway is constructed it will he to our interests to open up as 
many roads as possible to give access to it, so that there may be an increase of traffic upon the line.
83. What might be saved upon the main roads would he swallowed up in making roads to the different
stations ? I should not like to say that I think it is very likely, though I cannot say for certain, that 
if the line is constructed we shall have to increase our road expenditure; hut that would bo because of 
the increase of traffic. _ _
84. 'While there might he a diminution in the traffic upon the main road, there would be an increase of 
traffic upon the cross roads ? Tes. I had a talk with Mr. Hickson as to the cost of making a good 
macadamised road from Narrabri to Moree, and he put it down as £150,000, at tlie very least; in other 
words, nearly as much as the railway, A metal road would cost £2,500 a mile.
85. At present there is only a track across tho black soil ? Tes. '
8G. Bo you know the country personally ? 1 have never been there. _ ...
87. "Mr. TJTflZZ.] Tou state that the area of laud which will he benefited by the construction of this lino is
6,000,000 acres ? That is roughly speaking. _ ...
88. 'What is the area of Crown land in the vicinity of the railway line ? There are in the district 
860,000 acres of freehold land, 1,804,000 acres of conditionally purchased and leased land, 985,000 acres 
of reserves, and 3,615,000 acres of Crown lands.
89. Half of the land benefited by tbe construction of the line is Crown land Tes. _
90. In submitting this proposal to the Committee, does your Department think that the line should be
constructed ? Most decidedly. We have the strongest evidence possible that it should be constructed. 
Not only have the Commissioners written in the strongest possible way, but they have verbally pressed 
the consideration of the railway upon the Department. _
91. Its prospect of paying is as good as that of any other line which has been constructed? Tes, with
the exception, of course, of suburban lines. _
92. Are we to understand that the construction of this line is contingent upon the passing of a measure
which is not now law ? The wording of the resolution carries that meaning. _ _
93. The resolution says that the line shall be subject to the provisions of any .Bill coming into force for
that purpose. "What I want to know is, docs your Department recommend the construction of this 
line apart from the passing of that measure ? I should not like to answer that question without referring 
to the Minister; hut if you wish it, I will put the matter before him, and will let the Committee know his 
reply. ... .
94. Our general policy iu regard to railways is to construct lines where there is a prospect of their
paying ? Tes. . , .
95. If the owners of land who benefit by the construction of .the line are willing to pay the cost of it,
would it not be desirable to construct lines all over the Colony ? I should think so, it there were a 
possibility of their paying, "What you mean is, that if a line would not pay on its own earnings, and tbe 
people benefited by it were willing to bear the cost of its construction, should the Government construct 
it. I should say yes ; hut there is not much possibility of that occurring. _ _
96. I take it that the Department regard this as a line which has every appearance of being remunerative,
aud they intend to ask those benefited by its construction to pay for it? 'To pay a part of 
the cost. . ,
97. Seventy-five per cent. ? I cannot tell you what proportion they will he asked to pay in this case, 
Seventy-five per cent, is the maximum provided by the proposed Dill.
98. If the 3,615,000 acres of Crown lauds are afterwards purchased by private individuals, will tho
betterment principle apply to them ? To a certain extent it will, of course; hut these are details which 
have not been worked out. _ _
99. If the Committee recommend the construction of this line, will your Department have it carried out ?
I shall endeavour to get an answer to that question. _ _
100. Have you taken into consideration the enhanced value whicli tlie construction of the line would give 
to tbe Crown lands in the district ? "Wo have not taken anything of that kind into consideration yot. I 
cannot tell at this early stage how the betterment principle will apply in this particular case.
101. Do you think that the construction of this line will have the effect of promoting settlement upon 
Crowm lands ? Mr. Harper will be better able to give yon an opinion upon that point.
102. Mr. Dawson,] Tou tell us that the route before us Is tho best that has been surveyed ? In tbc 
opinion of the Department it is the best.
103. Why has this line been so long delayed in favour of other lines ? AYe have not submitted any other 
routes to the Committee.
104. Why was it not submitted before lines such as that from ilcrildcrie to Deniliquin, or from Glen 
Innes to Inverell ? I do not know that I can answer that question.
105. This line will cost £153,000, while the line via Gurleigh Touit, which has been abandoned, would cost
£360,000 ?■ Tes. . , .
106. Will there be any necessity for charging special rates upon this line ? I should think nol. It 
would he highly injudicious to charge special rates upon it.
107. Do you know the loss upon the Narrabri line ? No ; I do not. That is a traffic matter which I 
have not looked into.
108. Do you know if the line to Narrabri is paying ? I could not tell you without turning up tho 
Commissioners’ report.

C. J. Charles James Saunders, Esq., Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, aud examined :—
Saunders, O'Sullivan^ Tou prepared a map showing the conditions under which tlie land in the district

through which it is proposed to construct this railway is occupied? Tes; 1 got my information from 
14Not., 1893, the maps in the Lauds Department. HO-
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110. ‘Will you state the exact areas of the lands shown on the mnp ? Freehold land is tinted red, and of 
it there tiro 800,000 acres; conditionally purchased and leased land is tinted bine, and of it there are 

eres. There are 985,000 acres held in reserves, whioh are tinferl nmr.v, TUo
J ^ w l ^ ix'ioc.AuliiA JIj litULvll U'LliX Uiu AV l>LlvLC uFc

Ihere are 985,000 acres held in reserves, which are tinted green. The rest of the map 
^ “hows Crown lands, the area of which is 8,015,000 acres.

The area which it is supposed the proposed railway will

tiro
1,804,000 acres.
which is uncoloured. s ..... ....... ......... ..... ,
111. What is the area embraced by the map ? 
honefit.
112 How far does it extend from the railway line? Houghly speaking, the map takes in all the land 
wuhin a radius ol 00 miles from Moree. r
118. What; is the general character of the country ? I am not personally acquainted with it.
J j j” l1’V,or(n th0. Committee if much settlement has gone on thereof late? There has been a 
great deal ot land conditionally purchased within the resumed areas.
115. Is this land in the Central or in the Eastern Division ? In the Central Division, 
l]!.’' ^ris the settlement you speak of taken place recently ? 'Within the last nine years I should say. 
IJ./.Jfic district may be regarded as a progressive one, as far as settlement is concerned? As far as 
Ibe hm! 1)urch!ismg 18 concerEied- We have no guarantee, however, that the original selectors still hold

n I n’ vvmS lmicii *’cc^ thrown up because of high rentals, and so on ? I do not think so.
119. hat is the character of the reserves? They have been made for a variety of purposes. The
largest reserves are timber reserves. r
120. Do you know^anything of the nature of the timber there ? Xo.
] You have merely prepared this map from data in the office ? That is all.

,■ the local district surveyor will be able to give us information as to the character of the country 
and so on? ‘Yes.
123. Mr. JVeild.] Are we to understand that your Department keeps no record of the character of the
land winch it surveys ? A report has been sent in by each of the district surveyors, giving the general 
characTcrtsries ot the country. j > o o &
124. That information is in the office, but it is not iu your possession at the present time ? I supplied
the Under becrefarv for Works with this information.
125. Mr. Snttor.~\ Is any laud in this district in the Western Division ? No
12(1 Mr. Mild.] The map comprises land within about 20 miles of Inverell? Yes, but it only goes 
about lo miles east of Wanalda. J 6
eastern diStriCt Sirailar t0 ^ ab°Ut Invereli? Somewhat similar, in the
12S 1/r. J-Mtnff.] Is the land marked blue land which has been conditionally purchased, or simply land 
held by conditional purchasers ? Land that has been conditionally purchased. The probability is that 
a very large part of it has changed hands r j
irtherDe^Ortment0WWllOh0ld8itD0W? ^ That could be ^certained by referring to the record,

130. Notice has been given that the squatting leases will cease at the end of two years? That is jn
i™ S'1 aTVS10™11 th-C Act of,18S*‘ but ma,W lc8sees applied for an extension of
lease under the Act of 1889. There is a possible right of extension
..' i? you reSar<i land held in that way as Crown land ? Yes.

lmi«"e« [int the duratlon oi the scru1j leases shown on the map ? They are probably twenty-year 

133. The land will revert to the Crown at the end of that time ? Yes:

C. J.
Saunders,

Esq.

14 Not., 1893.

The ITon. Wiltuam. Heshv Scttok 
The Kon. .Tames Hosxins. .
The Kon. Euedektck Thomas Humphebt. 
T’lie Kon. John Davies, C.M.Q-.
The Kon. Wilt.tam Tosepil Tiuceett. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

WEDNESDAY, 15 NOVEMBER, 1893. 
$r£srttt:—

JACOB G-ARKAKD, Esq. (Chaikman).
AVillja.w Chandos Wall, Esq. 
AVilliam McCoubt, Esq.
John Cash Nihlh, Esq.
Edwahd William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Chaules Collins, Esq.
Henhy Dawson, Esq.

'The Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Henry Deane, Esq., Engineer-in-Chicf, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined :— ’

131-. Mr. Hamm.] The line now before the Committee is the last surveyed by your staff ? Yes 
I3o. Had you anything to do with the previous surveys? Yes. ’ ’
13b How many different surveys have there been for a line from Narrabri to Moree ? You might sav 
that there have been three complete routes surveyed, together with some deviations 6 J
137. The route submitted to the Committee is the shortest ? In the matter of mileage it is not quite so 
short as the route marked blue-the permanently staked line—but it is the shortest dlsirable route 
7' o vi’i ™e , ^pensive m construction ? It is the cheapest and most economical route ‘
139. W hat are the objections to the permanently staked line? The objections to that line are that the river 
crossing is bad ; that it leaves out Narrabri, passing 2 or 3 miles to the west; and that the earthworks 
would be greater than on the adopted route, because so much attention is not devoted to followimr 
.he surface. The route now submitted skirts Narrabri, and gives a suitable site for a station. ■ g

1-10. Y bat is the character of the country through which the suggested route runs, as far as earthworks 
are concerned ? Nearly all surface forming.

13^ 141.

H, Deane, 
Esq.

15 Nov., 1893.
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H. Deane, 141. What will it cost to construct per mile, according to your estimate ? The estimated cost for the 
- Esq. whole distance of 03 miles 50 chains is £353,000, or an average cost per mile of £2,40!) Os. I have, how

ever, for the purpose of easier working, divided that estimate into two pari s. 1 n the lirst part is comprised 
15 Nov., 1893. the cost of 3 miles-56 chains of line at the Narrabri end, including the bridge over the Namoi. and the new 

station at Narrabri, which comes to £17,500 or £3,806 per mile. The second part is the cheaper, and 
comprises a length of 50 miles 74 chains, the estimated cost of which is £135,500, "which, providing tor
station buildings, water supply, and other contingencies, runs out at £2,207 per mile.
142. What do you estimate the cost per mile of sleepers, rails, and the necessary appliances for laying
the line, including ballast? In estimating the cost of the permanent-way I have taken advantage of the 
fact that there are in stock, in the stores of tho Public Works .Department and of the Coinmissioners 
Department, a quantity of double-headed rerollcd rails, which tho Commissioners would be very glad to 
see used, and which would be suitable for this line. These rails the Commissioners have undertaken to 
deliver at Narrabri at a certain price, but there will not he enough of them to go right through. _ do ™Hke 
up part of the balance it is proposed to use some second-hand rads in fairly good condition, winch will bo 
taken from the main road. In addition I propose to use some of our stock of rlilb. steel flat-bottomed 
rails to make up the balance, ..
143. Can you give the Committee tho length of the three different scctmns of rails . .There will be 4S miles 
30 chains of rcrollod rails, 12 miles ot second-hand mils, and 4 miles 70 chains of new rails. Those 
distances add up to more than the whole length of the line ; but they allow something for sidings.
344. The single-headed rails will be used at the Moree end ? No : J propose to use the new rails at the
Narrabri end. ■ .
145. Are they as heavy as the rerolled rails ? No ; they are rails such as wc have been using tor some 
time past, and iveigb 71-1 lb. to the yard. The rerolled rails weigh 75 lb. to the yard,
,140. flow much will the new rails cost per mile ? Including fastenings.
14'7, Fastenings, sleepers, and ballast? Taking the steel and iron fastenings, they come to £024 11s. per

148. That includes sleepers? No; it does not include sleepers. I estimate them separately. The 
second-hand 7] 1-lb. rails will come to £G05 per mile, while tho 75-lb. rerollcd rails, lor which there arc 
two prices, will come to £773 IGs. 2d. per mile, and £714 36s. 3d, per mile, Iho total cost of the 
permanent-way material reckoned in this estimate is £48,351 32s. 9d.
149. That is including sleepers ? No; it does not include sleepers.
150. Nor ballast? No, ,
151. Does it include the delivery of the rails ? It includes their delivery at Narrabri for the contractors

152. It includes fish-plates, bolts, and chairs? All fastenings. I have estimated the laying or the lino
at Is. 3d. per lineal yard ; the ballasting of the first section I put down at 2s. Cd. per lineal yard, and of 
the second section at 3s. Gd. per lineal yard. The prices are low, because it is proposed to use only a 
small quantity of ballast. On the ordinary lines we use from 2,000 to 2,201) cubic yards per mile, but on 
this line, to save first expense, wc shall put only 3 inches of ballast under the sleepers. The quantity of 
ballast per mile has been reduced to 1,200 cubic yards, so that I think lhat the work of ballasting can be 
done for something near the prices I have named. ^
153. You intend to use about half as much ballast as you generally use? A little more than one-han

1 Bomewhere between one-half and two-thirds. The sleepers being of a rougher description than are usually 
taken, 1 have put them down at 2s. Gd. a-piece, for which] think they can be very well obtained. The 
Railway Commissioners have been paying as tnucb as 4s. 4d. for sleepers at Narrabri, but they arc tho 
large sleepers—9 feet by 10 inches by 5 inches. ... ,
154. There is a large forest of timber near Narrabri ? There used to be: but it is getting worked out. 
You have to go nearly 20 miles from Narrabri in order to get large sleepers.
155. "Will you have the sleepers dressed ? No ; theyr will be round on the top.
15G. Half round sleepers ? Round on the top. They will be roughly hewn. Instead of the contractor 
being required to supply a perfectly rectangular sleeper, ho will be allowed to leave the sapwood on, so 
long as when the way is cut to fix on the chairs there is a sufficient width of hardwood—4 or 5 inches 
to take the bearing. I made inquiry some time ago about this class ol sleeper, ami I have very good 
reason for believing that they can be delivered for the price I 'nave named, and that they will answer the 
purpose required of them very well.
157. Are the various kinds of rails you have mentioned of uniform length? Tho rerolled rails are, I 
think, in lengths of 18 and 21 feet.
158. What is the length of the steel rails ? The steel rails and the iron rails would generally be 24 feet 
in length. The last rails indented have been sent out in 30 feet lengths ; but I do not propose to use 
them,"because 24 feet lengths will be more convenient. There is a stock of 24 feet rails on hand.
159. Is the ballast supply easily accessible ? Fairly so. There is ballast in the Namoi River.
160. Sandstone ? No ; river gravel There is a ballast hill in the neighbourhood of Narrabri, about three
quarters of a mile from the line, and about 2 miles from the centre of Narrabri, where they arc getting 
good road metal. I think that the gravel ballast to be found in the district will be fairly suitable lor the 
line. Some distance from Narrabri we go through undulating ground, consisting ot a kind of gravel 
which will probably be suitable for ballast. „ . . . .

. ^ 161. Do you, in your estimate, provide for fencing as well as lor station buildings ? Only a small sum is
provided for fencing ... . ,
162. What length of fencing will there be? Time not made a definite item of the fencing. 1 only

" propose to.fence at the stations and where necessary. The line generally will bq left unfenced. _
163. Have you constructed any other lines without fencing them? Tes ; tho Ayngan to Cobar line. .
164. Has any complaint been made by stock-owners and residents of the district because the lino is
..unfenced, or has any accident arisen in consequence ? I have not heard of any._ ^
165. As far as your knowledge goes that line answers fairly well without being fenced? Yes ; I do not
think there can be any serious objection to leaving a line of this character unfenccd so long as the trains 
run in the day time. _ .
1G6. Are the trains running between Nyngan and Cobar used only in the day time? Tea. ’
1G7. If traffic develops on the proposed line would you recommend that it should be fenced ? I am sure 
that if the trains had to be run at night the Commissioners would find it du.iira.jlc to fence the line. 
Otherwise sheep would be sure to lie on the ballast 168.
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IGS. You do not apprehend any danger if trains are run only during the daytime ? No; especially as it is H- ^(MUle> 
proposed to run them slowly. _
169. At what price per ton do the rerolled rails stand in the Commissioners’ hooks F At £5 10s., I think. jggs,;
170. Did they not cost more than that to reroll ? I believe that they did; hut a certain value hasheeu ’ ,
written off.
171. Then the proposed line wiil get the benefit of the reduced cost? Yes.
172. Have you been over the whole length of the line yourself ? No; I have only been over a few 
miles of it.
173. At the Narrabri end ? Yes. •
174. Personally 3rou know little of the country ? 1 know the district pretty well—at least] know the
class of counfry very well, because 1 lived in the district during fhe construction of the Gunnedah- 
Narrabri line, and J am therefore able to judge of its suitability for railway making. ’
176. Are you of opinion that this line if constructed would serve most of the district you speak of ? 1
think it is a very good line from an engineering point of view.
17G. And would servo the district well ? .1 should say so. _ _ _ _
177. You have no great knowledge of Moree ? Moree being the centre of the district the object ‘is to^
make the shortest and most direct route there, and that has been done in this case. 1 _ '
175. Mr. Mr.Courf.'j What would be the difference in cost between this and abetter class line;—would it
he largo? A better class of line would probably cost more ; hut J have not gone into the question.
179. You could not say how much more? No ; J have made no calculation.
180. You only propose to put 3 inches of ballast under 1 he sleepers: but the Commissioners may after
wards find it necessary to reballast the line? As the trallic increases tho Commissioners will have to put 
on more ballast. 1 think that they arc quite aware of that, and prepared to undertake the work-
LSI. Therefore we have not the real cost of tho line before us? J£ the ballast is increased later on it will,
I presume, come out of revenue, and be charged lo working expenses. ,
182. Hie cost of the line tvould be increased ? But if more ballast was put on tho line would become _ 
more valuable.
183. "What you say practically amounts to this, that wc have not tho real cost of the line before us ? I
think you have, because it is only proposed to work the line in a certain way. The line is to be made for 
a certain purpose which, if carried out as I estimate, it will serve. It is a cheap line, because it is nearly 
the extreme extension of the North-Western line. If it wrere a main line, upon which there was a lot of 
through and quick traffic, it would be desirable to spend more money on it. ■
184. Would it not be better to make it a permanent line in the first instance, instead of having it altered 
by the Commissioners? I do not know that it would. There has been a call for lines of this character1 
for some time past, and it is a very desirable thing to make cheap lines.
185. Provided that they will do the necessary work ? Provided that they will do the necessary work.
186. But you say that this line will not do the work, that as soon as the Commissioners take if over they
will have to ballast it ? I did not express myself quite in that way. J said that probably as tho traflic 
increased it would be necessary to improve the lino ; but 1 believe that as proposed to be constructed, it 
will answer all purposes for some time to come. _
1S7. How much will it cost per mile for bridges ? Taking f he first section, there will be the river crossing 
at Narrabri Creek, which 1 put down at £5,201 17s. Od.
188. That would he a wooden bridge ? Yes.
189. Chairman.] Is there not a double waterway there ? Yes; but the estimate provides for both 
bridges. In addition there will be some openings and culverts which will cost £1,319 15s., so that tho 
waterways on that lenglli will come to £6,581 12s. Gd., or £1,044 per mile. On the second section the 
cost of tho waterways, box drains, and culverts will come to £14,392 12s. 6d., which, divided by the whole 
length of tho section, gives £240 a mile.
190. ilf’r. McConrL] Jtoughiy speaking the bridges will cost altogether £21,000 ? Yes, very nearly.
191. Is any of tho country between Narrabri and Moree subject to floods? Some of the land between ‘ 
the present station and the old station is subject to floods, and the water spreads itself over the land near 
various creeks ; hut I have provided for that.
192. Have you an estimate of the earthworks ? J shall keep the earthworks above tho flood-level cvery-
ivhere. ‘ ' '
193. What will they cost per mile ? On tho first section they will come to £1,717 10s., or £464 per 
mile, and on tho second section £17,979 5s , or £300 per mile.
194. JHr. Wa/l.] The total cost of tins line is about £2.800 per mile ? £2,409 per mile.
195. What was the cost of tho Cobar line ? A little over £3.000 per mile. 1
196. That is a heavier line than this ? Yes; there are more earthworks on that line, though I think it 
would have been constructed within the original estimate, or at a slight increase upon that estimate, if 
the grades had not been altered during construction. That added very considerably to the cost.
197. On that line you used new material altogether? Yes ; 60-lb. rails.
.198. "What was the estimate for the Cobar line ? £2,560 per mile was the first estimate. .
199. Was not that estimate reduced ? No ; when lenders came in they exceeded it.
200. What is the estimated cost of station buildings upon this line ? £4,520 for the whole line. ' ' 1
201. How many stations are there? The stations are marked upon the map. There will bo tlie new
station at Narrabri, one at Edgeroi, one at Woolabrnr (for Millie) one at Gurley, one at Tycannah, and 
tho terminus at Moree. At Edgeroi, Gurley, and Tycannah there will merely be sidings; hut at the 
other places more accommodation will be provided in the shape of waiting sheds and so on. '
202. Is your estimate of the cost of fixing the rails upon the sleepers above or under the ordinary cost of
that work;—will it not be more diflicult to fix the rails on tho half-round sleepers than to fix them on 
square sleepers ? 1 think not. They will all have to be run through a maptiinO to plane off the top
surface.
203. How does your esiimafe compare with the ordinary cost of fixing tho rails on 1o square sleepers ?
It is a little above what wc have paid iu one or two cases, and a good deal below what we have paid in‘ 
oilier cases. .1 propose to give the contractor the utmost facilities for getting on with’this work by 
allowing him to me the rails as he goes on, in order to run hia material and ballast ahead. Up fo'the

‘ ' ' ' ' present'
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H. Deane, present the contractors have not been allowed to put an engine or waggons upon the road until a certain 
amount of ballast has been laid down; but in this case I propose that the contractor shall be responsible 

1^*7' for the condition of the rails, and be allowed to run out with the rolling stock over “formation,” ns they 
0T‘’ 1 say. That will increase the chance of getting the work done cheaply.

204. Have you considered the question of letting this work in smalt contracts—some reference lias been 
made to that ? lam pretty sure that if the work is let in small contracts it will not be done so cheaply.
I think the only way to get it done cheaply is to give it to one contractor, who will make a rush and go 
right through with it. He will he able to throw up the earthworks a little in front, and follow up with the 
ballast immediately.
205. Do you not think that the keener competition which would result if the work was let in small sections, 
would allow it to be done more cheaply 1 do not think so. The plate-laying is the principal part of the 
work, and it would have to be started from one end. Take the second section for instance; the earth
works are £300 per mile, and if you let them to earthwork gangs, pure and simple, they would not be able 
to do anything with the bridges or box-drains, which will cost about £240 per mile, or four-fifths of the
cost of the earthworks, while the plate-laying will cost twice as much as the earthworks. *
200. I understood from the remarks made by the Minister when moving that this line be referml to the 
Committee, that it was the intention to let it in small contracts, and I was anxious to know whether his 
remarks were based on information received from bis Department ? I have received no instructions on 
the matter. Of course, if the Minister wished the work to be let in small contracts, the best would have to - 
be made of it; but I should not recommend its being done, either for cheapness or speed.
207. You do not think it would tend to lessen the cost? Jfo.
208. What would be the grade on this line? The ruling grade will be 1 in 100 against Newcastle, and 1 
in 75 outwards.
209. The haulage power of an engine on this line would be nearly double its haulage power upon ordinary 
grades ? Yes.
210. Mr. iPiuW.] You say you know something of this locality;—have you seen the recommendation of
the Tamworth district surveyor that the line should be carried as far west as possible ; that the present 
route should not be adopted? I think I may say that I have. The Under Secretary mentioned it 
to me. . “
211. Would the cost of the lino bo materially increased by taking it further west, either because of the 
increased distance, or because of the heavier works that would be necessary? Tho distance would be 
increased, and the work would be increased somewhat. No doubt the route recommended is the cheapest 
that has been surveyed. The further you go down these creeks, the more they spread out. I believe 
that if the travelling stock route had been adopted, it would have been found necessary to raise the line 
in order to keep it out of tho water, while the ground there is not quite so sound.
212. Notwithstanding the statement that more traffic would be obtained by taking the line further to tho
west, you consider that the advantages given by this line would override the advantage of increased i
traffic or increased public convenience? 1 have only studied the matter from the engineering point of 
view, and I think that this would be the cheapest and most direct line.
213. Have you estimated the cost of the travelling stockrroute ? Not under present conditions.
214. Can you give us any idea as to what the difference in cost would be ? I am afraid it would be a 
mere guess ; hut from what I have heard, and the reports which I have read, I should think it would cost 
£300 or £400 a mile more, because the waterways are larger and the earthworks would have to be 
increased to keep the formation dry.
215. A more westerly route would involve increased expenditure, not only on account of the additional * 
length but also on account of the increased earthworks ? Yes.
216. What would bo the difference in mileage between the travelling-stock route and this route ? About
6 miles. .
217. Did I understand you to say that the sleepers you propose to use will he dressed by a slecper-dressing 
machine? They will be dressed in the same way that higher class sleepers arc dressed. They will he run 
through a machine and adzed for the width of the rail, or of the chair, as the case may bo.
218. You have given information in regard to the Queensland railways over which you have travelled, 
and of which you expressed yourself somewhat favourably, because of their cheapness would it not ho 
better, in the case of this railway, to use sleepers such as are used on the Queensland linos; that is, 
sleepers which have been simply split and adzed ? Those are what I would use.
219. The sleepers used in Queensland are not put through auy dressing-machine ? That, machine is only 
to adze them.
220. You mean that they are put through the machine simply to make a groove ? Yes ; it is cheaper to 
use a machine than to employ hand labour. We just cut out the width of the rail or chair.
221. Do you think it would he economical to take up half-worn rails from the existing line to use on this 
line? Those rails have still a considerable amount of life left in them, and would answer the purpose 
very well for low speeds.
222. At what rate of speed do you propose to run upon this line ? I think it is proposed to run at the 
rate of about 15 or 16 miles an hour.
223. That is a very low rate ? I have not got the Commissioners’ report with me, but the line is intended 
to carry out the suggestion made by the Commissioners in their report of last year. They suggested that 
pioneer lines should be constructed, and trains run upon them at low speeds. On a line such ns we pro
pose to construct I do not see any necessity for limiting the speed to 15 or 16 miles an hour ; but high 
speeds should be avoided.
224. What would you regard as a high speed—30 miles an hour ? Under those conditions I should regard 
from 25 to 30 miles an hour as a high rate of speed.
225. If it were found desirable to work the line at a higher rate of speed, would it be necessary to entirely
remodel it? No. • . -
226. Wbat would be necessary—new sleepers or new rails ? The sleepers will last as long as any others, 
because I should have nothing but ironbark; but you would have to put on more ballast, and raise the line.
227. Would it be necessary to change the rails? No ; not until they wore out.
228. Do I understand that the only difference between the proposed iine and a full survice line lies in the 
direction of ballast ? The difference is in ballast and formation.

229.
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220. What \voultl bo the difference between this rather second-class line and a line capable of being H. Deane, 
worked as our ordinary lines are worked ? It depends upon what yon understand by a line of the ®e(l- 
ordinary type. In country such as this you might have a really good line upon which yon could run 
large loads without the wear and tear being very heavy. It would not be necessary at any time to run *’ 1
the heavy Baldwin engines over these lines; indeed, the Commissioners do not run those engines 
out on the level country now,
230. What would be the difference in cost per mile between the proposed line and a line that could be 
worked at from 25 to 30 miles an hour ? 1 should say, £500 or £000 a mile.
231. That would be for additional ballast ? Ton ask mo what would be tho difference in cost; suppose I 
were designing a line to suit the ordinary traffic.
232. I am asking you the difference between the cost of the proposed line and the cost of a line upon 
which trains could be run at 25 or 30 miles an hour ? In level country, such as this, I do not think the 
difference would be very large.
233. Then, do you not think it would be as well to incur tbe extra expense in the first instance ;—would 
it not cost more to raise the line at some future date than to put ou more ballast now ? Tes, if you bad 
to raise it throughout; but all that would he required would be a little more ballast, which could be put 
on by means of hopper waggons, and the road could be lifted without incurring any material expense.
231. It would not cost much to make the line suitable for more rapid traffic than it is proposed to run 
on it.? No.
235. 3fr. Dawson.'] Where will you get the ironbark sleepers ? They will probably have to come from 
the Narrabri end. I am aware that the first-class sleepers used by the Eailway Commissioners on the 
main lines can only be got at some distance from Narrabri; but I believe that the class of sleoper which 
1 propose to use can be got very much nearer. These sleepers can be obtained from trees out of which 
you could not get first-class sleepers.
23(1. JJoes any red-gum grow on the Grwydir ? There is red-gum on the Namoi.
237. Has it been tried? Yes; it was tried on the Gunnedah to Narrabri line, hut it was not very 
satisfactory.
23S. Tor what reason ? There are too many gum-veins in it, though it is capital timber if you can get 
it good. A man there took a contract for grooving sleepers out instead of sawing them, and they were 
splendid sleepers—you could not get anything better. A contract was made between the contractor for the 
lino, and some one else to saw the timber, but tbe rejections on account of gum-veins were very large—
25 or 30 per cent.
239. In making your estimate, which route have you had under consideration—that marked red, or the 
permanently-slaked line ? The red line. The reason that the other is marked “ Permanently staked,” is 
that it was approved of by Parliament and permanently staked,
210. The red line is the one which can he made most cheaply ? Yes.
241. Mr. Collins.] Have you inspected the crossing of the permanently-staked line ? Yes.
242. Would it be much more expensive than the one now proposed ? Yery much more expensive, 
because there are several miles of flooded land which would have to be crossed.
243. You have personally inspected the proposed crossing? Yes.
244. Hid you choose it yourself ? It was mentioned by the residents of Narrabri, and I went out and 
inspected it.
245. Do you think it is the best crossing that could be got on tbe Namoi near the town? I believe so, 
undoubtedly.
240. Do you know how far Bingera would he from the proposed line ? The distance from Bingera to the 
proposed line is 48 miles. From Bingera to Narrabri, by road, via Edgeroi, is 08 miles.
247. Do you know if this line would serve that town, seeing that some of the Bingera traffic now comes 
SO miles to Narrabri ? That depends upon tbe roads. I cannot give any information about the matter.
248. Do yon know if this line goes through a timber forest ? There is a timber reserve there, but the 
timber would be of no good for constructional purposes.
249. It could not be used for sleepers? No.
250. You say that there is ballast along the line, and also at Narrabri ? Yes.
251. Mr. Jlumphery.] Your estimate of £153,000 is exclusive of tho cost of resumptiou and compen
sation ? Yes. *
252. What do you estimate that to be ? 1 have not estimated it at all. It does not come within my
duties.
253. Who can give us information upon the point ? I presume the Under Secretary has already given it.
In laying out the line I have taken care to run through Government reserves wherever possible, and a 
reference to the laud office map will show that the line for the greater part traverses Government 
reserves.
254. Are you able to tell us if the cost of resumptions is an important item ? I think it ought to be very 
small.
255. Shall you be obliged to resume any bouse property at the terminus at Narrabri? I think not.
The land between tho present station and the new station is all alienated. Ido not know what arrange
ment can be made about it, but the owner of the land where it is proposed to put tho new station has 
offered it to us free.
25(5. Do you think that the cost of resumption at Narrabri would be a serious item ? I should not think 
that it would.
257. Tho estimate, then, will not be very greatly increased by the addition of the cost of land resumption 
and compensation ? Certainly not. Tho most costly part, as far as I can judge, will bo the first 2 miles.
258. Will this line be similar to tho Nyugan-Cobar line in almost every respect ? It will be cheaper than 
that Hue.
259. Will the ballast be the same? There will be less ballast.
2G0. Is the Ayngan-Cobar line working satisfactorily? So far as regards maintenance, it is working very 
well.
281. Is it carrying the traffic satisfactorily? Yes ; it could carry a lot more traffic than it gets.
2(12. Have you any reason to doubt that tlrs line will serve the traffic for many years ? No ; 1 believe it 
will answer the purpose thoroughly. ' *
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IT, Deano, 263. Tnu appear lo hesitate—have you any misgivings about the matter;—is there a weak point in tho 
Esq. line? iSo ; but 1 want to answer your question m a fair manner. I consider that this lino will answer

the purpose. If it is a little weak, that is chiefly because the foundation will be weak, and that is a
15 Aov., 1803. (jQ{ecf; which can easily bo remedied by putting on more ballast as time goes on. I would not recommend

a weakness which was not curable.
2Gf. Would the addition of extra ballast strengthen the line for all traflic ? Yes,
265. If it is discovered that more ballast is necessary, that ballast can be put on without interfering with 
the traffic ? Without interfering with it in the slightest degree.
266. ^nd without raising the rails P Inputting on more ballast the rails will have to be raised ; hut that 

. will not interrupt the traffic.
267. "What would he the cost of the work per mile, as far as you can estimate it ? That would depend, 
very much as to how much was done. I do not know that 1 could give an estimate very well.
268. If the whole length had to be strengthened by the addition of ballast, what would the work cost? I 
should rather give au estimate after I had seen the effect of the working upon the line. I have estimated 
that the ballast will cost 3s. 6d. a lineal yard, and for another 2s, 6d, a lineal yard a good job could be 
made of that paid of the work,
269. What would it be a mile ? £220 a mile. If the ballast appeared low in places, a little more could 
bo put on. The work could be done gradually, without interfering with the traffic.
270. In estimating the cost of the ballast at 2s. 6d. per yard, do you include the cost of labour ? Yes.
271. Bo you think that anything more besides ballast would be necessary to make the lino sufficient for 
all traffic? I do not see the objection to this line, because of its being of a lighter character than the 
main line. There wiil be no difficulty in working it. There will be less done to the formation of tins line 
and the banks will be kept lower than on tho Werris Creek to Xarrabri line, so that yon can never make 
it a line of the same character, but it will answer all traffic purposes very well.
272. I am speaking of the line being sufficient for the probable development of traffic between Xarrabri 
and Moree? So far as I can toll, I think it could be made suitable for any traffic'at a cost ot from £200 
to £500 per mile.
273. You think there is no other eontingenev, except tho possibility of additional ballast being required, 
that need he taken into consideration by the Committee? Xo.
274. Mr. 0'SitUivan^\ Mr. Eobert E. Jones in his report to the Under Secretary argues very strongly in 
favour of tbe Ourleigh Point route. Are there any engineering objections tc that route ? No; and I 
was strongly in favour of it myself until this new crossing was found. There is a very good crossing ou 
the G-urleigh Point route, but it is further down the river, and it is stated that a good deal of tho low- 
lying country along the route is inundated at flood tune.
275. But the proposed line will run through country likely to be inundated? Not much after passing
the Xamoi, ‘
276. Will it not have to cross a great number of creeks? Yes.
277. Are they not subject to floods ? They all spread out a little.
278. Mr. Jones, in his report, speaks about the route generally being subject to floods ? Wherever you 
go you are likely to meet with floods, small or great.
279. Does this line traverse for anv distance the range of mountains shown on the map ? The mountains 
are about 15 or 20 miles away from the lino.
280. There is no doubt about a good crossing having been discovered ? No doubt at all.
281. It is maintained here and elsewhere that the best crossing is on the Gurleigh Point line ? Some 
years ago I went to Narrabri in order to examine the river. 1 slarted from Xarrabri and went down 
the island which lies to the wTest of the town between the Xarrabri Creek and the Xamoi Pivcr. Then I 
followed the river below where the purple line crosses, as far as Mollie, where I think the road-crossing 
shown on the map is. The floods spread very widely over all that country, and the whole of the island to 
which 1 refer, except perhaps to one or two small spots, is covered in tbe highest floods. The Sectional 
Committee will, of course, see this place themselves, and they wilt notice where the proposed line crosses 
there is a patch of land which is never flooded. The class of vegetation itself shows that, because if the 
flood-water went over it it would be killed. The ground I refer to is quite high, and is the only place 
near about which is dry during the highest floods.
282. Why was the line not taken to Narrabri before ? I imagine that it was expected that any future 
extension would be to Walgett.
283. If you took the lino tub Gurleigh Point, Narrabri proper would bo deserted, ami a new town would 
be created at what is called Narrabri West ? There is a town there now. A lot of land has been sold 
there.
281. But if the line were taken wa Gurleigh Point, Xarrabri would be destroyed as a market for the 
Moree trade? Yes, certainlv. "
285. Chairman ] There is a crossing 5 or 6 miles to the west of Xarrabri, where the purple lino crosses the 
river ; is it a good one? Yes.
286. If the railway had not already been taken to Narrabri West, and you were making aline from Werris
Creek to Moree, would yon cross there, or would you go up to Xarrabri ? I should cross at the rocky 
crossing. '
287. It is because a railway already goes to Narrabri West that you cross where you do ? ITcs.
288. How is it that this new crossing was never found before ? I cannot say
2S9. Yon went down to Gurleigh Point, 17 miles away, lo obtain a good crossing when there wan one at 
your very door ? Yes. It was never supposed that this crossing existed. The residents of Narrabri 

. seemed to bo unaware of it. “
290. How did you test it—by sinking holes ? No : I have not sunk any trial shaffs or made any borings. 
29t. Is the river so narrow that you can span it without putting in supports for a bridge ? No ; but I 
know what Ihe character of tho river is. Wo have borings on the permanently staked line, so that I 
know the general character of the river bottom. There is no doubt that it is quite safe.
292. Are the Committee to undi rstand that the Gurleiiih Point route was suggested in order to obtain a 
good crossing, rather than with the view to taking the lino further west? A little of both, I should say. 
There was a better crossing on lhat line, and. of course, the fact that there was more traffic from the west 
may have been taken into consideration. ■
293. I think Mr Paul was the engineer who surveyed the line from 3 force to Woohibrar ? Yes; the
top part of-the line. ’ 294.
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201. Is he in the office now ? Yes. H, Deane
205. Ts the engineer who surveyed the line from Narrabri AVest to wlierc Mr. Paul ceased his labours Esq- 
available P No ; Mr. Sams is not in Sydney. .
290. You have seen this crossing yourself ? Yes. ISlfov., 1893.
297. I presume that he could not give us anv more information about it than you have given ? 1 do not 
think that he could. ^
29S. All the tacts and data were laid before you for consideration ? Yes.
299. Mr. Dawson.'] Is the red line less liable to bo flooded Ilian the others ? Yes.

Hugh Me Lachlan, Esq., Secretary to the Eailway Commissioners, sworn, and examined:—
300. Mr. Jloshns ] Can you say of your own knowledge whether the Eailway Commissioners arc in jj.
favour of the construction of the proposed line from Narrabri to Moree ? Yes. MelmdiUn,
301. Can you give mo their reasons ? They consider that it will practically pay interest upon the cost of Esq.
construction. In their report thoy recommended it, “Upon the ground that it will tend to largely
develop a considerable tract of valuable country, aud will be an extension of Ihe existing north-wesiem tE Nov., 1893. 
line in^ the direction which wiil probably, at a future dale, warrant a continuation to the Queensland 
border.’ By the figures they hare given you will sec that the line will practically pay interest upon the 
cost of construction.
302. Do fhc Commissioners consider that it will obtain traflic which would otherwise not come to tho 
railway P I could not say that. The estimate is based upon the traffic that we already receive.
303. If tbe lino is constructed is it anticipated that it will take some of tbe traffic that would otherwise 
gravitate to Inverell ? I consider it would. ‘
304. Mr. McCourt.] You estimate tho goods traffic at nearly £10,000 ? Yes, goods and live stock.
J hat is borne out by the existing traffic. I understand that you arc to examine Mr. Harper, who collected 
the csiimate. The estimate is based very largely upon the traffic of Narrabri. Ihe Commissioners know 
tho direction from which that traffic conies.
305. The Commissioners estimate fhc total working expenses at £7,000 ? Yes.
300. The length of the line is G3 miles ? Yes.
30/. Are you aware that the estimated working expenses of tho Jcrilderie line, which is only 45 miles 
long, are £8,500 ? 1 do not recollect what that estimate was, *
308. How do you account fortho difference ? I only know that this estimate has been carefully considered 
by the Commissioners.
309. Will Mr. Harper he able to give us tbe information ? Perhaps vou might get it from tbe Commis
sioners. I do not recollect the facts, " <
310. 1 have got it before me that the Eailway Commissioners estimated the working expenses of tbe 
.Tenldcrie line at £8,587, namely, locomotive expenses, £1.800, permancnt-w'ay expenses, £5,025, traflic 
expenses, £1,1G2. In tbe case of this line, however, the Commissioners put down the permaueut-wray 
expenses at only £4,000 P Yes ; there is a difference of nearly £l,G00 in tbe permanent-way expenses ; 
but I cannot say, from memory, flow that comes about.
311. Will you have the information supplied to tbe Committee ? I will ask tho Commissioners for it.
312. Mr. IFalL] Have tbe Commissioners considered this line, irrespective of the application of fhe 
betterment principle P Yes.
313. They would recommend its construction whether tbe betterment principle was applied or not ? Yes.
314. In making their estimate of receipts have they charged special rates, as npont he Cobar line, or have 
they based it upon the ordinary rates ? Upou the ordinary rates. I do not think that tbe question of 
special rates has been considered.
315. What rates are they charging on the Narrabri line ? The ordinary rates. The Commissioners’views, 
in regard to the betterment principle, are laid down in their report for 1891, and also in their report on 
the Jjismore to the Tweed railway.
31G. It is recommended that this line should be constructed upon the betterment principle ? That is a 
matter of policy which Ibey wmuld not go into. ■
317. Mr. Collins.] Do you know if the Commissioners arc prepared to take the line over under the con
ditions put forward by the Engineer-in-Ohief ? The Engineer-in-Chicf consulted them, and I understand 
that they are quite satisfied with his proposal.
318. A ou do not consider that any local rate will be necessary upon this line? That has not yet been
determined. *
319. Seeing that tlie Narrabri to Werris Creek line pays so well, would it be necessary to impose higher
rates upon this lino? 'JUiat would be araatterfor the Commissioners to determine.' So far thev have 
not come to any decision with regard to it. ' . J
320. If tho ordinary rates were charged there would he only a loss of £800 or £900 a. year? Yes.
321. There was a considerable loss upon the Werris Creek line at first? I think so, in the earlier years ;
but the last reportshows a small profit. '
322. After the interest has been paid? Yes.
323. Mr Ewing.] The Commissioners views are set forth in the representation made by them to- the 
\\ orks Department on the 30th September P kres.
321. Mr. Hmnphary.] The Nyngan to Cobar line is not fenced ? I think not.
325. It is not proposed that this line should bo fenced ? No.
329. Can you say whether any difficulty has been experienced in working the Nyngan to Cobar lino 
because of tho absence ot fencing P This will ho a line worked in the daytime. I think the Commissioners’ 
views on the subject of construction have been put before the Committee by Mr. Barling.
327. Do you not think that it would be necessary to fence the line ? Not for the present at any rate.
32S. Has the ballasting ou the Nyngan to Cobar line been found to be sufficient ? The Cobar line was a 
dearer one than this.
329. I think it was estimated to cost £2,500 per mile? I think it coat over £3,000 per mile.
330. That was because the grade was reduced ? I think an additional cost of £20,000 had to he incurred 
m regard to that line.
331. What is the grade on the Cobar line ? One in 100.
332. The first estimate was for a grade of 1 in 75 ? One in 70 I believe. 333.
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H* 333. Mr. Davies.] How Far does the differential rate system extend on the Northern line ? There arc no 
Es( 1n' differential rates on the North-western line. Differential rates were only charged beyond Glen Innes on 

_ a the Northern line.
5 Nov. J893, 3-G. Do you know anything of the country through which the proposed line will go ? Nothing, except

’ of the country that 1 have seen around Narrabri. Mr. Harper, however, has been over it within the last
ten or fourteen days.
333. "What kind of traffic is expected upon it? Largely wool and livestock towards Narrabri. and 
general goods to Moree.
330. What would be the distance from Moree to Sydney ? About dli miles.
337. What would be the freight upon wool? All that information is published in the general-rate hook. 
No doubt a good deal of the wool would go to Newcastle, or to Morpeth. Moree would only be about 
314 miles from Newcastle, which is not much more than the distance from Dubbo to Sydney,
33S. Plow far is Bourke from Sydney ? Dive hundred and four miles.
339. Is there any probability of wheat being carried over tbe lino ? That traffic may develop ; but at 
present very little wheat is growui in the district. I have heard people say, though 1 do not know how 
far they are correct, that wheat will he grown in the district.
340. Jn the estimate of earnings you have not taken wheat into account? No.
341. You simply deal with wool and live stock? And with general goods—the ordinary traffic of 
to’day,
342. The Commissioners strongly recommend tbe construction of this line? Yes ; iu the report that has 
been submitted to you.
313. Believing that if the line can be constructed for, £153,000 the earnings will be sufficient to cover 
the cost aud interest? Yes, practically.
344. Prom tbe first? From tbe first/
345. Mr. Meild.] At what rate of speed do you anticipate running over the line ? The Commissioners 
put down 15 miles an hour as the maximum.
346. "Would that enable you to compete with the teams ? Sometimes a team cannot travel at all. I have 
known a four-horse coach to take nearly two days to go 44 miles in that country.
317. You already have to bear a considerable amount of competition with the teamsters? Not any great 
amount.
34S. Chairman.] In your estimate of expenses you have allowed for interest at 4 per cent., while in 
previous estimates you have reckoned the interest at 3-$- per cent. ? The Commissioners thought that 
4 per cent, would be a fairer charge.
319. In all the other proposals put before us the estimate was based upon a charge of 3-V per cent. ? A. 
few years back you could get money on more favourable terms.
350. This is the first time that 4 per cent, has been charged ? I think so.
331. Who are the officers responsible for the estimate of the cost of maintenance ? The Commissioners 
are responsible.
352. But who is the officer immediately responsible ? They consulted with the engineers; but they are 
responsible for the estimate. It is their estimate.
353. Then why could you not answer Mr. McCourt’s question as to why you allow so small a sum for 
maintenance in connection with this line as compared with the Jenlderieline? I did not expect that the 
question would be asked, and I should not like to give an answer to it without consulting tbe 
Commissioners.
354. This is the first of what you term pioneer lines ? Yes. ■
355. You put it on a different footing trom lines which have previously been constructed ? Yes.
356. What would you call the Jerilderie line; it was not a- pioneer line ? It was brought forward as an 
ordinary light line, and was to cost from £2,500 to £3,000 a mile.
357. Will you consult with the Commissioners and be in a position to inform us to-morrow as to why 
there is this disparity in the two estimates? Yes. -
358. How do the Commissioners justifiy their advocacy of this particular route when iu 1889 they recom
mended the deviation from an even straighter line—that marked blue ? They did not recommend a 
deviation, they simply recommended that a survey should be made for a deviation. When they made 
their report in 1889 it was thought that it would he difficult and costly to get a crossing at Narrabri, but 
since then a cheap and convenient crossing has been found close to Narrabri. It was on account of tbe 
difficulty of getting a suitable crossing that they recommended that tbe line should elbow out a bit.
359. It was not in order to get more trade, but simplv so that a better crossing might be obtained ?
Furely that. " ”
360. Wo the Commissioners took it upon themselves to teach the Consti'ueting'Authority, and left the 
matter of trade altogether out of the question ? They simply recommended another survey, because they 
understood that it would be inconvenient to get a crossing at Narrabri, and they pointed out, as a 
compensating advantage for taking the line further west, that it would go nearer Millie.
361. Were the Commissioners in power when the Werris Creek line was made ? No; that line was 
opened before 1883 or 1884.
362. Can you tell us why it was taken to West Narrabri ? No; tbe work was done before the appoint
ment of the Commissioners.
363. You have been in the "Railway Office for a long time;—do you know why the line was taken to 
Narrabri West; was it in view of a possible extension to Walgett? I do not know.
364. We have been informed by Mr. Deane that if the line had not been taken to Narrabri West lie 
would liave crossed 3 or 4 miles further down the river ? That is amatter of which I have no knowledge, 
nor do I think the Commissioners have any.
365-6. If this line was continued to Narrabri would the West Narrabri station he shut up ? No ; there will 
he a small station at Narrabri for hooking and local goods; hut the stockyards will remain at old Narrabri. 
-^^Mhdland weffiave no less than three stations, and we have also East and West Tamworth.
367. But there the line goes straight on, and here you double right round ? The line, if extended, would 
go nearer to the township and be handier for passenger traffic.
368. Did I understand you to say that you expected that the Warialda traffic would be diverted tins way ? 
I do not think I was asked the question.

309.
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369. Do yon know if the Wamlda trafSc comes to Narrabri ? The traffic from that district is split up a H. 
great deal—some of it goes through Inverell, some to Tamworth, and some to Narrabri. I think a good * cE5q 
deal of it would go to the newline. Nrom Moreo to Newcastle is only about Sli miles, while Glen
limes is further away than that. , 15Nov. 1893.
370. The only thing you have considered in your estimate is the trade which now comes to Narrabri from 1 
the district to the north ? And we have provided for a small increase, made up by the traffic that now
goes to Tamworth and Inverell. ■ _
371. So you arc robbing Peter to pay Paul? A small quantity of that traffic would bo diverted, but
we should get the longer mileage as against Tamworth. _
372. But not as against Glen limes? Mr. Harper will be able to give you all this information, but you 
will find that there will not he a great deal in the estimate of traffic diverted.
373-4. Has Mr. Harper been in the district more than once ? I think he has. At any rate he was there a 
fortnight ago.

THURSDAY, 16 NOVEMBER, 1803.

JJrcsmt:— 
JACOB GABRABD, Esq.

The Hon. William Henry Suitor.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Ereiierick Thomas Humfiiert.
Tho Hon. John Davies, C.M.G-.
Tho lion, William Joseph Ttuckett.
Thomas Thomson Ewtno, Esq,

(Chairman).
William Chanuos Wall, Esq. 
William McCourt, Esq.
John Cash Neild, Esq.
Edward William O'Sullivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

Tlie Committee further considered the proposed Bailway from Narrahri io Moree.

Hugh McLachlan, Esq., Secretary to the Bailway Commissioners, sworn, and fur (her examined:—
373. Mr. McCourt?\ Your attention was called yesterday to the difference between the estimate of the
working- expenses of the Jerilderie line and the estimate of the working expenses of this line—have you ;Eeq, ’
anything to say in explanation of tile matter? I spoke to the Commissioners about it, and they point
out that everything depends upon the character of the line and the nature of the traffic. This line has to 16 Nov., 1893.
ho considered as a pioneer line. I do not know if Mr. Barling put tho views of the Commissioners on
the subject of pioneer lines before the Committee. The Commissioners reported upon tho matter.
376. "Will you kindly read tho report? It is as follows1 “That the comilry is right in insisting on 
cheaper railways whore it is a question of ‘ a railway or no railway,’ there is no doubt; but it would, in 
our opinion, bo absolutely wrong to introduce a different gauge from the standard gauge. AVe do not 
think it is practicable or desirable to construct a subsidiary trunk line, or a lino likely to convey any 
amount of traffic upon it, on cheaper principles than that recently carried out in connection with the 
Cobar line, tho cost of that line, including all construction charges, being about £3,300 per mile. There 
is no doubt, however, that for purely pastoral nnd Iced couniry. where the traffic would he exceedingly 
light, a line capable of carrying a hght locomotive with the ordinary class of rolling stock, at a speed of 
about 15 miles per hour, in daylight only, could be constructed, exclusive of bridges, waterways, and 
station accommodation, which latter should bo of the most simple nature, for about £1,750 per mile, money 
being voted later on, when the traffic had increased sufficiently to justify a better class of lino, to raise 
tho lino to the ordinary standard. This could only he considered a ‘pioneer railway,’ and would be 
altogether different from a standard railway line even of light construction, such as that to Cobar ; it 
would he simply a line to carry traffic with reasonable speed at a lower rate of charge than it is now 
carried by road. The rates for such lines, on whatever scale fixed, would bring about a material saving 
to tbe users of it,as compared with the rates now paid for carriage by road, and the scale of charges fixed 
should ho suci) as to avoid any material loss to the country in connection therewith. Lines of this ' 
character would avoid the great disadvantage of break of gauge; thoy would cost scarcely anything more 
in the first instance than a narrow-gauge line, and tho whole of the ordinary rolling stock, exclusive of 
engines which could be selected from the lightest types existing in the service, could pass over them.”
377. That report seems to he only upon the question of gauge ? No ; it gives a description of ■what tho 
Commissioners means by a pioneer line of railway.
37S. This is what I want to get at: The Commissioners estimate that the maintenance of the permanent-way 
of tins line will cost £4,000, while they estimate the maintenance of tho permanent-way of the Jerilderie 
line, which is 20 miles shorter, at £5,025—why is there that difference ? All lines previously dealt with 
were considered m tho light of standard lines, and wo know that the maintenance of tho permanent-way 
upon the main lines and the principal branch lines is a certain sum, which depends entirely upon the 
character of tho traffic. If trains are run upon a lino at high rates of speed, the cost of maintenance is 
thereby increased; while if they are run at low rates of speed, the cost of maintenance is lessened.
Besides, since the Jerilderie estimate was made, the cost of maintenance has been reduced in various 
ways, and greatly by the increased use of tricycles, which enable the men to do more work, by allowing 
them to get from place to place more quickly. Me arc getting out a Iricycle now which will carry more 
than ono man and the tools, and in this way, time, which would otherwise have to he spent in walking 
from place to place, can be spent at work. Then this line is essentially different from the Dcniliqnin 
tine. All these matters were considered in making the estimate.
379. How many maintenance-men are there to the mile on the Cobar lino ? One to about every 3 miles.
3S0. On the "Werris Creek line how many men are there to the mile ? I do not know those details.
The Commissioners did not expect that, the Committee would go into details.
381. But this is not a matter of detail? It is a matter of railway management. The Commissioners 
think that the 63 miles of permanent-way could be maintained at an animal coal of £-1,000.
382. Brcvious estimates given by the Commissioners hare made it appear that certain lines would not pay 
because of the working expenses, and I want to know if this estimate has been purposely lowered ? This 
is quite a different line from others which have been considered, amt is simply intended to carry traffic at 
a slow speed.
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H. 383. It will not be so good a line as tbe Cobar line ? We are not going to run so fast upon it.
McLaohlau, 384. But if it is not so good will that not make ihe cost of maintenance about the same? I do not think 

BO. The Commissioners think that the line can be maintained for the expenditure which they have csti- 
ma^c^' al1^ they have experience to guide them—experience of other light lines.

0T'’ ' 385. Who are the officers who usually supply these estimates ? This is a matter largely thought out by
the Commissioners. They consult the engineers. _
386. Who are the engineers they consult ? The Engineer-in-Chief for mainteriance, Mr. Eoxlee,
would be one. _
387. You state that the permanent-way maintenance throughout the Colony has been cheapened since tho 
Jerilderie estimate was made ? That estimate was made shortly after the Commissioners were appointed, 
and it was based upon figures obtained from the Engineer in office at the time.
388. How much has the maintenance of permanent-way bern cheapened—10 or 20 per cent. ? I could
not answer that. _ _ _
389. How many trains a day is it proposed to run over this line ? It is proposed to run a daily train 
in and out.
390. You estimate the cost of running that train at £1,600? Those are the locomotive expenses.
391. On the Jerilderie line it was proposed to run three times a week ? Yes.
392. And the estimated expense was £1,800 ? But probably the same staff of men would be required to 
do the work. On the Temora line wo have one set of men to see to the running of a train three times a 
week, and probably the locomotive expense would be the same if we were running six trains a week.
393. Then the men on the Jerilderie line are often idle ? They can bo used about tho goods sheds and 
pumping stations. They can be used profitably in one way or another. But it is difficult for the Com
mittee to go into these details. The Commissioners have thought the whole matter out, and they are 
responsible. They are inclined to think that in these matters the responsibility rests with them, and that 
it is unnecessary for them to give detailed information.
391. I think we are entitled to have detailed information ; at any rate previous estimates given by tbe 
Commissioners have been excessive? I think the Jerilderie estimate might be reduced as far as tbe 
permanent-way is concerned.
396. Would not the same remark apply to all cases ; take the Inverell line, for instance ? Ho ; that is 
a comparatively recent estimate, and the line passes through altogether different country. The country 
there is heavy.
396. At any rate these estimates would be cheapened if the Commissioners had to make them now ? Yes,

■ ’ the estimates made by the Commissioners directly after they were appointed. The Jerilderie estimate
was made early in 1889. _ _
397. Mr. Eoxlee supplied the estimate before us ? Ho, he did not supply it; the Commissioners only 
consulted him. It is their estimate.
398. Did the Commissioners visit this district before they made their report ? Yes.
899. Becently? Hot very recently,
400. They made their report without having recently seen the district? They have not been there during
this year. _
401. Do you know how long they were in the district—were they there one day, or a week ? I think 
they were there two or three days,
402. Is this the first report they made, or did they make two reports ? They made a previous report.
403. Did they visit the district before making the first report ? I think so.
404. Will the construction of this lino largely increase the traffic on the Werris Creek line ? I do not 
know that it will to a very large extent—at any rate, not to start with.
405. I suppose the character of the construction has been referred to tho Commissioners; they know 
that only 3 inches of ballast will be used, and tbey approve of that being done? Yes. This is purely 
an experiment; but tbey think that tho line,can be satisfactorily worked. The country is level.
406. They are prepared to incur any extra expense which may be occasioned? Yes. If the traffic 
increased an additional vote could he taken to raise the standard of the line. This is an experiment. A 
similar line has not been made in the Colony before, but the Commissioners think that it will answer.
407. You oro aware that only 3 inches of ballast will be used instead of 6 ? Yes.
408. Suppose tbe Commissioners find it necessary to put 3 inches more upon the lino, to tvhat account 
will the cost be charged—to the revenue account, or to the capital account ? That is a matter whicli has 
not been considered further than stated, but it would seem right, if it were desired to make the line a 
standard line, to get a further vote to pay for the improvements.
409. But what is the practice? This is "the first line of the kind which we have had. When we improve 
an existing line it is usual to debit the cost to working expenses, because it is really maintenance. A lino 
is always kept up to its normal standard of strength.
410. Then if you had to put 3 inches of ballast upon this line you would charge the cost to working
expenses ? I do not say that. If we have’to spend £50,000 in bringing the line up to the standard and 
making it fit for high speeds it would be only reasonable that a vote should be taken to pay for the 
improvements. _ _ _
411. But do not the Commissioners follow out a settled practice ? The maintenance of a line is always 
charged to revenue, unless it is of an unusual character. Everything is debited to revenue ; but if you 
put up a new station that v, ould go to the capital account.
412. But if you replaced an old station ? That would generally go to working expenses.
413. You are aware that three classes of rails are to be used iu the construction of this line ? Ho, only 
two I think—double-headed rails and flat-bottomed rails.
41.4, If, after the opening of the line, one class of rail does not work, and new rails have to bo procured ?
I do not see bow that could happen. 1 do not think it is worth while discussing a supposititious case.
415. Suppose it did happen ? If we renew rails upon the existing lines the cost is charged to working 
expenses.
416. But what about this line ? The matter has not been considered, but the Commissioners do not think 
that such a possibility comes within practical working,
417. It is a very important matter for us to know whether, if the rails on this line had to be renewed, tho 
cost would be charged to working expenses ? I think it would.
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418. Chairman.] Hag your attention been drawn to the estimate in connection with this line prepared by 
the Commissioners in 1889 ? Yes.
410. In that estimate the locomotive expenses are the same as in the present estimate, the traffic expenses 
are reckoned at £1,060, or an increase of £160, and the permanent-way expenses are put down at £7,000 
—an increase of £3,000? I think the answer which I pave to Mr. M'Court shows the reason. for that. 
That estimate was prepared fora standard line, and at the time it was prepared the cost of maintenance 
was somewhat higher than it is now. The Commissioners have been able to introduce various economics 
to cheapen tho cost of maintenance, and these two things have combined to bring down tho estimate. 
There is no comparison between a pioneer line aud a standard line. When the first estimate was made it 
was also proposed to fence tbe line.
420. But the annual expense of maintaining fences is very small ? Still it all comes in.
421. But since this will be a less substantial line, is it not reasonable to suppose that the wear and tear
will he more ? A great deal depends upon the speed at which the trains are run, and it is intended to 
run the trains on this line at a low rate of speed. The Commissioners have recent experience to guide 
them in this matter, and they are quite satisfied with their estimate, and will endeavour to keep tho 
expenses down. I may give one instance as to how the cost of maintenance has been lessened. On the 
Cobar line the cost of maintenance is not £50 a mile, while the estimate is £63 a mile in the case of this 
lino. The two lines were not considered together, however. I only give this as an instance of how the 
cost can be cheapened. '
422. But on the Cobar line you run three trains a week, while on this line yon propose to run a daily 
train ? But on the Cobar line the trains are run at high rates of speed, which would more than compensate 
for that.
423. At what rate are they run on the Cobar line ? I think they sometimes run at 30 miles an hour.
The ordinary rate of speed is run there. _
424. Is it because tbe trains will be run at a low rate of speed and the rolling-stock will be comparatively 
light, that you will be able to save in permanent-way expenses ? Yes.
425. Mr. Neild.] What rates do you propose to charge on this line—the or dinar,’ ones? The estimate 
has been based upon the ordinary rates.
426. In the report which you read this afternoon, special attention is drawn to the possibility of its being 
desirable to charge special rales ? The report refers to tbe desirability of charging such rates as will make 
the lino pay; but the Coinmissioners estimate that it will pay working expenses and interest upon ordinary 
rates.
427. You said just now that you did not think that the proposed line would increase the traffic upon the 
existing line to Narrabri ? The estimate docs not provide for any material increase. It does not provide 
for a new development of traffic to any great extent.
428. I think evidence has been given to the effect that the Commissioners very strongly recommend the 
construction of this line, regarding it as a profitable one? Yes.
429. According to your evidence it will be profitable merely as a local line ;—it will not be profitable as 
a feeder to the main line? It no doubt will develop traffic ; but tbe Commissioners in their estimate have 
not taken auy great value for that development. Their estimate is based very largely upon the traffic 
that exists to day.
430. It is a, line that as far as revenue is concerned will practically stand distinct; it will pay its own 
way, though it will not specially feed tho main line? It must tend to'the development of country, but 
how far is problematic. Many people arc sanguine that it will open up a grain district. The local 
residents will tell you that.
431. Most of the country is liable to flood ? Oh! no—only about the creeks.
432. Will not the line have to he specially constructed to provide against floods? Only in one or two 
places so far as my knowledge goes ; but the engineers could give you that information.
433. Mr. Davies.] Hid I understand you to say that it was less expensive to maintain a cheap and 
practically effective line than to maintain a permanent line ? As a rule that would apply, because—
431. It is easier to maintain a cheaply constructed line? Simply because there would bo less traflic on 
ih is line, and trains would be run over it at a low rate of speed. Two great elements in the cost of 
maintenance are speed and weight. There can be no comparison between the wear and tear occasioned by 
running a heavy engine over a line at 50 miles an hour and running alight engine over it at 10 miles 
an hour. '
435. But if the road is defective from want of ballast ? It is not defective.
436. If it is not up to the usual standard it must certainly he more expensive to maintain than a road 
which hag been properly made? So it would be if you ran over it at tbe same speed and with the same 
rolling stock.
437. You know that the country through which tlje line would pass is subject to floods ? Yes.
4'38. And that it is a rotten land of ground when wet? The Commissioners are aware of that.
439. Still you are of opinion that the cost of maintenance will not be more than £60 a mile? The esti
mate is £63, and the Commissioners are sanguine that it will not be exceeded.
440. What would the maintenance of the main lines cost? On an average about £200a mile.
441. So that this estimate is very low ? If you took sectional estimates they would not all be so high. 
On the Cobar line, for instance, the maintenance only comes to £50 a mile.
442. But there only three trains a week are run ? But they are heavy trains, aud run at a fair rate 
of speed.
443. What load would you be able lo take upon the proposed line ? That I could not say ; but tbe 
country is level, and wc should probably be able to take all the traffic.
444. Ilow many tons of wool could a train take ? I should think 150 or 200 tons.
445. What would be tbe weight of the locomotives used on Ibis line ? The Commissioners speak about 
using the lightest rolling stock we have. Some of our engines weigh as much na 92 tons, while others 
only weigh 30 or 40 tons. The Commissioners would use the lightest class.
446. You would not use any weighing less than 60 tons ? That would he somewhere about the weight I 
should say.
447. Ho you think tho line will be strong enough for rolling-stock of that weight? Tho Commissioners 
think it would be suitable for the lighter kind of rolling-stock.
448. Mr. Trickett.] It is not proposed to fence in this line ? No. 449.

H.
McLachlan,

Esq.
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H, 440. Wliat other lines are unfenced ? Only the Cobar line. 
McLachlan, 450. What has been the experience there ; have there been any 

Iis4- recollect any.
leNov^lSs ^iere ^ecTl any I su

0T‘' ' 4j52. You do not know of any r J do not recollect any

accidents with stock ? I do not

ppose they would have come to your knowledge P Yes.
_ . ] do not recollect any.

453. Mr. O' Sullivan] What would he the cost of working eleven additional miles of railwaywhat would 
the traflic and locomotive expenses be ? That I could not answer off-hand.
454. I suppose it would he proportionate to the whole length of tho lino? I think so.
455. The permanent-way expenses then, would come to about £650 P I think it would be a fair thing to 
take a proportion.

John Harper, Esq,, Goods Superintendent, Department of Kailways, sworn, and examined:—
J. Harper, 45G, Mr. McCourt] Hve yon visited this district lately? Yes.

Esq. 457. You estimate the goods traffic at £9,900 ? I have not taken it out in that way, I estimate the 
lerT^isoa *ra®c £12,000.

0T-' ■ 458. How is your estimate made up ? From the goods actually taken to and from Xarrabri Station during
the last twelve months.
459.’What was the nature of them? Wool, that is outwards from Xarrabri, and inwards general 
goods.
400. Most of it would be wool ? All the outward tonnage from Xarrabri would he wool, except about 
200 tons of sheep-skins and general merchandise.
461. Have you taken into consideration thc-increase which the construction of tho line would be likely to 
bring about ? Xo ; I have simply taken tbe bare figures as they stand in tho books to-day.
462. Do you think that the construction of the line will cause an increase iu tho traffic ? 1 think that it
naturally will.
463. To what extent? You could scarcely gauge that.
464. Do you know that country through which the line runs ? I practically followed the route which it 
takes.
465. Is there any settlement along the route, or are there only two or three stations ? There is nothing 
that you can call settlement. The land is held iu pastoral holdings, though there are a few selectors.

_ 466. How many pastoral holdings are there between Narrabri and Moree? I think about four.
467. There are very few1 selectors ? Very few selectors, that is along tho route. I did not go away from 
tbe surveyed route.
468. You do not know whether the best route has been surveyed ? I simply dealt with the figures in tho 
books at Narrabri Station, going tlirough every clip of wool coming in there.
469. What do you estimate the passenger traflic at ? At 6,000 passengers a year,
470. What would that he in money ? £2,000, charging l^d. per mile.
471. Have you anything to state with regard to the construction of tho lino? Xo ; nothing beyond the 
estimates submitted by the Commissioners.
472. Do you think it is a desirable line to make ? I do.
473. H it were constructed would if increase the traffic on the mainline? I think it is necessary to 
construct it to preserve what ive have.
474. If it is not constructed will you be in any danger of losing traffic? I think so.
475. Mr. Trickett] Did you visit the districr yourself to get these statistics? Yes.
476. In what radius is the district comprised trom which the traffic will be drawn? The traffic wiil come 
from Mungindi and places beyond it in Queensland. We already have that traffic.
477. How far is Mungindi from the proposed railway? It is about 70 miles from Moree.
478. You think the traffic from there would come to this line? It already comes to Xarrabri.
479. What station on the proposed line would it come to ? To Moree.
480. Have you considered the question of rival routes ? Xo ; it scareolv came within my province.
481. Can you give the Committee any information about the line which follows the travelling-stock route ? 
I think, on general grounds, that the straighter you make a railway to an objective point the better.
482. Hegardless of the country it goes through? 1 think so, especially in country of this character.
483. Supposing a straight line would go through very few properties, while a slight deviation would enable 
you to go through very good country, would yon make the deviation? Decidedly ; but where there is 
good country beyond to be served, 1 should not burden it with added mileage.
484. To what extent—would you make a limit of 5 or 10 miles ? I should not increase the mileage 
further than was necessary, if I wanted to connect two points.
485. What rates are proposed to he charged on this lina? The ordinary rates. My estimate has been 
made up on an added mileage from Xarrabri beyond Newcastle on the ordinary rates.
486. Does it include the coaching traffic from Xarrabri to Moree ? From Narrabri to Moree, and the 
intermediate district.
487. Is the travelling between the two places mostly done by coach ? Xo; there is a great deal of buggy 
travelling.
488. Did you take it into consideration ? Decidedly. Our estimate was arrived at from experience of a 
somewhat similar district.
489. You have taken into consideration tho probable number of people who now drive their own vehicles? 
Yes.
490. The trains on this line will travel at a slow rate of speeddid you take that into consideration? 
That is a matter which has been dealt with by tho Railway Commissioners, I believe.
491. But so far as the convenience of the public is concerned? I think the line will serve them very 
well. There will he a 15-miles an hour service, and that, I think, would servo them very well.
492. The railway will be a decided improvement upon the coaches ? Yes,
493. Would the goods traffic be constant, or only partial? At present it lasts during five months of the 
year. The stock traffic is a constant one.
494. Which would be the largest item ? Wool would produce the most. It would give us a revenue of 
about £3,000.

495.
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405, "What would the other items produce ? Roughly,the revenue from the cattle traffic would come to 
about £500; from sheep tc* about £2,800 ; from inwards goods, that is supplies, to £2,800; from mails,
£S00;^from parcels, horse carriage, and dogs, £150; and from passengers, £2,000.
490. You put clown £3,300for sheep and cattle traffic? Yes. t
497. Is that a class of traffic that pays ? It does under certain conditions.
498. Under what conditions would it pay on a line like this? Certainly, because wc could get a 
good load.
499. You must have a big load for each train to make it pay? Yes. Eor instance, from Bourke we can
haul 100 trucks at a time, .
500. Does it pay there ? Decidedly, when we can haul 100 trucks at a time.
501. And you fancy that on this line the stock traffic would be a payable one ? Yes,
502. Mr. iVaU.'] You have some knowledge of the traffic on the Cobar line ? Yes.
503. Is the bulk of that traffic very heavy ? Hot very heavy, unfortunately.
504. A t what rate of speed do the trains travel—about 20 miles an hour? Tliey are timed to travel 
about 20 miles an hour, I think.
505. Did you submit a report in regard to tho amount of traffic that was likely to take place on the
Inverell line, supposing it was constructed ? Yes. "
500. "Would this line, if constructed, take any great portion of that traffic ? Hot very much of it, as I ' 
have made out my estimate. I had regard to the Inverell estimate in preparing this one.
507. Can you say from your knowledge of the place whether this traffic is likely to increase ? I should 
think so.
508. Evidence has been given to the Committee which shows that if the leaseholds were thrown open the 
land would probably be taken up freely ? I should imagine that that would happen; but the matter is 
out of my province.
509. If tho leaseholds are not thrown open where do you expect an increase of traffic to come from ? If 
railway communication is given to the district the people holding property there will probably be forced 
by circumstances to get better results from it. Wc find that that has occurred on the Jerilderie line.
530, You anticipate that the principal source of revenue will be the stock traflic, and you think that the 
people of the district would increase tbe number of tbeir stock if the line were constructed ? Yes. My 
estimate is based upon what wc are actually dealing with now.
511. Would the sheep traffic be fat sheep or store sheep ? Eat sheep.
512. Mr. Have you based your estimate upon tho traffic carried during the last two or three
years ? Yes.
513. Have we not had favourable seasons during that tunc? Yes; I suppose they can be considered as 
generally fair seasons.
514. If there were droughts you would carry no stock at all ? We hope that the country would stand a 
drought now much better than it has ever stood it before, so that I do not know that that would be so.
515. Are there any boiling-down establishments about Moree ? There is one at Harrabri.
51G. That would not ailed the traffic, except that stock might be brought io it from Moree? Yes.
51’7. That traffic you cannot calculate ? Ho; I Ime allowed nothing for it. 1 have simply based my 
estimate upon the existing traflic. "
518. Mr. JZwing.] I think you told Mr. Wall that wc need not take into consideration the possible 
extension of the railway from (xlen Innes to Inverell? I have not considered it at all. 
bl9. You do not think that it would compete with this line in any way ? 1 should not like to give an 
opinion about that. I have only been asked to make an estimate of the probable traffic on the line.
520. But if a railway were made to Inverell, would it, in your opinon, draw off any of tho traffic? It 
would not withdraw any of the traffic that I have credited to this line.
521. Mr. HtimpheryJ] To what distance on either side of tbe line will the country be served by this 
railway ? I think that in that country every mile of railway communication you can givens against road 
communication will ho a consideration to the residents. "
522. But can you say how many miles the traflic would come from? Ho, I cannot.
523. Have you taken into consideration the fact that the present traffic goes along a formed road to 
H arrabri ? It goes via the stock route.
524!. The Works Department have provided for four stations upon the line;—will it be necessary to open 
up approaches to these stations ? Ho ; you will notice that the travelling stock routes go through them.
They are practically roads. In all cases the stations will be upon Crown land reserves.
525. Take Tycannah—is there an approach to that station from both sides of the line ? Yes, atravclling 
stock road passes through it.
52G. VV hat about Gurley ? It is the same.
527. And Woolabrar ? The travelling stock route passes through AYoolabrar and goes out towards Millie.
528. What about Edgeroi ? There is practically a road running through that station. I havo driven 
along it myself.
529. So that there would be no additional expense in connection with the roads of approach to the
stations ? That is so. '
530. Mr. O Sullivan,If you were laying out this railway, for purely local purposes, would yon prefer 
the proposed route to the Gurley Point route? What do you mean by local purposes ?
531. If you were making a line for tho local trade merely? If I were asked to provide for tbe Millie 
trade 1 should take the railway through Millie; but it would first be a matter for consideration what the 
Millie trade was worth.
532. Would Millie be better served by the proposed route than by tho Gurleigh Point route? The 
Gurleigh Point route would probably mean 10 miles of additional haulage for them.
533. If the railway were purely for local trade you would take tho western route? I should take tho 
most direct route to tho trade centre.
534. That would bo one of the western routes—either the Gurleigh Point route or the travelling stock 
route ? Y es.
530. But since this line is to go to Moree, and may possibly be extended still further, you would not study 
the local aspect so much as the national aspect, and in studying the national aspect you would recommend 
a direct route ? Yes.

J. Harper, 
Esq,

530.
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. J. Harp«r, 536. Ton lay great stress upon the sheep Iraffic which will take place;—is it not a fact that nearly all tho 
Eaq- sheep on this country are what are known as store sheep ? No; last year wq trucked 632,000 fat sheep 

Narrabri, of which 55 per cent, came from this district, and during the present year we lm\c trucked 
Nov->]893-nearly NOOO.OOO fat sheep from here. ’ _

537. Do they come principally from the stations served by the proposed lino ? Prom all along the line of 
route, and right away from Queensland. Our biggest supply comes from Narrabri.
538. It would not pay to truck store sheep? They would not truck store sheep —we rarely carry them.
539. If the leaseholds wore thrown open it is possible that a considerable amount of settlement may lake 
place along the line;—I suppose you bore that in mind in making your recommendation ? Yes.
540. Are the leaseholds there fit lor settlement ? I think that a lot of the country under the Nandewar 
Barge, which will he served by this line, will develop into very good agricultural country. The conditions 
of rainfall are suitable for agriculture, and the soil is basaltic. It is different soil from thaton the plains. 
I expect to see a good deal of settlement there.
541. Do those remarks apply to the land on the west side of the line ? No ; you get more out on to the
plains there. I think agriculture will be developed upon the eastern side of the line.
542. Is it a fact that much of the Crown land which would he served by this line is very scrubby ? There
are occasional belts of timber. Eckford’s forest is the biggest of the lot, though I do not know what its

• area is. That country, however, is not necessarily bad.
543. But the scrub would he a liar to settlement if it cost much to clear? The pine scrub country in the
south and west has proved to be some of the best wheat country we have.
544. You hold the opinion that when the leaseholds are thrown open the lino will go through settled
country ? I think so.
545. Have you travelled along the route of the line ? I crossed and rccrosscd the line about half a 
dozen fames I suppose. Leaving Narrahri I wont through Edgeroi out to G-urley station, Mr. Pirth was 
with me, and wo were looking for ballast. Then we crossed the line again at Tycannah.
546. You kept within a reasonable distance of it all along ? Yes.
547. So that you are able to form au opinion of the engineering difficulties to be encountered ? Yes.
548. Is it not a fact that there are twelve dangerous creeks to cross ? There are a lot of creeks, though 
I do not know that they are dangerous. There is a lot of flooded country.
549. Is there likely to be a catastrophe in connection with any of them, such as there was at Cootamundra? 
I do not think so. There wilt never be the heavy rush of waters that there was there.
550. What would be the effect upon the existing line to Narrahri if the line were taken via Q-urleigh Point 
to Moree ? If I were a resident of Narrabri and that were done, I should feel very much aggrieved at 
being left out in the cold.
551. You think that the effect upon the town would be disastrous ? Yes; tbey are now 3 miles away 
from the station, and if tbe line nere taken via Gurleigh Point, they would be cut off from it for all time.
552. If the line were taken via Wee Waa along the Grurleigh Point route it would serve the country 
from which the present trade of the town of Narrabri is practically drawn ? I do not know that it would 
have much effect upon it. Assuming that in twelve or eighteen months the "Walgett trade goes to Bourke, 
I do not think it will. That trade is already beginning to go to Bourke, and it is only a matter of months, 
unless the railway is taken to Walgett, before it will find its way down the river.
553. Mr. Davies'] On your return from your visit to Moree did you furnish the Commissioners with a 
report? Yes.
554. Have you a copy of it with you ? Yes.
655. Would you mind reading it? I should prefer not to read it. I take it that the Commissioners are 
the officers responsible to this Committee, and whilst there is nothing in the report that the Committee 
might not see I would rather not read it. There is a certain clement about it that I think the Chairman 
will understand which makes it undesirable that I should read it.
656. Were you sent by the Eailway Commissioners to Narrabri and Moree for the purpose of reporting 
to this Committee ? Por the purpose of estimating 1be traffic.
557. With a view to furnishing information to the Committee as well as to the Commissioners ? Yes.
558. The information which you have acquired appears in your report ? Yes,
559. You have already furnished the Commissioners with a copy of the report? Yes.
560. Then what objection can you possibly have to furnishing it to the Committee ? I am here to give 
evidence upon the report, and to answer any questions put to me by the Committee. Of course it is not 
for me to discuss the matter with you, but I am ready to give any evidence which is asked for.
561. Can you give us tho purport of the report? J think that that has already been given in the 

1 recommendation of the Commissioners.
562. The principal commodity carried on the line will he wool and-live stock ? Yes,
563. Is there a very large settled population in Moree ? One thousand one hundred or one thousand two 
hundred, I should think.
564. Is it a growing or progressive place? Very progressive. At no place whore I have been lately is 
there so much work going on.
565. You strongly recommend the construction of this lino iu preference to any of the others which have 
been surveyed ? Yes.
566. Have you at any time examined any of the previous surveys ? No; though practically, I have been 
over both routes. 1 have returned by way of the travelling stock route. ,
567. You see the blue line ; it runs very close to the proposed line? "Yes; I think thoy are about 3 
miles apart.
568. Do you think the red line is preferable to the blue line? That is rather an engineering question, 
but I believe there were engineering difficulties in the way of fretting an absolutely straight line.
569. You have not been over the blue line ? No. ~
570. The only line you have been over is the red line ? And the green line.
571. What is the character of the country through which tho green line passes ? Open plains, and belts 
of timber.
572. Mr. Jffeild.] I think you informed the Committee that an officer of the Department and yourself had 
been searching for ballast ? Yes.
573. Did yon find a good supply of ballast ? Yes; at a place named Bald Hill, just this side of Waterloo
Creek. 57^
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574. Was it gravel ? No, basalt. There is gravel in the river at Narrabri, and also at Moree. . ^ Harper,
575. There is no timber along the route? None that would be of value for railway purposes. a1‘
576. How far would they have to go for sleepers ? I think the Commissioners arc getting their sleepers if; Nov'"”l893
now within 15 or 20 miles of Narrabri, and there is supposed to be timber out on the .Nandewar Hangos 11
at the back of Gurley.
577. I understand that you have based your estimates upon the ordinary rates ? Upon an extension of 
the through rates.
578. That is without any reference to the differential rates ? Tes.
579. Do the differential rates apply to the existing Narrabri line ? No ; ordinary rates are charged there.
580. How far does the differential rate system extend ? Tho differential rates practically commence at 
Glen Innes on the Northern line.
581. Has there been any large development of the traffic to Narrabri within the last two or three years ?
An extraordinary development.
582. The Narrabri line is one of those which pay fairly well ? Yes. There has been an extraordinary
development of tbe sheep and cattle traffic since the Hawkesbury bridge was made. ■
583. Have you any examples of a similar development in other parts of the country ? No ; I think it is 
the most extraordinary development we have had. No doubt the opening up of direct communication 
with Sydney has largely contributed to it.
584. The extension of tho line to Moree will increase that development ? 1 think so, or at any rate it
will maintain the trade we have.
585. You strongly advocate the construction of tho line which has been submitted to the Committee ?
Yes.
586. Mr. Hoskins,] How far is it from Moree to Mungindi ? Seventy miles.
587. And from Mungindi to Inverell ? I could scarcely tell you.
588. Is it more than 70 miles? Yes; twice that,
589. Mungindi is on the main travelling road, to the extreme north-western part of the Colony ? Yes,
590. Would this railway not provide accommodation for a great deal of the country between Moree and 
Inverell? Yes; the Warialda district would be affected by it, and some traffic would come from the 
Bingera District,
591. The probability is that tbe railway would take all the traffic from the Warialda and Bingera districts ?
I do not think it would take all.
592. A good deal of it? Some of it probably.
593. What do you mean by portions of those districts? Where the road carriage to Moree was cheaper 
than the carriage to Glen Innes or Inverell the traffic would come to Moree.
594. As a matter of fact, would not the people who are settled in tlie extreme north-western part of the 
Colony be better served by a railway to Moree than by a railway to Inverell ? Yes; because a railway to 
Moree would be more direct.
595. Mr. Collins.] What sort of country does the line go through generally ? Splendid country; 
improving to the east as you get under the mountains.
596. Do you know of your own knowledge that tho five stations which it traverses arc the best stations 
in that part of the district? I should judge so from their clip, and from the annual rental which they 
pay on their leasehold property.
597. Can you tell us what rent they pay ? I could not tell you what they are paying now. My informa
tion only goes up to about two years ago.
598. Do you know that on the eastern side of the line there is a lot of country which is fit for agricultural 
purposes ? That is my impression.
599. You are not aware, of your own knowledge, that wheat is grown underneath the Nandewar Range?
No; I am not.
600. If the line were opened, and wheat wore grown in the district, there would be an increase of traffic ?
Yes.
601. How far would Millie be from Woolabrar Station ? If you scale it off on the map it is only about 
12 or 14 miles.
602. You think that that station would serve most of the properties to the west of the line ? Yes.
603. Gurley would serve those to the north-west ? Yes, and places like Terry-Hie-Hie.
604. There are a lot of places to the east of the lino out towards Bingera which would come into Gurley 
and Tycannah ? Yes.
605. Have you been to Bingera ? No.
006. You do not know of your own knowledge that there is a large agricultural and mining population 
there ? I do not know it of my own knowledge.
607. Seeing that Bingera is about 40 miles from tho proposed line, do you not think that the traffic 
from there would come to the railway ? I think a certain proportion of it would, except where the range 
intervenes to prevent it.
608. Since some of the traffic now goes to Narrahri, 80 miles distant, is it not likely that it would come 
to the proposed line ? Yes, it is fair to assume that it would ; but a lot of it goes to Tamworth, and would 
continue to go to Tamworth.
609. In your opinion will there he a large increase of population, both pastoral and agricultural, when 
the leasehold areas are thrown open ? Yes.
610. Chairman.] Presuming that this line was constructed, and that the line from Glen Innes to Inverell 
was also constructed, where would you fix the dividing lino between the traffic for tiio two places ? At 
Warialda and Bingera.
611. And running up north you would include Bengalla ? I should expect the traffic from the whole of 
the district north of Moree to come to Moree, because the mileage would be less.
612. You would expect tbe traffic to come to Moree, even if tbe railway were constructed to Inverell ?
Other circumstances being equal I think the shortest route would bo adopted.
613. If the Inverell people anticipate getting the Bingera traffic they are likely to be wrong ? I do not 
think that they anticipate getting it. At all events, when 1 estimated the probable traffic upon that line 
l did not take it into account.
614. Where docs the Warialda traffic go to now? Some of it comes to Narrabri, and some to Tamworth. 
while a little of it goes to Glen Innes. The bulk of it comes to Narrahri.

615.
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J. Harper, 615. Supposing the GHen Innes-InYerell line was not constructed, and the lino which we have now under 
Esq, consideration was constructed, how much further eastward would you put tho line of demarcation 

■—T'-1'-'*"'1 between the GHen Innos and Moree traffic? I should not go very much be}'ond "Warialda. They have 
16 Not., 1893. a considerably shorter route to Tamworth, aud comparatively good country to travel over. Anything to 

the south of Warialda would go to Tamworth, and anything to the oast would go to GHen Innes.
616. So that if the Grlcn Innes line were made it would not affect tho line of demarcation ? I think not.
617. Have you visited Wee Waa? ]^o.
618. Is this the first time that you have visited Moree ? Ho; but I never visited it before with tho 
distinct object of estimating tho trade.
619. Hoes any traffic come now from Pilliga? Tes.
620. The whole of it ? Not all of it. I understand some goes by river to Walgett, and thoncc to Bourke.
621. Is the trade from Pilliga gradually being diverted down the river? I think it has been affected 
during tbe last year or two.
622. Is that state of things likely to continue ? Tes; if my information is correct, there will be a big 
diversion of trade in tho future.
623. But if the traffic goes to Bourke you get a longer mileage ? Tes. .
624 And so you are not very anxious that the Pilliga traffic should come to Narrahri ? No.
625. Is it only when tho river is navigable that the Pilliga traffic goes to Bourke? Tes.
626. Ho you think it is worth while, with a view to getting more of the trade to the west of Wee Waa. to 
adopt the Grurleigh Point route ? I do not. I think the best way of getting to Walgett with the railway 
would be to go from Bubbo or some western station.
627. How does the Wee Waa traffic compare with the traffic of places further on, such as Edgeroi ? The 
greater part of the traffic comes from the north-west. Out of 66,000 bales of wool last year, I think 
40,000 came from that district.
628. If the proposed route is adopted you will not lose any of the traffic that now comes from the direction 
of Wee Waa and Pilliga? No. If the other route, however, were adopted, the town of Wee Waa would 
probably cease to exist and another town would spring up further to the cast.
629. But you would still havo the traffic from Wee Waa to Narrabri West ? Tes.
630. Tou do not think, however, that the people to the north should be put to the disadvantage of an 
additional 10 miles of haulage ? No.
631. Hid you visit Millie ? I passed within sight of Millie ; but as I got better accommodation further 
on I did not stay there,
632. If the proposed line is constructed it will pass within 10 or 12 miles of Millie? Tes.
633. Ho you think that that is sufficiently close? It would save the people there 28 miles of road 
carriage I daresay.
634. Tou do not think it desirable to divert the line nearer Millie in order to get more traffic from the 
west? 1 do not.
635. Is the country over which the proposed line runs more out of the reach of flood than tho travelling 
stock route? That was the genera] statement of the people there. Mr. Eirth was making inquiries on 
the subject, and, although I was not studying the engineering question, I kept my cars open, and 1 found 
that the general impression -was that as you went west tlie ■water-courses opened out.
636. Tou spoke of the possibility of agricultural settlement on the Nundawar Banges to the east of the 
proposed line? Ho you think that the possibility of the dovolopment of traffic from that place would 
warrant ns in taking tlie line more to the east? If you went more to the east yon would not get such a 
direct line to Moree.
637. Tou think il. is better to aim at the trade of the district of which Moree is the centre, than lo aim 
at any possible trade to the east or west, and consequently you advocate tho more direct route ? That is so. 
63S. You see the land office plan ? Tes.
639. Have you paid any attention to the area likely to bo benefited by the railway, and which should 
come under the operation of the betterment principle ? No ; that matter is outside my province.
640. If the Public Works Bepartment had taken Moree as the conlre, and estimated that the influence 
of the railway will be felt to a distance of 60 miles, do you think that that is too far ? I do not know. 
]. would rather not express an opinion about the matter. It is very hard to say how' far the effect of the 
railway would be felt. Of course even a mile makes a difference if you can carry over it for 2d, what 
otherwise it would cost Is. to carry.
641. If you were a land owner residing 60 miles to the west of Moree, and this railway were made, would 
you consider it fair to include your property in tho betterment area? If I wore a land-owner I should 
be prepared to pay higher rates of road-carriage to show that my property had not been improved by the 
construction of the line.
642. Ho you think that the area to which I have referred will be influenced by the railway ? I think so.
643. If the proposed route is adopted will the station at Narrabri West be done away with ? No; that is 
not the intention of the Commissioners.
644. Tou would keep that station for goods traffic ? Tes.
645. Presuming that you were making a line from Werris Creek to Moree via Narrahri you would not 
think of putting a goods station at West Narrahri, and a passenger station at Narrabri? No.
646. It is only because you have the buildings there that you propose to utilise them? Tes.
647. Hoes that mean that two staffs will havo to be kept up—one to deal with goods traffic and tho other 
to deal with passenger traffic? I think that we may be able to distribute the work so that the staff at 
one station will do the work for two.
648. Will they go about on tricycles? Not necessarily.
649. Tho more you can concentrate a staff’ the more economical it is? That holds good as a general 
principle.
650. Is it because you are afraid that there might be a local agitation there that you intend to keep the 
station at West Narrabri ? No ; it is because a lot of public money lias been spent there which we think 
ought not to be wasted.
651. That would counter-balance any extra cost in providing for an additional staff ;—no local influence 
has beeu brought to hear to keep the station open? I have not heard of any—none has been brought to 
bear upon me. I have not heard a voice1 from the people of West Narrabri upon the subject.

652.
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G52. Tor know where it is proposed to put the passenger station at Narrahri? Tes.
G53. Do you think that the position is a good one ? 1 do not think the Commissioners have expressed an
opinion on tho subject, I think they would rather seo a permanent survey made first. The position 
shown on the plan is only approximate. _ _
654. Do I understand that you rather doubt the advantage of the position ? I think that further inquiry
might show that there is a better site. _
655. Mr. Neild?\ What settlement is there between Moree and Narrabri along tbe proposed route;—is 
there any ? No ; the land is practically all comprised in large pastoral holdings.
656. It consists of two or three large estates ? There are four or five altogether.
657. Would the same remark apply to the land more to the west ? I do not know. I could not speak 
about tho holdings there.
658. Have you seen Mr. .Tones’ report upon this subject? Tes.
659. He states that the Gurleigh Point lino would servo Wee Waa, Pilliga, Millie, Moree, Palnellawa, 
Tctman, Boggabilla, and a number of other places. Would the same number of towns be served by the 
proposed line? Tes ; if you except Wee Waa and Pilliga, which are down the Namoi, they would 
probably be wiped out. All the other places are to the north, and either line would serve the whole of them.
660. You do not think anything would be gained by deviating from the direct route ? I do not think that 
any of the other places in the district are of sufficient importance to warrant a deviation. _
661. The proposed lino goes through asaw-mill atNarrabri;—is that an establishment of any importance? 
It is not a very big one. Mr, Firth and I looked over that part of the line. Only a trial survey has 
been made, and I believe that it can be improved, and that they will he able to get over the river without 
going through tho saw-mill.
662. Mr. Suitori\ What was the profit upon the Narrabri line at the end of June, 1892 ? The comparison 
is made with the year 1887, In 1887 the loss upon the working was £14,946, and in 1891 there was a 
profit of £907 ; in 1892 there was a profit of £9,432 ; and in 1893 there was a profit of £14,000.

J. Harper,

16 Nov., 1893.

Garrick Paul, lisq., surveyor, Eailway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined:—

663. Chairman.'] How long have you been engaged in the department? Three and a half years.
664. Where did you obtain your experience ? In New Zealand and in England.
665. Principally in connection with railways ? Tes ; I have had about fifteen years’ experience.
6GG. Do you hold any certificate or diplomas ? Tes; I am a member of the Surveyors’ Institute, and 
licensed surveyor.
667. Of England? No; of this country.
668. You served your articles in England? Tes ; with the Great Eastern Eailway Company.
669. What railway work did you do there ? I was engaged in construction work between Banbury and 
Cheltenham. I was engaged or, half-a-dozen different surveys there.
670. Were you engaged on railway construction work in New Zealand? Tes; on the To Arawa and 
Morneville line, and on one or two light lines in Otago.

. 671. What lines have you been engaged on in New South Wales ? On the Molong to Parkes line, the 
Kiama to Nowra line, the Nowra to Jervis Bay line, the Wolumla to Cathcart line, and the Narrabri to 
Moree line.
672. You have a fair knowledge of the country traversed by the lines to which you refer? Tes.
673. How long were you engaged upon the line from Narrabri to Moree ? About seven months.
674. Are you conversant with the whole of the line ? Yes.
675. Which end did you start from ? I commenced at the Moree end, and worked towards Narrahri. 
But before doing that I went over the route two or three times from end to end.
676. What is the character of the country between Moree and Tycannah ? Flat black soil country.
677. Is it suitable for the construction of a cheap iine of railway such as that proposed ? Tes.
678. As far as Tycannah there is not much difference in tlie routes ? Yes.
679. Have you surveyed the various routes from Tycannah to Narrabri ? No; I did not survey the 
travelling stock route, hut I have been over it three or four times.
680. Taking the proposed line first what is the general character of the country between Tycannali and 
Narrabri ? Tlie greater portion of it is open country ; but we go through tlie Eckford Forest reserve 
for 7 or 8 miles.
681. The country is comparatively level? Tes.
682. Aud easy for railway construction ? Tes.
683. What would be the steepest grades on the line ? I think 1 in 75, and 1 in 100 on the up line. There 
is only a very short stretch of the 1 in 75 grade.
684. How long is it? Only about 11 chains, I think.
685. Is there only one such grade? Tes ; the grades are very flat, taking them all through.
686. They are principally I in 100 ? Bather 1 in 500, or 1 in 1,000.
687. Do the brown markings on the map represent spurs ? No ; they show tho boundaries of the black 
soil country.
688. Will you namo tlie most difficult creeks that have to be crossed, starting from Moree? I do not 
consider that there are any diflicult creeks until yon come to the two rivers at Narrabri.
089. Except close to Narrabri the creeks will not be troublesome? No.
690. They cauhe spanned by wooden bridges, I suppose? Yes ; but that is a matter for tho Engineer-
in-Cbief to decide. ,
691. Do you know if it has been taken into consideration ? I believe so.
692. The bridges are fo be wooden ones ? I believe so.
693. Will they entail the expenditure of large sums of money ? No.
694. Can you tell us what each of them would cost? No.
695. What creeks and rivers have you to cross close to Narrahri ? The Namoi Eiver and tbe Narrabri Creek.
696. What do you think will bo the cost of constructing suitable bridges over those water-courses ? I 
cannot tell you. Tou must get that information from Mr. Deane.
€97. You have not gone into figures ? No.

13—D

C. Paul, 
Esq.

16 Nov., 1893

698.
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C. fa'll, 698, Tou would not like to say whether the work could be done for £5,000? No; I should not.
699. Tou wish to confine your evidence chiefly to ihe character of the country and the practicability of 

a railway through it? To the country and to the survey.
0T,J ‘700. Can you say what the line will cost? We know the cost,

701. What will it he per mile ? 1 know that it will cost considerably less than £3,000 a mile. I havo 
seen the estimate, because it was got out in ihe office.
702. Tou did not work it out? No.
703. This is what is called a pioneer line;—liave yon had any experience in constructing lines of this 
character? Tes; in New Zealand. They have light railways there.
704. Is the country to he traversed suitable for tbe construction of aligbtline ? Tos; in my opinion it is.
705. What quantity of ballast will he required upon the lino ? I would rather not give an opinion upon 
that subject.
706. Still, since you have had experience in connection with lines of this character, the Committee would be 
glad to know if you consider that a thin layer of ballast would do ? My chief will give all that information.
707. Mr. Ewing.'] Tou are not the engineer for this line—you havo only done tho surveying work in 
connection with itis not that your position ? Tes.
708. Mr. Tnclcett.] How does tbe country traversed by the proposed route compare with the country 
traversed by the travelling stock route? It is similar, as far as the soil is concerned, but the country to 
the cast is higher and the natural drainage is better. Along the travelling stock route there are great 
basins, wbich for a week or two after rain has fallen are practically small lakes,
709. Then the travelling stock route is more likely to be flooded than the proposed route ? That is the 
conclusion I havo formed.
710. With regard to the country served how do the two routes compare ? I think that one would bo as 
good as the other.
711. Is there more settlement upon the travelling stock route than upon tlie proposed route? Tes.
712. There are more settlers living there ? Yes; but there is not much settlement on either route.
713. Is not the country held by two or three people along the proposed route ? Yes; though a 
considerable amount of it has not yet been alienated
714. If you object to state your opinion on the character of the line which it is proposed to make what 
other evidence have you to give us ? The evidence I can give to the Committee is simply with regard to 
the location of the line and its position for construction. I think that the direct route is to be preferred 
to the travelling stock route, because the natural drainage is better, the mileage is less, and ballast and 
timber are nearer at hand.
715. Hid the question of ballast form part of your inquiry? Tes.
716. Was Mr. Firth with you when you made the investigation? No; I was by myself. As you go
further west you come to a vast plain ; but as you get up towards the ranges the country rises a little, 
and the drainage is better. ■
717. Is tho country along tbo travelling stock route so bad that it is likely that a line there would be 
injured by water? I think so, unless you resorted to a considerable amount of banking.
718. Would a line, as light in character as that proposed, answer satisfactorily if the travelling stock 
route were adopted ? I think not. At any rate it would not he so satisfactory.
719. Tou think a more expensive line would have to be constructed along the travelling stock route than 
along the proposed route ? I do.
720. What about going more to the east;—have you any suggestions to throw out concerning that ? 
Nothing would be gained by going further to the east. The proposed route is practically a direct one, though 
slight deviations have been made to avoid going through private property, and to suit tlie grades and curves.
721. Mr. Ewing.] Yon say that there are 15 chains of the 1 in 75 grade? I think there are 11.
722. Why cannot you cut it out ? No doubt that may bo done when we make the working section,
723. If the rest of the line has a grade of 1 in 100 it is a pity to allow that grade to remain ? Tes; it 
might be taken out by doing a bit of cutting.
724. It is about 10 miles from the travelling stock reserve to the proposed route? Tea.
725. The water runs from the proposed route to the travelling stock reserve ? Yes.
726. Therefore the travelling stock route must be a good deal lower ? It is lower.
727. Mr. Neild] Have you had any experience in constructing railways upon loose black soil such as ‘ 
this ? No ; not upon soil exactly the same as this, though I have constructed railways over low-lying 
swampy country in New Zealand.
728. Narrow-gauge lines ? Three feet six inches.
729. When you spoke just now of having had experience of light linos in New Zealand did you refer to
narrow-gauge lines ? Yes. '
730. What weight of rails was used there? Forty and 50 lb.
731. Do you know the weight of rail intended for this line ? No ; I do not.
732. What depth of ballast was used upon those rails ? Only about 12 inches.

. 733. Rut hero it is proposed to use only 3 inches with 70-lb. rails ? 1 havo not dealt practically with
any of this black soil country.
734. Who can give us any information with regard to tlie question of ballast? I think tlie Enginecr-in- 
Ohief is the host authority.
735. But Mr. Deane has not beeu over the line? No, but Mr, Firth has.
736. Where is ho now? In Sydney. He is the Inspecting Engineer.
737. What is the difference between tho country on which you used 40-lb. rails aud 12 inches of ballast, 
and this country? The New Zealand couuiry is swampy—this is not.
738. But I suppose earthworks were thrown up there ? To some extent, hut we really got over the 
difficulty by making drains on each side of the line, and carrying the water away.
739. Had not those drains tho effect of creating an embankment? Yes.
740. But you required 12 inches of ballast to give a bed for the rails? That was the opinion of the 
Chief at the time.
741. Do you know what the life of that line would be? No ; but I believe it is still in existence.
742. Do you know if it has cost much for repairs? No. ■
743. Tou do not know if it has been found necessary to take it up, and reballast it ? No; but I believe
it has stood ■well. 744.
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744'. What was the nature of the soil after it was drained ;—was it sandy? It was peaty soil.
745. Somewhat similar to this ? ]t was, and it was not. This is hardly a peaty soil.
/4G. It is more greasy ? Tes.
/47, It is a soil that rapidly absorbs heavy weights ? Yes.
748. I understand that you do not like to express an opinion as to whether the proposed depth of ballast 
would be sufficient ? bio.
749. You would rather not answer that question? I believe it would be sufficient.
750. Is the proposed route liable to floods? Portions of it, where the natural fall of the ground is so 
slight that when there is a heavy fall of rain the water cannot run away quickly enough ; but it is only a 
matter of raising the line a few inches to clear,it.
751. Would not that state of things be increased by the construction of an embankment? *\Ve should 
cut waterways through the embankment.
7i>2. Would they liave to be very frequent ? They are shown on the plan. They will not be very 
frequent.
753. The tendency of an embankment, however slight, would be to keep back the water rather than to 
allow it to escape ? Yes.
7i)4. The black soil rapidly absorbs water? Yes.

''Ta^er ''vere lying alongside the embankment would it not undermine it to a certain extent? 
Yesbut a drain will be cut on the east side of tlie line, which will carry the water to the nearest 
opening.

Tj011 no* that it will obtain any lodgment ? Not because of the embankment.
757. Have you seen any stone along the line which would be suitable for ballast? Yes ; there is gravel 
wash on one part of the line, and within a few miles of the line we shall bo able to get good stone.
758. Three inches of gravel wash would not do for ballasting? They would have bigger stone at the
bottom. o .. D
759. Is there any timber there ? Hot within 15 miles of the line.
/GO. It would have to be drawn by drays over the black soil? Yes.
701. It could not be approached by rail ? It would be a question whether it would pay the contractor to 
do that.

0. Paul, 
Eeq.

16 Nov., 1893.

762. You do not think there would be sufficient demand for it ? I do not think so with Only one contract. 
7G3. Mr. Collins.'] "Why was the blue line abandoned between Boggy Creek and Tycannah, since it is the 
straighter of the two ? The main reason was to go through the reserves. The blue line cuts slightly into 
freehold property in an awkward fashion, while the red line will skirt that property.
/64. If 3 inches of ballast is sufficient for the proposed line how much would be required for tho 
travelling stock route? I think it is not so much m the ballast as in the draining.
7G5. Bo yon think tlie travelling stock route would cost more? I think so.
76G. The country traversed by the proposed line is as good as that traversed by the travelling stock 
route? It is similar to it. j &
76/. Do you think that if the leaseholds in the Central Division are thrown open a large population 
will settle in this district, and give traffic to the railway? Of course iniiio is an outside opinion ; but I 
think that that is probable. "Whatever lard was available would be taken up.
768. Have you seen any country to the east of tho line which is fit for agriculture ? Y"es.
769. It is not opened up yet? No; it is all occupied for sheep runs
770. You think it is good agricultural country, and fit for wheat growing ? Yes.
771. Mr. 0 Sullivan.] How far is the proposed line from the Nundewar Mountains? I think 15 or 20 
miles, on the average.
//2. Is there much danger of the creeks flooding? No. The floods there are caused wholly by the 
immediate rainfall, and two or three days after tho rain has ceased the water evaporates. "Wc do not get 
immense bodies of water rushing down from the mountains, because wo arc too close.
773. \VTicre would there be the greater danger from floodsupon the proposed route, or upon tho 
travelling stock route? Upon tlie travelling stock route, because there are great basins there in which 
Inc water would lie.
774. The water lies longer there than it does near the proposed route ? Yes.
/75. Is there any danger of washaways because of the creeks coming down from the mountains? 
No ; I think not. .
776. Ample provision will be made to prevent them ? Yes.
777. Mr. EwingT] Whore is the 1 in 75 grade ? It is near the Eckford Forest—about the 287 mile-peg.
That is where we go through tho gravel-wash. ' r
778- Is it near 'Waterloo Creek ? Between Waterloo Creek and Myall Hollow.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Eailway from Narrabri to Moree.

Robert Richards, Esq., grazier, sworn, and examined:—
779. Chairman.] What are you ? Grazier, meat exporter, and carcase butcher. R. Richards,
780. You have a place of business at Riverstone ? Yes., Eaffi
781. Mr. O' Sullivan.] You are in the habit of obtaining much of your stock from the Narrahri-Moree
district, are you not ? Yes. 782. 6 Ucc,>
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R.- Richards, 782. You have a leasehold estate there ? "We have two stations—one at Moree, on which a portion of 
the town is situated, and one on the Namoi, about 20 miles above "Walgett.
783. What is the name of the station at Moree ? Tyreel.

•o Dec., 1893, 784. And that near Walgett? Yarraldool.
735. So that you know the district well? Yes; I have lived there twenty years.
78G. In your opinion, which would bo the better route for a railway from Narrabri to Moree—that known 
as the direct route, or the Grurleigh Point route? I should favour the Gurleigh Point route, because it 
would enable the people settled in the best part of the country to truck their stock to Sydney more 
conveniently than they can do it at the present time. Stock coming from the lower Namoi and Pine 
Creek would truck near Wee Waa, or a few miles from there, towards Millie, out on what thoy call 
Gunnedah Creek. In flood time my drivers invariably select that route. They are sometimes blocked 
near Wee Waa by the Gunnedah Creek, but they can invariably get to a point on the other side of the 
creek. All the stock fattened on the Upper Narran, and the whole of that district where the water 
spreads after it leaves the Baloone, comes into Collarendabri, along tho Thalaba Creek, and by way 
of Millie.
787. By wbich route does the stock that you use at Eiverstone come ? Invariably through Wee Waa, and
up the Thalaba. . ■
788. Is it not a fact that at times they have to come by what is called tho Millie route ? That is up the 
Thalaba. Nine-tenths of the stock via Collarendabri come in there. This year, between January 3rd and 
December 4th, I sent 1,135 trucks of sheep from Narrabri and Boggabri. About 10,000 of them were 
bought just beyond Moree, at a place called Midkin, but all the rest, if the lino had been constructed 
that way, would have been ti-ucked below Wee Waa or Millie. The country round about Moree, aud 
down below Midkin towards Mungindi is very good ; but, as a fat stock buyer, my business does not 
take me beyond there. It invariably takes me to where the waters break out from the Baloone into the 
Narran, Birrie, Culgoa, and Bokhara. That is a good fattening district, from which the direct route is to 
Collarendabri. I have also a station just over the border in Queensland, at what I call the top of the 
good country, just where tho waters break out at the junction of the river. I could come into Mungindi 
from there, and then on to Moree; but there is no road, and I should have to get permission to travel 
through the Australian Pastoral Company’s land. At present I come down to Mogil Mogil, and then on 
to Collarendabri, and through Millie. '
789. If the proposed line were constructed, would your stock go to Narrabri, or through Thalaba to 
Millie ? They would go to Narrabri, It does not pay you to go out of your way to get to the railway, 
when you can save 40 or 50 miles of rail carriage by travelling ahead for two or three days more.
790. What part of tlie country is best settled by graziers—the western part towards Collarendabri, or 
the country to the north of Moree ? My knowledge of the country north of Moree is very limited, 
because there is not sufficient fat stock there to take me that way. My business takes me where the fat 
stock are. I have, however, a very good knowledge of the country around Moree. It may be splendid 
agricultural country or fair grazing land, but there is nothing like the quantity of fat stock available 
there. Tho principal fat stock comes from round about Moree and round the Lower Mehi, and the road 
leads into Millie from there. If I were thinking of my own personal interests I would say, “ Give me as 
short a line as you can get from Narrabri to Moree.”
791. Wbich 'would best suit tlie district out about Collarendabri—the Gurleigh Point route, or a branch 
line from Narrabri ? A direct line from Narrabri would, in my opinion, serve tho best interests of this 
Colony in any case, independently of Moree. I have no station at Collarendabri, and I havo a station at 
Moree, but I should say that the best line would be to Collarendabri.
792. Would a line to Collarendabri be of any use to the people on the Wee Waa side? I take it that it 
would go near Wee Waa.
793. Would it not go further north ? I do not think it would. The line I should favour would go near 
Wee Waa; but as I am not au engineer, I cannot tell you what it would cost to bridge the river. I have 
travelled the country in pretty near all weathers, and I have been there during two or three of the biggest 
floods. I was down therein the 1887 flood, when I thought it would be impossible to get anywhere, but 
with the assistance of a guide I managed to get along by way of Wee Waa. They took me to a place 
that Pat Quinn had once.
794. If the line went in the direction of Collarendabri, you say it would best suit the graziers in that part
of New South Wales? I think so. .
795. At the same time you would not object to the line going from Narrabri to Moree ? . Not a bit. To 
my knowledge there is no better land than that around Moree, and Moree itself is pretty closely populated. 
My idea is that if you take tho line to Moree you should run it out near Millie, because in doing so you 
will make part of the line which will some day have to be taken to Collarendabri and out towards the 
Narran, Culgoa, Birrie, and Bokhara districts. If it can be shown that it is worth tfhile to construct a 
railway in order to carry stock, that is the best rente I know of.
79G. Your stock via Collarendabri comes by way of Millie in preference to coming by way of Wee Waa? 
Yes.
797. Why is that? Becanse it is the direct route. The stock that go through Wee Waa have been 
bought on a place called Pine Creek, where tho Barwon junctions with it, and on the Lower Namoi. It 
is all good fattening country from Moree to Walgett.
798. Chainmn.'] The country you describe lies south of a direct line from Moree to Collarendabri ? Yes J 
and extends from Moree right through to Walgett.
799. Your stock comes by two routes, namely, through Millie aud through Wee Waa;—on being asked 
why they come through Wee Waa, you say that stock coming from districts lying south of a line from 
Narrabri to Collarendabri would come through 'Wee Waa, whilst stock from districts north of that line 
would come through Millie ? Yes; tlie Collarendabri stock invariably come through Millie,
800. If the railway were constructed out towards Collarendabri, do you think it would draw the trade 
from the Australian Pastoral Company’s stations in Queensland ? Two-thirds of it would certainly be 
taken by a line to Collarendabri. The southern portion of that land is very much the bettor. My

. station adjoins the Australian Pastoral Company’s land, and lies to the north of it, at the iunction of the
’ Baloone.

801. Mr. Davies.'] You sometimes send your stoek direct to Homebush from the Narrahri district? Yery
, seldom. I send them for slaughter to Eiverstone. 802.'
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802. Do you send them by road ? Cattle from tbe Hunter district invariably come by road, but not 
from out west.
803. Does any of tbe stock from tbo Narrabri district come by road to your slaughter-yards ? 
sometimes in the spring months. This season we sent two draughts,
804. 'What number of stock would come by road ? Draughts of about 200 cattle.
805. "What is the greatest number that you have sent by road ? This spring only 400 have come by road, 
but I daresay that last year we sent 1,000. I have not the least doubt that wo have sent 1,000 during the 
last twelve months by road.
806. The Sectional Committee were informed by the drovers in the district that you send a large propor
tion of your stoek by road ? In the spring we send the cattle by road.
807. Do you send sheep by road ? No; I sent one lot last year as an experiment, but I have uot con
tinued the practice.
808. What number of fat cattle did you truck? I sent 140 trucks from Narrabri between tbe 28th 
Tebruary and the 22nd November.
809. Where did tho stock come from? Some of it from the Baloone, north of the Australian Pastoral 
Company’s land, and the balance from down the Namoi and about Pine Creek. A portion came from the 
district lying south of the line drawn from Narrabri to Collarendabri, and the remainder from beyond 
Mungindi, in tho direction of St. George. There is a 15-mile stretch of country there without any water 
upon it, which the drovers avoid. They follow the Narran to a point opposite Mogil Mogil, thence 
to Collarendabri.
810. Do you frequently receive large numbers of fat stock from Queensland ? No ; except wbat comes 
into Bourke. I get some from my own place, but they invariably come in through Collarendabri.
811. Have you travelled to Moree along the Stock route ? Yes.
812. And to Millie ? To Millie more often than to Moree.
813. Can you tell the Committee'what, in your opinion, is tho character of the country traversed by the 
proposed rente and by the travelliug stock route ? With the exception of the belar scrub on the 
proposed route it is all very good plain country.
814. You regard it all as good fattening country ? Yes.
815. Do you think it would be wise for the Construction Department to adopt the travelling stock route, 
which is some miles longer than the direct route, in making a line from Narrahri to Moree ? Considering 
that the country to the west is so valuable, and would prove such a feeder to the line, I should say that it 
would be better to go by the travelliug stock route.
816. Supposing that the cost of that line would be £500 a mile more, without taking into consideration 
the additional mileage ? You will pick up very little stock between Narrabri and Moree by tbe proposed 
route. I know that in my own case nine-tenths of the stoek trucked will still go to Narrabri.
817. In order to save the expense of train carriage, you would not mind being three or four davs more on
the road ? I should not go out of my way to get to the line. ”
818. But supposing you had all the trucking appliances at a station nearer than Narrabri, would you not 
go there ? A 12-miles -journey would take me to the line, hut there would be the freight into Narrabri.
819. Do you consider that it would be cheaper to take your fat stock by road to Narrabri than to truck 
them at some place like Woolabrar ;—what do yon think is a reasonable distance to expect stock to come 
to the railway ? With stock you come to the nearest point that you can strike ; hut a good deal depends 
upon tho season.
820. Would stock owners consider 15 or 20 miles a reasonable distance to travel with stock? People 
would be very lucky to be within 50 miles of the line,
821. Do you think that a railway would be of service to the settlors living within 15 miles of it? Yes.
822. Would you send your stoek and produce to the nearest station within 50 miles ? Yes ; but I would 
not go 15 miles out of my way to get to the line. If the country were anything like suitable I would 
prefer to continue on 40 miles by road than to go 15 miles out of my way to strike the line and have to 
pay for that length of train carriage.
823. What would it cost to carry sheep or cattle 40 miles by train ? The cost of train carriage is about 
300 per cent, more than the cost of droving. If it would cost £5 to drive a lot of sheep from Millie to 
Narrabri it would cost £20 to take them by train, though, of course, if they were taken by train there 
would be a saving of condition, which would have to be taken into consideration.
82-1. If the railway were constructed to Moree you would use your own discretion and avail yourself of 
it, or continue to drive your stock—-whichever you thought best ? Yes; I would certainly not go 15 
miles from Millie to the railway if the country was in good condition ; I would go on to Narrabri. At 
the present time I sometimes travel stock which I have bought at Coonamble into Mudgee, although ] could 
reach Dubbo more quickly, because the Mudgee route is bettor, and I save 4d. per head in train carriage.
825. Do you scud wool away from your stations ? AVe nearly always make the sheep carry it. Any
wool we have we send to Narrabri. "
826. How much have you sent down during the present season ? We shore about 35,000 sheep, and all 
that wool went to Narrabri.
827. Where did it come from ? Yarraldool, 35 miles from Walgett.
828. By what route did it come ? Across to Wee Waa.
829. Through Wee Waa ? Yes. It goes along the northern side of the river as far as Gunnedah Creek, 
and crosses over the bridge at Wee Waa.
830. Does the stock from the Walgett district come by the same route ? Yes.
831. It comes through Wee Waa? Yes. I take it that if the lino is constructed along the Gurlemh
Point route it will pick up the whole of the stock coming from down the river. °
832. _ That would mean 15 miles additional length ;—do you think the country would be justified in
speuding so large a sum of money as would be necessary in order to construct tha.t line ? ' I think so, 
because it would serve a large producing district. Moree docs not produce nnyihing; it is the country 
round about Moree. I look upon these country towns as a sort of parasite ;—yon can make a country 
town anywhere. ”
833. But you told the Committee that the Moree country was very rich ? Yes ; and so is tho Millie 
district. I am not here to run down the Moree district, becanse there is no richer district than it is.
The Thalaba district is very good, but if I have any preference it is in favour of tho Morco district. I 
look upon the Moree district as as good as any patch out there, 834.

stock Richards, 
Esq.

Yes, 5 Dec.. 1893.
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E, Richards, 834. As good as any in Australia ? Just about as good as any in Australia. I loot upon the proposed
Esq. route as a one-sided affair, because you will not juck up any traffic on the right-hand side of the line.

r>^wA""]8!)3 no^ conditional leases be available next, year for free selection and settlement? Yes.
.) . ec., .. ggjj yyiii no£ g(;ttiement come about? Yes, no doubt; but there is not a great area of country on the 

north east side of the line. Then, too, while the land might he taken up by small settlers, you must remember 
that it would cost a small settler us much to drive in 200 sheep as it would cost me to drive in 2,000 sheep.
837. Yoif think'that the route docs not lie sufficiently north-west ? Yes. I do not say that Moree is
not entitled to a railway, because 1 think it is ; but while I should like to have tho line as straight as 
possible, I think it would he hotter to take it to the west, because it would then serve more country. It 
must be remembered that there is a mountain range on tlie right-hand side of the line, which limits the 
area of good land.
838. You do not regard the distance of 20 miles between the railway and the mountains as sufficient? 
No. It would be better to have the line 40 or 50 miles away from the mountains. With every mile that 
you go west you give additional facilities to the best producing districts.
839. Is not the country more to the north-west subject to floods ? Ye.s.

■ 840. Do you think it would be a good thing to construct a railway through flooded country ? The
country is flooded, but it is not impassable. Besides, the floods are not so heavy at Wee Waa as at 
Narrahri.
841. You admit that the country is flooded ? Tho whole of the country is flooded.
842. But the proposed line runs through higher land than the route which you suggest, because it is 
nearer the mountains ? Yes.
843. And therefore the country is not so subject to flood ? The creeks there rise higher than they do 
further down. Lower down they spread themselves out, and the water is sluggish.
844. But would it not he easier to make a culvert over a creek than to take the line across the flooded
flat ? I do not know that the country which the proposed route would traverse is less subject to flood 
than the rest of the district. . *
845. Would you oppose your opinion to that of the engineers ? Certainly not; but tbe road from Bool-
carrol into Wee Waa is the road'which my drovers invariably take. I asked one of them this morning 
why he went that way, instead of coming in by Thalaba, and he said that the Boolcarrol route was the best. 
S4C. You regard the whole of the district as a good one ? Yes ; from the mountains to Moree, and right 
away to Walgett. *
847. Yon admit that Moreo is entitled to railway communication with the metropolis ? I believe that it 
is entitled to a railway.
848. Have you anything further to state ? No ; but I say that if the line were taken 15 miles more to 
the west it would serve a greater number of people. .
849. What would become of Wee Waa if the Gurleigh Point route were adopted ? It would die a natural
death. .
850. ‘Then the line, although it would ho of no service to Wee Waa, would be a good one for the district? 
Yes ; I believe that a town would spring up on the other side of the river'towards Boolcarrol,
851. Mr. The sum of your evidence is this, that a line some distance to the west of tho direct
route between Narrabri to Moree would servo a larger area of country, and lead to a larger amount of 
agricultural development ? Yes. I cannot speak as to the agricultural development. It is principally 
grazing country there.
852. But such a line would serve a larger extent of country than the direct route ? Yes; it would.servo
as much more of the district to the west as the distance between it and the direct route.
853. The direct route runs within 20 miles of the mountain range on tlie east? Yes.
854. If the line were taken 15 or 20 miles further westward, tlie railway would have a much larger amount 
of traffic ? Yes ; a very much larger amount.
855. Do you speak of passenger traffic, or of goods traffic, or of both ? -Of both.
856. Do you think that if the direct route line is constructed there will be much passenger traffic from
stations between Moree nnd Narrabri ? No.
857. Would tbe people of Millie drive to Woolabrar Station, or would they go to Narrabri? No doubt 
the people coming up from Thalaba to Millie would drive through Woolabrar; but they are only part of 
the whole population.
858. Would wool coming into Millie go to Woolabrar, or to Narrabri ? I question very much whether it 
would not travel to Narrabri rather than pay the extra train carriage. A passenger, of course, studies 
his own convenience first, aud travels as quickly as he can; hut, with goods and live stock, the question 
of pounds, shillings, and pence, has to be considered.
859. Do you know the nature of the country along the two routes—the Gurleigh Point route, and the 
proposed route ? I know the country well from Narrabri to Gurleigh Point, and on the other side right 
out to Millie.
860. Is the risk of floods greater upon the Gurleigh Point route than upon the direct route? I do not 
think so.
861. You told us just now that your sheep have travelled further west than the travelling stock route in wet 
weather,in order to escape the danger of floods? Yes; they came through Wee Waa past Gurleigh Point.
862. Where do they start from ? From Collarendabri. They originally started from within 15 miles of 
Mungindi. They came across the Queensland border from a homestead lease near the boundary of 
Bagott’s old run,
863. Is there much settlement in tho way of homesteads between. Narrabri and Moree? Not very much.
864. Are there any free selections ? There are some, but not very many. The free selectors live principally 
out to the west.
865. Are they great in number out to the west ? Yes, until you get to Moree. *
866. There are more on the route which you advocate than on tbe direct route ? Yery many more.
867. Mr. WaU.~\ Do you think that stock in the Birrie and Culgoa districts would be likely to patronise 
the line if it wore taken in the direction winch you propose ? Yes ; it would come into Millie.
868. How far down the Birrie would they be likely to utilise this line ? Pretty nearly down to a line 
west from Walgett.
869. That would be about Narran Lake ? Just, above there. I think tho people at Narran Lake would
very likely make towards Nyngan. 870.
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"F*^0 jC: ’tvere taken to Walgett, do you not think that the people round Goodooga and just about H, Richards, 
the lake would ho likely to send their wool to Walgett instead of sending it to tho proposed line ? Ebc1- 
Goodooga is nearer to Collarendabri than to Walgott. ^ —A'—^
+ ^ J'0^ ^e^er ^or ^hem to send to Walgett ? It would suit the people below Goodooga ^ '^cc'’
«7‘>eiTc ° ,.a when there were no fences they invariably came in from Collarendabri.
f+i, + a were constructed to tap the Darling at Walgett, and also at Brownrrina, a great portion

ot that part of tlie country would be served by it ?. Tos ; that is the country below Goodooga—20 or 30 
miles below it. J
873. Supposing the line were taken to Ooonamble ? Part of tbe'.trade round about tbe Narran Lake and 
Gilgoa would very likely go to Walgett.

elated that you would not say that the places along the proposed route are not entitled to a 
railway, but that it would be better to take the line further to the wost ? The western route would bo 
° 'ij 0n^el'’ h do not think that that affects tho question. I admit that the people of Moreo 

would be put to a disadvantage in having to pay for 15 miles additional railway carriage ; but the people 
out m the western district, who are more numerous, and who control a larger area of good country, would 
get a distinct advantage.
875. Suppose a lino were made to Moree, and another to Walgott, would not they, with the e si sting lino 
to .bourke, serve that part of the Colony very well? Tes; but the country to the north of the Namoi 
would not go to Walgott. It is almost impracticable to go to Coouamhle now, hocauso of the difficulty 
of crossing the creeks. . J

/1tVG ^ou lJur°fiased any stock iu tho vicinity of Cobar ? No ; I have purchased a great number 
about Nyngan. * r

Are.y°u iu'raro Peopl® in that district drive their stoek along the road in preference tc
lfc • h do not care about buying sheep at Cobar. I do not care to buy them below Nyngan. 

o7o. It you bad stock 20 or 30 miles below Moreo, would you take them to tho nearest point on the 
mo,1or ''vou^ I011 go to Narrabri ? 1 should not go out of my way to take them to the rail way._ 

non' Tf°U " 0U ': nefro:-‘; trucking point to the market to which you were sending your stock ? Tes.
880. Ir you were 15 or 20 miles from the proposed line, you would, in all probability, send your stock 
to Narrahri. If I were to the west of Millie I certainly would. ■
oqF S tliere n0t a .tcudej^y> hi that part of the country, to erect boiling-down works ? Tes.
882. Do you not think tliat the surplus stock of tho district will eventually bo boiled down? No; if 
pneos arc io'L no doubt the ewes will ho boiled down ; hut if you can make other use of the ewes they 
wi not bo boned down. Wethers are not likely to be boiled down, because thoy will give a better, result

’'“C Sydney market or iu the home market. I was instrumental in starting a boiling-down 
f^hshment at Narrabri to get rid of the old ewes that could not pay Is. Cd. train fare,
883. Ihey would not boil down ewes unless they were fat? No.

quantity will be boiled down ? Ewes will often be boiled down. If a ewe will give 6 lb. 
or talJow it ‘will pay to boil heir down, - ■
885 I suppose you know that they arc selling fat ewes tliere at Is. 6d. per head ? No : I would give you 
4s. tor them if fat. fa a
886. If boiling-down establishments are erected, they will be erected on the river? Tes; to the nearest
point to which stoek can travel. 5 #
887. And the tallow will probably ho taken away by tlie river steamers ? What is the good of talking of 
the river steamers. Ton could not let your tallow'accumulate for three months while you were waiting
tor the river to rise. Tou can get your wool away, because the Darling is generally navigable after the 
winter Tams. . . o o j &
888. Have you ever known the Darling not to he navigable as far as tho Barwon ? Tes ; for two years
J. have known people not to be able to get up it. I went to the Darling when I was a boy of sixteen 
and. tor tour years you could not get up it, • ’
ooo t°U are aW!lre ^11 fl,f:e:l™cr iaa keen up *0 Mungindi ? Tes; the steamer went up to Mungindi once, 
cm q °U ar0 aware t,mt tiic Government propose to lock the river ? No; I am not •
8J1. borne of the Government engineers have reported in favour of the scheme ? I was uot aware of it
out it there were railway coiumumcation the owners of boiling-down establishments aud meat-preserriug
works will avail themselves of it. If you trusted to an intermittent steamer service, you would have to ■
lot your tallow accumulate for four or five months, and thus lose the interest ou the money, besides
running the risk attendant on keeping an inflammable article like tallow in store. I like to ^et my tallow
away every two or three days if I can. '
qod' it0U lcn°'v Mes®rs' Eiclb Bourke ? Tes; I think thoy arc at Brewarrina, too,
ooT you erer. ird of them getting merchandise up the river ? Tes; two or three times.
by4. And guaranteeing a, return cargo of wool ? No.
89k‘ 'D+0/OUohnw'n,”it tll08e are the condjfcloIls under which they get their merchandise up at the 
present tune t VI ill they guarantee their wool for the next season. Tliey might guarantee it when the '
river is m dood. 1 would guarantee to supply you with meat for two months, but uot for twelve months.
898. JCou know what the condition of the river has been during the last three or four years? Tes • it
has been very good, because we havo had unprecedentedly good seasons, hut I have very often known it to 
be not navigable. J
897. I want to know whether produce from this rich pastoral country will be taken down the river or by 
the railway ?_ It would go by the railway if that were cheaper. ’ }

"f 1te rivfr and’made permanently navigable, it would monpolise the tallow, and produce
or that character ? I think that it would very likely come by rail.
899. If the railway were taken to Walgett a great pari: of this district would be to the west of the line'-5 
xes ; some of it would.
iio°doul!ttlie C°Ulltry r°’1IKl 1110 NarraU Lak° W°Uld g° t0 m]Sett? That would bo the direct route,

ooo ™r' Su(f0>'-1 tllc average number of cattle that a truck will take ? Nine or ten
902. How many sheep will a sheep truck hold? From eighty-six to 100, according to the length'of the fleece
903. Tou sent away ] 40 cattle trucks from this district ? Tea.
904. And how many sheep trucks ? 1,135, carrying 105,467 sheep.
905. Did they all come from Narrabri ? They all came from Narrabri but a few of them were tracked

at
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at Boggabri. About one truck in ten came from Boggabri. They were congested at Narrabri. and to 
relieve the congestion I drove some of them on to Boggabri. ^
90G. Chairman!] Had there been no congestion, you would have trucked them all at Narrabri ? Yes.
907. hfr. Dauisoni] I suppose you send between 350 and 400 bales of wool from Yarraldool? X cannot 
tell you; I have never looked into the matter. I leave that business to the station manager.
908. That ivoo!, you say, went to Narrabri direct? Yes. _
909. If the lino had been made to Gurleigh Boint would the wool have gone there ? Of course it would.
910. "Would it have gone through Millie ? No ; it would have gone direct to Gurleigh Point,
911. If the proposed line had been made, would the wool have gone to any of the stations on it? No; 
any stock coming up the Namoi would go direct to Gurleigh Point.
912. You know the Boolcarrol Bun ? Yes.
913. Do you know how many bales of wool they send from there? No.
914. Would any of it go on to the proposed line ? It -would all go to Narrabri. Everything to the west of
the Thalaba Creek would go to Narrabri.
915. Would not stock routes branching off to each of the stations on the proposed line be required before 
any stock was taken to them ? Yes ; you would have to make roads to them.
91G, And tanks every 6 miles ? Yes; if you wanted to have good travelling roads. You must have
suitable roads to travel stock on,
917. If the proposed line were constructed, it -would be necessary to make three or four stock routes, 
branching off the present stock route ? Yes.
918. Unless that were done, it would be impossible for anyone to get to tbe railway ? Yes; people could
not get to tbe line if there were no road. _
919. You think that the Collarendabri traffic would come through Millie, and instead of going at right 
angles to meet the line, would continue on to Narrabri? Yes.
920. Mr. Collim.] If the line wore, constructed to Gurleigh Point, and you were sending stock from 
Yarraldool station to Narrabri, or to Sydney, where would you truck it? At Gurleigh Point, or on the 
other side of the river if I could.
921. If you were coming through Millie, you would not go to Gurleigh Point to truck this stock ? I 
would continue on until I met the line. If tbe line went via Gurleigh Point, I should have to go right 
past it, and I would not go 15 miles out of my way to save 20 miles of train carriage to Narrabri.
922. Do you know as a fact that when wool has been put on to the drays, it generally goes direct to the 
nearest station ? Of course, which, if the line went via Gurleigh Point, would be Gurleigh Point in my case.
923. Is there much settlement to the west of the line? Yes; there are a good many selectors. ,
924. Considering the nature of the country, do you think that it is fairly well settled ? Yes.
925. We have evidence before us to the effect that some of the selectors own from 10,000 to 20,000
acres each ;—do you consider that good settlement ? I thought the holdings were limited to 2,500 acres.
926. If tbe evidence is as I have stated, would you call the settlement good ? No.
927. If a direct line were taken from Narrabri to Moree, and the selections on that line were smaller 
than those to the west, would not the line serve more interests than a more westerly line? Smaller 
selections would, no doubt, give a larger passenger traffic, but not such a large stock traffic.
928. The direct line would be the best in the interests of the settlers along it? Yes.
929. Did you say that you thought a line ought to go to Mungindi ? By no means.
930. To Collarendabri? That is the. direct line which I would favour from Narrabri.
931. You think there ought to be a main trunk line to Collarendabri, and a branch to Moree ? Ses.
9'32. Chairman A I think 1 understood that you were well acquainted with the country south of Mungindi 
on to "Walgett? Yes.
933. You have only an imperfect knowledge of the country between Mungindi and Goondiwindi? Yes.

Henry Septimus Badgery, Esq., stock and station agent, sworn, and examined :—
H. S. 934. Chairman^] Yon are a stock and station agent? Yes.

Badgery, 935. Are you familiar with the project before the Committee ? Yes.
936. Mr. Mumphery.] Will you explain to tbe Committee the route -which you favour, and your reasons 
for favouring it ? I was over tbe mail coach road from Narrabri to Moree not very long ago, but I have

fl Dec., 1893. no£ Wee Waa. I favour a line from Narrabri to Wee Waa because I think tbe more you go to
tbe west the greater the extent of country which you benefit. There is a large extent of good country 
out in the direction of Walgott and Collarendabri, and a line more to the west would have the effect of 
opening up the Narran country. Of course if all that is desired is to make a line from Narrabri to 
Moree in the shortest possible way, all I would ask is, “ what are the respective costs of the two lines,” 
But if you ask me, from my knowledge of the country, and of the stoek sent from there into this market, 
which would be the best route to take, I should say “ keep away from tbe Nandewar ranges."
937. Chairman.] It is estimated that the direct line -would cost £150,000, or, in round figures, less than 
£3,000 a mile, while the other route will he 15 miles longer, and will cost at least £400 a mile more ? If 
the line is intended to give accommodation to the producers of the district I should favour the westerly 
route. The people living towards "Wee Waa raise a large quantity of stock, and there are a great number 
of small settlers there. I do not, at the present moment, know any small holders on the eastern side of 
the proposed line who are sending stock to market.
938. Mr. Humph cry i] In your opinion the district would be best served by a line 15 miles more to tbe 
west along tbe Namoi ? 1 did not say how much to tbe west, but the further you go west the more 
country you open up and the more people you serve.
939. Would more people be served along the route which you propose than along the direct route? I 
have not been along the direct route; but I know that the other country is good, and that there are a 
number of selectors on it,
940. You have not travelled between Narrabri and Moreo, or between Wee Waa and Moree? I have 
travelled from JNarrabri to near Moree, not to Wee Waa or to Moree itself.
941. There is considerable settlement and production around Moree? Yes.
942. If the line were taken by the route you suggest tho people of Moree would have the continual 
burden of 15 miles additional carriage ? Yes.
943. Do you think there would be compensating advantages ? I do, because if you kept the line to the

east
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east the people out in the west would ask for a line to Collarendabri, so tliat you would have two lines: 
whereas, if you took this line more to the west, the one line would do.
944. Notwithstanding the greater cost of the deviation and the increased distance, you still advocate the 
western line ? 1. do; because while the Moree people would have lb miles further to travel, the railway 
would benefit others who also require accommodation. If you made the direct lino a groat number of 
people, who would be served by the more westerly line, would not he benefited by it at all.
945. Tho people who would use the Gurleigh Point line,# would not use ihe proposed line P Up towards 
Millie the people wmuld come inio the proposed line rather than go lo Narrabri.
94G. Yon think tho people coming into Millie would use the proposed lino at 'Woolabrar or Gurley? I 
think they would come to Woolabrar.
947. You think that Woolabrar would serve the Millie trallic if the line were not made further west ? 
Yes; blit they would rather have a line to Millie than travel 12 miles to the proposed line.
948. Is it your opinion that stock would continue to goto Narrabri? In travelling stock a great deal 
depends upon the state of tho road and of the markets. We have to bo guided by that. If tho market 
was very low, and the country was good, we would say, “ 'Travel on to Narrabri, because the market may 
improve.” Put in any other case we would say, “ Truck at tho nearest station.-’
949. Assuming that stock had reached Millie, would it go on to Narrabri if the country were good, or 
would it go to Woolabrar ? It would depend upon the market, yometimes, when we are on the railway 
line, wc truck part of our stock, and travel the balance on to the next station.
950. It depends very much upon circumstances whether you would use the railway or the road? It 
depends upon circumstances to a great, extent, but, generally, when we have a railway, we send stock by it.
951. Is there anything you would like to add in support of your opinion that it would be better to take 
the line through Gurleigh Point, than to take it direct to Millie ? 1 think that the direct route keeps too 
close to the ranges. If the line wore more to the west it would open up more country and give more 
accommodation, because it would go nearer to a very large producing district, which is as much entitled 
to a line as Moree is. I give it as my opinion that if the line runs out in the Gurleigh Point direction, 
and then on to Moree, as far as you can take it: without making a right angle, it will serve a large pro
ducing district, which is as much entitled to railway communication as the Moree district. The country 
1 speak of is yery fine, and is likely to be thickly populated. My knowledge of it is gained from an 
intimate acquaintance with the stock which coinos from all parts. I contend that the stock agents hero 
know more about the country than the people who live on it. IVe know the relative fattening merits of 
different parts of the country by the way in which butchers buy stoek coming from them, better than tho 
people who live there, and who can only judge by appearances.
952. In your opinion, the earnings of a, line going through Gurleigh Point, would be greater than tbe
earnings of tlie direct line ? 1 think that the earnings of the proposed new tine would be greater, hut 
the earnings of the whole line from Narrabri to Sydney might not bo. These people, if they cannot get 
a railway to Gurleigh Point, will have to go to Narrabri. I think it would have been better if the map 
had given a hotter idea of the settlement along the route. '
953. A[r. Wrd/.] You know something of the overflow from the Baloone? Not personally.
954. Bo yon think that country lying between the Culgoa, Birrie, and Bokhara, would send its stock past 
Walgett to Narrabri or Moree ? If there were a railway to Walgett.
955. If there were a line from Coonamble to Walgett? No ; it would bo trucked at Walgett.
956. Bo you think that the whole district would be fairly served by a lino to Bourke, a line to Walgett, 
and a line to Moree, especially if they were carried to the Queensland border? Yes.
957. But any line to the west of this line would deprive it of a portion of its traffic? Of course, station- 
owners would consider which was the cheapest line for them to use.
958. Is a pastoral property fairly well served if the railway comes wit,bin 20, 30, or 40 miles of it? Yes.
959. Assuming that it is contemplated to make a line from Narrabri through Moree ou to the Queensland 
border, do you think it would be wise to make the deviation you speak of ? I do not think that a few 
additional miles would weigh very much when you can, by making a deviation, tap a highly-productive 
country. I do not believe that the country between Narrabri and Moree on either route is going to be a 
pastoral country for ever, and that is a matter which must be taken into consideration. It is a different 
thing to haul produce by teams to a railway line from simply driving stock there.
9GU. Would not the deviation you speak of simply give local accommodation, seeing that it will only be 
a matter of 15 miles ? Although the country is good on both routes, I think the Gurleigh Point line would 
serve a much larger area than the other line.
961. But seeing that tbe deviation is so smalt, would not the district be as well served by the direct line ? 
The people out towards Gurleigh Point are fairly well served as if is, but they would be better served if 
they had a railway. I should like an idea of the cost of tho first mile or two of the line from Narrabri, 
and also of the Gurleigh Point line.
902. Chairman.'] We have ii; in evidence that the crossing to the south-west of Narrahri’is far better than 
the crossing at any other point which they have been able to find on the river, and that it will be much 
less costly ? --------
963. Mr. O'Sullivan^] It would cost about £70,000 more to take the line via Gurleigh Point than to 
follow the direct route ;—which, in your opinion, would he tho best thing for the State to do, to make 
the Gurleigh Point line, or to make the direct line from Narrabri to Moree, and devote the £70,000 so 
saved to the construction of a branch line to Collarendabri, via Boolcarrol ? I would sooner spend the 
money in constructing a branch line towards Boolcarrol. That is an important part of the country to 
open up by railway. If you can serve the district by a deviation it would be a wise thing to make that devia
tion, but if you can make a direct line to Moree and another line to Boolcarrol, the people will not complain.

H. 8. 
Badgery, 

Esq.

5 Dec., 1893.

James Moseley, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
964. Chairman.] You are a grazier, are you not? Not at the present time.
965. You are familiar with the plans before the Committee, and with the official evidence taken in j. Moseley,
connection with this inquiry ? 1 think so. Esq. ’
966. Mr. Trickett.] You have resided in the district for a very large number of years ? Nearly forty.
967. Whereabouts? I havo lived at Gurley, Edgeroi, Millie, Tibbercenah, Boolcarrol, Wee Waa,® I*00’! 1893- 
Gundcmaine, and Baranbah.
968. You arc familiar with the whole of the country between Narrabri and Moree ? With every inch of
if;. 1. have either owned or managed nearly every acre of it. ’

13—B 969.
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06!). Which of the three routes marked on the plan do you consider would be the best to adopt ? I can 
hardly answer that question without asking what is the railway for. Is it to open up the district, or is 
it to connect the town oFXtirrabri with the town of Moreo ? If it is intended to effect the latter object, 
then the strnighler you make it the better ; but if it is intended to open up the district and convenience 
producers, it should go as far to the west as you can take it. Do not let me be understood, however, to 
advocate the Gurleigh L’oint route, because tiiorc is not n worse crossing place on the river than that. 
Whenever there is a flood there is a regular congestion of water there. The Gurleigh Point crossing is 
had, and the Nnrrabri crossing is bad ; they arc both very bad.
97U. How can you avoid them ? It is the engineers’ duty to look for better crossings.
971. 1. on venture the opinion that Ihese are the worst crossings!5 During the floods of 1S57,1861, 1870, 
1873, 1890, and 1893 the water was very many feet over the banks at; both places. 1 do not advocate the 
Gurleigh Point route, because I know the crossing is particularly bad there.
972. Could you point out a better crossing at Nnrrabri than the one suggested by the Engineer-in-Chief? 
1 do not know that I could; but in I86J1 the wafer was about 15 feet over the banks at the spot which 
has been selected. It was up to 5 feet all over where the town of Jfarrabri is.
973. How has it been after recent heavy rainfalls ? In 1890 the water was just awash of the road ami of 
the bridge with one heavy storm in the mountains.
97T. Is not all the country about there liable to flood? Certainly : at these two places. A great number 
of streams meet at these two places, and make the river particularly high.
975. Is the place which has been selected a place where a railway bridge could be cheaply constructed ? 
1 only speak aa a civilian, but I cannot conceive how the construction of a bridge there would be other
wise than most expensive. During a flood which occurred about five months ago, there was fully half a 
mile of water to he crossed, taking the river and creek together. .And I leave it to the Committee to judge 
whether a bridge could be constructed cheaply or not. I have boated on the river, built bridges over it, 
taken stock across it, and know it thoroughly. There is a tremendous rush of water at both places I 
nave mentioned.
976. If it has been staled that a bridge could be constructed very cheaply at this spot, you do not think 
the statement is correct? I cannot conceive that half a mile of water, which is running very quickly, can 
possibly be bridged cheaply. A.n estimate given some years ago went up to £40,000 or £50,000.
977. Could you indicate a better crossing than the one which has been adopted, cither to the east or to 
the west? Vos; I could to the west.
978. "Whereabouts j—could you point it out on the plan ? No ; because the plan does not show enough 
of the country to the west, I was not with the Sectional Committee when they were taken over the 
river, but I believe that they were taken over near to the site which I. would recommend for the bridge. 
An old friend, Air. Quinn, assured mo that in 1840 the land was not covered; it was not covered in 1.864, 
when he lived there; in fact, it has never been covered by any flood,
979. Chairman!] You speak of a place about 2 mites east of Wee "Waa ? Yes ; I believe that it is very 
close to the site for a- biddge. 1 should advise to go a little bit higher up or a little lower down, because 
starting from the bridge straight out you would run into a lagoon. We had a, bridge near therefor 
crossing stock, and we used it for many years.
980. Canyon give us the name of the place? Velbon or Yaralblucy. The latter place was where 
Quinn’s house stood.
981. Mr. Trichett.] After you pass that crossing and go on towards Gurleigh, is the country subject to 
flood? I think you misunderstand me. Gurleigh is higher up the river. This crossing we arc now 
speaking of is below Gurleigh.
982. "Which do you think would bo tho better of the two routes from a traffic point of view ? The further 
you go to the west the better.
983. If we adopted the Gurleigh Point route we might as well go right through Millie, as miles to the 
east of it ? Yes ; and much more so if you go further down the river.
984. I understand that the line keeps a little to the east in order that it may pass through Government 
land? If you went more to the west you would cross some conditional purchases and conditional lease
holds, but very little freehold land.
985. The holdings there are very large ? According to t he evidence given at "Wco Waa, various of tho 
conditional purchasers seem to have joined and so made family holdings, so that many of them own 
5,000 acres, and even more.
986. Chairman.] You would take the Gurleigh Point route on the south of the Namoi about 3 miles 
further west, and crossing the riverj would go in a northerly direction to Millie, and thence in a fairly 
straight line to Moree ? That is so.
987. Mr. Trichett.] 'But if tho line went that way it would have to go through conditionally purchased 
land ? Yes; from what I know of the country, and according to the map, it would cross conditionally- 
purchased or leased land in some places.
988. That is really alienated land ? Yes; but we do not generally call it purchased land.
989. It would be better to go through land which has not been conditionally purchased ? I should think 
so, unless the betterment principle were applied. But the conditional purchasers specially desire tho 
western route.
990. What great advantages has the western route? It would tap the whole of the traffic coming up 
tho Namoi through Wee Waa, Boolcarrol,' Collarendahri, Plan Creek, and Tlmlaba Creek, wliile the “ red” 
line would not touch that traffic at all. 1 think that the western line would get fully two-thirds more 
traffic than the direct line
991. The country to the west is very thickly stocked ? Yes.
992. A large quantity of sheep and cattle are sent from there? Yes. 1 have before me the returns 
made up in Mr. Bruce's oflice of the owners of cattle, sheep, and horses in that neighbourhood.
993. How does the settlement of that part of the country compare with the settlement along the 
proposed line? By going as far as you could to the westward you would receive at least two-thirds more 
traffic than you would get on the proposed “red” line. Of course, Moreo will be a centre, but that 
traffic will come in in any case.
994. All parties seem to be agreed as to the necessity' for a line from Narrabri to Moree; the only ques
tion is. what route should be taken? Yes.

TRUEST) AT,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Harrabri to Moree.

James Moseley, Esq., sworn, and further examined;—
99j. Mr. Tricl'ettA] Wlicn the Committee adjourned last Tuesday you had given it as your opinion that J. Moseley, 
the capaliilil ies <y[ the (iurloigh Point line Merc superior to those of the direct11 red ” line proposed by the Esq. 
Governmejit P What am 1 to understand by “ capabilities
99G. What traffic will the line carry ;—will you amplify your answer bv telling us. as far as you know, 7 Bee., 1893, 
wdiat amount of traffic would come to tho “ red ” line and what would come to the (lurleigh Point line ?
What I said was that two-thirds more of the stock and wool of the district would come to ihe Gurleigh 
Point line than to the other 11 reel ” line. I have since worked out the figures, and I find, taking the stock 
returns of the several districts, that there would be about 1.259,340 sheep and 52,443 head of cattlervithin 
reach of the country traversed by the “ red” line. 1. do not say that that number of stock would come 
to the “red” line, but they would be within reach of it. On the country traversed by or within reach 
of the luie which 1. would suggest, there are 2t(i5G,5GG sheep and 55,000 head of cattle. Tho large pro
portion in the number of cattle is accounted for bjT the large number of cattle kept in the Moree district.
My figures correspond very closely to the statistics of the traffic passing through and trucked from Isarrabri 
last year.
99/. In order to arrive at your figures, how far would you go east of the “ red ” line ;—40 miles? Xo ; as , 
in many places the mountains are only 15 miles from the “ red ” line.
998. You would go up to the mountain range? Yes. There is only one large station that would ho 
within reach of the “ red ” line on the eastern side of the line, and that is Torry-ITio-IIie. The line is an 
irregular one, because the mountains inn back in some places .15 miles, and in others 25. I have taken 
into calculation all the stations on which 1 know the stock would he within reach of the “ red ” line.
999. The district on the east side of the “ red ” line would be bounded by the mountain range, and would 
vary in width from 15 to 25 miles? In no place would it he as much as 25 miles across, except at 
Terry-Hie-Hje. It would vary from 10 to 20 miles, but very little of that land is avail:)bio. The good land 
is alienated—the rest is scrub or mountain.
1000. How far would the district extend on the west side of the line? About 10 miles. That corresponds 
with the evidence which the Committee have heard, and with what I know of the country myself.
1001. The people within 10 miles of the lino on the western side would avail themselves of it ? Exactly.
Of course a run might be a little further back than 10 miles, but that would be a fair average. It would be 
sometimes more and sometimes less.
1002. If people living within 10 or 15 miles on the eastern side of the line will avail themselves of it, why 
should you fix the boundary of the western district at 10 miles distance ? I throw in all the runs lying 
on the east side of the “red” lino, and between it and the mountains ; but I think that the stock on the western 
side of the line beyond or to tho west of the travelling stock route, would follow that road instead of 
crossing to tho " red ” line, because the stock road is bettor. It is metalled in bad places. There are bridges 
over the creeks, and generally water in the creeks, and where there is no other water the Government 
have provided tanks,
1003. Can you give us similar information wilh regard to the Gurleigh Point route? Before doing so I
must tell you that as regards either route a great number of tho stock from the south of Xarrabri mustbe 
left out of consideration, and I have, therefore, cut off about 100,000. TheTarriaro stock and wool all go 
fo Narrabri direct. The Baraubah stock and wool would truck at Baranbah. Then there is Thorobry 
Jacques’ station. His stock and wool would truck at Boggabri, 1 have left 100,000 head of stock out 
of tho calculation, because they would not come to either line in any case. This will account for any 
apparent discrepancy in the figures. “ *
1004. How far do those runs extend from Narrabri ? Tarriaro is 8 miles south of Narrabri, and Baranbah 
is about 20 miles. Jacques’ station is nearer Boggabri about 25 miles from Narrabri.
1005. "Will you now tell us about the more westerly route—the Gurleigh Point line? The Committee 
will understand that I do not recommend the Gurleigh Point line, because the crossing is not a good one.
In taking into consideration the amount of stock likely to be sent to a more westerly line, I throw out 
the stations between Narrabri and G urleigh Poiut and all those on the “ red” line. All to the west of the 
line of which T am speaking, however, would come to a line near to Gurleigh Point, because they would 
have to cross it at one point or another.
1000. I understand that you give the G-urleigh Point line no credit for stock pasturing on the eastern side 
of the “ red ” line ? Not until it gets to Millie.
1007. When the Gurleigh Point line gets as far as Millie, the people on tho eastern side of it will avail 
themselves of it? Yes.
1008. South of Millie along the “red ” line you do not think that more than 15,000 head of stock will be 
trucked ? Owners situated as the Eckfords, who arc within a few miles of Millie, would send there, 
but all the other stations along the “red” lino would send to Narrabri, as they do now. Tycannah, 
perhaps, would send to Moree, but Gurley and Edgeroi would send to Narrabri. "
1009. All the stations on the southern half of tho “ red” line would send to Narrabri ? Yes.
1010. Tbcy voula not; avail themselves of it? Of course, if the railway were taken along tho “ red” line, 
the people there would use it, but I understand you to assume that the Gurleigh Point line is now 
under consideration for construction.
.1011, If the Gurleigh Point line were constructed the people owning stock along the “red” line would 
drive them into Narrabri ? Yes, from the above named stations.
1012. All south of Mi Ihe would do that ? 1 think Tycannah would be the only station which would not, 
and that would not affect the number of sheep very materially. 1013.
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1013. AYould these people south of Millio continue 1o drive their stock to JCarrabri, wlnchcver line was 
constructed P I think so. I do not think that that would make a difference of more than 10,000 sheep.
1014. North of Millie what traffic do you expect would be attracted to the line, independently of tho 
traffic between Millie and Moree :—1 want you to tell us how the Cmrleigh Point line would be availed of 
by the people between Millie and Moree ? More to the westward ?
1015. Tes? In the Moree district there are 1,403,300 sheep. In round figures, about 403,000 sheep
would belong to the stations in the Moree district, the owners of which have given evidence to the effect that 
that they are now sending, and will continue to send, tuk Millie, or Boolcarrol, or "Wee Waa. 1 have 
therefore credited the western route with 463,000 sheep which would use the G-urleigh Point line from 
that district. "
1016. How far does the Moree district extend ;—does it fill in the gap between Moree township and 
Millie P I do not think the stock district is marked on the map before the Committee.
1017. Cannot you lell us of your own knowledge;—what does the district you have just mentioned embrace, 
starting on the “ red” line, a little to the south of Gurley Station ? I believe that Gurley Station 
would be in the Moree district; that is accurate enough.
101$. The district commences somewhere about there, as on the map, and extends northerly and then 
westerly near to Moree P Of course, Moree is in it.
1010. Then it extends 70 miles to the north of Moree ? Tes; about 60 miles to the Queensland border; 
hut the boundaries are very irregular.
1020. The district extends north nearly to the Queensland border ? In one part it extends in the north 
to the Queensland border.
1021. How far does it extend west? It goes nearly to Mungindi.
1022. How many miles would that he ? In one part it runs about 30, and in another from 50 to GO miles.
1023. In talking of the Moree district, do you refer to the district as marked upon the plans ? Tes ; but 
the stock districts are not marked on the plan. Only, as 1 have told you, and as you heard from Mr. 
Hill and other witnesses, the traffic from the south-western portion of the district goes via Boolcarrol or 
Wee Waa to Narrabri, and would not feed the railway marked by the “red” line at all; therefore 1 
did not take that portion into consideration when speaking about the probable traffic on the proposed 
line as by the “ red ” line.
1024. Chairman.1 But it would come to the Gurleigh Point line ? Quite so. That traffic would amount to 
the output from about 400,000 head from the south-western portion of the Moree stock districts, and the 
output from about 1,000,000 head would come from near Moree.
1025. Mr. TrichettIn your opinion, as an old squatter, what distance to the west of the Gurleigh Point 
line and north of Millie do you think runholders would avail themselves of a railway rather than drive 
their stock to Narrabri ? As far north as and beyond the Queensland border. All the stock and wool 
from that part of the district, and even some from the Peelliiver Company’s stations in Queensland come 
via Collarendahri and Boolcarrol, which is, practically, via Wee Waa, because some of it goes in to the 
river at Wee Waa, and some at Gurleigh Point. I have made what I think a low estimate. 1 think 
that a little more than one-third of the stock from the Walgett district would cross the Barwon, and 
the stock from the Pilliga district would all rome via Wee Waa. All their stock and wool come that 
way now. Some of the Barwon wool stock comes to Millie ; but, as a rule, it comes up Thalaba Creek 
via Boolcarrol or Pine Creek, so, of course, it comes up the Namoi.
1026. Which would he the largest source of traffic—wool or sheep ? Of course we can only go by what 
occurred last year. In certain seasons there might be larger traffic in one than the other, but I think 
you can safely go by precedent. Last year 65,249 hales of wool were sent away, and 634,066 sheep. 
This year I believe there are 70,000 bales of wool trucked at Narrabri already {and it will probably 
increase each year.
1027. Then \vool*would be the largest item ? That would have to be worked out by reference to the 
freight hook. There are different rates for the trucking of wool and sheep, and a large proportion of the 
wool is shipped at Newcastle.
1028. Which do you think the best country, and the most progressive as regards population—that traversed 
by the “red” line, or the country traversed by the Gurleigh Point line ? If by the best, you mean tho 
best for grazing there is not one penny worth per acre of difference. I have owned or managed nearly 
the whole of it.
1029. Tou mean right away from the range out to the west? Close to tho range you have very bad 
scrub, and though, no doubt, any country that will grow trees will grow vegetables, it would take £10 an 
acre to clear that land. As far as grazing is concerned, one part of the country is as good as another. 
The land on the Gurleigh Point route may bo a little heavily grassed, though, practically there is no 
difference. The “ red ” line passes through a great deal of scrub. There is scrub from near Narrabri 
to Spring Creek, and a belt about 2-j miles at Tarlee Creek, and a belt of 0 or 7 miles near Woolabrar 
to the other side of Waterloo Creek.
3030. Chairman.] How far do those belts extend east and west? That at the back of Narrabri, near Spring 
Creek, almost comieets with the mountain scrub. The Tarlee Scrub connects with the mountains, but 
the scrub on the other side of Waterloo Creek, as it is improperly named on the map, because it is really 
the Mcnamoi Creek, is quite different. It is there called Bckford’s Scrub, and is entirely surrounded by 
tho plains, about 50 miles round.
1031. Mr. Dawson.] It is belar scrub ? Belar and box, and some round-leafed ironbark.
1032. Mr. Trichett.] Then, in regard to the grazing capabilities of the land through which they pass, one 
line would ho better than the other ? You must put the scrub land out of calculation, because, while, 
no doubt, any country which will grow trees, unless it is an inferior description of sandy country like 
that along the Hawkesbury and Newcastle railway, will grow grass, it costs money to clear it. No doubt 
on country of basaltic formation _you can always get grass by clearing the land.
1033. There is no scrub on the western route ? No scrub at all.
1034. Then the western route has that advantage ? Certainly.
1035. On which route are there the most people—ou the “red ” line ? Tou may say that there are none On 
the “red ” line ; perhaps there are two or three conditional purchasers on Gurley station, and about the 
same number at Bdgcroi and other places—not a dozen altogether.
1036. How about the Gurleigh Point line ? It would run chiefly through conditionally purchased and 
conditionally leased land.
1037. Is not that land in the hands of a very few people ? 1 heard at Wee Waa that it was, and that the
holdings in some cases went up to 10,000 acres ; hut such holdings are held by men with large families— 
people like the Murphys, who have selected their holdings before the 1884 Act, and since. ■

1038.
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1038. You arc aware that the G-urleigh Point line will involve an extra expenditure of £70,000, and will 
ho more than 15 miles longer than the other lino ;—what is your view of that estimate? Of course on 
this matter you will get better information from the engineers. I am a practical dam maker, and I 
cannot see that there will he an iota of difference in the cost of shifting a yard of muck at Gurleigh 
Point and a yard of muck on the “red” line. I have shifted many thousands of yards in both districts, 
and the price never varied a farthing at either place. I have paid as much as 2s, Gd., and as little as Gd. 
a yard at both places, which has been wholly dependent on the soasonsandthe value of labour at the time.
1039. J do not wish you to consider the matter in that way ; I wish you to take into consideration the fact 
that the “ red” line will cost £70,000 less than the Gurleigh Point line? That must be ou account of 
the estimate of labour, as the estimate of the cost of construction of the Gurleigh Point line was made 
some ten years ago when labour was fully 50 per cent, more costly than at the present time.
1040. But it will be 15 miles longer ? In that case, the estimate of £70,000, for tho 15 additional miles 
would signify that it would cost more than £4,000 a mile, while the “ red” line is only estimated to cost 
£2,000 a mile. I cannot conceive such to he a fact.
1041. I understand that the more you go to the west the more sloppy the country becomes ? That is 
entirely untrue, and the Committee have been misled in the matter. It is very wrong that such evidence 
should have been brought before you. I say this, because I have forty years’ experience of tho country 
and have travelled through it during Hood time day after day. 1 know’that such is not the ease.
1042. Do you say that a railway constructed along the Gurleigh Point route would not have any greater 
engineering difficulties in regard to embankments, piling, and so on ;—that the engineering difficulties 
would he the same on the Gurleigh Point route as upon the “red” route? That is more a question 
for an engineer to answer. The soil is the same along both routes with the exception of the scrub 
country on the “ red” line. In the scrubs the soil is lighter, but against that you must remember that 
you would have to out away the stumps. J had a good deal to do with the making of the line to Narrabri, 
and when a young man had several contracts, and J know that it is more expensive to shift soil in a scrub 
because of the stumps.
1043. Is not the country towards Gurleigh Point softer and wetter than that along the direct route ? No;
it is not. The black soil country is all alike. The scrub soil is decidedly lighter, and if there were no 
trees could be shifted at a lower rate; but when you come to shift the stumps it will cost you a great 
deal more. I may say that Mr. Gray, who gave evidence at "Wee Waa, has written to me saying that lie 
was very sorry that he had omitted to tell you that on the plains-----
1044. Chairman.'] We cannot receive his evidence in this way? Then I will give you my own evidence on 
the subject.
1045. Mr. TricJceiC] Do yon remember an inquiry being held by the Land Board at Gurleigh Point into 
the character of the country there;—1 am told that the leaseholders in the vicinity of Gurleigh Point— 
I suppose the inquiry had something to do with the rents that were charged—gave evidence to the effect 
that the country was subject to floods which seriously affected its value ? I do not. know that, but I can 
quite understand it. You can understand that a man who is pleading for a reduction in his rent, will see 
all the worst features of the country. G urleigh Point, as I told you from the iirst. is not a good site for 
a crossing, and no doubt during floods a good deal of the land is covered with water; but if a person 
took the trouble to look about him, as we do when we are travelling, he would find that he could pass 
over it, without being interrupted by the floods. There are warrambools, and a man might say that his 
land was flooded, and not be far wrong.
1016. You think that that evidence sliould be qualified? I have never heard a man pleading for a reduction 
in his rent, who did not give all the reasons he could why it should be made as low as possible.
1047. But you do not think that there is any serious objection to the line going in a westerly direction ?
Undoubtedly not. ■
1048. Have you considered the question of the line going further on towards Queensland ? In which 
direction ?
1049. Prom Moree? Like everything else it has been discussed. It has been mentioned in conversation 
that someday there might be a connection from Moree or somewhere else. I have not heard anything 
else about it.
1050. Haying in view the possibility of an extension to Queensland, which would be the better way to 
take the line*—direct to Moree, or along the Gurleigh Point route? The Gurleigh Point route would go 
near to Millie and then on to Moree, and of course you would have stations near toAVee AVaaaud Millie. 
That being so, a few years would prove which would receive the most traffic—Moree, Wee Waa, or Millie ; 
and I suppose the probabilities are that the line would then be extended from the place where the most 
traffic was received.
1051. You clearly say that you are not giving evidence from a selfish point of view? Not in the
slightest. I do not own a hoof or an acre of ground in any of the districts. 1 am simply giving you the 
result of nearly forty years’ experience in keeping stock during flooded seasons on all the countrv now 
under discussion. " '
]052, You arc pronouncedly in favour of a railway to connect Moree with Naraabri ? Decidedly.
1053. Which would you sooner see constructed—the direct line to Moree and a branch to serve tho 
western country, of which you think so much, or a circuitous line like the Gurleigh Point line? I think 
I answered that question at the commencement. If Narrabri and Moree are only considered, and to be 
cheaply connected the straighter tho liue is taken the better it will he ; but if the line is to be a remun
erative one, and one that will serve the districts, tho more west it goes the better, providing you do not 
compete with the connection which will hereafter be made between Walgett anil Dubbo.
1054. I suppose that if we had heaps of money to spend you would say, “Go straight to Moree, and then 
make a branch line out to the west ”? Where would the line branch from ?
1055. .From about Narrabri ? Then the two lines would, for some distance, run very nearly parallel.
1050. Chairman.] Not if the branch lino were aiming at Collarendahri? It would entirely depend upon 
circumstances. Do I understand you to say that the branch line would go direct from Narrabri to 
Collarendabri ?
1057. Mr. Trickett.] That is the idea? Of course, such a line would go much more to the west than the 
line I thought of, I was thmkiug of the line going more towards Millie.
1058. Chairman.] We mean a line through Boolcarrol? Yes; but even such a line would, for some 
distance, run very close to the Moree line.
1059. Mr. Trickett.] Do yon think that the line from Narrabri to Moree, whether taken along the “ red ” 
route or along the Gurleigh Point route, would compete with the Glen Inncs to Invcrcll railway? Not 
until you got to Moree. In the first place there is an impassable belt of scrub and mountains dividing 
the two districts, and the natural features of the country, as well as the distance, would prevent it.
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^fter it got ta Moree ? ]\Xoree by that time would have got a halo of traffic around it.
10G1. The Moree district is a very progressive one ? Certainly, as far as I know.

TDrr., 1893 !!ec,} a ProSressivo district, independently of Narrabri or of any other place? Very pro-
• 1 gressive, but X might say exactly the same of any other place out in that rich country.

10G3. Mr. Dame*.] \Tou gave some figures just now as to tho quantity of wool trucked at Narrabri;— 
where did you get your information P I’rom the station-master at Narrabri, and also from the agents. It 
is correct because 1 have bad it verified.
10(M'. 1.011 are aware that we have already got information from the Traffic Department;—I think you 
were present when the station-master gave his evidence ? No ; I was not.
lOGo. Tou arc simply repeating the figures given by him? f do not know what information he gave; 
but f know that my figures are correct to within a bafe or two of wool, and the number of cattle and 
sheep trucked.
.10GG. You state that you got your information from him ? Partly from him and partly from the agent.s 
10t>7. I.^suppose you admit that the information of the Traffic Department would be most likely to be 
correct: Not when the station-master says that only 10 per cent, of the traffic comes from the north
western district.
1003, That is not the question I asked ? You can get even more correct returns from the Works Department, 
10G9. But surely we must get the truth from the Traffic department? Yes, so that if my figures are
wrong they may he proved so in an ins taut. '
J070. Ton have learned that it was stated that only 10 per cent, of the traffic coming to Narrabri came 
through Wee Woa ? Yes.
1071. Do you think that the station-master was correct when he made that statement ? No ; the state
ment is quite incorrect. I have seen him since, and he told me that he entirely misunderstood the question, 
lie thought that ho was merely asked what was the trade to Wee Waa town, not from it, and in saving 1.0 
per cent. 1 think he would be about right, because, while there might he a little trade to Wco Waa, the 
trade from it would be very much more.
1071. T ou think the station-umsler must he mistaken in the evidence which he gave ? Quite mistaken. 
He said himself that he did not intend to make a. statement, which would leave any such impression.
107.1. 1 he same remarks would apply to the stock traffic ? Of course. If you remember, evidence was 
taken at Wco TVaa which went to show that one station alone sent G2,000 sheep away from 'Boolcarrol 
station, ami as only 031,000 sheep were trucked at Narrabri, that is almost 10 per cent, of the total stock 
traffic, and it leaves out the sheep sent in by the selectors and all other station-holders. Some 00,000 or 
iODOO would be sent in from Mr. '.Richards’ stations alone, as you have heard from him in his evidence.
1074. T on think that the station-master was in error? The question was quite misunderstood by him. 
1 know him to be a thoroughly reliable man, who would not intentionally waver in the slightest.
1075. I think you said thai you favoured the extension of the line by way of G-urleigh Point to Moree? 
Gurleigh Point has a particularly bad crossing. I would say go as far west as you can.
1070. You would go west of the travelling stock route ? .A little to the west of it, meeting it at Millie. 
107/. Is the crossing to which you refer the crossing that the Sectional Committee examined? 1 believe 
very close to it. The present bridge is within a very few hundred yards of where Mr. Quinn had his 
bridge, which stood about twenty years, and lasted right through the 18G4 hood. TVe ourselves had a 
bridge near there afterwards.
10/S. That is about the highest point on the river bank ? The flood-marks of 1840, the greatest flood we 
ever had, were shown me by an old resident, and 1 was there at the time of the 18G4 flood. I lived in 
TVee Waa and Boolcarrol, and travelled over the district continually. In 1857 there was a very severe 
flood, and we crossed about 500 bales of wool on ropes. There were floods in 1SG4, 1870, 1873, 1878-9, 
1890, and 189.1, Mr. Quinn, during the 18(11 flood, had about 2,000 sbeep on the land to which I refer, 

' and did not lose one of them.
1079. Chairman.] On which side of the river ? On the south side. I will speak about the other side presently.
1080. Mr. Davies] If the Committee saw flood-marks on the trees 2 ft. G in. to 3 feet up very close to 
that spot there must have been some mistake? 1 do not know exactly where the Committee went. 
Straight out from the present bridge you would run into a lagoon, as I have already stated, which you 
would miss by keepiughigher up or going lower down, and after that you would not need to go through
any flooded groimd on either side of the river.
1081. I am speaking of a place about a quarter of a mile down the river, nearer to Wee Waa ? I cannot 
say w tie re. the_Committee went, as I was not with them.
1082. If the t ominittee saw the wash and debris within a foot of the highest point there, what should you 
say t 1 should not dispute it. 1 can only say, and people still living can vouch for the truth of my 
statement Mr, Quinn’s sous are still living—that what J have told you is correct.
1083. It the Committee were taken to the spot you speak of as the best place for a crossing, and told by 
the residents there that it had been flooded, ami', further, had seen the rfefim and wash for tbemvelveB 
within a few incites of the highest point, would you think of disputing the evidence? Certainly not, 
because 1 would value the Committee’s opinion as milch as my own. On the ground that I speak of— 
that is, towards T arrnlbluey, there could be no wash or debris, as there never was a flood there.
10S4. Do you recommend that the. lino should go as near Wee Waa as possible ? Not iu the least. Let the 
engineers be shown by the old residents what they consider the best crossing-place is, aud let them judge. 
1085. You would go as near the north-west as possible ? 1 would go as far west as possible, so long as I
was not likely to interfere with the Walgett connection.
1080. You would cross the river somewhere near the. place you speak of ? Yes.
1087. Andyou_would then go on to Millie? 1 would go as near to Millie as I could. Perhaps you 
noticed that a little below- Millie one bridge w-ould span three creeks.
1088. Do you not, as a practical man, think that it would cost a great deal more to take the line along the
route you suggest than to take it along the proposed route ? Certainly not. It could not cost a penny a mile 
more. These estimates making it so much more were worked out when labour waa 50 per cent, dearer. 
1 understand that what is proposed at tho present time is a line so cheap as to be almost an experiment, 
^ the estimates for the other 1 inc were made ten or twelve years ago. aud were made for more costly work! 
.1089. The estimate made about ten years ago was for over £500,000 ? So 1 have heard; as well as 
that the direct line would be £400 a mile cheaper, hut the two estimates have not been estimated or 
compiled in the same way. '
1090. Chairman] I think you are confusing the statement made to the Committee some weeks a«o by 
the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways ? I am merely speaking of what J know. J did not hear the 
Lngiiieer-in-Cluef s statement. inqi
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1091. Mr. Davies.'] Tho difference in cost between a lino going alony tho tnivclling stock rente jind the J. Moseley,
projjosed lino would be About £400 a mile, ;ind, us it is 13 miles longer than tho other, it would bo much El
more expensive to construct ? 1 ennnot see how there would ho a difference in the cost, because the ^ 
countrjr is just the same. Navvies clearing tanks for me have charged exactly tlie same in one part of' ■De‘l', lf"J3' 
the district as in another. All earthwork throughout the district is tho one rate. ,
1092. You have admitted that the country round Moree is particularly rich for agricultural aud pastoral . 
purposes? The whole district, exce])t where there are scrubs, is good, whether you take the Gurleigh 
Point route or the red” route.
1093. You favour the deviation because it would servo the settlers better than the direct route ? Yes ;
and instead of being a. losing liue, as it; is estimated that the "red” line will be, it would reeei'.o such a 
large traflic that it would be a good paying line at once. ■
1094'. The railway at the present time gets all the stock and wool from the district tit Narrabri ? Yes ; 
hut if the line were taken via Millie to Moree it would have the profits of 20 or 30 miles of additional rail 
carriage on stock and wool from the western portion of the districts.
1095. It would get all that at; the Moree end ? You must recollect; that the trafiic which is talked about 
as converging at Moree from Queensland is not in fat stock, but in store stock, which goes to Muswell- 
brook, aud would not use a railway,
1096. ilfr. Hoskins.] AVTiat about the wool—is there a great deal of wool coming from Queensland ?
I think the Sectional Committee saw that the road which turns off at Boggy Creek is as littlo used as 
any. We did not sec a dray upon it. .
1097. Mr. Daoir.s^] The Sectional Committee saw twenty-seven drays coining from Moreo loaded with 
Queensland wool? That is twenty-seven drays; but 1 do not think that they would be sullleicnt to 
make the line pay. But at Wee Waa you had evidence of 100 drays loaded wirli wool passing in one day.
1098. I am talking of what wo saw in one day—we saw wool coining in from the same direction on other 
drays? On all these matters it is far better to take the evidence of the agents. Wc (tho Heetional 
Committee and myself) did not meet a wool team between Narrabri and Boggy Creek, and I did not see 
one when returning, while there were very few (racks. That is a distance of (10 odd miles. There was 
not one fresh track along tho road.
1099. From a national standpoint, do you think it would be wise to take the shortest and most direct 
route to Moree, or would it bo prudent to go 15 miles round, in order to convenience settlement, before 
coming to Moree ? Lf Narrabri and Moree are to be connected without taking into consideration the 
settlement and nature of the country the straighter the line the better.
1100. Mr. O'Sullivan.] You are not an advocate of the G-urleigh Point route ? That is because there is 
such a bad crossing at G-urleigh Point. Four creeks come nearly on top of one another there ; but the 
engineers took no trouble to make inquiries, and surveyed right across. The water there rises very 
rapidly, and runs very swiftly.
1101. That route is 15 miles longer than the direct route ? I understand that it is about that.
1102. You prefer a route nearer Wee Waa ? A more westerly route ; but I should not take tho town of 
"Wee Waa into consideration.
1103. Yon would go within a few miles of Wee Waa ? 1 only spoke of Wee Waa because I was asked 
about a crossing-place.
1101. Would you prefer to take the crossing-place near Wee Waa? Yes.
1105. That would make the route about, 3 miles longer than the Gurleigh Point route ? I do not think 
it would.
1106. Chairman.] AYce Waa being 6)-miles further to the west than the Gurleigh Point crossing, and 
your proposed crossing being H or 2 miles to the east of Wee Waa, tho line you suggest would have to 
go at least 4 miles further west ? It may at first sight appear so, but 1 do not think that it need be 4 
miles longer.'
1107. You propose to go due north to Moree? No; that is just what 1 do not propose to do. The 
route, as surveyed, makes several curves, and iu parts, follows the travelling stock route, but instead of 
doing that I would go as direct as possible from Millie to Moree.
1108. Mr. O'Sullivan^] How' much longer do yon think your proposed line would be than tho direct 
“red” route? 1 should think less than .17 miles longer.
1109. .Looking at it from a national point of view, could not the money which tho construction of that * 
additional length would cost be more advantageously laid out in tho construction of a branch line 
from Narrabri through Boolcarrol to Collarendabri? Would you go from the terminus or from tho town
of Narrabri ?
1L10. From the town? Then you would have to run right down the river bank to get the AVeo Waa 
traffic, which yon would lose if you went straight to Boolcarrol.
1111. Which ivould be the best thing 1o do in the national interest—to construct the line you suggest, ■
and which would be 17 miles longer than the proposed line, or to construct the proposed line together 
with a branch line from Narrabri, going as far as you could towards Collarendabri ? 1 cannot see that
there need be any doubt on the subject. 'It is 30 miles to Boolcarrol, and if you constructed a branch 
line it would need a double staff of men for two lines who would only do the work of one line if taken 
more to the west.
1112. Your proposed line would not serve the Boolcarrol and Collarendabri district so well as the branch ■ 
line I speak of ? It would serve Boolcarrol as well, because it would be practically a straight line to it, 
and it would, as nearly us could be, go straight towards Collarendabri.
3113. AYould not a line running out to Boolcarrol serve Woo Waa ? Only partly so, as there is the south 
side of the river to consider. *
1114. And aline running out towards Collarendahri, via Boolcarrol, would servo the YYeeAYaa district?
It would serve the Wee Waa district to tho north of the river, but not to the south of tho river, because
the people there would have to go about 12 miles to get to a station near Boolcarrol, and then have 30 ■
miles of railway journey, or 42 miles altogether, whilp they could drive to Narrabri in 22 miles.
1115. AYliich is tho more important—the Wee Waa traffic or the Collareudabri traffic? The traffic 
between Wco AYaa and Collarendabri. The best portion of the district begins about Wee AYaa and goes* 
on to Collarendabri to the Queensland border, and into Queensland itself.
1116. Which, in your opinion, is the most important district? One acre in one part is as good as in 
another part. ■
.1117. AYbat is the volume of traffic ? That would be shown by the figures I gave you.
1118. I want you to say which is tho more important—the traffic from the AYee AYaa district ortho 
Collarendahri traffic ? It depends upon what you embrace in the AVee Waa district. The district begins 
directly you cross the river, and extends through Collarendabri to the Queensland border,

1119.
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J. Moseley, 1119. I am talking of the country likely to be served by your proposed line, and also of the country likely
to be served by a branch line from Narrabri towards Collarendabri ? i’irst of all let us take the line
crossing near Gurleigh Point. That line going to Boolcarrol will take pretty well all the traffic on the 7 Mac., 1893. jlorth Bide of t}ie rh,er

1120. I will put my question in another way;—if the lino were taken along the route you suggest it 
would cost £80,000 more than if it wore taken along the direct route ;—in view of that fact, -which would 
be the better for the State to do—to follow your route, or to follow tho proposed route and expend tho 
£80,000 so saved in making a line out towards Collareudabri ? I should have to work it out. Taking the 
cost of a branch line at £2,000 a mile, you would be able to construct 40 miles for the £80,000; but 
while a line going towards Boolcarrol would serve the country to the north of the river, it would not serve 
the country south of the river. All the traffic from the country south of tho river would go to Narrabri, 
because that would be 22 miles shorter.
1121. Which would be the best thing for the State to do ? It is a very difficult thing to say, ]. should 
imagine that it would be best to make only one line as far as Boolcarrol.
1122. If the line you propose were constructed, it would run from Narrabri West out to Wco Waa, and 
then ou to Moree, leaving the town of Narrabri out of the question altogether ; that town has interests 
for which we must have some regard, and your line would avoid it altogether? Tes; it would be taken 
from Narrabri West.
1123. Bo you think that we should be justified in injuring the town of Narrabri by taking the line out 
towards Wee Waa, when we could serve the traffic out towards Collarendabri by a branch line from 
Narrabri proper? I cannot see that Narrabri will be hurt any more than Maitland, Singleton, 
Muswellbrook, and Quirindi were hurt by extending the northern line. Whenever a railway passes 
through a town, and goes ou further, the town must feel it to a certain extent. 1 may say, however, that 
when I owmed a large amount of property in Narrabri, I advocated tlm line which I now advocate, aud 
the people of Narrabri unanimously petitioned in favour of having the terminus of the lino where it 
now is, in view of a possible extension in a north-westerly direction. Mr. Collins was one of those who 
signed aud requested me to take the petition round for signature.
1124. Mr. Humphcr;/.'] In a report furnished to the Secretary for Public Works, it is stated that half tho 
traffic on the extension from iNarrabri to Moree will come from Moree;—can you express any opinion in 
regard to that statement ? I cannot conceive it to be possible that half the traffic will come from Moree, 
because Moree is certainly not the centre of more than one-third of the district which contributes trade 
to Narrabri. No doubt a good deal could be taken to Moree in the shape of stores and goods ; but I 
cannot conceive that half of the trade will come from there. The agents, however, could give you better 
iuformatiou than I can.
1125. Mr. Heild.] You have been asked what is tho character of the country about Millio—I want to 
ask you almost tbc same question in an opposite form ;—does the “ red” line possess any advantage in its 
security from Hoods over a line running nearer to Millie ? No; certainly not.
112G. Is it a fact that the storm-water channels and creeks along the travelling stock route, and in the 
viciuity of Millie, are wider and more often Hooded than the water channels and creeks on the “red ” line ? 
They are narrower, and they are not so much flooded.
1127. Then there would not be so much engineering work in making provision for the storm-waters ou 
that line ? There would be less, and it would not be so expensive.
1128. Ton have a large knowledge of this country? Tes.
1129. The answer you have just given is the result of your personal experience extending over a long 
period? Tes.
1130. If the Committee are informed that a line via Millie would be more expensive than the direct, 
route, because extra provision would have to be made for storm-waters, that statement is inaccurate ? 
Certainly, and I would specially call the Committee’s attention to the fact that large and costly dams have 
been repeatedly washed away in all tbc crocks near where the 11 red ” line crosses.
] 131. Tou made reference to the scrub land lying between the “ red ” line and the ranges. Can you give 
the Committee any idea of the proportion it bears to the country generally? You mean, going back to 
the crests of the ranges you would not stop at the foot of the hills. In that case, I should say that 
you might safely estimate them at about one third.

' 1132. About one third of 1 he land lying between the “red ” line route and the mountains would be scrub
land, which you say cannot he cleared aud rendered useful for occupation for less than £10 an acre? 
Yes ; until you reach Nimdi Creek.
1133. Tou passed a very severe stricture upon the proposed crossing in Narrabri? Tes.
1134. What is your objection to that crossing ? I owned all the land between tho Namoi and Narrabri 
Creek, through which the “red” line passes, for twenty years, and during that time I had my fences 
washed away twenty times. I have seen all but about 200 yards of that land inundated five or six times.

. 1135. Then it would be necessary, in order to avoid the floods, to construct very expensive viaducts there?
Yes ; to take the line out of the reach of the floods.
1130. Tou have seen your fences in the immediate vicinity of the proposed crossing washed away once a 
year, on an average for twenty years ? I think I am a long way within bounds when I say that. I do 
not moan to say that there has been a flood every year, because we have had droughts, but sometimes 
they have been washed away four or five times in one year. There were floods in 1804, 1870, 1873, 1879, 
1S90, when little or no land was not under water along the “ red ” line between tbc river and the creek.
1137. Did the water remain upon the land for any length of time? From two or three days to a week 
on each occasion. The 1893 flood did not come so high, but the 1890 flood was higher, and in 1870 aud 
1873, tho waters nearly met. In 1864 there was not an aero of land uncovered by the flood waters,
1138. Besides these floods the water has risen sufficiently to destroy the fences on many other occasions? 
More than twenty times.
1139. AVhat depth of water was there at the crossing place during the floods which you have mentioned? 
Bo you mean over the banks of the creek and river?
1140. How much was it over the ordinary summer level? In summer time, the river is sometimes dry.
1141. Take the depth of the water at the bank then ? The bank of the creek and the bank of the river are 
of different levels. Over the river bank the water would be about 10 feet deep, while over the crock bank, 
it would be from 12 to 14 feet deep.
1142. What is the current in the river in times of flood? The river is not so rapid, but a great deal of 
timber comes down it. The creek is very rapid because it is more direct.
1143. Does much timber come down the creek ? Not so much, but there is some. In constructing a 
bridge over the river it would be necessary to make a special provision for timber. In 1890 there were

gangs
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gangs of men watching hotli the river bridge and the creek bridge day and night. They had to cut away J- Moseley, 
tho hand bridge, part of the creek bridge, and to protect the end of the main bridge with bags of soil.
1144. The same troubles would threaten the railway bridge? Yes, because the site is only about 300 „ t, ,oaoyards higher up the stream. - Dee., 1893.
1145. You prefer to take the line west in order to serve the existing population of producers? Quite so.
1146. ilfr. Collins!] You spoke just now of a petition which was got np at Yarrabri;—arc you aware 
that at the time it w'as prepared there was some talk of the liue going on to IValgctt ? There was some 
talk of ^its going in a northwvesterly direction, but I did not understand that it rvas determined to take 
it to "Walgett or anywhere else. Tou and I always wanted it to be taken to Collarendabri.
1147. It was for that reason that the petition was got up, and not to prevent the railway from going to 
Narrabri ? It was never intended to take the railway into Narrabri, There are one or two things which 
I think the members of the Committee have passed over, aud wdiich I should like to .make dear. I 
should like to speak first with regard to the country on the north side of the river out to Boolcarrol from 
Wee Waa, which I have several times heard spoken of as dangerous and liable to flood. I lived on the 
Gundemaine run, on Boolcarrol, and on Tulladunnafrom 1856 to 1876, and during those years I frequently, 
generally twice a week at least, had occasion to travel between Boolcarrol and Wee Waa, but I was 
never inconvenienced except by the river. Sheep were kept on that country during the whole of the time, 
and not one hoof was ever lost. A fence which was erected in 1864 was not washed down by that flood, 
and another fence which was erected in 1868, and crosses the whole of this so-called flooded country, has 
never been washed down. I have also heard a good deal about the timber in this district, and X should 
like to say that for many years I was a timber-getter and contractor myself, but I never saw one narrow
leaved ironbark in Eckford’s Scrub. You might get a few railway sleepers near to Klilaruey, but very few.
Gurley Creek and Bumble Creek have been spoken of as very easy for bridging, but 1 have seen the 
water there on. many occasions half a mile wide, and running like a mill-stream. Mr. Yickery, Mr.
Charles l.loyd, Mr. John Donald MeCansh, and Captain Smith can verify my words when I say that dams 
worth f30,000 have been washed away by those creeks. I have had the making and repairing of some 
of these dams. The Committee heard so much about the good timber on the south side of the river that 
1 do not think it is worth while referring to the matter again. But the supply there for sleepers and 
other railway purposes is inexhaustible. Nor do I think you want to hear any evidence as to the nature 
of the road between G-alathera and Millie. 1 owned Millie Station, and 1 used to ride over that road nearly 
every week, although you were told at Narrabri that it was almost impassable. Throughout upwards of 
thirty years’ constant travelling over that route I never saw it to be so.
1148.. OAatma??..] Do you know of any better crossing within a few miles of Narrabri than the proposed 
crossing? That is a matter I would rather leave to tho engineers. Of course you would not think of 
going as far back as the Broadwater. That is the only place on the Namoi that you can bridge with very 
high approaches on both sides.
1149. How far is it above Narrabri ? Ten miles. The ridges come in on both sides and you could cross 
the river well out of reach of any flood, but the bridge would be a very expensive one. There was an idea 
once of taking the line there, but it was abandoned.
1150. Is it not a fact that your services and local knowledge have been availed of by the officers engaged 
in making investigations in connection with railway proposals ? I do not think so on any occasion, and 
most assuredly not on the present. I should have advised Mr. Jamieson, who surveyed G-urieigh Point 
route, to go lower down the river, bathe had not any option. If yon ask me which is the best crossing- 
place I will tel! you, as I think it must have been apparent to the Committee. .1. speak of the present 
road crossing from the railway station into the town of Narrabri, which is higher and less liable to 
floods than the route us by the proposed “ red " line.
1151. Have you taken any levels with instruments ? I take my levels by the floods. Bevels taken with 
instruments cannot always be relied on. h’or instance, while my house at Tibbereonah by levels is higher 
by 7 feet than Cooma, the flood of 1864 did not reach Cooma, but was 5 feet iu my house, showing a 
discrepancy of 12 feet in 3 miles.
1152. A flood is affected by local disturbances ? Yes, and that is why we are often able to cross a water
course which a surveyor’s instrument would say was uncrossablc.
1153. The present road crossing from Narrabri terminus to Narrabri town is a better one than that by 
the “ red” line? Undoubtedly so.

Prancis "William Bacon, Esq., grazier, sworn, and examined :—
1154. Chairman,] "What is your occupation ? I am a grazier. F, W. Bacon,
1155. "Whereabouts is your holding ? At Dumble, Goodooga. Esq.
1156. "Where is Goodooga? About 85 miles from "Walgett N
1157. Higher up the river? No; it is on the Bokhara, a tributary of the Balloone, and is near the 7 Dec, 1893. 
Queensland border.
1158. North-west from "Walgett ? Yes.
1159. Where do you send your wool and fat stock at present? Some of the stock to Dubbo and some 
to Narrabri.
1160. Some to Dubbo, via Walgett, and which way do you send to Narrabri ? Via Collarendahri.
1161. How much do you send to Dubbo, and how much do you send to Narrabri ? Last year T sent a 
greater quantity to Narrabri and Gunned ah, because we bad a better market there owing to the opera
tions of the Aberdeen Preeziug Company.
1162. Where does most of your wool go ? We have been in the habit of sending our wool to Bourke, 
because wo have bad the river during the last two or three years, but this year the Carriers’ Union at 
Narrabri broke up, and the rates of carriage were so much lower that it was cheaper to send to Narrabri.
1163. If the Carriers’ "Union got into power again you might again send down the river ? Yes,
1164. Is this the first season that you have sent to Narrabri ? No : wo always send to Narrabri. We 
used to send to Gunnedah twelve years ago. It was better to send there until the railway got to Bourke.
The Darling river, which has been running for the last few years, has helped us.
1165. Do you put any embargo on the carriers as to tho route which they shall take ? No ; they can 
take whichever route suits them best.
1166. All you say is, " Take the wool from our station to Narrabri ?” By the most practical route.
1167. You leave that for them to decide ; you do not lay down any hard and fast rule ? No.
1168. Can you tell us what road tbev go ? Vta Collarendabri stnd Boolcarrol principally,
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1 Dec., 1893

> llfif). Was the season a wet or a dry one ? It was a good season. There was plenty of grass along the road.
1170. Are there times when that road is somewhat impracticable, owing to the wet weather? Yes.
1171. Do they then go tin JJillie ? Yes ; but if the road was impracticable about Collarendabri, it would 
also be impracticable about lloolcamd. They would not be able to cross the warrambools.
1172. Are there times when they can travel from Collarendabri to Millie when they cannot travel to Bool- 
enn'ol? i\ o; there is a high ridge all the way to Boolcarrol, which you can travel at any time and in any flood. 
117:1-4. The difficulties you would hare to contend with would bo iu and about Collarendabri P Yes.
1175. The greater part of the wool that went to IWrabri went via Collarendabri and Boolcarrol? Yes. 
117(5. You do not hnow that any of it went via Wee Waa? No; 1 do not think any of it did. Ido 
not wish, however, to speak particularly about our own clip.
1177. You have been sending your fat stock of late to Aberdeen? Yes.
1171s. You truck them at Narrabri ? Yes.
117(1. Invariably ? No ; sometimes it lias suited us to travel on to Gunnedah.
1180. Because the feed has been better? Yes ; and to save the railway espouses.
1181. If the feed is good you will net truck at Narrabri but go on to Boggabri, or even further ? Yes. _
1182. On the other hand, if feed is scarce, you truck at Narrabri ? Yes. '
1183. Which route does the stock take to Narrabri ? They go across the 60-mile track to Collarendabri, 
and then through Boolcarrol to Narrabri.
1184^ Do you know if that is the usual route for sheep to take going from Collarendabri to Narrabri ? 
That is the invariable route.
1185. If it has been asserted that a great part of the stock travelling from Narrabri to Collarendabri go 
ufo Millie, you think that is a mistake? A. large number go that way. The route taken depends upon 
ihe state of the road. If a great many sheep have already travelled over the road, and feed is scarce, 
stock coming after go the other way. Then, too, the drovers may have a reason for delaying.
1180. Do your neighbours use the same'route ns you use? Yes; the neighbours above us. The stock 
from the Teel Hirer Company’s station comes that way.
1187. Your place is near Bokhara ? Yes; Bokhara is G-oodooga.
1188. Can you tell us where the people of Angledool send their wool and slock to ? Invariably to Narrabri.
1189. By the route you have just described ? Yes ; it is 80 miles shorter to go through Collarendabri and 
Boolcarrol from Narrabri than to go through Walgett; and then it is a better road from Goodooga. We 
reckon the distance us 200 miles and 280 miles.
] 1.90. It will depend upon the Carriers’ Union and the state of tho river whether you continue to send 
your wool to Narrabri or take it to Bourke? I am speaking for myself. J live on the dividing line, aud 
it is just a question which is the cheapest way for us to send our produce. Our neighbours out towards 
Angledool mid Curriwillinghi invariably send to Narrabri.
1191. The neighbours to the north and north-east of you invariably send to Narrabri ? Yes.
1192. But you and your neighbours to the south-cast'go to tho river? Yes.
1193. You know the proposal before the Committee? Yes.
1194. I judge Irotn what you say that you favour the construction of a line to the west of the proposed 
line? Yes ; I think the line should come something like 16 miles more north-west and then branch 
east, to Moree. The proposed route is too much under the mountains, and would not intercept any of tho 
north-western traffic.
H95. The western and north-western traffic would bo intercepted about Boolcarrol ? Yes.
1196. So that it would only travel 15 or 20 miles along tho railway ? Yes.
1197. Do you think the country north of Moree should he handicapped with 15 or 16 miles of additional 
railway carriage in order that the traffic to the north-west might be served? Yes ; because the country 
to the north-west is five or six times as large, and very rich, fattening country. A very large proportion 
of the Queensland wool comes down tho Moonie, past Mogul, to Collarendabri. The Australian Pastoral 
Company have 1,000,000 sheep upon a station lying between St. George and the border, and alt that wool 
comes into Collarendabri.
1198. Is it not a fact that a large part of that traffic comes in through Millie ? It all depends upon which 
ihe carriers think the best route. ’
1109. If they got to Millie, and were within 12 miles of the proposed line, would they not be served 
by it? If they got to Millie they would not go io the proposed lino to discharge their wool—-thoy would 
go on to Narrabri, in order to get the back loading.
1200. Mr. Jiawstot)They would not go at a right angle to get to the line? No ; because by so doing 
they wmuld not get any back loading.
1201. Chairman-.] Has the wool irade into this Colony been affected by the duties lately imposed by tho 
Queensland Government ? Only to a slight extent. I understand that the Australian Pastoral Company 
paid ilic duty (£2 10s.) because the carriers offered such exceptionally good terms.
1202. Do you know anything of the country to the north, north-east, and north-west of Moree ? Yes.
1203. Tea assert that the country to the west of the proposed line is larger in area and more productive 
than the country to the north of Moree ? Tn area it is ten or twenty times as large. About 30 or 40 
miles fiotn Moree you got into mountainous country. That country is not fattening.
1204. How long is it since you were at Moree ? Two or three years. I have often been there.
1205. How long is it since you have been north of Moree? 1 have been towards Talinar.
1206. Have you been to Goondiwindi ? Yes. The country there is not good, fattening country.
1207. Have you been to Kunopia? No; bat that is not good country. There is only a cattle station there,
1208. You have frequently been to Mungindi ? I have been there. That is inferior country.
1209. Is it a fact that produce from there goes via Moree to Narrabri ? 1 believe so, but the trade is
inconsiderable. The country is sandy and scrubby, like that between Narrabri and Burradcen, with only 
a few scrub cattle and "wild dogs on it.
1210. It is similar to that on the southern bank of the Namoi, about Pilliga ? lres ; the good country 
lies west of Moonie. The Australian Pastoral Company own a largo extent of country there, which they 
hare stocked with sheep, but it is not sheep countrv, properly so called.
1211. Is not the number of sheep that a country will carry a pretty good criterion as to its value ? There 
is no better criterion.
1212. You think it is quite right that ihe people of Moree and of the district west of it should have to 
bear the expense of 15 miles of additional carriage so that the western country may bi? better served ? Yes.

1213.
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1213. Do you think-that if i'he line were carried in tiio direction you Buggost it would hocvo tlic trudo of T. W. Bacon, 
tho northern and western districts, or would those districts require more railways in the near future ? I *-s(l‘ 
think that in future the line would have to he extended to some point ou the Barwon—sav, Collarendabri
or Mogil. 7 Dec., 1803.
1214. Supposing the difference between the cost of the proposed hue and a line such as you would 
suggest would pay for 25 miles or 30 miles of lino out towards Collarendabri, via Boolcarrol,' would not ' 
it suit the western country better than the proposed line? Of course, you might ask me if a line
50 miles further would not suit us better. So it would ; but we are thankful for small mercies, and 10 
or 15 miles is an advantage. We prefer the bird in hand to the bird in the bush.
1215. If the route you suggest were followed you-would only gain the advantage of 15 miles of railway 
carriage, whereas a branch line would give you 25 miles of railway carriage ? \res.

-j 0Uj;Sa^ a ^Qe *° se^V0 country sliould go out in the direction of Collarendabri along the 
high ridge from Boolcarrol? \cs; but I would not make any suggestion as to a river-crossing.
1217. Ton leave that to the engineers ? Tes. I should say the best place is somewhere about Narrabri.
Wo could then go 14 or 15 miles down the river and branch out.
1218. Supposing it was thought desirable to have a branch at Collarendabri, would, it not be better to- 
take that branch off irom the main line at a point about 5 miles from ICarmbri? Then the western 
people would be handicapped by having to go round on the Moree line.
I™-** object to 5 miles unnecessary railway carriage yourself, while you think the people of Moree 
should have 15 miles unnecessary railway carriage to pay for? I am thinking of the greatest good to 
the greatest number, .die district which a lino such as I suggest would tap is the richest and the largest 
fattening district in the Colony.

TUESDAY, 12 DECEMBER, 1803.

JACOB GAREAKD, Esq, 
The Hon. "Wilt.iam Hesut Suitor,
The Hon. James Hosiaxs.
The lion. T'hedeuiok Thomas Humphera- 
The Hon. Joitx Davies, C.M.Gr.
The Hon. WiIr.-TAM Joseph TurcKF.Tr.

Henry Dawson, Esq.

(Chairman).
William Chandos Wall, Esq. 
William MoCourt, Esq. "
John Cash Neilb. Bsq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Erancis William Bacon, Esq., grazier, Goodooga, sworn, and further examined :—
1220. Mr. O'Sullivan.'} I understand from your evidence that you are in favour of this line beiim taken
as far west as possible ? Yes. " °
1221. Tou ore aware that to carry it by any route towards YYoe Waa would considerably add to its cost ? 
That is because tho line would be longer.
1222. It is estimated that it would cost at least £80,000 more to take the line that wav; a liue via 
Gurleigh Point would be 15 miles longer than a direct line, while a line bv way of Wee Waa would be 
about 20 miles longer ? Would the .15 or 20 addilional miles cost £80,000”?
1223. It is calculated that 20 additional miles will add about £30,000 to the cost of the railway ? A lino 
out west would not cost more per mile than the direct route.
1224. We aro told that such a lino -would cost £300 a mile more because the country is more difficult?
I do not think it would cost as much. The proposed line would go through a lot of very thick oak 
scrub—belar scrub. There are several patches of very thick belar scrub, and the cleai-iim and earihworks 
through that scrub would be expensive. * °
122o. You aro a practical grazier and stock aud station agent ? Fifteen vears ago I was a stock and 
station agent at Gunnedah, and also a carrying agent. '
^-,*■26- Would it be more advantageous to the State and to the district to spend £80,000 in constructum a 
line from some point near Narrabri out towards Collarendabri than to spend it upon the Wee Waa 
route? £80,000 would probably pay for 30 or 40 miles of line, but you would hare to bridge the 
river twice unless you started from tho 5-mile peg, as the Chairman has suggested. In my opinion two- 
thirds of the traffic to Narrabri comes from the western district and Queensland, and one-third from Moree.
1227. Supposing you branch off from the proposed line to somewhere north of Narrabri ? Then there 
would be 5 miles of extra haulage.
1228. Rive miles of extra haulage for the western people; but if your proposal were adopted there would
be from 15 to 20 miles extra haulage for the northern people ? Comparative!v little trade would n-o to 
Moree proper. ‘ °
1229. Butting aside these 5 miles additional haulage, would it not be more advantageous for the State, to
run a branch line out from the 5-miie peg on the direct route towards Collarendabri than to follow the 
Wee Waa route? It certainly would be better to be 40 miles nearer Collarendabri than to be only 15 
or 20, if tho lino could be taken there for the same monev. J
1230. If you were asked to choose between a direct line'to Moree, with a branch to Collarendabri, and
the circular route through "Wee Van, which would you choose? I should certainly choose your proposal, 
if it would not he throwing up the substance in the endeavour to grasp the shadow. I regard the pro
posed route as bad in many ways. It runs right under the Nandowar Ranges, where there is no netile- 
ment, and where there is not likely to be any. No traffic will come to it at anv intermediate point until 
you reach Millio, a distance of 45 or 50 miles, because the stock route runs almost parallel to tho line 
and the carriers will, prefer to go to Narrabri, the terminal station, so that they may get back-loading 
Then, too, the creeks near their heads rush down very rapidly, and would, I think, occasion a <>ood many 
washawnys. . o j
I2;*1: Mr- Davies.'] How many miles are you from the Narrabri station ? About 200 miles- via Coliaren- 
dnhri; but in spite of the fact that the freight on wool is 7s, a ton more from Narrabri to Svdney than

* it

F. W. Bacon

12 Dec,, 1893.
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F. W. Bacon, ft ft from Bourke to Sydney, it pays ns better to send to Narrabri, because the carriage^ by road is less 
at present. The rate from Narrabri to Sydney is £4 7s, a ton for a distance of 350 miles, while from
B°urkc>ad’staiice500iniJe5’it:^ato:[1, „ T. ,„. , , ,,

uec., ibja. ^232. How many miles would you be from the nearest point ou the proposed line ? I do not think we should 
strike it at any point nearer than Narrabri. We might save 10 or 15 miles by coming in at Millie: but 
Millie is too high up. The carriers would not go from Collarendabri to Millie except for some 
exceptional reason, such as the better character of the feed. As a rule they go straight to Narrabri.
1233. Tou are 190 miles from Millie ? Yes.
1234. A distance of 10 miles would not count with you ? No ; the carriers would not go that way.
1235. At present all your wool and fat sheep go to Narrabri ? Nearly all. Occasionally we send to
Bubbo, and we have even sent sheep to Bourke, to be boiled down. _ _
1236. If the proposed line were constructed, you would still send to Ivarrabri ? Tes ; the proposed lino 
would be of no service to us or to the people of the western districts. It would be bet ter if it went along 
the stock route. If the line crossed the river at Narrabri, and then went 8 or 10 miles further west, it
would be of more service to us. . „
1237. If the line were taken along the travelling stock route, how far would it be from your station f 1
suppose that would bring it 10 or 15 miles nearer. ,
123S. That would be of no advantage to you? Not very mueb,
1239. Tou would continue to send to Narrabri even if tbeline were taken along tbc stock route ? I think 
so. The carriers would go to the terminal station for the same price, because, even if they unloaded the 
wool at a side station, they would have to go on to the terminal station to get back-loading. ^
1240. So that neither the direct route nor the travelling stock route would.be of any service to you?
Practically none. In either case the line would, be 175 or 180 miles away from us. _
1241. The only line that would be of service to you would be an altogether independent line, leading away 
towards Mungundi ? An alternative line running 15 or 20 miles towards AVee AYaa would be of service 
to us, as the extension of a line which would ultimately go to Collarendabri. .
1242. AYbat would you regard as a reasonable railway service for a station such as yours ? A reasonable
distance to bo from the railway ? „ ...
1243. Tes ? If we were within SO or 100 miles of a railway we should consider that we were fairly

11 off
1244. Tou would send your wool aud fat stock to a station within 80 or 100 miles of you ? Tes,
lllS^Hmv far j0 vou think the proposed line is from the mountains at the nearest point ? The mountains 
are not shown on the map before the Committee; but I know that at KiHarney they are very close. _ 
1240. How near are they ? I should think that at Killarney they must be within 4 or 5 miles of the line. 
1247. AVould you be surprised to learn that they arc only within 15 or 20 miles of the line ? I certainly
124S^Tou stated that there was not likely to be any settlement along the line to the cast? No ; the line 

goes through lar»o estates there, and the best part of the land has been purchased. . _ r
1249. Is not a great part of the laud included in the conditional leaseholds which will fall in next year ?

' That land is no good. The best land was purchased before the 1884 Act was passed. ■
1250. Very nearly every person examined by the Section?! Committee stated that he would take up that 
land immediately "it was available. These were men who already held land in the district—selectors ?' 1 
know that there cannot be any great quantity of leasehold land there. On Gurley and Edgeroi there 
is a good deal of freehold land : on Gurley there are over 100,000 acres of freehold land. There is a
good deal of scrubland. , „
l^Sl. Tou have no idea as to the area of land that will be available next year when the leaseholds tall 
in? No; I have not gone into the matter, but I know from tho amount of settlement that has taken 
place in the past that there cannot, be a largo area of good land available. Of course the construction of tbc 
railway would cause people to take up land which under other circumstances they would not look at.
1252. 'Then the construction of the railway will be the means of creating settlement? Tes; people
will take up even inferior land when there is a railway. _ _
1253. Do you regard the land through which this line would pass as inferior ? Tes.
1254 Is it not as good as any that can be found in the district ? The line passes through a great deal of 
freehold land—land which is'not the property of the State—that is good, and will increase the value of 
the four or five large estates which it traverses.
1255. According to the Land Office map, the line will serve a large quantity of land which is not now 

• occupied ? It will go through Eckford’s forest, but that is not good land. It is heavily timbered, and is
comprised in a forest reserve. , . „ , , ,
1256. Is not Eckford’s land well watered? No, except for the Links and dams whnfh be has made.
is a dry country there.
1257. But the land is very good ? Eckford’s freehold laud is very good.
1258. But does he not lease some good land? No ; the good land was secured years and years ago.
1259. Tou arc of opinion that, the land through which the line passes is not of much value? No ;
mv opinion is confirmed by a reference to tjje Lands Office map before the Committee. _
1260. If the line were taken more to the west, as you suggest, would it not still pass through alienated 
countrv ? Not to so great an extent, because the settlement there is of a later date. _
1261. Do you know that country ? Tes ; it is open plain country—Boolcarrol is splendid country. There 
is'not a better run in Australia than that. I do not, however, think that there is any great point about

* that, because not very mueb land would be available.
1262 Do you think that the Crown land available for settlement would be largely increased in value by 
the "construction of a line either along the direct route or along tho route suggested by you? 
Undoubtedly it would. I would rather pay Is. an acre for land nearer a railway than 2d. an acre for 
land where I live. It cost us. if wo send through Bourke, £9 a ton for our wool, and if we could get it 
down for £4 a ton, that would make a saving of £1,000 on a clip of 200 tons, which would pay a greatly
increased rent. j n ^
1263. "What ih the present value of the land through which the railway passes, and what would its 
value be if the railway were constructed? I do not think there would he very much difference in the

value
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value of Crown land. Tlie only block of Crown land available is Eckford’s reserve, which is within a,E. W. Bacon, 
reasonable distance of Narrabri now. Of course the construction of the line would add to its value; ®S<J’
but X cannot say that it would make very much difference to it. The qualify of the land being inferior, 
there would have to bo a railway constructed before the people would take it up. The only reason that ec'' *
it has been left so long is that it is no good. Every bit of good land has been already taken up.
12U3i. The other clay wo saw lots of good land that will be available? 1 am very much astonished to 
hear it. ■
12G4. If the railway wore taken more in a north-westerly direction, would it increase the value of the 
land through which it passed ? Its construction would certainly justify the Government in charging 
higher rents.
12(55. I gather from your evidence, that you are entirely opposed to tho direct route ? Entirely.
12C6. Notwithstanding, that it can he constructed as cheaply as £2,500 a mile, you think it would not 
be prudent to make it? I think a line can be made just as cheaply, and indeed, more cheaply by keeping 
further to the west. In my opinion, the cost of clearing the scrub and making earthworks will bo much 
greater on the proposed line. The Dcniiiquin-Moama railway only cost £2,500 or £2,GOO a mile, and has 
been running seventeen or eighteen years. That line has paid good dividends, though there is not nearly 
so much traffic there as there would be on the proposed line. There they carry about 30,000 bales of 
wool a year, and this year 70,000 bales of wool have already been sent from Narrabri.
1267. Is not the country better for the construction of a railway ? It is better than the country on tho 
proposed route, but not better'tlnm the country on the slock route. The Ecniliquin country is a dead 
level, while this is rolling downs country ; but 1 do not think there is much difference.
12GS. The Eenilinuin country is not so rotten as this ? I do not know : I have been often bogged in tho 
plains there.
1260. Could you make an ordinary macadamised road half a chain wide through this country for £2,400?
1 am not sufficiently up in road-making to be able to say.
1270. Mr. Hoskins.] Is it your opinion that the land traversed by the proposed line is not equal in
quality to the land further to the west ? Decidedly. *
1271. A witness has been examined before the Committee who lived in the district forty years, and who 
stated that„flie land on the proposed route is similar to that further west ? I am sure that it is not.
Tou have only to look at the map to see bow little Crown land is left on the western route. The only 
patch of Crown land is timbered land.
1272. Your only criterion of the value of land is the extent to which it has been alienated? That is a 
very good criterion. That land was taken up in the free selecting days, when the whole of the runs were 
thrown open. I admit that the freehold land on the piroposed route is similar in quality to that further 
west; we have only to look at the map to see that the bulk of the land on the proposed route has 
boon sold.
1273. You said, in reply to Mr. O'Sullivan, that no settlement bad taken place on the sides of the 
Nandewar range, and that none was likely to lake place there ? Not very much settlement has taken 
place in the past, because tbc leaseholders bought the best hind years ago, that is, the laud near the roads 
and the creek frontages. fVTieat-growing has never been taken np to any extent out there, and the 
people who have gone iu for sheep-farming have naturally taken the best countrv, that is, the plain land 
with the richest grass. They will not take up scrub-land.
1274. Do you not think that if tlie proposed line was made, the land on the slopes of the Nandewar
range would be taken up ? 1 think that it would be taken up in course of time, as land got scarce. It is
inferior land.
1275. In what way? It is stony, rocky, and barren. Of course, there are patches of very rich land 
where the debris has been washed down from tho hills.
1270, That land has not been taken np ? 1 cannot say that altogether. It does not look by the map as 
if ihero was very much land available. In my opinion the patches marked Crown lands aro scrub. 1 
know that there is a great deal of scrub at Eycaunah.
1277. If laud in the vicinity of a railway were scrubby would that prevent people from using if? No ; 
people will take up any land near a railway. Scrub land on the Murray, which people would not look 
at twenty years ago, is now eagerly taken up. A railway will cause inferior land, which otherwise would 
not be taken up, to be used,
1278. As a great deal of land to the west of the proposed line has been purchased and forms part of 
largo estaies, does it not appear to you that the land which has been left in the vicinity of the line, even 
though it is scrubby land, may bo taken up ? Yes ; and I think it would be if a railway were constructed.
1279. Mr. Neild.'] With reference to the land lying ehsfc of the proposed route, have you any knowledge
of it? I could not say yes or no to that question. 1 have been through those runs but J have not seen ■ 
the proposed line marked out on the ground.
3280. 3s there much scrub land in that locality, within 20 miles of the range, ou the westerly side of 
it? There are patches of scrub land at intervals. I know that there is a good deal of scrub on 
Dobikin. '■
1281. That land has been described by a preceding witness as constituting a third of the whole area 
lying between the proposed line and the range ;—do you think it is as much as that? I think so.
1282. "Would it be expensive to clear such land ? Yes; because most of it is heavily covered with belar.
1283. At that rate the laud to the east of tho liue would not be as valuable as land to tho west of it, *
where there is less scrub ? No.
3284. 3t would not be so productive at the same expenditure ? No.
3285. Would it pay to clear it for pastoral purposes ? I do not think it would. It might pay to ring- 
bark it if one bad a long lease. Belar dies very quickly, and grows on good land.
1286. Have you a knowledge of the effect of rainfall upon the country which the railway will serve?
Yes.
3287-8. In your opinion would it he necessary to make more ample provision for storm waters along the 
travelling stock route or the Gurleigh Point route than along the direct route ? J think there would 
be most risk of washaways on the direct route, because, near to the range, the water would come down 
with a greater rush.
1289. You think .that railway works on the direct route would run the greatest risk of destruction ?
Yes. T have seen the same thing at Gunnedah,—the line from Gunnedah to lire cm, runs along under the 
range, and it has been washed away sevorfil times. 1290.
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F. W. Bacon, 1200. On the plains the water is not so rapid ? No ; it spreads out more.
^Sfl- 1291. Is there anything that would lead you to suppose that the cost of construction would bo more per 

\ mile on the western route tliau on tlie direct route ? Certainly non. I think tho western route would 
12 Dec., 189 : bc a shade cheaper than the other route.

1292. If it has been stated that the western route would cost £300 or £101) a mile more than the other 
route, that evidence is against your knowdedge and experience of tho country? Certainly.
1293. .Are you aware that, it is proposed to put only 3 inches of ballast under the sleepers ? No,
1294. You know the size to which railway ballast is usually broken—2$ to 3 inches, is it not ? Yes.
1295. So there would be the depth of one stone under the sleepers ? fcs.
1291). Do you think that that would bo sufficient on the black soil ? No, I do not.
1297. Of course, ihe soil will be banked up more or less, but you still think that more than 3 inches of 
ballast will be required to prevent the sleepers from subsiding? J do.
1298. Would the water be likely to undermine tho embankments, and cause them to liquify, so to speak? 
No; I do not think so. That black soil is very tough stuff.
1299. It is not likely to dissolve ? I do not think so, '
1399. You are aware that aceidenls have happened on our railways through the action of water on soils of 
a pipeclay charai-ler ? Yes.
1301. But you do not think there is mueb risk with black soil ? I do not.
1302. Bo you know anything of the proposed new crossing at Narrabri ? No, I do not, I know where 
the bridges are.
1303. You could not say if the proposed site was liable to be greatly flooded? No; that is a matter! 
cannot speak about.
1304. You are in favour of aline to tbc west, because it would servo a large existing settlement, and
would probably serve a larger future settlement than the direct line ? Yes ; J should like to emphasise 
the point that such a line would also serve the great Queensland trade. I mentioned the other day that 
the Australian Pastoral Company owned 1,000,000 sheep. The Queensland Government are making 
tremendous eflbrts to get that trade, and have put a tax of £2 10s. upon all wool exported into New 
8outli Wales, and the company are, therefore, going to erect sheds on our side of the Border, and shear 
their sheep there. %
1305. A duty is not imposed on wool on the sheep’s back ? No. Their other sheep will bo sheared in 
Queensland, but the wool will be sent into New South Wales in order to take advantage of the cheaper 
carriage and the better market.
1306. Goes that company sell any of its wool in the colonies ? No ; hut I believe that they contemplate 
doing so.
1307. 1 suppose there would he a'better market in Sydney than in Brisbane? There is no market in 
Brisbane.
1308. Tlie whole of the wool sold in tho colonies for foreign shipment is sold in Sydney or in Melbourne ?
Yes. ■
1309. 3fr. Hoskins.] And in Adelaide ? Yes.
1310. Mr. Neild.'j But that is not much? No; only South Australian wool is sold there. Queensland 
wool goes to Sydney or to Melbourne.
1311. At one time wool was sold in Newcastle ? Yes; it was tried for a season or two, but buyers would 
not attend.
1312. The suppl}'was not large enough ? No.
1313. The foreign buyers coming here find it necessary to centre their operations as much as possible ? Yes.
1314. ]s there any prospect of a market being opened in Brisbane for wool for foreign shipment? There 
is no doubt that there will be ultimately.
1315. But you do not think there is likely to be a market there for sometime to eume ? No.
1316. The time is not sufficiently near to be worth taking into consideration in connection with the 
proposal before us ? Ido not think it is; but what I wish to draw attention to is the fact that tho 
company to which 1 have referred pay the duty in order to send the wool to New South Wales, and take 
advantage of the cheaper carriage.
1317. Has any of the Australian Pastoral Company’s wool gone to Melbourne ? They have not sold any
of their wool either in Melbourne or in Sydney. It lias all been shipped home. .
1318. From Sydney, or from Nowcastle ? Probably frbm Newcastle as it went to London ; but I cannot 
say positively. Then, again, a great many of the people in the northern districts get their supplies from 
Maitland.
1319. From the Maitland houses ? Yes. t
1320. How far would that trade extend ? Right up to St, George. When I was a currying agent in 
Gunnedah wc frequently sent up large quantities of supplies to Fisher’s station and to Munro’s station ; 
in fact, right up to Boomba, which surrounds the town of St. George.
1321. Was that trade carried on prior to the extension of the Queensland line, or after it? Not entirely. 
The Australian Pastoral Company have during the last few years got the bulk of their supplies via 
Narrabri.
1322. If the line were taken westward from Narrabri to Moree, would the extra length of, say, 15 miles, 
prejudicially affect that trade ? Oh. no. No doubt the Queensland Commissioners will make another

’ effort next year to secure it. That trade, however, docs not come to Moree.
1323. Where does it come to—to Millie ? Mainly through Boolcarrol, and in some cases through Millie. 
It mostly comes down the river to Mogul.
1324. And the further the line is taken west, ihe more the trade wilt be con veil icnced ? Yea.
1325. Moree is not a factor at all then ? No ; it is quite out of it.
1326. You would prefer the Gurleigh Point route to the travelling stock route ? Yes.
1327. You would cross the Namoi as far west from Narrabri as possible; that is, within due limits ?
That is a matter for the engineers to decide. ’
1328. But for the convenience of the trade of the district, you would like to cross the Namoi as far west 
of Narrabri as possible? Jt would not matter ; wherever the most suitable place was,

. 1329. But, still you want the line to run fairly west from Narrabri for some distance ? Ifes.
1339. As a matter of fact, you are loss interested in Moree as a railway centre than you are in a line of
railway running west of Narrabri? Yes ; Moree would be of no use to that part of the country at all ;
it would be no use to any of the country lying west of Mungindi. ‘ 1331,
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1331. Your iutcrefit in the railway practically ceases within a few miles of Narrabri; you want the line to S'- W. Bacon
go as far as possible to the west—the further to the west, within about 40 miles, the better? Yes.
1332. If a lino were taken to Walgett it would suit you better than a line from Moree? Yes. i
1333. You advocate a westerly extension from Narrabri, rather than a northerly one ? Yes. 12 Dec''1892
1334. Mr. Wall.] T presume you regard the proposed lino as a permanent one ? Yes.
1335. On what part of the Bokhara is your station situated ? lust where the Birrie joins it very near fo
the border. ‘
133G. Bow far is your station from Walgett? I’rom 70 to 80 miles.
1337, You are 50 or GO miles from Brewarrina? Seventy-tive miles from Brewarrina.
1338, How far is your station above Tallywalka ? Borty-fivo miles.
1330. What distance is it from Moree? One hundred and eighty or 190 miles. It is very nearly as far 
from Moree as from Narrabri,
1340. Since you are 75 miles from Walgett you would he 100 miles nearer that town than yon would he 
from the proposed line, even if a deviation of 15 miles were made ? ?es,
134L. Jn that case au extension of the line, to Walgett would serve you better than a deviation on the 
proposed line? "Ies, it would serve that particular part of the country better; but 1 am speaking 
very little in my own individual interest, Our station is right on the border, and this line would .not he 
sufficiently near us to be of any great service.
1342. Do you regard the overitow of tho Balloone as a very superior pastoral country? Yes; some of
the best land in tho country is there. ‘
1343. That country would ]iot be served by the proposed railway if the line -wore taken to Walgett?
No ; that is, the country within 30 or 40 miles of us.
1344. If a line were taken from Coonamble to Walgett, or from Bourke to Brewarrina, it would serve 
you better than the proposed liiie ? Yes; but it would not serve the country round Collarendabri and 
Mogul.
1345. And Angledool ? Yes. .
134G. But that country would be better served by a line to Walgett than by a line to Moree? Yes; 
that is, the country on the west of Collarendabri.
1347. You are under tho impression that a branch line would serve the district better than a deviation of 
the proposed line ? Tes; because I anticipate that £80.000 would pay for the construction of 30 or 
40 miles of railway, which would suit us better than only 15 miles.
13^8. But the working expenses of the proposed line are estimated at £7,000 per annum, and a branch 
line would mean increased working expenses ? Yes.
1349. Afy. DrtiCMm.] You consider that if the line were taken via G-urleigh Point, or out towards Wee
Waa, it would form part of the main line to Walgett? Yes; but that is a point I have not brought 
forward at all. Such a line would servo the country between Walgett and Wee Waa, and would be so 
much of the Collarendabri line made. ’ '
1350. What traflic in wool and fat stock would there he on the westerly route as compared with the 
trail i c on the proposed route? I think that two-thirds of tho traffic comes from the west and north-west 
as against one-third from Moree. The country served by Moreo is comparatively small.
1351. Chairman.'] YVhat proportion of the traffic from the west and north-west would use any part of tlie 
line from Narrabri to Moree? I do not think that it would go to the proposed line, which would be miles 
out of its way.
1352. Mr. liawson.] What area of country, and what quantity of stock in the Walgett district would bo
benefited by a lino going in a north-westerly direction from Narrabri ? I sliould say there were 
2,200,000 sheep in that district, and 1,500.000 would use tho line, though, of course, if the rivers were in 
flood, and the steamers could come uj) to Walgett and Collarendabri, as they have done, the wool would 
go that way, but tho rivers cannot be depended upon. '
1353. Then a little over two-thirds of the sheep in the northern district would come to the proposed 
line ? Yes.
1354. Mr. Collins,]' Is there much settlement between YYeo Waa and Walgett on the south side of 
the river ? A considerable lot.
1355. AYbat sort of country is that? There is a great deal of inferior country from Wco AYaa to Pilliga.
135G. Is there much settlement there ? Not a great deal. The country there is mostly forest country. " 
1307. Then a, lino from Pilliga to AYee AYaa would not assist settlement much ? No. There is a great 
deal of inferior hand there which was abandoned because of tbc heavy rentals, but wdiich would be taken 
up again if the line were constructed. ”
1358. If land were not taken up, there would be no settlement for a railway to servo ? There is not a great 
deal of what you might call small settlement, but all the leasehold areas round AYalgett have been taken 
np within the last two or three vears.
13;>9. Do you know that the resumed areas on all the runs between AYee AYaa and Pilliga have been 
thrown up ? I should not be surprised to hear that the leaseholds had been thrown up.
13G0, Consequently they would not assist the line very much if it went to AYee AYaa ? That is only a 
matter of ^ 20 or 30 miles ; hut il this inferior land were offered at 4s. or 5s. a square mile, it would be 
taken up in improvement leases.
13GL, It would have to be taken up in large areas ? ATes ; areas of 2,500 acres.
13G2. If it were cut up into 10,000-acre blocks, there woghl not be much settlement ? I think there 
would be. That country would grow wool if it were ringbarked and cleared.
1363. AYould there be fifty 10,000-ucrc blocks between Pilliga and AYee AYaa? Yes: there are more 
than 500,000 acres there.
1304. At present there is no settlement of any account between Pilliga and AVee Waa? No; because 
the country is inferior.
-1-3Go. Are you aware that stations like Goangra send their wool to AYalgett when the river is 
up? I never heard of the Goangra people sending their wool to AYalgett, but I have no doubt thev 
would do so. “
136G. If the rivers were navigable they would ;—if you lived there where would you send your wool ? I 
would send it by whichever was the cheapest route.
13G7. If tho wool from Goangra and Eureka went by the river, there would not be much to send on the 
line from W ee AYaa to Pilliga ? But Eureka is altogether out of the question ; you should take stations 
like Yarraldool. 13G8
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T. W. Bacon, 13GS. Thai is on Ihe north side of the river ? Tes. The wool would go by the river.
k®?- 1369. Do you know the country up towards Boolcarrol ? Yes. __

1370. Have you ever been there when the rher was iu fresh, or when there was a flood ? j have seen a
12I,CC.*1893-pretty fair flood. _ '

1371. ’Which would be the best place for the railway to cross ? I could not give you an opinion on that 
subject, because 1 never looked at the place with the idea of finding out.
1372. Was there a very high flood when you were there? Just au ordinary fresh. The banks there are
very high. . _
1373. Would the country between Boolcarrol and AVee AYaa be flooded ? 1 never saw it flooded, but it 
looked as if it might be. The whole of tlie Namoi country is flooded occasionally.
1374. All the country within a certain distance of the river would be likely to be flooded ? Yes.
1375. It would be difficult to construct a railway through that country? Yes; but there is not much 
flooded country above AVee AVaa; the river breaks out down below. It is all high red ground.
1376. You said there was a large quantity of belar scrub on this route ? Yes.
1377. Do you know that from your own observation ? Yes; 1 have been at Edgeroi, and at Eckford's 
place, and also at Dobikin, buying sheep.
1378. Have you been all along the surveyed route? No ; I do not know where it is.
1379. You do not know whether il goes through scrub or not ? No ; not having seen the route marked 
out; but from the way the scrub runs out in the range it must cut through it.
1380. Do you know through how much scrub land the line runs ? No ; J could not say what the area is.
1381. Mr, Humphery,] I did not quite gather from your evidence about the traffic of the railway whether 
you intended the Committee to understand that the proposed route would earn about one-third of what 
would be earned, supposing the railway were taken towards Millie by the Gurleigh Point route—is that 
your meaning ? Yes.
1382. In other words, if the railway were taken along the Gurleigh Point route, the earnings would be 
three times what they would be along the proposed route ? Yes; but if the proposed route were con
structed, the remaining two-thirds would still go to Narrabri.
13S3. AVhy do you think that? Because I know that the carriers would not care to go out of their way 
to get to the line. They would just as soon go on tn Narrabri, although it might be 10 or 12 miles further, 
in order to got back loading.
1381. There would be very little traflic between Narrabri and Moree? Very little. The first of any 
account would come in at Millie.
1385. The bulk of the trafiic would come in at Moree ? One third of the traffic would come from Moree ; 
but the bulk of it, two-thirds, would go to Narrabri.
1386. You said that much of the land along the proposed route was good land, but that it was in the
hands of private owners ? AYs ; there can be no doubt about that, if the map is correct. The lino will go 
principally through four large estates. '
1387. But the produce of those estates would go to the line? AYs ; of course.
1388. AVould not the produce of 50 miles of country be of any importance ? It would come to the line, 
in any case ; but it would not be enough to make the railway pay.
1389. AVould not the earnings of those stations be appreciable ? Their produce would amount to a few
hundred tons in a year. -
1390. But it w-ould be nothing in proportion to the traffic on the other route? No.
1391. Mr. Collins.] It would not be possible to construct a cheap line over the 15 or 20 miles of country 
from Boolcarrol to Collarendabri, because of the floods ? There would have to bo more bridges.
.1392. Mr. JValL] If the line were taken along the proposed route, would it briug in more trade than 
now comes to the Narrabri station. AVould the whole of the trade between Narrabri and Moree come 
to Narrabri? Yes ; every bit of it.
1393. Therefore the construction of the proposed line would not bring about an increase of traffic, cscept 
in the country between Moree and the Queensland border? No; when the lines gets to Moree, it is 
quite possible that a few of the stations beyond Goondiwindi, which now trade with Brisbane and the 
Darling Downs, may send into New South AYales.
1394. AVYuld the trade be extensive? Not very. There are only two or three good stations there, such 
as Callandoon and AVelltown.
1395. There is no extensive trade to be attracted to this line beyond the trade from the district between 
Moree and the Queensland border? That is so, because tlie coimtry lying north of the McIntyre is 
inferior sand3- scrub country ; it is not sheep country, aud never will be. The trade from the south of 
the McIntyre has always come into Narrabri, Yon may get the trade of a few stations ahouti Goondi
windi.

Erederick Poate, Esq., District Surveyor, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined :—
F. Poate, 1396, Chairman.'] You are district surveyor in charge of the Tamworth district ? Yes.

Estj. 1397. Tamworth is about 60 miles east-south-east of Narrabri ? Jt is nearly 100 miles from Narrabri in 
the direction you say,

12 Dec., 1863. 1398. How far does your district extend west or north-west ? About 75 miles due west of Narrabri.
1399. That is your western boundary ? Bart of the western boundary.
1400. How far north of that do you go ;—is Bingara in your district ? No : it is not.
1401. How far is it north of your northern boundary ? About 30 miles. M}r line follows the Nandewar 
ranges northerly, and the boundary of the county of Jamieson.
1402. Crossing the proposed railway line, about 40 miles from Narrabri, north? About Gurley station. 
It follows tbe Thalaba Creek down to the north and south lino to which I have already referred,
1403. Then comparatively little of your district is shown on the Land Office map ? AYry little.
1404. The greater part of your district being to the south and south-east of Narrabri ? Yes.
1405. How long have you been in charge of that district ? Bour-and-a-half years ; but prior to that I 
was there for three years,
1406. So that you have an intimate knowledge of it ? Yes.
1407. Have you a knowledge of the country north of 3rour own district ? I know that country to the 
north-west, in the direction 6f Angledool, Brewarrina, and Bourke.

1408.
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140S. Mr. Davies.-] What quantity of land available for eottlement in your district would be served by r. Poato, 
tho proposed railway ? Do you mean at the present time? ’C1‘
1408 J. I mean the land, available now, and the land that will be available when the leaseholds fallin at the . ..
end of the leases ? Not a great deal. 1 should think there would be from 80,000 to 90,000 acres along ’’ '
tho railway line.
]400. Within an easy distance of it? Adjoining tho direct line. _
1410. What, in your opinion, would be the increased value given to that land by the construction of that 
line ? I do not think that the construction of the line would make any appreciable difference.-
1411. Is the land through which the proposed line will pass good land ? A great deal of it is very fair,
while a lot of it is almost worthless. In the parish of Cowimangarah there are 15,000 to 16,000 acres of 
nnoccupied land, ‘
1412. Chairman,] How many miles to the east of the proposed line ? About 10.
1413. And about 15 miles from Narrabri? Tes, about that.
1414. Mr. Davies.] That land is available for selection, but Las not been taken up ? Yes; it has not even 
been held under pastoral lease or annual lease.
1415. What is tbe character of it ? Bough mountainous country, covered with dense scrub.
1416. It is not likely to be occupied ? Not under any tenure that can be given at the present time.
.1417. In your estimate of the area of Crown lands available for settlement, you take in tbc forest reserves, 
the railway reserves, and everything else ? Yes; but the estimate is only a rough one.
1418. Do you include the land that will be available'in tbe future and that is now held under lease ? Yes.
1419. That land will be available when the leases fall iu ? Yes.
1420. Is not most of that land good land ;—I mean the land now held under lease ? Not on the cast of 
the proposed line.
1421. But taking both sides of the line ? How far would you go to tho west ?
1422. How far do you think tho holders of land on either side of the line would he served by it ? With 
tho exception of Ddgeroi, Dobikin, and perhaps a little of the country around Millio, all tho traffic on tho 
west of the line would go to Narrabri by road,
1423. How far would the country be served ou both sides of the line—say, at Woolabrar or at Gurloy ?
I do not think that any of tbe country west of the stock route would be served by tbe line.
1424. In yonr estimation of 80,000 or 90,000 acres do you include the land to the west of the line ?
There is very little to the west.
1425. What proportion of the leases that will fall in lie on the western side of the line? I 
should say that on Edgeroi about half tbe area that would bo available lies ou the western side of the line, 
while practically the whole of the leasehold area of Dobikin lies on the western side of the line.
1426. How many acres would there be ? I should think about 50,000 or 60,000 acres ; but those leasehold
areas extend considerably to the west of the stock route, aud those parts of them would not be served by 
the proposed line. -
1427. What distance would tbe Edgeroi station be from tbe Edgeroi run? The station would be ou tbe 
run. The selectors on Edgeroi live west of the stock route. There are practically none out on the east 
until you get near Gurley:
1428. What distance will it be from where the selectors are ou the west to the proposed line ? It would
be 12 miles to tbe boundary of the selections. ■
1429. Do you regard that as too long a distance for people to send their produce to the railway station ?
No ; but, instead of going that 12 miles, they might just as well go straight into Narrabri.
1430. How many miles would it be from the point you speak of to Narrabri by road ? About 20 miles.
1431. Eight miles further? Yes. They would continue to use the road which they use at present.
Twelve miles is the distance which they would bo from the railway in a direct line, but by the road they 
would probably be more.
1432. You arc of opinion that they would continue to go into Narrabri, even if the railway were 
constructed ? Yes.
1433. Do you know the original survey along the stock route ? I know the stock route.
1434. You have also a knowledge of the country there? Yes.
1435. Do you regard the country along the proposed route as better for railway construction than the 
country along the stock route ? No; I do not think it is better.
1436. Is the country along tbe stock route more subject to floods ? 1 should say not.
1437. Is not the country along tbe proposed route higher than the country along tho slock route? In 
one sense it is ; but from a flood point of view I should say that it was not. I think that is what you 
wish to know.
1438. You think that although it may he higher, it has no advantages for tho purpose of railway con
struction over tho travelling-stock route ? The hills on the eastern side of the proposed liue have well- 
defined gullies ; but when the water gets out of these gullies it has no defined channels, and spreads out 
over the country until it gets down near the stock route, where the creeks are more marked, and the water 
flows in between banks again. If tho country along tbe direct route were higher, the teamsters, when the 
whole of tho country was open for them, would have gone that way. Last Juno I was on Dobikin, and at 
a place 3 miles west of the proposed line I saw feneo posts which had been washed across the plains for 3 
or 4 miles. I saw nothing of that sort along the stock route.
1439. Have you ever seen anything of the kind more to the east? No.
1440. How far would these fence posts be to the east of tbe stock route ? 'About 5 miles. They came 
either from tho eastern side of the proposed route, or from just on the proposed route. That route had 
not been marked out at the time.
1441. Have you traversed the whole of the proposed route ? I know the whole of it as far as the boundary 
of my district.
1442. But you do not know tbe whole length ? Not the part that traverses tho Moree district.
1443. Do yon regard the country through which the line has been surveyed as fairly good? Erom a
pastoral point of view ?
1444. Yes ? With the exception of the belar scrub and tbe forests.
1445. Is there much scrub country that would bo affected by tho railway ? There is the Tarlee forest 
reserve, and the Eckford forest reserve.
1446. What is the extent of the scrub I;md? There must be very nearly 38,000 acres of belar country.

13—G 1447.
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■1417. "With tlie exception ot that land, you think the country very good for settlement ? Tho Cowiuian- 
garah country is bad,
144S-9. Hon- much of it is unfit for settlement? Since that land has been available for settlement ever 
since 1S(!1 and has not been used yet, I think wc may say that it is worthless.
1450. Hut if it is served hy a railway, will not that give it an jidvantage over country wanting railway 
communication ? That country will never be improved unless the lessee can obtain it at a nominal rent 
for a long tenure.
1451. It is not at present served by the line to Karrabri? Practically.
1452. Is it not as well served by the present line as it would be by the proposed lino? The proposed line 
would be a little closer to it, but not much.
1453. Ho you favour a direct connection between Harrabri and-Moree, or do you think Ihe line should ho 
taken along the stock route, or through "Wee Waa, or some place more to the west ? Knowing what I do 
of the country, of its occupation, and of the nature of the traffic there, I consider that the best lino to 
make would be one crossing the river at Narrabri, and running down practically to Gurleigh Point, only 
on the north side of the river, and then following the Gurleigh Point route.
1454. From’ what part of the town would you propose to start ? I believe that the crossing that has been 
selected for the direct route is one of the best that could be found there.
1455. In your opinion it is one of the highest points ? I believe it is.
1456. Mr. IVeiZi/.] Tou have given some fairly lengthy reports with regard to the value of the country in 
the district traversed by the proposed line ? Yes ; 1 furnished a report on the subject.
1457. In your opinion, what would it cost to clear the belar scrub country and place it on an equal 
footing with land which is free from scrub ? Por railway construction?
1458. No; for agricultural or pastoral occupation ? It would be sufficient to ringbark it for pastoral 
occupation.
1.459. Wfyat would that cost? One shilling and threepence an acre.
.1460. What would it cost to clear it for agricultural purposes ? It would be necessary to remove tho 
stumps. If you allowed the timber to die you could get rid of it by burning at from 10s. to 15s, an acre, 
hut otherwise it would cost from £5 to £6 an acre to clear it.
1461. You consider that railway works upon the proposed route would he more likely to he interfered 
with by storm-water than railway works ou a route further west ? That is practically my opinion.
1462. You would not expect to hear that evidence has been given by officers of the Itailway Department 
to the effect that a westerly line would cost £300 or £400 a mile more than the direct line ? I should 
certainly not expect to hear that. Jn my opinion, tho direct line would cost more than a lino further 
west, because it would go through belar scrub, and you would have to pay for clearing away the timber, 
and ballast is not so easily obtainable as on the line I have indicated.
1463. I presume that it is more expensive to construct earthworks in timbered country than to construct 
them in open coimtry ? Certainly. You must clear the timber oat of the way before yon-can start the 
earthworks.
1464. In timbered country you would have to deal with stumps and roots ? Yes.
1465. Can you give us any idea of the difference in cost per yard between removing earth in open 
country and removing earth in timbered country ? It would cost about £80 more per running mile to 
clear the timber.
1466. But would the cost of removing earth ho greater? That would allow for the increased cost of
moving the earth. That amount of money would clear tho timber out of tho way and leave the land 
ready for the plough. .
1467. Can you give us any idea of what increase in value, if any, tbe construction of tho line wrould give 
to land in the locality occupied solely for pastoral purposes ? The difficulty in answering the question is 
this: at the present time the Government does not get the value of that land.
1468. By selling or by leasing? By selling it under the free selection principle. If we cannot got the 
value at the present time the increased value given to it by the railway will not make any difference,
1469. AVould land within an area of. say, 25 miles, occupied mainly for pastoral purposes, he increased 
in value ? Twenty-five miles on each side of tho liue ?
1470. Yes ? No; not as far as that.
1471. "Well, take land within 10 miles of the line ? I do not think it would make any difference to land 
occupied for pastoral purposes,
1472. You think that the saving in the cost of driving stock or carrying wool within a limit of 25 miles 
would be so slight as not to increase the value of the land? That is my opinion.
1473. You would be puzzled to know how to assess the enhanced value given to the land by the railway ?
Yes. ’
1474. "Will the same remarks apply to land occupied for agricultural purposes ? No.
1475. There would he no difficulty in determining the increased value of such land by the large quantities 
of produce scut to the line? No difficulty at all.
1476. Is there more settlement to tbe west of the proposed line than along it ? Practically the whole of 
the settlement is to the west—that is, in the county of Jamieson.
1477. Iu taking tlie line further to tlie west you would be able to allot a betterment charge more easily 
than you would be able to allot such a charge in connection with land along the projmsed line which is 
used wholly for pastoral purposes ? Yes. It is at present under consideration to acquire about 20,000 
acres of land from the Edgeroi Estate—that is, land in the parishes of Galathcra, Gommel, and Gundemain. 
That is some of the best land in the Narrabri district.
1478. It is contemplated to resume that land ? To acquire it by way of exchange.
1479. For what purpose ? Under tbe 46th section of the Act of 1889.
1480. To throw it open for agricultural purposes ? Yes ; that is some of the best agricultural land in 
the district, and an unlimited supply of water is to he obtained by sinking 50 feet.
1481. "What is the land to be exchanged for? It is to be thrown open for selection in special areas.
1482. In advocating the extension of the line to the west, you have in view the possibility of settlement 
upon the land to which yon have referred ami its occupation for agricultural purposes ? Yes.
1483. You expect .that if this scheme is carried out there will be a large settlement in that locality, and
that a great deal of agricultural produce will come from there ? That will eventually become tho. 
farming part of the Narrabri district. 1484.
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14B4. Is there any prospect of agricultural settlement along the direct line ? Practically none.
1485. On what grounds do you make that statement ? The land is not suitable for agriculture. Tou 
cannot do anything with the black soil country.
14)86. Why? It is too heavy to work. You cannot get a plough into it. In wet weather it rolls into 
mud, and in dry weather it is as hard as iron—you cannot break it up.
1487. In your opinion, the coimtry traversed by tho direct line must always remain in pastoral occu
pation r Until the forces of nature have broken it up.
1488. That is many years to come ? Thousands of years to come.
1489. Pou deem the only valid reason for the construction of the direct line to be the object of getting 
to Moreo as quickly as possible? Yes.
1490. Is there anything escept the shorter distance to bo urged in favour of the direct line ? Kothing 
whatever.

I". Poate, 
Eeq.

12 Dee., 1893.

1491, Do you know tlie amount of ballast that it is proposed to place under the sleepers ? I have heard 
it said that 3 or 4 inches are to be used.
14'92. Do you know tho size to which metal is broken for ballasting purposes ? Yes.
1493. What is it ? Two or 3 inches. '
1494. Prom 21 to 3 inches—about the sizo of road metal or a little larger—that would give you a little 
over tho depth of one stone under tlie sleepers ? Yes.
1495. Would that be sufficient to bear tbe weight of passing trains in this black-soil country ? No; the
ballast would disappear after the first spell of rainy weather. •
1496. Irrespective of the weight of the train ? As soon as the soil gol thoroughly wet tho weight of the 
trains would make tho ballast disappear.
1497. Are you aware that the soil would be hanked up 2 or 3 feet ? No ; hut that would make a consider
able difference, because if it were banked up the soil would take a long timo to get wot. If the soil once 
gets wet the ballast will sink when the trains pass over it.
1498. Would water make its way through these embankments and destroy them ? This black soil has 
one peculiar quality. !f you took a lump of it as big as your fist, which it would require a hammer to 
break, and put it into a bucket of water, it would almost disappear.
J49D. It is soluble j therefore water lying against an embankment would be absorbed by it, and would 
destroy it? It would be very liable to do so. ' *
1500. An extra depth ot metal would not provide against that contingency? No; but I suppose that 
what would bo done would be to cut large drains to keep the line dry.
1501. There would have to be a considerable number of culverts, I suppose? Yes, on tbe direct line ; 
other wise it would be washed away.
1502. Would the same answer apply to the line further west ? I do not think that it would require as many.
1503. Why ? Because the channels of the creeks there are better defined.
1504. Ou the direct line you would require a largo number of culverts, wliile on a more westerly line you
would require a largo number of bridges ? 1 would hardly sav that you would require more bridges, 
because you have to cross the same number of creeks on the direct line, and in addition you would have 
to provide getaways for flood-water. .
1505. What meaning do you attach to the word “getaway ” ? When the water gets out of the gullies 
onto tho level land it spreads out, and it would bo necessary to provide channels to conduct it to tho other 
side of the railway lino.. If yqu put an embankment across the country, without making sufficient channels 
to carry tho water off, it would act as a big dam, and iu order to let the water away you must have a 
greater number of openings than you would require if there were large natural channels.
150G, You uso the term “ getaway ” as I use the term “ culvert ” ? Yes.
1507. You think that tho same number will not be required on a more westerly route, because tlie creeks 
there are better defined? Yes ; and they would carry off the bulk of the water.
1508. Is the soil along tlie westerly route tho same black soil as that along tlie proposed route? Yes; it 
is very much the same.
1509. Is the force of the flood-water as great on tho western route as it would he on the proposed route? 
No ; it has not the same effect on the fences.
1510. While fences are destroyed by flood-water along tho proposed route they are not so liable to injury 
further west?; Yes, that is so, up to what is known as Gurleigh Point.
1511. The water is more slack there ? Yes.
1512. IJavo you made any personal examination of tho proposed crossing at Narrabri? No.
1513. Have you hoard of the crossing advocated by Mr. Moseley, about 2 miles to ihe cast of "Wee Waa'? 
I know the river, but I did not know that it was proposed to cross it.
1514. Do you know if the proposed crossing at Narrabri is much subject to flood ? I understand that 
the line has been selected as being above flood-level, but I do not know that positively.
1 Mr. Moseley s evidence is to the effect that tho flood-water rises 8 feot above tlie line there, would
that surprise you ? We do get exceptional floods. I have seen flood marks that would almost seem 
incredible.
1516. Mr. Moseley’s evidence was to the effect that the fences in the vicinity of the proposed crossing had 
been washed away ou an average once a year for twenty years ? I have no knowledge of that. If it 
wore so, what would happen io the people living there. All tho people who havo latelv settled in Dan gar 
■Village would be washed away. It seems hardly iikely that people would live there with the knowledge 
that their fences would ho washed away every twelve months.
1517. Mr. Wall.'] Are you a railway engineer? No; I am a district surveyor. '
1518. Have you taken the levels on either of the routes ? No.
15)9. If the officers of the Kailway Department have stated that the direct route would not be subject to 
floods, would you be inclined to question their statement? If they only go by tbe levels they have taken 
I do not think they are in a position to say whether the liue will be flooded or not.
1520. Have you known of any instances where Hues have been constructed without proper provision being 
made for drainage? Yes ; there was the Bourke liue. '
15201, That lino was affecled by an exceptional overflow of the river;—the tenor of your evidence seems 
to question, the reports of the officers of the Kail way Department; but you are not competent to offer a 
scientific opinion with regard to matters of railway construction ? I think I am fairly qualified to do so.

* 1521.
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1321. If tlie ofScers of tlie Hail way Department wlio havo surveyed this route, and told the Committee 
that it will not be subject to inundations because they have made proper accommodation for drainage, 

121) iSPt evidence is not correct? If they have made proper drainage accommodation there will be no
ec'’ ’ difficulty. I said that the proposed route would require more getaways than a route further west. _

1522. Mr. Collins.'] Are you aware that during very wet weather teams and other vehicular traffic coming 
into Narrabri go to the east of the proposed line ? I was not aware of it.
1523. Do you know of any teams that go that way? I have not known any teams to go that way. _ 
1521. If it has been stated that teams go that way in very wet weather, it shows that the proposed line 
would be better than the travelling stock line ? STes; if you have evidence to that effect it would. I have 
seen no traces of teams travelling that way.
1525. You said that the land to the east of tbe proposed line was not fit for agriculture? Only to a
limited extent. I did not say that none of it was. _ _
1526. "What area of it would there be between the mountains and the railway line? Very little of it.
1527. You have not been further north than Dobikin ? My district ceases at the Dobikin boundary.
1528. You do not know if the land from Dobikin to Moree will be fit for agriculture ? I do not know
that country at all. _ _ _
1529. If it has been stated that it is good red chocolate soil, do you think that it is fit for agriculture P
Yes ; in that case it would be first rate agricultural land. _
1530. Do you think that the line ought to cross the river at Narrabri, and then follow the river down on 
the west to G-urle"igh Point? Yes; towards Collarendabri, with the intention of making it a part of 
the line to Collarendabri, following tbe Pian Creek road.
1531. It is not necessary to go to Collarendabri? No.
1532. Mr. Humphe.rul\ You think the direct line will not serve anything like the area that would be served 
by a more westerly line ? I think a line along the route I suggested would carry 20,000 more bales of 
wool than the proposed line.
1533. Do you think that the advantages of the line you indicate would justify its construction at a cost
of 50 per cent, more than the cost of the proposed line, with tlie disadvantage of 15 miles additional 
length ? If it is intended to carry the line to Collarendabri, I think the present line should be taken in 
the way 1 suggest. In my opinion, a line from Collarendabri should be looked on as the main lino of tho 
district. I think that more stock and wool would come in along the Collarendabri line than along tho 
Moree line. _
1531. In your opinion, it would be better to abandon the proposed route, and to take tbe line by way of 
Gurleigh Point? Yes; on tbe northern side of tbe river, to follow what is known as the Pian Creek road 
towards Boolcarrol. If that is done, I think the railway will get at least 20,000 more bales of wool and 
more return traffic than the proposed line will get.
1535. Is it your opinion that the cost of construction per mile will not be greater on the western route ? 
Yes ; it will probably cost less than the direct route.
1536. Mr. O'Sullivan.] You appear to hold the belief that the floods will he more dangerous and destruc
tive on the proposed route than ou a westerly route ? So far as my own district is concerned.
1537. Do you know Mr. W. II. O'Malley Wood, the surveyor of tho Moree district? Yes.
1538. Are you aware that in 1891 he was unable to get his furniture up by tbc travelling stock route, 
and that he got it up by the eastern route ? I do not know of any eastern route.
1539. The road that goes towards the mountains and comes out by Gurley station ? Mr. Wood drove 
from Narrabri to Edgeroi, and from there he got on to tho stock route, I believe.
1540. I am speaking of the time when lie got up his furniture;—he was unable to get it up by tbe 
travelling stock route, and he got it up by the road that goes towards Bingara, and then across Gurley 
into Moree ? I was not aware of that,
1541. Have you ever beard that the mail coaches have been stuck up for considerable periods on the 
travelling stock route, and that the mails have had to be taken across from Narrabri to Moreo on horse
back ? 1 have no douht that it has occurred sometimes. It will occur on all black soil country.
1542. Does not that go to show that the floods must be more dangerous towards the bottom of the basin 
than they are at the top ? I think myself that a proof that the stock route is the better route, is the fact 
that the teamsters took it when they could have gone any way they chose. They have made it the

’ main road. _ _
1543. Might not the fact that it is more level havo encouraged them to take it in preference to going
along the mountain road ? There may he something in that, hut I do not think that it would have any 
great weight. _
1544. I gather that you would prefer to see the line go to Collarendabri rather than to Moree ? No ; 
hut I should like it to form part of a line to Collarendabri if the traffic from the lower part of the Namoi 
is to be secured. If, however, there is no intention of securing that traffic, let the line go direct to Moreo.
1545. Suppose we had to choose bo tween your proposal or the Gurleigh Point proposal, and a direct line 
to Moree with a branch to Collarendabri, that would only cost the same amount, which would you advise 
us to take ? The lino I am advocating. The only traffic you would get on the direct line would be from 
Edgeroi and Dobikin, whereas on the proposed line you would not only get that, but you would also get 
tbe produce of the selectors aud that of the people on tho Pian Creek and on Thalaba Creek.
1546. Would you not get that trafiic by running a line to Pian Creek from the5-milo peg on tkc proposed 
line ? You would get a good deal of it.
1547. If you could get that traffic by making a branch line and saving 15 miles of carriage to the people 
north of Moree, would it not be a wise thing to make the branch line ? I think that a greater part of the 
produce would come from the north-west, not from the north.
1548. That branch line would be served by the line towards Collarendabri ? Yes.
1549. Having served that traffic by a branch line, would it not be possible to make the line to Moree as 
direct as possible in order to save them unnecessary haulage? Then you would have an extra 16 miles 
requiring the services of a double set of men and rolling-stock.
1550. But you would have au extra 15 miles on tbe Gurleigh Point route, which would be just the same ? 
That line would also serve tho Collarendahri trade.
1551. What we have to consider is this:—would it not be better to take a direct line to Moreo, with a 
branch to Collarendabri, than to make a line which would only serve oue of the two places? So far as

my
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my district is concerned the direct line to Moree and the branch lino would not go through any settlement, 
whereas a line down the river, striking the stock route about Boggy Creek, would go through settlement.
I take it that a railway to pay must go through settlement, or where there is a prospect of settlement.
1552. 'Would not a branch line runniug almost parallel to tlie line you propose serve that settlement ? " ec'’ ‘ 
Yes; but then it w;ou!d make the direct line, as far as my district is concerned, a non-paying line.
1553. Why would it f Because there would be no settlement there. We have practically two districts, 
the western and the northern districts, and it is very clear that one line cannot serve them both properly.
1554;. Having an amount of money at our disposal, would it not be wiser to run a direct line to Moree 
and a branch across Boolcarrol, towards Pian Creek, than to take a line towards G urleigh Point ? That 
would make more mileage than if you took the line towards Collarendabri first of all. Tlie nearer you 
can strike off at a right angle to Moree in another line the shorter you will make a total mileage.
1555. You propose to take a branch line to Moree from a line to Collarendabri ? Practically, you might 
put it that way.

Edward Christopher Weller, Esq., Chief Clerk, Stock Branch, Department of Mines, sworn, and
examined:—

1556. Chairman."] You are connected with the Stock Branch of the Mines Department? Yes ; I am E. C. Weller,
chief clerk in tbe Stock Branch. Esq.
1557. At tho request of the Committee you have compiled a return showing the stock in certain districts —\
in and about Moree ? Yes. ^ Dec., 1893,
1558. District No. 1 embraces roughly, starting from Moree, the country comprised by a line out to 
Mogil Mogil, then following the McIntyre to Boggabilla, then by a line south to Warialda, and west 
from Warialda to Moree ? Yes.
1559. In that district there are 4,463 horses, 47,692 cattle, and 1,592,000 sheep ? Yes, that is correct.
1560. No. 2 district, taking Moree as the starting-point, is included in a line west of Mogil Mogil, down
the Barwon to a point about 20 miles south of Collarendabri, then south-east to Pilliga, and oast from 
Pilliga to Narrabri, and from Narrabri due north to Moree ? Yes. '
1661. In that district there are 3,417 horses, 31,308 head of cattle, and 1,480,402 sheep ? Yes.
1562. Your next district is embraced in a line, taking Moree as a starting-point, going cast to Warialda, 
south to Bingara, thence south-west from Bingara to Narrabri, and north from Narrabri to Moree? Yes.
1563. In that district there are 1,874 horses, 23,812 head of cattle, and 391,059 sheep? Yes.
1564. You put in a statement showing the details from which those figures are arrived at ? Yes. In the 
case of small holders I have made au estimate of tho quantity of stock they are likely to have. For 
instance, I estimate that in No. 3 district the small owners possess 300 horses, 100 head of cattle, and 
3,000 sheep.
1565. You have accurate figures in regard to the runs, but you have only made an estimate of the 
possessions of small holders ? Yes.
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John Cash Neilu, Esq,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq. , ~

The Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Hugh Millar, Esq., Inspector of Pastoral Properties for the Australian Mortgage, Land, and Finance
Company, sworn, and examined:—

1566. Chairman.] What is your occupation or profession ? I am an inspector of pastoral properties. H. Millar,
1567. You have an intimate acquaintance with tho country immediately surrounding the route of the T-81!-
proposed railway, I understand ? I have, more especially of the country on the western side of the ^
proposed route. 13 :Dec >ie93-
1568. You desire to give evidence as to ifs capabilities and so on? Yes. ■
1569. For whom aro you acting? For the Australian Mortgage, Land, and Finance Company.
1570. Mr. JDoskinah] .Do you think it would be a great advantage to the people in that district, and also 
to those living further north, towards Queensland, if the railway were constructed ? It would be more to 
tbe advantage of the general public if the railway were taken further west.
1571. If the proposed line were constructed, it would be an advantage to the residents in the neighbour
hood of it, and also to the people living in the northern part of tlie Colony, because it would give them 
cheap carriage for their produce and merchandise ? Y es.
1572. Have yon been in Moree ? Yes.
1573. Is it a thriving place? It was when I was there last.
1574. How long ago is that ? About three years ago.
1575. How long is it since you were in the district last ? J have travelled through it frequently, I was 
there eight or nine months ago.
1576. Is the country on the direct route between Moree and Narrabri taken up by graziers, large or 
small ? There are three or four very large estates there.
1577. Are there any medium class graziers there ? Not very many.
1578. There are not many small graziers in the district? Not on Edgeroi and Gurley, hut there may _
bo on Tycannah. There are two very large freeholds just out from Narrabri. ‘
1579. Do yon know the country to the east of the proposed line ? I have been through it.
1580. Is it good country? There is a considerable amount of belar scrub when you get a bit off tbe
main stock route, I think tho proposed line will go through that scrub. ” 1581.
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H. Millar, 1581. What is the character of the scrub land ? Il is good country when it is improyed. There is a lot 
of stony country there too, chichis no good.
,15S2. There is land in the scrubs which would be suitable for settlement if it were cleared? Tes ; if it
13 JJCCm 1 cjkJtrj   ' 11 were improved*

1583. Do you tbiulc that tbe route proposed by the Department is the best for connecting Narrabri and 
Moree : Is it a question of expense ?
1584. Which would be the least expensive route? J think a deviation to the west would be less expensive
t ban tbc proposed route. <
1585. Will you tell the Committee why you think so ? Because of engineering difficulties—such as creeks 
to bo crossed,
1588. Would not the proposed line crosi the creeks nearer their source than a more westerly line would 
do ? But they junction further down, at Bulleroi. In the Thalaba Creek you havo them pretty well in 
one water.
1587. To cross that water would necessitate tho construction of large bridges? Only one bridge, and 
that would not be a very big one. because the water is deeper aud does not sproadso much. I am speaking 
of a place below what they call tlie lower water.
1588. How far is that locality from the proposed line ? I should say that it was 24 or 25 miles west of 
Millie.
1583, Docs it not stand to reason that since at Ihis point the creeks would have drained a larger area of 
country bigger bridges would be needed to cross them? There are one or two creeks on the proposed 
line which are up quick and down quick.
1500. Still they are small creeks? Not at times.
1591. Does it not stand to reason that when the creeks have run 34 miles further on, they have drained a 
larger area of country, and would, therefore, require larger bridges to cross them than in tbe vicinity of 
tho proposed route ? Only one bridge would be needed at the place 1 speak of.
1592. How long would that bridge be ? Not more than a quarter of a mile, I suppose.
1593. Would il not cost a good deal of money ? I have seen many of the other creeks half a mile wide.
1594. Do you mean to the east of the proposed line ? No ; just on the line, or a, little to the west of it.
1595. 1 suppose you know that a bridge a quarter of a mile long would cost a good deal of money ? 
Perhaps I am exaggerating when J say that the bridge would have to ho a quarter of a mile long. It 
would not have to be so much,
1596. Tou would like the line carried more to the west than the surveyed route goes? Tes.
1597. Can you tell ns why ? Because I think it would serve a greater traffic. It would get a great deal 
of the wool that at present goes to Dubbo and down the river.
1598. Wool is sent down tlie river when the river is favourable because the freights arc cheaper ? My 
experience is that that is not so. We arc connected with one station 30 miles below Bourke, but we 
cannot afford to send our wool to Adelaide, because the insurance is too heavy.
1599. If the rivers were favourable, could not wool be sent to Bourke by steamer, and thence by train to 
Sydney, more cheaply than it could be sent from Narrabri to Sydney ? I have figures here which show that 
it cost us £G 10s. a ton to send greasy wool from .Dinmmbrci to Sydney, and £7 10s. a tou for scoured 
wool On the top of that there is 2s. for the sheep’s back insurance policy. Prom Dungalear it cost us 
£9 12s. 6d. to send greasy wool to Sydney, and £7 12s. Gd. to send scoured wool, with 2s. for the sheep’s 
back insurance, and 20 per cent, for river insurance.
1600. .1 gather from what you say that tlie conveyance of wool by railway is cheaper than the conveyance
by river where stations are some distance from the river ? The stations 1 speak of are right on tho river 
frontage. .
1601. Is it not a fact that the chatges you speak of were high because of tho union among tlie carriers to 
keep up the rates ? No. As a matter of fact, the contractors lost money on the Dunumbrel wool.
1602. How far would you deviate to the west from the proposed route? I propose to take it in the
direction of the north-west corner of the Colony, out towards G-oodooga. Moree could be a branch from 
that line, and the trunk line could afterwards ho continued on to Mogul, Collareudabri, or wherever was 
thought most advisable. ,
1603. How far would you suggest that the railway sliould be taken to tlie west, always hearing in mind 
that Moree must be reached ? I should say that it might be taken to a point somewhere between Bool
carrol station and Bulleroi station.
1604. How many miles would that bo ? About 40 miles from the proposed line diagonally.
1605. How far would it be from Narrabri to Moree by the route you suggest ? I could not tell you

, without entering into a calculation. >
1G0G. AVould your suggested line be 20 or 30 miles longer than the proposed line? I should say between 
20 and 30.
1607. Do you think it would he fair for the people of Moree and for those living north of Moree to make 
such a lengthy detour, and charge for the extra mileage ? I think the country would benefit by it in tbe 
future. I do not know anything about the people of Moree.
1608. AVould it be fair to them to take the line in that way ? If you are only considering the people of 
Moree, it would not be fair to make the deviation,
1609. AVould it be a fair thing to put the country to the expense of the 20 or 30 additional miles ? I 
think it would,
1610. Have you any idea of what the expense would be? AVell, you would save a good deal in bridges, 
and as the coimtry is better, the line would not cost so much to construct.
1611. AVill you have the kindness to tell ihe Committee why there would he a saving in connection 
with bridges ? AVith the proposed line starting at Narrabri we have to cross the creek and the river, 
which necessitates two bridges. Then there is Spring Creek to be crossed, and several other creeks further 
on. If you went down the river, however, you would only have one bridge to construct. Tou would not 
require any more bridges until you got to Thalaba Creek.
1612. And from there ? Tou would have to cross tho Moomin, aud there arc some other small creeks 
which would have to be crossed in any case.
1613. That being a flatter and a lower country, would not the line you suggest bo more liable to flood
than the proposed line ? I do not think the wafer runs on it as much as it docs higher up. If you took 
an intermediate route you would have a lot of water to cross. ]0l4.
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1614. I should like to know how it is that although this country receives tho drainage of 3") miles more 
than tho country higher up, we should havo less difficulty in dealing with the water? That is simply 
owing to tho natural features of the country.
1615. Is it not all flat country ? Tes ; hut somo parts are higher than others, and there is a dry stretch 
of land whore I speak of.
1016. Is the country not dry during droughts, and liable to floods during heavy rains? I do not think 
so ; but between the line 1 suggest and the proposed line (say) from 5 miles west of Millie to close to 
Bulleroi, you would have miles and miles of water to go through,
1617. It has been stated that that country was flooded in 1S90 ;—was not the coimtry over which you 
propose to take the railway at that time flooded to a greater extent i ban the eonnlry higher up near ihe 
•Nandewar Jtanges? I do not know. I was not there at the time ; but I should say thatil; was nol.
1618. Tou think that the country lower down is not so likely to be flooded as tho country higher up? 
Not just at that particular spot, because the water is gathered together thoro.
1610. But it must still drain over the country ;—would not that country bo inundated ? Ton would bo 
down below ■where the waiter converges from several creeks.
1620. Ton cannot toll us how much longer your suggesled route would be than the proposed route ? 
No, I cannot tell you definitely,
1621. You see no injustice in making tho people of Moree and north of Moreo pay for 20, 30, or 40 
miles of additional carriage in order to take the line further west ? They would have to use the railway, 
and the general public would benefit more than if the proposed line were constructed. If the proposed 
line is for the Moree people alone, I have no more to say.
1622. What are your principal reasons for suggesting this deviation ? I know that considerably over 
one half of tbe wool traffic comes in from the west, and tho sooner the people out in tho west get cheaper 
carriage by means of railways the more tho country will ho benefited.
1623. If the Government have determined to construct a railway to Moree. would it not be more 
desirable, instead of making the deviation you speak of, to construct a branch line for tho accommo
dation of the people out in the west ? I think the trunk line should go out to the north-west.
1624. Where would the trunk lino go io ? The mam trunk line should go to the north-west, and a 
deviation might be made at any point to Moree.
1625. You propose that Moree should bo served by a branch line from some main line which you have in 
view? Yes.
1626. Where would you wish the trunk lino to be taken ? Eventually, or at the present timo ?
1627. Now ? As 1 havo said, about 40 miles north-west of Narrabri.
1628. Qhairman!\ On the south side of the river ? No, I would cross the river.
1629. At Narrabri ? No, further down.
1630. Mr. SosMns.\ Where would you uropose to cross the river? Between Molly and Wee Waa. 
Molly is about 16 miles this side of Wee Waa,
1631. Okairman] I understand that you propose to extend the existing line along the south hank of the 
Namoi to some point between Molly aud Wee Waa, then to cross the river aud run in tho direction of 
Collarendabri or Mogul ? Yes.
1632. Mr. T-riclcett^] When the lino got out to Boolcarrol would you stop there, or would you go further 
on ? i would not suggest any particular slopping place, i would stop either there or further to the 
north-west.
1633. You sec tlie route on the map marked yellow, that is called the Gurleigh Poiut route, and after a 
time joins tho travelling stock route, and follows it to Moroe; that line would be about 12 miles from 
the proposed liue aud, 1 understand from you, would not be a desirable one to construct ? At Millie 
lliero is a creek that would take a lot of stopping. I think you would havo to go down below what they 
call the lower water. You get there about 5 miles down the Thalaba Creek. T have ridden through 10 
miles of water near there, and then come on to dry ground. Thera is also dry ground ou the south side 
of the Thalaba Creek.
1634. You do not think that a liue somewhere about Millie would be desirable? No ; because it would 
have the same disadvantages as the proposed line, except that higher up the creeks might not bo so big. 
I do not think that the Gehan Creek is very deep whore tho proposed hue crosses it, bur it is a good 
sized creek at the travelling stock route.
1635. Therefore, if a line goes west at all, it should go 40 miles west? You should go down to the 
lower water between Bunna Bunna and Bulleroi.
1636. How far from the proposed line ? Thirty or 35 miles.
1637. Do you know much of the country round about Moree? Yes; I have been through the district.
1638. Is it good countrv? Yes; very good. "
1639. IndopeiMent of le traffic along the proposed line, what right do you consider Moreo has to a 
railway ? I think that Moree is quite entitled to a railway.
1640. Independent of the country to the west? Yes.
1641. Because of the good country that surrounds it ? Certainly, but I think that other interests 
might he served at the same time.
1642. Do you know the proposed line of railway from Glen limes to Invcrell ? I havo been along the 
road.
1643. If the proposed line were constructed, would if compete with that line? Everything from 
Warialda would come to Moree, aud everything in a straight lino north of Warialda would come to the 
proposed line ; but you are not a great distance from the border there.
1614. In regard to tho proposed line, what arc the prospects of trade from Queensland ? Wc have a 
prohibitive duly on our wool now.
1645. Will that affect tho trade ? I think so, lo a great Client. Some of our wool which generally 
goes to Sydney, would not stand tho £2 10s. duty, and so wo send it to Brisbane now. It is a matter of 
£. s. d. ,
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1646. Erom what part of Queensland does that wool come ? Erom about St. George. It used to come 
into New South Wales. On the oilier hand, however, tho Australian Pastoral Company's wool has paid 
the duty this year. They are ou the Mooni. The other man is a little bit further west, aud he sent his 
wool to Brisbane.
1647. Will that wool ultimately come to Sydney? Yes; it is shipped at Brisbane and sold here.

1648.
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1648. Then it has to pay the duty just the same ? Wool sent away by sea has not to pay a duty.
1649. What ia the distance between the Australian Pastoral Company’s station and your station ? The 
Australian Pastoral Company shear about 1,000,000 sheep, and occupy a vast extent of country. They

13 ■Dec‘‘1893* have several stations, and I could not tell you without referring to the map how-far their line extends;
but it comes close up to St. George, starting from Mungindi. I think there is about 100 miles between 
tbe two places. _ _ .
1650. I want to find out if it is a question of distance ? It is in the first instance to a certain .extent. 
Before the duty was levied, the wool always came in direct to Narrabri,
1651. But they are sending it to Brisbane now P Yes: the duty has made it prohibitive to send it into 
this Colony, though the Australian Pastoral Company have found it to their advantage to pay the duty.
1652. You do not know why that is ? No. _
1653. Chairman.] Is your station the nearest to that owned by the Australian Pastoral Company ? If it
is not tbe nearest, there is not more than one station in between. The other man is west of St, George a 
few miles. The dividing line almost runs through St. George. _ _ _
1654. Mr. Hoskins.] Has not the Australian Pastoral Company some stations in this Colony ? Yes.
1655. Hid you hear that they were going to shear in this Colony next year, in order to evade the duty ? 
No; I did not hear that.
1656. Mr. Trickett.] You have told us that you strongly advocate a line 35 miles to the west, but sucli a 

"line would entail a very much larger expense, because the extra mileage would be considerable ;—without
working it out, you could not say what the extra expense would be ? No.
1657. Ho you think the extra traffic would justify the deviation ? I think it ivould, because if it were
made, a lot of wool which now goes to Hubbo would come into Narrabri, though perhaps after all that is 
as broad as it is long. _ _
1658. What are the prospects of settlement iu this part of the country ? I think that when the leases 
are thrown open—if they are thrown open—they will all be taken up; that is, all in tlie Central Hivision.
1659. Is the country suitable for small holdings ? Yes; I know men there with 2,500 acres who are 
doing better than men with 100,000 acres. They are freer from debt, and are doing better.
1660. What country are they on? There are some on the country round about Boolcarrol.
1661. Havo they been there any time ? They have been there for some years.
1662. And they are improving their position? I think they are living comfortably, _
1663. Ho you think the Gurleigh Point route would be a difficult one to construct? No; I do not. I 
think it would bo cheaper than the other route.
1664. You said that the line was likely to be washed away by rushes of water ? Ido not think I said
that. You would have to cross the Namoi in any case. _
1665. I am not speaking merely of the crossings ;—is the character of the country such that very high 
embankments would be required ? I do not think so ; not at any distance from the river.
166G. Ho you know the country round about Gurleigh Point? Yes.
1.667. What has been your experience in regard to the flood-water there ? The water comes out below 
Molly. There is a bit of low country there. 1
1668. Hoes it do much injury? I do not think so.
1669. It has been stated that the fences in that locality have been washed away nearly every, year, and
that great damage has been done ? That might happen along the main road and near tlie river bank ; 
but it would not happen a mile or so out from the river. ^
1670. Can you tell us any particular place at which it would bo best to cross the river ? No ; I could not.
1671. Mr. Wall.] From what part of the country docs the wool come which goes to Hubbo ? From just 
below Walgett. The wool sometimes comes to Narrabri.
1672. Mr. Collins.] You mean that it goes to Bourke? No.
1673. Mr. Wall.] What about Goodooga? That wool comes to Bourke.
1674. Ho you think that if the proposed line were taken 40 miles further west it would command that 
wool traffic ? It would make a difference, hut I think that traffic is too far away to be affected.
1675. A deviation of 40 miles would make the whole length of the line 100 miles instead of 63 miles, as 
now proposed ? Yes.
1676. Ho you know any reason why Moree should be made a terminal point ? No.
1677. If it were contemplated to extend the line iu a north-westerly direction, would it not be better, 
instead of going the way you propose, to go 100 miles straight out? Yes; but Moree is a populous 
district. There is more settlement there than there is out to the north-w'est at the present time.
1678. You propose that the line should go from Narrabri 40 miles west, and then work back to Moree ?
Yes. _
1679. Making almost a right-angled triangle with the proposed line ? Yes. .
1680. If the line were extended from Hubbo to Coonamble and Walgett, would it not command the whole 
of the trade of the north-west? Yes; if a trunk line were not taken out from Narrabri. .
1681. But would it not do so in any case;—would not a line to Walgett or a line to Brewarrina take tho 
whole of the traffic from the overflow of the Balloone ? Yes,
1682. The distance from Goodooga to Moree is about 190 miles, is it not? Somewhere about 200 miles.
1683. From Goodooga to Brewarrina would be 40 miles iu a direct line ? Yes.
1684. So that if either of the lines I have referred to were constructed, they would be 100 miles nearer 
Goodooga than the deviation you suggest? Yes; but to get their produce to the sea-board from 
Brewarrina they would have a much longer railway carriage than if they sent from Narrabri.
1685. Is it not a fact that a large quantity of that wool would, under any circumstances, be taken down 
the river? Not as a rule. It is only taken to Bourke. Below Bourke, when they get out of range of 
the railway, they have to be considered.
1686. Do you know that Bich and Company are making arrangements to got their goods from Adelaide 
to Bourke, guaranteeing a return trip of wool ? Yes; but they have to scud down the river for it. They 
cannot get it within 40 miles of Bourke.
1687. For the last four years tho river has been navigable throughout the whole of the wool season ? I 
think so.
1688. All the stations lying within 40 or 50 miles of the river would have 150 miles less of land carriage 
than if they took their produce to the proposed line, even if the deviation you suggest were made ? Yes.
1689. If it is intended to construct a trunk line right through that part of the country, would it not be

• better to continue tbe line from Walgett out ? Yes, 1090.
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1G90. Tou spoke just now about having a shorter railway carriage to Sydney;—if the line were taken 
from Dubbo to Walgett would not the railway journey be less from Walgett to Sydney than from Moree ? 
Tes.
1G91. How much less ? I could not tell you from memory.
1692. The northern line makes a detour to got to Newcastle, whereas a lino from Walgett through Dubbo 
would go nearly straight? Tes; but you would got your goods to the seaboard iu a shorter distance by 
the Narrabri line.
1693. By shipping at Newcastle ? Tes. _
1694. Nearly all the wool shipped at Newcastle is brought ou to Sydney by boat? Tes ; it is shipped at 
Morpeth, as a rule. ■
1G95. The wool that you speak of, if it were brought to Nowcastle, would not he reshipped to Sydney 
to bo put into the ocean-going vessels there ? Somo of it would, and some might go direct irom Newcastle, 
through Gibbs, Bright & Co.’s agency.
1G96. Even though a deviation were made, you think the lino would still go to Moree at the present 
time ? Tes.
1G97. Tour proposal would practically mean tho construction of two lines—one of 40 miles, out into the 
country to which you havo referred, and the other a branch line, at right angles to Moree ? Tes.
1698. One of the advantages which it is hoped to gain by the construction of tlie line is a reduction in 
tho cost of carriage ;—are you not aware that if the line were 100 miles in length, instead of GO, the charge 
on the Moree people would be increased ? No doubt,
1699. If Moree is entitled to a railway, and can support a railway, it sliould have direct communication? 
There are deviations on the Northern lino, that havo been made for the purpose of getting trade, which 
are nearly as great as that which I suggest.
1700. How far on each side of it would this line command the trade? Where there are no railways
trade will come from almost any distance, but the closer you can get the lino to your door the better it 
is for you. _
1701. Mr. Suitor.^ For what firm are you inspector? The Australian Mortgage, Land, and Finance 
Company.
1702. What company is that ? It is a mortgage company, in Spriog-street.
1703. What stations do they hold—I suppose some in Queensland, and some in New South Wales?
Very few in Queensland : they aro mostly in New South Wales. _
1704. What stations have thoy in Now South Wales ? There aro somo in which they are only interested, 
while others they hold wholly and solely.
1705. Can you give us any idea of the number of sheep in which they are interested in this Colony and in 
Queensland P I could not tell you ? There are some Melbourne accounts over which I have no control, 
but I’should say 4,000,000 or 5,000,000.
1706. In New South Wales ? Tes,
1707. And iu Queensland ? Not very many; perhaps a million.
1708. Where do you seud your wool ? Wc send it home, as a rule. Our clients can elect to sell here if 
they like, or we will ship homo for them.
1709. How many hales of wool have you sent away ? Dp to last week we had received 29,000 bales.
1710. Has that been shipped to England? Some of it has, and some of it is in the stores still,
1711. I suppose it will all be shipped? Some of it may be sold here, but eventually it must all bo 
shipped home.
1712. Mr. Collins.") Arc you aware that this year carriage is 50 per cent, cheaper than it was last year ? 
I know that it is cheaper, but I could not say that it is 50 per cent, cheaper.
1713. It is considerably cheaper ? Tes.
1714. Do you not think that that is the reason why stations which usually send by the river have sent 
their wool to Narrabri this year? No ; I do not.
1715. Tou said that tho contractor for tho Dunumbril wool lost by it ? Tes.
1710. If union rates wore charged and tho river were up, would tho carriers he able to compete against 
the river? If the river were up and no transhipment at Brewarrina wore necessary I do not think they 
could; but under present conditions they can.
1717. It is only because carriage is cheap that they can do it? Carriage is comparatively cheap, but it 
may never be any dearer. ,
1718. Do you not tbinlc that one of the reasons why it goes that way is that they have differential rates 
on tlie Western line which they have not got on the Northern line ? Tes; no doubt. That acts on tho 
stations below Bourke, who send their wool to Bourke because they get a concession on the through 
rate.
1719. Tou say that a lot of traffic would he drawn on to the Dubbo line if the Narrabri line were extended 
west to Collarendabri ? Tes.
1720. What trafiic would be diverted ? Very likely the Wingadec traffic.
1721. Near Coonamble? The shed is 30 miles north of Coonamble.
1722. How far would it be from the extension you suggest? Not more than 80 miles,
1723. How far is it from Dubbo ? One hundred and thirty.
1724. If a railway were constructed from Coonamble to Walgeti, where would they send their wool? 
Such a railway would very likely go through their property.
1725. In that case the traffic would not be diverted to the line you suggest ? Certainly not.
1726. Tou say that it would he better to take the proposed line down the river to Wee Waa instead of 
crossing at Narrabri? Tes.
1727. Why? Because of the engineering difficulties.
1728. What are they? You have the Narrabri creek and the river, and I suppose eight or nine other 
creeks on the proposed line.
1729. But near to Narrabri ? There would be the creek at Narrabri,
1730. Do you not know that going further west tho Boena Creek would have to be crossed ? Yes.
1731. That is a creek you have forgotten ? Yes.
1732. Consequently crossinglower down would be just as expensive as crossing at Narrabri? Yes; 
there would not be any difference in that. The Boena Creek is 5 miles from Narrabri.

13—H 1733.
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H. Millar, 1733, Humphery.] Wliat distance would Moree be from tbe nearest point on your suggested main
®e(l' line ? I should say from 40 to 45 miles.

1734. How many miles from Karrabri would the starting point to Moree he situated ? About forty.
13 Dec., 1893.1735_ That woulcl mni-e the distance from Narrabri to Moree about 35 miles, as against G2 miles on the

proposed line P Yes, ,
173G. Would it not be better to construct the lino ns proposed than to make the branch lino you speak 
of ? But you would have so much of the main line done.
1737. The only disadvantage would be the perpetual charge on the Moroe people for 25 miles of 
additional carriage ? Yes.
1738. Hr. & Sullivan] You admitted just now that there was more settlement in tbe Moree district and 
to the north thau there is in the north-western district where you wish the line to go ? Just at present
there is. ■, n
1739. Are you aware .that according to the returns supplied by the Stock Department there are 500,000 
more sheep, 40,000 more cattle, and 2,200 more horses in the northern district thau in the western district? 
How far does the district extend ?
1740. To Kunopia and Mungindi, and away past Warialda to tlie east ? I do not think that that is tho case.
1741. The Stock Department ought to he able to form a good opinion on the subject, ought they not? 
Of course ; their figures are reliable.
1742. if the population to the north is greater, and there are more sheep, cattle, and horses there then
there are to the west, should not the line go north ? Yes; but if a deviation were made to the west, you 
would serve a large additional population, and you would got the stock traffic, whatever it might be. When 
you got up to Bingara store stock would be of no use to the railway. It would only got the wool. _ ,
1743. There aro thirty-two stations and three towns served by the direct route, that is, taking tbe district
as far north as Mungindi; while in the western district, from Collarendabri South to Pilliga, and thence 
to Narrabri, there are only seventeen stations aud three towns to be served ;—do not those facts support 
tho contention that the direct line should be made in preference to the western line ? Perhaps they do. 
Moree is what I call a settled district, and the population is closer there than it is out west, hut 1 hope 
that in a few years tbe population out west will be equally close. _
1744. Suppose it would cost £30,000 more to take the line uia Gurleigh Point than to take it direct, and 
for that £30,000 you could construct a branch line out to the north-west, which liue would you construct? 
I think 1 should go for ihe deviation, because I would get traffic on it.
1745. Notwithstanding what I have said about tho population, stock, and number of stations in the two 
districts, vou still prefer the deviation towards Wee "Waa ? Yes.
1746. Would it not suit the interests of the State betfer if a direct line were made to Moree, and a branch
line taken out about 40 miles from it, instead of constructing a boomerang-shaped lino as you suggest? 
The western country would not he any better served in that way. _
1747. If a branch line were taken as far as Pian Creek it would serve all the country which you wish to 
serve by a westerly deviation ? I do not think it would.
1748. Would it not serve a large part of it better than your deviation, by going straight towards Colla
rendabri, which seems the natural stock route ? The natural stock route and the natural wool route is 
on the proposed deviation. I think more wool comes into Narrabri from the west thau from the north.
1749. Prom what point does it come ? It conies from beyond the Barwon.
1750. By way of Collarendahri, along Thalaba Creek and Pian Creek ? Yes, and from Walgett.
1751. There will he a line to serve \Valgett in the future;—you mustconfine your remarks to the country 
that will be served by aline from Narrabri to Moree? If the railway is to he constructed only for the 
benefit of the northern districts and Moree, the deviation may not be worth the expense. We have no 
evidence that a line is going to be taken to Walgett.
1752. You know that lines from Dubbo to Walgett, and from Mudgee to Walgett, have been advocated 
for years past;—if either of those lines were constructed it would take a great deal of tho trade which you 
say would come to the Moree line ? Yes ; hut in the meantime, you would he getting revenue from it.
1753. Hr. Davies^\ Did I understand you to say that the company you represent shore something like
12,000,000 sheep last year ? Yes, directly and indirectly. > _
1754. In New South AYales alone? I think so; but I cannot give yon definite figures. Some of our 
clients have their accounts in tlie Melbourne branch, and I cannot give you the statistics as to them.
1755. You believe that your company is directly and indirectly interested in about 12,000,000 sheep? I 
think so.
175G. Mr. Humphery.'] That would be about 140,000 bales of wool, taking 90 fleeces to tho hale? But 
wool does not go 90 fleeces to the hale every year.
1757. Well take it at 100 fleeces to the bale ? There are considerably over 30,000 hales down here now 
from this side alone ; hut I will not swear to the figures.
1758. Mr. Davies.] Is 30,000 hales tho total clip ? No.
1759. What proportion of that clip came from the Moree end of the proposed line, or from places along 
the route of it? There were 4,000 bales from the west. That wool would come from Narrabri in any 
case, whether the deviation were made or not, unless the rates of carriage became high, and it wore sent 
to the river.
17G0. What other wool comes from there-? I suppose 1,000 or 1,500 bales come from the Moreo 
district; 5.500 bales have come, or will come from Narrabri. ' , . . .
17G1. That is from stations over which your company lias control, or in which it has an interest? Yes. 
17G2. Could you name the stations from which tho wool comes ? I do not think I am at liberty to 
disclose tho names of our clients. .
17G3. Did any of tho wool come from St. George? No, it came from close to Moree.
1761'. If the line were taken to Moree, would it serve the people right up to St. George ? Yes; hut 1 do 
not think that the wool would come across the border.
17G5. Why? Because of the duly,
17GG. Does it not come now ? Some of it, hut that is exceptional
17G7. Is it not a fact that the Australian Pastoral Company have arranged with the carriers to send the 
whole of their wool to Narrabri at £3 10s. a ton ? Yes, I believe so ; but that is a very low rate. _ 
17G8. Is it also a fact that they propose to erect shearing sheds on the New South Wales side, and.drive 
their sheep across the border, in order to evade the duly ? 1 do not know. 1769.
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1769. That could be done ? Certainly. , . _
1770. Do you think it likely tliat other pastoralists near the border will do something similar r they
might not hare country on this side. That would prerent them. _ .
1771. Is it not customary for squatters to make arrangements with one another with regard to shearing
sheds? Not as a rule. In isolated instances it is. .
1772. Do you think the duty imposed by the Queensland Government will he a bar to the development ol
a very large additional trade ? Yes. • r i x i
1773. Although the railway may be extended toMorec,thcduty will prevent the development of the trade 
from Queensland ? It will prevent a very great development.
1774. Sixty-two miles of railway carriage would bo a great advantage to the people at the Morec end .
Yes, and for the whole of that, district. _ _ _
1775. Although most of the wool at present comes to Narrahri by road, it would come by rail if the line 
were constructed here ? Yes.
1776. Would you send your wool to the nearest station ? Not always.
1777. Where there was a difference of 60 miles ? Yes, certainly, where there was such a difference as
that; but if the railway were 100 miles away on a bad road and 150 on a good road, the carriers would he 
likely to take the good road. A lot of wool from Inverell and about there, instead of going direct into 
Glen Innes, goes into Tamworth. . .
1778. 1 should like yon to ascertain definitely what number of sheep your company are interested m ; 
12,000,000 sheep is almost one-fourth of the entire number of sheep in the Colony ? I think I must 
have overstated the number, but I will look into the matter again and make my statement correct.
1779. You stated that you were familiar with the travelling stock route ? Yes.
1780. If the railway were taken along the travelling stock route would it serve the country better than 
the direct lino ? I thmk so.
1781. You would not advocate the construction of a line along the travelling stock route ? No.
1782. You favour the Gurlcigh Point route in preference to either of the others ? Only as far as 
Gurleigh Point.
1783. Mr. Mumphery.'] That is, as part of your suggested line north-west? Yes. '
1784. Mr. Davies-I Are you aware that the Department say that that line would cost more than the
proposed line ? Yes. ,
1785. Do you think it would be wise for the Government to make 20 or 30 additional miles of railway at 
a cost of something like f500 a mile ? I do not think that the line which I propose has been surveyed.
1786. Three or four surveys have been made, though not exactly along the route that you propose; the
first was estimated to cost £500,000, while the proposed line will cost £l53,000i I do not know 
anything about the figures. _ _ „
1787. Do you not think it would be prudent to take the line to Moree in the most direct way ? If 
Moree alone is to be served.
1788. If the country to the north is to be served ? Yes, and if you do not want to take the country to 
the west into consideration.

H. Millar, 
Esq. 1
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John Harper, Esq., Goods Superintendent, Department of Railways, sworn, and further examined:—
1789. Mr. McCourt.] You made an estimate of the revenue likely to he obtained by the proposed line ? Yes.
1790. I suppose you know the amount of wool coming into Narrahri from each station ? Yes ; approxi
mately. _ , ^
1791. A large number of witnesses have stated that all the traffic to the west of Millie down to arrabri,
instead of coming on to the proposed line would continue to go to Narrahri by road ? 1 am very much
iuclined to doubt it. The wool will be carried by train for 2d. a mile, while it would cost 6d., Sd., and Is. 
a mile to take it by road. I feel suro that the cheaper rate wrould he ayailed of. _ _
1792. Do you base that opinion on the experience which yon have obtained in connection with other lines 
in similar country ? Yes.
1793. What do you estimate will come to Gurley station? Two thousand tons of wool. ■
1794. And to Wool&brar? Six hundred tons.
1795. And to Edgeroi ? That wool is included in the 600 tons.
1796. Would any wool come in from runs on the eastern side of the line ? Some would come from 
Terry-IIio-Bie, and the stations as far down as Warialda. That wool we do not getnow at Narrahri. _
1797. Will you name the runs on the eastern side of the line which would send to Gurley ? Tcrry-Hie-Hie 
and Gurley. Binuguy will probably come into Moree or some station further north. Yaggaba would 
come in either at that point or further down.
1798. That is all on the east ? Yes ; there are some further north-cnskwhich would come into Moree.
1799. What runs on the western side would send to Gurley ? I expect that Malaraway, Minnaminane,
Mungycr, Bunna Bunn a, and Milton Yale would send to Gurley, and so probably would Oyreel; but 
I have not allowed for Oyreel, although it sends away 3,500 bales. It is closer to Gurley than anywhere 
else, hut I have regarded it as a hit doubtful, and have excluded it. I have also excluded all the stations 
on the river frontages. I should fancy that Collymongool would probably come in, hut it is hard to say 
how the north-western stations beyond the Barwon would be affected by the line, and whether they would 
come into Gurley or into Moree. _ _
1800. How far to the west would the furthest station be from Gurley ? About 70 miles to the Namoi.
1801. How far from Narrahri ? About 93 miles. _
1802. You think it would send 70 miles to Gurley and pay for 45 miles of railway carriage rather than
send 93 miles to Narrahri ? Yes : because the railway would carry the wool for 2d. a mile. The 
teamsters could carry it as cheaply as that. _ ■
1803. What holdings would send into Woolabrar? I base iny estimate on the mileage. I estimate that
4,000 tons would come 04 miles—the whole distance—2,000 tons 45 miles, and GOO tons 32 miles. That 
breaks up the distance proportionately. _
1804. If the holders of some of these properties had sworn that they would continue to send to Narrahri, 
what would you say ? I should bo sorry to say that what some one has sworn to would not occur.
1805. You think that when the line is constructed their practice may be different ? 1 fancy that they
will take advantage of the railway at the nearest point. That has been our experience m the past.

■ 1806.
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J. Harper, 1$06. You are now speaking of wool alone? Yes.
_ _ 1807. Have you estimated that any fat stock or store stock will come to the stations along the line ? No ;
D ioq5 I have estimated that rather in a general way. 1 have taken less than the total mileage and reckoned the

ec,J whole of the stock in the district. J have put the cattle traffic down as 400 trucks at 21 and 100
trucks at 15—the one is for the through distance and the other is for tbo intermediate distances. Sheep 
I have put down as 2,000 trucks for the whole distance and 1,400 trucks for the intermediate distances.
I have based my estimate on the quantity of stock that came into Narrahri during the last twelve months. 
Every consignment of stock is accompanied by a travelling permit, which is handed into the station- 
master, and we are thus able to tell where the stock comes from.
ISOS. Have you returns in your office showing the stations from which the wool comes ? Yes. Tho 
following is a return of the wool that actually came from Narrahri last year from these districts:—

Statement of wool despatched from Narrahri, season 1892-3.
Station. Bales. Station. Bales. Station. Bates. Station. Bales,

Burbah ................. ......  700 Combadello .......... 597 J. A, Woolshed . .. 116 Terala................... .. 437
Bullamon .............. ......  230 Collymongle.......... 736 Laural Vale ....... .. 121 Tery-Hie-Hie .... ., 470
Barren Burren....... ...... 174 Cowra..................... 151 M.......................... .. 130 Tarleeari ....... -. .. 519
Belle Vale..................... 162 Dmneindi .............. 159 Meroc.................. .. 285 Woodlands ....... .. 221
Bangate.................. ...... 753 Dobikin................. 402 M. L. V................ .. 539 Warby ............... .. 150
Bulyeroi.................. .....  141 Dnnumbial .......... 774 M ungyer ........... .. 1,000 XVlialan............... .. 439
Bunna Bunna ....... ..... 1,203 Doondi ................. 73 Mid km ............... .. 2,645 Webolabola ....... .. 417
Bogumildi............... ..... 1,019 E. W. D., Moree... 348 Moorelands ....... .. 223 Willarie ............. .. 247
Boolooroo ............... ..... 172 r. it A. G., Moree.. 100 Migan.................. .. 376 IVerrina.............. .. 393
Bunaba ................... .....  536 Goonal ................. 646 Mungic Bundle... ... 1,184 Wirrali ............... .. 1,464
Cubbio ................... .... 815 Glcnroy................. 416 North Benarba....... 300 Welbon............... .. 1,366
(Join Lee................. .. .. 148 Gurley ................. 1,865 Noondoo............. .. 2,456 Welbonrtonyah.... .. 848
Crothcrs, H. A........ ..... 294 G. & J. Jurd.......... 264 O’Gleric.................. HI Wcrribilli........... .. 122
Conroy Ketah ....... .....  207 Groolamoin .......... 212 Piongobla ........... .. 244 Yarawa............... .. 804
Carrington.............. ..... 100 Groolatna .............. 587 Rosewnod............ .. 105
Currawilinalii ....... .....  543 Jew’a Lagoon ...... 19L Talaba ................ 114 Total .... ..33,639
CurragundT ........... ....... 399 Jaw Ba ................. 230 Tycamah ........... .. 437
To that total has to he added all clips under 100 bales which are not included in tho list, and 4,000 bales 
from the Australian Pastoral Company, which went in another direction the year for which this return 
was made out, hut which this year has come to Narrahri, making the total number of bales 39,000.
1809. How much of that -wool came from the district north of Narrahri ? Practically the whole of it. 
None of the stations having frontages to the river are included. Oyreel is not included.
1810. "Would any of the wool come from south of Gurley ? Yes ; the Edgeroi wool would. There are 
several stations south of Gurley; Dobikin is one of them.
1811. ’Would not the wool from any station south of Gurley be likely to go to Narrahri? The Eillaruey 
wool would go to Narrahri, because their sheds are only 5 miles from Narrahri. Tho Edgeroi wool would 
be trucked on the line, because there will he a siding at Edgeroi,
1812. “Would the people to the west of Edgeroi come into Narrahri ? No ; Bunna Bunna and Dobikin 
will come into Woolabrar.
1813. Are they west of Woolabrar? A little north-west.
1814. How far would that he from "Woolabrar ? Twenty-sis miles, approximately,
1815. They would not be much further from Narrahri ? They would be about 42 miles from Narrahri, 
I got my information as to where the wool would come in from the carriers’ agents, who know tho roads 
and the trend of the trade. Having located the statioos, I asked them how tho wool would come in. I 
was particularly careful iu selecting among my informants a gentleman whom I knew to be adverse to the 
construction of the line. He gave me Oyreel amongst others as likely to send into the line, but I rejected 
it, because other carriers’ agents said that it would not come in.
1816. The carriers’ agents practically determine where the wool shall como in ? They have a hotter 
knowledge than anyone else could have.
1817. But they determine what station the wool shall go to ? To a certain extent they do, hut that is deter
mined more b’y the rates of carriage than anything else.
1818. You have estimated the passenger traffic at 6,000 ? Hour thousand at 7s. 6d.—lid. per mile—and 
2,000 at 5s.
1819. That would be from Moree? That is the whole distance; hut the rate would be higher than that.
1820. Have you estimated what passenger traffic will come in at Gurley and tho other stations ? No ; 
I have estimated the trafiic for the whole distance, and taken a reduced rate to balance the short mileage.
1821. That must bo a haphazard estimate? You mean as far as the numbers are concerned ?
1822. Yes? No; Ido not think it is. It is based on our experience in connection with districts 
similarly situated as regards population.
1823. You estimate that there will he about twenty passengers in the day ? About eighteen a day.
1824. Are you aware that there is only one coach running now ? I do not take much notice of that, 
because the railway generally develops that traffic. At the present time a great many people use their own 
vehicles.
1825. You do not think that you have over-estimated the traffic ? No.
1826. You only propose to have a passenger station at Narrahri proper ? Yes; but I do not think that 
the Commissioners have arrived at any definite decision.
1827. If the railway is constructed, do you think that the people at Narrahri proper will he satisfied with 
a passenger station;—will they not, after the line has been opened afewmonths, demand a goods station P 
No doubt they will have one for the town traffic.
1828. Its construction will entail farther expense ? I think a siding and a small shed have already been 
arrrangod for.
1829. So that facilities will be given for the local goods traffic ? Yes ; I know that that was contem
plated. I have not seen the estimate since.
1830. Mr. Davies^] In making the inquiries on which you base your estimate, did you place yourself in 
communication with the holders of station property and tho people residing in the district which will be 
served by the railway ? Not generally. I was able to get the information from the books at the railway 
stations.
1831. You did not put yourself into comuunication with the local people ? I did along the line of route,

1832.
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1832. Whom did you see? Mr. Gordon at Edgeroi,and several people at Narrahri. I considered that the
carriers’ agents were the best people from whom to obtain information as to the trend of the traffic. I 
also called at Gurley station. _ ^
1833. Chairman.'] l)id you sec the carriers’boolcs as well as talie their statements? 'Yes. _
1834. Mr. Dames^l Did yon see Mr. Murphy, a large selector holding 30,000 acres at Jew’s Lagoon ? No,
1835. Did you see Mr. Halse, tho secretary to the railway league ? No; I did not see him. I had
nothing to do with the various routes which have been suggested; I simply reported on the probable 
traffic which would be earned by the proposed route. I got my information whenever I could from our 
own books, and that, after all, is the most authentic information. _
1836. You rely more on the information obtained from your own books than upon what yon could obtain 
from the people along the route ? Yes; I made a general observation of tho country to ascertain whether 
there were any natural or physical obstacles which would prevent the traffic from finding its way to the Ime.
1837. You do not usually make inquiries from the people who are likely to use the line ? Not when I
have other sources of information. It would take up too much time, and tho information would not be 
so accurate as that which we can get from our own books. We take just as much local knowledge as will 
assist us in coming to a conclusion. It is not necessary to see everyone, _
1838. But in travelling you see the country and meet the people who are likely to be served by the line ?
If you attempted to see all the people I am afraid you would not get as good a result as if you saw only 
two or three well-informed individuals. By the aid of our books and the books of the carriers’ agents we 
can identify the consignees of every hundredweight of goods passing over the line. _
1839. What freight would be charged on wool from Narrahri to Moree ? Two-pcnce per ton per mile is
about 10s. 6d. for the whole distance. _
1840. At present they are paying what ? In some cases about Is. a ton. Freights are a bit lower now
that the Union is broken up. Probably they are as low as 8d. or lOd. now, _
1841. What freights were charged before the Union was broken up ? The Central Australian Union 
charged £1 10s. for the first 100 miles. I think, in the Moree district, the rate was Is. a ton per mile up 
to 60 or 70 miles.
1842. Two-pence a mile a ton would make the railway rate 10s. Gd. for the whole distance, while at Is. 
per mile per ton the rate would be £3 iOs. to £4 ? Yes.
1813. The Department, therefore, think that the wool will come whichever way is cheapest? Yes.
1844. You are strongly of opinion that cheapness and speediness of transit will induce people to send 
their produce by the railway ? Yes.
1845. You have already expressed your opinion about the direct route? Yres; on general grounds.
1846. You recommend it as the best for general purposes ? Yes.
1847. Mr. Mumphery.'] I think you estimated that 2,000 tons of wool would go to Gurley;—how many 
tons would go to Moree ? Four thousand tons.
1848. How many to Woolabrar? Six hundred tons. We should got altogether G,G00 tons, and 800 tons 
which at present go to Glen Innes from the neighbourhood of Boggabilla.
1849. You give Moree credit for nearly twice as much as the intervening station ? Yes.
1850. Chairman-I How far down the river do you think trade will come to Moree—from Mungindi and 
Mogil Mogil ? 1 think it will come into Mogil Mogil, but I have excluded most of those stations. That 
wool would come into Gurley.
1851. Do you think that traffic from Mungindi would go to Moree ? Yes.
1852. Between Mungindi and Mogil Mogil, some might go to Moree and some to the station nearest
Millie ? Yes; to Gurley. ,
1853. Y’ou have uot reckoned the traffic from places south of that, towards Collarendabri ? No ; I have 
not included it.
1834. Are you aware that the traffic now comes from Boolcarrol to Narrahri ? Yes.
1855. You have not taken it into consideration as feeding the proposed line ? No; I have not considered 
it at all.
1856. Has much traffic come to Narrahri this year from the north-western district which did not come 
before ;—yon mentioned the Australian Pastoral Company’s wool, but is there any other? None of any 
consequence that I can think of, but I should not get tho returns in till tho end of January,
1857. You attribute that extra trade do tho breaking up of the Carriers’Union at Narrahri, and also to 
the fact that the river facilities are not so good ? The wool I speak of never went on the river at all. I 
think the Queensland wool-owners strongly resent the action of the Government in imposing a duty 
upon exported wool, and, things being nearly equal, they have shown their feeling by sending their wool 
to us.
1853. As a matter of fact, does not a lot of the wool about Collarendabri avail itself of the river when 
suitable to get to Bourkc or BreWarrina? Twelve thousand bales were taken from Walgett last year. 
There have been five or six boats up the river, and 2,000 or 3,000 hales must have gone down from the 
Barwon above Walgett.
1859. Tho line of demarcation is somewhere between Walgett and Collarendabri? Yes. Boats have 
been up to Mungindi.
1SG0. But that is very exceptional ? It is, under existing circumstances. I was speaking to a gentleman 
to-day who is interested in the business, and who said that next year, if circumstances are the same, he 
will exploit it much more thoroughly, and he is already making preparations with that object.
1861. Having had time to still further consider your estimate, you do uot wish to modify it in any
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way ? No.
1862. Mr. Mumphery.'] In making your estimate, have you carefully excluded all traffic that would go 
direct to Narrahri, even if the proposed line were made? Yes; all that I thought might reasonably he 
expected to go direct to Narrahri.
18G3. Mr. O'Sullivan^ In order to make this matter clear, I should like to ask whether you expect any 
traffic from a number of stations which I should name, and which lie to the west of the line—Molly ? I 
have excluded Molly.
18G4. WeeWaa? That is excluded.
1865. Drildool ? That I have excluded.
1866. Millie ? That I have excluded.
18G7. Boolcarrol? That I have excluded. 18GS.
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1868. Nowley P That I have excluded. ■
1869. Pilliga ? That I have excluded.
1870. Bunna Bunna ? That I have included.
1871. Merah ? That I have excluded.
1872. Meroo ? That I have excluded.
1878. Mungyer? That I have included.
1874. Oyreel ? That I have excluded.
1875. Collymongle ? That I have included.
1876. Mercadool P That I have excluded.
1877. Bugilbone? That I have excluded.
1878. Yarraldool? That is chiefly a cattle station. There are only about 1,200 sheep o4 it.
1879. G-oangra ? That I have excluded.
1880. Eurie Eurie ? That I have excluded.
1881. Gorian? That I have excluded.
1882. You have only taken in three of the stations to the west? That is all.
1883. Mr. Neild.\ Would not tho greater number of those stations be convenient if the line were 
extended further to the west, instead of being taken along tho proposed route ? Yes; no doubt the 
greater number of them would.
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Tho Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Narrahri to Moree.

John Taylor, Esq., Glen Alvon, Murrurundi, sworn, and examined :—
J. Taylor, 1884. Chairman.] You are engaged in pastoral pursuits ? Yes; a little.

Esq. 1885. And have been for a number of years ? Continuously sinco 1857.
Are.y°u fan:|il'ar with the country through which the proposed line passes, and which will be 14 nee,, i«9d. gprye(l by it ? I am.

1887. Is your knowledge of a recent date ? I have known that district for twenty years—ever since I 
went there from the Murrumbidgee.
1888. Have you any interest there ? I do not own an acre of ground there,* but my sons hold Dobikin, 
which I gave them as a gift a few years ago. I used to have a station at Mungindi, which some years 
ago I sold to Mr. Lomax. I had a station at Walgett for some time, and another a little further to the 
west, and I used to drive all through the country at the time when the railway did not come further north 
than Murrurundi.
1889. Will you tell us whether you think the line should be constructed as proposed, and if the route
suggested is the best in the interests of the country ? The direct line seems to me one that could be 
cheaply made and easily worked, but there are only two or three people interested iu the country through 
which it passes, and 1 have come here to try to prevent its construction. We have already in the Colony 
a large number of lines which do not pay, and I advocate the construction of this lino where the good 
country is. By the proposed route you first go through ICillarncy ; hut no one on that station will use 
the line, because it is so near to Narrabri. Then you come to Edgeroi, which is not very far from 
Narrahri, though of course the people there will use the line, and Dobikin will use it and be glad to get 
it. The next property passed through is Gurley, and the line will benefit them. Tycannah too, will 
use the line, and then you get to Moree, the terminus. There is no one to the east of the line. 
It will go through bad country and scrub for 10 or 12 miles. That country will not grow wheat. 
The soil is a sort of laminated stone, xvhieh gets as hard as cement. The belar country is no good. I had 
some fenced in for many years, but there was never anything but wallabies on it. There are no selectors 
towards the mountains, but wherever you go to the west you will catch the people. The people down 
about Millie, and near Walgett, and down near what they call the Big River, and at Mehi and Mungindi, 
will, if the proposed line is constructed, traverse a road parallel to it until they get into Narrahri. If, 
however, you take the railway via Gurleigh Point or the travelling stock route, they will come to it and

, f a'l'-e their loading oil there instead of going on to Narrabn. What is the good of making a railway for
one or two people ? .
1890. Your objection to the proposed line is that it only goes through four properties, which are sparsely
populated ? Yes. . r j
1891. And that if the railway were taken further to the west, via Gurleigh Point or the travelling stock

- route, a greater number of people would be served ? Yes.
1892. Presuming that the line is to be constructed primarily to give access to the country north of Moree, 
your objections to the proposed route fall to the ground ? I cannot see why you should help the north 
and leave the west out.
1893. That is not the point;—I say, presuming that the railway is to serve country near Moree and
to tho north it ? There is certainly country to the north of Moree that the railway would serve, but it 
would serve it better by going to the west. ■
1894. If you were a run-holder to the north of Moree, would you not object to have to pay for 15 addi
tional miles of railway journey? No. When I had a station at Mungindi my teamsters and all the 
trade from there went straight to Millie, That was the point we used to make for when going to Narrahri. 
We used to leave out Moree altogether ; we never looked at it, 1895.

* Note (on revision):—I have 424 acres 2 roods C. P. transferred to me.- I did not think of this at my examination.
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1895. J£ you hold country at Moree or to tho north of Moree, would you not object to having to go 15
miles out of the way in order to go to Narrahri? How could 1 have any distance to go out of my way ? 
I would be at the starling-point. ■
1896. What I menu is, would you not object to a route which was 15 miles longer than the proposed 
route? That is another thing, and no doubt a man looks to his pocket nowadays; but, in my opinion, 
that 15 miles would bring in more to tho railway than the whole distance on the proposed route. If I 
were a millionaire, and you said to me, “ Build a railway for your own advantage,” although perhaps I 
would save £100,000 by taking the line direct, 1 should make £200,000 by going 15 miles to the west. 
At any rate, that ts my opinion.
1897. Do you think it would be any great advantage to the country out west if tho line were taken via 
Gurleigh Point? I Ihink it would be into their very bands. It would help every ono of them.
1898. Would not the principal portion of that trade be intercepted at Gurleigh Point? Not at all. 
That trade would come to the line at other points. The people there would come into Millie. Millie 
would be the great station.
1899. Do you know what direction the traffic takes from Collarendabri and the district a little to the north 
and south of it, in order to reach Narrahri;—does it go via Millie, or via Boolcarrol? Through Bool
carrol, about 25 miles from Narrahri,
1909. The great hulk of the trade from the west roaches Narrahri via Boolcarrol, and not via Millie ? It 
does now ; but it would not do so if the Gurleigh Point line were made. It would then come to Millie 
or Gurleigh Point. The Walgett traffic would run up tho Pian Creek, which is the direct line to Millie,
1901. Your opinion is that if the railway wero constructed via Gurleigh Point, it would intercept the 
western and north-western traffic near Millie, and not at Boolcarrol ? You would have a very fair 
station near Boolcarrol. The Walgett traffic would come that way, and you would get it. They could not 
pass the line without crossing it, and in that ease they would unload their goods when they came to it; but 
if the proposed lino wero constructed they would run parallel with it, until they came to Narrahri.
1902. If the proposed line could be constructed for £70,000 or £80,000 loss than a line via Gurleigh 
Point, and an annual loss is estimated even upon it, what would you say ? I would rather pay tho 
£80,000 extra and go to the west It would pay better iu the end by serving more people and opening 
up good selecting country. There is no selecting country available to tho east of tho proposed line.
1903. Would not a branch line from ihe proposed line, starling 15 miles north of Narrahri, and going in 
the direction of Collarendabri via Boolcarrol serve the western country better than a mere deviation via 
Gurleigh Point ? I would go to Collarendabri. That is the real line to construct. By going there you 
would get the Queensland traffic.
1901;. You consider that tho traffic out from towards Collarendabri is of very much larger magnitude 
than the traffic from Moree and the country to the north of it? I do.
1905. You would construct a line in the direction of Collarendabri and a branch from it to Moree ? No. 
I understand that you are going to Moree; therefore I say, do irot go straight there, hut go more to the 
west and get the western traffic. You might take a branch from that line if you wanted to do so ; but 
you must get to where the people are now.
1906. You have given it as your opinion that tho volume of tho traffic from the Collarendabri district 
which now comes to Narrahri sia Millie and-Mia Boolcarrol is of very much greater magnitude than tho 
traffic from the north of Moree ? You will get plenty of traffic from Moree; but in my opinion there is 
more to be got by going to Collarendabri.
1907. Therefore, you think that the first extension of the line from Narrahri should he in tho direction of 
Collarendabri? Yes.
1908. Do you think that the present and future trade of the country lying north of Morec justifies tho
construction of a railway to Moree ? 1 think it does.
1909. But you think that there is not only a justification for a line' to Moree, but also for a line going 
out in the direction of, but not actually to. Collarendabri ? 1 would rather keep lower down. In tho 
meantime you will get the Moree traffic, although it will have 15 miles more to go, and you can wait for 
the next twenty years to run a branch line to Collarendabri.
1910. By doing that would you not be loading Morec and the country to tho north of it with 15 miles of 
unnecessary carriage for all time? I do not pity them a bit, because I think they would he very well off 
in any case. Wo should not be handicapping them at all.
1911. As a matter of fact, would you not be loading the Morec trade with 15 miles of extra haulage ? 
No ; they have nothing to fear. It would pay them well to use the line ; and I say let them pay for those 
15 miles. Other people have to pay for a much greater haulage ; and we, who are making tho railway, 
have a right to see that it will he profitable. It will not bo profitable if taken iu any other direction.
1912. Do you wish to modify your evidence at all iu regard to the requirements of Moree;—I asked you 
just now whether tho importance of Morec and the country north of it justified tho construction of a 
railway to Moreo? It would not do so unless the lino went down to help the people to tho west.
1913. You do not think there is sufficient trade from the Moree district and tho district to the north of
it, either now in existence or to bo developed, to justify the construction of a direct line; but that there 
would be justification for Ihe construction of a line more to tho west? Yes.-
1914. llow long did you reside in this district? Well, if I have not actually been residing there
continuously, I have been constantly through the district for the last twenty years, up to the present time.
1915. Have you seen any floods there? .Yes, all the floods that have occurred, big and little, but none 
of them have been very big, I have seen floods round Narrahri; hut never any out. the other way.
1916. If witnesses have stated that the country further to the west is more liable to ihundation than the 
country on the proposed lino, do you agree with them ? I do not. When there is heavy rain the water 
runs more rapidly near tho mountains, because there is a greater fall there ; but lower down it spreads 
out more. "Where it would ho a foot deep there it is not half an inch deep 10 miles down.
1917. Is it not a fact that on the eastern side of the line the water is confined by channels, while to the
west it spreads out over the country? You have more channels to tho cast than to the west, but the 
channels to the west are bigger. On the country to the east (here are a number of little creeks; hut 
they converge into one or two big creeks, so that io the west only one or two bridges would be required.
1918. Witnesses have stated that the channels to the east are more defined and more easily negotiable
than those 1o tho west ? 1'lie channels to the west are deeper and not so numerous. While on the 
proposed line there may be fifteen or twenty watercourses, there will not be more than five or six lower 
Sown. ' 1919.

J. Taylor, 
Esq. ’

14Dec.i 1893.
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J. Taylor, 1919. Where does the water go ? Tho smaller channels converge into larger ones. Just as the Murray 
takes all the water from a number of rivers, so here a few channels to the west take the water from a 

14Dec. 1893 nutnherof channels to the east. At Millie there is a deep creek; but on the east of the proposed line the 
’ ’ creeks are not so well defined. They arc up in an hour and down again, and would completely wash away

the railway without a large number of culverts.
1920. If witnesses have stated that the water to the west of the travelling stock route spreads over the 
country in undefined channels, you do not agree with them ? No, Ido not. They have better channels 
lower down.
1921. We understand that you do not think that there would be any justification for connecting Moree 
with Narrahri by a railway unless the line tapped some of the western country ? I should say not.
1922. Would you go further than Gurleigh Point to the west ? The more you go that way the nearer 
you get to Walgett, which mil wrant a railway some day.
1923. Are you not aware that the Walgett trade goes down the river and to Duhbo ? That is only now 
and again ; and whenever there is a bit of a flood the steamers strike against the bridges.
1924. Are you aware that none of the trade from Walgett comes to Narrahri ? It must do so. If the 
trade does not come from Walgett it comes from the immediate neighbourhood of that place—from stations 
not more than 5, C, or 10 miles from Walgett. Would you have them go to Duhbo over bad country and 
a very bad track; you must come towards Narrabri, and the construction of a lino towards the west 
would help that traffic.
1925. Mr. Davies^] Does tho proposed lino go through* your run? I believe so, from end to end; but 
according to the map before the Committee Dobikin lies to the west of it.
1926. Is that one of your objections to the proposed line ? No ; its construction would benefit us ; but 
I shall be dead in a few years, and the railway will be there when the whole of ns will have passed 
away ; therefore 1 wish it to go in the best direction.
1927. Tou are aware that the betterment principle is to be applied to all property within a certain distance 
of the line: Tea; hut I think we should all pay alike. Those living near the old line should pay as well 
as those living near new lines.
1928. Would you, as a property-holder, acquiese in the application of the betterment principle, should 
this line be constructed? I do not know that I understand the principle sufficiently well to be able to 
say yes or no. As I understand it, if a railway goes through the property of a man who owns 100 acres 
he will have to contribute something each year towards its cost.
1929. Tes, a charge extending over 100 years ? People coming after him will have to pay too. I say to 
that, that if a man is benefited by the construction of a line ho should pay for it.
1930. Tou think that the principle should be applied to the construction of all future railways? I do.
1931. Tou have already told us that the proposed line would not serve tho settlers on the north-west? 
It will not serve them on the west but will on the north-west.
1932. Because it would not reach the settled portions of the district ? That is so.
1933. If the primary object of Parliament is to reach Moree, which would be the better thing to do—to 
take the longest, or the shortest route ? I should take the longest route.
1934. Although it would entail a greater expenditure? It would be the best In the long run, and would 
serve most people. If I were spending my own money I should take the line to the west.
1935. What is the general character of the country along the proposed route ? Tou go through good 
country for a hit. The country for 10 miles round Narrahri is farming country, with a loamy soil. 
Then you get on to the black soil, and on Dobikin you have 10 or 12 miles of scrub that is not good for 
anything.
1936. Not even if it is cleared ? No ; it is a sort of cement.
1937. Beyond that scrub the country is fairly good ? Tou como on to fair land again; but not farming land.
1938. Is it as good as the land to the north-west? When you get on to Gurley the land is as good as 
you could wish for ; but to the west every acre is good. There are patches of farming country, but no 
farming is done there.

It does not pay because there is no access to market ? Tes.
1940. What wool did you truck from your station last year? Five hundred bales.
1941. That found its way by road to Narrabri? Tes.
1942. If the proposed line were constructed, would you send your wool to Woolabrar station ? We 
should tumble it on to the train at the nearest station.
1943. Is not the train carriage cheaper than the road carriage ? lam not sure of that. I have had stuff 
taken from Dobikin to Gunnedali for £2 a ton, and it costs nearly as much as that now to take it to 
Narrabri.

- 1944. How many miles is it from Woolabrar to Narrabri ? Thirty miles,
1945. The railway charge is 2d. per mite for wool ? The teams cut it down cheaper than tho railway ;
but wo want a railway. '
1946. Axe you aware tliat it would only cost 10s. Gd. to take wool by train from Moree to Narrabri, 
whereas the teamsters charge from £3 10s. to £4 ? The teamsters are carrying it for £2.
1947. Well, there is a great difference between £2 and 10s, Gd. ? People will pay more to a railway 
because it is quicker.
1948. But railway carriage is much cbeaper ? I do not think that it is cheaper.
1949. There is a big difference between 10s. 6d. and £2 a ton ? Do you mean to say that the railway 
carriage would be cheaper than the teamsters charge at the present time?
1950. Tes ? I think the railway carriage wmuld be more at tbe present time. The carriers charge £2 a 
ton from Moree to Narrabri just now. They will take back loading for that,
1951. According to the railway authorities they would only charge 10s. Gd. a ton—you would rather pay
that to a railway than £2 10s. to the carriers ? Certainly. ■
1952. Tou would send your wool from the nearest point on the line? That would not be more than 2 
miles away, but if the railway wTere to come past my door I would not advocate the proposed line.
1953. What do you regard as a proper train service ? The proposed line would suit us ; but I have come
here to show you how aline could be made which would suit a lot of people better. Everyone wrill have 
to hear the cost of this railway in some way or other, and we should try to find out what is the best wav 
to take it. ^

1954.
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1954. Do you think that you are better informed in regard to these matters than tho railway officials ? J- 
Tes ; the railway officials and people in Sydney know a great deal, but they do not know everything. I
know what I am talking about. I am like a soldier who has fought out a battle. ., 14Dcc 1893
1955. Mr. Wall.] Tou mean to tell us that if this lino were taken 10 miles west of the proposed route it 
would gain a considerable amount of traffic ? Yes.
1956. Do you think it is too much to ask people to bring their goods 10 miles to a railway the proposed 
line will be only 10 miles from the line you propose, and yet you say that tho trade will not come to it.
I do not think it will. The people will run right into Tarrabri.
1957. Mr. O’Sullivan.] "Would you kindly tell the Committee how many acres of freehold there are on 
Dobikin ? I think about 20,000 acres have been secured there.
1958. How many acres are there in the leasehold area ? There are 65,000 acres altogether on the run.
1959. How much of that land is held in reserves ? A good deal.
1960. What is the area of the reserves? I do not know, but I suppose it would be 5,000 acres, I cannot
carry those things in my head. . .
1961. Mr. Dawson.] Do you think a man travelling along a road would go 10 miles out of his way to get 
to a railway, instead of continuing on 20 or 25 miles ? No. He would go right into the terminus, and 
make a little more money by doing so.
1962. It is not a fact that a man will always go to the nearest station? No; a man wants to come to 
town to get things from there.
1963. Mr. Meild.] With reference to tho application of the betterment principle, would the construction 
of a railway enhance the value of land used solely for pastoral purposes ? I do not think it would enhance 
it very much, but it might increase the value of it a little, though you could not afford to pay the extra 
money in order to grow wool. Tou might, if you went in for farming.
1964. A railway would improve the value of land used for agriculture ? Yes ; it is an advantage to have 
produce carried by it.
1965. Pastoral land would not be improved, because pastoral produce being either live stock or wool, can 
be easily removed long distances by road ? Tes.

Hobert Edward Jones, Es<]., M.I.C.E., Divisional Engineer, Department of Beads, and Bridges, sworn, and
examined:—

1966. Chairman.] Tou for some time acted as Examiner of Public Works? Tes. R-
1967. While so acting you furnished a report, under date 17th June, 1891, on the group of proposed
railways from Dubbo as far north as Narrabri? Quite so. . 14Dec. 1893.
1968. Mr. Meild.] Tou appear to have reported on three proposed lines to connect Narrabri with Moree, 
and, according to your report, the longest line would be the least expensive ;—you reported on a line, via 
Gurlcigh Point, of which the length was to be 70 miles, and tbe estimated cost, £252,000 ; upon a^ direct 
line, 61 miles in length, and estimated to cost £283,000; and upon a line, via Itocky Crossing, 66 miles, 
and estimated to cost £268,000how do you account for the extra cost of the direct line; do you 
attribute it to tbe expense of crossing tbe river at Narrabri, or to the character of the country which it 
would traverse ? These are not my estimates; they were furnished to me by Mr. Deane. Eor all the 
other lines into which I inquired I made my own estimates.
1969. Tou took the figures as they were given to you, without any investigation? Yes; but I happen
to know that the increased cost of the direct line was very much due to the expense of bridging tbe 
waterways on it. , .
1970. The cost of bridging the waterways on the direct line was much in excess of the cost of similar 
works on the Gurleigh Point line ? I speak of the estimates furnished to me. The direct line on which 
I reported is the permanently staked line. I did not inquire into the proposal now before tbe Committee,
1971. Did you go over the country ? Tes.
1972. Did yon go over the proposed line before the Committee ? No.
1973. But, in going over the permanently staked line, you practically went over the proposed line from 
Edgeroi to Morec ? I crossed it at different points.
1974. Did you go over the Gurleigh Point route ? Yos.
1975. And over the travelling stock route ? Yes.
1976. Is the soil alike on tho three routes ? Very much alike, though perhaps there is more basaltic soil 
on the direct route than on tbe Gurleigh Point route.
1977. Where are the water channels best defined—on the direct route, or on the Gurleigh Point 
rouie ? On the direct route.
1978. Tou slated that it would be more expensive to cross the water-channels on tho direct route than 
on the Gurleigh Point route ? I was referring to the original direct route now known as the permanently 
sfaked line, not to the line before the Committee.
1979. Is the country more subject to flood on tbe direct route than on tbe Gurleigh Point route ? I 
should say that the country on the Gurleigh Point route was slightly more subject to flood than the 
country on the proposed route,
1980. You form that opinion from your own personal observations, or from information ■which you have 
obtained? I have been over this part of the country several times. The district forms part of my road 
division, and I am in it repeatedly. I have not been there at the time of any high floods, though I 
examined these routes in 1891 just after the occurrence of a very big flood.
1981. Perhaps you will kindly state tho limil of your division? It exlends fromBranxton to Tentcrfiold; 
then follows the Queensland border to Goodooga and Brenda ; then goes to Brewarrina, Coonabarabran,
Cassilis, and back to Branxton.
1982. Are you able to visit this portion of your division often ? I think I have been to Moree three times 
this year.
1983. Ts it customary for you to go there so often? I try to get across every four months,
1984. If Mr. Poato states that the water-channels arc better defined along tho Gurleigh Point route than
along the direct route, you differ from him ? 1 am talking of the water channels in time of flood, not
under normal conditions. Tho Namoi, with its two hanks, is well defined at the present time, but we 
have to deal with tho channels in flood time : and tho country to the west being very much flatter than 
tbe country to tbe east, a greater extent is flooded when tho water gets over the hanks of the creek.
1985. Would a greater sum be required for cuhcrts, viaducts, and bridges on tbo proposed line tban on

13 —1 the
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Eeq^MXCK’ GurleiSh -^0‘n^ It is rather difficult for me to say, because I have not seen a section of tho
’ ' water-ways on the proposed lino. I saw the sections of the three lines on which J reported, but 1 have

14 Dec, 1S93,11 seen section of tho line before the Committee.
’ j?®®1 I® II10 curpuut of the creeks on the proposed, line stronger than on the ivestern lino? That is a

difficult question to answer.
1987. Are yon aware of any difference ? No ; I am not.
1988. You do not know if the risk of washaways would be greater on one line than on another ? No ; I 
should say it would be about equal. In the country to the west, when the water gets over the banks, it 
spreads, and a great deal of its becomes still water.
1989. Would the same remark apply to water on the direct line ? No ; about Narrabri, where you would 
have to cross both tho Namoi and Narrahri Creek, the water is more confined, and the velocity conse
quently greater.
1990. The velocity would be greater in streams flowing from the hills ? The greater the fall in proportion 
to the distance tho greater the velocity.
199L We are told that about one-third of the land between the proposed line and the ranges to the east 
of it is scrub land;—would that be so ? I should think that is somewhere near it. '
1992, Is that land in any useful occupation ? It is used for pastoral purposes.
1998. Does any grass grow on it worth speaking of ? There is not so much grass, but there is very good 
timber. There is good ironbark at the hack of Terry-IIie-Hie.
1994. That is to the east? Yes.
1995. Are there not some important forests along the river to the west of Narrabri ? Yes; on the south 
side of the river, at the back of Wee Waa and Pilliga, there arc some very good ironbark forests.
1996. Would the Gurleigh Point route give access to those forests? Yes.
1997. The proposed route would uot? No; not to the forest about Wee Waa.
1998. Would the forests you speak of be likely to give an important traffic to the railway ? I cannot say 
that they would give an important traffic. They are very extensive, and yon would want to go through 
the heart of them to serve them Pilliga is 64 miles from Narrabri, and these forests extend beyond that, 
so that even a line to Gurleigh Point Mould not do very much towards opening them up.
1999. To secure that timber it would be necessary to take the line much further west? Yes; 15 miles 
would not do much where there are long sticks of timber to bo carried.
2000. ,We understand that there is more settlement on the western line than on the direct line ? 'J hat is so.
2001. 1 think you took it into consideration in making your report ? Yes ; the settlement and tho cost 
were the main things governing my recommendation. ’
2002. You reported in favour of a line 1o the west in place of a direct line ? Yes.
2003. You considered the amount of existing settlement; hut did you takeiuto consideration the probability 
of future settlement ? Of course tliat is only hypothetical, and everyone must have his own idea about it.
2004. Prom your knowledge of the district do you think that, in the future, settlement on the Gurleigh 
Point line will be greater than settlement on the direct hue ? I may say that I do.
2005. Why ? Because there is more Crown land, and the land is of pretty well equal value all through, 
and, therefore, I think, capable of carrying a larger population than there is likely to be on tbo direct 
route, where at least half of the holdings are freehold. I do not think there would he very much settlement 
towards the mountains.
2006. The whole trend of settlement is westward ? Yes.
2007. You seem also to have paid a groat deal of attention to the prospect of trade to and from existing 
towns, and m your report on the line from Narrahri West to Gurleigh Point, you mention a considerable 
number of towns that aio likely to be served by that line ;—would an equal number of towns be served by 
the direct line ? No ; for instance Wee Waa would not be served, and neither would Pilliga, and Millie 
would be very imperfectly served. The other towns mentioned in my report lie north of Moree, and, 
with the exception of Collarendabri, would bo served by it. I could scarcely say that Collarendabri would 
bo served by tho proposed line, and you would also have to exclude Warialda, especially in view of tho 
probable construction of a line to Inverell.
2008. If that line is constructed, the Warialda trade need not be taken into consideration? That is so.
I am referring, however, more to the district than to the town. '
2009. If the railway is taken to Morec, and also to Inverell, will those places compete for the Warialda 
traffic ? _ Only for traffic north of Yetman. and that only to a small degree.
2010. If the line is taken to Moreo, and not to Inverell, will any trade that would otherwise go to Inverell 
come to Moree ? Yes.
2011. And wee versa, l suppose would a line to Inverell take any of the Moree traffic if there were no
railway to Moree ? Yes, a small amount, Jt-would take traffic from some of the stations lying north
west ot Warialda, such as Gunverwarildi, kallaroi, aud Tooloona, Those stations would possibly send to 
Inverell. ,
2012. Chairman^] The line of demarcation would depend uponwdiicb railway ivas made first? Yes.
2013. Mr. ATei7d.] It would also dejjend on tho seasons? Yes, and the state of the roads. At present 
some of the traffic north of Yetman goes through Slrathbogie on to Deepwafer. The differential rates 
commence at Kentucky, so that instead of joining the line at Glen Innes, some of that traffic has gone 
through Vegetable Creek.
2014. There is a very good road that way ? It is very good from Slrathbogie to Deepwator; but not much 
has been done to it beyond that.
2015. Y ou are aware that it is proposed to charge the proprietors of land in the vicinity of the line some 
part of its cost, tho charge being spread over a number of years ? Yos.
2016. Mould the construction of the proposed line materially enhance tho value of the properties through 
which it passed ? I should uot like to say that. It is a very difficult matter to deal with. Li my report 
J have simply dealt with tho enhanced value of Crown land. I could not touch the freehold land. Of 
course the Betterment Bill has altered all that.
2017. Would a railway increase the value of land used for agricultural purposes more than the value of 
land used for grazing purposes? Yes.
2018. That, I suppose, is due to the fact that tho volume of produce from an agricultural district is
infinitely greater than the volume of produce from pastoral land ? Quite so; and the value of wheat per 
bushel is very much more in proportion to its bulk than is the case with wool. 2019
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2019. And in one case you drive a great deal oi' vour produce to market, while in the other you cannot do Jonog,soP Yes, 1 Esa.,M.I.C.E.
2020. Consequently a railway is of more value to an agriculturist than io a pastoralist? Quite so. I4^ec^l893
2021. Have you any reason to suppose that ihe construction of the proposed line would lead to the ‘
cutting up of any largo estates ? There is land on them suitable for agriculture, and Ihe construction of
the line onght to lead to such subdivision
2022. A. great deal of tho soil is black country, is it not ? Yes.
2023. Is it of any value for agricultural purposes ? The intermittent character of the rainfall is against 
agricultural pursuits, but near tho hills tho rainfall is greater,
2024. Do you know of any black soil country being used for agriculture? The river flats on tho north 
coast are used for the production of maize.
2025. But that is not tho same soil as this ? No. ’
2026. Is not the black soil too sticky to plough when wet, and too hard when dry? The ordinary black 
soil would be so, but on G-urley and at other places along the route there is soil upon which, I believe^ 
wheat could be grown if the rainfall were sufficient.
2027. You arc referring to volcanic soil ? Yes; and sandy soil.
2028. Are these patches extensive ? I. think I passed through some miles of such country.
2029. In the aggregate or separate patches ? Separate patches. . ’
2030. Is tho country you speak of Crown land ? I am not able to say, because 1 do not know where the ■ 
division between the leasehold® and the purchased lands comes. I took out the acreage of every run when 
I was making my report. There are over 103,000 acres of alienated land on Guriev, and on the resumed 
area there are only 55,000 acres, so that the good land will be mostly freehold. "
2031. Assuming that tho Gurlcigh Point route is 15 miles longer than the proposed route, and would, 
according to the estimate of the Pugineer-in-Chicf, cost £300 a mile more Io construct, would the extra 
trade which it would get, and tbe extra advantages which it would confer on the settlement and prospective 
settlement, warrant its construction ? According to my figures, tho Gurlcigh Point line is only 8^- miles 
longer than the proposed line. The Gurleigh Point line is 71 miles 62 chains, while the proposed line is 
63 miles 50 chains.
2032. You consider that the present and prospective traffic on tho Gurleigh Point route would justify its
construction, although it is 8J- miles longer than the proposed route, and would cost £300 a mile more ?
As far as I can make out, tho extra distance and the increased cost of construction would make it cost
£43,200 more than the proposed route.
2033. Are you of opinion, under tho circumstances, that the present and prospective traffic that it would
serve warrant its construction ? ] would point out that in addition to the traffic on the Gurleigh Point
line you would get 9 miles more haulage from Morec.
2034. That would be an extra charge on the people of Moreo? Quite so. If the line were made they 
would have to pay for the 72 miles of haulage.
2035. Do I understand that the question is one which you feel disinclined to answer ? I should have to 
work out the figures, and ascertain what the additionafrevenue would be.
2036. Do you think that the trade on the Gurleigh Point line would warrant us in constructing a line 
which is 8 miles longer than tho proposed lino ? I must confess that I am inclined to think that it would.
2037. Is it customary in this Colony to seek the nearest connection between two towns, irrespective of 
all trade considerations ? I do not think it is.
2038. In your knowledge has that plan been adopted in connection with the majority of our railways ?
I am not prepared to say.
2039. Has it not boon rather the practice to take lines where they will serve the greatest population ? I 
think that is generally the practice.
2010. It would be a new departure to consider the directness of a line and nothing else? In making my 
investigations I tried to ascertain which would be the best line for the collection of traffic.
2011. You hold that the Gurleigh Point route would gather a larger quantify of traffic, and more valuable 
traffic than the direct line, and you therefore prefer it ? Yes, assuming that it would be 8 miles longer 
than the direct line. If it wero 15 miles longer 1 should have some doubt on tho subject.
2042. You studied these matters rather from the standpoint of tho public interest than from an 
engineering standpoint ? Yes.
2043. Jlfr. Cotlim-.] How far is Gurleigh Point from Narrabri ? Pifteen miles.
2044. What sort of country does the surveyed route go through ? Not very good country.
2015, Would it not have been better to cross the river at Narrabri and go along on tho north side of it? I 
am not sure as to tho cost of crossing the river. It is not very large now ; it has been greatly reduced. ,
2046. It was estimated that tho cost of crossing tbe river would he £80,000, but tho present estimate is 
between£5,000 and£6,000;—what do you say in that case? If you go westward to get this traffic there 
is no reason why you should not go on the north side of tho river.
2047. Seeing that the country on the north side is better ? Yes.
2048. Is there much settlement between Gurleigh Point aud Boolcarrol ? No ; but there are a lot of 
selectors on Boolcarrol run.
2019. A sufficient number to warrant the construction of a railway there ? Not to that particular place.
When we speak of the lino going westwards, it is not to tap any particular spot. You have to think of 
the Pilliga traffic, and the traffic from Wee Waa, Pian Creek, Jew’s Lagoon, Thalaba Creek, and until 
some better communication is given by the Barwon, Collarendabri, and even Angledool.
2050. Do you not think that some consideration should be shown to the 3,000 inhabitants of Narrabri ?
Yes; T have stated in my report that Narrabri must sutler very much.
2051. Mr. Aft’ild.'] "Wherever the line is taken ? Yes.
2052. Mr. Collins.'] But more particularly, if it is taken to Gurleigh Point? Yes ; because if the proposed 
direct line were constructed, most of the traffic now coming into Narrabri would continue to come there.
2053. Did you not recommend a line from Coonamble io Walgett r Yes,
2054. Would not the traffic from a number of the places you have mentioned go to that line ? No.
2055. Would not the Pilliga traffic go there ? Pilliga is further from Walgett than it is from Narrabri.
2056. Would it not go to Coonamble ? I do not think so.
2057. Pilliga is only 40 miles from Coonamble ? I take Pilliga as the line of demarcation, and I was
assuming that the Gurlcigh Point line would be constructed, which would go nearer. ’

2058.
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T^'er werc navigable to CoUarondabri, would not tbe traffic from that part of the district 
^ -,'_i^ ' £° by it? Wool traffic would probably do so. Jt is difficult to say what tbe charges and insurance would

14 Dec. 1893. co™e to ; but if tbe river charges were cbeaper tban the road charges the traffic would go that way.
‘ 2051). Seeing that they have differenl ial rates on the Western line from Bo nr ke, it would bo cheaper to go

there than to Narrabri ? But a lot of the wool would go- to Newcastle, and the rate to Newcastle is only 
£3 os. Id. The rate from Bourke is far more than that.
2060. Tou say that there is good agricultural country on the p'roposed line ? Tes.
2061. If the reserves there are thrown open, would a large settlement be created? If the runs were 
subdivided settlement would be created.
2062. Which do you think would be better;—for the line to he taken direct to Moree with a branch to the 
west, or for the Gurleigh Point route to be followed ? What you propose would answer the same purpose 
as the Gurleigh Point route; but the working expenses would bo more.
2063. But a direct line would be more advantageous to tbe people about Moree and the district to the 
north of it ? Tes, because they would not be handicapped bv any extra mileage.
20G4. I understand you to say that if the crossing at Narrabri will cost between £5,000 and £6,000, the 
line might cross there instead of at Gurlcigh Point ? It would he far more expensive to cross at Gurleigh 
Point than, according to Mr. Beane’s estimate, it would bo to cross at Narrabri.
2065. Mr. McCourt. Tou have had a considerable amount of experience in road-making in this district? 
Tes.
2066. What depth of metal do you put on roads there when you are forming them P Nine inches at tho 
least, but with the narrow tires and the tremendous loads that they have there the wheels cut through 
like a knife.
2067. When n road is formed and the soil thrown up in tho middle, does it get very hard ? Tes ; some
time after rain it gets very hard. .
206S, During flood time, when it gets soaked, does it dissolve ? Generally, in dry weather, it gets very 
hard, and opens out iu fissures in many places, keeping a hard crust.
2069. But if it is flooded after it has consolidated does it dissolve ? It becomes very soft.
2070. And almost dissolves ? It is boggy.
2071. Do you think that 3 inches of ballast would be sufficient under the sleepers there ? I was 
employed on railways all my life till I came out here, and this is an experiment which I should be very 
glad to see tried. The quantity of ballast proposed is far less than I have ever known to he used ; but I 
take it that the 3 inches will be placed under the sleepers.
2072. There will be only 3 inches of ballast altogether ? A train passing over a line has not the same 
effect as a waggon drawn by horses. The narrow wheels of a waggon plough up the surface of the road, 
while the weight of a train is not transmitted directly to the sod because of the sleepers and rails.
2073. But the engines would weigh 60 tons ? I understand that they will be lighter than that—about 
30 tons.
2074!. Do you think tliat 3 inches of ballast would be sufficient ? 1 am not prepared to say that I do, 
I should like to see more used.
2075. Chairman.'] Tou are aware that the speed of the trains will be limited to 15 miles an hour ? Tes.
2076. ‘Would that affect tbe stability of the road to a less degree ? The oscillations would bo less.
2077. Mr, McCourt. Would you advise the use of an extra number of sleepers ? Tes, There is no 
doubt that ballast in this ease will be a very expensive item.
2078. "Would you advise the use of sleepers 18 inches apart? I would not have them as close as that; 
I would say 2,000 to the mile.
2079. Mr. Dawson.] What do you mean by the answer that you gave to Mr. Collins with regard to tho 
injury likely to he done to Narrabri ? If the line is taken via Gurleigh Point the traffic which now 
comes to Narrabri will go there no longer, except traffic from the cast, such as that from Terry-IIie-Hie, 
Eoclcey Creek, and so on. If, however, the proposed route be followed, the traffic from Wee Waa, 
Pilliga, Pian Creek, and Jew’s Lagoon, will still come into Narrabri.
2080. Into Narrabri West? No. Much of it comes by way of Gundamaine,by Ironbarks, into Narrahri, 
and then crosses the bridges to Narrabri West.
2081. Do you know the Narrabri Creek and the Namoi Liver ? Tes.
2082. Do you think that a railway bridge could be thrown across those watercourses at a cost of 
£6,000 ? I am not prepared to say. I have not seen the details or sections, nor do I know what the 
length of the bridges will be. I am not in a position to criticise the estimate.
2083. The former estimate was £80,000 ? Mr. Collins said £80.000. '
2084. That is what the estimate was ? I presume that that was for a very much heavier style of line. 
The weight that has to pass over a structure materially influences its strength provisions.
2035. Mr, O' Sullivan.] There are two districts which we have to serve—one to the west and one to the 
north ; do yon think it would he possible for one line to serve those districts for all time ? Tliat is very 
difficult to say. The Collarendabri people consider that they ought to have a railway to themselves, and 
the Mungindi people, no doubt, would like a railway to themselves.
2086. Tou reported upon a branch line from Gurleigh Point out towards Collarendabri and Angledool ? 
Tes.
2087. I presume that some day snob a line will have to be constructed ? I do not think so.
2088. Do you think that it will never be constructed? Tes. Tho engineering difficulties are very great,
and the cost would he enormous. If the railway is taken to Moree and another line to Walgett, and 
increased facility is given for trading on the Barwon, there will be no necessity to make a railway to 
Collarendabri or Angledool. "
2089. Could you not safely take the line a portion of the way, say as far as the flood-waters? Tes;
you could do that. '
2090. We have a certain sum of money to expend, and we know that the Gurleigh Point route will cost a 
great deal more than the direct route. Which would ho the better for us to do, in the interests of the 
State—to make a direct line to Moree, and a branch line to Collarendabri, or to follow the Gurleigh Point 
route? I consider that the loop-line would be tho best, because it would give greater facilities for 
settlement.
2091. You prefer the Gurleigh Point route to the direct line, with the branch which I have suggested ?

Per
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lor (.his reason, tliat it gives increased facilities to the country that a branch—I do not know where you ^ 
propose to .mate it from—would not give. A line by Gurleigh Point would give relief to Wee Waa and, '
perhaps, Pilliga, though there is a bridge over the river at Bugilbone. A line via Boggy Creek would iag3<
not give relief to tho Wee Waa traffic. _ ’’ '
2092. I am not suggesting such a line; suppose the branch line left the proposed line 4 or 5 miles 
beyond Aarrabri, and went out via Boolcarrol to Collarendabri, would it not, in conjunction with the 
proposed line, benefit the district more than the Gurleigh Point line? Yes; because the direct lino 
would not handicap tlic Moree people with increased mileage, while the branch would give facilities to 
other parts of the district.
2093. Mr. M'osfcinsi) You stated that you have bad considerable experience in railway construction, and
that you have never seen railways constructed with ns little as 3 inches of ballast under the sleepers ; but 
are you aware that in America there are hundreds of miles of railway without any ballast at all ? Not 
of my own knowledge, but I have read of them. They are not constructed according to the English 
practice. ‘
2091. Bo you not think that 3 inches of ballast under tbe sleepers would be sufficient in level country, 
where the trafiic was light and the rate of speed run very low, if the hue was well drained and culverted. 
and locomotives of only 15 to 20 tons weight employed ? Possibly so, if you only used locomotives of 
15 tons weight, but there would bo some difficulty in getting water there, and an engine, to be of much 
use, must bo at least 30 tons in weight. I think the American practice is to have the sleepers very much 
closer together than they have them in England, which, perhaps, compensates for (he want of ballast,
2095. If the maximum speed run on the line were 15 miles, and the engines only weighed 30 tons, would 
3 inches of ballast be sufficient, supposing the drainage were good? Yes, if you mado good drains and 
culverts ; but that is a matter of some expense in fiat country like this, where the water lies upon the 
ground. In many cases, where ballast can be easily got, it is best to increase it, 'Where tbe sleepers 
arc placed far apart, instead of getting elasticity in tho road, it becomes uneven, and gets out of order 
very quickly. ■
209G. I)o you consider that if only 3 inches of ballast is placed under the sleepers the working of the 
railway will be unsatisfactory ? No. I should be very pleased (o see the experiment tried.
2097. Sou look upon it purely as an experiment ? I do. I should certainly go in for a greater depth 
of ballast, because ] think it would save the maintenance. The road would require more attention if 
only a small quantity of ballast were used (ban if a greater quantity were used, especially after rain.
2098. But if you had a greater depth of ballast, and the line was not properly drained, would not a flood 
have an equally bad effect upon it ? Not an equally bad effect, because the water would pass very quickly 
through the ballast.
2099. Mr. Davies.] Is ballast easily obtainable on the proposed line ? I think the various routes are 
equally situated as regards ballast, though possibly there is something in favour of tho proposed route, 
because there is ballast at Little Mountain, near Narrabri.
2100. What docs it cost you to put metal on the roads of that district? The cost varies very much, At
Walgett wo have to use vitrified clay, which costs 20s. per cubic yard, while at Narrabri we get metal for 
about 12s. per cubic yard. ^
2101. Is that drift from the river? No; there is a quarry at a place called Little Mountain, within 
2 miles of Narrabri.
2102. Do yon know of any ballast that*could be procured within easy distance of the proposed line?
Yes; on the way to Gurley you cross a basalt outcrop.
2103. "What would the cost of that metal be per cubic yard placed on tbo railway? In a suitable size for 
ballast. What, distance on cadi side would you take ?
2104. Say 15 miles on each side? Not less than 17s. or 18s. per cubic yard, that is with an average 
cartage of 10 miles.
2105. Do you think that any ballast could be procured at 2s. 6d. a cubic yard ? I doubt it
2100. You doubt if ballast could be placed on any part of tbe proposed line at 2s, Gd, per cubic yard ?
Well, I do not know how close the line will go to Little Mountain.
2107. Whatvvould you consider the average cost for the whole line from Narrabri to Moree ? Well, you 
must remember that in constructing a railway they lay down a temporary line before they put on the 
ballast at all, which reduces the cost very much. I have been estimating for road haulage, which makes 
a very material difference.
2108. Taking that into account, what do you think tho ballast would cost ? I do not think you could put 
it on at an average cost of less tban 7s. per cubic yard for the whole line.
2109. That includes breaking ? Yes; and the cost of engine power.
2110. Do you take into account the gravel to be got from the Namoi and the Gwydir ? Yes; it would
have to be screened. ’
2111. And would cost about 7s. a cubic yard ? Quite that,
2112. Do you know if the direct lino passes through any quarry or gravel pit ? It passes very close to 
Little Mountain, and must pass over a basalt outcrop running from the Bald Hill over towards Gurley.
2113. Would that be within easy distance of the proposed line ? Yes; both places would.
2114. If metal is got from the Little Mountain and from tho basalt outcrop, it will cost, including 
haulage, 7s. Gd. a cubic yard ? Yes.
2115. That is a general average ? Yes. It is very probable that instead of getting it from any of these 
places they will get it directly on the line at some point near Narrabri, when the cost would bo very little 
compared with the cost of road haulage. Possibly any estimate that has been made has been on 
that assumption.
211G. What does it cost you for breaking, as a rule? About 2s. Gd. a yard, 3-inch measurement, and 
sometimes less. It all depends on tho hardness of the metal. Basalt would cost 2s. Gd.
2117. W hat is the lowest price you have paid ? I have paid as little as Is. 3d.
2118. Eor what—sandstone? Yes.
2119. Yon are speaking of the cost of breaking by band? Yes.
2120. You have paid as much as 2s, Gd. and 3s. ? Yes.
2121. You have stated that there is a good supply of timber along the line? Yes, on the hills to the
east of the line at the back of Terry-ilic-ILie. 1 suppose the uearest point to the line where the timber 
could be got would be 15 miles out. 2122.
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,?•'?'A0"C?' 2122. "What is tlie general chnraefcr of llio ilmlier? We liave been getting girders for bridges there.
B<^) 1 " ' 2123, Xn any quantity ? No ; the best of the timber has been culled.

14 Dee 1893 would you consider a fair value for half-round sleepers taken from this forest? Ironbark ?
■’ ‘ 2125. Yes ? What size ?

2126. Nine by 4, sawn or split, but undressed ? I should say that you might get them landed on the 
railway for 2s. Gd. each.
2127. lam speaking of undressed sleepers? You might get them lower than that; I daresay you 
would get them for Is. 6d., including haulage, though not, of course, in the wet season, when the haulage 
would be a great deal higher.
2128. That is haulage for 15 miles ? Yes ; not exceeding that.
2129. You said that in your opinion Ihere wonld be abundance of timber to supply tbe railway ? For 
that purpose there would.
2130. In your report you estimate that a largo area of Grown land would be served by tbe line;—has 
there been any change since you made that report? There has been a change in Moree itself. There 
has been a great deal of progress there, and 1 know that settlement has increased in the district; but 
settlement has been retarded somewhat because the resumed areas are very limited in extent,
2131. There has been a great improvement in the settlement at the Moree end? All over tbe north
western portion of tho line.
2132. What proportion of Crown land would be served by the proposed line ? I think that over 3,000,000 
acres of Crown land would be served by it.
2133. What radius would you take on each side of the line ? That is going right up to the Queensland 
border, to Goondiwindi, the junction of the McIntyre and the Barwon, taking Yetman as the point of 
divergence on the east, going close in Warialda, avoiding Bingara, taking the ranges as the boundary 
dowui to Terry-Hie-Hie, and across to Narrabri. On the other side excluding Wee Waa and the district 
I have already referred to, Mogul, and from there following the Barwon to Mungindi, and on to Guondi- 
windi. That is excluding the Queensland trade.
2134. Do you think that this largo block of Crown land would be largely increased in value by tbe 
construction of the line? J. do, chiefly because it is impossible to make a road to Moree, and a railway 
would servo tbe traffic at all times. At present during flood time the cost of haulage is enormously 
increased, and sometimes you cannot get stuff taken at all. If the district is brought 70 miles nearer 
Sydney it must increase the value of all land there. ’
2135. What would it cost per mile to take a macadamised road, half a chain wide, through this country ?
It wonld cost £2,500 a mile. ■
2136. As much as it would cost to construct the proposed line? Yes; and tbe maintenance would be 
excessive.
2137. From the one the Crown would get no return, while from the other it would? Yes.
2138. As far as your knowledge of the country generally and of the desire of the Legislature to reach 
Moree goes, do you approve of the direct line in preference to any other ? If you aim at serving Moree 
and the country north of it, of course the best route to adopt is the cheapest and shortest, so that the 
people who rush to use it will not be handicapped to the slightest extent.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Eailway from Narrabri to Moree,

John M'EIhone, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
J. MTLlhono, 2139. Chairman.} I believe you are a wool-buyer ? Not now. I can hardly tell you what I am at tbe 

■“T present time. ' “
19Dec^l893 ^ un(lerst3iid that you know this district well, and know the different rout,os which have: been

” ' suggested for a railway from Narrabri to Moree ;—what are your views as to the direction the line should
follow? It is a good many years since I was iu that country. I used to go there stock buying, but 
of late years I have not been past Narrabri. “
2141. How many years is it since you were there last—five years ? Fully fifteen, I think.
2142. You know the direction which traffic takes upon the area of country depicted on the Lands Office 
map before the Committee ? From what I have heard a great part of the land about JCillarney was 
purchased years ago, but it is not so with the country lower down. I think there is hardly the same area 
of country in New South Wales as good as that,
2143. Are you referring to the country on the southern side of the river, or to tliat on the northern side? 
The country down towards M'ee Waa aud Millie—all that country. It is all magnificent saltbush and 
myall country.
2144. That is from Boolcarrol, north ? Yes ; I have been told tliat the owners of Killarncy secured all 
the land they could years ago; but tbe land lower down the river was Crown land until the passing of 
the Stuart Land Act, and that is why there is so much settlement down there. If it is true, as I have 
been told, that the great body of settlement is down there, I. have no hesitation in saying that although 
the route may be longer, that is the line which would pay the Government.
2145. You have no personal knowledge of the settlement which has taken place there ? I tell vou
distinctly that I have not been there lor many years. I have been told that the land was taken up since 
the passing of the Stuart Land Act, which allowed free selectors to hold their land undisturbed, and 
therefore they have become thick and strong there, and are likely to stop. 2146.
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2146. Arc you aware if many of them hare sold out to tho squatters ? That is beyond my knowledge J* MTSlhone, 
altogether, but I know that some of the men there uro not likely lo sell to the squatters, because they
have been able to get a sufficiently large area of land, and are therefore likely to stop. ^ pec ^g93
2147. Prom your knowledge of the fertility of that district, and from what you have hoard of tho settle- ’ '
ment which has taken place since you aisited it, you think that if the line were taken more to the west, it
would be to the interest of the country? Such a line would be longer, but it would be more in tbo 
interests of the country, since it would suit population generally, and not a few landholders only.
214S. Suppose the primary intention oC constructing this line is to tap the country to the north of Moree, 
do you not think that any deviation to tho west will give unnecessary mileage ? There is another reason 
why the line should go more to the west. "VVee 'Waa. if I recollect, is 20 miles from Narrahri, and in 
going towards Woe Waa, you are on the road to Walgett, to which place you are bound to make a rail
way sooner or later, because you cannot make a road there.
2149. But you have not answered my question ;—presuming the proposed line is primarily for the purpose 
of tapping the country north of Morec? Out towards "Warialda?
2150. .Kmiopia, Goondiwindi, and that district;—would it not he unfair to load traffic from those parts 
with some miles of additional haulage? 1 do not think so.
2151. You think that the greater traffic to be developed on the western lino would more than compensate 
for tbe deviation ? 1 am sure of it, If the proposed line was constructed tho people out to the west 
would continue Io bring their wool and fat stock in by road to Narrahri.
2152. Do yon know anything of the country north of Moree? No; except out towards Bingara and 
Barraba,, and tbo country out that way.
2153. Therefore, you cannot compare the country north of Moree wifh that to the west of tho proposed 
line ? No ; I suppose yon would call Warialda north ?
5154. No; that would bo east? Because the Inverell railway would suit those people. Every acre of 
the country to the west—Lode's station, Richards’ station, Yarraldool, the Eckford Brothers’ station,
Millie—is magnificent land. There is not an acre of had land there.
2155. We have it in evidence that some of the traffic from the country you refer to comes to Narrahri, 
otti Boolcarrol, aud the rest of it via Millie, aud while some witnesses are of opinion that the traffic 
coming fin. Millie would use the proposed line, others think that it would not? Thatds a matter for 
the people themselves to determine : biu J fancy tliat a line towards Wee "Waa would catch all tho traffic 
from the west, which the proposed line would not get, togeiher with the traffic coming to the proposed hue.
2156. If there is sufficient traffic in the country north of Millie to pay for the construction of the pro-, 
posed line, would it not be unfair to handicap the people living there with 15 miles of additional rail
way carriage? So far aa I can judge, a line to the west would pay better than the proposed line, because 
it would serve more traffic. All the country there is magnificent. I have travelled over a good deal of 
Now South Wales, and 1 do not know any part of it where there is more good, rich grazing land than 
there is here. I am speaking of grazing land only.
2157. How would you compare the land out towards Bingara and the hills with tho land you speak of?
It is beautiful agricultural country. You caunot beat it for agriculture,
2158. Is that tho general character of the country between the proposed line and Bingara? All round 
Inverell and Bingara, and out towards Warialda, the country is magnificent.
2159. The country cast and west of the proposed line is similar, and is good country ? There is a great 
doal of good country both ways. It is nearly all good country.
21.00. But there is a large area to the westward, because there are no hills ? ’There is a larger area there 
open to conditional purchase. Until lately there was no land taken up there at all. I thiuk I am right 
in saying that all that land was taken up since the 18S3 Act passed. Take the ease of Mr. John Walsh.
Out of 500,000 acres leased, which he had there, but a comparatively small area (1,280 acres) had been pur
chased when the place was bought. Virtually, nine-tenths of those runs werc Crown land before the selectors 
went out there to take up any land that would suit them for grazing stock, and enable them to keep afamily,
2161. Do you think that it would be better to make a diversion to the west ? I do not know anything 
about the paying capabilities of the country, hut I thing that a lino to the west is more likely to pay than
any other line, II you ask me, I do not think that any line wmuld pay for some time to come. ,
2162. Is there any other point on which you wish to enlighten the Committee? No. I may say that I 
have no interest in this matter. I am indifferent as to where the line will go, hut, knowing the district,
I am of opinion that a line to the west would be best.
2163. Wore you ever in that district during very heavy floods? Yes; I have had cattle swimming all 
the wmy from Goondiwindi to Narrabri, except for the sand hills here and there. That was in 1870. The 
creeks spread all over the plains during heavy floods.
2164. We have been told by tho Kailway Construction Department that one of the reasons for keeping 
the line to the east is that it will pass through country less liable to floods than that further west? The 
creeks on the proposed line are as much liable to heavy floods, and spread over the plains, as much as the 
creeks lower down. It is almost a dead level from Narrabri to Moree, whichever way you go.
2165. If wo have been told that the proposed line could bo constructed for £400 to £500 a mile less than 
a line to the westward, leaving out of consideration its saving in length, do you think that is a matter 
which could be taken into consideration ? I do not think so. T believe that tho crossing at Narrabri 
will require ono of the most expensive bridges ; it is one of tbe worst crossings on the Namoi River.
2166. The engineers say that they have adopted the cheapest and best crossing suggested to them ? I do 
not place much confidence in them. Many millions of money havo been fooled away in this country on 
scientific fads. In my opinion, as expensive a bridge will be required on ono line as on tho other, while 
if you go towards Wee Waa you are getting near Walgett, where you must make a railway some day or 
another. I am told that selectors arc taking up tbe whole of tho land round Walgett, and will greatly 
increase when leases in the Central Division fall in,
2167. As a matter of fact, none of tho Walgett traffic comes into Narrahri now ? That I do not know.

Ingham Suttor Clements, Esq., sworn, and examined :—
2168. Ghairm/rn.'] You wore at one time surveyor ifi charge of tho In vcrell-Morec district ? 'Yes. I. S. Clements,
2169. How long ago is that ? Thirteen years ago. Esq.
2170. How long were you in charge of that district? About nine years. ✓——\
2171. Can vou give us roughly the boundaries of that district ? It is hounded on the west by the Namoi 19Dec,, 1893. 
River, on the east by the Nandewar Ranges. It is bounded by Bumble Creek on tbe north, and then
goes down to Walgett. 2172.
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LS.Clements, 2172. Arc you familiar witli the country right out to "Walgett ? ZS"o; I never went to Walgett.
Es<h 2173. Do you know anything of the country north of Moree? I know the country within the boundaries 

ISDec'^lSOS of my dstrict; hut I never wont out of the district unless sent out of it—that is, to do surveying work. 
ec,j ■ 2174. Tou know the route of the proposed line ? The proposed route, I believe, is a straight one. while 

the others turn further down the river.
2175. Which route, in your opinion, is the host for the purposes of railway construction—which keeps out 
of the reach of floods most? I think the proposed route keeps out of reach of the floods best.
2176. The more you go to the west tho more the country is liable to be flooded ? Tes.
2177. Which route passes through tho best land, from an agricultural or pastoral point of view ? Either 
of the western routes passes through better country than the proposed route ; but the proposed route taps 
better agricultural country—not that there is a great doal of agricultural country there.
2178. You are of opinion that the proposed route passes through drier country than the western route? 
I think that if a railway were constructed along the proposed route it would cost less for repairs, and 
would be more durable, and less liable to accident than any other. The good land lies principally up the 
gullies, off the plains. There are some very good patches up various creeks. Of course the proposed line 
keeps near the foot of the ranges.
2)79. It is 15 or 20 miles from them ? I mean near by comparison. *
21S0. Wero there any serious floods iu the district while you were stationed there ? Tes ; there were 
some big floods. Tou can generally reckon on a big flood once in fifteen years.
2181. From your experience during such times, you think that the proposed route is the best for the 
purposes of railway construction ? I think so.
2LS2. Would it be possible, without very considerable expense, to take the line along either tbe north or 
south branch of the Yamoi ? I thiuk it would be a waste of time to take the line along the river bank, 
because it would bo a foot underground after the occurrence of a flood, through the deposit of silt, or 
it would be washed away altogether.
2183. The river banks here aud there are subject to floods ? Tes; though very often in the flat country 
the immediate bank of the river is higher than the country beyond.
2184. Do you know G-urleigh Point ? Yes. '
2] 85. Is the ba'nk there bold, or is it liable to be flooded ? It is low compared with the country above, 

> which we are speaking of.
2186. Tou said that the proposed line would pass through country more suitable for agriculture than any 
■of the country to the vyest;—how do you account for that ? The country to the west is decomposed 1 rap. 
It is more recent, I should think, than the country to the east. Ep tho gullies the soil is alluvial, and the 
land generally is more arable than the ordinary black soil country.
2137. Do you know if there is any considerable difference between the rainfall immediately at the foot of 
tho ranges, and, say, 30 miles out on the plains ? The rainfall may be slightly more on the ranges ; butl 
do not think that the difference is great.
2LS8. That would make the. land better for agriculture ? Tou do not want much rain to grow wheat, but 
you want to get it at the right time.
2189. Is there anything you would like to add ? I do not think that there is anything else. I might say 
that about Myall Hollow, 30 or 40 miles from Karrabri, they got wafer at from 40 to 60 feet; but 
I do not think they can get it at all on the travelling stock route, because there is solid basalt underneath. 
There is also a good deal of metal there which would he useful for ballast.

William Henry Moseley, Esrp, solicitor, sworn, and examined :—
W. H. 2190. Chairman.'] Tou are now practising as a solicitor? I am a solicitor.

Moseley, Esq. 2191. Ton were at one time engaged in pastoral pursuits in and about Narrabri? Tes I was living at 
Boolcarrol.

19 Dec., 1893. 2] 92. How long ago is that ? During 1871, and at Tibbereenah from the beginning of 1872 until the end 
of 1876.
2193. Will you briefly give the Committee your views in regard to the route of tho proposed line ? Tou 
will clearly understand that it is seventeen years ago since I left the district, and in that period tho 
conditions of the country have very much changed. When I went there Boolcarrol aud Talladulla had 
not a selector on them, but now the tide of selection has flown down Pian Creek and out to the west; 
thus I cannot speak of the traffic in that part of the country.
2194. If it has been asserted that the proposed route is better for railway construction purposes, owing
to the country' being sounder and less liable to floods than the country to the west, do you agree with the 
statement? Certainly not, for the simple reason that it is proposed to cross the river at Narrabri, where 
the line, for at least tho first 2 miles, would be liable to very severe floods. ] was there during the 
flood of 1873, which was not so high as the flood of 1864. During the flood of 1864 the water was up to 
the wall-plates of my house ; but iu 1873. although boats came up to the verandah, the water never 
absolutely entered the building. Between Narrabri West and tbo proposed new station, however, there 
was what was practically a roaring torrent, and there was hardly any place where the water was not 10 
feet deep, except at isolated spots. "
2195. Suppose the engineers have secured one or two of these spots, what then? They could not use 
them, because, instead of running athwart the stream, Ihey rim parallel to it.
2196. Have you ever taken the flood-levels ? I have seen the marks on the trees, and they are about aa
good as any levels you could get. Besides, I was there during the flood. "
2197. If the engineers swear that the proposed crossing is the best that has been shown to them at any 
point of the river between Gurleigh Point and Narrabri, would you set your opinion against theirs? 
Fes ; because J have seen the height to which tbe water has risen, while the engineers have not.
2198. Have you ever seen the river in flood at Gurleigh Point ? I have.
2199. Is there a wide stretch of water there? There is everywhere on Ihe Namoi when the river is in 
flood.
2200. You have told us that the river was 2 miles wide at the proposed crossing:—how many miles of
water would you have to cross at Gurleigh Poiut ? 1 could not tell you, hut 10 miles of water when; it
is only up to your horse’s girth is uot so dangerous as 2 miles where it is 30 feet deep, aud is bringing 
logs of timber down. 2201.
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^ ull^ers^an^ that the river is 10 miles at G-urleigh Poiut and only 2 miles wide at Narrabri ? W. H.
I did not say that the river was only 2 miles wide at Narrabri. I am speaking of the 2 miles of country Moseley, Esq. 
between Narrabri TVcsf; and the proposed now station. ^
2202. You have told us that you have seen at least 2 miles of water at the proposed crossing, and! want 19'^ec->1®®3-
to know the width of water at G-urleigh Point during the same or at similar floods? But I omitted to
tell you how far the water spread out heyond Narrabri. It is impossible to say how far the water spreads
°i - ■ n ^ , ~l'ain°i overflows its banks, and it is difficult on'the plains to say which is river water and
which is creek water. The country for miles and miles back from the river—for 10 miles, probably, in
some cases—was under water.

^C1C all<^ ^10re an elevated spot ? Yes; there are the sand ridges.
2204. I understand all that, but I want to know, for the purpose of comparison, what was the width of 

ie liood-waters at Q-urleigh Point, irrespective of the back water? 1 could not possibly tell you what 
the width of the actual flood-water was. It would all depend on the lie of tho country ; but in some 
places the water would go back 10 miles.
220o. Was that at G-urleigh Point ? The water was comparatively shallow oseept in the actual bed of 
the river, X could Jiofc tell you how wide the river wns.
2206. You cannot give us any idea ns to the width of the river there ? It would be only guess work. I 
should say that tho real bed of the stream at Grurleigh Point would probably be about 500 Yards wide ; 
but it is so long ago sineo I was there that I could not tell you definitely. You must also understand
that we could not go very close to the river. Wo had to keep a good way back in order to get across tho 
country. i ^ d
2207. So far as the river crossing and the soundness of the country is concerned, you think the Gurleigh 
lomt route would be just as good, if not better, tban tho proposed route? Yes; I should say that it 
would be_the better ol the two for soundness of country, because it keeps on the southern bank of tbe 
river, winch is a high dry bank all the way until you come to the crossing.
2208. Wliat about the country on the north side of the river;—is it not more liable to flood than tho 
country on the proposed line? Certainly not. There is only the same body of water, but on the 
proposed hne there are a number of creeks coming down from the mountains.
220P Would not Poena Creek have to be crossed between Narrabri "West and Gurleigh Point? Yes; 
but it is a small creek compared with those coming from the mountains, because it comes through ridgy 
country. There is no watershed there to yield a large body of water, It is a fairish creek, hut nothing 
to compare with the other creeks. '

a ^ie ,''VElf:ercoursfi£ on the proposed line are more defined than those on the
travelling stock or Gurleigh Point routes ? I suppose they are more defined, because they bring down a 
very much larger body of water in flood times, and tliat cuts out their channels. Lower down the country 
is flatter, and the creeks spread out more, and the water is shallower.
2211. ‘Would not the country that you speak of have not only the water brought down from the east but 
also that falling on the ground between it and the proposed line ? Of course the river has to carry off all 
the flood-water, but I do not thiuk that it is any worse there.
,.212. There is a greater volume of water there, although it may not be confined to such small channels ? 
It is not so confined.
oom' vf sP.rea(is °j * more’ antl,if! therefore not so dangerous ? It is not so dangerous.

i j i*5VVOll^a a^ack a railway at a greater number of points if it werc more confined? Yes ; but 
it would be easier to deal with, because it does not bring down tho same amount of timber.
7, ,]S y as t0 tll(5 nature of the country and the floods that you can speak ? Practically I know
the whole of tlie country traversed by tbe proposed line; but I am not well acquainted with the country
u ie south, there was no selection at all when ] went there, but the countrv has been very much taken 
up since, ^ "
2216. Do you know anything of the country to the north of Moree? No.
2217. Have you been far out west from Narrabri? Never beyond Moree. 1 have gone east New
Lngland way, ®
?,21?: ^ar west hftve J'ou been from Narrabri ? Never lower down than Pilliga. Of course I know
the lie of the country from Pian Creek, and inwards Nowley.
2219. Is there anything you would like to add ? No, I do not think so

19 Dec., 1893.

"William Theodore Police, Esq., M. Inst. C.E., Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines, Department of
Itailways, sworn, and examined :—

2220. OA/iirmtm.] Has tho proposal into which tho Committee are inquiring been before you in any shape w T SVhW 
,omVf i .0’ not lmtil Mr. Lyne called upon mo the other day, and informed mo that I should be Esq., M. Inst!

required to gwo evidence before the Committee in regard to the ballasting. C.E.
2221. Pnor to that you were not consulted by the Commissioners, or by the Construction Department, in
no?>or a° 16 ^ excepting as to the probable cost of maintenance,
oono w y0U J:amil’ar witil tiic I,roject before the Committee ? 1 think fairly so 
2223. You know nothing of the country through which the line passes? I do not know the country 
between Narrabri and Moree ; but 1 thmk 1 understand the nature of the country through which the 
proposed Ime is to go. J &
222t;.- Y°11 th'nk y°1U havT° been trough similar country ? I understand that the country through which 
the rsorth-western Ime passes is similar. °
2f?lariiS tho I'^r^Wcrris’ Creek to Narrabri ? Yes ; and I am told that the country, in parts 
ot the bouth-western line, from Juneo to Hay, is similar to it. v. i
2226. Tho line has been put before us as what is called a pioneer line; it is proposed to do without 
fencing, to use sleepers of a less expensive character than are used on the ordinarv lines, viz., half-round 
sleepers and to put only 3 inches of ballast under the sleepers ;-from vour knowledge of this country— 
it ,s black soil country-do you think that that quantify of ballast would be sufficient, -beai-in* in mind 
that the trains will run at a speed of only ]5 miles an hour, aud that because tbe grades are very flat, the 

* engines
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W. T. Foxlcc, engines and rolling-stock are to be of a light description ? I understand that tbe lino under consideration 
I5aq., is altogether different from other lines which bave been constructed in this Colony, not excepting the 

M. Inst. C. K. Cobai. an[1 Temora lines. It is to he a Pioneer Line, and to be looked on more as an experiment than 
anything else. The speed run upon it, I. understand, is to be limited to about 15 miles an hour; the 

19 Dec., 1893. ines are to be something like 12 or 12£ tons on each axle, and, since the running will be
done chiefly bv daylight, the line is not to be fenced. I understand that the quantity of ballast which 
will be used lias been decided upon by the Commissioners, after consultation with Mr. Leano, the 
Eiio-iueer-in-Chief for Eailway Construction, and, on referring to Mr. Deane, X found that he had allowed 
in his estimate for 1,200 cubic yards of ballast per mile of lino. If that quantity of ballast is judiciously 
placed, I cannot see any objection to the limitation. I have been thinking the matter oyer, and I find 
that there will he no difficulty in giving 6 inches of ballast under the sleepers, if the ordinary width is 
somewhat narrowed—carrying the ballast 2 inches up the sleepers, and giving a projection of 9 inches at 
each end. There may be places where the formation is good, and where a little loss ballast wonld do; but 
speaking generally, a depth of 6 inches is as little as you could do with. ^ Where the ground is solid 
you might he able to save a little ballast, and that would enable you to give a little more—say 8 or 9 
inches—where the bottom is soft. If the ballast were arranged as I suggest, I have no hesitation in 
saying that the line would he perfectly safe, and if tho traffic came to warrant it, there wonld be no 
difficulty in increasing it afterwards. ,
2227. Where the ground is fairly sound, 3 inches under the sleepers would be sufficient. 1 would rather
not put it in that way. The average depth should be 6 inches, and 1,200 cubic yards per mile would give 
that depth. Of course I do not know the country ; but there may be places here and there where a little 
less could be used, and in that case you would havo o, little more to dispose of where the ground happened 
to be exceptionally soft.
2228. Why is tho spread of ballast usually wider than you suggest ? Where country is uneven, and lines 
curved, it is necessary to havo more ballast at the cuds of the sleepers to prevent tho road from getting 
knocked out of line, which it is apt to do if the ballast is scanty. To meet this extra ballast is used. Ou 
this line, however, there are no curves sharper than 20 chains, except at the junction at Narrahri, where
there is a 12-chain curve. - . ,
2229. Because the curves are not sharp, and the line is comparatively straight, yon can do away with the
extra width which you ordinarily have? Certainly.
2230. So that you could narrow the ballast as you propose without any danger at all? With pertect safety.
2231. Is there any other point in the proposed construction of the line upon which you would like to
offer au opinion ? No ; I have had this matter of ballasting brought under my notice, and have conse
quently thought it over. . . .
2232. Mr. Hoskins,'] How long have you had charge of the Existing Lines? 1 came to this country three 
years ago last February, and I have had charge of the Existing Lines as Engineer-in-Chief for two years
from last September. „ -.r _. , , „
2233. You took over the Nyngan to Cobar line after it was officially opened? les; I have charge ot
that line to-dav.
2234. You took charge of it immediately after it was officially opened? Yes; and I took over the 
maintenance as soon as the contractors were relieved of that charge. We did not take it over directly 
it was opened for traffic ; the contractors maintained it for a short time. _
2235. The gradients there are very easy ? Quite easy. The line is comparatively level.
2236. What is the depth of ballast under tbe sleepers there ? Six inches.
2237. All through ? Yes. ^
2238. Have you increased the depth of ballast since the line was opened ? No.
2239. You are still running with 6 inches of ballast under the sleepers ? Yes. _ _
2240. There are easy gradients on the Temora line, are there not? Yes ; it is similar in character to tho
Cobar line. .
2241. What is the depth of ballast under the sleepers there ? The same—G inches.
2242. An average of 6 inches right through? Yes. _ _
2243. Have you increased the depth of ballast since that line^was opened ? No. .
2244. Have you found those lines to work satisfactorily with 6 inches of ballast under the sleepers ?
Quite satisfactorily. .
2245. Is the amount which you have expended to keep those lines in order in excess of the amount 
expended to keep the main lines in order? I should like to explain that you cannot compare lines like 
those to CoLar, Temora, and Corowa, and this proposed line to Morec, with the main lines, because the 
circumstances are entirely different. 1 have brought with me a few figures, in ease you might wish to 
know the difference in the cost of maintenance of different sections of the New bouth Wales railways. 
On the suburban line from Sydney to Flemington wo havo four lines of rails, and the cost of maintenance 
per mile per annum, including labour and material, averages £1,731. From Elemington to Granville, 
a double line, costs £391 per mile per annum, including the extensive marshalling yard at Clyde. 
From Granville to Bicton, on tbe Souihern line, we have two sets of rails, costing £293 per mile per 
annum for maintenance. From Picton to Goulburn there is a single line for tho most part, costing 
£202 per mile to maintain. On the Illawarra line, from Eveleigh to Iviama, we have a single line most 
of the way—the double line only going as far as Waterfall—and it costs £200 a, mile to maintain; 
but on that Hue wo have had extensive landslips to deal with in the neighbourhood of Clifton. The line 
from Nyngan to Cobar costs £43 per mile per annum to maintain.
224G. Chairman.] Does that embrace tbe period of two years ? No; that has been the average cost 
during the past year. The Temora Hne has cost us, since it was opened, at the rate of £38 per mile per 
annum ; so that you will see that the cost of maintenance depends on circumstances—the nature of tho 
country, the extent and character of the trafiic, and so on. _
2247, Mr. Hoskins.] Can you toll me the cost of maintenance per mile on tho Hue from Cootamundra to 
G-undagai ? I have not tlie figures before me, but it wrould be probably something like £70 or £80 per 
mile. *1 would point out, in connection with tbe Nyngan to Cobar line, that there the trains only run 
three days a week, so that on other days the maintenance men can do their work without tho inter
ference of the traffic. There is no protection of trolHes necessary, nor have any flagmen to be sent out. 
When trains arc running, however, we have to protect the men by means of flagmen, and the work is

interrupted
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interrupted. J believe that it is intended to run trains on the Moree line every day of the week, and on '
certain days no doubt there will be special trains. < In estimating the cost of maintenance, you have to ji. Inst. C.K 
lake all these circumstances into account. ^s
2218. Trains run on the Temora line every day in the week ? IHo ; only on three days in the week. 19 Dec., 1893. 
22-10. lYhat about the Corowa line ? There we only run trains upon three days in the week,
22.jO, You have not found any difficulty in working light linos of railway in this Colony, with a limited 
tpmntity of ballast, where the gradients are easy f jNo difficulty at all, where the rolling stock used is 
light, and tho trains are run at a low rate of speed. Those are the conditions.
22dl. .1 suppose you know tlie gradients on this lino? J have seen the section.
22o2. JJo you think the line could be worked successfully without any ballast at all ? I do not say that.
2258. I presume that you are aware that in America some hundreds of miles of railway arc worked with
out ballast ? I believe tliat is so, but I should bo very sorry to recommend such a thing iu connection 
with this line.
2254. Not even where the gradients would be very easy, and the traffic small? I should never thiuk of 
recommending such a thing.
2255. Mr. McCourt.] You are aware that the Commissioners have given an estimate of the cost of main
taining this line ? I am.
2256. They did not refer to you in the matter? Yes. The Commissioners referred to me in reference to 
the cost of maintenance.
2257. Then you supplied the estimate ? I conferred with them on the subject before the estimate was given.
2258. How many men are there employed in the gangs on the Cobar line ? There are three men in each gang; 
but we locate the two-gangs together, so that in case of emergency or for special work, six men are available,
Each gang looks after a length of 10 miles.
2259. 80 that sk men would have to look after 20 miles of line ? Yes. With regard to the cost of 
maintenance I would point out that it is a matter which has received a good deal of attention at the hands 
of tho Commissioners, and we have provided the men in charge of lengths of line with tricycles. We 
are now arranging to supply them with specially geared trollies, to enable a gang of men to travel, and 
take their tools and material easily and rapidly from place to place. We have in this and other ways 
reduced the cost of maintenance.
2260. Have the Commissioners expended largo sums of money in making alterations to the Cobar line 
sinco it was taken over ? We have only given slightly additional siding accommodation here and there ; 
but speaking generally, there has been no expense in connection with the running roads.
2261. There has been no considerable alteration ? No.
2262. You are aware that it is proposed to use some old rails in the construction of the proposed line ?
I understand that some re-rolled rails are to be used, and also that some old iron rails are to he used.
2263. Is it not a fact that your Department havo sold all their rails to the Menindie tramway ? I am not 
aware of any such arrangement.
2264. You are aware that it is proposed to run trains on this line at a speed of 15 miles an honr ? I 
am aware of tliat.
2265. Is the speed limited on the Corowa Lino ? Tho speed is limited to 25 miles an hour on the Corowa, 
and also on tho Temora line.
2266. . Do you find that the drivers keep to that speed ; do they not frequently travel at *10 miles an hour ?
If they do wo doal with them.
2267. But what is your opinion ? If you ask me whether we can control the speed, I say that we can.
2268. Mr. Hoskins.] They have to run to time ? Yes; and the time given for running between two 
stations does not exceed the limit of speed we have laid down,
2269. Mr. McCourt.] Are you aware that the cost of maintaining the Jerilderie line, which is 45 miles in 
length, was estimated at about twice the cost of maintaining this line, which is 63 miles in length ? 1, 
have not the least idea what the estimate for the Jerilderie line was, but the Commissioners have been 
considering the charges for maintenance, and these have been reduced iu the way 1 have pointed out, 
as well as in other ways.
2270. The difference would be explained by the statement that the cost of maintenance has been reduced?
We have reduced the cost of maintenance very considerably. As we improve the roads we find that we 
cau reduce the charge on this account.
2271. You are aware that half-round sleepers will be used on this line ? Yes.
2272. Will they pack in the ballast as well as square sleepers? 1 take it that tbe sleepers will be laid 
with tho flat side downward, and therefore they will pack as well as the square sleepers.
2273. Mr. Suttor.] What is the average distance between the sleepers ? It varies. I understand that it 
is proposed to put the sleepers a yard apart on this line. The distance apart of sleepers on these 
railways varies from 2 feet 4 inches and 2 feet 5 inches to 3 feet, according to circumstances. If a lino 
happens to be a light one, you can put the sleepers further apart; but on main lines, where tbe ordinary 
rolling stock is used and high speeds are maintained, you have to reduce the bearing of the rails, and 
must put your sleepers closer together.
2274. Mr. Hoskins.] Do you think it would bo judicious to put the sleepers 3 feet apart on the proposed 
line, seeing that only about 6 inches of ballast are to be used, while on the other lines, where the sleepers 
are only 2 feet 6 inches apart, 9 inches of ballast are used ? I think so, because wc are going to run at a 
low rate of speed with light engines.
2275. What do you mean by light engines ? Engines weighing from 50 to 60 tons.
2276. That is the engine and tender ? Yes; with a load of something like 12 or 121- tons on each axle.
2277. Mr. Davies.] Have you had to strengthen the permanent way on the Cobar line sinco you took it 
over ? No.
2278. Is it not true that £30,000 or £40,000 has been spent on that line by your Department since you 
took it over P It is certainly not true.
2279. Mr. Hwmphery.] When you speak of light rolling-stock, do you mean a light engine and ordinary 
trucks ? Yes.
2280. Trucks such as are used on the main linos ? Yes; it is only the engines that are lighter.
2281. Ono thousand two-huudred cubic feet of ballast to the mile would give a depth of 6 inches and a
width of 13d or 14 feet? No ; it would give you a width of 9 inches of ballast at eacli end of an 8-foot 
sleeper ; making a total width of 9 feet 6 inches at the top, and a slope of 1 iu 1. The depth, as I have 
already stated, wonld be 6 inches under the sleepers. 2282.
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'^.B®'CII^ee’ 2282. What would be the width at the bottom ? Ten feet 10 inches.
M. luat^'CE "Without any additional cost in the construction of this line, a uniform depth of 6 inches of ballast

— ■ ^ could be obtained, instead of 3 inches, as previouslv estimated ? That is so, if the ballasting is done in
igDec-.iega.*116 waf18USSest- _ ' _ _ _

2284. Mr. DaiGson.'] Have yon seen the estimates for the bridge over tbe .Narrabri Creek and tbe Namoi 
at Narrabri ? No ; I have not. I have merely looked into the question of ballast, because I was told that 
I should be asked some questions in regard to it. I have bad no opportunity of going into the estimate 
in detail.

Charles William Lloyd, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
C. W. Lloyd, 2285. Chairman^ Tou have preferred a request to be examined in connection with this railway proposal;— 

J!'a(l- you know the salient points of the proposal ? I think so.
19Dee^l893 2.2^’ is your occupation? 1 have been engaged in squatting pursuits for the greater part of my

’’ ' time, but X am not so engaged at present.
2287. Tou have resided in this district for a number of years? For tbe greater part of thirty years.
2288. How long is it since you were there? Since I resided there ?
2289. Tes? I have not resided there since 1884.
2290. Tou have been awray from the district since 1884 ? I have been in tbe district, but I have not 
resided there since 1884.
2291. Tou have occasionally visited it ? Tes.
2292. Whereabouts were you residing when you were in the district? For many years X resided near 
Gunnedah, at a place called Burburgate, and after that I resided near Narrabri, at a place called Tarriaro.
2293. Have you lived any further out than that ? No ; but I used to go to Gurley, which was one of 
our stations.
2294. From your knowledge of the district, do you think the country traversed by the proposed line is 
suitable for railway construction? 1 should say so, as far as my experience goes.
2295. If it has been stated that if the line were to bo taken further west, by the travelling stock route, or 
Gurleigh Point, it would have to traverse country more liable to bo flooded, do you agree with that state
ment ? I think it wonld pass through country of a more swampy nature.
2296. Ho you know anything of the various crossings ou the Namoi ? There are a number of creeks on 
the proposed line. I know most of the creeks between Narrabri and Moree; but I do not know tbe 
creeks beyond that, in fact, beyond Gurley Creek I might say.
2297. Is it a fact that the creeks are better defined where the proposed route crosses them, than they arc 
further to the west ? I think they are. They have higher banks.
2298. I)o you know anything about the crossing at Gurleigh Point;—is it liable to be flooded? Very
much so, ■
2299. Is there a greater spread of water there during flood-time than there is higher up the river? Tes ; 
the water breaks out there.
2300. Do you linow anything of the country out towards Goondiwindi, Kunopia, and Mungindi? I 
know the country between Moree and Goondiwindi.
2301. Do you think that the country north of Moree is as good carrying country as that to the west of 
the proposed line, out towards Collarendabri ? The country between Moree and Goondiwindi is good for 
stock ; but I am not very much acquainted with tbo country to tbe west.
2302. How far docs your acquaintance with the country to the west go? I have not been more than 10 
or 20 miles out from tbe main road, but there is a great sameness in that country. As far as I could see, 
when I have travelled over it, there is a great similarity about the different places.
2303. Do you think from your knowledge of the country out towards Moree, that there is at present, 
that there is likely in the near future to bo sufficient trade to justify the construction of a lino at a cost 
of £153,000 ? I could not tell you. I have no knowledge of the present state of the country,
2304. Is there anything else you would like to tell the Committee ? There are two or three considerable 
creeks between Narrabri and Moree; Gurley Creek is the principal one.
2305. Can you give us any information about tbe proposed crossing near Narrabri;—you know where 
the present road bridge crosses tbe river ? Tes; that is very low land and liable to flood.
2306. The proposed railway crossing is roughly a quarter of a mile above that;—do you think that that is 
as good a place as could be chosen ? Higher up the river tbe crossing is bettor.
2307. The higher up you go tbe better the crossing? Tes; there is one very good crossing-place called 
the Hocks.

' 2308. That is very much higher up ? Four miles higher up, I think, I believe it was originally intended
to cross there.
2309. If you were constructing a railway to connect Moree and the country north of it with tbe present 
line at Narrabri "West, would yon take tbe direct route, or a route more to the west ? I would take the 
proposed route. I do not see that there would be any advantage gained by taking the line to the west.
2310. Have you any personal interest in any of tbe country through which the line will go ? Not the 
slightest.
2311. Mr. Wall.~] Tou state that tbe country along the proposed route is equal to that along tbe travelling 
stock route ? There is a greater variety of country there. I know the district between the proposed 
line and Wee Waa thoroughly.
2312. Can you tell us why, in making the travelling stock route from Narrabri to Moree, they went 15 
miles out of the way ? They followed the old track, because there were more water-holes there. This is 
a badly-watered country,
2313. The travelling stock rente was not made that way because tbe country on the proposed line was
not suitable ? No. In my time tbe travelling stock route did not go through Gurley—it crossed 
Bumble Creek. .
2314. Mr. Dawson.] Do you know the Eckford scrub ? Tes.
2315. Do you call it good country ? It is convertible into good country. There used to be thousands of 
cattle in it which could not be got out,
2316. Were you there in 1864 ? I was there immediately after tbe flood of 18G4.

2317.
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^3.17. Do you Tsnow how high that flood was ? It was tho highest flood in tho district of which there ia C. W. Lloyd, 
any record. The water rose 5 or G feet in the house that I afterwards lived in at Tarriaro.
2318. Werc you there in 1S73? Yes. There was a very high flood then, but not so high as the flood of■jgg^ j e> > e It) Dec., 1893.

2319. Where was the town of Narrabri then ? It was nearly all under water. The principal hotel had,
I think, 5 feet of water in it, .
2320. If the proposed lino is made, and a flood like that of 1864 comes, a lot of it will be under water ?
I should think so. I think that in the 1864 flood every house in Narrabri must have been flooded.
2321. Mr. Coffins.] There were no houses there then ? Yes, there were ; but in 1854 there "were not.
I put up the first house in Narrabri in 1856.
2322. Do you know tlie G-urley and Ten-mile Creeks ? Yes.
2323. How' wide are they at the lime of heavy floods ? Several hundred yards wide. The 1864 flood 
water was nearly up to the Gurley old station. It was inside the garden fence, and as that side is 
much higher than the other side of the creek, the water must have been a quarter or, perhaps, half a mile 
wide.
2324. Do you know the country between the proposed line and the Nandewar ranges ? Yes.
2325. Ts it any good ? Yes ; it is rich soil. All the soil under the Nandewar ranges is good.
2326. Mr. Humphery.] W ould it he possible to select a route for the extension of the line from Narrabri 
to Moree which would be free from flood ? I do not think it would. The creeks come down from the 
mountains with an immense rush.

Henry Deane, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Eailway Construction Branch, Department Public Works, sworn,
and further examined:—

2327. Chairman.'] In the proposal before the Committee you have made allowance for only 3 inches of
ballast under the sleepers ? Yes. ■
2328. Do you think that that would be sufficient for a country so liable to flood ? I have allowed a little 
reserve. I have given 1,200 cubic yards to the mile. I prefer to put it in that way, so that if there is 19 Bec-) 1893* 
any sinking in any holes there will be a reserve of ballast above the level of the bottom of the sleepers.
2329. ’What is the usual width of ballast ? Eleven feet 9£ inches on the formation level is the ordinary
width. '
2330. Do you intend to have the ballast here the ordinary width? No; I should narrow it. I intend to 
make it about 10 ft. 6 in. at the bottom.
2331. "With that depth you could make it deeper than 3 inches? Yes; and it will allow us to pack up 
the sleepers as the road goes down,
2332. So that while in portions of the country 3 inches will do, this narrowing of the ballast will enable
you to spare a little more for spongy places? Yes ; it will do very well tliat way. 1
2333. Have there been careful and reliable levels taken in regard to tlie crossing of tbe Narrabri Creek 
and the Namoi? You are referring to flood-levels?
2334. Yes ? I think so. ’ ■
2335. Erom a personal inspection of the place, you consider the proposed crossing the best that has‘been 
suggested to the Department ? I have not a doubt of it.
2336. That is, of course, putting Koeky Crossing out of the question? Yes. It is impracticable, because 
it is loo far back.
2337. "We have been informed that during tho occurrence of floods there iiave been 2 miles of water 
between Narrabri West and Narrabri proper;—would your bridges be above the level of such a flood?
I havo not provided for 2 miles of waterway, aud I. do not think it is necessary to do so. I have provided 
for the highest flood that is known to mo. We might occasionally—say once in fifty years—have a 
slightly higher flood ;—a very much higher flood you could not have, and 1 think we may take the risk of 
that, because very little damage will be done. *
2338. What is the highest flood you speak of—the 1864 flood ? I havo not the date here; lam relying 
on tho surveyor’s information.
2339. Eloods usually leave pretty well defined marks, irrespective of the recollection of local residents ?
If they are comparatively recent you can always trace them by the marks ou the trees, and so on. In 
this case I think the residents have shown tho surveyors marks which are perfectly reliable.
2340. Presuming that your belief, that the best crossing has been obtained, is sound, do you think that 
you can construct the bridges for the amount you havo estimated? That is to say for £5,250 ?
2341. Yes? Yes; the work can be done with the waterway that I propose to adopt; I have no doubt 
about that. If on further consideration it wero found necessary to add to the waterway I consider that 
the total estimate would be sufficient to cover the extra cost.
2-342. Docs the same remark hold good in reference to the various creek crossings between Narrabri and 
Moreo ? Yes.
2343. Mr. Mr.Court.'] Can you tell us the cost of the various surveys that have been made in connection 
with the line from Narrabri to Moree ? No; but I will get you the information if possible.*
2344. Would the amount spent in that way he included in the cost of this line P Not if it were charged
to trial surveys ; but if it has been charged to the Vote for a line from Narrahri to Moree the charge '
wonld probably be transferred to the new Vote, unless proper representation was made. My estimate 
docs not include the cost of previous surveys.
2345. Do you not think it would save a considerable sum of money if, before a survey was made, the 
route was referred to this Committee for approval? That is, I think, a matter which the Committee 
might consider and make a recommendation upon, I am scarcely in a position to give an opinion, in 
regard to it. ‘Such a course would, however, cause a good deal of trouble, because sometimes a route 
would be advocated and be apparently the best, and then another route would he suggested and would 
have to he examined. I do not think that the Committee would ever finish dealing with the various 
proposals.
2346. Does not the same thing occur now—everv route referred to the Committee has its advocates ? Yes.

2347.
* Note (on revision):—The following amounts havo been expended :—Prior to 188‘1-, £315 7a. Od., charged to Trial 

Survey Vote; Binec then, £i,O0G lie. 4d., charged to vote Narrabri to Moree,

H. Deane, 
Eeq.
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Deano, 234i7. Tou estimate that you can get metal supplied to you at 2s. Gd, a yard ? Two shillings and six
pence for the first section, and 3s. Gd. for the second.

Dec. 1893. ^B^S. That is hard broken blue metal ? jSto ; gravel.
2349. Eiver gravel ? River gravel, if possible.
2350. Is round river gravel as good ballast as broken metal ? Jt all depends. The Namoi gravel is very
good. A great deal of the North-Western line is ballasted with it. The line from Moonbie up the range 
to the McDonald River, and beyond there right up to Ural! a, ia, if J remember right, ballasted with river 
gravel, and it is one of the best roads in the Colony. Some gravel is ioo free, but the Namoi gravel is 
very good. _
2351. Mr. Dawson.~\ Tou have estimated that the bridge over the Namoi and Narrabri Creek: will cost 
£5,250 ? Tes. It would bo mostly a small timber viaduct, and it will be made very cheaply—about £3 
a foot run.
2352. What would it cost to put an ordinary bridge there upon which you could take over a load of wool ?
It would cost quite as much as a railway bridge, in fact it will cost a good deal more ; because it would 
have to be broader. Although the main spans of a railway bridge may he more costly than the main spans 
of a road bridge, when you come to the viaduct approaches at each end the railway bridge is very much 
cheaper. _
2353. How was it that some time ago the bridge was estimated to cost £30,000 ? I am not responsible 
for that estimate.*
2354. Mr. Collim.'] Do you think that a better crossing could be found near the road bridges? No; I
think it would be very inconvenient to cross there. Tou could not get out of the station-yard properly, 
and you would have to widen tlie roadway and erect a new bridge, because the existing bridges are not 
strong enough. _ _
2355. Tou do not think that that crossing would he better than the one selected ? No ; I am of opinion, 
after seeing the ground, that the place selected and shown on the map is by far the best.
235G. Jlfr. O' Sullivan.'] The proposed line is selected by the officers of your Department and yourself ? 
Tes; after due consideration and consultation with the residents. _
2357. J understand that you proposed that route because there is less danger of flood than on the plains
further west? Tes; that is one reason. _
2358. The evidence of some of the local residents goes to show that the streams from the hills being 
stronger, the water would do more damage to tlie proposed line than to a line further west, on the plains;— 
would that be so ? I am inclined to think that I answered that question before. It is far better to cross 
ariver where the water-way is confined. If you cross lower down, where the water is almost at a standstill, 
you have to provide a very lengthened water-way in order to let the water cross at the slow rate which is 
natural to it there. If the water-way were only equal to what would be required where the current was 
stronger, the water would be backed up by the embankment, and would overflow the line. As a rule 
nothing more is required in foundation where the water is stronger tban where the water spreads out. _ 
2350. These remarks would apply in a minor degree to the crossings of all the creeks between Narrabri 
and Moree? Tes.

* Note {on revision) It is understood, of course, that ray estimate is for a timber bridge throughout.

rAJUTAMENTAKI
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PA11LIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS. 
Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidence of J. Barling, JE'sg.]

Panels of Papkhs relating to thb proposed Railway prom Narrabri to Moure.

The first Action in connection with this proposed line appears to have been taken in the year IS83, when Mr. Secretary August, 1883. 
Wright gave instructions for a trial survey to bo mado.

In April, 1SS4, a letter was received from the Department of Lands to the effect that 21,280 acres had been set ffawfin, 1Z/3/84. . 
apart in the counties of Nandemar, Jamison, and Courallie, for the purposes of this railway. In July of the P0™0 year a 
deputation, introduced by Mr. W. It. Campbell, M.P., waited upon tho Minister to urge the carrying out of the work.
The cost was then approximately estimated by Mr. Whitton at £539,/500 (or 07 miles at £8,053 per mile.) In a letter 
dated August, 1SS2 (which howTever does not appear to have been received in this oflice until July, 1S84), Mr. Campbell 28,7/84. 
supported a suggestion by (j. K, Walker, of Mungindi, for a line from Narrabri to that place via, Moree. ^

On the Loan Estimates for 1884 the sum of £33(1,500 was voted for the work under the heading of ‘‘ Light Lines.'
Ill August, 1SS5, a petition was presented by Mr. Campbell from residents of Moreo and neighbourhood, urging the 1S/3/S5. 

following reasons for going on with the work :— .
]. Tlie opening of many new lines of trade, and increase of business, in anticipation of the new railway.
2. The impnssahleness of the roads in wet weather, owing to the nature of the soil greatly retarding tho teams, aud 

the traffic generally, which it was pointed out was very largo, and also greatly delayed the mails and passenger 
f’l'affie. , _

In October, 1885, Mr. Commissioner Coodehap directed tho Traffic Manager to make inquiry regarding tho tratnc 2/10/85. 
likely to he produced by a line from Narrabri to Moree, which he considered would servo to develop the resources of the 
districts traversed and command the trade heyond.

The Traffic Manager, on the 26th of same month, reported that in his opinion very little new traffic would he 
created. He was then directed to report more fully aud give statistics. Accordingly, on the 20th November, 1885, he 
submitted a report which was much to the same effect as his previous report. He estimated that if the Ime were 
constructed a sum of not more than £5,906 12s. lOd. in excess of earnings from the mileage then open would he realised, 
while he estimated the working expenses at £9,727 17s. Sd. He thought, however, if the line werc extended to the 
Queensland border a good deal of traffic which went to Brisbane would he attracted to our lines. _

In April, 18SC, Mr. Secretary Lyne laid before the Legislative Assembly {as Exhibits only) the plan, section, and 29/4/Stt 
book of reference of the proposed railway.

In September following, upon the motion of Mr. Lyne, the House approved of these by fifty votes to four. The 
Legislative Council however, referred (by twenty-two votes to four) the matter to a Select Committee, which, in a progress 
report, recommended a resumption of the inquiry during the ensuing session as the time was too limited for taking the 
necessary evidence. No subsequent report appears however to have been issued.

Mr. Hassall, M. B., presented a petitiou from residents of Moree urging the immediate extension of the line from 2/0/80.
Narrahri to Moree. They referred to the large quantities of wool forwarded to Narrabri for conveyance by rail, and 
stated that when the line reached Moree this would he greatly increased from districts close to the Queensland border.

In a paper prepared in 1889 by the Hallway Department, it was stated that tlie proposed lino would pass through 
“an exceedingly level and rich country,” and could be constructed at a small cost (£325,447.) The extension, if 
sanctioned, could eventually be carried on to Mungindi, or to a more easterly point on the Queensland border. It was 
further stated that the cost of construction might ho reduced by laying down the line as a cheap railway on the basis 
suggested in a report of Sir John Howler made iu March, 18S6. In addition fencing might he omitted, inexpensive but 
ample station accommodation provided, and trains run during the day-time only, while by running mixed trains the 
working expenses could be largely reduced. Such a line, it was thought, would prove remunerative, and “at the same 
time tend to draw still further to this Colony the trade of Southern Queensland.” A large saving would, moreover, be 
effected in road expenditure; as the railway would convey the traffic, there would be little or none on the main road.
The progress of tho district was, the report said, retarded owing to the want of a convenient means of transit, and at 
times when it was suffering fi'nm drought, severe hardships were inflicted, but by direct communication produce could be 
cheaply and quickly sent there, while portion of the stock could he removed to, at the time, more favoured districts, to bo 
returned witli the recurrence of good seasons. Statistics were given with this report, showing that the district affected by ' 
the line contained about 2,500,000 sheep, representing 25,000 bales of wool. _

Towards the end of the year, Mr. Hassall, M.lmoved in tho Legislative Assembly that any scheme of railway 20/12,87. 
proposals submitted to Parliament should include this line, but withdrew the motion on the assurance of Mr. Secretary 
Sutherland that he wouhl lay tho matter fairly before the Government when any railway schemes were lieing considered.

In March, 1889, a meeting was held at Narrabri to urge the survey of a line by the travelling stock route * ia 22/3/8!). 
Killarney, Edgeroi, and Gurley. The following month the district was visited by the Commissioners for Railway a,_ and a fl/i/gj, 
deputation, which waited upon them, expressed the hope that they would recommend the granting of rail communication 
between Narrabri and Morec, _

The Commissioners in their report of inspection suggested that, with a view to save the cost of an expensive viaduct 
in leaving Narrahri, a survey should he made of a westeily course as far as Gurleigh Poiut, that the Namoi should be 
crossed at or near tliat place, and that the line should proceed thence to Keramingly aud Moree. Mr. Deane reported 
favourably upon the proposal, and tho report was referred to the Railway Commissioners, who recommended that the 
altered route should he adopted, and Mr. Bruce Smith approved on 15th October, 1889, of the survey being carried out.

In October, 1S89, Mr. Jlassall was informed by the Department that the trial survey via Gurlcigh Point was 15/10/89. 
completed, but that the plans and book of reference werc not ready. He wrote early in the following year to ask when the g.'S/l/SO- 
plan and hook of reference would bo brought before tlie Cabinet, and was promised that they should be submitted before the 11/2/no. 
meeting of Parliament. In June, he forwarded a letter from the Moree Railway League in regard to the rumour that 23/0/00.
Messrs. Fisher aud Co. had decided to remove their wool-washing establishment from Darcel, involving serious loss of 30/7/90. 
traffic on our lines ; aud was informed, in reply, that tho proposed railway would be again submitted to Cabinet. During 
the following year he kept the matter in evidence, but the bad financial prospects prevented its being brought before 
Parliament.

In Juno, 1891, Mr. R. K Jones, Temporary Examiner of Public Works Proposals, was instructed to report ou 17/(5/91. 
certain proposed railway extensions, including this Hne, He dealt with the various suggested routes, aud recommended 
the adoption of that via Gurleigh Point, giving his reasons. (8ee pages 24 and 25 of his report.) _

Messrs. C. Collins and J. Sheldon, M’s.P., forwarded copies of rosolntions passed at a public meeting at Narrabri, ii/s/9l. 
condemning Mr. Jones’report as “unreliable ami incomplete, misleading and incorrect as to the comparative flood-levels 
of the country, and palpably wrong and injurious to the best interests of the district.”

‘ Mr.
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Mr. Deane reported to the Minister, in July, 1S91, regarding certain proposed alterations of ronte, which were,— 
(1.) To abandon (i mites of the existing line, cross at tho Rooky Crossing, and skirt the town of Narrabri;
(2.) To adopt the so-called direct route, involving bridges over the main river and the Narrabri Creek ; and 
(3.) To follow the left bank of the river, and cross at Gurleigh Voiut.
(1.) The.disadvantage of this route lay chiefly in the abandonment of a portion of the existing line, and the loss of a 

good deal of traffic likely to use the Gurleigh Point line;
(2.) While the second route would pass through long tracts of flooded land, and not be of advantage to Narrabri;
(3.) The third route had the heat crossing over the Namoi; was the cheapest, and would take the traffic from Wee 

Waa and Collarindnbri. This wa-s also recommended by the Commissioners for Railways, The estimated cost 
was £257,450, or £3,5S5 per mile.

Mr. Hassall continued to urge the advisability of constructing this railway, and on his forwarding a communication 
from the Railway League (Moree) was informed that the line would be brought forward at the earliest possible date, 
although it would not be dealt with during the session. The matter being pressed by the League, a letter was written to 
Mr. Hassall stating that this line would be included in the list of railway proposals to be brought before Cabinet. Mr. 
Hassall, during the next month, asked in the Legislative Assembly if the line would bo amongst the railway proposals to 
he presented to Parliament for referenec to the Public Works Committee, and received a similar reply.

An entirely fresh aspect of the question was (10th October, 1892) brought under notice by a minute by the 
Commissioners for Railways to the Minister for Railways, on narrow gauge railways, in which they advocated tho 
construction of “pioneer lines” through purely pastoral and level country, where the traffic would be light, at a cost of 
about £1,750 per mile, exclusive of bridges, waterways, and station accommodation. Tlie Engineer-in-Chief for Railways 
considered, however, that this was too favourable an estimate ; and that the lowest cost per milo for a line on tho standard 
gauge and fit to carry existing rolling stock through an agricultural district would be about £3,443, and through a pastoral 
district £2, SOS.

On the 4th November, 1892, the Railway Commissioners wrote referring to conversations the Chief Commissioner 
had had with the Minister on the subject of cheap lines, aud stated that in their opinion tlie extension from Narrabri to 
Morec and from Rourke to the Queensland Border were the most urgent lines. Unless they were made, the Commissioners 
said a large traffic would be transferred from the railways In this Colony to those in Queensland,

The Minister then communicated with the Commissioners, and asked that, as the Chief Commissioner would shortly 
be in the district, he would give his opinion as to the application of the principle of light lines as laid down in the 
Commissioner’s minute of 10th October, to the line from Narrabri to Moree, as from the nature of the country to be 
traversed it probably afforded a favourable opportunity for testing the principle. In reply, the Commissioners stated 
that, as they had no authority by law to deal with estimates and plans for the construction of railway lines, they felt the 
host method would be for the Minister to instruct Mr. Deane to prepare plans aud estimates on the lines laid down in 
their minute, obtaining from the Commissioners their assistance and advice as to tho minimum cost for which a “pioneer” 
lino could be constructed from Narrahri to Moree.

Upon this the Minister minuted that he was not prepared to act in the manner suggested, but in order to enable tho 
Commissioners to prove that cheap lines could he constructed at the price stated in their minute, ho was prepared to 
approve of any course suggested by them for tlie purpose. He asked whether tlie Chief Commissioner was prepared to 
submit an estimate with plans of the line, and if so, he wouhl be prepared to consult the Cabinet as to the desirability of 
constructing it.

In reply, the Commissioners pointed out that they had no staff available for the purpose, besides which, tho work 
was outside their functions. They further said that the class of line which Ihey considered could ho constructed for 
£1,750 per mile, exclusive of bridges, stations, &c., was not a “light line,” but a “pioneer line,” not capable of doing 
what a “light line ” could.

The Minister then minuted : “As the Railway Commissioners do not seem to have any desire to carry'out this 
‘ pioneer line,’ the matter must be submitted to me at an early date for further consideration.”

In a minute of this date tho Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction, replying to a communication addressed to 
him by the Railway Commissioners, forwarded alternate estimates of the two routes, viz., the “direct” ronte and the 
“Gurleigh Point ” route, one being for construction on the ordinary lines, and the other allowing less ballast, cheaper 
sleepers, fencing almost entirely abolished, and, in fact, cut down in every possible way. These estimates areas follows;— 

Ordinary System of Construction. Cheap Linos.
Direct Route, £250,392 Us. 3d. or £4,143 per mile........................... £179,982 17s. Gd. or £2,978 per mile.
Gurlcigh Point Route, £261,332 15s. 6d. or £3,641. per mile.............£204,774 Is. 6d. or £2.853 per mile.

Mr. Deane pointed out that if any attempt were made to cut the earthwork bridges or Imllasting down any further 
great difficulty would be experienced in keeping tlie line maintained at all over the black soil plains.

By a minute of this date the Minister directed tile Eugineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction to take steps at once 
to reconsider the line with the view of cheapening it as much as possible, consistent with efficient working, the “ direct ” 
route being selected by the Minister for the purpose.

The Enginocr-m-Chief reported the result of inspections he had made in connection with the carrying out of the 
Minister’s instructions referred to in the previous paper. Ho dealt particularly with the question of the river crossing, 
which is a large item in the cost of the line, and stated that he had given instructions for the investigation of a new route 
for connecting with the lino at Narrahri, which, he thought, wouhl turn out to be far better than any before proposed.

On the 12th October, 1893, Mr. Collins, M.P., asked tho Minister, in the House, whether, before deciding on a route 
for this line, he would cause a survey to he made from Narrabri to a point near the township of Wee Waa, from thence to 
the travelling stock route, via Millie, to Moree. In reply, Mr. Lyne stated that as it would involve a deviation from tho 
direct route of something like 20 mites, ho did not see that any good purpose would be served by having a trial survey made.

A communication dated 20th October, 1893, was received from Mr. John H. Murphy, of Jura Lagoon, Millie, in 
which, on behalf of persons residing north-west of Narrahri and Moree, he submitted reasons in favour of the line being 
constructed by a route starting from the Railway Station at Narrahri West, via Gurley Point, Boggy Creek, and thence to 
Moree.

Mr. Sheldon, M.P,, presented a letter from Mr. J. Halse, Hon. Secretary of the Millie. Railway League, asking that 
the Public Works Committee be requested to visit Millie when on their way from Narrabri to Moree, to hear evidence as 
to the desirability of the line being constructed on the travelling stock reserve via Keramingly. They urged that this 
reserve was already fenced, and that splendid material for ballast could be obtained at Boggy Creek, at ivhich place a 
splendid quarry of blue metal could be obtained,

Mr. Deane’s final report on tlie matter has been submitted. He recommends tho adoption of a route leaving the 
North-western Line east of the present Narrabri Station, crossing tbe river at Cooma, and tlie Rocky Crossing line at the 
township, meeting tlie “permanently staked Hne ” 20 miles from Narrahri, the distance being 63 miles 50 chains, and the 
estimated cost £153,000, exclusive of land and compensation.

The Railway Commission ere were asked by the Minister to submit their report ou the line, as required by the Public 
Works Act. This report was submitted on the 13th November.

On the 1st November the Legislative Assembly, ou the motion of the Minister for Public Works, assented to the 
matter being referred for the consideration of the Public Works Committee, on the conditions that the line should be 
carried out under tlie terms of tbe proposed “ Betterment Act.” •

13 November, 1893. _ J. BARLING.
P.S.—Mr. Sheldon, M.P., handed in an extract from the Narrabri Herald, of the Uth November, giving an account 

of a meeting held at Wee Waa on 3 November to urge the Government for a survey and inspection of a route to cross the 
Namoi a short distance from Wee Waa. A Railway Committee was appointed at the mooting.

The same extract contains an account of a meeting hold at Millie on tho 4th November. It is stated that the 
meeting “ were unanimous ill their strong condemnation of the last surveyed route, and affirmed, in no measured tones, that 
the line should he made on the travelling stock reserve via Keramingly. They also considered that the Public Works 
Committee should sit at Millie and take evidence, as the owners ol about 1,000,000 sheep, as well as cattle aud horses, 
were affected. . J. B.

Al.
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• Al. •
Points Connected with Imfoutance of iiavinr Permanent Navigation from Brewarrina to the Queensland

Border.
Water Conservation, Irrigation, and Drainage, 34 November, 1893.

1. Tho distance by river from Brewarrina to Walgett is IfiO miles, from Walgett to Collarindabri 81 miles, and from 
Cotlarindabri to Mungindi on the Queensland border 74 miles, thus making a total of 315 miles by river from Brewarrina 
to Mungindi.

2. In 1879 the steamer '‘Brewarrina” went up as far as Collarindabri,
3. During the present year a steamer has gone to M vmgindi.
4. As a very large proportion of the land in the Walgett and Moree districts consists of black soil, and is subject

to inundation, ordinary roads arc almost impassable after heavy rains. This fact adds' additional value to river aud railway 
communication. .

5. To a curtain extent the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree will compete with a navigable river from 
Walgett to Munguudi, but excepting m this respect it will have little effect on the river trade between Walgett and 
Brewarrina,

t 0. Owing in a large measure to tho favourable character of the seasons, settlement in tho Morec and Walgett 
districts has increased very rapidly in recent years, and all that is wanted to make that settlement permanent is improved 
conunnnication.

7. On 3!st December, 1890, the numlier of sheep in the Walgett Land District was 1,795,764, while on the 31st 
December, 1891, it had increased to 2,330,000. This was attributed by local authorities as being due in a large measure 
to increased settlement.

8. In 1890, seventy applications were received at Walgett for conditional purchases of land, and in 1891 one hundred 
and three applications. The deposits on such applications amounted to A‘4,000 in 1890, and to £7,000 in 1891.

9. The distance from Walgett to Sydney being nearly 160 miles less than from Bourke to Sydney, there is no doubt 
that all the river-lxirne trade from Mungindi .downwards will eventually come direct from Walgett; and if Walgett bo 
connected with the railways before Brewarrina, there will bo a large river traffic from Brewarrina up to Walgett. 
Brewarrina is a most important centre as regards the part of Southern Queensland which is now being watered from 
artesian bores, and a great increase of the trade from it may be regarded as a certainty.

10. Nothing has j'ot been done towards clearing the Barwon or Darling between Walgett and Mungindi, yet as 
stated above a steamer succeeded in reaching the latter place this year, and steamers have repeatedly been at Collarindabri 
and occasionally at Mogul. The fall in the river from Collarindabri to Walgett is at tbo rate of about 0 inches per mile, and 
as there is no material difference in tho velocity between the former place and Mungindi, tlie rate of fall cannot bo materially 
different. There would bo no difficulty in making the river permanently navigable to Mungindi.

h. g. McKinney,
The Under-Secretary, Department of Public Works. Chief Engineer.

A2.
Table of Distances.

M otuo
y>
9 9

9 9

Narrabri
1}
9 i 

it
Morec

M
Inverell

!7 
3 1

Mungindi 
Bogabilla 
Charleville 
Boma 
Pitts worth

to Mungindi .................................................................
,, Bogabilla .................................................................
,, Inverell .....................................................................
,, Narrabri.....................................................................
,, Gurleigh Point.........................................................
,, Wee Waa .................................................................

Piliiga.........................................................................
,, Walgett.....................................................................
,, Newcastle.................................................................
„ Sydney .....................................................................
„ Newcastle ........................................... ......................
,, Sydney .....................................................................
,, Glen Innes ...............................................................
,, nearest point on Charleville line, ritt Rome ..........
., nearest point On Charleville line, via, Pittsworth ... 
,, Brisbane.....................................................................
a n ........................... *....... *.................... .
JJ r 9 ........................................................................... ...................... .. ...........................................

65 miles. 
65 ,,
SO „ 
64 ,,
15 „
20 „ 
55 ,,

114 „
314 „
414 „
37 ■> ,, 
4,5 „

53 „ 
166 „
05 „

483 .,
315 „
137 „

by direct line.

H.D., 14/11/93.

B.
[To Evidence of M. Deane, Egqr~\

Railway from Narrabri to Moree—Distances.
Miles. Choin1-*.

Length of railway route via New Narrabri station and tho travelling stock route to Moree.................................... 69 70
Distance of Bingara from the proposed line—direct ........................................................................................................................... 48 0
Length of road from Couralli station to Bingara via Terry-hie-hie—about ............................................... ,........................... 62 0
Length Of road from Moree station np the Gwydir River to Bingara via Parnmellown and Guncrai—about ... 59 0
Narrabri to Bingara by road *'i(i Edgeroi—about ......................................................................................................................... ... 68 0

The above distances were asked for during my examination before the Committee,
H.D., 17/11/93.

c.
[jfb Evidence of H. Me Ladd an, Eeqi\

Cost of Working the Railway if Kieven Miles Longer.
Government Railways of New South Wales,

Dear Sir, Secretary's Office, Sydney, 16 November, 1893,
Mr. O'Sullivan, M.P., at the Public Works Committee to-day, asked what wonld be the increased cost of 

working tho Moree line if it were made 11 miles longer. 1 stated it would be difficult to give an answer ofl'-hand, and I 
may point out tliat while the estimated maintenance expenses might be proportioned, it would not do to follow the same 
rule in regard to the trafiic and locomotive, as, in regard to tbe former, the ] 1 miles might mean the introduction of one or 
two stations, necessitating staff being kept mid consequent expense; while in the ease of tlie loco, the present estimate 
is based on certain men now employed being able to take in an additional mileage. _

Tbe 11 miles additional (22 miles return) would introduce a disturbing factor and probably render tbe service daily 
too great for the staff in view, and perhaps necessitate arrangements which would mean an expense more than proportionate 
to tho additional mileage. Yours faithfully,
ThoSecrelary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, Sydney, H. McLACHLAN,

’ Secretary.

13—L D.
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D. .

[Jo Evidence of E. C. Weller, Esq.'}
HurUKXs oLf .Stuck in the Dkthicis to ije served bv the Pp.orosEW Railwav.

Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir, Stock and Brand", Sydney, 0 December, TNO.'i.

I have tbe honor to forward herewith three lists, showing tho number of horses, cattle, and sheep in the districts 
marked 1, 2, and 3 on tracing forwarded by you to this Department with your letter of the 4th instant.

The lists include all the pastoral lessees, and the small owners so far as they can be located from the Sheep Brands 
Directory, and tracings of the sheep districts.

An estimate of the number of stock held by owners who cannot be located is added to each list.
" I have, &c.,

HARE IE WOOD,
The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. . Under Secretary.

Xo. 1.

iTamc Address.

Hooper and Barnett ............................
Phillips W. 0........................................
Gordon R. D. and S..............................
Brown Bros.............................................
Jenkins E. L..........................................
Carrigan J. P. and 0. E........................
Allen R. C...............................................
Lenz A.....................................................
Jjalor W................................................
Amos Bros..............................................
Keen W.................................................
Muir J............................................ :.......
Monk, Viscount, and L!Amy J. R.......
Donovan W............................................
.Scott W. R. & Co..................................
Scott S. and K R..................................
Mathews P..............................................
Beiford F...............................................
Scott W. & Co......................................
Dawson D...............................................
Barden C. W.........................................
Bailey W. C...........................................
Brown A. M..........................................
Jurd Mrs. M. A..................................
Wamsley, Cameron, & Co.....................
M'Millan Ann.......................................
Knauf A..................................................
M 'Millan and Ryan ............................
Conway D...............................................
Donaldson J............................................
Mott C....................................................
Donaldson S............................................
Donaldson J...........................................
Koina M..................................................
Stann W. A...........................................
Rose T. H...............................................
Mackny Bros..........................................
Dangar Bros. .......................................
Holmes R. Y..........................................
Wilson (f...............................................
Shelton J.................................................
Walker, Trustees of ............................
Tyrrell, Executors of Bishop ............
Commercial Banking Company ..........
Hebden, Wilson, & Co......................
Arndell J...............................................
Doyle Bros..............................................
Bunarbra Cattle Station .....................
Weston and Macdonald........................
Pain Mrs. S............................................
Bucknell Bros.......................................
Bucknell T. S........................................
GoldshrongU, Mort, it Co......................
Pearce W............... ...........................
Robertson, Wagner, & Co.....................
Ferguson €r, R. E.................................
Taylor B. H............................................
Rodgers Gordon ....................................
Scriven T..............................................
Bunn C...................................................
"Welsh T., junior....................................
T unmins W............................................
Christie W. J.......................................
Hitchins W................................. ..........
Pittman A. T........................................
M'Laoghlan W.......................................
Warby J..............................................
Moore Bros...........................................
Rawle W. H............. ............................
Blair J)..................................................
Jakins B ..............................................
Morrison Mrs..........................................
Strong W...............................................

Merriwa ........................................
Merriwa ........................................
Melton Ridge ...............................
Boggabilla, Coppymoranbilia
Carrabuck ....................................
Boggabilla ....................................
Boobera ........................................
Boobera ........................................
Goondiwindi ...............................
Tulloona ........................................
Tulloona ........................................
G condiwind i ...............................
Welbon ............................. .............
Summerlea, Moree.....................
Bogamildi........................................
Jamieson's selection, Welbon
Wellron, M orec ..........................
Moree .............................................
Tcralla..............................................
Rosedalc, Warialda ................
Boggabilla ...................................
Roystonheath, Boggabilla ,.
Boolooroo, Moree .....................
Boolooroo, Moree .....................
Tareclari, Moree........................
Oregon, Warialda .....................
West End, Boggabilla ...........
Morelia, Boggabilla ................
Gunyerwarildi...............................
Guuyerwarihli...............................
Rockvalc, Warialda ................
Bendee, Gimyerwarilda .. ..
Bendec, Gimyerwarilda .......
Gunyerwarildi ..........................
Westholm, Warialda ..........
Mnlgala, Warialda ..............
Gunyerwarildi...............................
Yallaroi ........................................
Mingle Walla...............................
Boggabilla ....................................
Trevalyan Park ..........................
Borauga and Pailarang ..........
Kunopia ........................................
Whalan ........................................
Cowbail and Welbenduugah
Randboles........................................
Werrina, Kunopia.....................

North Runarha ..............
South Bunarba ............
Yarrowah .....................
Yarrowah ......................
Wirrah and Caidmurra .
Collymongle .................
Midkin............................
Curragundi.....................
Mcroe, M orcc.................
Meroe, Moree ................
Cleveland, Munguudi ...
Stanley, via Millie........
Gil Gil Creek, Mnngundi
Mogil Mogil .................
Caidingford, Whalan.....
Uroaba, Moree .............
Sunnyside, Moree..........
Wilderness, Moree..i......
Booreyanna ....................
Moorlands, Moroe..........
Cuddledooi, Moree..........
Garab, Moree................
Ommpark, Moree ..........
M iltonville, Moree..........
Curragundi, Moree ......

Horses. Cottle. Sheep.

60 500 12,000
11 9 978

5 6 4,400
60 1,200 44,000
15 35 27,285
10 40 7,000
10 30 2,000

7 8 16,000
ISO 1,500
234 240 107,826
40 .31 14,550

•7 20 1,540
276 2,067 106,000

9 4 4,000
200 1,760 141,000

9,500
8027 6

45 30 8,000
36 235 31,185
38 10 5,050
38 40 3,500
13 50 1,700

6 6 4,000
10 52 2,040
SO 30 32,100
46 273 16,532
10 11 1,090
20 70 3,900
25 29 2,800
30 200 3,850
24 160 12,230

7 80 3,800
n 50 3,980
12 100 5,364
9 29 2,221

14 32 4,535
128 125 43,447
166 303 80,732
37 120 4,400
10 40 7,530
12 350
29 2,710 20,912
39 5,860 13,080

45,52043 370
80 455 72,177

100 2,500 11,060
42 3,758

no returns.
38,700

47 80 23,744
87 220 40,927
60 80 33,500
11 3 940

250 540 120,000
53 2,500 63,325

297 2,941 143,562
32 36 28,230
1.1 6 2,229
97 1,636 13.320
11 25 2,500
16 4 3,127
35 12 941
34 100 7,000

7 7 5,500
33 52 3,000
14 20 3,500
25 65 3,500
10 60 9,650
11 20 13,060

1,850
2,3087

38 17 884
50 100 602
25 40 1,800
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Xo. 1—eoniinuecl.

Nil LHC,

JiicharttB J....................... .
Hassall Mrs, M................
Union Bank of Australia
Winter W.........................
Murphy J..........................
Wamsley and l)odd ,
Delandcv W......................
Delander R......................
C.ilmartin H. J......... . .
Cuunnings B. J...............
Bnckncll Bros.................
Brain Mrs. A............. ,,,,
James G............................
Jurd R. W.......................
M ‘Laughlan J.................
Maiden W........................
Moore JV. and K.............
M ‘Intosh J......................
I’auey II..........................

Address.

.......................... Gil Gil Creek, Borah....................................................

........................ Ashleigh, Moree............................................................

............................ Colinlee selection, Moree..........................................

...........................  Selection on Midkin ..................................................

............................ Selection on Midkin..................................................
................... . Waterview, Morec.......................................................
........................ Watercourse, Moreo,..................................................
............................ Watercourse, Morec....................................................
............................ Watercourse Moree ...................................................
...........................  Newlawn, Kunopia ...................................................
............................ Gingham ...........................................................................
............................ Fairfield, Kunopia........ ..............................................
............................ Whalan Creek, Moree ..............................................
.......................... Watercourse, Moree...................................................
............................ Coolah...............................................................................
............................ Watercourse, Moree...................................................
................... ... Moree ..............................................................................
.......................... M orcc ...............................................................................
............................ Midkin...............................................................................

Total for List Ko. 1....................................................................................
Estimate for small owners, horse and cattle...............................
Estimate for small sheep owners who cannot he located., ..

Grand total ......................................................................

Horses, Cattle. Sheep.

12
'
8 1,150

2,850JO 100
2d 80 1,200
17 20 4,358
24 50 2,000

■ 30 3d 4,900
........... 8,000

25 10 f>,000
0 40 4,000
4 1,900

10 20,380
20 10 813
30 8 1,600

3,50012 4
30 30 1,050
14 20 2,000

3 5,000
1,000

34 40 984

3,833 39,692
8,000

1,586,000
780

6,000

4,663 47,692 1,592,000

No. 2.

Name, Address. Horses. Cattle. Sliocp.

tt.UftSKll J..................... ............ ]0 30 2,800
LodcrT. A. ........................................... 10 93 L0(I3
Loder A, M......................................... 16 150 700
Miller J.................. ............................... 20 70 300
Mitchell W. T......................................... ]J5 14 2,220
Radford J............................................... Pian Creek, Wee Waa....................................... 10 r> L9S5
Knight Bros............................................ 40 4d 12,763

’ 8 S 3,000
Campbe^ 1 J.............................................. Wee Waa '.......................................................... 2 1 7,000
Thompson A............................................ 4 10 550
Toohey J. J............................................. Bclabo, Narrabri .............................................. 6 4 1,500
Dewson M............................................... Merah, Wee Waa............................................... 30 70 '703
Dewson E................................................ 30 1,403
Wall T..................................................... 20 1,800
Kobertson J............................................
M‘Mahon —*.......................................... Wee Waa..............................................................

.........
21 97 1,187

Hardy J.................................................. Drilldool .............................................................. 12 20 1,511
Smith W. B............................................ Millie ................................................................. 13 12 4,000
Powell K.................................................. Drilldool, Wee Waa........................................... 36 20 8,030
Turner O................................................. 13 4,700
Thompson Mrs........................................ Wee Waa............................................................. 10 37 5,074
Coward C.............................. ........ ... . 771
Holcombe "W.................................... ... 20 120 6,530
Munroe and Wilson ............................ Avon Downs, Millie....................... ................... 14 16 7,700
Boland Bros............................................. Anglefield, Millie .............................................. 31 4 3,520
DuffJ...................................................... Millie ................................................................ 24 fi 3,060
Duff J...................................................... Millie ................................................................. 12 40 • 2,000

Millie ............................................................. 3 10 2,000
Curr T..................................................... Millie ................................................................ 19 27 '591
Murphy W. J......................................... 22 17 18,140
Lehanc and Son .................................... 38 54 13,212
Borthwick. W...... ................................... Narrabri........................................................... 32 15 siooo
Hall H.................................................... Wee Waa.............................................................. 24 9 1,340
Kendall Bros........................................... 40 24 8,000
M‘Donald J............................................. 20 35 4,800
Maidens J................................................ 25 116 'soo
Parry A.............................................. Meroe, Moree............................ . . , 12 2,100
Parry G................................................... Mcroe, Moree...................................................... 12 220 2,600
Stuart R. W........................................... Wee Bella Bollft................................................. 16 5 ‘ 8,000
Walsh J. J............................................. Bulleroi ............................................................ 17 8 l,00o
Wilmot J. G........................................... Mcroe, Moree...................................................... 60 155 6,880
Peal'd H. T.............................................. Roselea, Millie .................................................. 21 21 0,301
Carstovs A............................................... 4 1,884
Hunt Bros.............................................. Nowley Park, Narrabri .................................... 37 50 5,088
Hunt J. J................................................ Rowley Park, Narrabri ................................... 12 20 2,586
Hunt J.... . ........................................... Nowlev Park. Narrabri ........ 7 6 2,000
Hutehinson —............  ........... .'............ Burran, Narrahri ............................................... 3,000
Moore M, J............................................ Buglebone, Pilliga............................................. 27 16 5,992
Bclson A............................................ . Eden, Narrabri .................................................. 13 20 2,210

20 20 1,900
Baldwin C............................................... Burran....... ......................................................... 4 12 2,000
Baldwin D............................................. 5 5 900
M'Farkuie G. ........................................ 10 45 730
Coward D................................................ Wee Waa........... ................................................. ]5 30 2,514
HoulahanN...................................... . Millie .................................... ......... 68 3,500
Dempsey S.............................................. North Lindr Pillrgft ....................................... 20 150 5,000
Murphy D............................................... Millie, Pilliga....".............................................. 28 25 3,645
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Name,

Bemiett J. E. ...................
O'Mnltnne J.......................
O’MulUuic O.......................
O’Mullane W.....................
Blair E. \V.........................
Corcoran G.........................
Balgarine E......................
Bennett W. T....................
Belaon A. H.......................
City Bank ........................
Adams F.............................
Banks G. W......................
Barrett B. and J...............
Shearer G..........................
Ludlow F..........................
Parry; Mrs. E. C...............
Jennings J.........................
Wright J...........................
])cvy A...............................
Vickery E. and Sous......
Watt Bros..........................
Richards and Williams ..
Moses W...........................
Wathagar.........................
Munro A.......... ...............
Pearce J.............................
Moloney Bros....................
Soling F. P....................
Gall Bros...........................
Jurd G...............................
.Turd J.................................
Cross I)...............................
Carver D............................
Carver W..........................
Conroy N. A. and A. S...
Clarke M............................
Collins H............................
Cross W. A........................
Cameron J.........................
Clarke M...........................
Cross J. E..........................
Duff W. S...........................
Archer P............................
M'Leodand Wilson.........
Tillman W........................
M ‘Garry J.........................
Woods W..................... ..
Parry R.............................
Power and Forest..............
Scott J. W.........................
Hamilton W......................
Halse J...............................
Warner, Executors of . .
Fingalton C.......................
Hamilton C. J...................
O’Neil M............................
Burrow Bros.....................
Vickery and Son..............
Barton R. D,......................
Hocken & Co.....................
Cajicl C...............................
Cook T................................
Loder G, ...................
Buchanan A.......................
Summer and Benn ..........
Eckford R. F. M...............
Eckford J. W....................
Taylor J.............................
Namoi Pastoral Company
Fletcher & Co.....................
M'Kenzic W.....................
M'Oill &Co.......................
Broughton C. F.................
Jurd D................................
Kennedy W. M.................
Shannon Bros...................
Whitman J..... ...................
Wall J................................
Wall C................................
Wyatt W...........................
Wall E. J.....;...................
Herbert W....... .................
Barbour J...........................
Maxwell W........................
Clay J.................................
Watson S. R......................
Graham A.........................
Dean W.............................
Smith R.....................................
Perry H..............................
Harden & Wilkinson........

No. 2—continued.

Address.

Pilliga ...........................
Buglebone ..................
Wee Waa.......................
Buglebone ..................
Pilliga ...........................
Kinaculla, Pilliga .........
Buglebone ..................
Buglebone ............ •......
Eversleigh ....................
Oreel ............................
Wryambltt, Mogil Mogil
Strathclyde, Millie .....
Maryville, Millie .........
Avondale, Collarendabri
Iffley, Millie ................
Bronte, Meroe................
Collarendabri ................
Collarendabri................
Oreel, Millie ................
Mungycr.......................
Goonal...........................
Tyrelt ...........................
Comhadello....................

Webolla Bella.....................
Tycannali............................
Bumble, Moree ............ .
Moree ................................
Moree ................................
Bulleranna ........................
Bulleraima .........................
Watercourse, Moree..........
Bnnguy Hotel, Moree ....
Myall Vale, Moree.............
Boonaldoun.........................
Fair view, Moree.................
Goonal................................
Watercourse, Moree..........
Moree ................................
Moree ................................
Moree ................................
Moomin Creek, Moree ......
Watercourse, Moree..........
Blair Athol, Moree ..........
Hilton, Moree.....................
Glengarry, Moree ..............
Moree ................................
South Warren, Moree ......
Dromana, Moree.................
Woodstock, Moree.............
Comhadello, Moree ........ .
Bumble, Moree .................
Carrington, Moree.............
Bumble, Moree .................
Strathhaven, Moree ..........
Gleualbion, Moree............
Buuua Bunna .....................
Rowley................................
Burrcn................................
Central Block 3 .................
Goriau...........................
Drilldool ............................
Merab ................................
Millie ...............................
Rugilbone............................
Millie Nortli .....................
Malaraway .........................
Dobokin ............................
Edgeroi................................
Boolcarrol .........................
Wee Waa............................
Molly ................................
Bulleroi, via Millie..............
Luoksholc, Moree ..............
Rosewood, Moree .........
Myall Vale, Narrabri.......
Narrabri ...........................
Appletree Clump, Narrabri 
Appletree Clump, Narrabri
Gundoimain.........................
Narrabri...............................
Guudermain.......................
Narrabn.............................
Narrabri............................
Kairabri.............................
Millie..................................
Wee Waa...........................
Wee Waa............................
Wee Waa............. .".............
Narrabri..............................
Lower Boolcarrol................

HorMS. Cattle. Sheep.

s 3,500
3 SO i,ooo
4 2 700

22 150 5,050
4 1,781
<i 20 1,908
9 1,710

25 7 5,520e 4 1,030
144 93 108,000

7,00030 50
2 2,000

13 2 5,020
15 10 2,000
Hi 102 5,425

1 8 1,200
009

11 26 470
(! IS 2,227

270 2,790 65,703
101 2,200 46,300
80 5,000
20 200

no returns.
47,540

05 1,200 50,700
320 22,033

25 17 16,938
21 20 1,043
71 175 7,890

9.000
7.00030 300

15 35 4,540
18 8 1,400
40 180 900
30 150 12,502
20 30 2,200

' 2,600 
1,5000 15

80 312 3,057
20 30 1,200
10 25 2,500

' 10 25 1,960
10 10 4,000
92 180 17,937
12 1,300
30 40 3,500
20 40 5,800

- 8 25 1,100
9 14 6,100

10 100 3,200
12 70 8,220
10 43 4,750
9 30 10,000
7 9 750

2,240
2,20022 30

00 120 55,000
105 ih 27,500

02 50 30,000
50 300 9,000
49 ISO 50,700

130 1,300 40,550
01 2,953 34,000
50 1,800 10,000
70 60 55,000
70 300 30,250

4 40 25,800
13 95 28,000

151,604120 207
109 151 10,400
30 200 21,000

21,000
1,0003 11

25 100 2,000
45 85 8,300

S 25 3,000
22 70 540
20 24 2,734

S 23 1,000
13 35 2,518
10 10 2,000

3 300
IS SO 1,925
12 10 2,815
33 43 1,828

5008 30
4 40 390
7 13 300

15 20 900
9 20 3,080
i 3,000
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No. 2—continued.

Name. Address. Horses. Cattle. Sheep.

Wee Waa.......................................................................... 17 24 6,368
6 10 2,410

IS 12 3,408
50 50 500

Wee Waa.............................................................. 17 11 4,967
19 30 7,186

Wall W ...... Galathcra.......................................... ................... 0 12 250
Fnrwt T .T ............. Narrabri........... ......... .......................................... 10 606

29 21 2,785
15 1,957

Allan T n ................. ....... IS 600

Total of List No. 2........................................................................... 4,017 30,303 1,475,402

Estimate for small owners who cannot he located................ . 300 1,000 5,000

«
Grand Total..................................... ............................ 4,317 31,SOS 1,480,402

Name.

Buchanan W. F.........
Simpson J........................
Bowman Jiros.............
M'Donald and Co......
Manchec .7. W............
TUtchio W..................
Boydel J. F................
Wethered B..............
Corrigan J......................
Arndill ......................
])crra Dcrra...............
Corry J. E..................
Dally C......................
Drinan Bros..............
Glennie F. C. and A,
Hann E.......................
Harding W. A...........
Hann F......................
Kirby F. VV...............
M'Intosh W..............
Moloney J......................
Maidens E.................
Maidens J........................
O’Sullivan J..................

'Pittman J.......................
Wells P., junior.......
Wells P., senior......
Stevens G. E.............
Smith F......................
M'Caiman .1..............
Campbell D...............
Solway J.........................
Mitchell J......................
Buchanan F. W........
Grason D...................
Mappin B...................
Spence B. J...................
Geddes G. M.............

No. 3.

Address,

Killarncy..........
Gurley Station .. 
Terry-hie-hie.... 
Mungie Bundie,
Biniguy...........
Yagobe.............
Slaughterhouse
Gineroi.............
Bangheet..........
llocky Creek....

Torry-hie-hie......................
Biniguy...............................
Tcrry-hic-hie........................
Norwood, Moree.................
Terry-hie-hie................ .......
Moree..................................
Moree,.................................
Moree..................................
Moree..................................
Moree,,,...............................
Yagobe........................... ....
Biniguy...............................
Terry-hie-hie......................
Terry-hie-hie......................
Mountain View, Warialdo . 
Mountain View, Warialdo .
Gineroi................................
Warinlda.............................
Warialdo.............................
Wnrialda............................
Warialda............................
Warialda............................
Narrabri.............................
Spring Creek......................
Spring Creek.....................
Speedwell Farm................
Vermont.............................

Total of List No. 3...................................................

Estimate for small owners who cannot be located

Horses. Cattle- Sheep.

50 1,400 55,700
55 145 138,385

180 9,500 33,800
31,00010

150 2,300 11,550
6,850170 3,800

18 250 3,400
23 50 1,100

400 800 21,000
110 2,130 

no returns
30,000

33 50 1,190
17 50 1,000
15 20 5,625
14 140 5,700

2,70814 25
15 16 3,580
6 5 1,187

, 34 140 1,502
2,805: 21 11

i 6 30 1,730
2,031

116i 25 800
i) 6 932

12 26 3,800
S 20 460
3 20 100
8 1,500

2,000IS 70
12 356 10,094

. 30 80 1,500
1 36 24 1,200

10 6 531
1 IS 859
6 30 1,000

13 21 565
15 16 466
10 10 2,500

1
. 1,574 23,712 388,059

. 300 100 3,000

. 1,874 23,812 391,059Grand Total
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f Newcastle ...........................
Tamworth ...........................
Glen limes ..........................
Poopwater...........................

^ j Narrabri West ....................
>> , Moree (direct line) ............

j Moree (Gur. Point line) . ... 
LTnverell (via Glen limes).., .

so
1/5
sifa

'ft

I Tamworth ............................
Glen Imies ...........................
Inverell (via Glen Innes)......
Peepwater ...........................
Narrabri West .....................
Walgett (present road) ......
Moree (direct line) .............
Moree (Gur, Point line) ......'
Bingara. (w Moree, dircetl 

line).
Warialda (via Moree) ,, ; 
’iretman (via Moree) ,, 
Goondiwindi (Ha Moree) „ i 

_ ,, (proposed deviation);
Warwick „ ,, ...
Warwick (wo-Jennings)......
Bingara (rin Inverell) .......
Warialda ,, ..........
Moree ,, .........
'Yetman ,, ..........
Goondiwindi „ ..........
'Warwick, Queensland (via 

Inverell).
Bingara d'}' loa<l fiom Tamwoiih) 
Warialda ,, ,, ...,
Yetman ,, ■
Goondiwindi „ , ,, ...

V Mungindi (via Moree) ..........

E.
[To ICvidnnce of R. 3£. Jones, JEsy.] 

Narhabki to Moree Railway,—Distances.

Miles. Alilcs, 0
102 c

•+-> (Glen Innes (railway) .......... 141 e t Glen Inncs (approximate) ...
281 Inverell (via G ten limes) .,. 195 B ) Inverell ..................................
422 U ■Warialda „ ,, .. 234 g / Moree.....................................
443 > Bingara „ „ ... 242 O ^ *

350 £ Bingara (by road).................. 100
413 ^ Warialda (by road)............. 127
422
470 f Moree (via direct line) ..... 63)!

Moree (via Gur. Point) ...... 72 Queendand ilisimcu—
Pilliga (by load) .................. 64

183 1 Walgett (by road) ............. 124
324 Coltarindabri.......................... 100
378 j J Angledool {> iaCollarendabri; 160 Brisbane to Wallangarra..........
410 z, Millie (by road) .................. 40
9r“t9 f t3 {7-, Moree (by road) ............... 72
378 Rocky Creek (by road) ...... 40
315 Terry Hie Hie (by road)...,., 52 Mungindi to 8t, George St.........
324 ^Hingava ....................... .......... 87 u ,, (ria Dayreel)
377 „ to Goondiwindi ......

Mungindi ..............................
38S Kunojiia................................ 86 * Inglewood and Lcybum),
300 Goondiwindi (present road).. 89 Mungindi to A. P. Co.’s shed...
404 Goondiwindi (proposed road) 73 ■
389 Yetman (i'ia Yallaroi).......... 75 !
529 Warialda (via Hades).......... 53
453 li g i \Yanalda (D?a .Bogamiidi) 55
425 Bingara (ina Gineroi) 62 Other dintancei— •
417 Mogil Mogil ....................... 90
487 Inverell (via Binga)............. 109
438 Glen Inncs ........................... 183
498 vGrafton (tiva Glen Inncs) . 283 Goodooga to Brewarrina ..........
638

o f Bingara ................................. 47
2S3 ■" Warialda .............................. 39
310 ■3 Yetman ........................... 80
370 QJ 1 Goondiwindi . ...................... 120
410 0 Glen limes (by road) .......... 42
390 LGlen Innes (by rail survey),., 54

Miles.
120
174
283

125
188
233
153
201
130

SO
i)0

120
144

40

3G
81
nil

F.
Narrabri to Moree Railway.

Books of Reference. 
Part I.

Name of Parish. No. on Desciiptibii of Pi-opurtj*
Names of

run
Owners. Lessees. Occupiers.

Parieh of Coonia ...... i
County of White.

North-westerrurailwav...... 1 Crown ........ i
2 Road ............... i ................. .....................
3 Public school ground .....

Reserve ........................
................. i ",..................

4 j «
5 Sawmill*............ 1
8 Allotment ........................ S. Dempsey.
7
8 Road .................. Crown ..................... ................. i ”
9 Paddock ............................ P. Mulcahey.10 Orchard .........................

11 Cultivation paddock ........ ...............  i 11

Parisli of Narrabri ... 12
County

Namoi River..........
of Nandcwar,
Crown .....................

13 ■ • 13 Paddock............................ Commerciftl Banking 
Co,, Sydney, 

Commercial Banking14

15
Co., Sydney. 

Commeicial Banking 
Co., Sydney,

Crown . .. ..............10 Narrabri Creek ................
17 Paddock ............................ Commercial Banking 

. Co. of Sydney. 
Crown .....................>> • 18 Road (continuation of Mait-

19
land-street,)

Allotment .................... James Lillyman, jun.
j i ■ ► ■ 20
M > 21 Lane............
JJ 22 Allotment ........................ James Lillyman, jun.

23
24 Street ..................... Crown ..................

fi *■* 25 Paddock ........... James Lillyman, jun. 
Crown .. ..................■■ j 20 Travelling stock reserve 

10,280.
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Nmnc of Parieh. Dcsfrii^lon of Proi>crtj.
Names of

I'itUI.
Owners, Lessees, J Occupiers,

Parisli of Narrabri ... 27

28

County of Nt

Travelling stock reserve 
13,552.

inde war—coniHi md.

Crown .................

Geo. Bell ................
Mrs. M. Everingham

, 1
T. M‘Don aid. 
Mrs. M. Everingb 
Malone.

29
30
31
32
33
34

33
3(i
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58 
50 
CO 
61 
62
63
64
65 
60

67
6S
69

70

71

M * '*
>1
TJ ** *
n
t> ***

»»
. ”M * • '

»» *■
♦ 1 **
J»
JJ ...
i> «' •
It **•
if
1* ...
M ...
it *
>* ...
TT ...
>1

Parish of Bobbiwaa ...
5> ...
J> ...

v >t *"

>>
a *1 ‘
77 '

J) ■*’
»> '
) I ' ‘'
it
if •
it •••

Koad

G.R., 1,767........................
Travelling stock reserve 

1,763.
* '

Travellingstock reserve!,7($
Andrew Buchanan .
Crown ....................
Win. Buchanan . ...

JJ •

Wm. Buchanan.
Road . .............................

Wm. Buchanan. 
Wm, Buchanan,

F. J. Buchanan.

F. J, Uuchanioi ..... F. J. Buchanan.
Forest reserve, 2,372 ...

W’m, Buchanan ...

Wm. Buchanan ...

Wm, Buchanan.J *
’1 Wm. Buchanan,

County of Jamison,
Wm. Buchanan Wm, Buchanan.

Wm. Rnchanan ...... ii
a
M 'r *

Wm. Buchanan.

"Wm. Buchanan ...... Wm. Buchanan.
Roads ................................

Win. Buchanan ......
8J ...... ..
J J >1

MII ......
Crown ........... ........

Namoi Pastoral 
Association.

Namoi Pastoral 
Association,

Forest reserve lt2G7.......... it . »
Namoi Pastoral 
Association. 

Namoi Pastoral 
Association..

Namoi Pastoral 
Association. 

Namoi Pastoral 
Association.

Water reserve 1,040..........

72 U
Association. Association.

73 Ten-mile Creek.................
Xamoi Pastoral
Association. Association.

Road ................................
76 Namoi Pastoral

Association. Association.
77 Pastoral land..................... Namoi Pastoral Namoi Pastoral

Association. Association.
7S J
71)

Association. Association.
80 Railway reserve 3,766 .... Namoi Pastoral

Association. Association.
81 Railway reserve 3,766 ...... Namoi Pastoral Namoi Pastoral

Association. Association.
Parish of Hoorah ...... 82 Travelling stock reserve778 > > ......... . .. i ,.,. i i Namoi Pastoral Namoi Pastoral

Association. Association.
83 Railway reserve 11,321 Jf .................... Namoi Pastoral Namoi Pastoral

(portion 9). Association. Association.
S4

(portion 10), Association, Association.
Namoi Pastoral

(portion 11). Association. Association.
36 Taylor Bros. ..........

Association. Association.
87
88 S. Taylor.
89
00
91ti .......
92

)) ...... 93 „ (portion 33) ...... f 1
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Naiuc of Pariah. No. on 
Plan. inscription of Property.

Names of

Owners. Lessees. Occupier?.

Part IL
County of Jamison.

Pariah of Boorah ...... S4 Water reserve 1,252.......... Crown ..................... ..... ........ . 1 .....................
95 Travelling stock reserve ............ .......... ......

1,754.
96 S. Taylor .............. S. Taylor.

Parish of W oolabrar... 97 Travelling stock reserve
1,252.

98 Eckford forest reserve......
Parish of Waterloo ... 99

100
JJ IJ ,

Parish of Manamoi ... 101 S. Taylor.
102 J. Simpson,
103 Pastoral land,........... i r
104 Freehold............................ ”
105 Pastoral land........... ......... Crown .....................

................
;;

Count y of Courallie.
Pariah of Wi iidooiulilla 106 Freehold............................ J. Simpson.

107 .. . . 1 ....... .
108 Road ................................

ft tt 109 Freehold............................. J. Simpson ............. 'J. Simpson.
110
111 Road ...............................
112 Reserve 1,235.....................
113 Road (5 chains wide) ......
114 Pastoral land..................... J. Simpson.
110
116 Road (3 chains wide) ...... ' '
117 Water reserve 710 .......... J, Simpson.

Parisli of Peacumboul 118 Big Bumble Creek .......... 1 *
119 Water reserve 710 ..........
120 Travelling stock reserve ...
121 Water reserve 710 ..........
122 Pastoral land..................... J. Simpson.
123 Travelling stock reserve ,.
124 Pastoral land..................... J. Simpson.
120
126 Road ............................... 11
127 Freehold...................... . Gall Bros............... Gall Bros.

Parish of Tycamiah... 128 Tycana Creek ..................
129 Freehold............................ J. Pearce................. Call Rms..... . Gall Bros.
130
131 Railway reserve 1,944...... Crown ..... ..............
132 Pastoral land.....................
133 Road ................................
134 Road (3 chains wide) ......
130 Freehold............................ A. Munro.
136 ...................................... i .. . ...................* 137 Pastoral land..................... A. Munro.. ..........

137a Occupation road .............
138 Railway reserve 3............. A. Munro.
139 Travellingstock reserve 885

Parish of Moree.......... 140 Hail’s Creek .....................
141 Travellingstock reserve 465
142 Road (150 links wide) .. .. -
143 Railway reserve 11,247 ...

>» .......... 144 Adelaide-strect................
145 Railway reserve 11,246 ..
146 Anne-street ....................
147 Railway reserve 11,246 ...
148 Alice-street ........................
149 Allotment ......................... Mrs. Sweetman ....
150
151 Carver’s Hotel .................
152 Allotment ......................... M

t 153 Lane (25 links wide).-........ 11 * ” ..............
................. 1 .....................

PARLIAMENTARY



PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO MOREE.

REPORT.

Iiie Sectional Committee appointed on tlie 15th of November, 1893, to Avhom was 
referred tlie duty of examining the local witnesses, and the inspection of the route 
and country to he served by the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree, have the 
honor to report to tlie Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works :—

That the Committee, namely, Mr. J. Garrard, M.L.A. (Chairman), Hon. W. H. 
Suttor, M.L.C., Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., M.L.C., Mr. E. W. O’Sullivan, M.L.A., 

y-M‘Court’ M L.A., Mr. T. T. Ewing, M.L.A., and Mr. H. Dawson, M.L.A., 
left Sydney by 6'15 p.m. train on Sunday, 19th November, 1893, arriving at 
Narrabri the following morning, ,

4^ 10 a,m' on Monday, 20th November, the Committee, accompanied by 
Mr. Paul, railway surveyor, proceeded to inspect the starting point of the proposed 
line near the Public School, Narrabri West, viewing the site of the railway bridges 
across the Namoi River and the Narrabri Creek, also the island between the two 
streams; then foil my cd the surveyed line from the site of the proposed Narrabri 
station (fronting’ Maitland-strcet) to near the crossing of the Bingara road.
' , At 2.15 p.m. the Committee opened the inquiry at the Court-house, Narrabri, 
and examined the following witnesses :—Mr. G. S. E. Dale, solicitor, and mayor of 
Narrabri ■ Mr. C. A, Ross, contractor, and member of the Local Land Board; Mr. 
W. Gould, railway station master; Mr. G. Gregory, senr., farmer; Mr. T. Morath, 
sawmill owner; and Mr. J. MacNamara, road contractor.

On Tuesday, 21st November, at 10 a.m. the examination of witnesses was 
resumed, and evidence taken from the following personsMr. D. Roche, retired 
police officer; Mr. E. P. Huxley, butcher; Mr. J. T. Ward, sen., farmer; Mr. 
-vr M- -Borthwick, grazier; Mr. G. Burney, journalist; Mr. J. Healey, bushman; 
Mr. J. Gately, storekeeper, and chairman Progress Committee, Narrabri West; and 
Mr. A, Martin, bushman.

At 9-30 a.m. on. Wednesday, 22nd November, the Committee left Narrabri by . 
specialcoach f or Millie, via the main travellingstock route, reaching the Government 
tank, Galathra (15 miles), at 12*30 p.m.; Boggy Creek (30 miles), at 3*15 p.m. (at 
winch place a detour is made from the travelling stock route), and arriving at Millie 
(40 miles), at 6*30 p.m. Prom 8 till 10*30 the same evening the Committee sat 
at tlie « Royal Mail Hotel,” Millie, and examined Mr. J. Halse, grazier, and secretary 
of the Railway League, and Mr. A. Hill, manager of Mungyer Station. >

On Thursday, 23rd November, at 9 a.m. the examination of witnesses was 
continued, and the following persons gave evidence Mr. R. Cribb, drover; Mr J 
Eingleton, hotel proprietor and grazier, Little Bumble ; Mr. J. Duif, hotel proprietor 
and grazier, Millie; Mr. J. H. Murphy, grazier; Mr. J. A. Wilson, selector; Mr. 
1. G. Staveloy, storekeeper and surveyor, Collarendabri; and Mr. Wm. Duff, grazier. 
At 12*30 p.m. the Committee continued their journey to Moree, via Keramingly (or 
Little Bumb]e), at which point there is a Government tank, and the travelling stock 
route is rejoined, arriving at Big Bumble (13 miles), at 2*30 p.m.; the Government 
tank, Tycannah (21 miles), at 4*15 p.m.; and Moree (33 miles), at 6*15 p.m,

13 At
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At 10 a.m, on Friday, 2i November, tlie Committee continued their inquiry 
at tlie Court-house, Moree, and tlie following' witnesses were examined :—Mr. J. 
Cornell, builder, and Mayor of Moree; Mr. IV. H. O’M. Wood, district surveyor; 
Mr. J. T. Crane, stock and station agent, council clerk, and acting secretary to. the 
Stock Board; Mr. Q. O’Bara,, contractor; Mr. A. B. .Lomax, grazier; Mr. J. Jurd, 
selector; Alderman S. L. Cohen, land agent; and Mr. II. Joseph, manager of brewery, 
and secretary to the Railway League. The Committee adjourned at 5 p.m. On 
Saturday, 25th November, at 10 a.m., the inquiry was resumed, the following 
witnesses giving evidence :—Mr. R. F. Chambers, Crown Lands Agent; Mr. T. F. 
Moore, grazier; Mr. A. M'Intosh, storekeeper; Mr. J. Munro, post and telegraph 
master; Mr. F. W. K ink by, storekeeper; and Mr. C. B. Keene, manager of 
Gurley Station. Mr. W. H. O’M. Wood was re-examined, and at 12 45 p.m. the 
examination of witnesses at Moree was concluded. Luring the afternoon an inspec
tion was made of the sites proposed for the railway station at Moree, and of the 
crossing of the river for any extension of the railway northerly. -

On Sunday, 26 November, the Committee remained in Moree.
At 10‘15 a.m. on Monday, 27 November, the Committee, with the exception 

of Messrs. Ewing and Lawson, left Moree for Millie, via Big Bumhlc and 
Keramingly, arriving at 4 p.m.; and on the following day at 8 a.m. they left Millie 
in buggies for Wee Waa, via Jew’s Lagoon (10 miles) and Boolcarrol (20 miles), 
reaching the northern bank of the Namoi (32 miles) at about 1 p.m. The Committee 
crossed tire river by Mr. Brennan’s small suspension bridge, and after inspecting 
what is locally considered a good site for a railway bridge, proceeded to Wee Waa 
(about 2 miles), where they arrived at 2 p.m. At Wee Waa they were joined by 
Messrs. Ewing and Lawson, who for the purpose of examining the country had, 
from Moree, taken a more westerly course via Mungyer, and crossed the Namoi at 
the bridge 3 miles west of Wee Waa.

At 4’30 p.m. the Committee met at the court-house, and examined Mr. L. 
Brennan, selector; Mr. J. A. St. Clair, selector; Mr. A. C. Fenwick, selector; and 
Mr. J. Maiden, drover; adjourning at 7 p.m.

At 8’30 a.m. on "Wednesday, 29tli November, the inquiry was resumed in the 
Wee Waa Court-house, and after taking further evidence from Mr. J. Maiden, the 
following witnesses wore examined :—Mr. W. Mackenzie, drover; Mr. P. Rafferty, 
sheep buyer; Mr. J. Gray, contractor and selector; Mr. P, J. Ryan, drover; Mr. 
R. B. Mills, manager of Nowley Station; Mr. S. Lempsey, selector; Mr. S. Powell, 
selector; Mr. A. Copplcson, storekeeper; Mr. W. Bennett, selector; Mr. A. L. 
Harding, selector; Mr. W. T. Mitchell, selector; Mr. A. Mackenzie, manager of 
Wee Waa Station; Mr. E. Wi Jeffery, leaseholder; Mr. A. Hamilton, hotel pro
prietor ; Mr. W. W. R. Holcomb, selector; Mr, 0. Kclaher, selector; and Mr. J. W. 
Loherty, builder, and secretary of the Railway League. The examination concluded 
at 12‘30 p.m.

At about 3 p.m. the Committee left Wee Waa for Narrabri, some members 
travelling .on the south side of the river via Gurleigb Point and Narrabri West, and 
the others taking the nortli side via Gundamain and Ironbarks. Narrabri (24 miles 
from Wee Waa) was reached at 6'30 p.m. At 8T5 p.m. the Committee took the 

• evidence of Mr. L. Malone, newspaper proprietor; Mr. E. H. Wall, grazier; and 
Mr, G. McFarlane, grazier; concluding the inquiry at 9’45 p.m. '

On Thursday, 30 November, the Committee left Narrabri West by the 9T0 
a.m. train, and reached Sydney at ll-5 p.m. the same day.

Luring the inquiry 17 witnesses were examined at Narrabri, 9 at Millie, 14 
at Moree, and 21 at Wee Waa ; a total of 61.

The area of country under consideration extends approximately from Inverell 
on the east to beyond Angledool on the west, and from the Namoi River on tlie' 
south, to the boundary of the colony on the north, together with the trade relations 
with such portions of Southern Queensland as may reasonably be expected to 
utilise the railway system of New South Wales.

The region lying cast from the Nandewar Range—which range lies from about 
15 to 20 miles west of the direct route—or further to the north, taking-Warialda as 
a western limit, appears to be more intimately connected with the Inverell district, 
and the trend of traffic will be mostly towards the main northern line. The country1

lying
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lying between the Nandewar llango on tlie east, and extending west to beyond the 
iarwon River, is principally extensive open plains, interspersed witb belts of timbers, 
consisting of belar, box, myall, and coolebab. Tlie pasture consists of such herbage 
as is peculiar to the western portions of this colony, being blue-grass and coolah, 
intermixed with salt-bush and other salsolaceous herbage.

That portion of Queensland immediately to the i\ortb of tlie MacIntyre, taking 
Kunopia as a centre; has been described by witnesses as poor country extending to 
within a short distance of the Queensland railway system, in which country, 
apparently, no great further development can bo expected.

The evidence with regard to the inundations to which large portions of this 
country are periodically subject is very conflicting, but apparently the only portion 
seriously affected is an area of say G miles north from the Namoi, flooded by Namoi 
waters. .Each of the smaller creeks—the Thalaba, Boggy, and Waterloo—floods, 
but not sufficiently to be a menace to settlement, or to be more than a very temporary 
inconvenience. Erom the Mchi on the south towards the Queensland border, 
embracing what is locally known as the “water-course” country, is an area in which 
inundations arc apparently frequent, while a tract of country, lying between Thalaba 
Creek and the Namoi, passing south of Bulleroi and extending to within a few miles 
of Collarendabri, is apparently a fairly dry belt.

The main produce of the district is wool and fat stock. A little cultivation 
is carried on, and the gardens, where properly tended, appear fruitful, but beyond 
the pastoral industry and trade incidental thereto there is very little produce which 
is worth considering as being likely to furnish much traffic to the proposed railway.

The trend of traffic is to Narrabri West, the present terminus of the railway 
system. Some freight, principally adjacent to Walgett, finds its way down the 
Barwon to the Darling. The approach to Narrabri from Goondiwindi, Kunopia, and 
Mungindi, and that portion of Queensland lying immediately to the north of those 
places, is through Moree. South of Mungindi, embracing Angledool, and from that 
portion of Queensland lying north from Angledool, Mogil Mogil, and Collarendabri, 
down towards Walgett, the traffic finds its way to Narrabri by Wee Waa, Boolcarrol, 
and Millie; and it appears likely that much of it will continue so to do, for not only 
is the distance from Collarendabri to Moree almost equal to that from Collarendabri 
to Narrabri, but on the direct route to Moree a tract of country—low lying and 
subject to inundation, known locally as the “water-course” country—has to be 
partly traversed.

In tlie event of the railway system being extended to Inverell, and the 
navigation of the Barwon being improved, the trade area, of which Moree is the 
depot, will be somewhat contracted, but will still remain sufficiently important to 
be entitled to the cheapest and most direct communication to market.

Although the industry of the district is almost wholly pastoral, still in a 
locality with good soil and a rainfall of over ‘20 inches it'appears almost certain that 
with proper means of communication, and a likelihood of a reasonable return, large 
areas will be placed under cultivation.

The evidence witb regard to timber is also very conflicting. A large forest of 
suitable timber exists to tlie south of the Namoi, and there is also a fair supply 
apparently at Terry-Hie-Hie; but we have no certain information that it is adjacent 
to the proposed line. In fact some witnesses are of opinion that no great supply of 
suitable timber can be obtained within 20 miles of the direct route.

It also appears doubtful whether the proposed small amount of ballast— 
3 inches—will be sufficient in a country which is partly subject to inundation, and 
the Committee would strongly urge that further departmental consideration be given 
to this question.

The main objection to the route submitted to the Committee is that it will 
fail to serve a great area of the country lying west from Millie and Narrabri. It is 
perfectly clear, as was testified to by many witnesses, that any trade south and west 
from Millie, such as traffic going through Bulleroi or Wee Waa, and probably also 
from Angledool, Mogil Mogil, and Collarendabri, will still make for Narrabri as 
being the most accessible railway station. A deviation via cither Gurleigb Point or 
Wee Waa would be advantageous to a large area of country, and a very considerable 
population. The
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The proximity of the Nandewar Range—which for the present at least 
lessens the area to be developed towards the cast in some places to not more than 
15 or 20 miles—would make it desirable, if possible, to thrust the line further to tlie 
west. But if the whole area under consideration is to be properly served it can only 
be done by two lines—a northern line following the route submitted to the 
Committee, and a western line following the driest belt of country, which is 
apparently south of Thalaba; Creek, and eventually reaching Collarendabri. Any 
attempt to deviate from the direct route will entail a permanent disability on the 
northern trade without conferring a fully compensating advantage on the western 
trade. -

In favour of a direct line we find:—
(1.) That Moree is the depot for the great body of traffic lying cast from that 

place towards Warialda, north to and beyond Goondiwindi, Kunopia, and 
Mungindi, and some distance also to tlie west of Moree—so great that it is 
entitled to the shortest and best way to market.

(2.) That if railway communication be contemplated in order to develop the 
western country, it can quite as cheaply be performed by a direct line which 
would not entail extra carriage to the people of the Moree district.

(3.) That it will be the cheapest line to construct.
(4.) That in the construction of public works, if it is possible to retain an old 

centre of trade, without incurring serious loss or large expenditure to the 
country, it is well to do so rather than by establishing a new centre, 
inflicting needless injury on old trading interests, and uselessly expending 
the energy of the people in the creation of a new trading dep6t. °

. appears probable that the expenditure necessary for tlie construction of a
pioneer line of railway need not greatly exceed in this country the amount required 
to construct a first-class road.

We are of opinion that in view of the importance of the western trade, it 
would be well if a full exploration and survey should be made of the country towards 
Collarendabri, apparently the best place to start a survey from being a point between 
Narrabri and Edgeroi, thus utilising the bridge which will bo constructed over the 
Namoi on the direct route.

Sydney, 5 December, 1893.
J. GARRARD.
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PAHLIAMENTAliY STANDING COMMITTEE ON TUDLIC WOIIKS.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO MOREE.

[TA.KETT BEFORE THE SECTIOHAIj COMTNOTTEE.]

M OX DAT, 20 XOVEMBTll, 1S03.

\_Thn Srciioiial Committee met at the Court-louse, Xarrahri, at 2T5 jj.vk.]
33rf.0cni:—

JACOB GARRARD, Esq. (CjrAuatAx).
Tlie Hon. AEim.tam- Hionkv Suttok. 
The Hon. Joii.v Davies, C.M.Gr. 
Thomas Tiiomsoit Emmso, Esq.

William Me Court, Esq.
Edward William O'Su'llivan, Esq. 
IIenhy Dawsoh, Esq.

Mr. Q-. S. E, 
Dale.

3 he Sectional Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Mr. George Samuel Evans Dale, solicitor, and Mayor of Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
I. Chairman,'] Yon are a member of the legal profession, practising in Narrabri ? A’es.

And also Mayor of Narrabri ? Yes.
J. Jlow long have you resided in Narrabri ? Thirteen years. _
d. How long have you been connected with the Borough Council of Narrabri ? I have been Mayor for 20Nov 1893 
six years. J ,
o. How long lias the town been incorporated ? Ten years.
(j. During the term of your residence, has the, town increased very largely in size and importance ? Con- 
snterabiy. Jt is at least three times as large as it was when I camo here—that is not including Cooma 
subdi vision, or N arrabri West, or Newtown. 61
7. Which do you call Newtown—Dangar Village ? No ; Newtown is the north-east part of the town. 
f>. Vou ncro here ot course before the railway was extended to Narrabri West? Yes.
J. Did Narrabri West exist prior to the railway coming here? No.
10. 11 is because of the railway terminating at that point that Narrabri West has sprung into' existence P 

, J. ? . Cooma subdivision. Really m consequence of the railway wo have Narrabri West, Cooma 
subdivision and Dangar s A illage. Those places were not in existence when I came here. There were 
not more than three houses between here and the railway station when I came here. 
ll^Cooma subdivision is on the western bank of the Namoi—in other words, south-east of Narrabri West?

12. And Dangar Village is on what is called an island between the Namoi and Narrabri Creek ? That is so.
1A Are you fninuar with the various projects which have been propounded for connecting Moree or the 
northern portion ot the Colony with the railway system ? Yes. '
Id. As a resident of this district, and putting aside, if possible, for the moment, all considerations for the 
town ot Narrabri, which of the lines depicted on yonder map do you think is the best one to adopt ? I 
.have not traversed much of the lines myself. 1
Uj. But you know the country generally ? I do. I understand that the direct, or t! red” line, is the 
better _ 1. understand that it pusses through better country, and that the facilities for'getting ballast and 
such things are better. But that is only hearsay.

1!n^'?ldnP’,’Ve the L!v^05ti ProPOTtion of the population between Narrabri and 
Moree? J certainly think the red line would.
17. That line will leave the Millie people at some considerable distance ? J understand that it wiU leave 
them at, a distance of only 12 miles.
iy. With regard to the proposal to bring the railway from Narrabri West and skirt the town of Narrabri 

■ do you think that is about the best connection which could be made for Narrabri ? lam quite sure it is.’
, ■ .1 ^ wo o ^ ^djrocate that it should he brought more on a line with the road bridge into the centre 
ot the town ? No ; 1 have no doubt that this is the best line.

V°: ^a t,Klt ®lu'vpTors }‘f'c been in the district frequently looking for a crossing over the 
mci J do not know how it was that wo did not find this crossing before. We passed the place day 
■ntter day, but wo never seemed to recognise its suitableness as a crossing place until it was pointed out 
iby Mr .Sams. Everybody was surprised that wc had uot found it out before, but I suppose it was not 
noticed because it was against our doors.
21. Youthmk you are voicing the opinion of the majority of the people in stating that it is the best 
crossing . Acs V e used to think that Rocky Creek was the best place, but after seeing this place there '
m no question about its being the best, because the banks are so high and firm, and the crosshm is so 
iifinow, Hint tnu expense or building a bridge will be completely minimised. °
2E. What has been the growth of the population of the town"since it was incorporated ? The council 
cterk will supply that information. It has increased at the rate of throe to one during the last thirteen
years.
2T Do you know anything of the Wee Waa country? 

i 13 (A)—A ' Yes.
24,
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Mr. G. S. E. 
Md.

24. Do you not think that the Wee "Wait people deserre to have a railway brought nearer their doors
own

I would not say that, ns X 

I think the Moreo people are

Yes. I advocate 
the cheaper, and

than the “red’’line would go? Of course every man would like to have a railway against his 
■plftCS.

20ifov., 1893. 2^ j suppose you recognise that the “yellow” line in the direction of Ourleigh Point means leaving 
Wnrrabri out in the cold? As fares I am individually concerned I do not see that it makes much 
difference. If the railway is going to pass Narrabri it makes very little difference whether it passes the 
town one way or another. As a professional man 1 do not think it would affect me to the estent of 
one farthing which way it passes. _ _
26. Do you think it will affect the town generally? I do not think it will.
27. Hr. JDavies.~\ I gather from your evidence that it is a matter of very little concern to the town of 
Narrabri by which route the lino leaves Narrabri "West ? A number of the townspeople do not think so, 
but my opinion is that if the train is going to pass the town it matters very little whether it passes 
through the town'or passes a little way from the town. The passengers will not get out of the train to 
look at us for the mere sake oflooking at us.
2S. Do you think that the junction that is proposed would bring your trade nearer your town ? I suppose 
that with certain traffic it would do so.

' 2!). You know the crossing which is indicated on the plan? Yes. _
30. You are of opinion that it is the best possible crossing, and the most inexpensive ? There is no doubt 
that it is.
31. But a® far as the town is concerned you think it makes very little difference to the town by what 
route the line goes ? I do.
32. "Whether it goes more to the west or follows the “red ” line is a matter of little concern to the town? 
That is my opinion, but it is not the opinion of a great many people.
33. You hold a representative position, and you speak I suppose, to a large extent, for the ratepayers ? 
I have not consulted the ratepayers—I am merely giving my own opinion.
34. You can hardly separate yourself from your official position of Mayor of the town ? Exactly; but I 
have not consulted the ratepayers.
35. Do you think you are expressing the opinion of half of the ratepayers ? 
have not consulted them.
36. I presume you entirely favour the extension of tlie railway to Moreo ? 
entitled to a railway.
37. But on public grounds ? I think it should be extended.
38. You are aware of the cheap character of the proposed line ? Yes.
39. That it is to cost very little more than an ordinary macadamised road? Yes.

* 40. And thatit is the first lino of this character which has been proposed in the Colony ?
the construction of the “red ” line, because I believe that route is the more direct and 
will be of more benefit to the country generally.
41. Hr, O'Sullivan.] Narrabri may be regarded as a progressive town ? Considerably so.
42. What ia its population ? "Within the borough proper we have about 2,200 souls.
43. There is every indication of progress in the number of the population and the value of the rates? 
Last year alone the electoral roll was increased by 300 names. About thirty new buildings are waiting 
to be rated, and others are going u]> all round. The town is very progressive.
44. How do you stand in regard to your overdraft? I think it is the most solvent borough in the Colony.
We owe nothing, except £3,000 for the Town Hall, and I think we have a very considerable asset in that 
building. '
45. It is likely to pay for itself? I think so. Considering that the black soil has involved a large 
expenditure in making the streets, and that ever? man has a good road to his house ; considering that the 
borough has been in existence only ten years, and that we do not owe anything, except £3,000 for the Town 
Hall, I think we can look upon ourselves as being fairly solvent.
46. Have you gas-works or water-works ? Not yet. ]. have been agitating for some time—I think with 
every reason of success—and expect we shall light the town very shortly.
47. What rate do you pay here? Only the shilling rate.
48. "What did the Town Hall cost ? £3,000.* The site was a grant.
49. If tlie railway were taken via Wee "Waa would it detrimentally affect the town of Narrabri ? I dare
say it would.
50. Would it benefit the town of Wee Waa if it were taken up to the point where it turns round ? I suppose 
it would to some extent.
51. "Would it be likely to establish a rival town at that jioint to the detriment of Wee Waa? Oh, 
certainly.
52. If it wont to Wee Waa it would benefit that town, but if it went within a certain distance of that 
town it would not, and another town would rise up ? Yes.
53. Ho you know anything of the country between here and Moree ? Yes.
54. Do you know if there is much Crown land between the hvo points ? I could not say.
55. Do "the "Wee Waa people agitate to have the railway taken to Wee Waa ? I believe there is some 
agitation to have the line taken to that town.
56. Are they agitating to take the line into the town, or are they content to have it taken via Gurleigb 
Point ? I understand that they want it to bo taken into the town of Woe Waa. There was a considerable 
agitation all over the district. Some people wanted the line to go via G-urleigh Point, and others via 
Wee Waa ; in fact every man wanted the line against his own door.
57. Are thero many people in Narrabri who are opposed to this railway? Not to the railway itself. I 
think we fairly recognise that the Moree people are entitled to a railway. Any man who has travelled on

■ this line would not be honest if he did not make that admission.
58. Are there many people who prefer to see the terminus remain where it is for many years ? I do not 
think so.
59. They are patriotic enough to allow the line to go on to Moree ? I think so, as far as I understand 
the feeling of the people.
60. If it were a purely local line between Moree and Narrabri, would you recommend the G urleigb Point 

• route in preference to the direct route? I do not see what is to be gained by going to Gurleigb
Point at all. 61,
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61. Is there not a much larger population aloov that route than along the direct route ? I do not think E:
so. That country is so low. ______ ^
62. Are there not more selectors along that route than along the “red” route? I do not think there20]yOV-jig93.
are, hut I am not prepared to say so positively. ’
63. According to the map on the wall there are far more selectors and conditional lessees along the 
Gurleigh Point route than along the direct route? I do not think it is so. Purther to the west there 
seem P) be a good many conditional purchasers and conditional lessees.
61', AV ould not the Gurleigh Point route serve more conditional purchasers aud conditional lessees than 
the direct route ? I should not say so.
65. On the map the freehold land is tinted red, conditional purchases and conditional leases are tinted 
blue ; the reserves are tinted green, and all the other Crown land is uncoloured. Judging by that map it 
must he evident that the Gurleigh Point route would serve a larger number o£ conditional purchasers and 
conditional lessees than the direct route, as it would be nearer to them on the west ? It would seem to 
serve a number just there. I do not know that it would serve a greater uumber.
66. Against that fact 1 want you to put this fact:—that in order to serve these conditional purchasers and 
conditional leasees on the west you would have to go by way of Gurleigh Point, and therefore you would 
have to avoid-the town of Narrabri and also lengthen for all time the journey to be travelled by persons 
coming from Moree and beyond that town ;—in the national interest which line do you think would be 
the better one to adopt—the Gurleigh Point route, in order to serve the selectors, or the direct route, 
which may go to the Queensland border hereafter, and shorten the distance to be travelled for all time?
Of course tlie direct line will most undoubtedly be tlie best, because it will lap the Queensland traffic 
more quickly.
67. The direct line goes through a good deal of Crown land ;—do you thiuk that when the pastoral leases 
expire in the course of two or three years, those lands will be selected, and that a considerable population 
will spring up along the direct route ? I am quite sure of that. I have a number of clients who are 
waiting to get country.
68. You have fairly good evidence to the effect that when the leases are thrown open they will be selected ?
I am quite sure they will.
66. Mr. McCourt.'} Have the people of Narrabri, by petition or public meeting, asked for the extension 
of the railway system to Moree ? 1 do not think we have had any meetings either for or against this
proposal. '
70. The people of Narrabri have never asked for this extension ? Wo have neither asked for the extension 
nor opposed it.
73. There have been no meetings held to favour the construction of this line ? No ; a number of people 
take the view that wc do not want the extension, but at the same time tbe general opinion is that it is 
not fair to oppose the proposal.
72. There have been no meetings held on the subject? No.
73. The principal agitation for the line has come from Moree ? Yes; as far as 1 am aware.
74. Supposing that the betterment principle were applied to the construciion of this line, the people of tho
town would be called upon to contribute towards its construe!ion ;—do you think that they would be in 
favour of contributing, say, half the cost? I do not suppose they would. Speaking of them as a bulk, 
they do not want, the line at all, but, as a matter of justice to Moree, they say they cannot honestly 
oppose the proposal. '
75. It was in the past they had that opinion ? ] believe it is their opinion in the present. I do not
say that the people of Narrabri are sufficiently patriotic to say, “ We are prepared to pay a tax to benefit 
Moree,” "
76. Are you aware that this line is to be built subject to the application of the betterment principle?
Exactly. ‘
77. If that principle is to be applied, do you think the people of Narrabri will favour the construction 
of the line ? I do not think they are anxious to have a line to Moree for the sake of paying a tax.
78. I desire to have a direct answer to my question ? No ; not with the knowledge that if the line goes 
to Moree they will have to contribute to a betterment fund.
78. They are not in favour of the line being constructed on lhat condition? I should not tbi nit so. Mind, 
we have not had any public meetings, and I am only guided by tbe conversations we have had in 
tho town.
80. Mr. JUtoini/.'] You know the traffic which comes into Narrabri ? Yes.
SL Does more traffic come in from Moree than from Walgett ? My opinion is that more traffic comes 
from Walgett way.
82. What do you expect this railway to carry principally—the produce of the country ? Yes ; wool, 
principally, and stock. 1 suppose it would carry fat stock.
■83. Sheepskins, and things of that sort ? Yes; everything incidental to the pastoral industry.
84. You think that more of that will conic from AValgett than from Moree ? I think so. I am not a 
forwarding agent, and I speak only from my personal experience.
85. .it all goes io the Sydney market ? Yes ; but a good number of sheep go to Aberdeen.
86. Is tlie river navigable to Walgett? It never lias been since I have been here.
87. Is it your opinion that if a railway were built from Narrabri to Walgett tbe people from that part of 
the Barwon would always come through this way to Sydney ? 1 do not, think they would.
88. ]s the river navigable to Walgett? Very frequently, I believe; and when it is, a lot of their loading
goes down by steamer. ■
80. If a railway were built to Walgett aud the river happened to be navigable that year, would the wool 
go by the railway through Narrabri, or would it go down the Darling ? That I am not prepared to say ; 
it just depends upon 1hc railway freights.
90. Yo do not know those freights ? No,
01. How far is it from here to Walgett ? About 330 miles,
02. Supposing the means of getting down the Darling when 1 he river was up were as good as tlie means
of going Ihrongh Narrabri by train ; the traffic would cease io go by Nnmbri. and would go down the 
Darling Kiver ? 1 think a good deal would go down the Darling.
03. If the whole of the stuff from Walgett were to come through Narrabri more would come to Narrabri
from Walgett than would come from Moree? 1 think so. 04,
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Mr. G. S. B 94.. J want; to find out, with absolute certainty, whether, in vour opinion, we could depend on "ettinj;
that trade? I do not think so. _ ' . i = o

SOIfov 1893 -^:r'0ln lierG t° Wee "Waa—how far is it? 'IVentj-thro miles.
’’ ’ 90. Prom A\reo "Ur;ui to Moree, how far ? 1 could notsar ; t.hat is across countin’.

97. Do you think it is 70 miles ? 1 should think it is less.
98. Do you think that from Narrabri to Moree via Wee Waa would be 100 miles ? T really do not know,
99. Do you know anything about tbe traffic:—do you know what portion of the country Moree is pro
perly the business centre of—as far as Warialda?’ I do not know.
100. Therefore, although you believe that more stuff does come from the west than from the other direc
tion, you do not know why you believe that? Tes. ] do; because I know that a lot comes round by 
Inverell and Bingera. ’
101. It might come to Narrabri if tbe railway went to Moree? That X do not know,
102. The point is, whether it is worth while to bring a lot of stuff 20 miles further in order to catch the 
western traffic or not? I do not think you would get another ton by taking it that distance.
103; You know nothing about the circumstances of Moreo? No.
104. Mr. Daivsoni] How do you understand the betterment principle to apply to the construction of this 
line ? I understand that every man through whose land it will go will have to contribute a certain rate 
for a certain number of years.
103. That is, supposing a mini’s land is improved in value, he has to pay a certain amount every year? 
1 take it to mean that every man through whose land it went would have to contribute something. I am 
not versed in the matter.
100. "Whether it benefited him or not ? That was my opinion when 1 answered the question of Mr. 
McCourt.
107. Do you think that if a man's land were increased in value by the railway from £10 to £13 per acre, 
he would not object to contribute to the betterment fund ? Not if his land benefited. My answer was 
that a man would not like to pay a tax for the sake of benefiting Moree. We are not sufficiently patriotic 
to pay money to beuetit other people, but if you can show us that it would benefit us we should have no 
hesitation in paying the tax.
108. Have you been over either of the proposed routes ? Some portions of them.
109. Do you think the Crown lands along the ‘;red" route will bo taken up by settlers ? I believe that 
these lands will be taken up as soon as they are available. 1 have people now waiting to take up laud.
110. Do you know that of your own knowledge ? Yes.
111. Where will they get timber about here? The Government bare been sending up here for sleepers 
for the rest of the Colony. Tho Wieeper Cutters’ Union was stationed here.
112. Those sleepers were required for certain portions of the railway system ; you did not send sleepers
to Hay or Jerilderie? 1 do not know' personally, but I bclie\e they are required all over the Colony. A 
largo union has been stationed boro cutting sleepers for tbe Commissioners. "
.113. Would it be cheaper to get the timber on the “ red” route than on tho other route? That I could 
not say, hut I should think it would be cheaper on the ‘‘ red” route, because there is some timbered country 
along there. The further you go west you get into plain country. In the west you may travel 20 miles 
and hardly' see a tree.
114. Chairman.'] Is there any further information which you desire to give ? No; except some statistics 
with regard to the borough. The estimated population of the borough is 2,300 ; the total value of 
improved property is £109,418; the total value of unimproved property £10,781.; and the annual value 
of improved property £14,302.
113. Mr. Davies.'] The annual income and the annual expenditure? f will furnish that information to 
the Committee.

Mr. Charles Alexander Bess, contractor, aud member of the Local Land Board, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. 116, Chairman.] You arc a member of the Local Land Board ? Yes.

O. A. Boss. 117. You are also a contractor ? Yes.
. US. How long have you resided in Narrabri ? Nine years.
OHov.,1893. yjq Mr. Suitor.] Have you considered these lines at all? I have, J have resided in the district for 

thirty-three years.
120. Which do you think would be the best lino to construct ? Tho “ red” Hue I consider would be the 
most direct and the cheapest.
121. Have you any objection to the other lines at all? I cannot say that I have any objection, but I 
consider that the 11 red ” lino would be the most beneficial one.
122. Wliat do yon think of tho ‘’bluo” line, called the permanently-staked lino ? I do not quite know1 
where that line would go.
123. Hi goes straight from Narrabri West? That would cross the island, which is liable to be flooded,
124. What about the other line which starts from Narrabri West and goes down through the stock 
route ? Tho travelling stock route is not nearly as high a piece of country as the other.
125. Is it subject to floods ? It is subject to floods ; it is not naturally drained. After we have had some 
rain the water remains on the land for a long time compared to tho land along the “ red ” route.
120. Taking everything into consideration, you are satisfied that the l: red ” line is the best? 1 thiuk so.
127. Would the Gurleigh Point line get the Wee Waa trade at all? J should imagiue it would. I
fancy it would anticipate the traffic which now comes up to Narrabri West. "
128. Is there much traffic coming from Wee Wan, to that line? I cannot say; I do not know much 
about tho traffic on the road.
129. It diverges very much from the straight hue; it is some 20 odd miles distant? YYs. After 
crossing the Namoi it would got into very low and flooded countrv.
130. Mr. Davies] As a contractor vou know something of public works? A litflc.
131. Have you traversed the “ red” hue? I traversed that line in the first instance with Mr. Survevor 
Paul. 1 may state that for eleven years T lived at the place whore Woolabrar station is marked on the 
map. 1 managed that pastoral property for eleven years.
132. Is the road which is shown on the plan and meets the main road still in existence? I believe it is,
but I think it has been somewhat interfered with by conditional purchases. 133,
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133. It joined the travelling stock route? Tes. There is a travelling stock route from "Woolabrar ^ josgt 
to Millie. . v
J3L Trom your general knowledge of the country you think that the “ red” line is the best wmch can 2(J1893i 
possibly be adopted? That is my opinion.
135. .And the cheapest ? Tes ; by tar the cheapest.
13d. Are you aware of the estimated cost of construction ? Ivo. _
137. The estimated cost is £153,000; and as a contractor and a practical man, I presume you think that
that would be one of the cheapest lines which could possibly be constructed ? it is the cheapest I ever 
heard of. . ,
133. Ho you think the extension of the railway system to Moree will open up much additional trade tor 
the Department? J. thiuk so.
130. And that it will induce settlement? J think it will induce settlement largely.
140. What will the lino be used for principally ? Wool and stock, 1 should imagine. _
141. Will anv of the trade that now goes to Queensland come this way if our railway system is extended 
to Moree? Tes. and a good deal of the traffic which now travels by dray to Tamworth I fancy would be 
diverted to Moree.
1 '12. Then the Kail wav Commissioners would get the additional haulage on that traffic ? Tes.
143. Tbe traffic from "the Lower Atariutyre, and that part of the country which now goes chiefly by way 
of Tamworth, would be diverted to Moree as being much closer to the railway system ? Acs. . _
Idk Is there much settlement along the proposed line? A great deal of land has been conditionally 
purchased. There is a good deal of land along the “red” line which is admirably suited for agricultural 
settlement, but it is rather heavily timbered. It has not been taken up yet, but no doubt with additional 
advantages it would be taken up. _ _
145. Whose runs will tbe line pass through ? Edgeroi belonging to tbe Namoi Pastoral Company,
Dobikin belonging to Taylor Brothers, Gurley belonging to Air. John Simpson of Melbourne, and 
Tvcanwnh which used to belong to Air. Pierce, but which was held in trust for a while, and then I think 
it touches Wee Bolla Holla, belonging to Mr. Munro. _
146. Are there any selections along the route of the “ red ” line ? Acs ; on each side. i
147. To what extent on each side of the route would settlement be served? It would be served for a 
distance of from 15 to 20 miles on the eastern side, and from 30 to 40 miles on the western side.
143. Would the “ red” line draw to Narrabri any of the trade which now goes to Inverell I do not 
know what traffic goes to Inverell. A'ou are thinking of the Upper Alacintyrc trade. 1 think most of 
that trade goes through Warialda and Inverell to Tamworth.
140. Ton stated that the “red ” lino would serve a population on cither side to the extent of 30 or 40 
miles—that would draw additional traffic to this line, and would be the means of inducing additional 
settlement to take place ? Tes.
150. The laud you say is all suitable and fit for agricultural settlement? Tes; especially to the east,
where there is a lot of good agricultural land. _ _ ■
151. Ton are strongly of opinion, that the “red ” line should be constructed, as it will serve the people
better than any of the other routes ? Tes. _ _
132. Mr. O’Si'llivatt.] Where will you get your passenger traffic between Aloree and Narrabri, if the 
railway is taken by the direct route ? Tho people would have to go to the station of course. _ _
153. Do you think that people, having once got into their buggies, would drive 12 or 15 miles from Millie
and other places to the west to the train ? I should imagine they would take the shortest route to tbe 
nearest station. _ .
154. Would there not be a much larger passenger traffic if the line went by Gurleigh Point? Possibly 
there would be a larger passenger traffic, and they would pick up passengers coming by the river.
155. Should we be justified in recommending the construction of a line, which would cost nearly £100,000
more by the G-urleigh Point route, in preference to the “red” route? I should not think so. . ^
156. Do you consider that tbe peopxle who will be within .12 or 13 miles of the “red” route will be fairly
served by a railway in that direction ? I think so. _
157. During your residence of thirty-three years in the district you have seen xi considerable rush of
settlement take place ? I have indeed. _
138. Of what character was it? Nearly all pastoral settlement—selectors taking up large areas for the
sake of sheep-farming. _
1 3i), What is the average size of a selection up hero ? 2,560 acres when that area is available,
160. Wherever they can get a full area they take it up ? Tes.
161. Is there room for many of these selections on tho leasehold areas, which will be thrown open in the 
course of two years ? There will be a good many when the leases are thrown open.
102. A' ou think they will be rapidly availed of ? Tes ; every acre will be taken up.
.163. That will provide a population along the direct route for the railway to serve ? Tes. _
16t. Bearing in mind that this line will someday tap the Queensland border, should that fact weigh
against the possibility that a better local lino would be by way of Gurleigh Point for two or three years
to conic? I should think it advisable to tap the Queensland trade as early as possible.
165. A7on recommend that that should be done as directly as possible ? A'cs.
166. In order to save the extra trainage which would have to be paid if it went by tho “boomerang”
route ? Tes. .
167. Do you think that if the line went by Gurleigh Poinl.it would materially affect the town of Narrabri ?
T should think it would affect the town, hut 1 do not know whether it would be materially affected.
168. AVould it. benefit the town of AVec AVaa ? I do not think it would.
166. ]s it likely to cause the establishment of a rival town at the point where it turns to go north? I 
think it would be certain to do that.
170. On the whole, you think the advantages are in favour of tbe direct route ? I think so.
171. Mr. Jawing.’] What is the rainfall here? The rainfall in the Narrabri district is from 25 to 
26 inches.
372. Is the soil good enough to grow wheat ? Tes.
173. Is a rainfall of 25 inches enough ? Ares.
174 Is there any wheat grown here ? AATheat has been grown here. I have bad some little experience 
myself. The average yield fdr some years was 20 bushels to the acre. 175i
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175. Is there much wheat prown here no'v? No,
176. AV liv iiot ? ' I can hardlj explain, except perhaps that they find that other crops pay them hotter.
177. Wool is easier to produce, 1 suppose? The tendency here is all 1’or sheep.
17S. There is no reason why wheat should not he produced? No. There is very mod whcai'-sn.'owin" 
land in the district. J b * 0
] 79. And between here and Moree ? Tes.
180. Uo you know anythin^; of tlie traffic going into Narrahri P No.
181. Is the Barwon. navigable to Walgett frequently ? It has been navigable frequently of late years, 
but at long intervals. It is not navigable beyond Brewarrina.
182. How lar is it from Walgett to Brewarrina ? 100 miles.
183. You cannot depend on the river being navigable to Walgett? No.
184. If tlie river were open to Walgett, would tho traffic go by that way or through Narrabri? Tho 
traffic is mostly by the river, I fancy, when it is open.
185. In your opinion, 1 gather that Walgett is already provided for by tbe river? It is only partly
provided for. ' 1 J
1SG. Bor many seasons the river is not navigable at all ? For two or three years I have known no steamers 
to come from Brewarrina. "
187. There is no certainty that if the railway did go to Walgett the traffic wpuld always come this
way ? No. '
188, The traffic would come this way when the river would not allow it to go the other way? Yes.
189, It follows, therefore, that the freight from Walgett, via the river to Sydney, would be cheaper than
by a railway, ma Narrabri, to Sydney ? Yes. ” '
190. Bor 50 miles from Walgett towards Narrabri the traffic would stick to the river? I should say about 
30 miles.
191. Therefore the railway at all times can only control the traffic 60 miles west of Narrahri, supposing 
your river to be open for about 80 miles—that, you believe, is the real state of the case ? Yes.
192. Taking Moree, would the Warialda wool come this wav ? 1 think so.
.193. Taking that stretch of country of which Warialda is the centre, supposing that a railway were built 
from Narrabri to Moree would the wool from that country travel through Warialda to Moreo ? Yes. 
lOd. From tho north to the Queensland border, do you think that the whole of tho produce of that 
country would come down to Moree ? Yes.
195. From Mungundi? Yes.
796. From Goondiwindi right round to Mungundi ? Yes.
197. Is that a larger stretch of country than the country between here and SO miles towards Walgett? Yes.
198. Is it a very much larger stretch of country ? It is considerably larger, and it is far more populated,
199. Would there be more produce from that country ? Certainly. The country between here and
Walgett on one side is very sparsely populated indeed. ‘ ^
200. On which side ? On the south of the Namoi.
201. Is that via Weo Waa ? Yes. On the south the country is very sparsely populated indeed. A great
deal of it is abandoned. ‘
202. If the great body of tbe traffic is coming down through Moree to Sydney, via Narrahri, ought it to
come by the most direct route ? I think so. " ^
203. Why do you think that the direct route is the best route ? I think a line could be constructed at 
a cheaper cost by that route, and the traffic coming by that route would be so large that it would be 
hardly fair to ask people to pay the extra haulage which the adoption of any other route would entail.
204. If the railway is taken tuo Wee Waa a man from tbe north would have to pay 20 miles extra 
haulage, but you have another section of country to the west towards Walgett, and tho people in that 
country would be benefited by getting the railway brought 20 miles nearer 1 o them ? Certainly they would. 
203, Therefore we have to consider which is the bigger area of country ? The area to the north of 
Moree is far before and far larger than any area which could be served beyond Wre Waa.
20b. That would be tbe main body of the traffic? Yes.
207. You have stated that if the river is open frequently to Walgett it will disturb the certainty of tho 
tralhc coming this way ? It commands a great deal of the traffic when it is navigable.
208. Ohainmiv.] What is the character of the land between the “red” line and tho mountains? It is 
rolling downs ot black volcanic soil, and along the foot of the mountains there is a fringe of rich chocolate 
soil, heavily timbered, very good land for wheat cultivation.
209 It they have good land right ngainst their door 20 or 40 miles from Narrabri, bow is it that it has 
not been brought into cultivation ? It is too heavily timbered, and people bare been able to get land 
without timber which requires no outlay in the first instance, and have been able to go into sheep farmin'* 
which, up to the present, has been the more profitable industry, as it requires less labour and less 
oversight. "
-Bh This line, if constructed, would be very likely to develop an agricultural industry on tbs eastern 
sme; I tbmk it would. I think before long that the whole of that country will be taken up. I may 
say that the Land Board are endeavouring to deal with land which is very heavily timbered, with the \iew 
of allowing people to occupy land on more favourable terms. There is a great deal of land which can bo 
fairly classed as good land, but still it is so heavily timbered that people cannot afford to take it up
211. It is a fact Unit there is a very large cattle traffic from Walgett towards Millie, and thence by tho
travelling stock route to Narrabri ? I eanuot say. J
212. I think you expressed tbe opinion that the travelling stock route would be a more difficult route 
for a railway than tho “ red ” route ? It would be wetter, and more liable to flood.
213. Mr, O’&r/iW] Why would a line by Gurleigh Point route or Ihe travelling stock route be more 
siilqect to flood than the direct route ? The direct route is almost at the head of the various creeks 
Where the line crosses these creeks there is a fall of 20 feet to the mile. The countrv is of an undu
lating character, and is rapidly drained after a heavy rain. To the west you gradually get on to flat 
country. 1 be creeks have very little fall. Tiie watercourses get big and spread out into swamps.
214. That country is the bottom of a basin in which the water lies for a considerable lime ? Yes.
2!o. Giiairnum.'] Have you any personal interest in the lino or uny property along the route 5 Not a 
morsel. '

Mr.
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Jlr. "Walter G-ould, railway station-master, Xarrabri West, sworn, and examined:—■
210. Chairman.'] You are the railway station-master at Narrabri West ? Yes
Zii' 1T?J10U l'®11!tllat I,ositiO“ ? I have been siationcd at Narrabri for three years.

, ?. ames.} y\ hat is tlie nature of tho goods tiafEio to your station ? Inwards it is con era! ^oeds,
and outwards t,\oo1 and stock are the heaviest items. ‘
219. What is the total ralue of the freight received from stock aud other sources ? The total freight we 
collected was from jCd5,000 to £50,000 a year.
220. That m to say the revenue which has passed through your office? Yes ; the major portion of tho
freight was paid at the other end of the line. J 1
221. Where does the major portion of your trade come from ? 1 think tire major portion of the wool
conies from the north. J 1
222. What part of the north ? Eight into Queensland.

\fA’ d°ea it: “ ? Some the Moree route, and some by the Collarendabri route.
VV here docs that come m t From Millie.

if. e l)roP"rti™ of tlie trade comes'to your station from Millie ? A good deal of it does.
9S7 5 ]l^Pr0pm'h°r d° y?,U th,Vk come!; fronl Millie—a third or a half? Perhaps 20 per cent.
227. That 20 per cent, is collected principally at Millie ? Ko; it comes in from Queensland.
Son {^omes,from Queensland and beyond Moree by way of Millie to Narrahri ? Yes
is very light “ }’°U ^ ^ bnla,I1Ce °f your trade fl'om ;_do you Sot auy from Mree Waa? That traffic 

per'cent1*14 perCentage °f your trade C0me8 from Wee Maa ? I do not believe that it is more than 10

dfstii Jof Wee^WafiUS d°CS ^ 10 Per Cent' °f y0U1'1raffic COme fr0m ? Withil1 tho ^^‘daries of the

traffic^twlbnl1!^ 1 1hink> inci”ding tho Collarendabri
tiaffic it would be about 20 per cent. That would be the Millie traffic you spoke of.

1)0 you know the country which is traversed by the “ red:> line? No.
voiSr t0 w!lo1ier ifc would aervc tliese different points from which
popuktion ? 1 Bh°uld lmll'Sme li; WOuld from llie f“ot i(; C0D1^ closer to the centres of

K°-Uild tlle tho QneenslMrl border have to traveree with their wool and
1G0 miles ^ bn by Way °f M,lhe now ? H it: is lle>'r lhe border, 1 think it would be about 150 or

230. Bo you get wool from beyond the border ? Yes.
237. Much ? Yes ; a good deal comes from there
239 wS £1^ \ '! is, not- 14 ^Md have increased considerably, only for circumstances.
I think sm 3nCreaSCd Very ]argc]y by the of this line to Moree?

wi J“ " “”1 “< ““|1 fro“ «• o—**
oto‘ fi,1I,s^ucntlJr 14 would increase the traffic on the iine from Narrabri ? J think so.
estimate ^ paSSGUger traffie d° y0U get auuuallJ from outside and beyond Narrabri ? That is hard to

HI' ?vani°U g're V01]gb est™ate ? iibont 50 Per cc,fr- from outside the town itself. ’
lit’ kiST^T drtaiice ? The-V come ^S114 fr°m Mungundi and Moree.+11' * ' 1 j otbrrie m [ arge 1,101,0:180 111 ti,c paBsenger traffic, as well as the goods traffic if

Yen « fh °d ? 1Aa:V° doub4 tha4 4t'e1,0 will be an merease if the population are® served ' 
2d7 Mr f 0n8rtbBf-m d6p^ map ;-d° you know the Realitiesal all ? No.
Narrabri" Westf=: 9 - S°m ^,0 10 WPolab],nr is 12 :»>d tlie distance from Millie to
Nanai n \\ est ib do miles, would the wool coming from Collarendabri, when it got to Millie, draw up to
Wookbiar station it would make to the railway at the nearest point ? Undoubtedly P

arir 7°a ^ tbat tbe w°o1 fr°m Collarendabri comes through Millie ? The
traffie comes na Millie or mo Wee AVaa as the watercourse permits—mostly via Millie. S
Zcs if^thTt road m ^ " WeSt t0 Collarendabrb Wee Waa ? I do not think the wool

250. How did you gam your information as to the road by which this traffic came in ? From the agents 
-ol. Excepting that you had some conversation with the agents, you only know from the marks°on the
So by xvhkh kcamm * Came ? 1 could teU 4he from which it came, hut not the

t™;iXli“itpr0Purf0? d°eS t.bciV0°1 rfCeivGd in Wee Waa bear t0 tbe wool received m Moree p It 
T\ould be impossible ±or me to say at the present moment.
253. Could you not tell by your books ? I could not tell the route by which it came.
frli downlm Lver.W " Btatl0IiS ^ t0 ^ ^ 0r Wes4? Tbe proportion is very small

255. From Wee AVaa or Pilliga ? Yes.
25G. Is there much stuff coming from Pilliga ? A'erv little.
257. Not much from Wee Waa? No. ^
258. Any cattle Irom there ? No ; from Queensland.
2o9. They would comedown the travelling stock route, through either Millie or Moree ‘—is there much 
woo! coming from AVanalda to your station ? No; I have seen very little. ’
260. Is it increasing ? I do not think so.
orl' mi°eS plllcb COal° ? y'T° 5 °n1y very small consignments, and that only occasionally
oru’ jt161’6-18 11,<? Perceptible growth m the volume of trade from those directions? No/at present ""

3’ .^.nowmS tbe general position of A\7arialda and Bingera, do you think that this “ red ” line would have 
ny n nuence m increasmg the vdume of trade ? J do not know the distance ^e would Have

2G4. Is there anything else you would like to state to the Committee ? No.
2nf‘t dtHbee+\’tatel:i-nwldence-,tllat lf tbc lJr°P0S<,d line is constructed it is proposed to keen the 
goods station at Narrabri West, and the passenger station at Narrabriwould not that mean two steffj 
Yes. If passengers only are taken at Narrahri the staff would bo very small. 2GG.'

Mr.
W. Gould. 

20 Nov. ,1893.
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Jlr. 2G(i. T suppose ifc is very much more economical to have one staff if possible than two staffs, however 
"W. Ckmld. small they may be? Undoubtedly.
'U- ' tT.' 2G7. Have you every facility at jMarrabri A\>st to deal with the "oods trallic ? Yes, generally speaking.

_ i oi., . 9Cg_ p0 vou iher(s w||l i,c m,],;!, ohjection on tlie part of this volume of trade which comcj from ibq 
nortli to unloading at Yarrabri West ? J think they would want to unload at Xarrahri.
2G9. Because they had to no 2 or d miles further ? H is only natural.
270. It is a good road ? Yes. •
271. You do not think there would be much in their objection ? 1 do not think so.
272. Ts not the last2 or 8 miles of the journey generally considered the worst? 1 think so.

Mr. George Gregory, senior, farmer, Deep Creek, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. 27:i. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? 1 am a farmer at Deep Creek and Bullawa Creek. G miles 

G. Gregory. eaf.t 0£ tfar^bri, under the foot of the .Nandewar range,
274. How long have you resided there ? 1 have resided there .twenty-three years, and I have been in tbe

20 Nov,, 1893. Xarrahri district thirty-four years. '
275. ilfr. O’iSWZuw?,] You know the district thoroughly ? I believe 1 do.
27G. What is tbe character of the country between Xarrahri aud Moree, to the cast of the “ red ” line ? 
I have travelled that country on several occasions, and I have found that it is good agricultural land, fit 
for growing any crop.
277. What coloured soil is it ? The greater part of it is chocolate soil. There are patches of black soil, 
very strong and heavy.
27S. Is it heavily timbered? A great deal of it is, but we find that that is first-class land.
279. Are the Crown lands heavily timbered there? Yes.
280. What would it cost per acre to clear those lands ? I could not say. The Government reckon that 
they would allow me £L0 an acre for what I have cleared and ploughed and cropped.
281. That must have been allowed by some person who bad a knowledge of tbe matter ? Yes.
2S2. Thom that fact we may assume that it will cost £10 an acre to clear this heavily-timbered Crown 
land ? On an average it might be £5, Some land is improved, some has no timber, and some is very 
heavily timbered. As a general rule we take tbe most heavily timbered land, on account of its being the 
strongest land.
2wl. Por agricultural purposes you prefer the most heavily timbered land ? Yes; because it is tbe best 
growing land. ~ ^
284. In tbe event of tbe leaseholds being thrown open within tbc next two or three years, will tbat 
heavily timbered laud be selected? I think so. I think that if the leases were thrown open nowit 
would all be selected. Everyone is crying out for land and no one can get any.
285. From your knowledge of the district and your experience as a settler you have no doubt tbat there 
will be a rush for settlement when the leases are thrown open ? Xo ; I have reared a family of ten by 
agriculture in the district, and I know pretty well what it is.
28G. There is a road leading from Narrabri to Moree, on the east of the “ red" line? Yes. *
287. There is also a road leading from Narrabri to Moree, on the west of tbe “ red line ? Yes.
288. Have you not local names for these roads ; have you not a road for dry weather and a road for wet 
weather? Yes.
289. Which is ihe wet weather road? The one running under the mountains, on the east of the “ red ” 
line.
290. And the road running on tho west side of tbe “ red ” line is tbe dry weather road? Yes.
291. Why is it called tbe wet weather road? Simply because we can keep out of reach of the water when 
tbc river is over its banks.
292. In dry weather you take the lower road, and in we.fc weather you take the higher road ? In wet 
weather we take the higher road, because tlie lower road is all under water.
293. That points to the fact that the best thing is to keep as near to tbe foot of mountains as possible ? 
Yes.
294. Is that one reason why you prefer this direct route to Moree? No. My simple reason is
that there is agricultural land along that route. A great deal of settlement will take place if tho railway
is taken through agricultural land : but if it is taken by Gurleigb Point that land will lie vacant for years 
and years. "
295. That is a very good reason have you any other reason in the fact that the country through which
the dry weather road passes would be the wettest country for tho railway to go through ? The country 
which could be travelled by the direct line could bo kept in repair for a great deal less, it would be out of 
flood reach. .
29G. Do you know many of the selectors in the district? A great many.
297. Are they fairly prosperous ? 1 believe they are.
298. 'What sized holdings have they ? Prom 40 acres up to 2,5GO acres.
299. A re there many men holding the maximum area? I find that tbc small holdings are tbe most
prosperous.
300. Are there many men holding 2,5G0 acres in the district ? Yes ; mostly on the western side of the 
line. On the eastern side under the foot of the mountains the holdings are mostly small agricultural ones.
301. Do you think there will be a rush for settlement when tbe leases are thrown open? Yes.
302. There are not very many inhabitants to the east of the “red” line at present? I do not know. 
Narrabri post-office pays a mail to run 10 miles up Deep Creek and Bullawa Creek twice a week. It 
crosses Bullawa Creek and runs up Eulali Creek.
303. There is sufficient population to maintain a bi-weekly service ? Yes. There are some thousands of 
acres under cultivation.
304. AVhat do they cultivate? Wheat, oats, corn, potatoes, beans, peas, cabbage, turnips, and fruits of 
all descriptions. 1 believe we can got fruit here two months before it can lie got in Sydney.
305. Where do you sell your produce? At Narrabri generally.
30G. "ion have a local market for nearly the whole of your produce ? No: for the greater part of it we 
have. What we send away mostly goes to tbe Moree and Collarendabri districts.

307
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307. I suppose you command a fair price out to the north and west for your surplus ? A very good price.
308. Do you take it out yourself P Xo; it is generally sent out by the carriers, and the squatters often
send in and purchase what they want. "
300. Which route do the carriers take to go to Collareudahri ? G-enerally by Millie.
310. Why do they go by Millie when there is another route from Xarrahri West by Wee Waa ? I believe 
they are frightened of the river. Iliave been clown with teams, and I have been caught, and I did not 
like it.
311. They take the road £*« Millie, because it is the safer one? If a thunderstorm comes up one of 
those creeks you are jammed, perhaps, for a fortnight. You have to keep out back.
312. That accounts for bringing all the wool and stock from Collarendabri bv way of Millie, although the
road is longer ? Yes. ’
313. If the Hue were constructed, all that trallic would strike tbe railway at a point somewdicre near 
Millie ? I think Millie would be about tbe central point from wliat I know of the country.
314. Mr, Dawson] How many acres have you got P Pour hundred aud sixty-four acres.
315. lor how many acres were you allowed £10 per acre for clearing? The Government, according to their 
reckoning, \vlien I first settled on the land, allowed me £10 an acre for clearing about 25 or 30 acres.
316. Was it fenced in and grubbed P It was cleared and ploughed, aud 1 had a house and some buildings.
I believe I have over £1,000 worth of improvements on the same land.
317. You would not have benekted personally, if they had allowed you £50 an acre for clearing the 
land ? It did not matter, as long as we had sufficient improvements on the land to comply with the Act.
318. Had you not enough improvements without the £10 an acre? I had. I simply asked the Govern
ment officer what did he allow, and he said for such improvements as that he allowed £10 an acre. I 
did not need it. It was very heavily timbered land, and alter it was cleared it was worth that much,
313. Is it worth while to take up land and pay £10 an acre for clearing it. when you can get land for 
less ? I do not know. The Government are putting £2 an acre reserve on the land at my place, which 
is not worth 25s.
320. Why is that? It is in small blocks. Xot 10 acres in every 50 wore any good.
321. Supposing your land was put up for sale at auction, would it bring £5 an acre ? It would not bring 
more than about £5.
322. It is a dead loss to take up all this land and clear it? It is not a dead loss. If a man takes up 
sufficient to keep himself and family and makes a little extra he will do very well. There are some 30,000 
or 40,000 acres out in my district which is well worth taking up, but it is all locked up.
323. If this railway is constructed will any of that land become any more valuable, or will it be taken up in 
greater quantity than now ? Of course it will; because it will bo considerably nearer the railwav.
324. Along this “ red” lice which you favour there is a good deal of land which is valuable anil fit for 
selection ? A great deal. I believe that all the way between here and Moree there is a great quantity.
As for wheat-growing, they say there have been two reapers and binders cutting there for the last five 
weeks. Up the creek they are cutting wheat every day. J believe they are cuttiug hundreds of acres of 
uheat and corn with the reapers and binders, I suppose wc can grow as good wheat as any part of 
Australia, "VYe proved that when the mill was going. It does not pay us to grow wheat in lar^e 
quantities until tho mill resumes operations. °
•■(25. Does not the fact that tho mill is shut up prove that yon did not grow wheat profitably? Xo.
Wo are trying f o get the mills started again. 1 grow 700 or 800 bushels a year to keep the thing going, 
and plenty did the same. Wheat can be grown here equal to any wheat grown in the country—30 or 10 
bushels to the acre. ‘
320. ^suppose you grow' oats equal to Now Zealand oats too ? Yes.
327. You have the same cold climate as Xow Zealand? X have grown oafs in Xew Zealand as well 
as here.
328. Mr. Davies] Arc your sons selectors ? Xot now ; but they have been.
329. You have grown almost all kinds of crops on your selection ? Yes.
330. And you find a local market for almost all you could raise ? Yes.
331. The surplus produce which you seut to Moreo and Collarendabri was taken out by teams which had 
brought in wool from the stations ? Yes.
332. Have the selectors in your district done fairly well ? Yes; they all seem to he fairly well off.
333. How long have you held.your selection ? My present selection I have held twenty-two years.
334. And your original selection ? I selected near Narrabri ; but the land close to the "town was of too 
tough a nature, and I got further away under the foot of the mountains.
335.. You think a railway constructed by the “ red” route would be the means of opening up a laroo 
portion of the country ? It would induce great settlement. 0
33G. And it would increase the trade and produce of tho district ? Yes.
337. You favour the “red” route? I do, because it would benefit the public, and would he bevond tbe
reach of flood-water. “
338. Have you any sheep? Seven hundred or 800.
339. I presume that wheat is not grown now because it pays better to grow wool ? Xo ; the mill ran
for two or three years and then it fell through. It is bciug reconstructed; and ns soon as it starts again 
there is no doubt tbat any quantity of wheat will be grown. '
340. Will it give as good'a result as sheep-farming? A little better—double.
341. It is very singular that they do not grow wheat;—have you no consumption, no outlet? Our only 
outlet was to send the wheat to Tamworth to be ground, but it would have cost at the very least from Is. 
to Is. 3d. a bushel to send the wheat to Tamworth and got the flour returned, and we could not afford to 
pay that price. If there was a mill on the spot wo could afford to grow wheat and reap a benefit.
342. You sincerely believe that it would pay to grow wheat ? Yes; the ground is adapted for wheat
growing in every sense of the word, as I have proved myself.
343. Did you grow wheat ? I grew 30 or 40 acres at times.
344. What did it average ? From 30 to 40 bushels an acre.
345. YVhat price did you get ? 3s. 6d. for the last lot I sold of about GOO bushels.
316. That would give you a very good return on your labour? Yes ; but tbe mill closed, aud then we 
had no alternative but to stop growing wheat.
347. You prefer tbe “ red” route to any other route ? Yes.

13 (a)—B

Mr.
G. Gregory.

348
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Mr. 348. You would not advocate the construction of the line by the travelling stock route? Not by the 
hr, rcgorj. iower route. I believe in keeping as near the mountain as possible, so as to keep clear of all water. Tbat

20Nbvl893 'nr°u^ ^ea8*; exPens’v® line to maintain.
’’ ' 349. "Would it not be less expensive to construct a line of 62 miles than to construct a line of 72 miles ?

Yes.
350. Would not the producers have to pay less freight on a line of 62 miles than on a line of 72 miles ? 
Of coarse they would.
351. Those are good reasons why the railway should be taken by the shortest route ? I believe in keeping 
as near the mountains as you can, for the sake of opening up the good land.
252. Chairman,] Is there any other information that yon desire to give ? No.

Mr.
T. Morath.

20 Nov., 1893

Mr. Theodore Morath, saw-mill proprietor, Narrabri, sworn, and examined :— '
353. Ohairman.] What is your occupation ? I have a saw-mill in Narrabri.
354. How long have you resided iu Narrabri ? Since 186-5, with the exception of twelve months, when I 
took a trip Home.

' 355. Mr. Dawson.] Are you in favour of the construction of a railway to Moree ? I do not care whether 
a railway is made or not.
356. On which side of the proposed line is your mill ? It is about 200 or 300 yards from here, in the 
centre of the borough.
357. Why do you not care whether a railway is made or not ? I should liko tlie railway to he constructed 
as cheaply as possible, and in the best place.
368. Where is that place, in your opinion ? By the “ red ” route.
359. Will that serve the greatest number of people ? I believe it will, by a long way.
360. Were you here when Mr. Jones visited this district? I was.
361. Did he wait upon you ? A gentleman who went up to Bocky Crossing four or five years ago did. 
Many gentleman have come up here, I had an interview with the Kailway Commissioners when they 
returned from Walgett.
362. Where do you get your timber from ? Both sides of tbe town.
363. Where is your trade ? Mostly in tlie town. I send some out to Millie.
364. Will the construction of this railway benefit your business? It will not benefit me.
365. There is a mill half-way to Moree ? Very likely they would send tlie timber to Moroc on the line.
366. There is timber about 20 miles from here ? Yes.
307. It would give a trade to the railway ? Yes.
368. Do you know the country between here and Moree ? In tho 1864 flood I travelled by Wee Waa to 
Collarendabri. You could see what sort of a country it was then. I have not travelled across it since. 
It was terribly boggy in that year, The country between Wee Waa and Boolcarrol had been flooded all 
the way to a depth of from 3 feet to 1 foot. There were 10 mites of flooded country. The main water
course ran for 10 miles. The water travelled very slowly. We had to ride on horseback for miles 
through the water. I think that if you wore to construct a line down there you might dam up a lot of 
water. It would not do tlie people much good to do that, and it would not*be a good line to keep in 
repair. It would be a dangerous line to travel in flood-time.
369. You think it might bank up the water for miles? It would make a swamp of the country. If that 
country ever gets populated, it will be by having a canal made to Walgett to drain the country, and give 
them water carriage. A canal would be cheaper than a railway,
370. Do you know the country through which the “ red ” line goes ? Yes.
371. What sort of country is it ? It is good country.
372. Suitable for railway construction ? Yes.
373. Is there any likelihood of settlement taking place along there? Jt is splendid growing country. 
There are very rich patches ; some sandy country, but not much. Most of it is first-class country for 
settlement. I have grown wheat for hay.
374. '. Mr. AWny.] What timber do you cut ? Ironbark, apple-tree, pine, and sometimes box.
375. Only for local demands ? Mostly. I do not send any to Moree.
376. You know a good deal about the timber in the district ? I do.
377. Is there much red-gum here? We have red-gum, but it runs very veiny. It is not a profitable
timber to cut. , '
378. Is it fit for railway sleepers ? You can get some good sleepers, but I do not tbink it will ever pay 
anybody to cut them, unless the price is higher than it is. There is too much waste.
379. The red-gum here is too faulty ? Yes. Along the lower lino I do not think there is any timber fit for 
railway construction. On the upper line there is some ironbark.
380. How far down the Namoi have you to go for red-gum ? There is red-gum all along the river, There 
is red-gum to Walgett.
381. ̂ But no good forest ? There is no red-gum worth much. I am satisfied it will never be used until 
the ironbark is used up.
382. What is the apple-tree used for ? For wheelwrighting, mostly.
383. Only for local demands ? Yes.
384i. And the pine? It is splendid splitting timber. I thiuk they send pine to Newcastle sometimes. It 
is used for lining and ceiling boards.
385. Is it in much demand ? When trade is brisk. Everything is dull just now.
386. What do you get per 100 feet for pme now ? Eleven shillings at the mill in the rough, and 13s. Cd. 
tongued, and grooved, and planed.
387. It pays you to send it away? I do not send any myself. It pays those alongside tho railway.
388. Is there much pine in the district? Any amount. It is getting cut out. There have been three 
mills in Narrabri for seven or eight years. There arc three mills bore now. A good ninny million logs 
have been cut up. We have not to go beyond 10 or 12 miles.
389. I believe there is a forest which extends for 90 or 100 miles out west? Yes.
390. Where does the ironbark come from which we saw* on the railway line this morning ? It comes from 
8 or 9 miles away from the railway, on the south side of the Namoi.
391. Do you mean tho Pilliga Forest? It runs down to Pilliga, I believe, and it rims right up to
Boggabri. It is splendid ironbark, I do not think it could be surpassed. 392.
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392. Where do the sleepers come from for the railway ? Mostly from there,
393. Where does that timber go ? The sleepers are seut all over the country by the Commissioners.
394. That timber is for tlie use of the Railway Commissioners ? Yes.
395. Mr. Dawson] The white ants do not eat this native pine; No. It is a very valuable timber for 
building. I have pulled down buildings which had been up for twenty years; but I could sec no sign of 
the white ant or of any decay. It is quite different timber from the Richmond pine or Baltic deal. It is 
a little harder to work.

Mr.
T, Momth.

20 Nov., 1893,

39G. Mr. Dames] Do you know where the proposed line crosses the river P I believe it crosses at the 
pumping-shed.
397. You believe that to be one of the best and easiest crossings for the railway ? I think there is only 
one place where there is a bettor crossing, and that is about 15 miles up the river. I think that was the 
proper place to cross the river, in order to keep out of the flooded country; but of course you will never 
take the railway there now.
398. In what direction is it ? It is between here and Boggabri.
399. Has that site ever been examined-by the railway surveyors? I cannot say. The railway runs 
within 2 miles of that place now.
400. The surveyed crossing is the best you know of? Yes.
401. And the railway will avoid all the flooded land? All but 2 miles in the town.
402. Does the railway go through any portion of your laud ? I cannot say. They have surveyed Rue 
after line. Some years ago they put some marks in my land. 1 hope they will not go through my land.
403. Have you not seen some pegs in your property at the present lime ? 1 hope they will keep out of
my paddock. I make use of my ground, and I do not want to sell any.
404. You were originally a free selector? I was a selector in 1870, but I sold the selection, and bought 
it back when I returned,
405. Do you cultivate it ? I cultivate some ground on this side of tbe selection.
406. Do you graze sheep ? I have my teams to fetch my logs, and I keep some cows.
407. You think the “ red” line will he most beneficial to the whole district ? I think it will he a much
safer route than the other. It is more solid ground.
408. It is very good country ? It is good country.
409. Mr. O’ Sullivan] How far away is this forest of ironbark at Pilliga? There is a forest running on 
this side. Jt keeps a good way back from the river—in places 8 or 10 miles. It runs round from the 
railway-station to Pilliga.
410. "Would a railway to Moree, t-ia Gurleigh Point, serve that forest at all;—would it give any con
siderable traffic to a line at that point? I cannot say, hut I should think tbe Commissioners have 
derived a good many thousand pounds from the timber trallic between here and Tamworth.
411. Is there likely to be any timber traffic to the north of Moree if this line is constructed ? I have
been in Queensland, and there is no timber out there fit for a mill If they want any heavy timber for
bridge-work they cither have to come here or to Terry-Hie-Hie, about 20 miles to the east of the line.
412. They would have to draw it in 20 miles ? To the next station.
413. WonhHt not pay them better to draw it in from Pilliga and send it up from Narrabri? It is 72 
miles from Narrabri.
414. Where does the forest of ironbark begin ? I think it begins up near Boggabri: but no matter by 
which route you take your line, to Moree you will leave that forest.
415. As far as the timber reserves are concerned, you do not gam much by going via Gurleigh Point? 
You gain nothing, because wo have a forest nenrer,
416. In the event of a timber trade arising in tho north, it would bo more advantageous to ship the timber 
at Narrabri than at any point on the G-urleigh Point route ? Yes.
417. Is there much demand for pine towards the north ? There is a tremendous lot of pine cut and sold.
418. Is it impervious to the white ant? I have had a sawmill for seventeen years, and I have never 
known the white ant to touch any piue about here.
419. Chairman] Have you any interest in this line at all ? No ; I have only an allotment in Narrahri 
West, in Dangar Village, and in the borough. I have no allotment away from the town.
420. You are clearly of opinion that if we were constructing a line from Werris Creek it should cross 
the Namoi 15 miles higher up ? Yes.
421. Is it an exceedingly good crossing at that point ? It is very good.
422. It might be worth while to consider the question of taking up the line for 15 miles, and adopting that 
route ? 1 do not think you could do that.
423. Why not;—could you not use the sleepers and the rails ? Yes.
424. If a railway can he constructed above flood-level by crossing tho river at a point 15 miles higher up, 
would it not be far better to take up the line to Narrabri West and put it over on this side ? I do not 
think it would pay.
425. Why? It is too far. You have paid some hundreds of pounds for ground there. That line was 
built with a view of being extended to Walgett.
426. If that line were not in existence at all, and we were considering the question of constructing a 
line from Werris Creek to Moree, it would be far better, in your opinion, to cross the river 15 miles 
higher up ? No doubt it would.
427. You are not quite sure whether it would pay the Government to take up the line 15 miles from 
West Narrabri, and put it on this side ? I am sure it would not pay them—there is too much to he 
taken up.
428. Is it not proposed to go across tho river by a more expensive and difficult crossing? J do not think 
it is much more expensive. I do not know anything about engineering questions. I thiuk that the 
further you go down the river the more expensive you will find it to bridge the flooded country.
429. 1 suppose the "West Narrahri people would not like the railway to be taken up in order to get a less
expensive crossing at a point higber up ? I do not know. It does not matter much to me which way 
it goes. J
430. Mr. McCourt] Have you supplied any railway sleepers to the Government ? No.
4-31, At what price are they supplied ? At 4s. or 4s. 3d. for squared sleepers. There have boon no 
sleepers sawn here since the railway was built,—they arc squared with the adze. 432.
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Mi?.. 432. If it is estimated that split sleepers can bo obtained at 2s. 6d- each for this lino, do you think that
T Morath. they can he got for that price ? I do not know what they are getting now. There is ironbark at 

Kiiiarney, 4 miles out, If they can get enough in that forest they can do it at 2s. Gd. It is the cartage
20 Nov., 1893. y^jch makes them expensive. , . , ,

433. You can get sleepers split in the forest for 2s. Gd. each, and delivered at various points along the
lino? At some places, but not everywhere. You can get them where the lino goes through the timber, 
but not if you have to cut at any distance. _
434. As far as Edgeroi station, do you think that sleepers can be supplied at 2s. Gd. each ? I think they 
can get enough without going any distance from the line at 2s. Gd.
435. Split and delivered at that price ? At some parts of the line, but not everywhere. Probably they
could do it at the price all through. _____________________

Mr. James MacNamara, contractor, Harrabri, sworn, and examined :—
Mr, J. 436. ChairmanWhat is your occupation ? I am a contractor. I have been engaged in road-contracting 

MacNamara. for sixteen years in this district. _
^ ' 437. Mr. Ewing.] In your opinion, which is tho best route for this railway to go ? By the last surveyed 

20 Nov., 1893. roujjG.j t)CC!lllSe it will go through the soundest country, will bo the shortest Ime, and will bo nearest to 
ballast and timber. _ , .
438, You heard the evidence of Mr. Morath;—do you believe that there is an unlimited supply of pine.
Yes. i ,
439. And lhat that pine n ill be required not only for local consumption, but also in Sydney and ^Newcastle. 
And out north too, I daresay there will be an immense amount of pine sent out to Moree for building 
purposes when the line is constructed.
440. There is a fair sale for the pine ? A. good sale. _
441, What is the apple-tree used for? Generally for flooring, ceiling, and making naves for drays and 
waggons.

, 442. More for local use ? Principally. _
443. Do you know anything about the red gum ? There is very little red gum here. It is very faulty— 
it has lots of veins. 1 had to send down to Singleton for stuff to build culverts with.
444. Where is the ironbark in this district ? It is very good. For good ironbark you have to go 20 miles. 
Between here and Moree there is a very large forest at a place called Terry-Hic-Hic, about 10 miles cast
of the “ red ” line. There is a good supply of ironbark, red gum. and slaty gum there.
445. Is not Terry-Hic-Hie more than 10 miles away from the “ rod ” lino ? Ido not think it is.
446. You are speaking of Terry-Hic-Hie forest, and not of the station itself ? 1 os
447. Wliat would it take por mile to form and metal road which would carry traffic in any season 1 o
Moree? It all depends upon what part of the road it is. If it were within a mile or two of (he town it 
would cost about £1,600 or £2,000 a mile, and further out fully £3,000 a mile, for a good macadamised 
road, that is a road with 12 inches of motal and drained. _
448. Yon believe that to form, drain, and metal a road tbat would carry tho traffic in any weather from
here to Moree, it -would average £2,500 a mile ? I believe it would average more.
449. Tlie maintenance would be considerable ? Yes; I believe a railway would bo far cheaper, though I 
have been out of work myself for tho last eight months.
450. You think a railway would bo as cheap as a road? Yes. _ _
451. Mr. Davies,] Where did you get your material for road-making ? For about the town, I got it
from the Little Mountain generally, and the gravel 1 got out of the river, _
452. Where would a contractor get his ballast along this proposed line ? The nearest point is about a 
mile and a half from Moree. At a place called the Little Mountain there is an everlasting supply of 
ballast. It is basaltic rock.. There is a very pebbly gravel.
453. For how much per cubic yard could it be raised ? In tbe town, for the metal we got from 8s. to
13s. per cubic yard, according to the distance ; and for the gravel, out 5 miles, I have got 7s. per cubic 
yard. It is of a very hard nature ; it has to bo blasted. _
454. At bow much per cubic yard could 21- inches ballast be placed on. this proposed lino ? At about 7s.,
if there were a light line running into tbe ballast-pit. _ _
455. Not for less ? No. This stone is of a very hard nature, os. per cubic yard is given for breaking 
21-inch metal.
456. The gravel-pit you refer to is north somewhere ? It is about 11 miles away.
457. At what price could river gravel bo brought and spread on the proposed railway in lieu of ballast, 
with the aid of a temporary line ? At 2a. Gd.
458. At what price could sleepers he delivered on the line ready for use ? It depends upon the class 
you want.
459. Undressed, half-round, ironbark sleepers ? At about 2s. Gd. or 2s. 9d,
460. You know the country well between the terminal points of the line ? I have worked in all those 
creeks—from Hall’s Creek to the present station-house.
461. Do you strongly advocate the construction of the “ red” line P Yes.
462. Do yon prefer the “ red” route to any other route that has been surveyed? I do.
463. Do you think a railway can be constructed by this route cheaper than by any previously surveyed
route ? 100 per cent. less.
4C4. Do you believe a line along the “red” route will servo tbe general public and the district bettor 
than any other route would ? 1 do. I believe that it will lead to very large settlement of small farmers 
between Narrrbri and Moree, in certain portions of tlie Nandewar Eanges where I know there is good 
agricultural land. There are very large pockets of land between the rivers where men of small means 
could settle down and get a good living.
465. Do you believe that this line -would develop settlement and trade ? I do ; and I believe it would be 
a great feeder to the present line.
466. Mr. McCourt.] Have you any knowledge of railway construction as well as road-making? I have 
a fair knowledge,
467. If it; is proposed to put only 3 inches of metal between the sleepers as a foundation, is that sufficient, 
iu your opinion ? 1 do not think it is sufficient for any lino.
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4C8. "What do you think would be sufficient? I think that between 5 and G inches is the very least J*
ballast that you can put on. You want a little more than the depth of your sleeper, and nothing less.
4G9. Nothing less than 6 inches would be of any use? No. _ 20Nov. 1893,
470. It is only intended to maintain a speed of 15 miles an hour on this line;—would 3 inches of ballast ’’ 
be sufficient to run a train at that speed? No; suppose you go over a rocky point with 3 inches of 
ballast, your sleeper would lie on the solid rock, and when you go into an embankment your sleeper 
would sink on three inches of ballast. It is too little—there is no stay in it.
471. Is there any other place where you can get ballast along the line? Yes; at several points, and 
cheaper. At the Moree end there is an everlasting supply of gravel which could he supplied cheaper than 
at this end.
472. You are convinced that G inches of ballast would be required on this line ? Yes.
473. Chairman.-] Have you ever had any experience of railway construction? I have. I have travelled 
on all the lines in this country, I worked a little ou this line, and also a little on the Bathurst line.
474. Plate-laying ? No ; only at formation.
475. As n ganger on the permanent-way ? No. ... ■
47G. What is the usual depth of ballast on the Bathurst line or on this line? I think it is 15 inches.
477. Very heavy loads are run over that depth of ballast at a great rate of speed ? Yes.
478. If it is proposed to work this line with light rolling-stock, and to run tho trains at a speed of only 
15 miles an hour, it mil make a considerable difference as regards the depth of the ballast? Yes.
479. You think that if only 3 inches of ballast is to be used :t is insufficient? It is not sufficient.
480. Presuming that 3 inches of ballast were put down, and that after running the trains it waa found 
to be too weak, all you expect would he the trouble of raising the line and putting a little more ballast 
under it? You would want to have more men to maintain tlie line.
4S1. What ballastdo you think is required on this line ? Six inches. _
482. Supposing it were run along the travelling stock route, which country you say is of a more spongy 
nature, what ballast would you require ? Pifteeu inches.
483. At a speed of only 15 miles an hour with light rolling-stock ? Yes.
484. Ho you know anything of the country beyond Moree ? 1 have not been more than 7 miles out. I 
have been as far as Pilliga, on the main lino to Walgett
485. Auy trade coming from Walgett? Not as much as used to come.
4SG. You do not think it ia desirable for tho purpose of commanding that trade to take the railway by the 
travelling stock route ? I do not think so.
4S7. You think it is desirable, with the view of fostering agricultural settlement to the oast, to bring the 
lino further east instead of west? The more easterly you go the more settlement you will have.
488. Ho you think the railway should go by the “ red ” route? Tes.
4S9. Have you any interest in the line? I do not own more than an acre of land in the country.
490. What roads are there between Narrabri aud Moree running east aud west of tho line? There 
is a road called the Little Mountain lioad, which junctions 1 mile from Narrabri, and there is the main 
road to Bingara,
491. What roads are there leading to the proposed stations on the line to the east ? None; there is no 
settlement.
492. What roads are there to the west? The Millie Road and the Boolcarrol Road.
493. The roads which are marked on the plan are only roads on paper ? That is all.
494. Is there any other point you desire to bring before the Committee ? Nothing more, except that I 
thiuk the Narrabri station ought to be erected at some point near the cemetery.
495. Would not that be rather far to the east? No. There is a piece of land there belonging to the 
(government, and it is the nearest point to the post-office, and to the principal buildings in the town.
49G. Is not your portion of an acre out that way? It is.
497. Where is the site you speak of ? It is between the racecourse and the cemetery.
498. That would be virtually going past Narrabri for the purpose of running back to it ? It would be 
about on the junction of Doyle and Lloyd Streets. Tho post-office and town-hall are not more than about 
30 chains from where I propose the station should be built.
499. You propose to bring the line on this side of the racecourse? Yes. .

. 500. Are you aware that tlie line, as proposed, goes at the back of the racecourse ? Yes.
501. You propose not only to alter the position of the station-house, bur also the direction of the line so 
as to bring it to the west of the racecourse? Yes. There is a very high portion of ground on the west 
of the proposed line—that is, through the old show-ground. It is right along the top street of the 
surveyed township of Narrahri, and stops at a point on the other side of the cemetery bridge, mostly 
parallel with Doyle-street and Lloyd-strect,
502. Are you aware that there is only about a difference of a foot between the levels of which you are 
speaking and the paddock immediately adjoining Maitland Road ? It is never known to be flooded.
503. Would it not mean the resumption of more land to go through the town rather than by tho side of 
it ? I suppose it would.

TUESDAY, 21 NOVEMBER, 1893.
\_The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Narrabri, at 10 a.m.]

fRmnt:—
JACOB GARRARD, 

The Hon, William Henby Sutton.
Tho Hon. John Daviks, C-M.G-.
Thomas Thomson Ewino, Esq.

Esq. (Chatbman).
William McCoukt, Esq,
Edwaud William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Kenny Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Mr. Denis Roche, freeholder, Narrabri, sworn, and examined :—
504. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I am a freeholder, living on my means. 
5CI5. Mr. Dawson.] How long have you lived here ? Over thirty years.
506. What occupation have you followed ?J.I was in the police force.

Mr.
1), Sorllfi.

5Q>7- 21 Nov., 1393.
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507. Then X suppose you know the district well ? As well as any other man in the district, I think.
508. You know the travelling stock reserve from Narrabri to Moree, and also the “ red ” or direct route

SIN 1893 ^rom to Moree;—which route do you think would be the better one to adopt for the proposed
0T'’ railway ? A route as near the mountains as possible.

509. Why do you think that route would be the best ? It would open up better country—better agri
cultural country—than would a line by the other route. There is no agricultural country on the other 
route. All that place could grow crops, aud there would bo a market for the produce. It would open up 
country to a great extent.
510. Do you know of your own knowledge whether the country is open for selection under the ranges? I 
believe it is.
510^. Prom your practical knowledge of the district, and an experience of over thirty years, do yon think 
that people here would take up land along that route, if they had facilities for carriage ? I do ; and 
from the other side of the range too.
5X1. How many families do you think could be settled on that land, that is within a reasonable distance 
of market on the other side of the line ? Perhaps 100. On Bullawah Creek and Eulah Creek there are 
seventy selectors.
512. Knowing these different routes, do you know any other reason why the “ red ” line should be con
structed ? I know it will be by far the cheapest line. 1 have experienced floods in this district.
513. Would it he a drier or a wetter line than the other line ? It would be much drier. Eor about 18 
to 20 miles there is nothing but water, where ahorse could not travel iu a wet season.
514. I suppose that is the road generally used? Yes—going to Moree.
515. You cannot well travel by the other road ? No.
516. It has been known bore as the dry road ? Yes.
517. Have you been much about Moree during your time ? A good deal.
518. Do you know much about Warialda? I was stationed out there. I know every station in the 
district. I had to collect the electoral rolls and returns.
519. Would the “red” line be better for the Warialda people and the people north of Moree? Yes.
520. In what way ? Tt is a good growing country.
521. Is the country about Warialda, likely to be improved or settled upon more, if the railway goes to 
Moree ? Part of it.
522. Not near the township ? It is barren country round the township of Warialda.
523. But as regards tho other side, would it create more settlement ? I think it would. It is good 
growing country from Boggabilla.
524. You think it would be better for the people to have as little freight to pay for as possible ? Yes; 
they send a great deal of wool from those stations which are further back.
525. Supposing a railway were made from Glen Innes to Inverell, would not that take a lot of the traffic 
which you think would come this way ? I do not think it would take a great deal.
526. A certain portion of the traffic would go to Inverell? Very little. Traffic would como by this 
way from tbe following stations: Reedy Creek, Gragien, Gullengutter, Graman, Axthurseat,

1 Wallangra, Gournama, Bogamildi. Coolatai, Trigamon, Yetman, Tuceatp, Gunyer, Warildi, Yallaroi, 
Tooloona, Coppymumimbil,
527. Do you think there is any land on the ranges which will grow wheat or cereals of any sort? I do,
528. Have you known wheat to grow about there ? There is only one settler close to tho line, and he has 
perhaps the nicest farm in this part of the country.
529. Do you think that many other farms like that would be established there ? It am sure there would.
530. Do you think the “ red ” line will be the best line for getting timber and ballast'? It will be much 
cheaper. You will want a lot of ballast for the other line.
531. Why ? Because the country is so wet. I think you would have to raise that line 3 feet for over 
20 miles.
532. Is there very good timber on this line ? Yes.
533. Do you think there will be any increase in the timber trade ? I am sure there will. They have to 
cart that timber to Moree ; in wet weather it is very difficult and expensive.
534. You think that if this line is constructed there will be an increase in the timber traffic ? There will.
535. Is there good timber along the line ? There is good pine not 2 miles away from the line, and the 
ironbark might be a little further away.
536. Do you know where this line is to cross the river—at what they call the Rocky Crossing? Yes.
537. There was a very big flood there a great many years ago ? Yes.
538. Were you here then ? I was at Wee Waa, hut I was here in very big floods.
539. You have seen the marks of the big flood which occurred before you were here ? Yes.
540. Do you think the “ red ” line would have to be raised to any great extent to avoid the flood;—do you 
think there will be any danger of tho line being washed away? I think it is as high a place as I know of.
541. You do not anticipate any difficulty of that kind there at all? No.
542. You feel certain that if it is constructed it will get a great deal of the wool and produce of Warialda 
which is not brought to Narrabri now ? Yes.
543. Where does it go to now ? I think a lot of it goes to Tamworth.
544. Does any go to Inverell ? I do not think so. Inverell is 42 miles from Warialda, and there is no
consumption for it. ’
545. Do you know any of the stations which send their wool to Tamworth, and get their stores sent by that 
road? I do not know of any.
546. How many bales of wool which now go to Tamworth would come to Moree, if the line were con
structed from Narrabri to Moree ? A great many bales.
547 Five thousand bales ? I think so. There are very big stations out that way.
548. Have you any idea of what the tonnage in goods would he ? No.
649. The big stations do use something, if they do not require many people ? The large stations on the 
McIntyre employ a good many people.
550. Mr, Davies^] Were you in the police force during the whole of your residence here? I was, until 
I was superannuated.
551. You have not gone in for selecting ? No.

. 552. Have you traversed the whole of the proposed line ? I have not. 553.

Mr.
D. Roche.
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553. Bui; you know the country through which it goes ? I have keen through the whole of that country; _ ^r'
I have been camped out there. . Kochc'
554. Do you think a line could be constructed more cheaply by the “red ” route than by the travelling
stock route? Ido. '
555. What difficulties would there be on the travelling stock route ? In a wet season the river has backed
as far as 14 miles. • ■
556. There are several creeks to cross on tho 11 red ” line ? ' Tes; but dry creeks.
557. Are you aware that the travelling stock route would be much longer than the "red” line ? Tes.
558. About 10 miles longer ? Tea.
559. Would a railway by the travelling stock route go through more settlement than' the proposed direct 
line ? I think so.
560. The “ red ” line would pass through several stations ? Tes.
561. A line by the travelling stock route would go through several settled, districts—Millie and several 
other districts ? Tes.
662. Is there not a larger population in those districts than there is along the “ red ” line ? Tes,
563. More selections ? Tes. .
564. More freeholders ? Tes.
565. Still you say the, country through which the “red” line goes has already a settled population ? Tes.
666. Is it anything like equal to the population along the travelling stock route ? I think there is more ■
On the travelling stock route. '
667. Do you know the population of Millie ? The town consists of only two houses—a public-house and 
another house.
568. How many free selectors are there ? A good many.
569. Would the “red” line which you seem to advocate serve the people at Millie ? It would.
570. As well as if they went by the travelling stock route ? I think so.
571. Quite as well? Tes. , .
572. Tot so near to them ? Not so near.
573. How far do you think the station at Woolabrar would be? I suppose it would be about 8 miles 
away.
574. Tou think that the residents of that portion of the district would suffer no inconvenience if the
railway is constructed by the “ red” route which is depicted on the plan ? I do.
575. The greater portion of the land through which the "red” line will run is good agricultural land, fit 
for settlement? Tes.
576. Do you think that the “ red” line, if constructed, would increase the settlement and the productions 
of the district ? It would very much.
577. Consequently it would increase the traffic of the railway to Narrahri ? Tes,
578. As one of the oldest residents of this district, you strongly advocate the construction of this line ? Tes,
579. Mr. O'Is it not a fact that there is a very much larger population on the Gurleigh Point 
route than on the direct route ? At one or two points on the Gurleigb Point route.
580. Where are those points ? Close to Gurleigh Point. Between Gurleigh Point and. Millie there arc
two selections.
581. According to yonder map the portions tinted blue are occupied by selectors, therefore it must be
evident that there is a larger number of selectors on the Gurleigh Point route than on tho direct route? 
There is. I am well aware of that. ‘
582. Then tlie direct line would not at first serve as large a population as a line along the Gurleigh Point 
route ? Not at present; but in the course of a few years it would.
583. Tour evidence is given more in the prospective sense than in the present sense ? Tes; I think that 
all the land which is available has been taken up on that route.
584. Do you think the agricultural land you speak of will bo speedily occupied when the leasehold areas 
are thrown open ? I do.
585. In the event of the leasehold areas being thrown open, will there be a larger population on the direct 
route than on the Gurleigh Point route ? Double, I should think.
586. Is there any truth in the statement that the land you refer to as agricultural land is so heavily 
timbered and scrubbed as to be too costly to be worked by a selector ? No.
587. What kind of country is it? It is good loamy country. Of course the mountains you cannot 
work, but in the creeks and gullies it is all good growing land.
588. Tou think that, notwithstanding the timber and scrub, ifc will be readily settled on when the leases 
are thrown open ? I am sure it will.
589. Prom what you know of this district, would it cost more to maintain a railway on the Gurleigh Point 
route than on the direct route ? It would cost a great deal more to maintain a line on the Gurleigh Point 
route.
590. Why do you think so ? Prom the lay of the country.
591. Is that route more liable to floods than the direct route ? By far. I do not see how the olber route 
will be flooded. The Gurleigh Point route will bo flooded for about 18 or 20 miles. I have known the 
river to back there as far as 14 miles.
592. Is Gurleigh Point the bottom of the basin ? I do not know.
593. Is it the lowest land on the watershed ? It is as low as any.
594. Therefore, being the lowest land, tho water collects there and floods the country ? Tes.
59o. Would not the Gurleigh Point route serve the western side very much better than tho proposed 
direct route? It would,
596. Does not a large amount of the traffic which comes to Narrahri from the western side coma from 
Collarendabri and other places to the west ? Tes. ,

the Gurleigh Point route wore adopted it would be nearer to that traffic ? It would, but a great 
deal of traffic comes down the other road ; nearly as much as comes by Wee Waa. 
o95. Does more traffic come from Moree direct than from Collarendabri and the west side? I do not 
know that there is much difference in the traffic.
599. On the whole, I gather from your evidence that yon prefer the direct route ? Yes.
600. Chairman.'] Have you any land on that route ? No.
601. Any land in the town of Narrabri P Yes.
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D Koche. ?° rou.^llow "'here it is pro]josed to buiid tbe station at If arrabri ? Ko.
^ a - * Where is your land situated ? in different parts of the town—at both ends and also iu the centre,

21 Xot 1893 ^r°u canncit us anything about tlie crossing between Karrabri West and Karrabri ? Ko.
■’ ’ c0o. Have you ever been out to Walgett ? Yes, often.

606. Is the country between Millie and "Walgett all of the same character ? It is.
607. It is very much liable to be flooded? Yes.
608. 4b you get to the east you get on to higher land ? Yes.
609. You spoke of one settler on this agricultural land ;—how far would he be from the “red” line ? I
do not suppose ho would be 2 miles away. .
610. Hoes the line run as near the foot of the hill as that? I think so.
611. You know exactly where the line goes ? I have an idea. I have not travelled over the route, but
I know the country well,
612. Is it not a fact that just about Millie, or below Millie, there is a large population settled on tho 
creeks 1 am not aware that there is. There are some selections and two stations close to Millie.
613. Of late years, I suppose you have not travelled much about the district? Kot for four or live years

Mr. Edward Prosper Huxley, butcher, Karrabri, sworn, and examined:—
E P^Huxlev ^airmail.'] What is your occupation ? I am a butcher at present, carrying on business in Karrabri.

j IIoiTlol].a: have you been engaged in that business? On and off about twenty-two years.
21 Nov 1893 Karrabri all that time? I have resided here twenty-threeyears continuously. It is thirty-three

'■ ‘ years since I first came here.
617. Does your business require you to go into the surrounding districts ? I know ail the country 
pretty well,

are ^lm'^ar each railway project that is depicted on the plan ? I know all the country 
which is traversed by the “green” and “blue" lines.
610, Which project do you think is the best one to adopt in the interests of the country? I would prefer 
the travelling stock route myself, because there are very many more residents on that route than on the 
other route at the present time.
620. Whereabouts along tbe travelling stock route? All the way along the route about Ten-mile Creek, 
Boggy Creek, Millie Hollow Creek, and Bumble Creek.
621. Evidently those people arc not afraid of being washed out ? I do not think so.
622. Is it not a fact that the travelling stock route is very much better than the “ red ” route ? There 
is^no doubt it is. It is very much lower, but the nearer you go to the river the lower the land gets.
623. But for the sake of serving more people you think it would be preferable to adopt that route ? At 
present.
624. There are more residents there at the present time ? Ko doubt, ■when the runs are tlrrown open, 
there will bo a good deal of settlement on the “red” line.
625. And also to the cast ? Yes; because the land is probably taken up on the travelling stock 
route now,
626. If we are looking to the future wc will adopt the “ red ” Ime ? Yes. I should be in favour of that.
627. Do you know anything of the country about "Weo Waa? Yes, well.
628. Is there much settlement there ? There is a good deal about Wee Waa.
629. You see the survey known as the Gurleigh Point survey ? I know all the line well.
630. That line would be very much more convenient for the Wee Waa people ? It would suit the Wee 
W aa people right enough.
631. You think the trade, present or prospective, of Wee Waa is sufficient to warrant a deviation of 
12 or 15 miles ? I do not ihink so.
632. You think Wee Waa is out of the running ? I do,
633. Do you think the present and prospective population in and about Millie would warrant a deviation 
m that direction of some 10 miles ? It would get a good deal of tlie traffic which comes through Millie.
634. Do vou think that a good deal of the traffic which comes in from the Barwon through Millie would 
come to the proposed railway at Woolabrar, instead of going to Karrabri ? Yes.
635. It would serve that ? Yes.
636. What is the distance from Millie to Karrabri? Forty-two miles.
637. You think that they would intercept tho railway at Woolabrar ? Yes.

Jou think the people would prefer to go 14 miles to 40 miles ? Bather—on those plains.
639. bo tbat this line would be a benefit to all tbe trade going through Millie ? Yea*
640. They would not have much to complain of, after all? I do not think so.
641. Is there much settlement to the east of the “ red ” line ? Kot a great deal. On Bowman’s Creek and 
over that way there are a good few selections.
642 Do you know anything of the country or trade beyond Moree ? Pretty well. I know tlie country 
right out to the Queensland Border, and beyond that.
643. Supposing a line is constructed to Moree, how far to the north would it draw trade ? 1 think it
would draw trade all the way from tbe Barwon, G-oondiwiudi, and St. G-corge’s Bridge.
641. You think ifc would command the trade within that area, and far bevond that ? Oh, yes.
645. Is any trade coming from St. George to Moree and Karrabri now ? Yes, nearly all the way. 
Iisher and Company’s slat-ion, Booraminc, is only 70 miles from St. George’s Bridge.
646. How does ifc come via Millie ? It all depends on the weather. Some carriers have their favourite
roads. .
047. In wet weather they head up the creeks ? Yes. Others go round by Collarendabri. They go by 
whichever way they fancy is the best for the lime. ' b J
648, You do not think the designer of this map has drawn upon his imagination too much as regards the 
area ot the trade to be drawn by this railway? I do not think he has.
649. Do you know anything about the crossing between Karrabri West and Karrabri ? Yes.
by^far^8 a ^°Ca^ reE'^ei1^ y°u that is about the best crossing which can bo obtained? Yes,

6ol. Can you give us any idea as to why the surveyors never hit upon this particular crossing against 
your door before 1 A lot of the surveys have been a ridiculous waste of time, I reckon. 652.
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052. Did you know of this particular point—did you ever think it was an excellent crossing before . - ^ p/niixlcy,
always did, because I owned property where it crossed the Namoi Diver at one time. ^
053. Did you ei’cr put your views before the surveyors? 1 did not interfere in any way. _ _ 21 Nov., 1893.
054. Was it because you were afraid that you would be charged with Inning a personal interest in the .
matter? Xot in the slightest. I nei'cr interfered at all. -
055. You believe the point they have chosen for crossing the river from Yarrabri is the best which _can be 
found up or down the river for some distance ? It is by far the best. It has high laud on either side.
050. Is it before the rocky crossing a few miles higher up the river? Very much. There is a lot ot 
Hooded land on this side of Kocky Crossing. _
057. Yon would only have one crossing? Yes; but I think the expense of a bridge would be quite as
much as in this case. , , ,
058. During your residence, have you ever known a flood which would detrimentally affect this particular
crossing? Ho. The 1804 flood was very high. It was over all the land. It was some feet deep in the 
town. _ , . . ,
059. After the water gets as wide as that there is not much rush ? It is steady then, it just spreads.
000. Supposing the line were being made from AVcrris Creek to Alorec via Karrabri, 1 suppose it would 
cross the Namoi at a point very much higher up than the proposed point ? Yes. It would go through 
better country too.
001 More up towards Boggabri ? Crossing by the Dock. _ _
002. Do you think it would be well to take up all the line between about Boggabri and Harrabri \Y est,
in order to cross at that point ? Ho. . „ v
003. Have you any interest over at Harrabri West? Not the slightest. Some of my customers live
over there. . .
001. You have an interest? Slightly. I have an interest in both places as far as my business is concerned.
005, You condemn that line as really a waste? It should never have been taken there in the first place.
000. How that it is there, yon would not like to deprive these people of it? AVell, it has to go on some
time or other, and when it goes on it should go through Harrabri. i t
007. Do you think it is at all likely that the railway will ever go on to AV algeit from Harrabri AA est. 1
do not think so. 1 do not think it should. .
008. AVas there any Harrabri AVest before that railway was opened ? Yes, only one house. I built the
first house over there. .
009. Owing to the terminus of the railway being fixed there a township has grown up as a rival to
Harrabri ? Yes, i
070. If it lias been ascertained that there is a considerable trade from AV'ec AYaa, Pilliga, and places in
that direction, which would be served by the Gurlcigh Point line, and it is decided to take the railway in 
that direction, will that detrimentally affect Harrabri proper? Very much; I think it would ruin 
Ihe town. .
071. I suppose it will not increase the town very much by faking the line on to Morce? Ho; it will do
the town barm whichever way it goes. But it will do 'ihe town very much more harm by going via 
Gurleigh Point. . _
072. Von think Harrabri will be snuffed out when the train goes on to Morec? Ho; there will not be 
the work and business for so many people. Some people will have to move on, or settle on the land,
073. Instead of Harrabri being the terminus, it will be a station on the line ? The town will not go back
as much as that. It will lose a bit for a time, but once the runs are thrown open, and people take up the 
land, the town will right itself again. .
074. As regards the “ red ” route and the travelling stock route, do you think that one route is more
expensive than the other ? I do not think there would be a great deal of difference in the nature of the 
country. Of course the land on the travelling stock route is a bit lower. You would have a number of 
creeks to bridge. . __
075. Do not the creeks break out into a great number of branches on the travelling stock route. Hot
until they get below the travelling stock route ; then they begin to spread out. _
070. Every mile you go to the east you decrease these difficulties ? Ares; you get on to higher land, 
because ail these creeks lead from the mountains.
077. Therefore your opinion is that in the interests of both the trade north of Morce, and the future 
settlement on the route, and to the east, it would be better, perhaps, to adopt the “red route? I 
think so.
078. Although at present there is slightly more population on the travelling stock route? Yes ; ot course
once the runs are thrown open, there will be a groat deal of settlement along that line. _
079. AVhere does the fat stock come from which are trucked here for Sydney? Principally off the plains.
680. What do you term “ the plainsAll the way from here to Moree, Pian Creek, and down that way.
681. Does much fat stock come from north of Moree? A good deal from between there and thoBarwon.
082. They would be trucked at the nearest station ? Yes. _
683 You are aware that this railway, if constructed, is to be subject to what is known as the betterment 
principle, if such principle is enacted? Ho; I did not know it was to be constructed on that principle.
I beard some talk about the matter. i
634. Do you think that if those persons who are agitating for the construction of this line, and who are 
embraced within the betterment area which is depicted on that plan, were thoroughly seined of that fact, 
they would be as anxious as they are that it should be constructed ? I do not know that they arc anxious 
to get their pockets touched at all.
685. Speaking as a citizen of this country, do you not think that people whose pockets are benefited by 
the construction of a rational work ought to bear some direct proportion of tbc cost? There is im doubt 
about a railway increasing the value of a property through which it goes, and being a convenience in
every way. _ .
686. And as long as there was a fair placing of the burden on those who deserve to hear it, you think 
that no one has a right to complain ? Ho; as long as there is not too much for the people to bear.
CS7. If the question of determining the contribution to be paid by each person is loft to the Land Court, 
do you think that that would be the best and most satisfactory way of arriving at a settlement? I think 
it would.

13 0)—C CSS.
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_ p^5' . 688. The land Boards imd Land Courts are giving general aatisfaction throughout the country ? I think
B0> g^erally. Some of them may make mistakes.

21 Nov. 1893 l"011 think the Land Court would be ihe best tribunal for determining the contribution to be paid
’ by each landowner ? Yes; so long as there was proper evidence obtained.

690. ] suppose the people in and about Karrabri would hardly think it fair that they should be taxed for 
the construction of this railway s’ Kot about tbe town, I think, because tbe railway is pretty convenient 
for the town at the present time. It is not likely that they would want to pay any more.
C91. Still property adjoining the proposed station at Karrabri proper would be increased in value ? It 
would increase the value of land iu Karrabri pretty well I should think.
692. Do you know anything of a forest on this route? Yes; you do not get into much forest until you 
get out to Eckford’s Scrub, towards the Gurlcigh Point line.
693. How far is it off tbe “red” line? I think a portion of the “red” line goes through or near the 
scrub. '
694. What is the nature of the forest ? It consists of different kinds of timber—rosewood, belar, box, 
pine, ironbark, but belar principally.
095. That would not be good for sleepers ? Ko.
696. Is there any timber of a marketable character there? Further back, on Bowman's Creek, there is 
any amount of ironbark.
697. Is it likely to give a trade to the railway ? Yes; there is plenty of pine and ironbark.
698. Mr. Suitor.1 Have you any idea of the cost of the “ red ” lino ? Ko.
699. It is to cost £153,000;—do you know what tbe cost of a line by the travelling stock would bo ? A
few thousand more I should think. "
700. How many thousands ? 1 should say £2,000 or £3,000 more.
701. Twenty thousand pounds or £30,000 more ? I should not think it would take that much.
702. The proposed line is intended to be a light pioneer line? I should not think it would cost anything 
like that, becauso there would be only the extra distance to consider.
703. What would that be ? I could”not tell.
704. Twenty miles longer ? Looking at the map, I think it must he 20 miles.
705. The railway by the “red'1 route is estimated to cost £2,500 a mile, and if the travelling stock route 
is 20 miles longer than the “rod ” route the expense of the work would he increased by £50,000, would 
it not ? That is a lot of money. I do not think it is necessary to spend that much.
/06. Are you quite satisfied now that the “ red” line would he the cheapest ? By far the cheapest.
707. Mr. Davies.'] If the railway is extended from Karrabri to Moree, as proposed, will it be the means 
of developing any additional trade ? I think it will bring a lot of the Queensland border traffic which 
does not come here at all.
708. To what extent ? I could not say, but I should think a good deal.
709. A large proportion of that trafiic ? Yes.
710. In the shape of stock and wool ? Yes, and passengers.
711. It would greatly increase the traffic on the present railway ? I am sure it would.
712. Would a railway by the “ red ” route increase the settlement in that direction? Yes, when the 
land is available for selection. It is all good land except in odd places.
713. What is it taken up for principally ? There is some agricultural land, hut it is taken up princi
pally for grazing.
714. Is there much land under cultivation on that route? Ko, next to nothing close to the line. It is 
more back under the mountains, over towards the creeks.
715. How far back? Twenty miles.
716. Would those people be servedhythe line? That Mould he the nearest place for fhem.

How far from a railway do you regard as a convenience 1o a selector ? I should think from 15 to 
20 or 30 miles.
718. You think that the produce of the district within a radius of 30 miles will find its way to the rail
way ? Certainly.
719. burther than that? I think it is very convenient to have a railway within 30 miles of your door in 
the hush.
720. If a line is constructed to Moree, what distance do you think woo! and stock will be brought to 
Moree station ? Prom Goondiwindi, about 90 miles.
721. Stock and wool? Yes. They travel here now from that station with their wool and stock.
722. That is to say, they travel 60 miles more than they would have to travel with a railway? Yes.
723. It may be inferred that a very large additional trade will he developed at that end? Very large.
724. A large proportion of the Queensland traffic will find its way in by way of Moree and Karrabri to 
Newcastle or Sydney? Yes.
725. There is no doubt in your mind as to the great advantages the district will derive from this railway? 
Very great.
726. From a national standpoint, it will he a great advantage to the district, as well as to the country ? 
Yes.
727. You regard the lino as a very cheap one ? I do not think it is a dear line at all. It is level country 
all the way from here to Moree. All you have to contend with arc the little creeks, and these are very 
narrow.
728. And dry ? Except in wet weather; hut the water runs down in a few hours.
729. What description of ballast would he available for the construction and maintenance of this line? 
About 19 miles from here there is a splendid lot of blue^metal, at a place called the Bald Hill.
730. Close to the surveyed line ? Four or 5 miles away.
731. Is there any quantity of this blue-mctal ? Fes, and at Boggy Creek too.
732. Within easy access of the line ? Yes.
733. Any number of trees for sleepers ? I think they would probably have to come out of the mountains, 
and on the other side of the river.
734. At both ends of the line? In these mountains there is any amount of timber tit for sleepers.
i35. What influence would a railway from Karrabri to Moree have on the town of Karrabri? Ko doubt 
it would hurt the town a little for a time, hut it would recover its position.
730. It would improve the town very much eventually? i think so. 737,
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737. It would bring a lot of settlement to this place ? Yes.
738. And develop a much larger trade ? Yes, after a time.
739. The town would permanently recover itself? Yes. _ , . „
740. You have no misgivings about recommending the adoption of the ‘‘red” line? Ao^
741. You strongly favour the construction of the “red” line as speedily as possible? _Ycs.
742. Mr. O' Sullivan.'] Have you ever heard of any flocks of sheep or herds of cattle being stopped on the 
travelling stock route by floods? Not cattle. Sheep may be stopped—they are very easily stopped 
in flood-time.
743. Does this frequently happen ? No. . ,
744. Is the mail-coach ever stopped there by tbe floods ? No ; not of late years, since the bridges have 
been put over the creeks. Of course the coach is behind time for a couple of days sometimes, hut that is 
on account of the heavy state of the road.
745. You refer to the stock route to Millie? Yes. _ ■■lot •.
746. This morning the coach was four hours late—was that owing to the rain last night. I suppose it 
was owing to heavy rain, but not to flood.
747. Does that frequently happen? Yes. . .
748. Supposing a line were constructed by G-urleigh Point or the travelling stock route, .would it 
benefit the people of "Wee Waa? Of course the Gurleigh Point route would briug the tram within 
5 mil0?i of "^\Tgg VV ELct
749. Would it he likely to start a rival town at the turn in tbe route ? There is not the slightest doubt
that it would. . . . ,
750. Would that be beneficial or detrimental to Wee Waa? Detrimental. Unless it can be taken right 
into the town, the people of Wee Waa are better without the railway, 1 should think.
751. You appear to he very favourable to the construction of a railway by any route? No; I do not
care whether it goes or stays, .... i * xt i ■
752. Yon-are not against the proposal? No; because I believe it will do good to the people ot JNarrabn
after a time, and to the people on ahead. .... , , . „ T
753. Is there not a feeling abroad amongst your people that it will injure the town of N arrabn . \ , as a
business man, think that it will make the town dull for a time, but I believe it will recover itself after the 
district is properly settled. .
754. Why did you keep this good thing so long in the dark ? I did not keep it. It was welcome to go
whenever it liked, as far as I was concerned. .
755. Mr. Hiring.] How far is St. George over the Border ? It is 90 imles from Mungmdi.
756. How far is it from the nearest Queensland railway station ? It is 120 miles from St. George to

757. The nearest Queensland railway station is 120 miles from the New South Wales border? Yes.
758. You think this railway might tap the traffic 80 miles beyond tbe Queensland border? Yes.
759. Geographically, you think this is tbe right place for tbe line to go ? I think so.
760. Will the border taxation affect the line ? I could not say. It all depends upon what duty they
impose. If the duty is very heavy it cannot come this way. .
761. If it were allowed to go the way it should go, it would come here ? Yes..
762. You believe the railway should go by the travel bug stock route, but ought to cross above the
town ? Yes. .
763. Your idea of the best route is to cross the river above the town, go to the north of the town, turn

Mr.
E, P. Huxley. 
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west, and then go by the travelling stock route ? Yes.
764. You stated that the railway ought not to go from Narrabri West to Walgett;—why not ? On the 
other side of the river, for 60 miles, ab the country is very inferior.
765. There would he no local traffic by the railway ? No.
766. It is not good enough, from your point of view, to take it that way ? No ; they have water com
munication to Walgett.
767. Does the Walgett wool come this way ? Yes.
768. Sometimes? It always does, except when the river is up, and then it goes by steamers.
769. In your opinion, the legitimate get-away from the Walgett country is hy the river ? Yes ; a power 
of wool goes that way hy steamer.
770. If there were a railway to Walgett, and the river were locked so that the steamers could get to
Walgett, it would get away down the river ? It would all go down the river, because water carriage is 
much cheaper than railway carriage. ...
771. The right way to develop that country is to keep the river permanently navigable, if possible, to 
Walgett? Yes ; if you do that, tbey would have auy amount of accommodation without the train.
772. Do you regard that as a difficult matter ? Some parts of the Barwon are had, except when the
river is over the banks, but below Brewarrina it is right enough. _ _ i
773. The Walgett people would not be helped very much by the navigation to Brewarrina ? No; they
can go to Brewarrina quite easily. .... , ,
774. Mr. Dawson.] Is it or is it not a fact that a lot of the land which is depicted in blue colour on the
map as selected land, has gone hack into the hands of the squatters ? There is no doubt that the majority 
of it has. I know every settler on the line. _ _ .
775. On the travelling stock route there is not so much land held hy conditional purchase as this map
would lead a person to believe ? No ; there is nothing like that much. All the settlement out that way 
is along the travelling stock route and to the north of it, _ ^
776. But a great deal of the land has reverted to the original bolder? "ies.
777. Chairman.] Have you any interest in any land in or about the district ? Not at present. .
778. Only in and about the town ? That is all.
779. Is there anything else that you desire to say? No ; I think I have been pretty well exhausted.

Mr. James Thomas Ward, senior, farmer, Eulah Creek, sworn, and examined:—
780. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I am a farmer at Eulah Creek, about 16 miles to the east. . 

'781. Mr. Suitor.] Can you give any information about the cattle-stations iu this part of the country ? I 
have been fifty-two years in this district. 3 was on Gundemame for thirteen years... ' 782.

Mt. J.T. 
Ward, sen.
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M-T-T.. 782. What is the character of the country about G-uudemaine ? Itistlie next station to Karrabri. It 
Ward, aen. formeriy belonged to Mr. Lloyd. It is gracing country.

2INoVW893 ^ ^or !luything else but grazing ? No. There might be odd places where you could grow a
' good bit of stuff if it were a good season.

781. What is it carrying now ? It is carrying both sheep and cattle.
785. How many ? 1 do not know. We used to have 25,000 cattle on it in my time.
78G. Of course it has increased very much since you were there? Yes. It is chiefly taken up by 
selectors now.
787. Do you know any other cattle or sheep stations in the neighbourhood? Yes; Gurley and Millie, 
and all these places,
788. What do they run on Gurley now ? The cattle used to run hack from Gundemaine and Galathera 
to Gurley, and we had to go out there to collect (hem,
789. J suppose you have no personal knowledge of what the stations carry ? No. In fact, in those days 
there were very few sheep, except on Gurley. There were no sheep on Gundemaine ; it was a cattle- 
station.
790. Mr. O'Sullioan^ Do you know anything about the floods which occasionally occur here? I think 
I should remember them, for I have been washed away twice at the Broadwater.
791. Where is that? It is up at Turrawa. It was formed into a township afterwards.
792. In what direction from the “red!I line? It is ]5 miles up the river—towards Gunnedah.
793. Can you tell us anything about the floods in ihe district that is likely to be served by the proposed 
railway ? 1 droved for Mi'. Lloyd for thirteen years, and we never could work tbe bights on the river 
Irom Gundemaine to Tiilladunna, when I used to gather cattle while it was in a flooded state.
791>. In your opinion, what portion of the country is most devastated by the floods ? 1 think this side of
the river is tbc worst side—from Gundemaine down to Tulladunna.
79o. I am talking of the country which runs parallel with tbe proposed railway, say, for example, the 
Gurleigh Point route or the travelling stock route;—is that portion of the country moro subject to floods 
than tbe portion to the east of the line ? I do not know where Lho railway runs. 1 do not understand 
the map on the wall
796. One line is proposed to go along the travelling slock route ;—is that portion of the country' subject 
to floods? I have never been along there.
797. Do you know much about the country at all. between Narrabri and Morce ? Yes, a bit. I have 
been over it.
798. Which lines have you travelled ? Prom here to Millie, and from there to Moree along tho main road.
799. You know the old coach-road well ? That is the road I have been used to travel.
800. Is that road liable to floods ? No, not particularly—only in very ivet weather from Boggy Creek 
and Ten-mile Creek.
801. You have two roads from Narrabri to Moree—a dry-weather road and a wet-weather road ? That 
is since my time of travelling.
802. You have riot travelled those two roads ? Not that I know of.
803. Mr. Dawson] Supposing a railway were to go through Edgeroi, Woolabrar, and Gurley Stations, 
aud right up on the rising ground near the Nandcwar Kange ;—would that be a good route to take ? I 
think it would be beneficial to the population in tho future.
SOI. Do you think that a line going through Edgeroi, Woolabrar. Gurley, and Tyeannah would ho a good 
line ? I am certain it would be for tbe population to come, for farming purposes.
805. There is very good land there ? Yes ; I suppose there is no better in the world.
806. Is that land open for selection? I think so, I do not think it is much populated.
807. There are a lot of reserves on those runs ? J do not know.
808. Of the three lines—through Edgeroi, by tbe old main road, or round by Gurleigh Point—which line 
do you think would be the. b^st ? Through Edgeroi, certainly.
809. You know these three routes pretty well ? Yes ; I have been all over them.
810. Do you know anything about Warialda and the country on the other side of Moree ? Not particularly.

Mr. William Murray Borthwiek, grazier, Boggy Creek, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. W. M, Sll. Chairman] What is your occupation? I am a grazier, residing at Boggy Creek.
Borthwiek. 812. Mr. Davies] How long have you resided there ? Pour years.

813. What is the size of your holding? Two thousand five hundred acres,
i ov., . gi4,_ What number of sheep do you run ? My brother, sister, and mother have selected that area, and

we run together about 10,090 sheep.
815. What road do you take to Narrabri? We follow the travelling stock route to Galathera, and turn 
off there. It is just opposite Edgeroi, on the travelling stock route.
816. How far would it be from Edgeroi ? It is 1 miles to Galathera.
817. How far would your holding be from the proposed station? I should think it would be about 15 miles.
818. What distance is it by the road from your holding to Narrabri ? About 25 miles.
819. So that a railway by the “ red” route would mean a saving of 10 miles haulage to you? Yes.
820. It would shorten the distance by 10 miles? Yes.
S2L Which of these three surveys do you think would be the best to adopt in the public interest, and in 
the interest of this district ? I think the travelling stock route would serve more people.
822. At the present time? At any time, I think.
823. Supposing it were constructed by the travelling stock route, is the settlement likely to increase 
very largely ? I think so. The country to the west of the travelling stock route is as good as anything 
to the east, and there is land that will be open for selection directly the leases are thrown open.
82t.. Would not that apply also to the “ red” line? Yes, it would; hut then, of course, tho country 
near the “red ” line is very much smaller in area, *
825. Is it not better country ? Certainly not.
826. Is it not drier country ? I do not think so. It is exactly the same kind of country as along the 
travelling stock route.
827. Would it be easier aud cheaper to construct a line by the “red ” route than by the travelling stock
route ? I do not think so; they are equally dry, as far as I know. 828.
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82S. Which is the drier line ? Of course, the “ red ” ]ine is the drier. Tltere is a general slope from there ^Ir* 
to Walgett. on to the river—the water falls that way. The stock route, being a little further west, would 
l)e lower, but it would not make auy difference in the construction of the line. The ground would g/k-0t., 1893. 
■just as good for that purpose. There are creeks and things to carry the water off. '
829. Supposing the Bngineor-iu-Chief for Railways estimates that a line by the travelling stock route
will cost £500 a mile more than a line b3r the “ red ” route, do you think it would ho wise, in the public 
interest, to spend £500 a mile more P 1 think it would. T u
830. Tou prefer to spend £500 a mile more on that route rather than go along the “ red ” route ? I do,
because it would not only serve more "people, but would ditch a lot of the traffic which comes in fiom 
Boggy Creek and Millie to Karrabri West. _
831. Would not the traflic of Millie find its way across to Woolabrar? Some of it might, but the line 
will miss a great deal. Anything west of Millie it will miss.
S32. How far is it from Millie to Woolabrar P About 20 miles.
833. Did you hear a witness swear this morning that it is only S miles ? I did.
S34. Who is correct ? I think I am.
835. Tou know the locality better? 1 think so ; I live there.
83G. It is not 14 miles ? I do not think so.
837. Have you travelled from Millie to Woolabrar ? Not directly, hut L know the country and the line.
I have been to Dobikiu, and I know the position from there. 1 think it would he within a few miles of
twenty. ...
838. Do you know the length of the proposed line ? I should think it is about G3 miles. _ _
839. It is 62 miles. Do you know the distance by the travelling stock route? Tes. The distance via 
Ironbarks would be 74 or 75 miles, but I think the line hy the travelling stock route does not go by 
Ironbarks ; it cuts off the corner, which would make the distance considerably less.
810. It is about 72 miles ? Tes; byroad. _ _
841. Do you think it would be wise to spend the sum necessary to construct 10 additional miles of rail
way along that route, so as to serve the settlers already residing on the travelling stock route ? I think
it would. ... i • r
842. To pay an extra £500 for the construction of that line? Tes ; 1 think it will save tho erection or a
line from here to Collarondabri hereafter.
843. I gather that you are in favour of the proposed line by the travelling stock route ? Tes.
841. Even if it costs £500 a mile more than the “ red ” line ? Tes. 4
845. Because there is a more settled population along the travelling stock route than along the red line ?

840. Tou arc not taking into account the large settlement which must take place along the direct line, if 
the leases are thrown open for settlement ? I am taking than into consideration. _
847. Would tlie people m your district—Millie, and all the surrounding country through which the 
railway will pass—even if it he constructed, by the travelling stock route, he prepared to contribute their 
proportion of the cost on the betterment principle ? Tes; if it benefits them. _
818. That is to say, if the railway is constructed within easy access of their holdings, the property-owners 
in the district would be prepared to pay their proportion of the cost on tho betterment principle ? They 
would. 4i _ _ _
849. Tou are aware that that is one of the conditions on which the line is to be constructed ? Tes,
850. With a full knowledge of that condition, you are here to give evidence that if aline were constructed
by the travelling stock route, they would all be fully prepared to pay their proportion of the cost extending 
over a great number of years ? I believe they would. ^
851. Mr. McCourt.] Js there any cultivation iu your neighbourhood? None at all.
852. Is the land suitable for cultivation ? I think it is. It only wants water. In a good season you can 
grow wheat there just as well as anywhere else. I have seen it growing in the gardens in small patches. 
833. If it wore found hereafter that wheat would pay better than sheep, you could grow wheat ? I would.
854. I suppose the good season you refer to would be a dry season for wheat? Not particularly. We 
want plenty of rain in certain seasons for wheat.
855. What is the annual rainfall ? I think the average rainfall is about 25 inches.
85(5. That rainfall would be suitable for wheat-growing ? I think it would. If we had the water the 
ground is right enough. It might want irrigation. ... .

’ 857. Do you think that in the future there is any possibility of wheat-growing being gone into largely in 
this locality if a railway is constructed ? I think there is. ......................
858. Mr. EwingJ] Tou live at Boggy Creek, and if a line is brought by Millie it will suit you better ? Tes.
859. Tou say it will just do the amount of injury to a man to the east that it does good to a man to the
west? Tes. _ ...
860. Tou say also that the Morce people will have to pay more freight ? Tes, and I think they have a
right to pay that. .
Slfl. And notwithstanding that the whole of the Moree people and the people to the east will pay a larger 
freight you think that the railway should go by Millie ? 1 do. _ _
802. Mr. Dira'.s’on.] How far are you off the railway line now ? About 25 miles from Narrabri.
863. How much nearer will you be if it goes by Millie ? About 20 miles. _
864. How far would you be off if it went by the “ red ” line? It is about 15 miles from the house to the 
line. Our land would front the travelling stock route,
865. If it goes hy the travelling stock route you would he 4 miles off, but if it goes by the “ red " route,.
how tar would you be off ? Between 12 and 15 miles, I suppose. _ _ . _
866. Do you not think a man is well served who is within that distance of a railway? Tes; provided
that it suits the rest of the district too. _ _
867. Where would you join the railway ? At Edgeroi station. _
868. Tou would save about 10 miles of carriage? Tes ; but I would have to send my stock to Narrabri
just the same. There is no water there, no accommodation, no reserves. _
869. Those things are made afier the railway is constructed ;—the straight route would suit you better
than any other settler on the west? It would. _
870. CSiairman.] Tour place at Boggy Creek is some distance from Millie ? It is 10 or 12 miles.

871,
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^r’87l. I think you stated that the distance from Millie to Woolabrar station would be 20 miles? I 
Borthmck. think it is. .

,1NovM893 ^ t^o Department states that Woolabrar station would be within 13 miles of tbe Millie people at
’ the outside, will you put your view of the distance against theirs ? Certainly not, I say as far as 1 know 

it is 20 miles. '
873.. Do you not think the Millie people will he fairly ■well served if tbey are brought within 13 miles of 
a railway station ? The people in the immediate vicinity may be, but most of the settlement is to the 
west of Millie.
874. Where do the people west of Millie sfaike the travelling stock route ? At Boggy Creek.
875. Do they come through Millie to do that ? A groat many of them do.
876. In other words, coming from the west of Millie, they go to Millie and travel the old coach-road south 
until it joins the travelling stock route at Boggy Creek ? Tho people north-west and north of Millie do.
877. Tou see a road or travelling stock route marked on that map from "Woolabrar station to the travelling
stock route;—is that road in existence ? ]' do not know. ■
878. Do you think that if that road were available it would he a very good eut-across to tho railway for 
the Millie people, and the trade beyond Millie ? I do not think so. It would servo Millie itself well 
enough, hut it would not serve the settlers to the west.
879. I presume it would due west ? I do not think so.
880. Tho people next to Millie all come by Boolcarrol, along the Xamoi, witli their stuff P They come in 
at Ironbarks.
881. Do they come in at Boggy Creek? To—on the main road to Ironbark, which is 5 miles down the 
river from Narrabri.
882. Thoy would still go that boggy road ? I think they would.
8S3. How far would they have to go to travel to Narrabri by this Ironbarks road ? Different distances. 
I suppose the nearest to Millie might have to go 30 miles, or perhaps 35 miles.
884. In what direction from Millie is that ? Due west.
885. "Would they come to Millie ? They would come in by Boolcarrol and Ironbarks, I think.
886. Do you not think they would aim for the nearest railway station at Woolabrar ? I do not know. 
They have the roads they have been using for years. If tbey take their stuff to tho nearest railway 
station they would have to pay some freight, and the freight by dray is as cheap as the freight by rail.
887. Tou think that instead of going to the expense of putting in a connection with "Woolabrar, it should 
he done away with ? Tes—exce2>t for the people immediately around.
888. Tou say that while you would use Edgeroi station to carry your produce, you would drive your cattle 
in by road to Narrabri ? I would, because there would be no accommodation for them at Edgeroi—no 
water or reserve for them.
889. Unless these facilities arc given on this road, it would bo far better for you to travel the road to 
Narrabri "West? Tes.
890. Could not these facilities he given? I do not know.
891. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] 'What is the average size of the selections out your way ? Erom 2,500 to 5,000
and 10,000 acres. .
892. No selector can hold 10,000 acres ? No.
893. Tou mean a “family” selection like your own ? Tes.
894. I am talking of a single holding ? About 2,500 acres.
895. Have all the selectors got the maximum area ? Most of them have.
896. Are there many of that class around Millie? A great many.
897. And to the west of Millie ? There must be 100 or more.
898. How far out would the 100 go to tbe west ? 1 can give you tho names of tho stations if you
like.
899. Do they go along the Moomin Jtiver and out towards Collarendabri? Tes. '
900. Where do they go for their stores—to Wee "Waa or Narrabri? I daresav a good many go to
Wee Waa. '
901. Any stores at Millie ? There is a store, but not much of a store.
902. Tou think that settlement is likely to be permanent? Tes.
903. Have you heard of many selling out to the large landholders ? No.
904. Is Millie the point which stock from the west strike when they are making for Narrabri ? Tes, 
from some parts of tlie west. They come by that road when there is any uncertainty about crossing the 
river by tbe lower road.
905. Which road do you term “ lower road”? There is the upper road from Collarendabri, which goes
north and turns away west into Millie. There is the lower road, which comes from the south-east of 
Collarendabri towards Narrabri. The south-east road is at times avoided, because of tho uncertainty of 
crossing tho river. Whenever that happens, stock from Collarendabri generally take the upper road and 
strike Millie. '

'906. I suppose they do that because there is no other road for them to go by? Tes.
907. Have you heard of very much stock travelling that way ? I cannot say very much about that.
908. When the leasehold areas are thrown open, two years hence, on the south side, through which the
direct route passes, do you think that that land will be selected by men of your own stamp ? I am 
sure it will. * “
909. Is it not possible that you will have 100 or 200 selectors to the east ? The land will all be taken 
.up j but there is uot as large an area for them to take up as there is on the west.
910. There is a larger area of Crown lands on the east than there is on the west side ? I do not 
think so.
911. When these Crown lands are thrown open, will you not have a large population along the “red” 
route as well as along the Millie route? The land will be taken up wherever it is open; but I do not 
think there is sullicienl area for them to take. The area between the route and tlie mountains is limited, 
and the mountainous country is useless.

. '912. Why? Because it is all scrub, Ifou can scarce] v ride over that part.
913. We have evidence to tiie effect that it is splendid country, tit for agriculture, and not heavily 

. timbered or scrubbed? It is all scrub, except a few holes or gullies between the mountains.
914. Have you been through tlie country to tbe east of the proposed line ? Te$i 915,
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915. In your opinion it is not at all suitable for production ? Decidedly not, except that portion between hlr. W. M.
the line and the mountains. 1 . Borthwict
916. How do you account for tins contradictory evidence which has been given? I do not know. 01: 21Not~1893
course, the country at the foot of tho mountains is good enough—as good as any in the Colony. ’
917. 1 am not speaking of the country in the mountains, but of the country between the railway and 
the mountains ? That is good country, hut the distance is very short from the railway to the mountains.
91S. About 10 or 15 miles ? Yes.
919. There are 10 or 15 miles of country on that side compared with 150 or 200 miles of country on the 
other side ? But a great deal of the country on the left-hand side is already settled.
920. But there seems to he very little Crown land left on ono side within 20 miles of the lino ? That 
seems to be a good reason why it should be served with a railway.
921. You think the line should be taken where the existing population is ? As near as possible to them 
without doing an injustice to Moree,
922. Can you state the population within a radius of 10 miles of Millie P I could not.
923. How many settlers are there around Millie ? I think, within a radius of 20 or 30 miles of Millie, 
there are over 100 selections.
924. Millie itself consists of only two houses ? That is all. ‘
925. So that we cannot take the town of Millie into account ? Ho.

Mr. G-eorge Burney, journalist, Harrabri, sworn, and examined:—
926. Chairman.'] "What is yonr occupation ? I am a journalist.
927. Have you resided in the district long ? About twenty years.
928. Mr. O’Sullivan.'] "What reasons do you advance for the construction of tho directrouto in preference 
to any other route ? The direct route is not only the shortest route, but from my knowledge of the 
place 1 believe it will be likely to be'nefit the greater number of people. In the next place, it will entail 
less burden upon the taxpayers to have the shorter route. I believe it should be the policy of the 
Government to have as short a route as possible, so as to lessen the taxation, if the railways are to be 
constructed for the benefit of the people.
929. You look at the subject from a national point of view ? Prom that point of view I condemn rail
way construction.
930. Is it not a fact that tho Gurleigh Point route would serve a larger population ? I do not think it is 
a fact. A larger population would be settled in the mountain range, which, although scrubby, is never
theless beautiful soil, which would grow any crop.
931. What effect would a line from Harr aim West, via Gurleigh Point, have on the town of Harrabri ? 
It would be ruinous, first to Harrabri and Harrabri West, and secondly to Wee Waa. It would be an 
everlasting injury to the people of this place to take the railway by Gurleigh Point. I cannot under
stand that idea at all. I believe it emanated from a gentleman who is living in tho district, and who 
influenced Mr. Jones.
932. You do not approve of Mr. Jones's report in jfavour of the Gurleigh Point route ? Ho ; there was 
a public meeting called to protest against that report.
933. Would not the Gurleigh Point route serve the country to the west, from which you derive a large 
portion of your traflic, much better than the direct route? 1 do not think wo get such a very largo 
quantity of traffic from that westerly direction. I think the biggest portion of our traffic comes from 
the other direction—from Millie and that direction,
934. Do you not derive a considerable amount of your business from the Collarendabri district? I do 
not think wo do to any great extent. We certainly get it, but we do not get as mucli as wo should get 
otherwise.
935. Supposing that you get a third of your business from that neighbourhood, could that be set off 
against tbe advantages of tbe direct route? 1 do not think so. 1 believe the direct route is the best and 
the cheapest.
936. I presume that in making that statement you are sweeping aside all consideration of the future? 
That is the point I am considering. I believe a railway ought to be constructed right through from ono 
end of Australia to the other—right through to Adelaide.
937. If the line goes on to Goondiwindi, you think it will be wrong to load that traffic with .13 miles 
additional tonnage, owing to the adoption of the Gurleigh Point route ? I think it would be an ever
lasting injustice to make the people out there pay higher rates. We have to pay high enough rates 
as it is.
938. You have been settled here for some time ? About twenty years.
939. You have seen a rush for settlement take place ? I have seen too great of a rush unfortunately for 
tlie district. As that map plainly points out, the greatest portion of the land that was taken up was 
afterwards resold to people who have the whole country at their command. The land tinted blue is 
principally in the hands of stations who employed men as dummies to take it up,
940. Do you think a rush for selection will take place in the country which is uncoloured on tho map, 
when the leases are thrown open ? There is not the slightest doubt but that people will take up land 
wherever it is available. I know that people are anxiously awaiting for land to be thrown open. But it 
is to he hoped that the Government will devise some moans of preventing them from making the same 
use of it as they have made in tbe past—from taking up land and selling it,
941. Have you heard of auy inquiries for land in that direction? Yes; from any number of people. 
There is not an acre which would not he taken up to-morrow, if it were open.
942. The probabilities are that by the time the railway is constructed, if it should go by the direct route, 
there will be a population already settled there ? I do not know that there will be a population settled 
there straight away. I know very well that people have the idea that the railway is going to make so 
much settlement. I do not believe that a railway has any tendency to make settlement. I believe it has 
a tendency to bring people’s goods a little cheaper.
943. 1 suppose you prefer macadamised roads to railways ? I suppose they would have a greater 
tendency towards settlement. The betterment principle should be applied to make people pay for roads 
to these places instead of railways.

Mr.
G. Harney.

21 Hov., 1893
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• ^r' 044. Tou heard the evidence of the gentleman from. Millie, who stated that there are 100 selectors in the
Gt. Burney, neighbourhood? There might have been that number at one time.

945. i\re there not 100 selectors there now ? I do not believe there are 100 selectors in any part of the 
alftoT-’1893-district. ,

f)40. How long is it since you were at Millie ? It is a good while ago.
947. Have you heard of many soiling out? Why, Mr. Mulcahy sold out his selection the other day,
and he is now living in tlie town. He had a big selection out there. He could not find a bit of land
win eh would suit him, and he would be glad to get his selection hack now for a little more than he sold
it for.
948. Do you think that within a reasonable period, when tho leasehold areas are thrown open, there will 
bo as many men settled along the main “red” route as there will ho along the Millie route? I am quite 
satisfied that there will be more. Wherever land is available the people will have it. I consider there is 
more land available on this side than on the other.
949. Mr. McQourt.'] Tou are in favour of the shortest and most direct route to Moree ? Tes.
950. Is not the “ blue” line depicted on that map shorter than the “ red” line ? If it is the shortest line, 
by all means have it.
95 L. It would not go into Harrabri? Ido not see what is to prevent it from going into Narrabri, 
although it may be the shortest.
952. At any rate, you would he in favour of the “ blue” line ? The “blue” line. I am in favour of running 
a line as direct as possible to a place ; as straight as a die if it can be made.

Mr. John Healey, bushinan, Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. J.Healoy. 953. Chairman.'] What is your occupation ? I am a bushman.

954. How long have you resided in the district ? Twelve months.
21 Nor., 1893. ()55 Mr. McCourt.] What have you been engaged in ? ]n splitting and squaring sleepers, principally 

for tho railways.
956. At what price have they been supplied ? The Commissioners paid 4s. 4d. a sleeper for the contract 
for 25,000 sleepers that we had.
957. That is for squared, adzed sleepers ? Tor dressed sleepers, delivered on the railways.
958. At what price would you split similar sleepers without being adzed? The timber would not split 
into a practical piece which would do to lay under the rails.
959. Therefore yon could not get split sleepers in the rough ? No; I could not promise them at any 
price. The Engineer-m-Chief wants two flat sides.
960. If the Engmeer-in-Chief reckons that he can get sufficient split sleepers of the size required at 2s. 6d,
each, you think he will not be able to get them at that price ? 1 think thoy will cost just as much as the
ordinary dressed sleepers.
96]. Tou could not get these sleepers at 2s. 6d. each ? No. The cartage of the sleepers would make up 
the difference in the price. It would necessarily drive ihe men another 30 miles out into the bush.
962. Why? The timber is getting cut close to stations. The carting is getting longer, and more must 
he paid on it.
963. Where do you get the timber now? Close to the railway line. ■
964. Tou would have to go further out to get the sleepers for this line ? Tes. For the 25,000 we cut 
last year we had to go out 24 miles.
965. Is there not a good deal of work in squaring the sleepers ? There is—a good deal of work.
9G6, Does it not cause more work to get squared sleepers than to deliver split sleepers in the rough ? I 

. have never seen auy split sleepers used, except a few.
■ 967. Have you had much experience in bush-work ? About twenty vears.

968. In this district ? Not exactly.
969. Have you never seen split timbers put in the railways or tramways ? I have seen them used in
New Zealand, but they were thrown away again. They were only 7 feet long there. They abandoned 
the idea there. '
970. Tou think that if it is estimated to get split sleepers at 2s. 6d. each for this railway, they cannot he 
supplied at that price ? I do not know; they might be supplied.
971. Could they be so supplied, in your opinion as a bushman ? In my opinion they would not.
972. How much more would they cost ? In my opinion they would cost 3s.
973. Mr. Ewing.'] Tou are being paid 4s. 4-d. by tlie Commissioners to deliver squared sleepers at 
Narrabri station? Tes.
9/4.. How do you make up that amount—part for carriage and part for work ? About one-half for 
carriage,
975. Therefore 2s. 2d. goes for the carriage;—if the sleepers were cut close to Narrabri station you 
could supply them at 2s. 2d. ? If they were close to tho station.
976. Do you know the country where this line is going ? I have made special inquiries to find out if 
there is any timber on the line fit for public works. I 'have never been over the country myself.
977.. DO you know any thing-of the country? I hear that there is no timber on the country fit for
public works. -
978. Will you swear that ? I cannot.
979. Supposing that there is timber along tbe line the sleepers will be supplied there at 2s. 2d., will they 
not, They will be supplied at the stump at that price.
980. So that your statement that they will have to pay 3s. right through for sleepers will not come out 
quite correct? I have no doubt they will be supplied here at the stump for 2s. 2d.
981. Tou base your estimate of the cost of the sleepers partly on carriage ? Tes.
982. Therefore if it turns out that on portions of tho lino there is not much carriage, your estimate of
the cost will be wrong? There is no ironbark timber along the line. ‘
983.. But if you find out that there is ironbark from people who have been along tho line, thev may be
obtained there for 2s. 2d. ? Tes ; I think that if the Commissioners will call for separate tenders for the 
sleepers, apart from the earthworks and all that, they will be able to get them much cheaper than they 
otherwise would do. M,.
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Mr. Jolm Gateley, Chairman, Narrabri West Progress Association, sworn, and examined
984. Chairman.'] You are Chairman of the Narrabri West Progress Association? lam. • 19

985. You-, on behalf of yonr Association, and a number of its members, expressed a desire to be cxamincu.

25

Yes. No.980. Are there anv other members of tbe Association besides yourself here to give evidence ?
' a a body, we are in favour of the direct route. \\ e consider

It traverses the highest bind, and I think if is very likely that

Mr.
J. Gtately. 

21K^A893.

987. Go you desire to make a statement: 
that it is the shortest and cheapest route.
it will open settlement, • o wt
988. Do von know anything of the proposed crossing over the Aamoi ? ^ Ao.
989. How long have you resided at Narrabri ? About twelve years m A arrabn \V est.
990. What is your occupation ? 1 am a storekeeper. •Nr.™-!™-
991. Any other reasons that you desire to give? I do not think it will be a benefit to the Ararrabn 
district if the line does go to the north. 1 consider it will deprive 500 earners and their families ot their
992h W°m it not mean that they will have to go further north ? 1 do not see where they will have to go.

993. Why ? The line is not likely to terminate at Morce, as far as 1 can hear, but will go on to tne

994. If the carriers are now employed in carrying from places 100 miles north of Narrabri to Narrabri, and 
the terminus of the railway is shifted to Moree, 60 miles further north, is it not fair to assume that they 
will still be able to do 100 miles of travelling ? That country is supplied with earners already.
995. What is ? One hundred miles north of Moree there are sufficient carriers to do all the carrying.
996. If we now draw a trade to the railway from 100 miles north of Narrabri, and we extend our railway 
terminus 60 miles further north, is it not reasonable to suppose that we shall draw a trade irom 10U miles 
north of Moree, and that some carriers will be employed in that way? But there are carriers t ere now.
997. Do not tbe people of West: Narrabri desire the railway to be extended via Gurleigh l oint ? JNo.
998. As a storekeeper at Narrabri West, can you state whether there is much trade coming m from the
AYee "Waa and Pilliga districts? There is a very fair share of trade........................
999. What proportion would it bear to the trade coming from Collarendabri—a fourth, a sixth, or a fiftieth
part ? X could not answer the question, honestly. ^
1000. Is there anything else that you would like to add? No.

Mr. Ambrose Martin, bushman, A'arrabri, sworn, and examined
1001. Chairman.] What are you? I am a bushman.
1002. How long have you resided in the district ? Two years. j_
1003. Did you hear Mr. Healey give his evidence as to the sleepers ? Yes. ■
1004. Do vou concur in the views he expressed ? I endorse his views pretty well. „
1005. Have you any knowledge of the timber-bearing qualities of the land between here and Mofee. Ao
further than Narrabri itself. . .,. „ T . . , . _
1006. You have nothing more to add to what the previous witness said ? Ao ; I simply want to endorse
his statement about splitting sleepers Yesterday two witnesses gave evidence that split sleepers could
be delivered on the line at 2s. 6d. each ; 1 consider that that statement is ridiculous.
1007. Did you not hear the last witness confirm that evidence ? ATo; 1 heard him say that they would

1008. Have you had any experience of getting half-round split sleepers? In New Zealand; but their
sleepers are split out of a different kind of timber. . „. . . „ -u ■ o * „
1009. Is it not practicable to get half-round split sleepers out of this forest near A arrabn? As a
practical man, I know it is not, , , . , n TJ . -.i r v
1010. Supposing that it is possible to run a saw through the timber? It must either be sawn or hewn.
1011. At present you have to get a good lump of a tree to make a squared sleeper? You can get a lot
of sleepers out of a lump of a tree. ,
1012. I suppose if you get a tree about 18 inches in diameter, or even less, and saw it down the middle,
it would make two sleepers ? Certainly not. ,
1013. Why ? Because they will not be sufficiently wide to come up to the dimensions.
1014. You are thinking of squared sleepers;—if it is proposed to use half-round sleepers, and not to he 
so particular about the quality of the wood, as you are in regard to squared sleepers, what then. it is 
impracticable to make a railway with split sleepers out of the timber which is growing in this district
1015. Have yon ever been in Queensland ? No; but I know the sleepers split out of Queensland

1016. You are only speaking of ironbark here ? There is no other timber here suitable for sleepers.
1017. No blue or red gum ? Not in any quantity. Ironbark is tbe only timber suitable for sleepers.
1018. Have you a contract to split sleepers ? No. ,, ,. .,
1019. What do you think is the lowest price at which sleepers could, be delivered on this line, talcing into 
consideration that they are not to be squared, and are not necessarily to be of the very best timber. i 
daresay about 2s. 6d. each.
1020. Not far off, after all, then ? No.

Mr.
A. Martin. 

21 Nov., 1893.
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WEDNESDAY, 22 NOVEMBER, 1893.
[The Sectional Committee met at the “Royal Mail Motel" Millie, at 8 p.m.]

present:—
JACOB G-ABBARD, Esf^. (Cjluuman).

The Hon, William Henet Sittoh. 
The Hon. John Datjes. C.M.G. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

William Me Court, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed'Raihvay from Harrabri to Moree.

M T H 1 Mr' 'Ta'meS Ha,He’ grazier’ aud SecretaiT to the Millie Railway League, sworn, and examined
M MilSa(>mY,”'jn What ^ y0ur occuPatioil? 1 a™ a grazier, residing at Molton, 8 miles north

22Nov., 1893. ^2. How long have you resided in the district ? Since Easter, 1872
TooE IT are the Secretai’y to the Millie Railway League ? Tes.
1024. How long has it existed ? About three or four weeks.
+nwa'fi 3 oontnbuted to any agitation with reference to a railway heretofore? It contributed
cnmntotetolpff^*1^1 Tk0" f°Ujd th.ftt.thc railway was going in such a way that the place would be
™ leftr ■m tae C0 dJ a,lld’ ^ lfc 1810 1,6 con^i,ucted mi the betterment principle, we thoughtw e might as well bring forward our views. 1 6
wS, ^0J?VhT k rhC : o?6 W0Q]d btillefit the lal’Sest number of people in the country through 
which it goes f 1 am sure it will not. b
aboni 0#efti0n,t0 joute ? My first objection is, that along tiiat route there are just
take a stoonfoh Sro bench ted. I as a selector representing a large body of selectors, certainly
durnukt^'iinr1 T1/ ^:1UL T.iavp a relurn ,dJoT,, winch shows that
i thP8rito fn^4 A rle 3 r h,f £ "r es of MilHe ti:uckod 102’U9 sl'eeP> L134 trucks, aud
£E512 for shee^t“uckedaCCOrdinS Commissioners, is £1 6s. Sd. per truck, that will give a total of

■ bv3r i Jo°eirnfi,0U a hiT,0i 4'? miles.? I£ the radwaJ S°es round by the travelling stock route-
1GOO w ] ' would travel 40 miles, otherwise they would go to Narrabri.
to Narrabri Wto^W wf “reT ]in? is co,lsf;rutted alL this traffic which now goes from Millie
that ™uto wto Klf nC1 7+uld g° ^ng the travelling stock route if a railway ‘were constructed by 
that route, will still go by road to Narrabri West ? Yes. '
fr(?niArB awarte that Woolabrar station, on the “ red” line, will briug that point of Millie on tlie
Narrabri HowTr wo1 //J 1)°lor 19 Even so, it if only 40 miles from Millie to

. iNarratiri Jlow far would it be from Woolabrar Station to Narrabri9
to to" a™ d'“T“8tl!Bp f”r 18 mil*8’ ”d 1“TC to 1»>-30 1

” C8tt,° WMch ta,C,‘e'i f” the meU'”',0li» 30 *» ‘,U! 

? 1 “U)d * ™”W »' *1““ fcy k»™ to B08B.W,
H)34. Sheep from this district, instead of being trucked at Narrabri West, have gone on to Boggabri ?

toTicer'bitTdffi^f 'gLd]1br to Sydlley ffequ<;nt[Y go that way. 1 have known any number of
instances, but l did not consider it worth my while to make a note of them I believe the maioritv of
—*"* **u»*2* & «

1036. Will you resume your statement ? A road is proposed from Kerramingly to Woolabrar ■ but are 
IOStT T)ttt 'V8 pr,oposed l'llrouSh <Ie),S0 scrub, which v.-ould first have to be cleared ? ’
Sn 9 l ^trir011TH H kT a ™ad i0 ?Meet tlle «tock route with the railway
1038 It is unMft!? fu f rdnmf°rtUnately 1 know tlle ™lue of Government promises at times. 7 

’ d<' G+0Vern,ment; would give you a railway without providing a road to the

yn&f^S^SSS!>
1039. Eifty miles west ? Generally west.
SV? y°u 'Jllink alDr of those sheep that now go through Millie, if the pro posed L|] me were con
structed would go to Gurley station, or any station north of Woolabrar? It entirely dcpendti on tho 
natute of the station and ot the conveniences provided for trucking. If these conveniences are not 
proyffied, I think that anyone would prefer to go the other way.
a few.E°W man7 °f tlie 102,000 odd shceP that J'011 mentioned came from north of Millie? Probably

i njo Jriiafc P^Portion—a third ? . No ■ there might have been lo,000.
ti0W u8,01' “T6 frvm 1)510 WCSt ? 1 cou,d ,lofc state exactly, but a considerable number came

1044. Roughly speaking, how many? I should say 70,000. ■ Cftme-
1045. Aud the balance, consequently, came from the south ? Yes.

wludl(fe.,70'(j00 "'ould o°me would be from south-west to north-west? Yes • 
1U,UU0 would come from only 9 miles to the south-west. ’

ih“" “““ C*“ tr°" t'hc ”0rth F 1 tli'‘k 1«“ 10,000 would come

1048. They would not be likely to go to Gurley station, for instance ? It would depend entirelv on the
“"StaW rfT 8 “p cattIe' '”I’"ialljr 'vild ca“le’ I™ ”<* e° to p.4

theyTf M rrgtoMildie;~to Jouthink riiT] Kf arSikely to^gEfto “ftorio v stotion p'^So^oUhtok 
they would, for this reason, fhai there is no water there or travelling stock resorve.

1050.
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1050. Do you know, fairly well, the country through which the proposed railway runs ? 1 had a good Mr*
experience of the scrub at one time; 1. was nearly lost in the scruh. ■' /
1051. Is it not a fact that the land through which it runs is higher than the land about the travelling *’ '
stock route ? Some may be low, . ■ . 1
1052. Is it not a fact that the travelling stock route is sometimes impassable, owing to' the flooded
nature of the country ? I have never heard that it is. _ _
1053. Only difficult to travel, but not impassable ? I have never beard of the country being impassable,1
It is very "difficult to travel at times. " _ ■ _ .
1054. It is very difficult at times? I have ridden over it at different times, hut I have never‘seen it in
that state. . _
1055. You admit that the country through which the “ red” line goes has a slight advantage in being
higher than the travelling stock route ? In places, T believe it is. but as far as the scrub is concerned1 
it is very soft and spongy there. I would prefer to go through the plain in wet weather. ' _ ,
1050. If it has been asserted that one of the reasons for faking the railway by the “red” route—that is, 
to tho east of the travelling stock route—is that it heads the creeks higher up. and gets away from b 
number of branches lower down, in your opinion would that be a correct assertion? I do’ think there
would he danger. I have seen these creeks in such a state that they were not perfectly safe.1 '■ ■
1057. If tbe Engineer-in-Chief has sworn before tbe G-eneral Committee that it would cost at least £500
a mile more to make a railway along tlie travelling stock route, besides tbe cost of the increased haulage, 
would you put your opinion, against his opinion ? Not being an engineer, I cannot give a professional 
opinion, but I should think that he might make a mistake. ■
1058. Presuming that the travelling stock route is adopted, do you think' that what is known as the .
G-urleigh Point deviation should also be taken in ? That means that the railway at Narrabri West'would
still remain there.
1059. Presuming that the travelling stock route is taken from Morce, would you propose that a deviation 
should bo made from the travelling stock route with the view of going via Gurleigh Point to Narrabri 
West ? I tbink it would get more revenue.
1060. Do you think it would be preferable to make it in that direction ? I could not say that.
1061. Do you know the country on the Gurleigh Point route ? Not as well as on the other route. ,
1062. While you think you may get more revenue, you cannot give a definite opinion? Not to decide oh
the merits of the two proposals, ' .
1063. Have you ever been far north ? I have been as far as Roma, in Queensland. ■ ^ _
1064. If it has been contended hy some witnesses that if a, lino is made, irrespective of the direction it 
goes, between Narrabri and Moree, it will get a considerable portion of the Queensland trade, do you 
agree with their contention ? If it is proposed that the railway to Moree shall go straight-out to Bogga- 
billa, I consider it very unwise.
1065. I am not talking of an extension of the railway from Moree ;—I ask if tbe railway is extended from 
Narrabri to Moree, irrespective of the course it takes, will it draw trade from Queensland ? ]t may draw 
some. It is an open question.
1066. You would not like to give an opinion as to whether it would ? I believe it would bring a little
trade, but I do not think it would bring such a lot. 1
1067. I think you'asserted just now that some of the sheep which come io Narrabri West, come frointa8 
far as Mungindi ? Below Mungitidi—between Mungindi and Collarendabri.
1068. Do you think any sheep from the north-east of Mungindi come down this way ? I think they do.
The sheep from tbe north-east generally come down hy there. I do not think they come out of 
Queensland.
1069. If we take the railway 60 miles further north from its present terminus, is it not reasonable to
suppose that we shall tap the country further north ? Yes. You may tap some country, but I think that 
by going by another route you would get a lot more, and still get the traffic you speak of. .
1070. You mean, to go by tho travelling stock route? Yes.
1071. Will it make a material difference ? Yes. We have a tremendous traffic, which will never go on 
the line if it goes by the “ red ” route.
1072. I am speaking of the northern traffic—that is, the traffic north-west of Mungindi ? A line north
of Moree will take you up between Kunopia and Boggabilla. Tho produce you would get from that part 
of Queensland would not be worth very much to you. It is very barren, scrubby country right through 
that part. .
1073. So that if the paying capabilities of this line have been based upon the probability of getting more
trade in that direction, you do not think that those anticipations would be realised ? It would bring more 
trade, certainly. -
1074. But if the authorities are depending upon getting that trade to any great extent, you do not think 
they are warranted in so doing? They certainly would have whatever traffic there was, hut of course we 
do not know' what the Government of Queensland may do.
1075. Have you been up there lately ? I have boon at Kunopia, but not lately. T was there in 1886.
1076. There may have been some alterations there since that year ? There may have been, but it is not
nice country out there. But coming in from Mungindi a considerable quantity of traffic would come 
from about Mungindi, but not north. '
1077. Have there been any very serious floods during your residence ;—have the floods at any time 
affected Millie ? Not to my knowledge.
1078. Have they affected tbe travelling stock route to any appreciable extent ? Not to my knowledge.
There are bridges over all the creeks but one.
1079. What other facts do you desire to give tbe Committee ? I wish to refer again to the eighty-three
selectors from whom ] obtained the returns. •
1080. Whereabouts are the selections situated ? The selections are within 50 miles of Millie, some to 
the west and some to the north-west.
1081. On what creeks are they situated ? A lot of them are on the Moomin Creek and Thalaba Creek, 
and then of course on the country back from those creeks.
1082. Has there been any large increase in .their number during late years ? Yes ; they are increasing 
every day.
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Mr. J. Halae, 1088. Is it likely that a very large area ofland will be taken up when the leases in the central division 
are thrown open ? J am sure there will.

22 Hot., 1893.1QS4 Especially on the hanks of the creeks ? Yes ; between Moomin Creek, the Mehi; and the Thalaba.
1085. Will you continue your statement? Last year these eighty-three selectors shore 4,026 bales of 
wool, being equal to 718 tons, which, at 15s. 3d^, the rate for 40 miles, would amount to £555 9s. The 
back loading which they received weighed 684 tons, which is equal to a freight of £52112s. A number 
of these selectors have no sheep at present, but are going to put some on, and tbey have no back loading, 
and a lot of the returns which I received are incomplete. I think the revenue will be much larger next 
year and in every future year than it has been in the past,
1086. Always supposing that you do not get any droughts ? We have to put up with tho droughts.
1087. But the railway is always there? From "the people who had sheep suffering iu the drought-stricken 
country the Commissioners would derive a larger revenue than they would at any other time. It would be 
better for the Government aud worse for the holders. As regards the large holders, who would he 
benefited between Millie aud Angledool, three times as much traffic, three times as many sheep, and

• three times as much back loading would be derived from those large holders as would be derived by the
railway from the eighty-three selectors.
1088. How far is Angledool from Walgett? I should think it is 100 miles.
1089. Does the Angledool trade come through Millie now ? I believe so.
1090. All of it? I believe it would if the railway were taken there. Of course this is a little bit 
beyond imr experience, and a witness who comes from Collarendabri will speak of that part of the country. 
The total revenue which I estimate would he derived from the eighty-three selectors hythe railway would bo 
£2,589 Is.; the revenue which they would get. from the large holders in that direction would be £7,767 3s., 
and the revenue which would be derived from the towns of Angledool, Collarendabri. MogilMogil, Mcroe, 
and Mungindi, £2,589 Is., and from passengers and mails, if it goes via Kerramingly, £l,000, or a total 
revenue of £15,945 5s., as against the revenue of £9,915. which is estimated by the Commissioners for tho 
whole line. 1 am not a surveyor, hut I contend that it is only 5 miles 48 chains further round this wav.
1091. How do youarrive at that opinion ? Erom a tracing which 1 obtained from the Survey Office. The 
additional length of 5 miles 48 chains, at a cost of £3,000 per mile, would involve an outlay of £16,800, 
and according to the evidence which was given in Sydney it would take £016 2s. 2d. per annum to keep that 
length in repair. On the “ red’’ route there is no timber suitable for railway purposes to my knowledge.
1092. How do you know that there is no timber there fit for railway construction ? I have been over the 
co sm try.
1093. And as a bushman, you say that there is no timber on that line fit for railway construction? Yes. 
The timber which would be large enough is belar, but that is of a perishable nature, and could never be 
used for piles, or anything of that kind. Now, if you take a direct line from Narrabri to Moree, why 
should you not take a direct line from Narrabri to Collarendabri, and tap all that traffic?
1094. In your opinion, if a railway goes direct from Narrabri to Moree, a railway should go direct from 
Narrabri to Collarendabri? I believe it would take as much traffic as a railway to Moree.
1095. You would have two railways. Where would you propose to have your Collarendabri junction? 
At Kerramingly.
1096. Mr. Dawson,] Yon mean to say that instead of going to Moree you should go to Kerramingly? 
No; if a lino should go direct to Moree a lino should go direct to Collarendabri.
1097. Chairman.] Do you not want to put tho thing in this way: That if the railway is to go direct from 
Narrabri to Morce there should be a junction from that line at Kerramingly to Collarendabri? Yes. 
According to the evidence which was reported in the Sydney papers, if the railway goes from Narrabri 
to Moree it will beneficially affect 7,000,000 acres. My opinion is that only 2,392,000 acres will be bene
ficially affected, and that fhe remaining 4,608.000 acres will be beneficially affected by a railway going more 
westerly. It will not be worth their while fo use the railway. I have spoken not to scores, but to a 
hundred people at least, and they say that they will not use this railway, but will go through Bulleroi into 
Narrabri. There is a road through Bulleroi and Boolcarrol.
.1098. If this railway is to be built subject to the betterment principle do you consider that the Land 
Boards and the Land Court will bo the best tribunal for deciding to what extent the various lands arc 
benefited ? I could hot say.
1099. Is it not a fact that the Land Boards and Land Court give general satisfaction in dealing with land 
questions, such as the fixing of the rents, and so on ? I have experienced the reverse, especially when 
Mr. Copeland was formerly Secretary for Lands. The Land Boards do not always give satisfaction.
1100. Do you know of any other tribunal which would deal more satisfactorily with tbc application of
tho betterment principle to these holdings than the Land Boards and the Land Court? Ijeannot make a 
comparison, as there are no other tribunals in existence. '
1101. If it is proposed that the Land Boards and the Land Court shall fix the various zones for the 
application of the betterment principle, do you not think that that would be a satisfactory way of deter
mining the contribution of eacn person to the fund ? 1 could not say how it would act.
1102. If, as you say, only 2,250,000 acres will he benefited by the “ red ” line, how docs your contention 
pan out that if the railway is brought by the travelling stock route it will exercise an influence on trade 
00 or 70 miles to the west ? I can only go by tvhat the people themselves say they will do. They say 
they will go hy Bulleroi and Boolcarrol.
1103. Have you not already stated that the trade comes through Millie, towards the nearest point on the 
railway system—Narrabri from even as far as Mungindi ? Most decidedly, when grass is scarce.
1104. Therefore, to some extent, the people of Mungindi have been benefited by the extension of the 
railway to Narrabri ? They have come iu by Meroe.
1105. If tbey have come in from Mungindi to Narrabri West, does not that prove that to some extent 
they have benefited by the extension of the railway to Narrabri ? Yes.
1106. Consequently if they have benefited hy the extension to Narrabri, ought not they to be included in 
the betterment area ? I could not say how far the area extends,
1107. If the “red’’line is constructed you think that instead of 6,000,000 acres being benefited or 
brought within the betterment area only 2,000,000 acres will be ? Two million five hundred and fifty

, thousand acres.
1108. Will you resume your statement ? I consider that not more than 20,000 fat sheep would be
trucked at the stations aloug the “red” line—that is between Morce aud Narrabri—in the course of 
twelve months. 1109.
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1109, Have you an estimate of the number that would be trucked at Moree ? About 211,555 fat sheep. Mr. J. Halat.
I also say that 33,833 bales of wool will be trucked at Jfarrabri, as before. ' . 22^^/1893,
1110. Practically it would have no effect on the sheep which are now trucked at hi arrabn . xes ; those ■’ . 
trucked at Moree and along the line would have a material effect on the number trucked at Narrabri.
Six hundred aud thirty-four thousand six hundred and sixty-six sheep were trucked at Narrabri last year 
up to the 30th .Tune. I reckon that uot more than 10,000 bales of wool will be trucked at the stations 
between Narrabri and Moree on the “ red” route; that 21,416 bales will be trucked at Moree, and that 
33,833 bales will still go to Narrabri from this westerly direction—from round and about Millie, aud even a 
few miles to the north. Sixty-five thousand four hundred and twenty-nine bales of wool were sent irom 
Narrabri West for the year ending 30th Tunc last. There is another important item to consider: Prom 
my knowledge of the country there is no water provided for any one who wishes to lake his stock to these 
places. You cannot take sheep in the height ot summer to these places and truck them without water.
At neither station do X know of any deposit of water. That is one of my reasons for saying that sheep will 
not go to these stations. I would not take my sheep ; in fact it would be cruelty to animals to do so.
Now, at Kerramingly there is a Government tank of 12,000 cubic yards, a township marked out, with 
allotments ready for sale, a Court-house, police barracks, and a large reserve, originally 10,240 acres, but 
now about 5,000 or 6,000 acres, but nevertheless a valuable reserve for the future. I have been supplied 
by the selectors with the area of their holdings, the approximate cost of their improvements, the number 
of their sheep and cattle, the number of bales of wool they shore, tbe number of stock they trucked, and 
the quantity of back loading they received. The first return shows that thirty-one selectors, on a total 
area of 127,040 acres, have made £37,580 worth of improvements ; grazed 115,245 sheep and 1,201 cattle; 
shorn 1,739 bales of wool; trucked 35,000 sheep last year; and received 257 tons of back loading on the 
railway. The second return shows that twenty-six selectors, on a total area of 91,100 acres, have made 
£19,880 worth of improvements ; grazed 60,960 sheep and 314 cattle ; shorn 738 bales of wool; trucked 
32 733 fat sheep; and received back loading to the extent of 141 tons. The third return shows that 
twenty-six selectors hold a total area of 132,810 acres. As regards the other particulars which I quoted,
,1 may explain that from a number of the selectors included in this return no information has been 
received. But taking no notice of all the blanks, the return shows that these twenty-six selectors have 
made £32,258 worth of improvements ; grazed 109,830 sheep and 1,576 cattle ; produced 1,651 hales of 
wool; trucked 34,786 sheep ; and got a back loading of 286 tons.
1111. Ho you think that, in view of the trade to be drawn to this line from the north ot Moree, with alt 
these contributing sources, the people to the north should be asked to run 51 miles more than is necessary
for their purpose ? If all the lines are to be run straight, probably it may not be right to ask them. .
1112. Do you think the trade to the west is of such a volume that it would materially affect the revenue 
on this line ? lam quite sure on that point.
1113. Mr. Davies.] Would the selectors in whose behalf you prepared these returns be within a radius ox 
60 miles or 50 miles of this place? They are within 50 miles, principally to the west and south-west. _
1114. Which is the nearest section that would he served by the “ red ” line ? There is a selection within 
3 miles of this spot, and a lot more at the back.
1115. Would these selections be served best by the “ red ” line r No; they would not he served by that 
line. I think that very few, if any, of those 1 speak of would use that line. _
1116. How far would your selection be from the “ red ” line ? About 15 or 16 miles.
1117. What distance from a railway, in your opinion, is a reasonable distance to serve a selector or 
pastoral tenant? A distance of 15 or 20 miles would serve if there was water for tbe stock ; but if you 
send teams with wool, or take sheep and cattle, or went for supplies, the railway would be of no earthly 
benefit without roads, grass, and water.
1118. You do not regard 10 or 15 miles as a reasonable distance for a railway to serve a holding ? As far 
as that is concerned, it is a reasonable limit.
1119. Would not tbe major portion of the selectors you refer to be served by the “ red ” line . No. A 
considerable number of selectors would be nearer a road going straight to Narrabri through Boolcarrol

1120. Which line is that ? It is a road or reserve, but they go that way with stock aud mails. There is 
a road running from Narrabri to Bulleroi.
1121. Do you wish to convey to the Committee the impression that the selectors and pastoral tenants
within a radius of 25 miles would prefer to go direct to Narrabri, rather than go to a station at 
Woolabrar or Gurley ? A lot of these would use the station if water and other conveniences were 
provided. It would require to be a good station, but 1 gather from the reports I have read that the 
station will be of a very light or trumpery character. The railway will be of no use unless there is 
abundance of water, not with a stretch of 15 or 20 miles. You cannot drive sheep on a hot day more 
than 5 miles. .
1122. Is not the district through which the “ red ” line goesin fact is not the whole district between 
here and Moree well watered ? I have seen the time when there was not a drop of water in the whole of 
the creeks. I have seen Big Bumble Creek so dry that you could drive tons across it.
1123. As regards the travelling stock route does not the same difficulty exist ? There are Government tanks 
all along the route of from 12,000 to 20,000 cubic yards each, .
1124. Do I understand that your primary objection to the “ red ” line is that the country is not watered? 
That is not a primary objection on the part of the whole of these selectors. Some of thorn are not near 
the direct route. They would not come up unless the line were nearer this way.
1125. Do I understand you to advocate that a line should be taken by the travelling stock route, although 
it means the construction of an additional length of 5^ miles at an additional cost,according to the estimate 
of the Bugineer-in-Chief, of £500 a mile ? Yes. Under tbe betterment principle the money will not 
come out of the pockets of tbe Government, but out of tbc pockets of the private individuals whose 
properties will be served. I contend that if that principle is to apply tbe line should go along tbe 
travelling stock route.
1126. Even if it costs £500 a mile more than the “ red” line ? Yes, as it will come out of our pockets.
1127. And even if it involves an additional haulage of 5J- miles? Yes: I am advocating the line 
principally on the ground that we shall have to pay for its cost under the betterment principle. I think 
that we should have a say in the determination of the route under these circumstances. Another reason
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1 woultt urge in favour of this route is that in all the country to the east of the “red” line there is no 
22 Tfnv iroq benefited. At the top of Killarney, Edgeroi, and G-urley there is a dense scrub.

■’ ■ Xl-8. TVould the “red” line go through that? It is not far to the east of that line.
1129. What is the character of the land through which the “ red” line will go ? Eor 8 or 10 miles whore 
it goes through the scrub it is valueless,
1130. That is good land ? It is good after it is made good,
1131. Tou admit that it is fairly good land ? When it is cleared. It takes a tremendous lot to clear 
scrub ; it is very thick.
1132. Do I understand you to say that the land through which the railway would pass is fairly good 
agricultural land ? Except the scrub land.
1133. That, of course, excepting that it wants to be cleared, is good land ? Tes. My contention is that 
a line by the travelling stock route would settle the country more evouly. There is no country to the 
east of the “red” line. Nearly all the top end of Gurley is purchased, I do not think that, for love or 
money, you could get 100 acres there that arc not purchased. As regards Edgeroi it is the same.
1134. Tou also object to the “ red” line, because it does not serve the settled portions of the district ? Tes.
1135. But if it were taken by the travelling stock route it would serve a larger population ? It would.
1136. But if the red lino is constructed, and tbe leasehold areas arc thrown open, will not a very large
settlement be introduced? Aes; but a much larger settlement to tlie west of the line. To the east of 
this line there is no land to be thrown open, I do not believe that a full selection will be taken up on 
Gurley station at any price, not even when it is thrown open. '
1137. Do you know what quantity of Crown lands will ho available ? There are about 213,000 acres on 
Gurley altogether.
113$. Is that the only Crown land which will be available ? I am speaking of the runs through which 
the railway, will go,. There will be very little laud to be obtained when tlie runs are thrown open. 
Gurley, for instance, is nearly all purchased. I do not believe that anyone will get a full selection on 
that station. "
1139. If you had the decision of the question would you dispense with the construction of a line from 
Narrabri to Moree by the “ red ” route, if you are not to have a railway by the travelling stock route? 
It would be scarcely unselfish on my part to sny I would not. I do not see why I should he asked that 
question. I am only speaking for myself.

1 Wiint t0 'kn“W y°Ur °Pinion ? 1 w<mld sooner go to Narrabri ITest with my stock and wool, 
ana for my back loading, than go to tbc stations you refer to under tho circumstances.
1141. So that if the railway is extended by the “ red ” line, you will not use it? Unless, as I said, there 
is abundance of water, a place to turn out the teams, and an area thrown open for the stock, I could'not 
use it.
1142. Although it would be within la miles of your station ? Yes. Tou cannot work stock without 
water. There is no water to my knowledge; in fact I have never seen any water in Gehan Creek and 
'Waterloo Creek except in flood time.
1143. Of the eighty-three selectors you referred to, how many would be served within a radius of 15 miles 
of the “ red ” line ? Of this list of thirty-one selectors I suppose only two.
1144. . Within a.radius of 15 miles ? They are all over 15 miles. There are only two out of this lot who 
are within 15 miles. .1 may be wrong, but that is my honest conviction.
1145. What would be the greatest distance of any of them ? Eifty miles from Kerramingly.
1146. Where do they send their stock now ? To Narrabri. There is a road comiuginfrom Boolcarrol and
Bulleroi, , 1
1147. How long does it take them to travel that distance ? I could not say. I have never gone through
Boolcarrol. It must be further than going to Millie, because they all want tlie railway to como round bv 
this way. J J
1148. I should like to know the exact distance? Mr. .Hill who lives down there will give the exact
distance. ’
1149. How did you obtain all this information? 1 sent a-circular to each holder asking for certain 
information, and I. compiled this condensed statement from the various returns I received, 1 have all the 
returns at hand.
1150. What is the nearest selection out of those iu the first return? I suppose about 15 miles.
1151., What is the next ? They average from 15 up to 40 or 45 miles, 1 suppose.
1152, If you had a railway within a distance of from 15 to 40 miles, would not that be a good service ? 
My principal objection is that there is no provision for tlie stock at tho station, and, consequently, that 
the stock would not go 20 miles to Woolabmr station. I can within 13 miles of the station, aud I would 
not go there under tlie circumstances.
1133. It is not only a question of railway construction but also a question of water conservation ? Tes ; 
there are already tanks provided at suitable distances along the travelling stock route. ’
llo4. Tour, statistics apply to a radius of 50 miles ? No ; to a semicircle. 1 am taking a radius of 50 
miles on this side of the circle.
115o. Tou think, that within that zone a railway at a distance of 25 miles would not be a satisfactory 
service ? Not with the absence of water. J
llo6. No matter how close the railway is constructed ? ]f you can go through in a day and back again— 
7 or 8 miles. Tes. '
1157. Unless the line is constructed by the travelling stock route, you prefer that no railway should be 
constructed? Unless water is provided, most decidedly.
1158. Tou do not favour the construction of the “red” line? No.
1159. Ton would rather dispense with the line if it is to be constructed in that way, unless a supply of 
water is provided ? Because in the estimate, nothing is said about providing water. There is no water 
at Woolabrar.
1160. Mr. Sutfor.] What is tbe character of tho scrub on tbe “ red” line ? It is thick belar scrub. I 
have not been np where the line is to go. 1 do not know whether it is above Dobikiu.
1161. Mr. MaCourt.'] What is the size of your holding ? Five thousand five hundred acres.
1162. How far is it from the nearest station on the line ? I should lliink about 16 miles.
1163. Supposing you wanted to truck sheep at that station, how long would it take you to go ^ At
6 miles a day it would take two and a half days. 1164,
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1164. And you would have your sheep in Sydney in ihrce days ? 1 would, if X could get them there.
1165. Tou say you would prefer to go to Narrabri rather than truck your sheep at Woolabrar? I would 
prefer to go to Narrabri, using the tanks as 1 go.
1166. How long would it take you to truck sheep at Narrabri ? Sii days.
1167. As against two and a half days at Woolabrar ? Yos.
1168. Is it not a most important thing to get your sheep into Sydney quickly? Not at all times; only 
to hit a market.
1169. As a rule do you not start your sheep to hit a market ? Tes.
1170. Therefore the sooner you get them to Sydney the better? I do not thinkit makes much difference 
now when yon get them there. Of course three and a half days would be a consideration.
1171. Is it not a most important thing to get your sheep into market in three days as against six days?
Tes, '
1172. Would you not pay a little extra for that accommodation or go to a little extra trouble ? I would, 
but I would never starve my sheep.
1173. Do you not think that the Commissioners would provide water ? They would want a large tank.
1174. Have they not provided tanks along the line anywhere? lam not aware of any. 1 have never 
travelled on the New South Wales railways.
1175. Supposing that they did provide a tank for Woolabrar station would you use it ? Very likely I
would. ”
1176. As against going to Narrabri ? Tes.
1177. Therefore the line could be a benefit to you ? If there was a water supply.
1178. In that case the people living out there would not object to be included in the betterment area ? 
Certainly not, if you could make use of the railway.
1179. Tou say that if there is water you can use tlie line ? Yes; but not all those people I speak of.
1180. You think that a number of the people you refer to would object to be included in the betterment 
area ? If it goes by the route proposed I am sure they would,
1181. Mr. O'Sullivan^ How much a yard do you pay for tanks up here ? I think the G-orernment paid 
Is. 3d. per yard for the tank at Kerramingly.
1182. What size tank would be required at Woolabrar station to serve the sheep traffic there? A tank 
of 20,000 cubic yards.
1183. One thousand two hundred and fifty pounds would not be a very large outlay to provide you with 
an absolutely essential supply of water ? It would suit me right enough.
1184. So that we would only have to load up the cost of the line with £1,250 to provide the accommo
dation which you and others require ? Tou would; but another little essential would be required—you 
would want to throw open an area for tlie stock to graze upon. I do not know exactly on what run 
Woolabrar station is situated.

Mr. J. Halae. 

22 Sbv., 1893.

,1185. It is on Dobikin ;—supposing a good reserve and a lank are provided, it would be an inducement 
to those who desire to truck their sheep to goto Woolabrar? If it is within a reasonable distance,— 
yes. _
3186. Is the settlement trending out towards Collarendabri, or Moree ? I think it is trending out 
towards Collarendabri—il wall do when the runs are thrown open.
1187. Will there not also be land thrown open on the direct route between Moree and Narrabri ? I3ut 
there are no lands there to be thrown open. I do not believe you could get a selection on Hurley if it 
were thrown open to-morrow.
1188. The uncoloured portions of this map represent Crown lands in the possession of pastoral tenants; 
about two-thirds of tho way up from Narrabri there is a good deal of the map uncoloured ? That is 
exactly the same land that would be served by the travelling stock route too.
1189. One of your contentions is that a great deal of land would be taken up towards the Collarendabri 
district;—I ask, would not some land be also taken up on the direct route when the leasehold areas are 
thrown up ? Judging by that map there would, but there does not seem to be a very large area of land 
there.
1190. But still there is room there for a considerable amount of settlement if the railway is constructed? 
There is.
1191. Do you notice a considerable number of reserves on that map marked green? I see none on 
Gurley.
1192. Do you see any on Killarney ? There are some to the right which I would not like to have.
1193. Do you see any on Edgeroi ? I do not see very much on Edgeroi.
1194. Do you see any on Dobikiu ? Tes; there is a little piece.
1195. Tou see a large reserve marked green ? I think that is scrub. I see a forest reserve—Eckford’s
Eorest reserve is all scrub land. ,
1196. You say there is very little on Gurley and very little on Tyeannah ? Yes ; according to the map.
1197. But still there is a good deal of nncoloured land to the eastward which would he served by the 
“ red ” line ? To tlie eastward is the Cap and Bonnet, All to the east of that is vacant. The top ends 
of Gurley, Edgeroi, and Killarney are all scrub.
1198. Is not the Land to the eastward considered good agricultural land, although there may be scrub in
some parts ? ] could not tell you. There are a few people on these portions who seem to drag out an 
existence. Whether it is had agricultural land, or whether it is held by bad agriculturists, I do not 
know. '
1199. Do you think that the construction of a railway near them would induce further agricultural 
settlement and make it a profitable industry ? I do not think so, because they are near enough to 
Narrabri to make it profitable.
1200. By which route do you want the railway to go ? I want the railway to come out round Kerra- 
mingly, whether it goes straight along the travelling stock route or round by Gurleigh Point.
1201. Tou will take it either way ? Tes: as far as T am concerned.
1202. Your contention is, that that line would serve a larger population and open up some of the lease
hold areas for future settlement ? Tes.
1203. Tou dropped a remark as to the necessity for constructing a branch line to Collarendabri;—supposing
a branch line were run out from Woolabrar or Gurley to Collarendabri, would not that serve all tho 
country you spoke of ? Tes. 1204.
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Mr. 3. Halse. 1204. That would acliieve the object you Imvo in view ? That would do right enough. ,
^oun!ire weH aware that for a long time past there has been an agitation for the construction of a 

2- ot., 18. • line from Narrabri to Collarendabri in preference to a line to Moree l* Yes. There would be a lot of 
splendid country tapped by that line.
120G, I understand you to say that there are eighty-three selectors within a fair distance of Millie, and 
that all these selectors will be better served by a railway bv the travelling stock route or Gurlcigh 
Point route ? They would. ^
1207. Are all these selectors likely to be permanent? I think so. ■
1208. Have many sold out lately ? Not to my knowledge. They seem to he more inclined to stay. They 
are often taking up selections as opportunity offers.
1209. They are a fairly well-to-do class ? Some of them are very well-to-do.
1210. Holding 2,560 acres each, mostly ? Fully that. To give you an idea of the size of tho holdings, I 
will quote the area of tho first fewr holdiugs in this return: 5,260 acres, 160 acres, 2,560 acres, 2,560 
acres, 4,560 acres, and so on up to 12,020 acres.
1211. Are you aware there are two roads from Narrabri to Moree, one called the “dry weather road” 
and another called the “ wet weather road ” ? Yes.
1212. Why is the expression “ dry weather road ” used ? It is a long time since I have been amongst 
sand, but as far as my memory serves me tbe sand bakes hard and forms a good road in wet weather.
3213. You refer to the mountain road to the east of the “ red ” line ? Yes.
1214. "Why in the road to the west of that line called the “dry weather road"? It is very hard for 
vehicles to get across this black soil when it is wet, even over the route by which the railway goes.
.1215. The road you refer to goes close to the travelling stock route, and over a portion of it ? Yes.
1216. Is that subject to inundation? Not to my knowledge-
1217. Is traffic ever stopped on that road ? Not to my knowledge.
1218. Did you ever bear of any flocks of sheep being taken off by the floods ? No.
1219. Did you ever hear of tbe mail coach being kept behind ? Just at the back. That would not occur 
if they went by the stock route—by Kerramingly.
1220. There must be some great impediment on the road in wet weather, otherwise people would not go 
hy the mountain road, which is much longer in wet weather. There are any number of people who, I do 
not think, ever go by the mountain road. It is only a portion of the people who travel by tbe mountain road.
1221. Which, in your opinion, would be tbe more expensive line to construct and maintain, a railway by
the dry weather road, ora railway by the direct; route ? I do not tbink there would be much difference. 
For instance, coming along tbe travelling stock route, although it is black soil all along the plain at 
Bald Hill and Boggy Creek, there is any amount of" ballast at Boggy Creek. There is, I suppose, one of 
the finest quarries of blue metal to be found in the colonies. If that quarry were utilised it would be 
just as easy to maintain a railway by tbe travelling stock route as a railway by tbe other route, where none 
of these things exist to my knowledge. ' ■
1222. If the Gurleigh Point route wore taken out the line would go to Narrabri Whst, and avoid the 
town of Narrabri ? Yes.
1223. Do you think that if the effect of that was likely to he disastrous to Narrabri, we should be justified 
in constructing a line which would start from Narrabri West, and possibly serve a few more selectors 
on that side, in preference to a line by tbe direct route, which would still serve Narrabri West and 
Narrabri? I really believe the Narrabri people arete blame that there is a Narrabri West to-day. They 
got up an immense petition to have the terminus where it is.
1224. Do you think we should be justified in giving tbe preference to the eighty-three selectors you refer 

■ to, with the full knowledge that we should almost destroy the trade of Narrabri, and possibly detrimen
tally affect W ee Waa ? I do not see how it would be detrimental to Wee AYaa, It would go 18 miles 
nearer to that town. This line is within 6 miles of Wee AYaa, where it turns round.
1225. Does it not stand to reason that a rival town will spring up at that turning point, to tho detriment 
of Wee Waa? I scarcely think so. I think they have an idea that it would be continued, in the near 
future, to AYalgett, Sixteen miles of that line would be already constructed then.
1226. You are aware that the Government intend to construct a line from Mud gee to Walgett, via 

•' Coonamble ? No.
1227. Mr. Dawson.'] You said that there is no road from Millie to AYoolabrar or Gurley ? I will 
explain why I said that there is no road to Gurley.
1228. Is there, or is there not, a road ? 1 really cannot say. Within the last month the station peoplo 
took a team of bullocks out of there, and impounded them for being on the road. I scarcely think that 
the manager would have taken that course if there was a road,
1229. If the “ red” route is adopted and a station is built at Gurley and Woolabrar, will it not be 
necessary not only for the people of Millie, hut also for the people further west, to have a travelling 
stock route a quarter of a mile wide like the other travelling stock route to each station? A wider 
travelling stock route would be more beneficial.
1230. But a travelling stock route a quarter of a mile wide would be absolutely necessary? It would.
1231. Otherwise it would he better to go to Narrabri West ? Yes.
1232. Because you have the Government stock tanks on the different routes ? Yes,
1233. Is the country between Millie and Woolabrar or Gurley watered? Neither Gehan Creek nor
AYaterloo Creek is watered. # ,
1234<. Would it not be necessary for the people here and further west to have not onlv two travelling 
stock routes a quarter of a mile wide but also tanks at a distance of 6 miles apart ? Yes.
1235. Two tanks on each road ? Yes. -
1236. In all four tanks would be required ? Yes.
1237- What is land worth an acre here? I should think it would be worth a couple of pounds an acre.

' 1238. Is the land between here and Woolabrar or Gurley alienated, either bv selection or conditional 
lease or freehold ? I believe some of it is alienated. '
1239. Are you aware that to provide a travelling stock route a quarter of a mile wide for a distance of 

, 13 miles 2,080 acres would be required, and that £4,000 would be required to compensate the owners for 
the land ? Yes.
1211); ^id four tanks of 20,000 cubic yards each, at a cost of £1,250 each, would mean an expenditure 
ot £5,000? Yes. ' 104,1
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1241. WouM 3rou be surprised (o hcnr tJiat hal£-a-doxeu men B'ho Inow this line well—timber-getters Mr
and other persons—have stated that one of its advantages is that not only can timber be got cheaper. Malse.
but that very suitable timber can be got all along the line F I would be awfully surprised, because that 
is not the fact. There is no suitable timber along the line. .■ oi,, <. .
]242. Kb ironbark F Ko ; not one stick. I have never seen ironbark there.
1213. Ton are speaking of the land within a reasonable distance on each side F Ko ; all the timber is in 
tho scrub.
1241. Is there no ironbark at all at the foot of the Kandewar Kongo? 1 think not; only apple-tree,
I think.
1245. You stated that you believe that if the “ red” line is constructed the sheep, tbe cattle, and the 
wool from about Eulleroi and Boolcarrol will still go to Karrabri West? I believe it will.
124(1. How far is Boolcarrol from Narrabri West? It is about 30 miles.
1247. How far is it from Boolcarrol to Millie F About 19 miles by the Black Point.
1248. As a matter of fact Boolcarrol is nearer to Karrabri "West than to the nearest part of the line 
here ? Boolcarrol would never come hero.
1249. If the line were made to Kerramingly would you get the Boolcarrol wool or stock? I could not 
say. ]f it was cqui-distant they would scarcely come here.
1250. Mr. F.wiug.'] 'When do you usually get your rains ? In February aud 5birch we get our heaviest 
rains, but generally in February.
1251. When does the wool come in ? From August up to Christmas.
1252. Therefore your wool is usually coming iu m dry weather? Yes.
1253. You have no doubt on that point ? Ko.
1254. Have you any knowledge that the G-overmnert intend to put down artesian bores? I did hear that 
an artesian bore was likely to be put down somewhere.
1255. Have you any knowledge of the formation of this country;—can you cipress any opinion as to
whether the artesian bores will be a success? Ko. ’ *
1253. Have yon been at Angledool ? Ko.
1257. At Collarendabri? Ko.
1258. At Mungindi? I have been within 20 miles of that place.
1259. Have you been above the Darling? From top to bottom—from Beomery right down below 
Menindie.
12G0. Have you been from Collarendabri down to Brewarrina? Ko.

Therefore all the evidence you have given about that portion of tbc country is from hearsay ? It is 
gathered from correspondence which has taken place since this question cropped up.
1262. Do you know that at times the mails have to be carried by horseback round by coach to Karrabri ?
1 know that when there are heavy rains the black soil becomes so sticky that a vehicle cannot go through 
But I do not think that sineo Mr. Chartres has bad the contract the mail has been packed fifty times 
during the last three years.
1263. You believe it has been due to the incompeteucy of the mail contractor rather than to the roads ?
I do not say that. I would like to state that all tlie timber we use for our houses, from my place right 
down to Karrabri, comes out from Wee Waa and Pilliga. 1 have just received about 8,200 feet of pine 
from Wee "Waa direct.

Mr. Alfred Hill, grazier, near Millie, sworn, aud examined;—
12G4. Chairman.'] "ion arc a grazier? Yes. 1 manage Mungver Station for Mr. Vickery.
1265. Mr. Ewing. J Whore is the station situated ^ it is 30 miles west-north-west of Millie.
1266. Do you know the direct route from Moree to Karrabri ? Weil.
1267. Can any timber suitable for railway sleepers be found on that route ? There may be a few trees, 
but not sufficient. I think, of tbe proper timber.
1268. Your opinion is, that sufficient timber of a suitable quality will not be found along that route? I 
am certain there will not. The ironbark is broad-loafed. It is good for fencing, but not for sleepers, as 
it is hollow. All the sleepers for the line will have to come from the other side of Karrabri.
1269. Dp to the present the trend of traffic from the north-ivest portion of the district has been to
Karrabri ? Yes.
1270. You recognise that if the railway terminates at Moree, aud not at Karrabri, it will] have a great 
effect on that traffic ? It will have a, great effect on the traffic north of Moree.
1271. At present a man starting from Mungindi for the terminus of the railway is making for
Karrabri ? Yes.
1272. If^the terminus is extended to Moree would Mungindi stuff go to Moree ? Undoubtedly.
1273. Would Boggabilla stuff go to Moree ? Undoubtedly. lUiTum?
1274. Would Kunopia stuff go to Moreo ? Undoubtedly. ”
12G»- Everything to tbe north and north-west of Moree would go to the terminus at Morce ?^Ycs. ""
1276. Therefore, iu tho interests of that section of the country, the more direct the route is the better ? 
I presume it would be.
1277. A person coming from Angledool or Collarendabri is making'for Karrabri West ? Yes. ' *
1278. All the traflic from Mogil Mogil would come by Collarendabri? The produce from Mogil Moml
might come through Millie. ‘ ' °
1279. As a rule, it does not ? Last season it came through Millie, simplv because there had been heavy 
rains on the usual roads. It has been drier by the Millie road, but, as a rule, it docs not come by this way.
1280. Prom Mungindi down to Mogil Mogit where would that stuff make for ? All for Karrabri.
1281. You Ihink Mogil Mogil stuff would come to Karrabri ? I am certain it will.
1282. How far is it from Mogil Mogil to Karrabri ? It is about 25 miles from Mogil Mogil to Colla
rendabri, and I think it is about 90 miles from Karrabri to Collarendabri.
1283. It is 115 miles from Mogil Mogil to Karrabri;—how far is it from Mogil Mogil to Millie? From 
90 to 300 miles.
1284 Therefore a man from Mogil Mogil to the west making to Moree would pay 90 miles road carriage 
and 63 miles rail carriage down to Karrabri ? They could not very well go to Moree, because there is a 
river without a bridge.

13 («)—E

Mr. A. Etill. 

22 N'ov., 189a.

. 1285,
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Mr' Aa' HiLI' 1283. The Angledool, Coliarcndahri. and Mogil Mogil traffic would unite at Collarendabri, and go direct 
22iT-r ism ari'la^1'i IVestr1 Exactly, it would go within dO miles ol MilHo.

0T'’ ‘ 1286. Q'hat would como through your station ? Mo ; it would come within S miles of our station.
1287. Would that traffic make for Millie ? Mo : for jVarrabri A\rest.
1288. It docs not eomo down the travelling stock route? Mo: not bv Millions a rule. East season 
when the country out that way was flooded a bit and was rather wet tbe major portion of tlie traffic 
came by Millie into Marrabri that way.
1289. Supposing tbe river were locked, and made navigable as far as Mungindi. where would tbc traffic 
go then ? Probably to Adelaide.
1290. Always supposing that no tax is imposed on the produce geographically it would go to Adelaide?
Certainly. '
1291. If the river were locked do you believe that all the traffic of tbe country within 50 miles of the
river would trend to the river and go to Adelaide ? Tt would go to Bourke, but the railway and water
carriage, together with extra handling, would make the freight tremendous. It would bo cheaper to go
into Marrabri ibau to take it down the river to Bourko, and thence by rail to Bydnov.
1292. Eventually, if the ri ver is made navigable from Mungindi it wrill go down the river unless there ia 
something to prevent it from going that way ? Tes.
1298. What effect will the extension of the railway to Moree have on the Queensland wool ? I do not 
think it will make a great difference to the Queensland wool. Ft is bound lo make some difference, but 
not a great difference, because the major portion of the Queensland wool comes in by Collarendabri now'. 
Mind a duty of £2 10s. a ton is levied on wool coming over from Queensland into Mew South Whiles, and 
I am told that it is likely to be doubled.
1294'. Queensland wool which comes through Boggabilla or Kunopia at present to A'arrabri would take 
the train at Moree—tbe effect of tbe railway would be simply the effect of the difference between the 
freight by carrier and fhe freight by train ? Exactly.
1295. Do you believe that tbe direct route is tbe right route from Marrabri? Certainly not. If. is 
radically wrong.
129G. Perhaps you will tell us why you think it is ? Our siation is 30 miles from Millie. This year I 
sold 30,000 sheep, sent away ],500 bales of wool, and sold 3,000 cattle. Jf the railway comes to 
Millie all teat produce would come to Millie, but I would never tbink of sending it fo a station on the “ red ” 
line, because I would have fo send it 50 miles by road to the station, and then have fo pay the extra 
carriage by rail (40 miles) to Narrabri, making a total distance of 90 miles, whereas the distance 
from our station to Marrabri direct is 60 miles.
1297. How did you send it this wear ? Into Marrabri West.
1298. By which road ? By Boolcarrol.
1299. All? A portion of it went by Boolcarrol to Gurleigh Point and up Ihe river (bat wav, and a 
portion went through Millie, but it is an unusual thing to send it by Millie It is onlv in an exceptional 
case that it comes this way. In all other years it has all gone by Boolcarrol and Gurleigh Point,
1300. From Muugycr to Marrabri it is 60 miles ; from Mung) cr to Millie it is 30 miles ; aud from Millie 
to the railway it is—how far? I suppose it is 15 miles. T would have to send mv stuff 45 miles from 
tho station to the railway, and 40 miles by train to A'arrabri, as against 60 miles bv the road from the 
siation to Narrabri ’West, ft would not pay me to do tlial. It would not be feasible for me to send mv 
stock or produce on to tbe straight line at all. I would prefer to send it to Marrabri West.
1301. In your opinion, .does that also apply to the Angledool. Collarendabri, and Mogil Mogiltraffic ?
Undoubtedly so. I am satisfied that tbey would not fake advantage of the straight line, but would rather 
send their stock and wool into Narrabri West. But if a railway were constructed from A'arrabri as far 
west as it could be taken, they would all take advantage of it. Within a radius of 50 miles of my place 
there are at the very least 10,000 bales of wool coming in. *
1302. Tou realise, however, that it would mean a longer carriage for the stuff to the north of Moree? I 
think they could well afford to pay the larger freight, because tho greatest number m Ibis district would 
reap tbe benefit of the railway by this route.
1303. Ton believe the western traffic is more important than the other ? Tee ; tbe richest and best- 
populated portion oi tbe district is the country to the west of Millie.
1304. Of coimse, the locking of the Darling would alter all that? Jt would do us no good. It would 
injure the country to do it.
1305. Have you any knowledge of the formation of this country—is it a cretaceous formation ? I think
it is doubtful. ■
13UG. Are there any artesian bores in tbe district ? None nearer than between Collarendabri and 
Angledool.
1307. Is that a success ? Yes ; but it was a doubtful bore when lho Government put it down.
1308. It has been a success though ? Tes,
1309. Tou regard auy statement with respect to artesian water as being problematical ? Undoubtedly so.
1310. Mr. 0 SttUivan^] Tou appear fo think that, the arguments for the travelling slock route or Gurleigh 
Point route are very much stronger than the arguments for fhe direct route? Undoubtedly so. because 
so large a number of stock and so many more persons would be able to take advantage of the railway.
1311. Do you think a larger irade will be done by that route than by the direct route ? Ear larger.
1312. Asa set-off against that route you would load the cost of taking wool and stores, say to the Queens
land border, to which point the line may eventually go, by about 6 miles more carriage on ihe one side 
and 13 miles on tbc other;—do you think the advantages winch are offered by tbe superior district to be 
served by this route would be counterbalanced by that disadvantage? Tes; from a national point of 
view I think that the greatest number ought to be served. In my opinion the policy of the Government 
should bo to construct a railway for the convenience of the public and for revenue purposes, 1 think a 
railway brought westward in the direction yon indicate would serve both these purposed.
1313. Tt must be palpable that a line by the Gurleigh Point route would ver}' materially affect the welfare 
of the town of Narrabri ? I think that is problematical. I ihink it is fairly arguable whether it would 
or not.
1314. Docs it not stand to reason that if it starts from Narrabri "West, and misses Marrabri, A’arrabri will
be left out in the cold, and become isolated ? I do not tbink so. Tbe railway must como past Marrabri 
at sometime or other, I tbink that in constructing tbe railway the convenience of tbc public should be 
shudied, 1315,
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1315. At tho panic time do you think it is right and proper to take the line in such a way that it may Mr. A. Hill, 
utterly destroy a thriving town, simply to serve a few more people out m the west? But I do not think 
it will utterly destroy a thming town, I think it is a very arguable point whether it will affieet .Narrabri 22 ^ov->1™3, 
in uny form. ■
1310. Would it not inevitably affect i(s trade? It might for a time, hut it would got hack to its proper 
posilion. ft affected (Singleton, Quirindi, and all those towns for a year or two, but they afterwards got 
hack to their proper position. There is good country out to the east of Narrabri, and the Narrabri 
distinct would become self-supporting.
1317. Js there not a marked difference between the cases of Singleton and Quirindi, which are both on 
tho railway line, and tho case of Narrabri, which will be left 2 miles distant from lho line? It would go 
through Narrabri West.
131S. It might create a town at Narrabri West, but if it did it would be to the detriment of Narrabri 
proper? 1 do not know. Two Tanners Unions’sales are held weekly in Narrabri, and the produce 
comes principally from the east of Narrabri.
1310. I ask you, as an old colonist, whether the general interest of tho people would not bo better served 
by the direct route, with a branch iu the future, from Woolabrar to Collarendabri, to serve all the district 
in which you say greater progress is being made, than by this “ boomerang ” line via Gurleigh Point ?
No; I think that in the interests of the public, and from a national point of view-, fhe proper line to 
construct is a lino f/ff Gurlcigh Point. After a residence of thirty years in the district, and with a 
thorough acquaintance with its interests in every respect, that is my honest and firm opinion.
1320. O/iairman.] Are you familiar with the country on the east of the “ red” line ? J know it well.
1321. Uight up to the ranges ? Yes.
1322. What is the nature of that country ? It is not very good. It is scrub country generally.
1323. It is higher than the country on the west of the line, and consequently is likely to be drier? There ‘ 
is a greaior rush of water at the beads of these creeks than (here is down here. It comes down with a 
great rush, but spreads gradually over the land here. T may say that a larger number of sheep were lost 
iu the vicinity of Gurley in tho 18£10 flood than about hero.
132 l. That implies that it would be more easy to bridge tho streams where they arc confined within the 
banks than to construct viaducts over a number of miles of flooded country ? Wc cannot call this country, 
from hf rc to Narrabri, flooded country.
3 323. Your remarks seem to imply that there is a great rush of water at the heads of the creeks, but that 
to the west of the line the water spreads out and loses its velocity ? There is such a large area for the 
water to spread over.
332G. I suppose you boliev'o that the £I red” line would be less expensive to construct Ilian a lino by the 
travelling stock route ? If the Commissioners for Baihvays say that it will I will bow to their opinion at 
once.
1327. Do you think that if the “rod” line is constructed, the land to the east will be brought into 
occupation for agricultural purposes ? A portion of it might, but I do not think that any great area will 
be brought into use.
3323. You think that at the present lime, and for all time to come, the laud to the west will yield a 
greater quantity of produce than 1 he land to the east? 1 am certain it will It is different country 
altogether up that way. The richest country we have in the district is to tho west of the “red” line.
1329. Do you know from how far north the present trade comes to Narrabri station? It comes from
Bulatnon station via Mungindi. ,
1330. How far is that into Queensland ? About 25 miles.
.1331. Taking a line more due north from Moree, liow far into Queensland do you draw trade now? I 
think you only draw trade from one station furthrr north—from Wciltown.
3332, How far is that inside the border? It is about 12 miles. I do not know of any other station 
further north from which you get a bale of wool.
1333. Suppose wo extend the terminus to Moree, which fakes the railway system GO odd miles further 
north, do you tbink that wc shall push our trade a corresponding distance further into Queensland?
Tho country is nil bad, and there is no stock there to push out for. 1
1334. You think wc are drawing to our extreme limit—tho Queensland irade ? I do ; there are only two
stations between Mungindi and SI George now. The country on tho Queensland side of Goondiwindi is 
all scrub, useless for sheep and all that sort of tiling, and they get within 150 miles from Goondiwindi 
with tlmir own railway. '
3335. Tho great volume of Queensland trade would come in, via Collarendabri? You get a tremendous 
quantity of Queensland wool by that way, whereas you get a comparatively small quantity by Mungmdi 
and Goondiwindi.
133G. You think that if the railway system is extended it should go in a westerly direction rather than 
iu a northerly direction, towards Oollarendabri rather than towards Goondiwindi ? I consider that from 
the natai-e of the country, and the considerably severe floods that have occurred in that portion of the 
border country between Moree, and Mungindi, and Goondiwindi, it would be impossible or nearly 
impossible to put a railway out there. 1 may say that in 1890 two or three stations adjoining Mungindi 
lost 200.000 or 300,000 sheep by floods alone.
1337. Do yon think that the extension of the railway to Moree is likely to greatly increase the products 
of our on n territory between Moreo and the border, or is that country" fully developed now ? It is fairly 
fully developed.
1338. Is it capable of very much expansion? If the leases are thrown open I think it is fairly capable 
of expansion.
1339. To fhe extent of 100 per cent, more than it is developed? 1 should say- about 50 per cent, would
be the greatest expansion which could be expected. .
1330. If wc ate to look to future development in the direction of Collarendabri, and the trade to Queens
land is not likely to be increased, and within the border trade is likely to be increased by only 50 per 
cent., does, not that point to the desirability of only extending the line as far as Gurley station or 
Xci'rnmmgly, and branching off with a lino towards Collarendabri ? No ; to my mind it points to quite 
the opposite thing, because tho branch line would be constructed at a right angle to the main line.
1331. if you construct a line to G urleigh Jfoint, and from G urlcigh Point come wil bin a mile or two of where 
we stand, you would get all the "Walgett traffic, all the Pian Creek traffic, all the Thalaba Creek traffic,

and
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and all the M'oomin traffic ? I may say that on our stations within the Last two years 80.000 acres of 
22 Not 1S93 r ^ been alienated, and not one of these selectors would derive a particle of benefit from the ‘Ted” 

■' ‘ une, while they would derive an immense advantage from a line via Gurleigh Point,
1342. If your present contention is correct, then a line should be constructed from Xarrabri "West, via 
Gurleigh Point, to a point not further north than Millie, and then branch off towards Collarendabri? 
Ko ; it should branch off from Gurleigh Point.
1343. That ■would leave Millie out ? No ; it would go on to Millie and Moree.
1344. Does not Collarendabri lie almost due west from Millie? Yes ; about 80 miles west.
1345. Therefore, if you are going to Gurleisrh Point, Collarendabri from that point would lie in a north
westerly direction P J think it would. What 1 propose is a line to go from Karrabri West, via Ourleioh 
Point, and the travelling stock route to Moree, with a future extension from Gurleigh Point to 
Collarendabri, I think it would be better to take the Colkreudabn branch further north to escape the 
floods on the Barwon. In my opinion, the line from Gurleigh Point ought to come within a few miles of 
the west of where we are.
1346. Wopld not that be doing what yon said just now was objectionable—would it not be faking the 
line at a right angle from Kerramingly to Karrabri ? Ko ; it would not. It would go from Gurleigh 
Point to Collarendabri, and not from Millie
1347. You have been pointing out that the volume of trade now is all west of Millie ? Yes.
1348. And that it is towards Collarendabri we ought to look lor an increase in the volume of our trade 
from the Queensland border ? Exactly.
1349. If that is so, why should wc go any further than Gurleigh Point in this direction—why should we 
not aim for Collarendabri, ria Gurlcigh Point, from Narrabri West, instead of going up north? 1 
behove there is a difficulty on account of tlie floods in getting to the Barwon about Collarendabri.
1350. Therefore you propose to go further north with the view of escaping the flooded country ? Yes ; 
and by going further north bringing it nearer to Moree and certainly nearer to Millie.
1351. Tlie Morce people would be bettcr served, wmuld they not, if the line were only extended, whether 
i-. travclIinS stockiroute or this route, as far as Kerramingly ? No ; I think it ought to go to Moree.

1352. But if the volume of trade is not from the north, why should we run out that extra 2u or 30 miles 
of lino? This country is unsuitable for making roads, and the cheapest possible road you can 
provide botweeu here and Moree js a railway. This^is one of the largest and best pastoral districts in 
New South 'Wales, ft has contributed an immense amount to the revenue, and it is really impossible for 
us to make a road except in the form of a railway.
1353. You do not amtieipate that if a railway is made there would he any saving to the State in the way
ot a decreased subsidy ? "We have had nothing spent on the roads. If we had had our just due, like 
some districts have had, it would be a very great saving, but we have had very little money spent on the 
roads. The mud along the travelling stock route after an inch of rain is so tenacious that it is hardly 
possible to get along on wheels, while by going up into the mountains there is a large quantity of sand 
aud gravelly country where they can travel. ’
1354. Are you aware that this district has consumed from £5,000 to £6,000 per annum in connection
with its roads ? The Liverpool Plains district or the G-wydir district, hut not the district of which Millie 
is the centre. That is a very small sum, however, to spend iu comparison with the large area of the 
district. °

THURSDAY, 23 NOVEMBER, 1893.
[The Sectional Committee met at the “ Royal Mail Hotel,” Millie, at 9 a.m.]

■jprrsmi:—
JACOB GARRARD, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. William Henry Suitor. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

William McCourt, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Henri- Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Mr. Alfred Hill, grazier, near Millie, sworn, and further examined :—
Mr. A. Hill. 1355. Chairman.'] 1 understand that you desire to amend your evidence ? The line I advocate starts 

9'Tv^ioo') ^r0m ■^an,;!kri West, via Gurleigh Point; goes to the westward of Millie 14 miles, and then goes on to 
1 0T'' ' Moreo, with possibly, in the future, a branch from Gurleigh Point to Collarendabri. 1 believe 1 stated

last night that it was 35 miles from Mogil Mogil to Collarendabri. I find that the distance is from 15 to 
18 miles.

Mr. Richard Cribb, drover, Millie, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. K. Cribh 1356. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? T am a drover.
avv^^isoa ^avo J011 in the district long ? J have been travelling on this side of the country since 1853.

j. cv., 93. 1358, Jfr. Suitor.] You desire to give some information with regard to the different roads ihat run from 
Moree to Narrabri? I never knew any dry-weather road. We have never had a dry-weather road.
1359. It was stated by a witness at Narrabri that there is a road known as the dry-weather road? 1 
have uot heard of it.
1360. It w-as also stated by this same witness that there is a road known as the wet weather road? I 
have been travelling this road off and on since 1853, and 1 was never stopped with sheep, except, of course, 
when the water was up in tho creeks. You can always get sheep along from here to Narrabri.
1361. You are not prepared to admit that there is a dry weather road or a wet weather road ? No.
There is no main road under that range that you can travel. Tbev can stop you at any point until you 
get past Edgeroi on to apiece of road tbey cut to go over to Rocky Creek. They can stop you on Guriev 
and Edgeroi. ” ^
1362. Have you over travelled the traveling stock route from here to Narrabri in wet weather ? Yes.
13G3-4 And you have alw-ays been able to get along, except when the creeks were flooded? Yes. The 
water does not stop long. 1365.
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13C.J. How long ? According to what rain has fallen in the ranges. Sometimes you may have to wait Mr. R. Cribb. 
two or three days—perhaps not more than twenty-four hours. -n
1366. The delay is never very great at any time ? No. S3 Nov., 1893.
1367. The travelling stock route, except in very wet weather, is virtually an open road for stock travellin0'
from here to Narrabri ? Yes. a
1368. Do you know anything about the floods which have occurred in other parts of the district ^ Yes •
1 remember the floods in 1870 and in 1864.
1369. Did those floods do a great amount of damage ? Yes ; in places.
1370. In what places P There was seme great damage done over here in the ranges, A man and his 
team were washed away.
1371. Chairman.] What do you call “ in the ranges Terry-Hie-Hie ? Between here and Gurley. Lots
ot sheep have been drowned on Edgeroi and Gurley by the great rush, and J believe a lot of sheep were 
drowned on Tyeannah. ' 1
1372. In what floods were those sheep drowned ? In the 1890 floods.
1373. That was the flood which was all over the Bourke country ? Yes.
13/4. i hat is the last big flood you have had ? Yes. There is a great rush of water down from the
mountains. The closer you get to the mountains the greater the force of the water. When it gets down 
here it spreads—it has no force.
1375. Mr. Davies.] What is the largest number of sheep you have ever taken to Narrabri ? 'Two thousand 
seven hundred.
1376. How long did it take you ? It is according to whether I have to push along or not. I could go
from here to Narrabri in about fire days very nicely, but as a rule I take about seven days.
1377. Would that be in fine weather ? Tn any weather it can be done in seven days.

baTe never b6?11 absolutely blocked in taking your sheep through ? The last time I was 
blocKod it was on the plains on this side of Narrabri. I could not get over to the boiling-down works 
You could not get near Narrabri.
13/9. Is there very much difference between the character of the country along the travelling stock 
route and the character of the country m the mountains ? Yes. Dp there, if the creeks were up, the 
water would wash things away very quickly ; but down here it spreads over the flat, and becomes shallow 
aud quite still.
ioo?‘ 5t°i ltll0'T aboilt tlle proposed line ? Yes ; I know a good deal of the ground.
1381. Winch route, m your judgment, would bo the best one to serve the district P The travellino- stock 
route. °
1382. You are aware that the travelling stock route is a great deal longer than the “red" route p It is 
not a groat deal longer.
1383. Supposing it is 5£ or 6 miles longer, which route do you think would be most likely to afford the 
greatest convenience to tho holders and settlers in the district ? The travelling stock route.
1384. As regards the cost of construction, is there any great difference between the character of the 
country on the travelling stock route, and the character of the country on the “ red” route? Yes.
1385. It is represented that tho travelling stock route passes through rotten country, which is lower, and 
is therefore more subject to flood than the country along the “red" route;—is it not rotten country ? 
lou bog for a certain distance, but still you can get along. On the sandy country when it gets thoroughly

i ^-ou cou^ not drive a railway over the rotten sandy country in wet weather.
138b. You know the country through which the proposed line goes thoroughly ? Yes.

^ m!lcb tllatl t!le travelling stock route ? It is higher in places, but not a great lot.
voon ^Ut 13 hlg\Cr ? Jn ?ome Places is a little bit bigb0r, but in other places it is level.

” t>011 baTOur tbe_travelling stock route ? Yes ; because it is better than the other.
1390. jJecuuse you think it would serve a larger number of free selectors and settlers ? Yes 

■ 139 ].; Mr- O'Sullivan.] I understand you to say that, although you have been here since 1853,"as a drover, 
you have never heard any one talk of a dry weather road or a wet weather road from Narrabri to Moree? 
JNot until i beard it mentioned last night.
1392. You, as a drover, have travelled principally the present road to Moree ? I have travelled from 
Moree to Narrabri down the Thalaba.
J333- bbas 'vet weather prevented you from travelling the present road from Narrabri to Moree ? No. 
1394. You are still able to travel the road in wet weather? Yes.
139o. If any one has sworn at Narrabri that a distinction is made between the two roads, and that the 
roads are known as the dry weather road, and the wet weather road, he has simply given his own opinion ? 
les ; I never heard of any such distinction being made.
Ian* 5° y°U b“ow ™uS,l,of country to the west of Millie, going towards Collarendabri? A good deal.
i onl- ^aVe Ii°U travelled tbat road vcry much ? Yes; from here down to the Barwon, and up all those creeks
1398. Does tlie country improve as you go out further ? Yes.
1399. Are there moro settlers out that way? There are a good few settlers aud squatters.
1400. Are there many of them whether they be squatters or selectors ? There are a good few squatters
and selectors all down Burran Creek. 1
1401. Is it the kind of country in which settlement is likely to go in the future? Yes.
1402. Is it more likely to go to that side than to the east side—towards the mountains ? Yes.
1403. Do you know the mountain country pretty'well? A good deal of it.
1401. Have you travelled through the scrub ? Yes.
1405. Is the country near the scrub, or anywhere adjacent, fit for agricultural settlement? I do not 

" 13 much good for agriculture. I never knew any one to cultivate at any of the stations.
1406, Is the country towards the mountains as fit for settlement as the country towards the west? Ble-s
you, no, J
1407. Mr. Dawson.] Do you know Terry-IIie-Hie ? Yes,
1408. This “red ” route goes through that station, does it not? There is the road, you know, which was
marked aud cleared to go to Bocky Creek. You can get on to Bowman’s Creek, and get down to Terrv- 
Mie-Hie. ° ^
1409. You know the country on the range ? Yes.
1410. Have you ever known that country to be very wet or flooded ? It gets very wet at times.

1411.
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Mr. E. Cribb. 1411. You saj that when it gets wet it is even worse than tho plains ? Yes: it is boggy.
1412. It is what they call “ spewy ” land ? Yes.

23 Nov.. 18D3. p^ig. ;g jj^g mountain country generally in Yew South "Wales ? Yes.
1414. Mr. ]£wing.~\ Do you know the direct line which has been surveyed from Moree to Yarrabri ? I 
have never followed the line right through, but I know all the country.
1415. Can you tell us definitely whether any timber suitable for railway sleepers can be got adjacent to
the “red ” hue? Yo ; yon could not get a tree. ■ ' -
141G. Within how far could it be got P You might get some at Bowman’s Creek.
1417. How far is that? I suppose it would be over 20 miles.
1418. Bowman’s Creek is a tributary of Wee Waa or Tyeannah Creek? Yes.
1419. Having an intimate knowledge of the locality, you are perfect^ sure that there is uo timber to be 
got within 20 miles of this line ? Yo; you can get belar which is no good, and the coolabah is hollow.
1420. Were you over in Goondiwindi ? Yes. ■
.1421. .And Kunopia ? Once.
.1422. Do you know the Queensland country beyond tbat ? Yo; I do not know much of tlie country 
pseept going straight along towards St. George.
1423. Is that good country ? Yo ; it is barren scrub with litile ridges.
1424. Taking a line from Mungindi on tbe west, and a lino from Goondiwindi on the north-east, do you 
know that part of the country in Queensland lying between those two points ? I do not know much 
about it.
1425. You cannot say whether much traffic would come from that country ? A good deal of stock comes 
from that way.
1420. You do not know it intimately ? Yo.
1427. Supposing you were at Mungindi, and the terminus of the railway was at Moree, and you were 
bringing sheep down, where would you make for if the sheep wore going to Sydney ? Yarrabri.
142S. Even although the terminus was at Morce ? Yes.
1429. Why ? Because there would be a better road to travel.
1430. How far is it from Mungindi to Moree? T could not say exactly.
1431. Supposing it were twice as far to Yarrabri as it was to Moree? It would all depend on whether 
the owner of the stock was in a hurry to truck them or not. It pays the owners sometimes to delay stock 
on a good run-
1432. But as a rule you make to the nearest place ? If you want to hit a market quickly.
1433. And if it is half the distance from Mungindi to Moree that it is from Mungindi to Yarrabri, yon 
would go to Morce, 1 presume ? Yea. if it were only half tho distance. If it were anything near the 
distance I would sooner go to Yarrabri.
1434. Do you know Mogil Mogil ? Yo.
1435. Angledool ? Yes. A great lot of sheep come from Anglodooh 
143(5. More than come from the north ? I think so.

Mr. James Fingloton, publican and granier, near Ylillie, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. 1437. Chairmnn.] "What is your occupation? I am a publican and grazier, at Little Bumble, 5 miles off.

J. Fingleton. ] igig, j/r Daviess.'] Are you an old resident ? 1 have resided here forty-two years,
1439. Then you know every part of the district ? 1 believe so. 

ov-! ■ •1440. Are you familiar with the the “red'1 line? Fairly well.
1411. You know the country through which it passes? Yes.
1442. You know the travelling stock route well ? Yes.
1443. Is there much difference behicen the character of the country on the two routes for railway 
making ? There is a little. There is a lot of timber on the “red” route, but there is no timber on tho 
travelling stock route.
1444 But the country is much the same? It is not quite so good on the “red” route as it is on the
travelling stock route. There is not so much of the country—there is more barren land on the “red ” route. 
1445. Do you think a line by tbe travelling stock route would cost very much more than a line by tho 
“red” route? I do not think so I cannot sec why it should.
1410. Is tho land much lower and subject to flood on the travelling stock rente ? Yot very much.
1447. "Would you be surprised to learn that the Engineer-in-Chief for Bail ways estimates that a railway by 
the travelling slock route would cost at least £500 a mile more than a railway hy the “ red” route ? I am 
not aware of his estimate, but I know that there is any amount of timber fit for sleepers opposite 
Gurleigh l-’oint. whereas there is no timber on this line.
1448. What is the nature of the limber you spoke of ? It is no good for sleepers.
1449. Is there no ironbark on tbe “ red’" line ? Yot fit for sleepers. You cannot get a pile for abridge.
1450. Your roads through the district are very indifferent? In wet weather they are.
1451. Would it not bo very costly to make roads through a district of this character ? It would.
1452. "Would it not be much more practical and cheaper in tlie end to make a light railway through the 
district ? I believe it would.
1453. Asa main road rather than a macadamised road? Yes.
1454. Are you aware that the £' red ” line is estimated to cost £2,400 a mile? I read a statement to that 
effect m the newspapers.
14 55. Do you think a good macadamised road could be made for that money ? I have had no experience 
m making roads or railways. J know there is nothing to make roads with hardly.
14iG. There is no ballast lo be got? There is any amount at Galathera and Bald Hill.
14 57. What is the greatest flood you have had during your time? The 1804 flood was the greatest 
general flood we have bad. It was all over the country.
1-158. To what extent was the travelling stock routeaffccled by thatgreatflood ? In no way; I travelled 
it m 1SG4.
1459. You not through ? Easily.
1-160. Were you travelling witli sheep, or were you travelling on horseback? J was on horseback. I 
have resided on ibis creek Dr fourteen years, and in 1890 in the height of the flood I could ride across 
ther creek . 14G1.
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23 Not. ,1893.

' ^}iere (]ocs ib empty itself? Into Waterloo 'Creek. .....
some iutothe She^1100 CreCk °mpty itSClf? Tnt° tlie Moomiu or Tlialftba some SoeB into 0116 an* J‘ rin*M°n-

i Water dl8i'!",!™teR ^self pretty well over the whole surface ? Yes
Ubi. It is uo great depth ? No.
™Lf0iS5c™”l“"rvou'd“ol,,"‘1‘'1 ““ ™!u”,c °f Tters 10 * s-x-

1S90 nt w” "Tf ”Or0 Tfine? 'vitl'in il’l! 1 bdi6v8 ■* '™ula- I liio* flmt into on an T W t Statl011f,was nef J)r away, aud a man was drowned. I live 20 miles below that
station a id I had sheep on the creek, but I lost no sheep because the water spread out.
fTpo' tt he3'0'rei-o you located on tlie creek ? Between hero and Big Bumble.
1469 You thSt tLtOtl,llC0T1Tu?rCe fr°m the fl0.0ds ' : 1 w;ls on thc ^a^lling stock route.
I amsure thte\iiul.ter0 W1 ' ^ praBtlCal di{riCUlty 111 c0118,'ract™g railway aloug that route?

hl tbai/30ut" r.11 ,Sivc morG Butiafaction and be a greater convenience to the 
lanA. cd 111 he dls,'nci' ? 1 thmk Sft i according to this map, it is all conditionally purchased

l!ie r 111 t,lat Wue ^nt^'portion of Ihe map is occupied laud; every
oriZaTholdtt f 1 ‘\Bt?temcut t0 c^ct that tho selections had reverted to tho
original DoJaers, but I assert that not L m 50 has.
reufe I*1- Which ,WOulJd be ,0f Pe™ce t0 i,ic Committee ? Thc travelling stock

™d. "ih ? 1 •** ii“i 5t»ck«® ^ ^ *«

dreverf and‘ol?^ n.',1twitll.8ta’ldillS the railway may be taken direct from Narrabri to Moree tho 
\VOl?r f rvneia "l11 Prefcr ^ g° dong the travelling stock route? I do, Messrs. Richards and

+ravel,led(tbci" cattle from Moree to Homebusb. A drover above mv place,
1^1 lire f 0J- S Uomebush. started yesterday with another lot. 1
14/4. \\ hat is the distance ? Pour hundred miles.
.14/o. “What sort of stock ? Pat cattle.
1476. Wouldit improve the stock to travel that disl ancc ? I do not know
Narrab^Leanse+h^rari|Cim thCy tha1, dis1^CC with stoek ri'liC^ "'i11 dways be able to go to 
iNariabii. because there mil be no carriers on the road to eat the grass.
still in'the bnXrf ]3°i1 :inde0rEiarnd V U t01say ilm d] thia alienated land, according to the map, is 
still in the hands of the selectors ? .[ behove that not ono out of every fifty has sold out. I could
^°4tl0fra gtTat lmriVf se5ect,0M- 1 know tkat t!iey arc substantial and good holders 
14/.t. Have you ever heard of any of them selling out ? No.
J4ffo°oAS™v of Jr Can aTO electors, and likely to be permanent ? I am sure that
a good many of them are. ] could mention a great many of them if yon like 
14bl. Are they all doing well ? As far as 1 know they are. '

,1Cal'ly f the ";aximam area of 2,560 acres ? Throe limes that area most of them have.
145.. But each man can hare only 2,560 acres ? Some have 10,000 acres.
14S1. lou refer to a family group ? Yes.

l(verjr? u anxiouft0 Sot tlie fdl limit ? Not a single one has a single selection.
tl,”t ? T’™ th~d ,ire “ - <—»

.1497. Have they a ring fence ? Yes. 0 .
UkO SiTidi?g fenr0S -1 ^,>0rc they baTe t0 lmt lbem’ aild t]iev are fdlv improved. .

m,1 ?allty family selections are moderate sized runs ? Yes.
i im to ’S ^ klIl.t °d selcetion which appears to thrive best in the district? I believe so 
t too i- y°U V10""the c?untl7 to the west of Millie towards Oollarendabri ? Yes 
14J2. Is it good country for grazing settlement ? Jt could not be beaten.
sure there wdL 6 7 t0 1)0 ^ Bcttle,nent oufc tllat way M £°031 »8 the leases arc thrown open? I am 

tho map'sth0re ^lan<1 there whio11 ’S °peU to selection ? T oppose there is; but I have not noticed
1 Jflr vv^n land n0t 1>eCn 3ett1led ul)on ? T’wplo arc not going out there. It is too dry.

•***",01,'ere"‘T»' “
J™1 Ifhy jf 11 tbat we kavo di this uncolourcd portion on this map ? It is a long way back
1494.. Are they picking out tho best pieces now ? Certainly.
there? Tam surefbey wiB.“ ^ leaSeh°IdSar° tWn °pen th°y wiU makc a Tush for tbc best 

1500. Therefore you anticipate some rush of settlement ? Yes
“ ,m** se“,0"e'rt' -* lha‘M‘ —

•1502. Hid you ever hear of auy dummies up this way ? Certainly.
1503. In which direction ? Out on Liverpool Plains, and all along the Namoi, where they have all sold

! - n-' -m1™11" aWay th0 wcst'val’d ? 1 !l^'e keai'd nf it there, but I have never seen it proved vet
proved”14 ^ °Ue 6 56 ^ ^ ]t proved? 1 ilavc Wd of ^ butl 110 110t kn°'v that it has been

evoiw TOr)Uire ^”8 settlement is settlement by dummies, and tbat more than two out of
eieiy 100 are Belling out? That is my opinion.
abmit WllCn d°eS thC W°01 USUfll!y COmC down by the toams ? 14 commences to come down

t rnn' V C°mT u°TU bGtwaen Augusfc and Christmas P I have seen it come down in March and April. 
ir?A wv1 ],|' C !tdoes- Lvcry year I have soon wool come down in March. P '
iolO. When is the wet season here? That is very hard to say. We do not get rain regularly

1511.
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Mr. 1511. "Would it be wet from March to August, or from August to March ? "We never have too much 
J. Fiugleton. rfl}D here unless it is in the winter,

1512, Your winter months are jour wet months ? I suppose so. . _ .
23Nov,, 1893. 4543, Does the wool come down in the spring and summer, and is the winter, as a rule, the time you 

get your rain? I suppose we do get more rain in the winter. The wool, of course, comes in the wool 
season—from duly to March. _
1514. Chairman'] Is there anything else you would liho to state P Ho.

Mr, dames Duff, hotelkeeper and grazier, Millie, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. J. Duff. 1515. Chairman] You are a hotelkeeper and a grazier residing at Millie ? Yes.

1516. How long have you resided in the district ? About twenty-seven years. _
23Not., 1893.1517, Mr. O'Sullivan] During your long experience have yon ever heard people distinguish between 

these roads by calling one the wet weather road and the other the dry weather road ? Hevcr ; and I have 
been droving stock for so many years.
1518. In a wet season, is it possible for stock and travellers to get along ihe road at a fair rate of speed. 
Without the slightest trouble, unless you come to a creek which is in flood, and yen have no bridge.
1519. There is a road at the back, along the foot hills of the mountain, that leads to Moree? Yes. I 
have heard of it, but I have never travelled it. _
1520. Is it travelled at all ? Very seldom, I think.
1521. Do people go to Moree bv that way ? No. They simply go round there when they are not sure 
of getting grass here.
1522. Do they go to Bingara hy that way ? Yes. _
1523. That road appears to join another road coining out from Moree at the back of Gurley ? Yes; it ie 
merelv a road for grass in flood time.
1524. "in flood time, does the water collect on this plain country here, aud offer any serious impediment to 
travelling ? No.
1525. Does the water lie bug on the low land ? Not to my experience, which extends over twenty-seven
years. It might lie there for a few hours ; twelve hours, or thereabouts. _
1526. Can you say anything about the timber iu this neighbourhood? A good deal. There is no timber 
at all in this district.
1527. Not even in the mountains P I mean between here and Gurley. All the scrub between here and
Gurley and Dobikin I have searched, and 1 have had to ride perhaps half a day to get a couple of dozen 
posts for a gate. ,
1523. Where is the nearest timber to tlie eastward ? The only place I have heard of is over the biamoi.
1529. That would be to the south-east or south ? Yes.
1530. You refer to the Pilliga Norest? Yes.
1531. Is there any ironbark at all np here ? Nothing worth mentioning ; not as much as you can get a.
round post out of. I have ridden every inch of tbe country between Gurley and Dobikin and here. I have 
not ridden over tbe couniry between Gurley and Terry-Hie-Hie to a groat extent, but there is no such 
thing as getting a couple of posts in this country. ■ ,
1532. How far is the furthest point of Gurley from this line ? I presume it is about 28 miles.
1532if. How far is Terry-Hie-Hie ? We call it 35 miles from here. _
1533* I understand you to say tbat from your long experience, having travelled on the other side_ of the 
line and knowing the country well, you are of opinion that there is no timber which could be utilised in 
the construction of a railway ? Not one stick, I believe.
1534. You have never seen any ironbark here ? Not a stick tbat would be of any use. _
1535. I understand you to say that that applies to the country at least 13 miles from the other side of

■ the line—would 13 or 15 miles from tho other side of the “ red-’ line take you to the foot of the
mountains ? I think it would take you very uear the mountains.
1536. Have you been to the mountains ? 'flight up to them.
1537. Is there any timber there ? No; very "little. I have ridden over the mountains before there was 
ever a fence between here and there.

• 153S. Mr. McCourt] Have you had any experience in splitting railway sleepers ? Iso not a deal.
> 1530. Are you aware that the railway construction branch propose to use split sleepers instead of dressed

sleepers on this line ? No.
1540. Do you think that they can get undressed split sleepers delivered at 2s. Gd. on the line as they
estimate ? No ; not in this part of the country. _
1541. Not anywhere along the line ? No ; 1 am quite confident they could not. _
1542. At what price do you think they could get split sleepers supplied? The timber is not there "for
them to get the sleepers. .
1543. At what price do you think unadzed ironbark sleepers of the usual size may be supplied? That is
out of my latitude. I am positive they could get no timber there. _
1544. If you tbink tbat tbey cannot get the sleepers supplied at 2s. Gd., at what price do you think they
can be got? I am not well enough up in thc subject to say. _
1545. You are well enough up in the subject to say that the sleepers cannot be supplied at 2s. 6d.,
surely you can form an estimate of tbe price at which they can be supplied? I do not tbink tbey can 
get the sleepers for twice that snm. _ ■ 1 1
1546. If two sleeper-cutters at Narrabri have sworn that sleepers can be supplied at 3s. in tbe rough,
tbat statement is not correct, in your opinion? I do not believe it is. ^ _ ■
1547. Mr. Dawson] Could sleepers be got at 3s. for that line anywhere about Narrabri? _ I.think there 
is plenty of timber to be got about Narrabri. There is a beautiful belt of timber in that district.
1548. You mean to say that they might get sleepers at 3s. from there, but tbat it is not possible to get
them anywhere between Narrabri and Moree ? Yes. _ ,
.1549. The sleepers may be got elsewhere, and delivered on the line at 3s, ? Yes, at Narrabri end only.
1550. Chairman] Yon constructed a dam lately near your place ? Yes.
1551. And the mail coaches run over it ? Yes.
1552. Js that hank so consolidated that it is perfectly safe in wet or dry weather to run vehicles over
it? Yes. ' 1553.
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1553. Docs any embankment, of tljis black soil soon, dry and make a hard road in wet or dry weather ? ^r' 31mH.
Yes ; it is perfectly safe in wet or dry weather. '
1554. If the railway is constructed along the travelling stock roulc, and a small embankment is thrown “3 t'0''.,. 1BQJ. 
up, and 3 inches of ballast are put under tbe rails, do you tbink that will be sufficient to make a good,
solid road for tlie train to run over? Yes.
1555. You do not think that in wet weather 3 inches of ballast would disappear into the embankment? No.
1556. What other traffic goes over the dam ? 'A lot of loaded wool teams.
1557. Jn wet weather does it cut up very much ? No.
1558. Your experience is that if the railway is taken by the travelling stock route with an ordinary 
embankment, and with 3 inches of ballast, it will be sufficient ta secure the safe running of the trains? Yes.
1559. You have had a largo experience in dealing with black soil? I have.
1560. Although your water supply depends largely on the dam, you have no hesitation in allowing 
vehicular traffic to pass over thc dam in any weather ? None whatever.
156L. If the “ red ” route is adopted, and you desire to use the railway, which station would be the most 
convenient for you—Woolabrar, Gurley, or Tyeannah ? I would certainly tap the line at Narrabri.
1562. _ Why ? Because I consider that if the line runs straight through from Narrabri to Moreo it will 
bo ruination to the whole district,
1563. Would you prefer to go 40 odd miles by road to Narrabri rather than go 15 miles to thc “ red
line? I would; because the difference in carriage by team would more than compensate for difference 
in distance to railway station, and a distance of 20 miles more or less is of little account by team though 
expensive by rail. ■
15G4. Is not that rather like cutting off your nose to spite your face ? No. I consider it would be ruina
tion if thc line went under those mountains, as the country is of no use to anybody.
1565. But you must be utterly ruined now, when you are 40 miles away from the terminus, if you call 
15 miles away from a line ruination ? I would tap thc line at Narrabri.

. 15G6. Is there not a good deal of sentiment in that statement;—is it reasonable to suppose tbat you would 
not avail yourself of a railway within 15 miles of your door ? No.
15G7. Mr. Damon^ Why would you go to Narrabri? I often send 8,000 or 10,000 sheep from here in 
a year, and if I had stock to go I would prefer to send them straight to Narrabri.
1568. Surely you can give an intelligent reason for that preference;—is not this the reason—that if you 
went to Narrabri you would have water all the way, and that it' you went the other way there would be 
no water? Tbat has something to do with it. On one route I would have water and a travelling stoek 
route, but on the other I would have neither, unless it were provided.
3569. Where was thc timber got for the different culverts and bridges between Narrabri and Morce ? I 
think it was got out of the district—at Bohemia, on thc other side of Narrabri. ■

Mr. .lolm Hannan Murphy, grazier, near Millie, sworn, and examined:—
3570. Chairman^ What is your occupation ? I am a grazier, residing at the Jews Lagoon, 9 miles to the Mv. 
south-west of Millie. J.IT.Murpliy.
1571. How long have you resided in thc district? About twenty years. /----
1572. Mr. McCourt.'] What is tbe size of your holding? Between my family and myself wc hold a little "8Nov., 1803,
over 30,000 acres. ^ ‘ '
3573. Js it all selected land? Ten thousand acres were purchased, and 20,000 acres were selected.
1574. How many are there in your family? T have only three children living with me, and three children 
are married. ”
3575. Ho you know thc proposed routes for this railway ? Yes,
3576. Which route do you think is thc best to serve the whole district? If agreeable to vou, gentlemen, I 
would make a remark before 3 give an opinion. About four weeks ago, I wrote an official letter to the 
Chief Commissioner of Haihvays, advocating tbe Gurleigh Point line in preference to this “ red” line,
1577. For what reasons ? Because I consider that it would be moro suitable to this large district, aud 
more beneficial to the Colony at large.
3578. Would it get more traffic or serve more people? It would get more traffic, and it would servo 
more people. On tho eastern side of the “ red ” line you have Gurley station. There!very little laud 
of any use to a person on that run, it is all useless country. AH tbe valuable land on that station has 
been secured. Twenty years ago I made a large dam for tlie station, and then, to my own knowledge, all the 
valuable land had been taken up by purchase and selection—nine-tenths of thc station. I consider that 
if thc “ rod ” line is adopted, the purchase of tho land through Gurley, Killarney, and Tyeannah, would 
cost much more than the construction of the line is estimated to cost. *
1579. Ho you know what the resumption of the land is estimated to cost? I consider that the estimate 
is exaggerated. I do not consider that one-sixth of it would be of any use to the public, because all tho 
good land lies on this side. ■
3580. Would not a considerable portion of this land go through reserves and Crown lands ? Yes; but 
it is worthless. 1
1581. Yon say the resumption of the land will cost as much as the construction of thc railway ? I believe
it will. '
1582. Ho you notice that for the most part this line goes through Crown land ? That Crown land is
worthless. '
3583. Therefore no land will be required to be resumed are you aware that it is estimated that the land 
along the line will cost only £7,000 ? I do not know. I know that their estimates are not always correct.
1584. Would not thc Gurleigh Point lino be more expensive than lho “red” lino? It would be much 
less expensive, because the facilities it offers for railway construction would reduce the expense. It has 
a supply of suitable timber for sleepers and tbe railway fence between Gurleigh Point and Baradiue.
1585. The “ red ” line ie not to be fenced, therefore, it would be so much cheaper ? But it will require 
sleepers.
1586. Have you any other reason for supporting the Gurleigh Point line ? Yes. For the last fourteen 
years I have bceu calling for improvements to bo made on the road. Wc have never got a slulliim snent

• J3(«)-F D ° oB
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J H Murphr ■°n roa^- tietween here and Narrabri, but we always got the promise of a railway. This projected lino 
— . ' 11 appears, however, is to be placed in the scrub 20 miles out of the district where there is no valuable

23 Nov 1893 worH1 speaking of.
■' 41587. ]f the “ red ” line is constructed, will you use it ? Kever.

1588. Ton would still continue to go to Narrabri ? I would go on the main road such as it is.
1589. Even if it coats you more to drove your stock ? I know that is the most expensive line. .
1590. Supposing that it would cost you more to send your stock to Narrabri than to take them to a point on 
this line, you would still continue "to go to iS"arrabri ? If 1 were to send the stock to Narrabri, 1 should 
reduce the distance by the railway. If 1 were to take them to G-urley scrub I should have to pay for their 
carriage to Narrabri. I would prefer to take them direct to Harrabri.
1591. Have you any other statement to jnake ? J consider that, owing to the great settlement of the 
people in this part, and the support which one and all would give to the (Jurleigh Point line, it will pay 
50 per cent. Letter than the “ red ’’ line. The “ red ” line would receive only what support will come from 
Gurley station and a few miles from Terry-Hie-llie, whereas here during last August and September, when 
I was at the shed getting my sheep shorn, I counted as many as 40, 70, 80, and 100 loads of wool coming 
by this road every day in succession, which would support the line if there was a station at Boggy Creek. 
Ton could have another station at Big Bumble, and another at Tycannah. 1 know the whole district. I 
worked at Moree for three years. I worked on Gurley station for six months, making a tank. ■ At that time 
they put down a large well to a depth of 120 feet, but the water was quite worthless. The water witli 
which the tanks would be filled at night would be salty in the morning.
1592. What experience have you had of railway construction ? I have ballasted miles of line.
1592J. You know the country through which the “ red ” line will pass ? Yes.
1593. It is proposed to put only 3 inches of ballast under the rails,—will that be sufficient ? There is 
a portion of the line which would take 9 inches.
1594. How long is that portion ? It runs for a considerable distance through the scrub. It is sandy loose 
country ; 10 miles would have to be consolidated according to the way I saw the line on the south and west 
constructed.
1595. But this is only a pioneer line ? I know what it is. It will depend upon the burden which is placed 
upon it. In five years they may say that it will carry more and more until they make a smash of it.
1596. If it is proposed to run light engines at a speed of 15 miles an hour, will 3 inches of ballast do for 
the rest of the line P No. There is a portion between Gurley and Tycannah which is much more swampy 
and boggy than any other part of the line.
1597. That length of line will require how much ballast ? It is a length of 9 miles. That part and the 
sandy reach through the scrub are the worse pieces on the line. No portions of the line will be so difficult 
to construct as those portions.
1597t. How much ballast would it require in your opinion ? It might take 11 inches—51 inches of 4 inch 
ballast and inches of 2 inch ballast—the ordinary quantity that is used on the permanent way.
1598. Do you know anything of the supply of sleepers in this district ? I never did any of that work myself, 
but I have a good idea. I know that sleepers can be procured quite close to Gurle’igh Point sufficient to 
construct the whole line, and perhaps a line from the border to the Colony.
1599. Supposing the “ red ” line is adopted, at how much do you think the Commissioners will be able to 
get sleepers supplied, that is, sleepers not sawn or adzed, but half round? It will depend upon the state 
of the labour market.
1600. When you speak of swampy country on this line, do you refer to Gurley homestead station or to 
Gurley railway station ? The rotten country I speak of lies between Gurley head station and Tycannah, 
going in towards Moree. I could not drive a cart through this country with a light load,
1601. Are you aware that the “ red ” line is G miles west of Gurley head station ? No.
1602. If it is, it would be on bettor country ? Jt may, but the difference will be very little.
1603- Do you think the Commissioners can get half-round sleepers at 2s. 6d. each ? I do not think they 
can get sleepers in any part of the Colony at that price unless they can get people to work at 3s. a day.
1604. At what price do yon think the Commissioners can get sleepers ? It depends on the size of the
sleepers. .
1605. The sleepers are to he split, half-rounded sleepers of the usual size ? They should got sleepers of 
that kind at about 3s. It will depend principally on the inspector.
1606. If the line you want were constructed, how far would it be from your holding ? I cousider that the 
nearest part of the line would be between 8 and 9 miles distant.
1607. Are you aware that if the “red ” line or the other line is constructel, it will be constructed subject 
to what is known as the betterment principle, and that you will be required to pay towards its construction, 
say, half the amount? If they construct the “ red ” line, I shall claim and insist that the people of this 
district shall be exempt from the application of the betterment principle.
1608. You will object to be included in the betterment area ? Yes. But if they strike Gurleigh Point, 
I shall be quite agreeable to pay whatever may be required to the betterment fund.
1609. CAairman.J What about the other fellows to the east ? That line is not useful to the public or 
beneficial to the Colony at large.
1610. Mr. MeOourf:] The people to the east would he left out in the cold ? Where are they; they are 
not alive yet.
1611. There is no settlement to the east at all, then ? The land is not adapted to settlement. It is occupied 
principally by wallabies and kangaroos about Tcrry-Hie-Hie,
1612. In your opinion there will never be settlement about there? Not in my time, unless you put a 
tunnel through the mountains.
1613. Yon favour the Gurleigh Point route and condemn the “ red” route ? Unquestionably, because it 
will be a dead loss to the Colony at large. It will receive nothing to maintain it, but merely what it will 
get at Moree and from the country out towards Good!wind!. But this line will be the host paying line in 
the Colony owing to the amount of settlement and land taken up.
1614. If the Commissioners estimate that by the construction of the “ red ” line, they will get traffic
and goods to the extent of £12,000 a year, do you think that their estimate is a correct one ? No. I 
consider they have been misinformed. If they had come here and made themselves practically acquainted 
with the requirements of the district, they would never have dreamt of putting a line direct from Narrabri 
to Moree. " 1615.
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1615. If the Commissioners have reckoned upon getting the traffic of the people round your neighbourhood Mr*
by the “ red ” line, they are mistaken? Not immediately around my neighbourhood but for 100 miles out J-H. Murphy, 
north-west. If the "red” line is constructed, they will never go through the Gurley scrub ; they will', ~ * 
prefer to go straight into Narrabri.
1616. Mr. Davies.'] You have a very large holding ? A very small one, I consider, when it is divided into 
six or eight parts.
1617. Between yourself and your family you hold 30,000 acres ? About that area. '
1618. You have good reason then to venerate and respect the memory of Sir .lohn Robertson ? Sir John
Robertson was a very good man, hut I have very good reason to thank myself for attending to my business 
and leading a hard life for 40 years. • ■
1619. How many sheep do you shear ? It all depends on the season, and how many I dispose of—from
15,000 to 20,000. '
1620. Where do you send your wool ? To Sydney.
1621. Direct from Narrabri ? To Newcastle by rail, and thence by steamer to Sydnev.
1622. If the railway is extended as it is proposed, would you still continue” to send to Narrabri? 
Unquestionably.
1623. What would be the difference to you as between the nearest station to you on this line and Narrabri 
west? There would be no difference to me, because the line does not come near my place. It would 
not be worth my while to unload the wool.
1624. How far would your holding be from the nearest station on this line and from Narrabri West ?
A station on this projected line would bo about 10 miles nearer, but it would bo much more expensive.
1625. The haulage is a question of no difference? Very little. H It wore constructed to-morrow it 
would never have a load of wool belonging to me.
1626. Because it does not go through your property ? No ; in the interests of the Colony at large.
1627. Is it not the fact that because it does not go near your property you prefer to send your wool by 
team to Narrabri ? I have been living for fourteen years in the expectation of getting a railway.
1628. I ask you is it or is it not a fact that because it is not constructed nearer to your property, you 
jirefer to send your wool by team to Narrabri? I could not answer that question without perjuring 
myself, because the line would he a dead loss to the country.
1629. Where would you send your fat sheep to market ? To Narrabri.
1630. I hough it might be only 15 or 20 miles to the nearest station on this line, you would prefer to go 
right away to Narrabri ? Yos ; because I would save the extra carriage by the train.
1631. Does your stock improve by travelling ? That all depends on the grass. If there is good feed you 
will improve them. '
1632. Do 1 understand you to say that there is no advantage in getting your stock to market as early as 
possible—two or three days sooner than you otherwise would ? If there is good feed 1 would prefer to 
send them by road to Sydney.
1633. Is it not an advantage to get your sales effected two or three days sooner and the money in your
pocket? Of course it is an advantage if I require the money badly, but a dcla.v of two or three days 
would make very little difference to any man. ^ . ‘
1034. Jlfr. Dawson.'] As a matter of fact, you may start your sheep, but not truck them until you get to 
Breexa or Gunnedah, on account of the market being down ? Yes ; and also on account of‘ not being 
supplied with trucks. Lately I have had to keep them back for a week for that reason. ' '
1635. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Do the people in this district run store sheep or fat-sheep ? Both.
1636. They would not be likely to truck many store sheep ? No. They are getting them boiled down.
1637. If they wanted to take them to another part of the country, they would drove them to Narrabri ?
Yes; perhaps the whole distance.. ’
1038. Are there more fat sheep than store sheep here ? Probably more fat sheep if they could only get 
them to market at a reasonable rate.
1639. You stated that you have seen from forty to seventy waggons a day come down this road from 
various parts of the country ? They came up from Thalaba* and in to Narrabri station.
1640. Prom what districts ? Principally from Collarcndabri, Mungyer, and all those stations out at the 
back.
1641. Would not these teams, if there was a railway station within a distance of 15 miles, be likely to 
make to that station instead of going to Narrabri ? That would depend on circumstances. ’ If there were 
good feed on the road, possibly they would prefer to go to Narrabri. At the same time if a station 
holder sent his wool to a railway station the carrier would be compelled to take it there.
1G4H. What rate do tho carriers charge ? There are various charges, according to Ihe season. Their 
charges are very low this season. ’ n
1642. Do they charge at per day, or per week, or per mile ? At so much a ton.
1643. They would not be likely to charge tho same to convey wool from Collarendabri to Woolabrar as
from Collarendabri to Narrabri ? I do not know. ■ '
1644. Would the teamsters charge as much to oue place as to the other ? They might not because
Woolabrar would be 15 miles nearer. " * 1
1645. Would they not receive an instruction from the grazier to take the wool to the nearest railway 
station owing to the smaller charge ? They mostly do. It would depend on the railway charge
1646. Would not that induce the traffic to make for Woolabrar, instead of for Narrabri^ If they
could get the railway to take it in at a smaller rate they would take it in to the nearest station 3
1647. Would that traffic be likely to come to the proposed station at Woolabrar ? It would all denend
on the season. 1
1G4S. Is not tho road by way of G-urleigh Point a very uncertain one for teams—the road which comes 
down from Collarondabri past Wee Waa and Gurleigh Point? 1. have never travelled that road. '
1649. Is it not a fact that tho carriers have, after arriving at Collarendabri. to go north to Mo'dl Vtonil
ami then come round through Millie to Narrabri ? That 1 do not know. * e * b >
1650, Do they not often do that? Not to my knowledge. .

ft
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Mr. Jolm Vaughan "Wilson, grazier, near Millie, sworn, and examined :—
Mr- 1651. Chairman.] Wliat is your occupation ? I am a grazier, tiring about 12 miles to the west.

J. V. Wilson. 1652 J£0W long have you been in the district? About fifteen years. _
- i1653. Mr. Hieing.] Which, in your opinion, is the better line? The travelling stock route.
“ 0T" 3‘] 651. You are not an engineer? Ko. .

1655. Therefore you can give us no opinion worth having, as to the cost of construction ? Ao,
! Goth You do not pretend to offer advice in regard to the cost of construction ? _ Certainly not.
1657. You deal, therefore, with the trend of traffic which will best suit the public? Yes.
1658. Do you know anything about tho direct line; is there any timber on that route ? I have been 
across tho direct line in several places, but never along it.
1Gj3. You cannot give us any definite information as to that route;—why do you think that tho travelling 
Stock route is the bettor route for the public, and for the better development of the country ? 1 think the
Itavellin" stock route is the better route for all (he western community, because it is a nearer point for 
all the traffic coming up, and as far as I know there is no accessible road to the other line, or water. T 
may say that 1 was managing at llunna Bimna for Dangar Brothers for about ton years, and for the last 
four or five years very little traffic has come up this wav- AH tho traffic from Collarendabri and there
abouts has come by Bulleroi. and gone in via Gurleigh Point. ]f the line were constructed by tho 
travelling stock route, 1 think it would draw nearly all that traffic to this point.
1060. Yon recognise that at present A1arrabri, as tho terminus of the railway, is the point to which they 
jtinkc ? "i-Cs.
1061. Presuini ng that the terminus was shifted to Moree, would there not bo a tendency to mate to that 
point If the distance were shorter? Certainly not. AH the traffic from Anglcdool and Collarendabri,
if think, would come by Thalaba Creek to this point.
1662. You think that even if the line were extended to Moree, the Mungmdi men would still make lor 
JriuTabri ? 1 daresay the Muugindi traffic would go into Moree to a very great extent: but the traffic 
from the west and south of Muugindi would come in here.
1663. Do you know the railway freights ? No.
1664. What would it cost to take wool by team from Moree to Narrabri ? I cannot say. _ _
1663. In point of fact, you believe that a person who had got as far as Bulleroi would go into Narrabri 
rather than make to Gurley railway station ? Certainly.
1066. You believe that consideration affects the whole of the western traffic ? 1 do.
1667. You believe that the whole of the traffic south of Mungindi, if tho direct line be constructed, would 
still make to Narrabri? Yes. _

• 1663, Does it not strike you as a remarkable thing that a distance of lo miles would make alt this
difference—that thev would’ rather go to Narrabri than go to Gurley ? Welt, as I explai ucd, if ttie railway 
were constructed by"the travelling stock route it would be 15 miles nearer, but if it is constructed on the 
proposed route thev would sooner turn off at Bulleroi, and go in by road than go the extra lo miles from here.
1669. You believo they would rather come to Millie by Bulleroi, aud so into Narrabri, than make for the 
nearest railway station, Gurley ? Tea.
1670. You believe that if the “ red” line is constructed the whole of the western traffic south-west of
Mungindi would still go to Narrabri? I think it would. .
1671. Do you know the Warialda district? I have been through Wanalda several tunes, I do not
know a great deal about it, .
1672. What sort of a district is it between Warialda and Moree ? It is not particularly good country, 1 
should think. I have been through it.
1673. You realise that in bringing the line 12 miles in this direction you would saddle the whole of the 
northern and eastern portion of this area with the extra carriage over that length ? > o ; not all the north.
1674. You advocate a longer line from Moree to Narrabri? Yes. _ _
1675. All the trade which comes to Moree you would saddle with extra carriage ? _ Most decidedly.
1676. You think, in the interests of the great volume of trade from the west, it isa fair thing to do that? Yes.
1677. Although you think it will not suit them quite so well? Yes; 1 think it is only fair.
1678. Mr. Sittfo?'.] Where do you send your stuff now? To Narrabri.
1679. By which way ? Sometimes it comes here, and sometimes we get permission to go through Bool- 
carrol, which is shorter,
1680. How many sheep do you shear? On an average, about7,000-
1681. How many bales of wool do you send away ? 1 think we sent away eighty-six bales.
1632. Mr. Davies.] Which station on the “red” line would be nearest to your holding ? I suppose 
Woolabrar would be. I would be 22 or 23 miles from the station.
16S3. If the line were to come by the travelling stock route you would be about 10 or 12 miles distant? 
A little over 12 miles.
1684. It would serve your holding very much better if the lino were taken by the travelling stock route ? 
Most decidedly.
1685. The settlement along the travelling stock route is much larger than the settlement along the “red ’
lino ? As far as I know, it is. ^
1656. In your own neighbourhood, and all round there ? Yes. _
1687. Do you know any good reason why it should be much more costly to construct a line along tho 
travelling stock route than along the “ red ” line ? I cannot sec any reason, but I do not pretend to be 
an engineer-iu-chief.
1688. But you know tho country well? Yes. _ _
1689. Is there much difference in the character of the country on each lino? I do not think so,
1690. But it is lower land on the travelling stock route ? 1 suppose it is.
1691. It must be lower ? But very little.
1692. It is more subject to floor! thau is the higher land ? 1 do not think so. _
]093, You do not know of any great difficulty, as far as your judgment goes, in Ihe construction of the 
line ? 3 have been at Bunna Burma for the Inst fifteen years. I have been sending stock in—I suppose
as much as a good nmny round about here—and wc certainly have never been blocked or had any stock 
lest ou the travelling stock roulc.
.1691'. You have never suffered any inconvenience? No.
1693. How far would it be from your station to Narrabri by the travelling stock route nnd through
Millie? About 40 wiles- 1696.
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1G96. ]f the line is constructed by the “red” route it would be 22miles from your station ? ^es'j 
1(W7. So that there would be a considerable distance in your favour if you use tho straight lino? Yes; ■
as far as distance goes. * _ 23Nov. 1SU3.
KiOS. Also as far as haulage and expenses are concerned ? I do not think the expense would be as much 1
to take our goods direct to Xarrabri as it would be to take them by team to the “ red ” line, aud theu pay 
tho railway freight to Narrabri, _
1G99. There would be a difference of 10 miles ? It may bo 10 miles.
1700. On the round trip it is equal to 20 miles;—would not that be some advantage to you ? I do not
think it is 10 miles. _
1701. But if it is, do you not think that it is some advantage to you ? No ; decidedly not. I would 
certainly send all our goods by team to Narrabri in preference to going on that line.
1702. You would scarcely use tho line at all ? I do not know that 1 would use it in any shape or form. ’
1703. Have you any oilier reasons to adduce in favour of a line by 1:bc travelling stock route? Yes ; you 
can get on to the travelling stock route. It is a very good road for grass and water, whereas if you had 
to go across to the “ red " line, 1 do not know that there is either grass or water on the way.
17U4, Have you any other reason to assign why it should bo constructed along the travelling stock route ?
3. think it would servo the western community a groat deal better, and it must be borne in mind that they 
represent a very largo proportion of t he population of this district.
1705. Would it serve the people of Moree as well as the shorter and more direct line ? I do not know' 
that it would serve them exactly as well, but taking into consideration the proposed deviation of C4 miles.
1 think they should suffer that deviation, and give the people of this western part a show. _
1700. I gather from yonr evidence that, although a line by the travelling stuck route maybe 04 miies 
longer than a line by the “ red ” route, and may cost £500 per mile for its construction, you favour its 
construction ? Yes. _
1707. jjfr. O'Sullivan.} You have a knowledge of the traffic from Collarendabri? Y'es; a very fair
knowledge. .
1708. Is it a fact, as has been stated in evidence, that sometimes, when the lower road—the road by Wee 
Waa—in uncertain, teams and traftic go through Collarendabri to M.ogil Mogil, and then make their way 
to Millie, and down by the travelling stock route? 1 have never beard that they do.
1709. Hid you ever bear of any stock coming that way? Never.
1710. Is it a fact that Mr. Bichards, of Bivorstone, sends his stock by that way ? He may, but I never 
beard of any stock coming by that way.
1711. Mr. JSwiiig.] Supposing that the Bar won tverc snagged, and steamers could use the river, from 
bow far east would stuff gravitate to the river ? I know very little about that part of the Colony.
17L2. Then you can express no opinion on that point? No.
1713. Chairman.} ]s there anything else that you desire to add ? No.

Mr. 1'redcrick Charles Sl.aveley, storekeeper, Collarendabri, sworn, and examined:—
3714, Chairman.} What is your occupation ? J am a retired laud surveyor, at present keeping a store in ^Iv- J

O VOICY «Collarendabri. ... .
3.715. How long have you been at Collarendabri ? I have not been permanently residing in Collarendabri 23 NoVi 1Sy3_ 
more than four or five years. J. have been in the district about thirteen years. I know the district “ 11 ‘
thoroughly from one end to the other.
17iG. To what point does the trade from in and about Collarendabri now gravitate does it go down tho 
rivor or does it go to the nearest railway station ? To Narrabri West.
1717. Hoes the wool and live stock como through Millie ? Not generally; by Bulleroi, and as direct as 
possible to Narrabri. We have what we call a direct line of road, and the coaches arc travelliug on that 
line now. I think the traffic generally comes in that direction.
17 LS. The ordinary road round from Collarendabri to Narrabri West is very little used, but the travelling 
stock route between the two points—which is more direct—is now used by the travelling stock and by the 
mail coaches ? I think so.
1719. The ordinary road between Collarendabri and Wee Wna makes a considerable detour to the south
west? Yes.
1720. And the road now used—the travelling stock route—is the more direct? Becidedly.
1721. Hoes the whole of the trade of the Collarendabri district go to Narrabri West via Woe Waa ? Not 
via Wee Waa, but via Nowley.
1722. Nearly all your trade comes from Collarendabri to Narrabri West via Gurleigh Point ? I think so.
1723. 3 s there any trade or stock coining from Collarendabri via Millie to Narrabri ? No.
1724. What proportion of the trade, alive and dead, do you think, comes via Millie as against via Gurleigh 
Point ? I should think very little.
3725. Would it be an eighth ? I should not think 5 per cent.
1726. Ninety-five per cent, of the trade of the Collarendabri district comes to Narrabri via Gurleigh 
Point, and 5 per cent, comes via Millie? Possibly ; but that is an approximation.
1727. How do you account for that 5 per cent, coming dmi Millie? I do not know. I said 5 per cent., 
but that is only mere guess on my part.
1728. Practically the whole of the trade comes via Gurleigh Point? That is so.
172!). H this railway were constructed, bringing Millie within 15 miles of a railway station, do you think 
tho Collarendabri tratlic would go via Millie then ? 1 do not think so.
1730. You think they would continue to use the old road via Gurleigh lJoint ? I-think so, I have some 
memoranda which I desire to place before your Committee. I represent tho Upper Barwon I'rogress 
Association, and in this matter, of course, 1 am representing the whole district.
1731. Will yon be good enough to make any statement you desire to make ? This proposal came upon
us very suddenly. We bad not time to make any preparation. As soon as we got seized of the matter, 
a meeting of our association was called, and a good many of us met ami talked the thing over. lam 
informed by all the people living out there that if that particular line is constructed (the “red” marked 
line) our trade will still continue to go to Narrabri West without any exception. Wo have a number 
of sheep on nearly all the places in our neighbourhood, and front these sheep, of coursp, u <jreti.fc deal of 
wool comes, 1732.
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Mr. P. C. 1732. Taking what place as a centre ? lam taking in the country from Millie to Angledool. "We wish 
tare cy. {-0 ghow that nearly all the traffic I have mentioned would not go to the parallel line, hut would go on to

23'not~1893 ■^arra^r* "^est- *
’’ ‘ 1733. You have prepared a return showing the stock on the runs in what you consider is your district—

the wool sent away annually and the inward goods ? Yes. .
17341. "Will you indicate the boundaries of your district ? The district embraced within this return is 
bounded approximately on the east by Millie, on the north by Mungindi, on the west by Angledool, and 
on the south by about Dungolear. ’ ,
1735. Would Collarendabri be about the centre of that district? Fairly central.
1736. Will you give the total number of the sheep ? Wc have 1,336,000 sheep within a moderate radius 
of Collarendabri, and 1,500,000 sheep at the Angledool end, including nearly all the Australian Pastoral 
Company’s sheep, that will come this way. We have 2,836,000 sheep in and somewhat beyond that district 
in Queensland. Reckoning twelve bales of wool to 1,000 sheep, we get an output of 33,960 bales 
approximately in the year. This output weighs 6,443 tons, allowing Sj ewt. to the bale,audit represents 
1,28S loads of 5 tons each. Approximately we load outwards from Narrabri West, reckoning 3 tons for 
every 10,000 sheep, 849 tons or 170 loads. Thou there arc all the towns to be supplied. One of the 
storekeepers told mo that he pays railway freight to the amount of £900 a year. If he pays that amount, 
others will do about the same, so that a considerable freight is derived from this source. It includes 
Collarendabri, Mogil Mogil, Goondabluie, Mungindi, Angledool, and Goodooga, because their supplies 
would all come in our direction if certain things were done. With regard to the settlement in our 
neighbourhood, we consider that there are about fifty homestead lessees on the north-west side of the 
Barwon. Wc reckon that tho average cost of their improvement is £1,000. The leases are not all 
improved up to the necessary requirements, but this is in course of being done, and they are all, as far as

' I know, bona fuJt;, Then all the holders on the south side of the Barwon have full areas. We do not 
know the number of the holders, but there are a large number of people settled near Merkeadooc, 
on Thalaba Creek. T may state that the Land Board puts through about sixty cases each sitting at 
Collarendabri, and it comes two or three times a year. I hand in a‘return, showing the number of sheep 
on each station in the district.
1737. You think that if the lino were so constructed that Millie would bo the nearest point to that dis
trict, all tho sheep and traffic from the district would come this way rather than go down via Gurley ?
I think so, because we simply want to get the nearest point to Narrabri.
1738. Are you aware that by the adoption of the “red” route the railway would be brought within 12 
miles of the point at which you say it would he convenient for you to ship ? Yes.
1739. Would that distance of 12 miies from the travelling stock route make all the difference between 
your using the railway and your not using it? It would, because when a man gets a load of wool or any
thing else on hie waggon he can go a dozen or 20 miles, and it saves him the trouble of unloading. 
Besides, there would be only a very small amount saved in connection with the railway.
1740. Thirty miles of road carriage ? Yes, as against railway charge ; but once a man gets his load on it
is very little trouble to move on with it. ,

’ 1741. If the line were constructed via Gurleigh Point and the travelling stock route, to what place would
all this trade gravitate—to Millie, or to Gurleigh Point ? T suppose it would go to the nearest point if 
there were a station. ■ What we have been asking is that there should he a station provided at the nearest 
point to the Barwon, and theu a large station would be required. We have been asking for a railway 
direct from Narrabri to Angledool, via Collarendabri.
1742. Going out by Gurleigh Point? By Gurleigh Point and Nowley.
1743. If it has been suggested by a witness that the line from Narrabri to Moree should go via Gurleigh 
Point and the travelling stock route, with a possible branch in the future from Gurleigh Point to Collar
endabri, do you think that would be just what the people in your district would like ? Yes ; they would 
like that very much, with this difference—that our line would not he a branch, but a main line. It has 
an immense area of splendid land and water prospects which no one knows the value of.
1714. In the meantime until it is decided to tdke the line into Collarendabri from Gurleigh Point your 
district will be fairly served by a line going along the travelling stock reserve which you would intercept 
at Millie? Just so.
1745. Is very much of the trade going down towards Walgett? Nothing at all. 1
1746. Is it not a fact that the navigation of the river has been improved very considerably of late ? 
When the river is up, of course, there is some traffic, but I. am unaware of any improvements.
1747. When the river was up the railway would he idle ? I. do not think so'. There is no danger of the 
river keeping up all the year round unless locks are put in. If the river were locked and weired then a 
traffic would spring up in consequence of the watering of the land.
1748. Do you know it any of the trade which you have included in your district would gravitate when the 
line is constructed ? Not a very great deal of it.
1749. Where does the Mungindi traffic go to now ? To Narrabri.
1750. The removal of the terminus to Moree would not intercept that traffic? It would, to a small extent, 
but not largely.
1751. Is settlement going on pretty largely out your way ? All around it is, but the town itself is not 
much yet.
1752. Is your district very subject to floods ? No. We had 2 feet of water over the township once within 
the last century, I believe. Our place is free from floods, as a rule, although we have heavy ones sometimes.
1753. Mr. O’Sullivan.'] You say your district is not subject to floods ? Not largely, hut they are heavy 
sometimes.
1754. Is that not the region where the great “ warrambool ” exists ? There is a warrambool between here 
and Collarandabri.
1755. We have a report by Mr. Jones, in which he says that 40 miles out of 60 miles of road were under 
water between Collarendabri and Angledool,—was that so ? Beyond Collarendabri and Moongoola there is 
what you may call a swamp with watercourse which is flooded sometimes. It is situated between Angledool 
and Moongoola on the 60-mile track-swamp and watercourse, but I think it is only shallow at any time, and 
not more than (say) 10 miles across. Horses and even tho mail coach managed it nearly all last winter,
1756. Where does tho traffic from Angledool go ? Through Collarendabri mostly. *
1757. Down to Narrabri ? There has been more wool going through.Collarendabri this year than anyone
would scarcely believe was possible. It has been a most remarkable year for traffic. " 1758.
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1758. If the railway is constructed via Gurleigh Point at some point on that lino all this wool would he ^r- h'- C. 
shipped and the stock trucked? Undoubtedly most of it would he, A good many remarks have heen Htavoley. 
made that stock is not always trucked at the nearest station by a long way. I get dozens of notices of 
stock, and many go right away to 11 ylstone to truck instead of going to Narrabri. 0T,, "
1750. ifr. AWny.] The cud in view is the development of the. country? Decidedly.
17G0. You, as a Collarendabri man, I gather, xvould bring the railway to Collarendabri, and put weirs or 
locks on the Darling? And the Barwon—yes ; and extensive settlement would follow,
17G1. Supposing that were done, where xvould the traffic go ? We should not pray for a line, hut should 
demand a direct one to Narrabri, and then a great deal would come this way.
1762. Supposing the Darling were locked, would the produce of the district go down the river? Not 
much of it. Why should it go right round to get back to Sydney or Newcastle?
1763. Are you aware that from Bourke, or rather further up the Darling, wool goes to Adelaide? No ; 
it goes to Bourke, and is sent on to Sydney.
1764. You do not believe that any locking of the Darling would take the produce of that portion of the district 
right past Bourke ; you believe it must develop by railway communication ? ■ It must he benefited by the 
locking of tlio river, and by railway communication. The district has a great future before it.
1765. You believe that if the river were locked the produce of the district would not go down the river?
Not much ; for the river would of course he worked continuously.
1766. What is the good of locking the river then—to get water to put on tho land? Yes ; I am a great 
irrigationist, and have been for many years.
176*. Not with the idea of using the river as ono of the highways of traffic ? No ; I am not in favour 
of locking the river for navigation, because I. think we have a better use for tho water. ■
1768. You have stated that a tremendous (|uaTitity of Queensland wool has come through Collarendabri,
Via Angledool, this year;—what effect did the export duty on Queensland wool have on the traffic ? I 
do not know. All 1 can say is that we have had an immense traffic—more wool than ever we thought * 
would have gone down this way.
,li6n. Notwithstanding the imposition of a dutv on wool by the Queensland Legislature? Perhaps it 
occurred before the duty was imposed. Personally 1 was not aware there was a duty.
1770. Has wool come very recently irom Queensland? Not necessarily from. Queensland. Wb get 
nearly all the company’s station wool. .
1/71. Air. 0 Sttiiivan.J Is^it a fact that steamers are going up to Collarendabri from Bourke and taking 
wool down to Bourke ? Not from Collarendabri. The latest steamers have gone up to Walgett, They ’
have not gone beyond Walgett for the last four months. The last wool taken down was from Dungalear.
Mr. Campbell told me that be sent all his wool down by that way. ft has cost £7 10s. to get wool to Sydney.
1772. lour content ion is that all the wool and all the stock go to Narrabri ? Yes.
1/73. Mr. JSwinf/.] Do you know the river rates per ton for carrying wool ? I have heard of them.
1774. Can you get them for tho Committee ? 1 think I can.. I think the rate is £2.
1775. Chairman.] Is there anything else you desire to say ? No.

Mr. William Duff, grazier, Millie, sworn, and examined :—
1776. Chairman.] Are you a brother of tho proprietor of this hotel ? Yes. W T>„fr
1777. What is your occupation ? I am a grazier, f , *
1778. Have you lived in the district long? Eleven years. 23Nov., 1803.
l/'/9. ^What evidence do you desire to give ? 1 will answer as clearly as possible any questions that may

1780. Did you hear the other witnesses give their evidence ? I did!
1781. Is^thcre any other point which you wish to touch upon ? Yes.
1782. Will you state the point ? I have not heard any witness point out that in order to reach Woola
brar station on the “red ’ line there are about 8 miles of scrub to go through in a distance of 13 miles. It 
is^utterly impossible to ride a horse through parts of that scrub. ,
.1783. Mr. liaise gave the Committee that information ? 1 was not aware that he did. With regard to
getting timber between Narrabri and Moree I have a thorough knowledge of the country, and I am 
prepared to state that between Narrabri and Moree, no timber can be got more cheaply than it can be 
brought from the other side of Narrabri on to this line. '
1784. Have you ever been engaged in timber-getting ? I have had a good deal to do with it.
1785. Have you ever done any sleeper-cutting ? I have done a hit of splitting.
1786. Prom an intimate acquaintance with the country to the east of this line, you are prepared to assert 
that timber can be got quite as cheaply from Narrabri West railway station as from any point along tho 
line ? Far cheaper.
1787. Is there any other point you desire to bring out ? No ; only those two points.

FRIDAY, 24 NOVEMBER, 1893.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Moree, at 10 a.m.]

fl resent:—
JACOB GABBARD, Esq. 

Tho Hon. William Henbt Suttoh.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

(Chaibmajt).

William McCouiit, Esq.
Edwabd William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Hesky Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Bailway from Narrabri to Moree.

Mr. James Cornell, builder, and Mayor of Moree, sworn, and examined:—
1788. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? .1 am a builder, and I am also Mayor of Moree. Mr.
1789 How long has Moree been incorporated ? This is the third year. The municipality covers an area J. Oomrll.
of 12-rf square miles, contains 200 dwellings, and lias 214 voters on its roll. The capital value of the ----------

property ^ Nov., 1893.
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Mr. property within the borough is estimated at £110,494. The population is estimated at 1,285 souls. The
“■ Coriiel1, metalled roads measure 8 miles 20 chains and the cleared roads 25 miles GO chains, making a total of 34

m^es’ T’he revenue this year is estimated at £501. '
*■ x °T'’ 1700. Is that independent of the Government endowment? Yes.

1791. 'What is the expenditure ? It is between £ J ,000 and £ 1,100 per annum.
1792. Have you auy debt? . £500.
1793. It has been expended on your roads? On the drainage of the town principally.
1794. Jt is secured, of course, on the rates ? Tes. It is payable in 189G, and bears interest at the rate
of S per cent.
1795. Is it payable to a bank ? To Mr. Hill, of Mungyer.
179G. Is it contemplated by tho borough to raise a further loan? Mot at present. Wo do not require
any additional loan.
1797. How long have you lived in the district ? Eighteen years last September.
1798. You have seen a! considerable growth take place? 1 have.
1799. Has the growth been more marked since the incorporation of the town? Decidedly.
1800. Do you know the route of the i: red ” line ? 1 know the country generally.
1801. Do you know whether the “red" route is less liable to flood than the route called the travelling 
stock route? That I could not say.
1802. Do you know which route would serve the largest present population? I think the “red” line 
would.
1803. Is it not a fact that the “ red ” line only goes through about four large holdings ? Yes.
1804. Is it not a fact that there is a considerable population a little to the west of the travelling stock
route ? Yes. .
1805. Docs it not follow, therefore, that the travelling stock route would serve a larger present population 
than the “ red ” route ? It is very questionable whether the travelling stock route would, but J may say 
that I know very little about the land.
1S0G. Do you know anything about the land to the east under the hills ? Nothing whatever of the land 
between the Namoi and the Gwydir.
a807. Do you know anything of the country to the north-cast or north-west of Moree? Nothing 
whatever, ’’
1808. Do you know if there is any marketable timber within a reasonable distance of Moree ? Yes.
1809. In what direction is it ? Towards "Warialda and the Tcrry-Hie-Hie Ranges.
1810. How far would that timber be from Moree or the nearest point on this line ? To Xcrry-lIic-Hie, 
perhaps 35 miles, and to Redbnnk, at the outside, 37 miles.
18H. What is the nature of the timber ? It is ironhark.
1812. Is it of good quality and abundant ? I have not seen any from the Redbank, but I am given to 
understand that it is high-class timber—the best that can be obtained.
1813. You have not seen the forest itself, but have seen the product ? From Terry-IIie-Hic, I have.
1814. You have been in the forest at Terry-IIie-Hic ? Yes; I have been in the mill.
1815. Which would be the nearest station to Terry-lIie-Hie ? J think Tycannah would be. The mill is 
on Bowman's Creek.
1816. How farin a straight line would it he from that particular station—25 or 30 miles? I think between 
20 and 30 miles. 1 understood the mail man to say it was 25 miles.
1817. There is an abundance of good ironhark there? Yes; in the ranges; hardwood is io he found there too. 
1SL8. Moree is supplied from there now? Principally. Jt has been for a number of years.
1819. With all its ironhark ? With all its ironhark and pine, Pme principally is the local material.
1820. Do pine aud ironhark occur in the same ground? Yes.
1821. Are there any other forests within a reasonable dislancr. of Moree? Not that I am aware of.
1822. I suppose you have no fear of Moree suddenly collapsing during the next few years ? That is 
scarcely likely,
1823. 3t would he very awkward fqr the State if it spent £150,000 on a railway to Moree, and tho hoi,tom 
then dropped out of Moree ? It would indeed. I may state that this last year private buildings alone 
have been erected in Moree to the value of £25,000. Considering that it has been “reconstruction” 
vear. I think you will admit that it is not very likely that Moree will have its bottom knocked out.
1824. You think that it is likely to go on ? I have every reason to believe it will continue. There does 
not seem to be any abatement.
1825. Moree is tho nearest town of any importance to the Queensland border ? Yes; it is the central 
point between Narrabri and tho border.
182G. Have you given any consideration to the question of tho betterment principle ? Yes; I read the 
remarks which Mr. Dyne made either in the House or outside.
1827. Do you think it is a correct and proper principle to adopt? It appears to me to be a very just
one. _
1828. Do you think that the people of this district who will he brought within the betterment area 
which is depicted on that map will be willing to accept the principle? I have every reason to believe 
that they will.
1829. Have you heard of anyone who objects to the application of the principle? No.
1830. Because, for instance, the other fellow got his line for nothing ? No ; none whatever.
1S31. 'They are sufficiently patriotic, as well as anxious, for tho constraclion of the railway, to be willing 
to be brought under the betterment principle ? Yes.
1832. Are the people of the district generally prosperous ? J think so.
1833. You have a number of banking institutions here ? Yes—three.
1834. Have the people credit balances or overdrafts? I can only speak for myself; they did not recon
struct with any of my money.
1835. You would rather not express an opinion as to the possible trade to he drawrn from the north-west, 
hut will leave that question to he dealt with by other witnesses ? Yes.
1836. Is there any timber to be got nearer than the places you refer to which would do for railway
sleepers not sleepers almost squared and polished, but split sleepers half-round and undressed ? I have 
every reason to believe that you could obtain sleepers much nearer than the places I am speaking of. I 
think you could obtain sleepers at Dobikin scrub. 1837.
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1837. You liaveliad no experience in providing sleepers? Xo.
1838. Your ordinary pine is considered the best timber for building? It
1839. It is impervious to the white ant ? Yes.
1810. Are all these buildings which you said are going up being built of 
1841. The framework and everything ? Yes. It is a splendid timber, 

ito lead to a great trade.
1812, Is it true that the greater part of the timber for Moree is supplied from the south and south-west 
of Narrabri ? Not the greater part of it, but a lot of timber has come here from Narrabri.
1843. As Narrabri is some 70 miles distant by road, and the forests are from some 10 to 20 miles south 
of Narrabri, how is it that you get your timber from Narrabri and south of that place, when you have 
forests within 30 or 35 miles of Moree ? The proprietors of the mills regulate that.
1814. There is a ring even in this part of the world ? Yes, something similar. We can put timber in 
Moree from Narrabri at about tbe same cost as we can get timber from the local mills. I do not mean 
timber in its rough state, but in its wrought state. Timber after it has passed through tho planing machine 
at Narrabri, can be landed here at from 20s. to 20s. 6d. per 100 feet, and it costs a like amount to land 
timber from tho local mill.
1845. I suppose that is because they have better appliances down Narrabri way? I suppose that is the 
reason. ^
1840. If the railway is constructed Narrabri will be able to supply you very much more cheaply, and that 
will put your local forest out in the cold still further ? Yes ; but the local forest will be available for 
different places.
1847. ̂ We shall not be able to reckon on getting the products of this forest for the railway? It is a 
certainty that if you construct the railway more timber will come from Narrabri than from the 
local mills.
1848. We cannot reckon ou the timber you refer to as being likely to contribute to the railway revenue? 
Only the timber coming direct from Narrabri to Moreo. I have had timber come from if arrabri to 
Goonal], which is only 32 miles from here. It paid Letter to get the timber from Narrabri than from 
Moree.
1849. Do you think the people of Moree would raise much objection to the line being diverted nearer 
to Millie, so as to catch the trade from the west ? It would increase the length of tho line.
1850. The Engineer-in-Chief estimates that it will cost £500 a mile more to take the line by tho
travelling^stock route, besides miles extra haulage for all time ;—do you think the people of Moree, 
and the district generally, which will be served, would object to that ? I should think they would. It 
would be a terrible handicap for them to bear. ’
1851. But supposing that the greatest volume of trade will come from the west of Millie, and that it is 
absolutely necessary to get that trade in order to mako the railway pay, what then ? Is it a certainty ?
1852. I_am supposing that it will be tho case ? I have no reason to sec why it should be the case.
1853. You believe the trade of Moree, and the district of which it is the centre, is by far more important
thau any other trade ? 1 think so.
1854. Mr. Dawson.'] Have you heen much about Millie ? Yes,
1855. How far would it be from Millie to Gurley or Woolabrar on tbe “red ’’line ? I have not heen to 
either station. I have only been, to Millie, and right along the road to Narrabri. I have done very little 
travelling.
185G. Do you know the character of the country between Millie and Gurley, or Woolabrar ? No. I 
think it is similar in character to the country between Millie and Dobikin.
1857. Is there any scrub between those places ? No, only a few' belar trees.
1858. If it has been stated that it is 13 miles between Gurley and Millie, and 13 miies between Woola
brar and Millie, and that there are 5 miles of scrub to go through in that distance, do you think the “red” 
line would get this traffic, or would it go on to Narrabri ? The scrub is nothing to speak of. You can 
drive a (earn through it anywhere. But I hope you will bear in mind that it is some soventeen years since 
I was there.
1859. Would it be necessary to provide a travelling stock route to these different stations? Eeally I 
could not give you an opinion. I know nothing about stock.
1850. The travelling stock route, that is marked green on the map, is about 6 miles longer than the 
“red” line;—if it becomes necessary to provide travelling stock routes and tanks for stock coming 
from Xorramingly to Gurley, or Tycannah, or Woolabrar, do you think the people here would object to 
having the line taken by the travelling stock route, and paying the extra 5 miles carriage ? The handicap 
is placed not only on the people here, but on the people beyond Moree.
18G1. If you handicap them with an extra 6 miles carriage for all time it would mean a handicap of Is. a 
ton? That isa big handicap on the enormous amount of wool which comes from the Queensland border,
1862. On the other hand, if the people coming to Millie and coming along tho travelling stock route, 
had to go through coirntry with fat cattle without a travelling stock route, and they went on to Narrabri, 
you would lose all that traffic;—which would he the better of the two ? They would be no worse elf than 
they are now. They have creeks there.
1863. Might they not be a great deal better off with aline by the travelliug stock route? The question 
is would it pay any better to bring it by the travelling stock route—1 really could not give an opinion.
1864. Mr. Davies.] In the event of the line being constructed by tho direct route, you think it would be 
the means of developing additional trade ? I am sure it would.
ISGo. Do you anticipate a very largo development of trade ? I think you can make sure that there will 
he no loss of £900, as is estimated.
1866. Do you know the length of the road you would have to travel with stock and produce? I have 
always understood that it is 75 miles.
1867. Have you travelled the road yourself ? I have travelled from Narrabri to Moree by the main road, 
and also round by Millie, which is not a mam road
1868. Do you know anything of the traffic which would ho likely to be served hv a line from Moree towards
tho Queensland border ? No. “
1869. Do you know anything about road-making? Only from the experience I have gained in the
Council. ^

13 (a)—G 1870.

is the best grown in the Colony.

pme ? Yes.

Mr.
J. Cornell. 

24KorM893
It only wants to be introduced
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Mr. 1870. The estimated cost of this line is £2,400 a miledo you know the cost per mile of an ordinary
J. Cornell, macadamised road? I should take it to be more than that sum.

. 1871. You regard a railway at a cost of £2,400 a mile as a Tory great advantage ? Indeed I do. It costs 
2ijNov., 1893, i2s gel t0 take a lo!ld gravel—2-J cubic yards—to Tycannah, which is 12 . miles from Moree, and 

the contract has to be a largo one in order to get the gravel delivered at that price. That fact will give
you an idea of what it would cost to make a road. There is no shingle suitable for road-making between
Narrabri and Moree, except at the Bald Knob.
1872. Is there an abundant supply of this gravel? Any quantity here. _
1873. Tho cost of gravel ballast for the line would be very reasonable? The Council have the gravel put
on the road for Is. 2Jd. a yard. . _
1874. You have no broken ballast? This gravel makes splendid concrete, as you can see if you wish.
1875. It would do well for ballasting an ordinary line of railway ? I think so.
1876. And it could he laid on the line at about is. 6d. per cubic yard ? Bor less, I should imagine. If
we can get it laid on the streets at Is. 2-bd. per cubic yard, in small contracts, I should imagine it could 
be put on the railway line at a considerably lower price. .
1877. You are aware that the ballast is a very large item in the construction of a railway ? Yes; I think
we are favoured in this district. _ , _
1878. Are you aware that it is not only to he a cheap railway, but a railway which will not he worked at 

. the usual rate of speed ? I am.
1876. At a speed not exceeding 15 or 20 miles an hour ? I suppose that would do us.
1880. Will a speed of 15 miles an hour serve the district well ? I think so. I think the people of 
Moree and the district will be satisfied for some years to como with a speed of 15 miles an hour when it 
has taken them over three days to go 30 miies, I have known the coach to take three days aud three 
nights to go from Millie to Moree. That fact will give you an idea of what the roads must be at times.
1881. The cost of maintaining the roads between Moree and Narrabri must he very great ? Yes ; perhaps 
you noticed, as you came along the road, that it is very little that the Department has done.
1882. I suppose if they did it would pass away? It would be throwing money away to put gravel down 
on this black soil plain.
1883. After the first heavy rains it would pass out of sight? Some gravel on our main road has gone 
out of sight.
1884. You favour the direct route as being the shortest and cheapest? It is the most suitable for Moree
and the district. _ _ _
1885. Mr. O'Sullivan.] When yon say you favour the direct route, are you expressing the opinions of 
the people of Moree, or yonr own? My own, and what I have heard, of course.
1886. Have you had any public meetings? Yes; one on Wednesday evening.
1887. Did it decide in favour of the direct route? It was hold to arrange for the evidence to he brought 
before this Committee.
1888. Has any resolution ever been carried to show that the people generally prefer the direct route ? 
No ; nor has a resolution been carried to show that they do not.
1889. You have a Bailway League here ? Yos.
1890. Is the League in favour of the direct route ? That I cannot say. The Secretary of the League 
would be able to say.
1891. Is there a feeling abroad that they would he glad to get a railway by any route ? Any way at all;
from expressions I have heard the people would be very glad to get a tramway. _
1892. The people will be glad to get a railway by any way, but you nnd others prefer a line by the direct
route ? I think so. I am speaking for the people to the north of Moreo and out towards Mungindi. An 
enormous lot of wool comes in from that neighbourhood. It would be a great handicap on these people, 
and would divert the wool traffic to Queensland, as it was diverted before from tho want of roads. Amos 
Brothers sent their wool by another road instead of by Moree, because the roads were impassable, and 
they could not get their wool to market quickly enough. If the railway is carried from Narrabri to 
Moree, and the route is 10 miles longer than the “ red” line, it is reasonable to suppose that they 
would not pay 10 miles extra carriage if that payment could bo avoided by sending their wool to Queens
land. _
1893. Moree is the natural centre for all these outlying places ? Yes.
1894. And it is on the direct road to the nearest point on the railway ? Yes.
1895. Therefore, all the graziers aud selectors send their produce dowu by this way and gel their stores
hack by this way ? Yos, _
1896. Does the Australian Pastoral Company, which has stations near the border, send its produce down 
this way ? That I could not say.
1897. Mr. MeConH.] You stated that some gravel which had heen placed on the road between Moree 
and Narrabri, and also on your streets, had disappeared ? Yes.
1898. What thickness of gravel did yon put on your streets—0 inches ? A foot at starting. If you put 
on only G inches you would not see it at all soon.
1899. That thickness would he useless? Yes. _
1.900. Nothing less than 1 foot of gravel would carry any weight ? I can show you one road which would 
be a very good guide to i;bo Committee. It is about the worst land that you would have to go through 
from Moree to Narrabri for road-making. We have put 2 feet 6 inches of gravel on Dover-stroot, and it 
is almost impossible to see any now.
1901. That is the general character of the country between here and Narrabri? Yes; it is rotten land.
1902. If the Bailway Construction Branch propose to put only 3 inches of ballast on this line, you think 
it is too little ? I suppose they have some other way of doing it.
1903. If 1 foot or 2 feet will not carry ordinary wool traffic, do you think 3 inches will carry a 30 or 
40-ton engine? Wc have no sleopors,
1904. Do you think that 3 inches will be sufficient on the line? I cannot offer an opinion about tho 
ballast for a railway.
1905. At any rate, it takes 1 foot to do an ordinary road ? Bor that particular road, hear in mind.
1906. That is a sample of the ordinary roads on which you put 1 foot of gravel? Yes, generally when
we are starting to make a road. .

1907.
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1S)07. Otherwise they would be of no use ? It depends on the nature of the land. You would be surprised 
at the amount of gravel that this particular road has taken.
1!)0S. Mr. Mwing.] You have said that a station belonging to Amos Brothers, which used to send to 
Narrabri, now sends to Queensland? I understood that they were. I know that they wore sending 
their wool by this way. They had nine, ten, or twelve teams coming along at once, and they used 
to bring their fodder out at Narrabri, leaving a portion at Moree, and going out with the remainder, and 
feeding back to Moree. 1 have been told that, instead of sending their wool down bore, it is being sent by 
the Queensland road.
1009. Are you aware that Ihe Queensland Legislature has imposed a duty in order to prevent Queensland 
wool from coming Ibis way? Yes.
1910. It is since that duty was imposed, I presume, chat Amos Brothers have sent their wool by the other 
way ? No; I think it is some years since they commenced.
1911. It is possible that the Queensland Legislature may so legislate that Queensland wool will not como 
to Moree ? Yes.
1912. Lo you know anything about tbe Inverell or Warialda traffic P I have been there.
1913. What effect will a railway to Inverell have on Moree as a depot? I do not think it will affect 
Moree in the slightest.
1914. Have you been to Q-oondiwindi ? No.
1915. To Mungindi? No.
1916. To Collarendabri ? No.
1917. To Walgett? Yes.
1918. What effect will tho snagging of the Barwon have on Moree as a depot? It cannot have the 
slightest effect.
1919. Ho you not think that stuff which comes through Moroo may go down the Barwon if it is snagged;— 
would Angledool wool pass over the Barwon and come here if the river were snagged ? It would not 
come this way. >
1920. Would Mungindi wool come this way ? Mungindi wool and all out that way would come.
1921. But supposing it could go down tho river in barges? I still think it would come this way,
1922. 1 suppose your attitude is that Moree is a depot for a very large portion of this country, and that 
you should have the most direct line that it is possible to have to Narrabri? Yes.
1923. Chairman,'] Is there any other information which yon desire to give ? No.

Mr. William Henry O’Malley Wood, District Surveyor, Moree, sworn, and examined :—■
1924. Chairman.] You are the district surveyor, stationed at Moree? Yes.
1925. How long have you heen stationed here ? A little over three years.
1926. How far does your district extend ? It is bounded on the north by the border of the Colony, on 
the west by the Narran Biver, on the south by Little Bumble Creek, and on the east by the eastern boundary 
of tho Warialda land district.
1927. Is that far east ? Bifteen or 20 miles.
1928. Mr. Dawson.] Do you know the three railway routes which are marked on this map? I do not 
know the Gurleigh Boint route; I knowthe travelling-stock route ; 1 have never followed tho “ red ” route, 
but I know pretty well how it runs through the land in my district.
1929. You know the general character of the country ? Yes.
1930. Is there much settlement at present on the “ red ” line? No ; not very much.
1931. Is .tho character of the country such that if the lino were constructed, people would be likely to
settle there ? The soil is all good, and the country valuable, but a largo portion of that country is 
purchased by the Edgcroi Company, and the owners of Gurley. ‘
1932. That inap, as it is tinted, shows that a great deal of this “ red ” lino goes through reserves P Some 
of that is out of my district.
1933. As far as your district is concerned, very little land along the line is alienated ? As soon as tho 
leasehold areas are thrown open, they will bo very valuable land open for selection. The white patches 
represent valuable land.
1934. Is it likely to be settled upon ? Yes; it will be rushed.
1935. What is the character of the country under the ranges, say 10 or 15 or 20 miles east of 
the line ? The bulk of the country to the east of the road through Terry-Hic-Hie to a point known ns 
the “ wineshop,” about 18 miles from Narrabri, is of a very inferior quality. There are some hills of 
inferior quality to the west of it, hut there is a great deal of land of very good quality also.
1936. Unalienated? Yes ; it is not in large areas, I think; it is in small patches. You would have to 
take bad country with good.
1937. I wish you to answer generally. Will it he sufficiently valuable to induce people to settle, and 
settle profitably there ? Between the road quoted, and the railway lino, it could be profitably settled upon.
1938. If tho railway were Constructed ? Yes. ‘
1939. Would the land grow grain of any sort? I believe it would; but it has not heen used much for 
that purpose. There has been, very little market for corn. In some places corn has been grown there.
1940. The land is locked np and will be thrown open at the end of next year ;—supposing the railway is 
not constructed, will the people he likely to go there if the land is good ? They would select the land 
certainly.
1941. Whether the railway is there or not P Yes.
1942. I take it that the railway will not create any more settlement there than if it is not constructed ? 
It will be settled in either ease, hut some of it might he sold as a special area if the railway were con
structed. More land might he sold as a special area than could he done if it were not constructed.
1943. You have gone IS miles :—what is it from this point, 18 miles, towards Narrabri ? It is outside 
my district, and 1 know very little about it.
19*44. Do you know anything of the timber on the land in your district? From Terry-Hie-Hie, about 12 
miles up the creek, the bulk of the timber is box-forest. There is a little ironhark through it, and near the 
road it is fairly open ground.

1945.
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O^I ■^° J"ou you could get sleepers—not adzed sleepers, but half-round split or sawn sleepers for
y ' which you would not want so many large trees ? I think you could get a certain number, but I cannot 

•24 Not 1893 8Pea’^; Ter7 positively on that point. I think you could get some timber at auy rate suitable for the purpose. 
’’ * 1946. "What would the sleepers cost, do you think, delivered ou the line ? I think they would cost trom

9d. to Is. a piece.
1947. From 9d. to Is. ? No, 9d. I was thinking of morticed posts when I said Is. There is some 
carting to he paid.
1948. But a sleeper is a good deal higger thau a post ? It is, but then it is not morticed. "We pay la. 
for morticed posts. But my opinion on this subject is not worth as much as that of some other persons.
1949. Do you know the country about Millie and to the west of Millie ? Not immediately to the ivest 
of Millie.
1950. Do you know the character of the country between Millie aud the railway line ? Not very well.
1951. Or between Millie and Gurley, or "Woolabrar? I think I know it pretty well. I have not been 
carefully over it with a view of inspecting it. I know it is chiefly black soil.
1952. It is 12 or 13 miles from Millie to the line at either place ? I have not been across that country. 
I could not give you any reliable evidence.
1953. For all the stock coming from the west you have a tank every few miles on the travelling-stock 
route from Moree to Narrabri ? Tes.
1954. Would you have to pint tanks between the travelling stock route and the “ red ” line ? I think 
you would.
1955. That is for the stock to get on the line, say, at Gurley or "Woolabrar? Tes; I think a water 
supply would have to be provided for travelling stock.
1956. "Would the stock routes to the line have to be of the same widtli—a quarter or half a mile—as 
the travelling-stock route? On the main road tho width varies very considerablyin some places it is 
nearly a mile wide.
1957. Would it he necessary to have a travelling-stock route to each station ? Undoubtedly. I may 
explain that the road leading west from Woolabrar station is outside my district, It would he necessary 
to have a travelling-stock route leading to Woolabrar. The accommodation already exists to Tycannah, 
hut I am doubtful whether there is sullieient accommodation up to Gurley.
1958. Is there not a travelling stock route on Courallie Greek ? The travelling-stock route is the nearest 
to the creek.
1959. I suppose there will be no difficulty in putting travelling areas there if you adopt the route ? I 
think not.
1960. Which do you think, from a national point of view, would carry most stock, and, of course, make 
most money, independent, of course, of tho people of Moree or to the north? I am inclined to think 
that the travelling-stock route would he the most advantageous route—it gets further away from the 
mountain ranges, aud admits of reaching settlement so much further to the westward.
1961. Tou think the extra 6 miles which the Moree people and those north of Moree would have to

■ travel would he amply compensated by the railway getting a great deal more traffic ? In view of the
short distance from Moree to the border I. think it would, but if the border were many hundred miles 
further north I should not think so,
1962. The more stock you carry the lower the fares and the freights would be ? Yes. The chief advan
tage I can see in going to Millie is that the line will run more through the centre of settlement; the 
“ red” line will hug the hills a little closely for settlement,
1963. Do you think the people about Millie will go to Woolabrar or Gurley, a distance of 13 miles, and 
truck their stock, or go to Narrabri? I think they will go to Narrabri, a distance of 35 miles, and save 
tho railway freight from Woolabrar to Narrabri.
1964. Mr. Davies.] How many acres of unalienated land in your district will be served by this railway ? 
I cannot say without referring to the maps and records.
1965. Can you not give a rough estimate from the map on the wall ? It would be merely a guess,
1966. Can you not state approximately the number of acres that will be available for sale or selection, taking 
into account the leases which will fall in in 1895 ? I can supply the exact information to-morrow 
morning.
1967. What will be the increased value given to the land in your district which will be available for sale 
by the construction of this railway ? I think the Crown lands, within, say, 12 miles of the railway on each 
side, will be increased by about one third.
1968. What value do you place on the land, supposing it were available ? The land within that distance 
of the line as we sell it in special areas, and so on, is, 1 think, worth 30s. an acre. Some has brought as 
high as £2.
1969. Tou say, that if the railway is constructed, the land within a radius of 12 miles from the line would 
he worth £4 or £5 an acre ? No ; I think that land worth 30s. an acre would be worth about 40s. an acre.
1970. It would only increase the value of the land to the extent of 10s. an acre ? Except in special places. 
In favoured places it would bring more. It would bring £2 10s., or £3 an acre.
1971. The increased value would extend to all those holdings which will he served by the railway ? It 
spreads outwards from large figures to such small figures, that it will be most difficult to estimate.
1972. Coming hack to the “ red ” line, do you think it will serve the settled population along the route ? 
I do not think it would serve tho settlement as well as the travelling-stock route.
1973. What do you think would be a fair service to the selectors and pastoral tenants on either side of 
the railway—15 or 20 miles ? Those engaged in the pastoral industry would, I think, bo well served up 
to 25 miles, and fairly served up to 50 miles.
1974. And in regard to selectors ? With agricultural selectors it would he different, for every mile makes 
a difference in the cartage of their cereals,
1975. Is it not a fact, that most of tho selectors along the proposed line are small pastoralists ? Tes.
1976. Practically, these selectors are the same as squatters, but in a smaller degree ? Tes.
1977. A railway within 20 miles would serve any pastoralist, or practically, any settler ? Tes.
1978. Very little agriculture is carried on here ? Very little.
1979. Not much wheat is grown ? No ; it has only been grown in a few places ns an experiment.
1980. They prefer sheep-farming, because it pays best ? Yes; there is no market, except tbe local
market for hay or grain. . ’ 1981.
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1981. During your residence you have had an opportunity of forming an opinion as to the prosperity of Mr. W. H. 
the settlors? Tes.
1982. They have had fairly good seasons in your time ? Except in 1890, when they suffered more or less 24h^v18£>3
from floods. " '
1983. It is a fairly prosperous lire district? It is a very prosperous district.
19Si. And a very great impetus would be given to the prosperity of the district by the railway ? Tes ; 
more particularly with reference to the settlement of the leasehold areas throughout the whole of the 
country to tho east of the Barwon.
1985. Ton stated that it would be better to adopt the travelling-stock route, so as to serve a larger 
number of settlers ;—but supposing that tbe direct line is in many cases only 12 or 14 miles distant from 
the settlers, and that it is the shortest and cheapest route, and that, in your opinion, 25 miles from a 
station is a fair sendee for ordinary settlers, do you think it would be any great inconvenience to the 
settlers if they had to go from Millie to Woolabrar—a distance of from 12 to 15 miles ? "Well, supposing 
the hand through which the railway passes is 50 miles wide, I think wm would take in within that 25 miles 
of the line a large piece of mountain country.
1980. Do you know tho country well through which the " red.” line passes ? I have never followed the 
route along. I have crossed the route in various parts, but have not made a special inspection of it,
1987. Is it the highest and driest land through the district ? lam inclined to think it would ho higher 
and drier than any land to the west.
1988. The land all along the travelling-stock route is very much lower ? As you near the hills you get 
the slopes from the hills.
1989. The land on the travelling-stock route is lower, and is more likely to be subject to floods? It is 
lower, and it is more likely to be wet and sloppy.
1990. Any fall must go in that direction ? Tes.
1991. It would be more expensive to construct a line through such country than on the higher and drier 
land ? Of course you would have more water to accommodate.
1992. Tour primary objection to the “ red” line is that it hugs the hills too much ? Tes.
1993. But still it has the advantage of being dry and solid for railway construction ? It is drier. One 
could not tell, without making a careful examination of tbe country, whether it would be very much "less 
expensive. I think the probabilities are that it would be more expensive.
1994. It is estimated that a line by the travelling-stock route will cost £300 a mile more than a line by 
the “ red” route;—are you aw'arcthat that estimate has been made by theEngineer-in-Chief ? 1 was not 
aware of it.
1995. In your opinion, is that a high or a reasonable estimate ? I do not think that my opinion would 
be worth anything. I really could not express an opinion without seeing the figures or some data.
1996. Do you think it would be wise to lengthen a cheap line to the extent of 6^ miles, by adopting tho 
travelling-stock route at an additional cost of £500 a mile for the total length ? If it be a question of 
serving the country and settlement I should think it would be wise. But if it were a through line I 
should express a very different opinion.
1997. AVbuld you handicap the people of Moree, and the people in the district of Moree, with the addi
tional expenditure on the line, and with the increased freight and fare? 1 am inclined to think it would 
be warranted, owing to the fact that we should get more traffic from the west.
1998. Tou are of opinion that it would he wise to adopt the travelling-stock route, notwithstanding the 
increased cost and increased length of the railway ? Yos ; owing to the increased trade which might be 
brought to tho railway.
1999. Tou know the district of Moree thoroughly, 1 presume ? My occupation takes me about in all parts.
2000. Supposing the railway is extended by either the direct route or the travelling-stock route to what 
extent would it develop traffic and trade in this district? It would be very difficult to estimate what 
increase would take place in the traffic and trade. This is not a matter that I should ordinarily bother 
about, but I did make some inquiries during the last fewr days at Boggabilla, and I found that tfom our 
side fbe McIntyre some 3,000 bales of wool have gone up during the last three years by Warwick to 
Brisbane for transhipment to Sydney.
2001. How far is it from the McIntyre to Warwick, and thence by train to Sydney? I was told that it 
is 145 miles from Warwick to G-oondiwindi.
2002. Would it not be more direct to send the wool via Moree to Newcastle or Sydney ? I was told that 
the Eailway Commissioners in Queensland have given tho station people some special advantages. But 
even with these advantages that they have got some of the lessees I spoke to, and a big scourer told me, 
that they would send their wool this way if the railway were extended to Moree.
2003. Tou think that a large additional traffic would bo created by the railway ? Yes; but that increase 
does not represent all tbe increase which would take place. A good deal of trade would come in 
from the other side of the border. The country to the north of the McIntyre is very much flooded.
Until a Queensland railway is constructed to Goondiwindi, the chances are, I think, that we would get 
a considerable portion of tho Queensland goods traffic, ‘
2004. C/iairman.] Provided that no official barriers are placed in tho way r Tes,
2005. -Mr, Davie/i.] You think that a large additional traffic would come from the Queensland side if 
our railway system were extended to Moree ? I think so. It would also lead to a great increase to tho 
railway revenue in this sense; that a great deal of the fat stock and wool which now go to Tamworth, 
and to stations much further down the Northern line, would come here, and the railway would get the 
benefit of the additional trainage.
2006. Mr. O'Suih'vcin.] Tou have to travel to Goondiwindi as well as towards Collarendabri? To both.
2007. "What is your opinion of the character of the settlement—is it permanent ? Where it is honafidn 
it is permanent. "Where the selectors select in their own interest, there is no doubt that they can live on 
the land, and do well.
2008. Do you think there is much settlement wliieh is not Iona fide? I think that occurs all over tho 
Colony.
2009. Do you think it is particularly strong np this way ? I do not think it is particularly strong, but 
it exists here as well as everywhere else.
2010. Is it stronger here than it is in other districts ? I think not.

2011.
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O’M. WoS' ff’11' t ierc mucl1 room for pfitlcmcnt out towards Collarcndabri ? There is a great deal of room, but 
i"10 country is not nearly as good. The rainfall is lower, the country is more flooded in high floods, and 

24Nov., 1893. ™lerc ^ess prospect of agriculturo in that district than in the Boggabilla Districf.*'
’ 2012. How far does settlement extend from Millie ont that way P There are selections taken up right

to the Barwon—right over 1o Collarcndabri. ’
2013. "Would the selectors out there be likely to come into this line, or would they go to Narrabri ? If 
the railway were extended by the direct route, 1 think the built of them would go to Narrabri.
2014. You stated just now that the land towards Collarendabri is inferior ;—did you compare that land 
uUh the land round Moree, or with tho land out towards Goondiwindi ? It is inferior to both. It has a 
raini'all-of only ]Sor 19 inches, as compared with a rainfall of 24 inches at Moree > and 20 inches nt 
G oondiwindi. But in addition to all that, it is nearer to tho Barwon, and is Hooded by the waters from the 
Barwon. If the Barwon is in flood, large tracts of country on the frontage to the river, and extending 
miles back, arc submerged for some days.
2015. Consequently, the land to the north is less liable to be flooded than the land about Collarendabri? 
Not nearly so. Some of the country west of a line produced north of Moree is very much flooded.
2016. About what point? A good deal of tho Gil Gil country is flooded. The Whalan countrv is
flooded. J
2017. Is the Gil Gil country as badly flooded as the country about Collarendabri? I think it is, or very
nearly so. I am referring to the lower Gil Gil; the higher Gil Gil is not. ’
2018. In referring to the Gil Gil country, you do not moan the upper Gil Gil country, but the country 
towards the Barwon ? Tho country in a north-westerly direction from here.
2019. Do you think the selectors and graziers you speak of between Millie and Collarendabri would ho
induced to come into a railway station at Millie in the belief that 13 miles would make all tho difference ? 
If a station were placed at Millie, on the travelling stock route, they would havo to go there. They go in 
by that way in going from Collarendabri. " b
2020. They have another road to Narrabri? They have; but a great deal of tbe traffic goes past Millie, 
and I think they would ail go to Narrabri if tho railway station were placed at Woolabrar.
2021. Having come so far to Millicf do you not think that they would be inclined to go another 12 or 13 
miles to tap the railway at "Woolabrar instead of going on to Narrabri, a distance of 35 miles? They 
have 20 miles more, you see, to go with the teams ; they have a travelling stock route all the way; they 
would save the carriage on the railway up to Narrabri, and I think tho probabilities are that they would 
go to Narrabri.
2022. Would not the graziers have to pay more for the carriage of their wool by road to Narrabri than 
cm Woolabrar to Narrabri ? They might have to pay a little more. I could not tell unless I knew what 
the figures were.
2023. I presume that if the carriers got instructions from the graziers to strike the line at the nearest 
station they would be compelled to go there ? Of course they would. (
2021. And they would be likely to get those instructions if the carriage by team was less than the freight 
by rail to Narrabri? I flunk it is purely a matter of cost
2025. Which do you think would serve that district best—a line by the travelling stock route from 
Narrabri to Moree, or a line by tbe direct route with a branch from Woolabrar out towards Collarendabri 
before it reaches the flooded country ? I think the latter would answer better thau any other arrangement. 
I think it would be the most suitable arrangement possible ; because the very country I would wish to 
spread the lino westward for would he served by such a line, and the traflic from Moree would he saved 
tbe carriage over the extra length of 6.j miles, and the cost of constructing the extra length would be 
saved, °
202G. Such a line would not only give bettor accommodation to the people west of Millie, but it might 
alsn attract trade down by way of Angledool ? Yes ; more particularly in dry seasons,
2027. Beverting back to Goondiwindi,—there is ample room therefor settlement ? There is not very much 
on the resumed areas, but there is on the leasehold areas.
2023. According fo the indications on this map there is a good deal of leasehold land there? Yes but 
a lot of the land.which is shown as white is scrub country with very rich soil. A great deal of it is red 
and chocolate soil suitable for wheat-growing. It would ultimately be very valuable land.
2029. If the railway should be extended from Moree to Goondiwindi, it would possibly open up a good 
wheat-growing country ? I think it is very probable. Cultivation has been practised more in the neigh
bourhood of Boggabilla than anywhere about hero.
2030. Do you know the stations of the Australian Pastoral Company—Darc-Dareel? It is across from 
Mungindi.
2031. The company have some very large holdings representing some millions of acres ? Yes.
2032. Do they send their wool by way of Moree, or Brisbane ? I could not say. I think the line you 
suggested towards Collarendabri would reach that traffic. I think it would probably go without that lino 
past Mungindi to Moree.
2033. Have you over heard the expressions “ dry-weather road ” and “ wet-weather road ” used to 
indicate two different roads to Moree—one to be travelled in dry weather, and the other to be travelled 
in wet weather ? I never heard that expression used.
2034. In dry weather it is better to travel the travelling stock route, but in wet weather it is advisable to 
take tne mountain road ? In the winter of 1890 nearly all the heavy traffic which came to Moree came 
by the mountain road.
2035. That winter, when there were such severe floods, would bo a very good test of the character of the 
two roads m wet weather? Yes.
2036. If the people were compelled to travel by that road owing to the floods, is it not possible that a 
flood may come and wash away a railway line on the travelling stock route ? It was not so much the 
floods winch prevented the traffic from going along the travelling stock route, but tbe nature of the soil. 
J.hcjilack soil was wet and sodden during that winter. Eain had followed rain.
2037. The water docs not flow' very rapidly, but lies a long while on the ground? Yes. The rains 
followed bo soon after each other that it could not dry.
2038. The travelling stock route is almost in the very basin of that country ? I could not say that. The
w'ater flows westerly to the Barwon. You are crossing the watershed going all the way from Narrabri 
to Moree. o o j

:~I intended t0 coraiJilrc land at Collarendabri with that at Boggabilla, which is on tho eastern
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2039. Between the red line .ind the mountains, are there any thick scrubs ? There are some, but chiefly 
on the east side of Terry-Hie-Hie road.
2040. How far would that be from the proposed railway ? About 10 or 17 miles at the widest point.
2041. Do the scrubs extend very far ? It is scrub right up into the hills.
2042. Some of these scrubs are on the leasehold areas ? Some of the leasehold and the resumed area
still left is scrub. '
2043. Do you think these scrubs would impede settlement at any time? Dor a time, certainly. While 
there is good open land people will not take up scrub country, but ultimately I believe all that land will be 
selected, with the exception of the poor, rocky country.
2044. "What would it cost per acre to clear it ? If cleared as a scrub lease, it ought to be cleared, I 
think, for 5s. or Gs.—perhaps 5s. ; but to root up tbe trees and destroy them straight away it would run 
into pounds. To clear for cultivation straight away it would cost not less than £4 or £5 an acre, I think, 
probably a good deal more.
2045. Suppose these scrub lands were offered on scrub leases, do you think they would be availed of ? 
They are open now to scrub lease. An application was lodged a short time ago for a lot of this country 
on a scrub lease, but it was withdrawn, as the applicant had suited himself by buying another property.
2046. I suppose wc shall havo to wait until all the good land is selected before wo arc likely to see the 
scrub lands settled on ? They can be taken up on scrub leases. They arc not likely to bo taken by con
ditional purchasers or conditional lessees until the other land is selected.
2047. If the scrub were cleared it would prove pretty good agricultural country ? The laud is very rich. 
There are some sandstone spurs of poor quality. Some of the knobs arc of basaltic formation, but too 
rocky to cultivate.
2048. What colour is the soil ? It is black chiefly ; there is some chocolate.
2049. Mr. M'cCnurl,.'] What is about tbe average sme of the selections in your district ? The selections 
nearly all run in family groups. I think the average size of a family bolding would not be less than 
5,000 acres—probably between 5,000 and 7,000 acres.
2050. The individual selections are nearly all of the maximum area wherever it is possible? There are 
some families holding as much as 10,000 and 20,000 acres.
2051. Taking a radius of 10 miles around Moree, how many of these holdings would there be likely to be ? 
It would be very hard to answer the question, even approximately.
2052. Is Warialda in yonr district? Yes.
2053. Would much of the Warialda traffic come into Moree ? If there were no railway to Inverell it 
would.
2054. But if a railway were constructed to Inverell, would the whole of the Warialda district traflic go to 
Inverell ? I think the whole of the traffic of the township of Warialda would go to Inverell, but not the 
whole of the traflic of the district.
2055. From about how far on tbe other side of Warialda would traffic be attracted to Moree ? I do not 
think more than about 20 miles beyond Warialda, assuming that there is no lino to Inverell. That would 
bo about halfway between here and Glen Junes. I think the traffic halfway would come here, because 
we can provide them with better accommodation for travelling stock than they can in the settted districts. 
Otherwise, I think they would gain a little in distance by going to Glen Innes.
2056. Presuming that this line were not constructed to Moree, and that a line were constructed to Inverell, 
how far would that line attract traffic from this way ? As_far as Yetman—perhaps a little further down 
the McIntyre ; and it might go, perhaps, from 24 miles on this side of Warialda.
2057. If the Inverell line, as well as the Moree line, were constructed, those lines would be essentially 
competing lines for tbo traffic over that 40 miles of country ? I scarcely know whether they would com
pete very much. Wherever you are in the country you go to the nearest line.
2058. If both lines were constructed, would they not compete for the traffic of this 40 miles of country ? 
1. do not fancy that there would bo any competition. It is not as if the lines were constructed by private 
enterprise.
2059. But you have stated that if the Inverell line were not constructed, and the Moree lino wore con
structed, the latter would draw traffic from 20 miles east of 'Warialda, because Moree would be nearer 
than Glen Innes ? Yes.
2060. Supposing that a railway were constructed to Inverell, would you not lose the traffic of 20 miles of
country ? Yes. ”
2061. So that they would be competing lines ? We would be competing to that extent that wo should 
lose something.
2062. Mr. Musing^ I presume v ou would favour a railway to Moreo, because it is a depot for a certain 
portion of country ? Yes.
2063. The country for which it is the depot at present would be bounded on the east by a line halfway 
between here and Glen Innes, on the north by the McIntyre, on the west by the Barwon, aud perhaps 
west of tho Barwon ? Yes.
2064. You would get as much Queensland traffic as Queensland legislation would permit you to got? Yes. 
20G5. Moree being a depot for such a large area of country, do you think it is fair to ask all that produce 
to go 6 miles further round to reach Narrabri ? Of course it is a loss, but you havo to look at the other 
gain. In view of all the gain, I think it would be advisable to make it by that route.
2066. If you have one territory to the west, and another territory to the north, does it not appear to be 
reasonable to deal with those territories by two lines rather than by ono ? Yes ; if you do that it will save 
the necessity for a curved line.
2067. Is tho territory which you have described, and for which Moree is now the depot, sufficient to
justify the adoption of the nearest route to market ? If the branch line referred to were made, I think it 
would be. ’
2068. Bail ways are not built for to-day only, but with regard to the development of the country for all 
time ? Yes.

Mr. W. H. 
O'M. Wood.

24Not\Ti893.

2069. If the country towards Collarcndabri is sufficient to ever justify the construction of a railway, it is 
best to put this railway in the position which -will always be the best position ? Yes.
2070. Therefore it appears that the direct line would be the better ono? I think that a branch line would
be the best service fur tbo whole-district.* 2071.

*I4ote (on revision) :—l mnilnt licrc that a direct line 1 o Moree, and branch to Oollarendaliri, would be the beat 
service.
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Mr. W. H. 
O’AI. Wood.

24 Not., 1893.

2071. In the immediate future it is probable that a railway will be constructed to Inverell, and it is also 
probable that the Barwon may be snagged. Do you expect to see boats go permanently to Mungindi r1 
If the river were snagged and locked, undoubtedly they could go with safety.
2072. Do you believe the Barwon is of sufiBcient importance there to lock iff Yes.
2073. You regard that in the immediate future we shall have a different state of things with a railway to 
Inverell and the Barwon snagged ? Yes.
2074. How will the area for which Moree is the depot stand then ? Moree then will be bounded by 
a lino halfway between Moree and Inverell on the east. The river would only take goods traflic. It 
would never take stock. It would be hard to say how far the trade line would come up towards 
Moree, but I think you may say a line about halfway between the Barwon and Moree, because water 
traffic is much less than railway traffic as a rule. It would come fully halfway for the goods traffic, 
but I think the stock traflic would still remain as it is.
2075. Therefore, Moree becomes a depot for trade 40 miles to the east and about 50 miles to the west and 
north ? Yes.
2070. That appears to you to be the reasonable development of the country ? Yes.
2077. The Moree district, in your opinion, is still large enough to be entitled to a direct way to market ?
Yes. When that time arrives, I think the amount of fat stock traffic along the Moree line will be very 
greatly increased. Again, in the times of drought, stock going through this centre to New England will 
be very considerable. -
2078. I presume, that you can give no opinion with regard to tbe effect of Queensland legislation ? No.
2079. Do you know anything about artesian water in the district? There have been no experiments tried 
on this side of the Barwon.
2080. It is problematical ? It is. Close to the Barwon they have struck artesian water at a great depth.
2081. You do not know the formation? No ; the formation to the east of Moree—some 14 or 15 miies— 
is, I think, sandstone. The sandstone formation is deep, but it has been struck in wells.
2082. You arrived at your opinion with regard to railway-sleepers from a comparison with posts ? Yes.
2083. That may he altogether misleading ? Yes.
2084. You know nothing, in point of fact, about this timber, to give an opinion as to railway-sleepers ? 
No, not in that locality.

Mr. John Thomas Crane, Council Clerk, Moree, sworn, and examined :—■
Mr- 2085. Chairman^ You are tbe Council Clerk of Moree ? Yes.

J. T. Crane. 2086. You are also tbe Secretary of tbe Stock Board ? Acting Secretary.
„"'T'a'TT' 2087. Mr. Suitor.'] Have you considered the question of this line from Narrabri to Moree ? I have con

i ot., 6. sj^ere(| f;])e question chiefly in connection with tbe trade which will come from across the border and the 
Boggabilla portion of our district, but which now goes to Cambooya or Warwick, on the Queensland 
railways.
2088. Where is Boggabilla? It is a New South Wales township, 5 miles from Coondiwindi.
2089. What trade do you expect to get from there by this line ? Within our own Colony, about 3,000 
bales of wool.
2090. Any sheep or cattle ? Yes; but the stuck trade we get now pretty well. It is wool chiefly which 
goes out of the Colony.
2091. Have you any other trade besides ? I think the wool from such stations as Callandoon and Weli- 
toivn, which graze about 200,000 sheep, will also come this way, unless the border-tax is raised.
2092. Where are those stations ? On the Queensland side of-the McIntyre, below Q-oondiwindi. Last 
month I saw some wool going through which bad paid the border duty in order to come this way. It came 
from Dareel—not the company’s Dareel, but the leasehold of Dareel.
2093. Do you think a great deal more wool would come to Moree if this line were constructed ? Yes.
2094. How much more? I think that about 3,000 bales of New South Wales wool which now goes across 
the border to Cambooya would come this way. I also think that about 2,000 bales of Queensland wool, 
which goes chiefly to Cambooya and "Warwick, would come this way.
2095. What is Cambooya ? It is a trucking-place on the Charleville line. Warwick is the trucking- 
place on the other line. I have visited most of the properties on this side of the border during shearing 
time, and I know from the owners themselves that they would send to Moree.
2096. Have you any idea of the number of bales which would be likely to come here to be shipped to 
Sydney, other than those you spoke of on this side of the border? I think on this side of the border 
about 3,000 bales.
2097. Are many sheep and cattle likely to be trucked here? A number of sheep and cattle which como 
from that part, and which now truck at Narrabri, would truck here, but it would not be new business 
altogether, such as the wool, which all goes out of the Colony. The sheep and cattle chiefly go to Narrabri 
now, on account of the better stock route.
2098. Mr. Davies.] Have any of the pastoral tenants who you say are likely to send their wool by this 
railway been summoned to give evidence before this Committee ? We have not had an opportunity to 
communicate with any of them since we were apprised of the exact date on which the Committee would 
sit here, but there is a gentleman hero from that locality who will give evidence.
2099. Your statements, of course, arc only hearsay ? What I have been told by the people themselves,
2100. Would it not be better that some of these gentlemen should give evidence themselves ? There is a 
gentleman here who lives amongst them and secs their wool coming over this way.
2101. Can you give the names of the owners, and the area of their holdings ? On this side of the border
Carrigan Brothers—tbo firm of J. ]?. Carrigan, and O. E. Carrigan and the firm of J. F. Carrigan and 
A. N. Carrigan—shear 17,000 sheep. ■
2102. D ave yon personally seen the persons whose names you are about to quote, and been informed by 
them that in the event of this line being constructed to Moree they will send by this way tbe wool which 
they now send to Queensland? Yes,
2103. Will you now give tbe other names? Bobert Cook, 4,090 sheep ; K. Y. Holmes, 5,000 sheep; 
K, D. Gordon, 4,000 sheep ; Hooper and Barnett, 25,000 sheep—whether that wool would come this way

■ woidd
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would Qejjend a good deal on tho Mclntyro being ford able ; they can get to Warwick station. C. W. 
JJaiey, 2,500 sheep; A. Knauf, 1,000 sheep; Brown Brothers, 00,000 sheep; estate of the late Mr. 
Walker (Boronga),.30,000 sheep ; Allan Brothers,0,000 sheep; Holmes Brothers, 2.000 sheep ; McMillan 
DL-ir ^aii’s^iecP ’ ^r^son ■^ro^ers) ^i000 sheep; the estate of the late Mr. Woods, 2,000 sheep; 
rhuups, 2,000 sheep; John Walsh, 5,000 sheep; llobcrtson and Brady, 4 000 sheep; and Boobcrastation, 
about 30,000 sheep, J 1
2104. Auy others ? Those are all selectors and squatters on this side of the border.
210o. Who at present send their wool to Queensland ? Tes.
^ Pave y°u ma<le up the total number of bales of wool ? I include in mv estimate Welltmvn station, 
winch has about 150,000 sheep, and Callandoon station, which has about 30,000 sheep -on the other side 
or tho border—as they arc only 70 miles from Moree as against 140 miies from tho nearest station on the 
Queensland railway. 'These persons hold about 305,000 sheep in all.
omo" muc'3 wop you think goes to Queensland from those sheep P About 5,200 bales.
2L03. Jn the event of this railway being constructed, it would como to Moree and be shipped to either 
JN eweastle or Sydney ? Tes. .
2109. Prom your position as acting Secretary of the Stock Board, you arc sure of the accuracy of these 
ngures . les. Some of the figures are only approximate, because the holdings are in the Warialda 
district; but they aro within 1,000 or 2,000 of the proper number.
211(1 Do you know the country through which the “ red ” line runs ? I have never followed the line, 
but 1 Imvc a general knowledge of the country.
2111, Tou also know the travelling stock route ? Well.
olio’ tV'6 ^°Ll ^01V nrilch tbe latter route is longer than the former? .AboutG miles.
ji jT,0 ^°\l^30 squMt'm an(j selectors to whom you have just referred would bo willing to pay
the additional freight for those G miles, or do you think they would prefer to have a direct lino which
ch°eapcstUne11 ^Is^ance an^ re<iuce the freight? They would certainly prefer the shortest and

2114. Do you think aline by the travelliug stock route would havo any influence in prevenfing some of 
the wool and stock you have mentioned from coming to Moree ? I cannot say that it would with regard
o lose properties I liave mentioned, hut certainly the shorter and cheaper the route the more trade you

will draw from that quarter. J
2115 Ton believe the shorter and cheaper route is most likely to influence the squatters and selectors to 
send their produce direct from Moree to Sydney ? Tes.
211G. lou favour the direct line in preference to the line by the travelling stock route ? From a national 
etandpoin „ tho direct lino is the best—for this'reason, that I do not think that the increased traffic at Millie 
would pay the interest on the cost of the deviation.
MU. Do you think that the trade which might be got at Millie, supposing the railway were taken in that 
direction, would he equal to the trade which might be induced from our own border by a direct line ?

2118. ;P_?y°u think the influence in favour of the shorter line, and the trade that would be drawn from 
beyond Moree to the Queensland border, would bo greater than that which might bo obtained if it went 
round by Millie, les. I think that what you will drop at Millie von will pick up at Narrabri.
211.1. Would the one compensate for the other, or would the trade of Moree be much larger than what 
yon might lose at Millie by taking the direct route ? I think you would gain as much at this end as you 
uould lose at Millie. Tou might possibly lose some clips altogether by making an expensive lino to

?I20- You would onliT loso difference in the freight from Millie to Narrabri ? Tes • the freight for 
45 miles. 1 b
2121. Jlrom a national standpoint you think that the direct route is more likely to develop a larger trade 
and secure the whole of the trade proper to the district of Moree than would a loop line 5 Yes
2122. Are you aware that the Engmecr-in-Ohief estimates that a line by the travelling stock route will 
cost not less than £o00 a mile more than a lino by tbe direct route, which is estimated to cost £9 400 a 
mile ? I have heard a statement to that effect.
21j3- th'nh tiliU in 01'der *0 serve the people of Millie that expenditure would be-justifiable ? No •
1 do not think the increased trade got at Millie would pay the intcrestontheincreased cost of constructin'* 
the hue by that route. 13
2124. How long have you heen council clerk ? Two years.
2125. What has been the increase in the value of the properties in the borough during this year as 
compared with the previous year ? I have not tho figures at hand ; but as regards the rates I may say 
that as against a revenue ot £450 from this source last year wo have received £501 this year. In a <*ood 
many cases the assessment has been reduced, owing to tho depression. The laud is not so valuable as it 
was twelve months ago, in iny opinion. I valued the properties. The increase in the revenue is due to 
the increase m the number ot the buildings within the township.
212G. IIow many buildings, shops, and dwellings havo been erected this year? I could not tell you 
without reierenco to the books, but there has been a large increase. J
2127. Is it likely to continue ? I think there will he an increase from time to time, but not so larae an
increase as we have had during the last year, and which, I think, has been largely in anticipation of the 
railway coming here. 1
2128. What rate do you strike ? One shilling in the £.
2129. Has it heen reduced ? No ; we are in debt.
2130. Has there been any marked depreciation in the value of property during the last twelve months ?

2131 Although only threo years in existence, the borough has a debt of £500 ? its against a loan of 
f'l0 T.e lli,ve a credit balance at tho bank of £300, so that we really owe only £200.
2132, You receive the Goyornment subsidy of £ for £? Tes.
2133. Ton arc getting no interest on your credit balance ? Not at present.

T1.m’18 rai!3l;r ^ financing P At the end of the year wc propose to reduce the debt of £50) by 
.or r if110rc arc "'ork’Vn which will absorb tho balance of the credit balance. J

2loo. is there a groat abundance of river gravel here ? Yes 
13 (/,■)—H ‘

Mr.
J. T. Crane. 

24 Not., 1803,

213G.
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2186. How mucli per cubic yard does it cost to lay and spread gravel on your streets ? It costs from 
J* T. Crane. ^ £or g(-rceis adjacent to the river, up to Is. Od. or Is. lOd,—even 2s. for streets in the far end in

the municipality.
' ' 2137. Would 2s. Gd. be regarded as a fair and reasonable price at which to get gravel ballast for tho

railway within a reasonable distance ? It would depend on the means of carriage. If carried by carts 
■ for 8 or 10 miles it would cost a great deal more, but up to a distance of about 3 miles it could, bo done at

2s, 6d. It is considerably lower than it has been done of lato years, as there are numerous carters wanting 
work. ' _
2138. Bo you know of any timber fit for railway sleepers in the district, or on the route of the railway ?
I do not know anything of the timber exactly on tho line. _
2139. Have you any further reason to advance in favour of the railway ? I have only to point out that a 
number of stations which now send their wool lo Tamworth or Glen Innes would send their wool here, 
and the difference in the freight between Narrabri and Sydney would go to the railway.
2140. Have you any idea of the quantity? I think it would be about 500 tons.
2141. It would come to Moree from these stations? Tes. _
2141-g-. Mr. O' Sullivan.'} Arc they fat or store sheep that are brought down from the Queensland side 
through Moree to Narrabri ? I have never seen store sheep trucked. _
2142. They are not likely to travel on to Narrabri, even if the line goes to Moree ? Ido not think so.
2143. Is tbe country between Moree and Narrabri very expensive country to travel stock over? Yes; 
on account of tbe numerous public watering-places.
2144. The country between Moree and tho border is pretty well supplied with natural water ? Tes.
2145. But the country between Moree and Narrabri is supplied with water from Government tanks, for

- which water the drovers have to pay ? There has been plenty of natural water during tbe Last four or
five years, but they have had to pay just the same. _ _
2145}. That will he an argument to go to show that the stock will bo shipped at Moree if tho terminus is 
shifted to that town. Bo you know anything about the Australian Pastoral Company ? I know tbo 
locality of their stations. '
2146. Where do they send their wool now ? I have seen some of their clips going through Moree. I 
havo met some of it crossing the “ Watercourse,” about 60 miles from Moree, and going to Narrabri. 
But I believe the greater quantity of their wool goes Lo .Brisbane.
2147. You think the construction of this railway will bring that trade bore? It will bring a good
deal. It will bring all the wool grown on the land about Muugindi. I think tho wool which is grown
lower down the river will not como here unless the “ Watercourse” is dry.
2148. Are they not talking of erecting large sheds and appliances at Bareel 7 I am not aware that 
they are.
2149. This district is very free from diseases in sheep ? Yery free. .
2150. The sheep have had no very serious attacks, at all events? No. I have not heard of any serious 
disease in sheep during the last seven years, since I have been in tbe district,
2151. It may Ihereforc be regarded as a very reliable pastoral district? Yes.
2151}. You stated that some 3,090 bales of New South Wales wool went across the border to Cambooya 
or Warwick. As it is much shorter to Brisbane ly rail than it would be to Sydney, you think the shorter 
distance would not still attract that wool to Brisbane? hVom the stations I named to Cambooya—the 
distance is 140 miles, and all these stations aro within a distance of from 65 to 90 miles of Moreo. There 
is a new road being opened to Boggabilla, which is 18 miles shorter than the present road.
2152. Moreo is 400 miles from Sydney, Cambooya is about 146 miles from Brisbane, and I suppose 
Warwick is about 160 miles from Brisbane ? I am not sure of the distance,
2153. Will not the shorter distance to be travelled on the Queensland railways always give Queensland 
an advantage in the competition for the carriage of this wool ? Certainly, it will give them an advantage, 
but I do not think that it will give them sufficient advantage to attract wool over the border. The 
owners of 209,000 sheep I named are on this side of the border.
2154. Moree will become their trucking place without a doubt ? Yes.
2155. Mr. McCourt.} You stated that 500 tons of loading which now goes to Tamworth would go by this
railway if it were constructed. Where would that loading come from? Tuiloona rims 110.000 shcop; 
Yallaroi, 80,000 sheep; Gunyerwarildi, 30,000 sheep; and selectors on Gunyerwarildi, 50,000 sheep. 
These 270,000 sheep produce about 3,51!) bales, equal to 520 tons, on which, in my opinion, a gain of 
about 80s. per ton in freight wmuld be made on the difference between Moree and Tamworth; that is, 
allowing 18s. as the carriage from Moree to Narrabri. Trom Narrabri to Sydney the freight is £4 7s. Id. 
per ton ; from Tamworth to Sydney it is £3 15s. lOd. per ton, and if we allow' another 18s. per ton front 
Moree to Narrabri that would he equal to a revenue of £789 per annum for the carriage of this wool. 
2155}. You think that they would pay the extra freight and come this way? Certainly; Gunyerwarildi 
would travel 45 miles to Moree as against 130 miles to Tamworth, and Tuiloona 58 miles as against 170 
miles to Tamworth. _
2156. Chairman.} Bo you desire to make any further statement ? Yes; with reference to the evidence 
of Mr. "Wood on ono point. As stock agents for the last seven years our firm has consigned a vast 
number of sheep to Sydney for sale. In my opinion the sheep ot Millie would not go on to Narrabri 
but w'outd truck nt Woolabrar. The district surveyor stated that the sheep would rather go to^Narrahri, 
but I think I am stating the opinion of every stockowmer in saying that they would not go to Narrabri,
2157. If the stock owners to the west of the line, coming in via Millie, assert that they would still go on 
to Narrabri, and would not avail themselves of this line at Woolabrar, what do you say to that ? I would 
say that if the sheep were mine, they would go to Woolabrar, knowing how fat sheep are knocked about, 
and bow difficult it is to truck owing to the crowded state of (he Narrabri station. I am sure that the 
owners of all the sheep would rather drive them 13 miles lo a station on this line and pay tho extra 
Height than submit them to tho knocking about which they must suffer at Narrabri.
2158. That is always provided that there are conveniences at Woolabrar for trucking sheep? Yea; I 
know that a number uf sheep were sent from here to Breoza, because that, is a quieter place, for trucking. 
There are no dogs, towns, or lanes to go through near the trucking place. These sheep were sent up the 
river by Barraba, Manilla, and Carrol, across to Breeza.
2159. That is a longdistance? It is a long road, but in the ordinary state of things there is no grass 
from Boggy Creek to Narrahri. A day or two before market, when you want your sheep to get a little, 
there is no grass and they arc trucked hollow and empty, and they arc a couple of days in the trucks.

' " ' ‘ 2160.
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21G0. Owing to the dearth oE feed on the stock route between Millie and INarrabri, you think thnt nil the 
stock coming from the west through Millie would tap the nsai’cst station on tho proposed line ? 
Undoubtedly,
2101. Can _you give an idea of the volume of traffic on tbo north, aa compared with tho traflic on tho 
west;—is it a half or a third ? More than a half from the north.
2102. So that the western traflic is of considerable importance to this railway ? Certainly.
21021. If tho statement 1 mentioned is correct, and there will he no traflic coming to the line from the 
west, it will have a very detrimental effect on its paying prospects ? If the traflic does not touch the line 
at Millie or "Woolabrar, it must touch tbe line at Narrabri.
2103. But that lias nothing to do with tbe paying qualities of this section of the line? No.
2103J-. Aro there no other stock or station agents hero besides your firm ? Two other firms.
2164. Do you do the largest business? 1 cannot say.
2105, Is the business fairly distributed ? I believe it is.
21G6. Can you state the quantity of slock passing through your hands which would be carried by this 
railway ? I can on reference to my books.
21G7. Can you state the quantity approximately ? I would not attempt to do so, without referring to my 
books.
2168. Yesterday, between Kerramingly and Moree, the Committee passed twenty-three waggon-loads of 
wool—would that all como through Moree ? Yes.
2169. From what direction—north-east midwest? From the north chiefly. That would be wool from 
stations towairds the border, to which places carriers would not get until they had cleared all the wool 
ont here.
2170. Is any stock shipped at Narrahri coming from as far north-west as Mungindi ? Yos.
2171. By what route do they travel? They travel through Moree generally. There is another road 
used by Messrs. Bucknell Brothers of Yarrawa and Burrandoon, and then they travel in by Meroe and 
Millie. They strike a line at Millie generally. Yarrawa sheep come here. Other persons could not use 
that road, because it passes through private lands.
2172. With the exception of that station, which can travel its stock through its own holding, the great 
bulk of the stock coming from Mungindi for shipment at Narrabri, comes through Moree ? The wdiole, 
with that one exception.
2173. Does stock to the south and west of Mungindi, aiming for Narrabri, go through Moree ? They
would go by Collarondabri. _
2174. Anything south of Mungindi would probably go to Narrahri via Collarondabri ? South of Mungindi 
I fancy they would not go to Collarendabri. They would go across the waitercoursc to Moree. They 
would not get so far west as Collarendabri.
2175. Do you know Mogil Mogil ? Yes.
217G. There is a line of road from Mogil Mogil to Moree, and about half-way along there is a branch 
road to Millie ? Yes. .
2177. Is that the road yoi^ refer to ? Mogil Mogil stock, instead of going by that road, would go by 
Thalaba Crock, and would strike for Millie or Narrabri; 1 believe they would go to Narrabri.
2178. Down towards Wee Waa ? They do not got so far south as Wee Waa.
2179. They mako as straight as they can for Narrahri. Yes. Their nearest point on this railway would 
he Woolabrar.
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2180. Would any of the stock which now goes through Moree tap the line nt any point nearer Narrabri 
than Moree ? The Mungindi stock would still tap at Moree.
2181. Does any Queensland stock come across there now and go on to Narrahri? Yes.
2182. Would the extension of our railway system to Moree enable us to extend our trado operations the 
snino distance further into Queensland than wc do now at Mungindi, bar the interposition of artificial 
harriers ? Bar the border tax I believe it would.
2183. But even now, independent of the border tax, you are getting Queensland stock ? Yes, and 
Queensland wool.
2184. So that it is reasonable to suppose that if we extend our railway lo Moree wfc shall extend our line '
of trade the same distance further into Queensland ? Yes, if the tax is kept as it is. 1 believe you will 
extend your trade just 60 miles. '
2185. On the other hand if the taxis increased it will mean a diminution of our trade? They could 
impose a prohibitive tax.
2186. There would be less trade over this line to carry ? Less Queensland trade.
2187. That holds good with reference to all Queensland trade from Mungindi right round to Ctoondi- 
wiudi ? Yes.
2188. Can you give any idea of the trade that we are getting from Queensland—say between Mungindi 
and Goondiwindi, and which goes down through Moree to Narrabri? Your trade to Narrabri extends 
on the Goondiwindi route a distance of about 48 miles in this direction,
2189. Are we not now, with the exception of those stations you quoted this morning, and whoso produce 
goes to Warwick, at different points attractiug Queensland traffic to Narrabria, via Moree ? That is on 
the Mungindi route, not on the Goondiwindi route.
2190. Where do we leave getting Queensland trade going up the McIntyre from Mungindi ? From 
Mungindi you get the wool from Messrs. Livingstone and Paltridge leasehold, and the Australian Pastoral 
Company send their wool which is shorn anywhere adjacent to Muugindi.
2191. Do wo go up the McIntyre as far as Kunopia? Yes.
2192. Opposite Kunopia, how far do wc extend into Queensland ? That is just about as far as we do 
extend. Opposite Kunopia there is a holding called Ncwinga wliieh has sent its wool this way. But when 
you got higher than that point it pays to send wool to Cambooya or Warwick.
2193. Is the Queensland trade that vro now get at Narrabri via Moree between Mungindi and Kunopia? 
Any Queensland trade more to the north-east goes to Cambooya.
2191. And anything to tho south-west of Muugindi would go down via Mogil Mogil or Collarendabri ? 
Yes, and into Millie.
2195. It would have no effect upon the railway, except that it would not como via Millie ? Yes,

2196.
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J T^Cnme 2190. From your evidence, tlie western trade which it may lie presumed will come through Millie is of 
considerable importance as regards tho paying capabilities of this line ? Tho stock trade—yes.

24 Not. 1893, 2197. The wool, of course, too ? Wool might possibly be hauled to Narrabri by team, but I do not think 
’ there is any doubt that all the stock would truck at Woolabrar. '

2198.. Have you travelled the road between Moree and Narrabri frequently during bad seasons? I have 
seen it in a bad state. ’
2199. Have you ever been compelled to go by the Foot Hill Itoad or tho wot weather road on the east 
of the “ red” line ? I have travelled that road—not on account of the muddy state of the travelling stock 
reserve, hut because it suited my business to go by that way on those occasions.
220Ch As regards the travelling, is there very much difference between the travelling stock reserve and 
the “ red route ? 'That line is about half-way between the mountain or wet weather road and the 
travelling stock route,
2201. That line runs virtually about 10 miles from the travelling stock route ? In my opinion, the 
black soil along the “red” route is not so loose as it is along the travelling stock route.
2202. And the watercourses are more confined ? The watercourses are more defined. They shallow and 
open out over the country as you get lower down. As you get to the mountain the creeks aro more 
denned, as you get to the plain the watercourses become shallow and water overflows.
2203. From that point of view, irrespective of having a direct line, you think it desirable to construct the 
railway on that better country ? In my opinion, it could be constructed at less expense there.
2204*. And made and worked at less expense ? Certainly.
2205. You see the black dots on the map showing the proposed stations along the “ red” line;—from your 
knowledge of the runs, do you tliink tho stations are placed at convenient distances or points to tap what
ever traffic may come from the east or west ? They appear to be.
2206. Do you think Edgeroi, "Woolabrar, Gurley, and Tycannah Stations are pretty well situated ? Yes. 
I do not know the exact locality of Gurley Station or the distance from Bumble. There would be a good 
deal of traffic to Bumble which is on Courallie Creek,
2207. In a direct course, it is about 8 miles from the travelling stock reserve ? I think it is well situated.
2208. If it is thought by the departmental officers that the traffic from the west via Millie would bo best 
served by a junction at Woolabrar, do you endorse that view or do you think it would be served better 
at Gurley ? Woolabrar would bo the station for tho Millie and western traffic. It is more suitable thau 
Gurley.
2209. Will it be necessary to provide as ample a writer supply at these various stations as there is on the
stock route ? I think the department has incurred a lot of unnecessary expense in providing water on 
the travelling stock route. - ‘
2210. The drovers do not think that ? They do;. they are going mad over the rates which they are
charged. They are kicking up a great row. " ‘
2211. They are not complaining about the water being provided, but only that the cost of maintaining 
the water supply involves very high rates? Some of the tanks were never asked for or required,
2212. It would be very awkward for the travelling stock if the tanks wore not there ? I refer to tho tank 
at Tycannah where there is natural water which will last as long as the grass 3n the road will last.
2213. As regards the others ? The tank which was put down last and against which all tho outcry was
raised was never asked for, J
2214. In the opinion of yourself aud many other persons the water supply at Tycaunah is useless inas
much as there is always plenty of natural water there ? In my opinion it was an unnecessary expenditure 
of money. The people cannot afford to pay the rates—they are paying so many on the route—particular!v 
a small man who has his 1,000 sheep to send in. ”
2215. It is better to be taxed to preserve the sheep than to lose them? When there was not any natural 
nater there was no grass to sustain stock. The public watering department has taken possession of tho 
natural water holes.
2216. In view of the large number of stock which may go to Woolabrar station, wmuld not the Govern
ment have to provide large watering accommodation ? They would have to provide watering accommod
ation of some character, but I do not think there is any occasion to incur such expense as has been 
incurred on tbe other liue.
2217. Aou think Woolabrar is tho station, next to Moree, at which most trucking will take place ? Most 
trucking of sheep which will strike the lino at Millie. '
2218. And whatever water accommodation is required at the other stations will be comparatively small 
and inexpensive? At present there are very few settlers at either station.
2219. You heard the evidence of Mr. Wood as to what he thought was the trade line as between this 
railway and the proposed railway to Inverell—do you agree with his view's on that point ? Yes; that is 
a line about 20 miles this side of Warialda.
2220. Do you think the betterment principle is a fair principle to introduce? Yes.
2221. You think the people of the district would be content to come under the betterment principle so as 
to get a railway ? 1 cannot say what their feeling is in the matter.
2222. Presuming that tbe principles applied to the construction of this railway, do you think tbe land 
boards and land courts would be tho best tribunal to fix the various zones for the operation of tho better
ment principle ? I do.
2223. Better than the ordinary law courts or arbitration? I think the land boards would be the proper 
tribunal to deal with the question primarily, of course with the right of appeal to the higher courts.
2224. The land boards give general satisfaction, don’t they? Yes. '
2225. Would you like lo express an opinion as to the bona Jides or otherwise of the land which has heen 
taken up and which is tinted blue on this map ? Ido not know anything about that question, I am not a 
land agent. I confine myself entirely to stock.
2226. I think you stated that if the line is, constructed a very large increase will take place in the trade 
in a very short time ? I anticipate a very large increase.
222/. Presuming that in the future it is thought desirable to extend the raLhvay system towards 
Collarendabri for the purpose of securing the trade more effectually, at what point do you think it would 
branch from the main line—at Narrabri or at Woolabrar via Millie ? From my knowledge of the country 
I think from "Woolabrar via Millie, because it would pass a great number of settlers.

2228.
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2228. Is the country from Collarendabri'i»Vf Millie to Woolabrar less liable to flood than the country Mr.
from Collarendabri via Gurleigh Point to Narrabri West ? My knowledge of the country about Gurleigh ' ' A rim°- 
Point ia not sufficient lo warrant mo to answer the question. i _ 21 Not 1893
2229. Tou have had no esperience of road-making ? Only what I have gained as council clerk during the '
last two years, _ _
2230. Is it true that one particular street in the town has swallowed up 12 or 21 inches of river gravel P 
I cannot say that it has. If about 6 or 9 inches of gravel are put on black soil and a good heavy waggon 
passes along tbo wheels will go through the gravel and naturally bring up in the spokes black muck, and 
the result is that with waggons continually passing along the road you have all muck on top.
2231. That would be in some low portions of the town where there were no .water channels? Where
there was no drainage. ....
2232. With water channels a small amount of gravel on black soil will make a fair road? It will if it is
not cut into before it sets. . .
2233. If it is proposed lo put 3 inches of river gravel or ordinary hallast under this line with, of course, 
proper waterways on cither side, will that quantity be sufficient? lam not a railway engineer. A 
railway is entirely different from a road, on a railway tbe weight of the train is distributed over sleepers 
but on the roads tho weight of the waggon is concentrated on a 8 inch tyre.
2231. You thing it is possible that the line might be worked with safety and economy with 3 inches of 
metal on the surface of the laud ? 1 could not express an opinion about what ballast the line may require.
2235. Is there auy other point on which we have not touched ? Owing to the establishment of all these 
water reserves on tho travelling stock reserves from Moree to Narrabri the route is a very expensive one 
to travel. In ordinary seasons there is no doubt that all the sheep which arc going to market would be 
trucked. 1 think that hardly any sheep would pass from Moreo and travel by the route even in excep
tionally good seasons we have water rates to pay and that makes travelling very expensive.
223G. Unless they have some reason to keep the sheep back and not to get to market? 3iTes.

Mr. Charles O’Hara, contractor, Moree, sworn, and examined :—
2237. Chairman?, What is your occupation? I am a contractor. I havo resided in Moree eleven Mr.
years. O’Hara.
2238. Mr, Davies.'] What contracts do you carry out? I contract for bush work—repairing Govern
ment bridges or sinking wells for water. 0T'J '
2239. Where do you generally get the timber for your bridges ? It depends on the character of the 
bridge. If we require very long timber we havo to go beyond Narrabri, but short Limber such as 20 feet 
long we get at Terry-IIic-Hie.
2210. Can you get sufficient timber for this railway anywhere in tbe locality ? There are any amount of 
sleepers at Terry-Hic-IIie and Bogamildi, which is on the Warialda Hoad, about 30 miles distant.
2211. Is that the same place that the Mayor spoke of as “ Kedbank” ? Almost.
2242. You think there will be no difficulty in getting sleepers ? Not for an ordinary light lino.
2243. Not squared sleepers but half-round split sleepers? To get half-round split sleepers there would 
bo no trouble whatever.
2241, What would it cost to deliver sleepers of that character at certain points on the lino ? Half-round 
sleepers sawn in two will, I think, be delivered at 3s. per pair. Hewn sleepers would cost 9s. a pair.
221i5. ’That estimate would include tho carriage of the sleepers from the stump to Ihe various points mi 
1 he line ? Yes.
2246. Ballast can he secured, I presume, readily for this line ? I think the ballast would have to bo
brought from the Namoi. _
2247. Gravel ballast ? I believe you can get gravel ballast much more cheaply from the Namoi than 
metal ballast.
2248. What will it cost per cubic yard to deliver this ballast at different points ? I am not prepared to
answer that question, .
2249. There will be no difficulty in getting a quantity of the ballast? None.
2250. Have you frequently travelled the travelliug slock reserve ? Yes.
2251. Do you know the country through which the “red” line goes? Yes.
2252. Do you know the difference in the length of the two routes ? Only from the plan on the wall. .
2253. Brom a national standpoint, which line do you think would bo the best to serve this district and
secure the trade of our own Colony as well as the portion of the trade of Queensland ? Looking at 
the question in a broad sense, I think, the permanent survey would moot the requirements of the com
munity better. I am acquainted with the district within a radius of 200 miles, and the only agitation 
against the permanent survey is on the part of the Thalaba people, and the people north-west of the 
Barwon. I am prepared to allow that the wool from the Lower Barwon and across the Barwon can be 
brought to Woolabrar at less expense than to Narrabri. It will be shorter for instance to bring the wool 
from Burdecboreena and Dunambral stations to the stations on this lino than to Narrahri. _
2254. What is the difference in the distance ? A distance of 44 miles as against a distance of 55 miles.
2255. Are you of opinion that the squatters and selectors would prefer to shorten their journey by 20 
miles ? I think they would he very foolish if they did not.
2256. You think it is a natural consequence that they would go to the nearest point to truck their sheep?
That would depend on circumstances. It might be 18, 20, or 30 miles. It would pay them better to 
drive them 30 miles with plenty of water and feed than to drive them 20 miles without feed aud water.
2257. The lino would secure the carriage of the wool ? Certainly.
2258. They can drove their sheep, but the carriage of the wool is a very different matter? Yes.
2259. Yoti think that the distance would secure pretty well all the wool which comes frem that direction?
Yes. _
2260. Ho you expect a large increase in the trade if the railway is extended to Moree? Yes. On this 
point I have a few figures which I will state for the consideration of tho Committee. "Previously to the 
imposition of the prohibitive duty on Queensland wool, all tbo wool from tho Australian Pastoral Co's, 
stations over the border came .to Narrabri through Moree ; but since that duty was imposed it has gone 
to Yuolba, the terminus of the southern lino in Queensland. The five stations of the Australian Pastoral

Company
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Company sliear about' 1,000,000 sheep—they might shear 1,250,000. All this wool is taken to Dareel 
station and scoured. Previous to tbe imposition of the Queensland duty it was sent via Moree to 

24 Nov 1893 ■^arra^rh s’nc0 ^ has beon imposed it has heen sent to the nearest Queensland railway station, a 
016’ distance of 200 miles. If the railway is extended to Moree from Narrabri that wool will be sent here, a 

distance of 85 miles—it is 75 miles to the border, and 5 miles across tbe border to Dareel station. There 
would be a saving of 100 odd miles in favour of coining this way. I. instance Dareel as being the largest 
station on that side of the border. Of course there are many selectors.
22G1. Who shear from 50,000 to 80,000 sheep ? Prom 25,000 to 50,000 sheep.
2262. As regards the trade on this side of the border, bow would it be affected by the construction of this 
railway? We will gain.
2263. To a considerable extent? All the north-western trade instead of going to Narrabri will come 
here, except down Pian Creek, from wliieh some wool will go to Narrabri.,
2264. Ohairman.] What is your definition of the “ north-western district” ? North-west from tho present
point. t
2265. Prom Mungindi south ? Tes.
2206. Mr. Davies^] Tou regard Moree as the central depot for receiving the whole of the produce pretty 
well from the Queensland border and across that border? Tes; take Tuiloona and Gunyerwarildi. It 
is 65 miles from Moree to Tuiloona, and I suppose about 56 or 57 miles to Gunyerwarilda, but it suits 
these stations to send their wool to Tamworth. The road from Moree is a very expensive one to 
travel—you have to pay for water and feed; you do not get anything for nothing on this line. That 
wool would come to Moree instead of going to Tamworth if the terminus were extended to Moree. The 
Commissioners would get additional trainage on that wool.
2267. What does it cost-per 1,000 to travel sheep from Moree to Narrabri ? I do not know, I have never 
travelled sheep on this line, hut I know that it is a very expensive line.
2208. Mr. O’/Sullivan.] How long is it since the Australian Pastoral Company stopped sending their 
wool down hero? This year is, I believe, the first since the duty was imposed. They nave not stopped 
all the wool from their stations down this way. I could not say whether any wool has gone through this 
year—I believe none lias gone through.
2269. Do they contemplate shifting their shed into New South Wales and shearing here ? I could not say.
2270. Have you heard a report to that effect ? No. ■
2271. Do you know anything of the Collarendabri country? Well.
2272. Do you think a branch line running ont from Boggy Creek, at Woolabrar, up to the end of the 
flood-waters would serve that district well? Tes; it would serve the convenience of a few, I believe, 
but I could not say that it would pay.
2273. Would it be likely to attract traffic from Angledool and out that way ? Prom my knowledge of 
the country I think a line to Walgett would he more likely to attract traflic from the Queensland border 
at Angledool and the other stations.
2274. Until a railway is constructed to Walgett I presume it will come towards Narrabri from Angledool? 
Decidedly.
2275. Then a short branch from this line which would serve Millie and go out westerly would he likely 
to receive a large portion of that traffic ? That is a difficult part of the country to speak of with certainty. 
If the Barwon Biver is high the steamers take tbe principal portion of tbe wool. It all depends upon the 
state of the river as to which way it will go. If the river is a hanker they avail themselves of the chance, 
but if it is a dry season they haul their wool.
2276. If the river were high the wool would go to Adelaide ? Tes. '
2277. But still a branch from this line would serve the country within 20 or 39 miles of Collrrendabri ? 
Decidedly,
2278. Between Collarendabri add say 20 miles out tbe country is subject to floods ? No. Once you 
cross the Thalaba you are pretty free from floods. It is very rarely that the river is over the banks at 
Collarendabri.
2279. Have you travelled much by the mountain road to Narrabri ? Tes; I have travelled along to 
G urley by Myall Hollow Hoad.
2280. Did yon ever hear that in wet weather the traffic comes by that way from Narrabri to Moree ? In
1890 nearly all the goods came by that way. .

. 2281, Because the travelling stock route was too flooded? Not altogether too flooded, but too heavy.
It is impossible to drive a team in this country when it is thoroughly wet.
2282. I presume the floods would be likely to impede the railway traffic also? No ; not with a fairly 
good service.
2283. Supposing the railway were extended by the travelling stock route and you had a flood like tho 
1890 flood, would the flood-waters be likely to damage the permanent-way and impede the traffic on tho 
line ? I do not think so. There is no rush of water on the travelling stock route as it is as level as this 
floor. It would be merely a matter of leaving sufficient openings for the water to drift west. It runs 
slowly west.
2284. Zou would require to have a large number of openings ? I believe you would.
2285. More than on tbe “ red” line ? Yes ; but I do not say that they would bo as expensive as on tho
“red” line. Tou would require to build some substantial culverts on \he “red” line, because there are 
numerous creeks to cross. The culverts would have to be 20 feet high at the very least'—across "Waterloo, 
Myall Hollow and these creeks.
2286. I understand that there will be no difficulty in getting the sleepers from Terry-Hic-Hie and adjacent 
places ? No : we can get any amount from Terry-Hie-Hie and other places along the edge of the mountains.
2287. Oftair-man.] Is there any timber to tbe west of the “ red” line ? No suitable timber.
2288. Would any of tbe timber to the east go in straight to Narrabri by tho railway, or has Narrabri plenty
of its own ? I think it has a fair supply of sleepers.
2289. Not for building purposes ? Jt has plenty for building purposes. Tor railway construction I do 
not think this timber is much good, it is not long enough.
2290. I think you said tho direct route is the best for the district? T believe it is tbe best to serve tbo
interests of the whole community. ■
2291. Do you think that at least half the trade which is expected to be run over the line would come
from the west of Millie ? Yes. 2292,

Mr.
C. O’Hara.
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2292. If that is so, will it not be desirable in the interests of that trade to take the line a little farther (yHara
west ? I did not quite catch your previous question, I consider that three-fourths of tho trade will
come from Moree and only ono-fourth from the west. 24 Not., 1898.
2298. X)o you think that the trade iron the north of Moreo will grow more quickly than the trade from
the west ? I am certain it will.
2294. There is more room for expansion to tho north than to the west? Yes. _
2295. Is the country generally between Moree and tbe Queensland border less liable to flood than the
country west of Millie out to Collarendabri ? I think it is about equal. ]?'rom here to within aboutS or 
9 miles of Mungindi it is fairly high ground, from Yurrahri to Burran it is flooded country, and from 
there to Collendabri itia high ground. __ _
2296. When you got down to Mungindi and all the way down to Collarendabri it is more or less liable to
flood ? Yes. _
2297. Which route do the stock now take going from Mogil Mogil to Narrabri ? Up the Thalaba.
2298. That is via Millie ? Sometimes they go via Millie and sometimes via Nowley and Boolcarrol.
2299. Presuming you wish to tap the Collarendabri trade,would you go from Narrabri via Gurleigh Point 
or from AYoolabrn ? I should certainly start from Millie.
3000. Is there any othor evidence you desire to give P No.

Mr. Augustus Bernshaw Lomax, grazier, near Moree, sworn, and examined:—
3001. Ghairman,\ AVhat is your occupation ? I am a grazier, residing about 20 miles west of Moree.
3002. On the Mogil Mogil Bead ? Off the Mungindi Road.
3003. jlfr. O'Sullivan^ AYhat is the size of your holding? AYith my family we hold 10,240 acres of selected
land. _
3004. Ring-fenced, I suppose? No ; it is subdivided.
3005. Do you confine your operations solely to grazing ? Yes.
3006. How many sheep do you carry to the acre? Over a sheep to the acre.
3007. You can rely on that in a fair season ? Always.
3008. Do you cultivate anything at all ? This year I have cultivated 25 acres. Eighteen acres of wheat, 
an acre of prairie grass, and 6 acres of oats.
3009. Is the wheat for milling or for hay ? Tor hay for our own use, and any surplus we may sell.
3010. Does it produce wheat well ? It has produced a magnificent crop this year.
3011. Prec from any trouble ? There is a little rust, but not much in the crop. _ _
3012. How many tons to the acre ? 1 reckon it is 2£ tons to the aero, but other persons think it is more.
3013. You have shown some samples of the wheat to the Committee ? Yes.
3014. Is the soil of the country round about similar to your own ? There is a great deal of it. AYc have, 
ourselves, about 2,000 acres of the same soil that would do for cultivation,
3015. AVhat colour is it? The bulk of our soil is black soil,
3016. Auy chocolate soil out there ? Not really chocolate. Wo have hard sandy ridges.
3017. Is there much laud out there for fit for cultivation ? Plenty.
3018. You think that in the future, when population is more numerous and the markets are beiier, that
land will be cultivated ? Tens of thousands of acres in this district. _
3019. The soil is fit for growing cereals, and the rainfall is sufficient to produce them ? Tho soil is fit to

Mr.
A. B. Lomax..
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grow anything.
3020. AVhat is the rainfall? Last year it was about 27 inches. _
3021. Do yon send your sheep and wool through Moree into Narrabri ? Yes.
3022. A. railway to Moree would serve you admirably for trucking your sheep or despatching your wool ?
Yes. ' _
3023. And what would suit you would suit all your neighbours ? I think so.
3024. Are there any bona fide selectors out that way ? A good many. All through the district there are 
plenty, many of them with large holdings.
3026. Is there likely to be any rush for land when the leases are thrown open ? Certainly.
3026. Havo you heard of any inquiry for land out there? Yes.- I have heard it stated that when the 
leases arc thrown open there will be a great rush for land.
3027. Are there many young men in the district ready to take up land? I think there arc a certain 
number, but I believe that most of them will como from other districts.
3028. There have been men from A^etoria up this way inquiring for land ? Numbers.
3029. Do many of your neighbours cultivate ? No; except in small areas. Prom 2 lo 6 acres have beon 
put in this year for the first time.
3030. I suppose it is more profitable at present to run sheep ? Yes,
3031. Do you cultivate any fruits ? I have a garden about 24 acres in area.
3032. AVhat fruits flourish there ? Oranges, lemons, apricots, poaches, grapes, almonds, and nearly 
all fruits.
3033. I suppose what would grow about Inverell would grow up here? I fancy so. The crop may not 
bo so reliable on account of tho drier climate, but anything will grow.
3034. I suppose there is no doubt about the settlement out your way and round this region being of a
permanent character ? 1 think not.
3035. It is stated that if a block of country is open it is applied for by from fifteen to thirty persons, and
that most of the selectors ont this way have taken up the maximum area ? Yes; where it can bo got. I 
may say that I liave property within the Queensland border. It is close to Dareel, and is about 15 or 16 
miles from Mungindi. .
3036. AVould you bring the produce of that; property down this way ? Certainly.
3037. You aro not doing so now ? Last year I did, but this year I sold the sheep in the wool. This is 
our shipping-place if we can ship here.
3038. l.f the railway is extended to Moree will you ship the produce of that station here ? Certainly.
3039. Always provided that our friends across the border do not erect a barrier ? Jt would suit us better 
to pay a moderate duty in order to ship bore. I brought my sheep over last year and shore on this side, 
and I can do the same again.

3040.
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3010. If the railway is extended to Moree do yon think that other persons at that particular point will 
send their produce over here ? I think the Australian Pastoral Company will study their own interests 
and get to the nearest railway station.
304L I suppose that in view of the trade coming from the north you think thnt the most direct line to 
Narrahri ought to be adopted ? It seems to me that it is a matter of policy for the Government aud not 
for us to consider.
3042, Does not the C extra miles of carriage touch your pocket too? The shortest route would suit us
best. ■
3043, Tou know something of the people in and to the west of Millie? To the north of Millie.
3044, Knowing the country and tho settlement is it desirable to bring the railway nearer to the Millie 
people, or would the direct route be best for all concerned ? The direct route would not be best for them 
It would be best for us.
3015. Is the trade going to Moree equal to the trade going to Millie ? I think the trade going to Moree 
will be mucli larger.
3040. Yery much ? Yes; if ever a line goes to 'Walgett the Collarendabri traffic would go there.
3047. 'W’e should lose it from here ? You would lose a good deal of it down this lice, but I do not sco 
much gain in deviating from the straight route.
3013. Eut presuming that no railway was constructed to Walgett, for some considerable time, do you 
think the Collarcndabri traffic would go through Millie and tap this line at Woolabrar station? I do, 
3040. You do not think that it would" continue to go to Narrabri ? No.
3U50. Some people seem to like the mud ? I do not.
3051. Is there any other point you desire to touch on? I think that when the railway is conslructed to 
Moree the character of the stock grazed will bo very different. I fancy it will pay better to go in more 
for fattening when wc can get our stock taken away. Our trouble now is to get the stock taken away. 
It is expensive to travel them down, they lose flesh and the returns are uncertain ; but if wc hail a railway 
and wo could send tiro or three trucks of stock at a time it would pay ns to go in for fattening.
3032. By what road do you bring your produce from your Queensland station to Moree ? By Mungindi. 

,3053. Does not that road follow Gil Gil very closely ? Yes.
3054, Is it a very wet road ? In flood-lime for about 20 miles from Mungindi it is wet. Wc have a 
number of creeks and rivers to cross.
3055. After that it is fairly good ? Yes.
305G. As good as the road between Moree and Narrabri ? About equal. The same class of country, but 
more timber and the same sort of mud. ’
3057. You think that any railway communication in the direction of Collarendabri should go from Walgett 
rather than from the Narrabri or Moree line ? I do not s-iy that, I think a branch off this lino would 
serve them weil.
3058. Do you think that that f hey would be better served by a branch off this line at Woolabrar or a line 
from Narrabri "West, via Gurleigh Point? Fiom Woolabrar. The bulk of tho the country there is good 
high dry country.
3059. Higher than on tbe more southern route? Yes.
30C0. Is there anything else you desire to say ? No.

Mr. John Jurd, selector, near Moree, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. J. Jurd. 3061, Chairman.What is your occupation ? I urn a selector living about 16 miles west from Moree,
/ 3062. Mr. McCourt What is tbe size of your bolding? About 7,000 acres.

24Nov., 1893, 3063. Arc there many selectors around you ? Yes; I have also a holding near this line on the mountain side.
3061. Do you know the country to tho east of tho line ? 1 do.
3065. Of what nature is it ? There are many different kinds of land. There is a good deal of good
agricultural land and there are patches of grazing land. There is some fine timbered land, and there is
some scrub.
3066. Would this “red” line lead to any increase of production iu the country round about you ? I 
think it would, because the distance from market is the principal reason why no soil is cultivated.
3067. The distance from market regulates the cultivation, but tbe land is suitable for cultivation ? It is 
as good as any on this side of-the range.
3068. Are all tho holdings round you of about the same size ? No; 6,000 or 7,000 acres to tbo west of 
Moree, and about 1,200 acres up there.
3069. What is tho smallest area on which an ordinary family could live about here—say within 20 miles ? 
It all depends on what they went in for. If they went in for cultivation in a favourable season it would 
not take a deal of land. I think that 80 or 100 acres for cultivation would bo quite sufficient to keep any 
family in a favourable season.
3070. But taking one season with another ? 1 think that is as much as any family can cultivate.
3071. For grazing purposes, how much would it require to keep a family? They would want to take up
a couple of thousand-acres, *
3n72. You think that 2,000acres would be enough ? I think fhatthey couldmakealivingin a favourable 
season with that area. ”
3073. In tbo event of tbo largo holdings being cut up would there be a demand for fbe land ? Yes ; it 
would soon be gone.
3074. If tbe large owners were to sub-divide their estates into 1,000-acre blocks and were to sell the blocks 
on terms they would find purchasers ? I think so.
3075. Would the construction on this lino bring that about in any way ? I think it would.
3076. Mr. Ewing.'] I presume you only want to speak in regard to the farming capabilities of the district ? 
Yes ; as to Ihe quality of the laud on the eastern side of the lino.
3077. You do not know anything about railway construction ? Nothing.
3078. You know nothing aboui. the effect of floods on railway line—the height or the velocity of water? 
I could form a good idea.
3079. T suppose you would not express an ojiinion without definite information? 1 do not think there 
would be any danger of the water interfering with a railway from Moreo to Narrabri.
30S0. Any expression of opinion from you, not being a professional man, on that point would be idle ? 
Ye». 3081.
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I liave always been in favour of tbo

3081. Have you beard tbe land on tbo east of tbe <! rod” lino described as being poor ? Ko.
3082. brom tbo foot hills to the “red” lino, what is it as a rule ? lb is verv rich land. Tbe richest iu 
the Colony, 1 tliink. is to be found on G-urlcy, Hrigcroi, and Killarnoy, principally Hdgcroi.
3083. Quito as good as tbe rest of the district S' 1 think it is superior to most of tbe district,
3081. How far is :t from tbo foot of tbe bills lo tho railway ? Tt would vary from about .12 to 20 miles. 
3085. Tu ascending the bills docs the soil get poorer ? Tes: tbe bills arc composed of sand and rock, 
but there are valleys running between tbe bills where the soil is very rich. iNo richer land could bo 
cultivated. •
3080. What you wish us to understand is that there is a valuable tract of country to the cast of tbo rod 
line ? Tes, for cultivation. . ^
3087. ]s it as extensive as that to tbe west? It is more adapted for grazing to tbe west.
3038. I presume you would like the most direct route to market ? Tes.
3080. Tou regard the district as a good one ? I do.
3090. It is capable of great development? Tea. ,
3001. This railway would help to develop the district, I presume ? Tes.
3002. Mr. Suitor.'] Which do you consider the best route to adapt? Tito direct route.
3093. Tou have not considered the other routes at all ? Tes, often, 
direct route.
3094. Mr. Davies] How far off is your property on the east of tbe " red” line ? The nearest point, I 
think, would bo ] C miles. It is on Terry-Hic-H io Station, at the head of Terry-IIic-Hie Creek. It is about 
10 or 11 miles in a direct line from Edgeroi.
309o. Would you consider a railway station within a distance of 12 or 15 miles from your holding a good 
service cs. It would not make such a great difference to mo or any one there. It is only 34 miles to 
Narrabri. It would not benefit my holding to any great degree compared with what it would benefit the 
holdings on this side where there arc a good many selectors.
3096. Tou regard any settler within 12 or 20 miles of a railway station as being fairly served ? Certainly.
3097. What aro you doing with your land on the east of the “red” line ? X liave a son aud a brother-in
law cultivnling the land for me, t have cattle on it.
3098. It is being partly cultivated and partly run with cattle ? Tes.
3099. Tat stock to send to market ? Tes.

^10 e°ull*IT ou f01' fattening stock ? Tes ; tho countrv riugbarked is very good.
3101. Is your land cleared ? Some of it is. ■ " J °

?n V'e wcs^ ^ow ^ir 'a youi' holding from the Moree terminus? Sixteen miles due west.
3103. So that you would be served by the line at cither end ? Tes.

■^° Iou that a lino by the stock route would be much longer than a line by the “ red” route ?

3105 AVould you regard the “ red” line as a national or pioneer lino ? I believe it would be the better 
lino to^ serve Moree and all tho country to the north east and west of Moree.
3106. The hulk of the produce—stock and wool—must come from Moreo ? ' Tes.
3107. Would it be a fair thing to construct a line which would be 6 or (i£ miles longer than the “red”
line at a considerably increased cost ? 1 believe it would be very unjust to all tbo people to the north
east or west to construct a line Of miles longer than it need be. '
3108. It would be unjust to the producers because they would have to pay a hmher freight ? Tes.
3109. Ho yon think a line to Moree would largely increase the traffic ? 1 think*that if ever there is inter
colonial treetradc you will get a deal of Queensland wool brought into this Colony.
3110 Hut if the rail wav system is extended to Moreo by the “red” route, will it btoui-c tho produce of our 
own Colony ? Ns you havo done at.Narrabri, so you must do at Moree.
3111. But a large portion of the traffic finds its way to Tamworth ? I do not think that any great deal 
goes—only from up Telman and Warialda way.

£hat V?u,ld n110! conIVr llcre if the liue wcrc constructed ? I believe a good deal of it would come 
3113. Ton think the ‘ red route is drier and better of the two? Tes; but the other route is dry enough. 
1.think it would be a far more convenient line to construct. Tou would be likely to ^et water bv 
sinking, * jo j
dlM Bo you think the Millie people would bo very much inconvenienced if they were 12 or 34 miles 
from the railway P As for the way which is proposed for the Millie people lo strike this railway they 
might as well go on lowaras Narrabri. j j

Mr. J. Jurf, 

2tNov., isris

3115. AVhat is the distance between Millie nnd Narrabri? About 40 miles
3110. The difference between 40 miles, and 12 or 15 miles from Millie to Woolabrar would be a consider
able advantage to them ? Trom Millie alone I do not think it would make much difference : but from 
anywhere below Millie it would pay them to go to the nearest point.
3117. Is it not a natural tiling to go to the nearest point with wool or stock ? Tes
3^3. How far are you from Millie ? About the same distance as I am from Moree ; about 30 miles
3119. Chairman ] AVhere do you send the cattle you rear on your eastern selection ? I trucked them to 
.Nfirrabn the other day,
3120. AVould you truck them at any station along this “ red” line ? Certainly, if there were a trucking
yard at Edgeroi. °
3121. There is a good deal of settlement on the creeks to the west of Millie ? Tes.
3122. I suppose if you were located to the west, you would like to have the railway dragged over a bit
towards yon ? Certainly. J ^
3123. But being located to tho east you do not want it to be taken any further away from your selection ?

3124. Do you think the line will lead to a large development, of the country to tho north of Moree ? I 
do Mthough it is all pretty well developed now. There is very little land but what has been secured.
' IAi-' 'U0 thc “oveM)]ncnt of the country is likely to be more rapid and extensive lo tho north
ot Moree or to the west of Moree ? 1 could not say. The cotiutry is equally good. It is a matter of
op nion. . j i j b

^ c°untrv to the west of the river generally more liable to flood than tho country lo the 
north ot Moree ? I do not think we have any thing lo fear from the floods on the other side. A 

13 (a)—I very 
severe
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Mr. J. Jurd. severe flood might cover some of the country, hut there has never been any loss about the western district. 
<~t About the border there were some floods in !!SE)0.

24Nov., 18d3. ;}y27. If the departmental officers mate a strong point of taking the line by the “red” route, rather 
than by the travelling-stock route, because the former would go through higher country and be less 
liable to flood, do you think they are correct in their opinion ? 1 do not think there has ever been a flood
ou the travelling-stock route that would injure a railn ay. lam satisfied that there have been no floods 
on that route, nor would there be on tbe other.
3128. I suppose the travelling-stock route would be more liable to flood than tbe other route ? Tes.
3129. The water-courses on the “ red” route would be more defined aud would not spread out so much ? 
Tes. The line goes so very close to where they take their head from that yon could negotiate them better.
3130. Mr. O' Sullivan *5Tou stated that the holdings on the east or the “red” line arc small? 
Principally.
3131. Is it because a portion of that country is in the eastern division 7 It is not in the eastern division, 
but in the central division. .
3132. “Why are the holdings small ? Most of them rely on cultivation, principally.
3133. Therefore they have not taken up the maximum area ? Xo ; up to .80,100, or 200 acres.
3134. Docs it arise, too, from the fact that much of the land is scrub 7 There is a good deal of scrub, but
tbe scrub land is the very best land for cultivation. ' '
3135. How much an acre would it cost to clear that land ? It is not heavily timbered—itis not all scrub.
313C. Supposing the land is fairly well scrub land, what will il cost to clear the land for cultivation ? 1
suppose about 50s. or 60s. an acre.
3137. Have you heard of any of this land being taken up iu scrub leases ? No. I do not know where 
it is open.
3138. Do you think it is likely that after all the good laud is gone there will be some settlement on the 
scrub land in view of the fact that it will cost only 50s. an acre to be cleared ? I believe it will ail be 
taken up for cultivation before many years.
3139. Tou are a practical farmer as well as a grazier? I have done a good deal in both lines, at onetime.
3140. What will it grow over there ? I have seen as good corn as ever 1 saw up that creek. I have had 
over 100 bushels to the acre on 2 or 3 acres.
3141. Was that a fair specimen of the land ? It was exceptionally good, and I happened to have a good 
season.
3142. I suppose a fairly good piece of land would give about 60 or 70 bushels to the acre? About 40 
bushels very fair land will yield. With a good season the yield will be double.
3143. Is it good for growing wheat? I have seen wheat grown there, but it has always been turned into 
hay. It is too far to do anything else with it.
8144. It does not pay to grow wheat for milling ? No.
3145. But with the aid of this railway you think it will pay ? I do.
3140. Chairman.] Is there any other evidence that you desire to give ? No.

Mr.
S. L. Cohen.

24 Nov., 1893

Mr. Samuel Lewis Cohen, alderman and land agent, Moree, swoni, and examined: —
3147. Chairman.What is your occupation ? I am a land agent.
3148. Are you also a stock and station agent? No.
3149. Tou are an alderman of the town? Tes. .

‘ 3150. Mr. Mining.] How long have you lived here ? Nearly eleven years. I was Crown lands agent for 
seven or eight years.
8151. You have been in private practice for four years and have a full knowledge of the district 'and its 
land transactions ? I think so.
3152. Tou know the railway route under consideration ? I know the route by tbe plan—it is within our 
district.
3153. Can you offer any opinion as to the best route to adopt? The travelling-stock route is longer and 
I do not think, unless embankments are constructed, a railway could go over certain parts of that route 
in flood-time. I think that if the line were laid at a low level in places the water would bo high enough 
to get into tbe engine, I have seen tbe water up to a horse's belly ou the other side of Tycannah Creek.
3154. I ask you whether you knew anything about the routes and you are describing the stock route— 
do you know tbe other route? No.
3155. Tou can express no opinion in regard to the body of water on that route ? No.
3156. Tou speak of the water being very deep on tbe travel ling-stock route, is it in some depression or 
approach to a creek or anything of that kind ? No ; away from the creek. Tycannah Creek overflows 
on to swampy ground. It runs up 3 or 4 miles to a place called Hold Fast.
3157. Tou are perfectly sure that the department is right in believing that with a huge body of water at 
times oi the travelling-stock route a railway by that route would be expensive ? I think so. The 
closer you get to the hills the higher is the ground.
3158. Would' it be better for tbe people in Moree to have the “red” line? Better, most decidedly, as 
there will be less haulage.
3159. The “ red” line is better than the other because the haulage is shorter ? Yes.
3160. Do you approve of the Government constructing tbe line as a road ? Yos.
3161. Is the settlement fairly general in the district? Tes.
3162. The people, as a rule, bold on to their land if they can ? Tes.
3163. Is there much transfer of land going on ? No ; there never was a great: deal in this district,
3164. Do you think, as a rule, the people are trying to hold on to their lands? I have been in thirteen 
or fourteen land districts and I have noticed here that the people when they get hold of a piece of land, if 
it'is good, are more inclined to slick to it fhan are the people in other places.
3165. The settlement is as genuine here as in any other part you have been in? Yes.
3166. Tou believe the construction of this railway will develop the district considerably ? No doubt it will.
3167. Is it possible that a good deal of agriculture will be curried on here ? Yes ; I think there is a good 
tract of land that can be cultivated; but of course the majority of good laud—what I should call agricul
tural land—has been bought at auction years ago, aud the land which might be fli for agriculture and

the
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which the selectors would take up unfortunately the Government are proclaiming as reserves from sale Mr. 
other than auction sale, aud the selector has not a chance. S. L. Cohon.
3168. You believe there is good agricultural land in the district, but the selector does not get a chance to —"'v
take it up? Yes. . 24Nov., 1893,
3169. Is Moree the depot for an area of country largo enough to justify its oouneetiou with the main
line? I tliink so. ' '
3170. Do you think that by going to Millie it would enable Millie to pick up much of the western trade ?
If they do not go to Millie they would go to "Woolnbrar. ‘
3171. Ohairman,] Do you know where it is proposed to terminate the line in the to™ of Moree ? Yes.
3172. In your opinion is it a suitable place ? Eminently suitable.
3173. Would that position give the department the command of a fairly good crossing in the event of any
future extension to the north ? Yes. ' J
3174. You have heard no objection on the part of the townspeople to the proposed position of the railway
station? No, n J
3175. Are not many of these selections mortgaged? I think a good many of them arc.
3176. You are of opinion from your extensive knowledge that in this district settlement is not only bom 

butis profitable if not more profitable than in other places which yon know of ? The areas are
larger. In Eiverina the people were satisfied to confine themselves to small areas—to 1,200 and 1,000 
acres. Unt here the majority go in for the maximum area. ’
3177. Does that; infer that people have had to find accommodation somewhere ? Yes, in many instances.
3178. Is there any other point you desire to bring out? I think that by the construction of this railway 
all the vacant lands, especially those lands within a radius of 5 or 6 miles of the town, would be a very 
valuable asset to the State. I think it would be increased in value threefold. I know that land out of the 
town that could be bought two years ago for £2 an acre is bringing £20 an acre. I think that if the 
lands were thrown open and the people were given an opportunity to take up a selection, the Crown would 
be able to get £4 or £5 an acre, because the people would bo able to cultivate the land and get their produce 
away.
3170. In the event of the railway being constructed to Moree, and its further extension to the north being 
desirable, to which point should it aim—Mungindi or Goondiwindi? I think the land from Moree to 
Mungindi is all pretty high, and there are a lot of settlers out towards Goondiwindi at Boobera,
3180. Do you think the extension should go between the two places or towards Boggabilla ? I have not 
a. personal knowledge of the countrs7, but I should think that with the leasehold areas thrown open it 
should go about midway between Boggabilla aud Mungindi.
3181. About Kunopia ? You would have to keep up above that country, because it is all Hooded.
3182. Subject to necessary deviations from an engineering point of view to escape the floods ? Yes.
3183. Mr. JJawson.] What sort of land is this which yon say would bring £5 an acre? That would be
agricultural laud. J
3184. What would it grow ? If you got a good season it would grow anything in the world.
3185. Is it any better than the land at Breezn ? Bree/.a is all black soil plain,
3186. Is it auy better than the land about Murrurundi? No. .
3197. Do you know Woinbi near Singleton ? No.
3188. What would a selector grow on land for which ho gave £5 an acre ? He can grow corn and hay
and on the river frontage, lucerne, fruit. '
3189. On the river frontage ? On the back ground too.
3190. You would sell the land to strangers coming into the district. Yon would not sell it to a resident 
of the district at that price ? I think a resident would buy it too. 1 think that strangers coming with a, 
bit of capital from Victoria have taken up large areas.

Mr. Henry Joseph, manager of a brewery, and secretary to tiie railway league, Moree, made an affirmation,
and was examined

3191. Chairman.'] You are the secretary to the Moree Railway League ? Yes, Mr.
3192. Arc, you following any occupation ? 1 am the manager of a brewery, H, Joseph.
3193. You desire to make a statement? I desire to make a statement principally with reference to tho
revenue that has been computed by the Commissioners. 1 have every reason to believe that their estimate 24 Nov->1893* 
is far less than we will receive. The estimate 1 have been able to make with the assistance of the 
Commissioners is also based on the existing trade. In 1891 I sent out a circular to every person who is 
likely to use-the railway line, and I got 110 returns. These returns, so far from being exaggerated, I can 
prove to be far less than what is sent from the district now. For instance, the returns show that 
175,000 sheep would be trucked over the proposed line, whereas I have a statement from tho Railway 
Commissioners1 department that 685,000 sheep are already trucked at Narrabri, and that of that number 
55 per cent, come from this district likely to be served by the extension. ‘
3194. Are you making sufficient deduction for those sheep which would go to Narrabri independent of 
the proposed railway? There is a very large margin. Tho estimate of 55 per cent, was made by
Mr. Harper the officer who was sent up to inquire into the trucking. My original estimate was less '
than what tho Commissioners estimate now. Their estimate then was £8,738, but their estimate now is 
£9,915. I calculate that the revenue will be very much larger, because not only as regards the sheep, but' 
tho returns iu other directions that I sent down to the Commissioners were much less than likely to bo 
realised. For instance, 1 sent down as the traffic from Sydney to Moree 2,563 tons of general merchandise.
My return shows that two storekeepers alono receive over 1,100 tons. So that you will easily perceive 
that so far from my returns being exaggerated they were very much under the mark. The Commissioners 
have been cautious in estimating the probable revenue, and so far from the line being likely to lose £900 
a year there is every chance of the Commissioners making a very largo profit. *
3195. Always supposing that the cost of line is not materially increased ? Basing it on tho expenditure
they compute. ' "
3196. 1 suppose that when Mr. Harper was up here recently on behalf of the Commissioners you were in 
communication with him? Yes.
3197. What means did be take to check the statements that were made to him—did he go to the store

keepers

1
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Mr. keepers himself? No ; he told me the figures I had sent in, as far as ho could ascertain, were largely
dl. Joseph, under the actual results. But as regards the tonnage, perhaps I had a better idea of computing it than 

—\ be had himself. The passenger traffic they estimated at 2,300 persona. That is a very low estimate, I 
21 Nov,, 1893. think. I bclie'-e the fares paid by coach total more than that number. _

3198. Ileus mu the coach run sometimes without a passenger at all ? It does; but on the other hand it has 
five or six passengers a day. I think a fair average would be three passengers each way.
3199. "Wo met the coach going back empty yesterday? That may bo the case one day, but ou another
day there may be eight or nine passengers on board. Six passengers a day would be 1,800 passengers a
year, which at 25s. each would give a larger revenue than the Commissioners estimated. _
3200. The people of Moree would not pay 25s. each by rail would they ? No; I know the Commissioners 
have computed the passenger traffic from the returns of Nevertire Station, but that is not an analogous 
ease. We are surrounded by contiguous large towns whereas Nevertire is not, I think there is every 
likelihood of tho Eailway Commissioners’ estimate being exceeded by 25 per cent.
3201. Of course, the Commissioners admit that they have not reckoned for any increase of trade in their 
estimate, although there is likely to be an increase, and you desiro to point out, in your opinion, their 
estimate would be very much exceeded ? There would bo an enormous traffic without allowing for any 
increase.
3202. How long have you been in the district? Neajrly four years. _
3203. I suppose, you have not moved much about the outlaying portions of the district? T cs ; I have 
been to Mungindi, Goondiwindi, Warialda, Bingara, and between here and Narrabri, by different roads on 
several occasions.
3201. You heard Mr. Woods’ evidence as to vfhere the line of trade will be drawn as between. Moree 
aud Inverell—do you agree with his statement? No ; 1 think he is entirely mistaken. I am under tho 
impression that the proposed railway from Glenlnnos to Inverell was recommended by the Public Works 
Committee conditionally on the introduction of local rates which would be much larger than the ordinary 
rates charged by Moree. I have every reason to believe that so far from the traffic from this side of 
Warialda going to Inverell it would come from tho other side of Warialda to M.oree.
3205. What Mr. "Woods said was that, presuming that the Inverell line were constructed, and the Moree 
line were not constructed, then the Inverell line would draw traffic from 20 miles on this side of Warialda, 
but that, presuming that tho Moree railway were constructed and that the Inverell line were not com 
tsructed, tho 3Ioree line would draw trade from 20 miles on the other side of W arialda? 1 was not aware
of that. ■ . .
3200. You would put the trade lino further towards Inverell, bccagse the Inverell line, if constructed, 
would be worked under a special rate system ? Yes ; I believe the Commissioners would far sooner have 
the traffic over this line on account of the grades and curves. , .
3207. Thev would get more haulage on the other line ? I was informed by an officer in the Kailway 
Department that the Commissioners would sooner have the traffic ou this lino.
3208. You have heard the evidence which has been given to-day on various points; is there any other
matter on which you differ from any witness or that you think wants elaborating ? I think there can be 
no comparison between the two routes. In the first place a line by the travelling-stock route would cost, 
according to the estimate of the Commissioners or the Works Department, which I have no reason to doubt, 
£54',000 more for its construction than the “red” line. That capital expenditure at 4 per cent, would involve 
an annual interest of £2,1G0; there would be a tenth or eleventh on the cost of maintenance to be added, which 
would bring the amount up to about £2,500. I feel sure that although there may be a little traffic which 
may possibly not come on to the direct line, yet it would never compensate, if it did, for the extra interest 
and cost of maintenance. .
3209. Do you agree with tho witness in thinking that the trade north of Morco is about equal to the 
trade west of Millie ? The trade north of Moreo would exceed the trade west of Millie to a very great

3210. By how much—by as much again ? A great deal more, judging from my returns nearly treble.
3211. Brom Millie to Sydney, you estimate that you would get 7,0G5 bales ot wool is it not a fact that
since you got those returns, a large amount of wool comes in from tho west through Millie which may not 
have come in through Millie at that time ? 1 cannot say. _ _ .
3212. Your returns show the relative trade in 1891 as being 7,000 bales of wool via Millie to Sydney, and 
19,997 bales from Moree to Sydney, but not inclusive of the Queensland wool;—does that exclude all 
Queensland wool ? J do not think I had a single return from Queensland.
3213. Have you not heard any evidence to-day that up to last year or so a larsre quantity of wool came 
in from the Australian Pastoral Company’s property in Queensland beyond Mungindi? 1 tried very 
hard to get their returns, but'they would not give any information. I am sure no Queensland wool is 
included in this return,—if there is it would be a very small percentage indeed.
3214. Is any New South "Wales wool excluded ? Thera would be a lot excluded. Some people never
sent in any returns, even stations close at hand. _
3215. You did not draw upon your imagination for the balance of your facts ? No.. The papers arc 
signed by the runholders and selectors. With regard to the border tax, it is within my knowledge, 
although I cannot give the names of the stations, that wool does come over here, for I was at Mungindi 
recently, and I saw wool coming over. And naturally if they arc enabled to get their wool cheaper to the
railway terminus they will he enabled to pay a larger tax than £2 lOs. _

3216. Have you any idea what difference the carriers will make between carrying wool from Mungindi to 
Moree as against carrying wool from Mungindi to Narrabri ? Bully a third.
3217. Would the wool going from Mungindi to Narrabri all go via Moreo by road? I do not know, but 
1 know that several pastoraliats contemplate shearing their wool on this side oi the border in order to 
avoid the payment of the tax,
3218. And bring their wool to Moree if the line is constructed ? They will send it by road m any case. .
3219. You do not think that any wool coming from the north of -Moree would, for the pleasure of:
travelling over the travelling-stock route, pass by the railway station at Moree ? 1 think it is bound to
ship here.
3220. Will the same hold good with reference to fat stock ? T think so. J have several letters stating
that people have te sell their fat stock locally, but that if the railway were extended to Moree they would 
truck it, 3221.
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3221. Do you ihiuk the people ■who tell you in all their returns that they would send their produce hy 
tho line would alter their opinion if they knew that they have to contribute towards the cost of the con
struction of the line under the betterment principle f Ido not think it would make any difference, 
because if they were included under the system it would be a secondary consideration whether they 
would send their stock over. I do not know whether the betterment system would apply beyond a certain 
radius of the town.
3222. That has to be decided, but it may embrace a very large area ? A station owner on the Queensland 
border told mo that he expected to save £1500 a year by the railway coining to Moree. On the other hand, 
people may bo injured by the line—the carriers for instance. It is possibe that a carrier who has a 
little homestead here may have to shift his homestead, and yet his land will be subject to tho betterment 
principle.
3223. That applies to the carriers whose base of operations is at Narrabri—they would have to make 
Moree the hub of their efforts ? It all depends on circumstances. It depends upon where they trade from.
3224. Is it not the natural tendency as we extend the railway to force the carriers further back ? 1
believe to the terminus. But there are carriers with their homes hero who may be compelled to go 
on further.
3225. Do you think the betterment principle is a right one to adopt ? I think it would be very difficult 
of application.
3226. I mean as a principle? I think a more equitable means of confiscating the contraband increment 
than the betterment system can be found.
3227. Presuming that the betterment system is applied, do you think the Land Boards and the Land Courts 
will be the best tribunal which could be used to arrive at an equitable decision as to bow and to what 
extent the various parts of the district arc benefited by the line ? J do not know of any better body.
3228. They have given general satisfaction in dealing v ith land matters ? As far as I am able to ascertain
3229. Have you heard any very serious objections to the application of the betterment principle in the 
district ? Only from one gentleman. But, I think the majority of those who will be served by the railway 
will bo content to pay under the betterment system sooner than not have the railway, though they may 
thmk it a little harsh on them.
3230. I suppose the people in the district generally are awake to the fact that if the line is to be con
structed at all, it is to bo constructed under the betterment, system ? A great number of the persons I 
have spoken to are aware of that fact, and they are quite reconciled to pay a very small amount. I have 
heard only one person make an objection, aud I think he is likely to explain his views to the Committee.
3231. It is estimated, after making due allowance, that about 6,000,000 acres will probably come within 
the betterment area, and although it is not intended by the Act to saddle the whole cost of the line on 
the district which is so benefited, it may be necessary to charge op to 75 per cent. Is there any other 
point on which you desire to express your views ? With regard to tho post office returns, I would remark 
that as regards gross revenue Moreo Post Office stands twenty-eighth on the list for tho Colony, exclusive 
of the metropolitan offices, and that in point of excess of revenue over expenditure it stands thirteenth 
on t!ie list. Its revenue is within £40 or £50 of the revenue of the Narrabri Post Office.
3232. IE in the near future you erect a palatial post office at a large cost, you will not be able to show 
such economical results then, will you ? That will not enter into the income. In considering tho relative 
returns the cost of the post office is not considered.
3233. Only the business which is actually done ? Tcs.
3234. How is it that if there is such a large and growing business done in connection with mail matter, 
the mail contract for the next two or three years has been let at a fi fth leas than it was let before ? That 
is a very good point in favour of the railway. It shows that there must be a largely increased passenger 
and parcel traffic, especially as they intend to carry larger parcels than they formerly did by post. "Wo 
have exported beer regularly to Mungindi, where it pays a duty of 37^ per cent., showing that tho 
natural way for goods is evidently through this district rather than through Brisbane.
3235. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] The Committee have observed many indications of progress in this town in tho 
shape of new buildings, new banks, and larger hotels. Are these buildings the result of a belief in the 
coming of the railway, or the result of a natural growth and expansion of trade ? I certainly think tho 
very large business which they have been doing has warranted them in putting up the buildings. I believe 
tho townspeople had no idea that the railway would come here in the near future when they put up 
those buildings. There is no doubt that the trade warranted the erection of those additions.
3236. How long is it since you have taken this forward stride ? I have only been here during four years, 
but during all that time it has been progressing at the saine rate.
3237. The people appear to be in comfortable circumstances? Tliey do—more so than in any other town 
I have been in,
3238. ^ Notwithstanding tho prostration which was caused by tho failure of the banks and the recon
struction of those institutions, the people seem to bo enjoying all the good things of life here ? Yes; 
very well indeed.
3239. Arc you quite certain, as the secretary of the railway league, that the returns you furnish are 
perfectly reliable ? The returns furnished are perfectly reliable, and the figures are quite under the mark.
3240. Your estimate is not like the estimate of the Progess Committee at Crookwell, w'hich on examination 
had to be reduced from £35,000 to £9,000 a year ? No.
3241. As far as you are concerned the figures are bonaftrit'? Yea.
4'2l<2. And as far as you know, the persons entrusted with the work did their work honestly and faith
fully ? It was done directly between those interested and myself. Each return is signed by the person 
really interested,
3243. I presume the people know that, if they have to pay a betterment tax they will have the benefit 
of the increment ? Certainly. Most of tho men have bought for a rise.
3244. Therefore in paying the betterment tax lliey are throwing out a sprat to catch a mackerel ? One 
gentleman does not think it should he, applied here for the first time, although he certainly approves of 
tho principle.
3215. Are you satisfied with tho position of tho raihiay station r Yes. A. meeting was held and the 
townspeople wore unanimous that the station slmuld he erected on the site which lias been selected.
3246. In point of fact, you would leave the whole of that matter to the Government? Yes.

H.
Mr.
Joseph.

24 Nov., 1893.
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3247. Mr. McOourt] Have the Hailway League expressed any opinion about the advisability of con- - 
iL Joseph, tijjyjjjg the lii1G to the Queensland border? That question has never been considered. 

njTLLT' 3248. Do you think the League would be favourable to such an extension? It all depends upon circum- 
0T'’ ‘ stances. The members of the League who live at Mungindi and G-oondiwindi, would, no doubt, be in

favour of the line being extended in their direction, but those who live in the towu-would like to see the ■ 
terminus remain there.
3249. What is your own opinion ? A.s soon as it can be shown that it will pay, I think the line should 
be extended in the interests of the country.
3250. Has the Railway League recommended the construction of the railway by any other route in 1890 
or 1891 ? Ho. The main object has always been to get the railway.
3251. Ho matter by which route ? Of course they would prefer the route which would serve them most
cheaply. __ _
3252. Have you recommended any other route besides the “red-’ route? Ho. They always determined 
not to declare for any particular route. There were adverse interests represented in tho Railway League.

70

Mr.

. THURSDAY, 25 ROYEMBER, 1893.
[The Sectional Committee, met at the Court-house, Moree, at 10 a.m.]

present:—
JACOB GARRARD, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. WL H. Suttoh.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

William McCourt, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Hknrt Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed railway from Harrabri to Moree.

Air. Richard Frederick Chambers, Crown Lands Agent, Moree, sworn, and examined 
Mr. It. 1\ 3253. C/uu'mau.]'Xou are Crown Lands Agent stationed at Moree ? Yes; also chief clerk of the Land
Chambers. Board.
e——\ 3254. Mr, Suftor.'] Can vou give any information iu reference to the transactions of your office lor the 

2.i Nov., 1898. jaal ^wo vcarsP ] can give the amount of revenue received at the Crown Land Agent’s office from 1887 
up to the present time. Before that year the figures are not very" accurate. Eor 1887, it was £20,923 ; 
for 1888, £21,003 ; for 1889, £24,080’’; for 1890, £31,200; for 1891, £39,489 ; for 1.S92, £30,000 ; and 
for the first ten months of 1893, £32,000. _
3255. That result is looked upon as satisfactory, and the revenue is rapidly increasing ? It is increasing 
by leaps and bounds. 1 have also another slaiement which may bo of interest to the Committee. This 
office was established separate and apart from the Warialda office in 1880, and since that time in round 
numbers the revenue which has been received at the office has boon about £470,000, Hone of the figures 
1 am about to give include the amounts paid direct to the Treasury, which might possibly reach, perhaps, 
a quarter of a million. Large sums arc paid’ to the Treasury direct by the agents of the pastoralists 
instead of being sent up to Moree to be paid here. The moneys may bo paid cither at the Treasury or to 
the Crown Lands Agent.
325G. What are tho boundaries of your district ? The Land District of Moree,. It would not be much 
short of the district which is shown ou that map. It would not go quite so far to the cast. To the south it 
would go as far as Millie ; to the east a little east of Bogamildi; to the north right out to tho border; 
and to tbe west over to Walgett.
3257. Are many of the selectors still keeping their original holdings ? A great number. The revenue 
received at the office, still speaking of collections locally, for the quarter ending 30th September, 1893, 
was £10,754. At the instance of some residents who moved in the matter, the Under Secretary for 
Lands supplied a comparative statement of the revenue received from other districts (including some 
large and some small ones) during the same quarter. In each case the amount includes auction sales and 
other collections. The figures for the various districts which are comprised in this statement are as 
follows :—

£ s. 4. £■ s. d.
Armidalc ... ............. 8,322 1 11 Bega ... ... ... 2,226 3 4
Hay ............. .............. 7,886 5 7 Molong ............. ... 2,038 0 0
Coouamble ... ............. 6,262 0 0 Carcoar ............. ... 2,024 11 o
Narrabri ... .............  4,932 13 9 Albury ............. ... 1,964 0 0
Bathurst ... .............  4,667 11 S Bombala ... ... ... 1,631 6 1
Cooma.............. .............  4,593 18 2 Orange ............. ... 1,4.19 15 6
Parkes............. ............. 4,458 10 5 Oonabarobran . ■ - ... 1,181 11 3
Inverell ... .............. 3,604 17 C Glen Inncs ... ... 1,139 2 9
Wagga Wagga .............. 3,356 1 8 Young ... ,. ... 1,099 3 2
Caaino ............ .............  2,747 0 0 Goulburn... ... ... 1,094 0 0
Walgett ... ............. 2,672 17 6 Lismorc ... ... ... 720 9 0
Forbes............. ............. 2,532 0 8 Singleton............. ... 713 14 0
Grafton.............. .............  2,412 0 0 Stroud .............. ... 628 19 0

The figures have been furnished to tbe head office, and I have seen the letter, but 1 fancy the returns are 
incomplete. Under four heads J have the separate items of the bulk of the revenue of this district since 
this office was established;—auction sales, about £1G0,000; conditional purchase sales, £200,000; con
ditional leases aud pre-emptive leases, £38,000; and selections after auction, about £68,000. In tho 
Annual Report of the Department for 1892, the amount of money received from conditional purchases in 
the shape of deposit and survey fees with new applications was the highest of any land district in tho 
Colony as regards the amount, but not as regards the numbers.
3258. Are the majority of the conditional purchasers still holding their selections ? They have been 
obliged iu a number of cases to mortgage to tbe banks.
3259. Have you been in any other district as a land agent? Not as a land agent. I have had fifteen 
years experience in the Lands Department. I have been in the Laud Board Office at Liverpool plains 
and Monaro. I am controlling (he land agents and the Laud Board Office here.
3260. What is your opinion of the general character of the selectors through the district ? Very prosperous, 
J -should think ; fully as prosperous as the selectors in any part of the Colony T have been in.

32G1.
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3261. Except as regards ilie mortgages, tliey seem to hold their own very well ? I think so. A number
of large estn.tcs have been formed, principally in regard to selections, prior to 1884. On large stations a lam era.
number of selectors have been bought out, but still a very large number are lidding the selections that jgg3#
they took up.
3262. Can you state 1 he number ? ZN'otrery well, hut from turning over the leaves of the books and
glancing at tbe records in that way, it seems clear that a great number still have their holdings, and many 
of them have enlarged their holdings. They have taken up selections through the members of their family 
and so on, ....
3203, Mr. Davies^] Can you state how much land is available for selection within the district, ? Not very 
well. That information can bo supplied better by the District Survey Office, The maps are not under 
my control, but are kept at the Survey OHioo,
3264. Vou think the revenue will increase in this district ? It will depend a good deal on the character 
of the legislation which is passed. Of course if the whole of the leasehold areas are thrown open in 1805, 
it will result iu au enormous iucrease in the revenue, It will result in the business being trebled at lea^rt.
3265. Tbe selectors and settlers are in a fairly good condition ? They are a very prosperous class indeed- '
3266. Do you know anything about the routes for the railway ^ 1 could not express an opinion that
would be of any value to tbe Committee.
3267. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] Are the transfers of land registered in your office ? Tes.
3268. Can you not tell by the transfers where the land has gone ? Without drawing up a return, which 
would occupy some time. 1 could not very well say.. Of course I speak more particularly in regard to 
what has occurred during my time—fifteen or eighteen months. There has been very few' transfers com
paratively where the ownership of the land has distinctly changed. There have been a few transfers for ' 
the purpose of securing an advance on mortgage, but very few transfers for tbe purpose of changing the 
ownership iu my time.
3269. I suppose the mortgages are not more numerous than in other districts ? I should say not as 
numerous as in some districts 1 have been in.
3270. Tho money is generally raised to get fresh lands to carry on their operations r Yes.
3271. It would not be an indication that because a selector mortgages Ids land, he is necessarily in an
oppressed or pushed condition? No.
3272. There is nothing like an unusual number of mortgages here ? Not at all.
3273. I notice that many of the selectors have' very large areas—do you think they arc overreaching 
themselves in taking up too much land ? I would require to have some pastoral experience to be able to 
answer that question. We have had a succession of good seasons of late years and. they would not be 
likely to come To grief while that state of things continues.
3274. Do men get involved hero by taking up too much land ? T. have not noticed that they do. ■
3275. Why is it that people are unable to find out by application to an office like yours where land can
be selected ? The system under which the maps of the Colony are drawn up prevents that from being
done. Hut T am in a different position from many Crown land agents. There is a Survey Office in the
town, and wheii people come to take up land they go round to the Survey Office and look at the maps.
The officers of the Survey Department point out to them what land is available if they indicate the locality 
to whicli they wish to go.
3276. Kut all over the Colony there seems to he a bar by which people are prevented from obtaining 
information, even at headquarters in Sydney' information is not always forthcoming? I do not think they ' 
have any trouble here.
3277. In the event of other selectors coming over by going direct to the District Survey Office, could 
they obtain the necessary information to place them on the land? Undoubtedly, provided that they 
indicate at the Survey Office the locality' to which they would like to go—for instance, tho name of the 
parish or the rim where they would like to select. The maps are kept charted up to date.
3278. Mr. McCourt.] What is the average rent fixed for a conditional lease in your district ? I should
■imagine it would be from 2f-d. up to 4d. ‘
3279. Eourpence would be the highest? In some eases it would be as high as fid. aud possibly 7d. for 
pastoral purposes. In cases near important towns being required for annual leases and not open to 
selection the rent may probably go up as hiuh as 3s., 4s., or 5s. an acre having regard to the relative posi
tion of the lands to the town.
3280. Possibly 2fd. would be the lowest then? There have been cases where it has been fixed at l^d. 
and l|d.
3281. But what is tbe rent on tbe leasehold area? 1 could not say.
3282. Mr. Ewingi] Do you regard the conditional leasehold in most instances as ever likely to become 
Crown land again ? I should say that in the majority of instances it would not. 1 should imagine the 
selector would take advantage of bis preferent right to purchase.
3283 To all intents and purposes it is alienated now ? In the bulk of cases I should imagine it is.
3284. But while a man can reut land at 4d. an acre be is not likely to buy the land at Is. instalment?
Sometimes they come in a batch of a dozen, and select their leases.
3285. If tliey pay Is. instalment it goes in part payment of the purchase money ? Yes.
3286. You believe they would all purchase ? Yes, in tho hulk of cases.
3287. Chairman!] Is there anything else you desire to say ? No.

Mr. Thomas Fitzgerald Moore, grazier, near Moree, sworn, and examined :—
3288. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? 1 am a grazier. My holding is situated about 50 
north of Moree. I came from Victoria.
3289. Mr. Davies.] What is the extent of your holding? My brothers and I took up four full 
eight years ago.
3290. What is the total area ? Twenty thousand acres.
3291. What would be the nearest point on this line to your holding ? Moree.
3292. Would a station within 50 miles serve your holding ? I have no other place to go except over the
border. .
3293. You are just on the border ? No ; from 40 to 50 miles to the south.

r-i
miles Mr.

T. F. Moore.
areas 25 Nov., 1803.
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Mr. 3294. Do yon think that a railway to Moree will he the best means to give you a market ? Yes.
T. P. Moore. 3295. Where does your wool go ? To Narrabri by road. Jt is a few shillings less by Narrabri than by 

~]803 ^'oon<^w’nc^' st°ck agents made arrangements to get the wool round by Goondiwindi, but we found 
o ov., 3. was a £ew ghiiiingg a fon cheaper to get it by this way. From about 20 miles to the north of us all

the wool goes to Queensland. „ *
3296. Do all your neighbours send their wool across the border, or does it all come this way? It all 
comes this way.
3297. Would the extension of the railway to Moree bring more traffic to the railway? Most decidedly,
3298. Do you knoiv the travelling stock reserve which is depicted on this map? I have travelled along 
the route several times by coach to Narrabri.
3299. Of the “ red” line and the “ boomerang” line which line do you think would serve the district and 
the people of the district best? I should say the “red” line for various reasons.
8300. Itis shorter,and consequently it will be cheaper for haulage? Fes.
3301. If the direct line is constructed would it induce a large number of the people in vour district to 
send their wool to Moree aud thence to Sydney or Newcastle ? Onr neighbours all send their wool to 
Narrabri, but from about 20 miles further north it all goes to Cambooyaor Warwick through Goondiwindi.
3302. Would that wool come by this way if the line were constructed ? I am almost certain it would.
3303. We would get the wool not only from your neighbourhood, but also from 30 miles to the north ? 
Yes; probably 50 miles.
3304. How many sheep do you shear in your joint names ? About 21,000.
3305. The railway will make a considerable difference to everyone in your locality, instead of having your 
teams on the rood for many weeks ? Yes; it will be a great consideration.
3300. How long does it take to go by team from your station to Narrabri ? It depends on the state of 
the weather. In ordinary weather it takes seventeen or eighteen days. Sometimes it may be done in 
ten days, hut I think it is nearly four weeks before they got back again.
3307. Do you send fat sheep to Narrabri ? Yes.
3308. How long docs it take ? It might take seventeen days.
3309. How long would it take you to drove your sheep from your station for Moree for trucking? About 
six or seven days,
3310. The railway would make a very great difference to you in regard to the stock ? It would make" a
difference of about l^d. per sheep, perhaps IJd. *
3311. And your sheep would be of better quality in tbe market ? Yes.
3312. Have you anything further to say ? Some questions were asked yesterday as to whether stock would 
travel from Millie by the travelling stock reserve in place of going to Woolnbrar. It would take three or 
four days longer to go from Millie to Narrabri than from Millie to Narrabri via Woolabrar. From my 
knowledge of the two tanks on the route it would coat £1 a day ; therefore I think they would make for 
Woolabrar station.
3313. You arc strongly of opinion that the people of the Millie district would prefer to go to Woolabrar 
with their sheep ? I have never been in the Millie district, but T think that if I were living there I should 
have no hesitation in saying that I would sooner send my sheep to Woolabrar than travel them down the 
road and risk the lanes of Narrabri west, aud the chance of being caught in wet weather.
3314. Is there anything more you wish to say ? Yes ; with regard to the vacant land to the north. On 
Wei bon there are about 100,000 acres of magnificent land locked up ; tbe leasehold of Tulloona is all 
fino country, and there is a great lot of belav country which may bo ringbarked at from Is. Gd. to 2s.

■ an acre. The belar is easily killed. It is magnificent soil and the grass grows soon. When the open
country is gone, that country will be taken up.
3315. The extension of the railway to Moree will open up that country ? It will in. time. It will not he 
taken up now, because it is too expensive. Making a rough guess, 1 should think, that there arc from 
300,000 to 400,000 acres within 50 miles of Moree which will be settled when the leases fall in.
3316. Mr. O’Sullivan You spoke of the graziers of the north who send their wool to Queensland via 
Cambooya are these large men who ship direct to London or who consign to wool buyers in Brisbane ? 
There is only one large station on the border—I do not know where Willtown wool goes, 1 think it goes 
to London—which does not sell its wool in Sydney.
3317. Is it much more advantageous 1o sell in Sydney than in Brisbane, owing to the presence of foreign, 
buyers and the provision of better accommodation in the latter place? Yes; there arc no sales in 
Brisbane.
3318. Therefore, if auy inducement were offered to bring this trade in from the north of your place, they 
would be likely to be swayed by the fact that they would get this greater accommodation in Sydney, anil 
therefore come by this way ? Yes ; the people of Goondiwindi told me last week that a considerable

' traffic would come this way.
3319. Do you think that the attraction that I spoke of would he greater than the attraction of the shorter 
railway journey into Brisbane ? But they have also to pay sea carriage to Sydney.
3320. Do they pay more in Brisbane than in Sydney for the carriage of their wool to Loudon ? I can
not say. " ■
3321. If these lands were thrown open, do you think there would ho a rush of settlers of tho same stamp
as yourself? If they knew that there was such rich country they would all be here.
3322. What part of Victoria do you come from ? From West Wimmcra.

■ 3323, I suppose many of the selectors up about Horsham, Dinboola. Donald, and St. Aruaud who find
their holdings too small would be likely to come over to this country where they can get larger holdings ? 
Yes.
3324. They are generally men who have made money ? Yes.
3323. 1 suppose you work your holding like a family holding? Yes.
3326. "With a ring fence ? 11, is all subdivided. The law will not allow a ring fence in the case of

. brothers, but only in the case of father and children.
3327. Mr Aieiny.] What do you l.hmk of the future of this country ? 1 think it has enormous resources.
3328. Is it to bo a sheep walk or will it grow wheat? My opinion is that in the course of time as 
population increases it, will become an agricultural district. '
3329. You sec no reason why it should not be a great wheat-growing district eventually? No.
3330. Ohairman.'] How far is your holding from the Queensland border ? In a direct lino it is about 16
miles. It is over 40 miles from Goondiwindi. , 3331.
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3331. Yon say that the people 20 miles to the north of your holding send their wool to Cambooya, , Mr-
therefore I take it that in your opinion tho line of trade between Goondiwindi and Narrabri is within 20 ^00r0-
miles of you,
3332. If the terminus of the railway is brought some 70 miles further north, how much further north will ^ ^OT->1893. 
that line of trade be driven? To the other side of Goondiwindi.
3333. Uiat will go into Queensland territory. Do you think there is a reasonable probability that all 
the n(ew South AY ales settlers north of you avIio now send their produce via Queensland, and some of the 
southern Queensland people will send to liforee? Most decidedly.
3334. That applies to all kinds of produce—both wool and fat stock? Yes.
3335. Is your laud due north or north-west ? It is due. north.
3336. Is it liable to flood ? It is fairly dry. I am conserving water.
3337. Ilavc you travelled much over the district east and west of your holding? I have been east and 
north, but not very far west.
3338. Is the country to the north and cast of the same character as the country whore you live P To the
north it is a little bit inferior. ' '
3339. As you go north ? There is a bit more limber on the land.
3340. brom the pastoralisl s point of view it is a little more inferior ? Yes, because it is heavily timbered.
3341. Is the country in South Queensland as good as your country ? No; not from the pastoralist’s 
point of view.
3342. Is the country to tho east as good as your country ? Yes, bar large patches of scrub.
3343. Is the country to the east less liable to flood than the country to the west of you? I do not know 
that you could call any of it liable to flood, except when the water comes down in the watercourse. It is
all wet m'winter time. ' '
3344. It has been stated in evidence that the country 1o the east of this line which goes to the head
waters of the river is less liable to flood than the country to the west, and ] was wondering whether the 
country to the cast of you is less liable to flood, the waters being confined within reasonable bounds 
than it appears to be further to the west. Is not the country round about Gil Gil very much liable to 
floods. No, except where it approaches the Barwon or the McIntyre, perhaps 20 miles from Mungindi.
*1345, ITave you ever been to Mungindi ? ^'o ; I have been a long way down the G-iL Gib

eouiltry somewhat well to the north, in the event of the railway being extended north 
irotn Moree, for what place, in your opinion, should it aim—Goondiwindi, Mungindi, or some point 
between those places, of course putting out of consideration your own holding ? I should not like to offer 
an opinion hecausc I do not know what the country is on this side of Mungindi.
3347. How far towards Mungindi have you been ? About 20 miles.
33*8. Taking the country you know of, 20 miles to the east of Mungindi, and through 1o Goondiwindi, 
in which direction do you think the extension should go with the view of conferring the greatest benefit, not 
only on the particular individuals nho may be there now, but on the State? Perhaps Goondiwindi. Tho 
country to the north at Knnopia and across there is inferior.
3349. Going towards Goondiwindi, wo should come more quickly in competition with the Queensland 
™1!'vay systcm ■ That depends upon how the country on the other side of Goondiwindi becomes settled.
33o0. At. present the nearest station to Goondiwindi is Warwick ? Yes.
3351. If our railway goes in that direction it virtually goes to meet the present Queensland railway 
system, while if it goes more to the north or north-west, it goes away from their system and consequently 
is Ijahle to tap more of their country ? Yes ; hut I am afraid that it will be very inferior country.
3352. Do you think the country to the north of Kunopia is inferior ? Yes.
3353. Ihe good country in southern Queensland's towards Goondiwindi and Mungindi? I do not know 
anything about Mungindi.
3354. Ton think that if the railway is extended to Moree ami tho fact is communicated to so many of 
these ]>oor struggling selectors in Victoria there will he a great rush for your country ? I believe they 
wilL They have bo idea of what the country is like in bfevv /South Wales.
33l>5. We may reasonably expect that this railway will extend our line of trade, at least its own length 
further north ? Yes. 6
3356. Which is the worst piece of country to travel—between your place and Moree or between Moreo 
and Narrabri ? There is not much difference.
ooco" :!-Jle outy c^Crenco would be that perhaps the road is more travelled south of Morco? ^Ycs.
3358, If the same traffic were carried on both roads, the result would he much the same ? Yes.
' • ■j-'L'k hhick soil all the way to your place ? Yes ; with occasional belts of scrub.
3360 yhat is the price paid for ringbarking this scrub ? Some persons would tackle the work at from 
Is. od. to 2s. perhaps 2s. (id.—it depends on the deposit.
Irnco xfn^lelj ^ timber between Moreo and your place or between here and the border ? No.
ii??- ™hlii do you use for your ordinary fencing? Pine. There arc no pine forests, but clumps of pine.
3363. Do you find that timber useful ? It is the best we have.
3364. A/V, Zhmwoji.] Do you tar the bottoms ? No.

d suppose you have no intention of giving up your holding ? Not the slmbtcsl.
3360. Jb there anything else you desire to state? No.

_ ^rr' Williain Henry O’Malley Wood, District Surveyor, Moree, sworn, and further examined 
3307 CTffl/fwmn.] You desire to correct a portion of your evidence? J do. Tho relative merits of tho Mr. W. II 
traveiling-stock route and the direct route had never come under my not ice until yesterday when I was in 
the witness-box. Upon giving the f no routes further consideration 1 fed satisfied tlmt the direct route Wo<xl-
would be the best, for a branch lino can be made from tho direct line down to Millie for a loss sum than
the difference between the cost of the two lines. That branch line would serve the traffic from Collarcndabri1 
]List as well as the curved hue.
3368 Is there any other point you desire to submit? Mr. Davies asked me vesterdav to ascertain as 
OQCQ 1 00u d ‘ T, llr1ea' of 1Cr?'V11 touds iu ln7 district which ] think would he henofitted by Ibis railway 
3.163. lou gave us the boundaries of your district yesterday ? Yes; but .some lands within the boundaries 
ol my district would, perhaps send their goods to Inverell and by that wav to Glen Lines. Mv area does 

13 ' - not

25 Nov,, 1893.
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Mr. M'. H. not agree exactly with the area which ia given on the map on the wall. The total area would be 3.739,070 
O’Malley acres approximately. I hand in a return which shows tho area in. each leasehold and resumed area which 
.-^1°^-. benefited in a greater or leaser degree by this railway. ,

SuTyTsM t'-oe3 11Clfc ‘luitc tally with the aggregate area given at the foot of the map on the wall. Ihe
1 ° ‘ boundaries I took do not exactly coincide with the boundaries on the map. ,

3371. The boundaries on the map on the wall embrace a larger area that the country in your district. 
Tes. .
33/2. But even in some of them you are not including the benefits, as you think the stuff will go to 
Inncs? In the north-eastern corner the stuff will probably go to Glen Inncs. The roads leading 
towards Glen limes are hilly aud better drained, and ] think the chances are that a certain amount of 
the traffic will go to Glen Lines. , , , .
3373. You gave an opinion yesterday as to the trade between the two districts you do not desire to 
alter that opinion ? ]Nb.
3374. The only correction is, that ou further consideration you think that, perhaps, the direct hue will bo
the best, especially as the saving in the cost will provide, if necessary, a branch line to Millie, irom some 
point on this line ? Yea. _ _ „ T j
3375. Do you hand in a tracing showing the various runs within the influence Oj. this railway r I do.

Mr. Alexander MTntosh, storekeeper, Moree, sworn, and examined:
Mr,

A. M'Intosh.

26 Nov., 1893.

3376. Chairman^ You are a storekeeper in Moree ? Yes.
3377. Mr. O'Sullivan.] How long have you been established in business in Moree? fifteen years. _
3378. Is this largo store and apparently flourishing business the outcome of fifteen years operations.
Yes, and 14 years previous hawking in the district.
3379. You appear to do business round the whole of this district ? Yes; chiefly east, north, and north
west; very little towards Harrabri. , , ,
3380. How far out does your trade extend to tho north? As far as Mungindi to the north-west; and as
far as about 45 miles to the north. _
33SI. Have you customers out at Mungindi ? A few—small men generally.
3382. Any towards Collarendabri ? A"one.
3383. Or'lower down that way from Mungindi ? Down towards Meroe a tew.
3384. Any out towards'Warialda? Hone to speak of. _
3385. Any to the east of the town? TTp tho branch of the Big River, towards Bingara.
3386. How far south does your business connection extend ? About 20 miles, to Bumble, and not muc i
that way either. , , » . . , i •
3387. As you have been established fifteen years, and therefore have had a fair chance to get a business 
connection around the district, I suppose we may take the sphere of your business as representing
the commercial sphere of Moree ? Yes. , . . . .
3388. Jt is probable that tbe people who are settled within that radius would all do their business in
Moree? Yes, that will.be about ihe radius. . . . .
3389. I presume from these monuments of your industry you have found your business to be ot a satis
factory character ? Tes,
3390. We may look upon this district as a sound one? Undoubtedly.
3391. Have you had many had debts in your time? Hot many. Of course thalMlcpcnds on persons.
3392. The business appears to be. generally speaking, of a sound character ? I.es. ^
3393. Has your business been extending rapidly of lalei* I cannot say rapidly, but it has always been
extending. _
3394. Jt is a very sure and growing business ? Yes. .
3395. I suppose that what is your case may he regarded as the case of every business-man in the town,
in a smaller degree ? Yes. ,
3396. I notice you have a number of papers in your hand ;—do you propose to make a statement to the
Committee? I wish to assist you in arriving at a determination as to^the paying capabilities of the 
proposed line—not in advocacy of or in opposition to the construction of the lino. _
3397. Will yon please make vonr statement ? J. have a freight account with the Railway Commissioners.
I have brought my returns for the twelve months from the 1st November to tbe 31st October, and tho 
amount which was paid to the Railway Commissioners was £2,212 10s. Hearly all my goods cc™® from 
Newcastle and Morpeth—chiefly from the latter place. I have also a freight account with the Hunter 
River Companv. I have brought the returns for the same period, and my freight account with that 
company was £249 12s. Id. That represents rather over 500 tons in measurement and dead-weight. 
That will give you a good idea of the amount of freight which comes from Morpoth. With the exception 
of a few hundred cases of spirits, very little comes from Darling Harbour. __
3398. Do you find it cheaper to have your hulk goods brought by steamer to Morpeth and thence by 
TH'll ^ TTgH
3399. Do the large graziers in the district obtain their goods from Moree, or Newcastle ? Chiefly direct 
from Svdney,
3400. As a rule, they do not do a large business with the local storekeepers ? J\o. _ _
3101. By which road do they obtain their goods after leaving Narrabri'? To Mungindi on the north, 45 
miles, bv this route. But I think no Tulloona goods or wool comes this way. I think it all goes to Glen 
Innes. ‘if the train were brought to Moree no doubt that wool would come here, but tbe Railway Com
missioners would not benefit, because the freight would be about tbe same as it is from Glen Innes. .
3402. Do many of these large graziers obtain their supplies by way of Tamworth, and thence by carriers 
to the station? I do not think so.
3403. None of those to the eastward ? Only those who would not bo served by a hue to Moree.
3404. If this line is constructed to Moree, will they be likely to bring their goods by rail to Morco rather
than by rail to Tamworth, and thenco by team to their stations ? I think the most of them would. On 
Ibis side or Oineroi they are all supplied from this line. But anyone at Bingara or in that vicinity 
would still rend to Tamworth, because he would have 133 extra miles by rail, and there is a good road 
from Tamworth. 340;3'
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3405. I suppose tlmt of late you have not travelled over the country? Not of late, but in the early days 
I saw a good deal of tho district. ’
34015. Is tho country to tho west well settled? No ; very sparsely settled.
3407. I mean tho country towards Collarcndabri ? I believe it is very sparsely settled out that way.
3408. In what direction, as it is indicated by your business, has rettlement been trending since you have 
been here? It bas been trending a good deat north and north-west towards Mnngindi,
3400. Those are the two points which would be served by way of Moree? Yes, chiefly.
3410. If the Commissioners estimate that they will receive £10,000 per annum from the goods traffic on
this line, do you think their estimate will be realised ? 1 think it is a very moderate estimate. Take my
returns alone, ] paid £2,213 in a year, and I might safely put down my traffic on this proposed section at 
£500 a year, ‘
3411. Chairman.'] More than that? That is a moderate estimate. 1 usually send down for my summer
supplies in September, but this year J did not go down until the latter end of October, and they are all 
coming up this month. If the committee had visited the town a month later of course my returns, 
including this month, would bo £2,GOO, or over. I expect that my railway account this month will be 
over £400. ’
3412. Mr. McCourt.] You think your estimate is a very moderate one, and is likely to be exceeded ? 
Yes. I cannot pretend to state exactly the amount of goods that come here. I do not think 1 get a 
third of the total; hut assuming that Ido, it will show that the general traffic of this town alone will be 
worth £1,500 a year to the Hallway Department.
3413. If they estimate that they will receive iu passengers and mails £2,300? I think that is a moderate 
estimate. 1 think the Commissioners stated that they do not calculate on the "Warialda trade at all. 
But ^1 think the whole of the passenger traffic of Warialda would come to Moree. The mail leaves 
Warialda at 10'30, and is due at Tamworth at 11‘30 on the following day. But by leaving at 6 it would bo 
here at 7 o’clock at night; the passengers would have a night’s rest, and go on by train next morning. 
Of course, the fare viould be a little less. The distance from Warialda to Tamworth is 144 miles ; from 
Tamworth to Wcrris Creek it is 27 miles, whilo from Moree to Wcrris Creek it is 160 miles, so that there 
would he a mileage gamed of 133 miles. Taking a moderate estimate of one passenger daily, that would 
he 1 Os, Sd. for each passenger, or £500 a year, I cannot pretend to give an esdimato of tbe passenger 
traffic from Warialda, hut I think id! the passenger traffic would come here. The mail would leave here 
daily for Warialda, instead of bi-weekly as at present, and tho daily service to Bingara might he made a 
weekly or bi-weekly service.
3414. Do you think the Commissioners did not include the Warialda traffic iu their estimate? I do not 
think Ihey did.
3415. Dew passengers come from Warialda? .41, present one may safely estimate that the traffic is one
passenger each way a day on an average. That would he twelve passengers a week, or 600 a year. Now 
600 passengers at ICs. 8il. each comes to £500. I believe, according to the report, they have not taken 
that amount in their estimate at all. '

Mr.
A. M'lntosh,

25 Nov., 1893.

3416. Do you think the goods traffic will come ? J think a little will come—a good dealin time, perhaps. 
Of course, Ihere are many linos which null come up—salt, woolpacks, and other things. It would pay 
them better to get these things from Moree than from Tamworth, and no doubt they would get other 
things up at the same time. If they wanted goods up very quickly no doubt they would use this line, as 
it would mean 55 miles of road carnage as against 134 miles.
3417. If the railway system were extended from Glen Innes to Inverell, and from Narrabri to Moree, 
which way would the Warialda passenger traffic go? I should imagine that most of it would goto 
Inverell. It would depend on the difference in the cost. I should think that Inverell would he the 
nearest place.
3418. Chairman.] How many other storekeepers are there in Moree besides yourself? Dour at present— 
live until recently.
3419. Can you give the Committee any idea of the traffic which the other storekeepers would have by 
this railway. No ; but I suppose it would he twice as much as J receive.
3420. Your estimate is that your trade would be equal to a third of the total outward trade? I do not 
know that it would.
3421. Do you send anything to Sydney—do you buy produce and send it on ? Very little. AU that 
would come from here is chiefly live stock and wool. But. as you know, live stock pay tlioDepartment 
much better than agricultural produce.
3422. You do not send any ? No ; I send some wool.
3423. To what extent ? It varies. I sent very little this year. I,ast year I sent over 100 bales—some
times 150 bales. " "
3424. Are you a wool-producer or do you trade in wool ? It is purchased wool. But I never require to 
take wool in payment of my accounts ; it is simply a matter of buying with me.
34,25.' You are aware that if this line is constructed, it is to be constructed subject to tbe betterment 
principle ? Yes. '
3426. Itis estimated that the country which will be served by this line, and which will come, perhaps, 
within the betterment area, is comprised within a radius of 50 or 60 miles of Moree—do you think that 
the country for that distance will feel the influence of this railway ? Not to the eastward.
3427. How far east will the country be served ? Thirty miles east.
3428. How far north ? Porty-five miles,
3420. No more ? No ; because they can get their goods to Glen Innes just as cheaply as to Moree.
3430. It is stated in evidence that the trade would be influenced right up to the Border, and would come 
to Moree ? J think Tulloona wool will come here, but it will not be a gain to the Bailway Department. 
It is now going to Glen Innes, and I think the distance from either station would be about equal,
3431. You state that tho area which will be benefited by the railway, and which is likely to come within 
the betterment area, extends 30 miles east, 45 miles to the north—and how far west? To Mungindi— 
nearly 80 miles.
3432. Have yon given any consideration to the betterment principle? 1 have.
3433. Do you tliink it is a fair principle to adopt? 1 think it would he fair if it had been adopted at the 
outset of railway construction. In all the suburbs of Sydney thousands of acres of land have been bought

at
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, M^r' & few pounds per aero, and sold at nearly as many pouuds per foot. That ia wdere the principle sliould
■ n a * be applied. All these lands should hare paid for the construction of the suburban lines. They have 

25Nov~1893 ^tended the trunk lines and constructed branch lines without applying the principle, and it seems unfair 
’’ ' now that it should bo applied to the construction of a light line. 1 think the evidence is strong that this

line will pay from the start, not only the working expenses, but also the interest on the capital expenditure,
. If it pays the interest the capital need never be paid off, Jt has a State guarantee of 4 per cent. Tho

State can issue isarrabri-.Moree railway bonds, and as long as there is a State guarantee of 4 per cent, 
those bonds will always be worth their money.
3434. Ton do not believe in the principle of paying off the principle and interest? Notin the ease of 
railways as long as they pay,
3435. Ton admit that the betterment principle is a correct principle to adopt, and jour only objection is 
that Moree happens to be the first place to which it is to he applied ? Yes.
3136. If it is a right principle to adopt, as we must make a start at some time or other, why should not a 
start be made here ? Because there is a reasonable prospect of the line paying from the start.
3437. If it should be decided by Parliament that the betterment principle should he applied in this' 
district, you would be in favour of not having tho railway, rather than have the principle applied ? As 
regards the construction of the railway, 4 can assure you that it is a matter of perfect indifference to me. 
I tliink it would benefit the district greatly, but I fail to see the justice of making the Moree land owners 
pay for such lines as the Mudgec line, the Hornsby line, tho Molong line, the Cobar line, and the Lismore- 
Twced line—all dead losses to the country. If the Moree line pays from the start tho mouey that is 
raised under the betterment principle in the district will go to pay off those lines.
343B. You think that the people in other parts of tho Colony have no interest in your public lands ? They 
have not the same interest.
3439. It all belongs toyou? Not at all. We have no interest in these linos. -AU the land alongside the 
Hornsby line is bringing much more than it did, yet it is not subject to the betterment principle. 1 
suppose the Mudgee line would not have been constructed if it had been subject to the betterment 
principle. M'o are not interested in those lines except as colonists.
3440. Assuming that the betterment principle is to be applied to the construction of the Moree railway,
do you think that the land boards and land court will bo the best tribunal to judge of the application of 
the principle? I think so. '
3441. They have given general satisfaction in administering the Act have they not ? I should imagine so. 
3412. Ton would rather have these bodies to fix the various xones within the betterment area than resort 
to the ordinary tribunals P The former are in a much better position to determine the matter.
3443. You have been out Mungindi way ? Within a few miles of the town.
3444. Have you travelled much about the district north aud west p Chiefly east, south, and north—not a
great way north. ”
3445. The country north, west, and east is very similar to the country between Moree and Narrabri ? It 
is all fine fattening country,
3446. Less ormore liable to flood than the land between Moree and Narrabri ? Some of it more liable— 
down the Gil Gil.
3447. The higher you get up the river the less liable it is ? Yes.
3448. Is there any other information which you desire to give to the Committee ? No.

Mr. John Munro, post and telegraph master, Moree, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. J.Munro. 3449. Chairman.'] You are post-master and telegraph-master stationed at Moree ? Yes.

3450; How long have you been here ? I have been in the service of the department seventeen years; but 
25 Nor., 1893. previous to my appointment I had been in the district about fifteen years.

3451. Will you describe briefly the various mail services which radiate from Moree? The service from 
Moree to Narrabri—a daily service—cost for the last three years £570 per annum, but a contract has been 
let for a term of three years at £450 per annum,
3452. Is this service very frequently interrupted by the had state of the roads P Yes; the heavy state of 
the roads prevents the mails from running to time. The mails are often twenty-four, sometimes forty- 
eight hours, behind time.
3453. What is the time allowed by the contract ? Twelve or thirteen hours.
3454. Hoes it frequently happen iu the course of the year that the mails are twenty-four hours late ? In 
wet seasons with a scarcity of grass they arc generally later than in good seasons.
3455. Have you ever known the coaches, owing to the flooded or heavy state of the roads, to have to go 
to the east rather than come by the travelling stock route ? They must come by that way, because they 
have to tap Millie and other places.
3456. Has there ever been an occasion when the coaches could not travel, and the mails have had to be
carried on horseback between Moree and Narrabri ? Occasionally; not from the floods, hut from the bad 
slate of the roads principally. '
3457. It is continuous showery weather which makes tho road very heavy ? Yes ; perhaps a week’s rain, 
345S. Will you state the next mail route ? The next is from Moree to Eulourie and Oobbedah. Itis 
about 100 miles to Cobbedah. It goes within 12 miles of Barraba. It goes once a week by a light buggy, 
and the annual cost is about £135 a year.
3459. The next route? The next mail is from Moree to Bingara. It goes twice a week in a two- 
horse coach.
3460. Is the mail matter increasing ? It is not very heavy; it is principally for the convenience of the
road residents. <
3461. There is not much actual communication between Moree and Bingara, hut between Moree and 
people on the road to Bingara? Yes ; it is a cross-country mail. They have a direct mail from Tamworth.
3462. Is that mail growing ? Slightly. It used to be a weekly mail a few years ago. It bas only been 
established during the last three or four years.
3463. The next mail ? It is to Warialda via Pallamallawa. It goes twico a week.
3464. Is it growing in importance? By the settlement along the way it is.
3465. It is very much in the same position as Bingara ? Yes, It is a direct outlet for Inverell for cross-
countrv correspondence. It ia a bi-weekly service, 3466.
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34(56. The next service? It is from Moree to Mungindi with three branches. ]t is a bi-weekly service Mr. J.Munro. 
to Mungindi. It is the most important coach-line in the district.
3467. Off that line you have three mail services? Yes; a branch to Kunopia, a branch to Boggabil]a®®®°T->l®^' 
and Goondiwindi, and a branch to Gil Gil. We make up the mails direct for these places, and for residents 
along the lines in private bags. Tho mail from Wallow Creek up tho Gil Gil is a horse-mail going once a 
week, it is growing. The mail from Welbon to Boggabilla and Goondiwindi is a bi-weelfly horse-mail.
It is growing, as a great deal of settlement is taken place along the line. The mail from Garrah to 
Kunopia ou the Barwon is a very small mail. Several gentlemen from Victoria and other parts of the 
country have taken up land along this line.
3408. What other mail services are there? There is a mail to Talmoi, 40 miles west—it serves a number 
of selectors. It is a horse-mail going once a week. It is growing in importance. I believe it is tbe 
intention of tbe Department to shortly double the service.
3469. Is it growing more rapidly than some of the branch lines off the Mungindi line to the north ? Kot 
more.
3470. The country along these lines is not adapted for vehicles ? No.
3471. Any other mail services ? from Moree to Bnrrcndoon via Meroe. It is about 55 miles distant. It ,
has a vehicular service twice a week. There is another line from Moree to Tclcraga. It is a horse-mail 
running twice a week.
3472. The only coach service therefore are to Bingara, Cobbedah, Warialda, Mungindi, and Meroe? Yes.
3473. Has there been any marked growth during tho last five years in the business done at Moree post 
office ? Yes. There has been a marked increase in the work since then. To give you an idea of the 
number of the residents along the Mungindi line. I maysay, that I prepare thirty private mail bags for 
that line, and several of these bags supply a number of neighbours,
3474. Has the telegraphic business grown to any very great extent during the same period ? I cannot 
say that it has grown so much. But there has been a reason for that. We were remarkably busy three 
or four years ago. The stock agents occupied tbe line for a length of time. There has been a marked 
decrease in their business, but the ordinary business bas kept well up.
3475. How do you account for the falling off in the stock business ? It is owing to tbe depression which 
has been felt all over the Colony.
3476. There has been no diversion of trade ? No.
3477. "With your intimate acquaintance with the surrounding district, do you think there is a steady, not 
to say. a very large growth going on all around ? It is not very rapid; it is continuous. For instance, 
while in 1880 the sale of stamps amounted to £260, this year it has risen to over £1.700.
3478. Can you state the total revenue for telegraphic purposes during the same time? Last year the sale 
of stamps amounted to £l,/46, and for telegrams wo received £709. A year or two before the tele
graphic revenue was slightly in excess of that, but it was owing to the activity of the stock agents 
business.
3479. Any money order business ? No particulars are given pn this list of that branch, but making a 
rough estimate it was between £8,000 aud £9,000 last year and the Government Savings Bank between 
£3,000 aud £4,000,
3480. There is a gradual growth in all these branches of the revenue? Undoubtedly.
3481. You have no fear of the bottom dropping out of Moree ? Not in the least. I have been in Moree 
since it consisted of only one house—about thirty-three years ago.
3482. Mi’. Davies^] Do you know anything of the country through which the railway will pass ? Yes,
3483. Do you know the travelling stock route? Yes ; it is the only oue I do know.
3484. Do you recognise the surveyed line on the plan ? Yes.
3485. Do you know that country ? I have not been in there much, therefore I cannot speak of that 
country.
3486. "Which route do you favour—the direct, or the “ boomerang’1 line ? I think the direct line would 
suit all parties best, it would mean less haulage and quicker transit,
3487. At what period during your term of office has there been a greater growth in the business, as 
compared with previous years? There has been no sudden jump, it has been a gradual growth all along.
There has been a gradual settlement in the district—people are continually coming to the district from 
all parts of the country.
3'488. What staff have you ? I have five assistants.

Mr. Frederick William Kirkby, hotelkeeper, Moree, sworn, and examined :—
3489. Chairman.'] What is your occupation ? I am a hotelkeeper in Moree. < Mr.
3490. Mr. McCourt.] How long have you resided here? Thirtv-three vears in the district—twentv-eight F.W.Kirkbj.
of that in the town. ° ^ a
3491. Are you also a land-owner? T have two or three selections, perhaps a couple of thousand acres, 25Nov., 1893.
3492. What is the average size of -flic selections within a radius of 10 or 12 miles? Six hundred and 
forty acres, as a rule. Some have the full area of 2,560 acres, but not many have close to the town.
3493. Are you all engaged in sheep farming? Nearly every oue. ,
3191. Will that occupation continue hero, or will the land be cultivated at any time ? There is not the 
slightest doubt that a great part of the laud will bo put under cultivation. 1 myself grow a good bit; 
nearly enough hay and corn to keep myself.
3495. Is the land very suitable for growing corn ? It is verv good indeed, more so to tbe east than to
the west. ‘
3496. Supposing that the people were to go in oxteusively for corn growing, where would they get a 
profitable market ? It would be down tbe country.
3497. Down Sydney way ? Yes.
3498. You spoke of^ some suitable land for wheal,-growing to the east;—where is it situated ? From 
Moree towards Warialda it is all wheat-growing country. Mr. Soiling has grown some splendid wheat.
All up the Big Biver they can grow buck-wheat, but they do not, on account of the market being so far 
away. They grow it for bay, chaff, and forage. They do not grow much for the market until you get up 
to Orton, where they grow it for Bingara. 3499.
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Kirkbv' ^iere bt'-nii any dispofitiou sliown 1:o adopt agricuKure during the last few years ? They are
all going in for it a little. There are very few of the selectors who do not grow what they want for 

1698. ™emselves—potatoes, and anything like that.
1 3500. In a few years, the probability is that sheep-farming will be combined with agriculture ? That is

my belief.
3501. Do you think it can be carried on with a profit P Yes.
3502. Does the'Warialda traffic conic here now? Yes; they bring a great deal of flour from Dingara
and Inverell. also corn and chaff. J bought some yesterday which had come from Bingara, They bring 
it down from the Orton much cheaper than it can be got by any other way. '
•1503. If this line is constructed you think you would get the passenger aud goods traffic of the Warialda 
district? I believe wc will, *
3504. Tou know the country between the two routes well ? Pretty well.
3505; Do you think the “ red” line would serve the greatest numhar of people? It would suit this
district best, because it would cost far less to construct it in the first place, and less for the transit of
stuff in the second place.
3506. Docs it not go too close to tbe mountain ranges? I do not think so. It is higher ground along 
the ranges.
350/, Do the people own too much land here ? They cannot get it.
3503. Do those who have got land hold too much ? 1 do not think so, I do not think any man can carry
on sheep-farming with less than 2,500 acres.
3500. lie can live well on that area ? I think he can make a very profitable living, provided that ho gets 
good ground, and keeps good stock. ■
3510. Where they have 7,000 or 10,000 acres, they have too much for one family. Would it not bo better 
if it were all cut up in 2,5G0-aere blocks ? No doubt it would be belter for the district—it would create 
a larger population.
3511. Is there any disposition amongst the large land-holders to subdivide and sell? I have never heard 
that there is.
•1512. Do yon think that the construction of this railway would encourage the subdivision of large estates? 
There is no doubt tho railway would cause a greater population to come here. The country is second to 
none as far as its growing and grassing capabilities are concerned. I have travelled about the district for 
thirty two years I have been carrying and droving—and I never saw anything better.
3513. If the leases are thrown open there will he a rush for hind? Undoubtedly.
3514. T ou think that, on the whole, a line by the *■ rod” route will pay ? I do. J think, as I have always 
thought, that it will he one of tho cheapest and best paying lines in ihe Colony.
3515. Chairman.'] Do you know where they propose to locate the stations here? No.
3516. I suppose it is nola very burning question to the people of Moree ? I could not say.
3517. 11 they want is a railway, and they do not care where the terminus is? I know that where the 
terminus is proposed to be put the land is reserved,
3518. IJo you think it is a suitable place for the terminus ? Yes,
3510. 1 on Imvc not heard any complaints on the part oi the people, that it. is too far from the centre of 
the town ? No.
3520, It could not go very much further without eros°ing the river? 
further without going into the houses. °
35*21. Do you know anything of the country aboutWeeWaa? I have not been atWee Waa for thirty-five 
or thirty-six years.
3522. In those days it was considered an important town ? It was. In 1857, when it was reckoned a 
good town, I think there were two houses there.
3523. ] suppose you think that Moree has a bigger lulero than Woo Waa ? I think it has a bigger 
future than any place in the northern district.
3524. You have heard some of the witnesses give their evidence? .1 heard one or two witnesses give 
their evidence yesterday morning.
3525. Is there any point as to which you do not concur in their evidence ? Not materially.
3520. Is there any other information you wish to give? Not that I know of.

1 do not think it could go much

Mr. Charles Bodeley Keene, station manager, Gurley, sworn, and examined*—
3527. Chairman ] What is your occupation? I am a station manager at G-urley. 

cone. 3528. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Who owns G-urley ? Mr. John Simson. "
Have you a thorough knowledge of the country through which the proposed line will go ? Yes ; I 

1893. know it very well.
3530. What is the character of rhe country generally between Morco and Narrabri? Prom Moree to 
J ycannah it is plain country—flat, good sound country and not very heavy black soil; from Tycannah to 
Woolabrar it is slightly undulating country. Crossing those creeks wliich are marked on the plan it is 
not at all flooded except n.t the creeks. A few good sound culverts would be all that would be required 
at the creeks, 1 should think. Prom Woolabrar to Killarncy it is rather plain—more black soil between 
Woolabrar and Edgeroi than on the other part of it, and from Edgeroi to Narrabri it is high country, 
slightly undulating
353 ]. How far to the cast does that description apply ? The country gets more undulating towards the 
mountains, and higher altogether ns it goes east. '
3532. Will it bear the description which you have just given ? The greater part of it is rolling downs—
black soil downs. '
3533. Are there any ^tliick scrubs between the “red’line and the mountains ? The nearest heavy scrub 
is about 12 miles. Narrabri is tbe nearest poor country. About 4 miles east of Narrabri you get into 
sandy country.
3534. We are told that towards tbe mountains there are some thick scrubs which would cost £10 an aero 
to clear off? Not within about 15 miles of the line Then you get, into heavily timbered country.
3535. What would it cost to clear that scrub ? J dare say about £5 an acre.
3536. W hat is the character of the timber in these scrubs, and out on the eastern side ? It is pretty well
all heavy limber, such as iron bark, yellow jack, gum. 3537,
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3537. Plenty of ivoubtirk? Yes; a great portion of tlie timber is ironbark.
3538. Whicli would bo the nearest station to the ironbark forest ? 1 think Woolabrar—any point
between G-urleigh and there.
3539. How far from the station would that forest be ? About 20 miles. _
3540. Out towards Terry-Hie-Hie ? Fes ; that would be up Tycannah Creel;, or Bowman’s Creel;, as il, is 
called. There is plenty of timber up there—ironbark, yellow jack, pine, gum, apple-tree, and all sorts,
3541. Is there much ballast along that line of country? After crossing Waterloo Creek, lor about 2 
miles, it would go through a red gravel ridge—a hard, cement-liko gravel. It is pretty hard to sink post
holes about there. '
3542. Is it south of Waterloo Creek? Yes, on the Karrahri side.
3543. Does that refer to a portion of what is called Eckford Forest? Yes.
3544. Is that very heavily scrubbed ? Heavy belar, and some box on this ridge.
8545. There would he plenty of ballast there for tbe railway ? Plenty.
3546. AVould it be better than ordinary gravel ? I do not know whether it would bo considered better 
than gravel for railway construction, 'it is close cemented stuff, which would make good road metal.
3547. Is the land through which the proposed line goes subject to floods? Not at all, except at the
creeks, where the water is confined within the channels. There is very little swampy country or places 
where the water lies at all. ^
3548. Would any of these creeks prove dangerous to the railway in the event of a flood? Xot if there 
wqre proper crossings.
3549. Is the country to the east of the railway, or a fair proportion of it, fit for agricultural purposes, 
provided that it is cleared ? Yes.
3550. Do you think that when the population grows more numerous, and with the existence of the
railway, and tbe possibility of commanding better markets, any agricultural developmeut will take place 
there ? 1 think a great portion of the land to tho east is well suited for agriculture.
3551. What kind of soil is it? It is light loamy soil. _
3552. Any chocolate soil ? Principally about tho mountains, and at the heads of the creeks, there is 
chocolate soil,
3553. It would seem to he a likely place for wheat cultivation ? I think so. It would grow good corn.
3554. Is it fit for growing grapes, figs, oranges, aud lemons? Yes.
3555. Xfr. McCourt.'] What is the size of G-urleigh holding ? About 270,000 acres, of which 100,000 
acres are freehold, and 50,000 acres leasehold.
3556. Mr. Davies.] How many sheep do you shear on your run ? One hundred and fifty thousand last
seasou. _
3557. Where does tho wool go ? Through Edgeroi, by tho road to Narrabri. It would strike the main 
road at G-alathera.
3558. What would be tbe nearest station on the 11 red ” lino for your wool or stock ? Gurley. It 
would be about 1 miles from the head station wool-shed.
3559. The whole of your wool would go by that route? Yes.
3560. What saving would it effect in your case ? I do not know what the railway rates would be for wool.
3561. What would the difference in the mileage he to you? If; would be about 45 miles by road.
3562. Tho railway would serve you well if the station wore provided with the necessary appliances for 
trucking stock and sheep ? Yes.
3563. Would any other run near Gurley he equally well served by Gurley railway station? I suppose 
that Edgeroi and Tycannah would be served in tbe same way.
3564. I understand you to favour the 11 red” line rather than the travelling-stock route ? I should think 
it would he far loss costly than the other, as it is nearest to the ballast and the sleepers.
3565. At what price per cubic yard do you think gravel could he delivered on the line ? I do not know.
3566. What would it cost to get half round sleepers, 10 feet long, from this forest? I should think you 
could get plenty of them at Is. 3d. each.
3567. I s the timber in the forest good enough for sleepers ? Yes,
3568. Chairman.] If the people about Millie and to the west of Millie who reach the travelling-stock 
route by Millie have stated that they would not use this railway, but would travel their stock to Narrabri, 
do you think that is what you would do if similarly situated ? No.
3569. If you had a railway station within 12 miles of the travelling-stock route, and you were managing 
a station to the west of Millie, would you scud your stock and wool by road to Narrabri, or would you 
ship it at Woolabrar? I thin It I would put it. on at Woolabrar.
3570. You would like to get to the nearest point on the railway ? I think so.
3571. Do you carry your own wool, or do you arrange with carriers ? I arrange through an agent as a 
rule with a carrying company.
3572. 'What does it cost yon to carry per bale or per ton? It is arranged by tho weight for the total 
distance.
3573. How much does that pan out per ton per mile ? It is £215s. a ton for 1-5 miles.
3574. Supposing that the distance were doubled, would there bo any decrease in tho cost? Yes.
3575. Tbe longer the distance the smaller proportionately is the charge per mile? Fes, usually.
3576. Would not that go to substantiate what the Millie people said, that having got their wool on, and 
the saving being only 20 miles, they would go on 20 miles rather than take the railway ? The railway 
freight would not compare with the carriage by team.
3577. You think it is reasonable to suppose that they would tap tbe lino at Woolabrar ? I think so.
3578. As far as flood-water is concerned, is there much difference between the travelling-stock route and 
the “red ” route? The travelling-stock route is much lower.
3579. Consequently ia more liable to flood ? It is not liable to flood, but tho water lies on tho ground 
very much longer. It is boggier and heavier. The water lies in swamps for miles for a long time.
3589. Supposing that Gurley station were to the west aud not to tho east ot the travelling-stock route, 
would you still th ink that the “ red ” route was the best route ? 1 think, as far as the'country is concerned,
it would he the cheapest and most direct line.
3581. And it would go through higher country for railway construction ? Yes;. better country f;:r rail way 
construction. Personally I would sooner see tho line go along the travelling-stock route. It vould bo 
quite near enough for us, it would not interfere with us. 3582,

Mr.
C. B. Keeuc.

25 Not.,1H93.
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C. B ^Keenc distance from a railway station do you think is a convenient distance—15 or 20 miles ?
‘ ‘ Twenty-five miles.

25 Nov., 1893. '^ou a pastoral property is fairly well served if it is within 25 miles of the station ? Yes.
3584. jlfr. McCourtJ] Are there any selectors on Gurley ? Yive.
3585. Is the resumed area all Crown lands yet? With the exception of these five selections it is. It 
would amount to 150,000 acres on G-urley.
35SG. What is the area of Gurley station? 100,000 acres freehold, 50,000 acres leasehold, 50,000 odd 
acres resumed area, and the reserves.
3587. Would the construction of this railway tend to increase the value of those Crown lands or cause 
them to he selected? I think they would be selected in any case. I do not think it would make much 
difference. Wherever selectors have been able to get land it has been taken up.
3588. W by have they not taken up the land on Gurley, if there are 50,000 acres in the resumed area ? 
The greater part of that land is belar scrub.
3589. If the railway were constructed it might bo taken up? It would give greater facilities for carriage.
3590. lor what purpose could the timbered country be most profitably used—for grazing or for agri
culture? lor grazing, I suppose. It is all heavy black soil. It would grow crops, no doubt, in a good 
season. It wants rain only. ’
3591. You do not think that agriculture would pay there ? It would pay there, as well as in aerreat manv
other places on the line. ' '
3592. But would it pay ? I do not think so, taking one season with another.

TUESDAY, 28 NOVEMBER, 1893.
[T/ic Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Wee Waa, at 4"30yua.]

flrrstnt:—
JACOB GAREAltD, 

The Hon. William Henhv Suitob.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

Esq. (Chairman).
William McCourt, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
IIenrsr Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed railway from Harrabri to Moree.

Mr. Lawrence Brennan, selector, near Wee Waa, sworn, and examined:—
3593. Chairman^] What is your occupation ? I am a selector, residing near "Wee Waa.
3591. How long have you been in the district ? About two and a- half years.

( 3595. Your selection is on both sides of the river? Yes; it consists of*2,750 acres.
’3596. How many sheep do you graze, or -what stock do you carry? At present I have 5,000 sheep. 
Altogether I hold 3,200 acres for grazing. I have, about twenty bead of cattle and ten horses.
3597. Where do you send your produce aud fat stock ? By Karrabri West to tho Homebush market.
3598. By which road do you travel ? I have travelled by the cleared line on the southern side of tho 
Nnmoi.
3599. The line that makes a detour from Wee Waa to Harrabri West; ? It is almost a direct lino. The 
“ blue” line is the more direct line. I have gone by the river road a time or two.
3509. If the railway is constructed by the “ red” route, you would be no nearer to any point on that line 
than you are to Harrabri West ? Ho ; it would be of no benefit to me.
3301. Would a Hue by Gurleigh Point route bring you any nearer? Yes.
3502. How far would the nearest point on that line be from Wee Waa ? About 6 miles.
3(103, Would a line along the travelling stock route direct from Harrabri be of anv benefit to the people 
of Wee Waa? I do not tliink so. . " '
3604. The only line of the three, therefore, that will be of any use to the people of Wee Waa and tho 
district belonging to the town is the line via Gurleigh Point ? Gurleigh Point line, or any line more 
westerly.
3605. It is hardly possible to get more westerly ? Hot on that map.
3606. What other line would be more westerly ? A line by Wee Waa itself would be more westerly than 
a line by Gurleigh Point.
3607. if you had your way you would take the railway from Harrabri West along what you call the 
direct road to "W ee W aa, and cross the river a little to the east of Wee Waa at a point near your holding? 
Ho. The lino which would take the most westerly course would serve the greater number of the people.
3608. Is there a good crossing at Gurleigh Point ? No.
3609. Is there a better crossing at any point further west of Gurleigh Point crossing ? No.
3610. What you desire to say, therefore, is that, without giving any consideration to tho crossing of the 
river or otherwise, the line should be brought as far west as possible, so as to serve Wee Waa and the 
district beyond ? I would say particularly the producers north-west of Wee Waa.
3611. Does much of the traffic from tho west of Wee Waa, say out Walgett way, come through Wee Waa 
to Harrabri West ? I think that the greater part of the traffic comes through Wee Waa or by Wee Waa.
3612. There is no produce which comes from Walgett by this way ? I could not say.
3613. If the station-master at Narrabri West has sworn that, compared with the trade from the north, 
comparatively little trade.comes to the railway from the direction of Wee Waa. what is your opinion on 
that statement ? My opinion is that the station-master must have understood only the traffic which went 
by the cleared line to be Wee Waa traffic, whereas the roads on the other side of the river, within 2 or 3 
miles of Wee Waa, are used, as well as the cleared line. Ho may have taken the cleared-Kne traffic, and 
I daresay that in some seasons that may not exceed one-tenth of tho volume of trade to Harrabri 
railway station.
3614. Then the bulk of tho Walgeti trade, or the trade coming from that direction, would go along the
road on the northern side of the river, and through Narrabri, in order to get to Narrabri YVest? I am 
quite aware that a great deal of it does. The carriers prefer the other side because the pasture there is 

l better
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'better for their teams than on the southern side. I have seen a great quantity of wool and fat stoch Mr.- 
come up that way to marlcet within 3 miles of Wee "Wan. I have seen large quantities coming in by L. Brennan, 
another road a few miles further out known as the Boolearrol Eoad. If the station-master credited all 
this which passes through Narrabri to the north, he may imagine that only a tenth of the traffic comes 28 or.,1893. 
from this way. -
3G15. It is only in yen' dry seasons that the trade from the direction of "Walgett goes along the northern side 
of the river, and in wet seasons it goes to the south of the river ? Yes; tbe carriers are divided in their 
opinions, some preferring going one side and some the other. I have seen great quantities go down on the 
other side, where there is better pasture for teams. In very wet times they would have to go by the 
cleared line.
3616. Do not the records of the railway station at Narrabri West show whence the produce come? I 
could not say. I only speak from what I have seen.
3617. You have no idea of the volume of trade which goes along the travelling stock route from Moree ?
No. _
3618. Therefore you are hardly in a position to compare that trade with tho trade which comes from 
Walgett way, whether on. the north or on the south of the river? Not to make a definite comparison.
3619. Is not the country in and about Wee Waa very much liable to flood? Yes.
3620. Is it not a fact that in 1890 a very large area of this country—nearly all along the Namoi—was 
under water ? I believe it was.
3621. Was much stock destroyed or drowned at that time? I do not think there was any drowned. But ’
I can only speak of what has occurred since 1890, It was in 1891 that I came here, and I did not hear
of any stock being drowned. In 18911 purchased my property, and I would not have made the purchase 
if I had considered that it was dangerous land for stock,* It goes right through the worst flooded country 
in the district.
3622. You have not suffered materially ? No ; I have never lost anything.
3623. There have been no serious floods since 1890? That was not a serious flood, I am told that the 
flood last year was within from 9 to 12 inches of the 1890 flood.
3624. Have you been any great distance to the west of Wee Waa ? Not more than 15 miles.
3625. As far as you have gone to the west, is the country more liable to flood than the district immediately 
about here ? I could not say that it is,
3626. Is it much about the same ? It appeared to me to be much about the same.
3627. Does the river branch out into numerous creeks ? No; an overflow takes place here, and the water 
travels sluggishly over the ground on either side of the river ; and when it does break over there is such 
a large area to cover that there is no current.
3628. Does the water lie long on the runs ? No; immediately the river falls, within a couple of days the 
country is fit to carry stock again sometimes.
3629. J/r. Suttor.'] Do you send much fat stock to Sydney? Yes.
3630. How many annually ? I have sent 2,100 fat sheep off this small place of mine within the last 
twelve months to Homebush, and about 14 tons of wool. I am not dealing with any stock. I am a 
breeder. That is a legitimate outcome in a good season. I am stocked np now.
3631. Do you get a fair return for the sheep you send to Sydney ? I got a fair return, I have got from 
12s. up to 13s. a head for merino wethers. I have generally got far above the average price ruling in the 
Homebush market, and my neighbours have done the same. I think the stock journals would show that.
3632. Do you know anything of the country through which the “ red ” line would pass ? No.
3633. Do I understand you to say that the “red” line would be of no service to you ? Yes.
3634. And that the only line which would serve you would ho a direct line from Narrabri to Wee Waa ?
No ; a line which would take a more westerly course, would serve me more or less.
3635. Would a line by Gurleigh Point serve you ? Yes.
3636. Would it serve a larger population than the “red” lino? Prom my knowledge of the country,
I feel confident that it would. .
3637. Are you aware of the difference in the length by that route ? I believe there is a deviation of 
about 10 miles. The river boars northerly from Narrabri to Gurleigh Point, and that favours the 
deviation.
3638. You would have to cross the river twice by taking that route ? No ; the river has to he bridged in 
any case, to get to the northern, side. I believe that one bridge would do, that is, if the “red ” line is 
intended to serve the producers of the country.
3639. Do you think that the difference in the number of selectors and settlers who would be served by 
tbe line you suggest -would warrant the Parliament in incurring the increased expenditure ? I do ; because 
from my limited knowledge of the “red ” route, it appears to be very convenient to the mountain, or 
what we call barren country down this way, while the other line would go through country which I know 
to be very valuable and fertile pastoral country,
3640. You have not been long resident here, and you have simply a knowledge of the country in which 
you arc principally engaged* ? The country I have travelled over.
3641. Not much towards Moree ? Not towards Moree.
3642. How would Millie he affected by taking the railway by tho route you suggest ? I have suggested 
that it should take a westerly direction, hut I do not think my knowledge would warrant me in suggesting 
a definite route.
3643. You would rather dispense with railway communication than have a line by the direct route ?
Unless the people to the north-west could get an independent line, I would. If it would block a line 
from going to the north-west, in the interests of the country I would like to sec it blocked. ■
3644. You think it will he possible to have a branch from this line ? I consider that is the branch.
The main north-west line should go more towards Collarendabri, or more north-westerly.
3645. Chairman^] Nather than the Moreo line ? The Moree line, in my judgment, would be the branch 
line. The main line would go more to the north-west.
3646. Mr. Davies.'] "Where would you tap the line so as to make a junction to reach Moree ? I would 
not tap tho line at all. I think the main north-west line should take a more westerly course. The “ red ” 
lino might ho an independent branch lino.' I do not say that the Moree people arc not entitled to a rail
way, but if they are entitled to have a railway by the “ red” route I believe the people in the north-west

13 (a)—L arc
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are entitled to have an independent line from Narrabri "West, But if the one line is to serve both 
Moree and the north-west. I would say it would want to take as north-westerly a course as the engineers 
would like it to take, . ,
3647. Do you think the estimated cost of this line—a cheap line through level country is a fair and 
reasonable one ? I could not venture to offer an opinion; I do not knbw anything about that question ; 
I do not know sufficient of railway construction to know' what it would cost.
3648. How is the district situated for sleepers ? I know some of the timbered land between here aud. 
Narrabri West. Por sleepers there is ironbark.
3649. Is there an abundance of gravel and metal for ballast? Not to my knowledge. I have heard a
report that there are gravel-beds, but I have not seen them. _ ,
3650. You know very little about the materials necessary for the construction of the line r Only the
sleepers. _ ,
3651. Is there any other information which you desire to give in support of your views ? Yes with 
regard to tbe adaptability of the land for cultivation. I believe the timbered country within a few miles 
of the railway line from Narrabri West to any point on the river would be brought under settlement 
before very long. I believe it is far more valuable than it is generally supposed to be; it is suitable for 
agricultural settlement.
3652. It has not been taken up? No; it is vacant Crown laud. .
3653. While people can get land which is cleared to the north-west, they would not take land which is
timbered to any great extent. Have you anything further to say ? No ; only that the country on the 
northern side compares favourably with any pastoral country I have seen. I travelled the Murrumhidgee, 
Biverina, and the Lachlan before I came here. I took land on the Namoi in preference to land which 
waa offered at the same price at Narrandcra, within a few miles of the railway, and I have not regretted 
my choice. , , .
3654. A point some distance on this side of your bridge which wc crossed this morning was pointed out
to the Committee as a point where the river might be crossed. Supposing a crossing were made at that 
point, where would the railway strike the proposed line? Out Boolearrol way. _
3655. That would be practically a branch from this line in the direction of Wee Waa? The line would 
go from Narrabri "West, cross the river at the point you speak of, and pass on probably to Moree. _
3656. Do many of the residents favour that point as a very good place for crossing the river? ^ I think it 
may bo found to be a good crossing. I am not very friendly to it, because it will do nie an injury if the 
line comes through my land. 1 waut the railway as close as I can get it without going through my land.
3657. You regard the site as a good one ? I know that the banks are above flood-mark. If the railway
could be constructed by that way it would be a benefit to this part of the country. Of course I would 
not try to oppose its construction. ■ _
3658. Your land would be subject to the betterment principle ;—are you quite prepared to pay your share
of its cost? I am, hut I think the principle ought to be made retrospective. Those who have railways 
should pay as well as those who are to get railways, .... •
3059. You have no objection to the application of the principle, even if it is applied to tho construction 
of this railway, as long as the line will serve your district? No. ... ,
3660. Mr. O’Sullivan^ Tho map on the wall which illustrates the settlement in the district to be served 
by this railway does not giro the settlement around the town of Wee Waa or in its vicinity ? No.
3661. Is there much land selected around Wee Waa ? A good deal,
3662. On which runs? G-undemaine, Wee Waa. , .
3663. Any upon Mara ? I could not say. I believe there are a good few, but I am not acquainted with 
tbe run.
3664. Any upon Drildool, Boolearrol, and Nowley ? Yes. _ _ . .
3665. Are there many settlers ivithin a fair radius of the town of Wee Waa—say within 15 or 20 miles . 
Within 15 or 20 miles there is a fair number of bonifuln settlers, who are likely to remain.
3666. Have you heard of any selectors selling out up here? Not one since I have^come.
3667. In which direction is settlement trending from the town of Wee Waa? North-west, as far as I
^now' • ....
3668. Towards Collarendabri ? Yes; aud more down tbe river, if land is available—between that and
the Namoi. I have been written to from the place from which I came to know if land is open for 
settlement here, and 1 have replied that when the runs are dealt with there may be land open for 
settlement. '
3669. Brom which district did you come ? Turaut. ■ , . , ,
3670. You say that there are settlers in that district, although it is a good agricultural district, who arc 
anxious to come up here and settle as graziers ? Yes.
3671. Do you think they are likely to come up when the leases are thrown open ? Some would come if
they could get the land _
3672. Would they prefer to come here, or to go ou the leaseholds between Narrabri and Moree ? . I 
would not say that they would refuse to go Moree way. _ I think that district may be as good as this 
district. I am sure they would come to this district to the north-west of Wee Waa.
3673. You do not pin yourself to any particular route, but you prefer tbe railway to go by a more 
westerly route than the “ red ” route ? Yes ; as far to the north-west as the engineers say it can be taken.
3674. Chairman.] Is there any other point you desire to mention? No.

Mr. James Andrew St. Clair, selector, near Wee Waa, sworn, and examined:—
Mr- , 3675. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I am a selector, residing about 10 miles to the north-west. 

J.A. St. Clair, Polling 2^560 acres. I have resided here eight or nine years. •
. 3G76- Air. Suitor.] What stock do you carry annually ? About 3,500 sheep.

Isov., 1893. ggyy What do you do with them r I fatten them, as a rule. ^ ^
3678. Do you send many annually to Sydney r A. good deal. I truck all my fat sheep. _ They do not all 
go to Sydnev. In the twelve mouths, j suppose I sent away about 3,000—perhaps more in a good seasou.
3679. Do you send much wool to Sydney ? Not much wool; I generally send the sheep down in the 
wool. I send from twenty-live to thirty bales of wool every year, sometimes more, i have sent sixty bales.

“ ' 3680.
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3680. How many sheep do you carry in a good season ? It is very difficult to say. This is a good season, j ^ gt Clair
hut still the grasshoppers arc here. ‘ ‘
3681. I suppose the seasons vary here very much y Tcs; we have had very good seasons for tho last ogNov, 1893, 
three or four years. In good seasons we can carry considerably over a sheep to the acre.
8GS2. Is the price you get for your sheep in Sydney satisfactory ? This year I have not sent many to 
Sydney. I have sent most of them to Aberdeen.
3683. What price do they give you at Aberdeen ? So much per lb. It depends on the amount of wool.
Tor twelve months’ wool they gave 2d. for merinos, and 2ad. for cross-brcds. ■
3681. Do you think that a very good price ? It is a satisfactory price.
3680. Do you send many thero every year P 1 have only sent them there this season. I have sent nearly 
2,000 there within the last t^o or three months.
3686. How do you send them ? By train from Narrabri.
3687. Who pays the trainage ? If they are sold by the lb., I pay the trainage, but if they are sold at so 
much a head, the company pays the trainage.
3688. The sheep are frozen at Aberdeen, and shipped at Newcastle for England? I suppose so.
3689. Have you any idea what profit the company makes out of them ? No.
3690. Mr. DamesP\ Are you familiar with the country through which the “ red ” line goes ? I cannot 
say that I am. 1 have been along there.
3691. "What point on tho “ red ” line would be the nearest to your holding ? I could not say. I should 
fancy it would be Narrabri, though possibly Edgeroi might ho as near,
3692. It would not bo an advantage ns far as your property is concerned ? No ; if I went to Edgeroi,
I would have to pay extra carriage to Narrabri.
3693. That line would ho of no possible service to you? I do not think I would use it.
3691'. It would bo just as far to Edgeroi as to Narrabri? Practically.
3695. Do you know the travelling stock route ? I have been along it.
3696. Would a line by the travelling stock route be much nearer to your holding? I daresay yon could 
get a point on the travelling stock route a few miles nearer.
3697. But not sufficient to induce you to consign your stock or wool by that line ? No.
3698. Tou would still go by road ? I believe so.
3699. No line which has'been surveyed according to this plan would bo of any practical service to you ?
The Gurleigh Point route would be of service. *
3700. "Would it come nearer to you ? Tes ; it would benefit me still more, and benefit a larger number of 
people if it would go still more to the west. The further north-west it goes the more people I should 
imagine it -would benefit in this neighbourhood.
3701. Is the settlement to the north-west very large, as compared with tho eetilement ou the travelling 
stock route—is it much larger ? I could not say of my own knowledge what settlement there is to the 
east of that line, hut I fancy that there is a groat deal more settlement to the north-west than to the east.
3702. I presume that nearly the whole of the produce of the Woo Waa district finds its way to Narrabri 
by road ? Tes.
3703. Have you any idea of the gross number of tbe shcop and cattle within the police district of 
Narrabri ? No.
3701, Have you any knowledge of the wool which is sent by road to Narrabri station from this part ? No.
3705. Tou know very little beyond your oun part of the country ? No.
3706. Is there any other information which you would like to give with reference to this proposal ? I' 
think it would pay much more than the interest on the extra mileage if it were brought round by Wee 
Waa, as it would catch so much more loading.
3707. Tou think that although the line might be 10 or 12 miles longer than the red line, it would be 
justifiable to expend £40,000 more, by reason of the additional traffic w'hieh it would get ? I belicvo so.
3708. Mr. O' Sullivan-I j presume that if a railway were constructed somewhere near Wee Waa it would 
be utilised as a trucking-place generally? I am pretty sure it v'ould.
3709. But you know some drovers travel their flocks along tho road until there is a rising market ? I 
believe they do, but still the road on this side of the river is so bad that stock deteriorate greatly between 
here and Narrabri. There is very little feed. I (am sure that if there were a trucking-station drovers 
and owners of stock would far sooner truck here than travel the longer distance to Narrabri.
3710. It would be more advantageous to truck here than to travel to Breeza or some point further down, 
as they often do ? Tes.
3711. Sometimos tliey have to travel along the line, because they cannot get trucks at Narrabri ? Tes,
3712. Mr. McCourt!] If the line were constructed by Gurleigh Point, at what point would you use it ?
If there was a station at the crossing of the river, it would be the nearest point to me.
3713. Tou would use the line at that point in preference to going on to Narrabri? Tes.
3714. Mr. ]£ioinq.~\ How far do you drove your sheep now ? To Narrabri, about 33 or 34 miles by tho 
nearest way.
3715. Do you regard that as a very great distance to dro\e sheep ? They do not improve on the road ; 
they deteriorate.
3716. But still it is not a very great distance to drove them to a tracking-yard ? Comparatively speaking, 
it is not; but it is a good distance to drove fat stock in the summer, especially if there is no grass.
3717. I presume your contention is that a railway due north gives no consideration to tho western traffic ?
Not so far as I know,
3718. If you can get to Narrabri quite as easily as you can get to tlie direct line, you will still goto 
Narrabri? Tes, sooner than take stock anywhere along the 11 rod” lino.
3719. Therefore it is valueless to you? Tes.
3720. Docs the same thing apply jo all the westorn men ? I should say so.
3721. All tlie western men who arc far enough south to get to Narrabri ? I should say so.
3722. Chairman.} Of what sort is the country to the east of the “red” line? When you got back oast 
of the railway 10 or 15 miles you get into the mountains.
3723. What is the character of the country from this line to that point? Close to the line I should say 
that it is good agricultural land,
3724. Higher up tho foothills is it fit for agriculture? There might ho patches of agricultural land here
and there, hut not much. 3725.
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r A ^r'n ' ^ |}eci0,TICS less valuable as you get near tbe lulls ? Tes.
' /r' 372(1. This line, which is estimated to cost £153.000, is estimated to incur an annual loss of £905 ;—if

28 Nov. 1893. en"inico:r3 C011si(ler that if it is brought by the travelling stock route it will cost at the least £400 a mile 
‘ more, which would mean a larger annual loss, what then ? Tho travelling stock route would be of no 

more benefit to us than the “ red” route. I know that I would not use the travelling stock route. I do 
not know whether others would. ’
3727. How does the Collarendabri traffic get into Harrabri ? I believe that some goes up this line,
3728. From the "Walgett road ? I could not say of my own knowledge.
3729. Do you know the country to the north of Moree ? Ho.
3730. Have you ever been to Mungindi ? Ho.
3731. To Collarcndabri ? No; I have been as far as Moree, but I have never been further west than 
30 or 40 miles.
3732. Is there anything else which you desire to state P Ho.

Mr. Arthur Clayton Fenwick, selector, near "Wee Waa, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. A. C. 3733. CJutirmcm.] What is your occupation ? lama selector, about 11 miles to the north-west of Wee 

Waa. The area of my holding is 2,500 acres, but I have a brother with me, and we have two full areas. 
28 Nov 1893 -Mr. Davie.?,] Are you an old resident of the district ? Seven years.
“ ’’ '3735. Doyou know the “red” route? Hot until after it gets past Gurley station. On this side of

Gurley I know nothing of the country.
3736. Do you know the travelling stock route ? I have travelled that route fairly often.
3737. Would arailway by that route serve your holding much better than by tbe “red” route? Decidedly.
3738. How far would it be from your holding ? I could get to Millie in about 23 miles. .
3739. How many miles are you now from Narrabri ? Thirty-six miles.
3740. For the sake of saving that short distance you would truck your sheep ? Decidedly.
3741. Would you be prepared to pay 40 miles’ trainage from Millie to Narrabri for your stock and wool ? 
For fat stock, certainly. Look at the time you save.

■ 3742, For wool ? I have not gone into that question. We do more in fat stock than anything else.
3743. Tou would give the preference to the railway, although it means a difference of 13 miles? Yes.
3744. If the “green” line went by tbe travelling stock route, you would send your fat stock ? I would.
3745. That would be 23 miles from your holding ? Tes.
3746. At the present time the railway, if constructed by tbe “ red” route, would be of no service to you ? 
I do not think so, not knowing the country.
3747. Would you continue to send your fat stock by road to Narrabri if tbe “ red” route were adopted? 
Tes. I think that if the railway were brought by this way it would bring in far more traffic—goods, 
sheep, and passengers. There are more people living out this way than there are up that way.
3748. Do you think it would serve the larger number of settlers ? Certainly.
3749. What class of country is it—good pastoral country—from Gurley to Moree? Tes.
3750. Is it fairly settled ? I do not know anything of the settlement, except from going along the road, 
and from station to station.
3751. On what run is your selection ? Boolearrol.
3752. Do you know that a large quantity of wool comes from Moree along tho road fo Narrabri? Tes.
3753. It forms a very large proportion of tho wool that goes to Narrabri ? Certainly not.
3754. Would you be surprised to hear that the station-master at Narrabri West (who has a record of all 
the wool that has passed through his station) has sworn that a very large proportion of the total comes 
from that direction—that only 10 per cent, of the whole comes from your district ? I do not think he 
asked the carriers if they came from Wee Waa. I should think a third go through on the other side of 
the river.
3755. Would not the station-master know from the brands on the bales ? There are two roads which 
pass this way.
3756. But would it not be known from which direction it came ? Certainly. All wool coming from tho 
north-west must come this way—it would not go round by Moree.
3757. It passes this way ? It passes, perhaps, on the other side of the river.
3758. Would not the bales show who consigned the wool ? Certainly,
3759. Would not the station-master be in as good a position as anyone else to know whence it came ? 
He ought to be.
3760. As he has no interest to serve other than the public interest—as he is not concerned about the route 
of the railway he must he taken as an independent witness ? I am pretty certain that a little more—not 
much more—comes from Moree than comes from this way,
3/61. Ton place your opinion against the station-master’s ? He 'must know better than I do. I 
know it was with some wonder that I read his statement that only 10 per cent, of the whole traffic came 
from Wee Waa; I could not make it out at the time.
3/62. How many selectors in your district would be served by a railway along the travelling stock route? 
I do not know the number, but it would be a large number.
3763. Do you know the quantity of stock aud wool that would be sent to market ? * No.
3764. Tou do not know anything about your neighbours ? No.
3765. Have you anything further to say ? No; but a line from Narrabri to Gurleigh Point would, I 
thmk, serve a bigger section of the people than a line along the travelling stock route. I think the extra 
traffic would more than pay the interest on the increased cost.
3766. Do you think it would bo fair to the people of Moree, and beyond, to charge them with 10 or 12 
miles of additional haulage, as well as the interest on tlie extra cost? I do not say that; but I say that 
the traffic and the goods would pay the interest on the cost of the extra 10 or 12 miles, and pay the 
Commissioners.
3767. Do I understand you to say that the traffic which would come from Gurleigh Point would be larger 
than the traffic which would come from Moree ? No. I say that the traffic from round here by Gurleigh 
Pomt would pay the interest on the extra 10 miles.
3768. Tou do not consider that the people of Moree would have to pay additional trainage and additional

interest
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interest on tho cost, of construction ? Certainly. What X look at is, that if by bringing tho line 10 miles 
round this way the G-overnment can got a bigger revenue, it is worth their while to come this way, and 
these people to the north will have to pa.y<a little extra trainage. i _ , . 28 Nov. 1803.
3769. You think it would he quite fair to charge tlie people along the line heyond your district additional ’
mileage and additional interest on the cost of construction, so as to secure the trade of your district? I 
would not say that. _
3770. Is not that what X understand you to say? No; I say that the returns from the additional 10 or
12 miles would pay the interest on the extra capital. _
3771. Mr. O’Sullivan.'] On what portion of Boolearrol is your selection ? I know we are 6 miles from 
Boolearrol head station.
3772. That would be about the centre of the resumed area ? I have not studied the map.^ .
3773. Tou are 22 miles from Millie ? Yes, by going through selections and properties with the leave of
our neighbours. ■ _
3774'. For the conveyance of fat stock you would use the railway station at Millie ? I think so. _
3775. It would pay you better to use that railway station than to drove your fat stock to Narrabri ? I do
not say that it would pay us hotter, but we should save time. _
3776. When you spoke of taking your fat stock to Millie, you meant to the bend of the railway nearest
to Millie, if the lino went by the travelling stock route ? Of course I spoke of Millie; I do not know how 
far the curved lino goes from Millie Post Office. _
3777. It is about 3£ or 4 miles? Of course we should have to consider whether the extra carriage 
would do, If they went to Millie, and the market wras good, and we could get them in quickly, it would 
pay us to send them by rail from that point.
3778. With regard to the stock and wool which come down from the north-west, via IV ce Waa, and go 
on to Narrabri—is it a fact, as has been stated, that in certain seasons of the year, when the lower road 
is not workable, they take the road via Millie into Narrabri ? I do not know anything about the north
west.
3779. Coming anywhere north of Oreel and Mungyer ? That is out of my district, but I should 
imagine that they would go into Millie.
3780. Havo you ever considered the possible effect which a railway via G-urleigh Point might have on 
tho town of Wee Waa—has it ever struck you that where it turns to go north a rival town might spring 
up to the detriment of Wee Waa? Tes, it might. I said Gurleigh Point, but of course the nearer it „ 
comes this way the better for us.
3781. I suppose you would prefer the railway, if possible, to be brought to Wee Waa ? Tcs,
3782. I presume the conditional purchase settlement around you is of a substantial and permanent
character? Yes. - .
3783. Have you heard of any selectors selling out to large station-holders? There have been cases, but 
they occurred some years ago.
3784. There are a few cases, I suppose, of selectors selling out to each other ? Tes.
3785. But there is nothing like a general clearing out by meu who have failed ? No.
3786. Mr. Ewing.] Have you cultivated anything at all? No.
3787. Tou have only grown wool ? Wool and fat sheep.
3788. Tou can get to Narrabri, I presume, as easy as to the direct line? Tcs.
3789. Therefore, if tho direct line is made, Narrabri is still your nearest place ? Tes. _
3790. Would you send more stock aud wool if the line went moro to the ivest, do you think ? It all 
depends on the season. I would send as much as I could.
3791. The seasons will still he tlie same whichever way the railwaj* go. Tes.
3792. The productiveness of the land is a matter of season ? Yes.
3793. The question whether the line is taken nearer to you, or will still travel from Narrabri, will make 
no difference to you in the aggregate ? No.
3794. What has tho railway to do with the fattening of stock or the growing of wool? It has a good 
deal to do in an agricultural district ? Tes ; I do not know anything about agriculture.
3795. Ohairman.] How far to the north of your holding are you familiar with the country ? I have been 
from my holding to Moree and on to the Barwon.
3796. At what point on the Barwon did you aim ? Kunopia.
3797. Tou did not go to Moree to go to the Barwon ? I did, I have been down the Barwon from 
Goondiwindi to Mungindi.
3798. Have yon been down towards Walgett ? I have been from Bourke down to Mildura, but not 
between Bourke and Mungindi.
3799. How long is it since you were up that way ? Seven years. I was out at Kunopia twelve 
months ago.
3800. Is there much trade going to Narrabri from there? I should think so—it is the main road in 
through Moree.
3801. Is there a large and good area of country between Moree and Kunopia ? Tes.
3802. Do you think that country is more capable of largo development than the country immediately
around about Wee Waa, ? No ; I think this is tho better land of the two. ,
3803. The products are more likely therefore to increase than in the country up towards Kunopia ? Yes.
3804. Does the same hold good with reference to the country towards Goondiwindi? It is all flooded 
country out that way.
3805. Is not this flooded country ? No ; not to be compared with that country up there.
3806. What about the country towards Mungindi ? It is all good grazing country.
3807. But comparing the country round this district with the country about Mungindi, Kunopia, or 
Goondiwindi, you would give this country the preference ? Tes.
3808. Did you examine that country before you settled down here ? I have an interest at Kunopia now.
3809. Do you think the volume of trade from Narrabri to beyond Moree is likely to be largely increased 
by a railway to Moree? I am not in a position to say, because I know very little about the other side of 
Moree—I only know about my own holding.
3810. Tou say you have an interest out at Kunopia ? Of course, all our stock and wool will go to 
Moree because it will be the nearest point on the railway to us.
3811. At present you go to Narrabri? It passes Moree, and goes to Narrabri. 3812.
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'Pe'nwicv! J'011 ^D0W wliethcr from further north than Kunopia trade finds its way down to Karrabri ?

2S Not., 1893. ^T' -Do you know Ihe Quesnsland country to the north of Kunopia;—have you ever been
over m Queensland ? 1 have been over about the country.. ------------ -------------- —j country.
3814. Doyou know by repute what kind of country it is? I hear that it is good country.

Mr.
J. Maiden,

Mr. .Tames Maiden, drover, Wee "Waa, sworn, and examined -—
3815. Chairman.'] What is your occupation ? I am a drover residing at "Wee Waa. 1 have lived at Wee 
Waa twelve years, and resided in the district twenty-five years. 1

28 Not isoq ^r' ^How is it that Wee Waa, one of the first towns on the Namoi, lias not progressed
•> • at the rate which might have been expected ? The land was in the hands of a few persons, who would not

let it. These persons have been holding on in anticipation for the railway coming.
3817. Were not all these runs divided under the Act of 1884, and the resumed areas thrown open for 
settlement ? Tes.
3818. Why was there no rush of settlement here, as there appears to have been further north to Moree ? 
I think all the land has been taken up. It is all gone.
3819. But still tbe town of Wee Waa appears not to have progressed at that rate at which it should have 
progressed, considering the large area which is open for settlement around it ? I could not tell you tlie 
reason why it has stopped.
oqo?" oldest town on the Namoi ? Decidedly, It was known long before Narrabri.
38_1. It appears to have made more progress during the last year or so ? It has. 
oqoo’ Jon travel ? I travel principally from Queensland in this way.
38-3. By which route ? I always come from St. George to Mogul Mogil, thence to Collarendabri, and 
thence straight by tbe lower road to Narrabri via Wee Waa.
ooo- XT’11 ^°U always come ljy Ibe lower road with stock ? I have never been stopped.
3820. Have you ever heard of flocks of sheep being driven round by Millie into Narrabri instead of going
by the lowrer road the road nearer to Wee Waa? Never, because they could not travel. They might 
oooij^T31^ SU1* tbeir own convenience. Tliey could have come this way if they wished.
3826. Is it a fact that the sheep of Mr. Richards, of Riverstone, travel by Millie ? I think they did on 
one occasion. I do not know why they should.
382T Jn what way to suit their convenience? If the trucks are not available at Narrabri West tliey cut 
the time out. I have been sent round for that particular purpose.
3828. Have you ever heard that tlie crossing on the river prevents them from coming this way ? Tes ; 
because there is a bridge wanting at a small creek out here.
3829. May that not be the reason why some flocks arc driven by way of Millie ? Tes.
w 0'-i?rOU re^fl,r to a crossing 6 miles from here, down towards Naraabri ? No; on the north-west of 
Wee Waa on the road to Collarendabri.
3831. Have not you any bridge up this way ? There is the bridge over the river, hut no bridge across the 
creek, 1 have not heard of any one being blocked by the river.
3832. Does the wool always come this way from Collarendabri and Mogil Mogil? No. 
v i r ^at road does it come ? It turns off oue road back about 40 miles, and comes in at the river

about 6 mdes above here. It is a detour from what we term tho main Collarendabri road. For about 15 
miles they make a bit of a detour by Bulleroi.

an old and experienced drover you assert that tliis is the natural road for the stock and wool 
which come from the St. George district in Queensland and from Mogil Mogil and Collarendabri to 
Narrabri ? Decidedly. I may add that heyond St. George they are all cattle stations. There is no wool 
there at all alter you pass the Australian Pastoral Company’s stations.

th? company’s properties ? Tes; the bulk of thoir wool goes to Teulbah.
3S3b. Do not they send some over here ? h1 es.
S' ®ib-WiUCh r°ad roeliifc l0mf ? By whicW:l' road t,ic7 toink is the best. This is their natural 
road. Ihe lower road is the best.

mu® comPany'a faring sheds are at Dareel ? No; about 40 miles further west.
3839 They propose to erect their shearing sheds at Dareel ? I was speaking to the manager a short time 
WO^v never,exPr,eased *“>' intention to that effect. The company have their scour ft Dareel.
3840. Have you heard any talk of the company shifting their shearing sheds to New South Wales ? No
towSs wlrtkk™allager 10 espressed his mtention of shifting the sheds 40 miles to the north-east,

3841 That would be an evidence that they intend to send their wool to Brisbane via Warwick ? Warwick 
is east from the Australian Pastoral Company’s properties,
Twfhnil? a faCt that ST<ilney °?e™ v’ery Tc.h more accommodation and many more advantages than 

PTr/r 0 W!alt0 !el tbeir wo01 in the colodea ? may. hut I think itis just a
If1the/ C-an °efc clle[iPeT by Brisbane to Sydney they send it by that way. 

SJ.P0 “J J0® who deare to sell their wool to Sydney, where all tho foreign buyers attend; send it 
down through brow South Wales m preference to sending it via Brisbane? They send a lot of it by 
Brisbane, and thence it goes to Sydney Some maintain that itis cheaper to send the wool by that way,
woMby^risbanlf1^ ^ ^ ^ I10t, 1 haVC iea,rd Xt Stat;ed t■llai, there 13 a BavinS 103’ a ton in sending the

3844. Do you think a railway urleigh Point to Millie would attract that trade ? I do not tliink so.
3845. They would still ho guided by the cost ? Decidedly.
3846. Is the country more settled out towards Mogul Mogil, say going from Wee Waa ? There is hardly 
an acre which you can get except a piece which is of no use. The settlement is of a permanent cliaracter. 
An odd one may sell out, but the majority will not sell at any price.

I”11 lhink °£ settlement out there when the leasehold areas are thrown
open. I am very much afraid that they will take a lot when it is thrown open. I am afraid that it will 
be swamped.
3848. Inconsideringthis question wo ought not to be guided by the mere traffic of to-day, but the 
prospective traffic ? Decidedly. From a national standpoint I am looking at the question. J

3849.
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384i9. Ae a man of considerable experience, do you' tliink the interests of the country generally would be Mr.
better served by a line via Gurleigh Point tlian by a line by the red route? I think the further west it «• Maiden,
goes the better it will be for all parties. I maintain that there is a larger traffic to be served to tho west. 2s Nov 1893
3850. The cost would bo very much more, and the annual interest and working expenses would be '
considerably more. With that knowledge do you think the extra traffic would more than compensate for
the additional cost of the line? Decidedly so. .
3851. Tou contend that notwithstanding that it will ho a longer line, it will in the end pay the country
bettor than a- “ rod” line ? X should think so. It will command a larger amount of traffic.
3852. Would a line by Gurleigh Point bo of any use to the Collarendabri district ? It would serve them 
very well, but the further they came this way the bettor. If they could not take it any further west I 
suppose they would have to put up with it. The proposed line would be utterly valueless to them.
3853. Whicli line, in your opinion, would serve tho district out towards Collarendabri—not the sub
merged portion of the district —a line by Gurleigh Point or a branch from either Boggy Creek or Woolabrar 
via Millie ? The Gurleigh Point line, decidedly.
3854*. Mr, Emngi] Tou know Boggabilla, Kunopia, and Mungindi? Well.
3855. Taking these towns as points on the MacIntyre, is the country to tho north in Queensland perfectly 
valueless—is it poor country ? It is worse than the country to the south of the Namoi.
3856. Tou have no doubt whatever about that? Not the slightest.
3857. How far north does it extend from tho McIntyre ? A distance of 140 miles—to within 15 miles 
of Dalby.
8858. Does the Queensland railway run as far as Dalby ? Tes.
3859. Until you get within 15 miles of tho Queensland line tlie country is perfectly valueless ? It is.
3860. Arc we justified in believing that from that tract of country no great amount of traffic will come ?
No; they are all cattle stations.
3861. Would the cattle be driven this way? They are all stores which come from that portion of 
Queensland.
3862. Tou believe that there will be no traffic done ? No.
3863. The Mogil Mogil traffic joins with the Collarendabri traffic at Collarendabri and comes over tho 
bridge ? Tes.
3864. At present all from the north and north-west is making for Narrabri, that being the terminus ? Tes.
3865. Presuming that the terminus is moved to Moroe, would tlie Mogil Mogil traffic and the people go 
to Moree ? I think they would ; because there is very little difference in the distance.
3866. Do you think tho Angledool people would go ? I think so. There is a difference of 30 miles.
3867. Ib’rom Collarendabri to Moree is 30 miles loss than from Collarendabri to Narrabri ? It is between 
25 and 30 miles.
3868. At present the traffic is making to Narrabri ? Tes.
3869. Supposing the terminus is moved from Moree, where will the Mogil Mogil people go then ? I think 
they will still go to Narrabri West.
3870. Although from Collarendabri it is 30 miles less to Moree than to Narrabri ? Tes. I may say 
that there is a tract of country there for about 25 miles which is practically impassable. It is all reed 
beds and tho traffic could only get down in dry weather.
3871. Ton are perfectly sure of that ? Tes ; I have lived there.
38'72. At present, coming from the Angledool and Mogil Mogil, crossing the bridge over the McIntyre, 
you go through Bulleroi to Narrabri West? No.
3873. Coming from Mogil Mogil and Angledool which road do you travel to get to the railway station?
Tliey strike tho river at Gurleigh Point and follow the river up on the north side,
3874. Supposing the railway were deviated through Millio, do you tliink the traffic from Angledool would 
go to Millie ? I think it would if the line were taken to that side.
3875. If the line ran 15 miles east of Millie, would the Angledool traffic go to Woolabrar station? No; I 
think it would go to Narrabri, because of tbe difference in the distance.
3876. Supposing the difference is over 20 miles ? I think they would take 20 miles of road carriage and 
save the railway freight for 40 miles.
3877. With fat stock ? I could not say. It would be purely a question of hitting the market. My 
experience of fat stock is entirely guided by the state of the market.
3878. Tou travel along until you have made arrangements for them ? Tes.
3879. Does any traffic come here from Walgett? A considerable amount.
3880. Does it come when the river is up ? No; it goes by steamer, then to Bourke, and thence to Sydney.
3881. Do you think that more produce will come to Moree as a depdtfrom the north-west and north-east, 
or is there more coming from the direct west ? I think there is more coming from tho direct west. There 
is a larger scope of country out there.
3882. Tour evidence goes to prove that in your opinion the “.red” line would be of no value to the 
western country ? Decidedly.
3883. How far does tho flood come east from Mogil Mogil and the bridge coming from Angledool ?
Prom about 5 miles due west of Moree it starts to overflow, and it overflows for miles and miles. J. have 
known it to be GO miles wide with very slight islands. Tlie Gvvydir rims out 5 miles below Moree, and 
floods right down to tho Barwon.
3884. Going south, does tho Moomin overflow ? Tes; it is practically the same water.
3885. How much water would there be over an ordinary country, say going due north of Wee Wan?
Tou would not touch that flood-water going from here to Moreo.
3886. It would be all west of direct line from Wee Waa to Moree ? Tcs; it would not touch any of tho 
flood-water I am referring to.
3887. Have you ever soen the travelling stock route from Moree to Narrabri under water? Not from 
flood-water.
3888. Never ? In heavy rains I have seen water lodged in places.
3889. It is not back-wafer from the .river ? No.
3890. Were you over stopped on that road ? Never.
3891. How far would it be west of Millie before you reach tho flood-water coming down the G wydir,
Mogul, and Barwon ? At a place called Jack Shay’s Camp, 8 miles west-north-west of Millie.
3892. Tho road from that point to the Barwon is flooded ? Jt is. 3893.
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3893. Ts it seriously flooded? ItYariesfrom 18 inches to 8 feet, It is on the Mungindi trial surrey 
In flood time it would all be under water, on an average, a couple of feet. _

„SN 3893i-. How far south does that go ? That diverges in again above Collarendabri. _
0T'' ‘ 3891, How far north of the track you use from Angledool to Bulleroi ? About 12 miles north. That is

the limit of the flood-water.
3895. Going south of Millie it goes within 12 miles of Bulleroi r About that.
3896. How far is Bulleroi from Millie? About 28 miles. _ _
3897. The flood-water therefore goes 16 miles south-west of Millie aud 8 miles north-west of Millie ?
Yes ; as nearly as possible. "
3898. Does it flood this track at all as you come from Angledool? No.
3899. You spoke of a creek 6 miles out from Wee Waa? That is flooded from the Hamoi.
3900. Chairman] The boundaries you have been giving embrace only the floods from the Gwydir ? Yes.
39001. Afr. Ewinrj] Taking a point 20 miles along the road from Angledool to Bulleroi or Wee Waa, how 
far north would the flood go? I should think about 9 miles. ■
3901. Would it keep about that distance off the roads ? Yes; it commences to come in there.
3902. But at no part of the road does it cross over ? No. __
3903. Takingit from Wee Waa, how far out does the flood go to the north when the Namoi is iu flood ? 
It varies considerably, according to tho time the flood may last.
3904. Taking the highest flood you have known ? I was not here in 1890. The highest flood I saw was
eight months ago. _
3905. How far did the flood-waters extend north of Wee Waa ? I met them 0 miles from here at that 
creek. I never saw any overflows till I got here.
3906. How far north did it go ? Six miles—not over the country, but in the creek. It is in creeks and 
billabongs.
3907. Speaking of the Gwydir flood, you mean that the whole country is covered ? I do.
3908. But here only billabongs and depressions are filled ? Yes,
3909. And 6 miles north ? Yes.
3910. As you go down the Namoi, is the width 0 miles ? It varies at distances. It comes in and runs out 
again. There is very little traffic down the river road. The traffic.all keeps out.
3911. It goes by the Namoi towards Narrabri ? No; it is not flooded towards Narrabri.
3912. Between the Gwydir water and the Namoi water there is an elevation which you never saw

, flooded ? Yes.
3913. Therefore, if the railway were taken to the west it would have to be taken by that route ? Yes.
3914. You believe there is dry land going to the west? I do.
3915. And that it is never flooded ? There may be slight depressions flooded, but I believe that is caused 
by local rains.
3916. Mr. Davies] You stated that, looking at the question from a national standpoint, you could not 
approve of the construction of the direct line, because it would not serve the settlers in the district, but 
that yon would favour the construction of the line by a route which would serve tlie settlors and producers 
of the Wee Waa district ? I said that if the traffic on the Moree lino warranted the construction of a 
railway T considered that the traffic on this line warrants the construction of a railway evin more. Per
sonally I am averse to railway construction—I do not consider it is necessary.
3917. What becomes of your consideration of the question from a national standpoint? If according 
to the staff in Sydney it would pay to go to Moree, it would pay far better to come by this way, 1 think. 
2918. Why arc you averse to the construction of railways personally ? Well, from reading a good deal, 
I find that tho railways are not paying. If a line will not pay, I say “ do not construct it".
391.81. Do you think that this railway will not pay if it is constructed by the “ red” route ? I do not.
3919, If the Commissioners and the officers of the Government have ascertained the probable amount of the 
trade and traffic that will be carried on the direct route, do you think that their estimate is of no value, 
or do you think that they are competent to form an opinion ? I have seen estimates given in regard to 
other lines, and the estimates have fallen very considerably short of the actual expenditure.
3920. The lines to which you refer cost £8,000, £10,000, or £15,000 a mile, but the cost of this railway 
is estimated at £2,4f)0 a mile, the cost of an ordinary macadamised road. Do you think that a good 
macadamised road could be formed, made and metalled at a cost of £2,400 a mile in the country to which 
you refer ? I really could not tell you.
3921. It will be a very economical line if it can be constructed at that price ? Decidedly.
3922, Would not a railway constructed at a cost of £2,400 a mile, and worked at a speed of about from
10 to 15 miles an hour be of far greater advantage to the district it traversed than an ordinary macada
mised road from which tho country would get no return, whereas from the railway they would get the 
freights, and some return on the capital expenditure—which work would you prefer to be carried out at 
the public cost? A. railway, decidedly. .
3928. I presume there is scarcely a man in the district who knows the country through which the survey 

, has been made better than yon do ? 1 do not think so.
3924. You have traversed it many a time over many years? Yes.
3925. Your business brings you in contact with the road,and causes frequent visits to St. George? Yes.
3926. Are you aware of the large amount of wool which has como from that district beyond Moree and 
all along the road in the district of Moree, even in tho present season ? I know what leaves Narrabri West.
3927. Have vou not seen thousands of bales of wool coming along the road to Narrabri station? I have.
3928. Would it not he of very great service to the producers to be able to send all that wool by a cheap 
line from Moree worked at a speed of 15 miles an hour ? It may promote settlement.
3929. It would pay the consignees to send the wool by rail rather than by team, would not a railway 62 
or 63 miles long be an advantage to the consignees ? Prom that standpoint, it would.
3930. Would they not have certain transit when the market was advantageous? Decidedly,
39304. Do you not think that a railway constructed at a cost of £2,400 a mile would secure a much larger 
traffic and trade than is brought to Narrabri? Yes; but my experience is that estimates are always 
considerably below the actual cost. I do not know a railway which bas been built for the estimated sum. 
393]. You will admit that if the line can be constructed at anything like £2,400 a mile it will be cheaper 
than a road ? Decidedly.
3932. riven if it wore to cost £3,000 a mile it would be better than a road ? It would. 3933.

88

M_r.
J. Maiden.
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3933, Ami this diatriel mii'hl be served in some oilier way by a branch to that line P I do not think so.
393i. Tou uto still of opinion that the surveyed route would not tap the trade here, that it would all 
filter to Karralm P Tcs. 28 Hoy. 1803.
3935. But the distant traffic would be secured by tbe railway ? T think so. ’
393G. A good deal of country would be opened up by tho railway? Decidedly.
3937. Is there anything ebe you would like io state? "With reference to Mr, Gould’s statement that 
only 10 per cent, of the traffic comes from Wee Waa. My experience is that be has no idea as to where 
the stations are situated. Ho gets the names of the stations on the bales, hut he has no idea of tho 
districts from which they come.
3933. Do not tho weigh-bills show who sent the wool ? It would give tlie name of the station, but not 
tho names of the towns it came through. It would not give you any idea, unless you had a personal 
knowledge of the country. ■
3939. Would it not be possible to get some one who has .a practical knowledge of every holding in the
district to go through the weigh-bills ? They could. '
3940. Do you know whether any portion of the country through which the “ red” line goes is timbered?
It is timbered about half-way out.
3941. Is it good timber ? Ko, scrub.
3942. Do you know if thero is auy timber fit for sleepers ? I do not.
3943. Do you know of any ballast or gravel along the surveyed route ? I do not.
3944. You do not know whether material exists either for ballast or sleepers ? There is none that I am 
aware of.
3945. Is there not a good ironbark forest near Narrabri? Not that I am aware of. I know the forest 
you refer to, but I could not call it good timber. They never go there for timber, they come out here.
3946. Where did they get the 25,000 sleepers for the Kailway Commissioners? Principally ou Bohenna 
Creek on this side of the river.
3947- Chairman.] Knowing the travelling-stock routes, and the district well, can yon state at what point 
most of them converge ? They principally all converge here.
3948. Do you think that more travelling-stock routes converge at Wee Waa than at any other point 
within a radius of 60 miles ? I think so—not exactly at Wee Waa, but at a point within 4 or 5 miles of 
Wee Waa. They come in at different points on the river.
3949. How long is it since you were at Goondiwindi? About two years.
3950. Where you travelling stock then? Tcs; I was going over to Porbes.
3951. Do any stock travel from Goondiwindi to Narrabri? Not many, an odd lot of store cattle.
3952. How long is it since you were at Kunopia? Nine years.
3953. Where you travelling stock then ? I am sorry to say I was going to Walgett with store sheep.
3954. What direction did you take ? I was going down the river.
3955. Did you go all along the river? I did on tlie Queensland side of the MacIntyre.
3956. When were you last at Mungindi? About twelve months ago. I was going out for travelling 
stock there. I do not come in that way. I go out that way.
3957. BoughH, you have been limiting your operations as regards stock from St. George, via Collarendabri,
Mogil Mogil, and Wee Waa? Tes; I may say that 1 principally drove store stock from Queensland.
3958. Is your preference for the road via Woo Waa to Narrabri caused by your household goods being
located in Wee Waa? Decidedly not. ”
3959. It is because you found that was the very best road that yon afterwards fixed your residence here ? I 
found that it was the most central one for me.
3900. !t gave you the command of a larger area of country than any other point ? It did.
3961. Have you many interests in Wee Wan or in this community? I have none, but some members of 
my family have in town lots.
3962. In stock ? No.
3963. Presuming that Collarendabri is to be connected with the railway system, and it is a fact that 
the dividing line between the watersheds of the two rivers is practically a straight line drawn from 
Edgeroi Station on that map to Collarendabri, would that not be the best direction in which to take a 
branch line ? I do not think so.
3964. In what direction ought the branch line to go—first to escape as much as possible the flooded country, 
and secondly to secure grist for the mill ? I think that the line should continue from Narrabri west on 
the south side of the Namoi to a point near Wee Waa, cross the river at that point and take a direct 
course to Collarendabri.
3965. That, in your opinion, would escape most of the flooded country on the Namoi and the G-wydir, and 
would also be convenient for tapping the traffic ? I think so.
3966. Putting this extension out of consideration altogether ? I should say it ought to go by the way I 
ha^e suggested,
3967. If, on survey, it were found that the highest line above ilood-mark between Narrabri and Collaren
dabri was via Narrabri and Edgeroi and then due west, would that modify your opinion? It would not, ■
because there would be such a large detour. '
3968. If it has been asserted at Millie and other places that the hulk of the traffic from Collarendabri 
and the country surrounding that town comes to Narrabri via Millie, you do not concur iu that opinion ?
I do not.
3669. Of the trade of Collarendabri and district, what proportion, do yon think, goes via Millie to 
Narrabri as against via- Wee Waa to Narrabri West; or belter still by tbe lower road ? I should think 
that over 80 per cent, of the traffic goes by tbe lower road.
3970. Is there any left to go via Moree, supposing the railway is extended to that town ? I do not think 
you would ever get any of tho Collarendabri traffic at Moree.
3971. You might get some of tho Mungindi traffic? Tou might.
3972. If the “ red” line is constructed some of the Mungiiidi traffic might go fo Moree terminus? It 
would; but if the country were dry you would not get the traffic for the simple reason that it is only 95 
miles from Mungindi across the old trial survey to Narrabri, andit is 72 miles direct to Moree.
3973. Can you describe where that old trial survey starts from, and crosses over into Narrabri ? It is a 
duo direct line. I know there is not a turn in the line.

13 («)—M 3974.
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3974. Where did it go along at Narrabri P It came to the south of the travelling-stock route,
not tell you exactly; but it came somewhere in the town. ■
3975. Do you also hand in a list of the stations which will be served by this route? I do.

I could

WEDNESDAY, 29 NOVEMBER, 1893.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Wee Waa, at 8'30 a.m.]

flrmni:—
JACOB GA RRARD 

The Hox W. H. Suttor.
The Hon. Jons Davies, C.M.G. ’ 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

, Esq. (Chairman),
"William McCourt, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Mr. James Maiden, drover, Wee Waa, sworn, and further examined :— -
3976. Chairman.'] In the course of your travels through the district ha'vc you frequently struck the old 

r „ t1™! survey from Mungindi to Narrabri ? Yes ; I was with the surveyor when he ran the line. I was
29 Nov., 1893. interested in a property- that he ran it through.

3977. Erom Narrabri right on to Mungindi ? No ; about 45 miles from Narrabri J joined him. I showed 
him tho way through the water-course country which is the overflow from the Gwydir.
3978. Does the line follow the highest portion of ground between Narrabri and Mungindi ? Down as 
far as Jack Shay’s Camp, when it goes into the overflow country.
3979. You cannot approach Mungindi from any position without getting into this overflow country ? No. 
The surveyor reckoned that it would take piles for about 30 miles. >
3980. Does similar country to that country exist near Collarendabri? No. It diverges and the rivora
reform. They run in again in ihe proper channels. '
3981. It would be less difficult to make a railway to Collarendabri than to Mungindi ? Decidedly.
3982. The rivers are more defined at Collarendabri ? They are within their proper banks.
3983. Would the difficulties you have described against making a line to Mungindi operate as much if it 
were made from Moree to Mungindi as from Narrabri to Mungindi ? They would not havo quite as 
much to contend with.
3984. The country from Narrabri to Mungindi direct is more liable to flood and overflow than tbe country 
from Moree to Mungindi direct ? Yes.
3985. In drought, does not a large quantity of stock come from the direction of Mungindi towards the
mountains ? They continue up the MacIntyre. ■
3986. And do not come across country here ? Stock from this way have to go, but other stock can be 
taken up the river.
3987. We may take it then that starving stock, south of Collarendabri, would go this way to net to 
better pasture ? Yes.
3988. But that north of Collarendabri they would go higher up the MacIntyre rather than go across 
country? That is the natural course, the shortest and most direct.
3989. In that case if the line were being constructed for tbe purpose of dealing with starving stock, it 
would be hotter to go to Collarendabri than to Mungindi ? Decidedly.
3990. It would pass through more sheep bearing country, and would tap a greater sheep-bearing country
beyond ? It would. '
3991. Is there any other point we have not touched upon ? Only one. I may mention that there is an 
inexhaustible supply of sleepers at the back in this forest for railway bridges or anything of that sort.
3992. How far back—how far would you have to go for timber ? I suppose you could commence at 
5 miles and go as far as you like.
3993. Can they be obtained any nearer to Narrabri than Wee Waa ? It continues out a bit, but not 
very far,
3994. Is there plenty of material for ballaat ? There is any quantity of ballast about 8 or 9 miles up 
tbe river towards Narrabri.
3995. Do you put in a list of the selectors in the various runs in the district ? 1 do.
3996. Will you state how many selectors you know personally to be on each run ? Merab No. 1 and 
No. 2, 36; Drildool, 14; Gorian, 9; Bnrren, 14: Wee Waa, 14; Bugilbone, 23; Millie, 12; Gundemaine, 
19; Nowley, 10; and Keelendi, 18,

Mr.
J. Maiden.

Mr. William Mackenzie, drover, near Wee Waa, sworn and examined :—
Mr. 3997. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I am a drover residing mostly at Yaraldool station on the 

W.Mackenuo. Namoi.
3998. Do you furnish a list of the selectors on the Cuttabri, Bullcrawu, and Yaraldool stations ? I do. 
[Vide Appendix .]
3999. How many selectors are there on each run ? On Cuttabri, 5 ; Bullerawa, 3 ; and Yaraldool, 13.
4000. You know tbe selectors very well ? I do.
4001. You know that these selectors are still on their selections ? Yes.
4002. Mr. McCourt.] Have most of them finished their five years’ residence ? A feiv, but not all.

' 4003. Do you know the country which the “red” line traverses ? Yes ; pretty well.
4004. Is it good for settlement? I do not think itis.
4005. Do you know the runs through which it goes well ? Very well.
4006. Do you know the Gurleigh Point route ? Yes,
4007. On which of tbeso routes is there most Crown land available ? I should think on Gurleigh Point 
route.
4008. To what extent ? To a very considerable extent.
4009. Would the value of those Crown lands be increased by the construction of a railway by the Gurleigh 
Point route ? I should think so, considerably.

4010.
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4010. Wliich road do you take from Collarendarhri F I always come across the Thakiba, in here at Pian .
Creek, and straight in this way W.Maokonnc.
4011. Do you ever come through Millie ? I have been in through Millie, hut I never take stock by that
way. It is too dry. aano loao.
4012. In very wot weather would you como through Millie ? No. There is nothing on this other road 
to stop me.
4013. Wet or dry you would come by Wee Waa P Undoubtedly.
4014. You desire to make a statement P 1 am under tbe impression that the further west the railway 
goes the better it will be for the country. All along tbe “ red” route it is what you may call barren 
country—it is wretched along the edge of the mountain. I do not sec that jt is of much use for anything.
4015. If several witnesses have sworn that the land is good to the cast of the line towards the mountains 
they are not correct ? I should not think so. I cannot say within a few miles of the lino, hut if it runs 
very close to the ranges the country on the other side is no good.
4016. Do you know about how far it is from the “ red” line to the mountains ? It is only about 24 miles.
4017. It is from 15 to 20 miles to the foot of the mountains ? Well, the country within that distance is
not very good, for there is a considerable lot of scrub. '
4018. Not nearly as good as the Crown land on the Gurleigh Point route ? Nothing like it—itis all good 
land this way.
4019. I suppose all the Crown lands on the Gurleigh Point route that are available have been taken up ?
Yes, every acre, I think, except what is in the leasehold area. There micht he an odd reserve or two.
4020. Was the land on the Gurleigh Point route proclaimed a railway reserve? I could not say.
4021. Do you take stock from anywhere else besides Cotlarendahri ? I have heon droving pretty well all
over New South Wales during the last seven or eight years. ‘
4022. Which way do you generally take stock ? 1 have been in part of Queensland, and pretty well all 
over New South Wales, I was two years with a surveyor. I know every inch of the Barwon up to 
Kunopia.
4023. If you were droving stock from Mungindi towards Narrabri which way would you go? T would
go down the Barwon to Mogil Mogil in across the Thalaba and down this way. As regards the other 
road it is only an odd time that you can got any water there. ,
4024. Suppose the railway were taken fo Moree, aud you were taking stock for Mungindi ? Of course
that would make a great deal of difference in tho length of the journey, but 1 do not know whether it 
would not pay them to bring sheep into Narrabri provided that they could get grass all the way as it is 
much cheaper to travel by road than rail. " '
4025. Would it pay to bring fat sheep this way ? Certainly. You can drove fat sheep—iu fact any 
sheep—far more cheaply than a railway can deliver them. The only thing which blocks stock from coming 
in is that they can not get sufficient ground.
4026. If the railway were constructed via Gurleigh Point instead of bringingthem to Morco you would bring 
them to Gurleigh Point? I think it would be far cheaper. It would be better for the stock, but if they 
wanted to hit a market they would certainly go to Moree.
4027. Where would you take them from Kunopia or Angledool ? It is somewhat the same.
4028. Ohairman] Do you mean to say that you would go past the terminus at Moree for the purpose of
droving your stock down that way ? 'if there was grass, I would. .
4029. And if the stock can be driven any more cheaply than by tho railway ? Drovers can drive them
more cheaply from Kunopia to Narrabri than the railway can carry them.
4030. According to you it is of no use to construct the line ? I do not say that, I think that is the 
proper routo for the lino to go. It opens up country. The country in this direction is far more valuable 
than tho country at Moroe. On tho other side of the Barwon towards Goondiwindi it is all useless 
country.
4031. _ As a matter of fact, do not the drovers aim at tho nearest point on the railway ? No ; it is against 
their interests to do it.
4032. But the owners of the sheep? Not always. As long as they could get grass they would rather 
take their sheep by road. 1 went in to Sydney last March with sheep,
4033. As a rule, do they not want to get their sheep quickly into market? Not always. If they can get
grass and water they would far sooner send them in by road than truck them. It is far cheaper to take 
that course. They can save a shilling a head from Narrabri to Sydney. It does not cost Is. to deliver 
sheep by road from here to Sydney, whereas it costs about 2s. by train.
4034. Mr. Dawson] Do yon know Tyreel? I have been over it.
4035. Does Mr. Richards send direct to Sydney or does he truck ? He sends them mostly by the road 
on the other side of the river,
4036. From what place did you take sheep last March ? From Bugilbone down the river, and on to 
Homebush.
4037. You had plenty of pasture and water on the road? Yes ; at that time—it was a good time.
4038. How many sheep have you trucked at Narrabri compared with what you have driven to Sydney?
I have been in only once with sheep to Sydney. I am constantly going from Yarraldool or wherever Mr.
Richards buys sheep. I dare say 1 have trucked 20,000 at Narrabri and Boggabri this year.

Mr.
P. Hoffertr.

Mr. Peter Rafferty, sheep-buyer, sworn, and examined:—
4039. Ohairman] You are not a resident of the district ? No.
4040. You have no interest in the district? No.
4041. But you have large dealings within the district ? I buy a good many sheep.
4042. Mr. Dawson] How long have you beeu dealing with the district ? I suppose about twenty years. *9 Nov, 189
4043. How many stock do you send away in a year, as a rule ? I buy along the North-Western line, I 
buy on Liverpool Plains mostly. I buy a good many here. This year 1 trucked from Narrabri about 
18,000 sheep.
4044. Do you buy much from the north-west here ? Oh, yes ; all west of Gurleigh Point, with the 
exception of one lot.
4045. Supposing the railway were extended by the “ red” route, would auy of the sheep you buy use that
line? 1 have never bought sheep where the “red” line goes, with the exception of one lot, a very 
small lot. which I bought this year near Gurley from a selector named Manning. 4046. '
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ilf- 40-l'(3. Would that line be used by him at all ? I do not think it would. I’or any sheep I would buy west 
Bafferty., 0£ Q-urleigb Point I would not go by that way but would truck at Narrabri or the nearest trucking 

station.
ov'’ ' 4047. If that was Edgeroi you would use it, I suppose ? I do not think I would. _

4048. Why not ? It has no travelling stock route, and you would have to go through private property.
4049. But supposing a travelling stock route is made and that water is provided? I suppose if I got 
sheep near the lino I would truck them to the nearest point.
4050. If proper facilities were given for getting grass and water across the country from the travelling 
stock route, you would probably use that station ? I always use the nearest point for trucking.
4051. Erom a national point of view which route would serve the country best? As far as I know about
that “ red ” line I do not think it would he a paying line. _
4052. Would it he used at all by the north-west people ? Except those who are very close to the line.
4053. I mean for general traffic right out here ? There is no one west of G-urleigh Point who would go
there to track, .
4054. If there were a station at Millie or anywhere near there they might ? They would bo going out of
their road. _ ,
4055. Is it not a fact that in dry seasons that is the only road by which they can possibly go from out
back with any degree of safety ? The nearest way. _ _
4056. You say it is the general rule for a man to go to the nearest station when he wants to truck his
stock ? A man who wants to get them in in good condition docs. _
4057. If yon have 20 miles to a railway station along a had road and 50 miles along a good road, you go 
20 miles along the bad road? We have done it here. This cleared line from Wee Waa to Narrabxi is a 
bad road for stock, but I certainly would truck at perhaps Gurleigh Point, which is G miles from here, in 
preference to going any further.
4058. Do you huy the sheep yourself and take delivery on the station ? I buy the sheep and take 
delivery. 1 pick the sheep and I have my own drovers.
4059. When you buy a lot of sheep you make up your mind on the station as to which way you will take 
them ? Yes.
40G0. It all depends on the state of the countryyou take them by what you think is the host road at 
the time ? I take them by the best road. I would go by the nearest road to the trucking station.
4061. Chairman.^ Is there any other point you desire to mention? On this side of Gfurleigh Point I buy 
most stock. I very seldom buy any on the other side.

Mr. John Gray, selector, Wee Waa, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. 4062. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I am a contractor and selector. My selection is about

J. Gray. 2 miles up the river. It consists of two 640 or 1,280 acres. I have been residing here about six years.
I resided about ten or eleven years bore and in theMorce and Mungindi districts. I have been connected 

0T‘’ ’ with timber work for thirty years.
4063. Do you know the timbered country along Terry-Hie-Hie ? Well. I have had men there time
and again getting timber for me. It was used for a bridge over the Big Kiver, at Booloroo, and for a
bridge at Ashley, and other bridges.
4064. It was for bridge work in and about Moree that you sent to Terry-Hie-Bie for timber ? Yes.
4065. Did you find sufficient timber there for your purpose ? I got timber there, but I have had great
trouble latterly. I have had parties there three or four times for each bridge in succession, perhaps 
getting a few dozen sticks of sound timber. _ _
4066. Is there any timber there suitable for sleepers ? There may be large quantities got there.
4067. But none for hridgework ? I7o.
4068. All the timber for bridge work would have to be brought from Pillign Eorest ? Round about the 
south of Wee Waa. Erom here to Moree you would get none fit for bridge work. At Narrabn West 
the drawing is very heavy. I have had men out there several times.
4069. How far would you have to go from Harrabri to get sound timber fit for bridge work ? About five
or six years ago 1 bad to go 30 miles from IVarrabri. _
4070. How far would you have to go from Harrabri West to get timber fit for sleepers, not ordinary
sleepers, but half-round split sleepers ? I have not been there since the last contract was let, but 1 should 
think about 15 miles. _
4671. Supposing the railway were taken via Gurleigh Point, do you think it would lead to a largo timber 
traffic to Moree and other parts from Pilliga Eorest? Ees; there would be a great deal of pine sent 
that way. Hardwood is not so much in demand, unless for government work, but it can be got in quantity. 
Sleepers and pine can be got in any quantity.
4072. For sleepers the nearest timber would be obtained at Terry-Hie-Hie ? The nearest sleeper timber 
to Moree would bo obtained at about 25 miles towards Terry-Ilic-Hie.
4073. But for bridge timber thev would have to go to the forest; to the south of Wee Waa and the south
east of Harrabri ? Exactly. It is so difficult to get that some has been got from the Clarence and taken 
up from Newcastle. It is getting very scarce there. ■
4074. Do you know anything about the ballast? One of the strongest points in favour of the “red” line 
is that they can get ballast in that country. But they could get ballast at the Bald Hill, which would 
come in for another line within a reasonable distance of if.
4075. Do yon know the couni ry well which is traversed by the "rod” line? 1 have been along that 
country several limes.
4076. Do yon know Ihc travelling stock route to the west and the country still further to the west ? I 
know the country to the west fairly well too.
4077. Which is (he soundest country for railway construction—the country marked with a broad band, or 
the country on the travelling stock route, or more to the west of it? Tho country on cither line would 
be equally as good, or nearly as good, from a constructive point of view, with the exception of the ballast. 
1 do not think the flood-water would be serious by either route beyond the crossings of the river and a 
short distance back. I do not think it would affect the railway.
4078. As a matter of fact, the further you go west th^j more water there is todeal with ;—does itnot split

up
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Dp into more chaunels ? There is do water leaving the river of any account until you get a short distance 
below the railway crossing on the other side.
4£>79. I am speaking of all these creeks we see crossing the line. Is it not a fact that where 'Iron 29 Nov., 1893. 
line crosses the creeks the channels are fairly well defined, hut that further to the west—10, lo, or 20 
miles—the creeks spread out into a number of channels ? Some of them spread out a bit but not seriously.
I do not think they would be any great impediment to the railway.
4080. "Would it not be more expensive to construct a line in that country than in country where the 
channels are defined ? Well, close to the range probably there would be less bridging.
4081. If the Engineer-in-Chief estimates that owing to the spreading out of these creeks to tho west a 
railway by tho travelling stock route would cost several hundred pounds a mile more, would you con
trovert that opinion? No; I think that along there it could ho made cheaper, but it would not be so useful.
4082. Do you know anything about tho country at the crossing by G-urleigh Point ? I. am well acquainted 
with that country. I live not very far from there,
4083. Is it a fact that on both sides of that crossing there is a considerable area of flooded country ? On
the north side of the river at G-urleigh Point there is little or no flood. On this side of the rivor there 
would bo for a short distance to the river. It would be a very high flood which would show along there 
at all. There is no water leaving the river above that. _
4.081. Do you think that if the railway were brought further west it would obtain more traffic than if it 
were taken by the direct route ? The line under the foot of the ranges would have no feeders at all to 
the east. All would'have to go from the west of the line The question is whether the difference in cost 
would not bo more than compensated by having feeders on the right and left, and they would be sufficiently 
well supplied with railway facilities as well as those on the range too. By taking the railway by the 
Gurleigh Point route all the Walgett traffic and the like would be secured ; m fact, all the traffic of the 
district would be caught up by the branch. ^
4085. On the other hand, you would entail on the people of Moree and tho people beyond that town 15 or 
1G miles of extra haulage ? There would be oxtra haulage for the people of Moree. If the railway bo 
intended exclusively for the benefit of the two towns, the “red” line would be decidedly tho best. But if 
it bo intended for the benefit of the district and the Colony as a whole, I decidedly think that the other 
would be tho bast, for it would secure traffic from cither side all the way.
408G. Have you formed any idea as to what proportion the traffic from the districts north of Moree bears 
to the traffic from the districts to the west of Millie—from what quarter does the greatest volume of trade 

■ come ? If the railway went to Moree a good deal more of the Queensland traffic would be secured than, 
is secured at present. I am not certain as to bow much would bo secured if it went Collarendabri way 
1 think there would be a great deal of Queensland traffic secured because you are a great distance from tho 
Queensland railway. I have been out as far an S1. George, and I was a good long while about Mungindi, 
where I built one or two bridges. I know all the country fairly out that way. 1 believe that you may 
get a good deal more of the company’s wool by going that way with a railway. _
4087. Presuming that a railway is constructed to Moree, never mind by which route, and that it is 
proposed to have an extension, in which direction should it he extended with the view of getting the 
largest amount of traffic—to Mungindi or Kunopia ? I am hardly familiar enough with the country to say.
4088. Have you anything else to state ? I have little more to add beyond to point out the advantage of 

. making a branch line and securing all the Walgett traffic. It would be a boon to that district. If you
make it round this way, the possibilities for this black soil, by farming as well as grazing, are very groat. ,

. I have been putting in crops there for the last six years. On the black soil where I am, I get from 2 to 
2^- tons to the acre of hay. Of corn, I get fair crops. Although twice in the dry season I had to make 
ensilage, I have never lost a hay crop. 1 have no doubt that when the leases are thrown open there will 
be settlement there very similar to what ] have now, I think that by combining stock with cultivation 
there might be a deal of settlement there. That would be an important item, again, for a railway.

' Where there is a boundary rider now there might be 100 farms, perhaps averaging five or six persons each.
4089. You think there is a possibility of agricultural production here? I feel quite sure that if you 
combine farming and stock there will be a large production of that character.
4090. That holds good with reference to all black-soil country, I suppose? There are patches bore and 
there very sticky and hard. I find that when ]. lime it it makes real good soil in small patches. I am 
going to try large patches. I have got from 20 to 25 bushels of wheat to the acre,

. 4091. Any rust? I had rust about five years ago, but not badly. I sow in April or early in May, and 
I have cut for bay at the beginning of September or the latter cud of September and October.
4092. Then along" the higher portion of the blaek-soil country you think the land would be suitable for 
agricultural production? I think it would. I sont down a sample to the Agricultural Department, and 
got it analysed. It is very rich—good at every point, although it is of stiff mechanical texture. They 
said the lime would correct that—it would do without manure for many years.

: 4093. If there are other parts of the Colony quite as suitable for wheat cultivation as the plains, and 
very much nearer 1o large centres of population, while you, apparently, have to add some ingredients to 

^ the land, how do you Ihink you are going to make it pay? .It is a question of what tho future will be.
I have no doubt that plentv of them have much better soil to work. Tins is bard to work unless limed, 

j Tho wheat market will probably rather extend than otherwise. America, by-and-bye, may not be able to 
raise enough wheat for herself. i
4091. It is only the higher portions of the land which you think would be suitable for agricultural pro- 

l duclion, and the future of this country you think will depend on a combination of pastoral pursuits
with agricultural pursuits ? Yes. I think they would do best that way, growing partly for stock and 

( partly for market.
4095. Is there any other point yon desire to mention ? No.

Mr. Patrick Joseph By an, drover, Wee Waa, sworn, and examined :— ■
409(5. Chairman.'] "What is your occupation ? lam a, drover living in Wee Waa. I have lived in the ^ fttl

- town ten or eleven years. _ ,
4097. Have you any interest here in the way of a selection or anything ? I have an interest in a selection 2g 
on Boolcarrol station. _

- 4098. Jilr. Suitor.] Where do you drive sheep from? Tor tho last fifteen months from Boolcarrol
station for the owners. 4099.
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P JMR an ^iero ^ you truck the sheep P At Narrabri.
^'tOO. How many sheep did they send the last twelve months from Boolcarrol ? Brom 50,000 to 53,000,

29 Nov 1893 ^■ow many years did that number extend over? I drove that number of sheep in the last fifteen
■' ‘ months.

4102. Have you never driven sheep beyond Harrabri ? .For other stations, but not for Boolcarrol. I 
have driven for Merah station. 1 have driven stores for Mr. Fletcher, a gentleman in Queensland, and 
several other persons about this district. 1 have driven chiefly to Narrabri, sometimes to Sydney by road,
4103. From what part of Queensland do you 1 ake stores ? From various points—sometimes off the Namoi 
to Queensland, beyond Ipswich, close to tho border, and all round the Barling Downs. .
4104. Where do you take them to P [ have taken them to a station called Ballendeen, within 15 miles 
of Stanthorpe. I was driving for seven years for that gentleman, chiefly stores.
4105. Do you ever drive from any place to the west—about Collarendabri or Mungindi? From Hun- 
gindi I have driven for Mr. .Tames Fletcher. 1 drove 8,000 store sheep ho bought from Mr. Lomax.
4106. Have you ever driven for Mr. Lomax ? No. '
4107. Did you take them through Narrabri? No. Of late I take them to Queensland by the Gil Gil, 
across by Welbon, and Tulloona, and Goondiwindi.
4108. When you drive stock to Narrabri by which road do you bring them from these other places ? It 
all depends. From anywhere below Mungindi, of course, they would chiefly come in this way.
4109. Which way do you travel from Mungindi to Narrabri ? You would Come in by Millie and take the 
travelling-stock route to Narrabri.
4110. Have you driven for any stations round this neighbourhood? I have driven for Messrs. Fenwick 
Brothers, Mr. Sinclair, and Mr. Mackenzie, the lessee of Wee Waa station.
4111. Where do they truck, at Narrabri? Sometimes I have driven them by road to Eylcstone, and
sometimes right into Homebush. '
4112. Supposing the “red” lino were constructed to Moree, where would yon take your stock to from 
Mungindi ? I think it would be almost as near to bring them to Narrabri as to take them on to tho 
“ red" line.
4113. Why ? I know the travelling-stock routes pretty well, but I do not know of a travelling-stock 
route going west of Millie to get up to that “ red” line. '
4114. Supposing one is made from Millie to the lino? I think it would almost suit the owner of stock to 
send them to Narrabri unless he was in a hurry.
4115. What route do you take from Collarendabri to Narrabri ? You can come by either Wee Waa or 
Boolcarrol.
4116. Each road would bring you to Narrabri ? Yes.
4117. It would be of no advantage to you to have the “ red” line at all? No. It would be dry country 
to go across to that line. West of Millie I do not think it would benefit any of tho holders.
41.18. Are there many other drovers living in Wee W7aa? There are more living in the [town. I do not 
know whether they are at home. "
4119. Are they pretty fully employed ? Pretty well.
4120. How many are there in Wee Waa ? I think there arc five or six who get their living at 
driving chiefly.
4121. Chairman. Did you drive all the sheep from Boolcarrol within the last twelvemonths? No ; other 
drovers were employed, but I took the biggest portion of them. I drove about 52,000.
4122. How many did the others take ? Three other drovers were employed, but they only took an odd lot.

Mr. Bichard Brier Mills, manager of Nowley Station, near Wee Waa, sworn, and examined:—
Mr, 4123. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I am manager of Nowley Station, 36 miles north-west of 

H. U. Mills. Woe Waa.
vow 41Y4. Mr. Davies.'} How long have you been in the district? About twenty-four years from Gunnedah
zjflov., lays- down—eleven years on Nowley Station. ‘

4125. What number of sheep do you run? About 35,000.
4126. How many did you shear last year ? About 34,000.
4127. How many did you send to market last year? We did not send any straight in to market, wo sell 
to the companies, we sold about 14,000.
4128. Yon had nothing to do with trucking the sheep ? A lot of them were trucked.
4129. What wool did you send ? We sent 525 bales by Boolcarrol to Narrabri West.
4130. You are pretty familiar with the country, I suppose ? With a good part of it.
4131. Are you familiar with the country through which the “ red’’ line has been surveyed? As far as 
opposite Millie. I have been over to Moree, but I could not give evidence about the country between 
Millie and Moree.
4182. Do you know the country between Wee Waa and Millie, and between Narrabri West and Millie? 
Pretty well.
4133. What is the general character of the country through which the “red” line passes? It is of 
different sorts—some good country and some scrubby.
4134. Much scrub land ? You go through a good deal on Killarney and the lower end of Edgeroi.
4135. Is there much settlement along that portion of the line ? I have not been along there for the last 
five or six years. I do not know what has taken place since I left Edgeroi.
4136. Looking at the question from a national point of view, do you think the “red ” line would serve 
the country best ? I think not.
4137. Which line do you think would? If you were considering Moree only, the “ red ” line would lie 
the best I should say, to serve the country all round about Moree.
4138. I mean to serve the stations and selections out west? That would not serve them at all.
4139. In what direction would the line have to he taken to serve the country in a north-westerly direction ? 
Of course the more westerly course it takes the better,
4140. You have not a sufficient engineering knowledge to say how far we can go in that direction? No
4141. Yon could not say whether it would not increase the cost of construction very much ? I would not 
attempt to discuss that question.
4142. You have never made a study of railway construction ? No, 4143.
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4143. You would not hazard an opinion as to whether the railway authorities could go very far to tbo 
north-west and secure a cheap line ? No.
4144. Do you regard £2,400 per mile as a reasonable sum for a cheap railway ? I cannot say.
4145. You do not know anything about road-making ? No.
4146. Do you know whether the country along the line contains any timber or ballast for road making ? 
I do not think you would get any timber for sleepers along that route, I think you would have to go to 
this side of the river.

Mr.
It. B. Mills.

20 Nov., 1893.

4147. You would not get anything towards Narrabri West? Yes ; on this side of tho river.
4148. Would you get any ballast along the route? Of course, in towards the mountains you would, but 
once you'got down towards the river I do not think you would get much,
4149. Have you ever travelled along the travelling-stock route as far as Millie ? I have travelled along 
the main road to Moree.
4150. Supposing that route wero adopted for a railway, would it serve your district any better than the 
“ red ” route ? I should think so. It would bring a lot of the traffic which comes on to the river now. 
It might go to Millie and thence to Narrabri.
4151. But the line might be extended from Millie to Moree ? Yes.
4152. Coming from Millie the whole of the stock and produce would filter through this travelling-stock 
route away from Narrabri ? Yes.
4153. The travelling stock route would not be sufficiently north-west for your district? It would be so 
much nearer to ns for anybody who cared to go.
4154. How far would Edgeroi be from Wee Waa ? I cannot say.
4165. Supposing the railway is constructed along the travelling-stock route and taps the “red" line up 
towards Moree, would it serve this portion of the country better than the direct route ? It would not 
serve just about here, but further west it would.
4156. It would be no advantage here ? Not very much advantage—very little more advantage than tho 
“ red ’’ line. Of course they would have to go to Narrabri West either way.
4157. Do you know the Gurleigh Point survey ? No ; I do not know much of the rivor bends at all.
4158. Having seen the Gurleigh Point survey marked on this map, would it serve your district bettor 
'than the other surveys ? It would be so much nearer to me and others behind me.
4159. Are you aware that it would be very much longer than the “ red ” route ? Certainly,
4160. Would Parlia.ment be warranted in incurring the additional expenditure? I think so. A great 
deal of wool comes in by Boolcarrol now, and it could bo loaded so much nearer.
4161. You think it would come in that direction ? Yes; in preference to going to Millie even,
4162. Does not all that wool come to Narrabri West? Yes.
4163. It would take a few miles off if it came in at that .particular point ? Twenty miles, I think.
4164. As a rule, do station holders and managers strike the line at the nearest point ? I think they 
would in a case of that sort.
4165. Do they, as a rule, do that where they can save 20 miles ? If it does not entail too much carriage 
on the railway.
4166. It is always an advantage to got to the nearest railway station with stock and wool ? Yes,
4167. What distance from a railway is a fair service for a holding? I could not say.
4168. Twenly or 25 miles on each side ? I should think so.
4169. I suppose you would regard a railway within 25 miles of your station as a good service, and would 
send your wool straight to the lino ? Yes. I have never been that closo to a railway.
4170. Would you regard it as a good service ? It would be of use to me.
4171. For the people who are settled on the land, and producing wool and sheep, would 25 miles bo 
regarded as a reasonable service ? I think so.
4172. That service would be equal to a radius of 50 miles from the line ? Yes.
4173. Would you regard that as a reasonable service for your station? I do not exactly seo the point.
4174. Would you regard that as a reasonable service for your station ? It would suit me.
4175. Would it, in your opinion, serve anyone in a similar position ? I think so,
4176. So that no one would have any cause to complain who is within 25 miles of a railway station? I 
do not think so.
4177. You do not know much of the Moree district? No.
4178. You know very little of the country beyond Millie ? I have been across it.
4179. You are more familiar with the country on this side? Yes.
4180. Is there anything else you would like to say ? No ; except that 1 leave others who know more of
the country to say what is to he said.

Mr. Stephen Dempsey, selector, Millie, sworn, and examined:—
4181. Chairman.] What is your occupation? I am a selector on Millie run, about 36 miles west. n^r‘
4182. Mr. O’Sullivan.] How long have you held your selection ? Eleven years. P6mP90f’
4183. Are there any settlers like yourself settled there ? Very nearly all the selectors on Millie have
settled about the same time as myself; a few have come on since 1882. I was the first selector in 1882 ; 29 Not'1 1893 
five or six others settled there after I did, and they have been there ever since.
4184. How long is it since the last man selected ? Three years.
4185. Were any of the selectors formerly employed on the station? No.
4186. They are all, apparently, selecting for themselves ? Yes.
4187. Is that the case generally in this district? 1 think the majority of the selectors are honafidc.
4188. That is to say, the majority of those that are left? No; the majority of those who arc on tho 
selections.
4189. I suppose a good many have become absorbed in tbo estate ? A good many left years ago.
4199. All those who have survived for the last five, seven, or ten years are bona fide ? 1 believe so.
4191. You mean to say that the majority of those who are now on the land are hona fide selectors ?
Yos.
4192. What makes you say the “ majority1’? All I know. There may be some wbo arc not bona fide.
There are some I am not acquainted with; I could not say whether they are bona fide or not.

4193.
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Mr.
R. Dempsey.

SS.Nov., 1893.

41J)3. As far as you know tho selectors are londft-de ? Yos. ■
4194. How many acres have you ? Between my brother_ aud myself we have about 8,000 acres. "We.
have selected twice. ’ ”
4195. Are the selections generally out this way as large as yours ? I think most of them are ; a good 
many of them have taken up as much land, and" some a good lot more.
4196. They have nearly always got the maximum area? All who could did.
4197. 'What do the smaller men do ? Borne I know are carrying and some are droving.
4198. You carry on grazing alone, I presume ? Yes; I have another place on this aide of the river. I 
rent a run of 15,000 acres.
4199. "What is the difference between you and a squatter ? I cannot tell you; I have hardly got the 
same position, as a squatter.
4200. Where do you truck your sheep? At Narrabri. All our stock goes through Wee Waa to 
Narrabri West.
4201. Do the selectors generally truck there ? All the selectors down our way do. 1
4202. Do they send their wool there also ? Yes.
4203. Where, in your opinion, should this railway go—to serve the majority of the people up this way 
and to conserve tne best interests of the State ? I should think it ought to go as far west as possible to 
serve the people up this way.
4204. To what point ? As far west as possible.
4205. You would like to see it go to Wee Waa if possible ? Yes. I think it would be a great benefit 
to all the country and all the people down this way.
420G, Supposing that from the “ red ” line a branch were run out, say from Boggy Greek about 30 miles 
west towards Collarendabri—would that serve you and men. like you in this district ? No.
4207. You would still prefer to go into Narrabri ? I think so.
4208. A branch off the “ red ” line to Moree would not serve you as well as Narrabri ? No, ■
4209. Would it serve the Collarendabri people or the settlers out west from Millie ? Of course it would 
serve the Collarendabri people better.
4210. Would it serve them better than a line to Wee Waa ? It would.
4211. Have you any knowledge of the stock routes in the district ? I have a little knowledge of some 
of them.
4212. At what point do they converge up here r I think there are three stock routes converging at 
Wee Waa.
4213. Some miles above Wee Waa ? Hereabout. Two come in about the bridge within a mile of 
Wee Waa.
4214.. Where do tho stock come from that use these routes ? From all out west. I think that they come 
principally from down Walgett way.
4215. From Walgett also ? Yes; and wool too.
421G. Does not that point to the fact that this is the natural stock route ? Yes.
4217. That being so, a station at Wee Waa or about here would tap all that traffic ? Yes.
4218. Would it tap the bulk of that traffic as well as a station say 10 or 15 miles beyond Millie ? I 
think a station at Wee Waa would catch the traffic best; it would catch all the down the river traffic. 1
4219. Do you know^anything of the leasehold areas up your way ? I know some of them.
4220. Is the land of such a character that it is likely to be rapidly settled when the rims are thrown
open? Yes. ' ■
4221. Have you heard of anyone making inquiries for land up that way ? A. good number are only 
waiting for the land to bo thrown open.
4222. They are waiting here now for the leaseholds to be thrown open ? Yes.
4223. There seems to be ample room for settlement if the land is good ? There is plenty of room, and it
is all good land on the north side of the river.
4224. Do the Namoi floods affect you very much ? No.
422o. Do you ever lose any stock up that way ? No.
422G, Were not a large number of stock lost in the 1890 flood ? Not dowrn our way,
4227. Higher up, towards the Barwon? Some out on the Moomie and the Barwon, and lower down, 
towards Walgett.
4228. You are never short of water up your way? No.
4229. You have a pretty fair rainfall ? Yes.
4230. Is there anything that wTe have not elicited ? No; except as to sleeper-cutting.
4231. Do you concur generally with what has been stated by the other witnesses ? Yes, with reference 
to the timber and other points.

> Mr, Sydney Powell, selector, sworn, and examined :—
k' ^ 4232. Chairman^ You are a selector? Yes ; my selection is situated about 30 miles to the west. '
J a' 4233. Mr. McGtmrt.'] What is the size of your holding ? It is a family concern, in which three of my

SN "NVir ifm 80118myself are interested. I have one son deceased. With the conditional leases and conditional 
’ purchases we have about 9,500 acres,

4^4- hat quantity of stock and wool do you send away m a year? I generullv send away about one 
Jot of fat sheep—from 1,400 up to 1,800—and for the last few years I have sent from 100 to 150 hales of 
wool direct to Narrabri. . ■
423A Which route do you favour, the Gurleigh Point, or the “rod” route ? I am not in favour of the 

red route, as it would be entirely useless to me and to this neighbourhood. I favour a line which
would come ns near as possible to Wee Waa, and then proceed to Millie and Moree. .
4236. Do you think Moree is entitled to a railway ? Yes.
4237. Is it fair to make them travel 11 miles more than is necessary? I do not think it is fair alto
gether but that line, as it is surveyed, would be entirely useless to us, and wc should always have to go to 
Narrabri \\ est. J
4238. Do you know the country about Moree ? It is some years since I was there, but I suppose it has 
not altered materially since I saw it. It is very good. "

Do you know the country between Moree and Inverell? I was never any further than Gravesend 
on the Big Biver, but it appeared to me to be alt good country in that direction. 4240.
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4240. Have you anythmg further to say ? To favour Moree aurl Nnrrahri with a railway, and leave Wee 
Waa without a railway until goodness knows.when, would not he fair, because there is a far larger settle
ment iu this district, and the settlement is likely to be increased ky a line to the west, I suppose 70 per 
cent, more than what would occur outside Moree and lo the east of the “ red” line.
4241. But ail round your neighbourhood the people would go to Narrabri in any case ? Yes ; I think it 
is most preposterous to take the line back across the river above Narrabri. I would strongly object to a 
line being sont back from its natural terminus at Narrabri West, and taken across the river and creeksby 
costly bridges. Leaving this district out of the question, I think it would be most unfair to take the line 
by tho “ red ” route.
4242. Would you not be better served by a line from Narrabri West to Walgett? Decidedly.
4243. Do you think Moree might be connected by way of Inverell with the railway system, and a line
constructed from Narrabri West to Walgett;—would not that arrangement suit tho country best? 1
am certain of it, and also think the Moree district is deserving of a railway.
4244. Do you think it can be connected by way of Inverell, and a line can be taken from Narrabri West 
to Walgett? I am not acquainted with the geographical features of thecountnr. I was never at Inverell, 
but I think that there is some proposal to construct a railway from Glen Junes to Inverell.
4245. Would it suit the couiiny best to continue the line from Inverell to Moree, and give you a lino from 
Narrabri West to Walgett? I think the extra distance would not suit tho Moree people.
4216. Would it be any extra distance ? I think it would,
4247. Do you know the country north of Moree ? Down in the direction of AVelbon and out to Kunopia, 
then across in what they call the “ Watercourse” the spread out of the Big Jtiver. and from there on to 
the Namoi, I am well acquainted with.
424S. Would not the traffic of that district come into Moree ? Not according to tho “ red ” line.
4249. Why ? Prom Kunopia down to Mogul Mogil. I have no doubt that it would come to Moree.
4250. Chairman.'] As far as Mogil Mogil ? I think so. I think from there all the traffic and Iradc 
would come here by vehicles, direct to Narrabri West. I could not say for certain whether it would 
extend as far as Mogil Mogil.
4251. Which would be the best for future settlement—tbo country between Mogil Mogil and Kunopia, 
or the country to the south ? The country to the south is by far the best.
4252. Do you know the country between Kunopia and Goondiwindi ? I was never out in that direction.
4253. Is the country between Mogil Mogi.l and Kunopia subject to floods? Occasionally when extra 
rain falls, as is any other part of the country.
4254. Is it worse than the country down to the south ? ‘ I do not think it is. In 1890, the water fell so 
heavily in a certain locality that it caused the water to run down the Moomie and overflow—a thing which 
was never know to occur before.
4255. Do you know the country to the east of tho “ red " line ? In the direction of Killarney, and just 
across into Edgeroi, but no further. I have not been along the mountains. The road, .1 took was from 
Narrabri to Millie, and from Millie to Moree—the coach road.
4256. Yost object to the railway crossing the river at. Narrabri ? Strongly.
4257. Why ? Simply because it is very costly, and it is going back again,
4258. More costly than to cross at Gurleigh Point? But there would be only one bridge to construct.
4259. Is there not flooded country on this side of Gurleigh Point? It is very slightly flooded. In tho 
heaviest of floods, I do not believe there is a foot of water on the country.
4269. If tho Kailway Construction Branch state that the crossing at Narrabri is cheaper and better than 
the crossing at G urleigh Point, do you think they are correct, after having examined the country ? They 
ought to’be able to form a very correct opinion.■
4261. STou think they would be more likely to be correct than yourself? I should think so. They ought 
to have a good knowledge of the matter.
4262. Did you live on the eastern side of ths “red” line? I have lived at a place called Billyeena on
Maul’s Creek, about 30 miles from Narrabri. ' ,
4263. What is the nature of tho country about where you lived ? It was open forest—there was very 
little pine.
4264. Good for agriculture or grazing? It was suitable for both grazing and agriculture,
4*265. Do you know the distance from the “ red” lino to the mountains ? No.

Mr.
S. Powell.

29 Nov., 1393.

Mr. Albert Copplesou, storekeeper, Wee Wan, sworn.and examined:—
4266. Chairman.] You are a storekeeper residing at Wee Waa ? Yes ; about three and a half years. Mr. A.
4267. Has the Wee Waa district made much progress in that time ? A great deal of progress. Copplesou
4268. Did you reside in any other part of the district ? I have been travelling all about the district for
the last seven or eight years. . 23 ^ov,j 1-33*
4269. Do you get your goods from Narrabri AVest? Yes; mostly by the cleared line.
4270. Principally by the river road ? Sometimes it comes up the river road, and sometimes it comes by 
the cleared line : that is, the stock route,
4271. Do you know anything of the country through which tho “red” line passes ? Mostly all the country,
I know from Killarney to Edgeroi, and about Gurley right up to Moree. "
4272. Have you been north of Moree ? Yes ; to Goondiwindi, Kunopia, and Mungindi.
4273. Have you been to Collarendabri ? Yes.
4274. You are familiar with all the country which is embraced within the betterment area of this map?
Not to the east. *
4275. You are not familiar with the country to the cast of the “red” line ? No. I havebeeufo Biugara, 
but I went through Moree and AYarialda.
4276. AVith the view of serving that large area of country which is depicted on the map, do you think 
the “ red ” route is the best which could be suggested ? I do not think aline along the mountains would 
serve the country, except the stations i mentioned. There are no other settlers that it would serve.
4277. There are very few settlers on the east of the line between Narrabri and Moree ? Exactly.
4278. Most of the settlement is to the west? To the west and north-west.

13 0)—N 4279.
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Mr. A^. -J-27!). Do J understand you to advocate that tho line should be brought to the westward P More this way.
4280. Do you prefer the Gurleigh Point route p It would serve more people down here, although it 

29Eov 1893 "ou^ n°k '-'ie f<i.'rour of Met: Waa. 'Che town would suffer, but it would certainly serve a lot more 
1 ‘ people than would the direct line.

•128 L. But if it is brought via Gurleigh Point, will that not mean creation of a rival township at Gurlehdi 
Point? Tes. '
4282, In that ease. Wee Waa would disappear? It might, to a certain extent.
4283. That would be rather anlagonistie to the people who have invested their money about Wee Waa 
township? It would to a certain extent. If the line came here it would serve, I believe, more settlers. The 
goods which go through Wee Waa would be sufficient to pay the interest on the cost of the extra'few miles. 
1284. Do you think it would serve a greater number of people to take the line still further west? 1 do.
4285. Where would you locate a line further west of U urleigh Point ? Any route which would go near 
Gurleigh Point would serve more people. There used to be a good many settlers on the other side, 
betweeidEdgeroi, Terry-Die-Kie, and Bowman’s Creek. There were a good few farmers over there growing 
wheat and corn, but that was from eight to ten years ago.
4286. Has there been more settlement to the west than lo ibo east? Tes. I do not think it would he 
any exaggeration to say that for every selector to the east'there are 100 selectors to the west.
4287. Which is the most important place on the Queensland border—Mungiudi, Goondiwindi, or 
Kunopia? I think Mungindi is about the most important—as iinportant a place on the border as any.
4288. If you had the placing of the lino, would you say that it should go from Karrabri to Mungindi, and
as directly as possible, or that it should deviate to the west ? 1 would say that the line would be more
beneficial if it went from Narrabri to Collarendabri. ■
4289. How do you rccoucile that with your statement that Mungindi is about the most important place 
on the border ? Mungindi is the most important place now on account of the road. There are a main 
road and a travelling stock route and a bridge over the Barwon Rivor at Mungindi; consequently, all traffic 
goes fay Mungindi now from Queensland, whereas if they were to go by Mogil Mogil it would he a bit of

‘ a round, and they cannot always bo sure of crossing tbe Barwon. If the line is constructed to Collaren
dabri it will get the Queensland traffic to Collarendabri, and, by Mogil Mogil, through Goondibluey, 
and it would open very rich country in New South Wales. “
4290. Is not that country more liable to flood than the country through which the line is surveyed ? The 
country about Mungindi and Collarendabri, of course, is liable to more floods than the country about M'oreo.
4291. Is it not a fact that tire Mungiudi traffic now goes to Narrabri, via Moree? Most of it goes 
through, but not all. Most of it goes through Moree on account of their being harassed by the people 
through whose laud they would have to go from Mungindi. 1 heard a lot of carriers say that they would 
prefer to come in by the other way, because it is so much shorter.
4292. But if this railway is constructed to Moroe do you think the Mungindi traffic would thon undoubtedly 
gotoMoreo? Tos.
4293. Do you think any traffic from the south of Mungindi would go to Moree, presuming that a line is 
made to Moree (say) from Mogil Mogil? Not so far south as that.
4294. Tou think Mungindi is the most southern pomtfrorn which the traffic would go direct to Moree ? Tes.
4295. A11 the trade south of that would still go down, via Collarendabri, to Wee Waa and Narrabri West ? 
They might get some of the Collarendabri traffic.
4296. In view of your expressiomof opinion that Collarendabri is the place which should be aimed at, you
consider that the country to the west of the Hue is far more important than all the country to the north 
of Moree? Tes ; any line which goes more to the west would be more beneficial to the country and to 
the Railway Department, One day I counted over seventy teams of wool going down through Wee Waa 
to Narrabri, ’
4297. From the district in and about Collarendabri ? I do not know where it came from.
4298. That was exceptionally large, I suppose ? 1 did not always count them. I was attracted by a good 
many teams going through.
4299. Had they been stuck up at any particular creek aud collected there ? I could not say.
4300. 'That is possible ? It is likely.
4301. Was it after wet weather? No ; ft was pretty fine weather.
4302 Do you think there is sufficient trade to make the “ red” line pay ? Perhaps the traffic beyond 
Moree would help to make it pay, but with the traffic between Narrabri and Moree I do not think it 
would pay,
4303. [drive you been in Moree lately ? About ten months ago.
4304. It is a live town ? It is pretty good: it is going ahead. .
4305. Do you know of any town in the district within a radius of 100 miles which is as much alive as

' Moree ? 1 do not.
4306. Wee Waa for instance? Weo Waa would go ahead, too, if they had not made the terminus of 
the railway so close—at Narrabri.
4307. Tou are nearer the lerminuH than Moree ? It is having the terminus so far away that has sent
Moree up. It was not as lug as Wee Waa six or seven years ago. It had not a two.storey building then, 
4303. Does not all that tend to show that it is the centre of a"very much larger amount of traffic than 
Wee Waa ? Ido not know. Tho district of Wee Waa is, I believe, better than the district of Moree, 
but then again some people do business with Narrabri, and some who do business direct with Sydney 
do not even stop at Narrabri. The Wee Waa district made Narrabri as much as it is. Goods sent 
direct from hero to Sydney do not even stop at Narrabri. •
43Q9. "What trade goes direct from here without stopping at Narrabri ? A lot of people get their goods 
direct from Sydney, Maitland, or Newcastle. At Moree they cannot do so well.
4310. They have to get them from Narrabri all the same ? Tes ; but mostly through the Moree business 
people.
4311. Supposing the “ red” lino is constructed, and it is afterwards thought desirable, to go out in the 
direction or Collarendabri, from what point on this new line should that, branch be taken, or should the 
railway he continued from Narrabri West ? I do not know. If this line is constructed and they after
wards want a line to Ooilnrendabri, T think it would be best to take the railway from Narrabri West.
4312. W oukl not that mean that you would have to cross the river, which had already been crossed at’ 
Narrabri ? If they go anywhere from Narrabri West to Collarendabri, near tho river, they would get

the
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the iraffic on this side o£ the rtrer; and whatever traffic there ie, I suppose, would help the line along, 
while, if they constructed a branch line. I do not think they would get the traffic—it would be too far 
away, perhaps. i _
43W. Tou think the extra haulage from Narrabri West would more than compensate for the deviation 
and the crossing of the river at this particular point ? Not from "Wee Waa itself, hut irom the district 
right down to Walgett. ,
4314. Is there any otlicr point you wish to mention ? No

Mr.
A. Coppleson.

29 Nov., 1883.

Mr William Bennett, selector, sworn, and examined:—
4315. Chairman.'] You are a selector on "Bugilbone Kun F Tes.
4316. Mr. Suitor ] "What is the sine of your holding ? Between myself and iny three sons we hold 
10,240 acres.
4317. What do you do ? "We run sheep. _
4318. Have you any land under cultivation ? X have not commenced to cultivate with tho exception of a
2-acre garden that X have fenced iu. _
4310. llow many sheep have you ? Last season we shore over 0,000 sheep, but this year we did not 
shear so many—wc sent some to market.
4320. How much wool did the 0,000 sheep give ? About .100 bales.
4321. Hid you send any fat sheep to the Sydney market £ Tes. over 2,000 within the last nine months.
4322. Have you considered the railway routes from Narrabri ? I sec the routes marked on this map.
4323. Do you know anything of the country through -which tho “ red ” line goes ? 1 know a little ol
the country to the east of Narrabri. I have been along what they call the “wet weather road’: Irom 
Narrabri to Moree.
4324. What sort of a country is it, to the cast of the lineP It is scrubby—very poor country.
4323. How far is the poor country from tho mountains ? I could not say
4326. Ho you know the country to the west ? 1 have been along part of the coach road from Narrabri
to Moree; that is all I know of it.
4327. Ho you know anything of the holdings in that part of the country F No ; only by the Namoi. 
4323. In what direction is your holding F North-west.
4329. Which line do yon think would serve the people best travelling from Narrabri West ? The more 
the line would go westward the greater the number it would serve.
4330. Which line do you refer to ? The G-urleigh Point line, and if it goes further west all the better.
4331. To what place should it be continued from Gurleigh Point? Anywhere round about Wee Waa.
4332. Nunning north of Moree ? Tes.
4333. Tou consider that Moree is entitled to a railway P Tes ; Moree may be entitled to a railway, but 
as the Government seem inclined lo run a line from Glen Xnncs lo Inverell I think it would be better to 
serve Moree with an extension from Inverell than to deprive the people who are residing down to the 
north-west of the convenience of railway communication. A lino to Collarendabri would suit much 
belter, and to tap the Queensland border in that direction would pay much bettor, 1 think, than a line 
through Moree out to Goondiwindi. 1 believe the lino which is running to the Queensland border hardly 
pays, and to run another line within a radius I suppose of 100 or 120 miles to the border would, I think, 
he only making had worse.
4334. I suppose you know that a line from Sydney, via Inverell, to Moree would be much longer than a 
line from Sydney, via Narrabri, to Moree ? I do not: know ihe distance to Moree exactly.
4335. The line you favour much would be a line from Narrabri West to Gurleigh Point and on to 
Moree F That would suit a great number of people down this way. There is more settlement to tho 
north-west than there is on the proposed hue.

Mr.
W, Bennett.

29 Nov., 1893.

. Mr. Arthur Leslie Harden, J.P., selector and grazier, sworn, and examined:—
4330. Chairman.] Tou are a selector and grazier on Boolcarrol Itun ? Tes. Mr.
4337. Mr. Davies.] How long have you been in the district? A little over five years. I have just ML. Harden, 
completed my conditions of residence.
4338. What statement do you wish lo make ? I consider that every mile tho railway runs to Ihe west of
the “red” route, though that, route may be the more direct, and more economical, it will bo more beneficial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
to ihe country, and will serve a great many more bona-fide settlers aud settlement generally, I maintain 
that no selector on a small area can exist for any length of time when he is over 30 miles from a railway.
4339. How far would the “rod” line be from any point of your holding P The nearest point would bo 
about 30 miles. I suppose it would be Woolabrar; but it would be only about the same distance as was 
are from Narrabri.
4340. There would be a small distance in favour of Woolabrar Station ? No ; a line via Gurleigh Point, 
or to the westward of that point, would be much more beneficial to the holders of black soil country where 
you cannot make roads.
4341. Tou are 35 miles from Narrabri by road and 34 from Alillie or Woolabrar—about the same 
distance approximately,—you would not trouble to use the railway by the “red” route? No; it would 
not he of the slightest use to us.
4342. "Would a line by the travelling stock route be nearer to you? It would be more beneficial for 
trucking sheep—it would be nearer.
4343. It would be nearer to you, and more beneficial to you and your neighbours ? Decidedly.
434 J'. It would bring the railway within 15 miles ? Tes; but a vast number of small bond fide holders 
would be benefited,
4345. What distance from a railway station do you regard as a fair and reasonable service for settlers and 
selectors? Abont 20 or 25 miles. A selector cannot exist with any hope of doing much if he is over 50 miles 
from a railway. The larger the scale on which they carry on, t he more they can afford to pay for carriage.
4346. Twenty miles would be a fair service ? Of course the nearer they can get the better. Twenty 
miles would be a fair service,
4347. Tho “ red'1 lino would not lie of any service to you or your neighbours, and you would prefer to go
to Narrabri rather than to "Woolabrar, because the distance would he about equal ? Tes; as far as wc are 
concerned. 4348.
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A L Flftrfi 3)o you Itnow the country through which the “ red ” line has been, surveyed ? ' I know the country
' j p_ en’at the Moree end. I have not been very much in the middle of that country.
_, a. +319. 1 s it fairly good country P For the first 25 miles from ISTarrabri the country on the east of the line

29 Sot., 1893. ™ry inferior. ^
4350. "What is it on the west for the first 25 miles from Xarrahri ? It is good country, but the really 
money-making country starts on the west.
4351. It is timbered country to the east ? Tt is timbered, scrubby country, it runs into the ranges. I 

■ used to go frequently down through the gap from Biugara some years.
4352. Tou favour the Gurleigh Point route? Yes, or any route to the west, because it would benefit tbe 
people. It may be a little more expensive by that route, but I take it that the extra haulage would 
compensate tho Government for the additional outlay.
4353. If the Kailway .Department and the Construction Branch have made all these inquiries? Ah! hut 
have they.
4354. I say, if they have made all these inquiries, and they have based their calculations on the information 
winch they procured in that.way, and they represent that the railway will pay if it goes by tbe surveyed 
route, what about your opinion ? It will probably pay, because Moree is a very good town, and the latter 
portion of the line passes through very good country. But if it pays, then I contend that deviation of 
20 miles will also pay well.
4355. Tou would handicap the people at the other end with 20 miles additional haulage ? Undoubtedly, 
the largest benefit for the greatest number.
4356. Tou would make them put up with that handicap ? J ustly too.
dB57. Have you any other reason to offer? It has been asserted by the Department that the Gurleigh 
J omt route is a flooded route, and that it would be hard and awkward, as well as more expensive, to 
construct a railway by that route. I contend that it is not a bit more flooded than tbe Breeza line was. 
All flat country is liable to flood. .1. knew the Breeza country before tbe line ran across, and the Depart
ment got over that difficulty safely enough, I maintain that this difficulty in the case oii Gurleigh Point 
can be got over just as easily. There is no current in these floods.
435S. Do you think it could be constructed at a cost of £2,400 a mile, notwithstanding that it is very wet 
country ? Tea ; notwithstanding that it is flooded once in every seven years.
4359. If the G-urleigh Point route were adopted would itnot mean the establishment of a new township? 
tVe know that wherever a railway station is placed to a certain extent a township is formed.
43C0. "Would it not wipe out Wee Waa? Every township lias to take its chance,
436L. It would suit you to take the line by Gurleigh Point ? Anywhere west of the line would suit me. 
Every mile that they traverse the black soil with a railway they benefit the selector and grazier.

Mr. William Thomas Mitchell, selector, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. W. T. 4362, Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I am a selecter on Gunnedra Creek, on the Pian Creek 
Mitchell. Koad.

4363. Mir. O’Su/tivim.] What is the size of your holding? It consists of about 2,000 acres. It is situated
29Nov., 1893. 7 miles from Wee Waa. .

4364. Are there many selectors rouud your neighbourhood ? Tes—so many that you could not get a
40-acre piece. *
4365. Does the settlement appear to be of a bond fide and permanent character ? Yes, undoubtedly.
4366. Is Pian Creek remarkable for the number of settlers it carries ? Tes ; it is all taken up.
4367. Docs the settlement trend away to Collarendabri, aud north-west of these points? Tes ; the laud 
is all taken up where it is available. ’
436S. By what road do the settlers out in that direction drive their stock and receive their stores ? 
Irom Pian Creek to Wee Waa. and by the cleared line to .Narrabri West.
4369. That is your natural road to Narrabri ? Tes.
43/0. How would tbe “red ” line affect tbe people out your way? It would’not serve them iu any wav". 
It would uot be used by them—too far east. '
4371. Would they be likely to use a branch line run out from Boggy Creek, say, 30 miles in that direc
tion? There are a few people on the plains and about Boggy Creek who might use it,
43/2. How far would you be from a terminus at a point 30 miles from Boggy Creek to the west ? About 
25 miles.
4373. Would a branch to that point serve you better than (say) a branch to Wee Waa? No ; it would 
bo very inconvenient. There is no travelling stock route out that way.
4374. Supposing a branch line wcut from Narrabri West to Wee Waa, would it tap all the country you
refer to ? Certainly. ’
4375. Would it serve the Collarendabri Koad better than a branch from tbe “ red ” line ? Certainly. I 
know tbe Collarendabri Koad, and also tbo road under the mountains to Moree. '
43/6, Have you beard of any men transferring their selections to the large laud-owners ? Not for some 
years,

®UPP0S0 ^l0se 'VP° did select in the interest of the stations have transferred their holdings, and. 
that the land has become absorbed in the stations ? Tes. Many a person—myself for one—had he not 
persevered, would have had to sell out to the lessee of the run. They used to surround the selections in 
my time. I selected in 1877. 1. have been thirty years in tho district,
4378. They surrounded you with other selections? Partly, to force me to sell out.
4379. Partly to make it very hard for you to work your holding ? Tes.
4380. But that sort of procedure is practically stopped? The Land Board has done awav with a great
deal of that sort of thing, "
4381. Do you know if there is any good land to be selected, if tbe leaseholds are thrown open? A good
deal on the leasehold areas on Merab and Woetawa. I have selected on Weetawa run—it has a frontage 
of 10 miles to tbe Namoi. Merab has 7 miles frontage to the Namoi. =
4B82. With regard to the other runs, do yon think they will he selected when they are thrown open ?

4383, Do you know anyone who is prepared to take up land ? Tes; I have three or four sons, and I am 
waiting for the land to be thrown open for them to select. 4384.
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4384. I presume tliat tliero are other young men in the district ivlio are waiting to select? Yes; many ¥)?
of my neighbours are waiting to select. Mitchell.
4385. Would not that argument also apply to the leasehold areas on the direct route, and -will not popu- 291^^1893
lation spring up along the direct route when the runs are thrown open ? That is very likely, but most of '
that land lias been secured. 1
4386. Jill that land between Narrabri and Moroe which is marked white on this map is still Crown land— 
leasehold—and all the green represents reserves, many of which, of course, will have to be thrown open.
Does not the map seem to imply that there is room there for settlement? JSTo; the “red” line runs 
too near tho mountains. Jt does not run through the centre of the population.
4387. It runs at a distance of 13 or 14 miles from the mountains, therefore, it runs through lands which 
are likely to be settled upon when the leasehold areas are thrown open? There is very little land, from 
what I can learn, on tho east of the “ red ” line. There is far more land on the west side.
4388. You think there will bo a greater rusli of settlement on the leasehold areas towards Collarendabri 
and Mogil Mogil than between Narrabri and Moree ? Wherever the land is thrown open it will be 
selected.
4389. Are not many of these runs flooded by the waters of the Namoi ? Nearly all of this low country 
is flooded, but wc are very glad to see a flood.
4390. Occasionally ? Yes ; every six months we would like it.
4391. A flood refreshes tbe land, and appears to be no impediment to graving pursuits? Not a bit. As 
long as you have some high land to put your stock on.
4392. O/iam/tan.] Can you state your experience of high-watermark in tho 1SC4 flood? It waa from 
1 foot to 2 feet deep about Wee Waa, and from 4 to 5 feet at Narrabri.
4393. In Wee Waa township ? Yes.
4394. Has there been any higher flood than the 1864 flood? No. The oldest aboriginal informed me 
that this was the highest flood ever known to the aboriginals. I observed the blacks making stages in 
tbe trees. They were very much frightened at the time.
4395. They found that their stages were not above flood-mark ? The stages they made were much above 
flood-mark. They had not seen a high flood till 1SG4.
439G. Docs not that go to show that they expected the flood to come up higher? But it did not come as 
high as they expected. That was the only flood in thirty years of my residence that was so high.
4397. It was the highest flood known ? Tes. It was 4 or 5 feet high in Narrabri.
4398. Did it do very much damage ? Not a great deal.
4399. How far was tho 1890 flood off that flood ? I suppose about a foot; some places 2 feet.
4400. Did it do much damage ? It did cause a bit of damage.
4401. You do not look upon a flood as an unmitigated nuisance or danger, but rather as a benefit on the 
whole ? Yes. I am very glad to see a flood now and again.
4402. Do you know the site which was pointed out to the Committee as a good site for the railway to cross 
the river? Ido. I have resided there many years,
4403. Was that under water in the 1864 flood? It was approachable on both sides. We had a canoe 
stationed there to cross the river.
4404. After crossing the river on either side, within a few hundred yards, you came into flooded country ?
Quebri station, on the other side, was flooded with water about 2 inches high.
4405. When you got away from the river bank, on the northern side, some few hundred yards, did you
not come into flooded country ? There was a little water over that way in the 1864 flood— net just at the 
river bank, but away from the current of the Namoi. ^
4408. If the Committee saw flood-marks, 3 or 4 feet high, on the trees along tho Walgett Bead, would you 
call that a little water ? There was no flood 3 or 4 feet high at the crossing I have been asked about. It 
is 6 or 7 inches above flood mark, *
4407. Not at the crossing, but a few hundred yards to the north, on the other side, where the Walgett 
Koad runs along ? There is a swamp there, aud the road runs through it, but along the river bank it is 
high land.
4408. Higher than 300 or 400 yards north of tbe crossing—what you now call a swamp, through which
the Walgett Koad runs—was flooded at that time? Yes. The surface fall of the land is 1 foot in a ■
mile.

Mr. Allan Mackenzie, manager, Wee Waa station, sworn, and examined:—
4409. C/iairni/irt,] You are manager of Wee Waa station ? Yes.
4410. Mr. McCour?.] What statement do you desire to make? 1 desire to say Ibat there is no timber on 
tho “ red ” line fit for railway sleepers.
4411. Did you live on that line ? Yes ; for about twelve years on Edgeroi station.
4412 How long have you lived on the west ? Eifteen years.
4413. Have you ever been over there since you left ? I have just been across there.
4414. It is all scrub country ? Yes.
4415. Not suitable for settlement? No,
4416. Is the land up Gurleigh Point more suitable for settlement? I think so,
4417. Is there more Crown land along the Gurleigh Point route ? Better land. .
4418. Some of it? Yes.
4419. Do you know the country to the south at all ? Yes.
4420. What is the nature of that country ? All scrubby country, but good timbered country—good
ironbark for railway purposes. ■
4421. Is it very scrubby country ? Yes, in parts ; some of it is open,
4422. Is it good country, usually, where ironbark grows P Yes ; if the country is rung. .
4423. Is there anything else you wish to add ? No, *

Mr. A. 
Mackenzie.

29 Hov.,1893.

Mr.
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Mr. Edward William .Teflery, selector, near Wee Waa, sworn, and examined:—
4-124-0. Chairman.] Tou are a selector, near Wee Waa? No; 1 am leasing country near Weo Waa, with 
right of purchase.
4426. You came from Victoria ? Erom Gippsland.
4427. Mr. Eioing.] Do you desire to make a statement in regard to the probable increase in tho popula
tion when Ihe leaseholds are thrown open ? Yos.
4428. You have a statement which you wish to read't It contains a let of evidence which has already-
been given. ' ■
4420. What point would you lihe to touch on? With regard to the statement of Mr. Gould that only 
10 per cent, of the total traffic to Narrabri West station comes from Wee Waa, 1 have trucked three 
lots of sheep since 30th .Tune;—before that time a man always drove them up for me,—and on that date 
ninety-two trucks were despatched from Narrabri. The Stock and Station Journal, in this paragraph 
which is marked with red ink, shows that of those 92 trucks G2 trucks came past Gurleigh Point, or the 

.proposed line to Weo Waa. On the 18th July J was up at Narrabri West with another lot. On 
that occasion 1Q.3 trucks were despatched—the greatest number of trucks which had been despatched on 
a sincle day from that station. I have a record of the consignments on that occasion:—Bingle Gully, 22 ; 
Mr. Hafferty, 13; Boolcarrol, 10: myself, 10; Mr. Eadcliffe, G: and Mr. Sinclair, 6; or 67 out of 105 
had to pass Gurleigh Point to go to Narrabri; this is 05 per cent.; not 10 per cent. With reference to 
the 1,100,000 acres of so-called inferior land, extending from Narrabri to Pilliga, T ivns out at Mr. 
Hawthorne’s place, winch is 3 miles from here in the scrub, I saw maize growing higher than I could 
reach—a crop which would gladden the hearts of farmers on Tambo and Mitcbell flats, in Gippsland. 
who pay a rent of £3 an acre. Most of this country is similar to the Goulburn Valley and Wimmera 
districts, in Victoria, which are supposed to be the best wheat-growing districts in Australia.
4130. It really is not inferior ? Not for agriculture, but for grazing it is. If it were brought before the 
notice of the I ictorian farmers, and the facts were advertised in the newspapers, men would come 
over here, and they would produce enough wheat on these acres to supply New South Wales.
4431. Do you know of any selectors who would come from the other colonies? I know of eighteen or 
twenty families in Omeo. a mining and grazing district, who are waiting for Crown lands in this district 
to be thrown open to come over and select.
4432. You believe that population will greatly increase ? Certainly. 1 enter a most emphatic protest 
against the construction of any other line except a deviation to Wee Waa. The haulage from Wee Waa 
and the other side of the river would be almost, if not quite, equal to the whole of the traffic from Moree 
on the rest of the line. Last Priday, on the Boolcarrol Road, in about 1|- mile, I counted sixteen teams, 
loaded with over 509 bales of wool, going to Narrabri. The busiest portion of the season is over by along 
way. Along that road, by which you came in at tho back of my place, iu the height of the wool season 
there is a continuous stream of teams, let alone the traffic which comes up here. The Wee Waa line does 
not suit me, as it would go through the property I lease—;the Gurleigh Point line would suit me 
better—but I believe, for the good of the country, it might to go to Wee Waa. If the line is to be con
structed to pay, it should go round Wee Waa. If the other line paid, it would be through the traffic to 
and from Moree, and just a little country between the line and the ranges. All the traffic from 
the west and north-west would not touch that lino at all. A question was asked Mr. Maiden yesterday 
abont tbe Collarendabri traffic. If the line we now propose were constructed tin Wee Waa, it would he 
almost a direct line out towards Collarendabri. The first section of the Narrabri-Moree railway would be 
so many miles of the Walgett line already constructed ; in fact, that first section of the Moree railway 
would serve ihe Moree line, the Walgett line, and the Collarendabri line. I believe that section of the 
Narrnbri-Moree railway would be the best paying line in the Colony. All the traffic from the west and 
north-west passes Gurleigh Point to go up to Narrabri now. As to the population down below, a bi
weekly mail goes up tbe country to the east, and two bi-weekly mails pass along the Boolcarrol road—one 
to Collarendabri. which proves that that is the direct road to Collarendabri. "
4433. Mr, Etcuitj.] Supposing that you can make a direct line to Moree, and also to the Barwon at
Collarendabri for the same money as yon can make a line by Wee Waa, aud then junction off that to 
Moree, with a branch going up ihc Boolcarrol Road to Collarendabri, what would you say? I. should say 
tho line as tar as Boolearrol, or across the river here, would servo both lines. It would answer the two 
purposes, let alone the Walgett railway. As for land being for sale about here, before ]. loft Omco three 
years ago two or three parries asked me to let them know if I saw any country about here which would 
suit them, ^ But during the two years I have been Imre T have not heard of a single block being for sale 
in the district. The place I have would not have been for sale, for tho land is good, but Mr. Hall, the owner, 
died, and Airs. Hall, being unable to manage the property was obliged to dispose of it. It is not through 
any fault of the country that 1 am getting the property. I do not suppose that a block of land can be 
bought in tho district, except at a high price. “
4434. 'Jhc people are doing well without a railway? Yes ; I am paying a rent of £375 a year for 3,200
acres for grazing purposes only. This year I shall contribute about £380 to the railway revenue, and 
most of the persons in this district whose names you have got to-day will contribute a much larger sum 
than I shall. *
4435. Have you anything more to say ? No.

Mr. Andrew Hamilton, hotelkeeper, Meo Waa, sworn, and examined :— 
l CH‘. Chairman.] You are an hotelkeeper in Wee Waa? I am, and also a selector in the district. 

n- 4437. Mr. Daimon.] How long have you been in the district ? About twenty years. 
j3 4438. Do yon know the various routes which have been projected for this railway ? I have never been 

’ very far out. I know the two roads coming in this way.
4439. Do not you know anything about the “ red’’ route P No ; I have been over Inverell way, across the 
mountains. I have never been up to Moree ; J have been as far as Tycannah, on tbe travelling-stock route.
4440. You do not know whether there is good country on each side of the “ red” line—good timber or 
good agricultural land ? No. I have been over the mountains, but I saw no timber there.
4441. Can you give us any idea of the western traffic ? No.
4442. Then what would you like to say about the line ? As far as the population is concerned, there are
the most people living down there, and ihey have ihc most stock, and where there is most population, of 
course there is most money. * 4443.
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4113. 1m there much traffic coming through ‘Wee Waa ? A great deal.
4344. Would any of that iraffic go to tho proposed line i\o.
4445. You favour a lino via G-urieigh Point, then? As far as it would come to tho west.
4116-". The nearer the better ? Into the town, if you can get it.
4148. Would not a line by Gurleigh Point, being only 6 or 7 miles from Wee Waa, affect this lown ? It 
would not do it any good.
4143. Why not ? It is very likely that another township would spring up.
4350. Would that he a great national loss, or would it interfere only with the people here? It would 
interfere with the township, but not with the people to the west.
4451. Would it not benefit a great many to the west ? It would.
4452. You will admit that if1 tho nation'benefits to a largo extent, the few in 'Wet; Waa. must suffer for
the good of the many ? Yes.
4453. Do you think that this place would bo served bv a railway within a distance of 3 or 4 miles? It
would not do a great deal of harm. "
4454. "Would not the people come into Wee Waa, and drive over in the morning to catch tho train? If 
they had not a great distance to go they might stop hero, but if they were within a day‘a journey of 
G-urleigh Point, and there is accommodation there, they will go there.
4155. Up Gurleigh Point way will, there bo any land available for selection when the lenses are thrown 
open? Plenty.
4456. It would he taken up? Every inch of if; it would be balloted for.
4457. We may hope that it. will settle a good class of people ? 1 think so.
4458. Have you any dummies in the district at all? I think they have melted like the froth on tho rivor.
4459. I suppose it would scarcely pay a man to keep dummies ? There are too many bonnjidc settlers. 
4400. It gets ioo warm for them ? ft is pretty often found out; but, unfortunately, a dummy can get a 
piece by ballot.
4461. Is there anything else you would like to add ? I would like to say something about tho Pilliga
side:—The timber is very good; it consists of ironbark forest and pine. There are pieces of dense
scrub ; but as a whole it is all fertile country for agriculture, but not for grazing.
■1462. It would want to be eleared before it could be cultivated ? Yes.
4463. If it were cleared aud ringbarked it would bo good for pasture ? It would.
4464. What you mean to infer is that you would have to spend a certain sum and that by tbe time the 
land was made fit for grazing it would be too valuable, and that you would have to devote it to agricul
ture ? My meaning is to settle the people on tbe land in farms.
4405. If it took 10s. or 20s. to make the land fit for agriculture, and it is fit for grazing, it would be 
better to put the land under sheep? Ido not tliink so ; there is too much grass seed out there for 
sheep. "With regard to floods, the highest flood I have seen was in 1879. It occurred when 1 he Bool- 
earrol shearing was going on. 1 had to come into Wee Waa every week, but I went through it the whole 
time. There was only one place that was above the horse's knee, and that was on tho other side of Little 
Dunna Dunna paddock ; all the rest of the way lo Boolcarrol is high ground.
4466. That is where there is a little hit of a billabong—about a mile from the old house ? Yes.
4467. Was there a bridge over the river then ? Ko ; I had to swim tho river. 1 left my clothes on the 
other side and I swam over. I had a suit on the other side to go home with.
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Mr. Walter William Pi chard Holcombe, selector, sworn, and examined :—
4468. Chairman.Tou are a selector on Plan Creek ? I am nearer the river on Weetawa Bun, 9 miles Mr. W.W.R.
west of Wee Waa. Holcombe.
4469. You have heard the evidence which has been given ;—can you give any fresh information to the ■Y^’-'----- -
Committee? f have a garden aud a little farm, and I have an idea of the capabilities of the country. I 29aov.,1893. 
have some 5 or 6 acres of grape vines, which arc doing well,
4470. In the black soil ? In sand. There is a sand ridge.
4471. You get this black soil on Pian Creek ? On Pian Creek there is a ridge of sand in a good many 
places, but it is good country all the same. 'There is a large amount of land on the Pian Creek which is 
suitable for grape vines, but at present we have no market, as it is so far to the train. We can grow 
wheat. I have grown wheat at my place, but the same applies to maize 1 have let boiiic of it seed to 
see bow it would do, aud it has done very well. We grow a lot of hav, but il cannot be sold, as we have no 
market. Then we come to grazing, on which we have to depend. The “ red” line would be of no uso to 
any one on the unooloured land. There are a great number of people living to the north and south of 
the river. If you are driving your sheep to biarrabri, for tho last few days they have to go through scrub 
country, which means that they have no grass. They are put on the market in very poor condition 
compared with what they would bo if there were a railway station at Gurleigh Point or Wee Waa. If 
the railway were brought to Gurleigh Point the whole of the stock would go by rail.
4472. You are on the north side of tho river, and you go down through barren country when you go along 
the Walgett road? It is much further to go round by tbo other side on account of the bonds in the 
river. It bends north, and the country is taken up a good deal and the lanes are narrow—in many places 
a chain wide. That means putting sheep through a lot of small holdings. In delivering our wool with 
our teams we have a bad country to travel. Wc have black soil to here, and for a long time we have 
to go by the cleared line on account of the wet. We have two or three days through sandy country. Tbe 
draft stock are perishing at the same time.* The whole of the people in this part which is not coloured - 
have to come by this way, and of course a great many on the other side, from anywhere south-west of 
Collarendabri, have to come up this way. If it comes to a question of tho residents being permanent, 1 
know of no one who is not. T should be bound to buy land for my sons, no Crown laud being open.
4473. In spite of all those difficulties of getting to market you have lived, increased and prospered, and 
are prepared to extend your holding ? Yes ; my family is increasing, and they want to take up land.
4-47-4. In your opinion the railway should be extended towards Weo Waa as far as G-urleigh Point at 
least, and if the line is to be constructed to Moree it should go in that, direction ? Yes.
4475. Do you know anything of the country between Wee W"aa and Moree? Yes; I have been across 
the countrv. It is all good to Moree. I knour nothing of the country to the north of Moree.

' " ' 4376.
* Note (ok rcrwi'on) :—Meaning—Wc have black soil to liei-o (Wee Waa) ; then on account of floods two or thr?e days 

through sandy country. The draft stock are perishing while on tho sandy country.
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4476. If this line is referred to the Committee with view of serving the country to tho north of Moree, 
r;^ier than any country intervening between Narrabri, what then about this deviation ? We are speaking

29Novl893 ^ie t^fSc down hero. For my part, .!. consider that we ought to have a railway straight from bi arrabri 
■’ ‘ down this way. If we cannot have that, let it deviate from here.

4477. You say the district in and to the west of Wee Waa is so great and important that it is entitled to 
railway communication with Narrabri ? Yes.
4478. And that if the first extension is to he in the direction of Moree, it should deviate to Wee Waa or 
Gurleigh Point on the way to Moree? Yes.

' Mr. Cornelius Kelaher, selector, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. 4479. Chairman^ You are a selector on Pian Creek, about 13 miles out? Yes. My selection consists 

C. Kelaher. 0j; oyel. l^fiOO acres.
44S0. Mr. Suitor.'] IVhat do you run ? Sheep and cattle.

0T‘’ ' 4481. Have you any land under cultivation ? About 5 acres.
4432. How many sheep have you ? At present about 4.000.
4483. Four thousand sheep on 1,600 acres? No ; I have other laud, which I rent.
4484. How much land do you rent? I could not say exactly. 1 daresay tho sheep run over 3,000 acres
altogether, ,
4485. How much wool do you take off ? This year, 10 tons 6 ewt.
4486. Where do you send your wool ? To Narrabri West.
4487. Ho you truck many sheep from there? ' Not very many ; this year, 800.
■4488. How is your holding situated from hero? The nearest point is 14 miles from Wee Waa. It is on 
Morah.
4489. Have you considered the question of these railway routes ? Yes. .
4490. Which route do you consider would serve tho country round your neighbourhood best? Of tho
three lines, the G-urleigh Point against the world. Gurleigh Point is about 20 miles from my place. I 
live on one of the main travelling stock routes going up Pian Creek. I thought I might be able to give you 
a little idea of the travelling stock, and the loading which go up past my place. ■
4491. Will you kindly give the information ? They have to “notice” me on each occasion. In one week I 
received notices of about 30,000 sheep and three lots of cattle—800, 1,009, and 1,200. Nearly every day 
I receive notices of travelling stock coming up to my place.
4492. What would be the average number passing your place in twelve months ? I have no idea. There 
is a constant stream of stock coming up. I have been speaking to some drovers. It seems to have 
increased lately very much I asked the reason why so much came this way, and they said, “ There is no 
road talked of so much out back as Pian Creek Koad.”
4493. Where does that road come from ? From Walgett, Collarendabri, and out in that direction.
4494. Just as much wool coming past your place ? A constant stream of wool. In the busiest times the 
teams are in sight of each other. I have no idea of the quantity that passes by. I know that a great 
number of wool teams go by. One year I was droving wool for myself and brother-in-law, Mr. Knight. 
On one occasion I was in Narrabri West, and sufficient trucks could not be got to take tko wool away. I 
was told there were between 200 and 300 teams in and about the yards waiting for trucks. I know a 
great number of the carriers very well, and I can assure the Committee that fully one-half of the carriers 
travel the Pian Creek Koad right up to Namoi or the road which comes in by G-urleigh Point.
4495. Chairman.] How many carriers are there—100 ? I daresay there are.

' 4496. Ho 75 per cent, or 50 per cent, of the carriers come by this road? Very nearly all on this line.
4497. Ho you think you are safe in saying that SO of the 100 carriers you know come down this road ? Yes. 

; 4498. Mr. Suitor.] Ho you know anything about tbe travelling stock route? I have a little idea, but
not much, of tho country. *
4499. You think the line which would serve you best would be the Gurleigh Point line? Yes; or any 
line going further west.
4500. How far do you think it ought to go further west than Gurleigh Point to suit the people on Piau 
Creek? Anywhere west of Gurleigh Point.
4501. Have you any idea how many sheep to the acre the land out there generally carries ? It all depends 
on the season. In a good season you cannot overstock it. I do not know how many it would carry on 
an average. It might carry two sheep to the acre.
4502. That would be in a specially good season ? A fairly good season.
4503. Have you any further statement to make ? No.

Mr. lames William Hoherty, builder and contractor, Wee Waa, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. J. W. 4504. Chairman.] You are a builder and contractor residing in Wee Waa ? Yes.
Doherty. 4505. You are also secretary of the Local Kail way League ? Yes; conjointly with Mr. Maiden.

450G. Mr. Davies.] How long have you resided in the district of Wee Waa ? Twenty-six years.
9 J ov*11893'4507. Then you know the district well ? Not to a great extent. I have not been far out. I know the 

country to the west and north.
4508. 1 presume that a good deal of information which has been given to the Committee has been prepared 
by you as secretary of the League ? Yes; I asked these persons to attend and give evidence.
4509. Hid you send to the different selectors for information as to the number of their stock, and the 
carrying capacity of their holdings ? No ; I asked them lo come and give evidence, I did not try to get 
any information from them.
4510. Have you any fresh evidence to offer? No. From what I do know of the district, I think that a 
railway should go to Moree, aud if it can be brought by a north-westerly route if would be much better 
for the district. The further west it could go the better it would suit the town and the settlers.
4511. You endorse the opinions of previous witnesses ? Yes ; 1 know there is splendid timber to tho south
of the place. A. splendid timber Hade could be opened up in ironbark and pine.- There are, two saw
mills—one 9 miles up and one in the town. The mills are continually going, and they send timber up to 
Collarendabri, * 4512.
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4512. Do you l<now anytliing about tlie ironbark forest towards Narrabri ? Yes.
451d.^ Have you ever had timber out of that forest? No ; but from the south I get splendid timber about 
12 miles out.
4514, Do you know that there is an abundance of timber for sleepers or bridge work ? Tes.
4515. Tou do not know anything of the country through winch the “ red ’’ lino goes ? No.
451Q. Tour district can only be served by a railway coming from Narrabri in this direction as far westerly 
as possible? Tes,^ As regards the floods, I can speak of the flood-water on the other side of the river. 1 
suppose the Committee have seen the traces of the flood over there, It is not long since there was a flood 
there; tbe rubbish is deposited on tbe fences, but tbe river banks were perfectly high above flood-water.
4517. Have you anything further to add which has not been stated by any previous witness ? There are 
two ^ or three good lots of gravel in tho bed of the river in different parts which could be used for a line 
coming in this direction.
4518. Anything else to add ? One day while I was minding a store, I thought I would take a note of the 
wool that was passing. It was on a Monday, which is usually a big day in the wool season, because on 
tbe Sunday the teams are drawing up all day close to the township, and they all go through on the 
Monday. I have counted oyer a 1,000 bales passing the town in one day.
4519. 'Where did it come from? Merkadool, Angledool, Eurie Eurie, Cryon, Eurran, Drildool, Bugilbone, 
Come-by-chance, Keelendi, and several other stations whose names, I cannot remember, I have seen wool 
passing from a station called Cubbie in Queensland.
4520. Have you anything to say, as the secretory of the League, in favour of the construction of a north
westerly line other than what has already been said ? I do not think so.
4521. Tou have summoned a great many witnesses, a number have given their evidence, and many others 
would be prepared to corroborate that evidence if necessary ? Tes.

Mr. J. W. 
Doherty.
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WEDJSYJSDA Y, 29 NOVEMBER, 1893.
\Tke Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Narrabri, at 8'15 p.m.]

JACOB GAKRAED 
The Hon. William Henry Suitor.
The Hon. Joira Davies, C.M.G-.
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Es<p

, Esq. (Chairman) .
William McCohet, Esq.
EnwAitn William 0’SuLi.rvAN, Esq. 
Henhx Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Mr. Luke Malone, newspaper proprietor, Narrabri, sworn, and examined:—
4-521’-. Chairman.'] What is your occupation ? I am a newspaper proprietor at Narrabri.
4522. Mr. O'Sullivan.] How long have you resided in Narrabri ? Over twenty years. I know the district L Malone
and the people thoroughly. '
4523. Tou have had opportunities of knowing by which route trade comes into the town from the west 29Nov., 1893.
and north ? Tes. '
4524. Which route, in your opinion, would best serve the interests, not only of the district, but of the 
community generally ? The northern route.
4525. Why do you prefer the direct route ? The laud is better for settlement, is less liable to flood, and 
is fairly well timbered.
4525|-. Is there not a considerable trade from the -west which could he tapped by tho proposed line?
There is a fair volume of trade by the more western roads.
4526; Which route, iu your opinion, brings in the larger trade to Narrabri—docs it come from the Moree 
district or from the Wee Waa and Collarendabri districts? There is no comparison between the two 
trades. The Moree trade is very much the larger of the two.
4527. Which of the two routes is settled tbe best ? The travelling stock route at present, I should think.
4528. Is not Gurleigh Point route well settled by settlers and graziers ? Pairly well settled.
4529. Much better settled than the direct route ? It is. '
4530. Where does your newspaper circulate the most—on the line of road between Narrabri aud Moree, 
or on the Gurleigh Point route, taking it out as far as Wee Waa, and then going northerly to Moree? In 
the whole of that district it circulates, hut I do not know that there is any material difference at present.
The more easterly route, as I said, is not so well settled as the more westerly.
4531. Do not most of the drovers bring in cattle by Wee Waa ? A great number come in by that way, 
and also by tbe travelling stock route.
4532.. By which route, iu your opinion, does the larger number come in ? I think by tbe travelling stock 
route. A great many cross at Wee Waa when the feed and the travelling are good,
4533. It seems to be a question of weather and feed as to which road they choose? Tes.
4534. Have you ever heard of the flocks and teams being blocked when attempting to come down by way 
of Wee Waa? Frequently. I have known teams and drovers to be blocked there for weeks by flood-water.
4535. Did you ever hear of flocks of sheep and teams which would otherwise come down by way of Wee 
Waa taking the road via Millie to Narrabri ? I could not say.
4536. During your long experience as a journalist you have noticed, I suppose, the gradual growth of the 
town and its surroundings ? I have.
4537. Do you consider Narrabri a sound and substantial town ? I tliink it is very much so.
4538. It has grown very rapidly during the last seven or eight years? It lias grown iu a wonderful 
manner since I came here ? It was only a small village fifteen years ago.
4539. What ^effect would a railway from" Narrabri West to Wee Waa hare on the town of Narrabri ? It 
would blot Narrabri out, or very nearly so.
4540. On the other hand, what would be tbe effect upon Narrabri West of extending tbo railway through 
Narrabri to Moree ? They would still retain a portion of the trade which comes by tho river.
4541. It would still be patronised by tbe western and Collarendabri traffic ? Not tho Collarendabri traffic, 
but the trade which comes np tbe river.

13 (a)—0 4542.
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4542. The trade which comes from the direction of Walgett? Yes. -
4543. But does not most of the Collarendabri trafiBc come into Narrabri West now ? Yos ; except when 

oow ions th6 rirer is up, and then the steamers go up to Collarendabri and take it away.
ov,’ ' 4544. Narrabri West would be likely to retain a fair share of that traffic ? J. think so.

4545. Even thongh the railway were extended from Narrabri to Moree ? 1 think so. 
i 4546. Have ypu had any land agency in connection with your paper ? No. _

4547. I presume you can judge by the advertisements aud other means as to whether there is a demand 
for land in this district ? There is a very large demand. There are numbers of people here who arc 
wailing to take up land.
454S. Do you know of anyone who is waiting to settle upon the direct route when the leaseholds are thrown 
open ? I know that any number of inquiries are being made about the land, but I do not know exactly 
as to the place they are going to select on.
4549. Are the people here waiting to take up land ? Yes. _
4550. Is no portion of tho resumed area left for settlement? They are waiting for the leases to be
thrown open. '
4551. Is there no good land on the resumed areas ? No, not much. The areas are not largo enough for 
pastoral purposes.
4552. Have you heard of many selections being transferred to large property owners? A great many.
4553. That is not a very good evidence of the bona-fides of tho settlement in the district ? No ; I know 
that a great many selections that I saw marked on the map the other day are not good indications of the 
settlement on the more western route.
4554. And the portions marked blue on the map did not indicate tbe fact that that settlement has been 
of a permanent character ?
4555. A great many of the selections thus marked have been absorbed into the large properties ? A groat 
many.
4556. I presume that many of these selections wero really taken up in tho interests of the stations r 1 
daresay they were, but I know nothing of the matter, except that they have gone back to their original 
source, as it were.
4557. On which route is the larger number of abandoned selections—on the direct route or the Gurleigh 
Point route ? I think that very few on the direct route have gone back to the original holders, except 
on Killarney, perhaps where selectors have been bought out,
4558. Most of the conditional purchases which have been absorbed into the large stations arc upon the 
Gurleigh Point or western route ? Yes ; there is a good deal of bond, jido settlement thero too, but still 
there are a great number of blue patches which have gone hack into the stations. .
4559. Has the town of Wee Waa progressed much of late? Within the last five years it has progressed 
considerably.
4560. It was for a considerable number of years almost stationary ? Per many years.

‘ 4561. During the last few years it has taken a stride ahead ? It has. _
4562. What has caused that progress? Various causes. Increased settlement in the neighbourhood, no 
doubt, bas had some effect on the town.
4563. A good many settlers have gone out that way during the last few years ? Yes.
4564. In which portion of the district do most of the drovers that bring in docks and herds into the town 
reside? A great number of tbe drovers of Queensland stock are Queensland men. Some go out from 
here and bring stock back. Some live down the country. There are a few living about here.
4565. Is it a fact that Wee Waa is largely settled by local drovers? Mr. Maiden and Mr. Woods are 
the only two, 1 think, who live about Wee Waa.
4566. Mr. McCourt.~j Have you advocated in your paper the construction of the line from Narrabri to 
Moree ? No.
4567. You have not expressed any opinion in your paper ? No ; except as to its going to Moree at all.
4568. Did that express the opinion of the people of Narrabri? ] think so. They do not want the 
railway at all. They do not want the railway to leave here.
4569. Were you established here when Parliament voted a sum for the construction of this lino? Iwas.
4570. Did you approve of the route for which that money was voted? We never approved of the railway 
going from here.
4571. By any route ? By any route.
4572. Therefore, the people of Narrabri do not want the railway ? They do not want it to leave here. I 
feel certain that I am voicing their opinion.
4573. Mr. Dawson.’] Can you instance any transfers on the western side ? I could not from memory, 
unless I. saw a map with the names of the original holders.
4574. What percentage do yon think there would be? That I could not say with any degree of certainty.
4575. If other people have stated that there has been no system of dummeying in the west, and that they 
are all bond fide men they have made a mistake ? Oh! there are a number of bond fide men there to-day 
but a number of men who were apparently settled down there at one time, have sold out to tbe stations 
and gone elsewhere. .
4576. Have you ever been over the country along the “ red” line? Over a good portion of it. I have 
not been along the survey, but I know the country well.
4577. Do you know of anyone that has been along the survey ? Yes; Mr. Wall and Mr. Eoss went
with the surveyors or with Mr. Harper a little time ago. • _
4578. Do you know the country between Millie and Woolabrar or between Millie and Edgeroi ? Yes.
4579. Is it practical to get a travelling stock route to take stock to the line there ? I daresay it is.
4580. Is or is it not all belar scrub with no water whatever? There is not much water on that country. 
There is no living water, as it were. The water is all made.
4581. It is from 14 to 15 miles from Millie to Edgeroi or to Woolabrar ;—is it or is it not a fact that
unless a good big travelling stock route is made, and a water tank is put down, people would never go to 
those stations ? I daresay there would be. .
4582. You do not know whether for 8 miles of the distance it is belar scrub ? I know there is a very- 
large scrub there called Eckford’s scrub.
4583. A person would have to go through that scrub to get on the line ? I believe the surveyed line goes

. ' - through
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through part of the scrub. There is excellent timber for building and railway purposes along Terry-Hie- Hie' L. Maionc.
4584, This district has' been settled some time, there has been a big rush lor land here ? Yes.
4585, How is it that comparatively‘little of that land has been taken up along tho “ red” lino, ^ho 2B 1893< 
lower country is better pastoral country. They were anxious to get on to the river frontages. Ihey had 
permanent water along the river ; then they had the watercourse forming lagoons and swamps on the low
lands and travelling stock routes towards the river. That is why they rushed the river country and 
black soil.
4580. If the “ red” line is made all the water would have to be made, and the land is thrown open, will 
they not have to make permanent water V By sinking. They cannot get much on the travelling stock route 
iu many places. They tried at Boggy Creek at a depth of several hundred feet but did not succeed.
4587. There is a good tank at Boggy Creek ? Yes. , „
4588. But. on tho “rod” route they would have to make permanent water cither by wells or by tanks .
Yes. They get water fairly easily by sinking. All the farmers along there have permanent wells.
4589. They would have to clear the land for agriculture ? Undoubtedly.
4590. 'What areas would thev have to take up to make a decent living on ? T know a, farmer named 
Meppcm who has about 800 acres ; but he uses a large portion of his holding for pastoral purposes. He 
competed for the prize which was offered by the Agricultural Department for the best farm. Mr. Croker, 
who was sent up to examine his farm, told him that it was some of the finest land he had seen in Australia.
4591. He would be a poor judge if lie did not say that of any land about here ? I do not know about 
that. He told me that lie had been twenty-two years in the Cootramundra district, and that this land 
was some of the finest land he had seen in Australia.
4592. Did ihc former get the prize ? Mr. Croker spoke very highly of the farm, but the orchard was not 
in sufficiently good condition to beat the others in the competition.
4593. How far is the farm from the red” line ? Fifteen miles from hero, on Killarney run.
4594. How is it that others do not take up all the good land which is there ? There has nor been a good 
market for produce, I think, of late. It has paid people to go on pastoral linos ; in that way they can 
make a living much more easily.
4595. No matter by which way the line may go it will do Narrabri no good as a town ? No;
4590, Where is the market fo come from’? When the leases are thrown open there will be a largo
amount of settlement. _
4597. Do you know anything about the Pilliga scrub ? I have seen parts of it.
4598- Would it be good if cleared for agriculture ? No. ■ .
4599. Would you be surprised to see corn 8 or 10 feet high growing there? Yes. _ _
4009. Chairman^ You recognise that the people of Moree and beyond that town are entitled to railway
communication ? No. .
4001. Wiiy ? Because I do not think it would pay to take tho railway there. I do not think there is a
sufficient volume of trade in the whole district. • ,
4602. If the officers of the department who have inquired into the trade which comes along the road from 
Moree have estimated that there will be an annual loss of £900 on the line, do you not think they would 
be the best judges of its paying qualities ? I. daresay they would, but I give you my opinion all the same.
4603. Do you think the town of Narrabri would be very much injured if the railway were extended from 
Narrabri West to Gurleigh Point? i do.
4604. That was your reason, I presume, for saying that it should not go beyond Narrabri? bo.
4605. From which quarter does the larger proportion of the traffic to the railway come—from the north
or the west of Narrabri ? The north. ,
4606. Would it be, say, two-thirds from tho north and one-third from the west? I think that would be a
fair estimate. , .
4607. What do you mean by the north? Moree, Millie, and intermediate places.
4608. Do you include anything on the northern side of the riverdn tbe western trade, or do you call all 
from the north side of the Namoi the northern Dade ? No. I would strike a line at Millie and Moree.
4609. Millie as being tbe most southern point of the northern area you have referred lo ? Yes.
4610. Is it not a fact that a very large amount of produce, especially wool, comes from the direction of 
Collarendabri, via Gundemaine and Ironbarks ? A good lot comes from that way.
4611. Do you think you have given full credit for all that comes? I think so. J think fully two-thirds
come by Millie and from Moroe direct. . . , . „ . ■
4612. Do you know whether any produce comes via Millie to Narrabri r Some come by Millie—some by
Bulleroi and Boolcarrol. ,
4613. Of the Collarendabri traffic, how much comes from Millie, and how much by Bulyeroi and Bool
carrol ? I could not say. ,
4614. Does more come by the southern road than by the northern road ? I think a great deal more comes 
by Millie.
4615. If the people in that district beyond Boolcarrol and out thero assert that the greatest volume of the 
trade from the west comes via Boolcarrol and Wee Waa rather than by Millie, do not you think they are 
likely to be correct? They may have better means of ascertaining exactly than I have, but I doubt it 
very much.
4616. Do you move about the country very much ? J used to move about a good deal. I have been over 
very nearly all the district at different times.
4617. How long is it since you were out towards Collarendabri? Two or three years, probably more.
4618. There may have been a very largo development since then ? I think I would know of it without
going out. , , • ■ i
4619. As regards the proposed crossing from Narrabri West to Narrabri, is that the best crossing which
can be obtained ? I think it is.
4620. And the route generally—encircling the town ? Yes. _ _ _
4621. Have you any idea why that practical crossing was not discovered earlier? No. I hoard some 
wonder expressed by the Engineer-in-Chief, too, on that matter.
4622. Are you aware that that has been the difficulty abont crossing this river for several years ? That 
may have been one difficulty, but I do not think it was all.
4623. Is there anything else we have not touched upon ? I do not tliink so.

Mr.
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Mr, Edward Hart Wall, grazier, Karrabri, sworn, and examined:—
IE. H. Wall, Chmrman.'] What is your occupation? I am a grazier. I live in Narrabri, but am interested in

some country outeide town as a_grazier. I have lived in the district off and on since 1858, and I have 
39 Nov., 1893. been living in Narrabri and district eighteen or twenty years.

4625. Mr. McOourt.] What is your opinion about the extension of this railway ? I am of opinion that 
the Moree people are entitled to a railway, but I am also of opinion that in getting their railway they 
should not Hurt hundreds of families who nave laid out the savings of a lifetime in making homes in this 
place.
4626. How do you mean it would “hurt” them? It would hurt them to elbow the line in the way
suggested. J
4627. You mean by the G-urleigh Point route ? Yes.
4628. You are against that route ? Pcasonally, if I wished to do my own pocket good, that is tho route 
for me, as it goes through our ground. I could make a lot of money if it went by that route.
4629. Where is your land situated ? Between Gurleigh Point and Millie—not far from Gurleigh Point.
1 think it goes for 6 or 7 miles through and alongside the properties of myself, my brother, and my son.
4630. What is the size of your holding ? Between my brother, my son, and myself we have 13,000 or 
14,000 acres.
4631. On what run is your selection situated? On old Gundemaine run.
4632. Do you know how the “ red ” line is surveyed ? I have been along both lines.
4633. You approve of the “ red " line ? If it is to go to Moree—that is to do justice to tho people of 
Moree, the people towards the Queensland border, the people of Narrabri, and the people along tlie route 
where there is a grand lot of country left.
4634. Is it fit for settlement ? Yes ; it is beautiful country, as nice country as ever I rode over.
4635. Have you any interest to the east of tbe line ? None whatever between Narrabri and Moroe.
4636. Have you anything else to say ? I think it is much cheaper country to run a line over. It is also 
a shorter route than the Gurleigh Point route. Some seventeen years ago I built a house on the highest 
patch I could get out there—the line is surveyed close alongside the house—and the water ran into the 
house. I had sheep drowned there three or four years ago, and had not a dry patch on the plains for the 
balance of my sheep to stand on. I had to got my son to lay out £200 odd to make a tank in order to 
get dry land for the sheep to exist on.
4637. For how many miles would the Gurleigh Point line go through flooded countrv? For 7 or 8 miles
:t is all flooded country. '

, 4638. What is the greatest depth you have scon ? I could touch tho water when riding a fair horse with ■
tho stirrup iron. In some places it would be a foot deep and in other places 3 feet deep.
4639. Would not the^Gurleigh Point line go through or near more selections than a lino by the other 
route and pay better ? , Thero cannot he any more. All the land on that line, except between our place 
and Bald Mill ia secured, all but a patch between the road and my son’s,
4640. How many acres would there be in that patch ? There may be 10,000 acres.
4641. All the land along the line, except that area, is taken up ? It is all secured that I know of right
on to Boggy Creek from G-urleigh Point—even the reserves which were thrown open were taken up the 
very day they were thrown open. . 1
4642. You do not think it would pay the best? I do not say anything about the paying capacity of the 
June, because one line may pay equally with the other line, but I know it would not pay the country as well. 
4(543. It would be a more expensive line to construct ? Xcs; as well as a much longer line to work,
4644!. Ift as you say, the people of Moree are entitled to a railway, do you not think the people of Wee 
Waa and beyond there are equally entitled to railway communication? I daresay they are entitled to a 
railway too,
4645. And, if they arc, would it not be better to take a line even further west than Gurleigh Point in order 
to suit them ? I do not think so. I do not think that some thousands of persons who live at the end of 
this straight lino should be handicapped with 20 or 30 miles of railway travelling. I do not think the 
line would ever pay the country or bo profitable to the people at the other end and right away to the - 
Queensland border. I think the Queensland traffic would he lost.
464G. How do you propose that they should he served with a railway if you would not elbow the line out 
m that direction ? I should say they are entitled to a railway, hut that the line should not be bent so 
much out of its course to suit them, as in any case the railway would not he very distant from them.

^>° •>0U th0! nre entitled to railway communication ? I would not pass an opinion as to
whether any man is entitled to railway communication; but! know that if I lived there, I should like to 
have a railway to my door.
4648. You have stated that Moree is entitled to railway communication because it is a grand district, and 
that further out, on the other side of Moree, it is as good soil as you have ever ridden over. Is not Wee 
Waa district equally as good as Moree district, and therefore entitled to railway communication ? I 
think it is as good on one side of the river, but as a whole it is not so good as Moree.
4649. Is the north side as good ? It is, but on the south side it is very bad—very barren
4650. You think they are entitled to railway communication ? I say Moree is, hut I am not passing an 
opinion as to whether Wee Waa is or not. If I lived there I should like to get a railway to the place.
4651. Do you know that district well ? Yes.
4652. Do you know that there are a large number of farmers out there ? Yes; selectors rather.
4653. Do you not think they would be entitled to railway communication ? I suppose they would.
4654. If that, is so, should the railway he extended from Nnn-abri West to Gurleigh Point? No. It
would run through valueless land on one side,—land that would not feed a wallaby ; but on the other 
side, the land is very good, as good as there is iu the Colony. ‘
4655. Is it not a fact that a large amount of produce, wool and stock, comes through Wee Waa from 
(joUarendahi'i and the country around into Narrabri ? A good deal comes in here from Collarendabri.
4656. But not as much as comes through Wee Waa ? I do not ihink any of it comes through Wee Waa..
jt must-be very lately that they have taken to coming through Wee Waa. °
4657. Ton are not aware that wool comes iu from Collarendabri via Wee Waa ? No I have known 
them to come m by Boolcarrol and Millie. They may have come in bv Wee Waa, but I am not aware 
that they have.

n raihvav were constructcd to Wee Waa, aud the district beyond, would uot Narrabri lose a lot 
ei trade and traffic ? Yesi afir.o
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4659. Aud this ia the reason why some of the Narrabri people are opposed to the railway
way ? Tes. ___ __
4660. Mr. Dawson.'] Do you know where Boolcarrol is ? Yes, 29 Not., 1893.
4661. What sort of country is it there ? Very good. •
4662. How many bales of wool do they shear? I do not know how many hales, but I know they shear 
about 130,000 sheep.
4663. Where does that wool go ? It comes in here.
4604. Supposing the “red” line were constructed, would you get any Boolearrol wool? Wc would get 
wool by Boolcarrol as usual.
4665. If it came here ? Tes.
4666. All the wool about Wee Waa would still come into Narrabri West, and the Mungycr wool as well?
That may be nearer to Edgeroi. I would not say anything about the wool. Probably it would come. _
4667. The road from Coolarendabri goes through Boolcarrol, does it not ? One road docs. The main 
road from Collarendabri is round by Millie, but of late years they come in by Boolcarrol.
4668. The trade from that quarter would go direct to Narrabri ? Yes. _ ,
4669. The passenger traffic from Woo Waa, and to the west of Millie, would come in here, so that it 
would be a very good thing for Narrabri ? It would.
4070. Is the country to the east of the “ red” line as good as Boolcarrol ? Tes. There are no belter 
properties in the world than Grurley and Edgeroi. The sheep on Gurley, I think, number 150,000.
This lino does not run under the mountains. There is a grand country between tho lino and the mountains.
4671. How is it that no one has taken up the land? Because it is locked up.
4672. When the runs of the Colony were divided under the Act of 1884,1 suppose those runs were uot
favoured ? The laud out here was all taken up then. The people settled on places where they thought 
they would get water easiest. Between the mountains and the red line you can get water out with a 
billycan out of a well at Myall Hollow. I do not think that I ever saw a better well. The “ red” line is 
within a mile of that very well. _ ^
4673. But that will only do for one family? There is plenty of water to be got all along the line. Erom 
Boggy Creek to the proposed station is a fair day's journey for a bullock team, and there are travelling- 
stock routes provided from Millie to either place, and they only want to be opened up by tbe Government,
My experience, since I was a boy, has been that ten times as many cattle travel along the main road as 
travel along all the other roads.
4674. And sheep? Tes. ■
4675. Chairman.\ The man in charge of the water-tank at Galathera or Boggy Creek would not know 
whether the sheep or cattle that were watering at his tank had come down the main travelling-stock reserve 
at Millie or whether they had come right through from Moree ? No,
4676. Are you quite sure that ten times more cattle and sheep come from the north of Moree than from 
any other place to the west of the main travelling-stock reserve between Narrabri aud Moree ? I do not 
think that from the north of Moree. They travel that road. Some of them come on at Millie.
4677. 'Would there be ten times as many cattle for shipment by the railway from the north of Moree as 
from the west ? I would not say that.
4678. Would it be 75 or SO per cent. ? I think fully 100 per cent, or even more. *
4679. Do you know the country to the north of Moree ? Yes.
4680. Say along the Queensland border—Goondiwindi, Kunopia, Mungindi, Collarendabri ? I know
Kunopia and Goondiwindi. I was never in the town of Mungindi, but I have been very close to the 
place. I know from Collarendabri out to Goodooga very well. _
4681. Supjjosmg the “ red” line were constructed, would tho Mungindi traffic go to Moree, or would it go
via Millie to Narrabri ? I could not say. I tliink the distance from here to Sydney is a bit too far for 
the stock to travel. I think that if I lived at Moree or Mungindi I would travel stock and truck them at 
Narrabri. ■ ) _
4682. As a matter of fact do not people who are going to use the railway to get their live stock or wool 
to the metropolis, strike the nearest station ? As a rule they do.
4083. Therefore, if the railway terminus is shifted 70 miles tnortb, is it not reasonable to suppose that 
those persons will strike the lino at Moree ? Tes; hut I have known people to pass by and truck stock 
at Brecza.
4684. That is exceptional ? I have known it to be done.
4685. Under a certain set of circumstances, people may pass by Moree with their live stock, and go on to 
Narrabri, or even to Breeza, or Boggabri? They may.
4686. Mr. Damson.] Do you know the biggest cattle station on the “red” line ? There is no cattle station 
on the proposed line.
4687. Can you say whether any stock from Tyrell on the other side of Moree would be trucked at Moree ?
I cannot say.
4688. Do you not know that their fat cattle, to the number of thousands a year, are driven straight down
to Homebush by road? Mostly. .
4689. Tou have had a good deal of experience amongst stock ? All my life.
4690. Supposing you had to send bullocks off a ruu, would you send tbcm 300 or 400 miles by a stock 
train, or in a good season would yon travel them ? I think it all depends on the seasons, men aud markets.
1 lost once by travelling down the road.
4691. Chairman^ Is there any other point you would like to mention ? I do not care by which road you 
send the railway. I have certain stock here and certain stock down tbe other way, but none at all on that 
lino. I was one of a parly that tried to save a lot of sheep which were drowned at G urleigh Point. I had 
4,000 fat wethers, and 400 of them got drowned on the same route. That route is considerably longer and 
would be a handicap on the people at the other end. It would be ruination to some hundreds of families 
with comfortable little homes in this town who have not the means to go away and make homes elsewhere.
4092. You think the trade of Moree is such that it justifies extension of the railway to that town, 
but that the importance of the town of Narrabri docs not warrant the line being taken along the southern 
side of the river from West Narrabri via Gurleigh Point to Moree, aud that it should go rouud by tho 
town of Narrabri and proceed as directly as possible to Moree ? Yes.

“ ' " “ Mr.

going by that Mr.
E. H. Wall.

* Notis (on revision) :—When 1 said 100 per eont, or wore, I only intended, as it were, to lay stress on my answer in 
elmieo 1673, vis., that ten limeB ns many cftitle and sheep travel alone the inUin roluJ as along nil fclia other routes pus together!
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(J'M'Farhne What is your occupation?
^ , ' west of Wee Waa.

29B""U83-S:
4696.
4697.
4698.

Mr. Q-eorge M'Farlane, gra?,ier and selector, sworn, and examined:—
I am a grazier and selector on MiHio Eun, about 32 miles

Mr. liming."] How far from Walgett? About 60 miles.
Do you graze sheep ? Sheep and a few head of cattle.
Tour particular produce is what? Wool and fat stock. It goes to Narrabri.
Does it over go to Walgett ? No.
Although you are within 60 miles of Walgett? It is 52 miles from my place to Narrabri West. I

am nearer to Narrabri than Walgett.
4699. Tou are pretty well half-way between tho two towns, but it suits you better to send this way ? Tes.
4700. By which way do you send your produce ? By team through Wee Waa to Narrabri.
4701. Do you know anything of the direct route ? No.
4702. Do you know anything of the country it traverses? Very little. I have been through Millie 
several times.
4703. Tour experience of tho district is limited to the West of Narrabri? Tes.
4704. By which way ought the railway to go ? It docs not matter to me by wliich way it goes. I do not 
know which way would be most beneficial to the country. I came here to give evidence about the floods 
down in Wee Waa.
4705. Are the floods very heavy at G-urleigh Point? Tes.
4706. On the south side of tho Namoi will the land he within flood reach? Not exactly.
4707. Do you know the surveyed line? No. 1 have seen portions of it in travelling stock.
4708. Tou can only speak in general terms of the height or various localities ? Tes
4709. On the south side of tho river, is it possible to go down as far as Gurleigh Point without getting 
heavily flooded ? I do not know that that is very heavily flooded. There is more high ground on the 
south side than on the north side.
4710. It maybe passable on the south side ? Tes. I have seen it in very high flood when a person 
could get to1 Wee Waa keeping the high ground out in the scrub round to Bohemia Creek
4711. How far the south of the Namoi must they go to make that circuitous journey ? Eight miles in 
some places.
4712. Taking the country on the north side of the Namoi, is it heavily flooded on the northern hank? 
Tes ; opposite Gurleigh Point and lower down.
4713. How high would the floods be? Prom 4 feet to about a foot for about 8 miles on tho northern 
bank.
4714. Would the same thing apply right down to Wee Waa ? No.
4715. It would not he so bad as you get further down ? The further clown you go, the water spreads out.
4716. Do you know the river intimately between here and Wee Waa ? Tes.
4717. Is there any place at which the railway could cross between Wee Waa and Gurleigh Point without 
the ground being seriously inundated ? No; I do not think there is.
4718. Would you swear that there is not ? I believe I am on oath now.
4719. Tou qualified your reply ? Tes.
4720. Tou do not believe there is any place ? I do not.
4721. Suppose that other people state that there is, what then? They may say what they like, I am still 
of the same opinion.
4722. To the best of your belief, there is no place where the Namoi could he crossed without passing 
over flooded country tor a considerable distance from either hank ? No; 1 lived on Wee Waa for about 
fourteen years. I came on to Merah, on the Namoi, in 1841, and I have never been twelve months off 
the Namoi since. I have had a little experience of the floods, 1 know every inch of the ground. 1 have 
been driving cattle and 1 have been in nearly all the floods which have ever been on the Namoi.
4723. Taking, for instance, the country 3 miles away from the hank of the Namoi, would that be pretty 
still water or would there he a current ? Tt would he running, but nothing to do any serious damage. I 
have seen the fences there from Henry Hall’s, out along Heelibah for If miles pulled down with tho 
flood-waters in August, 1878.
4724. Tou have seen the fences swept away? It was a wire fence with a top-rail. It was all pulled out 
of the ground for If miles.
4726. Chairman^] Where is Heelibah ? It is between Tulladoona and Boolcarrol.
4726. Tou say there is sufficient run at times in the water to hear down the fences ? Tes.
4727. Mr. Eiving.'} Do you know the Thalaha? Tes
4728. Across from the Namoi to the Thalaha ? Yes.
4729. Between the Namoi and the Thalaha, is there a large area of country under flood-water? There 
is not a great deal, it was nearly all flooded in the big flood from Thalaha to Wee Waa.
4730. Would the Thalaha and Namoi waters meet in a big Hoad ? Tes.
4731. Tou are sure? 1 know the water comes down from Boggy Creek to the Namoi water. Tou may 
come across little patches of rosewood scrub and hard ground between Ihose waters, hut you would not go 
half a mile before you would he in the water again. Itia pretty nearly all under water in the big flood,
4732. In a big flood, you believe the Thalaha and Namoi waters will meet? Yes ; in 1874, I was on the 
top of the Merrywiee Bond Stockyard for five days. We pulled some doors out of the old house and put 
them on the yard to camp on.
4733. Where is that place ? On the Thalaha.
4734. Is that the highest land between the Thalaha and the Namoi ? It is as about as high as most of it. 
4736. Do you know the waters to meet? Tes. The waters all went across there—right out by Bool
carrol and away out by Bridgelow Tree down to meet the Thalaha water.
4736. Is thero any difference in the levels between the Thalaha Plats and the Namoi Flats, and the 
watershed between the two ? I do not think there is much differoneo. 1 think it is nearly all level.
4737. Do you know further north to Mehi ? Yes.
4738. Is that level too ? Yes.
4739. Will that all be flooded ? They wonld get a few patches of ground.
4740. Eight on to the Gwydir is it the same ? It is all tbe same.
4741. You believe that it is pretty well flat from tho Gwydir to the Namoi, and that in a big flood it is all
underwater? Yes. 4742,
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4742. Will the flood come out to Millie township ? No. ~ MTa 1*
4743. When you were on the stockyard at Thalaha was it running there or was it pretty still dead water?
Not much current. There was a little but not enough to do any harm. No fences were washed away by ^
the flood ’waters. ’’
4744. There was less current there than on the Namoi Tlat? Tes.
4745. You think that somewhere between the Thalaha and the Namoi tho water would he pretty still ? Yes.
4746. And it would not wash anything away ? No
4747. Mr. Davies. ] You are a resident of Wee Waa ;—why did you not give evidence at Wee Waa? I 
had some stock coming up and I could not attend at the court-house to day. I called in yesterday as I 
came through, and waited some time, but as 1 could see no chance of being able to give any evidence 1 
came on.
4748. That is the only reason you had for not being examined at Woe Waa ? Mr. Debbie and Mr. Maiden 
asked me to attend, aud 1 said if I were not delayed too long 1 would.
4749. Do you favour the “ red” route ? The shortest and most direct. I do not feel anxious about the 
matter. I am disinterested as to which way it goes. 1 know all that country is flooded.
4750. You have no interest in the construction of the railway either one way or the other? I have no 
land in Narrabri or Wee Waa. If it goes by Wee Waa I shall got more benefit than I should if it goes 
by Narrabri. It would be nearer 24 or 25 miles to me.
4751. Mr. O’Sullivan.'] If that country has been so subject to floods, how is it that they have been able 
to make such a success of grazing pursuits in that district? The floods never do much harm, wherever 
we can get some little patches of earth for the stock to go on. There is no groat heavy current of water 
below Wee Waa.
4752. Have you elevated country enough to save all your flocks ? Yes ; I have got land enough to keep 
them alive.
4753. Then it may be that you have elevated country enough out there to carry a railway? You could 
not keep on this high ground all the way without going through water.
4754. Is it a fact that there is a sandy ridge running nearly all the way from Narrabri West to Wee Waa, 
and that the ridge is much higher than the surrounding country ? Yes.
4755. Would it he possible to run a railway along those and place it above the reach of the flood waters ?
I think so.1 With the exception of 2 or 3 miles through the swamps,
4756. In 1841 was the town of Wee Waa in existence ? No ; I do not think it was started before 1849 
or 1850.
4757. Why did the town remain stationary so long considering it was the first town on the Namoi ? I 
cannot say.
4758. Was there not very much settlement in those days ? No.
4759. When did the settlement begin to take place ? About 1872 or 1874,
4760. Since that time the town has progressed ? Yes.
4761. Is it a prosperous place now? It is a fairly prosperous place.
4762. Is the district well settled around there ? Yos,
4763. And the graziers, large and small, appear to he prospering ? Yes.

PAELIAMENTAEY
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Railway from Narrabri to Moree,

SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidence of Mr. F. C. Stavcley.]

Nfmekh of Sheep on each Station in the Collakhndatbi DianiicT.
Dunambril .......................... .............. 120,000 Cando Cnndo .......................... .............. 6,000
Piongobla ... ............... 30,000 Kumbille ... ............... ............... 10,000
Moongulla ... ............... ............... 20,000 Amos Lake .......................... ............... 6,000
Angledool ............. . ... ............... 120,000 Baton & Reardon ............... ............... 4,000

............... 180,000Gumalnlly .......................... ............... 10,000* Oriel ... ... ... ...
Inremary ... ............... .............. 7,000 Mercadool ........................... .............. 120,000
Banakine ... .............. ............... 10,000 Dungalear ......................... . ............... 120,000

.............. 60,000Essrool...................................... ............... 10,000 Collymongle ... ... ...
Dorrema.......................... ... ............... 12,000 Buddagrove ........................... ............... 16,000

.............. 10,000B. Wembilla ... ... ... .............. 12,000 Thalaba.............. ... ...
Mt. Brandon ... ... ... .............. 6,000 O’Connel... ... ... ... .............. 8,000
Long Swamp ... ... ,,, ............... 4,000 Mungycr... ... ... ... ............... 90,000
Mogil Mogil ... ... ... .............. 8,000 Banna Bunna ... ............... .............. 60,000

.............. 100,000

1,336,000

Burren Burn ..........................
Goondabluie ..........................
Dumnrcsque .........................

.............. 30,000
............. 120,000

... ... 8,000

Selectors, S. Barwon ... ...

B.
[To Evidence of Mr. W. H. O'M. Wood.']

Crown Lands held under Lease and License on 30th June, 1893.

Holding. Resumed Area. Leasehold Area.

Bangheet,.".................................
Biniguy ....................................
Blue Nobby*.............................
Bogamildi ................................
Boolooroo ................................
Boonal.........................................
Boronga ....................................
Bingara ....................................
Bunarba....................................
Bunarbm...................... .............
Caidmurra ................................
Carbuoky .................................
Collymoueoul............................
Combadello and Ncpickallina..
Coolatait....................................
Cumiguudi................................
Coppymurnimbil .....................
Coubail ....................................
Berra Berra ............................
Gincroi ....................................
Goonal........................................
Goumama*................................ .
Gragin and Graman* ..............
Gunyer Warildi........................
Gurley........................................
Kunopia....................................
Malaraway and Millie North ...
Meroe .....................................
Merriwa ................................ .
Midkin ..............................

-Acres.
25,997
7,129

14,193
135,772

2,231
10,084
46,500
16,414
14,472
13,410
44,418
5,798

28,199
7,299

32,651

'34,534
11,491
9,984

25,687
14,483
19,026
28,182
26,373
43,990
24,667
16,155
6,357
8,227

35,708

Holding.

Acres.
34,991
9,844

20,431
70,287
18,037
17,958
45,672
24,944
27,801
19,530
62,868
46,684
69,729
28,621
44,820
14,618
48,518
21,054
13,181
40,351
26,050
27,175
43,559
31,202
66,228

. 49,001
Tam worth, D.S O,

20,318
14,641

142,294

Minna Minane...........
Mungle and Wallah .
Mungycr ..............
Myall Creek* ..........
Mungie Bundle .......
Sandholes .................
Oreel..........................
Tclleraga ..................
Tareelari ..................
Terry-Hie-Hie...........
Tucka Tucka ...........
Tulloona ................. .
Tycannah ..................
Tyreel ......................
\V athagar..................
Weebollabolla...........
Welbendungah .........
Welbon......................
Werrina ....................
Whalan......................
Wirrah ......................
Yagaba ......................
YaUaroi......................
Yarrowah..................
Occupation lots 1 to 7

Total area ...........

Total...........

Resumed Area. Leasehold Area.

Acres.
1,017

31,275
22,889

Armidale, D.S.O.
3,600

11,439
44,515
5,897

929
106,347
25,580
40,435

1,250
4,182

530
3,532

30,215
83,474
77,090
14,328
11,267
11,056
42,696
34,805
99,220

1,415,999

Acres.
6,560

31,700
112,034
65,608
15,326
14,380

151,290
16,771
20,901

126,705
17,776

104,683
8,735

31,651
2,961

13,632
46,660

130,265
79,600
51,202
59,375
18,176
54,030
52,143

2,323,071

3,739,070

' Would go to Inverell if that line Is constructed. t Might go to Inverell il that line is constructed.

c.
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C.
\_To Evidence of Mt. J. Maiden

Stations which would be served by the Gurleioh Point IUjeway.
Stations which are north-west of Gurleigh PointBoolcarrol, Merah, Drildool, Millie (Namoi Biver), Bumlbone, 

y arruldool, Gorian, Burren, Keelendi, Bullerawa, Cuttabri, Wee Waa, Nowley.

G 1.
Selectors who would be served by the Gukleiuu Point Railway.

lTMfind' Station, westerly fi miles Mrs. L. Thompson, John Thompson, W. T. Mitchell, M. McMahon, A. Loder, 
W. Holcombe, J. Boyle, L. Bodwell, John Boyle, James Bobertson, senior, J. Robertson, junior, T. Wall and Sons, T. 
Knight, J. Knight A. Knight, C. Kellaher, D. Kellaher, James Radford, A. Hamilton, senior, A. Hamilton, junior, John 
Hamilton, Ohades Hamilton, David Hamilton, James Russell, Mrs. Dcwson, Ernest Loder, William Loder, J. Campbell, 
W. Campbell, T. Loder, J. J. Toohey, Vernon Holcombe, Arthur Holcombe, Fanny Holcombe.

Drildool Station, 2S miles west:—John Hardy, E. Dewson, D. Coward, C. Coward, A. Kelson, Alfred Bolson, Janies 
Smith, S. Smith, 0. J. Hardy, R. Scott, S. Powell, P. V. C. Powell, A. E. Powell, P. Murphy.

„ Gorian, north-west 30 miles from Wee Waa G. Francis, J. Francis, Miss Francis, A. Capel, G. Cupel, V. Capel, 
C. Capel, R. Capel, H. Capel.

Burren Station, 36 miles north-west of Wee Waa :—W. Hocken, J. Duncan, senr., J. Duncan, junr., T. .Martin, 
S. Wyatt, — Green, — Green, Id. Peard, H. Hutchison, T. Moore, J. Nowland, Mrs. Baldwin, C. Bolson, C. Knight. 
ait P'Oe Waa Station:—WT. A. Gorrlon, T. L. Schwager, Mrs. Graham, J. Graham, Archie McKenzie, W. McKenzie, 
Allan Mackenzie, W. Wheeler, Mrs. Smith, John Hamilton, H. Hall, — Dean, J. Hawthorn, senr., J. Hawthorn, junr. 
tr n Bugilbone Station, westerly 40 miles ;~\V, Bennett, J. A. Bennett, H. M. Bennett, J. P. Bennett, D. O’Mnllane,
, ,,y’ °- , K' Tllr"‘-r" K- -lu'-iier, Geo. Corcoran, A. Smuil, T. O’M u Wane, Thomas O’Mullano, W. OMullane,

lanc’ Ri H- Bulgarney, G. Nelson, M, O’Neil, E. Purtell, A. Moore, J. Magnc, D. Forrest, 40 miles west of 
VVcc \Yaa.

Millie Station, westerly 30 miles, on the Namoi S. Dempsy, J. Deinpsy, D, Murphy, MT. Houlahan, Wr. B. Smith, 
Mrs, Smith, G, Smith. 15. Thompson, (>. McFarlane, R. Holland, — llaldwin,

Gundemaine Run, west of Gurleigh Point, within 10 miles of Wee Wu,a- -north-east R. Smith, — Whiteman, Mrs. 
Jblockhart, John Gray, h. Jeffrey, J. P. Dolierty, L. Brennan, J. Lehane, 1J, Leliane, John Lehane, junior, W* Maxwell, 
1. AATyatt, B. >f. W. Cohen, 1\ Shanahan, W. Herbert, E. Wall, C, Lehnne, R. Parkinson.

Nowley Station, 25 miles north-west of Wee Waa E. G. Ratliff, A. M1. Carstairs, R. Board, W. Hunt, J. Hunt, 
Jacob Hunt, John Hunt, — Hunt, senior, W. Allen, D. Maloney.

Keelendi Station, south side of Namoi, 45 miles west:—P. Ryan, W. Ryan, F. James, G. Phelps, J. Phelps, W. 
Phelps, J Holland, E. Holland, Robert Holland, W. Holland, D. M’Curtby, P. Bums, Richard Holcombe, Martin Donohoc, 
C. Rose, S. Burrell, E. Bowers, W. Wilson.

. D.

[To Evidence of Mr. W. Mackenzie.']
Selectors on Cuttabri, Bui.i.erawa, and YarrauiooI, Stations.

Cuttabri Station, 16 miles west Wee MTaa, south side of Namoi:—Mrs. W. B. Trindall, T. N. Jowitt, J. Hogan, T. 
Hawke, B. Trindall.

Bullerawa Station, 25 miles west of Wee Waa, south side of NamoiT. Brown, Miss Brummcl, R. Morrow. 
Yarraldool Station, 55 miles west of Wee Waa:—John Robertson, G. Moffitt, C. Cannon, W. Doherty, J. Holcombe, 

W. Holcombe, C. Richards, T. Richards, B. Richards, — Marshall, Miss Marshall, (3) Murray aud family, J. Guinn, J. J. 
Maguey. J ^ '

[Two Plans.]

Syilney: Charles Potter, fioveriiment Printer.—I3IM.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOL T It W A L E S.

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO MOREE.
(PETJTIOiV FROM CERTAIN (JRAZIERS, MERCHANTS, HOTEL-KEEPERS, AND RESIDENTS OF THE 

DISTRICT OF THE NARRAN RIVER, IN FAVOUR OF A TRIAL SURVEY FROM NARRABRI RAIL
WAY STATION TO GURLEY POINT.)

Seeeiecd by Ihr. Leip.'-lntive, Assembly, SO January, IV94.

To tlie Ilonoraolc the Speaker atirl Members of Cue Legislalire Assembljr, Sydney,—
We tlie undersigned, gra/jers. mercliants, hotel-keepers, and residents in the districts of 

Narrau River and Southern Border, Queensland, do most humbly petition and pray that before your 
sanction be given to the direct line of extension of railway from Xarrabri to Moree, as approved by only 
a bare majorifv of members of the Works Committee, you would graciously be pleased to direct a trial 
survey to be made from present Narrabri Railway Station to a place on tbc Ramoi River known as 
Grurley Point, some 4 nr 5 miles from Wee Wait to cross Namoi there, and thence run through Boolearroll 
to Millie or Weal: Millie, and so on to Moree.

Your Petitioners would respectfully point out that by making the extension to Moree by route 
as above suggested, you would benefit Wee Waa, Pilliga. and Wnlgett, and secure traffic that, would 
otherwise go by river; that you would bring railway some 59 miles nearer to Mogil, Cullarendabri, Angle- 
dool, and Southern. Queeuslaud, and secure traffic that otherwise will be diverted to Brisbane; that 
should line run through Killarney, Edgeroi, Groorilhe, and Tycanuah, as by direct route submitted, to 
Works Committee, we your Petitioners would not in any way be benefited by such extension ; that as 
heretofore wc must send our wool and produce to Narrabri, and drive there to meet train, and much 
business will be diverted from Sydney to Brisbane.

We beg of you to take these matters into'your consideration, and to direct the trial survey we 
have above submitted to you.

And your Petitioners will ever humbly pray.

[Here, follow 49 signniuresi]

£3<*.] 98-
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

xVEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO MOREE.
S*ffiSAT*K!ra ”

Received Ly the Legislative, Assembly, 30 January, 1804.

To tlie Honorable Members oE the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned,—
HWMIILY SilOWBTH:—

1. That a line of railway from Narrabri West, as direct as is found practicable, via 
Gurlchdi Point, Wee Waa, Boolcarrol, Bulgeroi, on to the Bar-won River, at or near Collarendabri then on 
to the border of the Colony, at or near Angledool, is urgently required by your Petitioners and others 
using or oceupving the land under the various provisions of the Crown Lands Act.

2. That” a large influx of settlers has taken place within the last two or three years in the 
direction of your Petitioners, which will doubtless continue to increase year by year—as the land is 
known to be good—and possibilities for water culture exist which can scarcely be over-estimated.

3. That at present there is a large traflic in connection with the 3,000,00G (approximately) ot 
sheep owned by your Petitioners and others; also there is other stock and traflic connected with the 
several towns and centres of population steadily rising into importance, which a direct line ot railway 
would very largely increase, extending some distance even into the colony of Queensland.

4. Thnt'the outlet and inlet for the very largo traffic connected with the district or territory ot 
the Narran, Barwon, and part of the Namoi, is often hindered or rendered impossible, sometimes tor the 
want of water and at other times from too- much of it, to the great injury of your Petitioners and the 
loss of revenue to the State, which would be largely prevented by constructing the direct line ot railway
from Narrabri West in tlie direction stated. * _ . i 4.1. v

5. That there is no material available at reasonable cost for making ordinary roads on the route 
mentioned, vet some provision must be made for all the traffic. Therefore your Petitioners submit tha 
a line of railway will be by far the best and cheapest to ensure communication for tins great territory
with the world at large. . £

0. That a proposal has been submitted to the Committee for Public Works for a direct line ot 
railway from Narrabri to Moree, regardless of tlie interests of your Petitioners and others living west of 
that proposed line, whiph your Petitioners submit should not be sanctioned, seeing that said Ime, it 
constructed, will servo very few persons west of it; and as there is but little “feeding ground to the
east thereof it must necessarily be made at; a loss to the Colony. , -

7. That a line starting "from Narrabri West terminus, going via about Guiieigh Point and as far 
west as is found practicable, on to the Barwon, &c., branching_ off to Moree where most favourable, 
would, by providing for two extensions, save large expenditure in construction (probably torty 01 n .ty
miles at per miln schedule), be the best for your Petitioners, and for the Colony. . . ,

Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray, for the above reasons and for others which might be 
advanced, that an immediate survey of direct line from Narrabri West, via Gurleigh Point on to the 
Barwon. at nr near Collareudabri. and to the border, at or near Angledool, be ordered ; and that your 
Honourable House will insist that the same be made before anything is decided on regarding railway 
extension from Narrabri to Moree. _

And yjur Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

\SerefoUoiv 100 signatures.']

\
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1894..

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO MOREE.
Z- or0=Nsr “A

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 7 Lehruary, 1894.

*. -*»«— ^ iMbly ot *" ^ 

The prayer of your Petitioners,—

Humbli- Shototh Namoi, desire that a survey

te J;&3Z£&S£S£ZiS&, Mf4-. -—* *• - ”f
““t suitable crossiug =aa be s'ecured at svbieh tb« baub. ate above tbe Hgbest water.

mark of any flood since 1840. a ve large number of settlers
3. That the railway, by hemp constructed on this ro , _ , Merab) plaQ Creek, Buiren,

on Central and Lower ^an}01> ■iwfon Collarendabri, Moonie, Cryon, Gonan,_ Millie,
Bunna Bunua, ivrerrywhmiboiic, Lrikjool . b 0reel{ ,md the inhabitants of an immense

b, tbe provosed eateasion trom K.rr.bri b,

Moree if it be taken along the foot of the mountains. b many settlCrs, while that
4. That the land through which practically unpopulited.

on the direct route is monopolised by a few large estates that are pr . j * v ^ whicb

great to a.
"cr0,,e4 bJ’‘’””erou8

'oad”“4cktr:,;.tr„r.,i„u .1 b̂e “b8tor
investment than by the direct ionto, as e re country is of such a level character

8 That the cost of construction would be reasonable, a-s the country .
that few'engineering difficulties are presented. creekB or water.

9. That much less bridging is necessary than on the direct route, a ry

A Jp^VZl, .he**™ P»7 a- y»« Honorable H.u» wiU bo pU»«d *» *>“

survey asked lor.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Sere follow 183 signatures.']
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1891.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY FROM NARRABRI TO MOREE.
(PETITION PROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF THE TOWN AND DISTRICT OP NARRABRI, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 21 February, 1894.

To the Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, and Members of the
Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned residents of the town and district of Narrabri,—

Humbly Showetii :— .
1. That we, the undersigned residents of the Narrabri district, are of opinion ™ 

of the railway line from Narrabri to Moree should proceed by the direct route or red line as shown upon 
the map, and for the following reasons:—

(a) That it is by far the shortest route. ,
(}j) That it will be much more cheaply constructed on account of its being naturally drained, and the 

land is of a good, sound character, and ballast is obtainable at a minimum cost throughout.
(c) That the land through which it is proposed to take this railway is eminently suited for agriculture,

and will be largely availed of for settlement when the leases are thrown open. .
(d) That Moree being the centre point of the northern and eastern traffic it would bo unjnet to the 

’ residents to compel them to pay the higher rate of carriage consequent upon taking a circuitous

(<») That the direct route if carried out would be the means of securing a very large proportion of 
the Queensland Border traffic.

(/) That both the alternative routes are subject to flood and storm-water, and would consequent y 
entail a very large expenditure both in construction and maintenance.

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will be pleased to advise rarliamenttosanclion 
the construction of the Narrabri Moree Railway extension, according to the recommendation ot the Public 
Worts Committee.

And your Petitioners, as in d$ty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 548 signatures.~\

A similar Petition was received,—
On 21st February, 1894, from certain residents of Moree and District; S19 signatures.

[Stf.] 180—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NAKRABRI TO MOREE RAILWAY BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 37.)

Ordered hy the Legislative. Assembly to be ‘printed, 2o April, 1894.

R. W. DUFF, Message No. 37.
Governor.

In accordance with the'provisions contained m tlie 54th section of tlie Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 

provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the construction of a line 

of railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Government Mouse,
Sydney, 24th April, 1894.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EXTENSION OE LISMOEE-TWEED RAILWAY TO
TENTERFIELD.

fVETHTON FROM LAURENCE EDWIN COPE. MAYOR. CHAIRMAN OF A PUBLIC MEETING AT
CASINO, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by ihe Legislative Assembly. 28 March. 1804.

To tlie Honorable the. Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of Hew South Wales, m
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned Laurence Edwin Cope, Mayor of the Municipal District of Casino, 
Chairman of a Public Meeting beld in Casino, on 10th March, 1804,

BksfectfuMiT Shoveth:—
1. That the extension of the Lismore-Tweed line of railway from Lismore to Teiuerfield by 

tbe newly-surveyed route, connecting both tbe Clarence and Richmond Liver Districts with the tableland, 
■would result in the immediate development of a very considerable trade and m the economical consolida
tion of the railway system of the Colony, and the construction of such a line is therefore ot great national
importance,

2. That as the first section of the proposed line, viz., from Lismore to Casino, has been approved 
of by the Sectional Committee on Public Works at an estimated cost of about £7,000 or £8,000 per mile, 
the claim of this district to be connected with the railway system is superior to that of any other portion 
of the Colony, more especially as the construction of this section must necessarily form tbe first step in 
anv scheme of communication between the tableland and the Horth Coast districts.

3. That your petitioner considers that the Lismore-Casino section is deserving of earlier attention 
than other schemes which have not yet been approved of by the Public Works Committee.

Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Honorable House will take the foregoing 
premises into your early and favourable consideration.

And your Petitioner, as in duly hound, will ever pray. POPE

[31?.] 2G7-
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GLEN INNES TO INYERELL RAILWAY BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 9.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24 January, 1894.

11, W. IJI'I'I', Message Do. 9.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 

provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the construction of a 

line of railway from Glen Junes to Inverell.

Government Mouse,
Sydney, 23rd January, 1894.

p*a 59—
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public Works.

TOOETHER WITH

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE, APPENDICES, AND PLANS,

KELATUNG- TO THE

PROPOSED DEVIATION

TO

AVOID THE LITHGOW ZIGZAG.

^regentcti to parliament in accordance foitij tfjc profusions of tfje Public OTorfts Set,
51 Pic. ^o. 37.

SYDNEY: CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER. 

[4*.«.] 205—a 1894.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

DEVIATION TO AVOID THE LITHGOW ZIGZAG.

EEPOET.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appomted during 
the first session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1888, 51 Vie. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. 
No. 26, and the Public Works (Committees’ Hemuneration) Act of 1889, 63 
Vic. No. 11, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon 
“the expediency of carrying out a deviation on the Great Western Line of 
Railway for the purpose of avoiding the Lithgow Zigzag ” have, after due 
inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the proposed deviation should be 
carried out; and, in accordance with the provision of sub-section IV, of clause 
13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative 
Assembly:—

1. According to tbe evidence before the Committee the idea of doing 
away with the Zigzag is not a recent one. As far back as 1885 the matter 
was mentioned in the Legislative Assembly, the suggestion being to make the 
deviation as now proposed between Dargan’s Creek and the Zigzag bottom points. 
At that time Mr. John Whitton, then Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, disapproved 
of the proposal on the grounds of the great expense that would have to be incurred 
and the small improvement that would be effected. This led to the matter 
remaining in abeyance for some years, and it was not until 1892 that the subject 
again came into prominent notice. In that year it was reported to the Minister 
for Works by the Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction, Mr. H. Deane, 
that the Railway Commissioners were desirous of having the necessary deviation 
made if it could he done at a reasonable cost, and after some delay three 
schemes were suggested by Mr. Deane from reports submitted to him by his 
officers, and referred by him to the Railway Commissioners. In November, 
1893, the Commissioners brought the matter under the notice of the Minister 
for Railways in a communication in which they mentioned the disadvantage 
to traffic and risk to passengers passing up and down the Lithgow Zigzag, and the 
beneficial effects which had followed the cutting out of the Lapstone Zigzag. The 
circumstances, they were of opinion, justified them in asking the Government to con
sider the expediency of providing the money necessary for doing away with the Lith
gow Zigzag, and they proposed the scheme which subsequently was submitted to tbe 
Committee, and will be found referred to in this Report as No. 1 Scheme. The work, 
they stated, would in all ways he advantageous, and would more than return interest 
on the capital expended. A conversation wliich the Premier, Sir George Dibbs, had 
with the Chief Commissioner on the question of providing work for the unemployed, 
prior to the date of the communication addressed to the Minister for Railways, gave 
additional importance to the proposed deviation as one that might lead to the 
employment of a large number of men in ordinary pick and shovel labour. The 
Premier expressed a wish that the work should he put in progress with the least 
possible delay, and steps were then taken by the Commissioners to have the

plans
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plans of their scheme completed. Shortly afterwards the question was raised as 
to whether the work should be carried out by the Commissioners or by the 
Government through the Department of Public Works. If carried out by the 
Government a reference to the Public Works Committee was indispensable. The 
Attorney-General, to whom the matter was referred, advised that under the pro
visions of the Railways Act it was within the power of the Commissioners to 
make the deviation without inquiry by this Committee; but the Minister for 
Works, being of opinion tbat it vras not contemplated by the Legislature, when 
passing the Railways and Public Works Acts; that any public work estimated to 
cost more than £20,000 should be constructed without first being investigated by 
tbe Public Works Committee, submitted tbc question to tbe Cabinet, and the 
Cabinet decided that the proposal should be referred by the Legislative Assembly 
to the Committee. This, and the subsequent reference by the Legislative Assembly, 
removed both the construction and the designing of the work from the Railway 
Commissioners. A letter, stating the decision of the Cabinet, was addressed to the 
Railway Commissioners on 8th January, 1894, and the plans and sections of their 
scheme were handed over by them to the Department of Public Works. As 
explained to the Committee by tbe Tinder-Secretary for Public Works, the Minister 
considers that, although tlie carrying out of such works as this deviation “ might 
he technically in accord with the provisions of the Railways Act, yet it is entirely 
opposed to the spirit of legislation as embodied in the Public Works Act, which lays 
it down very clearly that no public work estimated to cost more than the sum of 
£20,000 shall he undertaken except after beiug reported on by this Committee, and 
subsequently sanctioned by Parliament.” The proposed work was referred to the 
Committee on 25th January, 1894, and measures which had been taken by the 
Department of Public Works immediately the Cabinet decision was known, to 
have the country in the vicinity of the Zigzag explored for the purpose of finding 
the best route for the deviation, were pushed on rapidly.

2. As many as six schemes for deviating from the Western main line to avoid 
the Zigzag have, in the course of their inquiry, been put before tbe Committee. 
Two have been submitted by the Railway Construction Branch of the Department 
of Public Works, two by tbe Railway Commissioners, and two by private persons, 
one of these being put forward primarily in the interests of Hartley Yale. Por 
convenient reference the schemes submitted by .the Railway Construction Branch 
and the Railway Commissioners are numbered in the order in which they were 
prepared, from 1 to 4; the two others are respectively known as Mr. J. W. Rock’s 
proposal, and a proposal by Mr. E. M. Munford. In addition to these, two lines, 
known respectively as the Colo Valley line and the Black town to Blayney line, were 
explained to the Committee, but as they are more of the nature of new and distinct 
railways than of mere deviations they do not in any material respect affect the real 
subject for consideration.

3. No. 1 scheme is that proposed by the Railway Commissioners in the first 
instance, and fully matured before the duty of preparing a definite scheme for the 
consideration of the Committee was, by the resolution of Parliament referring the 
proposed deviation to the Committee, transferred from the Commissioners to the 
Minister for Works. By this scheme the deviation would leave the existing line at 
a point near Dargan’s Creek, about 86 miles 48 chains from Sydney, and proceed by 
a route north of the present line, through cutting and tunnel, to the bottom points 
of the Zigzag. The tunnel is the principal feature of the scheme. It would he 
1 mile 52 chains long, the total length of the deviation being 2 miles 53 chains. 
Ventilation would be secured by making the tunnel large enough for a double line, 
and it would he assisted to some extent by two vertical shafts. The grade of the 
line through the tunnel would be a continuously ascending one of about 1 in 
50 from the bottom points to Dargan’s Creek. On the portion of the existing line 
proposed to be done away ■with, 5 miles 36 chains in length, the grades vary from 1 in 
33 to 1 in 42, the ruling grade westerly towards Bathurst being 1 in 33, and the 
ruling grade towards Sydney 1 in 42. The first-mentioned grade, which extends 
from Dargan’s Creek to Clarence Siding, a distance of 1 mile 32 chains, is a great 
obstruction to the traffic from Sydney to the west. By carrying out the tunnel scheme 
this 1 in 33 grade as well as a portion of the 1 in 42 would be got rid of, and the 
western-going traffic correspondingly benefited; while, in addition to this, the risk

of
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of accident from the necessity to descend and ascend the Zigzag would be permanently 
removed. The estimated cost of the work in accordance with this scheme was, in the 
first instance, £225,000, subsequently reduced to £213,000, which includes two 
lines of permanent way with 80-lb. rails.

4. No. 2 scheme is one prepared by the Kail way Construction Branchy but No. 2 scheme, 
afterwards withdrawn. It is coloured red on the plan, and is known as the “ spiral”
route. Its chief point is the idea of having three comparatively short tunnels 
instead of one long one. These three tunnels would be, respectively, 474 yards, 257 
yards, and 977 yards. Through the two shorter tunnels the grade would be 1 in 50, 
and through the longest 1 in 77 ; or, without much additional expense, the grade in 
each could be made 1 in 60. The 1 in 33 grade ascending to the Clarence Tunnel 
would not be done away with by adopting the “ spiral ” route, but by a method 
shown on the plan this grade could, in connection with this scheme, be cut out, and 
at not much extra expense. The estimated cost of this No. 2 proposal is £108,000, 
exclusive of permanent way and of the cutting out of the 1 in 33 grade, and £127,000, 
including the excision of this grade.

5. No. 3 scheme is the second of the two schemes prepared by the Kailway No. s Bdemc. 
Construction Branch, and that which the Department definitely proposed should be 
carried out. It is coloured green on the plan, and is referred to in the evidence as the
“ green” route. In length it is 4 miles 60 chains, the ruling grade being 1 in 60, and 
it shows during its course seven tunnels of a total length of about 1 mile, the longest 
being 768 yards. The estimated cost, exclusive of permanent way, is £165,000, and 
inclusive of permanent way, £186,318, subsequently reduced to £181,072. For an 
additional £45,000 it is estimated that the grade could be made 1 in 90. The dis
tinguishing differences between this scheme and No. 1, or the long-tunnel scheme of 
the Commissioners, are the shorter tunnels and the more favourable grade. In total 
length it is rather more than 2 miles longer than the Commissioners5 scheme.

6. No. 4 scheme, the Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines states, would Mo. 4 scheme, 
hranch off from the present line on the northern side at 85 miles from Sydney, near
Bell, and following tlie ridge to a point near the trigonometrical station would pass 
through the ridge hy means of tunnels to the head of Farmer’s Creek, down the 
valley of which it would proceed to the 94-mile peg, near the Eskbank coal-siding.
The total length of this deviation would be S miles, and it would dispense with 9 
miles 10 chains of the existing line. The grade would be 1 in 60, and the curves 
15 chains. The tunnels would number two—one of 1,600 and tbe other .of 682 
yards. The estimated cost, providing for a double line, was given as approximately 
£250,000. The Engineer-in-Chief further states that this scheme would cut out the 
whole of the 1 in 42 grade in connection with the Zigzag, the 1 in 33 east of 
Clarence siding, and the 1 in 50 on the Bell bank.

7. Mr. J. W. Kock’s scheme, the outcome of au effort on tbe part ofMr.xw. 
the residents of Hartley Vale to secure a line advantageous to that district,Boct 8 Bcliein0 
would cause tbe deviation to leave the existing line at Mount Victoria, and 
proceed via Hartley Vale to Eskbank, the length being 14 miles and 26 chains, and
the grade 1 in 50. Two tunnels would be necessary, of a total length of 1 mile 
40 chains. Mr. Kock’s estimate for carrying out this scheme, with a double line, is 
£345,000, and for a single line £230,000. An amendment of this scheme, suggested 
by Mr. Kock, by which the deviation would be taken as far as Bowenfels instead of 
Eskbank, represented a line 17 miles long, with a grade of 1 in 50 for about half the 
distance, and 1 in 75 for the remainder. There would be one tunnel of 30 chains, 
and the total cost, as estimated hy Mr. Kock, was given as £255,000.

8. Mr. E. M. Munford’s proposal is to deviate from the main line at the coal- 
stage, Eskbank, and join it again at tbe Clarence Tunnel, and then, after keeping to p^p^i,3 
the existing line for a short distance, leaving it by a straight route which would cut
out the portion of the present line as far as the 86-mile post, beyond Dargan’s Creek.
He proposes as many as three routes from Eskbank to the Clarence Tunnel, but the 
details of the schemes are incomplete, and the proposal generally merits little 
attention.

9. In their inquiry respecting this proposed work the Committee have The _ 
endeavoured to elicit the fullest information. It was necessary first to learn ^q™’ttee’9 
the reasons why it was proposed the deviation should be made, then to become 
acquainted with the details of the schemes suggested for effecting the object desired

and
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and after that to carefully consider the advantages expected to be gained, and whether, 
admitting the importance of these advantages, the proposed work was of a character 
sufficiently urgent to justify the expenditure. The witnesses examined included 
all from whom evidence of value was obtainable, either by their being summoned 
before the Committee or invited to come forward by publicity given to the 
inquiry in the newspapers. The Under Secretary for Public Works, the Secretary 
to the Railway Commissioners, and the Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construc
tion were the first witnesses in the inquiry. Then* evidence was necessary to 
have the proposed work before the Committee in the manner requisite to 
enable them to proceed with the investigation expeditiously and in order.

. These three official witnesses having been heard, the Committee, accompanied by 
a surveyor from the Railway Construction Branch of the Department of Public 
Works, made a visit of inspection to the Zigzag and the localities of the several 
routes submitted for the proposed deviation. The inspection was commenced at 
Mount Victoria on ,9th March. At 85£ miles from Sydney an examination was made 
of the locality where the Railway Commissioners, through their officers, were carrying 
out their northerly survey, near what is known as Bell’s line of road. Thence the 
Committee proceeded to Dargan’s Creek, where they inspected the starting-point 
of Nos. 1, 2, and 3 schemes; and from Dargan’s Creek to Clarence Siding. There 
the train by which they were travelling was left, and they walked in a southerly 
direction for about three-quarters of a mile to a spot from which they obtained 
an extensive view of the upper portion of the present Zigzag, and of that 
portion of No. 3 route which embraces the tunnel-work. Returning to the
train at the Clarence Siding, they continued their journey for about 2 miles, 
a stop being then made for the purpose of again viewing the course of the 
No.. 3 route. The top points of the Zigzag were next visited. There the 
precipitous character of the cliffs was examined, and a good view was obtained 
of the course of the spiral-tunnel scheme, and also of Parmer’s Creek and Valley,

• where the Commissioners proposed to join the main line with their northerly survey.
The Committee then descended to the bottom points, and proceeding up the valley, 
inspected the outlet of Nos. 1, 2, and 3 schemes. An inspection was also made of the 
principal points in the route surveyed by Mr. J. W. Rock in the interests of the resi
dents of Hartley Vale. At Lithgow some local evidence was taken, and the Committee 
then proceeded to Hartley \ ale, where the residents of that locality were afforded an 
opportunity to explain their scheme, and to become acquainted with the other pro
posals. Returning to Sydney, the Committee took further evidence. The Secretary 
to the Railway Commissioners, tlie Out-door Superintendent of the Railway Depart
ment, the Cl lief Mechanical Engineer, and the Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines 
were now examined and re-examined on all points of importance to the subject of 
inquiry, and particularly in regard to the actual results anticipated from doing away 
with the Zigzag. The Government Geologist gave evidence as to the mineral deposits 
in the district. The Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction was recalled for 
further examination, rendered necessary by the Committee’s visit of inspection and 
the evidence taken during and after that visit; and Mr. John Whitton, late Engineer- 
in-Chief for Railways, was called as a witness, whose examination appeared to the 
Committee essential to making the inquiry complete. Two other witnesses, who 
appeared before the Committee, described the Blacktown to Blayney route and the 
route through the Colo Valley.

Eoaaons ia 10. The reasons advanced by the Railway Commissioners to justify the
deviation. * ° ProPosed work, shortly stated, are the difficulty and expense of working the 

traffic down and up the Zigzag, and the risk that is present to both passenger and 
goods trains. The obstacles to the expeditions and economical management of 
the traffic cannot be removed it is alleged without doing away with the Zigzag; 
the risk to trains may he reduced very largely hy close attention to the permanent 
way and to the safe running t>f the trains over it. The cost of wear and tear from a 
locomotive point of view—that is, to engines, carriages, and waggons—is considered to 
be as high as 50 per cent, above other portions of the Western line. This is due prin
cipally to severe grades which render necessary the use of a second or push-up engine, 
and to parsing over the Zigzag with short trains and at slow rates of speed; hut 
though this is represented in the evidence, it is also shown that an accurate estimate 
of the cost of traction over the Zigzag portion of the line cannot he given, for an

account
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account of it is not kept. Generally stated, there is increased wear and tear of 
locomotives, increased consumption of fuel, and an increase in men’s wages because 
of tbe extended time occupied in the running of the trains. Push-up engines are 
used from Eskbank to the top of the incline at Clarence. The risk attendant upon 
the working of the traffic over the Zigzag is due to the shortness of what are called 
the wings or lengths of the runs forwards and backwards, and to the liability of 
portions of trains—chiefly goods trains, which have to be divided—to break away. 
At night it is very difficult, it is said, to stop a train in the exact place necessary, 
and the curves, combined with steep grades, add to the uncertainty of a safe working 
of the traffic. To some extent the locality has been a constant source of anxiety, 
and, as put by the Chief Mechanical Engineer, the very nature of the place is such 
as to impart to an accident occurring there a very considerable character, which is 
not felt when dealing with comparatively level country. But while this may be so, 
steep grades and traffic difficulties necessitating the use of push-up engines exist 
on other portions of the Western line, and the doing away with the Zigzag would 
not make the line over the mountains, as a whole, much the easier or the safer to 
work. Push-up engines are as indispensable between Emu Plains and Katoomba 
as between Eskbank and Clarence, and the additional cost, in consequence, is much the 
same on both these portions of the line as it is in most places where push-up 
engines are used. A reason which, perhaps, more strongly supports the proposal 
to have the deviation made is the pecuniary saving that, it is said, would be effected 
by it. This saving, as stated to the Committee, is £18,000 per annum. At an 
early stage of the inquiry the amount was given as £10,000, but further consideration 
led the Commissioners to alter it to £18,000, the additional sum being the result of 
a determination to estimate the advantages from the deviation as from Penrith to 
Lithgow instead of from Clarence to Lithgow. This £18,000, after paying the interest 
on both the cost of the present line and of the proposed deviation, would leave a net 
profit of about £3,000, the whole of tlie saving being in working expenses.

11. If it were considered necessary that the Zigzag should be done away with 
by the carrying out of a deviation as proposed it would not be difficult to decide 
which of the several schemes put before the Committee is the most suitable. The 
value of the No. 1 or long tunnel scheme submitted by the Commissioners is 
materially affected by the efforts made by them to find and put before the Committee 
another, being No. 4, scheme. It suffers also in comparison with this other 
scheme, or with No. 3 scheme. This second scheme was not before the Committee 
in a complete condition, time and unfavourable weather preventing the surveys from 
being proceeded with in the ordinary way; but from the statements made by the 
Engineer for Existing Lines there is much to recommend it, if at some future 
time the Zigzag should be excised, and further investigation respecting this 
route justify the opinions entertained regarding it. This second route appears 
to have been to the Railway Commissioners an afterthought, and if the pro
posed deviation had not been referred to the Committee it is not improbable 
that the tunnel scheme would have been adhered to and carried out. The 
No. 1 or tunnel scheme is not regarded by the Committee as suitable. The 
great length of tunnel would be unpleasant to passengers, and the permanent way 
would probably be difficult for traffic in consequence of the greasiness or dampness 
of the rails. There is some doubt also as to -whether the necessity for push-up 
engines would be very much reduced. No. 3, or the " green ” route, has the 
advantages of better grades and short tunnels. It is 2 miles longer than No. 1 
route, but according to the evidence that is not a serious objection, and the line 
could be -worked easily and safely. Compared with No. 1 route it appears to be 
much the more preferable. Its advantages, however, do not equal those indicated by 
the No. 4 route, or the second proposal of the Commissioners. The great improvement 
in grade, the cutting out of objectionably sharp curves, and the saving of distance, 
in addition to avoiding the Zigzag, as represented by this route, are strong recom
mendations in its favour. The possibility of finding a desirable route in the locality 
of this No. 4 scheme wras known to the Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction 
as well as to the Engineer for Existing Lines, and it was only the presence of the 
surveyors of the latter in the field and a desire on the part of the Engineer-in-Chief 
for Railway Construction not to have what might appear as two rival parties at the 
same work that prevented him from having the country properly explored.

The various 
schemes.

12.
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12. But however much one or two of the schemes may be deserving of 
consideration, it is clear from the evidence of the railway officials examined that a 
deviation to avoid the Zigzag is not a matter of urgency. It can very well remain 
in abeyance. The traffic over the Western line is showing signs of decrease 
rather than of increase, and the decrease may be lasting. It relates chiefly to the 
carriage of coal, and a revival in the Western coal trade which would improve 
the volume of traffic over the line is not looked for. The late Engineer-in-Chief for 
Bailways is of opinion that the Zigzag may be used with safety and advantage for 
the next twenty years. The Engineer for Existing Lines states that there is no 
danger to he apprehended from the line itself. It is, he says, a splendid piece of 
work, and is in thorough repair. The Chief Mechanical Engineer does not consider 
the deviation to he absolutely necessary, and admits that the Department could go 
on working the Zigzag for years to come with safety, though the deviation, in 
his opinion, would he an advantage. Generally, the evidence indicates an absence 
of urgency in relation to the proposed work; and considering this, together with the 
fact that the probable expenditure would amount to about £250,000, there seems to 
the Committee to he strong grounds for not recommending the construction of the 
work, for the present.

13. The professional, as well as much of the evidence generally, indicating that 
the proposed deviation is not a matter of urgency, the Committee are of opinion that it 
is not expedient that the work be carried out. There is undoubtedly some risk of acci
dent until the traffic over the Zigzag, but it is and can always be reduced to a minimnnri 
by careful management. It is the fact that though the Zigzag has been in existence 
for twenty-five years, no accident of a serious nature has occurred there in connection 
with passenger trains, and none to goods trains which careful working could not have 
avoided. The anticipated reduction in working expenses claims attention, but is 
not considered hy the Committee to he so important as to justify the expenditure of 
a quarter of a million of money and the abandonment of a portion of tlie existing 
line which has cost the country about £1/0,000. At the same time it appears to 
them that the estimate of this saving is somewhat speculative. In the future 
traffic necessities may make the cutting out of the Zigzag imperative. If the traffic 
should increase very largely, and the increase prove to be permanent, the Zigzag 
will have to go, but before the question again comes forward the Department of 
Public Works will have been able to thoroughly investigate the apparent advantages 
of No. 4 Scheme, and also to ascertain whether even that scheme shows the best 
route that can be found. The Committee took the evidence given before them into 
consideration on the 5th instant, and passed, without division, the following 
resolution:—

“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient that the proposed deviation to avoid the
Lithgow Zigzag, aa referred to the Committee by the Legialative Assembly, be carried out.”

14. Before closing this Report the Committee think it desirable to say that 
when any proposed public work, in which the Railway Commissioners are concerned, 
is referred by tbe Legislative Assembly to tbe Committee for consideration and 
report, the respective positions of the Railway Commissioners and their professional 
officers, and the Department of Public Works and its professional officers, in relation 
to such work, should he strictly observed; and that while this is done there should 
also he every effort made to act together in tbe public interest. In this inquiry the 
Department has not received from the Commissioners the recognition of its position 
in the matter to which it was entitled.

J. GARRARD,
. Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, .
Sydney, 16 April, 1894.
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The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigr.ag.

Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary, Department of BubHe Works, sworn, and examined 
1. Chairman,] Do you desire to make a statement in connection with the matter now under the consider
ation of tlie Committee ? 1 do ; it is as follows :—The proposal before the Committee is that described in
the resolution which was passed by the Legislative .Assembly on the 2oth of January last, on the motion 
of Mr. Lyne, Secretary for Public Works ; namely, ‘‘ That it be referred to tbc Parliamentary Standing 
Committee on Public Works, to consider and report on the expediency of carrying out a deviation on the 
Great Western line of railway, for the purpose of avoiding tbe Litbgow_Zigzag.” I do not propose to 
go into tho earlier schemes which have been suggested for avoiding this Zigzag. Tho precis which I 
hand in [Fj* Appendix] will, I think, give a pretty full account of tbe early history of this movement, 
and wj]l obviate any necessity for mo to refer to the matter at length, rlhe question uab brought to a 
practical issue by the Railway Commissioners, on the 24th of November last, addressing a communication 
to the Minister lor Railways, the Honorable John See, in which they stated that ever since they had been 
in office, the disadvantage of passing traffic over the Lithgow Zigzag had beeu coutiiiualiy before.them, 
as well as the continual risk m the working, consequent on trains loaded with passengers having to 
be propelled both up and down over the intermediate section of the Zigzag. They further said 
that tho cutting out of tho Lapstone Zigzag had so greatly facilitated the .working,. that they felt 
justified in asking the Government to consider the expediency of providing, sufficient money to 
carry out a further nlieralion of the line to permit of the Lithgow Zigzag being avoided. The work, they 
stated, would in all ways be beneficial, and more than return interest on the capital expended. The scheme 
they proposed was one for leaving the existing line at a point near Dargan’s t reek, about 8G miles 4t> 
chains, and proceeding by a route through cutting and tunnel north of the existing main linc^ to the 
bottom points of the Zigzag, where the existing double line of railway would be connected with. 
would be 2 miles and 48 chains in length, about 1 mile 52 chains being in tunnel. They proposed that the 
line should be a double one, because of the difficulty of properly ventilating so long a tunnel if only a single 
line were constructed. Tbe grading through the tunnel would be a continuous ascending one from the 
bottom points towards Davgan’s Creek, of about 1 in 50, the existing line being on varying grades of 1 in 33 
and 1 in 42. The 1 in 33 grade was, they pointed out. against trains going to tbc west, and extended from 
Dargan’s Creek to Clarence Siding, a distance of 1 mile 32 chains, and was a great obstruction to the 
whole of the traffic going from Sydney to tho west. This would be entirely got rid of by their proposal, 
and thus materially assist the working of the western-going traffic. They estimated the whole costot the 
work at about £225,000, which at 4 per cent, would mean an annual cost of £9,000 ; but they estimated 
that in addition to the great facility to the working and the avoidance of the continual risk which now 
takes place, the expenses would be reduced by about £10,000 per annum, so that ns a commercial invest
ment, the money would be well spent. Tho point thqp arose as to whether the work could be earned out 
without reference to the Public Works Committee, and on the 28th of December, the Honorable G. C. 
Heydon, the Attorney-General, to whom the question was referred, submitted his advising, which, perhaps, 
seeing the importance of the subject, it would be better for me to read to you at length. It is as follows:

J have come to the conchiaioa that this work need not necessarily be referred to the Parliamentary Committee on

Fab,1Cpromkaections 12 and 13 of the Public Works Act of 1SS8 (though they are not at all plainly expressed) I think it 

appears with sufficient clearness that any work which tlie Railway Commissioners are authorised to carry out pursuant to 
the Government Railway Act of 1888, may be executed by them without reference to the 1 ublic Works Committee, not

withstanding such work may cost over £20,000. Bectl0|1

205—A. 1

J. Barling, 
Esq.

Mar., 1891.
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Burling, Sub-scction 11 of section 23 of the Railway Act of 1S8S, specifics the works which the Railw ay Commissiouers are
Asq. authorised to carry out. After carefully considering that section I am of opinion that such a work as the ono now con- 

/ \ tcmplated comes within it. It is certainly au “alteration of a line,” and it is also, I think, a “partial reconstruction of
6 Mar., 1894. “ie ™}4way of an existing line." The section docs nof'say “ existing roadway” hut “ existing line” ; and it seems to mo 

clear that the line may still be the same line even if a portion of the roadway is taken over new ground.
In this case the deviation is merely for the facilitating of traffic. No question of policy of turning aside from ono 

centre of population or producing district, and opening up another, is involved. The tract of country concerned is, I 
believe, barren, mountainous, unpopulated, and unproductive.

The question is one of gradients, distances, and cuncs—not of launching out into a new Sine, but solely of improving 
and shortening an old one. “

I assume, of course, that it “ appears to the Coiutnissioneis that this work is ‘necessary' (which docs not mean 
absolutely indispensable, but only that it will necessarily and materially promote the end in mow) for the purpose of 
maintaining_(wliii;h again includes the meaning of‘promoting,’ ‘facilitating’) the traffic on an existing line,” Unless 
they entertain this opinion, the work cannot be done at ail.

Ibis answers the question put to me, hut I should like to add, that a difficulty appears to me to arise from the fact 
that some laud will apparently have to be resumed.

^Section 19 of the Public Works Act says, that the Governor may direct land to he acquired for “ any authorised 
work, and work which may he done under the Jlaihvajs Act is not (it appears to me after careful consideration) 

authorised work 1 under the Public Works Act. However, after the moiioy has been voted, it will be easy to bring in a 
short Rill declaring the work “an authorised work” and appointing the Railway Commissioners the Constructing 
Authorities. I’lns is only what would have to be done, and is always done, when a work has been reported upon favourably 
by the Public Works Committee. J

Of course, this work could- be submitted to the Public Works Committee, but my opinion, as above, is, that it is not 
at all necessary to do so. CHAS. ft. HEYDON,—28/12/93.

lo sum up Mr. Hcydon’s opinion, it was that ho did not think the work need necessarily be referred to 
this Committee ; but, on the matter being submitted to the Cabinet in January of this year, it was decided 
that the question should be so referred ; and, in this connection, I am desired hy Mr. Secretary Lyne to 
express his opinion, that all works of the kind should be brought before the Public Works Committee, in 
accordance with the Public "Works Act. Mr. Lyne thinks that, although the carrying out of such works 
might be, technically, in accord with the provisions of the Pailways Act, yet it is entirely opposed to fho 
spirit of Legislation, as embodied in the Public Works Act, which lays it down very clearly that no public 
work, estimated to cost more than the sum of £20,000, shall be undertaken except after being reported 
on by this Committee and subsequently sanctioned by Parliament. Mr. Lyne considers that it was never 
for one moment contemplated by the Legislature that, while a Minister, who is directly responsible 
iq Parliament should be required to submit public works proposals of any magnitude, to the criticism 
°*i- a Gentlemen, who are not directly responsible to Parliament, should be
relieved from this necessity. Mr. Lyne wishes me to take this opportunity to express his opinion 
on the matter, as this is the first occasion that a reference has been made to the Committee of a 
ivork connected with lines already opened, and under the management of the Commissioners ; and he 
trusts that a precedent is now laid down which will be invariably followed in future. To come back 
again to the specific object of this inquiry, I may point out that the various proposals which have been 
submitted all have the object, in the first place, of cutting out Ihe Zigzag and, secondly, the grade of 1 in 
33 ascending to the Clarence tunnel. They all start at bottom points of the Zigzag, and they join the 
main line at approximately the same point, about the crossing of Dargnn’s Creek. The original lino 
between these two points is 5 miles 40 chains in length including portions of Zigzag wings ivorked over ; 
tho ruling grade westerly, towards Bathurst, 1 in 33; and the ruling grade towards Sydney, 1 in Ilk 
Ihe first proposal, which may be called the No. 1 or “ purple" route, is that proposed by the Kailway 
Commissioners. It has a length of 2 miles 132 chains to middle of bottom wing, and, therefore, 
shows_ a considerable shortening as compared with the present line. The grade in the long tunnel 
is 1 m 50, and the cost, as estimated by Mr. b’oxlee, is £225,000, which includes two “lines of 
permauent way, with 80-lb rails, and a length of 2,893 lineal yards of tunnelling, or nearly If miles, of 
winch 2,810 yards are in one length. Two ventilating shafts are proposed, 12 feet in diameter. Proposal 
Lo. 2, or the “red ’ route, and which may be called “the spiral scheme,” was suggested bv this 
Department. In tins case the length would be about the same as that of the existing line, no 
saving in that way being effected. The tunnelling is divided into three separate tunnels of the following 
lengths, viz.,- tunnel No 1, 474 yards, No. 2,257 yards, and No. 3, 977 yards. “The grade through tunnels 

j 13 tunnel No. 3, 1 in 77, but without material additional expense
could be made 1 in GO. This proposal alone, does not touch the 1 in 33 grade ascending to the Clarence 
tunnel, but this could be easily cut out at a small expense by the method shown on, the plan. The 
estimated cost of this proposal, exclusive of permanent way, is £108,000, exclusive of the deviation 
to cut out the 1 in 33 grade ascending to the Clarence tunnel, the cost of which is estimated at £19 000, 
IhiR would make the total estimated coat £127,000. Proposal No. 3, which may be called the “green1* 
route, and which is the one adopted by the Department, has a length of 4 miles GO chains. The mime grade 
is 1 in GO, and includes a total length of about 1 mile of tunnelling, cut up into seven different tunnels, 
of a total length of about 1 mile, the longest being fGSj'ards. The estimated cost, exclusive of permanent

*^,(J 10, -^ie fira(le could be made 1 in 90, but the estimated cost would be then increased to 
£200,000, The proposal thus placed before you is, to a certain extent tentative, because examinations of 
the country are still being made, which may result m a modified proposal eventually being adopted ; and 
to further explain this. I may mention that, on the 2nd instant, the Minister received the foliownnr letter 
from the Bailway Commissioners:— ■ °

Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, : iuarcii, i&y-hThe Mon. W. ,T. lyne, M.P., Minister for Public Works,—
, ,, Referring to the conversation the Chief Commissioner had with you yesterday in regard to the proposals for cuttinc 

out the Ritligow Zigzag, as intimated, another scheme which has special features of advantage in connection with it has for 
some weeks been under examination hy the officers of the Department; hut owing to the gieat natural difficulties of nettinir 
o\er the country (the surveyors having to cut their way through the very dense bush), the plans are not in such a forward 
stote as would enable us to say that the proposal is one that we can submit to the Public Works Committee for considers- 
tiou, but from what can be seen of it, it will work out satisfactorily.
.. BhO“ld. therefore, he glad if it could be arranged for the Public Works Committee to postpone their investiga
tion of the subject for a few weeks, until the proposal is further advanced. - b

E. M. G. EDDY,
Chief Commissioner. 

W. M. PR HON,
Commissioner. 

CHARLES OLIVER,
Commissioner.

And
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And thereon, the. Minister made the following minute:— ^arlMT£>
Tlio route suggested liy the Railway Commissioners was, I think, examined in 1SSG at the suggestion of Mr. Taigett, 

and then—for what reason I do not know—not adopted. The Public Works Committee might commence thejr invest)- 
gation without delay, and if the Commissioners desire to submit another scheme—it unn be taken later on in the inquiry.— 'J Iar'i “Jd 
W.J.L., 3/3, !M. ■
In pursuance, therefore, of the determination of Mr. vSecretary Lyne, I now have the honour to bring the 
proposal of the Department before the Commiliee, which may be denominated, as I. have previously said 
ns the No. 3 or “ green ” route. 1 have only just touched upon the necessity for carrying out the proposed 
deviation because it will bo the function of the Railway Commissioners to satisfy you on this point. I 
also hand in the Commissioners’ original letter, on which the scheme was brought forward {Vide Appendix-), 
a copy of Mr. Deane's report in regard to the cost of that particular portion of the existing tine {Vide 
Appendix)., and a small sketch plan which may be convenient for lithographing {Vide Appendix). ’With 
regard to the quantity of land likely to be resumed I may say that No. 1 route goes through 103 chains 
of private land, and the No. 2 route through 41 chains of private land, and the No. '3 route through 
15G chains of private land. On the first of the three routes we shall require 58 chains of Crown land 
exclusive of railway reserves, on the No. 2 route uo Crown laud, and on the No. 3 route 1G5 chains 
of Crown Land. I have no estimate of the value of the land referred to, but it would be a very smail 
item.
2. The Committee are to understand that the proposal put forward hy the Commissioners is the one that 
they intended to havo carried out had not this work been sent on to the Committee ? All I can say is 
that the No. 1 scheme was the route they suggested in the report handed in, but tbey have since given an 
intimation that another route may be found.
3. Having passed the matter over to the Construction Branch with the recommendation of what they con
sider to be the best scheme for doing away with the Zig/.ag, how can they now bring forward an alternative 
scheme. Does not. the duty of discovering alternative schemes devolve! upon the Construction Branch ? 
The Construction Branch would, undoubtedly, have to bring forward any alternative scheme.
4. Wc may now look upon any further project from the Railway Commissioners as somewhat of a rival
to the proposal of the Construction Branch P I should not put it in that way, because I am sure 
that if the Commissioners found a better line, the Minister would be prepared to recommend its adoption. 
At present wc do not know that there is such a hue. _ _
t5. Did the Commissioners in the first instance consult the Constructing Branch as to whether, in their 
opinion, they were adopting the host route ? I think not. 1 imagine that at that time they supposed 
thn1' they would have to carry out the work themselves, as they carried out the Lapstone tunnel.
G. They did not avail themselves of any knowledge which the Construction Branch might have had as to a 
better route ? I believe that Mr. Deane has been in communication with the Commissioners for some 
time past; but I am not in a position to say whether they actually consulted him before they propounded 
the scheme. Mr. Deane himself will be able to give you information on that point.
7. You propose to leave it to the Commissioners, or their representatives, to give evidence as to the neces
sity of this work from a commercial point of view ? Quito so. It is not like a new railway, the recom
mendation of which we should have to justify ourselves. This proposal has been brought forward at the 
request of the Commissioners, who will put before the Commit Leo the commercial reasons for suggesting 
an alternative lino. ,
8. Has there been any official communication between your Department and the people of Hartley, with 
regard to another deviation ? I believe that there have been such communications, hut I do not think 
they were in writing. I know that Mr, Rock has seen Mr. Deane in connection with his scheme,which is 
shown very roughly on the plan which I have before me.
ft. Have you had any official communication with Mr. Rock, or from the people of Hartley ? T am not 
aware of any, except verbal communications. _ _
10, Is there any reference to tbe mat,ter in the ^iTcis 7 No; because we are not bringing Mr. Rocks 
scheme before the Committee. His line would go from Mount Victoria to Hartley Vale, and the lengih

■ of it would he about 14 miles. _
11. Has Mr. Gipps1 project, the details of which were laid upon the table of the House some time since, 
to rim a line of railway up the Cox Valley, come before your Department officially in any way ? Yes; 
but I have not brought auy of tho papers connected with that proposal.
]2. Mr. Gipps’ scheme was to avoid crossing the mountains by taking the railway from Blacktown to 
Blayney along the Cox Valley ? Yes; and Mr. Price, an officer of our Department, was instructed to 
report upon the scheme. His report was laid upon the table of the House on the 5th November, 1890. 
In it he save—

As tho result of my investigations I nave arrixed at the following conclusions :—
(1 ) Tlmt it is necessary to take steps to relieve the congestion of ti'afiie on the Mountain section of the Western Line. 
(2.) That the Blaektown-Blayney Line would not divert a sutiicient proportion of the traffic to give permanent relief, 

or tho saving in working expenses and wayside traffic be sufficient to justify its construction.
(3.) That the traffic-producing districts opened up hy the Blaoktown-lllaynoy Line could he more economically served 

hy branches from the main line.
(4.) That the line from Richmond to Eskbank would divert fully half the traffic of the whole Western system, and 

therefore its point of connection is geographically correct.
(0). That the ruling grade of the Riehmond-Eskljunk Line would be so little superior to that of the present line that 

the consequent working expenses would be a little reduced. _ _
(G.) That the saving in xvorking expenses on tho Richmond-EskbanU Line, together with tho wayside traffic, would 

not pay interest on its cost of construction. _
’ (7.) That )t would bo more economical, and better serve the interests of the country, to duplicate the present track

and construct branches than to make either the Blacktown-Blaynoy or Richmond-Eskbank alternative line.
(S.) That the construction of a branch from Liverpool to Mulgoa, and from Perth to Rocklcy is well worthy of 

consideration. _
{9.) That the extension of tho Richmond Line into the Kurrajong would eventually pay interest on the cost of the 

construction of a cheap railway, and, therefore, no permanent concessions should be granted to any private 
company.

13. Afr. iVci'b/.] Have you any particulars with you as to the grades on the line between Mount Victoria 
and Glenbrook j? No ; but if you wiSh for the information 1 will ask Mr. Deane to have a table prepared 
showing fho grades all along the lino, . .
] 4. I understand that the “ green ” route—No. 3—possesses the best grade, and, roughly speaking, eontams 
about the same lengih of tunnelling as the red” route? Yes.

15.
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J.Barling, 15, The “red" route—No. 2—possesses a better grade thiin the No. 1 route? Yes, if you ineludc the 
^s9’ deviation.

-^nt* t'ie cheapest line of the three ? Yes.
ar, *17' The ComniisBioneTa’line—the No. 1 route—has tho worst grade, and would cost the most monej, 

besides being at a disadvantage in haviog a tunnel 12 miles long, whieh would be a longer tunnel than 
any we have in the Colony at the present time ? Yes; I do not think we have a longer tunnel than that.
18. But it is the shortest route? Yes.
19. The No. 2 route tomes next in length ? Yes, as regards new construction hut not as regards through 
distance.
20. And the No. 3—the official route—is the longest ? Yes, as regards new construction.
21. 1 suppose the lengths you have given are tho lengths that have to be constructed, apart from auy of 
the exisiiug lino that may be taken in ? Yes, quite so.
22. You propose to destroy the existing line by taking up the permanent way, and to abandon it? The 
Commissioners will be able to answer that question.
23. Have representations been made to the Department to the effect that if one of the proposed routes is 
adopted rather than another, claims for compensation will be made ? Yes; a claim has been made by 
Mr. Beynolds for a very large amount. The matter is referred to in the precis.
21, And if one of the routes is carried out in preference to the others, private owners will give their land 
free? I think there have been such offers as that.
25. Is tho fact disclosed in the statement which you have just handed in ? I am not sure; but the value 
of the land is really so small that it is hardly worth taking into consideration.
2G. I suppose the “ green ” route will be the best from a tourist’s point of view ? Do you mean as regards 
the scenery along it ?
27. Yes ? I cannot answer that question as I have not been over the ground.
28. Air, Hoskins ] On what grounds has the claim for compensation, to which you have referred, been 
made? I have not gone into tho matter ; but I suppose it is made on the ground that the railway will 
be taken away from the claimant’s property. The whole thing strikes me as very absurd.
29. Mr. Jlumpher]/.'] On the 25th January, Mr. Deane asked for a further survey ;—has that survey been 
made, and, if so, who made it? The survey in question wras made by Mr. Gumming and Mr. Kennedy.
30. Has any route been recommended as the result of that survey ? Yes; tho “ green ” route is the out
come of the survey to which you refer.
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The Committee further considered the proposed deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

Hugh MeLachlan, Esq,, Secretary to the Bailway Commissioners, sworn, and examined:—
H. 31. Chairman.'] Are you prepared to make a statement on behalf of the Bail way Commissioners giving 

MeLachlan, their reasons for proposing this deviation? I may say in reference to this matter that the Chief 
Esq. Commissioner, a few days ago, had an interview with the Minister for Works concerning the deviation 

7 MoI^Tsoi ^ie outcome of which was the following letter;—
Office of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 2 March, 1S91. 

The Honorable W. J. Lyne, M.P., Minister for Public Works,—
Referring to the conversation the Chief Commissioner had with you yesterday in regard to the proposals for cutting 

out the Lithgow Zigzag, as intimated, another scheme which has special features of advantage in connection with it, has for 
some weeks been under examination by the officers of the Department; but owing to the great natural difficulties of 
getting over the country (the surveyors having to cut their way through tho very dense bush), the plans are not in such a 
forward state as would enable us to say that the proposal is one that wo can submit to tho Public Works Committee for 
consideration, bnt for what can be seen of it, it will work out satisfactorily.

We should, therefore, be glad if it could be arranged for the Public Works Committee to postpone tlieirinvestigation 
of the subject for a few weeks, until the proposal ia further advanced.

E. M. G. 1SDDY, Chief Commissioner. 
W. M. FEHON, Commissioner, 
CHARLES OLIVER, Commissioner.

That letter deals with the second proposal of the Commissioners. In regard to their first proposal they 
addressed a letter, which was practically the initiation of the matter in a definite form, to the Minister for 
Bailways, on the 24th November, 1893. It was a joint letter, signed by the three Commissioners.
32. That letter has been placed before us, and the Committee wish to know the commercial reasons for 
recommending the proposal? I was going to say that the Commissioners, in the last paragraph of tho 
letter I havo just read, asked the Minister for Works if be could arrange for the postponement of this 
inquiry for a few weeks.
33. We want to get back to tho starting pointwhat was the reason for bringing forward tho project iu 
the first instance? Unfortunately i am not in a position to give any evidence on that matter to-day, 
because the Commissioners anticipated that the inquiry would be postponed until their second scheme 
could be worked out, I have not consulted them, or had* any interview with them in regard to the inquiry.
34. Did not the Commissioners mature a certain scheme, known as No. 1, which was to cost £225,000, 
and every detail of which had been worked out;—that is the project which has come before us, and wc 
want to know why it was put forward ? The Commissioners now think that they have got a better scheme.

• 35.
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35. 13ut wo waufc to know why any deviation was suggested? The Commissioners recommend the 
deviation on two grounds—tho economical and the safe working o{ the line. Unfortunately, however, I
did not think the matter would be taken up to-day, and, therefore, I have not had an interview with the ^___ ^
Commissioners in regard to it. I presume that you would like to have their evidence, not mine ; but at 7 jjar-> 1894, 
present I cannot give you their views. _ _ _
30. Are the Commissioners away now ? The Chief Commissioner is, and I think this is a matter upon 
which all the Commissioners would like to confer.
37. Are wc then to understand from you, tho mouthpiece of the Commissioners, that, although they were 
prepared to go on with a certain project, they had really decided upon it without holding any consultation 
at all amongst tliemselvcs? .Not at all; because they made a minute which contains their reasons for 
recommending il; but they now think that they can, if a slight delay is granted, obtain a better route, 
which will save perhaps £50,000 or £00,000.
38. Will you read their first letter? Yes; it is as follows:—

Oflicc of tlio Railway Commissioners of New South Wales, Sydney, 24 November, 1803.
To tlio Hon. John See, M.P., Minister for Railways,—

H.
MeLachlan,

Esq.

Liikgov) Zigzag,
Ever since we have been in office the great disadvantage of passing traffic over what is known as the Lithgow 

Zigsag, on the western side of the Blue Mountains, has been continuously before us, as well as the continual risk in the 
working, consequent on trains loaded witli passengers having to he propelled, both up and down, over the intermediate 
section of the Zigzag. .

The cutting out of the Lapstone Hill Zigzag, on the eastern side of the Blue Mountains, has so greatly facilitated 
the working that we feel that we are justified in asking the Government, when dealing with the question of expenditure in 
connection with public works, to consider tho expediency of providing sufficient money to carry out an alteration of the line 
to permit of the Lithgow Zigzag—which is a great obstruction to the working of the traffic on the western side of the 
mountains—being avoided. The work would in all ways be beneficial, and more than return interest on tho capital 
expended. _ , . . ,

Various schemes for effecting tiiis object have been under our consideration for a considerable tune past,^ but the 
cheapest and best plan which we have had before us is one for leaving the existing line at a point near Hargan's Creek, 
about 8G miles 48 chains, and proceeding hy a routo through cutting and tunnel north of the existing main lino to the 
bottom points of the Zigiag, where the existing double line of railway would be connected with. This Line would be 
2 miles and 33 chains in length, 1 mile 52 chains being in tunnel. It is proposed the line shall be a double one, because of 
the difficulty of properly ventilating so long a tunnel if only a single line is constructed. The gradient through the tunnel 
would bo a continuous ascending one, from the bottom points to Dargau’s Creek, of about l in 50, tho existing line being 
on varying grades of l in 33 and 1 in 42. The 1 iu 33 grade is against trains going to the w'est, and extends from Hargan s 
Creek to Clarence Siding, a distance of 1 mile 32 chains, and is a groat obstruction to the whole of tho traffic going from 
Sydney to the west. This would be entirely got rid of by the proposal, and thus materially assist the working of the
western-going traffic. 1 n i.n nnn

The estimated cost of the whole work is about £225,000, which, at 4 per cent., would be an annual cost of £9,000 ; 
but it is estimated that, in addition to the great facility to the working and the avoidance of the continual risk winch now 
takes place, tho expenses would be reduced by about £10,000 per annum, so that, as a commercial investment, tho money 
would be well spent. . . , , 1- r

It may be pointed out that nearly the whole of the money would be expended in labour, os, with the exception of 
the rails and machinery required for the work, the whole expenditure would be for excavation and construction. _

There are several other smaller grades 011 different parts of the line, and also some curves on the Blue Mountains, 
the cutting out of which would greatly facilitate the working, and we would he glad if the Government could ^see their 
way to obtain a vote from Parliament for the sum (including the £225,000 previously mentioned) of £230,000 011 
account of tho grades and curves.

The construction of the tunnel -would occupy from eighteen months to two years, and therefore the expenditure of 
the £230,000 would he spread over a period of quite two years.

Attached hereto is sketch plan showing the routo of the existing line and of the proposed line.
E. M. G. EDDY, Chief Commissioner.
W. M. FEHON, Commissioner.
C. OLIVER, Commissioner.

39. Wo understand from that letter that tlio Commissioners came to tho conclusion upon the reports of 
their officers, and also as the result of their own observation, that it would bo desirable, on tho ground of 
safe and economical working, to do away with the Lithgow Zigzag if possible ? Yes
40. With that object in view, they instructed their engineers to prepare plans of suitable routes ? Yes.
41. Several were submitted, but eventually they decided to adopt what is known as the No. 1 route, at a 
cost of £225,000? They recommended tlmt route three or four mouths ago as tho best before them at 
tho time; but since then what seems a better scheme has been brought under their notice, the details of 
which are not quite complete, although it seems to have advantages over the first scheme, and they would, 
therefore, like to put it before you. A few weeks' delay does not seem to them to be a very great matter.
42. As a matter of fact, were not the Commissioners prepared to carry out this project when the Cabinet 
stepped in and decided that the work should be carried out by the Construction Department ? I could 
not say anything as to that.
43. In the minute whieh you have just read the Commissioners say that they are prepared to carry out 
the work? They would recommend it, but I do not know who would carry it out.
44. As a matter of fact, are you not aware that it has been decided by the Cabinet that the Construction 
Department arc to carry out this work ? No ; I do not know what has been done.
45. Is it not a fact that the Works Department havo requested the Commissioners to hand over all plans, 
sections, &c., in connection with this proposal to the Construction Branch? That request has not been 
made to my knowledge. 1 know nothing of the details of this matter, because I did not anticipate^any 
examination, and I havo not spoken to the Commissioners iu regard to the evidence they wish me to give. 
4G. Have you been on leave lately ? Yes; for three weeks.
47. Therefore, you are not acquainted with the details of this matter ? That may account for my not
having seen some of the letters going through. _ _ ,
48. Is there no record in your office of the Commissioners having been informed by the Construction 
Branch that they are to carry out the work, and, therefore, that all plans, &c., in thoir possession must 
pass over to the Construction Branch ? I havo not soon any such letter; but, of course, if a request were 
made, it would go before the Commissioners officially.
40. Hay 1 direct your attention to tho precis of tho case put before us by the Under Secretaryafter 
reciting the minute to which you have just referred, and in which tho Commissioners inform the Colonial 
Treasurer of the desirability of cutting out the Zigzag, Mr. Barling goes on to say,—

Tlio Minister for Railways referred tho matter for the advice of the Attorney-General as to whether the work could 
be carried oat without reference to the Rulffic Works Committee, On the 28th of December the Honorable C. G. Hcydon

submitted
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McL^iilan rIHl llc 1‘'aJ eomo t0 t]sQ conclusion tiiat the work need not necessarily be referred to
Em ? ,n?i.COo'?l?cc 0n 1 Work3' awl for this °Pmion he eave W* reason, at length. Hie matter
_ , Wnrto n mC^ 011 ^a.n'l!UTj 1S9-J, and it was then decided that the matter should be referred to tiie Public

t 'Zr^iooi rrdtw K.r ^ S0°t ;l3 ^011™V,cllt- necessary resolution was accordingly, i]i pursuance of this decision, sub-
7 Mar, 1894, y ■ Secretary Lyne to 1 arbament on the ‘25th January, and duly passed. In the meantimethe sum of £250,000

that fL 5la,?mS on,the L,,an Kstimates. Jn a minute of the 8th of January, 1894, the Minister stated
h mhnd 1‘!eLd tJ’e wot;k 6hou,d carried out hy this Department, and be directed that the Railway Com- 

thnv K^0+U i e.4ris^c^ to forward for the use of the hhigineer-hi’Chief for Railway Construction, the plans ami sections 
for Railways on the satne^at^011 ^ie mat^or' & letter to this effect was accordingly addressed to the Commissioners

^ou blow nothing about that? I do not recollect anything about it. The Commissioners made no 
claim to carry out the work themselves.

+i °n ^tle January the Railway Commissioners forwarded, in compliance with the rennest which has been made
to toem, plans, sections, kc in connection with the scheme which they proposed. They also forwarded a report from 
i-o-o- ono0e’ a?C0.mP;l,}yillStllc ldans’ &o., in which he stated that the estimated cost of the deviation proposed hy him was 

’ i ’ ox?''l,slve,<)i a>‘d fencing. That the length of the proposed deviation was about 2 miles 58 chains, the ruling 
grade l m oil, and the sharpest curve 12 chains radius. The tunnel would have a leugth of about 2,840 yards. Iu 

Si-‘ e1Pia"f’ithLCo^1!!i,GSIODOrswrotethefoIli)'l'inSllliHute: I15® scheme is one that has been devised and
w ti .. Foxl®eJ f]1® Commissioners think that he should he associated with Mr. Deane in the carrying

..’stY- yeSar<1 this, Mr. Secretary Lyne minutes the papers as follows : “Divided authority in such a
matter as this would not do at all, and there is certainly some error regarding the ‘complete devising and working out of 

i ■ Y ^r', *oxlee‘ 1 have "o doubt that Mr. Deane will consult Mr. T?oxlce, if he considers ft desirable, upon auy
special point that may present itself to him.” > r J
^*i^S ^ I,a!hfe,r st;i'a'nge that you arc not aware of the facts which are mentioned there ? I was not
m the Colony at the time, and I have not familiarised myself with the case.
01. Jn the absence of the Chief Commissioner, have you communicated with his colleagues in regard to
this maitcr I mentioned to them that I had a letter from the Public Works Committee, asking me to 
go before them, and they referred me to the letter which had been sent to the Minister on the 2nd 
roTi’ ^s. £ t*le in<luiry should be postponed, which seems to them such a reasonable request.
02. That is not the pointthe Commissioners decided upon a certain work, and, presumably, had it not
uPIY6 t>eto,re tl“ls Committee, they would have gone on with it before now? No; they simply say that, 
it the work was to be carried out, they would like Mr. Foxlee to be associated with Mr.'Deane in carrying 
it out. J °

are to understand that, owing to the absence of the Chief Commissioner, his colleagues have 
thatat all ^°U ^ ^ are not :'n a position, to give any further information ? I did not say

rr' m£U ua ^afc if011 are noi; in a position to give any information on tho matter ? Tes.
ou. Then what does your answer amount to ? It is simply this, that the Commissioners thought that tho
Jr.,'<lulAr7 wold(i be postponed, and the Chief Commissioner went away with that belief.
5b. Are you not in a position to give the reasons of the Commissioners for proposing a deviation, irre- 
spectiye of what route may be chospu ? No ; I am not, at the present time.
o7. Did they come to their conclusion from the reports furnished to them by their Traffic Manager, their 
Docomotive Superintendent, or by whom ? I can only repeat that, anticipating that tho reasonable 
request or the Commissioners for the postponement of the inquiry would be complied with, I have not 
gone into the matter at all. .
5S, Does not what I have read to you from the precis prove that this matter has gone out of the hands of 
the Commissioners into the hands of the Public Works Department; tlmt being so, what have the Com
missioners to do with it, except to explain their reasons for suggesting the deviation ? If the matter is 
entirely out ot the hands of the Commissioners, why should they be called upon to give evidence in regard 
to it J he hrst scheme that was put before them was to cost over £300,000, but with that they were not 
satisfied, and said, 1 Make it less.” The cost was then brought down to £225,000, and now they think 
that it can be brought still lower. I should think it would be the object of the Committee to assist the 
Commissioners m getting a cheaper route. "
50. It is not for you Mr. BIcLachlan, to advise the Committee. As a matter of fact, you say the first
proposal put before the Committee was to cost over £300,000? Tes.
60. Did they at that time make any definite proposals to the Minister for Kailways ? No.
bl. it was not until they brought the cost down to £225,000, and had had all the details of the scheme
i\ orked out that (vufe minute) they put it before the Minister ? Tes.
02. lou cannot tell us whether, at that time, they intended to carry out the work themselves? No- I 
cannot. ■ ' 1
63. You stated that owing to the absence of the Chief Commissioner, neither his colleagues nor yourself 
are quite ready to place the facts of this proposal before us ? I did not say that. What I said was that 

ic ommissioners had sent a memo, to the Public Works Department asking for the postponement of 
ie inquiry, and, anticipating that their request would have been complied with, I have not come prepared 

with any evidence.
Certainly8,3 a mattcr ^acfc’ ^ou were summoned to give evidence on this matter, in spite of the memo. ?

65. Was that not sufficient notice that the whole matter would he gone into ? Not under the civcum- 
stances because the Commissioners considered that the position is to some extent altered by information 
which has been placed before you since, I think, the date of your letter.

. t does not matter what route the proposed deviation is to take—whether you take tho trains up in a 
a oon, or go down to the very centre of gravity—there must be reasons necessitating a deviation, and 

these reasons yon are not in a position to give us ? No.
67, Do I understand that when the Chief Commissioner returns you will, after consultation with him, 
be m a position to give us the reasons for the proposed deviation ? Tes. I do not say the Chief 
Commissioner necessarily p but this is an important matter, upon which all three Commissioners would 
i]ko to conter berore directing me to give evidence.
ro' m11 ,th,e (II'ie,f Commissioner be back ? He will be back early next week.
b9. Will he not be back on Friday ? I am not certain. I do not think that he will bo back until
oaturday or Monday,
/ O. If we postpone your evidence until Wednesday next, an opportunity will be presented to the Com
missioners of conferring together, and you may obtain the result of their deliberations ? I think so; the

Commissioners
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Commissioners wish to put pretty complete evidence before you, and they intend to ask you to call leading 
officers who have gone into the matter from the locomotive point of view, from the^ traffic point of view, 
and from the engineering point of view. 1 think that the evidence which tho Commissioners are prepared 
to put before you will he very f nil. _ ...
71. Mr. Hoskins."] 1 wish to ask yon if, when, you are next examined, you will, if possible, furnish us 
with information in reply to the following questions :—What number of accidents have taken place at 
the Zigzag since the line was opened to traffic: what number of persons were injured therein ; what was 
tho nature of the injuries (o individuals caused by the same; and the amount of compensation paid by 
the Government in each case; what was the damage caused to the rolling-stock by each accident, and 
what expense was incurred in repairing damages ? 5Tos ; j will do so. ,
72-3. Mr. Humphery.] 1 should like some additional information in regard to the Lapstone Zigzag the 
cost of the deviation, including everything, and the saving effected by the Department iu working the 
line during the year 1893.

H.
MeLachlan,

Esq.

7 Mar., 1894.

Henry Deane, Esq., M.T.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public
Works, sworn, and examined :—

74. Gfiniraian.] How long have you been connected with the Department? A little over fourteen years.
75. You were not engaged upon any portion of the Groat Western line over the mountains ? Ho.
70. It was all constructed before you joined the Department ? Tes. _ f __ ,
7 7. You are familiar with all tho various projects that have been put forward for tlio purpose of avoiding y i is9i.
the Zigzag ? Yes; and I have been over the country myself with the surveyors, and have examined it 
carefully. _ ....
78. You furnislied a statement to the Miuisiier for Works showing the actual cost of the existing line
from Dargan’s Creek to the lower points of the Lithgow Zigzag? Yes. _
79. You also made an estimate of what it would havo cost to construct a tunnel somewhat similar to that 
suggested hy the Commissioners in their scheme for a single line, and also for a double line ? i cs.
80. I think you estimated that at the prices then ruling, a tunnel lor a single line would cost £321,862,
and for a double line, £445,053 ? Yes ; I believe those are the figures. _
SI. Are there no records in your office to show whether the desirability of making a long tunnel inslcad 
of constructing tho Zigzag was ever considered? No; I think not. There is nothing earlier than hlr.
Targett’s first proposal. I understand—but I only speak from hearsay, because I was not in the Depart
ment at the time—that a tunnel was not contemplated in those days, because it was considered impractic* 
able, and would have taken too long to make.
82. They had very much lers efficient means of making tunnels in those days than they have at the
present time ? Yes. , _
83. We understand that there is a grade of 1 in 33 between Dargau’s Creek and Clarence Siding ? Yes.
84. Was it because of tho expense of constructing tunnels in those days that they left that severe grade?
I expect it was that they thought that as there was a 1 in 33 grade on this side of the mountains, a 
similar grade there did not matter. _
85. That grade could have been got rid of by making tho Clarence tunnel longer ? No : by lengthening
the line before getting lo the tunnel. 1 have no doubt that they adopted the present line because it was 
the shortest. _ .
86. A precis has been furnished to the Committee hy tho Under Secretary showing the connection of tho
Department with these various proposals ; I understand that the first lino suggested by tho Department 
was one proposed by Mr. Burge, which left the existing line at about 91 miles, and wont in a more 
northerly direction than any of the lines shown on the plan? Yes. _
87. Another route was put forward, going in a very similar direction, but a few chains shorter ? Yes.
88. How long is it since the Commissioners proposal—the No. X route—was put before your Department? *
1 could not tell you the exact date. I think I got the plans just about the time, or a little before the 
time, when the matter was being brought before the Assembly. It is only very recently. _
89. Your action on receiving instructions, and examining the plans, was to say that the line could be 
improved, I presume ? Yes.
90. I understand that the first alternative proposal that suggested itself to you and your officers was 
what was known as tho No. 2 route? Yes; that is tho “spiral” route.
91. It leaves the existing line at tho top of tho Zigzag, and by a series of tunnels joins it again at the 
lower points? Yes.
92. There is also a deviation on ihe eastern side of Clarence tunnel to escape the 1 in 33 grade? Yes.
93. Since then you have had officers in the field surveying the No. 3 route ? Yes: I have had both the 
“ red ” and the ,[ green ” routes surveyed.
94 You put tho “green” route before the Committee as the one you prefer above both the others? Yes;
I prefer it, because it has belter grades and short tunnels. _ ^
95. Will you give us, concisely, your reasons for preferring the “spiral1’ route to the No. 1 route, and for 
preferring the No. 3 route to'both the No. 2 and tho No. 1 route? I do not make any comparison 
between route No. 1 and No. 2. Of courso, the No, 2 route has the advantage that it is the cheapest 
way of getting rid of the Zigzag; but I am not prepared to say that it is a better route than No, 1, 
except in that particular, and because the tunnels are shorter. Instead of there being a long tunnel of 
nearly If miles, as on the No. 1 route, you have three tunnels, the longest of which is a little over half- 
a-mile. The No. 2 route is put upon the plan more as a matter of history, to show the Committee tho 
various steps of the investigation ; but my attention has been turned particularly to the No. 3 route.
96. Will you give us a comparison of tho No. 3 and the No. 1 route. Tho Committee does not require 
you to discuss the policy of making a deviation, or to deal with the matter from a commercial point of 
view ? It is the custom in most countries to get an opinion from the engineer in such matters; but I 
am not in a position to give you such information, so that, should the Committee ask me for an opinion 
on the subject, I should be obliged to decline to give one. There is one little matter, however, to which 
I might refer, and it is a traffic consideration affecting the No. 3 route. That route is 2 miles longer than 
the No. 1 route, and will, therefore, be apparently more costly to work, because every train would have 
to go over 2 miles of line more than on the No. 1 routo ; but, in comparing tho two routes, it would bo

. unfair

H. Beano, 
Esq , 

M.I.O.E.
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unfair to dcbit against the No. 3 route the full cost of the train mile set down by the Commissioners— 
4s. 7^d. according to the last report of the Commissioners—because that includes central expenses, office 
expenses, management and so on, whereas no extra expense has to bo incurred on that score where it is a 

7 Mar,, 1894. mere question of lengthening the line by a couple of miles. The trains will merely hare to run two 
additional miles over easy gradients and under the best possible conditions. There will he no stations to 
stop at, so that it will he merely a question of adding an extra five or six minutes to the journey, and 
that cannot cost very much.*
97. In other words, you say that the No. 3 route should not be debited with twice 4s. 7ad. a mile for 
running expenses, but with a lesser amount, because there are no sidings, stations, or anything of that 
kind upon it? Yes. The trains would only have to run another 2 miles on fat grades. There would ho 
no extra station staff or central staff required for the working of these 2 miles, and if they were cut out 
the Commissioners would not receive less then than they receive now, nor wrould auy of tlio office staff, 
while there would be no fewrer station hands—porters, clerks, and so on—required. All that would 
happen would he that the locomotives would take five or six minutes more-to run from point to point, and 
you would have to estimate Ihe value of the services of the driver, firemen, and guard for that period.
98. lYould not a train do tlio distance in less time because of the grade being fatter? "Well, I am 
putting tho worst possible case. There is one charge, however, that will make a definite increase, and 
that is the maintenance of the permanent way. Mr. i’oxleo informed me that the cost of maintaining the 
permanent way between Penrith and Wallerawang was rather heavy, and I can understand that it is, 
because, with the heavy grades, the trains going down with the brakes on, drag the road about, and the

. climatic conditions may possibly be against the line. On the other hand a great deal of the road is old,
and some of the old ballast has never been renewed, and consequently the line hasfrequently to be picked 
up and repaired, IE a now line ivere made, tbe maintenance charges on it would be comparatively small. 
Then, on the No. .3 line, the ruling grade is 1 in 00, as compared with a ruling grade of 1 in 50 upon the 
No. 1 line. Now I think a tunnel on flic ruling grade is to be avoided, because tbe tendency is to load 
up the trains and give the locomotives as much as they can possibly drag behind them, and consequently, 
on the ruling grade, tunnel, or no tunnel, their power will be strained to the utmost, and there will then 
be the maximum consumption of coal, and the maximum products of combustion given out, which, happening 
iu a tunnel would tend to foul it very much. In most of the long tunnels in the world the grades arc 
easy, and where any trouble is caused by the smoke, ventilating apparatus of some kind or another has 
been adopted. \entilating shafts, however, have not proved very efficient, and I do not think they would 
he altogether a success in this ease. But it will be clear that, whatever difficulties might he caused by 
smoke, and the want of ventilation in a long tunnel on the ruling grade, such difficulties would not exist 
in a much shorter tunnel—a tunnel of less than half a mile in length, on agrade less than the ruling grade, 
namely 1 in 60.
99. Where does the 1 in 50 grade come in on any jmrtion of the old line ? One in 50 towards Sydney is 
practically the ruling grade between Eskbank and Sydney, because, although there is a 1 in 42 grade from 
.Eskbank, an additional engine is used to work it. Even if the long tunnel scheme were adopted, an 
additional engine—so I was informed by the Chief Commissioner—would still be used to help to got the 
load up the incliue. One in 50 is practically the ruling grade for a single engine.
100. A second engine would ho used on the lower Zigzag in any of the projects ? Yes ; unless tho load 
were regulated for a I in 42 grade. Another possible difficulty in connection with a long tunnel is the 
sreasmess of the rails—that condition of the rails when they are neither thoroughly wet, nor quite dry. 
That would be against having ruling grade in the tunnel.
101. Can you tell ns the length of the 1 in 42 grade on the Lithgow side ? About 11 miles. It starts at 
about 93t miles. Another reason for preferring short tunnels is the lighter cost of the work, and the 
less time it would take to complete it. The probability is that a long tunnel like that on the No. 1 route

* would take a year louger to construct than the tunnels on tho No. 3 route, tbe earthworks included. In 
fact, the whole line would probably take a year longer. That, of course, would mean, if a saving of 
£10,000 a year is to be effected by doing away with the Zigzag, that £10,000 would be lost—that £10,000 
which would be saved if the No. 3 route were carried out, ivould not bo saved if the No. 1 route were 
carried out. I went into a calculation as to the time it would take to make these tunnels, and I found 
that at the Otford tunnel, which is a long tunnel for a single line, the progress of the heading was about 
1-r chains per month at each face, so that it is very easy to calculate how long the work would take in 
this case. After the heading has been done the general section of the tunnel has to he broken down, and 
then there is the lining to do. The Otford tunnel took over three years to construct, but there was some 
delay in connection with the supplying of the bricks.
102. What is the length of the Otford tunnel ? It is nearly a mile long.
103. What is the length of the longest tunnel on the No. 3 route ? Seven hundred and sixty-eight yards. 
In making a comparison between route No. 3 and route No. 1,1 should have to criticise route No. 1 to 
some extent, and that I do not think it would bo fair to do. I think the No. 1 proposal has been worked 
out in a proper manner, and is a very good lino as far as it goes. The only objection I have to it is tho 
formation that it is laid to. It starts on a 1 in 42 grade, which I think is a pity. Tho 1 in 42 grade at 
present terminates at the points, but in the No. 1 proposal it is carried on through the short tunnel up 
to the face of the long tunnel. That might very well be obviated, but at an increased cost. If I had 
been laying out the line I should have started the 1 in 50 grade for the top of the grade at the lower 
points, or I should have continued the I in 66 grade that is shown on the plan.
104. But there is no 1 in 66 grade on the lower points now ? Not below the lower points; but there is 
a grade^ of 1 in 66 on the tongue of line which is common to the two lines. In tho Commissioners1 
scheme it is proposed to raise that 1 in 66 and continue the 1 in 42 up from the points. It is not 
possible to show that on tho wall, however. According to their scheme, the 1 in 66 will be done away with.
105. It will be made 1 in 42, so as to tally with the grade at the commencement of the tunnel ? Yes.
106. How far does it continue into the tunnel ? Eight through the short tunnel, up to the face of the 
big tunnel—14 chains.
107. Does that include a grade of 1 in 66 ? Yes; it is 14 chains from the lower points of tho Zigzau up
to the faco of tho big tunnel. b e i
108 That is where they begin the 1 in 50 grade ? Yes; at the face of tho big tunnel.
109. They carry that grade right through the long tunnel ? Yes.

* Note (ok revision) -.— Sec Wellington on Railway Location, 1888 edition, p, 207.

H. Deane, 
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M.I.O.E.
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110. There is also a down grade after getting through the long tunnel ? Tes ; it is 1 in /o. ’Esq!"0'
111. I understood you to say that the proposed ventilators would not act very well ? I doubt if they 
will be altogether satisfactory, and I would sooner have short tunnels. There are many long tunnels
which arc ventilated with shafts j but the ventilation is extremely unsatisfactory, and many engineers >j jjar., 1804. 
consider that the ventilating shafts are a mistake—that they cause a disturbance of the ventilation of the 
tunnel. T\That I am afraid of is that if you construct the long tunnel it may be necessary to use an 
engine to work a ventilating fan. _ , . , ,
112. Is there any other point in the No. 1 proposal which you think calls for criticism. 1 do not
think so. _ _ .. ... .
113. T. take it that you do not approve of a grade of 1 in 50 in the long tunnel where the rails are likely 
to be greasy and wet ? Tes ; 1 do not approve of the tunnel on the ruling grade if you can get anything 
better.
114. But tho long tunnel will not he on the ruling grade, because the ruling grade on the Lithgow side 
would be 1 in 42 ? , Tes; but 1 have already explained that it is customary to use an additional
engine there. _ .
115. You refer to the ruling grade for one engine? Tes. I think that some day or other, it one or
these schemes is carried out, the Commissioners will find it desirable to cut out that 1 in 42 grade 
separately, and, in that case, the tunnel would be actually on tho ruling grade. ... ,
116. Coming now to the route yon propose;—you tell us that it will be 2 miles longer than the
Commissioners’ route ? Tes. . . ,
117. And that the aggregate length of the seven tunnels on that route would be equal to the length ot 
the long tunnel on the Commissioners' route? No. Their total length would be 1,674 yards, or less
than a mile. ,
US. What would he tho length of the long tunnel ? Two thousand eight hundred and ninety-three yards.
110. Would there be any difficulty in ventilating the tunnels upon the No. 3 route?. I do not think 
they will want ventilating. The short tunnels will, of course clear themselves, and l think it will be an 
easy matter for the long tunnel, which is 4 chains short of half a mile, to clear itself. _
120. Lo I understand that on both routes provision is made for a double line of rails in the tunnels .
Yes. In the estimate which 1 gave Mr. Barling 1 did not include the cost of the permanent way, because 
it seemed to me a little doubtful whether that should be charged against the work. I can, however, give 
that information to the Committee now.
121. We will take the information later on. Does tbe Commissioners’ Hue run over an embankment or
through a cutting between Dargau s Creek and the long tunnel ? Xhero is a little bit of an embankment, 
but the rest is cutting. . r
122. Is the embankment and cutting to be wide enough for a double line r Tes.
123. Then all the works upon both routes are for a double line ? kes. ,
124. Lou havo not merely made the tunnels broad enough for two lines, but every portion of the work ■
upon both routes is for a double line? Tes. .
125. You were about to explain the reason why you did not charge the cost ol the permanent way in 
your estimate, although it is included in the estimate of the No. 1 route ? I left it to be added after
wards : but I can give it to the Committee now if it is required. .
126. What were your reasons for omitting it ? I did not quite think that it should .be charged to auy ot
tbe proposed routes, because, although we cannot take up tbe rails upon the existing hue and use them 
for the deviation, wo can, after putting down new rails upon the deviation, take up the rails upon the 
existing line, and credit the deviation with them, though something, of course, should be charged for the 
work of taking up the old line and laying down the new line. t
127. Will you, for the sake of comparison, give us the estimated cost of the No. 3 scheme, adding to it 
the cost of the permanent way which was omitted in the first instance, together with the estimated cost 
of tho No, 2 scheme, adding to it the cost of tho permanent way ? Tes. Mr. 1 oxlee^proposcd to use 
80-lb. rails upon the No. 1 route, and sandstone ballast, which he reckoned would cost 25s. 6d. per lineal
yard, or 51s. for a double line, making the total cost of the permanent way for the No. 1 route .
£11 668 16s Tho No. 2 route is a very short one, and tho permanent way on it would cost only
£6,507 12s., making its total cost £133,507 12s. The cost of the permanent, way on the No. 3 route
would be £21,318, which is a larger sum than the others which I have mentioned, because the hue will
be nearly twice as long, making the total cost £186,318. I do not know if you wish me to refer to the
cost of the modificatioa of the Ko. 3 routOj which would hare a grade of 1 in 90, because a grade or 1
in 60 would be more economical, and would, no doubt, be preferable.
128. Could you get a 1 in 00 grade all through ? The 1 in 90 grade would come out somewhere about 
tho middle of the 1 in 156, and from there it would practically ho level as far as Dargan s Creek,
129. What would bo the additional cost of that modification ? It was givcn.by Mr. Barlmg yesterday.
130. Would it increase the length of the line? By only 11 chains. I mentioned it because I thought i 
was just as well that the Under Secretary should include it in his statement. When the fine was first 
suggested to me hy the surveyor, and I told him to report upon it, he thought that he could get a 1 in 90 
grade all through, the cost of which would not be greater than the cost of the. Commissioners route. It 
seemed to me, however, that it would be more economical to adopt a grade of 1 iu 60 ; but for the pur
pose of comparison, and in order to prove the value of the suggestion, I had the cost of tho modification 
worked out. Without the permanent wav, I put it down as £200,000, and adding the permanent 
way,-it comes to £221,935. That does not differ materially from the estimated cost of the Commissioners
route—£225,000. . ^ ^ i • en
131. But the line would he a, little longer, and yon.would have a 1 m 90 grade as against the 1 m 5U 
grade ? Yes ; a grade over which you could run at a high rate of speed.
132. Would you have to increase the length of the tunnels to get the 1 in 90 grade ? Tes.
133. To what extent ? If I remember rightly the length of the funnels would he 1 mile 30 chains,
though the length of the longest tunnel would not be increased. . .
134. The length of some of the other tunnels would be increased ? Tes; and there would be an additional
tunnel at the summit. j. j o t a +
130. There are a number of viaducts across the water-way ;—how would they be constructed . i do not 
propose to make any viaducts; I intend to fill up the embankments.
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^ "With tbe spoil from the tunnels and onttings ? Yes. There will be nothine there worse than the
JH.I.C.E. ball^s uPo:n Hawkesbury line, wfhere at Deep Creek there is an embankment about 100 feet above the 
---------- creek, the outer side of which runs down to a salt marsh at a depth of about 150 feet.

7 Mar,, 1S94. 137. I suppose these creeks do not drain any very large area F No.
138. There is no clanger of a bank being washed away by tbe rush of water? No; and very little 
provision would have to be made for water. The peculiarity of the eastern ridges is that very often 
directly you get on to the top they begin to slope back so that practically there is no drain acre from 
the top. D

TSUMSDAY, 8 MARCH, 1894.
r
Jkmnt:—

JACOB GARKAKD, Esq. (Chaiuman).
The Hon. William Ueney Suttoe.
The Hon. .Tames Hoskins.
The Hon. Ebederick Thomas Humpiiert. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G-.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickext.

Charles Collins, Esq.

Thomas Thomson Ewing-, Esq. 
William Cjiandos Wall, Esq. 
William McCourt, Esq.
John Cash Neild, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

Henry Deane, Esq., M.T.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of 
Public Works, sworn, and further examined :—

H. Deane, 139. Chairman.'] You come prepared with a statement showing the various grades on the line from Penrith 
At^C F Hal’£an,s ^reek ? Yes ; I hand it in. [Vide Appendix'].

140. You also produce a section showing that it is possible to get a 1 in 90 grade on tbe No. 3 route ? 
S Mar ]S9t ^ es ! 1 referred to that route in my evidence yesterday, and the Under Secretary also referred to it.

’ ’ 141, A1 chough it is possible, you do not recommend it—you prefer the 1 in GO grade ? Yes, because it
would be more economical; but if I had to choose between the 1 in 90 grade and the Commissioners’ 
proposal, with the long tunnel, I should prefer tho 1 in 90 grade.
142. I may add that the total length of the tunnel on the 1 in 90 grade line ivould be 2,459 lineal yards.
143. There would be'more tunnelling on the No. 3 route with a grade of 1 in 90 than with a grade of 
1 in GO ? Yes. I mentioned that fact yesterday ; but I had not the exact particulars with me then.
144. Mr. O’StiRivan,] I understand that yon propose filling up the gullies between the hills through 
which you tunnel, instead of constructing bridges or viaducts? Yes.
145. Will there be auy danger of the culverts being carried away by floods ? None whatever. There 
will ho very little water to be provided for.
146. You will make due provision for carrying oS all water ? Yes.

' 147. Mr. Davies.] What will be the length of the No. 3 route ? There is a slight difference between
the comparative lengths and the lengths actually to be constructed. The comparative lengths of line 
for working are as follows :—Original line, 5 miles 36 chains; No. 1 route, 2 miles 50 chains; No. 2 
route, 5 miles 40 chains ; No. 3 route, with a grade of 1 in 60, 4 miles 55 chains, and, with a grade of 
1 in 90, 4 milcs'67 chains.
143. Chairman.] In a statement handed in by Mr. Barling the length of the existing line appears as 
Smiles 14 chains? J think I can explain how that occurs. The length of the existing line betiveen 
Dargan's Creek and the lower points of the Zigzag depends a little upon the way in which the ends of 
Zigzag are reckoned. Eor the purpose of this comparison I have taken the distance from a certain point 
at or near Dargan’s Creek to the middle of where the trains would stand on the upper points of the 
Zigzag, and to the middle of where the trains would stand on the lower points of the Zigzag, so in that 
way the length I have given you is exactly correct. .
149. Mr. Davies.] In your calculation of the cost of constructing tho deviation, have you taken into 
account the original cost of the 5 miles of existing line which will he abandoned? The cost of the 
original line was £167,000 odd.
150. What do you estimate the cost of the deviation yon suggest, including the tunnels? With a grade
of 1 in 60. £165,000, plus the cost of the permanent wav for two sets of rails. £21,318, or a total of 
£186,318. ' ‘ '
151. 1 presume that your estimates are based on prices paid for work of a similar character to that which 
is bein£ carried on at the present time ? Yes.
152. You are of opinion that the deviation could be carried out for a sum not exceeding the amount of 
your estimate ? Yes.
153. I presume that you have examined the No. 1 scheme, and that you have all the sections and plans 
in your office? Yes ; I have also been over the ground.
154. As an engineer, do you think the scheme as practicable as tho one yon propose ? It is quite 
practicable; but I do not like the long tunucl or the grade.
155. What is the difference in grade ? Tho grade on tho No. 1 route is 1 in 50, and on the No! 3 route 
1 in 60.
156. You entirely object to the tunnel, which will be 1£- mile in length ? Yes. _
157. Do you know if it is the practice in the old country now, when carrying out the construction or
deviation of railways, to do away with tunnels where it is possible to get another road ? I am not aware 
of that; hut I know of tunnels being made to shorten Hoes. .
158. Bnt not tunnels anything like so long as this tunnel? The big tunnels through the Alps—the 
Mont Conis and the St, Gfothard tunnel—you may take as attempts to shorten lines, and so also is the 
Severn tunnel.
159. Have you any idea of the length of the tunnels to which you refer? Tho Severn tunnel is about 
3|- miles long ; the Mont Cenis tunnel is about 8 miles; and the St. Gfothard, about 9£ miles.

160.
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160. I galliered from your evidence Tesfrrday that it was impossible to properly ventilate long tunnels ?
I referred to tunnels on the ruling grade. One in 50 would be the ruling grade on the iS o. 1 route and 
although the proposed tunnel is very much shorter than many of the long tunnels in the tior , am 
afraid it would be exceedingly difficult to ventilate it properly. c j a
101. Do you knowhow they effect the ventilation of the long tunnels to which you have referred.
Sometimes hy fans, sometimes by forcing in air. In the Mont Cenis tunnel they force m air, bn e 
system is not very satisfactory. The natural currents tlmt are produced under certain conditions ot the 
atmosphere seem to clear the tunnel better than anything else. _ , , , T
102. Have there been great complaints about these long tunnels ? I could not give you instances; but 1 
know from hearsay, and from the reports that reach me, that tho ventilation of some of the tunnels is very
unsatisfactory, even where they have ventilating shafts. , ., u
103. 1 think another objection you had to the proposed tunnel on the IS o 1 route was that the rails would 
he kept wet and greasy by the steam and smoke ? Yes ; and that would be particularly noticeable with 
a tunnel on the ruling grade, where tho locomotives were being forced to do their utmost. \V here a tunnel
was not on the ruling grade it would not have tho same effect. 0
164. Suppose the grade were 1 in 60, as it is on the No. 3 route, would the same objection apply P 
Grimsiness of the rails has tho effect of lessening the adhesion, and thus reduces the load which a loco
motive can draw behind it. On the ruling grade this is a very serious matter, because the engine is then 
strained to its utmost, but on a grade less than the ruling grade it is not of so much consequence, because
there is a margin to snare. , ,T „ , n c* i j j
1G5. What would be the length of the longest of tho seven tunnels on the No. 3 route ? Seven hundred
and sixty-eight lineal yards. _ _ .
16G. What is the character of the formation—is it sandstone . It is all sandstone. , „
167. Coming down to Dargan’s Creek the grade is very steep on the No. 3 route, is it not. A grade ot 
1 in fil is shown on the map, but it could easily be modified, and made a little natter.
163. That would give a ruling grade right through of 1 in 60 ? Yes.
169. Have you, in your calculation of capital cost, taken into account the value of tho rails and sleepers
on tho existing line which could be used elsewhere ? No; 1 have not. _ ,
170 Do you propose to use them in any way, or would they go back to tho Commissioners . 1 thin
that the cost of the deviation should be relieved of the value of the permanent way materials on the old

17L They would he credited to the Construction Department ? Some arrangement would have to be
made about that, it would depend which store account they were placed in , ,
J 72. What weight of rails do you propose to use on the No. 3 ronte? I have made provision tor an 
80-lb. rail, because I believe tbe Commissioners wanted it, and I have taken tbe prices given by Mr. ioxiee 
in his estimate of £225,000, so as to make the comparison of more value. , , .,
173. Is SO lb. to the yard the weight of rails generally used on the existing hue ? I believe that the,
rails on the existing line are 75 lb. to the yard. . ■ ,<r> u t i „ ™
174. Is it necessary to use a heavier rail on a grade of 1 m 60 than on a grade of] in 42 . I ha\e no
particular opinion to express on that subject. As ft rule, I prefer a heavy rail to a. light one I consider 
that the 714-lb rail winch wo have been using so much is a very satisfactory rail, and if I had been laying 
down this line I should have used it, but I sec no objection to adopting a heavier rail.
175. If an error, it would be on the right side? Yes. , _ „ „ T , vu
176. What is the difference in cost per ton between 71-Ib. rails and 80-lb. rails . I have no hgnres with
me, but the difference in cost would come to about £100 a mile. , . f
177. 1 suppose you propose to use the same kind of sleeper as you use now ? les ; onthat portion ot 
the line large sleepers arc used wherever the permanent way has been renewed, and 1 think it would be
desirable to use them hero—sleepers, 9 feet long hy 10 inches by 5.
178 Do you provide for the lining of the tunnel with brick ? No , I would line the tunnels with concrete 
at the side, and brick at tbe top, just as tbe Hawkesbury tunnels are lined. I think Mr. Foxlee proposes 
to use sandstone concrete all through; but I should prefer to have brick for the top. I have used bluestone 
concrete for single-line tunnels; but for double-line tunnels I think brick makes a more satisfactory arch.
179 Your estimate provides for the lining of all the tunnels ? Yes. „ ,
380. Mr. Hoskins.'] What is the length of that portion of the line between tho top .of the first incline on 
the Zigzag and the reversing station at tbe end of it ? Do you mean from the summit at Clarence tunnel 
down to the top points? That would be a little under 3 miles.
181. But the incline at the Zigzag does not commence near the Clarence tunnel. I am talking or tne 
descending gradient at the commencement of tho Zigzag ? The line falls all the way from Clarence 
Sidin" rmht through Clarence tunnel, with the exception of a short length of level track.
182 'What is the ien«tli of the second incline on the Zigzag ? Houghly, it is nearly a mile.
183. What is the length of the third incline ? That is about 14 mile from tho bottom points, down

184. Now will you tell mo what arc the grades on those inclines, and the length of each grade? The

IBS? On of the line is that ? Tho greater part of the upper portion of the line has a grade of
1 in 42. Roughly, there is about 1| mile of that grade. Then there is about y of a mile of 1 m 40, 
while the rest of the line is made up of two grades of about 1 in 66, and a small length of mrei.
186. Then tbe steepest grade on tho three inclines is 1 in 42 ? Asa matter of fact, it is 1 in 40.
187. That is only a very short length ? Yes; and of very little consequence, because the tram could rush

188 Having visited tbe locality a great number of times, and being an engineer of great experience, have 
you observed that there is any special risk attaching to tho working of the Zigzag beyond the usual risk 
attaching to the working of linos with steep grades and sharp curves ? I wish you would excuse me from 
answering any questions relating to the traffic. I have, no doubt that every precaution is taken to mini
mise the risk.' J do not think there have been many accidents there, if that is what you mean.
189. I hold in my band a return which you have handed in [Vide Appendix], giving a list of the grades 
steener than 1 in 60 between Tenrith and Dargan's Creek, and I find that there is 1 mile 62 chains of 1 
in 30 and 13 miles 2 chains of 1 in 33. Those are steeper grades than the steepest grade-on the digzag, 

’ and

11

H. Deane, 
Esq., 

M.I.O.E.

8 Mar., 1894.

* Note [on revision) In any case sandstone concrete is objectionable. 1 do not allow sandstone to be used myself.
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witli , ’f i an .c“smo1cr’ ^Ul1er JS any greater risk in working tke inclines at the Zigzag
T Ho nnfooo A 1 In t'f’k01'1 m o0’, tha7n ^ ™rkmg °ther inclines in a grade of I in 30 or 1 in 33 P No"

•---------- f,^0 °0t eon®lder tbat the so-called risk of the Zigzag is dne to the grades at all. Of course, perhaps
Mar., ISM. ft® 8rade the greater the risk, hut the safety of a train depends upon the strength of L’

te ’of 77 'f ma5te7 “ Up<?n a very s,teep inclice as wouid he upon a flat one. 
in .mod o H ’ +k a tr-am 13 fumished.’n'1th Westinghouse or other continuous brakes, and the brakes are 
worKn ™ J ■ Vs n0 the line between here and Bathurst than there is in
one thiL T sZnd ri anywlle™ ° 3°i? 1 kld UOt °XpeCt t0 be esam™cd upon this point; hut there is
that i-aiLVAo 7 llkt VY' jh6 Tlsk u th,e ZVdS 'S not a fluestion of Srade- H is due to the fact 
that trams ha\e to be backed, and especially that they have sometimes to he backed up a hill. 'When a
a hiU witlZZooZ-i,?0 dr.aw'bars are Etrained in their proper direction : but when it is being pushed up 
Yd Z 1h stoep £radeand shfrP curves> anotner sct « conditions come in. Where there is a curve,

s ^sr. ^ °* “■ ■tai "here ^ »“f™*'
™dV‘ Z Zie!aS they are cal, .lightly

192. But the long incline from Clarence tunnel down to the first points is pretty straight? No ■ it is
193 IghYaV:°U ^ Sir obj I0°klDS at the map- There are BharP h-chain curves there. ’
liltJ. Is that on the Zigzag itself ? Tea.
orY I7ind’ accordmg t0 the return yon have handed in, that there is ono incline of 1 in 33,1 mile and
twT8 lon,gv;_Can y°u f ? ^heh'161: ].ong lengths of steep gradients like that have sharper curves than
wYq i16 UppCr P"tl0a 0± thc ?l^ag? They have the curves usually adopted on the mountain
YY-8'hn curyes ar0 the sharpest there. In some cases these curves have been cut out; hut some still 
remain,
195. Are there any 8-chain curves on the Zigzag? I think I can show you that there are.
should wZlfr0 ^r3 !°r dl3pe.llsm? witb Zigzag is the steep gradients upon it, what advantage
penri anflh?°7m & 'T, T'fk’- aTee=nS that 1 leTe upwaTde o£ 13 miles of steeper gradients between 
Cn m , th? Zlg7ja,g ? j1 I,cau exP]ai11 that. The heavy gradient which is mentioned in the
BmY l l reP0Tt' and T'hich they specially desire to get rid of, is the 1 in 33 near the Clarence 
idat-foTm1),^01't0 fY '’Pthf 'ncinuk trams have frequently to be divided at Bell, the old Mount Wilson
mYeTYl l , W<>rbmS ?6 0ang ^ °f fr0m Emu Plail3S to Eatoomba, thc Commissioners

7 J gementsi and ,emPloy eitla hauling power. They make that portion of the line a 
special section, and run on from there. 1 ^ ^
tW ^ uae.f,x£ra Jocomotivc power where there are grades of 1 in 30 ami 1 in 33 ? Tes ; and then
iitY t X Wltl fk loC,°1m<!t,VO p°'Ver a-l71' us If 1 in 33 to which I have referred were
cut out, they would be able to run on to Eskbank, or even beyond that place. The 1 in 33 grade is so 
objectionable, because it is the only heavy grade between Katoomba and Eskbank
man hiZ dnrVY ^ iUt °Y ^ft dispensing with thc Zigzag ? Tes ; by the deviation shown on the 
map by a dotted red line, at a cost of £19,000.
199. if the inclines on the Zigzag are not excessive, and tho real obstacle to the successful working of

g!adient f eaat of Clarence tunnel, would it not be sufficient to cut out fhafc
gradient without going to the large expense of making a deviation such as you propose ? Not altogether ■
nYroom a ^ 7 rUn right ^ gradiea£ ™ cut out, there wfuld be
bMorMheYmr,! dS °f ^ Tliere W0,lJd not he room for them to stand there
onwri ?iP°lrda wer,e opened, so that they could go down the lower line.
a roadw^D°Tftl!Ymi3lCnU'iy ^ 0,bv?ateCI Y.k8”,1® S°me the Spdi from tho overhanging banks to make 
upper points 1 d 7 b° 0bV1 ^ be 0Wer P°mtS ; but ^ WOuM be a difficult thijie to do at tho

27' be the difficu% ? If you cut through the little bit left at the end of thc line there
yon would drop mto a gorge. The available length there is very small. ’
Yft, ,uld y0Uk Y make a Yad-by usiag tlie spoil from high hanks there ? The line would not be 
safe unless yon had a very effective stop-block. There would be a.very real danger then.
against them "wn SdY f if r,everBe,laflble! 30 that the trains would be reversed with tho sleep incline 
against them, would not that arrest their momentum? That would mean an extra length of itself 
because, of course, a train would not stand at the reversing place. S '
kYw. .W°Uld waa being reversed from one line to another? Perhaps by dropping down thc
brakes iery quickly it might; but I do not think there would be room for that.
^ofevYeYYl77Yr?at/ ’,Cre iS a ^P/P^h on tbe otber side ofthe cutting, could not tliedifficuKv be 
got eiei by the erection of an iron culvert ? Eo ; because you would have to go, perhaps three-quarters
of tlle’ziSlY have S°f 0n t,0,tllt1gr°U11CI afin- . Ehc. Commissioners in recommending the cutting out 
of the Zigzag have referred to the cost ot working it. There are signal-boxes at both the top and
bnc°\v-nllUH’ and th18cllec.Eaaltates thc employment of labour and increases the time of runninm 1 
1W J ‘ p Ui 7n w7i aS;m aPPendix to your evidence, a statement showing the wades from

*Ti SitJ; S!ft&l35^^&g,3fs^, c""s “a thcir “■« «•
pY'-Hr°kk y0}11, knowledge of lle 'y°rking o£ rai,waya here and in other parts of tho wmrld do you
indine0))?Ihi^oYh18 •eS3’°r tbat£bere 18 m°re danSer in running an ordinarily laden train dow/an 
incline of 1 m 50 than in running it down a shorter incline of, perhaps, 1 in 42 I do not thiuk there
would he very much difference if you had efficient brakes. The safetyof a train depends upon its brake

1 “7 summar,B0 Jour evidence by saying that you do not consider that there is more than ordinary
brEY ThtkSlP gradTT ^ PTlded a train is properly e9uipPed with eontimioi
Lwaccido^eeur ^ 13 3 shght element of danger with sharp curves; but it is surprising how

7-le g0t over b;>r adoPtin? different rolling-stock and bogeys ? Tes
tbY ikl'ffi—!kThe daUger 7P;l3hlil? h'a”\s is Par% due ^ the fact that the carriages being lighter 
Sauce of liSng. bey ^ m°re 7 eaVe tllC Iails when they are in front ? Tes 5 there i3 a grfater

211.
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211. Is there more risk in propelling trains with one engine pushing and the other pulling than where H. Deane, 
there is only an engine pushing? Tes ; because where there is only one engine, and that is pushing, the
risk extends over the whole length of the train. If there is one engine pushing and another pulling you 
may assume that each engine does about half tho work of propelling the train—the hind engine pushes up g jjar_ 
half the train while tbe front engine pulls up thc other half. ’
212. So that the risk is minimised? Tes.
213. I suppose on the steep gradients between Dargan’s Creek and Penrith, when two engines arc used, 
yon have always one pulling ? I am not sure how that line is worked, but I do not think that they have 
pushing engines there, but double engines.
214. You have submitted a modification of the No. 3 route, with a grade of 1 in 90, leaving a little bit of
1 in 60 at tbe Bathurst end. Is the portion of lin 42, which is shown on the first plan of the No. 3 
route, cut out ? That 1 iu 42 grade is not touched by any of the deviations.
215. So f hat if the 1 in 90 grade were adopted it would bring you up to a -piece of 1 in 42 forthwith ? Yes.
2 L6. Js there much of the 1 in 42 ? About 1£ mile below the lower points.
217. Do you know if it is intended to cut out any part of the 13 miles of 1 in 33 between Dargan’s 
Creek and Penrith ? No.
218. Has that matter come before you officially ? No; it would be a very expensive tiling to do, and 
would mean an entirely new line.
219. So that while it is now sought to get rid of 5 miles of 1 in 40, there will be 13 miles of 1 in 33 left 
behind ? The proposition is perfectly sound. The grouping of heavy grades is a recognised practice in 
railway management. 'When heavy grades como together like that, there is not tho same objection to 
them as when they are scattered, because pushing engines can be used to advantage. In tbe case of the 
mountain line these heavy grades are near Penrith, and there is only a comparatively short run up to Katoomba 
and back. If they were scattered all over thc Hoe there would be a long additional distance to bo run.
220. Is it not proposed to make n considerable alteration in tho line at Linden, cutting out tho S curve 
and changing the grade? I do not know what the Commissioners propose to do there ; but a great many 
changes have been made. I started laying out some myself.
221. But this matter does not come before you as Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction? No.
222. 1 think you stated yesterday that it was an open question with engineers whether the introduction of 
ventilating shafts did not interfere with the natural ventilation of a tunnel ? Yes.
223. Are we to gather from that that, supposing the tunnel on the No. 1 route wore constructed with 
direct ventilating shafts, there would be a tendency for the air going in at each end to pass np the 
shafts, leaving the middle of the tunnel nnventilated ? That might happen under some conditions ol the 
atmosphere. This is a matter whieh has been reported upon several times ; but there still seems to be 
great uncertainty about it.
224. Had you anything to do with the construction of the tunnel at Lapstone Hill ? I laid out that line, 
but I did not construct it.
225. Yon have travelled through the tunnel ? Yes,
226. Have you noticed that in certain states of the wind passengers experience a sensation of suffocation 
in thc tunnel ? It is very hot sometimes, even if you shut thc windows.
227. Have you noticed that thc sulphur produced by the combustion of coal has a suffocating effect 
there ? Yes ; but it is the same in many other tunnels—Otford tunnel, for instance.
228. What is the length of the Lapstone tunnel? About 35 chains—770 yards.
229. That would be 2,000 yards shorter than the tunnel on the No. 1 route? Yes ; but you must recollect 
that it is a single-line tunnel.
230. A double-line tunnel would be better ventilated ? Yes ; tbe products of combustion would not foul 
the larger body of air in a double-line tunnel as they would foul the air in a single-line tunnel.
231. Yon spoke of lining the tunnels on the No. 3 route with brick arches and concrete at the sides ;—is 
there any truth in the popular idea that concrete has a tendency to detach itself from live rock ? I do 
not think it would matter particularly if it did.
232. You think it would be kept in place by the weight of the brickwork ? Yes.
233. What would be the thickness of the concrete ? Eighteen inches.
234. And of thc brickwork ? That would also be about 18tmches.
235. The bricks would be set in cement ? Yes.
236. Would you use pressed bricks or ordinary bricks ? I should use a good, sound, strong brick.
237. You have no preference for the pressed bricks ? Pressed bricks look very nice; bnt some of them 
are very brittle. If T got a good strong brick I would accept it, even if it were not so pretty to look at.
238. Would thc brickwork be set wet or dry ? All wet,
239. Do you use mortar for such work ? Not lime mortar. There is a great deal of work done in 
England with lime, but it is hydraulic lime. There is no such limo out here, or at any rate it is not 
marketable. There is New Zealand lime.
240. If you fill np the gullies with the material excavated from the tunnels, that will minimise the cost of 
the tunnelling to some extent, because you will pot have to remove tho debris any great distance ? Yes.
241. As a very large portion of the traffic on the Western line, especially as far as Lithgow, is tourist 
traffic, which of the three proposed deviations would be the best from a passenger point of view? As to 
comfort, f think No. 3 would certainly be the best, and would give some good views of the Hartley Valley.
242. Do you think the tunnel on the No. 1 route, especially in this hot climate, would be a deterrent to 
the passenger traffic ? I am afraid that the cutting out of the Zigzag will deter many people from travelling 
down there. At times a good many people travel from Mount Victoria, Katoomba, and those places 
simply to look at the Zigzag, and if we can give them something iu exchange for it that will, perhaps, be 
so much gained.
243. A tunnel If mile long Would be a very bad exchange ? Yes.
244. I understand tbat you do not put the No. 2 proposal forward for investigation ? I do not recommend 
the No. 2 proposal, though 1 think it provides a very nice method of getting rid of thc Zigzag, if that is 
all you wanted.
245. Would there not be a very sharp curve between the second and third tunnels on the spiral ? No; 
they are all 15-chain carves.
246. Why do you recommend specially large sleepers for this work ? Because of the heavy traffic.

247.
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^"'Eaeqane, ®uPPoae 3 route were adopted, would not the traffic be lighter than it is now ? It would ;
M.l.c*k -ru^ ^ou vrou^ havs the same heavy engines going over the line, and it is far better to have heavy sleepers, 

because they make a safe road. If I had to relay the whole of the mountain line, I would put down big 
8 Mar., 1894. sleepers. _

248. lou put them down wherever an alteration is made ? Yes : if 1 were making an alteration in any 
part of the line, I would put down thc best class of permanent way as far as sleepers, ballast, and rails 
went.
241). Notwithstanding that the ^ o. 3 route would cost something like £50,000 more than the No. 2 route, 
you prefer it ? Yes. '
250. J)o you thiuk that its advantages more than outweigh the additional £50,000? Yes ; because it is
such an improvement to the line. •
251. And the improved grades and reduced cost of the No. 3 route are a very sufficient set-off to the
shorter length of the No. .1 route ? Yes. I should like to say in regard to the No. 2 route, that although 
it is much shorter and less expensive than the others, it leaves a great length of tlio line unduplicated. 
On the No. 1 and the No. 3 routes a double line is provided for right through. *
252. The tunnels arc constructed for a double line; but will you lay a double line of rails in them ?

■ Yes ; that is included in the estimate.
253. And will you lay a double line of rails between the tunnels ? Yes; there will be a double line 
right through.
254. Mr. JVaH.'j Do you regard thc mountain line as likely to be thc main line of communication to the
west in the future ? Yes. '
255. Deference has been made from time to time to alternative routes up the Colo Valley from Black- 
town to Blayney, do you think it likely that these lines will be made? I do not think so;—not ns 
competing lines,
25G. Do you know for what distance an additional engine is used iu connection with thc Zigzag ? I think 
the pusher engines are run up to Clarence Siding and then run hack again.
257. Have you any idea of the number of engines used for that work at the present time? No ; I have
seen no return. ■
258. Would the construction of tho proposed deviation do away with the necessity of employing those 
engines ? They would still have to push the train up to the lower points.
259. Over the 1 in 42 grade ? Yes.
260. Do you know how many trucks au engine is supposed to be able to haul on the mountain grades
without thc assistance of a pushing engine ? I would rather yon got that information from the Traffic 
Manager. .
261. I presume you have only regarded this proposal from an engineering point of view. You cannot 
say whether the deviation is necessary as a matter of economy? No ; I have not entered into calcula
tions of that kind.
262. I understand that the deviation will save time which is now wasted on the Zigza^, and will avoid 
danger. Can yon tell us what will he gained by the saving of time ? No ; I cannot.
263. Speaking_as an engineer, is there auy great risk in running over the Zigzag ? I do not think there 
is very much risk. It is more an inconvenience to the traffic, I should say.
264. You think that the present line is comparatively safe ? Yes, if proper precautions are taken.
265. Such as have been exercised in times past? Yes.
266. You think the only advantage to be gained by making the deviation would be the saving in time ? 
Yes ; and in hauling power.
267. Is there any advantage in increasing the hauling power of an engine at one particular part of the 
line when there are steep gradients in several otber places? Not if the steep gradients arc scattered; 
but if they are grouped together there is. It is advantageous to cut out an isolated gradient.
268. Do you know the estimated cost of the extra engine power required for goods traffic on the moun
tains per annum ? No ; I have no particulars.
269. What saving in distance will be effected by the construction of No. 3 route ? 8ixty-one chains.
270. And by the construction of No. 2 route ? There will be no saving there. The distance is approxi
mately thc same.
2/1. The only advantage to be gained by the construction of No. 2 ronte would be tbe lessening of the 
gradients, and the avoidance of the Zigzag ? The avoidance of the Zigzag is the one advantage.
272. What saving in distance would be effected by tlio construction of the Commissioners’ deviation ? 
About 2 miles 66 chains.
273. A little more than 2 miles more than the saving on the No. 8 route ? Tes.
274. I understand that the grade on the Commissioners’ deviation is 1 in 50;—have you examined the 
plans and sections of that proposal ? Yes.
275. Do you think that the line could be constructed from its starting point to its point of convorgenqe 
with tho main line with no steeper gradient than 1 in 50, the present I in 42 grade being done away with ? 
That would make it more expensive, because it would bring the formation lower down.
276. What do you think would be the extra cost ? I do not know, because I have not gone into the matter.
277. This 1 in 42 grade would remain, even if either of your proposed deviations were carried out? It
is shown on the plan of the No. 2 route ; but I do not recommend that route. I have simply put it before 
the Committee to show a certain stage in the progress of the investigation. ' '
278. Takiug into consideration thc fact that pushing engines will accompany the trains up the gradient 
of 1 in 42, while single engines will take them over thc 1 in 50 grade, may we not say that the work would 
be as well performed hy two engines #n the 1 in 42 grade as by one engine on the 1 in 50 grade ? Yes ; 
hut I do not know what the Commissioners propose to do in this matter, or how far they will ran their 
pushing engines, but I believe .to Dargan’s Creek. It would not be absolutely necessary to run an 
additional engine further than the top of the 1 in 42 grade.

, 279. Would not a grade of .1. in 50 compare very favourably with other grades on tho Blue Mountains ?
AH the other grades in that direction arc 1 in 00; but in the tunnel the bad ventilation would be a 
disadvantage.
2S0. Would not an engine which could draw a load up the 1 in 50 grade in the tunnel be able to take it 
over the stiff gradients already existing on the line ? Yes; 1 in 50 being the ruling grade, if an engine

" could
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could take a train through thc tunnel, it could take it up any other grade on the line, unless there were H. Deaae, 
very unfavourable conditions elsewhere. _ , . M.I.C.B.
281. If an engine could take a train through the tunnel on a 1 in 50 grade, do you think it would be ^
wise for him to lengihen the tunnel in order to lessen the grade ? The difficulty of dealing with the g jiar., 1894. 
smoke would be very great. I think that if it were an open line a grade of 1 in 50 would do very well.
282. The great objection to the Commissioners’ proposal is the difficulty of properly ventilating thc
tunnel P Yes. _ _ , *
283. Do you think it probable that at some future time the mountain grades will be unifomly reduced,
or, at any rate, reduced to a very great extent? I doubt if very inucb could be done in tho way of 
cutting out the 1 in 30 and the 1 in 33 gradients on the eastern side. It looks as if the mountains had 
actually been made for those gradients. _ _ , i
281. When you speak of tho ruling grade on tho mountains being 1 in 50,1 take it that you iucluae 
several steeper gradients, which, however, are only short, and which the engines can therefore deal with ?
I am speaking of the ruling grade in one direction only.
285. Are we to infer that an engine which could take a train np a 1 in 50 grade, could take it over any
portion of the mountain line ? Yes; in an easterly direction, with the exception of the 1 in 42 grade on 
the western side of the Clarence tunnel. There is a grade of 1 in 50 on the Sydney side ot Dargan s 
Creek, running for about 1|- miles. _ _
286. Ilavc you any idea as to the cost of running engines per train mile ? Over this line ? _
287. Yes? You could get that information from the Department, Tho Commissioners, in their last 
report, say that the average cost of working tho railways over all the lines per train mile is 4s. 7^d..^ and 
from the report it would be easy to work out what any particular part of the expense of running a train is.
288. AVhat is the distance from the point where the pushing-engine ceases to run now to the point where 
it would cease to run if the deviation were made ? That would depend upon the working of the Hue.
289. Assuming that it went over the 1 in 42 grade, what is the distance from the 1 in 42 grade to the 
Clarence siding? Thc steep grades run up to the Clarence tunnel.
290. Hut 1 am supposing that the Commissioners’proposal is carried out? The steep grade will then
terminate at the lower end of the big tunnel. _ _
291. 1 want to ascertain what distance would be saved in tbe running of thc pushing-engines by the
construction of the deviation ? 1 should think about 4 miles, unless tbey run to Dargau’s Creek.
292. I take it that the distance from tho lower points to Clarence siding would ho saved ? Yes ; from
the S3 miles down to near the 92 miles. _ _
293. jjfr. Coliins.] How long has your Department had this matter in hand? Since about the beginning
of the year. _ _
294. Do you think you have exhausted all means of getting tho best routo? I. believe that the Hue I 
suggest will prove to be tbe best line; but I gave instructions to Mr. Kennedy, the gentleman who 
surveyed and suggested the linn, to look on the north side of the existing line, because it was suggested 
some years ago that a lino could be taken down Fanner’s Creek. When he had run Yo. 3 line, and had 
time lo go into the matter more fully, he reported to me that some of the Commissioners’ engineers were 
down there, so I left the matter as it stood, only telling him to take a few aneroid levels.
295. Your Department is not working against the Commissioners ? I am not working contrary to the
Commissioners. I am trying to got the best line for them. _ _ _
296. If the Commissioners should find a better line, would you adopt it? Certainly; but I think it 
rather a pity that young men without experience should have been sent out. I am certain that if some of 
my men had been sent up I could have got reliable information long before this.
297. Mr. Ewing. \ This is simply a matter of route, is it not ? Yes.
293. It is a matter of thc best way to get through a piece of difficult country ? Yes.
299. Looking at thc time-table, you will find the height of Mount Victoria given as 3,422 feet; then we 
come to Hartley Yale, 3,318 feet; Bell, 3,478 feet; Clarence siding, 3,G58 feet: and there you are 
upon the crest of the ridge ? Yes.
300. ’Then, when you get down to the water of the Cox, you have 3,470 feet at thc bottom of the Zigzag,
3,033 feel at Eskbank, 3,006 feet at Lithgow, 2,972 feet at Bowenfels, and then you are on comparatively 
level country again ? You are in the valley there.
301. Your difficulty is to cut out the 588 foot between the crest of thc hill and the waters of the Cox ?
You mean from Clarence Siding down; but we do not start there.
302. I know that; yon start at Dargan’s Creek ? lres ; Dargan’s Creek is about 230 feet lower,
303. All the way from Katoomba to Blackheath you are on the watershed between tbe Colo and tbe
Cox ? Between the Grose and the Cox. You only get the Colo Liver when you come to Bell.
301, But; it is the same water. You want to get off that table-land down to the water of the Cox. How
if you follow along the red line marked on tho map, showing “constructed lines and trial surveys ’ 
which is before you—tbe trial survey from Richmond to Wallerawang—to near tbe 90 miles, you have 
headed thc water of the Cox, following it down on the northern side, and that gives you a long run into 
Eskbank, enabling you to cut out ihe 300 feet which you now cut out by tho Zigzag ? That is very rough 
country, and the range rises along there _
305. But the map appears to show that if there is a route to he found through there it will be found 
on thc northern side of tbe existing line? I do not altogether see that.
306. [ grant tbat there may be local reasons why such a route would not be practicable, but if you keep
on the ridge between tbe waters, until you get a long run down into Eskbank on the northern, side of 
the creek, you get all that you want? I can see tbat tbat looks possible on the map. That is where you 
would naturally look for a good route, and I believe the matter has been inquired into.
307. You think it has been looked into? I have not thc slightest doubt of it from what I have been 
told, but it was before 1 had anything to do with the line.
308. You have no personal knowledge of it ? That is so. _
309. You do not know what caused them to build the Zigzag in the first instance? No; if you called 
Mr. Wlmton 1 believe he would be able to tell you all about it.
310. You know nothing about a route from Eskbank following up the northern side of the Cox water ?
Nothing, except this, that generally speaking, thc range, instead of becoming lower, rises. There may be 
some gaps or short saddles through which it would be possible to get, but in the main the country rises.

311*
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Deane, 311, What fall is there in the Commissioners’ tunnel from end to end—about 170 feet ?
ICE. at,oat roughly.
-*---- - ?,12- ?et r’d of t!13* fall by following round a hind of plateau to tbe south P Tes: it is a very old
.r., 1894. la®a> ™at 0± going through, and is one that naturally suggests itself. I pointed out to Mr. Eddv soon

after ho came here, that it would be possible to got through there by means of a tunnel. ’
wtvrr > Tl' 70u Trere asIierl eomo questions by Mr. Davies about tunnels. I notice tbat in 
vvmttaker s Almanac there are several long tunnels mentioned. ■ There is one under the Severn, on thc 
breat \\ estern Ime, nearly 4-j miles longdo you hnow that tunnel ? 1 know it by repute. I have an 
account of it m the office. * «■ v
314 Then there is the Totley tunnel on the Midland line, 6,200 yards long; the Standege on the
INorth-western, and the Woodhead on the Manchester and Sheffield, each between 5,000 and 6,000 yards 
long. Caii yon say if the conditions under which thc proposed tunnel would bo constructed- differ 
very materially from tbe conditions under which those tunnels were constructed P Yes they do I 
have not seen the Severn tunnel, but I believe tbat tbey have artificial means of ventilating it The 
lotiey tunnel has easy grades, but I believe the Standege and the Woodhead tunnels have been verv 
troublesome as regards ventilation. ■ J
315 Do you know what means arc employed for ventilation ? I believe tbey use a fan for ventilating
the Severn tunnel. The Woodhead tunnel has a ruling grade of 1 in 200. 6
316. Is it for a double line ? I expect so. I am inclined to think that Mr. Eddy told me that the Slandedge 
tunnel was a troublesome one to ventilate. ■ °
317 The No. 1 route is about 2 miles shorter than No. 3 route;—what would be the difference in annual 
oic? ,a.vour °ftl10 ^0-1 route ? That would depend upon the number of trains going over thc lino

. P?ei?e.nt traffic as a guide in your calculation ? I believe that the average number of trains 
So °w<iJreetl0I1S,]S e,Sbteei1 or n,neteen a day. It would be very easy to make a calculation.
31J. Will you make an approximate calculation, taking the traffic as twenty trains a day? That would 
be about 6,260 trams a year, taking six days a week, so that an extra mileage of 12,520 miles would have 
to be run.
320. What would be the average cost per mile ? It would not be fair to charge the full train mile os lb 
mated by the Commissioners.
321 Chairman,.] Have you arrived at any idea as to what would be a fair charge per mile ? I do not 
think myself that the cost per mile will be more than 2s.—it would be something between 2s. and 2s. 6d„ 
because the green1 line is a better and more favourable line m every respect. '
322. Jfr. Humphery] Two shillings aud sixpence a mile would give about £1,500 a year in favour ofthe
No 1 hue m the matter of haulage expenses? Tes, it would be about that. I find that in Western 
Australia, where they have been going in heavily for improving the grades, tbe Engineer-in-Chief put 
down tho cost of running at 2s. per train mile, so that 2s. 6d. would be a very fair estimate here. It is 
not a question ot cutting out stations or cutting down the staff—it is merelv tbe shortening the actual 
running of tbe trains on bettor grades. ^

^ sbillillS3 sixpence is a liberal estimate ? I think so, under the circumstances 
324 Mr. Jxetld.\ You would do away with the station at Clarence Siding ? I think there would bo a 
station on the top, out that would be the same in each case.
325. Mr, Huinphery.] Is there any other feature in the No. 1 proposal which would reduce the annual 
expenses as compared with the No. 3 proposal ? I do not think so. The advantage would be all the other 
ventilating'macHne Wei'f! troublesome 311(1 vetT smoky there might be an annual charge for maintaining

326. The saying in annual cost which you have mentioned is tho only advantage that the No. 1 scheme 
has over No. 3 ? Tes; in my opinion it is.
327. What advantage has tho No. 3 scheme over the No. 1 scheme in the matter of saving ? There would 
oSoth^T1j.ng ^ tlie 1,nfcerest on £^0,000, which would be the difference in the cost of construction *
323. What other saving would there be? It is rather difficult to put the saving in actual figures but 
you would save in being able to use thc line earlier. If £10,000 a year is to be saved bv the use of a 
deviation, you would commence to save that money a year sooner by adopting the No. 3 scheme than you 
would save rt by adopting the No. 1 scheme, because I am quite sure there would be very considerable 
difficulties in connection with, the carrying out of No. 1 scheme.
329. Is there anything else ? There is the problematic saving in ventilation, but that I cannot give von

■ 3aa.\°“ CfllnJ0t get figures to represent that ? No ; nor can I give you figures showing the greater
comtort to be derived by the passengers. n s
331. Mr. Davies.'} What is thc distance on the existing line from Clarence tunnel to the top of your
proposed deviation ? A little over 1 mile. i J
332. Is there any settlement along tho existing line? No, there is no settlement there. There is a 
house belonging to Mr. Munford near the 39^ miles.
333. No injury wffl be done to existing settlers or landed proprietors by the deviation? I should not 
think so, but letters have been sent in to tbe Department threatening claims. You will find that 
mentioned m the precis handed in by tbe Under Secretary.

Th® residents on the existing line are likely to put in claims for compensation if the deviation is 
disadvantage^ ^ ^ ^ WOul(i bave &reat; difficulty in showing that they were under a

oqc’ ^ P1,esume lbat l011 do not regard that as a serious charge against the proposal ? No.
336. Mr. llumphnnj,] Were any claims made by the people of Lucasville, because ofthe deviation at
.Lapstone Hill i I was not engaged in that work. ”
337. Did you hear of any ? No ; but I did not make inquiries.

FRIDAY,

made
* Note (oa revision)Provided always the estimates are right, hut I am inclined to think that Mr. Eoxlee has

far too little allowance m his prices for the difficulties of executing such a long tunnel on such a steep grade.
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\The Committee met at the Council Chambers, Lithf/ow, at 7 p.m.j

JJrrscnt: —
JACOB G-AREA ED 

Tlio lion. 'Wii.t.iaai Hexiir Bgttok. j
Tlio Hon. Rkedbrick Thomas Humfuichy.
I'ho TTon. -I onx Hatjes, C.M.G. |
Tiic Hon. AVi r.LiAAf .Tosefh Thicketr.
TuoitAS Tkomsox Eavixg, Esq. j

Esq. (Chairman). ■
AVilmam Cuaxdos AEai.e. Esq.
AV ju.cam AlcCoritT, Esq.
-lonx Cash Neidd, Esq.
Edivabd AVilliam O’Sulgivax, Esq. 
Ciiables Collins, Esq.

Thc Committee further considered thc proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

Edward Merigold Munford, Esq., sworn, and examined:—
888. Chairman.'] What is your occupation ? I have no husiness at the present time. _ _
380. Are you in any way a professional man ? I havo been. I was on the survey with Mr. Whitton at 
the iime lie was surveying from Bathurst to Rydal. I was also with him when he made the tunnel 
from twenty-five to thirty years ago. i
3.10. Are you a licensed surveyor ? No. _ _ _ .
341. Do 1 understand that you were engaged under Mr. AVhitton in the laying out of the liner Tes;
I was with thc party of Mr. Ashplant, who was surveying the line from Bathurst to Rydal, and from 
Rydal to Lithgow, without emolument. _ _ ,
342. AVhat are we to understand by that ? I joined them for the sake of having something to do, and knowing 
something about the country aud engineering. Being a Canadian, I knew something of the Pacific Railway. 
313, You were not a surveyor, hut you joined the surveying party ? Yes. .
344, AVhat as ? I acted then as staff man for the purpose of gaining information. _
345. You havo been residing in this district for some years ? About, thirty-five years in the Bathurst and
Hartley districts. _
340. AVhereabouts is your residence ? On the Great Zigzag. I am interested in the Mount Edgecombe 
estate with others—verv much interested, having a great opinion of tho vast beds of minerals it contains.
347. AVe understand from a letter which you have sent to us that you havo forwarded a communication to 
the Minister for AVorks in connection with this matter ? Yes.
348. AVlien was that—in February last? I thiuk it was. ... ...
349. Do you know if the Constructing Department has made any inquiries into the feasibility of your
proposed scheme ? I am not aware, except that one line has been surveyed. I found tho pegs the other 
day on the top of the hill above the New Arale line as proposed by me. _
350. How did you arrive at the details contained in your letter ? Erom the Government levels, which I 
took myself, and from observations; I know every ravine and gorge in the vicinity for miles around.
351. Arou have just taken the different heights shown on thc various points of the existing line, and made
your deductions from them ? Yes. ' _ _ ' _
352. You have done no work with instruments ? None whatever; hut I think you will find my details correct.
353. Your proposed deviation is from about the SG-mile post to the Clarence tunnel in the first instance ?
Yes; a direct line from the 86-mile post to Clarence station—slightly curving. _ _
354. AVould there be any tunnelling in that piece? Not any ; it would be all cuttings and fillings. .
355. The deviation would shorten the line between those two points ? Yes, very much ; at least 1 mile.
356. Your next deviation is on the south side of the Clarence tunnel. How far south of the tunnel would
you leave the main line? About a mile and a half from Clarence station. j
357. One of your routes comes down the Arale, as you call it? It comes down to the New Vale colliery 
direct under the village reserve of 513 acres. It follows that for 56 chains.
358. That is tunnelling? Yes. _ _
359. Then you have another project called the Ahde of Clwydd deviation ? Yes. _
360. AVhieh turns off where ? About a mile from the main line, or this side of Clarence station, _ _
361. On the second deviation ? Yes ; terminating at the Eskbank coal and water stage on the main line.
362. That is also a tunnel ? There are two tunnels, each 25 chains long. The rest of the line is all 
cutting and filling. Tho total distance is about 2f miles to the intersections of the main line. _
303. Might I ask how you are able to state definitely that the length will he so many chains, without 
having used any instruments upon the ground ? I took tho levels from the Government marks at Clarence 
Siding, at tho bottom points, and at the Eskbank platform. From these I find that the fall, 633 feet, gives 
a gradient of 1 in 47. You could not be mistaken in regard to the Government heights at those places.
364. But how did you arrive at the distance between the various points ? Taking out the Zigzag, which
we know makes a difference of 2 miles in the line, it makes the distance 5 miles from Clarence station to 
Eskbank, or less. _ ....
365. That is a very rough way of calculating? AVell, it is only an approximation ; it might he even more,
366. You arc not aware whether tho constructing authorities have sent an officer to report upon your
scheme ? No. _
367. Have you had any reply from the AVorks Office in regard to it? No; and I have not urged the 
matter too much. I was willing to go to expense myself to show the Government that there might be a 
route, and a more useful one, and less expensive in construction.
368. Not being a professional man, you could not give ns any idea of thc cost of your proposals ? I 
should be very pleased to take a contract at £25,000 a mile for a single line of railway. Tho public opinion 
hero is that the Zig/.ag should not he done away with. Let the Zigzag or present line be only a down line.
369. But if the Commissioners who are working the line are of opinion that it is an obstacle to the efficient, 
not to say the safe working of the traffic, do you not think that they are the better judges ? That is a 
question verv possible; hut we have fewer accidents on the Great Zigzag than on any other part of the line, 
because greater care lias been taken there, and the road is in a perfectly good state. The beds of the viaducts 
are thoroughly settled, and there is nothing to show hut what the line is perfectly safe in every respect.
370. AVhat is the approximate length of tho deviation whieh you would ho pleased to construct at £25,000 
a mile ? Erom the coal-etage to Dargan’s Creek ?
37]. Ates ? Altogether it would bo about 5 miles. There would be 1A miles of the old line used, the 
<leviations coming out at the levels where we were to-day. The total distance would bo G£ miles from 
Eskbank to the crossing at Dargan’s Creek bv the proposed deviation in contemplation as suggested by me.
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372. "VVliat grade would you got between Dargan's Creek and the Clarence tunnel? T did not calculate 
that in particular, but it would be 1 in 43, approximated from the Grovernment levels. 

r A -^-re J"011 aware that between those two points on the existing line, although the distance is longer 
9 Mar., 1S94. ™ari your proposed deviation, the grade is 1 in S3 ? I am aware that it is 1 in 33 at the present time ;

but the deviation would be 1 in 43 or 1 in 4'5, as near as possible from the Sb-mile post 1 o Clarence station.
374, How do you manage to get a flatter grade in a shorter distance without tunnellmg? That is very 
simple by the viaducts being heightened. ]f you build the viaducts up high, you, of course, have to 
bring your works up to them.
375. That would be at Dargan’s Creek ? Yes; a high level viaduct.
3/G. But it would alter tbe grades to thc cast of Dargan’s Creek, would it not? Hot at all. It would 
reach the 86-milc post at Dargan's Creek on the opposite side. The grade there, where it struck the main 
line, would be 1 in 66 going to Bell station.
377. Do youjtnow what the grade is now, rmining down to Dargan's Creek from Mount Victoria ? It is 
1 in 66, 1 m 70, and 1 in 81, and I think 1 in 45 near the crossing at Dargan’s Creek,
378. Is it an ascending ora down grade ? It is a down grade, except for a dead level of 2 miles. Then there is 
a descent of 1 in 66, 1 in 43, and 1 in 33. There is a level and an up-grade of 1 in 33 to Clarence station.
379. Then, coming westward, it is an ascending grade of 1 in 33 ? Yes
380. You propose to get a shorter route and a better grade by raising the bridge over Dargan's Creek ? 
Yes; it would be very easily done, and there would be a beautiful spot to land upon.
381. Did you make an offer to the Department to construct these deviations? I did.
382. Did you give any substantial guarantee ? Well, to get the money is, of course, a guarantee. There
is a big firm in Sydney who say that they would supply the money aud build thc line, takiug Treasury 
notes for five or six years iu payment. “
383. On such an approximate estimate as this ? Exactly. Of course, we should have to have a survey. 
\Ve could not do without that, and our guidance would be by the cost of other works in approximating,
384. And if the instruments were more accurate than your fancy, the scheme might tumble to pieces? 
Of course. I would not say but it might, though I do not think so. The offer to the Gtovormnent was 
conditionally.
385. You heard me describe the proposal of the Eailway Commissioners to make a tunnel from Dargan’s 
Creek to the bottom points. Are you in a position to give us any information as to whether that ia a 
good proposal?' It is a very bad one for all those who own property on the mountains,
386. "Why? In the first place I have travelled often through the tunnel at Lapstone Hill, and I can 
assure you that, some day, passengers with weak lungs will be found dead there. On ono occasion, when 
1 was coming through, two ladies fain led away before we got out of tbe tunnel. I do not believe in 
tunnelling at all, if it can be helped. In this ease, with a 66-chain tunnel, I should certainly advocate 
the construction of two or three air-shafts, if not more, 20 chains apart.
387. Do you think that that would effectually provide for ventilation ? Yes, greatly ; it would depend
upon the size. ‘
388. Then there is not so much difficulty in providing ventilation ? It would cost a lot of money to do 
the work. Cavity air shafts, 4 feet by 8 feet, would cost £100 each. All would depend upon thickness 
of cutting for shaft.
389. Are you aware that all these proposals contemplate a double line? It is not stated whether the 
line is to be double or single. If double, the cost would bo one-third more.
390. Yes; it is so stated. Are you aware if it is easier to ventilate a double tunnel than to ventilate a 
single tunnel ? It is a great deal more expensive to ventilate a double tunnel,
391. On what grounds do you arrive at that conclusion ? In the first place there is the foundation to 
the air-shafts. Unless pillars were built iu the centre that could not be done. 1 have travelled a good 
deal m my lifetime, and J have seen some splendid railways in Canada, and other parts of the world.

■ 0I1^ because a double tunnel would give you a less secure foundation tor your proposed air
’ shafts that this ventilation would be more expensive ? Well, tbat could be obviated bv building from the 

bottom, and running shafts, called cavity air-shafts, np to the top of the tunnel, on each side.
393. Are you aware that engineers generally think that it is a far easier matter to ventilate a double-line 
tunnel than a single-line tunnel ? Of course, I have never gone into that matter properly myself. These 
air-shatts did not concern me, but may do so some day.
394. Does it not commend itself to your common sense that since the volume of air in a double-line 
tunnel is greater than that in a single-line tunnel it must be purer? Ho doubt a double-line tunnel 
would be au improvement m that way. and double tho quantity of air would be in circulation.
395. Is that the only objection you have to the Commissioners scheme ? That is the only objection,
together with the expense and damage to resident owners of property by tho deviation. Tho public if 
money is to be expended, would like to see the results of the expenditure. We do not want it to take 
place underground. On the Great Pacific Kail way, wherever they could show scenery that would induco 
people to travel over the line, they did so, and the evidence taken before committees in Canada was 
principally from the Hudson Bay Company, and from hunters. The Indians themselves gave the greatest 
amount of evidence in regard to those lines, and the railway officers were always pleased to obtain the 
information. '

K if. 
Munford, 
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396. Then you think that the primary object in constructing railways is, not to give speedy communication 
between various places ; but to allow people to look at seeucry ? Yes ; it is the passengers who pav for 
the railway, not the produce that is sent along it altogether; to wit, the mountain tours.
397. Do you know what proportion of travellers go over this mountain line by night ? Ko ; I could not 
say what it is, but many, if not all, return by day trains to view the Zigzag.
398. I suppose the night passengers do not stop'm order to sec the beauties of the country ? I have 
travelled by moonlight, and seen a great many people enjoying the Zigzag. Thousands of people have 
come to this part of the country for tho purpose of seeing tbe Zigzag. When it was opened by Lady 
Belmore, it was the greatest sight that was ever seen in this country,
399. But is it not a fact that by your deviations you propose to take people underground where they now go 
overground i I only proposed a single line, so that the Zigzag may be used as a down line. Passengers 
are not at raid of being killed on the Zigzag by auy means.
400. Do you know anything about (he No. 3 route ? I do not.
401. I think you accompanied the Comm if tee in their inspection to-day ? Yes.
402. Did you sec the plans ? I could not get a proper look at them.
403. Then you have no knowledge of the route ? Ho; except what 1 saw on the ground. 404.
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404. Suppose the No. 3 route will serve a larger area of country, give more extensive views, and require
less tunnelling than your route, what would you say ? 1. do not think it could, and neither would it.
Quite to the contrary. _
405. During your employment under Mr, Whitton, and your residence in this district, have you explored g Mar., 1894.
the country at the top of the mountains? Tes; for miles and miles. . ■ ., »
406. Do you think it practicable to secure a route, starting (say) from Dargan’s Creek, or just this side ot
Bell, and following Bell’s line, coming down Parmer’s Creek ? There is nothing impossible about it, but
it is very improbable, „ , , ,
407. You arc not aware whether the country offers special facilities ? No ; I am not. I know the head
of tho Wollongabbio, and I know thc Colo well and the Walgan. _ If the Clarence tunnel is cut out we 
shall not bo able to get away from there ; but if the Clarence Siding station remains, we ^hall be able to 
open tens of thousands of acres of the finest land in the country. ^ .
408. Is it because tbe carrying out of either of the proposed deviations would do away with the main
line from Dargan’s Creek to the bottom points, and cut you off from railway communication, that you - 
object to them? Yes. If the deviation were constructed, it would cut me, and others, off from railway 
communication. Tlio land I refer to contains very large quantities of ores, coal, and shale. ,
409. Is there anything else you desire to state ? I do not know of anything else. There are only three 
practical routes for a deviation, and they must be single lines, tbe Zigzag being utilised as the down line, 
from Sydney to Bourke.
410. Tho three practical routes are those which you have suggested ? Yes.
4L1. They must be single lines ? They can be double lines it you go to the expense.
412. Mr. Suitor] Where do you propose to start your line ? About 10 chains to the west side ot the
86-mile post from Sydney. . , ,
413. How far is that from your place ? It would be about li mile from Clarence Siding, passing through
the Mount Clarence Estate, which is owned by Mr. Reynolds. . ,
414. Where is your estate ? It adjoins Mr. Reynolds. .
415. Is your lino n straight one from the S(J-tnile post to the Clarence tunnel ? Yes ; from that spot wc, 
would leave thc present line to the Clarence tunnel to the north of the one proposed by me in 43 grades.
416. You have three different routes ? Yes; they arema.rkcd on the plan which I have submitted. '
417. Mr. Humphcry.~\ You estimate tho cost of a single line at £25,009 a mile?_ Yes.
418. What would be your estimate for a double line, iucludingthe cost of enlarging the Clarence tunnel.;
I can hardly say; hut it would he about oue-third more. •
419. Then it would only cost you £8,000 a mile for enlarging the Clarence tunnel? '! hat tunnel cost £27,000..
420. Could you enlarge it for £9,000, making provision for a double line ? _ At tbe present time I could..*
When it was madeit was very inconvenient to work, and a great deal was spent in getting stone for the casing..
421. Should you require a viaduct over Dargan’s Creek? Yes, it must be done with aviaduct, and filling,
in from both sides. _ '
422. What would be the cost of filling in ? X did not estimate that.
423. What would ho the cost of the viaduct ? The three viaducts would cost about £30,000. _ _
424. But the viaduct over Dargan’s Creek ? It could be built very nicely for £10,000, aud its junction 
with the main lino would add greatly to the value of land in the neighbourhood.
425. Where would the next viaduct be ? In the valley opposite the levels.
426. What would be the cost of it ? £10,000, and the one at Isandula Creok would cost the same.
427. Wbat is the distance from thc 86-mile post to tho Clarence tunnel by your route? Less than 2 miles
in a direct line with a slight curve. . . •
428. Then you use li mile of the existing line, and afterwards make a further deviation ? Yes ; aud 1
have 3i miles to take mo down to the coal stage of easy construction. _ ...
429. So you would have five additional miles to construct? Yea ; using mile of the existing lino.
430. That would give you about 6i miles, as against the Railway Commissioners’ proposed 2 miles ? They 
could not do it in 2 miles ; they might do it in 2£ miles.
431. It is 2 miles 53 chains ? 1 suppose it is about 2t- miles,
432. The No. 3 scheme would cover 4 miles 65 chams. You have had that scheme explained to you by
tlio Chairman;—do you think that it would cost more than yours ? 1 do not know ; I could not tell you.
433. Do you think that the double line, taken along thc No.'3 routo, would be more costly to construct
than your line ? I have made no calculations for a double line. _
434. But from your general observation? I should think it would he. Lo doubt it would be a very 
nice line, and would show some very nice scenery. I do not think there is any line that could be built 
underground more cheaply than that proposed by me ; in fact, I am certain of it.
435. Mr. O'Sullivan] Are you aware that since the Zigzag was opened only one accident has taken place
upon it, and that that was tlie fault of the man who was injured by it ? There have been one or two 
accidents, but tbey have been the fault of the men themselves. ... .
436. Tlmt being our experience of twenty-three years’ working, do you think it is worth while to construct 
another lino ? I do not think so. I thiuk it is preposterous to alter the line at all. "We have a great 
many visitors coming here to sec the Zigzag. No oue can say that it has not been a very great draw, and 
a great source of revenue to the Government outside of haulage of products.
437. Bearing in mind the fact that the Zigzag is a safe line, that they arc able to carry their freight waggons 
np there very well with the aid of an engine pushing behind, and also that the Zigzag is one of the great ^ 
sights of the' country, do you think it is worth our while to construct another line to supplant it? No; I 
think it has always boon a grievance with many people in the district that the rates of carriage have increased 
so much. They'think some other line should bo adopted—a single line, allowing tho Zigzag to remain for 
the down traffic. .Almost everyone objects to the Zigzag being done away with if it can be avoided.
438. Your idea and their idea appears to be that while another lino might be constructed for the purpose
of relieving the traffic, the Zig/.ag should be allowed to remain ? Decidedly, i think all here will join 
me in saying that it should be retained. Hundreds of people visit the watering tanks and scenery on picnic 
days and holidays. T have seen 500 people there from Orange and Bathurst and other places. They 
make it a practice yearly to do so. .
439. Yon havo suggested a route for this relieving line ? Yes. 1 suppose they are determined to change 
the route if possible, and wc know that the traffic on the line is increasing to such an extent that some
thing should perhaps be done in part, and a single up line would be quite sufficient.
440. Has any skilled officer reported upon your route ? No. 1 have never asked anyone to do so.
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Munford, j41, ^-rr111^’0 have S,ot J'our 0wu opinion in favour of it ? You Pave .only my ideas of what can be
Esq' t# . a'!:r0veru™®ufc omcer comes up 1 shall be pleased to tell him all I know about the line suggested.

^'°u JlaTe aole to get skilled information in support of your proposal, may it not turn out that
9 -Mar,, IS! 4. you have been earned a way with enthusiasm for your own idea ? lam not carried away by enthusiasm nor 

the idea simply. I thought over the matter before ever it was determined to alter the'Zigsiag. There is a 
tunnel just above the 93-mile post, which was commenced by Mr. 'Whitton. They had gone in 150 feet 
aiQ t7°™ 5vme ®y^1iey thiat; th? Government had decided to make the Zigzag—a wise decision, 
u i j 0,n PNthusmBtic way in whieh your letter is written, .1 should think-that you might be liable to 
be led. away by too strong a regard for your own proposal ? 1 might be, but others are interested us well
as 1 a-m7 ana who would suffer quite as much by the deviation.
fw .F )r°u hy® good route—and you certainly have not hid your light under a bushel—why is it 
that the skilled, othccrs of the State, who are paid to look into these matters, have not taken it up and 
reported upon it ? There have been so many routes submitted by persons who do not know anything 
about the country The Government officers never take the trouble to ask private individuals'about 
these matters, as they do m other countries. When tho promoters of the Canadian Pacific Itailway 
desired information they asked the residents of the districts about it, and even the Indians.
445. Put you have brought this project under their notice by letter, therefore tbey must be well aware 
ot your discover?; why, then, have they not taken it up and endeavoured to obtain the route whieh you 
nave rererred to I am sure I do not know ; but engineers and others do not like to solicit information 
from private individuals for fear of being displaced in their own opinions.

y® ®iltV!only Regard your project as a suggestion; it does not come before us as a practical scheme ? 
’i- u E . ere^> Government would not take tho trouble to survey the ground, to bring up an

Puglian engineer, who would survey it and tell you all about it, and pay him myself; but I do not want to 
aav m-6'at oj0!1' ‘i0 jai engineers, because 1 do not think it is my place to do so until the last moment.

- 4§7. JUr. jyeud.J I understand that one strong objection which you have to doing nwav with the Great
Zigzag is that your property and some of the adjoining properties would be left without the railway 
communication which they now possess, and which probably influenced you in purchasing the land r1 
res ; ive purchased the land because the railway was there, otherwise I would not give Is. an acre for it 
because there are no means of access provided. ’

Ji°Qn ooa^01" ProPof,eii deviation would seriously injure you ? And others, yes. I would not
■ take *130,000 for the Mount Edgecombe minerals at a royalty of (id. a ton from what I know of the estate

though it the railway were not there I would not give Is. an acre for it. Jt would be a ruinous thing if 
the railway were taken away from it and from other estates in the vicinity.
440. Is your land described as bounded by the railway ? Yes. There is a road reserved to Mount Victoria 
a„ aa°™er to Eskbank; but we have no chance of using them, because of the nature of the country.
450. Did you buy your land from the Crown ? Yes.
451. Did the adjoining owner buy from the Crown ? I think he bought part from the Crown aud part 
trbm a private individual in order to make the estate up to 880 acres.
432. Is the Clarence platform upon your property ? No ; it is upon Government land.
453. Is it in the immediate vicinity of your property P It adjoins the property known as Mount 
Clarence—Mr. -Reynolds’ estate. ' 1 ‘
4o4. Has your estate a frontage to the station ? No; lam 1J- miles from the station. Mr. Eeynolds 

™ 1De’ exceP^ ™ rega'I,d to about 25 acres which is reserved for railway purposes
455. Dave you made any representation to the Government to the effect that in the event of the line 

# being altered you would expect compensation P Decidedly.
456. Have you received any reply? I have. ■>

y°u anT objection to state the nature of it ? rpiie nature of the reply was that the matter 
would be duly considered.
458. -Prom your knowledge of Government matters, I suppose you regarded that as a stereotyped reply ?
1 took it tor what it is worth. I do not intend, nor does Mr. Eeynolds intend, to allow the Government 
to tafce the line from us without compensation.
459. Mr. O’Sullivan asked you how it was that your proposals had not been investigated by Government 
surveyors; but your letter is only a fortnight old? That is all. It was only when'I found that 
something would be done that I thought it would be better to make a statement. "
at i-‘ 4. sl?pP0®e y°u uot expect that a proposal so important as yours would he investigated forthwith ? 
JNot at all. borne time would have to be taken up in investigating it.

And although you have not been informed that your proposal will be investigated, you do not regard 
that as evidence that it will not he considered ? I do not, because it is possible that it may be investi
gated. I would very much like the Government to order a survey of the three routes'by their own 
otneers. ^ 1 shall give them every assistance in my power.
462 This afternoon you were with the Committee when they visited a piece of rising ground to the south- 

a the tunnel, and you then saw roughly, part of what is known as the No. 3 route? Yes.
v j ^ r0ule weTe f°l lowed, w ould you have railway com mu u ication ? Woshould not; I under

stand thatitis 250 feet from the top of the incline to where the line would be in the gorge of the river Lett. 
tar' wU k,e “bo™ the line ? _ Yes ; it is only just possible that I could get to it.
4<oo, Would that he a disadvantage in working coal measures ? Yes.

,466. But is not your coal a- long way below the surface? The coal is at a depth of 450 feet; but there 
is no ground to work upon, nor flats for machinery and sidings.

w0U1t ^“^b0 possible to communicate with the line by means of a tunnel ? No; it could not be done.
468. Would the No 3 route give access to Mr. Eeynolds’ property ? No ; it would spoil his property, as
well as my own; m fact, all other interests. 1 F 1 -r ’
469. If that line were constructed, both Mr. Eeynolds’ property and yours would be deprived of the
railway communication which you now enjoy ? Yes. 1
470. That is your chief objection to the Government proposal ? It is, in one sense of tho word and
doubly so m others. ’
471. Suppose part of the existing line were left by way of a siding, would that suit you ? It could only 
be done at great expense; and you would have to make either Dargan’s Creek or Eskbank the depot,
which would mean so much extra hauling. J ’
line aItSgeThe?mPared ^ ^ PreSent r0Ut6? 5 ^ 1£ th0 r°Ute WerC alterei1’ lvo should IoEe the

ItWas'madeT 5^ 00mpeneatiou macle to the Government before 23rd February, or subsequently?
- b a e a year agoi 474i
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474. Have you revised your original claim ? I have not, because I have consulted with my friends, and ^nforji
tbov think it better to try to avoid any unpleasantness or any lawsuit. Ihe (Tovernment can ngiit any g8C(_
private individual, and l am a loser hy them now to the extent of £10,000. I do not intend to lose auy /---- --
more by them. „ , ,, A , 9
475. Mr. Trickett] Have you a large holding P Six hundred and eighty acres ot freehold, and nearly
1,380 acres of leasehold. ,
470. What is the extent of the Mount Edgecombe property ? Six hundred and eighty acres.
477. Hid you buy it the other dav ? Ho. . .
4.78. Hid you bid for it? Yes ; it is held by two or three gentlemen ; but tbe whole of it is in my name.
479. I am"not talking of the property you havo got, but of the property which you proposed to buy the 
otber day? AVe wanted to see what'it would bring at public auction, while tbe doing away with the 
Zigzag was in contemplation ; hut we did not get a bid the second time.
4S0. Hid not you, yourself, bid for it? Yes. (
481. Wbat did you bid for it ? £1,100. _ 1 ,
482. Why did you not complete the purchase? I. found that it would be better for me not to do so.
483. Did' the vendor lot you oft ? Yes ; he acted most honourably about it when ho saw tho result.
484. You said a little while ago that you were prepared, with the aid of some persons, to construct the
line you suggest for £25,000 a mile? Yes. .. „ . ~
455. Who are associated with vou in that offer ? I am not at liberty to mention names, but a big Sydney hrm.
456. You decline to tell us who they arc ? I am bound not to mention any names until tbe thing is settled.
457. But you mean to say that certain gentlemen would construct that line for £25,000 a mile. les.
488. You want this Committee to believe that a certain number of gentlemen in Sydney have agreed to 
construct this line for £25,000 a mile, although you have stated that you have not made a detailed sui'W' 
and have none of the details of the line prepared ? Ko ; it is merely an approximated proposition. J he 
suggestion was made by me, and they said, Very well ; if it can be done for tbat, tbe money shall be
forthcoming.” _ o • j c •* #
489. Then it is quite a conditional offer; nothing definite has been done. Yes; it is a detinue otter, 
d have only spoken of a single line, because I did not suppose that the Government were going to des roy
the Zigzag. . ,
490. But you apparently admit that it is desirable to havo a new line to carry the tramc going towaras 
Sydney ? Yes ; for the heavy traffic towards Sydney by a single line. ^
491. You admit that ? Yes; there would always be a shove up to Dargan’s Creek.
492. ‘ ' ' ‘ "
a new
It is uo benefit lo me at all at present; „ . .
from all parts of the world. It will probably be a large manufacturing town in the future. .
493. You have coal on your property ? Throe very valuable seams, and a fine iron mine; also paint 
pigments and graphite.
494. How long have you had it ? Since 1881. . , , ,
495. How much coaflmve you taken out of it? Tv one ; because tbe matter of dealing with the Zigzag is
in so undecided a. state. A\re could not get a bid for the land tho other day because of tbe proposed 
alteration. #

■ 496. The deviation is a proposal that has only been made during the last four or five years . During t e 
last five or seven years. Years ago, when J found that something was going to be done, I thought it my 
duty to state my claims. I will sell the land to the Government if they give me £10,000 for it. that is 
wbat has been expended upon it. I daresay Mr. Eeynolds would be glad to sell bis property.
497. Hid you not offer only £1,100 for 6S0 acres ? Vcs.* _ _ . „
49S. And yet you want the Government to give you £10,000 for land which is miles from the station. 
That has nothing to do with it as to its prospective value.
499. Is not your suggestion purely a selfish one, from your own showing ? Hot at all.
500. Are you not deeply interested in this matter ? I acknowledge that. _
501- If you had not lived up here you would not have bothered at all about it ? I do not thmk 1 would ; 
it would have been none of my business.
502. Mr. WtilL] You value your property at £10,000 ? I would take tbat for it to-morrow, and be very
glad to get it. I r ni nnno
503. Ho you know, as a matter of fact, tbat this property has been offered to a dozen people for ±.1,900.
Yes; I was told so. . , ,
504. And tbat it could bo purchased to-morrow for that? No; it could not, only an interest, because they 
cannot get a title except through me.
505. You know tbat it has been repeatedly offered in Sydney for £1,000 by tbe people who hold a lien 
on it. Do you expect that the Government will give £10,000 for property that can he bought m the 
open market for £1,000 ? I am the only person who has a title, and I am going to keep it.
506. You submitted a proposed route to a firm of contractors iu Sydney, and they have undertaken to
construct it for £20,000 without knowing anything about it? Only from my statement.
507. But you know nothing about it, not having made any survey, or entered into details ? I have gone
into it pretty deeply ; I am not mistaken. . . ,
508. But you are mistaken in the line which lias been surveyed for tbe Commissioners, lou state that 
tbe Commissioners are wrong in their estimate, which is based upon plans and sections; you state that 
tbey cannot make tbe line tbe length which they say it will be? Well, it is possible, and I may be 2 or 
3 miles out; but 1 do not think I shall be when tho whole line is completed.

Yes; from 1863 until 1867.

William Mylccharane, Esq., licensed surveyor, sworn, and examined
509. Chairman7\ You are a licensed surveyor by profession ? Yes.
510. Eor some time you occupied a position in the Lands Department? 
then passed my examination and was subsequently in charge of districts.
511. You are not now connected with the Civil Service? Ko. _ _
512. You are engaged in private practice in Lithgow and tbe surrounding district?
513. Arc you familiar with the country here? I was born here in 1843. I. have know ^
514. Your professional duties require you to visit various portions of tbe district? Yes.

* Hfixfi (Oft mi’soir)Tor one gentlsttian’B intcroeti

W.
j Hylechsrane,

Quite so.
I. bave known it for fifty-one years.

515.

Esq.

9 Mar., 1894,
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irylecLane 5f5‘ Suttor^ 1)0 3T°U fellow anything of thc deviations before the Committee ? Not having seen the 
Eeq. ' PIans J ,am <|Uite at sea in regard to the whole of them, except the projected line via Hartley Vale. I know

/-— __ s somethmg about the tunnel deviation, but lam quite unacquainted with the alternative lines. [The various
0 Mar., 1894. rJ>utes we^e explained to witness by the Chairman.']

til 6. Which do you think would be Ihe best line to make. Take first the deviation proposed by tho 
Commissioners, with a tunnel through thfe range? I must confess that my knowledge is limited to 
surveying rather than to engineering ; but T should certainly favour that or the No. 3 route. I know that, 
thero are objections to tunnels, whilst certain arguments may be advanced in favour of open railways.
517. What about the No. 3 proposal? I think that the length would be objectionable, though the grade 
inay be less. I should prefer the tunnel to it.
618. On what ground ? There would probably be less compensation to start with.
619. But thc work would cost more? Perhaps it would ; but you have heard to-night something about;
compensation. 0
620. We are told that it would take a year longer to make the Commissioners’ line than to carry out the 
No. ^ route. Does that modify your opinion with regard to their line ? Of course, its earlier construc
tion would be m favour of the No. 3 route.
521. We are told that there would be great difficulty in ventilating the tunnel on the Commissioners’ 
line. Certainly there will be that difficulty to contend against. As a native of the place, and knowing 
tbe whole district, I am totally against Mr. Eock’s line.
522. Upon what ground ? That it passes through private property ihe entire distance, and opens up no
Crown land at all. > r r

■^umP^<iTyXou intimated to the Chairman that you desired to give evidence on this matter ? 
J had no particular desire to give evidence. I was invited to do so. '
624. By whom ? By the Mayor.
625. Will you kindly give us any evidence which you think will he useful to the Committee in arriving at

r with regard to the route ? X should he in favour of any line that would avoid the heavy grade
ot tho Aig/.ag, if it were shorter, or the same length as the existing line.
626. Do you know the physical features of tho surrounding district ? I do.
62/. Can you suggest such a line ? I have not practically explored the country, but I am told there is a 
line up where we are to get our water supply, which would do away with tunnelling; but I am very much 
of opinion that it is impracticable.
^j®". ^:r' ® Sullivan.] .Mr. Munford has submitted a plan of a new route which, upon paper, seems an 
admirable one. As you know tbe country well, being born and reared here, you can tell the Committee 
whether it wiU be a perfect route P I have not actually seen Mr. Munford's plan.
529. One of his routes, which appears to be the chief one, starts from the coal stage, and seems to strike 
the end of the Zigzag Reserve, and then goes through the Clarence tunnel, and takes a straight courso 
away past Dargau s Creek ? X could not give you any definite information in regard to it.
530. \ou know the country ? Yes; but without anything tangible in regard to levels I am not in a 
position to give you any advice, no practical engineer having been over the route,
o31. But as a surveyor who knows the general contour of thc country, do you think it is possible to bring 
a line down from the Zigzag Reserve to the coal stage ? I do not think so.
532. Do you think that it is possible to make thc deviation marked with a straight lino bearing eastward 
ot Dargan’s Creek ? No, I do not.
533. Mr. Wall] Have you any knowledge of the general desire for an alteration of the line. What is
your opinion with regard to the necessity for altering the present Zigzag? The views I have generally
Jieard expressed are that if the existing grades were eased, we should be able to do a better trade in our 
coal, because thc haulage rates that we now pay are excessive as compared with other places.
ro-' r-t™ t,lat’t,ie doin£ witl1 tie heavy grade would have the effect of lowering the rates ? Yes 
o3o. It an easier grade would not increase_ thc haulage rate, you think that people would have no 
objection to using the present line ;—is the Zigzag looked upon as a dangerous line to travel ? I have not 
heard it spoken of as more dangerous than elsewhere,
536. You think the result of the deviation would be to reduce the rate of haulage ? Yes; I think so It
\vould give us some opportunity of competing with other places, but I do not know that it would bring 
about ihe desired result entirely. b
537. Mr. Trickett?] As a professional man, would you advocate a line to Lithgow by way of thc Zigzag
?oo a nr J? ^7 » different route ;—do you think that that would be desirable ? 1 certainly do not

y~r' ^0U havG already said that you know this country intimateJy ? Yes,
539. Do you know the surveys that have been carried'on in it ? The engineering surveys ?

The laud surveys ? Yes \ most of them.
What is tins “D 1, 681” ? It is a feature survey.
Showing the crest of the main range ? Yes ; I think it is a topographical survey.
“ M.S. 85 ” appears to be a road survey? Yes.

__ following the crest of the range? Yes.
515. That survey locates the crest of the range ? Yes ; pretty nearly.
546. It divides the rainfall between thc Cox and the Hawkesbury? Yes ; tbat is so.
517. Prom the railway at Bell, following along the crest of the range, what kind of country is it 
presuming that those surveys are on Bell’s line? They are on Maddock's line, the cattle route, ’
o48. following from the railway along Maddock’s line on the crest of the hill, what sort of country is it’ 
Jolerably level; much of a tablo-land, except in a few places.
549. Do you know of any approach from Eskbankup to the table-land? Not beyond whatlhave recently heard 
ooO. Yon know of no route up there? No. I have followed Farmer’s Creek up to the corner of 
travelling stock reserve 148.
551. Do you know of any connection between that place and the table-land ? No.
552. You know nothing of that ? I cannot say anything of that.
553. Mr CoUins.] It. has been stated tbat between £9,000 and £10,000 a year would be saved if a
proper deviation were made;—do you not think that that should be taken into consideration ? Yes 
004. Do you think it would be feasible, if a proper gradient were obtained, to take coal at a cheaper rate 
lo Sydney r Yes. 1
555. That matter should be taken mto consideration ? Yes.

Jiofj. Therefore you think it advisable that a deviation should be made ? Yes ; that is so.

540.
541.
542. 
513. 
544.

SATURDAY,
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[The Committee met at the Oddfellows' Hall, Hartley Vale, at 1'30 p.m.]

present:—

JACOB G-AERARD. Esq. (Chaiuhas).
Tbe Hon. “William Henhy Suttoe.
The lion. Peeueiuck: Thomas Humpheby. 
The lion. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett. 
Thomas Thomsos Ewing, Esq.

William Chandos Wall, Esq. 
William McCourt, Esq.
John Cash Neild, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq, 
Charles Collins, Esq.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

John William Rock, Esq., M.I.M.E., sworn, and examined:—
557. Chairman^] Where did you learn your profession ? At Leith, in Scotland.
558. With whom? With Tennant & Co.
559. Of Leith ? Yes ; I afterwards finished it in Glasgow, at Napier’s.
5G0. They are also mechanical engineers ? They are also mechanical engineers.
6GL Did you follow your profession in the old country? Yes ; I then entered the service of Simpson 
Co., well-known mechanical engineers in Pimlico. I afterwards went lo Westminster, lo a civil engineer’s 
office.
562, What works were you engaged on there? Chiefly on water-works. I was engaged on tho 
Canterbury water-works principally, and also in connection with the Adelaide water-works, the plans for 
which were originally prepared in London.
5G3. Erom there, where did yon go ? To New Zealand, where I was engaged upon other works. There 
I introduced the use of water-power from hydraulic mains, and practised my profession in regard to general 
engineering ; but particularly in regard to hydraulic engineering.
504. How long were you there? About seven years.
565. Were you connected with any public ivorks ? I was managing foundries in Dunedin, principal!}'. 
56G. How long have you been in this Colony ? Nearly ton years.
567. Have you been practising your profession ever since you have been here? I have been entirely 
engaged in that way, except for a short time when 1 was sent home to England on business.
5G8. What ia tho nature of the works upon which you have been engaged in this country ? I began wiih 
a purely mechanical line of husiness, but T gradually found that my work drifted largely into mining, 
and more generally, into civil engineering.
5G9. Have you had anything to do with the laying out of railways or tramways in the Colony? I never 
did any Government work, but I have laid out one or two lines in different parts of the country, including 
Newcastle.
570. Will you mention them ? I completed the Northumberland Land and Coal Company’s line.
571. That is a railway which has been actually carried out ? Yes.
572. What is its length ? About miles. Jt goes through country of the heaviest description.
573. Are there any others ? I have also laid out a line for the New South Wales Shale and Oil Company, 
I laid out over a mile of private line, which I superintended and passed. Then I have done almost all 
the engineering work for the Lucknow mines lately. They are situated near Orange, and my work involved 
some railway construction.
574. Have the lines been actually constructed ? Yes. and they are open for traffic.
575. Have you anything else you would like to say in reference to the works whieh you havo carried out ? 
I can only say that I am at present fully occupied with general, and, very largely, with mining-engineering 
works. I have been instructed to proceed to Western Australia to engage in work of a similar character 
there whenever I like to go.
57G. Will you briefly tell us how you came to find this line, or to be requested to find it;—who were your 
employers ? This is in no way a speculation on my part. I was requested by the gentleman who is the 
mouthpiece of an association here to find, or perhaps, refind, from what I can hear in the neighbourhood, 
the line which was, many years ago, proposed to be a portion of the main line from Sydney westward. 
Into the merits or demerits of the existing line, or the proposed deviations, I need not enter. I received 
instructions to find a line which was to start from Mount Victoria and come out at Eskbank. My limits 
wore that tlie grades were in no place to exceed 1 in 50, and that I should have no small curves or anything 
that would be a retrogression as regarded the engineering portion of tho route. I started to work at the 
beginning of tbe year.
577, What are your curves ? The smallest curve I have is 12 chains radius, and except in one place these 
curves could be enlarged by what I considered excessive earthworks, but which would not be really 
detrimental to the line. It was in order to do the thing on the most economical scale possible that I did 
not enlarge these curves. I ran the line from point to point, having first of all examined very much as a 
commission of one all the people who knew the place. 1 ran tentative lines along every route whieh they 
said could be taken, and I feel sure in my own mind, that the line which I proposed is the only practicable 
ono. There has been no favouritism about this line. I have taken the most favourable route and the 
shortest route that could be obtained between the two points. Tho real engineering difficulties occur, of 
course, in getting down into the valley, and in getting out again. The ronte across the valley presents no 
difficulties, aud when I once got down I took almost a bee-line from one point to another. Therefore, I 
Rave not considered the real wants of the people as any one who had been working from that object might 
have done. I have run the easy portion of the route in a direct line.
578. Will you briefly state the direction in which your line runs, either from Mount Victoria or from 
Eskbank? I leave the existing line at a point about 5 chains on thc Sydney side of Mount Victoria 
station, and a curve of about 15 chains radius brings me right under the station-master's house, across thc 
entrance to the station, and across the road which runs along the side of tlie railway to Hartley Vale 
siding, where there must be a small bridge. My route then runs along on the sidling ground below tlie 
“ Grand Hotel,” and below the school. It passes through the property of the late Mr. Piddington—all 
through sidling ground, and through the loner portion of the Eltham Estate, whieh is marked on the

plan,

J. W. Rock, 
Esq., 

M.I.M.E.

10 Mar., 1894.
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J. W. liock,
Ksq.,

M.I.M.E.
plan, '' Piddington, Milson, 
becomes a ' '

10Mar.,18lJl

_ - _ . and Jtoxburgh.’1 Still Iioeping along the sidling ground, and along what
high-level piece of ground, it approaches the well-known place of interest which tourists go to 

see, called litania a Cjleii. tn n point almost touching li water roscwc 10^,of RO acres. Then it runs in 
what is really more titan half a circle round the point. This is the only place on thc whole route where 
I think it would be expensive to have a curve of more than 12 chains radius, hut a curve of 12 chains 
radius can be obtained. Leaving there, the lino goes through what, is marked as Bentley's Selection, with 
a cum e of lu chains radius, and keeps on as far as a road in which a zigzag is marked on the map and which 
goes to Hartley A'ale. Before quite getting to that point it enters a tunnel whieh runs the rest of thc 
straight line, which you see marked on the plan. At a varying distance of from o to 10 chains from there 
the ground consists of a lot of rocks, which would involve a very large amount of engineering difficulty, 
and this tunnel is for the purpose of escaping this. * “
570. AVhat ia the length of that tunnel ? Practically, 30 chains.
5SO, Is it on a curve f Xo ; it is on a straight line, between two curves, and it might be shortened with 
a little engineering enterprise by blowing down a lot of these turreted rocks. The section marked John 
Hay, junior,” is iu reality a precipitous rock, about 150 feet high, and the levels bring you out exactly at 
the bottom of it. The line comes out on to a clean face of rock, and from there starts a sidling cutting. 
I hat point ia the extreme convergence of the Mount Vork Hange and the ranges which nm away into 
the Kanimbla A1 alley. Ton look down into the whole length of that valley. Prom there the line is 
hardly worthy of any comment.^ You run, perhaps, for about 20 chains at the foot of firm, vertical, solid 
rocks, and fall, by a grade of I in 50, until you get into an easy sidling of 10 or 12 degrees. You keep 
on until you get to Mount York itself, which you make round without any remarkable ground until you 
touch the corner of the recreation reserve. 1 had to take advantage of the valley lying at tlie back of 
Mr. Tabrett s house, in order to make distance. That valley is about 30 chains across, and you can get a 
large curve, the ground being a partly sidling of 10 or 12 degrees and partly level. You then keep on 
until you hit the main road at the very edge of A. Armstrong’s property, which is the nearest approach 
tins route makes to the township of Hartley A'ale, which is 00 chains from here. Then follows a slight 
curve and a straight piece 70 chains long until you get to the river Lett, which is a very small stream, 
the water itself being about 10 feet wide, hut it would require a bridge of about 1| chains and about 10 feet 
high to rover any flood. The line keeps straight on until, with a curve, it reaches the extreme edge of 
Thomas Morris’s 9S acres. ^ The whole of the 2 miles through which we have passed is thoroughly flat 
ground; but now you begin to rise, in order to get up into Eskbank, and pass along the gradually 
increasing spurs upon the ranges, first with a convex, and then with a concave curve, until you come to the 
30 acres marked “ M. J. Pinn,”
581. AVhat about Morris’s Creek ? All the creeks that are marked on the plan mean culverts. There is 
nothing that means a bridge.
5S2. There is nothing larger than the Lett ? Xot half or a quarter the size of that river. Then you 
come to what looks thc most remarkable piece of the whole line—that extremely deep curve whicli is 
shown on the plan. It is yet to be decided whether that piece will be put in—because it means nearly 
100 feet of extra elevation or whether we shall lengthen the tunnel. The ground rises so extremely 
gradually up to Eskbank station that every 10 feet of elevation means an immense decrease in thc length 
of the tunnel. I ran that curve round in order to cut down the length of the tunnel. When I ran 
straight across ray tunnel was so hopelessly long—about ISO chains—that I went back and reduced it to 
70 chains. _ At the head of that gully there is a stream as big as the river Lett, and is, I should say, 
the most important piece of water wo pass over. Erom bank to bank it measures, X suppose, fully 
4 chains, aud though, of course, the gully will be filled in, provision would have to be made for quite 
as big a stream of water as comes down the river Lett. Then you run again on a gradually steepening 
sidling until you come to Campbell Mitchell’s 45 acres and Mackenzie’s 40 acres, where you observe 
the road takes a V shape. That is nearly the top of Doctor’s Gap. The tunnel begins 17 chains this 
side of that point, and ends just about tho crossing of the road into Lithgow. After that the line 
simply runs down tho flat, until, with a 20 chains curve, it joins the existing line near the Semaphore. 
The total length of the survey from end to end, which is, of coarse, subject to correction, in rounding off 
curves, and so on, is 1,146 chains, or 14 miles 26 chains.
583. And the ruling grade ? One in 50.
584. Is that the best grade you could get ? Xo ; we could make it easier if we liked to lengthen the line
up the valley, *
585. Do you know the length of the existing lines between the two points connected by your line ? 
Bather over 19 miles. If, instead of crossing the road, where I indicated, you were to run near thc 
township, we could make the grade what we liked by increasing the length of the line. We have a certain 
distance to fall, and dividing the grade into that, we get tho length.
5S6. Of course there are points on the line where it is almost flat for a bit ? That grade is calculated to 
run right through, and I have 28 feet to spare.
587. But it is not a continuous 1 in 50 grade down and 1 in 50 grade up;—1 suppose the 1 in 50 grade 
only occurs here and there? It occurs right through.
588. But from Mount York, for 2 or 3 miles west from here, you would have a much flatter grade? 
starting at Mount Victoria, and coming out at the blazed tree at Armstrong’s house, 1 have calculated 
that it would run a grade of i in 50 right through, and I havo about 28 feet to the good—that is, I could 
afford to waste 28 feet in various places throughout the whole length. After that, of course, there is a 
long flat piece.
589. Your instructions were to find a practicable route with a grade of 1 in 50 bclvveen the two places 
you have mentioned ;—I suppose you have not gone further and taken out sections in order to make an 
estimate of the probable cost ? I have all the details ready and collated; but I had not time to make an 
estimate of the cost. I thought if I were allowed to give evidence on a future occasion I Mould have tho 
inturination a11 rca<-b'' The only thing I can state is that there is no practical difficulty in tho work, and I 
shall be able to get out all the quantities and give an estimate at a verv early date.
590. You make tho detour through Finn’s and Mackenzie’s for the purpose of decreasing the length of 
the tunnel. Presuming that piece wore cut out, aud you went in for a longer tunucl, how long would 
thc tunnel bo ? Its length would be doubled.
o91. Do you know, from your knowledge of the district and the contour of the country, whether it would 
be possible to strike the AYestern Line at a point further west than Eskbank, and avoid the tunnel alto
gether? Yes ; we could then get more length, and, by running into Bowenfels, do away with the tunnel
altogether. 592.
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592. If yoor instructions had been to lake thc line from Mount Victoria to Bowenfels, instead of to ■ -g' oc ’ 
Eskbank, you could have made it shorter, and have done away with the tunnel ? Yes ; I could have done
both. . 11 t
593. Konghly, how much shorter would it be? I suppose I should save a mile on the total length. 10 Mar., 1894.
59I. And without a tunnel ? T mean that the existing line to Bowenfels would be shortened by 6 miles,
instead of hy 5, as it would be hy my proposed line to Eskbank, while a tunnel could bo dispensed with 
altogether. Jt is in order lo save Eskbank that I have run the line through there.
595. That would mean considerably less in total construction? Yes.
596. Tho tunnel-work being excessively heavy? Yes; tbe total cost would be less.
597. Could you obtain thc same grades ? Easily.
598. If you wore doing that, whereabouts would you branch off from your present survey ? Erom the
knowledge I possess at thc present time, I should say in Mackenzie’s 40 acres. After making a detour 
I would Iceep more downwards. _ ,
599. Instead of commencing a tunnel, you would continue round the side of the hill ? Yes; along the 
northern boundary of Mackenzie’s 120 acres, where it touches tho 40 acres, until you come to the 
boundary of Brown’s Gap. Just there it would cross tlie Gap road, and you would require 1 chain, or 
perhaps 2 chains of tunnelling. Then, roughly speaking, it would run in a more northerly direction 
through tlio 61 acres belonging to thc Lithgow Valley Colliery.
600. On which side? Pretty well northerly, going through Higgins, Waltons, and Gill’s 320 acres, and
then as much as practicable making a straight line to the round part of thc curve between Bowenfels and 
Lithgow. .
601. That would he a less costly line than a line to Eskbank ? It would be less costly, because it would all 
bo upon sidling cutting.
602. If the line were made from Mount Victoria to Bowenfels, the coal trade of the Lithgow \ alley would 
all havo to be brought down to Bowenfels Junction? There are two points to be considered in that. If 
the lino wore taken direct to Bowenfels, thc portion of the existing lino which would bo loft between 
Bowenfels and tho bottom of the Zigzag would be turned virtually into n station-yard. That would be no 
disadvantage to Lithgow, but rather an advantage to the collieries thero. Apart from that, a much widor 
view of the thing is this, that if tho line wore constructed to the point we have been considering, on the 
south side of thc long tunnel where tho narrow curve is, is tbe real outcrop of all the coal-seams, and the 
collieries would be worked by drives from there.
GC3. But are there not some on thc other side of the Lithgow Valley, which could not get access from 
this side. Eor instance, have not thc Yale Colliery Company all their land on the north-western side of 
the lino, rather than on thc south-eastern side ? I cannot speak authoritatively on the matter; but in 
nearly every case they come over on to this side of the range. ,
604. At all events, independently of whether they work or could work on this side of tbe mountain range, 
you say that the fact of having to run down to Lithgow or Bowenfels would not be of great consequence, 
because of the great facilities for shunting there would be at Lithgow ? Yes; and as regards the passenger 
traflic there need not beany disadvantage. I would suggest that the rolreshiuent-roqin should be placed 
there, and the running in of any local people could be done during tho refreshment-time.
605. Mr. O'Sullivan.] J low long havo you been on this particular survey ? 1 began it two days before
the new year. I spent about three weeks upon it then, and! spent another three weeks upon it afterwards.
606. 1 understand that you June gone over overi'possible route, and bave selected tins as the best of 
them? Yes; I have tried every possible route.
607. I presume you have been ready to receive suggestions from residents, even though they be laymen .
Yes, I havo. I requested interviews, both witb those who said it was as easy as anything to find a line, 
and with those who said it was impracticable. "Whenever anyone said there was an easier route, I tried 
it, not only by eye, but by running a line along it, to my great disappointment, and I am now certain that 
there is no other route. _ ....
60S. Did you discover this route, or did anyone suggest it to you? I discovered it in this way.
I found that unless I could get a fair start below tbe precipices at tbe junction of the_ Mount 
York road and tbe Old Hartley road, 1 might give the job up. The larger portion of my time was 
spent iu getting a route to go down that depth. When JL got that, tlio rest was comparatively simjdc.
1 ran tho lino completely round the ranges for about 8 miles tlie other way. so I havo tried thc thing very 
carefully. .
609. You are confident of having overcome the difficulty of rounding Mount York. There is no 
question to be considered except the earthwork. There is no doubt the line can be constructed. ^
610. Mr. Barks.'] Have you made yourself familiar with the proposals now' before the Committee? Bo;
I have not had the opportunity.
Gil. Have you seen thc Oommisioners’ proposal? Ho; ] had one glance at the map, but I do not know 
anything about the details.
612. Have you seen the proposal of thc Construction Department? No ; ] have not seen any of them,
613. You haie surveyed both the routes you speak of yourself? Yes. 4
614. Yon have no idea of there being any difficulty beyond tbe points you have already explained ? Bo ;
it is a mere matter of cost. There will be uo excess in the way of cost. t ,
615. You can secure a uniform grade of ] in 50 ? 1 have done that, and the grade might bo made 1 m 
GO without any great expense. It would only mean tho lengthening of tho line. _
616. Are you aware that the Commissioners’ proposal includes a tunnel If mile long? The only 
knowledge I have of it is what I read in thc public newspapers.
617. You have no knowledge of it? No. ,
618. Mr. liioing.] To thc best of your belief, did any engineer ever look at thc route you have described .
Tho only thing tbat makes me know that it has been tried is that upon a lithograph given to me by the 
Engineer-in-Chief, there was marked, in green colouring, a line which got to about, where my difficulties 
commenced, and then stopped, just as if thc surveyors could not get any further. That is tho only thing 
that makes me think that thc line has been tried.
619. You saw'no evidence of work on the ground? No.
G20. You say that the more difficult part of the work iiad, apparently, been investigated? Instead of 
going from Mount Victoria downwards, I thought they had started from tho flat, and that when they had 
got to the big grades, 5 or G miles from Mount Victoria, they had gone no further. 621-2.
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jf. W. Rock, 621-2. Your lowest point, I presume, would be in tbe River Lett? Yes.
M.I.M E. ■^■ow ^’g^' ^ blount Victoria over that ? Eight hundred aud seventy feet. '

G24. How far is it from the bridge over the Lett to where you join the main line at Mount Victoria? 
10 Mar. 1894. hundred and eighty-one chains.

’ G25. How many chains of level country would there he in that? None, except where they put in
stations.
626. Then you have to rise S70 feet in 6S1 chains ? Yes; that is a little better than, 1 in 50.
627. Tlie whole lino is going to run on a grade of 1 in 50 ? In that case it would havo to do so.
628. "Would any of it be more level than 1 in 50 ? In that ease it would not. I am taking right down 
to the water level, hut I would propose to make the bridge perhaps 25 feet high, getting a help in 
that way,
629. You have told us that tlie grade would he 1 in 50. It is perfectly clear then that if some is less than 1
in 50 some of it must be more than that ? Yes; hull picked out the ronte so that it might run 1 iu 50
all through. .
630. You believe that there is no flat country to bo utilised ? There is no flat country to utilise.
631. It will be cutting the whole way? It will be sidling country.
632. You have looked into it, and you believe you can do that ? Yes.
633. Chairman.] Is there anything else you would like to add? I mentioned thatl had literally fulfilled 
my instructions in finding a 1 in 50 grade, and in wasting no mileage. 1 think I also mentioned that by 
adding a little distance, say a milo, it would he quite possible to ease the grade off. If I crossed the road 
30 chains from here, instead of 60 chains, I should havo all that to spare.
634. If your route is not tied up too much you will be able to get length where you want it ? "We can 
run practically any distance in the valley and ease the grade.

John Ifraneis Tabrott, Esq., auctioneer, sworn, and examined:—
Chairman.] What is your occupation? At present I am an auctioneer.
Residing in Hartley Vale ? Yes.
Mr. O’Sullivan.] Arc you well acquainted with this district ? Yes, very well.
I. understand that you are a member of the Association who have provided for tlie survey made hy 

Mr. Rock ? Yes, I am Secretary to that Association.
639. What induced yon to undertake the work ? Well, I may perhaps claim to be thc originator of the 
scheme.
640. _What_induccd you to originate it ? I saw the disadvantages tho agriculturists were labouring under 
in this particular district, and I took a patriotic view of the question.
641. What are those disadvantages? They cannot get out of the valley without climbing up a hill, which 
is about 4i miles long, and has a grade in some places of as much as 1 in 8. People who have raised 
produce in the outlying districts have to face that mountain in order to get tlieir produce away.
642. The road you refer to is near Clarence siding? No, I refer to the road to Mount Victoria. Hartley 
Vale is situated right in a valley : and besides Hartley Vale there are the other three Hartleys, Kanimbla, 
Liddlcton, Loivther, and all those places. They have cither to go to Mount Victoria, up a road with a , 
very steep grade, or to Bowenfels. where the grade is not so heavy, hut the distance is longer. They can 
also go to Eskbank, or to Hartley Vale station on equally heavy grades.
643. Are the districts you have named settled by agriculturists ? Yes, to a certain extent, and I am 
positive, Horn what I know, that if thc railway were constructed tho population would he four times as 
great as it is now,
644. What produce do these agriculturists raise ? They can raise any produce that can be grown in any 
other part of the country, even including corn.
645. Do they raise much produce ? No, because they cannot get it to market. They can raise corn, 
wheat, oats, maize, rye, potatoes, pumpkins, indeed any kind of vegetable or cereal that can he produced 
in any other part of the country, except it is a tropical or semi-tropical district.
646. Is there room for much production here? Yes ; there are at present 126,000 acres of laud in the 
Lowthcr, Kanimbla, and Megalong Valleys. In addition to that, there are 8,000 acres in the Hartley 
District,
647. Do you mean Crown land ? No ; from what I can glean, there are about 30,000 acres of Crown 
land available for settlement.
648. The other land you refer to is already alienated? Yes, or leased.
649. You have one or two graziers here ? Yes, we Itave Liddleton, Kanimbla, and Rose Vale.
650. Do they raise sheep, or cattlo? Both.
651. What other industries labour under disadvantages in these valleys ? There are none at present that 
I am aware of ; but if a line is constructed we shall have coal, shale, timber, granite, silver, gold, and lime
stone, all of which would he worked.
652. Have you ever worked any silver mines in these parts ? There have been some worked.
653. Have yon had much gold-mining ? No • there is one mine which is said to be a success. They sent 
some stuff down to Sydney to he assayed, and it has proved to he worth 3 ounces to the ton.
651. Chairman.] You cannot tell us where that is ? Jt is at Liddleton, on Dean Marryat’s land.
655. Mr. O'Sullivan^] .Is there much of it ? I believe that tbe reef they are working will extend for miles.
656. How would the railway assist thc shale and kerosene industry? By opening up now fields. It would
assist the Hartley Vale people, because, at the present time, they have to draw all their stuff up to tlio 
siding, a height of 400 or 500 feet. "
657. But they have a tramway of their own ? Yes.
658. Do you think they would abandon that tramway, and use the main line ? I should imagine thoy 
would; hut their manager will be aide to answer thc question.
650. lou think that, as business men, they would use it? Ou a rough estimate, I believe that it would 
save them £1,000 a year.
660. Are there any other industries ? Yes, shale would he opened up at the Sugarloaf Mountain. Shale 
lias also been proved to exist on Delaney’s property, and on other properties round here. At Hartley they 
have as good a granite as could be procured in any other part of the Colony. I am not speaking scienti
fically, hut as a practical man, because I know what granite is. " CGI..

J. F. Tabrett, 635. 
Esq. 636.

10 Mar., 1894. g,qg
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GC1. You consider that this district has been languishing for the want of assistance which a railway would J. F. Tabrctt,
give it ? I am positive of that. _ _i_.e^‘r_
(i62. And that a railway would give a great impetus to all these industries? Yes; and to^ agricultu-
ists as well. Last year 2,000 fruit trees were planted in this valley near Hartley, and there will be more ‘
planted this year. If there were a possibility of the railway coming this way, however, instead of 2,000
being planted, 10,000 would he put in. '
603, "Who are the momhers of the Association to whom you refer ? They are all local men. _ _ _
66t. They are likely to bo interested in this railway ? Every one of them are local men ; but in addition 
to that, I may say that a great many of them are working men wdso do not own a foot of land in tlio 
district. __
6G5. They have taken the matter up largely on public grounds, with a view to a public benefit ? les.
They consider, with myself and others, that if the railway were constructed, from 2,000 to 2,500 men 
could be employed upon it at one time, which would mean a great benefit, not only to Lithgow, but to all 
the districts right round, and it would also be the means of drawing from Sydney a large section of the 
unemployed.
666. Have you a timber industry to be developed ? Ho ; but we bave as good timber in the district as 
you could imagine.
667. "What timber ? .Principally ironbark and gums. There is cedar, but we liave to go some distance
down for it. This is the only outlet for the whole of the valleys south, _
66S. ]s there any other point that you would like to bring out? You have had all the evidence with 
regard to the line itself. It would shorten the distance to Lithgow, and would place all the districts west 
of Eskbank in closer communication with the city.
669. I presume you hold also that instead of having a line for about 19 miles giving little or no freight to 
the railway, this line will give a considerable business to the railway ? Yes. At the present time I am 
informed that the line between Mount Victoria and Eskbank, leaving out those two places, does not cover 
working expenses. If the line I suggest were constructed, however, I am positive that there would^ he a 
saving of at least £2,000 iu wages alone. There are a great number of people employed as fettlers, signal
men, pointsmen, <fcc., on the present line, who would not be required on this line. That would mean a 
saving to the Department of at least £2,000, and some of us estimate it at £3,000.
670. Mr. Davies.'] You are familial’ with the project submitted by Mr. Bock ? Yes. _
671. You are one of those who employed that gentleman to find a deviation which would, bo an improve
ment upon tbe existing line ? Yes. _
672. Ho you, and tbe gentlemen associated with you, approve of the proposal as submitted by him ? Lea ; 
his plans have been adopted by tbe Association.
673. Ho you know anything about the Commissioners’ proposed deviation ? I only know what has trans
pired through the press.
G7d. Have you seen the plans showing the Departmental scheme ? I have not. _
675. Your great object lias been to secure a better route with an easier grade and a shorter distance 
between Mount Victoria and Lithgow ? Yes ; and to open up this particular district.
676. For agricultural purposes ? Yes. The district right through to the Jenolan Caves would be
benefited by the proposed line. _ _
677. The great advantage accruing would bo the saving in haulage aud mileage ? Yes, and in working 
expenses, wear and tear, &e.
678. Besides that, you say that tlse line would lead to the development of additional industries ? Yes, and 
I believe, from what I can learn, that it can be constructed for considerably less than any other route,
679. Having been engaged in building and that kind of occupation for a number of years, could you give
ns a rough estimate of the cost of the line per mile ? My opinion, after seeing the plans, and going over 
the route with Mr. Bock a good part of the way, is that the work could he done at considerably less 
than £200,000. _ _
680. You also stated that in your judgment, and in the judgment of those associated with you, there 
would be a saving of £2,000 year in working expenses ? That is in the way of fettlers, pointsmen, and 
others ; it 1ms nothing to do with the wear and tear, ■which we cannot get at.
6S1. You also believe that a very great saving would be effected in wear and tear because of the easier 
grades ? Y es.1
682. Is there any other advantage which would accrue to the district? Yes. The Grovernment have 
expended a very large sum of money in opening up the celebrated Jenolan Caves, and I believe that if the 
railway were brought here the number of people going to those caves would be increased, because of tbo 
distance being shortened by 5 or 6 miles, and there being no hill to climb.
683. IVouId any of the industries now being carried on in the district be afrected to their disadvantage
by the deviation? Not that I am aware of, I think it would be all to their advantage. The new Vale 
and the old Vale collieries would both work on this side, and in addition to that there are other properties 
where coal would be worked. _
684. Are these industries in full operation now? I think not—they arc languishing at the present time.
685. Are they afliected by railway communication ? I believe they are. I believe they are affected by 
heavy haulage rates charged for taking the coal to Sydney.
686. 'Would the coal companies you speak of be improved in position, if the deviation were made? Cer
tainly, because in the first place, there would be 5 miles less freight to pay, while the wear and tear 
would not ho so heavy, and the Commissioners ought, therefore, to be able to reduce the rates.
687. Would that apply to all tlio collieries and to the Shale and Oil Company? Yes ; to every one of 
them. That was the object the Committee had in view when they recommended that the line should be 
taken down into the Valley and through Eskbank.
688. How would the properties be affected that did not come out on this side of the valley ? They would 
he affected by getting a reduction in freight,
689. In the trainage on the other side ? Yes: the shortening of the distance would affect them.
690. Tbe only advantage tbey would bave would be the shorter distance and easier grade ? Just so.
691. Is there anything you think you ought to tell the Committee that would strengthen the opinion . 
expressed by your professional representative in favour of the line ? I believe it would bo just possible • 
to put down a double line for one and the same cost as a single line.

692.
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' Esq, ’ !■lat 80 ?v'iei,e nearly all the work was side euLting P The side cuUing is very gradual.
rr. , v it not entail the lifting and discharging of a very much larger quantity of material ? A'o ; I 

10 Mur,, 1834. cou “ excavated, and pitched over the side.
094. But you would not like to undertake a double lino for the same price as a single line ? Certainly not, 
J am speaking figuratively. ] believe that in some of the other schemes it would be impossible to have a 
double line.
G95. Mr. McCourt,'] But Mr. Eock says that ho could save a 70 chain tunnel and make a hotter lino by 
functioning at Bowenfels ;—would your Committee agree to that ? A resolution was passed by the 
Committee to this effect, that the object of the league was to get railway communication with the valley, 
and it was unanimously decided that the Committee did not care one iota which way the line went so long 
as it came into the valley.
?!??■ you would not object to the junction being at Bowenfels ? Not in the least,
097. You have already approved of it by resolution P Yes. We consider that our duty to the public and 

. country is at an end, inasmuch as we have shown that a practical route exists which could be made
use of. Wo think it is the duty of the State to bear the rest of the expense.
698. You did not not bind Mr. Eock to junction at Eskbank ? We did at the time. The instructions we
gave him were to take a line into the valley with a ruling grade of 1 in 50, joining the main line at 
Eskbank aud Mount Victoria. J °
699. Do you not think it w'oukl be an advantage to cut out the 70 chain, tunnel and join at Bowenfels ? I 
voVe nm* consl^ere<^ the matter. It certainly would not be an advantage to the Eithgow people.
700. Then you are considering the Lithgow people, not the cheapness of the line or the best line ? I do 
not say that. 3 say that wo have now procured a practical route which, in our opinion, is the best that 
can be made. We bave not ascertained anything to the contrary.
701. If Mr. Eock says that he can cut out a 70 chain tunnel on his proposed line, do you not think that 
would be an advantage ? Certainly.
/02. Do you not tliink that the Committee would adopt his suggestion and pass by Eskbank P I could 
not sav. r oo r j

'rni" Trrn "°^ Committee formed to assist the general public ? That would have to be new business.
704. Will your Committee consider the question? I cannot promise you that they will, inasmuch as they 
have an obiection to incurring a fresh liability.
/05. You do not care what happens so long as the lino comes through the valley ? So long as the line 
comes through the valley and communication is given to the outlying settlers.
700 Chairman^] You said just now that by tbe construction of the proposed line the Lithgow collieries 

at an advantage, having a better grade, shorter mileage, and so on would not the construction 
deviation load the capital cost of the main lino P So will the Commissionei’s’ deviation.

/07. \\ “cr® then is the interest to come from to pay for the deviation ? I am only one of a very great 
many who belieie that if the deviation is not made a calamity will happen which will perhaps cost the 
country a great deal more than a deviation would cost.

aiS a interest has to bo paid on tbe money expended on the existing line, and
will have to be paid on the construction of any deviation ? Yes.
/09. Therefore, how can the Commissioners reduco the freights between Mount Victoria and Eskbank 
when they have to pay interest on an increased capital cost ? They would take it in the aggregate. .
710. Load some of the other lines with it ? Yes; because other people, right hack to Orange, would get 
a great advantage from tho deviation.
711. Suppose the Commissioners do not anticipate that they will be able to reduce the freights by cutting 
out these grades. If they had not to carry the produce so far, they would have to reduce the freights 
to correspond with the reduced mileage.
/12, At any rate the Commissioners are the masters of the situation so far as rates are concerned ? 
rerhaps too much so in the interests of the district.

* j'n sb°^ bow the interest on the increased capital cost would bo provided for if the rates were 
reduced . les ; by the natural increase in the freight to be carried.
hme T!’at DatLlral increase eominS from the Vale district ? Yes; from the outlying districts about

715. V,That area of land in this district do you think would be directly benefited by a line such as you 
suggest. If you confine yourself to Hartley, I should say about 8,000 acres.
716. The produce from that land would conic to a station at Hartley Vale ? I believe a line such as I 
suggest would serve about 500,000 acres, inasmuch as it would serve the people right out to Jenolan 
Caves Megaiong Luldieton, Hartley, Irish Corner, Hampton, and other places.
/!/. Do you think those places would make use of a station at Hartley Vale ? T do.
718. And that this large area of country which is now only partly used will largely increase its produc- 

"mi ^ SUT° ^ You^‘ f f°rme,f that opinion from what was said by those who hold tho land.
amount ot produce sent by the railway would help the Commissioners to pay an extra 

Lb,000 a year interest ? I am positive that it would. A reduction in the first place would have to be 
set against the earnings, h or instance, if they saved £5,000 iu wages and wear and tear, they would 
nave so much less to make up.

J«the;ieca^rthnl? c,se ™u wouId like to add ? I do not think there is anything else.
721. Mr. O Sullivan.] Nearly all the land along this route is in private hands, is it not? I think it 
passes through two freeholds.
/22. Do you think that the owners of that land would be prepared to sivo the land required for railway 
purposes without compensation ? Yes; and I believe that the people who arc there would willingly 
submit to the betterment principle, if it were the law of the land. '

. "William Hall, Esq., Manager, New South Wales Shale and Oil Company, sworn, and examined:—
TV. Hall, Esq. 723, Mr. Davies.] You arc one of those who employed Mr. Eock to find a better route for the proposed 
10Maiv"i894 e lme? .Thomatter was brought under the notice of the Board by the residents

! * the Conunittee* eontnbut:ed fbeir quota of the expense. 1 being a sort of cx-offiaio member of

724. Your Company contributed through you towards the expense of the survey ? Quite so. 725.
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723. You ]iave lieard Mr. Eoek’s evidence, and Ms description of the proposed line ? Yes. _ ,
726. Do you approve of his scheme ? I believe that it is the only practicable scheme, comparing it with 
the other routes that have been submitted to us from time to time.
727. How long have you been iu charge of the Company’s works here? I am not located here 1 belong 
to the Sydney Office. I have been connected with the Company for twelve years,
728. You know the surrounding district fairly well ? Fairly well.
729. And make frequent visits to it? Weekly visits as a rule. _ , .
730. To what extent would your Company benefit by the carrying out of Mr. Rock’s deviation . We
should have to dismantle our incline and tramway, and it would probably cost us £2,000 or £3,000 to 
make another connection with the railway, hut I do not think our people would object to that, if they 
could save in the mine expenses. _
731. I presume that the working of the tramway is very expensive, because of the steepness of the 
incline? Yes, It is 3 miles altogether from the bottom of the incline to the main line. _
732. If the deviation were carried out, would your Company be able to open up fresh workings ? No ; 
but we should have to make a fresh connection with the main line.
733. On the lower level ? Yes,
734. Would you send your oil aud shale from there by rail ? We 
Commissioners choose to keep the present standing at Clarence Siding, 
stuff away over the flat country, if we could get a siding there.
735. Would the deviation affect your output ? Not at all.
736. You cannot increase it ? We cannot increase it. '
737. What is the extent of the Company’s holdings ? Four thousand acres.
738. How much of that has been worked out ? About 50 acres are working, or have been worked. Most 
of the remainder is high land on the railway frontage, and other land in which there is no shale.
739. So you practically have only a small portion to work ? Quite so. _ _
740. At your present output, how long would your workings last? It is is impossible to say; but we 
are living in hopes that they may last for ever. We have shale in sight for many years.

W. Hall, Esq. 
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should have to do so, unless the 
We should prefer to send our

741. In the 50 acres ? In the present holding.
I have not seen any742. Have you seen the plan of the deviation proposed by the Commissioners ?

plans, other than Mr. Rock’s rough drawings. _
743. You do not know anything about the Commissioners’ proposal ? Nothing beyond what I have seen
in the daily papers. _
744. The only scheme with which you arc familiar is that propounded by Mr. Rock ? Quite so.
745. You believe, from your local knowledge, that it is the best scheme that can be adopted? I do. .
746. Is there anything you would like to tell tho Committee to show how you came to that conclusion?
I support the line on the broad grounds that it will benefit the whole of this valley, because I know tho 
difficulties which the people have to contend with in bringing their produce from outlying districts to 
Mount Victoria. Even if they go to our siding or to Lithgow, they have these enormous hills to climb, 
winch is a great drawback. You may see the deserted farms all about. These places have been left 
because the farmers have no means of getting their produce to market. _ _
747. The railway at present is inaccessible, and that prevents the settlers from sending their produce to
Sydney ? Yes. _
748. Does much of the local produce find its way to Sydney ? Very little.
749. Most of it is consumed in the district? Most of it is locally consumed.
750. Have you any other reason for recommending the scheme ? There are plenty of local people here 
who can speak for themselves, I speak because of my connection with others.
751. Mr. McCourt.'] Does your Company make any complaints about the freight charges ? We always 
try to get things as cheap as we can ; hut tho freights arc not a heavy burden upon us.
752. You are satisfied with them? We are not satisfied ; but we arc not complaining to any extent.
753. If Mr. Rock’s line were constructed, do you think it would cheapen the rates ? I do not think so. 
It is 4 miles from Hartley Vale to Mount Victoria, so that we should not save anything in mileage.
754. Would the coal mine proprietors save anything ? Yes. Tho underground haulage means about 8d.
a ton to them, which is a big item, _
755. What is the haulage now ? Seven shillings and nine pence a ton from Lithgow.
7554. One penny a ton per mile ? It is on that basis. _
756. You think you could get a better rate than that ? Yes; provided the Commissiouers did not put
a little on. _ _
757. Mr. Ewing.'] Hartley Yale is about 8 miles from Mount Victoria ? By road.
758. But by Mr. Rock’s line ? About tbe same. _ _
759. How far is your siding from Mouut Victoria? Four miles, and we have 3 miles of private line.
760. Therefore, if Mr. Rock’s line were constructed, you would have to pay freight for 4 additional
miles ? Quite so. ...
761. But at tho present time you have to lift your shale to the top of the mountains. How high is that?
Six hundred feet approximately. _ _
762. You have capital invested in your plant on which you have to pay interest, and there is the wear 
and tear and working expenses to he met ? Yes.
763. If Mr. Rock’s line were made, the Government would bear all those charges ? Yes; and we could 
use Government waggons instead of our own.
764. What is it worth to you per ton to get your stuff up ? I could not say that.
765. It is worth something considerable ? Yes.
766. Supposing the line did come into the valley ? Then it stands to reason that we should save some
thing by avoiding all that haulage.
767. To lift anything 600 feet means money ? Yes.
768. Therefore you could afford to pay the Government a little more? We should be paying 4d. a ton 
extra for haulage.
769. Do you think you could lift stuff 600 feet and pay for the wear and tear for 4d. a ton ? I am not at 
liberty to say what it costs us to lift our stuff, hut we could afford to pay 4d. a ton extra for haulage.
770. If you could put your stuff on to the Government railways on the fiat, it would aid your enterprise ?
Yes; and that is the reason we support the proposal. 771.
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^a^^sq. 771, Chairman.'] I suppose you have no objection to telling tbe Committee what you pay to the 
10 Mar 1894 J~})m™sa'c'nr;rs yearty 011 an. average? Tor the last twenty years we have paid them about £9,000 a year. 

•’ Has there been any increase during the last two years? The last twelve months liave been very Black,
773. But until last year there was a gradual yearly increase ? 1803 was a bad year; but in 1S92 and 1891 
we paid £10,000 a year.
774. Is there any probability of your trade lessening owing to the disuse of the materials which you 
manufacture? Things are a bit slack at the present moment; but that is due more to the general 
depression than to anything else. People are buying as little as they can possibly help.
775. lour manufactures go principally to other countries? Our shale does.
776. Where is your market for the refined products? New South Wales.
777. None are shipped away ? No ; there is no export of them.
778., You only export the raw material ? Yes.
779. Bo you think it is likely that there will be a steadily increased demand for it in foreign countries ? It is 
one of the materials which they must have to enrich their gas. They are simply holding off now to get a 
lowcrprice. If we do not get our price one half year we will get it the nest.

mu U no^ ^ink ^ere any likelihood of the demand falling off ? I do not think so.
781. Therefore, being large customers of the railway now, you will continue to be so? Yes; aud with 
a nttlr; assistance from the Government we might do more. You asked Mr. Tabrett what interest he 
tnought this locality would pay upon the cost of the proposed deviation. The fact is that at present from 
Dargan s Creek to the foot of the Zigzag practically nothing goes on to the railway, whereas if Mr. 
Eock s deviation were made the Department would get £9,000 a year from us alone. That would cover 
the interest on the outlay.
782. But you pay that amount now ? Not on the deviation.
/83. Mr. O’Sullivan.] How much do the Commissoners pay you for kerosene? Last year they paid 
£9,000 for lubricants of which tho two shale companies here received £3,000, so that I daresay they naid 
us £2,000. j j r
i^vj ^ou 8aid ig answer to Mr. Davies that you were only working about CO acres out of 4,000. You 

■ hold your land on lease ? As a mineral conditional purchase.
785. I understand that you are working up to the fullest capacity ? We were until we closed down,
786. Under more favourable conditions you could extend your operations? Our conditions would not
help us unless tho state of trade helped us. We only work for orders. If the orders are not coining in 
we do not work the stuff. “
787. But suppose you get a large order from the Commissioners ? That would slightly increase onr 
output; but it would not affect us to the extent you imagine.
788. Mr. Davies.] Have you any objections to telling the total value of your annual output of shale and 
oil. I have brought no statistics with me ; hut roughly speaking, £60,000.
189. Does it vary very much ? In value ?—no.
^O.The lubricating oil you speak of is sold to the Commissioners? Both lubricating oil and kerosene. 
We have a contract witii them for refined oil, and other contracts for lubricating oil.
791. Arc you the only contractors for lubricating oil? No, tho Joadja Creek Company joined us in the 
contract. American importers supply the hulk of the Government requirements; about £6,000 is paid 
to them. r
/92. Do tliey use any castor-oil lubricants ? 1 believe that they arc using it in a few instances ; but they 
^ ^to , aw;l-r it as niuch as they can. They are bringing the mixed oils more into use.
793. You get about £2,000 from the Commissioners ? Yes.
794. And spend from £8,000 to £10,000 with them ? Yes.
79o. Chairman.] The Joadja Creek Company are not now working on the Southern line? Their oil- 
works arc not m operation; but they have good stocks on hand.
796. Do they not own the works at Katoomba ? Yes.

^hcre are their principal operations carried on? They have three works,—one at Katoomba, one 
at Joadja, and one at Sandown, in close proximity to Parramatta.
798. Is it not a fact that their greatest output is from Katoomba ? They have a very large output there, 
their area there is about twice as much as they have at Joadja Creek.
799. They are successful competitors with you ? No; it is the case of tbe lion and lamb lying down 
together. We are working together. It is not on the question of freight on the minerals that we feel 
sore ; but wo arc paying 22s. lOd. on refined oil now; and, although oil can bo imported from New York 
tor Jess than that, we cannot get any reduction.
800. Yon want a more intelligent tariff? We want a tariff laid down on commercial lines.

Mr. John William Berghofer, farmer, sworn, and examined:—
-£Ir' 7‘.rW' What is your occupation ? I have been a farmer for the last six months.

^siding where ? At the foot of Mount Victoria, on the Great Western road. 
oa7 TT' McCou]'t-'} Afe y>u one of the Committee who induced Mr. Eock to make this survey ? Yes. luar., loyi. 804. Can you tell us what benefit the deviation would be to tho district? Yes. Seeing in "the public 
prints that the Commissioners were going to make a deviation, because the existing line is not suitable, we 
aaid that we could anew them a deviation through here which would bo better than any they could get 
Qnr'°T>er ant^ , ck tip our opinion we engaged Mr. Hock to survey the line, 
m i. « w boyin<i him to connect two points, you did not tell him to look for the best line ? We told 

im to nnd the shortest practicable route, with a I in 50 grade, from Mount Victoria to Eskbank, coming 
through the valley. He would have to come through the valley to shorten the line.
806. The route ho suggests is, in your opinion, the best route? By a long way.
807. Would it open up any new country ? Certainly.

?0V)much ? Hie country which would bring produce to a station here lies on this side of tbe 
-Dividing Eange, and extends from the western road to Lowther, Bindo, Mcgalong, and through Liddleton, 
iXammbla, and the four Hartleys. The people who arc living in this district now, have to go either to 
l«.ount Victoria, or to Bowenfels. In one case they have to climb up a very steep hill, and in the other 
they nave twenty more miles of train carriage to pay. ' 809,
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809. 11 does not pay to convey produce up these steep hills at the present time ? No; it does not. T e -g ' 
price charged for carriage is so high that it prevents men from working land in the district. 1 he man 
who does the carrying for the storekeepers on the "Western Road between the River Lett and .mount
Tictom charges 12s. a ton, and to that must be added the railway freight. _ ,
810. Roughly speaking, how many farms would there be within a 10 mile radius of the proposed line.
About 120. _
811. That is at the present time ? Yes. _ ■, i tr , , . .
812. If Mr. Rock’s line were constructed, would the number of settlers be increased ? Yes; but it is not 
so much a question of the number of settlers as of the land that would be cultivated.
818. What is the average size of the holdings here now ? Prom 40 up to 10,000 acres.
814. Have you anything else to state in reference to this line ? Only that it would bring so much extra 
traffic to the railway by opening up fresh land for agriculture, and allowing minerals, shale, and coal, to
be worked. -in- t> i i, i -a
815. Mr. Ewiruj^] You offer no expression of opinion with regard to tlio route which Mr, Kock has laid.
out;—yon believe it to be a good route, because he said it would be ? I judge that bis survey is correct.^
816. You are not an engineer ? No. _ . . , . .
817. You advocate this line because you believe that it will open up the agricultural and mineral 
possibilities of the district? Yes.
818. It will give the people access to market ? Yes, undoubtedly. _ .
819. Mr. Davies.'] Ho you know anything of tbo other proposed deviations? Only what I bave seen in 
the newspapers.
820. Do you know'the country through which they would pass ? Yes. . .
821. What is your general opinion in regard to them ? That the country is very rough, comprising no 
arable lands, and I do not know what minerals it contains. There are only two mines working on the 
oilier side of the line, so that I cannot see that those deviations would benefit anybody.
822. Rut would it not benefit the country if the Commissiouers could secure an easy grade, and a shorter 
route than they have at present? I do not know what the grades are, but I know' that the country is 
very rough, and they cannot get a shorter route unless they go through this valley.
823. Tho grades are 1 in 50 and 1 in 60 ? And the distance ?
824. Something more than the length of Mr. Rock’s proposed line ? Well, that would bo an advantage to
the Railway Department. , . . ,
825. You do not know enough of the country to be able to say whether the Commissioners could con
struct a railway there at a fair and reasonable rate ? They could make a railway, no doubt, but the 
expense would be enormous.
826. You are not an engineer, so you could not say what the cost would bo ? No.
827. You could not tell us what the cost of Mr. Rock’s line would be? No. •
828. Would there be as great difficulties to encounter in constructing that line ? There would he diffi
culties, certainly, but of no great moment or cost of construction. _ * u, v j. -
829. The great point in its favour is that it would give an opportunity to all the producers in the district 
to got their produce to market more easily than they can at the present time ? Yes, that is one advantage.
830. What other reason is there for its construction ? That it would shorten the line, and do away with 
three stations, vis., Bell, Clarence Siding, and Bottom Points on Zigzag.
831. CAmVwura.] How long have you resided in this district ? Nineteen years. _ T _ ■
832. Which part of it? I was 18 years on the Kanimbla Station, managing for Mr. Yickery, M.L.O.
833. You are very familiar with the whole of this valley ? Yes. .
834. You think that with proper means of access it could be made to blossom as the rose—that it is 
capable of producing a great deal more than it produces now ? Yes.
835. If Mr. Rock’s line were constructed, more produce would be grown ? Yes.
836. How far is your holding from here ? Nearly 4 miles. .
837. In which direction? It lies at the foot of Mount Victoria, on Great Western lioad.
838. How close would you be to Mr. Rook’s line ? Straight across, a little over a mile.
839. How far are you from Mount Victoria station ? About 2|- miles,
840. But it is up above you ? Yes, wo have to go up a steep hill. ^
841. Has tbe population of tins valley increased much of late, years? No; and m fact you may see
deserted farms, which years gone by used to bo worked. _ . ,
842. To what do you attribute their desertion? To tho want of cheap communication with oydney.
843. But is not communication now cheaper, or, at any rate, as cheap as it has ever been ? Not as regards
tho conveyance of produce to Sydney. _ , f
844. Have the railway freights been increased since the line was opened ? N ot that I know or.
845. Are the freights now higher than they were before tho line was opened ? They had a local market

846. What has become of that? It has gone away with the bullock teams. When there was traffic 
along the road all the farms wore worked ; but since then there has been no local market, .
847. Their constituents were the teamsters who travelled along the road ? Tee ; to a certain extent, r
848. But that would be a very small constituency for a district like Ibis ? The demand then was a very 
largo one. Now wc have to compete wilh the Sydney market.
849. What are the stations, sheep or cattle runs ? They run both cattle and sheep. ^
850. Do they truck their cattle to Sydney or drive them there ? From Kanimbla Stationwe supplied the 
local market, and trucked other cattle to Sydney.
851. From where ? From Mount Victoria.
S52, Did others do the same as you—did they send by train or did they drive their cattle to market?
They sent them to Sydney by train. _ jut.
853. You can only express the,opinion that if the lino were constructed more produce would be grown ■
and sent; by railway to Sydney ? Yes. _
854. "What is tbe extent of your holding ? One hundred and thirty acres. .
855. Is there anylhing else you would like to state? Only as to the advantage of shortening tho distance
between Sydney and the Jenolan Caves. . .
856. How much would tho deviation shorten it? Well, it is not so much tho shortening of tho distance
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as the doing away with the necessity of climbing the big hill. Most of the people coming from the caves 
er' have to walk up the hill very often.

1894 ^ ^no were constructed were would tho Jenolan passengers get out? I should say they would
' get out here.
858. Is there much traffic between Mount Yicforia and the Jenolan Caves? Yes; I am told that there 
were 1,200 people there last year.
859. Presuming that they came to Hartley Yale, that would only give the railways seven more miles to 
charge for ? But no doubt many people would go who do not go now, because of tbo necessity of walking 
up the big hill at times.

Mr. John Young, fruitgrower, sworn, and examined:—
( 860. Chairman.'] What arc you ? I am a fruitgrower.
'■ 861. Where are you residing ? At Little Hartley.

‘J^.862, About 4^ miles from here ? Three and a half,
*863. Mr. Ewing.] How long have you been here ? About three years.
864. Y'ou offer no opinion, I presume, in regard to the engineering part of this work ? No.
865. You simply want to tell us how much more productive the district would be if you bad a proper 
way of getting your produce to market ? Yes.
8G6. Where do you send your produce now ? Wc cannot send it anywhere scarcely. It must be consumed 
locally.
867. What do you grow ? All English fruits.
868. Where do you sell your fruit? We have to depend upon its beieg sold by tbe hawkers coming 
through the place; but that does not pay just now, and is one of the reasons why I am so anxious to see 
the railway start. It would open up a possibility for the industry which does not exist at the present 
time.
869. Where would you send your fruit if the railway were made? To Sydney. At present soft fruit 
gets destroyed by the long road cartage; but the same thing would not take place if it were carried by 
rail.
870. You believe that if you got tbe fruit to Sydney you would bo able to sell it ? Yes.
871. I presume you are aware that soft fruits are grown nearer to Sydney than Little Hartley ? Yes.
872. But you believe that you could compete with those places ? Yes; I believe this is the best district 
in New South Wales for growing English fruits.
873. You believe that you could best get rid of your fruit in the Sydney market? Yes.
874. You want to go there ? Yes.

■ 875, You cannot at present cart your produce to the railway ? Not very well.
876. You want the railway to go through here iu order that you may get your fruit away promptly ?
Yes. ■ "
877. You would increase your area under cultivation if the railway came here ? Certainly.
878. A considerable quantity of land in this valley is suitable for the cultivation of fruit ? Yes ; there 
are many thousands of acres of suitable land, and the fruit industry, so far as I can understand, is still 
in its infancy.
879. Ho you know anything about farming of other kinds ? No.
880. Do you know anything about mineral matters ? Only what I hear.
881. You oSer no opinion upon them ? lean only say what has been told tome by people who have
been living longer in the district than I have. I have always understood that this district is very rich in 
minerals of all descriptions. - ”
882. This is your case as a fruitgrower :—If the railway wore constructed you would grow large quan
tities of fruit and send it by train to Sydney ? Yes; and I know three or four gentlemen who would be 
quite prepared to take up land here if there were suitable communication with Sydney,
883. Mr. O'Sullivan.'} Fruit here comes in later than it does on the coast? About a'month later.
884. ̂ Therefore you would have the market to yourselves, if you could send to Sydney, and bo certain of 
a price ? That remains to be proved.
885. You would not have to contend with such keen competition as would be met in the full season ?
No. ' ,
886. Therefore there is a strong probability that the district would be considerably developed by the con
struction of a railway ? I know that it will. ■
887. Mr. McCourt.] Do you grow apples here ? Yes.
888. Have you sent any to Sydney? No, my place is rather uew yet. The only fruit I have sent is 
strawberries.
889. Has anyone sent apples from here ? No, not that I know of.
890. You do not know what the freight is per case ? No.
891. Chairmen.] Have your strawberries paid you? Not yet.
892. The strawberry is a delicate fruit to send any distance ? I fancy the road carriage destroyed them.
893. Is there anything else you would like to state ? No.
S93L You know' generally the route of the proposed line? Yes.

WE DEES DAT,
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H.
MeLachlan,

Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

Hugh MeLaeldan, Esq., Secretary to tho Kaihvay Commissioners, sworn, and further ovatnined:
894. Chairman.'] When yon appeared before the Committee last Thursday. T ou were not quite prepared 
then to give us the views of the Baitway Commissioners on this matter, owingto the absence ot Mr. Eddy.
Are you now in a position to give us their views as to the desirability ot constructing a^work similar to ^ ___ __
that which wo have under consideration ? Yes. Since I ivas last before tbe Public Works Committee, i,jyjari) 1894 
1 have made myself acquainted with tho circumstances under which a proposal was made by the Bailway 
Commissioners for cutting out the Lithgow Zigzag, upon which it would appear from tbo^questions put 
bv the Chairman of this Committee on a previous occasion the Committee had not been fully informed, 
and I am directed by the Bail way Commissioners to make the following statement:—

Some years ago, at the suggestion of the Railway Commissioners, tho then Minister for Works approved of an iru es
tivation being made in order to discover a practicable route for tho pin pose. It was proceeded with np to the stage of par- 
tiuuiavB of several schemes being submitted, tho cost of which, however, appeared to the Commissioners to be too groat, 
further investigations wore being made when, by tho direction of the present Minister for Works, the ofheers were with
drawn, ho having then expressed the opinion that the work was one which should be carried out by the Railway
Commissioners. , , . j ■ n j- „

In view of the decision of Mr. Lyne, the Railway Commissioners had some further investigations made m the direc
tion of discovering a route for a short deviation which would be within their powers under the Railway Act, for the purpose 
of cutting out the Zigzag, and a scheme, which is now known as Scheme No. 1, was partly prepared, but was abandoned m 
consequence of there being no probability of the money being available for such a purpose. . . ,

Some few months ago, in a conversation the Premier, Sir George Dibbs, bad with the Chief Commissioner, on the 
question of providing work for the unemployed, Sir George having expressed his determination not to approve of anything 
in the shape of relief works, but at the same time being desirous of providing work of a profitable nature, it was suggested 
by the Chief Commissioner that rather than undertake works of a doubtful character^ so fur as financial return uas con
cerned, it would be well to carry out works of the nature of cutting out the Lithgow Zigzag.

The Premier at once recognised that this would he a work of a most desirable nature, which would em])loy a -arge 
number of men in ordinary pick-and-sliovet woik, and expressed a wish that it should be put in hand with the least 
possible delay. Steps were then taken to have the plans completed, and tho line is the most direct one that can he made, 
and the economy in working will amount to more than the interest on the capital expended ; and in view of the fact that 
tho Commissioners had been urged to bring the matter forward at once, they made the proposal to the Minister lor Rail
ways as detailed in their letter of November, 1803. . , ,

Subsequently, the question of who should carry out this work was, the Commissioners are informed, raised by the 
Minister for Works, when ho appears to have expressed directly opposite views to those laid down in his previous decision.
Upon the wish of the Government upon this point being intimated, and tiie Commissioners being made aware of the 
altered views of the Minister for Works, the plans v ere completed and sent forward to tho Department of Works.

While tills scheme, which is merely a deviation, has received, so far ns the Railway Commissioners arc concerned, 
more attention than others, now that the question is one referred to the Public Works Committee, the range of the inquiry 
becomes broadened, and schemes for longer routes eau he brought under review and dealt with as a new railway, which 
is altogether different from a deviation. , , . . , ,

This being so, there is another scheme under investigation by the officers of the Commissi oners, which it is thought 
may prove even better, both for working and financial icsults, so far as return on the capital invested is concerned, than 
any now before the Committee, and it is for these reasons that the Commissioners asked tliat the consideration of the whole 
subject might ho so dealt with as to enable them to have tho inquiries in reference to this route completed ; and as I stated 
at the last meeting, they consider that the request made was a reasonable one, and one which would commend itself for 
favourable consideration. It was hoped last week that some definite opinion upon this alternative route could be supplied 
to-day, but owing to the inclement weather it has been impossible for the surveyors to proceed with the work, and 
practically it has hut very little Advanced. , . ..

As bearing upon the question, and to show the views of the Commissioners on the point of a short deviation, versus 
avoiding lines several miles in length, 1 am directed bv the Commissioners to quote their reply on the 20th August, IS. 2, 
to a deputation that waited upon them at Mount Victoria, on the subject of aline through the Hartley \ ale, stated to Lie 
preferable to tiie Dargan’s Creek deviation. . ,, , ,,

The Commissioners replied that they had already made inquiries on the subject, and that this proposal would probamy 
prove far more costly, and loss profitable, than the deputation anticipated ; and as it would be, moreover, virtually 
the construction of a new line, they did not consider it a work which could be undertaken under the Railway Act.
Tliey did not propose to proceed any further in the matter themselves, and referred tho deputation to the Minister 

for Rnblie Works. . . . T
Tbe position in which the Railway Commissioners have been placed in this matter is as I have described ; but 1 am 

directed to point out that as the work, as a deviation, has been taken out of their hands, and is being dealt with as a new 
line of railway umler the provisions of the Public Works Act, the duties of the Railway Commissioners m regard to the 
matter arc clearly defined by Section 13, sub-section 1. Ry that section tbo Railway Commissioners are required, before 
such works are submitted to the Public Works Committee, to report upon the probable cost of construction and maintenance 
of such lines, and also their estimate of the financial result to tile State therefrom : and had this course been pursued, the 
whole of the schemes now before tbe Public Works Committee would have received the careful consideration of the Com
missioners, and a comprehensive report would have liecn made thereon, whereas they have been placed m tbe position of 
making a proposal which is now apparently being dealt with as in opposition to other schemes which were put forward 
without any previous reference to the Railway Commissioiiets, and they cannot give their opinion as required by the law 
on such schemes until the whole of the details are submitted to them, so that they may carefully consider their respective 
merits in connection with the officct they wish to accomplish, as they have not only to look at tlio question of cost of the
scheme, but whether it will accomplish the various results they had in view when suggesting the work.

The Commissioners now desire to ask that the proposed schemes may lie submitted to them for report, as they shou Id 
have been under the terms of Section 13, sub-section 1, of the Public Works Act. If, however, the Committee decide to disre
gard the provisions of the Public Works Act in this respect, the Commissioners are quite prepared, if the Committee will for
mulate clearly the information they require, to do their utmost to supply it, although without the schemes being submitted 
in their fullest details the Commissioners will be at a great disadvantage, and the information may not he of that accurate 
character which it would be if provided in the manner required by the Public Works Act,

The information asked for by the Hon. M r. Hoskins and the Hon. Mr. Humphory is now prepared, and I now hand 
it in in the form of a return. rt-_,

205—E 89j‘
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It is difficult to so back to the qarliest times, so liir an 
not kept so long; but I thought it would be wise to give you

M H. S95. Hav e you the report with you ? Yes.
Esq ani ^ioshinsJ\ Will yon kindly read it ?

accidents are concerned. _ The records arc not BU lyug ; ou, * vnougt.t ,B woum ue wtse 10 give you 
HMar.,1834. ttlc particulars ot the accidents which have occurred since tbe Commissioners took office—that is, for ilivo 

years. JJurmg that period we have had ihreo accidents on the Zigzag.
897. Chairman.] Could you not have gone back further than five years,—that seems to be a very short 
i!aQ,T}0j1^r *''ven^J,'®,x yeilrs? I do not know that the records have been kept and handed down,
898. Ifut 1 presume that all papers connected with the working of tho railways were handed over to the 
Commissioners when they took office? It would be difficult to say whether the records of an accident, 
say twenty years ago, are m existence. We know, however, what has happened hince the Commissioners 
have taken office.
899. Then we will take what you liave got ? Tho following is the return :—

■Accidents on, or resulting from, the Working of the Lithgow Zigzag:—

Date.

8 Oct., 
1891.

6 Jan., 
1892.

13 April, 
1892.

Particulars of Accident,

Injury nnd damage resulting from Accident Cost to the Department

Number of Persons. ! PrOfK!] ty.

Injured.

Down Goods Train 
became divided at 
top points ; nine
teen vehicles ran 
down middle road 
into the bufier 
stops at tiie bot
tom points.

Double train push
ing into dead-end 

■top points pushed 
rear engine over 
buffer-stops. 

Double train back
ing into dead-end 
top points the rear 
engine stopped sud
denly, whilst other 
engine was giving 
steam; trucks 
buffer-locked and 
derailed.

I 3
employees

Nature 
of Injuries Rolling Stock. l.ivc Stork 

or Goods.

Compensation.

Personal i Damage to 
Injuries. Goods, £e.

Rejiuirs to

Rolling Stock. Per, Way
Total.

Head cut, 
shoulder 
injured.

Slight inju
ries.

4 Ds, 1 C.W.- 
ancl Brake-van 
smashed.

1 S. V. damaged: 
tender of engine 
damaged ; 2
buffers of B.V. 
broken.

1 C.W. smashed. 9 cattle 
killed.

X
30

X s. d,! £
600 1 9 5 1,000

3. d 
0 0

X a. d. £ s. d. 
1,030 19 5

26 17 0 ...

46 0 0 13 0 0 21 10 0

26 17 0

79 10 0

900. Mr. Hoskins] Those are all the accidents that have occurred during the lust five years ? Yes.
-j HL™Pher7’s question I may mention that the cost of the Lapstone deviation to date is

■ Y 7’ yd-„, - ™acc0UIlt 18 not' -yct closed' There is a little depute to be settled, but if tbe amount 
is put at from £4u,000 to f uO.OOO, it will, I think, be correct. I have a report from the Traffic Supcrin- 
tendent as to the working of the Lapstone tunnel, as follows :—

Out-door Superintendents' Office, Northern and Western Lines, Sydney, 10 March 1894.
„ Now South Wales Bailways. ’ '

D. Kirkcaldie, Esq., Chief Traffic Manager, Sydney,—
Eehr.rarv "l Wi ° ^ ret!ort that sinc0 opening for traffic of the Lapstone tunnel, on the 18th December, ] 892, to the 2Sth of
KaSon bi and PcnVUb1 ^etal of 679 »P and down goods trains, and 36,545 ti’ain-miles, between
rkatoomha and Ponntb, m comparison with the past system of working over the Lapstone Zigzag.

1 ;r01 • ng 13 a sumlnafy showing the number of vehicles conveyed and the number of trains ran during the
penod under renew, as compared with the old method of working 8

„ no-, , ■ i _^ Summary. Jlilcs incurred. Miles saved.
i,J87 up goods trmns conveyed equal to 80,637 loaded vehicles, averaging 27 per train, from
-> ^atoomb!l'to Benrith, through the Lapstone tunnel, at a cost of 31 mdes per train .......... 92 597

up trams would have been required to work the above vehicles, at an average of 22 per * 
train, from Katoomba to Penrith, over the Lapstone Zig/Jig, at 3H miles per train ..........

5,316 down goods trains conveyed equal to 64,060 loaded vehicles, averaging 27t per train 
d r-nj1” 7Jeiln,tn id Katoomba, through the Lapstone tunnel, at a cost of 31 miles per train ’ 
*.,0/0 down trams would have been necessary to work these vehicles [04,080], at an average of 

.4 per tram, from Penrith to Katoomba, over the Lapstone Zigzag, at 31 i miles per train..

115,479

71,796

84,105

22,882

12,309 • 

35,1915,709 iip and dowii passenger trams were worked through the Lapstone tunnel from tho 18th December,
, , ’ rc.bruary, 1894, on which a saving of 4 a mile per train is effected as compared with the

old route, the Zigzag............................................................................ L j

Approximate saving ........................................................................ 36,545
. _ _ TL KIOTTARDSON.

901. Chairman] \ou have given us so many miles—the question is, what you charge? The cost per 
tram-milo working is about, 4s. 7-id., and tlio saving would eomc to £8,494,
902. Mr. Wall] Docs that cover the whole of the expenditure on the mountains ? No ■ that is the
Lapstone Zigzag. '
903 Oiaimwa.] You wero subsequently asked by Mr. Lync for a return showing the cost of all improve
ments from lenritli to Lskhank ? I hat is being prepared. I will send it into the Committee. The stat ement 
I have banded in is the statement of the Commissioners, aud 1 do not know that I have any more
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901'. I find by a precis which has been handed to ns by fhe "Works Department that there is a discrepancy Mcj^h|an. 
in the historical record which vou have given us. I think you told the Committee now, its o a Esqr 
that the Blinister tor Works, some years ago, at the suggestion of tho Kailway Commissioners, approved N
of an investigation being made in order to discover a practicable route for the purpose or he i4]y[al._( 1394, 
deviation? Up to that stage several schemes had been submitted, tbe cost of each of which, honeier, 
appeared to tho Commissioners to he too great, b’urther investigations were being made, when, bj _ 10 
direction of the present Minister for Works, the officers were withdrawn, lie having expressed the opinion 
that the work was one which should be. carried out by tbe Kailway Commissioners. The statement ot the 
Public Works Department is as follows :—

On tho 15th March, 18S2, Mr. H. Keane, who had succeeded Mr. VVhitton as Engineer-in-Cliicf for Railway Con
struction, reported to the Minister that the Railway Commissioners were desirous of testing tho possibility of connecting the 
western line at Dargan's Creek with tho lower points of the Zigzag, trnHic considerations rendering the cutting out 011 
Zigzag desirable, if it could be done at a reasonable cost. Ho, therefore, asked the approval of the Minister to a thoioug) 
investigation being made into the matter by the surveyors of Ids branch. The Minister, on the 1st April, nLiiutet la 
the matter was one entirely for the consideration of the Commissioners: but he added that should they be desnous 
testing the practicahility of the deviation, he had no objection to theEngineer-in-Chief carrrying nut the purvey. n 
matter, however, being again referred to tbe Minister for approval for the expenditure of about £300, he ordered it to . 
over, and in consequence the surveyors who had been instructed to proceed with the work were recalled. ... .1 he inionnation 
in the possession or the Department appears to have been sufficient to enable Mr. Burge, the engineer for tnal sunej , 
submit a scheme to the Kngineer-in.Chief, On the 2Gth April, 1892, he suggested two alternative proposals...... A copy 0
this report was forwarded by Mr. Deane to the Railway Commissioners, and in so doing, he stated that as the surveyois 
were withdrawn before any real work was done, he was not in a position to offer any opinion on the report.
You seem to infer by your statement that the survey of these three routes was completed by the 
Construction Branch, and thought by your Department to he too large ? I think you will find that the 
statement of the Commissioners is fully borne out. The Minister did.approve of the survey. Mr. Burge 
did send in a report, and with that report an estimate was given, tbe figures being £2(10,000.
005. Chairman.] The jm/m to which 1 have referred states

Mr. Burge pointed out tliat the objection to all the routes was the great length of the main tunnel on a steep grade, 
and that it was impossible to predict which was tlio best, without a careful survey of each. He also appended an cstuna 0, 
which amounted to £260,000, r l l
Mr. Deane said nothing was complete? The Commissioners simply say that before-the work was 
completed the surveyors were withdrawn, hut the cost, so far the matter was before them, was too groat 
from £260,000 to £300,000. . ,. . .
900. Then you say that the matter was allowed to remain in abeyance until the question or the 
desirability of finding work for the unemployed was raised. You say—

Some few months ago, in a. conversation the Premier, Sir <1. Dibbs, bad with the Chief Commissioner on the question 
of providing work for the unemployed, Sir Oeovge, having expressed his determination not to approve of anything m the 
shape of renof works, hut at the same time being desirous of providing work of a profitable nature, it was suggestca jy 
tbe Chief Commissiouer that rather than undertake works of a doubtful character, so far as financial return was uoncenmi , 
it would be well to carry out works of the nature of cutting out the "Lithgow Zigzag. 'J.’be Premier at once recognise tlia 
this would be a work of a most desirable nature, which would employ a large number of men m ordinary pick and shove 
work, and expressed a wish that it would be put in hand without the least possible delay. Steps were then taken to have 
tbe plans completed, and the line is the moat direct one tliat can bo made, and the economy m working will amount, to 
more than the interest on the capital expended. And in view of the fact that tbe Commissioners had been urged to bring 
the matter forward at once, they made a proposal to the Minister for Railways, as detailed 111 their letter 01 Isovembei,

The information furnished to us by the Department is not quite in accord with your statemeut. The 
information furnished to us states:— .

On the 24th November, 1399, tho Railway Commissioners addressed a communication to the Minister for Railways, 
the Hon. John See, in which they stated that ever since they had been in office the disadvantage of passing traihe over the
Lithgow Ziraig had been continually before them* <06 >vell aa continual risk in working, cousecjueut on tiains oa (
with passengers having to be propelled both up and down over the intermediate section of the Zigzag, ihe cutting ou o 
the Lapstone Zigzag hod so greatly facilitated the working tliat they felt justified in asking theLovernment to consider the 
expediency of providing sufhuient money to carry out a further alteration of the line to permit of the Lithgow* Zigzag >e) ig 
avoided. The work they stated M ould in all ways be beneficial, and more than return interest on the capital expended.
The Rchemo they proposed was one for leaving the existing line at a point near Dargairs Creek.
Arc we to understand, then, tliat, before the Commiaaiowora communicated with the Minister as to the
desirability of cutting out the Lithgow Zigzag, this conversation with the .Premier had already lakcn 
"place ? "S"cs907. You say in one part of your statement that the No. 1 scheme was only partially completed 00 far as 
being ready to go on with the work was concerned? It was what you might call merely a surrey. J he 
details for contract were not worked out, ' '
903. You state:— ,

Steps were then taken to have the plans completed and the line is the most direct one—is the most direct one that 
can be made.
You came to the conclusion that No. 1 was the best which could be suggested? Yes; the plans gave
that idea so far as tbey had been prepared. ( f
909. I should lilte to draw your attention to this paragraph in the precis which lias been put beiorc you :

On the 22nd January the Railway Commissioners forwarded, iu compliance with the request which bad been made to 
them, plans, sections, kc., hi connection with the scheme which they proposed. Tliey also forwarded a report from Mr.
Eoxlee accompanying the plans, &c., in which he stated that the. estimated cost of the deviation proposed by him was 
£225,000, exclusive of land aud fencing- That the length of the proposed deviation was alwut - miles SA chains, the ruling 
grade 1 in 50, and the sharpest curve 12 chains radius. The tunnel would have a length of about -,840 yards. In forwarding 
the plana the Commissioners wrote tiie following minute “ As the scheme is one that has been devised and worked out in 
detail by Mr, Fox lee, the Commissioners think that he should be associated with Mr. Deane m the carrying out ot the work.
Does not that paragraph show that scheme No. 1 was absolutely completed? I do not tliink the working 
drawings and quantities were completed. The plans were completed sufficiently to enable an estimate to 
bo given, but they could not sfart the work on the plans prepared.
910-11. The Commissioners say in their minute:—

As the scheme is one that has been devised and worked out in detail by Mr. Toxlcc?
That is so far as showing the practicability and cost of tbe scheme. But in order to start the work you 
would require working drawings and quantities which, I understand, were not prepared. It is only a 
matter of detail.
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91 j. But sufficient detail had been obtained to enable an approximate estimate of the cost to be formed ? 
Certainly; the cost, the grade, the practicability of the scheme, length of tunnel, and everything else.
913. h rotn what you say, the Commissioners were of opinion that what they proposed was a mere 

. deviation of the existing line, which they believed they were empowered to carry out under the provisions
of the Bailways Act ? Yes. ‘
914. Bow they think the position is altered, owing to the Cabinet having decided that the work is one 
of those which must be carried out by the Construction Department ? I do not say anything more than 
what the minute conveys—that it has gone into a wider and broader scheme.
915. May I ask the reason why the Commissioners, after having sent the whole of their plans and details 
to tho Construction Branch in accordance with the minute of the Cabinet, have continued in the field 
surveying for other routes ? I could not say.
916. I think you told the Committee during your last examination that between March or April, 1892, 
and ^November., 1893, the various schemes then suggested by Mr. Burge had been looked into by tbe 
Commissioners' engineers ? 1 do not recollect mentioning that—not in that way.
917. But, as a matter of fact, all the details of any proposed deviation up to that date, namely, April, 
1892, were sent to your Department by the Construction Branch, were they not ? No. So far as 1 am 
informed, tbe construction plans and details have never yet been submitted to the Commissioners. That 
is why the Commissiouers say they are not in a position to report on the whole of the scheme,

y°,u are mow referring to the later scheme. I want to know whether, in 1892, when, by order of 
the Minister for TV orks, the then surveys were arrested, the reports of Mr. Burge, and all the details then 
in the Construction office as to any possible deviation, were passed over to your Department ? No ; a 
copy of Mr. Burge’s report was passed over, but 1 do not think the details of the plans were passed over.
919. Then you believe that in April, 1892, Mr. Burge’s report on the then three possible schemes which 
be outlined, and Mr. Deane s report, were the only documents which came to you P 1 believe so. Mr. 
Deane, I think, brought a rough sketch plan round, but no details.
920. Are you aware whether the Construction Branch did pass over to the Bailway Commissioners in 
April, 1892, all the information they then had at their command as to any possible deviation of the Lith- 
gow Zigzag ? No ; 1 do not think they did.
921. If we have the assurance of Mr. Deane that all the information he had up to that point was passed 
over to the Department, ivould that modify your view ? Yes ; he ought to know.
922. Between the time you were in the possession of Mr. Burge’s report, and of Mr, Deane’s report of 
April, 1892, was anything done by your Department to test the proposed schemes submitted by Mr. Burge ? 
JSot that I am aware of.
923. Are you aware that the scheme which you have now submitted, which is called No. 1, is one of the 
schemes suggested by Mr. Burge ? No; I am not aware,
924. Are we to understand that the engineers of tbe Department put tbe information contained in Mr. 
Burge s report ou one side altogether, and started new ground ? I could not say.
925. But you are able to tell us whether Mr. Burge’s report and Mr. Deane’s report wore sent on to
your engineer ? I daresay the engineer saw them, Thev were sent to the Commissioners. I could not 
say where they went after that. '
926. The Commissioners state that this matter having come before tbe Public Works Committee for con
sideration, they are of opinion that tbe aspect of the case is altogether altered, and that the proposed 
deviation is now being considered in the light of anew railway. Can yon give us any reasons why tho 
Commissioners view this work in the light of a new railway, inasmuch as it will tap no additional revenue- 
producing country, hut is merely a proposed deviation to cut out a certain objectionable grade ? Under 
the Bailway Act the Commissioners have power to carry out the deviation. If it is to be considered in 
the light of a new line of railway, and referred to the Public Works Committee, their minute clearly shows 
that they ask that it should bo dealt with in tho same way as all other public railways.
92/. But have you not already, in your evidence, given us all the information upon that point, namely, 
that the interest on capital to carry out your No. 1 scheme, would amount to £9,000 a year, aud that it 
would save you £10,000 a year in working. There is no additional traffic coming in ? But as a matter 
of fact, that is not the whole of the business. The Commissioners say that they believe they can get a 
better proposal than that if time is allowed them. Then, of course, there are other schemes before tbe 
Committee which the Commissioners say they would like to have submitted to them, so that they could 
give a comprehensive report as to which, in their opinion, is tho best.
928. But as a matter of fact, is it tho function of the Commissioners, in furnishing a report to Parliament 
upon any new line, to discuss which way that particular line should go, or is it their function to report on 
the estimated cost and the probable amount of traffic on a particular line of railway? It is their 
practice to report on a particular line; but this differs from an extension of a railway, because all the 
schemes practically bear to the same end. But there is a difference of opinion as to which is the best.
929. Have the Commissioners, in any of the reports which they have furnished Parliament on a proposed 
new lino of railway, ever entered into the question of rival routes, or liave they not confined their attention 
exclusively to the estimated cost of working a line, and the estimated revenue to bo derived from it ? As 
a rule—yes.
930. Is it not bo invariably ;—can you tell me of any instance in which there is a departure from that 
rule In one or two cases they have suggested where slight deviations might be made ; but, as a rule, the 
practice has been to report on a line as submitted-to them.
931. You cannot give us any reason for considering this a new line of railway, and, therefore, to be 
brought under the provisions of the Public Works Act, other than the fact that the construction of it has 
been taken from the Commissioners' Department, and placed under the Bailway Construction Department ? 
I can say nothing more than what is contained in the statement.
932. Air. O Sullivan.] I understand from your evidence that the No. 1 scheme is altogether abandoned ? 
I'io ; I do not say that. Tbe Commissioners want time to judge as to which is the best scheme, and to 
have all the details before them.
933. Although the Commissioners have not abandoned the scheme marked No. 1, they have sent out a 
party to survey another route ? Yes.
934. What are the names of the gentlemen who are out surveying ? Mr. J. B. Suitor and Mr. Baxter 
are the two principal officers.

935.
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935. Do you know what instructions they have received ? To try and get the most practicable route 
between the points concerned.
939. But have they any particular route to take to the north or south? To the north.
937. Are they confined to the inspection of a route to the north ? Practically.
938. And do the reports received from them favour the idea that they will obtain a more favourable route 
there than No. 1 ? Yes; a better grade.
939. Do you know what part of the valley that line will come out in ? It will come between the bottom 
points and Eskbank. But the Commissioners are getting all the details, and it is rather anticipating. 
It is mentioned in the report that owing to the bad weather the ollicers have not been safe to push on as 
fast as the Commissioners expected-
910. You have put in a statement showing tlio number of accidents on the Zigzag in the last five years, 
in regard to which the cost totals up to <£1,700 odd ;—do you think that is a fair average statement as to 
the number of accidents which have happened since the Zigzag was opened twenty-six years ago ? Of 
course the traffic increases every year. Each year you are more likely to have an accident on account of 
the greater volume of trallic. So far as my experience goes there have been more accidents recently. 
Still it would be difficult to strike au average so far back.
94L But do you think tbat is a fair average number of accidents for five years, dividing tbe twenty-six 
years by five? No ; we ought not to have accidents at all. The number of accidents referred to is more 
than should happen. You will see that they have been due, practically, to the Zigzag.
942. But as a matter of fact, the Zigzag has now been opened twenty-six years ? It was opened, I think, 
in 1869.
943. During tliat long period have there been many accidents other than those which you have mentioned 
as occurring during the last five years? There have been olher accidents.
944. But bave there been many accidents ? Not a great number to my knowledge.
945. Is it not a fact that very few accidents ha\e happened on the Zigzag ? You could not call them very 
few. Three accidents in five years is rather a large number on a small section of the line.
946. But 1 am alluding to the time outside the five years referred to ? I could not speak from recollection 
as to the number,
947. Mr. Dawson^\ Have not all the accidents occurred since tho Commissioners came into office? No, 
I recollect that we had an accident about ten years ago. There was a dispute as to whether it was due to 
to the Zigzag or to bad couplings. A great deal of damage was done, and one man was killed. Tbat was 
at tbe bottom points.
948. Mr. Davics;.~] J understood you to say in answer to a question put by tbe Chairman that the Kailway 
Commissioners have a number of surveyors engaged in investigating some route other than the one which 
has been submitted by the Commissioners known as No. 1 scheme? Yes.
949. By whose authority are the Commissioners making this investigation ? By their own.
950. Is it not tho usual practice when the Constructing Department of railways has charge of a public 
work of this character to refer the whole matter to them, and that the only inquiry of a public nature 
which is made is made through that Department'-1 ]n doing what they are doing the Commissioners are 
acting entirely within their province. As a matter of fact, when public works have to lie carried out such 
as the Lapstone tunnel, for instance, the Commissioners have asked the Public IVorks Department to 
make a survey for them. Tho surveys and plans in connection with that were practically prepared by 
tho Construction Department.
951. But that was a work carried out by the Commissioners ? Yes ; but the plans were made by the 
Public Works Department.
952. But you are aware that tliis work is not now in tbo bands of the Commissioners. It is, by the authority 
of Parliament, entirely out of their hands, is it not ? Y'cs ; it may bo.
953. By what authority, then, do the Commissioners go behind the back of Parliament and make this 
inquiry of a public nature, with public officers ? They make it with their own officers. The Commissioners 
think that tliey can get a cheap and a better route, and surely they are not open to censure fordoing that. 
954'. Cannot tliey give the information, if they liave a better route, to the proper construction officers of 
the Kailway Department? Erom what we have heard this route was suggested to the construction 
engineers a couple of years ago, but it was not followed up.
955. You refer to the route suggested in 1892 ? Yes.
956. Is it not a fact that the Commissioners, through their officers, surveyors, and engineers, actually 
prepared the No. 1 scheme to cost £225,900? Yes.
957.. Has not every detail been prepared ready for tbo calling for tenders io carry out that work ? Tho 
details of construction have been prepared. The surveys have been made and plans have been prepared 
by tho Existing Linos Branch.
958. And as a matter of courtesy the whole matter was submitted to the Minister for Public Works ? 
To the Minister for Public Works.
959. And if tho Minister for Kailways had given his assent to the proposal in all probability tenders 
for the work would have been called for at the present time ? I could not say that.
960. What was the object, then, of asking the Minister to give his assent. 1 f you are not ready, why ask 
the Minister. If the work was not sufficiently ripe to be carried out, why ask the Minister for his authority ? 
Certainly the work could have been carried out soon afterwards.
961. And it was the intention of tho Commissioners io carry it out ? I do not know whether that is so 
expressed. If they had been asked by the Government they would bave done it. 'fhe letter of November, 
1893, will speak for itself. They recommended it as a desirable work. As to the details, I could not 
speak positively.
962. But they bave the details from their officers? Those details were passed over to the Department of 
Public Works.
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963. And tbey were so satisfied with tbe details received from their officers that they recommended the 
work to be carried out, and submitted it to the Minister? Yes.
964, You tell us that they suddenly found that a better scheme can be submitted than the one which has 
been submitted ? I do not say tbat. .1. say that they think that what might prove to be a better scheme, 
is at present being explored and surveyed. Therefore, it would be wise to wait until tbe whole of the 
details have been got out, so that they can report as to which, in their opinion, is really the best scheme.

965.
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See’nS ^ thifi is absolutely of llie hands of the Commissioners, by
infn^ +■ '0 , ^arbanlcnti, ancl banded over to the Construction ^Department, tbat if you have any 
oer mftl0n ^ a i C,°:lvfy ’!' sll01li(Ibc conveyed to the Construction Department ? I could not say that, 
dbh Then why should have tins divided authority? The Kaihvav Act divides the authority of 

A™ “"-T ,he ma'ntena"cc of railways. Of course, this work is largely associated with the maic- 
Pfunm'0 ° a ral way. If it had been a new railway entirely, disassociated from an existing line, the 
Commissioners probably would never have interfered.

r°gilrd th‘a aS Part °£ an eX,Stn’g line? Ifc practically. It is a deviation of an

968 !n the statement which you have submitted to the Committee, you voiced the opinion of the Com- 
msBionersto the effect that they regard it now as a new railway? They say the matter is assuming a 
ufd™ ban WheU fi subm,tted-tbat tbeJ are going further away from the line. It is a matter

ftnn'n' t /iU ^dn]r ^ 13 J proper or a prudent thing that the Commissioners, or any other public body 
slE mLby Z , °ribj th01 ^thor,ty of Parliament, or by the Government and Executive Council,
tin i! rb emaUtb°rlty t0 sp™<1 £25°dJ0O without reference to the Public Works Committee ? I do not 
think I could express an opinion on that point.

tbe Pllb.lie )'r°rks Acfc doea ,noi g‘'Te authority for the expenditure of a larger 
sum than ±.^0,000? I es ; outside the railways
toLSn\he^iL0ysrarIiameUfc? Yea ; 0t' C0UrSC tbe ActS SiveB tIlC

aw?re tbat the j^ct has been amended so as to give power to tho Commissioners to 
spend a certain sum of money ? Outside the Colony.
sum th'ntfponnm0^^ tbe intention of Parliament was that no Department should spend a larger 
anLnXnf f 0 tbe "utbo.f ty of Parliament ? The Railway Act hands the whole management
be^expendedbein^vote^by'parliament^8 ^ the CommiS910ners> <>« to the lump sum to

tIll"k’, notwithstanding that Parliament has taken this matter out of the hands of tlio 
shnnS cn ’rdfbrerf ored^ the ** a work which, if recommended and carried out,

f.nXT» P"ta“, ;_y0“ 8t"1 thi,1,t ‘h,t th<, “,l0t !h“M be i" th"
to Mi»»tor,yoUare.™tlat

esprej Z °Rinion 38 to whether it is wise on the part of the Commissioners
P77 Dn vm/ r i u°ad a stf P Srade, ? 0:1 c m fifty is not a steep grade, compared with others.
hnt tw7^ nr. nvkl ^tl,0Se IT" tuUTlels 011 * R|nglc line ? 11 is not if vou can avoid them,
h!ve tTouler rml “ ^ Pr are Inuch loDgcr tuiinela tban tb^ in other places. They
nave a longer one on a single line in IS ew Zealand. J
978. Do you regard the first tunnel through Laps! one Hill as a success ? Yes.
980 TsatVhPL0Lnf0 com.Plam*8 flom1 tbe travelling public ? You always bear complaints about a tunnel.
thL^r ft f^nUy0’ COmP 11 ^ ? No ’ n0t that 1 have ieard of' 1 ba™ t-velled

hke ndnt tbm^hr Dd m,ore,COmPIajnis tban1ln regard to any oilier tunnel ? Naturally, people do not 
Qflo g\ a * . gh a da,,k PIace> and tbe smoke comes in. J 1 1
passenger journey^7 h0t " biISt }'0a paSS thr0Ugl1 ? You Pa8s t,lrougb ™ a minute and a half on tho

oof is the length of that tunnel ? About 600 yards.
J84. VV hat was the cost of the work ? Prom £45.000 to £50,000 
JS5. VV as there not an estimate of some £00,000 ? Yo ; I tliink not 
obv a °j aTe qmte SUre °f that ? Not to my recollection.
be£8 OOOIT^T* th? t!v 8avi.n!v ff^ted b>’ ibc deviation on the first Zigrag in train mileage would 
Pe P00 or *9.^0 a year ? Yes ; it is fourteen months since it was opened.
make a differenceeofJ'Qr?nnTldl^n rinAdeVlati0oaSri^r0POScd b'’tbe Commissioners is carried out, it will 
obo a °/ f,9’000, or £10,000 a year ? That is the estimate of the officers.
Odn eqi,a t0 t!Kd,whlch would PW the interest on the capital cost ? Yes.
oiit'as nrouo'sed'bv'theiri1 pvayage "0Pjd/t ke to tb® Railway Commissioners if the deviation were carried 
irstead'of heinir ]i nii-wl I U °41 d dj° af''ay.witl1 16 ^lgzaS’ which is an awkward section to work, and 
rime vou stood ar!d’ P P193 ° Ur,ty‘flve trucks' y°u would be able to haul over forty. If at any 
^ar^ndlar ih r-T* ^ *a ^ paSS UP th° 1 in 33 Srade> Jou would notice the strain,
OOl Would vrn^llo lm togfT ““T1,0 ndT^ge owmg to the tremendously bigger load you can hauL 
Yes very much lartm- 1 tr a'.m^ck ^Jger I°a(l the grade was altered as suggested in this deviation ?
£ ono^enginc ^ 80t * 1 to 6° er‘dC tW b° »»

iSS: ? Pt”ti“1^
9tagc iri°uld 7°U b° able t0 take a a0uble load rigbt to Sydney with one engixe ? You would have to 

995. At the present time you have to do that ? Yes. '
advantage^ the °nl7 advantaSe would he on a certain length of haulage? Yes, that is a great

S the grad^P^Ycs!110 Commisaioners- -you stronS1y recommend a deviation of some character, so as to

should'be^clmm tr|0DiP cari'ied °,ut' Jou rcg<trd it as highly necessary that something
Qa0UIVe™D®m™Tmtere3ts of the traffic across tho mountains P Yes
V.'im^^'i^,i,SS‘k,o,,t‘“™«ofi80>000*y™“ ''0lkins “•

£8 000 or'jJOOOo'^vi'iir 1 n0m *I??rlll?l^'c'ri coia.eycd to you by the Traffic Dopartmont, that
’ °r ^y,00° a year a10 saved by lbc working of Lapstone Hill tunnel as against tho Zigzag ? Yes.

1001
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]001. Have tho authorities convoyed to you tho impression that hy doing away with tho Lithgow Zigzag
there will bo a saving in tho cost of haulage on the line, between Mount Victoria and Bathurst ? There *
will be a great saving.
1002. -In what way? By increasing the train loads, and making one engine practically do the work 14Mar., 1694.
of two. _
1003. But there will be a longer length of railway ? A shorter length of railway.
1004. Some of these schemes show a longer length of railway than tho existing line, do they not ? No ;
they are all shorter. ,
1005. Then there will also be a saving in tho number of trucks which can be hauled ? Yes, and a saving
of course in time. ■ ...
100G. If a saving is effected by a deviation of the Zigzag and a reduction of tbe grades, will that accelerate 
the traffic on the length of railway between Emu Plains and Bathurst? Certainly ; because you can stage 
your traffic.
1007. But how can you take longer trains over a steeper gradient than the Zigzag? Because you can.
stage the traffic, aud have depots. You now get a certain load to Bell. You have to break the train there 
to take it into Eskbank on account of the 1 in 33 grade coming up tbe Clarence tunnel. _
1008. But seeing tliat tliere are upwards of 13 miles with grades of 1 in 33, and l-J- miles with grades of l in
30, you still will have to break up the train on those steep gradients ? That is on this side of Mount Victoria.
1000. You will have to break up the train there, or run an extra engine? Yes.
1010. The gradients at the Zigzag have never caused the breaking up of a passenger train ? No, not as a
rule, because if you get a little over the load you would put on a second engine which means practically 
doubling the cost of liie train, because you have an additional engine aud second engine men. ^ _
1011. But tbat would apply equally to the steep gradients between Emu Plains and Mount "Victoria?
Yes; but if you could cut out a grade at one part of the road, and it gives you a dear run of 50 miles, 
instead of having to break up the train you save practically one engine over that distance. _ _ _
1012. Am I to understand that the Commissioners consider that the Colony would be justified in
expending £225,000 in dispensing with one or two steep grades on a certain line of railway, whilst at the 
same time they have a dozen more equally as steep or steeper grades, with which they cannot dispense ?
But they say it will be an economical advantage—it will pay for itself. _
1013. Can you show how? The Commissioners have shown tbat in a practical way by the first

“Zigzag. ,
1014. I would like to see that in print and test it? It has boon done on the Northern line, too. There 
was a small grade on the other side of Singleton which was cut out. Now instead of breaking up the train 
at Singleton you can run it through.
1015. I grant that if you cut down steep grades you can run longer trains, but if you cut down one or two
grades in one or two places and leave plenty others in other places, I do not sec how you can facilitate 
traffic much? But if by cutting down a grade at one point you can get a clear run for 20 to 50 miles, 
whereas previously you had to divide the train, you can see the advantage. If you run ten trains a day 
it means, say, a saving of 500 train miles a day, which represents 150,000 miles during the year, and as 
each mile would cost say 4s., there is a saving of £30,000 a year. _
1016. But can you, by doing away with the Zigzag, andhaviug gradients of 1 in 50 instead of 1 in 42, 
have a clear run of 25 miles without coming upon any steep gradients at all ? I think you could run right 
away from Katoomba to Eskbank, where tho stage would be, or even into Bathurst.
1017. Is there any stoep grade westward of Mount Victoria? There is one of 1 in 55, between Mount
Victoria and Katoomba. _
1018. Tiie proposal to do away with the Zigzag originated in 1SD3, with the idea of finding work for the
unemployed ? That is stated in the report. That is how the matter, cropped np, more particularly at 
that time. ■, , ,
1019. Can you say, of your own knowledge, what are the special reasons why the Commissioners are in 
favour of incurring this large expenditure, and doing away with the Zigzag ? J. can say nothing more 
than what is stated in their paper of November, and tbe one they have laid before you to-day. ^
1020. Amongst other things 1 understand that they think that it would facilitate the working of the 
railway, and also diminish risk ? Yes.
1021. And the risk on the mountain line exceeds that on an ordinary line, especially where there are
gradients of 1 in 30 and 1 in 33, and curves of S chains radius ? There is always a risk on the Zigzag, 
owing to the manner in which we have to work. The matter is one of practical railway management with 
which the Commissioners claim to be tborougbly cognisant, and tboy say there is a risk, and they make 
that statement advisedly. _
1022. The Commissioners, no doubt, are experts, but still this matter has to be inquired, into by tbo Com
mittee. The Commissioners have placed betore the Committee tbe reasons why they wish the proposal 
lo be carried out. Amongst tlio reasons which they assign is the expediting of traffic, and the avoiding of 
risks of accidents. I think it is fair to ask whether there have been unusual risks at the Zigzag at Lithgow 
any more than the risks incidental to working a mountain line of railway with steep gradients and sharp 
curves, and whether the risk is of such a character as to justify the large expenditure of public money ? 
There is always greater risk in working on a 3. in 33 grade and sharp curves. If the Commissioners could 
cut them all out at a reasonable rate tliey would do so.
1023. You have given us a return showing us the number of accidents for five years ? Yes, _
1024. You have stated that some ten years ago a serious accident took place at the Zigzag and tbat lives 
were lost;—are you sure that tliat accident took place ? I am sure an accident took place at the bottom 
points. There was a dispute as to whether it was due to tho Zigzag, or to defective couplings. One of 
our employees was killed, and one or two were injured, and a good deal of damage was done. The trucks, 
I believe, ran right back lo Lithgow. .
1025. During the last live years tho amount of damage by tbeso accidents amounted to £1,700, and £30 
was paid as compensation to some person who was injured ;—having regard to the number of trains taken 
over tho Zigzag in the course of a year, do you think that the return of accidents is au excessive one, and 
one which indicates that there is great danger and unusual risk attending the working of the line ? It 
indicates that there is unusual risk.
1020. Have you not had worse accidents which have entailed six times greater cost ? TVe had a greater 
accident recently, owing to the breaking of a rail, but that was not due to construction.
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1027. Do you not think that some of these accidents were due to defective managementtake the one on
M Etiq ’ the 0th 0ctobcr> 1891— .

Down goods train became divided at top points. Nineteen vehicles ran down middle road into the buffer-stops at 
14 Mar., 1894.tl,c bottom points.

Docs not that indicate that the train was not properly and efficiently coupled ? I think not; but I could 
not very well enter into details of the management.
1028. Here is another—

Double train pushing into dead-end top points, pushed rear engine over buffer-stops.
If there had been any proper regulations providing that the man in charge of one engine could signal to 
the man in charge of the engine assisting to push the train up, do you think it likely that the accident 
would have occurred F All these things arc provided for b3r regulations and instructions.
1029. Therefore, these accidents occur through violation of instructions ? If the Zigzag were done away 
with none of these double engines would be running there.
1030. Do you not use double engines between Mount Victoria and Emu Plains? Yes; but we are 
proposing to cut the 1 in 33 grade to 1 in 00, which uould not require the use of a double engine.
1031. But have you not a number of 1 iu 30 and 1 in 33 grades between llount Victoria and Emu 
Plains ? But that does not affect the matter at all. It means to stage the traffic.
1032. These accidents you say happen through using two engines ? Yes; the two mentioned,
1033. But will you not use two engines on the steeper grades still ? To carry the same load you would, but 
probably the trains will be divided. The Commissioners, as a matter of fact, do not like any of these 
stoep grades. They would cut them all out if it was feasible.
1034. Mr, McCourl.~\ I presume the Commissioners estimated the saving per annum by what is known as 
the iVo. 1 scheme ? That is the scheme which was worked out.
1035. "What do they estimate the saving would be? About £10,000 a year.
1036. And they estimate the cost of the work at £225,000 ? I think the actual figures were £213,000.
1037. The Commissioners state that they estimate the whole of the work at about £225,000, which at 4
per cent, would mean an annual cost of £9,000; but they estimate that in addition to the great facility
for the working, and the avoidance of the continual risk which now takes place, the expenses will bo
reduced by about £10,000 per anmium ? Yes.
1038. Whichever proposal is carried there will be 5 or C miles of line cut out of the present line ? Yes.
1039. The cost of that line cut out would be practically a loss to the country? Yes.
1040. Would it not be a fair thing in estimating the saving and cost of the line, to add the cost of the 
line cut out to the cost of the new line? No; because you have to consider the saving on the present 
expenditure.
1041. The lino which will be cut out has cost the cotintry, say, £165,000? Yes ; but by working the old 
line you would make no saving, whereas by spending a certain sum of money you are going to save a 
certain sum per annum.
1042. The Commissioners attempt to show a saving on the outlay ? Yes.
1043. But they do not include the cost of the old line to the country? B'o.
1044. Do you not think it ought to be included ? I think not.
1045. Will the cost of this deviation be charged to capital? Yes; I should think so.
1046. As wall as what will be lost on capital ? Yes.
1047. So tbat practically there will be no saving to the country ? Yes; tho saving on the line will be, 
as they calculate, £10,000 a year, by the expenditure of £200,000.
1048. There will be a capital cost to the country of £365,000 ? That is by adding the two together. 
Of course there will be 5 miles of dead money.
1049. Which the Commissioners do not take into account ? Ko.
1050. And which you think they ought not to take into account? No.
1051. The Commissioners do not take any account of what will be lost to tho country on the dead line ? 
No.
1052. Mr. HFcild.] The tunnel which the Commissioners have proposed lias a grade of 1 in 50? Yes.
1053. Is it not a fact that immediately at the end of this new 1 in GO grade, which is to take the place of 
a 1 in 40 grade, you find yourself brought up with a grade of 1 in 42 ? Yes.
1054. Will you not require additional engine power to get over the 1 in 42 grade ? Yes; you will, 
one way.
1055. But is it not required only one way at present ? No ; the grade unfortunately dips both wavs.
1056. “What will the advantage be in getting rid of a grade of 1 in 40, and supplanting it with one of I
in 50, whilst at the end of the tunnel you will have, as at present, a grade of 1 in 42. Will you not 
require additional engine power over the 1 in 42 grade as at present? Yes; an assisting engine, in part, 
coming this way. ' '
1057. So that if the tunnel were built you would only get rid of the additional engine one way ? Yes;

■ unless the other scheme is carried out.
1058. Which other ? Tho one the Commissioners are now having surveyed,
1059. Is that to the north of the line? Yes.
1060. What is the proposed length of that? About 9 miles, I think.
1061. That would be longer than the present route by the Zigzag? No ; they may make a saving of a 
mile.
1062. Can you tell us, as a railway expert, the advantage of a 1 in 50 grade over a 1 in 42 grade ? The 
engineer could give you the exact weight, in tons, which would be earned on both grades.
1063. Will you state whether the three accidents which have taken place on the Zigzag during the last 
five years were, in the opinion of the Commissioners, due to the engineering formation of the line, to defects 
in the maintenance of the line, to deficient couplings, or lo want of care or skill in driving? 1 could not 
say. I hardly recollect enough of the details. The details show that they were, to some extent, duo 
to having to work a Zigzag, because two of the accidents, if I recollect rightly, were due to engines 
overrunning.
1064. Were there any similar accidents on the Lapstone Zigzag ? Yes; one or two. I remember Mr. 
Meeks, who was amember of Parliament, being injured through the traiu running over the top points.
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1005. That was a preventable accident? Yes; but it would not have happened if there had been no 
Zigzag there. _ _ _ Esq.
1066. In the statement which you have put before the Committee is the following sentence :

The Commissionera replied that they had already made inquiries on tho subject, and that this proposal will probably 14 Mar., 1894.
" .... ,i . . .... i .....j........ as jj; wnuhl be moreover, virtually thoprove far more costly and less profitable than tho deputation anticipated ; 

construction of a new lino, they did not consider it a work which could he unundertaken under the Kaihvay Act.

In another portion of tho statement they say:—■
1 am directed to point out that as the work, as a deviation, has been taken ont of their hands, and is being 

dealt with as a new lino of railway under the provisions of the Public Works Act, the duties of the Railway Commissionera 
in regard to the matter are clearly defined by section 13, subsection J.
Having, as the mouthpiece of tho Commissioners, informed tho Committee that the matter has been taten 
out of their bands, and is being dealt with as a new line of railway under the Public Works Act, will you 
explain why it is that the Commissioners arc continuing to spend money in seeking for a now lino for 
railway on the north side of the line ? I do not know tliat I can give any further explanation than what 
I have given in the statement I have submitted. .
1067. But tlio statement is very contradictory, is it not;. You state, as tlio month-piece of the Commis
sioners, that the work has been taken out of their hands, and is being dealt with as a new line of railway ; 
yet, notwithstanding that, you ask that the consideration of the matter may bo so dealt with that a survey 
of the new line which you are making may be completed. You arc treating that as a deviation, are you 
not ? The Commissioners arc simply making a preliminary survey. I do not know what their action 
may be when they get the result. , .
1068. Do you regard the tunnel scheme as a new line or as a deviation ? Both are practically deviations.
1069. If they are both deviations why do you tell us it is a new line, and that tho matter has been taken 
out of your hands ? The Commissioners mention in their statement that tbo matter having been taken 
out of their bands, and the Government considering it as a new line, it has led them to ask that tho matter 
should be dealt with by calling upon them for a report under the Act and showing certain results.
1070. Mr. Wall.'] Was it the intention of the Commissioners to carry out the No. 1 proposal themselves, 
provided that the Minister had not referred it to tho Commitleo? I could not say. I think the money 
would have been voted by Parliament.
1071. Since the matter has been referred to tbe Committee, this new survey lias taken place ? It is taking
place. _ _ _ .
1072. Did the Commissioners contemplate making a further inspection of tho line before carrying it out.
tliat is previous to tbe work having been submitted lo the Committee ? I could not say. _ _
1073. Mr. Sut/or.l Who is surveying the line ? Mr. .1. B. Suttor and Mr. Baxter are the principals.
]07 k Where docs it start from ? Prom Dargan’s Creek, I think. It runs as far out as what they call the 
Trigonometrical Survey Station ; but Mr. Poxlee can give you the details. . _
1075. Mr. JSmitiff.'] Can you make a clear distinction between what is a, deviation and a new railway. Is
this tho distinction—that a deviation is work carried out by the Commissioners under the Bailways Act, 
and upon which no report is made by them to anybody ? Yes ; tbat would be a deviation. _
1076. And a new railway is a work' upon which a report is made under the terms laid down in the Public
Works Act? Yes. _ . ,
1077. You regard the tunnel in the first instance as a deviation ? Yes. It is rather a difhcult matter.
It is tbo first case of the kind we have bad. _ _
1078. Would you regard tbat as a deviation ? J think, in the first instance, the Commissiouers looked
upon it as a deviation. _
1079. But there is a limit to the work as a deviation ? That is where the dispute comes in. ^ It may bo a 
deviation going from the Western to tbe Southeru line, but still it would be a new line of railway.
1080. In the one case it may be a deviation and in the other a new route ? Yes ; you would call it a new
railway if you went from Mount Victoria to Bowenfels. It is a difficult matter to describe where one 
commences and tbo other ends. _
1081. Mr. Moskins.'l Do you know whether the Eailway Commissioners consider as a set-off against any 
estimated gain tbey may make by having a deviation of tbo railway, tbe amount of interest which ought to 
be calculated upon the cost of tbe length of the line which will be disused ? No ; they have not taken 
into consideration tbe question of tho cost of the disused line.
1082. Therefore, if the line which it is proposed to dispense with cost £160,000, the interest upon that is 
not to he calculated as an expenditure as against the estimated gain on the newline ? It is not calculated.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag,

John William Eock, Esq,, M.I.M.E., sworn, and further examined:—
1083. Chairman.'] You are now prepared to give tho Committee the information they desire in reference
to the probable cost of your proposed line ? I am. _ M.I.M.E.
1084. 1 understand that you desire fo correct your former evidence in some particulars? I do. You
asked mo to state, entirely without prejudice, where I thought a lino to Bowenfels would come out, and 11 fMar., 1894. 
traced on the map what 1 thought the approximate route. Next day, however, I went over the country 
myself—I bad never been over it before —and 1 found that tbcrc is a ufonutain range, not marked on any 
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wiap, wliich would interfere with the route I then traced out. I have now discovered how the line would 
have to go in order to keep clear of the mountains.

y---- ^ 1085, I think you told the Committee that if it were thought desirable to tap the existing line at Bowenfels,
15Mar., 1894. £ou ''vou^ leave your proposed deviation at Doctor’s Gap, and join the main line between Lithgow and 

Bowenfels. You desire to amend that answer ? Yes ; I hud that I could get a shorter, and in every way 
a more iavourable lino, by branching off immediately after Ihe crossing of the river Lett.
1086. Is there any other correction that you desire to make ? Yes ; 1 should like to state tho reason for 
taking that route. You will observe, hy looking at the plan, that the original route takes a very deep and 
short curve, in order to get height, before entering the range at Doctor’s G-ap; but that work now becomes 
quite unnecessary, and so also does the If mile of steep cutting. On tbe now route the line will 
run along through meadow land for three-fourths of the distance, to Bowenfels.
1087. You would avoid the tunnel at Doctor’s Gap, and also the dolour which is necessary to reach 
it? Yes.
1088. Would the new route make the distance between Mount Victoria and Bowenfels any shorter ? Not 
proportionally. The great saving is in the cost.
1089. Have you any other correction or alteration to make in your previous evidence ? No.
1090; Will you now give us your estimate of cost ? Yes; I find, taking the first route, that it will cost 
£345,000 for a double line, finished in the most complete manner.
1091, That is the route to Eskbank? Yes ; for a single line it would cost £230,000.
1092,. Can you tell us .what portion of that will be spent on tunnels, culverts, aud so on ? I would rather 
not give every detail, if it could be avoided, because tbo time has been so short that I havo had to lump 
some of the items together; hut to allow for want of time in working out the details, I have kept always 
on the liberal side.
1093. Hpon what have you based your prices—upon similar work carried ont hy yourself, or have vou 
ascertained the railway prices ? I have taken them from the tenders of substantial contractors. '
1094. Contracts for recent works ? Yes.
1095. How did you arrive at your estimate? I took out the quantities as well as I could in the time, and 
I have allowed for every detail that occurred to me. I have allowed for the bridges that I referred to 
when last examined, for various culverts, and for a railway station. Thore will be 800,000 yards of 
earthworks.
1096. What price have yon allowed for that ? I have run it all through at 2s. Gd. a yard.
1097. Will not the bridge over the Lett cost a considerable amount? No ; it will only be about 10 feet 
high, and can he constructed of timber.
1098. Have you any idea what it will cost ? Yes, I have allowed £1,000 for it. The stream is only 12 
feet wide.
T099. What about your tunnelling ? The tunnels will cost £183,500.
1100. That is the two tunnels ? Yes, the two tunnels.
1101. Allowing for a double line ? Yes.
1102. Can you give us an estimate for a single lino ? 1 have not been able to do anything more than to 
take a percentage off for a single line.
1103. What percentage;—one-third? That is hardly enough to take off, so you see I am on the
liberal side.
1104. Has the cost of resuming land entered into your calculations ? No.
1105. If it were necessary to resume land, the money so expended would be an addition to your 
estimate ? Yes.
1106. Does your estimate include tbe cost of permanent way ? Yes; everything will bo completed on 
the best scale.
H07. What hare you allowed for your station buildings ? I have allowed £1,500 for the platform and 
buildings in connection with the small station at Hartley Vale.
1108. You could not take one-third off that, if the line were a single one ? No.
1109. What have you allowed for permanent way ? If I were to add all the items up, it would come to 
about £3,600 per mile.
1110. That is the cost of the permanent way material and laying ? Yes.
1111. Including the cost of sleepers, rails, fish-plates, &c. ? Yes, and ballast,
1112. _ What quantity of ballast have you allowed ? About 14 inches for the whole width, not taking 
anything out of the 6 feet.
1113. You hare allowed for ballast to go right across between the two sots of rails, leaving no
gutter? Yes, 0
1114. What would be the full width of the ballast? I think about 18 feet will be the width of the 
ballast.
1115. You provide for sleepers of the class used on the main lines ? Yes.
111G. Have you allowed for bricking tho tunnels ? I have only allowed a contingency amount to pay for 
a certain quantity of bricking in places. The tunnels will not be bricked throughout,
1117. Do you think you will get sufficiently solid ground to bo able to dispense with brickwork ? Yes ; 
we shall bo more than 200 feet below the surface, and as the ground, as far as I can see, is pretty solid, 
we shall not require any great amount of bricking,
1118. What proportion of brickwork will you require ? I should have to work that out.
1119. But you must have an approximate calculation that so much would he required for bricking 
tunnels ? I have taken an average price for a number of known tunnels.
1120. I want to know, not so much your price, as what proportion of tho length of the tunnels will be 
bricked ? I am not prepared to say at this moment.
1121. Have you put any special sum down for culverts ? Yes ; I estimate them to cost £7,000.
1122. Irrespective of the bridge ? Irrespective of three bridges.
1123. One thousand pounds does not cover the cost of the three bridges ? No. The first bridge you 
come to is tliat crossing the narrow half-used road close to the station at Mount Victoria, for which I 
have put down £700. Then there is £1,000 for tho alteration of fhe Vale of Clwydd road, and at the 
Hartley Vale station it will bo necessary to put a small bridge to carry the road over the railway cutting. 
That bridge will cost about £400,
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1J24. Now, will you proceed vil.li what you were going to say in regard to the advisability of taking the j." 
line to Bowenfels, instead of to Eskbank? Yes ; 1 make the cost of such a line, for two sets of rails, jijjyi.jjJ ’ 
and furnished in the same way as the other, £225,000.
1125. "What would be the length of it? Seventeen miles, approximately; but I have not made a survey iflMar.,1894-,
of the last 3 or 4 miles. . .
1126. What would the grade he? The grade, as far as the bridge over the Lett, would remain 1 in oO;
but further on I think it would be, say, 1 in 75. _ ,
1127. The ruling grade on the 8 J- miles between Mount Victoria and the river Lett would bel_m 50, 
while the ruling grade on the remaining 8^ miles between the river Lett and Bowenfels would be 1 iu 75.
I cannot say for certainty that it would; but I should think that that would he the average grade. I 
cannot speak positively of ground which has never had an instrument over it. _
1128. Is there anything else you would like to state in reference to this route ? Yes ; I would like to
point out that it saves £110,000—the cost of the Lithgow tunnel—-together with the sharp curve which is 
necessary in order to gain distance. Tiie line to Bowenfels runs through country which is in every way 
more favourable than the country through which the line to Eskbank runs. „
1120. Where do you propose to join the main line—half-way between Lithgow and Bowenfels ? Bo; 
at the Bowenfels station. ,
1130. What would be the cost for a single Hue of rails—I suppose wc may take one-third off again ?
Yes; that would make it £170,000.
1131. Is there anything else you would like to say ? No; I think not. 1 _
1132. Mr. Humpkery.'] You estimate that it would cost £90,000 less to take a railway from Mount 
Victoria to Bowenfels, than it uould cost to take it from Mount Victoria to Eskbank ? Yes; that would 
be the saving.
1133. The distance is 3 miles less ? Yes.
1134. You could also dispense with a tunnel seven-eighths of a mile long by going to Bowenfels ? Yes.
1135. If you only constructed a single line, the saving would be about £60,000. Yes; you could take
off one-third. _ ...
1136. What would be the saving of distance comparing the line to Bowenfels with the existing line ?
Three miles. _
1137. Would 1 in 50 be the continuous grade on the Bowenfels line ? I do not think that the first 217 
chains from Mount Victoria could be improved; but some slight improvement might be made further on.
That is a matter that will have to be considered.
1138. Would the cost be greatly increased if an attempt were made to improve the grade? I do not 
think the cost would be increased proportionately. There would only bo the extra distance to pay for.
1139. Eor tiie first 21- miles you must have a grade of 1 in 50 ? Yes.
1140. Could you get a hotter grade for the rest of the distance without great additional cost? To get an 
easier grade we must liave a longer distance ; but that would not make au increase in the proportional 
cost.
1141. If you lengthened the mileage to get a bettor grade, the cost of the lino would not he more than 
if you adopted the 1 in 50 grade? Not proportionately. In some eases such an alteration might 
take the line into very difficult ground, so that it would cost a great deal more in proportion; but in 
this particular ease I do not think that it will be so. AH that will be necessary will be to take the line 
right into Hartley Vale township.
1142. But at the present time you have a continuous grade of 1 in 50 ? Yes.
1143. Can you say if any existing traffic would be served by taking the line by tbe route you suggest ? I 
am hardly prepared to give statistics because 1 was only retained for technical purposes. _ _
1144. But having been over the ground, cannot you say whether tho line goes near to any existing settle
ment which would be benefited by it ? I think, with a little study, I could point out au area of about 
130,000 acres on tho map which is pretty well closed in now. _ _ _
1145. That is land not at present occupied ? There are a number of abandoned farms in the district; 
the people say that they cannot get their produce away. They are shut in by a hill from 700 to 800 foot 
high, which adds a day to their journey to market, and makes the carriage of their produce impracticable.
1146. Mr. O’Sullivan.'} Will not tbe line from Mount Victoria to the river Lett be very awkward to 
work, because of the continuous grade of 1 in 50 ? I do not know ; but I may say that I consulted a 
prominent Government railway official in regard to this matter, and be said that it would uot. The best 
technical advice I can get is that that portion of the line would not be difficult to work.
1147. Ho notrailway managers, regard long distances on the one grade as detrimental lo the efficient 
working of a line ? I do not know; I am not acquainted with the business of running trains.
1148. But suppose a train got stuck up within a mile of the top of the grade, it would have to run back 
7 or 8 miies in order to get another start ? The idea would be to put in one or two flat pieces, and I have 
about 28 feet to spare for that purpose.
1149. Is it uot the practice of engineers to put in flat pieces to lessen the momentum of the trains ? Yes.
1150. You intend to do that ? Yes.
1151. It would be the same on the other part of your line? On the other side of the Lett there would 
be no difficulties at all.
1152. You say that you saw the country between Doctor's Gap and Bowenfels for the first time the
other day ? Yes. _ _
1153. Do you think you had time to make a proper inspection of it ? Well, I am not giving you any 
definite figures. 1 said that my idea was that an average grade of 1 in 75 might be obtained, but that 
I did not commit myself to any figures.
] 154. Have you had ample time to inspect the country so as to be able to say authoritatively that a grade 
of 1 in 75 could bo obtained ? Yes; 1 think so. I think I am suiliciently practised to be able by riding 
over a route to tell approximately what the grade will be.
1155. You have not had time to survey the line, hut your observations lead you to believe that you are 
justified in stating that you can got a grade of 1 in 75 ? Yea ; an average grade. Getting a grade is 
very much a matter of cost, and I have allowed a certain sum per mile to cover contingencies.
1156. Chairman.} Is it not also a matter of ual.ural features ? Yes, practically.
1157. Mr. O’Sullivan.} What would be the minimum if that is the average grade? I dare say that we
should have to take advantage of a 1 in 50 occasionally. 1158.
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Bock, Esq., ^ ^an rJU ei''l:ir('KE ani0Pinioii as to the advantage of these two routes from a national point of view ? 
M.I.M.E. A63; as retained by my clients, T presented to you tho first route, via Eskbank; but as an engineer I say
---------- - at there is no comparison between the two lines. The Bowenfels route is no doubt the superior, both

IGlfar.j 1894. ^ regards construction and as regards working,
1159. Has it the recommendation of being likely to develop better country ? It opens up a much 
larger area of country. ” 1 1
3 ICO. Chan As compared with the Eskbank line ? Tbs; I am making a comparison between my 

rst and my second proposal, and I say tbat the second would be accessible to more country The first 
line would in some places run at such an elevation that no road could get up to it.
Tieo ° Sulhvan-~\ Tou state that it will open up 130,000 acres? Tes.

b. Do you refer to the land owned by Mr. Vickery or to Crown land ? I have no idea who owns the 
land ; 1 only know the area.
1163. One hundred and thirty thousand acres of good land would be opened up if a railway were taken
by the route you suggest ? That is the opinion I have formed in conversations which I have held with 
tne people there.
llGi Apart from the engineering aspects, would you, as a man of common-sense, recommend the con
struction ot a lino to Bowenfels on the ground that it would open up a productive district ? I would.

I i0VP0- ® i some abandoned farms do you know why tbey were abandoned ? All I know 
about the district is that I have been requested to go to two or three public meetings which have been 
held at places some distance apart to help the advocacy of the line, 1 suppose, and at these meetings I

KU,,lbeu pUOj,11° state’ 110t- only that the line was required to open up fresh ground, but that 
ground had been abandoned because of the want of railway communication.
rv;’' ™®uld ,no* *ho tu“I,,cl at Doctor’s Gap go through a sandstone hill ? Yes, for a large part of the 

fty. Ihc rest or ifc would bo through part of the coal measures.
tmuir.Ur’r.nf+r tlla|;1v‘h,ch would require bricking? It would depend upon the formation. If the
fhrough ch!rt‘fSstance W°Uld kaV610 ^ bT1Ckei; bllt coal-meastire3 need noli be 00al > i* might go

iieo' T(.Ut lt1^0.u]d u.?fc be saf,e t0 l0ave a tunnel going through coal-measures unbricked? No. 
sistenev ^ il sands1fcone tunnel un brick ed ? Yes; if the sandstone was of any con-
T sS tLf 1 kl E Lnlkf ma,ie an Wlth regard 10 some of my figures. When last examined
loii" * * ^ K kb;ink tumlel would bf; chains long. I now find that it would he nearly 90 chains

Havc y0lt intimate knowledge of the character of the sandstone rock in the 
district y°llr Pr0p0Sed tU1'nel? Wcl1’ 1 have had *o do with the sinking of shafts in tho

d0<-n0t vD0Wa Jbat lbe Eand1stone th01,0 13 T0ry jointy, and that in the construction of tho 
existing line it was found dangerous to leave a tunnel with a rock roof? I did not know that
first iinir0^! WCT! y°U thVUrvey of thc8e ProP°30h lines ? About seven weeks on the

1 h 0 not 8nrvef'c,-l the line to Bowenfels at all.
1173. Have you sunk any trial shafts ? No,
fsutnL™0 ? 110°\thc levc]s riSbt Dor two and a half weeks
i suppose my time was taken up m disproving other suggested routes
themselveri™ by °ther enSineGr? ^o, they have not; but they check
Sc ifr ’f/cCW I1 YG,!! nfroir' 0Df kmTl Paint atM™nt to another known point atEskban.

il/U. Mr McCourt ] You propose to make a deviation from the Lott River? Yes.
■V; ■ /f,that caac' fa^ would Eithgow be cast of thc proposed line ? About 2* 

side of the ran<rp Jt would de quite cut off from it, • miles on the other
"" a11 i'h0 coal-mines? No ; all tl'iose coal seams—The Vale of Clwydd, the Vale and 

the contingent lines crop out ou this side of the range J’ '
SmiLrJofUXoSfCnrivIyT0l,UJ tllCyhaiy t0 rk/? . TheJ woald t0 construct about three- 
11 on mu0t a Tj V PTllat0 im0 from tho other end of their fieuk
wonld hyet° op1en up th0ir lines in another place, and move all their machinery? They
1 and 2 milLTrthc waviygr0l M 1 ^iich’ °f ^ nothiri- aud as th0y are already between
6d or 7d. saS ^ ^ t0 do thi8- takinE ^ consideration tho

l IS' T °yr 1U,e W°uld P™64'6111.1/ ruil1 the township of Lithgow ? I fail to see why.
Their taC^i^™ta.I,,Ur Iin6 ^ 21 2
“tleViy1'1 n°‘ tl'e T“1“ 0f pr<T°rti'in L"lIli;“-he depreciated if jour line were constructed ? I do

K Victoria to W

fn,m * i»kt ”£ —. —• j0*
Victorh“‘y„Sd f™™,!1 t!e ? ^~-?T ,e.T,ia r,I,M‘L ” tl,e"> ™« BO liie beyond Mount

f- j ould recommend the continuation of tiie line along that route to Bowenfels

BoweiS fnrnib7hroeunheAr6f ^ marked 1°,Vthe l’1™ b0f°re the Committee, starting from 
turnhi'iT towardsh^^east^andTisl ndtv(‘'V Brm™ %selGcfaoD. “utiLit makes the village of Bowenfels, then 
Lett’s Creek ? YeS ’ Q P g an ea3ter]y dircctl0u thT0Ugh reserve 139, until it terminates at

SeJofK 7lie™ thab iti3 bbG b03b Ime that could be obtained in the
bend round Hassan’s Walls. * °U ^ lkC t0 pr°Te ^ iet lcr it: 18 not POSElbl0 to make a shallower

1191*
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1191. If we make a survey of that route we shall not be far off your line? Ko.
1192. Mr. Humphery] Will your line junction with the main line between Lithgow and Boweuteis, or
beyond Bowenfels ? On the Lithgow side of Bowenfels, in order to save thc station, that is, it no 
engineering difftcultics occur. _ . . 15 Mar., 1894.
1193. What is thc distance from Lithgow to Bowenfels ? A little over a mile. I believe that it is * 
miles from Eskbank to Bowenfels.

Harry Bichardson, Esq., Out-door Superintendent, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined:
1194. jlfr. O' Sullivan.'] Tbo Commissi oners arc desirous of carrying out a deviation to avoid the Zigzag. 
Can you give us any reasons, from a traffic point of view, why this deviation should be made, will you 
state the difficulties under which you now labour, and the advantages that wronld follow the construction 
of a deviation ? Well, in tbe first place, if fhe deviation were made, we could do with many less trains 
winch, on a single line, is a great consideration. 1 find that last year we took on the down journey, 
that is, from Sydney—49,770 trucks over the Zigzag. A train is limited to 21 trucks just there, 
because of thcl in 33 grade between Dargan’s Creek and Clarence Siding, and tbe length of the wings 
on the Zigzag. On the up journey we took 04.976 trucks, and on thc average 29J trucks per train. On 
the up journey the trains are cut in half before reaching the Zigzag, and are brought up in two parts. 
When we get the half trains to the top, one engine is able to take the load on to Bell, because the grade 
is only 1 in 50. To cope with the trallic takes 4,562 trains. If, however, thc Zigzag, aud the 1 in 33 
grade*were cut out, we could take, on the average, from 35 to 40 trucks per train. Some of the largo 
American engines would be able to take as many as 45 trucks. In that way we should be able to do. as 
much with 3,276 trains as we do now with 4,562 trains, so that there would be a saving of 1,286 trains. 
There not only is the saving in the number of trains ; there is also a saving in time. The time now occu
pied on the journey from Eskbank to Bell is 90 minutes, while 100 minutes is taken for the up journey. 
The distance is only a little over 11 miles; but, it must be remembered that we have to divide the trains, 
pin down the brakes before going down the grades, and back slowly down tbe Zigzag. Wo are limited by 
our instructions to a speed of 10 miles an hour on the middle road, and to 5 miles an hour on the wings 
of the Zigzag; but I estimate that if the Zigzag were cut out, the down journey could bo performed in 
30 minutes, and thc up journey in about 40 minutes; that is, assuming that Mr. Eoxlee’s proposed devi
ation were adopted, and a banking engine were used for the tunnel.
1195. That saving would be between Eskbank and Bell ? Tes. ^
1196. Can you give us any idea of what its value would be per annum? We should save about ll-s-
miles upon ],286 trains, which would mean 14,900 miles altogether ; and putting that down at 4s. Sd.per 
mile—the cost of the train mile according to the Commissioners’ report—thc saving amounts to approxi
mately £3,488- _
11^7 ‘ Mr. Sumplkeiy.] Will you show us how tliere is a saving of ll-^ miles ? At present wc run 4,u62 
trains over the 111 miles between. Eskbank and Bell, but I estimate that if the Zigzag were cut out wo 
could do the same work with 3,276 trains, a saving of 1,286 trains.
1198. Mr. O’Sullivan.] Would there be any other saving ? All that I have said up to the present refers 
to the goods traffic. We ran 1,404 passenger trains over the line during the last twelve mouths, and we 
shall be able to save 2{- miles on the running of those trains, or a total saving of 4,036 miles.
1199. What would that come to in the year ? About £942. That is the mileage saving. Now, let us
come to the saving in time. Under existing conditions, owing to the length of time it takes to run 
between Penrith and Bathurst, we are unable to make one set of drivers do the whole journey. Our day s 
work is 9 hours 10 minutes, and the running time on our tables is from 9 to 11 hours for a goods train, 
consequently we have to put on fresh men at Eskbank, and we do not get such a good run from the drivers 
as we would otherwise do. If the journey occupied so much less time as the cutting out of the Zigzag 
would enable us to do, the drivers could take the trains on to Bathurst. ' . T .
1200. Mr. NmJd.\ But you would not save an hour in the running of tho passenger trains? No; only

II.
KichaTtlson,

Esq.

15 Mar., 1894.

about 15 minutes. * .
1201. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Will you kindly state what you would save? About ID minutes on the down,
and 12| minutes on the up journey. _ _ .
1202. Mr. Ncild-] That would he a saving of about one-half? Tes; it only takes 15 or 18 minutes to
run 8 miles on a straight road. t ,
1203. Afr. O'Sullivan.] Tou might enumerate any other saving? We should save an hour on the journey 
of each goods train, which I estimate would be worth £3,000 a year. Then thc push-up engines would not 
cost so much. Although we could take a full load from Dargan’s Creok to Bell, I am doubtful if we could 
take that load through the tuuuel, because I am not sure that the men could work as well in the tunnel. 
Therefore, I assume that we should have to continue to use thc push-up engines, hut they would not^be 
used for more than an hour, whereas they are now used 1| hour. There would be a saving of from £500 
to £600 a year there.
1204. Tou would be almost certain to use these push-up engines ? Not to anything like the same extent 
as we do now. Where wo use three engines now, we should only nso one, perhaps.
1205. Ghairmani] Are the pusb-up engines used to overcome the grade between the bottom of tbe Zigzag
and the lower points, or to overcome the grade higher up ? They are used on both grades. Wc push tbe 
trains right up to the mouth of the Clarence tunnel. _
1206. Then even though the tunnel were made you would still have to use a push-up engine ? Tes; to
the top of the 1 in 42 grade. .
1207. And because of the difficulty of working in the tunnel, you would probably use a push-up engine 
right through ? Tes.
1208. Mr O' Sullivan i] Are there any other savings? No ; I think those are about all. _
1209. There will be savings in the maintenance of the permanent way? That is all covered hy the saving
in the train mileage. .
1210. What is the total saving ? £10,127.
1211. That is on existing trade ? Tes. _
1212. But you must put as a set-off against that the lower freights the public will pay for the reduced 
mileage ;—have you taken that into consideration ? I have not.
1213. I presume you will havc to make allowance for it ? I am not prepared to say.

1214.
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Tes. Wc should only have
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Richardson, JJJf’ Jou t,llink ifc ” ]iltely lhat ^lle l^blic will pay tiie same rates for the trip from Eskbank to Bell,
Esq. theTrimnl J-,atl0D’ “ * ’ey “ow P»y for tbo longer journey over the existing lines ? I do not know whether

the Commissioners would alter the rates.
15 Mar.,1894. 1215. Bo you know what the difference in distance would be ? Yes ; there would 2* miles less to run.

■ I daresay they ulll ^ ^ tl10 pUbl,C 'viU make a demalld lo bo lot off so much of the present charge ?

that' Tll6y are alm°Bt EUre t0 d° 80 if tlie 1,ates t,lcre are 011 a mileage basis ? There is no doubt about

,h,'t fr°" £10’000 Whjch I’°” V-hifUa
1 oio 7^m-° ^7 nng wouid ^P1!7 in regard to goods and stock ? Yes.

J&mnff.] But you need not make that reduction unless you like? 
to put it down as a set-off if it were made.
hnS'b^IusfS'Sto'1 ^ tl1lcrc,ajlJ di^ence made between the rates ou the Southern and Western 
ioo9 ™ 8 t f ™ increiiscd cost o* working tho Western line ? No.

i’TTr0 ^at t^F^tiee which prevails on the Southern lino of charging mileage rates 
u.U pie a,l on the Western hue ? I am not authorised to say ;_I do not make the rates b
loniu hrt^l^' Tte tUlU ^1 txlec’n w'ere adoPtcd, which would be more workable but a little 

the saving bo increased ? Yes, if the route were better and had an easier grade.
what was f J 8 v°di27 an,ount to £12’000 ? If 1 Btlw a P1mi flnd W exactly
vhato'er time mtht hi ? ?bl° to alfvej’ question. If the additional mileage absorbed
i oor n 1 ° ,lnight ko saved 011 the 1 m 60 grade, there would be no advantage.

^ 11“™ * ,‘o'*h i,k” °f “•

J01! tbm!f a sliI11.larg1PJ savilF wouM be °btained by adopting the No. 3 proposal, which is 2 
“ ^ F°S,i but h%.*. grad0 of 1 iu 60 ? Won, if bank-engine had to
1007 Ti u tb t ! h } t ln!k lbef0 migl,t be an addltl°nal saving in connection with the No. 3 scheme 
ILhtoto Tlim° nCert,T would have to use a pushing engine in the tunnel; hut it iS
Seuntod tolo t0 US0lt0U ^'c No, 3 deviation? Youwould have to use a push-up

rd 1 I43 grade.at tbe commencement of the deviation. The same saving would be made in
woidd Govern Xnt°f toT® ^ becauseLtbe rilHug ^ between Dargan’s Creek and Bell
rtyonrLaSgL’s Crei1. * W° 0Ver either devia'tlon' Mr- does not take

got to the’toirnrThp11?;i!filoVaUV'.Prb'Up ? lf0> sbould only squire the push-up until we
l in Rn An u Tii 4- grade; but we could not put a full load on the 1 in 60 grade because of theto^ns is concerned W°Uld’ be 1,1 tIlC Same ^sitio11 80 as tbe ***&*£

indbitorSTh^^T tb‘aVt m!wbe bori,e "V™11”1 ib;lt £167^00 ^as spent in constructing tiie Zigzag,
anv l lw wtovi i ? Pa,d T Ha)'e J'^1 laken thilt illto consideration as a set-off against
any saving w hich you may effect ? I do not see that that makes anv difference. If we save £10 000 a year
and pay in W on the new line, I do not see how the cost of the'oJd line affects tho posBfon > ’
that intorest'now. >aVC PU7 1DtereSt 011 the ^ Whieh y°U mtCnd "h^4011 ? But wc ba™ ^ Pa7

i23t Bu.t ^ a deviation 33 made, you will have to pay the interest on it as well ? But if the interest on 
mo Tf1™ 0n T m0rme? *° £9-000>:md wo save £10,000 in the working, we shall be all right.
2d JZZlr}/o om °n tba £225,000 which it is proposed to expend on the No. 1 scheme
Wore £1000 to ’S2 S hT’ \ G y°Uf Tng W0S?d be rougbly £10J°«0 P^ annum. You havo, 
line wSv^tound +ofEfdh ly°l'ba? i° paythc mtere3t°n the £167,000 expended on the 
mu iT abMdon ? lea i but we have to pay that interest now.
1233. itTr. O^wZZzMn,] Can you tell us anything else which would justify the construction of this 
deviation from the traffic standpoint ? Besides the saving to us in actual money, i Sk it must b! 
borne m mind that it would be a great advantage to the public to get their goods one hour sooner than 
they now got them It must also be remembered that although the Zigzag has been worked almost 
without accidents, it cannot be denied that it is a dangerous place

2lI0U cal1 to 1?md jiow many accidents have happened during the last five years other than 
those which were put before the Committee vesterday ? No I cannot '
agot NomnJr aCCidentS tak° PlaCC befcVrmi 18G°’ tb° ycar "ben tbc opened, and five years

1236. Can you call to mind more than one ? Not more than one serious accident, which happened iust 
after the line was opened, when one of the firemen got his leg cut off PF JUat
Sious chtlctor ?VeSfiVe yearS there haTe °nly beei1 f°Ur aocidentB- of wbicb 0Illy have been of a 

1238. Does not that go to show that the Zigzag is not hy any means so riskv a place as engineers would

d2fT: .■^ty0a7gbt f?that °f a good many callings. A man in command of a ship might make only 
accident k d h 8hli> 'V°Uk te ash°Tf: ? But lk would be 11 S°od thinff *0 prevent the possibility of

mo. But thc trains now are safer than they were in the early days, because of the continuous breaks?

ma1;tor of faf we raay acknowledge tliat the risk makes thc men more careful, and possibly 
causes the management to put good men there ? Yes; the best men are picked for tliat particular placJ

tbey r?;ihcu' lve? n,1 tlieir hailds’ aud “re not iike1y to risk them if they can prevent it ’
no niea^sTrilv nWSpkln°syiand thS°f °tbera sh°W8 ^at tbe ’n tbe haud8 of careful men is by

” e“8 Jl’y,pc ■ So lonS as tho lncn carry out their instructions thore is no risk 1
Iff ' HaS, eTe bee^ any senous1 Wock of traffic on the Zigzag ? Yes, that is the great difficulty. If we 
thf bU7 dTyi1lt JS a I01-y dlffic.u|t thmg to get the trains to cross one another on thiJ part of
the single road. I have no figures with me to show the delays; hut they have been very serious. 1

1244.
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1244. "Would not tho same remarks apply to all the single roads m the country where there is g
traffic ? Tes; but not to the same extent, for the simple reason that the trams havo to be made smaller, ^
because of thc grades anti the shortness of the wings, and it takes three times as long to travel over tne 
lino as it would take to travel over a similar length of lino anywhere else. Tho trams have more troub c 15 Mar., 1894. 
to get through there than they have at any other part of the mountains. . , . , , .
1245. I gather from your evidence that the Commissioners believe that from the standpoint or trallic it is
very desirable to make the deviations P I believe the Commissioners do think that, _ ,
1246. Mr. Hoskins.'] Have not continuous brakes been fitted to all the passenger trams running on the 
mountains ? Tes.
1247. And to all tho stock trains ? Tes. T £ , _____
1248. And are they not being fitted to all the luggage trains ? Tes; I think that in a few yeaas every
truck will bo fitted with them. They are being fitted on every day. . n T ... Tt
1249. How long do you suppose it will bo before they are fitted to all the trains ? I could not say. lx,
depends upon the amount of money the Commissioners havo to dispose of. 1 know that they are losing
no time. , ,
1250. What progress are they making ? I think they are fitting about fifty trucks a week.
1251. Then they will soon be all fitted ? Tes, if the Commissioners have the necessary funds.
1252. If continuous brakes, under the control of the engine drivers, are supplied^to all passenger, stock, 
and goods trains, will not the risk of accident upon tlio Zigzag be diminished ? Tes..
1253. Are not push-up engines extensively used on tho Western line between Emu Plains and Mt. \ ictoria.
Tes, as far as Katoomba. Every down train has a push-np engine.
1254. There are curves of 8 chains radius on that fine, are there not? Tes; and thc curves there are
sharper than the curves further on. , . ...
1255. And there are long descending grades from Mt. Victoria to Emu Plains ? _Tes ; it is one long decline 
the whole way. There are only one or two little flat places, such as that near h aulconbndge.
1256. Ho you not think there is a greater probability of accidents occurring whore there are long descending 
grades, like those from Katoomba to Emu Plains, than on the Zigzag ? No, 1 think not, because we are 
working the section between Katoomba and Emu Plains on the absolute block system. V e never allow 
one train to go on to a section until another train has gone through it, and consequently, it tho train did 
break away no harm would come to it, because the driver would have the road to himself, liunmng down 
from Clarence Siding, however, if the train went over the top wing of the Zigzag, it would be a serious

1257. But are there not other places on the line where there are steep embankments and sharp curves, 
and a possibility of the trains running off ? No. We have the block system at work on all thc steep
grades so as to prevent such accidents. , , , s v
1258. Still accidents might occur even with the block system if trains ran away upon a steep gr£de ■ les.
1259. Mr. McCourt.] Is there not an officer stationed at Penrith who works the mountain trallic. Ics;
there is a district officer. . , . , ,, , ,,
1260. Only the reports go through your office ? Tes; and I compile tho time-tables, and arrange the
workiug of tho line.
1261. What is the name of the Penrith officer? Mr. Henson. . . , 1 0 ti *.
1262. Would he havc more knowledge of the difficulties of working this line than you have, d uo not 
know that he would. 1 have a knowledge of that line extending oyer twenty years, I admit that ho 
would have a good practical knowledge of the line, because he is on it every day.
1203. Tou estimate the saving tliat would take place if Mr. Eoxlee’s deviation were made at ±<10,066 ; 
but supposing you said it was £15,000 what means would outsiders have of checking your statement r l 
have a return in my office showing every load taken over the line during tho last twelve months.
1264. But would it not be a most difficult thing for an outsider to check your statement ? 1 do not think
so. if I give you the number of trains that went over the line, tho mileage run, aud the saving effected 
by having longer trains, 1 tliink it is a very simple thing to check my figures. . , .
1265. Jfr, Trickett.] Tou have had experience of working trains in long tunnels ? Not outside ot this
1266. ^The tunnel on Mr. Eoxlee’s proposed deviation would be thc longest we have in New South Wales ?
Tes; I think the longest tunnel wo bave now is 1 mile 7 chains. _ ,. . ,
1267. Have wc any very long tunnel with a continuous grade of 1 in 50 ? The Otford tunnel, which is
about three-quarters of a mile long, has a grade of 1 in 40. _ ,
1268. Ho the rails in these tunnels become slippery? The Otford tunnel is not liked by the men, because
it is difficult to work. ■ . ,
1260. Eor what reason ? The men get suffocated by thc steam from the engines. The ventilation is bad.
1270. Hoes that affect the condition of the rails ? The tunnel being full of steam must make the rails
slippery ; but that tunnel is not in my section, though I know that it is very difficult to work. I have to 
look after the Northern aud Western lines. .
1271. Is it not a fact that engineers object to tunnels with steep grades ? Tou mean the engine-drivers—

1272MDo you not think a grade of 1 in 50 in a tunnel 1-1 mile long might possibly be detrimental to the 
working of the line ? I do not like tunnels ; but if there is a double road, and there are to be ventilating 
slialte, I do not think that it \vi11 inake much difference. The tunnel at "Woy "Woy is over a mile Jong, 
and no difficully is experienced iu getting through it. Itis a double tunnel, with a nice draught through it.
1273. Is it not comparatively level ? Tes; but the goods trains go through ifc very slowly, because there 
is a grade of 1 in 40 before you get to it, on thc down journey.
1274. Ho not the rails on tlio mountains become more slippery than they are elsewhere? Tea, .because 
that country is subject to fogs. In anything like a dull day they get fogs, and then tho rails become
slippery. T j t
1275. Speaking generally you do not approve of a long tunnel with steep' grades ? I do not.
1276. Mr. Barling has told us that this tunnel is to have two ventilating shafts, 12 feet in diameter each.
Ho you think they would he sufficient to properly ventilate it? I should not like to offer an opinion.
All ! know is that it is very much easier to travel through a double tunnel than to travel through a single 
tunnel; there always appears to be plenty of draught through a double tunnel.
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Kichardson ^P^one tunnel is a single ono, is it not ? Yes.
Esq. * 1278. What has been the experience of the Department with regard to the ventilation and the slate ot 

^he rails there ? Wo have had no trouble with it, though some of the men say it is very warm, especially 
16 Mar,, 1894. mei1 011 the push-up engine. We have never been stuck up there.

1279. What is the grade? One in 33, I believe.
1280. Is it supposed to be a well ventilated tunnel;—do you know how many air-shafts it has ? I do not
know that there are any. I might say that there would havo been no advantage in making the grade 1 
in 40, because the ruling grade as far as Katoomba is 1 in 33, though there are short pieces of easier 
grades here and there. ’
1281. But have you not heard many complaints on the part of the public with regard to the stuffiness of 
that tunnel? Yes; the public say tbat unless they put tho windows up they get tho steam in, and that 
makes them very uncomfortable.
1282. But, independently of that, you do not find that the state of the rails affects the traffic ? No.
1283. What is the length of that tunnel ? 638 yards.
1284. Only one-fifth of the length of the proposed tunnel ? Yes.
1285. It has been stated that the cost of constructing that piece of line between Dargan’s Creek and the 
lower points at Eskbank was £167,000:—what would the interest on that be at 4 per cent. ? £6,680.
1286. It is estimated tbat the No. 1 deviation will cost £225,000;—wbat would he the interest on that at 
4 per cent. ? £9,000.
1287. Will you add those amounts together ? Yes; they come to £15,680,
1288. What is the saving to he effected by carrying out the deviation proposed by the Commissioners P
In round figures, £10,000. '
128D._ Will not the country then have a deficit of £5,680 in thc working of the line? This is the same 
question as was put to me hy Mr. O’Sullivan. There is, of course, that difference between the interest 
aud the saving; but I cannot see that that amount will be lost, because we liave to pay the £6,680 now.
1290. But how would you earn it if you abandoned the existing line ? If a man is doing a business wortli 
£10,000, and he pays £4,000 a year for interest, he is justified in increasing his capital to an extent that 
’will not absorb that interest, if he can save £1,000 on its working expenses.
1291. But must he not include in the amount upon which he has to earn interest the money ho first 
expended ? I do not think so.
1292. Mr. JlumpheryWith regard to this question about the saving on thc deviation, is this the 
jiosition: it will cost you £225,000 to make the deviation, and the interest on that will bo £9,000? Yes.
1293. You will save £10,000 hy carrying out the deviation? Yes.
1294. Deduct the £9,000 paid for interest, and you make £1,000 clear profit? Yes; we should bo 
£1,000 better off than we are now.
1295. By losing the money at present invested you save £,1000? Yes.
1296. Besides doing so, do you also save time ? No ; that is included,
129J. ^Everything included, you would ho £1.000 better off after providing interest on thc cost of tho 
deviation? Yes. *
1298. touching Mr. Bock's proposed lino: his proposed route would take a line from Mount Vie- 
toria to Bowenfels, a distance of 17 miles, with a grade of 1 in 50 ; if that line could be constructed for 
less than the No. 1 deviation, do you think it would beau advantage to construct it and abandon the 
present line to Eskbank ? Docs Mr. Bock cut out Eskbank and the coal sidings there ?
1299. He joins the main line at Bowenfels; there would be a long siding from there to Lithgow and 
Eskbank . I do not think tbat that would be an advantage. Some of tbe coal sidings are down near the 
lower points, so tbat the coal would havc to be taken 3 or 4 miles to get to Bowenfels.

vr-ky y°u uo^ thmk it would he an advantage? Well, the traffic from Eskbank is very considerable.
1301. VVouJd. yon not still get that traffic? Yes; but we should have to bear the expense of taking it 
down to the junction, whereas now we pick it up along the road.
1302. Would the additional cost of taking it down to thc junction neutralise any advantage which you 
might gam in constructing a cheaper liue ? I do not know ; I have not seen the line.
1303. You may treat it as a continuous grade of 1 in 50? Then it would be very expensive to work 
and we should not save so many trains a day as would be saved on Mr, Eoxlee’s deviation. I think that 
either of the proposed deviations is better than that.
1304. Or tho existing line ? Or the existing lino.
1305. Your objection is to the continuous grade? Yes.
1306. You think that that would be an insuperable objection ? Yes.
1307. I understand that there is a continuous grade of 1 in 50 for 8^ miles ? Tbat would be very bad • 
but 1 should like to see the sections before giving an opinion on the line. If the grade were a continuous 
one that would be against it; but if there were only bits of this 1 in 50, and the drivers had places where 
they could recover themselves, it would not be so objectionable.
1308. A continuous grade of 1 in 50 for 8 miles would be objectionable ? Yes, certainly.
1309. Can you state the volume of tho traffic coming from fhe Valley, as compared with that eomingfrom 
beyond lbe 'alloy ? When they are busy there 1 should say it is about one-fourth. We sometimes brinfic 
as many as 100 trucks a day from there.
1310. You consider that one-fourth of the western traffic comes from the Valley? Yes, quite that, when 
the mines are busy m the winter season.
1311. Chairman.] In volume and in value ? Not in value.
1312. I mean value to the Department? No ; because although it costs us as much to bring a truck of
coal as to bring a truck of wool to Sydney, we get four times as much for the truck of wool as we get for 
the truck of coal. 6

oret7_ailJ PMfit frorn coal ? Not very much, but I have not worked the rates out.
1314. Mr. Hnmphery.] The E o 3 scheme has a grade of 1 in 60, and is about 2 miles longer than the 
Commissioners deviation, which has a grade of 1 in 50, going through a tunnel; could you take the 
traffic over the No. 3 lino at loss cost for the whole distance than you could take it over the Commissioners’ 
deviation, having regard to the difference in grades? As regards the up traffic, if we have to use a 
push-up engine through the tunnel, I should say yes; but with the down traffic we could get over the 
Commissioners hue in loss time, because the distance is 2 miles shorter, and it would be as easy to run 
down a grade of 1 m -50 as to run down a grade of 1 in 60. 1315
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1315. But what about wear and tear ? There would be more wear and tear on the longer Hue. EicWdBon
1316. Tho wear and tear would not be greater where the severer grade was ? No, I do not think so, Bsq ' 
because tbcrc are no curves in that line. The wear and tear is greatest where there are curves.
1817. Chairman.] Although there may be fewer curves on the No. 1 line, there is one very sharp curve 15Mar., 1894. 
near the tunnel ? Yes; but it is very short. I would prefer, however, tbat you should ask Mr. Noxlee, 
or some of thc engineers, these questions. t . ht
1318. Mr. Hump her 1/.] Knowing the difference in length and grade between the No. 1 and the No. 3 
proposal, and knowing also that the longest tunnel on the No. 3 line is not more than 700 yards, which 
would yon prefer ? Bor the down traffic I prefer No. 1, aud if tho long tunnel on the Commissioners '
line could be worked without a push-up engine for thc up traffic, I should prefer the shorter route, 
though I do not like tunnels. The saving of 2 miles is a consideration.
1310, Suppose you could not uso the long tunnel without a push-up engine ? Then I should prefer the 
No. 3 line. _ . . ,
1320. Is it your opinion that it would he necessary to uso the push-up engine on tho Commissioners’
deviation ? I think Mr. Thow will bo able to speak more definitely on that point. My opinion is that we 
should get most of tho trains through there without it. ...
1321. Chairman.] Arc you aware the approach to the tunnel on the Commissioners’ deviation tho grade will 
he 1 in 42 ? Yes; we should have to use a push-up engine there, hut I think wc could get the trains 
through the tunnel without it.
1322. Mr. Collins.] Is the trade from the western districts increasing? At present it is rather slack,
hut on the whole it is increasing. _ _
1323. In all respects ? Yes; the quantity of farm produce, wool, and stock sent over the line is 
increasing, though at the present time things are dull.
1324. If the traffic continues to increase the saving will be larger ? Yes.
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The Committee further considered thc proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

William Thow, Esq., Chief Mechanical Engineer, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined:—
1325. Mr. Davies^] Can you tell us the different grades from Mount Victoria to Eskbank ? I can give W. Thow,
them from Bell to Eskbank, but I have not the grades from Mount Victoria with me. There is a rising Esq.
grade from Bell station of 1 in 80. That is followed by a few short grades which are nearly level. There .
is a descending grade to Dargan’s Creek of 1 in 5<1, and an ascending grade of 1 in 33 to Clarence Siding. ar,> ‘ 
Then there are descending grades of 1 in 66, a short one of 1 in 40, another 1 in 66, with a small piece 
of level, and again other heavy grades through the Zigzag which commence there, from 1 in 42 down to the 
bottom of the Zigzag at Oakey Park, when they run into 1 in 150 on to Eskbank.
1326. On what portion of the line which you have described do yon regard the grades as the most 
dangerous and as likely to affect the wear and tear of rolling stock ? The Zigzag portion—1 in 42 grades.
1327. Starting from whore ? They begin a little beyond tho 89-mile. Then there is a piece of 1 in 40 
on thc Sydney side, with others of 1 in 66 on each side of it up to Clarence Siding. ^ _
1328. What difference in the cost of rolling stock do you consider that this portion of line entails upon 
thc Department by reason of those grades ? It would be very difficult to arrive at a calculation, hecauso 
we have never kept the cost of this small portion of the line separate. There is no doubt that it is 
much heavier than our average.'
1329. Take tho length from Bell to Eskbank—could you give an estimate of what the cost of wear and
tear would he, compared with any other portion of tho Western Line ? I should think it would be 50 per 
cent, greater—that is, as far as the locomotive cost is concerned.^ _
1330. What about the rolling stock ? I am speaking of the engines, carriages, waggons, and so on.
1331. Is that one of the strongest reasons in favour of the deviation of the line? 1 should think it was
not the strongest reason. I may say, however, that I am not acquainted with the Commissioners’ reasons 
for entering into this question at all. There is, however, a risk in the Zigzag which seems to me to ho a 
very desirable thing to be eliminated. ,
1332. A risk to life and stock ? Yes ; without great care we should certainly have accidents there. _
1333. Has there been any large number of accidents? Not a largo amount, but it is a more risky
piece of lino to work than our ordinary line. ' '
1334. Consequently, I suppose, greater care is exercised ? It requires greater care. _ _
1335. Have not the Commissioners conferred with you and other officers of the Department in view of 
the deviation ? Only so far ns to show what saving there might be in substituting these proposals for 
the present working.
1336. You are aware that they estimate to save something like £10,000 ? Yes.
1337. And that is made up of train mileage at 4s. Gd. a mile? Pour shillings and eightpence.
1338. How do you arrive at the 4s. Sd. per mile ? The permanent way charges are 15-10d. _
1339. Is that the cost of maintenauce and keeping the road in repair ? Yes j tbat docs not apply to this
particular piece of road. That is the uniform charge right through. Then thc locomotive charges are 
I7'83d., carriages and waggons 4‘13d. _
1340. How is the locomotive power made up? Repairs for engines, wages, charges connected with offices, 
repairs of machinery, everything which comes under my control. The traffic expenses arc 16'09d.
1341. Can yon distinguish between the severe grades on the Zigzag and some other portion, say, on the

2o5__Gr Southern
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^0utliern line witii an easj grade of 1 in 100? Only by assuming, as I did just now, that the difference 
' in cost would be 50 per cent.

19Mor. 1894 1342. Can you separate from your general estimate tbe cost of traction over the Zigzag portion? Xo ,
■ 'we hare not kept it.

1343. Do you estimate the cost of traction at a much higher rate as compared with the general system ? 
Tes; as far as the locomotive power is concerned, I should think it would cost 33d, instead of 22d,—50 
per cent. more.
1344. Would the cost of the permanent wTay he also increased proportionately over that particular track?

■ I should think it would; but Mr. Foxlee would he able to give you an opinion. There is increased wear 
and tear of locomotives, increased fuel and men’s wages, because they are longer on the journey. It takes 
them longer to get over this piece of road than on the level.
1345. I take it that tho friction and wear and tear to carriages and rolling stock generally is greater on 
the Zigzag than on an ordinary line? The cost would certainly be greater.
1346. Do you regard it as absolutely necessary for the Mountain and Western traffic that there should 
be a deviation and easier grades made? No, I do not consider it absolutely necessary. We could go on 
working the Zigzag for years to come. But the deviation would be an advantage.
1347. Tou could go on for years to come with perfect safety ? I tliink so; just the same as we have 
been doing.
1348. But it would make a hole in your earning if the cost of traction is so much higher than on an 
ordinary portion of the line ? It would be a very great convenience to have a straightor line than the 
Zigzag, not only in regard to the cost of working, but also in regard to safety.
1349. Safety is one of the principal things which concerns yon ? I think so.
1350. Have you to use additional engines on this line to raise your loads from point to point ? Tes ; we 
use push-up engines from Eskbank to tho top of thc incline at Clarence.
1351. Is that a separate item P No ; that would be included in tbe 4s. 8d. It would go into the general 
account.
1352. Can you give any idea of the actual cost of the mileage of this particularly bad portion which you 
speak of. Would it cost 10s. per mile including all accounts ? I do not think so.
1353. Whst would it cost ? About 7s. 6d.
1354. Not double the cost of the general average ? I would not expect it to be double, but that is only 
an approximation.
1355. What would be the total amount saved on rolling stock, locomotives, and wages, if this deviation 
were effected ? I have not gone into tbc matter simply from a locomotive point of view. I went into it 
with Mr. Kirkcaldie and Mr. Eoxlee, as a railway question, and our estimate was that we should save about 
£10,000.
1356. Have the three of you prepared a statement ? Tes.
1357. Would you mind reading it ? Taking the different items of saving, we made it out to bo about 
£10,000. With regard to the number of trains tbat are at present at work—that is, going over the Zigzag. 
Leaving Sydney on the down journey, there are 2,370 passing that particular place, aud on the up journey 
2,192, or 4,562 altogether in a year. By cither Mr. Eoxlee's scheme, or Mr. Deane’s scheme, that

’ number could be reduced. Instead of a total of 4,562, 3,276 would bo sufficient. That is to say, with
either of tho two schemes. I am speaking now of goods trains only. The mileage saved would be 

■ between Bell and Eskbank, on that reduced number of trains.
1358. What would be the mileage saved ? The total miles would be 14,950, aud taking that at the 
average cost of 4s. 8d. per mile, there would be a saving of £3,488.
1359. Chah'man.~\ That is based on No. 1 scheme? That mileage is between Bell and Eskbank, and for 
either scheme.
1360. Tou said the mileage would be saved. Is that over thc existing length ? A.t present we carry 
certain trains on to Bell. There they arc divided, and they run on to Eskbank. Coming tbe other way 
the same thing occurs, and that is occasioned by having this heavy piece of road. If the road is made

' easier, instead of dividing the train at Bell or Eskbank, we shall carry them right forwai’d, so that wo 
would save on those trains which would be imnecessry, 115 miles on each train—that is the distance 
between Bell and Eskbank.
1361. But the only thing is that you are running your vehicles over the same length of road except to 
this extent: instead of having them in two trains you have them in one ? We are running the same 
number of vehicles, but not the same number of engines. The engine power is less, and that is -where 
the bulk of the cost comes in. The fuel is saved and that is a great item. That saving, I may say, is 
common to both No. 1 and No. 3 schemes ; but there is a further saving in each scheme which is not alike. 
On the remaining 3,276 trains—those which wronld have to run—there would be a saving under Mr. 
Eoxlee’s scheme of 2|- miles over the present distance, and under Mr. Deane’s scheme a saving of three- 
quarters of a mile. That saving would give a credit to Mr. Eoxlee’s scheme of £2,971, and to Mr. Deane’s 
scheme of £573. With regard to the difference in grade you will see that it would nothelp us very much, 
because we have between Dargan’s Creek and Bell 1-| miles of 1 in 50. So that the load that we could take 
up this piece of road between Dargan’s Creek and Beil would be the limit. We could not take over 
Mr. Deane’s scheme, although it is 1 in 60, any greater load than would go up 1 in 50.
1362. That is 1-j miles ? Tes.
1363. What about the lin 42? The trains would have to be pushed up that 1 in 42. With either 
scheme we would use to have a push-up engine on the 1 in 42, but if that is done, the 1 in 60 scheme 
would not give us any advantage in point of load, because we must take the load up tbe 1 in 50, nnless it 
is cut out. If that could be reduced to 1 in 60 there would be a considerable advantage.*
1364. Tou credit Mr. Eoxlee’s scheme with some £2,000 saving ? Tes.
1365. And'Mr. Deane’s scheme, by reason of the objections to which you have just now referred, would 
be only £500? Not on that account; but his distance is greater than Mr. Eoxlee’s, and these savings arc 
due to the reduced train mileage.
1366. Not to tho grades? No.
1367. But is it a fair set-off against the additional length of Mr. Deane’s scheme, the saving whieh 
would be effected on the rolling stock which you state at 50 per cent ? Tes ; it would he a little easier 
in that way. The lighter grade to surmount would be easier on the engine; tho fuel would he less.

1368.
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130B. Would not the wear and tear lie much reduced? No doubt it would be a little less. "j. *
1309. At what do you estimate the difference between the No. 1 scheme and the No. 3 scheme. 1 reter >----
to the wear and tear on thc rolling stock ? I think it might be taken at 4cl. a mile. The probability m, 
that the difference will, be made in the time. Being an easier grade thc same coal would be spent, but 
tbe time would bo shortened.
1370. That is Mr. Bean’s scheme ? Yes; being an easy grade tbe time would perhaps bo the. same as
under Mr. 1’oslee’s scheme; tbat is to say, Mr. Beane might get over 2 ^th miles in the same time that 
Mi". I'oxlee would get through his tunnel. .
1371. Yon are aware of tlio length of tho tunnel under Mr, Boxlec’s scheme ? About l|rd mile.
1372. Bo you think it would be wise to have a tunnel of tbat character on the Zigzag? It would not
be wise to liave a single-line tunnel.
1373. But supposing it is a double liue ? I should prefer tho open. .
1374\ Even if it should bo a little longer distance and an easier grade, yon prefer the open ? I think it 
would be better. .
1375. Mr. Hoskins.Can you tell me which is thc steepest grade between Eskbank and Bathurst. I 
think there is a piece 1 in 33.
137G. Are the grades pretty long ? Yes ; but 1 cannot tell you the lengths. . , , . .
1377. "What do yon consider are the special risks in working the Zigzag ? At night it is a very awkward 
thing indeed to stop your traiu at the exact place ; it is awkward in the day, but at night it is particularly 
so. 'The wings of the Zigzag are short, and then there is the risk of breaking away. We have had one 
or two accidents due to couplings parting, and the train running back, Tbat has been a source of anxiety 
to everyone in working the Zigzag.
1378. With regard to couplings breaking aud trucks running away, would not that be equally as applica
ble to steep gradients on the other parts of the line between. Eskbank and Bathurst ? Yes ; but at the 
Zigzag we have so many curves combined with steep grades. Again, the very nature of the place must, 
impart to an accident occurring there a very considerable character, which you do not feel when you are 
dealing with straight or comparatively level pieces of country. _
1379. Are not tho goods trucks connected wilh several couplings ? Yes; they have side chains as well
as the main couplings, but tbat, does not prevent them breaking. _ .
1380. Boos it not often happen that couplings are snapped by engine drivers suddenly jerking their
engines, or suddenly shutting off steam ? It arises from different causes. Want of care is one of tho 
main causes. _ _ _
1381. We have it in evidence that there is a distance of 1 mile 62 chains with gradient^of 1 in 30, and 13
miles 2 chains, with a gradient of 1 in 33 between Emu Plains and Katoomba. Does it not follow that 
the probability of couplings being broken and tracks running away, is as likely to occur on other portions 
of tbe line as on the Zizag ? Yes ; but wo push up at those places. Wc push up all our goods trains from 
Emu Plains to Katoomba. ,
1382. But do yon push up all trains where there are steep grades except at the Zigzag? Not in every
case, hut we push up where you speak of on each side of Katoomba. We push up from Emu Plains to 
Katoomba, and between Eskbank and Bell. _
1383. Therefore, the difficulties of working the lino at the Zigzag in respect to the steep gradients 
necessitating increased haulage is not greater than on the other side of the steep inclines, inasmuch as 
you require push-up engines at both places ? We wish to do without them where we can. It is too 
serious a matter to think of doing without them between Emu Plains and Katoomba. But here is alittle 
bit of country which we acknowledge to he dangerous. In other words, it is risky, pud it is very difficult 
to get through on account of the push-up engines having to return from the summit.
1384'. But you say you use push-up engines between Eskbank and Bathurst. Are they not equally 
expensive ? Jt is expensive wherever it occurs but we cannot get over the Zigzag so easily without them,
1385. In point of fact tbc desire for doing away with this piece of road and incurring tbe expense of a 
new one is not alone because you can do away with push-up engines, because you have got to deal with 
them on other parts of thc line, but simply because it is thought to be risky ? The engines which 
push up between Emu Plains and Katoomba arc not the same that push up between Eskbank and Bell.
1386. "Why ? Tliey do not go beyond Katoomba. Tbe others go out of Eskbank shed, push up as far as
Bell and go back again. _
1387. But I am speaking of pushing towards Bathurst? Even then they are different engines. ^ _
1388. But even then engine power has to be used to assist to get the trains up tbe steep inclines in
other places besides the Zigzag? That is quite true, occasonally; but it adds to our cost, because 
instead of employing three engines between Emu Plains and Bathurst for pushing up purposes, we 
might only employ two. _ _ ,
1389. But supposing you did away with the stoep inclines at the Zigzag you still, of your own showing, 
would have to use push-up eugiucs on the remainder of the line? But not the samo engines. We would 
get rid of the cost of the push-up engines at the Zigzag entirely, and reduce the total number..
1390. Supposing No, 1 scheme, in which thore is a long tunnel with a grade of 1 in 50 is carried out and
tliere are greasy rails, and tho approach to tho tunnel is 1 in 42, in what way would you dispense with the 
push-up trains there ? Wc should push up as far as the end of the 1 in 42, and if the rails were greasy 
through thc tunnel we should have to push up through it. . . .
1391. Therefore it is problematical as to whether you would be able to dispense with a push-up engine 
even if you had a new road ? Wc think wo would.
1392. But still you would not guarantee that you wo uld ? I could not guarantee that we would,
because it depends on the condition of tbc tunnel. _
1393. Under any circumstances, if you use push-up engines to assist trains up tho other steep gradients 
to which I have alluded, you would only be able, if the Zigzag as it at present exists is done away with, 
to dispense with a push-up engine for a short distance ? No ; I do no think you apprehend the question 
exactly. The engine which pushes up between Emu Plains and Katoomba does not go any further. It 
goes back. The engine whieh pushes up from Eskbank to Clarence goes no further. It goes back and is 
ready for another train, so that we cut out these engines altogether, as far as Eskbank and Clarence are 
concerned.
1394. Therefore, you would be only saving the expense—aud perhaps not saving it—of the push-up
engines from tho bottom points to the Clarence ? Yes, on either of the schemes. 1395.
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^'pTn°W’ sa,me ^me yon would have to use push-up engines both east and west of the tunnel ? Yes
139^ You are familiar with the Western line ? Yes.

19 Mar. 1894, J^'r? ^ere 110^ sevei'al places on the western line where there are steep gradients of 1 in 30 or 1
’ ’ in 33, and curves of 8 chains radius on embankments ? Yes.

1398. Is the risk of working this long gradient of 1 in 40 on the Zigzag greater than it would be on 
gradients of 1 m 33 on embankments with curves of 8 chains radius ? I think so.
1399. Why ? bimply from the awkwardness of the formation. Then we have to divide the trains. Por
instance, a tram is pushed up as far as the bottom points. There it is divided, and we have two portions
ot that tram standing on the road close together,
1400. Would not that apply equally to the other steep gradients on the line if the engine-power was not 
adequate to surmount them P JTot in the way you are suggesting, because there we have only one train 
moving at the same time,
1401. But you have only one moving on the Zigzag Mountain ? But we have another standing on the same 
road. If the first portion breaks away a collision would be certain with the second portion.
1402. You never divide trains to follow the long lengths of steep gradients ? It rarely happens; but it 
is theconstant practice on the Zigzag.
1403. Do you think there is any greater danger in working the Zigzag at Lithgow than in working the

„of BteeP gradients on the northern line going down to Peat’s Perry ? Yes; I think there is. 
14G4j. Why. Because at Peat’s Ferry we take the whole of the train 1)chindt and there is nothin^ 

if °n a the road. We divide the trains at the Zigzag, and we have that additional risk!
1405. Do jou divide the trains at the steep incline at Peat’s Perry ? No; we generally push up with 
heavy trams there.

^ie san?e dangers of couplings breaking, and so on, on some of the steep gradients of 
, 1''arl'a ^me • There is always that risk, hut there is not the obstruction you get on the Zigza^. with 

a divided tram. 60
not often ^ ^aT6 ^ *° ^re(lucn^-’ divide trains on other inclines ? It does occasionally happen, but

1408. You told Mr. Davies that the working of the Zigzag was 50 per cent, over the working of other 
portions of the line ? As far as the locomotive power is concerned!
1409. Can you tell us how that is made out when there arc other portions of the line on which push-up 
engines are required ? I think you have mistaken me. I said to Mr. Davies that X thought there would 
lain11™rcase 0a per cent, at the Zigzag on the average cost over the whole system.
1410. Would not that apply equally to all steep gradients? It would apply to where we use push-up
engines and move slowly. r r
i!mo' ^ aPP^es the railway between Emu Plains and Katoomba ? It does,
ilio t0 t-ie lailway between Eskbank and Bathurst? Some portions of it.
1413. Mr. Tricked. \ When Mr. Barling was examined he gave an extract from a communication given 
by the Commissioners to the Minister for Bail ways on the 24th November, and he stated that ever since the 
Commissioners had been in otfice the disadvantage of passing traffic over the Lithgow Valley Zigzag had 
been continually before them, as well as continual risk in the working consequent on trains loaded with 
passengers having to be propelled both up and down over the intermediate section of the Zigzam Will 
you kindly explain what that means? It means that the carriages have to be pushed over the inter
mediate length before the top and bottom points by the train engine.
1414. That, according to the Commissioners’ minute, seems to be the chief feature of danger? It is a very
considerable risk. J
1415. Because the carriages arc apt to be pushed off the line ? Yes ; and the enginemen cannot see so 
well what is in front of him.
1416. You look upon it as a considerable feature in the risk ? I do.
1417. Have you ever heard whether the construction of the Zigzag is faulty at all ? No.
1418. Mr. Neild.^ When you were answering Mr. Davies you gave one or two sets of figures which showed 

oo6 P1"0??®03 or expected saving of £10,000 would be achieved; for instance, you gave us a sum of
for mileage saved at 4s. Sd. per mile. You gave us a further saving of £2,197 as a saving 

on Mr. fioxlee slme, making a total of £5,685. Can you give the Committee any information as to how 
the balance of £315 is made up ? Yes; I did not finish the account. We have also the passenger mileage 
to consider.
1419. The figures youhave already given relate only to goods ? Yes, and live stock. Then we have the 
passenger mileage. We are running now 1,404 passenger trains per annum. That would not be altered, 
lop cannot decrease the number of passenger trains, therefore, all we would get there is for running these 
trains over a shorter distance as compared with the present arrangements. There would be 4,036 miles 
miles saved as regards Mr. Poxlee’s scheme and as regards Mr. Deane’s 1,053. These taken at 4s. 8d. 
per mile give £942 to Mr. Poxlee’s scheme, and £246 to Mr. Deane’s scheme. Then we have the estimated 
saving due to shorter time of engine drivers and guards on duty. I may say a good deal of delay takes 
place in this way. A train will jeave Bell, for instance, and it runs down to Eskbank, but no other trains 
are allowed to leave Bell until it gets to Clarence; so that if a train is standing at Bell or at Clarence 
m the meantime the men are idle.
1420. What do you estimate that at ? In the case of Mr. Foxlee’s scheme wo should save about an hour 
on the journey each way, and by Mr. Deane’s scheme we should save three-quarters of an hour each way. 
iooso™?!0 j Wa|rea ™der Mr. Toxlee’s scheme is estimated at £3,000, and under Mr. Deane’s scheme at

ji k ^ Mr. Deane s scheme there is a certain saving due to push-up engines not being required,
and that would amount to £1,635. If the tunnel is dry we shall not require to push up under Mr. Poxlee’s
scheme, therefore the same would he saved.

hardly k°Pc for that ? I should hope for it, but I do not know that I should get it,
1 think it is possible that the tunnel would be dry in that formation. Therefore I do not think the
push-up engine would require to go beyond the 1 in 42.
1422. Supposing you do require a push-up engine ? Then we should not save any of this amount on Mr.
1' oxlee s scheme.

^ estimate this at 4s. 8d. a mile. Is that the average cost of running on all the lines ? Yes ■ 
that includes everything. ’
1424. Does that include wages. Yes.

,1.42,5: ^ou f'1] ®ave 4s- everywhere possible and £3,000 a year in wages into the bargain ? Yes; but 
that is due to delays on other trains, the reduction of overtime and so on. T think it is a legitimate saving.

1426.
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1426. Does tlie 4s. 8d. a mile include station charges ? Yes.
1427. Are there any stations between these two points ? There are men at Clarence, and then there are 
pointsmen at the top and bottom points.
1428. On the new line there would be no station provided ? Very likely not.
1429. That would make some difference? Yes.
1430. "Would it be large enough for you to estimate ? X do not think so. I think the 4'S. 8d. per mile is 
the fairest comparison we can make, unless we were to go into very minute detail. That might, be done, 
but it would be a very heavy labour, and I am not sure that we should arrive at a fairer comparison than 
this.
1431. "What are your average earnings per mile ? Seven shillings and nine-pence half-penny.
1432. How many trains do you run over this piece of road in tho year ? At present 5,966.
1433. Does that include special trains ? No; special trains ■would add to the number,
1434. I suppose there would he fully thirty-four special trains in the course of the year, so that wc may 
take the number at 6,000 ? Yes.
1435. There would be a difference between the length of the present lino which it is proposed to cut out, 
and Mr. Foxlce’s scheme of 2-1- miles ? We have shown from the information we had when this estimate 
was made that the difference was 2i- miles.
1436. You made your estimate upon that supposition ? Yes.
1437. That 2} miles, at 7s 9|d. per mile, would amount to over £6,000 a year lost in earnings ? If they 
fixed the charges on the mileage basis.
1438. But are they not fixed on the mileage basis generally ? I do not know what might be done in the 
ease of this deviation.
1439. But what is the practice now ? Tho practice is to fix it on the mileage basis.
1440. At the present rate per mile, the loss of earnings on miles would represent quite £6,500 ? I cannot 
say whether that is the correct way to look at the matter. You would have to appeal to Mr. Kirkcaldie, 
and he might bo able to show you that that would not take place.
1441. In estimating your savings in connection with the goods traffic, I think you estimated that the 
4s. 8d. relates to the whole—engines and trucks—and you also admitted that a portion of the saving 
would be on the engine, whilst the same number of trucks would bavc to run ? The same trucks would 
have to run.
1442. "Would you also allow anything for wear and tear of trucks ? I said to Mr, Davies that tho loco
motive cost would probably be increased 50 percent., but we have not allowed that increase in the 4s. Sd. 
We thought it was a fairer way to look at it. Instead of adding to the cost on the one hand, and taking 
away from it on another, we thought it fairer to take the general average over the whole lines, and apply 
it to both schemes.
1443. Do 1 understand from that reply that if the tunnel were built, and Mr. Foxlee’s scheme were 
carried out you would have 50 per ceut. increase of work on the locomotives ? Not over what we arc 
doing at present. The cost of working this pioce of road at present is probably 50 per cent, so far as 
locomotive costs are concerned, as compared with the cost of working tho lines as a whole. I think I 
said that, instead of the cost of locomotive power being Is. 10d., it might be 2s. 9d, over this particular 
road.
1444. You speak about the possibility of tins tunnel being dry and clean;—is the Clarence a dry tunnel? 
No ; it is a single-line tunnel, and a single-line tunnel will always bo greasy.
1445. What double-lino tunnels have we? There is one at Mullet Creek on the Newcastle line, and it 
keeps dry.
1446. Is that in a foggy locality? Not particularly ; but I think it would be a wet tunnel if the line 
were single.
1447. Are there many double-fine tunnels in Australia which would help you to form an opinion as to 
the prospects of this one as a double fine tunnel ? The only experience we have is on the Hawkesbury 
line. The tunnels to the Hawkesbury are all double, but they are all short, except the one at Mullet Creek.
1448. They are all north and south, practically? Yea.
1449. Are not the prevailing winds in this Colony north and south more than east and west ? I do not 
think that would affect these tunnels. There may be some of these very tunnels running east and west. 
As a general rule, the direction on this line is north and south, but the curves at that part of the road 
might fetch the tunnels east and west.
1450. What is the length of the Woy Woy tunnel ? About a mile.
1451. Would not an addition of three quarters of a mile, or almost of doubling the length, have a tendency 
to promote the greasiness of the rails ? There is no doubt about that. A long tunnel is more likely to 
cause greasy rails than a short one.
1452. What is the gradient in the Woy Woy ? It is very slight, indeed.
1453. I suppose that a tunnel with an easy gradient would ho not only easier hut safer to work than one 
with a grade of 1 in 50 ? I think so.
1454. Do you find the Lapstone tunnel inclined to he greasy ? Yes; it is a single line, and that is the 
reason of it.
1455. Have there been any accidents on the Zigzag during your tenure of office ? A few.
1456. Can you say whether they have been due to careless driving, through faults in the construction of 
the fine, through faults in the rolling stock, or through unavoidable accident ? I think through unavoid
able accident. No doubt some of them may be due to careless driving, and others in bad wrelds in the 
couplings, I do not think any of them have been due to faults in the road.
1457. How many accidents have there been between Bell and Penrith during the last five years ? Not 
many ; there was one near Bell when the bank slipped away.
1458. And there was a substantial accident near "Katoomba ? There may have been three or four within 
five years.
1459. Have you any idea what has been the cost of them ? No.
1460. Is it proposed to do anything with the heavy grades between Bell and Penrith ? I do not think 
there is any suggestion of that kind.
1461. Is it not proposed to make some alterations in the curves and gradients at Linden ? That may bo as 
far as the straightening of the curves is concerned.
1462. But the straightening of the curves ivould not necessarily imply an alteration of the grade ? No ; 
I have not heard of any definite suggestion of that kind even at Linden.

W. Thaw,' 
Esq.

19MtirTl894.

1463.
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Esq. ’ ^0U,c o :no^ ^ink that the difference in the grade between 50 and 60 between the tunnel and Mr.
^^ Ueane s scheme would beany particular advantage to your Department? As long as we bavo that 1 in 50 

19Mar., 1894. £rat*e between Dargan s Creek and Bell to get over, I do not think it would help us.
IdGi. Mr. Collins.] I understand you to say that even if the proposal of the Commissioners or Mr. 
Deane s scheme is carried out you would probably have to use a push-up engine ? "We should have to use 
it a.-s fur as the 1 in 42 grade, say into the mouth of the tunnel.
1465. And there is a possibility of your using it along the whole length of the tunnel. If the rails are 
greasy wo shall have to use it through a 1 in 50 tunnel,
14G6. Consequently there would not be any saving ? There would not be the £1,635 saving which I have 
mentioned.

on^ thing to bo taken into consideration, then, would be the risk of workiug the Zigzag? Yes; 
and tho shorter mileage as far as the expenses are concerned.
1468. Do you think it would bo advisable to spend £225,000 to avert the risk ? I could not give any 
opinion. That is a matter of policy.

Ewivg.'] An ordinary traffic engine will pull a full train from Sydney to Penrith ? Yes.
14i0. What happens after leaving Emu Plains? An engine is behind the train at Emu Plains, 
generally,
1471. Where does it go to ? To Katoomba.
1472. What happens then ? The train goes on alone to Bell, and is assisted in front by an engine to the 
top points, and then is divided on account of the Zigzag. The train is too long to get down the Zigzag. It 
goes by sections into Eskbank.

^kat happens going on to Bathurst? The train goes on for some distance by the same engine, and 
it it is heavy enough it has a push-up engine over tho Marrangaroo bank and is divided over that heavy 
piece of road—1 in 33 grade.
1474. A single engine takes it from Eskbank, between Rydal and Wallerawang? Yes.

happens then ? A push-up engine is put on over a part of the road for up trains.
14/6. V\ here does it go to ? Jt is only a short distance. It goes out from Wallerawang, and assists 
over the Marrangaroo bank. I think I had better send in a statement of the working of the push-up 
engines on the Bathurst side of Eskbank.
"iw "^hat is your opinion of a 1 in 50 grade, say, with a length of 8J- miles ? It will be a very severe 
puli tor an engine.
1478. Would you look upon it as a serious bar to traffic ? Yo : it would probably limit tho load more 
than the 1 m 50 does now.
1479. You say, then, that in the construction of a line you would not have that if you could help it ? iSTo: 
J should like shorter grades than that. ' '

*v‘j^0U kavo_worked the present line for some years, and the traffic is not too heavy to make the use 
TfiT15 m 1^se^ ** J no* think it is. At least the risk has not increased lately.

81. Jn other words the traffic has not increased ? Xo; but with heavy traffic of course the risk would 
increase.
1482. And the special danger of the Ziggzag is, that you leave part of the train standing on tho road 

ere it might be run into ? Yes ; and there is the other risk of having to push the train in front of
the engine on the intermediate scclion oi tho Zigzag.
1483. '■Vhat would bo the difference in the power required to take the same load on a 1 in 50 grade, on a 
cui ve ot S chains or a curve of 12 chains ? The curve does not mean very much in friction at slow speed. 
Curves on level hues mean a good deal; but curves on heavy grades do not mean much, because the resist, 
ance to gravity is the great tiling on a heavy grade ; therefore, that becomes the limit of your power. It is a 
v ery (tillcrent thing when dealing with levels where yon want to know the tractive power over a level and over 
a level with curves. Then the curves add considerably to the tractive power required on a level; but here, 
v hero our speeds arc low, and the effect of gravity is considerable, a curve is not a very important element. 
On a 1 in 42 grade, where the Zigzag is for every ton that we lift up there, we have to exert 53J-lb. to lift 
1 e I i n ,mt0 Sravl1,y alone. On a 1 in 50 grade we would have to exert 45 lb,, and on a 1 in 60 
about 6/is lb. Ihafc is duo to gravity. 1 do not suppose that tho difference between an 8 and a 12 chain 
cur\e on such n, line as that would add 5 per cent, of additional resistance.
1484. Chairman.] What load would you be able to take up a 1 in 60 as against a 1 in 50 grade? At 
present our most powerful engines would take thirty-three waggons over grades 1 in 42.
148o. Presuming you had the help of a push-up engine to the face of your long tunnel, how many trucks 
could one engine drag up the long tunnel—up the 1 in 50 grade? About forty.
1486. What could it drag on a 1 in GO grade ? About forty.six.
1487. Mr.HumpJiery.] How many trucks do you take now over the Zigzag? Our heaviest engines take 
thirty. That is owing to the shortness of the wings.
1488. Assuming No. 1 scheme to he carried out, instead of taking thirty trucks you will be able to
take forty ? Yes. J "
1489. I understand you to say that if the No. 1 scheme is carried out, instead of using three push-up 
engines at Lithgow Valley you will only use one ? Yes.
1490. Can you say what the percentage of difference would be between the No. 1 and tboNo. 3 schemes? 

oirij? j P1,0, •' , c iTa’ns wouId be hauled over No. 3 scheme in the same time as over No. 1.
Jri AY athouSlL ]So'1 sclieme is shorter there would be very little, if any, saving in time ? In all 
probability the time would be the same.
1492. I think your evidence is that the average earnings is 7s. 9d. ? Yes. '
1493. And the average cost is 4s. 8d. ? Yes.
1494. Supposing yon cut out 2 miles you would lose the earnings on the 2 miles, if you saved tho 
cost. ihat depends entirely on how the rates are fixed.
1495. But assuming you cut out 2 miles of line you lose tlic average earnings of 7s. 9d. and you save 
the average cost oi 4s. Sd. ? Supposing the charges made are fixed on the mileage, that would be

1496. But you estimate the average earnings and the average cost now at per mile ? No; as far as my 
evi ence goes I have not touched the receipts at all, except in giving to one member of the Committee the 
earnings per mile. We have not made any comparison in the statements that have been got out as 
regar a t e earnings of the lino. All that we have done hag been to show what amount of money would 
oe saved in the working expenditure, 1497

*
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1497. Without deducting from the £10,000 estimated saving the possible loss by shortening the lipc ?
Without tahing that into account at all, because that was not part of our instructions. We were looking into
the saving as regards worlting expenditure. „ „ . 19Mor., 1894^
1498. In the Ko. 3 and No. 1 schemes there is a difference in length of 2 miles. Iho 2 miles at presen
earn at the rate of 7s, 9d. per mile. That would be 15s. 6d. on the 2 miles, and you estimate a saving ot 
4s. 8d. per mile; that is 9s. 4d; so that one practically neutralises the other ? 'tos, it would more tlian 
neutralise it, looking at the matter in that way. „
1499. After all wonkl this he the actual difference in the tunnel and the Is o. 3 line that the JNo. o line
would have a better grade in the first instance P Tea. .
1500. The time of passing traffic over the two will be the same? Yes, on account of the limitation o 
load by 1 in 50.
1501. And the saving of time would only be on the down journey ? Yes.
1502. In favour of the No. 1 scheme PYes. _ . ^ ,,
1503. And apparently the only advantage between the existing Zigzag nnd the proposed deviation wou a 
be that tho trains would not be divided in ascending the Zigzag ? There is a saving due to the drfteronce
in mileage. ■ i. o n#
1504. But supposing that is neutralised by the loss of earnings you come hack to the one point. Ur
course, if you say there is to be a loss of earnings it would he neutralised.
1505. Then, would not the only advantage he this—that it would he more convenient, and there would 
be less risk in having the deviation than in working the line as at present? That would be the great
advantage, no doubt. -n > o i
150G. Hr. O' Sullivan.'] I suppose it would he impossible to improve the grade between Bargan s 
and Bell ? It would he possible to do so by a deviation; but 1 am afraid that it would not he possible to 
improve the grade as it stands without considerable cost. It depends entirely upon the country. _ It it is 
simply a ridge which the line runs over—and I rather think it is—it would he a difficult thing to improve
that grade. It might only be improved by taking the deviation in another direction.
1007. Supposing the line could he taken down Hartley Valley, would a descending grade or 1 m w tor 8tr 
miles, and an ascending grade of 1 in 50 for S.j miles—would that he too severe working for your engines .
No; I take it that the great question coming in there, will be as to what length of line between given 
points will that grade necessitate, h'or instance, if it caused a greater mileage between Bshbank and.
Mount Victoria than the present line, we should lose by it. _
1508. There would actually be a reduction in distance of 5^- miles ? Yes.
1509. Would that, in your opinion, be a superior line to any of those now before us ? I should want to
know the whole of the features before giving an answer. '
1509I-. Would there be tunnels? One short tunnel of 30 chains. .
1510. I am speaking of the proposed line between Mount Victorta and Bowenfels, on which there is only
one short tunnel of 30 chains ? I think any line which shortens the distance is an advantage, so long as 
it is not too severe. . ,
1511. The engineer who laid out this line has suggested that the long pull of 8^ miles might be rehevod
by having flat places on the line ? Yes; wherever we can introduce a level ou a long grade, it is an 
advantage. , .
1512. You, as the head of the Locomotive Branch, do not anticipate any great difficulty from these two
long lengths of 1 in 50 grade ? No; because immediately after an engine gets on a grade of 1 in 50, or 
anything as severe as that, it settles down to its work at once. It does not go upon the grade far betora 
it is working on the collar, and the speed is even right through. It is only a question then of giving the 
engine sufficient fuel to keep up the steam, ...
1513. Has the cutting out of the Lapstone Zigzag by means of the tunnel met your anticipations as to 
reduction in the cost of running ? Yes; it is a great advantage. We can bring the loads down without 
dividing.
1514. Is that where the principal saving comes in ? Yes ; wc bring the heavy loads right through.
1515. Can you take up any bigger load ? No; the load is the same, the grade being the same. _
1516. The only benefit is that you have not to divide your train owing to tho shortness of the wings of
the Lapstone Zigzag? Yes. .
1517. Mr. Humph cry.] You have shortened your distance on the Lapstone ? There is very little diftcreiico.
1518. Mr. Hosldns.] How many loaded trucks would a Baldwin engine take up the present Zigzag?
They do not take any more than thirty. That is not the limit of their power, but the wings are too short.
They could take thirty-three.
1519. Chairman.] Can you give us any idea of what you have saved on the Lapstone ? I could not say.
1520. Mr. Heild.] With regard to the estimated saving of £3,000 in wages over this piece of line ; is 
not that £3,000 included in the general estimate of 4s. 8d. per mile ;—docs it not go to make up the total 
which, divided by the mileage,makes the 4s. 8d. per mile? It docs; but at this particular place we have 
the saving located. Our men would he able to do more work in a day by having a straight run before 
them than at present. Whilst the engines are standing waiting for each other, we are paying our men and 
burning our fuel,' and the expenditure is located at this particular place. I think that it is fair to take 
that into account and to make a proportion as we did on tho basis of mileage.

Frederick Bowdler Gripps, Esq., Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, sworn, and examined:—
1521. Mr. Hosl'im.] Will you kindly state what is the proposal you have to make for disposing of the ji cipps, 
Zigzag at Lithgow ? My proposed deviation starts from Booty Hill, 26 miles from Sydney, on the Great Esq. 
Western Line, runs a south-westerly course for 16 miles over easy country to the Nepean River; after 
crossing which, it intersects the divide of the Nepean and Werragamha rivers by a tunnel of about 40 chains. 19Mar,, 1894, 
Then runs up the Werragamha Gorge to junction of Cox River ; then follows the left hank of that river 
for about 4 miles, when it crosses it at 33 miles from Rooty Hill on to ono of the spurs of the Kowmung 
Range, which it follows to the Main Dividing Range to Mount Werong, 80 miles from starting point.
Thence it runs along the slopes of Main Divide to Shooter’s Hill for another 8 miles ; then follows a 
long westerly spur descending by a gentle slope to Blayney, about .152 miles from Rooty Hill.
By adopting the German balk system of railways this line could be constructed for £680,000, or at an. 
average of £4,500 per mile. The steepest grade would be 1 in CO, and the sharpest curve 12 chains.
The first 33 miles could he constructed for an expenditure of £190,000. It would tap a large mineral
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including iron, coal, and kerosene shale, and an extensive pastoral and agricultural country, includ- 
^ , a ing the Kanimbla, Cox, and "VTollondilly Yalleys. The next section o£ 47 miles to Mount Werong could 

19Mar.,lSfl4. i)e constructed for £250,000 on the Balk system, and would develop a large gold and silver country, 
besides an extensive area of good agricultural and pastoral country, besides approaching both Jenolan 
and Wombeyan Caves; and the last section of 72 miles crossing easy sloping country could be con
structed for £240,000, and would also tap and develop a large area of mineral and agricultural country. 
By a well-concerted plan of village settlements fully 4,000 people might be settled on Government lands 
during the construction of the line, whilst the mineral prospects would induce as many more to try their 
fortunes there; consequently a large passenger and freight traffic would shortly be ensured, independent 
of the settlers on the Cox and Wollondilly Valleys, whilst it would relieve all the traffic west of Blayney. 
The sale of township and agricultural land would cover the cost of the line.
1522. The Committee are not appointed to inquire into a proposed new line of railway, say, from Emu 
Plains, in the direction of Bathurst, hut simply to inquire as to the propriety of making a short deviation, 
2 or 3 miles in length, to avoid the present Zigzag to Lithgow, which would entail a limited expenditure? 
This is a deviation.
1523. But you commence at Booty Hill, and you go distances which are not proposed to be served by the 
deviation at all ? But with this the other would be unnecessary.
1524. But we are not empowered to make an inquiry into the propriety of making any line other than a 
short one of 2 or 3 miles in length, to avoid the present Zigzag. We cannot go beyond that ? But it is 
a deviation from the present line.
1525. But we are not authorised to inquire into any deviation of the present line, excepting in regard to 
that portion at the Zigzag. What would he the cost of your proposed line? It would cost-£680,000 for 
152 miles.
1526. Mr. JSeild.'] Ton referred just now to the German Balk system;—will you explain what it is ? The 
Balk system admits of continuous hearings with which the rail can be used at half the weight of rails on 
transverse sleepers, the joints are fished to prevent rocking, and the rails are tied with iron bars.
1527. In other words, it would he a continuous sleeper? Yes; they carry engines there with 12,000 lb. 
on each wheel, and they run at the rate of from 20 to 25 miles an hour.
1528. Are they six-wrhceled engines, or eight-wheeled engines? Pour-wheeled and six-wheeled,
1529. What is the weight of the line engine? They are smaller than those we use here,
1.530. Smaller engines would not be able to draw the loads we draw? There is no steeper grade than 1 
in 60 on the whole of my proposed line.
1531. Then a lighter engine would be sufficient? Yes.
1532. Would they take as heavy loads as we take over the 1 in 40 and 1 in 42 grades? Undoubtedly. 
The cost of constructing the line together with rolling'stock, is only about £1,700 a mile in Germany; 
I estimate the average cost here at £4,500 a mile.
1533. So you say the rails are tied together with iron bars ? Yes.
1534. What is the size of the bars? They are round bars of about 11 inches.
1535. How long has this system been in vogue in Germany? Eight or ten years.
1536. Por what gauge are these lines used ? They could ho used up to 4 feet Si- inches.
1537. What is the common gauge in Germany where ihis method is adopted ? It varies from 3 feet G 
inches to 4 feet 8i inches.
1538. Are you confident about the 4 feet inches ? I cannot say that I have seen it, but there is no 
reason why it should not he used.
1539. How are the rails connected with the sleepers ? They are pinned down.
1540. Is this system in vogue in any place outside Germany ? Not that I know of.
1541. Are they used for private or Government lines? Government lines.
1542. Are they used for the military lines ? Eor military purposes chiefly.
1543. What do you estimate to be the difference between the cost of lines constructed and a line of 
ordinary sleepers ? Through ordinary country it would he about £1,500 or £1,600 a mile.
1544. In favour of the Balk system ? Yes.
1545. Are you advocating the application of tho Balk system to the Blayney line ? Yes.
1546. And have you based your estimate on the adoption of that system ? Yes.
1547. Have you any tunnels on that line? The longest tunnel we have is on the intersection ridge of the 
Warragamba to Nepean Eiver; that is 40 chains,
1548. How near would your line run to Eskbank from Lithgow ? Not within 35 miles.
1549. And what are your shortest curves? Twelve chains. .
1550. Would there he many as short as that ? Yes ; a good many going up the Kowmung Eange which
abuts on the Cox Eiver about 5 miles above its junction with the Wollondilly. °
1551. You notice from the proposals of the Railway Commissioners that there is to be a tunnel 2,816 
yards in length. Is there to your knowledge any such tunnel in Australia? None that I know of.
1552. Mr. Bams.'] What will he the length of your suggested line from Booty Hill to Blayney?
One hundred and fifty-two miles. ”
1553. What is the distance now from Booty Hill to Blayney by the existing line ? One hundred and 
forty-nine miles.
1554. So that there would not he any saving as far as distance is concerned? No; but it would reduce 
the grades to 1 in 60.
1555. Have you made a survey of the suggested route ? I have made one to prove I can get a grade of
1 in 60 up the Kowmung Eange. .
1556. How have you arrived at the estimated cost? Erom a rough estimate.
1557. Not at all reliable? No; only a rough estimate.
1558. Have you gone over the whole route ? Yes, several times; twice with Government officers, and two 
or three times by myself.
1559. You are aware that the reference to the Committee affects the present Zigzag, and not a now 
line of railway ? But I still think it is a great waste of public money to carry it out.
1560. But you can give us no evidence with regard to the proposed deviations before the Committee ? 
No ; except that I cannot understand where the saving of £10,000 comes in.
1561. Have you made yourself acquainted with the proposals before the Committee? Through the
newspapers. ' °
1562. But have you not seen the plans until to-day ? No.
1563. And you are not conversant with the different schemes ? No. 1564.
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ISGl. The only scheme you are conversant with is the one you have suggested? Yes. ^ B-Gipp*!
1565. Mr. HumpheryJ] What is your reason for questioning the estimated saving of £10,000 a year ? In
the first fdace tee ruling grade would still have to he 1 in 40. You could not avoid that, because there 1 a ^/"isoa
are several grades of 1 in 40 between Bathurst and Lithgow. Therefore, 1 do not see what saving there /■'
would be to the country by adopling the proposed line. The saving of £10,000 is estimated on train
miles, but unless you could show ihat you had the traffic to give effect to these train miles the saving
would vanish ; and according to the last report I have seen, the traffic from Lithgow, instead of increasing,
is actually falling off. For instance, the difference in traffic between 1892 and 1893 shows a decrease of
£6,7G2 7s, 5d. from Fskbank, and £192 IGs. 8d. from Lithgow.
15GG. Chairman.'] But docs not all the traffic on the Western line come over the same Zigzag ? But
the only saving in train miles would be affected with the 1 in 50 which they propose to give.
1567. Mr. Ilumphery.] If the distance be 2 miles shorter as estimated, there will be a saving of 4s. 8d. 
for each train mile ? According to Mr. Price’s last report the present line should be able to run 1,490,000 
tons a year, which is based on the running of twenty-four trains with a trainload of ICO tons a day.
1568. Chairman.] But our witnesses are those who have been actually running the traffic ? Could they 
not run more on the present line?

TUM8DAT 20 MARCH, 1894.
flrmnt:— 

JACO B GrABEAUD, Esq.
The Hon. WirxiAM Hen-ivy Suttor.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphert. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.Cf.
The Hon. "Wteutam Joseph Trickett. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

(Chair man).
Wtt.t.iam Chandos Wall, Esq. 
Wiiliam Me Court, Esq.
John Cash Neit.d, Esq,
Edward 'Wii.mam O’Siji.t.iva.v, Esq. 
Charurs Coduns, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

William Theodore Foxleo, Esq., M. Inst. C.E., Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines, Department of
Railways, sworn, and examined :—

1569. Mr. JVeild.] How long have you occupied your present position ? I have been in the Colony a W. T.
little over four years, and have occupied the position of Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines since F0weT0’r^'’ 
September, 1891. _ _ i-CC-s
1570. Had you any experience in the construction of railways before coming to this Colony ? Yes, I had oq Mar., 1894. 
very considerable experience. Before coming to this Colony I was with the Great Eastern Company ’
for about four years, and there I had charge of the construction of the set of railways in the Eastern 
Counties known as the Essex Lines. Previous to that, I was with the London North-Western Company 
for twelve and a half years, and, before that again, 1 was with the London South-Western Company.
Altogether I have had about twenty-seven years’ experience in railway engineering.
1571. You designed what is known as the No. 1 deviation which is shown on the plan in puce, and has a
tunnel 2,816 yards in length ? Yes. _ _
1572. Did you make the surveys for that line ? They were prepared under my instructions.
1573. There has previously been a proposal for the construction of a tunnel in that locality ? As far as 
my knowledge goes the Construction Department were asked in the latter part of 1890, to consider the 
question of cutting out the Zigzag, and tho matter was then looked into in a cursory way ; but in April,
1892, Mr. Burge was sent by Mr. Deane to inquire into it still further. He submitted a report on the 
subject, and that report contemplated the construction of a very long tunnel.
1574. Longer than that which you propose ? Yes; a tunnel 2 miles, or a little more in length. The 
estimate of the cost of the scheme for a single line was £260,000. The matter, however, was allowed to 
drop again until June of the same year, because it was thought that such a scheme should not he taken 
in hand. I should mention that Mr. Burge’s report was accompanied by a plan, hut as no section was 
prepared, the estimate submitted was only approximate. The Commissioners then asked me to have a 
section taken over the proposed route in order that we might see, with some degree of exactness, what tho 
length of the tunnel would he. I accordingly had a section taken, and it turned out that tho tunnel would 
he quite 2 miles long, while it appeared that tho expense, something like £300,000, could not he faced.
The matter was then allowed to'remain in abeyance until last year, when, I understand, Mr. Eddy had a 
conversation with the Premier about the desirability of providing remunerative work to the unemployed, 
and the cutting out of the Zigzag was referred to. I was asked to look into the matter again; I did so, 
and the scheme marked No. 1 is the result of my deliberations.
1575. Your deviation would save 2 J miles on the length of the existing line, I. understand ? The saving 
in length would bo about 2 miles 71 chains.
1576. Do you consider that tho scheme could he improved upon by a deviation ;—have you under consider
ation any other proposal to avoid the Zigzag ? The scheme before the Committee was submitted to the 
Commissioners and was considered in their opinion the best, and in my opinion it is so still. After the 
plans had been sent to the "Works Department, however, it was suggested that a better route could he 
obtained by commencing the deviation somewhat nearer Eskbank, carrying the line up Farmer’s Creek, and 
bringing it round towards Bell, at the top of the 1 in 50 grade.
1577. That would he on the north side of the lino? Yes; this appeared to he feasible, and as it was
thought by the Commissioners to be in the interest of the country that the route should he examined, we 
are now examining it; but, unfortunately, the weather has been so bad that wo have not yet completed 
our investigations. Otherwise I should have been in a position to give the Committee some information 
in regard to it. _
1578. When do yon think it likely that, weather permitting, you will he able to complete your investiga
tion? In the course of a week or ten days from now, if it is fine; hut it is impossible to do any work 
while the weather continues as it is. So far as we know, the scheme before the Committee is the best; 
hut wc thought it right that this suggested alternative scheme should he looked into,

2U5—H 1579.
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Foxlra "es ^ou aT9 aware that the Commissioners have sought to have the investigation of the iNo. 1 scheme
8t°PPe(li Pen(Uiig the completion of the survey to which you allude ? Yes; pending the completion of 
tho preliminary investigations.

20Mar., 1894. 1^80. Can you give the Committee any idea of the probable length of the line which you aro now 
surveying ? I do not think it would be longer than the existing line. The proposal is to start at the foot 
of the 1 in 40 grade, near Eskhank, and go up Farmer’s Creek, passing near the trigonometrical 
station to the north of’ Clarence tunnel, and join the existing line again at the top of the 1 in 50 grade 
at the 85th mile post, about It mile on the western side of Bell station. The effect of that deviation 
would-be to cut out the 1 in 42 grade leading up to the bottom points, to cut out the Zigzag, to cut out 
the 1 in 33 grade from dJargan’s Creek to Clarence siding against trains going westward, and to cut out 
the 1 in 50 Bell bank against loads going eastward. It would also get rid of a number of reverse curves. 
1581. But 1 understand, from your statement, that you hardly consider the proposal a feasible one f I 
do not say that, because 1 am not able to express a definite opinion upon it. If wo could carry it out for 
a reasonable amount, it would be worth considering seriously.
1682. There will be no saving in length by it r1 There are two routes under investigation, one of which 
will be about as long as the existing line, and the other possibly H mile! shorter. Both of these routes 
would improve the existing line to the extent I have mentioned, and both arc on the north side of it.
1583. Chairman,] Would the shorter one start from the same point as the other ? Yes ; and terminate 
at the same point.
1584. Jl/r. Neild^] Would either of them contain tunnels ? Yes ; both of them would.
1585. Tunnels of any special length P I cannot say ; but from half a mile to a mile long.
1588. Are you carrying out this investigation with a view to the construction of a double lino ? The 
information obtained would be applicable to tbe construction of either a single or a double line.
1587. But these surveys having been completed, do you intend to submit your proposals as double eras
single lines ? 1 am certainly of opinion that whatever deviation is carried out, a double line should be
constructed. It would never do to construct single line tunnels, and a few years hence ask the contractor 
to come on tho ground again. That, in my opinion, would be a mad thing to do.
1588. You desire all these proposals to be looked upon as double lines ? In my opinion thev should bo 
looked upon in that way. We have a length of double line from Bowenfels to the bottom points at tho 
present time, and whatever alteration is made, should be in the direction of extending the double line, to 
afford additional facilities for working the traffic.
1589. Have you made any inquiry into proposals Hos. 2 and 3. marked respectively red and green on the 
plan ? I have not had an opportunity of doing so. I know in a general way what Mr. Beane's proposals 
arc; but I have had no opportunity of examining the plans. I know that the No. 2 scheme contemplates 
a spiral line, and that the circuitous route marked No. 3 is an alternative route ; but I have bad no 
opportunity of considering either of them.
1590. Ytou are not in a position to make a comparison, for the information of the Committee, between 
your proposal and that of Mr. Deane ? I understand that the No. 3 route—and as far as I can judge from 
the cartoon it would be so—saves about half a mile on the existing line, as against the 2 miles 71 chains 
saved by the Commissioners’ deviation ; but it seems to be a very crooked line, It has, however, a grade 
of 1 in 60, as compared with a grade of 1 in 50 on the Commissioners’ line. Beyond that I know nothing, 
and any opinion I expressed without having had the plans and sections before me, and having gone over 
the ground, would be worth nothing. I would point out, however, that there is not much advantage 
gained in adopting a grade of 1 in CO, when the same load would have to be dragged up a 1 in 50 grade 
immediately afterwards. I would also point out that in, the Commissioners’ scheme there is a length of 
about three-quarters of a mile of down grade of £ chain at the Sydney end of the tunnel and a length at 
least over which trains would pass before facing the 1 in 50, known as Bell bank. That was put in 
advisedly, to give the engine breathing time, if I may so express it,
1591. Have you had any experience in connection with tunnels in this climate P Yes.
1592. Did you construct the Lapstone tunnel? Yes; but the plans were prepared by the "Works Department.
1593. Do you regard that tunnel as a success from a traffic point of view P Yes, a decided success. It 
has effected a great saving.
1594. The length is something over 700 yards? The length is 32 chains—a little over 700 yards.
1595. Are you aware that it has been a subject of complaint by travellers, because of the steam and sulphur
fumes in it? I have heard people complain of going through it, though it only takes about one and a 
quarter or one and a half minutes to do so in an ordinary passenger train, but people do not like travelling 
through tunnels ; they do not like going into the dark. I have not, however, heard any very very serious 
complaints. '
1596. And how much time would be occupied in passing through your proposed tunnel, 2,816yards long?
It would probably take three or four minutes for a. train to come up from the bottom points to Dargan’s 
Creek, and about two minutes for a train to pass through it in the opposite direction; but you cannot 
speak of the two tunnels in the same breath. The proposed tunnel is for a double line, whereas the 
Lapstone tunnel is for a single line. The tracing which I have here will show you the difference in area 
between a single line tunnel and a double line tunnel. In a double line tunnel the air space is more than 
double. Take the "Woy Woy tunnel for example. Accustomed as I am to travelling over these railways,
I have been through that tunnel at night without knowing it.
1597. How long does it take to pass through that tunnel? I should think about two and a half minutes.
1598. But the grade is not 1 in 50 ? No ; it is 1 in 150.
1599. That makes a very considerable difference in the speed ? I cannot tell you to within half a minute 
how long it takes to go through these tunnels ; I am only speaking approximately. With regard to the 
ventilation of the tunnel, I am sure the Committee need not have the least concern on that score, If we 
were proposing a single line tunnel I could understand your questioning me; but, with my experience of 
railway work, I cannot understand any question being raised in regard to the ventilation of this tunnel, 
seeing that we propose to make it for a double line. There are tunnels all over the world 3, 4, 5 and 6 
times as long as this where no artificial means of ventilation are used. The Mont Conis tunnel, for 
example, between Modane and Bardonneche, is 7 miles 78 chains long, and has a grade of 1 in 43-5 from 
the north-end rising towards the middle of the tunnel, with down grades of 1 in 2,000 and 1 in 1,000 and 
1 in 70’3 falling towards the Italian frontier. There is machinery there for providing compressed air, and 
pipes furnished with cocks which can be turned on by the employees, run through the tunnel.

1600.
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1600. Are they ever turned on ? I daresay they are; but you must remember the much greater length of
that tunnel compared with the tunnel proposed at Lithgow. Then there is the St. Gothard tunnel, 9 miles m.I.C.E.
20 chains long; the Arlherg tunnel, miles 29 chains long; the Hoosac tilnncl, in the United States,
4J miles long, Xo artificial ventilation is provided there. 20 Mar., 1894.
1G0L I suppose you recognise the great difference between the condition of the atmosphere at Woy Woy,
and its condition in tho'vicinity of the proposed tunnel? I recognise the great difference, inasmuch as
one is practically at sea level, and the other is over 3,000 feet above it. My own feeling is, that this
tunnel would he one of the coolest and best places for sitting in on a hot day.
1602. But do you not get a great deal more fog on the mountains than you get at Woy Woy ? There 
are fogs in the mountains certainly at times.
1603. Do not fogs produce greasinesB of the rails ? Yes ; but they occur all over the mountains. ^
1604. Is there not a greater risk of the rails becoming greasy in the proposed tunnel than in the Woy 
Woy tunnel ? I do not think so. 'When you are in close prosimity to the sea you get much greater 
moisture. We find that our rails rust much more quickly when they are laid close to the sea. They have 
not half the life that similar rails have away from the seaboard, even though subject to fogs and what not.
1605. Is the Clarence tunnel a dry tunnel ? A fairly dry tunnel.
1606. And you believe that although the proposed tunnel is a great deal longer and wider, it will be a dry
tunnel? The width has very little to do with the dryness of a tunnel, though it has a great deal to do 
with the ventilation of it. '
1607. Do you think that the rails in the proposed tunnel would become dangerously greasy ? I am per
fectly certain that they would not.
1608. You base that belief on your engineering knowledge? Upon my twenty-seven years’experience 
of railway work.
1609. You mentioned some tunnels in the old world which arc of great length ; is special fuel used for 
working them ? No.
1610. Is the fuel used exactly the same as that used on an ordinary line ? Precisely the same. In 
addition to the tunnels I have already mentioned, I might call your attention to tho Lyttlcton tunnel (a 
single-line tunnel) in New Zealand, which is 1 mile 50 chains long—over one mile longer than the proposed 
tunnel. I have not noticed any difficulty there as far as the ventilation is concerned. Then there is the 
Box tunnel upon the Great Western Kailway in England, 1 mile .65 chains; the Standege tunnel upon 
the London and North-western Kailway, 3 miles 3 chains; and the Kilshy tunnel, also on the London, 
and North-western, 1 mile 30 chains in length.
1611. Do you propose to line your tunnel ? Yes, with concrete.
1612. Throughout? Scs; and if you ask me why, I will tell you. There is a tendency in sandstone to 
blow or crumble when it is exposed to the air, so that it is better to lino it with concrete, say 18 inches in 
thickness.
1613. Do you prefer concrete to brick ? Yes ; because the work can be done more cheaply. The stone 
excavated from the tunnel would answer admirably for the purpose.
1614. You propose to ventilate your tunnel with two shafts? Those shafts are provided not so much as 
a means of ventilation as for the purpose of facilitating construction. When they aro sunk there will be 
six faces at which to work instead of only two, I believe it is almost tho universal experience that shafts 
do not very materially assist the ventilation of a tunnel, unless they are provided witli ventilating machinery.
1615. Is there a tendency for air entering tho mouth of a tunnel to pass up the shafts and leave tho 
middle part unventilated? It has very often been found that shafts interfere with and confuse the 
circulation of the air.
1610. Then I understand that you propose shafts for facilitating the construction rather than the ventil
ation of the tunnel ? Yes, mainly ; though, no doubt, they would assist somewhat in clearing the tunnel 
between trains. 1 should not rely upon them, but upon the difference in elevation on the two ends of tho 
tunnel for the ventilation.
1617. Do you feel convinced that there will be no necessity for providing artificial ventilation ? I am 
perfectly certain that you will not require any artificial ventilation for that tunnel, and to me it is 
astonishing that the question should be asked.
1618. But if the Committee have had the evidence of an eminent authority to the effect that such 
ventilation might he necessary, perljaps it would moderate your astonishment? It would moderate my 
astonishment, at being asked the question ; but it would not alter my opinion It is, of course, for the 
Committee to decide whether my opinion is of any value or not.
1619. Have you taken any interest in the calculations made with a view to showing the financial advantages 
of your scheme ? Naturally, as an engineer, T take great interest in the financial part of the business.
1620. Have you gone through the calculations which have been made as to the saving in train mileage 
consequent upon the saving in length? I am aware that calculations have been made, and I know tho 
result of those calculations. But such matters pertain more to the work of the Traffic Department, and 
the officers of that Department, no doubt, would be able to give you more information about them thaul can.
1621. You would not be prepared to answer questions on the subject ? I think it would be better to refer 
to tho traffic officers. The cost of maintenance, however, affects me, and it makes me fight shy of tho 
No. 3 proposal at once, because 1 know that if it were carried out it would increase the cost of maintenance 
very considerably. Although on the Commissioners’ deviation, we should have a double line, the working 
expenses will not he increased to any extent, in fact wc shall save in maintenance.
1622. Do you know that it has been estimated by officers of the Commissioner’s Department that 
supposing the No. 1 scheme were adopted there would be an annual saving of £3,488 in the mileage ? I 
know that, if the Commissioner’s proposal were adopted, the saving in working expenses would he £3,000 
per annum more than the saving effected by the adoption of the No. 3 proposal.
1623. That was not quite Mr. Thow’s evidence ? Well, that is what I understand.
1624. Can you tell us, approximately, what the total annual saving to the Department wall be by the 
adoption of your scheme ? Soundly, £11,262.
1625. AYould you ho surprised to hear that the detailed figures given by Mr. Thow come to something
like £1,400 less than that ? I was not present when Mr. Thow gave his evidence, hut I know that tho ,
sum I have named is the estimated saving.
1626. Are the rates now charged for the conveyance of passongers and goods on a mileage basis ? I
believe so. 1627.
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Toxlee TlW i627- ?ave Jou Ul0 particulars which go to make up tho £11,000 ? Tea; but X believe they have already 
M.I.O.K ' °eeu fpven *° 70U-. sum of £1,035 which is included in that £11.262 would be saved by not requiring 

a push-up engine in the tunnel. I think I am right in saying that a push-up engine will not be required 
80Mar., 1894. m tlle tunnel, because, even to-day in the open, we do not nse a pnsh-up engine on the 1 in oO Bell bank, 

where there are a number of snake-like reverse curves. If we do not require the services of a push-up 
engine on that piece of line, we shall not be likely to require them in a straight tunnel. There is, of course, 

01i.eSlS^arlCe ^ curves’ ©specially when they happen to be reverse curves. ■
lo28. The present freight charges are on a mileage basis, and, according to the Commissioners’ last renrot, 

e earnings per mile for all trains was 7s, Did. IS'ow, over 6,0(J0 trains pass over this line in a year, 
aDdu f°Ur scaeme were carried out, each of these trains would run nearly 3 miles less ; so that there 
would be a constant loss to the Department of between £0,500 and £7,000 per annum ? I must take 
exception to that, though the question of charges does not come within my province. I anticipated from 
what i read in the newspapers, that I might be asked questions of this character, so I may be permitted 
to mention that in Great Britain it is customary, upon the construction of exceptional works to give 
iroa n0 n 68 ■ 1'ra®c*to authorise the imposition of increased rates to pay for the expenditure.
1629. But the railways there are private lines. We have nothing before us to show that it is the inten
tion ot the Commissioners to alter the existing mileage rates ? This is an exceptional work, and should 
be treated in an exceptional way; and X am desirous of putting before the Committee a few instances of 
how similar cases have been treated in Great Britain. In the case of the Mersey railway, 5 miles addi-

-tlonai allowed by Act of Parliament—4S and 49 Victoria, cap. 198, section 46—for the Mersey tunnel • 
on the iSorth British Kailway, under their Forth Bridge Act of Parliament—41 Victoria, cap, 64, section 
14 they were allowed 10 miles additional upon traffic from certain districts, and 15 miles additional for 
other tramc ; on the Great Western Kailway, they were allowed under the Act of Parliament—35 and 36 
Victoria, cap. 53, section 45—12 miles for the Severn tunnel in lieu of 4 miles 29 chains, the actual length ■ 
and on the London and Northwestern Kailway they were allowed by Act of Parliament—24 and 25' 
\ ictona, cap. 128, section 61—9 miles for the Runcorn bridge, in place of 14 chains, the actual distance. 
There are many other instances which could be cited, amongst others the high-level bridge at Newcastle, 
where exceptional works have been compensated for by allowing exceptional mileage. ’
1630. All this goes to show that in your estimation a special charge should be made upon traffic passing 
through this tunnel ? No ; we propose to levy the rates that are in existence to-day.
1 u 1 j. en Jr°u say ^at y°u wiU leave the charges as they are to-dav, do you mean the charge for tho 
whole distance or the charge per mile P I mean that the charges made to-day will be maintained after 
the tunnel is completed.
1632, The charge per mile, or the charge for the whole distance ? Whatever it is now. The existing
charges will not be altered. b
1633. Suppose the distance between Sydney and Bathurst is 125 miles, your proposal is to reduce the
distance by 3 miles. Am I to understand that you propose to retain the existing charge on the 1.25 miles, 
or the existing charge per mile for 122 miles ? To make it clear let me put it this way : the charge for a 
ico/ -^r©m Sydney to Bathurst will be tbe same after the tunnel is constructed as it is to-day.
if-or That is to say, you will call 2 miles 5 miles? We shall main lain the old mileage.
163o. Mr. Ncild,\ Ihat will be maintaining a fiction? Ido not think that it will be a fiction. Von 
nave never had a case like this before in the Colony ; it is an exceptional work, and wc have plenty of 
precedents for dealing with it in the wav proposed. **
1636. Tou have talked this matter over with the Commissioners ? I have had a little conversation wfih 
authoritaC ’ 1 8,1 )ject’ aud tllat L &at}lor their view. It is not a matter for me, however, to speak upon

1637. Although you make the distance between Sydney and Bathurst 3 miles less, vou intend to charge
upon the present mileage? Yes ; because to save that 3 miles we shall have to incur an exceptionally 
heavy expenditure. 1 J
1638 What is the estimate ? Our estimate is £213,000, which includes 5 per cent, for contingencies. I 
£200 000* be SUrimsec ’ ll0wcver> ^ iu the present state of the labour market the work were done for

1639. Does that include the permanent way ? Yes.
ini?’ ^aiias*'i11o f A'1 80-lb. steel road upon full sized ironbark sleepers, ballasted complete.
1641. Uo you propose to use the permanent way now being used upon the Zigzag? No : because as 1 think
icJo U'n See’ • must ^ 0Peu f°r traffic until the last moment.
1642. But you will remove the rails, sleepers, and ballast now in use, and will be able to take credit for
them. 1 have not taken credit for them, because, although 1 do not know what the Commissioners’
views are on the subject, 1 think that, in all probability. Clarence station will be worked as a sidin", and

ere °re, it will be necessary to allow the 1 mile 30 chains or thereabout of existing line from Dargan’s 
Creek to Clarence to remain. 5
Bkely Sa/wdHedo*1'11* ^ 1 c^not speak positively ; but I should think it is exlremely

1644. Would a sidiog there be useful to the Department in working the line? The portion of tho old 
line between llargans Creek and Clarence ivould be of no use to us, except to bring in local traffic. It is 

^ 111 alld wou^ b© useless to us for standing purposes. ~
tcic ta ^ was reta*llc^i if would be useful only for local traffic? Yes, quite so.
, ' your lf™° ""cre carried out, there would be a shorter length of permanent way to maintain •
r Li U^°Se>k i -mC ,em" do,1t>le) would prevent any saving in maintenance? There would be a 

slight saving; but it is not worth mentioning, because we‘should have a greater length of double road to 
maintain than at present.

X011. £’ve Committee a brief resume of the advantages of your proposal ? Tho advantages 
ol the Commissioners proposal are these. In round figures, it will save the country £11,000 a year on 
tne working ot the present traffic—that is not faking into account any extension of traflic. Then tho 
/ugzag with its atfendant disadvantages and possible dangers, will bo cut out, as will also Iho l in 42 
grade up to tins Clarence tunnel against loads coming towards Sydney, and 1 in 33 from Dargan’s Creek 
to the Clarence tunnel against loads going westward. ' There will also' be a saving iu the time of iournev 
both ot goods and passenger trains. J • ’

1648.
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1648. Wlmi) will l]io saving in time bo? I think the traffic officers would ho able to speak more positively
than I can; but seeing that a distance of about 8 miles is saved, and the see-sawing operation now carried jij.c.E.
on on. the Zigzag would he avoided, there would probably be a saving of about fifteen minutes by down,
and twelve and a half minutes by up passenger trains, aud about fifty minutes by goods trains in both sOMar., ISMi-
directions. . . T .-ii
1649. ‘What would be tbe difference in cost between concreting your tunnel aud bricking it. xwiii
supply that information to the Committee. _ .
IGoO. Will you let us know the cost of lining the sides with concrete and providing a hnck archway, as 
compared with the cost of lining with concrete throughout? 1. will send the information to the 
Secretary.
1651. ilZ'?-. TricJcelt.] Is it not the practice of engineers to adopt short tunnels where possible in preference 
to long ones ? Other things being equal, it is, of course, desirable to have short tunnels rather than long 
ones ; but it is by no means an unusual thing to have long tunnels. I should not call this a long tunnel, 
however ; I should call it rather a short tunnel.
1652. It is long for this Colony ? Tes, no doubt. f
1653. Where tunnels are of any considerable length, is it not usual to have them on easy gradients, it 
possible ? Asa rule, where you. have a tunnel you aro crossing a ridge, and there must necessarily be a 
gradient, and it is often a steep one in order that'the tunnel may be short. Tunnels are most frequently 
approached on a gradient, and it is no uncommon thing to run tho gradient right through.
1654'. There is no hard and fast rule or practice ? Not at all. The tunnels through the Alps are generally 
on gradients varying from 1 in 40 downwards. The Otford tunnel has a gradient of 1 in 40, and most 
of our tunnels aro upon gradients. It is rather an advantage in one way to have a tunnel on a gradient, 
because it facilitates drainage. We never build a tunnel quite level.
1655. We have had it in evidence that it is undesirable to have a steep gradient in a tunnel, because on
the np journey the powers of the engine are so strained that there is an increased consumption of coal, 
and the consequent combustion tends to foul the atmosphere very much; is that the case?_ Tes; but 
you cannot carry out this work without having a fairly steep grade. I do not think that 1 in 50 is an 
objectionable grade. _ ,
1656. But is it not objectionable where the engine is straining itself, and there is a large consumption of
coal ? I do not think any inconvenience would he experienced with a double line tunnel. _ _
1657. What do you think of the statement that a single-line tunnel is desirable, because a train passing 
through a single tunnel drives out tbe air at one end and sucks it iu at the other, thus making a current 
and keeping up the ventilation? I think the person who made it should visit Otford tunnel.
1658. Do you agree with it ? Ido not. I think the statement perfectly ridiculous. _ _
1659. I do not see that it is; the larger the tunnel the more smoke will stay in it, and it will become 
more difficult to dissipate the smoke ? But there will be a larger quanity of fresh air to dilute tho
smoke. .
1660. But a train going through a double tunnel would not have as much power to dispel the.air as a 
train going through a single tunnel? All experience tells us that wherever a tunnel is of considerable 
length it should he built for a double line.
1661. That is your experience? That is my experience. _ _
1662. Have ventilating shafts been a great success ? No; the general experience is that they are of 
little or no value iu improving the ventilation of tunnels.
1663. We have also had it in evidence that it is desirable to avoid long tunnels where short tunnels can 

‘be made, because of the time taken in constructing long tunnels, and the consequent greater outlay; I
suppose that is correct ? Of course a long tunnel takes longer to construct than a short one takes ; but 
seeing that we have done without this deviation for twenty-six years, I think I am right in saying that a 
delay of a few months would bo of little moment if iu the end a better result were obtained.
1664. Chairman.] Except that the money raised to carry out the work will be lying idle ? Yes ; but 
surely it is better to carry out a scheme that will give you the greatest return, because of the shorter 
mileage, rather than a work that will not return so much though it may take less time to execute. ^
1665. Mr. Trickaii.] We have heard very great, objections made to the Zigzag ;—I suppose there is no 
danger so far as the line itself is concerned ? No ; it is a very fine piece of work indeed, and 1 am glad 
to have the opportunity of saying so. There has been a great deal of talk about its being an engineering 
blunder, and I feel that it is due to tbe late Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. John Whltton, to express my opinion 
on this subject. It is very easy to carry out any sort of work if you have the money ; hut if you are 
limited in funds, you cannot do exactly as you otherwise would, and, having regard to the expense attached 
to tunnelling in the early days, 1 have no hesitation in saying that Mr. Whitten did the right thing in 
this ease. He is a much older man than I am, and has had much experience; but I cannot understand 
the nonsense that has been talked about a blunder having been made in tbe construction of the Zigzag.
It is only fair for me, as a brother engineer, to take this opportunity oi expressing my admiration of what •
I consider is a very fine piece of work. _ _
1666. I suppose the Commissioners cause frequent examinations to be made of ii ? Every portion of the
lines is thoroughly examined constantly. .
1667. I am referring to this particular portion ? Tes. . .,
1608, As far as you are aware, it is a substantial structure ? It is in thorough repair, and is a splendid 
piece of work. .
1669. Mr. McCouri.] Ton said just now that £1,600 would be saved by'dispensing with a push-up engine, 
but would not that engine be used for other work on other portions of the lino? It would be constantly 
employed as at present in pushing trains up from Eskbank to ihe bottom points. .
1670. The whole time of tbe engine would be so occupied ? 1 believe I am right in saying that.
1671. If the deviation is made, will there be any saving in the maintenance of the permanent way ?
£200 or £300 a year, but 1 have not taken that into account in my estimate.
1672. Mr. Wall.] Is it not a fact that a tunnel on a grade of 1 in 50 is more easily ventilated than a 
tunnel on a grade of 1 iu 100? The difference in elevation is an advantage, iu the case ot the 
St. Gothard tunnel, which is 9 miles 20 chains lung, they never use tbe pipes which convey compressed 
air through jt, except when an equilibrium is established between tbe atmosphere at the two ends of the 
tunnel. The tunnel wc are considering is a mere culvert compared with the St. Gothard tunnel.

1673.
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iftvt =»■ How long would it take to carry out the Commissioners’ proposal? About two years,

x ou could not make the time less ? I have made some calculations, the result' of wliieh was that 
^ one year and nme months would be required to carry out the work ; but all sorts of unforeseen thiugs 

20Mar,(1894, happen, and I do not think it would be safe to put it down at less than two years,
\r iin ^ qWStB‘J I® ^ a/act:> ay lel)ork‘d, that your position hero is due’to a recommendation from 
Mr VV bitton. It is not a fact. I never had a recommendation from Mr. Whitton, and I never saw that 
gentleman, nor did I know him until I came to the Colony.
1(176. Mr. Ewing.'] Tou have already said that, so far as you know, you aro prepared to adhere to the 
Commissioners proposal? Yes. 11
That is^s*re 801336 development of which we will hear, if you regard it as satisfactory?

1678. You say that there is no objection, so far as you know, on the part of the public to travelling 
through tunnels F You misunderstood me there. I said that the public generally preferred to ride in 

ra“ier ^'lan S° through tunnels ; they do not like to go underground, 
icon {tt-V'110?, are 'n the train they have no alternative ? That is so, of course.
1686 With reference to Mr. Trickett’s question about the air in the tunnel being expelled bv the train, 
does it not appear that if the air were expelled by the train the vacuum created would be filled with the 
smoke t That is so, as I have already stated. •
1681. Then there cannot be much iu the statement he quoted ? When a train goes into a tunnel, it creates

s5eam ai1^ sm<}ke rush in behind and take the place of the air that is expelled.
1682. It is not possible to have a following trail of air ? Ko.
1683. Mr. Trickett also put some questions to you with regard to the effect of an engine working on a
grade; is it not perfectly clear that if a train going through a tunnel leaves smoke and steam behind it 
the more smoke and steam it emits the more there will be left in tho tunnel, and as an engine gives forth 
more of these products on a grade, there must be more smoke and steam left in a tunnel on a steep grade 
thau on a level grade ? Undoubtedly. 1 b
1634. Therefore if you were considering the travelling 1mblic alone, it would be better to have the tunnel 
as level as could be, consistently with good drainage ? Yes; the nearer approach to level, the better, other 
things being equal, ' ' ’
168o. Therefore, if the tunnel were 1 in GO, that would he better thau 1 in 50 ? Yes, other thiugs being 
gold too dearlv*0 ^ ^ ^ ’n ^ ^ to make a line 2 miles longer, ] should say 1 was buying

!686. This m a commercial enterprise, and tho public must put up with a little inconvenience if you can
not afford to make a better tunnel ? Yes ; but the inconvenience will be reduced to a minimum if the 
Lommissioners proposal is carried out. 1 am sure it would be a good thingfor the public travelling between 
tsatnurst and Sydney to suffer a little inconvenience—though I do not admit that f bore would be uuy— 
to avoid the risk which must necessarily he connected with the working of the Groat Zigzag. Tho down 
trams, 1 may point out, will run through the tunnel without any expenditure of steam, and eonsenucntlv 
i >c7 w- 6 a Ver7 Pmvcrful effect in clearing the tunnel of impurities. '
1687. With regard to the ventilation of tunnels, you tell us that railway engineers have not regarded it
as a matter seriously worth considering ? 1 did not say that at all. I said that tunnels far longer than

6n con^ruc^e^i and that no inconvenience has been experienced in working them.
1088. What usually causes engineers to remedy abuses—public opinion, is it notabuses do not exist
until public opinion finds them out ? I do not at all agree with you there. We engineers have tho

or “emS men °f common sense, and .we know well enough when abuses exist, *
168J, But when you know that tunnels 1-J miles long are objected to by the public because of the want 
ot ventilation in them, you, as an engineer, endeavour to provide against bad ventilation ? If von mean 
wou d 1 run the risk of spoiling my reputation by constructing a badly ventilated tunnel, i say no. 1 
Teon \leTCr th - of ProPosing a tmincl such as tho public would be likely to complain of. ' ’
i coi w a’VrnS!D6cr> do Jou know any cheap scheme by which tunnels can be ventilated ? Ko, I do not
IOJL I on think no engineer does know of any ? I do not say that. Of course, I know what has been 
done m the way of ventilating tunnels, but I think it is better to construct tunnels which do not require 
artificial ventilation. 1
1662. You know how they ventilate mines ? Yes.
1693. Such inodes of ventilation aro not applicable here ? It would be quite easy to provide a ventilating

1694. Or a fire ? Yes ; but you would not want it in a tunnel like this.
1695. How many trains go over the Zigzag in a day ? From the figures before me, it appears that about 
niteen trams go over the hue each day, not including specials.
1696. Would that be a heavy traffic for a single line ? Kot particularly heavv ; but there are times when
tnere are a- great number ot specials. '
icno 7U'UVVvifiC as many be heavy ? Yes ; especially where you have to work it over a Zigzam 
inoo ^ '■ J "’M grades and curves such as we have on the mountain line,
ii + 0 *■ a S1U?. ~ ,e ’lv°uld not deal with the trallic if it became twice as great as it is now ? I know
th la urer 8 P’fat dlfficiult)r in working the trains over the mountains at certain seasons of tho year, and it 
vt/vi a *00 I3a'ln undertaking this work, not to provide a double line.
1700. Are yon aware that the pollution of the Mont Cenis tunnel at one time almost became an inter
national question p I know that the ventilation was rather bad.
!’70L5 Tentilation was so shocking that two nations were going to deal with it as an international ques
tion . les ; hut it is possible to-day for trains to run through that tunnel without artificial ventilation 
being constantly required, and it is nearly five times ns long as our proposed tunnel. It has also a gradient 

n *he1eentr0 of tunnel, and has no ventilating shaft of any kind, 
think Imentioned it ^ 7°U ^ ^ -Y°U concurred ln t,le design of the Lapstone tunnel ? I do not

uTpartoien/011 ^ Carr7 °Ut tliat work? j hut the plans were prepared by the Construction

1704. How is it that it only provides for a single line ? The Commissioners considered the question, but 
they thought that it would be of very little use to have a double Hue there, when they could not

take
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talte it as far as Penrith, .At that time they could not see their way to ask the country to give them the ^
large sum of money required for widening ftio line to Penrith. hf.I.C.E, '
1705. "Would that have cost a great deal more money? Yes; a great deal more. A double line costs
almost twice as much as a single line. 26M&r.,1894i
1706. The Lapstone tunnel cost £40,000? Koundly, £45,000. We have not, however, quite settled the 
matter yet. There are a few items iu dispute.
1707. There may he a possibility of the line being widened between Bathurst and Penrith as you 
suggested? 1 do not think I suggested that. I said that in constructing the proposed tunnel it would 
be hetler lo make a double lino, because two lines might be required in the future.
170S. It would be numb costlier to enlarge the Lapstone tunnel than it would have been to provide for a 
double linn first ? Y'res ; but it would have been of-no use to provide for such a short length of double line, 
when it could not he continued to Penrith.
1709. Mr. JLwnvpkertjYou are confidentthat the Commissioners’proposal would be entirely satisfactory ?
1 have no doubt about it.
1710. What advantage do you hope to derive from the surveys now proceeding with a view to discovering 
a better route on the northern side of the existing line ? It was suggested that a route could be found 
which, besides giving the advantages provided by the Commissioners’ line, would cut out the 1 in 42. grade 
between the bottom points and Bskbunk, and the 1 in 50 grade known as Bell batik.
1711. But that would mean a very much longer line? It would be longer than the Commissioners’ 
deviation, but not longer than the existing line.
1712. By the survey now in progress, it would it would be necessary to cut out about 9 miles of the 
existing lino ? Prom 8^- to 9 miles.
1713. What would you suhstituc for that ? A similar length. There are two deviations, one about as 
long as the existing line, and the other 1 mile or !■£ miles shorter. These deviations are to cut the 1 in 
42 grade from Eskbank to the bottom points, and the 1 in 50 from Dargan's Creek to Bell.
1714. Thereby saving the services of a push-up engine altogether? Yes; and enabling heavier loads to 
bo taken, because the ruling grade for loads coming east would then he I in 00.
1715. Suppose you are able to discover a practical route which will accomplish what you hope to achieve, 
will there be any annual saving ? Yes ; but the scheme is in embryo at the present time. There would, of 
course, be au annual saving over the present working, owing to the flatter grades.
1710. But a grade of 1 in 00 is to be obtained on Mr. Deane’s line, with a shorter mileage ? Yes ; but 
his scheme commences at the top of the 1. in 42 grade, which would be retained, and ends at the foot of 
thel in 50, so that there would be no material advantage.
1717. Assuming that you obtain a practicable route on a reduced grade on the northern side of the line, 
would the advantages be greater than those given by the Kb. 1 proposal, that is in point of economical 
working and saving of time ? I am afraid tho scheme is not sufficiently advanced for me to he able to 
express a definite opinion; but you can sec, yourself, that if we could substitute a 1 in 60 grade from 
Eskbank, that would really be the ruling grade over the mountains for loads coming towards Sydney.
1718. And you would prefer that, if you could get it, to the tunnel scheme ? Yes ; if we had not to pay 
too much for it.
1719. You would have the advantage of a continuous 1 in 00 grade, as against a varying grade of 1 in 42, 
and 1 in 50 ? Yes; that is so. The route was said to have such advantages that we thought it right to 
ask you to hold your hand until we looked to it.
1720. Then you think that the inquiry of the Committee is a little premature ? It is not my business to 
to say that. I think you are right to inquire into the schemes before you.
1721. But do you think that further inquiry should bo deferred until you have information in regard to 
this suggested route ? I think it would be desirable for yon to have" the results of our investigations 
upon the alternative route.
1722. Is there really any greater danger in passing traffic over the Lithgow Zigzag with the precautions 
you now adopt than in working any other part of the line between Penrith and Eskbank? It is a very 
objectionable thing to have to propel a passenger train, and it is unavoidable there.
1723. I want you to answer the question, Y es or No, and to give me your reasons ? Yes, I think it would 
be desirable to cut out the great Zigzag, because I think that more danger attends the working of it than 
attends the working of the other portion of the line where the engine is in a leading position.
1724. Mr. 0'Sidlioan.] Have you given your attention to the proposal to take the line from Mount
Yrictoria to Lithgow or Bowenfels ? 1 have not. I was with the Commissioners about two years ago
when a deputation on the subject met them at Mount Yictoria. They then, said that the matter con
cerned the Works Department, and referred the deputation to the Minister. I have not given any 
attention to the scheme.
1725. You have shown the advantages of your scheme over the existing line, but you have made no com
parison between it and Mr. Deane’s scheme ? I am not iu a position to speak of Mr. Deane's proposal, 
except in a general way. I believe that it saves about half a mile in distance over the existing route, and 
has a grade of 1 in 00, instead of 1 in 50 in the Commissioners’ proposal; but I have pointed out that 
that would he of little value, inasmuch as there is a grade of 1 in 50 a little further on. It would bo 
absurd, however, for me to express au opinion upon Mn Deane’s scheme until I have had an opportunity of 
examining the plans and seeing the ground,
1726. According to the figures placed before us, Mr. Deane’s scheme will cost £186,000, w’hile the Com
missioners’ will cost £225,000, a difference of £39,000? £225,000 was an outside figure given to the .
Minister. The estimate of the cost of the work is £213,000, which includes 5 per cent, for contingencies; 
and that, I am sure, is enough.
1727. There would be a large saving if we carried out Mr. Deane's proposal ? I am not in a position to 
speak about his proposal. Eour per cent, interest on £30,000 would he £1,200 a year, but what is that 
compared with the additional distance which every train would have to run, and the additional length of 
line which would have to be maintained for all time.
1728. Would the cost of maintaining the extra 2 miles of Mr. Deane’s line be more than £1,200 a year?
I think figures have been placed before the Committee showing that there would be a saving of £3,000 a 
year more on the working of the Commissioners’ scheme over the working of Mr. Deane’s scheme.
1729. In making tliat up, did. you allow for the £1,200 interest which you just mentioned ? No; that 
is merely the saving in the working expenses, not taking into account the difference in cost.

1730.
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Foriee^Eeo. y°u llot difference in cost into account ? Of course tliat must be done; but I do
M.I.C.E. ’ n?*: ™ow what hfr. Doaue s scheme will cost. I cannot toll what bis estimate includes, while I know 
_ what is contemplated by my own.

SO Mar., 1894. . But assuming that his is right ? Then there would be a saving of £2,000 a year more in carrying
out tbe Commissioners’ scheme.
Hqj"' ^ou c|aim that the saving iu working expenses is more than you lose in interest ? Undoubtedly.
1733. Tou claim that by earrjdng out the Commissioners’ scheme you will save £11,262 a year;—have 
you taken the interest into consideration in making tliat statement ? No ; merely the cost of working.
1734. Should you not also take into account the interest ou the £167,000 that will lie dead if your scheme

■ is earned out ? I do not think that we should.
1735. Mr. Davies.] Is the existing line between Penrith and Bowenfels sufficient for the present traffic ? 
At certain seasons of thoyear it is very difficult to get the traffic over the road.
1736. It is a single road to Eskbank ? Erom Penrith to the bottom points it is a single road; but from 
there, through Eskbank to Bowenfels, it is a double road.
1737. I presume that you have explored the survey for the Commissioners’ scheme? I have been over 
the route.
Ii38, And you have made a complete examination of all the detailed plans and working plans which are 
ready for carrying the work into operation ? The whole thing is not ready to be earned into operation 
Tvon ?Jans an(^ scefion*b however, have been made, and they could be used for contract purposes.
1739. Tou could call for tenders within a very short space of time ? The quantities have not yet been 
taken out accurately ; they are only approximate. There would he the specification conditions, and so 
on, to prepare before the contract could be let.
1740. How long would it require to take out the quantities ? It would take a month or two before you 
could let the coutract.
1741. That is taking into account the time occupied in advertising ? Tes. "
■^‘7 ^°u’ i,s Constructing Engineer for railways, advised the Commissioners that the No. 1 proposal 
was the best route that could be adopted ? It is the shortest, and I still think that it is the best
1743. Tou advised them to that effect ? Tes.
1744. If the Commissioners were to have authorised the carrying out of the work, you would immediately 
have called for tenders ? TEe were not ready to call for tenders immediately—some length of time would 
nave had to elapse before wc could be in a position to do so.
1745. What length of time ? Perhaps a month.
1746 The work would have been in full swing within a few weeks had the Commissioners decided to carry 
it out ? Tes. J
ii-fl' t?1C Commissioners agreed with you that your scheme was the best ? They believed it to be tbe best, 
j./ .1 ■ i .'eJ opinion? With this proviso, that having heard of an alternative route,
they think it is desirable that that route should be looted into.
1.749. Having beard of another route, they conceive it best to wait a little while ? Naturally. This route 
seemed feasible, and they thought it should be looked at.

l^)en ^ occur !iie Commissioners ? Something like six weeks a^o.
17ol. After your scheme and Mr. Deane’s had been submitted to the Committee, or before that ? I 
think it was before our scheme was submitted to the Committee. I am under the impression that the 
Tnattor had not actually come before the Committee when we thought of the alternative scheme. 
l/o2. Chairman.] The date of the Commissioners’ letter to the Minister for Public Works asking that 
n^onq,Urry should be deferred was the 2nd instant ? We were at work on the alternative route before that.

-f- tMr' I>t*»M*-] J ou stated that there are two alternative routes which you may submit? The exact 
route has not yet been fixed. There are two deviations, either of which it might he desirable to adopt, 
hut we cannot tell which. 1
1/ o4. You admit that if this work had not been referred by Parliament to the Committee, you would have 
been ready to have called for tenders in a few weeks ? Tes.
1755. Tou still hold the opinion that your proposal is the best ? 1 have no hesitation in saying that it is, 
so tar as 1 know at present. J °
17o6. lour proposed line is 2 miles 53 chains in length, and of that 1 mile 52 chains is tunnel, so that 
the greater part of the line is underground ? Tes, the tunnel 3 chains in length 
1757. The grade in the tunnel is 1 in 42 ? One in 50.
3758. But the short tunnel is 1 iu 42 ? Tes, the tunnel is 3 chains in length.
1/59. The long tunnel has a grade of 1 in 50 ? That is SO.
1/60 Then you get on to a down grade of 1 in 75 ? There is a bit of level, and then a down grade of 
1 in 7o, which will be of great service in workiug tho lino.
1761. J he grade you wish to cut out is 1 in 33 ? One in 33 against loads going west, and 1 in 42 against 
loads coming east. ” '9 ®
1/62. What great advantage will accrue io the traffic if your deviation is carried out ? It is proposed to 
continue the present ] m 42 grade from Eskhank to the bottom points through the small turniel, and up 
to the end of the long tunnel where it will at once change to 1 in 50, and the push-up engine, which 
wdi be used as at present from Eskbank to the bottom points, will drop off.
1/63. Tou will require a push-up engine ? Certainly; there will be over a mile of 1 in 42 from Eskbank 
to the bottom points.
tunnel^ y°U S‘a^ you cou^ dispense with a push-up engine ? Tes; through the long

1765. But you would want it for the short tunnel ? Tes. The figures that 1 have just given-£l 635- 
reference to the tunnel, and not to the 1J mile from Eskbank to the bottom points 

]./66. The saving of £1,600 only refers to the large tunnel ? Tes ; that is the amount that would be 
saved by dispensing with the push-up engine there.
1767. Tou would always require a push-up engine for the 1 in 42 grade ? Tes ; whether the Commis- 
siouers or Mr. Deane a scheme he adopted.
1768 What really would be the saying effected in rolling stock, rails, and permanent way, if your pro* 
posal were adopted. 1 can only give you the figures that have been put before me. There will he a 
considerable saving m wear and tear from having a straight road instead of a curved one, though it is 
impossible to state exactly what it would amount to. It has been estimated at between £200 and £300 a 
year over the existing line, as 1 previously stated. 17G9
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1709. ]Jut you oan tell the life of an SO-lb. steel rail on a grade such as you propose to have here F The
life of a steel rail varies all over the Colony. It depends upon whether the road is straight or curved, the M.I.6.E. *
nature of the ballast, the speed of the trains, the climate, temperature, and a variety of other conditions.
1770. But taking the proposed road, and comparing it with a road having a grade of 1 in 30? I cannot 20 Mar., 1894.
tell you exactly what the saving in maintenance would be. AVc are not taking it into account, though it -
will come to between £200 aud £300 a year I dare say.
1771. No very large saving will be effected ? No ; because of the greater length of a double line, which
makes up for the shorter distance. ■ ,
1772. Will the scheme you are now exploring start from the same point as the No. 1 scheme? No; it 
will start below the 1 in 42 grade near Eskbank, and rejoin the existing line at the top of thol in SO grade 
on the western side of Bell’s station.
1773. You are not in a position to give an estimate of the probable cost? I cannot give you that at present.
1774. Nor to state what the grade will be ? It is suggested that a grade of 1 in 00 can be obtained,_
1775. But the line has not been sufficiently surveyed for you to be able to give a definite opinion?
That is so. _
1770. Both the deviations you are exploring start pretty well from the same point ? Yes; and end at the 
same point. The one hugs the existing line a little more than the other, and will consequently be shorter.
1777. Having been summoned to give evidence here, is it not your duty to make yourself acquainted
with Mr. Beane’s proposal ? I think I am right in saying that the Commissioners asked that the plans 
relating to Mr. Deane’s proposal should be submitted to them, in orderthat they might have an opportunity 
of judging of its merits. ,
1778. When was that? I think it was a week or two ago. I pointed out to the Commissioners the 
impossibility of my expressing an opinion ou any route when I had neither the plans, nor sections, nor 
any of the necessary data before me. 1 only know iu a general way the length and ruling grade of Mr.
Deane’s proposal.
1779. But as both you and Mr. Deane serve the same master—the public—was it not your duty to make 
yourself acquainted with his scheme ? I acted under the direction of my employers—the Commissioners— 
and I represented to them the desirability of seeing the plans and sections of Mr. Deane’s proposal, and 
]. believe 1 am right in saying that‘they applied to the Works Department for the plans and sections, but 
in any case it was not for me to do so.
1780. 1 presume you expected to be asked your opinion of Mr. Deane’s proposal ? I thought it npt 
unlikely that 1 should be asked the question. It is a very natural one for the Committee to ask.
1781. But you have been exploring the country through which Mr. Deane’s line will go, and your pro
posed line practically loaves the existing line at the same point as Mj-. Deane’s ? The two lines go in 
opposite directions, and a walk over the ground iu country like that would be of very little service unless 
I had the plans and sections. _
1782. Y'ou did not apply to Mr. Deane yourself for them? No; it was not my business to apply for
them, except through the Commissioners. As a matter of fact, Mr. Deane showed me a section of his 
proposal on tracing-cloth; but beyond that I have not seen either plans or sections. It would not have been 
professional etiquette to have pressed Mr. Deane to show me his plans and sections. _
1783. Has Mr, Beane shown any indisposition to give you information ? Not at all. 1 think at the time 
I happened to see the sections of the proposal he said that the plan was in the field, or that it was being 
worked up, or something like that. Mr. Deane has never shown the slightest disposition to withhold 
information, and I am happy to say that we work amicably together.
1781. When you w'ere applied to by the Works Department to send in all your working plans and 
surveys, I presume you sent them in ? They were sent to the Commissioners’ office, and I know the Com
missioners sent them on. _
1785. Do you think it would have been a breach of professional etiquette to have yourself applied for 
similar information? I think the Commissioners applied for the information. I wish it to be clearly 
understood that so far as Mr. Deane and myself aro concerned we work amicably together, and I have 
always found him most ready to give me any information I may ask for. _
1780. Are you sure that application was made by the Commissioners? I am under the impression that it was.
1787. Do you know anything about the scheme brought under the notice of tho Committee by Mr. Hock?
I have read of it in the newspapers; but beyond that I know nothing about it.
17S8. Do you know anything of the country through which he goes? Only by travelling along the 
existing line.
1789. Mr. Hoskins.'] Do yon consider that curves constitute a difficulty in the working of a railway ? I 
think they are to be avoided; a straight line is better than a curved one.
1790. An official yesterday said that on an up-grade curves were of no consequence ? Curves are to be 
avoided wherever possible. There is, of course, agreat resistance to be overcome where there are sharp curves.
1791. Lateral resistance? No ; a direct resistance against the pull of the engine.
1792. In reply to a question by Mr. Neild, you justified the imposition of an extra charge per mile over 
ihe proposed deviation, following the precedent of what has been done in England ? I do not think I 
justified it, because it is out of my province to express an opinion ou the subject. I simply pointed out 
that where works of an exceptional character had been undertaken by railway companies in Great 
Britain, it was usual to allow them to charge additional mileage to cover the cost.
1793. Do you know that here the charge is made pro mta, per mile, for the different classes of passengers 
and goods ? I believe that it is.
1791. Seeing that the railways belong lo the country, do you think the public would stand any special 
charges ? I am not in a position to answer that question, because it is out of my province. I am here to 
give you any engineering information in my power that you may desire.
1795. Are there any ventilating shafts in the Lapstone tunnel? No.
179G. 1 understood you to say that you attached very little importance to them ? They are of very little 
importance for ventilating purposes.
1797. Are you not aware that there are ventilating shafts in connection with the London underground 
railways ? They are openings rather than ventilating shafts.
1798. Is there not one in Queen Victoria-street, and another on the Thames Embankment? There are 
one or two chimneys ; but, speaking generally, the roof is left off to let the smoke out. They are not 
shafts properlv so called.

‘ 205—1 1799.
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Foilee,^EBq -Save you not heard serious complaints from engine-drivers and firemen in regard to the suffocating
if.I.O.E. ’ 8*a^e ^ -Capstone tunnel ? iSTo ; though I have heard other people complain ol its stuffiness, aud in 

travelling through it is natural to put up the window to prevent the steam and smoke coming into the 
20 Mar., 1804. carfiages. Complaints from the drivers would not be likely to come before me.

, 1800. E'en do not tbink that it is objectionable to have steep grades in a tunnel ? The (latter the grade
the better, but I do not think it is objectionable to have a grade of 1 in 50 in a tunnel like that which the 
Commissioners propose in the case under consideration.
1801. Chairman.'] It has been stated in a return that a saving of £8,000 a year is effected in the working 
of the Lapstone tunnel. Lo you know what saving was estimated before the work was begun ? I do 
not. Tho preliminary investigations leading up to the construction of that tunnel did not pass through 
my hands, the plans and sections being prepared by the "Works Department.
1802. Tou have told us, in regard to the proposal to take the line via Hartley Vale, that the Commissioners 
considered it outside their province, and, therefore, gave no definite reply to a deputation which waited 
upon them. ^ "We have it in evidence here, however, that the Commissioners stated that they had already 
made inquiries on the subject, and that tbe work would probably prove far more costly Ilian was 
anticipated by the deputation. Lid the Commissioners make their inquiries from yon? We had a 
surveyor on the ground at the time looking into the proposed deviation for cutting out the Great Zigzag

.1803. This deputation waited on the Commissioners on the 20th August, 1892 ? We had, as I have just 
said, a surveyor then in the field preparing a section of Mr. .Burge’s lino. He was asked to look at the 
map, and to say, from his knowledge of the country ami the levels, whether the line spoken of by tho 
deputation was practicable ; but no one was sent over the ground by us. I think 1 asked, “ "What are 
they proposing ? The reply to which was, “ They propose to take a line across from Mount Victoria to 
Eskbank ; but it would require a tunnel 7 miles in length.” .
1804. That is how the Commissioners got their information ? Tes, so far as my memory serves me, and 
I am nearly sure that I am right.
1805. Lid yon say that the "Works Department suggested to vou that a Hue could be taken via Earmer’s
Creek ? No. "

■ 180G, "Where did the suggestion come from ? From one of our own officers.
ISO/. After tbe plans of the proposed deviation had been passed over to the Construction Branch? Just so.
1808. Tou spoke just now of professional etiquette. Lo you not think that it was rather a straining of 
professional etiquette, when, after handing over certain work to another department, yon send out surveyors 
to poach on their manor ? _ The Commissioners have always held tho opinion that these deviations should 
be carried out by them, and that this proposal, or any modification of it, was in the position of a deviation. 
It is scarcely for me to censure the action of my Commissioners. I merely act upon their instructions.
1809. I understand that you were instructed in tho matter ? Undoubtedly. This alternative route was 
brought under my notice, and I thereupon saw the Commissioners, who instructed me to have it looked 
into.
1810. I think you said it would be better to suspend this inquiry, to enable you to further test the devi
ation to which you have referred ? I think that it would be in the interests of the country.
1811. And, if the weather permits, yon will probably be ready in ten days’ time to give us definite 
information as to the desirability of carrying it out ? As to whether it is practicable. 1 could not furnish 
you with detailed plans and working drawings in that time ; but I could tell yon if the route is practicable, 
or whether it would be a waste of your time to consider it further.
1812. Mr. Humphery.] If the No. 1 scheme were adopted, would it be possible to improve the grade of 
1 in 42 from Eskbank to the bottom points? I have looked into it, and I tbink that it would ho a very 
costly matter to do so, because the alteration would have to commence at the mouth of the proposed 
tunnel, and the line ivould have to be lifted from that part to Eskbank station, and thus interfere with the 
station-yard. Altogether it would be so costly as to be almost impracticable.
1813. Then the adoption of the No. 1 proposal would mean the retention of that grade for all time ?
It would. ■
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The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

Edward Fisher Pittman, Esq., Government Geologist, Department of Mines, sworn, and examined :— 
E.F. Patman, 1814. Chairman.] How long have you occupied your presentqiosition ? About two and a half years.

Esq- 1815. But you have been connoeled with tiie Department of Mines for a long while? Tes, for about 
\ fifteen years.

- ar., 1894. 1816. I presume you know tbe Lithgow "Y alley and tbe country about there well ? Tes.
1817. Can you tell us, from your knowledge of the geological features of that district, whether there is a 
larger area of mineral-bearing land in the Hartley and Kanimbla Valleys thau there is in the Lithgow 
Valley. The Committee are desirous of knowing whether the Lithgow "Valley seams which are served by the 
existing line are limited in extent, or iu some degree worked out, as compared with the unworked seams 
on the Hartley side, which ivould be served by Mr, Rock's proposed deviation ? Really, it is a very open 
question. No doubt a great deal of work has been done in the collieries at Lithgow: but all the country 
to the north or the north-east is coal-hearing.
1818. As a matter of fact, are not a great number of the collieries working info the hills which intervene
between the Lithgow Valley and the Kanimbla Valley ? Tes. 1819.
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1819. Are there not only two collieries which are working in a northerly direction? Yes, the Hermitage, 
and probably the Zigzag Colliery.
1820. I suppoBo the mineral deposits now being worked on the southern side o£ the Lithgow Valley go 21 Mar., 1894. 
right through into the Kanimbla Valley ? I think so, undoubtedly. The general dip of the coal measures
there is north-east, _ j ..u •
1821. Then those collieries working on the northern side of the Lithgow "Valley have to go down on their 
face, while those on the other side of tho valley have a rising grade, and are therefore more easily drained 
and worked ? Yes, that is so.
1822. I presume that that is one reason why they are working more on the southern side than on the 
northern side ? It may he ; though it is possible to work to the rise by putting the shaft as far towards 
the dip as possible.
1823. How far do the coal measures extend north-east of the Lithgow Valley ? Practically as far as 
Maitland. 'That is tbe westerly extremity of the Newcastle, Sydney, lllawarra, and "Western basin.
1824. But not the soams they are working at Lithgow ? Yes ; they are part of the Newcastle measures.
1825. Ts there not a difference in the quality of the coal ? Yes, undoubtedly. It is more of a steam 
coal, though it contains a greater percentage of ash. The latest opinion is that these are the upper coal 
measures or the continuation of the Newcastle beds.
1826. TVo are to understand that the coal measures on the northern side of the Lithgow Valley may 
extend to Maitland? Perhaps it would be more correct to say that they extend to Newcastle.
1827. How far south do they extend in the direction of the Kanimbla Valley ? In a, true southern 
direction they do not go very far, because yon come on to the paleozoic rocks, on the Cox Itivcr, at Hartley, 
for instance,
1828. The mineral deposits, as far as the Kanimbla Valley is concerned, are bounded by the hills they
do not go into tho valley? Yes ; that is correct. . _
1829. We may lake it that the coal measures which are being tvorked at Lithgow, and which you believe 
to be part of the Newcastle coal measures, crop out on the northern side of the Kanimbla Valley ? Yes.
1830. Are there any other coal measures or mineral deposits in the valley below ? No; the coal rocks 
undoubtedly thin out as you go towards the west, ami the consequence is that there are no workable 
seams there, except those which ] have already said arc the equivalent ol the upper coal measures. The 
same remark applies to those in the Lithgow Valley.
1831. With reference to the kerosene shale deposits worked at Katoomba, they are being worked across 
the valley, hut in higher ground? Yes ; they are under tho escarpment.
1832. How' do you account for the Berrima measures;—do they belong to a different series ? No ; they 
belong to the same series of beds. Tbe Newcastle, or upper-coal measures, tbe Lithgow coal measures, 
the Berrima coal measures, and the Bulli coal measures are all the same. They are supposed to be one 
continuous seam.
1833. Under varying local conditions ? Quite so.
1834. So far as the great Kanimbla Valley is concerned, there arc no kerosene mineral deposits there?
Wo believe not. It is possible that there may bo small patches, but we do not think so.
1835. Presuming that the traffic life of any railway in that district were dependent upon tho mineral 
production, a railway down the Lithgow Valley ivould have a longer life by reason of the greater volume 
of trade than a railway down into the Kanimbla Valley? I think you are making more out of what 1 said 
than 1 intended. No doubt there is a general dip to the north-east; but the question whether there is 
more mineral wealth on the northern side thau on the southern side depends upon how much ot the coal 
measures are present. There is only ono sot of seams workable on the south and on the north.. It is the 
same seam in both instances ; but the question how much there is could best ho answered if I had a 
geological map hero with Ihe line marked on it.
1836. But yon have told us that the coal measures on the northern side of the Lithgow Valley virtually 
extend to Newcastle, which is roughly 150 miles away ? Yes.
1837. And that the same measures on the southern side merely go through the ridge that intervenes 
between the Lithgow Valley aud Kanimbla Valley, a distance, ] presume, of only 2 or 3 miles? Yos.
1838. So that on your own allowing there would he a larger area of coal-bearing country to the north 
than there would he to the south of the Lithgow Valley ? Yes.
1839. Mr, JEwinff.] Ts the host shale deposit in the Kanimbla Valley ? The best shale deposit undoubtedly 
has been there. Tho Hartley shale is the best we have ever found, and at the present time we know of 
none equal to it.
1840. Is there any on the Hue between Mount Victoria and Bskbank ? No; I know of no shale 
immediately on the line ; but all the country to the north is more or less shale-bearing. If you take a 
line from Clarence Siding up to den Alice, to tho north-east of Caper tee, you will find shale land iu 
patches all the way,
1841. And you say that the existing line, so far as your knowledge enables you to speak, probably goes 
through a larger area of shale land than Mr. Hock’s proposed line ? Taking the question just as it stands,
I would say undoubtedly, because it is a longer line.
1842. Would it bo auv advantage to the mineral deposits there if the line were taken as Mr. Bock proposes 
to take it? A very slight advantage. It might facilitate; the working of the Hartley Shalo Company.
1843. You regard the advantage as immaterial? To a groat extent immaterial.
1844. Mr. O'Sullivan.-] Arc there any gold or silver deposits in Hartley Vale, or in that direction ? No,
I know of none about there. 4
1845. Have any finds of gold been reported recently anywhere within a fair radius of Hartley Vale or Big 
Hartley? No. I do not know pf any recent finds. There was a rush for silver to a place between there and 
the Jenolan Caves some two years ago, but nothing came of it.
1846. Is it a country likely to carry either gold or silver? Yos ; it is south of the coal measures. I 
examined a piece of land for gold on Mr. Wolscy’s ran, which is only 8 miles from Mount Victoria,. You 
can get right, down to the paleozoic rocks, below the, coal measures, within 7 or 8 miles of Mount Victoria.
Mr. Wolsey was prospecting for gold and silver on some reefs there, but it came to nothing.
1847. Ho you think that tho neighbourhood is ever likely lo become a large mineral held for gold and
silver ? 1 can only say that from the formation it is quite possible that it may be auriferous and argenti
ferous. It is in the paleozoic rocks, where all our big gold and silver deposits have been found.

1848.
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1848. I understand that the best shale deposits in Kew South "Wales are at Hartley Yale ? The best 
shale we have had came from there and from .Toadja Creek. Speaking exactly, perhaps the best shale came 
from Hartley Vale.

’ 1849. X presume that the shale is pretty widely scattered; its occurrence is not confined to the spot where 
the company is working ? The occurrence of the shale is in patches—a few hundred acres in extent. 
Ton may trace the same formation for miles and miles, and find it barren ; but, perhaps, 10 miles or 50 
miles away, you may come across another patch,
1850. Are there not many indications of shale in that valley besides the patch which is being worked by 
the Hartley Vale Company ? None that have ever been proved to be much good,
1851. Mr. Wall.'] Is it a fact that the only accessible route to the Kanimbla Valley is from Mount Vic
toria or Katoomba, points on the Sydney side of tbe contemplated deviation ? Yes ; but it would bo 
quite possible to make an elevated tramway.
1852. Would not the easiest point of access from the Megalong Range, Isolated Mountain, and the other 
places there containing shale, be on the eastern side of the deviation ? Yes.
1853. Therefore, the proposed deviation would not affect the development of such scams ? Possibly not.
1854. Do you think it is likely, in view of the recent developments in connection with coal near the metro
polis, that fresh mines will be opened up in the Blue Mountainsfor many years to come ? I do not think 
it is at all probable. I do not think they would be paying concerns.
1855. In the event of the development of trade in tho western district, is it not likely that the coal
required there will be taken from seams in the vicinity of Lithgow ? I think so.
1856. Taking into consideration the fact that these coal measures extend 80 or 90 miles to the west in 
the direction of Tombong and past Wallerawang ? I do not know the first locality, but I know that 
they extend beyond Wallerawang.
1857. Do yon know Cox!s coal-mine on the other side of Rylstone, at Tombong ? I do not know the 
mine, but I know that the measures run out there.
1858. It is likely that the mines further west, because the carriage will be less, will furnishany coal which
is required out there ? I think it is very probable that what wo call the Lithgow coal, will be used out
west rather thau in the metropolis; but I do not think there is a great extent of workable coal out
beyond Lithgow and Marrangaroo.
1859. The existing line fairly commands all the mines at present opened, with the exception of the Hartley
Vale shale mine f Yes ; all the mines to the west of the Zigzag Colliery, which is the most easterly of 
the lot. '
1860. Mr. Davies.] Do you know the land owned by the Hartley Yale Oil and Shale Company ? Yes; 
they hold mineral conditional purchases,
1861. Do you know the extent of their holding ? 1 have been on their property, hut I do not know the 
extent of it.
1862. Have you been in the mine ? Tes.
1863. Have you seen their workings ? Yes.
1864. About 40 acres is what they have worked and are working ? I could not tell you the area with
any degree of certainty. 1
1865. Do you know if the shale still exists there in payable quantities ? I believe they, are working it 
now where it is found to have been faulted, aud has been thrown down on the floor of the valley. That is 
really all they are depending upon now. I do not fancy that they have a great deal more shale on their 
property besides that.
1866. You do not think there is much more shale in their 4,000 acres than what they aro working at, 
which is the faulted portion ? I do not think so.
1867. Therefore a railway taken through Hartley Yale would not be required lo serve the trade of that 
company ? I think they have undoubtedly seen their best days,
1868. Mr. Neild,] Recusing the whole matter, do }’ou think a Hue constructed from Mount Victoria 
through Hartley Vale, to say, Bowenfels, would be the moans of opening up any very large mineral traffic ? 
No; 1 do not think there is any great possibility of that.
1869. Do you know the tunnel immediately to the south of the Clarence tunnel;—is it mineral country ? 
Yes; I believe so.
1870. Coal bearing, or shale bearing, or both? Some shale was got there, I think, but I do not recollect 
what the quality was. J do not fancy that it was very good.
1871. Are the coal measures there important? Just about as important as they are over tho whole of the 
area to the north-east, but not more so,
1872. "Would the deposits there be similar to the deposits at Eskbank ? Yes; J imagine that they ivould be.
1873. "Would the coal supposed to underlie that land give a value to it which it would not posses in the 
absence of coal? Yes ; I think we may take that for granted.
1874. You would take into consideration the presence of coal in valuing the laud? Yes.
1875. About what is the thickness of the seams in that locality ? The workable seam of coal at the Vale 
Colliery is about 450 feet below the Zigzag platform, which, I think, is 3,270 feet above sea level.
1876. You do not remember the thickness of the seam ? There is about 5 feet 6 inches of workable coal 
iu the Lithgow Talley, that is to say, they work 5 feet 6inches out of the lowest seam.
1877. Tho same seam would underlie tho land in the vicinity of the Clarence tunnel ? 1 should expect so.
1878. I suppose you have included tho Mount Hav coal-fields iu the evidence you have given about the
district? Yes. * ‘
1879. Mr. Humpfteri/,] Did you examine the mine which Bates and party discovered in the Jamieson 
Valley, between Lawson and Wentworth—shale and coal ? The question was raised should the trustees 
of the common allow a lease of the land to enable tho coal to be worked. '
1880. Did you examine the coal measures there ? Yes.
1881. Did you report upon them ? No; I reported merely upon the likelihood of the reserve being 
injured by the working of the coal.
1882. Assuming that those coal measures possessed any commercial value, would that portion of the valley
be served by a line from Mount Victoria to Bowenfels. via Hartley? I do not think that such a line would 
make any difference to them. *
1883. They would not be served at all by it? I do not think so.

TUESDAY,
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The Committee further considered Ihe proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

George William Townsend, Esq., sworn, and examined :—
1884. Chairman.'] You are a civil engineer? Yes. . T, i c 4l wr « , il
1885. YT>u were engaged for some time in connection with the Construction Branch ot tne -Mew souin
Wales railways f Yes. , ,, , , , . . ■ i •
1886. You arc now engaged in the Water Conservation Branch. Yes ; with regard to artesian boring.
1887. Jiff, Wall.'] Some time ago you surveyed a line up the Colo Valley ? Yes. ^
1888. And submitted a report ou that line to the Department? A complete survey aud estimate andreport.
1889. At that time, were you connected with tho Department ? I was employed by tho Kailway
Department. , , ,
1890. Did you report in favour of the construction of that line? Decidedly; very strongly.
1891. Sneaking with regard to the Great Western line, do you think it is at all likely that the Colo 
Valley line will ever be constructed? I think it is merely a matter of time. I feel confident tliat eventually
the Colo Valley line must he constructed, _ . . . T
1892. Could you explain to the Committee any reasons why that line should be constructed . I tniult i 
can give very good reasons. The principal reason why I thought that an alternative line should bo con
structed was because of the grades on the Great Western line. These may have been subsequent y 
improved bv the deviations and tho tunnels ; but at the time I made my estimate a heavy engine would 
only take from Penrith to Mount Victoria 18 loaded trucks, with a limiting grade ol 1 in 30. Jroiii 
Mount Victoria to Lithgow the same engine would only take 13 loaded trucks with a limiting grade of 1 
in 33 - and from Lithgow to Bathurst the same engine—heavy goods—would only take 17 trucks,_ with 
a limiting "rade of 1 in 33 : and from Bathurst to Orange, 17 trucks, with a limiting grade of 1 in 40; 
and from Orange to Wellington, 17 trucks, with a limiting grade of 1 in 40 ; and from A\ ellmgton to 
Dubbo—comparatively flat country—17 trucks, with a limiting grade of 1 in 40; and from Dubbo to 
Harramine, 28 trucks! with a limiting grade of 1 in 50 : and from Harramine to Bourke, 60 trucks, with 
a limiting grade of 1 in SO. This was information obtained from the Locomotive Department at the time 
] was drawing up this report. Considering that the limiting grade on the Colo \ alloy survey was shown 
by section to be 1 iu 100, with all grades reduced on curves of 20 chains radius, so as to equalise the 
haulage between the straights and the curves, and seeing that from Narraminc to Bourko an engine 
could take CO trucks, and comparing that with the foregoing information, 1 think that is a strong reason
why an alternative line should be constructed. , , .
1893. With regard to the cost of that line, did you furnish some report m regard to the working
expenses of the line? I did. , ^ ,, . , , .
1894. And also in regard to the working expenses on the mountain line r I have got that somewhere, but 
1 do not know just now ■where it is. I think thnt (xoodch&p worked that out more than I did, if I
remember rightly. ,
1895. Do you remember what the saving was that you estimated ? I think Mr. Goodohap showed tliat 
we could save the whole cost of the line in something like twenty years, I think 1 estimated it at forty 
years. 1 am confident it could be saved in forty years, after making up interest on the outlay.
1896. Tn that report, did you make allowance for the interest that would hare to be paid on the line 
over the Blue Mountains—that portion of the line now constructed ? Ho ; only on such portions of the 
existing line as we should use
1897. What is your estimate of the total cost of that line ? £2,695,000. .
1898 Was that the total cost of the construction of that lino from its deviation at Penrith to Harramme 
where it’connected again ? Ho ; 1 believe that it was £3,000,000 through to Dubbo, but 1 cannot find it 
hero—1 have not seen these papers for some time.* , .
1899. Some comment was made in regard to your report by Mr. Whitten, who was then Enginecr-in-
Chicf_1 think you will find it on page 13 of that report ? There arc a good many comments made by
Mr. Whitton. .
1900. That is with regard to the correctness of your estimates ? Yes. As to that, J place my estimate
for a single line at £2,695,000. Mr. Whitton, in an attempt to swell tho estimate, makes his estimate for 
a double line £6,148,000—a little more than double the amount. -
1901. How, with regard to the construction of this line, have you any doubt whatever in your mind that
this line could bo constructed for £2,695,000 ? I am not only'sure that it could bo constructed for that, 
but I am prepared to say now, from a subsequent examination of tbe country contiguous to that pre- 
viouslv explored bv me, that a very large saving could be effected—at least, £500,000—and the distance 
could be shortened, 1 believe, about 10 miles. That is the total distance from Sydney. _ Instead of going 
from Emu Plains along the banks of the Hawkesbury for many miles, and then tunnelling through above 
Wheeny to Colo, we would start from Parramatta with a short tunnel through the Castle Hill ridge, and 
then along the Dural ridge to the junction 0f the Colo River with the Hawkesbury, then an easy line up 
the Colo, giving much simpler and less construction difficulties than my original line would have done. I 
am confident it would save, at least. £500,600. and 10 miles in distance. _
1902. When you submitted your report, were the quantities and the cost of the nork revised by any 
officer of the Department ? I had two men iu the office helping me with it.

G. W. 
TovrliFend, 

Esq.

27 Mar., 18D1.

1903.
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disputerl by tlie then Engineer-in-Chicf P I believe not. ^11 that the Enginecr-
in-Clurf said is in these papers, and 1 am not aware that he ever disputed the quantities-----
1904'. w ell, how was this difference in cost made out P Mr. 'Whitton estimated for a double line, and I 
estimated for a single line.
1905. Did you make an estimate at all for a double line P Ko. In my first exploration 1 stated that 
certain portions ot the line should he double. Subsequently* as is explained here, I withdrew that and 
estimated for a single line, excepting tho bridges which were all estimated for double line, after I had made 
a complete survey.
190G. Chairman.j that refers more particularly to the tunnel-work ? Tes. I increased the tunnel-work 

largely, I think I put in between 12 and 13 miles of extra tunnelling in order to avoid landslips.
1907. lou increased your tunnelling work, but reduced tho tunnels from double to single? Yes.
1908. Jtfr. Wall.]' Is this Committee to assume that Mr. Whitton concurred in your estimate of tho coat of 
a single line, hut increased the cost to nearly £0,000,000? The Committee may assume what they like. 
It is liere in the papers. MV. Whitton insisted on giving his estimate for a double line, although the then 
Minister for Works, Mr. John Sutherland, referred tbe papers back to him, stating that my estimate was 
for a single line.
1909. The Great Western Line was then, of course, a single line ? It was altogether a single line, and 
mostly is still.

' ?0U Sa^ •’"°U it is °nly a matter of time when that line will be constructed ? I am convinced of it.
1911. Do you think it will be advisable to lay out any large sums of money in reducing tho grades on tho 
Blue Mountain line, in view of tho fact that it is probable that that lino will bo constructed at some 
future time ? Well, my opinion is that no amount of money laid out on the Blue Mountain lino would 
ever make it a line capable of doing great duty, on account of the heavy grades. The common opinion 
is that the Zigzags are the cause of the obstruction of the Western line, but the fact of the matter is that 
the enormous heavy grades in between the Zigzags are the real obstruction. In all my railway experience 
I never knew a train stuck up on the Zigzag, but on the heavy curves and grades between the Zigzags the 
engines have been stuck up.
1912. Chairman.] That is between the Lapstone and tho Lithgow Zigzags? Yes, between the Zigzags.
1913. Mr. Wall.] You are prepared to stake your professional reputation that that line could be 
constructed as a single line for £2,695,000? Yes*
1914. With a grade not exceeding what ? One in 100.
1915. First of all your starting-point was from Emu Plains ? lies.
1916. Starting from Emu Plains, and connecting at Karramine, tho line could he constructed for 
£2,095,000 ? Yes.
1917. Smee you furnished that report, on reconsideration you have adopted a different route, namely,
from Parramatta ;—for how much less could that line be constructed ? £500.000 less.
1918. From Parramatta to Marramiue a single line could be constructed for £2,695,000 ? Yes.f
1919. W hat would be the length of that line ? 1 cannot remember exactly what the length would be. 
It is 2/8 miles by the present line to Dubbo, and that line would save 40 or 42 miles ; therefore by that 
line the distance from Sydney to Dubbo would bo about 236 miles, instead of 278.
1920. It would effect a saving of some 40 miles between Dubbo and Parramatta ? Yes.
1921. Lou have been engaged in connection with other railway surveys? Yes.
1922. .And yon have always found them, if carried out. correspond with your estimate ? Fairly. 1 never
had any fault found by Mr. Whitton with any of my previous work—in fact, I can show you a memo, 
from him in which lie mentions myself and some others specially for an increase of pav lest he should lose 
the services of some of the best surveyors in the Department. *
1923. ̂ I understand that it was with the concurrence of Mr. Whitton that you were instructed to carry
out that survey ? I cannot say that. J
1924. You received your instructions from ihe Minister ? I received my instructions from the Minister, 
tlirou^l^Mr. Goodchap, Jt> report to Mr. Whiiion—to carry out that survey under Mr. Whitton.
1925. 3 ou arc not in a position to say whether Mr. Whitton approved of that survey being initiated?
Ko, I am not. J & •
1926.^ Chairman.] Is it true that after you had left the Hallway Construction Branch, and had joined the 
Existing Lines Branch, yon obtained leave of absence from tbe Commissioner for the purpose of exploring 
the Colo Valley with a view of constructing a different line from that going over the mountains ? It is 
better, perhaps, that I should reply to th<\t question by reading from these papers. It is put hero very 
concisely, as that very point was raised by Mr. Whitton. 1 wrote :— ‘

, facts of this matter arc as follows :—In 1880 iny services with Mr. Whitton were fUspensed with, as the work 
on which I was engaged was finished. In the early part of 18S2 I was re-appointed by ilr. Whitten, at the same salary as 
I had formerly received.................... J
1927. Is it true that after leaving the Hallway Construction Branch, and whilst in the Existing Lines 
Branch, yon obtained leave of absence from the Commissioner to explore what is known as tho Colo 
Valley scheme? Two years afterwards 1 did.
1928. Two years after joining the Existing Lines Branch you obtained leave of absence? AMs, I. did.
1929. Did you make a report to tho Commissioner for Hallways, upon which the Minister subsequently
ordered a fuller survey ? I did. ^
1930. That survey would be carried out by you under the engineer for construction, Mr. John Whitton ?
It was first of all intended that a survey should be carried out under tbe Existing Lines Department 
Subsequently it was ordered that it should be carried out under Mr. Whitton. '
1931. Mr. Wall.] On submitting your report to Mr. Whitton, Mr. Whitton did not, you say, find fault 
with your estimates for a single lino ? At first ho did.
1932. In what respect did he differ from you in regard to that estimate? Ko particular respect, but 
generally, bubsequcntly he found fault with the whole thing, aud put iu his estimate for a double line.
1933. Did he at any time agree that your estimate for a single line was a correct one? lie never agreed
that anything was correct—that 1 was, or anything else. °
1934. 1 i'om what I can understand, your estimate for a single line was not concurred iu by Mr. Whitton ?

Well,
* Note (on revision) See Q. nml A., 1918.

P-) ften ™^0:rEt This ehoukl be £3,500,000, then the saving by change of route of £500,000 wilt leave
AJjOJOjQOQ us total cost of line fjom Parramattfi to IfarrAimne,
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’Well, tacitly it was, for he refused to give his estimate for a single lino to compare with mino, and insisted G- VV\ 
on giving his estimate for a double line to compare with my estimate for a single line, as these ov^1sb^n- ’ 
papers show.
1935. Can you point out to the Committee any other lines you have been engaged upon where you have 27 Mar.,1894.
made estimates? No; because, as a rule, the railway surveyors do not make their own estimates—the 
estimates are made in the ofliec. _ _
1936. Have you made any estimates while engaged iu the department here in connection with any
deviations, works, or surveys in connection with the railway lines ? I made the estimate for the 
duplication between Parramatta and Penrith. _
1937. Was that estimate borne out by the results? Tes ; the work was carried out from it.
1938. 1 understand from a reply you gave to a question a little while ago that Mr. G-oodchap at that 
time approved of the construction of the Colo Valley line? Tes.
1939. Hid Mr. Goodehap make any estimate as to what would be gained by the department by that line?
I believe ho did. I cannot find it, looking hurriedly through these papers, but 1 believe he estimated that 
tho cost of the line would be saved iu a certain number of years. I estimated that it would be saved in 
forty years, and 1 believe that Mr. Goodehap estimated that the cost would be saved in less time than that.
194<6. 3lou are quite convinced as to tho correctness of your estimate now ? Perfectly. ^
194'1. Have you made any surveys or examinations in connection with the present Western line ? No.
1942. Tou are not in a position to inform the Committee to what extent the grades you refer to on that 
line could be reduced, and what would be the cost of reducing them? No.
1943. Tou furnished the Committee with the number of trucks hauled ? That is information obtained 
from the Locomotive Bepartment at the time of making the estimate.
1944. Tou have made no personal inspection of the line, and are not in a position to inform the Com
mittee what would be the cost of a reduction of tho grades, so as to make this a trafimable line? No , it 
is simply impossible. On examination of a section anybody could sec that at once.
1945. Ton think that no expenditure on the Western line would make it as goad a line as the Colo Valley 
line would be if constructed? Not a chance of it.
1946. Mr. Collins^] If the line which you advocate were constructed what communication would towns 
such as Orange and Bathurst have with it? None whatever. 'They would have to deal with the present 
line, which would be the main line between Sydney and Orange.
1947. Tou would have to keep tbe existing line still going ? Tes. The proposed now line would not 
have the slightest effect on any of the high-level towns, such as Bathurst and Orange, On account of 
the shortening of the distance from Bubbo to Sydney by tfic new line it would pay to run a train from 
Wellington to Bubbo, and to use tbe new line instead of bringing it up the present line to Orange, so 
Wellington could come under the now system.
1948. You would have to have the same line from Bathurst to Parramatta, as now exists ? Exactly.
1949. Then the present line would not have to be taken up at all ? No; that line would not be inter
fered with in any way.
1950. Tou would have to have two lines of railway ? Tes.
1951. Would tho Colo Valley line open up any good country ? A great deal of coal and shale, and on the 
table-lands a great deal of good orchard land, in fact, according to my new proposal to go by Bural, it 
would open up all the Bural country for which a railway has boon proposed recently.
1952. Is it Crown lands ? I think it is mostly alienated now. A groat number of acres have been taken 
up within the last seven years, I know.
1953. The betterment principle would apply to that line, and the people on the line would have to pay 
for it ? Certainly.
1954. Mr. JSioing.l Bo you know the railway system of tho Colony fairly well ? Pretty well.
1955. Bo you believe that the Western line will continue to bo the main artery of traffic to the west?
I am sure it will not. I am sure the Colo Valley line will have to be made. There is 110 shadow of doubt 
about that, although I may not live to see it. Ism not very young now.
1956. Tou believe that whilst there is a level road to be obtained tho whole traffic of the west will not 
continue to be worked over an elevation of/!,670 feet ? Never.
1957. Mr. JT'impherg.~\ Have you had any experience of railway construction anywhere outside New 
South Wales ? Tes; iu India.
1958. Can you express any opinion as to the advantage or disadvantage of the proposed tunnel in No. 1 
scheme as compared with No. 3 scheme oi the proposed deviation from Clarence tunnel ? I know but 
little about it. I have been over Bell's line, but I know too little about the particulars of the case to say 
anything. I have never scon a survey nor a section of any of it, and I should not like to venture to give 
an opinion about it at all,
1959. Mr. O’ Sullivan.1 see that Mr. Whitton, in his second reply, dated 1st March, 1888, says that 
your proposal would cost £6,148,393 ? Tes.
1960. .And he makes the difference np by going into all the details ? Tes.
1961. He states here, in a letter in reply to you, that your first estimate was for double line, tunnels, 
bridges, and viaducts ? My first estimate was made, as I have explained here, on a mere, exploration of 
the country proposed for a double line, and with only a comparatively small amount of tunnelling. 
Subsequently, when I had made the survey, and found that 1 should have to introduce a' long length of 
gallery tunnelling to avoid landslips, 1 thought it better to reduce it to a single line, and I made my 
estimate for a single line, and Mr. Whitton insisted subsequently on making au estimate for a double line, 
to compare with my estimate for a single line.
1962. There is an enormous difference between your estimate and his? Tes ; because he estimated for a 
double line and I for a single line.
1963. He makes tho cost nearly three times as much as you make it ? No ; very little more than double.
1964. Would a double line cost twice as much as a single line? It depends a great deal on the works.
The cost of a double line tunnel is very nearly twice the cost of a single line tunnel. Eor cuttings aud 
banks a single line should cost about three-fifths, or from that to two-thirds of the cost of a double line.
1965. Would your line servo Bathurst aud Orange ? No.
1966. Bubbo ? Tes.
1907. What route would you take in going down from the mountains ? We do not get on to the moun
tains at all. 1 1 1968.
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_ w- lfK)8. AVhat route after leaving the Colo Valley ? Through Mudgee to Dubbo. or to Coonamble, as has
^Es^0 ' ^een s’,lce tuooted. Iu case of going to Coonamble, we would junction with the Wems Creek line, and 

would connect with Dubbo.
27 Mar., i&st-i. 7069._ 1 suppose you would leave the old line to serve Bathurst and Orange? Yes; the old line would serve 

the high-level towns—Bathurst, Orange, aud intervening towns, and also the Blayney-Cootanmndra line. 
1970. So your line of railway would really be to serve the Mudgee district and the far west? The 
Mudgee district, and west and north-west. ■
19"!"^ Mr. Davies "VVhat is the total length of the suggested alternative line yen speak of? It is about 
ID miles shorter than the present line to got to Dubbo.
1972, Did Mr. Palmer, then of the Construction Branch, go through and examine in detail your first 
estimate? !Not the whole of it. He went through a portion of it with me.
197:1 Did he not report against you ? Not entirely.
1974. What do you mean by not entirely? Partly in favour of and partly against me.
1975. Will yon tell me what part of your project he reported in favour of? I should have to look 
through the papers ; I cannot remember now. It is about eight years since.
1.9711. At what did Mr, Palmer estimate the cost of your 14 miles of tunnelling ? I do not think that he 
ever made an estimate at all of the tunnels : I never heard of it,
1977. Did he not make an estimate that your 14 miles of tuunclliug would cost £80 a yard, ora total 
of £2,000,000 ? I do not remember.
1978. Tou do not remember bis reporting to the Engineer-in-Chief that the 14 miles of tunnelling itself 
would cost £2,000,000? He may have, but it is not in the official papers so far as I can recollect.
1979. You do not reckon that reporting against your recommendation? I say he reported partly in 
favour of it and partly against it. lie was up on the line with me, and we spent a night or two there, and 
had a long talk about it. I was not put in possession of all the official papers, and he may have reported 
something to Mr. Whitton which I may never have seen,
1980. 1 ou do not seem to be familiar with the reports made in those days; you have not, I suppose, 
refreshed your memory as to what took place ? With the work I am thoroughly familiar, but with the 
reports I am not.
1981. Mr. Palmer occupied a very important position ? He was Engineer for Railway Surveys.
1982. Can you remember that the whole of the papers, surve3rs, and quantities were referred to him by 
the Engineer-iu-Chiof ? Before the whole was finished, I think that Mr, Palmer was away in England, 
and Mr,. Deane was dealing with the matter.
19'ih I do not see that Mr. Deane had anything to do with it ? I had to see Mr. Deane about it. X do not 
remember any distinct report of Mr. Palmer's about it, but if you like I will look through the papers to see, 
1984. Mr, Hoskins.'] You have spoken of the line you surveyed as au alternative line ; what do you mean 
as an alternative line? Other than the one that was first spoken of,
1980. What was first spoken of? The Western line to carry all the traffic for the west and north-west. 
Tliat is another line to carry the same traffic without going over the mountains.
1986. Then your alternative line was a line which you suggested to do away with the present Great 
Western Railway altogether? Not at all. It was only with regard to the traffic beyond Orange. The 
whole of the Western line wrould still be required as much as ever, and its carrying capacities would be 
taxed to its utmost to deal with the traffic between Orange and Sydney. ’
1981. How much of the existing line do you propose to do away with ? Not to do away with any of it,
1988. Mr. TrickrJt.']' In making this altemafivo line then to connect at Narramine, in estimating the 
earning properties ot that fine, how do you think that would affect the present fine from Sydney to 
Orange—would that be a paying line by itself f Yes ; the heavy grades of the Western line are such that the 
less carried on it the better it will pay, for all the goods carried on it at ordinary rates are carried at a loss.
1989. That is only to a certain extent? You may put on,special rates through high-level country on 
account of the heavy grades, but when you extend beyond those grades hundreds of miles into flat 
country, people reasonably ask, “We have all this fiat country, why should we be taxed on our light- 
grade line to pay for the extra haulage on heavy-grade lines ?”
1990. But the Westeru line is a paying line, is it not ? Yes ; but we are very heavily faxed. I am told 
tliat people are carrying goods in drays and waggons, and competing with the Western line.
1991. Is that uot more attributable to the good season, because they are able to get feed for their horses
cheaply ? There is no doubt about that, ‘
1992. You said a little wliile ago that the difference between your first and subsequent estimate in the cost 
of your proposed line was caused by reason of a double line being proposed instead of a single line ? Yes.
1993. Well, at page 17 in this report, Mr, Sutherland said

Mr. Townsend explains tliat his rough estimate lias been exceeded chiefly because he has found it necessary to 
provide for 21 miles of single tunnel instead of (H miles of double tunnel, as originally contemplated bv him.
That is putting it in a reverse position, is it not r No ; 61 miles of double tunnel would not come to 
anything like 21 miles of single tunnel.
1994. But are not the two statements quite different ? Yes ; but there are other things to be considered. 
1993. According to Mr, Sutherland’s summary, he makes it appear that the difference iu the two prices 
is by reason of -your having to construct 21 miles of tunnelling instead, of 61, whereas vou now tell us 
that the difference in the two prices was because one line was to be a double line and the 'other a single 
line ? No ; 1 only said what 1 did to explain tlie discrepancy between Mr. Whitton’s estimate and my 
estimate. _ Mr. Whit-ton’s estimate is for a double line and my estimate fora single hue. I am not 
referring in that to my previous report at ail. In the first report I stated distinctly to Mr. E. Wright, 
who was then Minister for Works, that I objected to give an estimate at all on a mere exploration, but 
I was urged to give an approximation to an estimate, and 1 did so under protest, and tlie cost I hurriedly 
estimated as I did. Then Mr, Whitton wished subsequently to bind me to an estimate for a double lino, 
although I distinctly stated 1 proposed a single line.
1990. As au engineer, what are your views with regard to a steep gradient in a tunnel of nearly 2 miles 
in length ? I think that on all main trunk lines steep gradients skould be avoided at almost any cost.
1997. I am speaking of grades in a tunnel ? It would not make any difference in a tunnel. It is worse 
in a tunnel, perhaps.
U98. Especially on n mountain line; is not tlie line in a tunnel apt to get greasy ? Yes ; it is worse in 
a tunnel; but it is so bad to have heavy grades at all that they should be avoided almost at any cost.

1999.
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109!). Then you do not think it is desirable to have a tunnel nearly 2J miles in length, with a. grade of ^
1 in 50 P Well, 1 in GO on that lino is so much better than many parts of the lino thatit might be regarded n ’
as a light grade, for you have 1 in 80, and miles of 1 in 33 andl in 10. You can only reckon good grades , a ^ 
on lines comparatively, _ 27 Mar. ,1891.
2000. Have you had any experience in constructing railway tunnels ? No; 1 have never been in charge 
of one.
2001. Or as to their working—as to their getting foul ? Yos ; I have. _ _
2002. With regard to fouling, is it better to have a large tunnel or a small tunnel—a single-line or a 
double-line tunnel—which is likely to get the less foul from smoke ? I should think about equally. In 
a double-line tunnel you would bavc the same sectional area in proportion to the traffic as you would have 
in tho others. I do not think there would he much difference between them.
2003. Well, how do you account for the tunnel at Lapstone Hill getting so foul? I have only been
through it ns a passenger, but some of the old drivers say it is almost suffocating to go through it. I 
believe that part of the reason is that it is on an S curve. That will always he a bad tunnel, because 
ventilation will be so bad in it. _ _
200-1. Mr. Neild.'] Your estimate fur your proposed line was made somewhere about six or eight years 
ago, was it not? Six years ago. _
2005. At that time was not the cost of engineering works much greater than it is now ? Much the same,
I believe. _ _
200C. Has there been no reduction in the cost of tunnel making ? I think there is some. No reduction 
on what I then proposed, but a reduction on what was then carried out. The cost of works such as those 
carried out was greater then than now, but it is about now what I proposed then, and for which the work '
could have been done then. _ _
2007, So any alteration that may have taken place as to the cost of constructing lines, would not affect 
your estimate ? Kather favourably than otherwise.

John Whitton, Esq., sworn, and examined :—
2008. CVirtjVMiflH.] You were Enginecr-in-Chicf for Railways in New South "Wales for many years? Yes. j. whitton,
2009. Mr. Suitor.] When did you commence operations on the railway line from Sydney to Eathurst? Esq, 
About X8G0,1 think. I was here first in 1850, and at that time there was a proposition to make tramways /- —' 
on the public roads, 4,000 miles, at a cost of £4,000 per mile, and one of those lines was to go from Emu 27 Mar., 1894. 
Plains to Bathurst. The proposition was made by Sir Wm. Denison. Some years after that I reported
on those proposed tramways, and I think about IS60 wo commenced a survey. _
20L0. Who were the surveyors employed under yon in marking out the route over the mountains ? Mr.
Barton had charge of the surveys.
2011. Were there any other surveyors employed? We had a number of other surveyors—many in the 
Colony now. They were the cappers, and as a rule, I believe tho best surveyors 1 ever bad.. There was 
Kennedy, Melrose, Francis, and several others. I do not remember all their names just now.
2012. Can you give us any information in reference to this proposed deviation of the Zigzag ? I should 
be very sorry to say that any deviation is necessary. My own impression is that wo could have nothing 
better than the present Zigzag which, in my opinion, could be used for the nest twenty years.
2013. We have before us a proposal to avoid the Zigzag. Will you look at the map ? I have looked at 
all the proposals, but I do not think that a single deviation proposed is as good as the original 
line, taking tho coal into consideration. One J. saw was 2 miles of tunnel at a cost of about 
£250,000. The only improvement ou the Zigzag, as far as I can see, is that the incline 
of the tunnel is 1 in 50, whilst on the Zigzag it is 1 in 42, and I think tlie Zigzag will work 
quite as well with 1 in 40 as the line in tbe tunnel with 1 in 50. There is no doubt that there will 
be some facility in working. 1 mean the officials then will have less to do, but beyond that 1 cannot see 
that there is tlie least difficulty in working the Zigzag, which has been in use twenty-four years. I have 
never heard of any serious accident upon it, and if any accident has happened it has been more from tho 
carelessness of men in working in it than from the Zigzag itself, and it is certainly not a dangerous line.
2014. Your opinion is that there is no necessity whatever to make an alteration ? Yes ; I think there is 
no necessity whatever to make an alteration. We w'ere years in making surveys. They were made in 
many directions. When we got to Dargan’s Creek the question simply was whether there should be a 
zigzag or a tunnel, for there was no possible chance of getting a direct line down the mountains. The 
termination of Mount Clarence was so precipitous that wo could not take aline down, therefore I thought 
it desirable to have a zigzag instead of a tunnel. Tlie proposal was to have a tunnel about 2 miles in 
length, and there was no contractor in the Colony who would have undertaken such a work, and the cost 
would have been very large if it could have been made at all. Another reason was that i could sec no 
means whatever of getting Ike bricks up the mountains to lino the tunnel with. About 10,000,000 
bricks would have been required, and it made at Lithgow or anywhere else, I could not see how. 
by any means whatever, they could have been conveyed to tbe tunnel. Therefore, there was nothing 
left for it but tlie Zigzag, and as that cost about £170,000 in round numbers, and the tunnel, if it 
could have been made at all, would have cost at least £400,000, I do not see how there can be the 
slightest objection to my having taken the cheapest line instead of taking the tunnel. Besides, I could 
see no limit whatever to the time the tunnel might take to make. It might have been four years in hand, 
and we should have kept tho remainder of tho linn blocked up because the tunnel was not finished.
There was no reason why tho tunnel should be attempted, and, of course, I did not attempt it. _
2015. Chairman.] I suppose that an expenditure of £400.000 for a work of that kind at that time would 
have staggered any Minister for "Works ? Yes ; I do not think I dare have mentioned it to anybody.
The Zigzag cost £ 170,000, and if it be done away with tho debt will still remain, and the interest will still 
have to be paid. The proposal now—a deviation by tunnel—is to cost £250,000, which, at 4 per cent., 
will bo £10,000 a year interest. The total interest would thus be £10,800 a year, with an additional 
£250,000 expenditure, wbicb, of course, would have to be paid oft" at some time or other; and 1 do not 
see that tho tunnel, if made, would make the lino much easier to work than it is at present. There 
certainly is the question of time, but I do not tbink that can be of such very serious importance. I saw
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J‘ ^J16 °^er f]ay an account of .a goods train being an hour late in arriving at Mudgee or Bathurst.
Supposing goods trains are an hour late, that does not make much difference. It is no reason why 

27Har. 1894, ^50,000 should be thrown away in making what ] look upon as a useless work. Instead of your having 
1 ' the Zigzag, costing £170,000. you would have a total cost of £420,000. If vou destroy the line you

cannot get rid of .the payment tliat has been made, and added to that would be' £250,000,' which would 
make £420,000 instead of £170.000, the present cost. I was certainly startled when 1 saw in the papers 
that it was proposed to dispense with the Zigzag, but I was horrified when I saw that we were to do tliat 
in order to find work for the unemployed.
201G. Mr. ITosi'ins.'] You require a special sort of labour for that ? You require skilled men to work in 
a tunnel—not pick and shovel men,
2017. Mr. Sitttor.~] Your opinion is that there is no necessity to alter tbe Zigzag at all ? That is my 
distinct impression. There might be a slight alteration of the wings, and the Zigzag could be worked for 
tbe next twenty years. That would reduce the labour of the officials, who are, perhaps, a little hard 
worked, hut beyond that there is no occasion whatever to touch the Zigzag. I do not think that they 
profess to say that there would be anything beyond the saving of time and a little extra trouble in the 
working.
2018. Mr. Etuiny.] You made a remark with regard to some alteration of the wings of the Zigzag;—
what do you mean ? . I mean the top wing of the Zigzag might perhaps be lengthened ; but I spoke 
to Mr. Deane about it just now, and he said he did not think it could, but if it cannot he lengthened it 
is still an easy matter to work the Zigzag. 'With a long train two engines come out from Lithgow, and 
there is np reason why, at the bottom points, they should not divide the train, and let the first engine 
push the first part up the middle line of the Zigzag past the upper points, and then straight on towards 
Clarence tunnel. Tim other engine can haul the other part of the train to the top of the wing, and back 
it up to the first portion of the train. I do no't see any difficulty whatever in working the Zigzag. 
Spare engines are kept for the purpose. *
2019. You think that there would be two engines even if you had the tunnel ? Yes; most decidedly. I 
do not think the tunnel would be so easy to work with an ineliue of 1 in 50 as tho Zigzag would be with 
an incline of 1 in 42. There must he a certain amount of condensation going on iu a tunnel, the rails 
must become slippery, and I do not see how one engine could take a full load up an incline of that sort. 
But even assuming that the tunnel would be perfectly dry, the only saving by the tunnel would he in the

, . time of running.
2020. That deals with the present, from your point of view ? Yes.
2021. Yon have pronounced a definite opinion that it should be left alone? Yes.
2022. Now, look to the future. If this continues to be the main Western lino all the traffic to the west
for all time would have to go over an elevation of between 3,000 and 4,000 feet. Have you any knowledge 
at all as to any other route by which you could cheaply approach the west by better grades ? You can only 
approach the west by better grades by No. 3 line, recommended by Mr. Deane, in the event of another 
line being required at all. '
2023. I am not speaking of tkis deviation in detail, hut of the whole Western line. Is there any way to 
approach tho west except by that line ? No.
2024. What of the Colo Valley ? I should not like to express an opinion of the Colo Yalley. 1 think 
there would be something like 24 miles of tunnelling on that line. There is no means of making use of 
any portion of that railway if it were constructed. J am afraid to say how much it would cost.
2025. You might say too little ? I might say too little.
2026. You say it o pens up no country ? Yes.
2027. And is prohibitively expensive ? Yes.
2028. Yon say that, after going into tho surveys and plans and everything connected with it? I do not
think that there was anything in tho plans to justify me in any action, except in condemning the whole 
thing as perfectly useless and absurd. '
2029. I speak in a limited sense, of course, hut you think that there will be no time when a line of easier 
grades to the west will be found—we shall always have to go over that great mountain, 3,000 and more 
feet high ? Yes ; unless you make tunnels. It was suggested at ono time to make the whole line a 
tunnel from Penrith to Mount Victoria, hut T never could see the force of it.
2030. You think that even by choosing another locality it is not possible to get a better approach ? I am 
sure it is not.
2031. You believe that for all time tho Colony will have 1-0 make use of that mountain range ? I do.
2032. jf you are going to do that for all time it cannot do much injury to cut out the grades ? You can
not cut them all out. There arc inclines at the present time of 1 in 33 to Mount Victoria, and yon cannot 
cut them out. There are certain grades you must have from Emu Plains to Blacklieath.
2033. You believe they will never be cut out ? No.
2034. That no lengthening of the road will do it ? No. You may go to enormous expenditure in trying 
to cut them out, hut I do not see why you should trouble much about inclines of 1 in 33, when between 
Emu Plains and Mount Victoria you have the worst incline on the whole of the line. If you work an 
incline of 1 in 30 ] do not see why you should trouble about altering 1 in 33.
2035. You believe that for all time the country ■null have to have a railway with bad grades as its main 
artery of traffic to the west ? They are comparatively bad grades no doubt, but I do not see any chance 
of improving them. I do not think you can, at any expense, without making an enormous length of 
tunnels.
2036. You see it would be quite out of question to spend much on the present line unless it is to he a 
permanent line, and if it he a permanent line you say that no work to improve it is justifiable, even from 
a future point of view ? It might be, but of course there must be a limit to that. If you go on improving 
the line you may spend too much in doing so. Grades of 1 in 33 are not bad. There are far heavier 
grades than that being worked in different places, and I do not see why they should not be worked here.
2037. ‘ You prefer to use more engine-power to spending more money in reducing the grades ? Yes ;
more engine-power, or reducing the weight of the traius. ’
2038. lou state distinctly that to consider the Colo 1 alloy at all as a lino to the west eventually is out of 
tho question ? Perfectly out of the question.
2039. Mr.Oollim.] Are you aware that £40,000 has been spent on the Lapstone Zigzag? I have heard that.

. 2040.
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2010. And there is n saving of £8,000 a year by spending that ? I do not Imovv that J have heard thah J. Whitton,
2041. We have it from the Works Department that that is the case; and if there were a saving of £1,000
a year after paying interest on the capital of £250,000, would you recommend the deviation should take 2yyiar-> 1394. 
place ? No: certainly not, because you saddle yourself with £250,000 on the Loan Votes, and you cannot 
get rid of tliat. If you could show the deviations proposed would not only pay the interest on the money 
expended m making them, but also pay sufficient to pay off the whole of the capital in a certain time, 
then there might be some reason for adopting the proposal; but the proposal now, to make a tunnel with 
inclines of 1 in 50, which might lessen to a small extent the expenses, would not he a justifiable
expenditure. ,, , • .-*» vt
2042. You think it would be justifiable if it paid off the capital and interest? It would not be justifiable 
in this ease at all, because I do not think vou improve the position in any way.
2043. Mr. Hvmphenj.] Have you carefully studied the Kailway Commissioners’ proposal, and iNo. 3
alternative route ? I do not know that 1 h'ave carefully studied them. I have seen the Commissioners’ 
proposal of the tunnel and No. 3, Mr. Deane’s alternative route, and this, in my opinion will be a far 
better line than the tunnel. ^ ^ • j r
2044. Would you kindly state your reasons for preferring the No, 3 to No. 1? Well, instead of one 
long tunnel and an incline of 1 in 50, you have a number of tunnels with perfect ventilation and a better 
incline, 1 in 60, for working them.
2045. No. 3 line would be double the length of No. 1 line ? I daresay it would,
2046. Do you think that the better gradients and short tunnels would neutralise the greater length of the 
lino ? I think so ; I think it would bo a much better line, in fact I do not tbink the long tunnel would bo 
any advantage at all, and if a deviation bad to be made I should say that the No. 3 proposed by Mr.
Deane, would be a better line than the tunnel. ...
2047. You had, I think, about sixteen years or more experience of the Zigzag during the time you
occupied the position of Engineer-in-Chief ? I was chief engineer the whole time, and it was constructed 
under my superintendence. i
2048. During what period was it worked? Erom 1869, and I did not leave the Colony till 1889.
2049. So you had twenty years experience of the working of tlie Lithgow Zigzag ? Yes. _
2050. Can you say what, during that time, was the cost of accidents which may be considered due entirely 
to the peculiar nature of that work ? I do not know of one. The only accident that I remember 
occurring during the time I was here was very shortly after the line was opened. An engine was running 
tender foremost. We had not the Westinghouse brakes in use then. It was assumed, and afterwards 
proved, that the engine-driver had had more drink than was good for him, and when he got to tho top 
points of the Zigzag he was not able to pull up the train, and it ran into a cutting at the end. The 
fireman was on the engine, and in trying to sand the wheels of the tender he put his foot outside on the 
end of the tender, and when the train ran into the rocks at the end of the wing his foot was cut off.
That is the only accident I remember there.
2051. During the whole twenty yearE ? Yes. There may have been other accidents, but they never
came under my notice if there were any. ... . r . ,
2052. In your opinion is there any greater danger to the public in passing over the Lithgow Zigzag than
Over any other portion of the line with steep gradients between Emu Plains and Bowenfels ? No ; I do 
not think so. 1 do not think there is the slightest danger in working the Zigzag. It makes ihe officials, 
perhaps, more careful in working that portion than any other portion of the line, but I do not see that 
there is the slightest danger in working tlie Zigzag as it present exists. _
2053. You do not think the mere saving of time would be a sufficient advantage to the country to justify 
au expenditure so large as would be necessary to make the proposed deviation ? I do not.
2054. With regard to the estimated saving upon the line, you mentioned that it would be necessary to 
provide a sinking fund for the lost money spent on the portion of the line to be _ cut out in the event of 
the deviation being made, but tbe Commissioners put it before tbe Committee in this Way. They say 
there will be a saving of £10,000 a year in the working expenses. The estimated cost of the deviation 
is £225,000 which, at 4 per cent., would be £9,000, and 4his, deducted from the £10,000, would leave 
£1,000 profit, while the earnings on the railway would continue ; so the actual profit would he £1,000.
Do”you fftbe the same view of it? I do not take that view of it at all, for you have £16,800 interest to
be taken off. . ,
2055. But the earnings already provide a certain amount of interest; the earnings will not be diminished r 
But supposing tho earnings were £10,000, and you paid £16,800 for interest, I do not see where the
saving comes in. . , .
2050. I think you do not take quite the view of it that has been placed before the Committee—it is not 
a matter of increased earnings, but of lessening of expense to the extent of £10,000 per annum, and 
after providing 4 per cent, on tbe cost of the deviation there would he £1,000 lett ? I think not.
2007. Well, that is the way it is placed before us ? I say the tunnel will cost £250,000. Tu addition to 
that you must add £170,000 for the,line you destroy, and therefore the total cost of the line would be 
£420,000, and the interest would bo £16,800. _ _
2058. But the interest on tho portion of line proposed to he destroyed will be paid by the earnings 'as at 
present;—the earnings of the line continue, but they propose an additional expenditure of £225,000, 
and that additional expenditure will lead to a saving of £10,000? I do not quite follow that. If you 
assume—which I do not quite see myself—that they would save £10,000 by taking out tbe present Zigzag 
you cannot get rid of the fact that you would have to pay £6,800 interest for the lino you destroy, and 
£10,000 interest for the line you create. That makes £16,800 altogether, which you would have to pay 
for interest alone, besides saddling the Colony with a debt of £250,000.
2059. Ghairman.'] You get £8,000 from traffic and £10,000 from savings on working expenses ? That
would be all it would be. You would still have the cost of the tunnel, £250.000. .
2060. Mr. Wall ] Are we to assume that if the Commissioners spend £10,000 and earn £11,000 they are 
losing money ? Jf they make £1,000 of course they make £1,000.
2061. Mr. Humphr,rv^\ This is Mr. Barling’s evidence on page 1

They estimated the whole cost of the work at about £225,000, which at 4 per confc. would mean au annual cost of 
- ■ ■■ ■ ’ ■’ * - _ uin.;—j.- ^---- -j. 4.1.-aud the avoidance of the continual risk£9,000; but they estimated that in addition to tlie great facility to the working, 

which now takes place, tho expenses would be redneed by about £10,000 per annum, so that as 
tlie money would be well spent.

commercial investment 

That
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' Em^0111 ^ ^ia^s a statement of an estimate, and estimates can be made somewhat elastic if vou try to make them fit 
your own caae.^ I do not say they have done that, but I say that can be done. The fact is that you spend 

27 Mar., 1894, ^ ^P’2^’ an^ *11 my CT'oion you do not get a much bettor tine than you have now with the expenditure 
’ ’ of £170,000, therefore I do not think it would be worth while to throw- away £250.000,

2002. Do you differ from the witnesses who have stated that there will be a saving of £10,000 on the 
expenses ? I have not gone into the question of savings at all.
2063. Well, assuming that there will be a saving of £10,000 on the working expenses, and that £9,000 
would have to be provided for interest on the cost of constructing the deviation, there would be left a 
profit of £1,000 on the whole work ; there is a difference of opinion as to whether there will or will not 
be a profit of £] .000, and it is as well to make that matter clear if possible; the present line has cost 
£170,000, and the working expenses you may assume at present arc £10,000 greater than they will be if 
the deviation is made, and if there is £10,000 saved, does it not appear to you that there will be an actual 
surplus of £1,000 after providing interest on the outlay ? That is on the assumption ; but supposing the 
outlay to be £250,000—which I have not the slightest doubt it will be, and probably more thau that—you 
still have to provide interest, if you construct the line, to the amount of £16,800. If you had no 
expenditure beyond the present Zigzag, and could save £10,000 in working no doubt there would be a 
profit beyond the interest, but I do not see how the profit would come in if yon take into consideration 
the cost of the tunnel at £250,000.
20G4. JlTr. 0 SuJhvan~\ Has the proposal to take the line from Mount Victoria to Bakbauk or Bowenfels 
been brought under your notice ? 1 have heard of it, but it has not been brought particularly under my 
notice. Originally surveys were made down Mount York, in the same position as this surveyed by Mr. 
Bock, We intended to go to Hartley, but when wc got to the Cox Eiver we found that we should have a 
tunnel 2 miles in length, from the Cox to Bowenfels—the direction we were thinking of taking the line at 
that time. b b
2065. Yon did not make a very exhaustive survey of the country at that time ? At that time we thought
it was an exhaustive survey, but I did not like the idea of going down Mount York. We had to go round 
twice to get into Hartley Valley. ■
2066. Assuming that the line could be taken in the direction Mr. Bock states, from Mount Victoria to 
Bowenfels, and save 5£ miles distance between Bowenfels and Mount Victoria, do you think it would he 
worth the while of the State to consider the advisability of carrying out that line r Ho, indeed I do not. 
You would then be destroying the whole of the line from Mount Victoria to Lithgow. Whatever might 
be the value of that line it certainly wrould not be worth while to adopt it now. But I have not gone into 
it at all, and do not care to pronounce an opinion about it.
2067. I gather from }rour evidence that you prefer to see the Zigzag remain as it is? Decidedly, unless 
a very much better line in some direction at very much less expenditure cau be found.
2068. Twenty-four years experience has shown this to bo by no means a dangerous line, and you think 
it can be worked as easily as a 1 in 50 grade tunnel ? I think so.
2069. Mr. 1 oxlee, tbe Commissioners’ engineer, tells us that a 1 in 60 grade would be of no advantage,
because there is a 1 in 50 grade betw-een the end of Mr. Deane's line' and Bell? Well, I think we may 
say that if 1 in 60 w-ould be no advantage over 1 in 50; then 1 in 50 would be of very little advantage 
over 1 in 42. Therefore, I do not see the use of having a tunnel, even in that light. °
20/0. I gather from yonr evidence that the cost of the old Zigzag—£170,000—and tho cost of the pro
posed w-ork would total £420,000? Yes. 1
2071. And there would be interest to pay on that amounting to £16,800 ? Yes.
2072. The Commissioners say they could save £10,167 per annum—can you conceive of any other profit 
that would cover the extra £6,800 ? Ho. Besides that, some one appears to lose sight of the fact that yon 
are saddling the Colony with £250,000 debt, which must be paid. You do not get rid of a capital 
account by paying the interest, and the capital has to be provided at some time or other. Therefore, if 
the hue will only pay interest, I do not see the use of making a deviation of that kind.
2073. Wc are told they can guarantee £10,167 in lesser working expenses:—that would still leave £6,800 
interest lying dormant to be covered ? Ccrtaiaiy.
oov-' 'P1®r0f°r('. instead of there being a commercial profit, there would be a commercial loss ? Ho doubt. 
207o I should like to know if there is any other source from which the Commissioners could possibly 
get the amount of that interest lying idle ? I do not think so.
2076 There will be no difference at all in the traffic through' the tunnel from what there is now across 
the Zigzag ? Ho.
2077. Where is any extra traffic to come from ? From nowhere that 1 can see; besides, it is not only 
the interest you have to provide for ; you have the capital to pay off some time or other. You borrow 
money and pay the interest, but surely at some time or other you expect to refund the capital.
2078. Then, from the standpoint of traffic, so far as you can see, there can be no £6,800 forthcoming to 
cover that interest? Hq; because I cannot see how, by making that tunnel, you increase the traffic at nil 
m any shape. You are, in fact, at a loss of £250,000 , and ivhy money should be borrowed simply to pay

. interest; on that, I cannot possibly sec.
2079. From your experience of the workiug of the Zigzag, do you think Ihat the traffic can be taken as 
satcly and as expeditiously over that as it could be'through the proposed tunnel? I would not say as 
expeditiously, but certainly as safely as anywhere else. There is a little time longer in working the 
Zigzag on account of extra length and shunting, but it is as safe as any other part of the line. °
2080. How much time do you think would be saved ? I cannot say. I think the traffic manan-er said
the other day sixty minutes in one instance. a

The,rC aTe 0fchei’ z’SzaSs.in the world, I believe ? I think there are, but not many, 
j j j H10™ UClt 0n(?in Indla ? I* is hardly a zigzag in India. The engine and train are run into a 
dead end siding, aud tho engine taken over a loop to the rear of the train. That is on the Great Indian 
leumsula.
oooj' m as I011-1' ^esh1?11 an origilla-l 011p ? I had never soon one at the time this was made.
-084. The one in India has been working successfully many years ? Yes.
2085 But it is not so long as this one ? You come down to ‘a point, and, instead of hacking the engine,
you take the engine from tho front to tho back ; that is the only difference.
2086 Has any attempt been made to alter that Zigzag ? I have never heard of any; but I do not say
tliat there has not been. ' 2087J
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20S7. You know that on some of the American lines out west, especially some of the lines going towards J-
California, some very difEcult mountain engineering work has been done ? Yes.
208S. All those arc working successfully, are they not? So far as I know, they are. I have nev?r 27Mar., 1894. 
heard of any trouble about them; but 1 do not see how anyone can suppose there can be any danger in 
working the Zigzag. You are more careful in working that part of the line than any other, and X do not 
see how any accident can happen upon it except from carelessness. Proof of that is that it has been 
worked twenty-four years without serious accident, and I have no doubt that any accidents that have 
occurred have been occasioned by carelessness on the part of those working the lino. ^ _
20S9. Mr. Davies.] How many years were you connected with the Construction Department as Imgineer- 
in-Chief? Thirty-three years. _ _
2090. How many miles of railways were constructed in the Colony during your term of office r A little 
over 2,000 miles.
2091. And included in those 2,000 the Zigzag was a portion of the lines constructed under your super
vision? Yes.
2092. Before you entered upon the construction of the Zigzag, I presume you had surveyors out and 
explored the whole of the country as to the most desirable route that could be obtained? Yes ; I think 
surveyors were out five or six years.
2093. You had a number of flying and trial surveys made ? Yes ; everywhere. Wherever a line was 
suggested at all likely to make a good line to Bathurst we always surveyed it.
2094*. Then vou were thoroughly familiar with the whole of the country near, and some distance from, 
the present Zigzag ? Yes ; I thought so, at all events.
2095. Since the construction of the Zigzag have you beard or do you know of auy better route than that 
which has been adopted by the Department ? No; X do not.
2090. You do not know a'better route at the present time? No ; I do not.
2097. Do you think it possible that any better route could be found than the one along which yon 1 
constructed the Zigzag? I do not think so. I know' of no better route. Of course, you may make 
another line at considerably increased cost, but I do not believe that any line to the west could have been 
made at a cheaper rate or better than the present Zigzag,
2098. The works are of a permanent character ? Yes ; all of them.
2099. Do you remember the cost of the line from Lapstone Hill right through to Eskbank ? No ; I 
could not tell yon the cost of the line.
2100. Have you been over the first Zigzag since the tunnel was constructed ? I went through the tunnel
the other day. _ r _ • .
2101. The line alongside that tunnel has a very steep grade, has it not ? The line up to where the tunnel
is put in is 1 in 30. Through the tunnel tbere is, 1 believe, a grade of 1 in 33. _ ■
2102. Do you regard an alteration in that respect as of great commercial advantage in the working of 
our railways ? It is of some advantage, no doubt, for the wings of the Zigzag were very short. _
2103. That was the onlv difficulty in working the goods traffic ? Yes; but I think that in constructing 
the tunnel, a mistake was made in not making it for a double line. When the lines were first proposed, 
a tunnel was shown on the original drawings, 'and I intended to carry it out, but we were so short 
of mouey that I could not do it, and 1 put in the Zigzag to reduce the cost.
2104. The principle that guided you in the construction of the mountain line was one of funds ? I was 
to get a direct line if possible to Bathurst at the cheapest possible cost, no matter how made. I made one 
of the best permanent ways in the world for it, and the savings were effected by putting in sharp curves 
and steep inclines. I do not think that all those inclines could be improved even at considerable cost.
2105. Coming now to the schemes which have been submitted to the Committee, you have seen the plans
Nos. 1, 2, and 3 ? I have. ,
2106. You have seen the plans showing the Commissioners’ proposal to cut out that portion of the Zigzag
at Dargan’s Creek, and avoiding the Clarence tunnel ? Yes. ... .
2107. And constructing a tunnel of If miles in length out of a piece of line a little over 2i- miles long,
the main portion of the deviation being a tunnel ? Yes ; that is the Commissioners’ scheme for getting
rid of the Zigzag. _ .
2108. They propose to start at the mouth of the tunnel with something like 1 in 42 ? That is, I think 
a portion of the present line, below the bottom points near Lithgow. There is an incline of 1 in 42 there.
2109. And a grade of 1 in 50 through the tunnel ? Yes. . _
2110. Do you, as an engineer having had charge of the construction of most of our railways, think that
a deviation of that kind would bo a wise one to make ? I certainly do not.
2111. Apart from the cost ? Apart from the cost. 1 would not make any alteration in any lino to alter
the grade from 1 in 40 to 1 in 50. To spend £250,000 in merely improving an incline from 1 in 40 to 1 
in 50 is not justifiable. _
2112. During the time you had the construction of our railways, you advocated open lines as far as it was 
possible to obtain them? Yes; tunnels were only constructed where you saved money by doing so.
2113. They were only adopted by you in any case where you could scarcely avoid it? Yes; except where
it made the line cheaper altogether. _ '
2114. You are entirely opposed to No. 1 scheme as a deviation to give a better grade to the mountain
line ? I think it is very undesirable to make a tunnel line at all. _
2115. More particularly wheu a long tunnel is proposed in a short deviation ? Certainly. _
2116. You had twenty years’ experience after the construction of this line over the mountains, and during 
that long term of office you do not remember any serious accident arising from the working of the Zigzag 
with the mountain trains ? No, I do not; but 1 remember an immense number of people coming from 
all parts of the world to look at the Zigzag, and it was considered as fine a piece of engineering work as 
had ever been constructed—certainly the finest in the Southern Hemisphere.
2117. So far as the commercial working of the traffic is concerned, you are not aware of a great amount 
of money being paid as compensation to persons injured by accidents ? Ido not remember any at all.
The only man injured was an unfortunate fireman, and ho, being in the Department, was, no doubt, 
compensated. ' ,
2118. Taking the mountain road and a corresponding length of line on any'other portion of our raujvay 
system, would it compare favourably as regards the absence of accidents or damage to rolling stock with

tho
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the Scuthern or Northern hm? There are portions of the line on which we have never had an 
accident. Ihcrc are other portions of the line that have cost thousands of pounds, not from working 
anvwhere lke t l0 ZlS7'ag' but from bl'oken axles, or tyres. Ton may have accidents of that kind

2119. Taking the same length of line, any other portion of our railway system would he liable to the 
same accidents as on the mountains ? I think so.

re^UTllf1 leara ahow that the mountain traffic has almost been free from accidents ?
.1 trunk it is very sate indeed.

niVY haIe’ aild,y0VJ<3° not1at Preseut rRgn'rrl it as necessary to spend £250,009 to make this 
ofo . y V.] d0-D0t- 1 should rcg'trd it as a great waste of public money.
nmi?iy1I1lSryiy°yrffirepreSf yhf theS wiU save in the C0Bt of.traiu n^cage so many thousand 
Iitt ^ ■ G rj®c m fact, about £10,000—by dispensing wilh additional motive-power: that

g,Tie °r fi t'U11""111"' Wil1 b0 ab]e t0 dispense with two push-up engines, and nso 
wnrkin f fu ]■ ee‘ rv '.ey rolH'estl|t the tram mileage at 4s. 7-jrI. per mile, and suppose they will, in the
wui Vh ,ne’ efff,cta saving of something like £10,000 a year, and that the results of their traffic
ri-ebV!”onn the savm?f alld the amount of money that is earned at the present time would
nnM fl fv0 f 'i 8’?i!0,.Vyr y, * "S Porfc!on of the line;—did you understand, when Mr. Mumphery 
!. Y y *0/TOU’th^’ t;ll;1”&,tJh,e sayinga and earmugs together, they would make £17,000 or £18,000
a y ear. 1 do not know that I did thoroughly understand that.
S tL fSl/w 'i th°1Way Jt iB before us b7 the Commissioners, hut if they did that the capital cost 
hLm to pay ^hat YelmC ^ ^ b6 m°reased by the esPeildi^re of this proposed deviation, and we would

S 000 tW0wnnl escaPe,fr™tte caPi.tal1 cosi; pf this proposed deviation ; that is, if the deviation cost
STe tlg, elehl °r,g,n31 “»* ”f ? 1 ^ I ■«

flt ’TJf yfw eBtdnate tbe saTinga on train mileage ? I think 4s. 7*d. is too high a rate of 
Twf v;ruW be efE.ected °Ter that hue. I do not think it matters much about shortening the line. 
Ihere might be a saving m running to some extent, but not, I think, to the extent named.
liiftn i°Uti estl°?ate,of 4s' yd' r^her a high rate of saving per train mile ? I think so. I should
like to see the details, and 1 do not thmk you could make out such a saving for ordinary running Tho
shunting^0 “ fflnd lf they have not enough in running they L employed in

l\fo 0nIy you can see of this deviation will be a little saving of time ? Yes.

r 'ilpj rS.of t''6 lino ■” “““”d il ™ld l,c °f “ ^ »
fi!rnfIto!hf,,?tT,ttee Wanfc ant eiPrexS8l’on of your opinion in reference to Mr. Deane’s suggested devia- 

ve l dey ^^eyC^y?■TI)lC e^+tu ■ 1 y are,t0 bave a dcvialion p 1 sbollld prefer that, if you are to 
If vou had a areer .nn ? \ d° n thm,k ^ tbo eiPouditnre on that line is at all justifiable at present.
K.n J 1 6 S ds y P?sse,1Ser traffic you mightperhaps have a deviation, but if you had it should
tostoad of iti da™8 m°re d,SlmCt advantflgeE' and 110t 0ne that mere]y Provides for a grade of 1 in 50 

H'i if thfe j? r1 be a deTiation you prefer Mr. Deane’s scheme to the other ? Yes, so far as wo

filing. y°U ahl1 h°ld th° 0pm,C>11 tbat <he Feaent line is aufficieilt ^ all purposes for years to come ?

?1hf™^ii0;K.inS,Sitto,ffio ”hm ^the p"M“t iime' "d *hai1 h"<> tor -“"itof

i1, has hoen stated in evidence by the Secretary for Railways that in estimating any 
-.-rkingthe railway by disponJg with a potion of it, and having 

l f l t! Commissioners do not take as a set-off against any estimated savings
Die interest on the money expended on the road disused ;-do you think that is a fair way to calculate ?
destoy ft o? not 1051 0n tl16 £170t00° f°r the ZisKaS is £G’800’ wbich must be pS whether you 

\LT? WoubUtlhS1™*617 °USht t0 ^ mad0 a Set-°ff agaill8t any e3tilEated savuigs on the otlier

t0°]C Cbarge °f tb° liues’ whon {t waB determined to make a railway to Bathurst 
over the Blue Mountains, were you not instructed by the Minister, and was not an opinion expressed by 
the Legislative Assembly frequently that you were to make a 1^, oven although there mikK stoef
Ceftatoljf Sb!lrP CUrVeS’ ^ Cbeap!j aS P°SSible C0Ilsistently with having a safe line to work over?

2136. Therefore I take it that if there had been a larger amount of money placed at your disposal by 
Parliament to make a line to Bathurst, you would have had easier graves, aid would haveTspeS witf

bUt ^ mUst’ a11 Events, have been steep gradients 
SiS«SiS5SSL mU PlainH t0 Blacbbeatb> but some of tb« grades might

oftffis^fe-nnVo'l andin th0 ““munity about the steep gradients
woniil-iH™ *1 3u,lin-36,a?dBO on=—are Tou not aware that even in England, where the
liersons'to l^iide'hm'ehtoprp TrJS 18 es^male.d bo bo 2,000 persons to the running mil? as against 44)0 

MS n Fn,;! n . ^ l a J1Umber of stecP hf™dients, as steep as there are here ? On some of tho
Jmes in Engknd gradients were years ago steeper. Tbere are only two inclines of 1 in 30 in this Colony
2 38 Is it It^ T Fe ,°n athc There are a &ood ^ * “33
mlLd wMlth a fff.tliat,ln,LuSla,ld> with the great advantages they have there of the large amount of
SunS General v toerl “ “f ll,Cely.to -^eld good interest, owing to the character of the
countiy generally, there arc many lines as steep as 1 in 30 or 1 in 3G ? I know there were such lines
gradetf rin^TIn^n hD ^ f8!6 been a!terod or not. On the original lino to Oldham there was a 

i t d tbe Iine between Bnstol and Birmingham there was a grade of 1 in 37 worked
for a number of years, and I am not sure that it is not worked now. b

2139.
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2139. Are you aw'are that on the "Western and North-western lines, running to South and aSorth Wales,
there are steep inclines ? There were steep inclines, but I should not like to say that they are there now, ^ 
because they may have been altered. 27Mar., 1894.
2140. However, grades of 1 in 33, 1 in 3G, and 1 in 42 are not uncommon in many other parts of the
world besides New South Wales? I do not think they are uncommon, but I do not remember at tho 
present moment any of tbe lines you allude to as having inclines of that kind, and I should not like to 
say unless I was positive that it was so. _
2141. During the progress of the sittings of the Committee I called upon tho Commissioners, through tho 
Secretary, who was examined, for a return of the number of accidents that had taken place on the 
Lithgow Zigzag, the number of persons injured, the nature of tbe injuries, the amount of compensation 
paid to the persons injured, tbe injury caused to the rolling-stock, and tbe amount that was expended in 
placing the rolling-stock in as good a condition as it was before it was injured, and this return is given iu 
the Secretary’s evidence ; but he stated that they could only give a return for five years, that is, since the 
Commissioners have had charge of the railways—and that during those live years the amount of money 
spent by the Bailway Department in the repair of rolling-stock and paying compensation to persons 
injured, and for damage to goods, and so forth, amounted only to £.1.030 10s. 5d;—is that anything 
extraordinary, considering these steep grades and the amount of traffic for five years? I think not, and 
if you take into consideration that it is not the fault of the Zigzag, but some mishap 6u the part of the 
officials.
2142. Tou know as a matter of fact that before you gave up tbe charge of the railways there were very 
few accidents on the Zigzig? Very few indeed.
2143. And never any serious ones ? I do not think so.
2144. I find this in the record of accidents—that on tbe 13th April, 1892

Double-train backed into dead-end top points ; the rear engine stopped suddenly whilst other engine was giving 
steam ; trucks buffer-locked and derailed.
Was it not gross carelessness on the part of tho men driving the rear engine to give steam when the other 
engine had stopped ? Tes; it was the cause of tho accident, no doubt.
2145. Is it right to characterise such accidents as incidental to the working of the Zigzag ? Certainly not.
2146. That might happen anywhere else ? Yes. _
2147. A push-up engine is used from Emu Plains to Katoomba ? Ifrom Emu Plains to the first station.
They ascend up an incline of 1 in 30.
2148. We have it in evidence that there are push-up engines used all the way to Katoomba? There
might be tho same accidents as on the Zigzag, if the same carelessness were exhibited. _
2149. The other two accidents were of the same character. If instructions are given to engine-drivers, as I 
believe they are, not to go down the Zigzag faster than 10 miles an hour with a train, do you think, if 
those instructions are carried out, and Westinghouse or other continuous brakes are used, there is 
greater danger, or evon as great danger, in descending a grade of 1 in 42 as in passing over sonic of the 
long inclines with grades of 1 in 33 ? Certainly not. There is no chance of accident in descending those 
grades at a speed of 10 miles, or even greater speed, with a Westinghouse brake, for you can check the 
speed at any time if necessary.
2150. A.n accident might occur through engine-drivers not carrying out their instructions, but with a 
speed of 10 miles an hour the chance of accidents would bo very remote ? Tes.
2151. Do you think, from your long experience, that there would be as great a chance of accident in 
descending tho incline from Mittagong to Picton as on the Zigzag ? Ear more chance.
2152. And as great a probability of accident in descending the long incline down to Peat’s Perry bridge?
No doubt. That is a steep incline, and would bo a dangerous part of the road if the engine-drivers were 
careless.
2153. If proper care is exercised you do not consider there is any great danger in going down the Zig
zag ? I do not.
2154. Prom the evidence you have given I gather that there were few accidents on the Zigzag before you 
resigned the general supervision of the railways of the Colony, and during that time our rolling-stock 
was not fitted with Westinghouse brakes? No ; I introduced tbe Westinghouse brakes, in the Colonies.
2155. Therefore, there are still greater opportunities of preventing accidents now in taking trains down 
the Zigzag, seeing we have continuous brakes attached to our trains, than there were in the early 
working of tho line at that place, when there were scarcely any accidents? Tes; and on any parts of the 
line the Weslinghouso or some other good brake is a necessity in working any of tho steep grades.
2156. Adi the passenger and stock trains have Westinghouse brakes and the goods trains arc being 
rapidly fitted with them as well. Would the fact of having these brakes fitted to almost all our railway 
stock ensure a reasonable and fair immunity from accidents on the Zigzag, consistent with the dangers 
incidental to railway traffic everywhere ? Yes, no doubt. Of course the Westinghouse, or some other 
good brake, is a necessity in working all steep inclines ; in fact, all lines, whether steep or not, require a 
good brake of some kind or other. At that time we were working all trains without any such brakes.
2157. It has been stated in evidence that they have Baldwin and other goods engines so powerful that
they take thirty loaded trucks up the Zigzag ;—is not that a fair-sized train ? I should think it was. I 
saw the other day that they said an engine did not take its full limit up the Zigzag; it only took thirty 
trucks, and they said tho limit was thirty-three; therefore, it took very nearly its full limit up the 
Zigzag. -
■2168, Would not thirty trucks he considered a very fair load for an engine to take up any incline? Tes ; 
but you want to know the number of tons taken up.
2159. But thirty trucks, laden with 0 tons of coal, would bo a pretty good load ? Tes.
2160. Mr.McOourt^\ Ear some years after the construction of the Western line, do you remember the 
number of trucks the engines used to take up the mountains ? I think they took ten trucks each.
2161. Do you remember ordering tbat they should take twelve ? 1 think 1 did, and I think the engine- 
drivers did take twelve.
2162. Tou arc aware that the improved engines which we have now take up thirty loaded trucks ? No, I 
am not aware.
2163. Having larger and stronger engines, does that not materially cheapen the traffic on the mountains ?
It should do so, no doubt; but I have my own doubts about the new engines taking thirty trucks up.

2164,
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e^> ^ tii'tc 1;liiriv trucks, they take up double what the old engines used to take?
While they take more, they are double the weight.

27Mar., 1894. ^165' ^■nfl would not that cheapen the traffic on the mountains ? No doubt. .
2166. Supposing that during the next ten years engines will take forty or fifty trucks ? Well, there is a 
limit to the weight of an engine. If you increase the weight of engines, you must increase your per
manent way and bridges. Therefore, there is a limit to what engines ought to take, and X do not think it 
is always desirable to get the heavier engines, for they do more injury to the permanent way, and to the 
bridges, and to themselves. But there is a certain weight you must have to take loads profitably.
2167. But, on account of the heavier engines, tho mountain is not such a bar to traffic as it used to be ? 
A heavier engine can, of course, take more goods than a smaller engine. The load taken depends on the 
weight and steam power. You cannot get a light engine to take the same weight as a heavy one,
2168. That would not be possible ? No; I do not think so.
2169. Mr. Wall.\ InYhc working expenses of a line, is auy allowance made for the cost of replacing the 
line at any time ? No. You mean, I suppose, a sinking fund to replace tho line. The repairing of the 
permanent way and all things connected with it are paid for yearly out of the railway revenue.
2170. So the annual expenditure on the permanent way covers the cost of replacing? Yes; I do not 
know that it always does, but it ought to do.
2171. So if a line were constructed and continued to work until the end of time, the depreciation by 
wear and tear on the line would be compensated for by the annual expenditure on the permanent way ? 
Yes ; and the same with the rolling-stock. It is always repaired out of revenue.
2172. That being the case, there would be no necessity for the establishment of a sinking fund? No. 
21/3. You stated, 1 think, that there was a limit to the age of a line? I do not know that 1 said that. 
21/4. I inferred that it could not last for ever, and that the £250,000 cost of the line would at some 
period become a charge ? No ; I said that if you borrowed capital to construct a railway you not only had 
the interest to pay but the capital to refund at some time or other.
2175. The interest on the present line is now being deducted from tho Commissioners’ accounts, and the 
construction of a new line, costing (say) £9,000 per annum, and turning in £10,000 per annum, must 
necessarily effect a saving of £1,000 a year, must it not ? 1 was not aware the Commissioners were payitf’ 
interest on the loan account. r i a
21/6. In their account of the working expenses of the line they include interest on tho cost of construc
tion, and it is deducted in their account from the annual earnings ;—I am only speaking of figures they 
have given to us? 1 have not seen the figures,
2l7/,-Jhe^UraSubmitfcedtousarc —that the annual interest on tbe capital required
would bo £9,000, and tho return would be £10,000, leaving a profit of £1,000 per annum ? Yes ; but 
then you have got to do what 1 wish to point out. You must pay the interest, and you have 1 he*debt 
also to repay at some time or other, and that £1,000 will go a very small way towards that,
2178-9, Having had charge of the construction of lines in this Colony for many years, I should like to ask 
you whether you would, in the capacity of Engmecr-in-Oliief, think yourself justified in recommending 
the construction of a line that conferred no advantages excepting tho earning of £1,000 a year—that 
opened up no new country, or made no new connection—would you feel justified in recommending the 
expenditure of £250,000 for a deviation that would simply turn in £1,000 a year?
21SO. Chairman.] You spoke in no measured terms, condemning the Colo Valley proposal;—had you a 
proposal from Blacbtown to Blayney—I think Mr, Gfipps’ line—did you give sonic consideration to that 
while you were in office? Yes; I made a report on it. My impression of that line and Mr. G-ipps’ 
impression appear to be very different. I have an impression that I reported differently from what he 
stated to the Committee the other day,
2181. Comparing the two proposals, namely, via Colo Valley, to join the main line at Dubbo, and Mr. 
Gipps scheme from Blacktown, to join tho main line at Blayney—do you think either of them were 
feasible or worth considering? I do not think so. "
2182 You would put those both in the same class, as being visionary ? I think I did. I think I did not 
speak so favourably of Mr. Gipps’ proposal as he spoke of it himself here the other day.
2183. Mr. Dawson] You say there would be 24 miles of tunnel in the Colo Valley line would that 
make much difference if the line were used for goods only ? Well, 1 think you should look at the expense 
or tunnelling. But 24 miles of tunnelling is quite sufficient to condemn any line.
2184, You object to it on the ground of expense ? Ido not think it practicable; and even if it were so it
would open up no new country, or be in any way a substitute for tbe Western line. ’

_________________________ _____________________________________________ MONDAY,
Non! (on revisim) :—l beg to furnish the following statement as to the grades The following is an extract from 

tho proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, April 6th, 1S5G :-Mr. Hawkshaw, V.P., was anxious to correct a 
statement which might have the effect of misleading those who were unacquainted with the railway system of this country. 
It had been asserted that the lackey ami the Painton were the only inclines worthy of notice. There were a greatnumhor 
of inclines on the English and Scotch lines, and they were increasing every year, for railways wero continually in course of
construction throngh hilly districts which were formerly regarded as impracticable. Even before the construction of tho
bouth Devon line there wore numerous inclines which wero worked with a large passenger traffic. Halifax for instance 
had an incline of 1 in 44, and thirteen years ago (in 1S43) twenty-two passenger trains, together with heavy goods trains’ 
were daily, without difficulty, conveyed over it. The change m the views of tiie engineers on this subject lias been very 

1 ' , , ^tee,p,lncliries "'ere' therefore, no novelty in railway engineering nor were the performances cited greater 
than tliose which had been accomplished for years past in this country. The gradients mentioned by Mr. (now Sir Johnl 
Hawkshaw are :— '

Dainton ............................................................. l m 45
•Lickcy.................................................................. 1 in 37
Oldham ............................................................. ] m2?
heeds .................................................................. 1 in 50

Halifax ............................................................. 1 in 44
Hunts Bank ................................................... 1 in 49
Bradford............................................................. 1 in 50

In the proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, January 10th, 1877, vol. 48, p. 43, a table of the 
Croat Western Railway is given. They include the following

Steeper than 1 in 40..................................................................................................................
1 in 40 and steeper than I in 45.........................................................................................................................................’’
1 in 45 „ ,, ,, 1 in 50............................................................................................................................ "
1 in 50 ,, ,, ,, 1 in 60........................................................................................... ................................................
1 in GO „ ,, „ 1 in 70...........................................................................
1 in 70 „ ,, ,, 1 in 80.................................................................................................................. ..........................

gradients of the 
Miles.

.... o-o

.. . 13-3 

.... 25-9 

.... 60-9 

.... 85-6 

.... 72'7, Jcc,
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MONDAY, 2 APItJZ, ISOi,

IBrcsmt:— 
JACOB GAERABD, Esq. 

Tlie Hors. William; Henht Huttoe.
Tlie Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. ErucDEiiicK Thomas IIumpheht.
The Hon, Jostn Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. 'William Joseph Tjuckett.
Thomas Thoaison Ewing, Esq.

(CilAinMAN).
Wu.LiAvr Chandos Wall, Esq. 
William Me Co hut, Esq.
John Cash Hkild, l^sq.
EnwAitD William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Chahles Collins, Esq, _
IIemiv Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

William Theodore Eoxlee, M. Inst. C.E., Engineer-in-Chicf for Existing Lines, Department of Railways,
sworn, and further examined:— ■

21S5. Chairman.'] When you were last before tho Committee, you anticipated that within ten days you ^ WT.
would have sufficient evidence at your command to he able to express an opinion as to whether the further ^jjjf e*'’
deviations which you were surveying were beneficial or otherwise, as compared with LTo. 1 scheme; are
you in possession of that; information ? I can give you in a general way the result of our investigation, j 1894.
The alternative scheme commences at the 83th mile post, on the western side of Bell station, takes a route
along the northern side of the existing line passes through two tunnels and then down Farmer's Creek,
and rejoins the existing lino near Eskbank. The length of the lino would he a little over 8 miles, and
the ruling grade will be 1 in (>0. The two tunnels will bo about 1,G00 yards long and G82 yards long
respectively; and tbe estimated cost of a double Hue throughout is approximately £250,000. It was only
this morning that I received tho approximate plan and section, and 1 have since hurriedly put some figures
together in order to make an approximate estimate of the cost. The Commissioners have not yet had time
to look into the scheme: but they will do so no doubt, and inform tbe Committee of the saving which they
anticipate will be effected if the deviation were carried out.
218G. What is the distance between the point where you leave the lino and the point where you rejoin 
it ? Along the existing line, about 9 miles.
2187. Toil save l mile ? The saving would be about 1 mile, 10 chains on the existing route.
2188. Is 1 in GO the tunnel grade as well as the ruling grade P Tes; I have no doubt in my mind that 
tho scheme is perfectly feasible and that it can be done for tbe amount I have named.
2189. That cuts out tho grade of 1 in 42 on the Lower Zigzag ? Tes, and the 1 in 50 from Dargan’s Creek 
to Bell, and I in 33 from Dargan’s Creek to Clarence siding.
2190. Are there not any very important watercourses to cross during the length of 8 miles? The most
important one that we shall have to deal with is Farmer’s Creek, near Eskbank. There will be some 
heavy work there, but I consider that in the estimate of £250,01)0 ample provision has been made for the 
watercourses. Although the ground adjacent to the creek is somewhat rugged, there is not a largo 
quantity of water passing down it. ■
2191. Will you interfere to any great extent with private properties, such as collieries or anything like 
that? Xo.
2192. Unless you make a very great diversion to the north of your line, so as to get your distance, 1 do not 
see how you are going to cross the present 1 in 42 grade on tho level? It starts sufficiently far bade to 
cross the existing line about on the level at the 93rd mile post.
2193. Tou arc gradually ascending on a grade of 1 in GO upon a portion of what is now a grado of 1 in 
50? Tos.
2191. Where would you cross the line ? A.bout the 93rd mile post. Care has been taken to avoid any 
interference with any colliery sidings or workings.
2195. Do you think you have allowed sufficient for 8 miles of new liue with 2,282 yards of double tunnel?
I am sure I have. 1 have also added a percentage for contingencies. I know the estimate is sufficient.
219G. It is only a little over £25,000 more than tho cost of your No. 1 scheme? No; that line we 
estimated to cost £213,245.
2197. I thought you had a certain amount for contingencies ? That is included iu the sum. I should 
mention that a large portion of the line at the Bell end will be very light indeed—practically a surface 
line. There is a ridge which will be pierced with a main tunnel near the trigonometrical station, and 
having passed through the ridge the line will bo very light indeed until it reaches the main line at the 
85th mile post near Bell. That accounts for what may appear to be a low estimate, taking the total length 
of the line. The heavy work lies between the trigonometrical station and Eskbank ; until you got to tho 
trigonometrical station, there is very little work. The deviation has also tbo advantage of cutting out a 
number of 8 and 10 chain curves.
2198. What is your sharpest curve ? Eifteen chains radius.
2199. It will cut out a lot of S and 10 chain curves which you consider very objectionable? Tes.
2200. With this information before you—rather startling information, I should think—are you prepared 
to express an opinion as to whether it is desirable to adopt this route at a cost of £250,GOO, with all 
the advantages you have mentioned, in preference to the No. 1 route at a cost of £213,000? Personally,
I am still of opinion that No. 1 scheme is the best; but the traffic officers are going into the question of 
the saving which would be effected by this alternative route, and no doubt the result of their investigation 
will be known shortly. I am still strongly of opinion the No. 1 scheme will turn out tho best.
2201. But if with No. 1 scheme you still have the objectionable gradeof 1 in 42 at the bottom points, and 
a grade of 1 in 50 between Dargan’s Creek and Bell, and also an extreme length of tunnel, as tunnels 
go in this country, do you think that the advantages to bo derived from the lino which you have described 
io ns will more than counterbalance the disadvantages connected with that scheme? That is my opinion.
Of course the great advantage which we have in the No. 1 route is lhat is tho shortest possible route.
That tells by reducing train mileage. There we save 2 miles 71 chains upon the existing route ; hero 
we save 1 mile 10 chains only. That is where it comes in, and T should not be in the least surprised to 
find that after all you will consider No, 1 route to be the best. Wo shall see when the traffic officers have

, gone into this alternative scheme, the plans of which, as I have just said, have only just come up this 
morning.

205—L 2202.
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Foxlec.'Eiq. present voiir view is that because Xo. 1 scheme is so much shorter it is the best, but when
M.I.C.E. * , e Commissioners have inquired into the scheme from the traffic point of view it may be desirable to tube 

tlie last surveyed line ? It may be ; J cannot say definitely.
2 April, 1894. 220-1. Do you hand in a detailed estimate of your No. 1 scheme? Yes. (Viih Appendix.)

22Uf. You were asked on a iormer occasion to acquaint yourself with the details of Mr. Deane’s scheme, 
n ith a view to giving the Committee your opinion on the scheme;—you have been furnished with the details 
winch you required ? Ireceived theplans on Saturday morning, i should explain that quite unexpectedly 
J had to go with the Commissioners on their western tour to Bourkc last week. I did not get back until 
the end of the -week; hut your secretary was good enough to let mo have the plans on Saturday morning, 
with the details of Mr. Deane’s scheme. I am sorry that I have not been able to go over the ground ; but 
still I am, I think, in a position to make some remarks upon bis scheme. I tvant the Committee io 
understand that what I am going lo say is in the most friendly spirit towards Mr. Deane. I am going to 
give my opinion upon tho figures which have been put before me. I think his estimate is rather low. 
Take first of all his earthtvork. 1 think 1 am right in saying that to compare like with like, his formation 
for a double line has been taken in cutting at 26 feet; ours has been taken at 28 feet; that should add 
£2,600^ to his estimate. Then his tunnel is put down at £53 16s, per yard ■ ours is put down at £53 ; 

■■ that will make a difference of £6,694. Then I do not see any item in his estimate for sanctuaries or
recesses in the sides of the tunnel. These, put down at tho figure at which they are included in my 

■ ■ estimate which is practically tho same as Mr, Deane’s—will be £616. Then there is no allowance for
tunnel fronts in bis scheme. That, in my estimate—I have estimated them, I think, as cheaply as they 

■ ■ can be built in concrete, and tbere are a good many of them—will amount to £2,300 in his scheme. Then
he has not included anything for signals. J have allowed £500 for signals at Dargan’s Creek. Altogeiher 
making an addition of £13,510 ; and adding 5 per cent, for contingencies to the whole amount, which 1 
have done in my own cslimate, would bring his estimate up to £192,602. Of course I have not been over 
the ground, and 1 cannot speak quite definitely ; but in addition to that some provision must bo made 
for crossing the deep gullies—60 feet, 65 feet, 110 feet, and 85 feet below such level—by providing 
waterways, either in the shape of culverts or viaducts. "Wc bave all of us in our recollection, 1 am sure, 
tho terrible accident which occurred at Dell three or four years ago, through the slipping away of the 
embankment. The accident was caused by the embankment becoming saturated. The gulley crossed was 
a comparatively small one—and tbe bank could not be more than 25 or 30 feet deep—yet the whole 
line slipped away, ]. think it null be quite evident to the Committee that in the case of tho gullies I have 
indicated on the plan, some provision will have to be made for passing the water under the embankments. 
The sum of £4,026 for culverts and box drains seems extremely small. A culvert of moderate size in one 
of these embankments would cost that money. 1 should have thought that £14,000 would be nearer the 
mark than £4,000 for these works.*
2205. As you have not been over the ground, perhaps I may state that these gullies have very little
watershed area ? That may be. The bank at Bell had very little watershed area—not much more than 
twenty times the size of this room—yet it melted away and allowed the train to roll down and kill one 
or two people. ■
2206. Do you find that in Mr. Deane’s estimate there is no provision made for that ? 1 find that there
is a sum of £4,036, which 1 do not think anything like sufficient. Of course, I may bo wrong, but looking 
at that section it docs not look enough. Slaking these additions, and allowing 5 per cent, for contin
gencies, I bring his estimate, as I have just staled, up to £192,602, without adding anything to the item 
for culverts or viaducts. ’
2207. It really comes to this: that Mr. Deane’s scheme will cost practically the same as No. 1 scheme
proposed by the Bailway Commissioners P 1 have very little doubt in my mind about that, .
^208. Have you any other points to mention ? 1 have not any other points to which I would wish to
direct the attention of the Committee. *
2209. Di addition, of course, to the cost being somewhat similar to the cost of your own No. ] scheme, 
tbere is the additional length of line ? There is a considerably additional length of double line to be 
maintained.
2210. Mr. Humph cry.'] Have you estimated how long it will take to complete this new deviation P It 
could not possibly be done under two veers.
2211. in the same period which tvonld be occupied in carrying out your No. 1 scheme ? Yes. Although 
tbe main tunnel is somewhat shorter the line is longer ; therefore, I think it would not be safe to say it 
would bo constructed m less than two years.
2212. In giving your opinion that the No. 1 proposal is the preferable, have you taken into consideration
that your new proposal would have the effect of cutting out the whole of the objectionable grades for a 
distance of S miles? I have taken all that into account. I wish you to understand lhat it is only my 
own opinion that I give, ‘ ’
2213. Do you not think that a greater saving will be effected by reducing those grades to 1 in 60? That 
is met by the increased distance which tbe trains would have to travel.
2214. By reducing tbe grades on the whole length of 8 miles, do not you think a greater saving would be
effected than by merely constructing a tunnel for 2 miles, and still leaving the objectionable grades? 1 
do not think so. I thmk the advantage will be fonnd to lie with No. 1 scheme, but the tunnel is only 
1 mile 49 chains in length. ^
2215. You think an additional length of 1 mile 70 chains would neutralise any advantage which would be 
gained by the improvement of the grade? J do,
2216. By constructing ihe No. 1 deviation, you will have for all time a grade of 1 in 42 ? That is so.
2217. It would be impossible to cut that out except at great expense ? itos.
2218. By this new proposal you would get rid of mile of 1 in 42 grade which crthe.’wise must be
permanent? Yes. .
2219. "\Y hat view do you take of that ? That means the employment of a bank-engine, the cost of which
we can estimate. J mean to say that if wc retain the 1 in 42 grado to the mouth of the main tunnel on 
the No. 1 proposal, it means the retention of toe bank-engine at a certain sum per annum. I considered 
that before expressing my opinion to the Committee] 2220.

* Nots (on irvuuon) Since giving evidence I have neon Mr. Deane, and, although he admits that the tunnel fronts 
and sanctuaries are not specifically mentioned in his estimate, he states that they are included in the iirice of the tunnel.— 
W.T.F.
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2220. Do you say that in point of economy the No. 1 proposal should be preferred to this new proposal? (
I am strongly of opinion that it will work out so, when it has been gone into by the traffic officers. They ju/q, j;. ’ 
are considering the matter now. .
2221. Mr. O’Sullivan.] As your new proposal commences at the 85th mile post, just bolow Bell, it would 2 April, 1894.
cut out all the line between that point and the Clarence tunnel, as well as the Zigzag ? Yes. ^
2222. Is there not some trade done in timber between Bell and Clarence tunnel ? I believe there is a 
small local trado'at Clarence siding, but I do not think that it amounts to very much.
2222'a-, Would it he necessary to leave the old lino for the service of that traffic ? That is a traffic matter 
upon which I am hardly in a position to speak, hut I should scarcely think so. _
2223. Mr. Davies.] Havo you been over this last deviation P I have boon over the greater portion 
of it.
2224. Was it discovered by Mr. Suttor, a member of your staff ? Mr. Suttor, one of our stall, gave ns
the information. lie informed us that his father had told him that the stock from his station used to be 
brought round somewhere in the direction of the proposed deviation down Farmer’s Creek. _
2225. Practically, it was he who discovered this route? lie gave us the information.
2220. He was tho first man, I presume, who passed over the route? He gave the information to tho 
Department, and I believe he was the first to give the information to me,
2227. Ho was the first to give the information to the Department, as far'as you know? I think so, I am 
not quite sure that Mr. Suttor did not tell me that he informed the Department, before the Commissioners 
took office, that his father had told him that there was a practicable route rouud_ that way,—that tho 
stockmen used to take their cattle round tho shoulder of the hill on the north of the present line, and 
down Farmer's Creek,
2228. Ho made the survey ? Ho has been assisting in making tbo survey.
2229. He is your principal surveyor ? Mr. Baxter is my principal surveyor, and Mr. Suttor has been
working with him. _
2230. Have you any tracing or plan of your proposed deviation to show the Committee? I have no
tracing at present. We have a rough plan, but I am not 111 a position to put it before the. Committee 
until the Commissioners have had a chance of looking at it It was only brought to town this morning, 
and the Commissioners have had no opportunity of seeing it. ,
2231. Ah you were summoned to give evidence on this question, you should havo brought the plan with t
you ? 1 ;un in the hands hf my Commissioners. _
2232. You are in the hands of this Committee at the present time? I am here to give evidence, but I 
am not here to produce plans which have not been submitted to my Commissioners.
2233. Are you aware that this Committee is tho highest court of inquiry which has been constituted by 
Parliament in respect of the construction of public works? Fes, but I am here to a certain extent as the 
mouthpiece of the Kaihvay Commissioners, and 1 do not consider it is my duty to bring forward any plans 
and proposals of which they arc not cognisant.
2231. Arc you not aware that tho Committee, through the Chairman, can summon you to produce any 
plans or documents that may be in your possession ? I am ; but. 1 am sure that the Committee would 
not care to be misled by plans winch do not represent the views of tlie Bailway Commissioners. _
2235. What is the value of your evidence without the plans of your proposal ? That is for tbe Committee 
to determine. ... .
223G, You are here as a witness, and as a public officer you ought to ho prepared to give this information 
to the Committee ? 1 am here to give information readily and freely, as far as I can, but [ am not hero
—I may he misinterpreting my position—to bring forward something of which the Commissioners may 
not approve.
2237. Will you give a detailed statement of your alternative route—the No. 4 scheme? My estimate of '
£250,000 is only an approximate one. We arc not. in a position to give any details at present.
2238. How many thousand cubic yards of cutting would there be ? J have not tho details before me.
2230. AVhat amount of sidings would there be ? I have given £250,000 as a round and approximate 
figure;—perhaps it would have been better for me to have said that I could not give any information as 
to cost, J am, however, as I have just said, not in a position to give the details to-day, _
2210. You stated that there would be 2,282 yards of tunnelling in your scheme ; what would it cost per 
yard ? If you refer to the detailed estimate of the No. 1 proposal which I have handed iu, you will sec 
that I put it down at £58 per yard, and the cost would he tlie same on this route.
2241. You propose to cut out 9 miles of the existing liue ;—do you know the capital cost of that portion
of the line ? No. i
2242. Your estimate is simply an estimate of the cost of constructing 8 miles of line ? Yea.
2243. You do not take into account the capital cost of tho length of line you cut out ? 1 merely give an
estimate of the coat of the proposed deviation ; and when the saving estimated to be effected by that devia
tion has been ascertained, the Committoo will bo in a position to decide whether it is advantageous to 
carry it out or not.
2241. You state that the proposed deviation of 8 milos could he carried out at a cost of £259,000, yet 
you cannot give me any details in regard to tho side-cuttings, or the quantities of earth which would have 
to be moved ? No. You must only look upon that figure as a round or approximate figure.
2215. You might as well say £500,000 ? Oh, no ; you might not. i t
2240. But to get the approximate cost, certainly there ought to he some details available? When the 
scheme has been submitted to the Commissioners, I have no doubt 1 shall be in a position to supply you 
with the details of tho estimate.
2247. You cannot tell the number of culverts? 1 cannot give you any details.
2218. You can only tell us you are going to cut out abput 9 miles of iine, and tbat you hope lo make the 
railway shorter bv a mile and 10 chains at a total cost of £250,000 ? Yes; and 1 bave pointed out tho 
advantage that will be gained by doing so. 1 am sorry that I am not in a position to give the Committee 
any further information. I should have been glad to havo been iu a position to bring the plans ; but I 
have been away from town, and it was only tins morning that they came before me.
2249. As the Engincer-in-Chicf for Existing Lines, do you think the Commissioners would be warranted
in spending £250,000 on this deviation ? 1 cannot express an opinion on a question of general policy.
T think it would be out of place for me 1o do so.
2250. You do not care to express an opinion ? I would rather not, 2251.
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2231, ^y]lat• are the commercial advantages of this proposed deviation which jmu mention? I (hink I 
have pointed out that tho effect would be to cut out the 1 in 42 from Eskbank to bottom points, the Zigzag,

f ____ ^ 1 in 30 against loads going west, and the 1 in 50 against loads coming east, known as Bell Bank, and
2 April, 1894, a number of very sharp curves. By reducing the ruling grade, the loads can of course be increased.

2252. AVhat saving do you think it will effect? I cannot tell you ; that question is being gone info now.
2253. You cannot tell the Committee whether it would be justifiable to spend this money ? hfo.
2254. Mr. McGourt.~\ Have you had a discussion with Mr. Deane as to which route is the best, and as to 
the cost? JSTo. ■ AVe have not gone into the thing together ; but as soon as the plans of No, 1 proposal 
were sent to Mr. Deane, we spoke in a general way of what the advantages would be, and he said that he 
thought he could find a cheaper route. But beyond that we really have not had any conversation upon 
the matter.
2235. Did he say that he thought that he could get a cheaper and a better route ? He said that he 
thought that he could get a cheaper route, but I am not sure whether ho said a better one.
2256. I suppose you are both aimiug at the same thing—the best route? Yes, of course; we want to do 
the best thing for the country,
2257. Do you not think it would he in the interests of the country if you were to discuss the matter with 
Mr. Dearie ? As far as 1 am personally concerned, I should be delighted to meet him and to do so.
2258. AVhy is it not done ; who is preventing it? I am not aware that it has been suggested before.
2259. Do you not think it would he in the public interest if yon and Mr. Deane were to discuss this 
matter ? I am quite sure that it could do no harm, and it might lead to some good. I want it to be 
understood that Mr. Deane and I are on the most friendly terms.
2260. 'Although you are on tlie most friendly terms, still you are picking each other’s work to pieces?

. That is hardly so. I made a proposal, a challenge was thrown down by Mr. Deane, and I naturally took
up the challenge, and expressed my opinion upon his counter proposal.
2261. Mr. Neild.'] AVith reference to the new line which has been surveyed on tho northern side of tho 
railway, has that proposal turned out as well as you anticipated ? From an engineering point of view, I

• ' think so, as far as I can judge at present.
2262. You have got as good a grade as you hoped to get ? Yes.
2263. And the line is no longer than you expected it to be ? No. I think, from an engineering point of 
view, it turns out quite as well as we were led to believe it would.

' 2264. If it has turned out as well as you expected, and you still prefer the longer tunnel or the No. 1 scheme,
what was your object in asking for the delay, which you pleaded so hard for iu order that this survey 
should he completed ? A route was suggested as feasible, and I, having one object in view—namely, the 
interests of the country—thought that it would be desirable to examine it, It has been examined, and the 
Committee will probably be apprised of the result shortly.
2265. Mr. Wall.] _ Have you compared this new route with the other routes before the Committee ? Not 
so far as the working of the line is concerned.
2266. AVithout making such comparison, you cannot say whether it is better than the routes which have 
been suggested by the Public A\rorks Department? I am not in a position to say that at present.
2267. Prior to initiating the survey of this new route, did you recommend the construction of the No. 1 
scheme of the Commissioners ? 1 did, believing it to be the best route.
2268. In the interests of the country, did you think it would be desirable to carry out that line without 
any further survey ? I believed it to be the best and the shortest route.
2269. Are we to infer that if you had not recommended the alternative proposal, we should not havo had 
this proposal put before the Committee ? I am not quite sure that it is right to say that I recommended 
its construction. The Commissioners, after some investigations had been made with a view to cut out the 
Zigzag, instructed mo to look into the matter, and No. 1 proposal is the result of my examination. Other 
people had been over the ground a good deal before me, and that appeared to me to be the best scheme.
I laid it before the Commissioners, and of course left it to them to decide whether it should be adopted or not.
2270. AVas it not, as amatter of fact, upon your report, that they decided to construct No. 1 scheme? I
believe that is so, after consultation with tlie traffic officers to ascertain what the advantages would be if it 
wore carried out. 0
2271. Since they decided to carry out that line, another route was recommended by the Public AVorks 
Department? A suggestion was made tbat a better route could be found.
2272. But since that suggestion was made tlie Commissioners have had a survey made of this line which 
you now submit? That is not quite the fact. The alternative suggested by their own officers came 
before us before Mr. Deane’s counter proposal.
2273. Are you iu a position to compare this proposal with the other proposals which are indicated on this 
plan ? No.
2274. The Commissioners are not in a position to say whether tho tram schemes which have been submitted 
by the Public AV orks Department are better or worse than the alternative scheme which you are now 
recommending to the Committee? AAro arc not in a position to say whether this alternative scheme is 
better than auy of the others, inasmuch as we have not gone into tho question of the working.
2275. Do you not think that the interests of the country would be served by the Commissioners investi
gating tho schemes submitted by the Department of Public AVorks ? I quite think they would ; but if I 
understand aright, the Commissioners have applied for information in regard to these alternative routes 
to be placed before them in accordance with the provisions of the Bailway Act, but have not been supplied 
with it. It was only on Saturday morning that I got from your Secretary the details of the “green’’ or 
No. 3 scheme, although I believe I am right in saying that the Commissioners had applied for information

. regarding it some weeks ago. *
2276. 'Are we to understand that the reason why we are deprived of your valuable services in recom
mending any of these routes is because the CommissKmers could not get certain information from the 
Department?' I do not know positively, hut I have understood that the Commissioners have not been 
supplied with information regarding the alternative routes suggested by the Department.
2277. Can you say whether the Commissioners have applied to the Department ? I cannot say positively 
but I believe it is a fact that they havo.
2278. And as a result of not obtaining the information they have submitted an alternative scheme of
their own? Not as a result of not getting that information. Soon after we had prepared the plans for 
our No. 1 scheme, it was suggested by an officer of our Department that a better route could be got; we 
thought it right to investigate it, and an investigation was begun straight a wav. 2279.

W. T. ■ 
To nice, Esq., 

M.I.C.E.
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2279. Mr. Sv.Uor?\ Why is it necessary to have a double line on the northern side of the railway if the T.
grade is only 1 in 60 ? In carrying out a work of this kind it would never do to construct a single line,
and wheu tlie traffic increases in the course of a few years, to bring the contractors on the ground agfim’
Further than that, there is a tunnel nearly a mile in length, which, for the purposes of ventilation, ^ s April, 1894. 
be a double one, and while we are about the work, whatever scheme is adopted, it ought to be a douo e 
road through the tunnel. _ , . .
2280. The line over the mountains is virtually a single line from Penrith? Apart from the question ot
tunnel ventilation, which is a very serious matter, it is desirable, while we are about it, to make a doub e 
road. At certain seasons it is even now extremely difficult to work the traffic over tho road. _
2281. What would be tbe cost of a single line ? I bave not gone into the matter sufficiently to say, but 1 
think it would be a pity for either route to consist of a single line.
2282. Do you think it is best to make a double line ? Certainly. We have a double line from Jiskban *,
to the bottom points, and it would be folly to substitute a single line for a double one oven for a portion 
of the distance. , , T ,,
22S3. Can you give us an estimate of the cost of a single line ? That can be prepared, although 1 would
not recommend it. . ,. T ,
228A Chairman.'] Approximately, what percentage would the cost of a single one bear to the cost ot a ■
double line ? That is rather too wide a question to ask. I can tell you that a single-lme tunnel would
cost from £35 to £10 per yard, and a double-line tunnel about £60 per yard. ^
2285. Can you say that a single line over the same country would cost approximately, say, 40 per cent,
less than a double line ? 1 would rather not give a general answer of that sort. I can toll you m every
given case, with the greatest ease, what the difference in cost would be. . ;
2286. Mr. Suitor.~\ Will you furnish an estimate of the cost of a single line? Certainly.
2287. Mr. Dawson] Have you read Mr. Whitten’s evidence? IS'o ; I have not seen it.
2288. If he states that as far as he knows neither line is required; that the old line can do all the.work
and is perfectly safe, and would he much cheaper, and that he could not advise the country to go to the 
expense of making a deviation, would not the opinion of an engineer of hm experience and standing be 
worth having? I think his opinion would be worth having, very much indeed; but that is only ms 
individual opinion, and I personally differ from him. ... . • i i r?-
2289. Tou think it is necessary to have one or tho other? I think it is very desirable to avoid the Zigzag
as soon as the country can see its way to do so. It was all right in its day, but no doubt the time is 
coming when it will be desirable to bave a straight through run. . .
2290. Do you mean tbat the time is coming in the immediate future ? I cannot tell; it is tor the
Commissioners and the Parliament to decide. _ ,
2291. Tou have a knowledge of the traffic ; do you think that at the present time it would be desirable to 
do away with tlie Zigzag ? I think it would be a very desirable thing to do away with tbe Zigzag. _
2292. Does the present traffic warrant the cutting out of the Zigzag ? I think it it would be very desirable 
to cut it out. It would very much facilitate the working of the traffic.
2293. Mr. Collins] Do I understand you to say that you prefer So. 1 scheme to No. 4 scheme because
it is shorter, although tbe grades on No. 4 are better ? Tes. . T
2294. The Department will get a greater amount of revenue from traffic over the extra mile? No. It
is not proposed, I believe, that tbere should be any alteration of existing rates. Tlie old mileage will be 
adhered to if the present scheme is carried out. . .
2295. Do you think that would be done if the line were lengthened considerably ? I am not in a posi
tion to say; but I do not think tbe Department would propose a deviation which would increase the 
present distance. ,
2296. Chairman] How long will it he before you are prepared to put before the Commissioners tbe whole 
of the details of your alternative scheme ? It can only be a question of two or three days. I want tlie 
Committee to understand that the plans and sections which have been made are merely preliminary plans 
and sections, but sufficiently accurate to enable a judgment to be formed upon the value of tbo route.
They are not what are known as working plans and sections, which would take some mouths to prepare, 
but they are sufficiently near to enable an opinion to ho expressed definitely upon the desirability, or 
otherwise, of adopting the scheme. . ,
2297. With the data you have before you tho Commissioners can decide at once ? I think it can only be
a question of a few davs. • .
2298. Do you know if it is tbe intention of the Commissioners to at once consider the question ? I
believe the plans are now under consideration. The plans only came up this morning, and really there 
has not been proper time to look into them. _ ,
2299. Are you aware whether a Departmental Board is now considering the question of the saving to ho 
effected on tho line ? Tlie question of the saving to be effected is being considered by the traffic officers.
2300. This Board is reviewing the estimate which was made in regard to the No, 1 route, and considering 
tlie saving which may be effected in connection with tho alternative route? That is so, I believe. _
2301. Mr. Davies] Perhaps the reason why you only received the papers and plans from the Eugineer- 
in-Chief for Railways on Saturday morning was owing to your absence from Sydney? It may have been.
There would have been no advantage from the plans being in my office earlier in the week, inasmuch as 1 
was absent in tho west. When I. spoke of plans and information not having reached the Commissioners,
I referred to an application which l believe they made some weeks ago.
2302. I understand that the plans and information which you received on Saturday were waiting in 
this room for some days prior to your return to Sydney ? I have no doubt they were ; but even so, I 
think it is not unreasonable to expect the informtion to be sent to me.
2303. Tou think that the plans should have been sent before you returned to Sydney? No; hut I do not 
think it is unreasonable to expect that the plans should have been sent over to my office.
2304. Chairman] I may state that the plans were sent over to your office on Thursday by the Secretary 
to the Committee; it was the detailed estimate which was sent to your office on Saturday morning ? Tes.

TUE8DA.T,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

Hugh McLachlan, Esq,, Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, sworn, and further examined :—■
m THi i 23°5' C7w/™WJ!-] You received a request from the Secretary to tin's Committee, askiim you to furnish us 

IT ’ Wltli the detai!s of jour estimated saving of .^10,090 ou the Ko. 1 route, and also to give Us auy infor- 
matiou you might have as to the probable savings or otherwise ou the No. 3 route. Have you got .that 

3 April, 1894, Ju™rmatiou with you? Tes. It is coniained in two letters, and a statement attached to one of those 
letters, which I now produce and read: —

“ir> Government Railways of New South Wales, Secretary's Office, Sydney, 3rd April, 1S04.
,, In response to_ the request made in your letter of 2Sth March that tho Railway Commissioners would furnish
the Public \\ orks Committee with a statement of the details of the saving to be effected by the cutting out of the Litimow 
Zigzag, I am directed by tho Commissioners to forward .statement attached to this letter, from which it will bo seen that 
the actual savings as worked out by their principal officers, on the train-mile basis, would amount to about £18,000 per 
lunnim. 1 ho Commissioners desire me to statu that the actual facilities to the working of the Western Line traffic—which 
must become greater and greater year by year—cannot lie gauged in figures, as the n hole mode of working can be altered 
to much advantage, and the result to the Railways will be greater than expressed by the foregoing figures.

"With regard to the request that the Commissioners should furnish a statement to include ; —
(1.) The total approximate earnings ;
(2.) The total approximate expenses ;
(3.) Tho total interest on Idle proposed new expenditure ; and 

mi ri interest on the cost of the line which, if the deviation be carried ont, will be abandoned.
The Commissioners desire me to say that the earnings would be precisely the same as over the present line, as they propose 
to charge the same rates for traffic passing over the new lino as are charged over the existing line. The expenses will be 
reduced as shown in paper referred to in previous paragraph. The total interest on the proposed new expenditure will in 
all probability be from £S, 000 to £9,000 per annum.

. With regard to the total interest on the cost of the line which will be abandoned, the Commissioners are unable to 
give any information on this point, as the linn was constructed long before they took office, and they have no data upon 
which they can give the information. The Commissioners would, however, point out that in theit opinion the real question 
is : _How much additional interest will have to be found annually in connection with the Railway capital to eliect the 
savings and advantages which will accrue from carrying out the great improvement in the working of the railways' 
by this scheme, including the important advantage of cutting out the Zigzag and the 1 iu 33 grade by which it is aimroauhod 
from the eastern side. 11

Tho financial position is, so far as can be at present estimated, tbat by an expenditme of £8,003 or £9,000 iier 
annum, £18,000 per annum, and probably more, will be saved. J have, &c.,
mi « r - H. MuLACSILAN,Ihe becrctary, Public Works Committee. -------- Secretary

Proposed Lithjov; Zitpcu] Deviation.
During the year ended 31st October, 1S93, there wore run ■

2,370 Down goods trains, and 
2,102 Up „ „ .

Total, 4,562

By cutting out the Zigzag and tho 1 iu 33 grade against traffic going west which now exists between Dargan's 
Creek and Clarence biding, not more than 1,420 down and 1,024 up goods trains (total, 3,044) would be 
required to haul the same aggregate number of waggons ; lienee there would he asavingof 1,0(8 trains x 115 
miles (the distance between Bell and Eskbank) = 17,647 train miles, which, at 4s. 8(1. per mite, would efiect
asavingof .......................................................................................................................................................... £4,117

In addition to the foregoing, iu consequence of the shorter route, there would be saved on each of the remaining ’
3,044-trains 2| miles per train (total, 8,751 mile;), each at 4a. Sd. per mile .................................................. 2,(142

A similar saving would be effected on l,40i regular passenger trains = 4,036 miles, each at 4s. Sd. per mile .... ’912
having in connection with non-use of push-up engines, it being proposed by the Commissioners to use engines

which will take full load without assistance on 1 in ,50................................................................................... j f,pq
Lstimated saving due to the shorter time of engine-drivers and guards being on duty, to theavoidancc of delays ' 

to trains, and to the practicability of men being run through on goods trams fiom Penrith to Bathurst imd
vice versa without incurring unreasonable hours or overtime (one hour each way)........................................... 3,000

At the present time it is the practice to take the same load through from Eskbank to Penrith, owing to tho iiicon- ’
venienoeof breaking up trains,_ consequent loss of time, Ac., and serious delay to traffic rendering tho 
alteration of load at Bell and liatooniba undesirable ; if tlie load is increased from Eskbank, it would be 
taken through from Eskbank to Penrith, and the benefit of this proposal would be practically that between 
Bell and Katoomba 568 ordinary trains would bo saved, equal to the train milcU'w of 9,656, which, at
4s. Sd., would be equal to.............................................................................................. .......... ’ ............... 2 253

Between Katoomba and Penrith the adoption of the larger through train loads as against the limited loads of ’ ' 
to-day would mean a saving of 18,176 train miles, equal to a further saving of...................... .............. 4 240

Or a total of.............................................................................. £13,094

Government Railways of New South Wales, Secretary's Office, Sydney 3rd April, 1894.
In reply to your letter of yesterday, asking tlie Commissioners to add to the statement they aie preparin'' for 

the information ol the Committee—their estimate of the value from a traffic point of view of the No. 3 suggested route for 
liic deviation to avoid the Zigzag, 1 am directed bv the Jladway Commissioners to state that the savings as worked out 
by tbe principal officers on tbe train-mileage basis would amount to about £ 15,100.

The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
2306. A Board of your oDicers sat yesterday to go into this matter?
of our officers met. "' '
2307. Did they take the No. 4 scheme into consideration? No.
2308. They had not that scheme before them at all ? Practically not.

1 have, A'C.,
H. McLACl 1 LAN,

Sourctaiy,
There was no Board. One or two

2309.
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2300. Havo the Commissioners hud tho details of that survey placed before them yet? No. UclachUn'
23LO. They ha\ e had no reports from the engineer upon it ? They have had notliing more than a personal . 
interview with hir. Toxlee. ,
2311. Have they ordered the information to be furnished lo them within a certain time in order that they tpApril, 1894. 
may come to a decision upon the matter? At the first their instructions wero lhat the survey was to bo 1 
expedited as much as possible, ft has taken more time than it was expected to do, because of tlie 
unfavourable weather. _
2:fL'J. Can you give us anv idea whet! the Commissioners will havo this information before them, and 
come to a decision upon it? No, T cannot ; but as far as any saving is concerned, the principle shown in 
tho figures I havo just handed in would be the same.
23113. .Did vou preside over the meeting of officers held yesterday to go into the details of tho survey ?
\\re had no conference ; the officers were just asked to come together.
231-1. J3ut as a matter of fact your officers came together and compared notes ? They had a chat about 
the matter. *
2315. You were not present? 1 was. _
2310. If Mr, Ifoxlee informed us that in his belief this Board, or whatever you term it, would consider 
the probable saving on the No. 4 route, he was under a misapprehension ? Yes, because we had not tbe 
facts before us. It was spoken about generally, but the figures were not worked out.
2317. How long would it take to compile an estimate of the probable saving on tho No. 1 route, tbo length
of which would be 8 miles—a saving of l mile 10 chains on the existing hue —anti tho maximum grado ’
1 in GO ? I think the Commissioners would like to see the full details before giving an opinion upon the 
scheme. No plan has been put before them yet. All they know is, that in all probability a grade of 1 in 
GO can be obtained. _ _
2318. But the officers who compiled the information you have just given us did not go into the question
of capital coat? No. ... . .
2319. J.t seems to me that if they know tho grades and the length of the line that is all they require ?
They could give an estimate of the saving on the No. 4 line, and it probably would not differ much from 
that which I have just submitted. While we should save more by discontinuing the push-up engines 
entirely, we should lose in train mileage. _ _
2320. You cannot tell us wheu the Commissioners will be ready to come to a decision on the No. 4 pro
posal ? No ; I thought Mr. Foxlee would have been able to give you that information as to time survey 
would be complete.
2321. Mr. O’Sullimn.] Why have you left out of your calculation tho interest on the £167,000 expended
on the old Zigzag ? The Commissioners thought that that was not a matter for them to consider. The 
Commissioners say that by spending a certain sum of money they can save so much; but if the Committee 
like to add the cost of tho original line, of course they can do so. _
2322. But you ])ractically propose to throw away £167,000? Yes; part of the existing line would be 
rendered useless.
2328. Mr. Hoskins.'] How do you make up your estimate of 4s. 8d. per train mile ? It is made up from 
various items, such as the wages of drivers, firemen, and cleaners, stores, oil, water, wear and tear on the 
locomotives, repairs to engines and carriages, traffic expenses, &c. As a matter of fact, if the proposed 
deviation were made, we could close two or three stations, such as Clarence siding and the platform at tho 
bottom points. That would save six or seven men.
2324. Bo you think it would be fair to people who bave taken up laud there to do that? What we havo 
to consider is that at the present time we require signalmen there to work the through traffic, and they 
could be withdrawn if the deviation wero made.
2325. The 4s. 8d. per mile applies to the whole of our railways ? Yes; and our officers say that the pro
portionate expenditure is higher on this part of the line than on the lines as a whole. The consumption 
of fuel is greater, while the traffic expenses are heavier, because tho stations arc closer together than 
they generally are in other place.
2326. But are there not grades, not only on the western, but even on the southern lines, longer and
steeper than those ou the Zigzag ? In our 2,500 miles of line there are, perhaps, 40 miles of I in 33, 
and of that, one mile is situated tit the point we are talking about. Therefore, the grade there is dispro
portionately heavy, compared with the whole ol our lines, Of course, there arc steep grades elsewhere— 
coming up from Emu Plains, for instance. _
2327. Therefore wc are to understand that the fuel required for working the Zigzag with a grade of 1 in
42 is not more than is required in other places ? It is proportionately, if that length of line is compared 
with the lines as a whole. The train-mile is worked out for the whole of our lines ; not lor any single 
section. _ _
2328. You say that if the Zigzag were avoided, you would dispense with two or three statious, for instance
Clarence siding ? "We would dispense with tlie men who aro now employed there to work the through 
traffic. We could possibly work the Clarence siding if it were kept open without a permanent staff, 
though that is a matter which the Commissioners have not considered. Clarence siding is the only place 
where there is any population. _
2329. Mr. McCourt.] Who wero the officers who made this estimate of £18,000 ? Principally Mr. Thow 
and Mr. Biehardson.
2330. Who estimated the saving of £10,000 ? Tlie same officers; but the first estimate was to some 
extent a general one, and was prepared to show that tho interest would bo covered by the saving.
When tho Committee challenged that estimate, the Commissioners asked these officers to go into tho 
matter more closely and see if the saving was not much in excess of what they had stated. .
2331. Did not Mr. Thow take every detail into consideration in making his estimate? No ; the principal 
item which makes the difference is the saving which would be effected by running trains right through to 
Penrith, and that was not taken into consideration at first.
2332. Then £10.000 was a misleading statement? That was an under estimate. All that the 
Commissioners wished to show was that the interest would be covered by the saving.
2333. Mr. Trickctt.] In the statement you banded in to-day you state that if tbo deviations were made 
3,044 trains would do tbe work which is done by 4,562 trains at the present time, but on page 45 of our 
evidence you will see tbat Mr. Biehardson, when asked about this matter, said that 3,276 trains would be

required
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McLachlan re(lu^r^^0 that amount ot work—whicli answer is correct? The answer that I have just given. The 
Esq. * Commissioners asked Mr. Richardson, when tic was going into this matter again, to take into consideration 

wrhat would be the saving, supposing the more powerful engines which it was intended to use on the 
3 April, 1894. mountains were used, and he thereupon worked it out as I have given it to you.

2334. Is not £8,000 a very large margin to leave? Yes ; but it is nearly all accounted for by this new 
item, which amounts to over £8,000.
2335. Which item is that? Tho estimated saving in. running trains right through from Eskbank to 
Penrith. I think when our officers were here before, they stated that there were other savings whicli 
need not be considered. In my opinion if the matter were thoroughly worked out, the total saving would 
be even greater than I have just stated. Eor instance, I do not think the saving between Katoomba and 
Eskbank going west, was considered. I think you could take larger loads than they have taken into 
consideration,
233(3. That is, if you used more powerful engines; but would not their use entail heavier working 
expenses ? Not more than have been given.
2337. Would it not create extra expense in wear and tear on the permanent way ? I think not, because 
the engines are better balanced. They are on more wheels, with no greater weight on each axle. But, of 
course, these questions arc more for a locomotive engineer to answer. I do not pretend to be an expert in 
regard to the details of working.
2338. In answers to question 10tl, you say, “ The line which will be cut out has cost tho country, say 
£105,000? Yes; but by working the old line you would make no saving.” How then can the 
Commissioners say in the letter which you have handed in, that they have no data as to the cost of the 
existing liue ? The sum mentioned there was stated by some member of the Committee. The Commissioners 
could not father it as their statement.
2339. I urther ou, question 10S2, you were asked, “ Therefore, if the line which it is proposed to dispense 
with cost £1130,000, the interest upon that is not to be calculated as an expenditure as against the 
estimated gain on the new line ? It is not calculated.”—I see that the Commissioners still adhere to that 
view of the case ? Yes.
2340. Although that money is apparently lost to the country, it is not to be taken into consideration in 
calculating the earnings of the proposed line ? No ; the Commissioners think that tho practical question 
is this; “ You are going to spend a certain sum of money to save so much, what interest will you get on 
your expenditure P”
2341. Mr. Wall.] In making a calculation regarding the saving on the proposed deviation, you assume 
that a stronger type of engines will be used ? Yes ; the powerful engines which were obtained for the 
mountain traffic.
2342. Are those engines used on the existing mountain line ? Not generally.
2343. If they were used would not the earnings on the existing lines be greater than they are now? You 
mean that the saving would not be quite so great.
2344. Yes ? That would be so. Wc should have a slightly higher average train load.
2345. You have put in a tracing showing the alterations that have taken place on the mountain line ; is 
it not a fact that that line has been altered since the Commissioners took charge of it, curves having been 
taken out, and grades having been reduced ? Yes ; in a number of places.
234G. Does not that lead to the inference that the line was originally laid out in the wrong place ? I 
could not say that. Railway companies all the world over, improve their liues as years go by in different 
ways. At first you want to spend as little as you can.
2347. Is it not a fact that the improvements effected by the Commissioners have been made at less cost 
than tho original cost of the line ? 1 should think so, because material and labour are cheaper than they 
were when the line was originally made. '
2348. Is it not a fact that although the lines have been straightened, and the grades reduced, a lesser 
quantity of earth has been removed ? I am not in a position to say.
2349. Mr. Muilng,] You preface your evidence by the statement that the saving is still problematical ? 
It is an estimate, and estimates are not strictly accurate.
2350. Do you mean that the saving will be even greater than is now shown ? The Commissioners think 
that it will be greater rather than less, when we come to work the line.
2351. Mr. Collins.] Was it at the request of your Department that this inquiry was adjourned for some
days, for the purpose of getting information ? The inquiry was not adjourned, although we asked that 
it might be adjourned. D
2352. Did your Department wish that the inquiry should he closed until we got information about the new
scheme ? I do not know that that was being considered, but I think the Committee have now got sufficient 
evidence before them as a matter of principle, because the No. 4 scheme is somewhat the same ns tho 
No, 2 scheme. '
2353. Mr. Eoxlee has stated that under all circumstances, he would prefer the No. 1 scheme, until 
he found that the other was cheaper? The details have not been submitted to the Commissioners, so 
that I could not say what their opinion in regard to it is.
2354. ' Mr. Mumphery.] Can you explain in what way a saving would be effected on the deviation in trains 
running between Penrith and Katoomba ? It can be explained in this way. At the present time, a train 
leaving Eskbank js limited as to load by theEigzag, and to avoid the delay to goods which would ensue if we 
joined these trains at the top, they are run right through, whereas, if tlie deviation were made, we should 
run longer trains through, and there would consequently ho a saving, not only on tho deviation, but 
on the line right through to Penrith.
2355. That saving would be on the up train, not on the down train ? Yes, a saving of about £6,000.
2356. Mr. Masking.] If the £6,800 per annum, which is the interest on the money expended in making 
the existing line were added to the £9,000 per annum, whicli will be the interest on the cost of the 
proposed deviation, tlmt would bring the total amount of interest to be paid up to £15,800, which was to 
be set against your saving of £18,000 ? Yes.
23o7. Therefore, the Commissioners suggest that the country should incur an expenditure of £250,000, 
to save about £2,000 a year ? 'Well, we look at it in a different way.

Henry
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Henry Deane, Es^., M.Inst.C.E., Engiiieer-in-Oliief, Eailway Construction Brandi, Department of
Public ^\ror]vS, sworn, and further examined :— '

2358. Chairman.] Since you were last examined by the Committee, you hare had an opportunity of H. Deane, 
reviewing the proposal put forward by 3Ir. Bock ? Yes. ■ _ Df.q.,M.I.C.E.
2350. j\.ro you prepared to make a statement in connection with it, or do you desire that we should 
(juestion you in regard to it ? 1 can tell you what lias been done in the matter. Mr. Bock has furnished Prl> •
me with an outline plan, and a section of his line from Mount Victoria to Eskbank. In his description 
of the line he says that it

Commences at a point mi the Sydney side of Mount Victoria station, close to the bridge, and runs thence close 
below the atationmastcr's house, across the approach to the station and the road on the ground below the Grand Hotel, 
and on until Piddington’s house is reached; thence below the school, through the grassy track above Fiddiugton'a dam, 
about 5 chains above same; thence below tbe lillham Parle Estate, until the point known as Titania’s Glen is reached at 
143 chains. _
Here I might s;iy that I find that there would be a tunnel required at 85 chains from Ihe commencement, 
about 34 chains in length, Mr. Bock’s section is here rather undefined ; hut it is clear that a tunnel will 
have to he made. _ ,

Thence round this bluff and Bentley's Gully, until at the head of this gulley a tunnel is necessary. This tunnel 
passes under the old Hartley ATale Bead close to its junction with the Mount York Koad, then further on under the same 
Mount York Koad, and ends on the Kanimhla side of the spur at 11171 chains.
That tunnel is shown on tlie section as 40 chains in length.

Tho line rims thence along (he spur round the point of same into (he gulley known locally ns TabrcU's. After 
heading this it follows the opposite side until it reaches Armstrong's Eclcclion, where it crosses the road to Hartley Ynllcy 
township, about GO chains from tlie Post Office.
I notice by the section that at about 270 chains, that is 3 miles 30 chains from the commencement of the 
lino, another tunnel will, apparently, he necessary.
2300. Is that on the Mount Victoria side of Hartley ? Yes. That tunnel will be about a quarter of a 
mile in length.
2301. Whereabouts will it come in? In descending Mount York, going along the sidling.

Thence through the Hats for n distance of 70 chains to the Kiver Lett; thence on the flat belonging to Elood into Ond’s 
ground, known as Mount Clarence Knrm ; thence round IfiaekmaiTs Creek Gulley and along the range until the Doctor's 
Gup is reached; thenee by a tunnel through this gap under the Lithgow Hoad at the point where this latter and tho Doctor’s 
Gap Hoad meet.
23(12. Can you give us the length of the tunnel there referred to ? About miles.

Thence along the wimp at the back of tbe Yale of Ciwydd and On until a curve joins tbe main line near the coaling 
station on tho Eskbank side of same, and about 30 chains from the statioA.
To this description the following note is attached :—

Tho flat from the Hartley Yale Hoad, to and beyond the Hirer Lett, necessitates a large amount of tilling if the line of 
survey is adhered to. By running t lie route a little further up the valley in the direction of tlie township, this filling could 
be saved to a large extent, and the extra length could be applied to casing tlie grade. The point where this deviation would 
take place would be GOO chains. Tbe point of departure for a line to Bowenfcls would be 737 chains.
I notice that some parts of Mr. Bock's line arc very dillieult of construction, and on asking him for infor
mation on the subject he said tbat tliose parts were very short. If the ground were, as he shows it to he, 
hard and rocky, no doubt a viaduct could be made; but a hank could not he made, because the slope is 
too steep. AVithout going over the line, or having anyone to carefully go over it. I cannot vouch for the 
accuracy of Mr. Bock’s survey ; but I think it may fairly be taken to show a practicable route. I think, 
however, that he has very much under-estimated the difliculties of some parts of the line.
2363. When you say a practicable route, what grade would you bave ? His own grade, 1 in 50, although 
there might be some difiieulty in this way—you might come on to ground which would give you no support.
In tlie particular place to which I am referring, if it were all loose ground, it would be almost impossible 
to make the line. 'The only way would be to keep closer in to the side of thp hill, which might bring you 
into tunnelling, and thus greatly increase the cost of the line.
23C4. While Mr. Bock, in placing his proposal before the Committee, said that there would be two tunnels,
1 mile 40 chains in length, you say that there would be four tunnels with a length of 2 miles 34 chains, 
and the possibility of other tunnels being required iu order to get sound ground ? Yes; with regard to 
the last part of the question, Mr. Rock tells me that, in his opinion, the ground is sufficiently good; but 
I think it not unlikely that when it came to he examined, it might not turn out as favourable as he 
considers it. His traverse was not along his proposed centre line. lie has traversed along a convenient 
route and taken cross sections, from which he has plotted his longitudinal section.
23G5. Have you arrived at any conclusion as to tbo cost of such a line ? It is impossible to give an 
estimate without further information.
2366. You know his estimate—£345,000 for a double line ? I consider that that estimate was too lour.
I believe Mr. Reek would find himself under the necessity of lengthening liisline, because of the difficulty

' in the way of getting down the side of Mount York. It would, perhaps, he necessary for him in some 
eases to put in fiat pieces, and he would thus lose fall, and have to increase his distance. Asa conse
quence, he would have to cross the River Lett at a much higher point, which would add to tho cost of the 
line. _
2367. AVhat difference would the extra tunnelling ho ? It would depend very much upon the material 
through which the tunnel went. 1 find it very difficult to make an estimate of the cost of the work. Ho 
doubt part of the line would he similar to ihe line going down to the Hawkesbury; tuid judging from the 
cost of works similarly situated, I do not think it could be constructed for less than £500.000.
2368. Have you anything further to say about it ? I should like to add that lines have been run through 
there before. AVhen a route for the "Western line was being looked for, tbe surveys were made down 
Mount York, and the practicability of such a line that way was proved, so that really we have gained 
very little extra information from Mr. Rock's survey.
2360. Have you anything further to state in regard to his proposal ? I do not think so.
2370. Did Mr. Rock put before you any information concerning his proposed deviation from the River 
Lett towards Bowenfels ? 1 had sonic conversation with him about it. He acknowledged that he had not 
been over the route, but had simply been along the road. He had not taken any levels, nor run any 
traverse from which a fair judgment of the line could he made. I have been round that road myself, 
however, and my impression, at the time was that it would he very difficult country for a railway. It is 
very much scored with water-courses, and on a steep slope for a good part of the way. The contour is 
not at all smooth, and I think it would he very difficult to get round there. It is possible that one might 
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Esq. j M.I.C.E. eo!^e upon gaps where ihere was no supporting ground. The possibility of getting over some of the 
/———\ ^.u f*. only be proved by an actual survey. It would soem rather an extraordinary thing if, at the

3 April, 1894. "”e. “b the original surveys were made, that line was not tried, or that there is no information about it.
I toinlc that the probability is that the line was tried and tlie surveyors gave it up. There is nothing on 
the plats to show that a lino was ever run through the Howenfels Gup. It is impossible to give anv 
further opinion about the proposal without an actual survey. ”
i??? 71 iVTn T?nlv ,1 J _ A. .C r_l. . V2371. Mr. Kock didnot furnish you with any more detail than he had already given to the Committee in

iation to Bowenfels 7 Ho only discussed the matter with me, and I pointed
\r] 1-.^ ,'iun ...Ml___j_t. - _ -1-. * i n • . r -rv . . . 1 .

regard to the proposed devi..„________ _ iJUUJJlvu __ _ _
out what ! considered would be tbe difficulties of the case. It is only fair to MnEock to point'ont'in 
. ustiheahon ot the view he has taken, that levels taken at some distance apart apparently show that tho 

. (C0U j e J1111 o- If you havo a, drop of 200 feet in two miles that shows, apparently, than you can
t, n gr e o in 50 ; hut it might turn out that you could not get proper supporting ground in between 
where you wanted it. ^ a j. i * Q 0
“Pj"'' y011 .n0') S*'0 U3 your detailed estimate of the proposed Xo. 1 route ; or perhaps you have a
s '^ement to make in connection with tho whole matter showing what has been done as between yourself 
and the Commissioners . I should like to show what has actually been done, hut I will make my remarks 

ery short. On the 2oth January, 1894,1 reported to the Minister as follows:—
bv \rr19nr7Pvnr T0K^'ntoC>/0POrt of the Minister tbat tbe exploration of the country now being made
1 Wter S L n ??yrPr°Vr Ur eSIStenCe °f n1”010 tll£m 0nc Mternativo route, which may tarn out to be equal to, 
tance that threat thlw ,. ,8ChCm# l,roPtM“d ^ thu RaiJ™y Commissioners. As it is\ matter of vital* impor! 
iu^Committee^ui^ubli'^Worlm ^ t^r “T"7 °f eo,l,ltV,“i10" -'“d troffie, should be laid before tbe Parliamentarv Stend- 
m^tter'fnr a mnntli'anl'” * or.^3’ I strongly recommend that the Committee be requested to defer tho inquiry"into tbe 
matter lor a month, so as to give me time to get together all tbe necessary plans and sections. *
To which the Minister replied :—

The Committee must fix its own time for the investigation.
On the 30th January, I wrote again—

Mr. Burge reports to me that the Minister, in mv absence yesterday, sent for him and cave him instructions to nut
tffis ,niehtibo ,ready f0Vhc ”«l^y by tho* Public Works Committee
but 11honedit n®Tiro,Yv,r J lntuition to put an extra band into the field as soon as he cnuld be profitably employed
date^ bu tU*doiffiM;1ic 'nossibil i tv^ of * tietb'T ̂  1 ,w R be get the whole matter completed aAbe earlLTjS
dweussed wilh the Ttnilwii/r ^ a'l sumejs made, plans completed, and the matter carefully weighed and
fnrtn.Vht th the,fl!l™y Commissioners by the date mentioned. It would be a great pity if, for the sake of a week or a

deReT8’ ^ is tbat tlle .cheme should be^pickcd

’• course, be laid before them; but I imagine that the Department should be piWred to 
ZfougMy 6ChemC, -d tbi^ caa <»n>y be done if sufficio^ time is allowed to"emmidt thfrtter

That minute was submitted to the Minister, who wrote:__
be read^y'by^Um'day^named6 aboV° mbmte dGnC|te the coarse to be taken, but I am very anxious the Department should

I had already aenuaiuted tlie Railway Commissioners verbally with what was being done, and had shown
Com nl6," Ja T 1 K the :mcl ^irly ready, I took them o^r to the office of Ihe

ni df r U? rih0Tid eim ^ thcm- Thc E'ailvv^ Commissioners saw the plans, but I was given 
to understand that they thought thc matter had better stand over, as tbere was no extreme urgency^and 
tKviveremve.stigatingaMine which would give very much better results than any of theS proposals 
neit]ier°he ^nor^he1 G T-l-OxIee also saw my plans, and we talked the matter over together ; but 
ffreaf ovnunt th ^ommlss,onfrs> reined to trouble much about them afterwards, as thev had such
ehciv thin tho ISM 3 roHTJ0UfrW l‘Chl'Tal1>Clnf ^ W,iiuh 'lt WlS said C(Klld ,llado “uch ]llore
cheaply than tho ISo. .1 route. Mr. hoxlee has always had ready access to mv office and I have nut
Myr8PoSfnrniSdbMn“nSat1 t0 m°et jAPPfointmoilta havc been made and’broken, because
Mr Vc ! u f , jb Mt0,mP1)ea,r’ ™d tben frestl appointments have been made, as, I think
^ mcnSL'dtxo0'?^C' mj°n m' Eddy SJ)0l'r t0 T dUring my interTiew with the Commissioners;
he mentioned the JNo. 4 scheme, and gave me an outline of what was expected from it, namely that it 
would cut out ho 1 in CO grade, and thc whole of the 1 in 42 grade, and he added, that ho Tel mmd tha 
the work would be done at a low cost. I said that if such a scheme could be. carried out for a moderate 
amount there was no doubt that it was well worth considering; but its scope was very much larger than
Lnttn th^Taccou,^0™ ^ * UWlC Committoo» and 110 doubt iniSbt be considered an fmprove-

2373. The Committee are to understand that you have, from time to time, placed before tbe Kaihviv 
Commissioners the information at your command concerning both the Xo. 2 and the Xo 3 route ? Yes7 
The occasion to which I have referred was the last, I believe, upon which 1 had any conversation with

;,oP2r ”1 *“Umt time ** —■ *> '■”«-wr

thai! 1 stated tbat be fs under bl10 JII1pression that no details of vour scheme
wore ever submitted to the Commissioners he is in error 7 Yes. I should now like to make a few
SliTT-'T1 reS!lT t0i 1IsT°' 3 estimalc i’oxlec criticised yesterday. Mr Foxlee
haif too lifctle time ^ e«timate. Why, I do not know, except, perhaps, that he may have
see hT and rnnbl^ S° 1Ut0 ll:: .thouBIl.tl'at must « been his own. fault, because I was always ready to 
see him aud could have given him any information he might have wanted. But as I have said before

is whole attention was taken up with tho other scheme, and therefore he did not investigate this scheme
3 0t f°r ^°l 3 ^ SivCn t0 tbe Public Works SmTitee vvaS

tuunTs TiTthe Tf * i but estimate embraced tho cost of excavating and lining the
stated that ft^did^not do so” ««*k1 that Mr. Fotlee yesterday

2375. He stated that he could not gather from tho information submitted to him if any provision was 
”£a« "n'’1” ",,d •**? Tl,e “—«» «• i" hand, 7 £“

2370. Is there aoj deBoite statement as to sanetaaries ? There is a detail ad.ich ii,chide, sanctuaries. 
_____________________ 2377.
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2377. But are thc sanctuaries specifically mentioned Yes, on a sheet attached to each estimate tho jj-0^ 
No. 3 estimate, and the No. 1 estimate.
237S. And is there also a definite statement in regard to the tunnel front s ? Yes ; 1 have put down for the 3 A 
tunnels £90,098, which is made up of £87,0-18 for lining, £320 for sanctuaries, and £2,730 for tunnel fronts.
The detailsoftheestimate, which lhave furmshedinhlach ink, totalled up to £181,07210s., leavings margin of 
£5,000 when compared with the estimate 1 had previously furnished ihe Public Works Committee. The 
estimate which 1 furnished the Committee for hlr. Ifoxlee includes earthworks at 2s, Gd. per cubic yard, 
culverts and box drains, £1,036, which I maintain is ample, the treatment of the stream diversion at the 
bottom of the lower points, £2,000; for level crossings, fencing, road diversion, and so on, £491; and 
tunnels, £00,098. The contingencies which I added, ami which I understood Mr. Poxlee to say had 
not been added, amounted, in all, to £7,652, which is rather more than 5 per cent, on the whole, giving a 
total of £156,254 10s. To that I added £3,500 for supervision, giving a further total of £150,754 10s., 
to whicli I added the cost of peraianent way. £21,318, making m all a total of £181,072 lCs; The cost 
of the tunnels included the cost of sanctuaries and fronts. Tlie price t put down for excavation was 10s. 
per cubic yard, and with such short tunnels the work can certainly he done for that. I put down thc 
price of concrete at 36s., aud of brickwork at 40s. per yard, and tliose prices arc higher fliau we have 
already paid for the same work. As 1 had a margin of £5,000, and I thought these prices might be 
cavilled at; I have in a new estimate added an extra 4s. to the brickwork and concrete, putting down the 
brickwork at 44s. per yard, and tbo concrete at 40s. per yard, bringing tbe total estimate up to £180,91119s., 
which is practically the same estimate as 1 gave to this Committee. 1 do not think that there can be any 
doubt, whatever about the possibility of carrying out thc work for my estimate. Mr. Foxlee yesterday 
appears to have referred to the accident at Bell. T never inquired into that matter, because I was not asked 
to do so, and, therefore, I cannot give any definite information about it; but 1 see that on tbe original 
working section of tbe line a 2-foot culvert was provided for. Now, 1 have provided nothing less than 3-foot 
and 4-foot culverts, and from the experience I have had in connection wuth lines in similar places, such as 
that going down to thc Hawkesbury, for instance, 1 am quite sure that my estimate for waterways is more 
than ample. I am very sorry tbat Mr Foxlee took upon himself to criticise the estimate, because I 
think it* was entirely unnecessary. Although at first I did not care about saying anything of tho 
estimate of the No. 1 scheme, now, since I have been distinctly challenged, not yesterday, but when 
mention was made about putting things on a proper basis, 1 have made out an estimate on my 
ot™ account of that proposed deviation. Considering the dillieulties of tbe ease—the difficulties of 
the excavation and the heavy grade, which is heavier than the grade on thc 2s o. 3. line—thereps not the 
slightest doubt tbat the prices asked for by the contractors on No. 1 line would be very much higher than 
thoso asked in connection with a lino where there are short tunnels. 1 havc obtained the opinion of 
contractors on this subject, and T am convinced that; the prices 1 havc put down for tho No. 1 scheme, 
are, if anything, under the mark. I wish it, to be understood, however, that 1 have not run willingly into 
this comparison. 1 was content to leave Mr. Foxlee to his own estimate, and I expected that he would leave 
mine alone. I have had charge of a good many works, and know what has been paid for them. J have 
a clear record in my office of all prices paid to contractors, and I am in a position to form a very fair 
comparative estimate of what work can be done for. Ail the information in my possession has been at 
Mr. Foxlce’s disposal, and if he wanted to criticise my estimate be might bave come to me and criticised 
it iu my oifice, instead of criticising it here. My estimate for deviation No. 1 is over £240,000. It is 
rather difficult to fix prices for a long tunnel such as Mr. Foxlee proposes, because the conditions arc _
unusual. In regard to what was stated some time ago that long tunnels vore frequently’ made orr heavy 
grades, I would point out tbat that is a mistake, because nearly all tbe long tunnels in the world are on 
easy grades. Perhaps a little bit at one end may be on a steeper grade ; but as a rule these tunnels are 
on easy grades This particular tunnel, however,lias a grado of 1 in 50, and while some portion of the waste 
material will be taken out at thc bottom end, the bulk of it will have to be lifted up through the 
shafts, or taken to the top end of tho tunnel against tho grado. It must, therefore, be clear to 
anyone of common sense that thc cost of the work will be heavier than where you can tip the 
stuff down a bank at tbe mouth of the runnel, or even half a mile away. Ono contractor told me that in 
bis opinion tbo excavation of the long tunnel would cost four shillings a yard more than tbe excava
tion of the short tunnels, while the lining would be about tbe same. Another told me that the eost of the 
lining would bo materially increased, and a third with whom I spoko dilated on the difiieulty of tho work,, 
the troubles in regard to ventilation, and so on. 1, furnished vesterday, or on Friday,, a detailed estimate of 
the No. I scheme based on the following prices :—Excavation, 12s. Od. per yard, instead of 10s. a yard, 
which is undoubtedly too low ; brickwork, 55s. a yard, and concrete 50s. a yard. That brings the total 
up to £240,489 Is. Taking the opposite extreme, however, and assuming that the contractor was right 
who said that the eost of thc brickwork and concrete would not be increased, I have run over the cstii.nafo 
again, and put down tho brickwork at 44s. a yard, and the concrete at 40s. a yard, as in my last submitted 
estimate for No. 3, allowing 14s. for the excavation, aud charging the whole of tbo cost of tlie extra 
difficultv to it, instead of dividing it over the various operations. The cost of tbe tunnel per lineal yard 
reckoned in that way comes to £07 16s. 10d., as against £08 16s., reckoned the otlier way. ^ So that 
ap|)lving thc revised prices to fronfs, sanctuaries, and so on, 1 bring the total up to £240,11/ 15s. fid.
That is considerably over Air, Fuxlce’s estimate. As J said before. I did not want to make this comparison.
I would sooner have discussed the matter in my office, but 1 havo not seen Mr. Foxlco there for some time.
He has been entirely engaged on this new scheme. 1 am quite sure that if comparative tenders wore 
called for the two linos aud they were botli worked up to thc same extent, the proportionate amount that 
would he put in by thc tenderers would be about what I have given.
2379. Then vou have come to the conclusion that the No. 1 scheme would probably cost £240.000, while
the No. 3 scheme could be constructed for the amount you originally put before thc Committee 
£186,900 ? Yes. _
2380. Have you auy information concerning tho No. 4 scheme ? No ; I do not know anything about it.
2381. Air. Foxlee yesterday told us that, tho proposed No. 4 deviation would leave the main line at Bell, 
skirting the riduc until if reached the trigonometrical station, or somewhere near there ; then tunnelling 
to the head of Farmer’s Creek, and running down that veilev until it joined the main line on the flat 
piece at the end of the 1 in 50 grade. The* length of this line would be 8 miles, cuitang_ out 9 miles 10 
chains of existing line, and doing away with the ] in 42 grade up the Zigzag, the 1 in 50 grade up the 
Bell bank, and tho 1 in 33 grade ou the down journey. The maximum grade would be 8 miles, and the 
estimated total cost £250,000 for a double line. There would be two tunnels, having a total length of

about
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Em*MECE ri^0U^ J'ards. TJpon such data as that, would you care to express an opinion as to whether the line 
,^'l‘ could be constructed tor tho sum named ? I could not give you an opinion; hut 1 think it is to he very 

3 April, 1.894. mucl1 ,r egretted that the Railway Commissioners did not ask me to do the work, because I could have 
’ proved the practicability of the line in three days, though I do not say that I could make a survey in that 

time. A surveyor proved the practicability of the No. 3 route in one day.
2382. As a matter ot fact, your surveyor did commence to explore tho route, but finding the Commis
sioners’ surveyors already in the field, he was withdrawn to save even an apparent conflict ? Tes. I do not 
know, hoivever, that I should have searched as far north as the Commissioners have gone. I would not say 
that the new line would have been discovered by my surveyors, because the desire seemed to be to improve 
tho line between JDargan’s Creek and the lower points, though it is possible that the surveyor might have 
suggested something else. If, however, the Commissioners had asked me to look into a suggested route, 
starting from Bell, aud running along to cross into I’anner’s Creek, I should have been very glad to havo 
done so, and with the experienced oflicers I have, I could have proved its practicability in three days.
2383. I suppose if the details furnished to Mr. Foxlee to enable him to come to the conclusion which he has 
come to iu regard to the line were furnished to you. you could arrive at an opinion as to its probable cost, 
and so on ? I should require to see thc plans and sections probably, because I know that the work going 
up Farmer’s Creek would be very heavy. Starting where Mr. Foxlee’s surveyors do, from the 93 miles, 
that is, about a quarter of a mile below' the 1 in 42 grade, and running up Farmer’s Creek, you would have 
to commence with a very big bank. I do not know bour steep it would be, because I have not the levels ; 
but I should think it would be from 50 to 80 feet high.
2384. Suppose you received instructions to try tbe country between Bell and the 93 miles, via Farmer’s 
Creek, bow long would it take you to get tlie information necessary to put such an estimate before the 
Committee as they should have ? It would depend very much upon the diflicultics. I spoke just now 
about the easiness of forming an opinion as to the practicability ot the liue, though that apparently has 
only been proved within the last day or two, and from w'hat Mr. Foxlee says, lie evidently prefers the 
bio, 1 proposal. It is a pity that so much time should, under the circumstances, have been lost in making 
this survey.
2385. If, at a cost of £-250,000 you could cut out all the existing heavy grades aud curves, would the 
expenditure be worth it ? I am not in a position to give an opinion ou that point; but if it would be 
worth while spending £225,000 on the No. 1 scheme, it would be much more 'worth while to spend an 
additional £25,000 on the bin. 4 scheme. If the No. 4 lino could he carried out for £250,000,1 thiuk 
that it is probably Ihe line which should be adopted.
238(5. Is there anything else that you would like to state to the Committee P 1 do not think so.*

WEDNESDAY, 4 APRIL, 1894. 
flrreeut:--

JACOB GARRARD, Esq. (Cnairman).

The Hon. William IIkniiy Suitor. I Thomas Thomson Ewinu, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins. William Chandos "Wall, Esq.
The Hon. Fjiederiok Thomas Humph ery. [ William McCourt, Esq.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G. J John Cash Neild. Esq.
The lion. William Joseph Trickeit. j Edward William O’Sullitan, Esq.

Charles Collins, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

Henry Deane, Esq., M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of ’Public
Works, sworn, and further examined:—

IT. tifiam!, 2381. Mr. O’Sullivan] Mr. Foxlee, in his evidence, laid stress on the fact that your proposed culverts or 
Esq.,M.I.C.E. waterways would not bo sufficient to take off the water from tho gulleys you propose to cross, which he 
4 ApriM894 seemed to think would require some very extensive viaducts, increasing the estimated cost of the culverts

p ’ ’’from £4,000 odd to £14,000. I should like to hear your opinion upon the matter? It is quite a mistake.
I mentioned, when previously examined, that there would be one high bank; but it is no higher or heavier 
than one of the banks on the line to the Hawkesbury, and consequently there can be no more difiieulty 
in constructing it. The amount allowed for culverts is £1,036, which is in addition to what I have put 
down for the cost of the stream diversion, and the stream tunnel at the lower end, that is to say, I have 
allowed £1,000 for the waterways between Dargan’s Creek and the top end of thc long tunnel, or nearly 
£1,000 a mile,_which is a larger average estimate than has been found necessary in connection with any
other line which we have constructed. When it is considered that there are no long water-courses
bringing down a largo volume of water to cross, it will be seen that tbe provision is ample. In similar 
country small waterways havc been usually made with small stone culverts, about 2 feet square. On tho 
Hawkesbury line tbere are a great many such culverts. The larger waterways are dealt with by meaus 
of brick culverts, and there is one stone culvert. On this line, however, I do nofc propose to use anything 
less than a 3-foot culvert.
2388. Mr. Foxlee laid stress on the Bell accident, and mentioned that the culverts there were only 2 feet 
wide. I understand that you propose to make your culverts more than 3 feet wide ? The smallest culvert 
is 3 feet wide.
2389. lou think that such culverts will be ample to carry off tbe water coming down the gulleys ? lam
sure of it, - "
2390. There will be no occasion for expensive viaducts or work of that character? No. I have provided 
sufficient in the earthworks to fill up all the embankments. Embankments, I might point out, are far

better
* Horn (on revision) I should like to add that T Imre boon given to understand that Mr, Eoxlce stated that T. had 

taken 20 feet as tho width of mv formation instead of 28 feet. IF lie made that statement nothing can Imve been more 
uncalled for. Mr. Foxlee knows i hat my practice is to use a width of IS feet for single line and therefore 29 feet for double. 
These widths have been adopted on all the newest railways, the Kiaum to STowra, Lismore to the Tweed, Caotnmundra to 
■femora, Molong to Parkes and Forbes, Milson's Point Extension, and Miirrickvillo to Eurwood Road Kail wavs. It will he 
observed that my formation is thus 1 foot wider than Mr. Foslee's,
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better, more secure, and more durable than any class of viaducts. A stone or a brick viaduct will last a jj
very long while; but there could be nothing better than a stone embankment, and this embankment will t,1,^ ’
bo composed of broken stone. _ 4 April, 1894.
2391. It has been pointed out, I think by Mr. Poxlee, that your grade of 1 in GO will be of no greater ’ 
advantage than a grade of 1 in 50, because there will still be the bill between Dargan’s Creek and Bell to 
climb ? I am surprised to hear that idea expressed. The practice in engineering, where you have a 
ruling grade, is not to put that grade in wherever you can, bur to cut it out wherever you can do so and
get the best grade possible. AVlierc the grade is good you can got along better, because there is loss 
strain on the engines, couplings, and so on. As 1 pointed out before a grade of 1 in 50 in tbe open is 
better than 1 in 50 in a tunnel, because tho same engine will not draw tbe same load at the same speed in 
a tunnel, where the rails are probably greasy, as it will draw in tbe open. The greasiness of the rails 
makes an immense difference to the load which an engine can draw, and it is most desirable, not only on 
that account, but also because of tbe inconvenience caused by the extra production of smoke and other 
products of combustion when an engine is exerting its full power, to avoid constructing a tunnel upon 
tho ruling grade. _ .
2392. Mr. Poxlee holds the opinion that the addition of culverts and other improvements which 
would ho necessary upon your line would bring up tbe cost to probably £200,000, while be contends tbat 
his estimate maybe reduced eventually to about the same amount? I said yesterday that I did not want 
to attack Mr. Poxlcc’s estimate or to havo anything to say in regard to it. It is the estimate which has 
been submitted to tho Legislative Assembly, and I did not wish to refer to it; but since my estimate has 
been attacked I must make a comparison. I consider tbat Mr. Poxlee was very unwise to attack it, because 
it leads me to show that lie is utterly in the wrong. I think I have already explained that it is not at all 
necessary to add to my estimate, because f bave included everything that could be included, writh, 
perhaps, the exception of tbe signalling arrangements, the cost of which Mr. Poxlee puts down at £500, 
but which ought not to cost so much. The removal of tbe exisling signals, and their erection at Dargan s 
Creek, could be done for very much less than £500. While £500 might be tbe cost of providing entirely 
new signalling arrangements, it could not be the cost of refixing or renewing tho present arrangements.
Mr. Poxlee seemed to be under tbe impression, or chose to look at it froin that point of view, tbat the 
construction of short tunnels, where tho grado is lighter and tbe disposal of tbe spoil easy, would cost as 
much per cubic yard as the construction of a tunnel 1-J miles long with a steeper grade, where all the 
stuff would have to be taken up that grade, or lifted up shafts 800 or 400 feet deep. The thing to me is 
so absurd that I cannot understand anyone taking that view. _ ,
2393. You are conhdcnt that your estimate will not bo exceeded ? I am confident tbat my estimate is a 
fair one, and that there is no necessity to add any further items. I have included everything, and my 
estimate of £180,000 will compare with the estimate of the Yo, 1 scheme which I submitted yesterday ■
£240,000. ... .
3394. One of the reasons for the origination of this work was the possibility of finding employment for 
those out of work. How many men could find employment on thc No. 1 and the No. 3 schemes 
respectively ? I will furnish you with a statement giving that information # ^ .
2395. ]n your opinion, how long will it be safe to work the Zigzag? I consider that it will always be
safe, but it is rather a matter of convenience in working tbo traffic. With precaution, it will be as safe 
in the future as it dias been in the past; but every year, as the traffic increases, it will be more 
inconvenient. , .
2396. 1 understand tbat you think that it will always be safe to run over tbe Zigzag if ordinary care is
taken ? Yes, _
2397. But, looking at thc matter from the traffic standpoint, you think that as years roll by tho
inconvenience will increase ? Yes. .
2398. "We have it in evidence from Mr. Whitton, who was very strong on the point, that he sees no 
necessity for a change, that the Zigzag would be quite as good in "the future as it has been in the past.
Do you agree with him ? I have officially no information as to the traffic there. _
2399. It would appear from the experience of tbe last twenty-four years that the Zigzag is by no means 
dangerous ? No, 1 should say not.
240U. Ordinary care being taken, tbe Zigzag is no worse than auy long, steep grade ? When you say 
ordinary care, you mean care considering the construction.
2401. Yes; care such as is taken now ? Yes.
2402. Mr. Davies.] You see no reason to alter the opinion you stated yesterday that Mr. Bock’s scheme
would cost at least £500,000? L have not been able to go into tho matter further, because I have had 
nothing more than Mr. Bock’s plan and section to go upon. _ _
2403. Having examined all thc details furnished to you by him, you have arrived at the conclusion that thc
line would cost somewhere about £500,000 ? I do not think 1 put it in that way. 1 said that 1 thought 
it would scarcely be done for leas. It might cost more. _
2-404. Do you know' of any advantage which his suggested route has over thc other routes, which bave been 
submitted to the Commiti.ee? No. I thmk it would be a great pity to do away with such a long section 
of the existing line as ho proposes to cut out. If there had been no difficulties to encounter, the 
line would probably have been taken in that direction originally; but no doubt the cost of tunnelling 
prevented it.
2405. You do not see any good reason for adopting his suggestion? No.
2106. I think yon stated that Mr. Bock’s survey was part of an old survey made by tbo Bailway Con
struction Department? I said that the Department had had surveyors out there, and that lines had been 
run down Mount York. The sides of Mount York havo been utilised for getting down into the Hartley 
Valley. ■ .
2407. Can you say why thc line was not carried tbat way ? It must bave been the cost of the tunnelling.
2108. You do not recommend Mr. Bock’s scheme, because of its expense, and the large section of 
existing line which it would cut out? That is so. _ _ _
2409. Do you regard -Is. Sd. per train mile as an excessive or as a reasonable amount to take in estimating 
the saving to be effected by cutting out the Zigzag and adopting thc No. 1 deviation ? That is a matter

upon

* Note (on revision) —I am of opinion that (ho number of men, miners, or rockmen and labourers, which could be 
employed ehortly afret- the work coiumeuecs, would be,—in thc case of No, 1 scheme, about 200 men, and iu tho case of 
No. 3, about fiOO, i
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H.W upon which X havo some diffidence in expressing nn opinion. I do not know the whole of the 
Esq.,M.I.C.E. circumstances, but as a rule, if a small portion of a line is cut ont—say, a mile or two—the whole cost 
4 i~'ril'~"l894 l)er m^e 51°k Pu^ against ii: but it may be correct to cbarge it where you do away with a whole 

pri ’ *' section, such as that between Bell and the lower points. If it was merely a question of cutting out a
small portion of the line, such as the Zig/.ag itself, making no alteration in the length or number of the 
trains, it would be excessive to charge 4s. Sd. I have not thc particulars before me ; but I believe it has 
been stated that the doing away with the Zigzag will reduce the number of trains required by tbe 
Department, and X do not know that X am prepared to advance any objection against the charging of 
4s. Sd. for the trains which are got rid of; but when you come to compare tbe running of the same 

_ number of trains over a line which happens to be a mile or two longer, it is decidedly wrong to charge 
4s, Sd. for the extra mileage.
2410. Then yon would regard 4s. 8d. as an excessive charge against the cutting out of the Zigzag ? J! do 
not say that. To part of that estimate I am not prepared to offer any objection ; but when you compare 
one line with another which is a mile or two longer, it is not fair to charge 4s. 8d.
2411. Tou prepared a detailed estimate of the whole of the work necessary for carrying out the Ko. 3 
scheme P Tes.
2412. Do you know thc quantities to be taken ont of the cuttings and excavations ? They have been 
taken out in detail; the total is very easily obtainable from the estimate. If the total cost of the excava
tion is multiplied by eight, it will give tbe number of cubic yards excavated.
2413. Do you remember what was Mr. Eoxlee’s estimate for the tunnel per cubic yard? 10s. for tbe
excavation, and that is the price to which I principally object. 10s, is the price for which we have had 
tunnel work done, and which I have put down for the short tunnels on the Ko. 8 line; but it is quite 
clear that it would not he enough for the No. 1 tunnel. ■
2414. Has 10s. been the usual price paid by your Department for this work ? Wc have had various prices.
2415. Have you had the work done for less than 10s. ? Ko ; 10s. is the lowest price.
2416. On the Ko. 3 scheme there are a number of short tunnels giving a great many faces, and that is why 
the work will ho done more cheaply than on the Ko. 1 scheme P Tes; and there will not be so far to 
haul the stuff.
2417. Thc grade would be easier? Tes.
2418. On the Ko. 3 scheme there are seven small tunnels ? Tes.
2410. That would be fourteen faces, while there would only be two faces for the long tunnel on the No. 1 
scheme? There would he more faces than that, because each shaft would give two faces; but they would 
lead to extra expense, because thc stuff that came out of the headings would have to be lifted up the 
shafts.
2420. That would increase the cost of the large tunnel P Tes, Then in the long tunnel the ventilation 
would have to be looked to very carefully, while with the short tunnels it is probable that no special 
ventilation would be required.
2421. Tou based your estimate of Mr, Boxlee’s scheme upon the ruling rates, which you used in connection 
with your estimate of the No. 3 scheme? Tes. 1 put the cost of lining down as the same in each case, 
though I am of opinion that it would cost more in the long tunnel; hut 1 made a difference of 4s, a cubic 
yard, or about £12 10s. per lineal yard, iu the cost of excavation.
2422. But generally you applied the same rates as you applied to your own scheme ?, Tes, except for the 
tunnel excavation. Of course, if you get other opinions in regard to this matter, some experts may say, 
“Tou should put a little more on to the cost of the lining,’and take a little off tho excavation”; but 
you will find that the prices I have put down provide for a fair comparison.
2423. I suppose you saw Mr. Ifoxlee’s statement that you were very short in many of your items ? Tes.
2424. Tou are still of opinion that you fully estimated the probable cost of the Ko. 3 scheme ? Tes.

. Tou see, 1 did not leave out the items which Mr. Toxlee thought had been left out. I am sorry he did not
come to see me in regard to the matter. Whenever there has been a difference of opinion between us, 
Mr. Poxlee has generally come to see me in regard to it; hut on this occasion he did not do so.
2425. Chairman.Tou have already explained that the items were down on the list which you furnished to 
him ? Tes, and if he did not understand the sheet, it would have been very easy to ask me to explain it. 
It is so clear that I have taken into consideration the costs of fronts and sanctuaries that it should not have 
been overlooked.
2426. Mr Davies.1 Hare auy representations been made to you by the Traffic Department in regard to 
the inconvenience arising from the Zigzag ? Of course; it has always been looked upon as a desirable 
thing to get rid of the Zigzag, and some time ago a survey was suggested, but, after some little inquiry, 
the matter was allowed to stand over.
2427. Were representations made to the effect that the traffic had very largely developed, and tlie present 

, road was not sufficient to carry it ? I do not remember -what was said at the time,
2428. There have been no representations made io you to the effect that the existing line is not sufficient 
for the traffic? Ko, not to me. I presume representations have been made from time to time, or else 
the idea of cutting out thc Zigzag would not have originated.
2429. Is it not a fact that the object of cutting out the Zigzag is to save working expenses and haulage, 
rather than to facilitate thc carriage of goods and traffic ? I do not think it is proposed so much in the 

’interests of the senders of goods or of passengers as in the interests of the traffic.
2430. To reduce the cost of haulage in working trains across the mountains ? Yes,
2431. Tou do not care to express an opinion as to whether the existing line is sufficient for the traffic ? 
Ko. 1 can see many advantages to he obtained by cutting out the Zigzag, but I cannot say whether they 
would counterbalance the expense. It is a matter I have not been consulted upon.
2432. Mr. McCourt.~\ If Mr. Poxlee says that you threw out a challenge to him over this matter, is his

■ statement correct ? I should like to know how I could throw out a challenge to him. My office is that
of Engineer for Railway Construction, while Mr. Poxlee is Engineer for Existing .Lines. If Mr. Poxlee, 
who is not Engineer for Railway Construction, stated that he had thrown out a challenge to me, it would • 
have been a different thing.
2433. Do you think that it would he an advantage to have the Construction and Maintenance Branches 
of our railway system under one head ? That is a matter of general policy upon which I would rather not 
give an opinion.
2434. Mr. JTe?7d,] "Would the Ko. 3 scheme cost less it it were carried out on a grade of 1 in 50? That 
would not make a great difference in the cost. If a grade of 1 in 50 were adopted I could reduce

the
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the length of the 768 yards tunnel, hut it would not malce any real difference in regard to the other
tunnel. J consider that 1 in GO is the most economical grade. _ . "
2435. If thc grade wore 1 in 50, would it make a difference of £5,000? I doubt it. J think the only g\
real difference it would make would bo in the length of the lower tunnel and in the cutting.
2436. While thc tunnels might be a little shorter, there would be more embankment to make ? Tes.
2437. So that the saving would not be very great? No; I do not think it would be more than £2,000
or £3,000. . .
2438. Which would be more than counterbalanced by the increased facility of working given by a 1 in 60 
grade ? Tes.
2430. Tou are acquainted to some extent with tho new northerly route which has been found by Mr.
Foxlee’e surveyors V Tes. ,
2440. Do you think it superior to your No. 3 route? I could not say until I had seen the details.
What I said yesterday was that if the line could be taken that way for £250,000, that route would he 
preferable to tho No. 1 route.
2441. But would it he preferable to the No. 3 route ? That depends upon whether the advantages turn 
out to be as great as arc hoped for. I have no data upon which to form an opinion, however.

Hugh McLachlan, Esq., Secretary to thc Railway Commissioners, sworn, aud further examined :—
2442. Chairman,'} Tou were asked yesterday to furnish the Committee with a statement of the probable H.
savings which would be made if the No. 4 route were adopted. Have you got that information? Tes ; it McLachlan, 
is contained in the following letter, and accompanying statement, which 1 will read :—

Sir, Government Endways of Now South Wales, Secretary's Office, Sydney, 4th April, 1894. 4 April, 1894.
In compliance with the wish of tho Public Works Committee that information might be afforded ns to thc 

saving likely to he effected under the No. 2 scheme being investigated for the Railway Commissioners, I am directed to 
say that owing to the unforeseen delays occasioned through the inclement weather retarding tlie completion of tho surveys, 
the country also being of a very rough character, the Commissioners have only had submitted to them rough plans and 
estimates in connection with the alternative scheme in question. .

Speaking generally, the cost is estimated to range from £200,000 to £200,000 ; but it is hoped that careful inquiry 
may show that the work could be carried out at the lower sum.

With regard to statement relative to thc effect ou the traffic working, I have to attach a return compiled by tbe 
principal officers on the same linos as tho previous one, based on thc approximate results of the scheme so far as at present 
can be ascertained from the progress survey. I havc, &e.,

H. MoIACHLAN,
The Secretary, Public Works Committee. Secretary.

Proposal Lithgow Zigzag Deviation.
Luring tbe year ended 31st October, 1S93, there wero run

2,370 Down goods trains, and ,
2,192 Up ,, „

Total, 4,502 „ „ „ .
____  No, 2 Scheme.

Ly cutting ont thc Zigzag and thc 1 in 33 grade against traffic going west ■which now exists between Dargan’s 
Creek and Clarence siding, not more than 1,420 down and 1,624 up goods trains (total, 3,044) would be 
required to haul the same aggregate number of waggons ; hence there would be a saving of 1,518 trains x llg 
miles (the distance between Bell aud Kskbauk)= 17,647 train miles, which, at 4s. Sd. per mile, would effect ^
a saving of ...................................................................................................................................................................... £4,117

In addition to tbe foregoing, in consequence of the shorter route, there would be saved on each of the 3,044
remaining trains 1J mile per train (total, 3,424 miles), each at 4s, Sd. per mile ............................................. . 799

A similar saving would be effected on 1,404 regular passenger trains = 1,579 train miles, each at 4s, Sd. per mile 368
Saving in connection with non-nse of push-up engines, it being proposed by tbe Commissioners to use engines

which will take full loads without assistance on 1 iu 60 ........................................................................................ 2,345
Estimated saving due to tho shorter time of engine-drivers and guards on duty, to the u\ oidanco of delays to 

trains, and to the practicability of men being run through on goods trains from Penrith to Bathurst and 
vice verm without incurring unreasonable hours or overtime (fifty minutes on up and down journey) .......... 2,500

2,253

4,240

taken through from Eskbank to Penrith, and the benefit of this proposal would be practically that between 
Eskbank and Katoomba 508 ordinary trains would be saved—equal to tbe train mileage of 9,650, which, at
4s. 8d,, would be equal to................................................................................................... .................... .......

Between Katoomba aud Penrith the adoption of thc larger through train loads as against the limited loads of 
to-day would mean a saving of 18,176 train miles, equal to a further saving of .................................................

£16,622
Less for extra maintenance on the 16 miles of double lino as against 114 of Ringlo l’n0 present, at 

‘ £230 per milh ........................................................................................................................................... L03o

£15,587
Note,—The above estimate of saving upon present working is based upon the assumption tbat thc load of up trains 

will be limited to forty waggons.

Harry Richardson, Esq., Out-door Superintendent, Department of Railways, sworn, and further
examined:—

2443. Chairman.'] Since you were last examined by the Committee, you and other officers of the Railway _ H.
Department have consulted together as lo the probable savings which would bo effected if the No. 1 Richardson, 
routo were adopted, and you have amended your original estimate so that the saving is now estimated at 3q^ 
£18,000 per annum instead of, as formerly, £10,000 per annum ? Tes. 4 ApiiMSfli.
2444. Mr. Ruinphery.] In arriving at tlie revised figures had you ihe advantage of consulting the e ’ '
Commissioners or any of the officers of thc Department ? Tes. _ _ _
2445. Will you give'the names of the gentlemen who havo assisted you in arriving at tho revised estimate ?
Tea; Mr. Eoxlee, Mr. McLachlan, Mr. Thow, and Mr. Stangcr.
2446. Mr. Stangcr is an officer of the Department, I suppose ? Tes.

2447.
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2447. Do you think that £18,000 may ho regarded as a fairly correct estimate of the saving which would 
be effected if the No. 1 proposal were adopted P Yes.
2448. In your former statement you estimated the saving at £10,000, but you confined your calculations 
to the section between Eskbank and Bell; now your calculations extend to tlie whole line between 
Eskbank and Penrith P Yes; the revised estimate includes a consequential saving which represents 
the advantage gained by taking an increased load over a longer distance.
2449. Will you explain bow you make up the difference between £10,000 and £18,000? Yes. The 
practice hitherto has been to take on the average twenty-nine trucks on each train from Eskbank to 
Penrith ; but if the Zigzag were cut out wc should he able to take forty trucks, or eleven trucks more 
than we take now, which would result in a saving of 508 trains between Bell and Penrith,
2450. And that is estimated at wdiat? £0,493.
245.1, There is still £2,000 to account for? In giving my former estimate I included the cost of the 
services of a push-up engine right through the long tunnel; but, upon going into the matter again 
with our professional gentlemen, 1 found that they were of opinion that, with the engines which would ho 
used, wc could dispense with the services of push-up engines and save £1,500.
2452. You would dispense with push-up engines altogether? Not altogether. Wc propose to use them 
on the 1 in 42 grade, and as far as tho mouth of the tunnel.
2453. Yon would still require a push-up engine as far as tho mouth of thc tunnel? Yes ; one. We have
three such engines now. '
2454. You would effect the saving by leaving the train at the western end of the tunnel, instead of 
pushing it up to Dargan’s Creek ? Yes.
2455. So that your estimate of savings 1ms been increased by £8,000. Will you show Itow that amount is 
divided between the traffic, the locomotive, and the permanent way departments? We have taken the 
average cost per train mile for the whole railway system, 4s. Sd, The permanent way charges amount to 
something like 15d. or 16d. a mile, the locomotive charges to Is. lOd. a mile, and the traffic charges to be 
between 16d. and 17d. a mile.
2456. In an estimate submitted by Mr. McLachlan yesterday, £3,000 is put down as the estimated saving 
" due to the shorter time of engine-drivers and guards being on duty.” 1 understand that there will be a 
saving of about an hour on the journey? Yes.
245/. Would that time he taken into consideration in the estimate of 4s. Sd. per train mile ? Yes, that 
is the average cost for all our lines.
2458. Then are you not charging it twice ? I do not think so. This is an exceptional piece of line, and
it takes us more than twice as long to work over ten or eleven miles hero as it does to traverse a similar 
length anywhere else. 'The delays occasioned by breaking up the trains at Bell slowing down the Zigzag, 
and remarshalling at Eskbank make up more than an hour, and are quite apart from the ordinary train 
running. ‘
2459. I understand this to be the ease : that, although in the average cost of 4s. 8d. the time of journey 
has been taken info consideration, yet, owing to tho exceptional nature of the service over thc Zigzag, 
you are entitled to take credit for au additional saving. Is that so ? Yes.
2460. I wish to know how you make up the estimated saving of £8,000 on tlie Lapstonc tunnel? 
During the last fourteen and a half months wc have reduced the number of trains running between 
Katoomba and Penrith by 1,033, which is equal to a reduction in tlie train mileage of about 35,191. miles,
2461. Has the volume of traffic been tbe same? Yes. 1 am now speaking of actual returns. Had we 
taken tho same average number of trucks per train for the previous fourteen and a half months, we should 
have needed 1,033 more trains.
2462. And that makes a saving of what ? £8,200.
2463. Ihe cost of cutting ont the Lapstone Zigzag, you said, amounted to £40,000? I think that was 
about tlie cost.
2464. Assuming it to have been £50,000, the interest at 4 per cent, per annum would be £2,000, so that 
the actual saving would be £4.780 per annum ? Yes; we should have to spend that amount more if the 
Zigzag had not been cut out.
2465. You are quite clear about these figures. You can be under no misapprehension in stating that tbo
country benefits to the extent of £4,780 per annum after providing interest: on the cost of cutting out the 
Zigzag? Yes. In my office I havc a record showing the number of trucks taken by every train going 
over the line. ‘
2466. And you have worked out the figures in detail ? Yes.
2467. Now let us pass to the Commissioners’second proposal. You arc aware that that proposed line 
would do away with the existing line between the 85 and 94 miles, substituting 8 miles of new line with 
a grade of 1 in 60 ; have you estimated what would be the saving on that line? Yes, My figures are 
similar to those handed in by Mr. McLachlan.
2468. lou estimate that the probable saving will be £15,587 per annum ? Yes.
2409. Were you present when the estimate was being discussed by the officers of the department? Yes. 
24/0. Did you take into consideration the advantage which would be gained by passing a larger number 
of trucks over a grade of 1 in 60 ? No. We have put down thc load as the same in each case.

0n rle", ^ue ^ ou eou^ take a larger number of trucks than on the No. 1 line ? Certainly,
2472. How many more? Eight more a load.
2473. Would there he any advantage gained by taking forty-eight trucks over tho Commissioners’ No. 2 
hue instead of forty trucks over the No. 1 line? No; because we consider forty trucks the maximum 
load for a train coming over the mountains. If we took forty-eight trucks over that particular piece of 
lino we should have to take off eight of them at Katoomba, which, if we were carrying live stock, would 
not do. We endeavour, as far as possible, to get a ruling load from one point to another, and we have 
taken forty as thc ruling load for that section.
2474. What is your maximum load on thc up journey as far as Eskbank ? Thirty-five from Bathurst to 
EskbaiiK with the assistance of a push-up engine from Waller.vwaug to top of Marrangaroo Bank.
2475. Do you never bring more than thirty-five trucks to Eskbank ? Yes; we have brought up as many 
as thirty-eight and forty-one trucks from Wallerawang to Eskbank.
2476. 1hen what advantage do you hope to gain by being able to take forty trucks from Eskbank to 
Penrith ? We can always get coal at Eskbank, so that if we brought thirty-five trucks of wool from 
Bathurst we could make up our load at Eskbank with five trucks of coal.
2477. In making up your estimate have you confined your attention to the traffic from Eskbank? Yes;
nothing west of Eskbank has been taken into consideration. 2478.
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247S. You liave not talcen credit for the traffic right through ? We have not taken credit for a truck 
beyond Eskbank.
2479. You estimate lhat you will always have a load of forty trucks over the mountains? Yes.
2480. Therefore it will be no advantage to bo able to take forty-eight trucks over any particular part of 
the line? That is so, because wc should only have to detacli them further on.
2181. If the Commissioners’ No. 2 proposal wero adopted you could take forty-eight trucks from Eskbank 
to Katoomba ? Yes.
24S2. "Would there be any advantage iu doing so? There would be very little advantage ?
2-1S3. Then there would lie no great advantage m getting a grade of 1 in 60 through the tuuucl instead 
of a grade of l iu 50 ? There would be an advantage, because there would not be so much pulling for 
the engine to do. It is better to have a 1 in 60 than a 1 in 50 grade if you can get it.
2181. Assuming that thc curves on the Commissioners’ No. 2 proposal are 15 chains radius, which do you 
think would be the better for traffic purposes—tbe No. 1 proposal or the Commissioners’ No. 2 proposal ? 
If we confine ourselves to loads of forty trucks, I would prefer the No. 1 proposal, because of the shorter 
distance.
2185. Eor purposes of traffic, which do you think would he the better ? The No. 1 proposal.
2486. Will you explain why ? Because it would mean a saving in distance, and to thc down traffic the 
tunnel would be no disadvantage. The little disadvantage that it would be to the up traffic would be 
more ihau counterbalanced by the advantage it would be to the down traffic.
2487. How many trucks do you think you could take through the tunnel on the No. 1 route without the
help of a push-up engine ? 1 have no hesitation in saying that we can take forty-five, but forty would
be our load I havc been up the bank from Dargan’s Creek where there are 8-chain curves, and got over 
the summit of the hill, with forty-eight trucks, at a speed of nine miles an bour.
2488. At Katoomba you split the train? I am speakiug of a trial train which was taken over the line at 
the time of the Baldwin engine inquiry.
2489. Mr. Ukoing.] By a Baldwin engine ? Yes.
2490. Mr. Hamphery^ What is your estimate for the saving occasioned by dispensing with push-up 
engines on thc Zigzag ? £2,345.
2491. You have taken that into consideration in your estimate ? In estimating the Commissioners^ No. 2 
proposal I have taken credit for £2,345, but 1 bave only taken £1,500 in estimating the saving in 
connection with the No, 1 proposal, allowing £800,800 for the services of push-up engines.
2492. What would be the saving on the No. 3 proposal, crediting it with all the items comprised in the 
revised estimate of the saving on the No. 1 proposal? £15,100.
2493. In round figures, £3,01)0 less per annum than on the No. 1 proposal ? Yes.
2491. Have you taken into consideration the additional interest which would have to be met on the No. 1 
proposal? I do not know the estimated coat of the No. 3 proposal.
2495. Then you have not taken it into consideration ? No.
2496. Supposing the difference in cost was £60,000 in favour of the No. 3 proposal, the interest upon 
which would be £2,400 a year, thc actual annual saving upon the two lines would be almost the same? 
Yes.
2497. Assuming this to bo the case, which would be thc better line for traffic purposes? J do not see 
much difference between Mr. Deane’s and Mr. Suttor’s line, so far as the amount of saving of money is 
concerned.
2498. But take Mr. Eoxlee’s line? I think it is the best.
2499. How is it better than the No. 3 line ? Because there is the saving in distance.
2500. But have you not taken that into consideration in your estimate ? Yes.
2501. Whore then does tho superiority of that line come in, seeing that you have already taken full value 
for thc saving in time ? By tho increased saving of train miles.
2502. Leaving out the advantage in distance, because you have already taken credit for it, in what other 
respects do you consider the No. 1 proposal superior to the No. 3 proposal ? In no other respect.
2503. Then, so far as savings go, the No. 1 proposal possesses no advantages over thc No. 3 proposal ? No. 
2501. Therefore, thc Committee may regard the two lines as on the same footing in that respect ? Yes.
2505. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Do I understand that you have added the consequential saving already referred 
to to your estimate for the No. 3 lino as well as to your estimate for the No. 1 lino ? Yes ; all the 
estimates are on the same basis.
2506. What did you estimate the saving on the No. 3 line before ? I did not give any figures, 1 confined 
myself to the No. 1 proposal.
2507. In making your calculations, have you taken into consideration the interest on the cost of that 
portion of the original line which will be rendered useless ? Yes, in our earnings. We do not propose 
to reduce the earnings. Assuming that we are now paying a certain sum for interest charges, and adding 
£8,000 to that sum, wo still get a saving providing the working expenses arc reduced, as shown in our 
estimate. I do not know what else we have to consider.
2508. But you did not touch thc question of the money lying idle ? I do not think that has anything to 
to do with it.
2509. It seems to me that you and your colleagues arc not taking tho interest on the cost of the Zigzag 
into account ? No.
2510. Chairman.] Because tlie earnings of the line will meet it? Yes.
2511. Mr. O1 Sullivan.] In giving an answer to Mr. Humphcry in regard to the saving effeetod by the 
construction of thc Lapstone tunnel, you made no allowance for the interest on tho cost of thc original 
Zigzag ? No : we only take the new interest, which we put against thc reduced expenditure.
25L2. In speaking about the Commissioners’ No. 2 proposal, had you something like definite data to go 
upon? 'tes ; we have been furnished with certain intormation. I was told that that lino would havc a 
grade of 1 in 60, though I have not seen any sections or plans.
2513. The plans have not yet been worked out, and so far as we ca.n gather, the cost of the line is a mere
approximation ? 1 havc not seen the plans, sections or estimated cost.
2514. Mr. Davies.] The only way in which you appear to be able to reconcile your evidence of to-day 
with that of a fortnight ago is by saying that you have discovered thar in running trains through from 
Tbkbank to Penrith, the saving is larger than if you only take the deviation into consideration? Yes; 
we take credit for increasing the train loads as far as Penrith.
2515. Had you not the same information before you when you last gave evidence as is now in your 
possession ? Yes ; but I then confined my remarks to thc saving tbat would be effected between Bell 
and Eskbank. I did not take any consequential saving into account.
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RicliSjson no^ °®cers '"'l'10 prepared the first statement meet to prepare the new statement? Tea.
1CEsci S°n' 2517- Tte5’ same information at their disposal on thc first occasion as was before them the day

before yesterday? Tes ; they had thc same figures to go upon. *
4 April, 1894, 2518.^ "VVhose. idea was it to step out of the ring and include the running as far as Penrith ? I do not 

know whose idea it was ; but the suggestion was made that we should take credit for the running right 
through.
251.9. "Would not the same principle apply if you went as far as Parramatta? pfo ; because beyond 
Penrith we take on another ten trucks.
2520. By reason of the easier grade between Penrith and Parramatta ? Tes.
2521. During the time you havo bad cbarge of thc Western line, have you had oecassion to make repre
sentations to the Commissioners about the road over the mountains not being equal to the traific? 
Tes.
2522. When did you make those representations? Attention has been drawn to the congested state of 
the traffic on several occasions, and I have had diagrams prepared showing how jt is congested.
2523. What is the greatest delay which has taken place? I could not say without looking at the books, 
but there have been serious delays—whole hours.
2524. But is it not usual to have such delays when trains have to meet? There are delays where trains 
have to meet, hut, where there are several trains meeting ono another, if one train loses time, it puts 
all the others out. I have a diagram here showing the working of the trains on this line.
2525. Could not the Commissioners prevent that congestion by putting in sidings ? That has been done.
2526. Where ? At two or three places. An additional crossing-place was put in at Linden, though X 
cannot say if that was done since the Commissioners came here. There have also been additional crossing 
places put in at AVoy Woy, AVyee, and other places to prevent delays.
2527. Have any new sidings been put in on the mountains? I cannot recollect that any new sidings 
have been put in there.
2528. AA^ould it not facilitate the traffic very much if additional sidings were put in there? K"o doubt 
shorter sections on some parts of the line would facilitate working.
2p29. Would it not very much assist the traffic and prevent delays on the mountains ? Ko; for the 
simple reason that we are tied up by the Zigzag. AVhen we get throngh there we arc alright; but we 
cannot get the trains through there easily. '
2530. How long does it take the trains to go through after you have divided them? It takes on the 
average ninety minutes to got a goods train through from Bell to Eskbank.
2531. Is that two divisions or one division ? One division. And when we can only get one down goods 
train through in an hour and a half, and there are a lot of up trains, you can see what trouble occurs.
2532. AVha,t is the greatest number of trains you have ever had to deal with there? AVe have had as 
many as thirty-five goods and passenger trains through in a day.
2533. But how many at one given time ? Only one in each direction, because we block them back. We. 
only allow one train on a section at a time.
■2534. Then there is no delay at the Zigzag ? Well, the delay is occasioned by the Zigzag.
2535. But^do you not so regulate the starting of the goods trains that they will not interfere with each 
other ? les ; but a goods train may miss its crossing by 10 minutes, owing, perhaps, to a hot box or 
other cause,
2536. Might not that occur on the level ? Of course; in fact such a thing as a hot box would be more 
likely to occur on the level, because there they travel more quickly.
2537. At what spieed do thc goods trains travel over the Zigzag from Eskbank? AYc are limited to 10 
miles an hour down the middle road, and 5 miles an hour on the wings.
2538. Xrou have represented that the wings are not sufficiently long for the trains to stand upon them. 
Is there no, possibility of clearing that defect? Tlie principal wing has been lengthened since tho 
Commissioners took office. It is now a little longer than the bottom one.
2539. Will it hold forty trucks ? Ko ; but it willhold as many trucks as we can bring up with one engine. 
Twenty-seven is the maximum number of “ D ” trucks whielx wo can bring up, or twenty-one stock trucks.
2540. How do you arrive at your estimated saving of £3,000 in wages;—how many men aro employed 
on each goods train ? Eive on some and three on others
2541. That would give an average of four men who would he employed an hour each. How many trains 
a day are there ? Eifteen or sixteen goods trains, though we have had many more than that.
2542. But that would be the average, taking good and bad seasons ? Tes.
2543. How much would tliose four men receive ? They would receive about 6s. or 7a. amongst them.
2544. The passenger trains would not require so many men? Ko, I am not counting them ; because the 
delay is not so great with them.
2545. Then it is upon the goods trains that you base your estimate of £3,000 ? Tes; we must also lake 
into consideration the engine expenses, fuel, and so on—everything connected with the train. The wages 
are only a portion of the expense. During the time that is occupied in getting over the Zigzag, we might 
be running 12 miles towards Bathurst.
2546. Then you go into the capital cost of the rolling stock ? I could not well give you the details which 
make up the estimate of £3,000. I take that as an approximate estimate.
2547. As an old railway official, do you approve of tunnels in connection with mountain lines ? I do not
prefer a tunnel to an open road. .
2548. Are you of opinion that the Ko. 1 tunnel scheme would he a great advantage, as compared with the 
existing line ? Tes, any of the schemes would be of great advantage as compared with the existing line.
2549. AVould the Ko. 1 scheme be an advantage equal to £250,000 ? Tes, if you could save the interest on 
that by reduced working expenses.
2550. How- would the tunnel scheme compare with the Ko. 3 scheme? I said that there is not much to 
choose between the two.
2551. Is the difference in grade an advantage? It would mean easier working.
2552. AVould it be_a great advantage ? Ko ; because forty would be our maximum load in either ease.
2553. Do you consider that the present line, if properly maintained, will be able to take the mountain
traffic with safety for some time to come? It will take it for a little longer; but ultimately the Zigzag 
must be cut out. *

2554.
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2354. But it will meet tlie traffic for some years to come? I cannot say that. If there was a very larjo ^ich;[^aon 
increase in the traffic, as there might be with good seasons and a development of trade, the Zigzag would ' ^ ’
occasion great inconvenience and expense. ^
235.5. Mr. Hoskins.] As a matter ot fact, the traffic this year has decreased ? Tes ; although we have 4 April, 1894. 
never known busier months than September and October last.
255G. Do you mean to say that while a push-up engine is required to take a goads train up^ the 1 in 4-2 
grade in the open, it would not be required in a tunnel lj miles long, with a grade of 1 in 50 ? I am 
sure it would not.
2557. Why do you use a push-up engine on the 1 in 42 grade ? In order to get up with a load of 40 trucks.
Thirty trucks is the load laid down for a train with one engine on a grade of .1 in 42, as against 45 trucks 
on a grade of 1 in 50.
255S. But ] suppose you know that in a tunnel the rails are more greasy than they arc in the open, and 
therefore the adhesive power of the engine is less? I believe that that is so.
2559. As there is only a difference of 8 feet between a grade of 1 in 43 and a grade of 1 in 50, do you not 
think that if a push-up engine is required ou a grade of 1 in 42 in tho open it would he required on a 
grade of 1 in 56 in thc tunnel ? I do not think so. AVe only propose to take forty trucks through the 
tunnel, which is five trucks less than the load laid down for a grade uf 1 in 50.

*2560. How many trains go over the Zigzag in a day, including passenger trains ? We have had as many 
as thirty-five.
2501. Have you had experience in the working of railways in other countries besides this ? Vo.
25G2. AVhat induced you and other officers of the department t:o confer together after having already 
made a statement to the Committeef I was requisitioned by the Sccretaryr in the usual way to attend a 
conference to discuss this matter.
2563. AAkas any reason assigned ? Tes ; to furnish details of saving for tho information of this Committee.
2564. Are you prepared to admit that the estimate you formerly gave was unreliable ? It was quite 
reliable so far as it went; hut we took no credit for the consequential saving to which I havc referred.
2565. If the Zigzag were dispensed with, ono engine would take forty loaded trucks from Eskbank to 
Penrith ? Tes.
2566. Is thc Zigzag the only obstacle in the way of that. Arc there no other steep gradients ? To.
2367. Js there not a steep gradient between Mount AVctoria and Katoomba? Ares ; a grade of 1 in 55.
236S. Are not engines frequently required to help trains up there? AVe have had trains stuck up there.
It is what they call Soldiers’ Pinch.
2569. Is it a short or a long grade ? A short grade.
2570. Then if the Zigzag were dispensed with, a train of forty trucks might still he stuck up 011 the 
mountains ? To, because we should use bigger engines. Tow, owing to the length of the trains being 
limited wo use small engines. AVe have never been stuck up with a big engine.
2571. AVhere do you use your large engines ? Some of them on the mountains, some between Bathurst 
and Dubbo, and some between Eskbank and Bathurst.
2572. Do you not use them between Eskbank and Penrith ? Only a few of them. It has not been 
economical to use them there, because the loads have been limited owing to the Zigzag, and we could not 
get full value out of them.
2573. How is it that the department saves £4,780 a year by dispensing with the Lapstone Zigzag, seeing 
that there is still a grade of 1 in 33 there? That is gained on the trains going down hill.
2574. There is nothing gained on the trains going up hill? About three trucks a train. AVe have 
increased the average train load from twenty-four to twenty-seven and three-quarter trucks.
2575. Mr. I'ricke/L] Is there any way by which you can get at the approximate earnings on the line 
between Dargan’s Creek and Eskbank? I do not know. All those accounts axe kept by the accountant.
I think ho keeps the section between Penrith and Bathurst distinct.
2576. In reply to a letter sent at my instigation to Mr. McLachlan asking for these particulars, that 
gentleman has entirely shelved the question? I believe thc accountant keeps the earnings between 
Penrith and Bathurst distinct, and from that you could find out the average earnings for 11 miles,
2577. Mr. Neild.] AVhen last examined you stated that tho reduction in the number of goods trains, if 
the deviation were made, would bo 3,276, but tho secretary to the Bail way Commissioners puts it down at 
3,044;—how does that come about? In the first place I simply took into consideration the average 
loads taken by small aud big engines, hut when the Zigzag is cut out, wo shall use big engines almost 
exclusively.

■ 2578. Tou also stated that the saving in train mileage would be 14,959 miles, it is now stated that the 
saving would he 17,647 miles? By increasing the train-loads from thirty-five to forty trucks we make a 
saving in mileage and number of trains.
2579. AVhile you show 200 trains less, you show a saving in mileage of nearly 3,000 miles ? Tes. Since 
fewer trains will be required, we shall save so many more miles of running.
2580. T suppose thc alteration has been due to this special committee meeting? Tes.
258 L. AVhile there is this saving in connection with goods trains, there will be very little saving in 
connection with passenger trains? AVe shall not he able to reduce tho number of passenger trains.
25S2. I understood from your answer io Mr. Davies, in connection with the item of £3,000 appearing on 
your list of savings, that between £1,500 and £1,600 will be for wages, and the rest will he saved iu coal, 
rough the non-use of engines now employed? Coal form part of the saving, as well as stores, and the 
non-use of the engine.
2583. Is that a fair estimate;—is there not a very large number of engines necessarily in dop6t throughout 
the country ? Tes; but, if the Zigzag is cut out, we shall be able to do more work with present engines.
2384. In reference to the meeting which has been referred to, did you not set to work to swell, your 
previous estimate ? To.
25S5. Was that not tho result of the meeting ? Tes.
2586. AVhat was the purpose of the meeting, if not to try to make the estimate larger? A memorandum 
came from the Committee asking, I understand, for certain particulars and details, and we were called 
together to go into the details and show every saving that could be effected.
2587. What is the difference between the load taken over the Zigzag by the larger and thc smaller 
engines? The larger engines take thirty trucks aud the smaller engines nineteen trucks.
25S8. Does it not take more to run a larger than to run a smaller engine ? Tes, there is an extra 
fireman. 2589.
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Kichw'd n Have Jon allowance for that ? 11; is included iu the 4s. Sd. per mile.
1CEsq S°n’ ^00. Js 1hat a fair way of doing it, considering the extra fuel aud the extra wages which will have to he 

met ? I think 4s. 8d. is a fair average right through.
4 April, 1894. 2501. It ou are putting the possible earnings of the big engine against the present earnings of thc little 

engine, and yet you do not take into account the extra man and the extra fuel required by a big engine ? 
There is au additional fireman employed on the big engines, but Ibis cost is included in the 4s. Sd. per mile. 
2302. Chairman.] Can you give us any idea as to how long it would take an engine to run from the 
bottom points to Dargan’s Creek—2 miles 53 chains—over a grade of 1 in 50 ? Jfrom nine to ten 
minutes.
2593. And bow long would it take to run over the ifo. 3 route—4 miles 55 chains—with a grade of 1 in 
CO P It ought to bo done in about five minutes more.
2594. Would it take five minutes more in view of the fact lhat the grade would be flatter ? Tes.

■ 2595. Do you not think tbat an engine would take a load over the longer but flatter route in about ihe
same time as it would take it over the shorter but steeper route r it would not do the longer journey in 
the same time as the shorter.
239G. Aon told us just now that the maximum number of trucks taken from JCatoomha to Penrith was 
forfy. "VV as that maximum fixed before the goods trains were provided with continuous brakes ? bfo.
2597. It was fixed after the continuous brakes came into use? Tes. *
2598. With a full knowledge of the power of those brakes, tho Department came to thc conclusion that 
forty trucks should he the maximum train load? Tes; tho matter has been very carefully considered. 
Forty trucks is considered thc maximum for safe working.
2599. How many sections are there between Sydney andBourke? From Bourke to Harramiue I have
taken a load of eighty trucks ; but we can only bring fifty from Karramine to Dubbo, and thirty-one from 
Dubbo fo Bathurst. The ruling grade there is 1 in 40. ’
2000. What do you take from Eskbank to Penrith p Twenty-nine and a half is the average load, but we 
require a push-up engine as far as the Clarence tunnel.
2001. Would the wings on the Zigzag allow you to increase the length of the trains between Eskbank and
Katoomba? Yes; We could take as many as forty-five trucks on them by dividing the train at bottom 
points. ”
2602. Then your limit is the pulling and pushing power of the engines? Yes ; hut the trains are cut in 
half at the bottom of the Zigzag, and sent up in two divisions because the wings will not hold more than 
twenty-seven trucks.
2603. Will you kindly furnish a statement to the Committee showing the total tonnage of goods and tho 
number of passengers carried in 1SS9 over the Western line, and the same information for last year P I 
think I can get it, though my books will not show the 1SS9 traffic.
2604. Would the Commissioners annual reports give the information P No ; they only show the tonnage
from each station. Bathurst might be shown as sending away 10,000 tons, but of that traffic only 1.000 
tons might go over the Zigzag. I will obtain the information if it can be obtained. *
2605. If you can, will you make out the return for the traffic between Penrith and Eskbank, both ways ?
Yes. ■
2608. Mr. J!STeild.] You told Mr. Hoskins that last year there was a decrease in tho traffic. Under these 
circumstances is there any pressing necessity for this work ? 1 think so. I hope we shall get a revival of 
trade shortly, and it must bo remembered that the work will take a considerable lime to complete.
2607. How has the reduction in traffic come about chiefly—in coal ? The mineral traffic has fallen off. 
The Commissioner in to-day’s paper points out that thc falling off has been in tbe mineral and passenger 
traffic. *
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2603. Chairman^] I understand that since you were last examined before the Committee the heads of 
various branches of the .Railway Department have met in conference to review the estimate of the probable 
saving on the proposed deviations? Yes ; there has been some further consideration of the question. 
2509. The saving now totals £18,094 ? Yes.
2610. Mr. Davies.] How do you reconcile the jiresent estimafe of £18,000 wilh that of £10,000 which 
you gave us about a fortnight ago ? When first wc conshlored the saving that would bo effected by 
cutting out tho Zigzag we confined our inquiry to what would be saved between Eskbank and Bell, and id 
was only after that estimate was called in question that we recognised tho fact that the employment of 
longer trains would cause an economy between Bell and Penrith. That economy would apply, of course, 
to any scheme which would cut out the' Zigzag. Our first object was to compare the deviations, in 
order to ascertain from them the maximum economy obtained. There can be no doubt whatever that 
if the Zigzag was cut out, not only would wo be able"to bring longer trains from Eskbank to Bell, but wc 
should also be able to take them on to Penrith, and the additional saving which will thus be effected is 
shown in the last two items in the revised estimate.
2611. Two thousand two hundred and fifty-three pounds will be saved between Bell and Katoomba ? 
Yes. That amount would be saved on the up journey chiefly.

2612.
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2612 I wai)t to know how you hayc made up the item of £3,000, the saving of overtime in the wages of 
drivers, guards, and firemen P I think I explained when last examined that that is already in the 4-s. Sd. ^ _
a train mile, hut the work being located in this particular place wc thought it only fair that cognizance ^ ^ ^ 1894. 
should be taken of the saving of time, and that £3,000 in addition would be a proper amount to represent 
the economy derived in that way. _ _ ....
2613. It is only a representative figure? Tes; it is not an estimate of which we could give details.
Hooking at the whole question, with what figures we had to guide us. we thought that £3,000 would be a 
fair sum to put down for the saiing in time, due to a shorter continuous run.
2614. That is for overtime? The overtime would bo reduced, because trains would bo able to go through 
more quickly than they do notv. The Zigzag might, be compared to the neck of a sand-glass wc have to 
dribble the traffic through it because of the awkwardness of the road. If the Zigzag were cut out we 
should get our traffic through sooner, and should save a good deal in the wages of men, engine fuel, and 
other waste that now takes place. That figure is only approximate ; it was not, arrived at by detailed 
investigation. It is not so accurate as the other estimates, which have been based upon the cost of train 
mileage, which is saved by taking the number of waggons hauled in any one year and dividing them by 
the number in the train.
2615. Do you take loaded and unloaded trucks together? We reduce them all to loaded waggons; that 
is, if there are a number of empties we consider them as a less number of loaded trucks.
2616. Has your attention been called to the Commissioners’No. 2 scheme ? Tes. _
2017. Are you in possession of the information which Mr. foxlee has given to the Committee ? I had 
the matter explained to me verbally. _ . ,
261S. Tou have seen no plans or detailed information ? No. I saw a hand-sketch showing the direction 
iu which it was proposed to take the lino. _ .
2610. In your new estimate do you propose to dispense with any more push-up engines, or do you retain 
tho same number of push-up engines ? We reduce our estimated cost of push-up engines from £2,3-15 
to £1,000.
2620. That is the cost of one engine ? A little more than that. ^ _
2621. Do you propose to use more than one such engine ? With the-No. 1 scheme we should require 
the services of a push-up engine as far as the mouth of the tunnel.
2622. At present you use three push-up engines? Some days we use more, and on other days less. A
little more than three is the average. _ . ,
2623. A Baldwin engine would take forty-two loaded trucks ? We have allowed for their taking forty 
trucks. They could really take more, but we take forty as a fair load.
2621. On a grade of 1 in 50 ? Tes. Their load is tabulated as forty-five trucks between Clarence and 
Bell, where there is a grade of 1 in 50. When we have stock-trucks or coal-waggons we take fewer than 
forty-five. Borty is a fair average.
2625, AThat would be the gross tonnage of forty loaded trucks ? About 350 or 380 tons. _ _
2020, AVhat number of trucks could a Baldwin engine take over thc Zigzag ? Thc load is limited by thc 
wings. I think it is thirty trucks for a Baldwin.
2627, AVould it be possible to extend the wings to take a larger number of trucks? I daresay it would be 
possible; bub the load would 'not be increased very much. I think thirty-three trucks would be the 
longest train that you could have there, and it would scarcely be worth while to go to heavy expense for 
so small an advantage.
2623. AVhat would be the gross tonnage of thirty loaded trucks ? About 250 to 280 tons without engine 
and tender. . • -l
2029, The heavier load which you could take would be the main advantage obtained for cutting out the 
Zigzag? That would be the main advantage. _ ^
2630. AVhat number of trucks do the Baldwin engines take at the present time from Bathurst to Eskbank r 
The loads vary from forty-five to thirty-one to suit the grades.
2631. Is there a larger number of trains composed of thirty trucks coming from the west to Eskbapk
than of trains composed of forty-five trucks ? Tho loads I havo given you arc what the engines can take ; 
but, in practice, I think they average about thirty-five. _ _
2632. If you broke up a train of thirty trucks to take it over the Zigzag, it would make it very small?
AVe only take twenty-two trucks through at a time by one engine ; a longer train has to be divided over 
thc middle portion of thc Zigzag.
2633. But supposing a train containing thirty trucks came from Bathurst to Eskbank ? Then we should
break it up and haul twenty-two vehicles by the train engine, and tho balance by the push-up engine over 
the middle portion of the Zigzag, _ _
2634. How many trains come from the west in a year containing only thirty trucks ? That I could not 
tell you ; it does not come before me in any way. Thc Traffic officers could give you thc information.
All Ivc do is to tell them by our tables what loads they must not exceed, and wo undertake to run the 
trains to time if those loads are not exceeded. They are quite justified in loading up tho engines within 
our limits ; but I am not prepared to toll you what loads they bring. _ _
2635. Mr. Hoskins.'] Is not thirty trucks an average train load in the western district, except during the
busy season of the year? Ido not think you can look at it in this way. Thc economy is effected by 
puffing a number of short trains together, and„ drawing them with one engine. _
2636. Do you get a sufficient number of loaded trucks from the western district to enable you to provide 
forty-fruck trains ? Undoubtedly we do. There is nothing to prevent us from bringing any number of 
waggons in one train, if by doing so we can save money. There is nothing to compel ns to run a certain 
number of trains, so long as wc bring the waggons throngh to Sydney that nre intended to come.
2637. Is not thirty trucks considered an average train load upon the mountains? I should thmk that on 
the average thirty trucks would be a very good train load ; but we are at present working with a number 
of light engines. If we had thc convenience of a straight run, we could put heavy engines on the road 
and reduce tho number of trains.
2638. How many of the heavy Baldwin goods engines have you ? Twenty. _ _
2639. And they will take thirty-five trucks up these inclines ? Thc heavy Baldwin engines would take
forty-five trucks up a grade of 1 in 50. ,
2640. Looking at the fact that the inclines on the Zigzag are not so severe as some in other parts of Ihe
line, would twenty engines suffice for thc goods traffic ? I think we could work that portion of the 
traffic with twenty Baldwin engines. 2641.

t
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W Es!(0Wr’ I understood you to say that if the Zigzag were dispensed with, the saving would be on the
^_UP ^ra^*c rather than on the down traffic ? Yes: there would not be so much saving on the down traffic,
April 1894 though at present the traffic is delayed on both journeys.

’ 2642. It your large engines can take thirty loaded trucks up the Zigzag safely, is not any delay that
may be occasioned similar to that which is occasioned in connection with the loops which you have on the 
western line :—the delay in transit on the western line is not occasioned solely by the Zigzag ? A certain 
amount of it arises from the system of working the line by means of loops'; but the Zigzag occasions 
more delay than any of the loops. .
2643. Uow would the delay occasioned by the Zigzag compare with the delay which takes place on the 
loops? Lshould think that the delays at the Zigzag are two or three times as long as those on the loops. 
2G44. You cannot give ns an idea of the average delay caused by the Zigzag? I cannot; but it has 
been estimated that if it were cut out we should save about an hour on the average per train.
2645. Does it take an hour to draw a train over the Zigzag with a Baldwin engine ? The delays occur at 
the end of the Zigzag.
2646. ]f a Baldwin engine can take thirty trucks over the Zigzag would there be any delay between 
Bskbank aud the top ? Yes. The delays which we have estimated for are constantly occurring.
2647. Are there not heavy gradients on the line between the top of the Zigzag aud Sydney ? Yes ; there 
is a grade of 1 in 50 near Bell, and a grade of 1 in 53 between -Mount Victoria and Blackheatb. Those 
are the two steepest places as far as Katoomba.
264S. Is it not a fact that you have occasionally to use push-up engines on those banks ? No. Occasionally 
we send our engines up to Bell to pick up waggons going towards Bathurst; but we do not use push-up 
rngines beyond Clarence siding unless there is an engine returning, and we can make use of it in that way.
2649. Do you believe that if the No. 1 project were adopted, an engine could draw forty-two trucks 
through the tunnel without the assistance of a push-up ? I think the heavy consolidation engines would 
easily take forty trucks through the tunnel. The only difficulty that could arise would be from the 
slipperiness of the rails caused by the tunnel being wet; but I do not think it would bo wet, aud there 
would therefore be no necessity for pnsh-up engines.
2650. But is it not a fact that the rails in tunnels, and especially in long tunnels, beeomo greasy ? That 
is not so in all cases. Bor example, in the Woy 'Woy tunnel, which is a long one, the rails are perfectly 
dry, the reason of that being that the tunnel was made for a double line, and the ventilation is very good.
2651. Mr. Neild^\ Your second estimate is based upon the supposition that, in the event of tho Zigzag beiu<*'
cut out, you would be able to use Baldwin engines ? Yes. 0 °
2652. How many men are employed on the engines now in use ? Three men on the Baldwin engines and 
two men on all other engines.
2653. Have you taken the additional man Into consideration ? It would be only a very small item— 
simply the wages of a fireman at 8s. a day.
2654. Von have twenty Baldwin engines ;—that would make the cost of the additional man equal to
£1,200 a year or even a little more ? Perhaps so. Of course if one wont into very minute detail I 
believe the saving could be shown to be very much greater than it now appears to be. There is not the 
least doubt that the widening of the neck, through which the traffic now has to dribble, would effect a 
saving on all the western traffic. ‘
2655. Your estimate of savings includes an item of £942, yet a little matter of £1,200 or £1,500 you 
have left out of consideration.^ Surely if it was worth while to account for £900, £1,200, or £1,500 can
not be considered an infinitestimal amount? That amount might be considered.
2656. W hy should the saving between Katoomba and Penrith be estimated twice over, as it appears to bo 
in the statement handed in by Mr. McLaehlan. He puts down £2,253 as the saving between Eskbank 
and Penrith, and then £4,240 as the saving between Katoomba and Penrith ? The saving in the first case 
appears to be shown as between Eskbank and Penrith; but it is really on the train mileage between 
Bell and Katoomba.
2657. Lhat means that you are going to make up the train at Katoomba ? No ; the same train will run 
right through.
2658. But I sec that you have estimated that with a saving of 568 trains between Eskbank and Katoomba 
a saving of 9,656 train miles would be gained, while between Katoomba and Penrith there would be a 
saving of 1.8,1 / 6 train miles, leading one to suppose that the saving in trains would be about 1,000 ? The 
additional saving in train mileage is due to the longer distance between Katoomba and Penrith as 
compared with the distance between Bell and Katoomba.
2659. \Vhy should the estimate have been made up in two sections in this way ? I do not know. It 
might just as well have been made one item.
2660. You speak of an hour being saved by doing away with the Zigzag ;—how much of that hour is taken 
up in running now, and how much in waits? Koughly, about 40 minutes is occupied iu running and 
the rest of the time is taken up in waits at either end of the section—at Bell and at Lithgow.
2661. Do the two sections of a train follow each other at an interval of twenty minutes? We should 
save a great deal by not having the Zigzag. The bulk of the saving would be gained by being able to run 
right through instead of having to stop our trains three different times.
2662. How soon after one division of a train leaves Bell does the other follow it ? The second division 
starts as soon as the first division gets off the section.
2663. AY hat is the length of the section? The section is the distance between Bell and Clarence. 
I think that is the arrangement.
2664. Does safety require that there should be such a long interval between the trains ? I think so. 
It is only on tho ground of safe working that such a system would be adopted.
1665. Then forty minutes is occupied in traversing the distance between Clarence siding and tho lower 
points ? No. I was referring to the journey from Bell to Eskbank. Most of the time is lost in zigzaging 
np and down, and in having to stop on three unnecessary occasions.
2666. You refer to the detention on the wings? Yes. *
2667. Mr. Wall.] What is the steepest grade between Penrith and Katoomba ? One in 30.
2668. Is that on the Eapstone Hill? The tunnel there is on a 1 in 33 grade, and there are several other 
pieces of it on each side of the tunnel.
2669. Is there not a minute in the Department regulating the number of trains that are to go down the
Lapstone Hill ? Ido not remember such a minute, 2670.
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2670. "What is the ordinaTy train which an engine can tahe dorni a grade of 1 in 33 ? Our present w. Tliow,
practice is to take thirt)r-five trucks on that grade. _ _ . , Esct-
2671. Are you aware if a minute was in existence prior to the Commissioners taking office limiting the {— 
number of trucks to he taken down there to fifteen ? IvTo ; but prior to the cutting out of the Lapstone 5 April, 1894.. 
Zigzag, the limit was twenty-two, because the wings would not hold a longer train., Since the Zigzag
was cut out, wo have increased the load to thirty-five trucks.
2672. The limit is imposed now by the grade instead of being checked hy the Zigzag as heretofore ; other
wise you might bring down any length of trains t It is limited by our brake-power. Then, too, there is 
a small bank which we have to climb 16 miles after leaving Katoomba which imposes a chock. At the 
present time all our waggons are not fitted with the continuous brakes; we have only those brakes on

some of them. , ,
2673. What would be a reasonable limit on a 1 in 33 grade, if you had continuous brakes, and maintained 
the present rate ot speed ? There are a great many things that enter into the handling of trains besides 
the mere question of brake-power. Our idea is that there would he no difficulty in working a train of 
from forty to fortv-five waggons from Katoomba, if the present Zigzag were removed, and we could 

bring them up to Katoomba.
2674. That is, providing that continuous brakes -were fitted to the trains ? Provided that the brake- 
power rvas what we intend that it shall be.
2075. Is it the intention of the Department io so improve their brake-power as to enable them to bring 
forty-five trucks down the Lapstone Hill? I think there would be no difficulty about that.
2676. T -want to know if it is the intention of the Department to so regnlate their brake-power as to 
allow' it to be done? lies ; hut we could not do it just now.
2677. You intend to do it if the Zigzag is cut out? I think so ; whatever load we take to Katoomba we

shall bring on to Penrith. .
2678. Will not the number of trucks you bring down be regulated hy your brake-power ? I he intention 
is that if we take forty trucks from Eskbank to Katoomba, we shall bring them on to Penrith.
2670. But, in a reportVhich has been submitted to us, it is stated that you will bring forty-five trucks 
from'Eskbank to Penrith is it not forty trucks ? My evidence was to the effect that tho engines were 
equal to bringing forty-five trucks ; hut that we had estimated for forty trucks,
2680. It is mentioned in this report that it is the intention of the Commissioners to use stronger engines— 
en gin os which will take a full load without assistance on a grade of 1 in 50? Those are our twenty 
Baldwin engines.
2681. Are they running on this particular line at present? Some of them are, and some ot them are
running west of Bathurst. _ ,
2682. It is a pity that the evidence of the Department should he so conflicting ;—we have been xntormed 
that these engines were not used here, although they are in possession of the Department ? Some of 
them are now' running between Ponrith and Bathurst,
2683. And if the Zigzag were cut out, and you were to take the masimum load, it would be necessary to 
use these engines ? Yes.
2684. The smaller engines would not give the results yon require ? Kb.
2685- The present statement of earnings has been compiled from tho working of both large and small 
ermines ; hut if large engines were used altogether, would that not make a difference in the returns? 1 do 
not think so, because, if we ran those engines to the top of the Zigzag, and coupled them to trains with 
forty trucks, which were waiting to go to Penrith, we should have to bring those trains up the Zigzag hy 
means of the smaller engines, so that we should not gain anything like so much as one might suppose. 
26S6. Then, if you used the strong engines now entirely, you do not think any saving would he effected 
because of tho disconnection of trains that would take place on the Zigzag ? I hat is so. "We should still 
feel the crippling effect of the Zigzag on the traffic.
2687. Could you give us an estimate of the total cost of the push-up engines now' used between Eskbank 
and the Clarence siding? I think they cost about £2,345 per annum.
2688. If von bring a load from Eskbank to Clarence siding with the help of push-up engines, that entails
a certain expense upon the Department which is represented hy the fuel and other expenses in connection 
with the engine used and the loss of time ? It would he quite impossible to give you an idea now of the 
value of the time required hy working the big engines ns you suggest. These engines at present bring a 
load through from Bathurst to Eskbank and come on to Penrith, and it would require a very careful 
estimate to ascertain what could be saved if we worked the big engines only between the top ot the Zigzag 
and Penrith. . „2683. 11 you used the stronger engines, you-would have to use them right through to Bathurst r Yes; 
we should run them right through between Bathurst aud Penrith.
2690. The obstacle in the way of using them now is the Zigzag? Yes; because they can only draw 
thirty waggons on the Zigzag. _ _
269L Why have you not taken credit in your estimate for the saving which would ho effected by hauling 
larger loads between Bathurst and Eskbank? That might be done; but that saving would depend 
entirely upon whether we used a light engine to Eskbank or took a heavy engine right through.
2692. And you do not know whether it is the intention to use these engines right through to Bathurst, or 
whether an advantage would be gained hy talcing them right through ? The advantage to be gained would 
depend entirely upon the requirements of the traffic : hut there is no doubt that if the heavy engines were 
used between Eskbank and Penrith the saving which would be effected is legitimately expressed by the 
figures which have been given. _ _ . .
2U93. M.T. Collins.^ Have you seen any eslirn^to in connection witli the Commissioners Zso. — sciiemc. 
An estimate has been made" in reference to that scheme. .....
2694. Did you make it? Ko ; I was not concerned in it, but I do not see anything in it that is not
perfectly correct. . . . .
2695. Do you think that, from an engineering point of view, it would he better to construct that line than 
the Ko. 1 ’deviation ? Ko doubt from an engineering point of view it would he a great advantage to cut 
out the grades of 1 in 42 and 1 in 50, and do away with the long tunnel.
2696. Therefore it would he an advantage to adopt the Commissioners’ Ko. 2 proposal? Well, those
advantages would have to be set off against the longer distance. _ _
2697 Against the longer distance would have to be set tho teas cost in working? The working would 
cost lessl 2G9S-
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269S. Then, in your opinion, the Commissioners’ No. 2 proposal is better than the Commissioners’ No. 1 
proposal? I prefer a line in the open, and it would, be an advantage to cut out the grades of 1 in 4.2 and 
1 in 50. ,
2699. Mr. fiwiny.] Do you regard this as an urgent work ? It is not urgent in the present' state of the 
traffic.
2700. It is a work which can be done without for a year or two ? Unquestionably. The traffic 1ms not
mcreased so materially as to necessitate the cutting out of the Zigzag, but whenever the Zi^a^ is cut 
out there will be a considerable economy in the working of the road. n D
2701. But you do not regard it as a specially urgent work at the present time ? No ; we can do without it
and continue to carry the traffic through as we have been doing. . ’
2702. Chairman^ Is there anything else yon wish to state ? 1 think not.
2703. Mr. jVbtfrf.] Do the savings represented in the first item, and io the last item hut one in Mr. 
McLachIan’s statement overlap each other, or are they separate ? The meaning of tho last paragraph but 
one is that we shall be able to_ dispense with 563 trains, and multiplying that by the distance between Bell 
aud Katoomba, it gives a saving of 9,656 miles. That saving is made between Bell and Katoomba, audit 
would have been better Io have said Bell instead of Eskbank.
2704. So that the latter paragraph should read, “ Practically between Bell and Katoomba 5GS ordinary
trains will be saved ” ? ifes, *

PARLIAMENTARY,
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Deviation to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag.

APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidence of J. Barling,

Precis of Papers HEtATi.vc to the Proposed Deviation* on* the Great Western* Railway to Avoid the Lithgow
Zigzag.

It ivoulil .Tji])eor that the proposal to construct a deviation on the Great Western Railway, to avoid the Lithgow Zigzag, was 
first prominently brought forward in the latter port of 1885, hy Hr. W. S. Targott, who was then Member of Parliament for 
Hartley. On the 11th September, 1885, heasked the folluwing question in the House When will a survey *>o authorised 
of the Great Western Zigzag to see if it is expedient to construct a tunnelfrom Dnigan’s Creek to Bottom Points Io this 
Mr. Dibhs replied : u This awncy will be carried out at an early date.” _

The matter was referred to Mr. John Whitton, the then Kiigineer-imChtef for ."Railways, who, in a report to the 
Minister on the 16th of March, 1886, stated that the tunnel proposed from Bargan's Creek to the lower points of the Lithgow 
Zigzag would bo about 3 miles in length, aud, for a double a line, would cost about £400,000, Aa, however, it would only 
dispense with li milea of incline of 1 in 33, and 5 miles 33 olmins of 1 in 42, he did. not think it would be judicious to 
incur so large an outlay for so small an improvement in the line.

Mr, Targett, by the Minister’s instructions, was informed to tins effect on the 3rd of April; hut he was not, 
apparently, satisfied with the answer given, and, on tho 7th of April, he addressed the Minister, stating that Mr. Dibbshad 
promised in the House that a surv ey should he made, and he urged that this should be carried out. Mr. Secretary Lyne, 
who was then Minister, on the 22nd of April, gave instructions for a survey to be made accordingly. In connection with 
the matter, Mr. Targett submitted a plan of a route for the deviation suggested by Mr. I5. Finn, a surveyor, and a resident 
of the district. A survey was made, and the route selected was the same as that suggested by Mr. Lrinn; and Mr. Whitton 
reported to the Minister on thc2!Jth of October respecting the matter, as follows il15y the route suggested the length 
would be S-i miles and slightly in excess of the existing line. There would be, according to the surveyor s section, at least 
2J miles of tunnelling, and quite 3 miles of an incline of 1 in 40, whilst the earth work quantities and the expense of 
constructing retaining-walls and viaducts would be excessive.” u The proposed route, ' lie added, “ docs not compare at all 
favouiably with the line as constructed,53 aud lie recommended that no further expense should he incurred in the matter. 
Mr. Targett was furnished with a copy of Mr. Whitten’s report; and the matter then appears to have been allowed to 
remain in abeyance for some years. t ^ ,

lit October, ] SS10, Mr. L. B. Brice, then acting as a Temporary Examiner of Public M orks Proposals, was instructed 
to report on alternative routes which had been suggested for relieving the congestion of trailie on the Great W estern "Railway. 
In his report he dealt at length with the proposed hue from Rlackfcnwii or Liverpool to Blayney, and also the line from 
Richmond to Eskbank, and amongst the conclusions he arrived at, were the following ;— _

1. That it is necessary to take steps to relieve the congestion of traffic on the mountain section of the Western Line.
“2, That it would be more economical and better serve the interests of tho country to duplicate the present track, and 

construct branches than to make either the Black town—Rlayney or Richmond—Eskbank alternative lines.”
This report was laid upon the table of the House and orded to be printed on the 5th November, 1890.
On the loth of March, 1892, Mr. H, Deane, who had succeeded Mr. Whitton as Engineer-in-Chief for Railway 

Construction, reported to the Minister that the Railway Commissioners were desirous of testing the possibility of connecting 
the Western Line at Dargan’a Greek with the lower points of the Zigzag, traffic considerations rendering the cutting out 
of the Zigzag desirable if it could be done at a reasonable cost. He therefore asked the approval of the Minister to a 
thorough investigation being made into the matter by the surveyors of his Branch. The Minister, on the 1st of April, 
minuted that the matter was one entirely for the consideration of the Commissioners; but he added that should they be 
desirous of testing the practicability of a deviation, he had no objection to the Engineer-in-Chief carrying out the survey.

On the matter, however, being again referred to the Minister for approval to the expenditure of about £300, he 
ordered it to stand over, and in consequence, the surveyots who had been instructed to proceed with the work were
recalled. . • .t -i

Jt should be here stated that Mr. 3. P. Sharkey, who had been formerly employed as a surveyor in the Railway 
Construction Branch, put in a claim that he was the discoverer of the route in question, and urged that he should be given
the work of carrying out the survey. . .. , . , - i i

Mr. Deane, however, in regard to this claim, pointed out that Mr Sharkey s contention could not be sustained, anti 
referred to the matter having been brought forward hy Mr. Targett, M.P.^and reported on by Mr. Whitton in 1886, two 
years before Mr. Sharkey carried out the survey when he claimed to have discovered the route.

The information in the possession of the Department, appears to have been sufficient to enable Mr. Burge, the 
Engineer for Trial Surveys, to submit a scheme to the Engineer-in-Chief. On the 26th of April, 1S92, lie suggested two alter
native proposals, one to start the deviation at about 93 miles 70 chains which would show a length of about 4 miles 42 chains, 
as against 7 miles 20 chains of the present line, thus effecting a saving of 2 miles ;>8 chains. I his would involve a viaduct, 
short in length, but about 70 feet in height over Farmer's Creek, and also considerable tunnelling, the extent of which could 
not lie determined until a survey had been made. The other line he proposed would staid at 93 miles 30 chains, and would be 
about 52 chains shorter than the first one, and increase the saving in through mileage to 2 miles 70 chains. Ihe mam 
tunnel would however, be longer, and the viaduct over l^armer'a Creek, though not so high, would he longer, being over a
wider part of the valley. .. . . . ., . . ,

A third scheme he proposed, was merely a continuation of the present line on from the bottom points through a tunnel 
to Dargan's Creek. Mr. Burge pointed out that the objection to all the routes was the great length of the mam tunnel on a 
steep grade, and that it was impossible to predict which was the best without a careful survey of each. He also appended 
an estimate which amounted to £260,000. , ,

A copy of this report was forwarded by Mr. Deane to the Railway Commissioners, and m so doing he stated that as 
the surveyors were withdrawn before any real work was done, he was not in a position to ofter any opinion on the report. 

On the 14th of April, 1S92, a letter was received from W\ 0. Reynolds, trustee for M. A, Reynolds, stating that, m 
the event of the proposed deviation being constructed, they would claim damages to the extent of £20,000. The writer
did not state the nature of the damage for which compensation would be claimed. , _

On the 24th November, 1893, the Railway Commissioners addressed a communication to the Minister for Railways, 
the Honorable John See, in which they stated that ever since they had been in office, the disadvantage of passing traffic 
over the Lithgow Zigzag had been continually before them, as well as the continual risk in the working consequent on 
trains loaded with passengers having to be propelled both up and down over the intermediate section of the Zigzag. The 
cutting out of the Lapstone Zigzag had so greatly facilitated the working, that they felt justified iu uskmg the Government 
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to consider the expediency of providing sufficient money to curry out a further alteration of the line to permit of the Lithgow 
Zigzag being avoided. The work, they stated, would in all ways be beneficial, and more than return interest on the capital 
expended. The scheme they proposed was one for leaving the existing line at a point near Dargan’s Creek about 86 miles 48 
chains, and proceeding by a route through cutting and tunnel north of the existing main line to the bottom points of the 
Zigzng^where the existing double line of railway would be connected with. This Tine would be 2 miles 53 chains in length, 
1 mile 52 chains being iu tunnel. They proposed that the line should bo a double one because of the difficulty of properly 
ventilating sc long a tunnel if only a single line wore constructed. The grading through the tunnel would be a continuous 
ascending one from the bottom points to Bargains Creek, of about 1 in 50, the existing line being on varying grades of 1 in 
33 and 1 iu 42. The 1 in 33 grade was, they pointed out, against trains going to the West, and extended from Dorgan’s 
Creek to Clarence siding, a distance of 1 mile 32 chains, and was a great obstruction to the whole of the traffic going from 
Sydney to the West. This would he entirely got rid of by their proposal and thus materially assist the working of the 
Western-going traffic.

They estimated the whole cost of the work at about £225,000, which at 4 per cent, would mean an annual cost of 
£9,000; but they estimated that in addition to tho great facility to the working and the avoidance of the continual risk 
which now takes place, the expenses would be reduced by about £10,000 per annum, so that as a commercial investment 
the money would be well spent. The Minister for .Railways referred the matter for the advice of the Attorney-General as 
to whether the work could be carried out without reference to the Public Works Committee. On the 28th of December 
the Honorable G. C. Heydon submitted bis advising and stated that he had come to the conclusion that the work need not 
necessarily be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public "Works, aud for this opinion he gave his reasons 
at length. The matter was referred to Cabinet on the 2nd January, 1894, and it was then decided that the matter should 
bo referred to the Public Works Committee as soon as convenient. Tho necessary resolution was accordingly, in pursuance 
of this decision, submitted by Mr. Secretary Lyiic to Parliament on the 25th of January, and duly passed. In the 
meantime the sum of £250,000 for the work was noted for placing on the Loan Estimates.

In a minute of the 8th of January, 1S94, tho Minister stated that the Cabinet bad decided the work should be carried 
out by this Department; and he directed that the Railway Commissioners should he asked to forward, for the use of the 
Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction, the plans and sections they had had taken in connection with the matter. A 
letter to this effect rvas accordingly addressed to the Commissioners for Railways on the same date.

On the 0th of January Mr. Deane, in accordance with the Minister’s instructions, submitted a statement of the cost 
of the work on the existing line, between Dargan’s Creek and the lower points of the Zigzag, the total cost shown being 
£167,004 Is. 4d., the length 5 miles 14 chains, giving £31,157, as the cost per mile. He also gave an estimate of what it 
would have cost at the time the line was made; had a direct tine with a single-line tunnel been constructed in lieu of the 
Zigzag, the sum Ijeing £324,802 14s, 2d., and a double-line tunnel would, he stated, have cost £445,055 14s. 2d. He pointed 
out flint these estimates were based oti the prices actually paid for the work, which in those days were extremely high ; and 
he also said, that, even if it had then been considered desirable to construct a direct line, lie thought it doubtful whether 
any contractor could have been found in the Colony to undertake tho piercing of so long a tunnel, tunnelling work not being 
by any means so easy a matter then as now. He showed that, by the adoption of tho Zigzag, the saving effected at the time was 
£157,858 12s. iOd. for a single-line tunnel, and £278,051 22s. 10d., for a double-line tunnel, which sum, he considered, was 
sufficiently large to justify the adoption of the Zigzag, as was done.

On the 22nd of January, the Railway Commissioners forwarded, in compliance with the request which had been made 
to them, plans, sections, &c., in connection with the scheme which they proposed. They also forwarded a report from 
Mr. Eoxlee, accompanying the plans, &e., in which, he stated, that the estimated cost of the deviation proposed by him 
was £225,000, exclusive of land and fencing. That the length of the proposed deviation was about 2 miles 53 chains, the 
ruling grade 1 in 50, and the sharpest curve 12 chains radius. The tunnel would have a. lengtii of about 2,840 yards. In 
forwarding the plans, the Commissioners wrote the following minute:—11 As the scheme is one that has been divised and 
worked out in detail by Mr. Foxlec, the Commissioners think that he should be associated with Mr. Deane in the carrvine 
out of the work.”

With regard to this, Mr. Secretary Lyne minuted the papers as follows “ Divided authority in such a matter as 
this would not do at all, and there is certainly some error regarding tire ‘ complete devising aud working out of the plains by 
Mr. Foxlee.1 I have no doubt that Mr. Deane will consult Mr. i’oxlec—if he considers it desirable—upon any special 
point that may present itself to Mm."

On the 18th of January, Mr. Deane addressed a minute to the Minister, pointing out that in ids opinion the deviation 
proposed try the Commissioners should not be definitely adopted until further surveys had been made, and referred to a 
conversation he had had with the Minister a few days previously, when lie mentioned how, by means of a spiral, the necessary 
tunnel construction conld be spilt up and shortened, the cost lightened, and effective ventilation rendered possible. He 
forwarded a tracing showing the position of the line he suggested, the cost of carrying out which would, lie said, probably 
not be greater than £130,000 as compared with £225,000 mentioned as the Railway Commissioners’ estimate. He also 
stated that there might be other alternative lines with even greater advantages than the one lie then suggested, and that 
he had sent Mr. Surveyor Kennedy to the spot to get further information in the way of levels. After the return of this 
officer he hoped to be in a better position to report on the whole question.

It should be here stated that a proposal to construct a deviutiou was received from Messrs. E. M. Munford aud 
Company, their offer being dated 1st of January, 1894. They stated that they wore prepared to carry out the deviation, 
make certain roads,_ &.C., and receive payment in debentures. The Minister directed that they should be informed that 
whatever was done in connection with this matter would be curried out hy the Government,

^ On the 22nd of January, Mr. Burge, Engineer for Tidal Surveys, brought under the attention of the Engineer-in
Chief a scheme which he said would not only limit the maximum length of any one tunnel to 1,070 yards, but also, 
without involving additional length cither to the existing railway or to the line proposed, would reduce the grade in the 

t open to 1 in 50, making that the ruling grade, against tho heavier traffic between the engine stations of Eskbank and 
Penrith of 1 in 42; and, in the tunnels to J in CO. He estimated that the cost of this line would be £214,000. He proposed 
to utilise the present Clarence tunnel, as well as the present line down to near the entrance of the new third tunnel, at 90|- 
miles, for the purpose of the new down line when the duplication was made, the line to join the second line in the third 
tunnel, this and the remaining throe tunnels being double ones. Mr. Burge went on to say that the 1 in 33 grade at the 
east approach to the Clarence tunnel could be got rid of, if necessary, by a deviation which would not cost more than 
£15,000, so that £230,000 would provide a substitute for the Zigzag, giving a scries of short, easily ventilated tunnels, 
considerably less also in total length than the tunnel on any direct line, and rendering for these reasons the whole work 
capable of much quicker completion; reducing the ruling up grade between Eskbank and Ponrith to 1 in 50, ami doing 
away with the ] in 33 east approach to the Clareuee tmmol. Mr. Burge was, he said, convinced that either this scheme 
or tlie one previously proposed by him would be the best solution of the question, and lie urged that they might be further 
investigated.

On the 25th of January, Mr. Duane reported to the Minister that the exploration of the country which was being 
made by Mr. Surveyor Kennedy, proved the existence of more than one alternative route which might turn out to be equal 
to or better than the direct tunnel scheme proposed by the Commissioners; and lie urged that the investigation of the 
matter by the Public Works Committee might be deferred for ,a month to enable full investigation to be made. To this 
the Minister replied that the Committee must fix its own time for the investigation.

On the 29th of January, the Minister instructed that another surveyor should be put on to the work iu order that the 
plana might bo ready for tho Committee within a fortnight. Mr. Deane, in regard to this, again urged that as much time 
as possible should be afforded him for the investigation, as he was anxious that the Department should be in a position to 
advocate the best proposal possible.

Subsequent action in the matter is fully detailed in the statement and evidence of the Under Secretary for Public 
Works before the Committee. ■
5/3/94- J. BARLING.

Al.
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Al.
The Railway Commissioners to Minister for Railways, PRorosiso the Deviation.

■ Office of the Railway Commissioners of Now South Wales, Sydney, 24 November, 1893.

To the Honorable John Sec, M.P., Minister for Railways,—
Lithijow Zigui;).

Ever since wo have been in office the great disadvantage of passing traffic over what is known as the Lithgow Zigzag on 
the western side of the Blue Mountains, has been continuously before ns, as well as the continual risk in the wording, 
consequent on trains loaded witli passengers having to he propelled, botli up and down, over the intermediate section of the 
Zigzag.

The cutting out of tho Lapstone Hill Zigzag, on the eastern side of the Blue Mountains, has ko greatly facilitated the 
working that we feel lhat wc arc justified in asking the Government,-when dealing with the question of expenditure m 
connection with public works, to consider the expediency of providing sufficient money to carry out an alteration of the line 
to permit of tho Lithgow Zigzag, which is a great obstruction to tho working of the traffic on the western side ot the 
■Mountains, being avoided. The wor]t would in all ways be beneficial and more than ret urn interest on the capital expended,

Various schemes for effecting this object have been under our consideration for a considerable time past ; but the 
cheapest and best plan which wc have had before us is one for leaving the existing lino at a point near Dargans Creek, 
about 86 miles 48 chains, and proceeding by a route through cutting and tunnel north of the existing mam bne tothe bottom 
points of the Zigzag, where the existing double line of railway would bo connected with. Tins Imc would be 2 miles and ml 
chains in length, 1. mile 52 chains being in tunnel. It is proposed the line shall be a double one, because of the difficulty ot 
uroperly ventilating so long a tunnel if only a single line is constructed. The gradient through the tunnel would be a 
continuous ascending one, from the bottom points to Dargan’s Creek, of about 1 in 50, the existing line being on varying 
grades of 1 in 33 and 1 in 42. 3'he 1 in 33 grade is against trains going to the West, and extends from Dargan s Creek to 
Clarence siding, a distance of 1 mile 32 chains, and is a great obstruction to tho whole of the traffic going from Sydney to 
the West. This would lie entirely got rid of by the proposal, and thus materially assist the working of the v\ estern going 
traffic.

The estimated cost of the whole work is about £225,000, which at 4 per cent, would be an annual cost of £9,000; but 
it is estimated that in addition to the great facility to the working and the avoidance of the continual nsk winch now takes 
place, the expenses would be reduced by about £10,000 per annum, so that as a commercial investment the money would 
bo well spent.

It may be pointed out that nearly the whole of the money wopld be expended in labour, as with the exception of the 
rails and machinery required for the work, the whole expenditure would be for excavation and construction.

There are several other smaller grades on different parts of the line and also some curves in the Blue Mountains, the 
cutting out of which would greatly facilitate the working ; and we would be glad if the Government could see their way to 
obtain a vote from Parliament for the sum (including the £225,009 previously mentioned) of £250,000, on account of grades 
and curves.

The construction of the tunnel would occupy from eighteen months to two years, and therefore the expenditure of 
the £250,000 would be spread over a period of quite two years.

Attached hereto is sketch plan* showing the route of the existing lino, and of the proposed line.
E. M. G. EDDY,

Chief Commissioner.
W. M. EE BON,

Commissioner.
CHARLES OLIVER,

_____  Commissioner.
1 shall he glad to lie advised hy the Hon. Attorney-General whether this work can he carried out without reference to 

the Public Works Committee.—J.S., 28/11/93. The Secretary to tho Attorney-General.—E. K., 28/11/93. Submitted.—
W.W.S. 30/.11 M)3. This is n, matter which should bo reserved for my successor,—KB,, 9/12/93. Jiesubtmt when 
now' Attornoy-Ueneml has been appointed.—W.W.S*, 14/12/93. Resubmitted as requested.—15/12/93.
herewith on separate paper.—G.C.H., 28/12/93. 'rl’"

* Pide plan.

Tho Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.-
Opinion 

W.W:S.;B.C., 29/12/93.

A2.
Cost of the Existing Railway between Dabgan’s Creek and the Lower Points of the Zigzag.

, Department of Public Works, Railway Construction Branch, Sydney, 6 January, 1894.

Subject:—Great Western Railway, Zigzag Deviation.

experienced . -----0 -------
contracts, and from the fact that the measurement books have been lost.

T have further estimated the cost at winch tho direct lino could have been made at that time betw-een Dargan s 
Crock aud the lower points, including a tunnel nearly 2 miles in length. The prices m those V™'? h'Sh.
aud those used in the above estimates ore taken from tho actual ones paid ; hut I wish to point out that even had it been 
looked upon as desirable to construct this line, it is very doubtful if any contractor would have been found in the Colony 
to undertake piercing of so long a tunnel. Tunnel making in those days was not the easy aflair it is now, as may be seen 
from the high price paid per cubic yard, for the Clarence tunnel, which is a short one, viz., £1. .

The cost, then, of the direct line, with a single-line tunnel, would have been £324,862 14s. 2d., and a double-lme 
tunnel which would, no doubt, have been declared necessary, owing to the necessities of ventilation, would have cost 
£446,055 14s. 2d. .

It will thus be seen that the saving to the country by the adoption of the Zigzag was £157,858 12s IOd., as against 
the single-line tunnel and £278,051 12s. IOd., as compared with a double-hue tunnel, sums sufficiently arge to justify 
the adoption of the Zigzag. At the present time the connecting him with doublc-lme tunnel can no doubt be done for
about £225,000. jj DEANE,
The Under Secretary. -------- Engineer-m-Chief.

Copy may be forwarded for the information of the Railway Commissioners.—J.B., 9/1/94. Approved.-W.J.L,, 
22/1/94. Copy forwarded to the Secretary for Railways, 30/1/94. Mr. Deane.—D.C.M L., (pio U.S.), B.C., -/-/94.

B.
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B.

[2b JSnidencn of S. Beane, JSsq.']
List ot Grades steeper than 1 in 60, Penrith to Daroan’s Creek.

Against Dean Trnffir. Against Up Traffic.

1 in 50. 1 in S3. 1 in 40. 1 in 43. 1 in .^0 1 in 55. 1 in no. 1 in 55

m. c.
i

m. c. m. C. m, c* m. c. m. c. m. c» * ni. c.
1 02 0 Go

0 55 1 32
0 6
0 24 1 50
0 Cl
0 9
0 24 0 17
0 79 1 32 1 501 33

..............

o IS
0 68 0 IS
0 58 0 32
0 59 0 51
0 22
0 5t 1 9 .
1 30
0 23
0 30 .. .
0 31
0 25
0 48 1
0 44
0 16

1 62 13 9 0 35 0 51 ............ 1 41

Bl.
Lists of Grades and Curves on Existing Line and on Proposed Deviations.

Department of Public Works, Railway Construction Branch,
T ,, , . , , , - , . Engineer-in-Chicfs Office, Sydney, 14 March, 1804.
1 have the honour to forward herewith six lists showing grades and curves on existing line, and on Nos. 1, 2, 3, and No. . 
variation on 1 m 90 grade deviations. jf DEANE '

„ . Engineer-in-Chief.
Ihe secretary, Parliamentary .Standing Committee on Public Works. (pCr p.H.)

List of Curves between Dargan's Creek and Bottom Points.—Original Line.

Dargan’s
Creek,

3 chains rad. 10 chains rad. 12 chains rad. 10 chains rad.

, m. c.
f.............

ill, c.
0 S’00

in. c. ni, c.

0 14-70
0 15-20
0 15-45

0 6-15
0 6'75
O 16-60
0 16f!)0

0 15-80
O' 2-55
0 3-67
0 7 30

0 5-50
0 3-30

0 7-30
0 9-15
0 9-40
0 7-85
0 IG-00

0 45'35 1 25-10 0 29-32 0 S'SO

20 cliftios rad.

0 6-90 
0 11-00

0 17-90

30 chains rrul, . 40 chains rad.

0 17o0 
0 23-20 
0 18-10 
0 25-90

1 4-70

Top wing ....................... 6-20 chains 12 chains rad.
Bottom wing ................ 8'87 do 20 do

0 7-30

0 7-30 Bottom
Points.

List of Grades between Dargan’s Creek and Bottom Points.—Original Lino.

Aaainst Down Traffic.

l in 33. lin Ofi.

m. c. m. c. i
Dargan's

Creek.
| 1 31 0 0 1

0 9

Total ... 1 31 0 15 | Bottom
Points,

Level................. 21‘60 chains.

Aeainst Lp Traffic.

Bottom wing ........................................... ]3-5 do

1 m 40. 1 In 42. I in 60. 1

Dargan’s
Creek.

m.
| 0

e,

25
m. c. m, c.

2 42
0 24
0 23-3

Totals,,, 0 25 2 42 0 47-3 | Bottom
Points.

12 chains 1 in OS
do

List
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Against Down Trnflic,

53 chttina of -w^

List of Grades and Curves on Deviation No. i.

Against Up Truffle. Curves.

TiTT ToTT TiV A 19 ‘29J chs rad. 35 chs

2 chs. 1 ch. 1 m. 53 chs. 35 chs. 22‘46 „ 12 „

Level................. 17 chains.

List of Grades and Curves—Deviation No. 2.
Grades.

Against Up Traffic.

1 in 42. 1 in riO. j 1 In 77,

/
m. c.
0 600
0 16‘00

m. c, 1
0 49-00

m. c.

0 47-00

Total ..0 22‘00 0 49-00 J 0 47‘00

m. c.
0 17'80 
0 2L-75
0 20'45

0 60 00

List of Grades and Curves on Deviation No. 3.

Against Down Traffic* Against Up Traffic.

1 in til. 1 in 150. 1 in 00.

m. c.
0 50-80

c.
14

in. c. 
2 69

Level .............. 0 miles 5'40 chains.

Curves.

1G cliaine. 20 chains. 30 chains. ■IS chains. (JO chains.

in, c.
0 42-00
0 7-65
0 11-35
0 4-60
0 10'60
0 13-70
0 27‘35
0 20-35
0 20-45
0 1G'45
0 11-30

IU. c.
0 11-55
0 3‘80

m, C.
0 J2-35

in. c.
0 14*15

m. c<
0 21*45

2 25'80 j 0 15*35 0 12'35 0 1415 0 21-45

List of Grades and Curves, Amended Route No. 3.—(1 in 90 Grade.)

Against Down Traffic. Against Up Traffic,

1
1 in IK). | 1 in 132. 1 in 132 1 in DO.

Total..... .... 0 m. 31 '60 c. | 0 in, 1110 c. Total.... ... 0 m, 7-75 c. 2 m. 69 c.

Level......................... 1 mile 2‘35 chains.

Curves.

15 chains rad. | 10 chains rad. 20 chains rad. j 24 chains nut.

1 ' 1
00 chaiTis nul.

nt. c,
0 44 "50
0 25-15
0 6-55
0 22*15
0 22*00
0 10*45
0 1130

1
in. c, 1 m. c. m. c. m. c.

0 14*55
0 4*95
0 4-55
0 11-55
0 3*80

0 25'40
0 1*2 *85

0 22-55
0 29*80

Total... 1 6S*10 0 14*55 0 24‘85 0 38-25 0 52*35

C. O. BURGE.
13/3/94.

B2.
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B2.
\To Evidence of H. Deane, Esq.']

Detailed Estimates op Cost.
Great Western Kailway—Great Zigzag—Deviation No. 1.

Amended estimated cost of a double line of railway 2 miles 48 chains in length.

Description,

Earthworks........................................
Timber bridge and culverts...............
Tunnels No, 2, 2,893 yards in length

Contingencies—Tunnels, 2 per cent.........
Other items, 10 per cent.

Permanent way, at 51s. 
Supervision...................

Average cost per mile

Estimated cost. Avemste por 
mile.

£ s. d. £
11,355 0 0 4,367

661 17 6 255
205,491 17 0 79,035

217,508 14 6

5,311 10 G 2,043

222,820 5 0
11,668 16 0 4,488
6,000 0 0 2,308

240,489 1 0*

92,495 15 9

« Say, jC240,&00.

. Great Zigzag—Deviation No. 1.
Amended cost of one lineal yard of Tunnel, 4-ring circle—Lining composed of one-third brickwork and two-thirds concrete.

_ £ s. d.
Excavation, 63 cubic yards at 12s, 6d, 14s..........  44 2 0 .
Brickwork, 3'7 ,, ,, 55s. 45s.......... 8 6 6
Concrete, 7'3 ,, ,, 50s. 40s.......... 14 12 0 ..
Centre drain, 1'0 lineal yard at 20s............................... 1 0 0 ..

£68 0 6
One front brickwork, 97| cubic yards at 55s....................................
One sanctuary excavation, 5} cubic yards, at 12s, Gd......................

Concrete, 3 cubic yards, at 50s.................................

Tunnel No. 1—Length, 2,816 yards (Long tunnel).
2,816 lineal yards, at £68 16s............................ ....................................................
Fronts No. 2, at £268 2s. 6d..................................................................................
Ventilating shafts, 200 lineal yards, at £30.........................................................
No. 76 sanctuaries, at £10 16s..............................................................................

Tunnel No. 2—Length, 77 yards.
77 lineal yards, at £52 ...........................................................................
2 fronts, at £195........................................ ............................................

Total tunnels .................................
Permanent way, 2 miles 48 chains = 208 chains = 4,576 lineal yards, at Gls.

£ s. d.
. 39 7 6
.. 10 3 6
.. 18 5 0
.. 1 0 0

£68 16 0
268 2 6

3 5 7*
.. 7 10 0

£10 15 74

.. 193,740 16 0

.. 536 5 0

.. 6,000 0 0

.. 820 16 0
£201,097 17 0

.. 4,004 0 0

.. 390 0 0
4,394 0 0

.. £205,491 17 "o

.. £11,668 1 6 0

Great Western Railway—Great Zigzag—Deviation No. 3; 1 in 60 grade. 
Amended estimated cost of a double line of railway 4 miles 60 chains in lengtii.

Description.

Earthworks, at 2s. 6d............................................
Culverts and box drains ..........................................
Stream diversion and tunnel at lower end ...... .....
Level crossings, fencing, and road diversions.........
Tunnels, at 10s., 36s., and 40s.—1,674 lineal yards

Contingencies—Tunnels, 2 per cent.........
Other items, 10 per cent.

Supervision...........................................................................

4

Add for permanent way double line, at 25s. 6d, per yard

Average cost per mile

Estimated cost. Average pur 
Julie,

£ s. d. £
51,977 10 0 10,942

. 4,036 0 0 850
2,000 0 0 421

491 0 0 103
90,098 0 0 18,963

148,602 10 0

7,652 0 0 1,611

156,254 10 0
3,500 0 0 737

159,754 10 0
21,318 0 0 4,488

181,072 10 0*

38,120 6 4

* An addition of 4s, to lining prices brings this amount nearly up to that previously given.
Estimate presented to Works Committee—

Works ................................................................................................................. £165,000
Permanent way .................................................................................................. 21,318

£186,318
Great
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Great Western Railway—Great Zigzag—Deviation No. 3; 1 iu 90 grade. 
Estimated cost of a double line of railway 4 miles 71 chains in length.

Description. Estimated cost. Average per 
mile.

Earthworks........................................................
Culverts and box drains ............. ...................
Stream diversion and tunnel at lower end .... 
Level crossings, fencing, and road diversions . 
Tunnels, No. 8, 2,4G9 yards in length ...........

Contingencies—Tunnels, 2 per cent....................................................... £2,629 7 0
Other items, 10 per cent............................................... 6,057 0 0

£ s. d. 
54,400 0 0 
3,670 0 0 
2,000 0 0 

500 0 0 
131,468 0 0

Permanent way, at 51s. 
Supervision..................

Average cost per mile

192,038 0 0

8,686 7 0 
21,935 2 0 
3,500 0 0

£
11,130

751
409
102

26,899

1,777
4,488

716

226,159 9 O’

40,273 0 8

"Say, £220,200.

Quantities in double-line tunnel, with four-ring arch, and concrete side walls IS inches thick—One-third of arch brickwork,
two-thirds of arch concrete.

Excavation, no invert, 63-00 lineal yards, per yard run.
Rrickwork, 3'70 „ „
Concrete, 7‘30 „ ,,
Centre drain, 1 '00 lineal yard.

One front brickwork, 974 cubic yards, at 40s........................................................... .................. £195 0 0

Sanctuary—Excavation, 5J lineal yards, at 10s..
Concrete,' 3 ,, „ 36s.

Tunnel.
Excavation, 63 enhie yards, at 10s........................................................ £31 0 0
Brickwork, 3-7 „ „ 40s.............................................. 44s. 8 2 10
Concrete, 7'3 ,, ,, 38s.............................................. 40s. 14 12 0

£53 14 10

£2 12 6
5 8 0

£8 0 6

31 10 0
7 8 0

13 2 10

£52 0 10

Great Western Railway—Great Zigzag—Deviation No. 1.
Amended estimated cost of a double line of railway 2 miles 48 chains in length,

Description. Estimated cost. Average cost 
per mile.

£ s. (1. £
11,355 0 0 4,367
2,661 17 6 1,023

150 0 0 58

202,809 4 10 78,004

5,472 17 5 2,105

6,000 0 0 2,308

228,448 19 9
11,668 16 0 4,488

240,117 15 9

92,353 0 0

Earthworks, at 2s. Od.........................................................................................
Culverts, Jtc........ ...........................................................-...................................
Level crossings, fencing, &c...............................................................................
Long tunnel, 2,816 lineal yards, at £67 16s, IOd........................................ £191,042 2 Sa —„ . - , ,.n v. i ere irt e76 Sanctuaries, at £S 12s. Cd.

2 fronts, at £214 10s.............................
Short tunnel, 77 lineal yards, at £55 4s, IOd.

2 fronts, at £214 10s.............................
Ventilating shafts...........................................

656 10 0 
429 0 0 

4,253 12 2 
429 0 0 

6,000 0 0

Contingencies—Tunnels, 2 per cent..........
Other items, 10 por cent.

4,056 3 8 
1,416 13 9

Supervision ..........................................

Permanent way, at 25s. 6d. lineal yard

Average cost per mile

Great Western Railway—Great Zigzag—Deviation No. 1.
Amended cost of 1 lineal yard of Tunnel, 4-ring arch, lining composed of one-third brickwork and two-thirds concrete.

£ s. d.
Excavation, 63 cubic yards at 14s...................................................... 44 2 0
Brickwork, 3’7 „ „ 44s....................................................... 8 2 10
Concrete, 7'3 ,, ,, 40s......................................... ............. 14 12 0
Centre drain, 1‘0 lineal yard ,, £1 ................................................... 10 0

67 16 10 per lineal yard.
Sanctuaries—

Excavation, 5J cubic yards at 10s................................. ........... 2 12 6
Concrete, 3 ,, „ 40s............................................. 6 0 0

S 12 6 each.
Tunnel fronts—

Brickwork, M7i 44b, 214 10 0 each.
Deviation
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Duviiition No. 3,

lixcuvation, US cubic yariH, 10s. 
Hrickwork, S'7 „ 44s,
Concrete, 7'3 40s,
Centre drain, 1'0 lineal yard, 208.

■C s. <1. 
SI 10 0 
8 2 10 

14 12 0 
1 0 0

55 4 10 per lineal yard, 
Tunnel fronts as above, each ................................... 214 10 0
Sanctuaries as above, eaeb

Great Western Railway—Great Zigzag—Deviation No. S. 1 in 60 grade. 
Amended estimated cost of a double line of railway 4 miles 60 chains in length.

Description. Estimated cost. Ai erase cost 
(wr mile,

Earthworks, at 2s. fid...................................................... .-in’— in n
Culverts and box drains .......................................................... ' ............................................... I n n
Stream diversions aud tunnel at lower end ............................ ..........................
Level crossings, fencing, aud road diversion .............................. .................................
Tunnels, 1,674 lineal yards, £55 4s. IOd.............................. ’ ......................... £02 474 i 1 ' n

40 sanctuaries, £S 12s. 6d..........................................  . .................. ’w, n 0
14 fronts, £214 10s............................................. ................................. 3 003 0 0

Contingencies—Tunnels, 2 per cent...........
Other items, 10 per cent. 1,916 9 0 

5,850 9 0

Supervision.............................................

Permanent way, at 23s. Gd. lineal yard

Average cost per mile

1
' £ £. d. £

51,977 10 0 10,942
| 4,036 0 0 850

2,000 0 0 421
! 491 0 0 103

95,822 n 0 20,173

7,766 18 0 1,635

3,500 0 0 737

165,593 19 0
21,318 0 0 4,488

186,911 19 0

39,349 17 3

c.
H.D., 6/4/94,

[To Evidence of W. Thow, it'.sj.] ,
SlATEMKNT SHOWING PtAOKS WJIE11E PuSH-Ul’ ENGINES ABE EMPLOYED BETWEEN PENRITH AND RaTIIDRST.

Down Jonrncy from Penrith to Batlmret,
AfaJlDDIiJ<1'■1^ieea^’*33 4!^tiD66'S1-—A,lgood3 t’'iliu3 Ieavil,S Penrith having over 90 tons in weight arc 

pushed up from Penrith to Katoomba by a Penrith engine, ° 6
Danjan'e BanB: Mileage, S6’40 to SS-20-Trams conveying goods or empty stock trucks are assisted between Boll and 

L laronce by an Eskbank engine, attached in front, if thev have a neater load than the t.r.iT. enmnet. h„..i;„„
MarraRqart,i . .... ------ a-i ^ ■ - w fw * w t -> -a.x vi i»uio me iJiieAietl u p

ids to mileage 100*72 when there is sufficient down traffic to warrant it. This is only an occasional practice.
Up Journey, Bathurst to Sydney.

Raglan Bank: Mileage, 142'40 to 139'20-Goods trains are pushed up from Kelso to Raglan by a Bathurst shunting
V u0io^oex b^h® U ?fTt,lngll0UBe 1)rake> m which CASC the posh-up engine is not used.

' 'f, j a)l f ^ to 100 /2 W hen the traffic is sufficiently good to render it necessary, goods trains
present d °m WalIcrttwn"« to miIeaSe 100''2 ky a Wallerawung engine. This only occurs once per day at

Al' g0l"f!3' ”li"er!ll> !ma live. st,ock trailis are pushed up from Eskbank to Clarence Siding Station hy an 
push-up woh!"6’ Ab°Ut tW0 “ru re<llllred at present, but in busier times three and four engines are necessary for

D.
[To Evidence of W. T. Foxlee, Ezq.~]
Detailed Estimate ok No. 1 Proposal.

Proposed Deviation between Dan/an s Creek and bottom points of Great Zigzag.
d.^ar^s run double-line tunnel, lined with 18 inches of concrete, at £58 ] 00 186 0 0

12.7 sanctuaries, at £S ........................................................................ ......................|’OT0 0 0
100,000 yauls cube excavation in approaches to tunnel and stream diversion, at 2s. Gd........ PiffiOO 0 0

OUU yarns cube concrete in tunnel fronts, at 38s........................... , "-~ - •'
liridges, culverts, and drains.......................................................................................

9,550 lineal yards permanent way, includng sandstone'top and'iwttom’baiiastVsblb.
I-steel road), at 25s. Cd............................................ ..........

Ditching, clearing, and fencing .........................,.........................................................
Signals and interlocking .........................................'i.'"'"”.........................................
Shafts, including all necessary brickwork ................................................................. 4,000

169,186 0 0
1,000 0 0

12,500 0 0
950 0 0

2,500 0 0

12,176 0 0
250 0 0
500 0 0

4,000 0 0

203,062 0 0
10,183 0 0

£213,240 0 0
W.T.F,

[2 plans.]

S.vdiiey ■ Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1S94.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RAILWAY PROM TEMORA TO WYALONQ.

REPORT.

Tub Parlia-MENtary Standing Committeb on Public Works, appointed, during 
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public AY orks Act of 
1888, 51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. - .
No. 26, and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 '
Yic. No. 11, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon 
“the expediency of constructing a line of railway from Temora to Wyalong,” 
have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the decision upon the 
proposed railway be deferred for six months; and, in accordance with the provision 
of sub-section IY, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution 
to tho Legislative Assembly :—

1. The official description of the proposed line show's that the railway would Description of 
begin at the termination of the Cootamundra to Temora line, at 291 miles 63 chains raiiwny!’”* 
95-8 from Sydney, and that it would go thence to Barmedman and from Barmedman '
to Wyalong, a distance of 331 miles from Sydney. The total length of the line 
between Temora and Wyalong, according to the official description, would be 40 
miles ; but subsequent to the description being handed in it was found that 
the length could be reduced to 38 miles 46 chains. To within about 4 miles 
of Barmedman the route of the line is chiefly along tho side of the main road. It 
passes ou the west side of the township, and then proceeds almost direct, mainly 
along the public road to Wyalong. Por nearly the whole distance the country is 
fiat, and no expensive engineering works are necessary. The steepest grade is 
1 in 100.

2. The estimated total cost of the railway is £104,430, or £2,707 per mile, Estimated
exclusive of the cost of land and compensation. coat‘

3. At the commencement of their inquiry the Committee found that the avail- tlc Commit- 
ahle information concerning the proposed lino was not complete. This was due to the4,00" lDTmrr- 
proposed work having been somewhat hastily submitted to the Legislative Assembly
in the desire to assist as quickly as possible the large population whicli at the time had 
assembled on the Wyalong gold-field. The line had some time before been surveyed 
as far as Barmedman in connection with a project for establishing railway com
munication with the Lachlan River districts, hut, up to the time of the reference of 
the work to the Committee, no survey beyond Barmedman, in the direction of 
Wyalong, had been made, and no report had been obtained from the Railway 
Commissioners upon the traffic prospects and expenses- of the proposed extension.
Desirous, however, of proceeding with the inquiry as expeditiously as possible the 
Committee examined the Under Secretary for Public Works, the Enginecr-in-Chief 
for Railway Construction, the Chief Draftsman of the Department of Lands, and the 
Chief Inspector of Mines; and also appointed a Sectional Commitfee to inspect the 
route proposed for the railway and to take evidence in the district. Subsequently

>
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they examined Mr. McLachlanj Secretary to the Railway Commissioners; Mr. Harper. 
Goods Superintendent, Railway Department; Mr. Pittman, Government Geologist; 
Mr. Shellshear, Divisional Engineer, Department of Railways, Goulburn; and Mr. 
Eixth, Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Railway Construction. In the course of their 
inquiry the Committee have held six meetings at wliich nine witnesses were examined. 
In addition to this, the Sectional Committee’s inquiry comprised five meetings, at 
which the evidence of thirty-one witnesses was taken; and every effort has-been 
made to procure complete information upon the project. By the examination of 
Mr. Harper, the Committee obtained valuable information with regard to the traffic 
prospects on the proposed line of railway, and the data supplied by him will be 
found in the appendix to his evidence. The question of light and cheap railways, 
referred to in the report of the Railway Commissioners as “pioneer” railways^ 
received considerable^ attention, and in this connection the Committee examined 
Mr. Shellshear (Divisional Engineer of the Railway Department at Goulburn), who 
recently visited America to inquire into matters of general railway construction, as 
tothe mode adopted in the United States of constructing light‘and cheap lines. 
In endeavouring to arrive at a proper conclusion with regard to this proposed work 
particu ar attention was also given by the Committee to the probable permanency 
oi Wyalong as a gold-field, and upon this point Mr. Pittman, Government Geologist, 
who recently visited the district, was examined, and a copy of his report to the 
Department of Mines is attached to the evidence.

•n -1 TIie Sectional Committee, who were accompanied hy a surveyor of the 
Railway Construction Branch of the Department of Public Works, made a careful 
inspection and inquiry. At Barmedman, Wyalong, and Temora witnesses, including 
some from Hillston and Cargcllico, were examined. The Sectional Committee were 
of opinion that under existing circumstances it would be premature to construct a 
railway simply to serve Wyalong, but having legard to the facility with which, 

engineering point of view, the proposed line could he constructed, they felt 
justified in recommending its construction, if viewed as a section of a main line to 

the Lachlan at Hillston, via Cargellico,” but at the same time they considered 
that the question of ultimate extension to the Lachlan should first he decided.” 

Unless it should he the settled policy of the country to extend the Cootamundra- 
lemora branch to the Lachlan, the Committee felt they would not he justified in 
recommending the immediate adoption of the proposal under consideration.

J- The rePorfc the Railway Commissioners, received by the Committee very 
late m their inquiry, is not favourable to the immediate construction of the proposed 
railway. In their estimate the Railway Commissioners do not adopt the figures supplied 
by the Department of Public Works, but a cost estimated by themselves, based upon a 
suggestion for the construction of cheap pioneer lines made bv them to the Minister 
lor VV orks in 1892. The estimated cost of construction put before the Committee by the 
Lngineer-m-Chief for Railway Construction was £104,430; the estimated cost stated 
m the Railway Commissioners’ report is £85,000. Taking this estimate of cost, tho 
annual interest at 4 per cent, ivould be £3,400, and the cost of working £3,550 
(viz.traffic expenses £800; permanent-way expenses, £2,000 ; and locomotive 
expenses, £7o0—total £6,950 per annum). Regarding the probable revenue from 
the line, the Commissioners say nothing definite can be stated. “In railway 
construction,” the report says, “ the proposal, from a traffic point of view, is unique, 
as the future entirely depends upon the permanency of the gold-field at Wyalong 
which it is understood is the basis of the extension. There is country adapted for 
agricultural purposes around Wyalong and en route thereto, hut there is no present 
necessity for providing it with railway communication while there are large areas 
suitable for the purpose contiguous to existing lines available.” The present popu
lation ot wyalong the Commissioners do not regard as permanent; but basing an 
estimate of traffic “on the assumption that there will bo a permanent settlement at 
Wyalong to the extent that now exists at Temora—about 1,800”—the value of 
the annual revenue from the railway would not exceed £2,800, leaving an annual 
deficiency of £4,150. Considering the “ great uncertainty of the future of Wvalon* ” 
the Commissioners recommend that the proposal to .construct the railway he “‘deferred 
tor six months, or until such time as there cau be no reasonable doubt as to the 
future of tho place.

6.]
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6. Prominent among the various points in the inquiry to which special rxiie evidence
. t ,. • D m the inquiry,consideration was given, were:—

(1) The proposal viewed as a poi’tion of a future extension to Hillston, via 

Barmedman and Cargellico.
(2) The most suitable route by which to tap the Lachlan Valley.
(3) The permanence of the lield, and its future population.
(4) The traffic prospects between Temora and Wyalong, as a present terminus.
(5) Whether the requirements of tho population demanded the immediate con

struction of the proposed line.

A perusal of the evidence given by the Under Secretary for Public Works 
shows that prior to the discovery of gold at Wyalong, a survey had been made 
from Temora to Barmedman, the Department having in view a possible extension of 
the railway from Temora, vid Barmedman and Cargellico, to Hillston, as the best 
route, by which to reach the Lachlan Valley, the desirableness of this route being to a 
great extent emphasised by the subsequent influx of a large number of people to 
Wyalong. Another possible route suggested to the Committe in the course of their 
inquiry was one by way of Borbes and thence to Hillston, and on the whole the 
evidence indicated this as the better route of the two. The evidence given on - 
this point tends to show that the former route could only be justified by the town
ship of Wyalong becoming a permanent and successful field, and not on account 
of the actual traffic which might reasonably be expected. The Committee, however, 
while directing particular attention to the proposal submitted to them by the Legis
lative Assembly, found it also necessary to consider the question in view of the .
traffic which might he expected from either of the routes mentioned. It was 
elicited that although good land for agricultural purposes existed in the country to 
the north-west of Wyalong, large areas contiguous to the Temora line remained 
uncultivated. In his evidence on this point, tbe Secretary to the Bailway 
Commissioners says, “the country between Wyalong and Hillston is now used 
entirely for pastoral purposes and the traffic from that district comes to tbc 
railway now, so that no new traffic would be developed by the extension of the 
proposed lino.”

7. The evidence obtained from witnesses competent to express a reliable tiic 
opinion on the permanency of the gold-field pointed to the likelihood of the population 
being reduced unless further developments were made in the near future. “ The thc field, 
evidence of experienced miners”—the Sectional Committee’s Beport states—“con
firms the opinion freely expressed hy local residents, and endorsed by thc Chief 
Inspector of Mines, that even should no further discoveries be made, remunerative 
employment will be found for upwards of 1,500 people for a considerable time to 
come.” Additional evidence upon wliich to base some reasonable estimate of tbe 
future prospects of the field was furnished iu a report made by tbe Government 
Geologist, who after an exhaustive examination of thc various claims already in 
existence and the country iu the immediate vicinity, gave it as his opinion that the 
present prospects of the field were exceedingly favourable, hut at the same time he 
pointed out that there was little doubt that mining operations would be more difficult
and expensive as a greater depth was attained, as harder granitic formations would 
probably be reached.

8. In arriving at a conclusion with regard to the proposal submitted to them, Decision of tho 

the Committee have had due regard to thc important interests involved. There are Committee, 

reasonable grounds for assuming that the construction of a railway to Wyalong
would be followed by a fair amount of agricultural settlement, and thc Committee 
have been supported in this assumption by the results of the extension of the line 
from Cootamundra to Temora, which has paid, since its opening, working expenses 
and over 32- per cent, towards interest; but the evidence furnished hy competent 
witnesses, while favourable to the prospects of Wyalong, is not conclusive as to 
thc permanency of the field, thc general opinion being that, until further develop
ment takes place it could only support a population of about 1,500 persons. There
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has also been the question as to which route the extension to Hillston should take, 
and this, too, must, in the opinion of the Committee, depend largely upon the future 
of Wyalong. Under all the circumstances, the Committee are of opinion that the 
further consideration of the projected railway should be deferred as shown in the 
following extract from the Minutes of Proceedings of the meeting held on Tuesday, 
22 May, 1894:—

Mr. Tripkett moved,—“ That the Committee proceed to consider the evidence on the proposed 
, Railway from Temora to Wyalong, with a view to reporting on the subject to the Legislative 

Assembly.”
The motion was seconded by Mr. Davies, and passed.
Mr. Trickett moved,—“ That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient the proposed 

Railway from Temora to "Wyalong, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative 
Assembly, be carried out.” »

Mr. Collins seconded the motion.

Mr. Humphery moved,—“ That the motion he amended by the omission of the word ‘ not.1 ”
The amendment was passed on the following division upon the question,—“ That tbe word pro

posed to he omitted stand part of the motion”:—
Ayes, 5.

Mr. G-arrard, 
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. McCourt, 
Mr. Collins.

Noes, 7.
Mr, Suitor,
Mr, Humphery, 
Mr. Davies,
Sir. Wall,
Mr. Neild,
Mr. O’Sullivan, 
Mr. Dawson.

Mr. Humphery moved,—“That the motion he further, amended hy the insertion of the words 
‘ that the decision upon’ after the word ‘expedient.’ ”

The amendment was passed on the following division upon the question,—“ That the words pro
posed to be inserted he so inserted ”:—

Ayes, 9.
Mr. Garrard, 
Mr. Suttor,
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Humphery, 
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. "Wall,
Mr. McCourt, 
Mr. Neild,
Mr. Collins.

Noes, 2.
Mr. Davies,
Mr. O’Sullivan,

Mr. Humphery moved,—“ That the motion he further amended hy the omission of the words 
* 1 carried out.’ ”

The amendment was .passed on tho following division upon the question,—“ That the words pro
posed to be omitted stand part of the motion”:—

Ayes, 2. Noes, 9.
Mr. Davies, Mr. Garrard,
Mr. O’Sullivan. Mr. Suttor,

Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Humphery,
Mr. Trickett,
Mr. "Wall,
Mr. McCourt,
Mr. Neild,
Mr. Collins.

Mr. Humphery moved,—“ That the motion be further amended by the addition of thc words 
‘deferred for six months.’ ”

The amendment was passed on the following division upon the question,—“That tho words pro
posed to be added bo so added.”

Ayes, 9.
Mr. Garrard, 
Mr. Suttor,
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Humphery, 
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. Wall,
Mr. McCourt, 
Mr. Neild,
Mr. Collins.

Noes, 2.
Mr. Davies, 
Mr.. O’Sullivan.

The
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The motion as amended“ That in the opinion of the Committee it is expedient that the decision 
upon the proposed railway from Temora to Wyalong, as referred to tho Committee, by the 
Legislative Assembly, be deferred for six months,” was passed on the following division

Noes, 2.
Mr. Davies,
Mr. O’Sullivan.

Ayes, 9. 
Mr. G-arrard, 
Mr. Suttor,
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Humphery, 
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. Wall,
Mr. McCourt, 
Mr. Neild,
Mr. Collins.

J. GAURA.RD
Chairman,

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
Sydney, 28 May, 1891.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OU EVIDENCE,

PROPOSED RAILWAY PROM TEMORA TO WTALONO.

SION DAT, 0 APRIL, 1894. 

gtessttt:—
JACOB GAERAMD, Esq. (Cjutumax).

The Hon William Hesht Suitoh. j Thomas Thomson Ewraa, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins. | William Chandos Wall, Esq.
The Hon. EitnmiiticK Thomas HtTMrHERT. John Cash Neild Esq.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G-. Charles Collins, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett. | Henry Dawson, Esq.

Z. Barling, 
Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Huhvay from Temora to Wyalong.

Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary, Department of Public Worts, sworn, and examined —
1 Chairman 1 You propose to make a statement to the Committee concerning the proposed work which 
has been referred to it by the Legislative Assembly? Yes ; tho proposal before the Committee was so 
referred by Parliament on the 29th March, the following being the terms of the resolution:— That it be 
referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works to consider and report upon the V > 
expediency of constructing a line of railway from Temora to Wyalong. Tho early history of this 
proposal is involved in that of the extension of the railway from Cootamundra to Temora, so that 1 need 
not refer to it in any detail. Taking Hillston as the terminal point for the present, four different routes 
have been advocated. In speaking of Hillston as the terminal point, I do so for the purposes of the 
comparison I am about to make. I cannot say it has been absolutely determined by tbe Minister that 
the railway should be extended from Wyalong to Hillston, because there is another proposal extending 
the railway to Hills! on via Eorbes along the Valley of the Lachlan. But the discovery of gold at Wyalong 
has come as a surprise upon the Department, and as far as we can see at present the connection with 
Hillston will probably be via Wyalong. 1st. Prom Coolaman. This of course must be at once put aside as 
tho starting point lias already been fixed at Cootamundra, and extended SSf miles to Temora, so that this 
proposal is entirely disposed of. 2nd. The extension from Temora via Mnndamah, leaving out Barmedman, 
mid taking a direct route to Hillston. 3rd. The extension to Hillston via Barmedman and thence m a 
direct line to Hillston. 4th. The direction of the line now proposed, via Wyalong, Lake Cargellico, 
and on to Hillston. Whatever doubt there may originally have been as to which route should 
be adopted is now in all probability set at rest by the discovery of auriferous _ deposits in the 
neighbourhood of Wyalong, which, accompanied by the fact of the splendid agricultural country 
which is common to all the routes, determines the balance of evidence undoubtedly m favour 
of the fourth or Lake Cargellico route. Independently, however, of the reason I have referred to, 
viz. the discovery of gold deposits, there are others in favour of the Lake Cargellico route, which may bo 
briefly summarised in tbe words of Mr. Surveyor Kennedy, whoso report I will presently hand in. He 
says ■ “ I think that the proposed line uso the lake would be much easier to construct, open up petter 
country (as against the direct or No. 3 line), and suit most people; the extra length by deviating to 
the lake would not at the greatest exceed 12 miles.” There are other interesting remarks of Mr. 
Kennedy’s pertinent to the subject, and which, with the permission of the Committee, I will read. He ■ 
says : “ OnHie whole line there would he no earthworks of any importance ; in fact, there would only 
be forming for the whole distance, the curves need not be sharper than 20 chains radius. . - . .
Almost tho whole of this line has the bright chocolate soil, the same as sample No 1, along its route ; 
with the exception of that portion along tho Humbug Creek marked as sample No 3, this sod is principally- 
found iu the Myall and Belar scrubs. The whole of the route is well settled, and the land is being 
ranidly taken up and cleared for agricultural purposes. Occasional holts of ironbark, gravelly ridges are 
passed along the route, and enough timber for sleepers could easily be procured close to the line ; splendid 
ballast can he found adjacent to the line at the head of the Humbug Creek, Lake Cargellico, and the 
Willantry Bluff ” I will hand in the same surveyor’s report on the direct line (No. 3). it will give 
some interesting details to the Committee which 1 need not further refer to I may mention, however, 
that in February of this year the Department received, through Mr. Kae, M.P., a letter from the Hillston 
‘Kailwav League conveying a resolution in favour of the direct route from Barmedman. Ims letter 1 will hand 
in I have already pointed out the reasons for selecting the Cargellico route, and in all probability the real 
reason for the opposition of the people of Hillston is that they arc afraid the hne will stop at Lake Cargellico 

283—A mstead
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J' Esa^08’ *DS^ert^ S°“1S 011 Ilillston. Witli regard to the character of the country and its capabilities for 
settlement, I have obtained a report from Mr. McKinney, the Chief Engineer for Water Conservation, 

9 April, 1894. w^c^f as ^ kears directly on the subject before the Committee, 3 will read. It is dated the 3rd instant:—•
Txmoba to Lake CAiiQELLico.

Geological formation.
From Temora to Lake Cargellico, is a distance of about 9G miles in a direct line. For fully two-thirda of this distance tho 
country is geologically of Silurian formation, with extensive outcrops of eruptive rock. Throughout the greater part of the 
remaining distance, and extending to Lake Cargcllico, Tertiary deposits arc found. Quartz-veins are met with at Lake 
Cargellico, and it was at one time believed that there was a promising gold-field there.

Soil.
Throughout by far the greater part of the entire distance from Temora to Lake Cargellico the soil is a rich 

chocolate loam, covered as a rule with a dense growth of scrub. The valuable nature of tliis land is shown by tho 
great progress of settlement throughout the district m recent years. The resumed areas of pastoral holdings have to a very 
large extent been taken up by selectors. For instance, in the case of tho Hiawatha Run alone, an area of more than 
40,000 acres was thus alienated within a period of eighteen months. Thc quality of the soil as to agricultural production 
has been tested thoroughly, and it has been proved that tho soil is highly suitable for wheat and other crops.

Development of the district by irrigation.
Lake Cargellico is now a permanent source of water supply, and as tho lake proper has an area of more than 4,000 

acres, and much of the soil in its neighbourhood is well suited for irrigation, considerable development of the capabilities of 
the soil by this means may he looked for. Near the river Lachlan the soil is rich grey alluvium, siiflicicntly uniform as a 
rule to require little or no grading. Thc success of the Willaudra Weir, which, besides diverting a large supply of water 
into tho Willundra llillabong, holds back the water in the river Lachlan to a distance of about 14 miles, fhows what can be 
done in the way of conserving the waters of the river Lachlan, and making them available for irrigation. The richness of 
the soil is exceptionally great, but this very feature makes the bush tracks almost impassable in wot weather. In the 
absence of railway communication tlie pioductivenass of tho soil ami thc comparative abundance of water can be avai led 
of only to a limited extent,

H. G. McK., Chief Engineer.

As the Minister informed Parliament, when submitting the resolution to refer the proposed line to tin's 
Committee, I saw Mr. Warden Slee, and I should like to read the few remarks made by that gentleman 
on the subject:—
Thu proposed route is almost a Level between Temora and Wyalong. No engineering skill or bridges required, with the 
exception of a few culverts.

The land will tap a large area of auriferous country' as well as agricultural lands.
At present the population is about 12,000, but he thinks (say) about LoOO would bo ample for present prospects. 

Nevertheless there arc great possibilities of alluvial ground being discovered within a few miles of Wyalong in a southerly 
and northerly direction.

Of course the future extension of the line would certainly tap tho Lachlan River.
Ho is of opinion that sooner or later a large mining and agricultural population will inhabit these parts.

1 The permanency of the field will greatly depend on further development. His private opinion is that reefs at a
greater depth will be found too small.

He considers that the line would tap an area of 20 miles ou each side.
There is very little agricultural land at Wyalong, hut there is really very fine land some little distance away—in 

fact, good country extends all thc way to Mount Hope in the one direction, and Hillston in the other.
Mr. Slee feels confident that in the Wyalong district alluvial diggings will also be discovered. This is simply a part 

of a large auriferous country, and he thinks at any moment very much better reefs may be struck.
The average return of gold is at present about 2 oz, to the ton.
There are about thirty claims which have struck payable stuff, giving an average of six men to each claim, which 

means that ISO men are making wages now, and the others are just prospecting over the ground.
There are at least 1,000 at thc present moment engaged prospecting, with every hope that something better will soon 

be discovered. '
Gold has been struck over an area of 6 miles in length by 2 miles in width, and Mr. Slee considers there is an 

auriferous area of at least 30 miles in length by 10 miles in width, extending from Wyalong to Hillston, in which alluvial 
aud reef gold may be struck at any moment.

Agricultural prospects.—There is a large area fit for wheat-growing extending over the whole of tho district; that is 
to say, right on to Hillston, for at least 20 miles on each side.

Wyalong may he considered to be as the roof, as it were, of the dividing water-shed between tho Mumtmbidgec and 
Lachlan Rivers.

Of course, thc evidence of Mr. Slee will he available, so I need not enlarge on his statements. I also 
band in a map prepared by Mr. Saunders, tbe Chief .Draughtsman of the Lands Department, which shows 
the land, starting 5 miles from Temora, and situated 20 miles on either side of the proposed line, and 
20 miles to the north of tho terminal point. The particulars are as follows: Freehold land, 112,750 
acres; conditional purchases and conditional leases, 442,120 acres; reserved land, 260,750 acres;

• remaining Crown land, 451,100 acres; or in other words, of the whole area afEected, 56 per cent, is
Crown lands. The areas given are approximate. This map also shows that, with the exception of a little 
land at Temora, practically no land will have to be resumed for tho entire length of the lino from Temora 
to Wyalong, so that thc question of land compensation may be entirely put aside. I have also obtained 
from Mr. Hickson a detailed estimate, giving the approximate cost of the construction of a road from 
Temora to'Wyalong. The estimate is £69,100, and in the report Mr. Hickson says: “The country is 
very flat, so that draining on both sides will be necessary for the greater part of the distance.” We have 
allowed a double track. The formation will be 20 feet, and tho metalled portion 18 feet wide. The 
width of a single track roadway will givo 12 feet of metal. It should here be noted that while this 
expenditure of £69,100 would produce no revenue, tbe construction of a railway, a greatly superior 
means of communication, would be at once revenue-producing. Mr. ltussell,the Government Astronomer, 
has kindly supplted me with particulars of the rainfall, as noted at stations in the district afEected hy tho 
proposed line. They are as follows :—■

No. of yenns1 olwervaticnb.
7 Cootamundra ...

Average Annual rainfall.
... 26'34

Greatest.
40-78

Least.
12-07

11 Coombaning ... ... 21TG 3708 10-75
11 Kildary ... ... 18-68 27-70 8-38
11 Wyalong ... *•» ... 2T07 30-32 9-62
13 Temora ... ... 2111 3D10 11-31
6 The Keefs ... ... 22-47 85-81 11-89

I
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I will now give the official description of the proposed line, which is dated 29th March:
The line begins at the termination of the Cootamundra to Temora line, at 201 miles 63 chains .On'S hoj11 ^T^nc^j ttI1^ 

passes through the town common at 293 miles 30 chains ; thence it will occupy a portion of the mam road to Jjarmeaman p April, 1894* 
up to 309 miles 10 chains, where it diverges from it to avoid rising ground. Barmedrnan Creek is crossed at 310 miles 03 
chains, Crown land being traversed up to 311 miles 70 chains, where Bnnnedman Town Common is entered, lo got a 
suitable site for the station the line hends westward, and passes through tho^unalienated township sections wos. Al, ll,
10, and 1 successively. From thence it strikes generally in a direct line for Wyalong at about 331 miles.

A section has only been completed up to date to 312 miles, showing a surface Hue with easy grades and pur™' wo 
detailed estimate of this portion has been made, but it will not exceed £2,500 per mile. The ruling grade is 1 m 10U.

As regards the rest, the section is not yet complete, but, judging fiom Mr. Kennedy's report, the cuttings win ne 
light, and except at the south-west corner of llarmedman township, where a moderate cutting is encountered, and one other 
of shallow depth, it wilt also be a surface line. Three thousand pounds a mile should be sufficient for this portion, and the 
estimate, when the full information is to hand, will probably he less. The grades will be easy.

This survey is a portion of the Barmedman to Hillstou, via Lake Cavgellico, now being surveyed.
The length of this line is about 40 miles, and the further extension to Lake Cargellico is G6 miles, while that from 

Lake Cavgellico to Hitlston is 53 miles.
The total estimated cost is £110,000 to Wyalong.* . ,
With regard to the survey of the line, the portion between Temora and Barmedrnan, a distance of 22 j miles, has been 

surveyed. ,
A line between Barmedrnan and Wyalong lias also been surveyed to within 10 miles of the latter place, and in about 

another week the whole line to Wyalong will he marked out, but this will, of course, be subject to modification.
It will be observed by looking at a map of the Colony, that the line now proposed admirably spaces the country as 

between the Lachlan River and the Junee-Hay extension. The nearest point from Wyalong to the line of the Forbes to 
Wilcannia survey is 48 miles, and to the nearest point on the Junee-Hay line, 64 miles. As it may perhaps he useful to 
the Committee, I will give a table of the distances in connection with the proposed line. They are as follows :

Miles.
Sydney to Cootamundra,..................................................................................................................................
Cootamundra to Temora............................................................................................... . .............. ...........................................................
Temora to Barmcdmau ............................................................................................................... rf|
Wyalong to Hillstou, via Cargellico...............................................................................................................
Forbes to Wyalong .......................................................................................................................................... "
Wyalong to the nearest point on the Forbes to Wilcannia.........................................................................
Wyalong to the nearest point on the Junee lino...........................................................................................................................
Forbes to Lake Cargellico and ........................................................................................................................
Sydney to Wyalong..........................................................................................................................................
Wyalong to Melbourne ................................................................................................................................................-............................

I am also to aaj that the Minister contemplates that the construction of the line shall be subject to the 
betterment principle, and that ho hopes before tbe present Session is over the Bill giving effect thereto 
will have passed into law. I have one or two memoranda with regard to the subject of tbe wheat crop, 
which may be of some interest to the Committee. Mr. Cogblan has kindly given me some information 
oir the subject. I have a letter from Mr. C. Wood Davis, a well-known economic writer in America, 
addressed to Mr. Coghlan, in which he deals with the wheat crop of the world, and which has a rather 
important bearing on the subject before us. In the lirst place. I may mention that the wheat-crop of the 
world, according to Mr. Coghlan’s book, is 2,249,000,000 bushels. The production of the whole of Austral
asia is only 40,000,000 bushels. That is according to Mr. Coghlan’s last returns, but I know it has been 
exceeded a little since then. That would only give !£■ per cent, of the whole wheat production of the 
world. I mention this to show how very little our productio** at present affects the market of the 
world. I find also that about 200,000,000 bushels are required by the importing countries of Europe, 
and it is an acknowledged fact that in the United States the growth of the population is proportionately 
greater than the increase of the area sown of this cereal. In Bussia and Central Europe the consumption 
of wheat is also increasing. Of course it is well known that America is the great wheat-produciug 
country of the world. Of the 2,249,000,000 bushels of wheat produced I see the United States production is
408.000. 000 bushels. The letter of Mr. C. "Wood Davis, reads as follows:—

My Bear Sir, Peotone, Kansas, U.S.A., 24 February, 1894.
Permit me to thank you for copy' of tho IFeoM and Progress of ATe!c Sotillt It <des you were so kind as to send mo,

‘ Enclosed I beg leave to baud you a recent communication to the Aeni York Sun, in which the movement of popula
tion is shown by the increase in the number of farms during the last forty-three years. I have long desired to make this 
showing, but the Census figures relating to farm increase during the ninth decade are but now available. _

1 think this will interest you, as it shows the complete exhaustion of the arable portion of the public domain, and that 
tbe United States will soon have all it can do to supply food and fibre for its own people; hence will cease to compete ■
with Australasia in mtppiymg the wants of other peoples, and thus leave a uidcr field, that ensures high prices, to the other 
expoHing countries. _

I havu just mailed to tho Sim an article, in which I show by an analysis of official data that, with average crops, 
hereafter our export power must be confiued to such products as cotton and tobacco.

I nlso enclose another article—appearing as an editorial in the Sun—in which I attempt to show that the industrial 
and commercial depression is due to the loss of purchasing power by the farmer. This is,_ I believe, the only logical 
conclusion, as it affects alike ireetrade, protected, and gold and silver using countries. What else could result from 
abnormally low prices when half the labour of civilised people is employed in agriculture 7

Yours truly,
T. A. Coghlan, Esq., Government Statistician, Sydney, New South Wales. O. WOOD DAVIS.
I think that shows that the wheat industry is exceedingly promising in this country. I .am well aware 
that at tho present time the price of wheat is lower than it has been for something like two centuries, but 
tho prospects show that there is every hope that the wheat industry hero will improve and become one of 
our most promising industries. The following is from the Sitn of 10th September, 1893:—

With prices of farm products again snch as to afford fair remuneration for the labour and capital employed in pro
duction, as they presently must be by reason of the elimination of the world’s acreage excess, the purchases of the
30.000. 009 upon our farms will help to keep every spindle busy ; labour in the towns will, at least for a time, be well
employed j hoarding will cease, confidence will be restored, money become abundant, and an era of prosperity will result 
from the operation of that natural law which is the ultimate arbiter in determining the price of nearly every product 
of labour. .
I quote this to show that there is every prospect that the wheat industry of the world will prosper.
There is one other interesting fact which I may mention with regard to our wheat crop. I see that the 
area under crop with wheat in 1892-3 was 452,920 acres; in 1893-4, 022,320 acres—an advance of 
109,400 acres, or nearly 40 per cent, increase. That is as far as the land is concerned. But as far as

the -

* Nora (o« revision) Mr. Deane’s revised estimate is £104-,429 10s. 8d.
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J. Barling, the wheat production is concerned, though the figures I have given show an increase of about 40 per cent.— 
^ the actual figures being 37'-l< per cent, over last year—the increased yield is only lo per cent, greater.
April, 1894. ■^'rom this it seems that even with a very largely increased area of land, we are still 35 per cent, behind 

’ ‘ supplying our own needs.
2. Mr. Wall.] You have given us a return1 of the cost of constructing a road from Temora to Wyalong? 
Y’es.
3. Do you know that there is a very large field opening up in Temora with a population of 7,(i00 or 8,000 
people ;—can you tell us how long that field was in existence before any money was expended on the 
roads ? I could not answer that, but I know very well that we should not have spent anything like that 
amount of money there.
4. The Department states that this is an undulating country composed of chocolate soil ? Yes.
5. This estimate is to construct a metal road, the whole of the distance from Temora to Wyalong? Yes.
6. Do the officers of the Department report on the necessity of the construction of a metal road for the 
whole of the distance ? I do not think it will be necessary to construct a road at that cost, unless the 
Wyalong gold-fields become permanent.
7. Has such a thing ever been done in the Colony before in connection with any gold-field which has been 
opened ? Ido not remember.
8. We have the estimate of £69,000 for one work against £110,000 for the other ;—are we to understand 
that it is intended to carry on the work ? It all depends, of course, upon the developments which take 
place. There arc 11,000 or 12,000 people at Wyalong now, and if the field turns out to be a permanent 
one, it is possible such an expenditure will be contemplated, but I cannot say it is contemplated now.
9. Do the officers of the Department point to the necessity of any such expenditure as that mentioned 
being required on the road ? Not at present, I have merely given the cost of a road as compared with 
the cost of a railway.
10. Take the road from Temora to Cootamundra, which has been used for many years, has that amount 

. of money been expended upon it ? I should think not.
11. And it is a somewhat similar country? Yes. I did not wish to urge the argument, that if we do 
not construct the railway we shall have to construct an expensive road. Of course, that will depend very 
much upon future development.
12. Can you obtain from the officers of the Hoads Department a report showing the actual urgent expen
diture required at the present time on the road to make it traffieable? Yes. I think 1 have a report 
now. The Minisler has granted a sum of £500 at the present moment. .
13. Are we to infer from the report submitted to us that the construction of this line will cause a special 

^ development of the wheat industry in that particular part of the country? I should think it would
stimulate the production of wheat there, but the main argument at present in favour of tho line is the 
opening up of the gold-field. That, in conjunction with the probable extra supply of wheat, has deter
mined the Minister in submitting the line for investigation.
14. Then we are to take it that the urgency of the construction of the line is to provide facilities to 
Wyalong, in consequence of the opening up of the field, and not for the purpose of wheat production? 
I have not the smallest doubt that this line would, in course of time, been have recommended purely from 
an agricultural point of view.
15. Of course, that is one of the prospective advantages, but that is not one of the reasons for the con
struction of the line ? It is partly.
16. Do you know whether it is proposed to increase the price of land adjacent to the railway, as has been 
done in other eases where railways have been constructed ? That is a matter for the Lands Department; 
but I may mention that immediately on the line being brought before the House, by the direction of the 
Secretary for Public Works, I addressed this note to Mr. Houston:—

My Dear Houston, Department of Public Works, 30 March, 1894.
Mr. Lyne wishes me to ask you to move Mr. Copeland to reserve at once a mile on each side of our proposed 

Hue between Temora and Wyalong. The matter is very urgent indeed, iu view of the resolution arrived at by the Assembly 
last night to refer the proposed work to the Public Works Committee for investigation.

Will you oblige Mr. Lyne by bringing this under Mr. Copeland's attention immediately?
__ Yours, &c.,

W. Houston, Esq., Under Secretary for Lauds. J. BARLING.

This is the reply :—
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 April, 1894.

With reference to your letter of the 39th ultimo, urging that a mile on each side of the proposed line of 
railway, Temora to W'yalong, be reserved, 1 am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that a reserve already 
exists within one mile on each side of the line from Temora to Barmedrnan, and the line from Barmedrnan to Wyalong is 
almost wholly within leasehold areas, reservation of which is at present unnecessary. The Crown land in the immediate 
vicinity of W yalong has been reserved from conditional purchase for gold-mining purposes.

I have, Ac.,
WM. HOUSTON, '

Under Secretary
The Under Secretary for Public Works. (Per R.H.D.)
17. Has any request been made to the Lauds Department to reserve land within 20 miles of the
lino? No. '
18. With regard to the suggestion or request of tho Under Secretary for Lands to reserve land within a 
mile, is not that the usual request preferred on the initiation of any line ? Yes; it is done, I think, as an 
extra precaution.
19. And is not the object of that special reservation on each side of the line iu order that the Government 
may realise a greater price for it? Undoubtedly; but with the Betterment Bill before tho House I do 
not think the importance of the reservation is as great as it was before, because we shall be able to tax 
any alienated lands, provided the Bill is carried.
20. Speaking of those reservations—they exist in regard to most of the lines which have been constructed ? 
I think so.
21. Are you aware that this, instead of promoting settlement, has had a tendency to prevent it;—has that
been brought under the notice of your Department ? I think it has; but, as I "said before,! think the 
introduction of the betterment principle will take away from the argument against our reserving lands, 
because if the Bill were passed it would, I think, bo quite safe to sell the lands. 22,
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22. You state that the object of reserving tho laud is to obtain a higher price for it in consequence of J- Barling, 
the railway facilities afforded, and tho object of the betterment principle is to throw 75 per cent, of the
cost of construction on the people who take the land ;—if they do not take it under present circumstances 0 . rjl 
without the betterment principle being in existence,is it likely that they will take it for settlement when 1
they have to pay 75 per cent, of the cost of construction ? Seventy-five per cent, is tho maximum. I do 
not know what percentage will be fixed. _ _ _
23. Is it intended to establish special rates along this line ;—is that a matter which rests entirely with '
the Commissioners, or has the Department considered it? We have nothing to do with special rates;
we do not take them into consideration at all. _ _
24. Then yon rely on the Department being recouped for any losses which may he entailed in connection 
with the construction of tho line by the adoption of the betterment principle along with the special rate?
I may mention a fact which occurred in connection with the Glen Inues to Inverell line, that the resolution 
was passed by Parliament with the provision that the betterment principle should apply, and that special 
local rates should be levied until the line paid working expenses.
25. Apart from the recent discovery of gold at Wyalong, did the Department regard the proposed line as 
an immediately important work ? I should not like to say it would not have been taken up now if there 
had been no gold discovered. Tho surveys we have made from Barmedrnan to Hillston show that we 
have thought the construction of the line to be of sufficient importance to justify a survey being made.
26. Have you any idea of the present settlement in and around Hillston? Ho. I have the population 
apart from the extraordinary population which has recently arisen. At Temora the population is 915, at 
Barmedrnan. 176. I should say that it is less at Hillston, hut the total population of the whole county of 
Bland is 4,571. That, of course, was before the gold rash took place.
27. Can you tell us whether the Temora line is paying? I have asked that question, but I have not 
received an answer yet.
28. What was the cost of the Temora lino per mile when completed ? About £4,000 ; but the country
to Wyalong will bo very much easier. Again, I do not think it is proposed to fence tho lino between 
Temora and Wyalong, whereas the Cootamundra to Temora line is fenced. _ _ _
29. Mr. Davies.~\ 1 understand you to say that the whole of the lands through which the line will pass
will be Crown or leased lands ? Yes. _
30. So that there can he no claim for compensation ? There will be just a little at Temora. _
31. Would the leaseholders be entitled to some compensation for severance ? 1 do not think so. In this 
case it is all reserved land. There will bo no compensation of any kind. There will be no charge or cost 
incurred for the resumption of land.
32. What is the total estimated cost of the line? £110,000 for 40 miles of line from Temora to Wyalong.
33. Tho Crown lands will bo much increased in value by the construction of the line ? There is no doubt 
about that.
34. Is it intended that the trains over the line shall run at the ordinary speed or at a reduced speed ?
We shall have 60 lb. rails on the line, We do not propose to fence it. Certainly if the trains run at 
night they would have to do so at a reduced speed,
35. Can plenty of sleepers be obtained ? Yes.
36. Will tho line be of tbe same gauge as the existing line to Temora? Yes,

Henry Deane, Esq., M.I.C.E., Engineer-in-Chief, Eailway Construction Branch, Department of Public
Works, sworn, and examined:— •

37. Chairman,] Do you propose to make a detailed statement as to the line before the Committee proceed h. Deane,
to examine you? I have already made a report, which I think the Under Secretary for Public Works Esq.,M.I.O.E.
has embodied in his statement. I might, perhaps, read a description of the line. I have more information
now than I had when the line was submitted. Tho length is reduced a little. Prom Temora to Wyalong 0 April, 1894.
it will be 38 miles 46 chains. The estimated cost of constructing this as a light line of railway is
£104,430, or £2,707 per mile, exclusive of cost of land and compensation. This line begins at tho
termination of the Cootamundra to Temora fine, at 291 miles 64 chains, and runs chiefly along the ,
side of the main road to within about 4 miles of Barmedrnan. It passes on the west side of the township,
and thence strikes almost direct, mainly along the public road, for the township of Wyalong, where it ends
on its southern boundary at 330 mites 30 chains from Sydney. The country is nearly flat throughout,
and there are no expensive works. The steepest grade is 1 in 100.
3S. What are the authorities going to do for a road when you have monopolised it for a railway? The 
road is 3 chains wide, so that there ought to bo room for both.
39. Mr. Hoskins.] Have you had careful surveys made of the proposed line between Cootamundra and
Bartnedman ? Yes; the survey goes nearly along the road the whole of the survey. .
40. Are there any streams of water or creeks to cross ? Nothing of any importance.
41. Then ordinary sized culverts will carry off the water ? Yes; small timber openings, and what are 
called open waterways and box drains will be sufficient.
42. Is there plenty of timber in the neighbourhood suitable for sleepers—ironbark or blne-gum ? Yes.
48. How far will the timber be from the proposed line ? A good many of the sleepers which were used 
on the Cootamundra to Temora line came from the neighbourhood of Barmedrnan, and I think the iron- 
bark which exists about there will he sufficient to afford sleepers for the proposed line. I propose to use 
'a cheaper kind of sleeper than was used on the Temora line. Tho Temora line had rectangular sleepers.
I propose to use a class of sleeper, such as has been supplied at Narrabri lately under a contract there, 
mostly round on the top. Tho sap wood has not been stripped off. They are at least D inches wide, 
and some of them are wider. 'There is a large quantity of timber, and they make capital sleepers, and 
are much cheaper than the ordinary kind.
44. Do you beliovo that if those sleepers were used they wronld he no more liable to shift than the ordinary 
square sleepers ? They are quite as good in that respect.
45. What depth of ballast do you propose to put on the fine? It will w'ork out to about 5 inches—the 
same as that I propose for the Morco line—1,200 cubic yards per mile.
46. And you intend to have G inches of ballasl under the sleepers ? Yes ; and it runs a little way up 
the side of tho sleeper.

47.
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Eso'"f/‘ Ur,°®c®r®ima^n ai3y explorationa with a view of ascertaining whether there is good material
- ■ tor ballast m the neighbourhood ? IS0,1 do not think that has been done; but ballast could be obtained 

9 April, 1894. jq0IQa i6 ^emHr,a: ,e> aEd I infer that there will be liallast iu this neighbourhood as well.
18. And e\en if it is not very plentiful, you could bring some of it from the neighbourhood of the Temora, 
line? Tes.

■ 4th Tyimt kind of ^station buildings do you propose to have? I put down a certain amount for station
buildings, but it will have to be left to the Itailvvay Commissioners to decide exactly what class shall bo 
constructed. I based my estimiite on those on the Karrabri to Moree line, and there timber is used. The 
cheapest possible description of buildings will be put up.

Cn y,011 ProPose> subject to tbe approval of the Eailway Commissioners, to have weather-board 
stations and goods sheds ? Yes.
flj" ^?°. Yj11 know whether there are quantities of suitable timber to be obtained at a reasonable price in 
tho vicinity of _the proposed line? I think there is some pine.

,c P’neobtained in that locality and on the Lachlan is very efficacious iu restricting the ravages 
of white ants? Yes. s o
53. Then the surveys which have been made between Temora and Barmedrnan arc sufficiently accurate, I 
suppose, to enable the Department to call for tenders for the construction of that portion of tbe work in

ow onga time. There is no reason why tenders should not be called in a very short 6me. It would 
not be possible to slake out the lino in the usual manner. I think, if Parliament required that the 
tenders should be called very shortly, I should have to make certain provisions in the specification to give
t e contractor a certain amount of latitude, limiting him as to the height of bank and so on—that is to 
say, 0 make him put a minimum of bank; but I could not, within a very short time, givo him levels all 
the way along tho road and pegs in the usual manner.
54. Can you give an idea as to the time in which you can have tenders called, if Parliament sanctions the 
work, for the construction of a line from Temora to Barmedrnan? If it were looked upon as an urgent 
matter and the work had to be done in that way, I think I could call for tenders within a month- 
cer mnly as soon as a line could be passed by Parliament—perhaps a little sooner, if necessary.

m01! ™mlc then that if I arliament sanctioned the construction of the lino or a portion of it, you might 
be able to call for tenders for the construction of the line between Temora and Barmedrnan within a month ? 
U itbin a month from to-day, if I bad instructions to do so.

5G. What description of rail do you propose to use ? Sixty-lb. steel rail, flat bottomed, 
ro m.0 y01l ProPase t0 U8e cllalT8 ? No; the rails will rest on tbe sleepers.
08. Ihen tho ideals that there will have to be a moderate or slow rate of speed, say 15 or 1G miles an hour 
8peed^n™Um ? ^ ^ W°U d be t0 al1 intent9 aild PurPoses a very good line, but it would not be a high

09. Would it be safe to run at tbe rate of 20 miles an hour ? I think so.
(A 8UIZeJr0 the proposed lino from Barmedrnan to Wyalong aro not in such an advanced state as 
those from Temora to Barmedrnan ? I received a section of the line this morning, and I hope in a few 
days to be able to furnish it to the Committee.
61. Supposing the Committee recommended Parliament, and Parliament approved of their recommendation, 
to construct a railway from Barmedrnan to Wyalong, bow long do you think it would take you to bavo 
the hne m a sufficiently advanced state to call for tenders for it ? I should like another month for that
62. Could the ordinary rolling stock run over the proposed line safely ? Yes ; I should say I would very 
much prefer to have a proper section and proper pegs put in iu the usual manner, because’it would in the 
end be a saving in constructing. But if it were pushed, it could be done as I state.

■ S do you think it would take you to stake out the road, in order that you might let the 
contract m the usual way between Temora and Barmedrnan ? By putting on a number of surveyors, I 
think it could be done m two or three months more. J

, <>*• Chairman.] What is the grade of the line ? One in 100.
‘ Irth^e “ot a,steeper grade than that going into Barmedrnan ? ISTo; it can be cut out. ’

p , • j H°w does the country the line has to traverse compare with the country from
Cootamundra to Temora? It is much smoother, easier, and less expensive for the construction of the 
me. Por instance, the first part to Barmedrnan is a surface line throughout until you get close to 

Barmedrnan. There is not a cutting in it. J ^ ^ ^
67. Will not that, being very level, necessitate considerable expense for draining ? I think not. Where
there are little watercourses we can run the water across the line by putting down box drains, or open 
watercourses at frequent intervals. ’ 1
68. And those are inexpensive ? Yes.
69. You have not the section from Barmedrnan to Wyalong P Ito
a?™ ^ a° " “ly mc ri!“whor”
V'l^u611 tie Liric ,£rom Co?temundra to Temora was authorised the Committee imposed a condition that 
it should not exceed a certain sum per mile—I think it was £3,30013 Yes 
72. Was that exceeded? Yes. " '

e?ten£ ^ kaa cost between £3,800 and £3,900.
/4. Why was it so much more expensive? It was impossible to make it for less. My estimate if I 
mere^rr,f'!ivJ y' "if £3>6,5.0’I expected to be able to do it for that. But there ifave been some 
wWn fhe e V. l!'1* ;’ Thldl 11(170 *o keep the formation up. This is in soft country

h embankments have compressed the ground underneath. I was rather concerned about one
i ^Tl f108 W6re rmmUJS U1? 80 }i'S1k and 1 sent a'n officer do™ specially to examine, 

measure, and leport That is one reason, but there are others. The accounts have not yet been made 
up, and therefore 1 have not investigated the matter thoroughly.
rimvntffif11111! T’l°0 'iklif m'0 alt™ate cost per mile of tbe proposed line ? Yes ; it can be kept 
A’™ t0 that. In fact, with tbe Temora line I would have limited the earthworks and let the banks go
Hnrtiwi wLSdbl W°U d llave, b?cn an7 8onous consequences. In the case of tbe 'proposed
fin +Am iLAf.inw l t f S0.maal1 a’ cham or B0 mucl1 a oiilc, and the contractor would see that not 

iiiorB than tho quantitiGS estiofiatod for aro put on,
76. It is not proposed to fence the line ? No. '

77.
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V7. Is the nature of the soil similar to that between ITarrabri and Moree? Iso; there is more red soil.
78. Hut I mean in. regard to the ballast required ;—would the ballast sink in ? There would he the same ’
fear, because certain portions of the Harrahri to Moree line are over black soil. _ _ g April 1894.
7ih Bo you think 5 inches of ballast would be sufficient ? Tes. I should like to express the same opinion ‘ 
about this kind of construction for the proposed line as I did about the Moree line. I should prefer to make it 
stronger, but to meet the demand for cheap railways I think it can fairly and safely be done in this way.
SO. Have you seen the line which was constructed from Broken Hill to Tarrawmgee ? Tes.
81. Is that a ballasted line ? Tes; I think it is sand ballast chiefly, or fine shingle or coarse sa’nd from
Stephen’s Creek and other watercourses.
82. That is a surface railway, is it not? It is not so much a surface railway as this would he. There aro
hanks and cuttings in places. A portion of the country is very level, but there are banks and cuttings 
upon the Hue. _
83. Tho estimated cost of the Narrabri to Moree line was, I think, £2,400 a mile ? Two thousand four
hundred and seventy pounds was the estimated cost of the last portion^ _ (
81. Does it not strike you that the proposed line should he a less expensive one than the line from 
Narrabri to Moree, considering the difficulties in the shape of floods and washaways on. the Moree line?
I will explain where the difference comes in. One cause of difference is the difference in length, so that 
the terminal arrangements are divided over a greater length than in the ease of the Moree line. Some of 
tho items are less. _ _
85. Arc parts of the Narrabri and Moree line much more expensive than other parts ? I divided that 
line into two sections. In the first section the average per mile came to £5,056, and the other portion 
was £2,470—something like the proposed hne. The permanent -way materials for the proposed line I have 
put down at a little more, and the reason for that is that special arrangements were made with the Com
missioners about freight, and so on, in regard to the Nnrrabri-Moree line ; and. pending similar arrange
ments being made in the present instance, I have taken the freight on the permanent way materials at the 
recognised value of 2d. per ton per mile. My arrangements with the Commissioners have been chiefly 
that freight is to he charged at 2d, per ton per mile unless there is return freight. If there is return • 
freight only Id. is to bo charged ; but in this instance, if the work is to be pushed on, I think it would not
bo fair to expect the Eailway Commissioners to uso the Id. rate, because there would be no return freight.
86. And that makes a considerable difference ? That makes a good deal of difference. On the other
hand, the prices of materials in England have gone down, and it is possible that I may he able to lower 
the estimate accordingly, _ _
87. Ton think it possible, then, that you may construct the line for less than £2,700 per mile? I might 
possibly bo able to lower the cost of the permanent way materials. The next item where I have an 
increase of about £100 a mile is in the laying and ballasting of the sleepers. I put the .laying down at a 
little more—Is. Gd. instead of Is. 3d., and 1 have put the sleepers rather higher—3o. instead of 2s. Gd.
Taking it altogether I should not consider the Temora district as good a district for getting sleepers ns 
the Narrabri district. The timber is not so good nor so straight as it is in the forests near Narrabri, and 
I think it would bo fair to put a little more on the price; but even sleepers at 3s. would be very cheap.
Several small items divided by the"mileage of tho Wyalong lino bring a higher result than in the ease of 
the Moree line. For instance, it would be necessary to make provision for water supply. I have not 
made up my mind yet where water is to be obtained, but in the case of Moree I have put down £3,000, 
and I put down £3,000 in the case of Wyalong, there having to be in each case two water stations on the 
road. Three thousand pounds divided by 60 is only about two-thirds of what it is if divided by 40. That 
makes a difference of £27 per mile.
88. And those are the chief items of difference ? Tes. ( _
89- Considering that this work, if constructed at all, may he regarded as a very urgent one, what time 
would you say should he allowed for construction from Temora to Wyalong ? If we had the rails and a 
pushing contractor 1 thin)!; we could do it in six months. _
90. That, would he something very uncommon in railway construction ? Tes. The Temora lino wa done in 
thirteen months ; that is the quickest piece of work up to the present, and this is about the same length.
91. Mr. JSfeild.] Do you think it absolutely essential to use ballast on the line, seeing that there is a large ^
mileage in America where no ballast is used ? •' Tes ; I prefer ballast.
92. Have you giveu auy attention to the system which is in operation on some parts of tho Continent
known as the Balk System, with longitudinal sleepers and iron ties? Tes; the longitudinal sleepers are *
not anything so good as the cross sleepers; you do not get the same amount of bearing surface.
93. But there would he a considerable diminution in expense ? I very much doubt it, because with 
longitudinal sleepers you have to trim the timber all tho way along, and then you have to fix your ties.
Where you have transverse sleepers you run them through a machine aud you have the grooves made for 
the rails to fit in ; and having such good hardwood timber it would bo out of the question to use soft 
wood. If you attempted to uso hard wood for longitudinal sleepers they would curl about frightfully.
Tou would soou have a track which would bo quite useless.
94. Tou do not propose to fence the line ? No ; I have only included a small sum for fencing.
05. Do you not think there would he considerable inconvenience to vehicular traffic on the road by 
reason of the trains running along the road without a fence ? I propose to put the line close alongside 
the boundary of the road, so that the rest of the road, being over 2 chains wide, would practically be 
quite clear for the other traffic.
96. Then you do not think tho line would materially interfere with the road ? No. _
97. Are you not likely to have accidents with teams scared by the trains passing so close without any
intervening fence ? I think not. _ _ _
98. I suppose the line would cross and recross tho road in places, necessitating the construction of a good 
deal of roadway to make up for the portions occupied by the tracks ? No ; the road is pretty straight 
nearly all the way. There aro fov? curves, aud they can easily he managed.
99. Then you think the construction of the railway would not necessitate auy large expenditure upon the 
present roadway ? I do not think it would. The road is a very straight one.
100. Do you know tho country from Wyalong to Barmedrnan? Tes; hut I have not been over it.
101. Has the line from Cargellico to the Lachlan the best approach’? Tho line via Cargellico would be 
the best approach to the Lachlan.
102-3. Better than the southern line shown on the map in pencil? Tes. Tho dotted red line on the 
plan practically avoids all the difficult country. 101.
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104. In 3rour opinion, then, if there is an extension to "Wyalong, yon think it will follow" the dotted line 
Es^MXC-E'ontheplan to the Lachlan P Yes.
D April, 1894. ^'r' ■^'umP^cr!I-~\ Iu what respect will the proposed extension differ from the line from Cootamundra

’ to Temora ? The country is very much easier for the railway construction. The country between 
Cootamundra and Temora for the most part is undulating.
106. I am speaking of the difference in the weight of rails and sleepers ? I should use the same weight 
of rails and the same number of sleepers to the mile, hut I should use sleepers of an inferior qualiiy—of 
ironbark, of course, hut not so carefully shaped, and less ballast.
107. When you say inferior quality, do you mean that the timber itself will be inferior ? 1 No; I shall
spend less money upon dressing it.
108. Will the durability of the sleepers he lessened ? bio; it will probably be exactly the same. „
109. In what respect will they be inferior? Being less shapely they cost less money.
110. Will the stability of the line bo affected by substituting the sleepers for those you propose to uso 
for those generally used ? Yo.
111. It will be an equally good line? I cannot say it will be an equally good line because the rails do
not have the same amount of hearing surface, but it is quite good enough for the traffic.

* 112. Will it cost more to maintain and keep in repair? I do not think so—not on account of sleepers ;
and I do not think it need cost much more to repair on other accounts if the speed is kept down. A line 
that is deficiently ballasted, of course, would be liable to greater charges for repairs than one that has 
plenty of ballast and good formation. Cheapness of construction as a rule means higher maintenance 
charges. That is very well understood.
113. Having understood that, I wish to know from you in what respect the line would be more costly to 
maintain than the line from Cootamundra to Temora. I imagine that if the traffic were exactly the same 
oyer the Cootamundra to Temora line as over the Temora to Wyalong line, the maintenance would bo 
higher on the Temora to Wyalong line, because it would require more attention.
114. What do you think is tho rate of speed which should he traversed over the proposed extension, aud 
the weight of the engines which should be used ? Prom 15 to 20 miles an hour would be sufficient, I 
think the engines should be limited to those which have an axle load of between 10 and 12 tons.
115. Do you know what engines are being used between Cootamundra and Temora? No.
116. Therefore you are unable to say whether they could be safelyused over the proposed extension? No.* •
117. Mr. Collins.'] Seeing that tho line from Temora to Wyalong will cost more to keep in repair than tho 
line from Cootamundra to Temora, do you think the Bailway Commissioners will he agreeable to take it 
over on those conditions? The Eailway Commissioners have, for the last two or three years, advocated 
cheap lines.
118. Notwithstanding that they cost more to keep in repair? I suppose they have looked at it from 
every point of view.
119. Mr. Davies.] I think you say your previous surveys have not gone beyond Barmedrnan? Yes;
Mr. Gillctt has been working between Barmedrnan and Wyalong. *
120. Before the gold-field was discovered you had made surveys in a different direction, had you not ? 
No; Mr. G-illett commenced to work under instructions to work towards Lake Cargellico?
121. He was not sent out to run a line to Wyalong, but to run a line to Lake Cargellico. Some time
ago tho Minister authorised an examination of the line from Barmedrnan to Hillston. 1 sent Mr. Kennedy, 
and he recommended the line via Lake Cargellico. Asa result of his report, I recommended to the Minister 
that the line should be run from Barmedrnan to Lake Cargellico, and thence to Hillston. The Minister 
approved, and 1 sent Mr. Gillett to Barmedrnan to start from that end, and Mr. Marshall to Hillston to 
start from that end to meet him. '
122. What was the character of the surveys made from Barmedrnan to Hillston, not by way of Wyalong, 
hut the previous survey ? The ordinary trial survey.
123. Did they pas; through the samo character of country, or was it better country than that which it is 
proposed to tap by going via Wyalong ? It is reported not to he so good, and the construction will be 
more costly. As you see from the plan, you have to pass about three ranges.
124. What is the cost of 60-lb, rails per Ion ? Hitherto, it has come to about £6 per ton, delivered in 

• Sydney.
' 125. Has not the Department recently been able to secure a large line of steel rails at a very low rate ?

A very favourable quotation was received.
126. At what price ? With all charges, it will come up to £4 IGs., delivered in Sydney. I might say 
that it is not quite clear whether the rails offered are from Cleveland ore. I presume they are from 
hematite ore; hut if the tender is accepted, it will have to be on the condition, that the rails are made 
from hematite ore, with the usual acknowledged specification.
127. Will this ho the cheapest line of railway, with a GD-lh, rail, you have been able to secure at anv 
time? Yes,
128. At what did you calculate the price per ton of the railslaid between Narrabri and Moree ? The new

■ rails were reckoned at £6 per ton. The others were re-rolled rails. Some of them we had taken over from
the Commissioners’ account at £5 10s.
129. What will be the difference in tbe rails on the proposed line, takiug them at £4 per ton, as against 
£6 per ton on the Moree line? The cost of the rails, reckoning the most recent quotation iu Sydney, 
would be £20,171—that is, without freight. The freight, at 2d. per ton per mile, would be £255 17s. Id. 
per mile. The cost of tho 60-lb. rails, taking it at £6 2s. Gd. per ton, which was one of the most recent 
calculations, comes to £674 per mile, and taking it at the newer calculation, it comes to £522 per mile, so 
that there is a saving of £150 per mile.
130. You propose to lay your sleepers ou 5 inches of ballast ? Yes.
131. What ballast do you propose to put between the beds of your sleepers ? It will come half-way up

, the sleepers. ■
132. Is it to be broken ballast, or drift from the river beds ? It will probably be broken ballast. There 
may be some quartz obtainable from the ridges. We had some on the Temora line.

TUESDAY,
* Note (on revision) :—I believe instructions have been given only to nee, on tlie Temora line, engines havim' a 

maximum axle load of 12 tons, °
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The Committee further considered tho proposed Railway from Temora to Wyalong.

Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary, Department of Public Worlcs, sworn, and further examined:—
133. Chairman."] You are aware that the Public Works Act provides that in tho ease of a proposed railway J. Burling, 
or tramway tlie Deportment shall submit to tho Public "Works Committee a map or plan of tbe proposed 
line,together with a book of reference, and a report from tho Railway Commissioners, giving an estimate 

' ' - - - ■ ■ ■’ ......... ■ 0£ maintenance, aud so on;—that report was not put m " 1 ‘of its probable cost, together with the cost _ - , .
yesterday ? I am not in a position to say when it will be ready; but I hope to have it next week.
134. Is not tho Chief Commissioner at present absent in Tasmania? Yes; but I do not think he will be
there very long. . . T i v
135. Then the report will have to wait over until ho comes hack ? Yes. The Commissioners, I beii^e,
have not had time to make their report yet, and I undersland, though I am not certain on the point, that 
they wish to visit the district through which tho proposed line will pass. That, however, will not take 
very long. The peculiar circumstances of this case demanded that we should do all wo could to get it 
before the Committee because Parliament will soon come to a close, and unless wo advance the work at 
every stage as far as possible, it cannot he dealt with. Wo our doing our very best, and I hope to be able 
to furnish the reporf next week. _
136. Knowing tho feeling of tho Legislature in regard to if, the Committee have taken up this work out 
of its turn, and no delay will occur through our action? lies ; but I think we have done all we could 
towards pushing it on.

Charles James Saunders, Esq.. Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:
137, Chairmav.'] The Committee understand that you have prepared a compilation of county maps in tho 
Temora and Wyalong district, upon which the freehold land is shown coloured red, the conditionally pur
chased and conditionally leased lands as blue, tho reserves as green, and the Crown land unalienated and ^ 
not dealt with in any way as white? Yes. . . 10ApriblS94.
13S. The map takes in an area extending 20 miles on each side of the proposed line, beginning o miles
north of Temora, and extending about 20 miles north of Wyalong? That is so.
139. The area shown upon it is—Ereehold land, 112,750 acres ; conditionally purchased and conditionally
leased land, 442,120 acres; reserves, 260,750 acres; unalienated Crown laud, 451,100 acres; a total of 
1,266,720 acres;—is that so? Yes ; that is the case. _ ,
140. Is this return, so far as yon are concerned, up to date? I think it can be regarded as fairly up
to date. _
141. How long is it since you last received information from the local Land Office ? \Ve are generally
within a few weeks of the local offices. _
142. You know nothing of the country yourself ? Nothing personally.
143. You have never been there ? No. . .
144. Would von like to give the Committee an opinion as to what you think would be the increase in 
value of Crown land in the district if tho proposed line wore constructed? I do not think I could 
venture on that.
145. Do you know if a request has been made to your Department by the Works Department to reserve
the land along the proposed line ? A request was sent to ns. ,
146. Asking yon to reserve how much ? To make tho usual reserve of 1 mile on each side of Ihe line.
147. There was no request from tho Works Department lo reserve from sale the whole of the land shown
on the coloured part of your map pending the completion of this inquiry ? I have net seen a request of 
that sort. . . ,
14.3, X)o you know "whotber tlic Dfiuds Department have taken any steps on its own motion to make such 
a reservation ? I am not aware of such a reservation having been made. A couple of large reserves have 
been made in the neighbourhood of Wyalong.
149. Arc they shown on the plan ? Yes.
150. You are not aware whether tho Secretary for Works or the Secretary for Lands have taken steps to 
comply with what appeared to be the general request of tlic Assembly, namely, to reserve the whole of 
the land in the district pending the decision of this Committee ? I am not aware that they have, hut of 
course stops might have been taken without my knowledge. Most of the Crown lands in this locality lie 
within the leasehold areas. The existing leaseholds terminate in 1895, and in the majority of cases applica
tions have been made for an extension of lease. Those applications have not yet been disposed of.
151. Has tbe Department decided on its policy with respect to the leases in the Central Division ? No;
I think the matter is awaiting further legislation. _ _
152. You do not know anything as to the direction of that legislation ? Nothing at all. _ _
153. Mr. JfrJld.} Is it customary for your Department to raise the price of land through which a railway 
has been taken ? I believe that it is customary.
154. Bv creating reserved areas ? By proclaiming special areas.
155. Unless special areas are proclaimed tbe price of tbe land is fixed by statute ? Yes.
] 56. Mr. W/rlU] Can you give us, approximately, tbe area reserved at Wyalong for gold-mining purposes ?
Looking at the man. I should say that about 50,000 acres have-been reserved.

, 2 S3—B

C. J.
Saunders,

Esq.

157.
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157, Atb those reservations made subject to alienation under the 48th section of tho Act, or is the land 
entirely reserved from conditional purchase ? The land is reserved from conditional purchase aud condi

_ tional lease.
10April, 1894. ^ou aTe °f the land in the vicinity of Wyalong ? Tes ; land in tho immediate vicinity of

‘ Wyalong.
159. That land will not be open for selection or settlement until the reserves have been revoked ? That
is so. ‘
160. Mr. Triclcett.} 1 suppose you know what quantity of land has been alienated within the last three 
years between Cootamundra and Temora ? I cannot say that I have taken particular notice of that 
locality.
161. One of the recommendations in favour of the Hne from Cootamundra to Temora was that settlement 
and cultivation would follow its construction ;—can you say whether that has happened ? I feel certain, 
without having looked into the matter, that nearly all the land in the vicinity of the line has been sold.
162. Since the construction of the railway ? I should not like to say that.
163. Have you any knowledge as to the nature of the settlement? 1 could not tell you anything in
regard to it. '
164. What officer would be able, from local knowledge, to give us information on the point ? Most of 
that land is dealt with by the District Surveyor at Forbes, but the land between Cootamundra and Temora 
is dealt with by the District Surveyor at Wagga.
165. Will you kindly get us, as soon as possible, a return showing what area of Government laud has 
been alienated between Cootamundra and Temora since the construction of the railway, the average price 
paid for it, and the increase in settlement there ? Within 20 miles on each side of the line ?
166. Tes? I will.
16/. Mr. Wall.'] Can you tell us what area was reserved along the Temora line when it was being con
structed ? I think we reserved the land within 1 mile of the line.
168. Has that land, or any portion of it, been alienated since the construction of tho line; if so, what 
price was paid for it ? I will find that out for you.
169. Mr. Ewing.'} This land is in the Central Division, you say, and most of tbe unalienated Crown laud 
forms part of the leasehold areas there; but are not the rights of the pastoral holders to this land now- 
under dispute ? What rights—the right to an extension of lease ?
170. Or something further? I do not know what further rights they may have.
171. The pastoralists may, under the existing law, he entitled to hold that land for some time ? That is 
the matter which is hung up at the present moment.
172. So that in 1895 this land may not come into the occupation of the Crown ? It may not. The lease
holders may get an extension of their leases.
173. Tou do not know how the land will stand ? No one can say now how it will stand then.
174. Mr. Eumphcry^ Can you tell me if the gold-field reserve at Temora, or anyportion of it, has been 
thrown open to selection ? I could not say without looking into the matter.
175. Do you know if there are several reserves between Temora and Cootamundra? Tes.

■ 176. Were there some at the time the Committee recommended the construction of the Temora line, four
years ago? Tes; there must have been some large reserves then.
177. Can you say whether any of them have been thrown open for selection ? I think some of them have 
been. ,
178. Will you supply us with information showing what reserves have been thrown open for selection, and 
the area selected since April, 1890, within, say, 20 miles of the line between Temora and Cootamundra ? 
Yes.

William Henry John Slee, Esq., Chief Inspector of Mines, Department of Mines, sworn, and examined:— 
W, H. J, 179, Mr. Wall.} Tou recently visited Wyalong ? Tes. 

lea, Esq. iso. And furnished a report in regard to the gold-field there ? Yes.
■^ave Fou aT15r d-oubt as to the permanency of that gold-field? None whatever.

Prl > • 182. I think you stated in that report that the auriferous belt extends over a tract of country 5 miles
by 2 ? That is tbe belt at preseut being worked.
Mi3. There have been some cruahings on the field ? Tes.
184. From how many different lines have those crushings been taken ? They have been taken from
thirteen different claims, and several different lines of reef. *
185. What is the size of the reefs ? They are very small.
186. Have they been decided to any depth ? They have not. The deepest sunk upon is about 100 feet.
187. They have continued to that depth ? They have continued to that depth.
1S8, Have they cut out in any case where they have been sunk on ? No.
189. The Hands Department have reserved, I believe, about 50,000 acres in the vicinity of Wyalong ;_
was that reserve made on the recommendation of the Mines Department? It was not made on my 
recommendation. I am not aware whether it was made on the recommendation of the Mines Department.
190. Aro you aware that 50,000 acres of land there have been locked up from settlement ? I am not
aware of it. .
19L Tou think it is necessary for the development of the mining industry there that such a large area 
of land should be locked up from settlement ? I think it could be locked up to a certain extent, because 
there are miles aud miies of auriferous country to which a rush might take place at any moment.
192. But has not the Department, under the 4Sth section of the Act, power to deal with the whole of 
that land so that it may be available for both mining and agriculture? It has power to give permits to 
search for gold, but not power to give a title.
193. If the land is proved to be auriferous, the Department has power lo resume it upon paying 
compensation ? Tea ; compensation according to the Land Board’s decision.
194. Has any alluvial discoveries been made at Wyalong P I believe not, up to date.
195. Several prospecting shafts have been sunk ? Yes. ' '
196. At what depth have they reached the rock? About 35 feet is tho deepest I have known, although 
thoy have sunk through tho rock, thinking at tho time that it was not bed-rock.
197. What is the nature of the rock ? Decomposed granite.

O. J.
Saunders,

Esq.

198,
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10S. Is noi decomposed granite considered rattier bcion’ the stratigraphical position in which permanent
reefs are discovered ? Xot necessarily; hut it is very seldom that reefs in granite formation carry down
to any depth. _ . . 10April, 1894.
109. tinless the granite hardens ? There is a great probability of ihe reef pinching out, or becoming
refractory.
200. Bo yon regard this as part of the belt of country which extends to Hillston? It extends to
Hillston, Billy’s Lookout, Wollongong]!, Melrose Plains, and right out to Burra Burra. I have been 
through it for miles. ,
201. Is it of the same nature as the country round Yalgogrin? It is not the same in geological formation
at Yalgogrin. The ground there is composed of quartzites, also slates and granite. _
202. We were told yesterday that the country you have described extends in the direction of Mount
Hope? Yes. , _
203. Would it go so far as Cobar? Ho; but it goes to Lake Cowal, Billy’s Lookout, Yalgogrin, and
Melrose Plains. A rush might take place to that country at any moment. _
204. Mr. Wilkinson furnished a report some time ago with regard to the alluvial deposits in that part of 
the country ? Yes ; at Billy’s Lookout.
205. He did not anticipate that any considerable deposits would he found there, because of the limited
denudation ? But at the same time he stated that further to the south, where Wyalong is now, deposits 
might be discovered. _ _
20(j. Wbat is tbe nature of the rock they struck at a depth of 100 feet? Decomposed granite. There is 
also diorite at Wyalong; hut no reefs have been found in it.
207. Did you not report on some field on the southern line recently ? You mean the G-rong Grong field?
JSTo ; I have not been there. _
203. You regard Wyalong as a field likely to furnish employment for a large number of miners for some 
time to come ? Yes, for years to come. 1 believe that better reefs will be discovered, and that more 
reefs will he worked in a short time.
209. The reefs opened up in the vicinity of Barmedrnan have been rather erratic in their character ? Yes,
210. Are there any that can be termed permanent reefs ? Ho.
211. Tho same may be said with regard to tbe roofs at Temora? The heavy flow of water has greatly 
hindered the reefs at Barmedrnan from being worked.
212. Considerable amount of reefing is done in the vicinity of Temora ? Yes. .
213. That is also a granite and diorite country ? Yes. •
214'. Those reefs were very promising to a shallow depth ? Yes. Some of the shoots were, perhaps,
6 feet in length,'whereas the reef showed 100 yards in length.
215. In tbe reefs opened up at Wyalong tbe enclosing stratum is soft;—there will bo no difficulty in 
testing those reefs? Hone whatever.
216. Have those who arc prospecting there evinced a desire to test tho reefs to a depth ? Most of those 
reefs are not in the hands of mining men. They are in the hands of selectors and farmers who have not 
done much mining work.
217. Yon have dealt with a good many disputes at Wyalong arising out of the administration of your 
Department ? »Yes.
218. Is there any truth in the rumour that has been circulated that practically the whole of Wyalong 
lias been taken up by a syndicate from Barmcdmau, and that in consequence of their names appearing on 
so many applications the Department asked them to substitute other names? Ho; I believe not. One 
party, perhaps, have applied for several permits, and tho Department, through my recommendation, has 
asked them to substitute other names to prevent what might be considered a monopoly. 1 have not beard 
of auy syndicates there,
219. But would not this privilege of substituting other names have tbe effect of placing the field in the 
bande of a few persons? Ho. As soon as the permits arc granted the cancellation of the selections will 
take place, and each party must, make his title good by a. miner’s right, and must, therefore, employ a 
largo number of persons.
220. But I understand the position to bo this :—Several persons have made applications for a number of
permits, and they will have the privilege of substituting other names for their own ? 1 believe so.
221. Will that not enable a small number of people to hold a largo part of the field ? It will give them 
the right to do so if they provide substitutes to work for them. The people coming there do not come 
from Barmedrnan alone, but from all parts of the country.
222. Is the selection on which gold was discovered at present in course of cancellation ? Yes.
223. Is the greater part of it covered by permit applications? I believe that about one-third of it has 
been applied for, and that two-thirds of it will be available when cancellation takes place.
224. Any that remains will be Crown land, subject to application in the usual way ? Yes ; very little 
prospecting is carried on until application permits have been granted.
225. Is it tho intention of the Department to give persons holding permits the right to apply for leases 
or to give them ordinary claims or prospecting claims ? So far as I know they are to have ordinary 
claims held under a miner’s right; but I cannot say for certain.
226. If claims are held in that form, employment must be given to a largo number of people ? Yes ; I 
bavo recommended that tbe land should be taken up under miners’ rights,
227. You have no doubt that the present development warrants you in stating that the field is likely to 
be a permanent one? Taking tbe whole of the surroundings I think the field will be permanent.
228. Is there any difficulty in obtaining water for machinery and the necessary treatment of the stuff? I 
believe that water for crushing purposes can bo obtained by sinking no distance from tbe present reefs 
on Crown land within a mile of the surveyed township.
229. Is there any truth in the statement that has been circulated in the press that there is only one water 
catchment at Wyalong? Ho; there are several water catchments there.
230. You do not think any delay in the development of the field is likely to be caused by tbe want of 
water ? I do not think so. During the last forty years I have seen fields much worse oil for water than 
this’ is.
231. When visiting Wyalong which way did you go ? From Sydney to Temora and through Barmcdman.
232. Did you find the road in a very bad condition? The road between Barmedrnan and Wyalong is
very bad. _ . 233.
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W H. J. 233. Are the bad parts of the road continuous, or is the road bad only where the water has lodged P The 
ec^ sq. country is nearly level and the road has not been drained, so that the water sinks down into the road 

lOAprilistlt w'lcre.ver ^10 drays have been along it.
’ 234. Is there no undulating country ? Not much ; it is nearly all level country. I do not think there

would be a cutting more than 7 or S feet deep on the line.
235. In speaking of jthe permanency of the held, I suppose you rely solely upon the reefs which have 
been opened up ,J Not necessarily. I formed my opinion from wbat I saw in travelling over the country 
for miles on former occasions. In a report dated August of last year, I referred to the country between 
Yalgogrin and Barmedrnan as being more auriferous than Yalgogrin itself.
23G. I wished you to confine yourself to the discoveries already made, and to separate them from tho 
prospective development of the field. Bo tho present discoveries warrant you in saying that a largo 
population can be maintained at Wyalong for some time to come? The present discovery would warrant 
me^in saying that the field can support a population of about 1.500 for some years to come.
237. And you think there is a great probability of further development taking: place ? Yes.
238. That is in reefing ? Yes. '
230. You also think it probable that alluvial deposits will be found in the vicinity of Wyalong ? I think 
that both southerly and northerly alluvial deposits will be discovered within a few miles of Wyalong. 
Wyalong is on tlic watershed of the Lachlan and the Murrumbidgee, and that, no doubt, is why the 
ground there is so shallow.
240. Mr. TricIccU.'] Have you any statistical information which you can give us as'to the number of 
miners’ rights, residential areas, and mineral leases granted at Wyalong during the last twelve months ? 
I.know that over 1,000 miners’ rights were taken out at Barmedrnan in one month, and there must have 
been 1,500 taken out since the discovery at Wyalong.
241. No mineral leases ? No mineral leases.
242. Have any permits been taken out ? Permits to dig and search for gold?
243. Yes ?_ Some hundreds.
244. How is it that only about 1,500 miners’ rights have been issued, when there is such a large popula
tion there ? A large number of men bring their miners’ rights with them. A right can be issued and 
holds good for any part of New South Wales.
245. Most of the people there have gone to search for gold? Yes ; or for business purposes.
24G. Bo you know the number of residential areas there? There were none when I left tbe field.
247. How long ago is that ? I left the field on the Wednesday before Easter.
248. Is this a place where residential areas would be applied for in the ordinary course ? They would in 
time, hut at present it is very likely that the warden will object to them.

~ Because they might be put right on to the land where prospecting was being carried out. 
-50. llieu docs the po pula (.ion squat down where jt chooses ? The people there can go where they like; 
but I have refused to give them tho right to reside at what is known as the main camp, so as not to 
prevent miners from sinking there. Business people, as a rule, go where they can find the miners close 
at band.
251. All the people who occupy residental positions at present have no title to their holding? They aro
there merely on sufferance, under their business license. .0
252. The reason why residental areas have not been taken up is that the Department will not allow them? 
.Residental areas have been taken up in the new surveyed town. People are allowed to go there and get 
a title to their laud. That is within a quarter of a mile of the nearest claim, and about 1£ mile from 
what is known as the main cam]).
253. Can you tell the Committee whether there are indications there of other minerals besides gold? One 
or two of the reefs have copper associated with their free gold. There may bo other minerals besides 
gold in payable quantities there.
254. Were there not prospects of tin being obtained in that part of the country ? Yes: about 20 miles
miles away. '
255. Not sutfieicntly close to bo an argument in support of this proposal ? No.

r '',)ere ‘u'e good prospects of mineral finds along the proposed line from Barmedrnan to
Wyalong ? I think that in time to come we ought to have larger mineral discoveries within 20 miles of 
the hne.
257. What are your ideas about the Temora gold-field do yon think it is retrograding ? I reported 
upon that field in 1880, and I believe what I then said has come pretty true.
258. What was that ? I said_ that the quartz reef at Temora would never be much good, and that the 
alluvial would be greatly confined to a certain lead. That was published in the Annual Deport for 1880. 
250. Tiiose who advocated the construction of a line from Cootamundra to Temora said that the mines at 
lemora had not had fair play—that they had not been systematically worked, but had been muddled aud 
scamped ? I think that tbe whole of onr mining fields have been scratched over. Wo have not done our 
work as we should have done it.
200. Can you tell us with regard to the Temora mine, whether that is the reason of their not having gone 
ahead, or is the reason to be found iu the absence of gold ? The reason of the Temora field not doing 
well is that the shoots or gold were too short, and the country very hard to follow up,
261. I suppose that when you went from Temora to 'Wyalong you made a pretty close observation of the 
country yon traversed ? Yes.
262. Did you notice a very fine belt of ironbark within about 10 miles of Temora ? There is some very good
limber at no distance from Temora. J °
263. Is there not a small forest of ironbark ? Yes.
264 Would not that timber be suitable for railway sleepers ? I am not able to say; but I should

265. I want to know if that is not a prominent feature in favour of the construction of the line 9 There 
is very good timber between Barmedrnan aud Temora.
266. And a considerable quantity of it ? Yes.
267. Theproposed line is estimated at acost of about £104,000, upon which the interest, at 4 per cent., would

t0 a, tho working expenses of the lino are put down as another
£3,000 or £4,000, do you think the prospects of tho field would justify the expenditure ? I could hardly 
say, not being a railway engineer. . ' 2GSJ
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2CS. I am putiiog tho questions to you, not as a railway engineer, but in your ordinary capacitydo you
think that tho prospects of the field are such as to justify a charge on tho country of from £/,000 to
£S,000 a year? I think so. I think that in a very short time wo shall have a very largo agricultural jo^priIJ18fl4.
and mining population within some miles of Wyalong—that is, including Burra Burra and the wno.e of
the district.
269. A fixed mining population? A fixed mining populatiou. At Burra Burra there are now 500 men
making a living where, two years ago, there was a wilderness. _ ,
270. Are tho reefs at Wyalong more marked than those of Temora, which you speak of as being too short.
Thoy are in quite a diftcrent geological formation. Wo have a tract of saucer-shaped country through 
which the auriferous strata run.
27t, That indicates permanency ? t Tes.
272. Mr. Suitor.'] What do you think are the present prospects of Wyalong? I think the present 
prospects are over-rated by a number of people. I consider that 1,500 people will be enough to develop 
the field for a long time to come. J think it will be able to support 1,500 people for some years without 
any further discoveries. _
278. Mr. Humph cry.] Is the formation at Wyalong similar to that at Barmcdman? Not at Wyalong 
proper, but in parts of the district the formation is similar to that at Barmedman.
274. Is tho tract of country, 5 miles by 2, of which you spoke, similar to the country round Barmedman?
No ; it is granite country, whereas the Barmedman country is porphyry.
275. Do you know the Biery Cross and the Hard-to-Bind claims at Barmedman ? Tes..
276. Are they still being worked ? One is working, and tho other is going to start again. The present 
machinery is not powerful enough to cope with the flow of water.
277. How many claims are now being worked at Wyalong P About thirty.
278. Arc thero any buildings of a permanent character in course of erection there? Thcrc are some 
buildings going up in the surveyed township, and also at tbe main camp right among the workings.
279. Have you been over the country between Cargellico and Wyalong ? Tes.
280. Over the whole of it? Tes. _
281. Is it auriferous country? The country round Lake Cargellico is somewhat similar to the Wyalong
country. _
282. And between Cargellico and Hillston ? The country is the same right through.
283. Do you think it probable that gold discoveries will he made between the localities I have mentioned ?
Tes; I think so. _ _
281. Is the whole of the land between Barmedman and Cargellico suitable for agriculture? A good 
deal of it has been taken up for agricultural purposes, but I think that gold will be found there.
285. Is it used for grazing at the present time ? Most of it is.
2SG. Bound Wyalong ? Round Wyalong it is all malice scrub ; but a short distance away from there 
there is good agricultural land. .
287. How far from the town of Wyalong ? Within a mile of the surveyed town.
2SS. In a northerly direction ? Tes; towards Wollonuough.
289. Is there any good laud between Barmednian and Wj along? There is very good land through there.
290. And between Wvalong and Cargellico ? Tes. You can get good agricultural land within 20 miles 
of this line.
291. Bor the tvhole distance ? Tes.
292. Tou are referring to the proposed line Lo Wyalong, and tho extension to Cargellico ? It is the same 
country right through,
293. Mr. IFn^.] Is not fhe land locked up in these reserves ? 1 presume that' the reserves -haro only
been made for a short ti me. _
294i. Mr. Humphcry.] Has the Temora gold-field reserve been thrown open in agricultural areas since the 
railway was taken there? Some of it,has. There are some large wheat-growing farms within 6 miles of 
Temora. Of course, a great deal of that land has been thrown open.
295. Has all that has been thrown open been taken up ? It has been taken up for agricultural purposes.
296. There are some other reserves around Temora ;—do you know if they also have been taken up in 
agricultural areas ? I know that a large number of them, though I cannot say exactly which, have been 
thrown open, as these reserves always are after a gold-field has been established.
297. They were gold-field reserves, and since the construction of the line they iiave been thrown open ? '
I believe so ; but I cannot say positively,
298. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Tou mentioned at tbe beginning of your evidence that there is a belt of auriferous 
country reaching Horn Barmedman to Melrose Plains? Tes.
299. Whereabouts are those plains—what town are they near ? There is no town nearer than Condobolin, 
which is 60 miles from Wyalong. Melrose Plains, by way of Burra Burra, would be about 35 miles from 
Condobolin, and from 50 to GO miles from Wyalong.
300. Burra Burra is where the rush took place last year, and where you say there are 500 men ? Tes.
301. Are they making good wages ? I would not say that. They are making a living.
302. In your opinion this line by going to Wyalong will materially aid in the development of that 
auriferous belt? Yes ; it will aid iu the development of the whole of that auriferous tract of country.
303. Just as the Cootamundra line developed the Temora mines, so tho Wyalong lino will develop mines 
further out? Tes. The railway is going into a tract of country requiring development, and which is at 
present almost waterless.
304. When you spoke of Wyalong being able to support 1,500 people, did you mean 1,500 workers ?
No ; 1,500 people taking everyone—that is, supposing there is no further development.
305. In a population of 1,500, there would only be 500 or 600 miners ? There would be 1,000 miners, 
and 500 people making their living from the miners.
306. But the wives and children would have to he taken into account? Tes.
307. So far as I can gather, there have not been many reefs opened up yet ? I have formed my opinion 
from my forty years of mining experience in Yietoria and New South Wales. I was only a boy of 17 
when I commenced.
308. Tou have seen such good indications of reefing country round Wyalong that you think the field 
Will maintain 1,500 ? Tes ; taking into consideration its geological formation and everything else.

309.
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Skc^Eiq Pro^a^e that there will be an extension cf tbe field out and beyond Wyalong ? Tes.
310. When asked just now if there was as good agricultural ground around Wyalong, you said,No, 

10ApriJ,iS9t.. ^ ^'ie:re ''vas a lot of malJee scrub there ”? Tliat is where the present workings are.
31L Is not mallee country always good agricultural country ? Not there; because the rocks are on the 
surface.
'"ll-' l suppose that there can he no douht that the 50,000 acres which have been reserved at Wyalong 
wul he found to bo to some extent auriferous ? I believe that that emmtrv will to a great extent be found 
to be auriferous. '
313. I suppose the officers of the Department have taken care to pick out what they consider auriferous 
country. \es; these reservations are always made on the recommendations of officers who are supposed 
to know tbe nature of the country.
314. In the early days of Lambing Plat, and of the Young gold-fiold, tbe miners suffered from want of 
water, and mining was retarded by it? Even at Mount Browne the miners suffered a great deal from 
want of water; but they soon made tanks, and sunk wells, and that is what they will have to do at 
Wyalong.
315. I suppose they can be left to take care of themselves, so far as the conservation of water is con
cerned ? 1 do not say that. When Peak Hill was opened, I went there as warden, and we had very 
little water at first, but the people soon made dams, and now they are never short. At Mount Browne, 
m 1880, we had no water; but now you can always get plenty of water on the field. The miners must 
make dams for their crushing aud puddling machines.
316. Do the G-overnment aid them by sinking artesian wells ? That is a matter I have nothing to do with.
317. You know that there is good agricultural country about Temora? Yes.
318. Is it anything like the country towards Wyalong? Some of the Wyalong country is as good as the 
Temora country.
319. And further on towards Cargellico, you say it is very good ? It is a perfect Garden of Eden in some 
parts, on towards Wollongough.

. 320. In the event of the Wyalong field failing, there would he ample agricultural resources to help to make
the railway pay, and I presume the large population now at Wyalong would leave some of its members 
behind as tillers of the soil? 1 believe that the mining there will be permanent, and the miners will 
require people to produce the food they consume.
321. Barmedman is a town which has been kept alive by mining? Barmedman was entirely a mining 
town until selectors took up land there, and made it the centre of a farmingdistrict.
322. In the same way the rush of miners to Wyalong may bring about settlement upon the land there ? 
oif8 t f,, ° P°'n^ a score of towns in Yietoria and New South Wales which originated in the same wav,
323. Is Wyalong on the route to Cargellico ? Yes. directly, and directly on tho route to Hillston.
324. Is it on the route usually travelled by stock and wool teams ? Yes.

■ 325 If the proposed line is constructed these will go to Wyalong instead of to Temora, thus giving work
to the railway ? Yes. ' o o
320. They come now from Cargellico to Temora? Yes; hut if the proposed railway were made they
would go to Wyalong. -
327. Which is the proper route from Hillston to Barmedman? Through Wyalong and on to 
Wollongough. • °
325. 'Whereabouts; is that ? A little to the north of Wyalong. .
329. But that is not on the road to Hillston ? A line going on to Hillston would tap the Wollonn-ouch
country. . ^ 19
330. You mean the proposed line from Wyalong to Hillston, via Cargellico ? I mean the proposed line 
from Wyalong to Hillston, via Wollongough.
331. But putting that aside, will the proposed line to Wyalong attract traffic from Wollongough ? All 

1 the traffic from Wollongough will come to Wyalong.
332. And I presume that the people at Hillston would send their traffic that wav : they go now to Coola-
mon on the Aarrandera line ? Yes. "
333. It would he much shorter to come to Wyalong ? Yes.
334. So that it is possible that traffic will come from the Hillston district as well as from tho Cargellico

^~CS ’ ^ ^aye 110 kbe whole of the traffic from that district will come to Wyalong.
335. Then we may conclude that at the very worst, if the mines should fail, there will bo an agricultural 
development which will help the railway, and. at the back of that, pastoral trafiic from the Cargellico and 
Hillston districts ? 1 think so. '
336. Under these circumstances, you have no hesitation in expressing your opinion in favour of the pro
posed line . I think that a railway to Wyalong would be beneficial to the country.
337. Do you care to say whether you favour tho line or not? I am not an engineer, and would not like 
to express an opinion about the line ; but, as Chief Inspector of Mines, I say that it would be beneficial 
to the country at large.
338. Taking a common-sense view of the matter, you would recommend it for the reasons stated ? Yos.
I thmk it would be a great feeder to the Temora line, which will then pay better than it does now.
339. Mr. Davies.J What extent of auriferous land has been proved to exist on the Wyalong field ? A tract 
or about 5 miles in length by about 2 miles in breadth has been proved to be auriferous, and, since I have 
left the field, gold lias been discovered 7 or 8 miles further out.
340. What extent of land has been taken up under miners’ rights ? Men were working 10 or 12 miles 
further out under miners rights ; but the claims which have been found payable have been on tho tract 
of land to which I have just referred. There arc miners working all over the district.
341. What number of miners’ rights are in existence in connection with the tract of land to which you 
have just referred ? At the lowest computation from 800 to 1,000.
342. What is the largest holding of any one miner on that particular portion of the field ? Each miner 
can hold GO feet along the line of reef by 400 feet in breadth.
343. Are the miners on the land you speak of in full work, or are the holders of the land waiting for
other people to prove it? There aro miners all over the place prospecting. Their pegs come close 
together. .
344. There is no idle ground? There may bo. Men may he there one day and gone the next, because
the miners can pull up their pegs and re-mark. <345
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345. Then the land has all been proved ? It has net been proved. They are prospecting.
346. Can yon tell ns what quantity o£ gold has been raised from the piece of land which you describe as 
5 miles by 2 ? I could not say exactly ; but I should think about 000 oz. up to Easter.
347. Are there any large crushing plants on the field ? There are two plants being erected.
348. How was tbe stone which gave the 600 oz. of gold treated ? It was taken to Barmednian by
bullock teams, and crashed at the Barmedman crushing machine. ■
349. Can you tell us the names of the principal claims from which that gold was obtained ? Yes. There 
is Neild’s Claim No. 1, Cassin’s Claim, Conway’s, Keith’s, Neild’s No. 2, Perry’s, Eraser’s, Gormay's, 
Smith’s, Mac Mahon’s, Lasery’s, Jamieson’s, and Taylor’s.
350. They aro all on gold ? They arc on gold.
351. What is the greatest depth of any of these claims? One hundred feet.
352. Has the reef widened, or has it contracted, at that depth ? The reefs are about the same at 100 feet 
as they are when first cut.
353. What is the nature of the walls? Granite.
354. What quantity of stone is at grass or yarded? When I left there was very little stone at grass 
—perhaps 200 tons altogether. Very few claims were working.
355. Is the whole population idle? No ; but they were obliged to get permits before they could do any 
work. They were working with as few hands as possible.
356. Do yon know who were erecting the crushing plant? I believe one crushing plant is being erected 
by Messrs. Gough and Turling. another by Mr. Plumb, and a third by a man named Grange, an engineer 
from Sydney.
357. Arc these crushing plants being erected on the 5 mile by 2 area? Yes. -
358. You regard Wyalong as likely to be an extensive field ? Yes.
359. Eor what distance has the reef been traced ? These reefs run in particular blocks, and maybe traced 
for miles.
360. Have they been traced for miles’? Yes.
361. Do you know the greatest depth which the prospectors have obtained at the greatest distance from
the centre of the discovery ? Erom 40 to 50 feet is the deepest shaft far away from the first prospectors’ 
claims. '
362. Arc those people on gold ? Yes.
363. How many miles are thoy from the centre of the 5 miles by 2 miles tract? Eour miles,
364. Each way? Yes.
365. Are you satisfied that tho reef is of the same character as that which is being worked by those who 
have already got gold? In one of tho selections the formation is rather more favourable as regards 
permanency than it is close to the first workings at Wyalong.
366. Have you any hope of discovering payable alluvial gold ? Yes.
367. Near to the centre of tho field, or at some distance away ? Out away from the field, 4 or 5 miles 
north or south of Wyalong. I coriainly expect that we shall get payable gold there.
368. What arrangements have tho Government made for the sanitation of the central camp ? As warden,
I took the police there with me, aud turned off all the men who were living near the drains going into the 
tanks; but I believe that they have since gone there again. >
369. All the water for the supply of the residents has been polluted ? Tbore is a tank there which really 
belongs to Mr. Blyth, the holder of Wyalong Bun. I have recommended the Government to resume 
that tank.
370. Has the water been polluted by the people residing in the camp ? It was when I first came there, 
but I turned every one off the drainage area. I have heard, however, that they have since gone closo to 
the drainage area again.
371. You did your part to prevent the contamination of tho only water supply existing? Yes; the tank 
was, fenced in, and I put up a notice that it was to he used for purely domestic purposes.
372. Was there much sickness when you were on the field ? Very little, if any. Of course there is 
always a certain amount of sickness on new fields, because of the way in which the men there have to live.
373. Have you made any representations in regard to the water since? I have recommended that a 
certain tank should he resumed for domestic purposes, and another for stock purposes, * I have recom
mended the resumption of throe tanks. With regard to the sickness, I have not thought it of sufficient 
importance to make any representations on tho subject. I have had charge of gold-fields where the 
number of sick people has been very large, but this field has been very healthy.
374. How will a supply of water be got for the use of the machinery? Tanks will have to he made or
wells sunk. I believe that water will be obtained by sinking, perhaps 200 feet or more ; but that is not 
likely to be water which will ho useful for domestic purposes—it will be slightly brackish. _ _
375. Do you think a good supply of water for a crushing plant would be obtained by sinking 200 
feet? I think a supply of water might be obtained in that way; hut they could make large tanks or 
dams on the watershed.
376. The machinery cannot be used until water is obtained ? One party bought a tank full of water 
from Wyalong station.
377. Wlmt quantity of water is there there ? I believe from 3,000 to 4,000 yards.
378. Is it usual to find good agricultural land in auriferous country, and where you have porphyry ? 
Yes ; at Lambing Elat, now Young, for instance, you have good agricultural country.
S79. But was not the gold there alluvial ? Well,’at Grenfell there is more quartz than alluvial gold. _ 
3S0. Is it possible to find good land whore there are simply quartz reefs? Not necessarily, and that is 
why I think we shall get alluvial gold here.
381. Usually good land is found upon alluvial fields ? Yes. _ _
382. And not where there is quartz ? At, Peak Hill there is quartz ; hut there is extraordinarily good 
agricultural land there.
383. In the data? Yes ; away from the hills. Wyalong is on a table-land, one side of which drains to 
the Lachlan, and the other to the Murrumbidgee, and directly you get off it there is good agricultural land.
384. Like the Parkes and Borbes country ? Very similar to it. .
385. Holding the views you do in regard to this field, you will ho in favour of the construction of a cheap
lino of railway from Temora to Wyalong as the best kind of road? Yes ; I think it will do good to the 
whole coiintrv. 386.

W. H. J. 
S!ee, Eaq.
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W. H. J. 333, jVjkI you believe that eventually the line would pay ? I think so.
Sloe, Esq. ^ j¥n is Barmedman as large as Temora ? Latterly it has improved very considerably, and

inwiMROi 'a becoming as large, or even larger, than Temora. Ttiere is a Lands Office there now.
P’ 3SS. There are plenty of stores and public-houses there? I think there are four or five hotels and seven

or eight stores, also private buildings. There is a quartz-crushing machine there. _
389. What'are their customers—gold-miners, farmers, or squatters? There are large wheat-growing 
districts outside of Barmedman. Within 4 or 5 miles of the town there are some thousands of acres of 
land under cultivation.
390. Then we are to understand that the customers of the storekeepers and hotel-keepers are persons 
cultivating the land in the neighbourhood of the town ? Their customers are either miners or farmers.
391. Is there a large farming population in the neighbourhood oftBarmedman ? Yes; right out to 
Yalgogrin. '
392. Chairman.] How long were you at Wyalong ? Thirteen nights. _ _ _
393. Was that the first time you had visited it or the district? It was the first time I had visited 
Wvalong ; but I have been through the district several times.
391. The Barmedman district ? The Barmedman and Yalgogrin districts. You have to pass Wyalong to 
get to them.
39.o. I suppose you frequently visit the Temora district ? Yes ; very frequently.
39G. When was your earliest acquaintance with Temora ? I was the first official to report on the field for 
the Department. ,
397. "What was the nature of the road communication between Cootamundra and Temora at that time? 
Yery bad.
398. As had as it is between Temora and Wyalong now ? I think so.
399. Did they propose a railway then to take the miners to the field ? I do not know.
400. How long ago was it ? In 1880. _ _
401. Is the road between Temora and Wyalong worse than is usual where there is a sudden rush of this 
land ? I think it is one of the worst roads I have seen, because of the gilgai holes. There is no room 
to go in between them, and you must pass them. Between Beak Hill and Tomingly there is a short 
distance nearly approaching it; but this road will certainly be a very bad one to make.
402. Gilgai holes are shallow water-holes ? Yes, without hard bottom.
403. Is there no means of draining them? Ho.
401'. You have to go round them ? You would have to go miles round to escape them.
405. What is their size ? Some are, perhaps, ns large as this room. There may be 6 or 7 feet of
embankment between them. '
406, Do they extend right across the 3-chaiu road? Yes; you must go through them; you cannot go 
round without going many miles out of the way.
dO?. Is there fairly good timber and scrub along the road ? Yes.
40S. Would it not bo possible to make a bottom by cutting down the brushwood aud putting it on the 
road? I daresay a road engineer could make a good road.
409. But it is the large number of people who have gone over this road in exceptionally wet weather that 
has made it so bad ? The heavy traffic going over it makes it bad,
410. And has not the weather "been exceptionally wet since tho Wyalong field was opened ? Ho. While 
I was at "Wyalong the weather was dry, though letters which I received stated that there had been heavy 
rain at Sydney.
411. Then no unusual quantity of rain fell at Wyalong? The only rain we had fell on the 19th March
last, and it made tho road almost impassable. _
412. How far do these gilgai holes extend—all along the road ? Ho; within a radius of 5 miles.
413. Then there is only 5 miles of road which are very bad for travelling? Ho; tbe rest of tbe road is bad.
414. What is the matter with it ? The country is nearly level, aud the water lodges in the tracks made
by the drays. '
415. The road is cut up by tbe thousands of people who have travelled over it lately ? Yes. _
416. You tell us that there is only room for 1,500 people there? That is, with the present discoveries; 
but I believe there will be a large mining and agricultural population in that district.
417. Is it not usual, after the first rush, for people to find that there is not the room which they antici
pated, and to make a stampede back ? That very ofteu happens.
418. You do not think that the population of 10,000 or 12,000 which is there now will he maintained ? 
Ho ; it is likely to dwindle down, but I believe there will be a population of a few thousands there for 
many years to come.
419. Knowing what you do of the place, how many people do you think will settle within 9 miles of 
Wyalong? If there are no further discoveries, I should think about 2,000. If there are further disco
veries. we may get a better set of people there than we have at present.

' 420. A greater number of people? Yes; more of a mining population,
421. You mean there will not be such a sudden rush, but a gradual filling up of the country? If tho 
mines at Wyalong were in the hands of working miners or of mining men, instead of being principally 
in tho hands of selectors and selectors’ sons, who are not used to mining, they would support a larger 
population.
422. Do you ever remember a case where it has been proposed to take a railway to a gold-field to which 
there was a rush? Ho ; I do not.
423. Are the gilgai holes to which you have referred between Barmedman and Wyalong, or between 
Barmedman and Temora? Between Barmedman and Wyalong.
424. Are they nearer to Wyalong than they aro to Barmedman ? They are slightly nearer to Wyalong.
425. I understand that the road between Temora aud Barmedman is fairly good ? In parts.
426. TTom Barmcdman to Wyalong it is bad, especially where the gilgai holes are? Yes; the road is 
pretty bad right along.
427. Do you think that if a population of 2,000 had gone over the road it would have been as much cut 
up as it has been ? Perhaps not. Of course, the people there now require more stores, and so on.
428. Presuming that there "were a population there of 1,500 or 2,000, there would not be the heavy traffic
over the road which there has been? 1 believe that in time to come we shall have a population of several 
thousands there, though the present discoveries will not support more than 1,500 people. 429.
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420. Suppose the whole of Wyalong were in your hands, and it was necessary to have a fairly good road W* ^J- 
to Temora, what do you think you could do the work for P I should not like to say; 1 am not a
road engineer. , 10April,1894.
430. Do you think that £200 a mile, if expended between Wyalong ana Barmedman, would get rid or 
the gilgai holes ? ATo ; I think it would take far more. Tou often get gilgai country in which the holes 
are far apart, so that you can take a road between them ; but here you may have one wheel in tbe gilgai 
bole and the other on solid ground.
431. What do you think it would take to deal with the gilgai holes ? I could not say; I am not a road 
engineer, and 1 do not wish to go beyond my province.
432. Is the brush which you have mentioned close to the gilgais? Tes.
433. Have you ever heard of a new gold-field like this having a railway taken to it ? No; I do not know
of such a thing being done. '
434. While you were at Wyalong did you go about the district much ? Every day.
435. How far from Wyalong? I have been, perhaps, about 20 miles away from there.
438. Is tho country over which you went good agricultural country? Tes ; very good agricultural country.
437. Where do the people from the direction of Forbes come into Wyalong? They come Marsden way.
433, They do not go through the'gilgai country? Tes, partly ; others come on to tho 16-mile Tank, on 
the Wollongough Bead.
439. Tou expressed the opinion just now that if the line were taken to Wyalong, the people of Hillston, 
instead of going to Coolamon, would come to Wyalong; but if they did that the Commissioners would 
lose 70 or 100 miles of freight? I believe they would loso to a certain extent.
410. Ho that the proposed line would take money from the coffers of the Commissioners? It might, to a 
certain extent. _
441. Have you any maps in your Department showing the geological formation of the country in and 
about Wyalong? 1 believe such a map has been issued within the last fortnight.
412. What area docs it take in ? I do not know—I have not seen it.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Bail way from Temora to Wyalong.

Hugh McLachlan, Esq., Secretary to the Bailway Commissioners, sworn, and examined :—
413. Mr. Davies^] The Bailway Commissioners have furnished the Committee with a report on the pro
posed Temora to Wyalong railway. What arc the chief grounds actuating them in recommending the McLachlan, 
postponement o*f the construction of that lino for six months ? The uncertainty that it wall be a payable 
one. The reasons for their recommendation are clearly set forth in the report.
444. Did the Commissioners take into account the probable extension of the line to tbe Lachlan ? Not a^’ ‘
to my knowledge. So far as 1 am aware, that question was not brought before them.
415. If a railway were taken to Wyalong, aud thence to Hillston, would it not open up splendid agri
cultural country? 1 do not think tho Commissioners went over tho Hillston country.
410. They confined their inspection and inquiry to the country between Temora and Wyalong? Tes.
417. Without taking into account that the line would probably develop a large trafiic beyond Wyalong?
Tes; so far as I am aware.
445. Have the Commissioners formed their opinions from the doubtful condition of the settlement at 
the Wyalong gold-fields ? Tes; and having regard to the population along the surveyed line. Tou 
must recollect that tho country between Wyalong and Hillston is now used entirely for pastoral purposes, 
and the trafiic from that district comes to the railway now, so that no new traffic would he developed by 
the extension of tho proposed lino.
449. Traffic coming from the district between Temora and Wyalong comes to Temora? Tes ; to Temora 
now, hut before the Temora line was opened, some of it used to go to other stations such as Old Junee.
Still, it all came to the railway.
450. Has the traffic on the Temora line increased ? The line has only been opened a short time, and 
during the last four or five months the passenger traffic has been abnormal owing to the rush to the gold
fields. while a great deal of building material has also been sent up there.
451. But was the traffic increasing prior to the discovery of gold at Wyalong? I do not think one 
could form a very good opinion upon that point, because the line had been under construction for some 
time, and a fairly large quantity of wheat was kept back pending the opening of the railway.
Mr. Brunton, I know, kept a large quantity of wheat back. Then, too, the first few months after the 
opening of the line were busy months, when all the wool and the wheat were being sent down. Tbe line 
has not been open long enough to enable us to compare the earnings of any particular month in one year 
with the earnings of the same month in another year.
452. The Commissioners doubt tbe stability of tho traffic on that line ? Tes, the passenger traffic and 
the amount of building material sent over the line is somewhat exceptional.
453. 1 gather that the Commissioners doubt the wisdom of constructing the proposed railway until there 
is sonic permanency about the character of the settlement? Tes; that is their report.
451. Has the Temora line paid ? Jt has paid more than the working expenses since it has been opened.
In answer to a question asked by Mr. Hoskins, a return was laid on tbe table of the Legislative Council 
a few nights ago, showing that tho total cost of the line up to date has been £185,000 aud the revenuo 
derived from it has been £5,831, while the working expenses only came to £1.934.

283—C 455.
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MoJ^hlan 7°^ do not put down that line as one of the non-paying railways? It would not quite pay
* Esn ’ iBterest 5 tut it is more than paving working expenses. The return was made up from the date of tho 

opening of the line to the 31st March last.
16 May, 1894. The Commissioners recommend the suspension of tho consideration of the proposed line for six

months in order to givetime for it to be seen whether the gold-fields will be permanent ? Yes, they recom
mend the consideration of this proposal being held over for six months.

, do7. Mr. Hoskins.'] Prom a paragraph in tho Commissioners’ report, I take it tliat they consider that this
line should be constructed, if carried out, in the way described by the Commissioners in a paper dated 
10th October, 1892 ? They recommend that if it be constructed, it should bo constructed in a similar 
way to that in which the Narrabri to Moree line is to be constructed.
458. Do you know if Mr. Deane has been instructed, in travelling through America, to observe and report
upon the character of the light lines there ? No, T do not. I saw a statement on the subject iu a 
newspaper ; hut I do not know of my own knowledge. '
459. Seeing that a line from Temora to Wyalong would travel through similar country to that passed 
through between Cootamundra aud Temora, and in view of tho return which has been made by the Temora 
line, would it not be well to carry out the proposal before us in the cheap manner suggested by the 
Commissioners ? No ; because you must recollect that the Temora line does not only its own local trafiic, 
but the IraiEefrom Wyalong as well. A line from Wyalong to Temora would get nothing'of the traffic 
passing over the line from Temora to Cootamundra, though its trafiic would help to swell the returns of the 
Temora line.
400. Would not an extension of the existing line give railway communication to a larger tract of country 
specially adapted for wheat-growing, and also obtain some of the Lake Cargellico 1 rallic ? It might open 
up a new district; but is there any necessity for doing this, considering the cost. There is auy quantity 
of land available for settlement along tho lines already opened up. For instance, the Culcairn to Corowa 
railway passes through an agricultural district which has been already opened up ; but it docs not pay 
working expenses. The country of which you are speaking is well served for pastoral purposes. Wo 
get all the wool that comes from that district now.
461. Are you not aware that nearly all the land between Culcairn and Corowa is iu the hands of private 
individuals ? Yes; hut it is cultivated, and we get the trafiic from it. There is a good settlement of 
German farmers along that line, and a good deal of the land is under wlieat,
4G2. Arc we to infer that if a railway were taken through a wild and uncultivated district, and the land 
through which it passed were afterwards cultivated, that cultivation would not contribute towards its 
return ? Of course, it would pay something ; but it might not pay sufficient. The country between 
Culcairn and Corowa is one that has been already opened up, and on which there is a fair amount of 
settlement; but lastyear the earnings on the railway there were only £3,900, while tho working expenses 
amounted to £4,200, so that tho receipts do not balance the working expenses, leaving tho question of 
interest out of consideration altogether, _
463. Are you sure that a great deal of the land along the line is cultivated? Yes ; J have been over tho 
line. AVc know that a great deal of the wheat there passes through Culcairn,
4G4. Tliat line cost £4,000 or £5,000 a mile ? It cost £215,000, or a little over £4,000 a mile.
4G5. If the proposed line to Wyalong were made a pioneer line, do you not think that it would not oulv 
encourage settlement, but that it would lead to increased cultivation and consequent development of 
trade ? Would not its construction simply ho robbing one district to benefit another ? Between Blaynoy 
and Harden we have an immense area of land which has not yet been settled, although it is provided with 
a. railway ; and the same thing may be said of the land on the Southern line, and on the South-western 
line. We know the results w'hich have been obtained from tho Culcairn to Corowa line, which passes 
through an agricultural district already developed. In the case of the Wyalong district, you are only 
assuming that it will be settled. ‘
46G. From your evidence, I gather that agricultural prod uce does not pay the railways. Is that because 
it is carried at so low a rate ? If you give railway accommodation to a district winch is close to a large 
population, the land there will be taken up at once, because of its proximity to a market; but here you 
are 300 miles away from a market, and people naturally prefer land which is more accessible.
4G7. Is it not a fact that land nearer Sydney has nearly all been alienated? There aro millions of acres 
not yet cultivated.
4G8. Do you know that a great deal of the land which has been taken away from the original pastoral 
lessees, not only about Wyalong, but even out towards Cargellico and Hillston, has been selected by 
people coming from Victoria ? I dare say a good deal of it has been taken up, and, if it paid to do so, the 
people owning it would cultivate it.
4G9. I suppose you have not read the evidence given before the Sectional Committee who visited 
Wyalong? No.
470. That evidence shows that people w'ould cultivate much larger areas of land if they had railwav 
accommodation, because wheat-growing would pay better than wool? At the same time, however, there 
are immense areas of uncultivated land alongside tho existing lines.
471. I take it that the Commissioners would not object to the construction of the proposed railway if it. 
could be constructed for £2,000 a mile ? They say clearly that they recommend the postponement of 
the whole question.
472. Do they not say in tho second paragraph of their report that if the railway could be made as a 
pioneer line, at a cost of £85,000, it should be carried out? No.
473. If the line could be made for that amount, would they still oppose its construction? Yes.
4/4. Mr. McCoiirt.] Unless there were a settled populatiou at Wyalong, the Commissioners would oppose 
the construction of the proposed line? Yes.
475. Is there much margin of profit on the carriage of wlieat ? I really could not say.
476. Is not wheat carried at a very low price? It is carried at tho lowest rate that vve carry anything at.
477. Therefore there is not a great deal of profit made out of it? No. ”
478. 1 notice that the Commissioners’ estimate of trafiic expenses is much less Ilian in any previous esti
mate put before us? I understand that they have simply estiniafod the actual cost < f worlcing tho line.
479. This estimate is considerably less than the estimate for the Moree line ? 1. do not recoTlcct what
tlic figures were in connection with the Moree line, but this line is much shorter.

480.
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4S0. At any rate, the Cotninisaioncra arrived at this estimate in the usual way ? Tes. It is an estimate 
of tho actual expenses. iNo cost of supervision or anything like that has been added. _
481. Ought not the cost of supervision to bo estimated ? 'Well, tho same general expenditure as is 
incurred now would cover the working of this line. _ _
4S2. I suppose the cost would be divided between theproposed line and the Temora line ? No ; it would 
be debited against the existing line generally. 'Wo should not require a new traffic manager, or any 
officer of that sort for the proposed line. _ _
483. Mr. I suppose in the course of the inquiry made by yourself and the Commissioners------?
I have not made any inquiry myself. My information is obtained from the Commissioners' report. Mr. 
Harper went through the district and obtained a good deal of valuable information.
484. I suppose it has been the experience of the Commissioners and yourself that the population of anew 
gold-field always dwindles down very materially after a certain time? Tes. That may be said now of 
Coolgardio. A large number get the fever, and a tremendous rush to a place ensues, and then most people 
are sorry that they have gone, and come back again.
485. That is the universal experience in connection with gold-fields, as far as one may judge? Tes. Of 
course an alluvial field becomes worked out in time, and with reefing fields people come away after a time.
486. That is one of the reasons why the Commissioners wish to wait a bit before going on with this pro
posed work ? Tes.
4S7. The Commissioners estimate that if a permanent population of 1,800 or 2,000 people settles, at 
Wyalong, the revenue of the line will bo about £2,800, and the consequent annual loss in working 
expenses and interest will be about £4,000 a year ? Tes.
438. That estimate is based on the assumption that the line will only cost £85,000 ? Yes. "With regard 
to the carriage of grain, I would point out that it is charged for at a diminishing rate. The longer tho 
distance, the less tho rate. If or the journey from Temora to Cootamundra, a distance of 38 miles, all we 
get is fid. a ton.
480. Chairman.] But that traffic feeds your main line ? The rate is the exteusion of the main line, 
diminishing with the distance.
4!)0. Mr. Jfoskins.'] Tou are referring to full loads—C-ton trucks? Tes.
401. Mr. Wall.] "What is the length of the proposed line ? About 40 miles, practically the same length 
as the Temora Hue.
402. The Commissioners estimate the earnings on the proposed line at £2,800, while the earnings up 
to date on the Temora lino have been £5,831;—why should they not estimate the earnings on tho pro
posed line at the same rate as the earnings upon the Temora line ? "Well, on the Temora line, we get 
not only the local traffic, but also the through traffic from Wyalong. Then, too, the traffic on the Temora 
line has been abnormal since the rush to the gold-field, and cannot be taken as a fair criterion.
403. If the country between Temora and Wyalong is similar in character and population to that between 
Wyalong and Lako Cargellico, do you think there is any justification for assuming, that the revenue of 
tho line will he only £2,800 ? The Commissioners considered the matter before making their report.
494. In other estimates which have been put before the Committee, tho passenger trafiic has been esti
mated as bearing a certain proportion to the population ? The passenger traffic is very difficult to esti
mate. Of course, the nearer the district is to a big centre of population, the more people there travel.
495. Is this estimate submitted in accordance with the general rule heretofore observed, or is it merely a 
general estimate of the probable revenue ? It is a general estimate.
49G. I suppose the Commissioners were aware that the question of sending the railway to Hillston had 
been under the consideration of the Works Department ? Not that I know of. The further extension 
of the lino had not been referred to them, and they do not, as a rule, report on or consider matters not 
referred to them. They were asked to report on a proposed line from Temora to Wyalong.
497. Were they aware that the line was submitted to this Committee as a section of a contemplated 
extension to Hillston ? No ; I think not.
498. Has any officer of the Commissioners' Department been at any time asked to report on that exten
sion ? Not to my knowledge. Surveyors from the Works Department have probably been over the 
country; but no officer of the Commissioners’ Department has been sent there.
499. The Commissioners have not considered the question of extending the line lo Hillston ? No.
500. Will the officer who has been inquiring as to the probable revenue of the line, bo able to give us any 
information as to the quantity of traffic likely to come from Hillston ? I do not know that he will be 
able to do that.
501. I suppose the Commissioners regard the advantages derived from railway construction as represented 
purely by the cash balance remaining at the end of the year ? To a large extent tliat would be the way 
in which they would look at the matter.
502. Is it not a fact that part of the country through which the proposed railway would go is specially 
adapted for the cultivation of wheat ? Personally, I have no knowledge of it.
503. Tou have spoken of the immense areas of uncultivated land alongside our railway lines. Can you 
say whether these areas have been reserved for special prices, or whether they are available at ordinary 
upset prices ? I could not tell you that.
504. Tou could not eay whether the increased price put upon these lands has tended to lock them up ?
No. _ _
505. Has there been a great increase in the passenger traffic on the Temora lino since the rush to Wyalong 
commenced ? There has been a big increase.
506. The trains on that line only run three times a week ? Tes.
507. Are you aware that on the days when trains are not running, four coaches, fully loaded, ply between 
Cootamundra and Temora ? No. I know that a coach runs with the mails on the off days ; but I did 
not know that there were four running. I am inclined to doubt the accuracy of the statement.
508. If the Committee saw them they ought to know ? Have you any idea of the number of passengers 
that would be carried by the four coaches daily?
509. Do you think that if, at the end of six months, the Wyalong gold-field proves capable of maintaining 
double the population estimated for by tbe Commissioners, they would recommend the construction of 
the proposed line ? 1 could not say, though of course they would then be prepared to reconsider their 
report.
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510. Mr. Have the Commissioners taken, any steps to ascertain the prospects of the field ? At
the present time there is a doubt ns to its permanency. I do not think that they went further than to

___ ascertain that there was such a doubt. J
16 May, 1894. 511. Ho you know how many claims there are on payable gold ? Ho.

512. The Commissioners were not concerned with matters of that sort when drafting their report ? Cer
tainly ; the Commissioners were on the field themselves.
513. How long ago ? I think they were there last Monday week. '
514;. Prior to the drafting of their report ? Certainly; the report was written on Friday last, after 
their return.
515. Ho teams compete with tho Temora railway ? Hot to my knowledge. ■
516. You have not been officially informed of such competition ? T. do not recollect hearing of it. I 
know that on the off days, a coach runs to carry the mails.
517. I am referring more particularly to the goods traffic. You do not know of such competition? Ho,
518. Do you anticipate that the competition which exists in certain other localities is likely to be serious ? 
I do not think that it is assuming such proportions, or likely to affect our revenue.
519. In the letter of the Commissioners in regard to narrow gauge railways, they refer to the greater 
running cost of a slow line;—would what they say there apply to the proposed railway to Wyalong ? 
To a limited extent it would.
520. The proposed line is intended for slow trafiic ? Yes. Tho Commissioners propose to run over it at
the maximum rate of 15 miles an hour, ,
521. And a slow rate of speed necessarily involves increased expenditure ? It practically doubles the 
running wages which have to be paid, in that the men W'ould be longer on the road.
522. Hoes it make any difference in regard to fuel ? To some extent, because tho engine would be twice 
as long on the road as if you ran at the rate of 30 miles an hour.
523. Would that exceed the greater consumption which would take place with a forced draught? T think so.
524. Towards the end of their letter the Commissioners speak of a pioneer railway as a line to carry 
traffic with reasonable speed at a lower rate of charge than it is now carried by road ;—would that apply 
to the proposed line ? J' have just given you an instance of how it would apply. We take wheat over the 
Temora line at Gd. a ton, and I do not think teams could compete with us at that rate. As a matter of 
fact, the team competition is not very large.
525. Mr. D(mwn.~\ Do you know whether persons coming from Cootamundra, Tumut, Murrumburrah, 
and those places iu private conveyances would use the railway, or would they go straight on? Local 
people would probably not use the railway ; but I think Mr. Harper could give you more information on 
that point.
526. Have the Commissioners allowed for the carriage of ore between Wyalong and Barmedman ? The 
Commissioners say that they would not attempt to make an estimate of the probable revenue of the line. 
I understand, too, tliat persons are putting up crushing plant at Wyalong, so that there would not be much 
ore sent by the railway.
527. Have the Commissioners taken into consideration the fact that there is plenty of ironbark close to 
the proposed line, and that sleepers could be got from there for the purpose of supplying other lines more 
cheaply than they could be got from other places. You have to take them from Bargo Brush now ? 
There is a certain amount of ironbark about Cootamundra, and we have used a few red-gum sleepers on 
that part of the line. You get a great deal of red-gum along the rivers. In Victoria they use pretty well 
all red-gum.
528. Mr. Collins.'] The Commissioners are losing between £8,000 and £9,000 a year upon the Culcairn to 
Corowa line ? Yes, including interest.
529. Do you think that that line, is ever likely to pay ? I could not say—the revenue has not shown any 
signs of improving.
530. Is the country there similar to that between Temora and Wyalong ? I could not say. It is good
country. " ^
531. The cost of that line was over £4,000 a mile ? Yes. ■
532. And this line will cost? Say £2,000 a mile,
533. Could a cheaper line have been constructed between Culcairn and Corowa? Yes, on tho system 
proposed for this line.
534. Do you think such a line would have paid ? Ho, because the present line does not pay working 
expenses.
535. Mr. Sumphery^l The Temora line has been open seven months, I believe ? About seven months.
536. What do you estimate the annual interest on £185,000 to be ? At 4 per cent., £7,400.
537. Then what rate of interest has that Hne been earning between September and March last ? Less 
than 4 per cent., and, of course, the traffic has been abnormal.
538. Do you know of any other branch line which at present yields 4 per cent. ? Hot a line newly 
opened, such as this. The Harrabri line pays a little more than 4 per cent,
539. Do you know any line which has paid 4 per cent, from the time of opening? I do not recollect any.
540. Therefore, you cannot say that at the present time there has been any loss on the Temora line ? 
Hot at the present time.
541. In considering their report, had the Commissioners the plan of the proposed extension now before 
the Committee ? Ho ; though, of course, they had all information about the proposed line.
542. Do you not see that on the plan before us, an extension of the line to the Lachlan is marked out ? 
To some extent that plan seems to me to be misleading, because in order to properly consider this matter, 
you should know the character of the country to the north, so as to he able to decide whether the 
extension should not he made from Forbes.
543. In reporting upon the proposed line, do you not think that it was absolutely necessary to take into 
consideration the probability of getting traffic from the Lachlan eventually, if the line were constructed ? 
That traffic comes to the railway at present.
544. Are you prepared to express an opinion on behalf of the Commissioners as to whether the railway 
should ho extended to the Lachlan from Forbes ? That is a matter which I have not considered.
545. Do you not think it is essential, in considering the proposal before the Committee, to also take into
consideration the proposed extension to the Lachlan ? That is a matter which I think ihe Committee should 
consider. 546.

H.
McLachlan,
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546. Is it not also a matter for the Commissioners to consider? No; I think they have laid it down all
through, that they do not enter into the policy of constructing any line other than that referred to 
them. They have never considered either rival or alternative routes. r___,
547. Should they not have given consideration to this matter, not as a question of alternative routes, but ^ May, 1894. 
as affecting the earnings of the railway? They would have borne it in mind in framing their report;
and they have recommended that the matter should be postponed.
548. Are the Commissioners familiar with the traffic coming to the railway from the Lachlan? They
know the stations from which it comes. _
548. Do they know the volume of that traffic? Tes; we know what amount of traffic comes to the rail
way at the present time.
550. I suppose you have not taken into consideration whether any of tho Lachlan traffic, which is now- 
supposed to go to Victoria, would he obtained by extending the railway to the Lachlan ? As a matter
of fact, the traffic from the country between Wyalong and the Lachlan practically goes to our line now— ■
none of it goes to Melbourne.
551. Wbat about the traffic to Carrathool and Whitton? Those stations are a long way from the proposed 
line.
552. Are they so very far from Hillston ? They are a good distance away, and on the Murrumhidgco, 
which differs not only in name but also iu natural characteristics from the Lachlan.
558. Some of the witnesses who were examined by the Sectional Committee said that the traffic reaching 
Carrathool and Whitton found its way to Victoria;—is that correct ? So far as I am informed a great 
part of that traffic comes along our way; but I believe Mr. Harper could give you more complete infor
mation.
554. Mr. O'Sullivan^ I gather from your evidence that the Commissioners have looked upon this line 
simply as a line to Wyalong ? Yes ; they were asked to report upon such a line, and they did so. _
555. Did they take into consideration the probability of a large settlement taking place at Wyalong, in 
consequence of the throwing open of the leases in the Central Division ? They would consider that in 
a general way.
550. There is no mention made of it in their report? They would have it in their mind iu making the 
report.
557. You are aware that that land is admirably suited for agriculture, and especially for wheat, and is 
likely to he taken up as soon as the leases are thrown open. That being so, is there not a possibility of a 
great amount of traffic coming from the district, even apart from the gold-field ? Yes ; but in the opinion 
of the Commissioners, that development was too problematical to justify the present construction of the 
railway.
558. When the construction of the Temora line was recommended, the Temora gold-field had practically 
ceased to exist. The line vyas recommended as one likely to develop an agricultural district ? Yes; hut 
there was a certain amount of mining going on there and at Barmedman.
550. IE the construction of the Temora line was justifiable, on the ground that it would serve an 
agricultural district, would not the construction of the proposed line be justifiable for the same reason?
The Commissioners have fully considered the matter, and they do notrecommend the construction of the line.
560. If the line were extended to the Lachlan, would it not take a great deal of the traffic that now goes 
to Melbourne via Carrathool and Whitton? It would gain no new traffic.
561. I understand that a great deal of the traffic in that district goes down the Murrumbidgee to Echuca 
and scarcely uses our railways at all; but if a line were made to the Lachlan, or even to Wyalong, would 
not a great deal of that traffic come to Sydney, and thus give a return to our railways ? So far as I am 
advised, there is not a great amount of traffic from between Hillston and Wyalong going to Victoria.
562. Chairman.] In the seven months, during which the Temora line has been opened, it has paid working 

• expenses, and almost interest charges as well ? Yes.
563. But you consider the traffic upon it abnormal, owing to the fact that alarge quantity of produce was 
kept back in anticipation of the opening of tho line, and because of the rush to the Wyalong gold-fields ?
Yes; I ought to mention that the months immediately following the opening of the railway—October,
November, and December—are the fat months of the year. May, .Tune, and duly, are lean months.
564. So that the traffic during the remaining five months of the year would he very light compared with 
what has already taken place ? Yes ; it would he rather misleading to take the returns up to date as a 
criterion of the probable traffic of the line, because of the favourable circumstances which have attended 
its opening.
565. Has that fact weighed with the Commissioners in recommending the postponement of the proposed 
work ? To some extent it has.
566. When the Commissioners were asked to report upon the proposed line, were they furnished by the 
Construction Branch with an estimate of its probable cost? I do not recollect.
567. As a matter of fact, on what were they to base their estimate of the probable net revenue of tho 
line, if they did not know what it was to cost? I think the cost was stated by Mr. Deane to be about

. £110,000.
568- Is it not the invariable custom for the Construction Branch to furnish the Commissioners witli an 
estimate of cost? Yes; we generally get their estimate, and the Commissioners usually state in their 
report that the Engineer-in-Chief fixed the cost at so much.
569. Why then have the Commissioners ignored the estimate of the Construction Branch in this ease, and 
worked on an estimate of their own P They have not ignored the estimate of the Construction Branch ; 
hut they say that they would recommend a pioneer line, and give an estimate of what they think the 
pioneer line would cost. The same thing was done in connection with the Moree line.
570. That statement is not borne out by facts. In reporting upon the Moree line the Commissioners
took the estimate of the Engineer for Eailway Construction, and has it not been their invariable practice 
to base their report upon that officer’s estimate ? Asa rule, of course, the Commissioners' reports aro 
based upon the estimates of the Constructing Branch. The Moree estimate given was much amended on 
the original sum. ■
571. Js not this the first time that the estimate of the Construction Branch has been put on one side ? I 
think this is the first time in which the Commissioners have given their estimate of cost in this way.

H.
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McLachlan, ^'an J.011 ^vf 118 aBy reason why the estimate of the Construction Branch should he ignored ? I do 
Esq. no'; know that it has been ignored.

' you And any reference to the estimate of the Construction Branch in the Commissioners’ report?
10 May, 1804. iur. JJeanc seems to have made an estimate for an ordinary line, aud the Commissioners give it as their 

opinion that the work could be done much more cheaply.
574. As a matter of fact, the Commissioners were informed that the Engineer-in-Ohief estimated that the 
proposed line would cost £110,000? I am not sure. Mr. Deane mentioned to me that the line would 
cost £104,000.
u75. -The Commissioners in their report have ignored Mr. Deane’s estimate, and have made an eslimate 
for that °"ni ^>U^ID^ probable cost of the line at £85,000 ? Yes; they think the line could be made

570. The proposal put before us was for the construction of a line to cost £104,430, and iu basiim their 
lepor uP°u an estimated cost of £85,000, the Commissioners have not reported upon the proposal put 
berore the Committee ? Of course, that is a matter for the discretion of the Committee to determine. I 

o ne ’now if Mr. Deane considered that this line should be similar to the line from Karrabri to Moree, 
and made his estimate fora light line, instead of for a pioneer line.
'rilv' kf-S no^u^ d° " fifi the fact that the Commissioners had Mr. Deane’s estimate before them ? 
Ihe Moree line was originally estimated to cost £300,000,1 think.
o/8. That was not the estimate put before this Committee, and it was upon the estimate put before the 
Committee by the Engineer for Railway Construction that the Commissioners based their report. I wish 
to know why in this case, they have ignored the estimate put before us, and have based their report upon 
f”. C,St!?late t'lcil[ ow,n ■r> The Commissioners have not ignored the engineer’s estimate ; but they 
thmk that the work should he done for £85,000. I might sav that Mr, Barling, in giving evidence 
upon the Moree line, stated that the original estimate of cost for the line was £500,000. 
o/9. Is it a fact that during the last twelve months three railway officers have visited America with a view 
or reporting on the construction of cheap lines, and the general running of railways there? Three 
matte*1/ °1Cers ^nve vls^fi America within the last few months for the purpose of reporting on railway

580. Have they reported to the Commissioners ? Yes.
581. Have those reports been published? No, they are private reports. These officers did not go to 
inquire only into the construction of light railwavs.
5S2. “Was Mr. Shellshear one of them ? Yes, ”
583. Is it a fact that he devoted his attention principally to railway construction ? He is one of the
engineers lor existing lines and dealt with the character of the lines in America, and, of course, to some 
extent with their method of cheapening lines. '
584. Aud Mr. Parry with signalling and traffic matters? Yes.
585. And Mr. Howe with mechanical matters ? Yes.
586. Is Mr. Shellshear in Sydney ? I think not.
587. Where are his headquarters ? At Go nib urn.
588 Was there anything in the reports of these officers which it would be undesirable to make public?

ot that I am aware; but in managing a big Department such as theirs, the Commissioners do not 
publish everything in the press.
539. At all events, these reports have not been made public ? No.
+n0iMJann^vWi,v Y°U 8tPte^that tlie worllinff expenses on the Temora line for seven months amounted 
any difference ” ^ rema,D3nS fiye months they W0Bld not ^ so heavy ? I do not think there would be

S- ?™thatJn a year t,he working expenses would come to about £3,500 ? I suppose so.
When the proposal to construct that line was before the Committee, the Commissioners estimated' 

that the working expenses would come to £7,497 per annum, or double tho actual amount ? In one way
w“° f f ma’?tellance, alld °thCT traffic expenses have been very much reduced since the
tort »ere,»ad*. The actual cost and maintenance on branch lines is now about £50 a mile.

1T.0 Commissioners took office their maintenance was estimated at £125 per mile, and that would 
make a big difference m 40 miles. r
593. So that the Commissioners have reduced the cost of working the lines by about one-half ? They 
considerably00118^611^ 6 reductlons> alld tlley wore making an estimate to-day they would reduce it

follow from that, that fffi0 estimates of working expenses previously put before the Com
mittee have been too high ? Many of them could, I think, be reduced
roe reduced? Oa a branch line they could be largely reduced.

If the railWa'7 WCre extended *<> Wyalong, would there be any increase in wages ?

ro/ re8Pect? You would have to have more maintenance men.
iWnSb k aS, wA3 T^gomant of trains was concerned? Yes; because the distance would he 
increased by about 40 miles* or 80 miies there and back.
net his elino^^ do'lriiey ? Three or four hours each way, and then a driver has to
mundra tfw/alorig 1 * ^ ^W ^ t0 PUt °n a d°uble SCt of mea to work the line from Coola' 

the TcmoraHne11?6 YjaW°rking CXpenacs of the line at £3,500, about tho same as the actual cost of working
coisiSaS!10* tbink ^at that esfcimat0 is elceBsive ? 1 tWnk not. The Commissioners made it after

S tbe traif ' "I?! 0Jlljr tI,ree tim03 3 week on the Temora line, are tlie men paid full wages ?
Ihe maintenance men lose three-quarters of a day a fortnight.
Tom or,/lb/6 fb/rfo/ -tbe men °nTtke t™n8 ? As far as possible, when they are not working on the
lemora tme, their services are used m other ways. ' J ° •
ortnSor^WT ^ engiBC-drireB8 do on the off days ? Work is found for them in one way
m.- m ; i Yrd 1lot know exactl7 how they are employed. '

9o. Cfmmciii.} You have based your estimate of working expenses upon a cost of £85,000; but if the
■ lino
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line were to cost £104,000, and were of a more substantial character than that you suggest, would not
the working expenses be reduced ? I tbink not. . . Esq.
COG. Is there not more wear and tear on a cheaply-constructed line than there is upon a more substantial
lino ? There might be a little less wear and tear, Jbut that would bo compensated for by the slow speed qq jfnj, 1801.
at which trains would travel over the cheaper line. Over one line you would travel at tho rate ot lo
miles an hour, while on the other line you could travel at 25 or 30 miles an hour, if necessary.
007. Mr. Davies!] The receipts ou the Temora line show that that line is paying working expenses and 

: than 3^ per cent, interest on the capital cost;—what interest is paid on the money borrowed for

Yes, we do. We reckon the

week;—if the

that line ? Loans are not raised for any particular line.
608. But you do not pay more than 3^ per cent, interest on any loan?
average interest at about 4 per cent. _ _
609. Mr. Neild.] I understand that your estimate is based upon a service three times a 
trains run six days a week, would the working expenses be double ? No.
CIO. How much would they be increased? 1 could not say off-hand ; but they would not be doubled. 
Gil. Mr. Wall.] Could not tbe staff now engaged on the Temora line be used to work the Wyalong line.
I think not. i j o v
612. Do the trains run from Cootamundra to Temora and return to Temora on tlie same day r 1 es.

J. Harper, 
Esq.

John Harper, Esq., Q-oods Superintendent, Department of Hallways, sworn, and examined:
C>ld. Chairman.] You have visited the country round and beyond Wyalong, I understand ? Yes.
614. Mr. Hoskins.] I suppose you have, on many occasions, travelled between Cootamundra aud Temora .
Yes. .ii 16 May 1894.
615. Is that country pretty well settled ? Only comparatively well settled—there is not much popula- *”
lation there.
GIG. Wbat is the character of the settlement;—is the land settled by farmers, by squatters, or by small 
graziers ? There are two or three squatters, and tbe rest of the land is agricultural country, in the bands 
of selectors ■
017. Is much wheat sent over the railway from Temora to Cootamundra ? About 40,000 bags during tho 
season—that is, to Cootamundra and to other points along the main line.
61S. Have you been in that locality lately ? Yes.
G19. Have you been beyond Wyalong ? Not recently.
G20. Have you ever been beyond Wyalong ? Yes; I have been up in the Hillston and Cargellico 
District.
G2I. Is the country between Temora and Wyalong, and beyond Wyalong, similar to that between Jotnora 
and Cootamundra? I think the country between Temora and Cootamundra is better than tliat between 
Temora and Wyalong. _
G22. Eor grazing, or for agriculture ? For agriculture aud for grazing too.
G23. Is the country beyond Wyalong, out towards Cargellico and Hillston, as good as that between 
Cootamundra and Temora ? Yes; it improves as you go out towards the Lachlan. It is good country out 
there. ... . .
G24. Where does that good country commence ? I should tbink within 10 or 15 miles of Cargelhco, say,
20 or 30 miles the other side of Wyalong. The country there is more favourable, I should imagine, for 
settlement.
625. Has any settlement been made in that district by selectors who have taken up large areas of land, 
and combine pastoral with agricultural pursuits ? Yes ; to a limited extent.
626. In what locality ? Between Temora and Wyalong, there has been settlement of that kind. About 
forty people have taken up land there, and some of them have put in wheat; but tho results last year 
were not very successful. About 1,300 acres of land were put under wheat, and tbe yield was about 
10,000 bushels.
627. Was the season against them ? They say that the season was against them. _
628. Is the country beyond Wyalong settled ? There is more settlement out in the neighbourhood of 
Cargellico.
629. How far from Wyalong ? I suppose about 35 miles. ...
630. What arc those settlers—are they vignerons, agriculturalists, graziers; or do they combine agricul
ture with grazing ? They combine agriculture and pastoral pursuits on small holdings. .
631. Do they seem to be fairly prosperous ? I could not say. It is nearly two years since I was out in
that neighbourhood, and then I did not go there with the view of making any inquiry into tho nature of 
the settlement. _ ...
G32. Have you heard the people in and about Wyalong express tbe opinion that when the Central Division 
leases expire, a large amount of settlement will take place in that part of the country ? I have hoard that 
said, wherever I have been in New South Wales.
G33. Have you heard it said in that part of tho country ? I cannot say. I can scarcely recollect con
versations of no moment to me which occurred two years ago. _
G31 Do the people beyond Wyalong suffer in consequence of the dryness of the climate and the absence 
of surface-water ? Of recent years they have not suffered much from the dryness of the climate, and the 
pastoralists have made a lot, of artificial water. What their reasons are for complaining about their lot, I 
do not know. '
G35. How do the people away from Lako Cargellico manage ;—do they make tanks and dams ? Yes.
G3G. Is it good holding ground for water ? That I could not say. ■
G3'7. Do you think from the information you have gathered from your recent journey, that if the railway 
were extended to Wyalong, a large additional area of land would be put under cultivation ? I am very 
doubtful about it,, under existing conditions, such as the price of wheat, and the discouraging circumstances 
of the last year or two. . .
638. You did not hoar any of the settlers say that if they had the benefit of railway communication, they 
would cultivate wheat, because, at present prices, it would pay hotter than wool ? I daresay I have heard 
them say that; hut people will say anything to prove that they ought to get a railway.
639. What is your own opinion ? I am rather inclined to be doubtful about it.

J G40.
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33°u^ful about wbat—the propriety o£ making a railway ? Of the extent to which agriculture will 
he gone in for. ,

1G May, 1894. -Sou w’^ no^ esPress an7 opinion as to the propriety of making a railway ? I prefer not to do so.
642, lou do not consider that a large additional area of land would be placed under cultivation, if tbe 
railway^vere extended to Wyalong? I do not see any reason for supposing that there wdll be more 
cultivation there than there is along existing lines closer to Sydney. 3?or instance, between Cootamundra 
and Temora the area wrhich has been put under crop owing to the construction of the railway to Temora 
is comparatively limited. There are still large areas of land there available for agriculture.
Odd. Is not the cultivation of land between Cootamundra and Temora increasing, having regard to the 
fact that the line has. only been constructed a few months ? It does not take long to put that laud under 
cultivation, and the line has been under construction turn years.
044. The country beyond Wyalong is not expensive country to clear? Not the country out towards the 
lake and the river. That country is not so expensive to clear as is the country between Temora and 
Wyalong.

^ue "weTe extended to Wyalong, -would it attract wool which now goes to Carrathool and 
hitton, and thence down the Murrumbidgee to Echuca and so to Melbourne ? . I do not think so.

G4G. Why ? Because nothing will bring that -wool this wray. Certain clips of wool iri that district would 
have to go to Melbourne under any circumstances, unless their exportation were prohibited.
647. Why is that ? Because fhe financial interests of the stations are in Melbourne.
048. Suppose wro gave those stations increased facilities, in the wray of cheap and rapid transit, do you 
think the wool would come to Sydney ? We do that now. We offer low rates and rapid transit from 
Carrathool, Hay, and the stations on the Murrumbidgee; but, notwithstanding that, they cross the 
railway line, and avail themselves of the low transit provided by the steamers.
049. Do you not think that that is because the steamer freights are cheaper than the railway freights ? 
That has something to do with it; but there are other reasons.
030, As a rule, the conveyance of railway produce does not give much profit to the railway ? No. As 
a matter of fact it involves us iu a slight loss.
031. Am I to infer from your evidence that you do not think that if the line were taken to Wyalong, or 
even farther west, the quantity of wool and wheat carried on the New South Wales railways -would he 
increased ? I do not think any new traffic would result. Of course, I am leaving the populatiou now at 
'V yalong out of consideration, because it is problematical whether it will increase or decrease. -

052. JUr. McCQwt.-\ Could you make an estimate of the traffic in the Wyalong district which would go 
over the proposed hne ? Tes ; I estimated that at £2,764. The following is a copy of my report, to 
which I have appended a list of the stations which would probably send their wool bv the proposed 
line. [Vide Appendix.'] "

THUMSDAY, 17 MAY, 1894. 
$)mmt:—

JACOB GARBAED, Esq. (Chairman) 
The Hon. William Henry Suttor.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Hrmphery.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. William Joseph Trjceett,

Henry Dawson, Esq.

William Chandos "Wall, Esq. 
William McCourt, Esq.
John Cash Neild, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Eailway from Temora to Wyalong.

John Harper, Esq., Goods Superintendent, Department of Eailways, sworn, anti further examined:— 
J. Harper, Mr. Trickett^ In your memorandum, dated 23rd April, 1S94, you say that the line we are con-

-Ea9- sidering is proposed to form part of a scheme of railway construction to Hillston, on the Lachlan, aid 
ivliliw~1894 Yesterday, however, Mr. McLachlan stated that that extension did not form the

y’ ’ subject of any part of the Commissioners’ report ? Certainly. I only mentioned the fact because I 
thought it was one to which I ought to draw the attention of tho Commissioners. My estimate was based 
solely upon the probable traffic of a line to Wyalong.
654. Whose proposal is it to extend the line to Hillston ? I gathered that that was the intention, from 
the report of the survevor engaged on surveying the route.
655. A surveyor from tlie Works Department ? Yes,
650. Has your memorandum been before the Commissioners ? Yes.
057. Can you tell us what is their view with regard to this very important proposal to extend the line to 
Hillston ? Of course, I do not know ; but I do not think they have gone mto the question. I have not 
done so on their behalf. ■
038. Do you not think that that extension is one of the most important features in connection with the 
matter under consideration f That I cannot say. As far as my knowledge goes, the Commissioners 
have merely dealt with the proposed line to Wyalong, ,
059. Did you go to Hillston in the course of your inquiries? No.
000. Have you been in the district at al) ? I have been there twice. On Ihe last occasion I was there 
about two years ago. -
061. Did you not find that the traffic was being fairly well carried on by the teams along the road ? Yes.
062. And that the road, in ordinary weather, was in fairly good condition? Yes. The first time I was 
up there, they had nearly 4 inches of rain, but when last I was there, the weather was dry.
663. With the exception of where it passes through the gilgai country, and could be repaired by the use 
of sappliugs and metal, I suppose the road is as good as most country roads ? Yes ; it is a good back 
country road.
664. White in Wyalong, did you ascertain the views of the people with regard to the proposed railway ?
The people I spoke to in Wyalong did not appear to trouble themselves very much about the railway. 
They were more concerned with their mines. *
GG5. The feeling in regard to it was certainly not keen ? No. 066.
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COG. At the present time, I suppose, the road traffic gives employment to a very large number of team
sters, farriers, liay and corn merchants, and others, who, if tho railway were constructed, would probably 
.ose their business ? Yos ; there are a largo number of teams employed on tlie road. 17May, 1894.
667. Do you know wffiat they are paying for carrying between Wyalong and Temora? From 30s. to £2 '
a tou. £2 a ton is about tlie most they are paying.
668. Is that for carriage both ways? That is from Temora. Xothing is being carried back as far as 
Temora; but they carry ore to Bnnnedman, at from LOs. to Los. a ton.
669. Did you find that the people at Wyalong were suffering hardships through not being able to get
provisions up? No ; I found everything remarkably cheap there. I only paid Is. (id. a feed for each of 
my horses. 4
670. You estimate tbe total possible goods and coaching traffic on the proposed line at £2,701 in. round
figures? Yes. 1 _ _
671. Js not that a pretty liberal estimate ? Yes; because while I have only dealt with the railway to 
Wyalong, I have included the trafiic from stations right out on the Lachlan, though it is doubtful if that 
trafiic will come to the line.
672. Mr. Neild.] Do you anticipate that teamsters will compete much witli theproposed line ? I can hardly 
say ; the teamsters are prepared to do such extraordinary things now-a-dnys. There might be some com
petition in high-class traffic. Our maximum rate would probably be about id. a mile; but there have been 
cases in which teamsters lately have been carrying for 2d. a mile.
673. The fact that teamsters are able to compete with the railway is largely due to the good seasons and
abundance of grass which we have had lately? Yes. _ _
674. In bad seasons, when teamsters bad to carry their own feed, I suppose competition would be 
absolutely impossible ? Yes; all but impossible.
675. Is there, in a good season like tho present, a fair supply of grass along the road from Temora to 
Wyalon^? No ; the teamsters have to carry feed for the last 10 or 12 miles at the Wyalong end. There 
is scarcely enough grass there to keep a bullock alive.
676. When you speak of high-class traffic, I suppose you mean wool? No; 3d. a ton would be tbe local 
rate of wool.
677. You do not shut your eyes to tbe possibility of teams competing with this line? Well, I have 
ignored such competition, because in making out these estimates 1 believe in crediting the line with all the 
traffic to which it is entilled. Tinder ordinary circumstances we assume that it would have that traffic.
678. Then in good seasons you estimate tiiat it might reasonably discounted to tbe extent of the 
teamsters' competition ? Yes; but the traffic would have to go to Young or Coolamon, or some other 
point upon the railway, so that we should not lose it altogether.
679. At present on none of your lines do you run at so low a rate as 15 miles an hour ? No ; 18 miles an
hour is our lowest speed, including stoppages. _
680. On what line is that ? That is the average speed of a mixed train ou the Cooma line,
681. In making your estimate, have you based it upon the existing current rates? We have local rates 
in operation on the Temora line, and I have credited the proposed line with an extension of those rates.
682. How much higher arc the local rates than the ordinary rates ? On wool they would be a Id. a mile
higher than the other ordinary through rates. _ _
683. Have you taken into consideration the fact stated by the Secretary to the Eailway Commissioners 
yesterday, that a slow train service is more expensive than a rapid service, inasmuch as the time occupied 
in running the trains over the line is almost; doubled? I have not considered that.
681. But assuming that that statement was correct, the ratio of earnings to expenses would be reduced ?
Decidedly. ■
685. Is the Temora line worked at a slow rate of speed ? No, at an average rate. The trains travel 
nearly 20 miles an hour. _
680. With a slow rate of speed on the proposed line, while the earnings would be tho same, the traffic 
expenses would be higher? Yes; the net earnings would be less.
687. Do you know if it is proposed to use the lighter class of engines upon tbe proposed line? No,Ido 
not. I have not gone into that matter.
683. You do not expect that tbe traffic will necessitate the use of heavy engines ? You can always move 
a limited load with a light engine, no matter what the weight of the trucks may be. For a light engine 
you would reduce your train weight, not your truck weight. _
6S9. Is tho loading likely to be sufficiently heavy to necessitate the use of heavy trains ? I scarcely think 
so, though you might have exceptional cases during the wool season.
690. You say that about 10 miles from Wyalong there is little grass ? Yes ; because there you get into
mallee and thick scrub—there is no herbage at all there. _
691. Have you travelled beyond Wyalong ? No. I bavo been to Hillston, and tbrougb Cargellico ; but I
do not know the country between Wyalong and Cargellico. _
692. How did you get to Hillston ? From Carrathool and from Hay. I have been there twice.
693. From tbe information you obtained there, did you come to the conclusion that the present population
of Wvalong is likely to be permanent? I heard so many different opinions that lam in doubt as to wbat 
the character of the population would be. Some people thought tbe field was everything that was good, 
while others held contrary opinions. 4
091'. The feeling of uncertainty about the permanency of the population would lead to afeeling of uncer
tainty in your mind about the prospects of the line ? Yes, _
090. From your knowledge of roads in this country, which I assume to he very extensive, do you think 
that the condition of the highway between Temora and Wyalong is likely to cause serious inconvenience 
to tbe traffic? I do not think so ; aud they are improving it every day. They now make a detour 
through Christie’s Paddock, on Wyalong Eun, to avoid the worst of the gilgais. There is a splendid track 
there, aud I travelled over it in a buggy at the rate of 8 miles an hour. . _
69 3. ] low is the road between Barmedman and Temora? It is cut up a good deal; but it would be 
possible to improve it. ...
697. That road runs through pine scrub ? Yes ; but if you go off the track into tbe bush it is not a bad 
running road.
698. When I drove over it, ten or twelve years ago, it was difiicult to traverse, because of the numerous

’ 283—D little
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J. Harper, liLile pine stumps sticking up like so many cobbler's pegs. Is that its condition now ? Mo; Idroi’efrom 
Barmcdman to Temora with the Commissioners at night. The road is practically clear now, the ruts 

)7M^8e4. beill= lho wo.rst thing about it. _
’ 609, Jn making your estimate, you have given tlie proposed line the benefit of the doubt in all eases ?

Tes.
/00. J'/1, Writ!..] If the Commissioners state, through their secretary, that they have no knowledge of the 
intended extension of the line to Hillston, they cannot have read your report ? ’What I take them to 
mean is that they have no knowledge of tho extension, so far as being prepared to give evidence in con
nection with it, ' aiib
701. Tou state that the rates chargeable on this line, if constructed, would be the same as those now 
charged on tlie Temora line ? Tes ; local rates, which are higher than the through rates. We charge 
through rates from Sydney to Cootamnndrii, aud from there lo Temora we charge a local rate.
/02. Ihe rates on the proposed line would be the same as you aro now charging on the Temora Hue ? 
Tes. -
703. Have you any knowledge of tlie settlement between Wyalong and Lake Cargellico ? Mo ; I have
not been over that country. "
704. In investigating this matter, did you make any inquiries as to the settlement existing within a 
certain radius of Wyalong that will be served by the proposed line ? Mo; for the simple reason that 
there was no one at Wyalong who had time to givo me the information, or whoso interest, it was to do so; 
but], did what I considered would be more satisfactory: I reckoned upon all the traffic within 50 miles’ 
one way, GO miles another, and 40 miles another.
705. If tho settlement between Wyalong and Lake Cargellico is os great as that between Barmedman 
and Temora, it is reasonable to suppose that there will be as much traffic from that part, of the country ? 
Tes ; assuming that that country were served by the proposed line.
70G. If there was an equal urea of land under cereals in the vicinity of "Wvalong. that produce would be 
brought along the proposed lino ? Tes. ’ ' '
/07. Assuming that the population of Wyalong will be ns great or greater than that at Temora, is it reason
able to infer tliat the goods and passenger traffic on the proposed line, apart from the produce carried, 
will be at least equal to the traffic on the Temora line P Decidedly.
708. ̂ Can you give the Committee any information as to the normal volume of traffic on the Temora line 
previous to the Wyalong rush ? Tes.
709. Will you give us the monthly cash returns ? Tes; though before’doing sol should like to point 
out that they are rather misleading, because during the first few months that the line was opened all the 
wool aud wheat traffic of the season came over it. The total traffic for "September was £G22 ; for October, 
.£1,132 ; for jSovember, £1,1GI; and for December, £708.
710. The rush commenced about the beginning of January ? Tes.
711. And from January on, what were the earnings ? In January, £533; in Ifebrunry, £032; and in
March, £ 1,039. That is the last return that I have. ^
712. Do those figures represent the total earnings inwards and outwards ? Tes.
713. Taking the average of the three months since January, there has been a falling off in the returns 
attributable to the failure of the wheat and wool trafficP Y’es; but there wore other causes. We had a 
truck rate to Temora of £32 ,10s., and the result was that wc were drawing the Young traffic there, 
consequently we had to put Young on the same footing as Temora.
714. Did you visit Hillston to inquire into the volume of traffic going ciu Carrathool ? To try and draw
that traffic this way, if I could. ‘
715. YVas there much traffic going in that direction at the time? There was some wheat going from 
Glunbarto Carrathool and Whitton.
71G. Was there any wool ? Yes. ■
/17. Was the survey of tho proposed extension to Hillston made prior to your report ? I made no report.
I simply went there canvassing, to try and get the stations there to send their wool to Sydney.
71S. Your visit had nothing to do with the construction of any line ? Mo,
719. Do you know whether the proposed line from Temora to Hillston was surveyed before your visit to 
that part of the country or afterwards ? I do not know. I did not hear of the surveyors being out 
when 1 was there.
720. Tou are notin a position to say whether the proposed extension has been under the consideration of 
tlie Cinnmissioncrs? Mo ; it has never been under my consideration.
721. You stated yesterday that the average production of wlieat in the .Wyalong district was about 9 
bushels to the acre ? Y' es ; that was according to the returns.
722. Are you aware that tlie decrease in wheat is to be attributed to the failure of the crop at Temora, 
not to the failure of the Barmedman crop? Tlie return which 1 obtained from the local police officer

* showed that 9,000 bushels of wheat had been obtained from 1,300 acres.
723. Are you aware that Barmcdman is included in the land district which extends to Temora? I cannot 
speak as to that; but I have a list of places where wheat is grown.
724. Are you aware that a large quantity of the wheat grown in the vicinity of Barmedman was cut for
hay ? Tbs, "
725. The evidence of the farmers examined by tlic Sectional Committee at Barmedman went to show that 
the average yield was 15 bushels to the acre? I can only quote the official returns.
726. Tou did not make any inquiry among the farming community as to what tlic yield wan, you simply 
took the returns furnished to you by the police at Barmedman ? That is so.
727. If the population at Wyalong wore as great or greater than the population of Temora, would itnot give 
a return to the tailway equal to that furnished by Temora? Decidedly. I riiay mention that tbe returns of 
tlie inward tonnage there is based upon two months of analysed Temora traffic, as distinguished from traffic 
coming to that place from Young and other districts. “
728. DoesAhe train from Cootamundra to Temora return from Temora to Cootamundra the same day? 
Tes ; coming back at night to meet the mail. Tbe engine is stabled at Cootamundra.
/29. Does tho train remain at Cootamundra the next day? No; It runs to G-undagai on the alternate 
days. ' ^
730. Mr, Mumphcry^ What was the coat of carriage from Temora to Cootamundra prior to the opening

of
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of the railway ? 1 taxes were very high everywhere, thou ; hut they have gone down since the breaking J- Harper,
up of the Carriers’ Union. I should imagine that at that time they amounted to between £2 and £3 a
ton, . 27 Afay 1894,
731. What was tho cost of carrying wheat from Temora to Cootamundra? I can scarcely remember ; ■' '
but 1 should think about 5d. or tid. a bushel. That is about the usual rate for the distance.
732. Aro we to understand that tbe Com mission era carry wheat from Temora, to Cootamundra for }-d. a
bushel per mile? Tes. The rate would be Cd, from Barmedman, and !)d. from Wyalong. That is the 
through rate. It does not matter where Ihe wheat comes to, it is charged for at that rate. Bor instance, 
if it were milled at Cootamundra, and then came ou to Sydney, it would bo charged the extended 
through rate. _
733. Uo you not think that in view of the great benefits given 1o the district by the railway, the rates 
might have been fixed somewhat higher? Ar0; the policy of the CommiBsioners has always been to 
encourage agriculture, because they think that if indirectly they get an advantage from the increased 
production, they are rendering a benefit to the country.
731. Do von think it is possible for any branch railway to pay if you carry wheat for one-twenty-fourth
part of the amount which teamsters charge for carrying it ? X think so, if there is sufficient population
in tho district. ' _
735. What are you charging for wool P I have given the lino credit for 3d. a f on per mile.
73G. But what do you charge between Temora and Cootamundra ? Three-pence a ton per mile is the local 
rate.
737. That is about 10s. a ion for the 40 miles ? Tes. _ . _
73S. What was the rate before the line was opened ? I could not say; but I should imagine that it was
about Is. a ton a mile. _
739. So that ii is now' carried fora fourth of what was charged before the opening of the railway ? Tes.
740. What is thepresent rate charged by teamsters ? You can hardly tell. I have known them to take 
loading for 2d. a ton per mile.
741. But what is the ordinary rate? The ordinary rato up to 50 miles is about Is. a ton. Beyond that
it is about lOd. a ton. _
742. So that producers of wool in the Temora district have benefited to the oxtent of 9d. in the Is., and 
producers of wheat to the extent of 5j-d. in Gd., by the opening of the railway ? Yes, that is ihe position.
743. You aro familiar with the whole of tho district between iforbes and Ilillston? Yes; I know it all
pretty well. ■
744. Are you familiar wi(h all. tbe stations beyond the Lachlan? Yes; I have been on many of the 
stations between tlie Lachlan and the Darling.
745. Prom your knowledge of the present traffic on tho blew South Wales railways, cart you say if the
extension of the railway from Temora (o Cargellico, and on to Hillston, would serve a district not at 
present served by the Hay railway ? I do not; think it would. 1 think that relatively all these districts 
arc pretty well served. It is good travelling country at the time they want to travel,—that is, during the 
summer months. _
74G. Are vou of opinion that much of the traffic on and beyond tho Lachlan would come to an extension 
of the proposed railway to Hillston ? I do not think so.
747. Why ? Because, as I pointed out yesterday, most of the stations there arc owned and controlled by 
Yictorian financial agents, so that tho wool naturally goes down the Murrumbidgee.
748. Which of the railway stations receive most of tho trafiic from the stations on and beyond tho 
Lachlan ? Carrathool, Whitton, aud Hay deal with most of that traffic.
749. And traffic going to those stations mostly continues on to Victoria ? Yos. '
750. Going down the Murrumbidgee to Behuca ? Yes. -
751. 'What is the reason for that ? I think most of those properties were taken up) by Victorian financial
institutions, which exercise a very strong control over them still, and they feel indisposed to send their 
wool to Sydney under any circumstances. I have a very interesting map here which shows our position 
on fhe Lachlan. -
752. Prom what part of the Lachlan district does the traffic find its way over to Victoria mislead of coming 
to Sydney? Hearly all the traffic in the district having Marfield, Yallaoek, Yuthong, and Conn Downs 
for its northern boundary, and Huntawong, Cowl Cowl, and Gun bar for its eastern boundary, finds its 
way to Carrathool aud Hay. All -the frontage stations send their produce to tho Hay line,
753. Are you of opinion that if the Temora line were extended to Hillstou via Lako Cargellico, the ivool 
iroin the district you have just mentioned would make use of that extension instead of going into 
Victoria ? Ho ; I think that the bulk of it would still go down the rive:'.
751. Tou do not see any prospect of such an extension becoming prcfiui'ole by reason of any fresh traffic 
which it xvould gain, for the Now South Wales lines ? No; I might mention as bearing on this point 
that this year we offer a special rate of £3 5s. a ton, which is little more than half the ordinary 
rate, for the- wool coming from a station within GO miles of Cobar, in order to induce them to use our 
railways ; but we could not do so generally,
755. Prom what you know of the Lachlan district, do you think that eventually the line should be taken 
from Forbes as far as Cargellico and Hillston? 1 think that would he a better strategical line, because 
it would intercept tho traffic better, and would run parallel with the Cohn rand Hay lines. If such a line 
were made, it would intercept a great deal of the wool going to the river, and would have a chance of 
getting that traffic.
75G. Are you of opinion that the earnings of such aline would be much greater, or at any rate greater than 
the earnings of a line from Temora to Hillston and tho Lachlan ? That is a very difiicult question to 
answer without having gone into the matter.
757, I am asking you from your knowledge of the various stations out there, and the probable traffic 
that would come to the New' South Wales railway system? Personally, I should prefer a lino down the 
Lachlan.
75S. Prom Forbes? Yes.
759. Are you of opinion that for the profits of a lino lo Wyalong wo should have to depend wholly upon 
tho traffic of the district between Wyalong and Cootamundra? No; and you will notice that in my 
estimate T have allowed for tho produce of stations so far away as Unbbn, which is GO miles from 

■ Wyalong;
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J. Harper, 'Wyalong; though I think it extremely improbable that that wool will go to Wyaloug. I think it will 
J;011,,1?136 “g®*0 VVhitton; but still 1 have credited the Wyalong line with it. Similarly I have credited 

17 May, 1694. E,1^ ]ille ’n'lt 1 Y^g^rne produce, though that station ia 40 or 50 miles from Wyalong.
* —O- iou have credited Wyalong with produce which will probably still continue to go to Carralhool or

W mtton r les To make it a little bit clearer to the Committee, I may mention that I have based mv 
estimate at 8 s. 3d a ton for greasy wool as far as Wyalong, while the rate to Coolamon is 70s a ton, to 
Oowra bOs. 3d., and to Carrathool G4a. 9d,, a difference of nearly £1 a ton in favour of Carrathooh 
which ia a big consideration with the toamstera in that dry country.
761. What is the difference in mileage ? Carrathool is 420 miles and Wyalong 331; but, of course, the 
competitive rates are in operation at Carrathool. Our rate to Carrathool for ordinary merchandise is £30 
tor a 0-tou truck; but X have credited Wyalong with earning £36 Ss. for a similar load, so that practi- 
ca y a carrier would gam £1 on his wool and £1 on his merchandise by sending his produce the longer 
Jvo /if' ■ ull™r^una*e Par^ ja that we compete with our local rates on the south-west line.

i i i ■ coinpetitive rates must be maintained in order fo keep what you have got, with
out taking anything else into consideration ? Tes.
763, If the trade on the proposed line increased to such an extent ae to justify you in imposing ordinary 
rates, what effect would the Carrathool competition have then ? Practically the Wyalong rate is almost 
a competitive rate m itself, as compared with the rates to other places. The Temora rate is a competitive 
one, because it comes into competition with the I\ arrandera rate. There are competitive rates in opera
tion as tar as JNarrandera, and also to Jimee ; and so, practically, we will have to have competitive rates

764. Can you tell the Committee where the produce of the county of Dowling goes to—does it find its 
way via Hillston to Carrathool, or does it go to Forbes or to Temora ? Most of it goes to Whitton or to 
Carrathool, though some of it goes to Forbes and to Cowra.
765. Then, you take that country as the competing ground of the three routes P Tes.
766. Mr. Sumpkery.'] Has the Temora line interfered at all with the earnings of the Young branch ? 
les ; it affected them very considerably, owing to the operation of the competitive rates. The rate to
ioo'Vk ™ceu,>Iy ’"'a8 ^3*1 for a 6-ton load, the distance being 250 miles, whilst to Temora it was 
ij6<! 10s., the distance being 292 miles.
.767, During the winter you will not get much wheat or wool on the Temora line ? Iso ; that traffic has 
practically ceased for tne year.

Yh6n may anticipate the average earniugs for the next three or four months to be much lower 
^'an kb? ea™n"8 °X the summer months ? The earnings will be scarcely anything just now.
769. Mr, 0 Sullivan.'] I gather from the important evidence wliich you have just given us that, until we 
can adopt some means of diverting the wool from the Victorian railways, 'we must merely treat this 
proposal as a line to Wyalong ? Fes.
770. We need not look for new traffic beyond a few miles from Wyalong ? There will be no new traffic. 
71. lou estimate that about 10,000 bales of wool will be sent to the line from the stations named in the

list you handed in yesterday P Tes.
772. That would give a good local traffic ? Yes ; I have given the line full credit for wool.
7/3. 1 suppose your estimate is a very liberal one ? Tos.
J,74- Irgather fr°myou have said that you are somewhat doubtful about the permanent character of 
the D yMcmg population i Of course, everyone is bound to have their doubts about a gold-field until the 
place is fully tried.
774i Have there not been some very encouraging telegrams from there recently ? Yes ; but I have had 
they^ eSUr6 rea^1U^ report, and I whould like the prospects to be stronger thou

Titi. I presume it is upon what you have seen and read and learnt from others that advice has been 
tendered to the Commissioners to suggest the postponement of this work for six- months ? You have my 
report before you, and I suppose they based their recommendation upon it. Beyond that, I do not know 
anything or their action in the matter. •
7/6. Mr. Davies.] In the^cvent of the Temora line being extended to Hillston, would it take any of the 
frame down the river to Victoria ? iYo ; it could not do so. ’
7/7: I pesume you paid visits to the thirty stations named in your list ? No ; but I was able to obtain 
their clips from our knowledge of what they sent last year.
£-n' ^r°m Persona^ 'uqujry ? No.. Wo know what was booked last year.
//9. Can you tell the Committee what is the gross number of sheep on those runs ? About 900,000.
/80. And you estimate that those sheep produce something like 600 tons of wool ? Yes, about 10 000 
bales. ’
/81. Is that a fair average return ? My figures are taken from the sworn returns of the stations, as well 
as from our books.
782. Do you not think that £165 is a very small estimate of the value of the wool traffic from Wyaloim to 
lemora T hat is for the wool traffic from Barmedman, and, in addition, I have allowed £536 for 6 700 
bales of wool and sheepskins coming from Wyalong, In connection with the Morce line, I onk allowed 
2d. a tou per mile ; but hero I have allowed 3d.
78j' 10,13 °f wheat at Cd' a 4011J—that cover the 38 or 40 miles between Temora
and Wyalong, No; it covers the through mileage. Practically, the basis of all wheat rates is the 
distance to Sydney. If the wheat is milled and converted into flour at Cootamundra, or elsewhere alon" 
the line, it is still allowed to come on at the through rate, instead of paying two local rates. 'Jhe local 
rate is made up of 49 miles added to the distance from Sydney to Temora.
784. Then, if a farmer sent 100 tons, you would charge him £2 10s. ? That ia what the through rate 
EY- <W-f * the wlleat 0Illy wcnfc froin Wyalong to Temora we should charge a timber rate.
Eon , j E 'v0,lli 1): cost t<? brinS wheat from Wyalong 1 o Sydney ? Fourteen shillings and sixpence a Ion. 
/8b. And from Cootamundra to Sydney ? Thirteen shillings and sixpence a ton.
/87 lhat is a difference of a Is., which I suppose would he made up of a 6d. a ton to Temora and
another 6d. to Wyalong ? Yes.
788. Do you regard the carriage of wheat as profitable ? No ; it does not pay in itself.
/8J. How do you make a profit then ? That is a very intricate matter to explain. Of course, in framing

rates,
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rateB, we must have regard to a good many things. First, we must study what charge an article will bear, J- Haiper, 
because if the rates were too high it could not be produced. .
790. Have the rates for the carriage of produce ever been lower than they are now ? No ; they are lower ^ jj.
now than ever they were before. _ _ '
791. Another commodity which I suppose does not pay the Department for carrying is coal ? There is 
a very narrow' margin of profit in connection with coal.
792. Is the rate on coal lower than the rate on wheat? It is higher than the rate on wheat; but of 
course it is hauled for shorter distances.
793. Wool gives a fair return, does it not ? Tos; it is one of our biggest sources of revenue.
794. Does it pay better than most other articles of produce ? It pays better than any other article of 
produce,
795. You also take into account 250 trucks of live stock? If that estimate had been based on the actual 
traffic from Tomora it would have been a good deal lower ; but I took into consideration the fact that the 
Temora line has not been open very long, and people may not have got into the habit of sending their 
stock along it; but in any case the estimate is very high. During the seven months that the Temora line 
has been opened we have only taken 58 trucks of live-stock along it.
796. Do you think that there will not be a very large number of sheep coming to Sydney ? No ; because
there is not much fattening country out there. The country is not hold for fattening purposes. _
797. You allow £425 for passenger traffic—do you not think that that is a very small estimate ? It is 
based, as I explained yesterday, upon the number of passengers carried on the Temora line under normal ■ 
conditions.
798. Do you think the estimate a liberal one ? Yes, a very liberal one.
799. Is the country between Temora and Wyalong country through which a railway could be cheaply 
contructed ? Yes.
800. That being so, and the roads there being very defective, would it not be advisable to construct a
cheap line of railway ? That opens up a very large question. A cheap railway costs more for maintenance 
than a better lino. ^ _ _
801. Could not an abundance of ballast be obtained in the district? Yes; but that is rather an engineering
question. _
802. But you know whether it is an expensive country for railway construction ? It should not be 
expensive country.
$03. You think that the construction of the railway might stand over for a time ? That is my opinion.
804. The Commissioners’ report was based upon your recommendation? It would be, so far as the earnings
of the line wrere concerned ; but the Commissioners went over the country themselves, _
805. If the construction of the railway is postponed for six months, do you think it will greatly incon
venience the people between Wyalong and Barmedman? I do not see how it could with the existing low 
rates of carriage.
806. Even at the special rates you propose would you be able to carry freight between Temora and 
Wyalong for less than half what is paid to teamsters now ? Yes. Our highest charge would be 4d. per 
tou per mile.
807. The same might he said with regard to the ore going to Barmedman ? That would be charged for 
at the rate of Id. per ton per mile.
808. Then, would not the railway be a means of developing traffic ? I do not think so. It would not 
cause a single additional bale of wool to be produced, and I do not think they would continue to send ore 
to Barmedman. They would bo more likely to take up the Barmedman battery and send it to Wyalong.
809. But then there are supplies to be taken to the gold-field ? A railway there would not make any 
difference to the consumption. When I was in the district we could get things more cheaply at Wyalong 
than at Tomora.
810. But would they not get them still more cheaply if there were a railway ? I do not think the traders
would reduce their prices so much. _
811. Mr, JTosh'ns.] Are you familiar with the country between Forbes, Hillston, and Cargellico? Yes;
I have been up both sides of the river.
812. Are there not one or two towns in that district? Yes; Condobolin and Euahalong.
813. A railway from Forbes to the Lachlan would not only servo the district traffic, but would also the 
trade of those two towns ? Yes ; it would be closer to those towns than the proposed line. _
814. Is not the country between Forbes and Hillston better than that between Wyalong and Hillston?
It is generally regarded as better country along the river frontages.
815. Do you not think that a line from Forbes to Hillston would offer more facilities for trade than the 
proposed line, and would intercept traffic now going to Carrathool and Whitton ? Yes ; I think that 
where a line intercepts traffic it is not likely that people will cross over it to go elsewhere, .
810. Chairman,] You said that the traffic during the months immediately following the opening of the 
Temora line was abnormal, because of the quantity of wheat and wool that had been held back. How do 
you reconcile that with the fact that the returns for September were only £632, while in October they 
reached £1,132, and in November £1,161? October and November were the two wool months. In 
September no wool was moving. The wheat traffic makes very little difference to the returns.
817. How many bags of wheat were sent from Temora to Cootamundra last season ? About 45,000 bags
were sent from Temora altogether last season, _
818. Was your estimate of the traffic coming from the country between Wyalong and Lake Cargellico 
based upon the traffic now coming to Temora from that district? Do you refer to the wool traffic ?
819. To the traffic generally ? As far as the wool traffic is concerned, some of it goes to Carrathool and 
Coolamon, and some of it goes to Temora. Each clip was taken out and corrected to the last returns.
820. Mr. JIt/mpherg.] What would be the freight paid on the 45,000 bags of wheat going over the Temora 
line, assuming that all went to Sydney ? Boughly, about £3,400.
821. How much would you credit the Temora line with? The sectional returns are not prepared by me ; 
but they would credit that line with of the total freight.
822. Which would bo approximately bow much ?‘ £450. Some of that wheat, however, may not have 
gone to Sydney, so that the proportional earnings might be higher.

MOATJAY,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Temora to Wyalong.

Edward Fisher Pittman, Esq., A.R.S.M., Government Geologist, Department of Mines, sworn, and
examined:—

E.l.Pitlman 823. Chairman.] Tou have recently visited the Wyalong gold-fields, and the country adjacent thereto?
Tjgq.j T"gs

82i. You have furnished a report, a copy of which you hand in ? Tes. {Vide Appendix.)
21 Alay 1804 How long were you in the district? Nearly three weeks.

’ 82(3. Is the conclusion you have arrived at that it is difficult to say whether Wyalong will be a permanent
field or not? I have reason to believe from the surface evidence that it will be a permanent field.
S27. Are there as many indications of it being a permanent field as there was of 'Temora itself? I think 
more so. Temora was mainly an alluvial field; but in this case the best evidence of its permanency is 
in reefs. No alluvial has been discovered yet.
828. Would you liken or compare it with any other field 11-111011 has been in existence for some years ? I 
have never seen a field ill wliich the conditions of the occurrences of gold were exactly the same.
529. Does not that make it difficult to prognosticate whether it is likely to be of a permanent character? 
Not necessarily.
530. Take Peak Hill for instance. Was it not expected that there would he a permanent field there 
when it was first discovered ? The area which was discovered at Peak Hill was a very limited one— 
nothing like the extent of Wyalong.
83L. Mr. Neild.] A.ro you of opinion that there is any serious risk or large probability of the country 
hardening at a depth, and the veins now beiug worked pinched out ? I think the country will harden ; 
but I do not think it necessarily follows that the veins will he pinched out.
832. Is the same lormation being reached at a depth as that which exists on the surface ? It is exactly 
the same formation.
833. And what is that? Decomposed granitic rock.
834. Is that shelving signs of hardening as the sinking proceeds? No.
835. What leads you to expect greater hardness at a depth ? Because the rocks have been decomposed 
by the action of the atmosphere, chiefly, and also by the percolation of water from the surface ;—in other 
words, the decomposition has extended downwards from the surface, and I have every reason to believe 
that at an unknown depth you will reach the limits of the decomposition.
836. And you anticipate that the gold-bearing veins will be found to exist in that harder granitic rock? 
Tes.
837. The veins at present are rather narrow in their limits? No; they are narrow in places, but not
narrow as a rule. .
83S. What width do they run ? From a few inches up to 5 feet. One of their peculiarities is that they 
keep on widening and narrowing. Wherever they narrow you may expect them to widen again, and vice 
versa.
839. Is the rock likely to harden to such an extent as to render the cost of working unduly great and 
unprofitable ? 'There is no doubt we must expect that that will be so in sonie cases, but not necessarily in all. 
810. That is not a feature which you would regard as being in any way fatal to the success of the field 
in the future ? I think it will influence largely the future of the field ; but I cannot say which reefs it 
will pay to work when they get into the hard granite, and which it will not pay to work. I think a great 
many will not pay—certainly net so many as will pay under the present conditions.
841. That, of coui'sc, and the future pirofitableuess of working, will necessarily affect the population? 
Undoubtedly.
812, Do you anticipate the opening-up of any alluvial ground in the district? Tes; I think we ought 
to expect alluvial ground will be found, although it will be very difficult to discover ; the reasons I have 
mentioned in my report. The reason is, that the geological configuration of the country is obscured from 
its being a level plain covered by Pleistocene deposits. One does not know, therefore, where to look for an 
old valley, because one cannot see the sides of it in the shape of hills.
813. Then, altogether, you regard this as being a permanent field ? I have every reason fo believe it will 
be. I cannot see any reason why it should not be. I should like to explain a iittle more fully why I do 
not anticipate the reefs to pinch ont. I have heard a good many people remark that they will probably 
pinch out ; but I cannot see (heir line of reasoning at all. That decomposed granite which is now found 
on the surface was once undoubtedly hard granite. It was during the time it was hard granite that those 
fissures were formed in which the reefs now exist. In other words, the reefs are newer than the 
granite, but were formed before its decomposition commenced. Therefore, there is no reason why they

• should not exist down in the wnc underneath the decomposed rock.
844. Tou say then that the gold having its origin from below was forced up from those fissures ? No ; I 
think the gold came in more from what we call lateral secretion, that is, that it was brought in by in
filtrations through the walls.
845. "Where a fissure existed in the original rack the gold would be likely to be found ? Tes.
840. And there would be no reason to anticipate that these fissures were to be found only within a few
hundred feet from the surface ? Quite so. "
817. They would he hk< ly to continue downwards for a considerable depth ? Tes.
848. Can you form any opinion as to whether any water difficulty may occur in connectiou with the 
mines? 1 should expect them to find water when they got down to the hard granite rock, because I 
believe the decomposition has been effected by the sinking down of water. 849.
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849. Is there anything in that part of the country which would lead you to fear that the water difficulty
might he excessive ? I should not expect it to be excessive. A.R.S.1L
850. I suppose it is an open question ? It is. , .
851. "What is the greatest depth wliich has yet been worked ? At the time of mv visit 107 feet. May, 1894.
852. In going down do the reefs or veins improve or fall off in gold bearing qualities? I cannot say that 
there was any improvement or falling off, they seemed to be fairly consistent.
853. Is there much mining going on in the vicinity of Temora? "Very little. _
S54. Are there any prospects of a permanency about Barmedman such as would give employment to a 
population wliich would require railway communication? I hardly think that, although at the time of my 
visit there were some negotiations going on for again floating the Barmedman mines.
855. The character of tho country from Temora fo Barmedman is practically repeated until you get near 
to Wyalong where a change takes place and a different class of country is arrived at ? Tos.
850. And in the vicinity of Wyalong the country is not so good for agricultural purposes? I am not a 
competent judge ; but i should have imagined that about Wyalong it was a very good agricultural land.
857. Bid you pursue your investigations far beyond Wyalong ? About 7 or 8 miles, _ _
858. What was the character of the country ? The same wherever I went, excepting that geologically it 
was slightly different. I got on a slate formation about 4 miles to the east ot Wyalong.
859. Would you expect that to be gold-bearing ? ■ Yes.
860. Are there any workings in that class of country? Yes ; one of the best reefs I saw was in a slate 
working about H mile from tbe surveyed township. There was granite on both sides of it.
861. That would be a likely place for expecting mineral deposits ? Yes. _
862. Boos that slate country exist to any extent in the neighbourhood ? Tour miles cast of the surveyed, 
township you get the western boundary of the slate formation.
803. Has any gold been discovered there? I think so. _
804. Mir. Sudor] Can you give us any further information with reference to Wyalong ? I do not think
I can say any more than is contained in my report. _ _ _
865. Mr. Dawson] You say that the country between Barmedman and Wyalong is very similar to that
between Cootamundra and Temora for agricultural purposes P I said that as far as I could judge Wyalong 
appeared to be a good agricultural country. .
866. Bo you think if the scrub were cleared off that tho land about Wyalong is better agricultural country 
than that between Temora and Cootamundra ? I should have thought so ; but! do not preteud to give 
an expert opinion,
867. Bo you know how manyjiayable claims there were at Wyalong when you were there? I did not 
count them, hut I believe as far as they knew there were between 40 and 50.
S68. Idas the field steadily progressed since then ? I think so. _ _
869. Bo you think that the construction of a railway to Wyalong would give a greater impetus to mining
there ? Yes. .
870. Mr. Humphery] What area would give us a fair idea of the extent of the discoveries made up (o 

' the present time ? I have given it in my report as about 7 miles by 7.
871. Would you consider that an extensive gold-field? That would depend on the amount of payable
gold which had been discovered in it. _ . , , .
872. But having regard to (he number of reefs discovered up to the present lime? Considering the time 
they have been discovering the reefs 1 should say it was very good indeed.
873*. In your report you mentioned that it is probable that when a depth of 200 feet is reached solid 
granite will be found”. Before arriving at that depth do you think there would be employment for a large ■
number of people for a number of years ? Yes ; I should certainly think there would.
874. H will take a considerable time to reach the solid granite ? Yes. _
875. Are you of opinion there will be a large settled population at Wyalong ? As far as evidences go, one 
would be justified in expecting it.
S7G. You know the results of the various crushings which have taken place at Barmedman from stone 
carted there ? Yes. _
877. Arc the results satisfactory or otherwise ? Eminently satisfactory. _ ^ _
878. When you left Barmedman had provision been made for any machinery ? Yes; I was given fo 
understand that three machines would be shortly erected, in fact when I left 1 saw some of the machinery 
going to Wyalong.
879. You have no doubt that batteries will shortly be on the ground? Yes. .
880. Bo you think that the best stone has been sent to Barmedman? I do not. When I was'there I saw
some of the best stone which was being retained, so the owners told me, until the arrival of tho batteries 
at Wyalong. , _ .
881.. One would imagine that the best stone would be sent first ? I think the best stone was sent in the first 
instance, but, subsequent! v, I think, the idea of the owners was 1 hat they would sooner have it crushed where 
it would be under their observation. They had au idea that the Barinedmanbaltery was not quite up to dale.
882. Bo you think any quantity of picked stone is being kept back? Several people have told me they 
thought their stone was loo good to send away. At the same time I do not anticipate there will be much 
higher results obtained than have been obtained in some instances. Bor instance one man crushed 10 or
17 tons fordo?,. lOdwt, per ton. ■
883. Mr. O'Sullitan] In your report you say that up to the present time 4SS tons of stone have been 
crushed for a total yield of bOner.. of smelted gold ? Yes.
884. Bo I understand that that was not picked gold? No; that included all the crushings—all that
was sent to the mill, in fact. _
SS5. Von also state in your report that the field is about 800 feet above sea level, and there is every reason, 
therefore, to expect that in tertiary times flic drainage from this area found its way to deep valleys and 
deposited therein the gold which was derived from the denudation of the reefs ? Yes.
886. You mean, then, that there is alluvial gold at some depth ? I mean to say that one would naturally
expect it. i i L s -c-
887. It is possible, then, that some rich alluvial may be discovered there, though at some depth? Yes.
888. Something similar to Grulgong? Yes. At the same time I would point out that the discovery of
alluvia! there is a matter requiring a groat amount of patience, because there are no surface indications to 
guide one in looking for it, ' SS9,
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You allude in your report to the presence of mispicfeel ? Yes.
Does not that indicate sulphurous stone ? Yes ; sulphur and arsenic.
It will cost a good deal to treat that kind of stone ? Yes.
That, you say, will have to be treated by chlorination ? Yes; mispickel is about the worst form of 

ore to treat, eren by chlorination.
893. Do the inclusions you refer to of counfry rock, known amongst miners as horses, indicate that the 
reefs there are what is known as shooty? Xo ; the horse is merely an indication that when the fissure 
was formed a piece of the country rock fell into it.
&91'. It may he a good gold-bearing reef all the same? Yes.
895. You also state that one of the characteristics of tho Wyalong reefs is that they thin out and make 
again at intervals. What does lhat indicate ? I think I have described that in my report.
89G. Mr. Dorics.] Have you examined tho reefs at Temora ? Y'es. "
897. And at Barmedman ? No.
898. Then you cannot say whether the same reef or'reefs are found at Wyalong ? I think it is extremely
unlikely, '
899. What is the character of the reefs at Temora—are they granite walls? No ; the Mother Shipton, 
which is of any consequence there, is a large reef occurring in diorite.
900. You seem to regard the field at Wyalong as a permanent one? Yes ; I can see no reason why it
should not be. ^ o r j
901. And you believe it will be a payable field ? I think so.
902. Have you any fear of the reefs pinching out at 200 or 300 feet ? No,‘
903. ISot to pinch out and make again? They will certainly do that.
'901'. What depth will they go before they make again? The reef makes immediately it thins out. For 
instance, in Gorman’s reef, at 90 feet from the surface, I found in the shaft a reef about an inch wide. 
Ten feet on one side it was 4 feet wide, and 10 feet on the other side of that it wras 2 feet wide, as far as 
it had been opened, and was probably as wide again.
905. If the walls are granite it will be expensive working ? Yes.
906. Still the returns, so far, indicate a payable field ? Yes.
907. M kich way do the reefs run ? 1 observe! three different courses, but the most common one is
north, 20 degrees east.
908. Is that the best one on (hat field ? Yes. There are also rich ones running east and west.
909. What is tne greatest thickness between the walls of the reefs you have seen at Wyalong ? Five feet.
910. Defined granite walls ? Yes. ^
911. Do the walls seem to make as they sink ? No ; good walls are not a characteristic of tho field—as a 
rule they are not well defined.
912. The widest reef, you say, is about 5 feet ? The widest part of a reef I saw was 5 feet.
913. To what extent was that stripped ? I saw it in the shaft—it was 5 feet wide for 3 or 4 feet in depth. 
They were sinking along it. Following it down to about 00 feet at the bottom of the shaft it was 4 feet 
wide, about 35 feet down it was 5 feet vide.
914. Was that all carrying gold ? Yes; that was Neeld’s prospecting claim.
915. Was that the deepest claim ? No ; Taylor’s shaft is 107 feet, but tho reef is not quite as wide.
916. How far is that removed from Neeld’s ? About half a mile.
917. Is that the'same reef ? I do not think so.
918. In consequence of that I suppose you have come to the conclusion that there are a large number of 
reefs running parallel ? Yes.
919. Mr. Hoskins.'] Did you observe any permanent water on the ground ? No ; there is none.
920. Therefore, all the water wliich will be required for domestic purposes as well as for crushing, will 
have to be conserved there ? Yes.
921. Mr. McCouri.] How long will it take to prove the permanency of the field beyond all doubt at tho 
present rate of working ? It depends on what you mean by proving. 1 cannot lay down an absolute 
rule. Take, for instance, Mount Morgan, which is not so good as it was, but I think every one will allow 
that it has been a permanent mine.
922. This field then may give out in a day, a week, or a month ? I do not anticipate it.
923. Yrou cannot place the matter beyond absolute doubt? No; I cannot go so far as to say it will 
yield so many hundreds or thousands of ounces. So far as my judgment goes it is likely to be 
permanent.
92 L Would you be in a better position to say whether it will be permanent if you visited it in three or 
six months’ time ? Undoubtedlv.
925. And even then it would only be a matter of opinion, and that is all it can be ? Yes.
926. Mr. Tric&ett.] You say that the gold is probably deposited by the percolation of thermal waters? 
Yes^ by that I mean hot waters. The waters down some depth in the crust of the earth carry silica in 
solution.
927. Is the deposit upward or downward? It is supposed to be a lateral deposit.
928. How is the stuff which is being obtained from the mines being treated? By crushing and 
amalgamation.
929. Are they getting the gold out well by that means ? Yes, I think so ; although there has been no 
proof as to what they are losing in the concentrates and tailings. I do not think that the battery at 
Barmedman is sufficiently gold-saving to warrant the continuance of its use without the people knowing 
what they are doing.
930. Then yon do not know whether the heat means are being adopted for getting the gold out of the 
quartz? No.
931. Your report indicates that as the field goes on the stuff will become much harder, and probably will 
have to be treated by the chlorination process? Yes.
932. Is that an expensive procsss ? It is more expensive than amalgamation. It is the process adopted 
at Mount Morgan.
933. It is recognised there as being very expensive ? Yes. They have got it as low as 19s. Gd. a ton, but 
as a general rule, it will cost more.
934. _ Do you think that this is likely to be a poor man’s field ? At present it is undoubteily, because the
sinking is so extremely soft, and the gold is so very free and plentiful. 935.
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035. Ab developments make it more difficult to work, is it not probable that tbe population will fall off E.F.Pittman, 
considerably? Possibly. I do not think it necessarily follows, because if it were in the bands of com- 
panics they would probably employ a large amount of labour.
93-Ja-. Chairman.'] How many men were on the field when you were there ? I could not say. 21 May, 1894.
930. Were they leaving the field or not ? There are always some leaving it. When I went there there 
were more leaving than coming, but I have seen since that the rush has recommenced.
937, Can you form any idea as to the number nf men employed ? That would depend on the class of 
men who went there. The people 1 saw coming away were those who expected to find gold on the 
surface. .
933. Leaving them out, can you form any idea as to what population could be supported there by the 
present developed field ? No. ' _ _
939. Although you do not anticipate that the gold will got any less, you think the difficulties, after you 
get below 200 feet, will be increased? Quite so. They might be. _ _
9-iO. They might be so great as to make it not pay ? It might be so. I would like to explain, however, 
that tho 'iOO feet is an arbitrary figure. _ _
941. Do you not think that a gold-mine, with a railway within 39 miles of it, is fairly well served ? Tes.
942. Did you ever know of any place udiere it was proposed to run a railway to a gold-mine upon its first 
starting—like Wyalong ? I cannot say I have ever known a similar ease.
943. Were provisions dear when you were there? Extremely cheap. _
944. Was there any difficulty in getting teams to and from Temora and Wyalong? Only in very wet
weather. ^
945. Is it a fact that they have found a better route to avoid the gilgais? Tes; I came back that way
myself. .
945. And it would not be a great hardship for tbe people of Wyalong to travel over a road of that kind 
to Temora? I should think not. •
947. Mr. JVeild.] Is timber necessary in the present sinking? Tes.
943. Can it be got in the vicinity, or would the construction of a railway line facilitate the supply ?
There is plenty of timber in tbe vicinity at present, but how long it would last if the field were largely 
increased, I could not say. ____________

More than half

I went over every 
; then on the level 
also, on the black

Waller Sheltshear, Esq , M.E.C.E., Divisional Engineer, Department of Eailways, G-oulburn, sworn, and
examined:—

949. Chairman.'] How long have you been connected with the Eaihvay Department ? Twelve years and W.Shellshcar,
three months. . Esq,M.I.C.E.
950. During the last year you have visited America, and reported to the Commissioners on the mode of
working cheap lines of railway in that country ? Tes ; I left in August, and returned at the end of *
December. I was accompanied by Mr. Parry, of tbe Traffic, and Mr. Howe, of the Locomotive Depart
ment. 1 was looting into the question of the construction and maintenance of roads, and other matters 
in connection with railway business. I was seven weeks iu the United States. _
951. What railways came immediately under your notice ? I travelled over 7,000 miles, most of which 
belongs to short companies. All the American lines are in private hands.
952. Were any of the lines which you passed over what may be called pioneer lines ?
the lines I passed over were of that character. _
953. Was the nature of tho country difficult or easy for the construction of railways ? 
class of country. I was three times over the Pocky Mountains on. different lines : 
country of the prairies. Then I went to the country on the delta of the Mississippi; 
soil country in the cotton districts, and then I saw the first-class lines in the Eastern States,
954. I suppose the Rocky Mountain line would not be a very cheap one ? I might explain that the great
point with all their lines is the extraordinary amount of care which is taken with their surveys. When it is 
decided to construct a lino between two points, the greatest possible care is taken to secure tho bestlinethe 
country can afford. The country is thoroughly explored. There is a class of engineers known as locating 
engineers who undertake that work, and thoir value is estimated by the ease with which they get overbad 
country with easy grades and light works. _
955. Are these locating engineers employed by the projectors on salary or by contract;—is there any 
inducement held out to them beyond their salary ? I am not prepared to say. I believe in some cases 
they contract to make the survey, and in other cases they are on a salary.
956. Is the black soil country pretty flat ? It is practically level. _ _
957. What does it cost them to construct lines in that country per mile ? It is very difficult to get at 
any accurate cost, on account of the incidental expenses in getting their charters through and floating their 
stock. All the lines there are very heavily loaded beyond the actual cost of construction,
953. What is the gauge on the lines ? Tho gauge in the States is now almost universally the standard—
4 feet 8-J- inches. A large mileage of narrow gauge lines was constructed some years ago, but as fast as 
possible they arc widening them to the standard gauge. Eor instance, the Rio G-rande was on the 3-feet 
gauge, and they have widened it to 4 feet SJ inches, the object being to allow through communication 
between all the lines.
959. In the first instance, when developing new country, do they runout a line of narrow gauge, and sub
sequently when trade allows,- widen it to the standard gauge ? No; they seem to be completely set 
against narrow gauges at the present time.
960. In constructing lines for the development of new country, do they make their works of a less stable 
character at first, with a view to improving them when traffic warrants it? As a matter of fact, their 
pioneer lines consist of a mound of earth, a few temporary trestles and wooden boxes, to carry them over 
the water-courses. The rails are closely timbered, the sleepers being close together. The lightest rails 
they use now arc 50-lb. steel rails, but the general opinion of the engineers there is that nothing lighter 
than GO lb. is expedient on account of the weight of the stock.
961. How close are the sleepers? Sixteen to a 30-feet length, that is 2,816 per mile.
962. What is the average here ? Eleven and 12 to a 30-feet length, or 1,936 and 2,112 to the mile.
963. Do I understand that the roadway is merely a mound of earth without any ballast? Ballast is quite 
unknown there until you get on the heavy traffic lines.

283—E 964.
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^ *s-^e usual height to which tho earthwork is made up? It varies very much according to the
' class of country, but you might assume that the rail level is about 18 inches above the ordinary surface. The 

21 Mat 1S94 obiect beeping it up is to ensure good drainage, because without ballast it is absolutely necessary that 
^ . the road should be properly drained. .

9G5. .As a matter of fact, then, there are no earthworks brought from a distance, but merely tbe material 
taken from the gutters on either side to form the mound ? Not strictly speaking, because they are very 
careful there not to have any heavy grades, on account of the excessively heavy trains running, and it is 
therefore necessary in some cases to bring earth from a distance. ■
9GG. W hat do they consider a good grade ? .About 1 in 150 on level country. ■
9G7. AYhat is the ruling grade over the Koekies ? Some of them are as steep as 1 in 25—that is exceptional. 
9C8. And on the Itio Grande ? In some parts 1 in 30.
969. Are any of the companies with heavy grade-lines expending money in cutting them ont? As far as 
the Koekies are concerned, the country has been so carefully explored, that they have got the best lino 
the country can afford, but in the eastern states they spend vast sums in cutting out tbe grades, because 
it is ruinous to haul the very heavy traffic they have there over the heavy grades.
970. Does lhat apply also to curves? "With the American rolling-stock curves are a second con
sideration. Bogeys are entirely in use there, and their engines arc beautifully equalised for running over 
rough roads. I travelled round curves as sharp as 51- chains on the Rocky Mountains in a 70-fect Pullman car, 
9/1. At what rate of speed do their trains run over the black soil country ? I am afraid the speed of tho 
trains there is limited to the rate at which they can drive the ■wheels, because they run at an excessive 
speed on the worst possible road. Their bogey rolling-sloek and their central-couplers enable you to 
travel over the road at high speed, which with the English pattern of vehicle it would be unsafe to do.
972. Is there a centre-buffer ? There is no side-buffer. There is a central coupling and buffer, which
enables them to take the curves with perfect freedom, and at the same lime mitigates the oscillation 
common with a slack-coupled vehicle. '
973. Is this a combination of coupling and centre-buffer, or arc the two separate from each other ? It is
a combined device. ■
974. Do you think it is applicable to our railways ? . Unfortunately it is not applicable to our stock, 
in which we have a large sum of money invested.
975. Presuming we were beginning afresh, would you advocate the use of such central-buffers and 
couplings ? T would say they arc incomparably better than ours.
976. I suppose it would be almost impressible to work the central buffer in connection with our present 
stock ? A1 most impossible.
977. Did you come to any conclusion as to what one of these pioneer lines would cost per mile on the 
black soil country ? Excluding bridge and culvert work and the permanent-way, it would come to £400 
or £500—that is in putting up the mound. The permanent-way is worth from £1,000 or £1,100 per 
mile for a 60-lb. rail.
978. Arc you allowing for the extra sleepers ? Tes; and I have allowed for the extra strong fish-plate 
which they use in America very largely. My estimate is exclusive of fencing and waterways.
9/9. "What would the fencing add to the cost ? About £100 per mile.
980. "VYhat sort of sleepers do they use ? The sleepers are the great trouble in America—they are mostly 
pine and oak, but the life of them does not average more than six or seven years. Something like 15 per 
cent, of the total number of sleepers is renewed annually on their line.
980 Do they spend as much labour upon them in squaring them as we do, or do they use them in a ro ugh 

- form ? Some of them are sawn timber, and some of them are level on the two sides. The oak sleeper is
simply a small tree levelled off at the top and bottom.
981. I suppose the mound is banked up to a certain extent on the sides of the sleepers? Tes; to an 
inch over the centre of the sleepers, and rounded off on each side.
982. Do you know the country in the Narrabri district? No ; but I know some of tbe country in the 
Richmond River district. It is about the same as the black soil country iu America.
983. .YYhat about the rainfall on the black soil country in America ? It is not so heavy as our coast 
rainfall, but it is heavier than our up-land rainfall.
984. Is it an element of danger in washing away the mounds ? Of course their roads very often do get 
washed away in heavy storms.
985. Do they travel over these lines at night-time ? Tes ; their engines are provided with a very large

* lamp, almost amounting to a search light.
986. "What do you consider a safe speed to run over a railway built on tho system to which you have 
been referring ? It depends upon what rolling stock you have upon it.
987. Willi our rolling stock ? Twelve or 15 miles. Most of our rolling stock has been designed on the 
English pattern, and it has not the elasticity or flexibility wliich the bogey stock has.
988. Docs not the flexibility of tbe American stock give it a shorter life ? I cannot say much about that,
989. As a matter of fact, it gets rickctty sooner than ours ? The American engine, as a rule, lias not the 
life of an English engine, because it has not the same amount of workmanship in it.
999. dhen, if one of our engines ran over a line of that kind, it would not be safe to go at more than 15 

- miles an hour ? No.
991. At what speed could tho American pattern of engine travel over it? I travelled up to 50 miles of 
an hour. The roads were straight .and level.
992. Do you know the Temora district? I have been to Temora, but not beyond it.
993. Do you think the country between Cootamundra and Temora easy country to make a line over? I
do not see any difficulty. ■
994. Would you think it possible to make a line between Cootamundra and Temora on the £!,G0Q a mile 
basis ? No. It is a question of more earthworks than on the plains, and-that means expense.
995. Is the black-soil country to which you have been referring free from obstacles in the way of scrub? 
It is densely timbered and swampy.
996. Do they find it safe in swampy country to make lines of tho character described, and to run trains 
over them at the speed to which yon refer ? They do it,
997. Have they many accidents ? They have a large number, but in proportion to the business done I
do not think you can call them excessive. Tou must remember that they move nearly 400 times the 
tonnage we do. America having half the railways iu the world, you may reasonably expect to see half 
the accidents in the world take place there. ’ * 998,
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P93. On tlio 10th October, 1803, the Kail way Commissioners reemnmendei that, for pioneer purposes, ^sl,clUlMar, 
lines might bo coustructed at the rate of £1,750 per mile—that is exclusive of bridges, waterways, and ^ 
station accommodation; tliis estimate comes out somewhat similar to the one yon have referred to 2^ji-ay jgg^ 
lines over the blaek-soil rountr? ? The difference is that there is a certain amount of ballast allowed for 1 1
in the Commissioners’ estimate. I have not allowed for ballast in mine, but for a few extra sleepers to give 
the necessary bearing area for the road.
£399, Mr S«f/OT\] What is tbe general impression you have formed of these light lines in America;—are 
they serviceable? They carry very heavy traffic on some of Hie hues, and they certainly do a largo amount 
of business, and with suitable rolling stock, I think, they arc the best thing which can be demised for new 
countries.
1000. Mr. Collins.] Were you upon these lines during v,et weather? I was on them during pretty heavy rain.
1001. Do the engines sink upon them? Ko.
lOO'l. Do not heavy loads make any impression at all ? Not to a serious extent. Of course, where the 
traffic is heavy it becomes necessary to ballast.
1003. Do you think it would bo necessary to ballast pioneer lines in this country? Not for one or two 
trains a day running at, the speed proposed if the lines are properly drained.
lOOf. Do their roads cost much for maintenance ? There was difficulty in getting reliable information 
on account of the great trouble with the timber. Fifteen per cent, of the sleepers have to he renewed 
every year, and a Large amount of the time of the fotllers is taken up in renewing sleepers.
1003. Is there much wool or stock traffic on those lines ? It is mostly cotton lumber, and there is also a 
good deal of fruit, meat, and fish carried in refrigerating cars. There is a limited amount of live stock 
carried.
1006. Arc yards erected in which to put the live stock? Yes ; cattle yards, the same as we have.
1007. Have they goods sheds? Yes, where necessary; but as a matter of fact, they run their lines 
through, and when they hate constructed it they add these things as they require them at the terminal 
point. They are erected of timber.
IOCS. At what rate do they travel on the pioneer lines ? Twenty or twenty-five miles an hour.
1009. What sort of bridges have they? Open tressle and wooden culverts.
1010. Mr. Humph cry.] Are the lines in agricultural districts fenced ? Where the stock is run then 
they fence the roads, because when they are not fenced they have to pay compensation fur cattle killed.
They fence when the cost of compensation becomes more than the value of maintaining the fence
1011. Now do they arrange for taking up and setting down traffic? They run what we know as the 
American car, and they are provided with a flight of steps at the rear, so that people may step down 
upon the rail level. They have no platforms beyond a few planks to cover the side of the ditch. The 
trains stop at fixed points according to the time-table.
1012. Are there auy waiting sheds ? In some places. At others there is nothing but a signboard stating 
that the trains stop there.
.1013. Our timber being superior to that of the United States, would it he necessary to have a smaller 
number of sleepers than what they use there ? If you do without ballast you must have close timbering, 
otherwise the sleepers will go down and the earth will come up.
1014. Presuming earthworks were made, are you of opinion that our lines might be built for loss than 
£2,000 a mile ? It depends on what creeks or waterways have to be crossed, and what earth works there 
are. There is plenty of country in the plains where you could build lines at £2,000 a mile.
1015. And they would be suitable for agricultural districts? Yes; a line similar to what I saw over 
there would answer every purpose of agriculture.
1016. Could yon use upon those lines the ordinary rolling stock? At the speed of 15 miles an hour 
ordinary rolling stock could be used.
1017. With what weight of rails ? Nothing lighter than 60 lb.
1018. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Notwithstanding the heavy cost of replacing the 15 per cent, of the sleepers, the 
lines you refer to are worked cheaper per annum per mile than ours ? No, not as far as maintenance 
charges are concerned.
1019. I moan working expenses ? I would not like to say they are ; but most of them are doing a much 
larger business than on our lines, and of course, you could handle a large business cheaper than a sroallono .
1020. But they employ a lesser number of men per mile than we do ? No, they have rather more men 
per mile on the maintenance of their roads than we have.
1021. I refer to the working of the line by porters and others attached to stations ? Of course upon some 
of the lines absolutely no one is employed beyond the telegraph operator at wayside stations, but the 
trains are heavily manned, because they carry their staff with them.
1022. I believe they trust a good deni to luck in the working of the lines ? They have a system of rules 
for working them.
1023. Did you hear of any serious accidcuts there arising from the rivalry of different drivers employed 
by different companies in reaching certain points? No ; because their rules define where they are to cross, 
and they are not allowed to go beyond the points which they are directed.
102-1. I suppose the lines in the old settled States in the east are constructed as well as ours ? Yes ; the 
Pennsylvania road is equal to anything in the world as far as the condition of the road itself, works, 
stations, and rolling-stock are concerned. The Now York Central is almost as good.
1023. Mr. Davies.] What is the cost of maintenance per mile on our existing lines? It varies. On the 
outlying branch lines it is less than £100 per mile per annum.
1026. What would it bo per mile in the black soil country of the Stales ? The disturbing element of tho 
cost of the renewal of sleepers comes in. The maintenance runs to about £150 per mile, but you have to 
consider the enormous number of sleepers they have to renew.
1027. Supposing cheap pioneer lines were constructed here, what would bo the probable cost of their 
inaiulciumcc ? Not more than £100 per mile per annum until the sleepers commenced to decay.
1028. What is the life of one of our ironbark sleepers ? From seventeen to thirty years. 1 have taken 
many up perfectly sound after thirty years’ service.
1029. You would not anticipate any great additional expenditure in respect of sleepers? No.
1030. "Will your visit to America result in a reduction in the cost of maiiil.cmmco here ? There are very
many points over there which arc suitable in this Colony, and which will result in a decided saving in the 
maintenance of the lines. 1031.
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Eslf^Mi^Oe' ^tl or sleepers p More in matters of detail in connection Tvith working and management.
n ■ ^032. IsAhere any line in our system winch would compare with the one you spoke of near Mississippi ?

21 Mav 1891; r °'’i ,^ere ^e many lines I travelled over w'kich would compare more with the Junee to Hay and the 
' Jenlderie line.

1033. Where P On the prairies.
1034. \ou believe branch lines could be constructed here at a cost of only £2,000 per mile? Tiiat is 
exclusive of fencing and waterways.
103£>. Mr. Hoskins.] Supposing it is desirable lo make pioneer or light lines here, would it not answer 
instead of having squared sleepers to have them half round with notches for the rails to rest upon ? Half 
round sleepers such as you describe would be cut out of small young timber. Our ordinary sleepers are 
cut out of mature large sue timber, and as a matter of necessity they are much sounder and more durable 
than the sapling timbers. It would be a question whether you could get those timbers sufficiently 
cheap to make it pay to have one or two renewals of them as compared with the life of one first-class 
sleeper.
1036. W hat is tbe average cost of the square ironhark sleeper ? We are paying from 4s. to 5s. 3d. for 
9 feet ironbark sleepers.
1037. What would half round sleepers, with a notch to bear the rails, cost ? Where you have to bring 
timber from a considerable distance it would alw'ays pay to use the best you can get. Where you run a 
line through a timber country where there is a suitable class of sapling for half round sleepers it might 
pay to use them, but considerable allowance would have 1o be made for additional cost of maintenance on 
account of tbe speed at which they rot. The life of half round stuff is nothing like the life of the solid 
matured ironbark.
1038. Supposing they cost Is. only, and tho others cost 4s., and you renewed them twice, yon would be a 
gainer ? Xou would be a gainer, no doubt, in that case ; but it would be a question of transferring the 
charge from the capital to the maintenance.
1039. d he object of having pioneer lines being to have a cheap means of railway locomotion, would not 
the half-round sleepers answer the purpose for some time ? Undoubtedly.
1040. Did you see auy of the Baldwin engines, similar to those you have here, in America? I saw some 
similar, and some a little bigger.
1041. Was any special danger considered to attach to running them over the light lines of railway ? They 
run them over there without quibble.
1042. Is it not a fact that they construct railways there with heavy grades as well as light? I have 
travelled over railways there with grades of 1 in 25. Speaking from memory, the rails were 65-lb. rails. 
The sleepers were spaced at 2,816 per mile. In some places lihe line was ballasted, and in some places it 
was not.
1043. Mr. McCoifii.] Do heavy Baldwin engines run on the cheap lines in America ? Yes.
1044. What is the weight of the engine and tender? Up to 90 and 95 tons. The tendency in America 
is to run excessively large engines on all lines. I have seen as many as three or four engines on one train 
with as much weight as it could stagger under.
1045. Mr. Hoskins.] But is not the weight equally distributed so that there is no inordinate weight on 
one pair of driving wheels ? That is the great point about the American construction. The spring-gear 
is almost perfect, so that it is impossible to get any excessive weight in any one part.
1046. Mr. Trickctt.] Did you see any of these lines being constructed? js'o.

; ^iey constructed very quickly ? Yes, as a rule. They have special scoops for taking out the 
side ditch and forming it, and they put on large gangs for the construction of the road.
1043. Would these scoop appliances be suitable for this country, where there are so many stumps F Yes, 
just as suitable as for other countries. “
1049. Would the tressle bridges he suitable for this country r Yes; in fact our timber being so much 
better, we should get a better job.,
1050. Uo you think you could safely recommend these light lines of railway for a trial hero? Yes, in 
many parts of the country. If we do not do something of the sort the railways will simply swallow 
themselves up with the interest you will have to pay on the capital.
1051. ’Would Wyalong be a suitable road to try it on? 1 have not been over the country; but the
western plains is a class of country where they could he tried to great advantage. ”
1052. Mr. Neild,] I understand that the hanking np of the earth on the American lines covers the sleepers 
m the centre, and leaves the end exposed ? Yes.
1053. Do you think that the necessity for renewing the American sleepers is due in any wav to the laving 
of the sleepers upon earth and covering them with earth ? Hot necessarily. My remarks with reference 
to renewals apply equally to the ballasted roads. The life of the timber is very short, even in the 
ballasted roads,
1054. Supposing tbe same method of covering the sleeper with earth were adopted in this country, do you
think it would affect the life of our sleepers ? Hot materially, *
1055. But timber lying on a good bed of sound ballast would surely last longer than timber laid on soil, 
or covered with soil ? But the object of that particular form of mounding up is for drainage, and the 
timber, under those conditions, is not like timber more or less sodden in the ground.
1056. Are not our lines constructed very much on the plan of the American lines—are not water tables 
formed, and a bed raised upon which the ballast is raised ? Yes,
1057. Does not that give you practically the same drainage as the American system, plus the superior 
drainage of your ballast? The difference is that if you put ballast upon a new embankment, when you 
start to run, that ballast sinks into the embankment, and tbe embankment forms a dam which holds the 
water in it. In many cases, if the line has been in use a little time tbe ballast gets completely destroyed 
for drainage purposes by tbe amount of material which gets forced through it.

, 1058. Are we to understand that the method of forming water-tables and embankments in America is
superior to our method of construction ? It is superior for that particular class of construction. Bor 
instance, in soft country their width of cutting is 24 feet for a single line ; the width here is 15 feet.
1059. Supposing you get into self-draining country, how then;—would the American method of road
making compare with outs, apart from ballast ? The two methods are practically one and the same, apart 
from the question of ballast. '

1060,
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10C0. You spoke just now of the ballast settling down into tbe soil;—when one of our lines is thoroughly W.ShellBhoar, 
consolidated does that proposition apply? You are dealing with a consolidated concern, and not with a Esq./M.I.C.E. 
pioneer line. If you have heavy traffic ballast is essential, because with an earth-road thenaction of the 'YT’YYj, 
traffic in wet weather will churn it into a state of puddle, but where you run one or two trains a day, the 21 Ma.y’ *■ 
ballast, according to their experience, is unnecessary. _ _
1061. Were you not able to arrive at any conclusion as to the cost per mile of the pioneer lines, apart 
from the flotation and other expenses ? It would depend upon the class of country—from about £,2000 
in the easy country to £3,000 or £4,000 per mile, according to tho amount of earthworks. _
1002. You do not think there would bo much constructed on a 4 ft. S^- in. gauge in America under 
£2,000 per mile ? 1 do not think there would he any of it constructed under that amount. _
10G3. I want to ascertain the practicability of using split sleepers from the matured tree without squaring, 
but treated in the manner indicated by Mr. Hoskins, namely by grooves being cut with a machine upon 
which to lay the rail ? A sleeper of that sort, provided it was of equally as good quality as a finished 
sleeper, should have almost a correspondingly long life unless the fibre was opened out in the action of 
splitting. ,
1064. And it would he less expensive ? .1 do not know, because tho extra weight of it would add to the 
cost for the carriage and handling.

TUESDAY, 22 MAY, 1894.
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The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G-.
The Hon. William Joseph Teickett.

William Chandos Wail, Esq. 
William McCoubt, Esq.
John Cash Heild, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Ciiaei.es Collins, Esq.

22 May, 1894.

Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Temora to Wyalotg.

Thomas Rhodes Firth, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Eugineer-in-Chief, Railway Construction Branch,
Department of Public Works, sworn, and examined:—

10G5. Mr. Suttor.'] You have seen tbe evidence which Mr. Deane gave before tbe Committee ? Yes. T. R. Firth, 
106G. Have you anything to add to his evidence, or any information to give which you think would Esq^MXChE. 
strengthen it ? I do not know that I have. Ho information has come in from the surveyors since Mr. ' '
Deane was examined which would alter his evidence in any way. _
1067. Have the surveyors examined the line since Mr. Deane gave his evidence ? They were at work 
when Mr. Deane was examined, and they are still out there. __ .
10G8. How many surveyors are there out there? Four—Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Calvert, Mr. Gillet, and 
Mr. Cummings. _ . .
1069. Have you any information as to the probability of the line paying ? That is a question which I
have not gone into ; I have left it entirely to the Railway Commissioners and the Committee. We simply 
carry out our instructions. _ ,
1070. Mr. JIu-mpJieri/.'] Have you formed an estimate of the probable cost of the line ? I have gone into 
Mr. Deane’s estimate, and I do not see any reason to differ from him.
1071. Have you any personal knowledge of the country ? Ko; I have not been beyond Temora. _
1072. What is the lowest estimated cost of a pioneer line through comparatively level country ? I think
such a line could ho made for about £2,500 a mile—that is, if we got the rails carried at low rates. The 
Commissioners usually charge 2d. per ton per mile, unless they got return freight. If they charge at 
reduced cost there would be a saving of £150 a mile. _ _ _
1073. How is your estimate of £2,500 per mile made up ? I have estimated for earthworks, including
box-drains, bridges, level-crossings, and a very small portion of fencing, £486 per mile; for permanent
way material, freight, laying, ballasting, and sleepers, £1,490 per mile. .
1074. Chairman.] What would tbe weight of tbe rails be? They would be 60-lb. rails, thus making a 
total of £1,976 as the cost of the line alone. Then, for station buildings, water supply, and supervision,
I allow £455 per mile, and adding 5 per cent, for contingencies, tbe total cost comes to £2,553 per mile.
1075. Mr. JIumphery.] What have you allowed for freight ? Two hundred and fifty-five pounds per 
mile. I have assumed that wc shall get the rails froai the last indent, which is at a much low er rate than, 
we have got them before, and indeed, tho lowest rate at which they have been delivered in the Colony.
1070. Then, without freight, and excluding the cost of station buildings, &c,, your estimate comes to about 
£1,700 per mile ? Yes ; about that.
1077. Mr. O'Sullivan,] I think you beard the evidence given yesterday by Mr. Shellshear ? Yes.
1078. 1 presume that what they have done in America in level country, your Department could do here ? 

es.
1079. That is, makiug allowance for difference in conditions and circumstances ? Yes ; there is no reason
why we should not. _ _ .
1080. Have you noticed the low estimate given by tbe Commissioneis for tbe line as a pioneer line ? les ; 
and I believe that the reason why tbe Commissioners’ estimate is lower than ours, is that they propose to 
deliver tbe rails for from £3 to £3 10s. a ton, while they would charge us £2 8s. a ton for freight alone.
1081. Three pounds or £3 10s. a ton includes the cost of the rails? The cost and everything. Wc 
have a little over £3 a ton more to pay for our material than they offer to deliver it at.
1082. But that would not make up all the difference? Then they propose to leave out ballast, which 
would come to £300 a mile, and would make a difference of about £20,000 in the whole estimate, _
1083. Making these allowances, your estimate is practically the same as that of the Commissioners ?
Yes; about the same. j . j p n *.
1084. What 1 he Commissioners would do for their own line they ought to he prepared to do tor a JJepart-
incntal line ? Yes. 1085'
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eIo ^irTcK ^ ^®y 80 your Department would construct the line as cheaply as they propose to construct it ?
!■—^ " ^es ’ w'khiu a few pounds, if they supplied satisfactory material at the price they name.

22 May, 1891. Ipresiime that such a line would fit in well with the character of the country round Wyalong? I 
’ suppose it would. It would carry a light, slow-speed traffic. I believe they intend to supply old second

hand rails.
10S7, AV here will they get them from? They would be rails which they are now taking up as unfit for 
heavy traffic. They would get their rails for nothing, ■
1083. Those rails would be available for your Department if the proposed line were authorised ? Yes; 
the Commissioners have made such an arrangement in connection with the line from Narrabri to Moree, 
and it becomes a question whether they would have a sufficient number of rails for the two lines, supposing 
that both were being constructed at once. I am not sure that they would.
1039, Was the line from iNyngan to Cobar constructed as a pioneer line, or as a strong line to form part 
of the railway to Broken Hill ? It was first intended to be a light line. Then, at the request of the 
Commissioners, the gauge was altered from 1 in 75 to 1 in 100. After the work had been going on for 
about nine months, 1 went up there, and 1 found that, owing to the wet weather, miles of the line had been 
washed away, and tbe ground was so soft that you could not walk on it. I made arrangements for the 
embankments to be raised out of the wet, and the subsoil to be drained by a drain on each side. That 
work, of course, has increased the cost of the line very considerably, but now we have a good line, and 
one that will stand in .almost any sort of weather. * "
1090. Cau you recollect what the additional cost of tbe line was above the contract price—something like 
£40,000 was it not? I think it was quite that.
1091. That line would not bo regarded as a pioneer line ? Hot now.
1092. But even at first ? To some extent it was. It was to be a cheap line, but the gradients were kept 
down, having in view the possibility of its becoming the mainline to Broken Hill.
1093. Do you think that if a pioneer line were made to Wyalong, you would have to go over it and 
strengthen it ? That is very likely. In those flat districts, once you make an embankment by depositing 
ballast, you stop the water which runs over the surface, even though the volume of water is so small that 
you cannot see it, and this water washes the embankment away. The ground is so flat that you cannot 
get enough fall to drain tho line unless you raise up the embankment. If the embankments are made on 
the surface of tbe ground, we must naturally expect them to be washed aivay after heavy rain. ,
109 f. But they have similar dduges in America r Yes ; and I suppose with similar results.
1095. Anyhow theyfind it safe enough to work these light lines there ? We hear nothing of trains being 
delayed every week or two.. Such a line might work here for twelve months without being stopped.
1096. If the line were carried out on tho estimate supplied by tbe Commissioners, it is quite imibable that 
it might be worked for a considerable time without any alteration at all ? Yes; it might be.
1097. Mr. Davies.'} Would such a line carry ordinary traffic at a slow rate of speed? Yes, during fine 

’ weather.
1093. The rolling-stock used on the main lines could be used on the line you have been speaking of? Yes ; 
such a line would carry any of the ordinary rolling-stock, provided the Commissioners did not use very 

. ■ heavy engines upon it.
1099. How much ballast did you allow' for ? Scven-and-a-half inches deep ; that is, 5 inches under tho
sleeper in the middle, and inches up the sides, .
1100. Is that in excess of what Mr, Deauc allowed ? Ho; it is just the same.
1101. Is not 3s. Gd. a yard a very high estimate for ballast ? I do not think so. I have not beeii over the 
line, and I do not know where the ballast would be got from ; but the price would be rather a low one, 
if the ballast had to be carried any distance. We generally pay 4s., 4s. Gd., and 5s. a yard for ballast.
1102. Is not Is. Gd, a very high price for laying tbo road ? I do not think so. We must bear in mind 
that that includes the cost of taking material right through from Temora, spiking the road, lifting 
and straightening it, curving the rails, re-drilling fresh holes in rails, and a lot of contingencies.
Is. fid. is tho cost of laying tho rails alono, apart from the ballast. ■
11C3. Is not tho cost of sleepers very high ? Until the present time, we have never had them delivered 
at the price named ; but we are getting some delivered at Harrabri station now, for 2s. Gd. They, how
ever, have yet to be taken on to the line.
1104. Are you aware that the estimate for half-round sleepers in connection with the Moree line was 
about Is. Gd. ? I never heard of that estimate ; I do not know who made it.
1105. It was made by Mr. Deane? I think there is some mistake about that,
1106. These are dressed sleepers that they are getting for 2s. fid. ? No ; half-round sleepers, dressed on.
the bottom side. ‘
1107. You do not regard the prices as excessive for a cheap line of railway ? Ho ; I do not.
1108. ould you advocate the construction of lines, such as Mr, Shellshear described Yesterday ? I
should not. . J J
1109. More especially in our black-soil country? I should prefer to put ballast under the sleepers in 
any kind of country. I think that in wet weather the sleepers must work into the soft material. 
Apparently, in America, they put them so close together that they really make a corduroy road. Even 
then they must work into the soft mud.
1110. You would use ballast in preference to an additional number of sleepers ? Yes ; the additional number 
of sleepers referred to by Mr. Shellshear would cost £142 per mile, while the ballast would cost £308.
1111. So that tho saving would not be very great ? There would be a saving of about £150 a mile in 
first cost.
1112. But tbe cost of maintenance would be heavier ? Much heavier, and I think stoppages would be
much more frequent. '
1113. W bile traction over a properly-formed road would be safer? Yes, I may say that we have 
altered the shape of our formation from the original drawings, in order to give it more drainage. We 
have always had a convex surface to the formation; but now we have sloped the sides more, so that the 
ballast may be even bettor drained.
1114. Do you think that tho present rolling-stock could be run over aline costing £1,700 a mile, at a rate 
of 15 to 20 miles an hour ? Tcs, up to 20 miles an hour.
1115. Is the fiemora line fenced in on both sides ? Yes ; but in the estimate for the TTyalong line very
little fencing is allowed for. We should probably have to fence, in eases where the line went through 
private allotments and round the station yards. 111G.
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1116. Are you aware that it is contemplated tliafc the trains elmll only run in daylight? I am not aware
that the Commissioners will be bound down to running their trains in daylight j but I suppose that '
restriction would, be advisable by the want of fencing. _ _ ,22 Itay, 1S£H.
1117. IVould there be any occasion for fencing, if tbe trains ran only in daylight ? Of course, the want L
of fencing always increases the danger of running trains. _
11.18. "Would there be much danger if the trains only ran at the rate of 15 miles an hour ? Tcrhaps not 
much danger ; but still there would be some. _
1119. More than there is with our street-trams r Of course, there is danger with them ; but then we do 
not have cattle running about the streets here.
1120. You do not know anything about the "Wyalong gold-field ? N"o._
1121. You do not know whether it is desirable to construct a line? In'o.

PAR LI AM E Y TA.1J Y
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS. 
Railway from Temora to Wyalong.

APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidence of H. Deane, _E.iy.]

Estimated Cost of a Single Lino of Sail way 3S miles 46 chains in length, with 72 chains of Sidings-60-lb. rails.

Estimated cost. AYer*ee per 
mile,

£ s. d. £
11,677 10 0 303
5,563 7 6 144
1,000 0 0 26

34,578 9 0 896

28,545 10 0 740

9,770 0 0 253
4,821 17 0 125
3,000 0 0 77

500 0 0 13

£99,456 14 0
4,072 16 8 129

£104,429 10 8

| £2,707 3 8

Description.

Earthworks................................................ .........................................................................................................................
Box drains and timber bridges ..............................................................................................................................
Level crossings ..................................................................................................................................................................
Permanent way materials .........................................................................................................................................
Ballasting, at 3s. Cd.................................................................................................................. £11,851 2 0
Laying, at la. Gd......................................................................................................................... 5,091 18 0
Sleepers, at 3a............................................................................................................................... 11,572 10 0

Station buildings ........................................   £4,440 0 0
„ works _........................................................................................................................... 3,750 0 0

Sidings, 72 chains...................................................................................................................... 1,580 0 0

Supervision and engineering expenses ..................................................................
Water supplies .....................................................................................................................
Fencing ....................................................................................................................................

Contingencies, 5 per cent.

Average cost per mile

If the guotationfor rails lately received can be made use of, the estimate can be reduced hy about £150 per mile—£5,786 5 0

_____________ H.D., 9/4/94.

B.
' [To Evidence of G. J. Saunders, Esq.1

Returns of Land Aiiexatud between Cootamundra and Temora and between Temoba and Wyalonc.
Return showing land alienated within 20 miles on each side of the Railway from Cootamundra to Temora since the date 

on which the construction of the Railway was authorised by Parliament, viz., 25 September, 1890, and the average 
price obtained.

Area. Average price 
per acre.

Total amount 
that may ultimately 

be realised.

Taken up under ordinary conditional purchase and conditional lease
Taken up under conditional purchase within special areas ...................
Country lauds sold at auction .......................................................................................
Town and suburban lands sold at auction ...........................................................

Total area alienated ...........................................................................

34.500 acres 
35,000 „ 

1,041 „
144 „ 

71,585 acres

£ b. d.
1 0 0
2 0 0 
2 15 0

23 10 0

£
34,500
70,000
5,322
3,300

£113,212

Note.—It lias been assumed in this return that land conditionally leased vail cventunllvbs converted into conditional purchases at £1 per 
acre ; this, however, is a privilege which may or may not be eneroiserl by the conditional leaseholders. Payments for conditional purchases are made 
by Instalments extending ovw n period of thirty-three rears with interest payable on the outstanding balances.

----------------------- ' C.J.S., 20 April, 1894.

Return Bhnwing land taken up between Temora and Wyalong since the passing of the Cootamundra to Temora Railway 
Act, viz,, 25 September, 1890, within 20 miles on each side of the proposed route ; and the average price obtained.

Taken up under ordinary conditional purchase ami conditional lease
Taken up under conditional purchase within special areas.......................
Country lands sold by auction ......................................................................................
Town and suburban lands sold hy auction...........................................................

Total area alienated................................................................................

Area. Average pnee that may ultimately
he realised.

About £ s. d. £ s. d.
83,839 acres 1 0 0 83.839 0 0
20,455 „ 2 0 0 40,910 0 0

641 „ 1 15 0 1,121 15 0
12 „ 76 5 0 915 0 0

104,947 acres J ............ £126,785 15 0

Korns.—It has bron aSMitued in this return that laud conditionally leased will eventually he converted into conditional purchases at X! per 
a-r?; this, however, la a privilege winch may or may not bo exercised by the conditional leaseholders Payments for conditional purchases arc innde 
by instalments extending over a period Of thirty-three years with interest payable on the outstanding balances.

—------------------- C.J.S., 20 April, 1894.
283—F In
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In reply to a question from the Under Secretary for Lands as to whether the construction of the railway line from 
Cootamundra to Wagga tVagga has had the effect of stimulating settlement on the land in the vicinity of the line, Mr. 
'William Orr, the district surveyor at Wagga Wagga, reports as follows :—“ The construction of the Oootarmuidra-Temora 
railway had very powerful effect in stimulating settlement in the vicinity. Settlement commenced soon after line was 
mooted, and out of six hundred and fifty-six conditional purchases made during last four ycai s at least five hundred were 
made owing to railway. The town, Temora, increased by about eleven hundred persons during same period, and Crown 
derived full benefit improved prices of land alienated.” C.J.S., 20 April, 1894.

“Since April, 1890, the date on which the Public Works Committee recommended the construction of the 
Cootamundra to Temora railway, an area of about 87,000 acres, previously included in reserves within 20 miles on each 
side of the railway lino, has been made available for selection, of which about 67,000 acres have been selected up to date. 
About 10,000 acres of this area were thrown open to ordinary selection at £1 per acre, and the residue in special areas at 
prices averaging about £2 per acre.” C. J.S., 24 April, 1894,

c.
Railway CosunssionEKs’ Report.

■ Proposed extension of the Cootanniudra-Temora Rranch Line to Wyalong.
Sir, Office of the Railway Commissioners of Kew South Wales, Sydney, 11 May, 1694.

In reply to your letter of the 29th March, I am directed by the Railway Commissioners to mfoim you, for the 
information of the Secretary for Public Works, that they have, at the earliest possible moment (having regard to other 
pressing matters of business), inspected the proposed extension from Temora to Wyalong.

Jt is estimated that the line should, if constructed as a pioneer line, as described by the Commissioners, in a paper 
dated the 10th October, 1892, and referred to in their Annual Report for the year ending June, 1891, be made, and all 
necessary accommodation provided, at a cost of £83,000.

The estimated annual cost would, under these circumstances, he:—
Interest on estimated.cost of construction at 4 per cent.................................................................... £3,400
Estimated cost of working ;—

Traffic expenses .......................................................................................................... £SC0
Permanent-way expenses...........................................................................................  2,000
Locomotive expenses.................................................................................................. 750

----------- £3,550

£0,950
As regards the probable revenue, really nothing definite can be stated. In railway construction tho proposal, from 

a traffic point of view, is unique, as the future entirely depends upon the permanency of the gold-field at Wyalong, which 
it is understood is the basis of the extension. There is country adapted for agricultural purposes around Wyalong, and 
cn route thereto, but there is no present necessity for providing it with railway communication, while there arc large areas 
suitable for tho purpose contiguous to existing railway lines available.

The present population of Wyalong (about 5,000} cannot be accepted as any' indication of the future. Everything 
there at the present may bo said to be in an abnormal condition, as was the case at Peak Hill, where, it is uudcistood, 
there were, when the field was first discovered, 12,000 people, the present population being 1,500; however, basing 
the estimate of traffic on the assumption that there will be a permanent settlement at Wyalong, to the extent that now 
exists at Temora—about 1,800—the value of the animal revenue will not exceed £2,800.

In view of the great uncertainty of the future of Wyalong, tho Railway Commissioners recommend that the 
proposed extension of the Cootamumlra-Temora branch line he deferred for six months, or until such time as there can he 
no reasonable doubt as to the future of the place.

I am to add that the Commissioners have ascertained that both passengers and goods are being carried at reasonable 
rates between Temora and Wyalong, and therefore uo hardship would be consequent upon the postponement suggested,

I have, &c.,
H. McLACHLAN,

To the Under Secretary, Public Works Department. Secretary.

Submitted.—J.Tj., 12/5/94. Eorward to the Public Works Committee.—W.J.L., 12/5/94.

Extract from Annual Jtcport of the Enihcmj Commissioners for the year ending 30f/i dune, 1891.
Wc would suggest for consideration in ilealiug with railway extensions in districts like Jerildcric and Deuiliquin, 

Narrabri and Moree, Byrock and Rrewarrina, where the country is practically level and the,traffic will be very light, that 
lines to be designated “ Pioneer Railways” be constructed at a cost of about £1,750 per mile, exclusive of bridges and 
land (which latter we hope can be dealt with as suggested on page 7), the trains to be worked at a speed of about 15 miles 
per hour, and during daylight only. Later on, when the traffic has developed, and will justify the class of lino being 
raised, a capital vote to be granted as to make the line capable of carrying the traffic under the same conditions as on other 
parts of the railway.

Xahkow-cauok Railways,
Office of the Railway Commissioners of Jf.S.W.,

To the Honorable the Minister for Railways. Sydney, 10th October, JS92.
As the Public Works Committee, in dealing with the Eden-Bega Railway proposal, has been taking cvidenco 

with regard to the introduction of narrow -gauge lines into the Colony, and as the question is of such vital importance, we 
deem it our duty to place before the Government clearly our views upon the whole question of narrow-gauge lines.

If the question had to be settled afresh as to what the gauge for railways in Australia should be, the whole gauge 
question might, perhaps, he open for discussion ; but now New South Wales has practically over 2,500 miles of the uni
versal gauge open or under construction, the introduction of a break of gauge within ourselves could only be looked upon 
as a national calamity. The faetthatthe various colonies have departed from uniformity of gauge is already causing grave 
inconvenience.

Wc may mention that the question of the adoption of narrow-gauge lines in this Colony was thoroughly considered 
about 1870, and we think that a perusal of the evidence and facts produced at that time should satisfy everyone as lo the 
wisdom of adhering to the decision then aruved at of not departing fiom the 4-ft. Si-in, gauge.

There is a grate misapprehension in the minds of many people in regard to the comparative cost of narrow-gauge 
and standard-gauge lines, mid this has been brought about by comparing the cost of narrow-gauge lines icisus the ordinaiy 
gauge without consideration of tbe difference between tbo character of the lines constructed. If a narrow-gauge line 
and an ordinary-gauge line ivere made through the same district under tho same conditions as to weight of rail, amount of 
ballast, &c., the difference ill the cost per mue of the two systems would he much smaller than is generally thought. A 
Royal Commission, which reported upon Irish Public Works in the year 1888, and n Inch was composed of some of the 
ablest men in the country, gave the difference between the relative cost of a 3-ft. and 5-ft. 3-in. gauge (the Irish gauge) 
estimated on a length of about 200 miles of railway, as about £500 per mile. The New South Wales gauge is the standard 
gauge, 4-ft SJ-in., and the difference in cost would, therefoie, not lie so considerable. Sir George R. Bruce, the President 
of the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1S90, in a disru-siou before tho Institution in that year, estimated the difference in 
connection with the metre (3-ft. 3-in.) and standaid gauge (5-ft. G-in) of India at about £200 per mile, assuming, of course, 
that the construction was of a light character in each case.

But when wc come to consider that the introduction of tho narrow'gauge would necessitate the creation of a new 
class of rolling stock, and would add very largely to the cost of transit by transhipping of goods, tho saving thus effected 
w'ould be practically extinguished by these additional costs and disadvantages. In the daily working of a narrow-gauge

line

*
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line there is a far heavier cost in wages per ton of traffic, as the men employed on the locomotive engiues and the guards 
would have to he paid the same wages as on the ordinary-gauge road, although the toad that could be hauled would be very 
much leas, and at a lower speed, this latter point also causing a greater staff to be employed. The engines would also he 
of a smaller charsctcr, and the smaller wheels, and consequent gi'eatcr friction, would lead to greater cost in repairs and 
consumption of fuel. Rolling stock to meet the maximum traffic of each branch would have to be provided, and a great 
proportion of this would probably belying idle for the greater part of the year, as rolling stock could not be drafted from 
other parts of tho system to meet the eiceptioual pressure of the busiest times, as the staudard-gauge road would intervene. 
There would, therefore, be an unnecessarily large amount of rolling stock provided, which would be standing idle for a great 
part of the year, and this would in itself be a considerable set-off against any reduced cost in the original construction of 
the line.

"With regard to the cost of transhipping, in the division of through rates in England where break of gauge inter
vened, an allowance of 20 miles was granted to the company that undertook the transferring of tho traffic from the vehicles 
of the one gauge to the other. In England wages are low as compared with those given in this Colony ; in fact, our wages 
are more than double those paid in England. Practically, therefore, wo should bo adding at least a cost equal to the con
veyance of goods an additional 40 miles on all traffic so transhipped. As bearing on transhippiug, nearly the whole of the 
traffic carried on any connecting narrow-gauge line would have to be transhipped, as there is very little purely local traffic 
on our country lines ; nearly the whole of it is live stock, wool, or produce for Sydney or Newcastle, and merchandise sent 
in the reverse direction.

In a new country it is impossible to foresee the great changes which may come about even in twenty years ; there
fore it would be most disastrous to introduce sections of narrow-gauge lines. In England, the last of the exceptional gauge 
on the Great Western Line was swept away in May last, and in North America nearly the whole of tho narrow-gauge lines 
have been abolished and converted to the standard gauge, until at this moment 94 per cent, of the lines in North America 
are of the same gauge as in this Colony.

That the country is right in insisting on cheaper railways where it is a question of “ a railway or no railway,” there 
is no donbt ; but it would, in our opinion, be absolutely wrong to introduce a different gauge from tbe standard gauge. We 
do not think it is practicable or desirable to construct a subsidiary trunk line, or a line likely to convey any amount of 
traffic upon it, on cheaper principles than that earned out in connection with the Collar line, the cost of that line, including 
all construction charges, being about £3,300 per mile. There is no donbt, however, that for purely pastoral and level 
eaunlry, where the traffic would be exceedingly light, a line capable of carrying a light locomotive with the ordinary class of 
rolling stock, at a speed of about 15 miles per hour, in daylight only, conld be constructed, exclusive of bridges, waterways, 
and station accommodation, which latter should he of tho most simple nature, for about £1,750 per mile, money being voted 
ater on, when the traffic had increased sufficiently to justify a better class of line, to raise the line to the ordinary standard. 

This could only he considered a “ Pioneer Railway,” and would he altogether different from a standard railway line even of 
light construction, such as that to Cobar; it would be simply a line to carry traffic with reasonable speed at a lower rate 
of charge than it is now carried hy road. The rates for such lines, ou whatever scale fixed, would bring about a material 
saving to the users of it as compared with the rates now paid for carriage by road, and the scale of charges fixed should be 
such as to avoid any material loss to the country in connection therewith. Linos of tins character would avoid the great 
disadvantage of break of gauge ; they would cost scarcely anything more in the first instance than a narrow-gauge line, and 
the whole of tho ordinary rolling stock, exclusive of engines which could ho selected from the lightest types existing in tho 
Service, could pass over them.

lu summing up the whole question, we think we cannot do hotter than to quote the words of the Royal Commission 
on Irish Public Works in connection with tho subject, viz. ;—

“ We are persuaded that if the outlay which is required on a narrow-gauge line to provide for extra rolling stock, 
repairing shops, transhipping sheds and cranes, be deducted from the additional first cost of constructing the line on tho 
standard gauge, the excess will disappear or be very largely reduced, and if the annual expenses and permanent drawbacks, 
to which we have referred, be set against any additional interest on the balance, the result will show that there is no real 
saving m adopting the iiairow-gauge for extensions in Ireland. Tho inconvenience of two gauges has already been felt, 
but iu our opinion it will become more and more serious, and will greatly detract from tho value of the extensions both from 
a public point of view and considered as tho property of those who make them.”
. E. M. G. EDDY,

Chief Commissioner. 
CHARLES OLIVER,

Commissioner.

. D,
[To Evidence of John Harper, Eeqi]

Projected Railway—Temora to Wyalonci.
New South Wales Government Railways, Goods Superintendent's Office, Sydney, 23 April, 1894. 

Projected Railway—Temora to Wyalong. Length, 39 miles. Estimated cost, £104,000, including station buildings.
As directed by the Commissioners, I have traversed the course of the proposed line, and made such iuquiiies as were 
necessary as to probable traffic and accommodation.

I may, incidentally remark that owing to the extremely unsettled opinion which prevails as to the permanency of tho 
gold-field, and the abnormal influx of population which its discovery has introduced to the district, auy estimate of traffic is 
extremely subject to future conditions of settlement, which at present can scarcely be gauged on anything like good grounds. 

Although the proposal submitted to the Commissioners simply embraces the extension to Wyalong, and the facts 
and figures I have elicited are confined to the area of country likely to be served by this extension, it is, I understand, 
proposed to form part of a scheme of railway construction to Hillston on the Lachlan iid Lake Cargelhco, tho distance

Jit. U,

Temora to Wyalong ................................................................................................................ 38 46
Wyalong to Cargellieo.............................................................................................................. 67 50
Cargcllico to HiUston.............................................................................................................. 54 0

Total 1G0 0
The more direct route, Temora to Hillston via Barmedman, is 150 miles. The only existing township between 

Temora and Wyalong is Barmedman (22 miles) which lias a population of between 300 and 400 engaged in mining and 
agricultural pursuits in a small way, The country is almost exclusively devoted to pastoral pursuits.

In the Barmedman district 78,000 acres have been taken up by about forty selectors, but the total area which has 
been cropped only amounts to 1,235 acres, and this with uncertain results. The production last year was about 9,000 
bushels of grain. The country is thickly timbered with worthless scrub, belah, box, mallee, with isolated clumps of pine 
and rather inferior ironbark, and is necessarily expensive to clear ; so that although sonic of the soil is good, the uncertain 
rainfall and initial expenses of preparing tho ground for the plough does not appear to promise very speedy agricultural 
settlement.

The following list of annual rentals paid hy lessees of country through which the line passes will in some degree 
serve to illustrate its value for pastoral purposes '

Upper Wyalong ..................................................................................................................... l-rt-.d. per acre.
Upper Wyalong No. 2 ............................................................................................................ ItTA ,,
Upper Wyalong No. 3............................................................................................................ Id. „
Buddigowcr ............................................................................................................................. 2jd. ,,
Mandamah................................................................................................................................. l-fUnA ..

There is at present a population of about 5,000 or G,C00 on flic gold-field, and it is claimed that it will continue to 
Fuppoit a population of about 1,000 or 1,000 for some time to come. Up to the present the yield of gold has been under 
1,000 ounces. Estimate
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Estimate of Traffic.
As I have stated, the abnormal influx of population, accompanied by stores and building material, causes even an 

estimate of the traffic taken to Temora to be an uncertain guide. During the seven months ending March the sectional 
earnings of the Temora branch have amounted to £d,830; but it must be borne in mind that this period not only embraced 
the whole of tho wheat and wool seasons, but also the unusual traffic of the gold-field.

The wool and wheat alone yielded nearly £11,000 of through earnings, and whilst the average number of passengers 
por montli during October, November, December, and January booked to Temora was only 182, it reached 1,695 during 
March, and the goods tonnage also doubled itself. 6

For tho purposes of my estimate of goods traffic, given under the most favourable circumstances, I propose to 
consider Wyalong as a town which will carry a population of 1,500 people (Temora is said to contain 1,800), and allot a 
proportionate goods and passenger traffic to that dealt with at the latter station during the normal condition of its trade, 
and taking into consideration its outlying natural business as a distributing centre.

The clips of wool as per list attached embrace all that it is likely to carry, andpossibly more. I have extended the 
Urea likely to come in for between 40 and 50 miles from the proposed station site at Wyalong in a north-westerly direction, 
towards the Lachlan, in order that the proposed line may have the full advantage of any possible traffic.

Of course our competitive rates on the South-western will always tend to induce these clips in that direction, 
especially in view of local rates on the lemora branch. I have also allowed 250 trucks of stock, but as this is not a 
fattening country the estimate is more than liberal. Tile allowance of about thirteen passengers per day, based on a tri
weekly service is also ample. I have allowed for 2,000 tons of wheat.

Tile rates on goods are based on an extension of existing Temora rates, and assuming that the existing truck rate of 
£32 10a. will be increased proportionately.

Goods Traffic,
Inwards to Wyalong— £ s. d

1,100 tone @ 2d. per ton per mile, 39 miles 6a. 6d. per ton................................ 357 10 0
GOO tons @ 4d per ton per mile, 39 miles 13s............................................ . 390 0 0

Inwards to Barmedman—
22 miles @ 2d., 3s. Sd. per ton for 28S tons ...................................................... 52 16 0
22 miles @ 4d., 7 s. 4d. per ton for 192 tons ...................................................... 70 8 0

Outwards ex Wyalong—
6,700 bales wool and sheep skins, 1,100 tons, 39 miles at 3d. per mile, 9a. 9d. 530 5 0
1,000 tons wheat @ 9d. per ton ............................................................................ 37 10 0

Outwards ex Barmedman—
3,600 bales wool, COO tons, 22 miles @ 3d. per mile 5s. 6d. per ton ..........   165 0 0
11000 tons wheat @ 6d........................................................................................... 25 0 0

Coaching Traffic.
Mails ............................................................................................................................ 468 0 0
Passengers—

1,500 2nd @ 4s. each ..................................   300 g g
500 1st @ 5s, each..........................................................   125 0 0

Parcels, Ac.............................................................................................................................100 0 0
Live stock, 250 trucks, lls............................................................................................ 137 10 q

£2,764 19 0

Dl.
List of Stations the Wool, of which wour.n thobably be trucked on proposed Wyalong Railwat.

Name,
Estimated

Bales
IV00L

Remarks. jj Name. Estimate-:
Bales
Wool.

Remarks.

Barmedman ..............
W. Mandamah ............
Upper Wyalong, No, 3 ... 

„ No. 2...
Kildary ......................
Buddigower .............
Back Creek and Nobby’s 

Lagoon
West Hand Plains ..
The Bland.........................
Cnrraboorarama ...
Upper Wyalong.............
Billabong ... ... ...
Lake Cowal ..............
Youngee Plains............
Bolygamy.........................

468
164
249
107
292
402
386

463
911
239
294
575

1,013
135
140

il
Trucked at Barmedman! North Yalgogren ...

,, ,, " Merringrcen .............
,. ,, || Youngara Creek..............
m ,, , Wolleugough ...

Doubtful. | Ungarriu ... ..
Tracked at Barmedman Euglo .........................

„ ,, 1 Four Bob Camp..............
I, Bygalore ... ..............

,« ,, II Nariah ... ... ...
Doubtful. || Malonga.........................

,, ,, |i Dnndno Hills .............
Trucked at Wyalong. H Wargambega ..............

„ ,, l| Wooyeo..........................
,, ,, ,, Uabba .. ... ,,,
M f> J1

j> || Xotctl,.. ...

1 259
153 
204 
234 
884 
492 
121 
341 
348 
276
48
72

444
288

| Trucked at Wyalong

11 11
11
11 11
11 >1
1> 11
11 11
11 11
If 11
11 11
11 J1
11 * 11
11 11
11 If

E.
[To Evidence of H. McLacMan, Esq.'] 

pAssnsfivR Traffic between Cootamundra and Temoba.
Slri Government Kailways of New South Wales, Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 17 May, 1894.

During the course of my examination before the Committee yesterday, questions were asked with regard to the 
passenger traffic between Cootamundra and Temora on the days the railway was not open ; and I submit hereunder copy of 
A wire from mysulf to local station-mfsterj together with reply in regard to the sawic.

As bearing upon the exceplional traffic created by the Wyalong rush, I may point out that in January of the 
present year the total -bookings of passengers from Sydney to Temora was 43, but in March the traffic was 70S. Tins is 
again dropping down, as from the 1st to the 16th of the present month 141 passengers only have been booked.

I have, &c.,

The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, Sydney.
H. McLACHLAN,

Secretary.

Telegram from Secretary to Station-master, Cootamundra.
Represented there is eonsidetahle coach traffic between Cootamundra and Temora on days train is not running: four 
regular coaches said to be rmimng. Please wne facts at once.

Telegram from Station-master, Cootamundra, to Secretary.
7fe coach traffic between Cootamundra and Temora,—No coach running, only double-seated buggy on days train does not 
iun; no accommodation whatever for passengers us all room taken up by mails. Not the slightest foundation for the 
representations made.

F.
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F.
[To Evidence of E. F. Pittman, Esq., A.B.S.M.]

Rbpobt by Mr. Edward F. Pitt maw, A.R.S.M., os thb Wyalong Gold-field.
Geological Survey, New South Wales, Departmeut of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 10 May, 1894. 

Sir, ' .
I have made a geological examination of the Wyalong goldfield, and have the honour to hand you the following

report
Situation,

Tho Wyalong goldfield ia situated on the Wollongough Road, about 40 miles in a Rorth-westerly direction from tho 
terminus of the railway at Temora.

Topographical and Geological Features.

The country where the gold has been discovered consists of level plains covered with dense mallee scrub, and occa
sional belts of ironbark aud box, while at long intervals are seen low ridges covered with cypress pine. _

The surface of the plains consists to a depth of 2 feet or 3 feet of red and black clayey soils, of Pleistocene age, with 
ironstone pebbles aud occasional subangular fragments of quartz. _

The pine ridges in the vicinity of the Government township of Wyalong are formed of hard rocks, consisting of 
nomblendic granite, diorite and felsite, with slates, sandstones, and quartzites, the three latter probably of Upper Silurian 
age. The homblcndic granite, tbe diorite, and the felsite appear in the form of intrusive dykes, which have hurst through, 
tilted, and transmuted the slates and sandstones, while the diorites and felsites have also intruded the granites. Some of 
the sedimentary rocks in the surveyed township arc garnetiferous ; and, generally speaking, it may he said that the rooks 
over this area show great evidence of metamorphisin. About two miles west of the main camp there is a low ridge upon 
which there is an outcrop of solid micaceous granite, A large lode of quartz with much tourmaline occurs here, and con
tiguous to it is a narrow belt of pure mica schist. There is another outcrop of solid micaceous grauite about 3J miles north 
of the Main Camp, near the north-west comer of conditional purchase portion 4, Cagie’s selection. In tbe granitic rocks, 
hard, white, irregularly-shaped nodules of magnesite (carbonate of magnesia) are occasionally found.

Immediately underneath the two or three feet of Pleistocene clay, which form the surface of the plains, decomposed 
granitic rocks occur ; and herein is one of the most interesting features of the gold-field, for whereas the rocks forming the 
pine ridges are all of a very hard nature, the decomposed granitic rocks underlying tho plains are so soft that no explosives 
arc necessary for mining operations, and all the work of excavation has hitherto been easily done with the pick and shovel. 
These decomposed rocks are of various shades of grey, yellow, brown, and red, and while some of them have evidently been 
micaceous granites, others are probably decomposed felsites and hornblendic granites, the brown or red colour being caused 
by the peroxide of iron resulting from the decomposition of the hornblende. It is also probable that the felsites and horu- 
blcndic granites are of later age than the micaceous granite.

The deconiposition of these granitic rocks over such a large area, and to a very considerable depth, is a matter of 
much interest. It may probably have been caused by oft-recurring inundations of the plains during Pleistocene times. 
The flood-waters were probably never more than a foot or two in depth, so thst the low ridges where the hard rocks still 
occur were not covered or affected, and as the surface of the granite on the plains became gradually softened by the action 
of the water and of the atmosphere, successive flood-waters carried down into it carbonic and other acids in solution until 
the decomposition reached a considerable depth.

Mode of Occurrence and Character of the Reefs.

The reefs are found underneath the Pleistocene deposit iu the surface of the decomposed granitic rocks, whore they 
generally appear as narrow threads, which widen out as they are followed dowu. Occasionally, however (as in Pettaford’s 
claim, Stanley's Blow and others), they are found to be of considerable width at the surface, and as a rule they are then 
found to thin out, and eventually “make” or widen again as they descend. In fact, the reefs of this district are of the 
variety known as lenticular reefs, such as are commonly mot with iu granitic rooks. The quartz has been deposited in 
fissures in the granitic rocks by the percolation of waters carrying silica in solution. The leus-like form which the reefs 
have in section is due to the fact that when crystalline rocks such as granites are fractured, the resulting fissure follows a 
more or less curved, rather than a straight line, and as the fracture is accompanied by a movement downwards of one of 
the walls, the resulting fissure will consist, not of a space between two planes, but of a series of more or less regular lens
shaped spaces. The formation of these reefs can best he illustrated hy laying a sheet of paper on the table and drawing the 
point of a sharp knife across it in an undulating Hue, so as to separate it into two portions with curved edges. If one of 
the curved edges he then moved along the other, several lenticular spaces will be formed. _ _

One of tho characteristics of the Wyalong reefs therefore is that they “ thin out ” and “ make ” again at intervals, 
and this variation iu width may be expected as a recurring feature in their horizontal course, as well as in their downward 
extension. _

The general course of the reefs is about north 20 degrees east, and as a rule they have an easterly dip. In and around 
the Main Camp there appear to be at least eight approximately parallel lines of reef following this course. A few others, 
however, have a north-easterly course, while a few others again, such as The Pioneer, The Dead Rabbit, Boltc's Reef (on 
Bolte’s selection), Haunder’s Reef, &c., strike about cast 20 degrees north, and have a northerly dip, _ _

Some of tlie reefs, notably those in Stanley's and Pettaford’s claims, are of solid white quartz, containing a consider
able amount of mispickel (arsenical iron pyrites), but as a rule they consist of more or less vesicular quartz, much stained 
with peroxide of iron, and easily broken dowu with a hammer and gad.

Many of the principal reefs, such as those in Neeld’s prospecting claim (Mallee Bull line), Gorman's shaft and others, 
are characterised by a considerable amount of black oxide of manganese,

Mispickel is of common occurrence in most of the reefs, ami in Nceld's prospecting shaft (Mallee Bull line) small 
quantities of galena and iron pyrites wore also seen. Gold can be seen in a considerable number of the reefs. It is mostly 
of a fine character, and has the appearance of having been set free by the decomposition of pyrites. In several of the reefs, 
such as Boltc's, Conway's, &c., ironstone nodules occur. These nodules when broken in two are each seen to consist of a 
nucleus of mispickel (arscniqal pyrites), sunounded by an envelope of limonito or brown iron ore (resulting from the decompo
sition of the mispickel), in which fine gold can be seen freely. In one instance the kernel of one of these ironstone nodules 
was found to consist of finely crystallised gypsum. _

The greatest width observed on the field was in Neold's prospecting shaft (Mallee Bull line) where, at a depth 35feet, 
the reef has a thickness of 5 feet for a short distance, where a change of dip occurs. In Stanley’s Blow the width of the reef 
at the bottom of the shaft is nearly 4 feet, and a similar width was observed in Gorman's reef at a depth of 90 feet. In the 
latter case, however, it was found that in a horizontal distance of about 10 feet the reef had pinched to a few inches, while 
on the other side of this point it was making again rapidly. Speaking generally, the reefs may be said to vary iu width 
from an inch or two to several feet. _

Inclusions of country rock, known amongst miners as “horses,” arc of common occurrence in these reefs, and 
“ faultsor “ heaves ” are also frcqucntlj'met with. _

There is one instance on the held of a reef occurring in a belt of slate. The reef referred to is situated rather more 
than a mile in a southerly direction from the surveyed township. The belt of slate is here very narrow (about 20 feet wide), 
aud is bounded by dykes of diorite. In the prospector’s claim this reef was 15 inches wide, and showed good gold. In Doyle’s 
claim, adjoining the prospector’s, on the north it had a width of only 10 inches, at a depth of 6 feet from the surface, but 
appeared to be very rich ; while in No. 2 north, Cntten and Party, auriferous stone had also been struck, the roof appear
ing as a narrow thread and widening out as it descended.

This belt of slate or a parallel one extenda through the surveyed township of Wyalong, and is surrounded by 
intrusive rocks, which have separated it from the main body of sedimentary rocks, the western boundary of which may be 
seen 4 or 5 miles to the eastward.

Outlying
283—0
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. . Outlying Discoveries,
During my visit a rush occurred at a place called the Niue.mile, in the pariah of Hiawatha, county of Gidde about 

baa been11 lo “01'th'eaf^ direct‘°n from the Mam Camp at Wyalong. Several reefs were discovered here, but very httie work 
has been done upon them. One of these reefs (Gagie’s claim) showed good gold, but was cut off by a fault, and they are
occurrence ofthe nodidef of rf rec?vermS H1®103* 01' hfVGci portion of the reef. This reef was also characterised by the 
tba Nitn ,n iith f10'*1'1®3 of i"1101!1*®, eontammg kernels of mispickel, which have already been described. The reds at 
the Nine-mile rush occur close to the junction of the main body of sedimentary rocks (just referred to) with decomnosed 
granitic rocks similar to these at Wyalong. Gagie’s reef and several others are in the latter formation but other reefs^ave
metamnrnW^ Jn sla'te' P**®11 of tertl!lry drift (probably pliocene) consisting of well-rounded pebble" of
metamorphosed rocks, occurs on the side of a small ridge at the Nine-mile rush. pcome. 01

On Lanffifl SftlpnMnn nnvf.irm IT T.tnt.U *1__ J. 1 .. '1... . fa T . i , • .. . luo° *** 131 hi D"iiiJitj i Uail. .
TxnAth f A/anPif sel<;ctl?n> P0V.tl011 pariah of Wyalong, about 4 inilea west of the Main Camp, a vertical reef havine a 
width of 4 feet, has also been discovered m similar decomposed granitic rocks. I was informedby the owners, West and

T1 rr CTrt rt li n.H Tin ATI fo 1, ^ 4- „ O.. J.. * r___J i. . c t , , * . _ * - vT. “““ “,mt auuuar decomposed granitic rocks. J was informed by the owners, West and
imt sic any ’yw?rS f.10", 1Df't?fld '‘“f ^°eni Uk°? (iown tD Sydney from this reef, but on tbe occadon of my visit I could 
not sec any Comparatively httie work lias been done on tins reef pending the granting of a permit to rninc.^

A j 1" 'mle3 »orth-east of tbe surveyed tswnship of Wyalong a reef (the Little Darlnm) has been discovered bv 
Barker and Party. T his was 6 inches wide just beneath the surface, and showed good prospects'^ Here auain aud for a
pleistocene Mays ^ ^ 1WSt 2 mlle3 east"'ard’ the coimtry consists of the same decomposed granitic rocks Covered by

„ . ,Ab°ut 2 m j0S “f Wyalong on George Bolte’s conditional lease, portion 21, parish of Wyalong, is another
ahoivlne So0d gold, this reef, which is being worked in the prospecting claim by Bolte and Party, bears east c>0 

degrees north, and dips north 20 degrees west at an angle of about 44 degrees. It is nearly 3 feet wide in places and 
prospects, well. The formation in which it occurs is again the same decomposed granitic rocks. ’

Extent of Avriferovs area already prospected,
it will thus be seen that the area in which auriferous reefs have already been proved to exist in the same soft rock 

of a-,f°r at leiaat ‘ ^ u°rtih aid S0Uth dlrecHon> ^ a Bimi,ar distance cast and west. Only the central portion
°l fnL t S’ ri “r0 pHq,llarCf;n e' l113 been a"yt1"I'K systematically prospected ; while the outlying discoveries, such 
sekerio^ to tbe n^fhReeff°n tb*I}c?brPme fat' tbeNme-milc Bush to the north-east, West and Party’s reef ou Lange’s 
selection to the north-west and Bolte s reef on portion 21 to the south, appear to point to the probability of many other 
auriferous reefs existing within the area bounded by them. 1 y y 01 er

. _ Difficulties in the way of Prospecting.
i lie outlaying reefs just described must not be regarded as tbe ascertained boundaries of the gold-bearim? area but 

merely as the extreme limits, to winch prospecting bad been carried at the time of my visit. The extremely level nature of 
* rHu occu™mce of a continuous surface covering of pleistocene clays renders it a very difficult matter to 

define the limits of the auriferous area. In fact it is only by digging costeaning trenches or sinking shafts that the presence
of reefs can be discovered, and hence it is that prospecting'on this‘field becomes purely a matter of patient'and'Tare'ful 
woik, there being little or no surface evidence to guide tbe miner.

Credit w undoubtedly due to the Neeld family for the minner iu which they have developed the field. They came 
there without any experience in mining, and their success must be entirely attributed to their industry and determination, 
Ihc method .ollowcd by them was to break and examine any fragment of quartz which they saw on tbe surface, and 
whenever they saw colours of gold in the stone they sank through the 2 feet or Sfeetof day or soil. In most instances they 
succeeded in finding the reef immediately below, anti in this manner they become tbe owners of some of tbe moat promising 
reefs at It yalong, Their example might be advantageously followed by many men whom I saw on the field. ^

Conditions of Mining. •
It has already been stated that, with one exception, viz , where an auriferous reef occurs in slate country, the 

11 yalong reefs are found m decomposed granitic rocks, and these arc so soft that no explosives aie required for unnme purposes. r 1 &
In addition to being very easily excavated this decomposed rock appears to “hold” fairly well, or in other words 

<loes not require a very great Amount of support in the shape of timbering,
t ia evident, therefore, that at present the reefs are being worked under the most favourable conditions for 

economical mining,
■a i'i ba ‘I3 tothe limit in depth to which those decomposed rocks may be expected to extend is one of con

siderable interest as it will influence in no small degree the future of the field. In Taylor’s shaft, which at the time of my 
visit had reaelmd the depth of 10/feet, uo perceptible difference could be observed in the character of tbe country rock, 
D®r, d shown any alterations worthy of note, beyond the variations in width, which have already been alluded to
as characteristic of all the reefs on the field. Moreover, I was informed that in a shaft which had been sunk ou a selection 
Ii,01r "jdcs distant from Wyalong a depth of 102 feet had been attained without striking water, and without ceUincbelow 
the limits of ths decomposed granitic rocks. It may fairly be assumed, therefore, that the same favourable conditions as 
those under which the reefs arc at present worked will obtain to a depth of about 200 feet. But, on the other hand, there 
can be little doubt that the decomposed rock will eventually give place to hard granite, and when this is reached the cost 
ot excavation will bo a very much more expensive matter. In addition to this, when the hard rock is readied, it is 
probable that water will be met with to some extent, and the gold will be found (partly, at any rate) in a more or less com
P j Jr®' , 1 tr°’d showing at present has the appearance of having been set free by the decomposition of pyrites,
ana, therefore, it is fair to assume that beloiv tbe water level roasting and chlorination, or some analagoua process, will be 
required fur its extraction from the sulphurous ores. ' s * 1

. Possibility of Alluvial Deposits being Found.
Mention has already been made of the level nature of tbe country at Wyalong, and the covering up of its Ecological 

features by a uniform deposit of pleistocene clays. Owing to these conditions the discovery of old river valleys or alluvial 
deposits is rendered even more difficult than the discovery of new reefs. Judging by the shafts already sunk, tbe bed rock 
appears to come within a nearly umform distance of the surface around the Mam Camp, and there does not seem to he a 
very good prospect of alluvial drifts being discovered iu the immediate vicinity. The field, however, is about S00 feet 
above sea level, aud there is every reason, therefore, to expect that in tertiaiy times the drainage from this area found its 
way into deep valleys and deposited therein the gold which was derived from the denudation of the reefs. The search for 
these old valleys will probably require time and patience, but in tbe meanwhile it appears to me that one of the most likely 
oo mg outleiS, viz., between the IG-mile tank and Doyle’s claim (south of the surveyed township) has boon scarcely 

prospected. 1 J
. Source of the Gold.

Iherc is, 1 think, little doubt that the hornblendic rocks may be regarded as the immediate source of the gold at 
Wyalong. I he hornblendic granites, as well as the diorites, are probably of later age than the micaceous granites and 
sedimentary rocks, which they have burst through m the form of dykes. These eruptive rocks when in a molten condition 
probably earned n small proportion of gold from great depths, and it was subsequently leached from them and deposited 
in the reels by the gradual percolation of thermal waters. The occurrence of such hornblendic rocks in proximity to gold
bearing reefs is characteristic of New South Wales gold-fields. J 6

Up to the present date 4SS tons of stone from Wyalong have been crushed for a total yield of SCO oz. of smelted gold.
, Summary.

In conclusion I may state that while the Wyalong reefs may all be expected to varv considerably in width, I can 
see no reason why they should not be persistent in depth. On the other hand at a depth of 5;)0 feet or thereabouts the 
decomposed rocks in winch the reefs are now being worked may he expected to give place to solid granite, and it is obvious 
that the cost of inining will then be materially increased, white the gold will probably be more difficult lo extract.

, , “i8 meanwhile a considerable number of reefs have been proved to contain gold, which should certainly be payable
w i e the present conditions of mining obtain, and there seems to be cvcrv reason to suppose that tho auriferous area will 
be considerably extended.

Preparations were being made for the erection of three batteries at Wyalong when I left the field.
, I have, &.C.,

EDWARD K PITTM.-IN, Assoc. R.S.M.,
Government Geologist.

” ~ ‘ PABLJ AMENTA BY
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
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PAULIAMENTAE-Y STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WOEKS.

S MOTION AL COMMITTEE.

RAILWAY FROM TEMORA TO WYALONG.

REPOKT.

The Sectional Committee appointed, on the 11th April, 1893, to inspect and take 
evidence and report on the proposed railway from Temora to Wyalong have the 
honor to report to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works :—

That the Committee, accompanied by Mr. Surveyor Kennedy of the Railway 
Construction Branch, left Sydney by train at 9 p.m. on Wednesday, 11th April, and 
arrived at Temora at 9‘30 the following morning. From Temora they immediately 
continued their journey by special coach to Barmedman which was reached shortly 
before 3 p.m. The Committee opened their inquiry at the Court-house, Barmedman, 
at 7'30 on the same day, when the evidence of local witnesses, which was generally 
favourable to the construction of the proposed railway, was taken. The Committee 
left Barmedman for Wyalong early on Friday, 13th April, and arrived at the 
Government township at 1 p.m. During the afternoon they visited what is known 
locally as the Main Camp, where most of the present population is located, that 
place being in close proximity to the principal mines. They were afterwards driven 
through the outlying district and inspected a number of the more important claims. 
At 7'30 p.m. the Committee held a meeting at Spring’s Hotel, Government town
ship, when witnesses from Hillston and Cargellico were examined, adjourning at 
9'30 p.m* until 10 a.m. the following day. The Committee accordingly met at 
Jacob & Co.’s store. Main Camp, at 10 a.m. on Saturday, the 13th April, and 
examined several working miners and a number of local and district residents. It 
seemed to be the general opinion of the witnesses that the mines would give 
employment for a considerable population for some time to come, and that if the land 
around Wyalong were thrown open for selection and the railway extended to 
Wyalong a great deal of land would be put under cultivation. The members of the 
Committee were driven to the New Rush where new discoveries had been made 
during the previous week, and they met again at 9'30 a.m. on Monday, the 15th 
April, at Spring’s Hotel, and examined Mr. Plumb, who intends erecting crushing 
machinery upon the field, and Mr. Cassin, a prominent resident of Barmedman, at 
present engaged in mining operations at Wyalong. Both these witnesses were m 
favour of the proposed extension. At 2 p.m. the Committee commenced the return 
journey to Barmedman. They stayed the night at Barmedman, and left there early 
on Tuesday morning for Temora. A meeting was held at the Court-house, Temora, 
at 2-30 p.m., and the evidence of local Government officials showed that the settle
ment of the district was increasing and that it had received considerable help from 
the opening of the railway from Cootamundra.

Since the proposed line, after leaving Temora, follows the main road very 
closely almost all the way to Wyalong, the Committee were able to form a good idea 
of the nature of the country traversed by it, which presents no engineering difficulties. 
The country through which it passes is very slightly undulating, covered for the 
most part with box, and a close scrubby undergrowth with occasional belts of belar and 
pine until near Wyalong where the mallee is reached. There are also in places clumps 
of ironbark which if suitable for sleepers will be easily accessible. The soil is mostly 
a rich red loam, and, according to a report by the Agricultural Department upon a 
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sample submitted to them by Mr. Surveyor Kennedy, of high chemical and mechanical 
value. Most of the land which is not in the occupation of large pastoralists under 
lease has been taken up in blocks of from 2,560 to 7,680 acres, the latter being what 
are called family selections. Smaller holdings are the exception, because owing to 
the distance from market and the low price now obtained for wheat it has not been 
found profitable to cultivate much more ground than will produce sufficient for local 
requirements ; the settlers have consequently turned their attention almost entirely 
to the raising of sheep. The road travelled by the Committee, although broken in 
places, is fairly good as far as Barmedman, but would not carry continuously heavy 
traffic in wet weather. The same may be said of the road between Barmedman and 
Wyalong, with the exception of about 2 miles, where it passes through gilgai 
country and is dangerous for wheel traffic. Owing to the sticky nature of the soil 
rt is extremely heavy after rain. It is understood that the Roads and Bridges 
Department have put iu hand the formation of corduroy roadway through the bad 
country, work which is rendered necessary hy the ceaseless traffic to and from the 
gold-field.

# Temoia, the present terminus of the western Cootamundra branch railway, 
came into existence with the discovery of gold on Temora station, and is now supported 
hy the settlement which has continued after the exhaustion of the alluvial deposits, 
and the failure of the few reefs which were regarded as likely to he payable. Since 
it was decided to extend the railway to Temora, there has apparently been a steady 
progress in the business of the town and the development of the surrounding district. 
Ixjcal statistics disclose the fact that during the last twelve months the population 
of the place has grown from 1,500 to 1,700, while the area under wheat has some
what increased and is still increasing.

The first place of any importance that the proposed railway will serve is 
Barmedman, a small township 23 miles from Temora. Some years ago, the discovery 
of gold-bearing quartz there led to the expenditure of considerable sums upon mining 
operations in its immediate neighbourhood, and the erection of a crushing plant of 
25 stampers,^ which is now used principally in crushing stone sent to it from 
Wyalong. The town, however, has until recently been supported chiefly by the sur
rounding stations and selections.

Wyalong, which will be the temporary terminus of the proposed extension, 
can hardly yet be called a town, although buildings are being speedily erected in all 
directions. It has at present a population of about 5,000. With regard to its prospects 
as a gold-field, the evidence of experienced miners confirms the opinion freely 
expressed hy local residents and endorsed hy the Chief Inspector of Mines, that even 
should no further discoveries be made, remunerative employment will be found for 
upwards of 1,500 people for a considerable time to come, though sufficient work has 
not yet been done to enable anyone to speak confidently as to the permanency or 
otherwise of the reefs. So far eight parallel reefs have been discovered, distributed 
over an area of about a mile in width by 5 miles in length.' Further discoveries 
have also been made at a place called the New Rush, 7 miles to the 
north of Wyalong, though as the reefs there have not been opened up to 
any extent the character of the find remains doubtful. Rumoured discoveries 
have also been made in other directions. In the mines in which the reef has 
been followed, to any depth the stone has been found to be of varying thick
ness, though in no case does the reef exceed 2 feet in width, the average being 
from 8 to 12 inches, and the crushings have produced from 2 oz. to more than 
4 oz. a ton. About 200 tons have been carted to and crushed at Barmedman up to 
date, and have yielded 670 oz. of gold. It is expected that a similar quantity of 
stone which is now at Barmedman awaiting treatment will give even better results. 
The soil in and around Wyalong is similar to that which has already been described, 
and it is estimated that it could be cleared and put under cultivation at a cost of 
from 30s. to 40s. per acre. Much of it, if available, would he readily taken 
up, and it is thought that many of the miners would form homesteads, and thus 
even should Wyalong not prove to be a permanent gold-field, an industrious and 
desirable class of.selectors are likely to become permanently settled near the recently 
surveyed township. It may be incidentally mentioned that the prices of provisions 
in the district are very moderate, so that the cost of living is less than in the 
metropolis.

Although
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Although the discovery of gold, and the sudden rush of large numbers of 
people to "Wyalong have brought about a great development of trade in the district, 
it would be premature under existing circumstances to construct a railway simply to 
serve Wyalong.

The Committee are of opinion that the proposed grade of 1 in 100 could be 
obtained with scarcely any cutting, that sleepers could be procured near the line at 
a minimum cost, and that the railway is one which could be very cheaply constructed. 
Having regard to these considerations and to the agricultural and pastoral capabilities 
of the country which the proposed railway will serve, the Committee feel justified in 

• recommending its construction, if viewed as a section of a main line to the Lachlan 
at Hillston, via Cargellico; but they consider that the question of ultimate extension 
to the Lachlan should first be decided. Unless it be the settled policy of the 
country to extend the Cootamundra-Temora branch to the Lachlan, the Committee 
feel that their recent inquiry would not justify them in recommending the immediate 
adoption of the proposal now under consideration.

In connection with their suggestion that the proposed line should only be 
constructed as part of the main railway to the Lachlan, the Committee would point 
out that much of the traffic from the stations beyond the Lachlan now going to 
Whitton and Carrathool passes into Victoria, and does not appreciably swell the 
returns of the New South Wales railways. .

In conclusion it may be added that -witnesses whose holdings would be 
affected by the railway, readily assented to tbe equity of applying tbe betterment 
principle to tbe properties thereby benefited. .

F. T. HUMPHERY,
Chairman.

Sydney, 21 April, 1891.

PARLIAMENTARY
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS'.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

PROPOSED RAILWAY FROM TEMORA TO WYALONG.

[T ATT-FUTT BEFCmE THE SECTIOWAIi COMMITTEE.]

THURSDAY, 12 APRIL, 1801.
[Tho Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Barmedman, at I'M)p.m.']

iJrmnt:— .
The Hew. FREDERICK THOMAS HUMPHERY (Chairs). 
Henry Dawson, Esq. | William Chandos Wall, Esq.

The Sectional Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Railway from Temora to Wyalong.

Henry Beecroft Copeland, Esq., Crown Lands Agent and Clerk of Petty Sessions, sworn, and examined:—
1. Chairman.] What is your position in tho public service ? I am Crown Lands Agent and Clerk of Petty 
Sessions at Barmedman,
2. How long have you occupied that position ? Since the 22nd of September, when the Lands Office was 
first opened here.
3. And previously to that ? I was Land Agent at Taree for three years.
I, Then before last September you knew nothing of this district ? No. _ _
5. Can you tell us how much land is in occupation between Temora and Barmedman, and, say, within ft 
radius of 10 miles of Temora P There is very little land open for selection between here and Temora. My 
district commences 0 miles this side of Temora.
<1. Well, what settlement is there between Temora aud Barmedman ? With tbe exception of a few small 
blocks, tho whole of the land within 5 or 6 miles of the proposed railway on each side is occupied.
7. Has it been taken up in largo holdings ? As a rule tbe holdings are large; there are some which have 
been taken up as special areas of 320 acres, but as a rule they are 2,560 acres.
8. Is there much settlement beyond Barmedman in the direction of Wyalong? No selection has taken 
place along the proposed line from Barmedman to Wyalong, except in one or two instances where people 
have taken up land within about three miles of the lino.
9. Have you been over the selections between hero and Temora ? No.
10. Can you speak as to the settlement which has taken place here P No, only as it is shown on the map.
II. You do not know from your own observation whether the laud is being used for agricultural or for 
pastoral purposes? I could not say, though the Police Stock and Crop Report for the Barmedman 
Division would give a fair idea as to how the land is being used iu this portion of the district.
12. Will you bo good enough to give us the figures that have been collected ? The area of freehold and 
conditionally purchased land is 49,291 acres. That is, in the police district.
13. Mr. WalL] Is tbe police district comprised iu your land district? Yes.
14. Chairman.] Between what points ? 1 cannot speak for certainty as to the area covered by the police
district. _ _
15. You cannot say how many miles it goes west and north of Barmedman? Not with certainty.
16. Will you tell ns the boundaries of your district ? It starts six miles from Temora, and extends south 
to the parish of Mimosa; then north by west through Buddigower, Drumston, Mildil, Bolygamy, Hiawatha, 
Wyalong, Mugga, Back Creek, and Binabulla,; and is bounded ou the east by the Bland Creek down as 
far as tbe parish of Moonbucka, and so south.
17. Mr. Wall.] How far east of Temora is Bland Creek ? About thirty-two miles from the southern 
boundary of my district. The number of acres under wheat in the district is 1,235, producing 9,072 
bushels. The total area held under conditional lease and pastoral lease is 201,315 acres. ■
18. Chairman.] Can you separate the pastoral leases from the conditional leases ? There arc five pastoral

H. B.
Copeland,

Esq.

12 April,1804.

leases, containing 133,500 acres. .
19. The rest of the land is conditionally leased? Yes.
20. "What stock is raised on the conditionaly leased land ? I cannot say ; but the totals are, 534 horses, 
1,262 "head of cattle, and 145,391 sheep.
21. You cannot say how many sheep are owned by the pastoral lessees? Yes, 02,565.
22. Can you give us similar information with regard to cattle and horses ? Yes ; there are 140 horses 
and 050 bead of cattle on tbe pastoral leaseholds.
23. The balance would be on the selections ? Yes.
24. How much land has been taken up in your district since you have been here ? Eight conditional 
purchases, having an area of 1,6584 acres, and seven conditional lenses, having an area of 3,796 acres, or 
altogether 5,454i acres. The total amount of revenue collected between the 22rd of September, 1893, 
and the 31st March, 1894, amounts to £9,458 15s. Od. Accoiding to the census returns, tho number of 
sheep in the district is 194,460.
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H, U. 25. Have you been over the country between Barmedman and Wyalong and Wyalong and Lake Cargel
Copeland, jjco p j have been from Barmedmen to AVyalong; but I only know the country along the road.

26, Mr. Wall.'] The proposed railway passes right through your district ? Yes.
12 April,!891. 'l'^0 distance from your north-east boundary to the proposed line ? About 30 miles.

’ ' 28. And from your south-west boundary? About the same distance.
29. Can you furnish the Committee with any information as to the approximate quantity of land avail
able in your district within 20 miles of tho proposed line ? Of course, all the leaseholds will be availabllo 
nest year.
30. Is the whole of the land marked white on the plan leasehold land? Yes.
31. l)o you know whether preparations have boon made in the district, since the construction of the rail
way to Temora, to bring land under cultivation ? Only from hearsay.
32. \V hat is the nature of the information which you have received ? Several selectors have prepared 
land to grow wheat next year, and others are extending their area.
33. Have any large contracts for clearing been lot iu the district, to your knowledge ? Not to my 
knowledge.
81. This is not essentially a wheat-growing district at present ? No.
35. The area under cultivation does not represent the maximum contained in any one conditional 
purchase? No,
36. Can you tell the Committee how much of the resumed portion of the runs it represents? No ; I 
cannot.
37. The area is not indicated on the map? No; of course the conditional purchases and conditional 
leases have been taken out oE the resumed area.
38. You are not in a position to say what amount of land in your district, within 20 miles of the proposed 
line, is available for conditional purchase—thatis, irrespective of the pastoral leaseholds ? Comparatively 
speaking, very little. Since 1. have been hero I have had several inquiries for land situated within tho 
leasehold area.
39. Have you any information about a gold-mining reserve of 50,000 acres in tbe vicinity of Wyalong ? 
Yes.
40. Before the land was reserved was it available for selection, or has it been taken out of tbe leasehold 
area ? Within tho parish of Wyalong the land was open for selection.
41. Then this reservation locks it up ? Yes.
42. I suppose you are aware that the Lands Department propose to reserve a mile on each side of tho 
proposedline from Temora to Wyalong ? The land 1ms been reserved between Temora and Barmedman,
43. But between Barmedman and Wyalong ? There will be no need to make a reservation, because tho

' railway will run through the leasehold area.
44. Does the amount of revenue which you have just given us represent the total annual payments, or 
are there any arrears duo in respect of conditional purchases ? Some of the payments arc due aud over
due ; but, as a rule, the land has been paid for up to date.
45. Mr, Dawson.] In what position was the land at Wyalong before the reservation ? The parish of 
Wyalong was open for selection.
46. That is 50,000 acres ? Yes.
47. Has this been a favourable season for wheat here ? I should think so ; but I could not speak from
my own knowledge, because I know nothing about it, .
48. The season has been fairly wet. Do you know whether the crops were spoiled ? I have not heard of 
such a thing.
49. Do you not think that an average of 7-3- bushels to the acre is very small ? I could not say.
50. LE this has been a fair season, and the average crop has been less than 7^ bushels to the acre, it would 
not pay to sow wheat here ? The rain only came after Christmas, when the wheat crop was finished.
51. The small yield to the acre may be the reason why there are only 1,235 acres under cultivation here ? 
Well, that is all the land under cultivation. I should like to udd, in regard to a previous answer, that tho 
stock returns I quoted do not comprise Mimosa, West Mandemah, Kildare, Buddigower, Ariah, Bygo, 
Yalgogrin, Bolygamy, and ten or twelve other stations.

Mr. Joseph Charles Wentvvorth, storekeeper, Barmedman, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. J. C. 52. Chairman.] How long have you been in Barmedman ? I have been about fifteen or sixteen years in 

WentwortK the district, and it is going on for three years since I settled in the town,
53. And before you came here ? I was living on Barmedman station.

12April, 1894. 54, A/r. Wall.] What has been regarded as the principal industry here ? Patoral pursuits, until within 
the last eight or nine years.
55. Are there many small holdings in the district ? Yes; a good few.
56. Can you give us the number approximately ? No ; 1 cannot.
57. I suppose all the selected land is comprised in small pastoral holdings? They are hardly pastoral 
holdings.
58. Has much of the land in the district been alienated in the interest of persons holding large pastoral
leases ? I do not think so, .
59. You think all the settlement has been flonayWe ? Yes; a great number of tbe selectors have been 
Iona fide.
60. What is the average crop which the land here is capable of producing? With a fair season, I should 
think about 15 bushels to the acre, on the average. I do not think that that is an over-estimate.
61. How long have you known land in the district to be under cultivation ? J know one paddock within 
3 miles of this place which has been under cultivation for over twenty years.
62. What has been its average production ? I could not tell you. As a rule the crop has been used for
hay, though last year it was stripped. *
63. What did it give last year? Of two paddocks at this particular place, the lowest yield was something 
like 15 bushels to the acre.
64. Can you give the Committee any idea of the average cost of clearing land for cultivation here ? I let
a contract for another person not long ago for 15s. an acre. It was certainly old ringbarked country ; 
but the men had to clear it fit for the plough, grubbing out the stumps go that the plough could go G or 7 
inches deep. (55.
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G5. How long must the timber have been rung before you can Iota clearing contract at prices ranging up 
to £1 an acre ? Three or four years, I should say,
G6, What is the cost of ringbarking? On an average I should think Is. an acre. That does not include j2^prjj 
cutting away the scrub and undergrowth. _ (
G7. Tor how much could you bring the land about here under cultivation, and what time would it take i 
Supposing you commenced to-day aud finished four years hence, I should say that, taking the whole of 
the district within a radius of 10 miles, the work ought to ho done for £2 an aero. That is taking in the 
malice and everything. It might cost a little more. _ _
G8. Ho you think the construction of the railway will bring much land under cultivation ? I do. I have 
heard a great number of selectors say that if they had the means of getting their wheat to market they 
would put in a great deal more than they have put in hitherto. 'This year there has been a great deal 
more clearing. ,
60. What has been the effect of the construction of the Tem ora line;—have any large contracts for clearing 
been let in the vicinity of Temora or on the Sydney side of it ? I do not know much about Temora; but 
I know that a large quantity of land in this district bas been cleared within the last few months which 
would not have been cleared had not the railway been brought to Temora. _ _ _
70. But according to the land agent hero there are only about 1,200 acres under cultivation in the whole 
district? I heard what Mr. Copeland said ; but I know that one man within 2 miles of the town has a 
200-acre paddock, and another man has 100 acres, under cultivation. There is only a road between them.
71. What number of sheep will the laud carry to the acre, taking an average ? On the Barmedman run
they have something like 30,000 sheep, besides cattle and horses, aud I think they are only using about 
40,000 acres. Then on Wyalong No. 3,1 do not think they can have more than 20,000 acres, and they 
carry 20,000 sheep. 1 believe that this year they leased some land. _ '
72. Do you regard this as fairly good pastoral country ? There is no doubt about its being good, sound
country. ' .
73. If that is so, is it not more likely that the land will he held for pastoral purposes than that it will bo 
brought under cultivation? No, I think it would be more profitable to bring it under cultivation. It is 
only the distance from railway communication that has prevented cultivation. Tor instance, up to last 
year at Barmedman station they only grew a bit of hay for themselves ; but last year they had something 
liko 70 acres under wheat, and that they stripped, aud sent the wheat to be made into flour. This year 
they have cleared another 70 acres ; but that would not have been done bad the railway not been brought 
within 23 or 24 miles.
74. Are any other crops besides wheat grown in the district? Yes; oats havo been grown, though wheat
is the best crop here. _ _
75. Is there much business connection between this place and Lake Cargellico ? No. _
76. There is a considerable pastoral population located between this place and Lake Cargellico ? Yes.
77. And the construction of the proposed line would command the whole of the traffic ? No doubt.
There are a great many selectors In the north of Wyaloug who would ho prepared to go in largely for 
cultivation if they could be brought near a railway. _ ,
78. Having been for some time engaged in pastoral pursuits here, can you say what quantity of land in 
the resumed area was available for selection when the division of the runs took place ? A large amount.
79. Has much of that land been selected since? Very nearly all of it, I think, immediately round hero.
Take Barmedman run, for instance.
80. Can you give the Committee any information as to ihe number of people that have been employed
here in connection with the mines ? There have not been a great number of late years ; but a few years 
ago, when the Barmedman United Gold-mining Company was in full swing, a largo number of men were 
employed here. _ _
81. How long was that company in full swing? Tor three or four years, perhaps more. '
82. T. suppose you arc aware that the company spent £ 10,000 ? 1 do not know what they spent here ;
but I believe it was a fair sum. _ _
83. You cannot give the Committee any information as fo how much they got out of the mines, or 
whether they were mantained by contributed capital brought hero ? No; but I know that a largo 
amount of gold has been won here.
84. At the present iime the mines are not working? They are working about If miles out,on the pro
posed line from Temora to Barmedman—1 refer to the Princess Edith Company. _ _
85. The mining population here is not sufficient to justify the construction of a railway? Not at the
present time. .
8G. The railway must depend for traffic upon the development of other local resources ? Barmedman, 
as regards mining, is not at its worst. Every man that could possibly get away has gone to jWyalong.
The people working on the Hill when Wynlong broke out threw down their tools and went right away.
One small crushing just before that time won 4 oz. to the ton. _ _
87. I see, on referriog to the evidence given in connection with the inquiry into the extension of the lino 
to Temora, that the number of men then employed here was very limited? It would be, about then.
During the last four or live years the number of men employed here has considerably diminished. _
88. "Why is that;—is it because of the inability of tbc mine-holder to cope with the water in the mines ?
Partly that, and partly because of the want of means. _
89. You have some knowledge of the character of the reefs that havo been worked boro? Very little. I 
am no miner. The general report is that they havo loft good stone under the water. ^
90. Chairman.] Can you speak generally as to the progress of the district, confining yourself to the
period subsequent to the recommendation of the Temora line in 1890? The district has improved since 
that, _
91. In what respect ? Li an all-round manner. There is more population bore, and we have had four or 
five very good seasons, which have helped us along.
92. Has more business been done in Barmedman? Yes.
93. Was that so before the "Wyaloug rush commenced ? Yes.
94. Has the population increased? It must have done so, from the number of selectors who have come 
here during the time.
95. Do you know if the number of stock has increased ? It must have done so.

96.
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■TO^rlJ,' Do you kuow, as n, matter of fact, that it has ? Tes.
Wentworth. ^re y0U famii|ar the holdiuga of the various selectors in the district? "With some of them.

l^ApriUSSl 9S3. Can you say what arei of new land has been placed under cultivation since the railway was opened 
p 1 ’ ' ast year ? Yes ; 1 know of one paddock containing nearly 100 acres which was placed under cultivation.

OS). I mean, speaking generally; I do not want you to specify any particular selection? I should say that 
immediately round about here, there were 400 or 500 acres of new land cultivated last year, if not more 
—that is, within 8 or 9 miles of Barmedman.
100. Have the settlers any difficulty in conserving water ? Konc whatever, if they make tanks. I do 
not think there is better country in the Coloay for holding water, if you make the tanks deep enough.
101. Ho you know of any permanent water in the district? Yes
102. "Where? Three miles to the south-east you get springs. Certainly they arc very small ones; but
they are permanent. There is one spring at Trunglcy, 7 or 8 miles from here, which 1 do not think has
ever been dry. I have known it for sixteen or seventeen years, and it has never been dry in that time.
103. When did the Biery Cross Mining Company cease operations ? 1 could not tell you.
104. Before you came here ? Before 1 settled in the township.
105. Is the Hard-to-Find Mining Company still carrying on work ? That is what wc call the Princess 
Edith Company.
10G. How many men are employed there? I do not know; hut there must be over twenty men there, 
including those out in the bush getting firewood.
■107. Mr. Wall.] Mostly, when people have selected in this district they have had to conserve water, have 
they not? Yes; unless they took up land on which tanks had been put by the run-holder, and for 
which they would have to pay compensation, which would come to the same thing.

Mr. Patrick McBoberts, pastoral lessee, Barmedman, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. P. 108. Chairman.'] How long have you been in the district ? Eight or nine months.

MeRoberts. 109. And previous to that ? I was residing in Sydney.
HQ. Mr. Bateson.] Can you give us any idea as to how the proposed line, if constructed, is to earn 

12Apnl,lS94, enough to pay interest on' its cost ? I believe it will open up land suitable for cultivation, but I think1 it 
will mainly depend upon the Wyalong gold-field and the intermediate traffic. 1 think they will get gold 
right along here. That is my opinion from the inquiries I havo made.
111. Have you any personal knowledge of gold mining? I have had a good deal to do with it, hut I have 
not seen very much of it in this district. When last I was at Wyalong I looked more into the mining 
going on there than I have done since I have been in the district. I was there about five days.
112. I suppose all the wool in the district goes to Temora? Yes.
113. Ho you not.think that a station 25 miles from a railway is fairly well served by it? A station in 
such a position would have nothing to grumble at, and 1 have known people to send in wheat from a much 
greater distance and not grumble. Personally, I am served well enough ; but I think the railway would 
bo a good thing for the country. It would open up a lot of land.
114. You have heard that the "average wheat production of the district is not quite 7| bushels to the 
acre ? Yes; but last year the season was bad.
115. Mr. Wentworth said that on the average it would take about £2 per acre to clear this land fit for 
the plough ? It all depends upon the timber upon it. H it lias been rung for six or eight years, and the 
lire will run through it, you can get the work done for about 15s. an acre; but where the timber is green 
I should be sorry' to take anything like that.
116. Could the clearing be done for £2 an acre ? I do not think it could be done for £2 an acre.
117. Of course you know something about the price of wheat ? Yes. This year it was very low. I 
think that was because of the over-production.
118. Then, even if you get a railway, how are you going to make a wheat crop pay ? I could not answer 
that question.
119. I suppose you know something of the country between Temora and Cootamundra? Yes; I have
seen a little of it. _
120. I suppose that is equally good, if not better, land than the country between Temora and Wyalong ?
In my opinion, yes, for agricultural purposes. _
121. tan you tell us why that land has not been put under cultivation for wheat ? I think I can, though 

i I am only giving you my experience. My opinion is that it is because they cannot get a price for wheat.
It seems to me that every year wheat gets cheaper. Last year they wanted to, buy wheat here for 2s. 7d. 
a bushel, landed in Cootamundra. I had no wheat to sell, but a traveller called at my place and told mo 
that he was buying wheat at that price.
122. Ho you think it at all probable that if the proposed line were constructed any land would be put 
under wheat ? Yes.
123. How much laud do you think would be put under wheat? I could not say. I have heard people 
speaking about putting more land under cultivation.
324. Can you give us an idea of the probable yield within a few hundred bushels? Ho; I could not 
give you an idea as to what it would he.
125. Ho you think there would he enough wheat grown to pay anything like interest on the proposed 
line, supposing it were made for £2,000 a mile ? Well, it would not depend upon iho wheat alone, 
because there would be the station produce and all that.
12G. How much wool would be sent from here ? Last year I sent a little over 57 tons.
127. It costs 2d. a mile to send wool from Temora to Cootamundra ? Something like that.
128. Where would you load your wool ? At Barmedman.
129. Suppose you sent away 60 tons, the freight on that for 23 miles would he about 4s. per ton, or £12 
altogether—that is all the railway would get out of you ? But there would be the things that I should 
get up by it.
130. 'Would you bring up GO tons ? Ho, I should not; but you must remember that there are others who 
would send away more than I send.
131. The interest on the cost of the line would be £5,000 a year, so it would require 500 people to send 
60 tons over the railway each way to meet that, without paying working expenses ; do you think any-
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tiling like that could bo done ? Putting it in that way, I do uot think it could ; but of course if the M^b^a. 
Wyalong gold-field turns out to be permanent, there will bo a great amount of traffic the.rc.
132. Wc want to get evidence as to whether it is going to bo a permanent field or not. well, it tne 12Aprii, 1894. 
Gfoverament do not make a railway they will have to put the road in repair. 1 do not know what it ia li-e
between here and Barmedman; but to put it in repair between here and Wyalong would cost more than 
half of what it would take to build a railway.
133. But a road would not produce revenue ? No. ,. . „ . r w
131. Of course the passenger traffic on the proposed line would be nothing at all, except so Jar as \V )alon0
was concerned ? 1 cannot say what it would be like; but I do not think it would be very great.
135. I understand that you have to conserve water here ? Tes. ,
136. That is easily done ? Yes, you cannot beat this for holding country.
137. How many sheep have you here? About 22,000 I think.^
138. Jlnd they cut a good fleece in sound country like this ? Tes, very good.
139. Do you send many fat stock away ? Yes, we send a good many._ n . . T
HO. If you had better means of communication with the metropolis, would you bo likely to fatten and 
send away more? That would entirely depend upon what the market was like. If we had the bydney 
market, the railway would not keep us from sending the stock. _ T i. t-
HI. Is the country between here and "Wyalong similar to that between hero aud J.emora. 1 nave not
been along the road to Temora, 1 go from Trungley to Temora. . . „
142. But is there not a great similarity in all this country ? Well, on the road from Trungley to lemo a
the counfry is very different. It is not bo scrubby. . ,, ,._
H3. Is there much ironbark between hero and Wyalong ? Not that X know of, immediately on tne lino;
but there is off it. ' i i t i. r „
144. Good ironbark ? What I saw was very fair. There is an ironbark ridge down here, 1 ““‘eve.
145. You havo no idea as to what sleepers would cost, I suppose? No; but X think you could get them
pretty reasonably. n
146. It is proposed, instead of having souaro sleepers, to havo half-round sleepers, limy could oe go 
much more cheaply ? Yes, a great deal more cheaply than the sleepers we have been using hitherto.
147. Do you think an extension of the present line on through Wyalong to Cargellico and HulEton would 
constitute a main trunk line by which this portion of the country would be fairly well served ._ x es ; 1 do.
148. Have you anv personal knowledge of the character of the country towards Hillston is it reputed 
to be good pastoral land ? It is reputed to be very good pastoral land all the way pretty well. It is
many years since I was on the Lachlan, but I know it to be good pastoral country. „
149. If the line were constructed, do you think it would interfere with the renewal of the pastoral leases.

Ha-Has there been any agitation in the district against the renewal of those leases ? Not that I am
aware of; but there may have been. , , . . , ■,
151. I suppose you are aware that it is a vexed question whether any renewals should take place in tfie 
western and central divisions? Yes, I am aware of that.
152. Can you say whether the small holdings carry more sheep proportionally than the large holdings.
J do not think they do. , ,,, ,,
153 Do you think this country would he more profitably occupied if held m areas of 2,.>60 acres than it 
held in areas of 10,000 acres ? I do not think the areas ought to be less than 2,560 acres, because in tins
part of the country, after a bit, most of the people will go in for pastoral pursuits .
154, Xf the Wyalong gold-field proves a success, do you think it will have the efiect of settling an agricul
tural population along the proposed line ? That I could not say. ,
155. The settlement of an agricultural population between Temora and Barmedman would depend, upon
the cancellation of the leases ? It would depend a good deal upon that. .
156. Of course people cannot select upon the leasehold area ? Not at the present time.
157, And most of the land is hold under lease ? Yes. 0

■ 158. Therefore the expansion of the agricultural industry will depend upon the non-renewal ot the leases.
Exactly; but then, again, there is any quantity of land to bo improved at present under the eamo con
ditions—thousands of acres. ,,, 1.0 nil. 1 J ■„
159. The laud agent informs us that there is very little land available here for settlement r Iho laud is
taken up. but it is not cultivated. , , ,
100 The land is held under lease ? Yes; but there is a lot of land that lias been selected. ,
1CL But the selection area could not he increased unless the leases were cancelled ? Certainly ; there is
not much other land available, ■
162. Therefore, unless the leases were cancelled the population of the district could not increase very
much ? Not very much. . . 0 in- n t
163 Do you thiuk that the discoveries at Wyalong are likely to be of a permanent character . \\ ell, 1
cannot make out the formation of the reefs. Most of them are jumbled up. There are two or three 

■ good claims there, but they have not run into a reef yet. They call them reefs, but I never saw reeis

' 164, How many reputedly payable claims were there when you were at Wyalong ? I believe there are 
eighty. _
165. They have not all crashed, I believe? No. „
166. Have you any knowledge of the present population of Wyalong ? They compute it at from 7,000

167. '.Are there many leaving the field? Yes; lately a good many havo left for the new rush, 7 miles
from Wyalong. ________________ ___________ *

Mr. Herbert Bertram Christie, manager of Wyalong i\h. 2 Station, sworn, and examined:
.168. Ohairnmt,'] Who are the owners of the station managed by you ? Mr. T. E. Knox is the owner
169. What is the area of the run ? About 19,000 acres of leasehold and about o,000 acres in the 
resumed area.
170. Have you any freehold ? Yes, about 1,200 acres.
171. How many sheep do you carry ? At present we are carrying very few. It is not advisable to cany 
many with tbc number of people there are roaming about the paddocks.
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Cto£i? w TT?aJ ^ th« carryiDS capability of the stat,„ i. ? Well, there is a great deal of malice upon the run, 
but 1 think it will carry a sheep to 2 acres.

2April,1894. I™' Jfhat dlstaiice are you from the nearest railway station ? We are 3? miles from Temora.
174. Do you send your wool there ? Yes.
Ill: Sofor,e was opened to Temora, where did you send it ? To Cootamundra.

0,1 S hare you been in the district ? Three years.
177. And before that where were you ? In the Cobar district, 
i Zq‘ r?°W ^lave you been engaged in pastoral pursuits ? For nearly ten years.
1/y. Can you speak as to the progress of this district since you have been here? I think considerable 
progress has been made in the last three years.
180. In what respect? The country is far more settled now. The greater part of Wyalong No. 2 has 
been selected since I have been here. or °
181 Has there been any very considerable increase in the population ? I think so. I think that most 
o heseiections to the north-west of Wyalong have been taken up within the last four years.
182. Oan you say that the settlers are In a fairly prosperous condition? I think a ereat number of 
tnem are.
183. Are they putting their land under cultivation, or are 
pursuits? They are combining pastoral with agricultural 
started putting in crops.
184. Would you like to make a statement to the Committee _____ „„„
railway from Temora to Wyalong. No, though I am quite willing to answer any questions
185. Have you considered m what way the railway could be made to pay working expenses?

^ do noj' know what the line would cost or what the working expenses would be. 
a/ern0U no^ieed 'whether the traffic between Temora and Barmedman has increased since the 

railway t° Temora was opened? I live between Barmedman and Wyalong, so I could not say much 
about the country between Barmedman and Temora.
187‘ ?° ?tU ^0W an?tl!ing of tho mining that has been carried on in this district during the past three 
years ? No, 1, know nothing about mining.
188 Mr; Wall.] Can you tell me what was the extent of tho resumed area of your run at tho time of 
the division ? I think about 19,000 acres. '
there111011 ab°Ut 14’000 aCreB ^ Le™ seIected therc ? rrom 12>000 to 13,000 acres have been selected

they combining pastoral with agricultural 
pursuits, A good number of them have

showing reasons for the extension of the

No, I

190. Can you give me any information ns to the grazing capability at which your run was appraised ? No:
I nave no knowledge on the subject. 1L
191. Have you any knowledge of the country between Barmedman and Cargellico ? I know the country 
i q°“ barmedman to about 12 miles the other side of Wyalong—that is, I know portions of it.
r, J-,8 ml regarded as good pastoral laud ? 1 think a lot of it is more suited for agriculture; but 
there is a large area of country on the Bland and Lake Cowal which would all be served by the railway, 
and which I suppose is second to none in Australia for pastoral purposes.
193 You cannot give us an idea of the value of the coaching traffic between Barmedman and Temora 
No, 1 cannot.
194 Afr. Drtitismi.] If the railway were taken to Wyalong, would it get any of the Bland traffic? I 
ins t Wr g„ a cona,derable amount of the traffic from therc and from Lake Cowal.
ine TTsec!llat Forbes is 40 miles and Wyalong 22 miles from Lake Cowal? Yes.
iov T7,°.w j would 'Wyaloug be from the Bland country ? Ton or fifteen miles.
ino tt er? *es jrod- from the Bland go to now ? The greater portion of it would go to Young,
lao. How far is that ? Young is about 60 miles from Marsden.
199. How far would that be from Wyalong? About 40 miles. The Marsden traffic if it goes to 
i-oung now would then come to Wyalong.
200. Then the Wyalong railway, if constructed, would only take traffic from the Young line ? You might
say of any line that it was robbing some other line; but a railway to Wyalong would give much better 
communication to the district. " * 6
ooo' ^d,,oro d°f the Lake Cargellico wool go to? 1 know that a great deal of that wool goes to Temora.
202. And would bo carried by the proposed line? Yes,
203. A good deal of wool comes from Lake Cargellico and Lake Cowal? I cannot speak as to Lake 
L/Owai; but a tremendous lot of wool comes from Lake Cargellico.
204. And that wool would come to Wyalong if the railway were taken there ? Yes, all the wool from 
Holy gamy, about iO miles from Wyalong, comes to Temora now, and would he carried by the proposed

205. Do you think the people here would be satisfied with a light lino of railway over which trains could 
mol at a speed of from 10 to 15 miles an hour ? I think they would be only too glad to get such a

railway, if they could not get a faster line. j & s
206. If a line costing from £2,500 to £3,000 a mile, upon which trains could run at the rate of 15 miles 
an hour, were constructed, would that serve the traffic for seven or eight years to come, allowing for a 
great increase in the wheat production ? Not if the Wyalong gold-field went ahead. They would want* 
raster trains then. What speed do they travel at on the Temora line ?
ono 4d>ou*i ^ miles an hour, I believe ? I think that would be ample.
208. But suppose Wyalong turns out to be, what in mining parlance is termed, a duffer ? At any rate
the line would open up a large area of country.
209. And will cause a great increase in settlement ? I think so.

^ ^"^0I1S turns out to be a good thing tho line must pay at once, because the passenger and goods 
trathe will be very considerable, independent of the outlying country ? Yes,
ML Chairman.] Is there much cultivation at present on the Bland aud Lake Cowal? No. What I 

^ a, country is not very suitable for agriculture. It is good fattening country, 
oio •A ■ WOut Lake Cowal ? Part of that is very good agricultural land.
213. But it is not at present under cultivation? No, not at present.

r ‘ Z suPPose thut is from want of a market ? The distance from market is too great.
° 1 1' ■/it''”’ .: i"ie Proposed railway is constructed, do you think the holders of land within a certain 

zone would be willing to pay 75 per cent, of the cost? No,I do not. 216.
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210. You think they would object to pay such a tax? Yes, most strongly. I do not think they would 
he able to pay it.
217. The payments would extend over sixty years? Yes, but I do not see where these men could find 
the money to pay more than they are now paying.
218. Do you think they would regard it as unreasonable to be charged freight, and at the same time to 
have to pay three-fourths of the cost of the line? Certainly. We must have carriage pretty low to 
make the production of wheat payable.
219. Mr. Dawson.'] You think it right that the State should make a railway through your property and 
through mine, and that we should pay nothing in return ? I do not think property here would be 
benefited anything like 75 per cent, by the construction of a railway.
220. Supposing it increased 50 per cent, in value, should not part of that increase he returned to tho 
Stale? That might be fair ; but at the same time the man who is employing labour to put in crops is 
benefiting the State more than the State is benefiting him. I think it is the duty of the State to build 
railways to open up the back country.

Mr. H.' B. 
Christie. _

12 April, 1894.

Mr. Denis Byrne, farmer, Barmedman, sworn, and examined:—
221. Chairman.] What is your occupation ? I combine grazing with fanning.
222. Did you obtain your land by conditional purchase? 1 bought it from a conditional purchaser.
223. How many acres have you ? 2,560.
224'. YVhere is your farm situated ? About 7 miles west of Barmedman.
225. How many acres have you under cultivation? This year I am putting in about 140 acres.
226. Of wheat ? Well, about 10 acres will bo sown with oats.
227. How many acres had you under cultivation last year ? Seventy-five,
228. And the year before ? I have only been about three years in the district. The year before I had 4 
acres of hay.
229. What was the result of last year’s crop ? We got about 15 bushels to the acre.
230. Where did you send it ? To Temora.
231. What did you pay for carriage to Temora ? About 4d. a bushel, which is about what it costs to send
it from Temora to Sydney. -
232. Then it costs you, in all, 8d. a bushel to send to Sydney? About that.
233. H the railway were constructed where would you send your wheat? To Barmedman.
234. What would be tho cost of taking it to Barmedman? Very little; I suppose about 3d. a bag.
235. Do you keep sheep? Yes; I have about 2,800.
236. Do you send your wool to Temora ? Yes.
237. Are you familiar with this district? Yes; I know it fairly well.
238. What portion of it aro you familiar with? I know all the land to the west and south-west pretty 
well, together with the country on the Bland, nnd out north beyond YYyalong to Bolygamy.
239. That is on the way to Lake Cargellico ? Ye;;; but it would bo a few miles oil the line.
240. YVhat is the character of the land between here and Wyalong ? The proposed line just about divides 
Ihe agricultural from the pastoral country.
241. On which side of the line would the pastoral country be ? To tho east and north-east—tho Bland 
country. I have gone 30 or 40 miles to the west, and four-fifths of that country is agricultural land of tho 
best quality,
242. (Similar to the land you possess? Yes.
243. Can you give any reason for the low average of production here? The past year was a very bad 
one for crops throughout the colony generally; but wc shad a higher average, or at least as good an average, 
within 15 miles of this place as in any other part of the colony.
244. You heard Mr. Copeland’s evidence that 9,000 bushels of wheat were obtained from 1,200 acres of 
land—a little over 7 bushels to the acre ? Ws.
245. But you say that you got 15 bushels to the acre? Yes; and 1 know of several paddocks that 
produced more, up to 18 bushels to the acre.
246. In that case a great deal of land must have yielded considerably less than 7 bushels to the acre? I 
think that that land lies nearer Temora. I know a great many of the farms there, and I do not think 
they produce anything.
247. Can you give any reason for the failure? There was no rain here until the middle of November.
248. Then why were you not similarly affected ? It must have been because of the soil, and we happened 
to get rain in time to save the crop. In places like this the rain is very patchy. Wc may get rain, and 
5 or 10 miles away there may bo none. As it happened, we got a fair rainfall, uot enough to benefit the 
crops as much as they might have been benefited, but sufficient to save them, That was between the 1st 
and 15th of November.
249. You attribute tbe success of your crops nnd the failure of other crops in the district to the partial 
rainfall? Yes. YVe had not anything like our average rainfall.
250. Can you say how the earnings of the proposed line would meet the working expenses, suppose the 
YVyalong gold-field were not permanent ? I think the proposed lino would encourage agriculture to a very 
much greater extent than its extension to Temora did. YVhen I came here three years ago, a farmer named 
Clements had 80 acres under cultivation, and now he has 250.
251. YVhere is his farm ? About 4 miles west of Barmedman.
252. Can you speak as to the effect of the opening of the Temora line upon tbe country within 10 miles
of Temora and on each side of that line? Yes; I think the area under cultivation there has been very 
mueb increased. ■
263. Have you been over that portion of the district recently? Not over the country within 10 miles of 
Temora. • _
254. How long is it since you were in that part of the district? Eighteen mouths.
255. Then I suppose you were speaking from hearsay ? Yes. I know that all the land under cultivation 
round here was put in since the railway was started. I had at first only 6 acres ; but when I knew that 
the railway was coming I increased the area to my present acreage. A neighbour of mine who now has 
150 acres had only 5 acres twelve months ago.
256. Are you interested in mining? Not at all. 257.

Mr.
D. Byrne.

12 April, 1894.
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n Rr‘ 257. Mr. Wall.'] Were the results you obtained last year sufficient to warrant you in continuing to 
_ **7r"e‘ increase your cultivation area ? Yes, if I get means of transit.

12April 1894 ^1C present prices, would you get more from the land by growing wheat than by using it for
p ' * pastoral purposes? Yes.

258. I presume that a great deal of the wheat here has been grown for hay ? Yes.
259. That would account for the small average yield per bushel ? A great many of the crops have been 
cut for hay, and that would reduce the average yield. My experience of several paddocks is that they 
all yielded from 14 bushels upwards.
260. Have you been in tbe habit of sending in returns ? Yes.
26L. I suppose the custom is to state tho area actually under wheat and the amount of grain produced, 
without taking into consideration the yield of bay ? Yes.
262. How many sheep do you graze? Since 1 have been here I have been grazing from 2,800 to 3,000 
sheep, together with horses and cattle.
263. ISi it your intention to increase the area under cultivation ? Yes; I have very good farming land,
and it is my intention to go in principally for farming. This year a good deal of land would have been 
out under cultivation had not the rush broken out. *
204. What, in your opinion, will be the cost of making lids land fit for the plough Well, I get my land 
cleared for £1 an acre.
265. How long had the timber been ringbarked ? It was ringbaked by tbe lessee years ago, and a great 
deal of it is going back to its natural state.
266. What do you consider the avereage cost per acre of making land fit for cultivation ? Taking green 
timber aud all it would be from 30s. to £2 an acre. In favourable localities you could get it done for 
15s. an acre.

FRIDAY, 13 APRIL, 1894.
[The Seclional Committee met at Spring s Hotel, Wyalong Township, at 7'30 p.m!\

Jirrssmt:—
The Hon. FREDERICK THOMAS HUMPH ERY (Ciiaibsias).

William Chandos Wall, Esq. | Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered tho proposed Railway from Temora to Wyalong.

Mr. Thomas Pearce, solicitor, Hillston, sworn, and examined.
Mr. 267. Chairman.] How long have you resided at Hillston ? Fine and a half years.

^ earce. 267£. Do you desire to make a statement in connection with the proposed railway from Temora to Wyalong,
13 April 139+ likely to form part of an extension via Cargellico to Hillston ? Yes. I think it is necessary to

’ ' take the railway to Hillston; but 1 thiuk it should go direct from Wyalong to Hillston ?
2G8. Without touching at Cargellico ? Yes. One reason 1 have for saying this is that on tho Lachlan 
there is already a great quantity of purchased land, and the remaining Crown laud there would naturally
be selected, even if no railway is constructed, while the direct line to Hillston would pass through what I 
believe to be tbe beat agricultural land in Hew South Wales. At any rate the last 60 miles on the 
Hillston side would pass through what is unquestionably tbe best agricultural land, taking into considera
tion its area, in the Colony. Of course you may get small pieces of land in other places, but taking the 
area into consideration, it is not to be surpassed.
269. What is the distance from Wyalong to Hillston? One hundred and thirty miles. The whole of the 
land is good, but on tbe last 60 miles from Hillston the land is exceedingly good”.
270. Is it tolerably level ? It is very level, except at one or two places, such as Mona Gap.
271..Do you not know that tho country between liere and Hillston on tho direct route is very rough? 
No, it is very smooth.
272. Do yon not know that a direct line would make a very considerable difference to the grade of the 
railway? I do not think it would.
2/3. Have you travelled the whole distance? Yes. Another reason why I think the line should go 
direct is that the Lachlan country is very heavily infested with rabbits, and the only thing that will 
destroy them is population. A direct line would open up the laud for at least 40 or 50 miles on each 
side of it, and that land would be immediately taken up by selectors, who would destroy the rabbits and 
keep them in check. Suppose, however, the line went to Cargellico, and then down tho river, it would be 
impossible for settlers to send grain or hay from the land of which I am speaking, and it would conse
quently become infested with rabbits, which would breed therc nnd spread all over tbc Colony. lam not 
prepared with statistics in regard to Hillston, because I only knew, half an hour before I left, that I was 
to come here ; but I am fairly acquainted with the neighbourhood from my long residence there, and from 
having been about it a good deal. Last year there were between 13,000 and 14,000 acres under cultiva
tion in the immediate neighbourhood of Hillston, and this year I think the area will be 14,000 or 15,000 
acres. ’
274. What is the crop P Wheat, If tbe farmers there could get a market for their produce there would 
be hundreds of thousands of acres under cultivation; but at present they have to send their grain between 
70 and 80 miles to get to the nearest station.
275. Which is ? Carrathool. Q be average rainfall for the last four or five years lias been fully 15 inches,
and the rain, as a rule, is seasonable for wheat, falling in April and May and early in the spring. That 
starts the wheat and ripens it. '

. 2/6. Do you know the country between Cargellico and Wyalong ? No, I havo never been lhrounh it.
277. Do you know Cargellico ? Yes.
2/8. Do the conditions exist lltere.which you have described as existing at Hillston ? I should say that 
there was better agricultural land close to Hillston than there is round Cargellico, but the Cargellico land 
is very good.
279. You said just now that the land between Cargellico and Hillston had been taken up? Not all of 
it; but a great quantity of it is freehold land.
280. What is it used for ? Partly for grazing and partly for farming. 281,
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281. "Wliy do you consider the fact that the country there is already settled a reason for not giving the
acltlers along the banks of the Lachlan railway communication V 1 do not say that it is a reason, but I 
say that to do good to the greatest number the line should go direct. The laud on the river has a water 
frontage and will always be taken up. ... j j •
282. Tho people having settled there, should we not give them railway communication instead of denying 
it to them ? Not in my opinion. I think a railway should be made to induce people to go out there,
283. And that those already settled there should be neglected ? I do not say that they should he 
neglected. They would have communication to a certain extent, hut m any case population would remain 
there, because of the river frontage, while the railway would spread population over new country.
28d. How would the people at Cargellico be served by a direct line to Hillston;—what distance would 
they be from it ? About 31 miles, which would not he too far, considering that they have a water
frontage. , . .. ,
285. Do you think a direct lino to Hillston would serve the Cargellico population r I think so, and a 
direct line would ojien up far more country. .
23G. "Where is the wool sent to now from stations in the vicinity of Hillston ? To Carrathool, which is 
80 miles away. The selectors are on the south side of Hillston, and are, therefore, a little nearer to the
railway. „ .
287. Ho you know the quantity of wool sent from Hillston to Carrathool? Ko, I am not prepared with
the figures.
288. Can you give the Committee an idea of the probable amount of the Hillston traffic if the railway
were taken there? A railway would draw all the wool from a considerable distance to the north of 
Hillston towards the Cohar line, aud also from out Mossgeil way, where they have a great number of 
sheep. _ __ ,
289. Besides wool what else would be sent by the railway ? Wheat and live stocky It is utterly impossible 
in time of drought for stations to get their live stock away under present conditions. The stock routes 
are always eaten bare, so that tbe stock would die on tbe road if travelled along them. With railway 
communication, however, stock could be sent to market or to the hills where there was feed.
290. When you speak of the hills whore do you mean—beyond Cootamundra ? Yes, aud ontTumut way.
291. You think that the line would be used to transfer sheep in dry seasons ? Yes. _
292. Do you wish to give any other reasons in support of your suggestion ? The strongest reason in
favour of a direct line is that it would bring a great number of settlors on to what is very good land. If, 
however, the railway is not taken direct, the whole of that country will be over-run with rabbits. Wire 
netting will check tho rabbits, but it will not destroy them. _ _
293. If the line were taken via Cargellico, would Hillston be served ? Hillston itself would be served.
294. Do you know what difference it would make in tbe length of the line to take it to Cargellico ? lam
informed that it would make a difference of 10 miles. _ _ _ . ,
295. Do you think that that would make a material difierence, when, by taking the line to Cargellico, it 
would serve two places instead of one ? I think a direct line would servo tho country better, and would 
save 10 miles. It would bring population into tbe district, and be tbe means of checking the rabbits. 
The land between the railway and the Lachlan would be filled with selectors, and they would stop tho

Mr.
T. Pearce. 

13 April,1804.

rabbits. _ ....
29G. Are you not expressing somewhat parochial views;—are you not in favour of a direct line simply 
because you reside at Hillston ? No; l wish to do good to the greatest number.
297. Mr. Dawson.] How often do you have droughts in this “ best country in New South "Wales” ? "We
have not had a drought since 1888. , .
298. Are the droughts here very severe? The 1888 drought was very severe. There was a failure in 
the crops then.
299. Have you ever seen the Liverpool Plains ? I know the country there. _ _
300. Is this country better than that ? Prom what I have heard, I should say that it was, for agriculture.
301. I mean generally? I would not say that, hut there is a greater area of good country here. _
302. .But how much of the good country is taken up? I do not know exactly. The selectors hitherto 
have gone entirely for open country,
303. How many selectors arc there on this land ? Yery few. _
304. Would not the line you suggest go through any amount of land held by large stations? No; the 
leases will expire in 1893.
305. Tiicn this land is held under lease ? Yes. _
30G. Do you know if many selectors went onto tho land when the leases were divided in 1889? Not 
very many. Some selectors took up laud ; but tbe want of a market for produce prevented others from 
doing so, and some of those who had taken up land threw' it up and left the disbict.
307. Surely a man could make a living on 2,3G0 acres of really good country with sheep? The land on 
this side of the Lachlan is not so suitable for pastoral purposes as tho land on the other side of the 
Lachlan; but it is more suitable for agriculture. _
30S, Is it lightly timbered? It is heavily timbered with box, myall, mallee, yarran, various sorts of scrub, 
and a great deal of pine. _ ,
309. Is it anything like the Carrathool country? No; it is different country altogether. I resided in 
Hayl or nine or ten years, so that I know' tho Hay land as well as the Hillston land.
310. Do you not think it would be better, instead of taking tho railway direct to Hillston, to serve the .
people who have already taken up land in the district ? No; because if you take Ihe line direct it will 
run between the selectors to the south and the selectors to the north, while if you take it to the Lachlan 
the selectors to the south will not be benefited by it, and it will not benefit an additional number of selectors
on tbe north side of tbe Lachlan, because the land there is not suitable for selection nor available.
311. It is only the land on the Cargellico side that is suiiabie ? Cargellico is on the southern side of tho
nver. _ ^
312. Is there a fair amount of settlement between Lake Cargellico and Hillston? Not a great deal,
though there is a fair number of selectors round Cargellico.
313. ilueh more than on tbc line you advocate? Yes; taking it all through, 
selectors on the last 20 miles of tbc route which 1 recommend.
314. How far from the proposed railway ? Some would he close to the railway 
or 40 miles from it.

There are a number of

and others would be 30 
315.
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T.Pearce. . ° i7i0U aiei P6r^ec^J satiEified that the railway should be tafeen from Temora to Wyalong? Tes; that 
^ i a iri?TC m ^ie direction. I do not know much about the country down here, but the line 

13 April, 1S94. ^'0lP(LfJ0 coming towards good agricultural land.
16. Ton aro perfectly satisfied that there should be a railway to Wyalong ? ft is part of the line which 

should be constructed. ■ a . 1

SIT. AVould you sooner have the line taken direct from Temora to Hillston without touching at Banned- 
man or Wyalong ? I could not say. 1 have travelled from Wyalong to Hillston, and I know that for
uuout 40 or 40 miles out from Wyalong the land is not so suitable for agriculture as it is on the last part 
of the journey. 1

A^hougl^you advocate a direct route, you say that at present there is not much settlement along it, and 
jAlat TIP m 1“)t suitable for sheep? Jt is not so suitable as the land on the northern side of the river. 
iT ^ 1^cn N'ches of rain is not sufficient for wheat unless you happen to get it just at the time you 

stater^ I go by the crops that have been grown. '
•120. What is the average yield per acre? Fifteen bushels was the average last year. I may say that I 
have grown about 20 acres of wheat for the last three years, and 1 have never had less than two tons of 
hay to the acre. One year I had three tons.
321. Suppose the line were made, do you think a vield of 15 bushels to the acre would pay at the present 
price ot wheat ? Tes; if that were the average,
322. What price do you get for wheat ? 2s. Gd. a bushel.
323. It brings 2s. 7d. a bushel in Sydney and 2s. Id. a bushel in Melbourne? I believe they wero 
getting something near 2s. 6d.
324. That means that you have to plough, sow, and harvest, for £1 17s. 6d. an aero, and that that would 
my you . les it does pay, I have spoken to a great number of selectors, and they are perfectly satisfied 
i they 2s- bfd. a bushel. I know one man who has 1,5^0 acres under cultivation, and who carts his 
produce 50 or Gt) miles to the railway station. He says that if he gets 2s. (jd, a bushel he is perfectly 
satisfied, and he has done very well so far. He had 1,000 acres under cultivation, last year, and he has 
put in 500 more this year.
^ ^°PS ^ ta*te to, c|f;aT> tho land ? Most of it is easy to clear; but some of it is malice, and
oof. rv 18 ^an^j't is difficult to clear. I do not know the actual expense of clenring.
"t1- ban you get 2s. Gd. a bushel for wheat, this year? I believe that most of them realise something 
iiKe zs. ba,
ooo’ virLerC 'S that? By taking it to Carrathool, and sending it on to Sydney, 
oon titi re £et t^10 2s- Gd-—in Sydney ? Tes. They get something like that.
32,9. \\ hat would it be to them net ? Well, they get a little more in Sydney.
330. It would cost Gd. a bushel to send wheat from Carrathool to Sydney, and I suppose from 4d. to 6d. a 
bushel to deliver it at Carrathool ? But most of them cart it down themselves.

But if- a man uses his own labour and horses, and gets 2s. Gd. a bushel for his wheat, that is not 2s. Gd.
1 | ' Bis own labour is worth something, and it seems to me, that at that price he would be about 3d. in debt

when fie had finished ? Ko, they are perfectly satisfied if they can realise 2s, Gd. abushel, in Sydney, and 
are able to make ends meet. If the railway went to Cargellico and then down to Hillston, the selectors 
to the south, who are quite as numerous as tho Cargellico selectors, would be in the same position as tho 

settlers are now, and the land there would consequently soon become a rabbit warren.
332. Mr. Wall.] I suppose you recognise that this line has not been proposed simply for the purpose of 
serving Hillston ? Perfectly.
333. There is a national object to be gained ? Tes.
334. Ton state that construction of a direct line M ould open up more country on the banks of the Lachlan ? 
Ko ; it would open up all the country through which it passed. Land on the Lachlan will he taken up 
becamm of its water frontage, even if the people have to go some distance to get the railway.

110^ a ^ne Cargellico, and thonce to Hillston, afford more facilities to settlers than a direct 
line . lo some extent, T dare say there would be a little more land taken up if the lino ran down the 
Lachlan ; but J believe that the land there would be taken up whetlier the railway were constructed or not. 
33G. Kail ways are conducted on commercial lines, and unless there is some possibility of a line paying its 
expenses it is not the custom of the^ G-ovcrnment to construct it, nor is it probable that in sucli a case 
they will construct this one ? That is exactly why I advocate a direct line. I think it would pay better 
than a hue em Cargellico. As far as I am personally concerned, I do not mind which way the'railwav 
goes. 1 should like to see an extension from Parkes. "
337. To what extent would you consider this hack country served by railway communication ? It is all 
according to the character of the country through which the railway passes, and depends upon whether 
the seieetors use the lino for agricultural or for pastoral purposes. I should say that if a farmer were 
withm 40 or 50 miles of a railway station he would be near enough.
338. He would be fairly well served? He would be fairly well served.
339. Are you aware that a direct line would be running parallel to and not 35 miles from the Hay line, 
so that the people you desire to serve are already well served ? The two lines may bo only 35 miles apart 
at the commencement; but the distance between them broadens out to about 100 miles.
340. ’Would not the line proposed by the Department serve tho country bettor ? I do not think it would 
pay as well as the line which I suggested.
341. Tou advocate a lino running almost parallel with the Hay line ? It is 50 or GO miles from tho Hay 
line, preity well all through.
342. Is the Cargellico land fair for agricultural settlement ? Tea. *
343. Is there any permanent water iu the vicinity? Tes.
344. Is the rainfall there greater or smaller than tho rainfall at Hillston ? T am not able to answer that ■
but 1 should think it would be about the same. ’
345. What distance would the direct lino be from the line proposed by the Department ? Thirty-one
miles, I think. j j. ^ j
o^" 'T0U^ furthest point ? I suppose the average distance would be 15 or 1G miles,
3t-i T!,e ProPosed Government line would be about midway between the Hay line and the Cohar line, 
while the line you suggest would only be from 30 to GO miles from tho Hay line ? It would run through 
the best country. As far as Hillston itself is concerned the Parkes line would be the best.

348.
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348. You recognise that there is not much probability of a second line intersecting the tract of country ^ 
between the Cohar line and the Hay line ? I do not know about that. . , , .
34!) Well, assuming that the Department intended to construct only one line to intersect that country, 13Apriltl894i 
which line would you suggest ? I think a direct line would benefit the greatest number ot settlers, and 
therefore pay best, besides there is every prospect of gold_ being discovered m that country, mere aro 
a great number of people at Yalgogrin now; I was there this morning.
350. Do not men always take the best land available ? Yes. , ,
351. Then if the land in the neighbourhood of Lake Cargellico has all been taken up, does not that show
that it is the best land ? No, because selectors will not go out 30 or 40 miles by themselves where they 
havo no chance of selling their produce. , ,
352 Infercntially we must arrive at the conclusion that if they prefer to go 30 miles away trom tne 
railway, they regard the land on which they have settled as the best available? They have gone there 
because the district was already populated. People living there have written to their friends, and thus 
the land has been taken up in a block. If the proposed line is taken direct, however, thousands of acres
of new land will ho taken up. „i-
353. Would a greater actual settlement be served by the Departmental proposal than by the Imo oi which
you speak ? Yes ; it would serve a few more. _
354. What is the population of Hillston? Itoughly speaking, about 1,000.
355. Is it incorporated? Yes. , ,
356. Can you give us any information as to the value of ratable property ? I think about .£4o0 a year.
That, of course, is exclusive of Government endowment.
357. And is based upon annual values ? Yes.
358. Hare you a Lands Office there ? Yes. J , 0
359. Can you give us any information as to the amount of land selected in Hillston during last year.
No; I cannot.
3C0. Is Lake Cargellico within the land district of Hillston ? Yes. , . ,
361. So that any returns would show the settlement in the vicinity of Cargellico, as welt as that in the
vicinity of Hillston ? Yes. j i ai,
362. I suppose you recognise that at the present time the people of Hillston are better served by the 
railway than the people at Lake Cargellico ? Yes; I think they are a little nearer the line. 1 thmk the
Cargellico people go to Whitton. . , , .,
363. If the proposed railway were constructed, would the freight and passenger traffic pay interest on its 
cost ? I think so. I know that I would take a good many shares if we were allowed to make a light line

364. I suppose you are aware that it is proposed to construct this line on what is known as the better
ment principle? So I understand, , , . , ,
365. Do you think people would take up land in this vicinity if they thought they would have to pay a 
proportionate share of the cost of the line ? I feel certain that they would bo prepared to pay part ot its
cost; but I do not know how much they would he prepared to pay. ,,
366. Tho payments would be spread over a very long period, and the tax would perhaps be very small; 
do you think there would be anv objection to the construction of this line on tho betterment principle .
I do not think so ; I am certainthat if the tax is not very heavy, the line will bring a tremendous popu
lation here, provided, of course, that the pastoral leases are thrown open when the railway is hnished. I 
would not bo in favour of throwing them open until the line is constructed.
367. How far would the country of which you have been speaking he from tho Departmental line. ihe
distance would vary from next to nothing to about 60 or 70 miles. 1 ,
368. If the Department took the line through unsettled country, do you think people would take up land 
20 miles from it to avoid coming under the provisions of a Betterment Act ? No; because I believe 
that the increased facilities which they would have if they were nearer the railway would pay any better-

369. You cannot give any information as to tbe number of stock in tbe district of which you have been
speaking? No; I cannot. ________________ ___________

Mr. James George Carroll, land agent, Hillston, sworn, and examined
370. Chairman.] How long have you been in Hillston ? Over seventeen years.
371. Have you a knowledge of the surrounding country, the extent of the pastoral holdings there, and
tho number of stock carried ? I am not able to tell you the number of stock upon each station; but 1 
know the country for nearly 100 miles round Hillston. , _ .
372. You desire to make a statement in connection with this proposal fo take the railway Irom iemorato 
■Wyalong, and perhaps extend it to the Lachlan ? Les, I have been sent here by the people ot Hillston 
and the surrounding districts to advocate their right to a railway. I may tell you that they are not 
particular what way the railway comes, so long as it suits the greatest number of people, and is a line that
will benefit the Colony generally. . . , , ,. ,
373. Do you agree with Mr. Pearce that the line should go direct to Hillston instead or touching at
Cargellico ? I was not sent here to advocate any particular route. , ,
374 From vour knowledge of the country, and the extent of the existing settlement, and having regard 
to the traffic which would he created by a railway, do you think the Government proposal a better one 
than that suggested by Mr. Pearce ? i must say that the proposed line would benefit more people.
375. Do you know Cargellico ? Yes ; my knowledge of that district is considerable, because J acted as 
land agent for them for a number of years.
376. Has the land been taken up in large areas ? In 2,560-acre blocks. t ^ n it
377. How much land is under wheat there at the present time ? There is not so much at Gargemeo as 
at Hillston. They do not go in for farming so much there, they go in more for stock.
378. The selectors are using their land for grazing? Yes ; they do not go m for agriculture so much.
379. Where do they send their produce at the present time ? I think they consume it locally pretty well,
and a little of it goes out back. t ai
380 It does not go to Sydney ? I do not think so. Of my own knowledge 1 do not know where they
send the local produce.

Mr.
J, Q-. Carroll.
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It uocs to Whitton. Tho wool from the other side of Cargellico, out 

and Cargellico ? I know the country from Cargellico

t rw?' i 3S1. Whcro docs tho wool go to ?
J . ^'a^ro^' Mount Hope way, also goes there. ~

'ISADriTlSOl ^)o. foU ^now country between Wyalon 
p to Merringreen.

3S3. About how many miles from Cargellico ? About 50 miles. It is near the Humbug Creek.
, Can you speak as to tho settlement of that part of the country ? There were not a great number of

selectors along the road I came, hut I understand that towards Galore, and in the Condobolin Land 
District, there are a number of selectors. I have only been connected with the Hillston District; but I 
understand that at Galore there are 60,000 acres under settlement.
,‘JS5. Would they be served by a railway from Wyalong to Cargellico ? Certainly.
386. Within what distance of the railway would they be, approximately? I do not know: but thev 
would be served by it.
3S7. Can you say for what purpose tho land to which you are referring could be profitably used ? The 
laud from Galore to Merringreen is all yarran country, and excellent country for sheep.
388. Is it suitable for agriculture ? Yes, and it is well adapted for sheep.
389. It is better suited for pastoral than for agricultural use? It is suitable for either; but I consider 
that while there is land better adapted for agricultural purposes, it would be a pity to cut it up,
390. Can you speak as to the land round Lake Cargellico ? Yes.
391. Is it superior to this land, or of similar character ? It is red chocolate, and they have not much 
horee on it. The timber is pine, and growth of that kind.
392. Hillston, you say, is now partly served by Carrathool ? Yes; it is 80 miles from Carrathool.
393. How many sheep are there within 50 miles of Hillston, tbe wool of which at present goes to Carra
thool ? Hillston would serve Mossgiel, which is 60 miles away from it, Ivanhoe, which is 35 from Mossgiol, 
Whealbah, which is 22 miles south-west of Hillston, and Coohle Station, and all stations between Ivanhoe 
and Hillston.
394. How many sheep would be shorn in that district ? I am not able to say how many sheep they shear; 
but I should say that they shear over 100,000 sheep at Trida Station, which is conBid"ered a very large 
shed. I cannot say what they are carrying now, hut they have carried 100,000 sheep. Mossgiel would 
carry 150,000 sheep, Willandra, to my knowledge, has shorn over 200,000 sheep, besides running a number 
of horses and cattle, though it is now being subdivided.
395. Cattle and horses would not help the railway to any extent? Cattle would, because they send fat 
cattle to Melbourne. I should say that Bundarra Station runs 100,000 sheep, and Merunsle about 
80,000. 6
396. Are those_tho_principal stations which would be served by the'line? Yes, and there are others. 
Cowl Cowl, which is on this side of the river, has shorn 150,000 sheep, I have not mentioned half the 
stations which would use the railway.
397. Are we to understand that the stations yon have mentioned would he directly served by the extension 
of the railway to Hillston? Yes.
398. And the wool would be sent from Hillston to Sydney? Yes; the stations I have mentioned send 
their wool on to the Hay line, while ont beyoud they go to Balranald.
399. Would there be an increase of revenue to the railway if the wool was seut from Hillston to Sydney, 
instead of coming as^it does now ? Yes ; because when they go to Carrathool they can choose between 
sending by train to Sydney or by steamer to Victoria. Wool passing through Hay goes mostly to Victoria,
400. There would he an increase in railway revenue if the wool went to Hillston ? Yes ; if it came to 
Hillston it would have to go on to Sydney, whereas now the greater part of it goes to Victoria.
401. Do you wish to give any other reasons iu support of this line? I consider that the land between 
Hillston and Ivanhoe is equal to any of tho laud in the Western Division. Itis certainly the best pastoral 
land in that division, and their sheep have for years topped the Melbourne market. Sheep from there 
have brought as much as 17s. 6d. in the olden times. The wool, too, fetches a good price, coming as it 
docs from very superior land. Portions of that country, too, are well adapted for cultivation, A 
Mr. Thomas, who has lately taken up land near Hillston, told me that ho had travelled a great deal 
through the Colony, and that he considered that, with the exception of the land round Narrandera, it was 
the best wheat-growing country he had seen. He had seenMildiira, Wentworth, and those places, having 
travelled for a land syndicate, but he settled near Hillston, considering that land to be tho best he could 
obtain.
402. How many coaches are there running between Hillston aud Carrathool ? There' aro two a week to 
Carrathool, one to Hay, and two to Booligal.
403. And lo Cargellico ? There are two a week each way, and a weekly mail.
404. ̂ How many teams are there on the road ? A great number. One "storekeeper stated to the Com
missioner that he got up 600 tons of goods in the year.
405. I am speaking of the average number of teams on the road between Carrathool and Hillston ? 
There are a great many; but I could not say how many.
406. Mr, Wall.] How long has your railway league been established? Wc have been advocating a rail
way for a number of years.
407. Were any representations made to the Minister prior to the opening of the Wyalong gold-field ? 
There was no deputation, but we have bad plenty of communications with the Minister,
408. Can you tell the Committee where the boundary of the Western, and Central Divisions would bo 
intersected by the proposed line? The Lachlan is the boundary between the Western and Central 
Divisions.
409. Then the proposed line would not go into the "Western Division at all, though it would serve a large 
portion^of it ? Yes ; it would serve Euabalong, which is about 15 miles from Cargellico.
410. "W ould it not serve Coan Downs aud the country to the north ? Yes,
411. Can you give us an idea of the number of adult settlers that would be served bv the construction of 
this line, taking the population of Hillston, Lake Cargellico, and the intervening country ;—what would 
be tho probable value of the passenger trafhc on the line? I cannot say. Most people travel in their own 
conveyances now.
412. Can you give us any idea of the number of people who would he likely to avail themselves of tbe
railway in order to get to Sydney ? At Mossgiel there arp about400 people, and abogf 1,090 at Hillston 
and just immediately around it. '
413. Is that the adult population ? Ho. 414,
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414. Can you give us an approximate idea of the number of settlers that would be served by the proposed ^ ^ Carroll, 
line? The line would serve every settler already in the district; but I cannot tell you how many there ^ A ^ ^ 
arc, I may say, however, that when the land was thrown open by the 1SS4 Act, tho largest area of land 13 Aprilil894, 
in the Colony but one, was taken up near Hillston.
415. Can you give us any idea as to the number of people between Hillston and "Wyalong, or Cargellico
and Hillston, who wouldbe served by tbe line ? 1 could not tell you bow many would be served by it.
416. Has settlement in the vicinity of Cargellico and along the proposed line increased during the last
few years? Yery little ; it has gone off. ,
417. As a rule, has the land been taken up in the bond fide interests of those who selected it, or havo 
many of the selectors sold it to the large pastoralists ? Latterly not much land has changed hands in 
that way. I think there are very few selections which are not genuine.
418. Has there been any petition by persons requiring land for settlement against tbe renewal 
pastoral leases ? The feeling has been against their renewal. The people are waiting for a new Land Act 
which they hope will be more liberal than the last. That is why there has not been much settlement.
419. Do you think that the division of the holdings would have a tendency not only to increase popula
tion, hut to increase the carrying capacity of the land ? Subdivision would certainly increase the carry
ing capacity of the laud. _ , . . .
420. You think that, proportionately, the land held by selectors in the vicinity of Hillston carries more 
stock than that held by pastoral lessees ? Yes. I know one selector with 640 acres of land who runs 
800 sheep, and they are now so fat that he can hardly get a poor one to kill. His land has carried over a
sheep to the acre because of the subdivision. ' _ „ t -nr it r i
421. I suppose you know the old soldier’s motto, “ Guns overcharged recoil the most ? Well, I know 
he has been there over twenty years, and is likely to remain there.
422. Can you give us any idea as to the returns received in a year by the Lands Office at Hillston. They 
have been very good indeed until lately ; but there has been a falling off this year,
423. This year has been worse than other years ? Yes j very little land will be taken up until a new Act
comes into force. .
424. You think that the construction of a railway would have a tendency to increase settlement. 1 am
sure of it. If tho line is not constructed at an early date a great number of people will desert the back
country. _ vi vr j rj-i,
425. Mr. Daicson^\ If the leaseholds are thrown open to selectors, is there not a great likelihood ot the
pastoralists securing the whole of them ? It would depend upon the conditions under which they were .
thrown open. n -vr i j
426. Under conditions under wrhicb you and I or anyone else could take them up ? Ivot if you had con
tinuous residence, and one man one selection, insisting upon a certain amount ot cultivation.
427. Would you hamper selection with all those conditions, and then say that poor people should take up 
the land ? Certainly. If poor people want land, they will put a house upon it and cultivate it.
428. But poor people cannot do all that you refer to ? That is how they get a living. _
429. Is the man who owns the 800 sheep the only one in the district who has got such sheep ? No.
430. More than a sheep to the acre is the general thing in that district ? No. The man to whom I was
referring has a river frontage. My experience is that sheep in small lots get quiet, and do not run about 
and lose their condition. 4
431. Is it the feeling of the people in this district and round about Hillston that all the land should be
thrown open ? The majority of the people whom 1 meet aro in favour of no renewal of tho leases until 
the public get the first cut at the land. _
432. I agree with you that tho public should have the land, but do you not think that the pastoralists 
will get their share along with the others ? If you pass workable and liberal Land Acts and construct a 
railway, you will have any number of prosperous and successful people in the back country. 1 know 
people who havo used the plough there most successfully, small as is the price of wheat.
433. If the country is as you have'described it, and will carry 800 sheep to 640 acres, could they not alt
live by fattening sheep ? The river frontages are so good that a small area of such land is sufficient for a . 
man, but hack in the timbered country it takps three or four and perhaps even ton acres to carry a sheep.
That land could he profitably cultivated. _ _ ,
434. Would you compel a man to take up land such as that aud cultivate it? Yes; because it will grow 
better wheat with less rainfall than ihe land nearer Ihe river, b’urther away the land is sandy and loamy.
435. It must be wretchedly poor land if it takes five acres to feed a sheep ? Well, the resumed area of 
the Cowl Cowl run, which they reckoned to carry a sheep to ten acres was abandoned, but now a man has 
selected there and cleared the laud, and has got a crop of thirty-two bushels of wheat to the acre. . This 
year he got a good crop of wheat and twenty-four bushels of oats to the acre. That land is not suitable 
it’or stock but it is suitable for cultivation, and there are hundreds of thousands of acres of such land
about Hillston.
436. Is it open? Yes.
437. Then why is it not taken up ? Because there is no railway by which to send away produce. I have 
hoard men say, as Mr. Pearce has told you, that they would be satisfied with 2s. Gd. a bushel. I was there 
before any wheat was grown in the district, and I know that the 1888 crop has been the only one to 
completely fail. Wheat this year has brought from 2s. 3d. lo 2s. 5d. at the flour mill in Hillston, and at 
Carrathool they get 2s. 7d. for it delivered at the railway station, or at least that is what I have been told.
438. You sav that it is really good wheat-growing land, and that if the railway is made, hundreds of
thousands of acres will bo put under wheat I consider that where there is one acre now, there would 
be ten if the railway were made. _
439. How many acres are there under cultivation now? They are all taking in fresh land every year. 
One man who cultivated about 800 acres last year is putting in 1,500 acres this year.
440. Can you tell us what area is under cultivation now ? About 12,000 acres this year.
441. Then there would be about 120,000 acres under cultivation if the railway were made ? Yes.
442. This land would be held by smaller men? Yes ; in blocks of from 1,400 to 2,560 acres chiefly.
443. Is anything else likely to he grown;—how does barley grow there? Barley will grow, but it has 
not been cultivated therc. Oats were put in for the flrst time last year, but that was a particularly dry 
year, and I am certain that land which would give thirty-five bushels of wheat last year would give over

■ forty
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J. &. cL>U. aS°od yea£ .^°tatoe/ ™d ««i»ns grow there, and I think the onions on the Lachlan are
the finest in the Colony hrmt, too, does remarkably well, and the grapes and peaches are equal to any- 

13 April 1894 >hmg m , e Colony. They are a month earlier than the Albury fruit. U J
' '444‘ -l8 anvwine-making there? No. There is land on the Lachlan which is suited for vine

growing and for all sorts of fruit.
t4fu. ■?I?J3pt aPP*e0 aild c1leia'ies ? apples grow well at Booligal, and cherries grow well at Hillston, and 
1 thmk the peaches are equal to anything in Australia.
M6. But you do not get cherries and peaches together ? I have seen good apples to come from Boolical ■ 
but the peaches are equal to anything I have tasted in the best shops in Sydney. The country there is 

■ capable of producing anything, and is free from disease. There is no disease among the sheep,” cattle or
’%se^7 Now and then there is a little complaint about a horse, but we havo neither fluke nor pleura. 
77*, OAowmoa.] Mr Pearce expressed the opinion that the railway would be serviceable for tho removal 
ol stock in times of drought is that your opinion ? Tes; the stock routes are completely eaten away • 
they are let and sub-let, and it is really impossible m the summer months to get stock to market, I know 
men m the hack country who, if they move their fat stock, can only get them to market as stores. If there 
were a railway, however, they could send them to other places where there was grass, or take them direct 
to market, and get full value for them.
448. Mr Walk] Do you not think it would have materially assisted you if you could have submitted an 
estanate of the probable inward and outward tonnage on the proposed lino ? Certainly; but I did not 
get suineient notice, and 1 have been travelling night and day to meet the Committee. Had we got more 
notice, instead ot there being two witnesses from Hillston, there would have been ten
449. But in making previous representations do you not think that that would have assisted you ? The 
Hepartment have got it all m print. Mr. Hilliat was down there and helped in the inquiry. ‘
4oO._ Have any recommendations been made in connection with the deputations which have waited on tho 
Minister as to the produce of tho district? I think so; but I would not be quite sure. We have been 
working hard m connection with the matter for some time.
451. Have you any statistics at your disposal which you could forward to tho Central Committee in 
bydney, giving an approximate estimate of tho probable tonnage which would be carried by the proposed 
line r Yes, we could give that information. 1 J 1 ■*

Mr, J. Brett. Mr, John Brett, selector, Molonglo, sworn, and examined :—
_ _452. Ohairman.] How many miles are you from Wyalong? About SO.

18 April,1894.In what direction ? Towards Cargellico.
454. Near the route of the proposed railway ? Not far off the direct lino.
455. How many acres do you farm ? I have a family selection—three selections.
456. How many acres havo you altogether ? A little over 7,000 acres.
457. How many acres have you under cultivation ? I only grow enough for my own use.
458. How much is that ? I havo about 10 acres under cultivation.

Jr°a.use ^'e.,rcst; tte *and ? I’Cir grazing purposes; but there is very little grass on it 
until it has been improved. &
460. How many sheep have you ? About 4,000.
461. Where do you send your wool ? To Sydney.
462. By what railway ? Prom Temora. . ■
463. What do you pay for carriage ? It is pretty expensive to Temora.
464. Can you say how much a bale ? It used to cost £6 a ton to Coolamon; but we get it taken 
to Temora for about £4 a ton.
465. How many bales do you send away ? Sixty or seventy.
466. That would be 10 or 11 tons ? Tes.
467. Ton would be served by an extension of the line via Wyalong to Cargellico ? It would be almost 
immaterial to me which line was made. I consider that this is tho very cream of the country.
468. How long have you resided on your selection ? About four years. J
469. Why have yon not put more land under cultivation ? Because the produce would not pay for carting

470. Did you hear Mr. Pearce’s evidence ? Tes.
D would not pay you to grow wheat ? No. I should never havo selected, but for the expectation 

oi a national line some day.
472. What is the character of your land ? Magnificent country. It wants improving; but it is all lime
stone country. b
473. In what way does it want improving—by manuring? By clearing. The land itself is good It
could not ho better land. 6
474. Is the rainfall sufficient ? The rainfall is quite sufficient, but for an exceptional year. The country
does not require so much ram as poorer countrv. J

J8 ^ere muc^ settlement round you ? Tes; there is a large amount of settlement 
4/6 Is the land held in large areas like yours ? Tes; itis principally held in large selections, because 

■ small selections would not do much good there.
477. Is there much land under cultivation ? Not much. It is only .cultivated for the use of the selectors. 

\rc nealDr.ail aaeeP farmers out there ? Yes; we combine that with a little agriculture.
479. But the extension of the railway will enable you to put the land you are now using for grating 
under cultivation? Tes, most of that country will he put under agriculture.
480. It could he profitably used for agriculture if you had better railway facilities ? Tes.

Mr. DawsanJ] You came from Victoria ? Tes.
From what part? From Warrnambool.
That is particularly good country ? Tes.

, , Pheii, I take it, you know what you aro talking about ? Yes ; I went all round New South Wales 
before 1 settled down, I have been in New England and at Tnmwortb.
485. Tou know Tamworth ? Tes. '
480. Is your land as good as that on the Peel Eivcr ? Fully as good. - ■
487. And you say that the line proposed by the Government goe^s through the cream of that country P I 
have not the slightest doubt of it.

481.
482. 
488. 
484.
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458. A good deal of land would be taken up there if the road was good ? It would be eventually taken
up if there were a railway. !3ApriU894.
48!h Tou want a market for your produce ? Tes.
490. If the railway is taken from "Wyalong to Cargellico and then on to Hillston, the land through which 
it passes will be used for agriculture instead of having sheep running over it to the end of time ? It will 
all be taken up. There are 75,000 acres in a gold reserve there, which aro as good as anything between 
here and Sydney.
401. As a practical man you havo no hesitation in making that statement ? Not the slightest.
492. If this land is settled upon and taken up in small areas Iho settlers will be able to run sheep upon 
it as well as use it for agriculture? It will, when improved, carry u sheep to the acre.
493. And no doubt people will get store sheep and fatten them after the crops are off ? Tes. The land 
is so far from market that agriculture and pastoral pursuits will be combined.
494. The climate is something like that of Tamworth ? Tes.
495. Would lucerne grow there f Yes.
499. If you could get lucerne to grow, you could raise five times as muck stock as you raise now ? Tes.
497. If the railway were taken through your property, would you be prepared to pay a fair amount to the 
State for its construction ? Certainly, I would be in favour of paying a fair amount.
498. Tou think it fair that if a man’s land is benefited by tbe State be should pay part of the benefit 
back to the State? Certainly, because ho reaps the benefit indirectly.
499. Mr. Wall^\ Tou pay about 2s. a bushel fo scud wheat to Temora ? About that.
500. The agricultural development of that country would be impossible without a railway ? Tes. A 
great many people have gone there with the expectation of getting a national lino some day.
501. If the railway were constructed, would you bring a large area of land under cultivation ? Certainly, 
because it would pay better.
502. Do you think the other settlers in the vicinity would follow your example? Tes. There area great 
many cultivating there now. Mr. Smith has 400 or 500 acres.
503. Mr. Daicson.] I suppose you are aware that in England wheat has not been so cheap for two 
centuries as it is to-day, owing to the good seasons which they have had all over the world. What is the 
lowest pried at which you could profitably produce wheat, if the railway came within 3 or 4 miles of your 
land, allowing for labour, use of teams, cost of seed, and' so on ? Hot much less than 2s. 6d. a bushel.
504. That is delivered at the station ? Tes.
505. Ohairman.'] Is Mr. Lowenthal your neighbour ? Tos, his property adjoins mine.
506. Is he a selector ? Tes, a selector and manager,
507. How many acres has he under his control and management ? About 30,000 acres.
508. How many sheep does his land carry ? He owns something like 30,000 sheep.
509. Has he any land under cultivation ? Tes; he grows artificial grasses principally.
510. How many acres has he under artificial grasses ? About 20 acres.
511. Do you know where he sends his wool? By teams to Temora, and then on to Sydney.
512. Do you wish to add anything to your evidence? No further than that it is a magnificient little estate 
ho has got there. It is reckoned a small estate in that part of the country.
513. Is it a freehold ? A great portion of it is; but part of it is Crown land.
514. How much is freehold ? About 5,000 acres.
515. And the rest is held under lease ? Tes.
616. Will the lease expire in 1895 ? I think so.
517. Do you wish to say anything as to the character of the land ? It is very good land.
518. Is it all suitable for the production of wheat? Not all. A great portion of it is boree country, whichp 
is first-class grazing land.
519. But not so suitable for agriculture ? But not so suitable for agriculture.
520. Unless the railway were extended beyond Wyalong could agriculture be profitably undertaken? A 
great many small holders would go in for agriculture if the railway came to Wyalong, because it would 
then be within 30 or 40 miles of a great many of them.
521. Tou think they would bring more land under cultivation then ? Considerably more land would ho 
brought under cultivation, even if the railway came only to Wyalong.
522. But to serve you and your neighbours the lino would have to be taken past Wyalong? Well, if it
came to Wyalong it would make a difierence of £2 a ton in regard to our wool.
523. Do you know anything about Cargellico ? Tes.
524. Did you hear the evidence which has been given in regard to the character of the settlement, and the 
nature of the soil there? I heard Mr. Pearce’s evidence ; hut I do not think any Government would be 
justified in running a line direct to Hillston.
525. Do you know the country between Wyalong and Hillston in a direct line ? . Tes.
526. Do you think it is as good for railway construction as the country along the proposed route ? I think
the proposed line runs through the cream of the country.
527. Mr. Wall.] Can you give th'e Committee any idea of the cost of clearing boree and yarran country ?
The cost of clearing boree country would be very little.
528. About bow much an acre P I think you would get that country grubbed for 10s. an acre.
529. Are there any blocks of country along that line where 20,000 acres could be selected suitable for 
village settlements ? Only in the vicinity of the lake, which will become a great district for creameries if 
the railway goes there. 1 think it will be one of the greatest cream districts in the Colony.
530. Do you think that if the railway were constructed a 20,000 acre block could he obtained ? The only 
drawback would be tbe water supply ; but there could bo no better land.
531. Is there that quantity of land available ? There aro hundreds of thousands of acres available where 
the line runs. There are 75,000 acres on the gold reserve alone, from what they call Four Corners to 
Lake Cargellico.
532. Chairman.] Do you know the country in the elbow formed by the line near the lake ? Tes.
533. There is a large basiu there supplied with water from the lake, which is estimated to contain from 
20,000 to 30,000acres? There is fully that.
534. Have you over seen it dry ? I have seen it pretty well dry.
635. What kind of land is there there? It is very good land—splendid country.

536.
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MhJ^Brefct. 536. Would that land be suitable for agriculture;—if a dam were put across the lake, it would bo dry in
isTrimod - coui,le of years ? Tes. J

^ 1 " W°uld that land be suitable for agriculture ? Tes, it is black soil.
km" iir ij1^, , ™fcated from tbe lake by means of a pipe passed through the embankment ? Easily. 
56J. Would it be possible to have a village settlement under those conditions? Yes: that is iust the 

• place for one. J
540. AVith complete irrigation ? Tes.

SATURDAY, 14 ABRIL, 189-1.
[The Sectional Committee met at Jacob and Co.’s Store, Wyalong, Main Camp, at 10 a.ml]

frmtrf:—

The Ho*. EEEDERICK THOMAS HUMEHEEY (Chairman).
Henby Dawson-, Esq. | William Chandos Wall, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Temora to Wyalong.

Mr. Thomas Pearce, solicitor, Hillston, sworn, and further examined :—
Mr.T.Pearce, oil. Chairman.'] Ton desire to correct a portion of the evidence you gave yesterday? I desire to sav 
iaT-modj Wlt'' regftrd to in y evidence as to the price of wheat, that there is a local market at Hillston, and when I 

pn > ■ mentioned 2s. 6d. a bushel, I meant that the farmers would he satisfied with that price either at Hillston
or at Carrathool. ’
512. That is the local price ? Within a certain radius for carrying.
543^ It is the ruling price ? This year it was about tbe ruling price. The price varied from 3s. Gd. to 
2s. od. at Hillston itself. -
511. Is there anything you wish to add to your evidence? To ; I do not think so.

Mr. Robert Edward Moore, farmer, Toungie Plains, sworn, and examined
i? „ r^' TtHiere is your place located ? About 11 miles from tho surveyed township of Wvalong.

' How far will you be from the railway as shown on the plan ? I should think Wyalong would be
the nearest station to me. . j b

Pn ’ ' r^o y°ul<1 Wyaloug be as near as tbe 310 mile post ? That might be within 10 miles of me.
o48. lou would be served by tbe railway if it came to Wyalong ? Tea: I should be quite satisfied with 
a railway within 20 miles.
519. What is the area of your holding ? 2,500 acres.

How do you use it ? Por agricultural and pastoral purposes.
551. How much land have you under cultivation ? Over 20u acres this year.
5o2, In wheat ? "Wheat and oats.
553. How many sheep do you graze ? About 2,500.
551. Did you grow wheat last year ? Tes.

tj0W ^ushete did you get to the acre ? Last year it averaged about 20 bushels to the acre.
last year ? 120 acres. I have grown wheat for tho556. How many acres had you under cultivation 

last four years. ’
55/. Where do you send it? I sent part ofit this year to Svdnev,
558. To what station on the railway ? To Temora. " *
559. How far are you from Temora ? About 52 miles.
oGO. Whatisthe cost of carriage? About 2s. 6d. abag. I soldoneloadof six!v.fourbagsatTemoraat2s. 9d. 
a bushel. Tho Sydney wheat is not sold. They store it. '
o61. Has the construction f>i the railway to Temora led to a large increase in the area under wheat ? 
mere can be no doubt about it. If there were a railway to Wyalong I should have at least 500 
acres under cultivation. °
rci?' vd Tj Seli youJ wheat last -ve;u'? Yes; principally for local consumption at 3s. a bushel. 
oM. you did not send any to Sydney ? To; this is the first year that I have sent anv to Sydney. 
oG4. Did you send your wheat in the direction of Cargellico ? To; I sent it all to Temora. Temora is 
the nearest railway station.

H°w ral|cl1 did y°u send ^ Sydney this year ? About 101 ba^s 
566. T early 500 bushels ? Yes. °
ren" iVi6 thore ™any otller farmers growing wheat in this vicinity ? Tes.
obS. What was the total tonnage forwarded by you last year to Sydney in the shape of wool and wheat? 
Last year I forwarded 101 bags of wheat and about 5 tons of wool.

U’5“rfc °f sel<fJtf3 20 miles of Wyalong in each direction would be served by the
proposed line . There would be a vast number of selectors served by the line shown on the plan. That 
J me taps some very good country. 1
570. Is there much land available for settlement ? Very little now; but when the leaseholds are resumed 
there will be a lot of agricultural land available.
571. Suppose they are not resumed ? The rest of tbe land is nearly all taken up. ■
iir 'u rUp81VCnS “o Klxa 0n£T^e ml,nbfir of conditional purchasers who would be served by a line from 
Wyalong to Cargellico ? To ? I have not had time to get the information.

t iat “‘Construction of a railway would induce you to put a larger area under cultivation ? 
its , aud all my neighbours would go in for agriculture.
praent Jrice ^ ^ t0 fOTWIU'(l whe;lfc to Bfdne>’ ^ 2s. Gd. a bushel ? It would not pay at the

Sf 5thJ5V^h!e B?lections b!tw0®n WyalonS ^ Cargellico been taken up in tbe interests
ot those vv ho made them ? That is a question I am not prepared to answer.

576.3
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576. Tou cannot express an opinion upon it ? Most of tbe selectors in my immediate neighbourhood, ^ ^jfoore.
thatia on Hiawatha, Lake Cowal, and so on, are bond fide men. _ ...... , . '
577. But is therc not a current rumour that a large quantity of land in that district is being alienated m 14.^p^igg^
the interests of pastoralists? That question I am not prepared to_ answer. ’
578. Has there been any great demand on the part of people requiring land for settlement that tho leases 
shall be thrown open ? "Yes; I have had several inquiries from Victoria within tho last three months 
from bona fide men who would use the land for agricultural purposes, asking when the leases would be

579. Ha™ you been agitating for a railway for any length of time ? I only selected on the 3rd of April,
1890. We have been agitating for a railway during the last two years,
580. Has there been a general effort on the part of the settlers to induce tho Government to take a line .
through this country? Yes, there is a general feeling in favour of it.
581. Have you never taken the trouble to prepare statistics showing what the probable traffic on the line 
would he ? I do not know' if our league has done so, but the league at Barmedman took that trouble some

582. And how have the local farmers endeavoured to make their voices heard;—have they made representa
tions to tho Minister ? There was a deputation at Cootamundra upon the occasion or the opening 
of the Temora railway; I ivas present upon that occasion. That was the last deputation from this 
district so far as I am aware, „ ,T
583. Do you know of the character of the country through which the proposed line would pass . les,
for most of the way. _
SSL For howr far along the line ? As far as Lake Cargellico. .
585. Is tho land generally good ? The line marked on the plan could not go in a better direction to open
up agricultural land. , , , nrji.ii
5SG. Do you think it goes through land which would yield 15 bushels to the acre ? I do, honestly.
587. I suppose you are aware that this railway has been proposed subject to the application of the
betterment principal ? Yes. „ „
588. Would you, as a landholder, be prepared to contribute towards the cost of the hue. Acs, very 
freely, because it would enhance tho value of my property and give me access to market. At present we
cannot afford to grow wheat, and send it to Sydney for the price given.
589. Is that the general feeling of the farmers who would be served by the construction or tho line.
Yes.

590.
591.
592.
593.

595.
596.
597. 
59S.

COO.
601.
602.
603.

Mr.
M. N, Carter.

Yes.

Mr. Miles Nicholson Carter, manager of the Billabong holding, sworn, nnd examined 
Cr/f«<V»irt».] Who are the owners of your station ? Mr. Henry llickelson is the holder.
How long have you been in tbe district? Twenty-three^years. ‘
Have yon been managing during the whole of that time ? Yes. , , . liADrinSMi
Mr, Ucaeson-I What is the extent of your run? One hundred thousand acres, counting in the *

resumed area as well as the leasehold area.
501. Is there any freehold? Yes, about 18,000 acres of freehold.

What leasehold is there? About 35,000 acres,
And the balance is what ? The balance forms part of the resumed area.
That is about 50,000 acres ? Yes; the resumed area is IGLOOacres.^ ... , .
Is your country pastoral or is it agricultural ? The land adjoining this township is aUogether.ot an 

agricultural character, while on the Bland it is pastoral country. The two districts are quite distinct iu 
character—that round here is agricultural laud, while the other is salt bush and myall plain. .
599. But both of their class are good ? Yes, _ _ . r

Tho Bland country is very good for pastoral pursuits, and this is good for agriculture r 
Do you go iu for agriculture ? No, except to grow hay tor our own use.
How many sheep do you run ? From 50,000 to 70,000.
Where do you send your wool? To Sydney, Last year we sent to Temora ; but before that we 

used to send to Young. i
604. If the railway were brought to Wyaloug, to which station would you send ? We should be within 
8 miles of Wyalong.
605. And all your wool would come here ? Yes; all our business would be done here. _
606. If the railway were brought to Wyalong, would you part with auy of your land ? Yes, under certain 
conditions. We have here about 10,000 acres in the resumed area, and about 26,000 acres in the leasehold 
area—all splendid agricultural country. Our land, however, has been very much cut up by tho diggers, 
aud our tanks have been used by them. Three or four of our tanks have been resumed by_ the Govern
ment, and I would suggest—though I have no authority from Mr. Ricketson for making this oner that 
for full compensation for our improvements and lease we should throw up our lease for the benefit of 
.this township and the railway.
607. Do you mean, throw up the whole of your lease ? The 26,000 acres of leasehold, and the resumed 
area, receiving compensation for improvements and lease. "Whilo I suggest that this country should be 
thrown open lor selection, I have no nuthonty for making the offer.
608. These 26,000 acres, if thrown open to the public, would be settled upon ? At once.
609. By Jonu./ii/f! men ? Yes. _ ,
610. You would not suggest to Mr. Bloketson that ho should get any of it hack ? The station would not 
take an acre of it back. We have had several such blocks as that of which I am now speaking, and we 
havo asked that they might be thrown open for selection iu exchange for other land. The offer was so 
highly thought of by the District Surveyor and the Chairman of our Land Board, Mr. Edwards, that they 
fell in with the suggestion, and highly recommended that it should be carried out.
611. You would concentrate your holding by throwing open this land to the public ? Yes.
612. But it is a matter of arrangement between Mr. llieketson and tho Government Yes. _
613. Suppose the land were taken up, what would be the average crop per acre obtained from it? Not 
being a farming man I should not like to give an opinion on the subject.
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PS ^°U ^now the people round you are getting ? There has only been an agricultural 
population settled hero for a very few years, so that I could give you no idea.
(>15. As an old resident of the district yon believe that if the railway were brought to Wyalong, a vast 
amount of country would be used for agriculture? I have no doubt whatever about it. I am positive 
that the country to which I have referred would he selected within a month if the construction of a 
railway were assured.
6L6. How many sheep would this country carry, if selectedwould its carrying capacity be materially 
increased ? It would depend upon the season, but it would make a difference of from 10,000 to 12 000 
Bheep.
61V, Where do you send your surplus fat stock—to Homebusb or to Melbourne ? To Homebush.
618. How many do you send away in a year ? This station is worked with Baratta, and we send our store 
sheep down there.
con t^en &° to Melbourne ? Yes; and any fat stock we have we send to Homebush.
620. How many store cattle have you ? Eight hundred or 900 at present. As a rule we do not havo 
over 100.
coo' nrH°W ,1?auT s*’ore Bheep do you send away from here ? Something like 10,000 a year.
622. The railway will make no difference to them ? I have no doubt whatever that if the railway were 
made we could send our sheep to Sydney, fat, quite as well as Mr. jticketson would send them from 
Baratta.
623. Tlien you would have from 5,000 to 10,000 fat sheep to send to Homebush if the railway were
made ? Yes; it would entirely alter the management of the runs. The reason that the fat sheep go to 
Baratta is that there they are nearer to the railway. We have quite as good fattening countrv here as 
they have there. -
621. I suppose if a railway \vere constructed it would make this estate much more valuable ? Yes.
625. Do you think Mr, Ricketson would object to pay a proportion of the cost of the railway as a 
betterment tax, the tax extending over a period of about seventy years ? I could not tell you. I do not 
know wbat Mr. Ricketson’s opinion on tbc subject is.
626. What else docs tho district produce ? I think that if a railway were made a great many things 
would be grown here that are not grown now.
627. I noticed a lot of very fair ironbark timber round here yesterday;—could railway sleepers be got
trom them iu auy quantity ? There is a great deal of ironbark all round here, and there is very 
good pine. J
628. But pine is uot good for sleepers ? Ho; but it is good^for other purposes.
629. Is the ironbark close to the proposed line ? Well, it is a few miles off here.
630. Do you know anything of the country between Wyalong and Lake Cargellico ? No ; I only know
it as far as Hiawatha. J
631. What is that country like? It is similar to this.
^2- ^ good land ? It is our resumed area, and you can imagine what it is like, when I tell you that
the whole of it has been selected, with tho exception of 10,000 acres.
633. By hand fide men ? Yes.
634. I suppose you can tell us better than anyone else whether they are bond fide men or not ? I believe 
they arc all bond fide men. Ah regards this station, therc are none but what are bond fide.

Mou heard Mr. Moore say that all his neighbours would increase the area they had under cultivation 
it the proposed railway were made ? Yes. I know Mr. M core’s land very well indeed, having had charge 
oi the same country for years, nnd I believe it to be excellent agricultural land. I believe there would bo 
a very large agricultural population there.
cqv' ri0/0^ 11 a0W anytbinS ai)0llt 1,16 growillg of barley ? No; I do not know anything at all about it.
637. It the land were used for agriculture, I suppose a great many more sheep could be fattened by the 
tarmers and sent away ? Yes; because the areas would be smaller.
638. Can you give us any idea of the tonnage you get inwards for station purposes? Dor station purposes 
alone, not including wire netting or anything like that, we get something like 25 tons a year, and with 
leucmg material wo have had as much as 50 tons a year.
639. If the railway wero made, would you get other commodities up, such as rock-salt? Yes; and 
suppose the Government were to favour my suggestion, we would have to improve our place very much 
by cutting it up mto smaller areas.
640. Mr. Wall,'] Do you think that if the Government were to adopt yonr suggestion, a largo amount of 
nil V'(0U^ ^tivated in the vicinity of Wyalong ? I feel certain that it would be taken up at once.
641. Are you aware that the Government have issued a proclamation reserving 50,000 acres in the 
vicinity ot Wyalong for mining purposes ? Not on our leasehold.
642. You know the proclamation ? Yes, I saw it.
643. Is the laud referred lo in it of an auriferous character, and likely to be required in the interests 
ot mining? I could not tell you.

^ suppose you are aware that it would not he required for agricultural puriioscs ? The 10,000 acres 
ib the only portion that has been resumed. The 26,000 acres has not been resumed.
645 It is the intention of tho Department to resume the land within a mile on each side of tho line, and 
to dispose of it m special areas at an increased price;—do you thiuk the construction of the line will enable 
the Department to get an increased price for land so reserved ? Yes, I think so.
646. Is there any great quantity of vacant land between Wyalong and Lake Cargellico adjacent to the 
proposed line. I do not know any of the country between Hiawatha and Lake Cargellico. ' 
nf/' d0 ™ere much land available for settlement close to the proposed hue between Wyalonsr and 
Hiawatha ? It has nearly all been selected.
643. Do you think tbe railway would fairly serve the pastoral country between Cowen Downs and Car- 
gelheo, and Cargellico and Hay ? It would be of immeuse benefit in time of drought, because stock 
could then be moved from the dry country towards the mountains.
649. Do you think the pastoral interest would be fairly well served if the country were intersected by a 
Hue going nearly midway between the Cobar line and the Hav line ? I think that such a line would be of 
untold benefit to the sheep farmers in the district, especially in dry seasons.
650. And is it yonr opinion that the more central that line was, the better the pastoralists would be served 
by it? I imagine that would be so.
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Mr,051 Have you any knowledge of the approximate number of sheep depastured within 30 or 40 miles of M< N> Carter> 

K . large gart of Mr .loci in tinm of drongM ? T-, ,5^.

SrS^MkMrriU wonld bo naod for M purpo.o ? I fool oort.in of it. In times of drought
we have had to shift nearly all our sheep to another place owned hy Mr. Eieketson. ,
054. Chairman,} At what do you value your freehold at the present lime P® ?,o 
know. Wo gave from £1 to 25s. an acre for it, and we have improved it very largely, so that it is ot great 
value now We have only three miles of permanent water, and as we run 40 aides back, we have had to 
conserve water all over the place. The land would have been totally useless othermsc.
655 Could you put a price upon the land in the vicinity of Wyaloug? We have no freehold m the 
vicinity of Wyalong; it is all leasehold. _ .
656. How far away is your freehold land? Kine or ten miles from here.
657' Would it he served hy the railway ? It would he all served by the railway.
658 I want to know what tho increased value of your land would be if the railway were constructed .

carry ing Opacity of the land; though of course it would benefit us to have nearer railway commumcajaon 
rm You woull save in the cost of carriage? Wo should save about 30 miles of carriage. Our
nearest station now is either Forbes or Temora. . j. * j- a *1.9661. Have you in past seasons been obliged to send many stock from here to the mountain dishict? Yes.
662 Is that in the direction of Gundagai ? You pass through Guildagai to get to it.
663. Ho you use the railway to Gundagai ? We havo not had to send stock away since that railway has

S S have had good seasons since then? Hair seasons. It would scarcely be worth our while to 
truck sheep over the 30 miles from Cootamundra to Gundagai.
665. But from here ? That would make a considerable difference. . TJ. m
666. Would it be worth your while to use the railway from hero for that purpose ? It would.
667. And would the railway be equally serviceable to stockowners in the neighbourhood oi iiiliston. I
66s!1 Do you know the locality proposed as a site for a tank on No. 12 ? Yes; I have a tank there now.
660. I believe it is the intention of the Government to resume that land ? bo the surveyor told me.
670. Do you know the area which it is intended to resume? Wc have a purchased block there of

671. ̂ Do you think the whole of that will bo resumed ? Mr. Wade told me so the other day, together
with another tank to the east. . ~ . .
672. Will it be a suitable site for a tank ? Yes; if the catchment area is sulhcient.
674 What dVyorSinkShould"1)0. the capacity of a lank that would serve the town ? It would all

675™/ think it is propos^tohave a tank of 10,000 yards capacity ? I scarcely think thatwonld be
This is a very dry part of the country, our rainfall being, I suppose, from lo to 20 inches 111
676. Can you sav what quantity of water could be conserved by moans of a 10,000 yards tank . I really
do not know Mr. Wade said that the Government would resume a tank of ours about a mile and a halt
or two miles to the cast of this one. The tank has a capacity of 13,000 yards, and I should not think it
at allQrap0rati0n ]iere very great in summer time? Yes; and tiie earth which is excavated should 

he built up to a great height around the tank. __
678 Have you had great experience in making tanks ? Yes. , T , . , .
670. Can vou offer any suggestion as to the best shape and mode of construction. I have a g^at ob.iee- 
fion to square tanks, because the smaller the surface is the better. Oblong tanks arc the best, and you

680° Would it bo posalbleto construct a tank of that description and obtain the benefit of the whole 
drainage area? Yes, and the tank which is there now could be used as a sat tank.
681. What are the dimensions of the existing tank ? About 2,600 yards.
682'. Wbat is its shape? It is nearly square. n,*
683. You propose to lengthen the tank ?_ I would not use that tank for tho purpose of supplying the
township. I should use it to catch the silt. , , m, . ij „684. You would make it a filter ?■ Yes; that is what I do with all my tanks. The water would settle m 
the first tank before running into the big tank. I have always found these small tanks very beneficial.
685. You mentioned that there had been a considerable amount of selection near to you. Has the land 
been taken up in large or in small areas ? That is on the resumed area. The full quantity has been

686. Two thousand five hundred aud sixty acres ? Yes. 1 think there are only two or three who have
not taken the full quantity. ,687 Can vou say whether they are using the land for pastoral purposes onlv, or for agriculture, com
bined with" pastoral pursuits ? They have not been there long enough yet to clear the land for cultivation
688. How long have they been there ? 1 do not think it is more than four or five years since the first 
selection was taken up there.
689. It is since the Temora railway was recommended ? That is just about the time.
690. Of course, you know the site selected for the new township ? xes, 1
691. Are you of opinion that it is the most suitable site for the purpose ? Yes ; 1 think it is very suitable.
692! Do you know of any better site nearer to the Main Camp ?■ -No ; I do not.
693. Do yon know the difference in elevation between here and the hi am Camp r No, I do not; Out I 
do not thmk it would be much. I should say it would be from 15 to 20 feet.
694. Have you travelled the road between here and Temora ? I have gone once or twice from Barmedman
lo Temora,but never from this township to Barmedman. , j , . . „ ,
695. What road do you use ? A road which goes from Marsden; the stock route to Barmedman. ^
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M. N. Carter. goto Teinora? "We go through Barmedman, striking the road about 5 miles from here
TeL« liC\fty^?^bytieSam,eroad? Hitherto wo had ahvays got them from Grenfell. The 

14April,1894. ^®™ora Ime bas. onlJ lately been opened, and our supplies came up before it was opened.
exfstinn ud!l t 'S thf a ™ll™7 to Wyaloug would create a traffic in addition to that now
ft would d Pay intereet and vovkmg expenses ? I have no hesitation whatever in saying that

searedy tlilnlc^o 1)f> y°U kn°W if tlie IBilwftT to Temora is iPaJing expenses ? I do not; but I should

Y„°;. ^you t’imk be hettei- prospects of the railway paying if it were extended to Wyalon" ?
Tes; prospects would be still better if it were taken further west. “ "
/Ilf r-i O C? r I l .rail.". 1-1^4- „ T_Tl ' j t i n . «

paeliamen’taht standiko committee ox pubmc wouks.

-^1 ’ti' .i « . *'K‘''x'K'a- tL lb ”^1-^ ittityii lurtuer wes
aJl. Has there not been a fall in the value of pastoral property 

l.:,rof)er,tieTs now are nearly unsaleable, and so is produce. 
ivz. (j/iairman.j I suppose this depression has been common through all the colonies ?

during the last ten or twelve years?

Tes.

Mr. W. 
McFadyean.

Mr. William McFadyean, builder and farmer, Cargellico, sworn, and examined:—
703. Mr. Wall.'] How long have you been at Cargellico ? Twenty-one years

----------- - 7(JJ- Ha® the growth of that place been rapid during the last two years ? Ho, it 1ms not; its progress of
14Apnl,1894,Jale ^een very small, L °

tW wai 18 T16 UUmbc,;iof build1in'?i:i ir? Cargellico, approximately ? There are three or four stores and 
thieo hotels. I suppose the population is about 500.
706. Do they do a large business in most of the stores ? Lately they have done very little.

i wUC l Se;t1tlem°nt 1U tlie vicimt7 of Lake Cargellico ? There has not been a great deal 
during the last two or three years. b
7nq w w™ m4Ueh land .ftVilldaWe.for settlement there ? Yery little of the resumed area is available. 
Win™ at ^Sflficat'!0n 18 there masking for an extension of the railway to (bat part of tbe country, 
from aC ]tS Pa?™S intercBl on construction? Mount Hope is 40 miles away

a?d ? the traffic from hydney there would come over tfie proposed line, and there would 
Iso be the traffic back. We are from 110 to 108 miles from Whitton, aud tfie traffic that now goes there 

would come over tfie proposed line. 6
710. Do you know the distance between Mount Hope and Herbcrldale on tfie western hue ? Ho. I am 
not as much acquainted with that country as I am with the country on this side.
I,11' J-ou s*Y tkiit ^1 the traffic from that country would be taken by the proposed lino. Do you know 
the extent of that traffic? Lo; but if I had known that 1 was to appear before vou to-day I should have 
been prepared with an estimate of it. * J
712. 1 suppose you know that the Mount Hope mines are now practically closed down, and have been for
some years ? They are open again. . '
713. They are let on tribute? Yes.
wlmt it has been0" Wliat ^ °UtpUt °f the tritmtor3 bas beci1 *ihe last few years ? I cannot say

™ U arC tbat td0 balance‘Elieet showed a very serious loss on last year's operations? I
was not aware ot tiiat. 4 1
716. I suppose you are not aware that the mines would have been closed altogether bad it not been for 
some compensation paid by tne Government, which has enabled them to defray their expenses ? Ho ■ but
Within in ™niT -fWlth+?° ;resfi I51Tld ]ik? to point out that it is all good agricultural country 
within 10 or 12 miles on tfie other side of tlie Lachlan. J
mlv?0/011 think fnstl,uction proposed line would bring about a large agricultural settle-
"IQ TT 1 am 3Ure 1t>because lC is all agricultural country from here to there.
for wheat6 ^ any th° ^ °£ gr0wiug w1ieat there? Yes i at r™seut there is no market

COat °f caltiTation Per ape ? It all depends upon how tfie land is worked. The small
ftrenon 1Ch t lC farmers are now cultivating are worked at twice as much as it would cost to work 500 
or duo acres.
uponT13'* ^ tlie C°3t °£ clearijlg tliat 3and? ih'om £i t0 £2 an acre ; it all depends on the timber

Zoo 5SUpp0Sie the i:ght; they could use double-furrow ploughs upon it ? Yes.
722. Have you any knowledge of the area of land available near the existing railways, and nearer to the 
metropohs than the land of which you aro speakingcan you give us auy reason why that land has not been 
taken up ? I do not know much about other land, because I have always been living near tho Lachlan.
7Yl- ■ T7 t )at 1 a?d m tbe Ticin'ty °I Lahe Cargellico would be cultivated ? Yes: all the resumed 
portion is taken up already.
724. For pastoral purposes ? It is to bo used for pastoral purposes. There is no market for produce. 
72o Can you give us any idea of the return per acre from that land when used for pastoral purposes ? 
jWo, 1 could not at present. 1 1 1
726. If we \vere told that that land would carry more than a sheep to the aero, and it is utterly impossible 

°£ i P°0r ell°ugh for hilling, is that your experience of it ? No.
/ 7. Do you think that this land could be better used for cultivation than for raising stock ? I am 
sure of it. b
728. And has there been any strong desire to have the leases in that part of the country thrown open for 
settlement? there has been a unanimous desire of late.
729. Almost an agitation ? Yes.
730. You do not think that the throwing open of the leases would bring about the defeat of settlement ?
1 am sure it would not. .
731. Can you say whether, as a rule, tho land will carry more when held in small areas than when held 
in pastoral lease ? Yes; it seems to carry about four times as much.
732. And you think that not only would the population be greatly increased if tlie pastoral leaseholds
were thrown open, but that tfie carrying capacity of the land would be quadrupled ? I am sure that 
it would. ^ r Mp_
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Mr. Edward Tow'nscnd, station overseer, Lake Cargellico, sworn, and examined:
733. Chairman,~\ "Who is the owner of your station ? Mr. D. Mackellar.

*734, What is its area? It was originally 300,000 acres.
735, How much purchased laud is there ? Something over 20,000 acres.
730. And the rest is leasehold ? Leasehold and resumed area. _
737. You are using it under an. occupation license ? Wc are not using the resumed area.
738. What stock are you carrying ? I do not know what they are carrying now. I have left there.
739. But when you were there ? 40,000 sheep.
740. Where was the wool sent ? To Whitton.
741. Mr. Damon.] Does it take 7| acres to keep a sheep? In some cases it does. ,
742-. How far are you from the country where 300 sheep are fattened on 000 acres ? I never heard of
that country, though I have seen country that would do that for a time. There are odd places within
100 miles of us that would do it. _
743. Would the grazing and agricultural capabilities of the land he increased to any extent by the con
struction of a railway ? Yes. i .
744. Do you know a better route for the lino than that proposed by the railway ? I do not know now
you could get a better route. _
745. You do not know'anything about the engineering difficulties along the route? Ao.
74G. To what extent would the grazing and agricultural capabilities of the district he developed by the 
construction of a railway ? To my knowledge they w'ould be more than doubled. __ Tt ir r
747. That is, if the land were cut up into small holdings ? Even if the land were left as it is. Halt or
that country will carry a sheep to 3 acres. The country that only carries a sheep to 7-a- acres will never 
he occupied. . , _
748. How far is that bad country from the railway ? One corner is about o miles south ot the line.
749. Is it no good at all ? It is like the country behind here, but the soil is sandier. _
750. Could not that country grow wheat if the mallee w'ere cut down? Yes; but there is plenty of
other country which would be taken up first, unless the land were classified. _
751. Chairman.] How far is your station from Whitton ? One hundred and ten miles. _
752. What do you pay for railway carriage from Whitton to Sydney ? I never had anything to do with 
that part of the business. I wras simply the sheep overseer.
753. How' long were you there ? I was in tho district twenty years.
754. Where is the most settlement ? Around Lake Cargellico.
755. Will the proposed line serve most of the selectors ? Most of^ the selectors nre east from Lnlce 
Cargellico.
75G. Along the proposed line ? Yes. ... nn ■?
757. How far out from Lake Cargellico are they—in a north-westerly direction ? About 15 or 20 miles.
758. They will all be served by the proposed extension ? Yes. Then therc arc a number of settlers to 
the south and south-east.
759. At what distance from the proposed line ? The nearest would be only 5 or 6 miles ivway.

^ 7G0. And tho more distant r I’itteen or 20 miles. There are also a number of selectors about 20 miles 
to the north of the 380-mile post.
761. They would be served by the proposed line to Cargellico ? Yes. ^
702. Do you know the country iu a direct line from Hillston to Wyalong ? Ho. ... .
703. Have you auy knowledge of any other part of the country, from a pastoral point of view ? I just
knowr a feiv of the stations around. ^
704. Do you know anything about the Barwon country ? Ho. ■ .
765. You could uot make a comparison between this and any other place in regard to productiveness ? 
No ; I know' nothing at all about other places. .
76G. Do you know' anything at all about the Hay country ? I have ouly passed through it. A large 
industry would be opened up by the railway in the sending of pine from Cargellico to Sydney. _
767. How could that district compete with Narrahri and Boggabri ? Well, the Lachlan pine is whifce- 
ant-proof.
768. Is any of it sent to Sydney now ? No.
769. Mr. Dawson.] What could it be sent for ? I do not know'.

21

Mr.
E. Townsend.

11 April, 1894.

Mr. Alexander Gordon Huie, labourer, Cargellico, sworn, and examined:—
770. Chairman.] How long have you been residing at Lake Cargellico ? About eleven years. _ Mn
771. What have you been doing there ? I take any work that I can get. I have been working at the A. G. Huie.
building of a bridge over the river. r i,fwn"ian.i
772. Do you know of any reason for the construction of tlie proposed railway is there any prospect ot umpm.ioj ■ 
its paying interest on tho cost of construction ? I should say that there would be a very considerable
amount of settlement on both sides of the line if it were constructed.
773. Is that land available for settlement now' ? Most of it is uot. For instance, the leasehold on 
Wheyo run. will not be available for selection for twelve months.
774. Have you had experience of cases where great promise of settlement has been held out before the 
construction of railway, but where the laud still remains a wilderness? I have been along the Hay line, 
and I know that therc is a large amount of land there which is not used ; but I think a great portion of 
that land is locked up in large estates. I think that all the land along the proposed line should be leased 
in suitable areas, which ivould ho a guarantee that it would he used,
775. Do you think the character of tlie country is such that the people would settle upon the land if a
railway w'ere constructed ? Yes. ,
77G. Has the place gone ahead much during the last few' years ? Not recently. They feel the depression 
here as well as elsewhere.
777. Is this regarded as a good district by those who nre settled here? Yes. ,
778. Have many of those who have selected hero parted with their land ? Yes.. Some of them took it up 
with that intention, but others still hold it. These people would go in for farming if they had a market.

■ Their
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A. G.^Huie, j^cally011^ mar^e^ PreBeri^ Mount Ilupt', wlieie they send ehafE. The rest of their produce is consumed

14A^iUaD4. ‘779a But they grow very good hay aud chaft in (;iie vicinity of Mount Hope? Wot such a great deal. Ifenow*
*”“wh0 la3 been BendinS HP there as long as I hare been in Cargellico.
1701’ ^ ^row S0°d wheat aud chaff there? They grow some, but very little.
Zoo ^ut 'wherever cultivation has been tried it has been fairly successful ? I believe so.
/8A Ia thcre a VC1T Iarge area of land available in that vicinity ? I believe the leases there have a greatmany years to run. ' k uyo «gicau
/83j P0/0,11 tbirik 18 llkc,1y that if there was any great demand for produce at Mount Hope they would 
Mount Hope Cargelhe0’ when the-v could erow ifc near at k™d ? It ia 35 miles from Gilgunyah to

IPSJ?’ ^ they had tried to grow it closer to Mount Hope, ivould not the experiment have been success- 
-rr^° j ^ season had been good ; but the season is not certain there.

78o You do not suppose that a very extensive market would be opened up for the sale of produce in that
district t IN ot a very extensive market: but that is the only market they have.
/86. Have many transfers of selections taken place during the last year or two ? X could not say • but 
some have. J ’
7S7. Do you know if the scarcity of these transfers is attributable to the bona fide nature of the selection, 
or to the impecumosity of the pastoral tenants P If the pastoral tenants had had more money, they might 
nave taken over more land. J 6
788. Can you say whether those who have taken up land near Lake Cargellico arc, as a rule, bona Me men, 
selectors “ llVmg m dePa3turmS stock there ? I should say that the bulk of them were bona fide

789. And you think they are doing fairly well with their selections ? There are not many of them who
ma ea uvmg from the land alone, though some of them do. Others get outside work, such as contracting, 
or carrying, or working in a sawmill. ®
and" they*™! sheejf are nClt a118ma11 Pastoraksts ? a rule Hmy put in a small crop,

791-2. Aud carry on the roads ? Tes.
793. Do you think that if the railway were constructed a great number of them would live on the land?

10 A v a ^eat many selections would be taken up if the railway were constructed, because they 
would then be able to getthen; produce away. TVith regard to what Mr. Townsend said about the export 
P;Pme= maX mention that pme has been taken to 'Whitton, a distance of 24 miles, and if it pays to send 
“V16£S! 8”el{ lfc.would Pa7 t0 «end it to Sydney if the proposed line were constructed.

.Was P™° tako^ ^ Whitton for any special purpose ? It was taken to Whitton and sent along- ........ — jjuj.jsuoi' • 4.y wan kibauii lu vt lUtLOJJ U.11U. K
should say that the betterment principle should he applied to the proposed railway.

Mr
E. T. Clark.

Mr. Edward Thomas Clark, selector and farmer, Hiawatha, sworn, and examined:—
795. Chairman.'] What is the area of your holding? 2,5G0 acres.
796. When did you take it up ? In 1891.

14.Anrii sea ^oq' tj01' wka* ParPose nre J’011 using it ? Eor pastoral and agricultural purposes. ,
liApnl, 894. 798. How much have you under cultivation ? About 100 acres this year.

799. Had you any under cultivation last year ? About 40 acres.
mrnj 8heep are y0U canTi“g ? About 1,500 sheep.

6 miles ^ dlStanC° are 7°U from Ule route of the proposed railway from Wyalong to Cargellico? About 

802. Out from the 350-mile post ? Yes; about there.
803 Can you speak as to the settlement in that locality? Tes; nearly all the land in that district is 
settled upon.
804. Is it held in large blocks similar to yours? Tes; about the same.
800. Are all the selectors following pastoral pursuits, combined with agriculture ? Nearly all are going
m tor agriculture, combined with pastoral pursuits. j b &
fJJ®’ same extent ? Some are going in for agriculture more than others. ‘
80/ Would the whole of that district be served by the proposed extension ? Tes; but I believe that if 
the Jme were bent up from Wyalong so as to go in a more northerly direction, it would serve more 
country than it wdl if bent to the south.
ono P0 y°U tIiere would 136 an7 difficulties in its construction ? I am not aware,
oin 7ure1y0U. ami'lavmlh the C0lmtlT tb^e ? No; but I think the country is level.

,u-i replug the line in a southerly direction, it is not necessary to have a bridge over tbe Humbug, 
while, if you went north, you would require a bridge. With that explanation, do you think tho best route 
has been selected ? Tes, I think so.
nP ' bke make a statement iu reference to the proposed railway from Temora to Wyalong?
Ihe district between Wyalong and Woolengough is nearly all settled upon, and the most of the settlers 
there would go m for agriculture, if they could make it profitable. They do so now to a certain extent; 
010 1 w ral . aJ ^cre constructed they would largely increase tho area under cultivation.
v*r r 0U 0 'vx4 k.n,d eoldd be profitably used for agriculture if the railway were extended to 
Wyalong ? Tes; providing a fair price could be obtained for wheat.
813. What do you regard as a fair price, in Sydney ? 3s. a bushel in Sydney.
814. xou think wheat would pay at that price ? Yes.

LSUp^S,e, y°BProduce othCT things besides wheat ? Tes, hay. Wo get from 30 cwt. to 2 tons an acre. 
SL6. Mr. Wall] Did you take up your land yourself ? Tes.

CJiaireta^i.] IVhat are you paying now for cartage to the nearest railway station? £2 a ton.
1 nnd that my selection would be only about 2^ miles from the proposed line
818. And how far from Wyalong ? About 16 miles by the road.
819. How far would it he by the proposed railway ? Live or G miles.
00?' rHaS any l!mct in y0Ur oe:llltT changed hands within the last three or four years ? No
000 ■LfPP05/ People are not m a position to transfer their land ? None of them are certificated yet.
!a rinr the Construct'Ion of arailway make any difference to tho value of your land? Yes ■ from 
10s, to 15a. an acre.

Mr.
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823.
824.
825.

Mr. Robert G-agio, selector and carrier, near Wyalong, sworn, and esamined:
Ohairman.~\ Where is your bolding? About 3^ miles from where we are now.
How far from "Wyalong township ? Rive miles.

___In what direction ? North-west.
826. Would yon be served by the proposed railway from Temora to Wyalong r Yes.
827. What is the area of your holding ? It is a family selection.
828. How many acres have you ? 7,500 acres.
829. How much laud have you under cultivation ? Twenty acres.
830. The rest you use for pastoral purposes ? Yes.
831. How many sheep do you run ? 4,500 sheep, and 100 cattle.
832. Where are you sending your wool ? By team to Temora.
833. "What does it cost you per bale ? I take my own. _ __
834. But suppose you had to pay somebody else, what would it cost? £2 15s. a ton.
835. There are five or six bales to the ton ? Yes; five and a half bales on the average.
836. Is the surrounding country all settled ? Yes. _ . ..
837. Has there been much selection ? There has been a good deal of selection to the north; in tact, alt 
the selection is to the north of where we are; there has been none to the south.
838. Will the selectors be fairly served by the proposed line ? Yes. _
839. Do you think its construction will lead to an increase in the area cultivated for wheat ? I think so.
I am prepared to do a little when the railway comes there. .
840. Have you formed an opinion as to what price is required to make wheat pay ? At Wyalong, or in 
Sydney ?
841. At Sydney ? 3e. Gd. a bushel. '
842. You do not agree with a former witness that 3s. a bushel would pay ? No.
843. Do you find it more profitable to grow wool than to cultivate wheat ? Yes. _ ,
844. Do you wish to make any statement in reference to the proposal now under consideration . The
construction of the railway will cause a lot of traffic to spring up. All tfie people within 20 miles of the 
line would go in for agriculture, and, no doubt, vineyards would be started here. At the present time, 
because of tho distance from marhet, these industries do not pay. _ .
845. But the land is suited for agriculture? Yes; it is suitable for the vine. I knew the Albury district for 
eighteen 3-ears, and I have some vines here two years old, which are as healthy as any in tlie Alhury district.
846. Mr. Wall.] Do those engaged in pastoral pursuits hero find their occupation fairly remunerative P
I'airly remunerative. .
847. Do you think that if the land now under lease in this district were thrown, open for selection, it 
would readily find occupants who would engage iu pastoral pursuits on small holdings ? I think so.
848. Do these small holders depasture more stock proportionately than the large holders ? Yes; a great
many more. . .
849. And they improve their land to a greater extent? Yes. On the land 1 now hold they used to run
2,500 sheep; but I run 4,000 sheep and 100 cattle. _ _ ■ a x>- t, u- a
850. I suppose the improvements 3-0u speak of invariably consist of ringbarking ? Ringbarking ana

851. Are'those improvements made to any extent on the leaseholds ? No; the leaseholds have gone back.
852. The grazing capabilities of the land are considerably increased by them ? Yes. . _
853. Do you think the Government would be justified in constructing this railway in the expectation 
that it would receive sufficient traffic to pay interest on the cost of construction ? I think so.
854. Yon think that the district will compare favourably with other parts of the country where railways
have been constructed ? I think so. _ .
855. "With what other parts of the country arc 3™ conversant? I know the Hay district. _ _
856. Do you think the settlement in this district is as great as the settlement was in tho Hay district
before the railway there was constructed? Yes; it would bo more. _
857. Do you think there is as much justification for constructing this line as there was for constructing
the Hay line ? There is more settlement in this district now than there was in the Ha3r district when the 
railway was taken there. .....
858. Do yon think there is as good a prospect of settlement increasing here as there was of its increasing 
in the Hay district ? That depends upon how the land is thrown open.
859. Assuming that the leases will be thrown open ? Yes.

Mr. B. Gagie, 

14 April,1894.

Mr. James M. Jamieson, conditional purchaser, near "Wyalong, sworn, and examined:— -
860. Chairman.] Will you point out on the plan where your holding is? Yes; it is about 16 miles Mr, J.M.
north-west of Barmedman. _ Jamieson.
861. How far from the proposed railway ? I should say about 10 miles.
862. Would yon go to Barmedman if there were a station thcre? Wyalong would be nearer than 
Barmedman.
863. But you would have less freight to pay if you went to Barmedman ? It would not make much 
difference.
864. What is the area of your holding? 2,560 acres.
865. "When did you take it up ? Dour years ago. _
866. After the Cootamundra to Temora line was decided upon ? Yes. _
867. Did you take it up because of the known intention of the Government to make that line, or had you 
decided before to take it up ? I took it up because I thought the railway would come through.
868. Where did you come from ? Prom Cootamundra. _ ...
869. A on were at Cootamundra then when the Public Works Committee inquired into the advisability of _
taking tbe line to Temora? Yes. _
870. How are you using your land ? Dor sheep; and I. have cultivated a little.
871. How much have you under cultivation ? About 40 acres. ’
872. And bow many sheep ? About 3,000. _
873. I suppose the land under cultivation is growing wheat? Yes. My children have selections along
side mine. » 874.
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Mr. J. M. 
Jamieson.

S74.
875.

878.
870.
880.
881.
882.
883.

What is the area of all the selections ? About 6,000 acres.
^ And you have 3,000 sheep on the whole selection ? Yes.

14 April, 1894. area under cultivation ? All the land under cultivation is on my selection.
877. What has been tho yield of wheat ? About 15 bushels to the acre.

Have you any land under lease ? Hot from the Crown,
Where are yon sending your wool now ? To Temora.
What do you pay for carriage? About tC2 a ton.
What distance aro you from Temora ? forty miles.
Can you say whether the proposed line will servo the whole of the settlement near you ? Yes. 
what is the greatest distance any of your neighbours would be from the proposed line ? 1'rom 20 

to 25 miles, I should think.
884. Do you think they would be fairly served by it ? Yes. ■
885. And in the event of the line being constructed, do you think it pfohable that you would put more
land under cultivation ? Yes. '
886. At what price would wheat pay you ? At about 3s. a bushel.
887. Three shillings in Sydney ? 3s. Gd. in Sydney. If you sold locally at 3s. it would be much about 
the same as selling in Sydney at 3s. Gd.
888. Mr. Wall.'] How far is your place from Temora ? Thirty-eight or 40 miles,
880. That is the nearest point on the railway ? Yes.

r^18 COEB^ruc^oa railway to Temora promoted settlement in the vicinity of the line ? Yes.
SOI. Can you say to what extent the wheat production of the district has increased since the construction 
of the railway ? I could not go into figures, but I know that it has increased very much.
892. Is there a general tendency on the part of people holding land close to the railway to bring it under 
cultivation ? Yes ; at .Barmedman there has been a great increase in cultivation since it was known that 
the railway would come to Temora.
893. You havo been practically engaged in pastoral pursuits? At present I could not do anything else -
but I used to do farming in the Cootamundra district. ’
894. Are we to infer that those who havo taken up laud here in small holdings are making a fair living 
on°-ln f:is^0ra^ pursuits ? My experience is that it is best to combine agriculture with pastoral pursuits. 
89o Can you point to any case where increased areas have been put under cultivation by people living 
one Ti'riC*n^7' ^'emora because of the construction of the Teinora railway ? I could not name anyone.
896. But you say generally that there has been an increase in cultivation ? There is one farmer named 
Clements who used to only grow a little hay, but he has now about 200 acres under hay.
897, Is that bay used for local consumption or is it consigned to Sydney ? All the hay ho grows he sends
to Barmedman for local consumption. ^
898.. Does it pay to send hay from ibis district to Sydney ? I do not think ho has sent any hay to Sydney. 
I think he has sold all his produce locally.
899. Has there been any tendency on the part of holders of agricultural land to increase their agricultural 
area with a view to disposing of their produce in the metropolitan market? Yes, I believe so.
900. Ho doubt everyone in this district would advocate the construction of a railway ? Yes, because they 
have no market now,
901. Do you think the construction of a railway would promote settlement in the distnet to such an 
extent as to make it pay ? I do.
902. You feel convinced that_the railway would be remunerative, and that its returns would meet the 
interest on the cost of construction ? Yes, if the pastoral leases were thrown open for selection.

Mr. Douald Hugh Kan kin, conditional purchaser, near Wyalong, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. 9022. Ohairman.] In what direction is your holding ? It is about a mile and a half from the Government 

D.H.Rankin, surveyed township, in a southerly direction. It is a little bit off the road.
’s ^ie arca ^ 1,000 acres.

14Apnl,1894, goi. Is any of it under cultivation ? Hot yet. I have not been here sufficiently long to cultivate it.
905. When did you take it up ? Two years ago.
906. What improvements have you put on it ? I have a dwelling-house, kitchen, store-room, buggy shed
fences, and two tanks. ’
907. Have you any stock? Hot at present, I had before the rush took place ; but the location of a 
large population at Wyalong has given me facilities for disposing of it.

i11^0^ J'ou 1° take up land here? I thought tho land was good enough to make a home on. 
309. What family have you? I have a family of five. -
910. Are you able to live by the profits of your selection? I have not been here long enough to test

■ that question, but I think 1 shall be able to do so.
911. You intend giving it a fair trial? Tes.
912. You will be served by the proposed lino ? Yes.
913. Do you wish to make any statement or give reasons for the construction of the line;—do you think
its earmngs will fairly cover the interest on construction aud working expenses ? In my opinion the 
land is good enough for settlement; and if the Government deal with the leases about to be thrown open 
m a way that will bring about their occupation by an agricultural population, there will be a large amount 
ot trafhe. 0
914. The settlement would then be in smaller areas ? Yes.
915. Do yon think the people here have taken up more land than they can manage ? No; but if there

■. were 11 railway people could live on smaller holdings than they have now,
, ,yhab if the smallest holding that a man could live on? 'A GlO-acre selection, if he were within

10 miles ot tho proposed terminus.
917. _1 suppose you can give us no information as to the average yield of wheat here ? Ho I have been 
farming for the last nmo years, and I came here with the intention of fanning, even before the rail wav 
was proposed. If the railway were constructed I would make a certainty of it. *
9IS. Where were you fiirming before ? AtJunee. .

919.
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919. Can you speak as to the suitability of the laud near ihe proposed railway for agriculture P "^eaj p n^gankin.
not from my own experience, but from what I have seen ou other selections. The land is scrubby and ^ , i_. ^
more heavily timbered, and consequently harder to clear tlian the Jnneeland, but itis etllia^0*n 14 April, 1894.
overv respect. . ^ -nr, . T -l . ■
920. " "Was your land cleared when you look it up, or have you been clearing it since ? What I have got
cleared has cost me about £2 an acre.
921. That is to get it ready for the plough ? Yes. ,
922. What docs it cost you for seed and harvesting ? About 12s. an aero for ploughing, sowing, and 
harrowing, and about 8s. an acre for seed.
923. And for bagging ? l?or stripping and all that—it could he stripped for Ss. an acre. _
924. What do you estimate the total cost per acre of taking your produce to the nearest railway station ?
At the present time ? _
925. Yes ? It would all depend upon tho yield.
92C. Wbat would be tbe cost of labour, irrespective of tbe yield P 1 suppose something like £3.
927. With the clearing it would cost you £1 ? Hardly £1; but it would all depend upon circumstances.
The more a man cultivates the less the proportionate cost. If a man cultivates a small piece, he has to 
employ as many men as if he cultivated a large piece.
923. Suppose he cultivated 100 acres ? At the present price 100 acres would hardly pay.
929. What would be the smallest arca you think would pay ? About 200 acres._
930. What do you estimate the cost per acre of all operations, including bagging ? It depends a good 
deal upon the crop.
931-2, Taking an average crop ? About ISs. per acre. _
933, What does it cost for bugs and stripping P Fivepence three farthings for hags and about 8s. an acre 
for stripping. (
931. Then it costs you altogether about 25s. an acre ? Yery nearly 5 £.1, speaking from memory.
935. How many bushels au acre would you consider a fair average yield ? About 16,
936. At what price could you sell at a profit ? For 2s. 8d. a bushel.
937. Two shillings and cightpence in Sydney ? Ho, in Temora. Wo always sell in the local market,
938. What would yon deduct from that for carriage and selling ? About 6d. a bushel.
939. So yon thiuk that that 2s. 2d. is a very fair price ? I could live on that.
940. That would give you 31s. of 35s. an acre ? Yes, and it would leave me about 10s. an acre profit.
OIL Would that pay you ? Yes; if I had 200 acres under cultivation. _
912. One hundred pound would provide interest on your outlay and pay for your own labour? I dare
say if I went into the thing very particularly, and charged for my own labour, I could not. possibly do it 
for the price ; but so long as wc have a surplus at the end of the year we arc satisfied.

Mr. John Bichmond, Staff Surveyor, Department of Lands, sworn, aud examined:—

9-13. How long have you been in the Department ? About 15 years. _ _ jjri
914. Wei’cyou told oft'specially to report upon the laud and the nature of the water conservation in the Bichmond. 
Barmedman district ? To report upon the character and value of the land and thelacilties for settlement ^
in this district. 4 , 14April,1894.
945. Havo you received special instructions with regard to Wyalong ? I have received instructions to 
inspect tho whole of the country around here and to go through the leasehold area of every run.
910. How long have you been engaged on this special work ? Since last October.
917. Have you furnished yonr report? I have furnished several on the country between here and 
Temora.
948. What is the date of the latest report sent in hy you ? The last I sent iu on 31st January. _
949. Since you have been here have you recommended that any area should be resumed for a township?
Do you mean at Wyalong. _ _
950. Yes ? Yes ; I selected ihe site for a township, and a plan of it is now being prepared.
951. How many acres have been reserved ? About 500.
952. How many have you surveyed for a township ? About 400.
953. How many allotments are there? About 280.
954. What is the area of each allotment.? A quarter of an acre. .
955. Has that land been taken up ? Yes.
956. The whole of It ? I believe so.
957. For business sites chiefly ? For business and residence purposes. Other laud has been pegged out 
under miners’ rights.
958. Have you provided any reserves in the new township ? One-fifth of the whole—lOOacres. _
959. Have you put any value upon tho surveyed portion? I have not yet recommended what price
should be charged. _
960. Have you made an estimate? I have estimated that the allotments should be valued at from £5 to 
£15—an average of £10.
961. That would give a value of very nearly £3,000 to the whole of the surveyed portion ? Yes.
902. And what would the other land cost at tho same rate ? About £2,000 more.
963. So that the value of the town would not be less than £5,000? It would not he less. Those values
aro under rather than over. i _
964. Aud have yon made any provision for water ? I examined aud inspected the whole country, and 
recommended as far as possible the resumption of Carter’s tank on Ko. 12, referred to by him in his 
examination.
965. The resumption of what area ? I would recommend (hat about 320 acres in the catchment area
should be reserved. _
966. Would that comprise the whole of the catchment area? I think it would take the bestof it.

283 0)—D
■ 967.
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T 967. Have you made any recommendations as to tbc commencement of the tank? Not yet. I suppose
J. Kicnmond. it Wou]d not be less than 10,000 yards.
141^1894 quantity of water would that hold ? 1,500,000 gallons,

p ’ • 969. Do you think that that would be a sufficient supply for the town? X should think so, because the
people would not depend entirely upon it; they would have their own supplies as well.
970. Have you discovered any other place within a reasonable distance of the town which you think 
would be suitable for water conservation ? Yes; there are good catchments in all directions—that is, 
good catchments for this country.
971. So that if it is ascertained that the supply to which you have referred is insufficient, there will bo no 
difficulty iu obtaining a further supply ? No ; another tank further on, of about 13,000 yards capacity, is 
a good one.
972. Why did you recommend the existing site for the G-overnment township instead of ihe place wo arc 
nowin? Because it was more suitable, from a sanitary point of view; more central, having regard to 
the future of the place; and nearer to the course of traffic. This place to a certain extent, is out of tho 
way, because most of the traffic comes along the main road from Barmedman and Marsden, and the 
Government township will be near to that.
973. Is the Government township higher than the main camp ? Yes; apparently it is.
974. What is the difference in elevation ? I have not measured it exactly; but I think 20 or 30 feet,
not more. .
975. What wTas your reason for recommending that the main camp should not he surveyed for business 
sites ? I did not report against it, because 1 have not been asked to report about it at all. My instruc
tions were to choose the best site for a town.
976. And you believe you have chosen the best site? Yes.
977. Can you speak as to mining matters ? No.
978. You think that the site you have selected for a town will be central as far as the mines which are 
at present being discovered are concerned? I think so—more central than the main camp.
979. Mr Watt.] Have you any connection with tlie Water Conservation Department? Not any.
980. What do you estimate will be the fixed population of this place within the next twelve months ? 
Do you mean the population of the town or tho main camp?
981. Of the gold-field generally ? I estimate that there will be at least 800 men working here, besides 
their wives and children and others dependent upon them.
982. Taking an average of five to a family, that would represent a population of about 4,000? Yes.

_ 983. Do you not think that 300 acres is a very small water catchment for a population such as that ? It
" seems to me sufficient.

984. Have you any idea as to what rule engineers follow when estimating the supply of water required 
hy country towns ? Yes; I liave had to do with catchment areas before.
985. What is the maximum and minimum supply allowed by the officers of the Country Towns Water 
Supply Branch? That I do not know.
986. You have examined the country around here pretty fairly ? Yes.
987. Is there any place where you could get a larger table drainage for a tank than the place you havo 
recommended should be reserved ? Yes, where there is a tank about 1| mile further on, on the same 
slope.
988. What would be the area drained by that tank ? I do not know'. It would he very large.
989. Sufficient to meet the requirements of the place ? More than sufficient.
990. Would the water supply bo sufficiently close for tho Hailway Department to avail themselves of it,
supposing the railway were brought to Wyalong r I think tlie Hailway Department would require a tank 
nearer the line. I do not think they could make use of the tank that I have been speaking about, 
because it would not hold enough. Therc would be nothing to prevent another tank being put there' 
however. ’
991. Were your instructions definite in regard to the laying out of a town, or have you acted upon your 
own judgment as regards the permanency of the field did you consider it necessary to lay out a town ?
1 acted upon my own judgment in selecting a place, and then obtained the approval of Wardens Slee and 
Sharp.
992. Did you recommend the laying out of a township here ? No.
993. Do you know who recommended it ? No one. I am responsible for it, and my recommendation 
was approved of by the two wardens.
994. Acting upon your own judgment as to the permanency of the place, you liave laid out a township
2 miles away from here ? Yes.
995. And you aro taking steps to resume a tank to supply water to a population of 4,000 ? Those steps
are being taken by the Water Conservation Department, who were represented here by Mr. Wade. He
was here yesterday or the day before to report upon the matter.
996. Has he inspected the locality where you propose to resume the tank ? Yes.
997. Does he regard it as likely to suit the requirements of tho place? 1 believe so.
998. Has he so expressed himself ? I think he told me that he considered that it would do ; hut I am
not certain, because wre discussed such a great many things that I do not remember exactly.
999. Is he preparing a report for the Water Conservation Branch ? Yes; ib is probably in non

Mr. Walter Barnet, miner, Wyalong, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. 999j. Chairman^ How many years have you been mining? Thirty-five or thirty-seven years.

W, Barnet. 1000. When did you come to this district? At the end of January.
14Arin894 ^r' ■^are y°u any interest in the place? Yes.

P > ■ 1002. What number of claims arc you interested iu? I am, with my sons, interested in three claims. Wc
have a claim each. '
1003. What are the names of the reefs on which the claims are situated—are they all on the one lino of 
reef? I am No. 3 north of the original prospectors, and No. 4 south of the Niddcrgold.
1004. Are those claims on the one line of reef ? Yes.
1005. Can you give the Committee any accurate information as to the number of lines of reef which have 
been opened up since the discovery of this field ? I should think there are about eight lines of reefs.

1006.
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1006. Let us start from tlie most westerly;—what is the name of that ? Grorman’s.
1007. How far is it from Gorman’s to the next lino of reef? The next is thelVo-up—about 200 or 
300 yards.
1008. And how far is the next to the east? Another 200 yards.
1009. "Wliat is tho name of it? I think they call it Eraser’s line of reef.
1010. What will be the next, still going east ? The next is the original prospector’s, Neeld Bros.
1011. And further cast again? The line of reef known as Stanley’s Blow.
1012. And east of that? Erwin and Party’s, and east again there is Thompson’s.
1013. What is the course of these reefs ? They run parallel, varying a little north-east.
1014. What would be the distance from Eraser’s line to Neeld and Party’s line ? About a quarter of 
a mile.
1015. And from there to Stanley’s Blow? That might he about a quarter of a mile, the line strikes
due east. .
1016. And from Stanley’s Blow to Erwin and Party’s ? Three hundred yards, I suppose.
1017. Aud from Erwin and Party’s to Thompson’s hue ? As far as my judgment goes, about 300 yards.
1018. What is about the distance from Thompson’s line of reef to Gorman’s line of reef ? I suppose it 
must be over a mile.
1019. Has there been any ernshings from Gorman’s line of reef? Yes; the first crushing was 42 tons.
1020. Erom what claim? Gorman’s claim. It went 2 oz, 7 dwt. to the ton.
1021. Have any other claims on that line of reef rcportedgold ? Lynch and Party have a line of reef, hut 
whether it is the same as Gorman’s line I do not know. There are so many intersecting veins.
1022. Are there any more claims on gold on that line of reef ? I do not think so.
1023. To what depth has the reef on Gorman’s line been tested ? About 50 feet. They are deeper now.
1024. Have there been any emsbings from the Two-up line of reef? I do not know.
1025. How many claims on it have reported payable gold ? About four.
1026. To wbat depth has the reef been tested ? To various depths—20, 50, and 60 feet. I think there 
has been a crushing from Elderbranches.
1027. What is the reputed average thickness of the reef? Prom 4 to 18 inches, or 2 feet.
1028. I am speaking of the reef on the Two-up lino ? 3! think it averages from 6 inches to a foot.
1029. What would be the average thickness of the reef on Gorman’s? From 1 foot to 18 inches.
1030. You cannot speak from your own personal knowledge ? No ; 1 have been down and seen it, hut I 
have not been down since they sunk the new shaft. I hear that it is now about 18 inches.
1031. Have there been any crushings from Eraser’s line of reef ? Yes; I believe they got 3 oz. 12 dwt. 
to the ton.
1032. Ho you know how many tons were crushed? I do not, hut I believe 20 tons were crushed.
1033. How many claims are there on gold on that line ? 1 could not say, I am not always there. They
may he getting fresh gold every ■week. ■
1034. Have there been any crushings from Neeld and Party’s line of reef ? No ; Neeld’s Prospectors’ 
Claim has not crushed.
3.035, "What is tho average thickness of the reef? It goes from 8 or 9 inches to 4 feet. I have been 
down 68 feet, and it is 4 feet wide at that depth.
1036. Have any claims along the line of reef, besides Neeld and Party’s, reported gold ? No. 4 is 
supposed to have payable gold ; but they have not crushed yet, and No. 1 is on very rich gold—ironstone. 
Neither of them have crushed yet.
1037. What is the distance between the Prospectors’ Claim and No. 4 where 
About 400 yards—500 yards altogether. There are three claims,
1038. Then the reef has boon proved to he gold-bearing for a distance of 
knowledge. They have got it further on, too, hut I have not seen it.
1039. Has there been been any crushing from Erwin and Party’s line of reef ? 
to the ton.
1040. How many claims on that line of reef have crushed ? Only Erwin’s.
1041. How many tons did they crush ? I think 40 tons.
1042. Has gold been discovered in any other claims along the line of reef ? I believe so.
1043. How far along? I think No. 3 got gold this week, ’
1044. At what distance ? About BOO yards ahead of Erwin’s.
1045. Then that line of reef has been proved for a distance of 300 yards ? Yes; it has been proved to be 
gold hearing.
1046. What is the average thickness of the stone ? They took the first crushing out 2 or 3 feet in thick
ness.
1047. And it yielded 3 oz. 6 dwt. ? Well, at any rate, over 3 oz. I am not quite certain about tho 
penny weights,
1048. Now coming to Thompson’s line of reef? There lias been no crushing there. They have a 
paddock of stone, but I cannot say what it vrill go.
1049. How many claims on that line of roof are raising stone ? Only one at present.
1050. That is the most easterly line of reef ? Yes. Stanley’s has not been crushed yet.
1051. What is the average thickness ? Last time I saw it, it was from 4 to 6 feet wide, and carrying,
very good gold. '
1052. But there has been no crushing ? No ; No, 2 from there crushed, and the stone went 1 oz, 2 dwt, 
to tho ton.
1053. Then there has been a crushing in Stanley’s line of reef? Well, if you call it a line. It is north 
of Stanley’s.
1054. To what distance along that line has gold been discovered? As far as No. 3 claim—about 300 
yards along.
1055. Can you point to any other discovery ? Thompson’s has not crushed yet.
1056. Are there any lines of reef lying east from Thompson’s ? Not that I am aware of.
1057. Now we will come to the reefs which have been opened up in other directions ? Then we come to 
the south-east—Conway and Party’s.
1058. That is regarded as a separate line of reef? It is, in my opinion, and I have had some experience.

'f069F
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W. Garnet, HaTe any other reefs been opened up in the belt of country between G-orman’a and Thompson’s
*Ilies reefs ? There are reefs in every part. The intersecting reins rim east and west, and some 

14April,189i. nea.rly no™ and south.
1060. The other discoveries, if I understand correctly, occur within these parallel lines? Yes; and north 
and south of them.
1061. At the present time it is not known whether they are continuations of those lines of reefs ? It is 
not proved yet ; but I should say they were, as near as practicable,
1062. Starting from Gorman’s line, can you give me the distance north and south to thehiext series of
reefs that have been opened np ? Several other reefs have been opened up, but I could not give the 
names of the parties working them, '
3063. How far south of Gorman’s have the most westerly of these other reefs been opened up ? South
west, and in the mallee here. Eeefs have been opened up to the west of late, though I cannot say to what 
extent, because I have not been there. I hear, however, that they are getting very good gold. About 
three quarters of a mile south-west of Gorman’s there are some who are getting very good gold.
106-1. You are not in a position to say whether they are on a continuation of Gorman’s reef or not ? H"o ; 
it is not proved yet. ,
1065. Taking Thompson’s line and bearing south, have any discoveries been made there ? Hot that I am 
aware of. Lots of reefs have been discovered in the mallee south of Thompson’s, and they ran in all 
directions—east, west, north, and south.
1066. How far south of Thompson’s? From a quarter of a mile to l-J mile that way.
106/. Taking a line north and south from Neeld and Party’s claim, and bearing south, how far is it to the 
furthest reef that has been opened up ? There would be seven claims.
106S. "What distance would that be ? Seven hundred or 800 yards.
1069. Wbat is the distance from Hceld’s to the furthest discovery beariug south? There are about six 
claims, and each claim averages 100 yards, so that the distance would be about 600 yards.
1070. What is the distance from Heild’s to the furthest discovery that has been made north of it ? As 
far as I can hear, payable gold has been obtained in Ho. 4, and, I believe, Ho. 5 has also got gold.
1071. That would mean, practically, that a belt extending 900 yards has been prove!? Yes; that has 
been proved. There are 960 feet on a prospecting claim, and there are four or live claims from Heeld’s to 
the north.
10/2, That would give an area upon which gold has been discovered of about 1 mile in an easterly and 
westerly direction, and something over 1,000 yards in a line bearing north and south ? Yea ; on that line 
of reef. Conway’s is rather longer than that,

TVhicl1 'Vay does iine run ? Nearly north and south, bearinga little to the cast of north,
wr wan^ no'v a®ctirtain the furthest discoveries that have been made north and south, taking 
JNeelds, say as a centre ? The last southerly discovery of what is supposed to be pavable gold is called 
the Mallee Cow, which would be about 1^- mile from Neold’s. w
1075. Can you give us the furthest discovery north ? That is the last new find which, I suppose, in'a 
direct line, would be about 7 miles.
1076. Are there any other discoveries in a northerly direction between the new find and Heeld and Party's ? 
There are several claims working on gold. I was out looking at the new find, and I saw gold there. I 
have heard since that it has been opened up and looks very well.
1077. Can you give the Committee approximately the number of claims reported to be on payable "-old ?
I should say there must be from 70 to SO claims on payable gold. °
10/8. What is your opinion as to the permanency of these reefs, speaking from vour experience as a 
miner ? I think there is a great future for this field. The country is not hard, and the further you get 
down the better the find becomes. I have been down Heeld’s and several others, and they are lookino- well 
at the bottom. °
1079. What do you think the inclosing rock is ? Decomposed granite.
1080. Have you had much to do with reefing? I have been reeling for thirty years.
1081. What fields have you been reefing on? I have been in Victoria, at Wood’s Point. BucklanJ, 
Crooked Kiver, and m all parts of Hew South Wales nearly,
1082. Have you known permanent reefs to continue for any distance in granite ? Yes
1083. Where ? In Victoria, at the Evans. '
1.084. At what depth have the reefs been worked to on the Evans with a granite formation ? The Home
ward Bound was working at a depth of over 300 feet.
1085. Was the granite soft ? The granite was hard there.

What is the formation in which permanent reefs usually occur ? Slate and granite. There are 
dmn'ent formations in different fields; but I have never seen anything like this before in all my travels. 
A.t Grenfell the stone was a kind of porphyry, but it was hard and more like granite.

,131110^ below the stratigraphical position in which reefs usually occur ? Granite is supposed
to be the bottom ; the Silurian rock generally rides over the granite,
1088. Has this granite continued soft to any depth ? In some places it has. I have been workinz at
depths of between 200 and 300 feet. 6
1089. Erom the surface ? Yes.

t ; through decomposed granite walls. One side is generally a great deal softer 
than the other. It is generally the seam that carries down alongside the reef that is the softest.

. g b® 1t not characteristic of granite that the cleavage should be very imperfect, and the reefs vary in 
mze . Yes; the reefs vary in size, sometimes pinching in to 2 or 3 inches, and perhaps widening out again 
to 3 or 4 feet. You can never get a reef to run true. o o
1092. What is the prospect of an alluvial discovery here, seeing that gold is being found so close to the 
surface. ^ Alluvial has been got. within a few miles of this place, but not close at hand. Between here 
and Billy s Lookout, and Buddigower, there ought to be alluvial obtained.
1093. Has any prospecting for alluvial been done in the district? Hot much between here and Billy’s 
Lookout; but a good deal has been done at Billy’s Lookout. This formation carries right through for 
some 20 miles—from Billy’s Lookout to Buddigoxver,
1094. ̂ Have Here been any indications of drift showing that a denudation of country has taken place at
any time ? Yes; a slight amount of wash has been found at different places. Good prospects have been 
got here and there, but nothing to continue. 1095
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J.095. The reefs of which you have spoken have not teen tested longitudinallythey have been picked ^ Barnet, 
up at different sections ? Tea.
109G. Have you been down any of the claims that have had erusmugs. les. , 14April,1894.
1097 What is the extent of the stoning along the reef ? Some have sloped for 20 to 30 feet. Some have 
driven shafts for 12 feet, or even G or 8 feet, and have taken out the whole body of stone from the surface 
right down to the bottom. In none of the claims have I seen 1 cwt. of stone on the surface; it has ail
been taken out and crushed. ... . _ ^ .
10DS. The country appears to bo very regular in its_ gold-bearing formation? Xcs. louwill not see 
many rich specimens, but the gold is pretty regular right through. u i j -j -
1099. Do you not think that with the limited amount of prospecting that has been done on the held it is 
rather premature to speak as to its permanency yet? 1 think so; but I judge it to be permanent
1100 3''rom present indications you regard its prospects as good? Ido. ,1, do not think any miner on
the field has ever seen such a surface show before, considering the intersecting veins and the mam lines 
of reef that have been opened up. .................
1101 How long do you think the working of the respective reefs will maintain anything like the present 
population? They ought to maintain from 1,000 to 2,000 people for the next five or six years, and
perhaps be better then. . o r
1102 Ton are speaking of the present discoveries and the prospects of further developments r 1 do 
not think half the reef's have been found yet that will be found out towards Billy s Lookout and
Buddigower. , . ,
1103. When you speak of a population of 2,000, do you mean a population of minors, or a general popu
lation ? I mean that when the country is properly opened np, and the men arc at work, there will bo
from 1,500 to 2,000 miners here. uo wnr j i-
llOL You have told us that there arc seventy or eighty claims on gold ? Well, I am under the mark ;
there must be more than that. ...
1105. I suppose you infer that connections will be made on the line of reef between the claims which
are now getting gold ? Tes. ' . , . , . Q mv „
HOG. What do you think will bo the number of miners maintained by these eighty claims r there are
from four to eight men on each claim. L r i
1107, Suppose there ■were eight men on each claim, that would afford employment for CIO people
altogether ? The claims are what are called eight men’s ground, six men’s ground, and four men s 
ground; but most of them on this field are eight men’s ground. . , . . . . ,
1108. If gold is found along the reef between the various claims in which it is now being worked, you 
think the field will maintain a population of from 1,500 to 2,000 men ? Yes, and probably more.
1109. Do vou mean working miners, apart from the business people ? Ycs._
1110, Js any machinerv going up here now ? There fire two lots of machinery being erected, and it is
expected that a third lot will be put up. o t a
HU, Do you think there will he any difficulty in obtaining water for the machinery erected here? 1 do
not think so.
1112. Are there any catchments? There are any number of splendid catchments. ,
1113. Has not some discovery of water been made by sinking here ? Not that I know of. I think we
are about 200 feet higher than Banned man. They get water there at a depth of 90 feet. I was working
there for some years. , „ „ ,
1114. You have been on all the rushes in Hew South Wales ? On nearly all the rushes in Hew South
Wtilcs* *
1115. I suppose it is a most usual thing to undertake the construction of a railway to a place directly
gold has been discovered there ? I think so. „ T
1116. Do you think the prospects of this field would warrant a departure from the usual custom ? I
should not think they would. <• -n-zwi <. i i
1117. I suppose you are aware that it is proposed to proclaim a mining reserve ox o0,000 acres ; that Jana
will bo locked up from settlement? I think tlicre is a vast amount of auriferous country for miles 
around,—from here to Lake Cargellieo. . , . , . ,
1118. Do you think it is necessary to lock up so much land for mining purposes ? 1 do. I think the land
ought to be thrown open to the diggers. . ......
1119. Do you think an arrangement might be arrived at by which both agricultural and mining opera
tions could be carried out together, giving people speedy access to the land? Well, the selectors and 
miners generally clash, and the miners have always found it difficult when they have found gold on private 
land to get permits to mine there. They have been kept off such land for three, six, and even twelve 
months, and perhaps after finding gold they have not been allowed to go on the land to mine for it.
1120. Assuming that the power of dealing with this matter wore vested in the warden, and applications to 
mine upon conditionally purchased land could be granted by him, these permits could he obtained at
once? Yes, and then things would he different. _ _ , .
1121. Do you think that that system would tend to ease the friction which now exists in the relations 
between miners and free selectors ? Yes; if the miners could get on to the land in a week.
1122. I suppose you are aware that in the Mining on Private Lands Bill applications will have to be
lodged with the warden, who will have full power to give permission immediately without reference to 
the Minister ;—do you think that under that system agricultural and mining industries could he simul
taneously developed here ? I think so, .
1123. Has it not generally been the case with respect to gold-fields that men who have made money on the
fields have had afterwards to go to other districts owing to the land been locked up, even though they 
desired to settle there ? So they have. ■ , . ' ,
1.124. If a system were introduced by which miners could get ready access to any land alienated m the 
vicinity of Wyalong, do you think this field would he the moans of establishing an agricultural popula
tion there ? I think so, ,.
1125. Have there been any ernshings on Conway’s line of reef? Yes; there have been two cr.ishiugs on
lihtvb lino o£ roof
1126. Do you know what quantity of stone has been crushed ?_ Twenty-two tons, yielding 103 oz.
1127. What is the average size of the reef ? It varies from 6 inches to 1 foot.

1128.
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W. Barnet. Hoo n° wha* ex^”t ^a3„ gold been discovered along the line of reef ? For one and a half mile.
_ —^ ,, -r0 y°u ™nk that if greater facilities were given to the minera to go upon the land here this field

14ApriI, 1894.wo, , developed more than it is now ? Ido. Many of the men would have got good claims, and
perhaps have formed homes for themselves.
mo?' ?07rM tbl“litha<; tbe development of the field has been retarded by administrative delay ? I do. 
1131. And that the progress when those obstacles are removed will be very much greater than it has 
been in the past r I do. ^ o

Mr. William Bowman, miner, Wyalong, sworn, and examined :—
W B^wmar, m S' ^ long ^V017°,U be™ at ? Since the 2nd January.

Ho?' H WaIll Haye,yo.u beriTd tho evidence given by tbe previous witness ? I have.
14April 1894 Ho ' t ° i^011 agree 'n’1^b b^s evidence? I do, in every particular.

’ ’ ■?; i o a,7‘ “dditiona! evidence you would like to give in reference to discoveries that have been
twi 1j<?TC have been a few discoveries omitted—that is outside, to the south 

H3b; h;lt1 ““OTeries have been made, apart from those already referred to ? A discovery was made 
about 44- miles from here, m a south-easterly direction.
1137. What is the pature of the country ? Diorito.
H'qq HaVe tbey got pavablB ^old there ? ThG7 BaJ they liave; but there has boon no crushing there, 
lldt). Have you seen any of the stone ? Tes.
1140. What is your opinion of it P I believe that it is payable stone.
1141. Is it in a well-defined reef? Tes; between two hard walls.
1142. What is the width of the reef P About 2 feet 6 inches.
HH’ HaV6 y°U lns?ecHc! l!le„reefs tbat bave beea °Penf;d up on the field ? I have seen them all.
1144. Do you consider that they arc fairly well-defined reefs, and likely to be continuous ? Some of them 
are better defined than others. .
114-j. From your experience as a miner, do you regard the eight lines of reef referred to by the previous 

•e 7 t0 be.Payab]e ? 1 think they have pretty well proved themselves so. * P
1146. What is your opinion m regard to them ;-do you think they are fairly well-defined reefs, and likely 

■ to be continuous, or are they merely patches which may run out ? They are not patchy; but whether
they are continuous is more than I can say. ^ J
1147. Are you working in any claim here? Tes.
1148. In what claim ? The Santa Claus, on Conway’s line.
1149. Have you had a crushing ? No.
Hr?' wiS been any cru5hiuo that line ? Tes; for Conway and Party’s claim.
1151. What distance are you from there? Eight hundred yards.
1152. Have you discovered gold P Tes. '
1153. Do you regard it as payable ? I do.
HH' ww ^J°n ri,1 Cnisb H t™*™* will go 3 oz. to the ton; it might go more.
He£' ^ jS tH ?'ldt.11 °f the stone ? It varies from 4 and 8 inches to a foot.
Hr?" u dcfdl ba3 been tested to ? Sixty-eight feet perpendicular, 
llo/. Have you only opened it up in one place ? In two places.
1158. At what distances apart? About 40 yards.
Hen a*0 7°iU regarA ita3 the same lino of reef as Conway is working- on ? Tes
«W IrtHe hy which it can bo traced P Tes ; yon can trace the surface-
n nef ’7 a11,tbc elalms T1ght through from Conway’s have got the gold.
Heo it *b?.rc baH bee.n only one cashing from that place ? There have been two ernshings.
H H 0 a l between where you are and Conway’s regard their discoveries as payable ? I think they do. 
S K ? }T regai;d tlns held, taking it as a whole, as likely to support a large population for any length 
mei w H8 neai' 7 as T can estlmatQ will support 2,000 miners.
rf lirtog fa oJ?SLF” r01" °r “™ fcl“mil7 1,6 l»»eer. I can Soo ttt ttcre i» over two root,

“nkdtoTw“lHo™J'dMcdtJ6 "J dil”C'1“y i” “”*« h™ »*»"« ? 1 d»

11G6, Is there a good water catchment ? Tes, if we only get rain.
1167. At present you bave to take your stone to Barmedman ? Tes.
H?o ?rhat “ilitatea against the testing of the various claims ? Tes.

wi? r61^ been “7 Pra^Pecting done in the district for alluvial ? Tes, a little, 
about 5 mil eg1 from 0Pmi°n ^ t0 lIie diac6very of allnvial hero ? It has been discovered

mucll drift discovered ? There has been no washes yet immediately round the field, 
except a little ironstone wash. There has been no quartz wash.
] 173 it™ pr??peating been doner for g«ld ? No; except at one place on Conway’s line,
obt^ning pPePrmLt?teTesTe 0l>m°3lt °£ th6 fie < 'V°u d have been much 8™*^ but for the difficulty of

HH? beCI1 0 mCir0WU! laJnds the place would Prob:lbly have been further developed than
1175 Mr mMlri;ldIiave bad t07OTk tbeiT 'daimn orget someonoto do the work for them.
Wp W -Daus°> j, ■Do you,know of any ernshings which Mr. Barnet omitted to mention ? Tes : there 
baxa been several other payable ernshings. There has been ono from tbe Mallee Bull.
of 2 oz 7 dwHSm ^ irT,t]\e Mallee Bnl1 ckim ? Cuaack and Party got an average
1177 +1? + ^ 2? t0I1t7tDdtb° Mallee Bu]1 elaitn Save an average of 14 oz. to six tons.
11/ /. is tne stone easily got ? Yery easily got,
nHn' ybat would be the least result that would be payable ? About 15 dwt
.here "8'1 ''tol<! ? 1 ^ »ot «'"»1»» Md on gold
1180. How many do you knou to be on payable gold P Between 70 and 80 claims are on payable gold 
H®£- Jdc;w h°ng have you been mmmg ? Twenty-two years. 1 " g
1162. Whereabouts ? This side of Ghilgong.
1183. Chairman.'] Do yon know tbe total quantify of gold produced to date ? 1 could not tell you that.

• 1184.
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1184. Have you any idea of the quantity of stone now at grass ? T daro say there arc over GOO tons on 
the field.
1185. That is payable stone? It is nearly all payable stone.

31

Mr,
W. Bowman. 

14 April,lS94.

Mr. Ernest Joshiah Polkinghorne, miner, Wyalong, sworn, and examined*
1186. Chairman.'] For how many years bave yon been a miner ? For eight or nine years.
1187. You have heard the evidence of Mr. Barnet and Mr. Bowman with reference to this field; do yon Polkinghorne,
confirm their evidence ? Yes, in every particular. - , ,. , rnl t i4At)rii 1894.1188. Do you desire to add anything which they may have omitted, and which you think will be useful to P «
tho Committee in considering their report ? They omitted to report the latest find, about 7 miles north
from here. I believe there aro 500 or GOO men there : but what they have done I cannot say. Several 
men who have claims there, however, speak very highly of the place, and three or four of the claims are 
already raising stone. They are on what is known as Gagie’s Find. I would also like to add that Mr.
Barnet was a little bit mixed in regard to the most westerly reefs. He put Gorman s first, and the iwo- 
TJp second; but between there is what is known as the White Beef, one of the best-defined reefs m 
the place.
11S9. What distance is it from Gorman’s P About 150 yards.
1190. That would make eight reefs ? Yes. .. _ . , , , , • .
1191. Gold-bearing stone has been obtained from that reef ? Yes; they have had one crushing ±rom 
what is known as O’Brien’s. They got 21 oz. from 6 tons of stone, and since then they have sent away 
10 tons more. This stone has been sent to the Clyde chlorination works, aud treated there.
1192. Do you agree with the previous witnesses in regard to the area covered by the eight lines ol reels r
Yes: if anything, they were under rather than over the mark. . , , .
1198. Do you think there has been any other inaccuracy in their evidence ? No; m other respects tbeir
evidence was accurate. „ . i j
1194. Mr. Wail] To what depth has the White Beef been tested ? Tbe party who have already had a 
crushing are down about 55 feet; but we are adjoining thorn and down about 80 feet, aud the reel looks 
better than it did higher up.
1195. What is the width of the reef ? From 9 to 15 inches, carrying splendid walls.
119G To what distance has the reef been tested.along tho line ? About a quarter of a mile.
1197. Is it fairly continuous ? So far as one can tell. There is similar stone in all tho claims which arc 
considered to be on the reef.
1198. How many claims are Qn gold ? Five.

Mr,
P, Channon.

I have been acting
entries of I4April,1894.

Mr. Frederick Channon, miner, Wyalong, sworn, and examined :
1199. Chairman.] You heard the evidence of the two previous witnesses ? Yes.
1200. Do you confirm their evidence ? I do in every particular. a r n i
1201. Have you any additional information which you can supply to tho Committee. I have I 
as reporter for the Tumut and Adclong Times since the 15th January, and I have tho original
ernshings written down in my pocket-book, , , t, , .
1202. Will you read them to us ? The first crushing recorded in this field was for Taylor and Party s

1203. ’ On what line of reef? It would be on the Two Up line—to the extreme south-west of the Two 
Up claim. They crushed 6 tons and got about 24 oz. The next crushing is from Cassm and I arty s claim, 
on Conway’s line, who, from 12£ tons of stone, obtained 9 oz. 3 dwt. of gold. Then Neeld s No. 2 pros
pecting area, an cast and west line, crushed 13 tons for 26 oz. 4 dwt. Conway and Party crushed 22 
tons for 103 oz. Keith, who. is on about the Two Up Hue, crushed 14 f tons, and got Sooz.JN colds 
Pioneer claim, an ironstone reef, running east and west, crushed 17 tons for 72 oz. 14 dwt. I °rlT s c a|’n’ 
which is on the Two Up line, so far as 1 can judge, crushed 22 tons for a result of 2 oz 12 dwt. to tilo 
ton. Fraser's claim* on the Two Up, or slightly to tho east of it, crushed 10* tons for 39 oz. 6 dwt. 
McMahon and Party, who have an east and west reef to the east of Conway’s, crushed 3 tons o cwt. toi 
9 oz. 19 dwt. Gorman and Party crushed 38 tons, getting 2 oz. 4 dwt. to the ton. Hilderbrand and 
Party*, on the Two Up line, crushed 9 tons, getting 3 oz. 11 dwt. to the ton, McDonald and "arty, ot 
tbe Mallee Bull claim, crushed 6 tons 12 cwt. of surface stone or spuds, aud got It oz. to the ton. from 
a second crushing in Barmedman, Taylor and Party got 2 oz. per ton for from 15 tons. Then Davis and 
Party, on the Two Up line, from 10£ tons, got 2 oz. 12 dwt. to the ton. Cusack andParty, on the Mallee 
Bull line, for 13 tons got an average of 2 oz. 7 dwt. to tho ton. Pettyfoot and Party, on Stanley s blow 
line of reef, crushed 40 tons for 42 oz. 12 dwt. J. King and Party, crushed 14 tons for 2 oz. d dwt a 
ton; they are on Taylor’s line. Thomas O’Brien and Party, crushed G tons at the Clyde Works tor 
17 oz. Arthur Hassock and Party also crushed at the Clyde AVorks, G tons for 21 oz. 11 dwt. There 
are between 50 and 60 tons of stone at Barmedman, or on the road there—2 to 3 oz. atone
1204. So that, in round figures, about 700 oz. of gold has been obtained from the field? les ; and ttic 
gold has not been obtained from picked stone. A lot of headings and other rubbish lias been crushed.
They send everything from the surface to be crushed. , ,
1205. Mr. Wall] Can you give the Committee any idea as to the number of claims on gold ? About
forty or forty-one proved payable, while there are about eighty between them, which, I have no doubt, 
will prove payable when they have had a ci-ushingf. . , ,
1206. Can they not discover the gold by dollying ? Yes; the stone crushes well in the dolly. _
1207. Other witnesses have estimated that there are about eighty claims on gold ; is that estimate m your 
opinion excessive ? Well, J reckon that there are about 120 claims on good gold, but they have not 
been proved. I reckon there are about forty ■which are certain, and about eighty others which will prove 
payable in the course of a week or two, after the stone has been crushed.

1208.

** Noth (on revision") : ITrascr and Party and Davis and Party arc all one and tbc eame, r , ....
f Foie (on revision): Sixteen claims bave proved payable by ernsbinp, twenty-five claims ore raising stone winch is 

almost certain to prove payable when crushed, while there are from thirty-eight to forty more m various stages of develop
ment on the different Hues, the holders of which seem confident that at a certain depth they will strike payable quartz.
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F Chann n J"011 ^er0 arc a sufficient number of claims on gold to support a considerable population for
some time to come ? Yes ; I believe that in tbe near future this will turn out to be a great agricultural 

l^ApriljlSfH. ^ ^lave travelled round a good part of the country, and I know that the soil in the mallee here
' is very rich. Prom my experience, it is second to none in Jfew South Wales; and taking that fact 

into consideration, together with the existence of the gold-fields, I think you would bo perfectly justified 
in running a line of railway to Wyalong.
1200. But the absence of the railway would not in a great measure retard the development of tbe field ? 
It would not retard it, but it would greatly assist it. Tho fact of a railway being constructed will greatly 
assist development. 1 think the field will go ahead in spite of the want of a railway. ■
1210. You say that you have no doubt that a railway here would promote a very large amount of settle
ment ? I have no doubt of it.
1211. Does it not usually happen that agricultural settlement is greatly retarded by the reservation of 
land for mining purposes ? I think there is any amount of agricultural land besides that which it is 
proposed to reserve for mining purposes.
1212. It is proposed to reserve 50,<J00 acres here ? l?o 1 heard a little while ago.
1213. And it is proposed to reserve the land for a mile on each side of the proposed railway from hereto 
Hillston ? Yes.
1214. Do you not think, from your experience as a miner, that some satisfactory arrangement must be 
come to whereby wardens could authorise immediate entrance upon private property ? Yes.
1215. Do you think a compromise could be come to whereby it would be possible to develop! agriculture 
and mining simultaneously ? J do.
12.16. Do you think that persons desiring to go in for agriculture would object to take up land upon which 
miners had the right to search for gold ? 1 do not. 1 think such an arrangement will be beneficial to 
both parties.
1217. I suppose it will be of great advantage to the selectors to be close to a large miuiug community ? 
It has been proved so already. The selectors have done remarkably well out of this little rush to Wyalong.
1218. Can you give the Committee any idea ns to the approximate number of claims on Gorman’s lino of 
reef ? Between five and six have found gold on it.
1219. Yon have already given the Committee some informal ion with regard to the ernshings from the 
Two Up line; can you give us an idea of the number of claims on gold on Teaser's line ? There are five 
or six on that line ; but it is difficult to determine winch is tho line, because the mallee is so dense.
1220. Then there arc JSTeeld and Party’s, .Erwin and Party’s, and Thompson’s lines of reef; do you think 
they are fairly developed ? Yes, and every week I visit them 1 find some improvement. A miner under
stands his business, and by questioning him you can get to know pretty correctly what he is doing. They 
all agree that the reef is improving ns they go down, both in width and in quality.
1221. Do you think that if the stleclimi here was resumed, it would expedite the development of the field 
to a great extent? Yes, and from 1,COO to 1,500 more miners would be employed.
1222. What is your opinion about the site of the new township? It is generally known as Slee’s mistake.
1223. Did you not hear that the land there is bighejthan this land, and that provision is to ho made for the
conservation of water there ? It is a beautiful site for a township ; but if people will not go there to 
live, you cannot force them to do so. The population has settled at the White Tank, and the business 
people bave followed them there, aud now no one can force them to move. I might say that I was introduced 
to Jlr. Wade by Mr. Polkinghorne. Ifc slated his business to us, and we hired a trap aud took him round 
to pretty well all the tanks in the district. We also took hiai out to a water catchment about half a mile 
or three quarters of a mile on Bolte’s conditional lease which he acknowledged to be one of the best 
catchments he had seen on the field, and he informed me he would report favourably upon its resumption 
as a Government tank for the use of the field. *
1224. How far would that he from the present camp ? Half a mile or three quarters of a mile.
1225. Have you seen the water ? Yes, I have waded in it.
1226. You are not using that water at the present time? The water has dried up now; but there is a, 
natural catchment there formed by a blind creek.
1227. A dam could be made there and sufficient wafer conserved to supply the whole field ? Yes, if the
tank were large enoogh. '
1228. Did you hear from Mr, Wade his reason for not recommending the resumption of that land ? I 
did not know that lie had not done so.
1229. Do you know that he has not recommended its resumption ? No, I do not. As far as I know ho 
may have done so. I took him out to Carter’s tank, and he told me that he was trying to make arrauge- 
mentspvith Carter to allow the miners to use his tank temporarily.
1230. But there is a legal difficulty in the way? Yos.
1231. Have you heard anything about tbc new rush ? Yes.
1232. Can you give us any iuformalion about it? Not authentic information, because you cannot rely
upon what you hear on the field. You must visit the place and make personal inspection before you can 
give a correct account of it. I would like to add that dames Channon, of Bcaconsfiekl, Concord, and John 
Plumb, of 60 King-street, have purchased a boiler and engine and have ordered rollers from the foundry 
for the erection of machinery on the field. They intend to establish chlorination works here. ‘

Mr. Armand Thierman, miner, Wyalong, sworn, and examined :—
Mr- 1233. Chairman.] You desire to give evidence in regard to some machinery you intend to erect on the 

A. Tbiorman. field. Will you tell us the value of that machinery and its nature? The machinery my syndicate propose 
ItA^iTlsgi ^ero’s machinery, and negotiations are now pending to have it made at a foundry in Sydney;

Pn 1 ■ but I do not know which foundry is making it. One of my syndicate was up here a little while ago, and on
my recommendation it was decided to bring new machinery here instead of second-class plant.
1231. Do you know what the probable cost will be ? Somewhere about £1,500.
1235. Has the order been given for the machinery ? I cannot tell you. I should have had word to-day 
we are excavating a tank for it.
1236. You have procured a site ? Yes.
1237. Have you any doubt about the machinery being sent here ? No, I have no doubt about it.

1238.
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1238. il5'. Wall] Is it- crushing machinery? Yes; I recommended a 10-head battery witli concentrating
appliances. t ^___^
1239. What sort of concentrating appliances—fulvanners ? No; because the percentage of pyrites is i4Aiiril/1894.
too high, _
1240. Have you formed a syndicate for the express purpose of erecting this machinery ? Yes.
1241. With a capital of £1,500? The capital of the syndicate is not limited to £1,500; the capital will 
be xvhat it costs to erect the machinery.
1242. If you require more money you will cal] it up ? Yes.
1243. You do not expect to erect machinery hero with concentrators for £1,500 ? Yes ; it can be done.
Machinery is a lot cheaper now than it used to be. t
1244. Are you excavating a tank? Yes; wo luiyc got about 2,000 yards out already. The tank-sinkers 
arc still at work.
124-5. Ho you think that the prospects of the place are sufficient to warrant such an expenditure ? Yes; 
as far as present indications go. The field is almost certain to be a permanent one.
1246. Your machinery is in course of manufacture at Sydney ? My syndicate wrote io me asking certain
questions with regard to it, and it is certain that it will be made. _
1247. Mr. Damon.] You aro a working minor, I suppose ? I have been connected with mining in New 
South Wales for fifteen years.
1248. Getting syndicates together to buy machinery is not being a miner. Where were you working ?
I was four years at Broken Hill.
1249. Were you working there ? Yes, and I erected several batteries for Alfred Bennett at Peak Hill.
I let out his tanks and fixed his machinery.
1250. I suppose you have got a great many promises of support when the machinery is erected ? Yes; 
but promises do not count for much. Good machinery will carry the day here.
1251. Mr. Wall] You would not require many promises for a-10-head battery? Only SO or a 100 tons 
a week.

Mr, John Necld, miner, Wyalong, sworn, and examined:—
1252. Chairman.] Are you one of the original prospectors ? No. Mr. J. Necld.
1253. What information canyon give which you think will be of assistance to tho Committee in deciding ^ '
upon the matter now under their consideration ? I have been about tbe district a good deal, and have l^Aprifilsad.. 
noticed the country right through from hero to what they call 11 an kin’s Springs, a distance of GO miles. I
have also travelled from Broken Hill through Wilcanuia, Cobar, Bake Cargellieo, and Enbalong to 
"Wyalong. Then I have been from Barmedman to Woolcngough. Close to Wyalong and out towards 
Bankin’s Springs there is ironbark which I think would be suitable for sleepers.
1254. Could the sleepers be obtained at a reasonable price ? Yes.
1255. Have you any idea of the price at which half-round sleepers can be obtained? No ; but I know 
that a large quantity could be got within 15 miles from here.
1256. Have you any other information ? I can give information with reference to the cost of settlement 
here. If the land were thrown open, people would conic over from Victoria and settle here. Between 
Lake Cargellieo and Wyalong the land is very suitable for agriculture and pastoral pursuits, and when I 
came here first I was so much taken with the country that I wrote to my father and brothers and advised 
them to come here and select.
1257. How long ago was that? A little over twelve mouths ago. After they selected here other people 
followed to see the country, and they considered that the land was as good as the Goulburn Valley land 
from which they had come, and that is the finest land in Victoria-
1258. But is there not a better rainfall there ? No.
1259. What is tbe rainfall ? It has been as low as 5 or G inches.
1260. But the average rainfall ? It is something about the same as this.
1261. About 18 inches ? Yes. Wo came as close as Wyalong simply to be near the railway, and as
the full area could not be obtained, only one brother selected, the other six following to take up land 
as soon as it was thrown open. I have no hesitation in saying that as soon as the railway7 comes to 
Wyalong a tremendous lot of land will be taken up between here and Lake Cargellieo.
1262. Ho you think the land is suitable for agriculture as well as for pastoral pursuits? Yes.
1263. And if the anticipated mining population were to settle at Wyalong, the surrounding farmers 
would be able to supply all necessary provisions with tho exception of tea and sugar? Yes.
1264. Is there anything else you would like to add ? On my way to Lake Cargellieo from Cobar I passed 
through Mount Allen, where they have just discovered good gold. There was no water in the district then, 
and there has been no water since; but I have no hesitation in saying that there is a good gold-field there.
At Cargellieo 1 bought some peaches and grapes, which wore as good as I had ever seen before.. The 
gentleman from whom I bought them said that ho grew them on the bank of a creek from 4 or 5 miles on 
the other side of the Lachlan, where ho has a homestead of 2,560 acres. He had a lot of sheep with him
at the time, which he was taking to Mount Alien to kill. He said it was too far to send lo Sydney, and,
therefore, he thought it better to open a butcher’s shop, and dispose of his sheep in that way.

Mr. Thomas Andrew Crowe, Editor of the Wyalong Sfar, Wyalong, sworn, and examined :—
1265. Chairman.] Have you any other occupation here besides that of journalist ? No. Air.
1266. You have heard the evidence given by the various witnesses. Ho you generally confirm their T. A. Ciwe, 
opinion ? Yes ; as far as I have been able to judge, they are correct.
1267. Can you give any additional information which you think would he of assistance to the Com-14April,1891. 
mittee? When 1 came here three weeks ago, there were only a certain number of claims on gold;
but in my visits round the field I found the number increasing, and a calculation I have made to-day, 
shows that it has just about doubled itself. With regard to the list of ernshings given to you by Mr.
Channon, I think be has given one crushing twice over, because Eraser and Party’s, and Davis and Party’s 
crushing was only one crushing, ”
1208. Then his return of gold is incorrect by about 30 o/„ ? Yes ; I might also say, that to my knowledge, 
there are very nearly 100 tons of stone either at Barmedman or on the road there. That is as near as I 
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T A^rl-nwp +af ^U^?e’ tyndns the loads that have gone away ; and in visiting the claims from which ernshings have 
—_^ ’ .(a en seemed as if the men had gathered np all their stone, expecting gold to be m it, aud sent

14April, 1894. forcTv Jii,Cr<i 'Ii13/1,0 evidcilee oi; an7 Btone having been picked.
, . ,u , \u , ^hat fair average stone was sent away ? 1 think that all the stone was sent a wav from

claims which had ernshings. ‘
12/0. So that the results obtained from further ernshings will be belter than those obtained hitherto ? 
Ine opinion among the miners is that the returns from the next crushing will exceed those which have 
hitherto been obtamed. I know that claims which, when I first camo here, were only turning up moderal e 
lOf-i0 ^ U<rn- slden^d stone' In my opinion, the quality of stone on the field is improving.

Mr. W cu-J Can you give us any idea of the number of crushing plants in course of erection ? I 
only know of Mr. G-ough’s ; but Mr, Plumb and Mr. Channon have called for tenders for the excavation 
or large tanks, because they intend to erect nuichmery here.

Mr. Charles McHardy, Mining Begistrar, AVyalong, sworn, and examined ;—
C. McHtirdv. i n/kto ^land in a return ? Yes. The number of miners rights issued since ihe 

' iJth March, is 9/0, in addition to a large number previously issued at Barmedman. Twenty-five business 
14April, 1894. i-1?^803 i6 ^e?n ’ssuedi hnd over 100 surveyed town allotments have been conditionally registered. About 

i ou ?ave j fn aPPPed I°r- Three hundred and twelve quark claims have been applied for since the 
19th March, and from seventy to eighty applications for permits to mine on conditionally purchased and 
conditionaliy leased laud have been lodged at tho Mming Registrar’s Office here since that date. Previous 
to the 19th March, a large number of permits were applied for at Barmedman.
12/3. What amount of revenue have you received since the 10th March? About £5S0. These figures 
are very nearly accurate. °
12/4. The information has been compiled from records in your office P Yes.

MONBAT, 1G APRIL, 1894.
[The Sectional Committee met at Spring's Hotel, Wyalong Government Township, at 9'30 nun.]

J3 resent:—
The Hok. FREDERICK THOMAS HUMPHEKY (Chahimak). '
Henry Dawsos, Esq. [ "William Chakuos "Wall, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Temora to Wyalong.

Mr. John Plumb, grazier, Marrickviile, Sydney, sworn, and examined :—
Mr. J.Plumb, 1275. Mr. Wall] How long have you been on this gold-field ? I first came here about two months ago : 

but I have not resided here continuously,
lGApril,1894. 1270. You have been largely interested in mining in this Colony? Yes.

1277. For how long? Over twenty-five years.
1278 Did you visit this field to engage in mining pursuits ? Partly witli that object, and partly to 
introduce machinery here if the prospects of the field would warrant it. '
1279. You have had a fair opportunity of judging of the merits of the field ? Yes.
3280. Do you think it likely to be a permanent field ? Yes ; that is my impression.
1281 liave you received sufficient encouragement to warrantyou in undertaking the erection of machinery 
here , les; my friends and myself have ordered machinery, and I have let a contract since 1 came here 
tor the excavation of an 8,000-yard tank.
1282. Where do you propose to excavate your tank ? J ust below Neeld’s prospecting claim, on bis con
ditional lease. 0
1.283 What work will be done by the machinery you propose to erect ? At first we shall erect machinery 
which will do about 150 tons weekly ; but ultimately, as the held develops, we shall increase our plant 
until we can do 300 tons or more each week.
1284. You have been fop some years engaged in mining in the Carcoar district ? Yes; and in the western, 
southern^ and northern districts. I have been in nearly all the districts in the Colony.

Comparing the prospects of this field with those of others in which you have been interested, do you 
think it likely to be permanent ? That is my impression, otherwise I should not have embarked my money 
and that of my mends’, in a venture here.
1286. What population do yon think is likely to be located here for any length of time—say two or three
years ? I imagine that if the reefs were developed, they would employ 500 or 600 miners, and they, 
together with their families and tradesmen, would form a population of about 2,000. ’
1287. The present development of the field warrants you in coming to that conclusion? That is my 
impression. Of course the place is practically untried* yet in many parts, and there is a prospect of further 
developments.
1288. It is possible that the reefs may go down 200 or 300 feet ? Yes ; 1 saw Mr. Taylor when lie was
down about 120 feet, and he told me that the reef was then looking as well as it looked before, and 
showed no signs of giving out. '
1289. What line of reef is his claim on ? It is in tho Mallee, south of Heeld’s Ho. 2 prospectors’ claim.
1290. Mr. Dawson ] Do you know how many of the claims arc on payable gold? I could not say 
accurately; but j should estimate that there are between twenty or thirty on really payable gold.

Im*1 been stated that between thirty and forty are on payable gold, and that eighty had struck 
gold. That is quite possible. I have been away from that place for some time and developments have 
taken place in my absence. ’
1292. (suppose eighty claims have struck payable gold, they would employ more than 600 men? Yes : if 
they went vigorously to work.
1293. Do you feel perfectly satisfied that you are justified in expending your money here? Yes.
1294. What do you think is the extent of the auriferous belt which has been opened up ? From what I 
liave been given to understand this particular belt is 2 miles in width by o or 6 miles in length. There

is
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is another belt more to the west, out towards Lang’s selection, which X do not know much about. MrJhllumb. 
That, I think, is distinct from this.
1235. The 2-mile by 5-mile belt takes in Conway’s line of reef ? Tes. _ _
129G. ChairmanIn addition to the machinery you liave already ordered, is it your intention to establish 
chlorination works here? Yes; if the prospects of the held warrant it, and we get sufficient patrouage.
I think they will he necessary soon because of the nature of tbe ore here. Some of^it is pyrites 
will have to be treated in that way here or else they will have to send their concentrates to Sydney.
1297. In round figures, what do you propose spending here? The cost of complete chlorination works 
will be about £5,000 ; we should be working very economically to put them up at that.
1298. Their immediate expenditure will be how much ? From £2,000 to £2,500.
1299. Mr. Dawson.'] Do you think it would be advisable to construct a light line of railway frqm Temora
here? I think so with the ultimate object of extending it to the river. I think ifc would be much 
cheaper than the cost of a good road. 4 _ ,
1300* Have you made an offer to construct such a line ? Yes; after my first visit to this field, I wrote a 
letter to a friend of mine, aud asked him submit to the Grovernmeut a proposal to construct a railway 
from Temora to Wyalong, which should be a sort of object lesson to people in other parts of the country, 
that is to say, we should use the present roadway, and old G-overnment rails and fastenings, putting down 
rough sleepers. I estimated the distance at 40 miles, and proposed that the Government should allow us 
to use some of the light tram motors. With the consent of a firm of contractors, I offered to complete 
such a line within three months, at £500 per mile, using box and ironbark sleepers, rough split and 
flattened on the top and bottom. .
1301. Were the contractors iontt Jidcmen? Yes; and they were quite prepared to outer into any
reasonable guarantee or bond. ,
1302. Chairman.] Would the formation of the permanent-way be undertaken by yourself and friends ?
Yes; the permanent-way would have no ballast, and in some places there would be no formation. rlho 
sleepers would be laid Hat on the earth. _ • . i i
1303. What kind of sleepers? Sleepers such as I have just described, 8 or 9 inches wide, and the regula
tion length. _ .
1304. Do you not think that in wet weather the sleepers would sink ? Possibly7 they might; but they 
could be raised a little above the surrounding country. The ballast would sink in a little. I thinly it 
would be possible to use steel rails, which are now of uo value at all. They would be good enough for 
carrying light tram-motors, running at a speed of 8 or 10 miles an hour, and only in the daytime,
1305. Do you think you could ensure the use of hardwood sleejiers all through? Yes; from what I can 
learn from people in the district. I was speaking to Mr. McGregor, of Merringanowrie, and he told me 
that he has box on his property which was put up forty years ago, showing that it is durable wood.
1300. Do you think it is sufficiently durable for sleepers ? 1 think so. _
1307. In the event of your off or being accepted, what would you expect from the Government in the way 
of materials ? Fails, fastenings, and everything necessary for tho line, except labour and sleepers.
1308. Would you find all the necessary labour P Yes, Of course the Government would have to put
up station buildings, if they were required. _
1309. But you would find all the necessary labour, if the Government contributed the material you have
described ? Yes ; they would complete the survey, and then would merely liave to supervise the con
struction of the line. _
1310. Mr. Wall] What would be the gauge ? The ordinary gauge. _ _ _
1311. Do you not think it would he risky to run trucks over a line laid on the earth ? It might if the
trucks were heavy; but why not run light Ducks ? ...
1312. That would necessitate the construction of special trucks ? I think that iu this dry country, where 
it is only at odd times that there is heavy and continuous rain, sleepers laid at a distance of from 18 to 
20 inches from centre to centre would hardly sink.
1313. Can yon give us any information regarding the cost of a light line such as the Government have 
constructed to (lobar, and the extent to which such a line would meet the requirements of this district?
I have not considered the matter, though I have read what those lines have cost. They, however, are 
ballasted, and arc much heavier and more permanent than the lire I suggest would be.
1314. Do you know of any place, either here or elsewhere, where the Government have constructed rail
ways such as you refer to ? I have not heard of the Government constructing such railways; but in 
America sleepers are laid on the ground, and the same thing is done here in connection ivith mine tram
ways. Of course the rolling stock used is not so heavy ; hut they serve tho purpose for a time.
1315. Chairman.] You would regard this as a temporary, not as a permanent line ? Not as a permanent
line. If it lasted for five or ten years, it would have served its purpose in opening up the country, and a 
permanent line could afterwards be put down more cheaply, because the sleepers and the material intended 
for it could be carried on the temporary line. _ _ _
1316. Mr. Wall] Is it not a new thing to propose lo construct a railway to a place immediately gold is 
found there? Yes ; but seeing that the land both here and further on is good land, I think the line has 
been proposed more with a view to open up the country at less cost than that of a macadamised road.
1317. Have you any idea of the amount of agricultural land available close to existing railways ? 1 could
not say what the extent would be. _ _
1318. Can you tell the Committee whether the construction of the Temora line has increased the settle
ment round about Temora? I have been told by residents in the place that it has increased the acreage 
under cultivation. _ 4
1319. Then von think that if the construction of a line to the Lachlan is justifiable, the development of 
this field wil’l be sufficient to warrant its construction as far as Wyalong as a matter of urgency? . If it 
were to meet the requirements of AVyalong only, I should say no ; hut with the ultimate object of 
making a national line to the Lachlan, 1 should say, Yes ; go on with the work.”
1320. Lou think the development of AVyalong a strong justification for the immediate construction of 
this section ? Yes.

Mr.
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Mr R Cas ‘ ^r' ^0^ert Cnesiu, miner, ’Wyalong, sworn, and examined:—
" ' 1^21. jjfr. Wall.] Ko\t long have you been on the field ? I came here the day on which the gold was
leApriU^. y^ed-ihe lbth December last. * k

ion have been engaged in mmmg pursuits in this district for some time ? Tes, for ten or eleven 
years. ’
1323- Have you any interest at Wyalong? Yes, I have an interest in ono mine.
1324. Ton have a general knowledge of the field aud its development ? Tes.
1325 What is your opinion with regard to its permanency ? I think, from tho number of blocks of stono 
that have been found, aud the extent to winch the reefs have been proved, that this will he a good wages 
held for perhaps 1,000 men for five or six years, b b »
1326. Can you say anything as to the cost or difficulty of getting supplies from Temora;—what is tho 
cost ot cartage at present ? About £2 per ton. It has been as high as £3 10s. per ton ; but when the 
roads arc good you can get your stuff carted for £2 a ton.
1327. Do you think there will be any difficulty in getting supplies if tbe wet season sets in? I think 
there will be considerable difficulty; but it is possible that supplies would only he stopped for a fortnight

rr an^ eveniv^hm that period it might be possible to bring up somethin^ by the road.
132b. Dave you any knowledge of the country in the direction of Cargellieo anlHillston? Tes - I 
i non 0yer that C0UntrJ whel1 working at my trade as a saddler after leaving W’agga Wagga.
IdiJ. Do you regard the proposed extension of the railway from Temora to Hillston as likely to open up 
a argo extent of country ? My knowledge of the settlement between here and Yalgogrin is not recent 
Toon® n ° f0UntL1T a numl)er years aS°i when no settlement had taken place there, 
loo?' im thGre haS beGn a C0D8ideraWe amount of settlement since then ? Yes; but I have not been there
1331. Ihen you cannot say much as to the value of this line, regarding it as part of an extension from
lemora to Hillston ? Only from the communications which I have received from people along the route 
ur^ng its construction in order that they may be able to use their land. ?
1332. Do you regard the land which it will traverse as good agricultural land, which would support a 
large populattou if the railway were made ? There are large belts of land on either route which could be 
put to agricultural use ; but the line would serve a larger population if taken via Cargellieo, and would

better land. Then, too, at Cargellieo there is water which might be used for irrigation. 
Iddd, lou are managing some crushing machinery at Barmedman ? Yes. '
1331. Several ernshings have been put through there ? Yes.
1335. You heard evidence given on Saturday with regard to the results obtained ? Yes
1336. Were those statements correct? There were only fractional differences;’ but 1 will furnish tho
Committee with the correct returns within a few days, showing the weight of stone, and the amalgam 
retorted, and afterwards smelted. °
1337. Do you regard the Wyalong stone, crushed at Barmedman, as better than anything that has been 
opened up m the district before ? Yes. The development of this field will employ more people than 
Barmedman and Temora put together. I thinlc there is a better mine in Barmedman than any of those 
devclo ‘t ™ere W° haTe ^ eontencl witl1 water) at3d it will take a considerable amount of 'capital to

1338. You look upon the average yield from Wyalong stone as satisfactory ? It is very satisfactory. I
made a calculation in connection with the various crushings, and I found that sometimes the men earn 
Alo a week for the time they work. In only two instances did they not earn wages. As a rule thev 
earn from £2 10s. to £8 and £15 a week. J
1330. Are the different claims in which gold has been discovered regarded as generally satisfactory ? The 
vi?eTSrve7S:FeSS themsckes as vei7 well satisfied with the returns which they have obtained,
1340 Chairman ] Can you give us any information in regard to the coaching traffic between Temora and 
Wyalong f Before the rush, it was not worth considering, because the people living about here use their 
own vehicles, and m fact, there was no regular coach, which could be depended upon. There was a mail 
coach once or twice a week ; but it started at an hour which suited nobody.
134.1. And since the rush ? Since the rush there has been such a number of coaches running that I could 
give you no idea of the traffic.
1342. What was the fare before the rush ? There was no stated sum; but as it was 7s. Gd. from Temora 
to Barmedman, I should think you could have got here for 15s.
1343. What is the fare now ? It was £1; but I believe it bas now come down to 10s.
1314. Is the traffic very great ? Yes; it is considerable.
thi!road* thCTe ma’iy ,t0amS a!°nS theT°ai? YeS; 1 shou,d thi,lk there are as many as forty fifty on

1316. Do you wish to add anything to the evidence you have already given ? Yes. Several witnesses 
were asked if they thought the G-overnment were justified in making mining reserves here, and if such 
reserves were detrimental to settlement. With regard to that matter, I should like to say that I think it 
vias very wise to make the reserve which has been referred to, because, had it not been made, there would 
have been a rush of selectors here to pick out the eyes of the place, some of whom would probably have 
taken up the full area. In my opinion, 2.560 acres is too much to give to a man near a population such 
as there is here. 1 i

1 a?ked ’f t!ie agricultural interest would be affected by reserving 50,000 acres here 
audit some system inight not be adopted whereby agriculture and mining could be simultaneously de
veloped. When the Department has had time to look round, they can revoke such reserves as are suitable 
tor agriculture. I hat would tend to develop the field more profitably in the long run.
1348 I suppose you are aware that when once these reserves arc created, it often takes years before they 
are thrown open again ? Yes ; but at Barmedman wc succeeded in getting some of them thrown open 
-there are others that will be thrown open as soon as the requirements of the Railwav Department arc 
understood. ^ e
1349. How longis it since these reserves were first proclaimed? When Barmedman was first a gold
field ; but some ol them were revoked three yeurs afterwards, and were sold as special areas.
1350. How long is it since Barmedman came into existence ? Ten or eleven Years.
1351. And some of these reserves are only about to be opened now ? Thov have all been surveyed • but
■since it was not certain what route the railway would take, they have not yet been thrown open.' ’ '

" 1352.
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1352. "Were any of tlie reserves thrown open until the greater part of tho population left the field ? _ No; MioK^CisBin.
the diggers would have protested against the land being thrown ojjcii, because tho feeling of the mining '7" 7j"rT' 
population would have been that land was being closed on which alluvial mining existed. Tho land, ■ P > ‘
Jiowever, would not have been taken up with a view to obtaining compensation for its resumption, but
because there was a population close at hand, _ _ _ 4 _
1353. Do yon think that the area allowed to a man should he smaller in the vicinity of population ? Tes; 
or alongside a railway. Two thousand five hundred acres is too much in such a case.
1354. Do you know of any instance where, when large blocks of land in the vicinity of a gold-field have 
been locked up in reserves, they have been thrown open again before the mining population left the field i 
I have had no experience in that respect.
1355. I suppose you are aware that something like 100,000 acres were locked up at Gulgong ? Tes.
1356. And that hundreds of miners who bad made sufficient money on that field to enable them to become 
independent settlers had to leave the district because they.could get no land there ? I believe so; but I 
think some system could be adopted by the Department which would enable men to go upon the land 
and settle on it, and allow others to mine under it,
1357. If the simultaneous development of agriculture and milling could be allowed to take place, that 
ivould have a greater tendency to establish settlement than the present system? I do not hold with 
locking up the land for a long time, and I do not think that mining and agriculture are antagonistic 
industries ; but still 1 am of opinion that it would have been unwise not to make these reserves. I have 
been speaking to the settlers in tbe district, and I find that they are anxious for a market to be provided 
for them, so that they may go in for farming. There is a very fair class of selectors here ; the men are 
not land jobbers. I formed that opinion from hearing them speak, and from the fact that since the 
extension of tiie line to Temora they have made a marked effort to clear land and get ready for increasing 
their income by means of farming instead of continuing to depend solely upon tbe raising of sheep, which 
most of them find does not bring in enough for them to live on and to pay their instalments. ^
1358. Chairman.] Are you the owner of much land round Barmedman ? .No, I have a very nice selec
tion ; but tbe Bank has the best hold of it. .
1359. "What is tho area of your selection? One thousand two hundred and ten acres. _
1360. Had you that selection at the time of the projection of the Temora railway ? Aes 11 bad it cleared
and fenced and subdivided, and I built houses and put a garden, orchards and dams upon it. In the 
first year after the railway came to Temora, I cleared 40 acres; but I found that I was likely to lose it, and 
therefore I did not spend any more upon it. _ '
1361. Was that land suitable for the production of other crops besides wheat? I grew very nice fruit 
on it, and I had every prospect of making a good orchard there. An adjoining neighbour grows very 
nice oranges, grapes, and other fruit of a similar description,
1362. Can you say whether the land beyond Temora has been taken up for lonfi ftde sett]en:cat, or merely 
for speculative purposes ? I only know two men who have sold out, except those whom the Banks have 
compelled to sell. There was only one land jobber who camo to Barmedman, and he did bettor than the 
genuine men, I think. X do not know a man in the district who is considered to be a dummy.
1363. Ton know that tbe land has been taken np in very large areas? Tes; in blocks of 2,560 acres,

.and in some cases where men have selected for their sons and daughters who are not of age, the holdings 
are as large as 7,000 or 8,000 acres. _ _
1361. Do you think the land has been selected so that people may settle upon it, or has it merely been 
taken up so that it may be sold to the pastoral lessee ? Except in one case, I think, men have taken 
it up in order to make homes and keep their families around them, and, of course, they get as much laud 
as they can. The danger is, however, that they may not be able to work it profitably, and that the Banks 
will then come in.
1365. Do you think they have taken up more land than they can possibly use? lam certain of it.
Their capital is exhausted by tbc time they have got their fencing and scrubbing done, and they cannot 
complete their improvements without borrowing. If they could do without borrowing, they would bo 
able to make good homes for themselves ; but being short of capital, when their instalments have to be 
paid, at the end of three years, they have not got tbc money to stock with, and are thus placed at a dis
advantage. They probably buy ihoir sheep on bills, and then, in order to meet these bills, have to sell 
the sheep again at what is, in a measure, a forced sale, because they have to look for a customer within a 
given time. _
1366. As soon as their instalments become due, men who have taken up large holdings find themselves in
such a crippled condition that tliey are obliged to sell at the first opportunity ? Tes; they caunot pay 
their instalments from wool. The payment of Is. per acre, if a good crop can be put in, is nothing; but 
when the money has to bo paid out of wool, the selectors are not able to do it. They might get through 
if they farmed a good part of their land. . _
1367. And is it your opinion that the land in this district should not be thrown open in such large areas ?
I think that people should either not be compelled to pay their instalments until a railway is brought 
within a given distance of them, or that they should he compelled to remain leaseholders. In my opinion 
2,500 acres is enough for a family, if tbc children are not of age. As a matter of fact, wffien a largo 
family selection is taken up, the head of the family becomes the owner of it.
1363. Mr. Wall.] Seeing that the people who came to the district as pioneers were compelled to turn 
their attentions to pastoral pursuits, and were only allowed to take up 2,560 acres, it would bo possible 
for a man, if a railway were made, to get his living on a smaller area ? I would prevent men from taking 
up more than 2,560 acres; but I would not compel them to pay their instalments until a railway had been 
brought somewhere near them.
1369. Do you think that if the Government were to clear the land alongside the railway, aud subdivide it, 
they would have any difficulty in letting it, to farmers who would be willing to pay rent for it ? I do not 
think there would be tho slightest difficulty about that. .
1370. Ton attribute tho failure of the existing settlement to the want of capital;—if people could obtain .
a lease of tbe land alongside the railway, so that they would only have to put their labour into it, and 
would not require capital, do you think there would be any difficulty in getting tenants for it ? Not tbe ■ 
slightest. '

' [The
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33 PARLIAMENTAET STANDING COIOEITXEE ON PUBLIC WOBKfl.

[The Sectional Committee met at the Court-home, Temora, at 2'30

The Hon. FEEDEBICK THOMAS HHMPHEEY (Chaiuman).
' Henri: Dawson. Esq. | William: Chandos Wall, Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed railway from Temora to Wyalong.

Mr. J. 
Richardson.

16 April, 1894

Mr. John Biehardson, relieving station-master, Temora, sworn, and examined:—
13J1. Chairman.'] How long have von been here ? Thirteen days.
1372. Have you had access to the railway returns at Temora from the time of the opening of tho
line? Yes. ‘
1373. Are you in a position to give the Committee information as to the volume of traffic here ? I 
received a telegram from the Committee this morning, asking me to prepare information in regard to 
goods and passenger traffic, but as I have not had very much time the returns are only approximately 
correct.
1374. What would the difference be—a few pounds one way or another ? Yes; the difference would not 
be more than £5 at the outside.
1375. Will you hand in your returns? The revenue received here since the opening of the railway has
been £4,130. r b J
1376. Outwards and inwards included? Yes.
1377. How many tons does that represent? Four thousand seven hundred and sixty-four tons. The out
ward traffic has been very heavy, hut we get no revenue from that, because it is collected at other places. 
13/8. The amount you have stated was receivedat this end? Yes; it includes both passenger and goods 
takings. What we send from here is collected at Sydney or Goulburn, or at other places, and what they 
send here we collect at Temora.
1379. Mr. Wall^\ Are we to understand that £4,130 are the earnings of the line between Cootamundra 
and Temora, or is it the amount collected upon goods conveyed from other places to this station ? That 
is it.
1380. Gan you give the Committee any idea of the value of the traffic on this branch iine alone? Ho, I 
cannot; but you could get it from the Commissioners.
1381. What has been the classification of the tonnage ? It would take a week to get out a return 
classifying the tonnage; but in Sydney they make out returns of what they call sectional expenditure, 
so there would be very little difficulty in getting the information from tho Commissioners.
1382. 'The earnings on this section of line would be much greater from here to Sydney than from 
Cootamundra here, because on the up journey they would represent a contribution to the main line ? 
Yes.
1383. Chairman.] What is the charge between Temora and Cootamundra? Third class, £1 3s. 7d.; second 
class, 17s. 8d.; first class, 14s. 7d.
1384. Tinder tvhat head would the hulk of the traffic come? It would be second and third class.
1385. If over 4,000 tons of goods passed between Temora and Cootamundra, the earnings upon this branch 
line would probably exceed £4,000 for goods alone ? Yes.
1386. Has the coaching traffic been heavy ? It has been very heavy during the last six weeks—since the 
rush to Wyalong broke out.
1387. Can you say what it was before the Wyalong rush? Well, in January, the number of passengers 
from Cootamundra to Temora was 190, and from Temora to Cootamundra 187. In February, it was 1,400 
from Cootamundra and 217 from Temora; in March, it was 1,250 from Cootamundra and 303 from 
Temora, and this month we have had 450 from Cootamundra and 250 from Temora. Great numbers of 
people are returning from the rush.
1388. Mr. Wall.] Can you give us any information in regard to the increase or decrease of goods traffic? 
The revenue for January was £582 16s. lid.
1389. From goods ? No, the total revenue.
1330. Can you give us the tonnage for the respective months ? Yes; the inward tonnage in January was 
.152 tons, m February, 195 tons, in March, 535 tons, and in April 345 tons.
1391. Mr. Bateson.] Doos that include parcels and everything? No.
1392. Mr. Wall.] So that the inwards traffic was nearly four times as great in March as in January? Yes.
1393. Is not January considered rather a busy month ? No, December is considered to be a busy month,
and January is supposed to be a quiet month, after the rush of Christmas traffic.' '
1394. What istlm rate for third class goods from Sydney to Temora ? £7 5s. a ton.
1395. And from Temora to Sydney ? It is very much higher than that; hut I do not know exactly what
it is. ■
3 396. Has there been a gradual increase in the traffic of the line since it was opened ? Yes.
1397. I suppose that would be accounted for mainly by the fact that the cereal crops came in at the end 
of the year ? It would he attributable largely to that.
1398. Can you say whether there has been an increase in general merchandise ? It has been about the 
same all through.
1399. Has much grain been sent from Temora since the railway was opened ? Yes. I was given to 
understand by my predecessor that: they had something like 30,000 hags of grain stored here awaiting the 
opening of the iine.
1400. .It is reported that a large quantity of grain is stored hero now awaiting a rise in prices ; is there
any truth in that rumour ? 1 cannot give you any information about that.

■ Mr, John Maurice Foley, Post and Telegraph Master, Temora, sworn, and examined:—
t i 1401. Chairman.] How long have you been in the district ? I have been connected with the office here J. M. loley. since 18g0_

16AprlUS94. 1402' To.u have ^at(=hed the growth of the district since then ? Yes ; it has been very great,
1403. Will you give us what information you can in regard to the Post andTelegraph Office returns here ? 
I have only got them from August last. 1404.
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1404. That was tho last, month before tlie opening o£ the railway ? Tes; the sale of postage stamps has Mr: 
increased to the extent of £50, being £80 this month as against £30 in August. There has been a steady ^ 
increase in the returns, and the telegraph revenue has increased to the extent of £20 a month. The
Savings Bank business has also greatly increased ; but I could not say from memory to what extent. The ’ '
amount of revenue transmitted to Sydney between the 11th August, 1893, and the 10th April, 1894, was 
£5,907, which greatly exceeded the returns of the previous six months. We receive and despatch about 
800 letters more a month now than we did before the railway was opened, and wo now transmit nearly 400 
telegrams a month, or 200 a month more than we used to transmit.
1405. Has the population of Temora increased? Tes; we can tell that in the increase in Tost Office 
business.
1406. Mr. Watt.] Can you tell us the amount of revenue you received in August last ? To, ] cannot.
1407. Ton have been giving us the totals to date ? Tes.
1408. Has not the rush to Wyalong greatly helped to increase the revenue of your Department? Tes.
1409. Can you give us a return comparing the business of January with the business of August, and 
showing the increase’which has come about since the construction of the railway? No, I cannot.

Mr. John Joseph Buckley, Sergeant in charge of the Temora police station, sworn, and examined-
1410. Chairman] How long have you been at Temora ? About ten years.
1411. Do you collect tho statistics here ? Tes, for the Temora portion of the Young electoral district,
1412. Can you speak as to tho progress of the district during the past four or five years ? It has pro
gressed materially. Last year the population of Temora proper was about 1,700, while the year before it 
was 1,500.
1413. Over what area does your district extend ? Wc are very near the extreme boundary of tho Toung 
electorate, so that the district extends a good way in one direction, and not far in the other. Tho popu
lation of the district this year is 2,326, made up by 2,291 Europeans and 35 Chinamen.
1414. Can you speak as to the population that would be fairly served by tho railway? There has been 
considerable increase in the population.
1415. An increase of how much per cent. ? I should say an increase of from 8 to 10 per cent.
1416. Since tho construction of the railway was commenced? Within tho last three years.
1417. Mr. Dawson.] Is the population of tho district, increasing by reason of fresh arrivals, or because 
children are born here ? In both "ways. Last year the railway works were in full swing, and that brought 
a large number of people to the town ; hut, notwithstanding the fact that that railway is now completed, 
the statistics show that the population of the town has permanently increased.
]418. Can you speak as to the number of stock raised in the district, and the area under cultivation ? 
Tes ; both have increased considerably. Farming pursuits have increased fully 10 per cent.
1419. 1'hen the district has materially progressed since tho construction of the railway was determined
upon ? Tho railway gave a great impetus to farming operations in the district. If 1 said that they had 
increased 15 per cent. I would he nearer the mark. .
1420. Can you add anything to your evidence which yon think would be useful to the Committee in con
sidering this proposal ? 1 think the construction of the proposed railway would open up a tract of good 
agricultural country out towards Wyalong and Condoholin. Inave not been out further tlian W oolengougli. 
It seems all good agricultural and pastoral land out there, except for a few belts of malleo; but even that 
is good country when cleared.
1421. Ton have not been on to tbe Lachlan ? No.
1422. Mr. Wall.] Have you any returns showing tlie area under cultivation this year and last? No; all 
the statistics we collect we send to Sydney. We do not keep any record here.
1423. Have you collected any statistics in regard to the quantity of wheat produced this year or last?
Tes; but they have been sent to Sydney. _
1424. Has there been an increase in the production ? Yes.
1425. Has there been any tendency on the part of persons holding large areas of land before tbe con
struction of the railways, to bring them under cultivation ? Tes.
1426. Can you mention any special case ? Yes ; there is Prior’s, at Sebastapol. I think they had 500 
acres under cultivation last year.
1427. How- much did they add on to what they had before ? They must have added 100 or 150 acres to
their farm, and there are several such instances. At almost every season of the year they are extending 
their agricultural area. "
1428. Was the same sort of thing going on prior to the construction of the railway ? Yos, but not in 
such a marked degree. A tremendous lot or wheat was brought to the railway station last year; but 
when I came to Temora, ten years ago, there was very little agriculture.
1429. Do you know whether there is much land available for agriculture here ? Tes ; there is no dearth
of land. ■
1430. Mr. Dawson.] Is this likely to be a fruit-producing place ? Tes,
1431. Is it a fact that the grapes can be grown here to perfection ? To great perfection.
1432. And figs ? Tes-, and they grow beautiful apples here.

Mr.
J. J. Buckley.

16 April, 1894.

[4 plans.]

Sydney: Charles Potter, GovcitiidciiI Printer.—1894.
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND 
. SEWERAGE.

(ANNUAL EEPOKT FOR 1803.)

to parliament liu (Commantt.

To the Honorable the Secretary for Public WorkSj—
21 Eebruary, 1834.

The Board of Water Supply and Sewerage have the honor to submit to 
you their Sixth Annual Bcport.

WATER.
2. The average consumption of water per estimated head of population 

supplied is the same as last year, viz., 32-12 gallons per day, the average daily 
supply being 12,533,652 gallons, and the estimated population supplied 390,182. 
There were 2,362 houses connected during the year, bringing the total number 
supplied to 81,288.

3. Owing to want of funds only about 16 miles of extensions were made, 8 
screw-down hydrants and 343 ball hydrants fixed. A little over 26 miles of pipes 
were cleaned. The total length of pipes now laid and under the jurisdiction of the 
Board is 745-1 miles, and 1,451 screw-down hydrants and 14,232 ball hydrants.

4. Prospect reservoir has been kept full throughout the year, and solely from 
water from the Cataract River, the valve on the Nepean having been kept closed.

5. Some necessary repairs to the lining of the canal, below Prospect reservoir, 
were carried out during the year, reducing the estimated leakage from 3^ millions 
of gallons per week to about 300,000; this work is still being carried on. The 
eight large wrought-iron pipe aqueducts above the reservoir were scraped and 
painted, both inside and out, for the first time since they were erected some twelve 
years ago.

6. Towards the latter end of the year No. 3 Waverley engine was erected at 
Crown-street, and has worked most satisfactorily. This engine was designed and 
constructed by Mort’s Dock and Engineering Co. (Ltd.), and its duty is to raise 
100,000 gallons per hour to a height of 219 feet, and a further duty of raising 40,000 
gallons per hour to a height of 239 feet. This latter duty is for the purpose
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of raising the water to a tank above the Waverley reservoir, so as to supply the 
buildings that are situated in the immediate vicinity at about the level of the 
reservoir.

V. Over 50 per cent, of the water brought into the city has to be pumped 
to the various reservoirs, which was done at a reduction on cost, as compared with 
the previous year, of 32 per cent. The cost of raising 1,000 gallons 100 ft. high 
was •324 of a penny, as against *480 of a penny in 1892, or, in other words, from 
£2 per million gallons to £1 7s. This means that 3,086 gallons were raised 100 feet 
high for one penny. The amount pumped was 2,360 millions; therefore any reduction 
per million means a large saving; for instance, the cost in 1890 was £3 2s. 6d. per 
million, or £115s. 6d. per million more than 1893, which means a saving on the 
present pnmping cost, as compared with 1890, of no less a sum than £4,189. No 
further proof is required of the wisdom of the Board’s actions in sweeping away the 
old engines and small rising mains and replacing them with the present engines and 
adequate rising mains.

8. The Board are unable to carry out their scheme in its entirety for reducing 
the pumping cost till a large reservoir is built in the position approved of by the 
Public Works Committee, viz., in the Centennial Park, between Queen-street and 
Ocean-street. This would enable the pumping to he carried on continuously and 
not intermittently; at present the pumps have to stop every few hours on account 
of the smallness of the reservoirs. The saving in the pumping cost would be no 
small factor in paying the interest on the outlay, to say nothing of the other strong 
reasons which induced the Board to recommend, and the Public Works Committee 
to approve, of its construction. It is to be hoped that this work will be submitted 
to, and approved by, Parliament at an early date, and a vote taken for carrying out 
the work.

9. During the year the Board decided to introduce a system of renting meters 
of one approved pattern. This was forced on the Board on account of the multi
plicity of different kinds of meters that were in use and continually being added to 
year by year, the repairs to which necessitated the Board keeping a stock of all parts 
of the different makes and sizes of meters, which meant a great expense to the 
consumer. It was decided that no other make of meters of less size than 2 inches 
should be allowed to be affixed to services supplied with water by the Board after 
1st March, 1894, hut those obtained from the Board either by purchase or by 
rental. The following rental was decided on:—|-in. 7s. per annum, --in. 9s., 1-in. 
11s., IJ-in. 13s., and 11-in. 15s., tbe rental covering all charges, including use of 
meter, removing and reconnecting, testing, and repairs, under certain conditions. 
There is no doubt that this system will be largely availed of by the public.

10. About 40,000,000 of gallons of water were supplied free to tbe various
hospitals and charitable institutions, which quantity is about the same as the 
previous year. t

11. The duplicate 48-inch trunk main was completed by the Harbours and 
Divers Department and transferred to the Board, thus making the city practically 
safe from water famine by any accident to the main supply, and releasing the Board 
from any need of the old Botany supply.

12. Consequent on this the Board decided to lease the right to take water 
from the Botany ponds and the use of the adjacent lands for wool-washing or other 
innoxious trades, and having divided all available land into four allotments, called

for
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for tenders. One lot only was leased, at £404 per annum, as tho tenders received 
for the others did not come up to the Board’s valuations; these will shortly he 
readvertised. The lessee only has a right to draw water from the ponds, ample 
provision being made to prevent fouling the ponds.

13. During the year the water supply works of the town of Richmond were
completed by the Public Works Department, but as this work had been started by 
that Department since this Board was constituted, there was no legal provision of 
the transfer of same to the Board. The Board were requested to manage this work 
till legal powers have been obtained to vest same in the Board. To this the Board 
consented, and have managed same accordingly. '

SEWERAGE.

14. There were 7’43 miles of sewers and storm-water drains transferred to 
the Board, which had been constructed by the Government. The length of sewers 
laid by the Board was only 4-35 miles, the want of funds limiting the Board’s 
operations. The total length of sewers now under the jurisdiction of the Board is 
182-34 miles, of which length 81*43 miles are ventilated. The total length of storm
water drains now under the jurisdiction of the Board is 9T miles. The number of 
houses connected during the year was 4,660, making a total of 36,062 houses 
connected, and an estimated population served of 173,097.

IB. Towards the latter part of the year contracts were let for 22£ miles of 
sewers in the districts of Glebe, Waverley, Randwick, Petersham, and Marrickviile.

16. Repairs to the sewers of the old City system were continued, and some of 
the lengths were found to be in very bad condition, notably those old sewers in 
Eoftus-street, Tank Stream, north of Martin-place, Bridge-street, and Castlereagh- 
street; the engineer reports that in some instances the invert and crown had to he 
entirely removed. A portion of the arch of a sewer in Woolloomooloo gave way 
and was at once repaired. Manholes were raised and fitted with proper iron castings, 
and wooden manhole covers were removed and replaced with cast-iron frames.

17. There were 2,500 tons of silt removed from the City sewers, and conveyed, 
in the Board’s punt, to the reclamation works being earned out by the Harbours and 
Rivers Department. This large deposit of silt in the old City system is caused 
chiefly by the outlets of same being below high-water mark, the sewers thus being 
tidelocked twice in the twenty-four hours. The quantity of silt removed from the 
main outfall sewers was 9B0 tons from Bondi sewer, 400 from Botany sewer, and 
100 Rom the silt-pit at the University Park. These figures show a great reduction 
on last year. The engineer attributes this fact to the increase, of the daily flow 
from extensions, causing greater scouring power.

4
15. All the cleansing and flushing of the main branches in the City is now 

being carried out during the night-time, so as to cause the least possible incon
venience to the public.

19. The smoke tests being applied to some old drains, about which complaints 
had been received, revealed several most serious defects endangering the health of 
the occupants; in other cases drains were found to he stopped up by grease or roots 
of trees; in all these cases notices wore served to reconstruct. Of these notices 866

were
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were served, and 526 were attended to, and until the Amending Bill, which is now 
before Parliament, becomes law, the Board are practically powerless to amend the 
defective drainage of these premises at the expense of the owner, and recover the 
cost of same.

20. The system that the Board has of issuing certificates, that the sanitary 
wort of a building has been faithfully carried out according to tho By-laws and 
Regulations of the Board, meets witli general favour, and it is now becoming almost 
a recognised fact that the owner will not pay any licensed plumber or drainer for 
work performed by him, until he receives tho Board’s certificate; 1,413 of these 
certificates were issued during the year for drainage, and 1,887 for sanitary plumbing.

21. The ventilation of the sewers has been carried on systematically, and, by 
the adjunct of water sprays, has worked most efficiently. The system of ventilation 
by heat, as patented by Mr. M'Kenzie, one of the Board’s officers, was tried in the 
Macdonaldtown district, and was a success in creating a strong draught, and cremat
ing the noxious gases. Tho test by acetate of lead papers, and the anemometer 
showed that the patent performed all that the patentee claimed. The Board, not 
content with this, requested Mr. MeGarvie Smith to make a bacteriological examina
tion of the ah’ in the sewers; his report, together with those of Mr. Smail, the 
Board’s Sewerage Engineer, are attached. The ventilation of the sewers system 
pursued hy the Board may he summed np in an endeavour to dilute the sewer air as 
much as possible with fresh air, keeping the air constantly moving, and thus 
rendering the chances of danger as remote as possible. The concensus of opinion of 
science at the present day is that the more the noxious germs are diluted either in 
air or water, the more exposed they arc to the attacks of overwhelming numbers of 
germs that arc not noxious but aro the greatest enemies of the noxious germ.

Sewage Parm.

22. The amount of sludge removed from the screening chambers and deposited 
on the farm was 879 tons, which is a very large decrease on the amount removed 
during the previous year. The quantity of lime used for cleaning the walls of the 
Inlet House was 12 tons. The area of tho farm under treatment, viz,, 34 acres, was 
not increased. The average discharge of sewage on to the farm was, in midsummer, 
1,450,385 gallons, and in midwinter 1,576,877 gallons from a drainage area of 1,079 
acres. The effluent water retains its high character of purity, the chemical analyses 
of which are attached.

23. The revenue from the farm was £35919s. 9d., and the expenses £968 8s. 2d.

24. The live stock, cattle and pigs, liave done well and have paid for them
selves i the present stock are, therefore, a clear profit. More applications were 
received for the agistment of horses and cattle than could be complied with.

25. The Board, having shown what can he done on the farm, have come 
to the determination to lease it for a term of years, and are now entertaining pro
positions to that effect. Panning will not pay with men receiving Government pay 
and working Government hours, hut worked as a private farm there is no reason why 
it should not pay a handsome return.

FINANCIAL.
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FINANCIAL.
Water.

26. The following table shows the working of the Water Branch :—

Year. Revenue.. Working
Expenses. Capital Uebt.

Percentage 
of Working 
Expenses to 

Revenue.

Percentage 
of Working 
Expenses to 

Capital Cost.

Per centage of 
Revenue on 

Capital Debt.

Interest on 
Capital Debt 
after Paying 

Expenses.

£ £ £

1883 *69,938 19,205 3,004,557 2746 0-64 2-32 1-68

1889 138,923 36,568 3,088,068 26-32 118 4-49 3-31

1890 145,990 34,788 3,189,080 23-82 109 4-57 3-48

1891 165,831 38,291 3,306,649 23 09 1-16 5-01 385

1892 155,886 45,078 3,394,581 28-91 1-33 4-59‘ 3-26

1893 157,426 37,141 3,409,721 23-59 1-08 4-61 3-52

* This item is delusive of £5 5,547 of arroars handed over by the City Council.

27. It is satisfactory to record that not only is there an increase of revenue 
of about £1,500, notwithstanding a falling off in the returns from metres of about 
£3,000, attributable to wet seasons and depression in trade, but also a decrease in 
the working expenses of about £8,000, though 26 miles of mains were cleaned, 
which expense is, of course, charged to working expenses. Only about 16 miles of 
new mains were laid, which will account in some measure for the small increase in 
the revenue.

28. The capital debt was increased by the small sum of £15,140, which was 
expended on extensions of new mains and erection of No. 3 Waverlcy engine at 
Crown-street.

29. There is a debit balance on the year's transactions of £1,413 17s. lid.
30. The reduction of the percentage of working expenses to revenue to 23-59 

is very satisfactory, especially when it is understood that more than 50 per cent, of 
the water consumed had to be pumped to reservoirs at heights varying from 73 ft. 
to 230 ft. above Crown-street reservoir.

31. The interest on the capital debt, after paying working expenses, has been 
raised to 3'52 per cent.

Campbelltowx and Liverpool.

32. The towns of Campbelltown and Liverpool, which are fed from the canal
above Prospect, are now debited with their proportion of the capital cost of the 
main work and their proportion of the head office annual expenses. To arrive at 
the proportions to be respectively charged the following plan lias been adopted. 
As the scheme was carried out for the supply of water to Sydney, the whole cost of 
the work was divided hy the mileage; the result was multiplied by the distance 
Campbelltown or Liverpool is from the head works to their respective off-takes, and' 
a proportion of the result was taken, as the population of the town of Campbelltown 
or Liverpool hears to the population of the metropolis. The proportion, therefore, 
charged to Campbelltown is £3,357> and’ to Liverpool, £12,331; both of these towns 
can, therefore, congratulate themselves on the small amount a permanent and 
efficient water supply has cost them. Liverpool is some 6 miles from the canal, 
and the cost of the pipe supplying the town is included in the amount for reticula
tion, which makes it appear to he high, 33.
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33, The following are the tables worked out on the above plan:— 
Campbelltown "Water Supply.

Year. Proportion of Capital Cost and 
cost of Reticulation.

Interest, 
at 4 per cent.

Maintenance 
{Including pro

portion of 
Head OlHco 
expenses).

Total Charges. Revenue,

Percentage 
of net 

revenue 
on Capital 

Cost.

£ B, d. £ *. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.1889..........
Reticulation....... 2,175 0 0

£5,532 0 0 221 0 0 129 8 0 350 8 0 123 18 0 Nil.
1890..........

Reticulation....... 4,353 0 0

£7,710 0 0 308 0. 0 222 17 0 530 17 0 346 16 0 1'60
1391........ . Proportion of Capital Coat....... 3,357 0 0

Reticulation..... . 4,433 0 0

’ £7,790 0 0 312 0 0 234 17 O 546 17 0 408 IB 0 2-23
1892..........

Reticulation......  4,433 0 0

£7,790 0 0 312 0 0 222 0 6. 534 O 6 357 1 1 1-73
1893...........

Reticulation......  4,454 0 0

£7,811 0 0 312 0 0 168 2 9 480 2 9 401 14 7 2'99

Liverpool Water Supply.

Year. ' Proportion of Capital Cost and 
cost of Reticulation.

Interest 
at 4 per cent.

Maintenance 
{including pro

portion of 
Head Office 
Expenses).

Total Charges, Revenue.

Percentage 
of net 

revenue 
on Capital 

Cost.

£ h. (1, £ e. d. £ B. d. £ e. d.1891..........
Reticulation.......11,885 0 0

£24,216 0 0 968 0 0 134 9 8 1,102 9 8 236 18 3 *42
1892.......... Proportion of Capital Cost......12,331 0 0

Reticulation.......12,773 0 O

£25,104 0 0 1,004 0 0 853 6 5 1.857 6 5 1,004 4 4 *60
1893..........

Reticulation......12,997 O 0

£25,328 0 0 1,013 0 0 312 15 O 1,325 15 0 960 15 3 2*54

Richmond.
34. For reasons previously stated, the Board, are much restricted in their

actions in managing this water supply, as they can only rate premises upon which 
the owner has signed an agreement with the Board that he will take the water and. 
pay for it. .

The accounts are kept entirely separate from the Metropolitan Water Scheme,
35. The following is the table:—

Richmond Water Supply.
(Date of Transfer to,Board, 26th May, 1893).

Year, Capital Cost. Interest at 4 per 
cent.

Maintenance 
(including propor

tion of Head 
Office Expenses).

Total Charges. ReTcnue.
Percentage

of
net revenue on 
Capital Cost.

£ s. d. £ H. d. £ a, d. £ s. d, £ a, d.

1893...... 12,340 0 0 493 12 0 314 16 1 808 8 1 399 15 3 *68
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Sewerage.

36. The following table shows the working of the Sewerage Branch:—

Year. Revenue. Working
Expenses. Capital Debt.

Percentage 
of Working 
Expenses 

to Revenue.

Percentage of 
Working 

Expenses to 
Capital Cost.

Percentage 
of Eevenue 
on Capital 

Debt.

Interest on 
Capital Debt 
after paying 
Expenses.

£ £ £

1890 ........ 71,280* 22,249 1,281,045 31-21 • 1-74 5-56 3-82

1891........ 81,302 25,411 1,447,287 31-25 1-75 5-61 3'86

1892 ........ 87,927 27,305 1,GOG,948 31-05 1-70 5-47 3-77

1893 ........ 93,GG1 27,092 1,691,462 28-92 1-60 ■ 5-53 3-93

* This item is exclusive of £10,519 of arrears handed over bj the City Council.

37- There is an increase in the revenue of about £5,500, and a small decrease 
in the working expenses, and a reduction in the percentage of working expenses to 
revenue of 2,13.

38. The capital debt has been increased by about £84,500. Of this the 
Government expended £66,300 on works which they transferred to the Board; the 
balance, £18,200, was spent by the Board on reticulation works.

39. The capital debt now stands at £1,691,462. Of this amount the 
Government has expended £25,646 on stormwater drains in districts where there 
are at present no sewers, but which will eventually form adjuncts to the sewerage 
system. This amount is not properly a charge against the Board until they are in a 
position to collect revenue thereon, and a Bill is now before the Legislature to 
enable the Board to do so.

The Government have also expended £60,055 on sewerage works in North 
Sydney and Glebe districts, to which no reticulation works have as yet been 
constructed.

Notwithstanding these extra charges, at present non-revenue producing, the 
interest on capital debt, after paying working expenses, is 3‘93 per cent.

Water and Sewerage.

40. The following table shows the working of the two branches taken 
together:— ' '

Year, Revenue. Working
Expenses. Capital Cost.

Percentage of 
Working 

Expenses to 
Kovenuo-

Percentage of 
Working 

Expenses to 
Capital Cost.

Percentage of 
Revenue on 

Capital Cost.

Interest on 
Capital Coat 
after paying 
Expenses. 1

£ £ £
1890 217,270 57,037 4,470,125 26-25 1-28 4-8G 3-58
1891 247,133 63,702 4,753,936 25-77 1-34 5-20 3-86
1892 243,813 72,383 5,001.529 29-68 1-44 4-87 3-42
1893 261,087 G4,234 5,101,183 25-58 1-25 4-92 3-66

41. The capital debt of the Board is £5,101,183, and the net revenue, after 
deducting working expenses, returns in interest 3-66 per cent, on that amount, 
which may be considered very gratifying to all interested.

General.
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General.

42. Tlie amount of revenue outstanding on December 31st was £2^775, as 
against £35,446 for the previous year, showing a decrease of about £5,600.

The amount outstanding is made up as follows:—Government, £2,856; 
domestic rates, £11,421; churches and charities, £3,928; meters, £7,858; plumbers, 
drainers, &c., £3,712. '

43. The convenience which the Board provides for suburban ratepayers to 
pay their rates at a neighbouring Council Chamber, where a cashier of the Board 
attends to receive same on certain advertised dates, which are also printed on the 
rate notices, docs not seem to be generally availed of, for the amount received 
from ninety-one visits to twenty Municipal Council Chambers was only £4,250, 
which was collected at an average cost to the Board of a little over 1 per cent.

44. The gross receipts paid into the Treasury were £254,025. Legal proceed
ings had to be taten to recover £12,445 of this amount, or less than 5 per cent, of 
the total receipts. ' ■

45. During the year there was an increase of 3,389 premises which became 
liable for Water Bates and 3,986 for Sewerage Bates, making the total number of 
properties rated for water 85,895, and sewerage 39,655. Notices to the number of 
220,247 were delivered on these properties in connection with 'water and sewerage, 
or the usual average number per property of 2‘5.

46. The Waste Water Inspectors served 3,621 notices for infringement of 
the by-laws; and 87 leaky taps were repaired by them without cost to the 
consumers.

47. The Comptroller of Stores reports that 3,603 orders were drawn on him
for 12,610 items, amounting in value to £13,461 0s. Id.; the value of goods received 
into stock was £13,969 5s. lid,, leaving a balance of stock on hand of the value of 
£40,833 16s. Id. -

48. The receipts of the meter testing and repairing and tap testing depart
ment were £1,579 9s. 6d., and the expenses for labour and material £1,404 14s. 2d. 
The department might, however, be credited with a certain amount of work per
formed on behalf of the Water and Sewerage Branches of the Board, so that the 
testing department may be looked upon as self-supporting.

49. The Medical Adviser to the Board in his report, which is attached, states 
that the death rate from typhoid fever in the suburbs fell from 2 per 10,000 in 1892 
to 1 per 10,000 in 1893. The total number of deaths in the metropolis from this 
disease was seventy-six.

Since the Board assumed control of the Water and Sewerage systems the 
death rate from enteric fever has fallen from 3'79 per 10,000 of the population of 
the city to 1*41.

The health of the employees engaged in sewer maintenance has been so good 
during the past year that not one single case of sickness arising through exposure to 
sewer gas has been reported.

Notwithstanding the severe epidemics of measles and scarlet fever which 
occurred during the year, the zymotic death rate stood at *9 per 10,000 at the end 
of December, the lowest zymotic death rate for some years past. '

50.
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50. On the 1st May the Board entered into their now offices, which had been 
specially erected for them, and the improvement in the convenience to the public 
and to the health of their employees lias been most marked. The total cost of the 
building was £35,722, and land £23,207; total, £58,929. This amount, at 4 per 
cent., would equal a rental of about £2,3G0. The Board paid £2,000 per annum for 
the offices they have vacated, and £50 per annum as lodging allowance to their 
head messenger and caretaker, and, owing to the vitiated atmosphere of the base
ment, where fifty-two clerks were working continuously under gas burning all day, 
the payments to clerks absent through sickness averaged over £500 per annum. 
Taking all this into consideration, the present offices arc cheaper to the Board than 
those they rented.

51. During the year Mr. Trevor Jones, the Water Engineer, who some years
ago had the misfortune to lose the sight of one of his eyes, found that the other 
was becoming seriously affected, and, to enable him to acquire complete rest and be 
under medical care, the Board granted him leave to the end of the year. His duties 
were performed by Mr. J. M. Small, the Sewerage Engineer, in conjunction with 
his other duties. *

52. It is with deep sorrow and regret that the Board record the deaths of 
two of their colleagues during the year—that of Mr. Benjamin Palmer, Vice
President of the Board, representing the city, on 5th October, and that of the 
Hon. J. D. Young, M.L.C., the other representative of the city, on 10th November.*

53. The election, by the City Council, to fill the vacancy on the Board caused
by the death of Mr. Palmer, took place on December 5th, when Mr. John Taylor 
was returned. .

54. The vacant vice-presidency v'as filled by the election by the Board of 
Mr. Joseph Graham, who' had represented the Suburban Councils since the consti
tution of the Board.

55. Besides the various meetings for the purpose of visiting works under 
their control, the Board held sixty-five meetings at their offices, the attendance at 
which is shown hy the following tabic:—

Mektinos or Boajid duiung 1803.

May June, j July. Au£. Sep.

65 Meetings.
Present. Absent.

"W\ L. Vernon

M.L.C.

J. Grnhnm

56. Enclosed herewith arc tiie reports of Mr. J. M. Small, Acting Engineer 
for Water and Engineer for Sewerage, and the various heads of branches, together 
with the balance-sheet; also a comparative table of the revenue and working expenses 
of Water Companies in Great Britain, United States, and Australia.

Beginal'd Bj.oxsome,
Secretary.

C. W. DABLEY, M. Inst. C.E.,
President.

Description

* Note.—Since tlie venr closed we Imvc nlfo <o record i.hc denth on 21st Juinmry, of n third member, vik., Kr. Joseph 
Oroimm, representing Uic sthurhs, find who wns elected to the position of Vice President on 1 r'

t Deceased, 5th October, 1893. J Dccrasod, IGth Xorembcr, 1893. § Elected, 5th December, 1893.
■ 176—B
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Description of Sydney Waterworks at end of 1893.
Cataract*^le ^Tel^an ®iver> ant* two of its tributaries, the Cordeaux and 
concrete rbm 10 feet •ia “5°^ j®54 f1Uare P1®8' Across thc ^pean Biver is built a
lift it to Wol nf „ Ct 1 r "}uCh 18 <ieelS?ed to dim'fc a Port10,i of the stream only into the tunnel and
CatoctS IZJL / “T , **•.’■*"> llr tal“" bJ- * *5 Me. in k^tk to the
below the outlet of tbo ti.nne'l 011 f'e Nepean, ib Ihrowe aeross tbia river just
is iriji„ „llr, a. , t c t^ool from the fvepean, and the water is thence conveyed by a tunnel for .about
IC^SiSTto JiSl^r1 CaUalSmTd - tow distance ?ro)n the source of
canal from the off take to tlfe Pr?530^if' JhefC ‘T m!le9 of tunnels, and about 28# miles of open 
othl by pipe aqueduetl ^ r' BOTWftl ^ are Cr0B8ed’8ome **

Prospect Peservoii:.
This reservom covers an area, when full, of 1,201 acres, and has a capacity of 10,812 313 000 callous

elonesof'StiTf °lfUl'7th COr'’‘‘ndis 7,300 ,cl!t l”»g. maiinmm height 84 foot with
wiT o? th?3 the “i 3* *” I’ "?,h f'"> “d0" ® the »ut" ««i » 30 C
0,?44,343,000gfllious blUe‘fa’,‘0 pi‘0W”e' Wh'“ M'6 ful1 tl"!re “

Potts’ Hill,*. di'3»Tf 5 miiS: “ " "°'eJSd hj * pip». « ** ie «»ehr, to

Potts’ Hill Balance Beservoir.
The water is delivered here into a 100,000,000-gallon tank, built partly in excavation oartlv in 

l^YareS ^u) h^l]ic the s/des, which are kid todopcs of
eupplv from f 1 wtdZ c™,Tsed/ubWo' ,Tbia '™4 JS defg'ied tide the city over any interruption of 
supply rrom Irospect, as well as to prevent fluctuation of bead of pressure. J 1

Screening Tank and Trunk Mains.

these tauks the ** ““ -• -* ««»*• Tl»"

IrSSsHSrES-T -
between the two tr3 “ld- ^

Crown-street Reservoir and Pumping Station.
and coSSrSYRnoe^rtOP'TfCA,eVe! iS ¥afeetabo^ bigh-watermark, and is built of brick

puSflnd'
fnmna’mYl a S° °l1'‘‘usmg £00:°00 gullons per hour to Waverlcv, a height of 220 feet above pumps The

per hou3 ?h “ OP°- TIm pnmp, c»n tai.e 108,000 gallon.
Four M2 I n Sri 3 w1r""i1^S 1 ** c''™,-strMt t» be now complete.
J. our n.p. isabcoch and Wilcox boilers generate the requisite steam. L

Paddington Reservoir.

110 *** ihr”neh *2£U

Woollalira Reservoir.
rw ^ocdlflhraEfi3er™b;, top-water level of which is 282 feet above high-water mark or 141 feet above

^ wronght-iron
dismantled.0M pUnT,Iu^ Tlant at thlB ,'cscrvon'. which m the past pumped water to Waverley, is about being

"Waverley
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Waverley Beservoir.
’Wavcrloy Reservoir top-water level is 360 feet above liigli-water mark, and 78 feet above "Woollahra, 

is built of brickwork, and contains 1,087,000 gallons. It distributes tho water through a 15-inch main. 
A contract has just been let for tho erection of supplemental tanks in 'Waverley Park, at an elevation of 
20 feet above tlie present reservoir, in order that the upper zones of the district may be better supplied.

Petersham Beservoir.
This reservoir is built of brick, and contains 2,157,000 gallons. Tlie top-water level is 166 feet 

above high-water mark, and receives its supply by gravitation from Potts’ Hill through a d-S-inch cast- 
iron main, which branches off thc 48-inch main at Lewisham, and distributes the water through two IB- 
inch outlets.

North Sydney Supply—Bydc Pumping Station, Byde Hill Panic, and
Chatswood Tanks.

North Sydney, which was supplied from Paddington hy a sub-marine pipe up to the end of 1801, 
has since received its supply from Potts’ Hill, the water being delivered through a cast-iron pipe partly 
24-ineh and partly 20-inch diameter into a balance reservoir, near tho Rydc Railway station. Hero a pair 
of powerful pumps raise thc water through a 24-f-inch wrought-iron rising main into a 1,000,000 gallon 
wronght-iron tank to Rydc Village, at a level of 234 feet above high-water mark, and by a continuation of 
the same main into a pair of each 1,000,000-gallon wronght-iron tanks at Chatswood, at an elevation of 
370 feet above high-water mark. ...

Prom the first-named tank the whole of Rydc, G-ladesville, and Hunler’s Hill get their supplies, 
and a O-inch branch was extended over the Parramatta River and Iron Cove Bridges for tlie supply of 
the heights of Balmain,

The pair of iron tauks at Chatswood afford a liberal supply to Willoughby, North Sydney, and 
Mosman.

Campbelltown.
Campbelltown is supplied direct from the main canal hy gravitation, a G-inch pipe from the canal 

at 1G miles 40 chains being laid to the town, a distance of 2-jr miles, and the reticulation consisting chiefly 
of 4-inch mains.

Liverpool.
Xiiverpool receives its supply by a 0-inch pipe from the main canal at Cecil Hills, which is extended 

as far as Mount Young, and thence hy a 6-inch main to the town. In order to tide over any possible 
interruption to the flow in thc canal a 4,000,000-gallon earthen reservoir has been constructed close to 
thc canal, and is filled from the canal.

Granville, Auburn, and Book wood.
Granville is supplied hy gravitation through a 15-inch main laid along Woodvillo Road, a distance 

of 2?, miles from thc 72-inch wronght-iron trunk main.
Rookwood and Auburn receive their supply hy means of a 12-inch main along Joseph-street from 

Potts’ Hill.

Asbfield.
A part of Ashfield is too elevated to receive a supply hy gravitation from Potts’ Hill level; there

fore tho loftier parts are supplied from the Woollahra Reservoir by the Petersham trunk main, which 
conveys tho water to a 100,000-gallon tank of wrought-iron, erected on a brick circular support, at an 
elevation of 223 feet above high-water mark.

Hurstville, Kogarah.
The hulk of thc supply to Kogarah is given by gravitation from 12-inch mains connected with the 

Petersham Reservoir system. Tho higher portions of this district are supplied with water from Pens- 
Imret, where is erected a 20,000-gallon cast-iron tank, built on brick piers. The water is pumped from 
Carllon Station by the small steam pumping plant (Blake’s duplex), which was formerly erected at North 
Sydney to supply that district, prior to the completion of the Rydc pumps. The gas engine is still 
occasionally used.

Bichmond.
In July last the Board assumed the temporary management of the Richmond Water Works, which 

were completed in 18£)2, and had since then been worked locally hy the Richmond Municipal Council. 
The scheme, which is entirely unconnected with thc Sydney supply scheme, consists of a small pumping 
plant—two horizontal 6-horso-powcr engines, coupled and geared, working two brass lined single barrel 
deep-well pumps (Tangyes), fixed 61 ft. 6 in. below floor'of engine room—erected on the left bank of 
the Hawkesbury River, just below tho confluence of the Grose and Nepean; a circular brick service tank, 
GO ft. in diameter, having a capacity of 225,000 gallons ; a 6-in. supply main to Richmond, 4 miles in 
length ; and GJ miles of reticulation mains, 3 in. and 4 in. diameter, within the town, .

Description.
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Description of the Metropolitan Sewerage System.
The Metropolitan Sewerage System, under the control of the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage

was llc,w, s-'r,sTtcm8’ tlie' roi'me1' havine been Initiated by the old Cily CommiBaionor^in
The clt7dConnm1 S thoJ1'-Buecefora.1ie P™aont City Council, which was incorporated in 1857.
Ihe City Council had control of the water and sewerage works within the city untd the year 1SS8 -when
L iest1" "'CrC tranSf61Ted t0 th0 B0ard- The traQsfer o£ thc sewerage^u’orks followed

whi^t, ■Thfe °ld SyS-CUi “,nPn.sed, r?u1, ma-[a outfalls, with subsidiary sewers along the principal streets 
which in turn received the reticulation sewers of the minor thoroughfares. The four main outfalls dis’
SvdnTv?0 ne C,ty V11"1110 vaT10U8 Parts o£ tl,e harbour at Black wattle Bay, Dari in* Harbour
bvdney Cove, and M ool oomooloo Bay respectively. This system was designed on the principles of what 
is termed the combined system. The pollution of the freshness of thc harbour by the discharsre of the
inTulreinto theC1£s?nd COnse(lu^Dt danSM: to Publi(’ health, led to thc appointment of a Commission to 
The mer 0t dirertlnS tlle BewaSe fr™ tbe harbour and otherwise disposing of same
Mrried Spt°m V'aS outcome of ihfi lahours of the Commission. Thc main works were
enuh.nl +lbyi)he <dovernineilt, and on completion were transferred, with all other existing works to the 
control of the Board by Act of Parliament. The system, which is on the lines of the partially “ separate 
A f V "Percepts al sewage, which heretofore was discharged into the harbour, at ^ level7 of 40 feet 
above h^b-water mark., Tins is termed the gravitation .one. The sewage from tiie low level area 7,
dWl6 I',,“h;wa£cr IIiarb and. 40 ftot coutoilr. eventuallv be pumped into the gravitation sewers’ and 
discharged into the ocean or into the sewage farm. ' 1 h Bewers, ana
,lC„-h,3he Sy tt0n,C°i),simS 0^lw° mail1 0utfftlk> uamud t]l° northern and southern respectively the former 
disthar0ing into thc lacific Ocean, at a point named “ Ben Buckler,” at Bondi, and the latteJdiScharcinfr 
into a sew age farm at Webb s Grant,” on the shores of Botany Bay. These works are of considerable 
magnitude and have not been constructed without considerable difficulty and outlay.

Northern Outfall.
,, , Jh.c n0rlk;i'n system commences at “ Ben Buckler,” where a large chamber was constructed in
nrevX?ee ef thf cbavah”'two channels bifurcate so as to ensure a free discharge duriim the
snvWT r f nort1hcr]^ e“terly. « southerly galee. pr0in the chamber a shaft extends te the
s an^?Ff .TentlJat!™ and CSCUPC o£ ;ut' when the sea breaks into the discharge channels The dimen- 
t Oxtd and L ve no .Csimbr ^ 8 £t' 1 7 £fc--k!decreases bydecreinents°to 6ft. lOin. x5 ft Sin. 
brnncl ^dtsi^r ^ ]Uii At ^h13 P0\ut is 11 la>'go chamber into which three different
wW. nifS’ :~7t northern branch, which passes under Hyde Park to Castlereagli-street 
where it bifurcates, one subnnain intercepting the sewage from main outfall at Macquarie Pointed the 

mtcrcepting tlio^seivers dischafgi ng at Queen’s Wharf. 2nd. The western branch which extends 
‘ 7 g ^/orpoohstreet to and along Kent-street to Miller’s Point, intercepting the sewage which dis- 
R !Tsed ln£o Darhug Harbour. 3rd. Tlie south-western branch, which passes under Belmore Gardens 
Benevolent Asylum and along Georgc-strect West to Carltou-strcet, where it bifurcates into two sub- 
mains, one passing through Darlington, University Grounds, to Camperdown, Newtown and Petersham
\\wnptiuf 0 d C,t{ SCWOrS and dralrlmg nc'v aTeas; thc other sub-main passing nlouw George-strcet 
M cstby a long syphon, on account of a depression. Connected witli this syphon is a scour chamber and
The whole ofr^dlC C CiU'ST' J’],ll‘- kaTch Citeuds to the Glebe and boroughs of Balmain and Leichhardt 
Thewhole of the sewage above the 40-foot coutour hne, which formerly flowed iuto B lack wattle Bav is
intercepted by this branch and discharged into the ocean. 0 -v'18
sandstore^-ro'lLr^^^f thr0Urb Vfryillsf0^la,li^s~in8omek3ta,lccs tho stratum was indurated 
Dnnnf i k otJlcr8 8ha,e’. claL and water-charged drift sand. Concrete enters largely into the construe-
mortar wCeJcr So SlI tU'm ^ '’^'h’ Pvincijiaily hluostone concrete reidered with cement 
nrovidpd A o n . n^ oulf‘li' se cr c,'ossc<1 natural creeks or watercourses ofllct and scour valves were 
tokr.nil.f 1V i0W8CVrdlScharg,n” ’"to Bushcutter’s Bay is connected with the main outfall to 
take surpus water dunng heavy ram storms. Tins sewer was carried across low-lyin' sSmpy land on " 
arches and circular piers ; the latter were constructed on thc same principle as carrfed out in India.

^ Southern Outfall.
bank ofTCo0k’slBGpl. “ain "utfa11 cuunucsnccffl at the inlet chamber, which is constructed on tlie norih
of cLcrete l tJ SlinW ^ ^0t;;ny ^ Tlie seweris 5 ft' 6 “■ “ di-ncter, constructed
?7 '7y-;7 jck j 1 S TOudered with Portland cement. In places the sewer is above the level of
watereou aUd’ m °thcrS ,t: Passes through low sand-hills and swampy ground. Where natural 
M sew™ ^ CU/70rte and1OTC1-flo^ chambers and vakeLc provided. Tlie out-
Hawkslev Wi nn i f l{oad .^herc tho s.7,c is decreased for a short distance, to 4 ft. 0 in. x 3 ft. 0 in.
WaterloT Itcd ern ^"tlm*!foad,the f alo"g Bourke-strect, tl,rough the boroughs of
ioin Tlds onU ’ andtl10 Sydney to Nobbs-street, where tlie sub-mains from different districts

oJ ^ - *«•«*• •*iMf™.

Inlet House.
are in SdSc and coni'rS'lled f’,e'"f"11 01ul£aJ1 in£o the strnining chambers of inlet bouse. The chambers 
out Th «p l, , ; ? i f by 1Illet val''e3’ 80 that when one series is in use tho other is beiim cleaned
S sclen forked1 b^o 7 “Tf 01f 8<™"8; the mesh varies from 3 inches To 1S

e screens arc worked by one central shaft, with gearing fixed on the platform at one end, and intercept
all
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all extraneous matter before the sewage passes into the syphon well, From the Hyp''oii well the sewage
passes under the bed of Cook’s Rivc°r by a cast-iron syphon * ^
surrounded with concrete. The syphon is connected with a well in outlet house on south side river, 
from which the sewage flows along a main carrier, and is distributed over the irrigation beds and settling 
tanks by valves. The valves are of simple construction, and the distribution of the sewage is easily con
trolled by the farm manager.

Sewage T’arm.
i The Sewage Farm is situated on a neck of land called Webb’s Grant, the formation of which is
raw drift sand, originally covered with low dense scrub. For agricultural purposes to be worked at a 
profit, the soil is useless, but as a filter for crude sewage—this being the state in which the sewage is 
distributed over it-it cannot be surpassed. The farm is laid out on one side m irrigation beds, at different 
levels, so as to enable the manager to command the whole area. On this area the sludge, which is dredge 
from the inlet house, is conveyed in trucks by a small locomotive to the various beds and is used as 
manure. On the other or southern side the ground is laid out in a series of filtering tanks, the number 
admitting of the sewage being dealt with intermittingly. At times, when circumstances admit, these tanks 
are cultivated, which assists in keeping the ground clean, and improves the soil as a filter. Oattae and 
pigs are reared and fattened on the surplus products of the farm. The styes arc built Ill.concr^e> ^ 
kept clean by daily washing. Cattle and horses are also taken for agistment. The daily discharge on to 
the farm is 1,518,031 gallons ; this is disposed of over 33 acres of land.

Western Suburbs.
The sewerage system for this district is now being carried out by the Government Sewerage 

Department under a special vote as regards the main ducts. The outfall woras are nearly coinpletod, 
and the eastern branch sewer is now in progress. This sewer drains portions of Marnckville, Ictcrsham, 
and Leichhardt, and will also receive the sewage from low level system which will be pumped into it at 
Meeks’ Hoad Pumping Station. The system will also discharge on a portion of the Sewage barm area 
upon tho western side, further resumption of land having been made for that purpose.

Hates
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■ Rates and Charges for Water and Sewerage.
“WATER RATES.

1. The following rates and charges are those which the owners and occupiers of houses tenements 
and lands shall pay m respect of water supplied by the Board, that is to say’ ’

~ -F°r Water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than hy Measure.
^ per annum premises ar0 of tlie asseBSe<i annual value of twenty pounds or under, ten shillings

(ii.) 'Where the premises are above the assessed annual value of twenty pounds, a rate of sixpence 
• for each pound sterling on the amount of the valuation up to three hundred pounds inclusive •

hvcpence for each pound on the amount of the valuation in. excess of three hundred pounds up' 
to seven hundred pounds; fourpence for each pound on the amount of tlie valuation in excess 
of seven hundred pounds up to one thousand pounds; threepence for each pound on the 
amount of the valuation m excess of one thousand pouuds up to four thousand pounds; and 
twopence for each pound on the amount of the valuation in excess of four thousand pounds.

('Trr'lnVaca“t °£ unimproved lands of the assessed value of thirty pounds or under shall be subiect 
m-or r£t°f a “ Cif, perla™11,111 and vacant or unimproved lands of the assessed value of 
of thc valuation^ be Sub:|ect to a ra,1;e of twopence for each pound sterling on the amount

(rv.) The like rates as those above mentioned shall be charged on all lands, tenements, and 
^LRrltamCnVKjt 11ll;iaded1ln aiy valuation by the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney or 
Redfern, or of any Borough or Municipal District, and on all lauds for the time being valued 
by the said Municipal Council of the City of Sydney or Redfern, or by such Borough or 
Municipal District, at a sum less than the true value thereof. “

Supply hy Measure. .
(v.) The charge for water supplied by measure shall be one shilling per 1,000 gallons for all water 

consumed up to twenty million gallons per annum, and ninepcnce per 1,000 gallons for all water
consumed in excess of twenty million gallons per annum. S a i water

Her Ma-jcsty b Kavy will be supplied free of charge.

For tcater for other than domestic purposes otherwise than hy measure. .
(vi.) The charge for water supplied to gas-engines or oil-engines shall be five shillings per annum 

for each engine of two-norse power and under, and for every additional horse power beyond two- 
icrse power an additional charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum for each horse power.

(vii.) The charge for water supplied to steam boilers shall be one pound per annum for each steam
n,, t0 th™e-hor^Power- And for every additional horse power beyond throe-horse power
an additional charge of fire shillings per annum for each horse power.

(vin.) The charge for water supplied for actuating ventilators or refrigerators shall be by special fee 
according to the following scale, namelyy 1 ’

Class A. Passing GO gals, per hour at 65 lb, pressure—
1 nozzle, £6 per annum.
2 „ £4 10s. per annum each.
3 „ £3 10s. per annum each.
^ .I ®nd upwards, £3 per annum each. .

. Class B.—Passing 40 gals, per hour at G5 lb. pressure—
1 nozzle, £3 15s. per annum,
2 D £3 „ each.
3 „ £2 10s. „ „
4 „ and upwards, £2 per annum each.

, Supply for twelve hours only in each day.
Provided, however, that the supply of water under this By-law shall be for twelve hours only in each 

day, apd no person having such supplyshall continue to use tlie same for more than twelve hours in anyoneday

Water for trade purposes, fc.
(ix.) The charge for water supplied for purposes of thc undermentioned or other trades shall be at 

such rates upon such terms amd subject to such conditions as may be agreed upon by the Board
. and tho person requiring to be supplied, provided, however, that for any year or part thereof 

the minimum charge for water supplied for the undermentioned trades shall be that in each 
hereunder case set opposite the trade, viz

Photography, and any like process 
Tripe cleaning ...
Tyring purposes...............
Laundries ,,,
Dyers ...........................
Condiment making ...
Bottle washing ...
Small goods (sweets) ...
“Waterfalls and fountains 
Shop fronts, by hose ... ... ...
Organ motors and such like mechanisms ............... 20s. „ Washing

5s. per annum.
5s. j>
53. 31
5s. 14

10a. !J
5a. 3J
5s. tl
5s. 3 J
5a. 33
5b. 33

20s. 33
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Washing Vehicles.
(x) Tlie Board may supply water for the washing of vehicles with a hoso, without meter, at the rate 

of 5s. per annum for each vehicle.
In all cases where special fees are charged, the Board reserve to themselves tho right of insisting 

upon a meter being fixed at any time, notwithstanding tho fact that the special fee may have been paid. 
All special fees are in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises on which such fees are charged, 
and arc payable in advance. All premises on which water is used for other than domestic purposes, and 
upon which special fees are paid, shall be open for inspection by the Inspectors of thc Board at any 
reasonable hour.

2. A.ssessed rates shall be paid half-yearly in advance, whether a meter is used or not. In the case 
when a meter is used, tho meter account will be rendered only when it is in excess of tbo assessment. 
Cheques and post-office orders will ho received in payment of rates ; but if the eheque tendered by any 
person as payment for rates due is dishonored, the Board may cut oil his service, and proceed for tho 
recovery of the amount by warrant for distress or otherwise. Cheques and post-office orders must be 
crossed in favour of the Board.

3. Ihe minimum charge for water, whether supplied through meter or otherwise, for domestic 
purposes and for purposes other-than domestic, is the assessed annual rate. If tho water is supplied by 
meter, and the meter account exceeds the assessment (calculated at the rate of one shilling per 1,000 
gallons), then such excess shall ho charged in addition to the assessment.

4. One meter may bo allowed to supply several tenements when such tenements are occupied by 
one person or firm as a place of business or abode, and tbe meter account will be credited with the assct-s- 
meuts of all such tenements. One service only wilt be allowed under these conditions, upon w'hich the 
meter will be fixed, and all the water for such tenements must pass through such meter. Where peculiar 
circumstances entail a departure from tho above, and two services are absolutely necessary, then there 
shall be a meter on each service pipe.

Building Charges, 8[c.
(xt.) The charge for water supplied for building and plastering purposes, for buildings to bo used 

either wholly or partly as dwelling-houses, shall be at the rate of one half-penny per cubic yard 
on the cubical contents of each building. Thc Board will supply water for all other buildiegs 
cither by meter or at tbe rate above mentioned per cubic yard on the cubical contents of each 
building as the Board shall determine: Provided that before any water shall be used through 
meter for building purposes such meter shall be submitted to the Board in each case for 
examination, and must pass the sensitive test; and the minimum charge in each case for waiter 
so supplied through meter shall be ten shillings.
(1.) Tbe charge for water supplied for plastering rooms only shall be two shillings and sixpence 

for each room, and for the building of wash-houses, water-closets, coppers and chimneys 
only, two shillings and sixpence each. .

(2.) The charge for water supplied for making and mixing of concrete for foundations of 
wooden blocks, stone cubes, or other form or permanent roadway or pavement, shall be at 
thc rate of twenty-one shillings per 1,000 square yards by superficial measurement of road 
surface, and for all other concrete, brickwork, or masonry, at the rate of three half-pence 
per cubic yard, as measured on the work.

(xri.) Any person who maintains horses or cows may be supplied with water, without meter, from the 
domestic service for the sum of five shillings per annum for each animal, in addition to the assessed 
annual rate of the premises on which such animal is maintained or supplied with water,

(xrn.) All lands or premises actually supplied with water by the Board, on which any one or more 
head of horses or cattle shall be kept or maintained, shall be liable to an extra rate or charge 
(beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises) of live shillings per bead for 
each head of horses or cattle kept or maintained on such lands or premises. And where such 
lands or premises are not actually supplied with water by the Board they shall be liable to an 
extra rate or charge (beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises) of two 
shillings and sixpence per head for each head of horses or cattle kept or maintained on such lands 
or premises. .

(xiv.) The Board may supply water for gardens (and for such purpose may permit a hose and stand
pipe to be used) without meter, at the rate of ton shillings per annum per 1,000 square feet 
superficial area, or part thereof, and two shillings and sixpence for every additional 250 square 
feet superficial area, or part thereof, in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises to 
which such garden belongs or is attached.

• SEWERAGE RATES.
1. The following rates and charges are those which thc owners and occupiers of houses, tenements, 

or lands shall pay for or in respect of sewerage, or for or in respect of the liability of such houses, 
tenements, or lands to rates and charges for sewerage, that is to say; _ t

(i.) Where thc premises are of the assessed annual value of seventeen pounds or under, ten shilling 
per annum.

(rr.) Where the premises are above tho assessed annual value of seventeen pounds, a rate of seven- 
pence for each pound sterling on tbe amount of the valuation.

(ni.) Vacant or unimproved lands of the assessed annual value of twenty pounds or under shall bo 
subiect to a rate of five shillings per annum, and vacant or unimproved lands of the assessed value 
of over twenty pounds shall be subject to a rate of threepence for each pound sterling on tlie 
amount of thc valuation.
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FOfi COUNTRY DISTRICTS IN COUNTY OR CUMBERLAND.
For water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than by measure:—

(r.) On every house, tenement, or land of £10 assessed annual value and under, 10s. per annum.
(n.) On every house, tenement, or land above the assessed annual value of £10, a rate of Is. for each 

pound sterling on the amount of the valuation,
(nr.) Vacant or unimproved lauds of the assessed value of £9 and under shall be subject to a rate of 

three shillings per annum, and vacant or unimproved lands of the assessed value of over £9 shall 
be subject to a rate of 4d. for each pound sterling on the amouut of the valuation.

(iv.) The like rates as those above mentioned shall be charged on all lands, tenements, and heredita
ments not included in any valuation by any Borough or Municipal District, and on all lands for 
the time being valued by any such Borough or Municipal District at a sum lees than the true 
value thereof.

Eor water supplied hy measure :—
(v.) The charge for water supplied by measure shall be one shilling per 1,000 gallons for all water 

consumed up to twenty million gallons per annum, and uincpence per 1,000 gallons for all water 
consumed in escess of twenty million gallons per annum, Her Majesty’s Navy will be supplied 
free of charge. 1

Analysis.
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. Analysis. 
WATER SUPPLY TABLE.

Year. Average Daily 
Supply.

Total Supply 
for Year.

Number 
of Houses 
supplied.

Estimated
Population
supplied.

Average J>aily Supply 
during year. Mains, •

Per
House.

Per Head 
of Estimated 
Population.

Maine laid. Mains cleaned.

gallons. gallons. gallons. gallons. miles yds. miles yds.

ises.......................................... 8,144,109 2,072,621,023 01,713 200,246 132 27*49 53 803 00 3

1SS9......................................... 8,820,000 3,210,244,150 07,024 326,035 120 27'05 SO 1,463 16 907

1890 ......................................... 8,430,034 3,097,492,430 71,501 343,204 ns 24-70 73 SCO 7 273

1391.......................................... 0,540,102 3,432,237,514 70,993 305,246 125 26-11 102 250 26 1,566

1392 .......................................... 12,139,152 4,439,273,399 78,026 373,385 153 32 12 SB 915 29 741

1803 ........................................ 12,533,052 4,574,782,333 31,233 390,132 153 32'12 15 1,711 20 430

Water Rates.

Year. Gro'ss Water 
Kates. Cancelled. Net Revenue.

Gross Receipts 
paid , 

to Treasury.

Less
Refunds, &c., 
by Treasury.

Net Receipts 
paid

to Treasury.

Outstanding

Rates.

Accounts.

Plumbers 
and Others.

£ 3. d. £ s. d. £ Ad £ s. d. £ S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.

1838 ................................. *125,702 8 0 276 4 0 125,485 19 0 00,039 ft 11 057 14 0 89,131 15 5 40,791 2 6 9 IS 10 0

1389 ................................. 141,531 3 0 2,607 4 9 138,023 IS 3 147,015 0 1 1,105 C 0 145,039 13 4 34,672 3 2 707 11 0

1690 ................................. 149,316 0 2 3,325 10 10 145,990 0 4 153,049 17 0 60 11 1 153,889 0 11 24,691 7 0 2,007 S G

]&9l ................................. 171,445 17 5 6,614 1G 0 16fl,S31 0 11 105,261 17 7 127 10 S 105,137 0 11 20,023 4 2 771 3 0

1892 ................. .............. 160,325 3 9 4,438 10 9 155,830 7 9 163,024 16 S 204 13 4 162,820 3 4 19,163 0 1 3,120 0 3

1893 ............................... 153,963 12 8 1,537 0 7 157,420 11 8 158,500 1 11 222 1C 19 158,283 5 1 18,042 16 5 916 2 1

* This Item is inclusive of £y5,547 of arrears handed o\ ur by the City Council.

Maintenance. Management.

Year, Maintenance 
of Mains, &c.

Wages and 
Kxpcnscih- Coals. Rents.

Total ! 
Maintenance.

-*-----------------
President

and
Hoard Foes.

Salaries.
Stationery

and
Printing.

Advertising
and

Incidental.
Total

Management. „

£ s, tl. £ s. d. £ a d. £ s. d £ s. d. £ A d. £ b. d. £ A d. £ A U. £ a d.

13SS............... 677 17 2 7,676 13 3 901 14 5 7G7 0 8 10,023 11 0 1,253 10 3 6,099 IS 10 1,303 7 1 525 0 4 0,182 2 6

1389................ 3,289 3 2 13,850 6 10 1,4S9 13 10 1,750 10 0 20,385 12 10 1,708 12 G 12,340 15 S 033 0 11 1,193 13 7 10,182 11 8

1890............... 3,676 3 1 13,03G 0 4 2,272 11 11 900 10 0 20,646 1 1 1,242 10 0 10,912 0 2 965 G 9 3,122 12 0 14,242 S 11

1301............... 5,665 6 7 14,105 0 3 2,063 G 3 1,107 9 4 23,600 3 5 1,242 10 0 11,204 3 1 918 0 9 1,290 2 1 14,634 15 U

1392................ J 3,005 8 6 15,265 2 3 1,729 17 5 1,100 4 0 31,090 12 1 1,041 18 a 10,747 17 0 041 14 4 1,550 3 10 13,987 14 4

1S93................ 9,493 14 6 11,107 0 7 1,635 13 2 1,101 15 10 23,343 13 0 850 3 4 10,997 18 11 550 5 S 1,300 12 8 is/nra'o 7

General Summart.

Year Revenue. Total
Maintenance.

Total
Management.

Total
Maintenance

and
Management.

Interest.
Total

Interest Depreciation Total
Expenses.On Loan 

Capital.
On

Debentures.

£ s d £ S. d. £ s, d. £ a. d £ A d. £ u. d. £ a. d £ Ad. £ s. d.

1888 ........................................ 125,485 19 0 10,023 11 0 9,182 2 6 10,205 14 0 69,976 7 3 4,300 0 0 04,270 J 3 83,482 1 3

1889 ...................................... 138,923 IS 3 20,385 12 10 16,182 11 8 36,663 4 6 101,477 5 5 4,150 0 0 105,627 6 5 2,446 S 8 144,041 18 7

1S90 ........................................ 145,990 9 4 20,540 1 1 14,242 8 11 34,788 10 0 105,099 19 9 4,000 0 0 109,099 19 9 3,421 15 2 147,310 4 11

1S01 ........................................ 105,831 0 11 23,606 S 5 14,634 15 11 38,291 4 4 107,081 11 S 4,000 0 0 111,931 11 8 3,(110 18 0 164,189 14 0

1892 ........................................ 155,SSO 7 0 31,090 12 1 13.957 14 4 45,078 0 5 111,300 8 2 4,009 0 0 115,500 S 2 877 12 S 101,825 0 10

1893 ........................................ 157,420 11 B 23,343 13 0 13,708 0 7 37,141 13 7 115,137 0 10 4,000 0 0 j 119,137 0 10 2,011 IE 2 168,840 9 7

17G—C
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SEWERAGE TABLE.

Year.
Number 

of Houses 
Dzuined.

Estimated
Population

served

New Sewers Laid 
During tlie Year. Existing

Sewers.

Total
Length

of
Sewers.

Storm-water Drains Laid. Ventilating
Shafts

Erected.
Sewers

Ventilated,By Board. By Govt. By Board By Govt, Existing. Total.

miles. miles. miles. miles. miles. miles. miles. miles. feet. miles.
1800 ......................... 22,700 100,272 0-33 13-03 93*02 123-03 ■77 Nil. 2-33 3-15 12.C39 14-5
isai ..................... 20.SS4 129,043 21‘[>3 4*40 122*03 I4S-02 Nil, 1-23 Z'ls 4-3S 47,023 70-74
1802 .......................... 31,i02 150,720 22*j0 242 143-02 172-04 147 '77 4-33 0-02 49,080 70*25
ISOS....................... 30,062 173,007 4-35 5 03 177-33 182-34 *10 £33 0-03 tPID 50,230 81-43

Sewerage Rates.

Year. Gross Sewerage 
-Rates. Cancellcfl. Net Revenue. Gross Receipts

1 paid to Treasury.
Less Refund 
hy Treasury.

Net Receipts 
paid to Treasury.

Amount Outstanding.

Rates.
Compulsory
Drasnage,

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ 6. tt. £ r d. £ s. d. £ s. il. £ E. (],
1S£>0 ................ ‘85,291 0 7 3,491 13 7 81,799 11 0 74,180 0 7 43 5 10 74,132 O 9 7,Gif) 4 G
1801 ................ 83,731 10 11 2,428 12 7 31,302 IS 4 80,555 10 S 50 1 7 81,252 10 0 8,320 2 10 3,224 14 3
1S02................ £3,031 IS 4 1,104 10 0 j SZ.OSfl is 10 86,600 1 7 110 0 1 SO,579 15 C 9,597 7 4 3,500 9 2
1383 ................ 94,504 15 1 843 12 3

1
03,061 2 10 95,510 6 2 143 7 O 05,375 19 2 3,021 0 6 2,705 10 10

' This item is inclusive of £10,510 of nrrears handed o\er liy tho City Council,

MAIKTEh'AIfCE. MAlfAGElEENT.

Y«ir. Maintenance 
of Sewers.

Wages and 
Expenses.

Sewage Farm 
Maintcnanec. Runts. Total

Maintenance.
President and 
Board Foes. Salaries. Stationery and 

Printing,
Advcrtbinganc

Incidentals.
Total

Management.

£ F. 6. £ B. d. £ s. d. £ s d. £ s d. £ s. d. £ fi. d. £ s. d. £ R. d. £ g. d.
1SD0................ 427 16 0 0,002 Hi 3 018 2 10 1,011 13 4 11,450 8 e 1,427 0 G 7,790 17 0 1,110 6 3 4G4 10 7 10,700 5 4
1891................ 1,109 19 7 12,GS4 8 9 320 IS 7 1,000 0 0 15,021 0 ii 1,242 10 0 7,180 7 G 880 7 8 475 2 0 9,787 7 11
1802................ 90S 1 5 13,584 17 4 SS7 17 i 1,002 0 0 16,382 15 10 1,041 IS s S,533 13 5 Oil IS G 735 £ 4 10,022 12 11
1S93................ fill 14 G 15,055 14 fi 9G3 8 2 1,000 13 0 17,605 10 3 859 3 4 7,270 14 n 650 4 1 BOG 14 3 9,480 10 7

Gteiteeal Summary,

Year. Revenue. Total
Maintenance.

Total
Management.

1 Total
| Maintenance 
' and
Management.

Interest,
Total

Interest. Depreciation. Total
Expenses.On Loan 

Capita).
On

Debentures.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d £ 6. d. £ s. d. £ S- d £ b. d. £ 6. d. £ s. d.
1390...................... 81,700 11 0 11,450 8 0 10,799 S 4 22,249 13 9 36,141 10 1 8,635 0 0 44,770 10 1 67,020 3 10
1891 ..................... 81,302 IS 4 15,024 G 11 9,787 7 11 25,411 14 10 39,074 17 4 G,820 0 0 ;4fl,404 17 4 71}90G 12 2
1S92 ................... 87,020 IS 10 16,332 15 10 10,922 12 11 27,805 8 0 45,196 19 0 0,820 0 0 52,010 19 0 220 12 10 70,543 0 T
1893 .............. 03,001 2 10 17,005 10 8 9,486 10 7 27,092 7 3 60,863 12 4 6,820 0 0 57,683 12 4 590 15 11 85,362 15 0



Information supplied to the Board as to the Water Rates and 
Charges by some of the Principal Cities of Australia, England, 
and America.

Name of City, ie.
Assessment. Meter.

£25 house. £50 house. £100 house. £160 house £300 house. For 1,000 gals.

Adelaide............................................... 1 5 0 2 10 0 5 0 0 6 11 0 8 16 0 Is. to Is. 9d.

Melbourne........................................... o is e 1 5 0 2 10 0 3 15 .0 7 10 0 Is.

Sydney ......................................... 0 12 6 1 5 0 2 10 0 3 15 0 7 10 0 Ia.

Belfast ............................................... 1 0 10 2 1 8 4 3 4 6 5 0 12 10 0 SJd. to lOd.

Bradford .................. ........................ 1 15 0 3 5 0 5 10 0 8 0 0 15 0 0 C^d. to 9d,

Dublin '............................................... 0 14 7 19 4 2 IS S 4 8 0 8 16 0 4d. to 6d.

Dundee ............................................... 1 7 1 2 14 2 5 8 4 8 2 6 16 5 0 7d. to 8d.

East London....................................... 1 5 0 2 10 0 5 0 0 7 10 0 15 0 0 0d, to 9d,

Edinburgh..'. ...!.......... ....................... 0 15 S 1 11 3 3 2 6 4 13 9 9 7 0 6d.

Kent (Loudon)....................!.......... . 1 8 0 2 10 0 4 0 0 COO 12 0 0 lOd.

Leeds ................................................... 1 1 0 2 0 0 3 10 0 COO 12 0 0 6d.

Liverpool ........................... ............... 1 8 2 2 16 3 5 12 6 8 8 9 17 17 6 7d, to 10H

Manchester ....................................... 1 5 0 2 10 0 5 0 0 7 10 0 15 0 0 4d. to Gd.

Nottingham ............ .......................... 15 0 2 2 0 3 0 0 4 10 0 9 0 0 Gd. to Is.

Ncwcastlc-on-Tyne...... ..................... 1 5 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 10 0 9 0 0 5d. to Is. 2d.

Southwark and Vauxhall (London)... 1 5 0 2 10 0 5 0 0 7 10 0 15 0 0 Gd. to 9d. high level 23 per cent, addition,
minimum consumption 25,000 gallons
per quarter.

Baltimore, U.S.A................................ From ]2s. 6d. for 12ft. house frontage to £2 12s. 6d. for 4d.
22ft. and over house frontage.

Brooklyn „ ........................... For 1 storey house of ICffc. frontage, 16s. 8d. I storey !r.
of 50ft., £3 10a. 10d., to 5 storevs of 50ft., £4 7s. (id.

Corner houses count both sides.

. . - Assessment. •

£25 house. £50 house. £]00 house. £150 house. £300 house.

Boston .......................... . 1 0 10 1 0 10 1 0 10 1 5 0 1 9 2 4d. to 7d. nor 100ft. Minimum charge,
£3 2s. 6n. per annum.

Chicago „ ............................. From 12s. Gd. for 12ft. frontage to £6 2s. 9d. for 4d. to Gd,
87ft. frontage, in addition 2s Id. per o'ccupier.

Detroit ,, * ...... ..................... For each family, £1 0s. lOd. per annum. 2d.

Assessment

£25 house. £50 house. £100 house. £150 house. £300 house.

Montreal, Canada ........................... 2 0 0 4 8 6 8 0 0 12 0 0 23 0 0

New York ...................... ......U.S.A.* From 16s. 8d. for 16ft. house frontage of 1 storey to 8d.
75b. for 50ft. house frontage of 5 storeys*

Philadelphia ............................... . 4W.

Pittsburg...................... ......... ,, From 10s. 5d. for 1 room to £2 3s. 4d. for 10 rooms. 2Jd, to lOd,

St. Louis................................ „ Prom 2s. Id. to 4s. 2d. per room, according to ud. to la. 3d.
number of residents.

St. Paul ................................ „ From 12s. 6d. for 1 family, 4 rooms, to 33s. 2d. of 10 5d, to lOd.
rooms : above this 12s. Gd. per family!

Spring Valley (San Francisco) ... . From 32s Gd. for buildings occupying 500 square ft. or 2s. 4d.
under, to 95s. for buildings covering 2,000 square ft.

Toronto, Canada ................................. 4s. 2d. per room, and 4s. 2d. per inmate. Is.

Norr».—■Where no amounts are specified under tho above headings thc required information has not been furnished. 
♦ These denote that the information as requested has not been furnishedj but compiled from Annual Reports.
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IjfiroBMATiojr supplied k> the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, Sydney—continued.

lievenue, WorTcing lixpcnses, fyc.

Names of City, &c.
Revenue. Maintenance and Management. Percentage of Working Exjxjnges 

to Revenue.

1890. 1391. 1392. 1SD0. 1391. 1892, 1890. 1891. 1892.

Adelaide.................................... £ 1 ^ £ £ £ £ X & X
Melbourne............ .*..........
Sydney .................................................. 14fs990Belfast.................................
Elnmmrbain................... 143483 53,470 37Bradford................................. 116,422

89,059
115,992
92,607

19,OSS 
23,506

13,311
25,233

17
26

16
27Carlisle .......................... Tisii

12,754
2,015
0,458

35
51Chester ................................

Dubim..............................................
Dundee ................. ............... 4,717Edinburgh .......................... 84,226Glasgow.......................... IflTiOil

97,652
171488 125,055 51,040

21,651
74Leeds ....................................

Liverpool ........................................ 85,236 
118,206East London............................ 26L627 277^959 103',740 41 42

Kent (London)..........................
Lambeth.......................... 237,214

215,230
232,675

889)620
227,464

33,305
93 754

89,629
99,469
63,286

35 38
44

39Southwark and Vauxhall (London) .........
Manchester ............
Nottingham............................ 221,651 241,293 61,256 62)579 27 27 26
Neucastle-on.Tvne..................... 19)ft79 22,857Oxford............................. 11)750

48,706
4,725

16,681
40
SjPortsmouth ...............................

Baltimore.............................
Boston ................... 357414

290,722
118,943
153,326

33
53Brooklyn ...................... ,r

Ituftolo .............................. " 126,002
50,208

005,819

3I),0S4 
3.0S7 

255,«2

31
19
42

Cambridge.,....................................
Chicago.................................. 7T 455,372

134,848
190,185
12,347

41Cincinnati ............................... ”
Cleveland ...................... 111,417

81,037
161,139
702,737

124,673 23,508
19,914
33,333

127,085

27,587 21
24
21
18

22Detroit .................................... 80,807 26,676
24,470

114,583
Montreal ...................... 21

19New York.................................................. ....... U.S. A. 609448Nashville ...................... 29,462
2,085

523,907

16,019
1,285

105,247

64
43
32

Newark................................. ,r
Philadelphia...................... . ......... M 491,049

125,000
200,800
20,333

42
16Pittsburgh............................... "

Providence ................... " 91,686 17,663 “'io”
St. Louis ............ ........... ”
St. Paul................... ... ”

235,851 
01,358 1 

315,914 1
69,831 "'0,281 29

Sjiring Valley, San Francisco ...................
Toronto............... 85455 1 91,958 35,360 36,510 42 40

.

Special Fees.

Name of City, &c. Baths. Building purposes.

Adelaide . 
Melbourne 
Sydney ...

Belfast .. 
Bradford 
Dublin „ 
Dundee .,

East London... 
Edinburgh ... 
Kent (London).
Ixseds..............
Liverpool .......

Manchester ..........
Nottingham...........

Newcastle -on.Tyne.. 
Southwark & Vaux 

hall (London) 
Batlimoro, U.S A. ..
Brooklyn ,, .
Boston ,, .
Chicago ,, ,

Detroit „ *..
Montreal, Canada , 
New York, U.S.A.*

Philadelphia . 
rittsbuigh ,

St. Louis ,

St. Paul ,, ..

Spring Valley (San 
Fmnciseo), U.S.A. 

Toronto, Canada ..

Nil

3/ to 12/-

10/-

41/812/6
12/6

From 10/5

S/1

1/8 to 3/9

id. per cubic yd. on 
cubical contents 

id. to 1$<1. persq. yd.

1 per cent, on cost

4d. in the £ on thc 
building, or 5a. per 
£100 on Contract 

3<1. |ier Bt[. >d. of brick 
ld.,to 2d. per sq. yd.

2W. per 1,000 bricks 
34d. per 1,000 bricks 
Sjd. per 1,000 briukg

3d. per 1,000 bricks 
5d. per 1,000 bricks, 

1/3 per 100 yards 
for plastering

5il. per 1,000 bricks

5d. per 1,000 bricks, 
$d. per sq. yard for 
plastering 

5d. per 1,000 bricks

6d. per 1,000 bricks

2jd. per barrel of Bme

| Gardens, Gas
Engines. Stork. Steam Engines. j Motors. Urinals. Woshhaiic

Basins.

10/-pet 1,000 super. 5/- per 21u>.
10/- 10/* per h.p.
6/- 20/- per 3 h.p. 40/- tier Nil Nil

£(]. ft.
2/6 per h.p. 5/- to 10/-

4 h.p.
20/- per b.p. 20/- 5/* to 50/

5/-
5/- to 00/-

5/
20/- to 40/

8/0
20/-to 40/-............
Special agreement 31- to 5/- per 

h.p.
30/- per h.p. 20/-

10/0 to 21/. ........ 5/- Up to 3 h.p. 42/-

V io/s
10/* per 109 sq. yds 6/-
10/- per 800 sq. yds 10/-

Meter only 5/- Meter only Not
allou ed.

Meter only

...»

0/3 12/6 per h.p.
8/4

12/6 iK!r 1,009 sq. 
feet

25/* per h.p. ...
10/5 16/8 per h.p. 4/2 6/3

....
8/4 29/2 per h.p* 4/1

4/2 U> S/4 41/8 per h.p. m

10/5 14/7 per h.p. From 0/3 12/0
to 33/2

8/9 for 25 ft. front- 12/0 1/8 per sq. ft. of
fire surface

12/0 lor 50 ft......... 20/10 for 7 8/4 16/8 per h.p. 20/10 12/0
h p.

........ 4/2 to 29/2 
hp.

1/S 4/2 to 29/2per h.p. 5d. to 1/3

From 10/8 5? 1,000 25/* per h.p. 4/2 20,'2 per h.p. ... * 20/10 8/4
feet

Water
Closets.

Nil

T;0 to £8 20/
£0/>

m

10A
4/. to 12/.

fi/. to 10/. 
4/- to 12/-

, 8/4
20/10 to 41/8 12/6

10/320/10

From 12/6 to 
S/4/8 

20/10 to 41/8

8/4

1/. to 3/0 

20/10

Note.—Where no amounts are specified under thc above headings thc required information has not been furnished. 
* These denote that the information as requested has not been furnished, but compiled from Annual Reports.
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Analysis of Approximate Cost of Water Main Reticulation 
in the City of Sydney and Suburbs, and the Percentage 
of Revenue on Cost.

1893.

District. Uileape of 
Mains.

^rtiperfciesLiable. AnnunJ Hcicnue-
An mini

Revenue per i 
MUo.

Annual 
Icvcnue per 
Property

Approximate
Cost,

Per
Cent.

on
Cost.

£ s. d. £ 8. 3. £ a. d. £ s. d.
Alexandria......................................... 8-G 1,717 1,671 19 6 194 8 0 0 17 7 0,716 18 8 24'8

Ashfield ............................................. 32-8 2,514 3,747 7 0 114 4 9 19 9 30,635 0 4 12'2

Auburn ............................................ 49 191 103 8 8 33 0 0 0 17 0 2,205 5 0 7'4

Balmain............................................ 30-7 5,425 5,495 4 9 146 8 4 10 2 32,105 7 0 140
Botany.......................... ................... 3-9 265 200 9 0 66 16 2 0 19 7 3,697 8 0 7-0

Harwood........................ .................. 22-2 1,335 2,349 11 2 105 16 7 1 15 4 20,125 0 0 ll'l

Campbelltown ................ .................. 5-1 211 381 11 10 74 10 4 1 16 O 4,272 17 0 8-4
Camperdown................................... 10-0 1,460 1,476 2 9 147 12 2 10 0 9,046 16 8 10-3

Canterbury........................................ G-5 234 232 18 8 42 6 9 O 19 9 3,841 0 0 60

City of Sydne?.................................. 144-8 23,253 75,240 19 2 519 12 0 3 4 7 144,605 14 0 62-0

Concord ............................................. 10'6 385 592 19 B 50 9 2 1 10 9 8,999 4 0 6-5

Darlington......................................... 32 723 857 4 3 267 18 7 13 8 1,886 16 0 45-4

Drummoync.............................. ....... C‘3 295 392 13 8 62 6 7 16 7 5,061 13 6 7-7

Enfield ............................................. C-3 290 348 3 2 55 5 0 14 0 4,265 0 0 8-3

G’9 149 227 14 0 34 8 0 1 10 4 8,926 8 0 2-5

Globe................................................ 21-0 3,051 4,040 9 7 214 10 7 15 4 16,734 2 4 27-7

Granville............................ ............. 15-4 759 1,041 10 10 67 12 4 17 4 16,380 0 0 03

Hunter’s Hill......................... ........... 9-5 405 1,015 18 8 106 18 7 2 3 7 7,971 4 0 12-7

Hurstville......................................... 13-2 479 620 2 11 40 19 4 15 9 8,434 O 0 7-3

The Islands ...................................... 11 22 494 9 0 449 9 0 22 9 6 3,000 0 0 16-4

Kogarah............................................ 67 310 399 10 7 59 12 5 15 2 5,372 6 6 7-4

Leichhardt........................................ 410 4,301 4,127 12 3 100 13 4 O 18 0 35,341 O 0 11-7

Liverpool........................................... 12-8. 455 1,300 10 9 100 5 0 2 18 9 10,364 16 4 131

Macdonaldtown ........ ........................ 5'3 1,231 987 15 4 185 15 9 0 10 0 4,222 4 0 23-3

Mamckvillc.............. ....................... 30-8 3,038 3,514 8 7 114 2 0 13 0 28,377 0 0 12-3

Ifcwtown.....................I,*..*............... 25,5 4,251 5,002 7 3 196 3 2 1 3 0 26,541 12 0 18-8

North Botany............................... . 6-7 318 237 10 7 35 8 9 0 14 9 2,673 18 0 8-8

North Sydney............................... . 37'2 3,435 6,651 9 5 151 18 10 1 12 9 38,730 15 0 14-5

Paddington ....................................... 27'4 3,912 5,767 18 2 210 10 O 19 4 25,800 0 0 21-5

Petersham........................................ 23-3 2,447 3,236 17 2 138 18 2 10 4 20,299 4 0 15-9

1T6 37 50 19 6 44 5 2 17 4 1,512 3 0 33

20-5 1,149 2,500 10 8 120 0 2 2 3 7 17,315 15 0 14-4

23-9 4,030 12,093 15 4 506 0 O 2 11 7 22,532 7 0 63-6

206 989 1,100 14 5 60 6 9 1 3 4 17,877 0 0 6-4

3-2 ' 170 270 14 1 84 12 10 1 11 9 2,302 9 0 11-4

5-9 303 382 4 8 04 15 .4 15 2 4,778 8 0 7T

90 1,018 872 11 0 90 18 9 O 17 0 8,546 2 4 10-2

9-7 437 1,111 17 6 114 12 2 2 10 9 9,900 17 0 11-2

12 2 1,994 2,167 13 O 177 13 4 117 11,003 7 0 19-6

18-4 1,997 3,003 14 3 103 4 9 1 10 0 14,889 5 4 20-1

Willoughby ............................. ........ 11-5 338 382 9 10 33 5 2 12 7 7,148 10 G 6-3

Woollahra......................................... . 24'8 2,223 4,200 12 11 172 O 9 1 18 2 19,048 10 O 22-3

Total.................. ......... , 739-05 82,928 168,472 7 5 214 8 8 1 18 2 674,547 4 6 23-6
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Analysis of Approximate Coat of "Water Alain Keticulation in the City of Sydney and Suburbs and the
Percentage of Eevenue on Cost—continued.

District.

Alexandria....................................
Ashfield.........................................
Auburn..........................................

Balmain..... ..........................
Botany.........................................
Burcvood.......................................

Campbelltown ........................
Camperdown.................................
Canterbury.....................................
City of Sydney...............................
Concord..................... ...................

Darlington......................................
Drummoync.......................... ........

Enfield............................................

Five Dock.......................................

Glebe...... ..................... ................
Granville.........................................

Hunter’s Hill................. ...............
Hurstville.......................... ............

Tbe Islands....................................

Kogarah.........................................

Leichhardt.....................................
Liverpool............ ...........................

Macdonaldtown (now Erstineville)
Marriekville....... ........................ .
Mosinan..........................................

Kewtown.........................................
North Botany.................................
North Sydney................................

Paddington.....................................
Petersham...... ................................
Prospect and Sherwood............. .
Parramatta ...................................

Band wick................ .......... .............
Bedfcrn............................................
Bockdalc..........................................
Bookwood.......................................
Byde................................................
Bichmond.......................................

St. Peters.........................................
Strathfield.... ....................................

Waterloo..........................................
Waverley..........................................
Willoughby......................................
Woollahra..................................... .

Total.

1893.

Mileage
of

Mains.
Propcrtie

Liable.
Annual

Revenue.
1

Anmut 
Revenue per 

Mile.

Annual 
^Revenue pep 
| Property.

Approximate
Cost,

Per
Cent, oik 

Cost.

£ a. d. £ s A. £ s. d. £ s. d.

8-C4 1,833 1,525 14 3 172 8 2 0 30 8 6,729 9 0 226
331 2,634 3,390 8 5 102 14 9 1 5 9 30,720 0 0 11-03
51 213 154 12 6 30 6 5 O 14 6 2,302 0 0 6-7

307 5,479 5,758 17 11 187 11 7 1 1 2
( 32,107

18 c 17-9
4-4 363 329 18 8 74 19 7 0 18 2 3,728 S 0 8-8

22'G 1,419 2,033 18 9 89 19 0 1 8 8 20,311 38 0 io-o
5-2 214 394 17 0 75 18 7 1 16 11 4,312 17 0 9-1

100 1,475 1,387 0 5 138 14 0 0 IS 9 9,047 0 0 15-3
5*5 223 198 0 0 36 0 0 0 17 9 3,841 0 0 5-1

146-3 23,217 72,004 13 5 492 3 4 3 2 3 144,888 0 0 49-6
11-8 382 494 18 0 41 1 9 1 5 11 ■9,416 0 0 6-2

3-2 747 830 17 0 259 12 2 . 1 2 3 1,887 0 0 44-0
6-8 334 409 3 3 60 3 2 1 ,6 6 5,366 0 0 7-G
6-5 302 333 9 0 52 1 6 I 2 5 4,365 0 0 7-7
6-9 155 225 16 0 32 14 5 1 9 i 8,926 8 0 2-5

21-9 3,660 4,598 2 11 209 O 0 1 5 i 16,787 0 0 26-2
15-9 789 1,186 18 8 74 3 7 1 10 i 16,695 0 0 7-1

9-6 466 1,122 10 7 116 18 4 2 8 2 8,081 0 0 13-8
13-4 510 571 17 4 43 13 7 1 2 5 8,529 16 0 6-7
M 24 342 14 0 510 18 0 4 5 7 3,000 0 0 11-4
6-8 339 355 7 5 52 5 2 1 0 11 5,395 0 0 6-5

41-2 4,321 3,484 13 3 81 11 7 0 16 1 35,373 0 0 9-8
12-9 44G 936 6 4 72 0 4 2 2 0 10,395 0 0 90

5'4 1,238 983 12 3 182 3 0 0 16 0 4,255 0 0 231
31-3 3,352 ' 3,244 1 4 103 12 9 0 19 5 28,777 0 0 11-2

8-2 260 411 0 5 50 0 0 1 10 0 7,000 0 0 6-8

25-6 4,419 4,463 9 1 174 7 0 1 0 2 26,572 0 0 16-9
7'3 383 213 1 4 29 3 6 0 11 2 2,867 0 0 7-4

290 3,388 4,891 2 2 165 4 0 1 9 0 30,195’ 0 0 161
27-9 4,090 6,131 12 10 183 1 10 1 5 1 27,110 0 0 18-9
23-7' 2,301 2,946 3 3 124 6 2 1 5 7 20,599- 0 0 14'3

1-2 68 61 10 0 51 5 0 0 IS. 0 1,512 0 0 4-0
*5 17 13 7 0 26 15 0 0 15 10 850 0 0 1-5

211 1,292 2,320 12 0 109 19 7 1 10 0 17,673 0 0 13-2
239 4,825 9,768 12 0 403 14 0 2 O. 6 22,532 7 0 43-3
20-8 1,102 1,031 6 4 49 11 7 0 18 8 13,017 0 0 5-7

3-6 186 393 8 0 105 2 2 2 2 4 2,582 9 0 15-2
0-2 309 496 12 0 SO 2 2 1 12 2 4,823 0 0 10-3
9-0 198 357 4 8 39 13 10 1 16 0 6,000 0 0 '5-8

9;2 1,089 773 6 5 84 1 O 0 14 2 8,710 . 0. 0 8-8
9-9 514 1,029 18 3 104 0 7 2 0 0 9,990 0 0 10-3

12-4 2,023 1,926 13 0 160 3 6 0 19 0 13,108 0 0 17-3
18-6 2,118 2,770 14 0 149 0 O 1 6 1 15,093 0 0 18-3
14-7 527 549 15 0 37 0 9 1 0 9 8,637 0 0 63
25-4 2,312 3,957 4 0 155 16 0 1 14 3 19,377 10 0 20-4

764-5 85,611 143,786 5 7 394 12 2 1 14 7 396,390 0 6 21-7
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Approximate Mileage of the various sized Mains, City of
Sydney and Suburbs, &c.

3" 4" 6" A" 8" 0" 10" 12" 1&* 18" 20" 24" Miles.

Alexandra ......................... 61 2-5 1-0 86

Ashfield ............................ 171 11-8 ... 1-2 27 ■25 33-05
Auburn ............................. 1-8 31 '2 5'1

Balmain ...... ..................... 1'2 21-2 71 ... 1-2 ... 1-4 32-1
Botany .............................. 20 1-1 ... 1-3 ... 4‘4
Burwood ............................. 12-85 6-3 2-2 1-25 -4. 23-60

Canterbury ......................... 3-4 21 ... 5-5
Campbelltown..................... 2-1 31 ... ... 52
Camperdown ........... ........ *5 'G-7 1-2 ... 1-4 ■2 10 0
City of Sydney ................ o-o 210 2-0 340 •5 100 *4* 150 160 73 40 1-75 1144
Concord ............................ E'O 3-8 -1 ... 2-0 11-8

Darlington ......................... ■2 2A '4 T ■1 .4. 3-2
Drummoync ..................... 30 2-0 1-7 T 6'8

Enfield............................... 1 4-3 1-2 •25 6'35

iFivc Dock ......................... 1-8 ... 1-0 ; ... 1-3 1-3 •9 ... ... 6-9

Glebe ................................. 30 11-2 5-5 ... 2-4 22-1

Granville,.,...... .................. 11-2 4 4 . , 2-C 1S-2

Hunter’s Hill..................... 4-5 1-9 , 2-5 •7 1-6 11-2

Hurstville ......................... 8-1 5-2 ... ... 13-3

Tho Islands...,.................... ■3 ■2 •6 ... ... IT

Kogarah ............................. 3-2 29 •7 ... 68

Leichhardt ......................... 31-1 G-0 1-5 •75 1-5 40-85
Liverpool............................. ... 4-7 3-2 ... 4-9 T 12-9

McDonaldtown (now Era-
kineville)......................... ... 40 ■6 ... ■7 ... j ... ... 5-3

Marriekville ..................... ... 19-5 8-1 1-4 ... 2-3 ... 31-3
Mosman ............................ 3'7 , 4.-0 •5 ... ... ... ... 8-2

IfawfcO'tvn............................ •3 17'2 ... 5-3 2-C ... •c «.* 26-0
Uorfeh Botany.................... 1-4 4-5 1-2 •2 •P* ... 7-3
Korth Sydney ......... ............ 16-75 9-0 •75 5 •5 1-6 ... 29-00

Paddington......................... •3 11-5 ‘15 140 ■8 ■6 T ■25 •5 •2 2840
*5 ■5

Petersham ........................ 14-0 7-0 •5 ... 1-6 ■7 ■1 23-9
Prospect and Sherwood...... ■3 ... •2 ‘5 ... ... -03 ■2 1-23

Bend wick .............— ... 13-2 5'3 ... ii ... 1-5 ... ... 21T
Kedfcm ............................. 10 12-G ... 6-0 2-2 ■9 1-6 ... ... 24-3
Bichmond ..... ................... 7-93 ■25 ... ■8 -4. ... 9-0
Bockdalc................. . •1 107 50 2-7 23 208
Bookwood .................... . 1-4 10 1-2 ... 3-6
Rydo.................................... 3-9 16 •2 •5 ... ■04 ... 6-24

St. Peters........... ................. 5'4 ... 1-5 1-25 ... 10 ... ... 9T5
Strathfield ......................... 4* + 50 60 ... •3 ... 11-3

Waterloo............................. •05 8-25 3-0 ... TO ... 12-3
Waverley............................. 12-3 4-8 ■75 ... •6 18-45
Willoughby......................... 9-8 ... 4-7 ... •25 ... ... 4-75
Woollahra ........................ •25 12-6 100 2-4 ■1 .4. 1-0 26-35

Totals ............................. 21'25 372-10 2-55 21310 1-E 54-40 1-25 33 79 29-78 365 5-6 1-95 740-92

Tlie abOTO docs not include Trunk or Pumping Mains.



Appendix.
Monthly Analysis of tlie Sydney Water Supply ; J>y William M. Hamlet, Government A nalyat, Government Laboratory, Sydney.

Tate.

VX)
S
k a-
£<*

■a

Description,

Expressed in Grains per 
Gallon.

Expressed in Parts per 
Million.

Appearance
m
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1303, Sydney Water Supply,
SO Jan. .. C 1G •08 ’38 80

,, . Basin, head of canal................................ 6‘1G 2-4 do do do *03 *38 -80 do .................. do
ii ■ ■ G'lG 2 4 do *05 *28 -60

UTG 2‘4 05 "28 GO
ill Feb. .. Crown-street Reservoir......................... GT5 2 10 do do do *06 *36 ■72 do .................. do

Service Tap, Randwick.............................. 0-72 2 40 do do da •00 -36 •72 do . ... do
>» ■ ■ Near Inlet, Prospect Reservoir .. . G’JO 2’35 do do do ■08 ■so *80 do .................... do

Basin, head of canal ............ .... «■ 2’J5 do do do •09 -3G '80 do .................. do
17 Mar. . Crown street Reservoir... .................... s-ss 2 30 do do do *CS ■35 -6G do.................... do

Service Tap, Randwick............................... ti’8G 2 35 do do do ■Oti *35 *60 do .................... do
,, Near Inlet, Prospect Reservoir . ... 0 lu 2 35 do do do •10 •36 *90 do ___ do
,, .. Basin, head of canal.................................. G LG 2-35 do do do 10 '30 ■86 do .................. do

'14 April .. Crown-street Reservoir . . ' . . . . G'30 2 35 do do do •0G •32 *66 do.................. do„ . Service '1 <tp, Randwick . .,.. , 0 44 2-35 do do do 05 32 ■60 do .................. do
,, . Near Inlet, Prospect Reservoir , ___ G 13 2-35 do do do ■10 *35 *73 do.................... do

15 May
Basin, head of canal .............................. 6'30 2 35 do do do ■10 •35 *73 do.................... do
Service Tap, Randwick ,,,, . * G 02 2-40 do do do •0G *30 *70 do ................... do

ii " Near Inlet, Prospect Reservoir................ 5'00 2*40 do do do ■07 •35 ‘12 do .................... do
0‘QQ 2*40 ■07 ■35 -72

13 June .. Crown street Reserv oir.................. . G’lfl 2-35 * do do do •06 *35 *76 do ................... do
ii *- Service Tap, Randwick............................. 672 2 35 do do do •0G ■35 *76 do .. . .. do

Near Inlet, Prospect Reservoir................ G 04 2-30 do do do 08 ■40 ‘78 do.............. do
13 July !!

Basin, at head of canal ........................... 6 04 2'30 do do do ■03 TO -78 do ................... do
3,200 Crown-street Reservoir ....................... 6-02 2 4 *000 do do ■os ‘35 •7S do ................... do

»i - 3,253 G'OO 2*4 -000 •07 •32 • Vr,
if • • 3,201 Near Inlet, Prospect Reservoir ........... 5'flO 2*1 ■000 do do TO *35 ’7o do................... do
if - 3,260 Basin, at head of canal ......................... 5-00 2-4 -ooo do do 10 *35 ■75 do ................... do

10 Aug . Crown-stroel Reservoir......................... 5-SS 2’3 •ooo do do TO •21 ■53 Clear, peaty tint do
ff - • Service Tap, Randwick........................... G-02 2 3 •009 do do ■00 •20 *40 do do
i» - Near Inlet, Prospect Reservoir............... G-30 2-3 .000 do do 10 ■21 -53 do do

Basin, at head o/ canal............................. 6*44 2*3 *009 do do T2 ■21 •53 do do
13 Sept ,. Crown-street Reservoir........................... G-12 2 4 Trace do do -07 ■35 •80 Clear and bnghl da

f» ■ ■ Service Tap, Randwick........................... G-*4 2-4 t do do do 10 36 *88 do do„ .. Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet.............. 5*30 2*4 1 do do do •08 ■36 •85 do do,, .. Basin, ab head of canal................ 5-SS 2*4 1 do do do ■os ■36 *85 do do
11 Oct. .. Crown-street Reservoir............................. G'SG 2 40 ! do do do -09 ■35 ■80 Clear.................... do,, 6*30 2*40 *07 ‘35 ‘80

ff ■ • Near Inlcti Prospect Reservoir ........... G-44 2-40 ' do do do ■03 ■3-2 •75 do .................... do
•32 ’7514 Nov. . Crown-street Reservoir............................. 5-61 2*4 do •3G •66

if ■ Service Tap, Randwick........................ 5U2 2 4 do do do -06 3b *67 do ................ do,, 5 Cl 2 4 *0G ■28 ’04
Basin, head of canal................. .. 5-03 2 4 do do -05 -26 •61

13 Dec. .. Crown-streec Reservoir........................... 6-SO 2 4 do do do ■08 -32 ■70 Clear and bright do
ff • - Service Tap, Randwick ........................... 6-02 2*4 do do do '07 -32 -G4 do do
yt • ■ Prospect Reservoir, near Inlot............... 6-20 2*4 do do do '08 •36 •77 do do
ii «■ 2*4 do do do TO ■36 ■70 do do

General observations on character of water.

Thc samplrg from Crown-street Reservoir and Randwick, approach ver>r closely the maximum degree of purity 
Obtainable in. the supply ; and the water generally is of its usual excellent character.

The water maintains its usual excellent character, and ranks as a first-class dtinking water.

Tlie organic matter in this water has undergone oxidation by running through open conduits, and thence flowinfJ,, 
into the mains ; the change is well illustrated this month by the diminution m the amount of the albuminoid 
ammonia; whereas, the chlorine not being subject to oxidising influences, remains a fixed quantity from the 
time Lb leaves ihe Reservoir until it reaches the consumer The solids ab Randwick is, for some unexplained 
cause, more than usually charged with oxide of iron.

The monthly analysis shows that no important change has taken place, the water maintaining its usual degree of 
excellence.

There is nothing to call for special comment beyond the fact that, the water is undoubtedly of excellent quality.

The quality ami composition of thc water supplied to tho City of Sydney was ascertained after a careful analysts of 
average samples taken at various points along the line of delivery, as well as from the chief storage Reservoir. 
These icaults indicate a water of great organic purity, fit for drinking and all household purposes.

The monthly analysis for July, shows that the Sydney Water Supply maintains its usual high standard of excellence 
OS a drinking water.

These results indicate a water At for drinking, and all other domestic purposes-

No change in the composition and quality of the water since last month to call for any special remark.

The Sjdney Water Supply maintains its usual standard of excellence.

These results indicate a water of undoubted purity, suitable alike for drinking and all household purposes.

The quality of the water supplied to the City of Sydney is quite up to its usual standard of excellence. Tlie water 
is suitable alike for drinking and for all household purposes.
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Meteopoiitan Bo a ed of 'Water Supply ayd Sewerage—WATER REVENUE ACCOUNT eydixg 31st December, 1893.

Seven cu.

To Balance brought forward
Water rates .........................

^ Meter accounts....................
j New mains revenue..........
L Building supply..................
® House supply..........................

Drilling ices ...................
Special fees......................
Plumbers’ licenses .........
Plumbers and others ...
Kent received ....................
Stock account ....................
Garden account....................
Meter testing account ...
Agistment ...........................
Koyalty ...........................
Miscellaneous receipts...

Lese-
Kates cancelled or removed

Sydney, 12th February, 1891.

£ s. <1.

118,728 1 5
29,029 5 11

227 7 3
2,263 12 6
1,348 9 1

471 0 6
568 19 2
242 10 0
188 19 2
350 9 S

2,317 17 6
1,164 12 6
1,579 9 6

346 10 3
25 4 0

111 3 10

158,963 12 3’

1,537 0 7

£ s. d. 

40,703 12 11

157,426 11 8

£198,130 4 7

Expenditure.

Maintenance.

By Repairs to machinery ...............
Repairs to mains...........................
Repairs to buildings ...................
Repairs to reservoirs ...................
Working expenses and charges...
Coals ................................................
Meter and tap testing account ..
Rent ................................................
Prospect and canal maintenance 
Campbelltown „
Liverpool ,,
Wages..............................................

M anagemenl.

President's salary and Board fees .. .
Salaries ..................................................
Stationery and Printing......................
Advertising and incidental expenses

£ s. d.

243 2 2
1,335 1 6

38 5 7
36 15 0

1,339 5 7
1,635 13 2
1,404 14 2
1,101 15 10
4,951 13 2

70 4 0
79 13 3

11,107 9 7

859 3 4
10,997 13 11

550 5 8
1,390 12 S

Depreciation account

Interest on Debentures—
£80,000, twelve months, to December 1893 .......................

Interest on Loan Account—
£2,499,970, twelve months, to December, 1893, at 4% ... 
£433,949 I7s. 9d., twelve mouths, to December, 1892, 

at 3i%.

Balance

4,000 0 0

99,998 1G 0 

15,183 4 10

s, d.

23,343 13 0

13,798 0 7 

2,511 15 2

119,187 0 10

158,840 9 7

39,289 15 0

£198,130 4 7

MELBOURNE G-REEN,
Accountant.

bSCU
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Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage—BALANCE-SHEET—WATER, 31st December, 1893.

Dr.

To amount advanced by Treasury Loans to May, 25th.
J8S8 ............................................................ ............ .

Interest ...........................................................................

Amount advanced by Treasury from Loan 52 V. 17, to
Dec, 31st, 1S90 ....................................................................

Amount advanced by Treasury from Loan 54 V. 33 to
Dec. 31st, 1890 ....................................................................

Amount advanced by Treasury from Loan 54 V. 33, to 
Dec. 31st, 1S01 ............................................................

£ s. d.
Amount advanced by Treasury from Loan

54 V. 33, to Dec. 31st, 1892 ............... 12,724 7 0
Amount advanced by Treasury from Loan

55 V. 35, to Dec.'31st, 1892 ............... 82,065 4 3

Amount advanced by Treasury from Loan 56 V. 54, to 
Dee. 31st, 1803 .............................................................. .

City Council Water Fund ................... ...................
Debentures „ ......................................................
Colonial Treasurer—Loan Account—new offices...

,, ,, Stores Advance Account..........
,, Summons Fees Account ..........
is ,, Advance Account for Wages ,

•Outstanding Accounts due to contractors......................
Contractors and others—deposits ......................................
Rates overpaid ..............................................................................
Richmond water supply ............................................................
Balance as per Revenue Account ......................................

s. d.

2,076,313 0 0 
423,657 0 0

150,000 0 0

78,079 10 7

111,080 15 3

339,160 5 10
| 94,789

H 9

433,949 17 7

15,140 14 2

d.

2,499,970 0 0

449,090
380,661
80,000
58,709
24,481

381
1,790
4,235

693
2,114

84
39,289

11 9 
15 11
0 0

12 1 
4 6

11 5 
G 
6

14 6
1 3

19 2
15 0

3,541,503 17 7

Cr.

By Metropolitan Water Supply Works—amount ex
pended to May 25tb, 1888, from loans by New
South Wales Government .......................................

Lands ....................................................................................
Reservoirs............................................................................

,, Ashfield ............................................................
,, Hurstville ........... ............................................
,, Waverley ........................................................

s. d.

45,997 16 11 
2,362 14 1 
1,805 15 9 
3,791 11 8

Mains.................................................. ................................................................
Buildings ......................................................................... .................................
Machinery............................................................................................................
Working plant and tools ...............................................................................
New mains ........................................................................ 367,206 " 3 "s

,, Campbelltown................................................. 4,454 13 n
,, Liverpool, inclusive of Cecil Hills ............ 12,996 11 9
„ Smithfield........................................................  2 17 7

Sundry Works ................................................................ ..................................
Meter testing account.......................................................................................
New offices .......................................................................................
Furniture ............................................................................................................
Stores ........................................................................................
Samples account ................................................................................................

Rates outstanding., 
Accounts ,, ,.

Summons fees outstanding..........................................
Bank of New South Wales summons fees account- 
Casb in band .............................................................

-balance

E. S, and A. Bank (contractors' deposits) .............................. ..........
Colonial Treasurer—balance cash account ........................................

u >) Consolidated Revenue Vote, 1891—balance .
>> _ 1, ,, ,, 1892 ,, .
t* tr it ft - ,, 1893 ,,
,, ,, Trust account, wages ....................................
„ ,, balance on Richmond vote ,,,,.......................

Board’s advance account, balance at bank 
Cash in hand........... .......................................

Refund of Overpayments Account due by Treasury,, 
Cash in hand of paymaster ......................................

Dishonored cheques..........................................................

s. d.

143,102 14 2

53,957 IS 5 
241,453 IS 8 

22,426 8 11 
35,269 IS 5 
2,808 4 2

384,660 6 11 
487 3 1 
192 6 4

58,929 13 4 
1,668 IS 3 

40,505 1 5 
61 8 1

18,042 15 5 
910 2 1

102 0 11 
229 10 6 
50 0 0

23,877 8 9 
1SS 17 8 

3,118 11 9 
6,666 10 10 

. 13 13 11
204 IS 11

1,673 1 3 6 
17 0 0

67 10 5 
32 9 7

s. d.

2,499,970 0 0

985,614 0 2 

18,953 17 6

381 11 5 
693 14 C

34,070 1 10 

1,690 13 6

100 0 0 
24 18 8

3,541,503 17 7

taos

Ol
00
o

Sydney, 12tli February, 1894. MELBOURNE GREEN.
Accountant.



Metropolitan Board op Water Supply and Sewerage—SEWERAGE REVENUE ACCOUNT to 31st December, 1893.

Revenue.

Balance brought forward...
Xo Sewerage rates ..........

New sewers................
Sewerage service ......
Sale of plans .............
Drainers' licenses ..... .
Agistment sewage farm
Sale of produce ........ .
Sale of five stock ......
Drainers and others ....
Rents received ..........
Compulsory drainage... 
Miscellaneous receipts .

Less—
Rates cancelled,

£ s. d. 
114 18 6 
108 5 7 
130 15 8

£ s. d.

89,392 13 9
1,865 9 9

977 3 2
1,224 2 6

245 0 0

359 19 9
2 9 8

256 8 1
124 8 0
57 0 5

94,504 15 1
843 12 3

£ s. d. Expenditure.

32,553 11 7

93,061 2 10

Mcantcnnnce. £ s. d.
By Working expenses and charges..

Repairs to sewers.....................
Rents....................................
Wages .................................
Inlet and outlet house expenses 
Sewage farm maintenance........

iei 2 e
511 14 0 

1,069 13 6 
14,216 10 5 

079 1 7 
90S 8 2

Management.
President’s salary and Board fees.....
Salaries ........................................
Stationery and printing............ ......
Advertising, incidental expenses, &c.

859 3 4 
7,270 14 11 

550 4 1 
806 14 3

Depreciation. 
Interest on— s. d.

City Council Debentures... 62,000 0 0—12 months at 6 % 3,720 0 0
38,000 0 0—12 5 % 1,900 0 0

Redfern Council ,, 30,000 0 0—12 1) * % 1,200 0 0
Loans 43 V, 11 .............. . 400,000 0 0—12 4 % 16,000 0 0

„ 46 V. 23 ............... 100,000 0 0—12 3* % 3,500 0 0
„ 46 V. 26 ............... 20,000 0 0—12 % 700 0 0
„ 50 V. 23 ............... 250,000 0 0—12 3i % 8,750 0 0
„ 52 V. 17 ............... 31,432 7 3—12 tt % 1,100 2 7

801,432 7 3
Sewage Construction Branch

loans to 31st December,
1892 ............................ 233,129 7 8—12 3i % 8,159 9 6

.board's loan votes to 31st
December, 1892 ............ 180,845 17 8—12 34% 6,329 12 1

Debentures and overdrafts
paid ............................. 158,110 5 4—12 31 4% 6,324 8 2

£ s. d.

17,605 10 8

9,486 16 7 
5S6 15 11

57,683 12 4 
85,362 15 6

£126,214 14

Balance 40,851 IS 11

5 £126,214 14 5

to

■ Sydney, 12th February, 1894. MELBOURNE G-REEN,
Accountant
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Methopo l it a.n Boabb Wat er Supplt Airi> Setvehaqe—BA LAIS’ C E-SHEET—SEWERAG-E, 31st Deceit bur, 1893,

Lr.
To amount advanced by Ti'easury—

From Loans, 30th November, 1830 ......................
,, Kevcnue, 30th November, 1889 ................

,, Loans, to 31st December, 1892 ..................
„ Revenue ,, ,, 1801 ..................
,, Loans ,, ,, 1893 ...................

,, Waterloo Loan, 52 V. 17..............................
„ „ ,, 53T.23, to31stDecember, 1892
„ „ .. >. 1883
„ General Ijoan, 54 Y. 33 ,, 1892
ii jj >> >> >i 1893

„ Western Suburbs Loan, 54 V. 33, to Slab Decern
her, 1892 ............. ............................................

,, "Western Suburbs Loan, 54 V.33, to31st Decem
ber, 1893 ...................................................

,, Macdonaldtown Loan, 53 V. 23, to 31st Decem
ber, 1892 ..................... .............................

,, Macdonaldtown Loan, 53 V. 23, to 31st Decem
ber, 1893 ...........................................................

,, Paddington Loan, 53 V. 23, to 31st December, 
1891.......................................................................

£ 8. a.

801,432 7 3
101,629 IS 0
233,120 7 8

1,801 1 6
58,042 9 3

0,903 9 7
45 5 ii

132,910 7 7
20,693 1 0

21,993 12 7
5,597 7 7

5,590 7 11
134 16 8

Debentures, City Council ............................................
,, Redfern Council ......................................

City Council Debentures and Overdraft paid by Treasury
Contractors’ Advance Account—Trust Fund ...............
Outstanding Accounts due to Contractor ......................
Rates Overpaid ............... ............................................
Balance as per Revenue Account..................................

£ s. a. Cr. £ s. d.

Sydney Municipal Council Works to 31st December, 1889 ............ 248,974 13 1
Redfern ,, ,, ,, 22,712 11 4

,, ,, New Sewers....  ........................  7,287 8 8
903,002 5 9 --------- ----- 30,000 0 0

Randwick Sewerage Works ........................... ............................. 9,571 19 5
Darlington CouuciT Sewerage Works ......................... . ............ 5,000 0 0
New Sewers (Government) ..................................... *................... 292,972 18 5

292,972 18 5 ,, (Board).................................................................... 172,609 14 3
9,578 0 0 Ventilating Shafts......................*.............................................. . 17,501 10 7

340 0 8
New Ruiklings ............................................................................ 2,707 9 6

6,953 15 0 Sewage Farm Live Stock.... *..................................... . ............ 117 O 0
,, Sewage Farm ....................................... 2,768 0 1

153,603 8 7 ----- ------ - 2,870 1 7
Flushing "Hydrants............... ........................................................ 350 7 7
Working Plant and Tools.............................................................. 1,764 16 8
Furniture and Fixtures ............................................................... 1,310 6 0

7 12
27,590 0 2 99 18 11

Rates Outstanding ....................................................................... 8,021 0 6
Accounts ,, .................. ..............................*..................... 2,795 19 10

5,725 4 7
Colonial Treasurer—

3,860 0 0
Balance Cash Account ......................... ................................... 30,833 6 1

100,000 0 0 " ,, Trust Account.............................................................. 5 0 0
30,000 0 0 ,, Consolidated Revenue Vote, 1892 ................................ 337 19 2

158,110 5 4 ,, „ „ 1S93 ................................ 4,239 2 10
1,679 19 ' 8

324 14 11
1,180 6 2

40,851 IS 11

1,735,498 18 0

£ d. d, 
903,002 5 9

730,204 3 10 

10,817 0 4

35,415 8 1

1,735,498 18 0

toQO

Sydney, 12th Eebruary, 1894. ' MELBOURNE GREEN,
Accountant.
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Report by Engineer on Ventilation of Sewers by McKenzie
System.

Sydney, 1 March, 1892. •
The improved system of sewer ventilation by the agency of heat, as applied by Mr. McKenzie, was 
demonstrated by an experimental model of a reticulating system of ft scale, also on a section of the sewer 
on the Zetland Estate, Waterloo. The experiments, as carried out, were satisfactory so far as showing 
the power of draught caused by exhaustion and the application of same in exhausting the air from house 
drains and fittings, as well as from main and subsidiary sewers. _

The application of heat as a factor in ventilation has been tried many years ago in England by lofty 
shafts with furnaces and other means, but were not generally considered a success, athough there are 
instances where this method has been used successfully. A shaft witti a coke furnace was erected at 
Rued can ; the effect of this was felt 3 miles away from the main shaft, the tested velocity showed at thc 
rate of 100 feet per minute. 'The sewer, however, was practically sealed, as there were very few openings 
or junctions into it.

Ventilation hy moans of shafts containing a chamber, in which was a small furnace heated by a gas 
jet, in some cases at the top of tlie pillar, in others at the base, have been tried in a tentative way, and it is 
reported that the “extractor” is used by the London County Conned, Richmond Corporation, and two 
Local Boards. The arrangement of tho latest system, “ Holman’s,” consists of a 6-inch shaft with a brass 
atmospheric burner, with a regulator and a patent burner protector, the whole enclosed in a series of 
ribbed cones and chambers of cast-iron so arranged as to retain thc heat of the burner, in what is practically 
a furnace, forms a series of circuitous passages, through which the sower air drawn from the sewer must 
pass, and is rendered harmless ; this cone is superimposed by an’ outer cone of asbestos to prevent the 
radiation of heat. The foregoing represents the latest form of “ exhauster.” _ _

Mr. Stayton, in his report to.the Hew South Wales G-overnment, states that the hot shafts tried in 
England affect the sewers for a short distance only—50 to GO yards—and that they were rejected in 
Croydon recently, as they were found to he impracticable on account of the large quantity of gas consumed.

Mr. McKenzie's system consists of a shaft witli a furnace placed in the base. The furnace consists 
of a fire-clay spherical shell perforated, and iuto which asbestos is loosely packed, below is placed an 
atmospheric blow-through burner consisting of a series of automatic blow-pipes. Tho chamber in which 
the shell is placed is also composed of fire-clay, the lining of shaft to full heiglit is also composed of the 
same material, and external casing of iron annular space with asbestos packing completes tbe apparatus. 
Every precaution seems to have been taken to prevent radiation of heat. The patentee states that when 
the furnace is lighted the shell and asbestos is brought to a state of incandescence, and the furnace can bo 
kept at a temperature of 1,200°. The work of the shaft in working order is stated to be 500,000 cubic 
feet extracted from the sewers in 24 hours, at a cost of Is. 8d. per 24 hours at the present price of: gas, 
viz., 5s. Gd. per 1,000 cubic feet. The work of the '1 Holman ” extractor shaft is given at 60,000 cubic feet 
per 24 hours, at a cost of 6d. per 24 hours. The comparison as to thc cost of extracting 50,000 cubic feet 
per 24 hours by the “Holman" would be as 4s. 2d. to Is. 8d. _

Mr. McKenzie states that one extractor of his system will serve effectually 1 mile of sewer 9 inches 
in diameter with house drains. If the shaft is capable of doing the work assigned to it the air of the mile 
of sewer, with lateral branches, would be changed every fifteen minutes. This would he a high state of 
efficiency if it could be obtained. This, however, has not yet been practically demonstrated.

Ifrom an examination of the working model, and observing tlie tests made, and with regard to the 
principles on which the system is based, I think it is an improvement on the existing system of sewer 
ventilation, which, although good results have been obtained from same, as shown hy recent tests, it is, 
like all other systems, dependent upon natural forces, capable of improvement, and as sanatary science is 
a progressive one, I feel that if a system can be found which is not dependent upon a variable force for its 
effective working, such system might he tided in a tentative manner.

The patentee claims that the application of his system will result in a saving to householders as 
well as to the revenue of the Board; if these claims can bo borne out by actual practice an important 
result will be attained. I would, however, point out that this system, like all others where heat is the 
medium of exhaust, must be carefully applied and carried out in all the details ; for instance, the air inlets 
must be carefully proportioned, otherwise there would be a danger of the system being inoperative at the 
furthest limits also, if the sewer at any time became surcharged the air supply would be cut off, and the 
effect of the furnace would be nullified. Tho whole of the manholes and lampholes must be as airtight 
as possible; this would be more of an advantage than otherwise, especially in narrow streets. These are, 
however, contingencies which no doubt the patentee has provided for.

As there is every indication that; the system would he an improvement, and could he successfully 
applied, I would suggest that a trial shaft be erected in connection with thc Macdonaldtown and Newtown 
system of sewers. This system is not yet dealt with as regards ventilation, and is connected to the main 
sower by a separate pipe, tho limit of effect of the exhauster could be readily observed, and the efficiency 
and cost of the system be ascertained before being generally applied. 1

The Secretary. J- M. SMAIL.

Further
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Further Report by Engineer on Ventilation of Sewers by
McKenzie System.

, . 23 November, 1803.
Lv continual ion of my former report on McKenzie system of sewer ventilation, I bog to submit tbo results 
of a prolonged system of testing in connection therewith. The time taken in the investigation waa 
necessary in order to thoroughly imvestigato the efficiency of the system.

In order to have a practical test, a shaft, of neat design, was erected on the 21-ineh outfall sower 
in Macdonaldlown Park, with the consent of the trustees, and after some preliminary trials and alterations, 
incidental to all nciv systems, the patentee reported that the shaft was ready for testing. The tests were 
carried out by the officei'-in-charge of ventilating shafts, comprising—ancmomctrical readings—tempera
tures of sewer and on surface, humidity of atmosphere and air, in sewer and shaft; tests for condition of 
sewer air re presence of hydrogen sulphide, also an examination by Mr. Smith as to presence of germs in 
air of sewer and air flowing from shall, I have endeavoured to make the investigation as far reaching 
as possible, and feel confident that the efficiency of the shaft as a ventilating power and germicide has 
been fully thrashed out.

Area of locality dealt with, '
_ The area traversed by the branch sewers and controlled by the shaft is about 20 acres, the sizes 

varying from 9 inches to 24 inches in diameter, the aggregate capacity being 9,000 cubic feet. The grades 
being ail towards the shaft.

Condition of Sewers when shaft is not working.
I personally inspected the sewers wffien shaft was not working, the manholes being kept closed 

down for some time so as to bring the sewers into a condition of “ unventilated.'’ The outflow of air 
through shaft by natural ventilation, as tested by anemometer, was 11,400 cubic feet per hour—the 
condition of same being very offensive. This would equally apply to the air in the sewers. Test papers 
moistened in a solution of acetate of lead were hung in different points of the sewer. These showed con
clusively that hydrogen sulphide was present to an extent dangerous to health.

Any draught which existed was dose to the shaft, and points remote from same the air was quite 
stagnant. There ■would be periods when there would be no draught due to natural cases, when the 
temperature of sewer and atmosphere would approach equality m the absence of wind, as on a calm day.

Condition when furnace was icorkinq.
I also personally examined the sewers under conditions when shaft was working, and found a marked 

change, although J, have no doubt the comparison would have been better if furnace had been working for 
a longer period prior to my inspection. The conditions of ventilation were very much improved, and.the 
absence of any noxious smell was verified by submitting test papers, previously .referred to, to exposure to 
sewer air ; the air issuing from outlet of shaft was warm and entirely free from odour. The air currents 
were well defined by anemometrieal observations. The humidity of sewer was considerably less after 
shaft had taken up the work as compared with same when shaft was not working, the humidity in the first 
instance varying from 86 to 87, while that in the latter varied from 89 to 100, or saturation point.

The greatest difficulty was in ascertaining the correct temperature of the furnace chamber, a suit
able pyrometer not being available ; after some trouble au instrument was obtained, which gave fairly 
correct results. On one trial at which I was present the registered temperature over the furnace was 
700°, this, however, rapidly decreased as the outlet was approached. Midway temperature was 220°, at 
outlet the temperature varies from 140° to 172°.

. The temperature of 700° would represent the radiant heat from furnace rather than that of the air 
passing up the shaft, and T do not think that the average temperature could be taken higher than 188° to 
2008. This point is important in considering the shaft as a germicide.

Asa means of ventilation the accompanying table shows very favourably. Tho limits of effect 
were determined after several trials, and the most remote were found to be on railway premises about 24 
chains distant from shaft, the average air-flow being equal to 2,044 cubic feet per hour. This line 
is almost in a direct line from shaft. In* other cases where the lines are more ramified the results are better.

The table also shows the number of times the air of sewers on zone under investigation is calculated 
to be changed. It will bo observed that dcplh of flow of sewage on the main pipe sensibly increases the 
flow of air towards the shaft, thereby assisting it. Tho calculated period of change over 40 acres is 2 25 
times in tho hour or about every 26 minutes. I do not think that this could be maintained as a general 
thing, as at times there are retarding influences at work in sewers which would reduce this, but even if 
the air were changed only onco in the hour the condition of tho sewer air would not bo unsatisfactory.
. . question of minimising the consumption of gas for furnace was prominent all through tho
investigations, and the results shown are from an expenditure of an average of 37‘5 cubic feet per hour— 
a small amount in comparison to work done,

As already stated, the air of the sewers dealt with was free from hydrogen sulphide and other 
noxious smells, and, in order to push investigation further, the air in sewer and issuing from shaft was 
examined hy Mr. Smith, who has been engaged in a biological examination of the Board’s sowers. The 
results show that, whilo furnace was working, on first test the number of organisms were reduced from 
3d to 26, or nearly 26, per cent.; on second trial the reduction was from 30 to 23 organisms, or little over 
23 por cent.; third trial, furnace not working, the number in sewer was two less than previous!}-, viz., 28, 
and air at base of shaft showed 25, of a reduction of 3, or little over 10 per cent. That the shaft does not 
fulfil the conditions of a perfect germicide is placed beyond a doubt by the more fact that tho velocity of 
the air, due to the heated column, docs not admit of an exposure of sufficient duration to destroy the whole 
of the germs, the minimum measured velocity entering shaft below furnace being 11-31 per second ; this,

however,
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however, would be the smne with any similar contrivance. According to an authority on the subject high 
temperatures are destructive of the lower fungi ; the effect of heat depends on the degree of temperature, 
and on its duration. The temperature necessary to cause the death of the organism varies also very greatly 
according to the other conditions of life, and more especially according to the resisting power of the species 
in question. The chief difference is found between bacteria, which do not form spores, and those which 
arc spore-bearing. The former arc, as a rule, killed when in a moist state or in fluids hy exposure for one or 
two hours to a temperature of 118° to 140° Tab. Hot air at a temperature of 248° 1'ah. does not completely 
destroy spores of mould fungi after half an hour’s exposure. Another authority states that spores of bacilli 
arc destroyed after exposure to hotair for four hours ata temperature of 220° Hah., also that the effect of 
passing sewer air through a heated chamber is to break up the contained gases and promote the tendency 
of tho_ individual elements in their nascent state to seize upon the oxygen contained iu the air, and as 
there is always a certain amount of humidity in the air of sewers the dilute gases all the more readily 
break up. That the action of the furnace on the air brought in contact with it is to break up the gases 
is evident from the chemical test to which the air was submitted, and the reduction of the number of 
germs as compared with air in sewer might indicate that same were destroyed in coming into close contact 
with the incandescent material, whicli showed by pyrometer to be at a temperature of 700° Fab. The 
residents in the immediate locality of the shaft complain of the smell from same when furnace is stopped, 
but when working the complaints cease.

As before stated, the consumption of gas was kept at a minimum in order to lighten cost of system, 
and, for comparison, I have had a statement of cost of various installations prepared, viz.:—

(a) McKenzie system combined with water sprays.
(5) Plenum vacuum system combined with water sprays.
(c) Plenum vacuum.

The statements are on the basis of dealing with 100 acres. Capacity of sewers, 20,000 cubic feet.
(a) It is found that it would he more economical to work the furnace in conjunction with the water 

sprays, as air feeds at terminal points. The first cost is estimated at £254. liepayment in fifty 
and fifteen years. Maintenance and gas consumption, £95 7s. 6d. per annum.

(i) Plenum vacuum and sprays combined. First, cost, £219. Repayment in fifteen years, and 
maintenance £26 13s. lid. per annum.

(c) Plenum vacuum system. First cost, £900. Repayment in fifteen years, and maintenance 
£95 19s. per annum.

The cost per acre per annum being (a) 19s., (&) 5s. 4d., and (c) 19s. 2d.
It is, however, pointed out that the consumption of water in connection with the spray inducts will 

be, witli McKenzie system, 2,761,900 gallons, and with plenum vacuum and sprays, 4,419,000 gallons. 
If the systems were generally carried out over the area under the Hoard’s jurisdiction the quantity of 
water used annually would be a serious item in periods of prolonged drought, when it would not be 
advisable to use the water supply for such purpose. If such contingency arose we would have for a time 
to depend upon the natural forces for air-feeds to exhaust shafts,

I do not see that it is possible to adopt the “ furnace” shaft as a general system, as it would be 
impossible in some localities to obtain sites in places where it could be worked to the best advantage, 
without incurring considerable expense. The existing city system, with its numerous untrapped inlets, 
could not be adapted to it, as the limited effect under such conditions would not justify the cost. I am 
of opinion, however, that in the suburban areas where configuration of the ground will admit of sections 
of the system flowing into one outfall being grouped, as in Macdonaldtown, the system can ho applied 
with advantage. The main outfall to Bondi presents a favourable place for the erection of shafts of this 
character. The ventilation of this line must be taken in band in tbe near future, and the erection of 
exhaust shafts on same without some means of destroying the noxious gases, which must necessariiy he 
discharged from the sewer, will, I fear, meet with much opposition from the public in the locality of 
same. Providing means for destroying the gases will admit of comparatively low shafts being constructed 
at a reduced cost, as compared with tall shafts, and obviate opposition. Tho same applies to the Botany 
outfall, but in this case the country is more open than portions of Bondi line, and the necessity for more 
ample ventilation is not so pressing. 'With the aid of the tunnel water, now utilized for inducing air 
into the Bondi outfall, and two shafts of same character, but in proportion to the work to be done, the 
Bondi sewer could be effectively ventilated.

Mr. McKenzie informs me that he has expended a considerable amount of money and time in 
investigating and perfecting this scheme, and has been granted patents for it in America, England, and 
the Colonies. The Board is no doubt aware of the preliminary trial made some time back, and the 
working models then shown to illustrate the system, which would give a fair indication as to the money 
expended. He has placed under offer to the Board the right to construct the McKenzie Combustion 
Ventilator in connection with sewers within the county of Cumberland, during the currency of the 
letters patent, with the right to all improvements which might he made to same without any charge what
ever, for the sum of £100.

This sum is but a small proportion of the amount which the inventor has expended in bringing the 
system to its present; stage, and could only be looked upon as a contribution towards expenses of investi
gation, and not in the light of a commercial transaction.

In conclusion, I would recommend that the system he adopted as a means of ventilating the 
Board’s sewers, where circumstances are favourable for the erection of shafts. In some districts this 
system will be more economical than existing one, but conditions will be reversed in others. The amount ■ 
of remuneration is recommended for favourable consideration.

The Secretary. J, -M. SMADj.

Investigation
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■ Investigation of the Composition of the Air m the Sewers of 
Sydney, with Special Reference to the Presence of 
Germs, by J. McGarvie Smith.

Sydney, 18 September, 1893,
To tbe Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,—

Sir, 0
I have the honor to furnish my report on the sewer examination, undertaken on the subjoined 

lines laid down by yourself, viz.:—
(“) presence of germs in sewer air, ventilated and un ventilated, if injurious or otherwise.
(&) Examination of film or sides of sewer between maximum and minimum flow lines, moist and after 

exposure to draught by water sprays.
(c) Examination of air in exhaust shafts. '

Examination of air before entry to " cremating shaft ” and at outlet.
The liquid refuse, fqecal and other waste matters, and the surface water—often as foul as sewage 

proper of our Metropolitan District are collected in a reticulated system of sewers, and discharged 
at two pomts—one, the Sewage Farm; the other, a main outlet into tho ocean at Bondi.

. . ■A-vvare 5*^ tho generation of poisonous gases in a closed sewer, the Board has sought to make 
provision for their dilution by periodically flushing the sewers with their own stream water and by the 
use of inlet and outlet shafts for ventilation. So far, this great work reflects credit on its sanitary 
engineers ■ but of very late years, and owing to the development of a comparatively new branch of physio
logical science, it has been^discovered that the danger of sewer-poisoning and disease dissemination is not 
inorganic but organic a discovery of paramount importance which has advanced sewage sanitation from 
the domain of chemistry to that of biology. If the dangerous elements to be controlled were solely of a 
chemical nature, as until recently supposed by sanitarians, the safeguards against atmospheric and water 
supply pollution above referred to would have been considered efficient. But the Sydney Sewerage Board 
finds itself in the same position as the guardians of public health in other great cities, at the present time 
confronted with a problem in entirely new terms. The modern revelation that zymotic diseases such as 
phthisis (always with us), small-pox and Asiatic cholera (against the introduction of which a seaport in 
these days of quick runs can hardly be guaranteed), typhoid, scarlet fever, measles, and diphtheria are 
caused and spread by specific germs, teaches that attempts to limit these disorders should take the direction 
of germ-destruction._ The sewer is the inevitable receptacle of the germs of any disease prevalent in the 
city, and the offensive odours hitherto regarded as a chemical danger but capable of being rendered 
barmless by dilution are germ-products, and as such a warning evidence of the presence of germs.

To disperse the product instead of destroying its cause is analogous to the action of a doctor, who 
should treat the symptom iu place of the disease itself. It is therefore apparent that measures for the 
purification of a sewer, the dangers of which are organic, must be vital, not mechanical, and only on this 
enlightened principle can we aim at a prevention of infectious disease, so effectual that the dangers of au 
epidemic are minimized beforehand. That the Board is scientifically informed, and recognises in this new' 
aspect of public hygiene, a demand for responsible Health Authority to destroy the “micro-organisms 
with which a sewer teems, not content itself with discharging them into the atmosphere for broadcast 
dissemination, is evident from its action in constructing the “ cremating shaft” at Macdonaldtown Park, 
and requisitioning the services of a bacteriological expert to determine the danger of germs and advise 
upon the best means of destroying them.

In order to place the Board in possession of all the facts on which my report is based, I was careful 
to keep a diary of my twenty visits underground in the course of which I secured and examined no fewer 
than thirty-two samples of air. These notes, giving the following classified particulars, will be found 
detailed in the appendix:— ■

Size of sewer.
Condition of sewer.
Plow and silt.
Draught.
Odour.
Temperature.
Humidity.
Number and kinds of organisms per litre of air.
Ihc method of taking the samples of sewer-air,and the processes by which the contained germs were 

collected, cultivated, and determined—processes involving delicate and prolonged bacteriological 
manipulation are now given.

Preparations.—As provision for the large number of germs to bo dealt with 2,000 test-tubes were 
sterilized readyfo he charged as required wiih a medium of germ cultivation, the media or“soils” 
selected being respectively:— ■

Nutrient gelatine agar.
Nutrient gelatine.
Nutrient agar agar.
Potato,

Method
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Method of Sampling Sewer-air. .
It mis necessary that a measured quantity of air should be passed through a measured quantity of 

fluid not only that all tho germs in that volume of air should be retained in the fluid, but that a measured 
quantity of the fluid, say one cubic centimetre, should be the standard quantity for what is termed a 
plate-culture, and therefore equivalent to the germs contained in a litre of air. For this purpose the

One litre = 1,000 cnbie centimetres.
One litre = 01‘0129 cubic inches.
One litre = 1'7C0773 imperial pint.

A and B, two litre flasks, so fitted with tubes that the water in A, when syphoned into B, draws a 
litre of air through a sterile solution D, measuring exactly ten cubic centimetres in tbc_ test tube C. 
By repeated syphonings ten litres of air are passed through C, so that tho germs in one cubic centimetre 
of solution D will represent the number of germs contained in one litre of air. In order that the solution 
D should preserve alive, without multiplying, the gems present during the short time intervening between 
taking the sample and making the plate-culture, sterilized distilled water containing 0'6 per cent. NaCl, 
was used. If a nutrient medium were employed the germs would multiply too rapidly (particularly at 
summer temperature of SU° F. and over) for the plate-culture to yield anything like an estimate of their 
original number.

Cultivation.
Fach sample of sewer-air was subjected to tho following tests: A tube of sterile nutrient gelatine 

agar, or gelatine, having been liquefied, one cubic centimetre of solution D, containing the germs in ono 
litre of air, was thoroughly incorporated with the gelatine, and the wThole poured upon a sterile glass pltitc 
(about 0 inches in diameter), allowed to set, placed in a moist chamber, and transferred to the incubator 
for forty-eight hours or longer, when each individual gorm would have propagated itself into what is 
termed a colony. This process is known as a “plate-culture.” A. computation having been made of the 
number of colonies (each representing a single germ in the original fluid D), sterilo tubes of nutrient agar 
agar, agar gelatine, gelatine, and potato respectively, were inoculated from isolated colonies on tho plate, 
thus narrowing the process of germ determination into what is known as “ pure cultures. On the plate 
germs are propagated into colonics of their kind, by pure culture individuals are isolated for examination 
and general classification under tbe microscope.

For details of my replies seriatim to the queries contained in my commission, I must refer you to 
the appendix to my Bcport, , . .

(a) (1) Presence of germs in sewer air. (2) Ventilated and uuvcntilatcd. (3) If injurious or
otherwise. ‘ . , ,

(a) (1) In the diary it will be seen that ten litres of air were taken on each visit, and that the 
number of germs present varied between twenty-eight and two thousand two hundred and sixty per litre. 
The minimum sample was taken {Tour 8) in Bourkc-strcct (main Botany sewer) the draught being very 
strong; tbe maximum {Tour 2) near the Benevolent Asylum, the draught erratic, and down stream, 
not sufficient to deflect a candle flame or to disturb the anemometer. In the latter case the water spray 
was working. As an instance of the fluctuation of the number of organisms at a given spot and as 
evidence that the spray has no beneficial influence, I quote tbe results of other visits to the spot from 
which the maximum sample was taken:—

Tour 1: One hundred and fifty organisms ; draught feeble.
Tour 6: Ninety-five organisms; water spray, 100 yards off, turned off for fourteen_ hours 

previously. Same tour, three-quarters of an hour later, the last twenty minutes of which the 
spray had been working, 140 organisms. _

Tour 13 : Three hundred and twenty-six organisms, 10 a.m., draught nil, spray off for twenty-four 
hours previously. Same visit 12'30 p.m,, 385 organisms, draught feeble, sometimes up, some
times down stream, spray turned on for an hour and a-haif previously.

(2) The figures as to ventilation are also unsatisfactory.
Tour 4: Two hundred and thirty-six organisms; dry, ventilated, draught very strong and steady. 
Tour 5 : Two hundred and eighty organisms ; ventilated. _
Tour 7 : One hundred and six organisms ; ventilated, draught nil.
Tour 3 : One hundred and sixty organisms, dry, not ventilated, very strong draught.

17C—E (3)
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_ (3) As noted in my diary, I classified the organisms found in each sample of air, and found them
to include moulds, sarcina, bacilli, micrococci, streptococci and tornla. To diagnose incontestably all 
individual germs in a class would bo a labour extending over many months, and in the case of pathogenic 
germs, involving tho inoculation of a living subject and artificial cultivation of the disease from that 
subject. UTor, even if time permitted, would such a demonstration be possible, say with typhoid, because 
it is only pathogenic in man.

There is however no need of experiment to determine what proportion of germs found in a sewer 
are seeds of disease, because acknowledged facts have established the assumption that whatever infectious 
disease exists in a city, the specific germ of it will find its way into the sewers. Tho continued presence 
in sower-air of any one variety of organism is of the greatest uncertainty ; and the foul odour, although 
indicative of the presence of germs, is no proof that they are pathogenic germs, (for instance, typhoid and 
tubercle in cultivation have no offensive odour nor does the for-mer liquify gelatine). ]3ut there is no 
possible right to assume that such a germ-focus as a city sewer (the recipient of hospital as well os general 
drainage) in a centre of population where phthisis is always and other communicable diseases frequently 
present, and the odours of which are feetid with micro-organic products, offers hospitality to a harmless 
mould and refuses it to a tubercle or a typhoid bacillus. i

(0) Examination of film on sides of sewer between maximum and minimum flow-lines, moist, and 
after exposure to draught hy water sprays.

(1) As noted in diary, cultivations from the slime on the top and sides of sewer, proved in every 
case, to be a compact mass of micro-organisms. "When recently flushed there was less slime, and when 
dry, the roof was in places covered with mould fungi. As a rule, the top and sides of the sewer were 
fairly clean.

(c) Examination of air in exhaust shafts. (d) Examination of air before entry to “ Cremating 
shaft,” and at outlet.

(c) (d) My attention having been most concentrated on the Macdonaldtown Park shaft, the air 
of which I have tested when the gas was not burning as well as when it was, I take these points together 
and offer for comparison the following samples of air from sewer and surface.

Tour 13: Three hundred and twenty-six and 385 organisms respectively; from main sewer opposite 
Benevolent Asylum. Do. surface, 17 organisms.

2bar 17: Eifty-four organisms from main sewer opposite Benevolent Asylum. Do. surface, 8 
organisms.

Tour 18 : Eorty-nine organisms, main sewer, Eorater-street. Do. surface, 12 organisms.
Tour 19: Thirty-seven organisms Inlet House, Botany. Do. surface, immediately above the delivery 

point of sewer 31 organisms. Do. surface, between Inlet House, Botany, and man-hole north of 
it, 7 organisms.

The “Cremating Shaft” at Macdonaldtown Park is 20 ft. high, with a 9 in. flue leading into the 
sewer beneath. In the flue at the base of the shaft is fitted a circular gas burner, consuming 
about 3S ft. of gas per hour.

Tour 11: Thirty-five organisms, in sewer GO ft. from shaft; draught 15,752 cubic feet per hour.
Tour 14: Twenty-six organisms ; at top of shaft gas burning for nineteen hours prior.
Tour 14 : Eighteen organisms ; surface 100 yards from shaft.
Tour 15 : Thirty organisms ; in sewer leading to shaft; draught 16,599 cubic feet per hour.
Tour 15 : Twenty-three organisms; top of shaft gas burning.
Tour 15: Eleven organisms ; surface about 100 yards from shaft.
Tour 16: Twenty-eight organisms ; in sewer, 60 ft. from shaft, draught very slight.
Tour 16 : Twenty-five organisms; base of shaft, gas not burning.
Tour 16 r Nino organisms; surface about 100 yards from shaft.
Erom the figures of Tours 14,15, and 1C it will be seen that the “ Cremating Shaft ” failed to destroy 

the germs in the air which passed through it, the loss sustained being rather less than tho 
proportion of one-third.

General Bcmarls,
"While desirous of fully acknowledging that the Sydney system of sewers has been designed and 

executed on the most favourable terms of sanitary engineering as then understood, it is to me, as a 
bacteriologist, an added cause of gratulation that the Board, which has already done so much, should 
recognise that farther safeguards than chemical and mechanical ones are necessary to cope with the 
dangers of sewage exhalations. The bacteriological investigations of the composition of the air in the 
sowers made by the Board’s instructions fully, endorses its view, and although tho tentative effort at germ 
destruction made in the Macdonaldtown Park shaft is not calculated to achieve the desired result, a more 
effectual use of heated air would, in my opinion, do so. The general conditions of the sewers is that they 
are heavily charged with micro-organisms and the foul odour characteristic of some of them.

With little or no draught, an average humidity of say 80° (saturation being 100), and a temperature 
of 75° to 86° E., the sewers present ideal conditions for the growth of micro-organisms, and those sewers 
which are never flushed, having on sides and crown a film of filth which is found to be chiefly organic 
matter, can only be regarded as huge culture chambers. Cultures made from the various samples of sewer- 
air taken from the top of the shaft prove that the germs are carried out into the atmosphere, and this 
may he taken as typical of the many exhaust shafts throughout the city. Koch and others having 
abundantly demonstrated the longevity of germs, their dissemination by air-currents, and their infectious
ness hy inhalation, the dangers to public health of closed channels pervading a city and in which the 
germs of all xymotic diseases present in that city collect, multiply and are discharged into the atmosphere, 
are manifest, while in the event of any epidemic such a method of distribution would tend to spread the 
particular disease to an alarming extent. Every exhaust shaft discharges its quantum of germs, putrefac
tive and pathogenic, but to close these shafts and force the sewer-air to the Bondi outlet, a distance of 
only one mile and a-half from the centre of the city, would be a doubtful improvement, for the moist 
north-east winds and the winds prevailing during the summer months (the season most favourable to the 
growth of micro-organisms) would merely blow the germs hack over the city and its environs. The latter 
plan would certainly ensure a more general and equitable distribution of disease, but what is needed is not 
any scheme lor germ dnqmmtw, but an effectual mode of germ desfruction. In flushing the sewers with

their
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their own stream the deposit of haeterially-fecund filth above the flow level cannot be avoided; I there
fore recommend (1) flushing frequently with sea or fresh water, especially in the Bummer; (2) the closing 
of all exhaust shafts; (3) tbe construction, at intervals, of reverberatory furnaces. These furnaces, burn
ing coke or coal, should have a grate area equal to the volume of air to be treated, and a horizontal hearth 
or flue, say 40 to 60 feet long, leading to a stack high enough to cause tho required draught. It is only 
hy means of such a furnace that tho ascending germs would he kept in a heated zone sufficiently long to 
cause their destruction, together with their products. The first cost of construction would he tho only 
considerable outlay, as one man provided with a light cart could attend to the firing of all the furnaces 
needed, and I know of no other method to be applied to sewer-air, at once so economical and efficient, for 
tho prevention of the spread of zymotic diseases and the safeguarding of the city from epidemics.

I have the honor to he,
Sir,

Yours obediently,
J. McGAEYIE SMITH.

APPENDIX. -
Tour No. l.—lih December, 1892.—Main Sewer opposiic Benevolent Asylum.

Entered main sewer hy man-hole in street opposite Carter’s Barracks, and travelled this line of 
sewer for a distance of 400 yards to a spot opposite the Benevolent Asylum where I obtained samples of 
sewer-air. The water spray in man-hole 100 yards down stream working.

Size of sewer.—5 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. G in. oviform.
Condition.—A. “ wet sewer,” sides and crown wet and coated with a tliick film of slime. This sewer 

is never flushed.
' Blow and silt.—16 inches. 1 .

Drauqht.—Very slight and erratic in its course, sometimes against and sometimes with the stream 
Candle flame deflected not more than 20°.

Odour.—Very foul.
Temperature.—Not taken. (On surface, 87° E.)
Humidity.—Not taken. _ ... . . . ,
Number of tjerms per litre of seioer-air.—150, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, and 

mould fungi.

Tour No. 2.—12(7* December, 1892.—Main Sewer opposite Benevolent Asylum.
Entered sewer by man-bole in Benevolent Asylum enclosure and obtained samples of sewer-air 

and film from sides of sewer from same place as those taken on 7th December. "Water spray in man-hole 
100 yards down stream working.

"Size of sewer.—5ft. Gin. x 4ft. 6iu. oviform. _ _
Condition.—Sides and crown wet and coated with thick film of slime.
Blow and silt.—Plow, 11 inches ; silt, 6 inches.
Draught.—Very feeble, sometimes against and sometimes with the stream, candle-flame deflected not 

more than 20°.
Odour.—Very foul.
Temperature.—Not taken. (85° E. on surface).
Humidity.—Not taken. ... . , .
Number of qerms per litre of sewer-air.—2,260, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, 

streptococci, and mould fungi, , ,
Made cultivation from film from sides of sewer, which proved to he a compact mass of organic 

matter, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, and mould fungi.

Tour No. 3.—10th January, 1893.—Seicer in Wat tie-street.
Entered sewer by man-hole in Wattle-street, off Gcorge-strect, a “ dry sower ' not ventilated and 

obtained samples of sewer-air.
Size of sewer.—Gft. x 4ft.
Condition.—Sides and crown dry and clean, man-hole showing height of last storm-water.
Blow and silt.—6 inches. _
Draught.—Very strong, candle-flame at right angles.
Odour.—Very foul. ■
Temperature.—Not taken. (On surface 82° E.)
Humidity.—Not taken. ... .
Number of qerms per litre of sewer-air.—160, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

Tour No. 4.—10th January, 1893.—Sewer in Boundary-street, Darlington.
Entered sewer hy man-hole in Boundary-street, rear of “ Britannia Hotel,” Darlington.—A “ dry 

sewer” ventilated. • ■
Size of sewer.—4 ft. x 3 ft. _
Condition.—Sides and crown dry and clean ; man-hole showing height of last storm-water.
Blow and silt.—14 inches.
Draught.—Very strong and steady. .
Odour.—Very foul.
Temperature.—Not taken. (On surface, 82° E.)
Humidity.—Not taken. _ _ ,
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air.—236, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

Tour
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Tour No. 5. IQtJi January, 1893.—Sewer in ley and Boundary Streets.—“ Ventilated Sewer.”
Entered sewer by man-hole in Ivy and Boundary Streets, and took samples of sewer-air.

Sise of sewer.—4 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft.
Condition.—Sides and crown dry and clean.
JFloie and silt.—20 inches.
Odour.—Very foul.
Temperature.—Not taken. (On surface, 82° 1\)
Humidity.—Not taken.
Number of yerms per litre of sewer-air.—280, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

Tour No. G,— VIth January, 1893.—Main Sewer opposite Benevolent Asylum,
Entered sewer by man-hole in Benevolent Asylum enclosure, and took samples of sewer-air from 

same place as those taken on 7th and 12th December, "Water spray in man-hole 100 yards down stream 
turned off for fourteen hours prior to taking sample.

Size of sewer.—5 ft. Gin. x 1 ft. Gin. oviform.
Condition .—Sides and crown wet, and coated with a thick film of slime.
Floio and silt.—15 inches.
Draught. Very feeble and erratic; sometimes against and sometimes with the stream. Candle 

flame deflected not more than 20°.
Temperature.—Not taken. (On surface 79° F.) ‘
Humidity.—Not taken.
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air.—95, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, and mould 

fungi.
Remained in sewer and took samples of sower-air from same place as previous samples three- 

quarters of an hour later with the water spray (situated in man-bole 100 yards down stream), turned on 
for twenty minutes prior to taking the sample.

Draught. Very feeble and erratic, sometimes with and sometimes against tbe stream, and no stronger 
than when taking sample with water spray stopped. Not strong enough to be registered by the anemometer. ° j

Odour.—Very foul.
Tcmperature.—Rot taken. (On Surface 79° F.)
Humidity.—Not taken.
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air.—14G, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, and 

mould fungi, .

Tour No. 7. Vlth January, 1893.—Sewer in Abercrombie and Hudson Streets, Bcdfern.—“ Ventilated
Sewer," Bondi line.

Entered sower by man-hole in Abercrombie and Hudson Streets, and took samples of sewer-air 
Size of sewer.—& ft. G in. x 3 ft.
Condition.—H'ldvs damp, covered with slight film.
Flow and silt.—14 inches.
Draught.—Nil.
Odour.—Very foul.
Temperature.—78° F.
Hum idity.—81°.
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air.—106, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

Tour No. 8. Vlth January, 1893.—-Bourlce-street Sewer, main Botany line.
Entered sewer by man-hole in Bourke-stroet, and took samples of sewer-air.

Size of sewer.—5 ft. 6 in.
Condition.—Sides and crown dry and clean.
Flow and silt.—13 inches and very rapid.
Draught.—Very strong. "
OdW.—Not very offensive.
Temperature.—75° F. ■
Humidity.—78°. '
A umber of germs per litre of sewer-air.—28, comprising bacilli and micrococci.

Tour No. 9. Sf/i February, 1893.—Bourke and Chelsea Streets Sewer.
Entered sewer by man-hole in Bourke and Chelsea Streets, and took samples of sewer-air.

Size of sewer.—3ft. x 2ft. ■
Condition.—Sides and crown damp but clean.
Odour.—Foul,
Temperature.—78° F. '
Humidity.—85°.
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air,—37, comprising bacilli and micrococci.

Tour No. 10.—Sth February, 1893.—XTain Sewer at Deep Deen.
Entered sewer by man-hole in vault, and took samples of sewer-air.

Size of sewer.—7ft. 6in. x Gft, 2in,
Condition.—Sides and arch clean.
Flow and «Z/.—Flow 20 inches, silt 10 inches.
Draugh t.—Slight.
Temperature.—79° F.
Humidity.—86°.
dumber of germs per litre of sewer-air.“—Mh, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

Tour
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Tour No. 11.—Vlth Tebruary, 1893.—Macquaric-strect Stnecr.
Euiered sewer by man-bole in Maequarie-street North, and took samples of sewer-air.

Size of sewer.—3ft. Gin. x 2ft. 4in, oviform.
Condition.—Sides and arch dry and covered with mould fungi.
Moio and silt.—oh inches.

‘ Drauqht.—Nil; candle flame upright.
Odour.—Very foul.
Temperature.—7’7° F.
Humidity.—80°.
Ntimbcr of yerms per litre of sewer air.—31, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi. 

Diagnosed bacillus fluorescence, micrococcus rosaceus, and yellow bacterium.

Tour No. 12.—17th February, 1893.—Main Seicer, TFoolloomooloo.
Entered main sewer by man-hole in Palmer and Eiley Streets, and took samples of sewer-air.

Size of sewer.—8 ft. x G ft. 6 in.
Condition.—Arch and sides (of stone) clean; the arch is flushed by every small downpour of rain. 
Flow and silt.—18 inches.
Draught,—Nil; candle flame upright.
Odour.—Very foul.
Temperature,—Not taken.
Humidify.—Not taken.
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air.—29, comprising bacilli and micrococci.

Tour No. 13.—27/A February, 1893.—Main Sewer opposite Benevolent Asylum.
Entered sewer by man-bolc in Benevolent Asylum enclosure at 10 a.m,, and took samples of sewer- 

air and film from sides of sewer from same place where those of 7th and 12th December and 12th January 
wore taken. Water spray situated in man-hole 100 yards down stream stopped for 24 hours prior to taking 
samples.

Size of sewer.—5 ft. G in. x 4 ft. 6 in.
Condition.—Sides and crown wet, and covered with thick film of slime.
Flow and silt.—16 inches.
Draught.—Nil; candle flame upright.
Odour.—Foul.
Temperature.—82° E. ■
Humidity. —82°,
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air,—32G, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, and mould 

fungi. Diagnosed yellow sarcina, mycoides, yellow bacterium, orange sarcina, bacillus fluorescence, 
micrococcus cinnabareus, and pink torula.

Ke-entered sewer at 12'30 p.m., and from the same place, visited at 10 a.m., took samples of sewer- 
air. The water spray situated 100 yards down stream having been turned on one and a half hours prior to 
taking this sample.

Draught,—At times nil, sometimes with and sometimes against the stream; not strong enough to be 
registered by anemometer.

Odour.—Foul.
Temperature.—75° F.
Humidity.—82°.
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air.—385, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, and 

mould fungi.
Made cultivations from film taken from sides of sewer, which proved to be a compact mass of 

organic matter, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, add mould fungi.
Air in Carter’s Barracks.

Took samples of air from the surface in Carter’s Barracks, about 100, in direct line from man-holo 
in Benevolent Asylum enclosure.

Weather.—Cloudy, no wind. i
Temperature.—86° F.
Humidity.—30°.
Number of germs per litre of air.—17, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

Tour No. 14.—14/A. March, 1893.—“Cremating Shaft ” in Macdonaldtown Farh.
“Cremating shaft” in Macdonaldtown Park is 20 feet high, having a 9-inch flue leading into the 

sewer beneath, in the flue at the base of tho shaft is fitted a circular gas burner, consuming 36 feet of gas 
per hour.

Took samples of sower-air coming from top of “ Cremating Shaft." The gas in shaft having been 
alight for 19 hours prior, and still burning.

Temperature of air coming from top of shaft.—162° F. .
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air passed through burner.—26, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and 

mould fungi.
Seicer leading to “ Cremating Shaft" in. Macdonaldtown Bark.

Entered sewer by man-holo in street, about 60 foot from “ Cremating Shaft,” and took samples of 
sewer-air, gas in shaft still burning.

Size of sewer.—2 ft. 6 in. (circular). ,
Condition,—Sides and top clean.
Flow and sill.—5 inches.
Draught.—15,752 cubit feet per hour hjr anemometer.
Odour.—Not very offonaivc.- 
Temperature.—74° F.

■ Humidity.—86°.
■ Number of germs per litre of sewer-air.—35, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

Air
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Air in Macdonaldtown Park. ' ■
Took samples of air in Macdonaldtown Par]? about 100 yards from “ Cremating Shaft ” 

rFeat/KT.—JTme.
Temperature.—82° P.
Humidity.—50°.
Humber of germs per litre of air.—lii, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

lour Ho. 15, 21st March, 1893.—“ Cremating Shaft," Macdonaldtown Park.
< n.Tool< samPles °f sewer-air from top of “ Cremating Shaft,” gas in shaft burning.

Temperature of air coming from top of shaft.—112° F.
Velocity of air in shaft.—18,194 cubic feet per hour by anemometer.
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air coming from shaft.—2%, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and 

mould fungi.
gelatine>iaSn0Sed micrococcus rosaaeusi yellow sarcina, and yellow bacterium, 11 colonies liquefying the

Sewer leading to “ Cremating Shaft," Macdonaldtown Park.
Entered sewer by man-hole about 60 ft. from base of “ Cremating Shaft,” and took samples of 

sewer-air ; gas m shaft still burning. ' 1
Size of sewer.—2 ft 6 in. circular.
Condition.—Top and sides clean.
Plow and silt.—4-J- in.
Draught.—16,599 cubic feet per hour by anemometer. -
Odour.—Not very offensive.
Temperature.—76° F.
Humidity.—86°.
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air.—W, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi. 

Diagnosed yellow sarcina, bacillus fluorescence, 14 colonics liquefying the gelatine.
Air in Macdonaldtown Park.

Took samples of air in Macdonaldtown Parle, about 100 yards from “ Cremating Shaft.”
Weather.—Fine and clear, slight wind.
Temperature.—80° F.
Humidity.—52°. ■
Number of germs per litre of air.—11, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi, 5 colonies 

liquefying tho gelatine. ' ■ .

Tour No. 16.—Uth April, 1893.—“ Cremating Shaft," Macdonaldtown Park.
Took samples of sewer-air from “ Cremating Shaft," gas in shaft kot burning 

Odour.— V ery foul.
Temperature.—79° F. I ^ r 
Humidity.-—25°. j 0n SUTfa£e-
Humber of germs per litre of sewer-air.—25, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi, 17 

colonies liquefying the gelatine.

. Sewer leading to “ Cremating Shaft," Macdonaldtown Park.
Entered sewer by man-hole in street about GO feet from “ Cremating Shaft,” and took samples of 

sewer-air, gas m shaft hot burning. . ‘
Size of sewer.—2 ft. Gin. circular.
Condition.—Sides and top clean. , ■
Flow and silt.—G inches.
Draught.—Very feeble, not sufficient to he registered hy anemoneter. ■
Odour.—Very foul. ■
Temperature.—78° F.
Humidity.—85°.
Humber of germs per litre of sewer-air.—28, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi, 20 

colonies liquefying the gelatine. '
Air in Macdonaldtown Park.

Took sample of air in Macdonaldtown Park about 100 yards from “ Cremating Shaft ” 
Temperature.—16° F.
Humidity.—25°.
Humber of germs per litre of air.—6, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi, three colonies 

liquefying the gelatine.

iba?- Ho. 17. 11th May, 1893.—Main Sewer opposite Benevolent Asylum.
Entered sewer by man-hole in Benevolent Asylum enclosure and took samples of sewer-air from 

same place as those taken on 7th and 12th December, 12th January and 27th February.
Size of sewer.—Gft. 6in. x 4ft. Gin.
Condition. Sides and top wet and covered with thick film of slime.
Plow and silt.—14-i- inches.
oS —Fouf7 ^ direction of man-hole 100 distant which was open.
Temperature,—66° F.
Humidity.—81°, .
Humber^ of germs per litre of sewer-air.—54, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, and mould 

"' ' Air
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Air in Benevolent Asylum enclosure.
Took sample of air from surface within 50 yards of man-hole in Benevolent Asylum enclosure. 

Weather.—Bine, no wind.
Temperature.—G6° F. * ‘ .
Humidity.—26°. . .
Number of germs per litre of air.—S, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould iungi.

Tour No. 18.—31s# May, 1893.—Main Sewer in Forster-strcct.
Entered sewer by man-hole in Forster-street, and took samples of sewer-air.

Sise of sewer.—5 ft. 0 in. x 4 ft. 6 in.
Condition.—Sides and top of sewer clean.
Flow and silt.-—18 inches.
Draught,—-Feeble but steady in direction of man-hole 100 yards distant, which was open.
Odour.—Foul.
Temperature.—66° F.
Humidity.—89°. , , ,
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air—4®, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould tungi

Air in Forster-street.
Took samples of air from surface in Forster-street, about 60 yards from man-hole, entered to take 

sample of sewer-air. ■
Weather.—Cloudy with slight rain.
Temperature.—63° F.
Humidity.—IS3.
Number of germs per litre of air,—12, comprising bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi.

Tour No. 19.—5#7t July, 1893.—Main seicer near Inlet House, 'Botany.

Entered sewer by man-hole north of Inlet House, Botany, and took samples of sewer-air.
Size of sewer—ft. 6 in. circular. _ _
CWirion.—Sides and top of sower damp; marks of last flushing on sides.
Flow and silt.—9 inches. _
Draught.—Very strong in direction of stream. ■

' Odour.—Foul,
Temperature,—58° F.
Humidity.—So".
Number of germs per litre of sewer-air—Z7, comprising bacilli, micrococci, torula, sarcina, and mould 

fungi twenty-five colonies liquefying tho gelatine.
Sewer and Inlet House, Botany.

Took samples of air in Inlet House immediately above delivery point of sewer.
Odour.—Foul.
Temperature.—58° F.
Humidity.—83°. _ , .
Number of germs per litre of air.—31, comprising bacilli, micrococci, sarcina, torula, and mould 

fungi, twenty-three colonies liquefying the gelatine.
Air between Inlet House and man-hole north of it, Botany. .

Took samples of air between Inlet House and man-hole north of it, strong wind blowing across 
line of sewer.

Temperature.—58° F.
Humidity.—40°. . , ' ,
Number of germs per litre of air.—7, comprising bacilli and micrococci, three colonies liquefying 

the gelatine.

Notes
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Notes by Engineer on a Biological Examination of Sewer 
Air conducted by Mr. J. McGarvie Smith.

21 November, 1S93.
In' carrying out the biological investigation of sower air approved of by the Board, Mr. Smith’s attention 
was directed to certain sections of the old and new systems which could be taken as fair samples of both, 
and keep within the limits fixed by the Board. ’

1 accompanied Mr. Smith on several of bis tours, and had opportunity of observing the state of 
sewer with regard to odour and temperature, and with respect to somo of the notes of observations 
on tho character of the air I do not agree, as the term “foul” would not, in my opinion, apply, in a 
comparative sense, to the air found in the sewers at time of observation, although I am prepared to admit 
that there is room for improvement. .

The number of tests made, and after-work in tho cultivation and examination of the germs, 
necessitated an amount of careful work in preliminary preparation and in the laboratory to obtain tbe 
results recorded in tbe report. The extent of laboratory investigation was under the Board’s observation 
during their visit. I am not aware of any similar record being in existence in connection with any other 
sewerage system. '

The results vary in remarkable degree with regard to the old and new systems. Bor instance, in 
the old outfall sewers in Macquarie-street and at Woolloomooloo Bay the number of'germs per litre were 
thirty-four and twenty-nine respectively ; whereas in the south-west branch of main Bondi outfall, new 
system, the number per litre ranged from 2,2G0 (on ono occasion) to fifty-four. In the former the sewers 
are large and convey not only the sewage from low-lying zone but all the storm-water from the drainage 
area, the effect of rainstorms being to thoroughly sweep the sides of the sewor, and, being near the 
outlets, have the beneficial effects of the winds when blowing in at the mouth of the sewer. In the latter 
the sewers only take a small proportion of the storm-water and the whole of the sewage above 40 feet 
contour, the sewage under such circumstances not being so diluted. The comparison would indicate that 
at certain periods flushing hy clean water would be beneficial. The quantity and periods of flushing 
would vary according to circumstances and locality. In tbe branch under consideration, viz., S.\V. 
branch of Bondi outfall, the conditions are, if anything, worse than iu any other section, as it receives 
the discharge from Prince Alfred Hospital, Benevolent Asylum, and from two large breweries, the effluent 
water from the latter being very often offensive and at a high temperature. The brewery effluent might 
account for the increased number of germs as compared with other sections.

Tho action of the water spray referred to can be explained by the fact that it is off an old main 
on low-level supply, and the pressure fluctuates considerably during the day, and as the work done by 
water spray is in proportion to the pressure, it is quite possible that, at certain periods, tbe air is not 
quite so diluted as at others. Tbe practical proof of the beneficial effects of the induced current of air 
is to be found with tho experience of the men working in the sewer—the condition of the air when spray 
is not working is found to be very different than when in operation. The difficulty on this line has been 
to obtain positions for high outlet shafts which would induce a greater draught, the surface openings of 
manholes not being available owing to complaints from the public. This section is capable of improvement 
as regards flushing, and, owing to the investigations, provision is being made for fixing of flushing 
appliances.

The other sections, some on tho old system, show fairly well; others, especially the Bondi and 
Botany outfalls, very well, the number of organisms in the latter being not more than forty-eight and 
twenty-eight respectively. This favourable result I attribute to the aerating action of the wind, which has 
more direct eft’ect on same than on sections more remote, together with greater scouring power, due to 
increased flow ; this has tho effect of clean sweeping side-walls and preventing the accumulation of slime 
and filth, which Mr. Smith has shown to be veritable breeding-grounds for micro-organisms.

The many tests made at Macdonaldtown indicate (as referred to in another report) that tbe furnace 
shaft, in addition to the draught power, accounts for a reduction in the number of organisms between 
inlet and outlet points.

Tho practical lessons to be learned from this investigation are —
(u) Preventing as far as possible accumulation of slime and other qenn-breedinq material on sides of 

sewers.—This can be effected by flushing by water in the smaller, and a combination of flushing 
and sweeping sides by mechanical means in the larger arterial branches. This will be carried 
into effect by increasing the present means for flushing by provision of stop-boards, which has 
been found by experience to be not only the best for results, but more economical than com
plicated flushing valves. An experiment was tried by fixing adjustable brushes to sides of 
maintenance trucks to cleanse sides of sewer between maximum and minimum flow-lines; the 
apparatus was found to be effectual, The water for flushing purposes must be obtained from 
tne mains as it can bo spared; to institute an installation of sea-water flushing would incur an 
expense on the rates for pumping plant, mains and tanks, which would make it prohibitive, and, 
as a sanitary measure, salt water is not considered a good flushing medium for sewers.

(J) Reduction of temperature.—This is a question which cannot he brought within arbitrary limits, 
as local causes will at times interfere with the object aimed at. As the temperature of the 
sewers rarely exceed 70° a reduction of same will greatly contribute towards prevention of germ
breeding, this can best be obtained by inducing motion to the air iu tho sewers, and the system 
now carried out tends in this direction.

(c) Destruction of germs hy heat as far as practicable.—This question presents considerable diffi
culties if the destruction of all pathogenic germs is to be insisted upon. One of the principal 
authorities on this subject states that the effect of heat depends on the degree of temperature 
and on its duration. “ Continued
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“ ConUnued action on relatively low temperatures produces the same result as a short action oE 
high temperature. The temperature necessary to cause the death of the organisms varies also very greatly 
according to tho other conditions of life, and more especially according to the resisting power of the 
species in question. The chief difference is found between bacteria which do not form spores and those 
which are spore-bearing; the former are, as a rule, killed when in a moist state or iu fluids, by exposure for 
one or two hours to a temperature of dS0 to GO0 C., when they are dry the temperature must, as a rule, bo 
continued for a longer time. Even spore-forming bacteria may bo killed by these relatively low degrees 
oE temperature if tho heat is applied on repeated occasions, and if, in the intervals between its application, 
the organisms are placed under the moat favourable conditions of existence, so that any spores that are 
present may sprout and form bacilli. If the latter arc killed by the subsequent application of heat before 
new spores are formed, we may bo certain that after the heat has been applied five or six times no living 
spores exist, and all the adult organisms are destroyed.................

“ It is much more difficult to kill quickly the spores of the mould fungi. Hot air at a temperature 
of 120° C. docs not completely destroy them after half an hour’s exposure. They are not certainly killed 
unless they are exposed to a temperature of 110 to 115° C, for an hour and a half.” Wlugge.

To collect the sewer air at points and expose same to the highest temperature before referred to, 
which is equal to 218° E. for half an hour, would seriously interfere with the question of ventilation, and 
it is open to argument if the destruction of any pathogenic germs would be attained. This uncertainty, 
and the attendant expense, would place it beyond practical limits in dealing with a large sewerage system, 
iu the light of combining a ventilating shaft with a germicide. _

The same authority states where a dry zone exists the conditions are most favourable for the 
detachment and carrying away of the bacteria of the soil by currents of air. It is only in that ease that 
this most important mode of transport comes into play, if this statement can bo applied to the interior 
of the sewers it follows, hy parity of reasoning, that if the walls of sewers are moist bacteria will not be 
detached and carried into the atmosphere, and if, on the other hand, they could be brought into the 
condition of dry soil the dispersion of germs by air-currents would ensue. As the walls of sewers aro 
never in an absolutely dry state there is no danger of germs being detached and dispersed into external 
atmosphere. Tho only means by which bacteria would be detached would cither be by hushing or sweeping 
sides of sewer. In either case they would bfs carried away by the flow to the outfall entangled in the 
water.

With regard to recommendations made hy Mr. Smith, the first I fully concur with, the second I 
think unnecessary, and the third I consider would be found more expensive and difficult to work than is 
anticipated, as one man could not possibly attend to the furnaces if carried out on the lines suggested.

The investigations carried out by Mr. Smith will form an important addition to the question of 
sewer ventilation, and the results of same will form a basis indicating where improvements can be made 
in the study of this important branch of sanitation. As the whole of the samples were taken personally 
at considerable inconvenience and risk, the laboratory work in making the numerous cultivations entailed 
a considerable amount of patient, laborious work which, had not Mr. Smith entered into the work 
con amove, could hardly he covered by a fixed fee. No investigation of the subject on the same scale 
exists in any reports or literature of sanitary works. I would, therefore, recommend Mr, Smith for a 
favourable consideration with regard to a fee for this work.
The Secretary. -I. M. SMATL.

176—F Memorandum
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Memorandum on Mr. J. M. Smails Notes on the Biological
Examination of Sewer Air.

tsirt Sydney, 12 February, 1894.
. , bn tbe report of my investigations of tho composition of the air in the sewers of Sydney,

with special reference to the presence of germs, which X had tho honor to render you on commission in 
September last, I furnished evidence hy analysis of twenty-three samples of air, that the sewers are 
heavily charged with micro-organisms. ^ On this it was my duty to inform the Board that germs are the 
direct agents for the propagation of zymotic diseases; that the germs of any such diseases present in a 
city must find their way into the sewer; that phthisis is always, and other communicable diseases 
frequently, present in Sydney; and that in the event of an epidemic, the sewer in its present condition 
would act as a huge culture chamber. I carefully esamined the ventilating appliances in use in tho 
sewers, including the tentative “ crematory shaft" (reported by Mr. Smail ready for testing) in 
Macdonaldtown Park. I found that the water sprays do not appreciably affect the air current in the 
sewers, and that the exhaust shafts serve no other purpose than to discharge germ-laden exhalations into 
the streets. The Macdonaldtown shaft has claims as a ventilator, but none as a germicide. It induces a 
draught by heated air, but fails to provide a heated zone of high enough temperature and long enough 
duration to destroy diseased germs. As the Board is doubtless aware, the problem of safeguarding tbo 
Public health from sewer dangers is a biological, not a mechanical one, and the most complete system for 
the dispersion of sewer air would only succeed in disseminating the contained germs. The object of 
sewer ventilation should he to draw the air to convenient points, where it may be safely discharged into 
the atmosphere through a furnace in which germs and other products perish. To ensure effectual accom
plishment of this vital and only safeguard at the smallest outlay and with the least disturbance of the 
existing conditions of the sewer, X recommend:—

1. More frequent flushing with water to prevent accumulation of bacterially-frained filth.
2. Tho closing of all exhaust shafts, ■
3. Tho construction at intervals of reverberatory furnaces with a grate area equal to the volume of air

to be treated, having a horizontal hearth providing a heated zone sufficiently long to ensure tho 
absolute destruction of ascending germs, together with their products, and a stack high enough 
to cause the required draught.

-S'k0 condition of the air in the Sydney sewers disclosed by my investigation is naturally disquieting 
to the Board. I should have been glad to confer with any other bacteriological expert or experts whom 
it might have consulted, but I must confess astonishment that my report should have been officially 
submitted to a gentleman, who, however, proficient in his own profession of engineering, could not be 
expected to advise on a biological matter. It would not occur to Mr. Smail to defer to me on a point of 
engineering and with every respect to his judgment in his own department, neither should I think of 
consulting him in a question of physiological chemistry. It would be easy to reply to his notes seriatim 
where, not being an espert in this subject, his errors arc precisely wbat one would expect, but I content 
myself at present with remarking that Mr. Smail’s desideratum is germ dispersion not germ destruction, 
although he advocates on Mr. M‘Keuzie’s behalf what ho deprecates on mine.

. It is obvious that as long as the Board was unaware that the air of the sewers teems with micro
organisms, some of which are infectious by inhalation, its responsibility to tbe public was in tbis respect 

^an it now is. It has now before it a practical suggestion to minimise the present health danger 
and the contingent danger of epidemics. In requesting it to submit the whole matter to the Board of 
Health, I am actuated only by a sense of its importance to the health of Sydney, I have no personal 
interest except as a citizen and a scientist on the matter, no patent to push, nor profit to seek.

I have, &c.,
J- McGABYIE SMITH.

Alleged
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Alleged Dissemination of Pathogenic Germs from Board’s
Ventilating Shafts. .

Duriko the past week several paragraphs and articles have appeared in the daily papers in connection 
with a biological investigation of the air of the Metropolitan sewers, which was undertaken by Messrs. 
Smith and Pound at the request of the Board. The latter gentleman only carried out a portion of the 
investigation; the report was finally submitted by the former. The report was forwarded to me in the 
usual official routine, and upon which I submitted certain notes of conclusions drawn from tbe results of 
the investigations. The report with notes were ordered hy the Board to be printed as an Appendix of 
the Annual Eeport to bo laid before Parliament,

The statements in the papers are identical with the confidential report furnished to the Board, and 
the use of such report without the cognisance of same was, iu my opinion, highly improper, Tho report 
was submitted by Mr. Smith on or about 15th September, 1893. My notes on same were submitted on 
21st November, and, as before stated, the report was ordered to bo printed.

The report contained three recommendations, viz.:—
(a) Blushing with sea or fresh water, especially during the summer. This I fully concurred with as 

far as the use of fresh water. The use of salt water would entail tho installation of pumping 
plant and reticulation mains with the necessary staff to attend the same. This would become a 
serious charge upon the rates without achieving any corresponding benefit. The use of salt 
water for sewer flushing is not recommended. The question, which cropped up iu England, was 
submitted to two eminent professors of chemistry, and they reported against the use of such 
water on tho following grounds, viz.:—

“ As to its use for flushing sewers.” Its use is unadvisahle,—
1. Because the solvent action of salt water on organic matter is very inferior to that of fresh

water.
2. Because where organic matter is in a state of solution in fresh water the addition of brine

(sea water) will effect the precipitation of the organic impurities. ■
3. Because (it follows as a consequence of 1 and 2) if salt water be used for flusbing, the quantity

of suspended matter will be increased and the deposit in tbe sewers will be likewise increased.
4. Because salt water has an energetic action on metals and cements.
5. Because the sulphates, which are present in large quantity in sea water, are certain to be

reduced by fermentative action whilst from the resulting any acid will generate sulphuretted 
hydrogen. Thus the nuisance arising from flushing sewers with sea water may bo 
considerable.

I would point out that at present fully 50 per cent, of the maintenance staff Are employed in 
removing silt from the city sewers, and it is therefore obvious that any further deposit brought about 
by an expensive installation of sea-water flushing would moan an increase in the expense of maintenance 
and interest. There is ample fresh water for sewer-flushing purposes where required in tho larger arterial 
branches, but experience lias shown that no amount of flushing will remove the heavier silt. The principal 
object, ns I understood Mr. Smith when investigating the sewer-air question, was the removal of tho 
film of slime and filth which adhered to the sides of the sewers between maximum and minimum flow
line. livery attention is given to this recommendation and additional flushing points are being provided. 
I would however point out, to prevent misapprehension, that provision for flushing is always a part of tho 
design of a properly-constructed system; as a matter of fact every working manhole on reticulation 
branches is a flushing station; on the main lines they arc not required so frequently, as tbe increased 
volume gives a velocity sufficient to keep solid matter in suspension on the move, except wherc hpavy silt, 
such as triturated road metal, Ac., passes into the old city sewers. The whole system is divided into 
sections and placed in charge of gangs, tbo number iu each varying according to the work to be done, so 
that it will bo seen that this portion of sower maintenance is adequately attended to.

• (2.) Tho second recommendation was that all exhaust shafts should be closed.
Tbis recommendation I could not concur in, as I considered there was nothing disclosed in the 

report to justify such a drastic departure from a system which has hitherto been adopted iu all properly 
devised sewerage schemes and is scientifically correct.

The recommendation, as well as terms of report, states the ventilating shafts aro means for dissemi
nating germs and are calculated tq be a fruitful source of spreading disease in the event of an epidemic. 
Tho special diseases mentioned in report aro phthisis, smallpox, Asiatic cholera, typhoid, scarlet fever, 
measles, and diphtheria.

The only shaft dealt with was the experimental one at Macdonaldtown Bark, fitted with combustion 
chamber, and it appears that tho sweeping denouncement of shafts in general is based on observations at 
same. It will bo as well to give briefly-the resqlts as contained in the report, but it will be necessary to

point
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point out that the conditions of draught at Macdonaldtown shaft and others erected in tho city and 
suburbs arc not analogous.

Tour 14: G-erms in air issuing from shaft, per litre, 2G ; bacilli, micrococci, and mould fungi; gas 
burning—Grerms in air in sewer leading to shaft, per litre, 35 ; bacilli, micrococci, and mould 
fungi.

Tour 15: Germs in air issuing from shaft, per litre, 23; gas burning.—In seivcr, 30: bacilli, 
micrococci, and mould fungi.

Tour 16 : Germs in air issuing from top of'shaft, per litre, 25 ; gas not burning.—4.ir in sewer per 
- litre, 23 ; germs same character as 14 and 15.

Tour 14: Air in Macdonaldtown. Park, number of germs per litre, 18.
Tour 15 : IGumber of germs per litre, 11.

16: Kumber of germs per litre, 9. Character of germs is giren as bacilli, micrococci, and 
mould fungi, same as sewer shaft.

The list of names of germs given looks formidable, but in no case are they specially referred to as 
dangerous, and text books on the subject do not class them as such. The character of the germs found 
in the air ot the park is given m same terms as those found in the air of shaft and sCwer, and by parity 
ot reasoning it must lie concluded that the air of the park is no bettor than that of shaft or sewer except 
in the number or organisms being less. 1
i 111 llie q*1®81™1 as t(? w'I;cth,er tlie iBBuing of germs from tho various shafts is inimical to public
health lias been soitled beyond a doubt, T consider it would be extremely unwise to lake tbo drastic steps 
recommended, dhe principle laid down in carrying out tho new sewerage system is motion for water and
air“ no place for cither—and this is but carrying out natural laws and using natural means fordealing with the question.

The system of ventilating sewers by shafts attached to buildings has been carried out in a desultory 
manner m connection with sewerage works in England and other places, but this is now becoming more 
common, the various authorities erect them ^herever they can.

Erom returns furnished by town clerks of twenty-five British and American cities and towns, with 
populations varying from 1,110,000 to 25,000 tho systems carried out arc as follows

10 have surface openings and ventilating shafts.
15 surface ventilation only—that is, openings at crown of roadway.

I he absence of legislative power 'precludes tbe authorities making the system general; the 
concensus of opinion, however, is that it is the best means of dealing with tbe difficulty.
ji ■ "V10 to prevent dispersion of germs, leads up to a question which has occupied

he minds of biologists for some considerable time, and as this is a matter which is beyond the domain of
1 lift ftnO’mr'Pr wnnlrl v^-fnn .-.4-   .1 t.__ ... i .n .i would refer .to opinions expressed by persons who are considered authorities on thothe engineer, 
subject.

The largest number of germs which was found in what might be termed a had section of the 
system, viz., the South Western branch, was 2,260 per litre, or 2'2G per c.c. Assuming the germs are not 
pathogenic nothing is shown to the contrary—what possible danger would arise if they were dispersed in 
the air. lake a case of water supply, which if contaminated is more likely to cause dangerous conditions 
m) be set up m connection with enteric fever or Asiatic cholera than presence of genus in the air. At 
Zurich, where the water supply is kept under biological observation, this is limited to determinin'' the 
number of bacteria per cubic centimetre of water, the differentiation according to species being for the 
purpose of water supply, both unnecessary and unreliable, unless an abnormal number of 
bacteria in conjunction with an unfavorable chemical analysis points fo probable contamination, 
ihe cultivation of bacteria is conducted, according to Professor Koch’s method, modified by Professor 
Cramer, o Zurich 1 he average number of bacteria in the water as dislributed, in an average of four 
years, is 31 per cubic centimetre or 31,000 per litre. When being cultivated the bacteria ?s counted 
every day from their first appearance and the counting is stopped when the gelatine begins to liquefy

IS, ow there is a great diSerenee between 2,2C0 and 31.000 per litre, if this is permissible in notable 
water there must be some cause underlying tbis standard. Professor Koch has stated a permissible limit 

■ii xi.®ermS t0 cubl(; €ell0metre. Eliigge, in his work on micro-organisms, states, in connection 
with the over-estimation of the danger of air germs:—"On the whole too great a was formerly 
ascribed to the air in the spread of saprophytic and infective germs. By tho experience obtained in 
bacteriological work and in surgical practice it has become evident that bacteria but seldom enter nutrient 
substratii from quiescent air; that even a simple cover, which keeps off the vertically falling particles 
ot dust form, even in impure air, an extremely efficient protection, and that the entrance of bacteria 
occurs far more frequently from unclean objects, unintentional contaminations, Ac., than from air germs. 
On the other hand, dusty air m active movement offers an excellent opportunity for the spread of 
bacteria, and it is remarkable in what numbers they may be deposited on a cool object—on nutrient 
materials placed in icc—along with the water vapour condensed at the time; but even then the pathogenic 
bacteria forms only a minute fraction as compared with the saprophytic. In fact, in the open air tho 
dilution ot the pathogenic germs soon becomes so very great that a direct infection is a rare occurrence 
it is only from the air within dwellings and in the neighbourhood of the sick that infection occurs at all 
frequently. Ho further states "(hat neither the poinls of view nor the methods for the investigation 
of the air aro at the present time so precise that it is possible to make definite statements as to (he local 
and seasonable differences in the number of air germs, or that well-founded conclusions can be drawn as 
to the part played by the air in the spread of one or other of the infective diseases.’1 
,, n In recc°t report of the Boyal Commission on tho Water Supply to the Metropolis of London 
tfie Committee refers to the question of microbes in water, stating that the water question has passed 
from tho domain of chemistry into that of biology, for the next step in advance was'the comparatively 
recent discovery that the matter to the presence of which drinking water owed its occasional power of 
disseminating infectious diseases was not. merely organic but living matter, consisting of microscopical 
vegetable organisms, known generally as microbes or bacteria, and divided by specialists according to their

form
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form into bacilli, spirilla, cocci, stcptoeocci, and the like. These microbes are not only infinite in variety 
and number but arc ubiquitous. The air we breathe, the food we swallow, the water we drink teem with 
them. They swarm within our own bodies, and this to such an extent that it is said that six different 
species arc invariably inside the hnmnn mouth while many other species are to be found there with more 
or less frequency. Fortunately the vast majority of these microbes are perfectly innocuous, many of them 
indeed are not only innocuous but serve useful necessary purposes, for it is by them that the breaking 
up of dead matter, animal or vegetable, and its reduction into inorganic substances is effected, and con
sequently by them that the purification of water or other media from organic matter is brought about. 
Many of them, moreover, act as actual preventives of infectious diseases.

There aro hnwever certain microbes that form exceptions to this general rule of innocuity, and that 
aro capable of setting up more or less serious disease when introduced into the living body. These 
pathogenic microbes arc given off from the bodies of animals or human beings already suffering from the 
special disease to which they respectively give rise, and, should they by any means find their way into the 
system of other animals or human beings that arc capable of suffering from such diseases, communicate 
to them the infection. That this is the manner in which infection spreads from individual to individual 
has been established beyond all. possible doubt for some diseases, and it is believed from analogy that what 
has been ascertained for some infectious or contagious diseases is probably duo for tbo w'hole class. Now 
some of these pathogenic microbes, though their normal habitat is the living body, can maintain their 
existence for a longer or shorter period outside it, and can even multiply in water, or, if desiccated, can 
be carried, cither themselves or their spores, in the air, and gain access to the body in the act of inspira
tion or othenvisc.

The next question with which wo have to deal is the alleged existence in rivers of numerous condi
tions which lead to the destruction or elimination of such pathogenic microbes as may have found their 
way iuto them. Tho natural habitat of pathogenic bacteria is tbe interior of the living body; when they 
pass from this into the outer air or water they are in au unnatural medium, in which they can only main
tain their existence and power of multiplication for a limited period, during which they undergo more or 
less rapid attenuation or loss of virulence, and become generally weakened. Meantime the ordinary 
water bacteria, by which, if in the river, they are surrounded in innumerable multitudes, being in their 
natural habitat, thrive and multiply, and become more and more likely to obtain tbe mastery in the 
struggle between themselves and their weakened pathogenic adversaries. For it appears to be the gener
ally accepted doctrine of bacteriologists that the pathogenic organisms and the ordinary river bacteria, to 
which the decomposition of organic matter is due, are naturally antagonistic, and that these latter 
undoubtedly exert an influence in diminishing the vitality of the typhoid bacillus, either actually consuming 
it or, as is more probable, giving rise to projects that interfere with its growth.

It is this antagonism of tho non-pathogenic to the pathogenic bacteria that supplies au explanation 
of the otherwise unintelligible fact as to which all the bacteriological witnesses seem to agree, that patho
logical bacteria will live longer iu distilled water, or in water that has been previously sterilised, that is, 
from which all other bacteria has been removed, than in ordinary river water. ... It is found that 
exposure to direct sunlight destroys these bacteria, and even such a tempered amount of light as is present 
under ordinary conditions in Thames water injuriously affects their vitality. How important a germicidal 
influence is exercised by light is shown in the statement made by Dr. Sims Woodhead, “ that in the 
laboratory we are compelled to keep all our pure cultures which are under favorable conditions of growth 
in a dark cupboard, otherwise they would die out rapidly, becoming weaker aud weaker. The same, of 
course, must be tbo case where, as in water under the open air, organisms are exposed to light. . . .

There remains the question of the dose of bacilli required for the production of disease. The 
general tendency of evidence, says Professor (Idling, is to show that it wants a very considerable dose of 
a pathogenic organism to produce its characteristic. Similarly Professor Hay Lankester says: -It appears 
probable that any infection produced by these organisms must be by a certain volume—a certain number 
—that is to sav, that one typhoid bacillus passing into, even arriving into the intestine would not be able 
to hold its ground. Again there is little doubt that Dr. Sims Woodhead in his statement that small doses 
of cholera bacillus, introduced into the alimentary canal of a man or animal, are destroyed so rapidly 
by tbo secretions, or it may be by actual contact with tbe living cells of the stomach and intestine, that 
no symptoms are produced in healthy individuals, however a very large dose of tho^ bacilli with tho 
accompanying poison may alter tho secretion and paralyze the cells, so that the organism is enabled to 
grow in the nutrient medium contained in the alimentary canal, and an attack of cholera may result; and 
no further states that he is led to believe that the two organisms “ that is, the microbes of typhoid fever 
and of cholera ” act in somewhat tho same fashion as regards the infection of the human body. There is, 
however, ho elsewhere states, not nearly so definite knowledge in this matter, as regards cholera and 
typhoid fever, as there is in regard to anthrax and other diseases that can be inoculated directly into tbe 
tissues. The report further states that bacteriology is in its infancy, and, though the results obtained 
by experts in the science, in regard to the persistence or destructibility of pathogenic microbes deserve 
full consideration, as possessing a high degree of probability, it would be rash as j et to assign to them 
such a position of absolute certainty as would enable us to dispense with the evidence of experience.

"With regard to the influence of light in pathogenic microbes, Professor Buchner demonstrated in 
a lecture delivered before the Munich Medical Union towards the close of 1892, that typhoid and cholera 
bacilli freely distributed in water, were destroyed by direct sunlight in from one to two hours. The 
disinfecting activity of light was so powerful that, for instance, water which contained in a cubic 
centimetre 100,000 germs of the bacillus colicomm was found, after ono hour’s action of direct sunlight, 
to be completely germ free. , .

Mrs. 'Percy Frankland, in an article In the Sanitary ScoorA on 11 How Cholera may be spread in 
reference to cholera bacilli,” states, inter alia, that “ we have learnt that these cholera bacilli are very 
sensitive to a dry atmosphere, and it is possible that the action of the sun’s rays (which is now known to 
have a most prejudicial effect upon micro-organisms), together with the dryness of the air, which usually 
prevails in the summer months, might combine to reduce their vitality or even destroy them. In the 
Sanitary Iteeord of 9th September, 1893, it is staled that Dr. Bitger, in his interesting^ paper on tho 
Hamburg Cholera Outbreak, clinches his argument from the experiment made on himself, in which he 
swallowed 100,000 bacilli from a pure culture without any bad effect, by a reference to the experience of
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the men it ho follow their calling on or beside the riyer Elbe at Hamburg, according to the Eldefeld 
doctor, among the thousands of beer brewery workmen, sailors, harbour labourers, boatmen and fishermen 
who pursue their avocations on the river itself or ifs banks, who use its water freely for drinking, cooking 
and washing, hardly any were attacked by cholera, and these people, who are inconsiderately reckless, 
who pay no attention to disinfection of the hands, and who are deplorably deficient in the matter of 
cleanliness, enjoyed immunity from tho disease.”

Dr. Bavenex sums up the question of microbes as follows:—By microbes we aro to understand all 
the inferior beings belonging to animal or vegetable life whose presence has been revealed by tbo 
microscope as existing in a great number of diseases common to both the lower animals and man, and 
present also in certain organic products such as wine, beer, milk, eggs, &c.

These are tho bad microbes, tbo pathogenic microbes, those which interest us chiefly from a 
hygienic point of view. But as wo have already said, there are good and beneficial microbes; useful 
microbes. Of those are the ferocious Phagocytes, those who feed on the bad microbes; and there are 
those who find their way into our food, and are the ferments of different digestions, and without which 
'our ovvu digestion would be difficult of accomplishment. As Dr. Mounet so well says:—“ Hothing that 
is made here below, nothing that is destroyed escapes from the incessant and inevitable action of the 
microbe. Without this infinitessimal creature life on this globe would be untenable aud impossible. It 
weighs down the balance between life and death.”

_ It is in this struggle against the pernicious pathogenic microbe that the conditions are attained 
which insure the prosperity of the individual and the species; it is in this struggle that tho conditions 
are arrived at which are most favourable to man’s development and preservation. The earth which in 
common supports us all; the water we drink and which enters largely into the composition of our food, 
which is used for our ablutions, and is the chief factor in cleansing our houses and streets ; the air we 
breathe, which we absorb through the tegument of our skin, which bathes us so to speak and penetrates 
each orifice; the food we eat, be it animal or vegetable; our covering, whether fixed as the roof aud walls 
which surround us or portable as our clothing—all those indispensable accessories of life are polluted by 
swarming microbes. The discovery of the microbe, its morphology, the study of the extraordinary role 
which this infinitessimal being plays has revolutionised biological science, particularly hygiene. This last 
is no longer a collection of common-place precepts based on vague ideas. It is an exact science, conceived, 
built up, and extended by Pasteur.

I have dealt at some length with this subject, because it bears upon the question at issue, aud it is 
necessary to produce evidence to show that, even if pathogenic germs found their exit at the shafts, they 
would be transferred to a condition of life under which they would not be allowed to exist. It would 
appear that there is no resting-place except the dark cupboard of the laboratory. If they pass into the 
air they7 are either eaten up or become so attenuated that they cease to exist. If they find their way into 
water—and this is shown to be the only way iu which human beings can be infected with cholera or 
typhoid bacilli—the water bacteria exert an influence over them for the good. It has also been shown 
that sunlight is inimical to the existence of the “unfriendly” germ. A leading bacteriologist has stated 
“ that in the laboratory they are compelled to keep all pure cultures in a dark cupboard; otherwise they 
would die out rapidly, becoming weaker and weaker.”

_ If we take Mr. Smith’s analogy of the sewer, being a huge culture chamber, being dark and 
having favourable conditions for cultivation of germs, according to tbe above statement, to carry tbe 
analogy to its logical conclusion, directly tbe germs were exposed to the light, by having their exit from 
the shaft, they would die out. What then becomes of the germs which are having or are to have such 
dire effect on the public health.

Again, the largest number of germs which was found at one time only, after five different trials, 
was 2,260 per litre; and tSSS- gives—say, 3 per cubic centimetre—the highest number at any other time 
was 326 per litre—to get the number per cubic centimetre the germ would have to be divisible; in other 
words, with one exception the number is so small that they cannot be reckoned by the standard of cubic 
centimetre. It has been before stated that the water supply at Zurich is distributed, containing 31 germs 
per cubic centimetre, or 31,000 per litre; Koch’s limit being 100 per cubic centimetre, or 100,000 per 
litre. There is also evidence that it takes a considerable doso of pathogenic germs to be injurious. If 
tho foregoing be true, and it is in statements of bacteriologists of repute, what possible chance of danger 
is there, even supposing a few unfriendly germs did find their way into the atmosphere P

Moreover the sewers and branches leading to the shafts are never in a state of absolute dryness; 
aud there is the probability that if germs are passing in the air, they would become entangled in the 
moist pheriphery of pipes and sides of sewer.

The foregoing is the theoretical aspect of the question, and the conclusion arrived at by the Eoyal 
Commission for Water Supply to Loudon will apply in this case ; it is as follows :—“Bacteriology is still 
in its infancy ; and though the results obtained by experts in the science, in regard to the persistence or 
destructibility of pathogenic microbes, deserve full consideration as possessing a high degree of probability, 
it would be rash as yet to assign such a position of absolute certainty as would enable us to dispense 
with the evidence of experience. This must still be our main guide.” This statement I think will be 
found to fit the present case notwithstanding the dogmatical assertions which have lately appeared in the 
public press. As a matter of fact, in tbo question of purification of water, tbe foregoing Commission 
states that on tho bacteriological aspect, of the question they could not make positive or dogmatical 
assertions, seeing that at present experts in the science of bacteriology are themselves avowedly holding 
their judgment in suspense. There does not appear to be any suspending of judgment in assertions which 
have appeared—the public have been informed that disease germs are being spread—if such is the case 
every cause must have an effect. We will now see what, in the light of experience, this effect has been 
on the public health, the preservation of which I will assume is the object of the statements in the public 
prints.

The erection of tho ventilating shafts was commenced in 1890, after very careful tests and 
consideration. The first section operated upon was a notoriously ill-ventilated one, so much so that 
one of the workmen on opening a branch drain on the section was struck down'anth a severe form of 
tonsilitis. The manholes at the time were all closed down with close covers, and on removal tho gas from 
same was overpowering ; the system was not carried out by either the Government or the Board, hut was 
taken over on passing of the Act, After the shafts were erected and systematic flushing instituted the 
improvement was decidedly marked. During the years 1890-3, the erection of shafts, with other adjuncts,

was
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was proceeded witli. The total number of shafts erected is 1,130. If Mr. Smith’s assumption is correct, 
that the shafts are discharging disease germs into tho city to the danger of public health, it is only- 
reasonable to cspect an increase, rather than a decrease, in our death-rate from enteric fever. The 
medical officer has furnished me with the following return:—

Crrr of Sydney—Deaths from Enteric Eevcr.

Year. Population. Deaths. Bate per 10,000.

1883 112,980 77 6-82
1884 118,645 100 8-43
1885 122,175 93 7-61
1886 123,645 69 5-58
1887 122,770 46 375
1883 119,590 50 4'18
1889 116,490 59 5-07
1890 113,470 43 3-79
1891 109,090 29 • 206
1892 107,730 19 1-76
1893 100,380 15 1-41

Suburbs, 1892 
„ 1893

200
1-00

Death-hate from Phthisis in the Metropolis.

Year, Bate per 10,000. Year. Bate per 10,COO.

1888 168 1891 14-3

1889 14-1 1892 12-0

1890 14-7 1893 11-6

OoMTAiiATiYK Death-rates of the Cities of Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide.

Area . 
in Acres. Population. Density per 

Acre.
Total Deaths, 

exclusive 
of Hospitals.

Rain
per 10,000.

Deaths from 
Typhoid 

i'cTcr.
Bute

per 10,000.

Melbourne... ... ... 2,300 60,391 28-8 925 139-4 19 2-8

Adelaide........................... 3,632 39,073 10-7 826 211T 17 4-8

Sydney ........................... 2,226 100,380 47-3 1,679 157-7 15 1-4

At end of December the zymotic death-rate for month was '!) per 10,000, the lowest rate for
years past. .

Tho state of the air in the sewers needs no better testimony than that not one emgle casc ot 
sickness arising through sewer gas among the men employed in the sewers has been reported during the 
year. There is one man in tho service who has been working for over twenty years in connection with 
the sewers, and who has not been on the sick list once. It will be seen from the returns that the death- 
rate for enteric fever has been gradually decreasing since the Board commenced operations in 1800; in tho 
suburbs the rate in 1803 is reduced by half of that in 1892. The death-rate from phthisis also shows a 
gradual decrease. It will also be seen that the zymotic death-rate of Sydney is the lowest of the three 
cities given in table. r

Tho figures quoted show that the operations of the Board, both in water supply and sewerage, have 
not had the baneful effects which have been attributed to them. The influence on the health of the city 
and suburbs is all the other way, and while such good results can be shown I fail to sec the necessity of 
abolishing ono of tho means hy which they are obtained.

Tlie returns show that there was not the slightest ground for the statement that the shafts were 
disseminators of disease germs, or, if disease did pass out of them into the atmosphere, feature s 
scavengers, “ the friendly microbes,” performed their appointed role.

I think it will bo’found that the report, if anything, shows the air of the metropolitan sowers not 
to be tbe dangerous element it is supposed to be; but, at the same time, as stated in my notes on the 
report, there is still room for improvement, and remedial measures are being taken in connection with
same. - , . . .

Until it can he proved beyond a doubt, from a biological standpoint, that the ventilation or sowers, 
as at present carried out, is inimical to public health, I consider it would be unwise and a waste of public 
money to alter tbe system to accord with opinions which have been shown to be founded on such debatable 
grounds. I maintain that there is no cause for alarm, and the attempt to raise the microbe bogie is 
calculated to do more harm than good.

(3.)
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(3.) Tlie tlurd recomiueiulutioii was the construction of reverberatory furnaces at intevvala. Tins I 
could not concur with.. A study of tlie topography of the city and suburbs and plans of tbe old city 
system would be sufficient to convince an engiueor of tlie impracticability of the recommendation

, Aa germicides they would no doubt act locally, but as ventilators I question tlie utility The 
question was discussed m England as far bach as 1814, and later, in 1860, by Sir John Bazatette and 
Colonel Haywood, and found to be entirely unsuitable.

..Ta,k^ tllc old ci,fcy system, which is analogous to the London system at the time (I860), comprising 
>0 miles ot sewers of various sizes, ramifying in all directions-up courts, lanes, and narrow tortuous 
streets—with innumerable dead-ends.” Connected to these sewers aro at least 9,000 untrapped house 
connections with the rain-water pipes connected direct to same; the length of house dramas aggregating 
102 miles, or a total of 172 miles. Jn addition to these there arc the main branches constructed by the 
trovernment, which intercept the old city branches. Now the furnaces to be of utility as ventilators must 
cause au air-movement in or about 182 miles of sewers of all sizes with innumerable angles and bends. 
Experience has demonstrated that furnaces connected with tho system under such conditions have only a 
local effect, and would, therefore, as means for ventilation, not be worth the cost of construction land and 
maintenance, which would form a considerable item. ’ 1

As germicide I consider, with the evidence adduced, thev arc not necessary.
I would also point out the adoption of them would necessarily entail au alteration of the existing 

house-dramago system earned out before tbe inception of the Board in very much quicker time than is 
adopted, at present. This is a question upon which tho property owners might take serious objection to 

As public attention has boon drawn to the matter, and as it has resolved itself into one of a 
biological character, I think it would be advisable to submit Mr. Smith's report to the Board of Health 
for them to express an expert opinion as to whether the air discharged from the Board's ventilating 
shafts is dangerous to the public health as alleged ; this is the only point of import to be inquired into.

The Secretary, J. M. SMAIL, 12/3/0*.

Influence
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Influence of the Board’s operations upon the Health of the
Metropolis.

The number of deaths occurring during tho past year of 1893 is greatly in excess of the number for 
1892 j but, notwithstanding tins fact, the influence of the Board’s operations lias been very marked 
during the past year. ' -

Tlie increase in the death rate' is due to the severe epidemic of measles which raged during 
August, September, and October, and to the prevalence of scarlet fever during the whole year. These 
two diseases, with their sequel® in the form of respiratory diseases, were the chief causes of the increase 
in the death rate; hut as they cannot he ascribed to any defect in a water and sewerage system they may 
ho regarded as accidental and beyond the influence of the Board’s working.

There was also a slight increase in the number of deaths from diphtheria; hub this disease, 
according to late authorities, is so peculiar in its distribution that its causes “should not bo sought for 
primarily in any high development of civilisation, such as sewers, but rather in some condition associated 
with a more primitive form of life.”—(Longstaif.) "Water has never been demonstrated as conveying 
infection.

Diarrhceal diseases also show a slight increase in the number of deaths due to them. Building 
sites made of town refuse and damp soils are the most productive causes of these diseases, aud although 
high temperature of the air lias long been observed to bo associated with a high diarrhceal mortality, still 
Mr. Ballard has shown that the temperature of the soil is the essential point. “ The essential cause of 
diarrhosa lies ordinarily in the superficial layers of the earth, where it is intimately associated with the 
life processes of some micro-organism not yet isolated.”'—(Ballard.)

It is vain to hope that typhoid fever will ever be completely avoided, but during the past few 
years the disease has been so modified in its course that only ?G deaths occurred during the past year in 
the metropolis from this disease, and although it was very prevalent in the city during the month of 
December no deaths were registered for this disease. Although drainage defects tend to promote the 
existence of typhoid fever, it is often difficult to disassociate their influence from that of co-existent 

* hygenic defects, such as want of personal cleanliness and impurity of soil. The extension of the Board’s 
operations to the various suburbs has been attended with excellent results, the death rate from typhoid 
fever in 1892 being 2 as against 1 for 1893 per .10,000 of the population. A reference to the Table D 
will sufficiently show how marked has been the influence for good of all lately undertaken sanitary works 
in this city. If it were true that the air was laden with pathogenic germs which, floating over the city, 
were likely to cause disastrous epidemics, it would he reasonable to expect an increase rather than a 
decrease in our death rate from enteric fever, '

Phthisis, which increases rapidly on damp soils, did not cause so many deaths last year as in 
former years, and there has been a marked decrease in the death rate from this disease ever since the 
institution of the present water and sewerage systems. Through the courtesy of Drs. GressweB and 
IVhittell I have been able to subjoin Table G, from which it will he seen how favourably with regard to 
the density of population the death-rate of Sydney compares with Melbourne and Adelaide, and iu how 
much better a coudition our city is than the others as regards typhoid fever being a factor of the death- 
rate.

At tlie commencement of the year 1893 tlie zymotic death rate of the city stood at 3 per 10,000 
of the population, but it fell at the end of- January to 1’4, and at the end of Pebruary stood at 1‘5. At 
the end of March the prevalence of scarlet fever raised it to TO, but it fell again at the end of April 
to '8, and at the end of May to '7. At the end of June, owing to the spread of diphtheria, it rose to 1'8, 
and at the end of July it again fell to I'd-. During August the epidemic of measles made its appearance. 
The death rate at the end of this month rose to 2 per 10,000, aud at the end of September, when the 
epidemic was at its height, the rate rose to 8. At the end of October it fell to G‘4, and at the end of 
November to 2‘4, At the end of December, 1893, the zymotic death rate stood at '9 per 10,000, the 
lowest zymotic ■death rate for some years past. With regard to the presence of germs in the sewers, all 
sewers contain them, hut fortunately, where pathogenic or unfriendly microbes exist, there are also present 
phagocytes or friendly microbes, which resist the attacks of tlie former. Protracted exposure of pathogenic 
microbes to the influence of light and air tends to destroy most, if not all, of them, and it is highly 
probable that mere diffusion of a virus in the atmosphere renders it inert. Consequently there is no need 
for alarm ; in fact the state of the air in the sewers needs no better testimony than that not one single 
case of sickness arising through sewer gas among the men employed in the sewers has been reported to 
me during the past year,

Putting aside, therefore, the uncontrollable epidemics, it is safe to say that tho Board’s operations 
have greatly improved the national health, and also in the case of the epidemics themselves these operations 
have limited tho area of the diseases.

THEO. M. KENDALL.

176—G APPENDIX
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APPENDIX A.—METROPOLIS.

Deaths due to t]io Epidemics of Measles and Scarlet Ecver, and tlioir Sequel iu.

i
1S52. | 1S93. Execs; for 1S03.

Ifea'lcB .......................   2
Starlet CevtT............................   43
Respiratory diseases.............................. 545

435
145
710

433
103
in
70G

Dentils from all Causes.

Ycftr. Popnlntton.

Iteaths under - -

Total Deaths.
One Year* Five Years.

Number. Rnie per lfl,000. Number. Butt per 10,000. Number. Rato por 10,000

less 333,551 2,128 634 3,080 911 6,318 189-2

1889 351,470 2,323 ‘ 06-09 4,273 12M G,431 1829

1890 370,357 1,854 tO-6 2,516 67-9 6,591 150-9

1801 389,055 2,175 55-7 2,821 72-4 6,418 169-8

1892 406,480 1,830 45'0 2,442 60-0 5,512 1356

1693 411,710 1,960 477 3,lfil 76-7 6,481 150-8

Deaths duo to Preventable Diseases.

1SSS. TSS9. is™. 1801. 1802. 1894.

No. Rato por 
10,000, No. Rato per 

10,000, No. Rate por 
10.000, No. Rate por

f 10,000. No. Rate per 
10,000. No. Rate per 

10,000.

Dijilitlieria ............... 139 4-1 183 5-2 149 4-02 179 4-5 123 308 130 3-1
Enteric Fcrer 182 5-7 200 6-9 143 88 109 2-7 SO 1-9 76 1-8
Disrriicca ......................... 353 10-5 384 109 263 71 28S

i
7'3 297 7-3 305 7-4

Total................... 674 20-2 771 .21-6 555 14-9 5G6 14-5 600 12-28 511 12-3

' Table D.

Cur op Sritt'Er.—Deaths pjiom Enteiuc Fever.

Year. Ropni.-ition. Deaths. Rale per ICrGOO.

3833 112,980 77 6-82
1881 118,645 100 8-43
1885 122,175 93 7-61
1835 123,645 69 55S
1837 122,770 46 375
1883 110,500 50 4-18
1889 116,400 59 507
1890 113,470 43 3-79
1801 109,000 20 2-C6
1892 107,730 10 1-76
1893 106,330 15 1-41

Death rate most PinTitsis 
IN THE Mfeifioroins.
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Mortality from Enteric Eever during the years 1802 and 1803 per 10;000 of the population.

City. I Suburbs.

Honth. 1E92. j 181)3. |

1
1832. im.

January ................................’................................. '4 •00 •2 *2

February ................................................................... 0* ■1 •1 ■i

March ........................................................................ ■2 •00 '4 ■2

April............................................................................. ■l ■09 •4 1-5

May ............................................................................. ■00 1 ■2 •2

Juno ...................... ..................................... .............. . O' ■1 •04 1

July ............................................................................. •00 _ o- •I •09

O' o- o- O'

September .............. ............................................... ■00 . ■1
| -1

■00

0 •1 1 ^ ■00

November................................................................... ■09 '1 1 ^ •00

December ................................................................... •1 0 ' -1 •3

• l-TG 1'41

1 2 04

1 .
3 0

Table Gf,—CoifPARisoif of Death-rate of tho Cities of Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide.

Area in Acres. Population. Density 
por Acre.

Total Deaths 
c\oluslvc of 

Hospitals, &r
Kate pei 10,000. Deaths from 

Typhoid Fawn* Rate iier 10,000. Cities.

2,300 00,301 28 8 025 139-4 19 2'8 Melbourne.

3,032 39,073 10-7 820 2111 17 4‘3 Adelaide.

2,226 100,980 47'3 1,079 157'7 15 1-4 Sydney.

Annual
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Annual Report of Assessors Branch.
S'r> 22 February, 1894.

I have tbe honor to submit my report for 1893. .
, The year has been one of depression almost without precedent in the history of the Colony, and 

during which period financial and commercial institutions and individuals have suffered alike, Property 
values in both the city and suburbs have depreciated in a very marked degree, while every description 
of building—warehouses, mercantile offices, pretentious mansions, and the humblest of dwellings—are 
unoccupied and idle on all sides. From authentic sources reports are heard that even where properties 
have been offered at rentals reduced by as much as from 30 to 40 per cent, they remain untenanted ; 
hence the effect of the depression on all classes of property holders may be readily understood. ’

Notwithstanding the foregoing it must be gratifying to the Hoard that the receipts for the year 
exceeded those of the previous one by £8,140 Gs. lid.; also, that the amount of outstanding rates 
decreased by £5,G70 17s. Whilst reviewing the circumstances consequent upon such depressed times 
these results cannot be accepted but with satisfaction.

The following is a summary of the work performed during the year.

Kate Notice?.
219,547 notices were served during the year, being an increase of 11,340 over the number diirin** 

1892, and covers those for new mains, new sewers, and final notices for payment of rates. 0

New Mains and New Sewers.
3,979 properties became liable for rating during the year, namely, G4G from new mains and 3,333 

from now sewers. It will be seen that there is a large decrease in the number of properties that become 
liable from new mains, and the reduction may be accounted for by the stoppage of funds required for 
reticulation works. The Richmond district water supply was placed under the control of the Foard in 
June last. ‘

New Assessments. ■
3,198 new buildings were assessed during the year, or 1,120 less than in 1892. This decrease can 

only be taken as further evidence of the depression, as many of the buildings were well advanced towards 
completion in 1892 but were not assessed by us till 1893,

Building Bees.
The amount received in payment of building fees for the year was £2,2G3 12s. 6d., as against 

£2,925 16s. for 1892, being a decrease of £6G2 3s. 6d. °

Recovery of Kates.
The receipts for the year amounted to £254,025 8s. Id., and the arrears outstanding on the 31st 

December amounted to £29,775 17s. 10d., and in which is included the sum of £7,858 9s. 5d. due on 
meters, the readings of which were only taken at the end of the year, and consequently could not be 
recovered till after the accounts had been rendered in January; £3,928 2s. lOd. due on churches and 
charitable institutions, for which no steps have as yet been taken to recover; and £2,811 10s. due by the 
Government on the 31st December. 27,039 final notices were served and 4,875 summonses issued, bciiitf 
a decrease of 4,737 and 769 respectively. °

Summonses Issued. '
Balmain Court ... ... ... ... ... 385
Central Court ... ... ... ... G49
District Court ... ... ... ... ,,, 233
Glebe Court ... ... ... ... 397
Liverpool Court ................................................... 8
Newtown Court ... ... ... ... ... 1,007
North Sydney Court ....................................... 318
Paddington Court ... ... ... 526
Parramatta Court ... ... ... ... 88
Redferu Court ... ... ... ... 491
Rydc Court,,, ... ... ... 67
Water Police Court ... ... ... ... 646

Total ... 4,875

Properties rated to 31st December, 1893.
Water.

Estimated supplied

City and Suburbs ... ... ... ... 85,038
d i tl i m alei.

'81,283
Campbclltown ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 214 171
Liverpool ... ... ... ... 445 129
Richmond ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 198 193

Setter age.
■ City and Suburbs ................................................................ 39,055 36,062

Special
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Assessor’s IIeport—contmued.

Special Fees Stock, Gardens, &c.
Fees, were paid for 0,745 head of stock, or 435 less than the number paid for in 1S92. This decrease 

is to a great extent due to tlie fact that so many persons have had no work for their horses that they have 
been compelled to turn them out in the country to avoid the expense of stable keep.

Fees were paid for 1,594 gardens, being an increase of 259 for the year.

Richmond.
The receipts for tho portion of the year from the time the Board took control of the supply, 

amounted to £358 7s. 4d., leaving £41 7s. lid. -outstanding on the 31st December, as shown by the 
following statement:—

Charges.

Kates 
Meters
New Mains ...
House Supply 
Stock ...
Gardens 
Special Fees ...
Kuilding Fees

Total

Amount of Receipts 
Kates Cancelled or Removed 
Outstanding ...

Total

£ s. d.
135 10 9

81 18 2
163 5 11

2 18 10
21 0 0

0 10 0
4 5 0
3 15 10

£413 4 6

358 7 4
13 9 3
41 7 11

£413 4 6

H. J. BEAUMONT,
A ssessor.

House to House Inspection, 1892 and 1893—Districts Completed by Waste Water Inspectors,

Water Service.

Distncts.
Hated. Connected Connected

during
3S&3.

Total Con
nected to

Rated. Connected
to Connected

during
1803.

Total Con 
nectod to

1S92. 1893.
Slat Dec., 

1892. .
31st Dec., 

1S9S. 1882. 1803.
31st Dec., 

1802.
31st Dec. 

1893.

1.195 1,212 982 22 1,004 1,182 1,199 922 GO 972
1,308
0,020

1,313 1,114 16 1,130 1,235 1,250 954 51
311

1,005
6,068 5,911

4,153
53 5,964 5,867 6,068 5,634 5,945

4,232 4,270 40 4,193 3,559
1,739

3,600 3,480 87 3,5ti7
1,905 1,909 1,670 19 1,689 1,752 1,486 69 1,555

1,8982,100
2,463

2,120 1,888 16 1,904 2,060 2,062 1,825 73
2,491 2,393

2,039
37 2,430 2,377 2,404 2,324 77 2,401

2,51+ 2,589 111 2,150
1,335
1,406

234

1,415 963 70 1,033 " 500 5111,473
237

1,397 26 1,423 24 759 11
39 lo 54

3S5 385 171 33 201 "'720
.... ^

721723 735 713 12 725 723 725
295 368 150 » 50 200
284 291 153 23 176
149 166 22 12 34

22 363,051
745

3,654 3,513 27 3,540 46 46 12
757 308 71 379

63 65 21 10 31
479 500 159 81 240

Kogarah ...................................... 310
3,038

345
3,223

153
2,712

39
137

192
2,849

413 1,382 i|7954,251
3,435
3,912

4,302 4,177 95 1 4,272 776 2,320
3,811 2,620 189 2,809

142 3,511
81

4,036 3,840 134 i 3,973 3,395 3,965 3,369
2,447 2,585 2,031 119 1 2,150 98 14 67

37 58 29 6 ! 35
138 2,8204,680 4,694 4,539 61 1 4,600 3,950 4,098 2,682

089 1,050 260 103 1 363
170 165 18 14 , 32

1,018 1,117 690 Oi) 745
374 462 171 33 204
338 458 GS 82 150

136 1,4152,223 2,286 2,179 60 2,239 i,494 1,668 1,279
1

Sewerage Service.

H. J. BEAUMONT, 
Assessor
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Assessor’s Tfavowz—continued.
Summary of Properties Liable and Notices Delivered during 1893.

Fo. of Proixsrtios Liable. No. of Notices Delivered daring 1831.

Ward or Borough.
No. of

Properties liable 
1st Jami&rv, 

189a. '

New Houses on 
Old Alains 

becoming liable 
during Year.

Properties
becoming

liable
through

Total No. of 
Properties liable 
Slbt December, 

1893.

U
o 3K -M

a c

S-3
DJ 5

1 » i 0941 f &■\ .L.-.v ,
'tL5?d 5 A a 3 . hu w - ? ^3 «*5

If

^ 5 5

n|09^ g 
|.“°£

1^|[ 
= u S'1 O' o ?Cj— 4S jM cr?

! oi

o
' K

p B
E J 
■5£
C ■"

75 S
K

! it

E J2 tn
1 ^ w Total.

Water. Scwer- Water. Sewer
age.

N>tt
Mums

New
Sewers Water. Sewer

age.

S- tti
ei
b

j. m 1 iu ^
PS

ICri
I3m
w 3

s
1 O y
!^i

Bourke Ward ................ 1,195
1 |

17 1,212 1,199
/---------

2,413 17 30 609 3 j 3,ICS
Brisbane Ward ........... I,SOS 1,235 11 15 1,318 3/259 2,743 11 102 809 15 i 3,879
Cook Ward ................... 0,020 6,sor G,I0S 6,935 12,007 S3 '.iill 1,906 C6 i 14,881
Denison Ward............ 4,232 3,559 35 30 4,270 3,600 8,502- 5 30 4 10 14 436 1,312 27 r 10,401
Fitocroy Ward................. 3,0(12 3,393 24 24 3 3,636 3,420 7,305 24 G 308 1,144 39 8,824
Gipjw Ward................... 1,091 1,730 10 13 ‘ ‘ 2,010 1,7:.2 3,032 10 72 S15 13 4,SOT
Macquarie Wani__ 2,109 2,003 21 -20 2,121 2,930 4,235 21 165 722 3 5,146
Phillip Wiird ................ 2,4G3 2,377 2,49! 2,4031

„* 4,807 28 4 12 250 787 25 6,009
Alexandria ................... 1,776 1,165 49 30 45 1,833 1,-2393 3,643 49 10 00 446 IS 299 564 12 5,137
Ashficld........................ 2,52s so .. 25 2,034 5,003 S6 00 •• 293 sso 35 6.352
Auburn................... m 15 213■ s 30 2S 94 o 535
Balmain................... 5,021

■ &,749, . ll.lftf 120 4 432 1,434 70 13,-271
Bankabown ................... G ,

•• C 12 ,, 1 n
Botany ....................... 28S

" 28 47 303 013 £8 04 17 70 4 820
Bunvood ....................... 1,332 03 24 1,410 2,705 03 4S 192 388 14 3,390
Campbclltown................ 194 10 10 2L4 410 10 29 10 101 567
Camperdown ................ 1,450 24 25 15 769 1,475 799 2,910 25 1,520 357 390 521 31 5,670
Canterbury................... 215 7 i 223 452 7 2 42 6j 4
Cecil Hill ................... 1

- 1 1 1 .. - 0
Concord........................ 351 10 ■■ 12 .182 723 10 -24 54 171 j 9%
Darlington .............. 730 723 n 11 747 734 lt47fl 11 115 150 3 1,761
Drummoync................... 302 45 3S4 031- 87 90 40 12S 3 979
Enfield ................ 270

1/213
20(1

1,238
574

Ersklnvillc ................... 412 21 434
14 12 57 101 1 7:.ft

1 2,447 251 .. 2 92 101 2flD 5 2,9(1
Five Dock................... 120 20 166 271 » 49 35 65 3 423
Glebe........................... 3,621

739
12

40 39
29

1

30 a,mo 84
Granville ....................... 21

7,2dG 391 .. 72 30 520 734 IS 8.CG5
Guildford "

789
13

■■
-•

1,513
26

29
1

42 80 m
8

n 1,07ft
30

Homebueh ................... 01

410
452

1

3
a

GO
1

460
510

127
1

919
809

Hoxton Pork ................
Hunlcris Hill ...............
Hurstvilte.......................

■-

;;

1
14
62

" 1
1

14
52

2

e
12 " . f

7

52
07

21

74
237

r>
12

158
2

1,070
1,270

Islands .......................... 21 3 24 4G 3 49
Kogarah ....................... S10 26 3 330 032 29 . 6 ,, 45 130 844
Leichhardt ................. 1
Livcrjwol .......................

MarrickvUlc ..................

4,042
423

3,102

2G9
7

Hi
ir>

29

4,321
445

3,35-2

S,321
872

2G9
7

2ft
30 -

offli
29

1,415
270

60 10,050
1,214

Mossman.................. . 62
6,297 101 58 421 1,643 45 8,021

8 60 227 52 16 28 ss 1 410
Newtown .....................
North Botany................
North Sydney...............

4,309
320

3,393

775
3

no
19

50
3S
51

1,500 4,419
3S3 

3, OSS

2,326
3

0,665
677

no
19 70

3,000 385 597
20

1,130
93

29 I-1,022
SS5

7,039 139 102 33S 1,2-13 41 S,ft02
Baddington..................
Parramatta................

»,9S0 8,305 104 30
17
20
38

4St 4,000 3,065 8,031 I0J ‘ 902 1 4 460 1,685 89 lOtC93

Petersham ................
PfOfpect and Sherwood..

2,143
29

132
1

5
•

in;.
17

2,391
03

no
20

4,006
106

..
132

1

34
62
70

210
..

251
10

C5S
35

IS
1

54
0,227

235
Hand wick.......................
Red fern..........................
Rockdale ....
Rookwood.....................

1,1DS
4,753

992
1S9
297

37
3,050

Si
72
79

5

S
73

13

81
1

9S
7.5

1,292
4,S2o
1,102

186

143
4,090

3,404
9,497
2,ono

368

81
72
79

5

20

02
2

190
150

"

lie 44
ns
514
in

9

mi
1,270

SKi
72

24
32
ID

ft

4,410
11,695
2,673

455
2 SCO 004 10 4 80 99 6 803

1,025
3SS

54 10
s

1,080
Strathfield .................. 2,0S9 54 291 .. 273 278 20 2,731

448 .. 302 52 30 ■■ 42 174 1 1,037
Waterloo...................*.
Waveriev............
Willoughby................
Woollabra.......................

1,992
2,017

SSS
2,214

1,761
401

1,494

30
101
48
DO

20
IS

79

0

91
1

64
2

ICC

2,02S
2,118

527
2,312

1,825
500

1,739

8,997
4,052

soo
4,467

30
191

48
97

12

182
2

ios
4

..
332

302

56

"

* ’
38

325
225
ISO
298

7S7
755
203
090

31
23
13
25

5.C52 
5,1 CO 
1,530 
0,003

Total .... 02,500 55,609 2,545 653 040 3,333 85,097 39,055 109,832 2,545 1,292 0,880 1,845 12S 9,747 27,089 003 219,547

HERBERT L BEAUMONT,
Assessor.
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Assessor’s JljEsom—continued. 
'Stock and Gauduns,

Stock,

Ward or Borough.

Bourke Ward,,.. 

BriMlianc Woitl .. 

(Jook Ward .., 

Pcnisoii Ward ,, 

Fibzroy Ward,... 

Cipps Ward .... 

Macquarie Ward 

Philip Ward ....

Alexandria . 
Ashfickl -.. 
Auburn ...

Balmain .........
Bankstdwn ....
Botany............
Jiuru’ood.........

C&tnpbetltown 
Campetdown .. 
Canterbury,.
Cedi Hill.........
Concord .........

Darlington .. 
Dmmnioync

Knfleld.........
Erskincvillc

Vive Dock ..

Glebe ......................
Granville...................
Guildford ................

Homcbuah ..............
Hoxton Park............
Hunter's Hill............
HjrstviUe ................

Islands.... 

Kog&fah .,..

Leichhardt .. 
Livei'iwol....

Marrickville 
Mossmati....

1302. 1693.

NuwtoWJl........................
North Botany ..............
North Sj’dncy ..........

Paddington....................
Parramatta.................
1'ctersham .....................
Prospect and Sherwood .

Ksitiriwlck ....................
Kcdfern ........................
Rockdale......................
Rnukwood ...................
Hyde.............................

St. Peter's ...................
Stvathflcld ...................

Waterloo.., 
Waverley .. 
Willoughby. 
Woollahra -

Totals

{>75
28

5G5
10

301

S1G

25t

135
GIG
04

214
20

425
2GI

6
318

HUE0

No of 
Stock 
llegls- 
tered.

Amount of 
Fees Paid 

tor the Year.

Amount 
Outstand

ing on 
list Doc., 

189:2. 1

No. of I 
Stock |
Hcgis* i
tered.

Amount of 
Vous Paid 

for the Year,

Amount 
Outstand

ing on 
Oat Dec , 

1803.

i
£ ? d. H S. d. £ a. d. £ 6. tl.

35 7 7 0 0 6 0 3G 7 0 6 1 0 0

114

79G

22 10 0

145 0 6

102 24 17 G

094 ir.G 13 o 2 17 6

579 121 O 0 43fl 101 10 0 1 10 o

4t0 79 0 0 302 09 5 0 2 15 0

53 4 12 G 72 17 12 G

215 42 0 0 JG5 87 7 0 0 10 0

321 (19 S 0 1 256 GS 0 0

291 63 17 C £99 07 7 6 1 10 0
200 41 10 O 'fl 16 0 203 Os 2 0 0 2 0

7 1 12 G £8 6 5 0

453 93 S 0 1 12 G 432 63 7 0 4 0 0

9
255

2 5 0
48 17 C

17
192

3 12 C
0 7 6 41 17 6 12 0

17 4 5 0 10 2 10 0 1 10 0
246 GO 17 C 30G . OS 2 C 2 5 0

38 6 2 6 42 7 7 0

59 S 2 6 54 10 7 0 0 5 0

139 29 7 C 115 23 7 0 0 10 0
32 6 16 0 40 7 10 O 0 2 0

44 S 15 0 57 10 12 fl 0 15 0
84 j Hi 17 fl 0 15 0 101 22 17 0

0 1 O 17 6 36 5 17 G 0 15

613 123 5 0 0 10 0 626 117 0 6 3 15- C
61 10 17 0 86 18 10 0 0 5 C

0 10 0

7 0 17 6 7 16 0 0 5 ■

40 G 15 0 52 8 0 0
so 9 7 6 o a e 67 0 2 6 0 15

43 ’ 7 7 6 45 S 10 0 0 10

Gardens,

1802.

IM 15 0 
4 12 G

01 7 G

117 12 0 
2 0 0 

72 17 C 

DS 15 0

62 17 C

20 0 0 
124 12 G 
IS 2 0

11 17 0

48 10 
5 0 

82 2 
40 0 
0 17 

55 7

No. of 
Gardens 
Regis
tered.

2 5 0 
10 0
0 5 0

0 10 0

0 2 0 
0 5 0

0 5 0

0 10 0

0 2 0 
0 5 0

4 0 0

505
21)

421
2G

597
20

S3S

450

251
^1G

IIS
514
i4;i

o
80

273
42

325
225
130
29S

117 12 
3 17

9G 12 
G 10

127 15 
3 15 

02 0 
OS 12 fl

53 12 C 
2 5 0

27 7 0 
119 17 0 

24 10 0 
1 2 0 

17 15 0

63 12 fl 
7 10 0 

70 5 0 
4S 7 0 
15 10 0 
66 12 0

1 10 0 
3 5 0

0 15 0

1 2 0 
3 7 6

0 5 0

0 15 
0 15 
0 10

0 15 0 

0 2 G

0 7 0 
2 0 0

1 10 0

2,012 15 0 13 7 0 9,745 2,109 8 0 1 51 0 ft

I Amount 
Amount of Ulutstand. 
Vets Paid i Inj? on 

for the Year. Gist Dec., 
1892.

104

59

27
1

12fl

53

113

G3
21
2fl

1

4
26
12

10-1
1

148

1,333

£ s. a.
4 10 0 

1 10 0 
7 0 6 

1 10 0 
46 15 0 

2 10 0 
10 0 
2 10 0
2 0 0 

S3 13 0

SO 5 O

0 15 0 
31 15 0

2 0 0 
4 0 0

£ S d. 
10 0

0 10 0

1893.

1 10 0

2 10 0
3 10 0 
2 5 0

43 15 0 
3 10 0

4 10 0 
0 5 0

8 0 0 
42 0 0 
0 10 0 

66 5 0

20 10 0 
0 5 0 

82 5 0

34 10 0 

74 15 0

47 0 0 
12 10 0 
19 10 0 
0 5 0

t 10 
26 5

GOO 
59 15 0 
0 10 0 

125 5 0

0 10 0

0 10 0 
0 10 0

1 10 0

10 0

0 10 0

10 0

1 10 0

1 10 0

919 10 0 22 5 0

No. of 
Gardens 
Regis- i 
tered.

Amount of < 
Pecs Paid 

or 1 ho Year, i'

Amount 
9utstand* 
tng on
1st Dec., 
im.

£ e. d. £ s d.
0 2 15 0 3 10 0

2 1 10 0

10 7 10 0

1 0 10 0

(it 51 10 O 1 Is 0

5 2 0 0 0 10 0

3 1 10 0

2 1 10 0 19 0

5 1 2 0 0
no 72 17 0 1 10 0

1 0 5 0 .........

70 46 10 0

2
71

10 0
40 10 0 10 0

4 1 10 0 0 10 0
8 217 e 10 0

3 2 5 0 ....... .

7 4 lo 0

c 4 5 0
4 2 10 0 .. ..

1 0 5 0

91 61 0 0 4 10 0
a 4 10 0 .........

10 O 0 0
5 3 0 0

8 7 10 9 2 10 0

3 74 4417 e 3 5 0
5 2 19 0

123 73 2 0 0 15 0
3 4 10 0

9 30 IS 13 0 1 0 0
4 1 6 0

9 160 93 15 0 4 5 0

63 33 10 0 2 15 0

0 134 74 0 0 7 0 0

0 90 63 15 0 3 0 0
13 11 0 0
39 27 2 fl 2 0 0
i 0 15 0 ....
2 1 10 O

5 3 0 9
41 33 15 0

33 7 0 0
0 113 03 5 0 16 13 0

2 0 5 0 0 10 0
0 150 132 0 0 G fi 0

0 1,594 1,027 17 G 05 15 (

HERliEET .T. BEAUMOXT,
Assessor,



Assessor’s Report—continued. SujfMAxr of Summons Work for 1893

Wanl or Borough, No, of Fiiml 
Notices 
Issued.

Summonses
Issued.

■6£

Amount Outstandinj? on Slsfc 
December, 1S92,

Water Sewerage,

Bourke Ward ....................
Brisbane Ward.................
fiook Ward.........................
Denison Ward ..................
Bifczroy W’ard......................
Gipps Ward .....................
Macquarie Ward ..............
Phillip Ward.......................
Alexandria.........................
Ashfield .............................
Auburn ............ . .............
Balmain ..........................
Bankstown .......................
Botany...............................
Burwood.............................
Uanjpbelltown ..................
Camperdo^vn......................
Canterbury......................
<5ecil Hill...........................
Concord.............................
Darlington.........................
Drummoyne ......................
.Enfield............................. ...
Krskineville.......................
Five Dock ........................
Glebe .................................
Granville ...........................
Guildford .........................
Homebush.........................
Jloxton Park......................
Hunter's Hill ......................
Jfurstville ..........................
I&lands ...............................
Kogarah ...........................
Leichhardt.........................
Liverpool.........................
Marrickvillc ......................
Mosrnan ........ . ...................
Newtown ...........................
North Botany...... .............
North Sydney ..................
Paddington..’....................
Parramatta ......................
Petersham .........................
Prospect and Sherwood ,
Ramlwick .........................
Redfem .............................
Rockdale .........................
Rookwood ....................
Ryde...................................
St. Peters ........................
Stratbfield.........................
Waterloo .......................... .
Wavorley.............................
Willoughby ......................
Woollahra..........................Sundry Plumber*, J)rainer*. 

i»ud other*, Rrntv, &c. ......

Total

£ r. d.
395 44 Cl 2,658 5 0 2,007 14 41,097 56 120 1,122 17 0 796 13 102,380 21 sot 72-t 7 S • 546 7 91,340 18 100 2,093 10 7 993 10 11,820 13 244 1,004 15 3 011 6 10451 11 104 817 2 7 367 1 01,038 49 108 1,104 4 0 1,214 15 21,154 10 110 1,300 19 n 938 7 9932 2 1*28 164 14 4 23 14 11,091 2 195 883 IS 1

r>8 14 S2 8 3
1,443 6 311 696 8 4

9 7 06s 24 50 2 11
594 1 111? 160 10 4
102 25 77 1C 6
240 2 Cl 379 2 3 1,150 3 797 21 1 -41 0 8
00 1 25 62 15 4

24 S 21 | 49 7 3 37 5 489 29 1 20 7 11
01 31 27 12 8

387 61 73 11 0 s i6 io
84 8 12 18 2

1,847 1 101 331 0 4 11 0 10280 56 19!) 18 5
5 1 14 10 0
9 1 19 15 11

124 44 268 14 0
35 34 54 )2 1

281 1 2
DS 37 88 11 5

1,587 S 309 346 9 2
494 13 350 0 6

1,003 2 200 370 1 l>
1,238 3 232 2S9 12 10 23 18 10141 37 21 0 4 23 3 63,239 1 390 005 12 10
1,078 6 272 410 17 2 310 8 0

952 ~S 1S3 13 5
11 4 4 15 &

440 2 107 264 0 0 7 10 01,672 4 212 037 6 7 377 12 5
157 131 176 IS 7
70 30 10S 13 1
63 63 13 5

248 36 60 4 2
380 52 34 8 3
479 C 135 269 O 0 41 7 0
970 3 170 227 18 11 56 7 1063 198 8 2
930 4 IG7 397 10 0 71 16 10

3,155 IS 7 3,560 9 2
31,859 284 S,3<J0 £22,283 18 4 £13,157 10 C

Disconnection Notices.
Action prevented

tli rough

£g 41
V -■2 . T3o

£-■5 >k- §Ts § is
2
c to

'o
.3 S £
d g k
£ g a.

s=c
8.» 3o•“5 u H

1100
*7
0o282

92

. 3
;i , is
2 24

60

118
14211
25

40

7

38

23

14

'62015

ID

7
51256 5II
3

4

io

2

3
13
5

138

1893.
C<

I
nnpulsory
>rainage.

No. of 
Final 

Notices 
Issued.

Summonses
Issued.

Amount Outstanding on 31st 
December, 1893.

Disconnection Notices.

S

50*

a
<3

Compulsory

o
S Amount 

sued tor.

D
ist

ric
t C

ou
rt.

tf3
8
3&Ol
Q
15
'Ji

Action prevented'
through

1 ^1 £

w
s§

0 “

Amount 
sued for.

a
§i

a
*ji8

Jo
in

t S
er

vi
ce

.'

W
at

er
 no

t
co

nn
ec

te
d t

o
nn

um
se

s.

"3
!
c
g
&

1 S

Water. Sewerage.

£ S. d. £ h. d. £ s. d. 1
1 SSQ 16 6 069 36 30 1.755 17 9 1,087 9 1 3 8 61 120 13 0 809 33 91 1,131 11 2 C7S 11 8 1 2 1 3 I 301,906 10 347 631 4 9 526 16 1 S 17 fl 31 71,312 14 167 1,838 17 2 790 C 4 6 4 1 4 15 51,144 6 207 l,30fl 10 10 764 13 8 6 i 7 1

78 078 8 8 328 11 10 2 c is 21 1722 SO 98 1,06+ 8 a 1,083 15 fl 1 s 3 2 147S7 8 145 1,10* 3 11 817 8 2 1 2 1 41 33 fl 30 564 11C 101 n 3 24 13 7 1 1 3 fl
886 133 257 11 10 18 7 16 26 67 994 24 16 16 8

1,484 4 341 607 11 11 8 11 ii 17 471 0 13 11
70 i 20

368 70 141 15 1 1 0 *4
j

17 2101 151 8 8
521 2 97 322 11 1 501 19 1 2 1 1 ~4 365 9 33 3 5 3 S
171 26 65 17 9 1 3 4
156 3G 47 18 S 35 i 11 1 1123 i 84 28 7 0 2 1101 12 23 12 1
209 2 44 74 14 11 10 3 5 2 1 466 14 32 4 2 .. 2
734 3 77 297 6 S 3 10 7 1 a 2 5 1298 2 48 154 5 0 «> 53
21 2 28 1 7
74 34 169 6 10 *3 "2 5 2237 26 52 13 2 2 2 4 2160 12 8 *iao 27 47 14 S 1 1 !>

1,415 i 2S1 260 911 3 10 19 ] • r .
276 9 479 5 3

1,042 r> 233 271 10 7 2 1 3 s 9
88 14 387 9 9

1,130 2 212 301 S 0 87 4 7 i 5 6 i* s93 IS 2S 5 9 IS 8 S 2 0 ■
1,243 3 231 030 2 7 4 3 9 9i 20 2 0 1,082 17 228 359 10 0 201 10 7 8 29 4 13 54 2 1G 275 13 3

0*8 130 267 11 1 6 o 1 4 '4 ‘3 ia 23 j 235 S ti 8 3
.... < . 661 3 117 407 15 4 82 18 10 *3 4 18 25 75 211 13 7 1,270 6 204 1,068 13 0 484 1 5 3 6 0 3310 1 24 215 6 9 2 1 3 6 12 372 13 199 18 10 6 fi

99 SI 55 4 10 1
275 49 34 12 2 1 1 2 3 7 7174 31 63 13 7 4 1 G 2 ia 13 7ft is 0 787 3 111 218 10 2 62 4 fl 1 2 2 5 3 1 31 1 G765 2 144 249 15 10 52 3 7 1 4 2 7 3203 70 134 13 54 100 6 5 690 2 124 316 0 6 )00 16 10 fl 12 0 ~S 32 4

■ i 942 9 7 2,037 ft 4
16 | £956 17 3 27,089' 233 4,642

i
£18,958 17 G £10,bl7 0 4 105 130 113 102 540 122 13 £379 10 1 0

Or
o>

as

h-•
O

HKRBERT J. BEAUMONT, A^seaEOr,
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Assessor’s Report—continued.
SUMIIAUT of

Wfird or Borough*

Bourke Ward ,,. 
Brisbane Ward .
Cook Ward.........
Denison Ward .. 
Fitzroy Ward.. .
Oipps Ward __
Macquarie Ward 
Phillip Ward .

Alexandria..............................
Ashfield ..................................
Auburn ..................................
Balmain ..................................
Bankstown.......................*. * -
Botany ................................
Burwood ................................
CamphelltOY-n .......................
Camperdown...........................
Canterbury.................... *. *
Cecil Bill ..............................
Concord ..................................
DarJinirton..............................
Druinmovnc ......................
Enfield ..................................
Erskineville ...........................
Five Dock .........................
Glebe .....................................
Granville ..............................
Guildford .............................
Homebush..............................
Hoxton Park...........................
Hunter's Hill...........................
Hurst ville...........................
Islands ................................
Kograrah.........
Leicbbarflt..............................
Lberpoot .........................
MamdiMlle ...........................
Mosninn ................................
Nev.tov.ii..................................
North Botany.......................
North Sydney .......................
Paddington .........................
Parramatta...........................
Petersham ............................
Prospect and Sherwood -. *
Bnndwick..............................
Redfern ..............................
Rockdale ..............................
Rookwood ...........-. * *
Hyde.........................................
St. Peters .............................
Strathfictd..............................
Waterloo ...........................
Waverley................................
Willoughby .........................
Woollahra........................
Sundry Plumbers and others

Total.

Properties]
liable.

Water Rates. Meter Accounts. New Mams,

£ B. d. £ £. d. £ s. d.

1,212 | 10,331 S 9 3,134 15 3
1,319 1 7,290 3 7 l,ft$3 1 L0
f>,ioS 7,(305 7 10 640 30 2
4,270 6,566 16 4 ft,358 10 4 1 14 8
3,686 6,932 16 6 fiYlO 10 0
2,010 4,325 10 1 1,907 0 6
2,121 8,416 9 1 656 12 O
2,401 3,911 16 1 1,559 6 4

1,833 1,310 7 4 104 6 C 0 17 3
2,634 1 3,220 17 0 156 4 11 15 10 G

213 150 8 3 1 G 0 8 0
5,470 4,516 2 fi 1,264 13 D 0 10 i

U 6 4 2
363 232 14 4 SS 6 0 2 16 0

3,419 1,964 S 8 63 .5 11 2 13 2
214 208 1ft 9 87 3 0 ft 13 9

1,475 1.270 10 9 97 13 0
223 i 180 3 9 19 5 6 20 16 3

i 5 0 0
332 303 10 2 93 .U 4 1 14 5
747 700 14 9 121 ft 0
884 360 2 9 21 17 3 f> 6 2
290 304 3 0 26 2 9 8 1 G

1,233 824 9 3 156 •2 0
Iftft 201 19 ft 46 4 fi 3 13 3

3,660 3,020 IS ft 099 3 2
730 654 0 1 408 11 3 ft 3 4
13 24 1 8 6 G 8
0G GU a 0 144 8 0 i 3 10

1 0 7 6
405 729 19 0 423 id 7 2 7 4
510 404 17 8 JftO 6 S 0 13 9

24 213 0 2 121 IG 0 ..
339 820 2 LI 20 17 3 1 5 10

4,321 3,264 14 0 164 Ift 2 2 2 0
445 681 1 3 25(5 IO 0 ft o 6

3,352 3.036 0 0 17ft 13 0 5 15 10
CO 203 13 7 ; 4 15 4

4,419 4,155 6 7 239 3 3
333 193 L0 0 13 n 0 ii G

3,583 4,441 3 9 579 18 11 11 1 4
4,01)0 4,530 10 2 576 11 0

17 6 13 0 J ....... * ft 10 8
2,301 2,342 ft 11 sn 1 0 3 8 S

63 43 3 9 3 1 9 11 1 11
3,202 2.051 0 9 17S 1ft 0 2 1L
4,325 4,574 2 9 5,201 1) 6
1,102 $89 ft 10 120 12 6 13 0 4

186 221 16 7 H.ft IS 9 3 8 0
300 2S5 11 11 212 2 4 i a 1 2

1,080 717 12 1 40 15 9 1 14
448 793 35 ft 9 9 9 1 10 3

2*028 1,40(1 7 0 420 15 6 | 1 7 9
2,118 2,690 6 7 1 172 1 0

S27 417 D 0 1 77 li 8 ' 83 16 4
2,312 3,581 0 11 342 18 V 0 11 3

85*607
1
£113,728I X ft

j £20,029
ft 11

j £227 7 3

House Supply.

£ s. d.

190 3 10 
44 17 2 
37 0 2
0S 0 4 
35 17 n 
26 ft 7 120 10 10 
33 13 ft
10 4 7 
21 18 4 2 12 1 
3ft 4 3
4 4 

13 3 6 10 10 B
7ft 0 

4 4 2 0 12 8 
7 10 
7 2
3 18 20 12ft ft
0 3
1 13 0 12
4 5 

12 30
5 1ft 
7 Oftl 10 11 
7 10 0 

43 9 6 10 10 11 
27 11 0 

4 S S 
3(3 17 2 
31 11 1

31 1 0 1 
07 0
17 13 10 20 12 3 S 

S 13 3 
26 S 10 

ft 0 ft 
30 10 8
18 14 C 05 0 6

Stock.

£ 8. d.

0 0 0
25 2 6

107 0 O
108 1ft 0

76 10 0
18 5 0
40 17 6
03 15 0

73 2 G
08 10 0
5 5 0

109 10 0

3 12 6
45 2 0
4 0 0

74 12 0
7 7 G

12 ft 0
28 12 0

S 10 0
13 ft 0
23 7 0
0 32 6

133 17 0
20 2 6

1 10 0

11 10 6
10 17 0

9 12 "c
120 17 0

7 2 G
107 0 0

0 10 0
142 17 G

3 15 0
73 5 0

119 5 0

58 2 e
2 6 0

29 2 5
128 17 6

20 7 6
1 2 ti

19 2 6
69 10 0

7 10 0
80 17 c
57 7 G
15 17 G
73 32 0

3 £1,343 9 1 £2,317 17 0

Bates, Fees, <fcc., for Water,

Gardens, Special Fees. Building'
^ecsjKeveiiUc for 1893. Less Rates can 

celled or re
moved.

£ 8. d. £ E, d. £ s. d. £ & d. £ fl* d.

G 6 0 7S 12 G 19 13 11 13,775 19 3 217 19 2
1 10 0 41 15 0 30 18 9 9,023 8 10 84 17 7
7 16 0 13 12 5 87 9 8 8,569 1 3 32 1 7
0 10 0 34 7 G 42 6 e> 12,211 0 4 34G G 0

53 16 0 16 12 6 39 13 8 7,746 1ft 3 25 3 0
f> 10 0 1-2 10 O IS 4 8 6 310 14 10 28 15 2
1 10 0 84 7 G 70 0 1 9,399 7 0 86 0 7
2 10 0 11 7 6 36 1 4 ft.OLS 8 8 187 17 0

2 10 0 S ft 0 24 19 7 1,624 12 0 IS 7 o
Sft 0 6 4 17 G 80 13 ft 3,602 14 2 20 IS 0

0 ft 0 1 8 0 169 6 5 6 3 0
4S 5 0 14 10 0 101 2 11 G,090 8 ii 27 14 8

6 4 2 0 17 6
1 0 6 0 7 G 4 3 JO 337 3 0 7 18 9

42 fi 0 1 17 6 70 10 1 2,209 1 7 10 0
2 0 0 1 0 0 -•> 0 0 406 17 9 6 3 2
4 6 1 12 6 23 7 10 1*488 11 1 10 7 0

3 3 6 258 14 5 20 12 0
10 0 0 10 0 0

r> fi 0 1ft 14 7 ft-2S 9 8 S ft 0
0 1ft 0 9 9 9 371 17 G 3 IS 3

ft 6 0 21 11 4 436 1 2 3 1 0
4 5 0 10 IS $ 374 G 0 3 14 4
3 0 0 1 2 0 12 3 11 1,027 8 7 6 10 0
0 fi 0 0 5 0 2 18 8 265 10 10 IS 11 11

57 0 0 5 2 0 67 16 2 4,904 10 0 28 4 9
3 0 0 1 B 0 3 1 S 1,190 5 1 11 1$ 1

1 15 0 2G 7 0 2 ft O
208 39 1 1 4 10

1 0 0
0 0 0 2 15 0 10 5 9 1,191 1 G 34 17 0
3 0 0 0 10 0 24 15 6 61G 11 9 7 3 10

1 S41 16 G
10 0 0 23 17 2 401 Ifi 8 6 G 4
49 12 6 9 IS 9 197 1 2 3.S0G 12 0 2fi 11 0

15 0 0 fi 0 1 12 8 902 3 ft ft 13 2
82 12 G 7 10 0 150 4 7 3,608 12 2 39 fi ft

4 10 0 19 1 $ 268 1 0 1 11 5
23 5 0 13 5 0 104 5 9 4,75ft 14 1 40 1 4

1 e\ 0 0 12 0 ^24 15 11 4 17 0
103 0 0 G0 5 0 12S 13 i 5,443 4 3 67 6 S

43 15 0 5 10 0 09 8 1 ft,397 10 4 18 1 0
12 13 0

90 5 "o j G 5 0 135 11 2 3,232 1 2 20 13 10
1 1 1 0 05 19 8 1 17 7

75 0 0 2 10 0 07 ii 6 2,533 17 1 14 16 fi
n 10 0 ! 16 5 0 :*8 6 10 9,9S6 IG 03 16 G
32 2 0 ; i 7 e 46 IS 0 3,145 17 5 34 7 9
0 15 0 2 0 0 302 S 1 6 9
1 10 0 2 ii 4 520 4 4 3 1 O
3 0 0 1 2 2 6 2ft 9 G 859 17 G 3 8 1

40 1ft 0 110 IS 7 DOC 7 10 6 IS G
7 0 0 2 c 22 1 S 2,037 IS 4 11 7 6

S5 fi 0 2 10 0 D5 10 8 3,039 17 11 33 4
0 15 0 1 15 12 3 G07 17 0 9 IG 9

145 0 0 1 5 7 0 105 4 S 4,319 7 9 43 7 11
3,39( 19 11 27 12 3

............ 1 ................

,104 12 0
[ £487

12 2
1
£2,203 12 6 £158,963 12 S £1,537 0 7

Net Revenue.

£ 6. d.

13,568 0 1
8,938 11 3
8,520 19 S

12,004 12 11
7,720 12 3
6,281 19 8
9,813 G fi
6,430 11 2

1,006 5 7
3,041 1ft $

104 1 0
6,002 14 35 G 8

329 10 0
2,201 11 1

401 14 7
1,478 3 4

2L$ 1 S
“‘rift Y •>

S67 10 3
433 0 2
870 11 S

1,021 18 7
247 4 11

4,870 5 9
1,184 12 0

24 2 0
207 14 3

1 0 0
l,3ftG 4 0

609 7 11
341 IG 0
39G 9 4

3,841 1 9
95G 1ft 3

3.5G9 0 9
266 10 1

4*715 12 9
219 IS ft

5,376 15 7
ft,379 S 10

12 13 0
3,231 7 4

04 2 1
2,519 0 8
9,022 10 8
1,111 9 S

391 2 ft
623 3 4
$65 9 5
9S3 9 4

2,02G 10 10
3,006 13 9

BPS; 0 3
4,275 19 10 
3,369 1 8

£157,420 11 8

Arrears from 
previous years.

£ B. d.

2,ftfiS ft 0
1,1-12 17 0

724 7 8
2,093 10 7
1,004 1ft 3

S17 2 7
1,104 4 0
1.300 19 n

1G4 14 4
338 18 1
32 S 3

696 8 4
0 7 0

50 2 11
160 10 4
77 IG G

370 2 3
41 0 S

02 1ft 4
49 7 3
26 7 11
27 12 3
73 U 0
12 18 2

331 0 4
100 18 5

14 10 0
19 IS 11

20$ 14 0
fil 12 1

281 1 2
.'{8 11 5

346 9 2
3f>9 0 G
376 1 0

289 12 ID
21 0 4

GO 5 12 10
410 17 2

183 13 ~~S
4 1ft ft

254 0 0
037 0 7
17ft 18 7
10S 33 1
63 13 5
00 4 2
34 8 8

208 0 0
227 IS 11
108 8 2 
307 10 0 

3,15ft 13 7

£22,288 18 4

Total Water Rates 
receivable to 81st 
December, 1893,

£ e. d.

1G,11G fi 1
10,061 8 3
9,251 7 4

14,168 4 O
8,725 7 6
7,099 2 H

10*417 10 ft
6,791 11 1

1*770 19 11
3.DS0 13 D

IDG 0 9
6,750 2 7

5 13 8
379 12 11

2,362 1 fi
470 11 1

1,8^7 5 7
259 2 4

587 19 6
917 O 6
459 8 1
308 3 11

1,095 9 7
200 3 1

11.207 0 1
1,384 10 S

38 12 0
227 10 2

1 0 0
1,424 IS G

064 0 0
622 17 8
4SS 0 9

4.180 10 11
1,316 4 9
3,045 7 9

250 10 1
5,005 ft 7

241 4 9
5,981 S 5
5,790 0 0

12 13 O
8,4n& o D

6S 17 G
2,773 0 8

10,100 6 3
1.287 8 o

409 1ft 0
5SG IG ft
921 13 i

1,017 17 7
2.294 10 10
3,284 12 8

700 8 5
4,673 9 10
6,524 15 3

£179,715 10 0

HERBERT J. BEAUMONT,
Assessor.

o»



Assessor’s He port—continued.

Vt'ariJ or i3orouyh.

Gtekkrat. SuMMAnr of Eaies, Foes, ifee.

Kourke HVnrd 
liri'sbttnc W »rd 
Cook \\'arrj .. 
Tioni'sou Ward 
Hitr.f'y Wind .
<iipps Ward , 
Mat-quario Wrud 

Ward .. 
Aroxnndr.'i 
Aslifiol J 
Auburn . ...
Balmain .........
ItanUbtov*)) .
Botan.s ............
Bunvourl.........
CampbolUown .. 
Camptrdown .. 
Cflnterburv
Ccail Hil)'.......
Conoonl.............
iJnriin^LOTi . .
Di'ummoyne., ,
Knfiold
Eiskinevillo ...
FU'e J>ock .........
Olebe.....................
Gramillc..............
GmJdlonJ..............
Honitibltah .......
Hoxton Park , ..
Hunter’s Hill ...
Hut's-tvillc .............
Islands ....................
Ko;rarah ................
Lolchhanlt ..... ..
Livcrijool .............
^larrieksjlle.............
Mosnuui..................
Newtown................
is’ortli Botany. ..
North Sidney.........
I’aildLuiifton............
Parramatta .............
J'etCTshain ...........
Prospect & Sherwood
Jlnndwick..............
B^Jfern .......
Jtockdalc ...........
itook^oCKt................
TUde .....................
St. l*eters .... ...
Strathficld................
Mratcrloa ..............
Waverley................
WilUnitfhbj............
^roollahra .. . .... .
Sundry Plumbers, Drai: 

others, i.c.

Summaiy of Sew crape Rates.
I No. of j
I Pj'ojku'-! Sewompo
I tiex | Hates.I Jjnlilc. |

.N'ev.' sewers.

1
1 Sewerage Revenue for

Le'y? iiitee 
cancelled Not Rc\ enuo

1 Service, ISOS. or for 1894, Proviuiib Years
1 , removed.

General Summary of Rates, Pees, &e , for Water and Sewornie.

ners. and

Lcs^ RepaiTneuts to Loans and 
Votes for Sale of stores, &o...

Totals.

IjlDD j
1.2M |

jH. COO . 
:i,4ao | 
l,T.r2 

‘2rl}S0 
2f4(« >I, 230 |

73!)

431 | 

S-l

2,320 | 
3 I

a*9e&

"iio

143
4,09S

1,825
S(Xi

1,739

39,055

£ s. d. 
34.478 H 11 

!),225 33 11 
8,fcj(l 1U 1 
7,8V.) 0 7 
7dii:. 2 (i 
-1,807 0 0 

10.W1S 2 S 5,453 11 0 
!«2 tl 4

S. d

0 7 
ir> 0

tti 11 0 253 IS 3

SS4 2 0 ,

355 1(5 S ' 
'l29'’o’ 4 |

17 0
'is 12 "o

1,95;) 0 .0 1
0 2 S j

4,918 "s'lO 
107" 3’ 4 I

SOS* 0 0 I
5,023 10 0

3,492 3 7 
82S 14 2

2,173 ”s •'>

39,332 13 9

812 1) 2

224 1 ”4

07 4 ”5

122 1U 'fi 
(57 4 1

07 0 f> 
3 0 0

142 0 0

1,S65 9 9

£ s. d.
sor> i> s 

73 <1 9
42 15 10 

114 13 7
30 10 G
31 13 (I 

2«)0 O 0
45 17 5 

7 7 5

2 3 4

"7 i‘*S
'l'Y'l

35 H 3
0 19'’3

5 7 ] 
23 10 2

5 3 
2 4

24 13 G !

977 3 2

.■C s d. 
14,783 IS 7 
9,299 3 S 
S,S99 14 11 
7,0J1 8 3 
7,35S t! G 
4,093 13 G 

11,OSS 9 2 
5,499 17 fi 

!)54 IG 11

1,037 13 0

3Gfl* V*1

3tii 3 io
101' 0 10

2,7S1 2 a 
0 2 3

R.iij

205 12 'o

oac c o
5,714 4 3

1,505 14 3 
336 3 0

2,340 1 11 

2,269 8 5

94,504 10 1

£ s d, | 
194 17 10 ,
135 11 
22 13 

1S7 10 
19 C 
31 111 
iU 9 
13 7 
9 17

4 17 4 

1 15 0

35 13 G 
3 0 0

14 12 4 
’ o' 7 8

G 1 S 
IS 9 11

3 10 8 
S 15 10

13 0 5 
2 5 0

£ s. d. 
14.589 0 0 
9.163 11 11 
$,870 19 S 
7.753 IS 1 
7.333 19 10 
4,307 3 5 

10,')73 19 11 
M$0 9 10 

944 19 II

1,067 8 8

$59 11 G 

102 5 10

2,745 8 9 
3 2 8

5,153’ 0*1

205 i ‘j

930 4 10 
6,(595 1 4 4

1,501 17 7 
827 7 2

2,327 1 0 
2,207 3 5

£ f. d. 
2,007 14 4 

7GO 13 10 
545 7 ft 
D93 16 1 (-11 fi 10 
307 1 0 

1,214 15 2 
9JS 7 0 

28 14 I

1.1C0 3

S H> 10
li' a io

•23 13 10 
23 3 G

319 8 0

7 10 0 
77 12 6

41 7 0 
56 7 10

71 10 10 

3,500 0 2

343 12 3 . 93,061 2 10 13,157 IG 6

Total sewcmf-c U,^ Tntlll rates rcO&Ji able | im-d icwtroe** rate-*
to 315ft Bee., 

1K)3.
. '■ fimlib tn 

aij.1 IlrC., lhS8.

No. of 
1 .Sum- 
mouses 
Issued.

Amount sued 
for

during1 1S93.
Amount paid 

without 
Summoubcs.

£ s. cl. £ s d. £ d.
10,596 15 1 32,7 V C 2 72 1,232 16 4n.fniu 5 9 Ifl/ift] 14 0 12+ 3,050 17 4
9,422 7 fi 18,673 14 ft 303 3,000 4 5
8,747 14 2 22,903 18 8 181 714 10 107,960 5 8 10,675 13 2 213 700 0 7
4,734 4 5 n.sib G 8 lift 097 16 412,188 15 1 2*2,150(1 fi G 137 i.aot 1 5(>,424 17 7 13,210 8 S 163 47G 1 890S 14 0 2,73ft 13 11 no 112 3 3

3,930 13 9 133 188 0 0
IftG 9 ft 24 IS 0 *>

0,759 2 7 345 832 11 3Tj 13 8
379 12 11 21 I 48 16 ft

2,362 1 f» 70 01 12 0479 11 1
2,217 12 3 4,074 17 10 9ft 03 15 4

25ft 2 4 ft 12 18 ft
587 Ift" 0 2a *21 *10 fi832 5 2 3,809 11 8 36 70 12 0459 S 35 dfi 1 73H3 :j 11 12 16 030$ 2 4 1,403 11 11 40 70 18 2
2G0 3 1 14 10 13 9

173 12 8 fi,3Sft 18 9 80 168 :l 0
1}3S4 10 fi fift 43 18 8

3S 12 0
227 10 2 2 5 14 0

1 0 ft
1,424 18 0 31 4fi 11 10004 0 0 26 10 15 S

.... G22 17 8

. .. 4V> 0 ft 27 22 15 3
4,180 10 11 < 282 220 7
1,816 4 ft ft IG 9
3,045 7 9 233 230 3 )H260 10 1 14 9-1 11 ft2,709 7 7 7,774 13 2 214 $17 7 ft

20 0 0 207 10 11 18 24 1!) 4
6,081 8 5 234 340 10 3

5.477 l7 1 11,274 S 1 229 443 16 3
12 13 ft 1 0 11 0

205 4 4 3.020 fi 1 ISO 150 S b
03 17 ft 8 6 19 0037 ifi 4 3,710 16 0 320 24 li 1ft 10

6,07$ G ft 10,034 13 0 210 4S7 19
1,237 $ 3 25 47 1

499 15 G 33 $ 12 A
5SC 10 0 31 44 20 6
921 IS 7 49 32 17 ft

1,017 17 7 31 , 53 15 6
1,003 4 7 3,897 15 D 113 114 3 0

SB'S 15 6 4,118 7 S 140 191 1ft 1
70G 8 5 70 60 3 11

2,398 18 4 7,072 8 2 12G 354 0 11
6,827 12 7 12,352 7 10 IS 379 16 10

106,813 19 4 280,534 0 4 4,S75 32,445 10 3

29,670 
10,087 
1(5.455 
1ft, 505 
13,807 
10,128 
19.151 
10,817 

2,501 
3,540 

160 
6,753 

4
234

2,12S
328

3,356
213
610 

1,055 
a S3 
SAG 

1,292 211 
4,911 
1,1SG 21 

193 
11,210

691
402
3G4

3,099
820

3,443
40

7,00S
IftD

6,104
10,209

Total paid 
duriuir 1803.

Arrcai^ to 
"1st December, 

li-93.

R. d.
1 0 
0 10 ft G 38 i 

Jft 1 12 10 
1) II

14 11 6 fi 
1 11 
3 11 I

10 5 J 
19 ft 16 1
13 10 I 
2 5 I

12 4 I
0 2 1

11 4 
19 0 
19 0
15 10 
15 5fi 2 
IS It 

G 912 8
14 7 
0 0 6 1011 2 
5 O 10 10

13 fi11 9 
13 4
8 712 10

17 2
0 7 
5 0

3,191 ft G
5fi 0 

2.973 2 0 
14,593 13 0
1.024 15 5 

201 4 fi 
450 Ifi fi 
854 3 8 
900 8 G

3,fi02 17 9
3.024 IS 2 

606 11 1
6,301 SI 9

8,042 IG 1

244,813 1 S

£
30,992 
17,148 
17,455 
20,229 
14.«08 
10,820 
20,4 5$
H. SI'J 

2,(113 
3,723

17ft
0,uyi

4
3332,22032$

3,45022S
632

I, 720
<m
374

1,372
227

G,OS0
1,23921

199
1

1,255(ill
402
387

3,S)20
SS6

3,073(ift
7,383220
5.44.)

10,053

p. d. 
17 4 

7 2 
13 11 
15 2 
1ft 8 

0 2

19 ft
12 3

6 4 
2 6
7 8 18 11
{ ’ft 11 0 
1 1 

11 10
13 7 18 111 11 
5 fi

17 S 
0 10 
5 0
0 1 
1 9 

19 0 
17 2 
0 4
0 7 

10 06 101 9
3,347 S 

62 ft 
8,220 1 

15.0S1 13 
3,072 2 2ft9 10 

531 11 11 
887 1 5 
»54 4 O 

3,Gl7 0 ft 
3,816 8 3 

571 Ifi 0 0,055 10 10
3,422 12 11

250,753 11 0
2,733 3 fi

254,025 8 1

£
1,310 
2,313 
1,218 
2,085 
2.071 13 
1,007 0 
2,148 4 2 
1,922 12 1 

120 4 10 
257 11 in 
10 36 8 

067 11 11 
0 13 II

?. d. 2 10 
O 10 
ft 10 
3 ft 

0 
0

46 0 
141 15 
151 8 
024 10 

US 3
fifi 17 ft 
83 0 2 
2S 7 0 
23 12 1 
99 IB 4 
32 4 2 

300 16 1ft 
164 5 0 
10 1ft 4 
28 1 7

100 O 10 
‘ 52 IS 2 
160 12 8 
47 14 8 

200 9 11 
479 fi 3
271 10 
187 9 
3SS 12

4G 14 
636 2 
G21 1
12 13

272 10 0 8
490 14 2 

1,652 1ft 11 
215 5 9 
109 18 10

55 4 
34 12 
03 IS 

280 14 
301 10 
134 13 
410 17

10

3,029 14 11

29,775 17 10

IIEKBEIiT J. BEAUMONT, Assessor.
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Assessor’s Report—continued.

Suumaex or Abeears on 31st December, 1893

Ward or Borough.

Bourlcc Ward.......................
Brisbane Ward................
Cook Ward . ........................
Denison Ward.....................
J'ltzrfiv W u.rd .. ...........
Oipps Wan! ............... • -
Mucquaru) Ward.................
Phi! lip Ward.......................
AleMindrin..................... ..
Ashfield................................
Auburn .................................
Balmain................................
IJanlcBtoswi...........................
llotany ............................
Biira'00<! ,.. ► ....................
CampbeHtflwn..................
■Cttinperdowi’n ..............
Canterbury...........................
■Cecil Hill;.............................
Concord ................................
Darlington . ......................
Drumniovnc ......................
Jinfield /..............................
Krskine> ille .......................
Five I Jock............................
Glebe.....................................
Oram ills..................... ■
Guildford............................
llomcbush...........................
Hoxton Park .....................
Hunter^ Hill.......................
Hutstiillc............................
Islands ................................
Kogftrah ............................
Beichhardt .........................
Liverpool . ...............
Warrick* die.............. .......
Mosnian............................
yewtown ... . . ,...
^forth 1iotan,\.....................
Jforth Sydney....................
Piuldingfcou......................
Parramatta......................
Petersham ................
Prospect and Sherwood ..
Randwick..........................
Rcdforn ............................
Itockdale .. .....................
Rookvtood .......................
Jlyde ... .............
St. Peters............................
Strath'icld................ .........
Waterloo.............................
tYrtverley ... ..........
Willoughby ....................
Woollahra...........................

Totals ................

House Properties. Vacant Land. Churches 5; Chanties. Government, Municipal, Meters. Total. Increase on Previous 
Y ear j.

Decrease on Previous 
Years.

Water. Sewerage. Water, Sewerage. Water. Sewerage | Water. Sewerage, j Water. 1 Sewerage.

.. d. £ s. d.
f

£ s, d. £ s. d. £ «. d, £ s. d, 1 '£ 1
?. d. 1

£ s. d.
£ s. d. ^

£ s. d.
404 10 6 G8S IS 9 137 11 G 199 13 0 11 0 0 13 2 G 1 201 7 7 282 13 7 2 12 6 3 13
302 0 7 307 6 10 233 15 1 320 3 11 35 2 0 48 4 -2 I 38 11 G 2 17 9 15 18 ft
233 3 0 817 S 5 36 fi 10 63 10 6 152 18 ft 156 2 3
2G9 0 2 330 8 7 84 2 1 103 1 4 94 11 3 131 11 6 1 4 12 6 202 5 3
334 6 ft 421 15 10 34 3 1 27 14 10 91 13 ft 78 IS 0 1 651 18 C 23G 5 0

7!l 7 6 106 13 7 98 17 1 1(12 14 10 53 18 7 51 5 10 0 7 6 7 17 7
575 10 10 748 1 3 92 7 ft 122 8 9 227 12 11 213 5 6
101 13 9 212 IS 3 33 IS 5 41 5 10 141 1 0 228 17 4 6 2 0 2ft0 6 4

r*o 13 n 22 19 1 11 11 G 0 19 4 7 15 0 0 15 2
109 6 9 10 5 1 94 10 S 1 16 0 0 IS G
n 5 8 0 6 0 2 17 s
S4 3 5 12 0 10 105 IS G i 12 6
0 13 11
1 15 9 3 ID 10 7 0 5

77 13 S 5 2 8 37 G 6 3 0 G i is 0
107 13 10 0 39 O 21 8 7 2 0 0 6 1 n

51 16 1 15 18 10 8 3 0 3 ii ii 20 6 6 4S2 8 4
4 4 2 0 16 8 18 18 7 5 9 0

‘io 10 8 16 15 5 10 11 3
11 r. 0 lb IS 2 0 5 9 0 6 S 4 2 ft 18 17 1
10 19 0 1 11 0 S 2 G

G 17
’ 37 6 10 11 8 3 3 JO 4 1 7 G 7 S 0 3 7 8

13 31 6 1 14 fJ 1 19 5 . ,
72 0 5 11 0 8 10 10 i io 1 90 IG 1 6 8 0
43 G 10 6 15 1 17 15 1 1 3 G

16 13 4
0 I 7 1 17 G

‘li' Vs 7 4 2 15 7 G "1 4 11
IG 0 0 10 2 7 4 5 5

40 15 G
13 18 6 11 7 4 Jfi 7 7

101 8 8 9 9 7 7ft 10 f, 0 12 G 6 8 ft
13 6 5 9 2 18 7 0 24 G 3 2 3 12 0

304 7 30 22 IG 7 S4 13 2 U 11 S
12 13 3 23 10 2 0 8 5 144 11 0 IS 0

. ICO 64 n n 12 3 5 2 11 11 10G 15 3 is lb 7 6 4 11 6 io 2
17 18 3 IS 3 0 3 7 6 0 5 6 0 6

149 4 0 ' G5 17 1 00 2 S 41 S 11
121 13 4 191 0 7 12 14 5 19 7 2 63 12 6 4ft 2 11 2 14 G 6 10 1) 1 fi 0 i 9 2

9 4 3 1 3 8 9
94 17 4 3 15 5 7 15 1 115 19 3 12 IS G i 9 8 7 S 9 1 .............

169 3 G *45 IS ‘g C4 7 ft 31 15 4 34 G *3 5 0 0 92 G 0 1 5 10 | .............
.1 332 3 10 171 IG 0 60 33 7 72 0 9 bO 14 0 49 14 8 4 1 3 IftO 10 0
■ i7 12 7 4 17 4 7 9 ft .............

0 19 10 104 34 2
. 35 13 8 1 5 7 8 0 30

20 7 4 0 18 4 9 19 6
21 4 3 6 16 5 ft 10 3 • 1 .............

. 47 S3 12 11 1 7 3 i 0 1 48 11 U 27 & 2 0 3 4
, U4 14 0 32 7 4 IS 6 4 1 1 u 11 52 18 G 17 G 10 ' . 1 410 0 0 17 C

I 5 14 7 1 14 1 7 8
!l 90 17 3 51 3 G 9 0 5 4 2 6 \ 102 14 0 50 10 0 5 7 0

-i 4722
1

3 3 3741 19 11 1274 12 S 11SI 12 9 2291 12 0 1GSG 10 4 1534 6 0 1200 3 3 47 4 6 5 7 11

|
Water. I Water.

.€ e. d, 
975 3 S 
483 5 9 
'251 14 11 | 

1417 7 2 ' 181 9 3 I 
430 10 0 | 
171 IS 10 
759 19 3 

27 12 10 
35 IS 10 1 18 -1 

457 0 2

!S2'i8"814 5 y 
12 30 0 
38 G 0 

3 14 0

£ 9- d 
1732 19 9 
11L3 13 8
674 3 3 

1SG9 13 2 
1293 31 4

675 9 8
1067 12 2 
1101 9 6

IKi 1H 3 
252 15 10 
16 10 8 

661 5 f> 
0 13 11 

4G 0 8 
130 S 7 
149 » 8 
1J8 11 7 
33 3 5

Sewerage. Water. Sewerage.

£ s. d. 
1087 9 1 678 11 8 

f»fc« 16 1 
796 C 4 
764 13 8 
32S 11 30 

1083 15 G 
S17 8 2 

24 13 7

501 19 1

£ e. d.

2<) 10 1

Vo'ii

71 *7 *3

£ F. cl.

153* 710

Water.

£ s. d. 
&2.J 16 fl 8 3 4 
50 4 4 

223 17 fi
142 1 11 
34 16 10 

250 10 0 68 1 1 
79 IG 4 
15 11 7JUS 10 5 I
"4’ 2*'tt I
19 4 3 1

269 10 8 
7 12 3 1

Sewerage.

& s. d. 
920 5 3 88 2 2 

S 11 S 
197 0 9
38 "9*2 

130 19 S 
120 19 7

C49 '4**0

17 15 10 65 12 9
30 19 6 40 12 3 85 1 11

G 12 0 23 4 1!. i io 7
11 4 0 22 17 1
25 4 » 73 9 11 10 13 5 6 13 ii
14 3 G 31 ft 2 8 11 0

115 15 0 287 10 3 6 10 7
34 7 G IBS S 0
0 G 0 16 19 4 (1 ft 0

IG 17 G 27 16 7 3 0 8

i23 12 *0 ?GG 15 10
21 3 0 SI 18 2

119 17 s 160 12 8
4 1 8 44 11 8 G 3 3

63 4 0 255 3 n
44 15 0 476 0 3 il7 io ft
3S 17 4 262 11 7

3b7 9 9 3S7 9 9
09 i? 2 295 IS 0 87 4 7 7 2 0

G 15 0 28 5 9 18 8 3 6 9 0
159 8 n 476 2 1
149 17 0 352 2 3 261 10 7

’’r’is’ 7

"7 ’2”r
2 15 10 

' 4 i5"2

41 15 1 
45 6 b

100 IS 2 2 11 5 120 S 0 i
*87 i6‘*0
ill' 4 ’5

123 J3 3 4 9 11

•2 :3 5

7 IG o

4 14 10 

57 17 5
. 12 13 0 12 13 0

1ft 10 3 25S 13 7 5 ft 1 77 0 2 5 5 1
5 7 0 11 10 . 1

41 G 0 402 ]S 4 82 IS in 150 5 4 75 S •J !
SCO ft 4 1000 S O 484 1 b 429 11 b HO D 0 ■ ■ ■'
142 n 7 212 10 ft 30 12 0
88 4 10 199 Ih 19 91 5 9 .
29 6 ft 54 fi 10 1 u 7

3 3 0 33 1ft 2 32 5 0
27 0 9 03 11 1 20 2 10 . 1

lift ft 0 217 4 8 62 4 0 12 17 5 1 JO 3 0
26 4 0 231 12 10 62 3 7 . 13 8 10 4 4 3
26 IS 0 134 3 5 20 15 3 i ___
03 4 10 301 3 4 105 10 0 is 19 = 1 91 15 8 1 ..........

7558 9 5 17720 ft 3 7834 14 0 1561 14 9 1 4S9 4 si 2t85 10 ft ■ 2230 17 11

HERUEKT J. BEAEMOXT,
Assessor.
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Assessor’s Report—continued.
Waste Water Inspectors’ Report fou 1893.

— c
!
i ” a . 
i =i!

*2 «
O 3 3 Notices served to [Kty S]>ecial Fees or Fix Meters. $ -c

f
I .
1 oi £a

AVnrd or Borough. u
£h
c ^ k"

\____
1 'i“I

as Si'0

_ •s a. 
-dSSc- a.*- fcH <£v

XCjO
Cft

CDGa
■gd
O

uC
&dCS

$

To

nu

s

!•£ 
•e fi

a

1 £ *■* O o O -r
1 -s c | 4)"3
1 2 § Su

nd
rie

s, j o
£ £ 
S3
cafe

ISs
A X. 
it*
(H

3Ao

r
&

-.2O1 A
, £ S

1 c

5
o
GGop

J <

Bourke Wanl .. . 327 455
I

£ b. d.7 1 1 5 8 19 41 2 0 6 0
Brisbane Ward.. 1,3'i 1,024 30Sa i i ii , 1 3 50 102 i n
Cook Ward ............................ 0,034 1 505 249 6,308 240 1 " 1 j 1 1 139 381 7 6 6 0
Denison Ward ... ' 415 40 455 118 - G 1 12G l 0
Fitzroy Ward .............. 1,040 1,430 SI

j
r 4 G 1 25 ' 116 4 24 2 10 O

Gipps Ward................. i.tm j M 100 2,106 21 | 1 12 4 1 93 135 3 0 G 0
Macquarie Ward..................

1 " 1 221 33 254 43 .. 2 o 1 3 3 22 7G
i
! 2 2

Phillip Ward . ..................... 1 241 31 272 G3 1
!

2 5 01 S 1 10 0
Alexandria .............. 40(j i ■■ 1)10 111

1 j 1 1
11 1 1 1 \ t . 1 o | 116 , 1 23 6 10 0

Ashlletd................................. 2,420 ( £39 02 2,S07 121 4 i , 1 1 1 2 4 137 1 0 1
Auburn ................... SO 21 103 14 1 •• 14 |
Balmain.................................... 2,402 370 91 2,962 120 1 3 2 24 i:o 2 6 6 12 6
Bankstov. n ............................ 1 __

1 .. _
Botan s' ................ s 1 0 3 1 -

2 5
Burnoorl ... 272 239 40

1 1 ' |
..1 1 * 43 i 3

CampbelKosvn .........

Camperdown ..........................

Can4crbursr . .... .
1,432 305

41
153

14

l.SOO

55

123

S
3 i •

i -
2 10 133 r> 13 2 5 0

S
Cecil Hill ...............................

Concord ................. If 60 12 12
Darlington................................. DO 21 111 22 2 21 1 10 0
Priinnnoi nc ............ 370 43 25 443 32 2 S4
Enfield.................. 15 GS 12 1 13 1
Erskinet ille......... 1,203 137 00 1,430 53 1 2 3 04 10 2 0 0
Five Dock ..................... 140 23 1S3 23 1 1 25
Clebo ........................ 1,713 322 2,202 m 1 1 4 13 130 4 S 10 0
Gram, ille ........... 770 4S 04 $32 49 1 1 51 5
Guildford......... , 1

13Homcbusli.............. 1 3
Hoxton Park ...................

Hunter's Hill ................. 10 4*2 11 2 1 14 1 10 0
17 01 14 1 15

Islands ..............

Koiramh ................ • 53 00 19 1 20 1
Leichhardt .............................. 1,316 GOO IDS 1,9S4 107 o 1 .. 5 8 183 2 5 2 10 0
Liverrool.........

Warricksille .......... C05 241 936 133 1 2 1 I 143 1 31 3 0 0
Mosnian.............. .

Ncwtoss'n ............... 2,500 208 3,4*24 201 1 I 1 12 4 220 2 32 1 15 0
North Botany .......................... 13 13 4 4
North Svdnev ............ 20 34 507 80 1 3 1 1 a 91 22 12 15 0
Paddincton..............,, 504 100 i,o:« 100
Parramatta ..............................

1 1 2 2 10 122 11 22 3 10 0
Petersham..................... ,
Prospect and Sherwood............

163
75

350 34
19

517
94

GO
9

1
v. 1 .

3 54
9

3 2

Rand\s ick...............................  ,
Redfern........................ 3j7

100
445

' 17
103

123
SOG

21
101 1 1

■; 1 1
4 7

22
174 2

9
15

2 12 6
5 0 0

Kooknood.....................
45 330 40 1 1 3

102 0 22 190 12 1
Kydc ................................... 35 16 51 10 16 0 16 0
St, Peters .....................

SO 1,241 to flStrathflold................... 21 471 17 17 1
Waterloo ...................... 62 309 70
Waverlcv __ .... 2 S 31 4 1 10 0
Willoughbv ................. 420 25 47 495 81

3 G4
81

147

4 11 2 6 0
Woollahra............................... 2,304 279 144 2,72S 104 8 1 .. : 2 32 1 10 0 10 0

1,330 ft,45S 2,935 *3,773 J 2,934 19 19 25 39 15 7 1 71 501 S,«2L 87 278 49 0 0

HERBERT J. BEAUMOKT, Assessor.
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Annual Report of Stores Branch.
S;ri Central Store Yard, Crown-street, 23 January, 1891.

X have the honor to submit the following particulars of the work done in this branch during 
the past year.

Annual Contracts.
These were satisfied as under :—

Article, Contractor.

material
Cmtngc..................
L'oal ...................
Iron castings .

Iron pipes ..........
Lead .................
Stoics, general...
Timbre ...................
• JJo ..............
Uniforms ...........

\Yr. Cod nor .................................
Byrn.s ...............................

G. imt C. Uosims ....................
Pope, Maher, Co.....................
Gibson, Battle, & Co....................
Briscoe, Grvsdnle, & Co.............
T. Allen (cancelled in July) ......
Eitcliie Brothers (from August) 
W. Henderson k Co...................

Rate. Value.

£ s. cl
] per cent, uader etiliedulo ... 200 12 4

21 „ „ ... 333 17 0
Quoted prices........................ 1,3;5 2 7

l£K ts.J rtrtu“................ 302 10 e
£7 10s. ,, .................. 3,-404 0 10

£11 IDs.................................. 100 11 6
2Qi per cent, under sebedu'o., 1,040 10 0
12 „ „ ... 96 0 2
18 » ^ 73 15 7
Quoted prices ......................... 162 8 8

Tenders were invited for cement but the lowest offer, 11s. l£d. per cask, was not approved by the 
Minister: our wants were therefore purchased in the open market at a saving of £25 8s. 8d. on that 
offer. _

Stock-taking.
This was conducted as usual by the Examiner of Accounts in Sepfcmber, and showed the actual 

stock in hand to be worth £39,00J or £104 in excess of the value standing in the books to the debit of 
this branch.

Colonial Manufactures.
Importation of iron-pipes, special eastings, and valves has ceased. Local foundries now supply all 

the wants of the Board as they arise. Such supplies for the past year amounted in value to £3,706 17s. 4d.

Freight.
£333 17s. was paid for cartage and £107 3s. 3d. for trainage of goods on issue from the various 

store yards to works.
* Issues.

During the year 3,603 orders for goods were honored—each order had an average of 34 items, 
giving a total of 12,610 issue transactions on stock.

Sale of Condemned Stores.
Formerly this was effected by auction, but during 1893 tenders were invited by advertisement, and

£ s. d
Cast iron, at 42s. 6d.,55s., and 57s. Gd., per cwt... ... 49 5 0
Wrought iron ... ... ... ... ... 1 2 6
Scrap brass, at S-gd. per lb... ... ... ... 24 10 0

,, gunmetal, at 4&d. per lb. ... ... ... ... 30 4 6
„ India-rubber, at Id. per lb. ... ... ... ... 2 0 0

Total ............... ... 107 7 0

Tenders to purchase further quantities of brass and gunmetal were rejected as offering insufficient 
value, and for like reason there are now 200 tons of scrap iron awaiting sale.

’ Old pipes, &g., taken out of ground.
The work of overhauling old material taken out of the ground on replacement by new and fettling 

and rccoating those selected as suitable for reissue, was formerly done by men under the Inspector of 
pipe-laying; those men were discharged in June, and the work since done by store labourers m slack 
moments of routiue duties ; 23 tons were thus treated to the saving of about £23 had special labour been 
employed on the work.

Manufacture by Board’s Operatives.
Such urgent works as rough carpentering and smithy jobs that cannot be scheduled nor delayed by 

the formalities of contract labour must necessarily be done by mechanics in the Board s employ, to whom 
raw material valued at £236 7s. 3d, was issued, and goods made therefrom to the value of £523 16s., the 
increased cost representing the amount of wages spent on the work.

Statement
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Comi’tlioLLi]ft or Stores Heport—continued.

Statement of Itcccipts and Issues.
Tlse total value of goods received during the year was £13,009 5s. lid., and the issues from stock 

amounted to £13,401 Os. Id. as set forth in detail on the annexed tables. 'This is exclusive of woods 
delivered for obvious economy direct to works in progress and accounted for separately by the Board 
engineer.

Abstract,

Description. , B*1™06™ L™’31s‘
1 December, 1892.

1
[Receipts, j Issues. Balance on hud Slst 

December, 1803

£ s. d.
A. Water pipes .................................... 24,473 IS 0
15. Slop valves.......................................... 3,267 3 6
U. Special eastings ................................. 10,551 16 10
D. General stores...................................... 1,903 11 3

£ s. d. 
6,124 16 3 

262 1 6 
995 16 2 

6,536 12 0

£ s. d 
5,663 9 4 

560 4 9 
1,49-5 2 7 
5,742 3 5

£ b. d. 
25,244 13 1 
2,841 0 6 
9,997 17 3 
2,747 5 3

Total.......................... 40,108 10 5 .13,969 6 11 13,461 0 1 40,833 16 1

_ The difference of £126 IQs. lid, between the sum of receipts and 1802 balance, and the sum of 
issues and 1893 balance, is due to variations in prices of goods received, the goods issued in the year being 
priced out at a uniform rate.

Summary A.—"Water Pipes.

Description.
Balance last Report, Received. Issued. Balance on hand, 31/12/93.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

3-inch, cast iron .............
4 ji » ............
5 „ „ ...........
6 „ » .......*>■-
8 j) n ............
9 .. ......................

m ,, „ ...........
12 „ ......................
1® ,1 .............
is ,, i, .........
20 „ .....................
84 » ......................
2tJ ., wrought iron ........
30 „ cast iron..................
36 „ „ .............
42 „ .....................

Total on charge by Number,. 
Total on charge by Ecctage..

Total values ..............

No.
159

1,004
11

12,868
2,316

760
860
858
558
103
167
80

Foet.
515
141
974

22

19,749
1,655

£ s. 
56 4 

428 11 
6 17 

9,010 16 
2,618 13 
1,293 13 
1,357 4 
2,314 19 
2,098 3 

540 1 9 
893 1 2 
674 6

486 12 
130 13 

1,624 3 
41 7

22,190 2 6 
2,232 16 4

24,472 IS 9

No.
121

9,647

423

”226

’ 238 
11 

3

10,671

£ s. d. 
38 16 1 

4,889 1 8 8

293 8 9

345 16 *0

478 1" 9 
39 9 2 
It 5 0 
25 0 10

6,12 tie 3

6,124 16 3

No.
74

6,753

2,102
9

63
40
85
23

3
2
2

9,156

£ s. 
25 12

3,520 7

1,621 14 
18 2 

108 4 
68 5 

171 It 
89 6 
15 10 
10 18 
15 14

5,663 9 4

5,663 9 4

No.
206

3,898
11

11,189
2,307

923
820

1,011
546
108
170

78
Feet.

515
144
974
22

21.267
1,655

£
69

2,142
5

8,582 
2,608 
1,530 
1 288 
2,576 
2,051 

539 
907 
658

s. cl, 
8 8
3 2 

17 4 
It 6
7 0
4 10 

19 6 
17 8
6 8

13 6
14 8 
12 3

486 12 8 
130 13 0 

1,624 3 4 
41 7 4

22,961 16 9 
2,282 16 4

25,244 13 1

Sumitart B,—Stop "Valves.

Description.
Balance last report, 31/12/92. Received, Issued. Balance on hand, 31,12/93.

Quantity,
i

Value, Quantity. Value, Quantity. Value. Quantity, Value.

£ s. d. £ g. d. £ 9. d. £ B. d.
5 7 2 6 17 24 4 6 16 22 16 0 6 8 n 0

130 274 12 6 59 116 10 9 92 186 14 0 97 190 7 3
144 513 0 0 20 5G 0 0 34 95 4 0 130 365 3 6
21 92 2 9 1 4 7 9 3 13 3 3 19 83 7 3
79 397 19 3 11 52 9 3 24 118 17 9 66 339 8 9
14 89 19 0 1 6 8 6 13 83 10 6
34 287 14 6 1 8 9 3 9 76 3 3 26 217 11 3
17 249 18 0 2 23 8 0 15 213 IS 0
11 214 18 3 11 214. IS 3

7 161 7 0 7 im 7 o
2 63 15 6 2 60 15 o
4 2 SO 1 10 4 2 SO 1 30
4 350 2 2 4 350 2 2
1 145 0 0 1 145 0 o
1 31 17 9 1 31 17 9

23 91 5 0 3 12 10 0 22 7S 15 o
3 36 7 G 3 16 7 G

502 3,267 3 6 109 262 1 6 184 560 4 9 427 2,814 0 6

3-inch .......
4 „ „...
0 .................
8 „ ....
3 „ .......

10 ....
12 „ .....
15 „ . ...
18 „ ....
20 ............
24 ............
30 „ .......
36 ., .......
*2 „ ....
24= „ .....
Air vaIycs ,, 
Relief Tabes

Totals ..
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Stjmmabx C.—Special Castisos.

Description.
Balance Last Rcport^l/lS/QS Received. Issued. Balance on hand, 31/12/93.

Quantity Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity Value.

No. £ s. d. No. £ s. d. No. £ s. d. No. £ 6. d.
Bends .................................. 9G4 1,930 1 8 149 84 7 7 2S7 210 2 9 820 1,858 10 7
Base Pieces for Surface Boxes 3,000 487 10 O £07 S3 2 9 360 59 9 6 2,841 4t>I 13 3
Caps, Spigot Eud ............. . 474 138 4 7 226 39 0 5 297 42 14 0 403 130 2 3
Collars ................................ 008 501 10 5 847 200 12 7 072 252 6 7 481 473 3 8
Cross Pipes ......................... 297 G42 2 10 7 11 13 9 37 51 13 6 267 003 8 1
Hydrants, Ball ..................... 1,233 477 15 9 £72 105 8 0 356 137 19 0 1,149 445 4 9

„ Screw-down ........ 408 702 0 0 5 7 10 0 10 16 0 0 403 094 10 0
Hvdrant Tees........................ 980 1,059 19 3 301 128 14 0 404 183 19 7 877 1,015 4 8
Taper Pipes ....................... 338 320 11 11 01 24 2 0 10S 42 14 10 291 300 10 G
Riser’, Hvdrant Flanged ,, 758 105 16 5 87 13 1 0 190 25 14 10 649 94 8 1
Surface Boxes ..................... 4,333 1,730 7 8 396 137 5 5 701 261 13 8 4,028 1,021 9 4
Tee Pipes .............................
Miscellaneous .....................

715 1,334 9 0 169 144 0 8 198 155 0 5 688 1,317 9 ii
859 1,039 6 10 356 66 18 0 402 50 13 5 813 978 16 2

15,025 10,554 10 10 3,083 995 16 2 4,332 1,495 2 7 13,770 9,997 17 3

SumiAur D.—General Stores.

Description.
ESaLncalast report, 31/12/92. Received, Issued. Balance on hand, 31/12/93.

Quantity. Value. Quantity, Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Ts. cwt g. Hi.
1 13 3 12}

it ii’Yn 
o a o i2t 

No " 
811

Sots.
1,303}
Casks.

20}

£ 6. l).
ii!) 10 2

ifio'ii 0
19 12 1

2 0 7

m 17 G

12 10 7 
1,207 a 4

Ts. cwt. i\. lb. 
1 1 3 91 

2o IG 1 0 
2,090 110 

2t 7 0 9
0 15 1 3

No.
0. 339

Sets.
141

Casks.
1. test

£ s. d. 
22 18 10 
25 Ifi 0 

1,000 19 U 
200 15 10 
27 4 7

IS 12 2

3 12 G

G23 17 2 
3,912 16 0

Ts. cwt. q. lb. 
0 14 3 0 

24 17 0 IS 
2,090 110 

33 0 3 3£ 
0 17 2 5 

No.
7,025

Sets.
450

Casks.
5143

£ s. d. 
IB 30 0 
21 30 S 

1,G(.0 19 H 
410 12 3 

31 3 4

14 I 0

314 0 9

2S4 r 10 
3,180 7 0

Ts. cut. q, lb. 
2 0 8 22
0 19 0 10
2 18* 0 ICt 
0 2 3 30l

No. '
3,125

Sets.
irm

Casks.
G74J

£ a d. 
i2 19 11

0 10 1

34 3 3
5 1 11

6 6 0

355 10 0

356 16 5 
1,94(1 10 S

Coals for melting Lead ....

IjQad for jointing: Pipes ....

Bricks, common ...............

Concrete Blocks for Hy
drant Surface Boxes ..

Miscellaneous ....................
1,903 11 3 0,530 12 0 5,742 3 5 2,747 0 3

Dioest of Issues, sliowicg apportionment over the various worlcs of the Board.

Water Sen ice. Sewerage Service.

Charged to Loans—
liew mains..........................................
Working plant ...................................
Furniture and Plxtures.........................
Manufacturing account.........................
Machinery ............................................
Liverpool Water Supply ................. .
Tluildings ...........................................
Sealed samples ....................................
Repair of old pipes, &c., taken out of

ground ......................................
Camphelitown "Water Supply ..............
Kew otllce fittings.................................
Adjustment account...........................

Charged lo Revenue—
Repairs to mains ...............................
Working expenses................................
Plumbers and olhci'a............................
Condemned stores.................................
Meter, itc., branch.......... ......................
Repairs to main conduit .....................
Coals for pumping................................
Pumping Espouses...............................
Repairs to machinery ........................
Repairs to buildings............................
Repairs to working plant....................
Repairs to reservoirs............................
Prospect maintenance ........................
Richmond Water Supply.....................

£ s. d.
0,216 4 6

225 14 0
22 13 2

207 5 4
132 16 9
31 13 6
79 5 3
28 10 10

41 a 3
19 G 10

128 10 11
0 7 11

800 4, 6
230 4 10

1,374 7 11
55 0 6

184 S 3
42 13 G

1,600 19 11
249 9 10
09 0 0
SO 18 11
4 4 6

31 12 0
309 11 4
29 0 2

Charged to Loans—
Row sewers .................
Working plant.............
Furniture and Fixtures 

Charged to Revenue—
Repairs to sewers.........
Botany sewage farm ..
Working expenses .....
Repairs to buildings ,. 
Inlet house, Botany .. 
Drainers and others

£ s. d. 
470 3 1 
205 11 8 

5 13 1

313 11 8 
84 18 10 
82 3 11 
4 18 0 

14 13 7 
19 2

Total £12,211 17 1 Total £1,249 3 0

Tim SfifTetniy.
A. ELLICE FLINT,

Comptroller of Stores.

Engineer’s
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Engineer's Report

Sir,
Eugineer’s Department, 3 February, 1891.

I have the honor to report, for the information of the Board, on the working of the Engineer’s 
Department, embracing the branches of water supply and sewerage, for the year 1893.

WATEU SUPPLY BRANCH.
Canal and Prospect Reservoir.

The canals and tunnels from Pheasant’s Nest to Prospect JLsewoir aro i n very fair order. During 
the year various works, comprising painting inside and outside of aqueducts, repairs to cottages, erecting 
fences, renewals of flumes across canal, lining with concrete the shaft at Cataract tunnel, surface drainage, 
and other minor works have been carried out by the Board, Belief drains have been constructed on the 
outer slope of Prospect Bescrvoir dam by the Harbours and Bivers Department, this work then being 
under that control. The Dam now being transferred to control of the Board, the action of drains will he 
kept under observation, and, if necessary, the system wall be extended. A new fence lias been erected at 
what is known as the boiling down paddock, for agistment purposes.

Supply from Prospect Reservoir.
_ The supply from Prospect Reservoir for the year amounted to 4,574,782,838 gallons, averaging 

12,533,032 gallons per day, or 32T2 gallons per head of population.

Works below Reservoir.
Sections of the canal in embankment have been repaired during the year, work consisted of culling 

out cracks and refilling with cement mortar, relining with concrete, and making good puddle backing. 
The repairs effected are substantial in character, and have considerably improved the imperviousness of 
canal. The reduction in leakage has been estimated by the Superintendent at from 3,508,000 gallons to 
300,000 gallons per week. It is intended to continue the attention to this canal length during current 
year when soakage will he further reduced. The balance of works to Pott’s Hill are in good order and 
require no special comment, further than that in the near future the, 0-ft. pipe line will have to be 
examined internally.

‘ Pott’s Hill Reservoir.
The reservoir, screening chambers, &c., are in good order, requiring no special attention during the 

year. "
'Trunk Mains.

The duplicate main from Pott’s Hill to Crown-street Reservoir is now in operation. A connection 
located about midway between above places has been made between the two trunk mains, thereby securing 
a constant supply to Crown-street Reservoir under any conditions which might occur.

Quality of Water.
The monthly analysis of Government Analytical Chemist shows that the water retains its high 

character.
Pressure in Reticulation Mains.

With the exception of elevated zones at "Waverley, Band wick, Balmain, and Hurstville, the pres
sure in the mains has been uniformly good, and their capacity found to be ample. Remedial works 
would have been carried out at the majority of the districts above referred to had not the action of the 
Board been hampered by the want of funds. Works have, however, been now put in hand, and when 
complete the Metropolitan water supply will be second to none.

The slackness of supply io the higher zones is at times aggravated by shutting off the waicr for 
the purpose of tapping mains for house services. Cases have been under the officers’ observation where 
a whole block has been deprived of water until a new service has been connected. Circumstances like 
the foregoing lead to the consideration us to the advisability of introducing a system which will obviate, 
the necessity of shutting off the water when tapping mains. The system of tapping mains under 
pressure is not only advisable for reasons of water supply, but on hygienic grounds also ; and in such an 
important system as the Metropolitan supply any process by which the house service will not be inter
fered with, and all possibility of contamination be eliminated, should be adopted.

General Reticulation.
The mains throughout the system are in good order. Duriug the year the operations of the Board 

in reticulation work were considerably restricted for want of funds on Loan Account. This naturally 
decreased the earnings of the branch towards maintenance of, and paying interest on cost of, main 
works.

About 16 miles of mains of various sizes were laid, and 2G miles cleaned. There was a marked 
diminution in the number of leaks duriug the year as compared with previous period, the number 
reported and attended to in 1893 being 1,000; the number reported in 1892 was 1,812. Details are 
shown in accompanying statement. The number of hydrants fixed were: screw-down, S ; ball, 343.

House Services.
The number of drillings for house service was 3,139, and 0,248 extensions from existing services, 

were carried out. The number of Plumbers’ Permits issued was 10,795. Other services are shown in 
summary of work. Meters.
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Meters.
The number of meters now fixed is 4-jC4'2. ^During the year 14S were disconnected, flic net 

increase for year being 216.
The Board having decided that on and after 1st March next all water meters of sizes from 1-inch 

to 1-f-iuch diameter should be supplied by them to consumers, it became necessary to adopt a suitable 
type as a standard. The meter adopted by the Board was the 'Turbine meter designed by the Hydraulic 
Department of South Australia.

The meter is of gun-metal and brass, is simple of construction, its parts are all interchangeable 
and it ia expected that its life will exceed any yet submitted to the Board.

Tenders for the supply aud manufacture within the Colony of !)2i3 meters of various sizes of 
above type were invited in July last. The tender of Messrs. Hanks and Son (Limited) was accepted, the 
rates being satisfactory. 'The meters arc to be delivered during current year, and, judging from the 
progress made, it is possible that the work will be completed within speciHed time. In order to provide 
extra room for repairs, <tc., which will naturally develop under new system, the engine-room of old 
rotative engine will be converted into a workshop, and boiler-house will be devoted to work connected with 
same branch. The system to be adopted with regard to meters from i-in. to ll-in. diameter is that flic 
Board will supply same at a yearly rental according to size of meter. The consumers’ plumberswill be 
permitted to tix the meter in the first instance, but afterwards Ihe fitting is under the sole control of the 
Board, the consumer being under no expense for repairs, except under certain conditions. The meter 
remains the property of the Board and cannot be disposed of by consumer. Meters of sizes above 14-in. 
diameter can be provided by the consumer if of approved pattern.

The system of reading meters by classification has been, after a trial since 18S)1, found to bo satis
factory. The saving effected by the system, which was introduced by the secretary, being equal to £320 
per annum.

The revenue from motor supply, like all other sources dependent upon trade has been affected by 
the late depression, many manufactories being closed, or only working half-time.

Water Troughs.
Notices have been served during the year on all owners of water troughs which were found 

defective, to tho effect that if same were not put in good order the free supply of water would be 
discontinued, and that a meter would have to bo fixed and water charged for. 'This will have the effect 
of all unsuitable troughs being removed.

Meter-testing.
The number of meters tested and repaired during the year was S77—of this number 191 meters 

were received from country districts—these figures show a decrease as against last year of 372.

Water Eittings.
Tho number of water-supply fittings tested was 69.253, of ibe number 67,630 were tested and 

stamped, 1,103 were returned as defective, and 520 were condemned. 'The figures show an increase in 
fittings tested, and decrease in condemned fittings, as compared with previous year. Details of work done 
are shown in accompanying statement. ' .

Tree Supply of Water.
The quantity of water supplied gratis t o charitable and other iustif utions during the year amounted 

to 39,303,000 gallons, being about ihe same quantity for previous year.

Eire Supply.
During the year. 232 fires have occurred within the reticulated area. In nearly every case tho 

reports of turncocks show that available supply was satisfactory.

Reservoirs, Tanks.
The whole of the reservoirs and tanks are in good order, no defects of any import having been 

reported. It is intended to repaint and repair the woodwork of the reservoirs during the current year.

Pumping Plant.
Main pumping station, Crown-street. The Worthington pumps Nos. 1 and 2 have been working 

regularly throughout the year, with exception of temporary stoppage to No. 1 engine for effecting repairs 
to one of the plungers ; the work to Paddington being taken up by No. 2 engine. Periodical examinations 
have been made of both engines, and repairs and renewals incidental lo w<ar and fear were effected. The 
main steam pipe joints ns well as stop-valve chest in boilers became very bad and had to be repaired 
throughout, 'This was done without interfering with (be pumping.

The Waverley, or No. 3 pumps, were erected by Slort's Dock and Engineering Company, and were 
officially started in the presence of the Hon. Minister for Public Works, on 25th September last, aud 
have been regularly worked since 17th October last. Tho maintenance term expired on 26th January, 
and the pumps have been taken over from contractor. Tho plant was manufactured in. the Colony, and the 
quality mid general finish of the work is very creditable.

A brief description of the pumps will be of interest.
The contractors, who arc also the designers, were required under contract to supply plant capable 

of raising 100,000 gallons of water per hour through a rising main, composed of 60 feet 15 inches new 
cast iron pipes, 10,000 foot of wrought-iron pipe, 21 inches diameter, and 5,800 feet of IS-in. cast-iron 
pipe, to a height of 219 feet; also a further duty of raising 10,000 gallons per hour to a height of 239 
feet, to an elevated tank to be built adjacent to Waverley Boservoir. '

The plant is of tho horizontal compound condensing rotative direct acting type, and consists of a 
pair of engines placed side by side, each working a double action pump. The II.B. cylinders are 15 inches 
in diameter, and L.P., ditto, 30 inches in diameter. The stroke is 33 inches. The initial pressure of

17fi—I steam
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steam ts 90 lb. per square inch, and on leaving ILF. cylinders and before entering L.P., ditto, it passes 
through heaters jackctted with steam at boiler pressure. The exhaust is conducted to the Jet” con
denser, which is common to both pumps. Each engine is fitted with vertical air and two feed pumps, 
driven by bell crank and connecting links from cross head. All cylinders are steam jacketted and pro
vided with drain sacks. The two main pumps are double-acting, having plungers 12-j inches diameter 
connected direct with piston rods. Large air vessels are also provided. The number of valves in each 
pump is 72; viz., 36 suction and 36 deliver}. The fly-wheel is 12 fept in diameter aud weighs seven tons. 
The pumps are run at 32 revolutions per minute, at which speed they deliver the quantity of water 
required under contract, Some trouble was experienced with the pump valves, ihe material used proving 
too soft for the work ; this will, however, be remedied by provision of valves of a harder and more suitable 
quality. The plant may, in other respects, be considered satisfactory.

Ryde Pumping Station.
The vertical pumps at this place have worked well throughout the year; the machinery has been 

thoroughly overhauled. The bridges and arches in Nos. 3 and 4 boilers have been rebuilt and doors for 
cleaning side flues were provided for each boiler; the valve chambers and pipes connected therewith have 
been strengthened where required. On an inspection of the works by the Foard it was decided to enclose 
the unprotected side of grounds by a close paling fence.

Carlton Pumping Station.
The Blake duplex direct acting steam pumps, which formerly worked at North Shore prior to 

completion of the Kyde pumping plant, have been erected at Carlton, and have taken up the work for
merly done by a gas engine, which will be retained for emergencies. The Blake pumps have a capacity 
of lifting 12,000 gallons per hour against a total head of 253 feet.

The demand for water in the zone supplied from Fenshurst tank is greatly ou the increase, and it 
becomes a matter for consideration whether it would not be advisable to disconnect the Kailway tanks at 
Hurstville, which are supplied off same main, and provide a separate service. This can be done at, a 
nominal cost, and the supply from Fenshurst will then be available for domestic consumption only. The 
quantity of water pumped during the year was 10.497,000 gallons, with a gas consumption of 462.900 
cubic feet, cost of same being £119 13s. lid. '

Quantity of Water Pumped.
The quantity of water pumped to the various service reservoirs is as under :—

From Crown-street lo Paddington 
Ho "Woollahra
Ho Waverley

Kyde to Kyde Hill ... '
Do Chatsworth 

Carlton to Fenshurst ...

CallyilS.
1,51.9,423,800

398,081,200
177.265.000

72.456.000
187.382.000

10.407.000

Total .......................................  2,300,105,000

Coal Consumed.
The quantity of coal consumed at Crown-street was 2,077 tons : at Kyde, 782-;- tons. The Carlton 

pumps were worked by gas ; the quantity consumed was 462,900 cubic feet. "
The increase of water pumped to the various service reservoirs and tanks, above last year, is equal 

to 22 per cent, to Faddington, 3'56 per cent, to Woollahra, 22'45 per cent, to Waverley, Kyde to Kyde 
Hill G-22 per cent., Ryde to Chatswood 51 per cent. These figures indicate" the extension of suburban 
reticulation which has to be supplied from high level reservoirs, and points to the necessity for increased 
storage capacity. .

Cost of Pumping.
4 Th? I'eturns of tlm cost of pumping at Crown-street and Ryde stations for past year shows that a 

highly satisfactory reduction in expenditure has been eifeeted, being 32 per cent, under that of previous 
year. The cost of raising 1,000,000 gallons ICO feet high was £1 7s. or about one-third of a penny per 
1,000 gallons, as against £2 per 1,000,000 gallons in 1892, and £2 18s. Od. in 1891. The cost for lasl^year 
is about 23 per cent, more than the average cost of similar work in England, Considering the difference 
in cost of fuefi labour, &c., in the Colony as compared with the former J think it will be considered that 
the result is highly satisfactory.

I)utv of Engines.
The duly of engines, as indicated by the weekly pumping returns, is given below :—

Crown-street to Paddington ... 62,653,846 ft.-lh. per 112 lb. coal.
,, to Woollahra ... ... 62,823,076 „ „
„ No. 2 to Waverley ... 60,566,666 .,
,, No, 3 „ ' ... 51,430,000 „ „

Ryde to Ryde Hill ............... ... 55,906,461 „ ,.
,, Chatswood ... ... ... 06,816,923 „ ..

The average being ... ... ... 60,032,829 „ ,.

Old Engines. .
, ^lC engine which was formerly used for pumping water from Woollahra lo Waverley Reservoir 

will be dismantled and stored at Fark Road Depot for future service; lenders are about to be invited 
for this work. The old Rotative and spare Tangye engines will shortly be disposed of by public tender, 
and the space now occupied by same will bo devoted to other services' Botany
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Botany Pumping Plant and Reserves.
There being no further use for the old Botany pumps, now that the duplication of the trunk main 

from Pott's Hill has been completed, the Board decided to lease certain portions of the Botany Water 
-Reserve in sections suitable for wool-scouring and similar trades. One section only has, so far, been 
taken up. The lessees have erected extensive sheds and large scouring plant, and have already put 
through hundreds of bales of wool. Tho water for scouring is drawn from old engine pond, and, after 
being used, passes off by a drain to Cook’s Biver, clear of tho dams aud possibility of contamination. The 
balance of the land will he submitted for public tender prior to season commencing. With lease is 
attached certain nater rights, and term of lease is limited to ten years.

Length of Mains under control of Board.
The total length of mains, exclusive of trunk lines under the control of the Board, is 745J miles. 

The total number of screw-down hydrants fixed in city and suburbs is 1,4.51 ; the total number of ball 
hydrants fixed is 14,232. * ’

Old Material taken up and Cleaned, &c.
The value of material taken out of ground, cleaned, and coated readv for reissuing during the 

year is £2.104 3s. 9J. - ‘
Expenditure on Loan Vote.

Tiie expenditure on construction of new works, <tc , during the year amounted to £14,751 12s, 2d., 
as against £94,789 11s. 9d. in 1S92. The amount was expended as under :—

£ =. d.
New mains, &e........................................................................ 10,932 IG 0
Machinery .......................................................................... 3,818 IG 2

£14,751 12 2

Expenditure on Revenue Vote for Maintenance,
During the early part of last year considerable reduction was made in the maintenance expenses 

of the Branch. The Assistant Engineer, Mr. C.W. Smith, submitted a report on the whole matter of super
vision and book-keeping; the recommendations contained therein were generally adopted by the Board. 
The estimated amount of saving which would be effected annually by tho recommendations has been 
more than realised. The amount in first instance was £G,132. The year’s work shows that on salary 
sheet a reduction has been made from £2,000 to £1,G10 per annum. Prospect staff pay-sheets from 
£3,GGG IGs. to £3,274 per annum, and the wages-sheet for maintenance and supervising labour for 
the fortnight from £605 3s. 2d. to £350, the aggregate amount being equal to £7,412. A simple and 
effective check on expenditure was also introduced by a system of debit orders, and the cost of every work 
can be ascertained by reference to one set of hooks. '

. The records of reticulation system generally were not in a satisfactory condition ; and as the infor
mation necessary for extending mains was not available in a connected form, a recommendation was made 
to the Board to have proper records for this, and also for sewerage branch undertaken, the Board havinf 
approved of same, the work will be taken in hand early this year. “

Country Town Supplies under Board’s Control.
On the Campelltown and Liverpool systems the extensions during the year amounted to 212 yards 

only. During the latter end of last year, tho supply for Liverpool was drawn from tho storage dam, 
constructed at the off-take, during the time that water was cut off from canal pending the painting of the 
interior of aqueducts. Owing to complaints as to quality of water, which wore borne out by analysis, 
the water in dam was let off and bottom and sides cleaned of weeds, Ac., the dam was refilled from canal 
and town supplied from same. It was, however, found necessary to let water down and supply from canal 

the painting of aqueducts being pushed on so as to admit of this being done. Under existing eircum- 
rstances it would not be wise to depend upon the supply from dam, and information is being obtained so 
as to improve existing works. As there will be no necessity for cutting off supply from canal for a 
considerable period there will be ample time to devote to improvements.

Biohmond Water Supply.—The Board assumed the management of this system in July last, it having 
boon carried out by the Harbours and Livers Department, The system consists of a pumping plant 
erected on the banks of the Hawkesbury Biver below the confluence of the Grose and Nepean Bivers * 
a service tank having a capacity of 225,000 gallons, from which a G-ineh supply main extends for 4 miles 
to the town of Kichmond, together with 5J- miles of reticulation mains 3 and 4 inches diameter. The 
demand for water is rapidly on the increase, and with good management the system may be made a paying 
one. During the half-year 3,838,000 gallons have been pumped with a consumption of 21 tons of coal.

. General Work.
The Report of the Clerk of Worlcs shows that a considerable amount of detatehed work has had to 

he supervised in connection with engine foundations, additions, erecting and repairing of pumping plant.

Reports and Statements.
The Reports and Statements in detail from the several sub-branches aro forwarded herewith.

Mktek
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Engineer’s Report—continued.

Meter Brancli—Returns for 1893.

Crowii-street Depot, 27th January, 1894.
• J Water-meters.

The lota] imtnber of water-meters tested and repaired during the year was 877. Of this number 
l!) wore for country districts, leaving 6SG for the metropolitan area. The total number for last year was 
l.OoS, allowing a decrease of 372 in the metropolitan area only. This, X think, is duo to the continuous 
rain during the year, and the privilege to ratepayers re special fees for gardens, &e.

.For the country meters there is a slight increase in the repairing of meters only. This, I think; 
can he accounted for by the Hunter River District Water Supply and Sewerage Board erecting testing 
tanks, Ac., at their head office, for the purpose of testing all new meters for the districts under their 
control. A number of old meters are still sent in for repairs to these shops. ,

Water Fittings.

'Jho total number of water fittings passed through this Branch during the year was 69,253. Of this 
number 67,030 were tested and stamped, 1,103 were tested and returned on account of slight defects, to be 
remedied, and returned for retesting and stamping, and 520 were condemned.

-At the beginning of the year about 4,700 old class water fittings of various makers, were tested on 
behalf of the Hunter River District Water Supply and Sewerage Board, for the various importers at West 
Maitland and Newcastle. After the usual examination and test they were stamped with a special steel 
biamp provided by the Hunter River District Water Supply and Sewerage Board. About 2 per cent, were 
condemned aa useless.

^ Last year the total number tested was O-l,120. Of this number 62,031 were passed and stamped, 
0/9 returned as defective, and SL0 condemned. The increase of stamped fittings passed this year is 5,133 
(including those referred to for the Newcastle and Maitland importers). There is an increase in the 
defective fittings of 424 (these defects are not of a serious nature, being easily remedied, and are due 
to carelessness on the part of the makers), and a decided decrease in the condemned fittings of 485.

Electrical Indicators, Sfc.
The electrical recording instruments in connection with the various reservoirs and the pumpinw 

stations have during the year worked satisfactorily; also all the water-level gauges, &e., in connection with 
the reservoirs and tanks. '

The Bristol main-pressure recording instruments work satisfactorily, and by their means any 
unusual draught on the water-mains is detected. ”

.1 he staff in connection with this branch have been fully employed in the repairing and testing of 
water-meters, and testing water-fittings and various other mechanical work in connection with the 
department.

W. J. ADAMS,
Meter Tester.

METERS, 1893.
New Meters tested before connection, and defective Meters repaired during the year 1893.

S" i V 1" B" 14" - 2}'' 3 // i" Totals,
Name of Mantifickirer, _

5 c
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2o V
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74
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!?;
1 i

*
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o 6 1 1

O
1

•o
1

J. Tylor and Sour, N\P.......... „ » 51 J-20 4 s 1 5 2 4 4 o
" 74 1G4

Giicst and Chiimc,: ......... 1 43 50 10 2S 4 IS 3 0 5 4 5 2 05 113

Sicinicns and Ilafekc ........... 1 7 n 44 1-1 U 3 2 1 1 1 G2 C7

J. Tjlor and Sons, .............. 2 12 15 9 2 5 1 4G

R. Laidlav. and Sons.............. G 1 7 1 4 u 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 5 23

I). 11, and Droop................... I 15 5 3 1 1 i 2 1 2S

Davies, Shephard, & Co............
“ "

1> 1 1 9

i t 3 1

H, Mcinccku.............................
* “

I 2 1 1 2 3

J. Danks and Sons................. 1 3 2 5 s 3

* KtmL..................................... 1 1 2

Totals............................. 1 IS 39 1-12 205 32 75 7 32 S 10 15 10 1 1 2

1
32 1 ..

4 1 221 4G5

Grand Total...............................................BSB

* These Motcrs.woic tested foi the Iljilraulic Rom or Company



Engineer’s Report—continued,
APPENDIX

New and old Meters tested, repaired, Ac., for towns outside the Metropolitan Area.
.KXV.i JolmJDM.be *| 

Sotif. | TotalsR. LaldTaw & Sons.Siemens & Halsfcc,Guest & Chrimcs.Tylor & Sons, N,P. J- Tyler & Sons, O.P,

Name of District

jS | © j fc ! © | S5 | OK \0\)A \C/^ o I a | ©

Albury .........

Bathurst __
Brighanc

Broken Hill

Corowa

Cootamundra

Bast Maitland

Forbes

Gunned ah

Goulbum

South Australia ..
1 ..

West Maitland.....

S I 2

Country Meters.......
Metropolitan Meters

Grand Total
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Engineer’s Report—continued.

TAPS, 1893.
Numbeb, Class, and Size of Taps, &c., tested during the year 1893.

Months.

Class Of Fitting. Size.
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Bib Cocks
In.
' i 300

332
1,716

10' 15f 34
77'Do 1 HE 11. 7 280 or\ 19

Do 4,848 1,181
21

1,8&
63( 30' 16J 61’ 2t 2r

i,sec
53

Do ..................... 621 938 1,921 1,07! 3,72
3'

__
1,331

28Do .......................
Do ................ 8

Cti 43 38 s
e

" *762

Do .............. /.......
Main Cocks...........

Do ..................

. 2'

\ "iis

1

12
1,660 "370

12
"m ”294

0 .... 3
3

2

6 15
4

Do 632 i&. 860 181 252 290
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66 67
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Do 1 5S9 
* 12

n 24 35 . 12
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m
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6

38 24 1 37 18 30
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1)0
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2 "'b 82 41 13 3
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73 67 30 73 8 26 64«
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l

.... 8 0
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1 2 3
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1
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0
3
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....

8
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4
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3 17 2

Do ..................... f 160 fl
4S4
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24

11 18 24
Do ................ I
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?

1
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1

82
312
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600 301 222 310 IS
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72
72
24
12

Do ........... 72 40
Do ................... ” 24 so 1
Do ................... "
Do ....................... s "3 3 99

Wheel Valves .
Do ... '

0

1
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9

Do 1 g 1 1
Do n 1 2
Do 1 1
Do 7 *30

8
1 1 1
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l

1 1
6

22 8 88
10312 12 1 34

Plated Pillar Cocks ......... 23 166
7

1
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1
1

151 67
‘ ■ 572 4

1
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Do 1 1 1022
•s
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f .... '
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1

*""l 1 2
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1
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k£........;
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2
mtingB Stamped....... . ,

Do Defective............
6,661
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32 1

6,490 18,344
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108

4,360
SO12

6,147
164

24

4,670 4,960 6,249 0,323 4,128 3,695
19

0

3.2S3 37,030
1,103

620
Do Condemned......... 234 68 /630 SO

5
4G 31 ' 73

Grand Total 00,25$

Plumbing
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Engineee's Report—continued.

Plumbing Branch, Annual Return for 1893.
. . . - Sydney, 1? January, 1894.

As instructed I beg to submit annual return on drillings, extensions of gas engines, horfie troughs, gully 
shafts, to which Board’s water has been laid on during year, and a list of total number of permits issued
by this Branch for the like period. ...... -m l- T <■ a

Seven hundred and fort)--three inspections have been made by Assistant Plumbing Inspector, and
2G1 by myself. . .

‘ Numerous complaints as to insufficient supply of water have been made fey occupants of large 
terraces throughout the city; on being investigated it has been found that corrosion to the extent of 
complete stoppage has been the cause, and in each case dealt with, a renewal or service resulted in a 
plentiful supply being obtained.
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Alexandria........... 48 404 14 238 Leichhardt ........ 217 216 l i 4,4 408

123 231 329 Liverpool ............ 43 9 4 1 4 ■ 44 , 1 49

Auburn ................. 30 7 *41 444 46 Macquarie Ward 60 62 ... 2 2 276

Balmain ................ 138 162 390 Marrickville...... 183 137 1 1 ... 391

Botany ................. | 48 8 69 Newtown 94 1,262 1 ... ... 839

Boovko Ward........ 29 115 1 4 1 263 North Sydney ... 195 234 ... 617

Brisbane Ward ... 19 84 2 11 1 229 North Botany ... 67 11 ... ... ... 66

Burnood .. 11 96 251 Paddington ...it. 66 253 1 395

Campbclltown ... 10 2 .4. 17 Petersham.......... 127 233 1 ... ... 345

CamperdowD ...... 38 605 4 ... 463 Phillip Ward ... 85 70 2 6 254

Canterbury ...... 20 11 33 Prospect & Sher-

Concord ............. 40 11 ... 4 4 4 ... 57 wood..... . 6 ... ... ... 9

Cook Ward........... 14G 175 588 Randwick......... 73 69 ... ... 233

’Dnrlinglon.......... 1 19 1 ... 57 Richmond........... 16 12 32

Denison Ward ... 90 119 1 3 340 Redfern.............. 41 187 ... 1 316

Druinmovne 47 33 1 4.4 .,4 76 Rockdale ............ 113 62 2 ... ... 202

Erflktncvillc ...... . 8 98 .44 83 Rookwood.......... . 14 12 ... 33

Enfield ................. 2G 11 44 Ryde..................... 31 15 ... 48

ITitzroy Word....... 67 100 1 3 447 St. Peters........... 67 33 ... ... 104

Dive Dock ............ 12 3 .44 16 Strath Geld ...... 64 69’ 1 ... •44 166

Gipps Ward ....... 29 65 1 2 241 The Islands..... i ... *+• 1

69 93 5 247 Waterloo .......... 32 259 1 44. 220

Granville ........ . 58 34 97 Waverley......... 91 142 ... 1 263

Guildford ......... 1 4 ... 5 Woollahra ..... 90 .281 ... ... 480

Hunter’s Hill..... 66 44 ... 132 Willoughby ..... 83 22 ... 109

liurstvillc ........ * 74 38 118

Kogarah .......... 40 26 ... 63 3,139 6,248 18 25 38 10,795

J. B. WOOD,
Inspector of Plumbing,

Report
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Engineer’s Report—continued.

Report of Progress in Meter Clerk’s Department during 1893.

The number of new meters fixed is as follows
Sydney and Suburbs........................
Kicbmond ........................... .
Government ... .................

Sydney, 8 January, 1894.

. 352 (26 for B.P.)

. 2

. 10

Disconnected in 1893
364

148

Net increase 216

The number of meters in operation at present time is:—

Sydney and Suburbs ... ................................................... 4,468
Campbelltown and Bichmond............. . ............. . 32

Government ........................ .................................................. 242

4,642

Total from commencement:—

Sydney and Suburbs ... ... ... ... iit 6,403
Government ... ... ,,, ... ... ... ^02

6,595
Total disconnected ... ... ... ... ... 1,953

4,642

Three hundred and forty-eight* meters became inoperative from various causes during the year 
■these were in nearly all cases promptly repaired and refixed.

I think the progress in this department would have been greater but for the fact of its becoming 
known that the Board would supply meters at a rental in 1894. This will be a great inducement to those 
who cannot well afford to purchase. '

The revenue from meters is still suffering from the depression in trade, many manufactories being 
closed, or only working half-time.

The new system of reading meters by classification, as introduced by the secretary in 1891, has 
been now two years on trial, and is working well; not the least advantage being a saving of £320 per 
annum. o o e

E. E. ABSELL,
Meter Clerk.

Abstract



Engineer’s Report—coniinned. Abstract of Mains laid during 1893.

District
M

Number of different sized Pipes. Lengths Of diffe rent size<

S"

1 Pipes, including valves, bonds, in yards. Total 'No. of Pipes for District.

Total length of Mains for District, in yards.S" j 4" 6" S" 9* 10" | 12" Ifi" 13" 20^ 24" 3" 4" 6" 0" 10" 12" 15" IS" 20" 24"
.

! 1 Alexandria ... . ... . 22 6 i 2 Cl n 4 4 31 80
2 AshfieJd ................ . 1 163 ... 2 496 -- T 164 498
3 Auburn................ 102 1 ... i .. 293 1 103 294.
4 Balmain .......... .... 5 1 7 3 6 10
5 Botany..... ............ 318 968 ... 318 968
G Burwood .............. . 236 1 728 3 237 731
7 Cam-pbelltown ........................... 41 127 ... ... ... 41 127
8 Camperdown ...... 1 i ... 1 1 r> ... 1 1 ... I 3 7
9 City of Svdnev.................. 35 358 458 10 37 i 65 1,101 1,402 43 ... 1 158 f 4 ... 1 899 2,773

10 Concord ...................... 520 179 .. | ,4. 1 ... 1,592 534 ! ... 1 ... | ... 699 2,126
11 Darlineion .................. ■ 10 2 1 SO 9 | ... ... ... 12 39
12 Drummoyao............... 182 100 ... 1 ... 1 ... 536 299 1 ... ... .. 1 282 835
13 BuGeld..................... IOC ... 1 .1 ... i ... 323 ... 1 ... 106 323
14 The Glebe ............... 2 173 ... i ... ... i ... , ........... 4 617 ... ! ... 175 621
15 Granville................................... 299 ... | ... ... 1 . . 944 ... 1 ... 299 944
10 Hunter’s Hill.................. , 60 1 ... ... ! ,. 187 2 ... 61 189
17 Hurstville ............... 108 1 I ... 1 ... I ... 331 2 109 333
18 Kogarah ...................................... 28 ... | ... 1 ... 85 . . . ... 28 85
19 Leichhardt ........................ . . 1 100 1 1 308 1 . . . 102 310
20 Liverpool...................................... ... 29 , - ■ 1 i ... 89 29 89
21 ErglrinariUe..........* ......................... ... 35 1 .. ! ... 109 35 109
22 Marrickville........................ ........... . 288 8 2 1 ... i . . i ... i ... 883 30 8 9 299 930
23 North Botany ................................ ... . ! 313 , . 058 * « 4 ♦ -4 313 958
24 North Sydney and Hosmnn ..................... 254 448

... j ... I ... j ...
779 1,371 .... 702 2,160

25 Newtown ......... ....................................... i 29 6 i 2 i ... ! ... 1 ... 1 78 IS . . 1 14 2 40 114
26 Paddington ............................... 6 302 5 i 18 8S5 16 1 1 4.. 315 921
27 Petersham ......................... 1 276 1 i ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 827 3 1 278 831
28 Rundwick........................ ... 322 i ... 1 ... j ... 1 ... 977 • 4. 322 977
29 Redfern ....................... . 1 2 1 2 3 3
30 Rochdale ...... ............................... 1 121 25 ! ... 1 ... ! ... ... 1 367 74 147 442
31 Rookwood ........................... . i ... 217 ... ; ... 1 ... i .. 658 — ... -.4 217 (558
32 Ryde................................................................ 177 3 i i ... i ... 544 10 180 554
33 St. Peters................................................. i 179 i 543 ... .... «»4 179 543
34 Stratlifield ............................................. 96 ... i ... ... i i 290 1 97 291
35 Waterloo........................................ . _ 109 3 i 1 309 12 — 2 4.* 113 323
36 Wnvarlov ........ ........... .*....... . i 110 ... i ... 339 110 339
37 Willoughby............................................ 1 i 1,042 747 14 j 4 3,238 2,278 49 1,804 5,569
38 WoollaTira ............................................... < ..4 365 11 5 1 ... j ... j ... ... 1,086 22 8 1 382 1,117

Total for year.................. ' 881 6,893 2,173 ... j 23 14 44 3 \ - | i i 221 20,973 6,598 j ... 73 49 187 5 ... 4 1 9,240 28,111

Grand Total—Number of Pipes, 9,240—15 miles 1,711 yards.
CHARLES W. SMITH,

Assistant Engineer for Water Supply.

' 0} 

<1
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Engineer’s Report—continued.

Summary of 'Work done during 1893 under Inspectors of Water Services.

9,240 Pipeg=15 miles 1,711 yards.Mains laid 

j, cleaned 

„ removed

raised j su’* akered levels of street s

Hydrants /tied ... ...

Heats, services cut off to prevent waste . 

Services cut off for non-payment of rates 

Horse trouglis supplied ... .

Gas engines „ ... .

Gully shafts „ ... .

Mam drillings to connect services .

Extensions from oxistings services .

Number of permits issued ... ,

Value of material taken out of ground 
metal ... . . cleaned and tarred fit

26

1

1

450

406

1,351
113

Screw-down, 8; ball, 343

No. 999

No. 118

No. 18

No. 23

No. 38

No. 3,139

No. 6,248

No. 10,795

for reissue and old
£2,104 3 9

Prospect
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Engineer’s Heport—continued.

Prospect Works—Superintendent’s Report.

Prospect Reservoir, Prospect, 15 January, 1894.

I have the honor to submit for your information the following works, which have been done out of the 
contingent vote for 1893, viz.:—

Making cottage habitable for maintenance man (Gr. Dobson) at Potts’ Hill.

Putting in new concrete at a slip which occurred in No. 5 concrete lined embankment for a 
length of 42 feet.

Cutting out all cracks for a length of 1,410 feet, and filling in again with cement concrete; also 
1-inch cement rendering for a distance of 480 feet in length of the worst part of No. 3 concrete lined 
embankment.

Cutting out all cracks and filling in with cement concrete the whole length (195 feet) of No. 2 
concrete lined embankment.

Cutting out all cracks and filling in with cement concrete; also putting on a 2-inch coat of 
cement rendering, owing to concrete being inferior, for the whole length (231 feet) of No. 1 concrete 
lined embankment.

Opening out and making good puddle core in embankments Nos. 3, 5, 6, .7, and 9,
Previous to the above works being done the leaks represented a weekly loss of water to the 

amount of 3,508,000 gallons. It is now reduced to 300,000 gallons, and after doing some more rendering, 
which is intended to be carried out this year, 1 hope to further reduce the waste.

The reservoir embankment lias been under repair by the Harbours and Rivers Department, of 
which you have a report.

A new fence has been erected at what is called the boiling dowrn paddock, for taking in stock for 
agistment.

The works performed on line of conduit above reservoir, from contingent vote are as follows:—

Renewing two 10-ft. and one 3-ft. 6-in. Oregon timber flumes, and replacing with wrought 
iron ones and concrete aprons. '

Diverting water from over bridges and approaches, two in number, by fixing wrought iron flumes 
over canal with concrete aprons, These approaches are now in good order and can be kept so for the 
future.

Putting in concrete shaft lo the cataract tunnel, found necessary owing to the timber having 
decayed and given way.

Painting aqueducts above Kenny Hill. The first four were well in hand at the end of the year.
The works in general on the whole length of canal, from Potts’ Hill to the Pheasant's Nest, are in 

very fair order.

W. WAKEFORD.

Pmnping
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Engineer's Report—
Pumping Plants.—Report of Mechanical Engineer.

, Crown-street. Sydney, 8 January, 1804.
I hath the honor to make the following report upon the working of 'the pumping cn«nnes &c. 
and water supply, for the year ending 31st December, 1893. ° ’ ’

One of the plungers of No. 1 engine became loose on rod, and that necessitated its stoppage for 
twenty-two (22) hours, to enable its being drawn and made good—the water supply to Paddington being 
kept up by No. 2 engine—otherwise the engines have been kept going daily throughout the year.

Periodical examinations have been made, and renewals to air pump valves incidental to ordinary 
wear and tear have been effected, vis:—In September one (1) set of V I valves to No. 2 engine (8), at 
intervals when stopped ; also two (2) head valves and four (4) bucket V I valves bad to bc'renewed iu 
No. 1 engine in October ^repairs to feed pump, valve chest, and new driving stud pins ; otherwise nothin^' 
beyond the ordinary routine work of examinations, repacking, and renewals have been required to the 
engines. The main steam pipe joints became very bad, necessitating their being remade all throughout; 
also stop valve chests on boilers, and which was done without interruption to the pumpin'’1. :

The No. 3 pumping engine, supplied by Mort’s Dock •Engineering Company, was officially started 
on September 2uthj 1893, find was put on doing the whole of Warerley supply pumping on the 17th 
October, 1893, which duty it has been doing uninterruptedly up to the present time, taking advantage of 
stoppages to renew defective vulcanised india-rubber pump valves where required. At^Botany works 
the banking of fires was discontinued on July 1st, 1803. Having a duplicate water supply main from 
lotts’Hill, it was not deemed necessary to keep the fires banked at Botany, I have made periodical 
calls of inspection throughout the year to the several pmnping works, and reported accordingly:

The fire-extinguishing appliances in connection with reservoir buildings have been tested monthly 
and seen to their being in efficient and working order. The quantity of water pumped at Crown-street 
works to Paddington during He year is 1,515,919,800 gallons, showing an increase of .190-3 million miDons 
on the previous year; and in the pumping of the last quarter of the year an increase of nearly 83'54 
million gallons on that of the corresponding quarter of the previous year. *

. rj’h„e quantity of wafer pumped to Woollahra reservoir during the year was 393,094,500 gallons 
being 14-5 million gallons more than the previous year, and in the pumping of the last quarter of the 
year an increase of 1472 millions on that of the corresponding quarter of the previous year.

. . quantity of water pumped to Waverley reservoir during the year was 177,2(55 102 gallons
giving an increase on that of the previous year of 32-51 million gallons, and in the pumping of the last 
quarter ot the year an increase of 1/‘S7 million gallons on that of the corresponding quarter of the 
previous year. ° ^

The quantity of water pumped by the Hyde pumps during the year was 202,848,000 gallons, and in 
the pumping of the Ust quarter of the year an increase of nearly IPS million gallons on the correspondin'' 
quarter of the previous year. 1 °

The pmnping to Penshurst was continued twice a day with the gas engine pump at Carlton 
throughout the year as the tank is too small to contain a day's supply, and in some very hot days the 
pump being taxed to its fullest limit. The Blake pumps having been dispensed with at North Sydney 
they were removed to Carlton and erected in November last, it being nearly the double pumping capacity 
of the gas pump, and will take up the duty of that pump about the commencement of the ensuing year.

. J. TYPE, ° ’
Engineer of Pumping.

Eetues of Water pumped and Coal consumed for year ending 31st December, 1893,

From. ■ To. . Water pumped. Ooft! consumed—banking 
included.

Crown-strcct.................................................. Paddington
Woollahra
Waverley,..

Gallons.
1,515,049,800

303,094,500
177,265,100

Tons
1,101

oil
427

cwt. qr.

..................................................
J9 ................. . ...

Ifi 1
19 2

9 2

Coal consumed on running and heating up new 
on changing during the vear ............

engine at various times, and heating up toilers

Ryde Works............................................... Ryde Hill 
Chatswood

75,456,000 > 
187,392,000 j 782 10 3

CHAltEES W. SMITH,
Assistant Engineer for Water Supply.

Return of water pumped and coal consumed for quarter ending 31st December, 1893.

From. To. Water pumped. Coal consumed—banking 
included.

Crown-street..................................................
Gallons.

440.628.000
103.766.000 
58,044,700
22.080.000 j
55.200.000 i

Tons cwt. nr.
323 9 O
145 17 2
154 3 3

223 17 2
Ryde Works.................................................. Rvde Hill.................

Chatswood ........
...................

'T- - CHARLES W. SMITH,
Assistant Engineer for Water Supply.

SEWERAGE
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SEWERAGE BRANCH.

Transfer of Sewers from Government.
Tin: lollovving Sewers and Storm-water Drains, constructed by the Government Sewerage Depart
ment, have been transferred to the control of the Board, in accordance with the provisions of Amended 
Sewerage Act of 1880 :—

Sewers—
"Waverley and "Woollahra Branch Sewer.
Glebe Main and Submains.
Eli/.abeth Bay Branch Sower.
Camperdown Branch Sewer.

Storm-water Drains—
Iron Cove Branch Channels. ,
Long Cove Creek.
Minmi-slreet to Shea’s Creek.
Maedonaldtown.

Total length of sewers, storm-water drains trailiforred to 31 December, 1803, is shown in Appendix A, 
aggregating TAB miles.

Surveys, &c., Now Works.
During the year surveys and plans have been prepared for extending sewerage system to suburbs, 

the length of sewers dealt with aggregates 19 miles. It is intended this year to push on surveys iu 
connection with Western Suburbs System, including low level none of Maedonaldtown and St. Peters. 
In the Eastern Suburbs the portions of Waverley and Kundwick, which can be drained into existing 
outfalls, will be taken in hand, as there is a prospect of funds being available for the works when ready 
for contract. 4

New Sewers.
The length of sewers constructed during the year did not aggregate more than d'45 miles, viz., 4’35 

miles of foul water sewers, '10 miles of storm-water ducts. The operations of this branch were entirely 
suspended as regards constructive works owing to funds not being available, although there were ample 
balances in tbe different loan votes. The effect on the revenue by stopping the reticulation works was 
referred to in my previous report.

Arrangements were, however, made with the Treasury, and the Minister approved of the acceptance 
of tenders at the latter end of the year to the amount of £37,750—the length of sewers comprised in 
contracts being 221,- miles. . The districts interested are Glebe. Waverley and Band wick, Marrickville and 
Petersham. No time was lost in starting works, and the whole are now in operation, and I hope to see 
a section of same revenue bearing in the first half of this year. The total length of the sewers under the 
jurisdiction of Ihe Board is 182'3t miles. Sewers. Ac., constructed by Board arc shown in Appendix 
marked B.

Transfer of certain Storm-water Sewers from Government to Board objected to.
During the year objection was raised by the Board to taking over storm-water channels or ducts 

from the Government except iu districts which were revenue bearing, until such time as the Board was 
placed in a position to levy a drainage rate to cover the interest on the cost of same, otherwise the general 
revenue would he hampered with a load of dead capital. A further amending A.ct was introduced covering 
powers for above rating, as also other important measures, and will shortly pass into law.

According to t!>e Act the drainage-rate will ho charged within areas drained by the several ducts. 
This rate will merge into the general sewerage rate when the various districts are reticulated.

Outfall Sewers.
The northern and southern outfall sewers have been examined by the Assistant and District 

Engineers and found to be generally in good order. In some instances the rendering has been worn 
away by the attrition of road metal and debris. I do not consider this of much import, as the quality of 
the bricks used in lining will withstand the wearing referred to. It was found necessary to make pro
vision for safety of men engaged in the lower parts of. the northern outfall sewer, as iu the event of their 

.being caught in a heavy rainstorm loss of life might occur. The Board approved of refuges being placed 
in deep shafts and life-chains at lower end of outfall. The various penstocks, valves, &e., have been 
attended to during the year and are in good working order.

Suburban Sewers.
The whole of the suburban systems are in good order, being regularly flushed once a week, in the 

low-lying portions of Alexandria and terminal points of sewers in .Randwick automatic flushing chambers 
have been constructed, the working of same has been very satisfactory. The chambers have a capacity of 
200 gallons, and are fed by a dribble from tap ; the discharge is by a vertical annular syphon, the pipe 
being 6 inches in diameter. The syphon is made of galvanized iron, with fixing clips at bottom, and costs 
a few shillings. The sewers have fulfilled tbe object for which they were laid. No complaints were 
received of flooding through surcharging of same. In the early part of last year it was found that the 
painting of aqueduct across Shea's Creek required renewing ; this was done by maintenance men as time 
permitted.
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, wholc of tlie Band wick sewers which were transferred to the Board hare been carefully
inspected, and where necessary man-hole, lamp-holes, and flushing station* established: this work has 
decreased the cost of maintenance.

Removal of Silt from Outfall Sewers.
c ^quantity of silt removed during the year from the main outfall sewers was 950 cubic yards 
from Bondi Sewer, 400 cubic yards from Botany Sewer, and 100 cubic yards from silt pit at University 
1 ark—this is a considerable reduction m last year—the quantities being 1,312, 630, and 120 cubic yards 
respectively. Ibis, I think, can be mainly attributed to the fact that the daily flow is increasing through 
the gradual extension of the system, and greater scouring power being obtained, the silt is carried on to 
the outfalls* *

_ No successful claims have been made on account of flooding of premises—in every case when 
investigated the cause has been found to be due to choking of streets, gullies, and detects in road 
construction. 1 dealt with this matter in my previous report.

Repairs to City Sewers Old System.
■ t Ti1C foUowmg sections of old city system have been repaired and put in good order during the year 

v'z'> Loftus-street from Macquarie Place, Southwards, Tank Stream, north of Martin Place, Bridge- 
street, Castlereagh-street. Some lengths of the above sewers were in a very bad condition iu some 
instances the invert and crown had to be entirely renewed. Old man-hole shafts have been raised to the 
surtace and fitted with iron covers to facilitate working in the sewer. There still remains the brick sewers 
"} f Pt-street, Ihilhp and Elisabeth Streets, also the 'WoUoomooloo Bay system. In one of the sewers in 
the latter district it was found that.a portion of the arch had given way. The repairing gang was set to 
work at once on the damaged length. The Elizabeth-street sewer is reported to be all opon-iointed the 
original mortar winch was made with shell lime having disappeared. The sections will be taken in hand 
this year, and I trust to see same completed, or nearly so.

The repairing work done since commencement is shown as under :—

northern Section.
1.893 ,
1890-1-2 .

Invert repaired, 
feet super.

10,212
15,354

Pointing, feet 
super.
33,072

143,013

Arches repaired, 
feet lineal.

59
68

Total........................... 25,566 176,085 127
The following pipe-sewers have been repairedKing-street, Burton-street, Hordern's Stairs 

Hunter-street. .Devonshire-street, and Grantham-street Stairs. ’
xt' * Fourteen man-holes have been raised to the surface, and twelve were fitted with eastings. 
E meteen old and damaged wooden man-hole covers were removed as dangerous, and replaced with cast-iron 
iramcs, &c.

Six old iron mau-hole covers were replaced with new type castings.
. ,. T*1® quantity of silt removed from the city sewers old system during the year was 2,500 tons_this
is disposed of on reclamation works by the Board’s punt, tbe Harbours and Rivers Department doing tbe 
towage. n

The removal of silt from the sewers is always a hoary charge against the revenue. All the outlets 
are below high-water mark, and sewers being tide-locked twice in the twenty-four hours leads to deposit 
or snr. ^

. The intercepting points between old and new systemss being of a size favourable to admission of 
silt mto intercepting sewers, the whole of the opeuings are being restricted so as‘to provide for doily 
sewage and exclude storm-water as much as possible, J

The whole of the cleansing and flushing on main branches in the city has.been, by order of the 
Board, carried out at night. The mud barge has been docked, bottom-cleaned, and hull painted by the 
Harbours and Rivers Department for the Board. Owing to want of funds the proposed abolition of silt 
pit at Darling Harbour, and extension of sewer through same could not bo carried out. The work will 
however, ne taken in hand this year, which will result in a reduction of silt to be removed. ’

Outlet Works.
The buildings—screening chambers, valves, &e., are in good order. The cottages are all occupied, 

and in good condition; the trees are thriving and growing well. The foreman reports that the sliid»e 
removed from screening chambers, etc., during the year amounted to 879 cubic yards, showing a decrease of * 
811 cubic yards as compared with 1892. This is satisfactory, considering the increased amount of sewage 
during same period. °

The quantity of lime used for cleaning and washing walls was 12 tons as against 15 tons in 1892.
The locomotive and trucks are in good running order.
The bridge over river has been repaired, the worst of the piles which had been affected by teredo 

have been removed, defective girders, head-stocks, and corbels are being renewed where required. The 
repairs were anticipated in my previous report, and can only he considered as of a temporary character 
until some more substantial means of access is provided. "

In order to cleanse pits more rapidly as compared with hand crab and oil, engine the “ Capitaine ” '
was purchased, and a contract let to Pope, Maher, & Co. to attach same to existing crab with other 
fittings. The engine has been tried and found to do its work successfully. The a^ent instructs the 
foreman in the working of same. The staff of four men will be reduced to three, as I consider, with the 
improved lifting gear, three men including foreman will bo ample for the work.

Sewage
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Sewage Parm.
Xhc filtralioii and irrigation areas still continue to act well; tlic manager reports they perform tlio 

work as well as wlien first laid down.
Last year Iming favourable for agriculture, fodder and vegetables were abundant and cheap, so 

that there was no great demand for ihe farm produce.
Plans have been prepared for laying a section of the scrub lands westward of farm into grass 

paddocks and spare filtering tank, as referred to in previous report. Xo funds being available the work 
was not pushed on, and as negotiations arc now pending for leasing the farm and scrub lands, it is a 
question as to whether Board should expend any more funds in improvements, or leave it to lessee to 

extend the cultivated area.
The cattle-sheds and piggeries are in good order, and Board’s stock in good condition. The agist

ment stock have been put into filtering-beds and keep down the grass growing in bame, upon which they 

thrive very well and look in good condition.
Some time ago the Board approved of purchasing horses and drays to do the work on the farm 

instead of hiring as heretofore. This system has proved most profitable, as the horses are iu splendid 
condition and have more than paid for themselves. _

The truck provided for carrying carts and stock across the river has proved a great convenience ; 
the transport is made without any hitch or difficulty. The revenue received from the farm during the year 
was £333 Os. lid., as against £217 14s. 3d. last year. There is also a considerable quantity of produce 
on farm to be disposed of, and £25 agistment fees outstanding. _

The sorghum was sold by auction and realised £10 per acre. The manager states that he will have 
a second crop of same area, so that the return for sorghum crop, if same price is realised, will be equal to 
£20 per acre. Ln addition to this there is the winter crop of vegetables. _

The pigs are a good source of revenue, and the stock in hand stands in the hooks as paid for. All 
increase is profit to the account. _ _

Gaugings were taken of the flow of sewage in main carrier during winter and summer seasons, 
with the following results:—Winter, dry weather flow 1,570,877 gallons, and summer, ditto, 1,450,385 
gallons per diem. The maximum flow is lower than last year, and as the measurements were taken under 
precisely same conditions, and same formula used, I can only account for the difference by the possibility 
of former gaugings being affected by subsoil water, even in minute quantities, finding its way into the 
many miles of sewers at the numerous ■junctions.

The effluent water maintains its reputation for purity as an effluent. The reports, from tho 
analytical chemist, however, on one occasion showed that the effluent from a new bed contained more 
albuminoid ammonia than usual. On inquiry it was found that the sample referred to was taken from 
one of the new beds, which received very little sewage. The effluent drain was laid below the level of 
subsoil water, which is of a putrid character, and would account for the adverse report. The subsoil 
drain has, however, lowered the love! of ground water, and future analysis will not bo affected by same. 
Copy of analyses is shown in Appendix.

The farm was visited by the Hon. the Premier, Sir George Bibbs, President of Health Board, and 
other gentlemen interested in public affairs, who expressed their satisfaction at the manner of disposal of 
the sewage, and the luxuriant growtli of crops.

The number of houses connected with the Metropolitan and Suburban sewers, under the super
vision of the Board’s officers, is as under:—

1890. 1S91. 1S92 1393. Total.
City .......................................... 9G1 541 1,070 1,223 3,795
Suburban............................... 3,804 3,578 3,448 3,437 14,267

Humber connected to City sewers, prior to passing of Act,
18,062
18,000

Grand total ..................................................................... 3,6062

The totals shown for city are principally reconstruction of old drainage and new buildings, erected 
in lieu of old ones. The analysis of house drainage for the year shows the number as under:—City, 
1,223; Camperdown, 554 ; Glebe Point, 67: Erekineville (late Maedonaldtown), 113; ISewtown, 1,208 ; 
Petersham, 81; Paddington, 358; Kedfern, 173; Band wick, 30; Waterloo, 240; Waverley, 54; 
Woollahra, 214; North Sydney, 18 ; -Total, 4,660.

Compulsory Drainage.
Owing to the depression and absence of power to arrange for payment of costs of work when 

carried out, the Board did not push the operations of the compulsory clause, except in cases where con
sideration of public health necessitated action being taken. Legislative power will shortly be granted 
to the Board lo arrange with owners of property to defray cost of work by a system of deferred payments 
where the whole amount of demand cannot be discharged at once.

I have no doubt but that this system will be largely availed of by the poorer classes, and the 
general health of the suburbs will be correspondingly improved, _ _

During the year 36 houses were connected under compulsory clause of the Act, viz.:—City, 4 ; 
Alexandria, 9 ; Paddington, 1; Eedfern, 1; Woollahra, 21; total, 36. _

The tola! number of houses dealt with since passing of the Act of 1889 and cost per house is shown 
as under;—

1399. 1891. 1892. 1S93. Total.
City ..................................................................... 19 6 4 59
Suburbs .................................... ......... 245 240 32 517
Cost per house .......................................... £14 14s. £12 10s. £18 14s.

Average cost............................... £15 Cs.

Tho cost for 1893 is higher than previous years, owing to the fact that the excavation was chiefly 
rock. Drainage
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Drainage Plans.
The numhcr of drainage plims, 

1800.
Plans prepared 2,212 

Fees paid ... £1,033

prepared with fees paid, is shown as under :— ,
1S91. 1S92. 1893. Total,

2,303 2,485 2,609 9,069

£1,088 15s. £1,08713s. 6d. £1,100 7s. Gd. £4,315 16s.

Drainage Certificates.
The number of certificates issued to the public in connection with house drainage, since inception 

of the system, is, via.:— -

City

Suburbs

Grand total

1391. 1S92. isos. TciUil.
251 272 265 788

1,140 843 1,148 3,091

3,879

The demand on the part of owners and architects for the certificates is increasing, in fact it is the 
rule now that persons employing licensed drainers specify that payment will only be made on production 
of Board’s certificate. The system is gradually commending itself to the public, as they recoguise the 
protection afforded by the certificates. ‘

Defective Drainage.
The work of examining defective drainage in the city is being pushed on, the inspectors served 

866 first, and 477 final notices to reconstruct or repair, of the number. 526 were attended to. The further 
Amending Act, will enable the Board to deal with recalcitrant owners or those not in a position to incur 
the expense of alterations. There were 327 chokages in private drains in the city system reported, of 
which only 14 were connected to sewers constructed under the Board, the obstructions being in the 
intercepting trap were easily removed without expense. In other cases drains had to be dug up to remove 
obslructions, grease and roots of trees forming the greater part of same. Notices are always served to 
“ reconstruct” in such cases. "

. -A- large number of drains were smoke tested, and in every instance serious defects were found
which endangered the health of the occupants.

The suburban inspector reports 79 chokages in private drains connected under Board, those were 
found to be due to carelessness on the part of the occupants, as the fault existed at yard gullies or 
“intercepting” traps. The number is small compared to the houses connected to suburban sewers, viz., 
14,267, or '55 per cent. '

Sanitary Plumbing.
The work of this sub-branch still continues to increase, audit is satisfactory to note that the public 

are becoming more educated in this important matter, and the experience of the Department is that what 
was considered a short time back as an unnecessary demand by the Board is now looked upon as a 
necessaty provision. I attribute a good deal of this change to the tact and intelligence exercised by the 
Board’s inspectors in dealing with the public; their advice is now sought in such matters where formerly the 
plumbers generally were consulted. ‘

i The testing of all new soil pipes in position is still carried on, and many serious defects have been 
discovered before work was passed. The hydrostatic test delects faults that no other system could, some 
of the defects found consists of honey-combcd cast-iron pipes, defective caulking of joints, and in one case 
the lead had been dressed into branch pipe under water-closet instead of soldering; this part being out of 
sight could not have been discovered by other means.

_ The inspectors’ notes of inspection of some of the city buildings reveal a state of things hardly 
creditable. These notes are of interest to show the necessity of careful inspection of places used for 
residential purposes.

^ In one case, in one of the oldest residential hotels, the following defects were found: lead traps of 
W.C s with slip joints into lead soil pipe, in another place the branch from soil pipe was partly open, the 
soil pipe was made of galvanized iron and completely eaten away, and a disused closet was found with the 
water seal evaporated—this was situated near a bed-room. In a large boarding-house a 4-inch cast-iron soil 
pipe laid diagonally near bed-room windows with an opening on top of pipe 18 inches long and 1 inch wide.

In a block of buildings where typhoid fever bad broken out, the soil pipe was found to he of 
galvanized iron, unventilated and whole of sanitary fittings in a. very bad state. In a large assembly-room, 
the soil pipe inside building was found to have open joints ; on several occasions the drain was choked and 
sewage backed up and leaked through open joints. Many cases have been found where plumbers have 
fitted the V.P. on the house side of bath trap, and vent pipes from "W",C’s have been carried up and left 
open between ceiling and roof. The foregoing are only a few of the eases which have been dealt with, 
and clearly shows the necessity of proper supervision in this important work.

During the year, 347 notices were served to alter defective sanitary fittings, 297 of which were ■ 
attended to by owners. "

_ The number of houses inspected was 3,960. Number of certificates issued, 1,387, and 180 soil 
pipes tested.

Among the various large jobs supervised by Board’s inspectors are :—Svdney Hospital, Eoyal Mint, 
City Bank, Bank of New South Wales, St. Andrew’s College, and Women’s College. The class of work 
executed in the above places ia highly creditable to the licensed plumbers carrying out same, and will 
compare favorably with like work anywhere. ‘

Ventilation
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Ventilation of Sewers. .
The various shafts erected in connection .with main and subsidiary sewers have been tested with 

satisfactory results ; the returns are shown in tables referred hereto.

Several heavy-sales occurred during the year, and, with exception of two instances, no damage was 
done to the many shafts erected, although some arc in very exposed positions.

Complaints have been made as to bad smells from the shafts, hut on being investigated, and air of 
shaft tested, the cause was found to be due to other causes. ’

The special shafts connected with chimney stacks have been found efficient; the following table 
shows results:—

Tooth’s Brewery. D-in. eonnection...........................
Cameron's Tobiuco Fiietory, G-in. connection.... ......
Cornwell's Brewery, G-in, connection......................
New York it Brooklyn Tobacco Factory,Gin.connection
Old Pumping Slatimi, Crnwn-sLrect........................
New Engine House.................. ...........................
Hordern's Factory, Bedfern.........................................................

Cubic feet per hour.

1891. 1 1892. 1893.

it..
' ft.

ft.
40.286 1 29,348 42,064

5,369 1 7,068 6,971
4,522 | 7,265 5,971
7,030 1 7,418 7.147
6,857 ■ 27,456 1,610
4,414 j 1,507 3.124

1 8,154

ltcniark‘1.

Exhaust steam used, 
do

Owing to funds not being available, the work of erecting vent shafts made very little progress 
during the year, and shafts were only erected in isolated cases, or where the health of the district was 
threatened.

Tlic water sprays which were fixed are acting satisfactorily, and, if funds arc available for ISOT, 
the number will be increased. A contract has also been prepared for proposed operations in .1894, and 
it is to be hoped that funds will be placed at the Board’s disposal for this important part of the sewerage 
system. The necessity for the shafts is now generally recognised, and the Board, mccts^ with little 
opposition in attaching them to buildings. If the owner objects to the site fixed by Board’s officers, a 
concession in the way of slight alteration of site removes the difficulty. The erection of the shafts 
requires the exercise of tact and knowledge of the principles of ventilation on the part of the Board’s 
officers, and so far I am pleased to state that the officers have succeeded.

Watcrsprays.

Cubic Feet )ier tour,

1892.

Police Barracks, 16-iu. induct................................. ........................................................ 53,492

BuBby’s Bore, induct......................................................................................................... 11,284
* 1 (Cover on)

Obelisk, Hyde Park Exbaust .......................................................................................... 101,461

106,677 
(Cover off.) 

97,811

Expenditure out of Loan Votes.
The expenditure out of loan votes for the year was by contracts, £18,063 7s. 8d. In addition to 

this amount, small extensions were carried out by Board’s staff to the amount of £151 Is. 6d.; total, 
£18,214 9s. 2d, Owing to stoppage of funds, the whole of the inspecting staff, with one exception, 
was dispensed with as contracts were completed. _

Drawing Office.
The work performed in the drawing office and heliographing rooms shows a considerable increase 

during the year, as compared with previous years, as shown as under,

Bpturx of work executed in Drawing office and Ileliographing and Photographing rooms :—

1800. | 1SSI. | ISfi2. , ISttS. | Total.

Drawings prepared....
Tracings prepared.....
Drawings mounted,..,
Ilcliotypcs printed 
Photographs printed 
Becorrf Pfans charted,

95
325

. l.OSt! 
610

200
172

1,609
1,061

135
281

1,553
875

90
220
989
927
124
05

520
998

5,277
8,473

124
65

17C—L
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Diagrams.
Diagrams of death-rates; &e., are given—this question, however, is dealt with in Medical Oflicer’s 

Keport.
Diagrams of temperature of surface and in sewers 10 ft. and 40 ft. respectively, also humidity. 
Diagrams of detail work as carried out under certain conditions—in continuation of previous

plates.
Diagrams showing cultivation beds and filtering tanks on sewerage farms,

_ The information and returns supplied by the G-overmnerit Astronomer and (Government Statis
tician have been of greatest assistance to the Department, and I take this opportunity of returning my 
thanks for the courtesy.

The change in the administration of the Engineering Department by having one head engineer lias 
necessarily led to more work devolving upon the assistant engineers, and I wish to record my thanks to 
these gentlemen, as well as to the draftsmen, district engineers, and inspectors, for their cordial assistance 
In the discharge of the various duties of the service.

I have, <fce.,

.1, M. SMALL, M. Inst- C.E.,

Engineer for Sewerage, Acting Engineer for Water Supply,

APPENDIX.

Government Laboratory, Sydney, 18 July, 1893, 

JkESui/rs of Analysis of Potable and Polluted Waters, Effluents from the Sewage Farm, Botany.

Appearance in the standard Two-foot tubes...... Brown and turbid, but not unpleasant........
Chlorine as Chlorides ............*.......................................... . jj

Phosphates from Animal Impurity ....................................................................................

Results expressed m

Giiuna per Gallon. Parts per Million.

3-9
7'5

Nitroecn as Nitrates and Nitrites..................................... . . . .
Total Solid Residue, dried at 2201’.................................................. M 21-84

29-54’ ..................................................................................... j 2
Free Amonia........................................................................................ Si 2-G

s-o
6-es
5-80
1-30

■50
14-00
12-00

.............................................................................. f 2
Oxygen absorbed in 15 min.................................................................................... Si

Albuminoid Ammonia.................................... . ................................ J 1
........................................;.................12

Oxygen absorlied in 3 hours ..................................................... 11
........................................................... ( 2

General Obieratiiona on the Character of the above Effluents.—Although heavily charged with organic nmttcr under
going oxidation, these diluents may, in iny opinion, he allowed to flow into tidal rivers or water-courses not used as sources 
of town water supply.

WILLIAM HAMLET,
Government Analyst,

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX A.
Tajbj.e No. 1.

SEWEits constructed by the Government Sewerage Department and transferred to Board.

Size of Sewer.

Length in feet.
CoDfetmctcd before 
transfer of Beard .,

IS&O.......................
1891 ..................
1592 ....................

1593 ...................

5,082
I

0,354 301,3,127;

r-

SI [ SI 
k I k
* la
^ i "

§ 
C U
K 
o S

4,142 2,767 726 2,007 1,918 029 D02i

1,801 

0.71S 1,102'1,0-JO

430 11.400 3,306 417 4,401

757

363 378 0.18912,109,5,828 3,134

6tS50
2,23sJ

15,327i

.. I

Circular.

[?i la
■& o 
So 5o

Pijws.

Total Length.

> 13,200j 2,437 . f 1,193) 
" t 740 |

1 •• 93

' 1 ’ 3,494, ....
| ■

- | 7Sr. ... j ....
j

j

ill’s, 215 5i44(j

[ 
04

1 
‘A

■1 
«T 84,052 230 141,728 lin. ft. = se-SJ milt's.

C 23 4S 3,317 03,456 310 72,25$ = 13-OS „

.. 1,157 1,000 2,102 0,715 23,52!) ,, = 4'4G „

.. 720 12,706 „ = 2 42 ,,

467 1,213 792 3,647 4,409
"

20,000 „ — O'Oj >.

Total 270,971 Hu. ft., 
or 52 46 miles.

GO
C£

Table No. 1a.

Siobm-watee. Ducts constructed by Government Sewerage Department and transferred to Board.

Circular.

Length in feet.
Constructed before 

passing of Act... 12,550 Un. It. = 2 3S miles.198 280 250, 132 70 402 1,026 442 T73j

0,470 lin. ft - 1 "28 miles. 

4,0S063 I .. ,GS5

24S] 43'660 S2oj

. 35,644 lin. ft. = C-76 milesTotals

THOS. GfilFbTTHS,
Assistant Engineer,
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Alexandria .........
Camperdown ......
City Deep Sewers
City .......................
Darlington ...........
Glebe ...................
MaedDnaliltown .
Newtown ............
North Sydney ....
Paddington ........
Petersham ............
Randwiek ............
Redfern .........
"Waterloo................
Waverley................
Woollalira ............

Engineer’s Report—continued. 

APPENDIX B.
Sewetis find Storm-water Drains constructed by the Board.

Sewejjs.

1
| U sh&i cd. Circular

3’ 3ft
X

2’ 2'r
3'x2' ^i'G"

X
. 2'

4' 3'
X 1 X 

1'0"| 2"

1
5' 0" | 4' 3‘ ti"

1

i I
3' 21 C" 2' 4"

1 \

i
24'' j 21"

1
IS*

I'ijies

IS" I

189:1 Totals .......................................
]Sfl2 do .......................................
IS91 do .......................................
1S90 do .......................................

!

... I 1,220

. . 724

... , 2,770 
660 | 1,227

... I 
688 I 309 
302 | 1,024

90

460

164

I,67S 
449 

], 569

! 720
3,974 

I 7,345 
I 2,350

SlOEM-IVEl EE Dll AIKS.

1893 Totals .. .......................  , ....... 1 !

1892 do ....................................... 38 528 429 ... 478 841 310 400
1891 do ..... .................................
1890 do ......... ............... ............ 208 696 822 ... 024

158 363
1,162 41 515 1,168 577

7S2 260 239

!)■'

980 | 

1,899

7,445

566

2,141
1,403

847
2,573

17,944
107,885
101,157
39,890

I- cv j
Total length in feet.

J 106
| 106

1 " ' 980
| 82 2,077

]

7,905

245 sn |

60 2,201 I
1,493

602 662 !

276 i 276 i
60 60

952 1,709
1,805 4,617 j

4,248 = 22,987 lin. ft. '

4,532 = 118,793 „
954 = 113,678 „
0G1 I

i
= 49,202 „ /

. j 521 lin. ft.
1,300 | 

... 1
7,787 ,, |

" 1
*,068 „ |

Pipe sewers, or 4‘35 miles. 
22-50 „

» ,, 21-53
Concrete sewers, ],SS0ft. = 0'36 
f*pe „ 47,322 ft. - 8-97

Pipe sewers, or -10 mile.
3,024 ft. concrete sewers, or -57 
4,763 ft. pipe „ -90 „
A ll.
2,740 ft. concrete sewers, or '52 
1,328 ft. pipe ., -25 ,,

TUGS. GrEIFFlTHS,
Assistant Engineer.

00
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Engineer's IIeport—continued. 

APPENDIX C.
VENTILATION OF SEWERS. 

Recoud of Tests.

fi3S J-Aliaust ShafLy. 251 liiiliiCb Shafts.

Number 
Year, 'of Shafts 

Tested.

1S91 &00
1SJ>2 I filf)
isf)^ i nss

Lineal j Cubic 
Feet per 1 Feet per 

Hour, j Hour.

Cubic Cubic 1 Avcratrc u'.nd'm
Fcot [icr Feet per Timeur1..,,

Day. Week. 1 Test. .Hour

i Number 
Year.; of Shafts 

| Tested.

birieai Cubic 1 Cubic | Cubic | Avcrace j
Feet )>er Feet por . Feet per Feet per Tunc o( Ui u

Hour. I Hum. Day. ' Week. 1 orhTest,

5,074.001 90(1,2112
f>t(Wl,:i70 1,11)5,719 
fhtfU.MK) 1,102,410

23,011.108 107,377,050 
20,537,250 185,700,792 
20,457,934 185,205,883

1
14 min. 9 02
JO ,, 1 13 05
30 ,, 8'72

13IU 240 [3,433,572) (Wrj.floa 16,403.112 11.",*41.784 14 min. B'62
1832 241 S^.Sl*)1 758,657 lS,2b7,7(S 127,454,376 ) I# 18416
13»3 | 2ii[ | a,844,lW 754,81)1 ' lS,n.V224 126,806,563 | SO „ j S‘72

A' ernge Work for One Induct Shaft.Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.
— — - — — - - — - — — _ — —

Lineal Cubii1; Cubic I Cubic Milos Average 1’ercont- lh. pres*
Year. Feet ijcr iFectiicr Feet per Feet i>cr per Wind age to sure per

Hour. Hour. Da). 1 Week. Hour Velocity. Wind. W|. foot.

1891 19,1)19*9 1,992 L 47,778 334,440 3'77 9-02 39 TS 0*0710
1892 19,981 2,147 M.52S 1 309,090 2'07 LPtt.S ]4*83 0'021-i
1893 10,430 2,019 411,170 | 341,232 1-97 8'72 22-50 0-0194

1 Lhical Cubit! 
Year., Feet ]>ci Feet yer 

Hour. Hour

Cutiie 1 Cubic 
Foot. ]>or | Feet fxir 

Da\. Week.

Miles . Avciaife • Percent- 
{>cr ' Wuul age to 

Hour. | VdooitjWind.

1b. iires- 
sureper 
&(]. f<iot.

1891
1892 
ItfU

14,535 2,858 08,592 480,144 2*75 9*62 2a'fi2 0*0378
16,032 3,148 75,5n2 nifS.SW 3-U3 li'Un 21 *72 0-0439
15j3H» 3,007 72, LOS 505,170 290 8-72 S8'25 0-0420

IlrsTRTCT of FnmoyT.
F\haust Shafts.

Number I Lineal 
Year, .of Shafts Feet per 

I Tcstctl. Hour.

Cubic | 
Feet per I 
H<nu. I

Cubic | 
Feet per 

Day. !

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week.

* A , A\craw 
Wind tii 

l1' , -Milw per 
Iesl Hour.

1891 . 37
1

517,484 J 101,608 2,433,5112 17,070,144 I 9 min. 12*16 1S01 | 22 433,501 t 85,US 2 <147,032 143136,424 9 nun.
1892.. 36 ssn.sus 1 76.082 1,836,708 12.857,376 1 35 „ 10-83 1892 | 21 i 2(32.369 1 51,514 L'i&i.bhJ S,fi:)4,352 15 ,,
1SH3.. 49 418,300 | 1,971,192 13,708,314 1 30 n 0-75 1803 1

1
21 217,22-2 | 42,651 yi23,U2l TjIOj.UOS 30 „

A\orage Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Induct Shafts*

Year
Number \ Lineal 

i>f Shafts , Fret per 
Tested, f Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Hour.

Cubie 
Foot per 

Daw

Cubic 
Fort per 
Week.

J

j Average Aierafce j,.
Tunc of lj[ilcsl)l,r 

Houi.each Tcst.j

12’Hi
ID'S:?
C'75

Aierago Work for Ono Induct Shaft.

1 Lineal Cubic . Cubic Cubic Milos Average Percent- Iti. prcH-
Year. Feet per Feet per Foot per Feet per ,l,er Wind uire to sure {tor

| Hour. Hour, i Day. Week. Hour. Velocity tfind. aq. foot

isai. FLOSS 2,740 | 65,904 461,323 264 12-16 21*71 1 o-o:i48
1892.J 1(1,738 2,168 1 69,592 354,144 2 03 10 83 18*74 , 0-0200
iso:s.. 10,407 2r<ln3 1

1
49,272 344,904 1-93 0-75 29-R6 | O’OIDO

Lineal Cubic Cubii1 Cubic
i

Miles i Average Percent* 1b. pies-
Year. Feet per iFeet per Feet iier Feet piet- Iter 1 VV ina ago to i suit per

Hour Hour. Day. Week. Hour, j \ olocity Wind. aq. toot.

1891 10,750 3,878 93,972 651,5114 374 12-16 30-75 0-0099
1S92 12,517 2,457 68,068 412.776 2-37 | 10-83 IG'Ol 0-0280
1393 12,953 2f543 01,032 427,-224 2-45 * G 75 30*50 U 0300

.District of Ai.T-XAS'DiirA.

Exhaust Shafts. induct Shafts.

1
. Numbct Lineal | Cubic Cubic Cubic p™** i Wn^,

B™0' Miles per 
Jcst- 1 Houf.

Y ear. | of Shafts Feet pci; Feet per Feet per Feet |ior
Tested. Hour, i Hour. Day. Week.

1801. 72 184,MK I 36,227 809,448 G,0SC,130 10 min, in-39
3892. 14 69,120 j 11,60S 278,592 1,950,144 8 „ 1 5*01
1393 - 14 201,000 ( 39,460 9-17,184 0,080,283 | ( 13'JO

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Year.
Number 
of Shafts 
Tested.

Lineal 
Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Hour.

Cuhie 1 Cubic 
Feet per Fret per 

Dat\. Week,
l

Average 
Time of 

each Test.

I Average
1 Wind In 
Miles per 

Hour.

1801
1892

7
<>

162,347
25,440

31,877
4,995

705,048 1 6,355,336
110,880 839,160

10 miu.
8 „

10-39
5*04

C 12*4d 
l 13-291803 G 155,806 30,501 734,134 | 5,139,288 27 „

Aicrage Work for One Induct Shaft.

i Lineal Cubic Cubic Cubic Milos Average Percent-
.

lb. pres-
Year. Feet per Feet peri Fnct tier Feet i>er il»r 1 Wind age to urc per

Hour. Hour. Dav, Week. Hour. Velocity.
i

Wind. sq, foot.

3891. i[.,3;;j 3,019 78,4 Ml 507,192 2*91 10-30 28*09 '0-0423
1892.. 4,22S 829 19,830 l:fl),272 O'SO 5114 15*87 n-00'i2
1893.. 34,^57 2,818 07,0^2 473,421 2 71 12 80 21 17 (1 -0307

Lineal Cubic Cubic Cubic | Miles Average' Fercont* lh. pres*
Year. 1 Feet per Feci per Fc*ct per Feet I'd’ per Wind , age to sure per

1 Hour. Hour. Du)-. eeh. 1 Hour. 1 eloeit> Wind. sq. foot.

|
1891 | 23,19.3 4,6:,4 109,996 705,07-2 1 4-311 10-39 42 ■25 O'Obttl
1892 1 4,240 832 19,968 139,770 0-80 5*04 | 15 87 0*0932
1893 , 25,966 6,003 122,352 850,404 1 4 91

1
12-30 38-36 fl-1205

III STRICT OF B SACK FRIARS.

Exhaust Shafts. Induct Shafts.

1
Number Lineal Cubic Cubic Cubic Average Average 1 Numlier Lineal Cubic Cubic Cubic Average A vera^re

Year.'of Shafts Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per Time of Year, icf Shafts Feet ikt Feet per l-'cd pur Feet per Tim« of
| Tested hour. Hour. * Dav. Week*. Test. Hour. ] Tested.

1
Hour. Hour. Day. \\eck. each Test. Hour,

1391 47 490,496 97,487 2,33(1,(188 16,377,810 20 min. 7-8(1 . 18111 ! 30 464,145 j 91,133 2,187,240 IT.,310,680 20 min. 7-SO
1892 51 495,980 97,267 £,.■{34,402 i 10,340,856 lr> s. 12-28 1892 | 25 338,670 i <>6,497 1,695,928 11,171,490 la ,, 12-28
1893 49

1
633,703 121,439 2,996,530 20,905,752 - „ 8-20 1893 [ '25

1
426,718

1 1 -s 2,010,840 14,076*880 35 ,, 8-20

Average Work of Onu Exhaust Sliaft. Average Work for One induct Shaft.

Lineal Cubic Cubic Cubic Miles jAxeragc Percent- lh. pres* Lineal Cubic | Cubic . CuZitc Jitlcs Average Percent* th. pres*
Year. Feet per 

Hour.
Feet pcr| Feet jxsr 
Hour, | JJaj.

Feet per 
Week.

per ’ Wind 
Hour. |Velocity.

\

age to 
Wind.

sure per 
bt\. foot.

Year. Feet per il-'eet l>cr Feet per f J* eet per 
Hour, j Horn. | Da), i Week.

tier
Hour.

Wind
Velocity

acre to 
Wind.

sure p'*r 
Bq. foot

1891 10,502 2,074 49,776 348,432 2 fKI 7-80 ar.di <1-0200 1891
ir>,4(1* 3,037 | 72,838

09,072
! 510,210
1 433,504

2*92 7-SO 37*48 0*0426
1S92 10,200 2/>03 48,672 336,504 1-03 | 12-2S 15-71 0*0186 1892 14,cr>2| 2,878 1 2*77 12*28 22*33 OU388
1893 12,934 2,530 00,936 420,552 £-44 I

1
8*29 29-75 0-0207 1803 17,0(18 11,361 30,424 | 562,963 3*23 8-20 39-39 0*0521
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Exgixeer’s Report—continued. 
District op 'Waterioo.

E\iiaust Slrnfts.

Year. I

34^1
1892
1S9S

Number
1 of Shafts 
Tested.

Lineal
Feet

per Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Ifour,
Cubic 

Feet per
Cubic 

Feet per 
Week

Average 
Time of 

Test.

A\ erago 
| Wind m 
.Miles pci 
( Horn-.

Year.
Number 
of Shafts 
Tested,

Lineal 
Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet (Kir 

Hour,
Cubic

Pent per
Day.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Week.

Average 
Tiiuc uf 

each Test,

s 54fltflr>l
502,080
021,412

300,157
110,300-5

122,003

2.M7,7US
2,64S,0.'i2
2,iW2,47-2

1

77,634.376
Ig.HO.M*
26,7)37,304

12 min. 
12 „
;jg „

' 10 03
1 13-50

12 50

1891
1892
1893

15
14
10

32!),722 
.111,2(4) 
4Sj,3«U

04+741
01,110
95,300

1A’8»TS4
1,400,784
2,287,200

10,870,483
10,207,488
10,910,400

12 min. 
12 „
311 „

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

| Lineal 
Year.! Feet jwr 

Hour.

1801

]$}«

Cubic Cubic Cubic , Miles 
Feet ]ier| Feet pur Feet per per 
Hour. | Day. [ Week, illour.

Average
Wind

Velocity.

Pereunt- 
age to 
Wind.

lb. pres
sure per' 
sn. foot.

12,60!) SAGS] 6'.),232 414,624 2-38 10 03 22-7313,071 2,507*3 | 01,617. 431,305 2-47 13*50 18*21 |14,521 2,2.11 08,42+ 478,903 [ 2-75 12-50 22*00 [
J

0-0252
O-OSO.-i
0*0378

Induct Shafts.

Average 
Winrl in 

Miles per 
Hour.

10*0rj
13Ti6
22*50

Average Work for One Induct Shaft.

Year.

!Sf)l
1SH2
IS'.IS

Lineal I Cubic . Cubic 
Feet per I Feet per Feet per 

Horn. ( Hour. | Huy.

21,031
22,^
30.335

4,310
4,3115-4

n.950

District op Dacrozia Creek.

Exhaust Shafta.

Number Lineal Cubic
Year of Shafts Fret per I Feet per 

Testeil. Hour. Hour.
Cubic 

Feet |M?r 
Lav.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week.

1S91 KO 426,12s
IMK on 611,126
rws 52 , uss.sro

! 1

83,474 
100,353-4 

00,537

2,003,376’ 14,623,632
2,403,661'6 ]C,S00,2i 1*2 

1,5B6,SSS 11,178,216

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft

Induct Shafts.

Average 1 A'.'™?0 
Time of irn 
^ 1 Hou!-WI

Number 
Year.iof Shafts 

| Tested,
J.incal 

Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Uiy.
Cubic 

Feet per 
Week.

Average 
Time of 

earh Test.

Average 
Wind in 

Miles per 
Hour.

12 min. 
10 ,,
22 „

7-22
12-13
4'73

ISO!
1802
1803

35
10
15

142,820
233,430
149,350

2S,0t4
45.8.34
20,324

673,0.W I 4,711,362 
1,106,010 7,700,112

763,776 1 4,026,432
i

12 min. 
19 „
22 ,

7-22
11*70
4-73

Average Work for One Induct Shaft.

Yttu.

1S91
1892
1893

Lineal Cubic Cubic 
Feet per Feet jxjr Feet jrer 

Hour, j Hour. Day
Cubic

1,009 40,050' 230,392
1,032*8 +<>,442 33jS2fi01H},Rij; 

1,270 *J0,69Gj 214,872.

Miles Average Fcrcent- lb. pies- Linealper Wind age to | sure per Year
Hour. \ elocity. Wind. | St|. foOt. Horn-.

I-no 7-22 22 1G I 0-01-23 nsoi 0.513l-SG 12T3 15-34 i 0 0170 1892 15,352 51-23 4T3 20‘00 : 0-0075 I39:s 9,956

Cubic 
Fett pe: 

Hour.

1,800
3,014*5

3,954

Cubic j Culiic 
Fort perl Feet i»cr 

Da}. ' Week.
I

Milos
per

Hour.

44,850
72,848
40,S0G

313,902 I 1-SO 
500,430 2'flO 
323,272 ] 1*88

A verage Percent*
Wind age to

Velocity Wind.

7Y2 24-02
11-70 24*07
4-73 39*74

Tb. i)res» 
sure per 
sq. fool.

0-0102
0*0434
O'Oiro

District of Stra-wberry Hills,

Exhaust SliaffB. Induct Shafts,

Year.
Number 

of Shafts 
Tested

Lineal j Cuhie | Culuc ’ Cubic | A-,'rr.n.;ro
Feat par | Feet pur Feet per | Feet per 1 Time of 

Hour. Hour. Day, j Week | Test.

Average 
Wind in 

Miles per 
Hour.

1891
1892
1893

53 614,744
54 SS3,68.)
87 901,185

1

179+510 | 4.510,040 
373,89*5 7 ( 4,101.449 

138,728 T 4,531,47’

30,174,420 8 min.
39,139,1+.'5 ) 17 „ 
31,700,304 | 30 „

0-07
15-90
9-40

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Year.
Nuniiwi 

of Shafts 
Tested.

Lineal 
Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Day.

Cubic Average
Feefc per f Time of 
Week. each Test

1

Average 
W'iud in 
Miles per 

Hour.
1S91
1892
3893

45
50
52

575,024
044.220
714,083

i
112,606 , 2,706,744 

126,462-8 3,OSS,827 
140,328 3,307,872

i
19,908,208
21,250,790
23,57.?,104

8 min.

30 „

9-97
14*78
9-40

Avcingc Work for One Induct Shaft.

Year.
Lineal 

Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic Cubic 
Feet per1 Feet |H?r 
Hour. Day.

Cubic Miles 
Feetjjorl ]y»r 

W’eck Hour.
1

1391 11,021
f

2,104 .M.Ogf, 303'i.'9 2-0S1tW2 10,421-lG 2,03!>'63 43,668-33 342 084-33 ]*001895 11,048 2,169' S2,0.'f6 804 ,.192 2‘09

Average
Wind

1'clodty.
Percent
age to 
Wind,

1b. pres
sure i>ei 
sq. foot.

Year.
Lineal 

Fcot ])Cr 
Horn.

Cubic 
Feet |>or 
Hour.

6-67 
14-73 

!) 40
20-SO 
14-94 
22-09

0’021G
0*0204
0-0218

1S91
1892
Ib^’O

13,374 
12,800 33 
13,744

2,020
2,535-3
*2,098

Cubic Cubic 
Feet per j Feet per 

Day. Week,

Miles
jjcr

Hour.

Average
Wind

Velocity.

Percent
age to 
Wind.

tb. pres
sure fier 
bcj. foot.

03,024! 443,168
2 T.3 9*97 25*37 0 329M

60,030*33 424,426 60 2-43 14*78 37-57 0W.70-l,7f>2| 453,204 2-60 9'4G 27 4S 0-0338

District of Surry Hills.

Exhaust Shafts. Induct Shafts.

Year.
Number 

of Shafts 
Tested 1

-Lineal 
Feet por 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Ilour.

Cubic 
Fvet per 

l>aj.

ISA!
-

71 1 514+310 100,9.50 2 423,0W
07 814,720 105,801 3+980,6041S93 67 | 070,700 332,870 SjlSS.SSO

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week.

Ascragv 
Tune of 

Test

1 Average 
\ Wind Jii 
, Miles per 

Hour.

10,£10r>,G4S | 
27?SW,94S | 
22,322,190 I

1 16 iiiin. o-oo 1891
1 IB .. 13-37 .1862
1 ^2 „ 9 75 1893

i^ntuber

Tested.

39
32
32

Lineal 
Feet per 

Hour.
Cubic 

Feet per 
Ilour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Day,

Cubic 
Feet per 

Week.

A\er£4fO 
Time of 
each Test.

Average 
IVind in 

Miles per 
Hour.

470,039
949+550
508,700

DS,f>0S
127,539

99,883

2,240,352
3,01X1,930
2,397,192

15,724,404 
21,420,552 
10,780,341 ■

10 init).
10 „
S2 „

fl-flfi
13-37
9-75

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft. Average Work for One Induct Shaft,

Year.
Lineal 

Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic Cubic 
Feet per Feet per 

Hour, j Day.
i

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week.

Miles
per

Hour.

1891 7,242 1,422 64,123 233,866 1-371892 12,236*75 2 41250 57,900 *23 405,301*75 2 321893 10,100 1,933 47,592 333,144 1-91

Average
Wind

Velocity.
Percent- \ lb. pres
age to sun* per 
Wind, jsq, foot.

Year.
Lineal 

Feet per 
Hour.

0-09 I 
mi | 
9 75 I 

I

22-GO
17-85
19*58

0-009S 
0'0271 
0-0182

1391
1892
1893

12,217 
19,445-75 
35 SD7

Cubic 
Feet ixsr 

Hour.
Cubic Cubic 

Feet per iFeet per 
Day. Week,

Miles
per

Hour.

Average
Wind

Velocity.

Percent* 
age to 
Wind,

lb. pre^ 
sure per 
sq. foot.

2,399
3,817-97
3,121

57,570 
91,031-5 
74 994

403,932 
041,420 0 
Ii24,32S

2*31
3*07
3-01

0-06
13-37
9'75

38 11 
28-31 
30-37 oo

o
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Engine Eit’s Re port—continued.

DiSTHICX 01’ pADDISGTOS.

Exhaust Shafts.

i'car.
Vumhcr 

lef Shafta 
Tested.

Tdncal
Kentiicr

Hour.

Cubic 
Ecet per 
Hour.

J Cuhie 
reel pur 

])av. i
1 1

Cuhie 
Fuet ]>cr 

Week.

Average 
Time of 

Test.

Average 
Wind in 

Milos per 
Hour.

ISfll
I
1 (iU ! nu.ftSj'O 1‘>0,0£G 1 2fmG2+ 1 20.104 30S 10 min. 8 00

IS4)^ i (110,710 ir.IJSS 1 3,207,812 1 28,031481 rto n-oo
I 110
1

1 018,710 ]27,:{r-i 3,0^0,070 21,803,382 2S „ 10 10

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Year.
Inueal 

Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 
lloui.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Hay.

Cubir 
J?eot per 
^S'cek.

Miles
per

Hour

Average
Wind

Velocity.

Percent- 
age to 
Wind.

lb. pres
sure per 
sq. foot.

Year.

1801 0,258 1,818 4:t,G:i2 306,424 1 76 0*03 25-S'. 0*01 n3 1801
11,734 2,304 5n,290 387,072 2"21 17-ra 14*24 0*027.4 1802

1S33 10,811‘S3 2,022 d8,r>28 60G 2 ■04 10 10 20*10 0*0208 1SD3

ii(3uct Shafts.

i'ear.
Number 
of Shafts 
Tested

.
Lineal f Cubic 

Feet {Kir Feet per 
Hour. Hour.

(Jubic 
Feel |icr 

l>a,v.

Cubic 
Foot pur 

Week.

Aumiro jtJtodm
IauIcs i»er 

eachrca| Hou|.

1801
Iif!2
1S!I3

1 (
30 ' 632,500 104,670
20 1 SOI ,000 | 110,101
28 | 421,050 82,810

2,500,824
2,787,304
1,038,370

15,608,708
10,516,018
13,018,032

10 min. 
22 „
28 „

8*00
17‘CKJ
1U*10

Average Work for One Induct Shaft.

Lineal 
Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic Cubic Cubic
Foot per Feet por [Feet per 

Hour. Day. Week.

Miles
per

Huur.

Avorapc 1 Fcrcent-
Wuid I auo to 

Velocity. Wind.

Ik pres* 
sure por 
sq. foot.

17,7.64
20,813*06

15,000

3,480
4,080*00

2,053

83,064
f'S.OSG
70,092

fiSe.GtS
USO.SCO
4!)U,Bf4

3'30
3 04
2 85

(i-93 I 48*48 
lft-00 22*00
10*10 28’2L

o-osim
0*O7bS
(l*04(Ki

Dtstrtcx OF HeDFEI!!.'.

Exhaust Shafts, Induct ShafR

T:ear*
Number 
of Siiafts 
Tested,

Lineal 
Feet per 

Hour.

Cubic 
Feet i>or 

Hour.

Cubic 
Foet per 

Day.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Wgck

Average 
Tune of 

Test.

Average 
)Vind in 
Miles p6r 

hour.

ISOl 74 723,393 143,1)21 3,432,504 24,027,523 17 mm. 7 57
1802 73 767,480 148,731 3,500,544 24,030,SOS 13 ,, 1V5G
1803 OS 621,330 121,008 2,027,952 20,405,OW 25 „ 7*40

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

1 Number Lineal 
Year, iof Shafts Feet per 

Tested. Hour. ‘

Cubic Cubic
Feet per 1 Feet per 

Houi*. Day.

Cubic Uv™|^

1801 1 2S j 207,412
18S2 23 4SO,7iiO
1S03 2S 205,030

58,397
90,102
77,573

1,401,523
2,807,338
1,801,762

0,810,690
10,155,210
13,032,264

17 min.
13 ,,
25 „

7-57 
11*56 

7*40

Average Work for One Induct Shaft.

Year.
Lineal 

Fcot per 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet i>er 

Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Day.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week

Miles
per

Ilour.

Average
Wind

Velocity.

l^rcent- 
age to 
Wind.

lb. pres
sure per 
sq. foot.

1891
1892
1893

9,839 I 1,932 40,268
10,097*il5; 1,032*751 47,530 

9,187 1,794 43,050

323,870
338,102
301,392

T3G
1*D9
1*73

7*67
11-.VI 

7*40

24 7.7 0*0172
i7*sn o-oisG
23*37 O'OIW

Lineal Cubic Cubic
Year. Feet per iFcct per Feet per

Hour. Hour. Hay

1S91 10,618 2,0S5 50,010
1892 18.981*5 3,727*5 89,400
1893 14,110 2.770 06,480

1 Cubic Miles
l

Average i Percent- Ik pres-
1 Feet per per Wind acre to sure per

Week. Hour. Velocity,! ■Wind. sq. foot.

:J50,230 2*01 7*57 20*55 0*0202
020,220 3*59 11*50 32*«7 0*0710
465,360 2-07 7 40 so'os 0*0350

District of Wooliahra.

Exhaust Shafts.

Year.
Numlxjr 
of Shafts 
Tested

Lineal 
Feet per 

Hour.

Cubic * Cubic 
Feet per 1 Feet per 

Hour. Day.
1

Cubic 
Feet tier 
Week.

Average 
Time of 

Test.

Average 
Wind in 
Miles per 

Hour.

1801 17 141,054 27,‘GOG GG4,724 4,053,0(13 ]R min. 7*02
1802 18 172,320 33,835 SI-2,040 6,084,250 20 ., IS'O'i
ms 29 95,220 IS, GDC 443,704 3,140,028 12 ,, G'OO

Avwage Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Year.
Lineal 

Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic Cubic 
Feet pci* Feet ucr 

Daj*. Week.

Miles
per

Hour.

Average
Wind

Velocity.

Percent* 
ago to, 
Wind.

lb. pres
sure per 
sq, foot.

1891 8,290 1,029 39,000 ) 273,672 1*57 7*62 20*00 0 0123
189*2 0,607 1,807 44,304 1 818,056 1*80 18*09 10-00 o-oica
IS1)3 4,701 1131 22,410 | 1.06,912 0*99 0 00 15 00 0*0040

Induct Shafts.

i Lineal Cubic Cubic Cuhie Average Average

Year. of Shafts ' Feet per Feet per f Feet per Feet per Time of
Tested, Horn. Hour. Day. W CCh each Test. Hour.

—---------- --— —

1S91 11 78,283 15,371 303,004 2,682,323 16 min. 7-02
1892 10 134,320 26,374 632,976 4,430,832 20 ,, 18*00
1893 11 £1,103 15,924 382,170 2,075,232 12 „ «*00

A\mgc Woik for One Induct Shaft.

1 ! 1 1 . Lineal | Cubic Cubic ■ Cubit1 
Year, 1 Feet per iFeet pei. Feet per | Feet per 

| Hour. | Hour, j Das. j Week.

Miles
per

Hour.

Average
Wind

Velocity-

Percent
age to 
Wind.

lb. pres
sure per 
sq. footv

ISM l 7,114 | 1,:;07 1 311,528 1 2S4.GI1G 1*34 7*02 17*68 0*0099
1392 ]3,4:« 2,(i.17 1 G3,233 | 443,010 ‘2*64 1S-06 14*11 0*0322
13i)H 7,37.1 1 1,447 | 34,723 | 243,W0 1 :i9. 6*00 23*111 0 0096

District of Newtown, Petersham, Dahlinutox, North Sidney.

EihauHt Shni<3. Induct Shaits.

Year,
Number 
of Shafts 
Tested

Lineal 
Feet por 

Hour,

Cubic 
Foot per 

Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Day,

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week.

Average
1 Time 
| of Test.

Average 
Wind in 

Miles per 
Hour.

Year
Number 1 Lineal 
of Shafts) Feet per 
Tested, j Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Day.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week.

Average 
Time of 

each Test.

Average 
Wind in 
Milegper 

Iloin*.

1393 1 20 j 236,000 40.350 1,112,400 7,780,800 | 25 min. 10 50 1593 13 103,000 37,805 909,480 6,366,300 26 min. 10*50

Avei^e Work of Ono Exhaust Shaft. A\era^c Work for Ono Fudnet Shaft.

Year.
Lineal 

Feet per 
Hour.

Cubie 
Feet per 

Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Da).

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week

Miles ^ Average rercent* 
por j Wind age to

Hour. Velocity.| Wind.
I i

lb. pres- 
kutc per 
uq, foot.

Year.
Lineal 

Feet per 
Hour,

Cubic 
Feet ikt 

Hour.

Cubie 
Feet per 

Day.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week.

Miles
per

H our.

Average Percent-1 lb, pres- 
Wind age to sure per

Velocity. 1 Wind, sq. ff>ot.

1S93 j 11,803 2,317 65,605 359,250 j 2-23 10*50 21*23 0 0249 1303 I4.S40 j 2,915 09,000 480,720 2*81
1

10*50 | 26-76 0*0394
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Engineer's Report—

Cur or Sydney.

Inhaust Shaft Induct Shnfts

Your.
Number 
of Shafts 
Tested.

Lineal Cubic
Foet per 1 Feet per 

Hour. | Hour.

Cubic 
Feet per 

Pa). ^

Cubic 
Feet per 

Week.

Average 
Time of 

Test.

A\erace 
Wind jii 

Mile* per 
Hour

Year,
Number 
of Shafts 
Tested.

Jjineal 
Feet per 
Hour.

Cubic Cubic
Feet per Feet per 
Hour. Day.

Cubic 
Feet per 
Week,

Aieragc 
Time of 

each Test

Average 
Wind m 
Miles ]>er 

Hour.------ -------- —--------- — ____
1S92
im

19
18

256,530 ] .70,374 
159,000 | 31,219

i

1,298,076
749,250

8,402,8.32
o,i44,782

28 min. 
23 „

19 11 
0-50

1892
1893

10
4

283,209
41,200

So,971 | 333,304 
3,080 , 104,130

1
6,043,123 
1,358,952 1

23 min. 
23 „

10-U
050

Average Work of Ono Exhaust Shaft, Average Work for One Induct Shaft.

Y car.
Lineal 

Feet per 
Hour.

1 1 ' \ \^Uubic j Cubic j Cubic , .Miles Average
Feet per Feet i>cr. Feet pcr| per 1 Wind
Hour, j Day. 1 Week. | Hour, j Velocity

Percent
age to 

j Wind,

lb. pres
sure jwr 
s<j. foot.

Year.
Lineal 

Feet i>er 
Hour.

Cubic | Cubic 
Feet perj Feet per 
Hour. 1)0^.

Cubic 
Feet pei 

Week.

Miles
per

Hour.

Average
Wind

Velocity

Percent
age to 
Wind.

lh. pres
sure per 
nq. foot.

1892
im

12,738 ! 
S.&JJ i

2.S1S-5 1 «t,::24 1 442,2(js ' 2'42 1 l<j-7S 
1.7S4 41,010 | 281,31V j-b7 | (j.jfl 16*05

2j'69
0-0395
0*(li:i!}

1S92 . 
1803

13,633
1U,3W

2,07(1*5 j 
2,022

04.236
43,523

440,052
330,600

2*57
1 95

15*78
0-brt

15 73 
30-00

0*0392
0*0100

TIIOS. OR11TLTHS,
Assistant Engineer.
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Engineer’s Report—coiUUmed.

Report on Repairs to City Sewerage.
The work carried out in the city ia aa followa, viz.:—

Subsidences,—these there have been thirty opened out and made good. In Upper William- 
street (1), Bowman-street (l), Goulburn-street (I), George-street West (2), Harmer-street (1), Itiley- 
street (1), lloslyn Gardens (4), Forbea-street (7), Kellett-strect (1). Mitchell-street, Glebe (2), 
O’Connor-street (1), Glare-street, Glebe (1), Campbell-street, Glebe (1), Lyndhurst-sireet, Glebe (1), 
Hunter-street (1), liradley’s-laue (1), Athlone-place (1), Kensington-street (1), and Turner-lane (1).

Ohohed Sewers.—Of those there have been nineteen cleared, viz.Kippas, .Terry, George, 
Wilmot, Barrack, Palmer, Brougham, l^uay, Matthew, Mill, Napoleon, and Foster Streets, Wellington- 
place, Penny’s, Moorgatc, IJuckland, and Schlinker’s lanes, George-street North, and Bayswater Road.

Manhole Shafts Carried Tip — Of these fourteen have been carried to surface and No. 10 castings 
put on twelve of them, viz.:—Castlereagh-streel (5), O’Coimell-stroet (1), William Henry-street (1), 
Wentworth Park (3), Moorgatc-laue (2), and Bridge-street (2).

Manhole Castings liaised.—Of these seventeen, viz.:—Chippendale (1), Loftus-street (1), Aber- 
crombie-place (1), Brougham-street (1), Grafton-street (1), Liycrpool-strect (3), King-street (1), 
Wattle-street (1), Pyrmont Bridge Koad (1), Pitt-strect (]), and Bridge-street (2)

Broken Manhole Casting.—One over Bondi sower in George-street replaced with a No. 19 
casting.

New Manholes.—One shaft, sunk and built in George-street, near Bathurst-sLairs, and ono built 
with brick in Gasworks yard, Kent-street, for public ventilator.

Seioers Extended.—Harvey-street, Pyrmont, 70 feet 6-in. earthenware, and in Domain-terrace 
there was laid 42 feet of 9-in. earthenware pipe sewer.

Broken Manhole Cover Stones.—One pair replaced in Bourke-street, Woolloomooloo.

Eipe Sewers Repaired.—In King-street, Burton-street, Hordern’s-stairs, Hunter-street, Dcvon- 
shire-street, and Grantham-street stairs.

Sewer Lifted and Re-laid.—Nine-inch pipe sewer in lane off Gloucester-street.

Gully Pipes Lifted and Re-laid—Qo. account City Council in Onslow-avenue.

Lamphole Castings—Ot these there were lowered in Hutchiuson-sfreet (2), Kent-street (2), and 
Mooro-street (1) ; and there were raised in Phelp’s-lane (I), and King-street (1).

Junctions.—Of these there were put in nine, viz.:—North-lane (l^.Eiley-lane (l),Victoria-streof 
(1), William and Victoria Streets (1), George-street (1), Liverpool-strect (1), liegent-street (1), Roslyn 
Gardens (1), and Barrack-street (I).

Public Ventilators.—For these there were pipes laid in Charles-strcet, Forest Lodge (Public 
School), Wattle-street, Park Road, District Court, Short-street, Mint, and Elizabeth-street.

Lamphole Castings put on in.—Omnibus-lane (I), Kent-street (l), Rapier-lane (1), George- 
street (1), Lane off Mill-street (1).

Wood Manhole Covers.—Of these Ihere were replaced by iron castings 19, viz. ;—Oxford-street, 
Busby’s bore (3), Erakiue-street (2), George-street (15), Quarry-street (1). J'orbes-street (1), Duke- 
street (1), Brougham-street (L), Druitt-street (l), Kent-street (1), and Pitt-strcet (2).

Old Iron Manhole Covers.—Six of these were replaced, viz.York and King Streets -(I), Aber- 
erombie-place (I), and Pitt-street (4).

Sewer Silt.—There has been removed from sewers and sent off by punt two thousand five hundred 
and forty tons during 1893.

Repairs to Sewers.—The repairs to the Tank Stream sewer wore completed on 17th January, 1893 ; 
Bridge-street on 15th April, 1393; Loftus-street on 1.3th July, 1893; and the repairs to Castlercagh- 
street sewer, as 1 have already stated, will be completed about the second week in January, 1894.

The total amount of repairs for the year being as folloivs, viz.:—4,505 lineal feet invert — 10,212 
superficial feet; and 4,556 lineal feet pointing = 33,072 superficial feet. ,

C. RHODES,

The Engineer for Sewerage.
Inspector City Sewers, 30/12/93.

[12 plans 10 photos.]

176—M
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1894,
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■ Serv/ce Reservoirs

Ro

Alame of

Teservo/r

Reduced Level 
o/ 'sur/Ace o/ 

Top tfk/erom 
H.W.A4.

Peptfy
CapsLc/ty in 

CoJ/ons

D/kmefe/ 
o/ m/ef 
pipe

O/kmefcr
oToufk/
Pf'pe

/ Crown Street 14/■ OO /5‘6' 3.2SO.OOC 42'
2 20'\
1 24)

2 Pa.ddin4ton 214.00 /6'6" 2,000, ooo 36’
/ 36 )
/ - 24')

3 Woo/lo/trEi 282-00 /S' 0' /,ooo, ooo 20' ZO'

4 Wj. ver/ey 36000 20 O' /, 087, OOO /S' /S'

5 Peters htim 166. OO 27'O' Z,/S7.000 43'

6 Pyde Hi// 23400 22'. O' /, 000,000 Z4‘ /S'

7 C//4.f snood d?/ 370.00 32(6' / , So 0,000 24'

S do d?2 370 OO 32.6' /, 500, OOO 24'

h

Board of WdTerSupply & Sewrase. Svdney. /VSW, 

Plan showing the line or Conduit from the 
Catchment Area to the City and the various 
Reservoirs

Pennant Hills

Scale

/ [iec£ ffejerwlr
area Jtju/yc tmAeviAmerU E^OOa^res

Orta of Sur/htc* Haicr irZen. /tOL / 26/acres
Total Contents O9^ Grntow) /OfifZ,SI3.00Cfattens

' 'i i'7a >r ) 4,067,970,0c// „
Total <?uantUy avaUcUU 6r su/t/Uy , 6,744.343, OOO oattons

to Canal J "
Tofts Hell Tcfccznee Xtserrotr —

DlmensLorrj at Top P'ater Le ool .
Top Water Leret //SJOPtle/tyt/o/tSWC1 Huitk SMC*
■Area 24% acres, -Ri auatU depth, /Sftyta,
Total Capacity /PS, /SS,4S/ gallons 
■/frailal/e Capacity S6,//0,3/S do
Capacity oP worAs a/ere Prosper/ /SOmll/i/pcU/ene duty 
diyenMy o/ Hater ir/uc/t, tanc/atts ycttl de/coer /ai*.-aae 
Since /S63 ) 9Smltl'/'yatlons etal/y •

— Water Levels
Tke heiyhts mar/utl O/v the Line oC Conduit denote 
the lerel o/ Water Sur/ace T*4ien-runniny full am 
ace aSoye Hiyh Water; Sydney /farhoicr.

— Tunnels
—Miles -

yA'epease Leny/Jt' 23607 - 4 45

Ceetaracl „ 9724 * / 85
Devine’s JV?/ 600 - //

- j\m 2660 - 5/

Say or tail/ 3900 - 74

.Af^CLnsux. . 2250 - 43
do (ycteisum) » 605 - 72

Budyetiy’s 3730 - 72
Mollcsmcien W 700 ■/J
Bax' « 400 - 08
Cedi' Hills /06/0 - 2 OO
Devils Sack' 11 950 - 16
Cadmcley » 7230 23
Tret/alyar 650

6/586& ft

- /2
7/66

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.



BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
SYDNEY

Table showing the Volume of W&ter supplied weekly from Prospect Reservoir by Graduation to 
Sydney & Suburbs during the years IS88-/893 inclusively, the distribution of this water byGravikition 
& by Pumpirut, the mean Shade Temperature and the Rainfall for each week.

n s ! S i V M 3 s i is ! s f S M ? ! Si !; * s I s I * « Si l; i Si ? S M I M i § & I S i§ S i ! i M if Si- ,990 ------- ----------- A------------------W*-------------------- *r-------------------1892------21 S ^ ? 1 s S 1 ^,tn------------------- >|
Sig 176.

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.
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87- 9 Miles

^ Co ! ^

^ tn
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I6-0|

Scale i Mile to an Inch

Trior So B°*rt/s Coni**. 2S Ydi
C £o. 29 -

1889 1 Mile 400 rds.

1830 814 yds

1691 3 Miles 41 Yds

1892 9 Miles 1232 Yds

1693 1 Mile 406 Yds

Scale 4 Miles to an Inch
ir/or to Soirtts Co/itv, <'* 1

'->0O £0 4-5 Miles T
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WATER MAIN RETICULATION

DIAGRAM
Shewing Mileage of Ma/er M<//n fiet/cu/ation of the Cityof Sgdneg & Suburbs 

Maws /aid Prior to the Control of the Board shewn m B/ack 

Do Since Do Do Do Blue

District ^llz$ frier to Since Tote/s

M S- zo/tls.
(Sig /76)

MS. The above does nof/ndude Trunk or Pumping Mains or Repairs etc.
3473 4/S.7S 762.6S

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.



MB./nut must Be D/sr/A/crty
mabjccd 0# /A'ter s//>£or yAivr

Union

M . B . W . S &. S .

APPROVED WATER CONNECTIONS

Path,Main, Bis & Bath Cocks & c

I'frtjeB iy JLSi 8 ft High pressure Ba ll C o c k s

FULL SIZE.

O/ra/zvAty Gas

Equilibrium BallC o c k

i*T"y



Adul( anf^ Infantile 
Zymotic Dea^h ra}e of1 Jhti Me.Ji opolis

PER 10.000 OF THE POPULATION

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE,SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.

Deathsper 10000 Deaths ! Mean [ Meanper 10.000 fTemperal« Ramfal I, »i ,, A . ■ i.,ll ii. .I i . ' .AugustMarch SeptemberFebruary OctoberJanuary November December

-77-

17----- 76-----8

-75- —75—

-73-

15-----72----- 7

—71—

—70------ !4—

—13----68----- 6
-67— (—67-

-IZ — 66- 66---- 12-
-65-

II---- 64-----5
-63-

62-----

-61— -61-

-59-

-58------ 8-

-57-

-7---- 56-----3

-54----
-53-

52---- 2 52-------

-51-

-50------- .

-49-

—3—48-----

-47- —47—

-45-

NOTES

The Full Black Line indicates the Suburban Rate for 1832 --------------------------  The Full Green Line indicates the Rainfall for 1892
Dotted ” ” 91 -- 11 ” 1893 ” Dotted ” 11 99 99 1893

” Full Red ” 91 19 City - - 1892 ” Full Yellow ” 91 " Temperature 1892
” Dotted ” 99 99 99 ” - 1833 --------------------------- Dotted ” 11 99 11 1893



Diagram Showing Death Rate of City of Sydn ey AND UBURBS

N W

THOUSANDS INCHESTHOUSAND 00 THOUSAND

/

At I Li

--------------------- DEATH RATE IN CITY OF SYDNEY [)EATh RATE in CITY OF SYDNEY
---------------------- DEATH RATE IN SUBURBS and SUBURBS, Exclusive of

■--------------------- POPULATION OF CITY OF SYDNEY Hospitals, Asylums s. Gaols.

tS/Q //* )

— POPULATION OF SUBURBS 
Rainfall at Sydney Observatory

FHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.



DIAGRAM
SHOWING MEANS OF EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE, TEMPERATURE IN SEWERS I0&40 F7- DEEP 

AND HUMIDITY FOR THE YEARS 1889.1890,1891.1892 & 1893.

MEAN HUMIDITY IN OPEN AIR
MEAN TEMPERATURE IN OPEN AIR

______ MEAN TEMPERATURE IN SEWER lOF^ DEEP
___ ___ MEAN TEMPERATURE IN SEWER 40FT. DEEP

(■Sig 176)



SEWERAGE RETICULATION
DIAGRAM

Shewing Mileage of Subsidiary Sewers in the City of Sydney and Suburbs

Sewers laid Prior to the Control of the Board shewn in Black 
do Since do do do Green

SCALE OF MILES

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT, PRINTING OFFICE, SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.

Woollahra *
(Si$ /76J-

* The whole of the sewers inthese Boroughs prior to 1890 were carried out by Government in accordance with the Act C C S. H I 54
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No. 13—Stores Worthington Engine, and Boiler House, Crown-street Depot.





No. 15.—Worthington Engines -Nos. 1 and 2, Crown-street Pumping Station.



No. 16.—Worthington Engine No. 1, Crown-street Pumping Station.



No. 17.—Waverley Pumping Engine No. 3, Crown-street Pumping Station..

11
11



No. 17,—Waverley Pumping Engine No. 3, Crown-street Pumping Station-



N0. 18,-Ryde Pumping Station North Shore Water Supply.

No. 19.—Ryde Pumping Engines, 216 h.p. (James Watts)
Raising water from Ryde to Chatswood, 273 ft. in height.



No. 20—Inlet House and Straining Chamber Sewage Farm.



No. 21.—Inlet House (interior), Sewage) Farm.



No. 22.—Outlet House, Sewage Farm.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT
EXTENSION BILL.

(MESSAGE NO. 11.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24 January, 1894.

Message JJo. 11.

K. W. Dim\
Governor.

In accordance witR tRe proviBions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to make more effectual provision 
for the recovery of rates, charges, costs, and expenses payable under the Metropolitan Water and 
Sewerage Acts of 1880-1889; to provide for vesting in the Board certain storm-water drains and 
sewers and land and buildings used in connection therewith; to authorise the Board to impose rates 
and charges in respect of those drains and sewers within certain areas; and for other purposes.

i Government Mouse,
Sydney, 23rd January, 1894.

[3d] Cl—
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189 i.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD.

(REPORT BY THE PRESIDENT ON THE WORK OF).

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 February, 1894.

Minute Paper. _
Subject.-—Estimates for 1894.

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 10 Ecbruary, 1894, 
As the Estimates of Expenditure for your Board for 1894 will eomc on for discussion in Parliament on 
"Wednesday evening next, tbe 14th instant, will you kindly furnish, for the information of the Minister, a 
concise report as to the work of your Board since its constitution on 1st July, 1892, its present state and 
future prospects, more especially as regards the revenue likely to be collected In tbe absence of your 
Annual Beport, a statement of tbe revenue already received, showing tbe principal heads of income, 
should be furnished with anv other particulars of public interest.

J J.B.,
P!ie President, Hunter District W. S. and S. Board. Tinder Secretary for Public Works.

Minute by The President to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Subject:—Short Beport for the Hon. the Minister in connection with the Estimates for 1894.

I am directed by the President to furnish you with the following short Beport, for the information of 
the Hon. the Minister, as requested in your minute of the 10th instant (No. 94/62).

Fevemi-e.—The Board came into existence on the 1st July, 1892, and the statements atlached show 
the amount of («) Bevenue struck, (A) actually collected, and the (e) balance outstanding, by which you 
will notice that a large amount of ra1.es is owing by colliery properties. As you are aware, the Board 
have lost no time in taking the necessary legal procedure for the recovery of these rates, but the 
unavoidable delays of the Supreme Court have prevented the test cases being set down for hearing earlier 
than next month. It is anticipated that the issues which govern the whole of the cases will he 
then determined, and the outstanding rates received before the close of the present half-year. Taking 
into consideration the high rate struck, and the great depression in trade, the Board think that the 
amount of rates outstanding is not excessive, and have been able to attain a satisfactory result in this 
respect without pressing unduly upon the ratepayers, The greatest leniency has been shown by the 
Board in their proceedings for the recovery of revenue, and the right to pay by instalments has been 
readily granted in all deserving cases,

Expenditure.—The expenditure of the Board to the 31st December, 1893, was as shown in the 
Statement attached. The greatest economy has been exercised in both working and management 
expenses, and 1 am directed by the President to state that, as already explained by him personally to you, 
the staff is a small one, and the duties of the officers are heavier in consequence. At the initiation of the 
Board, the necessity of rigid economy, rendered necessary by the high rate which the Act compelled the 
Board to strike, was kept well in view and the Board have no hesitation in saying that the work of 
the Department could not be carried out on more economical lines than have been adopted ; and further, 
that the officers have carried out their duties in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. All the works in con
nection with the water supply have been maintained in a thorough working order, and had it not been for 
the depression in this district, in common with other parts of the Colony, a much larger number of rate- 
pa) era would have connected with the mains, and the amount of outstanding rates would have been smaller. 
The Board have already drawn the attention of the Hon. the Minister to the necessity of providing for 
the construction of the duplicate auction and rising mains and connections, also the drain in connection 
with the storage reservoir, and extensions of reticulation. The number of houses connected with the 
■water at the time of the initiation of the Board was 3,018, and this number has been increased by 600 up 
to the 31st December last. The total population of the district contiguous to the water mains is about 
61,000, and the number in reach of the mains about 55,000, of which only one-third are actually 
consumers. Included in the assets transferred to the Board was a quantity of reticulation pipes and

fittings,
134—
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filiiugs, valued at, roughly, £15,000; in order to make this asset interest, bearing tbe Board have initiated 
several extensions, which will, when complete, return a revenue of from 10 to 25 per cent, on the cost, 
and when funds are made available further extensions will be gone on with.

Compulsory Connections.—The Board have not exercised the powers given under the Act, enabling 
them to compel connections to the mains, owing to the depression.

Amendment of the Act.—The views hold by the Board in connection with the urgent necessity of 
amending the Act have been fully placed before the Hon. tbe Minister, and hardly need recapitu
lation. beyond stating that the ratepayers of the Hunter District would, if the Board's views were adopted, 
have £5,549 per annum less to provide than at present, which would, of course, mean a considerable 
reduction in the rate. From the statement of revenue and expenditure it will be seen that the result for 
the eighteen months ending 31st December last has been very satisfactory, the surplus of revenue struck 
over expenditure amounting to £62G Gs. 2d. If the present Act were based on the lines indicated by the 
Board, the rate struck, viz., Is. in the £, would have given a surplus of £10,450 9s. od. for !he eighteen 
months,

Summoning.—The number of summonses issued since the comineucemeiit of tile Board are (to 
31st December last) : District Court 49, and Small Debts Court 776. making a total of 825. In live cases 
only have executions been issued by the Board, and in two eases only the President’s warrant, and these 
on application of the landlord. There are at present fifty Small Debt verdicts outstanding, and the 
greater part of them are being reduced by instalments.

Outstandings.—The total amount of revenue outstanding on the 31st December last was 
£13,833 2s. lOd.; of this sum £6,200 is owing by the colliery properties referred to previously, and 
G-overnment Departments £800. Tbe balance is-not excessive when the fact that the Board do not 
summon for the current half-year’s rates is taken mto consideration, and consequently a large amount 
of the rates struck for the half-year ending 31st December last remains unpaid on that date.

Future Frospects.—The depression in trade will, no doubt, affect the revenue for the current year 
to a considerable extent, and the consumption of water by the Railway Commissioners is also on the 
decrease. It is anticipated that the revenue for 1894 will reach £26,000" as against estimate of £29,300 
for 1893. '

ALEXANDER BROWN, ALFRED E. FRY,
President. Secretary.

Stxteiie.vt showing Revenue of the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board from 1st July, 
1892, to 31st December, 1893,—period of eighteen months. Referred to in President’s Minute to 
Under Secretary, dated 13th February, 1894, No. 94^37,

Head o£ Kccupt. 1 Struct.

1
Actually Received. Outstanding-.

Water rates ..................................................

i i
£ s. <1. ■ £ s (1. | £ s, <1.

32,605 11 7 20,579 11 11 | 12,025 19 8

1,451 3-2 5 i 586 13 1 864 19 4
4,995 5 9 4,260 12 8 i 734 13 1

357 11 3 344 17 0 1 12 14 3

88 11 0 i 71 S fi 17 2 6

House supplv ......................................... ...
Meters ....................................................... -

Do sbinpinc ........................................
Special fees .............................

milling fees............
Plumbers’ licenses 
Meter-testing fees
Sale of by-laws.......
'Witness’ expenses
Penalties ...................
New mains ............ .

76 2 
39 10 

9 7
2 15
3 13 
0 12 
0 <5 11

76 2 f) 
39 10 6 
9 7 6
2 15 6
3 6 0 
0 12 6 
0 2 6

0 7 0 

0 3 5

cancelled and removed....................................
39,711 

230
5

18
5 '
5 |

26 j 055 7 2 1 ] 3,655 19 3
230 IS f> '

Total.................................. .....................X 39,480 0 J 25,824 S 9 1 13,655 19 3

ALFRED E. FRY,
Secretary.

[3A]
Sydnuy ; Chariot! Potter, Got enuHent Printer.—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NLW SOUTH WALES.

HUNTER‘DISTHICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD.
(RETURN OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FROM ifc' JULY, 1892, TO 3Lt DECEMBER, 1803.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 February, 1804.

Dr.
STATEMENT of .Rktf.xui: and Expenditure from 1st July, 1802, to 31st December, 1803—

Period of 18 mouths. Cr.

Rfvt.nuk. £ 8. d.,

To Water rates .............................. 32,876 13 "!

„ iYew mains.............. 0 5 n'
,, new assessments .. 1,477 13 5 *

Meters................... ...... ............. 4,666 1 9 |
,, shipping ...................... 349 5 5 1
,, in oxocas ...................... 339 s 10

Gardens ..................................... 24 1 3
Stock .......................................... 45 12 6
Special fees.................................. IS 4 9 1
Builders5 supply.......... ............... 80 6 6
Drilling fees ............................. 76 2 0
Plumbers* license ...................... 39 10 6
Sundry water supply .............. 16 16 0

XlL-K}--- 40,010 2 5
Cancelled or removed .......... 404 10 9

£ 3. fl.

39,0Uo 11 S

II

Exfknditcrk. | £ a. d.

Maintenance. I
Tho expenditure under this headingl 

is regarded by the Board (is not 
being u. fair item to be shown 
as expenditure in addition to the! 
annual repayments which, in 
their opinion, practically include! 
it {vide printed correspondence). \
The amount for the eighteen | 
months was £1,601 3s. 7d, |

D'orkinr/ Expenses. '

By Wages, coals, and stoics, cart-1
age, and miscellaneous oxpensesi ........................

Management Expen v-, j 

By President’s and Board Fees . 1,448 0 0
Salaries of staff ....................................| 4,735 19 1
Rent of offices.......................................... ! 556 6 0
Stationery', printing, I i

ndvt., and office i |
expenses.................. £541 19 10, i

Lens (alue of stock . |
included, but un- ' .
used............................. 121 5 71 I

--------------------1 420 14 3 I
Travelling expenses ......................... j 197 16 0
Legal expenses ................................... j 135 17 1

j4»jiko( instalments for repayment^ ,

of Capital indebtedness in terms .
of section 129. I 1

By Instalments in respect of per-i j
manent works to repay ill 100i I

years........................................................ , 12,868 15 3 |
Renewable works to repay in' ,

3D years ........................................... 14,685 15 0 !

By Balance (surplus)

£ s. d.

3,930 12 10

7,494 2 u

£39,605 11 8

27,554 10 3

38,979 n fi 
626 fi 2

£39,005 11 8

ALFRED E. FRY,
Accountant.

[3d.] 13o—
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189*.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS AND HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY 
' AND SEWERAGE ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.

(MESSAGE No. 22.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be 'printed, 13 March, 1894.

K. W. DUFI?, Message No. 22.
Governor.

In accordance "with tRe provisions contained in the 54tli section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to amend such of the provisions of the 
“ Country Towns Water and Sewerage A.ct of 1SS0,” the “ Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act 
Extension Act of 1887,” and the “ Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Act of 1892, ’ as deal 
with the repayment of the cost of works of water supply and sewerage, and to extend the period of such 
repayment; to empower tho Board established under the said “Hunter District AY a ter Supply and 
Sewerage Act of 1892” to connect premises with tho water-mains under their control, and to recover the 
expenses of such connections ; to provide for the carrying out of such connections by the said Board on 
deferred payments ; and to make other provisions subsidiary to or in connection with tho objects aforesaid*

Government Some,
Sydney, 8t/i March, 1894.

[3rf*J 218—
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1F!M.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LITHGOW WATER SUPPLY WORKS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 8.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24 January, 1S94.

R. W. DUPE, 1 Message No. 8.
Qovcrnor.

In accordance with tbe provisions contained in the 64th section of tbe Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bid to sanction the construction_of 
Works of Water Supply for the town of Lithgow, county of Cook. .

Government House,
Sydney, 23n/ January, 1894.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

JUNEB water supply works act
AMENDMENT BILL.

(MESSAGE No. 16.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 7 February, ISOL

R. W. DUEE,
Governor,

Message No. 16.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to amend the Junee Water Supply

Works Act of 1893. ■

Government Souse,
Sydney, &ih February, 1894.

[31] 111—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TAMWORTH WATER SUPPLY WORKS BILL.
■ (MESSAGE No. 39.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 25 April, 1894.

R. W. DUPE, Message No. 39.
Governor.

Ill accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
G-ovemor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of mahing 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the construction of 
worts of Water Supply for the town of Tamworth, counties of Inglis and Parry ; and to apply the pro
visions of the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880, and any Act amending the same, to the 
said works.

Government Souse,
Sydney, 25I/j April, 1894.

[3rf.] 323-
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ARMIDALE WATER SUPPLY WORKS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 40.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 25 April, 1894.

R, W. mJ.'I'P, Message Ao. 40.
Governor.

In accordance 'witli tte provisions conlained in Uie G4th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of mahing 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the construction of works 
of Water Supply for the town of Armidale, county of Sandon ; and to apply the provisions of the Country 

Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1S80, and any Act amending the same, to the said works.

Government Mouse,
Sydney, 25fA April, 1894.

DM-] 324—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR PARXLS WATER SUPPLY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 29 May, 1891.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” &1 VICTORIA
No. 37.

N bw South Wales, 
to ivit.

(L.S.)

R. W. Ditfv, 
Governor.

Proclamation by His Excellency Tho 
Eight Honourable Sir Robkht William 
Dux'B, a Member of Her Majesty’aMost 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Orderof Saint Michael and Saint George, 
Governor and Commander-in-Cnief ot 
tho Colony of New South Wales and its 
Dependencies.

Wheeeas I, SirRoBEBT WlLUAM Ltjtv, the Governor afore
said, with tho advice of the Executive Conned, have directed 
that a certain public work, that is to say, Supply of 
Water to the town of Parkes, in the said Colony, the estimated 
cost of which does not exceed twenty thousand pounds, 
shall be carried out under tbe provisions of tho “ Public 
Works Act of 1888 ” as on authorised work by the Minister for 
Public Works os Constructing Authority; and that the land 
described in the Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion required 
for carrying out the said work, shall be acquired by taking the 
same under tho " Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” 
ns adopted by the “ Public Works Act of 188811 : Now, there
fore, I, tho said Governor, with the advice aforesaid, in 
pursuance of the "Public Works Act of 1883,'’ do doolarc by 
this notification, to be published in the Government Gazette, and 
in one or more newspapers published or circulated in tho Police 
District wherein the said lands are situated, that tho Crown 
Land comprised within tho descriptions si't, forth in the Schedule 
hereto has been appropriated, and the private property within 
such descriptions has been resumed, for the public purpose 
aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publication of this notifica
tion in tho Gazette, Hie said binds described in the said Schedule 
hereto shall forthwith bo vested in the said Constructing 
Authority as a corporation solo on behalf of Ilor Majesty, for the 
purposes of the said “Public Works Act of 1888,” tor un estate 
in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, 
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, right s-of- 
way, or other casements whatsoever; and to the further intent 
that the legal estato therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto Or conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be 
vested in such Constructing Authority as a Trustee: And I 
declare that the following is the Schedule of the land herein
before referred to:—

1. All,that piece or parcel of land situate in the parishes of 
Kamandra and Parkes, county of Ashburnham, and Colony of

New South Wales, being part of travelling stock reserve 7,286 
(now a reserve for occupation, &c., notified 251)1 July, 1893) in 
the first-named parish, and part of camping reserve 1,112 in 
the parish of Parkes : Commencing ot the north-west corner of 
W. T. Barker’s portion 125 of 7 acres 2 roods 21 perches in tho 
parish of Kamandra, at the Billuhong Creek; and bounded 
thence on the east by part of the west boundary of the said 
portion 125 bearing south 153 feet 3 inches ; thence by a line 
crossing the said Billabong Creek and by the north boundary 
of John Kcuworthy's portion 231 of 1 acre S roods 30 perches 
bearing west in all 685 feet 4 inches; thenco by part of the 
west boundary of tho said portion 23L bearing south 65 feet
4 inches ; tbenco by a line hearing south 44 degrees 41 minutes 
west 398 feet 1 inch ; thence south 4 degrees 40 minutes east 
201 feet 5 inches to the Parkcs-Orsnge Road; thence by psrt 
of the north side of the said road bearing north 89 degrees
5 minutes west 274 feet 8 inches; thence by a line bearing 
north 13 degress 39 minutes east 2,072 feot 9 inches; thence 
by a line bearing south 72 degrees 43 minutes east 1,089 feet; 
and thence by a line south 17 degrees 17 minuies west 1,036 
feet 10 inches, to the point of commencement,—containing 
3G acres 2 roods 37 perches or thereabouts, and said to bo in 
the possession of tho Crown.

2, AU that, piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Parkes, county of Ashburnham, and Colony of New South 
Wales, being part of John Kenworthy’s portion 231 of 1 acre 3 
roods 30 perches on the Billabong Creek : Commencing at the 
north-west corner of the said portion 231; and bounded thence 
on the north by part of camping reserve 1,112 bearing oast 65 
feet 4 inches; thence on tho south-east by other part of tho 
aforesaid portion 231 bearing south-westerly 92 feet 4 inches; 
and thence on tho west by other part ot the (aid camping 
reserve 1,112 bearing north 63 feet 4 inches, to the point of 
eoiiimencemor.L,—containing 7J perches or thereabouts, be the 
said dimensions a little more or less, and said to be in tho 
possession and occupation of John Kenworthy.

In witness whereof I have hereunto eet my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this sixteenth 
day of May, in tho year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty's Hoign.

By Hia Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE, 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ARTESIAN WELLS REGULATION BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 21.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 March, lS9i.

B, W. DUPE, Message Bo. 2\.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 5dth section of the Constitution Act. the 

Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of mailing 

provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection nith a Bill for the regulation of Artesian \\ ells, 

and for preventing the waste of water derived therefrom.

Government Mouse,
Sydney, 12th March, 1891.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ARTESIAN WELLS AND GOVERNMENT TANKS WITHIN
THE COLONY. '
(KETOKN RESPECTING-.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to leprinted, 12 April, 189-1.

[Paid upon the Table of this House in ansioer to Questions Hos. 8 and 9, of 3 April, 1891.]

Question.
(8.) Abtesjan YYeij.s within the Cot.ont :—Mr. Wjltjs aslced The Skcbetaby toe Mines,

(1.) How many artesian wells Rave the Department put down within the Colony ?
(2.) How many have been successful?
(3.) Howr many have been failures? .
(4.) What is the total cost of construction, including regulating out-flow pipes and cost ot

management ? , ,
(5.) How many conlracts are now let; what is the aggregate amount of money for sneh contracts ;

who are the contractors ; and when will the contracts espire ?
(6.) What is the revenue derived from these artesian wells since the commencement ?
(7.) What has been the total expenditure for ofilce management or supervision ?
(8.) How many acres of land (it any) under crops, trees, or vegetables ? _
(9.) How many bores ure leased j nnd to whom ] &nd what is the reiit derived from same .

Answer.
(1.) Twenly-onc are completed : ten are in progress ; representing 40,000 feet of boring.
(2 ) ^Nineteen arc flowing wells : five are sub-artesian, yielding pumping supply.
(3.) One, the Bourke Trucking-yards Bore, has been an absolute failure. ,
(4.) Cost of bores completed, including casing, regulating valves, carriage, caretakers’ wages, &c., 

£52,303. _ . ,
(5.) Contracts are let for the following additional bores :—■ 

li’ouT bores, Xvanhoo-jVEcnindie lioad, J. II. Stubbs, contractor—-Contract time expired 15th June, 
1893 ; an extension has been granted. _

Thre^bores, Box Creek-Arumpo Boad, J. H. Stubbs, contractor—Contract time expired 15th June, 
1893; an extension has been granted, , ,

Bout bores, Hay and Ivanhoe districts, Petrolia Boring Co., contractors—Contract time expired 
]4th STnomber, 1893. but was extended, _ ,

Two bores, JMoree-Boggabilla Boad, C. E. Mayes, contractor—Contract time expired 6th January, 
1893, but was extended. .

Three bores, Milpariuka-Wunaaring Boad, William Pickering, contractor—Contract time expired 
10th June, 1893, but was extended. ' ,

Thirteen bores, Bourke, Walgctt, and Angledool districts, Petrolia Boring Co., contractors—Contract 
time will expire in 1896. ...

The aggregate estimated amount of the above conlracts is £69,000, including casing.
(6.) Bevenuc collected by caretakers, £752 7s. 8d.; annual revenue from tenants, £450
(7.) This expenditure, as nearly as can he approximately gauged, has been from 1890 to March, 

1894, about £7,100.
(S.) Sixty-four acres. The areas are being increased by the tenants.
(9.) Eight arc leased, yielding £450 per annum, to the following tenants:—Beynolds, Buckley, 

King, Dnvey, Howatson, Jenkins, M'Caugbey, and Manser.

290— Question.
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Question.
(0.) Govjcr>’aie>’t Tanks within thk Colont :—Mr. Willis asked The Secketarv foe Minks,— 

(1.) How many Government tanks have the Department made within the Colony ?
(2.) What is the total cost of construction and cost of management ?
(3.) How many contracts arc now let; what is the aggregate amount of such contracts; who are 

the contractors; and when will the contracts expire ?
(4.) What is the revenue derived from these tanks since the commencement ?
(5.) What has been the total expenditure for office management or supervision ?
(6.) How many acres of land (if any) under crops, trees, or vegetables ?
(7.) How many tanks arc leased; and to whom ; and what rent is derived from same ?

Answer.
(1.) Twenty-four have been constructed by the Public Watering Places Branch.
(2.) Cost of construction, caretakers ’ wages, &c, £34,887.
(3.) Three contracts are m progress, embracing two tanks and one well; £1,423 ; Messrs. Welsh, 

Best, and Drummond ; the contract time for the several works expired on Cth, 11th, and 16th January, 
1834, respectively.

(4.) Bevenue collected by caretakers, £610 5s. Id.; annual rental from tenants, £270.
(5.) This expenditure, as nearly as can be approximately gauged, has been from 1830 to March, 

1894, about £10,500. ‘ ah 0 . '
(6.) Approximately, 1.600 acres cultivated, 2,000 ready for plough, 4,000 scrubbed and ring- 

barked. ‘ 1
(7.) hour of the above twenty-four arc leased to Messrs. Pingleton, Gunn, M'Keown, and 

Farquharson ; animal rental, £270.

[3tf.] Sydney: Charles Potter, Government I;’rintciv—lS94.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ARTESIAN WELLS IN THE BULLOO AND DARLING
RIVER BASINS.

(PROGHESS REPORT ON).

Ordered hy Ihe Lrijidalivc Asscmlhj 1o be printed, 2 May, 1801.

The Chief Engineer, Water Conservation, &e., to The Under Secretary for Public
, Works.

Artesian Bores west of the river Darling.
Thd accompanying report hy Mr. Czarlinsti is the outcome of a request made by the Minister that a com
petent officer should be sent to inspect all artesian bores in. the north-western district. The only official 
report previously available was a compilation of information and statistics from various sources. On such 
an important' subject as that of artesian boring the value of a report prepared after careful inspection of 
the bores and inquiry into the circumstances connected with them was obvious.

Some of the facts brought to light in Mr. Czarlinski's report are of great importance, and show’ the 
necessity for dealing in a scientific manner with the construction of artesian bores. ’

It is necessary to explain that the numerous excellent photographs* which accompany the report 
were taken and enlarged hy Mr. C/.arlinski personally. In addition to this, the chemical tests to deter
mine the hardness of the waters were applied by Mr. C/.arlinski, who carried out all the arrangements of 
his tour single-handed, and thus brought its cost to the lowest practicable limit. _

Regarding the conclusions arrived at, and the information furnished, a brief siatement of their out
line is necessary. In the basin of the Upper Darling wc have what may he compared to a great sea of 
alluvial deposits. This sea of alluvium extends far north of the Queensland border. The alluvial deposits 
extend up the river valleys like estuaries, and in many cases cover part of the watersheds. Beneath this 
sea of alluvium are the lulls and valleys of former geological periods. These points are well illustrated in 
the ideal section included in Mr. C/arlinski's report, which explains all the ordinary phenomena of 
artesian flow. Among important matters brought to light in the report is the necessity for care in 
obtaining approximately the level of a site before starting an artesian bore. The importance of this is 
vteU illustrated by the success of Messrs. Killen, of lilsinorn, who, in view of the experience gained from 
two bores which "did not overflow, fixed on a lower site in the same neighbourhood, and obtained a large 
overflowing supply.

It is clear from the report that the precaution taken in this case would have been useful if adopted 
in others. Another point explained in the report is the advisability of not putting bores too near one 
another, and notputting down bores in the immediate neighbourhood of mud springs. The necessity for 
properly gauging the flow of artesian bores is shown by the incorrect and contradictory reports on this 
subject, which have been published from time to time. _ _

Among other points dealt with in the report are the importance of charting the correct position of 
bores, the objection to allowing water to run to waste, the objections to carrying the casing too high 
above the ground, the permanency of the supply of water, and ihe small proportion of absorption area 
required to account for the artesian flow. Regarding the last two points it is sufficient to state that there 
is every reason to beliqve that only a small fraction of the available artesian supply in this Colony has 
yet been tapped.

Among the more importaut conclusions to be drawn from Mr. Czarlinski's report arc :—
(1.) That in selecting sites for bores the relafivo level of the ground should be at least approximately 

determined. -
(2.) That sites of bores should be accurately charted on record maps.
(3.) That the supply from artesian bores should be accurately gauged periodically.
(-1.) That there should be a law under which the following points should be provided for:—

(«) That sites for bores should be approved before boring is allowed to be started.
(&) That in fixing sices care should be taken not to have them too near mud springs or other bores.
(c) That waste of water should be prohibited,
(d) That all owners of artesian bores should be required to furnish returns giving details tif the 

bores, and of the amount of the supply of water, and the uses to which it is put.
190—A Mr.

* It has not been deemed necessary to re-produce these photographs here.
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Mr. CziU'liuski ivns instructed do collect: est mucli inform.itioii possible regarding the naturn. 
features of the district in which his duties lay. In attending to this he has afforded the necessary data 
for charting on the maps numerous features in the basins of the Bulloo and Paroo Elvers. Mr. Czar- 
liuski’s report is a very valuable one, and will be most useful for reference in connection with bores yet 
to be put down. ' '

h. g. McKinney,
2Stli February, 1SSM. Chief Engineer.

Progress Report on Artesian Wells in the Bulloo and Barling Rivers .Basins.
Before proceeding with the description of the artesian wells visited by me, I think it will be found 
convenient and necessary to touch upon current but wrong theories on the subject of the flow of artesian 
waters, as well as to give in a concise introductory note the theory as it is accepted by scientists, and 
which has been proved true on mathematical principles as well as by practical experience.

My reasons are the following:— “
. 1st. A wrong conception of the phenomena connected with ihe artesian flow of water, and principally 

of the acting force, is apt to lead—and in the course of my inspection I have found has led—to 
unnecessary expenditure on bores, private as well as Governmental, in places which some know
ledge of the subject would have shown a priori to he unsuitable.

2nd. In my observations I have been guided by the theory adopted by professional men, and in 
condensing it here, many tedious repetitions will* be saved in the course of my account of these 
observations and deductions from the facts elicited.

The fact of the considerable rise of the water in the bores, and in many instances to such a height 
as to cause an overflow above the surface from depths reaching 3,000 feet, has been attributed to various 
causes incompatible with known physical laws. Thus one of the theories is that at the beginning of the 
solidification of our globe, water may have gathered under the cooling surface, in a basin of gigantic 
dimensions, and that the’motive power throwing the water up, when tapped by a bore, is the compression 
this same water has bad to undergo in consequence of the contraction of the earth crust through the 
cooling process. Propounders of this theory are naturally led to the belief that the water discharge is 
only temporary, and will fail as soon as there is suflicicnt relaxation of the compression. The promises 
being erroneous ones, the consequences cannot happen through such a cause. "Water being incompressible 
the earth crust would have burst first. To the incompressilnlity of the water, the power of the hydraulic 
press is due. ”

Other's while admitting the water to have its origin in the rain now falling, believe it to be thrown 
up by the centrifugal force engendered by the rotation of the earth. If this be true, it is perhaps a 
wonder why our buildings, ourselves, and everything else on the surface of the earth, where this force is 
greatest, are not subjected to the same law.

A theory which may look more rational at first is the one attributing the rising of the water to 
steam pressure engendered through the heat at great depths. Supposing the water in reaching these 
deep regions to be turned into steam, it would naturally rise at first in the form of steam, but in the 
passage upwards the steam would get condensed and return to the form of water. The centre steam 
bubbles cooling slower and being lighter would therefore find their way through the heavier water to the 
top. If we take the instance of a steam boiler, everybody knows that the steam is engendered nearest to 
the heating surface, and that the steam bubbles rise through, and to the surface of the water, and that if 
the pressure of the steam rises above a. certain tension, the steam escapes into the air through the safety- 
valve, but no one lias ever seen the steam remain inside and throw out the water, for the simple reason 
that what is lighter goes to the top.

There are, probably, other extraordinary explanations in the minds of persons trying to unravel a 
mystery long solved in the most simple way, and by the aid of such a simple and well-known law of nature 
as that of gravity. ■

Based on this law alone. Dupuit and Darcy, two engineers with world-wide reputations, have 
expressed the flow of artesian waters in a mathematical formula, and the results obtained have been fully 
proved to be correct for all practical purposes by direct experiment. '

Imagining n number of cups of different sizes placed one inside the other, and the spaces left open 
between them filled with water, then a hole pierced in the centre, it is evident that the water will spout 
out with the tendency to attain its hydrostatic level. Successive layers of the earth from the surface 
towards its centre, strata permeable to water alternating with impermeable ones, have been carved bv the 
rising of the mountains. The raised ends of the strata crop out on the slopes of the mountains that tore 
them up, the oldest being nearest to the summit. The permeable strata there absorb a portion of the rain 
water. As they fill up the open space in the strata they come to a position of imprisonment between the 
over and underlaying impermeable stx’ata. They then have realised the conditions of fiow in closed 
conduits, but of very great dimensions, and with a motion restrained by the presence of materials through 
which they must filter. Tapped by a bore they must rise, and will flow over the surface where the 
hydrostatic level is higher than the surface. Such waters are artesian, and the described conditions are 
necessary to make them so. '

Diagram 1 shows a section from near the foot of the mountains, to the sea, and which though ideal 
and of course not to scale, I have designed from conditions I have found on my tour of inspection. In 
reality.it is not necessary for the artesian water-bearing strata to empty into the sea; they may discharge 
at the bottom of rivers, or end in natural artesian springs or mud springs. The Youleen Springs in the 
Paroo Basin, of which particulars will be given further on, are undoubtedly a group of such springs, 
Plate 8 represents a photographic view of one of these, and plate 0 a large reservoir in Youleen Creek 
filled from these springs. Plates 10, 11, 12 show mud springs. -

If a series of bores were executed in the direction of the flow (Diagram 1), and the water 
allowed to rise in tubes of indefinite height, and then lines were drawn through the points at which it stops 
rising, the curves obtained measure the pressure of the water for each stratum. The curve A. B C D 
will always be below the horizontal A E, a result due to the loss of head through friction of the filtering 
mass of water, the amount of loss being measured by the difference of level from point to point. 
Uniformity of section throughout a conduit filled with materials of the same co-efficient of permeability, 
would give a uniform loss of head which would reduce the curve to the straight lino A D. The
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The last conditions are, hmvever, never realised, the permeable strata, are found sometimes ^ide, |ll[ft^,,ri*1'|'1,s 
sometimes contracted, here thin, there deepening into hollows. The filling material is of various randua. 
porosity; gravel offers different facilities to the motion of the water from sand or any other material.
Again, the space may bo free from obstruction altogether, as in a grotto or a pipe which may be syphon
shaped, and acting like one. This variety of condition of shape and matter cannot but seriously affect 
the form ot the curve, or more correctly surface of pressure. . . , .

Under the first artesian stratum there may be one or more similar strata. Con .-adoring their 
necessarily more elevated area of absorption, it will seem probable that their water-yielding capacity 
should be superior, or that the water should rise higher. This is, however, not: always so, everything 
depending upon the variation of their respective sections. In two bores in dose proximity to each other, 
and drawing on the same artesian strata, the difference in the height to which the water will rise cannot 
be great, as the relative !-, ight of the mountainous country to the development in length ot; the plains is 
insignificant.

As said before, problems in relation to artesian bores may be solved by calculation. A consequence 
of the facility offered to the water 1 o escape through a bore noli be an immediate modification of the original head, diameter 
form of the surface of pressure. Jf the bore tube is cut some distance under the surface of pressure j.
determined by the point !P (where the water stops flowing), a discharge will take place which must he 
proportionate to H (Diagram 2). i

The water converging from all around the horo towards its lower opening, the surface of pressure 
will assume the form of a convex-shaped cone, with the outflow opening of the bore tube as its summit.
It is the meridian of this cone that has been expressed in an equation. One of the factors.is the distance 
from the bore to the point of junction of the curve with the primitive line of pressure, which.is evidently 
at the point -where the influence of the discharge from the bore ceases—a very important point to know, 
and which can only be accurately ascertained by experiment. This distance in the case of the Paris 
Gronelle and Passy bores has been found to he, 2.1 miles (4,000 metres). Prom that formula is deducted 
another, for the calculation of the discharge.* ^Notwithstanding the difficulty in the way of using these 
equations their results are of great importance, as they undeniably show that:—

1. The curve of the surface of pressure is independent of the discharge, the thickness ot the filtering
stratum, and the co-efficient of permeability. , .

2. The discharge is dependent, on the thickness of the water-bearing stratum, the head—that is, the
height from the outflow to the original surface of pressure and the degree of permeability. This 
last result clearly shows the mistake so often made with some bores in this country, in unneces
sarily letting the water flow out a great height above the ground. .

3. The diameter of the bore does not materially affect the discharge, as in doubling it the fiow
obtained is only increased about S per cent., which is no gain if the great increase in the cost of 
boring and casing is considered. The diameter must, however, not be too small, as it would 
produce great friction in the aseentioual movement in the bore. "With the proper diameter the 
loss of head duo lo this friction is only about 2 per cent, of the loss due to filtration. Some 

' engineers, however, doubt the correctness of the theory under this point, as they consider that
the distance (L) may not be so great in proportion to the diameter as believed, hut the following 
practical instance fully confirms the theory. The lower part of the tube in the Gronelle bore 
having been bent, a considerable loss in the discharge was noticed, due t o accumulation of debris 
which could not be cleaned out. To reinedv the evil, the casing was pierced at the bond, and a 
second pipe lowered to the water bearing stratum ; however, as to some height, at .the bottom ot 

1 the bore an empty space had formed itself, this second pipe, unsupported on the sides, gave also
signs of deviation. It was then decided to fix the tube in the solid ground by means of an iron 
point at its lower end. This was done, and although the water now has no access from the 

■ bottom, but only hy slots cut in the side of a pipe of smaller radius, and although this pipe is, 
moreover, obstructed by a square bar of iron in its centre, the discharge has increased to its 
former volume.

It has been .seen that the effect of a bore is to lower the curve of pressure over a certain distance ^lr<1^^9'nflllelll!e 
U (Diagram 2), this distance then measures the area, inside which the bore, wilt exercise an influence over pin 2
the fiow of any other bore. Supposing a second bore C has been pierced, it will not discharge any water 
unless the outflow is allowed to take place, below the curve of pressure due to the first bore. Thus, it 
the pipe were out at the point “ A"” there will be no discharge although there would have before the 
existence of the first bore. In C, there will be a flow, but immediately the fiow from the older bore will 
be affected, and this last will stop running altogether if the pipe of the second bore is cut in C, as the 
curve of pressure produced by the new bore will pass through the opening of the first bore.

If, as represented in Diagram 3, a number of wells arc bored on a circle round a central boro 11 0,” K'»ir™ni So. s. 
and the water let rise in pipes in indefinite lengths, the water will assume, in each of these new bores, 
levels corresponding with points on the meridian of the surface of pressure created by the flow of the 
central bore. Of course these levels. A, B, C, and D will be lower than the original surface of pressure, 
and their relative heights will depend upon the radius of the circle and the position of the bore. If now 
the pipe of the central bore is sufficiently lengthened to stop the flow, the effect of the then raised surface 
of pressure will be to cause flows from all the bores in the circle, and the sum of their total discharges 
will be a little less than the volume discharged by the single central bore. ’ ' „ . .

If all the surrounding bore-pipes were cut sufficiently low the central bore, or any group of inside 
bores would cease running, and, of those on the perimeter, those on the upstream side will give more water 
than those on the down stream side. ■ The

SirMT
* Q — ^x'log-/) in which “ Q” stands for discharge, “ JC” incnii thickness of stratum, ’ "A'’ niemi distance in hen of "L, ’

“ R” radius of bore, and M in which V’ ■ coefficient of penneabilitv, “ «i” : proportion of empty to filled spuce in
«(, .. 

the permeable strata, “ H" for head. This clearly proves the small influence the! diameter of the bore 1ms on the total dis
charge, for “K” being always an enormous quantity in proportion to "7?,” j) is always a very great number; but the difference 

of logarithms of great numbers is always very small.
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The influence of bores on one another, sometimes even when separated by considerable distances, 
has also been proved true in several cases—notably the reduction of discharge from the Crenelle well bv 
the Passy bore, the distance between the two heing’2v miles. ' *

The circumstances are perhaps such as to call for legislation to protect existing bores in this country. 
Private bores executed hy pastoralists in the resumed areas are generally protected by a 10,240-acre reserve. 
Ibis may not be sufficient, as even when the bore is placed in the centre of the area, the distance from the 
boundary would only he 2 milqp, which is somewhat less than the distance separating the two Paris bores 
mentioned, and it has been by no means yet proved to be the extreme limit of reciprocal action. In anv 
case this is sufficient indication to conclude that the minimum distance between two bores should not be 
under 5 miles. In several cases on pastoral holdings I have found the bores situated right in the corner 
of the reserve, as for instance Brindingahba No. 2 bore with an outflow at the height of about IS feet 
above the surface. A bore put down close to it, and allowed 1o run out above the surface would ruin 
this bore.

-A- great opportunity of malting experiments in this Colony in that direction has been missed when 
Toorale bore !No, .5 was made. It is 45 chains distance from Gnonery Government bore, on the 
Bourke to Wanaaring B-ond. (tiee sketch.) Toorale Ko. 1 bore, although at the greater distance of 5-.- 
miles, might possibly yet, hy simple, but careful observation, be found to be situated in the mutual 
influence sphere of these three bores.

The Government and Toorale No. 5 boros yield trifling supplies. Toorale Xo. 1 is an important 
water source of 3fl0,000 gallons per day. All three are shallow bores. Prom now obtainable data it is 
impossible to draw accurate conclusions. In the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places' report for 
1891, on folio 12, the discharge of Goon cry boro is stated to be 24,000 gallons. According to the 
Appendix 15 to the same report, it, is. however, only 1,000 gallons, but by the information I gathered 
before I started on my tour of inspection, from the Government Statistician’s Office, as supplied to that 
office by Mr. Boultbec, the discharge is 12,000 gallons. I found it to be last August 2,400 gallons per 
day, and a licensed surveyor, who, at the time when the bore was completed, was engaged in that district, 
informed me that the boro then yielded 2,500 gallons, or practically the same’ as I found it to vichl 
myself. ' '

Por similar reasons, with regard to position of bores, the sites should not he chosen too close to 
mud springs, as these are natural artesian outlets.*

The Goonery, TVarroo, and Youngarina Government bores are within a few chains of such outlets. 
The Goonery bore J have stated to be insignificant. The Warroo and Youngerina bores 1 was prevented 
from measuring, as reported. In Mr. Boultbee’s report, folio .12, the Youngarina bore is stated to yield 
175,000gallons per day, although, from section , Appendix 9, it would appear that a supply of half a million 
was struck. The Warroo bore is stated to give 17.000 gallons. However, several gentlemen engaged in 
pastoral pursuits, and others in the district, assured me that these bores only yield these supplies after 
having been shut off for some time, but that, when running, the supply very soon falls off, i intended, 
therefore, to gauge these bores in the evening and regauge the flows the next morning after a whole 
night s flow. Important information would thus have been obtained. If. in some instances, bores close 
to mud springs afford a good permanent supply, this will be duo to circumstances which 1 have not had 
the opportunity to study. In any way the majority of eases speak against the placing of bores under 
the influence of mud or other artesian springs,

It also follows from what has been said before that the actual position of bores should be defined 
as accurately as possible, otherwise, the falling off or total failing of such wells might be ascribed to 
causes not existing in reality. Referring to Appendix 40 in the report already named, the Wangamanu 
Station bore is situated 27 miles east of the 75-mile post, ou the Bourke to Wanaaring road. This is a 
position about 4 miles west of Toorale bore No. 2, and about; 5 miles a little east of north from Toorale 
No. 1 bore, and on Toorale territory. Toorale No, 2 bore 1 found to yield 20.000 gallons per day, and I 
was informed that it bad dwindled down to that quantity from over 200,000 gallons. An idea of its present 
small discharge might be gathered from the photo, given with the description of the bore. A perfectly 
legitimate ^conclusion to arrive at in an office in Sydney, would be that the Wangamana bore has ruined 
Toorale No. 2 bore. In reality the Wangamana bore is 29J- miles, by a line bearing 294 degrees 
50 minutes away from this bore, or 12.V miles true north from the said 75-mile post. The position here 
now indicated has been fixed by accurate survey.

The supply from artesian bores does vary but very little, whatever the extreme limits between dry 
or wet •seasons might be. They consequently never fail, except from causes already dwelt upon, or 
through silting up at the inflow, or other obstructions gathering in the ascentional tube, and which are 
generally removable. When the artesian supply is freshly struck, it generally gives for a short period a 
discharge superior to that which would be found some time later, It is the supply which may bo called 
normal that varies little. At this place .1. intend, however, to confine the remarks to the influence of 
seasons, and endeavour to dispel some wrong ideas about the great height of mountains, and volumiuous 
rainfall thought to be necessary to give the magnificent (lows already obtained here, and in other parts of 
Australia. It is not necessary to search for our source of supply in New Zealand or Asia. In connection 
with the Grenellc bore, it has been found that the loss of head due to filtration in the stratum is only about 
172 feet. '

_ _ Supposing a whole year's rainfall fell in one day, we would be able to gauge the extreme limits of 
variations of the level of the artesian strata. ■

This heiglit will correspond to the absorbed portion of rain multiplied by 2, 3,4, 5, or 6, co-efficient 
of permeability of the soil. Taking a yearly rainfall of only 10 inches at the mountains, we can certainly 
admit that if this rain came down in one day 5 inches would be absorbed, for the particular strata wchave 
to consider are naturally very porous. Thus, with a rainfall of 10 inches, the extreme variation of the 
level would he about 30 inches. With a rainfall of 30 inches, the extreme variation would be about 
8 feet, or only a very small portion of the head of pressure. In reality the rain is divided over a certain 
number of days, and although these may be far apart, the variations of the rain have a much smaller 

‘ influence

*Tlicy soon cease to nm after the outburst, wbiub is accompanied with detonations audible in u radius of 15 iniics. 
However, they continued to discharge water, which was absorbed by evaporation from the moist mud on the fop, where a smalt 
quantity of water can always be drained oil. 1 have seen in the Queensland portion of the Paroo Busin whole vallcvs covered 
over an' aiva of several square miles with these mud mounds, notably on Booraru Station. '
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influence on tlie variations of the level of wafers feeding the artesian strata; consequently the head o ' 
pressure and the discharge must reinaiu about the same. There is. however, the condition that the on 
flow of the bore is sufficiently low in regard to the upper level of the water. This furnishes another 
reason why bores should be placed on low ground, and the tubing not unnecessarily elevated above o 
surface

An instructive lesson might, perhaps, be learned from a comparison of tha quantity of water 
discharged through an artesian flow with the amount of rain absorbed by the infiltration area, as it might 
serve as an indication of the possibilities in the dry hack country. The limits of the geological formation 
at the heads of our artesian supplies are noli by far yet sufficiently defiiied lo allow ot an Australian i,nci; fouinr.-. 
example. Iteferring then, again, to the Paris basin, the area of infiltration feeding the bores is known to 
cover 2,125 square miles, equal to about one-fourteenth of the whole area of the basin, which is ^0,do ) 
square miles. The supply of a whole year from one boro discharging 1,000,000 gallons daily wilt covei 
that infiltration area with a sheet of water '0118 of an inch ; in other words, 3 inches ot ram absorbed 
would feed 423 wells flowing continuously at the rate of 1.000,000 gallons per day. , , . .

With the same quantity of rain absorbed by the infiltration area and a similar proportion or this Fvwbie num^r 
area to the whole of the Bulloo Hirer basin 20S such wells would flow in the New youth W ales portion ol south Wales;. . ^ ' portion ol uuiioothat basin* t , , ,, basin.

,TIie supposed quantity of 5 inches is evidently mucli below reality, as it corresponds to the 
minimum falls in the driest parts of the basin, while the rain to be considered is that at the heads, where 
it is not an uncommon occurrence to get that much rain in a day_or two. At present the flowing wells 
in that basin total only six, two in Queensland, and four in New South \Y ales. Of these, the most 
abundant—the Thargomindah bore—gives out 1,000,000 gallons per day. I have no particulars o 1 the 
other bore in Queensland. It is said to yield about 200,000 gallons per day. ^ Of the New South Wales 
Wales bores, Elsinoi-a No. 2 discharges about 500,000 gallons per day ; Binjiwilpa bore, on Tancanma 
Station, 130,000 gallons ; the Gilwapla, or Yaucaunia No. 2, and Salisbury Downs No. 2 bores yield small 
supplies of 1,440 gallous and 2,1G0 gallons respectively. ..

Passing to the consideration of the position the boro should occupy with regard to the configuration posiUoim>^ 
of the surface of the soil, and the influence exercised by the relative position within the boundaries ot the figuration of 
artesian basin on the flows and depths of bores, it will be noticed on diagram I that in the position™ ceo BC" ■ 
marked 1, near the head of the aqnaferous stratum, or in any other position near the outskirts of that 
stratum, the bore will be comparatively shallow and no other waters will be^ met with. A flow will be 
obtained, and it might even be copious, as the curve of pressure passes sufficiently high above the surface
of the ground. i ,• i i ■ ■ -n n

In II, first, some water from local or neighbouring soakage, but not, or only slightly rising, will be 
pierced. It is often salt. The next water struck is the upper artesian, which will just rise to the surface 
as the curve of pressure of that stratum just cuts the level of ground. But a good flow can be obtained 
from tbe lower artesian strata. r _ |

In position 1 fl tbe depth of bore will be much less, a good flow being obtained from the first, and 
a still greater from the second water stratum. .

In position IY, near the centre of the basin, no flow will be obtained, although tlio well was bored 
•to the greatest depth, and the same artesian strata tapped ; but a comparatively slight displacement 
to the right would have brought the possible outflow above the ground, below both curves of pressure.

In V, with a bore of medium depth, a good supply will result from the upper artesiau stratum, 
while from the lower one tbe water might, through reasons already stated, either not rise to the same 
height, or increase the supply only very slightly, as here the difference of the two curves of pressure
cannot be great. ■ . . i . t n .-n

On the diagram the curve of pressure has been given a position ending m the sea level, which win 
happen as a rule when the waters are discharged into the sea. If the level be superior, tbe result will be 
a fresh water spout through the salt water. But if it empties into rivers, or water-holes in rivers, the 
curve will coincide with the respective water-level, or, if higher.^produce a geyser. "We have no such m 
this country. _ _ , . , „

Prom the sections and descriptions of the particular bores, an idea might be gathered to winch or 
the described tvpes they belong. But it is appropriate to say here that to the injudicious choice of bore 
sites is due the theory about the absence of artesian water on the west side of the Paroo Kive.r. In 
fact, from none of the Government bores between Wanaaring and Milparinka and at Tibooburra has, so 
far, a flow been obtained. _ _ . . .

Nor were Salisbury Downs in three, Bootra. in one, Urisino in two, ami Plsinora stations in one 
bore more fortunate. The desire to get flows at certain distances on a read or at the _ corner of four 
paddocks is natural, but there are other considerations to guide in the choice of sites tor bores. -At' 
miles west of Wanaaring begins the ascent of ridges that form the division between the Bulloo and larou 
Divers watersheds. Between the 124-th and the 125i h mile-posts, or about: 13 inilcs from Y anaarmg, seems 
to be the highest point; thence to the 82nd mile-post extends a table-land of almost level plains, with only 
slightly rolling downs now and then, or over a distance of about -l-G miles. At the 7G, 7S, 80, and 82 mile
posts avail), limber desert sandstone ridges are crossed bv the road, which runs almost straight east and 
west. Although so slight is the fall on the great plains'' that in Urisino territory no water-courses or 
depi'essions indicating such are observed, the general fall is from south to north—as parallel with the 
Milparinka Boad, and on its south side run tbe divide of the waters draining north to the Berawinnia 
Creek. This creek, although very much silted up at its lower end, must, nevertheless, be recognised as a 
tributary of the Bulloo. On the south side the drainage is towards water-courses feeding, in times or 
thunderstorms, Yaucaunia Creek. This empties into Lake Yantara, a remaining depression of a once much 
larger receptacle of nil the waters of a watershed closed on all sides, and in which the Bulloo River is the 
most imnortant channel. Prom the description it wall be gathered that the road over the table-landmost important channel. Prom the description it wall be gathered 
occupies almost the highest position in the whole district. Bight on it, at about 121, 107, and ■ 1 mi e- 
posts Government bores have been sunk, the last mentioned is yet in progress, but although already 
approaching a depth of about 2,000 feet, uo flow has, as yet, been obtained. A. much better site could 
have been found about half a mile away from the present one. Pour

* Total area of the Bulloo basin is approximately 32,500 square miles; il is Hicreforo u little gmitertlmn the Seine basin. 
Thirteen thousand fix hundred square miles arc within the territory of New South Wales.
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Pour miles south of the 83-mile disfnuco is simaled Urisino Xo. 2 bore : artesian water has been 
struck, but rising only to 85 feet beneath the surface.
+ ,-*v®13C,?1*eB,0Ii H10 norf.h •',kle is sitlia^d Urisino Xo. 1 bore ; no flow is obtained, but the water rose
o u i m / feet of the surface. Mr. Killen, of Xlsinora Station, having a well bored, in which the water 

lose from a depth ot l ,240 feet (w Jjiagram) to G5 feet from the surface, and hearing of a rise of water in 
IV 1R11,'0 ':ire such short distance off the ground, before engaging in a new boring operation, took levels 
from f'ls bore X o. I to Urisino Xo, 1. lie found a difference of 40 feet, bis being the higher situated 
bore. He then decided to fix the new site at 61 feet lower than Urisino Xo. 1, and 101 feetlower than 

inora - o. 1- Ibo result is a flow of lialf a million gallons 0 feet above tbe surface. From an exatni- 
tution ot the diagram it will be seen that the main artesian veins struck in the three bores are the same, 
uiey rise to points on the same surfaces of pressure, as I was informed bv tbo gentleman who executed 
the bore that tho water rose m a test tube to some 30 feet above the ground. He was good enough to 
make tins experiment at my request when I visited the bore before the supply was struck. The sketch 
also shows that bores Xlsmora Xo. 1 and Unsmo Xo. 1 arc in the condition of type TV.

J am aware that several geologists advised to place the bores on top of ridges, on tbe plea that the 
sin mg would be shallower, .First, this is by no means certain, as the underground strata do not always 
even approximately follow Ibo fall of the surface ground, over certain distances at least, although they 
do in a general way from the heads of the rivers, in the direction of the flow of tbe surface waters.
. ,, , 'll10 ™se of t“e and Passy bores, tho artesian conduit falls in tbo opposite direction.
1o the inclination ot the surface soil .At Pnssv the bore is about 48 feet higher than at Grenello and 
the same aquaferous stratum was found fo be 42 feet lower, or in total, OOfeet more boring was necessary
tLJl 1 iatTtr1'llln' j 111 Clie f3,,,rand P,!l(‘G’ ‘'lri(i Bot the important besides geological considerations, 
there are, as I have endeavoured to show, other factors to he consulted.

liefore closing these considerations on the question of artesian bores, T must yet mention a very 
simple graphical method of determining points of the curves of pressure. The method is illustrated in 
.Uiagram 4 On the vertical line, the heights of outflows are marked from which discharges of the same 
bore have been gauged, opposite m the horizontal direction are measured oft’ to scale corresponding 
wrtWl8wtll ■V ;|0II“11.g t le ends f and prolonging the lino, tbe point of intersection with the 
hn/S iff fix the at 'Th]<;1’ the boro wiU pt°P lowing. In reality the line should be parabolic, 

d , enra 'Vlt l th° ^U’aight is so slight, that for all practical purposes the straight line is suffi
ciently exact. If constructing such diagram tho point of intersection is mucli lower than that found 
by mathematics or the curve of pressure already known from another bore fed by tbe same strata, this 
would be an indication of escape m the casing. Diagram 3 illustrates the case. ’ With bores of small 
! t?e pIPvnf;!,TnV+iU ' ^ ^rcctlf b.v f rawing on an extra length or two of piping, and measuring
! mth Taler'e'e ab0''eapt>?: anven 111 tl,c soi1’ "'h*11 COLlld easily be connected to by
wl ^ y ,+ 'ldor‘nat,mii W0ldd now be to hand if the graphic method (by pipe lengthening) had 
been applied to each bore already existing m the country; as .in time, from the points so obtained, a 

iu tW°rk jll,rvf;:Y me1asl)1'11'g Uio pressure of our artesian currents, could be plotted. Prom this, 
UrrCy,YlIK lovr‘1;3i tak™ this Department, a fairly accurate idea could be gathered of the 

suitability or otherwise, ot sites for intended wells.
A\ bile it would be advisable to have a valve on each bore, tbe total failing of bores under a sufficient 

heipn l,rfsure ]S tL!'ie1 ,caml;, Prom what J said of their permanency of supply, it follows that
Jv Via IT WOrk°' °U'I,bo a "Cl,ldor E,Iver millc. But f hare seen bores, the shutting down of which 
™1x r7n' h,lph bores, mtber with notable escapes at some poinl in the casing, or

n U hi T 'T r,meS n'TTT 0i-!; ie casm- ri«ht f,'0,n the bottom' This "-ould undoubtedly happen 
to Brmd ngabbaXo.d bore, and tbe Government lore at Kelly’s Camp, on the Bourke to Jlungerfbrd

"■ "lh 1 »ouldp=rh.,p,„.tl,„o

At each bore there should perhaps bo provided a fixed arrangement of appliances, according to local 
fmoTTlf i i0r 3 pPr‘odlca,1; eaK-y’ •ind feurate gauging of the flow. Out of tbe sixty bores visited I
I ZtXl XraSeViTP°SSI,ble 1°Jtake Ihc ™^emonts, as the ground was too level over too great 
a distance to allow of the making ol a prismatic channel for tho measurement of the velocity or of taking
nXTn itl0nSY,1 C0“ d a,so ,110t r?s®r,t 10 U16 method of filling recipients, as there were none of any sort, 
nor was it possib e without a long ladder, to reach the top of the bore for putting a hose on. 
i ■ „ • eologicril^formations looked to for artesian strata aro tho cretaceous, the Jurassic and the
f'MX, 'Z7 °fT fe mayib° 0yei'lam hJ llowe'' beds- Pl>c fact of the surface crust being composed 

of tertimy deposits does not render the particular locality unsuitable for a bore, if any of the artesian
XfXr1'1 ZI0™01'0113 pnn TOOSonablybe expected to lie underneath. But to gain this knowledge, an 
inspection ot the locality only would obviously be insufficient. The scientific data upon which the forecast
+JL. -i eCS ,,1U8| bt‘b:l®ed>.uai1 nn!7 be derived from a thorough study of the geological constitution of
Colonv ?i™' “ “ Z’V1 CfH’,ltry' ',r!iat ^ "'by- 111 the artesian Tater'possibilities in this
SbuKVofX hTy * \ 71"11 ii 7T°d T10Wlcd^ 0t tb,,se parte of Q'mensland where all the northern 
tnoutniies ot the Darling and the Bulloo Divers rise.
of the Dariinff *an(1 0V<’n ln0’‘° Te<,t'nt dePositB’ overlie, in great patches, the cretaceous area on both sides

rain th?twhei+Wf«?C ?r ^ Ty 1-eaS01,1 tileir ^reat P0™^ ab^'rd such volumes of
XV. )llv ti T they arc overlaid by iieocouuen deposits (of which there is a great extent in Xew South 
Wales) they are capable ot bursting these elav beds.

So far no indications have been found of existence of oolitic beds in this Colonv.
Such deposits seem to exist in Queensland. '

,, A boro, earned down into the 1 riassie formation at the Xaval Hospital at Pocheforfc (France) yields a 
flow of about oO.000 gallons per day, the temperature of the water being 108° Park The comparatively 
small supply is perhaps due to the nearness of the sea. There are beds of tbe trias in Xew South WaleJ
nassesthrauZZS^KTdXfZ11111 s0™e 1,5 8™°™% very clear, by reason of tho natural filtration it
JSStiri MVW dlT'l0'VTr!i! u fCS’ b(; Wttrraor !t "etK>and sometiines through dissolving great
salts^'hhdfit sti imiT s,llpbarettf 1 bJdrogene gases.it easily absorbs considerable quantities of mineral 
salts, wtiicn it still contains when it conics to the surface 3
■ ., i * __ ■ j' qw
___ *rI“,at,rU,0r!' aa nn aP):ien;lis to tho final report of the Water Couscrwhion Commission, I expressed »even
years ago, the opinion that the presence of artesian ivater on this aide of the Darling is undoubted. " "
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3;'cw waloi'B arc so bad as to be detrimental in irrigation. Hovrcver, acid waters are not favourable 
to vegetation; sucli as are heavily charged with sulphate of iron, wliilc they are very injurious to grasses, 
may be used with advantage on calcareous soils for certain vegetation.

Waters containing great quantities of salts of lime and magnesia arc liable to hill vegetation by 
choking the cells. Those containing abnormal proportions of carbonate of soda and common salt may be 
found ■unsuitable, at least for surface irrigation, by depositing it on (ho soil, However, a calcareous 
ground will be benefited by alkaline, and argillaceous soils by calcareous waters. It is therefore advisable 
to have tho soil analysed as well as the water. In any case, the waters are more injurious when allowed 
to remain stagnant than when flowing. An irrigation field to be well laid out must permit of the water 
flowing over it sfeadily, and in equal quantities. !. have found tho waters of several bores I. may say 
tho majority—to be heavily charged with carbonate of soda; in these cases a system of underground 
watering should perhaps bo resorted to, as tho deposit would chiefly take place in the feeding drains; 
these should be arranged so as to allow of the deposits of soda and salt being removed periodically. _

li'or domestic purposes and boilers a much smaller quantity of salts of lime in the water is 
admissible. According to some authorities in chemistry, the limit for a drinkable water is 95 grains of 
solid residue per gallon. In France, a water for dietetic purposes must not mark over 20 hydrotimetric 
degrees, which corresponds to It grains, of lime or magnesia per gallon.

A very ready, and for practical purposes, very valuable test of the waters may be made by the Toat b.v ihe^ 
hydrotinietor. It is nn improved method based on lir. Clarke’s soap test. I have applied it to the waters 
of the bores visited, and the results will he found with the descriptions of the particular boros. One 
hydro-metric degree corresponds to 0 70 grains of salts of lime or magnesia, or both combined per gallon.

. The presence of carbonate of soda neutralises a portion of the salts of lime, and consequently such waters 
will mark a lower degree of hardness. • ......

■ To illustrate the effect of the soda. I may mention that an English engineer residing in Paris is the H^jm-yonof 
patentee of a filter, which, by the addition ;of soda, reduced to 4* degrees a water marking originally iwdness by 
11 degrees and destroying a steam boiler. The owner of the boiler testifies that since he uses the 
no-treated water the incrustations have ceased.

The use of tho hydrotimetcr has to me been serviceable in choosing waters as types for complete 
analysis. The results of these made by Mr. Il.umlet. fbc Government Analyist, will be attached to my 
final report, and a classilication of all the waters will then be possible.

To the hydrotimeter is also due tbo important discovery that the quality of bore vvaters fluctuates 
with the seasons. Thus a diagram of weekly records of the hardness, and underneath, of the daily heights no cf>1" an ‘ 
of tho rivers at the head of the artesian strata, kept up for about three years, shows the hardness of the 
same water to vary from 0 to 12 degrees, corresponding to an increase of 25 per cent, in earthy salts,
Tho minimum occurs after wet and the maximum after dry seasons. The effect made itself felt between 
six to twelve months later. .

I now proceed to the description of the bores, positions of which will be fouud on the accompanying , 
sketch map. They have also been marked ou the office county maps, tiic much larger scale of which 
permits a more accurate location,

. 2nd Part,.—Description of the bores.
1. Basin of the Bulloo River,

TTiusino Pastoral Holding Xo. 1 is situated on the plateau described in connection with tbe consideration 
generally of position of bores. The immediate surroundings are a level plain of hard, slightly sandy, red 
soil, timbered with mulga trees and scrub, white wood, fuschia, turpentine, emu, and other bushes, with 
a few scattered moelley apple-trees called in other districts gruy. In tbe north-east, about a mile away, 
is visible a bill of rocks. 1 passed a similar stony outcrop between the bore and tbe 85-mile post on tbe 
Milparinka-Wanaaring road. The boro starts at the bottom of an S-ft. x S-it. shaft 20 teet 6 inches 
deep. Tbe depth from the surface to the bottom of the bore is 1,680 feet. The main water supply rises 
from a depth of 1.680 through 1,500 feet of 5-inch easing to heights varying between 14 ami 19 feet (mean 
16 feet 6 inches) of the surface of tbe soil. The variation of the level has been observed bj’several persons, but 
no accurate notice has been taken of its periodicity. It is simply attributed by some to the ebb and flow 1
of the sea; by others, I saw in tlie Sydney press, it is taken as a proof conclusive of the variation, of 
supply from bores. To my mind, neither of the two theories is correct. The sea has such effect only on 
subterranean waters when they are sufficiently near to tbe sea. Tin’s possible influence of the rising and 
receding of tbe sea level is well known, but the explanation is not called for here. If the other suggestion 
wore true, Elsinora bores Xos. I mid 2 should be similarly affected, as 1 have shown that tbe three bores 
arc fed from the same stratum, or. in any case, from branches of the same main stratum. Tbe phenomenon 
observed in the position of this bore indicates in the subterranean conduit the existence oi a hollow from 
which the walcr is further discharged by a conduit of a shape and with the action of a syphon, discharging 
more water than the hollow receives in the unit of time, lor, as the water is lowered in the ho^ow, the 
syphon ceases to act till the hole is again filled to the level of the high point of the syphon, buch 
configuration of the underground stratum in the neighbourhood of the bore would there produce the 
oscillation of level without affecting the levels of the other bores situated further away. _

Experiments at two different, times on tbe water-yielding capacity of the bore have been made by 
Mr. Fowler, the manager of the station, and Mr. L. V. d’Apice, licensed surveyor ; they are represented 
graphically in the diagram here attached.* * Appendix c.

In comparing the curves representing the time occupied by the rise of tbe water per foot, it will 
be seen that the velocity in Mr. Fowler's experiment was constant—3 minutes per foot up to 7 feet, 
then 3 minutes 6 seconds per foot up to 10 feet from the bottom of the bore. Mr. d’Apice’s experiment 
began at the height of 4 feet 6 inches above the pipe, but for corresponding heights he obtained much 
smaller velocities, as from 0 to 4 feet above his starting level they oscillate between 4 minutes 10 seconds 
and 4 minutes 20 seconds per foot; then they first very gradually decrease to 5 feet 4 inches ; then rapidly 
to fill the last foot in the shaft it tabes 29 minutes 15 seconds. The supplies available calculated on the 
basis of the two experiments arc naturally different; while during Mr. d’Apice’s the yield was 135,500 
gallons at 21 feet 6 inches from surface, according to Mr. Fowler’s velocity the discharge would have 
been at that height about 192,000. Altogether the curves of time and discharges are nhnormnl mid 
prove, the reality of the oscillation in the supply of this well. The
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Tlie water was previously lifted for tlie watering of 20,000 sheep by an engine and a centrifugal 
pump. "While I was there excavation 'works were commenced for the establishment of a trough low 
enough to be reached by flow from tbe shaft direct. The shaft had also just been newly timbered, 
giving a detestable tasle to the water. The conditions generally were not such as to obtain a reliable 
test of the quality. Tt is said to be good.

The total cost of the bore was £2,771 14s. 7d. Koring was started in November. IRflO, and 
terminated in October, IS91.

No particulars wei'e given about the Urisino bores in the information supplied last year by 
Department of Mines to Government (Statistician. Other information on supplies struck will be found 
on tbe sketch with this report, aud the strata on separate plan of the bores in tbe Bulloo basin.

. ^?' ~ ^ol'e *s similarly situated as No. 1, 4 miles on the south side of the main road, very near to 
the dividing ridge, running parallel with that road, aud surrounded with gently sloping stony ridges at 
some distance.

The total depth of the bore is l,7oo feet. At 202 feet small vein of salt water was struck. The 
next water (a little fresher) was met at 610 rising to 500 feet or to 110 from surface. The main supply 
is drawn from layers of pure sand, between 1,370 to 1,471 feet, between strata of clay above and clay 
and sandstone at the bottom, 'fbc supply may have been increased from drift struck at 1,510 feet and 
1,607 feet. The level of tlie water in 6-inch tuhing stands at S5 feet from the surface. From these data 
1 conclude that the same water-hearing strata has been tapped as in No. 1, and that the level of the 
ground at this bore is between 65 to 70 feet higher than at the older bore.

_ Mr. Benson, in charge of the boring operations, with 41-inch pump, and length of stroke24inches, 
obtained the following results per second, without lowering the level of the water :—

At 150 feet from surface, with 24 and 25 strokes ... ... i gallon
JJ

300
26
42

1
i;

Tlie temperature of the water from the two depths was IIS and 120 degrees resp
Tho ivater sampled at about 10 feet below water-level was pure, and very good in taste.
-Hardness.—1:) degrees.
Tho bore was started in January,-1892, and through interruption in the operations, not terminated 

till January, 1893. *
No. 3 bore, now in progress, is situated near the station homestead, on the plain represented by 

photographic plate 15. Its topographical position is indicated by the place it occupies on tho map.
_ . At the time of my visit in October last tho depth was reached of 820 feet. At 212 feet, salt water, 

rising 42 feet, or to 170 feet from surface, was struck. Fresh water was obtained at 636 feet, in a 12-foot 
thick seam ot black sand. With a 5-inch pump down at 325 feet, and the water level at 120 feet from 
surface, a supply was obtained of 2 gallons in 11 seconds. The relative heiglit of the ground-surface at 
the bore is not known. Better positions, however, are available about a mile or so away from the one 
occupied.

The borings on Urisino Station are executed by a station plant.
Elsinuua. Pastoral Holding No. 1 bore is situated in a good red soil, open box-flat, with scattered mulga, 
beefwood, ironwood, emu-bush, £c. The flat drains, surrounding extensive plains, having a fall of about 
60 feet from the homestead, which is about 5 miles south-west.

The depth of the bore is 1.762 feet. The details of the levels, Ac., of supplies struck are repre
sented on the sketch of Elsinora, Nos. 1 and 2, and Urisino, No. 1, bores. The water rises in 1,350 feet 
oi 5-inch casing, which emerges on top of the ground inside a length of 360 feet of 6-inch casing.

With an 8 horse-power engine, and 4 j-inch pump, the water is drawn from a depth of 100 feet 
from the surface. With a delivery of 85,000 gallons per day, the water-level rests stationary. Drawing 
at the rate of 96,000 gallons the levels rest fixed at 6 feet lower.

From these data could be calculated tho permanent supplies obtainable with the pump drawing 
from increased depths.

The water used for stock is led into a tank of an original capacity of 30.000 cubic yards, but silted 
up to about holding 25,000 yards. The tank holds the water well. The water is excellent for wool- 
scouring. Last year 500 bales were scoured.

The water tested from an iron-tank, where it had been standing about a week, marked G hardness*, 
aud was very good fn taste, which denoted, however, the presence of soda.

The temperature whem pumping is 122 degrees, or about the same as Urisino No, 2.
The bore was commenced in May, 1892, and finished in August of the same year.
No. 2 bore occupies a position in the centre of an estuary of a subsidiary valley, draining to the 

Berrawinnia. Creek. It is an entirely open plain on the east, west, and south sides, bordered by a semi
circular stony ridge. On the south side tho ridge is the slope of the Urisino table-land. From the heights 
is obtained an extensive view of gentle rolling downs. -An idea of the country will perhaps he gathered 
from the plate 16. The view is looking west.

The particulars of the waters struck are given on the sketch already mentioned.
The soil is red and sandy, but fairly retentive. Besides the particulars previously given, it may 

be mentioned that the water rises lOJ inches above tbe 6-inch casing, which ends 6 feet above the surface, 
but there is also a good deal of wiuer coining up between the 6-inch and S-iuch casing. I obtained this 
information from Mr. Killen lately, as during my visit there the bore was not finished. The station owns 
the plant. '
Goveenmesjt bores —The position of the 121, 107, and 91 mile bores has already been described when 
discussing the position of boros generally. Tbe 107 and 121 mile bores give iio flows, and pumping 
machinery is now being erected. At, the lime of my visit there was no one ou the ground, as parts of 
the pump, being found too large for the casing, had to be returned lo Sydney, and the works were 
during that time suspended. , ” "

At tho 91-milc bore the depth reached last October was 1,870, and operations were continued in 
slate, with quart/ veins. The strata being very bard, progress was made at tlie rate of about 3 feet for 
twenty-four hours.

* I fomiJ rain-water from an iron-tank lo mark rhe same hardness.
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At 640 feet fresh water was struck in 20 feet of grey saud. At 1,325 feet from surface a water
bearing drift was struck, L25 feet thick. The water rose to within 56 feet of the surface. Host probably 
it is the Urisino and Elsinore stratum. No more water was found underneath. I found the hardness of 
the water to be 8 degrees. The water was, however, very muddy from the drilling.

There are some other Government bores in the Bulloo basin, namely, at Milparinka and Tibboo- 
burra. I did not visit these, as, if the object of the bores was the obtaining of artesian flows, no money 
should ever have been spent on them, the formation belonging to tbe oldest in the country. It is perhaps 
obvious that no flows were obtained.
SaIiISBtjiiy Dowits Pastoral Holding No. 1.—Situation, on tbe west edge of a cane-grass flat, in sandy 
and undulating salt-bush plain, with sandy ridge ou the east side. The total depth of tbe bore is 1,365 
feet. The water rises in 1,315 feet of 5-inch casing to within 16 feet of the surface. There are three 
outer strings of casing left, viz., S50 feet G inches, 420 feet 8 inches, 100 feet 12 inches. The water flowed 
at the rate of 200 gallons per day just to surface. A. pump in a few minutes lowered the level so much that 
the supply became intermittent, and yielding only about 2,800 gallons per day. Then the 6-inch casing was 
perforated at 840 feet over a length of 6 feet, and the present pumping supply of 45,000 gallons per diem 
was obtained, hut at the same time the quality of tho water was doteriorated, as the upper water is brackish.

The degree of hardness of the mixed ivater is 221, or unsuitable for domestic purposes or boilers.
On the spoil heap from the bore I found blue clays, green sandy marls, and pieces of gypsum. The 
temperature when pumping is 108 degrees. _

The bore has not been sunk deep enough, and it is also intended to deepen it, which is always a 
precarious and delicate operation ; but in the position of this bore, only a short distance from tbe Bulloo 
flood-waters, a good supply should be expected. _ _

The bore was put down in 1888, at a cost of about £3 per foot, by the Ontario Boring Co., of 
which the station afterwards acquired the whole plant.

No. 2 is situated in a wide salt-bush plain, with clay pans aud broken sand hummocks. Coming 
from the south, on the east side of the bore, it turns northward to join the Bulloo flood-water country, 
which itself is there about 15 to 20 iniles wide.

By this plain the Tiltabrinna Creek waters meet the Bulloo water in very heavy floods.
The total depth of bore is 1,5CS feet; at410 feet struck water very salt, which rose to IS feet from 

the surface, At 495 feet, more of similar water was met. Fair water, said to have flown over the 
surface at the rate of 14,400 gallons (by Appendix 37 of Mr. Boultbee’s report, 17,000 gallons), was struck 
at 940 feet, increasing at 990 feet, but it got salt through salt-water getting in through the casing. The 
fresh water was struck at 1,568 feet, in a coarse sand with quartz pebbles under a bank of green sandstone 
25 feet thick. The bore was lowered 2 feet in the sand. The flow is said to have been 21,000 gallons, 
which soon went back to 7,000 gallons per day, it is now 2,160. The loss may be due either to escapes, 
or, more likely, by some rough pebbles obstructing the inlet. This supply runs into a timbered tank with 
galvanised iron lining of 6 ft. x 20 ft. x 20 ft., through 1,513 feet of 5-inch casing resting on the green 
sandstone.

Tho supply from the upper water runs out at. the surface from the outer 8-inch pipe 520 feet long.
It runs away over the plain, and it is heavily charged with sulphuretted hydrogenc gas, which burns freely 
on the surface. I found tliis water to mark in the hydrotimeter 158 degrees. The fresh water, of a 
hardness of 8j- degrees, not yielding enough for the supply of stock; a pumping-station is built, the whole 
arrangement of which is represented on plate 17. ,

The temperature of the naturally-flowing fresh water I fouud t03§, and that of the salt water 100.
I was informed that the flow of the deeper water was preceded for about one hour by the flow of black 
oil. There is no reason why the bore should not have been proceeded with deeper down.

Down to 1,340 feet the boring was done by contract, when the station bought the plant. Cost 
about £2 L5s. per foot; date of boring, 1889.

No. 3, about 3 miles west of Nunga Creek ; it is in the centre of a basin formed by low ridges all 
round, and being towards the heads of drainage, it is too high up. The red sand-soil plain about the bore is 
open mulga, white wood, turpentine, die. .

Tbe bore is !,404* feet deep ; at 825 feet small supply of very good water was struck in 10 feet of 
green sand. The water, rising to 120 feet from the surface, comes from 210 feet of micaceous sand-drift, 
forming the bottom end of the bore. It is very good in taste, and shows only 3 degrees of hardness.
The temperature is 103, and said to get warmer after longer pumping.

The pumpiug arrangements consist of a 3-inch pump and 8 horse-power engine, with a stroke of 
22 inches, and about thirty-eight to forty-two revolutions per minute, corresponding to a supply of about 
35,000 gallons per day, drawing at a depth of 300 feet, the pumpiug will lower the level 20 feet, when it 
remains stationery. *

The site for the bore has been chosen by consideration of convenience to ivater several, paddocks, Appendix d. 
as shown on the sketch.

The bore is represented on plate 18. Started on the 5th October, 1891, the boring was stopped 
10th July, 1892, Borers, Messrs. Dean and Chappel. The easing left in the bore is 12 feet of 12-inch, 
and 1,400 feet of 5-inch,

No. 4, or Limestone ‘Well bore, started in October, 1892, was in progress at the time of my visit 
in last October (1893). It starts at the bottom of a shaft 6 feet by 3 feet and 98 feet deep. This was 
an old well in ivhich the water was standing 40 feet from the surface. During the boring the well water 
disappeared in dry sand-drift passed through. Finally, as I was later informed, at 1,310 feet water was 
struck in a sand-drift. Till then none had been met with." The bore was continued to 1,344 feet in slate.
Pumping at the rate of 40,000 gallons per day during one week, the level of the water, which rose to ■
140 feet from the surface, was only lowered 4 feet. The casing left in the bore is 150 feet of 5 inch, and 
1,278 feet of 6 inch. '

The bore is situated on a wide red-soil box flat, being part of one of the head tributaries of Yan- 
cannia Creek. The surrounding country is slightly scrubby, with higher stony ridges, and over a great 
extent unsuitable for a bore if a flow is desired. _

No previous information has been published on the last two bores which have been put down with 
station plant at the rate of 12s. 6d. per foot to 1,000 feet, 15s. to 1.G00 feet, the station supplying wood, 
water, and casing.

190—B Bootra
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Bootba Pastoral Holding.—One bore located towards the heads of a creek on scattered box and imilga- 
tree plains. No detail record o£ strata passed; they are stated by Mr. Dean (the bores) to have been 
grey and blue clays and shales, with bars of quartzite. I have found that very often the rock so called 
is desert sandstone, and was by one borer designated “ basalt.”

The total depth of tlie bore is 1,100 feet. It starts at the bottom of a well 6 feet by 'i feet and 
300 feet deep. The only water besides the surface well water met was at 960 feet, in 4 feet 6 inches of 
white sand-drift, with light green sandstone above, and grey “ cretaceous formation ” (fie, probably shale), 
with bars of “quartzite” underneath. The water rose to SO feet from the surface ; 820 feet of 5-inch 
casing stands out 26 feet above bottom of well. The water is lifted bv a whim, as shown on plate 20.

The water-test, after reducing the water level by 5 feet, marked 5 degrees hardness.
The bore was commenced 11th June, 1891, and finished 10th September, 1891.
There were no previous records published of this bore. The position of the bore is not advanta

geous, but once started it should certainly not have been left off in tlie middle of the cretaceous beds.
Yasca-SNIa Pastoral Holding No. 1, or “ Binjiwilpa, ” bore, is situated ou the north-eastern side of an old 
man salt-bush swamp, in which, by sinking at a depth of 9 feet, fresh water can he got anywhere ; but there 
is no natural spring, as marked on the county maps. A hole made by the blacks may have been mistaken 
for such. The depth of the bore 203!- feet. The water struck at this depth under grey sandstone being 
quite sufficient for the watering of stock, the boring was stopped. The flow rises by a 10-inch pipe 
through the bottom of, and into a 200-gallon tank ; thence it is led by an iron flume 200 feet long to a 
drain on the side of a rise on the edge of the swamp. By this drain it reaches Marcoola Creek, which 
itself drains towards Lake Altaboolka, but the creek is so level that the bore water, when required, is let 
run in the opposite direction ; the soil is so porous as to cause great loss.

The water carries an enormous quantity of gas, which will bum for some time under the cover of 
the tank.

I found this supply, estimated in Appendix 54, Mr. Boultbee’s Beport, at 480,000 gallons, to be 
130,000 gallons. Possibly the water might escape through the pipe not being tight in the tank. 
However, the embankment supporting the tank and iron flume showed no signs of such being the case. 
The hardness of the water is 11 degrees, and the taste is slightly salt. Temperature, 85 degrees. Bore, 
commenced 7th January, 1891, was finished 7th February, 1891.

No, 2 bore (plate 21) is on the side of a sandhill, near the left bank of main channel of Yancannia 
Creek, although it is called Coekulby Creek, and near a tank excavated in the channel of the creek, into 
which the small supply of 1,440 gallons per day is let run. The total depth of the bore is 1,130 feet, of 
which the last 628 feet are through rock, declared, it appears, in Melbourne as “bed” rock. The water 
comes from a depth of 485 feet. It is in taste similar to that of No. I, and also marks II degrees of hardness, 
but the temperature is only 80. The position of this bore is I think much higher than No. 1. This bore 
was commenced in March, 1891, aud terminated June, 1893, with nine months’ interruption. There are 
500 feet of 6-inch casing. '

About 150 feet north of this bore, in a shaft of 15 feet x 12 feet x 4 feet, two other bores were 
tried. One, 270 feet in sand-drift, was abandoned through inability of getting through with the 8-ineh 
casing. When the other, 5 feet from the last, was down 120 feet, the soil between the two bores caved 
in, and, meeting with the same difficulty, the plant was removed to the position of tho present bore. On 
the spoil heap I found yellow clay, kaolin, and pieces of gypsum, although the last is not mentioned in the 
records of strata passed.

No. 3, on sandy plain interspersed with swamps, the bore was, when I visited it, in progress at a 
depth of 665 feet. At about 440 feet water was struck, which rose to within 80 feet of the surface. It 
was very salt and bitter, and marked over 200. I have learned since from Mr. Reid, of Yancannia, that 
no progress had been made since, owing to the departure of the borer, but that it is intended to go 
deeper. .
Tn arc0,mum)ait Queensland Government bore, situated in the centre of tlie Bulloo Basin, in which it is the 
deepest bore, is about 60 chains a little west of the north of the town, on a level, stony, and gravelly plain, 
covered with thin and small mulga scrub. The red, strong loam of the surface is only about 2 feet thick, 
with a hard, sandy cement, mixed with oxide of iron. The bore is 2,650 feet deep, out of which flows the 
water at the rate of 1,000,000 gallons per day through a 3-inch elbow, about 4 feet above the ground. 
There is a flow-regulating valve, but it is almost always full on. From the bore the water runs all over 
the plain in small drains, of which two cross the town, and empty into the Bulloo River. As it is polluted 
by pigs and all kinds of animals the residents do not use it at present. About 300 yards from the bore 
some of the water is stored in a reservoir formed by an earthen dam. It is there allowed to cool for 
several hours, when it is led on to a 9-aere crop of oats. The irrigation is laid on in a very rudimentary 
style, the water running hither and thithe'r; and the whole preparation of the soil consisted of one 
ploughing. The result is, therefore, very patchy, but where the proper amount reached and flowed the 
crop was unrivalled.

The Chinamen complain that the bore water mixing with the. river water used by them is killing 
their melons. Somewhere else a certain creeper suffers from the water, the leaves all curling up, while 
another, of a wax plant kind, is growing luxuriantly, and young pepper-trees in a dying condition were 
brought back to life by the use of the bore water.

Its temperature I found 160 degrees, and the hardness 3 degrees, with a good but slight mineral 
taste. The water leaves on the edges a black, seemingly iron, deposit.

The first water was struck at about 2,450 feet, flowing at the rate of about 40,000 gallons per day; 
at 2,510 feet the sandstone yielded about 200,000 gallons ; at 2,550 feet, about 400,000; and the supply 
increased to the last. The residents desired to have the bore made deeper still by another 50 feet, the 
Divisional Board offering to pay the expenses. The Government did not fall in with the proposal.

The boro is now rented by the Divisional Board for £50 for nine months, at the end of which it is 
intended to either purchase the bore or to get a long lease, when the water will be laid on properly to the 
town. Photograph plates 23 and 24.
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2. Basin of tlie Darling River, watershed of the Middle Paroo River and Cuttaburra
Creek.

Wanoamana Pastoral Holding.—The bore is situated in a level red soil plain surrounded at some distance 
by stone and sand ridges. The country is open—mulga, corkwood, bloodvvood, box, and beefwood. The 
position is near the outer edge of tho country, of which the surface Halers would be drained into the 
Cuttaburra Creek, and at a height of 386 feet above sea-level. The bore starts at the bottom ol a shaft 
of 10 ft. x 4 ft. x 6 ft. in clay. The shaft is not timbered. A small supply was struck at 1,050 teet. T ne 
next water flowing over the surface was met with at about 1,270 feet in sand and gravel drift. The bore 
was continued to the depth of 1,605 feet, but no more water being obtained, it was stopped there and 
slots cut in the casing at the 1,270 feet level, where the present supply is drawn from. Appendix 40 to 
Mr, Boultbee’a report gives the discharge as 224,000 gallons and aa coming from tlie 1,600 level. My 
measurements of the flow give 12,960 gallons per day, and Mr. Howatson, the owner of the station, stated 
that he had never known the flow to be over 36,000 gallons. He had noticed the falling off, and attributes 
it to some obstruction at the perforations for letting in the water. The outflow from 6-inch easing is about 
2 feet above the ground. The water is let into a trough at which 25,000 sheep were watered for four months.

The temperature is 100 degrees, and the hardness 3 degrees ; the taste of the water is very good. 
Vegetables have been raised with it with great success. _

The bore was commenced in December, 1888, and completed only in March, 1890, through some 
trouble to pierce a boulder with the 0-ineh casing. The 5-inch casing was then used. The total length 
eased is 1,500 feet. Total cost, £2,800.
TnrcHKnooKA Government Bores.—They are both in the same shaft, about 2 feet apart. The shaft is 
situated about 25 chains north of 75 miles 25 chains (Bourkc-Wanaaring Boad) on the western edge of 
Wirra-warra Creek. Both sides of the creek are slightly undulating, with sandy loamy slopes, well grassed 
and park-like, timbered with mulga and gidgia trees._ t

The supply of the older bore, probably, is given in Mr. Boultbee’s report, folio 12, as 33,000 
gallons. I was informed, that intending to deepen the bore, the casing was being taken out when it 
broke, and that ultimately the bore got choked up, and the present bore was put down alongside. Another 
version is that there was an escape in the old bore, and that the waters were falling off. The flow from 
the new bore reaches the creek (which is dammed lower down) by means of a ]>tpe under the ground.

The discharge is 40,500 gallons per day. The list of Government bores obtained from the Govern
ment Statistician’s Office mentions one bore at 75 miles on Bourke-Wanaaring Road (probably the new 
one) giving 75,000 gallons. The new bore would thus also be falling off, if the above measurement was 
correct, .

The temperature is 96 degrees Fabr, Hardness, 9 degrees, somewhat salt. The depth of the old 
bore was about 976 feet. Tbe new one is 1,231 feet deep.
Bulkvke Government Bore.—The bore is situated on the west bank of the Eulkyne Creek, on a sand 
ridge between the creek and the flood channel, about half-a-mile north of the main Bourke-Wanaaring 
Boad. The outflow of 6-inch pipe is flush with the ground, and the water is led by a drain into a small 
dam, thence into tho creek just above the Government tank, which backs up tbe rain-water in tbe creek as 
represented on Plate 25. The discharge is 1,800 gallons per day. The hardness I found to be 58 
degrees, and the taste salt and disagreeable. Carcasses of dead kangaroos were lying about there, said to 
have died from the effects of this water. The water is really so bad, that when the Government tank 
is emptied the water for the caretaker is carted from a tank 9 miles away. Tho bore was finished about 
December, 1892, or January, 1893. It is intended to put down a second bore. _

In the list obtained in August last, the bore is mentioned as “in progress; small supply, 2,5HO 
gallons.” .
Cuttabtjera Government Bores.—Situation about 2 miles west of the Cuttaburra Creek, and 11 miles 
east of Wanaaring. There is one bore flowing at the rate of 5,760 gallons per day, the delivery taking 
place through a 5-inch pipe, bent at 8 feet above the soil. The temperature of the water from this bore 
is 92 degrees. The taste of the water, which is 33 degrees hard, is salt and sulphurous ; the depth of 
the bore, 965 feet. A new well is being put down about 150 feet east of this boro, the rig of which is 
shown on plate 26. At the time of my visit, in September last, the depth reached was 1,150 feet. _At 255 
feet some salt water was struck, and at S85 feet, in 5 feet of white sand-drift, brackish water which rose 
to the surface, just trickling over. By Mr. Boultbee’s report, fo.12, the old Cuttaburra bore gave 24,664 
gallons. In the list mentioned previously, tbe new one alone appears as being in progress and giving 
out 22,464 gallons.
Wanaarihg Pastoral Holding.—Number 1 bore is situated on buddah and mulga covered red sandy soil 
level plain, about 20 feet more elevated than the ground at No. 2 bore. Tbe delivery pipe (G inches), is 
earned about 2 feet above tbe ground, and empties into an iron trough for the watering of stock ; thence 
it runs over the plains. The discharge is 10,322 gallons per day. The water stops running C feet above 
ihe surface of the soil; the temperature is 100 degrees ; hardness is 23 degrees ; taste is somewhat 
salt, and salt deposits are visible in the trough. _

Number 2 bore is situated near one of the Cuttaburra branches, on a red sandy rise, with open 
buddah and mulga. The water stops running 18 feet above the ground level; the 6-inch casing is bent 
about 18 inches below the surface, and in that position it delivers 142,000 gallons per day.

A drain carries the water to a tank H miles distant. Two acres of ground have been ploughed 
for lucerne to be irrigated from the bore. The depth of the bore is about 1,400 feet. The discharge 
does not seem to have decreased. Local persons even say it has increased. The aggregate flow of the 
two Wanaaring bores has, however, been stated in the list mentioned to have been 215,000 gallons. The 
temperature of this water is 112 degrees. The hardness is 21 degrees, and the water is so heavily 
charged with gas that it will burn in the elbow of the pipe till put out.
Nocoleche Pastoral Holding.—Number 1, or Mallara bore, is situated at the foot of a slight rise of good, 
red, sandy loam. The bore is 916 feet deep. At 860 feet, the supply was struck which it is said was 
200,000 gallons, but which I have found to be 73,400 gallons per day, flowing out at 3 ft. 6 in. above tlie 
ground from a 5-inch pipe. The water stops rising 15 feet above the surface of the ground. The water 
runs by a galvanised iron trough into a clay pan, where it forms a shallow lake of about i mile in

circumference.

Ai>|>ondix F.
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circumference. A good crop of wheat was grown by watering with this water, which eats away the iron 
m the trough. The temperature is 94 degrees, the hardness is 10 degrees, and the taste of the water is 
slightly salt. The bore was started 10th September, 1SSS, and was finished on the 18th of December, 1S88.

. Z'°' ? k°re is situated between the hills of the divide between the Bulloo and Paroo Hi vers waters.
It is 1,700 feet deep. Several water strata were met. The main supply is the one struck at 1,300 feet. 
It rose to within 13 feet from the surface. Now it stands at 66 feet from the top of the bore. Tbe 
lowering of the level may he attributed to escape, possibly caused through pulling out 800 feet of casing, 
of a total length of 1,300 feet. r r j 6 1 b s’

The water was only once used by pumping for stock in the drought of 1892. With the pump 
doTrUi to 120 feet, the water supply appeared insufficient for the 3-inch pump, worked with an 8 horse
power engine. Lowered to 160 feet, blue mud came up for about an hour, when the water was abundant 
enough to supply 18,000 gallons per twenty-four hours. The hardness was 1 degree, and the taste of the 
water was soft and fresh. This bore was commenced on the 12th of February, 1889, and finished on the 
28th September, 1889.
nr nr-ii 6 l°^om TCl^ 'ssai<l _f'0 have been of green stone, pronounced by geologists bed rock, hut Mr. 
McMillan, the borer, is not quite sure from what depth the specimen submitted came, as it was a piece of 
caving.

No. ■>, or “ Xumbardi bore,” is situated on a bank of theKulkyne Creek, at the north-east corner 
of a tank excavated in the channel. ‘

The water is let run either into the creek above the dam of the tank, or into the tank over the 
embankment; by a flume of corrugated iron. (See Plate 27.) The surplus water from the tank is led in a 
dram 3 miles long, in the bed of the creek to another tank. The drain is IS inches wide on the top and 
6 inches deep. The fall being very small, the flow' is sluggish, spreading out over the banks, resulting 
in great waste of water chiefly through evaporation. The land on the south side of the creek is well 
suited for irrigation from the tank, but this is not done. Another drain is being branched off the main 
drain to lead the water to another tank.

The bore is 1,227 feet deep. At 50 feet stationary salt water was met with. At 910 feet water 
rose from 10 feet of sand drift to within 35 feet from the surface. Water met with at 1,090 feet came 
over the surface. At 1,130 feet the second supply of fresh water was struck, and at 1,200 feet the main 
supply, which flow's out of the C-inch pipe 8 feet 6 inches above the ground, delivering there 600,000 
gallons per day. When struck, it was measured at 4 feet above the surface, where it is said to have 
flowed at the rate of 725,000 gallons per day. The temperature was 107 degrees ; hardness, 3 degrees ; 
taste, slightly mineral. Tlie bore was commenced 5th November, 1889, and terminated at New Tear, 
1890. The cost was at £1 per foot to 1,000 feet, and 80s. below that depth, with water and fuel carted 
and plant and easing found by the station.

V. CZARLINSKT, C.E.

[Nine diagrams and one map.]

Sydney; Charles Fetter, Government Printer.—ISfli
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PARLIAMENTARY STAND1N0 ON PUBLIC WORKS.

SEWERAGE WORKS FOR PARRAMATTA.

SECOND REPORT.

The Parliamentary Standing- Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the first session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1SS8, 51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. 
No. 26, and the Public Works (Committees' llemuneration) Act of 1889, 53 
Vic. No. 11, to whom was remitted for farther consideration and report “the 
expediency of constructing sewerage works for the town of Parramatta,” have, 
after further inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the proposed works should 
be constructed, and in accordance 110111 the provision of sub-section IV, of 
clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative 

Assembly:—

1. A detailed description of the proposed Sewerage Works and of their Description 
estimated cost was given in the Pirst Report of the Committee, and need not he ^9dt 9d 
repeated here; hut a short description taken from that Report will, enable this proposed 
Second Report to he the more easily understood. The proposed works are designed ®£"rcjf9s° 
to drain an area of: 1,383 acres, 8034- of which are on the north side and 5794 on 
the south side of the Parramatta Rive]1, hut for the present it is intended to provide 
for the sewerage of only 929 acres, 421 on the north side and 508 on tlie south side 
of the river. The works consist of main, storm-water, and subsidiary sewers, a 
pumping-station, and a sewage farm. The area of the sewage farm is 62 acres, 22 
of which are above, and 40 below high-water level. The portion below high-water 
it would be necessary to reclaim by filling it in with silt and river sand enclosed within 
fascine embankments. Cereals and other cro'ps would be grown upon the farm, and 
practically it would he dealt with as is done at Webb’s Grant, Botany, in connection 
with the drainage of the western suburbs of Sydney. The estimated total cost of 
the proposed works is £75,926, of which amount £16,000 has already been spent or 
arranged for. The annual cost of the works is estimated at £4,268, which is made 
up as follows : Interest and payment of principal in sixty years at 4 per cent, on 
£76,000, £3,040 ; coal and stores for the engine-house, £162 ; wages and expense of 
working the sewage farm, £360 ; repairs to engines calculated at 5 per cent, on the 
total cost, £200.

2. The Pirst Report by the Committee with reference to these proposed The First 
works, dated 4 October, 1892, represented “ that it is not expedient the proposed 
Sewerage Works should he constructed, for the reason that, iu the opinion of the 
Committee, the sewage farm included in the proposed works is too small for the 
purpose, and the sewage should ho dealt with at the proposed pumping-station at 
Clay Cliff Creek, by a system of precipitation and filtration or other effective modern 
process.”

3.
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the further 3. On 1 February, 1894, the Legislative Assembly, on the motion of Mr.
consideration Lyne, passed the following resolution:— *
of the pro- * , . t °
posed works. That it is expedient that the Report of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 'Works

upon the proposed construction of Sewerage Works for the Town of Parramatta be remitted to the said 
Committee for its further consideration and report, for the following reason : That since the said report 
was made^a Commission of Experts has reported favourably upon the scheme proposed by the Eepart- 
ment, subject to certain modifications, a consideration of "which report might, lead the Committee to 
arrive at a ciinei'CTit and more favourable conclusion.
As explained to the Committee, in evidence, by the Under Secretary for public 
Works, the “ Commission of Experts ” was appointed in consequence of a report by 
the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, dated 12 November, 1892, in which he dissented 
from the conclusion arrived at by the Committee in their first inquiry, and urged 
that no action should be taken in the matter by the Minister for Public'Works until 

_ the scheme had been further investigated by aboard of engineering experts. The
’ Minister concurring in this recommendation, a hoard, consisting of Messrs. W. W,

Wardell, M.I.C.E., G. Chamier, M.I.C.E., and C. Napier Bell, M.I.C.E., was 
appointed, and they reported in favour of the scheme as submitted to the Committee 
with the exception that they advocated, in connection with the sewage itself, the 
adoption of the separate system instead of the partially separate system.

bimnn-01111 , 4- In Crying out their second inquiry, tho Committee have had before them
the reports of the Enginecr-in-Chief for Sewerage and the Board of Experts, as well 
as other documents, and have examined a number of witnesses including the 
Engineer-in-Chief, the members of the Board, the Medical Adviser to the Govern
ment, the Engineer for Sewerage, connected with the Metropolitan Board of Water 
Supply and Sewerage, Mr. G. A.. Stayton, M.I.C.E., who, in their first inquiry the 
Committee engaged to make a special examination of the scheme and to report 
upon it, the Assessor to the Metropolitan Board of Water Supplv and Sewerage, and 
the Mayor of Parramatta. They have also made a second visit of inspcctionto the 
site of the proposed sewage farm at Parramatta, and to the sewage farm at Webb’s 
Grant, Botany,

Schfefa*"' 5‘ T-lie relJ0rt b-v the L/igineer-in-Chief on the conclusion arrived at by
Report. Committee in their first inquiry, consists largely of quotations from state

ments and writings by sanitary engineers and public bodies in Europe and 
America, on the subject of sewage farms, favorable to sewage fanning whenever 
the circumstances justify it. Before dealing wdth “the main question” in the 
Committees Beport the Engineer-in-Chief draw's attention to a statement 
in the Ecport indicating that it "was only in tho late stages of the inquiry 
that the Department appeared to have anything like a proper conception of 

. the portion of the scheme relating to the sewage farm, "With regard to
this he asserts that, “before submitting the scheme to the Committee, the Depart
ment had carefully studied tho applicability of all the known arrangements 
for sewage disposal and utilisation, and had worked out the details of the farm as 
fully as wras necessary to arrive at a just conclusion.” But, “ in presenting a report 
to a non-professional committee,” he proceeds to say, “ it ivas deemed unnecessary 
to enter upon such details, and these were omitted not only in the description of the 
sewage farm hut of the main works.” Summarising his report he submits that he 
succeeds in showing, “Pirst—that it is only under exceptional circumstauces, such 
as the impossibility of procuring suitable land for filtration, that precipitation should 
be allowed; second that no such difficulty exists iu the case of Parramatta; third 
— that the site selected and purchased at Duck Hirer is suitable for a farm, wffiilo 
that at Clay Cliff Creek is not, and that the material of which it is proposed to 
construct the farm is proved to have qualities superior to any other for destroyin'* 
all noxious matter hurtful to life and health ; iourtli—that land irrigation and 
filtration is the only known means of procuring a pure effiuent; fifth—that all 
sanitarians agree, and statistics show', that sewage farms, properly managed, are not 
injurious to health, nor do they create a nuisance; sixth—that the area, resumed 
wrill be amply sufficient for requirements, not only of the present, but for the 
prospective population in twenty-five years, and, with modification of arrangements, 
for the ultimate population of 43,500 also.”

STfl^off + , 6‘ T,ie Boarfl of ExPcrts Rtate in tlieir report that all the conditions necessary
Experts. to make sewage-farming successful are present in the case of Parramatta, and that

the
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the portion of the area comprising the farm ■which it is necessary to reclaim, when 
filled in with the sandy material proposed to he used, would be “ amply large enough 
to meet the requirement of the sewage of Parramatta for many years to come.”
The more elevated portion of the total farm area, consisting of 22 acres above high- 
water mark, it will not he requisite at the present time, in their opinion, to bring 
into use. With this reduction in the initial cost of preparing the farm area for the 
reception of sewage, and the diversion of all rain water from the sewers, which 
would reduce the size and cost of the mains and reticulation, the Board approve of 
the departmental scheme.

7. Had the official evidence given in the present inquiry respecting the sewage incomplete- 
farm and sewage farms generally been put before the Committee in their first inquiry ^“d5 
it is possible that instead of passing a resolution opposed to the carrying out of the the first 
works without certain extra, provisions to ensure their effectiveness, the scheme, as ltltiuirn 
far as it relates to the disposal of the sewage, would have met with the Committee’s 
approval. But, as the report of the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage upon the Report 
of the Committee shows, information necessary to enable the Committee to arrive 
at a right conclusion in their investigation was not placed before them. Evidence, 
too, respecting the presence of microbes and their action in relation to sewage has 
been given in the present inquiry with ;u fullness of detail not supplied in 
the first inquiry, and from authorities whose testimony necessarily carries con
siderable weight. The principal witness on this subject was the present Medical 
Adviser to the Government, whose evidence must have an important bearing on 
sanitary questions in which the Government are concerned. In the first inquiry 
the Medical Adviser to the Government was examined, hut the gentleman then 
occupying that position did not explain to the Committee this microbe theory in a 
manner which gave it any special significance in connection with the disposal and 
treatment of sewage, probably because the investigations of the scientists, who arc 
the authors of the theory, were not at that time so complete as to attach to it the 
importance it now appears to bear. A.ddcd to these omissions from the inquiry when 
the proposed works were first referred to the Committee was the fact that until the 
first inquiry had proceeded almost to its close the Department had not an adequate 
knowledge of some of the most important details of the scheme; and when, as 
the inquiry drew to a close, certain matters were stated which should have been 
put before the Committee at tho opening of the inquiry, the explanation was given 
in such a way as to impart to the information much less importance than under 
other circumstances would have been, attached to it. During the inquiry it was 
represented by the Department that 40 acres of the area proposed to be used for the 
sewage farm were above high-water mark and, with the exception of sub-soil 
drainage, ready for the reception of sewage, and 22 acres were below high-water 
mark and would have to he filled in and raised; whereas the 40 acres were below 
high-water mark and the 22 acres above. The Committee also understood until a 
late stage of the inquiry that the filling in would not he carried to a height more 
than 18in. or 2ft. above high-water, and the nature of’the material to be used for 
this purpose was, as described in the evidence, both indefinite and unsatisfactory.

8. Those important matters have been more satisfactorily explained in the Evidence in 
present inquiry, hut the effect tins explanation might be expected to have upon^®^*”* 
the deliberations of the Committee is nullified now by other evidence of equal 
importance to a right decision in the ease. In their present inquiry the Com
mittee have learned that it is proposed to set aside the 22 acres of land forming 
that part of the sewage farm urea above high water, and to use for the 
disposal of the sewage the 40 acres now below high-water mark, filling in 
this portion to a height of 5 feet above high water with silt and sand of a kind 
well suited to the purpose. These 40 acres, in the opinion of the Board of 
Experts, are amply sufficient for the reception and treatment of the sewage of 
Parramatta for many years to come, and in this opinion the Enginecr-in-Chief 
concurs. Prepared in the manner described, this area would probably dispose of the 
sewage unobjectionably, except, perhaps, for the occasional odours which appear to 
be inseparable from sewage-farming. Some method of precipitation and filtration, 
as recommended in the Committee’s Pirst Report, would, undoubtedly, promote the 
greater efficiency of the scheme, but with land prepared as now explained this is not 
so necessary as it was in the circumstances of the first inquiry.

9
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Matters upon 
which the 
question of 
i’ll trying out 
tho works 
depend.

9. The question whether the proposed works should he carried out depends 
now, however, on evidence which relates to matters other than either the nature ol: 
the farm or the method of dealing with the sewage. With the additional details of 
the proposed which this second inquiry lias elicited, it is doubtful whether the scheme 
has been adequately considered. The estimated cost (£75,920), large as it is, does not 
include the whole of the intended expenditure. The filling in of the farm is proposed 
to be done at the expense of the department of Harbours and Rivers, though it is as 
much a part of the cost of the scheme as any other portion of the expenditure. 
With the cost of the filling-in added to the estimate of the cost of the other works, 
the total amount would he something like £90,000, a serious amount to expend 
in connection with the municipality of Parramatta. Rut a stronger objection to 
the scheme is evidence brought out in the present inquiry, that Parramatta is neither 
willing nor able to pay the rate necessary to provide the interest on the expenditure, 
and does not, in fact, want the proposed works.

TrllP1,“ltI0H 10. The position of Parramatta in relation to the scheme was stated to the Com
in relation to mittee by the iMavoi', who was twice under examination. On the first occasion, though 
the sell pine, declaring the town to be healthy, with an efficient pan system in operation, he asserted 

that the people would willingly pay the rate chargeable on the cost of the proposed 
■works, in order to put a stop to the pollution of the river by sewage from the 
Government establishments. He spoke, however, with some hesitation, as he thought 
the estimated total cost, excessive; but of the amount required for interest he 
expected the Government to contribute a large part. Before his second examination 
took place a meeting of the Municipal Council of Parramatta was held, at which a 
resolution was passed affirming the necessity for the Council to know its exact 
position with regard to the cost of the proposed works, and the amount of sewerage 
rates to he paid by the Government, and adjourning the meeting for a month to 
afford time for obtaining the information. In the meantime, the Committee called 
before them the Assessor of the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, 
for the purpose of ascertaining from him the system under which the Board assess 
Government institutions in Sydney for sewerage rates, and from that system judging 
the amount the Government would probably pay for the asylums and gaol at 
Parramatta under the proposed sewerage scheme there. This officer carefully 
considered the whole matter, and from his evidence it appears that, by adopting the 
Board’s ordinary system of valuation, and fixing the sewerage rate to he charged at 
Parramatta at lid., the lowest rate that, under the circumstances, could he charged, 
the Government’s contribution to the annual cost of the scheme would he 

. . about £820, leaving nearly £3,500 to he found by the people of Parramatta. 
Possibly the rate would he higher than lid., for as about 10 per cent, 
of: the property in the municipality would not he served by the sewerage 
scheme that proportion would escape the liability to he rated, and the duty of find
ing the requisite amount of money would consequently press the more heavily upon 
the remainder. The rating of Government institutions in Sydney by the Board of 
H ater Supply and Sewerage is based upon what is considered to he a fair average 
rental of the buildings, the Board taking the assessment of the Municipal Councils 
if there be any, and making their own valuation, subject to appeal as in munici
palities, if there he not. Visiting Parramatta in order to make the information 
desired by the Committee as complete as possible, the Assessor valued the Govern
ment institutions and land there, and found the total annual ratable value of these 
properties to be, according to the Board’s system of valuation, £17,511. This amount 
was made up as follows:—Gaol, £3,500; Industrial School, £1,000; post office, North 
Parramatta, £36; post office, South Parramatta, £350; school and residence in 
Macquarie-street, £300; school and residence, North Parramatta. £300; court
house, Parramatta, £600 ; police barracks, £500 ; Lunatic Asylum, £7,000 ; George- 
street Asylum, £2,000; asylum, Macquarie-street, £800; asylum, Hams-strcet, 
£250; Cottage Homes, £200; land resumed for court-house, £125 ; land at corner 
of "Windsor-street and George-street, £250. This list docs not include the two 
railway stations at Parramatta. Railway properties are exempt from certain rates 
and taxes, and are not liable for sewerage rates unless connected with the sewers; 
hut if so connected the Parramatta railway stations would pay on an lid. rate 
the sum of £18 6s. Sd. a year, a little more than half what they are now 
paying the Council under the pan system. This £18 Gs. 8d. forms part of the

£820
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£820 represented by the Assessor to be the utmost amount likely to be obtained 
from the whole of the Government ratable property in the town. On being 
made acquainted with these figures the Mayor, when before the Committee the 
second time, at once stated that Parramatta could not pay the amount which it 
appeared would be expected from the people, and in the circumstances would rather 
be without the scheme. During the Committee’s first inquiry with reference to 
these proposed works the then Mayor of Parramatta appeared to be satisfied with tho 
scheme and the obligations conned,ed with it, and the Municipal Council, tho 
Committee were informed, had expressed their approval of it; hut from the evidence of 
the present Mayor in this, the second inquiry, it is clear that the matter Ixad not been 
fully considered, and that throughout it has bceu very imperfectly understood. The 
financial position of tho Municipal Council of Parramatta is not such as to indicate 
ability to incur any new heavy liability. The municipality is iu debt to the extent 
of £50,000, upon which it pays 6 per cent, interest, and has borrowed up to its limit.
The people are rated to the extent of 2s. in the £, and in addition, under present 
circumstances, have to pay a charge for the pan system. In this condition of 
affairs the Mayor is quite sure the people would not he inclined to pay £3,000 a 
year for sewerage, and that now, knowing what the proposed scheme is likely 
to cost them, the Council will speedily rescind any resolution they have passed 
approving of it.

11. In view of the evidence given the Committee decided against the con
struction of the proposed works. Doubtless where there is any large population u^Coni. y 
suffering from insanitary conditions in which the Government arc concerned it is miUcc- 
the duty of the Government to do what they can to remove or mitigate the evil; hut 
it is not desirable for elaborate and expensive works to he carried out at the public 
cost for a municipality unwilling to accept the responsibility and consequent 
liability. The principal grievance in the matter of defective drainage which the . 
residents of Parramatta complain of, at any rate so far as tlieir views are expressed 
through the Mayor of the municipality, is tho pollution of the river, which, it is 
asserted, is caused by drainage from the Government institutions in the vicinity.
If that were stopped, the Mayor states, there would be no necessity for any new 
sewerage system for the town. The whole of the evidence in the inquiry was taken 
into consideration by the Committee on the 13th instant, and they decided that it 
was not expedient the works as proposed should be carried out. Their resolution , 
will be seen in the following extract from their Minutes of Proceedings:—

Mr. O’Sullivan moved—
“ That, inasmuch as the evidence with regard to the sewage farm in connection with tho 
proposed works at Parramatta, and in relation to sewage farms generally, has in the 
present inquiry been placed before the Committee with much more detail and force than in 
the first inquiry, the Committee now consider it expedient that the proposed Sewerage 
Works for Parramatta, as referred to them by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out— 
provided, 1st, that tho surface level of the sewage farm be raised with suitable material at 
least five feet above high-water mark; 2nd—that on completion the whole of the works be 
vested in the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage.”

Mr. Garrard seconded the motion pro forma.

Mr. Humphery moved as an amendment—
“ That all the words after tho word ‘ That ’ be omitted, with a view to insert the following 
words : ‘in the opinion of this Committee, it is not expedient that the proposed Sewerage 
Works for Parramatta, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be carried 
out.’ ”

Mr. Davies seconded the amendment.
On the question, “That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the motion,” the 

Committee divided, with the following result-.—
Ayes, 2.

Mr. Garrard, 
Mr. O’Sullivan.

Noes, 10.
Mr, Suttor,
Mr, Hoskins,
Mr. Humphery,
Mr. Davies,
Mr. Trickett,
Mr. Ewing,
Mr. Wall,
Mr. Me Court,
Mr. Neild,
Mr. Collins. The

led—J
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The words proposed to be inserted were then inserted, and 
the following division:—

the motion as amended was passed

Ayes, 10.
Mr. Suttor,
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Humphery, 
Mr. Davies,
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. Ewing,
Mr. Wall,
Mr. McCourt, 
Mr. Neild,
Mr. Collins.

Noes, 2. 
Mr. Garrard, 
Mr. O’Sullivan.

J. GARRARD,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, ' 
Sydney, 22 March, 1894.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

PROPOSED SEWERAGE WORKS FOR PARRAMATTA.

WEDNESDAY, 7 EEBRUABY, 1894.

fUrmni:—
JACOB GABBARD. Esq. (Chaieman).

The Hon. Wir,liam Henry Suitor.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Ehederick Thomas Humi’jiery. 
The Hon. John Daties. C.M.G'.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

William Chandos Wall, Esq. 
William McCourt, Esq.
John Cash Nhilb, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Sewerage Worts for Parramatta.

Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary, Department of Public Works, sworn, and examined :—
1, Chairman.'] Will you kindly recount to the Committee the various steps which have been taken m 
regard to this matter since the Committee last reported upon it, together with the reasons for again sub
mitting it for investigation ? Yes. On the 14th September, 1892, this Committee came to the conclusion, 
with regard to the proposal which was then before them as to the expediency of constructing sewerage 
works for the town of Parramatta, that it was not expedient to carry the work out for the reason that, in 
the opinion of the Committee, 11 the Sewage Farm is too small for the purpose, and that the sewage should 
be dealt with at the pumping station at Clay CHS Creek, by a system of precipitation and filtration, or 
other eSective modern process,” and in due'eourse the report of the Committee was laid before Parliament. 
On the report being printed and distributed, it was brought under the attention of Mr. Hickson, the 
Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, and this officer then submitted along report, dated 12thNovember, 1892, 
in. which he gave his reasons for not concurring with the opinion of tho Committee, and he concluded by 
strongly urging that no action should be taken in the matter until a further investigation by engineering 
experts had been carried out, [Vide Appendix!] As, tho result of continued agitation on the part of the 
Member for Parramatta, Mr. Hugh Taylor, who was no doubt set in motion by the municipal authorities, 
Mr. Secretary Lyne approved of the appointment of a Board to further consider the whole matter, and 
on the 15th July, 1893, a Board consisting of Messrs. Wardell, Chamier, and Bell, Civil Engineers, were 
appointed to investigate the subject. For the information of the Committee I will read the letter setting 
forth the terms under which these gentlemen were appointed

Gentlemen, Department of' Public Works, Sydney, 15 July, 1893.
I am directed to inform you that Mr. Secretary Lyne has been pleased to appoint you a Board, for the purpose 

of inquiring into the proposals which have been made for the construction of Sewerage Works for the town of 
Parramatta.

From the papers which are forwarded herewith, you will see that the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 
Works has reported on the subject, and has come to the conclusion that it is not expedient to carry out the scheme 
proposed by the Department, for the reason that in their opinion the Sewage Farm is too small for the purpose, and that 
the sewage should bo dealt with at the pumping station at Clay Cliff Creek, by a system of precipitation and filtration, or 
other effective modern process.

The Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage however adheres to the recommendation he has already made on the subject, 
and has entered very lengthily into his reasons for so doing. As the matter involves questions of a highly technical 
character, which only experts can properly determine, the Minister has come to the conclusion to appoint a Board of 
experts to fully review the evidence already given, and, after inspection, to call such further evidence as they may think 
necessary; and, after thus fully' and diligently inquiring into the premises, to advise him on the merits of the whole 
question. I am therefore to request that 'you will undertake this duty. The fees will be 50 guineas caeh, with an 
additional fee of G guineas to Mr. Bell, as he has had to travel from Melbourne, specially, to undertake these duties ; and 
1 am to add that Mr. Secretary Lyne has been pleased to appoint yon, W. W. Wardell, Esq., Chairman of the said 
Board. ’ I have, &c.,

J. BARLING,
W. W. Wardell, G. Chamier, and C. N. Bell, Esqs., C.E. Under Secretary.

J. Barling, 
Esq.

1 Feb, 1594.

The Board at once entered upon the inquiry entrusted to them, and after investigation presented their 
report, dated 28t,h July, 1893, to the Minister. The conclusion of this report was, that subject to a 
suggestion made therein, viz., that the system be a “separate system” instead of a “partially separate 
system,” as proposed by the Department, their judgment and experience confirmed the recommendation 
of the Department, supported—to quote their words—“ by the opinion of those who are accepted ns tho 
heat authorities in Europe on this branch of the science.” I do not think I need further enlarge upon 
this matter as I hand in a copy of the Board’s report [Vide Appendix], together with Mr. Hickson’s 

104—A comments
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1 ^ Sarl‘n6' comments thereon, dated 27th September, 1893 [Vide Appendix]. It Trill be seen by a reference to 
the report that the Board estimate that the cost of constructing the works would be reduced by 25 per 

7 Feb. 1894 ?eu^‘ ^ their proposed modification be carried out. I shall probably be asked by the Committee what 
' i3 the Minister's view on this particular point, and if so I am to say that Mr. Secretary Lyne has 

no particular opinion on Ihe matter, other than that he wishes to see the best scheme carried out. The 
question is one of a highly technical character, and as the point of relative cost is not a question on 
which will hang the adoption or otherwise of a sewerage scheme for Parramatta, I am to say that in the 
event of the scheme being passed, and on the details being worked out, it is found that the large saving 
mentioned by the Board can be effected, tlieir proposal will be adopted. Mr. Hickson whom 1 have 
seen on the subject, ia, however, doubtful whether this large saving will result. He points out that it is 
hardly possible that 25 per cent, could be saved on the total amount, and he thinks that tho Board must 
have meant 25 per cent, on the cost of the works above the Pumping Station ; that is to say, on about 
£45,000, or roughly, a saving of £11,500. As, however, the members of the Board are to he examined 
by the Committee, I would suggest that their evidence on this point be obtained direct. "With regard to 
the attitude of the Municipal Council on the question, I may mention that in addition to the continual 
representations made by Air. Taylor as to its urgency, the following letter, dated 25th September, 1S93, 
•was received by the Minister from the Council:— .

' Sir, Town Hall, Parramatta, 25 September, 1893.
1 am directed by his Worship the Mayor, to inform you that at a special meeting of the Council of the borough 

of Parramatta, held on the 14th instant, the following resolution was passed, vin. :—
That his Worship the Mayor cause a letter to be forwarded to the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, 

informing him that this Council approves of the scheme for the sewerage works for this borough being carried out 
as submitted in the report from Messrs. Wardell, M.I.C.E., Gr. Napier Bell, M.I.C.E., and G. Chamier, M.I.C.E., 
and asking him to cause all necessary steps to he taken forthwith so that tenders may be invited for the con
struction of all necessary works.”

And to request that you will kindly give the matter as contained in the foregoing resolution your most favourable 
consideration. I have, &c.,
The Honorable the Minister for Public Works. S. WICKHAM, Council Clerk.
On the Gth February a further letter was received, practically to the same effect, which I will also read:—

Sir, Town Hall, Parramatta, 6th February, 1S94,
I have the honor to again urge upon you the great necessity of commencing as quickly as possible, tho sewerage 

scheme for Parramatta. '
The report from Messrs. Wardell, M.I.C.E., G. Napier Bell, M.I.C.E., and G. Chamier, M.I.C.E., having been 

adopted by the Council, at a meeting of Council held on the 14th September, 1S93, should convince the Public Works 
Committee of the necessity of sanctioning the work or some other which will afford ihe same relief. The river is greatly 
polluted with sewage from the Government establishments, and it is absolutely necessary that something should he done 
immediately to abate the nuisance and prevent disease. I have, &c..
The Honorable the Minister for Public Works. ' CHAHLES BYRNES, Mayor.
I might say, with regard to the last sentence, that we certainly object to the statement that the river is 
polluted by the sewage from the Government establishments. It may be polluted by the sewage to a 
certain extent; hut I am advised that the pollution is chiefly caused by the sewage from the town.
2. ilfr, iiosXijis.] Evidence has been given showing that the Government establishments deal with their 
own sewage ? Yea ; though I am not prepared to say that none of it goes into the river. Still we 
have taken great care to prevent the pollution of the river. lior the foregoing reasous Mr. Secretary 
Lyne, on the 1st February, submitted the following Besolution to Parliament:—“ That it is expedient 
that the Report of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works upon the proposed construc
tion of Sewerage Works for the Town of Parramatta, be remitted to the said Committee for its further 
consideration and report, for the following reason :—That since the said report was made, a Commission 
of Experts lias reported favourably upon the scheme proposed by the Department, subject to a certain 
modification, a consideration of which report might load the Commitfee to arrive at a different and more 
favourable conclusion.” This was passed by the House, and in pursuance thereof tho matter is again

■ brought before the Committee.
3. CAairman.l You have nothing-to add to that statement ? Ho ; I have nothing to add to it.

THURSDAY, 8 FEBRUARY, 1894.

. $ resent
JACOB GARRARD, Esq. (Chairman).

The Hon. "Williajc Henet Suitor.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Peeherick Thomas HuMPiuutr. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The lion. Wiiltam Joseph Trickett. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

William Chandos Wall, Esq. 
’William McCoukt, Esq.
John Cash IS'kild, Esq.
Edward William O'Sullivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

Charles Hapier Bell, Esq., M.I.C.E., sworn, and examined :—
C. N. Bell, 4. Chairman.] How long have yon been a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers? Since 1S67.

5. You are a full member, of course ? Yea.
M.I.u.E. ^ Are you practising your profession in New South Wales? No, in New Zealand mostly, and also in 

8/FelT~189t Tasmania.' I have been bore for some little time, off and on.
’’ ’ 7. I suppose you were first engaged in civil engineering in the old country? I have been engaged in my

profession in many countries—in Russia, Spain, Germany, and South America.
8. The Committee would like to bear, briefly, your history as a professional man. Would you mind 
telling us where you served your articles? I first served with Messrs. Bell and Miller, of Glasgow, who 
are dock engineers. As a young man 1 made surveys and did other work in connection with docks and 
patent slips. I carried out land surveys, and did various work of that kind. I made surveys in the 
towns of Edinburgh aud Glasgow. After perfecting myself in my profession as well as I could, I went

■ to
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to Ixmdon, and immediately obtained employment on railway works in Brasdl. I was employed in Brazil C.
for about nine years, on railway works cliicfly, rigid; through from the Argentine up to Pernambuco, on
harbour works in Buenos Ayres, and on harbour works and tramway works in South Brazil. Leaving
Brazil, I went to G-ermauy and Holland, where 1 was engaged on railway works. I also went to Russia g j-g^ xggi.
for an ISngiish companv, in connection witii the obtaining of a concession for gasworks and waterworks. *
Then I was employed in Spain, in going over railway routes which were proposed to be made by English
companies. As 1 have said, I was engaged Lu two years or more on railway works in Holland and
Oennany. 1 afterwards came to !New Zealand, and was connected with tho first public works carried out
there. I have been connected with most of the railways of New Zealand, and have also been connected
with their harbour works and sewer works, and have made innumerable reports on engineering subjects
both for the (rovernment aud private individuals. .
9. "Was it in New Zealand that you first had anything to do, directly, with sewerage works? Yes; I 
carried out the sewerage of Christchurch. That was a large work, and is connected with a sewage farm.
I also designed the sewerage For Napier, which has been carried out for aiougtime, and also the sewerage 
for Westport, which I think is now under construction. I have revised other sewerage works—one for 
Hastings, and other smaller works.
10. Have you been engaged iu Australia in connection with sewerage works ? No.
11. The Committee arc to understand that your experience in connection with sewerage works has been 
confined to New Zealand? Yes.
12. At Christchurch the sewage is treated on the farm ? Yes. _ _
13. Is it dealt with in the same way at Napier ? No ; there is no suitable land available there.
14. Then what is the system of disposal? It is discharged into the harbour.
15. You, together with Messrs. Wardell and Chamier, formed a Board which reported upon the proposed 
sewerage works for Parramatta ? Yes.
16. The unanimous conclusion of the Board was that the scheme was a good one, and that the area of
land proposed to be set aside for the purpose of a sewage farm was ample. You also stated that you 
thought that the 40 acres which were to be filled up with dredging material, such as sand or silt, would 
be sufficient for tho reception of the sewage for some time to come, and recommended that the 22 acres 
of natural soil—if I may use that term to distinguish it from the reclaimed land—should not be used for 
some years? That was the purport of our report. _
17. You also recommended that, instead of the adoption of what is called the partially separate^ system,
the whole of the storm-water should be excluded from the sewers, in order to reduce their size, and, 
consequently, their cost ? Yes. .
18. Are tho Committee to understand that all three members of the Board were favourable to what is
called tho separate system of dealing with sewage ? I think so ; as far as I know the minds of the other 
two. _ .
19. Is that the system adopted in Christchurch ? Yes; strictly. There no rain-water is allowed into 
the sewers, and if I mistake not, people who lot rain water run into tho sewers are prosecuted.
20. You are aware that tho whole of the sewerage system of Sydney is carried out upon what is known as
the partially separate system ? Yes ; that is the general custom iu sewerage works. _
21. You are also aware that the quantity of flood-water to be admitted into the sewers at Parramatta is 
less than that admitted into the sewers at Sydney? Yes ; considerably leas.
22. Do you think that the Department might go a stop further and entirely exclude all storm-water ?
The quantity of water proposed to be admitted into the Parramatta sewers is merely one cubic foot per 
minute per acre, but I thiuk a great deal more than that will be admitted, only when it gets to the 
pumping-station it will be, I believe, overflowed. I think that is the system adopted in Parramatta.
23. You are under the impression that a great deal more than '92 cubic foot of storm-water is allowed
to enter the sewers, and that when the water reaches the pumping-station, some of it is got rid of in order 
to lessen the pumping ? Yes. _ _
24. So that really only '92 per cent, is pumped on to the sewage farm ? I believe that only 0'92 cubic foot 
is allowed to reach the farm.
25. The Board was unanimous in recommending the separate system ? Yes. I know of no good reason 
for letting in the rain-water, especially in a town like Parramatta, which has a water supply, and which is 
situated on nice sloping land, so that the rain-water can readily find its way into the rivor, as it does now.
If the rain-water is kept out of the sewers they can be greatly reduced in size, and thus their^ cost is 
lessened, while the cost of pumping is not so much, and the sewage which goes on to the laud is more 
concentrated, and more easily dealt with.
26. But would not a greater fall per mile be required, because of the increased density of the sewage ? I 
do not think the filthiness of the sewage would make the slightest difference in its flow on a gradient.
What would obstruct it would bo the fungus growth sticking to the pipes. _
27. Aud would that vary according to the density of the sewage ? It would probably bo greater if the
sewage were very dense ; but the sewers should be flushed regularly with water. _
28. How would the flushing be done ; would all sewage matter be excluded for a time before the drains 
were flushed? Christchurch is a perfectly flat town, and presents great difficulties in connection with 
sewerage. There, at what is known as the “ dead” end of every sewer, there is a concrete tank, generally 
holding about 1,200 gallons, and as there is no water supply in Christchurch, an artesian well is sunk in 
the bottom of each tank and keeps it full of water. The flushers, of whom three are employed for the 
whole district, go round, I think, three times a week and pull up the flap, allowing the water to go down 
the pipe. It is stopped at the next pipe and used to flush the next system, and so on from one to another, 
until it roaches tho pumping-station. The flushing, however, could be done automatically, without tho 
services of the flushers,
29. iVora your experience of Christchurch, you think that a greater fall would not be required, because 
of the density of the sewage? I do not think there is any necessity to consider the gradients iu connec
tion with the density of the sewage. The Christchurch sewers are set at as low a gradient as it is pos
sible to set them, but they have been kept perfectly clean for ten years.
30. To get a greater gradient would increase the cost of sinking the sewer-pipes in the streets ? If you , 
made the gradients steeper I suppose the trenches would have to be deeper, or you would have to bring 
tho pipes nearer the surface, and that is always objectionable.
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Ean^6^’ ^ ^ weTe necessa.ry to liave a sharper grade, the outlet at the pumping-station -would have to he very
MJC E much deeper too ? Tes,

s 32. Consequently, there would he a greater lift for the pump in bringing the sewage up to the deliverv- 
S Feb., 1894. P'P0 ? Yes. , ’ , "

. 33. What you would lose in quantity, because of the exclusion of storm-water, would be made up by the
increased height which you would have to lift your sewage? Xo; 1 would not allow that argument, 
because there is no reason for increasing the gradients on account of the density of the sewage. It is 
necessary to make the gradients steeper where the sewers have to carry what is called road-grit—heavy 
sand and silt washed off the roads, which it is extremely difficult to get down the pipes. But where 
there is no sand or grit, the very lowest gradients given by authorities such as Bailey Benton are 
sufficient, and the Department have nsed those gradients in laying down the sewers in Parramatta.
34. You think that if the separate system were adopted, and storm water entirely excluded, perhaps 25 per 
cent, could be saved on the cost of the works above the pumping-station? Something like that. I. got 
them to take it out again and they made it 30 per cent., but 1 think it is better to puc it down at about 
25 per cent.
35. And in view of the smaller quantity of sewage to be delivered from tho pumping-station to the farm, 
there would be a slight decrease in the cost of the main outfall? That is included.
36. You estimate that there would he a saving of 25 per cent, on all works above the sewage farm ? 
Yes, on the sewers, the delivery mains, and, I think, the reticulation ought also to he included.
37. Twenty-five per cent, would be the saving on the initial cost;—would there be any reduction, and, if 
so, how much, on the annual cost of pumping and dealing with the sewage? That could be reduced by 
the less inierest which would have to be paid upon the capital cost, and also by the smaller volume of 
sewage to he handled ; but there would not be a large reduction.
38. The largest reduction would he in the interest on the capital cost ? Yes.
39. How long has the Christchurch system been in operation ? I completed the work and left there 
eleven years ago.
40. So far as you know there has been no breakdown of the system, nor have complaints been made as to 
its effectiveness ? Ho. I have always heard the Christchurch system spoken of as perfection, and there 
has not been a single word of complaint against it. There was no end of prognostications that it would 
he a failure, and that the farm would pollute the neighbourhood. There was a tremendous fight over the 
matter, which lasted a year or more, but eventually the work was carried out, and I may say that it 
has been an unqualified success.
41. So far as the question of flushing is concerned, Parramatta would he in a better position than Christ
church, because of its water supply ? Yes ; we had no water supply in Christchurch.
42. You had to create a water supply for flushing purposes there ? When I say that there is no water 
supply I must add that we have artesian wells.
43. You had to sink artesian wells in order to carry out your flushing arrangements ? At first we did 
not make very much provision for flushing, but after a month or two the smell from some of the sewers 
was so bad that I put flushing tanks at the blind or top-heads of all the sewers. In some cases land 
springs were let in and used instead of artesian bores. After that the sewers were flushed regularly three 
times a week, and there was not the slightest trouble with smells.
44. The Board of which you were a member personally examined the proposed site for the Parramatta
sewage farm ? Yes. .
45. To what depth were you informed that the Department proposed to place silt or sand on the reclaimed 
land ? The site it was proposed to reclaim was enclosed by a fascine bank, and divided by one or more 
cross banks. As I understand the proposal, the land is to be filled up to high-water mark with anything 
which the dredges deliver there, and from high-water mark to 5 feet above it, it will be filled in with 
sand similar to that which we saw being put upon the reclaimed land at Neutral Bay. That would 
make the land 5 feet above high water.
46. Do you think that that would provide sufficient sand for filtration purposes ? I think it would he 
enough, especially if the area were broken up by a number of cross drains.
47. Is the reclaimed land intersected with cross drains? If it is not intersected with cross drains, the 
only drainage will be round the border by the river, where the water will leak out. If tho land is cut up 
by one or more drains, the drainage will be more thorough.
48. The water will drain out to the river below high-water mark, instead of being confined to high-water 
mark ? The effective drainage will be somewhat below high-water mark ; it will be at nearly the mean 
sea level, because there will be some hours when the tide is below high-water mark, aud some hours when 
it is above it.
49. 1 understand that up to high-water mark the stuff deposited on the land will be more or less 
impervious to wet, and that only the upper stratum of 5 feet of sand will form the filter bed ? The soil 
will be saturated up to the water mark. That we can infer without experimenting.
50. Would it he very expensive to intersect the land by drains? Hot very. The area is not very 
large.
51. Was an estimate of the proposed cost of the various works connected with the sewage farm put 
before the Board? Yes, we had all that information before us.
52. Did the Board come to the conclusion that in those estimates reasonable amounts were allowed? We 
did not take into account the estimated cost of reclamalion, because we were given to understand that 
the Harbours and Bivers Department would do that work free of charge.
53. But I mean estimates for draining, and so on ? I made out an estimate myself of what the cost of 
reclamation would he, hut that was only for the higher part of the ground, which is clayey soil.
54. You mean that you estimated the cost of properly preparing the upper 22 acres,"to make it fit for 
dealing with sewage ? Yes.
55. But your Board recommended that that land should ho put on one side altogether, and no expense 
incurred in connection with it, while silt and sand were to have been deposited upon the lower forty 
acres? Yes.
56. I asked you, had the Board put before it the departmental estimate of the cost of various works in 
connection with the reclamation of this land, and if so, do you think that the estimate gives the 
probable cost. Your answer is, that you understood that the reclamation was to be done for nothing
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by the IlaTbours and Rivers Department. I refer, however, to tbe cost of draining, and doing other work 0. e , 
in connection with the scheme ? The departmental estimate for that was £40 an acre. M.LCdS.
57. Did the Board agree that that was a reasonable estimate? Yes,
58. Do you say that you made a calculation yourself as to the probable cost of preparing for use the 8 peb./isa^ 
22 acres above the reclamation limit ? Yes ; I made out an estimate in detail.
59. Did it correspond with the departmental estimate ? 1 do not remember that we had a departmental
estimate for that work apart from the reclamation work,
GO. "Will you kindly give us your estimate ? My estimate for preparing the clayey land can\e to £S4 an 
acre. The details are as follows :—

£
Excavating and spreading soil, 400 cuhie yards ... ...
Carting and filling sand ... ... ... ... ...
Two-inch tiled drain-pipes ... ... ... ... ...
Ti-tree fascine bundles to put in the drains over the pipes 
Stumping and grubbing the land ... ... ... ...
Ploughing IS inches deep ... - ... ... ... ...
Cross-ploughing twice ... ... ... ... ...
Harrowing three strokes ... ... ... ... ...
Outlet pipe to river, 1G chains long, 9 inches diameter ...
Sewage carrier ditches and hank over the land, G chains at 8s. a chain

23
17
17
12

3
1
0
0
G 12 
2 8

a.
4
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total ... ... ... ... £84 0 0 •
The departmental estimate of the cost of preparing the reclaimed land is £40 per acre. _
61. But you have told us that you did not take into your calculation the cost of preparing the reclaimed 
land? 1 have not got the details, because the Department made out the estimate. _
G2. Did the Board consider the departmental estimate of £40 an acre a fair one ? Yes ; we considered 
it fair enough, considering that there is only the dressing-up of the laud and the making of banks to be
done. , . . T
63. Excluding tbe first cost of the material, whatever it may be ? Yes, it seems fair enough. You have 
only to deal with sand which is perfectly level, so that there is nothing to he done but to make-up the 
different ditches and banks forming the plots which are going to he used.
64. How long were you connected with the Christchurch sewerage system after its completion? The
sewerage of Christchurch was designed by Mr. William Clark, who designed some of the Sydney sewerage. 
As I was, at the time, the engineer of tho Local Drainage Board, I carried out the work, and Mr. Clark’s 
designs were considerably modified. He allowed for a certain quantity of rain water going through the 
sewers, but we excluded the rain water altogether. _ _
65. While, in carrying out tbe Sydney sewerage scheme, Mr. William Clark’s recommendations were 
closely followed, in carrying out the Cfiristchurcli scheme, you had the courage to go beyond bis recom
mendation to some extent? Yes ; we excluded the rain water altogether, but we let in the sub-soil water 
in a great many cases where it was found beneficial to land upon which houses were situated to do so. 
That also brought down the suh-soil water all over the area immediately.
66. Had you charge of the Christchurch system after it was completed and in proper working order ?
Yes, from 1876 to 1883. _ ... .
67. During that time were there any complaints of a nuisance arising from the deposit of sewage upon
the farm ? The complaints were more in the nature of anticipations of what would happen. There were 
numerous complaints of that kind, _
68. You have already told ns that you had a big fight about the matter, and 1 want to know if, after the 
scheme was in operation, serious objection was taken to any nuisance arising from the deposit of sewage 
upon the farm? Yo, there has never been a complaint of that kind. Tbe complaints made at first were 
more in the nature of anticipations, but as the work went on they subsided, and now we never hear them. 
Ho one ever dreams of complaining now.
69. Is tbe Christchurch sewage farm worked at a profit? I think not, hut I do not think that the loss, 
if any, is very great.
70. Is it true that since tho farm was established it has been surrounded more or less thickly by residences ?
Yes, there are a considerable number of residences there. The suburb of Linvvood, which lies l-f miles 
to leeward of the farm, has grown very much. _ _
71. "Why do you speak of it as to leeward ? Because in summer time the wind is north-east, and this 
place lies to the south-west of the farm.
72. Ho objection has been taken to it by the inhabitants of Linwood ? I never beard of any.
73. How long is it since you were in Christchurch ? 1 went over the farm with the Scientific Congress
which met at Christchurch in 1891 or 1892 ; and in 1892 I also went over it with the engineer.
74. What is its area ? Tbe Board possess 470 acres. _ _
75. At present they only use about 42 acres ? That is the area which has been horse-shovelled and laid 
out into plots. It receives the drainage of about 30,000 inhabitants, In summer time the farm docs not 
receive enough sewage to keep the 42 acres going, because of the dry weather. But of course in winter 
time there is enough.
76. What is the nature of the soil ? Loamy or discoloured sand, wiih a small amount of earth below.
77. It is not such pure sand as you have at Botany ? It is very like it. The Botany sand has layers of
silt below. _ ,
78. In your opinion is pure sand better adapted for the work of a sewage farm than sand mixed with
loam ? Bure sand is supposed by the authorities, to be tbe best, and it answers exceedingly well in 
Christchurch. ...
79. Knowing the position of the proposed farm in Parramatta, do you think it would be likely to create a 
nuisance which would be detrimental to Granville and to the people on tho other side of the river ? 1 think 
that if the farm is attended to with proper and ordinary caro, there will not be tbe slightest nuisance.
80. Have you considered the various mechanical and chemical methods used for dealing with sewage? I 
have made myself acquainted so far as I can, with all the methods for purifying sowage that have come 
up from time to time, but they are almost innumerable, and every year presents several new ones.

81.
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SI. All more or less short-lived? After a few years they are generally put aside for some novelty. 
M.T.C?E, you g'ven any attention to what is known as the International system ? I have read all’I could

^ Ruout it, but I have not seen it iu operation. It has not been adopted in these colonics.
8 Feb., 1894. Do you know from your reading whether it has been tried anywhere upon a sufficiently large scale to 

allow of a proper judgment being made as to its utility ? I have read that there are several places iu 
England where it has been tried and approved of, but I bare also read of one or two places where it has 
been tried, and the results have been thought doubtful. The preponderance of evidence, I think, is that 
it is satisfactory. "
81. Are you of opinion that where a suitable site for a farm for dealing with sewage is available, it is 
preferable to put the sewage upon the land rather than to treat it by chemical or mechanical means ? I 
should always be inclined to recommend a natural means of dealing with it, instead of an artificial means. 
The only instance where I remember seeing the result of a mechanical process was at Eio de Janeiro, but 
there^ they had unlimited trouble. They found, as would certainly be found to be the case in these 
colonies, that it was impossible to sell the sludge, and when I saw them last they were obstructed with 
a mountain of sludge with which they could do nothing, but which they did not like to throw into the 
harbour. That sludge is of low manurial value, and the farmers prefer to use bone dust, guano, and 
super-phosphates. In Christchurch a private firm made a much more concentrated manure than is 
proposed to be made by the International system, but it could not get a sale for it.
85. Suppose this scheme were carried out, aud the area of land was found to be not sufficient to deal with 
the sewage, and that a nuisance was caused, would it he possible to supplement the farm treatment with 
a chemical treatment at the pumping-station;—if the sewage farm was found not to be meeting expecta
tions, could we add that system to the present system ? Certainly; except that you would have thrown 
away the farm and the carriers, which lead the sowage from the pumps to the farm.
86. Could not the sewage be dealt with at the pumping-station by chemical methods, and purified to a 
certain extent, aud then be sent on to the sewage farm ? You could turn the effluent from the precipi
tation works on to the sewage farm, but it would be unnecessary, because the effluent would not bo much 
more than common water if it had been thoroughly purified at the International works.
87. Mr. Hickson, in a report which formed the basis of your examination, states that these artificial or 
chemical methods do not actually destroy the objectionable matter in sewage, but merely clarify it, so 
that there is still a danger of the effluent developing unpleasant, if not dangerous, microbes ? I should 
not be too positive in my assertion about that, as there seems to be some amount of contrary opinion. 
Those wrho are patenting and selling the International process say that it clarifies everything ; while others 
assert that it does not do so. We know very little about the International process, except from the 
patentees; but it cannot, in any case, do more than sand does in the filtration or sewage,
88. It is only a question of using a chemical process instead of a natural one ? Yes. When sewage is 
spread upon the land, not only do the microbes, but even the plants attack it and live upon it. They 
both feed on its impurities. With a chemical process, however, you make a sludge of very slight manurial 
value which it is dilficuJt for farmers to deal with because of the bulk, and that has to be put on the land, 
so that you have a complex process, instead of a simple direct one.
89.. What is grown upon the Christchurch farm ? The chief crops are rye-grass, aud red clover, from 
which very large quantities of hay are made. They also grow vegetables—carrots, mangels, and turnips.
90. h’or home consumption ? No. The farm carries about 100 head of cattle, and they are always 
buying store cattle, and selling them fattened.
91. The produce of the farm is used to feed the stock run upon it? Yes. Nothing that is pro
duced there is consumed by human beings. There are a large number of cattle, aud a few sheep, and 
they eat up almost everything. The farm authorities sell some hundreds of pounds worth of hay every 
year.

‘92. Is it because it is feared that evil consequences might arise from the consumption of these carrots 
by human beings, that they are not sold to outsiders ? No ; I do not think that. It is because you 
cannot grow grain upon the soil, because it is so saturated with water. Then, too, carrots, mangels, and 
turnips are not readily saleable in large quantities.
93. Does tbe farm only grow enough to feed the stock ? Some of the laud is divided into small plots 
and devoted to the growing of mangels and carrots, but three-fourths of it or more is devoted to the 
growth of rye grass and red clover.
94 Are no vegetables grown for the use of the employees upon the farms? Each man has a little 
garden, but I notice that they keep their gardens away from the sewage.
95. Do you think that it would be unwise for them to use the sewage on their own plots ? No ; but the 
sewage plots are drowned with water every now aud then, and you could not very well deal with a small 
garden plot under those circumstances.
96. You do not anticipate any danger to their health? I do not believe for a moment that in the process 
of growth, microbes and injurious organisms can be passed through the tissues of a plant,
97. You would have no objection to consuming vegetables grown upon the farm? Not tbe slightest. 
The only danger is that if there were injurious microbes, such, as typhoid and diphtheria present, they 
might lodge on the surface of the leaves and the animals might eat them, but they could not enter into 
the tissues of the plants,
98. If due care is taken the sewage need not be allowed to get upon the leaves of tbe plants ? But it 
does sometimes. A plot ought not to be flooded so deeply as to submerge the crop, but it does happen 
sometimes.
99. Mr, Huviphery^l Ho you think it would be well to follow out the suggestion of the Board and use 
the 40 acres of reclaimed land before dealing with the 82 acres of land which are not subject to tidal 
influence ? I am inclined to think that the 40 acres would be sufficient; but if I bad the means, I think 
1 would bring in the 22 acres also.
100. "Which portion would you recommend should be dealt with first? That which is easiest got at and 
trenched—the sandy portion.
101. The 42 acres which are. subject to tidal influence ? Yes.
102. You would not use the 22 acres until the increasing sewage rendered it necessary? If there were 
the means of bringing it under cultivation, I should use it at once.
103.. At Christchurch were you engineer to tho G-overnment or to the Local Drainage Board ? The 
Drainage Board. 104.
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104. Can you say what the cost of the system was when banded over complete, that is, including reticu- C. N-Bdl, 
lation ? It is difficult to say. The to*'nl cost of the drainage system was about £275,000, but
included the cost of a large quantity of rural drainage. Great ditches had to be dug m the helds to 
carry off the storm-water, though tticy had really nothing to do with the sewerage system. The Drainage 8 13g4_
Board there has control over the "whole of the country side round about for a. great distance. Ihe 
sewerage scheme proper only applied to Christchurch aud its thickly peopled suburbs, where there is 
a population of about 30,000, and it cost, 1 think, a little over £130,000. ’ .
105. Is that including the mains as well as the reticulation-pipes? Everything: the pumps, the reticu
lation, and the sewage farm. . , ,
100. 11 ow is the cost of maintenance and interest upon the outlay made up ? 1 am not certain wnat tne ■
cost of maintenance is, but if I remember rightly, it comes to about £700 a year, exclusive of interest.
107. That is the total cost of maintenance ? That pays the attendance on the farm, the flushers, and the 
people who look after the pumps, and provides coal, oil, waste, and repairs.
108. That is the total annual cost of maintenance, exclusive of the interest upon the outlay . les ; it 
comes to between £700 and £800.
109. Did you examino the silt at Central Bay ? Tes. _ . . 1 ,
110. Do you thiuk it suitable for drainage purposes ? I thought it was a very good kind of material lor
sewerage purposes. It is dirty sand, with streaks of silt in it. _
111. You think it would he quite suitable for sewerage purposes ? I think so ; I do not know any reason
why it would not do. - ,, . i ■ j- ^ * a
112. Do you approve of the proposal to raise the land now subject to tidal influences to a height of 5 feet 
above the highest tide by using this Neutral Bay sand ? I think it will be entirely satisfactory if it is 
kept up to tho height of 5 feet above high water, and is divided into smaller sections by one or two

113. There is no doubt about the suitability of the silt? I reason by tbe analogy of the Christchurch _
farm, where the subsoil water was considerably less than 5 feet from the surface. In some places I do
not think it was more than 3 feethclow the surface. That is in the central parts, away from the drams.
114-. So that a height of 5 feet would be more than ample? 1 have no doubt that you would not get 
more than 3 feet. Tho water will stand below tho surface at a depth of about 3 feet, unless you cut up 
the land with drains, because, as I have said, tbe water will rise in the sand from high-water mark at the 
river side to a height determined by the water angle in the sand. .
115. You mentioned just now that 470 acres had been reserved at Christchurch for the purpose of a 
sewage farm;—upon whose recommendation was that large area set apart? As soon as we found 
that Mr. William Clark was going to recommend a sewage farm, some reserves were at once claimed 
from the Government. About 470 acres of sand hills were got in this way without costing the Board
anything. , i ^ n
116. You think that such a large area is quite unnecessary, and that 42 acres would be ample tor all
purposes for years to come ? Well, 42 acres were laid out theie originally, and they have never increased 
the area, because in summer time they have not enough sewage. _ _
117 Erotn that you reason that GO acres would he ample to serve a population many times greater than 
the present population of Parramatta ? Prom my experience of the Christchurch sewage farm, and from 
what I have seeu of the Botany farm, 1 infer that it is ample for the small popnlation of Parramatta.
118. You are speaking of the present population, hut are you aware that the population of Parramatta 
has doubled itself within the last ten or twelve years ;—have you taken the natural increa.se into con
sideration ? Wc have taken into consideration the proposed increase up to 48,000 ; hut I do not think 
the population will increase to that extent. My experience of towns in New Zealand is that while loan 
money is being spent, and everything is booming, a town will grow fast, and then will subside again.
119. The mayor of the adjacent borough has objected to the proposed sewage farm on the ground that 
it would be a nuisance, and would depreciate the value of property ? These are pro form& objections, 
made simply as a matter of precaution. We had innumerable objections of that kind in Christchurch, 
hut they all subsided when the work was carried out.
120. You have heard of no objections since the work was carried out _? No. At first innumerable objec
tions were preferred to the Board by various bodies, but these objections are generally put forward pro 
forma in order to stave off any responsibility. .
121. Arc there many houses close to the Christchurch sewage farm ? There are one or two very mce 
villa houses close to'the farm, and a good many cottages. The buildings have increased in number since
the farm was established. . , , , , ,
122. Arc these buildings situate within the borough ? The farm is outside the borough, and these buila- 
jngs are situate upon land round about the farm—some of them very close to it. The farm is surrounded
by a double belt of pine trees. . .
193 What is its distance from the nearest borough ? The town of Linwood is about l* miles distant, 
and I think the borough of Linwood has a population of 4,000 or 5,000, though there were very few people 
there when the farm was started.
124. Mr, Hoskins.'] Are we to understand that you consider sand the most suitable sou to ensure the suc
cess of a sewage farm ? As far as my small experience goes,_ I think sand is the best soil for a sewage 
farm, but these farms are made of every sort of soil. The soil on the Adelaide sewage farm is a red loamy 
clay, and the S.OOO acres which they are preparing for a sewage farm at Melbourne, are composed of a 
touch, ferruginous clay. They are breaking up the clay with deep-furrow ploughs 2 feet deep.
125. Have you seen Mr. Hickson’s report of the 12th November, 1892, m which the opinion of a number 
of experts in regard to the disposal of sewage is given? Yes ; I have read it.
12G. Have you noticed that all the engineers quoted in the report recommend sand as the soil upon winch 
sewage should be cast ? Yes, and the most exhaustive experiments have been carried out in Massa
chusetts, U.S.A., in regard to tbe filtration of sewage, the report of the Massachusetts Board of Health 
being that sand is superior to all other soil.
127. Are yon of that opinion ? I have not had experience myself of other soils, but I presume that what 
they say is true. '
128 What was tho soil on the sewage farm at Christchurch ? Sand. .
129. What depth of sand is there ? All sorts of depths. Some considerable distance down the soil 
becomes loamier and loamicr until you get into bard silt, but there is sand to a considerable depth.
130. Have you seen the sewage farm at Adelaide ? No, I have not. I only knowr it from what I have 
heard about it. 131.
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C’ LM* 1 l1’ ?° y0U know of y°ur own knowledge tliat the surface soil there is not sand but clay ? I only know
MJ,C E ^ haye t)ecn told^ and I have heard that the soil there is red loamy earth,

132. Can you say whether any nuisance or disagreeable effluvium is experienced there because the surface 
8 Feb., 1894. f710t composed of sand ? I heard of complaints being made a long time ago about the Adelaide sewage

farm, but I have been told that it is working satisfactorily now. I think the complaints that were made 
referred more to the state of the sewers than to the state of the farm.
133. You say that the soil of the Melbourne sewage farm is not sand ? No, it is a tough, ferruginous clay.
134. Have you ascertained if they intend to cover it with sand? They do not propose to do anything of
the kind. On the contrary, they are going, at a great expense, to break it up as small and as carefully as

■ they can. They can only break it up to a depth of about 2 feet, but they intend to cross-plough it and 
. harrow it until they get it somewhat into condition.

135. They intend to cross-plough it with a view to making the clay more absorbent than it would other
wise be ? That is the only way they have of making it absorbent.
136. I am to infer that you confirm the opinions embodied in the report that sand ia the best soil for a 
sewage farm ? I think that it is.
137. Have you seen any of the sewage farms of England ? I do not remember seeing any of them in 
England, though thero are a great number there, 1 have read about them all.
138. Have you seen any of the sewage farms on the continent of Europe,—at Berlin, or Paris ? No. The
Berlin farm, 1 think, has a sandy soil. '
139. In your reading on this subject, have you observed that there is a considerable difference of opinion 
amongst engineers as to whether disagreeable effluvia are not emitted from sewage farms even in England, 
and have not great complaints been made on the subject P There have been great complaints.
140. Ho you not know that complaints are being made now ? There have been great complaints, but I
do not know whether they have been satisfied yet. ’

' several years experience of sewage farms, complaints have been made by residents living near
of the nuisance created by them ? Occasionally that has been so. but as far as I have read, such com
plaints have generally been caused by neglect in dealing with the sewage properly, owing to the economy 
practised by the various Boards of municipalities who have had charge of the work.
142. Ho you not know that in England the Local Government Board arc clothed with sufficient power to 
compel corporations and others who have control of sewage farms, to abate the nuisance caused by these 
farms? 1 suppose that when a nuisance becomes intolerable the Government Board steps in and 
compels the people to do away with it, which they accordingly do.
143. 1 suppose you know that there is a difference of opinion amongst engineers and sanitary authorities
as to whether sewage farms are a nuisance or not to the neighbourhood in which they are situated ? I 
think that the general opinion amongst engineers is that sewage farms are the best means of disposing 
with sewage yet known. ' °
144. 1 am not asking you the opinions of engineers, but the opinions of sanitary authorities ? Sanitary 
authorities also agree that they are the best means of disposing of sewage.
145. You are aware that there are great differences of opinion among them ? I acknowledge that there 
are great differences of opinion among them,
146. I suppose you are aware that near] v all the surface soil of the 22 acres at Parramatta, which are 
above high-water mark, is clay? There are only 10 inches of soil on that land, and then you come to 
2 feet of weathered earthy clay. Below that is a strong ferruginous clay, so that there is about 4 feet of 
disposable material altogether. The soil is weathered, and in a loose condition.
147. But the sub-soil is not suitable for a sewage farm ? No ; the subsoil is 3 feet down, and it is a very
tight clay. J
148. In reply to a question by Mr. Humphery you advised that this land should be made available for 
the disposal of sewage, and you said that you proposed to plough it and cross-plough it, and take other 
steps to prepare it, at a cost of £84 per acre ? Yes. That includes the cost of draining it.
149. Having prepared the land by ploughing, sub-soil ploughing, and cross-ploughing, would yon deposit 
sand on the surface as the best material to receive the sewage ? jNo. .
150. Would you put the sewage straight on to tho clay? The clay would be ploughed, cross-ploughed, 
and harrowed, and by that means the 10 inches of soil would get into it and make it friable. If it wa* 
then allowed to absorb the sewage, and plants were grown upon it, it would, I presume, become similar 
to the soil ou the Adelaide farm,
151. Suppose the clay was almost impermeable, would it not in time become so charged with sewage and 
so impure as to be a nuisance to the neighbourhood ? It will not become impure or overcharged with 
sewage if it were not dosed too much, and if it were regularly drained.
152. Where do you propose to drain it? Into the river. I have provided for those drains in my
estimate of £84. J
153. Even supposing it were drained, the solid matter would be left, and would that not make tbe land 
impure aud cause the farm to be a nuisance in a climate like that we have here? The clay soil would be 
no more subject to that contingency than sand would be, unless you overdosed it, and neglected to drain 
it. The microbes and the plants together would destroy tho impurity, aud if the land were properly 
pulverised for the reception of the sewage, would turn it into pure earth or/tumis again. As to the depth 
of the sub-soil, 3 feet is quite sufficient. Below that is the impervious clay with which you cannot deal, 
as, in the same way, below the 5 feet of reclaimed land is the standing water with which yon cannot deal! 
Each piece of land is in the same case. If the 3 feet of soil on the higher piece of land is properly drained 
and not overdosed, and plants are allowed to grow on it, it will not be any worse than the sandy piece.
154. Is it not a fact that sewage is so improved by the action of sand that in course of time it becomes 
innocuous as regards smell, whereas if it is deposited on soil of a non-absorbent character, noisome exha
lations are emitted that would not come from the sand ? The clay would be absorbent, though not to the 
same extent as the sand. If you drained the clay, it would become perfectly absorbent, and all impurities 
in it would be consumed by the plants growing on it. If it were properly ploughed and drained, it would 
bo under the same conditions as regards purification as the sandy soil, and I am sure that it would .deal 
with tbe sewage as satisfactorily as the sand, though I do not think it would take anything like so much.
155. You admit that this friable clay would not take so much sewage as an equal area of sand would take ?
I do not think it would ; but I am not talking of my personal experience.

156.
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156. If your views were given effect to, and these 22 acres of clay were ploughed, cross-ploughed, and 0. Boll,
properly prepared, would not the land he more expensive to keep in order than the reclaimed land . 1 do jj j c j;, 
not know the grounds on which you make that supposition, . . „
157. Would it not require a great deal of attention to keep the soil stirred and prevent the emission ot 0 Feb j ^
disagreeable smells? The drains being underground drains would not be supposed to require any main
tenance, while the surface of tho ground would have to be ploughed from time to time, as would also

the sandy portion. , r.
158. But the sand would not require to be ploughed so frequently as the clay ? Ihero are means ot
dealing with this earthy land which are perfectly feasible, however tight the ground may be. It has been 
proved by experiments in England and elsewhere, that if you make trenches 10 or 12 feet apart, and hit 
them with sand or gravel, the land becomes highly porous. j c 4.
159. Does not that infer tho feasibility of my suggestion that it would be better to put sand on top or the 
land? Of course it would be better, but the expense would be large.
100. Would the sand not prevent a nuisance ? I think, if trenches 1 foot wide were made and filled up 
with sand, they' would be as efficacious as you could desire. If the land w'ere trenched in that way, it 

w'ould become highly porous., ,
1(31. Yon admit that the 22 acres of clay, whatever process they might be subjected to, would be more 
liable to cause a nuisance than t|ie sand on which it is proposed to deposit the sewage: (hat being so, .
do you not think it possible that the municipality of Granville, which adjoins the farm, and municipality 
of Bydnlmere on the other side of the river, may make complaints and obtain an injunction, from the 
Supreme Court, preventing the Government from allowing the nuisance to continue ? I have no doubt 
that they will make complaints, whether there is a nuisance or not. That is my experience. . . -
162. If, after the Government have gone to great expense in establishing the farm, these municipalities 
obtained an injunction from the Court preventing the Government from going on with the work, the 
country would be saddled with an enormous useless expense ? That might happen. It has happened

103. I. ask you if, after your experience of Christchurch, you think it advisable that the country should 
run the risk which the expenditure of money upon a sewage farm would entail, if othermeans could be adopted 
for getting rid of the sewage ? hly experience is, that no end of complaints will be made at first, but that 
when the farm is in operation they' will die out, and you will hear no more about them.
161. You have been to the Botany sewage farm ? Yes.
165 You know the nature of the soil there—sand? Yes. _
106. According to the host authorities, and according to your own evidence, that is admittedly the best 
soil on which to deposit sewage ? Yes. .
167. 'When you visted the farm did you perceive an offensive smell coming from the sewage deposited
upon the ground ? Yo ; I perceived nothing to which I could take exception. Close to the sewage 
there is a slightly nauseous smell, hut a short distance away there is no perceptible smell. 1 found 
nothing to object to there. .... .
168. I suppose you observed that the situation of that farm was especially suitable, inasmuch as there are 
not many residences near it, and there is a large area reserved for future use? I think there are 
people living in the neighbourhood, across the river.
169. That is a considerable distance away ? Not very far off._ (
170. I suppose you admit that the circumstances surrounding the proposed farm at Parramatta are 
different from those surrounding the Botany farm, seeing that at Parramatta thero are several townships 
in the immediate neighbourhood and no great depth of sand as there is at Botany ? The two places are
not very different. _ ' i i
171. Seeing that the land at Parramatta is very flat, that the district is nip old settled one, that there 
are a large number of people living near the proposed farm, and that the soil is very different from the 
Botany soil, do you nbt thiuk that the Government should proceed with great caution in considering the 
proposal? I do not know what influence the people of tlje district may bring to bear to prevent the 
project being carried out, or to ruin it, but my opinion is that it will not be a nuisance to anybody, how
ever close he may live to it. There are three or four families of children living upon the sowage farm at 
Christchurch, and the people working thero tell us that the children have never experienced better health 
elsewhere. I also heard lhat at Botany the people were perfectly healthy : and the statement that these 
farms have an injurious effect upon health has been disproved in Europe times out of number,
172. But you have not answered my question : While at Botany the Government own a large .tract of
land composed entirely of sand, at Parramatta the area is limited, and the soil very different, while the 
farm is situated close to a settled locality ;—under these circumstances, do you not think that the Govern
ment should exercise great caution in dealing with this matter? If the Government expect that influence 
will he brought to bear to ruin the project, or to burst it up after it has started, of course they should 
use great caution. ,
173. What is the minimum depth of sand which you think ought to he spread over the 40 acres to insure
that the sewage cast upon it will not cause a nuisance ? It is impossible^ to say what should be the 
minimum, butl should think that 5 feet would do well enough. Of course if you had 8 feet it would be 
much better. ’ ,
174. Air. Davies.'] Did I understand you to say, in reply to the Chairman, that you were a recognised
sanitary engineer ? There is no such distinction as you seek to draw. _
175. A.ro you insanitary engineer? Not properly so called. I. have done all sorts of work, sanitary
engineering included. .
176. That is not an answer to my question ? I have not devoted myself to sanitary engineering alone,
hut 1. have done a good deal of it. ■
177. The only works you can refer to are at Christchurch ? I have designed other sewerage works, hut 
the principal works on which I have resided, and which I have carried out, are those at Christchurch.
178. Those words, you say, have been successful ? Yes. * r
179. You have made yourself acquainted with the situation of the proposed sewage farm at Parramatta ? 

,Yes.
180. Do you tell the Committee that you approve of a large quantity of crude sewage and fcecal matter 
being cast upon 30 or 40 acres of laud, and allowed to drain into the Parramatta River? When you say
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Ba ^e"’ Cas^ ^P011 ^ie lancij you should add, “ With the precautions which constitute a properly-kept sewage farm.” 
M.L&.E. If you cast the sewage on the land, and take no care how you do it, you may create a great nuisance.

181. Do you think that the river mud, silt, and sand, which is to be put upon this land, are the proper 
8 Fab., 1894. ingredients for the lilter-bed of the sewage farm ? I think that sand and sandy silt are very good 

materials for a sewage farm. ’
1S2, Would silt and sludge already charged with sewage matter make a good filter? If only silt were 
used, care would bo required; but you could make a sewage farm of even the toughest clay.
183. If this land is reclaimed and raised 5 feet above .high-water mark, there can be no possible objection 
to placing crude sewage upon it, supposing it is drained in the way you speak of ? No.
18-i. There would be no smell ? The smell will not extend much beyond the boundaries of the farm—at 
least that is my experience of the sewage farms at Christchurch and Botany, where I could not perceive 
the smell at a short distance away.
185. Yomsaw the crude sewage on the land at Botany ? Yes.
186. Do you tell the Commitfee that no smell comes from it ? There is a smell close to the plots on which 
the sewage is spread, but I could perceive no smell beyond the limits of the farm,
] 87. Do you mean to tell the Committee that there is no smell from the sewage when you are in such close 

, contact with it as you were at Botauy ? There is a smell when you are on the land itself. There is 
always a mawkish smell. *
183. Has not the fcecal matter always a vile smell ? No ; at loses its foeeal smell when it falls down the 
drains, and mingles with the other sewage. The well-known smell of sewage has nothing to do with the 
proper fcecal smell. The smell of a water closet has not the slightest resemblance to the smell of crude 
sewage. •
189. How do you account for that ? Because of the organic changes which take place.
190. Would there be no smell from a bed oE foocal matter under the hot sun of this Colony ? There 
would be the smell of fresh sewage, which is not a fcecal smell, properly so called.
191. Would there not be a very vile smell, and a vapour arising from the sewage-bods ? There is a maw
kish, sourish smell peculiar to sewage noticeable where the beds are soaked with it, but the smell is not 
strong, and does not extend far. I know of no reason to suppose that it is unhealthy ; in fact it is not 
unhealthy, and has no influence at all upon health,
192. I suppose it is quite possible to become acclimatised to anything? It is not the smells or gases, 
such as sulphuretted hydrogen, that affect the health. What do affect the health are the dried bacilli 
found in the sewage. If they blow about and get into tbe system they become injurious, but the smell 
has no bad effect.
193. You regard the scheme submitted to you and your colleagues for report as a perfect scheme ? I can 
conceive of conditions which would make it more perfect.
194'. In what respect ? Nothing in this world is quite perfect. If instead of 40 acres we had 400, that 
would he an improvement. ■
195. Ton think then that the area of the farm is not sufficiently large? On the contrary, we have 
evidence to show that it is sufficiently large.
196. But you say that if you had 400 acres the system would be more perfect ? No doubt the greater 
the area the better it would be. But there is ample room at Parramatta. The farm can he extended to

■ ah area of 1C7 acres by the same means as arc to be used for reclaiming the 40 acres. There is abun
dance of land, and it is only a question of filling it up, and erecting fascine banks.
197. Did you and your colleagues make a calculation as to the probable cost of increasing the area? We 
looked at the plan to see if it were possible to increase the area, and I think we saw that about 160 acres 
could he reclaimed there.
198. Can you point out to the Coimmttee what land you think could be reclaimed? The laud lying on 
the left hand side of Duck Biver could be reclaimed for a considerable distance around. We reckon tbut 
nearly twice as much could be got by extending the farm round that way ■with the same kind of recla
mation as it is proposed to carry on there. *
199. J understand that you and your colleagues came to tho conclusion that it is quite possible to increase 
tbo area to 160 acres by reclaiming the land along tbe Duck River ? Yes.
200. Do you think the farm would be improved if more land were reclaimed ? No doubt the more land 
you have, and the less number of people draining upon it, the more easily is your farm managed, and the 
less trouble it would be to keep it clean.
201. That was the reason that prompted you and your colleagues to make an inquiry as to whether it was 
po-sible to get a larger slice of land ? Yes.
202. You say that the river mud and silt were shown to you as the proposed material for making the 
reclamation ? I was given to understand that the reclamation would be made by material similar to that * 
which we saw at Neutral Bay, where the lower parts are being filled up with gravel, tough clay, black 
mud full of shells, &e. The top part wras covered with various kinds of sand, some of it exceedingly fine, 
and some very coarse, with a little gravel or silt mixed in with it. They showed mo that as a sample of 
the material to be used at Parramatta, and I think the rest of tbe Board came to tbe conclusion that it

. would do very well. *
20 1. Did you see the silt and mud that had been raised by the dredges at Homobush Bay, close to the 
site of the proposed farm ? Yes. .
201. Do you thiuk that it would be useful for fi!ling-up purposes? Anything would be suitable for 
raising the land to high-water mark, and that does not come into the question at all. * "What we have 
to consider is, the character of the material to be used in raising the land from high-water mark to the 
5 feet proposed by tbe Department. That material must be good, but tbe stuff on which it is placed is 
of no consequence.
205. The filtration will be done above high-water mark ? It cannot be done below tbo "water marie.
206. And it should be sharp sand? The purer the sand the better. With regard to.the twenty-two 
acres of land which has been referred to, there is clay below 3 feet of top soil, but it is of no use our 
considcriug that. All we have to use is the 3 feet. In the same way, it does not matter what you put 
upon the 40 acres below the water level. It is what you put upon the high-water level which matters.
207. Do you know what provision is made for the drainage? No, I cannot remember.
208. Is it not absolutely necessary that there shall be a thorough system of drainage ? At Botany there'
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are no drains, and I believe tbey pet satisfactory results there ; biit if the land were cut up with drains, 0. ®el1,.
it would facilitate the drj’ing of the soil, ami would got the sub-soil water ns low as possible. . M.I.CtE.
209. The liquid matter runs into the side drains ? Tes, and the more side drains you have, (he lower \ou
reduce the water level. " 8 Feb., 1894.
210. They have no system of drainage at Botany ? Jfo ; there are no drains there.
211. Are there not side drains for taking away the water after the land has been Hooded ? .1 here maj be
a drain at tbe back of tbe plots and the river at the front, but tbe land is not cut up by drams. In 
Christchurch the sub-soil water rose and made ponds upon tbe surface, and we had to make drams 7, 8, 
and 0 feet deep in order to lower the water. These drains are maintained with great didiculty.
212. How were they constructed F They were dug out with a shovel and faced with fascines of manuka.
■That immediately lowered all the sub-soil waters in the farm. * _ , . ,
213. You regard the Parramatta sewerage system as a fairly perfect one F I think it: is the best that 
could be proposed.
214. And it would be effective F I am not partial to manufacturing processes, because you are never
certain of the improvements that are constantly cropping up. Improvements have cropped up sunce our 
report was made six months ago, which threaten to totally do away with the feroxone process, which was 
so much advocated four or five years ago. That process was very popular for a short time, but there is 
no saying what other improvements may crop up any day. _ ^
215. "Are you aware that most of the opinions quoted on this system are very old, going hack to 1865 .
Opinions about what process—the International process F
216. Opinions upon the whole question? I think Mr. Hickson brings them up to date,
217. Most of them are very ancient? Tbe ferozone process is one of the last, but other new processes 
have cropped up lately.
218. Who is the most reliable of tbe authorities quoted by Mr. Hickson ? They are now treating sewage 
very successfully by means of electrolysis, about which they boast a great deal.
219. Do you regard that as the latest development in the treatment of sewage? I have not much con
fidence in the system of treating sewage by electricity, but I have not had enough experience to be 
able to talk about the subject, _ .
220. You pin your faith to the farm system ? 1 think that is the most natural way of dealing with
sewage. I have very little confidence in manufacturing processes. _ '
221. 'Mr, Tricketl.'} Do 1 understand that the stuff you inspected at Koutral Bay is intended to be put 
below the water-line or above it ? Oilie filling up at Neutral Bay is composed of mud, and silt, and clay 
to about high-water mark, and is topped off with 5 or 6 feet of saud and gravel, which is above high- 
water mark.
222. It is the upper part that will do the filtering ? Yes ; only the upper part, because there can be no
filtration below high-water mark. _
223. In the report of the Board, dated the 23th July, you say: “ We visited, the Eeclamation Works at
Neutral Bay and Long Cove to ascertain the nature of the material which is to be obtained, and its 
suitability for sewage farming uses.” I want to know if that filling up is similar to ihe filling up whi^h 
would be used for tbe sewage farm ? We were shown the Neutral Bay filling up under the supposition 
that similar material would be used at Parramatta. _
224. And you thought it would he effective ? We thought that the material which we saw at Neutral 
Bay was very good.
225. Hid you make any experiments with the soil on the upper portion of the proposed sewage farm ? - 
There is no soil with which to make experiments on the part which it is proposed to reclaim, and I. have 
already referred to the character of the soil on the other part.
226. I think there must be some soil worth experimenting with, because on page 09 of the report of the
Public Works Committee Mr. G-. H. Stayton says: “ Of the two bottles of effluent, which were submit.ed 
to the Committee on Tuesday, tbe clearer eflluent came through soil taken from Parramatta; the other 
came from soil taken from Webb’s grant. Webb’s grant is not expected to take more than tbe sewage 
of about 800 persons per acre. If sewage through Parramatta soil takes six times as long to go a depth 
of onlv 6 or S inches, as was explained to the Committee, I would ask the question, how long would it take 
to go through 3 or 4 feet, even with the subsoil drains 20 feet apart.?” Bo that Mr. Stayton must have 
taken some soil from the 20-acre piece and tested it? Yes. 1 _ , .
227. Have you made any experiments to prove the correctness of his test';—Mr. Stayton tries to show
that filtration through the Parramatta soil will he so slow that it will not he able to treat the quantity of 
sewage it is intended to deal with ? No ; but I presume that the soil ho treated bad never been worked ; 
that it was in its original condition. _ _
228. Samples of the soil from each place were put in similar utensils, and it took six times as long for 
sewage to filter through the Parramatta soil as it took for itto filter through the Webb's Grant soil;—if that is - 
the case, would not the filtering process at Parramatta be very slow? It would be very slow unless the 
soil were worked up and prepared as T propose to prepare it, at a cost of £84 an acre. When that amount 
of money has been expended upon it the sewage would probably percolate four times as fast as it can 
do now.
229. But Ihe soil must have been pretty well broken up in the journey from Parramatta to Sydney, and 
in putting it into the filter ? I do not know how Mr. Stayton did it.
230. Was not that a verv good test of the filtering properties of the two soils? I should not lay too 
much stress upon a small test like that. It might lead you astray as to what would happen on a large 
scale. As a matter ol fact, farms are made of that kind of soil and do well. The soil on the Adelaide 
farm is similar. Of course it would not he necessary to touch that 22 _ncres it it were thought that it 
would not make good soil, because it would not cost much more to reclaim 22 additional acres.
231. But tbe proposal is to reclaim 40 acres, and to use this 22 acres, and I take it that those who are
responsible for this scheme say that the 22 acres will be quite as good as the reclaimed portion? There 
is not much importance to be attached to that if it can be shown that 22 more acres of land can he 
reclaimed, and that is undoubtedly the case. _ _
232. Do you advise then that these 22 acres shall be abandoned ? I should certainly try the soil first.
233. You would experiment with a small area, I suppose? With an acre or two. '
234. You say that it will have to be treated in what' way will it have to be treated ? It must be

' ploughed,
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ploughed, cross-ploughed, and drained, either with tiled drains and faggots, or perhaps by mahing trenches 
down to the boitom clay, and filling up with sand. Ton must arrange these trenches to converge to a 

, _ _ , 9-inch drain pipe opening into the river, i provide for such a pipe in my estimate.
S Feb., 1894. 235. Ton have read Mr. Stayton’s evidence, I suppose ? Tea ; I read all that evidence.

236. Mr. Stayton says on page 70, “ The sewage of S00 persons per acre is too much, and is an utterly 
unknown amount, where purification by irrigation is desired.” Will you kindly give the Committee your 
opinion upon that statement ? The Rivers Pollution Committee in England, after taking a great deal of 
evidence, fixed the maximum at 2,000 per acre, I believe.

- 237. Was that where the sewage was purified bv irrigation ? Tes ; or by other methods, such as down
ward filtration. "
238. Mr. Hickson makes that statement in his report, but I want to know if you can tell the Committee 
of any place where purification by irrigation is carried on and more than S00 persons to the acre are 
served p I have no evidence of a population so dense as that being served, except in the instance of the 
Botany farm where the population is greater. At Christchurch an area of 42 acres receives a drainage of 
30,000 people, which is about 720 to the acre.
230. Then, excepting Botany, which takes the drainage of 1,200 or 1,400 people per acre, Mr. Stayton’s 
statement, so far as you know, is correct p Yes ; I do not know of any place where there are quite so 
many as 800.
240. Then the circumstances are more favourable on Webb’s grant than at Parramatta. At Botany they 
have not had to build up a filter-bed ; they have pure sand there to an unlimited depth ? They cannot go 
to a greater deptli than the high-water mark, but 1 am not certain how high the surface of the land is 
above high-water mark. I do not think it is more than 5 or 6 feet.
241. When you visited Webb's grant, was the weather wet. or was it fine ? It was fine, hut it had been
wet the previous week. .

70U information as to the effect of wet weather upon the farm ? All I remember
eliciting was that rainfall is admitted J;o Ihe Botany sewers, and that when a storm comes they let the 
whole discharge into the river.
243. Is that not rather a primitive way of disposing of the sewage? Well, where you admit rainfall, and
provide storm over-flows, it comes to the same thing. In London, and in most of the English towns, they 
admit a great deal of rain-water, and sometimes they have to lot it overflow. Of course it ruins the 
sewage for farm purposes. . J
244. Boes it not make the river rather objectionable ? Tes ; hut after a heavy storm a river is charged 
with mud and silt in-greatly enlarged volumes.
243. But not with excreta and all the filth of the town? That makes very little difference. The dirt off 
the roads in a big storm is, perhaps, quite as had as sewage highly diluted with rain-water.

12
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Tho Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

- Charles Napier Bell, Esq., M.I.C.E., sworn, and further examined :—
O.N. Bell, 240. Mr. Trickett^ Ton stated last Thursday that you carried out the sewerage of Christchurch;—when 
xr Tf^'b was 'svork completed ? It was commenced towards the end of 1876, and was finished about the end

°* 1882- 1 think 1882 was the year I left it. '
13 Feb. 1894, wken was the Napier sewerage scheme carried out? In 1879, I think.

’ ' 248. Have you had any practical experience in sanitation or sewerage works since that time ? I have
designed, investigated, and reported upon several sewerage works.
249. Where? In England ? No ; in New Zealand, at Christchurch, Napier, Westport, and Wellington. 

■ I was appointed consulting engineer for the corporation of Wellington in 18S0 or 388lj to revise several
schemes of drainage put before it.
250. Was your scheme of drainage carried out in Wellington ? I did not propound any scheme. I had 
to look over a number of schemes proposed to the Council, which I did, and had them all rejected.
251. How long is it since you were in England ? A. long time. I left England to come out on the Public 
Works of New Zealand in 1871.
202. And you have not been there since ? No,
253. In the report of the Board of which you were a member, upon the Parramatta Sewerage Scheme, you
advocate the keeping out of all rain-waters from the sewers ? Tes ; especially as the sewage is to be 
pumped. ■' “
254. You say, “ \Ve would also advise the diversion of the rainfall.” That means its total exclusion?
The entire exclusion of the rain-Water. '
255. And you still think that it will be best to keep the rain-water out? I think so. I think that is 
the best policy in all schemes where the sewage has to be pumped. If not in every scheme.
256. Have you carefully considered the gradients which prevail at Parramatta ? I have carefully looked
over tho gradients at Parramatta proposed for larger sewers, aud I would recommend that they ho not 
touched, even though the sewers are diminished in size. *
257. Ton think those gradients amply sufficient for smaller sewers ? Yes ; for smaller sewers, because I
have put m great lengths of similar pipes upon similar gradients, and after working ten years in Christ
church they are perfectly clean now. ■

258.
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258. Without an^ rain-water going into them P No rain-water is admitted; I may explain, however, that
in certain places some of tho subsoil water is purposely admitted in order to dry the ground, and some 
artesian water is admitted on payment of a fee. The people in Christchurch use artesian water to rne 
rams, and the discharge is permitted to go into the sewers on payment of a certain sum per annum. e ^ ^ 
artesian rams are so low that they cannot discharge at the surface, although they can discharge into the ’ 
sewers. _ . .
259. There would be no provision of that hind at Parramatta? That is not a provision.
260. But it is a means of Hushing the sewers ? It is a means of diluting the sewage, which is rather a
harm than a benefit. _ _ one -f i-i
261. Then, am I to infer that the more solid the sewage the more easily it flows? Or course it the
sewage is as thick as treacle it will not flow easily, but it never is so thick as that. _ .
202. Can you explain to the Committee why it is a disadvantage to admit rain-water P Ham-water going 
into a sewer is a great disadvantage in the first place, because it increases the volume to be pumped ; in 
the second place because it increases tho size of the sewers which would be necessary to carry it, and m 
the third place because tho less the quantity of sewage you have to deal with on the farm the better.
One of the reasons why farmers object to taking sewage on their land is that it is so drenched with ram,
aud so thinned down, that it spoils their crops. _ _ » , ,
263. I am not seeking information on that part of the question,—I mean with regard to the flow or the 
sewage through the pipes. Is not a certain quantity of water necessary in order to cause the sewage to 
flow? The liquid condition of sewage is always sufficient. Sewage never goes beyond a certain degree or 
thickness, and within the limits to which sewage from houses is usually diluted, its liquidity docs not 
affect tho gradient. _ , ,
264i. Have you heard of any recent failure of the separate system in England ? Iso ; I nave_ heard ot no 
such failure. All I have heard is that several systems claiming to be better than the International system
have now come forward. _ _ . , e w v j
265. Have you heard that the separate system has proved a great failure iu Dorking, burrey ? JSo, I do 
not know anything about that.
266. Have you not heard that the pipes there have all had to be taken up, and that it has been necessary 
to resort to what is called tho partial!y-separate system, because of the prevalence of fever P I do not 
see how that can ho from the cause attributed. The sewers are most troublesome, in the driest weather,
and at such times they derive no assistance from tho rainfall. _ '
267. If it is a fact that the separate system in Dorking has had to be wholly reorganised, because of the 
collection of drainage in the pipes, and the escape of gases, should we not be very cautious in adopting 
a similar system at Parramatta ? If that were the case, hut I do not believe that that is the cause ox it.
They must cither have been careless in flushing, or they must have been careless in looking after the 
sewers, which very often require lookiug after in some of these towns. _
26S. What care should they take ? The sewers might have irregular gradients, or they might ho 
obstructed with weeds. Very often roots of trees get in. Then too, they might have been carelessly or .
infrequently flushed, in which case they would become a serious nuisance. These evil consequences would 
occur, however, even if the rain-water were admitted, because if there is a three months drought, or ram 
falls but slightlv during that period, all sewers are under the conditions of the totally separate system.
269. Is it not a'matter of every da}r occurrence that the heavy rains which fall in Sydney and the suburbs
arc of great advantage in flushing out the sewers ? Yes; because no other arrangements have been made 
in Sydney for flushing. If you have the separate system, you must flush the sewers systematically with 
the aid of your water supply. __ _ _ , . ...
270. You say that trouble may have arisen iu Dorking, because of irregular grades m the pipe line 
there not be irregular grades in the line we are now considering ? I do not mean irregular grades of that 
kind. I referred to the irregular laying of the pipes, whereby the grades are interrupted by humps or 
depressions. That often happens with carelessly-laid sewers, and in Christchurch we had some trouble 
through some of tho pipes having been laid below the gradient line, and others above it, the sewage 
accumulating in ponds in such places. We had to adjust the pipes in several places.
271. In the report of the Board, you say that b.y tho adoption of the separate system the cost of the 
Parramatta scheme would be reduced to 25 per cent. ? Yes.
272. If the cost were reduced to that extent, I suppose a really new' scheme, one totally different from 
that now before ns, would have to be carried out ? There would be no difference, except that the size of 
the pipes would be reduced.
273. That is a very material difference ? But the work has not been commenced yet, so that the reduc
tion in size would only have to be done on the plans, and would involve no loss of any kind, _
274. The pipe lines would be exactly the same ? Everything would be the same exceptthe size of the pipes.,
275. What difference in size would you advocate? With sewage only, tho discharge would be about 833 
gallons per minute; but if an inch of rain upon the roof surface, as contemplated in Mr. Hickson’s 
report, were admitted, the discharge would be 1,500 gallons per minute, or very nearly twice as much ; 
and tho size of the sewers, although it would not require to be doubled, would have to be increased 
considerably to accommodate the increased volume of the sewage.
276. Can you tell ns what sized pipes would he required for the separate system ? There are a great 
many pipes of all sizes, every one ot which would be reduced ; hut I asked the officers of the Depart
ment to get out the requisite sizes under the two conditions in question.
277. That is for the separate and partially separate systems ? Yes ; but they only gave me the results
in money. .
278. But could not you, as an engineer, give us the information? It is a very difficult thing to do
without calculation and reference to the necessary tables ; hut in general I might say that a 12-inoh pipe 
would be reduced to about 9 inches, and a 4-foot by 2-foot main sewer would he reduced to a 2-foot 
diameter main sewer. ,
279. What is the size of the main pipe towards the outlet ? The largest sewer in the system is 4 feet
by 2 feet 8 inches. ’
280. That is just before you come to the pumping-station ? Yes, that is the largest sewer. _
281. Could it bo reduced by a foot? It would he reduced about 2 feet 6 inches, or 2 feet diameter. I 
could not tell, you exactly off-hand what tho reduction would be, but the pipes would be considerably 
reduced in size.
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91 jg’g^0^1 ?otl are ]:)rePare<l to stake your professional reputation on the statement that a 2-foot pipe would be
M.I.C.E. fu®c'er>t to carry off the sewage, if the separate system irere adopted ? Certainly. The number of the 

inhabitants being reckoned, and the quantity of water thev receive given, that would he the size of the 
13 Feb., 1894. P.ipe ari|i no other, because nothing else would go into'it. It is only when you admit rain-water that the 

- size of a pipe becomes ambiguous. Tinder Mr, Hickson’s proposal 1 inch of rain on 200 square feet for
every individual is provided for. In a family of five persons, that means the roof of a house 33 feet by 
30 feet, and taken generally, the whole roof surface of the town. But if a town is fairly built over, its 
roof surface is about half of its area, excluding streets, parks, and open places, so that I inch of rain over 
half the area of the town is admitted to the sewers. But we have no means of keeping the quantity 
down to 1 inch. If a fall of 4 inches or 2J- inches occurred all the water would go into the sewers, and 
would have to overflow at places specially provided. When the sewage came to the pumps, it would be 
again overflowed until it was reduced to I. inch over the whole roof area; but even then it would ho 

, drenched with water, and the effect would be that in rainy weather the farm would have to take, not only
the rain falling upon it, together with the sewage, but five times as much from the roof area of the town.
283. ChairmanA Besides throwing more work upon the pumps ? No; no more work would have to he 
done by the pumps, because the sewage would be allowed to overflow until it was brought down to the 
specified quantity. Everything coming down in a heavy fall of rain would overflow into the river.
284. Mr.Hrickett^ That is what happens at Botany ? Yes; I think, if I am not. mistaken, when a heavy 
fall of rain occurs there, they let everything go into the river,

.285. How often would you propose to flush the sewers under the separate system ? In Christchurch, 
where the sewers are very flat, they are flushed, I think, three times a week. ,
28(k Are they flatter than the proposed sewers will be ? Yes; they are generally flatter than those. 
Christchurch is the flattest town I have ever heard of.
287. In addition to the flushing they have artesian water occasionally flowing tlwough them ? Many of 
the sewers take artesian and suh-soil waters ; but a great many get none at all. All, however, are 
regularly flushed. When the sewers were completed they began to be a nuisance by creating foul smells 
at the man-holes, so I immediately put in flushing-tanks at the top ends of all of them, and arranged, by 
means of artesian wells, for keeping the tanks always full. Three times a week a man goes round, hauls 
up a chain, and discharges the contents of these tanks into the sewers. The water is caught by flushing- 
doors, and passed on from sewer to sewer, until the whole system is washed out.

. 288. Do you propose to*adopt that system here ? With the separate system you must flush the sewers,
either automatically or by sending a man round. When a sewer is flushed automatically there is 
generally a tank which receives water from the water supply until it becomes full, when it overturns and 
discharges its contents into the pipes, and then falls back again. There are several automatic flushing 
systems.
289. Would the flushing add to the expense of the system ? No ; there is not much expense connected 
with it. All the sewers in the scheme are provided with man-holes.
290. Where there is a water supply, flushing is a simple and inexpensive matter ? Yes. Without a 
water supply you could not attempt to carry out the separate system ; but Parramatta has a water supply 
which is amply sufficient for the purpose of flushing.
291. Notwithstanding tbe fact that Mr, Hickson recommends the partially separate system, you adhere 
to tiie separate system ? I do.
292. And you are convinced that it would be a success ? Yes. With your permission, I will read a few 
remarks made by the Hon. W. P, Taylor, M.D., M.L.C., at a meeting of tbe Koval Society in, I think, 
1892. He mentioned the system of sewerage introduced at Memphis, on the Missisippi, TJ.S.A., 
“ as the best illustration of the separate syslem, differing from ordinary usage in the following particulars— 
storm and surface water rigorously excluded from the sewers, pipes to be so small as to be never less than 
half-full of sewage, automatic flushing tanks of 120 to 150 gallons at top end of each line of pipes. Has 
been in operation for four years with perfect satisfaction. Memphis is a town of 50,000 people. The

. drainage is tor foul water and sewage only; drains are 0 feet deep; average house pipes are 4 inches
diameter, and sewers are 8, 10,12 and 15 inches diameter. By adopting the separate system, and excluding 
the rain, a saving had been effected of £280,000 in the drainage of Memphis.”
293. ̂ Mr. McOourt.~\ Before or after your appointment to the Board, did you consult Mr. Hickson or any 
of his officers on the scheme ? Mr. Hickson submitted nil his reports to us.
294. Did you consult him or any officer of bis Department personally on the subject ? Consult them—in 
what way ?
295. Did you get information from them by questioning them in any way ? I got a great deal of infor
mation from them as to the cost of their system, and as to the reduction of cost which would follow a 
reduction in the size of the pipes, and the annual cost of running the system, and a lot of information of 
that kind. '
29(k Did yon get any information from them as to the efficiency of this scheme? They have no infor
mation to give as to the efficiency, because it has not yet been carried out.
297. Had you any conversation with Mr. Hickson before you were appointed to tbe Board—bow did you 
come to be appointed to the Board ? Mr. Hickson told me that he would like to get mv evidence on a 
subject that was in dispute about the sewerage of Parramatta.
298. Did you go to Mr. Hickson, or did Mr. Hickson look you up ? I did not go to him. He told me 
that be would like to get my evidence on the subject. Then I went away to Melbourne.
299. Did you talk the matter over when lie told you this ? No doubt. I would talk it over with any 
person with whom I could interchange ideas on the subject,
300. Did you talk the matter over with Mr. Stayton ? No ; I never saw Mr. Stayton. I should have 
done so if I had known him.
301. Did you read his evidence? Yes.
302. Did you not think that his evidence on the subject was rather important ? I did not agree with his 
evidence.
303. Therefore, you did not think it worth while to examine him, or to talk with him on the subject ? I 
do not know Mr. Stayton. I do not tbink he was here when I was here first,
304. As a member of the Board, were you not empowered to take evidence if you thought it necessary ? 
We gave our reasons for not taking evidence.
305. But were you not empowered to take evidence ? Yes; we were. 306.
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306. You did not think it worth while to examine Mr. Stayton ? Ho ; because there was ample evidence 
in the documents put before us. ^Everything that could be said had been said.
307. Though you disagreed with Mr. Stayton, yon did not think it necessary to question him ? 
that, whether questioned or not, he would not alter what he had said in his reports

I presume

308. You did hot think it necessary to question him ? We did not think it necessary to go outside the 
documents furnished to us.
309. Yet yon consulted Mr. Hickson ? I talked with him as a friend, because I have known him a 
long time ; but I did not consult anyone but myself.
310. But you talked the matter over with him ? Yes. _
311. Mr. Wall.'] Have you calculated the quantity of filling iu which the sewage farm will require . Ho.
312. Have you made an estimate, apart from the documents, as to the cost of the whole^vork ? I took
the cost as given to me by the Department. I had no means of working it out myself. The Department 
possess all the plans, and the necessary knowledge of prices. _
313. Would not tbe sewage be more likely to create a nuisance if discharged in a crude way upon the
farm, than if an intermediate system were adopted ? No; because the land cleanses and purines the 
sewage. The stronger the sewage the more titled it is for the cultivation of the farm. _
314. Have you any knowledge of the International system of disposing of sewage ? Only from reading
about it. _
315. You ha\e made some reference to the ferozone system ;—have you considered the advisability or
having an intermediate station between Parramatta and the sewage farm for the purpose of purifying the 
setvago P Before putting it on the land P '
310. Yes? 1 consider that it would lead to entirely unnecessary expense. There are better means of 
purifying it than that. , . _ -
317. What way would you suggest ? There is one arrangement which is not required for purifying the
sewage, hut simply for removing the sludge from the land, and that is the employment of settling tanks. 
In Christchurch the sewage is passed through settling tanks, and some portion of it is settled, out before 
it is put on 1o the land. That is not done at Botany, and it is a question whether it is worth while to do 
it at all. 1 did it in Now Zealand, so that the surface of grass laud might uot be encrusted with the 
scum of dry sludge which is often found on these farms, causing tbe land to require more frequent 
ploughing than is required, if you separate most of the sludge out first. _ .
318. You have scon Mr. Hickson’s reply to the report of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public W orlts? Yes; I have read it, _ .
319. In the third paragraph of that document he says ;—“ With reference to the question of the relative
advantages of chemical precipitation and land filtration, I can, without hesitation, say that at the present 
time no sanitary engineer of eminence in Europe or America will be found who will give unqualified 
preference to the former " ;—:Does not that infer that the system of filtration or precipitation is looked 
upon favourably by most of the eminent engineers of America and Europe ? From my experience, 
gathered by reading during many years past of all that has appeared in works on sewage, I have come to 
the conclusion that most of the eminent authorities of Europe would only resort to precipitation works 
where land was not to be had at all, or where it was very dear. Wherever land can he had, they 
unanimously recommend the farm system, _
320. The only reason for employing the precipitation system is the insufficiency of land for the disposal
of the sewage ? I believe that is the only reason. There is no advantage in adopting the precipitation 
system iflancl cun be obtained at all reasonably. _ _ _ _ .
321. Yon think the area of land reserved at Parramatta will he sufficient to satisfactorily dispose of the 
whole of the sewage there? In Santo Crimp's work on sewage, that very eminent English authority 
speaks as to the quantity of land required for dealing with certain quantities of sewage, and also the 
quality of the land and tbe depth of drainage. In considering the Parramatta scheme, I have put the 
volume of sewage per day at 800,000 gallons. Now Santo Crimp says that 22 acres of land would be 
sufficient for dealing with that quantity of sewage if the land were free and sandy, and available to the 
depth of 4 feet. If it were available for a depth of 5 feet he says that 16 acres would be sufficient. How
ever, taking the mean, because it is just a question whether you have 4 or 5 feet of subsoil, free from water 
in the proposed embankment, we arrive at 18 acres, which according to Santo Crimp would he sufficient.
322. Did I understand you to say in a previous part of your examination that the disposal of sewage
was brought about more by oxidation than by filtration ? The sewage is ^ filtered and micro-organisms 
consume its impurities. These micro-organisms grow with immense vitality whqre the impurities are 
supplied to them. ■
323. But I think yon said that their operations did not extend more than C inches below rho surface . 
They extend as far as the air penetrates. H the sewage is put on intermittently, the air will go 2, 3, and 
4 feet below tbe surface ; while, if it is continually being supplied in great quantities, the air cannot get 
down at all, and flic land consequently fails to purify the sewage.
324. Mr. .iVeild.] In the estimate winch you gave the other day you put down £84 per acre for the 
preparation of the 22 acres of clayey ground;—that is a little more than double tbe estimate of the 
Department? The departmental estimate applies 10 the embankment of which there are 44 acres,
325. Is there no departmental estimate of the cost of preparing the clayey ground ? I think it must all 
have been included in the estimate of £40 an acre. You will observe that the report of Messrs. "WardeH, 
Chamier, and myself, states that the 40 acres to be reclaimed will be sufficient; therefore, it is not neces
sary to take this other laud into consideration.
326. Not immediately necessary ? I hold that it never will be necessary. _ _
327. If it will never be necessary to use more than 40 acres of land, why have you taken into consider
ation the desirability of extending the farm to the extent of more than 100 acres? I do not think it 
will ever be necessary to take in the 22 acres, which will cost £84 an acre to prepare, because double that 
area could be made by means of an additional embankment. _
32S. If, at some future lime, the 42 acres of embankment arc found to be insufficient, you would recom
mend the reclamation of more land rather than the preparation of tbe 22 acres of clay land in the 
manner indicated by you? Yes, that would be preferable, if you could get ilie work done under the 
same conditions. _ _
329. You practically suggest that the Committee should put the 22 acres out of consideration altogether,
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and deal only with the 42 acres 
preferable to reelhim 22 acres of

5 I do not think you would require to touch the 22 acres, 
low land and build it up with sand.

It would be 
330.
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330. In your estimates o£ improving tbe ciayey land, "wby do you propose to use 2-inch tiled drain-pipes 
instead of the 4 inch diameter agricultural pipes suggested hy the Department ? It is only a question 
of bow far apart the pipes are to bo placed. In my estimate I assume that the pipes will ho very close 
together. 1 provide for the trenching of the clay land to a depth of 3 feet, the trenches to be filled up 
with sand, the 2-inch pipes having been placed at the bottom of them.
331. Instead of using 4-inch drain-pipes yon propose to place 2-inch tiled drain-pipes at the bottom of the 
drains, putting ti-tree fascine bundles on the top of them, and sand upon the ti-tree ? Yes ; that provides 
for the thorough drainage of the land.
332. How far apart do you propose to put the drains ? I have uot kept my notes, and it would he a 
laborious thing to take it out by the cubic yard. I think, however, that they would be half a chain apart,
333. A little lower down you provide for ploughing the ground 18 inches deep, at a cost of £l 8s. an 
acre ;—do you think it would be possible to do the work for that? Yes ; they arb doing it for less than 
£1 8s. an acre at Werribee, near Melbourne. I received a note from the engineer, Mr. Thwaites, telling 
me what the work cost there.
334. At £84 an acre the cost of preparing 22 acres would be £1,848, which would be very much in excess 
of the departmental estimate, taking the cost all round at £40 an acre ? I do not know what they allowed 
for the preparation of.the embanked land. That work would be done very easily. I presume that the 
£40 an acre is for the work all round.
335. You ascertained the departmental estimate for part of the work, not for the whole? They have 
taken an estimate for the whole.
336. But there must he a vast difference between the cost of preparing sandy soil and the cost of preparing 
this heavy clay land ? I think it would be more than double.
337. Are you acquainted with Saute Crimp’s work on the “ Disposal of Sewage?” Yes; I have read it 
pretty well through.
338. In a table which hears the signature of the engineer, who is the borough surveyor for the Leicester
corporation, this entry appears : “ The remaining one-third being marly, a portion of it being stiff clay, 
and practically useless;”—are not those pretty nearly tbe conditions of the land at Parramatta ? Pardon 
me, it is not stiff clay. '
339. How do you describe it? As far as I remember, there are 10 inches of grayish black soil humus on 
top. Below that for 2 feet there is a weathered earthy clay; then you come to stiff ferruginous clay.
340. Is there not a considerable amount of pipe-clay on tho soil? Three feet below the surface there is. 
241. Does not your estimate of the cost of preparation show that the soil must be very stiff clay, and, to 
use the words I have just quoted, practically useless? It does not show that it is stiff clay, or that it is 
useless when prepared at the cost stated.
342. But you think it would he cheaper and more efficacious for the Government to reclaim land, filling 
it up with sand, than to utilise the 22 acres ? I think it would be better to reclaim laud, but 1 do not 
know' that it would be cheaper. 'That would depend upon whether the Harbours and Elvers Department 
would do the work. If the Sewerage Department had to reclaim the land it would be very much dearer.
343. I think you stated that tho land at the Christchurch sewage farm is sandy ? Sand above,’ and sandy 
loam below.
344. I do not think you have told the Committee where the effluent discharges ? It discharges into the 
Heathcote lagoon, which has an area of about 1,200 acres.
345. Is the water fresh or salt ? It is salt.
346. Has the sea access to it ? Yes ; small ships enter the lagoon,
347. Does the water ever become impure? It is changed every tide. The tide rises from C to 8 feet. '
348. Do you think the narrow and shallow channel of the Parramatta Elver opposite tho site of the 
proposed farm is under no risk'of being contaminated by the soakage from the sewage? My own 
personal experience, and tho evidence which I have obtained by reading, must be of no earthly value if 
there is any risk of contamination, Tbe supposition is that the effluent of the sewage farm is sufficiently 
pure to be allowed into the river.
349. Have you estimated the annual cost of the proposed farm to the ratepayers over and above its 
earnings ? I got a statement of the cost of the system made out. I make out the annual cost of the 
farm to he £1,292, and the interest on the capital expended £1,755.
350. Docs that include 
following items:—

Coal, 158 tons at 20s. ...
Wages, engine driver and fireman 
Oil and waste... .
Eepairs and renewals 
Expenses of the farm 
2 Blushers ... ,

' Contingencies .

pumping? The total £3,047 ancludcs everything. It

purposes No

is made up

£158 0 0
150 O 0
20 O 0

150 0 0
500 0 0
208 0 0
100 0 0

the

. £1,292 0 0
there is nothing down for

Total
351. You make no allowance for the cost of water for flushin 
the cost of water.
352. Does this estimate apply to the 42 acres or to the 66 acres ? It is meant to apply to the 42 acres.
353. Yon put the 22 acres of elay out of consideration? 1 put it on one side as probably not required.
354. How is it that you estimate tbe working expenses of the sewage system for Parramatta, where the 
population is only 12,'000, at £1,292, when, according to the evidence you gave last day, the cost of a 
similar system for Christchurch, with a population of 30,000, is only £700 or £800 a year ? 1 do not 
know, unless it be that the cost of the farm at Parramatta is too high. The Christchurch farm costs 
very little. In referring to the Christchurch scheme, however, I was only speaking from memory.
355. Chairman.'] I suppose you have not put the produce of the Christchurch farm as a set-off against 
the actual cost? I am under the impression that that system costs between £700 and £800 a year, but 
I have no documentary evidence to prove it at the present time.
356. Mr. Neild?\ I presume that at Christchurch no land had 
shovel down the sand-hills with horse shovels.

to be built up? No; but we had to

357.
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357. That would be cheaper ? Much cheaper, ‘ EEq,, ’
358. You had uot to pay £16,000 for themnd? Mo paid nothing for the land. _ M.I.C.E.
359. You would strongly advocate sand as superior to every other material for filtration purposes ? Yes.
360. At page 108 of his work on the “ Disposal of Sewage,” Mr. Santo Crimp says : “ In the report of 13 Feb., 1894. 
the Rivers Pollution Commissioners, 1870, it is stated that ‘whilst one cubic yard of sand or Hambrook -
soil cannot continuously and satisfactorily purify more than 4'4 gallons of London sewerage for twenty- 
four hours, ouc cubic yard of Beddington soil can cleanse 7'6 gallons, and one cubic yard of Dursloy 
soil no less than 9'9 gallons in twenty-four hours.’ ” According to that statement it would appear that 
Dursley soil is capable of absorbing and purifying more than twice the quantity of sewage that sand can 
deal with ;—have you any information as to what the Dursley soil is ? You will probably find that there 
is a gradation there from fine to coarse sand, with fine gravel and gravel below. When that happens the 
facilities for draining are wonderfully increased. _
361. Let me draw your attention to the statement of Dr. Lissaur, who says, “ Dry loamy soil absorbs
more than peaty soil, and gives up less, whilst dry sandy soil, on the contrary, absorbs less and gives up 
more.” That does not support the contention that sand is the best filter ? _ Probably neither of us 
understands what he means by “ absorbing.” Sand cannot absorb anything in its texture, because it is 
composed of crystals or quartz, whereas soil or earth will absorb through and through. _
362. Under the heading “ Absorptive power of tho soil,” Dr. Lissaur gives the results of fifty-one experi
ments ? If you take a cubic foot of dry earth, and pour a gallon of water upon it, it will probably retain 
all the water like a sponge, having absorbed it; but if you do the same thing with a cubic foot of sand 
the whole of the water will drain away, and in ten minutes or so the sand will be perfectly dry. Tbe 
sand strains and purifies the water, while the soil absorbs and upholds it. _
363. On that account you consider that sand is best for sewage farms ? I agree with the authorities
who have written on the subject, and who say that sand is by far the best. I have only had experience 
of sand. ■ _ _
364. Do you think that drains should he laid down in tho 42 acres, or will there be sufficient drainage 
without them ? I think tho drains should bo put in to divide the land, and lot all the water run into 
the river.
365. What kind of drains would you recommend—anything like those you recommend for the clayey
land ? I would put in 4-inch drains, leading in the direction of the Duck River, crossed, if necessary, hy 
2-inch tiled drains. _
366. At what distance apart ? In sand, I suppose, you would put them one chain apart, but I would not 
speak positively on that subject.
367. Do you think that £40 per acre would cover the cost of these drains ? I think so. Tho cost would 
not come to a very largo amount.
368. Mir. Dawson.] Arc the figures which you have given us to-day your own, or were they supplied to 
you hy the Department ? I requested the Department 1o get out estimates of the cost of the two 
systems, the manufacturing International system, and the farm system.
369. Then you cannot personally vouch for the correctness of the tigurcs ? There are no better authori
ties than the officers of tbe Department for such estimates.
370. The estimates may be absolutely correct, but you cannot vouch for their correctness ? Xo.
371. Mr, Hoskins.] W ere you in charge of the sewage farm at Christchurch ? No ; I was in charge of 
the construction of the sewers. I laid out the scheme.
372. Por how long did you reside near the sewage farm after its completion;—could you observe its 
working ? I have lived in or about Christchurch from the day the scheme was completed until notv, but 
I severed my connection with the scheme directly it was com [fie ted.
373. The farm has given satisfaction to those entrusted with its management ? Great satisfaction.
374. The temperature at Christchurch in summer is much higher than the temperature of Sydney or 
Australia generally ? There are many days in summer when the heat in Christchurch is as greater 
greater than it is here, hut that does not often occur.
375. On the average, the summer temperature is not so high there as it is here ? No ; it is lower.
376. Therefore, the exhalation from the sewage farm (if any) would he less intense than it would be in a 
place such as Sydney, where the heat was greater ? If the exhalation is due to tho sun’s heat, and of that 
I am not sure,—of course, the hotter the day the greater tho exhalation.
377. Mr. JHwififf,] With regard to the danger of sewage farms, do you think it is greater in a warm 
climate than in a cold climate ;—have you any information on the subject ? I do not see why it should be 
greater in a warm climate, seeing that the sewage is supposed to he purified by the growth of vegetation,
which is stronger in a warm country than in a cold country. In countries where frosts are very prevalent, .
and the ground is frozen for part of the year, sewage farms are exceedingly difficult to manage ; but in a 
country such as this, where there is practically no frost, and the vegetation is not even checked in winter, 
there is no difficulty. Here there is as great a growth in winter almost as in summer.
378. Vegetation is the great purifying medium ? Yes.
379. Would you have a very luxuriant growth upon sand? I never saw rod clover, rye grass, turnips, 
and mangolds grow so luxuriantly elsewhere as they do upon the Christchurch sewage farm.
380. And you think that in a warm climate, such a farm would be more successful than in a cold climate ?
Yes.

George Chamier, Esq., M.I.C.E., sworn, and examined:—
381. Chamnan.] What is your profession ? I am a civil engineer. ^ Chamier
382. Are you a full member of the Institute of Civil Engineers ? Yes. Ml'cE
383. Will yon kindly give the Committee a brief outline of your professional history ;—will you tell us
where you served your arf icles and so on ? I was articled to Mr. W. T. Doyue, a distinguished member of 13 Feb., 1894 
tho Institution, and was first engaged on railway construction in Tasmania. I was engaged on the first 
railway constructed there. Afterwards 1 served in the Victorian Water Supply Department for 4 years, 
and was then connected as contractor’s engineer with several important railways in Victoria and South 
Australia. I afterwards practised in Adelaide for 7 years.
384. Were you in the Government service during any of the time that you wore engaged iu railway 
construction in South Australia aud Victoria ? No; I was engaged either in private practice or as
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contractor’s engineer. I have given the subject of sanitary engineering a great deal of consideration 
for many years past, and when in Adelaide I was appointed by the G-ovemment a in ember of the 
Commission to investigate and decide as to the best site for a sewage farm there. 1 afterwards had 

13 Fnh 1894 oPP0I’Omities of seeing the whole of the Adelaide sewerage works carried out, so that! am well acquainted 
■' ' with the scheme.

3S5. The Adelaide sewerage scheme is the only work of the kind with which you have been directly 
connected ? Tes.
386. How long have yon been practising your profession in Sydney ? Three and a half years.
38^. Ton, in conjunction with Messrs. Napier Bell, and Ward ell, were commissioned by the Government 
to report upon the proposed Parramatta sewerage scheme ? Yes.
388. The finding of the Board as set forth in your report dated the 28th duly, 1893, was that the separate
system is preferable to the partially separate system? Yes. ,
389. Were the members of the Board unanimous in regard to tbe decisions stated in tlie report ? Per
fectly. On this point we had no difference of opinion whatever.
390. Mr. KumpheryJ] Hid you make any estimate of the cost of tho work, or did you take the figures 
supplied to you hy the Department r We took the figures supplied to us by the Department, and we 
checked them in a general way by our knowledge of the cost of similar works. We did not go minutely 
into the cost of any particular item.
391. Did you and Mr. Bell compare notes before preparing the report, so as to agree upon all the main 
features of the system ? We did.
392. Had you any differences at all with regard to the carrying out of the proposed scheme, or may the 
report be said to represent your ideas as well as Mr. Bell’s ? My opinion is that we have rather under
estimated than over-estimated the saving that could be effected ; but I am satisfied that in a general way 
the figures we gave are approximately correct. I did not go minutely into details, because that would 
have involved tho taking out of quantities and a careful calculation, which we .had neither time nor 
the opportunity to make. We simply had certain data supplied to us upon which we came to a general 
conclusion.
393. Have you ever been engaged on any sewerage works? Not professionally in designing them, 
except small works, but I was constantly on the works in Adelaide,
39d. But you have never designed or carried out any sewerage scheme? No, though I have acted as 
consulting engineer for contractors who were carrying out different sewerage works.
395. Could you mention any sewerage farm concerning which you can give your own personal experience 
of the system carried out and the cost ? T could give my experience of the Adelaide scheme, because 1 
was employed hy tho G-overmnent to make an investigation into the site, and I saw the whole of the works 
from first to last. I was an intimate friend of Mr. Oswald Brown, and accompanied him frequently all 
over the ground, seeing ajs much as if I had been professionally engaged on the work.
396. Is this scheme identical with the Adelaide scheme ? As regards the sewage farm it is.
397. What about the area in proportion to the population ? Judging by the Adelaide standard the area 
is more than sufficient in proportion to the population.
398. Are the conditions m any way similar? The Parramatta scheme is rather the better of tho two, 
because it has better drainage.
399. What about the nature of the soil? The soil at Parramatta is equally good. In Adelaide there is 
a light loamy soil, but I consider that the sandy material they have at Parramatta would answer quite 
as well.
400. Was it found necessary to raise the Adelaide farm by means of silt or sand ? No ; there was ample 
fall. The ground was sufficiently high to allow' a good outfall.
401. Is the natural soil used ? Yes ; it was not altered in any way. It is a light loamy soil,
402. You know that it is proposed to put 5 feet or more of silt upon the land at Parramatta ? Yes ; I 
have seen the material that they propose to put on the land there.
403. Are you of opinion that it is suitable for the purpose for which it is intended ? I think so. ’The 
published results of a great many experiments lately made in America go to prove that it is eminently 
suited for the purpose.
404. Silt? Silt next to sharp sand is the best soil for filtration purposes. River silt gave some of-the 
best results in the experiments to winch I refer.
405. Are you quite of opinion that there would be nothing offensive on tho farm to justify an objection 
from an adjacent borough ? Under proper management there wrould not be, but the farm would have to 
be carefully attended to.
406. Can you say w'hat special management would be necessary r Well, tbe ground must he kept well 
open. 3n Adelaide, where the sewage has sometimes been turned upon portions of tbe farm which have 
not been properly looked after, and were overgrown with vegetables and grass, it would not percolate 
readily, and gave rise to offensive smells, but whenever due attention was given to the land the nuisance 
was removed.
407. Any neglect would he attended by a nuisance? Any neglect might cause a nuisance.
408. But with proper attention there need be no nuisance whatever from a sewage farm of the kind con
templated in this proposal ? No; I have frequently been over tbe Adelaide farm in the hottest weather, 
and have noticed no smell. A. stranger walking over the ground would not have known that it was a 
sewage farm.
409. Mr. 0'Siillit)an.~\ Have you read Mr. Stayton’s objections to this proposal ? I have read his report.

■ 410. You think the suggestions made now would overcome those objections? I know of no objection
which could be taken under proper management. Ail the nuisances which have arisen from these farms 
have been caused by some imperfection in the management, or in the preparation of the soil, or in the 
ventilation of the sewers, or something of that kind, aud could be remedied with proper care.
41L I gather from your evidence that if these works are properly carried out and the farm attended to, 
it will not be objectionable, on account of the close proximity of population ? 1 feel convinced, from
what I have seen elsewhere, that it would not be objectionable.
412. In Adelaide is their population as close to the sewage farm as it would he at Granville and 
Parramatta ? There are a good many houses within, I should think, a mile of the farm, but 1. should think 
that the centre of the city is about 3 miles distant.

18

<1. Chamier, 
Esq., 

H.LO.E.

413.
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413. ' Mr. JDazizes.] What is the area of the South Australian sewage farm P I could not tell you from <*• Chamier,
memory, but a good deal more land was bought than is at present utilised. M.Itj.B.
414. Have you any idea as to how much land is used ? The area is constantly varying, because they keep 
throwing open now fields as the requirements of the population increase. I think when I was there they 13 F^ieOd. 
had about GO acres, more or less, under cultivation, but some of it was used simply as fields for pasturing
cattle. Other portions of it were taken up with tho growing of vegetables, and a small patch was used 
for what they call a filter-bed. When the bulk of the farm does not require any water, tho sewage is 
turned on to the filtering-ground to be purified. A very small patch of ground will answer for tho 
purpose of filtration. _
415. As the beds become charged they increase the area? Yes; they keep on gradually opening up the 
ground. I could not tell you exactly how much has been opened up.
416. What quantity of sewage is daily delivered on the farm ? Of that I can hardly speak from memory.
It varies a good deal. I think that they reckoned it at about 30 to 40 gallons per head of the population,
Every year they extend the system by taking in now suburbs. Since 1 left Adelaide they have connected 
fresh suburbs with the town, so that there is no fixture about the area of the farm.
417. One of the chief reasons for increasing the size of the farm is, that the land is so charged with 
sewage that it becomes necessary to open fresh land ? The reason that they have extended the area 
under cultivation is that the sewage system has been extended.
418. Is it not necessary to make provision for opening up fresh ground by reason of the fact that the 
land under occupation becomes so charged with sewage ? No. A certain area of land would meet the 
requirements of a certain population. Land does not got so charged with sewage as to make it necessary 
to break open fresh ground. The reason why they keep increasing the area at Adelaide is, that they are 
constantly extending the system by taking in new suburbs.
410. You cannot tell us the quantity of sewage delivered on to the farm, nor the area of the farm, 
although you had so much to do with it ? 1 was a member of the Commission appointed to select the
best site, but that is fifteen years ago. ' _ _
420. What was the area first taken up ? To the host of my memory, provision was made for 600 head of 
population to the acre, but I cannot tell you the precise acreage taken up, or what was looked forward 
to as the ultimate number of inhabitants. I think the area was within 200 acres.
421. jfnd it has been vastly added to since ? No, I do not think it has been added to. The area under 
cultivation has been increased. I am not aware that the Government have purchased any more land.
422. I)o you toll the Committee that to cast crude sewage upon land, as it is proposed to do at Parramatta, 
is the best means of dealing with it P To my mind it is, undoubtedly, and I think nearly all the leading 
authorises on sanitary .engineering agree on that point.
423. Can you cite any one such authority ? Their number is legion. If you read the discussion that took 
place upon the Berlin sewerage scheme, at which many of ihe distinguished engineers of England were 
present, you will find that an almost unanimous opinion was expressed in favour of that system.
424. In favour of irrigating farms with sewage ? Yes.
425. Under certain conditions r Yes—when tho land is suitable and near to tho town.
420. Eo you regard the land at Parramatta as suitable ? 1 think that it is very suitable. It is not far from 
the towip and it is remarkably well drained. The site is not built over or surrounded with homesteads,
427. Are you of opinion that there would be no disagreeable smell from the sewage if treated in the way
proposed? Not under proper management; but any neglect of ordinary precautions would, undoubtedly, 
create a nuisance. 1 speak from my experience at the Adelaide farm, where, on certain occasions, very 
bad smells were produced. _ _
428. Do I understand you to say that the casting of crude sewage upon the soil will not create a nuisance
to people residing within a reasonable distance ? The sewage thrown upon the soil simply looks like 
dirty water. - ...
420. But what about the solid matter ? There is very little solid matter. You could hardly distinguish 
the sewage from slightly discoloured water.
430. What becomes of the sludge and fecal matter ? It nearly all becomes diluted. I have stood over the
channel which carries the sewage of Adelaide, and you could simply describe it as slightly discoloured 
water. Occasionally there was a mawkish effluvium arising from it, but it was not nearly so dirty as 
ordinary gutter-water. _
431. 1 would like to know how the solid matter becomes so diluted does it undergo an extraordinary 
change when passing through the conduit ? The solid matter dissolves, and the hulk of water in com
parison with the solids is so great that they do very little more than discolour it.
432. But you recommend a separate system? Yes; that is, the system in use in Adelaide. There we some
times get four or five months without rain, so that it would have to depend solely upon tho water supply. -
433. If the separate system is adopted, there will he very little liquid matter passing through the sewers— 
it will nearly all be solid matter? No; it is reckoned that about 40 gallons of water per head of the 
population will go into tho sewers, while the solids would represent avery small proportion of the total sewage.
431. Am I lo understand that the solid matter, in its transit to the farm, becomes so diluted that it will 
pass on to the farm in liquid form without any treatment at all ? Yes.
435. Have you been to the sewage farm at Botany ? Yes.
430. Did you sec the sewage matter distributed there? Yes.
437. "Was it in liquid form? It was very much the same as in Adelaide.
438. Was there not a great deal of solid matter ? Ycry little. When I was there the sewage was not
offensive ; it was only slightly discoloured. _
439. You. did not see solid matter spread upon the beds there ? No, I did not, except a small quantity of 
sludge for distributing over the farm,
440. Did you not see solid matter in the shed where the sewage discharges itself into the conduit before
going on to the farm? There was a little sludge, also a lot of paper and a few dead cats and things like 
those which occasionally come down the sewers. There is very little solid matter compared with the volume ■ 
of fluid. _
441. You say that the same treatment, is in vogue in Adelaide? Yes.
442. When did you sec the Adelaide sewage farm last ? Between four and five years ago.
443. Are you aware that a great number of complaints have been made against the treatment of sewage
there? Yes, I have heard the complaints. 444.
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J011 know tliat at the present time a great many complaints arc made by citizens and people 
M.I.O.E. residing within easy distance of the farm ? A considerable number of complaints were made when I was 
fN there, and I had occasion to visit the farm at the time, but I always found that the nuisance arose from 

13 Feb., 1894. 'want of attention to certain details. 'When these details were attended to the nuisance was abated.
445. What was the cause of the nuisance? Water was allowed to lie in stagnant pools upon ground 
which had not been prepared to receive it. I have seen water lying in pools upon parts of the farm which 
were overgrown with grass and vegetable matter, and festering in the sun, causing a very objectionable 
smell. ' ’
44(J. The ground becomes so charged with sen-age matter that it will not take more ? It is not so much 
that as that the surface of the ground had not been prepared and broken up. The pores of the ground 
must ho kept open, so to speak. If you neglect to take that precaution and allow the soil to be over
grown with vegetables, it will not absorb so readily.
447. Do they_ grow vegetables there? Yes; Mr. Brown used to supply his tabic liberally with them,
and he maintained that they were the heat in Adelaide. At one time there were a number of cows 
depastured there ; hut they got up a popular cry against them. They also got up a popular cry against 
tho vegetables, ’
448. The authorities are not allowed to sell any? No; there has been a tendency on the part of the 
public to decry the farm, and to object to its being turned to account.
449. Have not local medical men denounced the selling of the milk of cattle grazing upon the farm ? 
There was an outcry against such milk being sold, but it was never proved that any harm arose from the 
use of the milk.
450. Was it not alleged by some medical men that typhoid and other diseases had been traced to the 
consumption of the milk of cows depastured upon the farm ? That statement was entirely disproved, 
and I never heard it brought forward by medical men of any consequence.
451. But there was a strong feeling against selling the milk ? Yes; but it arose because of what was 
considered the undue competition which the farm exercised against private growers. The milkmen were 
in arms against it.
452. Do I understand that you regard the proposal before the Committee as the best means of treating 
the sewage of Parramatta ? I do.
453. Mr, Hoskins^] You stated just now that the general consensus of opinion all over the world was 
that it is best to dispose of sewage by discharging it on to sewage farms ;—are yon aware that the sewage 
of London is emptied into the Thames below Barking? Yes; but there are difficulties in the way of 
dealing with the sewage of London upon a sewage farm.
454. What are they ? There is no available land to be had at a price that could be paid for it, while the
bulk of the sewage is so enormous that engineers are doubtful how they could apply such a system 
under the circumstances. The matter has been frequently discussed, and the engineers who carried out 
the sewerage of London admitted that; thev would have preferred to adopt the sewage farm system, if it 
had been practicable. ’
455. Who are the engineers who admitted that ? I could not give you the names, but you will find them 
in the Institute papers. They have made the admission in the discussions that are reported there.
456. Are the Committee to understand that you have not had any experience in the laying out or manage
ment of sewage farms, but that your observations are the result of what you have seen in Adelaide ? 
That is all. ‘
45y. Can you say if the Adelaide sewage farm is worked at a profit ? When I was there last they told 
me that it paid expenses.
458. But I gather from what you said that complaints are frequently made about the effluvium arising 
from it ? They were made when I was there.
459. Have you been to the site of tho proposed farm at Parramatta? Yes.
4G0. The surface soil of the Adelaide farm is loamy ? A light loamy soil.
461. Have you tested the character of the soil which you met with at Parramatta ? I was shown the stuff 
that they propose to put on the land there, bnt I have not tested it for sewerage purposes. I know-, 
however, that similar material has been found to work satisfactorily elsewhere.
462. What is the material? It is mostly what you would call river-silt.
463. The land at Parramatta? No; the stuff they propose to put on it.
464. I asked you had you tested the soil at Parramatta ? We saw a number of shafts sunk into it at 
different places.
460. Did you not notice that close to the surface the soil was clayey, and almost impervious to water? 
No; on the higher ground there is a sub-stratum of clay about 18 inches below the surface.

. 466. To ensure a reasonable prospect of there being no complaints about the farm, would it not be
necessary to put a quantity of other material upon the land ? No, because the surface soil could be made 
to answer, except as regards its level. It wants raising.

^ answer without anything being put upon it ? It could be made to answer as far as the 
soil is concerned.
468. The soil being clay ? The soil 1 saw was not clay. The clay occurs at some distance from 
the surrace,
469. Is it not a fact that there is a good deal of clay and pipeclay upon the surface? Not upon the
surface. ‘ r
470. Close to the surface ? There is enough soil on the top of the clay to meet the requirements of a 
sewage farm.
471. I gather from what you say that there is no necessity for putting 4 or 5 feet of sand upon the laud ? 
That is necessary in order to raise its level. It is too low at present.
472. But the land could be drained as it is ? I think not. A great portion of it seems hut slightly
raised above high-water-mark. ° J
473. But still it coiild he drained ? It might he drained,
474. I take it, that in your opinion, it is unnecessary to put 4 or 5 feet of sand on to the land ? A por
tion or the land is too low to answer well as it is, I am not positive as to the levels, but judging from 
appearances, it is very little above high-water-mark. job
475. Am I to infer from your answers that you consider the land suitable to absorb sewage without

. anything
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anything being put upon it ? Tes; as far as tbe character of the soil goes. It is only a question of G. Chamier,
levels. _ M.I.C.'e.
476. Mr. Fricl'c//.} Is the Adelaide system the separate or the partially separate system ? It was ^ —m a ^ 
intended to he the separate system, but a small quantity of rain water has to be admitted. They admit the 23 ]rcb., 1894. 
water from back yards, for instance, and a portion of the water from roofs.
477. Are the drains flushed ? Yes. _
478. How often? I could not tell exactly. I suppose that depends upon the inspectors. They have 
regular times for flushing, because they cannot rely upon the rainfall at all.
479. Is there an arrangement for flushing it by means of tanks ? They turn on water under high presure 
from the main.
480. Do you know what the expenses of the system are per annum ? I could not tell you precisely, hut 
the system is considered to have answered very well, and has met all reasonable expectations.
451. Do you know of any place where a sewage farm has been established on land adjoining tidal waters?
I could not mention any particular locality right off.
452. Is there such a place ? Tes; there are numerous places of the kind, because the system has been 
adopted almost universally now, both in America and in Europe.
483. On tbe banks of rivers ? Everywhere; but generally near the sea-Bide, it is found cheapest to take the
sewage bodily out to sea. The cheapest process of all is to discharge it direct into tho sea, hut that can 
only be done where the circumstances are favourable. _
484. Would not that be the best system here to have the sewage precipitated and then run into the river ?
No ; I think not. _
485. Why not? The precipitation system is an expensive one, and never answers as well as the soil, 
which does the same work more cheaply and more effectually than any artificial system that can ho 
devised.
4S6. There would have to he a pumping station to raise the sewage would not that be one of the large 
items of expense in the precipitation system? Having pumped the sewage up you must dispose of it, 
and I maintain that the simplest and most effective way of purifying it is to run it on to the ground.
487. Do you know of any instance where a sewage farm has been, so to speak, built up by silt and stuff 
dredged from below salt water ? I could not at this moment give any instance from memory.
488. Ton could not, I suppose, give any opinion as to the quality of the soil for the purpose of a sewage 
farm ? I am confident that the soil is suitable. Extensive experiments have been made in Mas
sachusetts, U.S.A.. in which various soils were treated, and river silt was found to be one of those which 
gave tho best results,
489. Can you call to mind any case inJEngland or elsewhere where the separate system has been a failure 
recently ? No, I have never seen it stated that the separate system has been a failure ; on the contrary, 
at the present day, it is being adopted for the largest schemes. In Berlin, where they have the largest 
and most complete sewage farm in the world, they have adopted the separate system. According to an 
official return the total quantity of storm water admitted into the pipes only represents from 7 to 10 per 
cent, of the outflow, which is an extremely small proportion, showing that it is rigidly excluded.
490. "What proportion is admitted here? One hundred per cent, or more. By admitting the storm
water you more than double the quantity of sewage, and you double it at the time when the ground is least 
capable of taking it. ■ ■
491. Have you heard or read lately that the separate system has been a failure in Dorking, fling]and ?
No, I have not; but, of course, I may say that there is no absolutely hard and fast rule in these cases.
Every particular case must ho dealt with on its own merits, and there may be cases where the partially 
separate system •would be preferable. .At Parramatta, however, where tho ground is sloping, and ample 
provision exists for the escape of storm-water, there seems to be no advantage whatever in connecting the 
down pipes with the sewers, and thus taking off the roof-water.
492. You are of opinion that the ordinary domestic slops and other refuse will be sufficient to help the
sewage along the pipes ? Tes; it will represent about 40 gallons per head, which is quite enough for all 
practical purposes. That has been proved in other cases. _
493. Did you not make inquiry as to the expense of the Adelaide system ? I did at the time, but I have
not got my notes with me, and I cannot speak from memory. _ _
494. Ton do not remember the cost per annum in round figures ? No; I remember that it was considered 
satisfactory by the engineers, and that it came up to expectations.
495. Have you made any calculation in regard to the reduction in size of tho pipes at Parrmatta, which 
would he brought about by the substitution of the separate system for the partially separate system?
Under the circumstances, half the capacity would be ample.
496. Mr. EwingWhat caused you to choose the site of the Adelaide farm? We had the option of 
two or three other places, but we choose the present site, because of the character of the soil.
497. It was the most suitable soil ? Tes ; the other soil was more peaty and stvampy.
498. Is the present site much above the level of the sea ? It is sufficiently raised to allow of good
drainage.
499. How much do you think it is above tbe level of the sea ? I should think over 40 feet.
500. Was it possible to drain the sewage of Adelaide into the Gulf of St. Vincent? Tes. One of.the 
proposals of Mr. Clark, who was originally consulted on the subject, was to take the sewage out to sea, 
hut he gave preference to the farm system.
501. Would it have been more expensive to take the sowage out to sea? No, I do not think it would; 
but taking all things into consideration, lie gave the farm system the preference.
502. It was in accordance with Mr. Clark’s report that you chose the sewage farm ? Tes.
503. How far is it from Adelaide ? I think it is generally reckoned to be about 3 miles,
504. How far is Adelaide in a direct line from the sea? In a straight line it is not more than 6 miles—■
barely that in places. ■
505. Although you could have got right away with the sewage at pretty well the same cost, you chose the 
sowage farm? Tes. ^
506. Mr. lseild.~\ The soil of the sewage farm at Adelaide is a stiff red loamy clay, is it not ? I should 
call it a light loam. There is not much clay in it.
507. By going a little further you could obtain abundance of sandy soil ? By going further you could •
obtain sandy soil. 508.
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&. gamier, 508. Do you think that sand such as tliat at the proposed farm at Parramatta is preferable to soil of a 
loamier character ? If you want to get a good agricultural return from the farm, no doubt the richer tho 

better. You will not get such good returns from sand.
13 Feb., 1894, merely for the purpose of dealing with the sewage ? Then sandy soil is equal, if not preferable

to, any other.
510. In selecting the Adelaide site, you chose it with a view to its agricultural production ? Exactly.

WEDNESDAY, 14 FEBRUART, 1894. 
Jittsmt:—

JACOB QARBAED, Esq. (Cjtaihman).
The Hon. Wiiliam Hebry Suttob,
The Hon. James Hoskibs.
The Hon. Ebederick Thomas Humphrey. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.Gf.
The Hon. WiiiiiiAM Joseph Tbiceeit. 
Thomas Thomsob Ewing, Esq.

Winn am Chandos Wale, Esq. 
William McCouht, Esq.
John Cash Heild, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta,

William Wilkinson Wardell, Esq,, M.I.C.E., sworn, and examined :—
W-W 511. Chairman.'] You are a full member of the Institute of Engineers ? Yes.

MIOE8^'' you give us a brief outline of your professional career;—will you tell us where you served your
_ ’ 1_|—* articles, and so on? It is a long time ago since I served my articles in London, where 1 practised as an 

14 Feb., 1894. architect and civil engineer. Then I came to Victoria, and shortly after my arrival I was appointed
’ Inspector General of Public Works. That office I held for close upon twenty years, when a political

crisis took place, and the services of a great many of us were dispensed with. That time was known 
generally throughout the colonies as Black Wednesday,
513. Didyou practise in London after serving your articles ? Yes, for some years.
614, In Victoria, I suppose, you were connected with the architectural branch of the Department of 
Public Works ? No, I was the professional head of the Department, and had charge of all public works 
except railways and roads.
515. Did you design the public works as well as carry them out ? Yes.
516. Since yonr connection with the Civil Service of Victoria terminated, you have been practising your 
profession in New South Wales ? Yes.
517. ̂ Have you ever designed or carried out any sewerage work for any town or district ? I have not
carried out any large sewerage works, hut I have had to undertake the sewerage of largo public buildings.
518. You were chairman of the Board which was recently appointed by the Secretary for Public Works to
inquire into the scheme for disposing of tho sewerage of Parramatta ? Yes.
519. Were the members of that Board unanimous in regard to the report which they furnished ? Yes; 
hut it contains one statement which I should like, with the permission of the Committee, to correct. It 
is stated that a saving of 25 per cent, would probably be effected by excluding the stormwater from tho 
sewers. That is an error. It is needless to say how it arose ; but we have corrected it, and wo find 
that the saving would only be 16 per cent. The saving in the cost of working expenses we estimated at

_ 25 per cent., and that we think on further consideration should stand at 20 per cent. The first mistake 
arose through the accidental omission of an item which came to between £4,000 and £5,000.
520. Mr. O'Sullivan^] The Board of which you were a member reported in favour of what is known as, 
the separate mode of dealing with sewage ? Yes ; excluding stormwater from the sewage.
521. Did your Board thoroughly examine tho objections lodged hy Mr. Stayton against the proposed 
scheme ? I never saw any objections of his against tho proposal to exclude the stormwater.
522. Had you the evidence of Mr. Stayton before you ? We read his evidence of course; but that is 
principally directed to the question of the advantage of the International system over the sewage-farm 
system. We reported that the International system under certain circumstances was avery valuable one. 
We thought Mr. Stayton’s evidence conclusive on that point.
523. But having read his evidence, you do not think his objections apply to the proposal which you 
recommend? I do not think they are fatal to the sewage-farm proposal.
524. What are your reasons for thinking so ? I think the sewage-farm svstem has been proved to 
operate beneficially wherever it has been used. The International system, though quite applicable to places 
wnere you cannot adopt tbe sewage-farm system, seems unnecessary where you can adopt it since the 
sewage-farming system is cheaper and better, and gives a better effluent.
525. You consider then that Mr. Stayton’s proposal is not applicable to Parramatta? Not so applicable 
as the sewage-farm scheme.
526. You think it would he more economical and efficacious to carry out the proposal of the Department 
with the modifications which you suggest ? Yes; I think so.
527. Have you any other reasons to give why we should accept your opinion? No; except that it is 
supported by the opinion of the principal engineers of England, whose opinions are of weight on the 
subject,
528. But the proposal advocated by Mr. Stayton seems to be more modern than the other? Still the 
sewage-farming system continues, and it is very much a question if the other will, I believe that doubts 
have already arisen about it.
529. You look upon Mr. Stayton’s proposal in the light of an experiment which has not been fully tested? 
I would not say so. I think it is quite possible that Mr. Stayton’s proposal might effect what he says ; 
but I think we can obtain better results from a sewage farm at less expense.
530. I understand that you have had no practical experience of sewerage works' except in connection 
with public buildings ? No ; but some of the public buildings for whose sewage I have provided are very
extensive.

531.
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531. You are speaking more as a theorist than as a practical engineer ? Yes, as regards a sewage farm.
I have had no practical experience of sewage farms . . +w j;™.*;,™ s Tfvnn
532 One of the members of your Board appears to have had some experience m that direction . u) ou 
refer to Mr. Napier Bell, I would say that he has had very considerable experience stavton?
533. Do you think tliat Mr. Bell’s opinion should be considered as weighty as that of Mr. Stayton t
SsTtfay i/Sol appear that Mr. Bell is somewhat out of date with his proposals, not having carried 
out any sewerage works of late years ? I hardly think so. A man may keep himself ^y well up 
in what is going on by reading the professional journals and papers. We know here pretty well what

SI g?ou Tre aw are1 that Mr^Staytonrecently took atrip to the old country, and m^ehims^ac^Mi^i 
with the systems in vogue there? I should be sorry to say anything disparagingly of Mr. Stayton s 
opinion, but the question is, which system is the cheaper and more applicable m , of
536. As the result of your studies, and the information you have received from the other members o 
Board, and from other sources, you think that the sewage-farm svstem would he likely to give better
results at Parramatta than Mr. Stayton’s system would, give ? I think so. polish
537. Mr. Davies.} You, with your colleague, paid a visit to the locality where it is proposed to estabbs
538. BYoif areaware that'alarge portion of the land which it is proposed to convert into a sewage farm is

below high-water-mark ? Yes. , . , , . , - s
539. Have you seen the material with which this land is to he reclaimed and raised 5 feet. ies.
540. Where did you see it ? At Long Cove and Neutral Bay. _ _ .
541. What was the character of that material ? Sand, with some silt in it.
542. Mud? No.
543. Silt ? I saw a sample in the office just now. , , , . , . p t
544. I want to know the character of the stuff that is going to be banked up to form a filter-bed I
the stuff that they are getting at Long Cove and Neutral Bay, and it consists of sand, with a good

545I>0Do0youI>think that6 that would form a suitable material for a filter-bed ? I think it would be

SfSlfjIu think that it is the best material that could be got for the purpose of making the embank-

{JwNvhat, in your opinion, would it cost per aero to reclaim the 42 acres requisite for a sewage farm ? 
Speaking from memory, I think we estimated it at about £40 an acre. ...i m
548. How was that estimate arrived at ? Prom information which we got from the departmental officers.
549. You are aware that the land is to be raised 5 feet above the water-level. les.
550. To do that will require a large amount of filling? Yes; no doubt. , 1^,13
551. Plow many thousand cubic yards would be required for each acre? In round numbers, I should
tbink between 14,000 and 15,000 cubic yards. Wa652. What would the filling be worth per cubic yard ? I really could not tell you from memory. We
got the information from tho Department. tt n j. t am- +a11 tah553. But you have a practical knowledge of the value of these things ? Yes ; but ! could not tell you
what the dredging would cost. Prom the information which we received, we thought that the whole cost

MLYou dffi notlheck the estimate? The only means we had of checking it was the information 
supplied by the Harbours and Rivers Department. ,
555. At 2d. a yard the work would cost over £100 an acre ?_ Yes ; about that. aIva
556 Do yon think that that would be an out of the way price for silt ? I am afraid that I cannot give
you a reliable answer. Those who are in charge of the dredging should be able to give this information
557. You only took the figures of the Department ? We simply took the figures of the Department as
to the cost of dredging and landing. . , „ -u. 9 T Amilrl
558. Do you think that 2d. a yard would he an extraordinary price to allow for silt and sand. 1 could
not say until I knew the cost of the working. T , ,, =a
559. Would it not cost 2d. a yard to deliver the material with a sand-pump. I should not think so; but
you could easily ascertain that as a fact from the Department.
5G0. You simply took the departmental estimate? No, wo took their returns as to cost.
561. Yon have not gone into any calculation yourself ? No. „ ,T . T
5G2. Have you had any sowage farm uuder your observation at any time ? No, except what I have seen
here. i » * ■563. You mean by a casual visit to Botany? It was rather more than a casual visit; it was a very care-
564” ir professional visit j—that is the only time that you have seen a sewage farm in your life ? I saw 
that farm twice; but I have never seen any other sewage farm. , , „ „ „ ,
565. Therefore you have no knowledge of the treatment of crude sewage on such farms r One does not 
gain all one’s knowledge from practical experience.
566. You have no practical experience? None of a sewage farm. . , - 0
567. You have formed your opinions from reading the views of authorities connected with sewage ranns .
Yes, and from what I saw at Botany. ,. „ T u,;„i. +i,„
568. Do you approve of Mr. Staytou’s proposal for treating the sewage of Jarramatta. I think the
sewage-farm system is preferable, for the reasons that I have already given,
569. Was there any smell at tbe farm at Botany when yon visited it ? None whatever,
570. Did you see any quantity of crude matter being put upon tbe beds ? Yes.
571. There was no smell upon it ? No smell whatever „ „-,i 1,___
572. Do you think that if crude sewage is cast upon the proposed farm at Parramatta there will be no
smell from it ? I do not think there will. , , , 0 T
573. Do you think there will be no smell or vapour created hy tho action of the hot summer sun. J.
think not of any consequence. . . , , , nc> „„„„
574. What is your opinion with reference to the area proposed to be reclaimed and resumed—62 acres
altogether? It is proposed to reclaim 40 acres, leaving the remaining 22 acres for subsequent use 
necessary. ‘

23

W.W, 
Wardoll, Esq., 

M.I.C.E.

14 Feb., 1894.
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w you. ^1Q area i3 large enougli ? I think it is more than ample.
MICE3**1 tkere will be ample room for the treatment of the whole of the sewage of Parramatta?

I think so.
14 Feb., 1894. ^ou are °f opinion that the farm will not be offensive ? Tes. ,

o78. And that it will not be injurious to the health of or cause discomfort to tho people residing in tho 
district ? Yes.
»79. Mr. Trickett^\ Have you studied the subject of the precipitation of sewage? No, except generally.
580. Do you know that works have been carried out for treating the sewage of the city of Glasgow by 
precipitation ? I was aware that they were to lie carried out. I did not know that they had been carried 
out.
581. The Scientific American of December 16th, 1893, says that “ the total estimate, inclusive of land, of 
treating the sewage of Glasgow, will be £100,000” ;—is that not a. very small amount compared with the 
estimate of cost in this case ? It would seem so at first sight, but of course there is a great difference in 
the cost of labour.
582. Parramatta has a population of 12,000, and Glasgow a population of 500,000 ? You cannot compare 
the two.
583. The system seems to be very much cheaper than tho sewage-farm system ? Not knowing the cir
cumstances, I cannot say.
581, Ihe Parramatta proposal is estimated to cost £75,020, while the precipitation process at Glasgow is 
estimated to cost only £100,000. Are you aware that Mr. Stayton, who has recently made inquiries on 
the subject in England, strongly recommends the precipitation process at Parramatta ? 1 know that he 
has done so, and I pay great respect to his opinion; but, at the same time, I think that the sewage-farm 
system is cheaper.
585. Can you tell us what number of gallons of sewage will bo dealt with at Parramatta in tho twenty- 
four hours ? 1 think provision is made for treating 40 gallons per head of population.
586. That would he 480.000 gallons a day. The amount to bo treated at Glasgow is 10,000,000 gallons, 
so that if the statement of the Scientific American is correct, that process is much the cheaper ? 1 could 
not say without knowing all the circumstances.
587. Precipitation is an experiment at the present time, is it not ? I think so. Everything of that kind 
is tentative. Things promise very well, but ultimately they are found not to succeed, and continual 
improvements arc being made on the different schemes. The treatment by means of ferozone and polarito 
is I believe tbe best tbat has been found as yet, but how long it will last remains to be seen.
5SS, Would you not tbink tbat in Great Britain they would require very strong evidence in favour of the 
precipitation system before adopting it at Glasgow ? They could not find stronger evidence tbau has 
been given in favour of the sewage-farm scheme. If you look down the list of those in favour of it, you 
will find that they number nearly the whole of the authorities,
589. You are referring to the "list given in Mr. Hickson's report? Yes; that report gives a of
the opinions of the best authorities, and is a very valuable collection of them.

A great many of Mr. Hickson’s authorities seem rather ancient—they go back as far as 18G5 ? I 
think the principal opinions in favour of the system were expressed last year at the conference upon’ tho 
Berlin sewerage scheme, that is in 1893.
591, Do you know of any locality similar to the proposed site at Parramatta that has been adopted for a 
sewage farm? No.
rno" ^ ^'e ^?rtn ’n a measurei experimental ? Hardly; I think its success is almost certain.

a v ° fr|Tm l,aB been stated to be unique in its advantages, tbe soil being composed entirely of
sand, but I understand that at Parramatta the land would have to be built up, so that the circumstances 
of the two places are not quite similar ? They arc not perfectly alike.

Tou sti11 ttiat 5 feet °* Sflnd would be suflimentto filter and render unobjectionable tbe sewamj 
of Parramatta ? I do. Jo
595. Have you hoard anything of the Dorking sewerage system ? I have read of it, but X could not give
you any of the details. °
596. Can you tell the Committee whether it has not had to be reconstructed lately? I could not.
597. I have been informed that they had until recently the separate system; but,because of the accumu
lation m the pipes, offensive smells were given forth, and they had to reconstruct the system, and adopt 
the partially-separate plan? I did not understand that you were referring to the question of the diver
sion ot storm-water.
598. You have not read anything about it ? Not as to that; but there is a great difference of opinion
between engineers as to the propriety of diverting storm-water, aud the same reasons do not apply in all 
cases. ^
o99. "What is your particular opinion? My opinion is that at Parramatta there are hardly fany diffi
culties in the way of diverting the storm-water. *
600. If you divert the storm-water, you have to constantly flush out the sewers? That can be accora- 
plishod in another way. If you do not divert tbe storm-water, you only occasionally get the sewers 
nusned; and they are flushed when perhaps they do not want it," and when they do want it there is 
no water available. There should be a permanent system of flushing always available.
60L with the separate system the regular flushing of the sewers is necessary ? I think it is desirable • 
out m our report we simply suggested the diversion of the storm-water as a matter for the Department 
to work out, as circumstances may guide them. They may find, when they go into details, that the 
separate system is wholly unfitted for the work. "

^ your report you make the saving which will be effected by it rather an important feature? 
lhat is supposing the system can be adopted.
603 But you have not carefully worked out all tbe details ? No ; we could not go into details because 
cni wi1- v lC <lme' . sPbke generally as to the probable results.
604. Winch system prevails most—the separate system or the partially-separate system ? I should say
the separate system, except in places where it is inapplicable. "
605. The grades at Parramatta are somewhat level ? No ; there is a considerable fall there
606 Do you mean before you come to the pumping-station, or after. Is there a good fall from tho town 
to the pumping-station ? Yes.
607. Prom tho plimping-station to the farm it is flatter ? Yes.
60S. You think that the fall would be sufficient to carry off the sewage if the separate system were adopted P 
1 think so, as regards the storm-water. roo
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G09. "VThat reduction in the size of pipes could be made if the separate system were adopted instead of the 
partially-separate system ? I should say about one-third in round numbers ; but that is altogether a matter j q 
of calculation. -■_»
610. You have uot gone into it ? No. 14 Feb., 1894.
611. I should think that would materially affect the question of cost? 1 need not tell you that a Board 
appointed for the object is nut expected to go into all the details of calculation. "Wo merely 
threw out the suggestion to be worked out by the Department. H our idea does not work out with the 
saving we anticipate, it must fall to 1ho ground.
612. jlfr. Neildj] "Would you name one or two of the principal schemes of sewerage you have carried out 
in connection with public buildings? I carried out tho sewerage of the Parliament Houses and Govern
ment House, Melbourne, amongst others.
613. "What is tbe nature of the sewerage works in connection with the Parliament House there? The 
sewage was all taken into a tank in a reserve and passed through filters, and was then allowed to run 
through a long sewer into the Yarra.
614. Are any chemicals used ? None whatever. The sewage is filtered through gravel aud sand. These 
works were carried out nearly thirty years ago. so I cannot be quite sure as to the details ; but from 
memory I should say that the filter-bed was from 2 feet to 3 feet deep.
615. The effluent is "discharged into the Yarra ? Yes, below the Palls.
616. Is this system still in use ? X believe so.
617. What is done with the residuum left after filtration ? It is taken away by the ordinary carts.
618. Was the same system adopted at Government House ? Yes. 1
619. Those works were designed and carried out by you? Yes. There is no sewerage whatever at 
Melbourne as yet, and I do not mean to say that this was the most scientific way of dealing with the sewage 
at the places mentioned, but at that time we could do nothing else with it.
620. What is the character of the effluent? It was very good indeed, though I cannot say that I should 
like to do what a gentleman did with some of the effluent at Botany the other day—drink it.
621. Do you know how frequently the filters have to be changed ? I could not tell you from memory, but 
I do not think it is very often. It is five and twenty years ago since the works were done.
622. Would it be done twice a year ? I do not tbink the filters were changed, but tbe tank bad to be 
emptied once or twice a year.
623. Was it found necessary to change the sand and gravel used for filtration purposes ? I think not,
but I am speaking entirely from memory. If any credit is due to tbe system, I am not entitled to it, because 
it was suggested to mo by a medical friend in Melbourne, the late Dr. Tracy, who carried it out in his 
own house. *
624. Did you take into consideration the question of dealing with the more clayey portion of tho 
proposed farm at Parramatta? To this extent, that we thought it, would not be necessary to use that land 
for many years to come. We considered how it could be made available then.
625. Do you agree with Mr. Napier Bell that it would be desirable to reclaim land fronting Duck River to 
the south of the proposed farm if an additional area were necessary, instead of attempting to use the 22 
acres of clay soil ? 1 have not heard the suggestion before, but that strikes me as the better plan.
626. You have no very great regard for tbe clayey port ion as adapted for the purposes of a sewage farm ?
No; I think the other laud would be better.
627. Do you think Mr. Bell's plan would be cheaper, or that it would be better in practice ? It would 
be better in practice.
628. In considering this matter, had you no regard for tbe cost of the work to the Borough ? No.
629. You did not take into consideration the question of any revenue being derived from the farm ? No ; 
that matter was not referred to our consideration.
630. Is it customary for a material revenue to be derived from sewage farms ? I think so. I have 
always understood that they can be made to pay a small interest, at any rate.
631. You saw a certain amount of cultivation at the llotauy sewage farm ? Yes.
G32. Did it meet with your approval ? I should not like to say, because I have no knowledge of farming.
The farm seemed to me to be doing very well, and realising very good results; but I have no experience 
of such matters.
633. But you can give the Committee an opinion ns to whether agriculture carried on at the proposed 
Parramatta sewage farm might he made to give a return which would reduce the cost of the work to the 
Borough ? I have no doubt that it would ; but I am afraid that my opinion on the subject is not worth 
much.
G34. Have you paid any attention to the system of using osier-beds on sewage farms ? No.
635. You arc aware that osier-beds have proved very valuable iu the old country, by absorbing a very 
large quantity of effluent ? Yes.
636. At Parramatta you propose to run the effluent directly into the river ? Yes.
637. Do you propose to adopt any filtration process ? No ; except the natural filtration Ihrough the soil.
638. When you saw the site of the farm, was it high or low tide ? 1 do not remember, but I think it
was high-water.
639. "Was there much water upon the land it is proposed to reclaim? The tide was over it to some extent.
640. You saw some fascine-banks there ? Yes.
641. Do you think they would bear the pressure of an embankment 5 feet above the water-mark, aud the 
sewage which would be discharged upon it ? J think so, if properly constructed.
642. There would be no fear of anything giving way ? I do not think so ; tho water will be a support on 
the outside.
643. You are aware that the proposed farm is 20 miles from the ocean ? Yes.
644. Therefore the tidal influence would be less effective there than near the sea ? Yes.
645. Whilst the upper part of Parramatta and Duck Rivers would be drained by the ebbing of the tide, 
the tide flowing in in the lower portions of the harbour would drivo the sewage back again instead of 
letting it escape ? I do not think the effluent would have a bad effect upon the river.
046. There would he no fear of polluting the banks ? None whatever.
647. Did you see any signs of fouling near the shores in the vicinity of the Botany farm ? I did not.
648. Did you visit these shores ? Yes; and there was no fouling on tbe Yarra from the Government
House effluent. 649,
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WaradlBsq., you aware ^ time of rain ihe whole of the sewage usually taken to Botany is let into the

twO. Would jou approve of such a course being adopted at Parramatta ? I think not.
14 Feb., 16|fH. f^'°Ll think there would be a chance of the banks being fouled if that were done ? Tes.

652. -Therefore you would recommend, if tho works were carried out, that provision should be made for
dealing with whatever came through the delivery pipes, irrespective of the rainfall ? I think so.
G53. Had you any difficulty of that kind in view when you recommended the separate system ? Xo; but 
it occurred to us that there would be a manifest saving if the separate system could be applied, and that 
it^was desirable that it should be carried out :f the expense made it practicable.
G54. "W ould you he surprised to hear that one of the members of the Board has given evidence to the 
effect that the.saving would be more than 25 percent. ? J. know that he thinks so, but I do not.
G55. Mr. Collins.] Have you bad much experience in farming land ? No.
65G. Ho you know the description of the soil at Parramatta ? The soil is to he built up there, excepting
in one place which it is not proposed to touch.
Gp7. When it is built up do you think it would be good land for farming purposes ? Tes, so far 
as I know. r 1
fio8. Mr. Ewing.] Tour knowledge of tbe International process and sewage work generally is limited to 
your reading ? Tes. J
G59, Jt is just the information that a professional man gets from his reading, rather than from practical
experience . Tes ; 1 have had nothing to do practically with sewage farms nor with the International 
system. ' "

Edward Bellingham Price, Esc]., M.I.C.E., supervising engineer, Hepartment of Harbours and Elvers,
sworn, and examined :—

^EsorlOG’ Chairman.] Have you had anything io do with sewerage works during your professional career ? 
M.LC.E. ®mcc ^ camc to this Colony. I had a 1 ittle to do with such works in Ireland, in surveying and getting

_^ P-il?,8' ^ have been looking through such mailers, however, for my own instruction, since I went home.
14 Feb., 1894. ” hat little you had to do with sewerage work before you came here was office work ;—you were not

connected with the initiation or the carrying out of any scheme ? No, except for private houses.
GG2. How long were you so engaged in the old country? About a year.
GG3, In whose office ? My father’s.
GG4. What were the towns' or places for which the sewerage was intended ? Blackcock and Kingstown. 
They are both suburbs of Dublin'.

W11S tbe population of those places ? About 25,000; that is, tho portion we were goin" to drain. 
066. lou have recently visited England ? Tes ; I only came hack on Saturday.
667. While there you availed yourself of the opportunities that presented themselves of inquiring into 
various engineering questions ? Tes ; I was looking after various things—watersupplvschemes, sewera‘Te 
schemes, tramway construction, and other matters. *
GG8. Mr. Davits.] What sewerage works did you visit when you were home? I visited the London 
sewerage works, the Barking Outfall as it is called. It is one of the most modern works at home, and 
the largest. ’
661). What method do they adopt there for tho treatment of sewage ? They precipitate it with lime and 
iron, and discharge it into the Thames.
670. What becomes of the solid matter ? The very coarse solid matter is strained out and burned in 
furnaces. What is precipitated is pumped into steamers and taken down to the mouth of tho Thames, 
and discharged into deep water.
6/1. Chairman.] Will you explain the process? The outfall sewer consists of three 9-ft. diameter 
sewers. Across them there are iron grids, which strain out the floating paper, straw, corks, and stuff of 
that kind, "a Inch are taken out mechanically and burned in a largo furnace. The sewage then receives a 
charge ot quicklime, which is mixed up with it, and then it flows on for a quarter of a mile.
6r2. Mr. Davies.] In an open conduit ? In the closed sewer. It then receives a charge of sulphate of 
iron in solution, and flows another quarter of a mile, when it enters into long precipitating channels. 
There are thirteen of these channels, 1,000 feet long and 30 feet wide. It flows slowly through these, 
the overflow escaping over a weir into the Thames. After the sewage has been precipitating in these 
channels tor iirty hours it is emptied into the Thames, and the watery sludge which remains is drawn off 
a j ],11llnried1,1nt'J se™iug tanks, where it is left about a day. The surface ivater is then again drawn off, 
and what still remains is pumped into hopper barges and taken out to sea. The sewage is settled as much 
as possible before they finish with it.
673. Chairman.] Is the weir employed in order to aerate.the sewage ? No ; it is only intended to afford 
an opportunity for the surface water to escape. I do not thin)!: it is intended to mrate the water at all.
b' *■. iiut does n,ot nation enter very largely into the purification of an diluent ? Tes. The sewage runs 
out in a tremendous torrent.
ele vm" I understood you to say that the sewage was conducted through covered sewers ? Tes.
,, 'j le™?th 01 °)fM1 «mdu,t 13 tilerc before the sewage discharges itself into the Thames? It is 

all covered Ihe precipitating chambers are all arched over. I went down into some of those that were 
empty. They are emptied alternately, aud you enter them through a manhole. About 20 feet is the 
average depth ; they having curved bottoms and arched tops.
677 What would be the fall ? There is practically none. The precipitating chambers are practically 

TW ir ° !s a lall back from the point of discharge in order to cause the sludge to run back. 
678. But there is a slight tall into the Thames ? Tes. The sewage keeps flowing along the conduits. 
Jhere are two valves-an inlet valve and an outlet valve-and when a chamber is full the inlet valve is 
closed, and the outlet valve gradually opened from tho top, so that while the water runs out the sludge 
remains behind, &
679. The solid matter is taken away before the sewage passes into these long pipes ? Only a very small 
Poo - ^bout ^0 tons a week is all they catch—and that is principally corks, straw, and paper.
GS0. What is done with all thnt stufi ? It is burnt in a funiacG*

dune with what is left over by the fire? There is a very large gas-works close by, and I
think it is mixed with the spoil from the gas-works, 6g2
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G82. What was the construction of the kilns used for burning the solid material ? It did not seem to he h. B. PriSe, 
very remarkable. There is just a large furnace, into tbe top of vrhioh tho wet sludge is delivered, and it itj’e
keeps smouldering away. There are about 12i tons' to bb disposed of a day, and 90 tons had been 
disposed of in the week previous to my visit. 14 Bet., t8i)4.
083. What number of people to the acre are provided for by this scheme ? I could not dnswer that 
question without looking up the report on the subject,
684. What quantity of sewage is daily delivered at this place ? The day I was there 119,000,000 gallons 
passed through. The total for the previous week was 833,000,000 gallons, but the weather was dry at the 
time.
085. Does tbe storm-water find its way into the sowers there ? Not all; but a great portion of it dobs.
They take as much as they cnii possibly get.
680. Does the drainage of the streets through the gully-shafts find its way iu ? Yes.
687. Do you know the capital cost of the work ? It was over £5,000,000. _ _
C8S. Do you know the annual cost ? I cannot tell you that. These works have only been in existence 
three years. The former works were constructed bv Sir Joseph Bazelgette. The sewage then was uot 
precipitated at all, it was merely held in a large reservoir until the tide fell, and at low water it was let 
out. They had to modify the tanks to adapt them to the new system.
689. Under whose control is the work ? It is under Mr. Uciinie, the Engineer-in-Chief for the Londoti 
County Council.
690. Can you tell ns anything as to the income derived ? No ; I cannot, hut a sewerage i-ate is levied.
691. What other sewerage schemes did you visit? A very modern system has been mvenled in Ireland 
hy Professor Adeney and Mr. Parry. They call it the oxygen system, and it has been very successfully 
applied U])on a small scale at the Dundrum Lunatic Asylum. Mr, flickson heard of this system, and 
wrote home to ask me to look at it. I visited the place with Mr. Parry, and wont to his office several 
times to get all ilie particulars 1 could.
692. Will you kindly describe the system ? It is only being tried on a small scale at Dundrum, because 
the lunatic asylum only shelters fiboufc 250 people. The sewage is treated in a house about 25 feet long 
and 20 feet wide. There are three deep tanks in it going into a funnel at tho bottom, and the sewage 
coming in turns a small water-wheel which operates little tap-valves, and lets in the chemicals as required.
They use a little soda and a little nitre. If there is any sewage coming in the water-wheel lets in the 
chemicals, but when the sewage is not running the cbemidals are not lot in, so that there is no waste.
The scheme is entirely automatic. The inventors have tried several experiments, hut what they use 
principally is manganate of soda for precipitating, and nitre to put oxygen into the effluent. r
693. Chairman.'] Jtis ail instance of chemical precipitation? Yes;’but the effluent, after it has beeii
charged with nitre will not go had again. It is discharged into a stream running past some gentletneh’s 
residences, and there is nothing nasty about it. It seems to carry the oxygen with it all the way down .
tho stream. The nitre is put in io help the friendly microbes to eat up the others. The system had 
been in operation about one year and three months when J saw it, and there is no sign of the stream 
being polluted. Indeed if there was any pollution an action would be entered against tho G-overnmeht,
694. What about the cost ? I tried very hard to ascertain the cost, hut they would not give it to me.
They said that they were patenting the system in Australia, and that they did not like to publish the 
details until they weroquilc sure of Ihe proper proportions of chemicals. They have been trying a great 
many experiments. As 3 mentioned, there are three deep tanks, and the sewmgo after turning the waiter- 
wheel goes to the bottom of tho first one, which is 7 feet square and 16 feet deep.
695. Mr. Maries.] Does not the wheel break up the solid matter in tho Sewage? No. It is only alight
tin wheel. ‘
696. Have you any idea of the cost of the system ? I do not think it is expensive, because the chemicals
they use are very cheap. The most expensive is the nitre which they put in at the last to help the 
friendly microbes. The manganate of soda is very cheap. i
697. What do they do with the sludge ? It is taken out and buried in the asylum garden. 'There is 
only a very small amount,
698. Chairman.] Where does tho friendly microbe come from, seeing that the sewage docs not flow over 
the soil which is their home ? They occur in the sewage itself.
699. Mr. Mavies^] The sludge is buried iu ordinary trenches ? Yes, and they grow cabbages aud
vegetables for the asylum on it. .
700. Did the system strike you as an improvement on other systems which you have seen ? I {bought it 
would ho a very good system for an isolated asylum which had no connection with any other sewerage 
scheme.
701. You do not regard it as suitable for a municipality like Parramatta? No. I may mention that 
I had a conversation with Air. Binnie, the great authority on tho subject in Jjondon, and also with Mr.
Chattertou, who is a partner with Sir Joseph Bazelgette’s son, and is carrying out a scheme for the drainage 
of Dublin, and they both thought that if land was available there was no syslem which could compare with 
the irrigation system. Everyone says, however, that land near London is so valuable that that syslem 
cannot he used there. Mr. Binnie holds about the first engineering position in England.
702. Chairman.] You gathered from him that where land was available the sewage-farm system was 
the best way of dealing with sewage ? Yes ; and he sent me specially to see some experimental filters of 
his which had been constructed of sand and coke breeze.
703. Mr. Mavies^] Did you sec any other system in operation? Yes, I saw the Croydon Irrigation 
Farm ; I was there in August and November.
704. Chairman.] Will you briefly describe that system ? Croydon is a town in Surrey. I could not be 
sure of tho population, but J think it must be between 50,000 and 60,000. There they have an area of 
about 500 acres, which they bought for the purpose, but all of which they do not use as a sewage farm 
apparently. The sewage is pumped on to this land, and runs through it in ordinary drains.
705. It is drained down to the lowest point whence it is pumped on to the farm. How far is the pumping- 
station from the farm ? They pump it for a distance of about two miles. The pumping-station seems to 
ho in the town itself. The town is a very straggling one, and the scheme takes in several villages.
706. The pumping-station is in the lowest part of the town ? It is close to the town. I could not tell 
you exactly wha! distance the sbwage is pumped, because I do not know where the drain ends, but it is

about
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sewage runs tlirongh the farm in ordinary ditches, There is a ditch on each side of 
M.I.CLE. eTery field. Pumping is necessary only on the higher portion of the farm.

How deep are they ? About 4 feet hy 3 feet, The whole farm is divided into paddochs, 
14 Fob., 1894, ™e7 turn the sewage over in one paddock and let the land get a good soaking, and then they soak

another paddock, After the ground has been well soaked the grass springs np rapidly, and they turn 
cattle in to feed upon it. Some of the paddocks are ploughed up. ”
708, Where does the sludge go ? The sludge goes onto tho land. Of course they strain out the coarse 
floating particles just as they do in London; but they are not very much. A great quantity of 
cabbages are grown on the farm, as well as wheat, oats, clover, and other green crops. Thev keep 
working round their paddocks in rotation, so that no nuisance is caused.
/09. How close is it to population ? There is population all round, and right through the middle of the 
W ^airm is n.°t in 01le block; it is broken up into two or three sections, and a railway runs 
through it. Croydon is only 13 miles from London. I was living within If- miles from the farm for 
some time. ~
710. How near is the most thickly populated village ? A mile away.
711. Is that the nearest, point at which tbe population is dense ? The houses actually abut upon the farm. 
/12. Are those the houses of employees upon the farm? Ho; I was living close to the farm, and I 
used to cross it every day.
<13. Hid you notice a disagreeable smell? Only once, when they were flooding one of the paddocks 
just opposite a road I was passing. It was a grass paddock, and they had put a great deal of sewage on 
it which had not all been soaked up ; but in the evening the smell 'was quite gone.
714. What is the character of 1 be soil? Bather rich clayey soil overlying gravel. It is not all exactly 
the same, but the surface is very clayey.
/Io. Do you think it is likely to make a good material for filtering? Tes; but amuck larger area is 
required than if the soil were sandy. The area there is far in excess of what they will want for many 
years to come. J
tlG. That is the only other place yon visited while at home ? Those are the three places I went specially 
to look at, but I saw several others.
/17. Do you know the site of tbe proposed sewage farm at Parramatta? Tes; very well.
718. Have you visited the locality since you returned from England ? Ho ; but I used to live at the 
other side ot the river, and I know the locality well. If I remember rightly ir is swampy.
715. You know tkat the Department propose to reclaim the land and fill it up to the" height of 5 feet 
above high-water level? Tes.
/20. Do you know the extent of land that will be available for sewerage purposes ? I am informed tbat 
about 64 acres will be available.
>21. Do yon think that that would he sufficient for treating the sewage at Parramatta ? Tes ; if the land 
were reclaimed with sand. ■
/22. Do you think that the silt and sand and stuff taken from the harbour would be good filtering 
material ? Yes; if they used the stuff they got at White Bay, Johnstone’s Bay, and other places, it would 
do very well much better than anything I have seen in any other sewage farm.
723, Are you of opinion that no disagreeable smell would come from the farm if the departmental 
proposal were carried out ? Hot if it were properly managed. I think more depends upon the management 
than upon anything else. " > > b
/24. What management would be necessary ? It would be necessary to see that too much sewage was 
not placed upon any paddock. Tbe farm should be divided into small lots, and each field should only 
get ]ust as much sewage as would soak in. The smell at Croydon was only noticeable after apparent 
mismanagement. 11
72t>. Do you think tbe soil would become charged so that after a year or two it would not filter so much 
sewage as it did at first ? Ho; I think tbat if a good crop was grown on it, such as corn, sown broad
cast, cabbages and strong growing plants, it would rather improve. Plants take the manurial qualities out 
ot the land and leaie it as good for filtering as ever it was. I spoke to some people in the old country 
on the subject, and their experience is that sand filters are improved by use. The effluent is clearer and 
freer rrom bad properties after the filter bed has been in use for a year or so than it was at first. The 
water seems to go through tbe sand too quickly at first.
>26 Have you visited the Botany sowage farm ? Yes ; I was there yesterday. I had been there before, 
but 1 thought I would go out yesterday and have another look at it.
/27. Did yon notice a disagreeable smell there? Yes; the Superintendent was laid up, and too much 
water had been allowed to run on to one of 1he paddocks.
728. Where should it have gone ? It should have been put on to another paddock. They were continuing 
to put se-wago on to land that was saturated.
729. Then you were rather disappointed at your visit ? Ho ; I was not. I examined a good deal of the 
sou ot the niter-beds which were not flooded, and I found that it was beautifully clean and sweet. On 
>700 P5"a0CJvi ^lc 1 ^ias ficen ’n use a good many years, the sand was hardly discoloured.
730. How did that farm compare with the Croydon one ? The Botanv farm is far superior to tho Croydon 
rartn, because at Croydon they have what you would call stiff clay. "
731. Was there much smell at Croydon ? Much the same as at Botanv. At Croydon you only smelt the
sewage when you got right on to the paddock. “ > j -
732. I suppose the sewage will always be a source of annoyance when they are turning it on to the beds ? 
JNo. My brother is a doctor, and has lived for four years alongside tbe Croydon farm, and he says that 
ifc is ’'cry seldom thnt there is any smell. The place is very healthy.
733. But it is quite possible that you can become acclimatised to any smell? One of the men engaged in 
cleaning out the precipitating tanks in London has followed the trade of cleaning sewers for fifteen years 
and he is a hue strong man, who says that he was never ill in his life.

?oTt n<m mafe yourself acquainted with the plans of the Parramatta sewage scheme and the estimate 
ot cost. I have only just read the papers. I did not know until a couple of days ago that I should be called. 
lia TT° y011 ,;now an71Illng as to the estimate of revenue ? Ho ; 1 have not gone into that.
736. Have you made any estimate of the cost of reclaiming the 42 acres ? Ho ; I have not, but it would 
be a very good spoil bank for the Harbours and Divers Department, and would save them taking the stuff 
to sea, so that the reclamation ought to cost nothing for material. 737
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737. Do tou lliink tliat £40 an acre would cover the cost ? IS’o ; I do not think so, if you have to let a ®’|!^ce’
contract for the work. u i - ,i M.I.C.E.
738. What, is a cubic ravel of silt or sand worth, deposited at that place ? I think they would bring tbe ,
harges up and drop the silt into the bottom of the river, and then pump it up again with a sand pump. 14^1894, 
That nould cost about 2d. a ton; at least, that is what it has cost at White Bay. I have not gone into
the Queal ion myself, however. _ . , ■ n-
739. blr. Wardell, who is one of the members of a Board appointed by the Minister to investigate tins 
matlcr, estimated that 14,000 cubic yards of stuff would be required for tins work, and that at id. a yard 
would cost oier £100 an acre ? Without goinginto figures, I should think it would be about that.
740. You do not know the cost of the fascine banks ? iSo ; J have had nothing to do with them.
741. You are simply here to give evidence as to what you saw during your trip home ? Yes; m regard 
to the Croydon mid X/ondon works,
742. Of tho three systems which you saw, which do you approve of most? That depends altogether on 
circumstances. If I bad Ihe land 1 would go in for the intermittent irrigation system, but if there were 
no land available, I would adopt a precipitating system. Lime works very well as a precipitating agent, 
and so does manganate of soda.
743. During your visit to England, did you see any place where tho sewage of the town was treated by
the International system ? Wo ; 1 did not. I was not near any towns where they treat sewage in that 
way. There are not many such towns. _ .
744. Did vou come into contact with any engineers that could give you information in regard to systems 
of treatment ? Yes, it was to got such information that I called on Mr. Binnie pud Mr. Chatterton. Mr.
Chattertou is engaged in connection with the Dublin sewerage. The Dublin outfall sewer discharges 
into the ocean. The sewage is held in a large reservoir, and let out at low tide. 1 asked these gentlemen 
particularly about the International svstem, but Mr. Binnie told me that lie did not think anything 
especially of the filter. He said that lie had been trying experiments with their filters and with sand and 
coke filters. He is trying an experiment with a filter of about 1 acre in extent, composed of coko and
sand on to which, he rune 1,000,000 gallons a day.
745. Is that an inexpensive process ? Yes; it is very cheap, because they get the coke for nothing. J.
saw the effluent myself, and took a sample in a bottle. It was beautifully clear. They run the sewage on 
to the land for three hours continuously, and then give the land a rest for three hours. They employ 
two filters alternately. .
746. How long have these filters been in use ? The particular filter I speak of, had only been m use sixteen 
days. Mr. Binnie was trying experiments for tho .London County Council, and he said that up to the 
present, the best filter was the coke and sand-filter. The sand is really sharp gravel. Mr. Bnrry, too, 
although he has patented a system of his own, says that whore suitable land was available be would not
use his own svstem, .
747. Mr. lloshns.} I gather from your evidence that the treatment of the sewage of large towns is still
in an experimental stage;—sanitary Jin gin eers are continually experimenting to ascertain whether they 
can treat sewage with better results than have hitherto been obtained? A cs ; all the sanitary engineers 
] met at home were carrying on experiments. The chief drawback to all tbe systems is that the effluent 
putrifies after its discharge into tho river. They want a filter that would prevent that. _ _
748. Except where there is a big rise and fall of the tide, such as in the Thames, where there is a rise of
20 feet, it is difficult to get rid of the effluent? It is very difficult where the stream is a small one. At 
Dundrum tho stream is smaller than the volume of tho effluent. _ ■ j j i
749. In respect to what you said about the offensive smell at Croydon, do you not think that if a paddock
here was similarly treated, tbe smell caused by the heat of the ami would be more prejudicial to the people 
in tho neighbourhood than would he the casein England? Xo; 1 think it is just the reverse. They 
have found from experiments that strong sunlight has a very good effect upon sewage. _
750. Are we to understand that the greater thc^heat of the sun, the less danger there is from the effluvium ?
The sewage farm at Cmydon worked better in summer than in winter. The only time 1 noticed a smell 
there was in November.' I was there in August during the hottest summer that they have had in England 
for many years past, and there was no smell at all. _ . ,
751. Are we to understand that tho dificrenec in temperature between the two climates is rather m our
favour ? Very much so. The growth of vegetation in a hot climate is so great that the plants absorb 
and use up all the waste petrifying products in the soil. ....
752. The effluvium from a sewage farm would not be greater in a semi-tropical country like this than in
the temperate climate of England ? I think it would be much less. _
753. AVillyou say tbat it is an axiom of sanitary engineers that the greater Ihe heat acting upon the
sewage farm, the less the likelihood of smells ? Yes ; because tho heat promotes the vegetable growth 
upon0which we depend for getting rid of the sewage. Of course light and air have a great effect in split
ting it up. . , .
754. Did you hear that the system of precipitation found much favour in Great Britain ? Yes ; a great
many towns have adopted such a system. _ ...
755. Can you say of your own knowledge, or from information you have acquired, that the precipitation
system is not as "much used in England as the sewage farm system ? Precipitation combined with a small 
sewage farm system seems to be tho system universally adopted, for the simple reason that they cannot 
get the land for a large farm. ... ,
756. Are you aware that they are now carrying out an extensive precipitation system at Glasgow, tbe 
second most populous town but one in tho United Kingdom ? J have heard so. Of course, land is very
hard to get there. ,
757. Have you closely inspected the land at the proposed sewage farm at Parramatta. ? I have seen it 
pretty often, it is swampy land, but tbat is not the land that will be used for the sewage farm.
758. A. number of trial shafts have been sunk by Mr. Stayton ? They must be below high-water mark.
759. No, they are on the 22 acres ? I have not been there since tbe trial shafts were sunk.
760. Then you cannot offer an opinion as to the description of the elay there? I should say that it 
would bo very had for a sewage farm, and that the success of tiio scheme would depend entirely upon the 
material put upon tbe land. 1 do not tbink it would matter if there was solid rook below, as long as the 
material on top was sharp sand.
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yj‘ aq”00’ trlL n°: feet °f y°u recommend to be placed on the land in order to ensure the effectual
M.I.C.E. “eawmmt of the sewage ? Mr. Bennie’s experiments show tbat 3 feet would be sufficient, but I would
— put t) or 0 reel; to make sure.

14 Feb., 1801. ,'6p ^0l] consider that if the 22 acres are to be used the ground must be covered with sand ? Unless it 
is bepteonst an tly ploughed ; but I would certainly cover it with sand if it is like what 1 tbink it is.
tht.Mr. i\eitd \ lou made a remark just now with regard to the putrefaction of the diluentwould 
ubat you said apply to the effluent from a sewage farm as much as to the effluent from the filtration 
process you were describing ? j^o.
7(M'. You do not think there would be any risk of the effluent from a sewage farm nutrifying ? No ■ I 
examined the effluent from the Croydon farm on several occasions, and found it to be perfectly pure. ’

he ( r°ydon farm worked hJ PlouShs? A portion of it is worked, and part is laid down ifi

*l1le \CWilge MaUer distributed broadcast over the grass ? Jt runs right over the grass.
Without any ploughing at all. "

/twi. Ihe Croydon soil would not be anything like so heavy as the soil on the 22 acres at Parramatta5 I 
ive'Tv0* sa;r fr0m mcmoiY 5 tut T should not call it a light soil. ’
Xn 1 +ru make a,;V in(l"il'1ies ■u'he’1 ut home in reference to the lighting of towns bv electricity gone
rated by the consumption of the town refuse as fuel ? No ; I did uot. K
7G9. You know that that has been done in some of the centres of population in the old country 5 No • 
I have not beard of any ease. - u’
770. Mr. Ewing.] You have already said tbat you regard sewerage as a progressive science? Yes so
fiir as precipitation agents go. They have not yet ascertained what is the best chemical to use.
//l. lou have given rt definitely as your opinion thnt irrigation is the best means to adopt ? That ia
my opinion ; but J. got it from Messrs. Bennie, Chattertou, and Parry. Mr. Parry is about the greatest 
authorities!” JthondoUn;,C(:t 1M Jre and’ and Mcssi-a' Bennie and Chattertou arc some of the greatest

They have as good opportunities as any men in the world for forming an opinion P Yes' Mr. Parry
^firrifirl mit nti immonun nnt_i__ i _„j i __ ^r- r’.i >. . . ^ m . .y

772, ^ . ... p_ us? a.My aucii aii uie wurm i
has earned out an immense number of works in Ireland, and so 1ms 
Mr. Bennie 1ms charge of tho largest sewerage scheme in the world. Mr. Chatterton in England, while
LV!- And is experimenting from day to day ? He is constantly experimenting.
174. Mr Jumna.} How much of the departmental scheme will become valueless in the event of a preeipi- 
ation scheme being adopted ? I suppose you might say that the pipe from Harris-street to the sewage 
"p ^”'d be dispensed with, hut it would be valuable in a way, because even if the precipitation system 

were adopted I should like to discharge the outfall at Duck Jiiver. J
/ 5. I wanHo know how big a mistake we should have made supposing the sewage farm turned out to 
be a failure r That would entail a little additional expense for a precipitating tank at the sewage farm 
but you could use the effluent to irrigate the land. ° fa .
776 It is your own opinion that nearly the whole of tho works would be valuable, even if science enabled 
} ® n a ,1,1:.Bome better system than tho sewage farm ? I think so. A slightly additional expense would 
have to be incurred, but probably uot more than £3,000.
m. Do you think that if we make a mistake, wc shall not lose more than £3,000 ? You might have to 
increase the cost by about £3,000. The whole of the works at Dundrum only cost about £500 They are
SeafS) 000 eat,nS 12:00° galIoi“ °f BeWage a dfty’ nrid 1 KUPPrjSC fo1'' double the cost they could

toS™ whemoT IdJ1^0™ °f 12,00° iuhabitflnfcs fn tile old countr3r that possesses an extensive

779 From your experience the towns that have carried out sewerage schemes have been well able to pay 
for them ? les; they have been richer towns than tbat. 1 y
780. Incomparably richer 5 Some of the smaller towns in England have sewerage schemes, but they are 
mostly inanufaetiiring towns. Croydon is a suburban town, and contains some fine villas. 7
the farm P°PU *lerC’ yOU say’ is about 50’000 ? I think so. Several adjoining suburbs use

^n'-fTfU krw]cdse of what towns of 12>000 inhabitants do with their sewage? Most of them
run it straight into the river.

d° ]fVe scrwei-aSc schemes? No. As a rule, they run their sewage into tho 
~Q,f’rri.kl-’'i ^ lk bas a ^0°d v°lumn of water, purifies it. and takes it away.
> 84. The inference is, that towns of less size in other parts of the world do not think tho time has como
sewerfl (!!fremagf an ?IPe“dlt“re ? J eould "0* finite answer that question, but the necessity for 
senerage systems there is not quite so great as it is here. ‘
785. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] The Croydon you refer to is a suburb of London ? Yes.
north tetl?™ anU 7K,SppCak ,°f trcat a"y of tho He'va-C of Loud°u P No. The Barking Works are 
north ot the Thames, while Croydon is on the south side of the Thames.
lnli‘ i JfUmP/l<:7 \- IIaVe J'0',1 8iven any consideration to the separate system as distinguished from the
partial system of dealing with the sewage ? I had a conversation with Mr. Parry on the subject, and ho 
was of opinion that m isolated cases in Ireland, it was better to let in only part of the rainwater.

™C0I,1^rlded bbe partial system ? He seems to let in only part of the rainwater. He lets iu 
the water from the yards, but not from the roofs, or from the roofs and not from the yards
Trt, Wn 7°U rCp°rt 0,f'.theTe"PCrt:s t0 lvhom tl,e evidence taken on this subject was submitted?
krm7Tdly Say tkat 1 bav0 1,ead lfc 5 I have simply looked through it.
>90. They recommend the total exclusion of the rainfall ; hut from the evidence you have gathered and
gtitfsym*>,ym *hi"k l’“t > K». i *. «* i m* it wiii wC^»3i 
S Btek ock”u7n, Hf“11 80me “»"“ler- 1 'ol “m« “f it i»- I kow that
rnn Jww J ;DubilI1, w® bad llttle wclrs> 80 tbat lf the rain was very heavy part of the water would 
would get’in1'1 " aS prevented lro,n enter,nfi sewers ; while if there was only a little rate, the water

791 Jn your opinion the suggestion of these gentlemen is not an important one ? I do not think so
™bibc bSiktifi :i?„f *"4 *• s”"s in ti,e «•ot ™cs- **1 «•* “
>92, M ould you like to think over the matter ? I do not think I should alter my opinion.

793.
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793. You liave no doubt that it would be belter not to exclude all the rainwater ? I have neper seen it E. R Price, 
done successfully in regard to country-houses and small works of that description. I have seen it tried
but they have always bad to let in the rainwater afterwards. . ^
794. {Speaking of the Parking Outfall, was there any land available there originally ? Ho, most of the
land has been reclaimed from the river. ,
705. Was that why the precipitation scheme was adopted? It would have been out of tbe question to 
treat such a quantity of sewage upon a farm.
79G. Have you considered whether 42 acres will be a sufficient urea for the treatment of tbe sewage 
of Parramatta for a considerable time to come, allowing for the ordinary increase of population ?
I think that area will be sufficient. Every acre of that sandy soil should certainly treat the sewage of 
600 people. At Croydon they have 200 people to every acre. ^ .
797. Therefore, in your opinion, it would be ample for a population of 20,000? Yes, quite sufficient.
798. The area would be ample, exelusivo of ihe clay laud? Yes. I tbink it could treat a great deal 
more; but it would be safe to say 20,000.
799. Mr. Neild.] You said just now that it was more necessary to provide elaborate methods of 
sewage here than in England because the climate; was hotter ? I meant to say that sewage run into a 
river in Australia would have a worse effect than it would have in England.
800. Because of the greater heat ? Yes, and frequent droughts. ,
SOI. Hid you not, a little time ago, say that the heat of Australia would render the sewage less obnoxious 
than it was in colder climes ? Yes ; when applied to a sewage farm, as it makes the sewage farm more 
beneficial, by encouraging the growth of plants, . .
802. You said that if it were found necessary to adopt a precipitation process at Parramatta the precipita
tion could he carried on somewhere near the pumping-station, while tbe farm would still be useful for 
getting rid of the liquid. But if a precipitation process were adopted there, could you not run the 
effluent straight into the river, and thus save the expense of pumping it on to the farm, ami maintaining 
the farm ? It would save that expense, but then you would have to filter the sewage.
803. But if you used a precipitation process could you not save the filtration ? I do not know the levels
well; but I think you would have to pump in any case. _
804. Could you not carry out the precipitation at the pumping-station, aud then run the effluent into the
river ? The tanks would be pretty deep, aud the bottom of them would probably be below high-water '
mark.

WEDNESDAY, 21 I'EBEUAJIY, 1894.
Jirrsenf::— 

JACOB GARRAKD, Esq.
The Hon. William Heset Suttob.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Eiiedeuick Thomas Humpheuy. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. "William Joseph Trickett. 
Thomas Thomson Ewino, Esq.

(Chairman.)
William Chandos Wall, Esq. 
William Me Court, Esq.
John Cash Niuld, Esq.
Edward William 0’Suilivan, Esq 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

Thomas Peter Anderson Stuart, Esq., M.D., Professor of Physiology, University of Sydney, and Medical 
Adviser to tho Government, sworn, and examined:—

805. Chairman.'] How long have you held the position of Medical Adviser to the Government ? About T. P. A. 
fourteen months. SUmrt, Esq.,
80G. How long have you been in the Colony ? Eleven years.
807. Since you accepted the position of Medical Advisor to the Government,has the insanitary or sanitary 1394
state of Parramatta been brought under your notice? It has. '
808. In connection with the sanitation of the Government institutions, or of the town itself? In con
nection with the milk supply.
809. Has the proposal before the Committee been explained to you ? I have read the evidence taken by 
the Committee during their previous inquiry; I have conversed with the Chief Medical Inspector and 
with the Government Analyst on the subject, and I have inspected the various sites, appliances, and 
material proposed to be used in carrying out the work. I think I know the scheme fairly well.
810. You have a general grip of the whole proposal ? I think I have something more than a general grip.
811. Mr. JTorkins] You inspected the site of the proposed sewage farm at Parramatta yesterday ? 1 did.
812. I suppose you saw that there was not very much fall for the sewage from Parramatta to the pumping-
station ? I did. _
813. Do you think that the site selected for the pumping-station is an eligible one, having regard to its
proximity to Parramatta and the number of houses in the locality ? I do.
814. Do you consider that a nuisance will bo caused by the effluvium arising from the sewage when being 
pumped from this place to a higher elevation ? I presume that tbe pumpiug-gear will be properly con
structed. If it is properly constructed, it cannot be a nuisance.
815. Will you kindly state what you mean by the pumping-gear being properly constructed ? That its 
construction will be of such a nature that the sewage will not be exposed to the air. If the sewage is 
enclosed everywhere, it is clear that no smell can come from it.
81G. Presuming tliat the well into which the sewage will be emptied before being pumped to a higher 
level, together with the pumping machinery is properly enclosed, no effluvium will arise which would be 
prejudicial to the health or obnoxious to the senses of the inhabitants of Parramatta ? Certainly.
817. Did you examine the land intended for the proposed sewage farm ? I did, and I took away samples
of the soil. ■
818. Did you examine the 22 acres of high land? I did.
819. Do you consider that that is suitable land on which to east the sewage of Parramatta? I should
not say that it is perfect, but I should not say that it is by any means unsuitable. 820.
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Stuart Esq. )e™ giyen m evidence before this Committee tbat sand ia tbe best agent for purifying sewage
MLD. aT1<1,™at ■‘css offensive odours arise during the purification of sewage by sand than arise during tbe 

^ purification by auy other kind of sod. Do you tbink tliat tbe soil on tbe 22 acres is sufficiently absorbent 
21 Ecb., 1894. ^ Preve:r,!: offensive exhalations from the sewage cast upon it ? If the sewage be cast upon it in proper 

measure and at proper times, I am of opinion tbat the soil of the 22 acres is by no means unsuited for 
:in,'en^e^- addition to merely answering your question baldly, I would like to add 

that when I went to the place, after having read the evidence, 1 was under tbe impression tbat 
that soil was eminently clayey in its nature. It is difficult to say how 1 got that impression, but at any 
rate 1 had formed it, partly because of tbe slowness with which the superintendent of tbe Webb’s Grant 
tarm found sewage to filter through it, and partly from tbe positive statements of witnesses during tbe 
previous inquiry of tbe Committee. I did not care, however, to take their statements ; I wanted my own 
evidence, and therefore I took the specimens of the soil at different levels, and had. them analysed this 
morning., Tbe results of the analysis I hold in my hand. These results come out very much in favour of 
the soil from the 22 acres, and I am bound to say that I was rather astonished at their favourable nature. 
Ihe method of analysis adopted was to take 50 grammes of each sample of soil after having freed it from 
moisture; then the.dried soil was put into a dish, and a gentle stream of -water was allowed to flow over it, 
so that the fine particles of silt might in that way be carried off. The soil was treated exactly in the same 
manner as the gold-miner treats his prospecting samples. The result wras that taking the top soil, and I 
mean by that the layer of loam, varying from i) to J 2, 13 and 14 inches thick, lying upon the surface, 
there was^ washed away exactly one-third, leaving tivo-thirds, of coarse heavy matter at the bottom of the 
-wash basin. This shows that the superficial layer of loam is really a very porous soil. I also took 
specimens of tho subsoil, which I procured from trenches which were, I suppose, 2 or 3 feet deep. I went 
to a greater depth than that, however, because I dug holes at the bottom of the trenches, and thus got my 
specimens from the various levels I find that of the subsoil 12 per cent., that is, about one-eighth was 
washed away, leaving seven-eighths of coarser material lying at the bottom of the dish. Let us1 sum up 
these two results. The top soil had one-third washed awaj, and the subsoil one-eighth, showing that the 
amount of silt in the topmost layer is very much greater than the amount of fine clayey silty material in 
the deeper layer, and proving that on the 22 acres there is fairly good soil for the purposes of sewage 
purification. That result, I may add, was contrary to my expectation.
821. Prom the results obtained by testing this soil, have you come to the conclusion that it would be 
dangerous to health to cast upon the land the sewage of a populous locality, without first putting some 
°i m801 011 ^le sur^aee ^ I should plough up the surface so as to loosen the soil a hit, and then I 
should put ou the sewage. I think the land is, with the precautions already mentioned, not unadapted for 
the purpose.
822. Do you, or do you not, think that if yon did not put any other soil upon tho surface of the land, the 
Iteat of the summer’s sun acting upon the sewage would be calculated to cause offensive odours to be 
emitted I repeat the words I used just now, If the sewage be put on the land in a proper way, there 
will he no nuisance. Of that I am sure.
823. TV ould you have any objection to state what you consider the proper way of putting sewage on 
land . I wanted to get that question out. The proper way is this : You must not put the sewage continuously. "" ■ ~ ■ “

to
Tbe __ ! proper way is this : Tou must not put the sewage on

. . science of recent years, that is of the last five or six years, shows us that tho
purification pf sewage is not due, as is supposed by most people, to filtration. Incidentally, I may sa^, 
that the evidence given_ in your last report hy almost every witness, if not by every witness, seemed to 
imply that it is by filtration that the purification is carried out. That is not so. "The purification is 
earned out by means of a little organism which inhabits the upper layers of the soil. "When sewage is 
put mto the soil this little organism immediately begins to break it up, and after a sufficient time°has 
elapsed, the sewage absolutely disappears. 1 can give you absolute proof of that from experiments made 
at Botany. Mr. Hamlet has prepared an analysis of the soil taken from Webb’s grant at Botany. ]f 
you had seen a section of tho ground there, yon would have noticed that the uppermost layer ie of a dark 
colour, while the layer underneath ia pure sand. If you took some of the dark coloured soil, which has 
had sewage discharged upon it during five years, you would expect, as I expected, from the colour of it, 
and from the fact that sewage had been continuously applied to it for so long a period, that it would be 
highly charged with organic matter. Nothing of the sort. The analysis showed the presence of an 
increase of organic matter to the extent of ‘02 per cent.; in other words, after having received sewage 
continuously for fiveycars, and after having been cropped all that time, the organic matter in the soil had 
only mcreased by 1-5000 part, showing that tho organic matter of the sewage when poured over suitable 
sou in the proper way is destroyed hy the agency of these organisms.

b You, of course, admit thnt the strata, of soil and sand at "Webb’s grant differ from those at Parra
matta ? They are not so very different. You would not think of putting as much sewage upon the 
land at Parramatta as you would put upon the land at Webb’s grant; but if you only put on a suitable 
quantity, you would got the same result at Parramatta as at Webb’s grant,
825. Whether a sewage farm at Parramatta would be likely to be offenshe to the persons living in its 
vienuty would depend mainly upon the way in which the sewage was placed upon the landf Yes.
826. Then I take it, that it requires great care to properly manage a sewage farm ? ISTo, I would not say
that. It requires a little experience; but anyone with any sort of intelligence at all—and I presume
that the person put in charge of that sewage farm would have intelligence—eould manage it properly. 
It the person in charge had not sufficient intelligence he could be made to do the work automatically by 
following directions. I would say, let the sewage flow on to the land for six hours, and then allow it to 
8 ij’j ei£'*lteen hours. If that plan were followed, as a general rule, it is probable that the farm 
would do its work efficiently for years without causing any nuisance.
827. You have been to Webb’s grant, of course f I have been there four times.
828. You are aware that the features of the country, as well as the nature of the soil, at AY ebb’s grant
are very different from the features of the country at Parramatta; in the first place the land at AVebb’s 
grant is very much isolated, being almost, as it were, an island ? So it is.
829. Under such circumstances, might not experiments in the treatment of sewage be carried out with a 
greater piobability of success at Botany than at Parramatta where the land is comparatively level, and 
there are a number of residences in the vicinity ? I do not quite see the drift of your question. ’
830. Chairman.] The isolation of AYebb’s grant, as compared wiih the proposed farm at Parramatta, 
would not make it a more suitable site ? Not a bit. If no nuisance arises from tho place, it does not 
matter where it is. If there be no nuisance, why should not people live alongside such a farm.

831.
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SSI. Mr. Tfosl-im.l Canvou sny, from ynor own luiou ledge, whether in niimy instimees in the old country gj.ujft'jrjq 
sewage f-irms liavo been I'ound to be very oft'ciihiye, ai.d even iiimisance V If any nuisance has arisen ’
from such pl:u'e« in the old oountrv, inquiry has shown tliat the farm has not been properly managed.
]Vo matter what you have to do. if it is uot ])roperly managed it will be a. failure. 21 Feb., ISOA
K32. Tour own experience tells you that there is an oiTensne smell at Botany from the sewage east upon 
the land there ? That is because Webb’s grant farm is not properly managed.

‘ 833. You do not consider that the "Webb's grant sewage farm is properly managed P In one particular— 
no ; and it is that winch gives rise to the smell,
831. Ju what way is the management defective ? It is a very small defect, easily removed ; hut it is nol 
removed, and therefore there is a smell. The crude sewage comes down the sewer and through the 
screens, which take out the grosser solid particles. These grosser solid particles have to bo scooped up 
and carried by means of little waggons across the bridge to the farm. When they got there the solid matter 
is dumped down on the surface of the ground, and is allowed to remain exposed to the air for 3 or 4 weeks 
before being dug into the soil. This nasty sludgy mass, which is practically all fjeccs, is carried through 
the open air in these little iron waggons, and these waggons are not properly cleaned out when they are 
empt led, so that they stink furiously. They should, however, after they have been used, bo cleaned out, and 
then thev would not smelt. It is a gross mistake to take this stinking matter over to the farm, and dump 
it down on the surface of the land.. Trenches ought to be dug, and the solid matter put into them, and 
covered over with sand li it were treated in that way there would be no smell, but it is not so treated, 
and consequently there is a smell.
83.">. J f the course you suggest were adopted, would the fertilising properties of the sewage be dispersed 
over the various beds ? The sludge, <fcc , w ould fertilise the soil where it is buried : but you must remember 
that a sewage farm is not a place where (lie utmost good is to bo got out of the sewage as a fertiliser, ft 
is intended to get rid of the sewage first, and then, if there can be a little return, well and go'od. .Sewage 
farms are not established primarily for the purpose of profit.
NMG, If your suggestions were, carried out at Botany,—and you have convinced me by what you have 
said—the expense of managing that farm would be largely increased r JS"o ; 1 think one man could do 
the whole additional work, which means, 1 suppose, £100 a year.
S37. You noticed, 1 suppose, that.at Parramatta the lower part of the proposed farm is partly covered 
with water f 1 saw the marks of the tide.
S3S. It is proposed to cover that land with sand, dredged from liushcuttera Pay, and elsewhere in the 
harbour. Ho you think that if it were raised 3 or 4 feet above high-water mark it could bo successfully 
utilised for the treatment of sewage? 1. am certain of it.
N30. "Without any offensive result ? Quite so. .
810. Do you think that not only the residents of the locality, but also people travelling by the tramway,
would have no cause of complaint, because of the effluvium arising from the place ? ] repeat what 1
said before, that if the farm was properly managed—and I have told you what I mean by that—there 
would be no reason to apprehend any complaints whatever.
811. Ton say that you have read the evidence given before the Committee during a 3 years’ inquiry ;— 
did vou read Mr, Staytoil’s evidence ? Every word of it.
HPI. J presume that you will admit that Mr. Stayton is an engineer who has given a great deal of 
attention to sewerage matters? .1 do.
S-13, ’You noticed that ho stated that Inning sunk trial holes, he ascertained that the subsoil was most 
unsuitable for the reception of sewage, that it would not absorb the sewage, and consequently the surface 
land would become foul, and the exhalations from if would be offensive to persons living in the locality ?
Mo he did.
844. Do you dillbr from him ? I do, and I do not accept his statements,
815. Chairman.'] Did the specimens you examined come from the holes sunk by Mr. Stayton ? Very 
likely ; but I do not know who sank the holes.
845. Air. Jloskiiia.] Ton differ from Mr. Stayton? I do; and in my opinion this is not an engineering 
question.
847. Mr. Stayton having boon the officer principally engaged in carrying out the Western Suburbs 
Sewerage Scheme, 1 presume you consider that, he speaks with some knowledge of the subject? I am not 
so sure about that as regards the disposal of the seuage. which is not an engineering question.
N4S. Did you notice that he stated that he had visited a number of sewerage farms in England ?
Yes.
84!). Did you notice also that he stated that in several instances they were not a success ? 1 can quite
easily fcelime that.
850. Mr. Slayton advocated what is termed a precipitation system, the sewage being treated with chemicals, 
and the effluent allowed to flow down the river, the solids being dried and sold as manure ;—which system 
do you prefer? J prefer to follow nature, and adopt the sewage-farm system. If wc merely follow in 
the footsteps of nature in this matter, we shall do very well.
851. Can you give mo an idea as to which will be the most expensive scheme—to convey the sewage by 
pipes on to the sewage farm, or precipitate it and dispose of the effluent,at, the pumping-station ? J t is an 
old saving that the shoemaker should stick to his last, and I think! had better not go into finance.
852. J presume you are prepared to say that neither scheme would he likely to prove a nuisance to the 
residents of rho locality if properly managed ? J think I mat' say that,
853. Would you advise the Government to utilise that portion of land you saw yesterday for a sewage 
farm ? Unhcsitalinglv.
SOI. Mr. Tn'ckf://.] Where do you think the effluent from the farm would go—it would come out near 
the steamers’ wharf, would it not ? The effluent would get away in two different modes—first, there 
would be a certain amount of costing all along the face of the embankment into the water of the rivers ; 
but apart from the costing, if subsoil drains are cut. a large body of effluent will flow directly through the 
drains,
855, Do you think that that would be at all objectionable ? 1 am suro that it would not; and I have
reason for saying that, lie can sc the analyses of the effluent at Botany pass through my hands every 
quarter, and every time 1 have visited the farm I have had samples of the effluent procured, so that I 
know exactly what 1 am talking of.
850, At times of heavy rain there would be a general overflow from the farm? Y’es ; but the area of the 

104—E farm
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Stuart Esq. '^rm 80 enormoLisbr greater than is needed that, even in times of storm-water discharge, it would be far 
1 more than equal to the occasion.

Sol. ihe departmental proposal is not to utilise the piece of land which you examined so carefully, but 
21 Feb., 1894. to take possession of the big swamp which is to be filled in for the purpose'? I think they are right.

85S. Do you think that it can be made effective for the purpose of dealing with sewage matter ? If it be 
filled in with the material we saw yesterday at Neutral Bay, 1 think it will do admirably- I should like 
to give my reasons for that, hirst, the material is a coarse sand, which everyone admits is one of tho» 
best possible materials for the purpose. Then the presence of a salifiable base is necessary for the activity 
of the organisms which destroy the sewage. To form that base lime and magnesia arc both present in the 
Neutral Bay sand, for that sand is full of the debris of broken shells. At first I was rather apprehensive 
as to the salt in the sand. People who have built houses know that if a salt-sand has been used it keeps 
oozing out of the walls for many years, and con sequent ly honest builders will not use it. ] thought that the 
salt niight stick in this sand so long as to impair its usefulness, but I do uot think that now, because upon 
digging down 12 or 14 inches, and tailing mouthfuls of the sand, I could not detect the slightest saline taste, 
and I do not think the amount of: salt which .1 could not taste would be in any way hurtful to these organisms. 
Pinally, when the farm is brought into operation, as 1 hope it will be, I think the sand ought to be levelled, 
and a little loam spread over the surface. When you bake a loaf of bread, you put in some yeast as a 
ferment; and so when you are going to use.the sand to ferment the sewage, you ought to sprinkle a 
little loam over the surface to bring the sand into activity. Everyone who uses such sand-filters knows 
that for the first ten days or so, according to the temperature, they do not act. They only come into 
operation gradually; but you may bring them into operation more quickly by sprinkling a little loam 
over the surface of the sand. I have no doubt that under these circumstances the lower portion of the 
reclaimed land would be far better suited for the purposes of a sewage farm than the upper portion 
would be. If you had to procure the site now, I would say, “ Do not buy the upper portion, but stick to 
the reclaimed land,”
SG9. The Department propose to put about 5 feet of sand upon the land? That is above the highest 
spring tides ? Yes.
SbO. Would that be sufficient for purification purposes? Amply sufficient. If you count the number 
of organisms that inhabit the soil you will find them mostly in the first few inches. As you get deeper 
down they become fewer and fewer, until about 5 or C feet down there are practically none left; so that 
if you have o feet of soil, you have the necessary thickness. Any soil deeper than that acts merely' as 
a filter, and there is no use whatever for a filter there. A. filter can only remove solid particles, which, in 
this case, have been left high up in the soil. "
8Gt. You do not seem to attach very much importance to the effect of the soil in purifying sewage matter ? 
If you take soil and sterilise it, that is to say, if you heat it so as to dostroy the organisms to which I have 
referred, or if you chloroform It so as to suspend their action, it has no longer any purifying effect upon 
sewage. It is because of the organisms in it that soil is an active agent in purifying sewage.
862. Chairman.} Are these organisms in the soil or in the sewage? They are in the soil. They cover
the face of the earth, sewage or no sewage. " r ^
863. Mr. Drickctt.] 1 asked that question because l\Tr. E. B. Price, who was before ns the other day, 
stated that they had found from experiments at Croydon, in England, and in other places, that strong 
sunlight had a good effect in the purification of sewage ? So it has, and for a very good reason, namely, 
that the organisms have their best effect at about the temperature of our blood, or at 06 degrees 
Eahrenheit. When the sun beats upon the surface of the land it warms it up and the nearer it is to that 
temperature the more perfectly and quickly do these organisms perform their work.
80i. The sun does not draw up the offensive smell and spread it round; it rather keeps it down? 
Yes.
865. It works with the organisms in the soil ? Yes : that is so. .
866. The hotter the temperature the better for the disposal of the sewage ? I do not say that, because 
the temperature must not bo too high. The best temperature is 96 degrees Bahrenheit.
867. I believe that in Croydon, England, there arc houses all about the sewage-farm ? 8o I believe.
863. Therefore, it is not likely in this climate, where the average temperature is higher, that a sewage- 
farm, if a nuisance at all, would bo so great a nuisance as it would be likely to be at Croydon ? From 
that point of view, there would be less nuisance here than there. Of course, it must be remembered that 
-I am always assuming that the gross particles will be screened out first. If you have pieces of fames so 
big that they will not go into the interstices of the soil but remain on the surface, they cannot be readily 
dealt with by the organisms ; but I assume that the gross solid matter is taken out first.
869. The process of pumping it will probably disintegrate the sewage very much ? No doubt, but 
the big pieces should he screened put first as they are at Botany.
870. 1 have read in quite a recent number of the Scienfijic Americ.an, that they are adopting a precipita
tion scheme for the sewerage of Glasgow, could you tell us why they are doing that ? I do not know 
anything about that particular scheme ; but 1 think every one is agreed that where you have a sufficient 
area of suitable land you should adopt the sewage-farm system. If you cannot adopt that system you 
must fall back upon an artificial process. '
8/1. Then 1 understand that of the three systems, filtration, precipitation, and farm irrigations you, if the 
circumstances were favourable, would advocate the farm irrigation ? I should not divide them as you do. 
To use my own words, what T should recommend would be the combination of intermittent downward 
filtration with sewage farming proper. That is what we have at Botany.
872. There appear to he two systems of farming—broad-acre farming and filtration ? Yes, broad irrigation 
and intermittent downward filtration.
873. In this instance, you recommend downward filtration ? Intermittent downward filtration with 
surface cropping as at Botany.
874. But suppose they went in for broad irrigation ? That would require broad acres,
375. And this portion of land would not he suitable ? Do you mean the upper or the haver portion ?
876. The lower portion? It would be suitable enough, but it would be wasting the land, because you do 
so much better with the downward filtration. If you can get the downward filtration bv all means adopt it. 
Intermittent downward filtration is very much more efficient than broad irrigation, broad irrigation will 
not work ior more than 100 to 200 persons per acre, whereas intermittent downward filtration at Webb’s

grant
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grant is at tliis moment Avorking for 1,500 persons per acre, and I have authorities who show that it
might work for as many as 3,500 persons per a ore You see (hat intermittent downward filtration m.D. '
is so much more eJfcctive than broad irrigation, that when you can get it, you should by all means
adopt it. , . . . • i j.1 21 Feb., 1894.
877. Bo you think there is any fear of inlcnniltdnt downward filtr.ilion so clogging and fouling the earth 
as to make it objectionable m time? J. have already explained to you how the organic matter is 
destroyed. If it is destroyed it cannot remain in the soil, and if it docs not remain in the soil there can 
he no dogging. For many years 1 lived not far from one of (.he oldest sewage farms in the world 
Craigeutinny, near Edinburgh. That farm has boon in existence for over a century ; hut there is nothing 
to show that ihe inliabitau Is of the locality suffer Bom it. J have visited it frequently.
S78, Chairman.'] You were in robust health when living there? I was.
879. j)fr. Trickett.] 1 suppose you have not studied the question of the separate and the partially 
separate system? I have studied it in a general sort of way; hut the separate system is now so 
inapplicable to Sydney, that it is no use considering it further. f
3811. That is rather a "reflection upon the three professional gentlemen who recommended the adoption of 
the separate system ; hut still it is more an engineering question ? It is an engineering question, _
881. Mr. Hoskins.] Bo you not think it nocessay in order to ensure the conveyance of all the solids on
to the farm, that a good flow of water should be sent through the pipes? Yes; the more water tho 
better, for this reason, that you will have such au excellent sewage farm thatyou can dispose of the whole 
of if. If you had not a good sewage farm, a surplus of water would be a nuisance ; hut in this case it 
will be no nuisance. _ _ .
882. Chairmnv^] Tho filter will'lie so good? Tho filter will be so good. 1 think it would ho wasting
money to adopt the separate system. .At all events, so far as I am concerned, it is chiefly a question of 
cost, and therefore an engineering matter. t
883. Mr. Trickett] You would go m for what is known as the partially separate system ? 3STo ; I would 
go in for the bolus bolus system.
881. Chairman.] You mean a system similar to that adopted in Sydney ? Yes ; but I would not send the 
sewage out into the ocean. _ i i
SS5. Mr. Ncild.] You spoke of the very small amount of organic matter to be found in the soil at "Webb’s 
grant; do you not think that the small quantity observable there is very largely and indeed chiefly due 
to the cropping of the ground ? I think it is—I think it is the small rootlets that have been left in.
8Sf>. That constitutes the organic matter ? I think so very largely. _
887. You think that all the solid matters in the sewage have disappeared ? Practically they have all
gone, _
888. Has that disappearance been due to the sandy nature of the soil or to the growth of vegetation 
upon the ground? No; it is due to the presence of the organism known as micrococcus nitrificans.
Your question was framed, 1 understand, to elicit my opinion as to the share vegetation has in the 
process ? ,
889. Precisely? Vegetation is not necessary at all. You may have the sewage perfectly destroyed with
out the growth of the higher plants at nil, but vegetation is a help.
890. Have you gone into the financial aspect of cropping sewage-farms ? 3 have. _
891. Bo you think, in view of the statement you have just made, that you can get rid of the sewage 
without growing crops upon it, that it is desirable, in the interests of those who have to pay for tho farm, 
to grow crops upon it? Yes, 1 think it is, because, although you do not get a very great return from the 
crops, the cropping of the surface helps the ■nork of the organism. The organism and plants have 
been associated from the beginning, ever since soil was soil. The one helps the other, so although you 
can have the presence of this organism doing its purifying work without the growth oi the higher 
vegetation on the land, if you have them both, they assist each other.
892. In the case of Webb’s Grant, is it not a fact that there is a considerable belt of waste land between 
tbe beds on which the sewage is discharged and the water channels that receive the efiluent ? T do not 
remember tl.c contour of the land sufficiently ; but if there is that belt it is uot necessary.
893. Would not the exist cnee of a belt of that kind have some influence upon the purity or impurity of
tho effluent? It would, by lateral filtration ; hut if your vertical filtration was sufficient you would not 
want it, _ _
891. But can you have vertical filtration where, as in the case of the proposed farm, there is, at best, hut 
5 feet of sand above tho high-water level ? 1 have said that the organism lives in that 5 feet, and that
vertical filtration below that is not necessary.
895. Will not the presence of water up to 5 feet from the surface compel the transit of the effluent hori
zontally rather than perpendicularly ? Yes : it will take a sloping course outwards.
896. Then you can scaredv, bv any possibility,1 get the same amount of natural filtration at Parramatta 
that you got at Wobb’s Grant. ? Why not?
S97. Because at Webb’s grant the laud is much higher above the wafer level ? Xot very much. I do not 
think it is much more than 8 or 9 feet above tho water level.
39S. Is not the bridge vou spoke of just now quite It or 15 feet above the water ? "Vos, but then it is 
a good many feet above the land at Webb’s grant.
899. That is just; where you land, but on the north-western portion of the land the tramway practically 
traverses the field level ? Yes.
900 Having on several occasions visited the farm at Webb's grant, do you know what depth of soil or 
sand there is free from underlying water? I have this knowledge, that at the place where the effluent is 
taken, a drain-pipe ha? been put in vertically. If you look down at; the bottom of that pipe you will sec 
water standing there, and without having actually measured it, 1 should say it was about 4 or 5 feet 
below tho surface. _ _
901. You have spoken of the favourable nature of tbe soil on the 22 acres, and have carol idly analysed it, 
but the tests you applied were necessarily applied to infinitesimal quantities? Ho. T took 50 grammes 
at a time. That was only a portion taken out of big lumps which 1 carried away in my pocket.
902. In not the fact painfully present in the minds of most colonials that analyses of soils and minerals
are scarcely ever borne out bv practical results ? It all depends—whether there is a mine to ho 
floated, for instance; hut the soil we are speaking of was faithfully chosen, faithfully mixed, and 
faithfully analysed. I think you may depend upon the results of those analyses, 003,
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Stua f’E ' ^"0l1 no^<;e ^1C Koard of professional goiitlemen apjjoiiitcd by the Minister to report upon this
SLI).'S<1 ’ ma^er—Messrs. Bell, Chamier, and Wardell,—were unanimous in their condemnation of the 22 acres, 

and rather than attempt to use that land, they were prepared to reclaim the land south of the proposed 
21'Feb., 18U4. ^ai'ni> and facing Duck Diver? Yes; hut J do not say that tho upper portion of the land was better 

than the lower portion. The lower portion when finished will be very much belter than the upper 
portion ; but the upper portion is not so bad as to be useless,
904. You think that ail that is necessary to be done to the upper portion is to plough it ? 1 think so.
905. It is not necessary to put in deep drains, and bundles of li-tree, filling it up with sand, as proposed 
by the Board ? That depends upon the quantity of sewage you propose to put on the land. If you are 
only going to put a small quantity upon it, you need not make auy drains ; but if you put a large quantii y 
of sewage upon it, you must drain it. But if you reclaim the 42 acres this upper part will not be required 
for many years to come. That is why I said that I would not buy tho upper portion at all, because the 
lower portion will be better, and would bo far more than ample for the requirements of the district for 
many years to come.
90(i. Will there not be a tendency for the efiluent from the farm to be retained by the tide at. the 
junction of the Duck and Parramatta Divers ? !No ; because the body of water there is very con
siderable. The flow of the tide up and down will lake the efiluent away.
907. You do not anticipate that the vertical soakago of the efiluent would create a nuisance in the vicinity 
of the steamer’s wharf ? JS'o.
908. Any fears on that score may he set absolutely aside? Yes.
909. Mr. Wall.] "Would the discharge of sewage on the farm tend to increase or decrease the micro
organisms you have been speaking of? Jt would increase them ; because it would supply food to them. 
There will be a time when the land will be absolutely teeming with them, and it will stay like that for 
centuries. '
910. 'Then, the purifying power of the land would be increased by discharging sewage upon it ? Y~cs. 
lor the first week or ten days after the opening of the farm tho land would not be of any use for purifi
cation purposes. It will come gradually into use, and will remain at a sort of level ever afterwards.
OIL Do you think any bad oiTocts are likely to arise from the consumption of vegetables grown upon the 
farm ? There is not the slightest evidence that bad.effects have ever so arisen.
912. The whole of the organisms would have been destroyed ? They remain below on or in the ground.
913. At "Webb s grant a great quantity of vegetables are inundated with sewage ? .1 do not think so. If
you notice, tho sewage runs in the furrows between the vegetables, so that it gets into the ground without 
touching the leaves.
914. Supposing the sowase did touch tho leaves of the vegetables, would it be undesirable to dispose of
them by selling them ? Yot necessarily, because the organisms which produce disease speedily die when 
they are exposed. * ’
915. Mr. Collins.'] Did I understand you to say that you were residing near a sewage-farm near Edin
burgh ? YTo ; I did not say that 1 resided near it, but I passed it frequently,
916. "What system was in vogue there ? Broad irrigation. ’
917. What was the area of the farm ? ] do not know, but tho farm was a largo one.
918. Did it take the sewage of Edinburgh ? It is between Edinburgh and Leith. There in a great area
of sea-sand there, just as there is at Webb’s grant. The sewage is simply run over the land, which is 
kept in crop. "
919. What do they do with the crops ? They feed cattle on them. 1 do not think they grow anything
but grass. ' . ‘ ‘
920. Were there any complaints about that farm? 7sone whatever.
921. Mr. Mwinr/.] You have told us that sewage is simply water with a large quantity of organic matter 
in suspension ? I did not say that. Sewage is water with a large quantity of organic matter in 
suspension and solution.
922. We have no cholera here, but wc have bacterial disease—for instance, typhoid ? Yes.
923. Typhoid is a bacterial disease ? Yes. '
924. Is diphtheria ? Yes. ’
925. Is tuberculosis ? Yes,
92G. We have have plenty of these diseases, the germs of which are found in the dejecta of the patients ? 
Say that they are found in the patients. Tuberculosis mav, in the latter stajies be found in the 
dejecta. ‘
927. Say in the sputum ? In the sputum.
928. Or the dejecta ? Say in the excreta.
929. At any rate they come into the sewage ? Yes. ’
930. Water is a great distributor of germs? Yes.
931. Therefore the bacteria get as far as the sewage farm ? They may.
932. They either get ns far as the farm or disappear in the canals leading to it ? Quite so.
933. Are bacterial microbes likely to leave water? Y’o ; but if tho water is left until it dries up—
934. 1 wish to leave that aspect of the case until wc get to tho sewage-farm. These germs get as far as 
the sewage-farm ? Perhaps so.
935. I understand that microbes if they leave the water must attach themselves to sticky walls; they 
cannot float in the air? No. They cannot rise into the air of their own accord, so to speak,
936. If you cover the walls of a hospital with glycerine, the air would be practically free of them? It
might be. ‘
937. The workmen employed in sewers arc not affected by them, because they arc under their feet, they
do not rise ? Jt may be, But suppose wo stick to the sewage-farm. ‘ "
938. 1 want to ascertain the theory on the subject. It is a fact that dogs and cows take some of these
bacterial diseases—diphtheria for instance. The udder of the cow may show evidence of diphtheria ? I 
would not like to answer that question off hand. "
939. Would you ho astonished to hear it? Not a bit, let us assume that: it: is so.
940. Well, let us imagine that these bacteria or microbes have got as far as tbe sewage-farm, it is likely or 
possible that they may be conveyed on to the leaves of vegetables, take lettuce for example ? Jt is quite

. possible, hut it is not likely. " '
' &4D
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94-3, ’Wliynot? Because tlic so wuge is run in furrows between the ridges on which tbe vegetables grow,
942. But if they happen to flood the land with sewage, in which, from your own admissions, there Cftn be '
no doubt there are microbes, tbe microbes would come in contact with what is to become food for human
beings, or at any rate cows ? Yes. _ 21 Feb., 1894.
9UY It is <|uitc possible that they might then be introduced into tho dairies and into the system of human
beings ; that is the theory, is it not? I am not going to say yea or no, because, for one thing, I did not
say that they would be alive when they reached the sewage-farm. The conditions for the life of these
lower organisms in the human body are such that it does not follow that when they leave it they remain
alive. Some do. and some do not,
941'. You say that, although they get to the sewage farm, and by bad management may get on to tbe food 
of cows, and diphtheria may appear among the people who drink the milk of those cows ? 1 did not say that.
915. Jf tho sewage is put upon the cow-feed, which at a certain period of the year is cut and sold to dairy
men, ihe microbes are there, and tho cow may get them into her system, so that the person drinking her 
milk mav contract a disease such as typhoid p There are such a lot ot links in tho chain, all of them con
nected by “ may" and “if,” that I cannot say. If you always argued like that, you would never eat au 
apple or a pear, and certainly not an ordinary salad The one clear sbilcmeiit I wish to insist upon is that 
so far as I know no disease bus ever beau known to be communicated by vegetables grown on such farms.
9 t(j. Tbe microbe seems of such infinite importance sometimes, while atothcr times ho is of no importance 
at all ? There are different kinds of microbes as there are races of animals. There are friendly microbes, 
and unfriendly ones. i
9)7. Chairman.'] The unfriendly microbe is presumed to be dead when it reaches the sewage-farm?
Jf not dead when it gets there it very soon dies, in most, cases, 1 think.
948. J\ir. ][whiff.] You say that those microbes gel; ns far as the farm, and there they meet, what you 
might, call the bacterial scavenger, tbe friendly microbe, who is friendly because be ^attacks dead things, 
while (lie other is unfriendly because he attacks living things ;—that is ) our theory ? "We will put it in 
this wav. Tbe eondiiions which arc favourable for the one arc unlavourable for the other, so that the 
frie.ndlv microbe goes on increasing unceasingly, while the other dies.
S)]9. Tho sewage farm is a filter, and the microbes are either left on the surface or they get bolow^ the 
surface and die. because there is no oxygen there ? Wc will not say that they die because there is no 
oxygen ; wc will say that they die. _ _ ■
950. There is no reason for saving that they can live without oxygen? There are two divisions—those 
which must have oxygen, and those which must; not—the aerobic and the anaerobic.
951. You have told us that at9(j degrees Fahrenheit they live well enough ? That is these friendly microbes.
Your disease germs, your pathogenic organisms, if 1he3r are not dead when they get to the sewage farm 
generally die soon afterwards. The cholera organism, for instance, which you would think had a great 
a mount of vitality, is a very tender organism, and if it is exposed dry to the air lor au hour onlj' it is 
done for.
952. Is it a fact that some microbes—unfriendly microbes—have been found to live five and six mouths
when their environment has been satisfactory ? Yes, and much longer than that.. .
953. They live in ;jelly for instance. You have not referred to any process which is likely to kill them in
their passage down the sewers? No; but if you were under water for live or tix minutes, what would 
you be at the end of that time ? ...
954. But 1 am not a microbe ? But the conditions of your life and its life are not so very dissimilar.
The microbe which lives very well in my body, if you lake it out- and put it into sewage-water may 
very soon die.
955. jloes being carried through tbe water kill him ? It would lull a vast multitude of microbes. It
takes two hours for the sewage to get down to Botany. _
956. You are aware that tbe wells in India are very much polluted by cholera germs ; these germs live 
in the water, so it docs not appear to me to bo clear that microbes are necessarily killed by water? I 
did not say that they wore. ] have said that there are microbes and microbes.
957. But you have described the cholera microbe as not having much vitality ;—why then should be live 
after getting into an Indian well ? Each microbe has its own conditions of vitality. The cholera microbe 
is very tenacious of life under proper conditions. It will live in water containing organic matter ; but 
put it into pure water and it dies. If you put cholera microbes into pure running water, they wid be 
dead in a short time; but if you put them imo filthy water they live and multiply. Iu India the natives 
wash themselves and their clothes in the water of the tanks, and even perform their daily needs of 
nature in it, so that these tanks become beautiful places for the cultivation of microbes.
958. Chairman.] Could not the same thing be said of ordinary sewage water ? Yes. Tho cholera microbe 
would got in there, and does get in and lives and .multiplies there.
959. Mr. Etvinff.] Suppose a micro-organism—one of these bad or injurious microbes—got in, and was 
flooded upon vegetable food, is there any reason why he should not get into tho human system again? 
jf the human being got the food sufficiently early there would be a distinct danger of it; but the human 
being either does not got the food, or if be does be probably does not get it sufficiently early.
960. As a scientific man, do you depend upon your sight and smell for detecting bad things;—would you 
roc a microbe that would take your life on a piece of lettuce ? Of course not.
061. Your ordinary senses are valueless to you for that purpose ? Not entirely. As a rule, things that 
smell badly arc injurious ; but that is not the case with everything. Cheese, for instance, smells very 
badly at times, but I do not think that it is noxious. Tbe sense of smell is a natural protection against 
noxious things, but it has its limit, beyond which il is, of course, useless.
962. 'There is no device that the ordinary man of the world can take to protect himself ; bis senses are 
valueless to him in dealing with things of this kind, and yet he has only got his senses to depend upon ?
No man depends upon his senses only. Eor instance, I very seldom eat a salad, but'when I do I like to 
know where it comes from. 1 do not merely look at the vegetables and say that they are clean and fresh, 
but if they conns from a Chinaman's garden T steer clear of them.
963. mv ? Because it is said, and I believe it is true, that some Chinamen manure their lettuces with
the offal from the slaughlcr-houses. and other organic material. They put the stuff into a tank, and after 
it has putrifled a sufficient time they pour it over the lettuces. Solid matters such, for instance, ns 
hvdnfid eggs, are very likely lo get caught between tbe angles of the leaves, so that when you eat the 
leaves you mighf swallow the eggs, and duly get hydatids. 964;
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Chairman^ Ihe leaves are watered instead of t!ie roots ? Quite so. When I buy lettuce to make 
11 a salad I take a brush and scrub the leaves bcloa' a water-tap ; then I cat it with pleasure. What

______^ Mr. Ewing is driving at is this : that disoase-produciug organisms, if they do get down to the sewage farm
21 Fob.-1804. a^ve'rire not very likely to get ou to the vegetables, and aro certainly destroyed by the action of tho 

friendly microbes in the superficial layers of the soil,
965. You would have no objection to eating vegetables coming from the farm ? Kone whatever.
966. Would you drink tho effluent? fvot as a beverage.
967. Mr. SHmfheTij?\ It is quite inoffensive ? It does not smell, audit has no colour; but there are 
lots of things that have no smell and no colour which are not good.
96R. Mr JEkidjiy,] We have had it in evidence that a sewage farm in a warm climate is more satisfactory 
than a similar farm in a cold climate, because it can sustain more vegetation ; you say that you do not 
agree with that reason ;—do you say that a sewage farm is likely to be better managed in a warm climate 
than in a cold one? Certainly,
969. Is it less dangerous in a warm climate ? Yes : because it is likely to bo more efiicient.
970. Why? First, because of the temperature. Owing to the higher mean temperature the friendly 
microbes aro more activesecondly, owing to the higher temperature, vegetation continues active all the 
year round, because you have no real winter. In a cold climate you have frosts which crack the ground, 
and the unpurified sewage is very apt to go through these cracks untreated. In a climate where you 
havo no frost, and the vegetal life is continuous, tho probability is that the sewage will be dealt with 
quickly and completely.
971. You have stated that there would not bo likely to be so many germs left undestroyed in a hot 
climate, because the higher temperature brings about a better growth of vegetation, and is satisfactory to 
the friendly microbes ? The conditions which are good for the friendly microbes may also be good 
for other microbes.
972. Where you have your two conditions at the best, at places like the mouth of tho Ganges, for 
instance, you have bacterial diseases endemic, notwithstanding the wrarm climate and profuse vegetation ? 
But then there are other conditions. I only mention the conditions pertinent to the circumstances of 
tho case. I am dealing with Webb's Grant sewage farm, not with the question generally.
973. You give the favourable conditions as to growth of vegetation and a high temperature ? Yes; that is, 
for a sandy soil.
974. Is it not a fact that cold weather renders these organisms inert? Kb; it does not, but frost will. 
If you freeze them they become inert. Short of being frozen they go on working, though they do less 
and less as the temperature is lowered.
975. Get it low enough and you kill them ? Get it low enough and keep it low enough for a long enough 
time, and the probability is that you will kill them. If you freeze these micro-organisms and then thaw 
them within a reasonable time, they arc just as active as ever.
976. A typhoid microbe would not be ? Provided they have not been too long frozen. It has been proved 
lhat typhoid has been conveyed by means of ice ; therefore, it does maintain its vitality under freezing.
977. Yet it is generally supposed to be killed by cold ? But because some retain tbeir vitality, it does 
not follow that all retain it. One microbe after freezing might remain alive, and it might be quite enough 
to lead to the disease.
978. With regard to the difference between a cold and a hot climate, at the mouth of an Indian river it is 
warm, while the conditions are similar in regard to rivers entering the China sea ; but these rivers contain 
cholera germs every summer, which die out iu the winter; they seem to live only for half the year? Yes,
979. Therefore, in a cold climate the germs are likely to be inert for half the year ? Yes ; but the other 
conditions hero are different, and 1. do not think you can properly make, any comparison.
980. The point is that cold weather renders-the germs inert, but still it is not a dominant thing ? It is 
not absolutely dominant.
981. Chairman.'] Are the friendly microbes a recent discovery ? I think they have been discovered withiu 
the last seven or eight years.
982. How is it that while inquiries into the disposal of sewage have occupied previous Committees, this is 
the first time that the beneficent work of the friendly microbe has been made so prominent? That 
hinges upon a question put by Mr. Hoskins. I said that tbe matter of the disposal of sewage was not an 
engineering question. You have had engineers before you on previous occasions, but never a biologist. 
Engineers should merely carry out what the biologist teaches, in the actual disposal of the sewage, 
though it is entirely the business of the engineer to collect that sewage.
983. The general impression in regard to sewage farms has been that the vegetation is the prime cause in 
disinfecting and preventing injurious results ? That is an entire mistake.
984. But it has been the general idea ? Quite so. Jt is these organisms which prepare material for 
the plants. Hitherto people have believed that the plants could take the material up themselves, but 
now it would appear that they cannot. If you put a plant into sterilised soil it cannot grow, it only begins 
to grow when the friendly organisms come.
985. How do these organisms get into pure sand like that udiich you have at Neutral Bay? These 
organisms are float ing about iu the atmosphere. They are blown about bv tlie wind, and a verv few' falling 
upon suitable soil will germinate and begin to multiply. Therefore, I said, sprinkle a little loam over the 
soil, so as to get the first seedlings of these organisms.
986. Mr. Humpheri/^] At Parramatta there are 42 acres of land to be built up, at very considerable cost, 
by tbe addition of some 5 feet of sand, which is to be obtained at Bushcutters’ Bay ? I an: not aware of 
its being done at great cost. I understand that the work is to be done in any case. The sand may as 
well be deposited there as taken out to sea.
987. I understand you to say that there are at present 22 acres which could he utilised by ploughing 
for the reception of sewage? That is so ; but that land, although it might be utilised, would not be so 
suitable as the lower portion when finished.
988. Would it he suitable for the immediate reception of sewage, assuming the Committee 
recommended the scheme placed before us ? Yes ; provided you did not put too much on.
989. What quantity of sewage could safely be discharged on to that land? Any answer I might give
would be mere opinion. '
990. "What is your opinion ? 1 should think that that land might receive the sewage of 500 people to
the acre. 991,
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991. So that tho 22 rures would rereive the sewage of about 11.009 persons'i* Tes; the population of 
Parramatta is about 14,090.1 believe. . jfj), ’’
992-93. \Vc bavo boon told that it is 12.000 ? "Well you could nearly treul it all on the ripper portion, ^—_____
994. If you took a considerable time to prepare tbe 40 acres, tho 22 acres could bo immediately utilised, gj
"Would they bo Nuilicient to take the drainage of Parramatta for a period of years? les; 1 think 1 
would try the experiment; but the evidence shows that in the ordinary course of events the 40 acres 
could be tilled in with the proper material to the proper level within 12 months. You must finish your 
reticulation before you can use the farm, and therefore the tilling in is likely to be finished as soon as you 
are ready to use it. The sooner the land is filled in the sooner it will he washed by the rainwater, and 
therefore, the sooner it will become ready for a sewage farm. _
995. Knowing the conditions, what do you recommend, that the 22 acres he immediately used, or that the
42 acres, which are at present subject to tidal influence, should be built up with sand to a height of 5 feet 
above the water-level, and made use of? I recommend the filling up of tho 42 acres immediately, so that 
when the reticulation is complete it may bo used for the purpose of sewage purification. I wrould not 
nsc the upper portion of the land at ail, for it, is not needed. _
996. Knowing all the conditions .under which it is proposed to make the sewage farm, and having read 
the evidence, you are of opinion that it will ho better to use the 42 acres than the 22 acres ? Clearly.
997. So that tbe 22 acres may be left alone until it becomes necessary by reason of the increase of popu
lation to extend the farm ? Quite so. 1 would like to add that in the evidence something is said about 
tbe bettor kind of crops which you will got from the upper portion of land, but 1 have already pointed 
out that that really does not matter, because a sew'age farm is not a commercial thing. One would not 
think of starting a sew'age farm in order to make a fortune, and the crop grow n should be regarded rather 
as a help to the process of purification, than as a means of making money.
998. "With regard to the effluent that will flow into the Parramatta Eiver, is there tbe slightest proba
bility of its increasing tho impurity of the water ? I think that it will increase the purity of it, because *
the effluent will probably he nicer than the stuff that is there already.
999. Mr, Davies.'] Yesterday you visited the locality of tbe proposed farm, and followed the proposed
pipe-line, which is close to the present tram-line ? 1 did.
1000. You saw the fascine embankment, about 2 feet, high, which has been made by the Department ? 
hTes.
1001. And you saw the embankment all along the tram-lineL suppose you know that that is to form 
the embankment of the proposed farm ? Yes.
1002. At present, it is about 2 feet high, and runs close alongside the f ram-line right down to the steamers’
wharf ? Yes. _
1003. You arc aware that the Department propose to raise that embankment to about 5 foet above high
water ? No, they arc not going to raise the embankment; they are going to raise the filling in behind 
the embankment. _
1004. Are you not aware that they are going to raise the whole face of tho farm 5 feet above spring-tide ?
I think it wmuld bo useless to do that, and 1 Imagine that you are mistaken.
1005. You are aware that the land at the present time, is only IS inches above high-water mark at the 
highest point? No; it is nearly 2 feet.
1006. it would be necessary to put 3 feet of soil upon that? Yes, 3 feet of additional soil behind the
embankment _
1007. Not on the face of it ? No; they are going to make a batter. The fascine bank is as high as it is ’
going to be.
1008. Will there not be a large amount of percolation through this batter ? No; I forget what the 
critical angle of sand is, but I think the batter will extend about 5 feet behind the embankment.
1009. Will not the effluent draining through the batter cause an injury to the tram-line ? No, because 
the sewage farm will not be carried right up to the very edge of the laud.
1010. Do you not think that the farm would greatly injure the adjacent property ? No, not in the 
slightest degree,
1011. Have you read the report of the Commissioners who inquired into this scheme ? No ; I have not 
seen it, and never even heard of it.
1012. You are not aware that their report caused this matter to bo again referred to the Committee ? No.
1013. You have already been told that the Commissioners have recommended the separate system for the 
treatment of sewage ? I do not think 1 have been told that.
101.4. If they have recommended the adoption of the separate, system for the sewerage of the town of 
Parramatta and the Government institutions there, because by keeping out the storm-water they will he 
able to reduce the size of tho pipes, and in that way the coat of the work, do you think it would he wise 
for the Department to adopt their recommendation ? You tel) me that throe gentlemen have made a 
certain recommendation, and ask if I approve of it. Before replying I want to know who the men are, 
what their qualifications ore, and what the evidence before them was. _ _
1015. They took no evidence themselves, but merely dealt with the evidence taken by this Committee 
during a previous inquiry^ Here is a copy of their report? The Commissioners say, “ But as all tho 
conditions necessary to make sewage farming successful are present in the case at Parramatta, we found 
no difiieulty in arriving at a unanimous decision in its favour, as we consider it the simplest, cheapest, 
and best method of meeting the requirements.” So you see they are distinctly in favour of the sewage 
farm. The other question dealt with by them is an engineering matter, a question of pounds, shillings, 
and pence. If it is cheaper to have the separate system, I say have it; if it is cheaper to adopt the other 
system, adopt it.
1010. You believe that the separate system would he more effective ? That is an engineering matter. I 
think I had better keep within my own province. It docs not matter much to me how you get the sewage 
on tho farm ; it floes matter how you treat, it there.
1017. J/r. tfoskins.] You say, take as much water as you can ? Yes; on the whole, dilute sewage is 
better than concentrated sewage.
1018. Mr. Davin;.] You have several Government institutions at Parramatta under your control ? No ; 
my predecessor had ; but he was Inspector-General of Insane.
1019. ITni are aware that there are a number of public institutions at Parramatta? Yes.
1020. Have you a knowledge of how they treat, their si’wage ? Only a general knowledge. 1021.
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1021. Do you regard the treatment as effect! re or defective r I do not know ciumgli about it. They do 
StUM D Sq ’ I10t COme ,inrfc,‘ >"R at

1022. 1 on linvo to!d the Committee that von approve of (Isis scheme gener ally, so long as the sewage is not
21 Feb 1894 P11*' 0,1 ^’c too frequently Y Yes, if it be carried out properly according to recognised principles.

’ 102:1. Do you think that 42 acres will provide an effective sewage farm for a. population of from 12,000
to 14,000 people ? Yes, and for four limes that number.
1024. 'ion think that the people of Parramatta can bear the capital cost, together with the interest on 
the cost of management? J have nothing to do with that.
102o. ffave you any knowledge of the probable cost? jVone whatever.
102(5. Where there is abundance of land, you give the preference to the system proposed to he adopted 
at Parramatta? Certainly. " "
1027. Y on believe that - there would be no possibility of injury .to public health if this scheme were 
adopted ? I believe that no injury would arise.
1025. There would be no inconvenience? How could inconvenience arise?
102!). Prom smells? There would be no smells.
10:10. You must remember that hundreds of thousands of people travel on the railway line not very far 
from the farm ? They would not be affected.
1081. The farm would not be offensive, nor would it be injurious to health ? Xot at all. I should like 
to hand in the analyses to which I have referred, and I should be glad to write out a distinct statement: 
of my views on this subject, because questions and answers are sometimes difficult to follow, and not: 
very satisfactory, and, of course, I. have had only a short time to prepare myself.
1032. Chfitr/nfin.] I think the Committee are very well satisfied with the way in which your evidence has 
been given ; but if you wish to supplement it you can do so ? 1 do not wish to supplement it; but I
merely thought of preparing a carefully-written, properly-balanced statement, if it would make mv views 

* more clearly understood. ■ ’

THURSDAY, 22 FEBRUARY, 1S!H. 
JSrrant: —

JACOB OAltPAliU, Esq. (Cuaiiuun).
The JTon. William IPexuv Suitor.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Fkkdertcic Thomas Humi'mery. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G-.
The Hon. William Joskiui Tiuckett. 
Thomas Thomson Ewinu, Esq.

William Chanuos Wall, Esq. 
William McCouiit, Esq,'
John Cash Neild, Esq.
Edward William O'Svi.livan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henuv Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

J. M.
Smail, Esq., 

MJ.C.E.

22 Feb., 1891.

John YLmre Smail, Esq., M.I.G.E., Engineer for Sewerage, Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and
Sewerage, sworn, and examined: —

1033. Chairmtin.~\ You arc engineer for sewerage under the control of the Metropolitan Board of Water 
Supply and Sewerage f Yes ; 1 am acting engineer for the Board.
1034. The sewage farm at Webb’s grant, Botany, is under your care? Yes.
1035. Mr. 'JYicke1t.~\ On a-former occasion you gave evidence before tins Committee in regard to the
proposed sewage scheme at Parramatta. You were then favourable to the proposal;—do your opinions 
remain unchanged ? Yes. ”
103(5. Ton still think that of the various processes in vogue for dealing witli sewage which would be 
available, at Parramatta the irrigation farm system is most desirable? Yes, the sewage farm system. 
1037. Have you had charge of the Botany sewage farm from the beginning? Yes.
103S. Had you anything to do with preparing plans tor it before the farm was started? Yes, but the 
beds were laid out by the late Mr, Oxley. "
1039. The whole of the drainage upon the Botany farm was under your personal direction ? Yes, I 
carried out the whole of it. ’ J
1010. At the start I think some doubt was expressed as to the 
sufficiently large to carry off the drainage from burry Hills? Yes 
the matter.
1041. What is the size of those pipes? The smallest size for street 

They are reticulation pipes connecting with the main sower?
Have they answered all requirements ? Admirably.
Do they receive sturm-watcr as well as sewage? No; I eliminate the storm-water as much asl can. 

. ^l!l^ proportion of storm-water goes into them ? AVe calculate that on the southern slope about
one-fourth is sewage, and three-fourths storm-water.
1.04t). Hoiy do you regulate the quantity of storm-water—by taking only the roofs, or by excluding the 
roofs ? AYe lake the backyards and the back roofs of the houses ; but even that; we throttle as much 
as we can.

size of 
; 1 believe

the reticulation pipes being 
there was some stir about

1042.
1043. 
1014. 
1045.

sewers is 0 inches. 
Yes.

1047. Do you think it desirable to cutoff all the storm-water from the sewerage system ? Decidedly
not. A our question leads up to a vexed subject which has been debated for years, ■
1048. AVhich is the best system—the combiued or the separate system ? The separate system has been
split up into the pnrtially-separate system, which we carry out, and what some faddists call, the absolutely 
separate system, which takes nothing but slop-water. '
1040. .1 he question arises very distinctly here, because the three Commissioners appointed by the 
Government to inquire into the Parramatta scheme, say, in their report dated the 2bth July, 1803,— 
t hat the total diversion ot all rainfall from the sewers should he carried out ? I could understand them 
saying, that there should be a total diversion of rainfall, that is, that the water should he cut off from the 
roads iii.d streets ; hut eerlainly they do not mean to cut off the water falling upon tbe roofs.
1050. \ os, they do, as you will see if you read the last paragraph of their report, there they advocate 
the total exclusion of all rainfall ? Their objeet in reducing the rainwater admitted, to the minimum

quantity,
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quantity is to lessen the cost of pumping ; and then, too, the less water you have the smaller you can 
make your pipes. I think, however, that it will not bo considered advisable for practical reasons to put 
a sewer down with a diameter less than tl inches. ______
1051. The Commissioners to whom I have referred were specially appointed to give the G-overnment the 22 jrcb., 1894. 
benefit of their opinion, and, of course, it is entitled to considerable weight. I would point out that they
say that hy the exclusion of rainwater the cost of construction would be materially reduced, and also that 
the sewage would be much more valuable upon the farm if the rainwater were kept out ? It is only in 
rainy weather that the sewage in a partially separate system would be diluted ; under other conditions the 
two systems are alike. We have found out at the sewage-farm that the first shedding, as we call it, that 
is the first washing that comes down the sewer, is as filthy as the sewage itself.
1052. It contains washings off the streets ? The washings from the yards and stuff taken out of the 
gutters, pigeons’ droppings, and so on. That lias been our experience at the inlet house, where we have , 
had an opportunity of •watching the sewage.
1053. Do you think the total exclusion of the rainfall, with a proper system of sluicing at regular 
intervals, would be desirable P Ho; I should say admit a small portion of the rainwater.
1054. With what object ? To flush the drains.
1055. It is a very common remark at the time of heavy rain, “ Oh, this will do a lot of good by flushing 
out the drains.” The rainfall is admitted to the sewers with tho object of flushing them ? Tes,
1053. The Commissioners state in the last paragraph hut one of their report that the exclusion of the 
rainfall will reduce the cost of the work hy 25 per cent. Since then they have made the saving 20 per 
cent.;—do you think that their estimate is a correct one ? I think that the proportion is a very large 
one; but I should not like to give an expression of opinion until I had seen the calculations, Asa 
general principle, if you reduce the quantity of rainwater flowing into the pipes, you can reduce tho cost 
of the larger mains ; but I doubt if you can reduce the cost of the smaller mains, because, for practical 
reasons, it is not advisable to put down less than a 9-inch pipe.
1057. Unless there were a regular system of sluicing, is it not likely that the pipes would become foul ?
If no rainwater ever went into the pipes, you would have to provide flushing-stations, and supply fresh 
water to them from the mains.
1053. But if the rainwater were admitted, would you do without the flushing-stations ? Yes; special 
ones. As a matter of fact, I use very little fresh water for flushing under the present system, ■
1059. At what intervals do you flush? In certain sections the sewers are flushed every week ; but the 
system is so arranged that there is really no expense. Yon saw on the farm that by putting in stop- 
hoards you could divert the water almost anywhere you like. We adopt a similar plan in tbe sewers.
Each man lias a section, and in the man-hole there is a groove cut down in which slides a board. When 
we want to flush, all the man has to do is to put down the board, and it backs up tho water for, 
perhaps, a quarter of a mile. The men can tell directly when it is time to let go by watching the water 
rise to a certain point. The board is then pulled up, and the water runs along the sewer, flushing the 
lower section and cleansing the upper one.
1060. Have you any figures with you showing the increase of tbe population per acre served by the 
Botany farm since it was started;—when did it start ? About six years ago. On the 31st December 
there were 34,816 people draining on it.
1061. How many were there at first? Six years ago there were no houses draining on to it.
1062. But I suppose the population has not actually grown very much ? The whole of tbe district which 
would be served by the farm is not yet connected ; but taking the houses already draining on to it, it 
serves a population of 34,816. Tho number will be greater at the cud of this year, because more houses 
will be connected.
1063. What area of tho farm do you use for treating this sewage ? About 33 acres.
1064. Does that include the ponds or tanks, as you call them ? Yes; that is the whole area. The popu
lation is about 1,024 per acre.
1065. It has been stated that the farm treats the sewage of 1,500 persons per acre ? The population was 
made out at first on the area basis ; but in this case I know the number of houses absolutely, so that 1 
think my figures may be taken as correct.
1066. One thousand five hundred might be an over-estimate? Yes ; but I daresay before the end of the 
year there may be 1,500 persons to the acre.
1067. At any rate the soil is quite capable of treating the sewage of 1,001 persons to the acre ? Yes.
1068. If, during the next twelve months, the population increases to 1,500 per acre, will you’utilise more 
land ? I do not intend to increase the area. The farm is quite equal to treating the sewage of 1,500 
persons per acre.
1069. What becomes of the water after going [juo tbe tanks if the tanks become surcharged and overfiow ?
The sewage is let into the tanks by means of sluices, until there are about 2 inches of water on the ground.
It is then cut off and filtered through the ground until, if it was put on to the upper bed, it sinks into tho 
lower bed. There there is an effluent drain which, like an ordinary subsoil drain, catches the filtered 
water and discharges it into Botany Bay.
1070. The water ultimately oozes into Botany Bay ? Yes ; Botany Bay on tbe one side, and Cook’s Hirer 
on the other.
1071. The same process would take place on the reclaimed land at Parramatta ? Yes ; I presume so.
When we started we were afraid to put in effluent drains, for fear that the filtration would be too rapid.
Tbe longer you suspend filtration tbe purer the effluent. At Parramatta tho best way would be to put a 
margin drain round the fascine bank. That would intercept the water and discharge it into the river at 
two or three outlets, instead of letting it ooze through, as it would otherwise do.
1072. That would be a pipe-drain ? Yes.
1073. Mr. Ne,ild.~\ A perforated drain ? Ho.
1074. Mr. Would it be very expensive? Ho.
1075. How far would the intervals be apart ? The outlets would he 3 or 4 chains apart.
1076. Hmv frequent wonld you have the inlets to the drain ? There would practically be an inlet at 
every joint, because the drain would be so laid that the subsoil water running above it would filter through 
into the pipes, and flow along them until it met the main drain at the foreshore, from which it would 
discharge at the outlets into the river.

104—P 1077.
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Smail drain ioliiicL the edge woulrl have io be :--liglitJy above Tiigh-watcr mark? It might bo above
M I’cE9'’ mark, but not necessarily so, because you could have double outlets to discharge cither at low

or at high water.
22 Feb., 1894. But in that case, when the tide is up it would run in ? No ; you could have reflux-valves, and then 

when the tide was rising it would close the loner openings. Weusclhese valves in the sewers, and there 
is no trouble.
1079. How are you situated at Botany with regard to the height above high-water mark ? A portion of 
the land is_ absolutely below high-water mark, but it will all be reclaimed in the future. The dredgings 
from the river will be placed at the back of the fascine bank, and it will bring tbe surface u or 6 feet 
above high-water.
1080. Is all the land you are using above high-water mark—even the swampy tanks ? Tes ; it is all 

■ above high-water mark.—that is, the portion utilized.
1081. How much is if above high-water mark ? The bottom of the lowest tank would be 4 or 5 feet 
above high-water mark.
1082. How much would the bottom of the highest tank be ? The top tanks, that is the filtering tanks, 
would be 8 or 9 feet above high-water mark.
1083. Though the lower tanks arc continuously being made the receptacle of effluent water, do they still
retain their property for purifying what goes into thorn? Tes, heenuse we crop them occasionally to 
cleanse them, and aerate the soil. .After we had ilooded the lowest tank of all, wo would probably not 
use it again for a fortnight, and as the wafer sinks through tho soil the air follows it, and thus the 
ground becomes ready for another dose. "
1084. I suppose in all sewage-farm schemes the intermittent system is generally carried out? Tes, and 
therein occurs the management. Tbe ground would get’foul if you were continually flooding it.
^ ■'f'3ur iar i3 the sewage farm from the nearest populated place ? Rockdale is the nearest township,
and I should say that it was between 2 and 3 miles away. On the other side of the river is Botany 
village—it is not more than about a mile distant.
lOSG. Have you had any complaints from either of these places as to objectionable smells coming from the 
tarms , Ibc only complaint we have had has been from the Rockdale Council, and they were trying to 
find a smell. I went over the farm with the inspector of Nuisances, who had been told that the people 
Jncr? ilrLe(* r a smcB> 811I suppose they naturally went to the sewage farm first. 
a i r ^ ™cjre a' wr‘j(ei1 protest from the Council ? No ; merely the statement that people complained,
, t Kcutern, where I live, there is a smell worse than anything I ever experienced before. Wc have never 
had any complaints from Botany.

k x-6 never had any complaints followed uj) by legal proceedings, or anything substantial of 
at kina. Beyer since the farm was opened have wc had complaints about it. except the Rockdale 

complaint, which I consider groundless. ’
1089. Could you tell us the yearly loss or gain from working the farm ? AYe have to get rid of the sewage, 
and to prevent the farm from becoming a nuisance men must be employed there to dispose of it properly, by

’ij^roBlently to the various beds, and so on, keeping the farm clean. To help in this process 
or keeping the farm clean, and to employ the men, we use the land for raising certain crops. I think the 
expense or the farm last year was about £800, and the return from it, as supplied to me by the manager,
was £333 9s. lid. Tho difference between these two amounts is the actual expense
1090. In estimating the cost of the farm, do you merely take tho cost of keeping it going, or do you
include tbo cost of any improvements that are made? Improvements in the shaue of fencing would be 
included. ■* °
tooo ^'^largcniont of the area ? No ; that work is done by contract.

i r' Would the £800 include the wages paid to the employees at the engine-house ? No ■
only the cost of the farm itself.
1093. £800 then is really the expenditure on the south side of the river ? Tes.
1094. Mr. Tnckeit,] It does not include tho expense of the straining process ? No; we keen the two 
accounts separate, so as to see how we get on with the farm.
1095. What is the expense of the straining? It comes to about £500; but T can let you have that accu-
lately by referring to the pay-sheets, *
1096. Have you ascertained what will be tho probable expense of reclaiming the Parramatta site ? No •
1 have not. ° J
1097. Tou have not gone into the cost of the scheme at all ? No.
1098. Do you think that that land, if filled in with material similar to that used at Neutral Bay, would
be quite as effectual for the purpose of dealing with sewage as the land at Botany? Yes, if the place 
was properly managed. The whole thing depends upon that. ‘
1099. Yesterday a witness referred to tho deposits of solid stuff upon tho ground at Botany creating a 
nuisance would the same thing occur at Parramatta ? No ; I think not. The straining-basins, and in 
tact everything connected with the house on the .Sydney side of the river, at Botany arc necessary 
because of the syphon. It there were not a syphon ’the whole of the sewage matter would go straight

F L~rmat>Will not the pumping-station at Clay Cliff Creek act as a natural barrier against the 
solids t 1 here they could introduce the system of aerating the sewage. They could force a current of 
compressed air through it, and so purify it by treating it with oxygon. That is the long process of river 
purification condensed mto a short process.
iino' ^r' 11 Slayton advocates? , I do not know what he advocates.
J102. Me advocates that the system of purification should be adopted at the pumping-station ? Ido 
not say that it is absolutely necessary, but it could bo done. Tim stirring up of tbe sewage will naturally 
A?<r>Cer™,m £ascs; kut tbe sludge at Botany, you must remember, remains in the tanks for three weeks.
At Parramatta you will have fresh stuff to deal with, and tho sewage will ho disposed of before decom
position has set m. TV here they have a steam engine at work they could, with very little expense, force a ' 
current of air through the sewage, and so get rid of obnoxious smells.
U03, But under that system would not the sewage have to be treated in the open air? I have not 
looked through fhe plans ; but I believe it would be treated in such a way as not to cause a nuisance.
1104. Jt some process, such as you recommend, is not adopted will not tbe pumping of the sewage render 
it very objectionable ? If the sewage is allowed to remain quiescent for any length of time it would

become
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"become a nuisance ; but I assume that it will flow on to the farm in a continuous stream, and ho lou" as 
you keep it in motion it will not decompose,—that is, within certain limits. _
1105. The offensive sludge at Botany lies there for two or three weeks? It is three weeks before the 
tanks are cleaned out. Such a puial'i quantity of sludge is intercepted that it does not pay us to start 
ihe engine and clean out tho tanks every week.
I l.Oti. Would it not bo very little more expense if you bad the trenches ready dug to receive the stuff, and
covered it up at once, instead of allowing it to lie exposed to Ihe air? 1 consulted Ihe manager of the 
farm, who knows more about farming than 1 do, on the subject, and he said that lie would require another 
man if the sludge wrere treated in that way. .It would he right enough if wc sent the sludge across every 
day; but under present circumstances, since ho requires the sludge on each bed, it would have to be 
covered over in. the trenches, and then dug out again afterwards. J have got over tho dilficultv to this 
extent, that we cover the sludge with a material of which the trade name is ozophone. It is animal 
charcoal, and really acts as a manure. _ ,
1107. Do you think the management of the Parramatta farm would be more expensive or less expensive 
than the Botany farm? I think it ought to be worked at very much less.
II OS. Mr. Hoskins.'] Including tho cost of the pumping-station ? Bo; I do not include the cost of the
pumping-station. I call the pumping-station part of the scheme, just as tho sowers are part of the scheme. 
Mr. Triekett, I take it, is speaking merely of a farm where the sewage is treated before going into the 
river. ,
1100. Mr. Triekett.] When a very heavy fall of rain takes place at Botany, you let the sewage go right 
into the river ? No. "What we do is this ; The men know'what is the proper colour of the sewage— 
though I have an automatic gauge there now—and when a storm takes place they watch the flow until it 
becomes the colour of rain-water, when it is immediately turned into the river. _
1L10. That water would have to go through the pipes and the syphon ? Yes ; but tho organic matter is 
all washed out before anything is turned into the river. The instructions arc that when the sewage comes 
down clear it is to be allowed to go into the river, otherwise it would spoil the crops and the farm. I do 
not care what system you adopt, if you do not provide for the storm-water on the farm you must let it

J. M.
Small, JEsq,, 
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go somewhere else.'
1111. Would it not be offensive to discharge the water into a narrow river like the upper portion of the 
Parramatta? I do not think so. I make a distinction between the first flow' of water and the ultimate 
flow. Tho men can tell by the colour when the flow' should be turned iuto the by-channel, so as not to 
get on to the farm.
1112. In your opinion, the success of a sewage-farm, and its unobjectionable character, greatly depend 
upon the wTay in which it is managed? . There is no doubt about that. Some of the best sewage-farms in 
England have been spoiled by bad management; but that docs not show that sew'age-farms were not 
adapted for the purpose.
1113. ' I have lately noticed that precipitation systems are being adopted considerably in England for the 
treatment of sewage;—do you think that the precipitation system would he suitable for Parramatta? 
The conditions in England differ from the conditions in tins Colony. There the Rivers Pollution Com
mission have fixed a certain standard for effluent water. No water is allowed to go into the rivers unless 
it has reached that standard. This is necessary because the people take their drinking w'ater from some 
of the rivers, and they have to adopt all. means in their power to prevent pollution. 1 suppose that about 
120 patents for treating sewage have been taken out during the last twenty-live years; but my opinion 
lias always been that where you are so situated that you can get land for a sew'age-farm, the sewage-farm 
system is the best system to adopt. If you cannot get land you must adopt a chemical process.
1114. Are you prepared to stake your professional reputation upon the statement that, having regard to 
the narrowness of the Parramatta River at Duck Creek, its torpid character, and the large expanse of 
mud flat there, the farm is not likely to become a nuisance? I stake my professional reputation on this, 
that if a farm is properly managed, the effluent being analysed, as it is at Botany every quarter, and steps 
being taken to keep it up to a certain standard of purity, there will be no nuisance as far as the river is 
concerned.
1115. And you might say the same with regard to the surrounding district ? On the same grounds, yes.
1116. You qualify your answer by saying that the farm must be properly carried out? 1 refer to the
management, _ ,
1117. 1 suppose you mean carried out in the same way as the Botany farm has boon carried out ? _ In 
something the same way ; but the soil at Parramatta would be different. Aon wrould have to consider 
the varying circumstances, but practically the two farms could be managed on the same lines.
1118. Mr. llumphcryi] At Parramatta there are 22 acres above tidal influence, and 42 acres which are 
to ho reclaimed by depositing sand upon them :—what difference would there be between the reclaimed 
land and the land at Webb’s grant ? Practically none. If you alluded to the farm as a whole, there 
would he a difference, because the land above high water is a gravelly clay.
1119. Then the conditions at Parramatta are as favourable as those at Webb’s grant ? Just so.
1120. iron said that the storm-water passing through the pipes to Webb’s grant was permitted to run
direct into the river when it appeared to bo clear ;—could that be done at Parramatta, remcmbcriipg that 
the Parramatta scheme is a pumping-scheme, not a gravitation-scheme ? There would be no difficulty, 
because they could deal with the storm-water before it got to the pumping-station. ‘
1121. You would recommend that the clear storm-water should be allowed to escape at Clay Cliff Creek 
before it could bo pumped ? Ybs. I would not pump clean water on to the farm. W bother you adopt 
the International process or anv other, you must get rid of the storm-water, because it is a quantity which 
you cannot control, in the same way as a daily flow of sewage.
1122. Do you think there would Imany danger of polluting Clay Cliff Creek between the pumping-station 
and the river? The overflow would not pollute a saltwater river.
1123. It would depend upon the care taken by the officers at the pumping-station in preventing sewage 
matter from going out with the overflow ? Yes; that would he prevented by proper supervision.
1124. Under proper supervision there would be no objection to the scheme; but careful supervision 
would be necessary ? Yes ; but you might say that of any other scheme.
1125. Mr. O’Siillivani] As you arc aware, a tram-line runs past the site of the proposed farm ;—is there 
any likelihood of its being damaged by tbe drainage from the farm, or of the farm becoming a nuisance

' “ to
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to those who travel by tho tram, and thus allowing the owners of the line to claim compensation ? If 
the tramway were in private hands the owner might claim compensation on very slender grounds; but it 
does not follow that the farm would be a nuisance because he called it one. I could not guarantee that 

22 Fob., 1894. no c^a'm i°r compensation could be made; but I say that there would be no good ground for it.
1126. Do you think it likely that the drainage from a farm would damage the permanent way of the 
tram-line ? You mean the soakage water ?
1127. Yes? Oh dear, no.
1128. But the farm will be some feet higher than the tram-line? I could not tell you—I have not seen 
the cross-section.
1129. You think it is possible to take precautions by cutting drains which will prevent the water from 

■ getting on to the tram-line ? You may be sure that the Construction Department will guard the G-overn
ment against any possible claim for damage.
1130. If such a claim were made it might materially add to tho cost of the work ? I do not think there 
is any danger. Tbe Construction Department will naturally see what is before them, and will take every 
care to prevent damage to the line. If they did not take proper precaution, they would deserve to have 
to pay compensation.
1131. You believe that there will be no offensive effluvium from the farm which would be a nuisance to 
tram travellers if the place were properly managed ? 1 am speaking from sis years’ experience of the 
Botany sewage-farm. I do not think that the Committee would say that that is a great nuisance.

. 1132. I suppose you have read Mr. Stcyton’s report ? I read it when I was first examined by the
Committee ; but I have not had time to look at it since.
1133. Do you think there is much in the point he raises, that clay is unsuitable for crude irrigation? No; 
I think it would be better for cultivation than the soil we have at Botany. The manager of our farm 
there, who is a farmer, has stated that he would be able to raise a totally different kind of crop from such 
land.. What he cannot raise at one place he would bo able to raise at the other. As regards the sub
soil, it would have to be drained.
1134. Mr. Stayton says that the filtration area would be likely to be surcharged and cease to purify from 
want of aeration ? If you gave it too much sewage it would become choked.
1135. But that might be avoided ? Precisely.
1136. Mr, Davies.] Do you regard tbe Webb’s grant farm as being perfectly managed ? I do.
1137. We are to take it, as we saw it the other day, to bo properly and efficiently managed ? Except in 
this one point, that we have some difficulty in dealing with the sludge, which you will not have at 
Parramatta.
1138. If a professional witness stated yesterday that he regarded the farm as very improperly managed, 
as far as the treatment of sludge is concerned, would he be correct? It is not so well managed in that 
particular as 1 should like ; but we are getting over the difficulty by using a material called ozophone, 
which absorbs the smell. You must remember that the sludge is allowed to decompose for three weeks 
in the pits.
1139. Where do you treat tbe sludge ? It is put into the trucks and spread upon the land. The sun 
dries the top part and absorbs the smell, after which the stuff is taken up again and dug into the ground.
1140. It is not spread upon the ground uniformly, but is dug into it ? It is spread in heaps at first, and 
tbe men afterwards level it and -[dough it in.
1141. Then it is free from smell? Yes ; you could take it away in your pocket. As Mr. Hamlet has said, 
the sun and the air are doing all the laboratory work for us.
1142. Where does the sewage come from? The particulars that I gave just now were got out by my 
draughtsman, who looks after the house drainage. In Paddington there are 1,900 houses.
1143. In what part of Paddington do you start ? Up near tho Queen-street entrance.
1144. Is not a large portion of the sewage from that locality drained into the ocean ? Yes ; the greater 
portion of it. We start from St. Mathias Church, taking the ridge going past the Victoria Barracks to 
Surry Hills and Strawberry Hills—all tbe southern slope.
1145. Not Bourke-street ? Yes; Bourke-street, as far as Albion-street.
1146. The sewer laid under Mr. Bennett’s supervision ? Yes.
1147. Was that sewer not enlarged at his instance ? No.
1148. Was not the main sewer put down for Shea’s Creek enlarged ? No; it is the same size now as it

■ was when first designed.
1149. What size is it ? Three feet three inches by 2 feet 2 inches, and 3 feet by 2 feet at the other end. 
It is egg-shaped.
1150. The system of which we are speaking is the partial system—the water from the house-tops is allowed 
to enter the sewer ? Yes; except the water from the front roofs.
1151. You prefer that system to the system recommended hy the Commissioners who reported upon the 
Parramatta scheme? Certainly.
1152. I suppose you have seen their report ? I glanced over it just now. It seems to me that it is 
almost impracticable to carry out tbe absolutely separate system.
1153. According to the plan before the Committee, the fall of the sewers will he about 1 foot in 300 ? 
one in 600.
1154. Do you think that that would be sufficient under tho separate system ? I do not think that the
fall has much to do with either system. "
1155. Under a separate system will a fall of 1 in 600 allow the sewage to get away ? Yes.
1156. The departmental proposal is to adopt a system similar to that in existence in Sydney ? Just the 
same. We find the system to work admirably,
1157. The Commissioners say that the adoption of the separate system would reduce the cost from 16 to 
25 per cent, because the pipes would be smaller ;—do you think it would make that reduction? I think 
I said before that 1 could not give an answer, because I had not gone into the question ; but it is a large 
reduction.
1158. Can you tell the Committee how it is proposed to raise the sewage at the well-hole, and pump it on 
to the farm. No, I have not gone into the details of the system; I merely know its general principles.
1159. Would it be possible to lift the sewage and force it on to the farm without creating a nuisance? I 
say that there should be no nuisance.
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11G0. The sewage would come on to the farm in its crude state ? Sewage has a smell peculiar to itself, gm^^‘ 
but it does not become offensive until it decomposes, and therefore should not be allowed to rest. If you jt.i’c.E.' 
keep it constantly in motion, and get it on to the farm within an hour or two, so ihat filtration can com
mence at once, there will he no nuisance. _ i. l 22
1161. The sewage from the different houses and public institutions at Parramatta will find its way through 
the retie nlation pipes to the well-hole; there it will have to bo lifted several feet and forced on to tho 
farm. Would not that cause a nuisance ? There should be no nuisance under proper^ management.
1162. But there could bo no possible treatment of the crude sewago up to its delivery into the well-hole?
No ; they would not treat it at all; they would hake it ns it came and pump it on.
1163. Would it be free from smell when so disturbed? I do not say that it would be absolutely free
from smell. .
1164. Do you not think that there would be a great nuisance when it was disturbed hy the pump ? I
say that there would not he a great nuisance. Nuisance is a matter of degree. What you might consider 
a nuisance, I might not, _ . , ,
1165. You have nothing to add to the evidence you gave on a previous occasion? No.
1166. Your opinions have not altered in any way ? No ; and the analysis of the effluent confirm what I
have previously said. _ .
1167. Mr, Hoskins.'] You stated in answer to Mr. Triekett that you believed the expense of managing the
Parramatta farm would bo less than the cost of managing the Botany farm. Do you make any reference 
to the cost of the pumping station ? No. ... ,
1168. The cost of the pumping station at Clay Cliff, together with any disinfecting process they adopted 
there, would be in addition to the cost of the farm ? It would be part of the sewerage scheme I take it.
1169. It would have to be added to the cost of the farm ? Certainly not; the people who work at the 
pumping house will not work on the farm. You must keep your sewage farm account separate. Directly 
the sewago comes onto the farm it is charged to the sewage farm account. _
1170. Though the pumping-station is a necessary part of tho scheme? It is just as much a part of the
scheme as the sewers are. _ t *
1171. Chairman.] When last before us I think you stated that, in your opinion, the land at Parramatta
above high-water mark was suitable for the purposes of a sewage farm, but not so suitable as the reclaimed 
land would he ? No; not as a filter. „ . '
1172. It would not take so much sewage, and would cost much more in the way of subsoil drainage ?
Yes ; it would require subsoil draining, while the other land would not.
1173. Did I understand you to say, in answer to Mr. Triekett, that the smallest reticulation sewer you 
think desirable wonld be a 9-inch pipe ? Yes ; wo never lay any smaller pipes, and I am confirmed in 
the opinion that it is not desirable to do so by the nature of the substances we occasionally take out ot 
the pipes.
1174. With the experience which you have gained, do you think there is any point where you could reduce
the expenditure of your farm ? Yes ; in this way. The Board have carried the farm beyond tho experi- - 
mental stage, and have found out what it can do; I should advise its being leased at so much an acre, 
one man being kept to see that the sewage is properly disposed of, and that the person who worked the 
farm did not create a nuisance.
1175. Do you think you would have offers for the farm if you proposed to lease it ? We have had any
number of offers for the farm at Botany. A gentleman called to-day and wanted to know if we would 
lease the farm ; hut at present it is under offer to the Agricultural Department. _
1176. Your Department has placed it under offer to the Agricultural Department? Yes ; at £200 per
annum. They are to manage the whole place, and all we are to do is to employ a man to sec that the 
thing goes on properly. Then a Board connected with a village-settlement scheme has offered to take 
the farm. ,
1177. Has the Agricultural Department expressed any opinion as to tho rent you ask being too high, or 
too low ? No; they have expressed no adverse opinion.
1178. Do you expect to receive £200 a year from them if they take it over ? We do.
1179. Have you had any private offer to rent the farm at anything like £200 a year ? Of course, yon deal 
with a G-overnment Department on different grounds from those on which you deal with the general 
public. It would not do for us to accept the offer of one man for the place. Assuming that our 
transaction with the Agricultural Department falls through, all we have to do is to throw the farm open to 
lease hy tender, under conditions of which the Board shall approve. The man who takes it over will have 
to work the whole farm, we providing carriage of the sewage, and he must not create a nuisance. If wo 
find that he is creating a nuisance, we shall have power to come in and terminate the lease.
1180. You would have to maintain the station on the northern side of the river ? Yes. .
1181. Is the Board favourably considering this proposal ? Yes. It docs not pay us, as a Government
Department, to grow cabbages on tbe land with men working eight hours a day. _ _
1182. You think that in private hands, the farm could he managed more economically ? Yes with a
profit to the man who managed it. _
1183. Mr. Neild.] With reference to the pumping stations near Parramatta ; would the pumping be done 
in such a way as to prevent the escape of smells and gases to the outer air, or would it be carried on 
in a hermetically sealed chamber ? If they adopted the Shone system/the sewago would be dealt with in 
a covered vessel, hermetically sealed, except when the compressed air was lot out hy a valve, but that 
could be treated so as to cause no nuisance.
1184. How? It could be passed through the fire. _ _
1185. There would be a smell if the Shone system were not used ? It is a question of degree. Of course 
there would he a smell; there is a smell from a tub of soap-suds. There would not be any great nuisance.
1186. Would it bo possible to have the pumping carried on in the immediate vicinity of private dwellings 
without creating a nuisance ? I think so. Before concluding my evidence, I should like to correct a 
statement made by Dr. Anderson Stuart, in his examination yesterday. He said that the only nuisance 
that came under his notice during his visits to the sewage farm at Botany was tlie smell from tho trucks 
which convoyed the sludge from the inlet-house to the farm. He gave it as the reason of that smell that 
tho trucks were never washed; but that is not correct, because every day after they have been used, the 
trucks are washed out by means of stand-pipes which have been provided for the purpose.
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1187. Professor Anderson Stnart suggested that the sludge should be covered over in trenches? No 
doubt that would be the proper way to treat it, but it would be very expensive. Tbe quantity of sludge 

, . _ . Wlth which we have to deal is, however, decreasing, and in 1893, it was 800 tons less than in 1892.
22 Fob., 1894.1188. How do you account for tliat ? A great many gulleys in the different municipalities were at one 

time connected with the sewers, more as a matter of convenience, but as the various Councils constructed 
their own storm-water drains we cut them off, and in this way we get rid of a great deal of silt.

I. M.
Smail, Esq., 

M.I.C.E.

John Carruthers, Ksq., Acting Superintending Engineer of Dredges, Department of Harbours and
Rivers, sworn, and examined :—

J' C H89. Chairman.] How long have you been connected with the Harbour and Rivers Department ? Eor
twenty years.

22 Fob., 1894. Have you been connected with the dredging department all that time? Yes; and I have had to 
' do with the tug boats.

1191. Do the dredge masters keep an accurate account of the quantity and quality of the silt dredged, 
and of tbe place where it is deposited ? They keep an account of the quantity.
1192. And where the stuff is deposited ? Yes.
1193. Do they make returns showing the cost of dredging and disposing of the silt? No; they do not 
keep any returns as to the cost. That is done in the head office.
1194. As Acting Superintendent of Dredges, cau you furnish tbe Committee with the cost of disposing 
of silt at various points ? It costs about 3d. a ton to take it from Sydney out to sea.
1195. After it has been delivered into the punts ? Yes.
1196. That includes the wages of the punt crews, towage, &c. ? This is the cost of towage only.
1197. What does it cost per ton to deposit it upon any reclamation area within Port Jackson (say)
Neutral Ray ? At Neutral Ray and other places it has averaged about 2(d. a tou. *
1193 Was that work done by hand-barrow labour, or by pumping? By a sand-pump.
1199. Does the distance you have to tow the puuts before disposing of Ihe silt enter largely into the cost 
of disposal ? Not very much. One or two miles do not matter much when yon have a steamer towing.
1200. What is the 2Id. for ? That is the cost of lifting the silt by means of a sand-pump, and putting 
it on the land.
1201. What does it cost to tow it from the dredges and dump it alongside the sand-pump ? t suppose it 
would cost from 2d. to 3d. a ton; it would depend upon the distance it had to be taken.
1202. How far do you reckon it, (say) from Darling H arbour to your dumping ground in the Pacific Ocean ? 
It would be about 12 miles. ‘
1203. In and out ? Twenty-four miles in and out.
1204. That costs 3d. a ton ? Yes.
1205. How far do you call it to Neutral Bay and back ? It would bo G or 7 miles going and coming.
1206. Would the distance from where you are dredging, to the junction of tho Parramatta and Duck 
Rivers, be equivalent te the length of the journey out to sea ? About the same.
1207. Some dredging has been done lately off Darling Point, Rushcutters’ Bay ? Yes.
1208. Do you know whether they intend to dredge any more there ? Yes ; 1 believe it is intended to 
remove a quantity of sand from there.
1209. How far would you call it from there to the Duck River ? I should think it would be 9 or 10 miles.
1210. The return journey would be 20 miles ? Yes ; it might be a little more or a little less.
1211. It would be much the same as going out to sea? Much the same.
1212. Roughly we may estimate the cost of delivering silt dredged up from Darling Harbour at the site 
of the proposed sewage farm at Parramatta at about 3d. a ton? Yes.
1213. Do you know tho area that is to be reclaimed there? I have heard that it is about 66 acres.
1214. Can yon tell us roughly how many tons of silt would be necessary to make the reclamation, carry
ing it up to a height of about 5 feet above high-water mark ? 1 could not tell you just now.
1215. According to your estimate, it wonld cost 3d. a ton to take the silt alongside the sand-pump, and 
2fd. to put it on the land hy means of the sand-pump, or 5id. altogether ? Yes ; or Sjo. for dredging, 
towing, and pumping ashore; hut the cost would be increased if Ihe sand-pump had to pump it more than 
1,000 feet.
1216. What does it cost for the sand-pump to deposit the silt at Long Cove ? It would cost a little more
there because the distance is greater. ■
1217. Another farthing n ton ? Erom a farthing to a half-penny a ton.
1218. Then it would be better for us to be on the safe side and say 3d. in the case of the Parramatta 
reclamation, making the total cost Ud. ? Yes, for long distance.
1219. Now what would it cost you a ton for dredging ? About 3d,
1220. Has much of tho silt dredged from the harbour been taken out to sea lately? Not lately.
1221. It is practically all used for these reclamations ? Yes.
1222. Not only because towage is cheaper, hut also because of the value of the reclaimed land ? Yes ; 
when you arc towing to sea there are a great many stoppages owing to the bad weather,
1223. Mr. Hwmpkery] Are tbe dredging operations constantly proceeding throughout the year? Yes; 
but last year there was only one ladder dredge working in Sydney Harbour,
1224. Is there one dredge constantly at work in Sydney harbour ? Yes.
1225. If yon had not some place inside the harbour to deposit the silt you would have to take it outside? 
We should have to take it out to sea.
1226. The estimate of the cost of delivering tbe sand on to the proposed reclamation which you just gave
was exclusive of tho cost of building up fascine walls and the labour necessary to move the sand-dredge 
alongside the farm. Yon merely spoke of the cost of pumping and delivering tbe sand ? My estimate is 
for all expense connected with sand pump, but exclusive of fascine dykes. '
1227. Exclusive of any other work in connection with the farm? Tes.
1228. You have no information as to the cost of the other work? No.
1229. Where did you get the sand delivered on to the Neutral Bay reclamation? Principally from 
Rushcutters’ Bay.
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1230. Wag atiy further work necessary at Ituskcutters’ Bay ? Yes; It would be a great benefit to bare - ,cr,>
the bank of sand which ciists there removed, so as to enable vessels to anchor there in bad weather. A
great many vessels go there to anchor in bad weather. 22 Fob. 1894,
1231. How many tons a day can you deliver from a dredge ? About 1,900 tons. Two of tho dredges 1 
now working in the harbour would lift about 1,900 tons each.
1232. That would be nearly 4,000 tons? Yes. -
1233. Could you deliver 4,000 tons daily at the proposed sewage farm at Parramatta? Yes. Ot course,
accidents might sometimes occur; but that would be abonit the regular thing. _ _
1234. Mr. O'SuUiuan^] In giving your estimate just now what description of dredges had you in view
sand-pump dredges or bucket dredges ? I was thinking of the “ Neptune,” the sand-pump dredge which 
was employed at Neutral Bay. _
1235. Is that the latest design of dredges ? There is the “ Groper.” She is used more for breaking up 
fresh ground. The “ Neptune” will only lift loose matter.
1236. How does her work compare in cost with the Yon Schmidt dredge at Long Cove ? We have not 
yet got the cost of that dredge worked out.
1237. Is it under your supervision ? Yes. i
1238. Ho you find it a better and cheaper dredge than the ordinary sand-pump dredges? She is better 
adapted for breaking into new ground. She would cut her way through a stiff bottom when the others 
would not, If there were any clay amongst the silt the sand-pump dredges would not lift it.
1239. You get a better result and a larger amount of work done by the Von Schmidt dredge? I do not . 
know that the result would be better in lifting pure sand.
1240. But you would lift more for the labour employed ? I do not think there would be much difference.
1241. Chairman^] What dredge do you personally superintend ? Tlie “ Sydney.”
1242. What are the running expenses per day ? I have never calculated them.
1243. Arc not very elaborate reports and tables made out annually showing the cost of each dredge ? I 
cannot carry them in my mind, but they could be obtained.
1244. Ho you know what is charged when the dredges are hired by private individuals ? I think that 
£30 a day is charged for the “ Sydney.”
1245. There arc several grades are there not—£30, £20, and so on? Something of that sort, 'lhave 
never been on tbe dredge when she has been hired out. ■
1246. Ho the Bepartment expect to make a profit from tlie hiring of their dredges ? No; they simply 
pay working expenses, interest on capital and depreciation.
1247. Then £30 a day must be the cost of running your dredge ? Yes ; if that is what is charged. I 
think that is the charge.

James Walter Grimshaw, Esq., 3I.I.C.E, Supervising Engineer, 'Department of Harbours and Bivers,
sworn, and examined :—

1248. Mr. Meild.'] I believe you have a knowledge of the cost of fascine work. Ho you know’ tho fascine 
work that has been done at ihe junction of the Buck and Parramatta Bivers ? Yes,
1249. Was tlie work under your charge ? It was under Mr. Williams’ charge. I was his assistant.
1250. Can rmu give the Committee any particulars as to the cost of that wrork ? 3s. to 3s. 6d. per 
cubic yard is tho usual cost of fascine work including everything.
1251.. What width do you usually build it ? It varies very much indeed.
1252. WTiat is the width of the fascine work already erected ? I think in this instance, it is about6 feet 
on the top, and about 15 feet at the bottom*
1253. What is the depth ? About 8 feet.*
1254. Would it average S feet all through ? Yes.*
1255. That is 36s. per lineal yard ? Yes; I could ascertain for you the exact cost of the work, which I 
think would be more satisfactory*
1256. Hoes your answer apply to tbe fascine bank erected at Ihe Buck River ? It applies to fascino 
work generally. I believe it would apply to tins work.
1257. In your experience, has the percolation of water a tendency to jeopardise the integrity of fascine 
work by undermining it ? Yes.
1258. You cannot absolutely guarantee the integrity of fascine work ? Yes, but accidents may always occur.
1259. Can you state an instance where slips have occurred ? Yes ; we have had a great deal of trouble 
with slips at Long Cove.
1260. What was the cause of the slip—the water percolating through and taking the sandy material with 
it ? No, that can scarcely be said to have been the cause. It was more due to the nature of the bottom, 
which is a very soft slimy mud, and allows the bank to settle and slip forward.
1261. Chairman.'] Was not the slip to which you refer caused by the dredge deepening the channel 
below the fascine bank ? In some degree.
1262. Mr. Neild.] It is proposed to discharge the silt from the punts into the river in front of the
fascine work, and then put it on to the land by means of sand-pumps. Will there be any risk of this 
operation causing the bank to slip in tbe way you have just referred to ? It is just possible that a slip 
may occur, but not probable. .
1263. By the injudicious use of the sand-pump ? Yes ; but it would not carry the whole bank away. It 
might affect 20 or 30 feet; but it would settle, and we could build it up again.
1264. But you lose your original line where a slip occurs? Sometimes; but usually wc can get the 
bank back into lino.
1265. By what process ? By giving if; rather more batter.
1266. You get the top back ? Yes, we get the top line straight.
1267. Mr. Hitmphery.] Scaling it off on the map, how many running yards of fascine work would there
be at the proposed site? I am not sure that there will be a fascine bank along the tramway company’s 
land; I think that is an earth bank. According to tbe map there will be about a mile of bank, but tbe 
greater part is earth bank only. 1268.

■T. W. 
Griuislanv, 

Esq., 
M.I.O.E.

22 Feb., 1894.

* Note (on rovi'rion):—Referring to questions 12E2 to 1255,1 find the average measurements are :—Top width 7 feet 
bottom width 19 feet, and height 9 feet; cost 35s. per lineal vard.—J.'W.Q-., 27/2/94.
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1268. Are we to understand that the coat will he about 3Ga. a yard ? The work haa been actually carried 
out, with the exception of a small gap, so I think it would be fairer to refer to the figures themselves.
1269. You could estimate pretty closely the exact cost of the fascine work shown, upon the plan ? No,

, ^ 1 could not, because there are no soundings.
22 Feb., 1894. 1270. But you could furnish a statement of what the work has cost, and what it will cost ? Yes.

1271. Mr. J£v:ing.~\ Were you working at the fascine hank on the southern boundary of the farm ? I 
think the greater part of that is an earth bank.
1272. Chairman.] Will you furnish the Committee with a statement of the cost of the fascine workup to 
date, and an estimate of the probable cost of completing what is yet undone ? Yes.
1273. Mr. Triekett In making out your statement, will you separate the cost of the bank along tbe Duck 
-River, because that would probably cost more than the rest. We do not want you to average the cost.
1274. Mr. Gollin$.~\ AV hat is the life of fascine work in a place like this ? Mr. Williams told me that on 
one occasion, when repairing a dam at Liverpool, he found that some of tho fascines in the foundation 
were still perfectly good, although they must have been there from fifty to sixty years.
1275. Do you think that this work will last fifty years ? I think it would last that time if it were repaired 
and kept in order; but if it was not touched, and no accident happened to it, it would possibly last 
twenty years. We have no actual experience that I know of,
1276. That is taking into consideration the sewage stuff that would get in amongst it? No; I have not 
taken that into consideration.
1277. Mr, The air had probably been excluded from the fascine material in tho Liverpool dam?
Yes.
12/8. If it had the action of the air and the elements to contend with, as is the case with the bank, it 
wonld not last so long ? No doubt that would shorten its life. That is why I say that this work will 
probably live about twenty years.
1279. A fresh in the river might undermine the bank and bring it down ? Yes; it might.
1280. Supposing the residuum of chemical works escaped from the sewage farm, might it not have an 
effect upon the ti-tree ? Yes; but I do not know the full details of tbe scheme, I do not know whether 
chemicals would get into the fascines.
1281. Is there not a considerable discharge of chemical matter into the Duck River at the present time. 
Is not the upper portion of the river foul with chemical and manufacturing refuse ? I have not noticed. 
Where we were working at its junction with the Parramatta River, this discharge was not noticeable.
1282. ̂ Mr. llumpJiery,\ When you say that the life of faseine work is about twenty years, do you mean 
that it requires renewing every twenty years, or that it would have to be repaired at the end of that time ? 
I think under ordinary circumstances it would be kept in repair, and if defects were noticed they wonld 
be put to rights. I think if the bank were filled in behind it would last tvventv years,
1283. Would it be wholly destroyed in twenty years ? I think it would be pretty well destroyed in 
twenty years if it was not repaired during that time.
1284. Ghairman.~\ But applying the stitch in tiipe theory, it might last for thirty or forty years? Yes; 
I think it would last pretty well for ever. This bank can at any time be faced with stone, should it be 
considered desirable.

J. W. 
Grimshaw, 

Esq., 
M.I.C.E.

TITESDAT, 27 TJEBRTTAIIY, 1894.
■flrrsent:— 

JACOB GARRARD, Esq. 
The Hon. William Henry Suitor.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Ehederick Thomas Humthery.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon, William Joseph Trickett.
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.

(Chairman).
William Chandos Wall, Esq. 
William McCourt, Esq.
J ohn Cash Neild, Esq.
Edward William OEuilivan, Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

G-eorge Henry Stayton, Esq., M.I.C.E., sworn, and examined :—
JL 1285. Chair man.You were for some time connected with the Sewerage Department of the Public 

JIi'gE*^’1 ®er™0 ^cw "Wales ? Yes. ■
1286. You have frequently appeared before this Committee as a witness in connection with various 

27 Feb., 1894. sc^lemes ^0J' dealing with the sewage of Sydney and its suburbs ? I have.
* 12-87. You were also examined by tho Committee some fifteen months ago in connection with the scheme'

now under consideration ? I was.
1288. Have you before you the evidence taken during the present inquiry? Yes; up to the 14th 
of February.
1289. Have you read tbe evidence of Professor Anderson Stuart? No; I had not seen it until a few 
minutes ago.
1290. In the evidence which we have taken, some doubts have been expressed, I think, concerning the 
theory you propounded during a previous examination? I gather that there has not been so much doubt 
as difference of opinion.
1291. Do you still adhere to the opinion that the sewage of Parramatta cannot be disposed of without 
creating any public nuisance, without an intermediate system? I am strongly of tbat opinion,
1292. Carrying out the original proposal, without the aid of precipitation ? I am afraid I can hardly 
answer that question, because, I take it, tho proposal now before the Committee is somewhat modified and 
improved, as compared with the scheme which was before them, when I was last examined. It is clearly 
stated now tbat there is to be not only a reclamation of tbe low-level area, but tliat tbe ground is to be 
raised to the height of. 5 feet above high-water mark, by putting selected material upon it.
1293. If the reclamation takes place in the manner proposed, do you think the land will he capable of 
absorbing all the sewage of Parramatta, without creating any nuisance to the public ? I think it is quite 
possible that it would take the sewage of Parramatta for some years to come, hut I only say so on the

ground
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ground of expediency. 'What I mean is this:—According to tho report before me, it appears that £0,000 gt
]ias been already expended in acquiring the site of the proposed outfall works, and therctoro the proposal jj.gc.E. ’
might, on the ground of expediency, ho more favourably considered. In saying tbat, however, I am
bound to adhere to my original opinion—and 1 do so'all the more strongly—that such a course wonld 27 Feb., ISO-i.
mean a large unnecessary outlay. .
1291'. Yon submitted an estimate of the cost of the International system of purification when last you 
were examined, did you not ? I did; but I am afraid that I have not those figures before me now.
1295, Do you think the proposal of the Department wonld bo more expensive than the International 
system which you recommended on a previous occasion? I do clearly.
129G. Have you any idea what tbe di ffcrenco in cost between the two systems would probably be^ I
prepared an approximate estimate, and I think that between making this area of GO acres fit for receiving 
the sewage of Parramatta for some years to come, and setting up the International process, as indicated 
in my report, there would bo a saving of nearly £20,000 in the initial outlay,
1.297. Have you any estimate of the cost of the proposed scheme before yon now? Yes. _
1298. "Will you give it to the Committee ? It is, as I said before, only an approximate, estimate. I am 
taking, as nearly as 1 can, the figures that have already been placed before the Committee. It appears 
that £G,000 has already been paid for resuming the land, and for other work. It also appears that it 
will be necessary, within a few years, to prepare 4-2 acres, and to underdrain 20 acres more. It will be 
necessary, in addition, to fill in to tbe 5-fecfc level, which would bo a very costly undertaking; but I 
understand that it is not to be charged to tho sewerage of Parramatta.
1299. Mr. JfoskhiK^] Who says so? The evidence shows that the work is to be done by the Harbours 
and Bivers .Department, and not charged for by them. In addition, there would be the construction of 
duplicate rising mains, which tlie evidence shows would cost about £15,000, bringing up the outlay m 
connection with the filtration area to £39,000. On tho other hand, if the International system were 
adopted, there would be a saving of the cost of the rising mains, and a saving in connection with.the 
pumping-station, because the lift would not be nearly so great, and therefore the power of tbe engines 
could be reduced proportionately. I put that down at the sum of £2,000. Upon the other hand, to establish 
precipitation works which would be sufficient for tbe population of tho place tor some years to come, 
would not entail an outlay of more than £15,000. Deducting from this the £2,000 to which I have 
referred, you get £13,000, and that, taken from £33,000, shows a saving of £20,000.
1300. Mr. Wall.'] Do you question, in any way, the estimate of the Department? No. _
1301. You think that the work could bo carried out for their estimate ? 1 have every confidence in the _
estimates and prices of the Department. ... ,,
L302, Taking those figures as representing the cost of tho work, you think the International system could 
be adopted at a cost of £20,000 less ? I do, clearly. _
1303. You have not made any estimate of the cost of tbe different works if the International system 
were adopted—anv detailed estimate? I have to a certain extent, but I have not. got it with mo. I 
have some of the latest information with regard to the cost of the system as received Irom England.
At Macclesfield, a town with a population of 40,000, it is proposed to adopt, the International system in 
connection with thoir existing sewerage works. At present tbe discharge is into the river, and creates 
a great nuisance, and the authorities, therefore, propose to construct tanks to purify the sewage on tho 
system to which 1. have referred, at a cost of £10,000. ■ _ _
1304. Chairman.'] How is it being dealt, with now ? They have 110 tanks at all now. They had an irriga
tion system there which proved a failure. It fouled the river, and was tho cause of complaints.
1305. You cannot give us any details as to their irrigation scheme—as to whether it failed from the . 
unsuitability of tho soil, or an insufficient area, or from any other reason? No ; I am afraid I have not 

that information at my fingers’ ends.
130G. Mr. Wall.] You know the sito of the pumping-station ? Yes. ...
1307. Do you think that the pumping of the sewage would cause any nuisance to tbe adjacent institu
tions ? Not the least. T know several pumping-stations in England which have houses all round and 
close to them, and there has been no complaint whatever of any smell arising from the pumping. Tbo 
sewago is not exposed at all.
1308. Then tlie whole question is reduced to tlie difference of cost between the two systems? No;
there is a very important clement beside, and that is efficiency. _ _
1309. But T. understood you to say that the proposed system, with tbe alterations outlined hyphe Depart
ment, would deal efficiently with the sewage of Parramatta? It would deal with it tor some years.to 
come. The system could be arranged in snob a manner tbat the sewage could be so taken without creating 
any serious nuisance. But with regard to the relative merits of the actual purification done by the two 
systems, there is an immense deal to be said in favour of the International, system. I have information 
here which, if the Committee wish to hear it, would inform them what is being done in this matter, 
and what immense strides have been taken since the subject of sewerage was last before them. .
1310. Mr. Hoskins.] AVill you kindly furnish fhe Committee with the information you speak of? I 
would remind the Committee that in the report I made in 1.891 on the subjeqt.of sewage purification in 
England, after my visit to tbo old country, 1 mentioned the various systems in use there—irrigation,

■ precipitation, and all tho other systems at all known and commanding respect. I said tliat tlie International 
process had been invented in 1887^ and had then been adopted in fifteen places. At the present 
time it has been adopted by over 100 towns and public institutions. Amongst tlie towns that have 
adopted this system—tho members of the Committee will know that some of them are populous places, 
and some not so large, arc Acton, Devizes. Hendon, Evesham, Loughton, Leicester, Nuneaton, Pendlebury,
Norwood, Southhall, Huddersfield, Beading, Worcester, Guildford, Bury, Oldbury, Birkdale, Stone,
Sutton, Walsall, Maidenhead, Eton, "Woking, Tenby, Adlington, and Horsham, and within the last 
twelve months tho system has been adopted by a number of . other places. In October last the city 
of Bath, which you know is a large town, adopted the International system for their outfall works. In 
August, Salford, after experiments with twenty different processes extending over several years, also 
adopted tlie system. .
1311. Chairman.] Chemical processes? Chemical processes. Tho International Company offered to 
treat the whole of tho sewage coming down at 30s. per 1,000,000 gallons. In October last, Couisborough 
and Kcynshaw, and in December, Sutton in Ashfiold, and Elland in Yorkshire, also adopted tho system.

" 104—G ' That
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(l Tliat stows that it has gone ahead by leaps and bounds, far and away beyond any other system that has 
jg0<b' been adopted in England since 1890.

1312. Any artificial system? Any other system at all.
1894.1313. Mr. WaU.~] Is it generally admitted by sewerage experts, that where land is available, the best 

method of treating sewago is to deal with it on farms? Undoubtedly so. I have said all along tbat where 
a sufficient area of suitable land is available, one of the best and simplest systems of purification is the 
sewage farm system. The various authorities on the subject, one and all, say that, given a sufficient area 
of suitable land, there is no system as simple, ns good, and as effective.
1314. If wo assume that when the reclamation at Parramatta is completed there will he a sufficient area 
there, the only question between the proposed system and the International system is the cost of 
procuring the land ? Assuming that the first supposition is correct; but that is where I am at issue with 
tho evidence which has been submitted to the Committee.
1315. There is one other point: When you were last before the Committee you submitted some tests 
that you had made in connection with the suitability of the sand or soil for filtration purposes ; wo have 
since had evidence before us showing that sewage is disposed of by certain micro-organisms which 
esist in the soil, and thereforo the question of filtration is not of so much importance as it was reported 
to he; tho evidence before us goes to show that if sewage is discharged upon land in sufficient quantities 
—not too much being put on at a time—the micro-organisms in the soil will dispose of it? Yes; I quite 
agree with that statement.
1316. In your previous evidence you say that the cost of both systems would he the same up to about the 
pumping-station, and that any saving would be effected between the pumping-station and the farm ? 
Yes ; the outfall portion.
1317. You estimate that saving at <-620,000 ? That is so.
1318. If the International system were adopted, tbo effluent, after filtration, would bo discharged into tlie 
river at or about the site of tbo proposed pumping-station? Close to there. Tho effluent would bo 
perfectly clear—as clear as tho water in the bottle upon this table.
1319. Does the £20,000 extra to which you have alluded include the cost of the sewage farm ? Yes. As 
I explained just now, I include the cost of raising the land 5 feet.
1320. Assuming that the land was resumed at its market value, the difference between the two systems 
would be £14,000—that is, excluding the cost of the farm ? No; I have excluded the £6,000 in my 
estimate.
1321. But the farm would remain as an asset to the Department—tho saving would be £14,000 ? Yes ; 
hut the laud would he an asset for what it is worth. That would make the saving £14,000.
1322. Mr. Sufior.] You visited the site of tho proposed farm, aud took away some samples of soil? Yes; 
but that was eighteen months ago,
1323. Can you give us any information as to how you treated that soil? I do not think I can throw any 
fresh light on the subject beyond what was stated during the previous inquiry. The soil was simply got 
from the holes on the ground aud brought to Sydney and submitted to the Committee. I did not treat 
it, or make any experiments with it at all.
1324. Mr. Ewinf;.\ When giving evidence on a previous occasion, you were of opinion that some chemical
process of treating the sewage was necessary, and you favoured the International system ? Yes ; as being 
the cheapest. ,
1325. In preference lo any broad irrigation scheme—in preference to a sewage farm, in fact? Only 
because or the way in which it was proposed to prepare the land. No one system can bo given as the 
best in all cases. Every place must be considered on its own merits, regard being had to the local 
conditions. The conditions at Parramatta at that time were certainly not favourable to the treatment of 
crude sewage in the way proposed. I then tried to find out what would be the next cheapest and most 
efficient system to resort to, and, seeing what was being done in England, I recommended the Inter
national system.
1326. Mr. O' Sullivan I gather from your evidence that you think the scheme now before the Committee, 
with the improvements you have indicated, a suitable one for tho purpose designed ? It would be suitable 
for some years to come. I could not go beyond that.
1327. Is it worth our while to recommend a scheme only for a few years ? One rule observed by all 
engineers in devising a drainage system for a town is to make preparation for at least twenty years 
ahead, and I say clearly that in this scheme proper provision has not been made for twenty years ahead— 
that is, assuming that the figures are correct, and that the population in tlie future increases at the 
same rate as it has done in the past. If the population does not increase at that rate, the land will take 
the sewage of the district for some years to come.
1328. I understand that even if 5 feet of sand is placed upon the land, and other improvements are made, 
it will not deal witli the sewage twenty years hence, though it may do fairly well for a few years? That 
is so. It might be thought expedient to proceed however.
1329. That is, the land having been purchased, and various expenses incurred, you think it better to go 
on with the scheme, which may last for a few years, than to adopt a new scheme ;—is that the position 
you take ? That is the position, and it may very well be so considered by the Committee.
1330. - Is it what you recommend ? lam not going hack on my own views, which are very clear on tho point.
1331. Did yon read the evidence of Professor Anderson Stuart? No ; I have not had an opportunity of 
doing so, except so far as the newspaper report is concerned.
1332. I presume that yon are posted up in the literature of the subject? I believe so. I have sufficient 
evidence here to keep the Committee going for a long time if necessary.
1333. Have you noticed the great stress which has lately been put upon the existence of organisms in 
the soil that arc likely to prove destroyers of the sewage matter ? Yes; I noticed what Dr. Anderson 
Stuart said on the subject.
1334. Do you agree with his theory ? I think there is no question whatever that the sewage is attacked 
in the manner he has stated,butIdonotquitesee how it applies so strongly to this particular proposal. Every 
sewerage engineer knows that tlie evidence of thorough purification is tho absence of smell on the sewago 
farm. You may talk as you please about microbes and bacteria, but it all comes back to the practical 
question, “ Is there a smell?” If tho farm is a nuisance, then, either the soil is not suitable, or too much 
sewage has been put upon it, or there has been neglect somewhere. 1 do not attach any special

importance
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importance to what has been said about microbes, though it is very interesting, and I have no doubt that we O'- H.
shall hereafter hear a great deal more on the subject from the chemist's point of view. Jn considering ° mi'c
the matter from a practical and engineering point of view, the first test we have to apply is the presence
of a smell. ,27 Feb., 1894,
1335. "Who are likely to be the better judges on these matters—scientists like Professor Anderson btuart,
or engineers like yourself ? I submit that ono set of opinions ought to he put alongside the other, and
both are deserving of equal consideration. In my own case, I submit that having from the time I was
fifteen years old had daily acquaintance with sewage farming and sewage purification, I have the whole
thing at my fingers’ ends. A medical man may be ever so clever from a theoretical point of view, and
his opinions in that way may have great weight, as I have no doubt they would have, but the practical
experience and common sense of an engineer should also weigh very materially. I saw it stated in the
press that Professor Anderson Stuart had said that it should bo no part of an engineer’s duty to consider
what the soil was, or he gave some such answer as that. I was simply amazed when I saw' the statement.
133G. Chairman.'] I am sorry you have not seen the Professor’s evidence, and I think it only fair to him, 
ns well as to yourself, to point out that I do not think he put it in that bald way. He said that the 
constituents of soil would be better described by a medical man than by an engineer ? Of course that 
is a very different thing. I only went by what I saw in the Daily Telegraph.
1337. Mr. O' Sullivan.'] Do you think that a practical engineer like yourself, who has had a great deal to
do with sewerage works, is a better judge of these organisms and their power, and the quality of the soil, 
and the influence of sewrage upon it, than a man like Professor Anderson Stuart ? I do not mean to say 
that I am a better judge of organisms, or microbes, or bacteria,- than he is, because it would be 
impertinent of me to say such a thing; but I say that an engineer would be a better judge of successful 
purification and of the working of a sewage farm. *
1338. Docs not tho whole thing hinge upon a knowledge of the power of these microbes; if their work 
is successful the purification must he complete, but if they are not successful the engineer may not have 
been correct in his calculations P This is a matter which lias come to the front only within the last few 
years, and whatever else it has done it has not altered the fact that on most sewage farms there are at 
times smells. In some cases you will find tho smells very bad indeed, and a very serious nuisance. I 
cannot myself see how it practically affects tho matter, whether a medical man says that the microbes 
will thrive or purify better here or there, because we know from experience in what soils sewage purifica
tion is best carried ou.
1339. But where a smell has arisen may it not have been caused by bad management ? Bad management 
would mean the setting in of ])utrefaction, and putrefaction causes a stink.
1340. But might not that be apart from the microbes or bacteria ? It would show tbat there was some
thing wrong on the farm requiring investigation, and an engineer of any standing would know at once 
what was the matter aud how to rectify it.
1341. Dr. Anderson Stuart was so strong on this point that I should like to emphasise it; ho admits that 
a smell may arise from these farms when they are improperly managed, but he contends that when 
properly managed there is jio danger to health from them ? I know most of the sewage farms in existence 
in England, and I can truthfully say that the smells on them are at times very bad. Even at the well- 
known Croydon farm at Bedclingtou I have experienced the most foul smells.
1342. Notwithstanding these smells, is it not a fact that villas have been built on the hills overhanging 
what we would call the gullies situated on the farm? Ho; not the lower portion of the farm. There 
are very few houses there, and it is all flat country.
1343. But do not houses overlook the farm ? They may overlook it; but they arc at some distance from 
the place I am speaking of. I lived in the district for some years, and I know it as well as I know 
George-street.
1344. Did you visit it when you were in England last ? Tes ; several times.
1345. Mr. Price, who has just returned from England, tells us that there are residences quite close up to 
the farm ? There are some, but not many. Dr. Dupre, P.E.S., the well-known chemist, lives at Sutton, 
and Mr. Dibdin, who is the chemist of the London County Council, also lives there. "Wo were 
neighbours there, and used frequently to pass through the farm .together. In the paper noticed by 
Mr. Hickson in his report on the Parramatta sewage scheme, Dr. Dupre, discussing the Berlin sewage 
farm, made this statement:—

It had been said that sewage farming created no nuisance. That might be tlie case in Berlin, but it would not be so 
in London. Beddington sewage farm had been brought forward as one of the best in Jingland, When Mr, Dibdin and 
he, after last Tuesday’s meeting, were on their return to Sutton on the line which passes through the sewage farm, and 
while they were engaged in conversation, not on tho subject of sewage, they both suddenly exclaimed, 11 What is that f”
It was a terrible odour coming in at the window as they were passing Beddington sewage farm. He had noticed that 
whenever he had passed Beddington sewago farm on a warm calm evening tho smell was exceedingly offensive, and 
any inhabitant of Sutton going home in the evening would tell the same tale.
134G. Is the farm at Croydon us well managed aud carried out as the farm at "Webb’s Grant ? I have 
had no opportunity of seeing "Webb’s Grant for some years ; but it is simply a huge filtration area, 
whereas at Croydon the system of broad irrigation is adopted—an altogether different system.
1347. Mr. Daviesi] Did you read the report furnished to the Minister of "Works by Messrs. "Wardell,
B ell, and Cbamier ? Tes
1348. Tou noticed that they recommended tho separate system ? Tes.
1349. Do you approve of that system ? I do not,
1350. They say that by its adoption from 16 to 20 per cent, would be saved in the cost of the reticulation 
pipes and sewers generally ? Tes ; I noticed that.
1351. Do you place any value upon such a recommendation for a town like Parramatta? I totally and 
emphatically disagree with the recommendation.
1352. Tou would not, under any circumstances, recommend the separate system for the treatment of the 
sewage of a place like Parramatta? I certainly would not.
1353. Tou would make the pipes large enough to take a portion of the storm waters in order to carry off 
the sewago? Tes, tho partially-separato system,
1354. There is no point in connection with that report which you regard as of any great value in assisting 
this Committee to arrive at a conclusion? There is, to my mind, a very considerable difference, which I 
do not think is fully realised, in the quantity of sewage proposed to be put upon the land at Parramatta.
That is where 1 join issue. 1355.
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G. H. 1355. As far as your opinion goes, tlie whole objection is in regard, to the want of sufficient area to carry 
^*11*1 C^E^'1 0n ^10 sls^em ^roa<^ irrigation ? Of course it is well known tbat the sewage of only a certain number 

of people per acre can be dealt with under the broad irrigation system. With the intermittent down- 
27 Feb 1894. lvarti filtration system, a very much larger quantity of sewage can be dealt with per acre, according to the 

’ quantity of the land. When last examined, 1 stated that the sewage from 100 to 200 persons could very 
well be disposed of by the broad irrigation system on an acre of land at Parramatta, hut that nothing like 
800 per acre should be thought of in connection with an intermittent downward filtration system, and 
I still adhere to that opinion.
1356. Would you be surprised to learn that wc have had evidence during the present inquiry from the 
officer controlling the sewage farm at Webb’s Grant that that land receives the drainage of from 1,000 to 
1,200 persons per acre ? I am not at all surprised to learn it, because 1 know that such a thing is 
perfectly practicable. But that system should not bo continued for an indefinite period. In some of the 
towns in England where sewage has been similarly treated, the filter-beds have, after a time, become 
partly inefficient, and in some eases, the system has bad to be entirely superseded. You can, for perhaps 
two, three or five years pour an enormous amount of liquid sewage upon the filters, but the time will come 
when you will have to desist, and in order to prevent mischief you should never exceed what is a fair 
quantity'.
1357. That is to say, the filter-beds become so charged with sewage matter that they will not perform 
their proper functions ? Yes ; after a certain period they will not perform their proper functions,
1358. On the table before you are bottles containing a sample of the soil at Webb’s Grant, which has 
never been treated with sewage, and another sample of soil which has been continually treated with 
sewage during five years ;—do you detect any offensive smell from the second sample? Ho ; I do not 
notice any difference between them. *
1359. Taking the population of Parramatta at 12,000 or 13,000, and supposing tins land were raised 
5 feet above high-water level by sand being thrown upon it, what do you think would be a sufficient area 
for the proper and efficient treatment of the sewage of the place, not for a period of five, ten or twenty 
years, hut for all time ? My opinion is that the 62 acres of land at Parramatta would provide for a 
population of over 22,000, if treated partly hy the system of intermittent downward filtration, and partly 
by broad irrigation.
1860. Eor all time ? Until the population exceeded 22,000; but it has been estimated, if I remember 
rightly, that the population of the place will ultimately increase to 48,000.
1361. Have you checked the estimate of cost for the whole of the departmental scheme ? Not a second 
time. I went over it before I was last examined.
1362. Do you remember the figures which you gave to tho Committee when last examined ? I am afraid 
that I cannot recollect them now.
1363. From your general knowledge of tho scheme, can you give tho Committee any idea of what the 
reticulation and preparation of tho sewage farm, together with compensation will amount to ? No, I 
could not do that, because I have not any of the plans or sections before me.
1364. You could not form any general opinion from the plan before the Committee ? It would he 
impossible.
1365. You are not able to give the Committee any information on that score ? No.
1366. You are aware that it is intended to pump the sewage on to the farm ? Yes,
1367. I think I understood you to say that no smell would arise from the disturbance of the sewage at 
the pumping-shaft? There ought not to be any, nor do 1 think there would ho any.
1368. And you think there would be no offensive smell or injury to health from the. treatment of the 
sewage upon the farm ? I think it. extremely probable that there would be smells at times under certain 
atmospheric conditions, hut if the population does not increase beyond 20,000,1 do not think there would 
he any serious cause of complaint.
1369. Do you think that during the summer months the farm would be a nuisance to passengers by the 
southern and western trains ? I do not think so ; but it might possibly bo a nuisance to passengers by 
the tram and steamer, though there ought not to he any serious nuisance.
1370. What course ought to he adopted to prevent or minimise the smell ? I have already stated my 
opinion that the whole of tho sewage of Parramatta could be otherwise treated, which could be done 
without creating the least smell.
1371. By the International system? Yes.
1372. But suppose the scheme before us wore adopted, what should be done to secure the residents in the 
vicinity against any nuisance arising from the farm ? It could be prevented by precipitation. The solids 
could be precipitated in the first instance, and only the effluent allowed to go upon the land.
1373. Where should the solids be precipitated—before the sewage got to the pumping-station, or after it 
had left it ? At the head of the farm.
1374. That is to say, you would have a screening-lank there ? No, a precipitating tank. Whatever 
ingredient was chosen for precipitating tho solids would flow into the tank together with the sewage, and 
the solids would be deposited on tho bottom.
1375. How could they bo treated afterwards? They couldbc dried and pressed.
1376. And used on the farm ? Yes ; or sent away to agriculturists and gardeners,
J377. Would it not be necessary to use chemicals to destroy tlie offensiveness of the solid mater in the 
tank ? No ; all these operations could be carried on without any smell whatever. At Acton, where tho 
International system was first adopted, in 1888, they are now building houses, bringing in a rental of from 
£40 to £50 a year, which is perhaps equal to a rental of £80 to £100 here, all round the works. That 
is proof positive that no nuisance arises from the treatment of the sewage.
1378. You are speaking of the International system now, not of the sewage farm system ? Yes.
1379. I am asking you questions with reference to broad irrigation on the land it is proposed to reclaim 
aud build up at Parramatta;—you say that the solid matter obtained by precipitation could bo pressed 
and then taken away ? It could be pressed into cakes by machinery, and then would bo perfectly dry,
1380. And free from any offensive smell? Yes ; and it would have a value.
1381. Which, in your opinion, would be tho most costly, the International system, treating all the sewage
near the pumping-station, aud running it into the river after it had been filtered, or the departmental 
proposal ? The departmental scheme. *

1382.
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M.I.C.E. ■
13S2. Which, in your opinion, would be most effective, and would cause least smell . ... ,
system, unquestionably. It is a system that can bo carried on in all weathers, whether it is ry or we , 
cold or hot. Its effect is exactly the same under all those conditions, and I do not think anyt mg s ro g 
could he said in suppori of it, especially in new of the result of tho important tests that have been ma e. %■] Feb., 1894. 
It has been clearly proved tbat the purification is effectual. I have beiore me tho result or a es ms 
tutcd to ascertain the power of polarite to remove organic matter and disease germs. A er e mrgo 
with polarite was working for several months near Paris, and in October, 1892, samples were aren om 
the filter and sent to tho Paris Municipal Laboratory. Mons. Girard reported, in regar o ose

samples:— . . lonon
Bacterial colonics (including disease genns if present), per cubic centimetre.............. l_o,U .
Bacterial colonics, per cubic centimetre, after filtration through polarito .................. Hone. ^

Polarite filters are working in Paris, and at several other places in Prance and the experiments to 
which 1 have iust referred proved clearly that impure water, containing bacterial colonies, passed throng i 
polarite, is quite cleared of them. I could give you recommendatiou after recommendation by distmguis ic 
engineers and chemists as to the absolute certainty of the system. It has never been gnen up ■n ien 
once adopted, and is gaining friends every day. I cannot say anything stronger in support ot o sys em,
and had 1 been designing this scheme I should not have hesitated to place it first. , ,,
1383. Then I gather that you are strongly in favour of dealing with tho sewago of larramatta by ic 
International system as against any other process ? 1 am; because 1 know of no system that n oulcl ^ e so 
effective for that particular place. Of course, I could not £ay the same thing for the next inland oun or 
any other town. Every place must bo judged by its situation and requirements. _ .
ISSli. Taking all the surroundings of Parramatta, you consider the International process the most cirectivo
for treating the sewago of that place ? Tes. .
1385. Of course you admit that the best way of treating sewage, when practicable, is to discharge it mto 
the ocean? Tes ; when that can bo done without creating a nuisance. _
1386. That is the cheapest and most effective way of dealing with it ? Tes.
1387. Chairman.] Lo I understand that if it were possible you would discharge the sewage mto the ocean 
or some tidal water, and that next in order of preference would come the chemical system of treating i .
Xo ; that would be a contradiction of my former evidence. .... ,
1388. I understand that you would give the preference to a system of discharging it mto the ocean where 
practicable, aud next, if a suitable area could be obtained within convenient distance, the system ol
treating the sewage upon the land ? Tes. _ , t t i
1389. If neither system could be followed, you would fallback upon a chemical system—the International
system first? Tes. . , . mi
1390. Mr. DaviosJ] Eut at Parramatta it would bo impossible to put the sewage into the river withou
creating a nuisance, and that would not be prudent ? That is so. „ . .
1391. But you say that if you had a sufficient area of land, the sewage of Parramatta could be effectively
treated by broad irrigation? Tes; to a certain limit. _ , . .
1392. But the best system under the circumstances is the International system ? Tbat is my opinion,

emphatically. .. -, r
1393. I think in your former report you recommended that the sewage should be treated at the site or 
tbe proposed pumping-station ? At a point a little nearer the river.
ISSli. Tou propose to run the filtered sewage into Clay Cliff Creek ? I did not propose to treat the sewago 
at the site of the proposed pumping-station ; I intended rather to take the sewer along the road leading
to the river. _ _ , . 9
1395. Mr. Mcild.] Tou will not use tho creek, but would lay a line of pipes down the road to the river .
Tes ; and discharge the sewage into the river below the water level. _ .
1396. Mr. Davies.] The discharge would not create a nuisance? It would be similar to tho effluent mthe
bottle upon tlie table. _ _ _
1397. Tou know the tram-line running almost parallel with the pipe linos ? Tes.
1398. If tho proposed farm is reclaimed, and the land built up to 5 feot above high-water mark, will tliat 
tramway be in any way endangered or impaired ? Xo ; I should not think the reclamation would make 
the slightest difference to it.
1399. 'Would it not bo affected by tbo percolation of the water ? I think not. The difference between
the 5-fect level and tho present surface would he very gradual. 1 suppose it would run out at 30 or 
40 feet. It would slope out very gradually, aud the bank would probably be turfed, so that it would be 
scarcely appreciable at the margin. _
1400. Tou do not think any injury would arise to the tram-line ? Xo.
1401. Lo you think that if an objectionable smell was created by the spreading of crude sewage on the 
farm, the shareholders in the tramway would be injured thereby ? I have already stated that it is possible 
under certain atmospheric conditions there will be smells.
1402. Chairman.} But not of a serious character, you say ? Not of a serious character. _ _
1403. Mr. DaviesI understand tliat you have, to a certain extent, modified some of your objections to 
the departmental scheme, because of the proposal to raise the embankment and to reclaim some 42 acres 
of land? I do not know that I have done that. If the Committee will allow me to read the fifth conclusion 
I came to when previously examined, it would pretty well state my position. What I said then was 
this;—

That if by reason of the land having already been resumed for the proposed fann at Buck River, it is considered 
necessary to adhere to tiie original proposal, I am strongly of opinion that such scheme should not be permitted, unless the 
method of treatment is supplemented by the before-mentioned process of precipitation and filtration, nor unless a satisfactoiy 
assurance be obtained that tlie reclaimed area will be filled in with suitable materials to a height of at least u feet above 
mean high-water mark, spring tides, as shown upon tho accompanying sections.
1404. The evidence shows that that has been clearly provided for;—now comes the question, "What 
population will the present scheme servo? I submit, after having given the matter great consideration, 
lhat it would not be safe to assume that the sewage of a greater number than 22,000 people could 
be poured upon the land. If tho population of the place increased beyond that number, and possibly 
before that, it would bo absolutely necessary, either to enlarge the farm, or to resort to precipitation, or 
some other process for reducing tho density of tho sewago before it was applied to the land, _
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Stovton^Egn. ],i?P1^a^on became too big, and tlie International system had to be adopted, all that would
M.I.C.E. i16 lost to ^ ,e State would be the sewage farm ? £14,000 would be lost.

—a—s 406. That is the farm, pins the reclamation work ? No ; the farm, plus tlie reclamation, would come
27 Feb., 1894. to m°ro than that.

1407. The reticulation and the seurer service in the town would be just as useful for the International
toe land on the sewago farm became surcharged with sewage and useless ? Yes.

1408. Mr. .Hbsfans.] I gather from yonr evidence that in most places where there are sewage farms, there 
are occasionally, under certain conditions of the atmosphere, very offensive smells ? That is so. No doubt 
the Committee have often heard of the Edinburgh farm, but I think they would have been shocked if they 
had seen the condition of the things there as I saw it. Still, although there'is a very objectionable smell, 
no serious illness has arisen. The black sewage runs in a water-course right across the land, and the 
tenant, who has a long-standing lease from tho authorities, takes what sewage be thinks fit. If he does 
not want the sewage, he allows it to run straight into the sea. That sort of thing could not be tolerated 
m this country, although it is allowed at Edinburgh. At three or four towns within the last eighteen 
months sewage farming has had to he supplemented by precipitation. They have gone on with the farm 
until they could go no further, aud have then had to adopt another system. At my native city, Coventry, 
where the works were ample, they, within the last nine months, have had to entirely reconstruct their 
disposal works, and in several other places they have had to resort to the system which, it has been 
foreshadowed, will have to he adopted here, namely, the precipitation system.
14t)9. The experience of other countries is that in course of time sewage farms must be supplemented by 
o icr systems . Some of them have been. I could give you the names of several such places. It has 
been done at .three or four places within the last twelve months.
1410. If many of these farms become a nuisance under the atmospheric conditions existing in the mother 
country, do you think that similar places would be more likely to become a nuisance under the much 
higher temperature of the atmosphere hero ? I think so, unless they were very carefully managed I do 

. not anticipate that there would he any trouble on such land as that at Webb’s Grant for many years to 
come, because the amount of sewage delivered there now, compared with what will come down when the 
whole oi the western suburbs scheme is in operation, is very small. They will eventually, however, have 
to deal with a large volume of sewage, aud then great care must he exercised.
14H. Chairman.! They tread the sewago of 1,000 persons to the acre now ? To my mind, that is very 
unwise, and should not continue. Mr. Boeclding, speaking of the Berlin sewage farm, which is supposed to 
be the latest and an altogether model institution, and haa been largely discussed and referred to throughout 
the sanitary engineering world, says :—

There can be no doubt that the rest obtained by the land plays a most important part in sewage-farming, and too 
much stress cannot be laid on this fact, as upon it largely depends the success of any farm. From the experience gained 
on the Berlin farms, it may be conduded that not more than from 2,000 to 3,000 gallons of daily sc wage flow should be 
allotted to each acre, a state of things which practically prevails on the northern farms,
So you see that his idea as to the amount of sewage which you can put upon a farm is very different 
trom tlie idea in regard to Webb’s grant, and I am convinced in my own mind that the system pursued 

JlaTe t0 °° V6IJ mucl1 modified as time goes on. At present you might apply the sewage of 
a,000 persons to an acre of that land, and it would deal with it, but the time will come when you will 
have to go back. This all arises out of tlie question of the different climatic conditions. In Berlin, 
in the summer time, they have extremely hot weather—a much higher temperature, I believe, than we 
have m Sydney—while it is very cold in winter.
1412. Berlin furm is on a sandy plain ? The farm to which I refer is of enormous extent—17,000 acres 
or something like it, and mostly sand.
1413. It therefore offers great facilities for tho treatment of sewage ? Yes.
1414. I gather from your evidence that you think the day is not very remote when extra care will have 
to be used at Botany to prevent the sewage becoming a nuisance ? At any rate, extra care will have 
to be exercised to perfectly purify the sewage in the first instance. If .that is not done it will be a 
nuisance; but the position of the Botany sewage farm and the position of the proposed Parramatta farm 
are very different.
1415. Did you understand, when you were first examined, that it was proposed to raise this land by

SrinC 0n 14 to t le of 4 or 5 feet above high-water mark ? I did not understand that

1416. Supposing sand was deposited on the land to the height of from 4 to 5 feet, how long do you think 
the area could be safely utilised as a sewage farm without its becoming so foul as to be of no value for 
purifying purposes ? I think that under proper conditions it could be used with only occasional cause of 
complaint-—-no serious cause of complaint—until the population draining upon it numbered 22,000 
persons. I could not tell you how long that would be. I take tho number of persons, because that 

a certam volume of sewage. I would not dream of designing a farm to take the sewage of, say, 
1,400 persons per acre. It would he most unwise.
1r fr0I1ltlie 0yPerieM0 y°u 3iave gained, that it would be most unwise to turn the sewage
T, nATl0T MOO people upon an acre of even sandy land remote from the sea ? Yes, permanently.
1418. Can yon give the Committee an approximate estimate of the cost of preparing the proposed farm, 
including the cost of depositing the sand to a height of 4 or 5 feet, levelling it, and properly preparing 
it, the cost of the pumping station and everything connected with the scheme? I think I stated just 
now that J estimated, the cost of everything below the pumping station, including the rising mains and 
the farm, together with the work already done and to be done, at £33,000.
1419. That includes the cost of depositing the sand to the proposed height ? Yes.
U20. Mr Triekett.] By reading tlie papers before the Committee you will see that Mr. Hickson 
advocates the partially-separate system, whereas tho special commissioners advocate the totally separate 
system ? I have observed it. r
laoo’ not ^e''ev? “1 t3le separate system? I have no faith in it as an efficient system.
44ZA Ho you approve of the partially-separate system ? That is the sjstem I approve of, and the system 
that has been adopted in connection with the western suburbs sewerage scheme and other schemes which 
have come before the Committee.
1423. And you advocate it for this work ? Yes.

1424.
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1424. Could you give tlie Committee any instance where the separate system has proved a failure. In • i,
my report on sewage purification, dated 1891, I referred to the Dorking sewage works. The following '
is a quotation dealing with the subject:—

Dorking is in the county of Surrey, and contains a population of 7,000 persons. The sewers are on the separate 27 Feb.,1894. 
system, but the total exclusion of rain water from roofs and yards caused considerable trouble to the working of the house 
drains and pipe drains at first. This has now been remedied by admitting part of such rainfall.
It is not more than two months since I read in a Surrey newspaper which was sent to me, an account of 
the completion of the rectification of the defects of the Dorking system. Pever and serious illness had 
occurred in the town entirely caused by the sewer gas generated in the house drains. It was stated m 
the paper, however, that everything has now been put right by the adoption of the partially separate 
system, and the scheme is working satisfactorily. _
1425. Another witness, whom I questioned about the matter, thought that the failure of the separate 
system was in all probability attributable to the bad laying of the pipes ;—can you say if that was the 
case ? It certainly was not. The system itself was to blame. I went round the works with tho officer 
in charge, but at that time I had not the remotest idea that a question such as this would crop up. I 
gathered from the report of the newspaper alluded to that they had tried the separate system originally,
but had had a good deal of trouble ivith it, and were altering it. .
1426. Experience proves that drainage matter will not go through the pipes properly without tho aid of
rain water to help it along? Yes. 1 should like to point out to the Committee that in tho report which 
was handed in in connection with the western suburbs sewerage inquiry, I made a statement in connection 
with the separate system very clearly setting forth the objections to that system. . . . .
1427. Chairman.] Will you read the paragraphs to which you refer, and which you wisli to incorporate in 
your ovidenco ? Tlie paper from which I wish to quote is an Appendix to the report of the Public Works 
Committee on the Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme. There 1. say :—

The separate system per se is a method which necessitates ono set of sewers and drains for sewage, and a second sot for 
surface waters from roofs, paved yards, and streets, and for subsoil waters. In the few towns where the so-called separate 
system has been carried out, it has involved the construction of either a duplicate or triplicate set of channels, but m uo 
instance has it been found practicable to rigidly exclude the rainfall from roofs and paved back yards.

.........................The insanitary results of such a system in dry seasons must he obvious........................ ....
The storm-water drains for convoying rainfall and surface waters from streets, roofs, aud paved yards would practi

cally become sewers. Washings from paved yards are so highly impregnated with organic matter tliat it is necessary to 
intercept such waters, and deal with them in the same way as ordinary sewage. . Tho sides and inverts of the storm-water 
sewers would become fouled, and in dry weather tho gases evolved would be nearly as offensive as in tho case of a sewage 
sewer. Thus, the evil complained of would bo duplicated, .
I also quoted the opinion of Sir Robert Rawlinson, K.C.E., for many years Engineer-in-Chief to tho 
Eocal Government Board in England, and a leading authority on sanitation. He was against the separate 
system, as was also Sir Joseph Bazalgette, C.B., who was for many years Engincer-in-Chief te tho 
Metropolitan Board of "Works, and who said, in reference to the Separate system :

How to dispose of the rainfall is a question of considerable difficulty, and has given rise to much diversity of opinion.
This arises from the fact that whilst in itself harmless, it sometimes falls suddenly in large quantities. These contiderahons 
Jiave induced theoriits to advocate that the rainfall should not be (tllmwd to flow off with the meuye, >nit should be dealt with by a 
separate system of stwer?. The theory is, however, most impracticable.
Mr. James Lemon, M.I.C.E., a strong advocate of the Separate system, and a gentleman who has carried 
out several large works, says :—

The foregoing opinion of Sir Joseph Basalgotte, coming trom so eminent authority, was a heavy blow to the Separate 
system.
He goes on to say, in a paper he read at an annual congress of the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain

“ What is the ‘ Separate system,’ so-called ? Does it mean the entire and absolute separation of the rainfall from tho 
sewage? If so, then I say at once that there is no town in England where it is carried out.” With regard to the sewerage 
of the city of Winchester, which he had recently carried ont, he stated that he “ knew of no town where there are such 
natural facilities for carrying out the Separate system in its integrity." In the scheme, however, he excluded surface 
drainage, and provided for the sewage and a small quantity of rainfall from tho houses, feeling confident that a msjgin for 
rainfall under tho most favourable circumstances was necessary.
I also referred to Abingdon, where the Separate system is carried out, but there they admit the rain-water 
from the roofs and hack yards, and have no less tfian three systems of drainage—one for sewage, one for 
storm-water, and one for sub-soil water—the consequence being, that they have to pay a drainage rate of 
Is. 7d, in the £. I concluded by saying that:—

I think it has been clearly shown that tho system contemplated (for the western suburbs, the partially-separate 
system) is not only in accord with common souse, but its efficiency must bo obvious to all practical men.
1428. Can you give us any instauce whore tho Separate system has been adopted of late years? I do not 
know of any place where the absolutely Separate system had been adopted. 1 take it that the Commission 
who reported on this matter advised tho total exclusion of rainwater; hut I am totally at variance 
with them. I think it has been clearly shown that it is a very dangerous system to adopt. There is one 
other point in connection with their report with which I should like to deal. I saw that Mr. Bell 
advocated the total exclusion of rain-water from the sewers, and ho stated that he would not touch the 
gradients that had been devised by tbe department, though he would reduce tho size of the pipes, pro
bably, from 15 to 12 inches, and from 12 inches to 9 inches. I should here like to mention that 
a Mr. "White, who read a paper on the separate system before the Institution of Civil Engineers 
some years ago—it is the latest report on the system—stated that the rain-water from roofs and 
back yards should be taken in. Tho separate system, as commonly understood, moans, apparently, 
the exclusion only of street surface water, the water from roofs and back yards being admitted. Sir. White 
said also that the velocity of the low-level flow should not be loss than 135 feet per minute. Applying that to 
the suggestion of Sir. Bell, and taking a 12-in. pipe, which, as was shown in the former evidence, it is proposed 
to lay down at a grade of 1 in 300, if the pipe was only half full of sewage there would be a velocity of 
172 feet per minute. Reducing its size to 9 inches, the velocity would bo only 147 feet per minute. If 
the pipe was only flowing one-quarter full, however, as it would be for the greater part of the day 
under the absolutely separate system, the velocity would be considerably less; it would, in fact, be 
only 111 feet per minute, and would not be self-cleansing. It is clearly laid down in all tho reports on tho 
subject that the minimum self-clcansing velocity of well-diluted sewage should not bo less than 2 feet per

' second.
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- secoml. Eor Sydney I think Mr. Clark said 150 feet per minute, that is 2^ feet per second. If Mr.
^ IIBell's proposal was carried out, however, tho velocity would ho not greater than 111 feet per minute for 
^’ long periods during every 24 hours. That is one instance, and I could multiply such instances in dealing

2? Feb. 1894. the dimensions of other pipes, hut I think what I have said will show the Committee the risk that
would bo incurred by substituting a smaller sized pipe for a smaller flow of sewage, without making the 
inclination greater.
1429. Butin a hot climate like this, where baths arc very much used, would not the bath-water help to
cleanse tho pipes? Most people take their baths between 7 and 9 o’clock in the morning, but the hottest
period of tho day is later on.
1430. You have no reason to alter your opinion in regard to the separate system ? None at all.
1431. You strongly advocate what is known as the partially separate system ? Yes. When I first com
menced my professional career, at Coventry, we had to pull up some miles of pipe drains in one part of 
the city. When the sewerage there was originally carried out, some twenty-five or thirty years ago, there 
"was a great craze for treating house sewage only, and using small pipes, aud the consequence was that in a 
few years a number of the pipes had to be taken up, because they became partly choked with tbe sewage.
1432. Mr. HFcild.] Wohld that apply to the 9-inch pipes laid throughout the suburbs? No; because 
they are probably laid at such an inclination that there is a solf-clcansing velocity.
1433. Hfr. Triekett.] During your last examination, page 43 of the Committee's report, Question 1233, 
you wore asked:—

What do you make the total cost, abandoning tho sewage-farm altogether?
To that you replied:—

I can put it in tills way—that under the departmental estimate, the present outlay, and the prospective outlay for 
sewage disposal—that is, pumping and treating the sewage—amounts, according to the evidence, to £42,375.
Does that moan that your system of precipitation could he carried out for £42,375 ? That is the depart
mental estimate.
1434. Then I want to it now what your estimate is for precipitating the sewage of Parramatta, and discharging 
it tlirough a pipe into the river? I stated this afternoon that I put the cost of everything below the 
pumping-station in tho departmental scheme at £33,000, and I added that by substituting the International 
system, and taking into consideration the less lift there would he for tho pumps, and the consequent 
reduced cost of machinery, the difference would be £20,000.
1435. Bat what wonld tho whole outlay be ? I am afraid that I cannot tell you at tho present moment; 
but supposing the cost of everything above and inelnding the pumping-station was £50,000, that plus 
£33,000, the cost of everything below the pumping-station according to tlie departmental design, would 
make the total cost of that scheme £83,000 ; while, on tho other hand, the cost of my scheme would he 
£50,000, plus £13,000. What the cost is up to and including the pumping-station, I cannot at this 
moment determine. Mr. Hickson, in answer to Question 68, says that tlie whole of the works are esti
mated to cost £75,920, but from his answer to Question 75, it appeal’s that there will have to be an 
additional expenditure of £55,128 for future completion. Part of that money, no doubt, will have to be 
spent above the pumping-station, and part of it below the pumping-station, If the Committee will allow 
me to look into tlie matter I ■will, send ihe information you require to the Secretary.
1436. Apparently the conclusion at which you arrive on page 85 of our last report on the subject has, in 
a measure, been swept away by the Government proposing to adopt some of your recommendations ? 
Which conclusion ?
1437. The conclusion which you read just now ; there you advocate the system of precipitation and filtra
tion ? In that case it is earth filtration.
1438. Where would it take place—on the farm itself ? Yes. '
1439. Then you propose filtration on tlie farm, and an intercepting filtering station half-way down ? No ; 
the precipitation as well as the filtration would he done on tho farm.
1440. You still believe in the necessity of precipitation and filtration ? Yes, as I have previously stated, 
when the population increases sufficiently. This scheme was devised for a prospective population of 
48,000. At present the population is not more than 14,000 or 15,000; but 1 think that when it reaches 
20,000 or 22,000 precipitation should be resorted to,
1441. You say, as your third conclusion, “That the purificatiou of the sewago could be more efficiently 
ensured by adopting tho International process of precipitation and filtration?” I say so still, because tho 
works can he carried out without any possibility of a smell or a nuisance arising, and tlie effluent is so 
clear, and is carried away at once.
1442. I understand that you are still of opinion tliat it would be better to adopt the International process 
than to have a sewage-farm ? I have stated that already. I only admit the latter suggestion on the 
ground of expediency. I have guarded myself on that point all through.
1443. Mr. Hickson says, in his reply to the report of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 
Works:—

The objections raised to all chemicalprecipitanteyet. hnown are based on very substantia! seienti/ieyrauntfs. Their aetio?i 
is at ihe best partial. They act as clarifiers rather than purifiers of the severs. Although tho diluent may ho discharged per
fectly clear, it still retains nearly the-wholn of tho salts originally found in the so wage, and, therefore, putrefaction must 
rapidly follow, unless the body of water into which it is discharged is sufficiently large to complete the process of oxidation.
Do you agree with tliat ? No ; I do not, aud I have evidence here which is distinctly to the contrary.
1444. Could you give us tho names of the scientific men whose views are not in accordance with Mr. 
Hickson’s statement F I have a statement of the late Mr. T. Hawksley, P.E.S., and a few years ago 
President of the Institution, of Civil Engineers, He said of it at an inquiry at Worcester, on the 
14th December, 1892 :—

1 could nob imagine a more complete system of treatment of sewage than that proposed. There would he no odour, 
cov any nuisance to anyone.
He was then referring to the International system of sewage purification. That was at a Govern

' ment inquiry at Worcester, presided over by Colonel Ducat. In England, before a Town Council 
can carry out any large scheme of sewerage or water supply, a Local Government inquiry is 
held. At Worcester they had an inquiry in 1887 into the process of treatment with lime, which 
was rejected. Tn 1890 a process of treating with lime and aluminium was also rojected. Then 

■ the process of treating with ferozono and polarite, backed up hy recommendation of Mr. Hawksley,
was adopted. At another inquiry at Birkdale, Dr. Prankhmd, P.K.S., gave evidence in support

' of
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of the system, as also did Mr. Manserge, M.I.C.E., who advised upon a system for Melbourne and other “•
places. Then, as to the opinion of chemists upon this subject, there is the report of Sir Henry Eoscoe, micb.^ '
M.P., E.E.S., one of the most eminent living chemists, Professor Davies, Dr, Arthur Angell, Dr. Carter
Hell, and others in England and abroad. I have also before me tbe result of tests of sand and gravel 27 Beb., 1891,
filters compared with polarito filters. One engineer says, that though at first be was very sceptical of the
process, bo now thinks it the best system of purification. 1 have also evidence to show that where the
effluent has been kept for over a year, and allowed to remain exposed in tanks, it has, at tho end of the
time, been found perfectly good, not having changed its colour, or altered its character in any way.
1445. So that, apparently, Mr. Hickson’s statement does not accord with tlie opinion of recognised 
authorities? One of the latest reports on the subject is that written by the Director of Public
"Works, Philadelphia, in September, 1893, who tested and analysed the results of polarite filtration and 
sand filtration, and notes that the albuminoid ammonia left after sand filtration was '0G4, while after 
polarite filtration it was only ’034, there being no turbidity, no colour, and no smell.
144G. Tour opinion is that the effluent would be quite unobjectionable? lam quite sure of that from 
what I have seen myself, aud from the opinions of eminent English engineers and chemists, which I have 
read. _ _ i
1447. Mr. Neild.'] Are the majority of sanitary authorities in the old world engineers, or arc they 
biologists? There are some of each. The opinion of engineers like Sir Tfobert Rawlinson, Mr. Baldwin 
Latham, Professor Robinson, and men of that class, is quite as weighty as that of other gentlemen to whom 
I have referred, such as Sir Henry Eoscoe and Dr. Dupre.
1448. In tho old world is it is recognised that engineers are competent to deal with questions of sanitary 
engineering ? I am amused hy such a question. The engineer and the chemist always go hand-in-hand in 
those matters.
1449. It has been stated hero that engineers should simply carry out what the biologist leaches is that 
opinion supported by the practice of the old world ? Certainly not. I never heard the point raised 
before.
1450. Engineers are recognised as authorities, not merely as executants of the ideas of biologists ? 
Unquestionably that is so.
1451. Theu you do not agree with Professor Anderson Stuart that engineers should merely carry out what 
the biologist teaches ? 2so. 1 think that is an amazing assumption.
1452. I suppose you know all about the micro-coccus niirificans, otherwise known as the friendly microbe ?
1 have heard of him.
1453. Tou know all about the operations of the friendly microbes ? I do.
1454. Is it recognised in the old country that in order to have a sewage-farm you must cultivate the growth 
of these microbes? J cannot say that it is. There are theorists who urge that view, hut it is not generally 
accepted.
1455. Are you aware that efforts arc made to breed the friendly microbes before a farm is considered to be 
of any value ? I have only heard of them being bred in a chemist’s laboratory ; I never heard of such a 
thing being deliberately done on a sewage-farm in England.
1450. Is sewage farming in the old world recognised as the process of filtration through the soil, or as a 
process of breeding microbes to consume the impurities? 1 think we pretty well understand that both 
processes operate.
1457. Is it customary to put entirely out of consideration the effect of filtration, and attach all importance 
to the presence of the friendly microbe ? I am not aware that tho latter point is considered from a 
practical point of view.
1458. How do you look upon it? I look upon it as a theory which may develop into something useful.
1459. It is not recognised as a practical way of dealing with sewage ? Ho.
14G0. I will read you one little sentence from tho evidence taken hy the Committee :—

You do not 5eem to attach vorv much importance to the effect of the soil in purifying sewage matter? Vi's; and for 
this reason, if you take soil and sterilise it, that is to say, if you heat it, so as to destroy the organisms to which I hare 
referred, or if you chloroform it so as to suspend their action, it lias no longer any purifying effect upon sewage. It is 
because of tho organisms in it that soil is an active agent in purifying sewage. .
Does that answer represent the present practice in the old world with regard to sewage farming, or does 
it represent the theories of the laboratory ? 1 incline to the latter opinion.
14G1. Tou know all about the 22 acres of high land;—you took samples, and tested them about eighteen 
months ago? Tes.
14G2. In answer to one question we were told tliat that land was fairly good soil for the purposes of 
sewage purification ;—does that answer coincide with your view ou tho subject ? Tes ; .1 rather like that 
soil, and I think 1 stated so in 1892. The 22 acres, if properly prepared, would purify the sewage better 
than the sand would do.
1463. Tou regard it as fairly good ? Indeed 1 do.
1461. In answer to the next question the same witness says, “I think the land is admirably adapted for 
the purpose" ;—which of tho two answers do you think most accurately describes tho land ? I think if 
can be truthfully said that it is good.
1465. Tou would not call it “ admirably adapted” ? Ho ; I. should not, but it is suitable for the purpose.
1486. In another answer the witness states that the 42 acres of reclaimed land would provide effectively 
for the sewage of 56,000 persons—four times the present population—that would bo at the rate of 
about 1,333 persons per acre;—do you think it would he safe to attempt to deal with such a quantity of 
sewage to the acre ? I am certain that it would not.
14G7. We were told that the friendly microbe is the purifying agent in soil, and that until he is cultivated 
the process of purification is imperfect;—you said just now that after a time it was possible for soil to 
become so surcharged as to cease to act as a purifying agent ? 1 do not think I said “cease”; it would
very much deteriorate.
1468. Is any knowledge possessed hy sanitary engineers or biologists which would fix the condition of 
things when these friendly microbes cease to operate; in other words, do they become choked out by the

Presence of too much sewage matter in the soil ? I have no information whatever on the point. What 
can say is, as the Committee are aware, that sewage farming and irrigation have been carried on in 

different parts of the world for many years past, but in some places, as you know, the system has partly 
failed.

«

104- H 1469.
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□, 1469. From there being too many microbes or (oo few ? This happened before we knew anything about
• M.LC.E^ * m'cro^e theory, and I want to know, now that that theory has been formulated, what practical 

difrcrpncc it makes. To my mind the question resolves itself into a matter of plain common sense. If 
27 Feb., 1894. ^cre ’3 110 smell on the ground, you need not trouble much about microbes or bacteria.

■ 1470. Ohairman^] Friendly or unfriendly ? Friendly or otherwise. I picked up an extract from a news
paper a few days ago wherein tho writer shows that if you carry out this theory to the fullest extent, no 
matter what you do you must run a risk. Two chemists found out some time ago that a couple of bank 
notes, w'hicli had been in circulation for a few years, contained, according to their estimate, 19,000 or more 
microbes each. We should be told, I suppose, that wherever there is dirt or filth there are these microbes. 
As far as sewage farming is concerned, this theory may lead to something practical by-and-bye, but what 
wc have to consider is, microbes or not, is there likely to be a nuisance.
1471. Assuming that the evidence that we have had as to tho presence of microbes being necessary to
ensure purification is correct, I want to know how the theory will fit in with your statement that after a 
lapse ot time the soil may become surcharged, and be ineffective for purification ;■ -where is the line to 
be drawn ? I take it that after a time land cannot be properly oxidised, aud therefore the microbes 
cannot live. ~
1472. Have you any knowledge of tbe life of fascino work necessary to secure the filling in of this farm ? 
Ho, I have not; I have bad no experience of ivork of tbat kiud, and my opinion in regard to it would bo 
worth very little.
1473. Mr. HumpJiery^] Have you estimated what would be the total annual cost of maintaining your 
system I have done so ; but I have not the figures before mo at the present moment.
1474. Will you add that to the estimate of cost with winch you have promised to furnish tbe Committee, 
giving details? Twill.
1475. Mr. Neild.'] Adopting the International system, how would you deal with a large volume of storm
water would you turn it off, or pass it through your filters ? It would pass through tlie filters. Of 
course there would bo storm-water overflows as proposed in the departmental scheme, to provide for tbe 
safety of the sewers ; but the ordinary storm-water coming in from the back yards and roofs would be 
treated in tbe same way as other sewage;.
1476. Your filter-beds will be sufiiciently large to cope with it ? Yes.

WEDNESDAY, 28 FEB 1WAlii, 1894. 

present:—
JACOB G-AttRABU, 

The Hon. 'William Hexhy Suttoh.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
The Hon. Fukdekick Thomas Humphehy. 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. William Joseph Tetckett. 
Thomas Thomson Ewino, Esq.

Esq. (Chairman).
William Chandos Wall. Esq. 
William McCouiit, Esq.
John Cash Heild, Esq.
Edward William 0:Sullivan. Esq. 
Charles Collins, Esq.
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

Robert R-. P. Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Commissioner and Enginecr-in-Cbief for Roads and Bridges and
Sewerage, sworn, amt examined:—

R. R. P. 1477. Chairman.] A: ou gave evidence before the Committee when this work was being considered by them 
Hickson,Bsq., about fifteen months ago ? Yes.

M.I.C.E. 1478. Mr. Suitor.] Have you any further information to give us with reference to the total cost of tbe 
sc^eme ^ -^°i except, of course, that prices have so altered now that I think that if the work were put

c '' ' ' on the market at once a considerable saving could be effected, I have not taken that into account, how
ever. I have made a. fair estimate of what the work should cost. Of two large sewerage works that have 
been let within tbe last three months one has been let at 17 per cent, below our estimate, and tbe other 
at as much as 30 per cent, below it,
1479. Do you recollect what estimate you gave for this work when you were last examined ? £75,926.
1480. That does not include an additional cost which, I understand, will have to be incurred? There will 
be no additional cost.
1481. You are satisfied tbat tbe work could be carried out for that amount, with tbe probability of some 
reduction being made ? I am quite satisfied of it. If we were prepared to put it upon the market 
during the next few months, ive could get it done for much less.
1482. Mr. Ewinff.] Docs tbe amount you have just given us include tbe cost of the sewage farm ? It
includes everything. '
1483. Tbe fascine work ? Yes.
1484. The pumping of the sand ? Ho.
1485. How much more would tbat make it ? Hothing at all, because the work will be done by the
Harbours and Rivers Department. They want a depbt for their material. '
1486. It is a convenience to them to be able to send tlie stuff there ? So Mr. Darley told me yesterday,
and it has, therefore, not been taken into our estimate. '
1487. Have you made an estimate of tbe cost of maintaining the scheme after it has been carried out? 
In my previous examination J. said that the cost of maintenance, together with the interest on the outlay, 
would come to £4.268.
1488. You regard that estimate as ample ? It is too much, because we know from what is about to take 
place at Botany that the sewage farm will not cost us anything. J have allowed for the working of the

■ sewage
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sewage farm on tlie assumption that wo should get no return from it; but now the Water and Rewcrage g' '
Board are dealing with two parties—I do not know that it would be right to give you the terms, as the ju.o.e, ’’
matter has not been finally settled—who are prepared to take the farm off our hands and pay us rental
for it, and I think that the cost of the Parramatta farm might he reduced in a .similar way. _ 28 Feb., 1894.
J4S9. This estimate of the yearly expenditure takes it for granted that the pipes ami syphons will work 
properly—there is nothing put down for repairs ? It is estimated that the amount will pay off the whole 
cost in sixty years. Of course, in addition to that, there are the working expenses and the cost of repairs 
to engines, and so on, to he met.
1490. That is, supposing tho pipes do not choke and ihe syphons work all right ? There are no syphons.
1491. There is nothing of that kind. It is a gravitation scheme right through f There is a rising main
from tlie pumping-station to the farm, but there are no syphons. _
1492. Tou take it for granted that tiiere will be no leakage in tho pipes or anything of that kind ? The 
whole thing will pay itself off in sixty years, and the estimate includes the cost of any ordinary repairs
which may be necessary during that time, ■ 4
1493. Bo you desire to alter your previous evidence at all ? As to cost?
1494. As to anything ? I do not think so. _
1495. Judging from a communication which we have had from you lately, your opinion in regard to 
sewage farms has been strengthened ? Tes ; very much strengthened.
1490. Afr, Collins,] What would it cost to fill up the 42- acres, if the Harbours and Rivers Bepartment 
did not give tho sand free ? That is a question which 1 could not answer. Hr. Darley says that it would 
cost him ns much to take the material out to sea as to deliver it (here. '
1497. The working of the dredges is charged against the department? The Harbours aud Rivers Depart- 
ment pay for that work. Up to a couple of years ago, they used (o send whatever they dredged out to 
sea, and it costs them a certain amount—I cannot tell you how much—but Mr, Darley tells me that it 
would not cost any more to put it on the site of the proposed farm.
149S. What has been the cost of the fascino work? We have paid £1,039 for what has been. done.
1499. What would it cost to keep the fascine work in repair ;—if would want repairing every year, would 
jt not? I could not say ; hut it would he only a very small item.
1500. Is if included in your estimate ? It was not specially taken iuto account.
150L What would it cost ? A very small sum, judging from what has occurred at Cook’s River, where 
the work has been standing for eight years without anything being done to it.
1502. How long do you think this work would remain without repair? I could hardly say. It would
last for years and years. _
1503. Do you think it would last twenty years? T think that if it were properly made it would. The
only accident that could take place would be caused by tho bank slipping, owing to dredging that might 
he going on alongside. Under other circumstances the hank would last for years. __
1504. If sand was put behind it, would it be likely to be forced out by the sewage matter ? Ho ; it would 
he strong enough as a retaining wall.
3505. Chairman.] How many tons of material would have to he placed on behind the fascine banks for , 
the purpose of raising the land to the required height? About 000,000 tons.
1500. That would he an average height above high-water mark of 5 feet ? Tes ; 5 feet.
1507. In some places, 1 suppose, 9 or 10 feet would have to be Oiled in ? I. should say that the deepest 
place would he 9 feet, running off to nothing.
1505. You think that that estimate is approximately correct? Tes ; the quantity was taken out a few

■ days ago. _
3509. The Harbours and Rivers Department would be able to give us full information as to the cost of 
landing the soil;—it docs not come within your department ? Ho. _
153.0. "We understand, from the answer given to Mr. Suttor, that the total cost of the proposed work will 
be £75,926, and, according to the evidence you gave when last before the Committee—page 6, Question 72— 
the work above the pumping-station—mains, reticulation, and so on—will cost £53,410 ;—is that so? Tes.
1511. And the balance—£22,510—would be for the works at the pumping-station and the sewage 
farm ? Yes,
1512. "Was it the intention, when this scheme was first put before tho Committee, to raise the sand-banks
to a height of 5 feet above high-water mark ? Tes, .
1513. Can you point to any evidence given in the early stages of the inquiry, which would leave that 
impression? Yes ; I think so, though the depth is not directly mentioned. .
1514. Hay I direct your attention to Questions GO and GL in the evidence taken in 1892 :—
60. I understood that 49 acres were resumed, and that tho other is to he made, up with silt? Forty acres have been 
resumed, and 22 acres ] rood perches have been included in the fascino hank which is put in. It did not require to he 
resumed, lieeanse it is (Jovernment property. The whole area contains 62 acres 1 rood Sit perches, the western portion of 
which is above spring-tide level, while the eastern portion is below mean high-water level.
01. About how much ? About a third. The latter has been already enclosed with faseine embankments, and is to be filled 
in with sand pumps from the river above highest spring tide, after which it will bo divided by raised roads running north 
and south, aud east and west.
Is it not a fact that only one-third is above high-waler level ? There is a mistake there. "VYe 
originally thought that wo should have to resume only 49 acres. It was supposed tliat the rest of the 
land was Government property, being under tho influence of the tides ; hut, as a matter of fact we had 
to resume G2 acres 1 rood 13-1 perches.
1515. How comes it that the Government had to resume land bolow high-water mark ;—have grants of
land ever been made to any private individual, giving rights to land under the sea ? That is a question I
could not answer. The matter was dealt with in the resumption branch. All I can tell you is that the
land had to be resumed, and it has been paid for.
1510. As a- matter of fact, the ordinary boundary of private laud is high-water mark? I always 
thought so.
1517, That is the invariable custom and law ? Yes, as far as I know.
1518, But in this case, for reasons of which you have no knowledge, compensation had lo he paid for
land below high-water mark ? Tes. _
1519, Coming hack to the questions to which I have just referred you, instead of about one-third of the 
total area of 62 acres being subject to tidal influence, nearly two-thirds of that area is so subject? Tes.

' 1520.
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Hickson Eaq now Ipok at Question 62, “ Are you going to put in clean sand or silt ? Ordinary river
M.I.C.E. ’sanc^ ' 'I’here is nothing there about any proposal to raise the farm 5 feet above high-water mark. Now 

turn to page 9, Questions 167, 1G8, and 169:—
28 Feb., 1894. 1®”. W hat is the height above water-mark of that portion of Webb’s Grant which you have under cultivation. I should 

■say from 4 to 6 feet. '
1G8. Assuming that sand does not actually absorb, but acts as a filter for sewage, the opportunities for getting rid of 
sewage matter would be very much greater at Webh’s Grant than on theproposed farm at Parramatta, the height of which 
is so much lower ? It will practically be the same when it is finished.
169. To what extent do you propose to fill in to cover the portion which is now above high-water mark? Tlie fascine 
bank wc have made around the farm is of the same height above high-water mark as the faseine bank in Cook’s River, so 
that the finished level of the farm at Parramatta will be within a foot or so of the same level as tho farm at Webb’s Grant.

Do you think it could be gathered from that evidence that it was your intention to raise the land 
;> feet above high-water mark ? Tes; I think so ; but tbe first part of tbe reply to Question 169 is 
certainly w'rong, though 1 suppose I gave it that way. As a matter of fact, the concluding portion— 

The finished level of the farm at Parramatta will be within a foot or so of tlie same level as the farm at 
"Webb’s Grant”—really governs the sentence. That land runs from 4 feet at the lowest part to 
6 feet. 1
.1521. I presume you will admit that the answers just quoted arc capable of being misunderstood ? Tea; 
I J;hinfe they are. Tlie first portion of the answer to which I have referred is certainly not correct.
1522. Now turn to page 48, when you were re-esamined after Mr. Stayton had reported upon, the pro
posed scheme, Questions 1370 and 1371 :— ”
1370. Dr Gflrran,] In the report which you have been good enough to make on Mr. Stayton’s report, you say. “I con- 
tend| therefore, that his conclusions, being based on incorrect assumptions, are of no value, and are (juite misleading.” 
Will you state, categorically, what the incorrect assumptions are ? The incorrect assumptions arc, that tlie level of the 
sewage farm will be 1 'SS feet—practically 2 feet—above high water, and further, that he has taken samples from a portion 
of the land that will not be used as a filtering medium.
1371- Do you agree with him that wc want not less than 4 feet of good filtering soil ? Yos; I have said so in my evidence. 

I was then referriug to my answer on page 9,
1523. "Which, to say the least of it, is a very vague one:—do you admit that this is the only evidence given 
by you which refers, even in an indefinite way, to the necessity of raising the land 5 feet high ; do you 
know of any more definite statement? I could not say that there is a mo re definite statement without going 
through the evidence from beginning to end.
1524. In a reply to the report of this Committee, which you furnished to the Minister, you stated that 
you were in possession of a large amount of detailed information which you thought it was not necessary 
to put before the Committee. Go you not think that it was not only unfair to yourself, hut also unfair 
to the Committee, who had to consider the project, that this detailed information, which they were told 
off to obtain, should be kept back from them ? I am sorry that the Committee took it in that way ; I. 
certainly did not mean it so. I must, however, repeat what I said there. For instance, not a stroke of 
the pen more has been put on the plan you have seen, nor has them been a stroke of the pen put on 
the plans of the tanks and engines and so on. AYe do not go into the details of the scheme until the 
Committee has reported on it. We simply give the general features.
1525. But Mr. Stayton, who is somewhat of an expert on sewage matter, when he was examined, said 
that he had made an estimate of the work required to be done to prepare the sewage farm, and that it 
would be necessary to raise it 5 feet above high-water mark; hut. owing to these details being suppressed, 
he could not say whether the cost of that work had been taken into consideration by the Bepartment ? 
I gave the cost of the work in tlie report which was before the Committee when they made their recom
mendation. Y^ou will find the information on page 80 of ihe Committee’s report. 'Ihe Committee have 
all the information that I have got.
1526. As a matter of fact, some £16,000 has already been expended on sewerage works at Parramatta, in 
the construction of stormwater drains and approaches and the erection of fascine bauks in connection 
with the sewage farm ? I do not think the whole £16,000 have been spent. I think that £13,000 had 
been spent at that time.
1527. Get mo draw' your attention to question 68:—
68. IVill you give us some information now with regard to the estimated cost of the work? The whole of the works 
herein described, exclusive of the future extensions, are estimated to cost £75,926. That sum includes £20,000 for 
reticulating sewers which are not shown on tlie plan, and £16,000 already spent on sewage farm and storm-water channel'!

AVe were not £16,000 out of pocket at that time, though we were pledged by the contracts which we had 
in hand to an expenditure of that amount. Asa matter of fact, we were only £13,000 out of pocket. 
A7ou will find that stated on page 2.
1528. But now the expenditure has readied £16,000 ? Tes ; it has almost reached that amount, though 
I could not tell you what it is exactly.
1529. So that £16.000 has been laid out in Parramatta in connection with this work, hut for that money
the State is getting no interest, nor is the principal being returned ? Tbat is so. ’
1530. And the State cannot obtain interest for the expenditure until the whole scheme has been com
pleted and rates have been levied ? Tes.
1531. Tbe Special Commission, consisting of Messrs. WAirdell, Cbamier, and Boll, which was appointed
by the Minister to inquire into tin's matter, recommend wbat is known as the distinctly separate system ;— 
do you approve of tbe suggested alteration from the partially separate system, which you endorsed when 
last before the Committee, to the distinctly separate system ? No. J
1532. Tou would still carry out the proposed scheme under the partially separate system ? I would.
1533. Bo you think that if the separate system were carried out there would he a saving, ns estimated hy 
these gentlemen, to tho extent of 25 per cent, on the cost of the wmrk ? The actual saving, supposing we 
carry out the separate system, allowing the prices upon which we based tbe original scheme, would, be 
£6,000. But the Committee must remember that there would also have to be an alteration of grades, 
because, with the separate system, theproposed sewers would not be self-cleansing. To alter the grades 
we should have to cut down very much deeper, aud at the pumping-well, for instance, we should bo 
discharging at 7 feet 6 inches or 8 feet lower down than proposed. If we did that we should come under 
the tidal influence, and the cost of making the sewer would be increased to very much more thau the 
schedule rates placed beside the various items.
1534. I'hen you do not agree with Mr. Bell that the same grades would do for the separate system ? I
do not. •’ ir-o-t
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1535. If you had to go down 7 feet more to get the proper grades you would have 7 feet more to pump 
the sewage up to the delivery main ? That would not make very much difference, because there would he 
a less volume of sewage to pump, and one would balance the other. . , ■ ,
153G. Eut the difficulty and expense would he increased hy the necessity of making steeper grades, which 
would be self-cleansing ? Tes ; wc have reduced tbe quantity of water going into the 1 arramatta sewers 
to a very low amount indeed.

61

R. R. P. 
Hickson, tisq., 

M.I.C.E.

28FebTl894.

1537. A very much lower amount than ,is the case w.... ...... ------ - „ -
Parramatta we have included the water falling on the yards and roofs, but it is possible that we may omit 
the roof water and take in only the yard water. Of course 1 need not point out that the less sew'age wo 
have to pump the better, not only for the pumps but for the sewage farm. It is ]ust possible that we 
may he able to keep the roof water out of the sewers ; but what we should save m that way is not wmrth

1538. Will tho sewage conveyed by the mains from Parramatta to Ihe pumping station be delivered on to 
the farm without creating any nuisance to the neighbourhood will it be conveyed through hermetically 
sealed tubes or cylinders ? It will be completely sealed up, and there will be no nuisance whatever.
1539. It would not come into contact with the atmosphere at all ? It would not come mto contact with

1540. Have you anv recent information as to the success or failure of tho International system of dealing
with sewage'? I have no information dealing direclly with that system. What information I L
taid before the Committee in a short report, showing lhat all chemical processes so tar had been a iailure.
1541 Is it the General opinion of those engaged in the construction of sewerage works that t he best way oi 
dealing with sewage is to take it out to sea ? Yes ; I think it is better to get rid of it entirely, it you can.
1542 But if you have a suitable area of ground within a reasonable distance winch can be utilised as a 
sewage farm, tho next best way of dealing with it is by the process of intermittent irrigation les. _ 
1543. Facing both of these processes, it must be treated with some chemical precipitate. Incie is
nothing left but to do that. . . , ^ 4 i ■ i
1544 Would you call the International process a chemical or a mechanical process ? A chemical process.
1545 How does it compare witii other chemical processes? It is very hard to answer that question, 
because 1 cau get very little information in regard to it, except from tbe company itself. Tho Inter
national process is not specially mentioned when chemical processes generally are dealt with, so that 
there is very little information to be obtained in regard to it, except what appears m the pamphlets issued

154G. Suppose'the departmental scheme were carried out, and the sewage farm were found to be a 
nuisance, I suppose it would be possible to try the International or any other chemical process oi
precipitation at the pumping slntion r Certainly. ,, , ,, ov-
1547 Only whatever work has been done below the pumping station would be thrown away. Vcsi 
though I am not sure that it would all be thrown away, because you would want some land on which to 
bury the sludge. Sludge is a very unmarketable product. , „ ^ ^ . 0 „ T
154S. It is always difficult lo find a market for the residuum left after chemical treatment. bo 1 
ascertained from the reports which I have received from England. .
1549 Is it true that the sludge obtained from tho treatment of the London sewago is punted out to sea 
and thrown into the English Channel? 1 know that a great deal of it is sent to sea; J. cannot say
whether all of it is. ., ,..o v
1550. Tho London authorities find that tho most expeditious way of getting rid oi it. _ les.
1551. Mr. Uumpheri/,] Are you of opinion that provision could be made lor dealing with the sewage ot a 
population exceeding 22.000 at the proposed sewage farm ? Yes, I think so, on a sand filtration lied.
At Botany wo arc dealing with the sewage of 1,000 people per acre. , . . „
1552. Eor how many do you think provision could bo made at Parramatta ? I do not think any ot us
know the limit of the powers of a sand filtration bed. _ „ T , , i t -n j u .v, .
3553 Do you feel disposed to venture an opinion on this subject? I do not: and. J will te.l you why. 
The Agent-General only the other day sent me a paper describing a test which had been made with a 
filter bed. The bed was 3 feet 1-1 inches deep, and was formed by a bottom layer of stones broken to an 
inch measurement, G inches deep, an intermediate laver of fine stones, broken to a 5-inch measurement, 
3 inches deep and a top laver of sand. That filter was used for several months by putting crude sewage 
upon it, varying in quantity from 378,230 gallons per acre per day to 484,000 gallons per acre per day ; 
in other words, allowing 40 gallons of sewage for each head of the population, the sewage of a population 
of from 4460 to 12100 an acre was treated on it. The report says : ‘-The quantity applied when the 
most satisfactory result was obtained was at the rate of 263,780 gallons per acre per day, which is equal
to the sewage of a population of 6,GOO.” _ ,,
1554 What became of the effluent? After elaborate experiments had been made with the inter, the 
filtering material was carefully examined, and if was found that, except at the actual surface, it appeared 
to have undergone no change whatever. It emitted only the ordinary earthy smell, and was perfectly 
clean. Tone of the effluent, when kept in a room, underwent decomposition.
1555 "Where was the experiment made? In London, It was made by Sydney Eienard Locock, MJ.OJIj.
1556! Dogs the report say where the sewage came from ? 1 take it that the sewage was London sewage
1557 If that system is so successful, what necessity is there for establishing a costly sewage farm . 1
only quote that experiment to show how little wo know of the capabilities of a sewago farm. Ihe experi
ment was made at the end of last year. .. T . ,
1558. Then your information is quite recent? I only received the paper trom London the other day.
1559. Does not what you have said go a long way to support Mr. Stayton’s contention that the best way'
of dealing with sewage is the International process, which is a. process of filtration through polarite . 
Yo; the results of the systems to which ] reler were entirely due to the action of microbes grown on 
top of the filter bed. ISo chemicals were used. _ .
15G0 Does this recent information which has reached you in any way alter your jircviously expressed 
opinion that the best method of dealing with the sewage of Parramatta would be by treating it on a 
sewage farm? Ho ; it enormously strengthens my opinion. ... • •Ct
15(51, Jn what way? Because it enables me io see what a sand filter can do if it js put to it, ir I may 
use the term. I should be very sorry, however, to recommend tho Committee to propose tho establishment

‘ of

ith the western suburbs sewerage? Yes; at
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aide Tr J flTn 1 ‘C I1'6'’ f Sgested by Mr, Locock, because I tyouH like to see more experiments 
SmhiliSnf haTe,™rely ^iem-ed to tbe matter to sho«- that we really do not know what the 
Km »t 1 nm d fi,ter ,arTe- .U e k“ow’th!lt Botany the soil has treated‘tlm sewago of a population 
if ifwerc pTtoTt aCre’ and 1 be ie™ thilt With tbe climate we havc; here' cou,d do ^ deal more

ieonie^d Zrn iS ^ tha pfoposed “'™g° -ould provide for the sewage of at least 20,000 
peopie, and that provision could be made by means of this new method of filtration for dealing with the

y!•’iUnbel'? , I* « ^rdly a new method-it ia really an improvement on the 
present system; and instead of having the filter bed composed entirely of sand, there is a layer of sand on
t eltoit rS T,'110 b0tt?m- '1}lS letS the Water air t^ngh more quickly, and hence 

}ou can treat a much larger volume of sewage. ^
T?U do no1t caf ^ commit yourself to an opinion as to the population the proposed farm would

1 nnn™ 1 ha'r0 n° lemtatl011 111 tllat lt; ™uld serve as many people as the Botany farm has done—
j-jvi/Lf pop aero. ^

thc ‘\rf ,o£ the proposed sewage farm, would it be possible to 
an !alon-that: river ^ takG ^ aUd fr0Illm« 3;>uck Elver- T1:,e knd is very much of the same character

W^Y'HuW ma?y additi°,t?ftl acfes1col,lM you reclaim ? I could not say without going over the ground • 
butat all events you could easily double the area. «bioumi,
Jfvi' ?°e9 t’S'f lalTld therr- whic\is subject to tidal influence, belong to the Government, or would it have 
tree raaumed• I presume that it stands in the same category as the other laud, 
lobe. ±Lave you any information on the subject? No.
I)cp9artoiehnV:0Uld ^ ^ ^ inforination ? Tou could Set k through the Under Secretary of tho Lands

1570. If there should be any doubt about the area of the proposed farm not being sufficient for the 
future population of Parramatta, there would be no difficulty in doubling it ? No difficulty. 
io71. A question had been raised as to tbe difference in cost between the International system and the 
sewage .arm system ; 1. want you to give me the actual cost of the works above the pumping station 
taking as your first item tie £6,000 or £7,000 which, in your former evidence, you said had already been 
1^70 r*1 BBw6rs . I think that evidence hag been given already. 11
S J WrinVc gaet i??ir0in ru df;fi,liie1ly 110'v? lf y°u refer to Qucstion'72 of the former evidence, I 
tnmfc you will find all thc information there.
dr73,' itlleren ^ cost o£ tbc works atloye tl10 pumping station will be £53,416,
iriJi Uir ' or ^{>600 has already been expended on storm-water sewers ? Yes.
1074. lias the expenditure upon the storm-water sewers been increased since you wero last before ns p 

mf .°n y1t"a Vefy extent. I think that £10,000 has very nearly been spent now. ‘
157o. lhat includes what has been spent on the farm ? Nothing has been done to the farm since We 
have simply been making storm-wa.ter sewers, hut I could not tell you how much we have spent on thorn 
without looking at the office records. 1 ’
1576. If £13,000 had been spent when you were last examined, of which £7,000 were spent on storm
water sewers, and you have now spent £16,000 altogether, though nothing further has been done to the 
sewage tarm tlie total expenditure on storm-water sewers up to date must he about £10,000 ? Yes 
about £10,000 ; but I should not like to be bound down to any definite sum until I knew exactly how the 
account stood. For instance, we may not have spent the whole of the £16,000, though I think it is 
pretty nearly all spent. b '
1577. Have you taken it for granted that the sewerage of Parramatta is to be proceeded with under one
system or another, and has this expenditure been made in anticipation of tho authorisation of the scheme p 
a es; that is the case. ’
1578. So that is really left for the Committee to say which system should bo adopted ? Yes.

a3SUme that sewerage works will be carried out ? ” Yes.
1d80. 'Will you give us the rest of the proposed expenditure above tbe pumping-station • in your former 
evidence you gave it as main sewers, £26,416 ; reticulation, £20,000 ; aud storm-water sewers, £7 000 — 
are you prepared to say that that would he the total expenditure ? I am prepared to say that the work 
would not cost that. J
1581. For how much less than the estimate do you think thc work cau be done? That depends a good 
if-oor011 'Wa0D nwe CCimmenee' If if is put off for an indefinite period, prices may come up again 
lo82. 1 want to know how much per cent, may be saved on the estimate under existing conditions p I 
know what has taken place in regard to other contracts, and I do not see why something similar should 
not take place here. 1. should say that there would be a saving of 15 per cent."
1583. Gkairman.] If you went on with the work now ? If we went on with the work now
lo84. Mr. Summery.] What would be the cost of the pumping-station ? £3,670—that is, including the 
acre or ground, b
1585. What will be the cost of the works between tho pumping-station and tho farm p There will he 
delivery mains, costing £7,095.
1586. You also make provision for other works—£3,408 ? Yes.
1587. That money has already been expended? Yes, practically
1588. Are you prepared to say that these figures will certainly not be exceeded ? The estimate is a very 
liberal one, and if we were to start work now we could effect a saving upon it.
1589. Chairman.] The saving which could he effected if thc work were proceeded with now, would anniy 
to all works above the pumping-station? Entirely, you may say.
1590. Mr. Bumphery.] With regard to the farm—you say that thc sand will be given to you free of
cost r I es. o j
i roo ?TUt the wo,'k must be barged to the scheme ? Yes ; we have already paid £1,098 for that
to92. How much additional fascine work will be necessary ? There is only a gap to fill up.
1<j93. You will not want a side boundary? That has been made as far as we want it,
1591. I understand that thc Harbours and Rivers Bepartment propose to deliver the sand free of cost — 
it from'0U d ^ C°Bt’ prCSllmi”° y0U had t0 !>ay for it? ,Jlbafc W01llfl apcgether depend upon where we got

1595.
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1595. What do you estimate would be a low cost ? 1 could not give you -an estimate, because if there
were no dredges at work, I do not know where wc could get the stuff from. The work would, in that M j Cj;
case, he most costly and would more than, likely involve a totally different scheme. Your assumption ^
seems hardly necessary, because this material must be dredged and got rid of, aud the Harbours and 28 1394.
Elvers Department can send it to Parramatta as well as anywhere else. _ o 'at
1590. But the Harbours and Bivers Department will only deposit it alongside the sand pump? Bo;
they will put it right on the land.
1597. Will that not cost more? I can only tell you what Mr. Darley told me.
1598. But it wonld require an additional expenditure to put it on the land :—at present the silt simply
drops from the barges into the sea? Yes ; but then there is the loss of time caused by the dredges lying 
idle in bad weather. ,
1599. So it would really cost tho Harbours and Rivers Department nothing to give you the sand you 
required? Tbat is what Mr. Darley says, and I think the Under Secretary sent a letter to you to that
c;^ect- • m 0 V T
1G00. Do you know if the use of the International system has been largely extended since 1891. Ao, 1
do not. . ,
1601. Mr. Stayton says that over 100 places now adopt the system ;—have you any information on the 
subject ? Ho.
1602. Are you in a position to say bo is incorrect? I should be very sorry to say that.
1603. in your estimate of the annual return, which will be available for paying the interest and the cost 
of maintaining this 'work—is a sum of £17,000 a year to be charged against the Government institutions 
at Parramatta ;—do you believe that that is tho fair annual ratable value of that property ? It accords 
with the information which was given to me.
1604'. Do you know tho Government institutions at Parramatta ? I have been over some of them.
1605. Do you think that a fair annual value is anything like that ? I do not know. I think Mr. Vernon, 
and Mr. Barling, and, I presume, Dr. Manning, made out the estimate.
1606. But you refer to it as your estimate ? It was ba§ed on what I had been told by those gentleman, 
who I presume are able to give the information. I had not the least idea what the value of the property is.
1607. Do you think that these institutions are worth anything like £17,000 a year ? I should be very 
sorry, with the limited knowledge I have, to give a valuation. 1 can only give you the information which 
was supplied to me by officers who, I presume, are in a position to furnish it.
1608. It is on the assumption that the Government buildings will be rated at an annual value of £17,000 
that you estimate that the sewerage rate will not be more than lid. in tho £ ? That is so.

.Tohn William Withers, Esq., Mayor of Parramatta, sworn, and examined:—
1609. Chairman.'] How long have you been connected with the Municipal Council of Parramatta? On a 
former occasion J was an alderman for three years, and I have now been an alderman for two.years five
years altogether. , , ^ 28 Feb., 1894.
1610. How long have you resided in Parramatta? _A bout twenty-nine years altogether.
1611. You are familiar with the details of the proposed scheme for dealing with the sewerage of Parra
matta? lam. _ ,
1612. Your predecessor gave evidence before the Committee when this scheme was last being considered 
by them ? Yes.
1613. Are you aware that since this Committee reported on tho subject, a commission of experts so-called 
have made a report upon it, and your Council has passed a resolution urging thc carrying out of the 
scheme suggested by them ? Yes.
1614. I suppose the details of the scheme are immaterial to the people of Parramatta so long as their
sewage is dealt with ? I do not think the details of the scheme trouble them very much. _ _
1615. Has thc necessity for dealing with the sewage of Parramatta increased or decreased since this • 
matter was last before us ? I think it has increased, more on account of the Government asylums.
1616. Have the greater number of complaints arisen during fhe last fifteen months in regard to the 
insanitary condition of the town? A great many complaints have been made with regard to the pollution 
of the river, and, if you were to see it, you would not think twice about it. I suppose there are 1,500 
persons—] was going to say that half of them arc loafers—in the poor houses, and including the gaol, 
lunatic asylum, and Girls’ Home, 1 suppose the river receives the sewage of from 3,000 to 4,000 people.
1617. As a matter of fact, do not the officials contend that you are in error in making that statement ?
I do not care whether they do or not. In my opinion the nuisance is caused mostly by the Government 
institutions. 1 ...
1618. Are you aware that, as a matter of fact, they have small sewage farms within their own borders on 
which they treat their sewage ? Most of the pollution of thc river is caused by Government institutions.
Very little sewago goes into it from Parramatta itself.
1619. How do you know ? 1 am quite sure of it. _
1620. If we have .had the sworn testimony of the managers of these institutions to the effect that they 
deal effectually with their sewage, and only pour innocuous effluent into the river, does that alter your 
opinion ? Ho ; 1 am of the same opinion still.
1621. So far as Parramatta is concerned, there is an urgent necessity for dealing with the sewage
irrespective of whether the Government institutions contribute an undue quantity or not? There is no (
doubt about that. The matter has been before the Council for a long time, and no opposition has been
shown to it. .
1622. Has the population of Parramatta increased or decreased during the last eighteen months ? I think
that, if anything, it has increased. _
1623. To an appreciable extent? I do not think it has increased to a very large extent; but there is a
better class of houses being built there. ,
1624. "Was there an increase or decrease in the municipal valuation last year F There was a slight 
increase last year.
1625. An increase for 1893-94 as against 1892-93 P Yes.
1626. The valuation for this year has not yet been made ? No.

1627.
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I do not tliink so.
pay it off during tlie nest sis

Withers, Esq. 5° J0U thel'e 10 llk(-dy to ho an increase upon the valuation of last year ? No: I do not.
----- A---- ■ m° thmk j'hcre will be a decrease? I think there will be a decrease on all propertv.

28 Feb., 1894. extent ? I should not think to a very large extent. '
inQi' rrvL0U- ll; &'° back t0 you received in 1802-93 ? Very likely, 
iroi* The iucrease ]asfc year will he counterbalanced by the decrease this year? Yes

i ^™he’nC°me of the bor°ugh for the coming year will be much the same as its income in the 
year ioilA-iW Yes.
lG3y Can you tell the Committee what the estimated revenue was last year, and how much was actually 
received L did not bring that information with me, but 1 know that wc received about £2 500 from 
water rates last year.
icq'' awf *,i;iVv]mfc wn,s actuany received, or was it the assessment ? The actual assessment, 
teae" -lt wa*:er.ra^e o° you pay ? Nine pence in the £. ’We have our own scheme.
Too- on y°U rmS°d aQ7 ioaua ltu™S tlie last eighteen months ? No.

l„,en ^our T'dobtedness is the same as it was eighteen months a<To ?
1038. \\ hat was it then—£56,000? I think it was about that. °
1639. Have you an overdraft ? Tes.
164-0. To what amount ? About £1.600.

^ar^et’ no"r ^lal1 ^ was when your predecessor was examined ?
1042 J hen you bare a standing overdraft to that amount? No • we will 
months. ‘
] O!-3; You have borrowed right up to your limit ? We have borrowed up to our limit. I should like to 
Khoti irom you what the proposed scheme will cost?
1644. A scheme to meet the present requirements of the town will cost £75,926 ? What will be the 
annual maintenance ? I thought it was to cost about £4-5,000.
imfe’ tke a,mual charge? What will the Government institutions pav?
1040. It is for you to say what they are worth? ___ '
1647. Mr. Hnmphery.'] \\ hat do you assess them at for the water rate ? They pav 10s. for each inmate 
per year. * *
niid3-!.toTh another ^ Il0W Pe°pie ^ m thr:Se illstitutions ? I believe there are 1,000 in one

1649. That is in what you call the asylums ? Yes.
1650. Then there is the gaol ? There are about 450 there, and about 1,500 in the lunatic asylum.
rJm.M nf0’1! ’mk ,l1; j.mlld be au advantage to the people of Parramatta to have the sewage farm, or 
would if be better to dispose of the sewage by treating it with chemicals, or in some other wav ? Of
"oodthinff™1 n0t an eXpert! but 'vllat 1 have heard froin ot,ler Pe0Pl0 tbe sewage farm would bo a

cause a^iuistnce06 ^ W°U,d CaUSC 11 nuiEance ? :From inquiriea 1 llave made, I do not think it would

1653 Have you ever been to Webb’s Grant ? No, I have not ■ but people who have been there tell me 
. th‘‘t the place is not a nuisance to anyone.

]6o4 You think the people of Parramatta would pay for this work it would not be a drag upon the 
Gm emment in after years ? I do not know what the rate would be. ^
would f ? 1 d" ”0‘ thi,‘'1 ll“ ’voalJ 1,nrt a'’jbo115'' *nd ,l,c Kl‘“e

1656. How much are they taxed now? 2s.-in the £.
iY°a rtrC lnC,ud,il’- the PflU charSC0 ? No; that is an extra fax. We pay 3d. for gas, 

Jq. lor water, and Is. as a general rate. x J °

tr™ 'Sen,?0m ^ v‘ 1i<1, you W0llld ,lave t0 dcdl,et u'hai you are now paying for the pan service?— 
ennhi nfv 1!0* Sone mto t^o matter sufEciently to be able to say whether the borough
P V, at Represent lime at least very shortly? I believe that the people of
J atramatta w ould be able to pay for it, and I am sure that they would be willing to pay for it. 1 1
n yrlhlVMhf+thV majority of the ratepayers are in favour of it? 1 am sure of it. The
matte, bus been alluded to during elections, and there has never been any dissent from the proposal.
on in ™ ?° 11C\111;'k ai,y uuisance would arise from the farm ? I do not think so, because it will be
q i n?L +i tr0m Se t0Vn' 1 BUPP°se the farm will take the sewage of Granville, though I do not know
imisS dontT013 ‘"'I i TJ reduc^10,, as far as P^amafta is concerned. There is no doubt something 
must be done in regard to the river, because it is m a terrible state. b

aCC01lnt f°J n® 8ta]tcme,Us ,of lhe superintendents of the asylums that the sewage
Hver 9th T? ”ls,tltutl0”s 18 carefully and properly treated and creates no nuisance, never getting into the
IHHe monlv tnlT/fAT tho8L; P ^ UEefl,t0 t'ausc a uuisance where the bridge is now, but they spent a

cZn/ 11 rsljt nearer to lbc tt,WU- Tllc b!ack slimy mud tker« is 00 objectionable that
}ou cannot, gn near Inc pJace. J
aS„,ISt wS caused b>'lho, drainage f mm the town ? No ; it mostly comes from the lunatic
asylum, the gaol, and BiJoela. It has ahvavs been caused by the^e places
lee-' wi’ ■D0 ?’°U re^rd L'arromaUa a0 a healthy place? I am'sure that it is.

tbe usual reas011 wlllr carry out sewage works--is it to insure the health of the

make it U ? “ VeryJealtby ’ u,lder tllc PalL system, why do you want to spend £70,000 to
Xknuit«iJitM,»lrftdy+E ‘ r-T j° PriucV,al lot can'yir,S out sewerage works would be to get rid of

^ “ " le“m0 ,l,ey ^

i,8oi’,° •* «• 1 *- «* 
S wfh!'™ SsSSSflbe river “mmmj ? The I,ollulio"of rirer “'»»* ”ilh
heM«‘rfSlt,the 011 ly nu.lsimce? 0f e<JllrsR; tilere aTe some parts of Parramatta which would be the 
Detter for a sewerage scheme.
?mnn otw't5lstaudiiig the fact that the town is a healthy one, you are going to put a debt of £75,000 
V.V” 'if ratePayeT0 because the river does not smell very savoury sometimes ? Y es.
Of -m rsc Pth?rr^1-nnn’‘Tat:n1'T'111fVe to someth'aS like £3,000 a year for the sewerage system ? 
Ut course, the Government will have to pay a large part of that. fa 1672
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1672. Do you thitt a sewerage system ivould be worth £2,000 a year more to Parramatta? I am sure ■ j;Bq
tliat if we could get the wrork done for £2,000 a year no one would grumble about it.
1673. You are now paying £1,300 a year, and the total cost of this scheme will be £4,600 a year. Sub- 28 igg^,
tracting £1,300 from that, it leaves £3,300, of which, if the Government pay £1,000—which will bo a ’
very large amount—£2,300 must be paid by Parramatta, in addition to what it pays at present? You
say that there ■will be a rate of about 11a. in the £.
1674. But you realise that you have already borrowed up to your limit ? Yes.
1675. Still you believe that it is a wise thing to increase your debt to between £130,000 and £140,000 ?
Jt would take a number of years to complete the sewerage of Parramatta, and I believe it is proposed to 
expend only £76,000 at the present time.
1676. But you already ovre £56,000. Adding £76,000 to that would make your liability £132,000 at the 
lowest estimate. All that expenditure is to be incurred to make a town healthy which is healthy already ?
I have no doubt about the healthiness of Parramatta. _
1677. Then why are you anxious to incur this liability ? There are some parts of Parramatta which
would he the better for a sewerage system. _
1678. Mr. Collins^ Does not the Council attend to tho pans of the asylums ? No ; I think they empty
their own now. ... . „
1670. Mr. Byrnes said that the Council serve all the Government institutions except the lunatic asylum.
We serve the poor-houses, but not the lunatic asylum or the gaol.
1680. What do you receive from the Government for that? 1 could not tell you off hand.
1681. Do you charge them what you charge the ratepayers, or so much per head? I believe wc charge 
so much per head.
1682. Are you aware that £16,000 has already been expended in connection with the sewerage of Parra
matta? Yes; on the storm-water drains.
1683. Have the Council paid any part of that amount? No.
1684. Why not? Wo have never been asked to pay.
1685. Tou make use of tho drains, and do not pay anything towards their cost? Wo have not paid 
anything yet.
16tS6. Do you not think that you should pay for them ? I know that we shall have to pay for them—I 
have alwavs expected that.
1687. Mr. Thtmphery.'] Looking at the plan before the Committee, what proportion of the annual
rateable value of the property will be served by Hie proposed scheme? It would serve the principal part 
of Parramatta. _ _ i ,
1688. About what percentage of rateable property will not be served by this system ? The population 
that will not be served is very scattered, but I should think that fully 10 per cent, of the rateable 
property will not be served.
1680. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] You have no doubt as to the financial capacity of Parramatta to bear the burden 
of this work ? I have no doubt that we could bear it. _ _
1600. It would be some years before the worli was finished, and in that time the population would
increase, and it would go on increasing? Yes. . _ ...
1601. Although you may be temporarily hampered just now, having borrowed up to your limit, you will 
not always be in that position ? I hope not. Wc are going to try to pull down our liabilities.
1692. Parramatta has made great strides during tho last ten years? Yes.
1603. Is it becoming a favourite residential suburb ? Yes; during the last few years a great number of 
people have eomc to live there. ' _ _ _ _
1691. Do you think there is any possibility of Parramatta ever repudiating its obligations, or failing to 
meet them? I do not think there is the slightest possibility of that. _
1695. It is not within the ken of man to discern the likelihood of it? No.
1696. If tho public institutions were taken away from Parramatta would you be able to bear this impost?
I think so, I do not see why not. No doubt if wo bad a sewerage system people would be more inclined 
to live in the town. _ _ _
1697. In the ordinary course of events, Parramatta will become the industrial centre, and its population
will be increased in that way ? Yes. _ _ _ _
1698. Mr. Davies.] Mr. Byrnes, in a statement which he sent in correcting and amplifying his evidence, 
says that £4,324 are received from other sources of revenue in addition to tho general and special rates ; 
arc those figures correct ? I have no doubt they are correct.
1699. Mr. Byrnes stated that £56,000 had been borrowed by the Council, in which case you have
exceeded your limit, because you are only allowed to borrow a sum equal to five years’ rates ? Yes ; 
that is so. ...
1700. Do you know to what extent the revenue has increased during the last eighteen months? I could
not toll you that. _ _
1701. Ts there likely to he an increase of revenue during the present year ? I do not expect it. I think 
it will be the other way round.
1702. Does the Government pay rales on its buildings ? No.
1703. If the proposed scheme were adopted, would it be necessary to assess and rate the Government 
property ? There is no doubt about that. I should like to know what tho Government are likely to pay.
1704. If Parliament gave you power to levy sewerage rates on the Government property as well as on 
other property, would you bo in a position to pay the working expenses and the interest on ibe proposed 
scheme ? IVe have always considered that wc should be able to do so. I reckoned this morning, before 
coming away, that the sewerage rate would be about 9d. iu the £.
1705. it would be only reasonable to expect tho Government to contribute towards the cost of the
sewerage scheme ? Yes. _ .
1706. Notwithstanding the great debt which you at present owe, you believe that if a rata of lOd. or lid. 
in tho £ were imposed upon all properties within the borough you could pay the £4,000 odd, which 
would be necessary to meet the cost of management, together with the interest on capital ? That would 
be after deducting what should be paid by the Government.
1707. But striking a general rate ? Yes ; we think so.
1708. You have been asked whether, if the Government institutions were abolished or removed else
where, your income would bo very largely crippled? No doubt it uould make a great difference in the 
returns.

101—I 1709.
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J. W. 1709. Would your borough, with such a shrinkage of income, be able to strike a higher rate, and thus 
withers, Esq. eqUaliSQ the cost amongst the residents of the municipality, or would the impost bo found oppressive ? I 
n/"r"7A'"T~\ should not like to impose a rate of more than 9d. or lid. in the £. 1 should not care to have to nav a 
28 Feb" l®91 higher rate than that.

1710. You have been informed that it has been estimated that, taking in the Government buildings, a 
rate of lid. in the £ would have to he levied ;—do you think that tho ratepayers could pay such a rate 
in addition to the 2s, in the £ which they already pay? I believe there would he no difficulty about 
that,
1711. It would be equal to about 15 per cent, increase on the assessed value of the property there? 
Whenever the question has been brought up there has never been any objection to the scheme. Everyone 
knows that they will have to pay something like 9d. in the £.
1712. Have they not been looking to a paternal Government to do everything for them ? No ; it would 
be stupid for anybody to think that the Government would undertake such a work without being paid 
for it.
1713. When does any portion of your loan fall due ? Speaking from memory, I thin): in about five 
years’ time.
1714. How do you hope to be able to meet your debentures then? Wc must do as a good many others 
do—renew them, and try to get a reduction.
1715. Seeing that you have exceeded the limit imposed by the Act, do you think that the Government
will allow you to re-borrow ? I think there will be no help for it. We have a water service there which 
is a good asset. ‘
171G. What did it cost ? We got it from the Government. The Government made the dam about forty 
years ago, but it was lying idle until Mr. Byrnes had the water brought into tho town. We have 
reticulated a large part of Parramatta out of the rates paid for water.
1717. The municipality has only paid for the reticulation ? Yes; the dam was made when I was a hoy, 
and was lying idle for along time, until handed over to tho Parramatta Council.
1718. You supply the public institutions with water ? Yes; at so much per head.
1719. Is it a pumping scheme or a gravitation scheme? A pumping scheme—tho water is pumped into 
reservoirs.
1720. That asset is in no way pledged to the debenture holders ? Yes ; we have borrowed money on it 
to reticulate the town, to construct filter-beds and reservoirs, and to build the engine-house.
1721. What amount has been borrowed in that way ? I should think half of our loan.
1722. Fully £26,000? Yes.
1723. What other assets have you ? The town-hall, a square of land, baths, and market buildings, and 
two reserves in the town arc, I think, the principal assets.

. 1724. Mr. Hoskins.] What interest do you pay annually ? I think 6 per cent.
1725. What!—6 per cent, on £56,000 would be £3,360 a year. What interest do you pay on your over
draft ? Seven per cent.
1726. That is practically £3,500 a year for interest ? Yes.
1727. What do you raise by taxation ? I think about £7,000.
1728. What are the working expenses of the Council ? I cannot tell you. We spend all our money 
upon improvements and working expenses.
1729. It takes all the money the corporation can raise by taxation to pay the interest on their debt and 
overdraft, together with their working expenses ? There is a certain amount of money spent iu each 
ward every year upon permanent improvements, such as kerbing and guttering. We spend all the money 
we raise.
1730. You think the corporation of Parramatta could raise £4,600 yearly in addition to what they get 
now ? The Parramatta people would not have to pay the whole of that amount, because the Government 
institutions would have to pay a good deal. Wo reckon to get £1,800 or £2,000 from the Government.
1731. The Government would only pay a few hundreds, say £1,000 a year ;—at present they only pay 
£674;—do you think that the Council could pay £4,600 a year in addition to what they have to pay now ?
I was rather surprised to hear what the scheme would cost. I thought it would only cost £50,000.
1732. Then you speak with some hesitation with regard to the ability of the corporation to repay the cost 
of carrying out this scheme, together with the annual working expenses ? I do speak with hesitation, 
considering what it will cost.
1733. If the Government could dispose of their sewage without creating a nuisance, would the people of 
Parramatta be content to do without this scheme ? 1 maintain that the principal cause for carrying out 
the work is the nuisance created by the Government institutions draining into tho river.
1734. If the Government got rid of that nuisance, would the people do without a sewerage scheme ? 
Speaking for myself, personally, I think they would if it is to cost so much.
1735. Ho you say that the principal expenditure in connection with your water scheme is incurred by the 
Government ? No; I say that the Government built the dam.
1736. Is it not a fact that at several meetings of the Council several of the aldermen have complained of the 
rates which are charged as excessive, and have suggested that the present scheme bo got rid of so that 
the town may be served by tbe Prospect scheme ? I think only one alderman has suggested that.
1737. Mr. Wall.] Have the Council discussed the sewerage scheme during your term of office ? No; 
we have not. I was only elected a week ago.
1738. At present the Government pay £674 for having their pans attended to, and the annual cost of the 
scheme will be £4,268 ;—assuming that tho charges to the Government were not increased, that would 
make the municipality liable for £3,594, or four times as much as they are paying now, because at present 
they pay £856 for the pan system;—under those circumstances, do you tiiink the ratepayers would be 
prepared to adopt the system ? I do not Ihink they would; I think they would growl.
1739. Ho you know the actual number of Government institutions that pay for having their pans 
removed ? I think that George-street asylum, Maequaric-street asylum, the poor-houses, and the old 
men’s homes arc all attended to by the Council, while the Government attends to the gaol, the lunatic 
asylum, and tho girls’ reformatory,
1740. Mr. Barling, in submitting this work to the Committee, says : “ For many years past the unsatis
factory sanitary condition of Parramatta has been tlie source of much trouble, boi h to the municipal

authorities
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authorities and to the G-overnment.” You stated just now, however, that the town is particularly 
healthy ? 1 say so again. _ '
1741. Then what you say does not accord with Mr. Barling’s statement? No. _ 28 Feb., 1894.
174’2. Do you know how they dispose of their sewage under the pan system ? I think it is mostly taken 
out to the orchards. , .
1713. Is it only the Government institutions which have not adopted the pan system that are discharging 
their sewage into the river ? Jt is not the contents of tho night-pans that go into the river, but the slops 
and grease, and washing-up water. _
1744. You could not tell us tho number of ratepayers in Parramatta ? Not from memory.
1745. Mr. Ifcild,] According to tho statement of your predecessor, Mr. Byrnes, it would appear thatthe 
people of Parramatta pay £85G for the removal of their night-soil, which, with a population of 12,000, 
would be at the rate of Is. 5d. per head. The proposed scheme is expected to cost £4,650 per annum.
Takiug off £1,000, say, for the Government institutions, it leaves £3,650 to be raised by the Council. I es.
1746. Winch, with a population of 12,000, would mean a cost of 6s. per head;—do you think the rate
payers would approve of the increase of cost from Is. 5d. to 6s. per head ? I know that they would not.
1747. Do you think that they could afford to pay such a rate? It seems a large sum of money,and I do
not think so. _ .
1748. Putting the calculation in another way—the number of houses in Parramatta is stated roundly at 
1,950, so that the proposed charge would be £2 per house per annum ;—do you think that the taxpayers 
would agree to pay such an impost? You could not tax them in that way. _
1749. I am putting the calculation before you in two forms—per head of population and per house; £2
would he a small charge for some houses, but it would be deemed altogether too heavy for smaller places ?
There can be no doubt about that. _ _ _
1750. "Would you have any difficulty in meeting your charges for interest or in renewingyour loans. No.
1751. llave any loans fallen due lately ? Not lately. _ _ ,
1752. Do you know of any large municipalities in the Colony which have had a difficulty lately in renewing 
loans, or providing money to meet existing liabilities ? I do not remember any.
1753. Is the next loan falling due a large one ? I. do not think the amount is a large one. _
1754. I gather from what you said to Mr. "Wall, that if the sewage from the Government institutions could 
be prevented from going into the river, the people of Parramatta would not be so anxious for this scheme ?
It would do away with the greatest nuisance we have. _
1755. And if that nuisance were removed, would you advocate a four-fold increase of the present cost of
removing the night-soil ? I should not. _ .
1756. Then, after all, the question seems to resolve itself into this, that you desire a sewerage system m 
order to obtain relief from the nuisance created by certain Government establishments ? Yes ; principally.
1757. That nuisance removed, you would not trouble about the sewerage scheme at present ? I should not.
17574, Do you think tho people would? I do not think they would.

THURSDAY, 1 MARCH, 1894.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

Charles James Saunders, Esq., Chief Draftsman, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined: c_ j,
1758. Chairman.'] You have been requested to furnish information as to whether the land to the south of 
the proposed sewage farm at Duck River is Crown land ? So far as onr records show, that land ^
forms part of John M'Arthur’s Grant of 850 acres, issued in 1816. . . 1 Mar., 1894.
1759. Is there any reservation of any kind ? No; there is no reservation of wrater frontage in the old grant.
I satisfied myself about that. . i _
1760. The land to which you refer is bounded by Duck Creek? By Duck Creek and the Parramatta
River on the southern and northern sides. hji-ia ’
1761. Tho land already resumed for the purpose of a sewage farm, was resumed either from M Arthur s 
executors, or some subsequent purchaser of part of tbe estate ? Yes.
1762. Can you tell the Committee how tho Lands Department define the term “ high-water mark .
High-water mark is the mean high-water mark between spring high tides and neap high tides.
17(>3. The mean between tbe highest water at neap tides, and the highest water at spring tides ? Yes.
1764. If tho land is very fiat there may be a considerable area at times covered by the tide, but not
belonging to the Government ? Yes. _ ,
1765. As a matter of fact, the Crown has no right to any portion of the land in question? I should not 
like to say that. I believe that the Crown has a right to all lands under the sea, and I think thatif there 
was a gradual encroachment of the sea, the Crown, would gradually acquire the title to so much of the land 
as was encroached upon. That, I think, is the common law of England.
1766. But your Department recognise mean high-water mark as the boundary ? Yes.
1767. Am far as tho Lands Department are concerned, you are not aware of the existence of any Crown 
land to the south of the piece that has already been resumed ? No.
1768. Mr. Davies.] All the land referred to is under water at times, is it not? I am not aware.

Alexander
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Alexander Brown Portus, Esq., Assoc, M. Inst., C.E., Superintending Engineer of Dredges, Department
of Harbours and Rivers, sworn, and examined:—

A pcmnearly^thVt ^°U *'a'e ^een connecte(l with the Harbours and Rivers Department for many years ?

lMaV1894, p0W ^ong you been superintendent of dredges ? Eor thirteen, nearly fourteen years.
/II. Uin you tell the Committee what it costs per ton to dredge material in any part of Port 

Jackson by means of your ordinary ladder dredges and deposit it in the punts alongside ? From 2M to 
od, per ton, 10 *
1772, That estimate of cost is based upon a consideration of the loss of time in removing dredges, wear 
and tear, renewals and all other expenses? Yes.
1773. What does it cost per mile for the towage of punts ? It costs about 3d. per ton to tow the punts
24 miles, that is, 12 miles each way. 1 1
ITit' SaVj°Ul^ k® *° tow toem to sea and simply to drop the silt down there ? Yes.
17/o. Would it bo any saving if you took it to Long Cove or Neutral Bay ? Yes, the cost would be 
omewhatJess, because you could work with a tug of less power than would be required to tow to sea.

1 . vv<>uid the distance from Sydney Harbour to the junction of the Parramatta and Duck Rivers be 
equivalent to tbe distance of towing to sea ? It would be about the same 
17 /7. And it would cost 3d. a ton ? About that.
1778. But would you require so powerful a tug to tow the punts to Parramatta as would be required to 
tow them to sea where the weather is sometimes heavy. You said there would bo a saving if you were 
only taking the stuff to Neutral Bay ? Yes; but the distance to Neutral Bay is less, and therefore a 
, 7dq aS P°wer would do than would be required to tow a punt as far as Parramatta, 
distance ?1B Yes k60'™6 ■Sr°U ou*i to sea y°u re(lui™ heavier tugs, but because of the longer

1780. What does it cost per ton to lift and deposit material upon a reclamation area by means of a sand- 
pump About 2d. a ton, though the cost varies. We have paid 2d., 2R, and have gone almost as low 
as 13a. per ton ; but the latter price was only paid under very favourable circumstances on the northern 

re ™e^e 18 a great deal of sand, and the distance to be pumped is not very great.
« j in +C0St r ?vnds very Srea% uP°n tlie distance at which you have to deliver the sand ? Yes; 
and the nature of the material operated upon.

i?0 y°u k“ow tl,e lan,d at Parramatta of which it is proposed to make a sewage farm ? Yes.
*1 ■ d us,f,ny idea as to what it would cost to lift and deliver material on to that land? I

link it me brroper, the A on Schmidt dredge, was sent up there, and material favourable for the pur
pose were put ashore, the work could be done for Hd. per ton

mSVy°Uo^ and 1™d material at LonS Cot® ? About 2d. a ton with the
-Neptune, but with the Yon Schmidt dredge we can work more cheaply. We have no actual return for 

the working of the Aon Schmidt dredge yet, because she has only been in use a few months, 
i/tso. But there is no doubt that she is working more economically than the other dredges ? Yes : we 
have had to combat several difficulties but they have been overcome now, and I think we can put the 
work or that dredge down at 1 .R. per ton. r
1707 ™ a fa®* toat ^6 “ Neptune” was a hopper-barge and was converted into a sand pump ? Yes.

,e T. (jrr0P‘f ,1S a constructed upon more modem principles ? She is specially
adapted for dealing with clay. The “ Neptune,” under certain conditions will deal with sand just as well
‘ 1+011 kchmidtdredge, but the Aon Schmidt dredge is more powerful and will force the
material to a greater distance.
™ ? v 7 (!und k!)0U,r eTP!°y^ in sPrendin? tilc stuff after it has been put on the land by the sand- 
pump ^ JN 0 ; the water levels it ofE.
them y°U ®mptoy any men to spread the stuff at Long Cove ? AYe had men making fascine banks

*he ’V™*bj 1,”d ? No! “ ,1“ si'”‘di”sie iwh
1 Too Tkhf ’on16 area °f tbLe L?ng nCove reclamation ? I think we have reclaimed about 40 acres.
.pp^ScIy "tan” » .St C'1*",,d ? R°; ‘l’6 S“aler ^is !‘0”thorn 'id“' 1 'P'*11

I70A i/CT^:lrtai0,U7v40 acr®® ®.n®losed in the fascine bank ? About that approximately. 
rJ to Pnvrn 1,0 toink that the sand-pump which would have been moored in Duck River
be done j811^ ^ 0Ver the ProPos®d ^rm ? Yes; I think tlie work couldS/woul^X lhe-I°n dl'®dS®' Thc material discharged by the pump would he sand, but
itaelf at tiie mouth of^r pipe!' W0 °W aWay °Ver ^ land* The Baud WOuId dePosit

7°kd,on3y aPP]? t0 ]atld IlP t0 high-water mark ? No; the work could be done at a 
to 10 01 I® feet—as high as you desired to lift the sand.

n7iSrr”'JJCai1 y°aU m11 the Committee the longest distance you have delivered sand by means of 
a pipe from a sand-pump ? Two thousand feet; but in Melbourne material lias been delivered of a mile 
in t'D.13 Wily.

op y°urdredge8 ? About 2,000 feet. You require more power to deal with 
sand than with silt, because of the friction caused by the sand going through the pipe.1
wouMtoXd^W WOll-dC0^ ^ a ton to land silt or sand upon the proposed farm. That

hlT11? 1^ ■ t0, +lbe place’ 0rdinary ^ work, and so on, and
interest on capital f JN ot interest on capital; just the actual coat.
1/09. Including renewals ? Yes; including renewals,
iapRaU1™ YesDS ^ C0Uld be fairly CliaTSed would be cIiarg®d. with the exception of interest on

inTteriSt W ^ Pfk 4011 'V0,uld,C°1Ver ^ of t}ie filling in ? Yes ; that is, dealing with the 
Lr W a 1 t ^iUp t ierC^ ^n' V'hlRh would bc HU1toblo for the farm. AYe have dredged there
before, and have found the matenal to he sand mtermixed with silt. If the Yon Schmidt dredge were
180* ^rom 0,f tT land’ aU(| would flow in whatever direction you liked to direct it.
vou'tell the rZmYtol f VmiT 8llt flld Sand in Port Jackson alld its branches, can
you tell the Committee if there is any silt or sand near the site of the proposed farm equal in quality to

that
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that which the Committee saw at Neutral Bay ? About 2 miles helow tho site of the farm there is sand A. B. Portus,
which is quite as good as any to bo got in. the harbour. Some of it was brought down to White Bay, and
■pumped ashore there.
1803. What part of thc river do you refer to ? Just above Hyde Bridge. 1 Mar,, 1894.
1801. Ts that stufE in the way now; in other words, will it have to he removed in order to make a 
channel ? At present we have to dredge tho channel to a depth of 8 feet for thc Parramatta boats, but 
it will be necessary to make it 11 feet deep in order that we may take our heavy barges up there. The 
“ Castor,” for instance, draws 11 feet, and we require a channel of that depth for the Iloinebush 
reclamation.
1805. Certain of your plant which draws 11 feet will have to be used for the purpose of completing your 
own reclamation ? Large plants may not necessarily have to bo used, but it will bc more economical to 
use them than to use barges of lighter draught,
1806. To that end you must dredge the channel where thc good sand is ? Tes.
1807. That channel would have to be dredged to properly complete the Homebush work, irrespective of 
the sewage farm altogether ? Tes; in order to enable us to carry out our own reclamation to advantage.
1808. And where are you going to got thc silt for tho Homebush reclamation? We get the softer 
material clay and material of that kind—from Sydney Harbour. We do not consider it desirable to put 
sand there, because we wish to conserve the sand as much as possible for health purposes, and use it at 
North Shore and other places at small reclamations.
1809. Has not some dredging been done off Barling Point of late ? Tes.
1810. W here are you taking the material so dredged ? It has been taken to Careening Cove, Neutral 
Bay, Long Cove, and, I think, a little was taken to the Homebush reclamation, where tlie “ Neptune ” 
was dredging.
1811. So that you have been punting some of the material dredged from Port Jackson up the Parramatta 
Hirer ? Not very much. A little was taken up there when the “ Neptune ” was working there to mis 
with the softer material.
1812. What would it cost to dredge the stuff at this point, 2 miles below the farm, and deliver it along
side the sand-punt at the junction of the creek and the river ? Tho cost of tlie dredging would he just 
thc same as it costs in Sydney Harbour—from 2£d. to 3d. a ton, say, 3d., and thc towage would be about 
lid. per ton.
1813. So that it would cost 7£d. per ton to dredge material from the channel above the Hyde Bridge, and 
deposit it upon tho proposed farm ? Tes ; because you would have to deal "with it by means of two 
dredges. It is that that runs into expense.
1814. If the stuff was not deposited on tbe proposed farm, would it be deposited on the reclamation area 
at Homebush Bay ? Tes ; that is probably what we would do with it.
1815. Is there sufficient stuff there to comjileto your work at Homebush Bay ? No. There are about 
500 acres enclosed at Homebush Bay, an area sufficient to keep us at work for a long time,
1816. If you put the stuff on the site of the proposed farm, you will he robbing tlie Homebush reclama
tion ? JTes ; hut we would not put sand there by choice, because our supply of sand is limited.
1817. Tou would bring the ordinary silt from Sydney Harbour, and put it there ? Tes. We are not 
punting to Homebush Bay now, because there is no dredge available for the pumping work. We are 
sending all the stuff to Long Cove.
1818. Air. Davies.] flow many sand-pumps are there in connection with your Department? Eight.
1819. Whereabouts iu the harbour are they working? There is only one in Sydney Harbour at the 
present time. The other is at present deepening the bar at the Clyde.
1820. Where is the one that is working in Sydney Harbour delivering the sand ? At Long Cove. It was 
recently working at Callan Park.
1821. Tou have no difficulty in finding reclamation works where you can deposit silt and sand taken up 
by the dredges ? No ; we have no difficulty,
1822. Tou have any number of places where you can dump down the sand or silt without goin» outside 
the Heads ? Tes; we have Long Cove and Homobush Bay.
1823. At Long Cove there is room for millions of tons of stuff, is there not? Tes, there is room for a 
largo quantity.
1824. The Department is not inconvenienced for want of a place where it can deposit the sand ? No.
1825. So that you have no occasion to take stuff outside the Heads ? No occasion.
1826. And you will not have for many years to come ? No.
1827. Tou have told us that it would cost 7^-d. to deliver sand on to thc proposed sewage farm. Does 
your Departmejffi usually debit another Department with tho cost of services rendered by it in reclaiming 
land for public purposes ? The G-overnment by arrangement with thc Municipal Council of Nortli Shore 
receives half the cost of pumping the material on to tho land at Careening Cove and Neutral Bay.
They (tho Municipality) pay for the delivery of the sand only, not for dredging it.
1828. Tliat would be about Ud. ? About that.
1829. Where you render similar service to another Government Department do you debit the department 
with the cost of delivering the sand or silt? There has been no instance where that has been done.
1830. _ Would it be a fair ihing to charge tho Sewerage Department whatever may be the cost per ton of
reclaiming this land so that it may he used for tlie purpose of a sewage farm? If it is a Government 
affair, it would not be a fair thing to do, because wo have hitherto taken all tho sewage delivered at 
Sydney out to scawithot charging it to any person. 0
1831. I think you misunderstand my question; do you think it a fair thing, where one Department renders 
a service to another Department, to charge against it the cost of that service ? Our Department should 
receive credit for the work done by it; but it is a question for the Minister to decide. I have never been 
asked to give an opinion upon it.
1832. Tou cannot say whether it is likely that your Department will get credit for this reclamation ?
Our Department would get no credit for it, because any money that was received would bo paid direct 
into the Treasury.
1833. Tou say that this work will cost about 7£d. a ton ? Tes; hut if the material were dredged just at 
tho spot the work would cost only JJd. a ton.
1834. That is independently of tho capital cost of the machinery used ? Tes.

1835.
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A. B. 1835. Tou simply take into account the ivagesand wear and tear? Tbe wages and wear and tear. _ 
Portus, Esq. jggg_ O'Sv.Uir,an.We bare it in evidence that it will take 600,000 tons of silt to carry out this

i 'TorJi:! that, at 7|d. a ton, would come to over £18,000 ? That is, supposing the whole of the material
aT-’ were taken from Hyde, hut a great deal of it could be obtained on the spot—probably 150,000 tons—and 

that would only cost Ifd. per ton.
1837. Seven pence three farthings per ton is the cost of taking it from the harbour ? That would he about
thc cost if two dredges were employed; but if tho “ Ton Schmidt ” could pump the stuff direct on to tho 
reclamation, it would only cost l^d. a ton. _
1838. Whatever it may cost, I understand that this work would bo done by your Department in the 
ordinary way, just as you would deposit material at Long Cove or Homebush Bay ? Tes.
1839. If you did not take it to the proposed sewage farm, you would have to take it to some other place ? 
Tes.
1840. Under those circumstances, do you think the work would be a fair charge against the sewage farm ?
The question of public health comes in here. The Dredging Department has always looked upon the 
public health as being a chief concern with it. If the requirements of the public health necessitates 
sending a dredge to any particular place it is at once sent there, and I suppose that on that score the 
people of Parramatta would he entitled to some consideration. ... .

■ 1841. Tour Department would be justified, on consideration of the public health, in depositing silt on this
particular spot P I think that is a very serious consideration. The preference should be given to a place 
where the reclamation will benefit ihe public health.
1842. Would your Department suffer any loss by the work at Long Cove or Homebush Bay, or any other 
place, being retarded while you were depositing silt at Parramatta ? If the “Groper” were sent to 
Parramatta another dredge would be required at Long Cove. I daresay it would be possible to deposit 
the materia] dredged iu Sydney Harbour upon the land at Parramatta; but it would be better to have 
another dredge at Long Cove and deposit it there.

■ 1843. Supposing you did not scud another dredge to Long Cove, and the work there was stopped, would
your Department suffer any loss ? Yes; it would inconvenience the Department.
1844. Chairman.~] How would the Department suffer loss—through having to tow their material to 
Parramatta, or else take it out to sea? Tes; besides the material dredged from Sydney Harbour would 
not be very suitable for a sewage farm, because it is mostly clay and you require sand there.
.1845. Mr. Kumphery.] The sand-pump at Long Cove at present disposes of all the silt raised in Port 
Jackson ? Tes. .
1846. Tou are not put to any inconvenience in finding a place for depositing tbe silt that is raised ? Ho.
1847. Do I understand that provision has been made for many years to come for depositing any silt that
may be raised inside the Heads ? Tes, for a long time to come. _
1848. So that you do not want the Parramatta site as a dumping ground ? It is not absolutely necessary 
to us.
1849. Is it necessary at all, if you have made provision for many years to come ? Ho, it is not,
1850. Mr. Trickett.] You say that the area you have been filling in at Long Cove is about 40 acres ? 
That is speaking at a guess; I think we have done that. I believe there are 60 or 70 acres there 
altogether.
1851. Which have to he filled in ? Tes.
1852. How long have yon been working there? We have been working there intermittently for a little 
over two years.
1853. Can you tell the Committee how many tons of silt have been put iu there? Hot without referring 
to the records.
1854. Do you know what the work has cost the Department ? I could not tell you without referring to 
the records.
1855. What depth had you to fill in there? At the lower portion, 8 or 10 feet. The bottom is very soft, 
and the material sank down.
1856. lias the work been nearly completed ? Ho; there is a good deal to do yet.
1857. What time would it take to complete it, using one dredge only ? Eighteen months, I think.
1858. That is working continuously ? Tes.
1859. In taking stuff up the Parramatta lliver, would you not have to go very slowly above the Hyde
Bridge ? Ho; we could go full speed. '
1860. Would it not take time to moor the punts ? Ho : the tug would go alongside the punt before 
reaching the sand pump, and you could then open the doors, and steam away again. The whole operation 
of discharging does not take longer than five minutes.
1861. How much stuff do these punts hold? Prom 250 to 500 and 600 tons, but the very large punts 
could not get right up there. I have explained that it would be necessary to make the channel 11 feet 
deep in order to get the larger punts up there.
1862. How many pnnts a day do you think you could send there? Each of the larger dredges would 
turn out about 2,000 tons a day.
1863. Could you send up five punts a day ? Tes; five 400-ton barges.
1SG4, That would be using all the dredging plant in the harbour? We have two dredges working in the 
harbour, each capable of lifting 2,000 tons a day of eight hours.
1865. Will you furnish a return showing what amount of stuff you have already put upon tho land at 
Long Cove, and what tho work has cost ? Tes.

Robert E. P. Hickson, Esq., U.I.C.E., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads and Bridges and
Sewerage, sworn, and further examined:—

R. R. P. 1866. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] I want to know from you if the tramway from Parramatta to the river, which runs 
Hickson,Kaq., past the sewage farm, would be in any way injured by the works which you intend to carry out ? I do 

M.I.C.E. not think so. '
1 not fc^e tram-line be lower than the sewage farm, and will not the water from the farm there-

■’ *’ fore drain on it ? It is rather lower than the sewage farm will be, but the side drain will catch all the
soakage.
1868. Will you have concrete drains on the outside to carry off the soakage ? Ho ; pipe drains.

1869.
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1869. Do you anticipate the probability of damage occurring to tlie tramway, and a claim being conse
quently made for compensation ? No; there is no possibility of that, I think.
1870. Do you think that any claim for compensation will arise because of the sewage farm proving disa
greeable to travellers by tbe tram ? If the farm is properly managed, 1 do not think that it can bo 
disagreeable.
1871. The Kosehill racecourse, which is very much frequented by the public on holidays, is near thc pro
posed farm;—do you think that the odours from the farm will prove disagreeable to the people attending 
the races, and thus depreciate the value of tbe racecourse and give the owners of it a claim for compen
sation ? I do not.
1872. Do yon think that if the farm is properly managed, no claim for compensation can be made ? If 
the farm is properly managed it cannot ho a nuisance either to the tramway passengers or to tho race
course people.
1873. Do you think it is likely to bo better managed than the Botany farm ? Tes; because it will be 
managed under very much better circumstances.
1874. Tou are aware that at times thcro is a disagreeable odour about tbe Botany farm ? To a very 
slight extent, and it is due entirely to the way in which we have to work the farm on account of the 
syphon under Cook’s River. Instead of sending the sewago on to the farm diluted with water, tho sludge 
has to be collected by the strainers, and when it has been collecting for some days, it is no doubt very 
disagreeable. 1 have never been able to detect any smell from the, conduit that carries tbe sewago

It. ft, P.
HiCkeonjEsi].,

M.I.O.E.

1 Mar., 1894.

water.
1875. I understand that yon anticipate that there will be still less smell at Parramatta? Most 
decidedly.
1876. Is your Department satisfied as to the financial ability of Parramatta to pay for the work ? That
is hardly a matter upon which I should like to give an opinion. I can only give an engineering opinion. 
The Parramatta people, however, seem very anxious to have tlie work carried out, and I understand that 
they are prepared to take the burden upon themselves. ,
1877. Dow long do you anticipate that the farm can continuo working without anything like a dis
agreeable result;—bow many years do you think it can be used before any radical alteration will bo 
required ? Sewago farms improve, they do not deteriorate.
1878. AVc have it in evidence from Mr. Stayton that he anticipates that within the next twenty years thc 
farm will he, as it were, played out, and an enlargement of the area, or something else will he required? 
lie is entirely wrong there. I have here thc report of a Royal Commission which sat last September to 
inquire into thc water supply of the metropolis of London. The Commission also dealt with the sewerage 
question, and amongst its members were Sir George Barclay Bruce; Sir Archibald Geikie, Doctor of Laws, 
and Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in the University of Edinburgh ; James Dewar; George Henry 
Hill, Civil Engineer; James Mansergh, Civil Engineer—it was ho who designed the Melbourne sewerage 
scheme—and William Ogle, Doctor of Medicine. Some of the members of the Commission were 
Cambridge men, and others were from Edinburgh University. This is their opinion upon the subject of 
filter beds :—

Thc action of a filter-hed appears to he partly mechanical, partly vital; bat the mechanical action, which is confined; 
or almost confined, to thc holding back of the comparatively gross substances suspended in tho water, and which was 
supposed until recently to be the only operation in the filter, is now held to be of far less importance than the vital action, 
which depends on tlie activities of the gelatinous layer of living matter gradually deposited on its surface. A new filter, 
composed of perfectly purified sand, has little or no effect in producing either chemical or bacteriological purification ; but, 
in course of use, a layer charged with living microbes is deposited upon the surface, and it is by these organisms whicli 
constantly increase in number, and also penetrate the saud to a slight distance, that both tlie nitrification of organic 
matter and tho arrest of other microbes is affected. Thus, thc longer a filter has been in use tho more efficient it becomes, 
provided, of course, that the surface layer has not acquired such density as to interfere with the passage of the water ; 
and consequently the recommendation, which was commonly given iu former times, that a filter-bed should be cleansed as 
often as possible, appears to have been a mistake ; cleansing, by which the efficient superficial membrane is removed, 
should only bc carried out when the fiiter lias become unduly blocked.
I have several other similar extracts which I could read to the Committee if they wished to hear thorn ? 
The extract 1 have just road is, I might say, the cream of the sanitary engineering of tho present day.
1879. That extract supports the theory that the longer a sewage farm is used tho better it becomes ? 
Provided that it is used properly; otherwise you could clog it in a very short time.
1880. But there seems to be no danger of tho soil becoming choked, and proving a nuisance if properly 
managed ? Not in the least.
1881. "We have it in evidence that it will cost Ifd. to deposit silt raised from tho river near the farm, and 
7f d. to bring silt from the upper portions of the harbour, and put it on to the farm, so that the work 
would cost altogether about £17,000. Mr. Portus has informed ns that the deposit of sand and silt there 
will necessitate tho Department of Harbours and Rivers incurring a certain amount of expense, because 
they would have to neglect other work. His answer seems to convey the impression that there should bo 
some charge upon tho sewage farm for tho work of reclamation, and I should like to have your opinion 
upon the point? The only statement I can make in reply is to read to you the minute which Mr. Darley 
has written on the subject:—

When we are dredging up the river, it will be a most convenient site to send the silt, and for landing. Wc have to 
get rid of the material, and it would actually be cheaper to land any silt raised in tho upper portion of the Parramatta 
lliver at tlie farm rather than to send it to sea. The flits in the river above the railway bridge are nearly all good sand, 
very suitable for the farm.
1882. I gather from that minute that Mr. Darley takes over this work as part of the work of his Depart
ment ? It seems to me a very simple thing. The material has to be dredged from tbe harbour, and has 
to be deposited somewhere. If it can be deposited at this place as cheaply, or, as Mr. Darley says, more 
cheaply Ilian it can be sent to sea, why should it not bo deposited there, and why should we be charged 
anything for it ? Besides that, they are actually depositing material now at different parts of the harbour 
without tlie work bringing,in any return, whereas, if tho stuff were deposited at Parramatta, it would 
bring in a re/turn.
1883. Mr, J[oskin&.] Are you not aware that there aro towns in England where they have had sewage 
farms for years, but because these farms have become foul in consequence of tho quantity of sewago 
deposited upon them, they have been compelled to supplement them with tho precipitation system ? No ; 
I am not.

1884.
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R. R. P. 1884. It has been given in evidence before thc Committee that the International process has been 
adopted in over 100 places, in some of which there had been sewage farms P -No doubt there are places 
in England where they cannot have sewage farms, I get all the latest papers on the subject by almost 

1 Mar 1804 erery maih but I have never come across an instance where a properly designed and managed sewago 
' farm has had to be given up, and a ehemicai process has been adopted in its stead.
1883, Chairman.'} Or w'here a sewage farm is being helped by a chemical process? No, . .
1886. Mr. Soskins.} Are you aware that at Glasgow, the most populous town in Great Britain neit to 
London, they are about to adopt the precipitation system? I am not,
1837. Can you toll me how many storm-water drains have been constructed in the suburbs of Sydney as 
far as Parramatta which do not connect with any sewerage system ? There are a good many; I could 
not tell exactly how many. _
1888. The residents in the vicinity of these drains are not called upon to pay rates for the benefits which 
they derive from them ? IVe have no power to compel them to pay rates : but tbe Minister bas a Bill 
dealing with the matter in print, which, I understand, he intends to bring before Parliament this Session.
1889. Therefore, the construction of storm-water drains at Parramatta is not to be taken as a special
reason why the proposed scheme should be earned out, seeing that in other localities similar drains have 
been made for the benefits of which the residents are not paying rates ? This sewerage scheme was 
designed not to fit in with the storm-water sewers, but to ensure the health of the town. I do not, how
ever, quite follow your question. _
1890. The fact that these drains have been constructed is not to bo regarded as any justification for the 
carrying out of a sewerage scheme there ? Unquestionably not, if a sewerage scheme is not required.
1891. Mr. Triclce-ft.} When you were examined before the Committee in September, 1892, you stated 
that it would take 400,000 tons of stuff to make this reclamation, but yesterday you said that it would 
take 600,000 tons ? Pour hundred thousand tons was Mr. Stayton’s estimate. Dr. Garran mentioned it 
in bis question, and 1 assumed that the estimate wTas correct.
1892. But in answer to Question 1413, you say : “ 1 think it is about right” ? I took what Mr. Stayton 
said in regard to the quantify, which, as a matter of fact, had not been taken out at that time. It bas 
been taken out correctly now, however, and is 600,000 tons.
1893. Do you not think that this is a very important feature? Prom my point of view, I do not think 
it is of any importance w'hatover.
1894. You think that 600,000 tons is correct ? Yes: as near as possible.
1895. The Department estimate that the sewerage scheme will cost, in round figures, dE76,000 ; but if 
600,000 tons of sand has to be put on to tbe land—and that, at the lowest estimate, will cost £15,000— 
the whole work will cost £91,000? No. I have already shown that it will not cost anything extra to 
put the silt on the farm.
1896. The towage of the punts and dredges will have to he paid for by someone ? Yes ; but I should 
like to explain that the dredging has to he done in any case, and thc head of the Department says that 
he could deposit the material dredged more cheaply at this place than he could send it to sea.
1897. We have had it in evidence from Mr. Portus that there arc several places in Sydney harbour which
are quite as convenient and less than one-third of the distance away? There is no place, with the 
exception of the Homebush reclamation, nearer to the spot from which Mr. Darley proposes to get tho 
material—that is, just above the Byde bridge. _
1898. I understand that about £16.000 has already been spent at Parramatta :—supposing this scheme is 
not carried out, to what account will that expenditure be charged ? If a Bill is passed compelling the 
people who live in the immediate vicinity of a storm-water sewer to pay for the convenience, I presume 
that it will apply to Parramatta.
1899. But if tho scheme were uot carried out, could the land whicli it is proposed to reclaim ho put to any 
other purpose than a sewage farm, or would the money spent on it have been wasted ? I do not know 
what use it could be put to. 1 do not think it could be used for anything else,
1900. Is not this very much the position of affairs—£16,000 has been expended, and we must borrow 
£76,000 to put on top of it to carry out the whole work? The way 1 look upon it is this ; Parramatta 
is a very unhealthy place, and a sewerage scheme should he carried out thoi’e.
1901. Mr. Masking.] The Mayor says that it is a very healthy place ? Then I stand corrected ; but I
know that letters from doctors have appeared in the newspapers saying that it is very unhealthy. .
1902. Mr. Trickeit.] Upon whose authority was tbe £16,000 spent? It was put on tbe Loan Estimates 
by the Minister.
1903. ITe also had it in evidence from thc Mayor yesterday that if the refuse from the Government 
institutions were satisfactorily disposed of, Parramatta would not agitate for a sewerage scheme such as 
this;—is there any way by which the sewage of the Government institutions could be easily disposed of 
except by a scheme such as this ? I am not sufficiently conversant with the system adopted there to he 
able to answer the question. There is a very considerable number of people liviug in Parramatta, and I 
think they require some sewerage system.
1904. I think that in most rural districts they bury their refuse ? Yes ; as a rule.
1905. Is there any place around Parramatta where that system could he effectively carried out as far as 
the Government institutions are concerned ? Not that I know- of just at present. It would he difficult 
to do that without creating a nuisance. In your report of the 12th November, 1892, you say :—

The objections raised to all chemical preeipitants yet known are based on vory substantial scientific ground. Their . 
notion is at the best partial. They act as clarihers rather than pm itiers of the sewage.
Are those your own words, or are they an extract ? They are my own words, and convey tho opinion I 
have formed from the papers which 1 have read.
1906. Mr. Stayton was very positive that the statement was not correct ? Professor "Warren of the Sydney 
University says that —

Chemical precipitation processes have been applied to render the effluent sufficiently pure to discharge into a river, 
but these arc only partial, as they leave the precipitated impurities, known as sludge, to bc dealt with in some other way.
The purification of the effluent is more apparent than real, and it rapidly decomposes if allowed to remain standing.
Mr. Sidney Lowcock, in a paper published iu the Building and Engineering Journal, says—

■ It has been proved by the Rivers Pollution Commissioners and other investigators, that the chemical treatment of
sewage can only remove suspended matters, and does not remove the highly putreacible soluble constituents from the 
liquid which passes off, containing about six-sevenths of the total Manorial value of thc sen age.
That paper was sent to me by tlie Agent-General, and arrived hero on 10th Eebruary. 1907.
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1907. Does tkat refer to precipitation or filtration brouglit about by means of a material called polarite ? E..B. P-
This is speaking generally of tbe whole question after various experiments had been made with chemical 
processes. M.1.US.
1908. "We have had it in evidence that the use of certain clarifying matters does not effect purification, i /Mar'~1891
but that where polarite is used the cilluent is rendered absolutely harmless ? Mr. Price, who has just ’’ ’
come back from a trip to the old country, and part of whose instructions were to inquire into the methods
of dealing with sewage in vogue there, told me that the concensus of opinion amongst scientists at home 
was that tbe polarite and ferozone loses its effect in six months. Mr. Price is making a report on the 
subject which 1 ought to have received this morning, but unfortunately it has not yet come to hand.
When it does come I will send it on.
1909. In answer to Mr. Hoskins you said that you did not know that tlie sewage of Glasgow was being
treated by precipitation. I suppose, however, that the Scientific American is a fairly creditable 
authority ? Yes. ' *
1910. Well, in an article appearing in that newspaper on the 16th December, 1893, the statement occurs, 
stating that the precipitation system is about to be tried at Glasgow ? I have no doubt that tlie state
ment is correct.
1911. The concluding portion of the article is as follows:—

When in full operation, 10,000,000 gallons of sewage will be treated every twenty-four hours, while provision is 
made for extensions capable of dealing with double that quantity. The total estimate, inclusive of land, is £100,000.

That will bc a much cheaper process than ours ? You cannot compare tbe two, unless you have the 
details before yon. I think that the £100,000 must be the cost of treating tbe sewage. -
1912. Would not the adoption of that system in the old world, whore they aro in the midst of all this 
scientific information, seem rather an argument in favour of the precipitation system ? Certainly not.
If you cannot send your sewage to sea, or get land upon which to treat it, you must adopt a chemical 
process. I think that is admitted by everyone ; at least, it is as far as my reading goes. The best way 
of dealing with sewage is to send it to sea, and the next best way is to treat it upon a sewago farm ;— 
sand is the best material you can get for that. Both these methods failing, you must adopt a chemical process,
1913. Jfr. Neildfi\ I find in looking over the evidence that the Committee have never learnt what was paid 
for the land whicli it is intended to use as a sewage farm ? I think you will find the information on page 80 
of the Committee’s first report—“ Farm (land), £5,592.”
1914. Do you know when the purchase was made ? I think about two and a half years before that 
evidence was given,
1915. That would bo in 1890 ? I think so ; but it was done through tbe Land Yaluation Branch,
19LG. Do you know from whom tho land was purchased ? I do not.
1917. At Botany, where you have to deal with a large quantity of storm-water, it is customary to allow it 
to flow into the river, together with any sewage matter that may come down with it? That is only when 
the sewers are surcharged.
1918. Is it proposed that the storm-water at Parramatta should be run direct into the river ? When tbe
sewers are surcharged you can do nothing else ; but we shall not have tho same quantity per head of
population coming down there.
1919. Is there not some element of danger in discharging storm-water directly into a river, seeing that 
at any moment a large quantity .of sewage may come down with it ? We have been letting storm-water 
run into Cook’s Hirer whenever it was necessary to do so, but I have not heard any complaints.
1920. But there is no population there V There is no population below the farm.
1921. The nature of the channel there would give the tide a greater sweep than it would have in tho
tortuous arms and bays of the Parramatta Eiver ? The rate of tide is about tho same iu both places. The 
tide in tbe Parramatta Biver is very strong.
1922. You said that this farm, if properly managed, would cause no nuisance, but is it not a fact that 
numerous complaints have been made in regard to the English sewage farms ? Not that I am aware of.
1923. Then I ask your opinion about this statement, made by Mr. Arthur Angell at a meeting of tho 
Society of Arts, and reported in the journal of that Society:—

The one at Cheltenham, he found from the Birmingham Daily Gazette for thc present month, there were complaints 
about, and memorials were being presented against it as creating a nuisance. Croydon, he admitted, was one of the best 
managed, for he had never seen any other to come near it, but there the sewage was very dilute and the land well drained, but 
ho was informed on authority, in which he bad perfect faith, that a loss of £12,000 was made upon it in one year. Next, 
he would take Harrogate, and he found, from the Leeds Mercury, that thc Corporation of thc town were making com
plaints about the pollution of a tributary of tho Nidd, consequent on tlie irrigation farm not dealing effectually with its 
sewago. ^
There is a statement, made apparently on authority, that sewage farms are a cause of trouble ? Decidedly 
they can be a great cause of trouble.
1924. In the Macclesfield Courier and Herald of 2nd December, 1893, there is a long account of the 
Swinton and Boyton sewerage works. I wish to draw your attention to this particular paragraph:—

We have given a full and particular description of Swinton works, because we visited them first, and because they 
are tho outcome of the sewage farm on which irrigation was originally tried, and was an utter failure and a great nuisance.
Did that fact ever come under your knowledge ? No ; hut I think tbe statement is utterly useless unless 
one knew the character of the farm and tlie whole of the circumstances.
1925. You said that the proposed farm at Parramatta would be less likely to be a nuisance than tbe one 
at Shea’s Creek. Have you any other reason for making that statement, except the way in which the 
sludge is treated at Shea’s Creek ? The material forming the farm will be a little better, because we shall 
be able to get a purer sand. At Botany thc sand is not pure. You will see from thc samples before you 
that there is a good deal of silt in it. The way in which the sludge will be dealt with, however, is tho 
main reason.
1926. But has not the evidence you have already given gone to show that the success of a sewage farm is 
not due to the purity of the sand of which it is composed ;—is it not a fact that the presence of soil or 
the residuum of sewage is requisite in order to bring about the propagation of the friendly microbes ?
It is tho sewage itself that is necessary for this purpose.
1927. Tho presence of a certain amount of sewage in the sand is necessary ? Yes.
192S. Then why do you say that tlie proposed farm will be better than the Webb’s Grant farm, because 
the saud will be purer;—is not that a contradiction of your former evidence? No; the material of a 

101—K sewage
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E a 0e7j'a£e. ^arm’ or a san^ filter (and that is really the bettor designation) should he as coarse as possible, 
JI.LO.E. a,nd 1u*te_ free from anything that will prevent the air from gomg through it. You put tbe sewage on to 

tee tepi in a thin layer. If you let it go on in such quantities as to form a cake the whole effect of the 
1 Mar., 1894. 's stepped.

1929. You consider that the 42 acres which you are going to reclaim will make an excellent sewage farm. 
I ask your attention to the following statement made by Mr. James Ijcmon, a member of the Society of 
Arts, and reported in the journal of tliat society. He said that—

He was not opposed to putting sewage on land, but though he had found that when it was put on high land you got 
purification, and it succeeded, when he could not get proper land, and had been forced by tbe exigencies of the case, or 
economical reasons to put it on low land, there was not the purification there ought to be. Low-lying land had water 
enough already, and sometimes more than it could do with. The effect of putting a large quantity of sewage on the low- 
lying land or the bank of the Thames would be that in some parts of the year it would bo filtered, but at other times it 
would all go into the river.
Does not that reference to low-lying land on tbe banks of tbe Thames apply equally to the situation of 
the land at Parramatta r 1 really could not say, because I do not know what the low-lying land there is 
composed of. It may be a swamp, for all I know.
1930. Is it not a fact that in wet weather tlie sewage farm will be charged with a large quantity of rain- 

■ water, together with soakage from the higher lands? Ho ; not in the least.
1931. Why not? Because it will be so thoroughly drained. We know that water never lies nearer the 
surface at Botany than 3 feet or 3 feet 6 inches. It never gets lower, and never gets higher than that 
TYc have wells all over the sewage farm by which we can tell.
1932. You think you will always have 3 or 4 feet of dry land and soil on ihe farm ? 1 am quite certaiui 
of it,
1933. I would now ask your attention to a statement made by Sir Kobertlla.wlimon, whom I think you will 
admit is a recognised authority on sewerage? Yes; I think I have quoted from him pretty freelv myself.

. The only purification of sewage with whicli I am acquainted is when it is used in broad irrigation on a light porous 
soih in summer weather, when the entire volume of water disappears in absorption and evaporation, the soil and the sun 
having effectually purified it. This, and this alone, so far as I know, is sewage purification.
1934. That is not your opinion ? Yes ; that is my opinion.
1935. "Were you not placing all your stress upon the work of micro-organisms ? Yes ; but they are thc
result of those conditions. _
1936. The result of the absence of water ? The result of the presence of heat and air.
1937. But reference is also made to the soil ? Of course, as I have said, the more porous the soil, thc 
more air will get through it, and, therefore, the microbes will grow more quickly,
1938. Do you think that that is a proper interpretation to put upon Sir Bobert Kawlinson’s words; he 
says nothing about the friendly microbe ? The soil itself will not purify sewage, it is the microbes that 
do the work. I tliink that is hardly a matter of opinion now after thc four years experimenting which 
has taken place at Massachusetts.
1939. You say that you know no place where a sewage farm has been given up and tlie International 
process adopted ? I cannot call to mind such a place, but I do not say that thcro is no such place,
1944). What do you say to this statement by Mr. Egan, tho engineer to the Epping rural sanitary 
authority, in explaining the sewering of the town of Loughton—

The land is under-drained, and tbe sewage from the settling tanks passes through it. Tins answered fairly well for 
Bomo time, but ultimately the effluent from the land became most, unsatisfactory, and other steps had to be taken to prevent 
pollution. In 1838 it was resolved to improve the stab" of affairs, and also to extend tho sewerage system for tho northern 
part of Loughton, and after many schemes of sewage purification had been considered, it was decided to adopt tbe use of 
ferosone for precipitation, followed by filtration through polarite beds, instead of buying more land, especially as the land 
treatment had altogether failed.
It is quite possible that the_land treatment was a failure, but 1 should like to know what the soil was.
1941. You say you receive information from England at frequent intervals, with reference to the progress 
of sanitation in the old world. Have you received any information with reference to the failure of the 
Huddersfield sewage farm ? Hot that 1 can call to mind just now.
1942. Have you seen any statement showing tho great success that has attended the use of polarite filters 
in connection with the Huddersfield sewerage scheme? Ho; on the contrary, all that I have read goes 
to show that chemical processes—not distinguishing any one process from another—had been a failure.
1943. Mr. Hoskins asked you whether you are acquainted with the large number of cases in which the 
International system had been adopted. Are you aware’ihat it has been adopted at Acton ? I could not 
say from.memory. 1 have got the International Company’s pamphlet, and no doubt the information is 
given there.
1944. In that pamphlet there is a long list of towns in which this system has been adopted, amongst 
others Beading, Leicester, Hastings, Huddersfield, and Worcester ? I believe so.
1945. Still the information you have received is in favour of the sewage-farm system as compared with 
any chemical system, or with any other system except that of discharging into tho ocean, or so largo an 
arm of the sea that no nuisance is likely to follow ? That is so.
1946. Mr. Wall.] Have you taken into consideration what it would cost to deal with the sewage of the
Government institutions separately ? Ho ; I think Mr. Barling, in his first examination, told tho Com
mittee what it cost them to dispose of their sewage at the present time. I have not gone into the matter 
myself. - <
1947. You say there have been a number of complaints regarding the insanitary condition of Parramatta. 
Have they referred principally to the nuisance caused by tho sewage from tho Government institutions? 
To the general nuisance.
1948. In your reply to the report of this Committee you say—

I desire to saw that before submitting the scheme to the Committee the Department have carefully studied tho 
applicability of all tho known arrangements for sewage disposal and utilisation, and bad worked out thc details of tho 
farm as fully as was necessary to arrive at a just conclusion.
From that 1 infer that before submitting this matter to tlie Committee your Department made a thorough 
investigation into it, and that the evidence you aro bringing before us now is evidence which you were in 
a position to give on a former occasion, but which you did not think it necessary to put before a Com
mittee of laymen ? I do not think that that is quite the way to put it. The evidence I am putting

forward
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forward Row is sot exactly in addition to what I ga.ve before, it rather, bears on the same point and R-B-P- 
illustrates it. I think I explained yesterday that I should be sorry if the Committee thought I had some ■ jjjq g 
information which I had purposely kept back. That is not the case. 1 gave the Committee all the infer- 
motion in regard to the proposal that we had at our disposal. j
1949. In a Minute which you submitted to the Chairman, you said that thc study of the subject has ■ ’
shown that'the purification of sewage is duo to tho work of a bacillus commonly known as the friendly 
microbe or nature’s scavenger. But this was your evidence when before the Committee in 1892—

Have you studied the ehemicai action of soils upon sewage ? No.
You admit of course that sand can have no possible action on sewage? No.

I gather from your evidence to-day that you regard tho Parramatta farm as likely to be superior to the 
Botany farm in consequence of there hoiug more sand on it ? The sand, of course, would have no effect 
upon tho sewage.
1950. But the sand, giving facilities for quick drainage, is the best material for a sewage farm ? Tes ; 
the coarser the material the better.
1951. Have you gained tho information in regard to the action of tho friendly microbe, which you have 
recently submitted to the Committee, since yon were examined in 1892 ? Yes; to a very great extent.
1952. When yon were examined before, you said in answer to the question—

I suppose you depend very largely on your crops for the absorption of thc sewage ? Yes ; a good deal.
Professor Anderson Stuart, however, stated the other dny that sand alone would not contain friendly 
microbes, and that instances were known where it had to be covered with a certain quantity of loam in 
order to generate the micro-organisms that dispose of the sewage ? That has not been the result of my 
research,
1953. You do not anticipate that, in consequence of the greater purity of the sand at Parramatta, it will ' 
have to he covered with loam in order to generate tlie friendly microbes ? On tlie contrary, tlie coarser 
and purer the sand, the better it will be, because it will allow more air and heat to penetrate into the 
sewage deposited upon it. The microbes grow out of the sewage ; they do not grow out of the land.
1954. You disagree with Dr. Anderson Stuart, when he says that if the micro-organisms are destroyed by 
chloroform or heat, sand itself will not generate them ? If that is his opinion, 1 certainly disagree with him.
1955. The Professor said that it was possible, by the use of chloroform, or the application of great beat, 
to destroy these organisms, and thus render tho sewage farm entirely useless ? That has uot been the 
result of experiments made in other parts of the world.
195G. Tho tenor of his evidence was that pure sand, in which there were none of these organisms would 
not act as a purifier at all, and that the sewage does not in any sense contribute the organisms, but that 
they are in the soil and act upon it ? I do not agree with him there.
1957. You could not form au approximate estimate as to what it would cost to dispose of the sewage of 
the G-overnment institutions at Parramatta, taking into consideration what the sewerage of similar 
buildings usually costs ? I could not, because I have nothing to do with tlie sewerage of Government 
buildings.
1958. Mr, Price, in Ins evidence the other day, referred to an automatic system of disposing of sewage 
which he had seen in some part of Ireland; could you give us any idea of the cost of that system ? J 
could not, but I think I will be able to lay the whole of the particulars before you when i receive 
Mr. Price’s report.
1959. I find, from a return furnished by the late Mayor of Parramatta, that the Government contribute
something over £G00 a year to the council there in connection with thc pan system. Do you think that if the 
sewerage scheme were carried out, the council would be justified in making a greater demand upon the 
Government for the removal of the fcecal matter from these institutions ? T think that is hardly a matter 
for an engineer to give his opinion on. I do not know what amount the council should ask from the 
Government. ’
1960. The whole thing depends on the subsidy which the council will receive from the Government, and 
the ability of the ratepayers to pay for the scheme. I suppose you recognise that? Not entirely, tbe 
question of health should he the first consideration.
1961. Have you formed any opinion as to whether the present cost of removing thc fcecal matter from 
these institutions is expensive or otherwise ? I do not knew how the work is done.
19G2. You are not in a position to say that £600 a year would pay the interest on sewerage works for 
,tho Government institutions ? It would be very hard to answer that question, because it would be 
difficult to divide the cost of the scheme into two, and ascertain what portion was chargeable to the town, 
and what portion was chargeable to the Government institutions, It would either have to be done as a 
whole or not at all.
1993. You recognise that the construction of tho work hinges to a very great extent on the ability of the 
ratepayers to pay tlie interest on the cost of construction. That being so, tho Department might have been 
in a position to give us information as to what the Government are prepared to pay ? J understood that 
the Under Secretary gave that evidence. Jt is an aspect of the question that I have gono into very little,
19G4. Mr. McCoitrt.~\ Have you any personal knowledge of the working of the International system ? No.
19G5. That system is being run by a company? Yes.
19GG. Do you know if the company has any representative in New South "Wales ? I believe that Mr.
Stayton is their representative here, at all events I have been written to to that effect. In a letter 
received from a Parramatta man, he says, “ I have received from Mr. Candy, director of the Company, 
the information that he is their accredited, representative in this colony.”
1967. You believe that that is so ? I have no reason for disbelieving the statement.
1968. Interest is to ho charged on a sixty years' basis, is it not? Yes.
J969. Has there been any movement on the part of tho Government to extend fho time? Not that 1 
know of.
1970. Mr. Davies.] On the 12th November, 1892, you sent to the Secretary for Works a reply to the report 
of this Committee, in which you urged that no action should be taken upon the report of the Committee 
until a” competent and unprejudiced engineering opinion” had been obtained on the matter ? Yes.
1971. On Iho strength of that report three gentlemen wore appointed to inquire into the matter ? Ycii;
I might perhaps take this opportunity of explaining that those three gentlemen wore not the three whom 
I proposed in the first instance. 1 advised that Dr. Ashburton Thompson, being the medical officer of the

Crown,
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Crown, wag really tlie jwoper person to be on tbe Commission, and that Mr, Chamier, whom I knew had 
S0lne^iuS to do on sewage farms, should act with him, T am sorry to say that Dr. Ashburton 

_ *, Thompson had to go to Broken Hill, and could not take the matter up. Then 1 personally asked Dr.
X Mar, 1894. Manning if he would take it up, and be said that bc bad too much to do, so that it was no use suggesting 

his name to tbe Minister. Therefore,! requested the Minister to ascertain if tbe new President of tbe 
Board of Health, Professor Anderson Stuart, would take up tlie matter, because I was very anxious that 

. a man of bis standing should inquire into it, I believe that be was pressed to do so, but that he could
not find tbe time. The Minister then applied to another doctor to accept the position, and at this time, 
when we were almost stranded, Mr. Napier Bell happened to come to Sydney from New Zealand. I have 
known Mr. Bell a great many years, and he therefore called upon me, and I suggested his name to the 
Minister. We then had two engineers upon the Board who had been connected with sewerage works, and 
X had not at the time the remotest idea what their opinions were, so I suggested thc appointment of a 
third engineer as umpire. That is how the Board came to be constituted.
1972. Your chief grounds for urging the Minister to take no action upon the recommendation of tbe 
Public Works Committee were that you desired an unprejudiced engineering opinion upon the matter. Is 
Dr. Ashburton Thompson, or Dr. Anderson Stuart, or any of tbe gentlemen whom you first named an 
engineer ? Yes.
1973. "Who ? Mr. Chamier.
1974. He subsequently became a member of tbe Board? Yes.
1975. Do you think that the gentlemen you named in the first instance were qualified to express an 
“ unprejudiced engineering opinion ” upon the matter ? I would have been quite prepared to abide by 
tbe decision of the first two men, whatever it might have been.
1976. What do you know of Mr. Chamier as an engineer who has bad to do with sewerage matters? I

. know' that he was a member of a Koyal Commission appointed to report upon the Adelaide sewage farm,
so that I suppose ho knew something about tbe matter.
1977. To report in regard to the sice? I think the Commission reported upon tbe farm after it was in 
operation, but I make this statement subject to correction. I know that Mr. Chamier was a member of a 
lioyat Commission appointed in connection with the Adelaide sewage farm, and I understood at the time 
that he reported upon the working of the farm.
1978. Have you seen the evidence which he gave before this Committee? No; I do not think I have.
1979. That Board was appointed, and reported to the Minister, and in the concluding paragraph of a letter 
which you wrote dealing with their report, you say

The qurition now to decide is—Wliai. is tlie next, stop to be taken ?, and though this is a matter which rests entirely 
with the Minister, I might be permitted to say it would appear of little use to resubmit a purely sanitary engineering question 
such as this, which line been fully dealt with by a scientific board, to a committee of laymen.
So you regard the three gentlemen whom you have named as a scientific board? Yes.
1980. What particular portion of their report do you regard as of any value in connection with tlie 
proposed scheme? The whole of it from beginning to end is full of value.
1981. Will you tell me what portion of it bears out the departmental scheme? It bears out the depart
mental scheme as to the advantage of a sewage farm, and as to thc proposed area being sufficient, I 
think those are the two points upon which we joined issue.
1982. Do not they reconimcnd an entirely different treatment from what you recommend;—do they not 
recommend the separate system ? That is not a treatment. The treatment takes place at the sewage 
farm, and in regard to tliat they entirely agree with me. They disagree, however, as to the system of 
sewerage to be adopted, and recommend the totally separate system.
1953. In that they were unanimous ? Apparently so.
1984. Can you tell the Committee the names of any distinguished sanitary engineer of thc present day 
who recommends the adoption of that system ? Not from memory ; hut as 1 have pointed out in my 
report, that is a point upon which a great many engineers would report in one way, and a great many in 
another way.
1985. Can you mention one engineer who is in favour of the system ? Not now, but if I look through 
the pamphlet which has been sent to me, I could find plenty of them, though 1 admit that the majority 
recommend the partially combined system.
1986. That is the system you favour yourself ? Yes.
1987. Then I want to know where this scientific board comes in;—they recommend the separate system, 
and yon are not in favour of it? No.
1988. Do you think they aro correct in estimating the reduction in the cost of reticulation, supposing the 
separate system were adopted ? Their estimate runs out very dose to mine. I understand that they 
make it £7,000, while I make it £6,000, which is practically the same,
1989. Are you not aware that they state in their report that the cost will he from 17 to 25 per cent, less ? 
That is not on the whole work, because some of the money had already been spent, and tho adoption of 
the separate system would not affect tlie sewage farm, nor the pumps, nor thc rising main.
1990. Would it not affect the pumps if there were loss pumping to do ? There would he a less quantity 
to pump; but the sewage would have to bo raised to a greater boigbt. It comes to practically tho 
same thing.
1991. But would there be anything like the saving they estimate, that is, 17 to 25 per cent, on ihe cost 
of the reticulation and the main sewers ? It comes out to about that on the works above the pumping- 
station.
1992. "What great sewerage works have you had to do with prior to joining the "Water and Sewerage 
Board? None.
1993. "What experience have you bad with regard to sanitary sewerage works ? None.
1994. It is all a matter of theory with you? Not entirely. I was engaged for a number of years by tho 
London North-AVestern Company in designing station yards, and I had to provide sewerage for them.
1995. But you have never had to do with tbe sewerage of a city ? No.
1996. You hare only had to do with sewerage works since you became connected with tho "Water and 
Sewerage Board ? Yes.
1997. In your letter to the Minister, dated ihe 12th November, 1892, you stated that the farm at 'Webb’s
Grant was serving a population of 1,400 to tbe acre ;—do you still adhere to tlnd statement? ] got that 
information from Ihe engineer iu charge of the farm; but 1 uudersinud upwr that if should be J.000 to 
the acre. " 1998,
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1998. You stated yesterday that you had received from thc PThe sin, Kfq.,
meutal sewage farm conducted on new principleswill you give a brief description of t ■ m.I.O.E.
filter-bed was 3 feet J \ inches deep, and was composed of a G-mch layer of stone broken a .-----------
mcsh, a 3-inch layer of metal broken to a 5-8th inch mesh, 10i inches of screenings from the broken x Mar^ 1891i
metal, and a top layer of sand. „ _ , _ ,-i „1999. Practically, that would bo tbe old principal of subsoil drainage ? Yes ; with sand on the tom
2000. X think you said that your authority did not say where the experiment had taken place f lea, in
ST, ivhat part of London ? The name of the place is not given. London sewage was treated

2002. Suppose it was not necessary to build up the whole area of Parramatta in the way
would be the cost of the system to which yon have just referred ? In the first place, it will be nece y 
to make the reclamation, and in the second place, I hare not the data by me to form an estimate of t le

2003. Is it not usual for one Department to charge another for any service rendered if your Depart
ment did a service to the Kailway Department, would you charge the expenditure against them . le ,

2001. "wouhi it Tot be1" a fah thing for the Harbours and Elvers to charge you with the service rendered 
in filling in this land ? I do not think so, because it will not cost anything extra to them. P 
them for thc fascine work, because they had to employ men specially to do it, hut it will not cost them

2005. Tuf6sopposing we have the statement of those who control the work of that Department that it 
would costfrom Ifd to 7*d. per ton to deliver sand by means of a sand-pump ? I do not know that it
was stated that that would be the extra cost. __ r._. ^
2006. Yes, the extra cost ? Then I cannot reconcile that statement with what hau been said by the nend

2007° YoTSouldnot. doubt hlr. Portus? It is not a question of doubting any person’s Mr.
Portus told me that it would not cost -them anything more to land the stuff dredged up above the railway 
bridge on the sewage farm than to send it to sea. Of course, if you brought it from the far end ot the
harbour it might cost more. , , , 0 T ____ .ij. i,,,
2008. Why should it go to sea when there are twenty different places to put it. .®ns^or * 
saying, Why should it not go to the sewage farm, from which there will be a return, while there will be
no return from the other places? -ii ±1 ■ i j
2009. All land reclaimed by tho Government has some value ? So will this land.
2010. Has not the land reclaimed at Shea’s Creek a commercial value ? I do not know where the return
comes in. . _ _
2011. Eut surely it has a commercial value ? Y'es;
been no charge made yet. _ ,
2012. But should there not be a charge for this service in connection 
do not agree with you there, but, of course, it is a matter of opinion.
2013. If you had to do this work, what do you think it would cost the Department.
had to get the stuff ourselves, we should have to carry out a totally different scheme. . . _
2014. You are aware that there is no difficulty in finding places on which to deposit dredging material.
There was no inconvenience last year, because they were not working the dredges then, but Mr._ Uarley 
tells me that he is going to put ad tbe dredges back directly, and ho wants a place to dump the silt.
2015. Are vou not aware, that at Homebush Bay ami at Long Cove, there is room for millions of tons ot
silt? Yes'; and there is room for 600,000 tons'at Parramatta. . . . 1 ..
2010. Tho Water and Sewerage Board have under their control the Botany farm ; do you think that it
is satisfactorily managed ? Yes. ... . , „ ,, • , •
2017. Do you look upon it as perfect ? I do not. I think it is imperfect as far as the way m winch wo
have to deal with tbe sludge, but I am preparing designs for a pipe sewer across the river, which will 
enable the sludge lo be taken straight on to the farm. . .
2018. Chairman.'] Will not that interfere with the navigation of Shea s Creek ? It will be a swing pipe.
2019. Mr. Davies.] How do you propose to treat tbe sludge at Parramatta? In the first place, wo
would not have the same sort of sewage to deal with, because it would all have to pass through the pumps, 
and would be completely broken up in the process. _ It could go straight on to the farm and be spread 
upon the beds, while the effluent would drain away into the river. , ,
2020. You do not think that strainers, or any apparatus similar to that at Webb s Grant, would be neces-
eary ? There would have to be a strainer to catch dead animals, stones, and other things which could not 
go through the pump, but the fmcal matter would not be collected. ,
2021. What provision have you made for thc drainage of this farm ? There would have to bedrains under- 
noath. I think the most likely way we shall work the farm is this : The red line on the map shows the 
delivery-main. On the nonh-west corner of the farm there will be a small tank, which will be necessary 
to collect the sewerage brought down at night, Thc main carrier will come along the western fence, 
right down through the centre of the farm, and on either side of it will be the beds, just as we have them 
at Botany. Bound the boundary there will bc catch-drains, and eventually the effluent will find its
wav into Duck Eiver. Ti. -n j 1
2022. Will there be one point of discharge or two ? That is a matter of detail. It will depend a great 
deal upon tlie quantity of water, but most likely there will be two points of discharge.
2023. You have no plans showing tho section of the batter ? No ; they have not been prepared yet.
2024. Erom your general knowledge, you believe that there will bo no nuisanco from this farm? I can
eomo to no other conclusion in view of the enormous weight of evidence I have hero, testifying to tho

and so will the Parramatta farm. But there has 

with the Parramatta scheme ? I

Probably if we

good results of sewage farming when you have sand-beds to deal with.
2025. Mr. Hnmphery.] What do you estimate will be the maximum annual cost of tbe sewage farm, and 
the maintenance of the whole system. You gave some figures iu your last estimate ; have you revised 
thorn ? I have not revised them, though 1 thiuk I might 1 airly do so, and reduce tlie cost.
2026. Will you do wo, and give us a statement of the matter ? Yes.

TUESDAY,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

Herbert James Beaumont, Esq., Assessor, Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, sworn, and 
onoo m examined:—
oaoo T°U ftFe as3essor for the Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board ? I am
oa™ r °T long have J011 been connected with the Board ? Since J uly, 1888.
20J9. In the capacity in which you now officiate P Yob.
ono?' Srl0^Lt0 t1lat werfi y°n cogaged in the valuation of properties in the various municipalities P I was. 
Mil. Jtor how many years ? Five years.
SrJVTr° J0Ui engagCdiLthecity as well as the suburbs ? No ; I was engaged in Balmain, St. Leonards, 
altogether6011111*^3'Strathfie d’ B,aTldwick> Waverley, Leichhardt, and Willoughby—seven or eight boroughs

w°n ]iaTehT1 C0“ide™We experience in the valuation of properties for rating purposes t I have.
■ • j. /. ^rUiin '‘h® ^'omimtf'ee as Bi° mode of assessing Government institutions within the
jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board ? We take them upon what we con- 

a bair ^verage annual rental—the same as in connection with any other premises.
JlMo. Is there only one mode of valuation provided under the Act, namely,‘on the annual rental? Thcro 
is nothing provided under the Water and Sewerage Act. We are bound by the Municipal Councils' 
assessment, rf there is any. _ In eases where the Councils have not valued the premises, we rate them, 
on'iT ri y0U ; , tbevaluatlqn made by the City Corporation for properties within their boundaries? Wo do. 

UJ * Ho you take the valuations made by tlie various suburban municipalities within their boundaries? 
ofvjo’ t course’ b“e suburban municipalities do not rate the Government buildings.
-038, Is there any power under the Act to assess large Government institutions on a'different basis from 
that ot mere valuation ? None at all. The Act simply says that we are bound to take the assessment of 
the Municipal Councils if there is any. If not we make our own.
2039. Then you are not operating on anything at present but what is within the municipal boundary ? 
les, we are. Jf we make our own valuation, we give the people the right of appeal on tbe same line as 
the municipalities do. That is provided for in the Amending Act of 1889.
2040. Will yon inform the Committee how you arrive at the valuation for sewage and water rates fsav)
tor a Government institution like Harlinghurst Gaol? That is assessed by the City Council, but there 
are throe or tour Government institutions outside the city altogether which I have valued. They are the 
I mice Alfred Hospital, the Callan Bark Asylum, and thc Gladesville Asylum. '
20t4'\’■i?\vr ^erC ^uMcipalities before? Yes; they are in municipalities now, but they were not 
oaIo by the Municipal Councils,because they cannot rate Government buildings or charitable institutions
2042. i heretore you had to rate these various institutions ? Quite so.
2043. Can you tell us the principleupon which the City Corporation acted so far as the gaol is concerned? 
upon what they considered a fair average rental.
2044. Is that what you did with reference to the institutions to which you have just referred outside the 
city boundary ? Yes. In addition to those institutions there are the Victoria Barracks, tlie Evelcigh work
shops, and the University. The Victoria Barracks comes within the borough of Paddington. There aro 
also the Maitland Gaol and the Newcastle Benevolent Asylum.

,dl^ y™ arrive at a fair annual rental or value of these Government institutions—take 
the Maitland Gaol for instance? I went round the premises and saw each building, and put down what 
•uIa * WvUk be a f:urva'ue for them supposing they were occupied by a private individual.
2046. Are there any institutions supplied with water by your Board upon a different basis than on the
ordinary rental basis ? Only one, and that is Darlinglinrst Gaol. That is assessed at £10,000 a year. In 
that case the authorities have entered into an agreement with the Board not to pay according to the 
assessed value but to pay a lump sum of £000 a year. That was done in order to do away with the meter 
so that they could have a better pressure. ’
2047. You know the number of persons, who, as a rule, are within the Darlinghurst Gaol. Can you tell
us how much per head that runs to ? On au average I believe from 1,000 to 1,200 persons in tlie gaol 
and I should think between 9s, and 1.0s. per head. 6
20-1S. Boughly speaking you charge them about 10s. per head ? Yes.
2049. 1 hat would be very much higher than if you were rating ordinary dwellings ? Certainly They 
entered into a special agreement to that effect. ' - ■ i
mo. And because the number of inhabitants to a given area is larger in the case of a Government insti
tution like that than in ordinary dwellings, a larger amount is charged ? Yes ; we took the average meter 
consumption. They wanted to do away with ihe 4-inch meter, and they asked us to fix a lump sum. so 
that they might urc; an unHmitrd supply. 1 5
20.11. You have pouor, under the Act, to do that? Yes—to make special arrangements or agreements. 
^U, the Colonial hccretary’s office, for instance, they wanted a better pressure in case of tire, and asked us 
to yo away with the meter, and we fixed the sum they had to pay at £310 per annum.
_052. 1. ou referred to the Maitland Gaol just nowhas your Board any control over the Hunter River 
VVater and bewerage Board . No; but I was sent up there to assess ihe collieries and Government 
buildings at the time the Board was formed.
2053. You were lent to them for a time? Yes.
2054. Lo^yoit know whether they have any special contracts for water supply similar to tlie one at Darling-

ire since I made the assessment. 2055.hurst ? I could not say. 1 have not been there
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2055. You state that the special contract for the supply of water to Darlinghurst Gaol, is at the rate o 
about 10s. per bead is there any agreement as to a sewerage rate ? Hone whatever. W e have not
any agreement with any place in reforenco to sewerage. , , f ^^ ^
2056. But if you charge more per head for water for thc persons within Darlinghurst Gaol, because o 13Mar., 1894. 
tho donsitv ot population on a given area, why should you not do it in connection with sewerage .
does not cost us any more whether there arc twenty people or 1,000. So long as the pipes are there t e
sewage will go away all the same. ,
2057 But 1,000 people will give more excreta to a sewage farm than 500 ? But m this instance it docs .
not go on to a sewage farm, but to Bondi. Of course the Board have power at any time to insist upon a 
meter being fixed, and in these big institutions meters are fixed. They pay tlie assessment, and then pay 
the excess over and above the assessment. In the case of Darlinghurst Gaol, they wanted to do away with 
the meter altogether, in order that they might have abetter pressure, and a special arrangement was made.
2058. What is the sewerage rate in the city ? Sevenpence. .
2059. Is that the rate all through, including the suburbs? Yes. . ,
2060. X understand that you have recently visited Parramatta, and have seen the various fcrovornmen
institutions there? Yes, I went up on Friday. v
2061. And you have arrived at what you consider to be a fair ratable value for them . les.
2062. Have you tho list showing the various institutions ? I have a list showing the total or ie
Government buildings. , . „ ,, . ■ „ + . i .
2063. Mention thc names and the amount? The assessed value of thc gaol is £3,o00—that is the total, 
thc Industrial School, £1000; the post office, North Parramatta, £30; the post office, South iar- 
ramatta, £350; school and residence in Macquarie-strect, £300 ; school and residence, Horth iarramatta,
£300; court-house, Parramatta, £600; the police barracks, £500; the Lunatic Asylum, *7>WU; the 
George-street Asylum, £2,000; the asylum, Macquarie-strect, £800; the asylum, Harris-strcct,
and the Cottage Homes, £200. Then, there are two largo blocks of land belonging to the Government 
in Parramatta, which I have assessed. There is the land which has been resumed ior tbe court-house, 
which 1 have assessed at £'125 per annum. That is, 5 per cent, on tho capital value, then, there is the 
land at the corner of Windsor-street and George-street—that is also resumed land which i have 
assessed at £250 per annum. ^
2061. Dndcr your system of rating, would these he subject to a sewerage rate? ies. Ihe total assessed 
value of the Government buildings is £17,511. „ , r
2065. Under the rate which you are now imposing for your metropolitan sewerage, what would that realise
per annum ? £802 11s. 9d. . .
2066. That is on a 7d. rate? No; on a lid. rate. , ,,
2067. Presuming sewerage works were carried out at Parramatta, and were vested m the Board tor
management, and you struck an lid. rate that, in your opinion, would he the amount which would be 
received from the various Government institutions ? Yes. ,
2068. Is there anything else you desire to say? Yes. Through the kindness of the Mayor I yesterday
ascertained the amount paid to the Council for emptying night-pans. The amount m regard to ail the 
buildings I have mentioned last year was £702 17s. That is the amount paid by tbe Governmen 
institutions last year to tbe Corporation. . ...
2069. And there are some of these Government institutions which do not have night-pans r xes ; tno
Lunatic Asylum. , . ,
2070. Is that the only instance ? Yes; with tho exception, of course, ot the vacant land.
2071. Last year, then, the Government institutions, excluding the asylums, paid the Corporation £702 17s.
for a night-pan service? Yes. I may mention also that there are premises which are not rated by the 
Council at all, and they would not he liable unless they were connected with the sewer, namely, the two 
railway stations. They would be liable, of course, if they were connected with the sewer, but they would 
not be liable unless they were connected. .. .
2072. Does that apply to any of the institutions you have enumerated ? H o; only to the two railway stations.
2073. But does tliat apply to any of the other institutions you have mentioned, or would they all come 
under a compulsory rate ? The institutions I have previously. mentioned would be liable whether they
were connected or not, but the railway stations would only be liable if connected.
2074. Why should thev not connect;—are they beyond the area in which the sewers would be formed ? 
No. According to the*Railway Act of 1888 all railway properties are exempt from the payment of certain 
rates and taxes. In the city we do not charge the railways a sewerage rate unless they actually connect, 
and we do not charge a water rate unless they actually connect.
2075. You spoke jnst now of the Eveleigh.Works;—are they connected? Yes.
2076. But unless they are connected there is no power on your part to assess them ? No, Ihe amount 
whicli would be received from the two railway stations—the Parramatta and Harris Park at lid. m the 
£ would come to £18 fis. 8d. a year. Last year they paid the Council for emptying the pans £32, so that 
under a sewerage system they would pay less. Again, there are properties which are not rated by the 
Council, and which the Council have not the power of rating, but which would be liable under the Act to 
pay rates whether they were connected or not. For instance, there is the Town Hall, thc baths, the 
hospital, and the fire station, and all churches.
2077. A church is not liable to a rate for sewerage ? Yes ; for both water and sewerage rates.
2078. And do you impose the rates ? We do ; but we do not exact them. Wc let them run on until 
wo get power under an A.ct of Parliament to charge them less than ordinary premises or exempt them
altogether. Some pay, and some do not. . . . . _ i
2079. Have you any other information to offer ? With reference to the institutions in Parramatta, 1
may mention that tlie gaol last year was charged £193 for water. Presuming that the Council assessed 
the gaol, and did not charge as they do now at 10s. 6d. per head, the valuation of tho gaol calculated at Jd. 
in the £ would he £5,146. Presuming that they assessed it on the ordinary assessed value, and did not 
enter into an agreement with the Council at a fixed sum per year of £193, the assessment of the gaol 
would ho £5 146. The same with the Industrial School—that valuation would be £1,46/, and so on all 
the way down, until you come to the Lunatic Asylum, which would be £14,266. That is presuming 
the Council made an assessment of tho premises instead of having a special contract, .
2080. Mr. HumpheryWhat method did you pursue in arriving at the’ annual value of the various
Government buildings you have mentioned ? I used my own judgment in the matter. I took what 1 
considered to be a fair average annual rental. 2081.
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21L8. And it would give .a total revenue of £4,000 odd P Yes. Of course it is a difficult tiling to know wlmfc
tlie revenue from tlie town will be, for tbe simple reason that tbe Act provides a minimum of 10s. a year. jj ’
2119. Wliy did the Department take lld. in tbe £ as tbe basis of your calculation^seeing tliat tbe
amount was not required to pay tbe ini crest on tins work? I did uot Lave any instructions that way at 13 Mar,, 1891. 
all. 1 simply bad instructions to assess'tbe premises. Heading through previous reports, I saw 
that lld. iu the £ was thought would bc required to cover interest, Ac., and I worked it out accordingly.
2120. You have taken that as tbe basis, although the highest rate charged by the Department is 7d. in the 
£? Yes.
2121. Mr. Oollivs^] To make up thc £4,000 a year, you would have to charge lld. in the £? Yes.
2122. If tins scheme were handed over to the Board, that would be tbe lowest amount you could charge 
in order to make the people pay the capital and tho interest? I presume so, but 1 have not gone into 
that question at all.
2123. At any rate if it is necessary to have £4,000 a year, a rate of lld. in the £ will be required? Yes.
2124. Chairman.'] Do you know what is the population in tbe Government buildings to which you have 
referred ? Yes.
2125. Can you give us the numbers separately ? Yes ; in the gaol the average is 360 ; in thc Industrial 
School, 100; in the Asylum, 1,070; in the asylum in G eorge-street, 000; in the asylum in Harris-strcet,
1(10 ; in the cottage homes, between 50 and 00. Thc latter aro old married couples who occupy 21 houses, 
and the matron occupies thc other one.
2126. How about the asylum in Macquarie-street ? The average there is from 340 to 350.
2127. What about the schools—can you give tbe average number of those who attend them? No ; I 
have not the average number of scholars.
212S. Only of the continuous residents ? Yes ; they would not come to more than 12.
2129. Seeing that tbe sewage will have to be dealt with either by means of a farm or by some method 
other than discharging into tbe sea—which means of course expense—ought you not to take into con
sideration tbe volume of sewage coming from tbe schools;—presuming there were 100 children on the 
roll of a school, what would be the average which you would put down, hearing in mind that the children 
are only attending the school one-third of the day ? I can only give you what is tbe charge made by the 
Council Cor emptying the night-pans, which would bo a guide as to what would be the amount of foecal 
matter coming away from the school. Tho school in Parramatta is charged £33 15s. per annum. The 
public school north is charged £19, That might be some guide as to what freeal matter is taken away 
from the schools.
2130. "What is tbe total population of these Government institutions ? About 2,980.

J. TV. Withers, Esq., Mayor of Parramatta, sworn, and further examined:—
2131. Chairman.] Is it true that since you were last examined by the Committee a meeting of the Par
ramatta Council bas been held to again consider the question of the sewerage of the Borough ? Yes.
2132. Is this the resolution which was carried by the Council:—

That wliitst ttiis meeting is desirous of the sewerage works being carried out, it is necessary that this Council should 
know its exact position with reference to tho amount the Government intend to pay for connecting the Government insti
tutions with tho sewerage ; also the probable cost that this work is not likely to exceed ; and in order to obtain this 
information, it is hereby resolved that this meeting now stands adjourned for one month ?
Yes, that is Ihe resolution.
2133. Then what the Council is asking for is, first of all, information as to what the Government would 
pay towards tbe scheme, and secondly, what tbe total capital cost would be ? Yes.
2134. But has not tho capital cost been put before the Council over and over again? We have always 
run awray with the idea that it will cost about £50,000 or £60,000.
2135. Has the Council had thc last report of the Committee upon this matter before them ? No ; ive have 
not had any report about it,
2136. Are you now aware that the estimated cost of the proposed scheme is £76,000—that is the probable 
cost ? ] now understand it is from £90,000 to £125,000,
2137. When this matter was considered by tho Council, during yonr predecessor’s term of office, were not 
all the facts as to tlie area to be drained, size of sewers, and, generally speaking, the cost of the whole 
scheme put before the Council ? I was not aware of it. I believe a map was shown, but I do not think 
anybody took much notice of it.
21.38. But, as a matter of fact, on two or three occasions the Council has approved of, and urged the 
carrying out of the work? Yes; hut we always understood it would not cost more than £50,000 or 
£60,000,
2139. How did they get that impression ? I always understood from our Member, Mr. Hugh Taylor, that 
it would not cost more than that.
2140. But had you no information from the Department as to what it would cost ? No, we knew nothing 
about it.
2141. Do you think that the Council, if they knew that £76,000 was to be the capital cost, would approve 
of the undertaking ? There were only three who voted for it, and five against it. We had not a full 
Council then. Mr. Byrnes was not in the Council, and one Alderman’s seat was disputed, and he has 
come hack to thc Council since ; and one was away.
2142. You have heard the evidence of the assessor for tho Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board who 
estimates, upon their ordinary principle of valuation, that the Government would contribute about £820 
per annum towards this scheme under a rate of lld, in the £ ? Yes ; and it would cost £4,000,
2113. Do you think your Council is prepared to fake the responsibility ? I am quite sure we are not. 
If we cannot get more than £820 from the Government, we cannot find the remaining £3,000,
2144. Mr. Hoslcins.] Besides working expenses ? Mr. Taylor told me last night that the least the Go
vernment would pay would he about £2,000. We had an ordinary meeting last.night, and I asked him 
about the matter, and he said, “ The Government will pay from £1,800 to £2,000.”
2145. Chairman.] If tho Government are only going to contribute £820, you think the Borough Council 
would not be prepared to go on with tbe scheme ? I am quite sure of it. Yon would frighten all the 
people out of the place. People of property laugh at the very idea of it. I am quite sure the Parra
matta people would not be inclined to pav £3,000 odd for sewerage,
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W'ih'^E ^r- O'SulMmn,'] Your predeceaEor -ivas Mr. 0. J. Byrnes ? Yes,
2147. I find that when he was examined, Mr. Humphery asked the following question:—

13Mar.; 1894r^ssun}j.II£ this scheme is carried out at a cost of £7o,000, and the annual charge for interest is about 
x3,000, i,vmuld you expect the Government to contribute iu the proportion in which they are now contributing—that is, 
about £_,200 ! I should not expect them to pay a bigger proportion than they would be legally entitled to pay.
There he was made aware of the fact that it would cost £75,000;—did he never convey that infortnation 
to the Borough Council ? I have never heard of it.
2L4S. .Was no one else connected with the Council aware that it would cost more than from £50,000 to 
£60,000 ? We have always thought it would costfrom £45,000 to £50,000. J might call your attention 
tb the repbrt in a Parramatta newspaper of the last meeting at which some aldermen mentioned the 
matter.
2149. It is evident from the question and answer I have read to you that Mr. Byrnes knew better? He
might have known better ; but if we have to pay £3,000 for sewerage I am quite sure the people will
“ buck ” at it.
2150. Mr. Davies.] You are rated at the present time with a general rate and a lighting rate P Yes ; 
2s. in the £, and we have the earth-closet system as well, which is extra.
2151. Ho you think the ratepayers and the property-holders could afford to pay another lld. in the £ ? 
I am sure they could not. It is ridiculous to think of such a thing, We have to pay 3d. for lighting, 
9d. for water, and Is. for the ordinary rate.
2152. In addition to that you have tlie night-pan svstem which costs about 9d. a week ? Yes ; it
costs me 9d. ^
2153. Do you think it would be possible to relieve the borough of Parramatta of the drainage and sewage 
ipatter coming from these, institutions if it were treated at the several institutions themselves ;—would 
that relieve the borough of the necessity Of any great expenditure on a sewerage system such as is pro
posed . A8 I said on a previous occasion, if the sewage of the institutions were taken but of the river at 
Parramatta, it would do away with the largest amount of nuisance we have.
2154. That is to say, if the sewage matter were treated at the institutions, under the control of some 
G-overnment or municipal oflieer, it would relieve your municipality of the necessity of such an expendi
ture as is proposed—by the uniform adoption, for instance, of the pan system ? I do not think any solid 
jnattor goes into the river, but imagine there being some 3,000 or 4,000 old men and women ‘at the 
lunatic and other asylums—all the Yvashings and urine go into the river. That is what causes the 
nuisance.
2155. Would it be possible to abate that nuisance if the sewage matter and drainage were intercepted 
and dealt with at the institution ? Yes.
2156. Is there an abundance of labour available for tbe purpose of dealing with a matter of that kind?
X .

2157. So that the cost would not he anything very great ? No ; it would cost nothing to tho Government, 
I should think. They have hundreds of men there able to work.
21.08. Then the whole of the sewerage matter might be intercepted and treated at the institutions'3 It .ought to be.
2159. Do you think it qould be treated so as not to be offensive to the town of Parramatta ? Yes. There 
are the gaol and lunatic asylum that you might say are out of Parramatta. They are on the borders. There 
is a poor house in Macquarie-street, and one in George-street. In the one in George-street there are 
generally from 1,100 to 1,200 men, and in the one in Macquarie-street I have seen as many as 500.
2160. Where do you empty your pans ? In the orchards.
2161. There is ho special place allotted by the municipality P No ; several people who keep orchards are 
very glad to get it. They apply to the Council for it.
2162. And you have no difficulty in finding a place to deposit the contents of the pane ? No.
2163.. Have you had any complaints from any people living in the localities in which the pans have been 
emptied as to the existence of a nuisance ? No ; it is thinly populated where they are emptied.
2164. And you have had no complaints ? No.
2165. ' If that system were uniformly adopted throughout the municipality, you think there would he no
occasion for any large expenditure on a sewerage scheme such as that which is proposed—that is, if the 
institutions provided for intercepting the sewage and treated the matter on the land adjacent to tbe public 
buildings . 1 do not see why they cannot do it, and I am quite sure if it were done it would do away
with the greater part of the nuisance at Parramatta.

vi11^ ^l?re wouldLe no expense so far as labour is concerned ? No ; they have hundreds of men 
there able to do something. TYc are getting all the paupers from all over the country.
2167. Mr. McC'ourt.) Were you present when the Council passed a resolution approving of this work on 
the 6th July, 1892 ? Yes.
2168. Was that resolution carried unanimously ? I could not tell you.
2169. Did you vote for it ? That I could not tell you. Very likely, if the amount were £50,000 I 
would vote for it. '
2170. The resolution is:—
v j ^rramatta Sewerage Works, as proposed by thc Government to be carried out in Parramatta, now submitted,
be adopted by this Council.
So that you must have had the plans and everything before you. That resolution was adopted I presume ? 
Yes ; I know a plan was submitted.
2171. Mr. Wall.] Do you know whether that resolution was carried unanimously or not ? I could not 
say. I know it was carried.
2172. Yon have not rescinded the resolution yet ? No.
2173. _Do you intend to rescind it ? If the scheme is to cost Parramatta so much as is stated, I am quite
Sure it wall he rescinded. ■ ■
2174. That is, if it is to cost £75,000 ? That is, if it is to cost £3,000 odd a year.

® J.011 know whether it is the intention of the Council to take any action with regard tb rescinding 
the resolution, or to make any representations to the Committee on tho subject? " There is not the 

at , ™at Council will take action in the matter, if wo are supposed'to find all this money. 
2176. Now' that you know you will have to find £3,000 a year, do you think the Council will take action 
to rescind the resolution ? lam sure they will. 2177.
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2177. Mr. Eumpherif.] "What is your total rate at Is. in the £ ? About £3,500. wtfp^Vsn
2178. I think you said 10 per cent, of tho ratable property would not be served by the sewerage scheme ? vvnnere^Eq.
A good deal of ratable property would not be served. 18Mar. 1894,
2179. 1 think you said about 10 per cent. ? Ves; about 10 per cent. , *
2180. So that Is. in the pound for sewerage purposes would produce a little over£3,000 is that it?
That would be about it. _
2181. Chairman.] Will this matter come before the Council again in due course? Tes. .
2182. Are you taking any steps to better inform the Council ns to the cost and the amount the Grovem-'
ment will contribute ? Weonlygobywhattheassessorstat.es. _
2183. lie says that under thc method of assessment adopted in Sydney, the Government will contribute
about £820? We shall have to have our own assessors! suppose. We would have no power to assess 
the Government property. . _
2181. Kot unless special power were given to you under the Act? I know, from the opinions expressed
in the Council last night, that they expect thc Government will pay at least £2,000, We could not carry .
more than about £2,000 for sewerage ? ,
2185. That is the most you could aiford to give for sewerage? Tes; I asked every alderman-about it 
last night.
2186. I want to know what steps you and the Council are taking for tho purpose of answering the two
points contained in the resolution moved bv Mr. Moxham, namely, as to the definite amount the Government 
would contribute and thc total of cost ? ' I shall tell them what the assessor states—that the amount will 
be £802 11s. 9d. - ■ - ■
2187. Aro you, as Mayor, instructing the Council Clerk to apply to the Works Department for the jnfor-. 
mation the Council requires ? 1 shall take as a basis what Mr. Beaumont states.

PARLIAMENTARY
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Sewerage Works for Parramatta.

APPENDIX.

A.
[To Evidence of J. Barling, Esq.]

Parramatta lSewkrake Sciikmk,

Kcpty to Report of Parliamcnt-nry Staiuthig Committee on Public Works, '
The grounds on which the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works resolved that it is not expedient that the 
proposed sewerage works at Parramatta should be constructed are as follows That in thc opinion of thc Committee the 
sewage farm included in thc proposed works is too small for the purpose, and the sewage should he dealt with at tho 
proposed pumping station at Clay Cliff Creek hy a system of precipitatirm ami filtration, or other effective modern process.15 
Ihe Committee in their report state that the carrying out of an effectual system of sewage is necessary, but apparently 
guided entirely by the report and evidence tendered by Mr, G. H, Stayton (the other professional evidence bcin^ all iii 
favour of thc Sewage farm) they express the opinion that precipitating works should form part of the present scheme,

. “c^?re entering upon a consideration of the main (|n<*stion, I may he permitted to draw attention to the inuendu 
contained in the report of the Committee in clause l !f where it is said tliat 41 tlie report from tlie Commissioner and his Inter 
examination, indicate that the Department had at that time a much fuller conception of the portion of the scheme relating 
to the sewage^ farm than appeared when tlie proposed works were first put before the Committee,” I desire to say that 
before submitting tlie scheme to the Committee the Department had carefully studied the applicability of all the known 
arrangements for sewage disposal and utilisation, and had worked out the details of the farm as fully as was necessary to 
arrive at a just conclusion. In presenting a report to a non-professional committee, it was deemed unnecessary to cuter 
upon such details, and these were omitted not only in tho description of thc sewage farm but of the main works, ]fc would 
now, however, seem advisable to go somewhat into details in order that the misunderstanding into which the Committee 
have been led may be removed, and that the Minister for Works may have all the facts before him when determining on future action, 1 °

With reference to thequestion of the relative advantages of chemical precipitation ami land filtration, I can without 
hesitation say that at thc present time no sanitary engineer of eminence in Europe or America will be found who will give 
unqualified preference to the former. It is true that precipitation has been adopted in and around London, and in several 
provincial towns in Britain, and also On the Continent, hut in such cases it bas always been on account of local circum
stances precluding the use of farms, except at large cost, owing to the unsuitability of thc soil, or tllc impossibility of 
procuring land near enough to the area to be drained, precipitation is then accepted ns the only known substitute for laud 
filtration. One of the sanitarians who lias been quoted as a strong advocate for the precipitation of sewage, l)r. DupnS, 
recently said in speaking of the precipitation works near London ; “l am afraid that the London scheme is not well 
understood by many persona. It was baaed upon some very elaborate experiments by Mr. Dibdin and myself, which had 
led us to thc conclusion, since verified hy others, that no chemical scheme that could be adopted would do more than 
clarify the sewage, and remove a small proportion of the soluble matters, . , , fl heal often been -said tlm thc ejJhtMl
prodiKed by precipitation ica,s not to be compared with that obtained from a semoge/arm—that true. I know no one familiar 
with the subject who denmthal the mwt effective treatment ofsewaye is fi.v passimj it through land, pro/nd-ed the laud is suitahle.!1 
His contention for precipitation, was that the value of land neat London, required for land filtration, was so great as to bc 
prohihitu'c, thatthe volume of water in the Thames was sufficient to neutralize thc impurities left in the clarified precipitant, 
and that the effluent was good enough to pass thc health authorities.

, BaM,mn Latham^ who is stated in the evidence to favour the adoption of the International process for a large 
district in Staffordshire^publicly expressed his views in April of this year as follows : 411 will not say that sewage fanning 
is the only mode of dealing with sewage, but there con be no doubt that it is thc best mode when land can be got at anyth inn 
like a reasonable ratCj and within a reasonable distance of a town.” '

■ same occasion (a discussion on the Berlin sewage farms, whiec took place at the April meeting of the Insti
tution of Civil Engineers), Dr. Vrifsdale, speaking of the Paris farms, said : 4< Those farms had convinced them all of the 
enormous superiority of the effluent, to any chemical purification attempted in England, ”

Mr, Dibbin, who has been associated with Dr, Dupr6 in his experiments on London sewage, said fl Where sandy 
sod coidd be found for sewage irrigation, that method was no doubt the best. Ordinary precipitation •processes inoidd not 
remoM more than a certain amount of the organic mxUUr in solution f . . . 44 The results there obtained (by tho
Massachusetts State fioard of Health) had entirely confirmed the view’he had taken, that only a certain, portion of thc 
mailers in solution could be. removed by chemical precipitation, za\\ for that purpose the best substances to be employed 
were found to be the very foolish and ridiculous substances, known as lime and sulphate of iron.'1

Lieutenant-Colonel A. S. Jones said, “It had long been known that land and vegetation, assisted by nitrifying 
organisms, could purify sewage, and that properly•mana/inl sewuye farms were, as Mr. Baldwin Latham, and Sir JJom/las 
Gallon, had stated, the healthiest localities for animal life/3
t i tiftwiwton said : 41 They could irrigate sea-sand, and they could irrigate thc heaviest clay, and every doss

of land betwixt tlie two, but it should be remembered that the effect they got from the sewage, would bc from the surface. 
He had special experiments made with regard to the celebrated Craigcntinny meadows near Edinburgh. Some of those 
meadows which were common sea-samlt had received sewage more than a century, and at 6 inches in depth below thc surface, 
they wowed no stain or taint, . . . There was no evidence that one acre of that laud at Edinburgh had cither been 
sicketied, or m any respect made dangerous to health by the gross manner in which the most corrupt sewage had been 
floated over it. ’ tf The chemical proceM the precipitating process, the fftiering process, and the combination of chemical* with 
filtering, had aii been tried. The result of hw experience .... was that the. crude sewage, in its simple form, without 
tampering with it by chemicals was (he best form for thc land, and would pro<hwc the best results, if applied judiciously in 
proper dilution, in proper quantities, and at proper times. . . . Many towns were so situated that they were not in a 
position to be able to carry out broad irrigation. Then they had to resort to chemical treatment to clarify, as far as they 
could, the effluent water before it passed into the river, LiU in no case ivas the clarified sevtuye. pure ; it hud seven-eights oj 
tlu sake of sewage i?i it ... . and if passed into a shallow brook or. a small river, it would in summer ferment and
become putrid and offensive.”

Mr. Paterson said : 41 The complete experiments of the Board of Health of the State of Massachusetts proved tliat 
pure sand or gravel, or both combined without aid of soil or vegetation, have an unequalled power tf destroying the organic 
mailers and the bacteria of sewage, without leaving a trace twhind if thc saud and grand bring left perfectly dean. ”

Mr. Santo Crimp, in Ids recent work on Sewage disposal, ^ives extracts from the reports of the Rivers Pollution 
Commissioners ami others, and stamps them with Ids approval. They are valuable in showing that from the earliest to 
the latest, they arc all in favour of the adoption of sewage farms, unless in the face of insurmountable difficulties The following are a few extracts : —

f The Royal Sewage Conimissioners5 Report, 1865, says :—11 The right way to dispose of town sewage is to apply it 
continuously to land, and it is only by such application that the pollution of rivers can be avoided.”

The
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Tlie Ijocal Government Hoard Coininittcc, 187i), report that —“Town sewage can best ami most cheaply be 
disposed ot and purified by the process ot land irrigation for agricultural purposes, where local conditions are favourable to 
it® application.” .... ''That land irrigation is not practicable in all cases, and//ifrrfor^ other modes of dealing 
with sewage must be allowed.”

Conclusions of Commissioners appointed to propose measures for icmedj mg the pollution of the Seine, 187'1 :—“ Tho 
experiments made in the plain of Gennevilliers are entirely conclusive in showing, not only thc luxuriant vegetation which 
may be pioduccd by irrigation, but their barmlcssncss. in respect of healtli, as well as tho perfect purification of tbe waters 
which return lo tbe river,’’ , . . . “ As to purification by chemical processes .... the Commissioners are of
opinion that it will not constitutes complete and practical solution of the question.''

The Committee appointed by tbe Corporation of Glasgow in 1SS0 to inquire into various methods of sewage disposal 
report that 11 Whatever lie tbe process of chemical purification, thc eflluent is still impure and will putrify and give off 
noxious gases if kept for some tunc, and we know of no way but oxidation in which the purification can be completed. 
Filtration through cultivated laud, i.r., irrigation, is probably the best means. 1

The Lower Thames Valley Main Sewerage Hoard proposed a joint scheme of sewage precipitation. It was rejected 
by the Committee of tbe House of Commons, who m their report said “ Yonr ConnmUoo believe that in these cases the 
process of filtering thc chemically purified effluent through earth ought, if possible, to be adopted, which was not provided 

’ for in the scheme umler their consideration.”
The Commissioners appointed by the Municipal authorities of tbe city of Turin ropoit “/!tal thc chemical or jn'C- 

riliitalion mclhtxh for thc trealnitnl of snnujr do not mtccrat in ir/xiivtiitff the mumirinl ingredient*, ore costly, clarify, but do » 
not purify the traler, trhich moreover remain* liable to vnilerijo putrefaction afreth >f the protect- ie not followed ht/gome 
miJho I of oj illation. The only method recoynisrrl n/i to the present time ets really cjficacioiig for the purification of eeinoffe if 
irrif/alion, carried out in a projxr iray vjton nuitahle coit.”

The Iloynl Commissioners on Metropolitan Sewage discharge, appointed in 18S4, after detailing the condition of the 
lliver Thames and urging the necessity of taking immediate steps to improve it at the two great outlets at Harking Creek 
and Crossness say : “Tbe liquid portion of the sewage remaining after the precipitation of the solids may as a pviTnninaey 
mid tempm tiry iniaeure. be Buffered to escape into the river. . . Hut wc believe that the liquid so separated would not
be sufficiently free from noxious matters to allow of its being discharged at the present outfalls as a jurtmitienl measure.
It would require further purification, and this, nceordiniy to llic jitrecid state of hiou'hd'jv, can only be done effectually by its 
application to hind. In tho case of tbe Metropolis the best method of applying tho liquid to land with a view to its puri
fication would bc by intermittent fittrotion. ’

Mr, Santo Crimp, writing in 1800, says: “ In summarising Ihe foregoing conclusions and recommendations of the 
various (Juinmisisioiicts and Committees who have investigated the subject of sewage disposal on different occasions in 
this and in other countries during the pa<t thirty years, if u iff be ohecmd that pa fed unanimity obtain* in reyard to the 
jrnri/iaition of Heiraye. by mean’! of/and, Not icithstandiiry the fuel that diirimj that period the e/iemicof/renfmenf q/"scicn;/c 
has receictd the concentrated attention of the mod eminent chemists, it is shll recoynurd that in ordir to produce a ecicaye 
cjltiicnl of any subdantioA deyree <f jmrity kind must be employed in some form or other."

Tlie Massachusetts Board of Health have for several years been making experiments on sewage precipitation and 
filtration, which arc acknowledged to be thc most complete and exbaustiie hitherto undertaken. The general results will 
be referred to fm the) on, but it may be said here that aftertesting all the preeipitants now in nee Mr. II. F. Mills, their 
engineer, slates that Ai’./bim//V “ fo/uf/i/fwpoAiiWc lo obtain as yood a risuit by their use. as l.y simple intermittent fltratio/i 
throuyh saw/.''

Were fiirthei'evidence required of the preference of sanitarians for bind filtration over ehemicai precipitation, aud 
the absolute superiority of the former process to tbe latter, it might be found in thc fact that Sanitary Commission, 
appointed hy the Paris authorities, for Hie investigation of the question after /taping ligi/itl England and Ocrmany, ami 
hitning examined erecy /:iiotnt process of srvjaye purification, hare, determined on the, adoption for the whole of Pans of thc 
farm sydnn, previously in use for part of it, at (JenneritHern and more recently at AeMrcs.

The pollution of thc Thames water into svliieh so-called purified effluent is being discharged isi notorious. So much 
so, that many schemes have been proposed by the most eminent Fmglish sanitarians for the diversion of the sewage and 
its utilisation on farms. They, as well as the Koyat Commission prei ion sly quoted, urge tbe necessity of action m this 
direction. _ _

Of chemical precipitation processes, the International, which seems to be favoured by tbe Committee, is, I believe, 
tbe best, tbe Ferer.one and Polarite acting to a certain extent as oxidizing agents. It is undoubtedly “modem,” having 
been first introduced towards the end of 1887, only five years ago. Whether this is an advantage is doubtful, when it is 
considered that during the present century over 400 patents have been taken out for various precipitating mediums, while 
tiie “survivals” could be counted on Ihe fingers. Almost the only literature, obtainable on its adi antayes is to bc found in the 
pamphlets published, by the (Jompany interested in its sale. It does not seem to be in all cases successful, as at Wolver
hampton, where it has been tried, it is stated by Mr. Herrington «of fo hare offered any particular adi auUiye, nor exercised 
any marked inf uenee on the rffwut. Mr. Cooper recently slated m reference to the pioecss that “though the International 
Company’s filters were certainly very practical, he did not for his own part Mine in the yreat superiority of Polarite.’’

The objections raised to all ehemicai precipitant* yet knoiun ore based on very substantial scientific yrounds. Their action 
is at thc best partial, they act as clarifiers rather than purifiers of the senuige. Although tho eflluent may be discharged 
perfectly clear it still retains nearly the whole of tbe salts originally found in the sewage, and therefore putrefaction must 
rapidly follow unless the body of water into which it is discharged is sufficiently large to complete the process of 
oxidation. .... .

In the purification of sewage by hind filtration, perhaps thc most important pioecss is that of nitrification, that is, 
the conversion of the original organic nitrogenous compounds into harmless nitrates. This is the work of rtii ori/nmVm, 
prtsent in all soils, lehieh breaks up and drdi oys the oryamc mailers and renders the effluent entirely innoxious. This microbic 
action exists in clay soils to a depth of Id in. to 18 in., and in more porous soils, saud, &c , to a depth of about 4 ft.; 
indeed as far as the friability of the soil will allow tlie ail necessary to its propagation to penetrate.

'Mns property of land was investigated first by M M. Suhlivsing and Muntz in 1877. It was proved that it was the 
result of organisms, nctive only in Urn presence of atmospheric air, that antiseptics were fatal to it, that nitrification was 
almost absent at freering point, that it. was most active at HlOJ Fabr., that though it entirely ceases at Lit0 Fahr., it has 
been showoi that in sterilised sewage, nitrification can be again started by the addition of a few' particles of fresh surface 
soil. Dr, Declaux, in bis treatise on Fermentation, 1884, states that us a result of M. Pasteur’s investigations, it baa been 
ascertained that in six hours one globule can increase to 1(5 millions, and that “ whenever and wherever thcro is a decom
position of organic matter, whether it he in the case of a herb or an oak, of a worm or a whale, the work is exclusively 
done by infinitely small organisms, They are the important, almost the only agents of universal hygiene : they clear 
away more quickly than the dogs of Constantinople, or the wild beast of thc desert, the remains of all that has had life.” 
Sewerage is favourable to thc development of this organism, which in its presence increases to a wonderful extent, and 
hence it is that a sewago farm property laid out and eilicicntly managed will improve rather than deteriorate tho longer it 
is used.

Very exhaustive experimonts have been made on this matter by the Massachusetts Hoard of Health, the result of 
which may bo seen in their reports. In reviewing tho results, lim/bircWia/(February HHb, 1892) states : "The experiments 
prove, conclusively that saint or yravcl JUtra>ion is not a mere stiaiiii/n/, but the organic matter of the sewayt is actually burnt vp 
and destroyed by thc action of an organism ichich the experimenters hnec succeaM in isolatin'/ for the first (mie in Amci'ica, 
though such an organism had previously been observed in Europe. . . . This organism requires a supply of oxygen to
operate on tbe sewage, and hence the necessity of intermittent bltration, w Inch will allow tbe upper part of the filter to 
become dry, and admit air.” . . . “ Tbe fact thatthe purification depends on an organism also explains why some
time is necessary for the filter to adapt itself to its work, In certain cases nitrification did not commence till some weeks 
after tho sewage bad been applied to tbe tank, but when in full working older it will go on for an indefinite period, pro
vided that tho amount of sewage applied is not too large. . . . This rate (36,000 gallons per acre per day) was
maintained for six months, and was then inci cased to 100,000 gallons per day (eqMfd to a ) opulatioii q/’OOO a/ul 2,600 jier 
ucre rc.'7)!c(ire(y), with but littfc change in tbe result. At the end of tlie experiment the atones of the filter were found 
perfectly clean.” _

These facts are further proved by the experience gained on the Botany farm, nditrc the effluent is now purer while 
nitrifying .'it!, 000 gallon* {<ynal to a popidption of l,41”> per ae.-e) per day than lehen sewar/e mat fil'd placed on it.

’1 1 Jlfr.
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Mr. Baldwin Latham, in thc ditcitaEion previously referred to, eaid in April last ■ “In England they almost seemed 
to have stood still with regard to the question of the purification of seivage, Thc French came to England to learn what 
had been done here. He had had numerous interviews with Mr, Durand Clay and other French engineers on the subject, 
aa ?e j “ gone with them to the different sewage farms established iu this country'. They had tnen returned to Paris 
and had shown that the best method for the purification of sewage was its application to tlie land. 'fheij discovered on the 
J arts sewage /arm the nitrifying organism, or, as it had hem e/Skd, ihe friendly microbe, a microbe which had the power of 
converting nitrogenous matter into nitric acid, and, given the proper condition for its cultivation, it would go on pnri/ytng sewage 
to any extent ami destroying all the noxious matter which teas so baneful to lift and health, '’

It need hardly be pointed out that nitrification is entirety absent when sewage is chemically treated. The preci- 
mtants arrest and carry down the organic matters found in the sewage, hut do not destroy them. It may further be stated 
that it is found that in cases where thc sludge and effluent are further treated on land nitrification is seriously retarded by the 
presence of chemicals. vs

Having indicated the general grounds on which it was determined to adopt a sewage farm for Parramatta in preference 
to chemical precipitation it now only remains to show that the site selected is suitable, and that the area resumed is sufficient 
for requirements.

On the first point it will be only necessary to recapitulate the reasons for the selection given hy me in evidence before 
tbe Committee. They were shortly as follows

1. That though distant from populated areas the site is convenient to Parramatta.
2. That it is central to, and might hereafter be utilised for, the drainage of Granville and other Municipalities.
3. That it is adjoined by a considerable area of low-lying land which, though useless for residential purposes, could

be made available by reclamation for an extension of the farm in the event of other areas being hereafter drained 
to it.

4. I fm/ ihe material intended to bc used in the formation of this farm is proved by experience in America and Europe, as
well as at the Botany farm, to be oj the best possible description, excelling even/ other known filtering medium, whether 
Krtfuraf or artificial. '

5. That no one has so far been able to point out a site near Parramatta having tlie same advantages.
In considering tlie size of a sewage farm two points must be considered—first tlie nature of tbe sewago to be treated, 

and second the method of treatment. Sewage farms may he treated in three ways, viz. . By broad irrigation, by downward 
intermittent filtration, or by a combination of the two. It is on thc last method that the Parramatta farm is proposed to 
be cultivated, and for which it is best suited. This fact seems to have, to some extent, escaped tlie attention of the Com
mittee when considering their report, as in it they deal not with the scheme as laid before them, but as if broad irrigation 
alone was to be employed.

I* *a correct, as stated in their report, that on farms established in England for broad irrigation a basis of from 
100 to 200 persons per acre is accepted. It is also true, however, that where downward intermittent filtration is employed even 
in part, the sewage from 500 to SOU persons per acre is treated. One of the most eminent writers on the subject, Mr. Bailey 
n™inn,-’tXeS l'le lml ^ Blctrs Pollution Commissioners, in 1870, as a remit of their investigation, fixed the limit at
J,U00 persons per acre, but this has since been reduced by them to 1,000 per acre.

It is further important to observe that in England and Germany, where sewage-farmine has been carried out to the 
greatest extent, long and severe frosts have to be contended with during winter, when vegetation is almost entirely checked, 
nitrineation is greatly retarded; and, were it not that the temperature of the sewage is higher than tliat of the ground, its 
distribution and absorption by the soil would practically he at a standstill. Although thc somewhat reduced sewage dis
charge during winter, to some extent, compensates for tins, it is evident that provision has to be made for winter fanning 
)y the increase of area in proportion to population, in this Colony, where the average, tamperatufc is higher, where frost is 

absent, vegetation grows more rapidly and continuously, and evaporation is greater ; the ratio of discharge to area can, / 
believe, with perfect safety, be increased by at least one-fourth, bringing the limit vp to about 1,400 persons per acre.

On this basis, if downwardintermittent filtration alone were adopted, the area required for Parramatta would be as 
follows 1—

Population
drained.

Area required it
1,400 persons.

Discharge per day 
per acre.

For present population .................... 12,000
per sere.

8-6
gallons.
56,000
56,000
56,000

hor prospective population in 20 to 25 years ......... 32,500 23-2
For ultimate nonulation ...................... 48,500 34'6

&.V Mr. Bailey Denton, which, though published some years ago, has been recognised as fairly correct by 
recent authorities, the filtration area required at Parramatta Farm for thc present, prospective, and ultimate popidations would 
rAosn^’,, ac,'e^'s, and , Mres with the sub-drains at an average of oft. below the surface,and a discharge

0/48,400 gallons per acre per day. The table is based on the supposition that each cubic yard of sand icill nitrify gallons 
OJ sewage. Mr. banlo Crimp states that experiments with the Beddington and Dursley soils show that they will effectually 
purify TU gallons and !P9 gallons per cubic yard respectively, thc latter being equivalent to nearly gallons of sewageper
acre per day. Under the more favourable climatic conditions prevailing here, these areas would be somewhat reduced aud 
would correspond very nearly with those given above.
,, These calculations are based on the assumption that each area is allowed two periods of rest for one of work, or, in 

other words, that on the average only one-third of the area is receiving the sewage at one time, while the other two-thirds 
are being recuperated.

It may of course, be said that the conditions—the nature of the soil, &e.~ of the various places I have referred to 
are not iully known, and consequently cannot bc taken as examples of what might bn expected at Parramatta. Let us,
■ 1 rmnno60 ^nhat 13 jLc1t,1!l!1y '>eiuE ffoiie at thc Botany Farm. The daily dry weather sewage discharge at Botany Farm 
is LuUi-VJtJll gallons. Tlie total area prepared for the reception of sewerage is 3Sh acres. Of this area 125 acres are under 
crop, acres are used as filter-beds, and the balance as a storm-water overflow,
i filter-boils are frequently called upon to take the whole discharge equal to 109,100 Gallons per acre, for
engthened periods, and do so successfully. Taking, however, tlie irrigation and filter-beds together, the discharge per 

acre IS still large, viz., j6,000 gallons per day, equal at 40 gallons pier head, lo a population of 1,415 per acre. This is done 
without under-draining, Applying this as before to Parramatta, the area required for the present, prospective, and 
ultimate population would be as follows1 1 ’

Population ot area 
drained. Discharge per day. Area required 

of farm.
Discharge per acre, 

per day.

Present population ...... 12.000
32.500
48.500

gallons.
480,000 

] ,300,000

ftCrc<! callous.
56,600
56.600
50.600

Prospective population in 20 to 25 years
Ultimate population .. 23-0

Ott O

lo j i ?u-Hy ^>e,}to1.1’® calculation, given above, allows a discharge per acre, per day, of 48,400 gallons, If one-fourth 
s acklecl to this for colonial practice, owing to climatic advantages, it would he equal to 00,500 gallons, a quantity somewhat
abovctliatdischargodontotheBotanyfarm, which is, as stated, 50,000 gallons.
i +i Vt v of t're sewage by land filtration is almost perfect is shown hy tho experiments being carried out

au aChUf °f HeaIth ),vovlously referred to, where various filtering materials have been under continuous
scientific obsei ration for some years. These experiments prove conclusively that enormous quantities of sewage can, be passed

through
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through sand and gravel icithout reducing the Altering properties of the, material; and tkat the process is not merely a mechanical 
otic, hy ichtch the impurities are retained in the ^filter, hut that these impurities are, hy the process of nitrification completely 
oxidised and turned out, leaving the filter after long continued use, as pure and clean as when it was first prepared.

Where coarse Baud 5 feet deep was used as a filter, 50,000 gallons of sewage per acre pier day mere supplied, and it 
was found that 09 per cent, of the organic matter was destroyed. With 70,000 gallons per acre per day, the percentage of 
organic mutter destroyed was OS'S per cent, ; with 102,000 gallons'it teas 08'7 per cent. At the end of the third, year, the 
quantity of Htmagc being treated was more than double of that passed through at the end of the second year, and notwithstanding 
this thc ejfluent was purer. During the whole time, from OS'O per cent, to OO'OS pfr cent, of the basleria in the seivage was being 
destroyed. With similar material in another filter 100,000 gallons per acre per day, have been treated, and gave an eflluent 
in which Oil per cent, of the organic matter was destroyed. This filter has now been tested with a supply of 180,000 
gallons per acre per day, and gave a precipitant in whicli 97 per cent, of the impurities were destroyed. Where very fine, 
sand teas tested the results hare been equally satisfactory, so jar as they have gone. One filler had at date of last report 
been under observation for tmelri months; during eight months, sewage at thc rate, of 42,000 gallons per acre per day teas being 
passed, and the quantity was then increased to 00,000 <jaddons. The. last analysis shows that 99’7 per cent, of the organic 
matter was destroyed, and that practically none of thc bacteria remained. A 100,000-gallon supply has since been tested, 
but the results are uot yet to hand. -

A mixture of coarse and fine sand aud fine gravel in a bed only 4 feet deep, after eighteen mouths' continuous use, 
with a supply of 42,000 gallons for fifteen months, afterwards increased to'GO, 000 gallons, gave an effluent in which 99'3 % 
of the organic matter was destroyed together with practically all the bacteria.

I mag here be allowed to remark that the activity of the nitrifying organism as shown in the experiments given above, is 
an ample answer to thc question recently raised in Parliament and elsewhere, as to the effect of sewage farms in propagating 
epidemic diseases. As shown by the analysis of effluent waters taken at the Massachusetts Experimental Station and on eon- 
tinental farms, all bacterial life, on application to lam/, is at once destroyed by nitrification.

Jt may befurther staled that in the immediate prospect of the recent cholera epidemic making its appicarance in Prance, 
the Municipal authorities of Paris took action to ascertain the best means of improving the sanitary condition of that city, and 
averting the calamity. A commission was apqmnted with jlf. Poubdle, the J-’refcct of the Seine, as its /’resilient. It obtained 
the assistance and advice of the most eminent scientists of the day, and has had access lo most carefully prepared records 
collected by sanitary authorities of thc course of zymotic disease in sewered towns, and of all known preciptating systems in 
■use. The determination arrived at ivas, that the sewage farm system is the best, and work at Achtfres is being urgently carried 
out in consequence. .

There is an average population residing on the Berlin farms of about 1,600 persons. Since 1885 the death-rate 
from zymotic diseases has fallen from 4‘32tol'13 per 1,000, and generally speaking, when these diseases have been 
prevalent in Berlin the farm servants have escaped them.

The conclusions to ho drawn from the foregoing facts are : First—That the filtration limit in artificial sand filters 
has not yet been ascertained, but tliat the most recent records show that 180,000 gallons per acre per day, equal with a 40- 
gallon supply per head to a population of 4,500 per acre can be absorbed, and still give an effluent almost perfectly pure. 
[Engineering, 19th February, 1892). Second—That tlie limit accepted by the Rivers Vollution Commissioners, for 
English practice, is a discharge of 40,000 gallons per acre per day, equal lo a population of 1,000 per acre. Third—That 
with the more favourable climatic conditions prevailing in this Colony, that limit can hero he safely raised, as proved by 
the fact that at Botany 5G,G00 gallons per acre per day, equal at 40 gallons per head to a population of 1,415 per acre, arc 
being treated, and that, icithout subdraininy,

Tho sewage farm at Parramatta is 644 acres extent; 42 acres will consist of sand filling and 224 acres of friable 
clay, which though not capable of taking so much sewage as the sand is considered by some authorities to be even a better 
filtering medium.

The present population of Parramatta is 12,000, with an estimated sewage discharge of 480,000 gallons.
The prospective population in twenty to twenty-five years will he 32,000, with a sewage discharge of 1,300,000 

gallons ; and the ultimate population 48,500, with a sewage discharge of 1,940,000 gallons.
Reduced to population and discharge per acre of farm these figures are as follows :—

ropelutiOM 
of Arcatlraineti.

Population served, 
per Acre of Kami.

Sewerage
Discharge [>er Acre 

ot Farm.

Present population....................................
Prospective population in 20 to 25 years 
Ultimate population.................................

12,000
32.500
48.500

186
504
752

7,442
20,155
30,077

It will thus bc seen that even with tlie ultimate population (which will certainly not be reached within the next 
half-century) the Parramatta farm will have to do little more than half thc work that the Botany farm is now doing successfidly 
with similar filtering materials. To take the sewage of the present population it is proposed to prepare about 40 acres 
(though a smaller area would probably suffice) to be used partly as a filter and partly for irrigation, so that the land will 
not be overstrained till its nitrifying properties are fully developed by cultivation aud working. As the population 
increases this area will he more fully utilised, and extended as found necessary. It will ho at least twenty years before tiro 
minimum limit allowed in cold countries for intermittent downward filtration, viz., 500 persons per acre is reached, and it 
is, therefore, in my opinion, quite unnecessary to introduce any artificial means of precipitation, even if combined with land 
filtration, If at tlie end of, say, twenty years it is deemed desirable on commercial grounds not to further increase the 
quantity of sewage per acre, two courses will then be open, viz., either to purchase more land or to dispose of a portion of 
the sewage hy precipitation. By that time the now “modern ” processes will have been thoroughly tested and probably 
others discovered, and the authorities will have the advantage of selecting the best system then known, without being 
hampered with antiquated and pcrliaps useless plant.

The study of Bacteriology, though having advanced rapidly during the last few years, is still in its infancy. 
Chemists and scientists aro now concentrating their attention upon it, and new light is being thrown on the subject almost 
daily. When it is more fully understood there will he a prospect, as instanced hy the experiments of Messrs. Adoncy and 
Parry, of Dublin, recently explained by them to the British Institute of Public Health, of discovering some artificial 
process of nitrification and oxidation approaching in efficiency to the natural one through laud. Until the science is further 
advanced tho inadvisability of accepting, unless under the most urgent necessity, any artificial process now known will be 
apparent.

On page 9 of their report, the Public Works Committee seem to contemplate a combination of land filtration with 
tho precipitating process. Quoting from Mr. Stayton's evidence, they say : “ The Polarite filters would not necessarily 
always be in use. Irrigation from the tanks can be conducted in two ways : the supernatant water may be drawn olTdirect 
from tho large tanks after precipitation, or the effluent may be used after passage through tho filters. During tho growing 
season, when tho rye-grass will greedily devour nearly any quantity of sewage, the water may he taken direct from the pre
cipitation tanks ; but when the land and crops have but little purifying power, the filtering tanks would he constantly 
employed, the effluent being afterwards run over the surface of the land for aeration." Passing over the fact that this 
evidence bears out the contention that even if precipitation is used tlie sewago farm cannot be dispensed with, I would 
point out: First—that at Clay Cliff Creek, where tlie Committee propose to locate tlie precipitating works, only a few 
acres of land are available ; second—that they would have to be resumed at a very large cost, owing to their suitability for 
building sites and their contiguity to the town ; third—that even if a sufficient area could bc obtained it is not so suitable 
as that ou the farm already purchased, as it consists wholly of clay, aud having an irregular surface would require more 
preparation ; and fourth—that its adoption would entail thc abandonment of the area already resumed at a cost of about 
£6,000.

The Committoo make no reference to the relative cost of the two schemes, or of the working expenses. In my 
previous report I showed that under both these heads the departmental scheme has a decided advantage. I now submit 
that I have succeeded in showing : First—that it is only under exceptional circumstances, such as the impossibility of 
procuring suitable laud for filtration, thatprccipitation should be allowed ; second—that no such difficulty exists in tlie case 
of Parramatta ; third—that the site selected and purchased at Duck lliver is suitable for a farm, while that at Clay Cliff 
Creek is not, aud that the material of which it is proposed to construct the farm is proved to have qualities superior to any

other
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other for destroying ull noKioua mutter liurtfnl to life end health ; fonrtli—that land irrigation and filtration is the only 
known means of procuring a pure eflluent; fifth—that all sanitarians agree and statistics show that sewage farms, properly 
managed, are not injurious to health, nor do they create a nuisance ; sixth—that the area resumed will he amply suflicient 
for requirements not ouly of the present but for the prospective population iu twenty-five years, and with modification of 
arrangements, for the ultimate population of 48,500 also.

I regret that under these circumstances I cannot concur in thc recommendation of the Parliamentary Standing Com
mittee on Public Works that “tho sewage should he dealt with at thc pumping station at Clay ClilV Crock by a system of 
precipitation ami filtration.” I would further strongly urge that no action should he taken in carrying out their recom
mendation till a competent and unprejudiced engineering opinion has been obtained on the matter.

ROUX. HICKSON, M. Inst. C.E.,
l'2th November, IS02. Commissioner aud Engineer-in-Chief, Roads, Bridges, and Sewerage,

At
Messrs. W. \V, Wardell, C. N. Bell, and 0. Chamier to Tlie Under Secretary for Public Works.

Parramatta Sewerage.
Sir, ■ ' Sydney, 28 July, 18SI3.

Referring to your letter of the loth July instant, conveying to the undersigned their appointments by the 
Hon. the Minister for Public Works as a Board to inquire into proposals made for sewage works for the Town of Parra
matta, and to yonr instructions that wc should review the evidence given in tho Report of the Parliamentary Standing 
Committee on Public Works relative thereto, inspect tlie site of the proposed works, calling further evidence if necessary, 
and advise on the question raised as to whether the scheme proposed hy thc Department for treating the sewago entirely 
by sewage-farming, as at Botany, should be carried out. or whether it is more desirable to treat it by a process of precipi
tation and filtration, we have the honour to report as follows :—

In compliance with these instructions we have carefully considered all the evidence adduced, tho separate pro
fessional reports on tlie subject, and the finding of the Parliamentary Committee. Wo also visited tho town of Parra
matta, and examined the localities where it was proposed to lay tho main sewers, also thc condition of drainage of tlie 
township, the adjacent river, and the site for the proposed pumping-station. We visited tlie reclamation works at .Neutral 
Bay and long Cove to ascertain the nature of the material which is to he obtained, and its suitability for sewage-farming 
uses, and we examined with every care thc site chosen for the proposed farm at Parramatta, where a block of land lias 
already been secured by the Government for the purpose.

We made, also, a careful inspection of tho Sewage Farm at Botany, and found it iu excellent working order, giving 
satisfactory results, and without any nuisance whatever.

The evidence already before ns is so abundant that we did not consider it necessary to invite any further, and wo 
proceeded to weigh it iu respect to the two schemes ou which our opinion is desired.

There can he no.doubt that thc evidence given in favour of precipitation and filtration shows how useful it would bc 
in cases of necessity, or where sewage-farming would he impracticable ; but as all thc conditions necessary to make sewage
farming successful arc present in the case of Parramatta, we found no difficulty in arriving at a unanimous decision in its 
favour, as wc consider it the simplest, cheapest, and best method of meeting the requirements.

In this opinion wc are supported, not only hy thc preponderance of the evidence before ns, but by the overwhelming 
concurrence of the leading authorities of the present day on sanitary engineering, many of whom have been quoted in tho 
Commissioner's reply, dated 12th November, 1892, to the Report of thc Parliamentary Committee. 'Those engineers, also, 
who have recentiy advised the Australian Governments on the drainage of their principal cities have been of one accord iu 
recommending sewage irrigation, and where their designs have been carried out a perfect success has been realised. The 
examples at Adelaide, S.A., Christchurch, N.Z., aud Botany, are instances in point, ami similar works are nowin course 
of construction for the sewage of Melbourne. At Christchurch, N.X.. thc area prepared and used is 42 acres, the popula
tion draining to it is 30,000, and thc sewage discharge 1,200,000 gallons per day. It has been in use ten years without 
complaint of any kind, although surrounded by houses and farms.

Wo think, indeed, there can he no reasonable doubt, in view of thc varied experience of thc past twenty years, that 
where suitable land is available the practice of distributing the sewago on its surface is the best means for its disposal,

The vory important question raised by tlie Coininittcc as to the area of tlie ground available being sufficient for thc 
purpose intended, has been so completely answered by tbe Commissioner’s reply, 12/11/92, that we need only refer to it, 
and wc thiuk that tbe sandy material with which it is proposed to reclaim the low lying portion of thc farm is well 
adapted for sewage irrigation, and tho area, 49 acres, so reclaimed will be amply large enough to meet the requirement of 
thc sewage of Parramatta for many years to come. Tlie more elevated portion of tho ground, comprising 22 acres, can by 
means of subsoil drainage be rendered equally serviceable when required, and the whole area of 92 acres then available 
would, in our opinion, he sufficient for three times thc present population of the town. On this account wc consider that 
tlie initial outlay provided for the preparation of this portion may be postponed for many years, or very largely reduced.

We would also advise thc diversion of the rainfall. In the case of Parramatta there is no reason why any rain at 
all should be admitted to the sewci-s. The town of Parramatta is situated on sloping ground, where all rain-water will 
flow with ease to the nearest storm-water channels or drains. If the rainfall is diverted the quantity of sewage would be 
reduced by more than one-halt, and, therefore, the capacity of the land to deal with is at least doubled, while thc sewage 
itself, being so much less diluted, would be better suited for farming requirements, ft would also require less pumping 
and smaller conduits.and would probably reduce thc cost of construction by 2o per cent.

Wc also find that, under the proposal to exclude the rain-water in both cases in comparing the two systems of 
sewage-farming aud thc ‘'International,” both the initial and annual cost of tlie former would be about 25 per cent, less 
than the latter. • •

Subject, therefore, to what we have suggested, our own judgment and experiences confirm the recommendation of 
the Department, and, supported as we are by the opinion of those who are accepted as the best authorities in Europe on 
this branch of science, we have no hesitation in advising that—with the modifications mentioned—they should be adopted.

We lijive, &c.,
W. W. WARDELL, M. Inst, C.E., Chairman.
C. NAPIER BELL, M. Inst. C.E.
GEORGE CHAMIER, M. lust. C.E.

A2.
The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief to Thc Under Secretary for Public Works.

Department of Public Works, Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch,
Sydney, 12 August, 1893,

Parramatta Sewerage Scheme.
It cannot but bo a matter of considerable satisfaction to the Minister to be assured that the scheme for the sewerage of 
Parramatta, to which he, on the advice of his responsible officers, was committed, lias been shown, after a very searching 
inquiry hy three professional and independent engineering experts, to ho thc “ simplest, cheapest, and best method of 
meeting the requirements,” and so far from the farm being too small, they are of opinion “ that 40 acres {out of tho total of 
02) will be amply large enough to meet the requirements for many years to come.”

While on this point I might be permitted to remark that engineers have a great deal to learn yet as to the actual 
capabilities of a sewage-farm composed of sand and in a climate such as ours.

The Botany Sewage Farm has certainly surprised me, and makes one feci how very little one really knew on the 
subject. It was originally designed to serve a population of 800 persons per acre, which, at the time, was considered a 
large numhar. As a matter of fact, however, it is now (after being at work some five years) dealing, without creating any 
nuisance whatsoever, with the sewage from a population of over 1,400 per acre ; and I am of opinion, if no more land could 
he obtained and the population increased, the same area could he made to serve for a larger number of people, which leads 
one to think thc Rivers Pollution Cominissionera were uot so far wrong when, in 1870, they fixed the limit at 2,000 persons 
per acre. It

/
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It should also lie mnomlicreil thal the ske of sewage fnnns is generally decided more fi'om a ooiumorcial point of 
view than from that of a sanitary one. The larger the farm, of course within reason, the better it will pay, the revenue 
increasing in direct proportion to the siae of the farm, while the expenses of management will not increase at anything like 
the same rate ; and this, no doubt, to some extent accounts for the large farms, ill proportion to the population, which are 
generally in use.

The exclusion of the storm-water from the sewers suggested by Messrs. Warded, Bell, and Chamier, will receive 
careful consideration when the details of the scheme come to be worked nut. I would, however, point out that this is a 
matter on which the leading sanitary engineers of the present day hold very difl'ereut views.

Leaving out all artificial schemes, there are three means of dealing with the sewage of towns, as follows :—
1st. “ Combined System," by which all storm-water is carried off with the sewage.
1’nd. " Separate System,by which sewage only is dealt with, storm-water being carried by other means.
:Srd. “Vartially Separate System," by which a certain portion of the storm-water is allowed into the sewers.

Bach of these systems has its own advocates, and I am inclined to think the “ Partially Separate System” ia, as a rule, the 
host. It is this system which has been adopted in the sewerage of Sydney and suburbs, the quantity of water allowed into 
the Sydney sewers ranging from 4 cubic feet per minute per acre to 1-19 cubic feet per minute per acre, while for Parramatta 
that quantity was reduced to ,!)2 cubic feet per minute per acre. But, as Isaid before, itmay bequite possible to exclude all 
storm-water from the Parramatta sewers, in which ease a saving in the cost of the scheme might be effected. _

The question now to decide is, what is the next step to be taken'' and though this is a matter which rests entirely 
with the Minister, I might be permitted to say, it would appear of little use to resubmit a purely sanitary engineering 
question such as tins, which iias been fully dealt with by a, IScientifie Board, to a committee of laymen.

' ROBT. JITOKSOX.

A3.
Mu. G-. Gohijo.v, M.I.C.K., ox tiik Rusi'osaj, or Skwaok.

Bear dir, Sydney, 1:t Vcbruurv, 1894.
I u compliance with your request at. our interview yesiordav, I have much pleasure in placing at your disposal the 

following notes on the disposal of sewage, I have given the subject much careful study for a good many years. About 1880, 
1 [.('lit in a report on 11 ir sewerage of Melbourne, which gained the premium offered by the then Mayor. A few yours ago, at 
(he request; of tlio Royal Sanitary Commission, 1 submitteda new scheme for the sewerage of Melbourne, which embraced a 
much larger area than my report of 1880 had been intended to deal with. 1 also udvisedThe City Council of Dunedin on the 
disposal of the sewage there. During my recent visit to England, 1 visited a good many sewerage works there, both of pre
cipitation mid filtration, tbnf being one object of my visit. 1. found in England (hat the prevailing opinion among ranitary 
engineer.! of eminence is that the best means of disposal of the sewage of inland towns, or wherever a discharge into a strong 
tidal current is impractieahk,, and wherever land can bo obtained, is by means of irrigation, both as regards eflieiencv and 
economy, 'flic examples of Berlin, Adelaide, and many other cities where this system has been adopted with great success 
from a sunilary point of view, nre no doubt onereuson why purification by filtration is, so for us my inquiries inform me, 
looked on with less and less favour. In my opinion, in wet climates a portion of the farm should be set apart for “ intermit
tent downward filtration,” ns a means of rapid purification at iiincs when the sewage and rainfall are in excess of what can bo 
profitably applied to the farm proper. The same consideration seems to point to the desirability of as much as possible of the 
rainfall bring disposed of separately from the sewage. I have not had any opportunity of carrying out any sevvernge works, 
as distinguished from (load-drainage ofeilics, but many of noting the advantages and defects of different systems; and although 
I have not personally examined (he special casein question, from wlmt 1. have road of it, T have no doubt whatever that a 
sewage-farm is the only proper plan to be adopted, and that the available area is amply suilicicnt.

Tours faithfully,
.T- Barling, lisq. Ch GORDON, MJ.C.I5.

In recommending the separate system, I do not recommend the exclusion of Iho drainage from back yards, &c., bul only 
the clean water from roofs, storm-water running off largo clean areas—parks, gardens, &e.—which can be disposed of by open 
channels without nuisance; but it is chiefly a question of expense,—G.G.

Forward for information nf the Public Works Committee.—W.J.L., 14/2/94. The Seerriary to the Committee.— 
J.B., 14/2 '94,

Ai.
OjJSKRVATIOXS OX THIi TkKATMKNT Of iSEWAUK IN TIIK UxiTEU KlXCKOM.

The Under Secretary for Public Works,— .
Bir, Harbours and Rivers Deportment, Sydney, 20/2/fl'l.

Duvinj' my visit to England last August, instructions were forwarded to me from the Minister, directing me to 
make some inquiries on behalf of the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges, into the efficacy of some 
of the systems adopted for the treatment of sewage in the United Kingdom, and especially to obtain particulars of a pro
cess lately introduced by Messrs. Adency and Parry, of Dublin.

As I was aware that a very complete and detailed report had been submitted on " Sewage Purification as practised 
in Great Britain’1 bo recently as 1S91, by Mr. Stayutou, M. Inst. C.E. ; from information gathered by him during a pro
longed visit to Europe, I did not consider it necessary to enter into a detailed examination of different sewage systems— 
for which indeed I had neither time nor funds available—but rather endeavoured to obtain what information I could, as to 
practical results from interviews with welt known sanitary authorities in England and Ireland, and by the personal exami
nation of a few typical works. I avoided obtaining information from the proprietors of any patented process—except in 
one ease, whore it wag unavoidable, and then I carefully verified the information—as I generally find such information is 
apt to lie highly coloured.

As the result of my observations, I am inclined to believe that after all the best system is the old-fashioned one of Ocean discharge, 
simply discharging the crude sewage into the deepwater of the ocean. Unfortunately, there arc few instances remaining 
where this can bo done in the old country without injuring the adjoining foreshores. It is about to be adopted for the city yini,][n lmi„ 
of Dublin, the outfall being at the extremity of the south wall at the entrance to the river, where it is expected, with the draiimf;e. 
system of reservoirs, to retain the sewage till the commencement of ebb, that the strong sweep of the tide, concentrated by 
the port training walls, will ho effectual in carrying the sewage out into the deep waters of the Irish Channel. A similar 
system was tried unsuccessfully in Loudon, owing to the outfall being too far from the ocean. In the case of Dublin, it will 
probably he successful, though I would prefer seeing the outfall at the point of Howth Head.

Next in order of merit, 1 would place a suitably-selected and well managed sewage farm, of which there are many scwaec farms, 
examples in England. This system has stood the test of centuries, and with unprejudiced engineer's, would always he 
adopted in preference to any chemical process.

The Oroydctn farm, near London, 1 took, as a good example of sewage disposal by broad irrigation on unprepared Croydon farm, 
and undrained land. Though some nf tiic land is well suited for the purpose, being light and friable, with a gravelly sub
soil, much of it is of clayey nature and not by any means what one would desire—nevertheless, the farm is worked most success- ]q01(] [rri,ration, 
fully, and creates no nuisance to the adjoining suburban towns. Though I frequently crossed the farm both in summer and ‘ "
winter, I only once detected an unpleasant smell, and that was in a cold frosty day in November, when apparently, some grass 
meadows were receiving more irrigation than they could absorb. It is obvious that in cold countries sewage farms work 
under a great disadvantage in winter time, when the ground becomes frozen, and the growth of plants practically ceases.
It is at such times that iv sand filtration area proves a valuable aid. ■

To dispose of the sewage of a largo city on the broad irrigation principle, would require such an enormous area of 
land, that in most instances its future adoption is debarred in the old country. For instance, to treat the present North 
Loudon outfall would require an area of about 8,000 acres.
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and irrigation.

Intermittent 
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irrigation.

Prccipitacmn 
and nitration. 
International 
system.

Experimental 
(ioke filter.

Preci]>itation 
without 
lilt rat ion.

London sewage 
Bystem,

In or<Jer to reduce the area of land necessary previous precipitation is often resorted to with success. There arc 
many precipitating agents and processes, all of which may be styled successful when the effluent is afterwards filtered 
tlu-ougli land or specially prepared filters, Tt ia, however, generally allowed that where possible it is better to apply the 
crude sewage to the land, as the disposal of the sludge is always a difficulty, and never repays the cost of the elietnieals 
used in its precipitation, or the expense of pressing it: besides the precipitating agents employed are generally antagonistic 
to the “fiiendly microbe,” whose aid must be relied on to finally purify the effluent.

From what I learn in the course of my investigations I am convinced that intermittent filtration on specially 
prepared areas will be largely resorted to in the future. T find that the highest authorities on the subject .are constantly 
experimenting m tins direction with specially prepared filters and with most satisfactory results. It is only at the present 
tune that the action of a sewage filter is beginning to be understood. It is no longer looked upon simply as a strainer, 
which in time would become choked by foul sediment, but rather as a nursery m which to rear “friendly microbes.” 
The publication of the results of the valuable experiments carried out by the State Hoard of Massachusetts, has done more 
to remove the old urronaous opinion than any works previously published on the subject. It appears now that the most 
perfect sewage system is that which to the greatest degree, and hi the simplest manner, assists nature in her constant 
work, of purifying the world. J

On a well constructed and managed sewage farm, the greater part of tiie solids contained in sewage is utilised by 
nature for the growth ol plants, wbile what escapes in solution to the lower strata is there devoured by the “friendly 
microbe,'’ ami split up into useful components.

In order to cultivate this “friendly iniciobe,” it is only necessary to have a porous bed, and to give it short periods 
of rest sufficient to allow it to become aerated. It seems to thrive bettor in sand than m clay, u> coarse sand than in fine, 
and in gravel than m sand.

I am convinced that a mistake is being made in many sewage farms by keeping portions of them as grass meadows. 
The grass sward—naturally impervious to .nr—is rendered nmie so by the tramping oi cattle, I liave noticed in several 
instances that the only objectionable portions of a sewage farm were these water meadows, as they are termed.
_ Of precipitating processes combined with filtratiua peiliapis the most largely advertised, and therefore beat known, 
is the International In this system the sen-age is first precipitated by aid of a natural substance which is termed 
“Ferozone,” containing the well known agents, oxide of itou, alumina, and magnesia. The diluent is there passed 
through a well designed filter, consisting of layers of sand, and a spongy form oi magnetic oxide of iron, called polarite, 
for which special virtues arc claimed. There is no doubt that the process is a good one, and does its work well, except in 
cases where it is attempted to work with too small an area of filter bed ; it, however, appears to come rather expensive— 
furozone costing in London about -Cf! per ton, and polarite £4. I am informed that it requires about 10 cwt. of ferozone to 
precipitate 1,000,000 gallons of sewage, or ill worth per million, so that if this agent were employed at North London to 
deal with a sewage How of 120 millions, the cost would amount to some £11,000 per annum, or fully three times what the 
present chemicals cost. With regunl to the jiolante used in the filters ; it seems hardly worth while paying £4 per ton 
for a substance, which after all only forms a small portion of the filter, the remaindei being the old fashioned material 
sand—when practically as good results can he obtained by the use of the small waste coke from a gas works.

While in London I saw an expeiimental filter ol less than I acie, consisting of :} font 0 inches of waste small coke, 
covered by 0 inches of sharp gravel, through which daily 1,001),0U0 gallons of the North Loudon sewage were being passed 
after precipitation. Tins filter had only been m uae sixteen days, and w.is being worked with varying periods of rest. 
The effluent appeared bright and sparkling, and I was informed, proved on analysis to be as pure as those given by more 
expensive processes. '

It is quite apparent therefore, so lourr as the filtering material is porous and open, and is given the opportunity to 
aerate at proper intervals, that the “frieniTly microbe,” or “nature's scavenger,’' may he relied upon to do its work 
effectually. ,

Failures will generally be found to have arisen from the use of too close a material in the filters—or sewage farm, 
as the case may bo, or from the areas being too small and consequently overworked.

Precipitation without subsequent liltration is resorted to under various systems. 'The effluent being discharged into 
a river, or if that is impossible, utilised for litigation. In the latter case it really amounts to filtration, while in the 
former reliance is placed on the volume ami purity of the rivci to oxidize what at the best, is always a putrifying effluent. 
The peculiarity of tiie system introduced by Messrs. Adoney and Party—to be afterwards described—is that they charge 
the effluent with oxygon in order to encourage the growth of the friendly microbe, and insure it doing its work effectually 
before the effluent has time to putrify.

The North London sewage outfall works being of very modern construction, and probably by far the largest in the 
world, were carefully examined by me in November, previous to which I had a long interview with Mr. Alexander 
Binnie, M, Inst. C.R., Engineer to the London Comity Council, who kindly supplied me with plans of the works and 
much valuable information, and gave instructions that I should be shown everything I wished to see. The following 
description of the process may lie found useful :—

The sewage arrives at the works m three sewers each 9 feet in diameter, the summer flow being about 110,000,000 
gallons per day. It passes through coarse grids, removing about 13 tons of ffoating refuse per day, which is burnt in a 
lurnaee along side. It then receives a charge of qiiiek-hme slacked in the surface water from the sludge settling tanks — 
30 tons being the daily consumption of lime, which is added in varying quantities, according to the hour of the day. 
After flowing about a quarter of a mile, in a closed sewer, it receives a charge of solution of proto-sulphate of iron, ajid 
then after a further flow of 700 feet it reaches a long valve chamber from which it is allowed to flow into a series of 
precipitating channels, thirteen in number, each being about 1,000 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 20 feet deep, with arched 
top and bottom. The total capacity being about 20,000,000 gallons, or one-sixth the daily average flow—and allowing for 
one channel always being empty for cleaning, it would appear that the sewage gets alxmt four hours for precipitation.

After flowing slowly through the precipitating channel, the sewage escapes over a weir at the far end, and passing 
through the sewage storage reservoir—used m iormer years to hold hack the crude sewage till time of ebb—it escapes into 
the Thames at the mouth of Barking Creek, nearly' opposite Woolwich Arsenal. It is not found necessary to hold back 
the effluent, but it can be done if desired. During very hot weather, when there is little fresh water in the Thames, a 
small quantity of manganale of soda and sulphuric acid is added to the effluent os a deodorizer. This is, however, not often 
necessary. The maximum quantity used in any week during last summer—winch was the hottest and driest ever known 
in England —amounted to mangannto of soda, Ci trma. sulphuric acid, 4 tons.

The precipitating channels are emptied in rotation every fifty hours, After closing the inlet valve the water is drawm 
off' from the surface through a series of beautifully-constructed hydraulic valves, which follow down the water as the surface 
sinks. The liquid sludge which remains at the bottom varying in thickness from 4 feet at the inlet, to 1 foot at the outlet 
cud Ms then drawn and swept off to a punij)-wc)l, through a drain along She bottom. The chamber is then scraped and 
roughly' washed out by' a gang of men employed constantly at the work. I was all through one of these channcJs imme
diately after being cleared, and did not find it unpleasant in any way, except that it was rather warm, I learned that the 
worn men do not find it unhealthy ; one of them informed me lie hud been sixteen yeais at this or similar work, and was 
hardly e\ er ill. '

The sludge, before reaching the pump-well, is submitted to a fiirthor screening, to remove stonas, Ac., which might 
destroy the pumps. It is impossible, however, to remove the sand, and, in consequence, the pumps, plungers, and centri
fugal pump-shells, aio very toon dcstioyod.

From the well it is pumped into sludge settling-tanks, where it remains till the steam-hoppers arrive to carry it to 
sea. The'Surface-water which rises off the sludge, being too foul to discharge into the mer, is pumped back to the 
liming station and used for slacking the lime. From the sludge-tanks the sludge ia pumped to the extremity of a pier, and 
into hopper-steamers, which convey it to the “ Deeps” at the mouth of the Thames, some 12 mites below the Nore.

This mode of getting rid of the sludge is the only way in which such a vast quantity could be dealt with. The costof 
pressing it, 1 was informed, would have amounted to 4b. fid. per ton.

The following particulars, which I extracted from the books at the works, may prove instructive :—

If'cei ending 2S October, 1393.
Sewage treated, 833,000,000 gallons.
Lime used, 273 tons ; sulphate of iron, 57 tons. 1G cwt. 
Refuse strained out and burnt, 90 tons.
Sludge sent to sea, 31,000 tons, The
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The effluent I found to bo very fair, though a little tinged with yellow, and smelling slightly of parafine. It was in 
appearance clearer than the Thames at the best of times when passing London Bridge. .

One million gallons of the. effluent woe being passed dtuly thmugh an experimental filter of less than one acre in 
area, with very good results. This filter has already been described.

The North London system must, I think, bn looked- upon as a success, and if-the Thames wore not already so loin 
there would be no further trouble with tliu effluent or need for deodorizers, Tt would, however, bo a vast improvement if 
there was added to the scheme about 100 acres of coke filter-beds, similar to the one already in use. Appended is a litho

graphic plan showing the whole works. , . , ______ _ cw™
It remains for ma to now describe the “Oxygen Sewage Purification System, as introduced by Messrs, Adeney and 1

Parry, of Dublin. , ■ ,T , . ■-i li Artcney and
Mr. Adcncy, I may mention, is a scientific chemist and Curator of (lie Koyal University of I reland, wmle Air l any t’arr}. 

is a well-known sanitary engineer who has carried out many small sewage works, ami is looked upon ns one of the best 
authorities in Ireland on domestic sanitation. , . ,

These two gentlemen, who have been experimenting for some years, have conjointly brought out this apparently 
simple ami efficient method of treating sewage which is now in use at several places m Ireland. 1 had several interviews 
with Mr, Parry, and accompanied him over the works at the Criminal Lunatic Asylum in Uumlruin, near JJubhn. Ihe 
compactness of the works, the freedom from all smell, and tbo slight attention required, at once struck me aa points in 
favour of the adoption of this system for isolated cases, such os public institutions, small villages, private houses, and where 

land is not available for sewage farms or filters. _ .
The works at Dundrum Asylum, treating the sewage of a population of '250. are contained in a shod measuring 

2d feet by 20. In it there are three similar tanks, very much deeper than the ordinary sewage tank, being 7 foot square 
and 111 feet (loop, with oomeui bottoms and pump-wells.

The sewage as it arrives falls on a small ovoishot water■ v, heel, which actuates a number of tappet valves, ana regu
lates the supply of chemicals according to the quantity of sewage. _

The sewage passes without any addition of chemicals down a pipe to the bottom of the first tank, and is there 
delivered evenly over the bottom, and as it rises through the Hi foot depth is naturally strained by having its fine particles 
caught in the gelatinous matter and thus partially purified. _ ,

It is important that the sewage should rise evenly through the whole tank without forming currents, m future, 
therefore, the tanks -will he constructed of a circular form.

The effluent from the surface of the first tank, after passing through a mixing race where it receives a dose of from 
3 to -f grains to the gallon of manganate of soda, and then a small dose of sulphate of alumina, passes to the Imttom of the 
second tank, and after rising through its depth flow's in a comparatively clear stream to the bottom of the third tank, at the 
surface of w-hicli it receives a final charge of 2 or 3 grains to the gallon of nitrate of soda, and is discharged over a white 
weir in In a small Inook, winch (lows on its course to the river through a gentlemans private domain. This brook though 
originally of a smaller volume than the sewage effluent it receives is apparently unpolluted. _

The minimum sewage flow' is about, 11,POO gallons per day, but during wet weather it probably rises to 20,000, owing 
to the drainage from about 1£ acres of roofs and concrete yards passing into the sewers.

It will be seen fiom the foregoimi, that the sewage is subjected to the following processes, viz. (U Mechanical 
subsidence ; {2} chemical precipitation ; (3) oxidation. The oxidation brought about by the admixture of nitrate of soda 
with the already clarified effluent is relied upon to promote the growth of the friendly microbe, and thus prevent the small
brook becoming foul, and it uei Iaiidy appears to answer the purpose intended. ...

The sludge is diawn from the bottom of the tanka by means of an exhauster, consisting of a reservoir and air-pump— 
by far the largest deposit is found in the fust tank—whilo tery little is found in the third. It is not necessary to stop 
working or to run oil* tile '.auks when tins is heine done. The sludge is then strained through canvas hags, and either 
huriod as manure in the Asylum gardens, or driocl and kept for use as required. _ .

The drying process is very simple, and by an ingenious method goes on without creating any objectionahlo smell.
Tile pressed sludge is spread on the lloor and mixed with a little of the oxylidrate of manganese which is deposited in and 
recovered from the second tank, ami by simply turning tho whole occasionally to expose fresh surfaces to the air the mass 
dries to a powder without creating any nuisance—in this form, it is very valuable as a manure, _

I was unable to arrive at the cost of the chemicals consumed, as experiments were still being carried on so as to 
determine the most economical mode of working. I was informed that all the manganese can be recovered from the second 
tank ami reconverted at about half its original cost, and that the nitrate of soda is tho most expensive item. _

I was also informed that the total cost of the works was about £500, and that tho working expenses, including 
attendance, amounted to 3s. fid. per day. The operations are almost automatic throughout, requiring only about half the 
time of an unskilled labourer, who is otherwise employed about the asylum, all motive power—except for working the 
exhaust pump—is supplied by the slight full of the sewage itself, and the arrangements for admitting the proper quantities 
of choinieuls and for exhausting the sbulgo arc most simple and efficient,

Ti listing that the above information which was collected with some difficulty, may prove of value to the Department.
I have, &c,,

EDVVD. B. PRICE,
M. List. O.E.

B,
[To Evidence ofO. iV. Bcli, Esq.]

Notes EESriftriNGf SepauA'iios or Rais’ thom Seweks, and the etvicts ok uoing ho.
The scheme being taken us u mean between the oxt.rcmos of present requirements and supposed future extension, viz., 20,000 
people nl 40 gallons per 24 hours one-half flowing in H hours gives M33 gallons per minute. Tho ruin odmitled, as proposed, 
is 1 inch on 200 square feet of roof for each person, giving 1,503 gallons per minute.

Tho 833 gallons of sewage is equal to 1'33 inches of rain in 24- hours over the entire area of the farm, and the 1 inch 
of rain is equal to 2 33 inches over tho same urea. Together they equal 3‘6G inches of rainfall, which is in addition to tho 
natural rainfall on the farm itself; so that if there happens a 2f-incii fall of ram, which is not unusual, the farm has to 
sustain (jj inches of rainfall in place of 3J inches if the rain were kept out of tho sewers; and tins 3J inches is quite enough 
for the farm to deal with in wet. weather. _ . .....

In a rimi-slonn of iochra every gallon of sewage will be drenched with nearly 5 gallons of rain, and this is pist, 
what makes farmers object to receiving sewage on lluir land, as they get it drenehed at a time when it bus all it cun do to 
absorb the sewage only. .

The allowance of 202 square feet of roof-area to each person equals in a family of five to I.OOO square feet, wlndi is 
about the roof-spar-e of a house 33 tcet by 30 feet. This allowance is, in fact, intended to include Ihe whole roof-area of the 
town, winch is more than half the total area of olosoly-bnilt, towns, counting in streets, yards, and open spaces. It follows 
that were Parramatta closely built over more than half the area of the town will have the total rainfall admitted to the 
sewers, for there are no means of excluding it, 'ind if 4 inch is nrleiitted all will get m.

The sewers are built to carry 1 inch only of this rain, Hint, 2b and even 4 inches of rain, are not unusual; Die sewers 
will in such a case be gorged with rain, and must, he reheied by storm overflows. At the pumps also the surplus will be 
made to oveiflow, so Unit only the intended 1 inch on roof-area will come to the pumps, But the sewage will be drenehed 
with useless water, and to that extent injured for pu’-poses ol the iarm.

Hi admit ling this amount of rain, the sewers have to he made big enough to carry 2,o3fi gallons per inmuto ; whereas, 
if the iftm were excluded, Mi3 pallon? per minute would gufliee.

It ia often urged timt Uie ruin is necessary to flush the Fewer* find ke?p them sweet. Tins argument is of no ralue, as 
the sewer*, if user i'uul, will be so in dry wenlhcr, and means must then be token to flush them with, the wot.r-r supply. If 
these means arc ctt'cctunl in dry weather, they will bo so at all time?, therefore the min h unnecessary, ns it does not act
when most wauled. . . .

1 irmmiv rnsrs where a separate system if ailopfcd it ifl neee^nry to hmlrl fitorni-wator sewors nl«o ; this is not re«.piirc<1 
at ParrmiiaMn, it1! it is ext cLlentUr situated for dminin^ olf rtin-water by the sule-cbuunels of thu iiLrects to the river, tnul a
storm-water channel is already provided for the low parts,^ I here
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1 here would be some better reafon for uduiltLing tho ram-wn.t-er off tbo streets, as this is very Cltby ; but the sand, 
mud, and road-grit is very injurious and troublesome if admitted to the sowers, and difficult to exclude if the street-water is 
admitted. There is no good reason for admitting rain-water off the roofs, which is quite clean.

The geueml practice in England.of admitting some portion of rain to the sewers is due to the unwillingness of engineers 
to disturb and upset old-established house arrangements of rain-water down-pipes and otiicr connections of dwrlling^whii-h 
of old have been used to carry ram and sewage together. There Inis been a very natural reluctance to maldng the people incur 
the expense of entirely changing the system of their house-pipes, so as to separate the sewage from the rain, the cost nf which 
to the inhabitants came to enormous sums in large towns. The engineers therefore let these fixtures alone, with the conse
quence that the sewers had to receive a certain proportion of rain along with the sewage.

j\ separate system aims at conveying away only sucli water as is fouled bv use—that is, atl slops, bath-wafer, water 
from yards and stables. '

, % reducing the site of the sewers to suit thorn for the smaller quantity they have to carry by excluding the rain, it 
sometimes happens that the gradients have to be steepened, thus incurring greater expense in deeper trenches. I have looked 
over the gradients for tho sewers for rarrumutta, and L see no reason to steepen the gradients of any of the sewers which 
harp their sires reduced, as these gradients have been in use in Christchurch and elsewhere for many years with no bad results. 
, The Hon. W. E. Taylor, M.p., M.LC.. at imieciing of the Royal Society, 1892, mentioned the system of seweromj 
introduced at Memphis on the Mississippi, TI.S.A., as the best illustration of the separate system, and differing from ordinary 
usage on the following particulars : Storm and surface water rigorously excluded from tho sewers; pipes to bo so small ns lo ho 
never less than half-full of sewage; automatic flushing tanks of 120 to 150 gallons at top end of each line of pipes. Has 
been in operation for four years with perfect satisfaction. Memphis is a town of 50,009 people ; tho drainage is for foul 
water and sewage only ; drains are 6 feet dee)); average house-pipes arc 4 inches diameter, and sewers are S, 10,12, and 15 
inches diameter. Ry adopling the separate system, und excluding the rain, a saving lias been effected of £280,000 in the 
drainage of Memphis.

At Christchurch, N.Z , no rain is admitted, hut a good deal of subsoil water is purposely admitted with tho object of 
drying the ground, also tho waste from many artesian wells driving hydraulic rams is admitted"on payment of a small 'yearly 
sum as a contribution to the cost of pumping. ' ' '

13 February, 189'!.
C. E A PIER BELL,

M, Inst. O.E.

C,
The Bokoonh or flimxvit.LK, amn the J’uorosi:]) Sewage-Eakji.

‘'!ri , Public IVorks Department, Sydney, 12 February, 1894.
i-ii ^ ‘l111 by Mr. Secretary Lyno to forward, for the information of the Committee, copies of corrospnndenec

which has taken place between the Borough Council of Granville and this Department, on the sub]cet of the pionoscd 
•sewage-farm in connection with the scheme of sewerage fer Pairamatta. '

'The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public'Works.

I have. &c.,
J. BARLING,

Under Secret;ll7-

He Sarai/c-farm for Parramatta.
“lri _ Borough of Granville Council Chambers. 9 February, 1S94.

r i i His Worship^ the Mayor of Granville has noticed that the question of establishing the above has again been 
referred to the I ublic Works Committee for consideration, I am directed to inform you that the Borough of Granville has 
always objected to the establishment of this farm, and that evidence to such effect was furnished by the Mayor during thu 
time of the first consideration. The prospective rights of the borough of Granville were not, however, made clear on that 
occasion, and it is hoped that should a majority of that Committee decide in favour of the scheme, that the rieht of this 
Borough to the use of the farm, whenever such use may be required, may he fully and firmly stated and established.

The Under Secretary, Public Works Department.

Yours, Ac.,
JOHN SCARBOROUGH,

Council Clerk.

!5n5 Department of Public Works, Sydney, 12 February, 1894.
i ui- vu 1 am,('lrec.ted 40 a<rlin°",IcdKc 1-hc roeeiPt your !®tter of the 9th instant, in winch you ask that, should the 
Public Works Committee decide in favour of the proposed sewerage scheme for Parramatta, the right of the Boiougli of 
Granville to the use of the sewage-farm, whenever such use may be required, may he established, and, in reply, am to inform 
yon that, in the event of the scheme being passed by tbo Committee, and approved by Parliament, provision «ill he sought 
in the Construction Bill to enable your Council to take advantage of the sewage-farm if existing legislation is found 
insufficient for the purpose ; but I am to point out that sub-section 1 of section 130 of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage 
Aet of 1880 would seem to provide for cases such as this, and Granville being m the county of Cumberland, comes under 
the provisions of this Act—see section 1’24. The farm will be quite capable of serving the requirements of both boroimlis 
and will thus lessen the cost to each, J have, itc., =

The Council Clerk, Granville.
J. BARLING,

Under Secretary,

D.

- [To JCuidence of Q. Ohamicr, JEst?.]
Authorities ix Favour ok Skwai.k Irhioa’iiox.

®‘r’ T , . 60 Etizabeth-strcet, Sydney, 22 February, ] 894.
In my evidence before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, with reference to the proposed 

sewage works for Parramatta, 1 was unable, from memory, to answer certain questions involving names and iimires. I 
beg, therefore, to furnish herewith, some of these particulars, which I have since obtained from reliable sources. °

1. I was asked for the names of leading engineers who favoured the system of broad irrigation for the disposal of 
sewage, i he principal writers on sanitary engineering, such as Baldwin Latham, Bailey Denton, Santo Crimp and others 
all strongly support sewage irrigation in preference to any other system. The late Sir Joseph Bnzalgotte and the late 
Mr. \V. Clark preferred sewage irrigation wherever it could conveniently be adopted. Among the well-known sanitary 
engineers of the present day there are Dr. Duprd, Sir Robert Rawlinson, Messrs. ML J. Dibdin, C. II. Cooper, James 
Mauscrgh, Malcolm Paterson, and many others who have strongly declared in favour of sewage irrigation wherever suitable 
land was available for the purpose. The leading French, German, and American sanitary engineers are of tho same opinion.

J lie Adelaide sewage farm.—I find that the quantity of land secured by the Government of South Australia for 
this purpose is 480 acres, of winch only a portion has yet been utilised. 'The total area which admits of broad irn'ration is 
404 acres. The extent of the present filter-bed is 14 acres. °

3. Cost of Adelaide sewage scheme.—The total outlay incurred to30th June, 1891, was £44G,960 14s. fid., involving 
u yearly charge for uorkmg expenses of £16,418, for a population estimated at 61),009.

I have, &e.,
GEORGE CHAMIER,

M. Inst. C.E,

Fi

The Secretary to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
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E.
[To Evidence of J. M. Smail, Esq.']
Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, Sydney, 34 February, 1S94. 

Memoranda ol cost of wages, &c., at screening chambers, Cook’s River, and on sewage farm, Sydney mam drainage 
** Cost per annum.

■ £ s. (1.
1. Inlet house, screening chand>ers ........................................................... -................................. 1 7
2. Working expenses of sewage farm .......................................................................................... f "
3. Revenue from farm.....................................................................................................................  ’’ „
4. Net cost of working farm..................................................................................................... . ow *tiJ. M. SMAIL,

The Chairman, Public Works Committee. Engineer,

F.
[To Evidence of J. W. G-rimshew, Esq^\

Department of Public Works, Harbours and Rivers Branch, Sydney, 27 February, 1894. 
Minute Paper,—fifHijcef—Parramatta Sewage Farm,

Expenditure on fascine and earth banks.
The following is the information asked for by the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works

Fascine bank round eastern end of proposed farm ; length, 1,101 lineal feet; cost . 
Earth banks on northern and southern sides ; length, 4,521 lineal feet; cost .......

£
643
295
130 15Clearing scrub, 25 acres...............................................-................................................................. '

Slu ice-box........................................................................................................................................ L

d.
2

10
G
6

Total expenditure to date.
EUintale of mori still to he done—

Fascine bank to close gap; length, 80 feet ; cost.....................................
Backing up fascine bank ; length, 1,181 lineal feet; cost .......................
Putting sluice-box in place, ........................................................................

1,089 0 0

SO 0 0 
66 0 0 

4 0 0

Total ...........

The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

.................... £150 0 0
J. W. GRIM3HAW,

M. Inst, C. E.

Gr.
[To Evidence of G. IT. St ay Ion, Esq.]

Parramatta Sewage.
118, Pitt-street, Sydney, 28 February, 1894. 

Statement showing the comparative cost of the schemes under consideration.
"^^Departmental estimate of present scheme for existing population .................... ■.................. :■ £"'b92G

Add estimated cost of filling up filtration area of 42 acres (properly forming part of the works),
and preparing land .................................................................................................................... 1

. £S8,C2G
International system— .

Departmental estimate of cost of works for present population above pumping station (vide
Question 72, 1892, Proceedings)....................................... .............; ............................rY'i"

Add estimated cost of pumping station and purification works complete, as recommended by 
me, capable of treating the sewage of a population of 22,000 persons ....................................

Showing a saving of £14,610 upon the first section of the entire scheme.
Ultimate Cost of Scheme.

Deparl-mcntal scheme— ,
Departmental estimate for entire scheme for 48,000 persons (vide Questions 68 and in)...........
Atk estimated cost of filling up filtration area of 42 acres, and providing precipitation tanks 

and works complete upon tho farm to ensure efficiency..........................................................

International system ~ ■_ . , ,. „0 , —,
Departmental estimate of cost of works above pumping station (oirfe Questions and /o|..... .
Add estimated cost of pumping station and purification works complete, for a population of 

48,000 persons.............................................................................................................................

Showing a saving of £26,783 upon the complete scheme.

£53,416

20,000
£73,416

£131,054

24.000 

£155,054

£88,269

40.000 

£128,269

Annual Coit.
It is obvious that the annual charge of 4 per cent, upon the capital outlay saved by adopting tlie International 

system would efTect a reduction in the yearly cost to the ratepayers. There would also bo a slight saving m tbocostof 
pumping. 1 estimate the working expenses of the International system for the present requirements of larrainatta at
between £500 and £600 per annum. , .

Thu comparative annual cost of the first section of tbo scheme may be stated tnus:—
Departmental scheme, with additions •pointed out—

4 per cent, interest on £88,026 .........................
Working expenses (vide Question 350) ...............

£3,521
1,292

-------- £4,813
International scheme—

4 per cent, interest on £73,416.................................. ................... ........ ..........
Working expenses for pumping, purifications, sewer flushers, ami contingencies

£2,936
1,308

-------- £4,244

Annual saving .......................... £569
GEO. H. STAYTOX,

M. Inst. U.F..
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01.
AoEscr oi Tiii: Imi:hxatio>al Porihicatiox Cosn’ANT.

S'l' Sydney, 0 March, 1S!)4.
I was not a little astonished tn learn from the Daily Tekymph of Friday last, that at the meeting 0f the Public 

Works Committee on the previous afternoon, a statement was made to the effect that I was the accredited representative 
of the International Punlication Company in New South Wales. .

It is not true that I am acting as tho Company’s agent. If the Company have written, as asserted, there must he 
some misapprehension on their part, I am not aware that they have done so, and cannot be held responsible for what may 
have been received. J

It is perfectly true that about a year ago the Company asked me whether I could take up their agency, or whether I 
could recommend anyone. 1 replied that I could not see my way to become their agent; but that as 1 so strongly believed 
in the efficacy of their process I should be happy' to allow them to refer any one to me, or I could supply anyone with their 
papers on application

I have only had one inquiry, have done nothing m the matter, and hav e nut received one farthing from the Company,
I am venturing to uphold tho system fm Parramatta, because it is specially suitable, efficient, and cheap. I should 

be content to stako my piofessional reputation upon its success if properly applied. I take this stand merely upon its 
merits, and because I should regret to see a waste of public money upon a scheme which must eventually entail a further 
mltia>r- I am, &c.,

GEO. H. STAY-ION,

The Chairmun, Pailiamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, ' ' ' '

H.
\_To Evidence of E. E. E. Hickson, Esq,'] 
Treatin'n Sewage nv Nature’s Scavenger.

Minute Paper,
r Department of Public Works, Pioads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 17 February. ISflf.
Tun result of a very careful study of the various moans adopted and suggested for dealing with the disposal of sewage, has 
convinced me that the only effective mode of treating sewage (other than sending it out to sea) is by the aid of a bacillus, 
commonly known as the " friendly microbe,” or “Natute’s scavenger.”

It has been proved beyond all question that this microbe is produced and cultivated by the judicious application of 
sewage on to a properly formed filter-bed, and that with the natural elements, air and heat, they can bo produced to an 
unlimited extent.

These microbes are brought, into existence for the express purpose of destroying all matter hurtful to life and health.
Declaux says :—“ \\ heuever and wheiever there is a deposit of organic matter, whether it lie the case of a herb or 

an oak, of a worm or a whale, the work is exclusively done by small organisms. They are the important and almost the 
only agents ot universal hygiene : they clear aw ay more quickly than the dogs of Constantinople, or tho wild beasts of tho 
desert, the remains of all that has had life. They protect the living against, the dead; they do more—if there are still 
living beings—if, since the hundred of centuries the world lias been inhabited, life continues, it is to them we owe it. But 
for these minute creatures mankind would long ago have perished from the face of the earth. Unquestionably there aro 
microbes which possess the power of propagating a direful class of diseases. But these creatures are comparatively rare, 
nnil the microbes which are beneficial servo to destroy them. The non-pathogenic or harmless bacteria are not only 
antagonistic to those that aro hurtful, but are specially valuable as ‘ Nature’s ocav eiigers.’”

Dr. Koch says .—“Another point of the greatest interest attaches to the system of bacteriological purification, 
inasmuch as it is now proved beyond doubt that tlie intervention of a colony of non-pathogenie liquifying organisms is a 
perfect guarantee against the passage of tho bacillus of cholera, and almost certainly of the bacillus of typhoid fever 
as well.” '

Mr. A. C. Houston, M.B . D.Se., says : —“These organisms have been separately identified and counted, and there 
is no longer any reason to doubt that they are in reality 1 Nature's scavengers.' They are already well known to bacteriolo
gists, heing classed as non-pathogenic or harmless bacteria, but it waft little suspected that they could carry'on tho vast 
and beneficent work of winch they are capable when cultivated under proper conditions. What chtmhtnj and daboratf 
mfeiianhm hart faikd to do, ths-v oiyr/nims accomplhh. By their action they peptonise the complex org'auic substances 
existing, and directly and indueotly affect its purification, '

T ho following pithy article on bacteriological purification is worthy of notation:—11 It seems that there are living 
organisms which could not exist without filth ; man lias only' to call them into vigour at tlie right time, in order to make 
them do his bidding, and add to tho enjoyment of life. Here we are, worrying and fretting our souls about costly' problems 
for the disposal of tilth, while there are at hand natural scavengers in countless millions, awaiting our bidding, and prepared 
to solve our problems at comparatively' trifling cost.”

A\ ith regard to chemicals, there can he no reasonable doubt that up to tho present they have not been successful.
A^wntor in the paper/ii'/m/wa tmif [ran snys:—“ The efforts of chemists to force the hand of nature, as it wore, 

and to discover some solution for an apparently insoluble problem, have hitherto been in evidence only as a praiseworthy 
exertion of the intelligence witiiout any con’esponding icsults.”

A uritor in the AV;A«t says .—“The various chemical processes are now practically'admitted to ho failures, as 
even if by their means a good effluent is produced, there is still the resultant sludge to be dealt with, and here the diffi
culties invariably begin.”

As 1 have in a previous report pointed out, the objections to a chemical process are based on scientific grounds. The 
action of chemicals is only partial. They act as clarifiers rather than purifiers of the sen age, leaving a doubtful effluent 
and an unmarketable sludge tn be finally dealt with.

As a further proof of ihe action of this “friendly microbe,” it is only necessary to refer to what is actually taking 
place on the Botany sewage farm, ami to the analysis of the effluent and tho soil thetefrom.

Exhibit “ A " is taken from a well in tlie centre of one of the cultn ation paddocks. The water in this well remains 
at a depth of about I feet below the smfuce, and is described by Mr. Hamlet, Government Analyst, as follows Tliis 
water may be allowed to flow into creeks and rivers without creating a nuisance, its composition being equal to some waters 
used for drinking purposes. ’

Exhibits ,1 B'1 and 11 C ” are from Botany, “ B ” being a sample of virgin soil, and “C” the soil on which sewage 
has been constant,ly run for the last five years.

^ Mr. Hamlet reports the organic matter in the first to be 4'So per cent., and in the latter 4'07, practically the same. 
The question, thciefoie, naturally arises : If the effluent and soil are unuonlammaled, what has become of that portion of 
the sewage matter which, most unquestionably, does contain germs of diseases aud other particles injurious to health ? My 
reply is that the “friendly microbe,” “ Nature’s scavenger,” has been at work, and completely eaten up and destroyed all 
hurtful matter, and left the ground and effluent clean and pure.

In connection with this wonderful natural process, Dr. Koch says:—“This is what nature has been doing since 
the dawn of life on the pkinet—that is to say, if some such process were not going on, the earth would have been unin- 
babifnble.

It is only necessary to add that, owing to the absence of frost, the climate of this country is exceptionally favourable 
to the growth of these natural scavengers.

The Chairman, Pariiumentjiry Public Works Committee.
ROBERT HICKSON.

HI.
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HI.
Paueamatfa Skw^haoe Suiieme.—Cost and Kstisute ok Maintenance,
Department of Public Works, Rauls ami Bridges and Sewerage Brandi, Sydney, 2 March, 1S9-1.

1 -£ s d.Original cost of worka was as follows :— , ' ‘
Works above pumping-station ...................................................................................................
Pumps, boiler, laud, delivery-mains, .......................................................................................

Estimate of maintenance :—
Interest and payment in sixty years at 4 per cent.
Coals, stores, and engine-house expenses ..............
Expenses of working farm ....................................

3,040
72S
500

ix.ass o o
Tho first cost of works and annual expenses may, l think, owing to the altered condition of atfairn 1st, as regards 

tlie low rate at which contiaots aro now being lot; and 2nd, as icgards our experience of the Botany farm, when the farm 
will not only ho taken off our hands, hut a rent paid for tlie use thereof—be greatly reduced. * „r

Our contracts now are being let from 15 to 30 per cent, below estimate. Applying the lesser rate to tiie estimate of 
works yet to be carried out above the pumping-station, the total cost would ho reduced to about A6j,000.

In the same way, by deducting the cost of working tlie sewage farm, as well as the reduced rate of interest on tlie 
reduced cost of work, the animal cost of tlie whole scheme would be reduced tn about nn n- * c n- - *i „

Assuming those figures to he correct, tho rate to cover this annua! cost would lie reduced from 10 9/ to S 0; in the
P°uni1 Taking credit for what the Council now pay for their pan system, tho annual extra rate the Council would have to 
pay for this sewerage scheme would ho oid- in tlie pound. ROBT HICKSON

The Chairman, Public Works Committee.

I.
Cost op Dnnnnixo and Lanijino Sii.t foii Sewaoe Farm.

Kjr Public Works Department, Sydney, 27 February, 1894.
’ With reference to the inquiry now being held by the Committee in reguid to tho proposed scheme of sewerage 

for Parramatta, I am directed by Mr, Secretary Dyne to ask you to be so good as to bring under the attention oi the Com
mittee the following matter in regard to tlie scheme. . ^ , ,, , ,

It has been aiiggoated that perhaps the Committee in taking into consideration the cost ot the proposal would add 
that of dredging and landing silt for tho purposes of the sewage farm, I am, therefore, to say that it iS not the intention 
of tho Minister to debit the cost of the sewerage scheme w ith any expenditure on tills account. N hen tlie river ls 
dredged, the farm will he a most convenient site for landing the silt, and as the material has to be. got rid of, it will, the 
Minister points out, he actually cheaper to dispose of it in this way than to send it to sea. 1 lie fiats m tho river above tlie 
railway bridge are nearly alt good sand, very suitable for the purposes of the farm.

I am, therefore, to request that, in dealing with tlie question of cost, the Committee will leave out tlie expen.,e nf 
dredging and landing silt, as none of it will be debited to tho cost of the scheme. i t

'Tlie coat of forming the fascine banks stands in a different category, and properly so, and will he charged to the 
i [ hnvo, &c.»

8cllcme- ,\. BAPiXING,
The Secretary to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. Under Secretary.

J.

[To Jividancc of A. B. Port as, Esq]

Lono Cove Reclamation.
Department of Public Works, Harbours and Rivers Branch, Sydney, 1 Marcli ISOi.

Jtastcrn side. r' P-
Area of reclaimed land to high-water mark............ ........................................................................... . ' '
Area between high-water mark and 3-foot contour line................................................................ “ '
Area of land resumed above 3-foot contour .................................................................................... ..............

45 1 3

Area of all roads os shown on plan up to *3 foot contour 
Available ..........................................................................

Eabtcrn siile. a. r p. 
11 2 -J7 
33 2 Hi

IPestem SJfie.
Arcti of reclaimed land to high-water mark ,
Area of 100-foot reservation..........................
Area of land resumed.....................................

Area reclaimed eastern side.........
Area reclaimed western side ......

Total area reclaimed .

Area, resumed eastern side 
Area resumed western side

Total available area

24 0 0
11 0 <)

5 0 1

40 0 10

3 13
24 0 0

57 3 13

7 1 15
5 0 1

12 1 10

73 2 20
H.C., 1/3/94.

Sand pump dredge started working at Long Cove Reclamation on 12th December, 1890, hut work has not been 

.... .«.,u i,*,.to ilriTj^nvd uirmvside the dredge, . , . „
A. B. PORTUS, 1/3/94.

[One plan.] *

continuous.^ ccg 02() ^ aand and mud have been dumped Alongside the dredge, the ^03tp^1R^I”JPII^.iP;°’jore
being 2R1. per ton. ‘ ......

Nyilnty ; Cliarloi Potter, Government 1‘rinte:.—1S<14.
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PARRAMATTA SEWAGE FARM

Approximate Area of land included m Farm from banks of Duck Fiver colored Yd bn------- la !r Op

Area of land resumed--------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- 6<? / ,'Zi

— do----- Area of Senate Farm------------------------------------------------------------------------------------64 Z !3t

Approximate Area of Land above Highest Spring Tide — 

-------- do----------do--------- under--------do----- do----------

----------------------------- Zh.Or. Op

---------------------------------43 . Z . 13/z

Total 64. 2 . U'/z

— do — Area of land under mean H.WM included from banks of Duck River colored Yellow—2 / • O

— do— —do----- do------do-----do--do-resumed----------------------------------------------------------- 22- I ■ IZi

— do-----do------ do—above mean H W.M
(104- )

Approximate Area of Land fo be filled 5 feet deep with Sand — colored Red and Ye/fotv 43a. Zr /3> 'fzp

--------------do---------do-------- do------ Zfz------------- do-------------on average — colored Brown 9.1.0

---------------do------------do------which will not require Filling — colored Green-------— —— II - 3 . 0

64 . Z . f3/zTotal 64 2 ■ !3i Total
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1894.

Legislative Assembly, 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTS.
(REPORT OF COMPLETION OF DARLING POINT BRANCH INTERCEPTING SEWER.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 March, 1894.

Report by The Secretary for Public Works.
lilil’OHT or I'HE COTiI.l’LETICTfT OP DaTIH^O POINT BllAKCH lUTliKCEPTIJTG SeWEI!.

To the Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of Ken- South "Wales.
Sil*

Pursuant to tlie provisions of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Acts of 1SS0-1SS9,1, the 
Minister for Public Works, do hereby report to the Legislative A.ssembly of New South Wales the com- 
plction of the Works for Darling Point Intercepting Sewer, in accordance with the said Acts.

WILLIAM JOHN LYNE,
Department of Public Works, Mi«ister for Public WoTkB-

Sydney, 14th Pebruary, 1894.

[M.] 220—
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* Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

JOHNSTONE’S BAY STORM-WATER SEWERS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 3G.)

Ordered ly ihe Legislative Assembly io be printed, 25 April, ISfll.

E. YV. rnjFj?,
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection 
storm-water sewers, discharging into Johnstone’s Bay,

Government Souse,
Sydney, 2Wh April, 1894.

Message No. 36.

in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
with a Bill to sanction the construction of certain 
Port Jackson.
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1894

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND IN CONNECTION WITH THE DRAINAGE WORKS AT TUCKOMBIL CREEK.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 May, 1S91.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE "PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 18SS,’1 ol 
VICTORIA No. 37.

N nw Sooth Walks, j Proclamation by His Excellency Tbo 
to wit. j Right Honourable Sir Robert William

Doff, a Member o£ Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

(l,s.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michaeland SaintGeorge, 

R. W. Duff, Governor and Commandor-in-Chief of 
Governor, the Colony of New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.
Wheebas I, Bir Robert William Duff, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
have directed that a certain public wort, that is to say, 
Drainage Works at Tuckombil Creek, in tlie said Colony, 
the estimated cost of which does not exceed twenty thousand 
pounds, shall be carried out under the provisions of the 
“Public Works Act of 1888," as an authorised work by 
the Minister for Public Works as Constructing Authority ; and 
that the lands described in the Schedule hereto which are in my 
opinion required for carrying out tho said work, shall be acquired 
by taking the same under the “Lands for Public Purposes 
Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the “ Public Works Act of 1888”; 
Now, therefore, I, tho said Governor, with tho advice afore
said, in pursuance of tlie “Public Works Act of 1888,” do 
declare by this notification, to bo published in the Government 
Gazette, and in one or more newspapers published or circulated 
in the Police District wherein tho said lands are situated, that 
the Crown Land comprised within the descriptions set forth in 
the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the private 
property within such descriptions has been resumed,for tbo public 
purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publication of 
this notification in the Gazette, the said lands described in 
the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in the 
said Constructing Authority as a corporation sole on behalf 
of Her Majesty, for the purposes of tho said “ Public Works 
Aet of 1888,” for nn estate in fee simple in possession, 
freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, 
interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other 
casements whatsoever; and to the further intent that the legal 
estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or 
conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be vested in such 
Constructing Authority as a Trustee; and I declare that the 
following is the Schedule of the lands hereinbefore referred 
to :—

SCBHBULB.

1. All that piece or parcel of land being part of portion 23 of 
240 acres, situate in the parish of Riley, county of Richmond, and 
Colony of Now South Wales, btiog conditionally purchased by 
William Truetnm, containing by admeasurement 38 acres 3

375-

roods and 10 perches: Commencing at the intersection of the 
common boundary line of portions 29 and 30, as fenced, with the 
north-oastern side of a road 1 chain wide, as fenced; and bounded 
thence on the north by part of that common boundary line, 
as fenced, bearing south 89 degrees 4S minutes east 19 chains 
C4A links; thence on the north-east by a lino bearing south 
48 degrees 9 minutes east 31 chains 97 links to a point in the 
southern fenced boundary line of portion 29, distant 3 chains 
77-rTu links westerly from its south-eastern corner peg; thence 
on the south by part of that southern fenced boundary lino 
bearing south 89 degrees 31 minutes west 9 chains; thence on 
tho south-west by a line bearing north 48 degrees 9 minutes 
west 35 chains 77 links; thence by a convex curve of 1,500 
reet radius 18 chains Alyj; links in length whose chord bears 
north 71 degrees 21 minutes west 17 chains 91-^ links; thence 
again on. the south by a line bearing south 85 degrees 26 
minutes west 3 chains 84^ links to a road ; and thence again 
on the south-west by the fenced boundary lines of that road 
bearing north 3 degrees 59 minutes west 1 chain 08,’,- links 
and north 21 degrees 50 minutes west 4i chains links, to 
the point of commencement,

2. All that piece or parcel of land being part of 
portion 30 of 105 acres 2 roods and 18 perches, situate 
iu the parish of Riley, county of Richmond, and Colony of 
New South Wales, being conditionally purchased by James 
W stson, containing by admeasurement 2 acres 2 roods and £3 
perches i Commencing at the intersection of the common 
boundary line of portions 29 and 30, as fenced, with the north
eastern side of a road 1 chain wide, as fenced; and bounded 
thence on the south by part of that common boundary line, as 
fenced, bearing south 89 degrees 45 minutes east 19 chains 61A 
links; thence on the north-east by a line bearing north 48 
degrees 9 minutes west 2 chains 60fj links; thence on the 
north by aline bearing south 85 degrees 25 minu'es west 13 
chains 124 links; thence on the east by a line bearing north 3 
degrees 69 minutes west 75^ links; thence on the north-east 
by a Hoe hearing north 68 degrees 12 minutes west G chains 
82 links to tho road ; and on the south-west by' that road 
being lines bearing south 55 degrees 50 minutes cast 5 chains 
51^ links and south 24 degrees 50 minutes cast 741"1J links, 
to the point of commenccmot t.

3. All that piece or parcil of land being part of portion 163 
of 80 acres, situate in the parish of Riley, county of hic'i- 
mond, and Cclony of New Mouth Wales, being conditionally 
purchased by Frank Bertram, containing by admeasurement 
1 acre 2 roods and 13 patches: Comu-encing at a point 
on the left bank of Evans' River, being high-water mark, 
and distant 8 links south from tho soulh-eash rn corner 
peg of portion 163 ; and bounded thence on the east bv 
part of the eastern boundary Hue of that portion bearing nor h 
1 chain 49,4 links; thence on tho north by a lit o bearing north
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88 degrees 52 minutes west 8 chains 74-^ links; thence on the 
weet by a lino bearing south 1 degree 8 minutes west 48 links 
to high-water mark; and thence by the high-water mark of 
Evans’ River downwards, to the point of commencement.

4. All that piece or parcel of land being part of portion 161 
of 83 acres, situate in the parish of Riley, county of Richmond, 
and Colony of New South Wales, being conditionally purchased 
by J. Moss, containing by admeasurement 1 acre 3 roods and 2 
perches: Commencing at a point on the right bank of the 
Evans’ River, being high-water mark, and distant 35 links north 
from the north-eastern corner peg of portion 161; and bounded 
thence on the east by part of the eastern boundary line of that 
portion bearing south 2 chains 44^, links; thence on the south 
by a line bearing north 88 degrees 52 minutes west 8 chains 42 
links to high-water mark; and thence by high-water mark of 
Evans’ River downwards, to the point of commencement.

5. All that piece or parcel of land being part of water reserve 
4, notified 24th December, 1861, situate in the parish of Riley, 
county of Richmond, and Colony of New South Wales, con
taining by admeasurement 1 rood 30 perches: Commencing at 
a point on the left bank of tho Evans’ River, being high water 
mark, and distant 8 links south from the south-eastern corner 
peg of portion 163; and bounded thence on tho west by part 
of the eastern boundary line of that portion bearing north 1 
ohnih 49-jtjy links; thence on tho north by a line bearing south 
83 degrees 62 minutes east 3 chains 37 J finks; thence on the 
east by a line bearing south 1 degree 8 minutes west 90 links 
to high-water mark; and thence by tho high-water mark of 
Evans’ River upwards, to the point of commencement.

6. All that piece or pareel of land being part of portion 162 
of 91 acres, situate in the parish of Riley, county of Richmond, 
and Colony of New South Wales, being unalienated, containing 
by admeasurement 2 roods 23 perches: Commencing at a point 
on the right hank of the Evans’ River, being high-water mark.

and distant 56 links north from the north-western corner peg of 
portion 162; and bounded tbence on the west by part of tho 
west boundary line of that portion bearing south 2 chains 
72^5 links ; thence on the south by a line bearing south 88 
degrees 52 minutes east 2 chains 21 finks; thence on the east 
by a fine bearing north 1 degree 8 minutes east 2 chains 78 
links to high-water mark; and thence by high-water mark of 
Evans’ River upwards, to the point of commencement.

7. All that piece or parcel of land being part of a boundary 
road 1 chain wide between portions 161 and 162, situate in the 
parish of Riley, county of Richmond, and Colony of New South 
Wales, containing by admeasurement 1 rood: Commencing at 
a point on the right bank of the Evans’ River, being high-water 
mark, and distant 35 links north from the north-eastern corner 
peg of portion 16 L; and bounded thenoe on the west by part 
of the eastern boundary line of that portion bearing south 2 
chains 44Jl'i5 links s thence on the south by a lino hearing south 
88 degrees 52 minutes east 1 ohain; thence on the cast by part 
of the western boundary line of portion 162 bearing north 2 
chains 72^ links to a point on high-water mark, distant 56 links 
north from the north-western corner peg of portion 162 j and 
thenoe by the high-water mark of Evans' River upwards, to tho 
point of commencement.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to bo hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this ninth 
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty's Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
HENRY COPELAND. 

GOD SATE THE QUEEN!

[3d.] Sjdncy; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18S1
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1894.

Legislative Assembly.

new south wales.

TTCKTJMBIL DRAIN.
aOEEEMEKT ENTERED INTO BY LANDOWNERS AND OTHERS IN CONNECTION WITH A FLOOD 

J WATERS RELIEF DRAIN FROM TUCK.UMBIL CREEK TO EVANS RIVER.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 31 May, 1894.

[Laid upon tie Table in fulfilment of a promise made in the Legislative Assembly, 23 May, 1894.]

Ik consideration of the benefits and advantages to be derived by me my heirs eiecutors administrators 
and assigns by the construction of a Rood Waters Relief Drain from Tuckumbil Creek to Evans River 
in the Colon/of New South Wales I hereby agree to pay half-yearly for the period of sixty years the 
Hnm f " into the hands of the Colonial Treasurer of the said Colony towards the
cost of the construction of the said Rood Relief Drain the interest thereon and the resumption of all 
necessary lands therefor and Ihe payment if established of all claims for compensation damage cost and 
expenses7arising out of or incident to the construction of the said work thc ^ .su^ 
nmde on the completion of the said works by the Honorable the Minister for do hereR
Colony hereinafter referred to as the said Minister should the said work be carried out And do hereby 
charge my interest in the lands described in the Schedule hereto of which I am with
the payment of the said sums hereinbefore set out And do hereby remise release and quit claim all 
claims'demauds actions suits cause and causes of action or suit sum or sums ot money compensation 
interest damage costs and expenses which I or those claiming under me now have or at any time hereafter 
miiy have or but for these presents might have had against Her Majesty the Queen her hens and 
successors or the said Minister and his successors for or on account of the construction repair and 
maintenance of such drain the resumption of the necessary lands therefor and the works in c'omieciion 
therewith or for or on account of the subsidence reflux or overflow thereof or of any alleged stenches or 
foul water smells caused by the construction and user of such dram or for or °“ d^in"11 And^
damage matter or thing caused by or arising out of the construction and user of such drain And I 
further agree to contribute towards the cost of the maintenance of the said drain m the proportion that 
my contributions hereinbefore set out bear to the cost of the construction of the said dram And 1 agree 
t/submit my title to the Crown Solicitor and to execute and sign all deeds transfers and charges to be 
prepared by him for more effectuallv binding my said lands with tbe payments aforesaid and to lodge all 
necessary deeds Crown grants and certificates of title with the Registrar-Gen oral when called upon to do 
so for the purpose of having all proper registrations and notifications made thereon.

SCIIEDTJIjE or land hkfekhed to.

Alp that piece or parcel of land situate at in the Parish of
0£ in the Colony of New South M ales containing by admeasurement

roods and perches.
(Signature and Address.)

and County 
acres

Witness—

„ Ftu in hf;rc owner in fee simple, regiutcred proprietor, tenant, occupier, inortBUgeo, as the case may be.

[3d.]
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1894.

• Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PROPOSED RECLAMATION OF DARLING HARBOUR.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered iy the Legislative Assembly to be printed, S June, 1894'.

RETURN (in pari) to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of 
New South Wales, dated 12th October, 1898, That there be laid upon the Table 
of this House,—

“ Copies of all papers, reports, minutes, and correspondence in connection 
“with the proposed building of a sea-wall and filling in of Darling 
“ Harbour,”

(Mr. Darnley.)

NO.
1.
2. 
3.

S.

9.
JO.

11.
12.

J3.

14.

15,

IG.

SCHEDULE.
FAGS.

Letter from the Manager for Public Wharfs to tlie Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade, dated 3rd April,
189), re water-frontages belonging to the Government, Darling Harbour.............................................. .............. 2

Letter from the Assistant Town Clerk to tlie Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade, dated 21th April, 1S91,
acknowledging receipt of letter re lease of water-frontage on south side of Erskine-streot .............................. 2

Letter from the Acting Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to the Acting Crown Solicitor, dated 22nd May,
1891, asking for particulars as to what water-frontages in Sydney Haibour, more especially in Darling
Harbour, have been vested in the City Council by grant from the Crown ......................................................... 2

Letter from the Acting Crown Solicitor to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, dated 15th June, 1891, 
in reply to above, and enclosing :— _

5. List marked " A,” giving particulars of water-frontages in Darling Harbour, extending from Dawes Point to
the Government Railway wharf in Darling Haibour, occupied by the City Corporation .......................... 3

0. List marked " B,” complete list of all water-frontages and wharfs extending from Dawes Point to the
Government wharfs in Darling Harbour ........................................................................................................... 4

Letter from the City Solicitor to the Acting Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, dated 19th May, 1891, re 
cancellation of lease of water-frontages occupied by Messrs. Byrnes and Jouhert, on the southern side of
Erskinc-stroct .................................................................................................................................................................. 5

Treasury Minute, dated 9th July, 1891, respecting right of ownership of certain harbour-frontages at present
in the possession of the Municipal Council of Sydney .................................... :.................................................. .. 5

Letter from the Crown Solicitor to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, dated 10th July, 1891, in
continuation of letter of 15th June, 1891, re water-frontages in Darling Harbour............................................. G

Report of Deputation from Balmain, Drumraoync, and Ryde, re proposed new bridge from Pyrmont to Glebe
Island. 29th July, 1892 ................................................................................................................................. ;............ ®

Letter from Mr. J. E, F. Coyle to the Minister for Public Works, dated 30th July, 1892. Suggestions re
proposed reclamation of Darling Harbour.............................................................................................................. . 6

Letter from Mr. William Ncilley to the Under Secretary for Public Works, dated 2nd August, 1891, suggesting
scheme for reclamation of Darling Harbour................................................. ..........-......................................... ......... 7

Memorandum from the Under Secretary for Public Works to the Enginccr-in-Cbief for Harbours and Rivers,
11th August, 1892. That Aldciman Harris had pointed out that in the event of filling up Darling Harbour 
beyond Pyrmont Bridge it would be necessary to resume a considerable quantity of low-lying land at the
rear of Darling Harbour, which can only with difficulty he drained at present ....................................... •_....... . 7

Memorandum from the Under Secretary for Public Works to the Kngineer-in-Chicf for Harbours and Rivers,
dated 13th August, 1892, calling for report as to estimated cost of filling up Darling Harbour ............. ........ 8

Memorandum from the Under Secretary for Public Works to the Enginecr-in-Chicf for Harbours and Rivers,
4th November, 1892. Minister wishes to know what it would cost to carry out an alternative scheme, viz., 
to construct a coffcr-dam, or wall, near the bridge, to be used as a road ; to pump out water behind this dam,
and to use the laud thus exposed iu its present state, for cellarage purposes ..................................................... 8

Letter from Mr. G. A. Brown, Wharfinger, to the Minister for Public Works, 22ndNovember, 1892, forwarding 
scheme and plan to reclaim Darling Harbour up to the present site of Pyrmont Bridge .................................. 8

152—A
[800 copies— Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £28 18s. 10d,]
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No.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Particulars of scheme, and sketches .................................................................... page.
Report from the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers to the uWcr\«coretaryf()/Pubi!c Works tVfiiiinn

m Darling Harbour, Sth February, 1893 ................................. ® g
Fhc Chief Assistant Engineer for Water Supply to the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours a.VdliiVers,2Sth September;

1892. scheme lor dealing with mam and subsidiary sewers now discharging into head-waters of Darling
Harbour in event of basin bemg reclaimed. (Forwarded with Mr. Darley’s report.) ..... ...................... 13

Report by Mr.-Pcrdriau, with detailed schedule, &c., of all the properties between Pyrmont Bridge and head
of Darling Harbour (accompanied Mr. Darlcy's report)....................... 14

Letter from tbe Under Secretary for Public Works to the Under Secretary for Lauds.'Srd Novem'ber'is^".'.".'.'.’ H 
Letter from the Under Secretary1 for Lands to the Under Secretary for Public Works, dated loth April 1S03 

re expenditure involved in the preparation of information as to water-frontages, Darling Harbour.., J 21
Letter from the Engineer-in-Chief for Pfarbonrs and Rivers to the Under Secretary for Lands, 24th Anrii lS9'i 

asking for account of expenditure mentioned above to be sent to the Harbours and Rivers Branch ' "’21
Letter from the Under Secretary for Lands to tho Under Secretary for Pnblic Works, 10th Mav 1S93

transmitting voucher for £71, being cost of investigation by Mr. Peril riau .......... ’ 21
Memoranda, Mr. Charles O'Neill to the Under Secretary for Public Works, as to reiimueration'for' t'roubie

taken by him re scheme for reclaiming Darling Harbour ................................................ 21
Memorandum from the Under Secretary for Public Works to the Engineer-in-bii'icf ifor HaiioouM’and’RivCTB'

, 2nu March, 1893, conveying Minister’s directions that £5 be paid to Mr. O’Neill ’ oi
Minute by the Minister for Public Works, directing payment of a further £5 to Mr. O’Keiii ' 1 June 1893 ..... w
Letter from Mr. B. C. Simpson to tho Minister for Public Works, 27th December, 1893 ’ ..... 22

NO. 1.
The Manager for Public Wharfs to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

T, , , . . , Public Wharfs Office, 3 April, 1891.
1 beg to bring under tlie notice of tbe Honorable the Colonial Treasurer, owing to more 

water-frontage likely to be required in Darling Harbour for ferry purposes, that there is a water-fronta°,o 
belonging to the Government on the south side of Ersldne-street, adjoining some Government frontage 
on tho same side of said street. The frontage was, to the best of my knowledge, leased by tbe Lands 
Department to the City Council some ten or twelve years ago for market purposes, but was never used 
tor that purpose. The property is now leased by the City Council to Mr. IN'. Joubort, proprietor of tbo 
Lane Cove ferry, and to Mr. M. Byrne?, proprietor of the Pyrmont ferry. Mr. Jouhert, 1 believe would 
give up his lease on favourable terms to tho Government, j would suggest for the consideration of the 
Honorable tlie Treasurer that tho City Council be communicated with, with a view to cancelling the 
leaso of the property held by them, or to resume it if found necessary. The whole of the land from 
Erskine-street has about 300 feet frontage, and would be sufficient for all ferry requirements for many 
years to come. *

I have, &c.,
______ JOHN JACKSON,

Tbe Mayor of Sydney to be communicated with.—W.M., 22/4/91. Done. Manager.

No. 2.
The Assistant Town Clerk to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Slr> tv it 1. •. , Tovrn aer]E’s Office, Sydney, 24 April, 1891.
J have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23rd instant, upon tbe matter 

hereunder mentioned, aud to inform you that it will receive consideration as soon as possible.
I have, &c.,

JOHN E. PALMEE,
Assistant Town Clerk.

Subject;—Be lease of water-frontage on south side of Erskine-street.

No. 3.
The Acting Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Acting Crown Solicitor.

Sir’ The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 22 May, 1891.
1 have the honor, by.direction of tbe Colonial Treasurer, to request that yon will be good 

enough to advise—at the earliest possible moment—what water-frontages in Sydney Harbour (more 
especially m Darling Harbour) have been vested in the City Council by grant from the Crown.

I have, &c.,
- E. KIEKPATEICK,

Acting Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

No. 4.
The Acting Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Sir’ T Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 15 June, 1891.

A have the honor to return your letter of 22nd ultimo, requesting to bo advised as to what 
water-lrontages in Sydney Harbour, more especially in Darling Harbour, have been vested in the City 
Council by grant from the Crown, and, in reply, to state that I had no materials in this office enabling me 
to turmsh the information, but, having placed myself in communication with the Department of Lands 
J -iV11., P^ticulara of all tbe property occupied by the Corporation, extending from Dawes Point
up to the Kaihvay Wharf in Darling Harbour. I enclose a list showing these properties. I also take

advantage
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advantage of tbe present occasion to enclose a list, compiled from tbe materials supplied by the Lands 
Department, of tho whole of the wharfage properties, including that held by the Corporation extending
between the same limits. .

. The former list is enclosed herein aud marked “A;" the latter list is marked d.
As the result of my search I have ascertained—

1. That the land ISTo. 5, in list “A,” is a large block of property with a considerable frontage to
Kent-street, and a large iron tape to tbe water. This property seems never to have been granted 
by the Crown, but was dedicated as a landing-place and approach for ferry passengers, apparently 
from Balmain, but it had never been so utilised, and in lien thereof is now used, as i am 
informed, as a storage ground for wooden pavement blocks.

2. Tho next piece of property is that No. 8 on the list “A,” and therein called sewerage reserve. 1
have not been able to ascertain whether this property is occupied by the Corporation or by the 
Water and Sewerage Board. It seems to me that it ought to be handed over to the Water and 
Sewerage Board. It does not appear to have been the subject of a grant, or to have been law
fully appropriated to any particular purpose. , _ ..

3. We then come to a grant of land in Lime-street, which at present has been let by the Corporation 
■ to Messrs. Garrett and Byrnes, and is occupied as a site for ferry-boats trading to Pyrmont and

Lane Cove. This land appears to have been the subject of an out-and-out grant, but I have 
not yet obtained a copy or such grant. _ ,, , ,

4. Adjoining this property is a lease of occupancy, granted to tho Corporation, of a large bloclc or
land, also in Lime-street, which is at present, I understand, let by the Corporation to the 
Adelaide Steamship Company, and tho Newcastle Steamship Company in violation, as far as 1 
can understand, of the terms on which the land was appropriated to the City Council, which 
terms are said to set out in the letter from the Colonial Secretary, not yet supplied, j>o.o4, 
written May, 1854. Particulars of this letter I have not been able to obtain, and understand 
they arc not forthcoming, but it was written from the Colonial Secretary’s Office to the City 
Commissioners, and apparently gave them the use of this portion of land for the purpose ol 
storage and receipt of produce, or some analogous purpose, aud not the one to which it is put. 

13. Tho property known as Market Wharf on the north side of Market-street, and the land known as 
the Corporation Wharf on the south side of Market-street, Of these properties, the former, in 
violation, as I understand, of the terms of tho grant, has been let by the Corporation to Mr. 
Kethcl, and the latter south of Market-street is also used by tho Corporation for a purpose 
at variance with the terms of the grant. . , ,

As already stated, I have not obtained sufficient particulars to enable me to bespeak copies or the 
grants, but they will be obtained and forwarded in due course.

I have, &c.,
It. S.

(For JOHN WILLIAMS,
_____  Crown Solicitor).

Captain Jackson—F.K., 29/0/91. . r
1 find from the Crown Solicitor’s leltcr herewith that very large water frontages m Darling 

Harbour, valued at many thousands of pounds, are illegally hold by the City Council, these frontages and 
others, blocks of land, not having been used for tbe purposes dedicated I beg most respect hilly to 
suorrest that steps be taken by the Government to obtain possession of all frontages so held by the City 
Comicih—J J-, Circular Quay, 2/ 7/91. Tho Under Secretary, Finance and Trade.

No. 5.
List “ A.”

Giving particulars of water frontages in Darling Harbour, extending from Dawes Point to the Govern
ment E-ailway Wharf in Darling Harbour, occupied by the City Corporation.

1. Dawes Point Baths (northerly) and north end of George-strcet Wharf.
2. Foot of Pottinger-street. •
3. Kent-strcct North.
4. Foot of Clyde-street southerly.
5. Corporation land in Kent-strect dedicated as a landing place and stops. _
6. Permission to reclaim water frontage of No. 5, given to Municipal Council.
7. Foot of Margaret-street.
8. Sewerage reserve.
9. Foot of Erakine-street. e t •10. Land granted to tlie Corporation in Lime-street, occupied by Garrett and Byrnes as a site ror lernes

for Pyrmont and Lane Cove respectively.
11. Land appropriated to the City Commissioners in 1854 by letter from the Colonial secretary IN o. o4,

and now sublet by the Corporation (n) to the Adelaide Steamship Company (Limited), and (b) the 
Newcastle Steamship Company (Limited). _

12. Foot of King-street, leased as a wharf to the Parramatta Steamship Company.
13. Market Wharf, same as No. 14 post. .
14. North of Market-street, block of land granted to the Corporation, and now let by the Corporation in 

violation, as it is believed, of tbo terms of the grant to Mr. Kethel, and sublet partly to John bee & Co.
15. Pyrmont Bridge Hoad. „ _ ,. . , .16. Corporation Wharf, south of Market-street, said to be granted to the Corporation tor market 

purposes, but now occupied as storage ground for the Corporation.
17. Foot of Druitt-street. This appears to be illegally closed by Chapman’s trustees and a foundry 

built across the street, and can hardly, therefore, be said to be in the occupation of the Corporation.
18. Foot of Bathurst-stree1-, two jetties said to be leased by the Corporation. A.S.

----- -- No. 6.
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No. 6. 
List “ B.,,

Complete List of all Water frontages and Wharfs extending from Dawes Point to the Government
Wharfs in Darling Harbour.

X. Dawes Point Baths (Corporation).
2. Donald Larnach’s Wharf (Walker’s).
3. Parbury's Wharf (Lamb’s).
4. Say well’s Wharf (Alger’s).
5. Dalton’s Wharf (X’arreliy’s). •
6. Pottinger-street (Corporation).
7. Lamb’s Central Wharf.
8. Parbury’s (Summerbell) Wharf.
0. Kent-street.

10. Towns’ Wharf.
11. Moore’s Wharf.
12. Some ungranted land.
13. M‘Donald’s Trustees’ (formerly Long and Wright).
14. Flood’s Washington Wharf (now Mason Bros,).
15. Charles Smith’s Wharf,
IG. Dibbs’ Wharf (now Gibbs Bright’s).
17. Clyde-street (Corporation land), not occupied.
18. Dibbs Wharf (further portion, also in occupation of Gibbs Bright).
19. Captain M'Lcnn’s land (formerly Osborne).
20. Corporation land. See No. o, list “A.”
21. Spain’s land (now Mont’s).
22. Buckley’s boat-shed.
23. Cureton's Wharf (now Jacob Rech). ,
24. Gas Company’s (formerly Hely and Harper). '
25. Gas Company (two pieces). ’ ■ .
2G. Grafton Wharf (John Fraser & Co.)
2/. Clarence and Richmond River Co., with frontage to Sussex-slreet
28. Queensland Shipping Co. ' *
29. Union Steamship Co.
30. Foot of Margaret-street. .
31. Russell’s Wharf (leased to Huddart, Parker, & Co.)
32. Day’s Estate (claimed to he Crown land).
33. Sewerage Reserve. See list “A,” No. 8,
34. Clarke and See (Henderson’s Estate).
35. Webb’s Estate.
36. Freddy’s Wharf (Miss Brown, owner),
37. ]llawarra Steam Co. (Phoenix Wharf).
38. James Cox (ITcury Clark, lessee, Victoria Wharf).
39. Government resumption, north of Erskine-street
40. Erskine-street (Corporation),
JJ- Betl'el site (now Matthew Smith, Speer, lessee).

48.
44.
45. 
40.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

Corporation grant of land in Lime-street, See list “ A,” No. 10.
Corporation leased land in Lime-street. See list “ A ” No 11 ‘

ihlrtjr >—* ~ «■**

Edrop s Caledonian wharf (Jeannerett, lessee).
Pari,amaUa steamers, wharf (Jeannerett, lessee), 

btruth s Wharf (Howard Smith).
Bray family (Newcastle and Hunter River Steamship Co.).
Market Wharf (lessees, Kethel and John See & Co).
Pyrmont Bridge Road. .
Corporation Wharf, south of Market-street. See listA ” No 16 
lliomas Ruckland or Buckland & Williams (Baltic Wharf) *
James Cooper John See & Co., tenants (Albion Wharf).
Street’Twharflte '^e®a'11 ^ ^^arf ) These properties, I believe, now belong to, or are represented
Crown lands in occupation of tho foregoing ^
Wentworth’s Wharf (Allen & Walker! lessees).
«we ™t;iv„xsed to " *<Ive,'K ^ p«‘!j

T. B. Dearm, Pacific Wharf.
Seamer’s timber yard, believed to be an encroachment of C. E. Jeannerett’s 
Foot of Bathurst-street, No. 18, List “ A ” eaunereu s,
New South Wales Co. ■
Thomas Barker's Estate, Gillespie’s flour-mills 
P. N. Russell’s 'Wharf. '
Miller & Harrison’s Wharf.
The Misses Murphy.
Root of Liverpool-street.
Chadwick’s Wharf.
Fresh Food and Tee Co.
Darling Harbour Government Wharf. g

No. 7.
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No. 7.
The City Solicitor to Tlie Acting Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Sir, City Solicitor’s Office, 28, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 19 May, 1891.

In reference to your letter to the Town Clerk of the 23rd ultimo, desiring to know “ whether 
tho Municipal Council would bo prepared to agree to a cancellation of the ‘lease’ granted to the Council 
of the water-frontages at present occupied by Messrs. Byrne and .Toubcrt on the south side of Erskine- 
street.” I am directed by His Worship tbe Mayor to inquire whether the portion occupied by Messrs. 
Byrnes and Jouhert is the only one required by the Minister for Government purposes,

I might here state that tho site in question, together with other water-frontages adjoining, aro 
vested iu the Council by grant from the Crown.

X have, &c.,
GKEOKG-E MERBIMAN,

City Solicitor.

Captain Jackson, 20/5/91. The land now occupied by Messrs. Jouhert and Byrnes is the only 
water-frontage that I think will be required by the Government for ferry purposes for years to come. 
It is stated that tbe land in question, together with other water-frontages, have been vested in the City 
Council by grants from the Crown; as there may be some mistake in this matter, I would most respectfully 
suggest that the Crown Solicitor be requested to ascertain without doubt what water-frontages in the 
harbour of Sydney have been vested iu the City Council by grant from the Crown.—J.J., 21/5/91.

No. 8.
Treasury Minute.

Right of ownership of certain Harbour Frontages at present in the possession of the Municipal Council
of Sydney. '
The Treasury, Ncw South Wales, Sydney, 9 July, 1891. 

The Colonial Treasurer desires to submit, for the consideration of his Honorable Colleagues, the following 
particulars respecting the present ownership of several Darling Harbour water-frontages. As a result of 
recent consideration as to what foreshores at Darling Harbour were likely to be required in the near 
future for ferry purposes, a letter was addressed by the Treasury, on the 23rd April last, to the Town 
Clerk, inquiring if the Council would object to a cancellation of a lease understood to have been issued 
by the Government some years ago in respect of certain land on the south side of Erskine-street. The 
Council’s reply was to the effect that the site referred to was part of a grant by the Crown. This raised 
a question as to the Council’s right of occupancy in regard to various other portions of the foreshore, 
reference being made to the Crown Solicitor, on the 22nd ultimo, for advice as to what water-frontages in 
Sydney Harbour (more especially in Darling Harbour) have been, vested in the City Council, by grant 
from the Crown. A report (or rather, a progress report) was furnished by Mr. .Smith, on the 15th instant, 
enclosing two statements marked respectively “A” and “ B.” Statement “ B ” is a complete list of all 
water-frontages and wharves, extending from Dawes Point to the Government Wharves in Darling 
Harbour. Statement “A” gives particulars of water-frontages in Darling Harbour, extending from 
Dawes Point to the Government Railway Wharf in Darling Harbour, occupied by tbe City Council. 
In regard to item 5, in this latter statement, the Crown Solicitor remarks, that the laud is a large 
block of property with a considerable frontage to Kent-street, and a largo frontage to the water; this 
property seems never to have been granted by the Crown, but was dedicated as a landing place 
and approach for ferry passengers, apparently from Balmain, but has never been so utilised, and is 
now used as a storage ground for wooden pavement blocks. Item 6 is called a sewerage reserve ; 
it has not yet been ascertained whether this block is occupied by the Corporation or tlie Sewerage 
Board ■ Mr. Smith adds that it seems to him that the land should be handed over to the Sewerage 
Board; it does not, however, appear to have been the subject of a grant or to have been lawfully 
appropriated to any particular purpose. Item 10 refers to a grant in Lime-street, at present let 
by the Corporation to Messrs. Garrett and Byrnes, and is occupied as a site for ferry-boats trading 
to Pyrmont and Lane Cove; the land appears to have been the subject of an out-and-out grant, but 
a copy of such grant has not yet been obtained. Adjoining this property is a lease or occupancy 
granted to the Corporation, of a large block of land, also in Lime-street, at present understood to he let 
by tlie Council to the Adelaide Steamship Company and the Newcastle Steamship Company, in violation, 
as far as at present understood, of the terms on which the land was appropriated to the Council, which 
terms are said to be set out in a letter from the Colonial Secretary to the City Commissioners, in May, 
1854 ; particulars of this letter the Crown Solicitor has not yet been able to obtain, but it was written by 
the Colonial Secretary to the City Commissioners, apparently giving the latter the use of the land in 
question for the purpose of storage and receipt of produce, or some analogous purpose, and not the one to 
which it is applied. _

Item 13 refers to property known as Market Wharf, on tho north side of Market-street, and the 
land known as the Corporation Wharf, on the south side; tlie former of these properties has been let to 
Mr. Kethel, apparently in violation of the terms of the grant, while the latter is used by the Corporation 
for a purpose at variance with the conditions of grant. ... . ■

The Crown Solicitor concludes his report, now under notice, by intimating that he has not obtained 
sufficient particulars to enable him to bespeak copies of the grants, but adds, that the same will he 
obtained and forwarded in due course. _ _ _ _

Perhaps the Crown Solicitor might be asked if he lias any further information respecting this 
matter, and what action he would recommend on the part of this Department.

F.K., 17/9/91. Approved.—B.S., 18/9/91. The Crown Solicitor—F.K., 18/9/91.

No. 9.
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fi.GSS, of 3rd 
July, liiDl, And 91,1442, of 23rd 
Juno, 1891.

No. 9. '
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

®’r’ _ Sydney, 10 July, 1891.
I honor, in further reply to your letter -Mo. F.O* 1,135, 4,831, Mis., and in continua

tion of m3' letter of tho loth June. 1S91, Xo. 91,351, to enclose papers from the Department of Lands, 
noted ns in margin, with their respective enclosures. These papers show the terms on which the three 
principal properties aro held by tho Corporation, viz.:—1. Land in Kent-strcct. 2, Land in Lime-street.

I have also the honor to enclose three further bundles of papers borrowed from the Department 
or Lands, which must be returned again as soon as possible, relating to various leases to the City 
Corporation.

I would suggest if these lease papers are not wanted they be returned at once, as they are wanted 
for reference at the Lands Department. I have, &c.,

For JOIIiV WILLIAMS,
Crown Solicitor,

E,S.

No. 10.
Report of Deputation, &c.

Retort of deputation representing Balmain, Drummoyne, and Ryde, that waited on Minister for Works, 
29th July, 1892, to urge consideration of tho matter of constructing a now bridge from Pyrmont to 
Glebe Island.

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 29 July, 1892.
Proposed new Bridge from Pyrmont to Glebe Island.

A. nortttation, representing tbe Municipalities of Balmain, Drummoyne, and Ryde, introduced by 
Messrs, Johnston, Darnley, G. D. Clark, Black, Kelly, and Murphy, M’s.P., waited upon the Minister 
this morning to urge him to consider the matter of constructing a new bridge from Pyrmont to Glebe 
Island as soon as possible.

It was pointed out that the present bridge was built over thirty years ago, and was not suitable 
for present requirements, the traffic over the bridge having increased extensively; and that the structure 
was considered to be unsafe. The deputation represented that the traffic in the quarter of the metropolis 
in question warrants the construction of a bridge of the most improved type, and that Mr, Bruce Smith 
had promised a former deputation that a new bridge, connecting Pyrmont with Glebe Island, would 
shortly be constructed, with a tramway to Balmain over it.

The Minister said he found that in 1890 a special report was prepared on three questions: namely, 
the construction of a new- Pyrmont Bridge, the construction of a now bridge for Glebe Island, and the 
construction of a tramway to Balmain; but he could not find any record of a promise by Mr. Bruce 
Smith to invite competitive designs for the Glebe Island Bridge. Mr. Bruce Smith had, however, invited 
competitive designs for the Pyrmont Bridge. The designs for the latter bridge were now in and the 
prizes in connection with the competition had been awarded.

l^le report stated, in regard to the Glebe Island Bridge, that the proposed new bridge ought to bo 
bunt at a point adjacent to its present site, by which the heavy grades now existing could be abolished ; 
and the construction of a bridge with cast-iron cylinders, wrought-iron or steel superstructure, roadway 
86 feet wide, two 7 feet footpaths, and clear headway of 12 feet, with a draw-span for the centre of the 
bridge, was recommended. The estimated cost of the bridge was about .£140,000. That was a pretty 
large sum of money, and the Pyrmont Bridge was estimated to cost £220,000. It was rather a difficult 
matter for him to say absolutely that the matter would be taken in hand. However, the Engiueer-in- 
Chief was still favourable to the construction of a new bridge, and thought that it would be desirable to 
submit a sum for a new Glebe Island Bridge on the Estimates.

Some reference had been made to the “ patching up ” of the bridge. Mr. Johnston had called at 
tho office several times about the old bridge, and it was in consequence of what he had said that the 
“ patching ” had been going on in order to make the bridge safe. 1

. Before anything could be done in the direction of constructing a new bridge be would have to 
submit a sum of money for the consideration of Parliament, and then the matter would have to be referred 
to the Public Works Committee. It would be some months before anything could be done; but it was 
evident that something must be done, and, without making any definite promise, ho felt disposed to 
submit for the consideration of the Cabinet a sum of money to be placed on the Estimates for next year. 
He felt very much disposed to do so, and in all probability it would he done.

In referring again to the Pyrmont Bridge, at the conclusion of the interview, the Minister said 
that it was a question which presented itself to his mind as to whether it would not be better to fill up 
the whole of tho water beyond Pyrmont Bridge to the head of Darling Harbour than to expend a quarter 
of a million of money in constructing a new bridge. He considered it would be cheaper to fill up that 
piece of water and convert it into land than it would be to build a new bridge. The Department was 

m filling up and reclaiming lands all over the harbour, and it was but a question as far as expense 
went whether it should be done at Darling Harbour or any other spot. If they filled up the portion of 
Darling Harbour in question, they would have an asset which would cover the cost of reclamation, and a 
raihv ay could be run across it to Circular Quay. It was a question well worth consideration, and he 
intended to go into the matter thoroughly to see how the project would work out.

_____________________________ W.J.L.
■ No. 11.

J. E. E. Coyle, Esq., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Mr. Lyne, Kqrwich-chambers, Hunter-street, Sydney, 30 Jnly, 1892.

. ^ observed lately in tho Press that, in reply to a deputation, you made some remarks as to tho
filling m of Darling Harbour above the existing Pyrmont Bridge. About sixteen mouths ago I concluded 
a somewhat exhaustive inquiry into this and other matters relating to Darling Harbour land resumption, 
railway connection with Circular Quay, and Woolloomooloo Bay reclamation, A’c. The plans and other 
papers were handed in to the then Minister for Railways on the 20th March, 1891. The
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Tho reclamation of tho head of Darling Harbour up to Bathurst-street, Druitt-street, and Pyrmont 
Bridge were severally considered, and the chief objections to filling up to the bridge were that 4,750 lineal 
feet of water-frontage would be extinguished as against 990 feet gained along the front of the reclama
tion, The accommodation for a certain amount of coastal trade would require to be found elsewhere, 
considerable disturbance of existing market arrangements would take place, and a bridge was in existence.

The advantages were very obvious, 38b acres could be reclaimed at a cost of £152,955. Ample 
space for railway accommodation would be obtained, and sufficient ground would be left to complete the 
rearrangement of the land aud streets along the western side, which will in any case require to be resumed.

The question of a new bridge to Pyrmont, costing £300,000, did not arise at the time of the 
inquiry, and as my instructions did not admit of my taking evidence as to the importance of the trade above 
the bridge, X made no official recommendation as to the filling in, hut my notes show that if Government 
put a siding 50 chains long from the railway at Eveloigh, by way of Philip or Gerard Streets, into the 
sandhills to the eastward, that the material for reclamation could be put in place for Is. 6d. per cubic yard.

The value of this reclamation could not be put at loss than a million sterling. The estimate of
cost is as follows:—

" Area, 38X acres.
Sand, 1,490,720 cubic yards, at Is. 9d. per cubic yard ... ... ... ... £130,438
Clay covering, 6 inches in depth, 31,057 at 2s. fid. per cubic yard ............... 8,882
Bubble embankment, 45,408 at os. per cubic yard ....................................... 11,352
Supervision, o per cent. ... , ... ....................................... ... 7,283

Total ............................................................................£152,955

Tours, &c.,
___________________________ J. E. E. COTLE.

No. 12.
W. NGilley, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Sir, • 33 Imperial Arcade, Sydney, 2 August, 1892.
Observing that the attention of tho Minister has been turned towards the reclamation of the 

water space of Upper Darling Harbour, 1 have the honor to point out that a project of the nature 
referred to was placed before the Boyal Commission on City and Suburban Hallways by Mr. Oscar 
Schulze, and will be found lettered Va. in tbe Beport of the Commission. At the time this was 
considered tho competitive designs for a bridge to replace that connecting Sydney with Pyrmont had 
only been called for ; but an impression gained ground that at least a quarter of a million would be 
required to complete tbe proposed bridge, and that a further outlay of a large sum would he necessary 
to make the railway wharfage frontages available for large ships. _ _

Again, in considering the future connection with the western suburbs, tbe crossing, or beading, of 
Darling Harbour was looked upon as one of the principal obstacles to a complete system of circular 
railways, and the opinion expressed by Mr. Schulze in his evidence that Sydney needed land reclamation, 
as in tho case of Blaekwattle Bay, seemed to find favour with the Commission ; but the project was set 
aside, mainly as not meeting present requirements, hut quite as much in the idea that it was a proposal 
that the next generation would require to see carried into effect, and it was, in a measure, relegated to 
posterity. _

The Commission practically settled the question east or west of George-street for the city extension 
by adopting the Railway Commissioners amended proposal. In this view I had the honor to suggest, 
twelve months ago, a cheaper and, I venture to think, a more effective scheme, which would in some 
respects fall in with tho project, lettered “ J ” in the report, which was all but approved by the Legis
lature in 1886. I have, since seeing tho bridge designs a few weeks back, revived my knowledge of the 
subject, gained by close attention to it during the last, four years, and I am satisfied that I can show how 
tho east and the west of the city can ho served with an actual profit on the city extension, and that 
properly arranged starting points can be secured for the needed suburban extensions to tho eastern and 
to the western suburbs. My city project would utilise Government property that the Darling Island 
proposal would render almost valueless, and servo for goods and wool, as well as for passengers.

I have, &c.,
______ TO. NEILLEY.

B.C.—Mr. Darley.—D.C.McL. (for U,S.), 4/8/92. _ _
This proposal to fill up the head of Darling Harbour above Pyrmont Bridge is a very old one, the 

only thing that prevented it seriously being entertained before this was the probable cost. . I am having 
a careful estimate made to ascertain as near as possible what the cost is likely to be, and will submit the 
whole scheme for the Minister’s consider ation.—C.W.D., 12/8/92. '

B.O,—The Under Secretary for Public "Works.

No. 13. ...
Memo, from Tlie Under Secretary for Public Works to The Engineer-in-Chief for

Harbours and Pavers.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 11 August, 1892.

Proposed Declamation of Darling Harbour, beyond Pyrmont Bridge.
Audehmait John Harris called at the office yesterday respecting a notice he had seen in a paper as to the 
proposal of filling up Darling Harbour beyond Pyrmont Bridge. He pointed out that, in the event of 
tliis being done, it will be necessary to resume a considerable quantity of’land at the rear of Darling 
Harbour—low lying land, and which can only with great difficulty be drained at present.

i i «T.B.
Seen. Mr. Tillett to note. A. contour plan of tbe land around head of Darling Harbour must be 

prepared in connection with this estimate.—C.W.D., 15/8/92.
No. 14.
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No. 14.
Memo, from The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Engineer-in-Chief for

Harbours and Pavers.
Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 13 August, 1892. 

Proposed improvements at Darling Harbour.
Enclosed will be found a plan rvliieli has been handed to the Minister, showing proposed improvements 
at the head of Darling Harbour, and also tbe continuation of tho railway from Darling Harbour to 
Sydney Cove. ‘

The ^Minister would lil;c to have this project, so far as the filling-up of tlie head of Darling Harbour is 
concerned, inquired into as quickly as possible. At present ho wishes the inquiry limited to the probable 
cost of filling up the space indicated, including of course, the necessary retaining walls. It must be borne 
in mind that a very large sum of money will be required to reconstruct the Pyrmont Bridge which would, 
of course, he unnecessary were this space filled in. The Minister understands that the compensation for 
the loss of water-frontage would not be so large as would at first sight appear, as he is informed tftat 
many of tho wharves are unauthorised as well as the reclamations which have been made. This, therefore, 
should be looked into.

Will Mr. Darley kindly in the first instance have an estimate prepared of the cost of filling-in with 
tho best appliances which can be obtained—namely, the sand-pump dredge. Mr. Lyne thinks it might be 
done at a very small cost, judging from the reports which Mr. Darley has already supplied him with, as 
to the cost of reclamation by this means.

The Minister has had some conversation with Captain Jackson on the subject, and perhaps Mr. 
Darley will he so good as to see that gentleman before making his report.

--------  J.B.
Approved,—W.J.L., 13/8/92. B.C. Mr. Darley, with plan, J.B., 13/8/92.

No. 15.
Minute from The Under Secretary’ for Public Works to Tbe Engineer-in-Chief for

Harbours and Rivers.
_ .Sydney, 4> November, 1892.

Darling Harbour Declamation Scheme. '
Tun Minister has had before him a proposition with regard io Darling Harbour, which is somewhat different 
from that which Mr. Darley is investigating. It consists in constructing a coffer dam, or wall, near the 
bridge, to be used as a road. It is then proposed to pump out the water behind this dam, and to use 
the land thus exposed, in its present state, for cellarage purposes and stores.

Will ■Mr- Darley kindly let the Minister know, roughly, what it would cost to construct such a 
water-tight road, and pump out the impounded water, and about what time it would take to do the latter 
portion of the work with the pumping machinery which can be readily made available.

--------- J.B, 5/11/92.
_ Prepare an estimate for a coffer dam somewhat of the nature shown on rough sketch, close sheet 

pilin'^ 12 in. x 12 in. Oregon, front piles to be creosoted to protect them during progress of work from 
Teredo. "Wall of concrete faced with sandstone to within 2 feet of low-water mark, and Trachyte on top. 
Coffer dam on harbour face to be removed, piles to be cut off at ground level. Compute capacity of 
harbour above the wall up to (say) mean tide lovel. I think the coffer dam should be constructed on 
harbour side of Pyrmont Bridge, so as to preserve the continuity of Market-street and Union-street, 
Pyrmont. Two of our sand-pump dredges could easily be laid alongside the wall to pump out the upper 
15 or IS feet of water. Some centrifugals on shore would do the remainder.—C.W.D., 8/11/92. 
Mr. Tillett. ' '

No. IG.

See Appendix A.

Mr. Gr. A. Brown, Wharfinger, to Tlie Secretary for Public Works.
Sir, Pyrmont "Wharf Oflice, 22 November, 1892.

I do myself the honor of enclosing you sketches referring to Darling Harbour Declamation, 
&c,, and sincerely trust that you will excuse the liberty I have taken.

1 have, &c.,
GEORGE A. BE OWN,

"Wharfinger.
P.S.—1 should be very happy to communicate with you at any future time.

Mr. Darley to see.—J.B., 23/11/92. Seen.—C.W.D., 25/11/92.

No. 17.
Particulars of Scheme.

Enclosure (Mr. G. J. Brown's letter, 22/11/92.)
The proposed plan is to reclaim Darling Harbour up to the present site of tbe Pyrmont Bridge, that is to 
say, not in a direct line across but to take tbe form of a Circular Quay—by doing this a great deal of 
deep water filling up will be dispensed with, aud the portion alluded to will give sufficient depth to say 
at least six large sized ships which you will observe on reference to tlie enclosed plan.

It is also intended to place ihe railway lines along each jetty similar to those at the new Govern
ment "Wharf at Pyrmont, thus bringing shipping in connection with the railway—thus the traffic as far as 
ships are concerned is complete. The next matter is the traffic from Pyrmont to Sydney and vice versa, 
or from Union-street to Market-street, which is at-present carried over the present bridge-

This
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This plan proposes to erect a bridge only high enough lo allow a locomotive with its probable 
highest load to pass underneath—the bridge to tahe the course of the Circular Quay, and to 'be built 
right around the edge, which, when erected, would form a covering and be a protection for the goods landed 
at the circular portion of the reclaimed section, as marked here:—

• ft I D G £•

This bridge will answer all the requirements of the passenger and vehicular traffic. Ships arc not 
rcquirM to pass under the same ; then cargoes may be landed on the wharf or the jetties for cither road 
or rail, and the rail shunting and work'may bo done without any other traffic interfering with it, all 
traffic being independent and confined to their allotted portions. Tina plan also deals with the Barling 
Island eastern frontage, suggesting a line of wharf facing or forming the lino of reclamation totlio Point, 
Below would be the line of water-frontage from the bridge to the eastern point of Darling Island. .

. No. IB.
Minute from The Engineer-in-Ohicf for Harbours and Rivers to The Under

Secretary for Public Works.
* Sydney, S "February, 1803.

Darling Harbour, above Pyrmont Bridge.
The proposal to construct a new bridge across Darling Harbour to replace the existing timber bridge, at 
an estimated cost of about £290,000, has brought forward several proposals aiming at the reclamation of 
the upper portion of the harbour, and consequently the abolition of a bridge with an opening span.

Two suggestions have been submitted for me to report upon. Both arc closely allied, the only 
difference being that scheme No. 2 proposes to save some of the filling by introducing cellnrngo on an 
extensive scale. Plans showing details which I have worked out for both schemes are attached.

No. 1 scheme, icorked onf.

To maintain the continuity of the road connection between Market-street on the Sydney side and 
Union-street on the Pyrmont side, I have provided for constructing the quay .wall to the north of Pyrmont 
Bridge, keeping it sufficiently clear to give free access for its construction without interfering with the 
present bridge or the traffic.

I propose to construct this wall in the dry between two coffer-dams, each framed of double rows 
of 12 inches by 12 inches Oregon piles driven close together, the space between them to be excavated 
down to the sound clay, and filled with puddle clay ; the two coffer-dams being kept far enough asunder 
to lay the foundations for the wall which I propose to form of concrete faced with sandstone up to low 
water mark, and above low water to be faced with trachyte from Bowral.

If the space behind the wall is to be wholly filled up, and reclaimed as in No. 1 scheme, then it 
will^nly be necessary to stop this quay wall where it meets the wharf level on each side of the harbour.

I have assumed that the clay met with in the borings at about 8 feet below the present surface will 
bo strong enough to found the wall upon. The borings indicate it to be of a strong tough nature, hut 
should it prove upon further investigation not to he sufficiently strong, it wilt be necessary to take the 
foundation down to the rock; this, however, would have to be done on piles or cylinders at a greatly 
enhanced cost. I think it sufficient for the present to asknme that a good foundation can bo obtained at the 
depth shown. I estimate the cost of constructing this wall, including the coffer-dams, removing outer one 
upon completion, formation of roadway, including kerbing, guttering, wood-blocking, footpaths, &c., but 
not the filling, as this will be dealt with separately, at £lti(j,000. Constructing

Brief detfiils of plan?, ficeoivipanning this Report.:—
ritm No, 1.—General plan of proposal.

„ 2 and 3.—Disposal of pewage.
„ 4.—Design for sea wall.

* „ o,—Design for cellarage,
,, 6,—Design for elevated roachvny.

152—B
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Constructin'; a permanent sea-wall in the first instance is a costly work, but it will unloubtcdfy 
make the best and most satisfactory finish, as the work will then be done for all time; but it is not 
absolutely essential, for tho reclamation could be carried on behind a rubble wall formed of stone ballast 
tipped across the harbour. This form of wall is, however, not without objection, for It will be necessary 
to construct a timber wharf m front of it to brinp; vessels alongside, and the piles cannot bo easily driven, 
repaired, or replaced at any time in tho stone filling. The cost of this ballast dyke, including a timber 
wharf 35 feet wide and formation of roadway as bolbro referred to, I estimate at £ 113,000—the cost of 
filling being omitted as before. _

Before the filling can be commence! it will be necessary to provide for the drainage now finding 
its way into the upper part of the harbour. I attach, as an appendix, a report from Mr. Snmil, the 
Engineer for Sewerage under the Water and Sewerage Board. He deals fully with the whole question, 
and the plans show the extent of drainage works involved. That this must be extensive, I have only to 
mention rbat the area draining into the harbour above the bridge is about 500 acres; the whole ot the 
storm-water off this area has to be provided for as well as the sewerage from the Zone below the 40 feet 
contour level. _

The cost of the storm-water drains must be wholly charged to tins scheme, but. the cost of the 
low-level system for intercepting the sewerage from the Zone below tho 40 feet contour might fairly be 
charged to the Sewerage Loan Tote, as sooner or later’ this must be undertaken, being part of the low- 
level system of the Main Drainage Scheme. _

The cost of all these drainage works is estimated at £128,001), of which £30,000 would be fairly 
chargeable to the Sewerage Loan Votes, leaving £08,000 chargeable to this reclamation scheme as wholly 
consequent thereon.

The plan shows the main duct carried down the centre of the harbour. This would have to bo 
constructed on a platform carried on piles, and, as before mentioned, should be carried out before the 
filling in is commeneed, _

Upon completion of the sea-walls and drainage and sewerage, works, the reclamation could bo com
menced. This can easily be done with sand-pump dredges which would be moored near fbc wall and kept 
constantly at work lifting and pumping into the enclosure all the sand, silt, and mud raised by the ladder 

• dredges in various parts of the harbour. I estimate the quantity of filling required at 2,5SG,(J00 tons.
If all the material lifted by the four dredges now working in .Sydney Harbour, namely the “Sydney,” 

“Samson,” “Hercules,” and “Charon,” can be made available and be taken to Darling Harbour it will 
take at least three years to fill in the reclamation, as the greatest aggregate output from these four dredges 
in one year only amounte.d to 870,000 tons.

Tho material mostly dredged up in Sydney Harbour consists of mud and clay. Should the whole of 
the reclamation be made of this material without the admixture of a good percentage of sand, the land so 
formed will take a long time to consolidate owing to the great depth of filling, namely, from 25 to 35 feet. 
It would probably be three or four years before a reclamation this depth, formed of mud and clay, could 
safely bo walked on, much less built upon. The reclamations we have so far made with the sand-pump 
at Long Cove and Neutral Bay have been largely composed of sand, which has been obtained between 
Darling Point and Garden Island, opposite Kusncutters’ Bay, where there was a largo sand-bank in the 
way of navigation on the south side of the harbour. This bank has been almost entirely removed. 
Therefore, to oblain such a quantity as will be required to fill Darling Harbour would necessitate placing 
a dredge or dredges to work at some place such as in the eastern channel, or Middle Harbour, or Bose 
Bay, for the special purpose of obtaining saftd to mix with the mud. The cost of; this special dredging 
and towage should bo charged to tho reclamation work, I estimate the cost of filling up with the sand- 
pump dredge, including wear and tear of pipes, Ac., at 3d. per ton.

Cost, therefore—2,580,000 tons, at 3d. ... ... ... ... ... £32,325
But if half fhe material has to be specially procured, a further sum of Cd,

per ton mist be added cn this quantity, viz., 1,203,000, at Gd. ... 32,325

Total cost ............... ............... £01,050

On one of the sketch plans submitted to mq with the papers for report, I observe that a number of 
jetties are sketched out projecting down the harbour in front of the reclamation. To make these jet!ion 
of practical use in connection with the Eailway yard it would be necessary to lay rails thereon connecting 
them with the Eailway, and thus form a number of level crossings over the main road from Sydney to 
Pyrmont, Besides, there would be other level crossings leading to the Pyrmont wharfs. _

These numerous level crossings would be a great source of danger to the public using the road, as 
well as a serious hindrance and inconvenience to the road traffic. Tho approaches to the low-level road 
would also require steeper gradients than they have at present, although they are even now almost too 
steep for the heavy traffic. I am therefore of opinion that to obtain good gradients, and to permit of the 
new frontage being made full use of for shipping purposes, as well as to allow free access to the Pyrmont 
wharfs and jetties, that the road traffic should bo carried across the reclamation on a bridge sufficiently 
high to admit of railway traffic passing underneath. _ ^ _

I attach a tracing showing such a structure, the road being carried on brick arches. I estimate 
tho cost of this, including formation of roadway, footpaths, Ac., at £102,000. _

With regard to the suggested jetties, T should poinl out that if they are constructed it will bo 
necessary to resume tho wharfage now occupied by tho Newcastle and JIunlor Elver Steam Navigation 
Co., and the North Coast Steam Navigation Co., as the jetties projecting down the harbour would 
prevent the coasting steamers approaching these companies’ wharfs end on as they do at present. 
I am, however, omitting the cost of any such resumption from my estimates, as well as the cost of 
constructing jetties.

Besumption of wharfage inside Pyrmont Bridge, between Pyrmont Bridge and Ihe Government 
land now occupied by the Eailway Department, at the head of Darling Harbour, there are twenty-three 
different sets of wharfs or properties having a total frontage to the harbour of 2,107 feet, and wharfage 
accommodation to the extent of G,G30 feet. The whole of this would necessarily have to ho resumed, and 
in doing so the resumption would have to embrace all the land now occupied by stores, yards, Ac., in 
connection with the wharfs. ■
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1 Ijeliovc I am right in saying that nearly the whole of this is privately owned, having been wholly 
alienated from the Crown ; hut, up to the present, I have not been able to procure from the Department 
of Lands the detailed information, ashed for some time ago, showing exactly how tho matter stands as 
regards titles, leases of wharfs, &c.

It is not easy to say what would have to be paid for all this frontage, bat I think that at the very 
least: it would cost £150 (one hundred and fifty pounds) per lineal foot, at which rate the resumption 
would cost (say) £310,000.

To this must be added tho loss of revenue now derived from leases of the wharfs, which amount's 
to a considerable sum—I understand about £1,400 per annum—and which may be largely increased as 
the present leases expire,

The Government wharfs inside the bridge have a frontage of 2,408 feet, and were constructed at a 
coat of about £00,000, This wharfage, much of it quite recently constructed, would be lost. Up to this, 
however, full use has not been made of these wharfs, hut, with a good large opening in the bridge, I see 
no reason why they should not be turned to most profitable account, seeing that there arc such extensive 
railway facilities alongside.

The whole cost of this scheme may he summarised as follows:—
’ £ 

Sea wall and formation of roadway ■ ... ... ... ... ... ... 1GG,000
Drainage and Sewerage ivorks chargeable to this scheme ... ... ... £18,000
Filling in at back ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Of,000
High level roadway, excluding formation of road. &c., charged above (say) 02,000 
.Tlesmnption of land (say) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3IG,000
Value of Government wharfs abandoned, put down at (say) half cost ... 34,500

Q'otal cost,,, ... ... ... ... £770,500

If a Hubble Stone Dyke and Timber Wharf be constructed in place of con
crete sea wall, deduct ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 123,000

047,500
And if the high-level roadway bo dispensed with, deduct a further sum of... 92.000

Total cost on reduced scale .................... £555,500

j\s a set off, the cost of the proposed new bridge will be saved, estimated at £295.000 
And 385- acres of land will be reclaimed, which may bo valued at, say,

£2,000 per acre for railway purposes ,,, ... ... ... ... 77,509

Total ... ... ... ... ... £372,500

This showing a loss by the Keclamation scheme of at least ............... £183,000

I think it would ho a great mistake to deprive the city of the benefit derived, or that possibly can 
and should be derived, from the advantages of having this large and wcll-shcltored area of water sur
rounded by wharfage in such close proximity to t he centre of the city.

In most ports at the present day every effort is being made by the construction of docks, canals, or 
the improvement of channels, to bring shipping close to tho city. 1 therefore cannot help expressing the 
opinion that it-would bo a decidedly retrograde movement to close this valuable basin, and in exchange 
for an area of land for which it would he difficult to find immediate use. It would not be of a nature fit,to 
erect largo buildings or stores upon, as tho cost of providing foundations through such a depth of 
reclamation would make building prohibitory.

Ab. 2 tichcme.
This is practically the same as IsTo. 1. except that it is proposed to construct extensive cellarage 

behind the sea-wall.
In this case the construction of a watertight sea-wall to act as a cofl’er-dam is quite indispensable ; 

and, moreover, the ends of the wall must be carried further into each side than would he necessary under 
the scheme last dealt with.

I estimate the cost of this wall, including roadway formation, pumping appliances, &e., at 
£.181,090. ■

After the completion of the sea-wall and the drainage works as before described, the space behind 
could be pumped out, and the bottom excavated and prepared for cellarage; this I show on the plan to 
be a space 1,009 feet long by 550 feet wide (about 12i acres), enclosed with brick-faced concrete reluming 
walls and a concrete floor 18 feet belowr low-water level. The whole area to be roofed over with brick 
arches carried on brick piers. The arches arc shown with 20-foot spans, and high enough to give a head
way of 24 feet, so that by adopting hydraulic truck elevators it would be possible to lower down goods 
trucks containing meat or otker produce to the cold storage, and move them about to any part required by 
laying lines and sidings in the basement. The arches are shown very strong and with about. 2 feet G inches 
of earth cover over them to enable railway lines and sidings being laid overhead, &e., and ballasted in the 
usual manner.

The remainder of the space surrounding that occupied by cellarage to be reclaimed by the sand- 
pump dredge as before specified:—

I estimate the cost of constructing the cellarage, including pumping out the 
space behind the retaining wall, and providing permanent steam pumping 
appliances ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £500,000

And the reclamation of the surrounding space—1,774,000 tons, at Cd. (say) 45,000
With
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With a combined engine and centrifugal pump of about the same power as that now on board the dredge 
“ Neptune,” the whole space behind the retaining wall, containing at low water about 205 million gallons, 
could be pumped out in from seven to eight days of continuous work. It would, however, be preferable 
to adopt a smaller pump as being more easily bandied and requiring a smaller boiler, &c., the whole plant 
to be placed on a pontoon, which might be kept afloat inside the retaining wall; by adopting tins arrange
ment the suction lift will be constant, while the discharge lift will increase as the enclosed water level is 
lowered. Under such circumstances the best results will be obtained with a centrifugal pump. The 
same pump could be availed of for keeping the whole of the foundations dry during the construction of 
the cellarage, &c., and upon completion of the work might be disposed of, and a more suitable pump 
purchased and permanently Used for draining the cellarage,—a complete system of drainpipes being 
provided for under the floor for this purpose, all leading to one sumph.

The whole cost of this scheme may bo estimated as follows:— ’
Sea walls, including coffer dams and remora) of same, formation of road

way at back, &e...................................................................................................£181,000
Drainage and sewerage works as before ... ... ... ... ... 08,000
Cellarage covered in, including pumping and permanent pumping station,

complete ................................................................................................... 500,000
Pilling in at back................................................................................................... 45,000
High level roadway, foundations in this case being put in dry will be

cheaper, say........................................................................... ... 80,000
Resumption of land as before ... ... ... ... ... . 310,000
Value of Government Wharfs abandoned, half cost .. ... ... ... 34,000

Total cost of Cellarage Scheme... ... ... ... ... ... ,,.£1,254,000

Against this, to be allowed the estimated cost of constructing n now bridge
as before, say .......................................................................... T.. 205,000

381- acres of land reclaimed, Ac., say........................... *■ ............... 77,500
Value of cellarage, say, £3,000 per year capitalised....................................... 75,00 >

£317,500

Total estimate ................................................................................................... 1,251,000
Dess value of improvements as a set-off ... ... ... .. 347,500

Estimated loss on transaction............... ................................................... £000,500

To this must bo added the capitalised value of the rent now derived from
leases, say £1,400 at 4 per cent................................................................... £35,000

This charge applies to both schemes and should really be placed at a higher sum, seeing that the 
rentals may be so largely increased as the leases, which are only short ones, fail in.

Since writing the foregoing 1 have received Mr. Perdriau’s report (attached) with detailed Schedule 
and plans of all the properties between Pyrmont Eridge and the head of Darling Harbour,

The Schedule summarised shows that the Government derives annual rents amounting to £1,373 
for tho various wharf leases, and that the present occupants are paying rent to the various owners to the 
extent of £8,850 per annum. There are some twenty-three properties scheduled, and of these all but two 
seem to be wholly alienated—two small portions only having unauthorised reclamations in front of the 
freeholds. ■

The above figures go to show that my estimate of the value of the land to be resumed is under 
rather than over the true value.

At least one third of tho properties are not leased or profitably held at present, so tins proportion 
may fairly be added to the rentals, thus £8,850 + 1/3rd = £11,800, being the proportional rental value 
of the whole of the properties.

This sum capitalised @ 4 % ... ... ... ... £205,000
10 % forced sale,,, ... ... .. ... ... 29,500
Add for goodwill and disturbance of established 

businesses such as the Ice Company, Messrs. Allen 
and Walker, Saw Mills, Shipping Companies, &e., 
say at Icasl..................................................... ... 55,500

Probable value .. ... ... ... £380,000

This amount being £04,000 in excess of the sum I allowed in my estimate. The sum I put down for 
disturbance of established business is low when compared with the sums paid to similar establishments 
when the land on the opposite side of the harbour was resumed, Messrs. Goodict & Smith getting the 
sum of about £90,000 for being disturbed, their claim being £108,000.

After investigating and fully considering the whole ease, I am strongly of the opinion that the 
benefits to he derived from tho reclamation of the head of Darling Harbour would be purchased at too 
great a cost, and that it would most unquestionably be better in the interests of the Colony, the Citv, 
and all concerned, to construct a good bridge with a large opening span as proposed, and make full use of 
tho wharfage round the head of Darling Harbour,

■ C. W. DARLEY,
Enginccr-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers.

No, 19.
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No. 19.
The Chief Assistant Engineer for Water Supply to The Enginccr-in-Cliicf for

Harbours and Rivers.
Sydney, 28 September, 1892.

Proposed Reclamation Works, Darling Harbour.
Ik reply to your memo, of 12th August last vc suggestion as to dealing with main aud subsidiary sowers 
now discharging into tho head waters of Darling Harbour in the event of the basin being reclaimed, I report of stii 
submit the following scheme for your information The various works arc shown on the accompanying 1 ■■
trading, which has boon compiled from old city records and other sources. In the event of work being 
carried out the scheme might have to be modified in detail on account of considerations 6f headway, ,
resumptions, &c. The estimated cost would not, however, be materially affected.

Tho area draining into the basin south of present bridge is estimated at 500 acres, the whole of the 
sewage below 40 feet contour flowing into the harbour, and practically the whole of the storm-water 
during heavy rams. The filling up of the basin will block the various outfalls, and diversion works will 
therefore be necessary for tho discharge of storm-water from high and mid levels, and provision for 
discharge of same from low levels. The actual sewage from zone bolow 40 foot contour will be collected 
at various stations, and can be lifted into branches of ihe Bondi outfall by Shone’s ejectors. The main 
air-compressor station can be built in the low-lcvcl area close to the Hydraulic Power Company’s promises, 
from which power can be obtained, thus obviating cost of engines, engine-house, Ac. Tho discharge of 
low-level storm-water will be provided by presuming a dyke is run across the limit of reclamation, 
extending wrought or cast iron pipes on piers from the existing outfall to deep water at dyke this sewer 
could be surrounded by concrete as reclamation works progress. The works may be sumarized as follows:

1. An intercepting storm-water duct on east foreshore, with a capacity equal to sectional area of
9 75 feet diameter, tapping the existing outfall in Hay-street at Dixson-street East, and following 
the route indicated by broken green lines to a point north of existing bridge, this duct increases 
by increments to a maximum size equal to sectional area of 13 feet diameter, ,

2. An intercepting storm-water drain 5'5 feet diameter on west foreshore from DiPArthur-street to
north side of Pyrmont Bridge, and reconstruction of existing sewer from above street to 
William Henry street. _

3. An open or covered storm-water drain either in concrete or iron pipes on trestles with tidal valves
and branches from subsidiary outfalls from low-level zone below that dealt with by works 1 and 2,

4. Construction of main air-compressor station, intercepting points, ejector chambers, sealed rising
mains, and compressed air-services for lifting the sewage from area below 4-0 Icet contour into 
tho Bondi outfall sewer.

These work's, however, would form a part of the Main Drainage Scheme, and would have to be 
carried out in the future, and would, therefore, be fairly chargeable to Sewerage Loan Vote.

Tho existing sewers will be utilised as much as possible, the grades of lower posterns only having 
to bo altered.

The cost of works has been approximately estimated as under:—
£ 3. d.

Section No. 1, diversion sewer works ........................... ... ... 45,000 0 0
o 'J J 1? 4' • ”' “ * ... 15,000 0 0

,, 3, low-level duct ..................................... ■■■ ... 20,000 0 0
--------,-----

80,000 0 0
Contingencies, expenses, &c., 10 per cent. ... ... ... ... 8,000 0 0

88,000 0 0
Resumptions, purchase of easement rights, &c., estimated at ... ... 10,000 0 0

98,000 0 0
No. 4, interception of sewage . . ... .. . ... ... 30,000 0 0

£128,000 0 0

n. Chargeable lo reclamation works ... ... ... ... ... 98,000 0 0
b. „ Sewerage Loan Vote ... .. ... ... ... 30,000 0 0

£128,000 0 0

J. M. SMA1L,

Ho. 20.



No. 20.
. llcport by Mr. Perdriau.

{To accompany my Utter to the Acting Chief Surveyor, No. 93-1, ofldth January.—S. E. Peudiuat;, Government Surveyor.\

Propobed Keclamation- of the Head of Daulisg Haulotjh, Sydnev.
Schedule of water frontage properties on the east side of Darling Harbour, lying to the south of Pyrmont Bridge, giving particulars as to areas and,dimensions of the lands, names of

ireenoiclers and. lessees ; also, as to terms of leases, and of tho tenure of the lands beyond high-water mark for wharfs and jetties. .

No. oh 
PJn.n. Namo of Freehold and Lc&cc Allotment No. Description and Dimensions of Ti'cchoM or other tenure j also Dated anti Terms of Leases. Date*!, Terms, mid Conditions of Spoeia! Lenses under the 

fc3th section, for Wharfs and .lefties.

1 ...........................................

2 City Council, part of ^the Market Wharf. 
Reserve.

3 “ Baltic WharfThomas Bucklaml and
Executors of the late John Williams. 

Lessee ........................................................

>

The tenants.................................................

4 Albion Wharf, James Cooper, of 08,1 
Pentridge Villas, Bay3water, near 
London, England. I

Lessees

4

Section 30, City of Sydney. _
Reclaimed Crown Land. Passage to steps now disused. The entrance to this land is 

closed by a close fence erected by the City Council.

freehold, 11 * peichos. The reelaiu'cd land, about It) porches, has apparently not 
been alienated, and it does not appear that permission was gi\en to reclaim it. 
Upon my stating those facts to tho Town Clerk he promised to inquire into the 
matter, and if he discovered any authority from Government for the reclamation, 
to communicate with the Department to that ettect.j '

Unauthorized reclamation, 32J perches. Application to purchase same refused. 
Ms. L. 92-2,451.

Alexander Burns, timber merchant, lias a lease of the jetty and the area shown upon 
plan for one year from 31st May, 1892, at ,£700 per annum, six months notice of 
determination of lease, before expiry of the one year, to be given by either party. 
Bums has no power to sublet without Buck land’s consent in writing. Before the 
above-mentioned date, Bums had a seven (7} years lease, and he erected the brick 
offices now upon the land at his own expense, without right of removal, and will 
receive no compensation for same.

J. Toohey and Buzficott & Co., of the hotel and shops respectively, have a right of way 
over the drayroad to their back premises.

Reclamation If) .perches has not been purchased from the Crown, but the recent opinion 
of the Crown Solicitor is that it is included in the original grant to James Cooper.

Block 410. Fo. 949. John Sec and \V\ H. Hinton have a lease for twenty-one years 
, from 1st November, 1SSS, of the whole of allotment No. 4, and the two jetties, 

paying during the first fourteen years, £1,500 per annum, and during tho last sever 
years, £2,000 per annum, payable'in equal monthly instalments. Lessees to pay 
all rates and taxes, except the land tax, and landlord’s income tax, if any. Pro
vided that if the lessees he desirous of pulling down the stone store, situate near 
tho water, they must first deposit £2,000 ns guarantee, in some Bank to be approved 
by the lessor ; then erect buildings to tho value of £5,000 on the site, and then the 
£2,000 Will he returned to them; or if the lessees expend £5,000 in buildings on 
the land elsewhere than on the site of said stone store, they may pull the store 
down and remove it. The building covenant has evidently been carried out 
Book 43G. Fo. 4G7. Walter Russell Hall advanced £8,000 011 Sth April, 1S90, on 
mortgage at 74 per cent, per annum over See aud Hinton’s lease, to be repaid on 
the Sth April, 1895, Mortgagor to insure the buildings and keep same insured for 
£S,000 until that date.

Annual lease of 17 perches for wharf and jetty, at 
t £25 per annum, from 1st January, IS91.

Note.—The rent for 1891 not having been paid, 
although two reminders were sent, the Crown 
Solicitor was instructed, 23/12/92, to institute 
legal proceedings for recovery of same.

The jetty, about 14S ft, x 52 ft., was erected 
many years ago, under permission granted by 
the Governor-General in 1S50. It is not hold 
under lease, and Mr. Backhand was called 
upon, 17/9/91, by the Department to tender a 
special lease application.

Note.—Further .action by the Department has
apparently been delayed, pending decision as 
to a substitute for Pyrmont Bridge. If a new 
bridge be erected as proposed, it would be 
necessary to resume part, if not tho whole, of 
this property.

There aro two jetties on the frontage of allotment 
4. The northern one is about 194 ft. x 2G ft. 
The southern one about 174 ft. x 24ft. They 
wore-erected many years ago, under per
mission granted bv the Governor-General in 
1850.

These jetties are not held under lease, and Mr. 
Buckland, as agent for James Cooper, was 
called upon, 12th April, 1S92, to tender a 
special lease application for same, this not 
having been done, the Crown Solicitor was 
instructed, Ifith December, 1892, to take 
action to compel Cooper to legalise his occupa
tion.

Note.—Since my survey in January, 1891, 
two additional small areas have been covered 
by wharfs on piles,-without authority from the 
Department. [See plan.]
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No. on f 
Plan. | Name of Freehold and I/essee. Allotment No.

Sub-lessees

Sub-lessees

NiclsoH's lease is not registered

Union Finance, Guarantee, and Invest
ment Company of Australia (Ltd.), 
now in private liquidation), late 
M-'Ilraith, M'Kacbarn, & Co.

Union Finance, Guarantee, and Invest
ment Company of Australia (Ltd.), 
formerly Tims. Sticet, and lately 
M'llraith, M ‘Kachearn, & Co.

W. C. Wentworth, now Fitzwiliiam1 
"Wentworth. I

Description and Dimensions of Freehold or other Tonpre ; aNo Dotes and Terms of Leases.
Dates, Terms, ami Condi lions of Special Leases, under the 

tflth soction, for Wharfs and -1 etties.

conlinved.Section 30,' Crrr of Sydney

Book 498. ' Fo. 903. John Lysagbt & Co. (Limited), galvanised iron merchants, have 
a sub-lease for seven years from See and Hinton of the area shown on plan irom ist 
March, 1892 at £900 per annum—£75 per mouth. The Company to pay all rates 
and taxes, except tho land tax and landlord’s property tax, if any. Lessees to keep 
property in good repair, less ordinary wear and tear and damage by lire. In the 
event of resumption by Government, Lysaght & Co., are to receive the compensa
tion money, and See and Hinton arc not to be responsible to them, nor hable in any 
way for such resumption. Tho lessors to be at liberty at the expiration of the lease 
to pay for at a valuation—to be fixed by arbitration in case of diflerence-any 
buildings, erections, or improvements of any sort made by the Company.

John Lyraght & Co. (Ltd.). The company have a right to three years’_ extension of 
this lease, making ten years in all, by giving notice any time within tnrec years of 
the commencement of the seven years" term.

Geo "W. Hi coll has a three years’ lease of tho jetty (northern jetty of Albion M harf), 
and storage accommodation, as shown upon plan, at £20 per month, from 
1st October, 1S9L The store was erected prior to the commencement of the lease, 
but Hicoll’s office was erected at his own expense (it is on a recent addition to tne 
wharf which is not covered by special lease from the Department).

Reclamation 0a. Ir. 16 perches, purchased by trustees of the late Esther Hughes, the 
owners at that time of the freehold on 22ud May, 1S7G.

Reclamation, 2SS perches; purchased by Alexr. Campbell, 26th February 1SS6. 
Reclamation, 1 rood 16 perches. Application to purcliase refused. Ms.,

The ‘'Old Labour in Vain Hotel” is very much out of repair, it is untcnaiitcd, aiid| 
the license is refused pending extensive repairs. Also, the remaining buildings on 
this land adjoining and to the south of the hotel ale in a similar condition, 
untenanted, and must not be occupied pending repairs.

Reclamation 2 acres 9 perches, purchased 15th September, 1SG2, by V. C. W ent
- worth : purcliase-money, £50. -i no ,

Lessees, Allen and Walker—now Thomas Allen—has a lease of 1 acre 1 rood 22T„ 
perches in two pieces of 1 acre 1 rood 41 perches and 17V'r; perches (see plan) from 
F. Wentworth for twenty-one’years from 1st October, 1S8S, at £1,300 per annum 
clear for first ten years, and for the remainder of the term £1,700 per annum clear 
payable quarterly, with a covenant that any buildings which may be erected shall 
be of brick or stone, and that pile jetties to cost £7,000 shall be built fronting the 
land according to plans and specifications exhibited within two yeara of commence- 
incut of lease ; and also that the lessee will by dredging maintain a depth of water 
on the premises surrounding said jetties of not less than IS feet at ebb tide.

The covenant ns to expenditure upon jetties has been fulfilled, (iec oelov;.)

As to the jetty fronting the Company's leasehold. 
The Company is to have exclusive use of same, 
to berth vessels north and south of it. but the 
lessors (See and Hinton) also have a rigid to 
the use, in common with the lessees, of the 
water between the said jetty and adjacent 
jetty of the lessors to the north.

Upon inquiry of John See, 1 was informed that 
Nicoll has no lease. There is one drafted, 
but it is not signed ; also, that Nicoll has not 
tho exclusive right to the wharf, but only a 
right to berth vessels there, which right Mr, 
See also retains and exercises, principally’ for 
the discharging of timber, . for which ho 
receives the wharf dues. Mr. Sec also stated 
that Kicoll has no right to use the store, but 
is allowed to do so on sufTcrunce only. Roche 
aud Bloomfield, timlier merchants, have a lease 
of tho two sheds indicated on plan, area about 
20 perches, for five years, from 1st December, 
ISO], at £5 per week. The tenants of the 
stores on the Sussex-strcct frontage have a 
right of way to the back of ther premises.

Special lease for jetty, area, 30011. x 30ft. for ten 
years from 1st January, 18SS, at an animal 
lentul of £150, granted to MUlraith, 
M'Eacharn, & Co.

There are two special leases for jetty areas front
ing this property, viz., a lease for a new jetty, 
275ft. x 40ft. = 1 rood, for five years fiom 
1st July, 1891, at £175 per annum, gianted to 
the U. F. Co., and for two pail*, 7 perches 
and 1 perch = S perches, of a former lease of 
20 perches. The present rental is £20 per 
annum. .An annual lease from 1st January, 
]£SS, granted to Thomas Street, and now held 
by the U. F. Co.

Special lease for t«o jetty areas fronting the 
1 acre 1 rood 44 perches, No. 1, 245 ft. \ 30 ft., 
aud No. 2, 250’ft. x 50 ft. ; total area. 1 rood 
31 perches. Lease for ten years from 1st 
January, 1SS9. Rental, £300 per annum fo: 
first five years, and £450 per amuuu for LCiuaiu- 
ing five years. The U.S.S. Company (Limited) 
have acquired this lease from Alien and erected 
the jetties.
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No on 
Plan. Name of Freehold and Lessee. Allotment No. Description and Diiucitaiaus of freehold or other Tenure ; also Dates and Terms of Leases I Uatcs> Terms, anil Conditions of Special Leases, under Hie

' $9th section, for Wharfs and Jetties.

#

Sub-lessees (]iook 427f Fol. 140).

7 City Council, Dniitt-street, reclamation ■

Sectioh 30, Citv of Svdnkv—continnerf.

A lien and Walker—bom- Thomas Allen—has sub-leased to the Union Steamship Company I 
(Limited) of New Zealand, two parts of the areas leased by him from Wentworth, 
yiK., 2 roods MO!■ perches, leased for twenty years and eighty-nine days from 
1st .Inly, 1889, to 27th September, 100!); the rental to 1st October, 1898, to bel 
£1,300 per annum, and for the remainder of the term £1,700 per annum ; paymentsl 
to be made quarterly on 1st days of October, January, April, and July in each1 
year—£32o per quarter for first part of the term and £425 per quarter for thol 
second pint of the term. 'The covenant made by Allen with Wentworth relative' 
to buildings and jetties has been accepted by the U.S.S. Company, and Allen holds' 
an acfcnoivledgment from Wentworth that the same has been fulfilled. The second 

“ S'nuli area at the comer of Dmitt-strect and U’Arcy-street, for which thol 
U.b.S. Company pay Allen £104 per annum, the lease being from 1st July, 1890 
for nineteen years and eighty-nine days, expiring 27th September, 1909. The 
Ouiupuny has the vight to remove the weighbridge and any other fixed machinery1 
durmg their lease. The Company ate to pay all rates and taxes, exuopt the land 
tax and landlord's income tax, if any. The Company also in both leases is bound 
to keep the buildings, jetties, &c , insured to their full insurable value during the 
term of their leases. , &

Allen's leaseholds from Wentworth and his sub-leases to the U.S.S. Co. tire clearly 
shown Upon my plan. He has retained a water frontage of about 35 feet. On the water frontage of the 35 feet there is an 

old jetty. Allen and Walker applied for a 
special lease of this jetty on 27th June, 1890. 
Area, 7 perches. The Land Court, on reference 
by the Minister, fixed the annual rental at £40. 
Tho Land Hoard has recommended a term of 
9 years, from 30th June, 1890. The rental for 
1890, £20, and for 1891, £40, not having been 
paid the Executive Council approved that the 
lease be forfeited. The papers are now with 
the Crown Solicitor for the recovery of the rent. 
Note.—Since the l^and Board dealt with the 
application the jetty has been enlarged.

Permission was given to the City Council, 1st November, 1883, to reclaim the area 
shown upon my plan. Such reclamation lias not yet been effected, and no deed 
of grant has issued for the area.

Section 21.
"Pacific Wharf,” claimed by Thomas 

Henry Dearin; Chapman & Co.. 
lessees. The lease is not registered.

Part of allotment No. 2 ;| 
part of the unaliendted 
reclaimed land front
ing same.

Ihe area about 2 roods 32 perches—of reclaimed land embraces nearly the whole of 
site of the “ Pacific Foundry,” the freehold being only about 4j- perches. The 
said site—2 roods 36± perches in all, is leased to Chapman & Co. (executors of the 
late Richard Manning) for five years from 1st June, 1889, at £420 per annum 
payable monthly. The lessees pay tho rates and taxes. ’

Special lease of about 18 perches = 200ft. x 25ft, : 
granted to the late J, B. Uearin, father of 
T. H. Dearin, for 5 years, from 1st January, 
1890, at £120 per annum.
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No. on 
Piau. Name of Freehold aud Lessee. Allotment No. Description and Dimensions of Freehold or other Tenure‘t nlso Dates and Terms of Leases.

Dates, Terms, and Conditions of Special Leases under the 
Sftth section for Wharfs and Jetties.

Section 21—continued.

The reclaimed area, 2 roods 6^ perches^ 
was applied for to purchase by T. B.l 
Dearin, aud refused 22nd November, 
18SS. Ms. 88-14,406. 3

When the lease was given there was an old jetty, sitnatc <as shown on my plan, it has 
since licen demolished. At the commencement of the term of lease, the buildings 
cn the site were mutually estimated by the lessor and the lessees at £1,006 and at 
the termination of the lease, tho lessor T. B. Dearin, has the option of purchasuic 
whatever buildings there may be on tho site at a valuation. J he price to be reduced 
by £1,000 the value on those on site when leased. Dearin erected the present jetty, 
which is comparatively new, at his own expense. He pays the rent for the jetty 
area to the Government, and receives nothing extra for same from the lessees. IJio 
lease is not registered, and 1 have not seen it. The above information, and that as 

‘ to the limits of the lease, was obtained from Dearin. It will be observed that part 
of Druitt-street extended is embraced by same. The City Council aligned the 
extension of Druitt-street in 1S80. In 1S84 steps were taken towards asserting the 
City Council’s right over t!io street, and causing the lemoval of tho obstructions. 
It appears that action was stayed upon Deariu’s writing to the Department of 
Mines, stating that immediate action Mould result in loss and probable litigation ; 
and upon his promising to give up possession of the encroachment at the expiry of 
the lease, then about five years to run. Kecords, SU/259-3.

[Sez Xotf. *.]

9

10

Claimant, John Henry Scamer Fronting part of allot
ment 2.

Unauthorised reclamation About 26 perches, claimed and occupied by John Henry 
Senmer ; application by him to purchase under tho 9th clause of the Cro^n Lands 
Act of 1S61, refused, 29th March, 1884. Ms. SC-5,S21,

James Thompson "Wilshire, owner of 
freehold, and claimant of the reclaimed 
land.

Dart of 2 The freehold is a small irregular area of about Hi perches, fronting the freehold, and! 
the unauthorised reclamation by Scamer is an unauthorised reclamation o, about 
1 rood 24 perches, which ifs claimed by J. T. Wilshire. Those two areas, together 
with the wharf on piles on the western frontage thereof, aro leased by J. rl. V\ ilshiro 
to .folm Hay Goodict for fourteen years, from 11th.October, 1882, at £506 per 
annum—£41 13s. 4d, per month, the last monthly payment to be m advance on 1st 
October, 1890. The lessee to pay all rates and taxes, and to keep the wharf and 
other erections on said promises in repair, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Ihe 
£75 per annum charged by Government for said wharf area is paid by tVilshirc.

Special lease of the wharf area fronting this pro
perty for wharf as erected, was granted to J. T. 
Wilshire from 1st January, 1S87, on an annual 
tenure at £75 per annum.

Special lease of the jetty area for the jetty as 
erected on the northern frontage of Seamer's 
leasehold, about 12 perches, was granted to 
J, H. Seamer for five years from IstJanuary, 
1888, at £35 per annum. Seamer has recently 
applied for a renewal of said lease, offering £30 
per annum as rent.

"Note.—Action has been taken by the Crown Solicitor towards establishing the Crown's 
riMit to the three unauthorised reclamations mentioned above, claimed by Dearin, 
Seamer, and Wilshire respectively. The Crown Solicitor is now—ilth January, 
1893—awaiting instructions from the Department of Lauda as to whether writs of 
intrusion are to issue against these claimants and others in the immediate neigh
bourhood.

11 Municipal Council of Sydney, Bathurst- 
street.

Permission to reclaim 12 perches was granted to the Municipal Council of Sydney. 
Such reclamation has not yet been effected.

Special leases for two areas fronting Bathurst- 
street have been granted to the City Council 
for five years from 1st January, 1890, at a 
nominal rental of £1 per annum each, and 
jetties have been erected thereon. The north
ern area is about 66ft. x 18ft. (about 4 perches), 
and the southern one is about I20ft. x 18ft., 
= 8 perches.
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No. on 
Plan. Name of Freehold and Lessee. Allotment No. Description and Dimensions of Freehold or other Tenure ; also Dates and Terms of Leases. Dates, Terms, and Conditions of Special Leases under the 

89th section for Wharfs and Jetties,

Section No. 10,
William Kite aud George Lee, trustees 

for Mrs. Cousins. Lessees, Gillespie 
Bros. & Co.

Part of purchased recla.‘ 
mation, fronting allot' 
ment 2, granted to 
Thos. Barker.

Tho freehold is irregular in shape, abont 107 ft. x SO ft., and with the stores and 
buildings then upon it was leased from 1st January, 189U, to Gillespie Bros. & Co. 
(John and John William Gillespie) for seven yeara, at £300 per annum, payable 
quarterly on 1st days of April, July, October, and January. The lessee to pay all 
rates and taxes of every description, and within tho first year of the term to expend 
not less than £450 in permanent improvements upon the said land, aud keep the 
wharf, buildings, and premises in good repair, damage by fire, storm, and tempest, 
and other inevitable accident, and reasonable wear and tear excepted. In the 
event of the Government setting up a right to any portion of the said premises, the 
lessees are not to be liable therefor to a greater extent than £10 per annum, in 
addition to the £200 per annum. If any part of the property be resumed by 
Government during the lease a fair proportion of tho rent shall he abated, according 
to the nature and effect of the injury sustained by the lessees by reason of such 
resumption. Any dispute about same is to be settled by arbitration by two 
indifferent persons, one chosen by each side. Such dispute to he conducted 
according to the Act 31 Vic. No. 15.intituled “The Arbitration Facilitation Act.”

Special lease for 8 perches, as occupied, granted 
to Kite and Lee for five years from 1st Jan
uary, 1892, at £32 per annum.

13

14

Gillespie Bros. &; Co., owners and occu
piers.

“Russell’s Wharf.” John Taylor, lately 
the Darling Harbour Wharf and Land 
Investment Co. (Ld.)

Lessees

Part of allotment No. 2 
and part of the recla
mation area fronting 
allotment 2, It also 
includes the 10
perches of reclaimed 
land granted to Jos. 
Wearne,

Part of purchased recla
mation fronting allot
ment No. 2 grouted 
to Thos. Barker—2 
acres 1 rood 12J 
perches.

This area, 2 roods 1 porch=about 290 ft. x 78 ft., is under the Beal Property Act (vol. 
31, folio S3). Upon it the Anchor Roller Flour Mills arc erected.

This area, 1 acre 3 roods 4 perches, which includes that extending along the water 
frontage on piles, the latter varying in width from about 5 feet to about 20 feet 
(area, about 12J perches), is under the Real Property Act. The 124 perches have 
not been purchased from the Crown, and I presume it will bo held that ituns 
erroneously included in the Real Property certificate.

The Postal Department of N.S.W. had a lease of tho southern portion of this land, 
abont 274 perches, which expired 31st December, 1S.4S. The term was five years, 
at £400 per annum, the Department paying rates and taxes. They are still in 
occupation at the same rental, payable quarterly, without a lease. Taylor thinks 
the Department would be entitled to at least three mouths’ notice, if he wished to 
determine their occupation.

Special lease of 4 perches, about SO ft, x 14 ft.; 
approved by Minister, 9/8/92, to be granted 
for a term of five years at £20 per annum. 
Date of commencement is not mentioned, but 
presumably it will be 1st January, 1892.

IS

Weekly tenants

Frederick Thomas Milter and George 
Robert Harrison, occupiers and owners

Very small part of allot
ment 2 and reclaimed 
land.

Upon the Barker-street frontage there are eleven shops—Nos. 1 to 11, as shown upon 
the plan—whereof the rentals are, for Nos. 1 and 2, £1 5s. per week ; for No. 3, 
£1 10s. per week : for Nos. 4 to 11, £1 per week. At the date of my inspection 
they were all let at these rentals except Nos. 4, 5, and 7, which were vacant.

The solid land of Taylor’s wharf has all been reclaimed. It comprises the 1 rood 21 
porches granted to )?. N. Russell & Co., and part of the 2 acres 1 rood 12J porches 
granted to Thos. Barker. The western portion of the southern part of Barker- 
street is enclosed in common with the remainder of Taylor’s property, and occupied 
by him.

Area, 3 roods 1.84 perches by deed. It is nearly all reclaimed land, composed of part 
of the 2 acres ] rood 12^ perches granted to Thomas Barker, and the 19 perches 
and lo perches granted to Miller aud Harrison. The eastern portion of the southern 
part of Barker-Street, a length of about 44 ft. 0 in., is enclosed in common with1 
applicants’ property, and occupied by them. Their conveyances do not embrace! 
this land. The strip of wharf on piles on the water frontage is not held under leased 
from the Department. I

M
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No. Oil 
Plan. Name of Freehold and Lessees. Allotment No. Description and Dimensions of Freehold or other Tenure ; also Dates and Terms of Leases. Dates, Terms, and Conditions or Special Leases under the 

89th section for Wharfs and Jetties.

Sectioj.- No. 19—continued.

16 About 2 perches, very irregular in shape, part of "site of the old jetty” included in 
tho grant of 2 acres 1 rood 1 ‘2f perches to I'homas Barker. This area is covered by 
part of an old jetty on piles, erected aud occupied by the Misses Murphy, whose 
lease to the F. F. and lee Co. purports to include same.

17 The Misses Elizabeth and Mary Ann 
Murphy,

Lessees, the N.S.W, Fresh Food and Ice 
Company.

The lease is not registered.

Small part of allotment 
1 and1 part of the ] 
acre 0 rood 10 perches 
reclaimed landgranted 
to Kichard Brooks.

Lease from 7th duly, 1S92, for 21 years, at £500 per annum, payable quarterly, on 7th 
October, January, April, and July. lessees to pay the taxes and keep premises in 
same condition of repair as at commencement of lease, less wear and tear, and 
damage by five, storm and tempest, or other inevitable accident, and to insure for 
£1,000 in the joint names of lessors and lessees. This lease includes that part of 
Special Lease No. G6+, granted to the Misses Murphy, and expiring 30th June, 
1899, which fronts the part of the Misses Murphy’s land referred to. The rent of 
which special lease payable to Government is £100; whereof the part embraced in 
this lease is estimated at three-tenths and the rental thereof at £30 ; which 
amount the lessees are to pay to Government during the continuance of the special 
lease and are to renew said special lease during the continuance of their lease, 
from time to time. Provided that if Government at expiration of special lease 
require a higher rental for same the lessors shall be at liberty to abandon or refuse 
to renew said special lease, and after such abandonment or refusal this lease shall 
cease and determine as regards the special lease area, and the rent thereunder 
payable by tho lessees shall be abated at the rate of £7 10s. per quarter ; and if 
during the lease the special lease be resumed by Government or if .the lessors be 
compelled by Government to remove the structures thereon ; or if such special 
lease or any renewal thereof be otherwise determined by Government for any cause 
other than the breach or non-performance by the lessees of any of the covenants on 
their part herein contained, then, and in either of sneh cases, this lease shall cease 
and determine as regards the special lease area, and the rent payable thereunder 
shall be abated.

Special lease for 32J porches, reclaimed land and 
old pile jetties, granted to the Misses Murphy 
from the 1st July, 1S90, to 30th June, 1899, 
at £100 per annum.

Said 32£ perches extend across the whole frontage 
of the Misses Murphy’s property, whereof 
only a part is leased by the N. S- W. F. F. and 
lee Co. the remainder being leased by Bernard 
Byrnes.

Note.—Murphy’s lease to the F. F. and Ice Co, 
purports to include the 2 perches described in 
this schedule and numbered 16.

18 The Misses Elizabeth and Mary Ann 
Murphy,

Lessee, Bernard Byrnes. The lease is 
not registered.

Part of the 1 rood 10 
perches reclaimed land 
granted to Kichard 
Brooks.

The lease is for two pieces of land, from 7th July, 1892, for 21 years, at £650 per 
annum (being a clear rental of £000, and £50, the one half tire rent payable under 
special lease hereinafter mentioned), part of which is held in fee-simple and part 
under special lease No. 664 for nine years, expiring 30th June, 1899, at the quarterly 
rental of £100; and the proportionate part of the area held under said special lease, 
embraced by this lease, is estimated at one-half the total rent therein—viz., £50. 
The rent is payable monthly—£54 3s, 4d. on 7th of each month. Lessee is to pay 
all rates and taxes, and to keep in repair ; fair wear and tear, and damage by nrc, 
storm, tempest, or other inevitable accident excepted ; to insure buildings, &c., for 
£500, and use piece held under special lease for wharf and jetty only. Provided 
that if the half of such rent of special lease renewed at desire of lessee shall he 
more than £75 per annum, the lessors shall not be bound to pay more than £75 per 
annum of such rent, but the remaining portion of such rent shall be payable by the 
lessee, and shall be added to the clear yearly rental of £600. If said special lease 
be resumed by Government, or if lessors be obliged by Government -to remove the 
structures thereon, or if the special lease or any renewal thereof be determined by 
Government for any cause other than the breach or non-performance by the lessee 
of any of the covenants on his part therein contained, then, and in either of such 
cases, this lease shall cease and determine.

Special lease for 32A perches reclaimed land and 
old pile jetties, granted to the Misses Murphy 
from 1st July, 1890, to 30th June, 1899, at 
£100 per annum.

Said 32^ perches extend across the whole frontage 
of the Misses Murphy’s property, whereof 
only a part is leased by Bernard Byrnes, 
tho remainder being leased by the New 
South Wales Fresh Food and lee Company. 
(Limited). '

19 The City Council Liverpool-strect.
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SOth soction for Wharfs and Jetties,

Section 1.

20 Robert Chadwick ......... .
Lessee, Bernard Byrnes, 

not registered.
The lease is

Reclaimed land. Part 
of the 1 acre aud S 
perches granted to 
Henry M arc, and part 
of the 21j perches 
granted to J. H. 
Williams.

Chadwick’s title, under the Real Property Act, embraces an unauthorised reclamation, 
1 presume it will be held that the title to same still vests in the Crown. The lease 
is for 10 years, from 1st October, 1891, at £830 per annum, payable monthly— 
£C9 Cs. Sd. ; after that term a monthly tenancy only; lessees to pay rates and 
taxes. There were no improvements upon tho land at commencement of the lease. 
The lessee is to keep promises in order, less wear and tear. Any improvements 
made upon the land shall, at the end of tho lease, be the property of the landlord. 
The area is 1 rood 32J perches.

Special lease of 1J perches, occupied by n jetty and 
coal-shoot, granted to Bernard Byrnes, from 
1st January, 1891. Annual lease, terminable 
upon three months’ notice being given, in 
writing, by the Government. Rent, £15 per 
annum.

Special lease of 3i perches, occupied by a jetty, 
recommended by the Land Board, under an 
annual tenure, with six (C) months’ notice on 
non-renewal, at £20 per annum. This ease was 
dealt with by tho Land Board on 10th January, 
1893, and has not yet (14th January, 1893) 
reached the Minister.

21 Robert Chadwick. Lessees, Tho N.S. W. 
Fresh Food and Ice Co. (Ltd.), H. 
Paterson, Manager. The lease is not 
registered.

Reclaimed land, part of 
the 1 acre and 8 
perches granted to 
Henry Mace, and part 
of the 211) perches 
granted to J. H. Wil
liams, also part of the 
2 roods 14)f perches 
granted to G. T. 
Pickering.

Chadwick’s title, under the Real Property Act, embraces an unauthorised reclamation. 
I presume it will he held that the title to same still vests in tho Crown. The lease 
is for 29 years from 1st January, 1893. The rental for the first 10 years is £800 
per annum ; for the second 10 years, £900 per annum ; and £1,000 per annum for 
the remainder of the term. Quarterly payments. There is no building covenant. 
The Manager of the L. K. W. P. P. i 1. Co. informed mo that the buildings upon 
the area on 1st January, 1893, wore wortli about £500; he also supplied me with the 
above-mentioned particulars. The lease is not* yet formally drawn up, but I had a 
sight of the approved diagram showing the area. ,

b£>
o

22 Elisabeth Bell and Richard Holdsworth, 
trustees of Henry Bell, deceased. 
Lessees, The N.S.W. Fresh Pood and 
lee Co, (Ltd.)

Part of allotment 1 and 
of the reclaimed area 
fronting same, 1 acre 
2 roods 5 perches, 
granted to J times 
Ryan.

Lease for 33 years from 1st January, 18S9, at £1,000 per annum; £250 per quarter, Note.—The value of the buildings erected exceeds 
without any reduction or abatement whatsoever for rates or taxes, except the that above specified very considerably, 
lessors’ income or land tax. The lessees to expend £1,000 in buildings (to be 
approved by tho lessors) upon the land within two years from commencement of 
lease, to keep them in good order, and insured to their full insurable value during 
the term.

23 N.S.W. Government. Lessee, tho late 
T. S. Mort. Lease assigned to the 
New South Wales Fresh Pood and 
Ice Co. (Ltd.)

Reclaimed land and a 
small piece of Barling 
Harbour.

Leased by John Rac, as Commissioner for .Railways, to T. S. Mort, for fifty (50) years 
from 1st July, 1874, at £1 per annum : Provided that the premises are to be used 
only for his (Mort’s) business of a carcase butcher, &c., ami freezing meat, &c., for 
export from tho Colony, and that the revenue for freight and railway charges for 
carcases, &c., from Lithgow Valley and other places on the line of railway to 
these premises shall yearly and every year during the said term of 50 years amount 
to not less than £500, The residue of the term of this lease was assigned on 7th 
November, 1889, to the New South Wales Fresh Pood aud Ice Co., Ltd., for 10s.
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lsTo. 21.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir," Sydney, 3 November, 1892.
"With reference to your letter of tho 7th ultimo, in regard to the proposed reclamation of 

Darling Harbour above Pyrmont Bridge, I am directed to inform you that to allow of a reliable 
estimate being formed of the value of the interests which would be affected by the suggested reclamation, 
it is considered that all the information asked for is absolutely necessary, and the Secretary for Public 
"Works has therefore authorised the expenditure required for obtaining the desired information.

I have, &c,
J. BARLING.

No. 22.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Sir, Sydney, 15 April, 1893.
Reverting to your letter of the 3rd November last, relating to the proposed reclamation of 

Darling Harbour above Pyrmont Bridge, 1 have the honor to inform you that tho service in connection 
therewith has now been carried out, and I am to request that, as an expenditure of abont £71 has been 
involved, you will bo good enough to cause steps to be taken to have the expense incurred recouped to 
this Department. I have, &e.,

--------  Wh. HOUSTON.
Mr. Darley.—B.C., 17/4/93.

No. 23.
The Enginccr-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers to The Under-Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Sydney, 24 April, 1893.
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th instant respecting the 

expenditure incurred by your Department in connection with the proposed reclamation of Darling 
Harbour above Pyrmont Bridge, and in reply beg to inform you that if you will kindly send the account 
to this branch it shall receive attention as soon as ppssible.

I have, &c.,
C. W. DARLEY.

No. 24. _
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Public Works 

Sir, Sydney, 10 May, 1893.
Referring to your letter of 24th ultimo, I have the honor to transmit herewith a voucher for 

£71 for cost of investigation, by Mr. Perdriau, salaried surveyor of this Department, of water frontage 
properties on the eastern side of Darling Harbour, as requested therein, and to ask that you will be so 
good as to have the same certified and passed for payment in the manner indicated on the voucher.

' I have, &c.,
Wm. HOUSTON.

No. 25.
Memos, from Mr. C. O’Neill to The Under Secretary for Works.

■ 8 Eebruary, 1893.
He Darling Harbour.—Again pardon me for troubling you, but as I have already explained to you, the 
matter is very urgent and most important to me to-day. I will call again before 1 o’clock.

CHARLES O’NEILL.

16 Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 9 February, 1893.
He Darling Harbour.—Excuse me for again reminding you of the pressing urgency of my husiness. I 
will call on you later on, when I do trust you will have matters arranged.

CHARLES O’NEILL.

Sydney, 10 February, 1893.
He Darling Harbour Reclamation.—Kindly bear in mind that my scheme was the only one ever laid 
before Mr. Lyne, and it was my plan and scheme that were sent to Mr. Darley to report upon. I am, 
therefore, fully and justly entitled to consideration. The reclamation of 40 acres of land would be 
worth an enormous amount to the Government, even after paying all expenses, besides saving the cost 
of the bridge, £250,000; besides the public are all in favour of the scheme.

--------  CHARLES O’NEILL.
Put with the other papers. I have told Mr. O’Neill that we cannot recognise any claim.—J.B., 

22/2/93.

No. 26. _
Memorandum from The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Engineer-in

Chief for Harbours and Rivers.
Utilisation of Head of Darling Harbour.

Sydney, 2 March, 1893.
The Minister has directed that the sum of £5 be paid to Mr. O’Neill for the trouble he has taken in 
preparing a design for the utilization of the head of Darling Harbour.

Will Mr. Darley please see that this is paid at once.
152—D

J.B. 
No. 27.
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No. 27.
Minute by Tho Minister for Public Works.

Sydney, 1 June, 1803.
Mn. O'Xjon.n called upon me to-day and complained that the small amount given him for his report on 
the proposal to drain the head of Darling Harbour was not nearly sufficient for the labour spent upon it. 

1 am disposed to give him a further sum-of £5, and this may be done. W..T.L.

Mr. Darley.—J.B., 1/6/93. Scon ; pay from Advance. I never saw his report, however. I have 
only seen a bit of a plan with a few notes on it.—C.W.D., 1/6/93. He prepared a plan—gave verbal 
explanation to the Minister.—J.B., 2/6/93.

No. 28. *
Mr. B. C. Simpson to The Secretary for Public Works.

Sir, 27 December, 1893.
Some w'eclts ago I had the honor of calling on you with reference to a scheme prepared by 

Mr, Cardew and myself for a roadway across Darling Harbour, which would, in iny opinion, be of value 
to vour Department as a permanent and very economical solution of the Pyrmont ’Bridge difficulty. The 
design, a drawing of which is now prepared, is also applicable to other ’bridges (especially the Glebe 
Island Bridge) which must very soon be repaired or reconstructed.

Both Mr, Cardew and 1 have given considerable time and care to the preparation of the plans and 
estimates, under the idea that if the officers of your Department to whom you may refer this scheme 
concur with me as to its value some arrangement may be made by which it may be utilized for the public 
benefit, and we may be recompensed for our professional services in this matter. And I submit for your 
consideration the following alternative arrangements by which these euds may be secured ;—

(1.) That if the design should be approved by you, Mr. Cardew- and I should be allowed to carry out 
the works for the Department, under the supervision of the departmental officers, and that wo 
should be paid the ordinary professional charges thereon.

(2.) That if you approve of the design, but prefer that the works should he carried out by the officers 
of your Department, the sum of £1.000 sterling should be paid to Mr. Cardew and myself for 

■ the plans and estimates furnished.
(3.) That the G-overnment should support a Bill, to be promoted in Parliament by Mr. Cardew and 

myself, empowering us to construct these wrorks and to charge tolls on the roadways so 
constructed ; the wrorks to become the property of the Government when the aggregate amount 
of the tolls received shall amount to the total cost of the works, including professional charges 
and 6 per cent, interest on capital to the date of repayment, and 10 per cent, added as profit to 

' those who shall provide the capital for the proposed works. But failing the passage of this Bill,
that cither arrangements Ho. 1 or 2 shall be adopted.

If you can give me an assurance that on your being satisfied- as to the value of the proposed scheme, 
one or other of the arrangements herein stated will be carried out, I shall be glad to refer fbe scheme 
with plans, estimates, Ac., to you, or to any officer of your Department, for your and their information— 
on the understanding that if it is not considered worth adoption, the Department shall be in no way bound 
to accept it, I have, Ac.,

B. C. SIMPSON.

Submitted to Minister.—J.B., 28/12/93. I tbink this proposal has been considered long since,
but should like Mr. Darley to report upon it.—W.J.L. Mr. Darley.—B.C., 9/1/94!, I have reported 
fully on several schemes for embanking and bridging across Darling Harbour, but as Mr. Simpson docs 
not unfold the nature of his scheme I cannot say ■whether it is similar to any I have reported on.— 
C.W.D., 12/1/94. The Under Secretary for Public Works. Submitted to Minister as to what further 
steps, if any, should be taken herein.—J.B., 15/1/94. A motion may be prepared for submission, to 
Parliament for the best means of connecting the east with the western side of Darling Harbour,— 
W.JX., 22/1/94.

[One Plan,]

[Is. 6d.]
Sydney i Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S94.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

1IARB0TJE AND RIVER IMPROVEMENTS.
(RETURN RESPECTING.) ■

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 16 May, 1894.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 26th April, 1894, That there be laid upon the Table of the 
House,—

“ A Return showing the amount of money spent on harbour and river 
“ improvements (independent of dredging) at the following places res- 
“ pectively The Tweed, The Brunswick, The Richmond, The Clarence, 
“ Tbe Bellinger, The Nambucca, Tbe Macleay, The Hastings, Camden 
“ Haven, The Manning, Cape Hawke, The Hunter, and Lake Macquarie.”

(Mr. Young.)

RETURN showing the amount of money spent on harbour and river improvements (independent of 
dredging) at the following places respectively:—The Tweed, The Brunswick, The Richmond, The 
Clarence, The Bellinger, The Nambucca, The Macleay, The Hastings, Camden Haven, The Manning, 
Cape Hawke, The Hunter, and Lake Macquarie.

Tweed River . 
Brunswick River 
Richmond ,,
Clarence ,,
Bellinger „
Nambucca 
Macleay ,,
Hastings „

£ s. d. 
17,033 4 11 

1,165 2 3 
129,617 7 1. 
275,661 3 10 

10.461 10 2 
2,175 1 LO 

148,388 L 10 
2,574 15 3

Camden Haven .. 
Manning River .. 
Cape Hawke .. 
Hunter River .. 
Lake Macquarie..

Total ...

£ s. d. 
1,257 4 6 
8,623 15 5 
1,300 16 1 

651,148 6 9 
94,063 2 2

£1,313,478 12 1

[3rf.l 372-
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR RECLAMATTON WORKS, ROSELLE BAY.)

Ordered by the Lryhlative Assembly in he printed, 2S Fclruarg, 1894'.

NO IT FIC ATI ON OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1883," 51 VICTORIA 
No. :il.

Nltw South U'alus, 
xo wit.

(L.s.)

R, W. Duff, 
Onemior.

) Prooiamatioa by His Excellency The 
) Right Honourable Sir Rodeut William 

Ddff, n Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint MichaclandSaintGcorge, 
Governor and Commander-In-Chief of 
the Colony of Now South Wales and its 
Dependencies,

Whkreab I, Sir Rolebt William Duff, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
have directed that a entnin public work, that is to say, 
Reclamation Works on tbe western side of Rotello Bay, in tbe 
said Colony, the estimated cost, of which does not exceed twenty 
thousand pounds, shall be carried out. under the provisions of 
tho “ Public Works Act of 1888," as an autberised work by the 
Minister for Public Works as Constructing Authority; and 
that the lands described in the Schedule hereto, which are in my 
opinion required for carrying out the said work, shall be acquired 
by taking the same under the "Lands for Public Purposes Acquis
ition Act,” us adopted by tho “Public Works Act of 1888”: 
Now, therefore, J, the said Governor, with the advice aforesaid, 
in pursuance of the “ Public Works Act of 1838,” do declare by 
this notification, to be published in the Government Gazette 
and in one or more newspapers published or circulated in the 
Police District wherein the aaid lands are situated, that the 
Crown Land comprised within the descriptions set forth in tic 
Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the private property 
within such descriptions has been resumed, for the public 
purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publication of 
this notification in the Gazette, the said lands described in the 
said Schedule hereto shall forthwith bo vested in tho said 
Constructing Authority ns a corporation sole on behalf of Her 
Majesty, for the purposes of the said "Public Works Act of 
1888,” for an estate in fee simple in possession, freed and 
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, 
contracts, charges, rales, rights-of-way, or other easements 
whatsoever; and to the further intent that, the legal estate 
therein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred 
by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be vested in tho said 
Constructing Authority as a Trustee : And I declare that tho 
following is tho Schedule of lands hereinbefore referred to :—

Schedule.

Ist. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South 
Wales, being part of section 24 of a subdivision of a grant of

21)0 neres to George Johnstone, known as the North Ann an dale 
Estate, and comprised in certificate of title, registered volume 
1,046, folio 22 : Commencing on tho south-eastern side of 
Taylor-street ot its intersection with tho north-eastern side of 
a drain reserve 5 feet wide separating lots 40 and 41 of the 
said section 24; and bounded thence by port of tho south
eastern aide of Toylor-street aforesaid hearing north-easterly 1 
chain 81 links ; thence by a line bearing south 21 degrees GO 
minutes east l chain 31 ITS links j thence by a line bearing 
south 33 degrees 60 minutes east 1 chain 12-i!,; links to tho 
north-eastern side of tho aforesaid drain reserve 6 feet wide j 
and thence by that side of that drain reserve bearing north
westerly to the point of commencement,—containing 18 perohes 
or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and occupation 
of tho Sydney Freehold Land, Building, and Investment 
Company.

2nd. AH that piece or parcel of land situate as aforesaid,, 
being part of section 23a of the aforesaid subdivision t Com
mencing on the north-western side of Taylor-street at its 
intersection with the north-eastern boundary of lot 39 of the 
said section 23a ; and bonndid thenoe by the north-eastern 
boundary of the said lot 39 bearing north-westerly 1 chain 81t 
links to the south-eastern side of a lane 20 feet wide; thence 
by part of that side of that lane bearing north-easterly 4 chains 
fli links ; thence by a line bearing south 2L degrees 50 minutes 
east 3 chains links to the north-western side of Taylor- 
street aforesaid ; and thence by part of that side of that street 
bearing south-westerly 1 chain 82j links lo the point of com
mencement,—containing 1 rood 38 perches or thereabouts, and 
said to he in the possession and occupation of the Sydney 
Freehold Land, Building, and Investment Company.

3rd. All that piece or parcel of land situate as aforesaid, 
being part of lots 57 to 63 inclusive of section 23 of tho afore
said subdivision : Commencing on the south-western side of 
Piper-street at a point bearing south-easterly and distant 1 chain 
33-Aj links from its intersection with the south-eastern side of 
Nelson-street.; and hounded thence by a line bearing south 2L 
degrees 50minutes eastl (bain 44-Ja links to the north-western 
side of a lane 20 feet wide; thence by that side of that lane 
bearing south-westerly 55^ links to the north-east corner of 
lot 56 ; thence by part of the north-eastern boundary of that 
lot bearing north-westerly 45 links ■ and thence by a lino 
bearing northerly, to the point of commencement,—containing 
10 perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and 
occupation of the Sydney Freehold Land, Building, and 
Investment Company.

4th. AU that piece or parcel of land situate as aforesaid, 
being part, of tho aforesaid subdivision : Commencing on the 
fouth-western side of Rose-et.rcct, at a point bearing south
easterly and distant 2 chains 12j links from its intersection

185—
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•with the south-eastern side of Nelaon-strcet; and bounded 
thence by part of the south-western side of Rose-street afore
said bearing south-easterly 92-jl links to laud resumed for 
tramway purposes, notified in Gazette, 24th March, 1891; 
thence by part of the south-western boundary of that land 
bearing south-easterly 1 chain 93 ,^- links; thence by a line 
hearing south 86 degrees 52 minutes west 1 chain 39| links ; 
thence by a line bearing south 24 degrees 1 minute west 6 
chains 72n; links to the south-eastern side of a lane 20 feet 
wide; and thence by that side of that lane hearing north
easterly 9 chains 40/^ links, to the point of commencement,— 
containing 3 roods 31 perches or thereabouts, and said to be 
in tho possession and occupation of the Sydney Freehold Land, 
Building, and Investment Company. _

6th. All that piece or parcel of land situate as aforesaid, being 
part of the aforesaid subdivision: Commencing on the south
western side of Rose-street at a point bearin g south-easterly and 
distant 4 chains 34 links from its intersection with the south
eastern side of Nelson-street; and bounded thence by part of 
the south-western side of Rose-street aforesaid bearing south
easterly 68^ links; thence by a line bearing south 36 degrees 
52 milmtes west E2f links to land resumed for tramway pur
poses, notified in Gazette, 24th March, 1891 ; and thence by 
part of the north-eastern boundary of that land hearing north
westerly 60£ links, to the point of commencement,—cootoieing 
2-jSL perches or thereabouts, and said to bo in tbe possession and 
occupation of the Sydney Freehold Land, Building, and 
Investment Company.

6th, All that piece or parcel of land situate as aforesaid, 
being part of the aforesaid subdivision : Commencing on the 
south-eastern aide of Nelson-street at a point bearing north
easterly and distant 4 chains 54-^ links from its intersection 
with the north-eastern side of Rose-street; and bounded 
thence by part of the south-eastern side of Nelson-street 
aforesaid bearing north-easterly 93^, links; thence by a line 
bearing south 67 degrees 52 minutes east 1 chain 7 J- links ; 
thence by a line bearing south 47 degrees 63 minutes east 6 
chains 27> links; thence by a lioo bearing south 36 degrees 52 
minutes west 2 chains 441 links to the north-eastern side of 
Rose-street aforesaid; thence by part of that side of that street 
bearing north-westerly 1 chain 61-jV links to land resumed 
for tramway purposes, notified in Gazette, 24th March, 1891; 
thence by the routh-eastern and north-eastern boundaries of 
that land, being lines bearing north-easterly 2 chains 93i links,

north-westerly 2 chains 831 links, and again north-westerly 
1 chain 52| links, to the point of commencement,—containing 3 
roods 321 perches or thereabouts, and said to bo in the 
possession and occupation of the Sydney Freehold Land, 
Building, and Investment Company.

7th, All that piece or parcel of land situate as aforesaid, 
being part of the aforesaid subdivision : Commencing on the 
north-western side of Nelson-street, at its intersection with the 
north-eostern side of The Crescent; and hounded thence by 
part of the north-western side of Nelson-street aforesaid hearing 
north-ensterly 1 chain Il-Jj links; thence by lines bearing 
north 67 degrees 62 minutes west 5 chains 63-jt; links and north 
16 degress 9 minutes west 5 chains 33| links to the north
eastern side of Tho Crescent aforesaid ; and thence by part of 
that side of The Crescent bearing generally south-easterly, to 
the point of commencement,—containing 2 roods 28 perches or 
thereabouts, and said to bo in the possession and occupation of 
the Sydney Freehold Land, Building, and Investment Company 

Sth. All that piece or parcel of land situate as aforesaid, 
being part of the aforesaid subdivision : Commencing on tho 
south-eastern side of Johnstone-street ut its intersection with 
the north-eastern side of The Crescent; and bounded thence 
by part of the south-eastern aide of Johnstone-street aforesaid 
bearing north-easterly 85i links; thence by a line bearing south 
18 degrees 38 usinutes cast 4 chains and ^ of a link; thence 
by a lino bearing south 38 degrees 54 minutes west 67 links to 
the north-eastern side of The Orescent aforesaid ; and thence by 
part of that side of Tho Crescent bearing generally north
westerly, to the point of commencement,—containing 35£ 
perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and 
occupation of the Sydney Freehold Land, Building, and 
Investment Company.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this seventeenth 
day of February, in tho year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and niuety-four,and in the fifty-seventh 
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

[3d.] Sj due;' Charles Potter, Governmen Printer.—ISfll.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WHARF AT LIME AND ERSKINE STREETS, SYDNEY.
(COERESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 May, 1894.

B.ETU11N to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 21st March, 1894, That there he laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

“ Copies of all papers, plans, reports, evidence, correspondence, minutes, 
“ and memoranda in connection with or having any reference to the property 
“ of Matthew Smith, situated at Lime and Ershine Streets, in the city of 
“ Sydney, together with copies of all communications between the Works 
" Department and the Crown Solicitor subsequent to the papers printed 
“ under order of this House, dated 22nd February, 1892.^

{Mr. McGowen.)

-NO. SCHEDULE, PAflE.

1. Minute liy the Secretary for Lands. 3 March, 1S92...................................................................................................
2. Captain Jackson to the Under Secretary for Finance and Tiade. 10 March, 1892...................................................
:i. Prficis, and Minute by the Colonial Treasurer. 2 April, 1892 ................................................. ...............................
4. The Secretary, Balmain New Ferry Company (Limited), to the Under Secretary for Finance aud Trade.

22 March, 1892 ..................................... .....................................................................................................................
5. Minute by the Secretary for Lauds. 14 May, 1892 ...................................................................................................
6. Mr. J. Johnston, M.P., to the Secretaiy for Lands. 0 May, 3892.............................................................................
7. The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. Johnston, M.P. is May, 1892 ............... .'.............................................
S. The Secretary, Balmain New Ferry Company (Limited), to the Secretary for Lands. 16 May, 1892 .................
B. Tho Under Secretary for Lands to tho Secretary, Balmain New Ferry Company (Limited). 19 May, 1892..........

10. Captain Jackson to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 30 May, 1892 ...................................................
11. Mr. J. Johnston. M.P., to tho Secretary for Lands. 11 June, 1892 ....................................................................... .
12. Tho Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. Johnston, M.P. 14 June, 1892 ..............................................................
13. Report of interview between the Secretary for Lands and Messrs. J, Johnston, M.P., and the Secretary, Balmain

New Ferry Company (Limited); and minute by the Secretary for Lands. 20 June, 1S92 ................................
14. The Council Clerk, Balmain, to tlio Under Secretary for Lauds. 24 June, 1892... -....................................... .......
15. The Under Secretary for Lands to the Council Clerk, Balmain. 4 July, 1892 ......................................................
16. Report of deputation, and minutes by the Sectotary for Lauds, the Colonial Treasurer, and the Secretary for

Pulilic Works...............................................................................................................................................  .............
17. The Under Secretary7 for Public "Works to the Secretary for Lands. 23 July, 1892 ...............................................
18. 'nielli9trictSurvcyottoMr.SurvcyorPordri.au, 25 July, 1892 .........................................-.................................
19. Minute for the Executive Council. 24 September, 1892 ............................................................................................
2n. Messrs. Abbott and Allen to the Secretary for Public Works. 17 November, 1892...............................................
21. Precis.................................................................................................................................................................................
22. Mr. J. LovatttoMr. M. Smith. 16 August, 1893................................................................................................... .
23. Messrs. Abbott and Alien to the Land Valuer. 12 October, 1893 .............................................................................
24. Same to same. IS October, 1S93 ...................................................................................................................................
25. The Laud Valuer to Mr. M. Smith. 23 October, 1S93...............................................................................................
26. Messrs. Abbott and Allen to the Land Valuer. 30 October, 1893 ............................................................................
27. Minute by the Laud Valuer. 3 November, 1S93 .....................................................................................................
28. Minute by the Government Surveyor. 12 December, 3893 ............................................................................ ..........
29. The Crown Solicitor to the Under Secretary for Public Works. 9 January, 1894...................................................
30. Messrs. Abbott and Allen to the Under Secretary for Public Works. 7 February, 1894...................... ................
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WHAM? AT LIME AND ERSKINE STREETS.

No. 1.
Minute by The Secretary for Lands.

At the request of the Treasury, “ pending certain inquiries," action lias been delayed in this case.
I50™6 lurther papers have now been received, wherein the Secretary for Lands is asked to approve 

ot the leasing by the Treasury to the “ Balmain Terry Company (Limited)/' for wharfage purposes, the 
Crown land situated at the foot of Brskme-street, which has been occupied bv one M. Smith (whose 
ireehoid it adjoins) for a number of years. '

It appears, however, from these papers, that the Company claim that the Treasury has already 
entered, into a contract with them to lease the land, and that such contract was provisionally agreed to in 
Apnl last, and concluded in September, while, in fact, Smith’s Special Lease application for the land under 
dispMeTof^51'™5 ACtS’ tendered advlce of the Department, was subjudice, and which is oven now not

, de^re ttis Department to deal with the case on its merits, and in view of the exceptional
circumstances surrounding it,- has possibly been defeated by the action of the Treasury, which has been 
prosecuted without either notice to this Department, or the nature of the negotiations'pending with the 
Balmain Terry Company being disclosed, during the progress of the correspondence. ’ 
i , As this Department is responsible for the proper administration of the law as it affects Crown 
lands, Iconcmve !t to be my unavoidable duty to.strongiy protest against the course of action followed 
by the Treasury m this matter, which is a repetition of the proceedings in connection with wharves on 
the Parramatta Eiyer wherein the Treasury, without reference to this Department, leased to a hlr. Joubcrt 
certain Crown lands and wharves which had been previously applied for as Special Leases by the Borough 
Council of Hunter s Hill (and were being dealt with by the Local Land B'oard) Horn which the utmost 
contusion and grave complications have ensued.
,, , ST/ar’ however, as the alleged contract is concerned, I submit that it is legally void, on the grounds 
that the Crown Lands Act of 1884 expressly provides that Crown lands shall not be sold or leased except 
makTa lease ^ ^ ^ provlslolls of tllat Act': alld the Treasury is not a competent authority to

The question is now, what had best be done in tbe circumstances. Perhaps this Department 
should proceed with the matter m its own way after due notice to tho Treasury of tho illegality of its 
proceedings. --------- J W.H.f28/l/92.

Will my honorable colleague, the Treasurer, he good enougli to say how it comes that while this 
Department have reframed from dealing with this case at the request of the Treasury, they the Treasury 
should take upon themselves to apparently deal with these Crown lands outside the Crown Lands Act 
which arc the only channels through which a legal title can be created which would warrant the occupation 
r Ict tllS e.haraeter- J milJ P0mt to my honorable colleague that action of this kind on behalf 

i’Li ireasury hkely to lead to complications of a very serious character, to say nothin it of tho fact 
that tho usurpation by his Department of the powers vested solely in the “ Lands ” is calculated to bring 
the ommais of the two Departments into conflict, and must, in any ease, tend to confusion. I should be 
glad if my honorable colleague would inform mo what action the Treasury have taken in the matter up 
o^omopie8emv “?rd l10"/^11 t,le G overnment stand committed by the action of his Department —II 0 
0/3/92. The Under Secretary for Tinance and Trade, B.C., 7/3/92. Captain Jackson, 8/3/92.

No. 2.
Captain Jackson to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Sir’ mu nt t> i ■ n PuWic Wharves Office, 10 March, 1892.
. ^Imam Terry Company applied for a landing in Darling Harbour, and as the land
in question was the only available and m every way suitable water-frontage belonging to the Government 
and as it would he in the interest of the general public, 1 recommended it. ' 1

U ww promised to the company by the two late Colonial Treasurers Mr. McMillan and Mr Bruce 
Smith, on the strength of which promises the company are now constructing boats for this service. I 
beg most respectfully to suggest that the Minister for Lands be requested to cause this small wate--. 
frontage to be handed over to the Treasury for the purpose of constructing the ferry-landing, aud all 
complication, X think, ■wilt cease. ^
i i Xi a ^ 1061111011 this land has for a number of years been leased at a nominal rental, I under

stand £10 per annum, and sublet to the Balmain Terry Company at £510 per annum, which amount the 
company now pay. 1

I think it only right that the G-overnment should have the benefit of this larger rental.
I have, &c.,

JO JO JACKSON,
_________________________ _ Manager.

. . No- 3.
Precis, and Minute by The Colonial Treasurer.

Erskine-sfcreet Jetties.
In order to provide additional wharf accommodation at the foot of Erski no-street, and also to afford 
increased facilities for the passenger traffic at that place, Mr. McMillan resumed certain land on the 
north eide ot tho abovennmed street, known as CoxTe land,

_ It was also decided to erect new jetties for the Balmain Terry Company. Just about the Brno 
this matter was being considered an application was received from the Balmain New Terry Company for 
wharfage accommodation on the Sydney side. The Treasurer at once directed that the old company

was
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was not to be allowed a monopoly, and he accordingly inquired whether the new company could ho 
provided for. Captain Jackson’s reply was that this company’s requirements could be conveniently met, 
as the Government had sufficient available land. Thereupon Mr. McMillan at once guaranteed the wants 
of the new company, without which it could not have completed its formation.

The land to which Captain Jackson referred was the reclamation on the south side of the street, 
occupied by Matthew Smith, and let (wholly or in part) to the old company. I feel that my position 
enables me to state absolutely that Mr. McMillan had not the faintest idea when he made the above 
promise that the carrying out of such would encroach, in any way, upon land held by the Lands Depart
ment, especially as such land, or a part of it, was already being used for ferry purposes.

Neither did it then occur to Captain Jackson to so advise the Treasurer, in consequence of which 
Mr. McMillan officially incurred obligations which would have been deferred had he understood that he 
was dealing with land not at his disposal, and not included within the resumption which this Department 
had effected. _ ....

As soon as the Treasury became aware that the land in question was not within the jurisdiction of 
its Minister, the Lands Department was advised of the action taken, and learned that there was a pro
posal to issue a lease of tho land, which tho Land Hoard found it could not recommend. At the hearing 
Captain .Jackson stated, in evidence, that Ihe land was required for ferry purposes.

Briefly, neither Mr. McMillan nor his immediate successor (Mr. Bruce Smith) had any know
ledge that they were trenching on a matter within tho province of the Minister for Lands, The Lands 
Department was advised as soon as the facts became known. The Treasury has a tenant, at a high 
rental, in the Balmain New Ferry Company, and. as it would he unquestionably advisable that the jetties 
at the foot of Erskiue-street (in course of erection and proposed to be erected) should be under the 
control of the Marine Board, I recommend that Mr. See bo asked to request Mr. Copeland to be 
good enougli to waive his right to deal with fhc land in question, and thus permit of the satisfactory 
discharge, by tho present Treasurer, of the obligations towards the Balmain New Eerry Company 
incurred by the late G-overnment. This might be specially urged, as ihe accommodation for the last- 
named company is to be carried out almost at once, to admit of the now service commencing in about 
four months’ time, in addition to which, as has already been pointed out, it is very probable that it will 
shortly be necessary in the interest of the travelling public to place these wharves under the provisions of 
the Navigation Act Further Amendment Act of 1870, in order that the regulations of the Marine Board 
may apply to them. ■

* Some of the attached papers seem to indicate that Matthew Smith (or Mrs. Smith) is tho owner of 
a certain block of land in Erskine-sireet, adjoining the unauthorised reclamation under notice. As this 
land was the subject of a graut for a Bethel IJnion Chapel (3/6/42), the Treasurer may think fit to 
suggest to tho Minister for Lands the advisability of an inquiry into Smith’s right of ownership, as the 
land does not now appear to be used for the purpose for which it was originally granted.
The Dndcr Secretary. F.G-., 18/3/92.

It will be seen from this precis that neither the late Colonial Treasurer, Mr. MeMillian, nor the 
officers of The Treasury Department, intentionally usurped the functions or powers of either the Minister 
for hands or of any officer of the Lands Department. That a misunderstanding occurred with respect 
to the land in question is admitted. As, however, it was promised, both by Mr. MeMillian and Mr. Bruce 
Smith, to the Balmain New F’crry Company, perhaps the Secretary for Lands might be asked to waive his 
right to deal with the land referred to, otherwise serious complications and actions at law may ensue. It 
is not within tho province of the Treasury to deal with tho matter referred to in the concluding paragraph 
of this paper.—F..K., 18/3/92. Submitted.

1 shall be glad if my honorable colleague will reconsider this question, and consent to the Treasury 
dealing with it.—Johx See, 2/4/92. The Dnder Secretary for Lands.—ICE., 2/4/92; _ _

In view of the above minute, J. do not wish to push tho matter further, but it should be pointed 
out that the conduct of Captain Jackson seems to be open to serious comment. That officer, although 
aware of the negotiations pending with the Balmain Eerry Company, appears to have withhold that 
information from the Local Land Board when giving his evidence re the special lease application of 
M. Smith and depositions. Smith’s application has not yet been finally dealt with. I might further 
add that there is nothing whatever in the point brought forward in the concluding paragraph of the 
Treasury report of 18th March last, as by Act of Parliament, 15 Vic., tbe trustees of the Sydney Bethel 
Dnion were empowered to sell the Erskine-street site and buildings.—13/5/92.

No. 4.
The Secretary, Balmain New Ferry Company (Limited), to The Under Secretary for

Finance and Trade.
Balmain New Ferry Company (Limited), 9, Shelley-street, off Erskine-street,

Sir, Sydney, 22 March, 1892.
It is of most vital interest to this company that it may speedily be in receipt of an answer to 

our letter to the Treasurer of the 24th December, 1891.
Might 1 solicit the favour of your early attention to this matter.

I am, &c..
WILLIAM HENDEESON,

Secretary.

No. 5,
Minute by The Secretary for Lands.

'Lie Treasury asks this Department to waive its right of dealing with this question ; but it may again be 
pointed out that for any other Department to deal with it would be illegal, and would probably lead to 
complicated lawsuits as, if the 'treasury conferred a lease or title of any kind, it would he contrary to law. 
This Department also finds itself to a certain extent committed to Smith, who, being the owner of- the 

. Bethel
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Bethel land, was the only person that could acquire aright to make a reclamation, and although Smith did 
not make this reclamation under the authority of law, yet he was in the act of rectifying this defect when 
the present complication arose, Smith having at that time, on tho recommendation of this Department, 
lodged his application for a special lease, this fact being known at the time to Captain Jackson, who 
appears to have withheld this information from the Treasurer.

The question now is,—How can tho difficulty be met without an injustice to either Smith or the New 
Perry Company ? Smith undoubtedly has the stronger claim, inasmuch as he reclaimed the land, and is 
now in possession. I should like to know what steps, if any, have been taken by the Treasury as to erection 
of wharves on land referred to.

X should also like to know whether the Treasury have committed themselves further than what is 
shown by letter of 17th September, 1891, to Secretary of New Perry Company. Has any lease been 
granted, or have any exclusive rights to the new company been defined ? I may again point out that 
Smith’s application for a special lease is stilt pending, and that he, Smith, has subleased the wharfage 
rights to others.

Neither of the parties whose interests are being considered have any legal status, as the Treasury 
had no legal power to promise anything to the new company; while, on the other hand, Smith’s application 
for special lease not having been as yet dealt with, he is at present in illegal occupation.

I think the only feasible way out of tbe difficulty would be to bring the two parties together, and 
endeavour to make an amicable compromise.

I should like to have the opinion of the Treasurer on this memorandum.
H.C., 14/5/92.

The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade, 19/5/92. Captain Jackson.—Por report.—P.K., 
John See, 25/5/92.

No. 6.
< J. Johnston, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Parliament House, Sydney, C May, 1892.
I bog most respectfully to ask you when I will be supplied with tho papers in connection with 

the wharfage re the Balmain New Perry Company.
Yours, &l\,

. JAMES JOHNSTON.

No. 7.
The Under Secretary for .Lands to J. Johnston, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Lands Department, Sydney, IS May, 1892.
In reply to your letter of the Oth instant, asking when the papers in connection with the 

desired wharfage accommodation for the New Balmain Perry Company will bo ready, I. have the honor to 
inform you that information will be laid on the Table of the House when Parliament meets.

You can, however, see them upon application to this Department.
I have, &c.,

' W. HOUSTON,
■ Under Secretary,

(Per H. H.D.)

No. 8.
The Secretary, Balmain New Perry Company, to The Secretary for Lands.

The Balmain New Perry Company (Limited), 9, Shelley-street,
Sir, Sydney, 1C May, 1892.

The late Government promised us wharf accommodation at Erskine-street for our ferry-boats, 
aud we are informed that the matter rests with you to be concluded. _ _

As our boats are nearly ready, we. are desirous of being placed in possession of the landing, so that 
we can commence the penny-ferry service. _ _

Wo append copy letter from the late Colonial Treasurer on the subject and an abridged prospectus 
of the Company. I have, &e.,

WILLIAM HENDERSON, 
------------------ Secrctarv.

[J£nclosure.2
Sir, The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, ]y September, 1S91.

I am directed to intimate that it has been arranged to place at the disposal of your company certain wharfage 
accommodation to be erected on the southern side of Erskine-street, subject to terms being agreed upon, winch will be the 
same as those extended to tho old company.

The particulars of the proposed jetties can be obtained from Captain Jackson, at the Circular Quay office, with whom 
you are invited to consult respecting the minor conveniences in the construction of the wharves.

1 have, &c.,
F. KIRKPATRICK,

IV. Henderson, Esq., Secretary, Balmain New Ferry Company. Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

No. 9.
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No. 9.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Secretary, New Balmain Berry Company

(Limited).
Sir, Lauds Department. Sydney, 19 May, 1892.

With reference to your letter of the 10th instant, stating that the late G-overmnent had 
promised the Balmain New Ferry Company (Limited) wharf accommodation for its ferry boats, and, 
forwarding copy of letter from the Treasury Department, with a view to substantiating that statement, 
] have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Lands, to inform you that tho Treasury authorities 
had no legal power to grant any concession of the kind referred to, the matter being one entirely within 
the province of this Department to deal with.

'The matter is, however, under consideration, and probably some equitable adjustment will be 
arrived at before long, when the Company will be informed of the decision.

I have, ife.,
W. HOUSTON,

Under Secretary •
{Per H.H.D.)

. No. 10.
Captain Jackson to The Under Secretary for Pi nance and Trade.

Sir, 30 May, 1S92.
I beg to state that no further steps have, to my knowledge, been taken by the Treasury in 

connection with the above than, what is shown in the letters of 17th September, 1891, and no actual lease 
has been granted to the Company referred to.

But I would point out that this Company have, on ihe strength of the promises made by the 
two late Treasurers, built, and arc nearly ready to launch two steamers for the trade. Having this fact in 
view it seems to mo that if the promise is not carried out the Company would have a good action at law.

The small ])ortion of land in question is not used by the present ferry, only the waters fronting 
same. Perhaps the Hon. the Minister for Lands can see his way to allow the Treasury to carry out its 
promises to the Company, if the actual land is not interfered with, and the ferry be constructed some
thing similar to what it is at present, the passengers landing on Erskine-street.

.1 think the suggestion made by the Hon. the Minister for Lands to bring the two parlies together, 
aud endeavour to make an amicable compromise, should bo acted upon.

Li justice to myself I beg to state that the fact of a lease ibr the laud iu question being applied 
for was known to me, but I in no way withheld the information from the Treasury. 1 beg to refer you to 
my letter, dated 7th November, 1890, herewith.

I have, &c.,
--------  ' J. JACKSON.

Submitted for consideration.—.T.P.M., 7/6/92. Mr. Johnston, M.P., and some of tho officials 
of the Balmain New Eerry Company desire to see the Minister next week in this matter.—W.H., S/6/92. 
Perhaps this suggestion might be adopted by my honorable colleague.—J.S., 31/6/92. The Under 
Bccrerary for Lauds.—F.K., 1/6/92.

No. 11.
J. Johnston, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Parliament House, Sydney, 11 June, 1892.
I would deem it a great favour if you would kindly grant an interview with myself and the 

Secretary of the Balmain New Ferry Company at j our own convenience. Mr. Houston knows the nature 
of tho business.

Trusting you will receive this with favour. I am, &c.
JAMES JOHNSTON.

■ No. 12. •
The Under Secretary for Lands to J. Johnston, Esq., M.P. .

ttir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 11 June, 1S92.
AVith reference to your letter of the 11th instant, I have the honor to inform you that the 

Secretary for Lands will be prepared to interview the Secretary of the Balmain New Ferry Company and 
yourself on Friday next, the 17th instant, at 11T5 a.m.

I have, &c.,
W. HOUSTON,

Under Secretary
(Per H.H.D.)

No. 13.
Deputation.

Intehview between Mr. Copeland, Secretary for Lands, and Messrs. Johnston, M.L.A., Napier, and the 
Secretary of tho New Balmain Ferry Company re wharf accommodation, Erskine-street, _

Mr. Copeland: The papers are not clear whether the now wharf is built on this land occupied by 
Mr. Smith. 1

The Deputation : No ; just tho old premises.
Afr. Copeland: 1 understand the old Company have got a lease from the City Council. The land 

adjoining a street. I suppose the Council have a lease from the Government.
" The Deputation did not see how that could well he. as the land fronting the street was all 

timbered over. ^r-

J
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Mr. Copeland: The papers are not quite so clear on the point as they might he. Mr. Perdriau, 
in his memo., says: That portion of the public wharf at the foot of Erskine-street marked “ Balmain 
Perry Waiting Koom” on tracing is leased to tho Perry Company by the City Council. I understand the 
Company are paying Smith for the use of the water frontage of his land.

The Deputation : Yes; something like £510 per annum.
Mr. Copeland: Show me on this tracing which wharf the old Company are using.
The Deputation indicated the wharf marked “ Balmain Perry Waiting Boom.”
Mr. Copeland: Is that under the City Council ?
The Deputation .- No ; only the waiting-room. The Government are building a new wharf on the 

north side, and when that is finished the old Company will not want the present wharf. The old 
Company is being accommodated by these wharfs on the north side of Erskine-street.

Mr. Copeland: I shall require to know what arrangement the old Company has made with the 
Government for accommodation. If they have made satisfactory arrangements I don’t see much 
difficulty in the matter. The case has got most fearfully complicated through both tho Treasury and this 
Department dealing with the wharfs, I must consider Smith’s interest in the matter. Smith has been 
in illegal occupation, but was now placing himself in legal occupation at the request of this Department, 
and Smith’s interest must receive the' fullest consideration, though as yet no lease had been granted 
to him.

The Deputation urged the Minister to take a run down in a cab and see the wharfs for himself.
Mr. Copeland said he could not well spare the time, and thought he could understand the position 

of the wharfs pretty well as well from the tracings. Before I do anything I must hear the version of 
tho old Company, Who represents them ?

The Deputation : Captain Heselton. This new Company of ours represents 800 shareholders, and 
is largely the outcome of the lato strike. We understand from Captain Jackson that the Treasury will 
be willing to lot us have the wharf at the same terms as the old Company when they give up possession.

Mr. Copeland : Have you had any communication with Smith ?
The Deputation : No ; wo don’t know him in the matter at all.
Mr. Copeland Unfortunately Mr. Perdriau (our surveyor) is out of town. I cannot give you any 

reply at present. I must consult Mr, Perdriau, and, if necessary, visit the place myself. In the face of 
Smith’s claim, I must go into the matter more fully, and must have an assurance from the old Company 
that they are going to give up possession.

Mr. Copeland : Mr. Bruce Smith assumes that the two Companies use the one wharf.
The Deputation explained that, owing to-the large amount of tralfic, that was not practicable now. 

They had gone on with the building of their boats on the faith of the assurance given them by the 
Treasury.

Mr. Copeland: When do you think your boats will be ready to run?
The Deputation : In about three months. ‘ •
Mr. Copeland: I cannot say anything further. I must see Mr. Perdriau and consider the matter.

‘ W.D.B.

This matter has been considerably complicated by the Treasury committing itself more or less to 
tho new Company by way of assuring them wharfage accommodation. After giving the matter a good 
deal of attention, visiting the locality, I am of opinion that the only feasible way out of the difficulty, if 
faith is to be kept with the new Company, will be for the Treasury to obtain the resumption, through the 
Works Department, under the Land for Public Purposes liesumption Act, of that portion hatched blue 
on tracing 91-5,780, which forms an unauthorised reclamation by Matthew Smith, the owner of the land 
which this reclamation fronts. As the land in question was reclaimed without the authority of ibis 
Department, Smith’s right to compensation must he a limited one, and of somewhat doubtful legality; 
yet, I think it must he recognised, as the resumption will deprive him of his legal right to a water-frontage. 
If this course bo adopted,'!. Would recommend that a new wharf he constructed on the north, and 
adjoining tho Pyrmont Eerry Wharf, the outer edge of the now wharf being about where the broken black 
line is shown. The steamers of ihe now Company would then be able to berth on the north side of the 
wharf, while the reclaimed laud would provide room for offices, &c., and, having access to Erskine-street, 
would be independent of the back land, while a rent of £1 per week to the City Council for the use of 
their waiting-room would he saved. If the new Company is charged 121- per cent, on value of land 
resumed and cost of wharf, the public funds would not suffer, while a shocking disgrace to our harbour 
frontage would he removed, and the new Company and those it represents would he accommodated, 
though they would have to make tbe best terms they could for the use of the old wharf and buildings 
while the new one was being constructed, for over these the Government have no control, except in 
respect to leasing the water-frontage to the owner of the back land, an application for which has already 
been made at the instigation of this Department. The old jetty is in a fearfully dilapidated state, and. it 
would be very much in the public interest to carry out this resumption. I would also recommend my 
honorable colleague for Works to cover in the whole of the two now wharfs intended for the old Com
pany, provided they agree to pay interest on cost of covering, as it would be a great convenience to the 
public to be sheltered from both sun and rain,—H.C., 20/6/02.

' No. 14.
The Council Clerk, Balmain, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Town Hall, Balmain, 24 June, 1802.
I have the honor, by direction of tho Mayor, to state that a large public meeting of the 

inhabitants of Balmain and Leichhardt was held in the Town Hall here last night, at which the Mayor 
was Chairman, and at which the following resolutions wore unanimously carried :—

1st. That this meeting hears with regret and alarm that an attempt is being made by private 
speculators to obtain possession of tbq foreshores on the southern side of Erskine-street, Sydney, 
at a nominal rental, to the great injury nud loss to the travelling public of Balmain aud the 
western suburbs. 2nd.
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2nd. That a deputation, consisting of the Mayors and Aldermen of Balmain, Leichhardt, Drummoyno, 
and Hunter’s Hill,'the Members for Balmain and Leichhardt, "West Sydney, Canterbury, and 
Central Cumberland, and other gentlemen, wait upon the Honorable Minister for Lands to urge 
that no private individual or syndicate be allowed to obtain possession of the said land, and 
that it shall bo in no way alienated, but shall be retained for terry accommodation for the 
residents of Balmain and of the western suburbs.

In compliance with the above resolution, the Mayor will be glad to know when the Honorable the 
Minister for Lands will be pleased to receive the deputation referred to in the above resolution.

I have, &c.,
H. B. MACINTOSH,

Council Clerk.

jSto. 15.
The Under Secretary for .Lands to The Council Clerk, Balmain.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 .Inly, 1892.
With reference to your letter of the 24th ultimo, 1 have the honor to inform you that the 

Secretary for Lands will receive the deputation from residents of Balmain and Leichhardt, in regard to 
the wharfage accommodation for the N ew Balmain Ferry Company, <tc., on Friday next, the 8th instant, 
at 1115 a.m. 1 have, Sc.,

W. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary

{Per R.H.D.)

No. 16. ,
Deputation.

Deputation, consisting of Messrs. Johnston, Murphy, Clark, Darnley, and A. Kelly, M’s.F., Wheeler 
(Mayor of Balmain), J. Sewell (Mayor of Drummoyne), Captain Nlnpior (Chairman of New Balmain 
Ferry Company), and residents of Balmain, Leichhardt,tDrummoyne, and western suburbs, ro wharf 
accommodation, Erskuie-street.

The deputation represented that they bad come about a matter which had recently been brought 
before the Minister by another deputation—the want of wharf accommodation at the foot of Flrskinp- 
slireet, especially for the New Company. Since that interview a public meeting of residents of the 
above-mentioned suburbs bad been held, at which statements were made that the land was likely to pass 
from the hands of the Government into the hands of private speculators, which would be, they held, 
greatly to the detriment of residents of such suburbs, who would lose in ferry accommodation. They 
were now here to urge that the Government should retain the land at the foot of Erskine-street in their 
own hands, and it should in. no way be alienated. They had a deputation to the Minister for AV orks for a 
horse-ferrv, and were told there was no land available, so they wore surprised to hear this was Crown land.

There was amongst their number an old Regisi;rar-General (Mr. .Tuques), who was of opinion that 
the Crown had never parted with its title to these lands at the foot of Erskine-street.

The Minister (Mr. Copeland) said that it would perhaps save delay if he informed them that he 
had the facts before him, and could put it all pretty wcllin a nutshell. Ho had a report of the public meeting 
held, and copies of resolutions passed. Ho had gone into the matter, and was free to admit that the thing 
had been a muddle between the Lands and Treasury Departments, both Departments having dealt with 
the case, though he thought it was strictly a subject for this Department. The difficulty appeared to 
have been the mixing up of the land on the north side of Erskine-street with that on the south side. The 
late Government resumed Cox’s land, and decided to erect two new wharfs there. One had been completed, 
and the other was not yet finished. He understood the late Government had given the old Company a 
monopoly of these two wharfs, but the papers before him did not show such a lease. As to the land on 
the south side, Mr. Smith had made an unauthorised reclamation, and was called upon by this Department 
to legalise bis occupation. He applied for a special lease, and his application came before the Local 
Land Board, on the 6th of April, 1891. The Board then found as follows, via.:— _

\Vre find that we cannot recommend that a lease be granted as desired; but if it be desired to 
condone or legalise existing trespass, wo should recommend a lease for one year from 31st January, 1890 
(the date when instructions for proceedings in trespass were issued), and we appraise the rent tor that 
term at £100 (one hundred pounds). ...

That matter had gone no further, and had never been dealt with by him or his predecessor; 
ho was, consequently, at a loss to know why the statement had been made at the public meeling 
as to the land passing into the hands of private speculators. He noticed at ihe_ meeting 
that a letter was read from Sir H. Parkes, in which he says that their request was in accord 
with the decision of the late Government. "Well, the late Government bad given a monopoly 

. of all the land available to the old Company, and made no provision whatever for the new 
Company. They had granted a lease on the llth of April, 1891, of the two wharfs to the old 
Company at £600 a year. This was afterwards, in October, 1891, reduced to £300 per year. What
ever Sir Henry Parkes might say, it was the Government of which lie himself was the head which had 
granted the monopoly, if there was any. In his letter he also says the decision was not of ja Department 
but of the New South 'Wales Government. That implies that it was a Cabinet matter. There was nothing 
to show amongst the papers that it had been brought before a Cabinet. The matter was dealt with by 
Mr. McMillan alone. The letter was utterly and entirely misleading. It made it appear that this 
Government was undoing something that the late Government had done for the benefit of the people, 
whereas the matter had never moved an inch since the Land Board's decision. He would read them tho 
minute he had written on the 20th June last, after a visit to the locality. (Pearl minute on Misc. Lease, 
92-4,384.) He could not say anything much else, except that while meetings were being held and 
deputations coming the matter was blocked. He hoped that when this deputation was over the matter 
would be allowed to rest, and the Department get to work on it.

Mr. Wheeler (Mayor of Balmain) said that they came on the broad principle that the lands should 
not be alienated. They could not know the secrets of the Department, and what was being done.

The
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_ The Minister: T\’hat I complain oHs, tlmt some of the councils are inclined to think that the 
Minister, who is here to conserve flic public interests, is always wishing to go against such interests.

Mr. Murphy, M.P., said that the first boat of the new Company would be ready fox launching on 
the 30th instant, and there would be no accommodation at this end for her. She would have to ho up 
so he hoped the matter would be pushed on. 1

The Minister : Is it necessary the oid Company should have the use of both wharfs ?
Mr. Murphy : jS'o ; but we do not wish to put that forward. We could use one side of the new 

wharf now being built, -
. T!,e Minister thought there ought to be room on the south side. If they were 'satisfied with his 

action, and would undertake not to got up any more deputations, he would undertake to pusli the matter 
on.

Mr. Kelly asked if lie was correct in understanding that the whole of the land on the south side 
was the property of the Government.

The Minister: Yes.
t Mr. Kelly: Well, why_ did the late G-overnment resume land on the north side, at a cost of 

£60,000 ! He intended to bring this matter before Parliament as soon as it met.
The Minister thought that it would he found that the land was all required, and that the resumption 

was necessary.
The deputation asked whether the Government could give them any assistance in obtaining accom- L 

modation until the wharf was provided.
The Minister could only advise them to see tho Treasury Department and ascertain what the terms 

of tho lease to the old Company were, and if it allowed of their being given any accommodation. From 
personal inspection of the locality he thought there ought to be no diflicultv in getting the use of the 
south side of the wharf. ^

WALTER D. BINGLER.
I should be glad^if my lion, colleague, the Treasurer, would read my minute on next paper and 

give his approval, if favourable, to my proposal, and then have the papers forwarded direct to the 
Minister for immediate action, as the matter is very urgent.—II.C., 11/7/92,

Approved. I shall be glad if my hon. colleague for Works will have the necessary steps taken to 
resume.—J.8., 13/7/92. The Under Secretary for Public Works.—IMG, 13/7/92. Approved for 
resumption.—W.J.L., 21/7/92. M. W. Thompson,—Please take action at once.—J.B., 22/7/92, Very
urgent. A tracing of the land to be resumed, showing lengths and bearings required.—A.B. [pro Land 
F alner). 23/7/92. Will the tinder Secretary for Lands please prepare me a plan showing the land to 
be resumed? J.B., 2o/7/92. Urgent. Probably Mr. Surveyor Perdriau should be instrucled to 
transmit a plan and description of tho area to be resumed.—27/7/92. The Chief Survovor. The 
dimensions ot the area, 4J perches, approved to be resumed, are now- shown in red colour on the tracing 
with these papers.—S. Pebdhiau, Government Surveyor, 30/7/92.

No. 17.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Secretary for Lands.

Dear Mr. Copeland, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 23 July, 1892.
Mr. Lyne yesterday approved of the resumption of the additional land in Erslrinc-stroet, ami 

our laud valuer has been instructed to lose no time in preparing the necessary notification. He is, how
ever, asking for a tracing of the land to be resumed, showing the lengths and'hearings.

Wc need this for our notification. Perhaps one of your officer's cau supply us with this at once.
Yours faithfully,

---------  .1. BABLIYG.
Balmain Steam Ferry Company, lease from llth April, 1891, granted by Mr. McMillan, at £600 

per annum, afterwards reduced from 1st October, 1891, to £300 per annum. ’

• No. 18.
Memorandum from The District Surveyor to Mr. Surveyor Perdriau.

r, . , - ' 25 July, 1892.
PjUiTiciriAits are required for the formal resumption of Matthew Smith’s unauthorised reclamation at 
Darling Harbour.

The papers arc not to hand. J’robably Mr. Perdriau is acquainted with the case, and will ho able 
to obtain such measurements as may he required for formal description,

------- - E.T.
Tlie dimensions of the area (4J perches) approved to he resumed are now shown in red colour on 

tho tracing with the papers, Misc. Lease, 92-5.139, which arc forwarded herewith.—S. E. Peudma.u, Govern
ment Surveyor, 30///92. The Chief Surveyor.

Tracing herewith (marked A) for the'information of the Works Department. The Under Secre
tary, Department of Public Works.—J.D. (for U.S.), 6/8/92. Land Valuer.—D.C.McL., S/S/92. Mr. 
Itae, ior description.— UB. [pro Land Valuer), 10/8/92. Description herewith.—E.S..K.. 10/S/92. 
Will the Under Secretary for Lands kindly send this to Mr. Perdriau for examination?—J.B.,’16/8/02. 
Very urgent. The Chief Surveyor, 18/S/92. Metropolitan Survey Office, 22/8/92. Tho draft notifica
tion has been examined and found correct. The papers may now be sent to Department of Works.— 
C.D. (for U.S.), B.C., Lands, 5/9/92. The Under Secretary for Public Works. Will the Crown 
Snlicitor kindly initial, if correct, the draft notification herewith ?—A.B. [per- Land Valuer), 6/9/92. 
Dralt notification initialled and returned together with the papers sent therewith.—E. A. Smith, Crown 
Solicitor, B.C , 22(9/92. Draft notice ot resumption and minute for Executive Council herewith.— 
A.B, [pro Land Valuer), 26/9/92. Under Secretary for Public Works.

No. 19.
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No. 19.
Minute for The Executive Council.

Subject i—Recommending that the work of providing wharf accommodation at Erskine-street, Sydney, 
may be deemed an authorised work, and for the appropriation and resumption of land for the purposes 
thereof.

Department of Public 'Works, Sydney, 24 September, 1892. 
The Minister for Public Works applies for a direction that a certain public work, that is to say : Wharf 
accommodation at Erskine-street, Sydney, and for which public funds are lawfully available, the estimated 
cost of which does not exceed £20,000, may be carried out under the “ Public \Vorks Act of 1883,” as 
an authorised work, and that in respect of the said work, lie may be deemed the constructing authority.

The Minister for Public Works desires that the land mentioned in the Schedule hereto, so far as 
the same is Crown land, may be appropriated, and ho far as the same is private property resumed for the 
purpose of carrying out the said work ; also, if Eis Excellency, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
is or opinion that such land is required for the aforesaid public work, that it may bo acquired by taking 
the same under the “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the “ Public Works 
Act of 1888.”

It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the work above 
referred to, the estimated cost of which does not exceed £20,000, may be directed to be carried out under 
the provisions of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” as an authorised work, by the Minister for Public 
Works, and that he may in respect thereof, be deemed the eonstructiog authority ; also that tlie land 
described in the Schedule hereto, which is required for carrying out tho work referred 1o, may be directed 
to be acquired under the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the “ Public Works 
Act of 1888.” ’

Sciusnurx.
All that piece or parcel of laud situate in the city of Sydney, parish of St. Phillip, county of 

Cumberland, and Colony of Hew South Wales : Commencing on the southern boundary of Erskine-street 
at a point bearing west 15 degrees 30 minutes, south 1 chain 36 links from its junction with the western 
boundary of Lime-street; and bounded thence on the north-west by the southern boundary of Erskine- 
street bearing south 74 degrees 49 minutes west 24 feet l-j inches; on the south-west by the present high- 
water mark of Darling Harbour, bearing south 24 degrees 37 minutes, east 52 feet 2 inches ; on the south
east by the present high-water mark aforesaid, and a lino hearing in all north 74 degrees 8 minutes, cast 
25 feet 6 inches ; and on the north-east by a line bearing north 26 degrees 12 minutes, west 52 feet 1 inch, 
to the point of commencement,—he the said several bearings and dimensions all a little more or less, 
containing 4^ perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession of Matthew Smith.

WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

Tho Executive Council advise that authority be granted for the construction of the wharf referred 
to, and that the land required for the same he acquired in terms of tho said Act.—Alex. C. Budge, 
Clerk of the Council.

Min. 9,753, 7/11/92. Confirmed, 15/11/92. Approved.—Jebset, 7/11/92. Eorwarded for
the signature of His Excellency the Governor and the Great Seal of the Colony.—D.C.McL. tT.S.),
B.C.. 16/11/92. The Principal Under Secretary, Sealed and submittedfor His Excellency's signature. 
The Private Secretary.—C.W., P.U.S., B.C., 17/11/92. The Under Secretary for Public Works.—C.W., 
P.U.S., B.C., 21/11/92. The Land Valuer.—D.C.McL. (pro U.S.), B.C., 21/11/92. Dated
25th November, 1892. No. 818, page 9,317.

No. 20.
Messrs. Abbott and Allen to The Secretary for Public Works.

Sir, 14, Castloreagh-street, Sydney, 17 November, 1892,
Wc have ascertained that it is proposed by the Government to resume certain reclaimed lands 

in front of allotment No. 14, in the city of Sydney, Erskine-street, originally granted on the 3rd June, 
1842, as a site for the Bethel Union Chapel, now owned by Mr. Matthew Smith.

On Ills behalf we must most emphatically protest against the resumption of this land which aJEords 
to him access by water to bis land. We need hardly point out to you that the waters of the harbour are 
tlie public highways for the owners of land upon the shores, and that that highway should not bq inter
fered with, unless there is an absolute necessity, and so far as we can gather the resuming of this land 
from Mr. Smith is for the purpose of giving it to a private company.

If the Government are determined upon taking the land for the purpose stated, then we would 
urge that they should resume the remainder of the land belonging to Mr. Smith extending hack to Lime- 
street, as it is not of much value to him without the frontage. _

In the ease of any such resumption Mr. Smith is quite willing to accept payment for it in Eunded 
Stock 4 per cent, bills.

We need hardly point out to you that our client will, at' every point, contest the right of the 
Government to interfere with his frontage to the harbour. We shall be glad of an early reply.

We have, &c.,
--------  ABBOTT AND ALLEN.

The land does not appear to he required so far as we are aware. The matter should, however, be 
dealt with by the Treasury.—J.B., B.C., 22/11/92. The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade,— 
This letter should, I think, ho referred to the Minister for Lands.—E.K., 24/11/92. Approved.—J.S.,
25/11/92. The Under Secretary for Lands.—E.K., 25/11/92.

Mr. Matthew Smith (per Messrs. Abbott and Allen) protests against the proposed resumption of 
Crown land fronting his freehold, and lying between it and the water of Port Jaekson ; and, further, gives 
notice of his intention to contest the “right of tho Government to interfere with his frontage to the 
harbour.” On this point I may invite the attention of the Honorable tho Minister to the remarks con
tained in the decision of His Honor the Chief Judge in Equity, in the case of Day u. Brunker, N.S.W., L.R., 

331—B vol.
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vol. SII, Post. 3, page 166, which appear to apply directly to the present case, i.e.f so far as the legal 
position of Mr. Smith is concerned in -any attempt to assail the Government in respect of the proposed 
resumption.

Messrs. Abbott and Allen’s letter is submitted for the consideration of the Minister.—'W’.H., 
21/12/92.

New South Wales Law Eeports. 1891, vol. NIL—Case in Equity—Lay t>, Bnmker. Extract 
from the remarks on the decision of the Chief Judge in Equity:—“If Lay without authority, reclaimed 
land on the foreshore of Larling Harbour, thereby rendering access to the water impossible without 
crossing over the reclaimed land, he has himself cut off the original access and pushed the water- 
frontage further away than it formerly was, and ho cannot claim from tho Government a right-of-way or 
easement, the necessity for which has been created solely by bis own act.”

Let former decision be given effect to.~H.C.", 2"3/12/92. The Under Secretary for Public 
Works, 24/12/92.—B.H.D. (for the Under Secretary).

No. 21.
Precis.

Matthew Smith’s unauthorised reclamation of foreshore,
Mb. M, Smith is the owner in fee of a piece of land at the foot of Erskine-street, with a frontage to 
Larling Harbour, On the wafer-front of this land Mr. Smith has without legal authority reclaimed the 
land and erected a wharf, from which latter it is said he has derived a handsome revenue.

When it was discovered that Mr. Smith was in illegal possession of the foreshore, he endeavoured 
to put himself right by making application {expost facto) for permission to reclaim and purchase the land 
he had encroached upon, but this application, on the recommendation of the Harbours and Eivers Lepart- 
ment, was refused, and the Minister for Lands determined to let the land by public auction. While, 
however, the matter was still under discussion the Treasury, without concert with the Lands, agreed to 
grant a lease of the site to the new Balmain Perry Company, and so far committed the Government that 
they could not, with honor, recede from the position.

20/6/92.—Hereon Mr. Secretary Copeland minuted, “ The matter has been considerably compli
cated by the Treasury committing itself more or less to the new company, &c.. &c., I am of opinion that 
the only feasible way out of the difficulty will be for the Treasury to obtain the resumption through the 
Works Department under the Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act of that portion hatched blue in 
tracing, being an unauthorised reclamation by Matthew Smith, the owner of the land which this reclama
tion fronts. As the land in question was reclaimed without the knowledge of this Department, Smith’s 
right to compensation must bo a limited one, and of somewhat doubtful legality, yet, I think, it must be 
recognised, as the resumption will deprive him of bis legal right to a water-frontage.” Mr. Copeland 
went on to request that the. Treasury would read the above minute and, if he concurred, send the papers to 
the Minister for Works for immediate action in regard to resumption. The Treasurer concurred, and 
forwarded the papers to the Minister for Works for further action. Mr. Secretary Lyne formally approved 
of the resumption, and the reclaimed land was resumed accordingly by notice in the Gazette, dated 21st 
November, 1892.

The fact that it was proposed to resume the land became known to Mr. Smith, and per letter of 
17/11/92, Messrs. Abbott and Allen wrote, on behalf of that gentleman, protesting against the resumption 
■of the land which afforded access by water to his property, urging that the Government should resume 
the remainder of the land belonging to Mr. Smith, which would be of little value without frontage, and 
intimating that that gentleman would contest at every point the right of the Government to interfere 
with bis frontage to the harbour. ■ *

The Under Secretary for Lands, in submitting bis letter for the information of his Minister, 
pointed out that the case was on all fours with that of Lay v. Brunkcr, which was gained by the Govern
ment, and in regard to which the Judge, in giving judgment, said, “ If Day, without authority, reclaimed 
tlie land on the foreshore of Darliug Harbour, thereby rendering access to the water impossible without 
crossing over the reclaimed land, he has himself cut off the original access, and pushed the water-frontage 
further away than it formerly was, and he cannot claim from the Government a right-of-way or easement, 
the necessity for which has been created solely by bis own act.”

The Minister for Lands minuted, “ Let former decision he given effect to.” But it will be seen 
that the Minister’s decision had already been acted upon on the resumption of the reclaimed land.

C.A.B., 9/1/93.

We have taken the land, and are in possession, I think, and as we have heard, nothing further on 
the subject, I suggest we let it stand. Submitted that the papers be put away.—J.B., 6/6/93. Approved.— 
W.J.U,-17/6/93. ______________________________ ’

No. 22.
Mr. J. Lovatt to M. Smith, Esq., J.P.

Dear Sir, ' 88, Trafalgar-street; Annandale, 16 August, 1893.
With reference to your wharf at foot of Erskine-street, Sydney, called Bethel Wharf, I am 

willing to take a lease of it from you on the terms and amount agreed on between us, provided you 
guarantee me free ingress and egress to and from tho wharf on the water-frontage. J make this 
stipulation, as I find there are at present certain obstructions immediately fronting the wharf in the shape 
of piles and moorings of steamers, boats, &c., which would render the wharf practically useless to me for 
business purposes unless permanently removed therefrom. Please let me know, as early as you can, 
whether you arc prepared to do this. Please address answer to my private residence.

Yours, <fcc.,
. ^ -------- .JOHN LOVATT.

Captain Jackson for report.—P.K., 17/8/93. The water-frontage referred to in this letter has 
been resumed by tbe Government for ferry purposes, I beg to refer it totheUnder Secretary of Works.— 
J.J., 18/8/93. The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. The Under Secretary for Works.— 
E.K., 21/8/93.

Town.
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Town Grant.
Town, of Sydney, parish of Saint Phillip, county of Cumberland, allotment No. l-l of section No. 

55; bounded on the north by a line bearing cast 15 degrees 30 minutes north 121 links ; on the east by 
allotment No. 15, bearing north 15 degrees 30 minutes west 76 links ; on the .north by Erskine-street, 
bearing west 15 degrees 30 minutes south 136 links ; and on the west by the Darling Harbour;—‘being the 
allotment promised by His Excellency Sir Bichari Bourke, on 22nd September, IS34, as the site for the 
Bethel Union Chapel; being also the allotment advertised as No. 38 in the Government notice, 26th 
February, 1841. ‘

Iso. 23.
Messrs. Abbott and Allen to J. T\ Waller, Esq., Government Valuator.

Re Matthew Smith.
Dear Sir, Audit Chambers, 14, Castlercagh-street, Sydney, 12 October. 1893.

In compliance with your request to Mr. Smith, to be supplied with evidence upon statutory 
declaration of the facts in connection with the removal of the old wharf at the foot of his property at the 
corner of Erskine and Lime Streets, in the city of Sydney, and showing that there was never any reclaimed 
area there, we beg to forward you herewith six declarations made by Messrs. Matthew and Henry Smith, 
J. S. McGowen, H. Whettop, G. F. Hobson, and E. J. Bishop, which we trust will be found satisfactory 
and sufficient for the purpose required.

As this is a very important matter to our client, we beg to request that you will lose no time^in- 
sending in your report, and wc shall he glad to know when you have sent it in.

Tours, &c.
----------------- ABBOTT AND ALLEN.
[Enclosures.']

Now South Wales, ) 
to wit. {

I, Mattiikw StttTii, of Waterloo, in tho Colony of New South Wales, do solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :—
(1.) I am the owner of a portion of land containing about 151 perches, situate fronting Erskine and Lime Streets, 

in the city of Sydney, and extending to the original high-water mark of Darling Harbour, and have been such owner for 
about twenty-one years. ’

(2.) Until about the month of April last I was under tho impression that my predecessors in title of the said land 
bad effected what I thought was a reclamation of an area of about 41 perches or thereabouts, extending into the water 
from the western boundary of my said land, and what 1 considered was such reclamation I then discovered consisted of 
nothing more than an old wharf composed of piles driven closely together, on the top of which wooden girders and planks 
had been fixed (some of the girdors abutting on the stone retaining-wall forming the western boundary of my said land), 
and these planks had from time to time become covered with ashes and rubbish, the accumulation of years.

(3.) In the month of April last I employed men to remove the said wharf and planks and tho ashes and rubbish 
that had accumulated on the top thereof, and whilst doing so some of the ashes and rubbish fell through tlie planks into 
tho water below, which ashes and rubbish I caused also to be removed, of which there were about six cartloads.

(4.) W'hen tbe top covering of tho said wharf had been removed by my men, I then discovered that the underneath 
part of tho wharf between the piles and my retaining-wall was vacant space, and that the waters of the harbour flowed in 
and out with the tide and washed against my said retaining-wall forming the western boundary of my said laud.

(5.) I have never removed, nor caused to he removed, any land or earth in front of the retaiumg-wall forming the 
western boundary of my said land, and the place from whence 1 removed the said wharf is nowm tho same condition as it 
was when the same was removed.

(G.) I am now satisfied that there never was any reclamation effected outside the western boundary' of my said 
land, and that what appeared to lie sueh reclamation consisted of the old wharf or jetty with tlie ashes and rubbish on top 
thereof, as hereinbefore described.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, under and by virtue of the 
provisions of an Act of the Governor and Legislative Council of New South Wales, made and passed in the ninth year of 
tlie reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and afErfliations taken and 
made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for 
the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”

. M. SMITH.
Declared before me, at Sydney, this twelfth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 

and ninety-three,—
W. H. Moseley, J.P.

Dated 12th October, 1SE13,
Declaration of Matthew Smith,—

Abbott and Allen.

New South Wales, ) 
to wit. j

I, Henry Sin™, of Bcdfern, in the Colony of New South Wales, do solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :—
(1.) I am a brother of Matthew Smith, who is the owner of a piece of land situate at the corner of Erskine and 

Lime Streets, in tho city of Sydney. .
(2.) I was present frequently wliilst my brother’s workmen were engaged in removing some wooden girders and 

planking on piles and ashes and rubbish on the top thereof, which formed an old wharf or jetty jutting out into the water 
from tho retaining-wall, forming^wliat I understand is the western boundary of my brother’s said land.

(3.) Shortly after the work of removal began I looked down through a hole made by the men when removing the 
planking forming the floor of the old wharf and saw that the water of tho harbour Bowed in thiough the piles and washed 
up against the said retaining-wall, the space beneath the planking and between the retaining-wall and the piles on the 
outside was quite vacant, and except the ashes and rubbish which fell through the planking into the water whilst the 
planking was being removed, there was no earth or soil in the space beneath, and no sign of any land having been 
reclaimed there.

(4.) The whole structure from the retaining-wall outwards was removed by my brother’s men ; it was nothing more 
than an old wharf or jetty.

And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to bo true, under and by virtue of the 
provisions of an Act of the Governor and Legislative Council of New South Wales, made and passed in the ninth year of 
the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and 
made in various departments of tlie Gcvcrnment of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in heu thereof, and 
for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits."

H. SMITH.
Declared before mo at Sydney, this twelfth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 

and ninety-three,'—
W. H. Moseley, J.P.

Dated 12th October, 1893.
Declaration of Henry Smith,—

Abbott and Allen.
New
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New South Wales, ) 
to wit. j

I, James Sinclair McGowen, of Redfern, in the Colony of New South Wales, do solemnly and sincerely declare as follows ■/ j

(1.) In the month of April last I inspected Mr. Matthew Smith’s property, situate at the corner of Erskine and 
Lime Streets, in the city of Sydney, and saw where the top of what apparently had been an old wharf jutting out into the 
water from the retaining-wall forming what I understand is the western boundary of Mr. Smith’s land, had been shortly 
before removed; I saw two rows of old piles within about 15 feet of the said retaining-wall; between these piles from 
the outside and up to the retaining-wall, was clear vacant space, and the waters of the harbour flowed in and up against 
the said wall; there was no sign of any reclamation having been made there.

. . I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, under and by virtue of the pro
visions of an Act of the Governor and Legislative Council of New South Wales, made and passed in the ninth year of the 
reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and 

‘ ln Tarmus departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and
for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”

. dAs. &. iVICwU'V EJN.
jjeciared before me, at Sydney, this twelfth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 

and ninety-three,—
^ , W. H. Moseley, J.P,
Dated 12th of October, 1893.

Declaration of James Sinclair McGowen.
Abbott and Allen.

New South Wales, ) •
to wit. (

I Herbert Whetton, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, contractor, do solemnly and siuccrelv declare as 
follows :— " “

{1-1 Ju the month of April last, my father contracted with Mr, Matthew Smith, the owner of certain property situate 
at the corner of Erskine and Lime Streets, in the city of Sydney, for the drawing np of some old piles which had formed 

an old wiiarf jutting out into the water from the retaining-wall, forming what I understand is the western boundary 
of Mr. Smith s property.

i ^nder the said contract with Mr. Smith, I superintended the drawing up and removal of about eighty-five piles,
and whilst so employed 1 could see clearly that the waters of tho harbour flowed in through these piles, and washed up 
against the said retaining-wall on the western side of Mr. Smith's laud, the apace between the piles and the retaining-wall 
was quite vacant, and there was no sign of any land having been reclaimed within this space.

. , -^“d 1 make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, under and by virtue of the pro
visions of an Act of the Governor and Legislative Council of New South Wales, made and passed in the ninth year of the 
reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more effectual abolition of oatbs and affirmations taken and made 
in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for the 
suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits. ”

^ . , , , „ , , HERBERT WHETTON.
Declared before me, at Sydney, this twelfth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 

and ninety-three,—
J. Grecki, J.P. 1

Dated 12 th October, 1893.
Declaration of Herbert Whetton.

Abbott and Allen.

New South Wales, )
to wit. j

I, George Ihomas Hobson, of Waterloo, in the Colony of New South Wales, labourer, do solemnly and sincerely declare

(1.) In the month of April last I was employed by Mr. Matthew Smith to assist in removing some wooden girders 
and planking fixed on the top of piles forming part of an old wharf jutting out into the water from a retaining-wall, which, 
^ understand, is the western boundary of Mr. Smith’s land, situate at the corner of Erskine and Lime Streets, in the city 
of Sydney, -

(2.) In order to get at the planking we had first to remove a lot of ashes and rubbish which had accumulated on the 
top of the planking, and upon removing the planking I saw the waters of the harbour washing up against Mr, Smith’s 
retaining-wall and between the planking and the water and the rows of piles supporting the planking was vacant apace, 
the girders and planks were very old, and evidently had been there for many years, and the ashes and rubbish on the top 
must have taken years to accumulate. •

_ (3.) I was also employed by Mr. Smith to slightly repair his retaining,wall, putting in a stone here and there, and 
patching it up.

(i.) Edward James Bishop was also employed by Mr. Smith in connection with the same work, and ho and I worked 
together on the job.

(o.) There was no sign of any land having been reclaimed where this old wharf stood outside the retaining-wall.
And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing tho same to lie true, under and by virtue of the pro- 

msious of au Act of the Governor aud Legislative Council of New South Wales, made and passed in the ninth year of the 
reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “An Aot for the more effectual alxilition of oaths and affirmations taken and made 
in various departments of tiie Government of New South "Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for the 
suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.” ■

_ Declared before me, at Sydney, this twelfth day of October, in tbe year of our Lord 
aud ninety-three,—

W. H. Moseley, J.P.
Dated 12th October, 1893.

Declaration of George Thomas Hobson. 1
Abbott and Allbn.

GEORGE HOBSON.
one thousand eight hundred

New South Wales, 1
to wit. (

as folio ^A1IES Bishop, of Waterloo, in the Colony of New South Wales, labourer, do solemnly and sincerely declare

(I.) In the month of April last I was employed by Mr, Matthew Smith to assist in removing some wooden girders 
and planking fixed on the top of piles forming part of an old wharf, jutting out into the water from a retaining-wall, which, 
I understand, is the western boundary of Mr. Smith's land, situate at the corner of Erskine and Lime Streets, in the city 
ot Sydney. ■'

T!' or^er t0 get a*' the planking, we had first to remove a lot of ashes and .rubbish which had accumulated on 
the top 0. the plankmg : upon removing the planking I saw the water of the harbour underneath, washing np against 
Jlr. smith s retaining-wall, and between the planking and the water and the rows of piles supporting the planking was 
vacant space ; the girders and planks were very old, and evidently had been there for many years, and the ashes and 
rubbisn tm the top must have taken years to accumulate.

(3.) George Hobson was also employed by Mr, Smith in connection with the same work, and ho and I worked 
together on the job.

(4.) There was no sign of any land having been reclaimed where this old wharf stood, outside the retaining-wall.
. And
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And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, under and by virtue of the pro
visions of an Act of the Governor aud Legislative Council of New South Wales, made and passed in the ninth year of the 
Reign of her present Majesty, intituled “An Act for tbe more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made 
in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for the 
suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”

EDWARD JAMES BISHOP.
Declared before me, at Sydney, this twelfth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 

and ninety-three,—
W. H. Moseley, J.P. ■

Dated 12th October, 1893.
Declaration of Edward James Bishop,—

Ajibott and Allen.

. No. 24.
Messrs. Abbott and Allen to J. F. Waller, Esq.

He Matthew Smith.
■ Dear Sir, Audit Chambers, 14, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 18 October, 1893.

We are in receipt of your letter of yesterday's date. We do not remember anything being 
said on the subject of furnishing receipts for the payments made to the contractor for removing the wharf, 
but in any case we are satisiied to rely upon the declaration sent in to you. We should bo extremely glad 
if you will deal with the matter at once. Yours, Ac.,

ABBOTT AND ALLEN.

No. 25.
Tbe Land Valuer to M. Smith, Esq.

Dear Sir, 23 October, 1893.
Before proceeding any further in the matter of your land at the foot of Erskine-street, I 

would like to be quite clear on the following points:—
(a) That you assert the water-frontage to your laud is now as it always was, and that it was never 

interfered with by you by increasing or decreasing.
(i) That the only structure in front of your land, and going out into tho water was a wharf which 

existed for years, and previous to my purchasing the property, say twenty-one years ago.
(e) That you contend the water-frontage to your land has been illegally obstructed by reason of 

certain piles which have been placed there preventing free water access to your land, or indeed 
access at all for steamers or boats of any size.

(if) That all you desire is removal of the said piles, and free water access to your land, and an 
acknowledgment that the water-frontage is yours, and that you have not directly or indirectly 
interfered with your water rights (if any) as may be contained in the original grant,

{e) That you do not desire the resumption either of your land or the alleged water to same, but 
simply desire to be left in peaceable enjoyment of the said land, and all water and other rights 
appertaining thereto.

When I get your reply I will ot once attend to tho matter.
Yours faithfully,

J. E. WALLER.

No. 2b.
Messrs. Abbott and Allen to J. E. Waller, Esq.

Me Smith, Erskine-street property. '
Dear Sir, Audit Chambers, 14, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 30 October, 1893.

Referring to your letter of tbe 23rd instant to Mr. Smith, and to our Mr. Allen’s interview' with 
you, we beg to state that, as to the points (a), (b), and (c), mentioned in your letter, we consider that they 
have been fully dealt with and established by tbe declarations previously supplied to you, and until Mr. 
Allen had seen you on tho subject wre weto under the impression they comprised tbe only matter (namely, 
the establishing of our client’s right to the water-frontage) you were called upon to report on.

With reference to points (cf) and {e), having now seen Mr. Smith, and discussed these poiuts with 
him, we are instructed to say that he claims to be acknowledged by tbe Crown as having the absolute, free, 
and uninterrupted right to and use of the water frontage to his land; such an absolute right as bis 
predecessors in title were possessed of, and of which he has been deprived of, for about two years, 
including in such rights the right without charge to erect such a wharf as he may think fit, He also 
claims that all piles and other obstructions shall be removed by tbe Crown, and that he shall be compen
sated for the loss and expenses he has been put to in the meantime by the Crowm’s action in depriving 
him of his rights, and also in establishing bis rights, and to state, further, that failing bis being fully 
satisfied as above, be would prefer that the whole of his land be resumed by the Crowm, in which case he 
would be prepared to forego his claim for compensation.

Please understand that this letter is without prejudice, and we shall be glad if you will deal with 
this matter without delay. Yours, &c.,

ABBOTT AND ALLEN.

No. 27.
Minute by the Land Valuer.

S«?yecC.—That Matthew Smith illegally reclaimed certain land, and then endeavoured to put himself
right by making application to reclaim.

Department of Public Works, Valuation Branch, Sydney, 3 November, 1893, 
Apparently, vide Abbott and Alien's letter of I7tb November, 1892, Smith, at that date, w'as 

under the impression that the structure was land, hut which subsequently on removal was proved to be a 
wharf on piles only, vide the affidavits of W. Smith, Redfern; G-eorge T. Hobson, Waterloo; E. J. 
Bishop, Waterloo; IT. Whitton, Sydney; M. Smith, Waterloo; J. S. McGowen, M.P., Sydney; and 
Smith appears to have continued under the impression till the month of April, 1893, when the said 
wharf was removed, vide his affidavit of 12th October, 1893. The
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on.r, !lPP^c^t,on by Smith to purchase a small area of reclaimed land—say 5 perches—under date 
90“l9’!')3S Ain. and refused 17/10/90, vide Papers 90-9,683 Ain., would naturally indicate 

l oti n ^ u "a i L?r!nb6eved he had, reclaimed land adjoining his purchased land, and the affidavit of tho 
Uctobei', 1893, shows such to have been his impression up to April, 1893. Subsequently, it appears 

from Mr. Twynams minute of 19/11/91, Mis. 91-7,781, that the application of Smith to purchase the 
land being refused, it was then suggested to him that he might apply for a lease. “ This he had previously 
"oae' 90-2,175, as also hy written application, dated 1st October, 1890, and numbered by Land 
Hoard Ojhce, 90-5,115. These documents are somewhat puzzling, as the official application is made for 
a special lease for an ‘'existing wharf, &c., and piles.’ There is no mention made of land in this 
document, unless the word etcetera can be intended to refer to the reclaimed area. Be that as it mav, 
the application apparently was refused by the Local Land Board on the 6th April, 1891, vide 91-2,629, 
and the existing wharf or reclamation, or whatever it was, was apparently considered by the Land Board 
o o a trespass, out the Land Board stated as follows :—<( If it be desired to condone or legalise existing 

trespass, we should recommend a lease for one year'from 31st January, 1890, the date when instructions 
for proceedings in trespass were issued, and we appraise the rent for that term at £100.” Why Smith’s 
application was refused does not appear to be very clear, beyond the fact that it was strenuously opposed 
by Captain Jackson. ' 1J

Having on 6th day of October, in company with Mr. M'Growen, M.P., and the Messrs. Smith, as 
also, on 19th day of October, in company with Mr. Perdriau, and, on 23rd day of October, iu company 
with Captain Jackson, visited and inspected the land in question, I am forced to the conclusion that 
there never was any rec amation, provided the boundary wall is the correct boundary to the land owned 
by Mr. Smith and which I believe it to be; but this is a matter to be determined by a surveyor. I think 
1 may say, without fear of contradiction, that Captain Jackson holds mv views, Le., that the foreshore has 
not in any way been interfered with. “

Granting that it was possible, in years gone by, to have reclaimed land without it being possible at 
the present date to obtain proof of such reclamation, I think it is against reason and common sense to 
suppose that such reclamation, if any, and stated to be an area of 5 perches, could be removed in 1893 
rom such a busy centre of the city without tlie knowledge of hundreds of persons, whether such removal 

was clone by land or water; and in refutation of such removal, affidavits have been sent in by W. Smith 
Kedfern; George Hobson, Waterloo; Edward J. Bishop, Waterloo; H. Whetton, Sydney'; M. Smith,’ 
Waterloo; J. S. McGowen, M.P., Sydney; all dated 12th October, 1893. ' ‘

1 mnJflh;ci state that the present occupant, W. H. Hamels, of the shed on Smith’s ground, in con
versation with Mr. Perdriau and myself, assured us that he saw the wharf removed, that it was taken 
away by horses up Erskine-street, and that thefe was no land removed whatever, or anv change made in 
the boundary of Smith’s land beyond the placing of a few stones filling up broken parts of the walls 
bounding the laud on its water frontage, and on its Erskine-street side line. The affidavit referred to 
include those from Whetton, the son of tho contractor who removed the wharf, and the labourers, G. T. 
Hobson and E. J. Bishop. Mr. Perdmu, the surveyor from the Lands Department, whom I am given to 
understand advised that a reclamation had been made, is, I think, now doubtful on that point, and inclined 
to believe that what he took to be a reclamation and land was really, as stated in the affidavit, a wharf only.

11 earmm m:1J e-iaS1 y Je excusecl for thinking that the wharf was land, becapse it was close piled under- 
neatli, thus hiding the surface of the water, and the flooring was covered with soil, the debris or droppings 
trom cargo, and on winch soil I understand grass had sprouted. Mr. Perdriau’s error (if it was an error) is 
the more excusable when it is borne in mind that the owner, Smith, himself believed it was land, and was 
under the impression until tho wharf was removed in 1893, and during its removal one of the horses of the 
extractor, it is stated, broke through the flooring of the wharf. Against my opinion and the various 
affidaufs that there was no reclamation, has, of course, to be set Smith’s own letters, i.e., to purchase the 
reclamat,on-say o perches, vide his letter of 30/9/90, No. 90/9,038 Ain., and his application to lease 

existmg wharf, &-c., and piles, vide papers 90/2,175, and his own letter of the 1st October, 1890, 90/5 115 
and.winch only can be accounted for by his affidavit of the 12th October, 1893, in which he explains that 
be was, up to Apn , 1893, under the impression that there was a reclamation. Apparently the Land 
Board, Vlde their decision of 0th April, 1891, Papers 91/2,621, were of the opinion that Smith was a 
respasser but yhethor they were of that opinion because they believed Smith or some one else previous 

to nun bad reclaimed land I caimot say, and it may be that they would not have held that ooinion had 
they known that there was a wharf only, for it maybe that the original owners of the property had 
obtained permission to erect a wharf m connection with the chapel; but on this point I have not any 
mtormalion before me, but consider it is of sufficient importance to ascertain whether such permission 
bad or had not been granted, and also if the building of the wharf without permission by Smith’s 
predecessors, or by Smith himself, in part or altogether, would he a trespass, and if a trespass 
of stidicient gravity to place him in the position of one who hy his own act had cut himself off from 
bis water rights, vide the minute of die Minister for.Lands, under date 23/12/92, papers 92/9,263, bearing 
m mmd tliat apparently the wharf was permitted to be put np and to remain there for a number of years 
withom remonstrance trom the Government, until subsequent to 30th September, 1890, vide Smith’s letter 
ot i.be 1st October,, 1890, papers 90/5,115, although the Land Board, 91/2,629. state that the 
Goiornment issued instructionspn 31/1/90, for proceedings to be taken against Smith. The whole 
matter is one, to my thinking, which is more for an opinion by the Crown Solicitor than by any ono else,

(") The of the land or otherwise must be determined by evidence, though, personally I
am satisfied there was no reclamation.

(J>) Bresumiug there was no reclamation, it must be determined whether tho wharf as erected by 
8mith or Ins predecessors, or by both was illegal; aud if illegal, how far, if at ail, by the erection 
ot the whair, Smith destroyed his rights, if any, to a water frontage.

(c) Anheipating that Smith desires to obtain a bald statement from the Government whether they 
would not acknowledge he had not reclaimed land, and in the event of obtaining sueh an 
acknowledgment, that he. Smith, would then either demand heavy compensation for interference 

ml1 j - ^ ^esu™iAlfm of the whole of his property, induced me to write my letter of
^ to wI,ie!l ] lla've received a, letter from Messrs. Abbott and Allen, dated 

the 30th instant, m answer to same. By this letter, it will be seen that Smith demands
acknowledgment
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acknowledgment by tlie Crown “ to having the absolute, free, and uninterrupted right and use 
of the water-frontage to hia land, such an absolute right as his predecessors in title were 
possessed of, and of which he has been deprived for about two years, including in such rights the 
right, without charge, to erect such a wharf as he may think fit; he also claims that all piles and 
other obstructions shall be removed by tbe Crown, and that he shall be compensated for the loss 
and expenses be has been put to by the Crown’s action in depriving him of his rights, and also 
in establishing his rights, and to slate further that failing hia being fully satisfied as above he 
would prefer the whole of his land bo resumed by the Crown, in which case be would be prepared 
to forego his claim for compensation. Please understand that this letter is without prejudice, 
and we shall he glad if you will deal with this matter without delay.'1

This letter convinces me that although I hold the opinion that the land was not reclaimed by Smith 
or anyone else, still the Crown Solicitor is the proper officer to deal with this case, and that before any 
reply whatever is given to Smith or his solicitors; for it may be that the Crown Solicitor will advise 
Smith to he allowed to prove everything in Court, and for the Crown not to acknowledge anything.

It may be well to point out for the guidance of all concerned that I understand that the water- 
frontage in question is not required for ferry purposes, as was at one time lliought to be the case, as it is 
now found that the Government own the frontage supposed to belong to the Council, and hy shifting the 
floating jetty a few feet to the north side of the piles complained of by Smith, ample room cau be given 
for flic requirements of the ferry companies, and at a cost of (say) £10. Captain Jackson and the 
Engiueor-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers can fullv explain this.

’ —----- T.F.W.
Perhaps the Minister will approve of Mr. "Waller going into tlie matter with the Crown Solicitor.— 

J.B., C/ll/93. Approved.—W.J.L., 14./11/Q3, Mr. Waller.—D.C.M'L., per TT.S. B.C., 15/11/93. 
Will the Under Secretary he good enough to make an appointment with the Crown Solicitor for me,— 
T.F.W., 17/11/93. Under Secretary for Public Works ’

After going into this matter with Mr. Waller (this day), I think that this report, and the evidence 
therein referred to, should be referred to tbe Lands Department for a surveyor to report on tbe laud as 
it now stands, particularly as to whether there are any encroachments beyond the boundary of the grant, 
and as to whether there is any evidence to modify or contradict tho evidence put forward by Smith.— 
E.A.S., 27/11/93. B.C., The Under Secretary for Works.

Submitted.—J.B., 27/11/93. Approved.—W.J.L., 28/11/93. B.C., The Under Secretary for
Lands.—J.B., 28/11/93. In compliance with the request contained in the Crown Solicitor’s memo, of 
27th ult., it is submitted that tho matter be referred to the Chief Surveyor—H.O., for the U.S., 2/12/93. 
Mr, Surveyor Perdriau for such survey as may be requisite, and comprehensive report.—E. IVisnAir, 
C.S., 5/12/93. Eeplied to by my report of the 12th December, lio. 93/131, trausmitting a sketch 
showing the present condition of the land.—S. E. PERIHUA.U, Government Surveyor. Submitted.—
27/11/93. Approved.—W.J.L., 28/11/93. Under Secretary for Lands.—W.C., 28/11/93.

■ No. 28.
' Government-Surveyor S. E. Perdriau to The Chief Surveyor.

Deporting upon illegal reclamation at Darling Harbour, on the frontage of Matthew Smith's land, at the 
corner of Erskine and Lime Streets, allotment Ho. 14-^ section 55, City of Sydney.

Sir, 12 December, 1893.
1. In compliance with your instructions, No. 93-990, dated 5th instant, on Miscellaneous 

Lease 93-9.219, I have the honor to report upon the above-mentioned land. “ as it HowT stands,” and “ as 
to whether there is any evidence to modify qr contradict the evidence prat forward hy Smith,” such report 
having been asked for hy the Crown Solicitor.

2. With the papers there is a precis of the case, dated 9th January, 1893, and Mr. Waller, the 
Acting Government Valuator, has written a very comprehensive minute upon the case, dated 3rd 
November, 1893 ; but if I recapitulate a few of the principal facta, T may perhaps save you the necessity 
of perusing many of the papers, which arc now voluminous. Such recapitulation I have deemed 
requisite in view of the present p)hase of the case, aud of the recommendation which I intend making 
in this report, in order that the case may he finally disposed of.

3. This allotment was originally granted as a site for a Bethel Union Chapel.
4. Matthew Smith has owned the allotment for about twenty-one years to date. When he pur

chased, the structures beyond the limits of the grant, shown upon my sketch with the papers, aud marked 
Miscellaneous Lease 91-5,78G, had already been erected.

5. In July, 1890, Smith applied for a special lease for existing wharf, &e., and files, “as per plan 
attached,” to cover the unauthorised erections fronting his allotment. The Local Land Board, in April, 
1891, reported that they could not recommend that a lease bo granted as desired.

G. Being under the impression that the area abutting on tho water-frontage of his allotment was 
reclaimed hind, Smith, on 30th September, 1890, appiLcd to purchase same. Said application was refused, 
17 th October, 1S90.

7. Apparently, the next action of importance to this Depnriment was the resumpiion (under the 
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, as adopted by the Public Works Act of 1888) by Gazette 
notice of 21st November, 1892, of the 41 perches shown upon my sketch above referred to, which was 
supposed to he reclaimed land, sueh resumption having been recommended by tbe Honorable tho 
Minister for Lands in his minulo dated 20th June, 1892, the purpose being for wharf accommodation 
for the Balmain New Ferry Company (Limited) whereon to erect offices, &c.

8. Since the date of the notice of resumption other arrangements have been made, whereby tho 
Ferry Company have erected their offices upon tho public wharf adjoining, and it would appear that the 
area of 44 perches resumed is not now required by the Government.

9. The sketch above referred to shows the structures in existence on the date of my former report 
(30th July, 1892), and the sketch, which I beg to transmit with this report, shows the present condition 
of the site, the said structures having been demolished in the meantime.

10.
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Smith now contends—vide letter dated 12th October, 1893, from the solicitors, Messrs, Abbott 
r- len’ PaPers~lbat the land marked “ Keclaimed land” on the sketch was not, and never

had been, reclaimed, and with said letter forwards six declarations to that effect by witnesses of the 
demolition, who state that the area had been planked over, and that rubbish and eartli had so accumulated 
on tbe surface that the area had the appearance of having been reclaimed.

11. Here I might point out that Smith, after having shown by two separate applications to this 
Department for purchase and for lease of the foreshore, that he knew the structures had been erected in 
trespass, took upon himself, without permission from this Department, to remove the structures.

12. It would have been mucli more satisfactory to me if I had seen the site immediately after the
surface had been removed, for the land presented the appearance of land reclaimed in the old-fashioned 
style, viz., by a sea-wall of close piling and plank sheathing backed bv ballast. The work was very old and 
dilapidated, and reclamation material, such as ashes, would wash through the openings (caused by decay) 
at high tides and during rainy weather. Such action continuing for years, a hollow would be created 
under the wharf-deck, and gradually the filling material would all wash out, leaving the area in the 
condition of partial reclamation in which J represented it, viz., “Very old reclamation, washing awav in 
parts.” ° J

13. If Smith, as he alleges, discovered that the land had not been reclaimed, evidently it was his
duty to inform this Department to that effect before he removed all the material therefrom and destroyed 
the possibility of disproving his allegation. ■'

i ^1C ^davits, except that by Mr. McGowen, M.P., are by persons employed by Smith or
related to him, and are consequently perhaps not free from bias ,

. I am informed that Smith's contention now is that as there was no reclaimed land, the Gazette 
notice purporting to reclaim such land becomes null and \oid. Admission of that contention will not 
apparently affect the matter to Smith s benelit, for both his applications to reclaim and lease the area 
fronting his freehold have been refused. Also nothing has been done to interfere with Smith’s freehold, 
except that he has been denied tbe concession of permission for extending same into the harbour by' 
reclamation or jetty, and in this he has been similarly treated to others owniug properties adjoining 
public streets. Vide Occ. 87/1-1,077—Application by one Fenwick for a special lease of land fronting his 
freehold, which adjoins Darling-street, Balmain. Kcfused, because, if erected, the jetty would interfere 
with traffic to tho public wharf at Darling-street, which is,a place of call by ferry steamers.

^ 1(3. It appears to me that no action is necessary in this matter now"by the Department of Lands. 
Smith’s applications have been refused simply upon public grounds.

. I'; Hay’s case, in which the Government was successful in Equity, has been quoted as similar to
this, and in that case it was decided that the proprietor having cut off his access to the water by illegal 
reclamation, had deprived himself of his water-frontage. To make the cases quite parallel it would be 
necessary to decide—if it be admitted that reclamation had not been effected in the usual way—that close 
piling plank sheathing,, with ballast packing at the back, and decking over as a wharf, are not as effectual 
a reclamation as by filling in tho area with ashes in the usual way—in both cases tho water at high tide 
percolates through the material to the original high-water mark. The steamers of the Balmain Now Ferry 
berth at the southern side of the public wharf (which occupies tlie whole of the water-frontage of Erskine- 
street), and occupy part of the water space in front of Smith’s allotment (sec my sketch “A ” with this 
report). These steamers ply every quarter of an hour from o a.m. till 12 p.m., and are berthed here for 
about five minutes each trip, consequently their occupation is almost perpetual, and the two piles (said to 
have been driven by the Government) used to spring the steamer to tho berth, further prevent Smith from 
using his water-frontage.

18. I am informed that the Balmain New Ferry Co. pay the Government about £300 per annum 
as rent. 1

19. TJpon the question of .riparian rights, I beg respectfully to point out that the opinion of tlie 
Crown Solicitor upon such qubstions as follow would be of considerable value iu dealing with this and 
other eases, viz.:— °

1. In such.a ease, what riparian rights has Smith ?
2. Can Smith command the sole use of the water in front of his allotment for mooring vessels there ?
3. "Where such authorised extensions exist as the public wharf and the Pyrmont jetty m this case, has

Smith any special and peculiar right whatever in law over the water in front of his allotment; 
and, if so, is that right superior to that of the Crown—the Crown being the owner of tlie 
public wharf? I have, Ac.,

The Metropolitan District Surveyor.
STEPHEN E. PERDRIAU,

Government Surveyor.

Submitted this report be forwarded to tbe Crown Solicitor iu compliance with his memo of 27th 
ultimo. Approved.—W.H.,-22/12/93. The Crown Solicitor.—H.O. (for U.S.), 27/12/93, '

No. 29.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

k’r> _ Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 9 January, 1894.
I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the illegal reclamation at Darling 

Harbour, on the frontage of Matthew Smith’s land, at the corner of Erskine and Lime Streets.
On the report of Mr. Surveyor Perdriau, forwarded on the 27th ultimo, I think that the proper 

course is to inform Messrs. Abbott and Allen that their clients claim cannot be recognised ; and further, 
that their client, in removing the fiEing-m and erections outside the boundaries of his Crown grant has 
been guilty of an action of trespass for wbieb he is-held liable. ’

Messrs. Abbott and Allen may he so informed.—FAV., 7/2/94.

I have, &c.,
ERNEST A. SMITH. 

Approved.—W.J.L., 8/2/94.

No. 30.
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No. 30.
Messrs. Abbott and Allen to Tbe Under Secretary for Public Works.

S'r, _ _ 14, Castlereagh-street. 7 February, 1894.
Referring to the correspondence between ourselves and Mr. .1. F. Waller, representing the 

Ctowe, respecting Mr. Matthew Smith’s property at the foot of Erekinc-street, city of Sydney, more 
particularly our last letter to Mr. Waller of the 30th October last, we shall be glad to know what 
determination has been arrived at by the Minister for Works.

We would draw your attention to the fact that since our last letter to Mr. Waller on the subject, 
more than three months ago, we have had no communication from your Department.

We have, &c.,
■-------- ABBOTT AND ALLEN.

The Land Valuer.—D, C. McL., per U.S., B.C., 8/2/94. ‘This letter has crossed reply sent 
on, 8/2/94.—J.T. Put by. .

No. 31.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Messrs. Abbott and Allen.

Gentlemen, Public Works Departmeut, Sydney, 8 February, 1894.
With reference to your letter of the 30th October last, respecting the reclamation of certain 

land at tho corner of Erskine-street and Lime-street, Darling Harbour, by your client, Mr. Matthew 
Smith, I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to inform you that, under the advice of the 
Crown Solicitor, who has carefully gone into the whole matter, lie cannot recognise your client’s claims ; 
and further, that your client, in removing certain “ fillings in ” and “ erections ” outside the boundaries of 
the Crown grants, has been guilty of an act of trespass, for which he is held liable.

I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,

Under Secretary.
[One plan.]

[Is. SM.]
331- C

Sydncv : Charles Potter, Govminient Printer.—159A.
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1894,

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

(EESUMPTION
PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
OE LAND FOR WHARFAGE AOCOMHODATION AT KENDALL, CAMDEN HAVEN RIVER)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 February, 1894.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE ‘'PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” 51 VIC
TORIA No. 37. .

NewSodth Wales, 1 Proclamation by His Excellency The 
to wit. /Right Honourable Sir Robert William

Doff, a Member of Her Majesty’s Mos 
. Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

{l.s.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of SaintMichnelandSaint George, 

R, W. Dutt, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
Governor, the Colony of New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.
Whbbeas I, Sir Robert William Dttif, tbe Governor 
afoicraid, with the advice of tho Executive Council, have 
direetedthata certain public work, tliatis to eay, Wharfage Accom
modation at Kendall, Camden Haven River, in the stud Colonv, 
tbe estimated cost of which docs not exceed twenty thousand 
pounds, shall he carrird out under the provisions of tho “ Public 
Works Act of 1888,” as an authorised work by the Minister 
for Public Works as Constructing Authority ; and that the 
land described in the Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion 
required for carrying out tbe said work, shall be acquired by 
taking the same under the " Lands for Public Purposes Acquisi
tion Act,” as adopted by tbe ” Public Works Act of 1888 ” : 
Now, therefore, I, the said Governor, with the advice aforesaid, 
in pursuance of the “ Public Works Act of loSH,” do declare 
by this notification, to be published in the Government Gazette 
and in one or more newspapers published or circulated in the 
Police District wherein the said land is situated, that the 
Crown Land comprised within the description set forth m 
the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the private 
property within such description has been resumed, for the 
public purpose aforesaid, to the intent thot upon tho publica
tion of this notification in the Gazette, the said land described

in the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in tho 
raid Constructing Authority ns a corporation sole on behalf of 
Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said “Public Works Act 
of 1888," for on estate in fee simple in possession, freed and 
discharged from all trusts, obligations, ertotes, interests, con
tracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements what
soever ; and to the further intent that the legal estate therein, 
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the 
said last-mentioned Act, shall be vested in such Constructing 
Authority ns a Trustee: And I declare that, tho iollowing is 
the Schedule of land hereinbefore referred to :—

SonEUULE,

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of John’s 
River, county of Macquarie, and Colony of New South Wales, 
being part of portion 120: Commencing at the north-eastern 
corner of portion 9G of 2 roods 9 perches measured ns a site for 
a landing place ; and hounded thence by lines bearing south 1 
chain li links, cart 2 chains 50 links, and north 1 chain 20 links 
to the right bunk of the Camden Haven River; and thence by 
that bank upwards, to the point of commencement.,—bol.be said 
several dimensions all a little more or less, containing 1 rood 11 
perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and 
occupation ot M. Fagan.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this ninth day 
of February, in the year of our Lord ono thousand 
eightbundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty-seventh 
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND FOR ACCESS TO WHARF SITE ON WEST BANK OF HASTINGS RIVER.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 May, 1894.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888 ” 51 VICTORIA 
No. 37.

New Sooth Wales, 

to wit,

(L.S.)

R. W. Dorp, 
Governor.

) Proolam.Ttion by His Excdloncy The 
} Right Honourable Sir Robert William 

Doff, a Member of Her Majesty's Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 
Grand Cross of tbe Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michaei and Saint George, 
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
the Colony of New South Vales and its 
Dependencies. ‘

Whereas I, Sir Roekrt William: Duff, tho Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have 
directed that a certain public work, that is to say. Wharf 
Site on west bank of Hastings River and a way of aecops 
thereto, in the said Colony, tho estimated cost of which 
docs not exceed twenty thousand pounds, shall be carried 
out under the provisions of the 11 Public Worts Act of 1888,” 
as on authorised work by tbe Minister for Public Works 
as Constructing Authority, and that tbo land described in tbe 
Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion required for carrying 
out the said work, shall be acquired by taking the same under 
the " Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” ns adopted 
by tho “Public Works Act of 1888”: Now, therefore, I, 
the said Governor, with the advice aforesaid, in pursuance 
of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” do declare by this 
notification, to be published in the Government Gazette and 
in ono or more newspapers published or circulated in the Police 
District wherein the said land is situated, that the Crown 
Land comprised within the description set forth in tho Schedule 
hereto has been appropriated, and the private property within 
such description has been resumed,forthe public purpose afore
said, to tho intent that upon the publication of this notification in 
tho Gazette, the eaid land described in tbo said Schedule hereto 
shall forthwith be vested in tho said Constructing Authority as 
a Corporation solo on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of 
the said “Public Works Act of 1888,” for an estate in fee 
simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obliga
tions, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, 
or other easements whatsoever, and to the further intent that 
the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident

thereto or conferred by the said last-mentioned Aot, shall be 
vested in such Constructing Authority as Trustee: And I 
declare that the following is the Schedule of land herein
before referred to:—

Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of 
Redbanlc, county of Macquarie, and Colony of Now South 
Wales, being part of a grant of 1,170 acres to John Lewis 
Spencer, on the Hastings River : Commencing on the eastern 
side of tbo Beechwood to Kompsey Road, ot a point bearing 
north 29 degrees 43 minutes east and distant 7 chains 56 links 
from its intersection with tho northern side of a road 1 chain 
wide leading across the Hastings River to Wauchcpe j and 
bounded thence by part of the eastern side of the said 
Beech wood-Kempsey Road bearing north 12 degrees 52 minutes 
east 1 chain 8T*o links; thence by lines bearing south 54 
degrees 37 minutes oast 4 chains 55 links, south 68 degrees 11 
minutes east 4 chains SO-j-V links, and north 33 degrees 13 
mioutes cast 5 chains 44 links to the reservation line of 100 feet 
from high-water mark on tho left bank of the said Hastings 
River; thence by part of the said reservation lino bearing 
south 2 degrees 54 minutes west 1 chain 98 links; thence by 
lines parallel to and distant 1 chain from the fourthly, thirdly, 
and secondly described lines, bearing south 33 degrees 13 
minutes west 4 chains 70-n; links, north 58 degrees 11 minutes 
west 6 chains £3% links, and north 54 degrees 37 minutes west 
4 chains IGyjj links, to the point of commencement,—be the 
said dimensions a little more or less, containing 1 acre Irood 
39 perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession and 
occupation of John Cameron.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
euueed the Great Sea! of tho Colony to be hereto 
aflixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fourteenth 
day of May, in tho year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in tho fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

GOD SAYE THE QUEEN

[3d.] 409—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
{RESUMPHON OP LAND FOR POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE AT MINMI.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be •printed, 28 March, 1894:.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER 
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888,” 51 VICTORIA 
No. 37.

(Jew South Walks, ) Proclamation by Hia Excellency The 
to wit. i Right Honourable Sir Robert William

Dcfi1, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

(l.9.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, 

R, W. Dttvf, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
Governor, the Colony of New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.
Whbbras I, Sir Robust William Duff, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have 
directed that a certain public work, that is to say, Erection 
of a Post and Telegraph Office at Miami, in the said Color,?, 
the estimated cost of which docs not exceed twenty thousand 
pounds, shall be carried out under the provisions of the 
“ Public Worts ict of 1888,” as an authorised work by the 
Minister for Public Works as Constructing Authority; and 
that the land described in the Schedule hereto, which is in 
my opinion required for carrying out the said work, shall be 
acquired by taking the same under the “ Lands for Public 
Purposes Acquisition Act, ” ae adopted by the “Public 
Works Act of 1888”: Now, therefore, I, the said Governor, 
with the edvice aforesaid, in pursuance of the " Public Works 
Act of 1888,” do declare by this notification, to be published 
iu the Government Gazette, and in ono or more newspapers 
published or circulated in the Police District wherein tlie 
said land is situated, that the Crown Land comprised within 
the description set forth in tho Schedule hereto has been 
appropriated, and tho private property within such description 
has been resumed, for tbe public purpose aforesaid, to the 
intent that upon the publication of this notification in the 
Gazette, the said land described in the said Schedule hereto 
shall forthwith be vested in tho said Constructing Authority

as ft corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for the pur
poses of the “Public Works Aot of 1888,” for an estate 
in fee simple in possession, Deed and discharged from all 
trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, 
rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever j and to the 
further intent that tho legal estate therein, together with 
all powers incident thereto or conferred by the said laet- 
mentioned Act, shall be vested in such Constructing Authority 
os a Trustee; and I declare that tho following is the Schedule 
of land hereinbefore referred to :—

Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the township of 
Minmi, parish of Hexham, county of Northumberland, and 
Colony of New South Wales, being allotment 6 of section 2 : 
Commencing at tho westernmost corner of allotment 7 ; and 
bounded thence by tbe aouth-eastern boundary of tbe main 
road from West Wall lend to Maitland bearing south-westerly 
1 chain j thence by lines bearing south-easterly 2 chains 40 
links and north-easterly 1 chain; and thence by the south
western boundary of allotment 7 aforesaid bearing north
westerly 2 chains 40 links, to the point of commencement,—-bo 
the said several dimensions all ft little more or less, containing 
38T*i perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession of 
John and Alexander Brown.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused tho Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this tenth 
day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty's Reign.

By Hia Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE. 

[73] GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1

[SdJ 259—
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1891.

Lkgistatfve Assembly.

XliW SO ITT II AY ALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND FJLt STVBl.I'JO FOR TOST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, NORTH SYDNEY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be f tinted, 10 May, 1894.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1838,” 51 VTOLORLA 
>'0 37.

New Bourn Walks, \ Proclamation by TTia Excellency The 
to wit, J Right Honourable Sir RonETtT William 

]>UFf‘, n, Member of Her Majcety’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

(L.S.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of SaintMichaelandSnintGeorge, 

R. w. Duff, Governor and Commander-iu-Chicf of 
. Qoxemor. the Colony of New South Wales and its

Dependencies.

Whbbeas I, Sir Robert William Duff, the Governor 
aforesaid, with tlie advice of the Executive Council, 
have directed that a certain public work, that is to say, 
ambling Accommodation in connection with the Post and 
Telegraph Odice, at North Sydney, in the aaid Colony, the 
estimated coat of which does not exceed twenty thousand pounds, 
shall be earned out under the provisions of the " Public Works 
Aot of 1838,'' as an authorised work by the Minister for 
Public Works as Constructing Authority, and that the land 
doscribrd in tho Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion 
required for carrying out the said work, shall he acquired 
hy taking tho same under the “ Lands for Public Purposes 
Acquisition Act," os adopted by tbe “Public Works Act of 
1888”: Now, therefore, I, the said Governor, with the 
advice aforesaid, in pursuance of the “ Public Works Act of 
1888,11 do declare by this notification, to be published in the 
Government Gazette, and in one or more newspapers published 
or circulated in the Police District wherein the said land is 
situated, that the Crown Land comprised within the description 
8ft forth in tlie Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the 
private property within sueh description has been resumed, for 
the public purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the 
publication of this notification in the Gazette, the said land 
described in the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested 
in the said Constructing Authority as a corporation sole on

behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the “ Public 
Works Act of ]838,” for an estate in tee simple in possession, 
freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, 
interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other 
easements whatsoever; and to the further intent that the 
legal estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto 
or conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be vested in 
such Constructing Authority as a Trustee ; and I declare that 
the following is the Schedule of laud hereinbefore referred ’ 
to:—

Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Willoughby, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South 
Wales, being part of the land comprised in Certificate of Title, 
registered volume 80, folio 41 : Commencing at the junction 
of the northern boundary of Mount-street with the western 
boundary of William-street; and bounded thence by the said 
boundary of Mount-street bearing westerly 50 feet; thence by 
a line paralb 1 to William-street bearing northerly 110 feet; 
thence by a line bearing easterly 60 feet; and thence by the 
aforesaid western boundary of William-street bearing southerly 
110 feet, to the point of commencement,—be the said several 
dimentions all a little more or less ; containing 20perches or 
thereabouts, and said to be in the po-session of the Official 
Assignee of the estate of James Wheeler.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twenty- 
eighth day of April, in tbe year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the 
fifty-seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

»
By His Excellency’s Command,

HENRY COPELAND.

GOD SAYE THE QUEEN!

[8d.j 3G0—
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
(NOTIFICATION RESPECTING THE INTRODUCTION OF STAMPED TELEGRAM FORMS.)

^rmntcb to J3;tciiament, pursuant to JUt 20 ^3ir. <£lcr. 41, see. 0.

Postal and Electric Telegraph Department, General Post Office,
Sydney, 21 Pehruary, 1894

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having been pleased to approve 
of the introduction of stamped telegram forms, it is hereby notified, for public information, that telegram 
forms impressed with a Is. or Od. stamp may now he purchased at their face value singly, or in packets 
of twenty, at the General Post Office, or any telegraph office in the Colony.

JOHN KIDD.

[34] 288—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
NOTIFICATION OF REDUCED FEE FOR THE REGISTRATION OF CYPHER ADDRESSES FOR TELEGRAMS.)

JJrceeutci) to jjadiamint pursuimt to Qd 20 'Sic. fie. 41, sec. 0.

Postal and Electric Telegraph Department, General Post Office,

Sydney, 7th December, 1893.
It is hereby notified, for general information, that in accordance with the provisions of the 6th section of 
the Electric Telegraph Act, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has 
been pleased to approve of the fee for the registration of cypher addresses for telegrams being reduced 
from 10s. 6d. to 10s. per annum,—to date from the 1st April next.

JOHN KIDD.

fa*] 39
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1804.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTEIO TELEGRAPHS.
REDUCED RATE ON PRESS MESSAGES TO NEW CALEDONIA.)

■Priamttb to JDarliainmt, pursuant to JUt 20 'Sir. $o. 41. scr. 0.

Postal and Electric Telegraph Department,
General Post Office, Sydney, 3 May, 1894.

Th® New Caledonian Telegraph Authorities having intimated that the rate for the transmission of Press 
messages over the lines of that Colony has heen reduced, as from the 18th ultimo, from two pence to 
one penny per word, His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has, in 
accordance with the provisions of the 6th section of the Electric Telegraph Act, been pleased to approve 
of a corresponding reduction being made in the charges for Press messages transmitted from this Colony 
to New Caledonia, from the date in question.

JOHN KIDD.

£wj 404—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR WIDENING OF ROAD FROM BUNDANOON TO THE GULLIES.)

Orderei by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 February, 1894.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
"THE PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888," 61 VICTORIA 
No. 37.

New oouth Wales, 1 Proclamation by His Excellency Tha 
tc wit. j Right Honourable Sir Robekt William 

. Dcff, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

(L.S.) - Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, 

R. W. Duff, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
Governor, the Colony of New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.
Whkbeas I, Sir Robebt William Duff, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have 
directed that a certain public wort, that is to say, widening of 
the Road from Bundanoon to the Gullies, in the said Colony, 
the estimated cost of which does not exceed twenty thousand 
pounds, shall be carried out under the provisions of *' The 
Public Worts Act of 1888," as an authorised work by the 
Minister for Public Worts as Constructing Authority ; and 
that the lands described in the Schedule hereto, which are 
in my opinion required for carrying out the said wort, shall 
be acquired by taking the same under "The Lands for 
Public Purposes Acquisition Act” as adopted by “ The Public 
Worts Act of 1888”: Now, therefore, I, the said Governor, 
with the advice aforesaid, in pursuance of The Public Worts 
Act of 1888," do declare by this notification to be published 
in the Government Gazette, and in one or more newspapers 
published or circulated in the Police District wherein the said 
lands are situated, that the Crown Land comprised within the 
descriptions set forth in the Schedule hereto has been appro- 

riated, and the private property within such deseriptions has 
cen resumed, for the public purpose aforesaid, to the intent 

that upon the publication of this notification in the Gazette, 
the said lands described in the said Schedule hereto shall forth
with he vested in the said Constructing Authority as a 
corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of 
the said "Public Worts Act of 1888,” for an estate in feo 
simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obliga
tions, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, 
or other easements whatsoever; and to the further intent that 
the legal estate therein, together with alt powers incident 
thereto or conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be 
vested in such Constructing Authority as a Trustee: And I 
declare that the following is the Schedule of the lands herein
before referred to:—

1. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Bundanoon, county of Camden, and Colony of New South 
Walss, being part of portion 55 : Commencing at the north-east 
corner of that portion: and bounded thence by its east boun
dary bearing south 12 chains 38i lints ; thence by a line 
hearing west 50 links; thence by a line bearing north 13 
minutes east 12 chains 38$ lints; and thence by the north 
boundary of the aforesaid portion bearing east 45$ lints, to the 
point of commencement,—be the said several dimensions all a 
little more or less. Containing 2 roods 14$ perches or there
abouts, and said to be in the possession and occupation of 
Charles C. Gale.

2. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Sutton Forest, county of Camden, and Colony of New South 
Wales, being part of portion 57: Commencing at the south
east corner of that portion ; and bounded thence by its east 
boundary bearing north 20 chains; thence by the north boun
dary of the aforesaid portion bearing west 50 lints; thence by 
lines bearing south 14 minutes west 12 chains 30 lints and 
south 40$ minutes east 7 chains 70 links ; thence by the south 
boundary of portion 57 aforesaid bearing east 46 lints, to the 
point of commencement,—be the said several dimensions all a 
little more or less. Containing 1 acre 5$ perches or there
abouts, and said to be in the possession and occupation of 
W. A. Nicholas,

3. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Sutton Forest, county of Camden, and Colony of New South 
Wales, being part of portion 90 : Commencing at the south
east corner of that portion ; and bounded thence by its south 
boundary bearing west 50 lints; thence by a line bearing north 
48 lints ; thence by the south boundary of portion 119 bearing 
east 50 lints; and thence by the east boundary of portion 90 
aforesaid bearing south 48 lints, to the point of commence
ment,—be the said several dimensions all a little more or 
less, containing 4 perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the 
possession and occupation of W. A. Nicholas.

4. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Sutton Forest, county of Camden, and Colony of New South 
Wales, being part of portion 90 : Commencing at the north
east corner of portion 119 ; and bounded thence by the north 
boundary of that portion bearing west 50 lints ; thence by a 
line bearing north 1 chain 23 lints; thence by the south
eastern boundary of a road 1 chain wide bearing north 78 
degrees 56 minutes east 51 links; and thence by the cast 
boundary of portion 90 aforesaid bearing south 1 chain 33 
links, to the point of commencement,—be the said several 
dimensions all a little more or less, containing 10$ porehes of 
thereabouts, and said to ho in the possession and occupation or 
W. A. Nicholas.

5. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Sutton Forest, county of Camden, and Colony of Now South 
Wales, being part of portion 119: Commencing at the south-east 
corner of that portion ; and bounded thence by its oast boun- 
ddry bearing north 2 chains; thence by the north boundary of 
the aforesaid portion bearing west 50 links j thence by a line 
bearing south 2 chains ; and thence by the south boundary of 
the aforesaid portion bearing oast 50 links, to the point of 
commencement,—be the said several dimensions all a little 
more or less, containing 16 perches or thereabouts, and said to 
bo in the possession of the Church of England.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this thirteenth 
day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN t

[3d.] 171—
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1894

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND EOR DEVIATION ON ROAD FROM WANDSWORTH TO “ OLD BEN LOMOND INN. )

Orderei by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 May, 1894-.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” 51 VICTORIA 

No. 37.
New South Wales, ) Proclamation by His Excellency The 

to wit. 1 Right Honourable Sir Robert W illiam
Duff, a Member of Her Majesty s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

g \ Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
‘ ' Order of SaintMichaeland Saint George,

R. W. Duff, Governor 'and Commander-in-Chief of 
Governor, the Colony of New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.

Whbbbab I, Sir Robert William Duff, the Governor aforo- 
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, have directed 
that a certain public work, that is to soy, Deviation ot 
Road from Wandsworth to “ Old Bon Lomond Inn, through 
portion 28, parish of Moredun, county of Eardinge, m 
the mid Colony, the estimated cost of which does not 
exceed twenty thousand pounds, shall be carried out under 
the provisions of the " Public Works Act of 1888, as an 
authorised work by the Minister for Public Worke as Con
structing Authority ; and that the land described m the 
Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion required for carrying 
out the said work, shall bo acquired by taking the same under 
the “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, as adopted 
bv the “ Public Works Act of 1888” : .Now, therefore, I, the 
said Governor, with the advice aforesaid, in pursuance ol the 
“ Public Works Act of 1888,” do declare by tins notification, 
to be published in the Government Gazette, and in one or 
more newspapers published or circulated m the Police District 
wherein the said land ie situated, that the Crown Land com
prised within the description set forth in the Schedule hereto 
has been appropriated, and the private property within such 
description has been resumed, for the public purpose aforesaid, 
to the intent that upon the publication of this notification in 
the Gazette, the said land desen bed in the said Schedule hereto 
shall forthwith he vested in the said'Constructing Authority as 
a corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes 
of the “ Public Works Act of 1888,” for an estate in fee simple 
in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, 
estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or 
other easomente whatsoever; and to the further intent that 
the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto or conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be

vested in such Constructing Authority ns a Trustee; and I 
declare that the following is the Schedule of the land herein
before refened to :—

Schedule,

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Moredun, county of Eardinge, and Colony of Now South 
Wales, being part of portion 28 ; Commencing on the south
western boundary of portion 28, at a point bearing north 22 
degrees 43 minutes west, and distant 13 chains £5 links from 
the south-western corner of that portion; and bounded thence 
toward the north, Die west, and the north-west by lines hearing 
south 66 degrees 37 minutes east 6 chains 66 hnks, south 7£ 
degrees 56 minutes east 9 chains 14 links, north 72 degrees 9 
minutes east 7 chains 42 links, north 3 minutes cast 4 chains 61 
links, north 24 degrees 47 minutes cast 7 chains 63i links, north 
29 degrees 59 minutes east 7 chains 96 links, north 41 degrees 
35 minutes east 6 chains 37* links, and north 9 degrees 59$ 
minutes east 1 chain 54J links respectively to the south 
boundary of portion 50; thence on the north by that boun
dary bearing east 1 chain li links ; thence towards the south
east the east, and the south by lines bearing south 9 degrees 59* 
minutes west 2 chains and i of a lint, south 41 degrees 35 minutes 
west 6 chains 56^ links, south 29 degrees 59 minutes west 7 
chains 81-^ links, south 24 degrees 47 minutes west 7 chains 
37-A links, south 3 minutes west 6 chains 12 links, south 72 
donees 9 minutes west 8 chains 43* links, north 75 degrees 
66 minutes west 9 chains 50* links, and north 66 degrees 87 
minutes west 5 chains 70* links respectively to the aforesaid 
south-western boundary of portion 28 5 an|i on south-west 
by that boundary bearing north 22 degrees 43 minutes west 1 
chain 44* links, to the point of commencement,—be the, said 
several dimensions a little more or less, containing 5 acres and 
31 perches or thereabout*, and said to be m the possession and 
occupation of Robert Barbour.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, tliis fourteenth 
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

(3rf.J 407—
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1891.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPHOY OF LAND EOR DEVIATION OF ROAD FROM ROSEWOOD TO COPPABELLA.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 May, 1894.

*

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “PUB LIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” 51 VICTORIA 
No. 37.

NewSobtii Wales, 

to wit.

(L.S.)

R. W. Doff, 
Governor.

Proclamation l)y His Excellency The 
Right Honourable Sir Roiuvht William 
Doff, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michael and SaintGeorge, 
Governor and Commander-in-Chiof of 
the Colony of New South Wales and ita 
Dependencies.

in the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith bo vested in the 
said Constructing Authority, as a corporation sole on behalf 
of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the “Public Works 
Act of 18S8, ” for an estate in feo simple in possession, 
freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, 
interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other ease
ments whatsoever; and to the further intent that the legal 
estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or con
ferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be vested in such 
Constructing Authority as a Trustee; and 1 declare that the 
following is the Schedule of land hereinbefore referred to:—

Schedule.

Whereas I, Sir Robert William Duff, tbe Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have 
directed that a certain public work, that ie to say, Dcvia- 
tion_ of the Road from Rosewood to Coppabcila, through 
portion 15, parish of Craven, county of Selwyn, m the said 
Colony, the estimated cost of which does not exceed twenty 
thousand pounds, shall bo carried out under the provisions of 
the “ Public Works Act of 1888, ” as an authorised work by 
the Minister for Public Works as Constructing Authority; and 
that the land described in the Schedule hereto, which is in 
my opinion required for carrying out the said work, shall be 
acquired by taking the same under the “ Lands for Public 
Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted by (be “Public Works 
Act of 1838” : Now, therefore, 1, tbe said Governor, with the 
advice aforesaid, in pursuance of the “Public Works Act of 
1888,” do declare by this not ideation, to be published in tbe 
Government Gazette and in one or more newspapers published 
or circulated in the Police District wherein the said land is 
situated, that the Crown Land comprised within the description 
sot forth in tbe Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the 
private property within such description has been resumed, for 
the public purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publica
tion of this notification in the Guzette, the said land described

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Craven, county of Selwyn, and Colony of Now South Wales, 
being part of portion 15 ■ Commencing on the north boundary 
of that portion, at a point distant 27 chains £3 links from ita 
north-east corner; and bounded thence by that boundary 
bearing west 7 chains 51 links; thence by linos bearing south 
40 degrees l(i minutes cast 4 chains 434 links and north 54 
degrees 30 minutes east 6 chains 28^ links, to the point of 
commencement, be the said several dimensions all a little more 
or less, containing I acre and 21 perches or thereabouts and 
said to be in the possession of i. Brock, Wm. M'Eochern and 
W. H. Mortimer.

In witness whereof I have hereunto sot my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be bereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fourteenth 
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty-seventh 
year of Her Majesty's Roign,

By His Excellency’s Command, ■ 
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

GCD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WOBKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION of land for alignment of streets in the village of CUDAL.)

Orderei by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 February, 1891.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
' THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” 51 VICTORIA

No. 37.
New South Wales, 1 Proclamation by His Excellency The 

to wit. i Right Honourable Sir Robert vV illiam
Duke, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

(L g ) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Orderof SaintMichaeland SaintGeorge, 

R W. Duke, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
' Governor, the Colony of New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.
Whkbeas I, Sir Rob-cut William Dufp, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of tbe Executive Council, have 
directed that a certain public work, that is to say, an Alignment 
of Streets in the village of Cudal, in the said Colony, the esti mated 
cost of which does not exceed twenty thousand pounds, shall 
be carried out under the provisions of the " Public Works Act 
of 1888,” as an authorised work by the Minister for Public W orbs 
ae CouBt-ructing Authority, and thfifc the land described m the 
Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion required for carrying 
out the said work, shall be acquired by taking the same under 
the “ lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted 
by the “Public Worke Act of 1888”: Now, therefore, I, 
the said Governor, with the advice aforesaid, in pursuance 
of the “Public Works Act of 1888,” do declare by this 
notification, to bo published in the Government, Gazette and 
in one or more newspapers published or circulated in the Police 
District wherein tbe said land is situated, that the Lrown 
Land comprised within the description set forth in the Schedule 
hereto has been appropriated, and the private property within 
such description has been resumed, for the public purpose afore
said, to tbe intent that upon the publication of this notification in 
the Gazette, the said land described in the said Schedule hereto 
ehall forthwith be vested in the said Constructing Authority as

a Corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of 
the said “ Public Works Act of 1888 ” for an estate in fee 
simple in possession, freed aud discharged from all trusts, obliga
tions, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, 
or other easements whatsoever; and to tbe further intent that 
the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto or conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be 
vested in such Constructing Authority as Trustee: And I 
declare that the following is the Schedule of land herein
before referred to

Schedule.
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the village and 

parish of Cudal, county of Ashburnham, and Colony of New- 
South Wales, being part of allotment 5 of section 3 : Com- 
maneing at. the north-’weefc comer of that allotment; and 
bounded thence by its west boundary, being tha east boundary 
of Cross-street, bearing south 1 chain 1-f,, links ; thence by a 
line bearing north-easterly 1 chain 76y^hnhs; and thence by 
ihe north boundary of the aforesaid allotment bearing vest 1 
chain 44tv5 links, to tbe point of commencement,—be tbe said 
several dimensions all a little more or less, containing UVu 
perches or thereabouts, and said to bo in the possession of 
Samuel Landaucr.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set. my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this ninth day 
of Februars in tbe year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency's Command,

WILLIAM JOHN LYNE. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

lid.} 172—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR APPROACH TO UEIARRA FERRY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 May, 1894.

NOTIFICATION OP RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888,” 51 VICTORIA 
No. 37.

New South. Wales, I Proclamation by His Excellency The 
to wit. ( Right Honourable Sir Robert William

Dui'k, a Member of Her Majesty's Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

(L.s.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Orderof SaintMichaeland SaintGeorge, 

R. W. Dcfe, Governor aud Commander-in-Chief of 
Governor, the Colony of New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.

Whereas I, Sir Robert William Doff, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have 
directed that a certain public wort, that is to say, a way of 
approach to Uriarra Ferry, in the said Colony, the estimated cost 
of which docs not exceed twenty thousand pounds, shall be 
carried out under the provisions of “ The Public Worts Act of 
1888,’’ as an authorised wort by the Minister for Public Works 
as Constructing Authority ; and that the laud described in the 
Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion required for carrying 
out the said wort, shall be acquired by taking the same under 
“ The Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” as adopted 
by “ Tbe Public Worts Act of 1888 ”: Now, therefore, I, the 
said Governor, with the advice aforesaid, in pursuance of The 
Public Works Act of 1888,” do declare by this notification, to 
be published in the Government Gazette, and in one or more 
newspapers published or circulated in the Police District 
wherein the said land is situated, that the Crown Laud com
prised within the description set forth in the Schedule hereto 
has been appropriated, and the private property within such 
description has been resumed, for the public purpose aforesaid, 
to the intent that upon the publication of this notification in the 
Gazette, the said land described in the said Schedule hereto shall 
forthwith be vested in the said Constructing Authority, as a 
corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for tha purposes of 
“ The Public Works Act of 1888,” for an estate in feo simple in

possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, 
estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or 
other easements whatsoever; and to the further intent that 
the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto or conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be 
vested in such Oonstruoting Authority as a Trustee: And I 
declare that the following is the Schedule of land hereinbefore 
referred to :—

Schedule.

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the pariah ot 
Yarralumla, county of Murray, and Colony of New South 
Wales, being part of Thomas Walker's 850 acres: Commencing 
at the junction of the right bank of the Murrumbidgee River 
with the south-western boundary of a road 1 chain wide (cata
logued R. 3,251-1,803, Lands Department) : and bounded 
thence by the said boundary of road being lines bearing south 
63 degrees 18 minutes east 20^ hnks, south 13 degrees 16 
minutes east 4 chains 50t*j links, and south 39 degrees 23 
minutes east 2 chains 601 links; thence by lines bearing south 
33 degrees 27 minutes west 1 chain 641 links, and north 70 
degrees 56 minutes west 3 chains 13^ links to the aforesaid 
bank of river; and thence by that bank downwards 6 chaine 
85 lints, to the point of commencement,—be the said several 
dimensions all a little more or less; containing 1 acre 1 rood 
12-rV perches, or thereabouts, and said .to be in the possession 
of if. H. Cliffe.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fourteenth 
day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, aud iu the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

[3d.] 329—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LENNOX BRIDGE, PARRAMATTA.
(RETURN RESPECTING WIDENING OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, II- February, 1894.

Minute Paper.
Department of Public Works,

Roads and Bridges and Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 14th Ecbruary, 1S!)4. 
Subject:—Lennox Bridge, Parramatta.

Mb. Hr oh Tatioh, M.P., is to ask the Minister in the House to-day when it is likely that tenders will 
be invited for the widening of Lennox Bridge which, in view of the increased traffic over it, is, he states, 
becoming dangerous to travellers. ■ '

Mr. Taylor has been agitating for this work for some years, and a sum of £4,000 was voted for it 
on 1884 Loan Estimates ; but the tnpney was not expended in view of the construction of new bridges at 
the Gas Works and at O’Connell-street, which, itwaa represented, would take part of the traffic, and also in 
view of the iate Commissioner’s opinion that the proposed Dural Railway would also take much of the 
traffic. This railway line, however, has not been built.

In October, 3891. Mr. W. A. Smith, who, in accordance with the Ministerial promise was called 
upon for a report on this matter, stated that he had gone into the question and could not obtain any I>I'I(KS"' 
information that would justify him in recommending an expenditure of £4,000, which was the estimated 
cost of giving the roadway an additional width of 22ft. (existing roadwav fiOft.) On Mr. Tavlor con
tinuing to press the matter, Mr. J. A. M'Donald (the late Engineer for Bridges) and Mr. \V. A. Smith 
were deputed to make a joint inspection, and these gentlemen reported that what Mr. Taylor wanted was '' 
the substitution of an iron superstructure for the existing stone arch, and this would necessitate the 
destruction of the present bridge with the exception of the foundations of the abutments and wing-walls, 
and the erection of an iron bridge at a total estimated cost of £7,300, They considered that the 
advantages to be gained would not be commensurate with the expenditure of so large a sum. Mr. Hickson 02-3001 
minuted that he did not think there was any justification for the work, and a copy of above report was ’ 
sent to Mr. Taylor.

I am still of opinion there would be no justification for this expenditure.

Dnder Secretary.
R.H, 14/2/94.

[3A] 137—
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1894

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND EOR NATIONAL DEFENCE, TOWN AND PARISH OF WOLLONGONG.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 February, 1894.

New SoCTn Wales, ) Proclamation by Hia Excellency The 
to wit. J Right Honourable Sir Robert W i lliam

Dost, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

(l.S.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, 

R, W. Duef, Governor and Conunnnder-in-Chief of 
Governor, the Colony of New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.

Whereas by the “Wollongong Harbour Trust Act, 1^89, 
certain pieces or parcels of Crown Lands, according to 
the descriptions eoulained in tbe First Schedule to tbe said Act, 
were declared to be vested in tbe Commissioners appointed by 
the said Act for the purposes thereof, but subject to tbe right 
of Her Majesty to resume possession at any time, without pay
ment of compensation, of any land required for purposes of 
national defence, or for giving ingress, egress, and regress to and 
from the shore : And whereas the land described in tbe Schedule 
hereto, which forms part of the lands described in tbe First 
Schedule to the said Act is now required for purposes of national 
defence: Now, therefore, I, the said Sir Robert William 
Deep, ns such Governor ns aforesaid, with the advice of the 
Executive Council of the said Colony, do hereby, in pursuance 
of the right reserved to Her said Majesty the Queon as aforesaid, 
in the name and on behalf of Her said Msjesty the Queen, 
bv this Proclamation, resume and take into the possession of 
Her said Majesty the Queen, tbe said land described in the 
said Schedule hereto, to the intent that the same may at all 
times hereafter be used for the purposes of national defence

The Schbdulk referred to.
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the town and parish 

of Wollongong, county of Camden, and Colony of New South 
Wales : Commencing at a point hearing north 3 degrees £0 
minutes west 11 chains 59 links from the intersection of the 
south-eastern side of Gipps-street with the eastern side of 
Corrimal-street; and bounded thence on the south-west by a 
line bearing north 33 degrees 5 minntes west 4 chains 54 links ; 
alienee on the north-west by a line bearing north 66 degrees 62 
minutes east 1 cliain 35 links; thence on the north-east by 
lines bearing south 77 degrees 55 minutes east 1 chain 8 links ; 
south 33 degrees 7 minutes east 1 chain 15 links; south 33 
degrees 11 minutes ea^t 1 chain 11 links; and south 1 degree 
59 minutes east 1 chain 77 links ; and thence on the south-onst 
by a line bearing south 56 degrees 53 minutes west 1 chain 20 
links, to the point of commencement,— os surveyed and shown 
on plan catalogued Ms. 643 Sy.; containing by admeasurement 
3 roods 18 perches, and said to be in the possession of the 
Wollongong Harbour Trust.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of tbe Colony to be hereto 
nflixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentj- 
fourth day of January, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four, and in 
the fifty-seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency's Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

[M-J 112—
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1891.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NAVAL AND MILITARY DBEENCE8.
(EXPENDITURE.)

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Nen- 
South Wales, dated 11th November, 1893, That there be laid upon the Table of 

this House a Return showing,—

“ (1.) The total expenditure incurred for Naval and Military Defences by 

“ the various Australasian Colonies during the year 1892.

“ (2.) The total expenditure incurred for Naval and Military Defences in 

“ New South Wales since 1856 to 1892.^

(Mr. Wright.)

RETURN showing the Expenditure upon Military and Naval Eorccs for the various 
Australasian Colonies for the year 1892, and the Expenditure upon Milifary and 

Naval Defences for New South Wales from 1857 to 1892.

Expenditphe upon Military and Naval Forces for the year 1892.

New South ’Wales ... ... ... ... ... ... ••• £350,442
Victoria ... ... ... ... ... ... ••• ••• 237,551
Queensland ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 106,550
Sonth Australia... ... ... ... ... ••• 56,322
Western Australia ........................................................................................ 7,417
Tasmania ... ... ... ... ••• ... 19,210
New Zealand ... ... ... ... ... 83,446

£860,938

157—
[710 copies - Approximate Cost of Printing (labour ami material), £2 63. 3.1.]
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Military and Naval Expenditure from 1857 to 1892.

Year.
Termancut MiliLurv 

Forcer.
Vo’.untjcr Jlilitary 

Forces.

Expenditure upon 
F'ortilicat.iuns, Military 

Buildings, Repairs, 
Warlike Material, St o res, 

&c., from Ruveiiuc.

lixpeiidit.iire upon 
Fortifications. Military 

Buildings, Repairs, 
Warlike Material, Stores, 

&c., from Loans.

Towards the support 
of flic Imperial 

Troops iu the Colony

Ordnance ami 
Bnmick 

Depart merit.

Nava.1 Brigade, R aval 
Artillery, Torpedo 

Defence,
Training Ship, &c.

Proportion payable by 
Colony of 

Row South Wales, 
in terms of tbo 

“Australasian Rnval 
Force Act of 1887.”

Total.

] 8-!i7..
1858.. .
1850.. . 
1SG0...
1801.. 
18G2... 
1863 . 
1861...
1805.. . 
1866 ..
1867.. .
1863.. . 
1869 .
1870.. .
1871.. .
1872..
1873.. .
1874.. ..
1875.. .
1876.. .
1877.. .
1878 ..
1879 .
1880.. . 
1831 ..
1882.. .1 
1883
1554.. .
1885 ..
1886 . | 
1887 .
1888.. .
1889.. .
1890.. .
1891.. . 
1892 .

£ 8. d.
28,985 5 2
17,853 2 0
15,385 10 10 
12,035 1 9
28,302 10 5 
13,263 2 11 
9,154 9 5 
7,805 9 0 
9,573 19 5

8,302 
23,628 

9,954 
10,824 
10,612 
21,830 
35.790 
40,514 
39,813 
31,065 
30,090 
35.194 
3G.19G 
30,000 
42.917 
52,793 
47,674 
52,41 2 
70,496 
70.352 
78.290 
90,429

7 10 
9 4

1.2 9 
4 8 

17 It 
1 11 

13 5 
19 9
8 2
6 

15 
1 *

8 8

7 1 1

16 11 
3 S 

13 II 
10 9 
10 9

1,024,564 13 2

£ fi. d. 
538 1 10

1,361 
13,2GS 
10,451 
5,510 
5,105 
2.06 L 
3,878 
6,286 
5.563 
6,391. 
8,898 
7,403 

10.2G2 
U,285 
18,8V4 
18,280 

6,873 
11,309 

7,115 
23.009 
25.890 
29,841 
30,530 
36,539 
38,810 
48,094 

1 44,952 
117.954 

80,904 
84,439 

101546 
111.684 
126,032 
100,550

3 4
19 8
2 0 
0 8
4
5 
1 
0

17
1 11 
1 6 

11 10 
18 9

4 3 
9 S

13
1

17
14 
19 
13
11 It 
10 6 
10 8 
4 1 
0 5 

14 4
I 4 11 
0 6

II 0 
3 11 
0 11

1,272,131 15 10

£
2,301
6.120
1.628
5,009

29,331
5.414 
4,586

15,022
1.069
2,079
3,00S
2,298
5,713
1,480

11,150
5.414 

10.779 
45,246

1,667 
8,917 

55,4.68 
4,136 
4,1 GO 
4.281 
4,376 

10,578 
2 4,627 
45,GDI 
12,783 
14.470 
11.334 
4.857 
7.738 

20.425 
35,036 
18,081

s. d.
7 (i 

IS 3 
6 11 

10 0
19
15

2
10 2 
8 6 
2 3 

17 8
10
4

15 6
5 6 

19 0
6 10

18 4 
12 11 
13 0
19 11
11 5
17 5

1 0 
8 4

16 3
15 8
12 10
16 1.1 
12 0
1 7
4 6
1 5
5 11

19 3 .
16 5

452,862 10 11

£ s. d. 
28,000 17 6 
4,516 9 11 
1,955 2 9

131. 0

149 0 0 

9,123 9 o 

9,011 5 7

4.0,697 13 
24,465 4 
33,134 4 

21 11 
368 4

4,506 1
3,735 5

33.266 12 11 
21,270 7 7 
14,581 13 3

37,756 10 10 
24,811 7 7 
4.682 16 11 

54,728 14 8 
67.814 2

8,350 7 
113,296 5
56,439 19 
40,979 14 

105,896 19 
53,019 4

3
1 1 

9 
6 
9 
9 
5

804.710 12 10

£ e. d.

9,801 11 
15,188 12 
22,131 6
10,666 12 
11,039 7

75,427 10 1

£ b. d.

1,657
2,236
2,726
2,978
6,870

13,937
17.327
18,887
19,897
22,320
6,623
9,216

14,074
17,919
17,968
23,664
15,270
16,678
16,769
26.676
21,889
34,783
35.282

10 7 
10 10
11 7
11
19
11

3 O 
10 0
19
10

9
15 9 

1 0 
10 l
13 3 
5 8 
5 11 
8 10 
7 8

14 8 
18 5
15 11 
10 2

£ s. 
537 14

3,296 0 11 
6,089 8
2,909 18 
2,274 13 
4,329 18 
1,942 12 11 
1.053 11 10 
2,508 4 5
3,521 16 11
3,771
4,096

1.0
2

3,569 17 11 
3,611 14 9
3,964 
3,995 
4.886 
5,034 
5,213 
5,548 
5,565 
4,618 
5,219 
5,683 1
5.810 2 

12,857 18 
15,201 IS 
14,960 
18,895 3 
18,695 18 
6,669 13 
9,210 1 

11,582 0 
11,194 12 
12.084 12 
11,008 16

G 11 
3 7

9 
9 
6

4 10 
3 9 

9 
1
7
8 
1 
9 
6

365,659 0 2 242,011 14 3

£

28,000 0 
41,470 13

69,470 13 6

Naval Station, Port .1 ftekson ... ... ... ...
Value of land alienated for Land Orders—Volunteers..,

£ 8. d.

to

This return does not include cost of Soudan Contingent, £121,030. £

4,306,838 10 9
225,610 0 0 
161,500 0 0

4,693,948 10 9

00
05
05
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NATAL TORPEDO DEFENCE OF THE COLONY.
(RETURN RESPECTING PAY AND ALLOWANCES TO OFFICERS AND MEN OF.)

Ordered, ly the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 20 February, 1894.

[Laid upon ike Table of this Rouse in answer to Question No. 2, of 20 February, 1894.]

2.

Question.

and men employed in the Naval Torpedo Defence of this Colony P

Answer.

aLsaasESSHSS^is^asss

Position. Full Pay.
Lodging

alloivimca.

Alloivnuce in lieu 
o£ proTisions,

In charge of 
machinery and 

stores.
T0t&la

£ s. d. £ s. d. ' £ s. d.

Officer-in-charge, "with 
rank of Commander 365 0 0 50 0 0 Is. Gd. per diem ........ ........ . 442 7 G

Engineer ... 200 15 0 50 0 0 Is. Gd. „ la. 6d. per diem 305 10 0

Artificer ... 118 12 6 le. 6d. per diem Is. 6d. „ 173 7 6

Stolier ............... 36 0 0

l

Is. Id. „ Is. 6d. ,, 83 12 11

[3L] 161—
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1894,

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES’.

PERMANENT FORCES OF THE COLONY.
(PARTICULARS RESPECTING.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to le printed, 14 March, 1894.

[Laid upon the Table of this Mouse in answer to Question No. 12, of 14 March, 1894.]

Question.

12. Mr. Danaiuiy ashed The Colonial Secretary,— „ , „ . ,
(1.) Is it a fact that some of the officers of the Permanent Forces of tbe Colony nave been, or are 
about to be, paid an extra amount of money, computed upon the basis of tbe 1894 Estimate, tor
tbeir services during 1893 ? . , n jt,
(2.) If so, will lie state whether it is intended to make the reductions m pay as well as the
increases retrospective?
(3.) Will be also explain what is meant by “ South African pay and Colonial allowances r _
(4.) Will be give tbe names of the officers who have or are about to receive such retrospective pay, 
and the amount to be paid to each officer ?

Answer.
(1.) No; the emoluments accorded to officers in the 1893 Estimates have been reconstructed upon 

the same basis as that laid down for 1894, _
(2.) The reconstruction proposed for 1893 has been made retrospective to the 1st January of that

y QcjJ*
(3.) Tbe reconstruction of pay and allowances to officers of tbo Permanent Forces required to be 

based upon some generally accepted basis, and that laid down in tbe Royal Warrant of Pay for officers, 
dated 1892, Las been accepted as that which exactly meets tbe conditions of life, and tbe reductions m 
pay and allowances necessitated by the retrenchment required. ^

(4.) Attached list gives the information required, showing tbe balance of reconstructed pay trans
ferred to officers stated :—

Name of Ofiicor.
Amount paid to 
each Officer as 
approved by 

Executive Council.
Nome Of Officer.

Mackenzie, Lieutenant-Colonel ..............................
Taunton, Lieutenant-Colonel ...................................
"Wjlliamg, Brigade Surgeon.........................................
Bridges, Major ...................................................................
Bartlett, Major...................................................................
Leo, Captain, Cavalry ...................................................
Sparrow, Captain, Mounted Infantry...................
Morris, Captain, Adjutant, P.P. Artillery.........
Bouverie, Captain, Adjutant, 1st Regiment 
Baily, Captain, Adjutant, 2nd Regiment ......
Hill, Captain, Adjutant, 3rd Regt., 1o 30 Oct...
Beam, Captain, Adjutant, dtli Regiment .........
Lee, Captain, Adjutant, S.M. Miners...................
Solomon, Claude .............................................................
Spalding, Colonel, O.C.A.F,* ...................................
Airey, Colonel, Permanent Artilleryf......... .
Murray, Major, Permanent Artillery...................
Baynes, Major, Permanent Artillery....................

£ s. d. 
167 19 11 
191 1 S 
112 0 0 

55 14 11 
49 10 0 

109 19 4 
109 19 4 
30 19 3 
65 13 11 
65 13 31 
43 15 0 
65 13 11 
20 9 4 
79 8 9

6 11 7 
21 7 9

Airey, H.P., Major, Permanent Artillery...|
Savage, Major, Brigade Major............................j
Kyngdon, Captain, Garrison Artillery .......... 1
Le Mesuricr, Captain, Garrison Arillery ....
Sanclford, Capfain, Garrison Artillery ..........1
Hangar, Captain, Field Artillery .....................j
Close,Captain, AdjutantPennanentArtillory; 
Luscomhe, Lieutenant, Permanent Artillery
Lamb, Lieutenant, Permanent Artillery.........
Taylor, Lieutenant, Permanent Artillery ...j
Owen, Lieutenant., Permanent Artillery.........
Buhner, Lieutenant, Permanent Artillery..]
Antil), Lieutenant, Field Artillery.................... i
Jenkins, Lieutenant, Field Artillery ..............
Spalding, Lieutenant, Field Artillery! .........
Blanchard, Major, A.C.G. of 0..........................
Olpherts, Captain, H.A.C.G. of 0....... .............

Amount paid to 
each Officer as 

approved by 
Executive Council.

£ s.. tL
S4- 16 5 

109 0 9 
58 2 7 
99 19 1 

108 1 6 
192 0 6 

9 18 9 
21 3 1 
50 4- 7 
25 O 11 
55 11 3 

8 17 11 
25 11 3 
89 11 3

118 0 O 
60 8 9

* £9 15a. overpaid to be recovered. t £3 Da. Gd. overpaid to lie recovered, } Temporarily attached.

tm 225—
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Legislative Assemble. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MILITARY.
(MINUTE BY MAJOR-GENERAL HUTTON REGARDING PROVISION BEING MADE FOR SHORT

PERIODS OF CONTINUOUS TRAINING.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 March, 1894,

Question.
5. Mk. McCouet to ash The Colonial Secretary,—

(1.) Has Major-G-eneral Hutton, in a memorandum dated 7th March, 1894, recommended that the 
sum of £11,331, saved by reduction in pay of the Partially-paid Forces, should be applied to holding 
camps of five days’ continuous training in various parts of the Colony, thus allowing each Volunteer 
private £7 12s. as his pay for the year ?
(2.) Has the Commandant^in same memorandum, practically stated that unless this or some similar 
scheme of continuous training is adopted the Volunteer Forces will be disintegrated ?
(3.) Has he come to any conclusion with regard to the Commandant’s memorandum of 7th March, 
1894 ? .

Answer.
Major-General E. T. H. Hutton, A.D.C., Commanding Military Forces, to The Principal Under Secretary.

Subject:—Estimates, 1894. .
Military StafE Office, Head-quarters, 7 March, 1894. 

Herewith I have the honor to forward a Minute for the Colonial Secretary on the subject of 
the Haval and Military Estimates for 1894, a copy of which I received yesterday.

1 have, Ac.,
EDW. T. H. HUTTON,

Major-General and A.D.C., Commanding Forces, New South Wales.

Major-Geueral E. T. H. Hutton, A.D.C., Commanding Military Forces, to The Colonial Secretary.
Subject:—Military Estimates for 1894.
Head-quarters Staff Office, Victoria Barracks, Sydney, 7 March, 1894.

1. I have to acknowledge the receipt of the copy of the Naval and Military Estimates forwarded to me 
yesterday.

2. I note that while my proposed reduction in pay to the Partially-paid Eorccs has been accepted, 
the pay and expenses for the complete period of continuous training in camps of instruction, upon which 
my proposal was based, has been omitted. I find that the total amount of pay which each private soldier 
therefore can earn in 1894 will only amount to £6, in place of £9 12s,

3. This sudden reduction of pay and emolument to the Partially-paid Force entailed by the exist
ing curtailed Estimates will, in my opinion, result in a serious disintegration of the Force, upon which the 
Defence of the Colony must depend, and a feeling of discontent will undoubtedly be created in all ranks.

4. I have pointed out in a previous memorandum that the sum of £11,331 will be saved by the 
reduction in pay to the Partially-paid Force as proposed by me.

5. Having in view the continued financial depression in the Colony, and your wishes as to the 
strictest economy,! would suggest that this sum of £11,831 be placed on the Additional or Supplementary 
Estimates for 1894, and that I may bo empowered to make use of the same for the purpose of giving as 
much continuous training to the Partially-paid Force as can be carried out for that sum. Each private 
soldier under this arrangement would be able to earn £7 12s., and 1 could hold camps of continuous 
training at various places in the Colony for short periods of five days at suitable times during the year.

(J. The expenses of such local camps may be thus summarised:—

of pay on 1893 
ixpenses for sm 
Estimates ..

£
reduction Training....................................... ... 7,440
............... 11,331 Railway expenses ............... ... 2,516
on 1894 Incidentals ... ... ... ... 710
............... 1,605 Rations ... ... ... ... ... 1,621

Eield pay ........................... ... 488
Hire of horses ............................ ... 150

£12,936 £12,925

EDW. T. H. HUTTON,
Major-General and A.D.C., Commanding Forces, New South Wales.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.,

HYDRO-PNETTMATIC GENS.
(REIUK'N RESPECTING.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 23 May, 1894.

[Laid upon tic Table of this Rouse in answer to Question No. 4, of 2Zrd May, 1894,]

\vvhatever resemble

Question.
4. Mu. Peg ah’ ashed The Colonial Secret a by,— ,

(1.) Did the gun ivbicb Imrst on board R'.M.S. “'Cordelia m any respect
the gun with which an accident occurred at Port Scratchley? , . . Q
(2.) Was the cause of the bursting of the gun on Ti.M.S. “Cordelia ever ascertained . ^ „
(3.) Was the bursting of that gun in any way attributable to the muMle of the gun drooping, 
as the result of repeated firing ? ... , j- ■ a-l.-.(4.) Has any report ever been made relative to the G-inch breech-loading guns in this Colony to
the effect that they arc liable to suffer from mitMle-drooping? , , ^ , ,

■ (5.) Have any of the 6-inch breccli-loading guns in this Colony been sent to England to be muzzle
. chased, so as to strengthen them and guard against the possibility of their muzzles ‘ ,

(0.) How many of the 6-ineh breech-loading guns m this Colony have been sent to England to be

(TV) Was the gun at Fort Scratchley one which had been so dealt with ?
(8.) How many 6-inch breech-loading guns are there in tho Colony ? , „ , , •
(9.) Do experts consider that muzzle-drooping would cause a projectile or shell to become impacted
in a gun, and that the bursting of the gun would follow ? . , .
(10.) Are the 9-inch anti-bombardment breech-loading guns recently mounted on the coast liable to
(1L)1 WiUTie” cause an inquiry to be made with a view to determining whether they require to be

muzzle-chased, or strengthened in any other way ?, . , . . . , r,„ a
(12 ) What is the cost of each G-inch breech-loading gun, inclusive of emplacements, mounting, Ac.r 
(13.) What is the cost of each 9-inch breech-loading gun, inclusive of emplacements mountmg, hoe 
(14.) What is the cost per round, with projectile or shell, of firing the «-inch breech-loading guns . 
(15.) What is the cost per round, with projectile or shell, of firing the 9-mch brecch-loadmg guns. 
(16.) What is the life of a 6-inch breech-loading gun ?
(17.) What is the life of a 9-inch breech-loading gun ?

Answer.
(ll) The only point of resemblance is that the calibre is the same.
(2.) Yes.
(5 pThey are being chase-hooped, but not by reason of any fear of the muzzles drooping.
(6.) Six. .
(7.) No.
(9.) It would depend on the amount of “droop.” “ Drooping ” would not necessarily cause a gun

to burst.
(10.) No.
(11.) An inquiry does not appear to be necessary.
(12.) Cost of gun and mountings, &c., £2,675 ; emplacement, £2,200.
(13 ) Cost of gun and mounting, &c., £9,183 ; emplacement, £4,100. ,
(14.) With common shell, cast iron, £4 Is. 3d.; with common shell, cast steel, £6 Is. 4d. With 

Shrapneil shell, cast iron, £4 11s. Id.; with Shrapnell shell, cast steel £6 _16s. Id.
(15 ) With common shell, steel, £17 17s. Sd.; with common shell, iron £13 Is. M.
(16.) Probable first life of 6* B.L. gun, before it ceases to properly rotate its projectile, 39o 

rounds (full charges) ; with reduced or practice charges, wear of bore about ouo-fourth that which would
take place with full charges. At tho end of first life the gun woidd ho re-hned

^ (17.) 9'2" ILL. gun, first life, 196 rounds (full charges). The gun would then be re-hned.

[M.] 396-
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

OK THE

CASE OF STAFF-SERGEANT W. JIFFKINS;

TOGETHEB 'WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE

AKD

MINUTES OP EYIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

9 May, 1894f.

SYDNEY : CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER. 

1894.
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18.94

EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

10.
Votes No. 40. Tuesday, 24 Apinx, 1894.

Case of Staef-sergeaht "W". Jiffeins Mr. G. D. Clark moved, pursuant to Notice
(1.) That a Select Committee he appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire 
into and report upon the case of Staff-sergeant W. Jiffkins.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Brunker, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Dawson, Mr. O’Sullivan Mr. 
TVaddelh Mr. MeCourt, Mr. Duller, Mr. Darnley, and the Mover,
Debate ensued.
Question put.
The House divided.

Ayes, 30.
Mr. Sheldon,
Mr. Tegan,
Mr. Neild,
Mr. Murphy,
Mr. XicoJl,
Mr. Hiudle,
Mr. Gardiner,
Mr. Wall,
Mr. Sharp,
Mr. Eddcn,
Mr. Joseph Abbott, 
Mr. Kiie,
Mr. Scobie,
Mr. Blaci,
Mr. Langwell, . 
Mr. Cotton,

And so it was resolved i:

Mr. Cann,
Mr. Cullen,
Mr. G. D. Clark,
Mr. Darnley,
Mr, Houghton,
Mr. Wise,
Sir Henry Parkcs, 
Mr. Perry,
Mr. Hutchinson,
Mr. Partes,
Mr. Cook,
Mr. J. D, FikGferald. 

TellerS)
Mr. Levien,
Mr. McCourt.

the affirmative.

Noes, 12.
Mr. Kidd,
Mr. Young,
Mr. Snttor,
Mr. Copeland, 
Mr. Slattery,
Sir George Dibbs, 
Mr. Barbour,
Mr, Torpy,
Mr. E. M. Clark, 
Mr, Garvan,

Tellers,

Mr. Hayes,
Mr. Hassall.

Votes No. 41, Wfuftesdat, 25 Aprii,, 1894.
4. Case of Staff-sergeant "W\ Jiffkins:—Mr. G. D. Clark (Sy consent) moved, without Notice, 

That the Heturn to Order “Suspension of Staff Colour-sergeant William JiffkiiiSj Volunteer 
Permanent Staff,■’ laid upon the Table of this House during the Session of 1892—3, be referred to 

the Select Committee now sitting on “ Case of Staff-sergeant "W. Jiffkins.”
Question put and passed.

Votes No, 47. Wednesday, 9 May, 1894.
<1 Case of Staff-seegeant W. Jiffktns:—Mr. G. D. Clark, as Chairman, brought up the Report 

from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select 
Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 24th April, 1894. 
Ordered to be printed. 1

CONTENTS. page.
Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings................................................................... 2
Report ...........................................................................  3
Proceedings of the Committee................................................................................... 4
List of Witnesses ..................................................................................................  4
Minutes of Evidence.........................       i



CASE OF STAFF-SEEGEANT W. JIFFKINS.

EBPOET.

Tee Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly appointed on 24th April, 1894,
“ with'power to send for 'persons and papers to inquire into and report upon the 
ease of Staff-sergeant W. Jiffkins,” and to whom was referred, on 25th April,
1894, The Return to Order of Session 1S92-3, Cl Suspension of Staff Colour- 
sergeant 'William Jiffkins, Volunteer Permanent Staff,” have agreed to the 
following Report:—•

1. Tour Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List* * See list, 
(whose evidence will be found appended hereto), find—

(1.) That the facts as disclosed in the evidence show' that Staff-sergeant Jifl'kins 
was dismissed from the service on the uncorroborated statement of Warrant- 
officer Earnwell, that he saw Jiffkins copying from an official register.

(2.) That the official register referred to had been out of use for a number of 
years, and that at the time it was lying open in the lavatory, and conse
quently accessible to all persons in the Department.

(3.) That for a considerable time prior to the date of dismissal, disagreements 
between Warrant-officer Barnwell and Staff-sergeant Jiffkins had been, of 
frequent occurrence, and that a recommendation by minute had been made 
by Major-General Richardson for their separation, which minute was not 
given effect to.

2. In view of all the circumstances, and taking into consideration his long 
services, your Committee are of opinion that Staff-sergeant Jiffkins has been 
harshly treated ; and that had the recommendation to separate the two officers been 
carried out, he would probably not have been dismissed; and they therefore recom
mend his case to the favourable consideration of the Government.

G. D. CLARK,
• Chairman.

No. 2 Committee Boom,
Sydney, §th May, 1894.
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4

PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY, 25 APRIL, 1894.
Membee Present :—

Mr. Gr. D. Clark.
[In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

THURSDAY, 26 APRIL, 1894.
Members Present :—

Mr. Gr. U. Clark, Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Darnley, Mr. CSulliran.

Mr. G-. D. Clark called to the Chair.
Entries from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring the Return to Order 

“ Suspension of Staff Colour-sergeant William Jiffkins, Volunteer Permanent Staff,” of Session 1892-3, 
read by the Clerk.

Committee deliberated. _ _ . ,
Ordered,—That William Jiffkins be summoned to give evidence nest meeting.

[Adjourned till Tuesday nest, at Half past Ten o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 1 MAY, 1894.
Members Present :—

Mr. G. E. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. Darnley, | Mr. McCourt,

” Mr. O’Sullivan.
William Jiffkins called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew. _ _ _
Ordered,—That Warrant-officer Barnwell be summoned to give evidence next meeting.

[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Half-past Ten o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 2 MAY, 1894.
Members Present :—

Mr. G, D. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. Puller, | Mr. Darnley,

Mr. McCourt.
William Barnwell {Warrant-Officer, Volunteer Permanent Staff) called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew. _
Ordered,—That Colonel Roberts be summoned to give evidence next meeting.

[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Half-past Ten o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 3 MAY, 1894.
Members Present:—

. Mr. G. D. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. Darnley, | Mr. McCourt.

■ Charles Byshe Roberts {Military Secretary) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness produced butt of railway-pass issued to Staff-sergeant T. Moyens, from West Maitland to 

Sydney, on 14th February, 1890.
Witness withdrew.
William Jiffkins further examined.
Witness withdrew.
Re-assembling of Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 9 MAY, 1894.
Members Present:—

Mr. G, D. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. Darnley, | Mr. McCourt.

Charles Fyshe Roberts called in and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
Chairman submitted Draft Report.
Same read, amended, and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

PAOE.
6

, 1,15 
11, 16

Barnwell, W................
.Tiffkins, W...................
Roberts, Colonel 0. F.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
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NETF SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EYIDENCE
TAlvEK BEFOKE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

OX THE

CASE OF STAFF-SEEGEANT W. JIFFKINS.

TUESDAY, 1 MAY, 1894.

rf sent:—
11 n. DARNLEY, | Mr. McCOURT, 

Mr. 0’SULLIVAN.
G. D. CLAEK, Esq., in the Chaik.

Mr. "William Jiffkins called in, sworn, and examined:—
1. Chairman.'] You are not in any occupation at present ? No..
2. You were in tlie Military Service of this Colony for some time ? Yes, nearly seven years.
3. On what date did you leave the Service ? I was discharged on the 6th April, 1892.
4. Had you been in "the Public Service of this Colony before joining the Military Department? Yes;
Prison Department. _ _
5. Rut you were in the military branch of the Imperial Service in the old country ? Yes.
6. Mr. O’ Sullivan.] What Force ? Always in the Infantry. _ _
7. What regiment ? First, in the Royal Bucks Militia; second, in the 76th Foot; third, in the Com
missariat Staff Corps during the New Zealand war; after that, I went back to the 76th Foot, and on my 
discharge from that regiment I joined the First Royal Militia, London.
8. What made you change your regiment so often ? I first joined the Militia Force, and I volunteered 
from the Militia into the Regulars, the 7Gth Foot; and then when the Commissariat Staff Corps was formed, 
being a young man, I joined that corps and went to the New Zealand war. When the New Zealand 
war was" over our services were not required in that branch any longer, and I was sent back to my regiment, 
the 7Gth Foot. After receiving my discharge from this regiment in India, I joined the First Royal Light 
Infantry Militia, in London, and served in that Force for twelve months and one day.
9. Chairman.] You were dismissed from the Service here, I believe, for making an alleged false statement,
and for copying from an official register? Yes. After I was discharged they altered the charge, and 
said it was for tampering with official records. _ _ '
10. The alleged false statement was that you had not copied from the official register? That is my 
contention.
11. Where was the book at the time ? In the lavatory.
12. A public place, to all intents and purposes ? Yes ; a public place—never under lock and key.
13. Had you any business in tbe lavatory at the time? Yes.
14. Canyon give the Committee any reason why you were there on the occasion referred to? I was 
ordered to make out this return [produced] and if you read that you will see that the book 1 had to make 
that return from was wrong ; the two sides did not agree.
15. Mr. McCourt.] Does this statement appear in your defence ? I was never asked to make a defence.
16. Chairman!] Had you to go to this particular book ? No ; I had not any particular occasion to go to 
it, but 1 bad occasion to go to another book, and putting this other book into the place caused me to fall 
in with the register king open in the lavatory.

330—B

Mr.
W. Jiffkma.

1 May, 1894.

17.
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MINUTES OE EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFOBE THE SELECT COMMITTEE

W.Jifikms.. io’ IaS —6 reS‘^eri suppcsed to be a private document? IN’o ; not in the slightest degree. •
18 Was it in use m the Department at that particular time? hJo: it was left in the lavatory as a

1 Ma 1894 reference-
19. Do you know how long it had been out of use ? Four years.

^57 0316 S°*nS lavatory could, of course, have seen the book ? Yes.
21. Who was it that charged yon with copying from this book ? Colonel ^Roberts charged me with taking 
notes from the register.
22. But was it Colonel Koberts who saw you ? No.
23. Who saw you? Warrant-officer Barnwell. He charged me with making a false statement. Half an 
hour afterwards I was placed under arrest.
24i. Were you placed upon trial in the barracks or before the military authorities in connection with this 
partmular charge ? Yes; this occurred on the 22nd, and I was brought before Colonel lioberts on

25. And Warrant-officer Barnwell then stated that he saw you copying from this document? No; 
Warrant-officer Barnwell on that occasion, to my knowledge, never opened his mouth.

■l 0tie' 7 1:0 y0ur llavi,1g beei1 seen C0Pjing ^om this book? As I said just now I was charged 
with making a false statement. That is what I was brought before Colonel Koberts for. In making tbe 
inquiry as to how this alleged false statement came about, it transpired in the evidence that Warrant- 
officer Barnwell said I was making notes from this book, and that I said I was not. That was the false 
statement. Then Colonel Koberts amended the charge to one of tampering with official records.
27. But was there no proof furnished at this inquiry, or statement made, that you had been seen copying 
Mem? I put the question to Captain Bouvcrie. I was searched in the lavatory. Warrant-officer 
Barnwell said 1 had a paper in my possession, and pointed to one of the pockets of my coat. In that 
pocket I had some tram tickets, a knife, a little bit of pencil, and a very short bit of paper. Captain 
Bouvene said, Pull out all the papers you have in your possession,” I* pulled them out, and Captain 
Bouverie took out of my hand the little bit of paper. After examining it in the best manner that his eye
sight. would allow he came to the conclusion that there were five figures on it, namely, 22, 4, 89. I bciicvo 
that is what they said was on if. At any rate Warrant-officer Barnwell said, “ That is not the paper.”

■j c°“se1uc31c® was tha* h® gave me the paper hack again and I put it in my pocket. Captain Bouverie 
said, lake all the papers you have got out of your pockets, if you have got "any.” I pulled everything 
out of my different pockets ; hut they did not find the paper they wanted to find. '
28. Because you had not the paper upon you ? I had not the paper. When before Colonel Koberts I 
asked Captain Bouverie, “Is that the paper?” (producing one) and he would not make any reply. I said, 
, ";lt3 IF™ Karnwell say that was not the paper ?” He said he had forgotten what Mr. Barnwell 
had said. The paper was then in my hands. I produce the remains of the paper, which I had torn up 
and chucked into the fire place. That was the whole of the conversation I had with Colonel Koberts on 
that occasion. When I put the question to Captain Bouverie as to what Barnwell said about the bit 
of paper that that was not the paper—he said he had forgotten what Barnwell had said, and he gave me 
tbe paper back again, and I put it in my pocket.
29. But did not Warrant-officer Barnwell appear at the Court of Inquiry? He did.
30. And did he state that he saw you copying from the book? No ; "he never opened his mouth. No 
questions were put to him by any one to my knowledge. I never asked him any questions.
31. But were you present during the whole time ? Yes ; and Molloy was present during the whole lime.
V1' although Barnwell was the only man supposed to have seen you copying from this document,
oo ^ evl, e°ce ,ore the court of inquiry ? Not in my presence; neither he nor Mollov.
'id. What could have been the object of Warrant-officer Barnwell in charging you with this offence — 
have you any reason to believe he had an object ? He had an object for two years to get me dismissed— 
tried all he could, jo
'A. Mr. McCourt.] Before Barnwell reported you, did vou not report him ? No.
35. Do not the papers show that you did ? No ; I do not think so.
36. Did you never report Barnwell ? Yes.
37. Chairman.] As a matter of fact, you and Barnwell did not get on very well together in the Service ? 
-iNo; not tor two years before be got me dismissed.
38. There was friction between you while at Maitland ? Yes.
39. Mr. 0 SuIHtan.]yrha.t was the original cause of the disturbance between you and Barnwell—was 
there any personal difference ? Not the slightest. '
40. What caused you and Barnwell to get at logger-heads? I do not know, I am sure, how it came 
about. I bad served under Barnwell m the Northern District.
fl1’ Para'”r;lP}l Y page 3, of tbe printed papers in your case, did vou not, on
the 4th June 1889, and tbe 2nd November, 1889, report to Warrant-officer Barnwell alleged irregularities 
on the part of the late Quartermaster-sergeant Moyens? That was contained in a letter which the 
General told me to send to him, and m winch I inserted complaints I had against 'Warrant-officer

42. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Then yon only reported Barnwell when you were called upon to do so ? When it 
was m connection with my duty,
43. This statement appears in your letter of Stb January, 1892, to the Major-General

h-Th T?* X°?mber- 1889, Sergeant Jiffkins reported to Warrant-officer Barnwell the irregn-
the Den^Wnr for C f Q'^termaster-sergeant Moyens, and purchasing wood and coals, and charging the same to 

f cooking purposcs m the orderly-room (office), and the office being kept in a filthy condition. This 
filthy condition was owing to warrant officer getting the cleaning taken away from the iisual woman, and giving it to his 
wife at 5s. per week, and no cleaning being done. The above reports arc the outcome of the following. 6 b
mandin^th^NortW^l^lr^t'R 1Cp°rt th,c Quartermaster-sergeant and Warrant OfficertoOfficerCom-
tbrou^i. f R“crvf , We the undersigned, protest against doing duty with Sergeant Jiffkins,
(Signmi) ^ ^ 0bn0Xi°US t0 ^ “ the

What caused those two officers to make that protest ? Barnwell was warrant-officer. Moyens was 
Quartermaster-sergeant. Moyens and Barnwell were together. I being the third party in the office they 
did not want me there. This Moyens was allowed to run wild in Maitland, ai.d to get into debt every
where. Eventually he had to come and live in the office—a little place for which the Government paid

12s.
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12s. 6(1. a week. He was allowed to do his cooking in the office, and to sleep there, and because I spoke 
about it to Warrant-officer Barnwell, and reported it to that officer, then, through some worn 1 m£de 
of, Moyens threatened to knock my teeth down my throat; and at this time the two otneers submitte 
this quarrelsome sort of report against me on purpose to get me out of their way.
44. Mr. McCourt.'] Did Barnwell join in that ? Yes. t a-a u f f
4fi. 1 think you stated that you did not report Barnwell previous to your dismissal t les, 1 did; out nor
on the occasion mentioned in the paragraph just read. ’
46. Is it true that on the 8th November, 1801, you made a charge against Barnwell, as appears from this 
paragraph in your letter to the Major-General:— ■ ■

With reference to a report made hy me, dated 8th November, 1891, rt errors made by the warrant officer m district 
order-book, dated 23rd October, 1891 (four telegrams were used in this one instance), I was brought to anaceounttor, ana 
informed hy the Adjutant that at end of year whether the General Officer Commanding should not be advised to dispose oi 
my service. The friction referred to was brought about by the warrant officer.

Mr.
W. Jiffkins.

1 May, 1894.

—? Tes ; I made that report. _
47. Before Barnwell reported you, you commenced by reporting him ? No ; I did not. ,
48. "What is the date of Barnwell’s iirst report against you ? The 13th February, 1889, as shown on page
18 of the printed papers, _ . .
49. Tou stated that when brought before Colonel Koberts in reference to taking notes from the register, 
you were not called upon for any defence ? I was not.
50. Was there not a full inquiry made? There was no full inquiry made.
51. Colonel Koberts states, page 31 of the printed papers :—

For these he was dealt with in the usual way, receiving frequent warnings ; and eventually, after a final one, when 
he was informed that the next time he committed a crime it would he necessary to have him removed from further employ
ment in the Military Forces, he was again brought before the military authorities, and, after a full inquiry, me dismissal 
was recommended, nshehadheen found guilty of making a false statement and taking notes from military records without 
proper authority.

Tou mean to say no opportunity was afforded you to mate a defence on that charge ? Exactly.
52. Then a full inquiry was not made ? That is my complaint—that a full inquiry has not been. made.
53. Was no inquiry at all made ? There was such an inquiry as I have related.
04. Were vou not present ? I was present. w j r
55. Did yoV at that inquiry, offer to make any statement in your own defence ? I offered a statement, 
but it would not bo taken.
56. What statement did you offer? I was brought before Colonel Koberts for making a false state
ment. Warrant-officer Barnwell said that I was taking notes from the book, and I said that 1 was not. 
It came out in the evidence about taking the notes from the official record, and Colonel Koberts there 
and then amended the charge.
57. What to ? To taking notes from the register. It was Colonel Koberts who made the charge of
taking notes from the register. • m ■ i • j- o
58. Chairman.] The charge made against you by Barnwell was for taking notes from this official register, 
No; for making a false statement.
59. But Warrant-officer Barnwell was supposed to have seen you taking notes from the official register
he cliarged you with it? No ; he did not. _ _ _
60. Not at the time he saw you ? No ; he knew' it was not a breach of discipline.
61. Mr. McCourt.] No matter what the charge was. or whether it was amended or not, had you not an 
opportunity at this inquiry of making your defence ? No.
62. What prevented you from making it? At the time of tlie inquiry Colonel Koberts was acting for
the General. 1 had written to the General a letter containing the complaints just referred to. Colonel 
Koberts finding that I had sent this letter to the General, accused me of Anting to some one outside with 
reference to military matters, He considered that the General was outside when he was on leave, 
although the General gave me permission, as you will see by that letter. Colonel Koberts said, “ If you 
were iu the British Army, you would be tried by Court-martial. You have been writing to some one 
outside,” I said, i; Not outside the Department, sir.” He said, “ You are remanded until the return of 
the General, to a higher authority.” No question was put either to Barnwell or to Molloy. The only 
question I asked was with reference to the bit of paper, when Captan Bouverie said he bad forgotten 
what Barnwell had said about the paper, w'hen I asked him if Barnwell had not said that it was not the 
paper. _
63. Without allowing you to make any defence at all, he remanded you until the General came back 
were those the words? Yes; until the General came back.
64. Were you ever tried before the General? No. The inquiry was on the 25th February. The 
General came back from leave of- absence on the 8th March. From the 25th February I was waiting 
every day to be brought up, but I was kept for forty-five days, until the 6th April, under suspension. 
When the General was acquainted with the matter, lie wrote, as you will see on page 2 of the printed 
papers, wanting to know tbe reason why 1 had been kept waiting so long. Then I was brought up before 
the General on the 6th April. I said to the General, “ Before you decide either one way or the other, 
would you allow me to make a statement,” and he said, r: I cannot.” “But,” I said, “I have been 
officially informed that tlie charge against me has been added to since I was remanded. I was first charged 
with making a false statement, and then I was cliarged with taking notes from the register, which charge 
has never been inquired into.” The General said. “ It is no use, 1 cannot hear what you have to^say in 
the matter. You have been dismissed by order of the Government, and entirely behind my back.”
65. Chairman.] Tbe false statement with which yon were charged was simply a denial on your part that
you had copied from the register ? Yes. _
66. When you were summoned before Colonel Koberts, and when Captain Bouverie said he had forgotten 
what Barnwell had said about the paper, was Barnwell present ? Yes, and Molloy.
G7. And was not Barnwell called upon to make a statement ? No ; not iu my presence, nor Molloy either, 
and 1 was not allowed to put any question to either of them ; and the only question I asked was about 
the paper that was found on me, which was admitted not to be the paper, Captain Bouverie having 
forgotten what was said.

CS.
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W Tiffldns xl ‘ auy ’,lea who was re3ponsible for not separating you and Barnwell in tho first instance. On
the 28th January, 1892, page 4 of the printed papers, Major-Q-eneral Richardson says

1 May, 1801. Seeing the long continued friction between W. 0. Barnwell and this N. C. 0., it would, perhaps, be well to transfer him 
and thus give him a final chance of re-establishing himself. '
Of course, that was subsequent to tlie Maitland affair ? That was subsequent to this charge. It was 
written to Colonel Roberts on the 2Sth January. I was kept in the office until tho 22nd February, on 
purpose to work this charge of tampering with the register, because I wrote that letter to General 
Richardson.
69. Warrant-officer Barnwell, Quartermaster-Sergeant Moyens, and yourself were altogether at Mait
land, were you not ? Tes.
70. There was a quarrel there ? Tes.
71. Tou were all transferred from Maitland ? We were.
72. And you were all placed together again iu Sydney ? We were.
73. Although Colonel Spalding had recommended that you should be separated? Tes. Not only Colo
?? ®Pa^uo> but also Colonel Wilkinson, wrote and wired to the effect that wo should be separated.
/A l)o you know who was responsible for keeping you together ? The Assistant Adjutant-General_ho
was the head. Colonel Wilkinson as well as Colonel Spalding suggested that I should be away from 
Barnwell, hut no notice was taken of the matter. That was twelve months before Barnwell got me dis- 
Sr19Sairi two occas'ons a^° Colonel Eden recommended that I should he separated from Barnwell, 
i , j on you were transferred from Maitland to Sydney was it not the decision of tbe court that you 

should each pay your expenses down ? Tes. ’ J
/J}. Did you pay your expenses ? Tes, and never recovered the amount. 
tl. Did Moyens pay his passage down ? A railway pass was made out for him by Barnwell.
/8. And that was one of the things you reported to the General ? Tes, and 1 reported it at the time he 
made the pass out; but he would not allow my report to be forwarded. He prevented my report from 
being forwarded to theMajor-Gener.il.
79. Mr. McCourt.] Tou stated just now that Colonel Roberts said that your case was to stand over until 
the Creneral came. Colonel Roberts states, page 29 of tbe printed papers:—

. 0ll tlie 22rul Tebruiiry, ]802, he again committed himself, and was charged with making notes from one ofthe 
regimental registers—a duty he was not called upon to perform. He was brought before ttie Acting-Commandant on tbe 
Auth h ebruary, and failing to clear himself of tbe charge, and taking into consideration tlie warning he had received onl y six 

rii. ■ iV10 T'l’a£ rem^nded nlldel';lrrest “"tit his case was decided by higher authority, viz., that of the Honorable ' 
the Colonial Secretary. _ His case was reported that day, in letter of 2oth February, 1892, attached.
leave t'erSeant dlffklns !S therefore in error in saying his case was to stand over until the return of the Major-General from

Tou say your case was ordered to stand over until the return of tho Major-G-eneral ? Tes.
80. And that Colonel Roberts never called upon you for any defence? No.
8L IS or did you volunteer any defence? I was not allowed. I was given the order to “Right turn • 
quick march. ’ _ "When a man is standing before his Commanding Officer, and receives such an order there 
is no such a thing as a reply.
82. Af>\ Manlej/.] Had your quarrel with Moyens and Barnwell any connection with the fact that yon 
had reported Moyens for purchasing wood and coal and charging the same to the Department ? No.
83. vficurman.] What caused Moyens to threaten that he would knock your teeth down your throat?

. irr JWaS t'10 <jommencemont of the year. W c had to make out an annual return for the previous year.
We had twenty-nine companies on the northern side, and the returns were supposed to bo in Sydney by 
the bth J anuary. About a fortnight before that date, seeing that the returns were not being pushed 

- forward, 1 spoke to Moyens about having them done, and he said, “ Don’t bother your head about the
■ returns, they will be done m time.” Of course I said no more about it. The end of December came

and 1 could see that things were not being ‘done. At any rate, on the 6th January, when the returns 
should have been in bydney, they were in Maitland. I was doing the returns at this time. Warrant- 
officer Barnwell sard_ to Moyens, “ Tou might as well help Jiffkins to make out these returns, as you 

' know they should bo in Sydney.” I then said to the 'Warrant-officer, “If the Quartermaster-sergeant 
had allowed me to make out these returns before when I asked him, they would have been done now ” - 
whereupon Moyens jumped up out of bis chair, and threatened to knock my teeth down my throat. ' 
M. Mr. McCourt.] Tou say that your case was remanded by Colonel Koberts until the General came

■ brC+L n 03<1 Y616*11? wor<ia 1 understood him to use. He said, “ Tou are remanded until the return
ot tho General, to a higher authority.”
85. On tho 15th May, 1892, you wrote to Mr. Bradbury, of Ficton, to this effect

I was dismissed by Colonel .Roberts, and behind tho back of General Richardson (who was on leave) on Oth April 
on a groundless charge, made through spite. 11
Roberts ^ t!ien that 3 011 "'ere <iismi38ed V Colonel Roberts ? Dismissed through Colonel

86. Butyonsay dismissed by Colonel Roberts? It is all.the same—dismissed by Colonel Roberts or 
dismissed by the Government. I was dismissed. Of course, if the words are there, I suppose I must

■ have used them; but you will see I was not dismissed by Colonel Roberts.
87. But you say so, and “ behind tbe back of General Richardson” ? That is right. That is the expres
sion General Richardson made use of. *
88. But when you wrote to Mr. Bradbury the words “ I was dismissed by Colonel Roberts, and behind 
the back ot General Richardson, ’ you must have known that Colonel Roberts dismissed you? That 
letter was written a long time after I was dismissed. The General told me I was dismissed by order of 
ofit 0Vernment’ * SllK* m letter ^ WaS dlsmissed V Colonel Roberts. He. of course, was the cause

89' AVhcnyou were brought up before Major-General Richardson, did he merely inform
you that you had been dismissed by the Government or that he was there only as the mouth-piece of the 
Colonial Secretary ? That is what the General said. ■
90. Chairman.] Do you remember the occasion of the first quarrel or difference which vou had with
f ^rant-officer Barnwell ? The first difference I had with him was when Moyens threatened to knock my 
teeth down my throat, - J

01.
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91. In consequence of that quarrel you were all tliree transferred to Sydney? Jcs- w. Jiffkius.
09 And fn the same office5 The three of us were in the one office, and with nobody else there lor soi ^s SyAftoi we arrived in Sydney. Moyens was on one side of the table, I was on the other, and Barnwell x Mliyj 1804.

OS.8 Wre^nyOTd^rs^suJposed to he in existence to prevent anyone getting at the official register ? No ;

neither written nor verba!. a 9 -vv91. There was no one in the room at the time bnt yourself and Barnwell ? N 0 else ?
95. Therefore it was simply his word against yours as to whether or not youp * b"cll 
9B Mr McCourt'[ I think it was on the 22nd February when the caso^ was^ inquired mto "y^^olonel 
Eoberts ? That was the day when I was supposed to have told the he. The date on which the case was 
before Colonel lioberts was the 25th February.

■97. Colonel Mackenzie, on tho 4th May, writes as follows,0ftn TU
With reference to ex-Sergeaut Jiffkins’ statement as to the manner he was dealt with Fcbraary;18^, I tavo

the honor charge in Jiffkins’ presence
^re^ta:^ Sergeant Jiffkins not being m anyway able

to clear himself of the charge. ^

S"Vr.C““ ‘ ~r *bl» to dear M-df frotn ft.

So’TonmS M’dtoipfto d«r jotmeU from the charge? 1 ™ P'evented from doing so. I was

ordered away.
100. Colonel Mackenzie goes on to say :— ■ , .,

Colonel Roberts thought the matter so serious, taken into consideration with 
non-commissioned officer, that he forthwith, by letter, reported the circnmstanees to tbo Golomal becrctaiy.
You are emphatic intyour statement that on the 25th February you were prevented from making any 
iteS H,0 clJge brooght ...mot joo? Exoctlp. X tore never been elbned jro. ft or.mn,. my

iS^haTboileddow"’is your complaint ? And that I had permission to go to the register.
109 From whom did you get permission ? I did not want permission.JoT How did you geUiuthonqy-by general order, or what? ■ By reason of my being a clerk ^the often
101. Had you permission to take notes from the register and copy from it on a piece l)al5el; T , „ ’
I thought l necessary—particularly this old register in tlm lavatory, winch was not in ^ , J
return to make out, and the book 1 am supposed to get my information from is wrong, I must naturally

l05tO JV° ^Youadmit that you were looking at this register ? No, I do not admit even looking
at the register I admit that tho register was left open on the bath-stand. I hope the members M t e 
Committee will visit the lavatory, because it is important that they should see the place. ^ °^ooh 
was left wide open on a bath-stand at one end ot the lavatory Knowing it was ™ J
closed it up and put it in the pigeon-hole. As I was closing it Barnwell eaum in and accused me of 
taking notes from it. If you go to the lavatory yon will see that from the position of the bath behind 
the door it would have been impossible for BarnwelHo have seen me do anything.
10G Mr McCourt] Was it simplv on account of this last charge that you were dismissed, or we™ ^ 
charges taken into Consideration? There is no such thing as taking all charges into consideration. They _ 
cannot do that. It is the last charge for which a man is dismissed. .
107. No consideration is taken of any previous misconduct. It appears that they d ; ‘ 1

but I iiin willin'7 to so into all of them for that matter* , . _ . , t> rrti]103 Now. what defence do you make to the charge ? That I told no lie in the first instance. Barnwell 
savs he saw me takiim notes; I say he did not, and there is no evidence to prove it. In the second place,
Colo oel %&%.%* I U J right ot ft. ,.-1.10... . I say that I
by reason of my position in the office, and that my position m the office gate me the right to take notes 
from it, M v next contention is that I have not yet been allowed to examine my reusers in Jho mutter.
109. Chairman.] Were you suspended at once when Barnwell came m and saw jou as jou were picl ing
llO^By BarnweJa?f No!" When^Captein Bouverie ordered me to take the papers, Ac out of my pocket, 

he saidJ“ The matter resolves itself into this: Barnwell says you were taking notes from this book and 
you say you were not. One of you is telling a lie. I am going down to the battery, and I shall report
111^^°^ time ago that when you were before the
practieal'lv, did not investigate the charge—he said that the charge had been investigated, and that you
had been dismissed by order of tho Government behind his back. Yes t x, u t tb(,
112. If those were his remarks they would lead anyone to suppose that he knew no .hing at all about the 
case, and did not desire to take any responsibility in the matter. But I see by his letter of oth May,
1892, he says:— , . i

■

sideration of bis case. ' .
_d That was afterwards, and when I commenced to inquire what I was dismissed tor.
113 But the Major-General said you had been very troublesome—taking into consideration, I suppose, 
all vour misdeeds according to your defaulter’s sheet—and he could see no reason to recommend any 
reconsideration of your case? It was not likely that he was going to fight against Colonel Eoberis in

nl'pissibly'! ifhe1 had thoughfy ou'uu justly dealt with, he would have recommended a reconsideration of 
your case ? Well, he thought so when he wrote to the efiect that owing to tho continual fnction it w ould
he advisable to transfer the men and give mo a final chance. , ,o.>_o_o9T
115. That was sometime before this letter? It was on 2Sth January, after I was suspended C- - -)>

lift Whence letter was written in May, in what state of health was Major-General Eichardson? It

was directly afterwards that he took ill, .----------------------------- - WEDMESDAT,
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WEDNESDAY, 2 MAY, 1894. ■

present:—
Mb. PULLER, | Mb. McCOURT,

Mb. DARNLEY.
G. D. CLARK, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. William Barnwell sworn and esamined :—
W v'i' G1liair,!}ian^ position do you hold at present? I hold the position of warrant-officer on the

' ' Arrant offi^erma,lent Wlt^ P11? at P1’6861^ of colour-sergeant only, there being no vacancy as

2 May, 1894. n8, Eor what length of time have you held that position ? I have been on tho staff ten years this year. 
I could niot tell you tnc exact date of tny promotion,
119. Had you any military experience before joining the forces here ? Yea.
120. Hi the Imperial service ? Yes; ten years in the Royal Marine Light Infantry.
121. You know ex-StaS-sergcant .liffkins? Yes ; I have knqwn him for some years. I have known him 
ever since he has been on the staff.
122. You were over him in tho service here, were you not ? Yes, for some time. He has served at other 
places.
123. Do you remember bis dismissal from tbe service ? Yes ; about two years ago.
124. And the cause of it? Yes, 1 remember the cause of it; but having dismissed the matter entirely 
irom my mmd, 1 should have to reler to tho printed papers to give any evidence now.
126. Do you remember the charge which was made against him, and which led up to his dismissal? 
Ibere were numerous charges, I remember the final charge. .
126. I am asking you about the final charge ? Yes ; I remember.
127. He was charged with making a false statement and taking notes from an official register—do you
remember who made that charge against him ? I made the original charge in the first instance, consider
ing it my duty to do so. b ’
128. What was the false statement with which you charged him ? Sergeant Jiffkins said ho was doing 
tlds ofBciRregSer ai’dS preTanCated by Produeillg a Piece of PaPer upon which ho was taking notes from

}fr[ ^ y°u sce I1'111 *akillg notes from the hook ? I distinctly saw him taking notes from the book ‘ 
for lavatory Eposes0*™06 C°mmittcd ? In a room 0PP0site th^ orderly-room used for a messenger and

. 131. Was this book supposed to be private and confidential ? Yes ; all official registers are confidential
and oufy certain persons are allowed access to them.
132. Do you know if any orders were given either to Sergeant Jiffkins or anybody else who might he 
a™ut' aSamst touching or even taking notes from this particular official register? No, I do not.

biv5,t lfl ™ ui which this book was lying at the time a private room ? It belonged to tlie offices 
ot the Metropolitan, Western, and Southern Reserves. It formed part of the offices, and was used for 
the storage ot old hooks aud documents. '
the staffthat practlcally lli ’'vas accessikle t0 any of the persons about ? Accessible to the whole of

135. Was it the lavatory that the hook was in ? It was used as a lavatory. It was used, in fact for 
three purposes—for the storage of old documents and books, as a lavatory,' and for tbe messenger to

■ 136. Had Sergeant Jiffkins any right of entry to this room ? He was ordered by Captain Bouverie to
stay m there while he was under arrest. .
13/. Had he any right to be in the room at the time yon say you saw him copying from this book ? He 

tkerf- K(' 'Tas ordered to stay there, but he had no right to interfere with the books. 
iQo ha Xa!f-X 1)0 J0}1 wean to say he was under arrest when you saw him taking the notes ? No 
139. 1-lad he a right to be in the room at that time then ? Ves, he had a right. ’

Chairman.']^ Doyon know if the book was on the shelves, or if it was lying open, so that anyone 
could look into it. 1 could not say where it was originally. When I first saw it the book was open, and
(sergeant J iffkms was taking notes from it. I went into tbe room promiscuously.

anyone else in the room at the time besides yourself and Sergeant Jiffkins ? Not atthat time 
142 Did yon at cnco charge him with taking notes when you saw him with the book ? No - he closed 
the book hurriedly, and went ml o the orderly-room. When I went in I asked him what he had been 
nuntmg up m the register.
143. What was his reply ? His reply was, “ Nothing.”
144. Did you see tlm notes he took, or was supposed to have taken, from the hook ? I saw the niece of
paper with a note on it. ‘
1«Ut dTef! kav>ng taken it from that book ? He said he was hunting up nothing 
14G Mr^ DamUy.-] lo what officer did you report the case ? Captain Bouverie, Commanding Metro

, politan, AVestern, and Southern Reserves. *
147. Did Captain Bouverie investigate the charge ? Yes. '
145. Mas the charge for taking notes, or for making a false statement ? Both charges, 
f-a r meant',e charge you made ? Yes. Captain Bouverie investigated it at once
lot). I want to know what charge you laid against Sergeant Jiff kins-whether it was a ehar-e of taking

li.^ th° CaptaiU whwt 1 ^ JiffIdna doi^' « ^

hSdft7backTom?id y°U r6tain 1J°SSession of thc P’ece of' PaPer 1,0 landed hack to you ? No ; he did not

' 152. But he showed it to you ? After the case was referred to Captain Bouverie, Captain Bouverie
md?'e! ,-Mv,'V10 e °f JlB 1Ut0 ^ lavatory ; and after seme prevarication and hesitation Sergeant Jiffkins 
produced this piece of paper. After saving he was doing nothing, he produced the piece of paper, which I
leoogiused as the piece ot paper on wmch he was taking notes. 1 11
153. But you could not be positive that be took these notes from the book that was lying there’ I saw 
him ■writing on the book and putting down figures. J ° ^
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154. "Was this register in use at the time ? No ; it was a hack register.
155. About how long was it out of date ? I could not say for certain; it must have
years bank—an old register.
156. Do you know what Sergeant Jjffkms was doing in this room at the time—was he 
purpose ? Ido not know exactly.
157. Would there bo any possibility of his having to refer to the register iu fulfilment of any duties laid 
upon him? Not the slightest, He had nothing whatever to do noth the correspondence contained in the 
register.
158. Mr. Darnley.'] Did Sergeant Jiffkins ever have to make up a return which would necessitate his
going to the book ;—did his duty call upon him to do that at any time ? 1. do not think so. 1 could not
say at this length of time.
159. Was it a portion of his duty to make up returns ? Not to make up returns—only to do ordinary
official work, such as copying and tlie like of that; possibly to copy a return, or to do whatever he was 
told to do. .
160. Chairman.] Is it not a fact that Sergeant Jiffkins had instructions to make out this particular return 
[paper shown to witness]. Do you recognise the figures ? I could not say at this length of time ; but I 
tliink Quartermaster-sergeant Molloy would be able to give information on tbe subject.
161. Mr. McOourt!] Is that a return such as Sergeant Jiffkins usually makes out? This is a return 
referring to arms.
162. Chairman^] Suppose he had instructions to make out a return of that kind, might he not, for the 
purpose of comparison, have occasion to refer to this register ? All these records with regard to arms 
are kept in different books. He had no necessity whatever to refer to the register for that information.
163. Who was responsible for altering tho charge against Sergeant .Tiffkins from that of making a false 
statement to the charge of tampering with official records ? That lies with my superior officer.
164. You simply charged him with making a false statement? I simply charged him with taking notes 
from the register, and also with making a false statement—the two charges. You will see in my report 
the words, 11 and afterwards prevaricated by producing a piece of paper.1'
165. Who ordered Sergeant Jiffkins to turn out his pockets or to produce the papers ? Captain Bouverie.
166. Was there any hesitation on Ins part to produce what he had? Yes. In the first instance ho 
hesitated to produce the paper; but after considering the matter he pulled out tho piece of paper and 
showed it to all present in the room.
167. Could you produce this register to the Committee? No. 1 am not certain whether the records arc 
at thc Barracks or not; it is so Jong since. Tho military authorities would be able to supply information 
on that point. Thc register is an official record of the military forces.
168. Mr. Darnley.] On page 26 of the printed papers, Colonel Mackenzie, Assistant Adjutant-General,
under date 4th May, 1892, says :— ' ■

With reference to ex*Scrgemit statement as to the manner he was dealt wifch?on 22nd February, 1892,1 have
the honor to state that Sergeant Jtfffcins was brought before tlie Acting Commandant in the usual manner, on the charge of 
making a false statement* .
There is no reference there to the charge of taking notes ? That is not for me to say anything about.
169. Then this memo, goes on to say :—

That upon evidence being adduced, Colonel Roberts amended the charge in Jiffkins’presence to one of tampering with 
the records.
—? That was on my evidence.
170. And it says “ and this was then and there investigated” ? Yes.
171. By Colonel Roberts ? Yes.
172. Can you give us any information with reference to this investigation—as to how far it extended?
Only what is in the printed papers. '
173. Chairman.] Were you present at tho investigation ? t was present I believe.
174. And you gave evidence ? I gave evidence.
175. Was Sergeant Jiffkins permitted to cross-question you in regard to tho statements made ? It is not 
military usage for one man to be allowed to cross-question another.
176. Is not it iu accordance with military usage to give the accused au opportuuity of stating his case ?
When you are brought up you are brought up together, and the Colonel, or whoever presides, asks one the 
reason for certain things, and then asks the other—each has an equal opportunity, •
177. Mr. Darnley.] Did vou produce the paper upon which Sergeant Jiffkins had taken the notes ? The 
piece of paper was given back to Sergeant Jiffkins, and had been destroyed in the meantime.
178. When you were before Colonel Roberts at this investigation, it was practically your word against 
that of Sergeant Jiffkins ? Not at all. Look at tho evidence.
179. You had no material evidence to offer that he had been taking notes ? Tlie material evidence was 
taken by the Officer Commanding Metropolitan, Western, and Southern Reserves in the lavatory. That 
was thc material evidence that was taken—immediately after thc original report by me.
180. Chairman.] The evidence in substantiation of your assertion, that you had seen him copying from 
this register, was the piece of paper he produced ? The evidence in substantiation was the fact of 
Captain Bouverie and Quartermaster-sergeant Molloy having seen the piece of paper.
181. You were the only person who saw him copying? Yes.
182. And the only evidence in corroboration of your statement was the paper he produced upou which 
certain figures were written ? The only circumstantial evidence, of course, would he the piece of paper ; 
but that was sceu by Captain Bouverie, and recognised by him in his presence, and also that of Quarter
master-sergeant Molloy.
183. Mr. McCourt.] Did Sergeant Jiffkins give thc piece of paper to Captain Bouverie? Sergeant 
Jiffkins banded it to Captain Bouverie, aud Captain Bouverie handed it back to Sergeant Jiffkins, having 
viewed it.
184. Wha’t were you doing when you saw Jiffkins—were you watching him ? No. ”
185. What were you doing in the lavatory? I could not say what I went into the room for. I went in
quite casually, •;
180. Was it your duty to he there? It was my duty to be everywhere in tlie office.
187. You wore not watching him then ? Not at all.

been two or three
. f 2 May, 1894.sent there tor any
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w n11-' no<; y°u au^ JifEkius disagreements previous to this occurrence ? I had no disagreement with
W^T,I^ergeailt Jiffkina-only what he made himself 
2 May 1834 1SS)' ^ 7011 any disagreement with him P None at all.

’ 190. Hid you not, on the 9th January, 1890, join in a memo, to this effect:—
W e the undersigned, protest against doing duty with Sergeant Jiffkins, through his general disagreeable, cynical, 

underhanded, and qutd-tninc manner being obnoxious to them in the extreme.
? Tes; hut I had no personal disagreement. I objected to having him under me. If a man chooses to 

quarrel with you, you are not obliged to quarrel with him. '
191. I ask you, had not you any disagreement with him previous to this? I had no disagreement 
with him.
192. AVby did you report him ? Because it was my duty.
103 But he must have done something to you? No; tliat is where it becomes personal. That is the 
difference between a personal matter and a military duty.
191'. If he was a capable officer, and a nice officer to work with, why did you report him ? Because it was 
my duly to do so iu tho interests of the service.
19J, You say in the memo, just read :—

i ^dersigned, protest nguinat doing duty with Sergeant Jiffkins, through his general disagreeable, cynical,
underhanded, and qaii-nnne manner being obnoxious lo them in the extreme.
"What was his underhand action referred lo there ? It is borne out in the evidence.
190. I want your answer p 1 cannot remember the circumstances after five years have passed.
197. Surely, having made this report, you can remember generally upou what it was based? I cannot 
remember things which occurred five years ago against any man in this world, and 1 must respectfully 
decline to answer a question unless I am certain, "
193. Ton do not remember—is that it? After the lapse of time I do not remember.
199. 'That memo, may have been true, or it may not have been true? Not at all ; it was perfectly true.
200. Uow can yon say that it was perfectly time, if, after the lapse of five years, you do not remember 
the circumstances ? Because I have documentary evidence which recalls the circumstaneesi to my mind. 
1 can call nothing to mind only what I see m print or in writing, and then 1 recognise the evidence. The 
matter has been dismissed from mv mind for so long.
201. Chairman.'] Is your memory fairly good ? My memory is very good.
202. Mr. McCourt] The printed papers, page 3, contain this statement

'Jhe Court of Inquiry held on 24 th January, 1890, was of opinion that the quarrel might huve been checked before 
reaching such a crisis by tho exercise of more tact and firmness on tho part of Warrant-officer Barnwell.

Was that the decision of the Court of Inquiry? Yes.
203. They blamed you for want of tact aud firmness? I do not know about blamirm • that was tbe
decision. °

You can get that information from the military204. "Would that not carry a certain amount of blame? 
authorities.
205. I ask you if what I have just read was the finding of the Court ? Yes.
209. Would not that carry a certain amount of blame ? It might do.
207. All this lime these military quarrels'were going on between you and Sergeant Jiffkins ? There was 
no quarrel between me and Sergeant Jifl'kins.
208. In regard to neglect of military duty and disagreeableness ? Notice the origin of the quarrel in that 
case. The quarrel originated not between me and Sergeant Jiffkins, but between Sergeant Jiffkins and 
Moyens.
209. You joined in saying that Sergeant Jiffkins, was disagreeable, cynical, and underhanded ? I joined 
in that memo.; but as to joining in the quarrel, I object to that term.
210 Ho you wish the Committee to understand this, that although you reported Sergeant Jiffkins for 
neglect of military duty you were still on friendly terms with him personally ? Not friendly. I should 
not take him home and make a bosom friend of him at this time; hut I had no ill-will or animosity 
against him. 1 gave him every chance to do his duty, but he would not leave mo alone—he kept 
irritating me. . 1

211. At the inquiry before Colonel lioberts, do you remember whether Sergeant Jiffkins was called upon 
to make any defence in reply to your evidence ? He was given a good opportunity.
212. lie was asked if he had anything to say in his defence ? Yes.
iw" vlt* 'Ki Sa^' |i° J011 remember ? I cannot remember the exact circumstances.
214. Ion are sure he was asked if he had anything to say in his defence—that is the usual thing, is it 
not It is the usual thing, i could not say for certain now, after a lapse of two years, whether Colonel 
lioberts put it to him exactly in those words.

To tho best of your belief was he called upon ? To the best of my belief, he had an opportunity of 
defending himself. a r v
2UI. Mr. Camlet/.] It is slated on page 4 of the printed papers .
i 4. °\tllC 4t'1 June- Sergeant Jiffkins reported to Warrant-officer Barnwell the irregularities carried on bv the 
late Quartermaster-sergeant Moyens, and purchasing wood and coals, and charging the same to this Department for 
cooking purposes m the office (orderly room). *

Would it be your duly to forward that report on to head-quarters? If I received a written report it 
would be my duty to forward it on. 1
217. At that time you w'ere on duty in the same office with Jiffkins and Moyens ? Yes.
*.18. -And it would be your duty to forward that report on? Yes.
21.9. You recognise that that is a very serious charge against Moyens? Yes, but a groundless charge, 
J reckon. °’ 07

220. An official minute signed “ A.H.,” referring to the paragraph just read, says:— .
'This malt or has not been forwarded to Military Staff Office to be dealt

apparently. with, though fowling n grnva charge

•. ,511n,ltli Is merely a precis of the papers. It is an explanation of their contents by a clerk.
But he says that this matter was not forwarded to the-Military Staff Office to be dealt with —if it 

was your duty to forward it, can you tell us why you did not send it on? I do not remember having
seen
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seen the report in writing, iso report was rendered in writing. It might have been a’ verbal report. In 
any ease, it was a groundless charge. _ _ _ ,
222. At the end of paragraph 5, page 4 of tlie printed papers, in which Sergeant JifEkins states that he 
reported to you the alleged irregularities on the part of Moyens in regard to thc purchase of wood and 
coal, Sergeant JifEkins states that thc outcome of his action in thus reporting was the pint complaint hy 
you and Moyens against him on the ground of his disagreeable and cynical manner; if that report were 
made by Sergeant JifEkins in reference to Moyens purchasing wood and coal, and yon failed to forward it 
to tho proper authorities for investigation, and afterwards sent a joint protest against doing duty with 
Sergeant Jifl'kins, do you not think that fact reflects very much upon your conduct and that of M.oyens? 
It would if such were the case. One counterbalances the other ; that is to say, it cuts both ways.
222, I notice that Sergeant pTiffkins reported this matter about the. wood and coal on the 4th June, 18S9, 
and the joint protest of yourself and Moyens was made on the 9th January, 1S90—some sis months 
afterwards ? Hoes that not show a desire on the part of Sergeant Jiffkins to hunt up all these things 
these false and grounless charges ?
221. 'We are not in a position to judge, because this matter of the purchase of tho wood and coal has not 
been investigated ? That is not for me to give information upon.
225. But it is a matter as to which you might call to mind whether or not you forwarded that_report ? 
But if I had never received a written rejiort. Perhaps there is documentary evidence. _ If Sergeant 
JifEkins could show me a report or a copy it would recall to my mind whether I did receive it or not.
22G. But if you did receive a report of that kind you would have sent it on ? Tes ; it would have been 
my duty, if there was any foundation in the report, _ t
227. Is it at your discretion to suppress any report for which you think there is no foundation ? Tot to

• Mr.
W. Barnwell.

2 May, 1894.

suppress it, _ .
228. But is not that what it means;—you say it would be your duty, if there was any foundation for the 
report ? If there was any foundation in the report.
229. Is it your duty to jucige whether or not there is any foundation, or should you send it on to your 
superior officer ? It is my duty to judge whether there is any foundation in the report, knowing person
ally the circumstances of thc case,
230. Prior to forwarding it on ? Tes; that is to say, as to whether it refers to military matters or not. 
Anything connected with a private matter, of course, I should not have authority to forward on to a 
military officer.
231. Would you consider a report of that character a private matter ? I should. _
232. 'When one officer charges another with purchasing wood and coal, and charging the same to tho
Department for cooking purposes, you do not think it necessary that such a matter should be investi
gated by your superior officers ? I said before 1 did not remember ever having seen the report. _
233. I am asking you whether you would consider it a private matter, or a military matter, to be investi
gated by your superior oflicer? If such a charge were brought by one member of the staff against another, 
it would bo my duty then to forward it. _ _ *
234. Chairman.] You say that there was no animus on your part against Sergeant JifEkins, and that you
had no personal feeling against him ? To personal feeling whatever. ^
235. Is there any reason why it came about that you were so frequently charging him with offences of some
kind? Because Sergeant JifEkins would not do his duty in a proper manner without insulting me, and making 
all sorts of difficulties. Instead of assisting mo in my duty, he put all sorts of difficulties in my way.
23G. Do you remember the quarrel between Sergeant Jiffkins and Quartermaster-sergeant Moyens, at 
West Maitland ? Tes.
237. According to the Jinding of the Court, Moyens was the chief offender—he threatened to knock 
Jiffkins’ teeth down his throat ? Tes ; he was the chief offender on that occasion.
238. And you were reprimanded also, it being stated that you could have prevented a good deal of the
trouble if you had been a little more firm ? I was not reprimanded for that. _
239. Is it not a fact that, as the outcome of that trial the three of you were transferred from West Mait
land ? That is a fact borne out in the evidence.
240. And that the three of you were supposed to come down to Sydney at your owu expense ? Those
wore the orders issued. .
241. Is it not a fact that, in spite of that finding, you passed Moyens down in the ordinary way, at tho 
expense of the country ? It is not a fact, to my knowledge. I do not remember having done so. I had 
no authority to do that.
242. .And you do not know whether you did it or not ? I could not say at this time. I am of opinion I 
did not do it. It is five years since the occurrence of all these little details.
243. What did you moan by writing this letter of the 25th January, 1890, page 14, of the printed
papers :—

I havo the honour to rospectfuby request that tho General Olficor Commanding will be so kind aa to allow me to 
withdraw my letters of 20th and 21st instant, on tlie subject of “Charges against Staff-sergeant Jiffkins,” evidence at 
Court of Inquiry, &c.
.— ? I had committed a breach of military discipline. It was for that that I was reprimanded.
244. Although you have said that you did not quarrel with Sergeant JifEkins, does it not abundantly 
appear that something very much like quarrelling was constantly taking place between you ? In the 
military service a subordinate is not supposed to quarrel with a superior, when he is given au order.
245. After the recommendation was made that you should be separated, do you know who was responsible 
for the three of you being transferred to Sydney together? I presume the General Officer Commanding. 
He is in charge of the whole Military Porce, and I suppose he would he responsible.
249. Mr. Darnley.] Was Colonel lioberts at that time in command? To; [ tliink Major-General 
liichardson. Colonel lioberts only assumed command in the absence of Major-General liichardson.
247. Chairman.] In reference to thc occurrence at West Maitland, in which you admit that Moyens was 
tho aggressor, you presented a railway pass for Moyens to thc staff-sergeant for signature ? I do not 
think 1 did. I could not say for certain. Tho pass would have to be accounted for, and in that way it 
would be brought to the knowledge of thc military authorities, who would settle the question at once as 
tho correctness of the matter. Returns of railway passes are always rendered to tho authorities, and 
compared with the railway record, There would not be the slightest chance of my giving a railway pass 
and the fact not being found out.

330—C 248.
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Mr.W. Barnwell. 248‘ Darnleg.] In your letter of tlie 25th January, just referred to by the Chairman, you say that
' ,-----*___ .. J°™e greatly excited by the proceedings of Staff-sergeant Jiffkins in hunting up outside evidence for
2 May, 1894. ttl“ youFt °* 'uquny. JV hat had you to fear ? Having seen him about the town with private individuals, 

an laving been given information about the inquiry—that he was travelling all over tho district hunting 
Xe“e as t l0 Pnvare character of this deceased non-commissioned officer. 
irn ni1 Wer^ n0t; a^ra^ ®ergeant Jiffkins hunting up evidence against yourself? Not at all 
f, -’r!-7 aSa]nst Moyens ? T did not care to be dragged into the quarrel. I wanted to be kept out of 
the matter aa iar as the private part o£ the business was concerned,
251. Tou were evidently aware of something which would not be very creditable to all parties concerned, 
had it been brought forward ? It did not refer to me ; and Moyens’ private life, as far as it has no 

i” mnilary duties, docs not, or should not, trouble anyone iu the military service, 
a ii dK Iiot; double you what had you to fear? Being brought in to give evidence, and one thing 

and another. 1 wanted to have nothing to do with any private quarrel between Jiffkins and Moyens in 
regard to pm ate matters that 1 knew nothing about. My concern was for military duty only.
-m3. 1 understand that your concern was in military matters, and that is the reason l have asked the 
question why you were so greatly excited about these other matters ; because if it did not come within 
your duty to consider them, you should not have had any fear whatever ? On the Volunteer Permanent 
fttatt we have a dual capacity, as it were. We have a military capacity, and we are allowed to go to our 
homes and become private citizens. We have both interests to consider, and that renders it rather difficult 
sometimes.
254._ Chairman.1] It comes right back to this then, that Staff-sergeant Jiffkins was discharged from th 
service simply, according to your evidence, for making a false statement in regard to having copied from 
this official register ? INot necessarily. Sergeant Jiffkins was discharged for general behaviour since his 
coming on the btaff-durmg the whole time of his being on the Staff. Tou will notice that, in some of 
ii-e "F;1161'31 s letters J here aro so many papers that you do not know where to refer to.
2o5. Do you know what the third entry in Sergeant Jiffkin’s defaulter’s sheet, on page 2 of the printed 
papers Insolence to Warrant-officer Barnwell,” refers to? There should be some evidence concerning 
it in the papers. &
25(i. But surely if this matter has been so notorious and there lias been so much correspondence passing 
your recoUcctioii would not fail you in all these particulars ? Has ray recollection failed. Could vou 
keep all that is contained in these papers in your head for five years, and at the same time attend properly 
to your ordinary military duties? Is such a thing to he expected ?
257. Mr. dullerThe question is whether you remember yourself, not whether thc Chairman could
remember ? 1 ask is it possible ? ■
258. Chairman] And you do not remember anything about this charge against Sergeant Jiffkins of 
insolence to yourselt ? I do not remember after the lapse of time.
259. Mr. McCowt.] In a letter by you to the Adjutant-General dated the IstDccember, 1891, you say

I had previously received orders from Captain Bouverie to point out errors to instructors, and warn them lo initial all
Jiffkms being present, I transmitted the Adjutant’s orders in thc words, "In future. 

Sergeant Jifflins, all nllemliions in scoring-boots arc to he initialled." He replied, "I do do it.” Considerme tlie renly 
uuneceasarj', I took Sergeant Jifikins before the Adjutant. “ ^
Do you consider it a breach of duty to make that reply ? If you had evidence in vour hands of a tlnim 
not having been done and one of your subordinates said, “ 1 do doit,” meaning tlrnt he had never failed 
in doing it, would you consider that that was a proper way to answer ?
260. Your reply is that you had evidence before you that he had not ’initialled the book 9 Yes • or else
why is the book sent ont ? ’ ’
2G1. That was the reason you took him before the Adjutant ? That was the reason-the answer was not 
necessary.

’10tt™e ? Tiie answer was not true. He could not have done it if there was evidence 
til61*6 trizi>t it had. not dggh done.
b!uV?i+7”p”'^^0UBaidtl?atnlle,11 Sev1Fant-JifldnK tooktko Pieco of papor out of his pocket and 
handed it to Captam Bouverie, Captain Bouvene handed it hack again to him ; do you remember making
any remark thou about Sergeant Jiffkins. Did you make any direct reflection upon him in any way ? 1 
of a suporii oCld taVe be°n P°SS[ble f°r 1136 10 makc au-v remark to Sergeant Jiffkins in tlie presence

that 3)0 y°U kn°W Why C°l0Ilel Hokort6 tended the charge ? It would not be possible for me to know

265. Do you remember what Colonel lioberts said to Sergeant Jiffkins at the time he remanded him. Do 
you know if he was remanded to appear before Major-General Richardson? ] remember Colonel Roberts 
saying something about Jiflkms having written over his head to a superior authority.
266 But was not Sergeant Jiffkins remanded that the case might go before Major-General Richardson 
bm his cloeis'oti? He was remanded to superior authority. That meant Major-General Richardson

lb1eo°<;casJOI\,0f t]lc flmn-rel between Moyens and Jiffkins which you reported on the 
Cth and 10th January iSgo, was the first time that you had occasion to report Sergeant Jiffkins according 
to the defaulters sheet, which 1 suppose, is a correct record—that would be the first charge you brought 
against Sergeant Jiffkins ? Yes. D
208. That was subsequent to the charge being made by Jiffkins against Moyens in reference to the pur- 
ebase of wood and coal, &c. You also reported tlie “ insolence to Warrant-officer Barnwell.” on tbe 17th 
ApnJ, L suppose ? Yes, I must have done that. '
269. You also reported thc cavilling at orders on the 17th December ? Yes
270. And the neglect of duly on the 12th January, 1892 ? Yes.
271. So that you reported five charges between January, 1890, and February, 1892 ? Yes.
272 Mr. McCourt ] If you had been on friendly terms with Sergeant Jiffkins at the time when he said 

Ido do it, would you have considered it your duty to have brought him up? Perhaps if he had 
been a non-commissioned officer whom 1 could have trusted, I might have said. “Here is evide-ee that 
you did not do it. ' "
273. You would have done that instead of taking him before the Adjutant? Perhaps. I might have 
considered the circumstances anyhow. 1 b

274.
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274. But you could not trust Jifl'kins—is that if; ? At that time I could not trust him. _ 4 w. Barnwell.
275. Chairman.'] Sergeant Jiffkius in his letter to the Major-General, paragraph 8, page 4, of the printed ^ ^
papers, says 2 May, 1894.

Tlie awards of above Court of Inquiry wore, Warrant-oilicor ami late Quartermaster-sergeant Moyens and self to be 
transferred to Sydney from Maitland, at own expense (see General Order Ho. 2i>, paragraph 1, of 12th January, 1890), but, 
nevertheless, Warrant-officer Barnwell, on the J4th February, 1800, made out a railway order for iato Quartermastar- 
sergeant Moyens to travel to Sydney on duty ; and, further, prevented a report on the same being forwarded from me,
18th February, 1890, to Assistant Adjutant-General for the iutormatiou of the General Olticer Commanding.
Do you say you have no recollection of making out this railway order for Moyens ? I have no recollec
tion at the present time of having done so. If I had made out the pass it would have been certain to 
have came under the notice of thc military authorities through the railway pass return. Therefore, if I 
had had thc mind to give him a railway pass with the intention of his escaping the punishment and 
getting his passage free, there would have been no means of preventing the military authorities from 
finding it out. _ _ . ,
27(1. So you can say that you are almost certain you did not make it out? I have no recollection what
ever of the circumstance having come under my notice as regards the railway pass.
277. How do you account for this passage in the “ Minute Paper,” page— t '

0, 7, and 8.—Proceedings of Court of Inquiry attached, on which General Officer Commanding decided. A free 
pass should not have been issued.
Is not that evidence that the free pass had been issued to this man ? There is no evidence to show that 
the puss was issued. _ _ , , . .
278. But is it not assumed there that the pass was issued ? That lies with the military authorities. If
that pass was issued they could have deducted the cost of thc pass. There is really nothing in that 
matter at all. If the man made out a pass himself and came down on a railway pass, and the authorities 
would not allow it, they could easily stop his pay for that amount. There was nothing in that even if 
the pass was made out. ,
279. There is a good deal in it for this reason: Here are two men quarrelling, and according to the
decision of the Court one of them is the aggressor and chief offender; and you yourself have admitted 
that to be so. Although those two men, as well as yourself, who were blamed as well for not stopping 
the quarrel more quickly, were ordered to come down to Sydney at their own expense, according to the 
statement made by Sergeant Jiffkins, which you cannot deny, and which in this minute is presumed to be 
true, you made out a pass for tho man who had been tho chief offender ? I did not say that I made it 
out, and there is nothing to prove that I did. , _ _
280. Do you deny it ? I say I have no recollection. It is not necessary for me to deny a thing which 
did not happen—that I have no recollection of.
281. But what could this minute mean unless yon had made out the pass ? It does not follow that I made 
out the pass.
282. Could anyone else have made it out ? In any case the Commanding
have to sign it. . .
288. But whose duty would it have been to make out a pass? Anyone in tbe office requiring a pass 
makes one out by taking a blank form and filling in the stations, and the Commanding Officer has to^ 
initial it.
284. The records of the office would show whether or not a pass was issued ? I do not know.
285. Is it a fact that Sergeant Jiffkins himself made out the pass under your instructions ? I could not
say. If I have no recollection of the circumstance, how can 1 say any thing about it ? _
2SG. Do you desire to make any statement in addition to your evidence already given? I would like to 
point out some discrepancies in the printed papers. _
287. Mr. McCourt.] Do the facts to which you desire to refer already appear in the printed papers ? Yes.

Officer of the district would

THURSDAY, 3 MAY, 1894.
■Present:—

Mu. McCOUET, | Me. DARNLEY.
G.'D. CLAEK, Esq., in the Chair.

Charles Fyshe Roberts called in, sworn, and esamined :—
288. Chairman.] What position do you occupy in the Public Service? X am Military Secretary. Colonel
289. You knew Sergeant Jifl'kins ? J. have seen Sergeant Jiffkins several times. To the best of my C. F. Roberts* 
recollection the first time I saw him was some time in 1892.
290 You remember the circumstance of his dismissal from tlie service ? I do not know that he was ^ MaI> 
dismissed until some time after I recommended his dismissal. His dismissal was carried out by General 
Richardson.
291. Do you remember what charge led to his dismissal ? He was up before mo on a charge, and I 
cautioned him that it would be his last chance if he was brought up again. That arose from some dis
agreement, if I remember rightly. Afterwards he was brought up before me for making a false statement to 
Captain Bouverie, I tliink it was ; and while that charge was being investigated it transpired that he had 
been looking at some books that he was really not entitled to look at, or it was not his duty to look at.
292. He was charged with making a false statement. He was accused by Warrant-officer Barnwell with 
taking notes from an official register, and he denied having taken any notes from the book ? That was 
partly it; but I think the false statement bad reference to something else before that. I cannot remem
ber exactly, not bavins had the papers before me to refresh my memory. To the best of my recollection, 
he was brought up before me for making a false statement, and during the examination it turned ont that 
he had been 'found looking at one of these registers. That is distinctly against the rules. A man should 
not do that unless he is ordered to do it, and it is part of his duty. That was added as part of the crime.
298. But was not the false statement a denial of having copied anything from the hook ? I think it was 
something of that sort, as well as I remember. I know Captain Bouverie brought him up for making a 
false statement to him.

294.
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C. P.°KobertB ^r°u^a,Te 110 knowledge personally of his having copied frotn this book ? No ; it took place in quite
' another office. It took place in Phillip-street, and he was brought up before me at Dawes’ Battery. He 

3 MaTl894. brought up before me because X was Acting Commandant.
295. The statement was made by Warrant-officer Barnwell ? Warrant-officer Barnwell was one of tbo 

. witnesses, and there was somebody else. I remember Captain Bouverie aud Warrant-officer Barnwell,
and, I think, another witness was G-arrison Sergeant-major Tideswell.
296. Was the official register in use at the time ? I suppose it would he at that time. It might have 
been, but I do not know. The reserves offices were down in Phillip-street, quite distinct from the head
quarters office, aud any work they bad would be done in their own offices under Captain Bouverie.
297. Do you know if the register was of a private and confidential character ? 1 would not say that it 
was private and confidential, but it was a Service register, not supposed to be looked into unless by order, 
ior instance, if you wanted to look up anything, you might give direct instructions to a sergeant or sonie- 
body generally a confidential clerk—to look up in the register so-and-so, or so-and-so.

• 298. Do you know where tbe register was at tbo time? From what I remember from tbe evidence, it
was in a sort of an out-office they had, or a part of their offices—a place that was being used as an office 
I think, or a lavatory. ’
299 Was the book lying open in the lavatory? I think tbe lavatory at that time was being used as part 

* of the office; at least to the best of my recollection tbe evidence before me proved that.
300. But you are not sure about that ? No, I cannotbe certain ; but to tbe best of my recollection one 
of the sergeants said be had been himself using the book in that place,' aud had left itopen at tho middle or 
beginning and when he came back it was open at a totally distinct and different place.
301. Had JifEkins any right to go into that room ? He might have bad for all I know. I do not know 
exactly what his duties were.
302 Did you see the paper upon which he had written what was supposed to have been copied from tho 
book ? There was a small piece of paper produced at the inquiry which was said to be tho piece. I 
cannot remember whether it was the particular piece of paper itself with the writing on, or a correspond- 
lug piece of tbe envelope—one of the two. What I do remember is this, that there was a date on this 
piece ot paper, or so it was stated in tlie evidence, some five or six vears back. I think it was eighty 
something. ' ° ■'
303. Mr. McCourt] Is this anything like tbe paper [Paper handed to witness] ? No.
304. Chairman] Is that a return that Sergeant J ifikins received instructions to make out in the very room 
where this book was lying ? J cannot toll you that, because I had nothing to do with the reserves. The 
only way that 1 remember anything about this matter is that Jiffkius being a staff-sergeant bis case bad 
to be referred to the Commandant, and as'the Commandant was on leave, and I was acting for him, dstrkins 
was brought up before me, as any other staff-sergeant would have been for having committed a crime of 
some sort. This paper I know nothing about.
305. k oil could not tell whether, in making out this refurn, Jiffkins might possibly Lave bad to refer io 
this particular register ? He might or he might not, that is a thing 1 could not say anything about. This 
paper does not look a bit like an’ofiicial document. The person who might give tbe best evidence in regard 
to this paper would be either W arrant-officer Barnwell or Sergeant-major Tideswell, who would understand 
more about these things than I do, because this is purely Bille Boserve Company busiuess. X may say 
that I^gave no instructions in reference to this return.
306. Sergeant Jiffkins was charged with this offence of making a false statementand brought before the 
proper authorities ? Yes. F irst of all he was brought before Captain Bouverie, as would naturally be tbe 
case, and Captain Bouvene brought the case on to the headquarters’ office,
30/. When be was brought before tbo proper officers was Sergeant Jiffkius permitted to make his 
defence. He was allowed to say all he could before me; but it was not very much that he could say iu 
his defence, ‘ J
398. Mr. McCourt] You called upon him? Yes; be could say as much as he desired. In fact he 
talked so much that we were obliged to put an end to it. ’
309. Chairman] He was allowed to cross-question bis accusers? Xle was allowed to ask them anv 
questions. I can remember one question distinctly. He asked, “ Can you produce the piece of paper that 
1 wrote upon”? 1 remember that distinctly. Some three-cornered bit of paper was brought out which 
I think one of them said they bad taken out of his pocket.
310. Mr. McCourt] He had ample opportunity of clearing himself—you ai;o distinct upon that? As far 
as l am concerned, J lot liim ask allthe questions I thought were necessary. When 1 had made up my 
mmd about the case, there was uo further necessity to go on.

• 311. Chairman]' All your knowledge of this particular ease was based upon a statement by Captain
_ Bouverie? I think there were three witnesses against him. J 1

312. Mr. Darnley] Was not Quartermaster-sergeant Molloy one of tbe witnesses ? Yes. I remember 
now it was Quartermaster-sergeant Molloy.
313. Chairman] Captain Bouvcne’s knowledge must have been based upon tho statement ofWarrant-
Tvm6'1- ■”al'mve^’ T'^'0 has himself admitted that bo was tbe only person present in tbe room at the time 
Jiffkms was said to have been copying from the register ? To the best of my recollection Captain Bouverie 
said he went into this charge, and Sergeant JifEkins denied ever having done anything of the sort and 
eventually, before Captain Bouverie, they took tlie piece of paper out of his pocket. ’
314-15. Do you know why the charge was altered from one of making a false statement to tbe charge of 
tampering with official documents? 1 altered that myself* because the latter was, iu fact, an additional 
misdemeanour When Jiffkms was brought before me, it was proved that he had no business there. 
Barnwell and Molloy said they knew be bad no business there. I think it was Mollov who was taking 
the extract from tbe book, so that be would be tbe only person who ought to have bad charge of it at that 
time, °
316. Is it possible that the register that Jiffkins vas supposed to have copied from was not tbo book that 
it was represented to you to bo? That T could not say. They told'me most distinctly it was tbe book 
that Jiftkms had mo right to, lu fact, as far as 1 remember, Molloy said, “ I was'ushm that book 
during the day, and bad left it open at a certain place, and when 1 went back I found thc book turned up 
in another place ’; and one of them saw Jiffkins taking notes, thereupon, 1 tliink they went on to sav 
be hurriedly shut up the book. " ’
317 Are you aware of any personal animus between Barnwell and Jiffkins ? According to the evidence 
produced before me they had several disagreements. To the best of my recollection Jiffkins said he could 
not servo or could not work under Barnwell. ^ ot q
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318. After the trouble at West Maitland the tliree men were transferred to Sydney. The Major-General Colonel 
recommended that they should be separated, and wrote this minute ^ ^ ®obert3'

Seeing tlie long-continued friction between W.-O. Uarmvcll and tins N.C 0., it would perhaps be well to transfer him, 3/M(iy"'i894, 
and time give liim a linul chance of re-cstablisbing bimBelf.—J.S.R., M.-G-., 28/1/92. ’ ’
They were all three sent to Sydney and kept together in the same office, l/o you know who was responsible 
for keeping them together after it had become apparent to the superior officers in the service that they 
could not get on together ? I should say either the Reserves Staff or the Headquarters Staff. 1 should 
think the Ad jutant-General would be the only person who could direct that they should be separated.
319. 1 suppose, in your judgment, Captain Bouverie was a thoroughly reliable man ? Oh, yes, I think so, 
from all 1 have known of him—and I have known him a good many years.
320. If you will look at the bottom of page 23 of the printed papers you will find that Captain Bouverie 
states in a memo., “ Whilst I was taking this down Mr. Barnwell called S.G.S. Jiffkins a mischief-making 
cur. He also called him a thing.’1 You would hardly think that was proper language for a superior - 
officer to address to one of his staff? 1 should certainly say not; it would be most improper language.
321. And it is hardly likely that very cordial relations should subsist between those two officers if that 
kind of thing were indulged in? This seems to have taken place some time after Sergeant Jiffkins was 
before me.
322. I suppose that if an officer in the position of Warrant-officer Barnwell had a personal animus against 
a man under him, he could not only make things very uncomfortable for that man, but he could frequently 
find opportunities of bringing complaints against-him? If he were a man of unworthy motives like that, 
of course he could. It would he easy enough to make a small crime into a big one if he could get sufficient 
evidence.
323. On page 12 of thc printed papers, Colonel Mackenzie says :—

Warrant-ofllccr Bfirnvrcll, of tlie Permanent Staff, ami attached to tho Northern Reserves, hag seen fit to interfere with 
instructions, evince undue animus* cavil at decisions, and finally ignore his Commanding Oflicer.
If that is the case, do you not think it is just possible that in these frequent charges against JifEkins, 
Barnwell may have been actuated more by personal feeling than from any desire to uphold proper 
discipline in the service ? I do not think it would be to the benefit of the service to retain a man of that 
disposition.
32-1. In a letter by you to the Principal Under Secretary, dated the 5th June, 1892, speaking of Sergeant 
Jiffkins, you say :—

Ou the 12th January, 1892, he was brought up for neglect of duty. The caac wag a serious one, connected with non
delivery and posting of letters, and for this he was reduced to a lower grade of pay-
Was it tho duty of Sergeant Jiffkins to attend to the delivery of letters, and so on, neglect in respect of 
which is here complained of ? In that case, I remember the evidence proved to me that he had been 
distinctly told to deliver certain letters that day.
325. And he had failed to do so ? Yes ; he w.os told to deliver the letters by a certain hour, or by a 
certain day ? I know there was a failure to perform the duty, aud he went away. He was absent for a 
considerable time. Instead of delivering the letters he failed to do so.
328. Had you any evidence of the incompetence of Sergeant Jiffkins during the time he was in the 
service? No ; I was only acting as Commandant from the 1st of January to the end of February, while 
General Richardson was away. In fact, the first time I saw Jiffkins was on the occasion of the inquiry of 
the 12th January, 1S92.
327. You are aware that he bad a long military experience in the Imperial service ? I was not aware of 
that at the time. 1 knew he had been placed in the position, and.having been placed there by the General 
I supposed he ought to be a fit person. With regard to this charge, 1 say iu my letter, to which refer
ence has just been made, that Captain Bouverie had given him notice that if he continued to go on in the 
way he was going on, it might he necessary to recommend his dismissal. It was because he had been 
cautioned so recently that 1 cautioned him that tho next time he came before me after January it must 
be bis last chance.
328. Were you annoyed at Jiffkins at the time when the case came before you, in consequence of his
having written direct to the Major-General ? 1 was not annoyed. J pointed out to him that he had
written a letter to thc officer commanding the garrison, and at the same time he had written a similar 
letter to the General, who was on leave, which was not a correct thing to do.
329. Had he not permission to write direct to the General ? That I know nothing about. He afterwards 
told me had. but that would makc no difference lo me. JifTkins, with his long knowledge of the service, 
ought to have known that the proper way to forward any grievance was through the proper authorities. 
As far as 1 can recollect, his letter to the Major-General did not go through the Adjutant-General.
330. At the inquiry at which you presided—the last inquiry—was not Jiffkins given to understand that 
no final decision would be come to until the General returned ? Ho, distinctly not. I have a most 
distinct recollection of saying that I would report tho matter to a higher authority. For the time being, 
1 was the highest authority, and it could only go to one other authority, and that was the Chief Secretary, 
and, as well as I remember, on the very day that Jiffkins was before mo, I wrote the letter to the Chief 
Secretary.
331. Mr, McCourt.'] Do you know whether Sergeant Jiffkins was, generally, a good officer? I had not 
sufficient knowledge of him to say. The whole of my knowledge of Jiffkins was from the middle of 
January to the end of February.
332. In one of his letters, on page 27 of the printed papers, Sergeant Jiffkins says :—

On 2nd April, 1892, Sergeant Jiffkins was informed unofficially that the charge upon which he had last been dealt 
with (paragraph 6) had been added to by charges of “ taking notes from a register, ana “ furnishing information outside 
to someone.”

Sergeant Jiffkins has never been officially informed that any such charges were against him, and if they exist he has 
never been given an opportunity of replying thereto.
Is that true, or is not true? It is it not true. The charge itself disproves the statement. The charge is 
entered in these words, <! making a false statement and taking notes from an official register.”
333. Then it is not true that he had not au opportunity of defending himself? I do not know whether 
he had before the General afterwards.

334.
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G. ^Koberts y°1 ^ He had every opiiortunity of clearing liimself from the charge of taking notes
^ _. , •from the official register. I added that charge after I had heard the evidence of Captain Bouverie—thatj 

3 May, 1894 Edition to making a false statement, he had done this.
335. Jn recommending his dismissal did you take into consideration the previous charges against him ? 
Certainly; as far as 1 was concerned. 'W’ithin three months there had been three cases against him, as 
far as ] knew.
330. If the last charge against him of 22nd February had stood alone, would you have considered it so 
serious that you would have recommended his dismissal ? Well. no. 1 might possibly have said, “ 1 really 
cannot stand this ; you can hare another chance; the next time you will be dismissed.”
337. Woxddyou have taken the extreme course of recommending his dismissal if that charge had stood 
alone against the man ? I most likely would have reported it. ! might not have recommended dismissal, 
hut I would have requested that some special notice might he taken of the matter.
•338. But you would not have gone so far, if that charge had stood alone, as to dismiss the man for it P 
Ho.
339. Therefore, you considered the previous charges for which he had suffered ? I considered that his 
previous conduct had been so bad, and there having been three distinct charges against him three months 
running, namely, December, January, and Februarv, I thought it was of no use having a man of that sort 
in tho Service.
340. Did it occur to you that these officers—Moyens, Barnwell, and Jiffkins—having been quarrelling 
and fighting for a long while, one was as bad as another ? That could not occur to me. All I knew from 
Jiffkins was that lie could not serve with one of these men. All this previous knowledge in reference to 
his quarrelling came out through the rest of the staff, I knew nothing of my own personal knowledge, 
except what I heard from these people. As to his fighting aud quarrelling with Barnwell, and these 
other things, they occurred previously.
341. Have you looked through these printed papers ? I have only glanced over them now. I remember 
seeing them when they first came out.
342. Did you look over them then ? I did.
343. In view of what you have seen in the papers, do you not think Barnwell, Molloy, and the others 
were all to blame to a certain extent, having been fighting one with the other ? I do not know so much 
about Molloy, but perhaps 1 have no right to make this remark—I do not tbink Barnwell has done his 
work as ho should have done it.
344. Having had a quarrel with Jiffkins, and Jiffkins being a quarrelsome man, do you not think that 
perhaps Barnwell was a little more strict towards him than he might have been ? That might have been 
the case. If you find a man always giving you trouble, yon naturally keep your eyes specially upon him. 
If you do not I do not consider that yon arc doing yonr duty. "
345. One of the charges brought against Jiffkins was something to this effect—that Barnwell gave him 
instructions that when there was an alteration made in tho book he should initial it, and Jiffkins in reply 
said, I do do it ; on that Barnwell immediately had him arrested and brought up on a charge of 
cavilling at orders ;—if these men had been working harmoniously together, do you think a charge would 
have been laid on such a slight statement as that ? It depends upon the tone in which the remark was 
made. Tou can say a thing nicely, and you can say a thing insolently if (yon like.
34(5. When Jiffkins was brought up on a charge of taking notes from the register the only defence he 
could possibly offer would be a simple denial;—h'e had no witnesses, and it was simply his word against 
that of Barnwell’s ? Tes ; and there was the fact that they did find something in his pocket—some 
extract or some paper. ■
347. To the best of your recollection, was there anything on the piece of paper that was taken from the 
book ? That was a matter which could have only been decided hy reference to the book which was kept 
in Phillip-street, and the charge was investigated at Dawes’ Battery, The date on the piece of paper may 
or may not have been in the book.
348. But was not the piece of paper taken as corroborative evidence of his guilt? Certainly; they 
declared that that was the piece of paper upon which he had 1aken the notes, and that it was found in his 
hand. When we investigated the rase it was very clear to me, from the evidence produced, that some 
extract had been taken from the book, or at any rate that the book had been searched by an unauthorised 
person.
349. W ere the records in the book of a private nature ? All military matters are more or less confidential, 
and, as I said before, only an authorised person should go and take extracts.
350. Do you produce the butt of a railway pass-book in which there is an entry dated 14th February, 
1890, of what purports to be a second-class railway pass from West Maitland to Sydney, granted to Staff- 
Sergeant J. Moyens on duty ? Tes. There is a blank for the signatureof the Lieut.-Colonel Commanding 
the Deserves, and across the butt is written the word “ cancelled ” with the initials “ A.W.,” which are 
probably tbe initials of Colonel Wilkinson.
351. Do you know the handwriting in the butt ? Ho.
352. Mr. McCourt.'] Do you remember the nature of any of tho questions put by Jiffkins to Captain 
Bouverie when you held the inquiry ? I think Jiffkins proved that Captain Bouverie bad not seen him 
taking notes from the book. ] think he asked the question “ Did you see mo do it ? ”
353. In the printed papers there, is a report of the proceedings of a Court of Inquiry concerning a charge
against Warrant-officer Barnwell, and the evidence is given exactly as it was taken’by the Courtintho 
case against Jiffkins, was not the evidence taken down in (he same way? Ho; the two inquiries were 
very different. In the ease referred In, the Court of Inquiry sat for the purpose of taking evidence to be 
forwarded to the Commandant to enable him to arrive at a decision. Where a case occurs in Sydney, if 
it is sufficiently serious to be brought before the Commandant, he hears the case personally. ’
354. Is the evidence then taken down ? Ho ; the eiamination is viva voce. It is very much like Police 
Court evidence.
355. At thc inquiry did Jiffkins produce any return which he said he had been ordered by Barnwell to 
makc out? Not to the best of my recollection.
353. He may have done so without your recollecting it ? I do not think he did, because be never gave any 
reasons why he should have been at the register J

357.
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357. You did not feel any pique or offence at Jiffkins writing to General llicliardson wlien ho was on 
leave ? It was immaterial to me what he did, except that he was doing wrong.
358. One of the main points in Sergeant Jiffkins’ case was that he had not a chance to clear himself—that 
he was dismissed on a charge of which he had no knowledge until after he received notice of dismissal;— 
are you clear upon the point that he had ample opportunity of clearing himself if he wished H . When I 
altered the charge I read it to him. The whole thing was gone into, lie said all he could say for himself 
with regard to taking notes, and the other witnesses proved as much as they could against him. It was 
clear, to my mind, that he had been at the hook which he really had no right to.
359. And he had ample opportunity of proving otherwise if he could ? Tes. I think Jiffkins’ complaint 
is, that when he was finally told that he was to be discharged, he had not the opportunity of explaining 
himself. That is thc impression iu my mind—that when he was sent for in April and told that he was to 
he dismissed, he had no opportunity of saying anything in defence.
360. When you decided the case, dsd you inform Jiffkins what your decision was? I could not. I said, 
“ This case will be referred to a higher authority.”
301. You did not intimate to him the nature of your decision ? He should have known, from his having 
been up before me previously, when I told him it would be his last chance, what the decision must be. 
In fact, to the best of my recollection, J did tell him he would be discharged; but it is uow two years 
ago, and I cannot speak positively. ’

Colonel 
C. F. Koberts.

3 May, 1894.

Mr. William Jiffkins recalled, and further examined:—
362. Chairman.] Is the butt of the railway pass produced the record of the railway pass stated in your Mr.
evidence as having been made out by Warrant-officer Haruwcll in favour of Quartermaster-sergeant W. .11 (Ikins,
Moyens ? Yes. ,---- ---—.
363. Is it in Barnwell’s handwriting ? It is. 3 May, 1894.
361. Thc word*’ cancelled” is written across it;—do you know if it was cancelled without being used, or
if it was used on the understanding that Moyens rvould have to repay the amount ? There was no under
standing about Moyens having to pay it afterwards.
360. Are you sure Moyens used it to come io Sydney? 1 could not say that, I will swear that the
pass was taken out between the hour of 4 o’clock that afternoon and 10 o’clock next morning. Moyens
travelled to Sydney that night. '
366. Mr. McCourii] Tho first charge against yon in these papers is one of general laxity aud want of neal, 
reported hy Major MacDonald, Cavalry Brigade P I never knew of thc charge until I saw it in print in 
these papers. 1 was brought up for something, but what it was I do not know.
367. Were you not informed of it? “ Laxity and want of zeal,” I never hoard expressed until I saw 
it in writing.
368. Tho entry in the defaulters’ sheet says, “Return to duty with Infantry Reserve” ? Yes.
369. What did you say m answer to the charge P When I was brought up the charge was for irregulari
ties, or, as I understood, some deficiency in spelling; something in connection with the horse equipment.
At that time I was Acting Quartermaster-sergeant in the Cavalry Brigade, Phillip-street.
370. It was something in regard to your writing or spelling ? Yes. They afterwards altered the charge, 
but I was never questioned about it, and never saw it, until I read itm this paper as laxity and want of zeal.
371. Mr. DarnleyT] What happened was that you were taken Lom the Cavalry to the Infantry Reserve?
Yefl- . . "
372. Mr. McCourl.] You aro a drill-instructor, are you not ? Yes.
373. In regard to the performance of your actual duty as drill-instructor, has there ever been any charge 
brought against you by any of the officers ofthe Department ? You will see something in the papers in 
reference to a charge of disrespect, rudeness, and offensiveness, at Invercll.
374. Generally speaking, so far as your actual duty of drill-instructor was concerned, your service was
good aud was not objected to by any officer in tbe Department ? It was never objected to before nor 
since. There was only one paltry case at Bombala, in reference to which they have a letter in the office 
complaining that 1 would not allow certain men to shoot and fire away just as they thought fit—a letter 
from a solicitor named Loveridge, and a Mr, Dawson, of Bombala. That is the only complaint against me 
as a drill sergeant. .
375. Hone of the officers who have inspected your work ever complained ? I got the highest praise.
376. For doing your actual duty ? Yes.
377. Do you attribute your dismissal from thc Service practically to trivial quarrels that arose between 
you and other officers connected with you ? Practically through Barnwell.
378. But owingto little petty disagreements ? Yes ; that should not be on paper at all.
370. If you had been separated from Barnwell when you were ordered to be separated, do you think you 
would have continued to do your duty to the satisfaction of ypur superior ofiicers ? I do. Perhaps I may 
be allowed to explain in reference to au entry in the defaulters’ sheet, of “ Insolence to Warrant-officer 
Barnwell.” That occurred iu this way : In tbe room in which we were working my table was close to the 
edge of the door when it was open, and I sat writing at tho end of the table. Barnwell sat up in a 
corner, as it were. The table he had was crossways, with another man at tho other end. Uaptain Nathan 
came to the door, where he could almost touch my elbow, and turned round and said, “ Have you seen 
the messenger lately ?” He being close to me, 1 said, “ He was here half a second ago, sir.” Barnwell 
in the same breath said, “ He was here half a minute ago.” ] think I said half a second and Barnwell said 
half a minute ; but it may have been the other way. At any rate, Captain Nathan was satisfied with the 
reply and went away. Immediately he had gone, Barnwell jumped up and said, “ I do not see, Sergeant,
Jiffkins, what business you have to make a reply when an officer comes in and asks a quesuon.” 1 said,
“ "Well, I thought really that you were not prepared—that you did not know where the messenger had 
gone.” He said, “ Consider yourself a prisoner ; I will not stand any more of your insolence.” That is 
every word that was said, and I lost 6d. a day through that—that was iu April—from the time I was dis
missed, besides having to sit in the wash-house through Barnwell’s orders—in this lavatory.
380. Mr. McCourt.] Did you ever give any information that you ought not to have given to any news
paper or newspaper reporter ? Never, knowing as I did the serious consequences of it in the Service.
381. IVliat is your age? Fifty-seven,

WEDNESDAY,
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MINUTES OP EVIDENCE ON TIIE CASE OF STAFF-SERGEANT V. JIFFKINS.

WEDNESDAY, 9 MAT, 1894'. 

ftasuni:—
Mr. DAENLEY, | Mr. Me COURT.

G. T). CLARK, Esq., in the Chaih.
. Charles Fyshe Roberts recalled aud further esamined:—
C. E^KoLfTta Tn reference to that pass, dated 14th February, 1890, on which Sergeant Moyens was

^_____ ^ supposed to Iiave come from IVest Maitland to Sydney, do you recognise the handwriting? From a
9 May 1891 comPar>son made between tbe writing on the pass and a return made out by Staff-sergeant Barnwell, I

’ ' am convinced that the handwriting is that of Barnwell. *

Sydncj : Charles Potter, Government Printer—1894
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PROTECTION OF THE ABORIGINES.
(REPORT OF BOARD FOR, 1893.)

Jprcscnteib iff ^Parliament bjj Cuommanii.

Tlie Aborigines Protection Board to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir, Offico of the Board for tho Protection of the Aborigines, Sydney, 1 March, 1891.

In accordance with the usual practice, we have the honor to furnish, for the Chief Secretary s 
information, a report of the operations of the Board during the year 1893, together with particulars 
regarding the present condition of the Aborigines of the Colony, and a statement in detail of the expen
diture of the funds voted hy Parliament for their relief.

The census returns of thc Aboriginal population of the Colony [Appendix A], compiled from infor
mation collected by thc police on the 15th October last, show that during the twelve months ended that 
date there was a decrease of 230 in the number of full-bloods, and an increase of 130 half-castes, or a net 
decrease of 91 Tim total now stands as 7,255, as against 7,349 in 1S92.

In the case of tho full-bloods, the reported deaths exceeded the reported births by 43, the numbers 
being 150 and 107 respectively. The number of deaths, however, was 57 less than the average for tho 
five previous years, indicating the probable result of increased care and comfort administered to the race. 
The deficiency unaccounted for is probably due to the difficulty of taking a correct census, owing to the 
migratory habits of the Aborigines in the remote districts, aud by tbe Border tribes crossing into the other 
Colonies. The Aborigines on tlie Paroo and other rivers are continually moving between stations in this 
Colony and others in Southern Queensland. A number have also returned to tbe Coranderrk Mission 
Siation, Victoria, which place they were induced to leave some years back to take up their residence at 
jVIaloga, in tbo Moama district.,

Tbe increase by births over deaths amongst tho half-castes was 74, the numbers being 130 and 02 
respectively, which figures aro about tbe general averages. .

A total sum of £15,253 14s. Id. was expended by thc Government during the year for the benefit 
of the Aborigines. [See Appendix C.] This includes au expenditure of £7,809 3s. Id. hy the Board on 
Aborigines generally, £820 Os. 8d. for the faros of Aborigines travelling on the Government Railway lines, 
and £2,189 11s. 3d. in liquidating claims incurred hy tho Aborigines Protection Association in connection 
with tlie Mission Stations at Cumcroogunga, AVarangesda, and Brewarrina ; £822 3s. 2d. hy tho Medical 
Advisor to tho Govormnont; £1,157 IGs. 9d. by tho Minister of Public Instruction ; £2,378 19s, 2d. by 
the Controller-General of Stores ; and £70 by the Principal Under Secretary.

For purposes of comparison, it may be remarked that in tbe neighbouring Colony of Victoria, where 
the total number of Aborigines is 732, the sum voted by Parliament on their behalf for the current year 
is £5,600, or £7 13s. per head, against an actual expenditure of £15,253 14s. Id., or £2 2s. per head, in 
New7 South Wales last year.

A statement in detail is given of the expenditure by the Board. [See Appendix Z).] On the last 
day of the year 1,614 Aborigines were being supported by tbe Board, Of this number 727 were children, 
aud of the remainder 2 wore over the estimated age of 90 years, 16 over 80, 72 over 70, 212 over 60,180 
over 50, and 405 between 20 and 40. Of tbe total, 453 were classed as too old and feeble to earn a living 
for themselves, 17 as blind, 54 sick or recently sick, and 46 crippled or of weak intellect. Forty-eight 

204__families
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families were being temporarily assisted whilst cultivating Government Bcserves, and 41 men and 194 
women were unable to procure employment. Of the children, some were orphans, others were tho 
children of destitute Aborigines, whilst a large uumher were reeeiviug rations as an inducement to attend 
school.

During the year ten additional reserves, aggregating an area of 791 acres, have been set apart for 
the use of Aborigines at Currowan, Parkes, Ingalba, Oban, Tcrembone, Glenorcby, Tingha, Booligal, 
Shark Islands, and Spencer Creek. Extensions of the reserves at Grafton, St. Clair, Cumeroogunga, and 
Blakency Creek have been granted, the increased area totalling G40 acres, and the Minister for Lands lias 
approved of the Aborigines being allowed to retain the use of Cabbage-tree Island, Bichmond River, 
which they themselves took possession of a few years back. The reserves at Brewarrina and Tathra have 
been reduced in area 600 aud 45 acres respectively, and those at Mongarlowe (9 acres) and Cargo (40 
acres) have been revoked.

On the 31st December last there were ninety-four reserves in different parts of the Colony, with 
a total area of 23,894 acres.

The following are extracts from district reports regarding the new reservations, allowing tho uses 
to which they are being put;—

Cwrrowan.—Area, 60 acres. A fair quantity of timber has been felled to feneo in the land, and 3 
acres have been enclosed for the cultivation of maize. The tools aud fanning implements supplied by 
the Board have proved very acceptable, and are being made good use of. The Aborigines are cultivating 
wattle, and also purpose growing maize, potatoes, &c. They have built themselves good, substantial 
dwellings, and it is probable they will soon bo independent of Government aid.

Parkes.—Area, 85 acres. A number of families intend residing on the resei-ve on Coohang Creek, 
and the use they purpose making of it is principally as a run for their horses.

Ingalha,—Area, 107 acres. This reserve is the general camping-ground for thc Aborigines of the 
Walcha district. As a rule there are from thirty to fifty residing upon it. They are improving it a good 
deal by clearing, ringbarking, fencing, and making vegetable-gardens. The laud is of good quality, 
situated m a nice bend of the McDonald River, in which fish abound. They are all very well sheltered 
having good slab huts. ’

Oban.—Area, 200 acres. Thirty Aborigines in all camp on the reserve. The old and infirm arc 
comfortably housed in the three dwellings recently erected for them by the Board. The dwellings are 
kept clean and tidy. A little clearing has already been done around them, and small vegetable-gardens 
made.

fZbrcBjione.-—Area, 15. acres. Used merely as a camping-ground, Aborigines to tlie number of 
thirty'usually residing upon it. The able-bodied aro employed on neighbouring sheep-stations, and the 
old and infirm receive rations from tbe Board.

Glenorchy.—Area, 23 acres. The land is used as a camping-ground. The men aro generally 
employed on stations. Comfortable dwellings have been erected for the old and infirm, who are in receipt 
of rations from the Government. 1

Tingha. Area, 20 acres. This reserve is occupied by an old half-caste woman and some of her 
children. She has cattle of her own, keeps bees, &c., and with a little assistance from three of her 
daughters, who are out at service, is independent of Government aid.

Booligal.—Area, 250 acres. About twenty Aborigines who reside in the neighbourhood of 
Booligal intend making use of the reserve as a camping-ground, and to graze their horses upon. Tho 
land has a good frontage to the Lachlan River.

Shark Islands and Spcnecr Greek.—These reserves, with au area of 25 and 6 acres, respectively, 
are situated in the Madeay district. They arc both occupied and being prepared for the cultivation of 
maize.

St. OMfV.—This reserve, the area of which lias been increased from 58 to 82 acres, is now occupied 
by fourteen Aborigines (six men, four women, and four childreu), all full-blood. They have enclosed for1 
cultivation purposes about 20 acres, and good crops of maize, tobacco, vegetables, and fruit are expected. 
They are also the owners of horses, pigs, and poultry, and have erected comfortable dwellings for 
themselves.. The.leader is an excellent farmer, and his portion of the reserve can compare favourablv 
with his white neighbours’ places. "

Cabbage,-tree AAmA—This island, which contains an area of about 200 acres, is situated in the 
Richmond River, about 2 miles from Wardell. Seven men, with their wives and children, and two single 
men reside thereon. The land has been measured off into 10-aerc blocks, and one allotted to each family. 
The Aborigines have cleared 40 acres, one-balf of which have been planted with sugarcane, the remainder 
with maize, vegetables, Ac, They all work well, and are in a fair way of making comfortable homes for 
themselves. 'Their dwellings are now being made more weatherproof, a quantity of roofing-iron having 
been supplied .by tile Board. A suitable building 1ms been erected and furnished for tho education of tho 
Aboriginal children residing on the island. A teacher was appointed, and the school brought into opera
tion m October last. A.t tlie end of the year tho enrolment of the pupils was 24.

As instances of the improvement which has been effected by Aborigines on reserves which have 
been in use for some years past, the following extracts from a few district reports will be read with 
gratification:—

. L early the whole of the Pelican Island Reserve, Macleay River, is now under cultivation, 55 acres 
being under maize.” .

“ At Belmore River a fuH-blooded Aboriginal woman and her children have erected a neat weather
board cottage for themselves, and they keep it exceedingly clean. The reserve is all fenced and under 
cr°P' ' “There
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“ There is every indication of a prosperous season in thc Macleay district, and the police are 
making arrangements with the Aborigines to ship their produce to the Sydney market.” .

“ The Aborigines at Onlargambonc have enclosed the whole of their reserve with a six-wire fence, 
have 4 acres grabbed and cleared ready for the plough, and are now erecting a drop-fence around that 
portion.” ■_

“ The reserves in the Port Stephens district arc now again occupied by the Aborigines. Several 
comfortable huts have been erected by them, and a fair start has been made in the way of preparing the 
land for cultivation.”

The total number of children now receiving instruction is 640—607 at schools, and 33 privately.
Schools have been established during the year in connection with the Homo for Aborigines near 

Grafton, and at the Aboriginal settlements at Mulyan, near Cowra, and Cabbage-tree Island, near 
Wardell. Tbe school at Pelican Island, Macleay Hiver, was closed towards the end of the year, in con
sequence of the diminished attendance of pupils. A number of the children, however, have since been 
induced to attend the Public School in the neighbourhood.

There are now twelve schools in operation specially for the instruction of Aboriginal children, viz., 
at Barrington, Brewarrina, Brungle, Cabbage Tree 'Island, Cowra, Cumeroogunga, Forstor, Grafton, 
Hollands Plains, Walaga Lake, Warangesda, and "VVauchope. These schools aro inspected periodically by 
the district school inspectors, and satisfactory reports are received as to the progress made by tho pupils. 
The usual standard for Public Schools being scarcely applicable for schools for Aboriginal children, at 
the suggestion of the Board, thc subjects now taught are confined to reading, writing, dictation, and 
arithmetic.

The police succeeded in obtaining twenty convictions during the year against persons for supplying 
Aborigines with intoxicating liquor, heavy fines being inflicted by the Benches in the majority' of the 
oases.

A marked improvement is noticeable in the habits of the Aborigines, which is chiefly due to the 
efforts of the police to keep them from the towns away from temptation.

On tlie 11th August last a tribe of Aborigines was discovered in a wild state by some civilised 
half-castes in the south-western, corner of the Colony, at a place known as Scotia Blocks, or “ No Man’s 
Country,” about 100 miles in a northerly direction from Tareena, and in a space of country between 
Lake Victoria and Popiltah Stations. The tribe, consisting of 12 men, 8 women, and 10 children, are the 
progeny of an old man who, after committing a depredation some thirty years ago, escaped from Popiltah 
Bun with another Aboriginal's wife. The Board requested the police at Wentworth to see that the 
Aborigines were in no way molested, and have applied to the Minister for Lands to have an area at 
Travellers’ Lake, on which they are now camped, set apart as a reserve for their use. The site is isolated, 
and marsupials and game are plentiful in the locality.

Tlie Aborigines, and more especially those of the inland districts, still cling to their old traditions 
and superstitions. An unusually large number congregated in August last at a place known as the Mole, 
on Bulgregar Creek, about 85 miles from Warren, for the purpose of carrying out the rites known as 
“Bora.” or “ making of young men." Ninety-eight Aborigines in all assembled, some going from places 
as far distant as Cobar and Wilcannia. As the number included children, also aged men and women, by 
instructions from tbe Board, whore any cases of destitution existed they were relieved by the issue of 
weekly rations of food, while thc ceremonies were going on. The Barwon Liver tribes are now gathering 
at Goondoobluie, near Mogil Mogil, for the performance of similar rites.

There are now fifty Aborigines in residence at tlie “ Home,” near Grafton. Tlie health generally 
has been good during tho year. Measles and influenza wenc through thc settlement, but all the patients 
recovered, though several died of thc same complaints in camps in other parts of the Clarence district. 
The site has been extended by taking in 105 acres of the adjoining Temporary Common, bringing the total 
area up to 305 acres. During the year 15 additional acres of forest land have been cleared and burnt off, 
160 yards of permanent and a mile of temporary fencing erected, as also six huts and a number of other 
buildings, A bridge has also been constructed across the creek dividing the reserve, and the roadway 
improved. Moods in January and June covered thc cultivation area, destroying nearly seventeen acres of 
crops. During tho last few months of the year a fair quantity of potatoes, oaten hay, lucerne, sorghum, 
and buckwheat was raised. The total value of all improvements standing at thc Home, and of stock and 
other property, on thc 31st December, was estimated at £800. The expenditure during tho year, including 
wages to Aborigines, was £500, or £300 less than in 1802.

The number of Aborigines at the settlement at Brungle, Tiunut District, on the 31st .December 
was 90, of whom 43 were full-bloods. Nearly half of the reserve is now under cultivation, principally 
wheat. The men are beginning to appreciate thc advantage of having small portions of the reserve to 
cultivate for themselves, and additional blocks aro now being allotted. The general condition of the

Aborigines
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Aborigines has greatly improved, and their dwellings aro comfortable and cleanly kept. Twenty children 
attend tho school, and on inspection the classes obtained the requisite number of marks for a pass. This 
is all the more satisfactory when it is considered that a few years back not one of the children knew 
the alphabet. Sickness has been prevalent during the year, especially measles and pulmonary diseases. 
Deaths numbered six, and births five. ,

No change has yet been effected in the control of the Mission Stations at Cumeroogunga, 
Warangesda, and Brewarrina.

The donations to the Aborigines Protection Association reached a total of £32(5 Os. lid., or 
£157 19s. Id. more than in 1892. This, however, was chiefly the result of the appointment of a collector, 
who, with two Aborigines, visited several country districts during the first six months of the year, holding 
special meetings for the purpose of enlisting increased support from the public.

The cost of collecting the subscriptions (salary and commission to collector, travelling expenses, &c.) 
amounted to £119 2s. 4d., or 36 per centum of the total sum received. The net amount of subscriptions 
was, therefore, £206 18s. 7d.

The experiment of taking Aborigines about tho country for the purpose of enlisting sympathy in 
their behalf, to which the Board were strongly^opposed at the outset, was not accompanied by the success 
the Association anticipated, the expenses of collection being altogether out of proportion to the amount 
of subscriptions received, and the Aborigines were in consequence returned to the Mission Station at 
Warangesda.

The amount expended during the year on the three Mission Stations from the vote of Parliament 
was £2,189 11s, 3d., which, with a sum of £1,283 4s. 9d. expended by the Association from revenue 
received by them, makes a total of £3,472 16s. Claims for the last quarter of the year for payment by 
the Government, amounting in all to £436, were also outstanding on the 31st December.

In concluding their Jteport, the Board desire to acknowledge their appreciation of the liberality of 
Parliament but which may admit of even further extension; of the valuable assistance rendered them 
by tho several District Boards of Advice; and of the kindly feelings and sympathies exhibited by tho 
members of the Police Force generally in assisting the Board to ameliorate the condition of the race, the 
result, we venture to think, in the interests of the Aborigines, eminently satisfactory.

We have, Ac.,
' EDMUND FOSBEKY, Chairman. 

BICHAKD HILL, '
PHILIP GIDLEY KING,
S. BUEDEKIN,
A. M. HUTCHINSON,
W. H. SUTTOE,
THOS, COLLS,
E. H. D. WHITE,

Members
of

Board.
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APPENDICES.

APPENDIX A. 
Census Ketukns, 1893.
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APPENDIX A—continued.
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APPENDIX A.—continued.
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Torrowangiso .......................................... 5 "i 3 3 5 3 23 t.. 2 2 25
'J'runkcy ................................................... 1 1 1 i 3 5 6
Tuena ...................................................... 1 ... 1 i 1 2 3
Tumbarumba........................................... 2 2 2
Tumbnlgmn ........................................... i i 2 4 4.. 1 1 6
Uralla ...................................................... 1 2 i 1 5 2 2 2 2 15 23 28
Walbimdric ..........................*.............. i 1 2 2
W.ilclia .................................................. 10 7 i 10 2 29 59 e 4 4 3 23 40 99
Walgctt, Grawin, and Carinda ............. 17 11 4 20 0 i 11 73 9 4 10 2 48 73 146
Wanaaring and Yantabulla.................... 53 i4 4 36 0 1 11 125 2 4 6 131
Wardcll .................................................. 0 1 1 3 2 8 21 4 i 7 1 20 32 53
Warifilda.................................................. 3 1 1 2 7 2 1 2 1 13 19 26
Warren ................................................. 7 5 3 2 4 i 7 29 7 2 i 3 2 14 29 58
WcoWaa ............................................... 9 3 1 9 4 15 41 8 2 s 2 18 35 76
Wellington............................................... 3 4 1 3 11 2 6 6 2 13 29 40
Wcnis Greek........................................... 1 2 3 6 4 i 8 4 28 51 54
Wentworth............................................... 7 1 i 8 3 19 39 1 1 40
Wilcannia ............................................... 3 2 8 2 15 3 2 18
WilBon’a Downfall.................................... i 7 3 2 3 19 2 5 ' 26
Windsor .................................................. l 1 2 2 2 S 9 7 10 6 23 55 63
Wingham ........................................... 4 1 4 2 2 5 18 4 1 6 19 30 48
Wollar...................................................... 1 1 3 4 9 2 4 6 15
Wollongong ........................................... ... 1 i i 3 3
Woodburn ............................................... 2 '2 4 ... ... 4
Woodenbong ........................................... 7 4 0 5 4 4 12 41 3 3 i 4 11 52
Woolgoolgi............................................... 0 2 1 2 0 2 11 2 i 1 4 15
Yamba...................................................... 1 I 2 4 4
Yass.......................................................... 3 i i 5 12 7 22 6 77 124 129
Yetman ................................................... 2 4 1 2 i 3 13 2 ... 2 1 5 IS

858 589 243 642 357 149 1,144 3,982 549 180 23 531 167 12 1,811 3,273 7,255

APPENDIX B.

Census Retnens, 1892 and 1B93.

Comparison.

FutMiioods.

Grand
Total.Adults.

Children. Total,
Adults.

Children, Total.
Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. | Total.

By return, 1892 ....... 1,766 1,257 3,023 1,189 4,212 723 664 1,387 1,760 3,137 7,349

Do 1893 ...... 1,690 1,148 2,838 1,144 3,982 752 710 1,462 1,811 3,273 7,255

Decrease................. 76 109 185 45 230 94

ncreaso ................. ...... 29 46 74 61 136

Bieths and Deaths, 1893.

- Full-bloods. naif-castes.

. 107 . 136

Deaths reported ............................................... . 150 Deaths reported ............................................ . 62

Decrease by Deaths over Births ....... . 43 Increase by Births over Deaths ........ . 74
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APPENDIX C.
Expenbttub'E by tbe Government on behalf of the Aborigines, 1893.

Department Particulars, Amount ceqrcndcd.

Aborigines Protection Board......

Colonial Secretary .....................
Medical Adviser to the Government
G overnmeut Stores .....................
Public Instruction ..................

Rations, clothing, farming-implements, seed, erection 
of dwellings, boats and gear, fencing-wire, fishing nets 
and tackle, medical comforts, &c., &c. (Aborigines
generally).....................................................................

Expenses in connection with the Home for Aborigines, 
Grafton—Salary of Manager, wages of Aborigines,
seed, stock, rations, clothing ...................................

Office-rent .....................................................................
Salary of Secretary to Board .......................................
Conveyance of Aborigines on the railway Lines of the

Colony.......................................................................
Claims incurred by the Aborigines Protection Associa 

tion in connection with the Cumeroogunga, Waran- 
gesda, and Brewarrina Mission Stations—Salaries, 
rations, clothing, medicine, building-material, farm
ing-implements, stoclc, seed, freight, labour, &e., &c.

Burial expenses—Abotigines ......................................
Medical attendance and medicine...............................
Blankets, clothing, stationery, fro.................................
Repairs to buildings, erection of now buildings, school

books, fuel and cleaning, and salaries of teachers ...

' Total........................................... £

£ b. d.

7,211 17 fi

507 5 7 

Wo o 

826 0 8

2,189 11 3

s. d.

10,824 15 0

70 0 0 
822 3 2 

2,378 19 2

1,157 16 9

15,253 14 1

APPENDIX D.

ExpEKDiTbur: by the Board on Aborigines generally, 1893.

Locality.

Average monthly 
number recohing aid.

Period. Nature of aid.

Adults. Children.

Amount expended 
durine the year.

Albury .................... 1 3 1 mouth . .
Anglcdool ................. 13 9
BalTina ..................... 1
Balranald ................. 4 1 12months...
Baradine ................. 1 1 month ..
Barrington................. 6 IS 12 mouths...
Bellingen and Fern- 14 3 12 „ ..

mount.
Bonshaw..................... 1 5 12 ,, .
Boggabilla................. 7 8 i2- ;; ... Rations, clothing, fencing, and improvements to

dwellings.
Booligal .................... 5 1 12 ,, ..
Bowravillo................. 22 1 12 „ ...
Braidwood................. 1 12 ,, ..
Brceza......................... 3 8 12 ...
Brunglc ..................... 39 31 12 ;; .. Piations, medical comforts, timber, tools, roofing-

iron, seed, harness, forage, smithing a/c, sundries.
allowance to Superintendent, and wages of
Aborigines,

Brushgrove ............. 1 12 „ ..
Buugawalbyn .......... 1 12 ,, ...
Bunalbo..................... 3 12 " ... 71
Burner ..................... 1 12 „ ... "
Buahficlti ......... . 7 9 12 ,, ,.
Burragorang.............. 9 17 12 ,, ..
Cabbage-tree Island 5 4 12 i» ... Rations and seed ..................................................

and Broadwater.
Camira....................... 3 12 „ ...
Cobar......................... 0 12 „ .
Colane......................... 8 4 12 .. 1 *
Collarendabri .......... 1 1 12 ;; ... 1
Coolangatta and 7 30 12 . Rations and clothing .............................................

Greenwell Point.
Copmanhnrst .......... 2 12 „
Coraki......................... 1 12 „
Cowra......................... 4 17 12 ",
Cox's River .............. 7 1 12 ,,
Crudine Creek ......... 2 5 12 „
Cudgcn ..................... 1 12 „
Coonamble............ ... 2 3 >3
Dandaloo ................. 7
Delegate..................... 16 3 12 "
Denison Town .......... <> 4 12 "
Drake......................... 1 10
Dubbo ..................... S 0 12 “
Dungnlcar ................. 11 17 2 „
Dyraaba..................... 1 i2 r.
Eden ......................... 2 4 12 „

£ s. d.
0 17 0 

134 10 3
0 311 

43 10 11
1 6 9 

100 19 4
34 3 5

32 1 *) 
120 19 0

37 19 4 
59 12 5 

6 5 4 
30 17 5 

509 )2 0

5 14
6 2

25 12 C
11 2 
52 14 

105 3 
43

3
4 
4

7 3

20 3 9
8 4 1 

48 17 9
9 12 6 

107 6 10

10 8 9 
5 17 2 

99 11 10
50 14 
24 0 
6 0 

30 13 
13 5 

144 8 
41 14

73
15

7
S
5
7 

10
1
0
1
8

15
4
9 10 

8 13 0 
20 IS 8
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APPENDIX D—continued.

Locality,

Average monthly 
number reccivinsc aid.

Adults. Children,

4 G
11 5

12
r, S

l 0
4 G
o
7
s

1
11 8
3
2
G 7
3 c

2 1
1 1
2

1G 5
3 1
R 8
1
3
3

37 9

88 5G

7 9
1

24
15 12
8
4 1
1
G 2

14 5
4
5 7
5 2
1 2
1
3

15 3
2
9 7
9 9
1 1

13 2
12
30 3o

9 8

33 12
1
1
] 9

2G 22

1
o T
5

14 14
G

15 13
11 8
9
9 5
T 1
s 13

13 22
2
3 5
1

r>7 26
G 4
3
O 4
9 1 ......

Period. Katuro of aid.
^Amount expended 
| during Hie year.

Eugowra.....
Forbes.........
Forster .....
fremngong , 
Gilgunnia 
Glen limes., 
Glcnorchy .. 
Glen Ugic ,. 
Gooclooga ..
Goonal .....
Grafton .....

G rosforcl..........
Gulargainbone
Gunnedtth ......
Harwood ......
Ingalba ..........
Jervis Bay.....

Kajuligah ..........
Kangaroo Valley
Kyoglo ..............
Kunopia.............
Kcewong ..........
La Perouse..........
Lawrence ..........
Lionsville ..........
Lismore..............

bucca Heads. 
Macleay River .........

Marfield...................
Millcra ....................
Milparinka................
Mogil Mogil ...........
Moonngee ................
Moolah .....................
Moolpa .....................
Moree.......................
Mungindi .................
Murwillumbali...... !.
Karrabri....................
Narrandera ............
Nelligen....................
Nymboida................
Nyngan ....................
Oban .......................
Palmer’s Island......
Parkes ....................
Peak Hill ................
Penrith ...................
Piliiga.......................
Poolamacca ............
Port Macquarie, Wau 

chopc, and Itollaud'i 
Plains.

Port Stephens .........

Qoambnnc............
Queanbcyan .........
Raymond Terrace..
Rylstono................
Singleton ............

Stuart Town ..
Swansea..........
Tabu lam..........
Taroo .............
Tatalla ........
Terembone......
Terry-hie-hie...
Tooloom..........
Tonloon .........
Tumbulgum ..
Turlingalt ......
UHadulla .....
Uuumgar —
Uralla.............
tYalcba .........
IVallaga Lako
AVarren .........
Wanaaring.....
Wee Waa .....
Weilmoringlc

12 months.. 
12 „ ..
12 „ .,
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ ■■
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ ..

12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ ..

12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „
12 „ ..
12 „
12 „ ..
12 „ .
12 „ ..
12 „ ..
12 „ .

12 „ ..

12 „ ..
12 „ ..

12 months.. 
12 ,, ..
12 „ ■

(I „ .
12 „ ..
12 „ .
12 „ ..
12 ,, .
12 „ .
12 „ .
9 „ ■12 „ .

12 „ .
G „ ■

12 „ .
12 „ .
9 „ •

12 „ -
3 „ •

12 „ .

12 „ ..

12 „ .
12 ,, ,. 

] week .. 
12 months. 
12 „ ..

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

!>
12
9

12
12
4

12
12
12
12
12
12

Rations

Rations, clothing, paint for lioat ... 
Rations, clothing, and roofing iron 
Rations ...........................................

Rations, erection of lint 
Rations ........................

Expenses in connection with “ Homo for Abori
gines,1’

Rations
Rations, fencing material, tools, ike.
Rations and clothing .......................
Rations ..............................................

Rations, repairs to boat, new boat-gear, and fishing 
tackle.

Rations .................................................................

Rations and clothing .................................
Rations, medical comforts, repairs to boat. 
Rations .......................................................

Rations, clothing, and medical comforts..............

Rations, clothing, medical comforts, and fencing 
material.

Rations and clothing ...........................................
Rations .................................................................
Clothing....................... .........................................
Rations .................................................................

Rations and clothing
Rations ....................
Rations and clothing

Rations ....................
Rations and clothing
Rations ....................
Rations and seed .....
Rations ....................

Rations and erection of huts .................................
Rations ....................................................................
Rations and tools.....................................................
Rations ...................................................................
Rations and clothing .............................................
Rations ....................................................................
Rations and clothing ..............................................
Rations, clothing, boat, building material, fishing 

net, and seed.

Rations, clothing, boat, fishing tackle, tools, and 
seed.

Rations ........................................................... .
Rations and clothing ..........................................
Rations ................................................................

Rations, clothing, building material, medical com
forts, tents, fishing tackle, cooking utensils, 
gunpowder, shot, &c.

Rations ................................................................
Rations, clothing, and erection of huts ............
Rations ................................................................
Rations and medical comforts ..........................
Rations ................................................................

Rations, seed, paint for boat...........................
Rations, repairs to boats, and new boat-gear., 
Rations ............................................................

Rations, allowance to Superintendent. 
Rations ................................................

£ B. d.
34 S 1
G3 15 10
50 7 8
38 11 5
40 10 0
18 15 2
87 9 7
11 15 4
27 9 4
33 1 11

507 5 7

4 13 0
134 13 11
20 5 5
10 14 3
41 18 10
43 17 11

1G 12 11
13 12 1
17 7 4

1G3 10 10
IS 19 5

115 11 2
7 6 10

24 19 2
14 1 3

154 4 7

417 17 S

35 11 9
7 11 0

18 0 0
129 1 1
40 15 10
31 IS 1
5 4 0

42 G 4
149 1 7

8 10 S
48 7 8
IS 13 11
11 5 11
2 14 7

13 11 8
175 5 0

I 6 2
25 4 8
78 5 7

3 18 G
49 0 5

3 1 0
253 IS r

118 9 4

200 14 2
8 18 3
0 2 0

28 1 G
184 19 9

4 12 0
42 IS 5
33 1 11
84 9 0
G1 8 6

233 12 9
98 12 3
12 16 9
40 5 G

4 9 G
03 12 G

148 8 o
4 1 4
4 15 1
5 7 1

335 IS 4
41 4 4
18 15 4
22 19 8
20 9 6

204!—B
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Locality.

Wellington .............
Wilson’s Downfall ...
Windsor.....................
Wingham .................
Wollar .....................
Wollomombi.............
Woogoolga.................
Wyangarie.................
Wyrallah .................
Yass and Pudman 

Creek,
Hallway faros (Abori

gines).
Salary of Secretary ... 
Sundries.....................

APPENDIX 'D—eontinufiJ.

Average monthly 
number reaching1 aid,

Adults- Children.

Period. Nature of aid. Amount expended 
during the year,

£ s. d.
7 10 12 months... Rations, hark for huts.............................................. 94 2 6
4 1 12 ........... Rations ................................................................... 28 2 4

29 29 12 „ ... 82 1 3
9 5 12 „ ... Rations and tools...................................................... 38 16 0
5 3 12 „ ... Rations ..................................................................... 31 2 7
2 12 „ ... 15 14 4
2 12 ;; .. 10 13 11
2 12 .......... 35 14 5
6 12 „ ... 36 1 7

13 37 12 „ ... Rations, clothing, fuel for school-room ................ 127 12 8

826 0 8

90 0 0
1G 5 0

Total £ 8,635 3 9

Locality.

Armidale.......
Ballina...........
Barrington .... 
Boggabilla ....
Bourke...........
Brewarrina .... 
Brunglo .......
Bundarra.......
Casino ...........
Cowra ...........
Cumeroogunga
Dnbbo ...........
Bernmount ....
Forbes ...........
Forster...........
Grafton...........
Gunnedah ....
Hillgrove.......
Kempsey.......
Kiama ...........
La Perouse .... 
Lismore .......

Carried forward

APPENDIX E.
Amounts paid for Medical Attendance, 1893.

,£

Amount, Locality. Amount.

£ fl* d. £ S. d.
2 0 0 Brought forward ............................ 427 3 0
0 15 0 0 10 o

12 4 0 Moree............................................................. 5 0 0
5 3 0 Mungindi ...................................................... 15 0 0
0 10 0 Nambucca Heads........................................... 1 0 0
1 1 0 Narrabri.................................................. ...... 16 1 0

46 3 0 44 10 0
3 3 0 Nyngan ......................................................... 26 17 0

20 7 0 Parkes ......................................................... I. 10 0
34 5 0 Port Macquarie............................................... 14 14 0
59 9 0 Shoalhaven..................................................... 18 1 0

4 0 0 Singleton ..................................................... 50 8 0
6 15 0 Tamworth ............................................. ....... 0 10 0

16 5 0 Taree ............................................................. 40 0 0
9 10 0 Turlingah ...................................................... 5 0 0

28 13 0 UHadulla ...................................................... 6 0 0
1 10 0 Wallaga Lake .............................................. 21 3 8
1 0 0 Wardell.......................................................... 13 17 6

50 0 0 Warialdfi ..................-............................................. 2 0 0
58 9 0 Wellington ............................................................ 27 17 0
50 0 0 Wingham ...................................................... 25 0 0
16 1 0 Yass ............................................................. CO 1 0

427 3 0 Total.................................................. 822 3 2

K.B.—These charges were defrayed from the Medical Vote.

Locality.

Ashford..........
Ballina ..........
Bendeineer ,,, 
Blick’s River.. 
Broadwater ...
Brimgle ........
Brunswick.....
Brnshgro vo....
Bundarra ......
Byron Bay.....
Casino............
Copmanhurst..
Coraki............
Cudgen ..........
Drake............
C41cn Lines.....
Grafton ...... .

APPENDIX E.
List of Articles supplied Aborigines from the Government Stores, 1893.

No. receiving alii.

Ailulta. Children.

i>
4 
2
5 
2
1
2
8
1
S

15
3
1

19
1

14

Nature of oiil.

Clothing.

Medicine,
Clothing.

Clothing, paint, 
medicine, cook
ing-utensils, 
tools, &c.

Locality.
No- rGCohing' aid.

Nature of aid-
Adults. Children.

Grafton, South ...... 12 Clothing.
6

Hillgrove................. 5 1)
Kookabookra .......... 11 3

f>
10

Murwillumbah ...... 7 6
Nelligen................ . Tools.
Palmer's Island...... 2 Clothing.
Sydney..................... Stationery,

9 Clothing,
Tnrabulgum............. 2 3 39
Ulmurra.................. 1 99
Walchu..................... 5 9 ft
Wardell.................... 4 11
Wilson’s Downfall.. 9 4
Woodenbong .......... 10 2 19
Woosoolga ............. 2 tt
Throughout the

Colony................ Blankets.

N.B.—The cost of these articles and their transit (£2,378 19s. 2d.) was defrayed from the Vote for Government Stores,
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APPENDIX a.
Statement of Expenditure on account of Aborigines during tbe year 1893 by the Department of Public

Instruction,

Kame of School. Salaries.* Books and 
apparatus. Fuel and cleaning. Building repairs, 

rent, furniture. Total.

£ E. a. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. cl. £ s. d.
Barrington ................................................. 82 2 6 1 6 2 .3 11 6 14 11 9 101 u u

89 12 6 3 0 5 92 12 11
Brunglc......................................................... 93 10 0 2 7 6 1 4 0 1 1 2 98 2 8

1C 17 ■7 2 14 1 37 13 0 57 4 8
Cowra ........ ................................................ 64 19 3 4 5 0 2 2 0 6 2 6 77 8 9
Cumeroogunga,............................................... 155 15 0 3 10 4 3 0 0 40 11 6 203 1 10
Forster .......................................................... 88 10 0 1 13 n 15 12 0 105 15 11
Grafton.......................................................... 30 6 8 3 17 i 34 3 9

53 0 0 53 0 0
Rolland’s Plains .......................................... 46 15 0 O 17 9 5 0 0 0 2 6 52 15 3
"Wallaga Lake .............................................. 93 10 0 2 ii 10 96 1 10

128 10 0 i 6 1 3 g 0 133 2 1
Wauchope...................................................... 46 15 0 0 17 8 5 0 0 0 2 G 52 15 2

Total.............................................. 990 3 6 ’ 25 16 0 26 0 4 115 16 11 1,157 16 9

APPENDIX H.
Census Pc turns, Aboriginal Mission Stations under control of the Aborigines Protection Association, 1893.

Mission Stations.

Population, 31st Decemljer, 1S93. Daily average population throughout the year.

Full-bloods. Half-castes.
Grand
Total.

Full-bloods,

Adults.

Half-Castes.
Grand
Total.

Adults, Children, Total. Adults Children. Total. Adults. Children. Total. Children. Total.

Cumeroogunga 13 24 37 40 57 97 134 14 23 37 44 65 109 146
Warangesda.... 36 15 51 35 36 71 122 24 11 35 29 34 63 98
Brewarrina ... 39 10 49 4 17 21 70 32 10 42 3 17 20 62

Total.......... 88 49 137 79 110 189 326 79 44 114 76 116 192 306

APPENDIX I,
Boabd for Protection of Aborigines, 31st December, 1893.

Date of Appointment,
Chairman.................... Bchnuncl Fosbery, Inspector-General of Police............................. 5 June, 1883.
Members..................... Hon. Richard Hill, M.L.C............................................................. ,,

"Hon. Philip Gidley King, M.L.C.................................................. ,,
Sydney Burdekin, M.L.A.............................................................. 27 May, 18S7.
A. M. Hutchinson, J.P. .............................................................  26 August, 1887.
G. O'Malley Clarke.......................................................................  24 April, 1S89.
Hon. W. H, Sutter, M.L.C.......................................................... 25 July, 1890.
Thomas Colls, M.L.A. .................................................................. 11 November, 1891.

Secretary ................. A, Bercbelman ............................................................................ 30 April, 1888.

[9d.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer__1S9S.
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INSPECTOR-GENERAL OE THE INSANE.
(REPOET FOR 1893,)

•JittMtttcl) to parliament, pursuant tu Jtet 42 Hie., iL>. 7, see, 73.

The Inspector-General of the Insane to The Chief Secretary.
Sir, Lunacy Department, IuRpcctor-General’s Office, Glndesvillc, 17 March, 1894.

In accordance with the 73rd section of the Lunacy Act of 1878, I do myself the honor to 
submit for your information a report on the state and condition of the Hospitals and other Institutions 
for the Insane for the year ending 31st December, 1893, In appendices will bo found reports on the 
Hospitals by the Medical Superintendents, together with the statistics of each Institution.

, I have, &c.,
E. NORTON MANNING,

—--------------- Inspector-General.
On Slid December,_ 1893, the number of insane persons on the official registers was 3,425, and their 
distribution was as follows :—■ .

Institution.
Number on Register. Number on Leave.

Halo. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.

Hospital for the Insane, GHadesvillo............................ 523 322 845 13 25 38
Bo Parramatta (Free) .'............ 642 385 1,027 6 7 13
Do do (Criminal) ...... 41 8 49
Bo Callan Park......................... 442 395 837 6 6 12
Do Newcastle................... ......... 153 142 295 1 1
Do Rydalmcre ........................ 272 272 1 1

Licensed House for tho Insane, Cook’s River............. 19 79 98 2 4 6
Licensed Houses do Pieton .................... ...... 2 2 ......

Total...................................... 2,092 1,333 3,425 28 43 71

_ The number on 31st December, 1892, was 3,312 (2,031 males and 1,281 females), so that the 
increase for the year was 113 (G1 males and 52 females). This increase is in excess of the average for 
the last ten years by 13, as is shown in the following return:—■

Year. Increase. Tear, Increase
1883 ... ... 99 1888 ... «+1 ... 70
1884 ... ... 121 1889 ... i 4 * ... 70
1885 ... ... 119 1890 ... ... 128
188(5 ... • i > ... 71 1891 ... ... 32
1887 ... ..V ... 104 1892 ... ... 178

Total for 10 years, 1,004, or an average of 100 a year.
The increase for the year 1892 was 178, so that the two years, 1892 and 1893, have added 291 

patients to the registers. As explained in my report for last year, this large increase has been due almost 
entirely to the general commercial depression, acting, in the first place, directly by causing insanity ; in 
the second, by compelling persons to part with imbecile and demented relatives who they supported at 
homo in more prosperous times; and, in the third, by driving into the Institutions for the Insane the 
somewhat weak-minded folks "who can obtain work when work is plentiful, but who are handicapped when 
it is scarce, and who, in the absence of employment and the consequent distress, become the subjects of 
increased mental disability. That the somewhat mentally weak aud unstable of the community have been 
thus affected is shown by the large number of rcadiuissions—that is, the admission of those at some prior 
time under Hospital care and treatment. In 3892 these numbered 81, and in 1893 106, whilst the average 
number for the ten years, 1832 to 1891 inclusive, was 50 only.

239—A
[1165 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £53 18s. 8d.]
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The proportion, of insane to population has risen from 1 in .361, or 2-77 per thousand, at the ond 
of 1892 to 1 in 357, or 2'80 per thousand, at the end of 1893, which is the highest proportion in any year 
since 1882.

The proportion of insane to population in New South Wales for the last twenty years, and also 
the proportion in England for the same period, and the proportion in Scotland and Ireland for each year 
from 1881 to 1892 is shown in the following return:—

Year.
Population

of
New South 

Wales*

Total Number 
of Insane 
in New 

South Wales 
on

31 Deo.

Proportion of 
Insane to Population 

in
Now South Wales.

* Proportion of
Insane to Population 

in
England.

Proportion of 
Insane to Population 

in
Scotland.

Proportion o! 
Insane to Population 

in
Ireland.

Per M Per H, Per M. Per M.
RfiD 276 1 1 in 367 or 2'72 1 in 381 or 2*62
R84?,7fi 1 in 367 nr 2-72
OOR GR2 l'fi97 1 in 373 or 2‘68
RV977fl 1 1 in Rfil nr £‘77 1 in 368 or 2 71
662,212 

' 693,743
1329

1878 1,916
1879 734,282 2 011
1830 ajouo •1 in 367 or 2'72 1 in 353 or 2'83
1881 781,265 2,218 1 in 352 or 2'84 1 in 352 or 2'S4 1 in 370 or 270 1 in 386 or 2-59
1882 817,408 2.307 1 in 354 or 2‘82 1 in 348 or 2'87 1 in 369 or 271 1 in 372 or 2'68
1883 869,310 2,403 1 in 361 or 277 1 in 345 or 2‘S9 1 in 365 or 273 1 iu 358 or 278
1884 921,129 2,524 1 in 364 or 2 74 1 in 345 or £'69 1 in 363 or 275 1 in 350 or 2'85
1885 980,573 2,643 1 in 374 or 2'67 1 in 348 or 2'87 1 in 353 or 2*79 1 in 344 or 2'90
1886 1,030,762 2,717 1 in 370 or 2-G3 1 in 349 or 2'86 1 in 358 or 279 1 in 335 or 2'9S
1887 1,042,919 2,821 1 in 369 or 271 1 in 346 or 2'88 1 in 352 or 2'84 1 in 319 or 2'13
1883 1,085,740 2,898 1 in 374 or 2'67 1 in 344 or 2'90 1 in 345 or 2'89 1 in 307 or 3'25
1889 1,122,200 2,974 1 in 377 or 2'65 1 in 341 or 2 92 1 in 339 or 2'94 1 in 295 or 3'38
1890 1,170,000 3,102 1 in 377 or 2'65 1 in 343 or 2'91 1 in 335 or £'98 1 in 288 or 3'46
1891 1,165,300 3,134 1 in 371 or 2 09 1 in 335 or 2'98 1 in 315 or 3’47 1 in 281 or 3'55
1892 1,197,050 3,312 1 in 361 or 277 1 in 330 or 3‘02 1 in 311 or 3'21 1 in 270 or 3"G9
1893 1,223,370 3,425 1 in 357 or 2 80

It will be seen—1st, that the proportion of insane to population in New South Wales is still 
decidedly below that in England and Scotland, and very greatly below that in Ireland; and, 2nd, that 
notwithstanding tho very largo increase in the number of registered insane in this Colony, tho proportion 
to population has increased very little, and is only a trifle in excess of what it was in 1873—twenty years 
ago—and exactly the same as in 1875. Of the number on the registers at the close of the year (3,354), 
2,064 males and 1,290 females -were in the institutions and 71 (28 males and 43 females) were absent on 
leave, under the provisions of the Lunacy Act. The returns from the institutions show an increase of 
28 at Parramatta (Free), 25 at Callan Park, 32 at Newcastle, and 47 at Eydalmere ; whilst there has been 
a decrease of 7 at Grladesville, 8 at Parramatta (Criminal), and 4 at Cook’s Eiver.

The increase at Eydalmere and at Newcastle was due almost entirely to the transfer of chronic 
cases from Gladesville and Callan Park to relieve the over-crowded condition of the wards at these 
hospitals, which receive all the new cases from the Metropolitan, Coast, and Southern districts of the 
Colony.

The following tables show the number of admissions, discharges, and deaths, the proportion of 
recoveries, the rate of mortality, the causes of insanitj in those admitted, those who recovered, and those 
who died; the causes of death, the length of residence in those who recovered aud those who died, and 
also the ages, condition as to marriage, religious profession, nationality, and previous occupation of those 
admitted and of all under care, as well as the form of mental disorder in those admitted, those who 
recovered, and those who died during the year :—

Table 1.

SuowEffl the Admissions, Beadmissions, Discharges, aud Deaths in tho Hospitals and Licensed Houses
for the Insane during the year 1893.

In Hospital on 31st December, 1892
Mali1. Female. 
2,031 1,281

Total.
3,312

Admitted for the first time during tho year
Readmitted during the year ......................
Transferred during the year ......................

Total under care during the year 1893,

Male. Fcoiale, Total.
355 227 582

55 51 106
104 61 165

514- 339 853

2,545 1,620 4,165

Discharged or removed—
Recovered ............................
Relieved ................................
Transferred .........................
Escaped (and not recaptured) 
Died.......................................

Total discharged or died during the year 1893
Remaining.........................................................
Average number resident during the year......
' Persons under care during the year! ..........
* Persona admitted during the year.................
* Persons recovered during the year .............

156 130 286
21 21 42

104 61 165
1 1

172 74 246

453
2,002
2,054
2,541

514
157

2S7 740
1,333
1,258
1,611

339
12S

3,425
3,312
4,152

853
285

* Versons, t'.e., separate persons in contradistinction to "cases,” whicli maj include the Game individual more than once, 
t Total cases minus readmiasion of patients discharged during the current year.
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Table 2.
nso the Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, with the Mean Annual Mortality, and the Proportion of Recoveries, &c., per cent., in the .

for the years 1S7G to 1893 inclusive, and including the Licensed Houses, from the year 1882.

Percentages 
of recoveries on 
admissions and 

rcadmissions.

Percentage of 
recoveries on ad

missions and 
readmissions for Quin

quennial periods.

Percentage of 
patiente 

relieved on 
admissions and 

readmissions.

Percentage of 
patients relieved 

on admissions and 
readmissiona for 
Quinquennial 

periods.

F. IH M.

40-90 50*72j4475l 

42*2851 '61 44*86 
G79j 1 -So^ -05 37 -01
620 ISOaJaO-SC 37-66 39-OS 

665 1914 45-08 36-0041 -70 j 

700 2014 41 -6945 -34 42 -91 p 
854 2246 38 -SeJaO -29 42-"Oj 

904 2347 '40-G1 [40 ‘08 40 -75 

IGOsj 9322435j34-21 41 -14 30'91

1550 985 2535 44-67 36-2441-26
* ,
1604 1035 2639,47 -93 4S-52U8 -14^

1670] 1052 2722 34-63,49 -50]40-22 

‘2S15j45'75j4S-43j46-7Gj 
;5 1104 2889 40-29 G0-6944'36 

;2960|37 '50 49 -36 42-06 .

54 •20 49'83! 

42-80 39-18

■42-23 39-86

40-0742-27

41-3349-30

46-93 41-03

*3
ob<

M- F.

To
ta

l.

7-90 1376 10-19

4-97 14-51 7-81

41-42 6-75 12-10 8-89

7-47 18-18 U-26

7-11 10-85 8-51

5 01 8-69 6-25

7-18 9-58 8-03

40-89 6-48 6 01 6-30

5-31 6-25 5-67

4-43 10-91 7-05

4-40 4-00 4-58

3-31 7 00 4-69

44-34 5*47 4-93 5-27

2-38 1-SC 218

o'oS 3-40 4-74

3-07 7-14 4-00

4-08 5-60 4’65

5-12 7'58 6-11

M.

6-8013 77

r'65 8-36

9-28

6-66

- 4-29, 4-36 4-31

Mules. Females. Total

Average percentage of recoveries on admissions and rcadmiBSions for ten years, 1884-1893 .................................. 40-/3 46-79 43'07
Average percentage of patients relieved on admissions aud readmissious for-ten years, 1884-1893 ...................... 4-34 C'OO 4-98

O a o a R*Qf*
Average percentage of deaths on average numbers resident for ten years, 1884-1803 ................................................ ' 3* "
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Table 3,

Showiitq- tlio Causes of Insanity*, apparent or assigned, in the admissions and readmissions in the 
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane, during the year 1893.

Causes Of Insanity;

Number of Instances in which each cause was assigned.

As predisposing cause.f As exciting eause.f Total. J

Male. Female Total. Male. [Female J Total. Male. Jpemalc Total.

Moral—
Domestic trouble (including loss of relatives and friends) 4 4 6 23 29 6 27 33
Adverse circumstances (including business anxiety and

pecuniary difficulties) ........................................... , , , 42 11 53 42 11 53
Mental anxiety and “worry’’ (not included under

above two heads), and overwork..... .......................... 8 8 10 8 S 16
Religious excitement; ................................................... ■ • * 6 7 13 G 13
Love affairs (including seduction)................................ , , , 2 4 6 2 4 6
Fright and nervous shock ............................................ 6 6 G fi
Isolation................................................... .......... 4 2 6 4 O G
Nostalgia ......................................................................

Physical
Intemperance in drink................................................... 2 1 3 61 20 SI 63 21 84

Do (sexual)................................................... 1 1 2 2 4 2 3 5
Yenercal disease ........................................................... 3 3 6 6 9 9
Self-abuse (sexual’l ................................ 5 5 C 0 11 11
Sunstroke ...................................................................... 5 2 7 5 2 7
Accident or injurv ................. ..................... . 5 5 10 1 11 15 1 16
Pregnancy ...................................................................... 4 4 4 4
Parturition and the puerperal state ............................ 1 1 27 27 28 28
LacLation ....................................................... 14 1 1 1 1 2 2
Uterine and ovarian disorders ..................................... 1 1 9 9 10 10
Pubertv.................................................... 1 1 1 1 2 2 I 3
Change of life ...................... . 4 4 10 10 14 14
Fevers............................................................................ 3 3 3 3
Piumbism........... ............. 1 1 1 1
Privation and overwork ................................................ 4 2 6 5 1 c 9 3 12
Phthisis.................................................... .......... 1 1 2 3 3 4 1 5
Fpilcpsy.......................................................................... C 3 9 19 6 25 25 9 34
Disease of skull and brain .................................... ....... 2 1 3 14 14 16 1 17
Locomotor Ataxy...........................................................
Old ape.................... ,, , . . 10 13 23 7 fi 13 17 19 3G
Other bodily diseases and disorders and chronic ill health 5 7 12 14 20 34 19 27 46
Excess of opium ................................. ... 1 ] 1 1 1 1 2

Previous at i’ackk.......................................... ......... 41 30 71 15 5 20 56 35 91
Hereditary influence ascertained ............................. 25 2S 53 3 5 8 28 33 61
Congenital defect ascertained ....................................... 2G 18 44 ’ 6 6 12 32 24 OG
Other ascertained causes ...*..................... :..................
Unknown....................................

- 104 43 147

* These “tauscs” are from the statements in the papers received with the patients on admission, and arc verified or corrected as for as
possible by the Medical Officera.

t No cause is enumerated more than once in the case of any patient.
♦ The ag-fircjjate of the totals exceeds tho whole number of patients admitted, the excess being duo to the combinations.

Table 4.

Showikti the Causes of Death in tlie Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1893.

Cbbebbal Diseases— ■

Apoplexy and paralysis .....................................................................
Epilepsy and convulsions...................................... .............................
General paralysis ........... ..................................................................
Maniacal and melancholic exhaustion and dccav...............................
Inflammation and other diseases of the brain, softening, tumour, Ac. 

TiroiiACic Diseases—

Inflammation of lungs, pleura;, and bronchi ............ ......................
Pulmonary consumption.................................................... ...............
Carcinoma of lung ............................................................................
Disease of the heart and blood-vessels ..................... ........................

Abdominal Diseases— "

Inflammation and ulceration of stomach, intestines, and peritoneum
Dysentery and diarrhoea .....................................................................
Albuminuria .......................................... ................................... ........
Disease of ovaries.......... .....................................................................
Disease of liver................ ..................................................... .............
Diabetes............. .............. .................................................................

Erysipeias ................................................................................................................................................................

Puerperal SRPTicmjiiA................................................................................................................
Malignant Disease (Tumours)................................................................................
Carbuncle ............................................................................................................
Marasmus.................................................................................................................................. ”...................

General Debility and Old Aqe.................................................................................................
Accident ............................................................................ ...................................
Suicide....................... ............................... ' "

Total

Male. Female. Total.

9 3 12
12 14 26
43 1 44

8 4 12
36 3 39

16 9 25
10 7 17

1 1
4 7 11

1 1
7 2 9

2 2
1 1

1 1 2

, 1 1
2 1 3
1 1
2 1 3

18 15 33
..................... 1 1

2 2

172 74 246
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Table 5.

Showing tlie Length of Residence in those discharged recovered, and in those who have died in the 
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1893. .

Recovered. Died.

Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Tafal.

2 2 10 7 17
30 32 62 15 4 19

■ 49 34 83 21 5 20
27 17 44 16 4 20
15 12 27 14 2 16
19 20 39 38 3 41

8 7 15 11 8 19
2 4. 0 8 5 13
4 1 5 7 8 15

1 1 8 11 19
3 3

1 1 4 3 7
1 1 20 11 31

156 130 2S6 172 74 246

Table 6.

Siiowjng tho Ages of Admissions and Readmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, and also the Ages of all 
Patients under care, during the year 1802, in the Hospitals and Licensed Houses for tho Insane.

Admitted and 
ruadmitted. ■Recovered. Removed, relieved, &e. Died. Patients under care 

during 1B9S.

MaIc.Wmale.| Total.
t

Uaic. Female
l

Total.
i

l];ile,|Feraale. Total. NalcJFeinate. 1f 1
Total. Mole. Female. Total.

1 to 5 years ............... 3 2 5 J 1 1 2 1 3 5 4 9

G to 10 years ................ 7 1 8 1 1 1 1 2 17 11 28

10 to 15 years ................ 6 2 8 3 1 4 2 2 4 32 21 53

15 to 20 years ................ 20 14 31 8 9 17 12 1 13 2 2 77 59 136

20 to 30 years ........ . .. 75 93 168 32 4.0 72 17 23 ' 40 11 12 23 351 304 C55

30 to 40 years ................ 116 74 190 51 30 90 28 29 67 34 10 44 622 3C9 991

40 to 50 years ................ 72 50 122 28 16 44 23 17 40 44 11 55 594 389 983

50 to 60 years ............... 7.6 25 101 26 18 41 20 5 25 37 11 48 512 291 803

GO to 70 years ............. . 20 9 29 8 0 14 20 4 24 20 12 32 240 114 354

70 to 80 years ................ 11 6 17 1 2 3 2 . 1 Ou 16 11 27 80 50 130

80 to 90 years ................ 3 2 G 2 ... 2 ... 3 2 5 14 7 21

90 ond upwards ........... 1 1 1 1 1 l 2

Total................... 410 27S 688 156 130 286 125 83 208 172 74 246 2,545 1,620 4,165

Table 7. ’

Showing Conditions as to Marriage in those admitted and readmitted, and those under care m the 
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1893.

Admissions and readmissions. Under care during 1803,

Halo. Female, Total. Male. Female, \ Total

Single .............................................................................. 225 104 329 1,667 674 2,341

Married .......................................................................... 136 145 281 556 697 1,253

Widowed.......................................................................... 23 28 51 113 172 285

Unascertained................................................................. 26 1 27 209 77 286

Total...................................................... 410 278 688 2,545 1,620 4,165
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l1 ABLE 8.

Showing tlio Keligious Profession of those admitted and readmitted, and those 'under care in the Hospitals 
and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1893.

Religious Profession.
Admissions and rcadmissions. Under care during 1S&3,

Male. Female. Total Male. Female. Total

Protestant—
Church of England ............................................................................................... IG3 121 284 1,069 638 1,707
Presbyterian ............................................................ .................................................. 39 17 56 181 107 '288
Wesleyan.................................................................................................................... 20 12 32 87 54 141
Lutheran................................................................. .................................................. 13 13 72 10 QO
Other Protestant Denominations ................................................................. 24 11 35 117 65 182

Roman Catholic................................................................................................................... 131 113 244 S47 • 709 1,556
Pagan .................................................................... .............. ................................................... 8 3 78 78
Hebrew .................................................................................................................................... 5 3 8 19 8 27
Mahomedan............................................................................................................................... 2 2 (J 5

Unascertained.......................................................................................................................... C
"."i

6 69 29 98
Total...................................................................................... 410 278 688 2,545 1,620 4,165

Table 9.

S no win o the Native Countries of those admitted and readmitted, and those under care in the Hospitals 
and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1893.

f England .............
Great Britain... 1 Scotland ..............

( Ireland..................
Erance .................................................
Germany...........................................
China ..............................................
Other Countries................................

Total

Admitted and readmitted during 
ms. Under care during 1S93.

Male. Female. Total. Male, Female. Total.

126 127 253 740 648 1,388
27 25 52 143 SO 223

115 58 173 651 295 946
26 9 35 143 74 217
58 54 112 509 470 979
3 1 4 17 G 23
8 8 72 17 89
9 9 84 84

38 4 42 186 30 216

410 278 088 2,545 1,620 4,165

Table 10.

Showing the Norm of Mental Disorder in the Admissions, Eeadmissions, Recoveries, and Deaths of the 
year 1893, and of Inmates in Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane, on 31st December, 1893.

Form of Mental Disorder.

Admissions 
and rcadmisslons. Recoveries. Deaths.

Remaining in 
Hospital

81st Deo., 1803.
1

Mai0.|Female. Total Male Female j Total Halo. Female. Tot*! Male, j Female. 
1 Total

Congenital or Infantile Mental Deficiency— ;
Do (a) with Epilepsy.................................... 8 6 14 1 ... 1 5 8 13 83 59 142
Do (ii) without Epilepsy ............................. 24 16 40 6 5 11 211 143 354

Epileptic Insanity.................................................... 13 9 22 2 2 4 10 6 16 79 50 129
General Paralysis of the Insane................................. 50 1 51 40 2 42 51 4 55

Mania—
35 33 68 28 28 n6 6 5 11 69 59 ]2S

Chronic ........ ....................... ......................... 2 4 6 2 2 11 8 19 218 192 410
Recurrent ....................................................... 16 ]5 31 4 4 8 2 2 51 53 104
Delusional ...................................................... 106 50 156 51 23 74 28 7 35 525 223 748
A Potu........... ................................................. 16 4 20 8 2 10 1 1 38 5 43

16 16 7 7 1 1 35 35
Senile .............. .............................................. 4 4 8 1 1 1 1 14 9 23

Melancholia—
Acute ............................................................. 8 19 27 7 10 17 3 4 7 11 21 32

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 73 58 131
Recurrent ....................................................... 7 7. 14 2 2 4 11 14 25

78 65 143 41 43 84 ii 6 17 243 179 422
Puerperal ....................................................... 6 6 4 4 9 9
Senile ............................................................. 1 1 1 1 1 i 11 3 14
A Pot.ii .................... ......................................

Dementia—
Primary .......................................................... 20 13 33 3 3 6 15 3 is 118 45 163
Secondary ...................................................... 6 4 10 3 1 4 15 6 21 171 136 307
Senile ............................................................. 15 5 20 2 2 11 11 22 105 31 136
Organic (i.e., fromTumours, coarseBrainDiseaso, &c.) 1 1 6 6 10 5 15

Total .................................... 410 278 688 156 130 286 172 74 240 2092 1333 3425
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Tajjle 11.
Showing the Occupations of those admitted and readmitted, and those under care, in. tho Hospitals and 

Licensed Houses for the Insane, during the year 1893.

Occupations.

f Clergy, Military aud naval officers,') 
J membcre of the medical and legal (

..................J professions, architects, artists, au- C
’ (. thora, civil engineers, survejors, &c. J

Commercial .................. f Banters, merchants, accountants,!
( clerks, shopkeepers, shopmen, &c.)

Agricultural and pastoral ^raKJeirSji_ ^r^ J

Mechanics, tradesmen, 'j »a,
to t£z
and in out-iloor avoca'^ s*,* j > i 1
tions ......................... ) P 1 ..........................................

Mcclmnios tradesmen &c.,| Bootinater bo^biudcH> c0 )
employed at sedentary t woa’crSj tallor3, ..........^... j
or indoor occupation... J 1 • '

Domestic service..................Waiters, coots, servants, Ac...................

Educational and higher f Governesses, teachers, housekeepers,! ,
domestic duties.......... (. trained nurses, &c............................. j |

Ordinary domestic ivort...Servants, charwomen, laundresses, &c....
c"Sd T..a.cti!.0l;T}ShcPkeei,m' ..............
Commercial — employed (Tailoresses, nci'dlcwomen, machinists, ^ 

in sedentaryoeeupations 1 bookbinders, factory workers, ic.... ) 
(Clergy, military, and mivnl officers, "J* i . . ......... .1. . . 1 _ 1 i „ —I /

Wives of professional men -i members of the medical and legal 
professions, architects, artists, au 
thors, civil engineers, surveyors, Ac

?u,

d
Wives of tradesmen, me

chanics, &c..................

, -if Bankers, merchants, accountants,) "Wives of commercial men ^ dorte; Bhopkccperti sbopWCn, Ac.... ) '
^Blacksmiths, carpenters, engine- 

litters, firemen, sawyers, painters, 
police, bootmakers, bookbinders, 

k compositors, weavers, tailors, Ac. ... 
Wives of agricultural and fEarmers, squatters, graziers, free

pastoral men ..............\ selectors, Ac.......................................
„ /Miners, labourers, seamen, shepO

Eo occupation 
Unknown......

Total..

Admitted and readmitted 
during 189:i. Under eare during 1893.

Male. Female. Total. Male. Female, Total.

17 17 54 54

55 55 204 204

27 27 142 i 143

50 ....... 50 278 278

10 10 149 14-9

IS i 19 88 37 125
, 101 -a-..* 191 1,2S2 1 1,283

Cl 0 2 20 221 .......
76 76 429 429

2 2 63 63

1
14 14 51 51

6 6 ........ 22 22

1
27 27 87 87

j
2S 28 78 73

1
! ........ 21 21 ...Mk 82 82

55 55 220 220

. 31 £9 00 205 27: 476
0 13 IS 141 258 399

. 410 278 688
]

2,645 1,020 4,165

Admissions.

The number of patients admitted during the year was GG8—410 males and 278 females and of 
these 582 were admitted for the first time and 106 were re-admitted, having been at some previous time 
under care in one of the Hospitals for the Insane in this Colony. The number of admissions was the largest 
in auy one year, and was 22 in excess of the number for 1892. The ratio of admissions to tho general 
population, or what is denominated the “ occurring insanity,” was a very high oue, being 1 in 1,778. _

The following return shows the ratio of admissions to population, or the proportion of 11 occurring 
insanity ” for the last 20 years:— 

Year. Admissions Population. Proportion to 
Population Year. Admissions. Population. Proportion to 

Papulation.

ia'ta 330 684,278 1 in 1,770 1884................................ 493 921,129 1 in 1,868

356 60R 669! 1 m 1,704' 1885..................... .......... 567 980,573 1 in 1,729

360 029.770 1 in 1,749 1880................................. 507 1,030,702 1 in 1,817

iftT? ... 457 G62j212 1 in 1,449 1887................................. 532 1,042,919 1 in 1,960

lays 494, 693 743 1888................................. 588 1,085,740 1 iii 1,846

IflTft MO 734,282 1 in 1,068 1889................................ 050 1,122,200 1 in 2,040

IRRO 770,524 1890................................ 011 1,170,000 1 in 1,914

1RK1 781,265 1891................................. 596 1,165,300 1 in 1,055

1 ftR9. 473 817,468 1 in 1,728 1892................................. 606 1,197,050 1 in 1,797

476 869,310 1 in 1,826 1893................................ 088 1,223,370 1 in 1,778
1

Under the provisions of the 9th section of the Lunacy Act Amendment Act, which was assented to 
on .Tune 8, 1893, tho Order, '.Request, Medical Certificates, or other documents bv whicli an insane person 
has been received into an Hospital for the Insane may be amended under process much more simple than 
was provided for by tho original Lunacy Act, so that it is not now necessary to reject the documents and
delay the admission of the patient. ,

J Under
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Under the provisions of this section G7 medical certificates, 13 orders and statements, and 4 
requests and statements have been amended during the half year from June 30th to December 31st, and 
in addition to this 5 certificates and 1 request have been rejected and new papers procured. In all these 
cases the patients were insane when presented at the hospital and fit subjects for admission, hut care had 
not been taken to fill in the formal papers in accordance with the provisions of the Lunacy Statutes, 
although the marginal notes on all of them are full and explicit. The certifying medical practitioners 
and the officials concerned in completing these papers do not appear to have realised the importance of 
an accurate compliance with, the provisions of the Lunacy Act, or that the documents may at any time 
be subjected to examination in a Court of Law. '

Dor many years there has been an influx to the Institution for the Insane in this Colony of insane 
persons who were insane on arrival in the Colony by sea, or became insane shortly after, and this influx 
has of late years been greater by reason of enactments in neighbouring colonies, which prevented the 
landing of such cases therein. In the Act to amend the law relating to tho insane, which was assented 
to on the 8th of June last, there is a section rendering the. owner, charterer, agent, or master liable for 
the maintenance of any insane person landed in the Colony. This section, which is as follows, will no 
douht prevent in a great degree the importation of insane persons:—

4. (i) If the Health Officer, or the Immigration Officer, or the Inspector-General of Police, or the 
Inspector-General of the Insane certifies to the Master within sixty days after the arrival of 
any ship at any port in Kew South "Wales, that a passenger or seaman arriving by that ship is 
insane, imbecile, or idiotic, and has become, or is likely to become, a charge upon the public as 
an inmate of a reception house or hospital for tho'insane, it shall be lawful for the Master 
thereupon to require the owner, charterer, agent, or master of that ship to execute, with two 
sufficient sureties, jointly and severally, a bond to Her Majesty iu such a sum as the Master 
may determine not exceeding five hundred pounds, conditioned to pay to the Master tho 
maintenance of that passenger or seaman in such reception house or hospital at such rate 
and for such term as may be determined by the Master ; or at the option of tho owner, charterer, 
agent, or master, subject to.the approval of the Master, to return such passenger or seaman to 
the place whence he was shipped.

(ii.) The sureties shall justify before or to the satisfaction of the Master, and shall by their 
oaths or affirmations satisfy him that they are respectively resident iu Now South Wales, and 
worth treble the amount of the penalty of the bond over and above all liabilities.

(in.) Provided that no bond shall be required when the passenger or seaman is, at the date 
of the arrival of the ship, domiciled in New South "Wales; but the onus of proving such domicile 
as aforesaid shall be upon the said owner, charterer, agent, or master.

Under its provisions 10 cases have been reported since June 8th, of these 7 soon recovered 
and were discharged, 2 were returned by the steamship companies to the ports from which they were 
shipped, and I remains in hospital at the charge of the owners of the ship in which lie arrived, '

Of the patients admitted during the year 55 wore under 20 and 52 upwards of 60 years of age. 
The former were for the most part of congenitally weak intellect and the latter chiefly demented. These 
figures go to hear out the. remarks previously made with regard to adverse circumstances compelling 
relatives to part with imbecile and demented relatives heretofore supported at home.

Perhaps the most striking feature in tho returns is the large increase in-the number of admissions 
of patients suffering from General Paralysis. During the 10 years, 1832 to 1891 inclusive, the average 
number of general paralytics admitted was 19, and the highest number in any one year 29. In 1892 the 
number rose to 42, and in 1893 to 50, or about one-twelfth or 8 per cent, of the total number of 
admissions. General paralysis is a comparatively now disease, is admitted]v due to living at “high 
pressure,” and is a product of urban as opposed to country life. Of the 50 cases admitted in 1893, 
44 were admitted to Callan Park which receives patients from the Metropolitan districts; 9 to 
Gladesville, the majority of these being from Newcastle and the surrounding district, and only 2 or 3 
from the Coastal and Southern districts ; whilst at Parramatta, which receives the whole of the patients 
from the "Western district of the Colony, 3 cases only of this disease were received.

As this disease is, so far as is at present known, incurable, the subjects living on an average only 
between two and three years from the appearance of the early symptoms, the increase of the malady is 
not only a serious matter from a social point of view, but will tend to affect hospital statistics by 
diminishing the recovery and increasing the death rate.

There does not appear to he auy decided increase in .the number of epileptic patients admitted, 
and at the end of the year they numbered 274, or exactly 8 per cent, of the total number under care at 
the close of the year, a percentage which differs very little from that of ten years ago.

Transfers.
The number of patients transferred from one institution to another under the provisions of section 

SO of tho Lunacy Act was 165—104 males and G1 females. Of these 117 were chronic eases sent, from 
Gladesville and Callan Park to Newcastle and Uydalmere to relieve overcrowding. 13 were transferred 
from the Hospital for the Criminal Insane at Parramatta when no longer subject to Criminal process, and 
the residences of the remainder were changed either at the request of friends or of the Medical Superinten
dent iu charge, or of the patients themselves.

In some of these cases the change was followed by recovery, in others by improved menial or 
physical health, aud in the greater number by increased contentment aud tranquility.

Discharges.
The number of patients discharged during the year was 328, and of these 2SG had recovered and 

42 were relieved, being so far well as to admit of discharge to the care of relatives or friends. The 
recoveries give a percentage of 41'03, and the cases relieved a percentage of 6T1 on the admissions, so 
that a percentage of 4G‘74 so far recovered under Hospital care and treatment as to admit of discharge.

Escapes.
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Escapes.
The numher of escapes was 8G and in all except one instance the patients were returned to 

Hospital within a short period.

The following return shows the Humber of Escapes during the last ten years:—

Year. Number of 
Escapes.

Returned to 
Hospital. Not Returned. Year. Number of 

Escapes.
Returned to 

Hospital. Not Returned.

IRfU . ........ ...... 34 30 4 1889................... 42 33 9
IflRr; ................. 43 36 7 1S90..................... 45 41 4

37 30 7 1891..................... 45 39 6.
1887 ..................... 34 30 4 1892..................... 29 £4 5
1888 ..................... 47 42 ■ 5 1893..................... 36 35 1

Considerable liberty within the Hospital grounds is allowed to convalescents and to quiet and harmless 
patients—whilst a number of those usefully employed are necessarily from time to time beyond the 
immediate supervision of attendants. It is from among these classes that escapes for the most part 
take place, and nothing has occurred for some years which seems to render necessary an alteration of the 
system pursued in dealing with them.

Deaths.
The number of deaths was 246, and the percentage to the daily average numher resident was v'4'2, 

the death-rate for males being S’37 and for females 5'S8. The death-rate was higher than usual, indeed 
it was higher even than during the year 1891 when influenza appeared in all the hospitals except 
"Newcastle and added to the average percentage, which has been G'96 for the last ten years.

The death-rate at the different Hospitals wms as follows :—Gladesville, G'4-i; Parramatta Free, G'2G; 
Parramatta Criminal, 600; Callan Park, 9T4; Newcastle, Sol; Hydalmere, 8'G6; and Cook’s Eiver, 
8'00 The death-rate, as in former years, has been highest in the Hospital at Callan Park where the number 
of acute aud recent eases has been largest, and at Newcastle and Eydalmere where many of the patients 
are in feeble bodily condition.

In Table 4 the causes of death are shown. Of the total number 113 were due directly to disease 
of the brain, and of these no less than 44 were caused by general paralysis, and 26 by epilepsy. The 
deaths from inflammatory and other diseases of the lungs, and from pulmonary consumption numbered 
43, and those from disease of the heart and blood vessels 11. There were 33 deaths from general debility 
and old age, and some patients who had been resident in the Hospitals for many years were among the 
number who died from these causes. There was no death from typhoid fever or other epidemic ailment.

Total number under care, §c.
The total number of patients under care was 4,465—2,545 males and 1,620 females, and the daily 

average number resident 3,312.

X-cave of Absence on ^Probation.
The following return shows particulars as to leave of absence during the year 1SD3

Ektukw showing particulars as to Leave of Absence during the year 1893.

Institution.

Remaining on 
leave 3lst 

December, 1SD2.

Number granted 
lento during 

tho year 1S93.
Discharged— 

Recovered, &c.
Returned to 

Hospital,
Died whilst on 

leave.
Remaining on 

leave Hist 
December, 1SD3.

M.| F. Total, M. F. Total. M. V. Total. M. F. Total. M. F. Total, M. F. j Total.

Gladesville............................ 14 34 ■48 14 31 45 8 17 25 7 23 30 13 25 38
Parramatta ........................ 7 4 n 9 19 28 5 13 18 5 3 S ... G 7 13
Callan Park ......................... 3 10 13 14 13 27 f> 8 13 6 9 15 6 6 12
Newcastle ............................ O 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 i i 1 I

1 1 I 1
Cook’s River......................... 2 6 8 4 11 15 2 S io 2 5 7 2 4 6

Total ......................... 23 54 82 43 76 119 21 46 67 21 41 62 ] i 28 43 71

It will be seen that 82 patients were absent on 31st December, 1892, and that leave was granted 
to 119 during the year, making a total of 201 coming under the provisions of section 82 of the Lunacy 
Act, Of these, 67 were discharged recovered, 62 returned to Hospital, 1 died whilst on leave, and 71 
were still on leave at the close of the year. Several of those returned to Hospital had been absent for 
long periods, and some of those now on leave have been away from the Hospitals for several years, tho 
leave being renewed from time to time, generally at intervals of three months, when the patient visits 
tho Hospital, and sees the Medical Superintendent, or forwards a recommendation from a Medical 
Practitioner for an extension of the term. The system works satisfactorily in all respects.

Accidents, Sfe.
T-wo cases of suicide and one case of accidental poisoning occurred during the year. A man at 

the Hospital for the Insane, Parramatta, who had for a long time been convalescent, had never shown 
any tendency to suicide, and was allowed a considerable degree of liberty as a preliminary to discharge, 
cut bis throat with a knife which be had surreptitiously obtained, and a Chinaman at Gladesville, who 
was employed in tho kitchen, found Ins way into an unfinished laundry building, still in the bands of the 

239_b contractors,
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contractors, where he hanged himself with a rope left by workmen. He had, it appeared, displayed no 
symptoms of depression for several weeks and worked industriously. Inquests were held in both these 
cases, and no blame was imputed to the officers in charge. After an inquiry into the circumstances in 
each case, I saw no reason to dissent from the opinion expressed at the inquest. The case of accidental 
poisoning occurred at the Licensed House at Cook’s Elver, and death resulted to a female patient from 
an overdose of chloral and bromide of potassium administered by mistake by one of the nurses. The Jury 
in this case added a rider to their verdict censuring the Medical Superintendent for allowing the medicine 
to leave the dispensary in a concentrated form, aud subsequent inquiry showed such serious irregularity 
on the part of the matron and a nurse in this case as led to their dismissal. The other accidents were 2 
cases of intracapsular fracture of the neck of thigh-bone caused by falls in aged patients ; 3 fractures of 
the leg due to falls, one of which was during an epileptic fit; I fracture of the arm in an epileptic; 2 
fractures of the radius, and 3 of the ulna, all the result of accident; 1 of tho both hones of the forearm 
caused by a fall when climbing through a window; 1 of the olecranon by a fall from a step-ladder; 2 of 
the clavicle, the snftercrs having been pushed down by fellow patients; and I of the finger during a 
quarrel. One patient under religious delusions injured himself by tearing his scrotum, and another 
removed the end of one finger. Two patients wounded themselves with suicidal intent, but did not cause 
serious injury, and one received a severe cut on the foot which he thrust through the glass panel of a 
door. One of the patients at Gladesville, who was employed in cleaning in the ward, and had not 
previously displayed aggressive or dangerous propensities, struck an attendant with a broom handle 
causing a somewhat severe scalp wound. On the whole the number of accidents was smaller than usual, 
and, considering that 4,152 patients were under care, all insane and irresponsible, many violent, a 
considerable proportion suicidal or prone to self injury, and no less than 318 epileptics, the care and 
supervision exercised would appear to have, on the whole, been close and satisfactory.

Changes in the Staff.
The only change among the officers was caused by the resignation of Miss Prances G. Spencer, who 

was appointed to the position of Matron in charge of the 'Walker Convalescent Hospital at its opening, 
and who was succeeded by Miss Mary T. Cooke, who has had experience in English hospitals. Miss 
Spencer had only been a short time in this Department, but the special aptitude and tact she displayed in 
the performance of her duties made her resignation a matter of considerable regret.

The changes among the attendants and nurses have been few, and the following return, giving the 
length of service of attendants and nurses, shows that the general staff possess considerable experience 
in the performance of their special duties. ■

Ev.TrRX showing length of service of Attendants and .Nurses at Hospitals for the Insane on the
31st December, 1893.

Number of Attendants. Number of Nurses.

Hospital. Above IB 10 J s 3 2 1 Under Above 15 10 7 5 3 2 1 Under
years. years. years. yean;. years. years. years. year. year. years. rears, years.

' !
years. years. years. years. year. I year.

Gladegvillo... 5 4 8 4 i 5 0 5 6 2 3 4 2 2 6 13 2
Pfirramafctn, 10 6 8 5 7 6 6 1 1 i 6 6 4 6 4 2 4
Gillian Pnrk... 4 5 11 4. 7 e 7 4 4 6 5 6 6 8
.Newcastle ... i 2 3 2 i 1 i 1 3 2 4
-Kydaimcrc 2 ... i 1 2 4 4 4

Total ...... 16 18 24 21 ” 20 25 17 15 i 3 0 14 12 15 IS 20 18

Training of Attendants and JVnrses.
The special training of attendants and nurses, which has for several years been carried out by the 

medical officers at Gladesville, and for tho last three or four years at Newcastle, has now been commenced 
at Callan Park, Parramatta, and Eydalmere. This training consists of lectures and demonstrations, 
extending over two years. The first year being devoted to general instruction as to nursing, bandaging, &c., 
and the second to the special care and treatment of the insane. The examinations held at the close of 
each year are conducted either by medical practitioners unconnected with the Department, or by the 
Medical Superintendent of one of the other Hospitals for the Insane. I have myself conducted tho 
examination at Gladesville after the second year’s training during several years, and have been much 
gratified by the knowledge of their special work displayed by the members of the class, and the evident 
interest taken therein. ■

The arrangement with the Department of the Medical Adviser, under which the nurses each 
spend three months at the Coast Hospital so as to gain practical experience in the nursing of typhoid 
fever and other diseases, has been continued, and is likely to be more largely useful during the coming 
than it has during the last year, as a larger number of nurses have now undergone tho necessary 
preliminary training.

Stimulants in Hospitals forffhe Insane.
It is now some years since the issue of beer as a part of the dietary was stopped, and its use as an 

extra for patients actively employed was subsequently discontinued. Stimulants are now only used in 
cases of bodily sickness, in melancholic or maniacal exhaustion, and in other cases in which the medical 
officers consider their use likely to tend to improve mental or physical health. The total amount now used 
is comparatively small, and tends rather to diminish than to increase. The total cost during the year 1891 
was £282 16s. 7d., or at the rate of Is. 10fd. per patient; during 1892 it was £258 14s, 4d., or Is. Sid. 
per patieut per annum, and during 1893 £237 5s. 5d., or 1's, o^d. per patient per annum. For the last 
two years, 1892 and 1893, no stimulants whatever were used at the Hospital at Eydalmere, and the patients 
who are of the chronic class do not appear to have in any way suffered from their absence.

The
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The treatment of patients from Broken Sill.

' This matter has formed tho subject of comment in several previous reports, and especially in that 
for the year 1890. Talcing into consideration the great difficulty and expense of sending these patients 
to hospital under proper escort, the distance to bo travelled by the speediest route being nearly 1,000 
miles, and the journey beiug through South Australia and Victoria, in which the orders for conveyance to 
hospital are inoperative, it was decided to erect a small building in connection with the general hospital 
at Broken Hill for the temporary reception and treatment of insane patients until they could be sent on 
to Gladesville. Owing to unforeseen circumstances this building was not immediately commenced or 
speedily completed, but in June last it was reported as nearly ready for occupation, and I proceeded to 
Broken Hill to advise as to its minor fittings and the regulations under which it should be worked.

When passing througb Adelaide the Chief Secretary of that colon}’ placed me in official communi
cation with tho Colonial Surgeon, who is the head of the Lunacy Department of South Australia, with the 
result that an agreement was drafted under which persons found to he insane at Broken Hill, will, on being 
handed over to tho authorities in South Australia, bo dealt with under the lunacy laws of tliat colony, and 
cared for and treated in its Hospitals for the Insane at the charge of the Government of New South 
Wales. This agreement, after being amended in minor particulars, has now been agreed to by the Gov
ernments of both colonies, and can be put in force as soon as an Act has been passed in this Colony 
legalising the action to be taken under it. The passing of this measure has been delayed, hut it is hoped 
that it will he accomplished during the present session of Parliament. The building at Broken Hill 
has, pending the completion of the arrangements above mentioned, not been used for the purpose for 
which it wq,s intended, but it is a useful addition to the hospital, and can be made available for the isolation 
and treatment of cases of infectious disease or other special ailments.

Cost of Maintenance.

The receipts of tho Department from all sources amounted to £14’,480 16s, Sd. being somewhat 
less than during the year 1892.

Tho collections by the M aster - hi - Lun aey towards the maintenance of patients, together with 
payments made at the Tteeeption House, amounted to £18,293 16s. 5d. This was only £53 13s. 8d. more 
than was collected during the year 1892, although the daily average number of patients under care was 
ICO more than during that year. The falling off in the average collections por patient from £4 Os.'lOd. 
in 1892 to £4i 2s. 10jd. in 1893 was no douht due to the generally depressed financial condition of the 
Colony. The sum of £292 15s '8d. was paid by the Imperial Treasury, £740 11s. 9d, was received for fat, 
old stores, &c., and £98 12s. 5d, for rent of land.

The details are shown in the following return:—■D
Tab ms showing Total 'Receipts on account of Institutions for the Insane during the year 1893.

Name of Institution,
Collected for 

maintenance of 
Patients.

Paid
from Imperial 
Treasury for 

maintenance of 
Patients.

Solo of Fat 
and

old Stores.
Rent of land. Total.

Hospital for tho Insane, Gladesville.................... .
£ s. d. 

ft,163 8 11 
2,144 1G 8 
5,017 0 4 

892 10 10 
410 8 5 
63 6 3

7 5 0

£ B. d. £ b. d. 
266 19 9 
253 15 3 
177 8 6 
23 14 1 
18 14 2

£ s. d. £ B. d.
4,430 8 8 
2,662 2 0 
5,794 8 10 

945 10 G 
429 2 7 
63 6 3
7 5 0 

98 12 G

2G3 10 1
Do Callan Park .....................
Do Newcastle .................... . 29 5 7

Licensed House for the Insane, Cook’s Hirer..........
Reception House for the Insane, Darlinghuret
Inspector-General’s Office........................................ 98 12 5

Total............. ...............................
1

13,298 1G 5 j 292 15 8 740 11 9 98 12 5 14,430 16 3

The total expenditure was £101,077 15s. aud was made up as follows:—Maintenance of patients 
in Hospitals for the Insane, £93,781 14s.; .maintenance of Government patients at tho Licensed House, 
Cook’s Kivcr, £2,928 13s. 6d.; maintenance of patients in the Heception House, £1,545 11s. 7d.; and 
general expenses, including cost of Inspector-General’s. Office, payments to official visitors, maintenance 
of steam launch “Mabel,” &c., £2,82115s. lid. The expenditure in 1893 was less under each heading 
than during the preceding year, and an average number of 160 more patients was maintained in the 
hospitals fop a cost of £1,441 19s. 6d. less than was expended in 1892.

The average weekly cost per head at all the hospitals was 11s. 2jd., without deducting collections, 
and 9s. 6id,, after those were deducted, and was lower than during any preceding year. The cost per 
head in 1892 was 11s. 11-jd., without deducting collections, and 10s. 2d. after these wero deducted. The 
cost for maintenance would have been still lower but for the fact that the votes for the Government 
Architect’s Department having been greatly reduced, it has been necessary to charge the expenditure for 
various necessary additions and alterations to the votes of this Department. The maintenance rate 
at Newcastle has in this way been nearly £1 a head higher than it would otherwise have been, 
and the cost of workshops, &c., at Parramatta, and rooms for attendants and nurses at Gladesville, 
have been included in the maintenance rate. It will be seen tliat the maintenance rate differs considerably 
at the several Hospitals, being higher at Callan Park aud Gladesville than at Parramatta, Newcastle, aud 
Hydalmere. This depends partly on the character of the patients and the proportion of acute cases. 
Acute cases are much more costly than chronic ones as regards attendance, food, clothing, and other 
items, and the proportion, of these is large at Callan Park and Gladesville, whilst the eases are all 
chronic ones at Newcastle and Hydalmere, and the proportion of this class is very large at Parramatta. 
A. further reason for the higher cost at Callan Park is that there arc at that Hospital special quarters for 
paying patients, and the special provision for this class swells the general cost, though it is subsequently 
recouped by the collections for maintenance.. The cost is also to some extent determined by the relative 
number of male to female patients. The latter can be maintained for something between Is. and 2s. 
each per week less than the former, by reason of the smaller salaries paid to female attendants or nurses

in
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in comparison with male attendants, the smaller cost for clothing, and the smaller dietary scale necessary. 
The female patients at Parramatta are only one-third of the total number, and there are none at Rydal- 
mere. The maintenance rate at both these Hospitals would be much less if half or more than half the 
patients were women as is the case in most English asylums. _

The cost for each patient at the Reception House nas £2 He. 3d,, as against £2 ISs. O^d. during 
the preceding year. _

The following returns show (1st) the average weekly cost at the Hospitals for the last ten years—■ 
1884 to 1893; (2nd) the weekly cost at all Hospitals from 1870 to 1893 inclusive; and (3rd) tho 
particulars of expenditure in the Hospitals during the year 1893 

Return- showing "Weekly Cost for Maintenance in Hospitals for the Insane for ten years, 1884 to 1893
inclusive.

Year, Without deducting Collections. Deducting1 CoJlecttons.

£ B< d. £ a. d.
TRW .................................................................................................. 0 12 3 0 10 11

0 12 8 0 11 3*
0 12 71 0 11 ii
0 11 114 0 10 6
0 11 Si 0 10 2
0 12 91 0 11 Si

1800 ................................................................................................... 0 n iii 0 10 4i
1891 ............................................................................................... 0 12 li 1 0 10 Oi
1892 .................................................................................................... 0 11 11* 0 10 2
1S93..................................................................................................... 0 11 2i | 0 9 61

Average for 10 years.................................................. 0 12 H 0 10 »l
j i

The following return shows the weekly cost in all Hospitals from 1870 to 1S03, inclusive:—
Table showing Weekly Cost of Maintenance at Hospitals for tho Insane, during tho years 1870 to 1893

inclusive.

Year,

Glndosrllle. ParrauisittA. New castlo. Callrin Park. Rydalmore.

Collections
drfuctal- deduct.

Collections 1 “ions 

deducted, j

Collections h011,^01'8 

deducted. 1 dcdll(;t£di
Collections 1 CoUofOos 
deducted. | dodlM^

1

Collcr'fcion^
deducted.

Collections
not

deducted.

£ 8,
i

th £ Sr d. £ s. d.f £ s. a. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
1S70 ................ o 12 6 • o 12 11 *
1R71 ............... o 11 lit o v> 4 o 9 0 0 9 i*
1872 ................. 0 12 s 0 13 2 0 9 3 0 9 4 0 10 11 0 16 11
1873 .................. 0 12 7 ' 0 13 0 0 11 4i 0 12 5 0 16 0 0 10 1
1874 .................. 0 12 2i 0 12 io? 0 12 3 0 12 44 0 13 54 0 13 6
1875 ................ 0 12 2 / 0 12 Gi 0 11 10*1 0 11 10| 0 14 1* 0 14 3
1876 .................. 0 12 5 1 0 13 i 0 10 Oi, 0 11 2i 0 14 1 0 14 4i
1877 .................. 0 12 5 | 0 13 i 0 11 82 0 11 10i 0 14 1* 0 14 7
1878 .................. 0 11 4*1 0 12 3| 0 12 9i 0 12 10! 0 13 32 0 14 oi
1879 .................. 0 11 3 , 0 13 1* 0 11 2* 0 11 7 0 12 si 0 13 i*
18S0 .................. 0 9 5 1 0 11 2* 0 10 5*1 0 11 li 0 11 5 0 12 0!
1881 ................. 0 10 H, 0 12 2i 0 10 2S| 0 10 92 0 10 9i 0 11 8
1882 ................. 0 10 11 ; 0 13 Oi 0 12 6 0 13 0* 0 10 10 0 11 5*
1883 .................. 0 10 4i( 0 12 6* 0 10 10* 0 11 4} 0 H 3* 0 12 Oi
1884 ................. 0 10 4* 0 12 6i 0 9 H* 0 10 7 0 10 11 0 12 0
1885 .................. 0 10 11 | 0 13 2 0 9 10|| 0 10 74 0 10 Hi 0 12 1
1886 .................. 0 11 8 1 0 13 9* 0 10 2 I 0 10 11* 0 10 7* 0.11 01
1837 .................. 0 11 3S| 0 13 1* 0 9 7*1 0 10 8 0 12 0 0 12 9i
1888 ................. 0 9 7f 0 11 10i 0 10 Oi1 0 11 1 0 11 2 0 11 H
1889 ................. 0 12 1 1 0 14 8 0 10 9i 0 11 4 0 11 10* 0 12 32
1890 ................ 0 10 9i 0 13 0 0 10 1* 0 10 11 0 10 2 0 H 2-i
1891 .................. 0 10 tu 0 12 lljf 0 9 ioi 0 10 9 0 9 10* 0 11 2*
1892 ................. 0 10 8 ' 0 12 11 0 9 4 0 10 3 0 9 8* 0 30 11!
1893 .................. 0 10 2i| 0 12 4 0 8 8* 0 9 7! 0 9 22 0 10 0

i

*1 2 iii*i 3 10i
0 13 3* 0 13 11*
0 12 10*1 0 13 8!
0 14 22; 0 15 2*
0 10 4 0 17 3*

to 17 2i,t0 18 8t
0 15 9 ! 0 17 4
0 12 5*1 0 14 4*
0 10 5*1 0 12 4!
0 10 7*1 0 12 2i
0 10 li*' 0 12 Hi ....... ,,
0 10 3$i 0 12 4i
0 10 Ii 0 12 Si *0 15 4} *0 15 4*
0 10 2II 0 13 Oi 0 12 IU 0 13 4!
0 9 10! 0 12 7i 0 9 9* 0 10 5*

* First year. Mid including cost oi stores and outfit. t Opening of new Hospital.

1893:—
The following tables show the particulars of expenditure in tho Hospitals for the Insane during

Table showing Animal Cost of Patients in Hospitals for the Insane during the year 1893.

Institution,
Total A\crage 1 Amount

number number Total cost ] of
under care. resident j collections.

Total annual 
cost per Pntiont, 

without 
deducting 
collections.

Annual cost 
per Patient, 
deducting 

collections.

Hospilal for Hie Insane, Gladesville ,,| 
JJo I’arraniut.ln...
JJo Cnllnn IVirliJ
Do Neivenstlo ...
Bo Bydnlmcre1

1,075 
] ,225 
1,110 

380 
207

£ s. d. £ s. d. JC 8. d.
807 25,SS7 30 9 4,430 8 8 32 i 61

1,058 26,670 5 4 2,062 2 0 25 4 H
809 26 005 2 8 5,794 8 10 32 37 8i
282 7,709 33 0 945 10 0 27 6 94
254 0,90S 15 9 429 2 7 27 3 H!

3,210 93,781

1 1

0 14,201 12 7 29 4 3*

£ e. d. 
20 11 0i
22 13 10 
25 14 61
23 19 Si 
25 10 24
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Hetubn stowing the Average Annual Cost of Maintenance per Patient at the Hospitals for tho Insane
for the year 1S93.

>Tame
of

Hospital.

Daily
average
numlxsr

of
patients
resident

Salaries*
money
allow
ances,

and
fees.

Provisions
extrap,
medical

comforts,
and

forajjc

Stimu
lants— 
Wines, 
spirits, 

liecr, &c.

Medicines
am!

surgical
instru
ments.

Stereo,
including
clothing:,
tedding,

ami
materials

for
manu

facture.

Fuel,
lictht,
and

water.

Incidental 
and nns- 

cellanc-uus 
expenses, 
including 
lilimry, 
amuse

ments, &c.

Total
expenditure.

Collec
tions
for

mainten
ance, &c.

Annual 
cost for 

mainten
ance 

■ per 
patient.

Annual 
cost per 
patient, 

deducting1 
collections 

for
mainten
ance, &c.

807
£ s. <1. 
12 ir> 9}

£ a. d..
n i m

£ 8, d. 
0 1 92

£ fl. d. 
0 4 dj

£ 8. d. 
4 18 4}

£ s. d. 
1 8 Oj

£ 8. d
1 10 2J

£ s. d. 
25,887 1ft 0

£ s. d 
4,431) 8 8 
2,062 2 0

£ b. d. 
32 1 65

£ s. d. 
20 11

i,or>s Hf 11 GJ 8 17 2 0 1 7j 0 2 I0J li 2 64 I 7 74 1 0 104 26,070 5 4 
26,605 2 8

25 4 li 23 13 10
SM 13 4 nj n e iq 0 1 103 0 3 IDS 4 4 1 2 4 (it i ii hh 5,704 810 32 17 8( 25 14 f>?
2S2 9 Ifi 24 a is iu

7 14 li
0 0 Ij 0 5 Iflj 

0d7*
3 15 1 1 5 114 3 7 7i 7,709 13 0 945 10 0 27 6 0J 23 19 SJ

llydalmoro__ 2hi 12 7 S3 3 2 74 1 10 mj 2 3 04 G,U0S 16 3 429 2 7 27 3 11| 25 10 2(

Betuen showing the Average Weekly Cost of Maintenance per Patient at the Hospitals for the Insane
for tho year 1893.

Name of Hospital.

Dally
average
iimnher

of
patients
tesident

Weekly cost calculated on avenge number resident.

Total
Vi cekly 
cost for 

mainten
ance per 
patient.

Average
weekly

collections
for

mainten
ance per 
patient.

Weekly 
cost per 
patient, 

deducting 
collections 

for
mainten
ance, &c.

Salaries,
money
allow
ances,
and
fees.

Pra\ isions 
extras, 

medical 
comforts, 

and 
forage.

Stimu
lants— 
Wines, 
spirits, 

beer, &c.

Medicines
and

surgical
instru
ments.

Stores,
including
clothing,
bedding,

and
materials

for
manufac

ture.

Fuel,
light,
and

water.

Incidental 
and mis

cellaneous 
expenses, 
including 
libmiy, 
amuse
ments, 

&c.

£ f). d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ p. d. £ 9. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d £8. d. £ s. d. £ 9. d.
Gladesville ................... S07 0 4 11 0 4 3i 0 0 0} 0 0 1 0 1 10} 0 0 0} 0 0 0} 0 12 4 0 2 1J 0 10 2}
Parramatta........................ 3,058 0 4 0 3 4] D 0 0} 0 0 0^ 0 12} o o iq 0 0 4} 0 0 7! 0 0 11* 0 s si
Callao Park ...................... 809 0 5 1 0 4 4i ooo! 0 0 Oi 0 17} 0 0 10} 0 0 7j 0 12 7J 0 2 84 0 0 10}

232 0 3 9} 0 3 4} 0 0 l{ 0 1 G 0 0 fij 1) 1 3} 0 10 <i 0 1 3j 0 9 2’}
Itydalmerc.......................... 254 0 4 0} 0 2 111

.........
0 0 1 0 12} 0 0 7 0 11 10 o 10 flj 0 0 7} 0 0 0i

Average weekly cost without deducting collections, 11s. on deducting collections, Dg. (i\d.

In my report for the year 1891, particulars were given as to the cost of maintenance in Institutions 
for tho Insane in Victorhij Ontario, and the United States and Great Britain. The following additional 
particulars, showing cost of maintenance (collections being deducted), arc taken from annual reports 
for year 1S92 :— ■

£ s. d.
f County Asylums (54) .................................. .'.......... 0 8 Ilf

.England* ........... .................j Borougli do (13) .............................................. 0 10 0
(.Registered Hospitals for Insane (12).......... ....... 1 11 6

Pennsylvania, U.S. 
Asylums) %

(State
f Harrisburg 

1 Danville .... 
1 Morristown 
| Warren ... 
(_Deimonfc...

0 15 2 
0 13 4i 
0 14, 11 
0 H Of 
0 16 4

fValkenburg ................................................. 0 16 fi
Old Somerset Housef ..................................... 0 8 9

Capo of Good Hope*#*........ -( Bobbin Island J............................................... 0 15 fif
Graham’s Town.............................................. 0 13 8f

1 Port Alford..... ............................................... 0 15 Si

*Kc](ort of Commissioners in Luiiaey. England, 1S02 t Includes chronic sick cases. 1 Includes chronic sick cases and lepers. 
*, JtCjiortof Committee on Lunacy, Pennsylvania, 1S92. *** Jteport oi inspector oi Asylums, 1802.

Reception House for the Insane, Darlinghurst.
The number of patients admitted to this Institution in 1893 was 594. and with 9 remaining from 

the previous year makes a total of 903—428 males and 175 females—under care. Of these, 475 were 
transferred to Hospitals for tho Insane, 117 were discharged recovered, 1 was discharged to care of 
friends, 2 died, and 8 remained at the close of tho year.

The patients admitted are of two classes—those under medical certificate and those under remand 
under the provisions of section 1 of the Amending Lunacy Act. Of the first class, the number admitted 
was 354, and with 3 remaining from tho previous year mode a total of 357 under care. Of those, 348 
were sent on to Hospitals for the Insane, 7 were discharged recovered, 1 was handed over to the charge 
of friends, and 1 remained at tho close of the year. Of tho second class, 210 were admitted and 0 
remained from the previous year, making a total of 24C. Of these, 127 were returned to Police Court, 
then certified as insane, and returned to the Institution, to go subsequently to Hospital; 110 were 
discharged as recovered, 2 died, and 7 remained in the Institution at. the close of the year. It will be 
seen that 127 patients arc counted twice, having first been admitted under remand and subsequently 
under medical certificate. During tbo year 10 patients were admitted twice, and 71 were admitted who 
had been previously inmates during the 26 preceding years.

I visited the Institution at least once in each month without any previous notice, and always found 
it in good order and tlio patients properly attended to. There lias been no serious accident, the death-rate 
has been unusually small, and the Institution, as in many former years, has done most useful work.

Alterations to the laundry and bath-rooms, to which attention has been called in previous reports, 
are niueb needed; but funds bave not yet been available for carrying out tbe necessary work.

The
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The following returns giro the statistics for the Reception House for the year 1893:—
Table showing the number of Patients under Certificate received at tho Tteeeption House for tho Insane

during the year 1893, and their disposal.

Year.

Remain
ing 31st 

Dec., 
1392.

Received. Sent to 
Gtadesnllc.

Sent a
to I’arra- 

rnatta.

Sent to
Sent to ] Licensed 

Newcastle. House,Cook’s 
River.

Discharged 
of sound 

nund.

1 Discharged
1 to
| friends.

Died.

“Hi

Remaining 
31st Dec., 

1893.

M F. 3
fi

M. Vj

To
ta

l.
M. F. 3l &

M* F.

To
ta

l.
fc
* r9

To
ta

l.

M. F, 3oH
M. F.

To
ta

l.

M. f. \i 
! £

M. J F. 3
£

M. v. ji
S

1893 i 2
sLe HsjayAooj 6ljl70 5Gjl74

2 2 4 - 6 i 7
1

1 ... i i
...j i

Table showing the number of Patients received at tbe Reception House for the Insane during tho year 
* 1893, nnder section 1 of the Lunacy Act Amendment Act.

Year.

Remaining,
Slst Dec., 1892. Received, Sent to Folico Court 

and discharged.

Sent to Police Court 
certified as insane, 

and returned 
to Reception House.

Died, RcTnainiiur,
Slst Dec., 1893.

M. 1 F. Total. M. F. Total, j M. J F.
Total. M. F, Total. | M. F. Total. M. F. Total.

1893............. 3 3
G j 188 62 240 88 22 110 94 33 127 2 ... 2

7 J ...
7 '

Table showing the number of Patients received at the Reception House for tho Insane for tho years
1868 to 1893 inclusive, and their disposal, &c*.

Year.

Remain.
ing. Received. Sent to 

Gladesville.
Sent 

to Parra 
matta.

Sent
- to Calian 

Park.

Sent 
to New 
castle.

Sent 
to Cook 

Riicr,

Sent to 
Police

s Court, anc 
dischargut,' 
as sane.

Sput 1
L<j Police I t-vj- Crmrlt DJS-

cert.ifip.i | charged 
muine, nnd iof southrfturdrdto mind 
HiLpptlon1 House |

Dis
charged 
to care

friends.

Mod.

Remain
ing on 

Slst 
Decem

ber.

M
1, Jf! M. F.

1 3
M. F. 3 M F. J M. F. i M F. 1 11 F. 1 M F. 3 M F.

i -
4 M F. | M

If. s M F s M F, s
1 C' 1 ^ 1 fe- E- i b’ | $ * H 1 g | H fi

18G8 29 191 4E 27 u 46
1 i

l ] L 1

1869 73 41 126 77 4£ '122 <> £> tt 1

1870 £ 74 51 125 67 48 115 1 1 £ 7r 5> 2 <> ] ft

1871 2 ] 3 126 64 190 121 56 177 1 2 3 c £ c 1 r! 4L 6

1872 2 4 c 131 GS 194 118 61 179 i 1 11 1 12 £ 1 <■ G

1873 2 a 5 140 74 214 130 195 £ 3 a f fi 11 1 1 * 
1

1874 1 4 5 151 89 240 127 S3 210 7 6 12 11 5 1G 1 1 c

1875 6 6 189 106 205 154
1

87,241 f, 97 7 °0 s g 10

1876 4 6 10
204!l0S

312 151 99 250
|

28 7 35 21 4 2 1 a c ft

1877 6 3 9 2411 99340 226 94 320

.. j...

15 4 19 2 1 $ 4 3 7

1878 4 3 7 194,101 298 183 101 284 1 1 ... 4 2 6 6 3 9 1 1 2 3 3

1879 3 3 201103 309 1G5 94 259 .. 14 id 2 2 20 19'&9. 1 1 ft 1 4

1880 3 . 4
202j 126

328 122 111 233 2 2 49 49

...

1 1 1 ... 1 2 2 26 8 34 1 1 1 2 3 2 4 6

1881 2 4 6
206I11G

j
323 152 110 262 1 1 39 39 1 1 1 1 10 7 17 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 3

1882 2 1 3 37116G 537 145 lOilaiG,
37 37 J 1 1 121 33 154 43 18 61 12 12 24 5 ... 5 10 2 12

1SS3 10 2 12 333]19G 579 141 103 244 25 25 2 ... 153 18 201 50 30 80 12 7 19 1 1 3 5 8 6 5 11

1834 G 5 11
47^211

585 115116 2311 68 ...i CS J 1 1 1 1 2 205 43 Wo
52 4] 93 17 2 19 8 3 11 14 7 21

1885 14 7 21
474J218

G92 6Gj 47 113 1 1 2 14,1
1

73 214 1 v. 1
166^*5^211

91 49 140 10 S IS 5 5 G 2 8

18SG 6 2 8
1

491I18G 677 85' 16 101 3 3 138 73 lie
j

1 1
| 1

ififiSi; 9Ri 35 30 lln 10 5 15 4 2 Q {J i 7

1887 G 1 7 374 181 555 100! 45 t 145 1 1 72 52 L24 1 1 126
3d|l60

joJ
35 85 18 10 28 5 2 7 8 3 11

1883 8 3 11
43 J 207

G41 82I
1 3/ 119 1 1 2 129 76205 2 3 5 i 126 16172 70 ji 101 20 11 31 4 3 7 8 2 10

1889 s: 2 10 384174 LOG 40 14fi 91 52 153 2 2 i &nWi4o
17

351
89 20* 5 1 1 0 7 2) 0

1890
1

7
1

2 9 447 200 647
1

130! 40 170 97 35L162
1

L3141 ]L72 71'Uj 15
I

19 6 25 0 1 3 4 5 9

1891 4 5 9 118 1 78 590
Lloj

51 161 1 1 2 101 J-8'149 1 2 a 20 36 56 (54;S73L01 13 4117 3 2 5 9 2 ] 1

1892 9 2 1 4G3 1G4 5271[40 40 [80 2 21LOG
Jl54

2 2 122 37 59 JSI SOI111 LI 6117. 4 * 4 G 9

1893 4 5 9'

1
124|l70

1
>94109 61 L70.

j

-
.. .18,

sejm
2 0 4

-
88j221 10 £ 31 27 6 1 7 1 2. 2 8 8
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Tahne slowing tie number of Patients under Certificate received at the Reception House for tie 
Insane during the year 1193, the places whence received, and their disposal.

From whence 
received.

Homwn- 
lug on | 

Slet-Poc., 
1892. ^

Received. ^ }
Scot
to

Gladesville 
Hospital. 1

Sent to
Parra
matta

Hospital-

Sent to 
Callan Park 

Hospital.

Sent to I Sent to 
Now- 1 Licensed 
casttc | House, 

Hospital jCooli'e River.

Diaehurgod 
to caro of 
friends.

Dig* 
charged 

of sound 
mind.

Died.

y. F.

To
ta

l. J

l

F. |

i
s
H

M. F. 3
£ M.

fN

1*
M. F. ■3

£ 1L F. 3
$

1L
1

F.

To
ta

l.

>1. F.

( To
ta

l,

M E.j

j T
ot

al
. d

1

F.|-

k

Sydney ............ i i 127
i

61 188 fi 7 10 118 51 169 2 2 4 i x 4 1 5
1

2
5

0 A 2 9 4
6
X

1
*Q r, x

1
1

T 1
1 1 ] J

l 3
1

1 T
"i 1 3

■UnITJ x ] 1 1
5 i 6

2
g 1 0

22 2 j
1 1 ] 1 | | 1

] 1 1 1
l 1 1

g
J
g

1

5 j
1 1 i 1 1

T i 1 1 ...
1 1 7 1 ] |

Dubbo..... ............ ] i i i ...
* 9 3 12 9 3 12 l

Ghinncdnli i
1

1 1
1

1
]
2

]
I 1 1 1 1 1
e c c 6 ...

3 3
4

9 2 1 i

d d 4
1 1 J 1 ...

Liverpool ........ 4 4 3 3 1 1
6 i i 6 1 7 ... ..
s
1

8 16
1
q

s 8 16
13

3
•

3
3 o 5 2 }

2 i 3 2 1 3
l i

8
1 ...

3
1

9 5 9 5 1
i i i ...

l 3 8
i1

ii
3
2

3 q 12
D 2 i 3

Port Macquarie 2 2 2 ,..i...
1 1 1 1
1 ] 9 i 1
1 1 1 1 ”1

l 1 1 x
1 i 2 1 1 9

Tcmom ........
Titmlif

1 2 2
1

9 T 3
j i 1

:::::: i i i i ..
i 1

2

i i
2 2 2 ...[ ...

3
1
1

3 2 1 3
"Wagga Wagga.. fi 7 6 1 7

2 3 2 i 3
2 2 2 2
H 1 ? 1

1
1 1 1

1 1 1
1 1 1 1

...

Total ......... i 2 3 236 118 35*t ^ , o
1

61 170 Cjus 56 174 2 2 4 -I - i ... 1
J

6 1 7

Komaiu- 
h\g on 

31st Dw., 
1893.

M. F- I 
1 ^

Hospitals fok the Iksane.
Tlie statistics of these institutions will be found in the reports of tic medical superintendents. 

[Appendices A, B, C, D, E.] Tie official visitors, Sir Arthur Roberts, Dr. ,T. Cox, aud Mr, Nugent 
Robertson, bave visited the Hospitals at Gladesville and Callan Park, and Dr. 'Walter Brown, Dr. 
Iluxtablc, and Mr. Nugent Robertson, tie Hospital at Parramatta once in each month, and lave for
warded reports for the information of the Chief Secretary after each visit, in accordance with the pro
visions of the Lunacy Act.

6-ladcsmlIe.
This Hospital as in former years has received all patients from the southern and coast districts of 

the Colony. The number of patients on December Slst, 1892, was 852, and 223 were received during the 
year, making 1,075 under care. Of these, 10G were discharged recovered, 12 were discharged relieved, 
GO were transferred to other institutions, 52 died, and 815 remained at the close of the year. The daily 
average number resident was 807.

, The percentage of recoveries on admissions was 48'SI, and tbe average recovery rate for the last 
five years 47'48. The death-rate was 6'44, and the return showing the causes does not reveal anything 
unusual. There was no death from typhoid fever or other epidemic ailment. Only one fatal accident 
occurred—a suicide by hanging—and in this case the usual inquiries were held. The
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The Hospital has been much overcrowded, especially in the division for women, and a new ward to 
accommodate 70 women—which was in progress throughout the year—was not ready for occupation at its 
close. An important addition was made to the Laundry Building, under the direction of the G-overnment 
Architect, this included new drying, folding, ironing, and sorting rooms, and allowed a reorganisation of 
the old laundry and an increase in the space set apart for washing and other preliminary laundrv 
processes. The laundry as altered is conveniently arranged and fitted, and is larue enounh for the whole 
ofthe work of the Hospital. °

The necessity for comfortable dining and sitting rooms for the attendants and nurses has long been 
apparent, but the work has been from various causes delayed. Luring the year, however, a good start 
has been made. The Medical Superintendent has undertaken the erection of the rooms for attendants by 
means of the labour of artisans and patients, and good progress has been made with the work. The 
Government Architect has taken a contract for tlie rooms for nurses, and there is goodTeason to hope 
that the members of the "Ward Staff in both divisions of the Hospital will be in occupation of the new 
buildings long before the close of tho current year. Various minor improvements and alterations have 
been made in tlie buildings, and the whole Hospital has been kept in good repair.

i _ The arrangements mentioned in the Beport for last year, under which two wards in the male 
division were set apart for new patients on admission, one being devoted to the more quiet and orderly 
and another to tho more demonstrative cases, havo worked most satisfactorily, and go far to insure the 
proper individual care and treatment of patients in the earlier and more curative stage of the malady. 
On the completion of the new ward for women, Dr, Sinclair proposes to make similar arrangements in 
that division of the Hospital. Considerable and commendable care has been taken with regard to the 
industrial occupation of the inmates, and the returns forwarded quarterly for my information show that, on 
the average, upwards of 64 per cent, of the patients are usefully employed.

, Upwards of 52 per cent, of the patients attend Divine Service on Sundays, and the room used for 
this purpose is well filled.

, I have on several occasions made inquiries into the arrangements for nursing and supervising the 
patients at night and attending to those with faulty' habits, and consider these satisfactory. °

My official inspections of the Hospital were made on January 9th and 19th, February 23rd and 
24th, March 21st, April 20th and 29th, May 1st and 15th, June 19th, July 17th and 24th, A'ugust 19th 
and 20th, September 11th and 2Sth, October 12th and IGth, November 13th, and December 21st; and I 
have, on various other occasions, visited the Hospital for special purposes. I am glad to he able to report 
that the general management is careful, judicious, and progressive.

Parramatta.
_ This Hospital has continued to receive recent cases of insanity from the whole of the Western 

District, and the number of these is slowly increasing, the number admitted during 1893 being larger 
than during any previous year. The greater proportion of patients are, however, sutfering from chronic 
insanity, and have been transferred from other Hospitals. The number on December 31st;, 1892, was 
999, and 158 were received during the year, making a total of 1,157 under care. Of these, 59 were 
discharged^!s recovered and 5 as relieved; 2 were transferred to other Hospitals ; 1 escaped and was not 
retaken; 63 died; and 1,027 remained at the close of the year. The recoveries give a per-centage of 
47-96 on the admission; whilst the deaths were only 6'25 per cent, on the average daily number resident. 
Of the total number of deaths, 32 were due to disease of the brain, 9 to disease of the lungs and heart, 
and 18 to general debility and old age.

Hie general health Has been good, but both measles and influenza were prevalent in the wards for 
short periods, and one patient died from the sequel® of the former disease.

The accidents have been extremely few, considering the large population of the Hospital and tho 
large number of epileptic, and aged, and feeble patients. One case of suicide occurred, and is fully 
mentioned in tlio •Report of the Medical Superintendent.

. most important addition to the buildings during the year has been a now kitchen block, 
containing a spacious and lofty kitchen, with moat and vegetable stores, lavatories, cook’s room, and 
dining and sitting rooms for the attendants. The work has been carried out by the G-overnment 
Architect’s Department, and the result is a handsome and convenient addition to the Hospital.
. The staff of artisans, together with a number of patients, have been engaged throughout the year 
m erecting new workshops for carpenter, painter, and blacksmith, in refitting the sculleries of two wards, 
and in effecting improvements in the Farm buildings, which are now in a creditable condition.

The water supply to the Hospital has been a matter of anxiety. The source is the town supply, 
hut the pressure has been varying and insufficient, and the defective condition of some of the mains has 
added to the danger. Steps have, however, now been taken to lay larger additional mains, and to clean 
those already in use, aud by these means, if the municipal authorities maintain a fair and equable 
pressure, the buildings will be reasonably sale. A contract was taken towards the close ofthe year for 
various much-needed alterations to the weatherboard buildings; these included new bath and dressing 
rooms, pantries, lavatory, stores, and additional sleeping rooms for attendants, as well as various minor 
alterations and repairs. "When completed, this division of the Hospital will he in serviceable working 
order, and will be good for the accommodation of chronic cases for a number of years. I visited the 
Hospital on January 12th, February 2nd and 17th, March 12th, May 10th and 23rd, June 2nd and 23rd, July 
21st, August 10th and 24th, September Sth, October 13th and 24th, November 14th, December 1st, 12th 
and 22nd. At my visits I visited various parts of the Hospital, which now extends over a considerable 
area, and made the inquiries and inspections prescribed by statute.

‘ Callan Park.
This Hospital still receives the whole of the recent cases of insanity from the metropolitan area, 

and the number of acute cases, in proportion to the general asylum population, is larger than at auy other 
of the Hospitals.

. 1 h® admissions have been considerably above the average number for the last five years, *mdt
owing to the want of room in other institutions, it has been found impossible to remove the chronic cases, 
so that the wards havo been unduly crowded throughout tlie year, especially in the female division.

On
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On December 31st, 1892, the number in Hospital was 812, and 298 were admitted during the 
year, making a total of 1,110 under care. Of these, 105 were discharged as recovered and 14 as relieved, 
80 were transferred to other hospitals and 74 died, leaving 837 under care at the close of the year.

Tlie recovery rate onlv gives a percentage of 35 59 on the admissions, being tbe smallest for some 
years, this being probably due to the large number of general paralytics and other incurable cases among 
the patients received. The death-rate was 9'14 on the average number resident.

The general health was good, hut minor epidemics of hath measles and mumps occurred, as well as 
two or three cases of erysipelas. _ _

Additions to the laundry, a sitting room for nurses at the cottages, and some alteration in the 
wards of the female division, so as to insure a better observation of the sick at night have been carried 
out under the supervision of the G-overnment Architect, and various alterations to closets, drains, &c., at 
the older buildings have also been made. Tlie water supply to the older buildings having been found 
defective, a new main was laid to these, so as to insure an adequate pressure in the event of fire.

A large reclamation of the harbour has been carried out by the Department of Harbours and 
Elvers, the banks being made by fascines and the space within these filled with sand and silt by means of 
steam dredges. In this way an unsightly and unwholesome mud flat has been done away with, and the 
Hospital estate increased by an area of some 5 acres. To complete tbe work, a road and fences along the 
eastern boundary are required, so as to give access to the property of adjoining owners, and to protect tbe 
Hospital gardens and grounds, which is now open to spoliation by trespassers. _ _

The main wants of the Hospital at present are an additional sewing room for patients, sitting 
rooms for nurses and attendants, and detached sleeping rooms for the members of the staff employed on 
night duty.

X visited the Hospital on February 14th and 28th, March 7th, April 27th, May Sth and 30th, 
June 1st, July Slst, August Sth and 29th, September 13th and' 30th, October 26th, November 7th and 
21st, and December 11th and 19th, and carried out the inspections and inquiries required by tbe Lunacy 
Act.

Newcastle.
This Hospital has continued to receive imbecile and idiotic patients both direct and by transfer 

from tbo other hospitals, to which patients of this class are not unfrequently sent by mistake.
The numher of patients on December Slst, 1S92, was 263, and 22 were admitted direct, and 4o by 

transfer, making the total number under care 330. Of these, 6 wero discharged relieved, 5 were trans
ferred to other hospitals, 24 died, and 295 remained at the close of tho year. . ^

Tho number of direct admissions was larger than during any year, except 1892, since the opening 
of the Hospital. The death-rate was somewhat high, being 8'61 per cent., but tbe patients are in the 
main a feeble folk, of whom one-tbird suffer from epilepsy, and among whom a high death-rate may be 
expected. Of tbe 24 deaths 11 occurred from epilepsy and 8 from diseases of the lungs.

The general health has been fairly good, although at the beginning of the year a number of tbe 
inmates looked pallid and weak after an outbreak of iniluema, from which 44 suffered. Though measles 
were,—at the time this disease was so general throughout tbe Colony—very prevalent in Newcastle, both in 
the houses near the Hospital and in those occupied in various parts ol the town by the families of 
attendants and other members of tbe staff, this disease did not appear among tbe patients. This immunity 
was doubtless due to precautions taken by the Medical Superintendent, who insisted, among other things, 
that all attendants coming from houses in which the disease had appeared should change their clothes 
before commencing duty daily.

A number of the inmates suffer from minor physical deformities and defects, and care has been 
taken to remedy these as far as possible, specialists being called in to perform any necessary operations 
which would tend to the comfort of the patients or conduce to their mental development.. _ _

The system of night attendance is efficient, the proportion of wet and dirty beds at night being 
very small, notwithstanding tlie feeble and limited intelligence of tbe inmates, and their liability to faulty 
habits. _

Attention has been paid to the employment of the inmates, and upwards of 52 per cent, are 
usefully employed daily, whilst about 75 per ceut. are able to attend the religious services and amuse
ments which are held regularly. _

The new ward for female patients opened at the close of last year has been put into good order 
and set apart for the younger or nursery patients, to whom it gives a bright and cheerful home.

The Medical Superintendent has carried out various alterations to the buildings. Workshops for 
carpenters and painters have been provided in the basement of tbe new ward, and for mat-makers in 
connection with the stable buildings. Several of tbe dormitories have been improved by cutting large 
arches between adjoining rooms and by better ventilation, and the buildings throughout have been kept in 
good repair. .

The chief work carried out under tho supervision of the Government Architect was the screen 
fence at the back of tlie buildings, to shelter the inmates from the observation of people in adjoining 
streets. This work has been carried out in a very efficient and satisfactory manner, and serves all tlio 
purposes for which it was designed.

I visited the Hospital on January 27th, March IGth and 17th, May 4th and 5th, July 27th and 
28th, September 20th and 21st, and December 7th and Sth, and on each occasion made a full inspection 
of the Hospital, and inquired into its general management, I am glad to report this as in all respects 
satisfactory.

Rydalmere.
New cases are not received at this Hospital which is filled with chronic cases transferred from the 

other institutions, mainly from Callan Park and Gladesville, as the wards at these Hospitals become 
overcrowded with this class of patients. Tbe patients are for the most part quiet, and more or less 
demented, and a considerable proportion arc epileptic, a special ward being set apart for this class.

The number of patients on December 31st, 1892, was 225, and 72 were transferred from Callen 
Park and Gladesville during the year, makine: a total of 297 under care. Of these 1 was discharged to 
the care of friends, 2 were transferred to the Hospital for the Insane at Parramatta, being found unfit, by 
reason of violence, for this institution, 22 died, and 272 remained at the close of the year.

239—C The
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The daily average number under care was 254, and the death-rate calculated on this was 8'GG 
per ceuti.

The ward for epileptics has now been occupied for nearly a year, and has answered its purpose in 
the most complete and satisfactory manner. The dormitory is well ventilated, and admits of easy 
supervision. The day and dining room is of ample me, and the airing yard, whilst of sufficient area, is 
not large enough to allow the patients to bo at any time beyond the ready help and care of the attendants.

i he Jdospitai ward has been altered in various minor particulars, and affords a comfort,able home 
tor the sick and more aged patients, but it is much too small, and additional dormitories on the ground 
noor, together with a few single rooms for special cases, are absolutely necessary. '

i-r £/, ,.1 Superintendent, whilst exercising a close watchfulness over the health and general
welfare of the patients, has devoted particular attention to the improvement of tho gardens and grounds 
ot the liospital. .i he orchard and the vegetable and flower gardens have been greatly extended and 
improved and the airing courts, planted with shrubs and bright with flowers at all times of the year arc 
kept in admirable order, and are a great attraction to both patients and visitors. '

■ i j. uumber of patients usefully employed has averaged 40 per cent, throughout the vear. The 
night attendance appears to be satisfactory, and the number of patients wet at night is reported as 
averaging 10, about halt or whom are epileptics. Xo seclusion or restraint has been used for two years in 
succession and no fatal accident or suicide has occurred. Nothing whatever has been spent in wine, beer 
or other stimulants. 1

The protection of the buildings against fire has received consideration. .Additional hvdrants and 
more lengths of hose have been supplied, and lire buckets are set in the verandahs of all wards and filled 
every night. A pretty cottage which has been creeled in tho grounds, and is at proscut used for the 
needlewomen and laundresses, is designed as a residence for one of the officers, and will be occupied in 
accordance with the original arrangement so soon as the new buildings for women are completed. These 
buildings,for which a contract was taken at Ihc dose of the year, will afford accommodation for 150 female 
patients, and include cottages for the matron, nurses, laundresses, and other members of the staff as well 
as a new and spacious laundry, large enough to serve for tho whole establishment and for a number of 
additional patients ns the ward accommodation, is extended.

An Act passed during the last session of Parliament provides for a private railway from Itosehill, 
near 1 arramatta, to Dural. This passes through a corner of the Hospital Estate, and is likely to be a 
great trouble to_t.be officers in charge during construction, and a. permiiuenfc source of daimor to the 
patients and anxiety to the M edical Superintendent. "
M nn*ivisit1d0lhf ^0Spi(‘l1 “January 12th, February 2nd and 17th, March 13 th, April 24th and 25111, 
May 10th and 26th, June 16th, July 21st, August 4th, September 5th, October 10th, and December 22nd 
and mndo the various inspections and inquiries required by statute. The Hospital, which has now been 
managed tor nearly three years as a separate institution, shows evidence of steady process

ihe maintenance rate has fallen to 9s. 9R per head, and will, no doubt, be still lower duriim next 
year when the number of patients will be somewhat larger.

Licensed Houses eor the Insane.

.Bay View Motise, Cook’s River.
i ■ Tle™m*eV P^ients on December 31st, 1892, was 102, and 24 were admitted during the year 

making 126 under care. ° J
Of the admissions, 19 were admitted for tho first time, 1 was readmitted, and 4 were transferred 

trom Hospitals for tho fnsano. During the year 13 were discharged recovered, 4 relieved, 3 were trans
ferred to Hospitals for the Insane, and 8 died, leaving 98—19 males and 79 females—at the close of the 
year. Ihe number of patients under care was 125, and the average daily number resident, 100. The 
recovery rate was 65 per cent, on the admissions, and this raises the average recovery rate for tho last 
five years to the satisfactory percentage of 4716 per cent. The death-rate was S'OO, being considerably 
higher than last year. * J ° .r

Of _ tho number on the register at the close of the year 6 were absent on trial, in accordance with 
tho provisions of the Lunacy Act.
-on J rsif|ed 8th, March 20th, May 2nd, June 12th, July 2oth, August
-8th September 14th, October 23rd, and November 28th, and the Official Visitors, Sir Alfred Eobcrts,
year " and Mr‘ ^u£en1' Robertson, Jiamster-at-Law, paid visits once in each month during the

_ At my visits I made the inquiries prescribed by statute, and was careful to see all the patients, 
especially those recently admitted, and to make inquiries as to their fitness for care and treafment in an 
institution tor the insane. I have investigated all complaints made to me, which were not obviously due 
to delusions, and have when necessary, seen tho patients alone. 1 have on all occasions found the rooms 
everywhere clean and orderly, and consider the general management of the institution satisfactory. An 
unfortunate accident bv which a patient died from an overdose of chloral hydrate and bromide of 
potassium bas been noted in a former part of my report.. “

Very considerable additions has been made to the institution by the purchase of an adioinins 
property, the house on which 1ms been repaired and greatly altered, and rooms set apart for 9 patients 
and the necessary attendants. These rooms have been very nicely furnished and give excellent accom
modation for private cases. The alterations wore approved by the Chief Secretary under the provisions of 
section _/ of the Lunacy A.ct, on October 13th, and the building now forms part'of the Licensed House.

, number of Government patients has been kept at 59 during the year, vacancies bv death behm 
fj led by ransfer of others from the Hospitals. Tho quarters for these patients have been rendered more 
comtmtable by the addition of a large covered and enclosed verandah, which senes as an additional 
uay-roum.

* The
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priWT' The following are the main statistics for the year:—

Table 1.

Snowier tho Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths in the Licensed House for the Insane,
Cook’s Biver, during tho year 1893.

Male. Female. Total,

In Hospital on 31st December, 1892 .......................................... .............. 17 85 102

Hale. Female. Total.

Admitted for the first time during the year .................................... 8 ii 19
i 1

Transferred during the year ............ ................................................. 2 2 4
10 14 24

Total under care daring the year 1893 ......... 27 99 120
Disci urge or removal—

.Recovered ........................................................................... 3 10 13
Relieved................................................................................ 1 3 4
Transferred............................................................................ 1 2 3
Escaped (and not recaptured).............................................
Died...................................................................................... 3 5 8

Total discharged or died during the year 1893 .......... S 20 28

19 79 98
17 S3 100

* Persons under care during the year f ......................... 27 ttS 12o
S 11 10
3 10 13

‘JY'-rijous, t.c„ separate persons in contradistinction to " cases ” which may include the same indiviilual more than once. U'otal cases mimis
rcadmission of patients discharged during the current year,

Table 2.

Showing- the Admissions, Discharges, and Deaths, with tho Mean Annual Mortality, and the proportion 
of Recoveries, Ac., per cent., at tho Licensed House for tho Insane, Cook’s Diver, from the years 
18y(i-1893 inclusive.

Admitted Tran Dischar"ed. Es-
ferred TrauP' caped
from ferrod to an d not
oilier other VCOJrJI-

For the Read- Hos- !tc- lie Hospitals, tured
year, [firsttunc. mitfccd. pifa s, covered. lievod. within

28 days

M F. ■+J M F J M F M. F. 5 H F 1 JI. F. 3 M F $
H Fh P H j-

3S7G 2 1 3 ss'sa ] 1 1 i
lliTT f> :i S 1 1 ii 11 2 0 8 1 1 2 1 3
1^73 S V 7 1 1 ] 7 s a 2 5 1 1 1 2

3 1 A 1 1 4 4 i 1 2 1 ] 1 1
1&W> 8 2 5 ii 1 9 !) 1 3 4 1 1 2 2 2
li581 h !7 14 1 10 11 4 c; 7 2 5 7
1SS2 r 4. 11 nn 12 2 2 4 1 1 2 1 1
3S8S 7 i) 1U i i i 4 ri r> 2 7 3 o 6
1*84 7 L-2 19 - 2 5 7 8 12 1 1 3
J8Sj 12 0 n 0 0 & 8 13 1 3 4' S 2
IS&i (i 13 19 5 i 4 4 2 1 3' . 72 72
1MS7 i;i I(i LSI* i 1 1 1 ;i 7 10 ll 3 4 2 3
1*^ 0 IV 18 2 •i 4 4 4 G y 16 2 1 3 4
J&b') 12 19 1 1 i i 2 1 1 3 4 •
1890 H 0 17 4 4 9 10 10 1 1 3 3 0
1S')1 10 21 ;51 i 2 8 1 a 4 5 10 4 2 b 4 4
]S9'2 a 8 10 i 1 i o G 2 2 4 3 3
1*93 a 11 ID 1 i 2 2 4 3 10 13 1 4 2 3

Died.

Remain
ing m

Hospital, 
31st De
cember 
in each 
ioar.

Average
number
resident.

Percentage
Of rceovcrieh On 

admi'-siOiiS 
diid

readmissions.

Pcrccntfljre of 
patients 

relieved on 
admissions and 
loadinibsions.

Percentage of 
deaths 

on average 
number 
resident.

•A I' p H F. i M L< 3o£h
M. F.

'T
ot

al
.

M F- 1
H

51. F. ri
o

2 8 10 0130 130 G 113119 50*00 33 *33 31 *2) 7-00 8*38
2 7 9 4 [ISO 134 5 129 134 40'00 150*0 SS*88 25 WllTl 40-00 V42 6*6G
1 8 9 Gjl 28 133 6 12S13:} 50'00 20*00 31 25 .. HO 00 6 25 20*00 021 15 70ft 5 0127 133 4 123132 ys-as 50 00 40 00 . :50*00 20*1)1} 3*93 3*79

f> s C!l29 13ft 4 128132 25 U0 J50 0 OU'CG 25*00 50*00 33 "Ol! 3*90 8,79
8 s G132 13S 6 132 137 SO'OO 311 *33 50-00 40Tn 55*55 50 00,

14 28 25 0013 1S14-2S
0*00 5 ^3

1 910 9 1361144 7 133 140 2S'n7 50*00 36*30 0-77 7 14
3 ry 8 7130146 8 137 Itf G2'r»0 2*2*22 41*17 37 50 22 22 29*41 37*60 3*66 6*51
4 2 G 7 I4;}uri0 7 141 143 r»714' GO 00 03*15 I4*£S , 5-26 6*71 1*41 4-Oft
1 810140 160 10 142 162 41-06 88*88 61*90 8*33 33*3319*04 10*00 4*92 5*26
1 3 4 13 73 91 to 77 87 :io*7o 21*05 33*03 7-bU IF,-78 10 00 3*89 4’5!)

1 123 81 104'15 78 93 21*42 43 75 33*33 7 14 18 7513-33 IK, J-07
■2 4 019 83 102120 31 101 73 00 U4-2S 68*18 25 00 7 J413 6310*0(1 4*93 5-94
•2 *» 21 87 loslao 34 104 14-2S 8 33 10*62 14*28 .. 5*2010*00 5'!15 6*73
3 6 8 13 82 f)5 17 84 101 112-50 111*11 111*76 12*50 .. | 5 5817*64 5*95 7*92
i S 1202 80 J01 12 86 97 45*45 21 73 29*41 30-30 8 6917*04 33'33 9-41 12-37

3 317 85 102 16 34 Oil 12-5U G2-50 37'SC 25*UU 25*00 25*00 3*57 J-06
3 5 819 7t 93 17 83 100 37'5l) 8S S3 65*00 12*50 ^‘OO^OOU-Gi

1 1
6*02 HW

Swiss and Woodland Qotiages, Pioton.

These houses are licensed, under the provisions of the 42nd and 43rd sections of the Lunacy Act, 
each for a single patient, i _ .

Tiiey were visited on April 13th and August 25th, and were found in good order, and the patients 
properly cared for in all respects. Both are visited by Dr. Arthur Mills, of Picton, the G-overmnent 
Medical Officer for the district, in accordance with the provisions of the Lunacy Act, and the medical 
journals arc properly kept.

Jhj&e.

A license was granted on tho Gth of September to the Rev. Mother Joseph, of the Little Company 
of Mary, for the reception of 0 female patients, the license being conditional on the carrying out of 
coi’tain'altcratious and improvements, so as to ensure the safety, comfort, and health of the patients.

1 visited this licensed house on the (ith of November, and found that the improvements referred to 
had all been carried out, and the house was furnished and ready for the reception of patients. Dr. Cotton 
D’Englesijueville has been engaged to attend as Visiting Medical Officer, tho nursing will be carried out 
by tho Sisters ot the Society, and the house, which is pleasantly situated in a large area of land, has all 
the requirements of a comfortable home for eases ol menial disease.

No patients Inuo been received up to tho close of tho year.
Hospital
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Hospital ron Ciujiikal Insane, Paiiramatta.
^ The number of inmates on December 31st, 1893, was 57, and 11 were admitted during the year, 

making a total of 68 under care. Of these, 3 recovered, 13 were transferred to other Hospitals on 
termination of sentence or other change of status, and 3 died, leaving 49—41 males and 8 females— 
under care at the close of the year. The percentage of recoveries on admissions was 27'27, and the per
centage of deaths 6'00, on the average number resident.

The majority of the patients are what is known as G-overnor’s pleasure eases, those acquitted on 
the ground of being insane at the time they committed the offence with which they were charged, and 
ordered by the Courts to be kept in confinement during the Governor’s pleasure. In addition to these 
are certain cases certified to be insane whilst awaiting trial, or found to be insane by jury on arraignment. 
Tire patients serving sentence are becoming fewer in number with each year, none being now received 
who arc serving sentences exceeding one year.

The following return shows the classification of the patients:—

Table showing Classification of the Crimes of Patients remaining in the Hospital for the Criminal Insane,
at Parramatta, on the 31st December, 1893.

Classified with, reference to the period at which insanity was recognized.

Crime.
Certified to 

be msanc whilst 
awaiting- trial.

JI. 1 F. iTotal 
| 1

Found insane by 
Jury on 

arraignment.

Acquitted on 
the grounds of 

insanity

Reprieved on 
the grounds of 

insanity.

Certified 
insane w 

serving son

as
lilat
once.

Total

Total number 
in Hospital, 

31st December, 
im

M. F. Total SI. F. Total SI. F. Total M. F. M. F. Total

Murder ........................................................ 3 1 4 i i 2 S 2 10 5 i 6 17 5 22
Attempt to murder............................... 1 1 2 2 2 i 3
Unnatural offence.................................... ... 1 1 1 1
Cutting and wounding, shooting

with intent, Ac................................. o 2 0 1 10 1 1 1° 1 13
Manslaughter ................................ | 1 1 1
Indecent assault .....................................

...
"

...
1 1 l 1

Rape ............................................................ 1 i i i
Horse-stealing ............................. 1 1 1 ] O 2
False pretences..................... ;................... 1 1 1 x
Larceny......................................................... . . 1 1 1 i
Unlawful assault ..................... __ 2 2 2 2
Attempting suicide........................ ... ... ... i 1 ... i 1

Total ............................... 3 2 5 3 i 4 25 4 29 10 i ii 41 8 49

I visited the Hospital on February 17th, May 10th, July 21st, August 24th, October 13th, and 
November 14th, and on two of these occasions I checked the registers and saw every patient thereon.

The instances in which seclusion or restraint have been necessary have been very few, and the 
general condition of the ward has been one of quietness and good order. An average number of 42 
patients or upwards of 85 per cent, of the whole are actively and usefully employed daily, and upwards 
of 50 per cent, have attended divine service every Sunday.

During the year extensive and much needed alterations have been carried out under the direction 
of the Government Architect. The main corridor has been enlarged and made brighter and more cheerful 
by throwing into it three single rooms. A small seclusion yard found to be unnecessary has been 
converted into an additional dormitory for eight beds. A steep, dark, dangerous, wooden staircase has 
been replaced by well-lighted wide and safe stone and slate steps, and a proper room for the night 
attendant as well as store-rooms, &c., have been provided.

The carrying out of these works necessitated the temporary employment of additional attendants 
to prevent accidents among a particularly dangerous class of patients.

The full statistics of the Hospital will be found in the report of the Medical Superintendent. 
(Appendix F.)

Oesekvatjon Watids H.M. Gaols, Darlinohuest and Paeeaicatta.
These wards are under the administration of the Department of Prisons, but the Lunacy Act 

provides further inspection by the Inspector-General of the Insane once in every three months, and I 
have, as during former years, boon met at my visits with extreme courtesy by the officers of the Prisons 
Department, and afforded all assistance in carrying out any inquiries, and all necessary information in the 
cases of individual prisoners.

I visited the ward at Darlinghurst on March 8th, June 14th, August 30th, and October 27th, and 
at each visit saw every prisoner on the register, and inquired into the circumstances of his detention. 
The ward has been under careful administration, and the observation of the prisoners has been close and 
intelligent and their treatment and management judicious.

On December 31st, 1892, there were 7 prisoners in the ward, and 35 were admitted, making 42 
under care. Of those, 26 were discharged of sound mind, 4 were certified as insane and sent to Hospital, 
4 were discharged to the Police Courts, and 8 remained at the close of the year.

In addition to these cases admitted to the ward under the provisions of the Lunacy Statute, there 
was 1 case in the ward whilst awaiting trial, 6 whilst detained during tho pleasure of His Excellency the 
Governor, together with 24 under sentence, and 104 under remand from the Police Courts. The majority 
of the latter cases were suffering from delirium tremens or temporary mental aberration due to drink, and 
were placed under the trained warders in charge of the ward for their own safety and care, and to the 
convenience of departmental administration.

I visited the ward at Parramatta on March 24th, May 26th, August 24th, and November 16th, and 
on each occasion made a careful examination of the inmates and their surroundings.

The statistics of the ward show' that 14 inmates remained on December 31st, 1892, and 16 were 
admitted during tho year, making a total of 30 under care. Of these, 11 were discharged of sound mind, 
10 were sent on the Hospitals for the Insane, and 9 remained at the close of the year. In addition to

these
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these the following were during the year treated in the ward under departmental arrangements: Detained 
during the pleasure of His Excellency the Governor 4, awaiting trial 1, under sentence from Police 
Courts 6, and under remand 21. _ . _

The records have been carefully kept, and the ward and its inmates have been in all respects under 
satisfactory management,
Return showing the Humber of Persons received into the Observation "Ward, H.M. Gaol, Darlinghurst, 

during the year 1893, tho places whence received, and their disposal.

WThence recoil cd.

Remaining on 
81st Doticni’ 

her, 1892.
Received. 1 !

Of sound 
mind.

Discharged.

T0?0?^,9I To Police
Died.

T
fer

3
1

ill

M.|

runs* 
red to 
3bs. 
'ard, 
arra-
atta.

Remaining
on

31st Decem
ber, 1893.

M. F.

To
ta

l. &r.
i

F.
To

ta
l.

M. F. $
£

31. F. Tj 1 
£ 1

M.

To
ta

l, M.l F. !
1 To

ta
l.

F 3
£

M. F.

To
ta

l.

H. M. Gaols—
i

-
'Darlinghurst.......... 3 3 8 3 | ii 7 3 10 ......... i i ... ... 3 3

<1 | Goulburn ................. 3 3 2 2 ... ... 1 ... 1
si 1

o 2 x x 1 L.

Maitland ................. 1 i 6 6 0 5 i i ... 4.. 1 1
*• 4a«m aO o Berrima..................... 1 1 i i ...
*3 &

g i Bilocla ..................... 4 1 5 1 1 2 2 2 i i
*43 ss u Albury .................. 1 1 1 1m
O <3 ^
e

Mudgee.................. 1 1 ... 1 1

0 «s
1 5 Grafton................ . 1 1 1 1

M Young ................. i _ 1 1 1 1 ... ...

o Tamworth.............. ,..l ... 1 1 2 1 1 i 1

'S el Cootnmundra ...... 1 1 1 I ...

I x Joj £a_i-ti T3 1
...

a §H3 Yass ..................... ,.J ... 1 1 1 1

^Trial Bay Prison ... 1 1 ... 1 1
—--- — — — — — — — — — —— —

Total.................. 7 1 ... 7 30 5 33 22 4 26 3 i 4 4 4 44* 8 8
Awaiting trial—

Su]jreme Court, Syilnej,
luartor Sessions...... 1 1 ... i 1 * ...

Acquitted on ground of ! I
insanity, and awaiting
Govcruor’a pleasure...... 5 1 6 1 1 2 2 1 *•* ] 1 1 *4. 1

Prom Police Courts—
TT 1 i a ■■ ii n i 1 2 17 24 17 0 pa x 1 2 2

On remand .................
i

2 ' ... 2 i78 20 104 5 5 72 26 98 1 1 2 2

Total.................. 10
1

| 1 11 130 40 170 45 11 56 6 2 8 76 28 104 1 1 ... 1 11 i- 11

Return showing the Number of Persons received into the Observation Ward, H.M. Gaol, Parramatta, 
during the year 1893, the places whence received, aud their disposal.
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Remaining 
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1 i 1 1 ...| ... ...

— — --- — — — —-- — — — — ---- — “—‘ — ------ -
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1 1 i i
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Windsor .....
Goulburn.....

Toial ..Big'S 3■O W £ S
Awaiting') Supremo Court,Quarter

trial. ) Sessions.........................
Acquitted on the ground of insanity 

and awaiting Governor’s pleasure
IVoni Police") Under sentence .....

Courts. J On remand ..............

Total...............
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c d • Te^urrl’ prepared from papers kindly forwarded to me by the Comptroller-Greneral
ot In sons, snows the number of persons under temporary treatment in tho gaols of tlie Colony for 
symptoms of insanity during tbe year 1893 :—
ReTUfiS' showing IS umber of Persons under treatment for symptoms of Insanity in Gaols, &e., during tho

year 1893. ^ '

Name of Gaol.

1 Under 
treatment 
and not 

certified a 
Insane.

]

Certified
as

Insane 
s in

Gaol.

1

Discharged t
1 Hospitals 

for Insane 
Or Recall in 

| House.

How dibjio

A 1
Discharged to Discharged 
Darlinghurst. as

or sane at
other Gaols. Police Courts.

Albury .................................................. c g
Arxmdalft............................................... 25

ISBathurst .................................
Bourkc ................................................... 13 5

io
10

Braichvood ........................................ 4 2

BjiJnvnaid ......................... 2

Bcca, .............................................. 1 1
Berrimn ................................ 1

..............

Biloola............
JL
6

Biusrera .............................. . x 1 ............ ‘
Broken Hill ........................................... 9 3
BurroTOi..................................... 1 l x
Bombala............ ............... * 1
Cooimmblc................................ 2 1

Cootauumdra........................................ 9
Cobor .............................................. 3

Cowra..................................................... 4 *> 4,
Cooma......................................... 1 x
Coonabarabrau ........................................
Beniliquin ............................................................. 5 i 1

Dubbo................................................... 17 12
Forbes.............................................. . , s

0

S
Olen limes........................................
Goulburn .............................. e r> $ *1
Grafton ........................................ 12 12 12 12
Grenfell......................................... J 2 2

Gimuednh ................................... 1 1
Huy ........................................... 17 17
lliilstoii ................................... 1

Juvcrell ................................... 8 G
A

Kemn^v......... ......................... 7

Maitland..................................... 41 20 19 7
Mudffec .............................. 1 7
Muswcllbrook................... . 3 3
Murrunmdi ................... 5
Jloree ................................................... 2

Milparinka .................................... • 1

Harrabri........................................ fi 5 -
Onui(?ti .................................... 1
Port Macquarie............................................ i 9 2

G.ncnnbevan ................................. ... i 2 2 j ...........v
Silverkm...................................................

.... |

Singleton............................................ 4 1 1
............

Tamworth .......................
3 I

Tcnlerfield ........................................ 2 o
4

Trial Bay .............................................. 1

Wacga Wagga ...................................................
Walgett .....................................

2 7
1

7
......... 1 i

Wollongong .................... ... 2

Wentworth....................... .. 1 3
Windsor. ..................................... 3 2 2

1

Wileanuia ......................... 1 1

Wellington......................... 4
Young.................................... g
Yass............................................................... 6 .............. 1 5

5.............. 1
Total .............................. 267 122 123 39 166 j

Dischar^ed^ 
cured. ' Died. Remaining

49

APPENDIX A.
The Medical Superintendent, Hospital for the Insane, G-laAesville, to The Inspector-General of the Insane.

Slr’ T, ,, , x r ,, Hospital for the Insane, Gladesville, IG March, 1891.
j ii. -Ii , ouor 'to forward for your information a report on this Hospital for the Tear 1893
together with the usual statistical tables. 1 ' ’

At the beginning of the year there wero 852 patients in the Hospital. Huring the vear 223 f 124 
men aud 99 women) were admitted. The whole number under treatment was 1,075, aiid the average 
number resident 80/. ihere wore discharged 230, of whom 100 had recovered, 12 wore relieved, 00 were 
transferred to other Hospitals, and 52 died. There remained at the dose of the year 523 men and 3‘>? 
women, a total of 845. J “ ‘

Of those discharged XOG, or dS'Sl of the admissions had recovered. Unfortunatelv the number of 
relapses has at the same time been large, as shown by the increase in the readmissiou^y this vear as 
compared with 32 Ihe average for the past 5 years. This is, however, probably only temporary, and due 
to the pressure of hard times. j j i .n p]
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There lias been no increase in the number of patients this year, owing to the transfer of GO to 
other Hospitals less overcrowded than this. The admissions and discharges have thus balanced each other. 
The ward for men opened in 1802 so increased the accommodation on the male side that tho 22 patients 
in excess of the proper number did not seriously incommode the working of the Hospital. On the 
female side, however, the overcrowding has continued, and it is now so great that the opening of the ward 
approaching completion will hardly do more than absorb the number at present in the Hospital in excess 
of the accommodation. Before the end of 1891, if the admissions continue as numerous as usual, the 
wards will again he over-full.

The general health of the Hospital has been good ; the death rate G'li is low for an institution of 
this nature, and is about tho average of previous years. There has been no outbreak of epidemic or 
infectious disease since the inlluenza of 1892. It is worthy of note in this connection, that typhoid fever, 
of which there have been occasional cases for some years past, has practically disappeared from the 
Hospilal since the introduction of Nepean water, and the discontinuance of tho supply from the Hospital 
reservoirs, which had become polluted—and this too, though the fever has been prevalent in the 
neighbourhood.

During the year the addition to the laundry erected by the Government Architect was occupied 
and afforded welcome relief to the cramped and insufficient quarters previously existing. The whole 
laundry is now a convenient and well-arranged one, and is expected to prove sufficient for all demands 
likely to be made on it. Tbe new building consists of receiving, sorting, and delivering rooms, of a 
mangling and calendering room, and of a drying closet. The rooms formerly used for these purposes 
have been thrown into the general laundry. 11 is unfortunately impossible to increase the area of the drying 
green, which is bounded by the public road, and is now much too small for the work done in the laundry.

1 beg on behalf of the Hospital to tender thanks to those who kindly gave entertainments, viz.:— 
31 e.-isrs. Williamson and Musgrove, and the members of the Lyceum Comic Opera Company, Tho Sydney 
Orpheus Club, The Lotus Dramatic Club, Mr. J. Ilellmrich and friends, Miss Millie Davis and Miss 
Colbonrne Baber, tho Jd-Agere Dramatic Society, Mr Grimm and friends, Mr. B, P. Everett and Mr. 
Lister Bellingham and friends, ladies and gentlemen from Willoughby, Mr. Crabtree and friends, and the 
following bands ■—Hyde, Enterprise, Paddington Borough, and Batmnni Coldstream.

The following donations have been received, and I take this opportunity of thanking the donors for 
their gifts :—Illustrated papers and hooks from Mrs. Salter, Mrs. Pearson, E. 0, Smith. Esq., Miss Oerard 
and Miss Kilby, Honorary Secretaries of the Hunter’s Hill Library, and Miss Hood; <L Lord Howe Island 
.Bruit Pigeons, from T. JL Icely, Esq.; Christinas cards from the Jtev. Samuel Wilkinson; a Kangaroo, 
from Hr. Timing; £S 10s., from Mrs. Salter; and £'i from anonymous donors.

The proprietors of the following newspapers:—Bathurst Fi-r-e Press, Bathurst Baity Times, 
Burranyony Argus, Beniliquin Chronicle, Bubho Dispatch, Goulburn Herald, Hlawarra Mercury, Kiama 
Independent, IVagga Wagga Express, Maitland Mercury, Monaro Mercury, Qutanbeyan Ago, St. Leonards 
Itccorder, Western Post, Weekly Advocate, Yass Courier, tmH Sydney Daily Telegraph, have generously 
forwarded a copy of each issue free during the year.

To the officers and staff I beg to tender my hearty thanks for the whiling and efficient assistance 
they have rendered me during the year. I have, &c..

' EKIC SINCLAIR,
------------------ Medical Superintendent.

■ Tajjle 1.

Showino the Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, in tho Hospital for the Insane,
Gladesville, during tho year 1S93.

In Hospital on 31st DccembQr, 1893

Ar.lns!!Iod for tbo first tinio during the year
Readmitted during tbe year.........................
Transferred during Liio year........................

Total under care during the year 1S03

Discharge or removal—
Roeovered .............................
Relieved .................................
Transferred..............................
Dsenpfd (and not recaptured) 
Died........................................

Total discharged or died during the year 1893

Remaining ..................................................... .
Average number resident during the ^car........
•Rctsohh under care during the jearf..............
*lVr:,t)!!i, ndmitLid ................................ ..........
‘Persons r.cimirrd ......................... ................................

63
5

27

"37

44
7

33

Male.

Male. Female. Total.

102 69 171
20 2G 46

2 4 G

10G
12
GO

'52

1330

Female,

322

Total.

852

124 99 223

654- 421 1,075

131 99 230

523 323 845
530 2S7 807
652 414 1,066
122 92 214
02 43 103

IVrsmis, i.s., HeiiniTitc persons la corilraiiLstiiii'tioii to “rases " v.'lueh may include the same individual more than oucc.
reudmissinn of patients discharged define the current year.

t Total cases, minus

Table
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Table 2.
Snowraa the Admissions, Readmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, with the Mean Annual Mortality and 

the proportion of Recoveries, &c., per cent., at the Hospital for the Insane, Gfladesville, from tho 
year 18W) to 1893 inclusive.
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APPENDIX B.
The Medical Superintendent, Hospital for the Insane, Parramatta, to the Inspector-General of the Insane.

Sir, Hospital for the Insane, Parramatta, 19 February, 1994.
. I do myself the honor to forward herewith a report upon this Hospital for the year 1893, 

accompanied by the usual statistical tables. '
By reference to the latter it will be seen that there were 999 patients in the Hospital on the 31st 

of December, 1892; that 108 were admitted during the year for the first time, 15 readmitted, and 35 
transferred from other institutions, making a total of 158 (107 men and 51 women), and raising the 
number of those under care and treatment during the year to 1,157 (727 men and 430 women). Of this 
number 36 men and 23 women -were discharged recovered, and 3 men and 2 women relieved; 1 man and 
1 woman were transferred to another institution, 1 woman escaped, and 45 men and 18 women died 
during ihe year, leaving a total of 1,027 (642 men and 385 women) on the 31st of December, 1893, being 
an increase of 28 over the numbers at the corresponding period of the previous year,
_ By further reference to the statistics of preceding years it will he seen how great has been the 
increase in the population of tins Institution. The number on the 3lst of December, 1882, was 790, and 
the increase in eleven years was 237. In this total is not included the 49 criminal patients, who, although 
in a portion of the same Institution, are accounted for in a separate report.

_ The percentage of recoveries on tho admissions and rcadmissions for the twelve months was 
slightly higher than for the preceding year, being 46'73 for the latter and 47 96 for the former; whilst 
the death-rate, calculated upon the average number resident, was 6'25, being higher than 1892, owing in 
a great measure to the falling off of a great many of the old and feeble, 16 of whom were more than 70 
years of age, and 12 others between 60 and 70. The general health of the patients has, however, on the 
whole been good. An epidemic of measles broke out amongst, the female patients, but fortunately tbe 
disease was of a very mild type, and with one exception all those attacked made a rapid recovery. The 
exception was a young woman, who was in a very feeble state of health and was suffering from severe 
chorea, and who died from a complication of ailments.

The escapes have been ten, and with one exception the patients were returned to the Hospital 
within a very short time.

The accidents were neither numerous nor of a serious nature, with the following exceptions:—A 
female patient fell during an epileptic attack, and sustained a simple fracture of both bones of the leg, a 
few inches above the ankle. A man, whilst attempting to escape, fell and fractured one of the bones of 
the left arm ; and a simple fracture of the clavicle was due to a fall resulting from a push by a fellow 
patient. Each of these patients made an uninterrupted recovery. Two cases in which death occurred 
somewhat suddenly were reported to the District Coroner, but in neither was an inquiry deemed necessary. 

Unfortunately the year was not passed without an occurrence of a melancholy nature. A patient 
who had for a long time been convalescent, who was employed in carrying messages about the neighbour

. hood, and was a general favourite and much trusted, committed suicide. He had only a day or two 
before obtained a situation, and was about to be discharged. The whole circumstances of the case formed 
the subject of a special report to you at the time, and an inquiry was held by the Coroner, at which the 
jury did not attribute blame to anyone. "

Divine Services have been regularly held in the Institution, and the entertainments and recreation 
of the patients has not been neglected. In this connection I desire to point out the necessity for a 
special room, to be used in the evenings for smoking, billiards, music, and other amusements, in connection 
wilh_ but somewhat detached from the wards for convalescent and industrious patients, in the male 
division. The dining rooms at present used are within the wards, surrounded by dormitories and single 
rooms, in which patients who go to bed somewhat earlier than others cannot sleep owing to the noise

made
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made by those who are up, There is an admirable site for such a room, and if built of wood its cost 
would not bo great. A large amount of work has been done by the Government Architect’s Department; 
the most important being the erection of a new kitchen on the site of the old one. This kitchen is 
fitted with the most modern and convenient cooking apparatus to he obtained in the Colony. The result 
has been equal to tbe expectations formed of it, and the patients now have their meals served up in a 
much more comfortable and appetising manner than was possible under former arrangements. New and 
convenient stables have been built on a detached site. The whole of tbe outside of the wards for women 
has been repainted, the gutters, spouting, &e., being repaired at tho same time, and the work performed 
in a more thorough and satisfactory manner than at any previous time. Alterations to the weatherboard 
division for men—which include now bath and dressing-rooms, additional rooms for attendants, and other 
important improvements—are now in progress, and new water mains, which will it is hoped, give an 
increased supply at a higher pressure, are being laid, and will bo soon completed. _

As in a previous report, I wish again to point out that the two most urgent requirements still 
unsatisfied are a dining-room for tho nurses and a detached cottage in which those nurses who are on 
duty during the night could sleep. This, for obvious reasons, should be as far removed as possible from 
tho bustle and noise inseparable from the wards of a large hospital such as this.

The usual amount of work has been done in connection with the gardens and ornamental grounds, 
the trees and plants in which are rapidly growing, aud already give to the hospital a sheltered and 
picturesque appearance. A number of patients have been emplojmd at this work, whilst others have, 
under the supervision of the artisans, completed a now shop for tho painter and made good progress with 
large shops for the carpenter, blacksmith, and other tradesmen. These new shops will render the 
industrial occupation of the patients more easy, as they will have abundant space for work and ho under 
efficient supervision whilst employed.

Tho hospital farm, with the buildings thereon, has received the usual amount of attention. The 
old fences have been removed and replaced by others which now include a larger area under cultivation, 
and by the aid of a larger number of patients than usual tho supply of vegetables and fruit has been 
decidedly increased.

The changes during the year amongst the staff were not numerous. Miss Spencer,who succeeded 
Mrs. Burn as Matron, applied for and received the position of Matron to the Walker Hospital, and was 
succeeded by Miss Mary T. Cooke. _

I have to thank several ladies and gentlemen of Parramatta and Sydney, and especially Mr. Arthur 
Massey, organist of St, .Tohn's, Parramatta, for their kind efforts in organising and carrying out musical 
and other entertainments for the benefit of the patients, and also the proprietors of the Sydney Illustrated 
jVeies, Bathurst Free Press, and others for newspapers regularly forwarded.

In conclusion, I must record my thanks to Drs. Bussell and Millard and all others associated with 
mo during the year for the able and efficient assistance at all times willingly given,

I have, &e.,
EDWIN GODSON,

---- ------------ Medical Superintendent,
Table 1,

Showino the Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, in the Hospital for the Insane, Parra
matta, during tho year 1893.

In Hospital on 31st December, 1802

Male.

620

Female.

370

Total.

999

Admitted for tho first timo daring the year
Readmitted daring tho year ...............................
Transferred during the year ................................

Total under care daring tho year 1893

Discharge or removal—
Recovered ........................................
Relieved.............................................
Transferred........................................
Escaped (and not recaptured) 
Died ..................................................

Total discharged or died during the year 1893

Male. Female, Total.

79 20 10s
10 5 15
is 17 3o

Male. Female. Total.

36 23 59
3 2 5
1 i 2

1 1
45 18 63

Remaining............................... ......................................

Average number resident during tho year

107 51 158

727 430 1,157

85 45 130

642 385 1,027

028 380 1,008

’Persons under care during the ycav+,

’Persons admitted .........................................

’Persons recovered.........................................

726 430 1,156

SS 1 34 122

36 23
1

59

• Pcnsous, i.e., Kinrate persons La conlradistiiu’tujn So "cases” winch mnj inclmlc the rame individual moro than once.
juacImission of patients dibcliartrcfi tUmiit'1 tho turroTit 3 utr.

239—D
t Total cas^s, mums

Table
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Table 2.

Shotcto the Admissions Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, with the Mean Annual Mortality and
™ 1SI in(.,^f'K?rj°Vene31 &e" per cent-’ atthe nopPitri1 for t]lo Insane, Parramatta, from tho 
year io/b k> ISyd inclusive, *
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. APPENDIX C.
Tim Medical Superintendent, Hospital for the Insane, Callan Park, to tho Inspector-Gencral of the Insane

Slr’ T , Hospital for tho Insane, Callan Park, Balmain, 24 February, ISM.
T j *. 1. i , mysc!f tto honor to forward for your information the usual annual report on this
institution tor the past year together with the customary statistical tables.

On the 31st December, 1892, there were 812 patients in the Hospital—445 males and 307 females ■ 
and during the past year 251 patients (142 males and 109 females) were admitted for the first time ■ 44 
(2o males and 10 females) were readmitted; aud 3 (L male and 2 females) were transferred from other 
Hospitals, making a total of 1,110 patients under care during the year.

The f erage number resident was 809 (443 males and 366 females), and the number remaining at 
the end of the year was 837 (412 males and 395 females), being a total increase of 25 as compared with 
decreased bv 3* ^ nUmber 0± fcmalc patients was increased by 28, whilst the number of males

_ The total number of deaths was 74, being a percentage of 914 on the average number resident; 
and 111 connection with this, I would refer to Table 10, which shows that an increasingly large number of 
general paralytics were admitted during the year, and to Table 4, which shows that no less than 27 deaths 
occurred from this cause, whilst 19 only died from other forms of cerebral disease. The greater number 
ot the patients admitted to this hospital are residents of the city or other largo towns, and this form of 
insanity appears to develop chiefly amongst that class of people. Another striking feature is the large 
number of deaths occurring withm twelve months of admission, viz,, 40. or more than half of the total 
deaths.. Ihe great depression that has existed during the year, is, J. think, accountable for a large number 
ot admissions as m more prosperous times patients who have been admitted would probably have been 
cared for by their friends at their own homes. J

Ho suicide or fatal accident occurred during the year, but a patient died suddenly while under 
treatment for a compound fracture of the leg. An inquest was held and a verdict returned by the jury 
that death was duo to epilepsy. A tull report on this case was sent to yon at the time " ' *

Owing to the freedom allowed in modern treatment and the apparent ease with which patients can 
escape it they are mdmed to do so, several attempts wero made but only twelve got beyond the grounds and
1ki statutoryeperiodre,n:UIled ^ ^ m°re than a fe"' hour3 alld a11 were returned to the Hospital within

On the whole the general health of the patients has been good, though there was a slight epidemic 
of measles and of mumps. A few patients and several members of the staff suffered from these complaints. 
A tew efiaea or influenza, also occurred, # r

The percentage of recoveries on admissions was 35'59 (31*13 males, 4140 females), and this is 
the lowest since 1385.

The hospital has been overcrowded during the year, especially in the female division. On the male 
side there is accommodation for about 100 more patients than on the female, and owing to the number of 
patients transferred to By dal mere the excess in numbers has not been so great or so embarrassing. On 
the female side it has been found necessary to convert the dressing-room attached to the general bath-room 
crowded mil0ry Which accommodates ten P^'cnts, but with this addition the wards are still much over-

livery effort has been made to induce the patients to occupy themselves instead of idling in the 
v aids, and with a fair measure of success. The artisans’ shops have supplied work for a number, and the 

”ut"dor,r 'VOTlf. simh as gardening, quarrying, road-making, &c, has given employment to many. 
1 at lents who are not able to do heavy or skilled work find employment in the ordinary ward work 
m tho kitchen, laundry, and m tho mattress room in picking hair, &c. J

° The
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The recreation of the patients has not been neglected. Tbe usual out-door sports, such as cricket 
(which is played every Saturday with outside clubs), howls, quoits, &c.( have been carried out. During 
the winter tho usual fortnightly dances were held, and in the wards means of amusement have also been 
provided in the form of billiards, bagatelle, pianos, &c., and the library has been kept well supplied with, 
books. Through the courtesy of Dr. Sinclair, many of the patients were enabled to attend the Grladesvillo 
dances which arc held every second week. .

The usual picnics have been held, and through the kindness of Mr. Sager of the Health Department 
an exceptionally enjoyable one was held at the Quarantine Ground, when the greatest kindness were 
shown by the Superintendent and his assistants, I have to thank Mr. Hnenerbein for his kindness in 
organising several excellent concerts in which most of the leading artists in Sydney have taken part; 
also several ladies and gentlemen amateurs who kindly tendered their services ; and several local bauds, 
the members of which have attended on Saturday afternoons and played in the cricket ground. The 
following donations have been received during the year:—Illustrated and other papers from Miss 
Morehend, Mrs. Wm. Chisholm, Dr. Manning, Judge Fitzhardinge, Mr. Nathan, Mr. Harrock, and 
Christmas cards from llev, S. Wilkinson ; plants and palms from Dr. Manning and Mr. Justice Owen, 
pipes from Dr. Traill, and 10s. from Mrs. Brown.

Divine Service has been held regularly, and‘Mr. Lunn kindly presided at the harmonium at tho 
* Church of England services.

During the year a course of lectures was delivered to the nurses and attendants on “ first aid ”— 
bandaging, nursing, &e.— Dr. Miles aud Dr. Henry co-operating with me in arranging and carrying out 
this task. The examinations, which were kindly conducted by Dr, Sinclair and Dr. McDouall, of 
Gladesville, showed that the members of the staff had profited by the instruction given.

A new dining room for nurses, and a storeroom at tho cottages for female patients, were completed 
during the year, and the sorting room at the laundry was enlarged so as to facilitate the work which 
before was rendered difficult by the want of sufficient space. The refuse and coal shed in the female 
division has been removed to a more suitable position, and alterations have been made in the wards so as 
to enable the night nurse to exercise better supervision of tho hospital and epileptic patients. A requisi
tion lias lately been forwarded for additions to the sewing room, which at present is far too small for the 
number of patients employed there.

The work of reclaiming the bay at the north-east boundary of the grounds has made fair progress, 
but is not yet completed. The road has not yet been started, and the Hospital grounds in that portion of 
the estate are quite open to the public, and unprotected.

A considerable amount of work was carried out during tbe winter at tbe cricket ground, which has 
been much improved and drained where necessary. The trees that lino the avenue bordering the ground 
have been carefully pruned and the lower branches removed, and a pleasant shady walk has been made, 
which is a frequent resort for patients of both sexes.

The pressure in the water main has been very unsatisfactory, averaging during the day time 
only from 5 lb. to 8 lb., which in case of a fire would be quite useless. Steps have now been taken, under 
the supervision of the officers of the Water Supply aud Sewerage Board, to increase the pressure by 
running a (i in. pipe from the 15 in, main in Balmain-road in addition to the present branch that 
supplies the Hospital main.

In conclusion, X have to thank the Officers and Staff for the cordial and willing assistance I have 
received from them during the year, I have, Ac.,

• HEBBERT BLAXLAND,
----------------- Medical Superintendent.

TAJiLE 1.

SnowiNG the Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, in the Hospital for the Insane, Callan
Park, during the year 1893.

In the Hospital on 31st December, 1892

Admitted for the first time during the year
Readmitted during the year..................................
Transferred during the year................................

Total under care during tho year 1893 

Discharge or removal—
Recovered .....................................................................................
Relieved ..........................................................................................
Transferred.....................................................................................
Escaped (and not recaptured) ..........................................
Died.....................................................................................................

Total discharged or died during the year 1893

Remaining...............................................................................

Average number resident during the year...........

* Persons under tare during the year f................

* Persons admitted ..........................................................

* Persons recovered ..........................................................

* Porsfous, i r., separate ])ersoiis in eontnumtinctinn to "cases which 
mimis rcadmission of patients disrhanjed during: the current jean

Mate,

142
25

1

Female.

109
19

2

Total.

251
44

3

52 53 105
7 7 14

62 13 80

’ 'so. "'24 74

Male, Female. Total.

445 367 812

168 130 298

613 497 1,110

171 102 273

442 395 837

443 366 809

612 49C 1,108

167 127 294

53 52 105

may include the same individual more than nnce. t Total oases,

Table
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■ Table 2.

Sicowr^G the Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, -with the Mean Annual Mortality, and 
the proportion of Eecovcries, &c., per cent, at the Hospital for the Insane, Callan Park from the 
year 187!) to 1893 inclusive.
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APPENDIX D.
The Medical Superintendent, Hospital for the Insane, Newcastle, to the Inspector-General of the Insane.

Slr’ T , J „ Hospital for the Insane, Newcastle, 20 February 1894.
. ii - I \ave thelhoil01‘to forward for your information a report on this Hospital for the year 1893 
together with the usual statistical tables. r j ,

At the beginning of tbe year there were in the Hospital 140 males and 117 females—a total of 2G3 
The admissions numbored 07 of whom 43 were females; of these, 15 males and 7 females were received 
direct, the remainder having been transferred from tbe other Hospitals for the Insane. The total number 
under care during the year was 330, with an average resident number of 282. The discharges were 4 
males and 2 females relieved, and 5 females transferred. During the year 3 males and 2 females 
AfI0 l. , elil1' on tnA * "'bom was discharged and 1 died whilst on leave, and 2 were returned to 
Hospital, leaving 1 absent at the close of tbe year. Of the deaths (24 in all), 13 were males and II 
Icmalcs. At the end of the year there remained 153 males and 142 females—a total of ^95

- '-ho year show 26 more than for 1892, and is the largest since the
'i)pe!:V1S/jy!lC Instltutl0n 1U IS'l- Tbe death-rate was higher than usual, S'51. per cent. The general 
health of the inmates was good and although the town and district suffered severely from epidemic 
measles, the disease did not reach the Hospital. Ono accident, an intra-capsular fracture of the neck of 
the femur, m a male patient, was reported to you at the time of its occurrence.

The comfort of the patients has been materially added to during the year, by ventilation of all the 
dormitories aud by the reorganisation of several wards. The wing for female nursery patients, opened 
early m the year, has been a, success m every way. It is spacious, well lighted and well ventilated, and 
very comfortable m all weathers. J he building being detached prevents the children from seeiim tho 
older and more degraded patients, from whom bad habit-s and objectionable gestures, so common in this 
class ot patients, might be contracted. The dormitory of the male nursery has been improved by a system 
of hammocks, which, when stowed, allow of the room, in which there is a guarded stove, to be used as 
a day-room m cold and inclement weather. The cricket paddock has been levelled and made available 
tor the male patients, numbers of whom get the utmost enjoyment from its use. For some years the 
rain-water from the roofs has been unused ; but it was found that the district water was so destructive to 
clothing and expensive as regards soap and soda, that a pump was placed near the steam boilers, which 
gives the laundry a, copious supply of soft water from underground tanks. The buildings generally arc 
in excellent repair, and can comfortably accommodate a maximum of 300 patients. A carpenter’s shop, 
a timber-room, and a painter s shop have been improvised in the basement of the east end of the female 
nursery ward, and are cool, commodious, and well lighted. The vegetable garden has been reorganised 
by doing away with unnecessary paths and asphalting the remaining ones. For many years difficulties
T .Wu’ t)r0Unh .defe<jtlve dr!J!nsj *]iese. have been put in order, and a plan made of their situation 

and direction. During the month ot March a gale of unusual severity visited the district, doing a great 
deal ot damage to the garden and grounds, and disturbing the slates on many of the roofs. Several hand
some pmes were blown down and a galvanised iron fence on the south side of the vegetable garden 
completely demolished. In place of it has been erected, on a substantial rubble wall, a suitable picket 
tenee. 1 crimps, however the most important and desirable improvement of the vear has been the 
erechon ot a screen bv the Government Architect’s Department along the western boundary of the 
Hospital, which effectually hides the inmates from the public gaze. J

The
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The recreation hal], as in past years, has been of much service, and the number of entertainments 
largo, for which I am indebted to the jlan Tracey Dramatic Company and kind amateur friends. On two 
occasions the patients had the uncommon treat of a monster picnic—one at Tomago, on the river, by Mr. 
Walton, who provided a steamer and grounds; and one by some friends to The Jiidge, on the grounds of 
Mr. Mcrewether, who otherwise assisted to make the day a happy one. 'The religious services have been 
well attended and regularly held.

The proportion of patients usefully employed continues reasonably large, and interesting work in 
the form of mat and mattress making has been found for the younger and more intelligent male patients.

The yield of vegetables, notwithstanding a dry spring and summer, has been large and varied, and 
sufficient for general use and for the special diet of the epileptic patients.

Instead of the customary Christmas tree, a sports-day was held, the prizes being mainly given by 
Mr. C. Nettheim of Sydney, who in previous years assisted by a present of toys, &c.

The accompanying table gives evidence of the various deficiencies, other than mental, to be met 
with among tho inmates, together with the number of epileptics, and is of interest, as showing to what 
physical blemishes this class of patient is liable. Under “deformed” are classified all those having 
deformities on any part of the body, including redundant organs, webbing of finders and toes, &e., and 
the “ crippled ” are practically bed-ridden. It will be seen that more than one-third are epileptic, about 
one-fifth are dumb, rather less than one-eighth deformed, one-fourteenth bed-ridden, whilst a small 
proportion are deaf or blind.

Totut number of Patients 
in Hospital, 31 Dec., 1803. Epileptic. Dumb. Deaf. Blind. Deformed. Crippled.

Hale. Female. Male. Fein ale. Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female.

153 142 50 49 40 16 9 i 2 2 20 13 8 13

c t* or or or 0 r c r

Percentages ................... 32'68 34-50 26-14 11-26 5-88 ■70 1-30 1-40 13-07 9-15 5-23

Total percentage...
^ ... . .-y-. —.

33 55 18-98 3-39 1 '35 IDll 7-ii

I am glad, as before, to be able to record my appreciation of the special help rendered by tbe 
officers, and tbe loyal co-operation of the staff generally in the work of the Institution.

I have, &<•.,
CHISHOLM BOSS,

1 .----------------- Medical Superintendent.

Table 1.

Showing the Admissions, Rcadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, in the Hospital for the Insane, Newcastle,
during the year 1893.

In Hospital on 31st December, 1802

Male. Female.

MG

Admitted for the first timo during the year
Kcadmitted during the year .................................
Transferred during the year .................................

Total under care during 1893

Discharge or removal—
Recovered .........................................
Relieved .................................... .........
Transferred.........................................
Escaped (and not recaptured). 
Died.........................................................

Mule. Female. Total.

15 7 22

9 36 45

4 "i "<!
5 5

13 ii 24

24

I 170

117

43

ICO

Total discharged or died during the year 1893

Remaining......................................................... .......................

Average number resident during the year .........

17 18

153

150

"Persons under care during the yeaH1............................................................................................ ^ U0

"Persons admitted 

"Persons recovered

24

142

132

160

43

Total.

263

67

330

35

295

282

330

67

1‘crsous, i.f., separate poisons in cuiitradistinetioa to “ cases,1' which may Include the same individual more than once 
minus rcadniission of jratiouls dlucbnryod dul iNC the current year.

t Total eases,

Table
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Taele 2.
Skowiitg the -Admissions, Discharges, and Deaths, with the Mean Annual Mortality, and the proportion 

ISSSinchisive <^C', ^er Cent':l ^ie ®-0SP^ ^or Insane, Newcastle, dnring the years 1871 to
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APPENDIX E.
The Medical Superintendent, Hospital for the Insane, Bydalmere, to the Inspector-General of the Insane.

S'r’ T , , Hospital for the Insane, Eydalmere, 12 January, 1894
vpiit 1 / d0,,m-yse^,th« i101101-*0 s^hmit for your information a report upon this Hospital for the
year 1893, together with the usual statistical tables for the same period. 1
male sesonfyOmm0llatlOn haVmg yet 136611 Provide(i for females, tho Hospital contains patients of the

There were 225 patients in the Hospital on 31st December, 1892. During the year 72 were 
transferred from other Institutions making a total under care of 297. The average number resident was 

1 1 r6 ^ere dlsc]iar£e(1~I .Patient relieved and 2 transferred to other Hospitals,—and 22 died At 
the close of the year there remained 2/2 patients in Hospital. The death-rate was 8'GG per cent on the 
average number resident. This is somewhat higher than usual, and is attributable to the large proportion 
of feeble and ^ed patients m the Institution, The general health has been satisfactory, aSd there was 
no epidemic of any kmd There have been few' serious accidents, limited to simple fractures of the 
temur tibia, and radius In each case a report, at the time of the occurrence, was forwarded to you. 
,11 6 j1™6 keen no attempts at suicide and escapes have been singularly few, though much latitude is
allowed many of the patients m respect to their movements about the grounds. There has not been 
a single instance and this for the second year—of restraint or seclusion. The dietary has been made as 
varied as possible, and the fruit grown m the garden has been largely made use of for stewing and 
jam-making purposes. An abundant supply of vegetables has been maintained throughout the year, and 
not a day has passed without at least two kinds being prepared for dinner. The whole of the milk 
consumed has again been obtained from cows kept on the Hospital Estate—a very distinct advantage 
.LLr1 P!eiW,7S ,dllty *? no expense whatever has been incurred-for the second year—for
alcoholic stimulants, and their absence does not seem to me to he in any way a disadvantage/ To tho

r ™der Zarf; hc,;etthJ7 dn not seem necessary, and it can safely be said that the Institution 
generally gets on as well, if not better, without them. Strict economy in expenditure has been exercised 
in every direction, and the cost for maintenance has been exceptionally low. exercised

t °£ the attendants, for which I have ever been a warm advocate, has been thoroughly
carried out during the year. Lectures and demonstrations have been regularly given and much interest
alre5vnbSn'Vofln J am satisfied that the system now adopted of practical instruction has
knm/fJrw /f S«T?ed benefift^and,wt deSlre- eVmCJed hj tlle attendants to obtain a more accurate 
knowledge of the duties connected with the nursing and care of the insane is very noticeable

_ Numerous additions and improvements have been carried out during tbe year An attractive 
looking and commodious cottage has been erected under the Government Architect’s supervision for the

use
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us6 of the present female stafE. This was much neodcil as their previous quarters were within the 
building occupied bv male patients. A copper, with washing tubs, &c., have been supplied in the new 
shed attached to the laundry, and a useful annexe made to the cottage occupied by the clerk and 
storekeeper. A quantity of canvas hose aud other appliances for fire extinguishing purposes has been 
obtained. Hoods have been fixed over all the windows of the Hospital on the weather side as a protection 
in had weather, and a considerable amount of new fencing carried out. .

Much useful work has boon accomplished by tho staff and patients in the way of draining, 
trenching, planting, and general cultivation. The entire vegetable garden, as also portion of that devoted 
to fiowers' have been thoroughly drained, the stone for tbe same being obtained from tho quarries on the 
estate. The road in front of the main building has been entirely kid down and formed, a large area of 
land has been cultivated in the vegetable garden, and an attempt made to grow at least portion of the 
potatoes used in the Hospital. The airing courts of No. 3 Ward have been laid out, and tbe tar-painted 
paths, grass beds, trees and flowers, give tbe whole place a decidedly cheerful and orderly appearance.

’ Much planting and levelling has been done in various portions of the grounds, and nvennes of trees 
for shade and general effect have been made in several directions. The airing courts of Nos. 1, 2, and the 
Hospital wards are now in excellent order, and the flowers, trees, &c.,afford pleasure and interest to those 
patients who arc unable to work, as well as occupation to those whose peculiarities prevent their employ
ment elsewhere. The ward opened some twelve months since for the exclusive use of epileptics has 
worked smoothly, and the arrangements thereof generally have given satisfaction. For various reasons it 
is found more convenient to locate all the epileptic patients within one ward, where attendants soon gain 
special insight into individual peculiarities, and supervision is in consequence closer and often preventive 
of excitement and its results.

The Hospital buildings have been kept in good order throughout the year. A considerable amount 
of colouring and painting has been done to dormitories and day-rooms, and the walls of the latter have 
been consid'crably improved by the hanging of pictures, &e. The trees, shrubs, &c., planted last season 
have done remarkably well, and already the grounds have a different appearance in consequence. The 
orchard and vineyard are thriving well, and next season there should be a large addition to the fruit
supply.^ contiisict fo;r erectiou of various buildings connected with the proposed female division has 
been let, and a commencement is now being made with the work. The new wharf on tho river bank is 
also under construction and will be a great acquisition when finished. I hope during the current year that
a boathouse for the shelter of the boats, which suffer from exposure may be provided. The need of a
porch over the main front entrance is much felt. Tbe rain beats in freely, and in the wet season the 
entrance hall is very uncomfortable. Cottages for the use of the chief attendant and for a resident 
gardener are also required, as is also some enlargement of the quarters occupied by the night attendant, 
where room should be provided for at least two men engaged on this duty. _

With such a large number of epileptic, feeble, and aged patients but little can bo done by way of 
amusement involving active exertion. Occasional games ot cricket, boating parties, visits to the theatre 
or circus have been indulged in, and a good supply of newspapers—illustrated and otherwise, playing 
cards, &c„ has been kept up. _ . . .

To the officers and staff many thanks are due for their hearty co-operation in carrying out the
work of the hospital during the year. * X have, Ac.,

W. COTTER WILLIAMSON, _
Medical Superintendent,

Table 1.

Showino tho Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, in tho Hospital for the Insane, Eydalmere, 
, during the year 1893.

hi Hospital on 31st 'December, 1892

Admitted for the first time during the year .
Readmitted (hiring the year ....................................
Transferred during the yoai .....................................

Male. Female.

72

Total under care during the year 1893

Discharge or removal—
Recovered ..........................................
Relieved...............................................
Transferred ...................................
Ksciipod (and not recaptured) 
Died ....................................................

'Total discharged or died during the year 1893

Male. Female.

22

Remaining...............................................................................................
Average number resident during the year.......................
Persons tinder care during the yearf..............................
•Porbnns admitted ..........................................................................
•Persons recovered .................................................................. v

Male. Female. Total.

225 225

72 72

297 297

25 2.">

272 272
254 254
297 297

* Persons, i.c, separate persons iu contradistinction to 11 cases " which may include the same individual more than once.
reatlmiasiou of jiaticnts discharged during the current year.

| Total cases minus

Table
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Taulk 2.
Showi-n-g the Admissions, Eeadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, with the Mean Annual Mortality, aud the 

“ecoveries' Per cent., at the Hospital for the Insane, Eydalmere, for the years 1892
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APPENDIX R
The Medical Superintendent, Hospital for the Criminal Insane, Parramatta, to Tho Inspector.General

ot the Insane.
^'ll T j Criminal Insane, Parramatta, 17 Pebruarv 1S94

to8eb,erw:I1hT^.toLSrt.b].'0r 'reWi*b * ™P0,'t "1>"

m eI'ce t0,tl1® 1^tter>ii; wil] bc seen that both the number admitted and the number remaining
ra Hospital at the end of the year were less than in 1892, this being accounted for bv the fact that
prisoner's serving long sentences are now detained in the observation wards of Darlinghurst and Parra 
matta G-aols instead of being sent on to Hospital. ^amugnuxst aim larra-

r ■r^e nl1",lljer patients in the institution on the 31st of December, 1892 was 57 (48 men and 
women). Durmg the year 9 men and 2 women were admitted, making a total of 68 C57 men and 11 

women), under care and treatment during the' twelve months. Of these 3
?nr XT 3 "To* Wel'e t1rirfcrred t0 the freo divisi0]1 ™ expiration of thelnte^c ud 
for other reasons, and 2 men and 1 woman died, leaving a total of 49 141 men and 8 wnmpnf ̂  ^
Ho^t.1 on the l,.t day of tho year, being a docrea.o of 8-aS compared Vith thooTrrJpond^dl „?

The dailvTf^'o^El!”5 ^ ^0^alit.v’ Per CBntage of recoveries, &c„ &c, are appended. 
aocidonfanS ore.SS °f 21“ St tat"

r, J“T ” ,l'" ^ of ^ teasing coir and horse-iiaho ISt lod
“»mttin„£"”S'r”"; “1 «Wi - <*. necesaary cleaning of

boon ^
I have, &c.,

' E. G-ODSON,
' ' Medical Superintendent.

Table showing the Classification of the Crimes of 
Criminal Insane, Parramatta, Patients admitted into the Hospital for the 

during the year 1893.
Classified with rolcrencc to Use period at which insanity was recognized.

Crimes.
Total number

admitted during 
the year 1893.

Certified to he 
insane whilst 
awaiting trial.

Found insane by 
Jury on 

arraignment.
Acquitted on 
the ground of 

insanity.
Reprieved on 
the ground of 

insanity.

Certified to ho 
insane whilst 
undergoing 

sentences of pirn nl 
servitude.

M. Total M. F, Total M. F- Total M. F. Total M. F. jTotal M. F. Total

Murder ................... n 9 , 1 iCutting, wounding, and shooting 
with intent, &c.. 1

1
2

1
1

i

i
i

1 J

Indecent assault ..................................
Vftcranev ................

... ... 1
1

...

... ::: 1 :::

Larceny....... ......................................
Indecent exposure.. .

1
1
2
1

1
1
f

"i ... 'I ::: ::: 2 2

Unlawful assault..................................
Inflicting grievous bodily harm ... .... . .... i

... ...
"i

::: :::
1
2

1
2

Total ................ 9 2 11
•• •

* 1
— —

i
__ "...

' ~ :i ... j ... 5 ... 5
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Table showing Classification of the Crimes and Sentences of Patients remaining in the Hospital for the 
Criminal Insane at Parramatta on the 31st December, 1893.

Classified with reference to tho period at which Insanity was recognised.

Certified to ho Found insane Acquitted On Iteprievod on Certified as Total Number in
insane whilst by jury on the grounds of the grounds of insane whilKt Hospital

Crime. awaiting trial. arraignment. insanity. insanity. serving sentence. 31 Dec., 18D3.

M. f. 3 M. F. 1 M. F. cj M.
_

3C M. F' Is
o M. F. 30

] H | H H

Murder .............................................. 3 1 4 1 1 2 8 2 10 5 i 6 17 5 22
Attempt to murder.............. ........... 1 1 2 2 2 1 3
Unnatural offence.............................. i 1 1 1
Cutting and wounding, shooting

with intent, &c.............................. 2 2 D 1 10 1 1 12 1 13
Manslaughter .................................. 1 1 1 1
Indecent assault .............................. 1 1 1 1
Rape ................................................. i 1 1 I
Horse-stealing ......... ........................ i 1 i 1 2 2
False pretences................................. 1 i 1 1 1
Larceny.............................................
Unlawful assault......................... .

i ' 1
2 '2

X
2

1
2

... 1 i i 1

Total........................... 3 2 5 3 j 1 4 25 | 4
1

29 10 i 11 41 8 49

The following table shows the admissions, discharges, and deaths, with the mean annual mortality 
aud tho proportion of recoveries, &c., per cent., at the Hospital for the Criminal Insane at Parramatta, for 
the years 1877 to 1893 inclusive:— ___________________*_____________________________
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1894.

Legislative Assembly; 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BRUSH FARM, PARRAMATTA RIYER.
{LEASING OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, o June, 1894.

IIETURN to an Order made by tlie Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 19th April, 1894, That there lie laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ Copies of all papers in connection with the leasing of Brush Earm, 
t( Parramatta Hirer, by the Government.”

(Mr\ Darnlcy.)

Minute by the Principal Under Secretary.
, , 20 November, 1898.

Subject:—Proposed Site for Boys’ Reformatory at Brush Farm.
It is suggested, with a view to facilitating the establishment of a Boys’ Reformatory, that the Director of 
Government Asylums be instructed to proceed to Brush Farm and report upon that locality as a site for 
tho institution before any action is taken to lease the premises. I shall be glad if the Chief Secretary 
will kindly consider this suggestion, and instruct me accordingly.

‘ CAT.,- P.U.S.

Approved.—G.R.D., 20/11/93. The Director of the Government Asylums, B.C., 20/11/93,—
C.W., P.U.S. -Report herewith.—S.M., 28/1.1/93. The Principal Under Secretary.

The Director of tbe Government Asylums to The Principal Under Secretary.
Proposed Reformatory for Boys.—Report on the Brush Farm Estate.

^ir) _ Charitable Institutions Office, Paddington, 28 November, 1893.
In compliance with the Chief Secretary’s direction, I have the honor to submit the following 

report on the suitability of Brush Farm as a site for a Boys’ Reformatory:—
Locality, area, $'C.

. Brush Farm is situated in the Municipality of Dundas, 13 miles from Sydney, on tho Great Northern 
Railway .Line, the nearest point of communication beiug the Eastwood Railway Station, which is about 
1 mile distant. The tinted sketch* on the accompanying plan accurately ouilines the general contour of 
tho estate. Tho principal boundary is the main road to Parramatta, which town lies 4 mites south-west. 
Tho farm is thus easily and conveniently accessible from several directions, and the locality is probably 
one of the healthiest in tho Colony. Its altitude is about 400 feet above sea level, and" tho natural 
facilities for drainage are such that perfect sanitation can be secured without difficulty, and with a very 
trifling expenditure indeed. '

Tho whole estate covers a surface area of about GO acres, more or less, at least two-thirds of 
which arc already under cultivation as an orangery and general orchard. All the trees appear to have 
been well selected, properly classified, and carefully tended ; tbe orchard and grounds are, on tbe whole, 
in very good order, and I am informed that the total pecuniary return from fruit and vegetables in an 
ordinary good year has exceeded £300 per annum, but this return docs not take into consideration the 
cost of labour in working the estate. 1 have merclv referred to this aspect of the question here in order to 

320 A show
770 copies—Approximate Cost, of Printing (labour fmrt material), £H 3s, oil.
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show that if it is determined to establish a ]te forma lory at Brush Farm it may be taicen for granted that 
the monetary returns from tiie sale of fruit, vegetables, and general jmoduco will prove a large source of 
revenue, and the inmates’ labour can be so utilised as to reduce the actual cost to the State under this 
heading io a comparative trifle. Such returns might also fairly be taken as a set-off against the rent-charge, 
if it is decided to secure the property on lease, or against interest on a loan vote, if it he determined to 
purchase it outright. I have not considered it necessary, however, to enter into this matter more fully, 
as it does not really come within the scope of my instructions ; aud the Chief Secretary has himself so 
recently inspected the estate that he is the best judge of what should be done in the interest of tho 
Government in this partieular.

UuildintjS.

The whole of tbe buildings on the estate, which are clearly set out iu tho accompanying plan,* 
can be utilised for reformatory purposes, with slight aud comparatively inexpensive alterations. An 
expenditure of from £200 to £250 will probably be sufficient to do all that i-s necessary to renovate the 
buildings and make them immediately available for such an institution, but this estimate docs not include 
the larger question of providing an adequate water supply, which 1. have briefly dealt with under a separate 
heading. The buildings are so arranged as to admit of the necessary classification of inmates in the 
dormitories aud day-rooms ; and judging from the statistics relating to juvenile offenders, which I obtained 
when previously dealing with the question of a Boys’ Reformatory, I am of opinion that, with some slight 
additions, accommodation can ho found for all the lads who arc likely to be committed under the 
“Reformatory Schools Act” in this Colony for some years to come. If the method of dealing with lads 
which I have previously recommended be adopted,—vi/.., to apprentice them as a rule after they have been 
subjected to twelve months’ discipline aud instruction on the farm,—I do not think their average number 
is likely to exceed from six tv to seventy, and ample accommodation can be provided to meet this demand 
at a very small outlay. Exclusive of tlie rooms which it will be necessary to set apart for the local 
administrative staff, accommodation can be immediately found for from forty to fifty boys.

I may mention that the Rydalmere Home for Reyn, at present leased by the Govcnnmcnt at a 
rental of £12-5 a year, is distant about 1 mile from Brush Farm. Under the conditions of the lease (which 
terminates in about eight months, and will not be renewed) two detached weatherboard buildings can be 
removed to Brush Farm, and utilised cither for workshops, additional dormitories, or day-rooms. It may 
not be out of place here to suggest that if the Chief Secretary decide to secure Brush Farm, the question 
of whether it should be leased or purchased might be considered in conjunction with the proposal not to 
renew the lease of the Rydalmere Home, as that event would effect a saving of the existing rent charge of 
£125 a year. _

The main building at Brush Farm, which is marked “ A ” on the plan, is substantially built of 
stone, aud contains nineteen rooms, in addition to dry, well-drained cellars in the basement (which can be 
used as store rooms). The dwelling rooms, the majority of which are exceplionally large, are arranged 
on the first and second floors, with verandah and balcony. Their dimensions arc set out in detail on the 
plans, for the information of the Chief Secretary. This division can be used for the principal dormitories 
and day rooms, for Superintendent's quarters, and for other administrative purposes. It will be necessary 
to improve the ventilation, and also to afford access by a flight of steps to the room on the first floor 
(marked 25 x 16 on the plan) which has never yet been opened, and to place a door and two window's in 
it. It will also be necessary to provide two large cooking ranges and two coppers in the kitchen, which 
is 25 x 10 6, aud contains at present only one small stove. By making use of the available labour of the 
Department, all these additions and alterations should not cost more than from £75 to £100.

About 4 chains distant from the main building is a substantial brick stable (marked “ C ” ou 
the sketch), on the ground floor of which, by breaking away divisions, one apartment 57 x 15 feet can be 
secured for a general dining-room, while three lofts on tlie first floor can be converted by the same means 
into a dormitory for one class of boys, with an overlooking room for the night officer, if necessary. At 
tlie rear of aud attached to the stables are a coach house 16 x 16, and cow bails, &c., the former of which 
may be used as at present; but it would be necessary to remove the cow bails to a more remote site. 
The stables should be newly floored and otherwise improved, and the upper story will need slight 
alterations aud improved ventilation, but any interior changes that may be found necessary can be carried 
out with institution labour, which -would confine the principal outlay to the purchase of material, apd the 
total cost would, therefore, probably not exceed £25.

It will be necessary to provide a special division in which to confine some of tho lads temporarily 
after their committal until they are made amenable to discipline, and their classification is determined 
upon. A room, 16 x 14, about SO feet distant from the main building (marked “ D,” brick loose box, 
on the plan) can be devoted to this purpose. It can be converted into colls, and enclosed by either an 
open picket fence (barred outside to prevent the lads from climbin") or by a close galvanized iron fence 
(say) 10 to 12 feet high, in order that tho boys should not escape while undergoing probationary confine
ment. This punishment division cannot be attractively described ; but it is an indispensiblo reformatory 
adjunct. Under an able superintendent, however, possessing the necessary tact and discretion to deal 
successfully with juvenile offenders, it need not he largely resorted to ; but the boys would know of its 
existence, and the moral effects would be good. An expenditure of about £75 will be probably sufficient 
to carry out the necessary alterations here, the cost of fencing being the principal item.

On the south-western corner there is a substantial weatherboard cottage (marked “ B ” on the 
plan). It contains four rooms and kitchen, and can he used as quarters, either for the matron, or 
assistant superintendent and schoolmaster, or for some other purpose to be determined upon. At the 
rear of this Building there is a very good stable.

A four-roomed weatherboard cottage (marked “ E ”) on the north-eastern corner of the estate, 
can be used as the out-door overseer and gardener’s quarters. It is in a fair condition, and needs ouly 
some slight improvements aud alterations, which can be affected by institution labour.

- Wnicr Supply.

This will be a somewhat large question to deal with ultimately, and it should he allowed to stand 
over until the actual needs of the institution arc ascertained. A t present all the underground and over
head tanks on the premises have a total storage capacity of about 100,060 gallons. A much more extensive 
supply will of coutfc have to be provided eventually, if it is ultimately decided to secure tbe estate

permanently
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permanently for reformatory purposes. In the meantime, a sufficient number of galvanized iron tanks 
can be provided to meet the requirements of the institution. A sufficient water supply is of prime 
importance, because the successful administration of the farm and orchard will largely depend on tho 
application of a thorough system of irrigation ; and fruit culture, dairy, aud general farming will be tho 
main industries in which the boys will bo instructed. The permanent waier supply can be procured from 
two sources—either by constructing a local reservoir, for which there are great natural advantages, or 
by a, connection with the Sydney water supply main at Eyde, about a mile distant. A 3-inch pipe, which 
would probably be laid by the Water and Sewerage Board for about £400, would be amply sufficient for 
all purposes, but the.expenses under this head would be further increased by the cost of reticulation; in 
all probability another £150 would be required for this purpose. It would be necessary, however, to 
obtain a competent professional opinion on this particular point; and I w'ould, therefore, suggest that 
tlie Grovcrnment Architect he invited to report upon tbe matter at bis convenience.

General Bcmarlcs.

It will be seen from the foregoing brief descriptions that Brush Farm and the buildings already 
upon it can, with a comparatively small expenditure, be made quite suitable for a temporary Reformatory 
for Boys. I do not consider it necessary to again submit, in connection with this report, the details of a 
reformatory scheme. The Chief Secretary has already had those under consideration, and has, I under
stand, generally approved of them in connection with my previous reports upon tho Rookwood and 
Shaftesbury buildings, and my visit of inspection to the Ballarat Reformatory in Victoria.

All those details can he applied in establishing and organising a Boys’ Reformatory on the Brush 
Farm Estate. My present direction is merely to report as to the suitability of the site, and I have not, 
therefore, presumed to enter into negotiations with the owner of the estate, who intends, I understand, 
to make his proposals, of which I have not any knowledge whatever, directly to the Government, as to 
terms of rental or ultimate purchase, if ono or both courses he decided upon. The total value of the 
estate, which is undoubtedly large, can, however, easily be determined by the regular income now 
realised from the orchard, by the buildings upon it, by its area and the quality of tbe land, by its 
convenient and healthy locality, and by the advantages it possesses for instruction in the industrial occu
pations necessary for boys of tbe reformatory class, which can really bo made a source of income, if not 
of profit, to ihe Department, as well as a means of securing good reformatory results. Tho whole success 
of the experiment will, of course, depend upon the thorough competency of the officials who may be 
appointed to manage the institution, and, tins being admitted, I would respectfully suggest that none 
but well tested and experienced persons be selected, especially at the outset, to fill the important positions 
which will constitute an effective reformatory staff.

At Newington Asylum, in connection with which the privilege of selecting all the officials, with 
one exception, was granted to mo (subject to tlie approval of the Chief Secretary).' a model establishment; 
of. its kind has been created, because tbe local management has been satisfactory, while under opposite 
conditions failure has resulted in other directions. If a Boys' Reformatory is to”be established, and my 
Department is to be made responsible for its success or failure, I would beg that the same concession be 
granted as at Newington, aud I would further suggest that all officers be appointed on probation until 
their capacity is tested. .

These are points of detail, however, which have been fully dealt with in previous reports, and I 
merely incidentally refer to them here in order that they may not be lost sight of.

Awaiting your further instructions,
I have, &c.,

SYDNEY MAXTED,
Director of Asylums, &c.

Enquire from owner the rental upon a ten years' lease, subject to resumption at any time during 
the lease, under tbe Lands Resumption Act, or upon terms to bo mutually agreed. Any improvements 
the Government may make not to be counted in any valuation that would be made.—G.E.D.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. Bennett.
Sir, Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 28 December, 1893,

_ With reference to the proposal to establish a Boys’ Reformatory on the Brush Earm Estate, 
I am directed by the Chief Secretary to inquire what rental you would be prepared to accept upon a ten 
years lease, subject to resumption at any time during that period under the Lands Resumption Act, or on 
terms to be mutually agreed upon. ■

2. I am at tho same timo desired to add that it must be distinctly understood that any improve
ments tho Oovernment may make, are not to be counted in any valuation that may be made.

I ha'c(t|^;(..HfiTT WALKEEj
* Principal Under Secretary.

Mr. J. Bennett to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir, Brush Earm, Dundas, 3 January, 1894.

Replying to your letter of the 28th ultimo, inquiring what rental I would accept for a ten 
years lease of Brush Farm subject to resumption, I beg to state that I will accept £500 per annum upon 
the conditions set out in your letter. ■

The minor improvements and repairs to the present buildings and in maintaining tho orchard I 
shall expect to he taken into consideration iu any valuation, as every lease usually requires the tenant to 
maintain and repair, but new buildings creeled by the Government I agree shall not be valued against 
them. Tho lease to contain all usual clauses, and to be agreed upon and settled by the Crown Solicitor 
and my solicitor who will submit the usual draft,

I have, &c.,
-------  JOHN BENNETT.

Submitted
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Submitted for approval,—C.W.,5/1/91. The llookwood buiJdings originally intended as a Boy’s
Reformatory having been given up to the aged and infirm, and an establishment for a(Boys’ lleformatory 
being required, and after a careful examination of this property, I approve of a lease of ten years of 
Brush Farm at £500 per annum for a Boys’ Reformatory, possession to be given to the Government on 
1st March next, lease to be prepared upon basis of this letter and the Under Secretary’s of 28th 
December.—G.R.D., 20/1/01.

Tlie Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. Bennett.
Sir, Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 28 January, 1801,

Referring to your letter of the 3rd instant, I am directed to state that the Chief Secretary 
lias approved of your property, known as “ Brush Farm,” being leased by the Government for a term of 
ten years, for a Boys’ Reformatory, at an annual rental of £500, upon tlie conditions set forth in your 
communication now under acknowledgment and niine of the 28th December last. Possession of the 
estate to be given to the Government on the 1st March next.

I have, &c,,
CR1TCHETT WALKER,

. Principal Under Secretary.

Memorandum by The Director of the Government Asylums to The Principal
Under Secretary.

Proposed Boys’ Reformatory (30 Vic. No. 1).
Full details of the Reformatory scheme have been submitted to the Chief Secretary in the following 
documents, namely :—Memorandum, dated December 1, 1891; letter, dated December i, 1891; Report, 
dated December 9,1891; and Report on Brush Farm, dated November 28, 1893. [Documents herewith.J

These letters, reports, &c., relate to several existing sites and buildings; but as it has been 
determined to utilise Brush Farm for a Boys’ Reformatory, it is only necessary to refer here to that- 
estate, to which, however, may be applied all the recommendations made in connection with the other 
proposals.

The Reformatory is required for training lads under 16 years of age committed through the Courts 
for criminal offences, and who are now usually sent to the gaols.

These lads are at tlie outset a most difficult class of offenders to deal with, and under the Act they 
may be detained for any period not exceeding five years. Experience elsewhere, however, has shown that 
the detention period seldom need exceed nine to twelve months, when the boys are generally sufficiently 
disciplined to be apprenticed out; and thus the daily average number of inmates, when the Institution 
is in full operation, will probably never be more than seventy-five to eighty.

The success of the new reformatory system will depend almost wholly upon the proper classifi
cation, treatment, and instruction of the boys, and the selection of competent experienced officers to deal 
with them.

With regard to the first point, I beg to draw attention to the memo, dated 1st December, 1891, 
which briefly explains the methods to be adopted. It is of course, obvious that if a number of criminal 
boys were taken from tbe Courts and at once placed in an institution from which they could escape they 
would run off immediately. The usual provision against this is suggested in, the full report on Brush 
Farm dated 2Sth November, 1893.

As fruit-growing and agriculture will be tbe principal industries taught at Brush Farm, the 
suggestions made in the memo, as to teaching other trades may be modified, I may here mention that it 
is usual for attendants upon the boys to be qualified to instruct them in tlie industrial occupations.

I have fully explained in the main report on Brush Farm how the buildings now on tbe land can, 
at very little cost, be reconstructed as required for classification purposes, and this work should be at 
once proceeded with, as until it is completed the reformatory cannot be proclaimed. Asylum labour can 
be largely availed of in worrying it out.

In the meantime, however, the estate may be dealt with so as to reduce the rent charge and bring 
it info harmony with the general scheme.

Near to Brash Farm there is an establishment, known as the Rydalmere Boys’ Home, rented from 
the Bank of New South Wales at a charge of £125 per annum. 'The lease will terminate in about five 
months, and I do not recommend its renewal. The inmates of this home, of whom there are forty-one, 
are largely boys who were found to ho too vicious to be kept in ordinary homes. They can he transferred 
to a separate division at Brush Farm, and several largo wooden buildings, closets, urinals, &c., which tho 
Government has power to remove from the Rydalmere Home in terms of the lease, might bo pulled down 
at once and re-erected at Brush Farm.

In order also that the Brush Farm orchard may be made as profitable as possible, I purpose, under 
approval, transferring to it a number of the more able-bodied men from tlie Government Asylums, who, 
together with a number of the Rydalmere boys, can work it under competent instruction. As it is 
intended that their labour shall be a source of profit, they should be paid monthly small daily bonuses 
subject to good behaviour. ^

For tho purpose of carrying out the foregoing proposals, it will be necessary to at once appoint 
the following officials :—■

1. Man thoroughly qualified to instruct the boys in orchard work and agriculture and see that the
produce is properly marketed.

2. Working matron to attend to the domestic comforts of the inmates and cleanliness of the institution.
(I beg to suggest that tho Rydalmere Home matron, who is very competent, bo taken over with 
her boys. She has had three years’ experience).

3.
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3. Man able to look after the place in the instructor's absence, superintend and work at alterations 
’ to buildings and keep them in repair, take charge of stores, distribute^ rations, &c. (I am 

informed that a competent officer, a Mr. Dixon, who lias already waited upon the Chief 
Secretary, is available for this purpose from another Department, whence he desires a transfer).

It will thus be seen that ouly one officer, not already in the public service is recommended, and, in 
order to save expense, any other prime positions need not be filled until tbe buildings are ready to be
proclaimed for the reception of young criminals, urivrnwn

I respectfully await your further instructions. S. MAAiJiD,
■ , i /L/i/Ui'.

The lease having now been signed, Mr. Masted might be instructed to take over the premises and 
make proper arrangement for the care of the garden and buildings pending further steps being taken 
for their utilization for reformatory purposes.—C.W., 2/4/9t. Approved, G.R.D., 3/4/91. ' The 
Director of the Government Asylums.—DC., 3/4/94. C.W., P.U.S. Inform Mr. Dennett.

Under the approval minuted on these papers I have employed Mr. Small to take charge of the 
orchard, work it, and arrange for the packing, despatch, &c., of tbe fruit and other produce to market. 
I have also employed the Mr. Dixon herein referred to, to carry out indispensable alterations to the 
buildings, &c., mainly with institution labour, as recommended, and a number of old men from the 
asylums and hoys from liydalmere Farm arc already employed on tho estate. When the alterations are 
effected tho Pydalmere Boys’ Home can he given up, and a rental of £125 a year thus saved to the 
Government, as the inmates may be transferred to Brush Farm.—S.M., 10/4/94. The Principal Under 
Secretary.

Sir,
[Enclosures to Memorandum dated 21/2/94.]

Charitable Institutions Office, Oxford-street, Paddington, 1 December, 1891.
In compliance with the instructions of the Colonial Secretary, I have the honor to forward for 

his information a memorandum containing an outline of a scheme for establishing and managing a Shore 
Eeformatory for Boys in this Colony. I fiav^Y^j^Ey MAXTED,

The Principal Under Secretary, Director of Asylums, &c.

Shore Reformatory for Boys.
Charitable Institutions Office, Oxford-street, Paddington, 1 December, 1891. _ 

The boys are managed tinder a system of rewards and punishments by which corporal chastisement is
almost avoided. .... , 1ITov this purpose it is ncocssury to divide tlie institutioji into three distinct oivisions, nfttncJy :
« A/’ “ B,” “ C," each having a separate lavatory, dining-room, bath-room, and dormitory. _ _

’ “ 0” is tho lowest division, and it is practically a prison. It is enclosed by a high galvanised iron
fence, and contains, in addition to the usual provisions, cells for refractory boys. All the windows are 
barred. There are no bedsteads, the beds being made on the floor. The food is also rough, and tho only 
opportunity for recreation is in an enclosed, unattractive yard, about 60 foot square. This is the only 
division from which the boys cannot escape. . ,

“ B” is the next division to which a boy is transferred as soon as bis conduct lustmcs that steji. 
There are here bedsteads, but no pictures on the walls, and tho furniture is very meagre. The food is 
also better than in “ C,” and the boy lias here first practically realised that it is good policy to behave him
self. with the prospect of further advancement, which is fully explained to him.

“A" is the highest division, and it is made as bright and attractive as possible. The food is ex
cellent, the dormitories and other apartments are very cheerful, the walls are covered with pictures, and the 
boys are so trusted that, in conjunction with their transfer from the lower grades, their self-respect is m 
a measure restored, and they a/e in many ways encouraged to merit the full liberty and concessions winch 
can be granted to them under the system. ,

In a yard adjoining these three divisions, which constitute the mam building, are placed work
shops, at which boys iu “A” and “B" divisions are taught trades—such as boot-making, tailoring, 
carpentering, painting, Ac, and adjacent to it are the general recreation ground, vegetable garden, and 
farm. All these places arc merely enclosed by three-railed fences, the only closed part, as stated, being 
the recreation ground belonging to “ C ’ division. _ , , . -

There arc two buildings detached from the boys' divisions—namely, the Superintendent s residence 
and the teachers’ residence. The other officers’ quarters are in the main building, among the boys, for
whoso oversight at night as well as during the day provision is made. _

When a lad is first admitted he is taken before tbe Superintendent, who questions him closely as 
to his parentage, previous history, and so forth. All the answers to these questions are recorded in the 
history hook, and are verified or otherwise by inquiries made by the Superintendent or some other oflicer. 
According to this information the lad is classified—that is, he is either placed in “ 0” or “ B” divisions. 
He is never placed in “ A” division on first admission, but is usually entered in “ C” (the lowest division), 
and tho length of time he remains depends entirely upon his conduct. Sometimes he may only remain a 
few days, When a lad is transferred to “ B” division, he usually remains there three months, except in
very occasional circumstances. ' ... ,. . ,,

Bovs who misbehave are degraded by transfer to the inferior divisions, hut this course is seldom 
necessary/ their first experience in that direction generally being sufficient.

The boys are committed in tho first instance for periods ranging from one to five years.. ihe 
average length of their detention in the institution is about niue months. They are then sufficiently 
reformed aud instructed to be placed out—some to trades, others to farm work—tho greatest care being 
taken in tho selection of homes. The Superintendent generally visits the home himself, and informs the 
applicant of the lad’s character and antecedents, aud any peculiarities about him that may require special
1]reat,mgomct;mea lads are discharged on probation to their parents, and are kept under surveillance until 
the period of probation expires, when, if their conduct has been satisfactory, they are written oft the 
books, under the authority of the Executive Council. In a well-managed institution experience has shown 
that no boy need be detained for tho full term of his sentence. -lh°
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W wTh(rf °^<lction r5!s?d to ;! H'wrt reformatory is that the hoys will abscond. This, however 
has been dlectunlly met by a judicious classification ot the inmates; by the system of dietary and other
^rwhicb^nbiLt^fhol1" and18,:rict disciP]ine> froi“ Which there is no ehamfc of escape
and vihich so bieak the boys into discipline, and, m a sense, give them experience of hardship that theyZyZ: s&« »£ «• *- ^ w-A-*ua

. Th^f0,i°''?Ug fiSV™s185°W the imProvement effected in the matter of absconders at an institution
where, m tbe first year,the lads were not classified, but where classification was adopted as a remedial 
measure afterwards ;—T)imno-ififiii inn-mi. o/. - j- ■ il iemomai

cr0‘7 y mis“ h”e “1,0 h**" E“mi’10'

the i(lri btyS ar pr0V tded Y-It!\an f00;!!0^ library, available only to inmates of “ A” and “ B” and to 
etS''0 hare be.en1 apprenticed out. To these the librarian sends books on application, and on return 

fr!rtbon^+bfnneT1!’US y , Sneltet’ footbal!) draughts, dominoes, chess, a gymnasium, and other facilities 
i!,nl^fi11"-d°or.an<i.out-door amusement and recreation, are among the means liberally provided for 
ho mental and physical improvement of the boys. They are also taught swimmimr a hmre tank wbieh can bo emptied and refilled from the main source of later supply, being iSd ^a^iipcS 

The waste water may be utilised for irrigation purposes. i utu :0l mar purpose,
Imrim “d *•** •*'*> co"”Miion •«* «•

. iThere \s a ViffltuiB Committee of eight (four ladies and four gentlemen-) appointed to visit the 
institution and report to the head of the Department, in the same manner as the lady visitors do in the 
case of boarded-out children. This Committee has not power to interfere with tlie management in 
any way, but they may make suggestions. Tho uncertain visits of the Committee, or any members of 
it, must have a good moral effect upon the officials, as well as upon the lade. y

the foregoing is an outline of a reformatory scheme which has been so fully tested elsewhere that 
^annot ^V11’ ^P1 through maladministration, neglect, or carelessness. In order to avoid these very 
great care should be exercised with regard to the appointment of the officials. If 1 may be alKed to
^fficiars81!1^81101111.7i°U|d r®sP(»tf.allr recommend that the head of the Department should be made tho 
WW tv ^ rTn3lble t0 h,S ^n^er’ and that he b0 allowed a hand With regard io his officials 
XlW B™Jwbee-U?e™einfe1)?part?1CTtof C!larit;lble DistitutioiiR—as in the State Children’s 
Belief Branch, for instance—no difficulty whatever has been experienced. In other divisions where the
tMw7tyB-Sm P/C7ai f ’ dl®cnltlca are frequent. There should be a distinct understanding upon 
this point with regard to the reformatory, which will be tbe initiation of an entirely new method of
fiiW' ir7ff,Crl,u ”a S V’t,?f.C?Ion^ U be fully realised that this new mtem will not be

i^s1 tl““ *• ont*1 f'”' i”™™« —•»«'
,i , x ^ Ril0U,d bkc say that I have written exlmustivoly upon this sub ject duriim the past ten years • 
that I am consequently aware that the shore reformatory'has many enemies among peiions wboknow 
nothing whatever about it; and, therefore, extra care should he taken to leave no weak1 spot in the system 
with regard to either arrangement or administration. 1 y

i , T,ia?? n|!0 ,raany points not already enumerated to bo considered (as, for instance character
fl^ss|g«^Wn^v^, rl‘s to "M' '““r »f *»«* «,n„„r”,“guM„“„industrial tiainmg, <kc Ac.), but it is not necessary to refer to them fully at this stage 
™ + i i the Eo?k’,vood buddings, I do not think they are fully suitable for tbe purpose
costly^or entS greai bC ^ to 0TCrC0,nc C3ti8tiDe diffieulties' ^ not beU

ilir, ildcek if tlioColonml Secretary determines to establish the reformatory, aud make it a branch 
tl j^J!ePartmfait °f Charitable Institutions, I would (if facilities are afforded in connection with additions 
to buildings and other matters) undertake to have it in operation within two inout0”’;ectlonT'lt,iatldltloIls

S.M.
Sir, Wifi, vofn-w* +1 ri T • , , Charitable Institutions Office, & December, 1S9I.

Eeformatory for nt Ito C° rsec™tillfy s verbal instructions in connection with tho proposed 
iierormatory tor Boys at KooUoort, I beg to suggest that, with the object of obtaining as mueb
« °C»; SJSES‘y&&f ? 1'hT“l'”rt”‘I mboaotlioriicd t.
/ n ,5 at BaUa,u at \ ictona, which has been in operation for some years with hieblv satisfactory resnUq
incorporated wiTh the met! tfefey8tera °b tbf ™titution as may appear to be advantageousymay be 
incorporated with the method of management to be adopted in New South Wales b J
following SSSSSnSSS*"t0 be'm* “ “ I*™**, “ "» l» »«»«, to carry on, tho

1. Erect galvanised-iron fence to enclose refractory division (“C M)
2. Erect other fences where required.
3. Colour interior of walls, and limewash ceilings
4. Asphalt yards.
u. Paint exterior of buildings where necessary to exclude damp
(>. Belay existing dram-pipes, and provide additional pipes where necessary
7. iiepair roots. J
8. Subdivide large ball into schoolroom and gymnasium .

m ** "“i*
11. Convert apartments attached to main hall into workshops, 
io wa*:0r‘clCIS0f, to superintendent’s residence.
13. Place stoves where required for cooking in various divisions.
14. Purmsh inmates divisions and attendants’quarters where required.

If
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Tf the foregoing recommendations are approved, the Government Architect might, perhaps, be 
invited to have the necessary works carried out as speedily as possible, and, as soon as they are completed, 
the establishment can be proclaimed a Eeformatory for Boys in accordance with tlie provisions of Act 80 
Vic. No. 4, immediately after which it can be occupied for its legal purposes.

Although the additions referred to are enumerated under fourteen headings, they are not very 
extensive in character, and they should, I think, bo completed without dilllculty (if a special effort is made 
in that direction) within a period of six weeks.

As there is not at present a Parliamentary vote for a boys’ reformatory, tbe amounts needed for 
additions, maintenance, and management might be obtained as required from time to timo from tho 
Treasurer’s Advance Account, and refunded thereto by a volo ou the next Estimates.

] have, Ac,,
SYDNEY MAXTED,

Director of Asylums, &c.

Charitable Institutions Office, Oxford-street, Paddington,
Sir, 9 December, 1891.

Eeport on Ecformaiory for Boys at Ballaarat.
I have tbe honor to report that, in accordance with the Colonial Secretary’s instructions, I 

visited tho Eeformatory for Boys at Ballaarat on Saturday and Sunday last, and made a thorough investi
gation into its methods of arrangement and administration, with the view of adopting any features that 
might appear to be desirable in connection with fhc proposed reformatory system in New South Wales.

Tlie Ballaarat institution is, undoubtedly, a very successful one; and the satisfactory results 
achieved in defiance of the buildings, which arc admitted by experts to be most unsuitable for the pur
poses they are put to—inasmuch ns thorough classification and separation of inmates cimnot be effected 
in them—warrant the belief that, under moro favourable conditions, an even higher measure of success 
can bo secured in a better-arranged similar establishment in this Colony. _

I have very little to add to the full minute which 1 have furnished to tlie Colonial Secretary on 
this subject. As I have already said, 1 do not consider the Eookwood buildings are in every respect 
suitable for a reformatory ; but if tbe suggestions made with reference to their arrangement are carried 
out, they will admit of the experiment being tested under far more favourable conditions with regard to 
premises than was the case in Victoria.

The success of tho Ballaarat institution has resulted from observance of the following points:—
1. Eira aud wise administration.
2. A, system of rewards and punishments.

' 8. Classification, aud, where necessary, segregation of inmates as far as possible.
4. Their occupation in industrial pursuits—principally iu labour on tho land.

In addition to spending a day and a half at tbe Ballaarat Eeformatory, 1 have bad lengthy con
versations with tbe officials who established and for several years managed it, and who now hold high 
positions in tlie Civil Service of Victoria, in recognition of their efforts to make it a success. I allude to 
Capt. Evans, E N., Inspector-General of Penal Establishments; and Mr. Connor, his deputy. The 
former has had large experience of ship and shore reformatories in Great Britain and Victoria, and has 
no doubt whatever that the shore system is in every way the best for criminal lads where the object in 
view is to convert them into respectable colonists, and enable them to settle upon the land. His opinion 
on tliis point is also endorsed by the best authorities in England and elsewhere who have dealt with this 
important department of social science.

The two prime objections which have been raised to this system by its opponents iu this Colony, 
and which arc officially ou record, are— _

1. That the shore reformatory must be in all essentials a prison, or, otherwise, the boys will abscond.
2. That it is necessary to detain them at great cost to the State for long periods in the institution

before they are eligible for outside service. _
The operations of the Ballaarat Eeformatory and other similar establishments (I mention the 

Ballaarat Eeformatory because it is near home, and may be inspected by any person curious to test the 
accuracy of this statement) arc a complete answer to both these objections.

It is not., apart from its probationary division, in wbieh it is seldom necessary for the lads to be 
detained more than a week, in any sense a prison ; and although the boys employed on tbe farm—who 
have full liberty—occasionally take it into their heads to run away, they have in nearly every case only 
remained absent for a very brief period ; and their average term of detention at the institution last year 
was only nine months.

There was practically one absconder last year; and instances of this character will of course occur 
at any institution which is not absolutely a prison, whether it is afloat or ashore.

It is not, however, within the scope of my instructions to discuss the relative merits of the two 
methods; but merely to report whether or not, in my opinion, the reformatory system in operation at 
Ballaarat can bo applied to criminal boys in this Colony with any prospect of success. I have no doubt 
whatever that it can bo, with some modifications with regard to which its managers agree with me, and 
which can be carried out at Eookwood, while, from the nature of the buildings, they could not at Ballaarat. 
These modifications relate to more extensive classification; re-arrangement of staff for tho purposes of 
economy; re-adjustment of education and labour periods for the boys ; and other details into which it is 
not necessary to enter at this stage. ’ _ _

The main point to be borne in mind at the outset—apart from tbe arrangement of buildings, and 
classification of inmates—relates to tbe official staff ; and if it is determined to entrust me with the duty 
of testing the possibilities of this new method of dealing with young criminals, 1 would earnestly beg that 
the suggestions I have already made in this matter may be adopted.

Tlie officers of every grade should be appointed ou probation; and they should have before them 
the penalty of immediate dismissal for improper discharge of duty, as well as the distinct promise of 
substantial rewards for faithful service. They must all possess special qualifications, and should be 
selected by the head of tlie Department, after careful inquiry, as he of course will be held directly 
responsible to tbe Government for failure.

It
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Brush Farm 
Estate.

8

It is not, as you are aware, my custom to mention tlie services which I have myself rendered in 
connection with the social institutions of this country, and I do so now with much diffidence, but with a 
set purpose. I have had the honor of thus far administering the boarding-out system, from its inception 
under 44 \ ic. No. 24, and of carrying out substantial reforms at the Government Asylums for Infirm 
a“t* JJest'ituto, as_ well as of reporting upon cognate institutions from time to time, in connection with 
vvhich was requisite to remedy serious abuses. In every case powerful and unfair opposition has been 
ottered to necessary changes ; and where there has not been a free hand with regard to officials, it has 
been most diflficnifc to carry them into effect.

I venture to predict similar obstacles to the proposed shore reformatory; and licncc my anxiety 
ttiat there should be no probable element of failure to contend with at the outset.
. ^ Present, I need only further say that if it is determined to convert tlie buildings at Eookwood
into n reformatory, the recommendations made in the memorandum already furnished to the Colonial
, .ary Y1 ^aT£! *° .^,e carr’ed out, I would respectfully suggest that the Government Architect 
bejnvited to consult with me in that matter.

It will subsequently be necessary to amend the present Eeformatory Act in several important 
particulars, and to make suggestions in connection with the appointment ot officers and other matters ■ 
hut all these questions can be attended to while the alterations to buildings are in progress. I shall be 
prepared to submit a short and practicable Amending Bill in the course of a few days, if so directed,

Awaiting your further instructions,
I have, &c.,

. . SYDNEY MAXTED,
Director of Asylums, &c.

Minute by The Principal Under Secretary.
The Crown Solicitor will perhaps kindly advise whether the conditions in the Memorandum of Lease 

TJS0^164 a,Ul whethcr the document ia m proper form before being signed. B.C.,

Mr, J. Bennett to The Principal Under Secretary.
®'1> Sydney, 21 March, 1894.

^ , 1 bc;g ('° hand y°u hei'cwith a certificate by Mr. A. W. Stephen, licensed surveyor, showing
that he has made a survey of the land described in certificate of title, vol. 578, fol. 212, in order that it 
may be forwarded to the Crown Solicitor. X have, &c.,

-------- JOHN BENNETT.
It will be necessary to have a description of Brush Earm, the laud leased from Mr. Bennett for a 

reformatory by the Government. The certificate herewith signed by Mr. Stephen is the laud so leased 
and it may he now forwarded to tlie Crown Solicitor for inspection.—B.C., 21/3/94, C W The Crown Solicitor. i i • ■ ■

[Enclosure.]

Surveyor's Certificate.
50, Castlcrcagh-street, 6 December, 1890.

I hereby certify that I have made a survey of the land described in certificate of title, vol, 578 fol. 212 
containing 37 acres 0 roods 21 perches of the Brush Earm estate, and I certify that the brick and stone 
house known as the Brush Earm-house, with brick stables and out-houses, stands within the boundaries 
and does not encroach, A. 'W. STEPHEN, ■

(Stephen and Hat,lob an),
Licensed Surveyor.

The Crown Solicitor to Tlie Principal Under Secretary.
Slr> Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 27 March, 1894.

r nr -J liayer!:lic honor to returri herewith the papers relating to the proposed lease of Brush Earm 
from Airs, Emma Bennett as a Eeformatory for boys, together with the draft lease submitted for my con-

Having regard to the contract between tbe parties, as'disclosed by vour letters of tho 28th 
December last and 23 January last, and Mr. Bennett’s reply of 3rd January, the two former of which Mr. 
Bennett kindly lent mo for reference—no copies thereof having been submitted with the papers—I think 
tbe only alterations to ho made arc in clauses l and 3, aud would suggest that in lieu of the latter clause 
as originally drawn, the provisions as shown in type-writing annexed to the draft lease herewith should be 
inserted in the lease. If the alterations meet with your approval the draft should be re-submitted for 
tbe lessors perusal. .] have, &c ,

EBNEST A. SMITH,
Crown Solicitor.

Amended leases signed and returned herewith, B.C., 28/3/94,—C.W. The Crown Solicitor. Tho 
amendments having been accepted by the Crown Solicitor, the throe memorandums have been handed to 
Air. Bennett s solicitor tor registration. The Crown Solicitor, B.C,, 30/3/94.—C.W., P.U.S.

Memorandum
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/ stamp Dn* v Memorandum of Lease.
\Syd^'ffl/S/oi) (26 Victorja No. 9.)

I, Emma Bennett, wife of John Bennett, of Brush Farm, in the Colony of New South Vales, Esquire, 
being registered as the holder of a power of appointment over an estate in fee simple in the land hereinafter 
described, subject, however, to such encumbrances, liens, and interest, as are notified by memorandum 
underwritten or endorsed hereon r Do hereby appoint by way of lease unto Her Most Gracious Majesty 
tbe Queen all that piece of land containing thirty-seven acres and twenty-one perches situated in the 
parishes of the Field of Mars and Hunter’s Hill, county of Cumberland, being the whole of the land comprised 
in Certificate of Title, dated 19th May, a.d. 1882, registered volume 578, folio 212, to be held by Her 
said Majesty as tenant for the term of ten years computed from the first day of March, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, at the yearly rent of five hundred pounds (£500), payable as follows, 
quarterly, subject to the following covenants, conditions, and restrictions, viz.:—

1. To the covenants and powers implied in every Memorandum of Lease by virtue of the Re^l 
Property A.ct, secs. 51 and 52, or such of them, or so fir. as not hereby expressly negatived or modified.

2. To the following special additional provisions, viz,:—
(«s.) That the lessee shall maintain and keep the orchard on the said land in good condition, and shall 

at least once in every year well and sufficiently manure such orchard with all proper and necessary 
manures, and shall as when the same shall require spray and wash with all proper and necessary 
materials all the orange trees in such orchard, and shall once in every year prune all trees in 
such orchard, and shall remove all trees which in the discretion of'the lessee, her agent or 
manager shall be useless, and replace the same with others.

(1.) In case the lessee or the Colonial Secretary for tho time being on her behalf shall, at any time 
during the said term, give to the lessor one calendar month’s notice of the desire of the lessee to 
purchase the said promises hereby demised, tbe lessor shall sell to the lessee the inheritance in 
fee simple in possession, free from incumbrances, of tbe said demised premises, with all buildings 
and improvements thereon, at a price to be agreed upon between the said parties, or in the event 
of no price being agreed upon within fourteen days from the date of such notice, then at a price 
to he ascertained by reference to two arbitrators and their umpire, under the Arbitration Act of 
1S93: Provided that in estimating the price to be paid for the premises, the amount to be paid 
therefor shall be the then value thereof exclusive of any buildings or improvements erected or 
made by the lessee other than the necessary improvements and repairs which are to be made by 
the lessee under tbe terms of this lease: Provided always and it is hereby expressly agreed that 
if the lessee shall elect to purchase tho premises hereby leased tbe price to be paid shall be 
mutually agreed upon by tbe lessor and her mortgagee (if tbe premises shall then be subject to 
any mortgage) on ‘the one part and the lessee on the other part, but if no agreement shall be 
come to as to the price to be paid and arbitration is resorted to, tbe arbitrator to be appointed 
on behalf of tbe vendor shall be so appointed with the consent of the mortgagee for the time 
being of the premises.

(e.) Tho power to purchase under the clause lastly hereinbefore contained shall in no way prejudice 
the right of the Crown to resume the land under any Act then in force in the said Colony, and 
in estimating the amount of compensation to be paid on any such resumption, tbe first proviso of 
the last clause shall apply in the same manner as if tho demised premises were purchased under 
the power conferred by such clause.

(d.) That if the said premises shall not he purchased or resumed the lessee shall be at liberty to 
remove all wood and galvanized iron buildings erected by the lessee at the end or sooner deter
mination of the term hereby granted and any extension thereof, or within thirty days of such 
end or determination of the said term.

I, Georgo Bichard Bibbs, Knight, of tbe Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and St. 
George, Premier of the Colony of New South "Wales, on behalf of Her said Majesty the Queen, and so 
as to bind the Government of the Colony of. New South "Wales, do hereby accept this lease as tenant, 
subject to the conditions, restrictions, and covenants above set forth.

’ ' GEOEGE B. DTBBS.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.

' ' EMMA BENNETT,
Signed by tbe said Emma Bennett, who is personally ) Lessor.

known to me, in my presence,— )
"Wm. Andrews, Solicitor, Sydney.

Accepted, and I hereby certify this lease to be correct for tbe purposes of the Beal Property Act.
' ‘ " GEOBGE E. DIBBS,

Signed by the said George Eichard Dibbs, K.C.M.G., ) On behalf of Lessee.
who is personally known to me, in my presence,— )

Ciutchett Wanker, J.3?.

Annexure to Memorandum of Lease from Emma Beunett to Her Majesty the Queen, dated
28th March, 1894. ‘

This is to certify that Emma Bennett, wife of the abovenamed John Bennett, came before me, William 
Alexander Abbott, Deputy Registrar-Genera], and she being by me examined apart from her said husband, 
acknowledged that the within written instrument was executed by her, and that she was acquainted with, 
and understood the nature and effect thereof ; and she declared that she has so executed the same freely 
and voluntarily, and without menace, force, or coercion, either on the part of her husband or of any other 
person ^ ■

Witness my hand at Sydney, the 2Sth day of March, 189-1,
' W. A. ABBOTT.

320—B
The
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The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. Bennett.
Sir, Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 3 April, ISO-t.

With reference to previous correspondence on the subject of the project to convert the Brush 
Farm Estate into a Boys’ Reformatory, I am directed by the Chief Secretary to inform yon that, the lease 
having now been executed, the Birector of Government Asylums has been duly instructed to take 
possession of the premises with a view to their being utilised for this purpose.

I have, &c.,
CEITCHETT WALKER,

Principal Under Secretary.

*

[Two plane.]

[U G<?0
Sydney U Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1894,
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Appendix B.

Weather-board Collages 
m South-Western Corner of Estate.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(KESCMPTIOIf OF LAMB FOR ENLARGEMENT OF THE GROUNDS FOR THE HOSPITAL FOR INSANE

AT KENMORE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 7 February, 1894.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF I8S8,” 51 
VICTORIA No. 37.

New South Wales, 
to wit.

(L.S.)

R. W. Dupe, 
Govtrnor.

) Proclamation by His Excellency The 
j Right Honourable Sir Robert William 

DofI'1, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, 
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of 
the Colony of New South A Vales and its 
Dependencies,

Wkureas I, Sir Robert William Duet, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have 
directed that a certain public wort, that is to say, Enlargement 
of the Grounds for the Hospital for Insane at Kenmore, in tho 
said Colony, the estimated cost of which does not exceed twenty 
thousand pounds, shall be carried out under the provisions 
of the "Public Worts Act of 1888,” as an authorised work 
by tbe Minister for Public Worts as Constructing Authority ; 
and that'the land described intheSchcdule hereto, which is in my 
opinion required for carrying out the said wort,shall be acquired 
by taking the same under tho " Lands for Public Purposes 
Acquisition Act,” as adopted by the " Public Worts Act of 1888 
Now, therefore, I, the said Governor, with the advice afore
said, in pursuance of the “Public Worts Act of 1888," do 
declare by this notification, to be published in the Government 
Gazette, and in one or more newspapers published or circulated 
in tho Police District wherein (he said land is situated, that 
the Crown Land comprised within the description set forth in 
the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and tho private 
property within such description has besn resumed, for the public 
purpose aforesaid, to the intent that upon the publication of 
this notification in tbe Gazette, tbe said land described in 
the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in the

said Constructing Authority ns a corporation sole on behalf 
of Her Majesty, for tho purposes of the "Public Worts 
Act of 1888,” for an estate in fee simple in possession, 
freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, 
interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other 
easements whatsoever; and to the further intent that tho legal 
estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or 
conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be vested in such 
Constrncting Authority ns a Trustee; and I declare that the 
following is the Schedule of land hereinbefore referred to :—

Schedule.
All that piece or parcel of laud situate in the parish of 

Narrangarri), county of Argyle, and.Colony of New South 
Wales: Commencing at the westernmost comer of lot 32 on a 
plan deposited in the Land Titles Office, Sydney, numbered 
479; and bounded thence by tbe south-western boundary of 
that lot bearing south 01 degrees east 24 chains 94 lints to the 
left bank of the Wollondilly River; thence by that bant 
upwards to a point distant 2 chains rectangularly from the llrst- 
deicribed line; thence by a line bearing north 61 degrees west 
about 25 chains 13 lints to tho south-eastern boundary of a road 
one chain wide; and thence by that boundary bearing north 60 
degrees 30 minutes east 2 chains 15 licks, to the point of 
commencement,—be the said several dimensions all a little more 
or less, containing 5 acres or thereabouts.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twenty- 
fourth day of .January, in the year of our Lord one 
thoussnd eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the 
fifty seventh year of Her Majesty's Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
WILLIAM JOHN LYNE. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1

[3d.1 113—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE BENEVOLENT ASYLUM.
(RELIEF AFFORDED BY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 8 June, 1S9L

[Laid vpon the Table of the Jlouse in ansicer to Question No. 1, of >Hh June, 1894.]

Question.
(7.) Peksoks helieved at]the Benevolest Asxlum nr Sydney:—Dh. Boss ashed the Colonial 

Secretary,—
(1.) The number of persons relieved weekly or monthly at the Benevolent Asylum in Sydney, and 
the amount of provisions served out weekly or monthly to the same?
(2.) Why are provisions made for relieving tbe distressed at the Benevolent Asylum in Sydney, and 
not in inland towns and districts of the Colony, where distress is in many cases equally as great and 
as keenly felt as in Sydney ?
(3.) Will ho see that some provision is made for relieving the poor and distressed during winter in 
inland towns, tho same as is done in Sydney ?
(4.) How much does the Benevolent Asylum in Sydney cost the Colony annually ?

. Answer.
(1.) The weekly average number of cases (families and the aged poor) is 720, representing 2,500 

adults and children. The following provisions, &c., and rent money, were granted during the month of 
April, 1894:—11,589 loaves of bread, 6,999 lb. of flour, 2.933 lb. of mutton, 1,491 lb. of beef, 2.985 lb. of 
sugar, 744 lb. of tea, 243 ^ lb. of sago, 170 lb. of rice, 272 lb. of oatmeal, 4& lb. of arrowroot, 51 pairs 
of boots, 2 pairs of blankets, 36 quarts of milk; rent money distributed, April, 1894, £153 4s.; cost of 
above provisions, &c., £216 3s. ll-^d. Total, £369 7s. Hid.

(2 and 3.) The matter shall have attention.
(4.) The Government allow £2,500 per annum for the purposes of out-door relief.

[3d.] 430—
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on

Public Works.

EIGHTH GENEEAL EEPOET
TOGETHEB WITH

RETURNS GIVING A RECORD OP THE COMMITTEE’S
INQUIRIES

AST)

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

Prcsentcti to parliament in accordance toitl) tljc jicoiiisions of tlie Public SEorfts Set,
51 Vic, lUa. 37*

SYDNEY : CHARLES POTTER,' GOVERNMENT PRINTER.

[I*. 3d.] 1—A 1894.
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MEMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
The Honorable William Heney Suttor, Vice-Chairman, 
The Honorable James Hoskins.
The Honorable Ekedekick Thomas Humpiiery,

*The Honorable Andrew Garran, LL.D. h 
The Honorable John Davies, C.M.G.
The Honorable William Joseph Trickett.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Jacob Garrard, Esquire, Chairman.
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esquire.
William Cdandos Wall, Esquire.

' William McCourt, Esquire.
John Cash Neild, Esquire,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esquire.
Charles Collins, Esquire.
Henry Dawson, Esquire.

* [The Honorable Andrew Garran, LL.D., on 5th October, 1892, resigned his seat as a member of 
tho Committee, and on 12th October, 1892, the Honorable William Joseph Trickett was appointed to fill 

the vacancy.]
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

EIGHTH GENERAL REPORT.

To His Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Robert William Duff, a 
Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, a Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and 
Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of 

New South Wales and its Dependencies.

May it please your Excellency,—

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed 
during the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 
1888, 51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic.
No. 26, and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic.
No. 11, have the honor to submit the following General Report of their proceedings 
since the date of their last General Report, 26th April, 1893:—

1. At the date of their last General Report the Committee had completed Commit■
the inquiries respecting' the proposed Works which up to that time had been before to date, 
them, and since then they have had one other work under consideration. This work
—the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree—was referred to them by the 
Legislative Assembly on 1st November, 1893, and the inquiry connected with it has 
been duly carried out. The Committee find that it is expedient the railway as 
proposed should he constructed, but they recommend that the work lie not under
taken until a Betterment Act is passed. ■

2. The proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree is noticeable from the The first of, 
circumstance that it is regarded as the first of a system of cheaply constructed 
railways which, under the name of “ pioneer lines,” are, in the opinion of the Com- railways, 
missioners for Railways and the Department of Public Works, well suited to the 
requirements of the pastoral districts of the Colony not yet possessing railway 
communication.

3. It is also noticeable from tbe fact that its construction is conditional
upon the application of a betterment rate to the land served by the railway, prindpic'1 
The proposed line was referred to the Committee for inquiry with the stipulation 
that the work was “ to be subject to the provisions of any Act that may he 
passed dealing generally with the 'betterment principle’ with regard to public 
works.” It is the first instance in which any provision as to betterment has 
been introduced into a resolution of the Legislative Assembly referring a pro
posed work to the Committee, and in that respect is important. In some of 
their reports tho Committee have found occasion to urge the application of the 
betterment principle to the construction of railways, and in two cases approved 
of the construction of the lines only with the condition that a betterment rate 
be charged to provide a fair proportion of tbe cost. In their Sixth General Report 
the Committee expressed the opinion that the principle “ might without injustice 
to landowners, and with great advantage to railway construction, be applied 
to the area of all the land distinctly increased in value by the construction of the 
railway.” And further, that “ with power existing by which the Government would 
be able to obtain from all landowners a fair proportion of the additional value imparted 
by railways to their land, railway construction might proceed rapidly and profitably.

* Some
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Some of the most significant features in the Committee’s inquiries concerning 
proposed country railways, are the large extent of private land through which the 
lines would run, the little return the land is likely to make to the railways, and 
the great increase to private wealth which is thus brought about in the interests of 

few landholders at the expense of the general community.” The railway from 
Narrabri to Moree, though a work said to bo necessary for the retention of traffic at 
present carried on the railways and for the acquisition of other traffic, is one of 
those lines in connection with which a betterment rate may justly be charged. 
Whether it should he imposed to the extent indicated by the Minister for Public 
Works to the Committee, through the Under Secretary of the Department, and 
fully stated in the Committee’s detail report respecting the proposed railway, is a 
question that requires consideration. The most difficult points in the betterment 
system are the area over which the principle should operate, and the graduated 
scale upon which the rate should he based.

4. In the consideration given to the subject of the Narrabri to Moree 
Railway the Committee have held 11 meetings and examined 20 witnesses; and 
a Sectional Committee, who visited the Narrabri and Moree districts, held 11 
meetings and examined 61 witnesses.

5. Attached to this Report, and completed to the present date, are the returns 
which have been published with previous General Reports, and which contain a 
record of the whole of the works inquired into by the present Committee and by 
previous Committees that have been appointed under the “ Public Works Act”; and 
also a copy of the Committee’s Minutes of Proceedings.

J. GARRARD, - 
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 12 January, 1894. <
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

RECORD OF INQUIRIES.

List of Proposed Public Works inquired into by the several Committees, "with the results of their inquiries, from 27 
August, 1888, the date of the first sitting of the first Committee appointed under the Act, to 12 January, 1804.

Date
ofinquiry.

Proposed Work,

1888.
4 Sept, 

to
22 Oct.

20 Sept, 
to

22 Oct.
13 Sopt. 

to
22 Oct.

4 Oct. 
to

22 Oct.

10 Oct. 
to

22 Oct.

31 Aug. 
to

22 Oct.
1'fl Sept, 

to
22 Oct.

16 Nov. 
to 

1889. 
11 Jan.

1888,
• 7 Dec. 

to
‘ 1888. 

27 Aug. 
26 June 

to
30 Sept.

9 Oct. 
to

11 Dec.

29 Aug. 
to

12 Doc. 
22 Aug.

to
19 Dee.

1S90.
22 Jan. 

to
6 Fob.
1889.

25 Sept.
to

1890.
IS Feb. 
14 Jan.

to
11 Feb. 
14 Jan. 

to
6 Feb, 

14 Jan. 
to

11 Feb.

19 Nov. 
to

2 April.

Improvements to tbe 
Circular Quay.

Expenditure prajmsed 
hy the

Government,

Storage reservoir at Potts' 
Hill, and second lino of 
pipes to Crown-street, 

New Central Police Court

Drainage works, Manly..

Drainage works, North 
Shore.

Harbour improvements 
■ at Newcastle.

Wharfage aeccotnmoda- 
tion, Woolloomooloo 
Bay.

Bridge at the Spit, Middle 
Harbour.

Drainage works for the 
Western Suburbs,

Improvements to the 
entrance of the Rich
mond River.

Railway to conncctNorth 
Shore Railway with 
Port Jackson, at Mil- 
son’s Point.*

Railway from Culcairn 
to Corowa.

Railway from Groulburn 
to Crookwell.

Dredge and plant for 
Sydney Harbour.

Railway from Nyngan 
to Cobar.

Offices for the Board of 
Water Supply and 
Sewerage.

Reticulatiou of tho West 
ern Suburbs Drainage 
Scheme.

Extension of Sydney 
Water Supply to South
ern Suburbs — Hurst- 
ville and Rockdale.

Railway from Marrick- 
villc to the Burwood 
Road.

Carried forward.......£

Expenditure 
recommended 

by the 
Committee.

£
120.000

120,000
105,000

48.000 

34,114

77,002

112.000 

42,000

62,000

830,304

326,000

262,000

197.300 
(or £4,184 
per milc.l

198.300 
(or £5,984 
per mile.)

30.000

207,300

50.000 

713,592

60.000

90,250

£
125,000

285,000

48.000

22.000

107,000

112,000

Amount 
in uxcoss 
of that 

proposed.

Amount 
in reduction 

of that 
proposed.

Remarks

£
5,000

£
The Committee recommended an alteration in 

the plan of these improvements, by which tho 
total estimated cost would bo increased to 
£125,000.

29,938

12,114

830,304

326,000

104.500 
(or £3,500 
per mile.)

148.500 
(or £4,500 
per mile.)

207,360

50,000

713,592

90,250

3,751,282 3,229,506

42,000

02,000

202,000

32.800

49.800

30,000

34,938

60,000

Recommended as proposed, 

Recommended as proposed.

The Committee recommended the adoption of a 
modified plan of these drainage works, by 
which the total oatimated cost would not 
exceed £22,000. t

The Committee recommended the adoption of 
the complete acheme proposed in relation to 
this work, and the estimated cost of which, 
as shown hy the evidence, is £107,000.

Recommended as proposed,

The Committee wore of opinion that the proposed 
expenditure was not justified either by the 
requirements in connection with the wharfage. 
accommodation of the port, or by the nature of 
the proposal if regarded as a scheme for the 
improvement of a very valuable Government 
property. _

The Committee decided that the proposed expen
diture was not justified hy the evidence, and 
that a steam-punt would meet the require, 
ments of the district in the vicinity of the 
proposed work for some years to come.

Recommended as proposed.

The Committee recommended that the proposed 
works be carried out in a certain order, so that 
thercsults from the worksfirstcoustructcd might 
he ascertained beforeotherswereprocccded with.

The Committee considered, for various reasons 
stated in their report on the subject, that the 
work as proposed should not be carried out.

The Committee were of opinion that this line 
should ho constructed at a cost not exceeding 
£3,500 per mile.

The Committee considered that tho cost of this 
railway should not exceed £4,500 per mile, 
and that a saving should also be effected by 
utilizing a certain portion of tbe present main 
line instead of taking the proposed railway 
through a part of the city of Goulburn.

Tiie evidence showed that this class of dredge was. 
not required.

The Committee recommended the construction of 
this railway as part of a line which should be 
extended to Wilcaunia and Broken Hill.

Recommended as proposed.

Recommended as proposed.

This expenditure was rendered unnecessary by 
reason of a temporary water-supply scheme 
being sufficient to meet requirements for some 
years. "

Recommended as proposed.

550,714
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List o£ Proposed Public Works inquired into by the Committee, tic.—continued.

Bate
of

inquiry. Proposed Work.

1800.
23 Oct.

to
24 April.

31 Oct. 
to

IB April, 
4 Dec. 

to
24 April.

12 Nor. 
to

24 April,

16 Jan, 
to

24 April.
23 Jan.

to
24 April 
23 Jan.

to
25 Mar.

12 Feb. 
to

24 April.
20 Feb.

to
15 April
25 Feb.

to
24 April 
12 Feb.

to
21 May.

22 Jan.
to

21 May.
25 May

to
8 July. 
28 May 

to
21 Aug,

10 Dec.
to

13 May, 
1891.

1891.
11 Feb.

to
25 Mar. 
19 Feb. 

to
21 April, 
24 Feb. 

to
14 May.

Expenditure Expenditure Amount Amount
proposed recommended in excess in reduction

by the bv the of that of that
Governmeri6' Committee. proposed. proposed.

Remarks.

Brought forward

Improvements to the en
trance of the Clarence 
River.

Breakwater at Bvron 
Bay,

Railway from Kiama to 
Nowra.

Railway from Grafton to 1,723,100 
the Tweed.

3,751,282 3,229,506

580,900

241,723

381,390

Railway from Cootamun 
dra to Temora.

Railway from Moss Vale 
to Robertson.

Railway from Mudgee to 
Gnlgong.

Bridge over TarbanCrcok, 
Parramatta River,

Bridge over the Hunter 
River, at J erry’s Plains.

Bridge to connect Bullock 
Island with the main 
land at Ncw'castle.

Iron Bridge at Cowra

Railway from Molong to 
Parkes and Forbes.

Hospital for tho Insane 
upon the K enmorc
Estate, near Gouiburn,*

Railway to connect the 
North Shore Railway 
with the deep waters 
of Port Jackson, at 
Milson’s Point.
(Second Reference).

Hospital Buildings, Mac, 
quarie-strcct.

College for the Training 
of Teachers of Public 
Schools.

Extension of the Kiama 
to Nbwra Railway into 
the town of Nowra.

Railway from Cobar to 
Cockbum.

Cable Tramway from 
King-st., via \Yilliam- 

i| street, to Ocean-street,

22 Jan.,
1890, 

to I,
19 May,

1891. |
25 Nov.,I Cable Tramway through 

1 George,Pitt, and Harris
Streets, Sydney.

1890, 
to

3 June,
1891.

Carried forward.......£

138.000 
(or £3,656 
per mile.)

84.000

109,330

26,000

20,000

33,000

26,537

433.000

120.000 

231,156

140.000

37,500

75.000 

1,108,000

80.000

120,000

9,525,318

211,900

241,723

381,390

800,000

125,400 
(or £3,300 
per mile.)

£
34,938

£
556,714

369,000

26,537

433.000

231,156

56.000

37,500

75.000 

1,018,000

80.000

028,100

12,600

84,900

109,330

26,000

20,000

33,000

120,000

84,000

150,000

6,947,112 34,938

120,000

2,613,644

In this case the Committee recommended the 
construction of only a portion of the works 
proposed, as th ey were of opinion that when this 
portion had been constructed it might be found 
that tbe remainder would not be required.

The original estimate for this work was £162,000; 
tbe increase was due to a difficulty in obtaining 
stone.

In tins case there was an original estimate of 
£441,663. The reduction was due to anamended 
estimate made by the Acting Engineer-in-Chief 
for Railways since the railway' war. referred to 
the Committee.

The Committee recommended that this railway 
should be constructed from Lismore to Murwil- 
lumbah, instead of from Grafton to Murwillum- 
bah, the Committee’s recommendation involving 
a length of about 60§ miles as compared with 140 
miles 76 chains, the length of the lino as referred 
to them by the Legislative Assembly,

Tho Committee considered that the cost of con
structing tins railway should not exceed 
£3,300 per mile.

The Committee negatived this proposal because 
they'considered another route, described in their 
report, was preferable.

The Ooininittco (tedded against this work, on the ground 
that any extension of the Mudgee Itailway should form 
part of a more comprehensive proposal, tho eousideratlou 
of which should be deferred until after the suggestion 
for the connection of the Northern and Western systems, 
hy a line between Duhbo and Werris Creek, has been 
dealt with.

The Committee considered this bridge to he un
necessary.

The Committee considered that a less expensive 
bridge would be sufficient to meet require
ments.

The Committee considered that this proposed 
expenditure was premature, pending certain 
reclamation works.

The original proposal represented an expenditure 
of £69,971, which amount was afterwards 
reduced to £26,537, as the result of a revision 
of the system of bridge-building in the Colony'. 

Recommended as proposed.

This proposed work, after being partly con
sidered, was withdrawn from the Committee 
by resolution of the Assembly.

This proposal was before the Committee on a pre
vious occasion (estimated cost, £262,000), when 
it was negatived; but having been referred to 
the Committee for further consideration, and 
circumstances appearing in the second inquiry 
which justified the construction of the railway, 
the Committee approved of the proposed work.

In this case, two sets of plans for the buildings 
were submitted to the Committee, one repre
senting a design that was estimated to cost 
£140,000, and the other a design to cost 
£56,000, and the Committee approved of the 
latter.

Recommended as proposed.

Recommended as proposed.

The Committee recommended the construction of 
this railway as far as Broken Hill only, which 
would reduce the proposed expenditure hy 
£150,000. 1

Recommended as proposed.

The Committee considered that it was not ex
pedient at present, for reasons stated in their 
report, that this traimvay should he con
structed.
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List of Proposed Public Works inquired into by the Committee, &,c.—continued.

Date
of

inquiry.
Proposed Work.

1892. Brought forward £
5 May, Improvements at Darling

to Island.
2 June.

Expenditure 
pro}>osed 

by the
Oovenunenb.

Expenditure 
recommended 

by the 
Committee.

i £
9,026,815

142,000
0,947,112

Amount 
in excess 
of that 

proposed.

Amount 
m reduction 

of that 
proposed.

£ £
34,93S 2,013,044

142,000

7 June, 
to

12 July. :
15 June, 

to
4 Aug.

14 July, 
to

24 Aug,

Stormwater sewers dis
charging into John
stone’s Bay.

Reservoir at Centennial 
Park for Sydney Water, 
Supply.

Water Supply for Wollon
gong and tho surround-] 
ing districts. 1

51,352

83,000

00,000

51,352

83.000

30.000 30,000

2S July, Second pipe-line from! 50,000 50,000
'to 1 Walka to Buttai, for

24 Aug. 1 Hunter River District

26 July,
.Water Supply.

Sewerage works at Cottage 25,000 13,000
to Creek.

0 Aug,

21 April, Railway from Glen Lines 427,400
1891, to Inveroll.* 1

to 1
27 May, 1

1892. |

31 May, Railway from JcriKlcrio 148,000
to to Dcuiliquin, 1

IS Aug. |

12 July, Lunatic Asylum at Ken- 150,000 150,000
to more, near Goulburn.

24 Aug. (Second Reference).
14 June, Railway from Grafton to 602,000 108,000

to Lismore. (or £8,000 (or £6,000
2S Sept. per mile.) per mile.)

10 July, Railway from Eden to 564,000
to Bcga. (or £15,350

26 Oct. per mile.)

22 June, Sewerage Works for 7o,m
to

4 Oct.
Parramatta.

12 Oct. Water Supply for Tam- 22,500 22,500
to worth.

21 Dec,

14 Sept. Water Supply forLithgow 15,000 15,000
to

16 Nov. 
15 Sept. Water Supply for Armi- 43,500 43,500

to
16 Nov.

dale.

17 Nov. Railway from Glen Lines 421,40(1 369,862
to to Invevell. | (or £7,975 (or £7,000

10 Jan. (Second Reference). per mile). per imlo).
1S93.

14 Rob. Waterworks for the towi 45,000
|

45,000
to

8 liar.
of Jmiee.

f

14 Nov. Railway from Narrabi 133,000 153,000
1893,

to
11 Jan.

to Moree.

1S94. £\ 12,670,896 8,081,326

12,000

427.400

143,000

554,000

504,000

75,926

51,533

34,938 4,624,508

1'euiai ks.

The Comm ittec considered that the proposed works 
might be postponed for the present without 
inconvenience, and that a move suitable design 
might be submitted.

Recommended as proposed.

Recommended with an alteration of site,

The Committee found that the Water Supply 
proposed for the surrounding districts ■was not 
needed, and that tho estimate of cost for sup- 
plyingWollougongmightlie reduced to £30,000.

Recommended as proposed.

The amount of £25,000 provided for a covered 
sewer ; hut tho Committee found that a cover 
was not necessary at present, and that by 
constructing an open newer the cost could be 
reduced hy £12,000.

The cwdence in this ensi: choired that the cslimatod cost, nf 
constructing the riulwaj was excessive, find indicated the 
prolabiliU of a setious annual lo?s in the MOrkin^of the 
line. In addition tu this, tho Ccmnmttoe were not as fullv 
informed as drsirahlo Milh ro cniuniotmjf Tnverell
not only with the (Iroat Northern Hallway Imfcnilh the 
coast, a matter of coi'Mderable importance m tho inquiry.

The Committee were of opinion that the consider- 
ntion of this proposed wmk shouhlbc postponed 
until it should bedetermined by Varliamentas a 
matter of public policy to purchase the Denili- 
tpiin to Moama Railway,

Recommended as proposed.

The Committee decided that, for the present, 
only the Lismore to Casino section of the pro
posed railway should be constructed, that the 
cost should not exceed £6,000 per mile, and that 
tiie betterment principle be applied to the land 
to be served by the proposed line.

The Committee considered that the present 
resources of the district did not warrant tho 
construction of such an expensive line, but they 
were of opiuion that a cheaply constructed rail
way might lie favorably cousidei ed.

Tho Committee were of opinion that the sewage 
farm included iu the scheme was too small for 
the purpose, and that the sewage should be 
dealt with by precipitation and filtration or 
other effective modern process at a proposed 
pumping station at Clay Cliff Creek.

Recommended as proposed, with a provision as 
to the quantity of water obtainable, and the 
resumption of land surrounding the well in 
the drift fonning the source of supply.

Recommended as proposed.

Recommended as proposed.

The Committee considered it expedient this rail
way should be constructed, provided that the 
coat did not exceed £7,000 per mile, that special 
local rates were charged until the railway piid 
working expenses and interest on cost of con
struction, and that tho betterment principle 
was applied to the laud served by the railway.

The Committee recommended that these works 
should be carried out, conditionally upon the 
Railway Commissioners undertaking to enter 
into an agreement for a period of not less than 
ten years to pay a minimum of £1,900 per 
annum for water supplied for railway purposes 
at J mice and Rethuugra.

Recommended as pioposud, with the condition 
that the work he not undertaken until a Better
ment Act is passed.

‘ The uroiiosed vorks marked ivith an asterisk have liecn twice referred to the Committee, and together, as hist referred, rquesciit an csiiinated evppnditiire 
Of itSOfMOO, hy which amount tho total evnenditure proposed by the Goieminent and the amount in reduction of that pro|K)scd evpendituro as shown by the result 
of tho Cominittco’s inquiries should lie induced. A further reduction should he made of .0108,000 as the estimated cost of die railway reconimendod by tho 
Committee between binmoro and Casino, which while heintr a poi tion of the proposed line between Grafton and bisinore is also a pait of the line originally proposed 
Irani Grafton to the Tweed. With these reductions tho total expenditure proposed hy tiie Government is *.11,70S,490, and the saving effected by the Committee, 
nllowhiL' for the £31,93S excess, *3,072,170. '
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
RETURN SHOWING THE COURSE OF THE COMMITTEES’ INQUIRIES FROM THE REFERENCE OF THE WORKS TO THE

ULTIMATE ACTION RESPECTING THEM.

FIRST COMMITTEE—PROM 12 JUNE, 1888, TO 22 OCTOBER, 1888.

MEMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE.
Legislative Council.

Tho Honorable Jons' Lackey, Chairman. The Honorable 'WiiiT.iam Henry Suttok.
The Honorable Geohoe CAStrnETj.,. The Honorable Jaaies 'Watson.

The Honorable Thedemck Thomas Huhpheiu’.

Legislative Assembly.
Joseph Famish Abbott, Esqniro, Vice-Chairman. John Hendeli/ Stbebt, llsquire.
Jakes Nixon Brunkhh, Hsquire.* Thomas Michael Slattery, Esquire.
Henry Copeland, Esquire. Jacob G-aruard, Esquii’e. g
Alexander ICethel, Esquire. Sydney Smith, Esquire.

* James Eixon Branlier, Esquire, by reason of his accepting tlic office of Minister for Lands, did not take his seat as a member of tire Committee.

Proposed Work. Date of reference 
to Committee.

Date upon which 
inquiry was 

opened.

Date upon which 
Sectional 

Committee was 
appointed.

Date of Sectional 
Committee's 

Ileport.
Date nf 

Committee’s 
Kcport.

Statement of Coninilttco’s recommendation. How dealt with by 
Parliament. Date of Parliamentary action.

"Wharfage Accommodation,
188S.

23 July............
1SSS.

19 September

V

1S8S.
See Second Committee. Sec Second 

Committee.
See Second Committee.

Woolloomooloo Bay. by Second Gout' 
mitteo.

Improvements to the Circular 
Quay.

23 ,, ............ 4 ,, ... 22 October ... The Committee recomineiKled au alteration 
in the plan of these improvements, by 
which the estimated total cost would 
be increased from £120,000 to £125,000.

Passed. Legislative Assembly—11 April, ISSD—Bill 
road third time. Legislative Council— 
24 April, 18S9—Bill read thir d time ; 
30 April, 18S9—Assent reported.

Storage Reservoir at Potts’Hill 23 „ ............ 2G ............. 22 ,, ... Recommended as proposed. Passed. Legislative Assembly—17 May, "]8S9—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
30 May, 1SS9—Bill read third time; 5 
June, 1889—Asseut reported.
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FIRST COMMITTEE—continued.

Proposed Work- Date of reference 
to Committee.

Date upon which 
Inquiry was 

opened.

Date upon which 
Sectional 

Committee was 
appointed.

Date of Sectional 
Committee's 

Report.

Date of 
Committee’s 

Report.
Statement of Committee’s recommendation. How dealt with by 

Parliament. Dab; of Parliamentary action.

Second Pipe between Potts’Hill 
and Crown-street.

ISS8.
23 July....

1883.
26 September

1888.
22 October ... Recommended as proposed. Passed [Sydney Legislative Assembly—24 July, 1889—Bill 

read third time. Legislative Council— 
17 Sept., 1889—Bill read third tunc; 
30 Sept., 1889—Assent reported.

Water Sup
ply (Partial 
Reduplica
tion) Bill].

Dredge and Plant for Sydney 
Harbour.

23 .................. Dealt with by 
Third Com
mittee.

See Third Committee. See Third Com- See Third Committee.
mittce.

Improvements to tho Entrance 
of the Richmond River.

23 ...................

Bridge at the Spit, Middle 
Harbour.

23 ^ ............ Dealt with by 
Second Com
mittee,

See Second Committee. See Second See Second Committee.
Committee,

New Central Police Court....... 23 .................. 13 September 22 October ... Recommended as proposed. Passed. Legislative Assembly—15 May, 1SS9—Rill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
23 May, 18S9—Bill read third time; 30 
May, 1SS9—Assent reported.

Improvements to the Entrance 
of the Clarence River,

23 ................... Dealt with by 
Third Com-

See Third Committee. Sec Third Com- See Third Committee.
mittee.

Drainage Works, Manly ...... 23 „
mittee,

4 October ... 22 October ... The Committee recommended the adoption 
of ft modified plan of these drainage 
works, by which the estimated total cost 
would not exceed £22,000, or £12,114 less 
than the original estimate.

Passed. Legislative Assembly—23 May, 1S89—Bill 
read third time; 3 Sept., 1889—Bill 
finally passed. Legislative Council— 
20 June, 1889—Bill read third time; 12 
Sept., 18S9—Assent reported.

Drainage Works, North Shore 23 „ ............ to ............... 22 „ .. The Committee recommended the adoption 
of the complete scheme proposed in rela
tion to this work, the estimated east of 
which, as shown by the evidence, was 
£107,000.

Passed. Legislative Assembly—17 April, 1889—Bill 
road third time ; 10 May, 1889—Bill
finally passed. Legislative Council—
9 May, 1889—Bill read third time; 22 
May, 1889—Assent reported.

23 „ .......... Dealt with by 
Second and 
Third Com
mittees.

31 August ...

See Third Committee. See Third Com- Sec Third Committee.
Western Suburbs,

Harbour Improvements at 
Newcastle.

23 ........... . 22 October ... Recommended as proposed.

inittec.

Passed. Legislative Assembly—11 April, 1889—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
24 April, 1889—Rill read third tune ; 
30 April, 1889—Assent reported.

tD
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SECOND COMMITTEE—FllOM 24 OCTOBER, 1888, TO 19 JANUARY, 1889. ZD
02
02

MEMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE.
Legislative Council.

IIig Honorable John Jjacnet, Chairman. The Honorable "Wit-ltam Hknei: Bijttoh.
The Honorable Gkokok Caiii’buld. The Honorable .Taaiks Watson.

The Honorable Hhebehick: Tilojias Homphehy.

Legislative Assembly.

.1 osEPTi Palmeti Abbott, Esquire, Vice-Cliairman. 
Henry Gothland, Esquire.
Jacob G-arbajid, Esquire.
Alexander Ketiiel, Esquire.

Rydnuy Smith, Esquire.
Titojfas Michael Slattery, Esquire. 
John ]Iendell Street, Esquire. 
Daniel O'Connob. Esquire.

Proposed Work Date nf reference 
to Committee

Date upon which 
iiK|uny was 

opened.

Date upon which 
Sectional 

Committee ■was 
appointed.

YV harfage Accomrn odation, 
YYroolloomooloo bay.

1SS8.
23 July..........

1SSS.
19 September

Dredge and I'lant foi' Sydney 
Harbour.

Improvements to the Entrance 
of the Richmond 3-tivev. 

Bridge at the Spit, Middle 
Harbour.

23 ...................

23 ,, ..........

Dealt with by 
Third Com
mittee.

23 ,, ............ 1G November

Improvements to the entrance 
of tiie Clarence River.

Drainage Works for the AVea-

23 „ ............ Dealt with by 
Third Com
mittee.

7 December23 „ ............
tern Suburbs.

Date of Sectional 
Counnittoe’s

Date of 
Cou'inltteo’s 

Report,
Statement of Committee’s tecommcndfiiion. How rlofilt with }, t 

rai linmejit. r

18S9.
]0 January The Committee were of opinion Unit the jiro-iNot ilealt witJ) 

posed expenditure was not justified cither 
by the rccpurcmeiits in connection with: 
the wharfage accommodation of the poit,1 
or by the nature of the proposal if re
garded as a scheme for tho improvement 
of a very valuable Government property

See Third Committee, See Third Com
mittee,

11 January

j > >> u
The Committee decided that tho proposed 

expenditure was not justified bythucii* 
donee, and that a steam-punt would meet 
the lequiremcnts of the district in the 
vieimty of the proposed work for some 
years to come.

See Third Committee,

Not dealt with.

Sec Third Com’ 
mittee.

Inquiry completed 
by Third Com
mittee.

Date of Parliamentary action.

See Third Committee.

M

See Third Committee

it >>
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THIRD COMMITTEE—TROM 7 JUNE, 1889, TO 6 JUNE, 1891.

MEMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE.
Legislative Council.

* The Honorable John Lackey, Chairman. The Honorable Thedeexcic Til cm as Humpheiit.

Tbe Honorable G-aeka>'.
* The Honorable Jajles Watsoxt.

Legislative Assembly.

* Joseph Palmer Adboxt, Esquire, Chairman.
* Jacob G-arrard, Esquire, Yice-Chairman.

IIexrt Copeland, Esquire.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esquire.
IrVilTjTaai SritiNomoEPE DotiVel, Esquire.

* Jajies Pat kick Gauy.an, Esquire.
[• Shortly after the first meetup of the third Committee, John Sutherland, Esquire, died and his place 1““ ^htott^’im

SfemblytSed^trpo^tio'ascTa^ and nmm -ho at that time u4 Vioe-Chairnmn of the Committee, was

and Mr. Jaeob°Garrard was chosen as Vice-Chairman. Mr, \\ ilham McConrt

Tho Honorable William Joseph Trickett.
The Honorable George Henry Cox.

Assembly.

John Suthebland, Esquire.
Edward William O'SuLUYAN^Esquire.
John Hurley, Esquire.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esquire.
William McCourt, Esquire.

Esquire. Subsequently the Honorable James
»«. m*~ ........................ ............. ,......ibwjffSS
Assembljj resigned his P™*^. “ appoint a meinbm oPtbe Committee on !Gtb July, 1890. in the place of Mr John Hurley whose seat became vacant by reason

. ai ......... 4.u« ftn, isor* in Hm mnin nf Mr. josoDli Palmer Abbott.
M05

Proposed Work, Jlatc of reference 
to Committee

Drltc upon v hich 
1 inquiry was 

opened.

Date upon which Sectional 
Committee was pointed.

Lredge and Plant for Sydney 23 July, 
Harbour.

Improvements to the Entrance 23 ,,
of the Richmond River.

I8SS1 22 Jan. 1S90

Improvements to the Entrance 
of the Clarence River.

Drainage Works for the Wes 
tern Suburbs.

23 „

23

2G June, 1839

23 Oct,, ,,

7 Dec., 18SS

14 Nov., 1SS9

■)>Ate of 
Committee's Statement of Committee's recommendation. How dealt with by 

Parliamentliepurt. j

6 Feb., 1890 Tho evidence showed that this class of Not dealt with.
dredge was not required.

30 Sept., 1889 The Committee recommended that the pro- Passed,
posed works should be carried out in a

2 April, 1890

certain order, so that the results from the 
works first constructed might be ascer
tained before others were proceeded with.

In this case the Committee recommended 
the construction of only a portion of the 
works proposed, as tJicy were of opinion 
that when this portion had. been con
structed it might be found that the re-

Passed.

mainder would not be required.
Passed.27 Aug., 1889 Recommended os proposed.

Date of Parliamentary action.

Legislative Assembly—23 July, 1890—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
28 Aug., 1890—Bill read third time ; 
3 Sept., 1890—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—23 July, 1890—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
17 Sept,, 1890—Bill read third time;

' 1 Oct., 1890—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—26 Sept., 1SS9—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
26 Sept., 1889—Bill read third time; 30 
Sept,, 1889—Assent reported.
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THmD COM MITTEE—con liuurd.

Tiopoaed Work, Date of reference 
to Committee,

Date u])on which1 jnquirj’ was
1 opened.

Date ujton which 
Sectional 

Committee was 
appointed.

Date of Sectional 
Committee's 

Report.
Date of 

Committee’s 
Report.

Railway from Goulburn to 
Crookwell.

31 July, 1889 22 Aug., 1889 29 Aug., 1889 17 Sept., 1889 19 Doc., 1889

Railway from Nyngan to Cobar 1 Aug., i 25 Sept., „ 24 Sept., „ 31 Oct., it 18 Feb., 1890

Railway from Kiama to Nowra 1 „ U 4 Dec., „ 14 Jan., 1800 30 Jan,, 1890 22 April, f J

Railway from Mavrickville to 1 „ 19 Nov., „ 9.
the Burwood Hoad, ) J

Railway from Culcairn to 
Corowa.

6 » J> 29 Aug,, „ 29 Ang., 1389 11 Sept., 1889 12 Dec., 1880

Breakwater at Byron Bay ....... 0 „ it 31 Get,, „ 14 Nov., ,, 28 Jan., 1890 15 April, 1890

Railway to connect North 7 „ 9 „ 11 Dec., 1SS9Shore Railway with Port 
Jackson, at Milson’s Point,

Railway from Grafton to the 
Tweed.

27 Sept,, it 12 Nov., „ 14 Nov., „ 2S Jan., it 15 April, 1890

Railway from Cootamundra to 
Temora,

27 „ n 15 Jan., 1890 16 Jan., 1890 11 Feb., t) 23 „ 9 >

Statement of Committee's recommendation. iTow dealt with by 
railiamcnt. Date of Parliamentary action.

iTIlg Committee considcrod that the cost ofiXogatived by 
tins railway should not exceed £4,51)0 per theLegislative 
mde, .and that a saving should also he Council, 
effected by utilizing a certain portion of 
the present main hue instead of taking 
the proposed railway through a part of 
tho city of Goulburn.

Tho Committee recommended the construe- Passed, 
tion of this railway as part of a line which 
should bo extended to Wilcaunia and 
Broken Hill.

In this ease there was an original estimate 
of £441,003. The amount recommended' 
by the Committee was £331,390. Thel 
reduction was due to an amended esti
mate made by tho Acting Engineer-in
Chief for .Railways after the railway was 
referred to the Committee.

Recommended as proposed.

Passed.

PivsKcd.

The Committee were of opinion that this 
line should he constructed at a cost not 
exceeding £3,500 per mile.

Passed.

The original estimate for this work was 
£102,000. The estimate placed before 
the Committee, which they adopted in 
their recommendation, was £241,723. 
The increase was due to a difficulty in 
obtaining stone.

The Committee considered, for various 
reasons stated in their report on the sub
ject, that the work as proposed should 
not he carried out.

The Committee recommended that this rail
way should be constructed from Lismore 
to Murwitlumbnh, iusteadof from Grafton 
to Mu rwilhi mbah, the Committee's recom
mendation involving a length of about 
G04 miles as compared with 140 miles 76 
chains, the length of the line as referred 
to them hy the Legislative Assembly.

The Committee considered that the cost of 
constructing this railway should not 
pxceed £3,300 per mile.

Negatived by 
theLegislative 
Council.

See second 
reference.

Passed.

Passed.

Legislative Assembly—10 July, 1890—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
6 August, 1890—Second reading resolved 
in tiie negative.

Legislative Assembly—10 July, 1S90—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
17 July, 1890—Bill read third time; 23 
July, 1S90—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—10 July, 1S90—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
7 Aug., 1390—Bill read third time ; 13 
Aug., 1890—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—11 Dec,, 1390—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
IS Dec., 1500—-Bill read third time; 
19 May, 1S91—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—10 July, 1S90—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
31 July, 1390—Bill read third time; 
6 Aug., 1890—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—17 July, 1890—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
15 Oct., 1890—Bill negatived in Council 
on motion, “That it be read the second 
time this day six months.”

See second reference.

Legislative Assembly—17 July, 1890—Bill 
(Lismore to the ‘Tweed Railway Bill) read 
third time. Legislative Council—10 
Sept., 1890—Bill read third time; 24 
Sept., 1890—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—23 July, 1S90—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
17 Sept., 1890—Bill read third time; 
1 Oct., 1890—Assent reported.
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THIRD COMMITTEE—continucd.

ProjHDsed Work. Date of reference 
to Committee.

Date upon which 
inquiry was 

opened.

Date upon which 
Sectfoiml 

Committee wag 
appointed,

Date of Sectional 
Committee’s 

Keitort.

Date of 
Committee’^ 

Report.

Railway from Mudgee to Gul- 27 Sept., 1SS9 23 Jan., 1890 12 Mar., 1890 26 Mar., 1S90 6 May, 1890
gong.

Railway from Moss Vale to 1 Oct., „ 23 „ „ 30 Jan., ,, 12 Feb., „ 29 April, ,,
Robertson.

Railway from Molong to Parkes 22 ,, ,, 12 Feb., ,, 10 Mar., „ 21 May, ,.
and Forbes.

12 Feb., ,, 15 April, ,,
Parramatta River, " "

Bridge over the Hunter River, 1 „ ,, 20 „ „ 4 Mar., ’ 1 Mar., „ 15 „ „
at Jerry‘s Plains.

Bridge to connect Bullock 1 „ 25 ,, „ ^ > J J ii .. „ 29 „ „
Island with tlie Mainland at
Newcastle.

Iron Bridge at Cowra................ ^ }> 12 „ „ 18 Feb., „ 19 „ „ 21 May, ,,

Hospital for the Insane upon 1 i, „ 28 May, ,, Inquiry not
the Kenmore Estate, near completed.
Goulburn.

1 11 Fob., 1S90
Supply and Sewerage.

1 si „ Id )} „
Dmin&ge Scheme,

Statement of Committee’s recommendation.

The Committee decided against this work 
on the ground that any extension of the 
Mudgee Railway should form part of a 
more comprehensive proposal, the con
sideration of which should be deferred 
until after the suggestion for the connec
tion of theTTorthernand Western systems, 
by a lino between Ijuhbo and Wevris 
Creek, had been dealt with.

The Committee negatived this proposal 
because they considered another route, 
described in their report, was preferable.

Recommended as proposed.

The Committee considered this bridge to 
bo unnecessary.

The Committee considered that a loss ex
pensive bridge would be sufficient to meet 
recpiirements.

The Committee considered that this pro
posed expenditure was premature, pend
ing the carrying out of certain reclamation 
works.

The original proposal represented an ex
penditure of £69,971, which amount was 
afterwards reduced to £26,537, as the 
result of a revision of the system ol 
bridge-building in the Colony, and the 
construction of the bridge at the reduced 
cost was recommended by the Committee.

Tli is proposed work, after being partly 
considered, was withdrawn from the 
Committee liy resolution of the Assembly.

Recommended as proposed.

>)

How dealt with by 
l-’arliaincjit- Datc of Parliamentary action.

Not dealt with.

jj jj

Passed.

Xot dealt with,

Legislative Assembly—23 July, I $90—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
21 Aug., )S90—Bill read third time; 27 
Aug., 1S90—Assent reported.

Passed. Legislative Assembly—23 July, 1S90—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
21 Aug., 1800—Bill read third, time ; 27 
Aug,, 1890—Assent reported.

Rescinded.

Passed.

it

Legislative Assembly—2_ July, 1890— 
Resolution passed rescinding previous 
resolution referring proposed work to 
the Committee.

Legislative Assembly—7 Kov., 1890—'Hill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
20 Nov., 1890—Bill read third time; 27 
Nov., 1890—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—23 July, 1890—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
24 Sept., 1890—Bill read third time; 8 
Oct., 1890—Assent reported.

e*
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THIRD COMMITTEE—continued.

Proposed Woik.

Extension of Sydney Water 
Supply to Southern Suburbs 
—Hurstville, Rockdale*

Cable Tramway from King* 
street, t'lV/ William-street, to 
Ocean-street.

Cab! e Tramway tbroughG eorge, 
Pitt, and Jlarris Streets, 
Sydney.

Railway to connect North 
Shore Railway with the deep 
waters of Port Jacksci^ at 
Milson’s Point (secozid refer
ence).

College for the Training of 
Teachers of Public Schools. 

Hospital Buildings, Macquaric- 
street.

Railway from Cobar to Cock- 
bum*

Railway from Glen Junes to 
iuverell.

Extension of the Kiama to 
Nowra Railway into the 
town of Nowra.

of reference 
to Committee.

Date upon which 
inquiry was 

opened.

Date upon which 
Sectional 

Committee was 
appointed.

Date of Sectional 
Ckmunittcc’s 

Report.

1 Oct., 1SS9 14 Jan., 1S90

M 22

1 ,, ,, 25 Nov*

S May, 1S90 2S Moy, i t

21 ICov., ,, 

3 1>cc., ,,

19 ft

19 „ 

19 „

11 Feb., 1391 

10 Dec., 1390

24 Feb., 1891

21 April, ,, 

19 Feb., ,,

23 April, 1391 2 June, 1891

Date of 
Committee's 

Report.
Statement of Committee’s recommendation How dealt with by 

Parliament. "

11 Feb., 1390 '.Cilia expenditure was rendered unneces
sary by reason of a temporary water- 
supply scheme being suflicient to meet 
requirements for some years.

Not dealt with.

2 Juno, 1391 Recommended as proposed. Passed.

^ j> » The Committee considered that it was not 
expedient, for reasons stated in their 
report, that this tramway should be 
constructed.

Not dealt with.

21 Aug., 1390 This proposal was before the Committee 
on a previous occasion when it was 
negatived ; but having been referred to 
the Committee for further consideration, 
and eucumatanccs appeal ing in the second 
inquiry which justified the construction 
of the railway, the Committee approved 
of the proposed work.

Passed.

19 Mar., 1391 Recommended as proposed. Not dealt with.

12 May, „ In this case two sets of plans for the 
buildings weio submitted to the Com
mittee, one representing a design that 
was estimated to cost £140,000, and the 
other a design to cost £56,000, and the 
Committee approved of the latter.

Passed.

)J SJ The Committee recommended the construc
tion of this railway as far as Broken Hill 
only, thereby reducing the proposed ex
penditure (£1,103,000) by £150,000.

Not dealt with.

See Fourth 
Committee.

See Fourth Committee. See Fourth 
Committee.

21 April, 1391 Recommended as proposed* Not dealt with.

Date of Parliamentary action.

Legislative Assembly—S March, 1892—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
10 March, 1392—Bill read third time; 
17 March, 1392—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—12 Xov., 1390—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
20 Nov., 1390—Bill read third time; 27 
Nov., 1S90—Assent reported.

Legislative Assembly—9 March, 1392—Bill 
read third time. Legislative Council— 
17 March, 1392—Bill read third time; 
29 March, 1392—Assent reported.

O)
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FOURTH COMMITTEE—FROM 31 MARCH, 1392, TO 12 JANUARY, 1891.

o

MEMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE.
Legislative Council.

The Honorable "'tVillta'h Hknet Suttoe, Yice-Chairman. * The Honorable Andrew G aeran, LL.H. 
The Honorable .Tawi:s Hoskins. The Honorable .Toun Dattks, C.M.G-.
The Honorable Frederick Thomas Hcmtheht. * The Honorable William Joseph Trickett.

Legislative Assembly.
.Toujt Cash Neild, Esquire.

■ Edward William O'Sullivan, Esquire.
Charles Collins, Esquire.
Hen'ui' Dawson, Esquire.

Jacob Garrard, Esquire, Chairman. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esquire. 
William Chandos Wall, Esquire. 
William McGocrt, Esquire.

[* The Honorable And rev.- Garran, LL.D., on 5th October, 1S92, resigned his seat as a member of the Committee, and on 12th October, 1892, the Honorable Villi am Joseph Trickett
was appointed to fill the vacancy.} ^

Proposed Work. Date of reference 
to Committee,

„ , . . . | I>ate upon whichDate upon which Sectional Coin
inquiry was nlltteo »as ap-

Oliencd. | il[t&l r

Improvements at Barling Isknd
29 Mar., IS92' 5 May, 1S921

Vater Supply for Tamworth... 29

Storm-water Sewers discharg- 29 
ing into Johnstone’s Hay.

Reservoir at Centennial Park, 29 
for Sydney Water Supply.

Water Supply for Wollongong1 29 
and the Surrounding Dis-' 
tricts.

Second Ripe-line from Walka 29 
to Buttai, for Hunter River 
District Water Supply, 

ticn eiitge Works at Cottage 29 
L.;cek.

12 Get., „

Date of Sectional 
CoiTiniittoc'a 

liejwrt.

12 Oct,, 1892 15 Nov., 1892

,, 7 June, ,,

1a j 10 ,, ,,
,, II July, ,,

Water Supply for Lithgow ... 

Sewerage Worksfor Parramatta

29

29

■23 jj a

2G „

14 Sept., 

22 June,

22 Oct., 24 Oct.,

Date of Committee^ 
Report.

Statement of Committee’s recommendation. How dealt with 
bv Parliament, Date of Parliamentary action.

2 .June, 1392

21 Dec.,

12 July, 

4 Aug., 

24 „

1G

ThcCommittee considered that the proposad.Not dealt with, 
works might be postponed for the present 
without inconvenience, and that a more 
suitable design might be submitted. | 

Rccommemledasproposcd withaprovision as ,, ,,
to the quantity of water obtainable, and the 
resumptionof land surroundingthe well in 
the drift forming the source of supply.

Recommended as proposed.

Not dealt with.

1C Nov., 

4 Oct,

Recommended with an alteration of site.

The Committee found that the Water 
Supply proposed for the surrounding! 
distiicts was not needed, and that the 
estimate of cost for supplying Wollongong 
might be reduced to £3(5,000. I

Recommended as proposed. I

The estimated cost of this work was!
£25,000, which provided for a covercd| 
sewer; but the Committee found that a 
cover was not necessary, and that by 
constructing an open sewer the cost 
could be reduced by £12,000.

Recommended as proposed. Passed,

The construction of this work the CoinniittcB (till not Not dealt with, 
recommend, as they were of opinion that the sewaire 
farm Inchulod in the scheme was too Kinall for the 
punxjse, and that the sewage should he dealt with 
i»y precipitation and filtration, or other cfTectnc 
modem process, at a proposed pumping station at 
Clay Cliff Creek.

Tlie money for these works was voted in 
the estimates for 3891 and 1892.

Legislative Assembly—2 February, 1$93—Resolution 
jxisscd that tlie works be carried out.
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FOURTH COMMITTEE—continued.

Proposed Work. Date of reference 
to Committee.

Water Supply for Arinidalc 
Railway from Bden to Bega ..

Railway from Grafton to Lis- 
more.

Railway from Glen Innea to 
Invcrell.

Railway from tTerildcrie to 
Dcniliquin.

Lunatic Asylum at Kcmnorc, 
near Goulbum (secoiul refer
ence).

Railway from Glen Innes to 
Inverell (socond reference).

Waterworks for the town of 
Jtmee.

Railway from Narrabri to 
Morec.

Date upon which 
iiiquirT.' was 

opened.

29 Mar., 1892 15 Sept., 1S92 
29 ,, 10 July, ,,

29 „

29 „

29 „)? J!

31 „

27 Oct.,

2 Fob., 1893

1 Nov.,

14 June,

6 April, ,,

Date upon which 
Sectional Com
mittee was ap

' jximted, '

12 Oct,, 1S92 
11 Aug., - „

15 Jhuc, ,

23 April, 1S91
(See Third 

Ooinmittee.)

31 May, •„

12 July, ,,

17 Nov.,

14 Feb., 1893

14 Nov.,

Date of Sectional 
Committee’s 

. Keport.

20 Oct., 1892 
7 Sept., ,,

10 Aug., „

2 June, 1891
(See Third 

Committee.)

2 June, 1802 23 June, 1892:

23 Nov.,

15 Feb., 1893

15 Nov.,

13 lice..

Date Of 
Committee’s 

lieport.
Statement of Committee's recommendation.

16 Nov., 1892 
26 Oct.,

28 Sept.,

27 May,

18 Aug., ,,

24 „

10 Ja 1393

23 Feb., 1S93 14 Mar.,

5 Dec., 12 Jan., 1894

How dealt with 
by Parliament.

Not dealt with.Recommended as proposed.
The Ooinmittee considered that the re

sources of the district did not warrant 
the construction of such an expensive 
line, but they were of opinion that a 
cheaply constructed railway might be 
favorably considered.

The Committee decided that, for the present, 
only the Lismore to Casino section of the 
proposed railway should be constructed, 
that the cost should not exceed £6,000 
per mile, and that the betterment prin* 
ciple be applied to the land to be served 
by the proposed line.

Thu evidence in this case, which was partly'See second rc- 
inejuired into by the Third Committee and ferencc. 
partly by the Rourth Committee, showed 
that the estimated cost of constructing the 
railway was excessive, and indicated the 
probability of a serious annual loss in the 
woiking of the line. In addition to this, 
the Committee wore not as fully informed 
as desirable with regard to connecting 
JnvcreJl not only with theCrcatNorthcm 
Railway bub with the coast, amattcr of con
siderable importance in the inquiry. The 
Committee therefore did not recommend 
that the railway should be constructed.

The Committee «crc of opinion that the consideration Not dealt with, 
of this proposed work should he postponed until it 
shout i be determined by Parliament as a matter of 
pubhe policy to purchase the Dcinhquin to Moama 
Railuaj. -

Recommended as proposed,

The Committee considered it expedient this 
railway should he constructed, provided 
that the cost did not exceed £7,000 pei 
mile, tliatspecial local rates were charged 
until the railway paid working expenses 
ami interest on cost of construction, and 
that the betterment principle was applied 
to the land served by the railway.

The Committee recommended that the pro
posed works should be carried out, con
ditionally on the Railway Commissioners 
entering into an agreement for a period of 
not less than ten years topay aminimnm of 
£1,900 per annum for water supplied for 
railway purposes at Junee and Bethungra.

Recommended as proposed, with the con
dition that the work bo not undertaken 
until a Betterment Act is passed. |

Dnte'bf Parliamentary action.

&
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

MINUTES OE PROCEEDINGS.

TUESDAY, 14 NOVEMBER, 1S93. 

The Committee met at 2 p.m.
Membkrs Present :—

Jacob Gtarrard, Esq., Chairman.
‘William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Charles Collins, Esq.,
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Hon. William Henry Snttor,
The Hon, James Hoskins,
The ITon. Frederick Thomas Humphery,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickott,
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The Secretary read the following correspondence:—

Letters from the Principal Under Secretary stating that His Excellency the Governor, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, had approved of the Kegulations framed by the Committee 
under section 17 of the Public Works Act, with the exception of Kegulation 1(5, and that they 
had been published in a supplementary Government Gazette, dated 6th Juno, 1893.

Opinion of the Attorney-General, declaring Regulation 19 to bo ultra vires.
Copy of tho supplementary Government Gazette of 6th June, 1893, containing the Regulations 

approved.
Jjctter from the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly informing the Committee that on 1st November, 

1893, on motion of Mr. Lyne, the Legislative Assembly had referred to the Committee for 
consideration and report “ the expediency of constructing a lino of Railway from Narrabri to 
Moree, such work to be subject to the provisions of any Act that may bo passed dealing 
generally with the ‘ betterment principle’ with regard to public works.”

Letter from Mr. Job Sheldon, M.P., requesting on behalf of others that a Sectional Committee should 
visit Narrabri West, Woe Waa, and Millie, for the purpose of taking evidence in relation to 
tho proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree, and that the District Surveyor and members of 

' Ins staff be called to give evidence on the same subject.
■ Letter from Mr. James liaise, hon. secretary Millie Railway League, requesting that a Sectional 

■ Committee visit Millie and take evidence in tho Court-house 'there, with reference to the pro-
1 posed railway from Narrabri to Moree.

The correspondence was received, and it was resolved that the letters from Mr. Sheldon, M.P., and 
Mr. Halse. hon secretary Millie Railway League, be referred to the Sectional Committee to be appointed 
in connection with, the Committe’s inquiry respecting the proposed railway.

The following accounts were passed for payment:— £ s. d.
Mothered & Co.—Framing plans................................................................................. 5 16 0
William B. Neilley {Befja Standard)—Advertising visit of the Sectional Com

mittee with reference to the proposed Railway from Eden to Bcga ... 0 9 0
William H. Braine (Jicga Gazette)—Advertising visit of the Sectional Com

mittee with reference to tho proposed Railway from Eden to Bega ... 0 12 0
K. Kennedy, office cleaner, for month of October, 1893   6 0 0

Total... £12 17 0

The Chairman reported that since the last meeting, and in consequence of the work of the Com
mittee being now leas than it had been, the Committee’s office staff had been reduced by the retirement 
of Mr. W. D. White and Mr. H. Y. O’Meaghor.

The Chairman also reported that in conjunction with the Vice-Chairman he had endeavoured to 
have tho estimate of the Committee’s yearly expenditure placed upon the Estimates for 1894 and future 
Estimates under the heading “Legislative Council and Assembly," instead of under that of “Secretary 
for Public Works” as at present; that the President of the Legislative Council and the Speaker of the 
Legislative Assembly approved of the proposed alteration ; but that in consequence of the Minister for 
Public Works objecting the proposal had not been carried out.

Mr. Davies moved,—“ That the Committee approve of the action of the Chairman and the Vice
Chairman in regard to the position oF the Committee’s estimate of expenditure upon tho Estimates for 
1894 and future Estimates.”

The motion was seconded by Mr. Neild, and passed
The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.
’The Secretary read ibo resolution of the Legislative Assembly, referring the proposed work to the 

Committee.
Joseph
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Joseph Barling, Esq., Under-Secrctary, Department of Public Works, and Charles James Saunders, 
Esq., Chief Draughtsman, Department of Lands, were sworn, and examined.

Mr. Trickett gave notice that he would move at the next meeting of tho Committee,—<! That Mr. 
Suttor, Mr. Davies, Mr. O’Sullivan, Mr. McCourt, Mr. Dawson, and Mr. 'Wall be appointed a Sectional 
Committee to inspect, take evidence, and report, with reference to tho proposed Ime of railway from 
Narrabri to Moree.”

The Committee adjourned at 12 minutes past 4, until 2 o’clock p.m. on 'Wednesday the following 
day. *

WEDNESDAY, 15 NOVEMBER, 1803. 

The Committee met at 2 p.m. 
Mehbees Phesent :—

Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.
William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Charles Collins, Esq.,
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
Tho Hon. James Hoskins,
The Hon. Brederick Thomas Humphery,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.,
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,
Tho minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The Secretary read the following correspondence:—

Letters from W. M. Borthwick and Theo. Morath, Narrabri, expressing a desire to give evidence 
with reference to the proposed Kailway from Narrabri to Moree.

Letter from the Under-Secretary, Department of Public Works, forwarding, at the request of Mr. 
Sheldon, M.P., a letter received by him from Mr. Halse, secretary of the Millie Railway League, 
and also a copy of the report by Mr. R. E, Jones on proposed railway extensions, ordered by 

■ the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29th July, 1S91.
The correspondence was received, the letters from Messrs. Borthwick and Morath to bo referred 

to the Sectional Committee to be appointed with reference to the proposed Railway from Narrabri to 
Moree. '

Mr/Trickett moved—“That Mr. Suttor, Mr. Davies, Mr.' O’Sullivan, Mr. McCourt, Mr, Dawson, 
and Mr. Wall be appointed a Sectional Committee to inspect, take evidence, and report, with reference 
to the proposed line of railway from Narrabri to Moree.”

Mr. Hoskins seconded the motion.
Mr. O’Sullivan moved,—“ That the motion be amended by adding the Chairman (Mr. Garrard) to 

the Sectional Committee.”
The amendment was seconded by Mr. McCourt, and passed, and tho motion as amended was then 

adopted.
The Committee further considered the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree.
Henry Deane, Esq., Engineer-m-Chief, Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public 

Works; and Hugh M’Lachlan, Esq., Secretary to tho Railway Commissioners, were sworn, and examined.
The Committee adjourned at 7 minutes to 4, until 2 o’clock p.m, on Thursday, the following day,

THURSDAY, 10 NOVEMBER, 1893. 
The Committee met at 2 p.m.

. Members Present ;—

Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.
William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Charles Collins, Esq.,
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
The Hon. James Hoskins,
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett,
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The Secretary read the following correspondence:—

Letter from 25 residents of Earrabri, expressing a desire to give evidence in the inquiry with reference 
to the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree.

The correspondence was received.
. Mr. Wall moved,—“That the name of Mr. Ewing be substituted for that of Mr. Wall in tho 

list of members ol: the Sectional Committee appointed to inspect, take evidence, and report, with reference 
to the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree.”

John

The motion was seconded by Mr. O’Sullivan, and passed.
The Committee further considered the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree.
Hugh M'Lachlan, Esq., Secretary to the Railway Commissioners, was sworn, and furtherexamined; 

Harper, Lsq., Goods Superintendent, Department of Railways; and Garrick Paul, Esq., surveyor,
Railway Construction Branch, Department of Public Works, were" 

The Committee adjourned at 19 minutes past 4 o’clock p.m.
sworn, and examined.

'TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 5 DECEMBER, 1S93. 
The Committee met at 2 p.m.

Members Present:—
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chi airman.

'William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
■William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild. Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Charles Collins, Esq.,

The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
The Hon. James Hoskins,
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett,

Henry Dawson, Esq. .
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The Secretary read the following correspondence, , „

Letter from the Under Secretary, Department of Lands, with reference to the attendance betoro 
the Committee of Mr, E. Poafe, District Surveyor, as a witness in the Committees inquiry 
respecting the proposed Bailway from Narrabri to Moree. _ _

Memorial from a sub-committee of the Upper Barwon Progress Association with reierence to the 
proposed Bailway from Narrabri to Moree,—forwarded to the Committee by the Minister tor 
Public Works.

The correspondence was received.
The following accounts were passed for payment:—

K. Kennelly, office cleaner ... ... ... ... *■*
L. Malone (Earrabri Serald)—Advertising visit of Sectional Committee on

Bailway from Narrabri to Moree ... ... •••
Australian Newspaper Co., Ltd. (Australian iSfor)—Advertising with reference 

to Eailway from Narrabri to Moree ... ... ... •••

£
G

d.
0

17 0 

0 12 0

. Total................................................... £7 19 0
Mr. Garrard, as Chairman of tho Sectional Committee appointed to inspect, take evidence, and 

report, with reference to the proposed Eailway from Narrabri to Morec, brought up the report of the 
Sectional Committee, and moved that it be received and printed with the evidence taken before the 
Sectional Committee.

The motion was seconded by Mr. O’Sullivan, and passed.
Mr. Neild moved,—“ That at their rising this day the Committee adjourn until 2 o clock p.m. on

Thursday next.” _ . '
The motion, was seconded by Mr. Davies, and passed. _
The Committee further considered the proposed Bailway from Narrabri to Moree.^
Bobert Bichards, Esq., grazier; Henry Septimus Badgery, Esq., stock and station agent; and 

James Moseley, Esq., were sworn, and examined. , _ ,
The Committee adjourned at 13 minutes past 4, until 2 o’clock p.m. on Ihursday, 7tn December,

THURSDAY, 1 DECEMBER., 1803. 
The Committee mot at 2 p.m.

Members Present :—

The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
The Hon. James Hoskins,
Tho Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery, 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett,

Henry

Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.
William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Charles Collins, Esq.,

Dawson, Esq,
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.^ _
The Committee further considered the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.
James Moseley, Esq., was sworn, and further examined; Francis William Bacon, Esq., was sworn, 

and examined.
The Committee adjourned at 4 minutes past 4, until 2 o’clock p.m. on Tuesday, H December.

TUESDAY, 12 DECEMBER, 1893. 
The Committee mot at 2 p.m. 

Members Present:—
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.

William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild, Esq., _
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Charles Collins, Esq.,

The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
The Hon. James Hoskins,
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery,

’The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., '
Tho Hon. William Joseph Trickett,

Henry Dawson, Esq.
■ The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.

The Secretary read the following correspondence;— _ _ .
Telegram from Mr. John Taylor, Glen Alvon, Murrurundi, expressing a desire to give evidence before 

the Committee with reference to the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.
The correspondence was received. •*-ke
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The Committee further considered the proposed Kailway from Narrabri to Moree.
Nrancis William Bacon, Esq., was sworn, and further examined.
Frederick Poate, Esq., District.Surveyor, Department of Lands, and Edward C. Weller, Esq., 

Deputy Kegistr*ar of Brandt* and Clerb-in-eharge, Stock Branch, Department of Mines, were sworn and 
examined, 1

The Committee adjourned at 37 minutes past 4 o’clock, until 2 o’clock p.m. on Wednesday the 
following day. _

WEDNESDAY, 18 DECEMBER, 1893. 
The Committee met at 2 p.m,

Memeees Pbesejjt :—
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.

William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Charles Collins, Esq.,

The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
- The Hon. James Hoskins,

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Hump here,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., “
The Hon. William Joseph Trickott,

Henry Dawson, Esq.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
1 he. Committee further considered the proposed Eailway from Narrabri to Moree. '
Hugh Millar, Esq., Inspector of pastoral properties for the Australian Mortgage, Land, and 

Imance Company, was sworn, and examined.
John liar per, Lsq., Eailway Goods Superintendent, Department of Railways, was sworn, and 

further examined.
The Committee adjourned at fl minutes past!, until 2 o'clock p.m. on Thursday, the following day.

THURSDAY, 14 DECEMBER, 1893. 
The Committee met at 2 p.m. 

Members Present :—
Chairman.

William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild, Esq,,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Charles Collins, Esq., ■

Jacob Garrard, Esq.
The Hon. William Henry Snttor,
The Hon. Janies lloslsins,
The Hon. Frederick 'Thomas Humphery,
'The Hon, lolm Davies, C.M.G.,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett, _

Henry Dawson, Esq.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The Committee further considered the proposed Eailway from Narrabri to Moree.
John Taylor, Esq., Glen Alvon, Murrurundi; and Robert Edward Jones. Esq., Divisional Engineer 

Department of Eoads and Bridges, were sworn, and examined. ’
_Mr. McCourt gave notice that he would move at tho next meeting of the Committee ; —“ That the 

Committee proceed to consider the evidence on the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree with a 
view to reporting on the subject to the Legislative Assembly.” ’

The Committee adjourned at 4 minutes past 4, until 2 o’clock p.m. on Tuesday, 19 December.

TUESDAY, 19 DECEMBER, 1893. 
The Committee met at 2 p.m. 

Members Present:—

William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq.,
John Cash Neild, Esq.,
Edward William O'Sullivan, Esq,, 
Charles Collins, Esq.,

Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.
The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
The Hon. Janies Hoskins,
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery,
Tho Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett, i

Henry Dawson, Esq.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The Secretary read the following correspondence:—

Letter from Mr. Charles IF. Lloyd, expressing a desire to give evidence before the Committee with 
reference to the proposed Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

Tho correspondence was received.
The Committee further considered the proposed Eailway from Narrabri to Moree.
John McElhone, Esq., Ingham Suttor Clements, Esq.,-William Henry Moseley, Esq., William 

iheodore loxlee. Esq., Engmeer-in-Chicf for Existing Lines, Department of Railways, and Charles 
William Lloyd, Lsq., were sworn, and examined.

Henry Deane, Esq , Eiigineer-in-Chief, Eailway Construction Branch, Department of Public 
Works, was sworn, and further examined,

Mr. McCourt moved, “ That the Committee proceed to consider the evidence on the proposed 
railway from Narrabri to Morec, with a view to reporting on the subject to the Legislative Assembly ” 

the motion was seconded by Mr. O’Sullivan, and passed. ' The
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The following account was passed for payment:—
'W. If. Midgloy {Gioydir Examiner)—Advertising visit of Sectional Committee

on liailway from Narrabri to Moree... ,,, ... ... ... ... £1 0 6
On tho motion of Mr. Davies, seconded by Mr. Dawson, it was resolved that a bonus of £10 be 

paid to Arthur Hurley, messenger on'the Committee's office staff, for extra duties as a clerk.
Mr. Davies moved,—“ That at their rising this day the Committee adjourn until 2 o’clock p.m. on 

Tuesday, 9th Janua^, ISOA”
Mr. McCourt gave notice that he would move at the next meeting of the Committee,—“ That in 

the opinion of the Committee it is expedient that the proposed Eailway from Narrabri to Moree, as 
'referred to the Committee by tho Legislative Assembly, be carried out.”

The Committee adjourned at 8 minutes past 4, until 2 o'clock p.m. on Tuesday,9th January, 180-1.

TUESDAY, 9 JANUARY, 1894. 
The Committee met at 2 p.m. 

Members Phesekt :—

The Honorable William Henry Suttor, Vice-Chairman.
The Hon. .Tames Hoskins, Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,
Tlie Don. Frederick Thomas Humphery, William Chandos Wall, Esq.,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.&.. ' William McCourt, Esq.,
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett, John Cash Neild, Esq., .

Henry Dawson, Esq.
The minutes of tho previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The Vice-Chairman reported that Mr, W. Sholfshear, who had been sent, by the Eailway Commis

sioners to America to inquire respecting the construction and maintenance of cheap railways, had 
returned to Sydney, and, if the Committee desired, could be examined by them with reference to the 
proposed Eailway from Narrabri fo Morec. -

Mr. Davies moved,—“That Air. Shell ah ear be examined with reference to the proposed Eailw.-^y 
from Narrabri to Morec.”

The motion was seconded by Mr. McCourt, and negatived on the following division:—•
Ayes, 3.

Mr, Davies, 
Mr. IHwiiig, 
Mr. McCourt.

Noes, 5.
Mr. Hosftins, 
Mr. Humphery, 
Mr. Tnekctt, 
Mr. Wall,
Mr. Neild.

Mr. McCourt moved,—“That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is expedient that the proposed 
Eailway from Narrabri to Moree, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative A-sscmbly, bo carried 
out," '

Mr. Davies seconded the motion,
Mr. Trickett moved, as an amendment,—“That all the words after ihe second word‘that’ be 

omitted, with a view to inserting the following words: 1 a railway should bo constructed to connect 
Narrabri with Moree, but that the weight of evidence is in favour of a line to the west of tho proposed 
Government line and in tho locality of the Gurleigh Point line, or travelling stock route, forty-three out 
of sixty-eight witnesses having testified in favour of a western deviation; one strong objection to the 
Government lino being that it would not serve a large area of country to the west of Millie and Narrabri, 
whilst a deviation to the westward, as before suggested, would, in addition to connecting Narrabri and 
Moree, bo advantageous to a large area of country and a considerable population to the west. The Com
mittee recommend accordingly.’ ’’

The Committee divided on tho question—“ That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of 
question,” with the following result:— ,

Ayes, C.
Mr, Suttor,
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr, Humph ory, 
Mr. Davies,
Mr. Diving,
Mr. McCourt.

Noes, 4.
Mr. Trickett., 
Mv. "Wall, 
Mr. Nedd, 
Mr. Dawson.

The amendment was, therefore, negatived, and tho motion was passed on the following division ;—
Ayes, 6.

Mr. Snttor,
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Humphery, 
Mr. Davies,
Mr. Ewing,
Mr. McCourt.

Noes, 4.
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. Wall, 
Mr, Neild, 
Mr. Dawson.

The Committee adjourned at.37 minutes past 3, until 2 o’clock p.m. on Friday, 12th January.

ERIE AY,
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FRIDAY, 12 JANUARY, 1894. 
The cJoinmitlee met at 2 p.m. 

Memiseks Theses'! : —

.Jacob GramTcl, Esq., Chainmn. 
The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
Tlie Hon, .lames Hoskins,
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., ’

.John Cash Heild, Esq.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed, 
The following accounts were passed for payment:—

The Hon. William Joseph Trickett, 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq., 

-William Chandos Wall, Esq., 
William McCourt, Esq,,

£ s. d.
S. K.-Johnstone—Shorthand-writer accompanying the Sectional Committee on

the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree ,,, ... ti> _ _ 23 4 0
John iairfax and Sons (Sydney Mornrng Herald)—Advertising with reference

to the proposed Jtaihvay from Narrabri to Moree ... ... ... ... 110
S. Bennett (Evening News)—Advertising with reference to the proposed Rail

way from Narrabri to Moree ... ... ... ... ,,, ___ 0 12 0

Total................................................... £24 17 ,0
. The Committee proceeded to consider their Report to the Legislative Assembly on the proposed 

Railway from Narrabri to Moree. ’ 1 1
Tho preamble and clauses 1—13 were passed.
Clause 14—The Betterment frinciple and bow it may operate.
Mr. Wall moved—“ That the clause be amended by the omission of all the words after ‘1893,’ 

in the 14th lino, on page 10, to and inclusive of the words ‘ Crown lands’ in tho 12th line, on page 11.”
. The amendment was seconded by Mr. Neild, and negatived on the following division upon the 

question “ That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of tho clause —
Ayes, 4.

Mr. Garrard, 
Mr. SuLtorj 
Mr. Darios, 
Mr. McCourt.

Noes, 4.
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Trickelt, 
Mr. Wall, 
Mr. Jfcild.

The voting being equal the Chairman gave his easting vote in favour of the aves.
The clause was then passed.
Clause 15.—Opposition to the proposed Railway,
Mr. Neild moved,—t: That the clause he amended by the omission, from the sixth line, of the 

words ‘much more expensive.' ”
. Tl!C amendment was seconded by Mr. Trickett, and negatived on the following division upon the 

question,—“That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the clause.”
Ayes, 4. Noes, 4.

Mr. Garrard, 
Mr. Suttor, 
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Davies.

Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. Wall,
Mr. McCourt, 
Mr. iNeild.

The voting being equal the Chairman gave Ins casting vote with the ayes.
Mr. Wall moved,—“That tho clause be amended by the omission, from the 

words 1 and more liable to the effects of flood-water.’ ” ”
seventh line, of the

_ The amendment was seconded by Mr. Neild, and negatived on the following division upon the 
question,—“That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the clause.”

Ayes, 5.
Mr. Garrard, 
Mr. Suttor, 
Mr. Hoskins, 
M r. Davies, 
Mr. McCourt.

Noes, 3.
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr, Wall, 
Mr. Koild,

The clause was passed on the following division:—
Ayes, 5.

Mr. Garrard, 
Mr. Sul,lor, 
Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Davies, 
Mr. McCourt.

Noes. 3.
Mr. Trickett, 
Mr. Wall, 
Mr. Heild.

The remaining clause of the Report was passed, the Report was adopted, and the Chairman was 
authorised to sign it for presentation to the Legislative Assembly.

The Committ ee proceeded to consider their Eighth General Report to His Excellency the Governor. 
9 he Keport was adopted, and the Chairman was authorised to sign it for presentation to His 

Excellency the Governor.
The Committee adjourned at 32 minutes past 3 o’clock p.m. '

PARLIAMENTARY
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

Railway from Narrabri to Moree.

MINUTES OE PROCEEDINGS.

Minutes of the proceedings of the Sectional Committee of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Public Works, appointed on loth November, 1893, to inspect, lake evidence, and report, with reference 
to the proposed railway from Narrabri to Moree.

The Committee, accompanied by Mr. Paul, of the Railway Construction Branch, having inspected 
the route of the proposed railway from Narrabri Railway Station to the town of Narrabri, met at the 
Courthouse, Narrabri, at 2'15 p.m. on

MONDA Y, 20 NOVEMBER, 1893.

Members Present :—
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.

The Hon. "William Henry Suttor, William McCourt, Esq.,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.,
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq., Henry Dawson, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq,, was called to tlie Chair.
Resolution of Legislative Assembly, referring the proposed railway to the Parliamentary Standing 

Committee on Public Works for consideration and report, was read. ’
The Committee proceeded to call evidence, and the following witnesses were examined:—Messrs. 

G. S. E. Dale, C. A. Ross, W. Gould, G. Gregory, sen., T. Morath, and J. M‘Namara.
The Committee adjourned at 4'50 p.m. until 10 a.m. to-morrow.

TUESDAY, 21 NOVEMBER, 1893.

The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Narrabri, at 10 a.m.

The Hon. William Henry Suttor, 
’The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,

Members Present :— 
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.

William McCourt, Esq,,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.,
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
Messrs. D. Roche, E. P. Huxley, J. T. Ward, sen., W. Borthwick, G. Birney, J. Healey, J. Gateley, 

and A. Martin were sworn, and examined. "
The Committee adjourned at 12,-15 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, 22 NOVEMBER, 1893.

The Sectional Committee, having coached from Narrabri to Millie by the travelling stock route, 
met at the Royal Mail Hotel, Millie, at 8 p.m.

Members Present :—

The Hon. William Henry Suttor, 
Tlie Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,

Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.
William McCourt, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq,,
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The resolution of the Legislative Assembly, referring the proposed Railway to the Parliamentary 

Standing Committee on Public Works for consideration and report, was read. *
Messrs. James Halse and Alfred Hill were sworn, and examined.
The Committee adjourned at 10'30 p.m.

THURSDAY, 23 NOVEMBER, 1893.

The Sectional Committee met at the “ Royal Mail Hotel,” Millie, at 9 a.m.

The Hon. William Henry Suttor, 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., 
Thomas Thomson. Ewing, Esq.,

Members Present :— 
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.

William McCourt, Esq.,
Edward William O'Sullivan, Esq.,
Henry Dawson, Esq.

Tho minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
Mr. A. Hill was further examined, and Messrs. R. Cribb, J. Eingleton, J. DufE, J. H. Murphy, 

J Y. Wilson, E. C. Staveley, and W. Duff, were sworn, and examined. ’
At 12'30 p.m. the Committee proceeded via Big Bumble, to Moree, where they arrived at 615 p.m.

1—D FRIDAY,
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FRIDAY, 24 NOVEMBER, 1S93.
The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Moree, at 10 a.m.

The Hon. William Henry Suttor, 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G-.. 
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,

Meiebehs Pheseht 
Jacoh Garrard, Esq., Chairman

William McCourt, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The resolution of the Legislative Assembly, referring the proposed Eailway to the Parliamentary 

Standing Committee on Public Works, for consideration and report, was read. '
Messrs. J. Cornell, W. H. O’M. Wood, J. T. Crane, C. O'Hara, A. B. Lomas, J. Jurd, and 

S. L. Cohen, were sworn, and examined. Mr. H. Joseph made an affirmation, and was examined. ,
The Committee adjourned at 5 p.m. ■

SATURDAY, 25 NOVEMBER, 1S93. 
The Sectional Committee met at the Courthouse, Moree, at 10 a.m.

MEilBEKS PjiiiSEXT : —

Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Henry Dawson, Esq,

Jacob Garrard, Esq,, Chairman.
The Hon. William Henry Suttor, William McCourt, Esq..
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., --------- ------
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
Mr, W. H. O'M. Wood was further examined, and Messrs. E. E. Chambers,

A. McIntosh, .1, Munro, E. W. Kirkby, and C. B. Keene were sworn, and examined.
The Committee adjourned at 12 45 p.m.; and at 10 a.m. on Monday, 27th November, proceeded 

by the travelling stock route to Millie, arriving there at 4 p.m.; and at S a.m. on Tuesday, 28th November, 
proceeded via the Jew’s Lagoon and Boolcarrol, to Wee Waa, which was reached at 2‘30 p.m.

T. P. .Moore,

TUESDAY, 28 NOVEMBER, 1893.

'The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Wee Waa, at A30 p.m. 
Members Present: —

Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.
The Hon. William Henry Suttor, 
The Hon. Davies, C.M.G.,

Esq.,Thomas Thomson Ewing,

William M‘Court, Esq ,
Edward William O'Sullivan, Esq.,
Henry Dawson, Esq.

The minutes of the previous meeting were rend, and confirmed.
The Eosolution of the Legislative Assembly referring the proposed railway to the Parliamentary 

Standing Committee on Public Works for consideration and report, was read.
Messrs. L. Brennan, J, A. St. Clair, A. C. Fenwick, and J. Maiden, were sworn, and examined.
The Committee adjourned at 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, 29 NOVEMBER, 1893.

The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Wee Waa, at 8‘30 a.m.

Members Present :—
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.

The Hon. William Henry Suttor, "William McCourt, Esq.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., Edward 'William O’Sullivan, Esq.,
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq , Henry Dawson, Esq.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
Mr. J. Maiden was further examined; and Messrs. W. Mackenzie, P. Eafierty, J. Gray, P. ,1. 

Ilyan, 11. B. Mills, S. Dempsey, S. Powell, A. Coppleson, W. Bennett, A. E. Harden, W. T. Mitchell, A. 
Mackenzie, E. IV. Jeffery, A. Hamilton, W, W. E. Holcombe, C. Kelaher, and J. W. Doherty, were- 
sworn, and examined.

The Committee adjourned at 12'30 p.m.; and started for Narrabri at 3 p.m,; four members of the 
Committee travelling on the southern side of the Namoi Eiver, via Molly and West Narrabri; and the- 
remainder travelling on the northern side of the river, via Gundemainc and Tronbarks.

WEDNESDAY, 20 NOVEMBER, 1893.
The Sectional Committee met at the “ Club-house” Hotel, Narrabri, at ST5 p.m.

Members Present :—
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman.

The Hon. AVilliam Henry Suttor, William M‘Court, Esq.,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.. Edward AVilliam O’Sullivan, Esq,,
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq., Henry Dawson, Esq.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
Messrs. L. Malone, E. H. Wall, and G. M'Earlane, were sworn, and examined.
The Committee adjourned at 9'45 p.m., and at 9'JLO a.m., next day, left Narrabri West for Sydney, 

where they arrived at 11 pun. *
FRIDAY,
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FRIDAY, 1 DECEMBER, 1893.

The Sectional Committee met at the Secretary’s Office, Sydney, at 2'30 p.m.

Members Pbebent :—
Jacoh Garrard, Esq., Chairman.

The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
The TIon. John Davies, C.M.G-.,
Thomas Thomson Ewing, Esq.,

William McCourt, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq., 
Henry Dawson, Esq.,

The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
Mr. Davies moved,—“ That the Committee consider it expedient that the proposed Eailway from; 

Narrabri to Moree, as referred to them by the General Committee, be carried out.”
Mr. McCourt seconded the motion. _ _
After discussion the question was put, and the Committee divided as follows:—

Ayes, 6. Noes, 1.
Mr. Suttor,
Mr. Davies,
Mr. Ewing,
Mr. McCourt. 
Mr. O’Sullivan, 
Mr. Garrard.

Mr. Dawson.

The motion was then passed. _ ...
Mr. Ewing submitted a draft report which was read, and ordered to be printed, and considered in 

detail at a meeting to be held on Tuesday next, at l‘4o p.m.
The Committee adjourned at 3'45 p.m. .

TUESDAY, 5 DECEMBER, 1893.

The Sectional Committee met at the Secretary’s Office, Sydney, at 1‘45 p.m.

Members Present :—■ ,
Jacob Garrard, Esq., Chairman,

The Hon. William Henry Suttor, 
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,

AVilliam McCourt, Esq.,
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.,

The minutes of the previous meeting were read, and confirmed.
The Committee proceeded to consider their report which was read, verbally amended, adopted, and. 

signed by the Chairman. ' ■
'The Committee adjourned sine die at 2 p.m. ■

Sydney : Charles Potter, CoTernmcnfc Printer.—ISiM,
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS BETTERMENT BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 10.)

Ordered by the Legislative A.ssembly to be printed, 21 January, 1894.

R. W. DUFP, Message No. 10.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to amend the “ Public AVorks Act 
of 1888 ” and the “ Public AVorks Act Amendment Act of 1889” ; to make better provision with regard 
to the costs of arbitration ; to establish and give effect to the betterment principle with regard to Public 
AVorks ; to establish a sinking fund for repayment of the cost of the said works ; to repeal portions of 
the “Public AVorks Act of 1888”: and for other purposes in furtherance of, or consequent on, the afore
said objects.

Government House,

Sydney, 23rd January, 1894.

[Srf.] 60—
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1891.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND FOR THE FORMATION OF A NEW CHANNEL FOR SHKA’S CREEK.)

Ordered hi/ the .Legislative Assembly to he printed, 13 March, ISfll-

NOTIEIOATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
THE “ PUBLIC WORKS ACT OE 1888,” 51 VICTORIA 

_ No. 37,
Nmv South Wai,K‘<, I IVocliurintion by His Excellency The 

to wit. \ Right Honourable Sir Robekt William
Huff, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 

(l.s.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint MichnclandSamtCeorge, 

R. W. Don', Governor and Commander-m-Chief of 
Governor, the Colony ol New South Wales and its 

Dependencies.
Whereas I, Sir Robert William Do ft, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have 
directed that a certain public work, that is to say, the for
mation of a new channel for Shea’s Creek, in the said Colony, 
the estimated cost of which does not exceed twenty thousand 
pounds, shall be carried out, under the provisions of the 
“ Public Works Act of 1888, " as an authorised work by tho 
Minister for Public Works as Constructing Authority; and 
that the land described in the Schedule hereto, which is in 
my opinion required for carrying out (ho said work, shall be 
acquired by taking the same under the “Lands for Public 
Purposes Acquisition Act," ns adopted by the “ Public Works 
Act of 1888”: Now, therefore, I, the said Governor, with 
the advice aforesaid, in pursuance of the "Public Works 
Act of 1888,” do declare by this notification, to be published in 
the Government Gazette and in one or more newspapers 
published or circulated in the Police District wherein the said 
land is situated, that the Crown Land comprised within the 
description set forth in the Schedule hereto has been appro
priated, and tlie private property within such description has 
been resumed, for the public purpose aforesaid, to tho intent 
that upon the publication of tide notification in the Gazette, 
the said land described in the said Schedule hereto shall 
forthwith be vested in the said Constructing Authority ns a 
corporation sole on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes 
of the “Public Works Act of 1888,” for an estate in fee 
simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obli
gations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of- 
way, or other easements whstsoever; and to the further intent 
that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto or conferred by the said last-mentioned Act, shall be 
vested in such Constructing Authority as a Trustee: And 1 
declare that the following is the Schedule of land hereinbefore 
referred to:—

Schedule.
All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of 

Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South

Wales, being part of a grant of 1,400 acres to William 
Hutchison, known as part of the Waterloo Estate : Commenc
ing at a point healing south Hi degrees 39 minutes west, and 
distant 5,879‘5fi links from the intersect ion of the south
western boundary of Alexandria Park with the south-eastern 
side of Buckland street; and bounded thence on the north
west by other part of the said grant as follows,—by 1,102 43 
links of a concave curve of 7,768T6 links radius, the chord 
of which bears south 20 degrees 38£ minutes west 1,151'3 links; 
thence by a lino bearing south 16 degrees 24 minutes west 
1,006 06 links ; thence by 609 29 links of a convex curve of 
3,431’8l links radiua, the chord of which bears south 21 degrees 
29 minutes west 608T G links ; thence by a line bearing south 
26 degrees 34minutes west S68'93 links; thence by 733*56 
links ot a convex curve of 2,431'82 links radius, the chord of 
which bears south 35 degrees 12$ minutes west 730‘78 links; 
thence on the south-west by the noith-eaetern boundary of 
land resumed b; notification in Gazette of 14th June, 1889, 
bearing south 46 degrees 9 minutes east 1,136 36 links ; thence 
on the south-east by other part of the aforesaid grant by 
],076'35 links of a concave curve of 3,568-Id links radius, the 
chord of which bears north 35 degrees 12$ minutes east 1,072'27 
links; thence by a lino bearing north 2ti degrees 34 minutes 
cast 868'94 links ; thence by 810 57 links of a concave curve of 
4,568T8 links radius, the chord of which bears north 21 degrees 
29 minutes east 809'51 links; thence by a line bearing north 
16 degrees 24 minutes east 1,Q06‘05 links ; thence by 983*84 
links of a convex curve of 6,631'8 links radius, the chord of 
which bears north 20 degrees 38$ minutes cast 9S2'89 links; 
and thence on the north-east by other part of the aforesaid 
grant bearing north 65 degrees 06 minutes west 1,136 36 links, 
to the point of commencement,—containing 51 acres 3 roods 9f 
perches or thereabouts, and said to be in the possession ' of 
W. Cooper, and partly in the occupation of Ah Lum, See Tuck, 
and others.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
ailixed, at Government House, Sydney, this sixth 
day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,

WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN !

{?*■] ■221 —
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

t

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND FOR PERMANENT ADDITIONS TO SUPREME COURT BUILDINGS, SYDNEY.)

Ordered hi/the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 17 May, 1891'.

NOTIFICATION OP RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER 
THE “PUBLIC WORKS ACT OP 1888," 61 VIC
TORIA No. 37.

New Sooth Wales, 
to wit.

(L.S.)

R. W. Doff, 
Governor.

Proclamation by His Excellency Tlio 
Right Honourable Sir Roeekt William 
Doff, a Member of Her Majesty's Most 
Honourable Privy Council, a Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Orderof SaintMichf.cland Saint George, 
Governor and Comniauder-in-Chief of 
the Colony of New South Wales and its 
Dependencies.

Whereas I, Sir Robert William Duff, the Governor afore
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, directed 
that a certain public work, that is to say, Permanent 
Additions to Supreme Court Buildings, Sydney, in tho said 
Colony, the estimated cost of which does not exceed twenty 
thousand pounds, shall be carried out under the provisions of the 
“ Public Works Act of 1888,” as an authorised work by the 
Minister for Public Works as Constructing Authority ; and that 
the land described in the Schedule hereto, which is in my opinion 
required for carrying out the said work, shall be acquired by 
taking tho same under the " Lands for Public Purposes Acquisi
tion Act,” as adopted by tho “Public Works Act of 1888” : 
Now, therefore, I, the eaid Governor, with the advice aforesaid, 
in pursuance of the “Public Works Act of 1888,” do declare 
by this notification, to be published in the Government Gazette 
and in one or more newspapers published or circulated in the 
Police District wherein tho said land is situated, that the 
Crown Land comprised within the description set forth in 
the Schedule hereto has been appropriated, and the private 
property within such description has been resumed, for the 
public purpose aforesaid, to tho intent that upon the publica
tion of this notification in the Gazette, the said land described 
in the said Schedule hereto shall forthwith be vested in the 
said Constructing Authority as a corporation sole on behalf of 
Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said “Public Works Act

of 1888,” for an estate in fee simple in possession, freed and 
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, con
tracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements what
soever; and to the further intent that the legal estate therein, 
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the 
said last-mentioned Act, shall be vested in such Constructing 
Authority as a Trustee: And I declare that tho following is 
tho Schedule of land hereinbefore referred to :—

Schedule.
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the City of Sydney, 

parish of Saint James, county of Cumberland, and Colony of 
Now South Wales, being part of a grant of, 1 rood 19 perches 
to tho Trustees of Saint James’ Church: Commencing at the 
southernmost south-western corner of that grant; and bounded 
thence by part of its southernmost boundary bearing easterly 
75 feet; thence by a line at right angles to the last described 
line bearing northerly about G feet to the chancel wall of St, 
James’ Church; theneo by that wall bearing westerly about 17 
feet and northerly about 4 feet; thence by a line parallel to 
and rectangularly distant 10 feet from tho firet-dcscribcd line 
bearing westerly about 68 feet to a western boundary of tho 
aforesaid grant; and thence by that boundary hearing southerly 
10 feet, to the point of commencement,—be the said several 
dimensions all a little more or less, containing 2J- perches or 
thereabouts, and said to be in the possession of tho Trustees of 
St. James’ Church.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to bo hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this seventh 
day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, and in the fifty- 
seventh year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’e Command,
■ WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

DW-] 381-
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]S94.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

OK XUK

TOGETHER WITH

y

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,

APPENDIX.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

' 13 February, 1894.

SYDNEY : CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER. 

1894]
r_2s srf.j 125—A
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1892-3.

EXTRACTS PROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 38. "Wednesimy, 1G Novehher, 1832.
4, OxFOKU-STitXF.T XiipROYETrEST Biu. {Formal Motion):—Hr. Neild moved, pursuant to Notice,— 

(1.) That Oxford-street Improvement BUI be referred to a Select Committee, with power to send 
for persons and papers, for consideration and report.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Marks, Mr. McGowen, Mr. McCourt, Mr. Perry, Mr. 
Hart, Mr. Cormly, Mr. Lees, Mr, Waddell, Mr. O’Sullivan, and the Mover,
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 3<i. Wednesday, 23 November, 1832.

7. OYroBB-STitEET Improvement Bill :—Mr. McGowen presented a Petition from William Brereton, 
Joseph Brereton, Elizabeth McAnally, Charlotte Hamilton, Mary Ann Sherlock, Theresa Agnes 
Moore, and Prances Brereton, setting forth that the Oxford-street Improvement Bill has been 
introduced into the House to enable the Council of the Borough of Paddington to close certain 
portions of Marshall-street in the said Borough, and a certain right-of-way leading therefrom, and 
to vest the fee-simple of a part of the said land in the Marshall’s Paddington Brewery (Limited) ; 
that the said Bill has been referred to a Select Committee for consideration and report; and 
praying that, they being largely interested in ihe questions to be considered, may be granted per
mission to appear before the said Select Committee in person, or by solicitor or counsel, and, if 
necessary, to adduce such evidence as they may he advised, and examine and cross-examine 
witnesses called before tho said Committee.
Petition received.
Mr. McGowen {by consent) moved, That the prayer of the Petitioners be granted.
Question put and passed.

1894.

EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. ‘

Votes No. 5. TinntsnAY. 25 January, 183-1.

11. Oxford-street Improvement Bum:—
#*##**#

(3.) Mr. Neild then moved,1— _
(1.) That the “ Oxford-street Improvement Bill” be referred to a Select Committee, with power to 
send for persons and papers, for consideration and report.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Marks, Mr. McGowen, Mr. McCourt, Mr. Perry, Mr. 
Hart, Mr. Gormiy, Mr. Lees, 'Mr. 'Waddell. Mr. O’Sullivan, and the Mover.
'(3.) That tlie Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence taken before the Select Committee of Session 
1892- 3 be referred to such Committee.
Question put and passed. *

Votes No. 12. Tuesday, 13 Eebruahy, 1891.

5. Oxford-street Improvement Bum.—Mr. Neild, as Chairman, brought up the lieport from, and 
laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before the Select 
Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred on 25th January. 1894, 
together with Appendix and a copy of the Bill as amended and agreed to by the Committee. 
Ordered to be printed.
##****#

. CONTENTS. pace.
Kxtracts from liie Votes and Proceedings....................................r......................................... -

Proceedings of the Committee.................................................................................................. 4
Schedule of Amendments.........................................................................  ’
List of Witnesses ................................................................................................................... y
Minutes of Kvidence................................................................................................................. ‘
Appendix...................................................................................................................................



1894.

OXFOKD-STREET IMPROVEMENT BILL.

REPOET.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and 
report was referred, _ on 25th January, 1894, the “ Oxford-street Improve
ment Bill,”—and. to whom was referred, on the same date, the Minutes of 
Proceedings and Evidence taken before the Select Committee of Session 1892-3,
—beg to report to your Honorable House:—

That they have examined the witness named in the list® (whose evidence see list, p. 5* 
will be found appended hereto); and considered the Minutes of Proceedings and 
Evidence referred; and that the Preamble, as amended, having been satisfactorily 
proved to your Committee they proceeded to consider the several clauses and 
schedules of the Bill, in which it was deemed necessary to make certain amendments.

Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill as 
amended by them, including amendments in the Title and Preamble.

JNO. C. NEILD,
Chairman.

No. 2 Committee Room,
Sydney, IZth February, 1894.
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1892-3.

PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY, 17 NOVEMDER, 1S92.

MjSMJiEltS PRESENT :—

Mr. Hart, Mr. Lucs,
Mr. McGowen, ' Mr. Neild,
Mr. O’Sullivan, Mr. Perry,

Mr. Waddell.
Mr. Neild called to ihe Chair. .
Entry from V otes and Proceedings appointing the Committee rend by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred together with original Petition to introduce same before the 

Committee.
Present .—Thomas Marshall, Esq. {Solicitor for the Dill).
John White {Mayor of Paddington), called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in plan, showing tlie proposed improvement of Oxford-street. [See Appendix A 1 
Witness withdrew,

. John Beveridge {Secretary of Marsh all's Drewery Company, .Limited), called in, sworn, and 
examined. ‘

Witness withdrew.
Thomas Marshall, sworn and examined.
The Chairman having left the Chair.
Mr, Ferry called to the Chair ^ro icm. '
The Chairman resumed the Chair.
Witness withdrew,

. Ordered, That the evidence be printed and circulated to Members of tlie Committee before next 
meeting.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at Half past Eleven o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 22 NOVEMBER, 1892.

MeMBEHS PilESENT —

Mr. Neild in the Chair.
Mr. Lees, j Mr. MeCowen,

Mr, Perry,
Present—Thomas Marshall, Esq, {Solicitor for the Bill). 
iloseph Brereton called in, sworn, and examined.
Boom cleared.
Committee deliberated.
Beassembling of Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned,]
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

TUESDAY, 13 FEBRUARY, 1894

Membeus Pjiesest:—
Wr. Gormiy, | Mr. Neild

Mr, Perry.
_ Mr. Neild called to tlie Chair.
Entry from \ofccs and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, and referring the Minutes of 

Proceedings and orideneo taken before the Select Committee of Session 1S92-3, read by the Clerk.
Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence referred before the Committee.
Present:—Thomas Marshall, Esq, (Solicitor for the Bill).
Motion made (Mr. Perry) and Question, That the Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence taken 

before tho Select Committee of Session 1892-3 be adopted by this Committee,—put and passed.
Thomas Marshall sworn and examined.
"Witness jpm/wceei Indenture of Conveyance made between AVilliam Brorolon, Joseph Brereton, 

and James Moore, trustees under tho will of George Brereton. deceased, of the first part, AVilliam 
Brereton, of the second part, and Marshall’s Paddington Brewery Company (Limited) of the third part, 
andplan showmg the proposed improvement of Oxford-street, Paddington, under the altered 
conditions, and copy of proposed New Schedules of the Bill. [Appendix A and B.] •

Boom cleared.
Preamble considered and amended.*
Question, “That this Preamble, as amended, stand part of the Bill,” put and passed.
Clause 1 read and at/reed to.
Clause 2 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 3 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 4 road, amended.* and agreed to. ■
Clause 5 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 6 read, amended*, and agreed to. - "
Schedules 1 to 3 read and omitted.
New Schedules, to stand as Schedules 1 and 2, read and agreed fo.
Title read, amended,* and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill, with amendments, to Ihe House, including an amended Title and 

Preamble. '

SCHEDULE OP AMENDMENTS.
Page 1, Title, lines S and 9. Omit “and tbe remaining part thereof in Ihe trustees of the will of George 

Brereton, deceased ”
1, 1 reamble, lines 9 and 10. Omit “and an additional portion thereof being vested in the trustees

of tlie will of George Brereton, deceased ”
2, clause 2, line 10. Omit “and Second Schedules” insert “Schedule”
2, 3, ,, 15. Omit “ Third ” insert " Second ”
2, „ 4,' lines 27 to 33. Omit “ and all that piece or parcel of land described in the Second

“ Schedule hereto shall vest in the trustees of the will of George Brereton, 
" deceased, for an estate in fee-simple free from all rights, easements, or 
“ privileges of any person or persons therein or thereover, subject to the 
“ trusts contained in the said will which govern the lands adjoining the
1 lands described in tho said Second Schedule now vested in the said

1 “ trustees ’’
5, line 35. Omit “twelve months” insert “two years’’
(5, lines 48, 49, and 50. Omit “ or against the trustees of the will of George Brereton, 

_ _ ‘‘ deceased, or any of the beneficiaries under tho said will”
9, „ 50 and 51. Omit “ and Second Schedules ’’ insert “ Schedule'’
0. „ 03 and 51. Omit “ or for the trustees of the will of George Brereton, deceased,

_ “ or any of the beneficiaries thereunder ”
Omit Schedules insert the following new Schedules.Pages 3 and 4.

Tin; PntST Schhoui.e KiiriiiutED to.

^ia,t piece or parcel oi land situated in the parish of Alexandria, county of Cumberland, Colony 
or Now South AVales, be the hereinafter mentioned dimensions a little more or less, containing by admea
surement five thousand two hundred and twenty-eight square feet: Commencing at a point on the 
south-east boundary-line of block E of tbe subdivision of the Sydney Common, at its intersection with 
the new building-line on the south-west side of Oxford-street; and bounded tbcncc on the north-east by 
said building-lino of Oxford-street bearing south fifty-five degrees forty-one minutes thirty seconds east 
forty-two feet seven and three quarter inches to laud formerly granted to Maria Zoueh, and now tho 
property of Marshall s Paddington Brewery (Limited); thence on the south-east, norfh-east, and again 
on the south-east by the boundary-lines of that land bearing south fifty-four degrees thirty-five minutes 
thirty seconds west sixty-four feet four and a quarter inches, south forty-five degrees thirty-seven minutes 
east fifty-six feet, south forfy-three degrees twenty-five minutes east thirty feet nine inches, and south 
forty-five degrees forty-one minutes west twenty-seven feet and a half inch to land formerly the

* Set* Schedule 
of Amendments
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property of George Brereton ; thence on the south-west, north-west, and again on the south-west by the 
boundary-lines of that land bearing north forty-three degrees thirteen minutes west twelve feet six 
inches, north forty-five degrees forty-one minutes east fourteen feet seven inches, and north forty- 
three degrees twenty-five minutes west eighteen feet and two and a half inches to other land now 
the property of Marshall’s Paddington Brewery (Limited) : thence again on the south-west, south
east, and south-west by the boundary-lines of last-mentioned property bearing north forty-fivo 
degrees thirty-seven minutes west twenty-six feet eleven inches, south forty-five degrees west four- 
feet six inches, and north forty-six degrees forty-eight minutes west thirty-one feet eleven and a half 
inches ; thence on remainder of the south-east by the north-west boundary-line of- said property, and the 
north-west boundary-line of land before referred to, formerly the property of George Brereton, bearing 
south fifty-four degrees thirty-five minutes thirty seconds west in all twenty-seven feet four inches to the 
westernmost comer of last-mentioned land ; thence on remainder of the south-west by the north-eastern 
termination of Marshall-street bearing north forty-six degrees twenty-three minutes west thirty-seven 
feet eight and a half inches to block L of the subdivision of the Sydney Common aforesaid, now the 
property of Marshall’s Paddington Brewery (Limited) ; and thence on remainder of the north-west by 
part of the south-east boundary-line of that land bearing north fifty-four degrees thirty-five minutes thirty 
seconds east ninety-five feet seven and a half inches, to the point of commencement.

The Secoxo Schedule ueferred ito.
^ All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of Alexandria, county of Cumberland, Colony 

of ew South Wales, be the hereinafter mentioned dimensions a little more or loss, containing by 
admeasurement three hundred and twelve square feet, and being part of the land comprising block L of 
tbe subdivision of the Sydney Common; Commencing at the intersection of the present building-line on 
tbe south-west side of Oxford-street with the east building-line of Howling-street; and bounded thence 
on the north-east by said building-line of Oxford-street, being tbe north-east bound ary-line of said block 
L bearing south sixty-nine degrees forty-six minutes thirty seconds east ninety feet eight inches to the 
easternmost corner of said Mock L; thence on the south-east by part of the south-east boundary-line of 
said block L bearing south fifty-four degrees thirty-five minutes thirty seconds west eight feet four inches 
to the new building-line in Oxford-street; and thence on the south-west by that building-line bearing 
north fifty-five degrees forty-one minutes thirty seconds west eighty-six feet two and three-quarter 
inches, to the point of commencement.
. And also all that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of Alexandria, county of 
Cumberland, Colony of New South Wales, be the hereinafter mentioned dimensions a little more or less, 
containing by admeasurement one thousand three hundred and forty-five square feet, and being part of 
the land granted to Maria Zoueh, by Crown grant dated thirtieth April, one thousand eight hundred and 
forty: Commencing at the intersection of the present building-line on the south-west side of Oxford- 
street with the south-east building-line of Marshall-street: and bounded thence on the north-east by said 
building-line of Oxford-street bearing south sixty-nine degrees forty-six minutes thirty seconds cast 
thirty-two feet five and a half inches and south forty-seven degrees thirty-seven minutes forty seconds 
east one hundred and forty feet seven inches to the northernmost corner of land now the property of H. 
E. Castle ; theneo on the south-west by the new building-line of Oxford-street bearing north forty-three 
degrees thirty-six minutes thirty seconds west oue hundred and thirty-eight feet six inches and north 
fifty-five degrees forty-one minutes thirty seconds west thirty-seven feet one and a half inch to Marshall- 
street aforesaid; and thence on tlie north-west by the south-east building-lino of said Marshall-street 
bearing north fifty-four degrees thirty-five minutes thirty-seconds east twelve feet five and three-quarter 
inches, to iho-point of commencement.

LIST OP WITNESSES.

Evidixck, 1892-3.
PAGE.

Beveridge, J..........................................................................................    io
Brereton, ,T....................................................................................................... 11
Marshall, T...........................................................................   n
White, J............................................................................................................. >]

Evidench, 1894.
Marshall, T. 15
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1892.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE .

ON THE

OXFORD-STREET IMPROVEMENT BILL.

THURSDAY, 17 NOVEMBER, 1892. 
gwsmt; —

Mu. HART, ,
Mil. M'cGrOWEN,
Mu. 0'SULLIVAN,

Mb. WADDELL.

Mr. LEES, 
Mb. NEILD, 
Mb. PERRY,

J. C. NEILD, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. T. Marshall, solicitor, appeared on behalf of the Promotcra of the Bill.

Mr. .Tohu White called in, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairman^ You are Mayor of Paddington. ? lain. Mr. J. White.
2. Ho ’ long have you been Mayor ? During the present municipal year—about nine months.
JL You have been a member of the council for some years ? I have been a member for two years during l1? Nov., 1892. 
my present term, but 1 was a member some years previously.
4. You are acquainted with the locality referred to in this Bill ? I am, .
5. And you kuow the wishes of the council and the ratepayers willi reference fo tho proposal ? Yes.

Is there any statement you would like to make to the Committee with reference to it? I might, 
perhaps, give briefly, as far as I am acquainted with it, the history of the matter : These buildings have 
been a great eyesore to the residents of Paddington—I refer to the buildings known as Marshall’s 
Brewery—for a groat many years past; and certain action was taken by tlie council with a view to tho 
removal of a portion of them, as we considered them an encroachment on the footway. After wo had 
several times taken certain action with reference to the matter, a petition largely signed by the ratepayers 
of Paddington was presented to the council, asking them to close Marshall-street, which runs at the side 
of tho brewery upon the condition that the buildings I have just mentioned as encroaching on the foot
path were removed. When that petition was received a committee of which 1 was a member was 
appointed to try to negotiate with the brewery company in reference to ihe closing of the street and the 
removal of the encroachment. The proposal embodied in this Bill was the result of negotiations which 
took place between the council and the brewery company Every action taken by the committee was 
unanimously endorsed by the council. We arc all in accord io thinking that this improvement is 
urgently required, and that it is to the benelit of the residents of Paddington that if should be carried out.
7. Was Ihe arrangement into which the council entered with the company the same as the agreement 
suggested in the petition presented to the council ? No, it was not.
8. Is the present arrangement more or less beneficial to the council and the public than the proposal 
referred to in the petition ? It is very much more to the benefit of the public.
9. And of Course to tbe benefit of the borough? Yes I may say that it is to the benefit of the whole 
of the eastern suburbs.

10.
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Mr. J.White. 10. And necessarily io tlie benefit of tlie city? Exactly.
11. In what way is the proposal of the Bill more beneficial ? There is a very acute angle at this point of

17 fflov., 1892. and it moans tho widening of the narrowest part of the roadway by 13 ft. 6 in. That additional
width would be thrown into the roadway at the very point of the angle.
12. That is to say that the arrangement which it is now songhtto legalise gives a greater width of roadway, 
and tho brewery company would give up a largerarea of road than was originally proposed ? Tes, there 
is no comparison at all between the two proposals.
13. In other words, you have made a better bargain H Well, we wanted a fair quid pro quo. We gave 
up a large area of land in the street, although it was not used for public traffic, and we thought we were 
entitled to something in return for it.
Id'. With reference to Marshall-street, has the council ever treated it as a thoroughfare, and spent 
money.on it, and so on? A very small amount. I do not think anything has been spent there for some 
years, but as 1 do not represent that ward I cannot speak definitely.
In. Was the road ever ballasted? I could not say. I do not know that it has been, it was never 
metalled. ^
1C. It was never a street for much traffic? ±\ot to any extent.
17. It has been for years largely occupied as a storage ground for tanks connected with the brewery? 
Ido not know that it has been used as a storage ground, hut it has been used chiefly by the brewery 

. company: the whole of their traffic passes along the street. .
IS. Mr. Lees.'] Was the street ever proclaimed? I could not say, hut I should imagine that it has 
been. *
19. Mr. Lerrtj.] It is simply a road on paper ? ]t has always been open for traffic.
20. But it is not a made rond ? No.
21. Ohairmnn.] The council are then obtaining from the brewery company a portion of tho freehold as 
well as tho putting hack of the alleged encroachment ? Very nearly 2.000 feet of freehold,
22. Ton put in a plan showing the proposed improvements ? Tes. [Vide Appendix &..]
23. The dotted line on the plan shows the present kerb? Tes.
2t. Tlie next line shows the existing building’s enclosure line ? Tes.
25. Tlie next inner line is the line represented by the proper street alignment? Tes.
2(>. And the fourth lino is the line which it is proposed to create as a building line under this Bill ? Yes. 
27. The space between the second and third lines shows the area of encroachment which it is proposed to 
give up ? Yes.
2S. And the space between the third and fourth lines show's the area of freehold which the Company 
are relinquishing to the borough ? Tes, *
29. The portion of Marshall-street which it is proposed to dose is fronted by the property of the Marshall 
Brewery Company almost exclusively, a small portion, viz., 14 ft. 4 in., being fronted by the property of 
George Brereton ? Tes.
30. The right-of-way which it is proposed to close is exclusively fronted by the property of the Marshall
Brewery Company ? Yes. ‘
31. And is not used by anyone else? Not that I know of.
32. The portion of Marshall-street, opposite Brereton’s property, which it is proposed by this Bill to bo

' closed, is given as a freehold to Brereton ? Tes. " ‘ .
33. The effect of the Bill upon Brereton’s property is that he gets a westerly frontage to Marshall-street 
of 31 ft. :/ in., instead of a northerly frontage, as at present, of 14 ft. 4 in. ? Tes,
34. Have the council received any intimation of any opposition to this proposal from either Mr. Brereton 
or other property-owners ? None whatever. ”
35. Mr. McGowen.] Nor from any ratepayers ? Not a single line.
3G. Chalrmnn.] How many signatures of ratepayers were attached to the petition presented to the 
Council? I think there were between 500 and (iOO ; it was an enormously signed petition.
37. Mr. McGoicrn.] There has been no protest against the proposed act o'f the Council? None,
38. CJi/itrman.] This matter has been before the council, and has been referred to in the city and local
papers for several months ? Tes. ‘
39. On how many occasions was the matter before the council? In connection with the last negotia
tions on three different occasions.
40. And meetings I suppose have been held at intervals of some months ? Tes.
41. So that there lias been a very considerable degree of publicity given to the matter ? The utmost 
publicity, and the council arc ummimously in favour of the exchange being made.
42. So that you have every reason to believe that the owners of property concerned, and the ratepayers
in the locality and borough generally, are thoroughly well aware of the proposal ? Yes. "
43. They have cither approved of it definitely or have failed to give any intimation of dissent ? That is so.
44. Has the matter to your knowledge been mentioned at any public meeting held in the borough ? No •
I do not think it has. ’
45. Bo you remember whether it was mentioned at a public meeting held by one of the members for the
district within the limits of tho borough ? I saw' from tlie newspaper reports that it was mentioned, but 
I was not personally aware that that was the case. '
40. That was a further publication of tho proposal ? Of course,
47. Speaking generally, from your long and intimate knowledge of borough matters, you believe that this 
proposal as submitted carries out the unanimous wish of the council ? Tes.
48. And as far as you are aware the unanimous wish of the ratepayers ? Tes.
49. Mr. McOotuen.] Ecfcrnng to the right-of-way off Marshall-street, do vou know whether it was made
by the council ? 1 could not say. * '
50. Bo yon know if it was made for the nse of the brewery company alone? That I could not say.
51. Someone must have spent a certain amount of money in the making of the right-of-way ? Tes.
52. 1 understood you to say just now' that it was not used by any persons excepAhe Marshall Brewery
Company? As far as I know it is not. “ J
53. There is no other property affected by the closing of Marsh all. street, except the property owned by 
Brereton apart from the property of tho brewery company ? That is the only proper!,y within the por
tion to be closed. There are two small houses at the corner of the lane further down.
54. Mr. Brereton gets a westerly frontage ? Tes. 55
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Tliore arc two small I7Nov.,lS92.

55. And is not the TcmaindoT of Marshall-street closed to his properly ? Yes. Mr. J. White.
56. "What property is there in the portion of the street which is not to he closed ? 
two-storoy houses on the eastern side.
57. Have you received any protest from the owners of the property ? Yo.
5S. They are not affected by the transaction ? "Well, they are not injured by it. _ _
50, Mr. Perry.] I suppose they Imow of this proposal? We have not communicated with them officially, 
but the utmost publiciiy has been given to the matter. The only gentlemen from whom we had any 
reason to expect any opposition was a Mr. Castles. Many years ago when there was an agitation of a 
similar nature on foot he protested against the street being closed, hut on the present occasion he is 
thoroughly in accord with it on account of the great improvement resulting in the widening of the road.
In the first instance I was opposed to the petition of Marshall’s Brewery Company. I was one of the 
strongest opponents of the alteration upon the terms then suggested. Under that arrangement the street 
would have gone back only to the proper building alignment. 
tiO. You thought the borough did not receive sufficient in exchange? Uo.
(51. You know the right-of-way personally? I know there is such a place ; hut I have never been there.
62. You think that the closing of Marshall-street, and the giving of an extra width to Oxford-street, 
would be a distinct advantage to the borough ? blot only to the borough but to the whole of the eastern 
suburbs.
63. You think the traffic would be in no way impeded by the closing of Marsh all-street? In no way
whatever. 1 am strongly in favour of the work being carried out. _ _
61. Mr. O'Sullivan] You appear to be giving up a great deal of land fora narrow strip in Oxford-street, 
but I suppose the value of the land you receive is much greater than the value of the land you give up? Yes.
60. IVTiat has been the cause of the long delay in dealing with the matter—what have been the points in 
dispute? The Building Act does not give us power as a municipality to condemn the buildings, and they 
have become really a danger to pedestrians.
66. I suppose they arc likely to be removed now? Yes.
67. You say that there is a danger to pedestrians who pass these old buildings ? A very considerable 
danger, although I believe the company have taken some little precaution in removing a portion of the 
timber.
68. Then the proposed improvement will remove a public danger as well as an eyesore? Yes; there is
no foot-path there at all now. _
69. As the line is marked on the plan it seems to strike through a portion of the Paddington Brewery Biro 
Brigade building;—will those buildings remain there? The buildings has been taken down, and re-erected 
higher up Bowling-street.
70. To what extent will Oxford-street he widened by the carrying out of the proposed improvement ?
About 25 ft. 6 in, The kerb goes back 13 ft. 6 in., and the building line will be 12 feet from that.
71. Mr. Lpcs] Can yon tell us how Marshall-street came into existence—was it dedicated or proclaimed?
] cannot 1cll you fhat, my knowledge does not extend so far back.
72. How long has the street been there ? I cannot say. It has been there a great many years.
73. But although you do not know whether the street was proclaimed or dedicated, it is under the control 
of the Paddington Council? Yes ; we are liable for any accident that may occur in the street.
7-1. "Were the proposed improvements approved by a resolution by the council? Yes; they were 
unanimously agreed to, and J believe the committee who had the matter in hand had a vote of thanks 
passed to them in recognition of the able manner in winch they carried through the negotiations.
75. Do you knoxv whether thoro are any owners of property adjacent to the street who purchased upon a
plan showing Marshall-street as a thoroughfare ? That 1 could not say. _
76. You say that lh<j owner of the piece of land between Hrerctou’s property and the lane facing 
Marshall-street have not made any objection ? No, nof that .1 know of.
77. Bo they approve of the alterations ? That I could not say.
78. Brercton’s estate is an old estate I believe? I do not know.
79. Bid not the piece of land between Marshall’s Brewery and the lane form part of Brercton’s estate?
I did not think so. •
SO. Have yon any idea what Marshall’s Brewery Company propose to do when they get the street handed 
over to them ? I did hear that they intended building some shops, but 1 have not hoard anything definite.
81. Mr. McGowcii] You have not looked upon the right-of-way as being the property of the borough of 
Paddington ? It is only a few days ago that I knew of such a place being there.
82. You could not tell me positively that it has not been considered by any of the aldermen as forming 
part of the property of the borough? No ; all that I can tell you is that not a farthing has been spent 
upon it since I have been in the council.
S3. There are no private dwellings facing the right-of-way ? Not that I know of.

81, Chairman] The gradient of Marshall-street is pretty steep, is it not? "Well, I do not know that you 
would call it stoop in comparison with other portions of the borough.
85. Nof for its length ? I think I could find some much steeper grades in the borough.
86. Is it customary for jiersons driving vehicles to pass from Oxford-street directly into Dowling-strcct 
and vice verxa, or to use Marshall-street when proceeding from one to the other ? I never saw any 
vehicles in Marshall-street except those belonging to the brewery company.
87. Mr. l*err>/] If you were driving and wanted to got from Paddington along Bowling-street some 
distance which road would you take: would you go along Marshall-street or would you go round the 
corner into Bowling-street? I should go round the corner.
88. Mr. Lees] If you were on the Sydney side of Bowling-street and on the northern side of Napier- 
strect and wished to make for Paddington would you come through Marshall-street or go round Dowling- 
streot and turn into Oxford-street that way? I should go round by Bowling-street,
89. Would that he because the road was impeded more or less by brewer's tanks or blocked by vehicles ?
"Well, the road has never been used for traffic. The council never spent any money on it, and as far as I 
know have never been asked to do so. 1 do not think that anyone but the brewery company ever makes 
any use of the road.
90. Mr. Marshall] Is not the whole of the land on the northerly side of Marshall-street owned by the 
Marshall Brewery Company? Yes.

125—B Mr.
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■ Mi*. John Beveridge called in, sworn, and examined :—
J. Beveridge, qi' ^ou al'c tho Secretary to the Marsh all’s Brewery Company (Limited) ? I am.

.— ^ And you are well acquainted with the jiroposed setting bach of the encroachment and the giving up
17 Bov., 1892. il P°rtion of your company’s freehold for the widening oi Oxford-street, in exchange for a portion of 

Marshall-street and the right-of-way running therefrom f Yes.
93. Has tho proposed arrangement been before the board of your company? It has.
94. Has it been approved by your company ? It has. '
95. Has it been before a meeting of your shareholders ? Yo.
9G, Has it been incidentally mentioned to them? Yes, it was mentioned in our last report and balance- 
sheet.
9/. The directors have power under their articles to carry out such an arrangement ? Yes.
98. At any rate there 1ms been no opposition on the part of your shareholders ? None whatever.
99. VV ith reference to the right-of-way off Marshall-street, is it to your knowledge used by any nersons
other than the proprietors of the brewery? It is not. ’
100. Is it a cul-de-sac? Yes. "
101. And it can be used by no one else ? It has only one entrance, and no one can get info it as far as I 
know unless they are coming to tho brewery ; tho brewery gale is in it.
102. To your knowledge have the municipal council ever spent a penny upon it? No.
10,1. Have the council ever been in the habit of spending any money in Marshall-street ? No.
10-1. What is the grade of Marshall-street, is it as level as Howling-street, and has it as steep a grade p 
There is an incline of 0 or 7 feet, ‘
105, It is a pretiy steep) grade is it not ? Bather steep from Oxford-street.
10G. Mr. Perry.] It would be about 1 in 10 would it not? Tes.
10/. Chmrman.'] Tho rise from Oxford-street to the highest part of Marshall-street would be 1 in 10 5 1 

ihmk so.
108. And there is a fall from that point to Howling-street? Yes.
109. So that in a pretty short length of street you rise and fall with a fairly steep grade ? Yes.
HO, That would be a great inconvenience for general vehicular traffic ? J think so.
111. As compared with Ihe almost level character of Dowling-street and Oxford-street ? Yes.
112. Is there any traffic at the present time through Marshall-street other than the traffic connected with 
your brewery ? None whatever.
113. Have you seen a single vehicle go through the street ? I have seen no vehicles in it except the 
company’s drays and waggons.
114. Is the street used by foot-passengers ? No.
110. Then all the traffic, vehicular and foot, passes from Oxford-street into Howling-street direct9

Tixactly. '
11(5. Have you had any communication with the Breretons as to the proposed closing of tho street ? 
None whatever; I am unable to find their representatives.

Iwrc made efforts to find them ? Yes. I heard a daughter mentioned and 1 traced her to 
Bedfern, I there found that she had removed and I have not her present address.
118. So that the proposal to give a piece of freehold to the Brereton estate out of Marshall-street is 
made without consulting the owners of the property ? Exactly.
119. But you think that the piece of land mentioned would be ample compensation for any possibleright-of-
wny that might exist in connection with Marshall-street? 1 think so. "
120. Arc you acquainted with the owmers of the property lying between Brereton’s property and the
lane ? I am not. ‘ ‘
121. Do you know* whether the owners or occupiers of that property have any knowledge of tho proposal 
contained in this Bill ? I am not aware.
.122. Ho you know whether they signed the petition presented to the council ? J could not say.
123. Have .you or have any of the members of your company had any conversation with the occupiers of 
tins piece of ground ? No communication whatever.
124. IVhat is the total width of the land you propose to give up in addition to the encroachment 9 At
the extreme point 13 ft. 0 in. ' '
125. The land tapers off to nothing at either end of a line about 306 feet long? Yes, inclusive of 
Marshall-street. Uou would have to deduct some 37 feet on account of Marshall-street.
12G. TTpon this freehold area and upon the encroachment area von have buildings standing at the present 
time ? 1' es. " 1

127. And the carrying out of this scheme wrould necessitate the pulling down and rebuilding of the entire 
frontage of your brewery ? Yes.
128. And also the pulling down of tho whole of the front of tho old dwellings to the eastward ? Yes.
.129. So that while you would obtain a piece of freehold land in Marshall-street and in the right-of-way 
you would relinquish a strip of land along the whole length of your frontage to, Oxford-street and would 
he at the expense of pulling down and rebuilding a large portion of your brewery and other premises? 
Yes; something was said some time ago with reference to tanks impeding tho traffic in Marshall-street.
1 should like to mention that that is not the ease. ’
130. There is no obstruction to Marshall-street bv the brewery company except so far as their vehicles
are concerned ? ^so. ' - ... - ■
131. M.r. PejT//.] You have made every effort to find the owners of the adjacent pronertv to which yon
have referred ? Yes ’ J
132. And you have not succeeded ? No.
133. Are they asked to give up any land whatever? No.
134. On the contrary they will receive some ? Yes. >
135. _ Ho that in your opinion they will not be injured in any way by the proposed alteration ? In my 
opinion the only injury they can sustain is the loss of the exit to Oxford-street; thev will still have the

_ exit to Howling-street. "
13G. A perfectly level street as against a sandy hill? Yes.

Mr.
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Mr. Thomas Mai'shall sworn and examined :—
137. Chairman^] Yon arc the solicitor in charge of this Hill ? Yes.
]38. And you arc a son of the original proprietor of the brewery?, Yes; of the late Mr. Joseph 
Marshall, senr.
130. Have you any mferest in the company at *he present time? Only as a shareholder.
140. I suppose you have known this properly from boyhood ? For a period of about thirty years,
141. During the time you have known this property have you ever known Marshall-street to he used for 
vehicular or foot traffic ? .Never.
142. The portion which it is proposed to close has been used solely by the proprietors of the brewery ?
Yes. ■' "
143. Has the right-of-way ever been used by any one but tbe brewery company ? Jfot since the company 
bought from the owners of the Brcrcton estate the south-west and south-east side of the right-of-way.
144. To your knowledge lias the municipal council ever expended any money on the right-of-way ? 5sot
a farthing. " “
145. Has the council spent any money on the portion of Marshall-sireet which it is proposed to close? 
Not to my knowledge,
14G. Is it ballasted or metalled ? It seems to be sand.

Mr.
T. Marshall. 

17Novyi892.

UJ. You board tho evidence of Mr. Beveridge as to the owners of the Brereton estate? Yes,
148. Have you also made any effort to discover them? Yes.
149. Without succcsfl ? Without success, I discovered one member of the family out Bedfern way. I 
tried to get the people there to interest themselves in connection with the property, but tbey did not seem 
to bo interested at all. They would not bother themselves about it.
150. Brercton’s property is leased to the brewery ? Ves.
151. For what term ? For a number of years. The company are going to purchase the land.
152. Have they any purchasing right under their lease ? Flo ; but it is well understood by both parties 
that the company will purchase.
153. To whom is the rent paid? I believe it is paid into the bank.
.154. Do yon know if any effort has been made to find the persons who own the piece of land between 
Brereton’s estate and the lane ? Yes, I was informed that it belonged to Mr. John Neale, and I caused a 
communication to be addressed to him. but received no reply.
155. Did not Dr. Fullerton own some land there ? 1 think you are referring to the piece of land which 
was bought by Mr. French, the bootmaker, who built a number of bouses upon it. .
15G. From your knowledge of the locality you think no damage will bo done to tbe interests of the infants 
under Brereton’s will ? No, 1 think not; in fact an additional value will be given to the property. 1 
think there are eight children interested, and the property is of so little value that J believe that if it 
were put up for sale to-morrow it would bring only about £200. I doubt if it would bring that.
157. And you think their indifference in the matter is simply duo to the fact that their interest is so 
small? Yes.
158. Mr, MoQowen.'] What is the width of the right-of-way ? It would be just sufficiently wide for a
cart to pass, ' 1 "
159. You heard tho Mayor say, in his evidence, that lie did nof, think the right-of-way belonged to the
council ? Yes; I do not think it does. It is a right-of-way loft in connection with some old subdivision, 
and seems to have been forgotten. "
160. It is not contained in the deeds of the brewery company’s land? No, although it is exclusively used 
by the brewery, .11 is shut in by the brewery gate, and has been so, I think,for seventeen years. It leads 
up to the brewery stables. The horses go that way to the stables.
L61. No one appears to possess a title to the land comprised in this right-of-way ? So far as tbe know
ledge that I have been able to obtain goes it is not vested in anyone. Jt appears to bo there for the 
exclusive use of the brewery, ”
IG2. This Bill, if passed, will pre-supposc that the land was a gift from the municipal council to Marshall’s 
Brewery ^Company, while as a matter ol fact the council have no title to the land. If this Bill be passed 
Marshall’s Brewery Company will posscas a title ? The Bill will give a title to a piece of land for which 
no title exists.
163. So far as you know ? I think I know the circumstances of the case prettv well. I believe it was 
originally a right-of-way. to give access to the properties subsequently purchased by tbe brewery company. 
The land was formerly attached to the property on the south side of the lane.
1G4. Mr, Perry.'] There was a well in the middle of the roadway at one time, was there not? Yes, but 
it was never used; it was filled with rubbish. ^
105. Chairman.] You say that the persons interested in Brercton’s strip of land are several in number, 
and arc possibly scattered over different parts of the Colony ? Yes.
1GG. In your opinion it would be impossible to obtain decisive evidence with reference to the views of the 
whole number ? I think so.

TUESDAY, 22 NOVEMBER, 1S92. 

Dresmt
Mb. USES. Mr. M'cGOWEN,
Mr. NE1LD, Mm PERKY.

J- C. NEILD, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. T. Marshall, solicitor, appeared on behalf of the promoters of the Bill.

Mr. Joseph Brereton called in, sworn, and examined:—
IG7. Chairman.] Are you tho owner of the piece of land fronting Marshall-street, Paddington? I am Mr. 
interested in the piece of land there. My father has a life interest in it; it was previously my grand- J. Brereton. 
father’s property. '
1G8. Will the property be transferred to you on your father’s death ? To the family.
169. There are other members of tbe family ? Yes.

22 Nov., 1892.
170.
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J Brereton ■^■monS ^ow ProPcr!'y I36 0'T'siWc ? Kinc. I believe my father has power to give tho
property to any number he chooses; to divide it among them in accordance with his own wishes. 

22KWv/l8S2,17}‘ ^T}l‘'lt iB y°ur father’s name ? William Brereton.
1 172. Where does he reside? He is Jiving now at 53, George-street North.

1/3, What age is he? I could not say esactly, but I should say about 03 or 04.
1/4, Prior to the last few days did you know of this Bill dealing with Marshall-street? Only from what 
I saw about it in the newspapers, ‘
175. Has your father, to your knowledge, seen any notification of it in the press ? I think he only knows 
what I have mentioned to him.
170, Ton have conversed with him on the subject, then ? Yes,
1/7. If you look at the plan yon will see that it is proposed to close a portion of Marshall-street and the 
right-of-way oil it edged with red, and to give it to the Marshall Brewery Company in exchange for the 
company setting hack its buildings not only to the proper alignment, but to a further depth of 10 feet, 
so as to widen Oxford-strcct, and that it is also proposed to close that portion of Marshall-street tinted 
green, and to hand it over to your family by way of compensation for any loss you might sustain bv 
reason of the closing of the portion of Marshall-street to which I have referred. Therefore, if this Bill 
wore passed into a law you would have a westerly frontage of over 31 feet to Marshall-street. You 
would also have a frontage to a right-of-way G feet G inches wide, which would take the place of the pre
sent footpath on the north-west side of Marshall-street; is that a proposal which meets w ith your approval, 
;l-QC you ^ink would meet with the approval of the rest of vour familv ? In the first place, I
should like to ask n question. I should like to know what is supposed to be the depth of the allotment 
marked on the plan as owned by George Brereton ?
17S. I suppose it would be about 145 feet deep ? Then I also want to know somethin'1, about the rmbt- 
of-way ? o e
1/9. What information do you want on that point ? I do not sec any name down on the plan in con
nection with the property. I consider that, according to the will of George Brereton, mv father is the 
owner of that property. My solicitor is of that opinion. *
ISO. Mr MnGowr.n.~\ Ho you collect the rent for the portion of the Brereton property which is now let 
to Marshall s Brewery Company ? I collect the rent for the house, ground, and right-of-way. That is 
the way in which the receipt is made out.

lir°Mj0^en ^0U *° eo^cct ^le ront? Generally every fourth week. I go sometimes on the
hrst Monday, and sometimes on the last Monday of the month. The last rent was paid, if I am not 
mistaken, on the 31st of last month.
182. Who pays the rent ? The accountant in the brewery company’s ofifice.
183 Mr.Ua>.] Hoes that right-of-way as shown on the plan, affect the rear of the property which is 
not leased to the Brewery Company ? I do not know how it would affect the property, 1 have not been 
to that portion of it. for some years. It would of course decrease the value of the property if the mdit- 
ot-way were disposed of, because the right-of-way is one half of the properly. 'The Marshall Brewery 
Company are supposed to have purchased 18 feet 2^ inches of frontage. When they purchased, if I am 
not mistaken, there was a cottage on the property. ‘ We have a plan drawn showing that the cottage was 
on something like 13 feet of ground.
184. Chairman.'] What do you wish to convey by that statement ? I merely make it in order to show that 
the right-of-way should be wider than is shown on this plan.
185. You are under the impression then that your family have an interest in the right-of-wav shown on
r oe i? ’ GS ’ a 3n*eres*,j I fbink, considering that our familv owns the right-of-wav. "
18G. Mr. Me Go wen.] Where do you get that opinion ? Prom the deeds. ^
187. Have you got deeds ? Yes.
1SS. Mr. Mat'shott.] Have you the will of George Brereton? Yes; but Mr. Burton Bradley, my
solicitor, told me not to bring it with me this mornin".
189. Mr. McGoicen.] At all events you have tho will it is in your solicitor’s hands ? Yes,
190. Chairman.] You have consulted with Mr. Bradley on this matter ? Yes : he has given me a petition 
tor presentation to Parliament.
191. It appears from your evidence that you have known what is going on. Yon have learned this from 
the press from time to time, and you have discussed the matter with your father? Onlv recently
192. Have you discussed it with other members of the family ? Yes. " ^
193. When did you see them on the subject ? I was talking to some of them about it last Sunday. 
We were wait]ng for the Marshalls to write to us. When I saw my solicitor in the first instance, he 
told me that he could do nothing until 1 obtained a plan and a copy of tbe.Bill. I have been running
?!' %% “ie. Place trPng to f?et a copy. I went to the Government Printing Office, and. they told me that 
the Bill had not yet been printed.
194. How long ago was that ? I called last Thursday for the first time, and I called afterwards on 
Saturday.

Totl.Jero toW thc Bil1 'vas not printed ? I was told that it would not be printed until it came out 
ox Committee,
1 T°n called to see me on tbe night after the first meeting of the Committee ? Yes.
U/. \Y here did you get the information that I was a member of the Committee ? I saw it in the news
paper. I then went to the Paddington Council Chambers to get a copy of the plan, but found that the 
L-ouncU Uerk would not give me a copy until J obtained the permission of the Mayor. I was not able 
to find him, and I went to see Mr. Barosay. ’
iOS. Have you obtained a copy of the plan since ? No. The solicitor said he would sec Marshall's 
solicitor and see if he could get a copy of the plan from him ; if he did not receive it yesterday he has 
not got a copy. J J
199. Mr. Lccs.] Although you went to the brewery so often you heard nothing of the proposed changes ?

7 W-ient l lere’ gavc tl,e reccipt for the rout, and walked away. '
200. Chairman.] What rent arc you deriving from this piece of property ? Ten shillings a week, 
wm' ^^hole thing, buildings, and all ? Tes : house, grounds, and right-of-way.
9/m -vf' You are sure the right-of-way is mentioned in the receipt ? Yes.
or,A xr 17ouillave not got one of those receipts ? No, but I could write you one from memory.
receipts toemselves0 t0 800 ^ °f ^ 1,cceiPt3 ? 0£ C0lIKe tbo brewery company would keep the
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205. Mr. McGowp,n?_ In making out tlie receipts you have always written “ house, ground, and right- ^ 
o£-way —you are quite sure o£ that ? Yes. _ . A ,
20G. Jfr. Pem/.] Ilow long have you known the property marked on the plan as a right-of-way ? 22 Nov., 1892.
house standing on G-eorgc Brcvcton’s property, as shown on the plan, was the house in which my grand
father resided, and in it I was born. On the property marked as owned by the Marshall’s Brewery 
Company, and fronting the right-of-way, there used to be a cottage in which my aunt lived. Very close 
to that, and somewhere in thc right-of-way, there nsed to be a well. There was no water supply to Pad
dington in those days, and we used to get our water from that well.
207. How long hack can you recollect this property ? 1 can recollect being there in 1S75, on tbe occasion 
of my mother's death.
208. Was thc well in use then? I cannot recollect; I know it was used when wc were living there.
200. Was thc well within a fence or not? It was cased in ; there was a kind of door to it.
210. Affording protection to tho well? Yes.
2 LI. As long as you can recollect there has been a right-of-way there ? It used to bo'a right-of-way to 
get at the cottages to the back. I produce 'a plan from which you will see that the property bought in 
Marshall-street was 41 feet. I also produce a plan showing tho land when it was first sold by auction, 
and when lot 7 was bought by George Brereton, The first plan 1 produce is a subdivision of lot 7..
212. Mr. Marshall^] Were houses built and occupied at the eastern end of the property and fronting tbe 
right-of-way at its eastern extremity ? Yes.
218. Were those houses owned by Mrs. M'Cullocli? They were owned by George Brereton, and willed 
to Mrs. M'Cullocb, or the M'Culloch family.
214. The only access to those properties willed to Mrs. M'Culloch, was through the right-of-way ? That 
is, I believe, the only way in which you could get to thorn.
215. Are tho cottages to which I now refer thc property of thc brewery company ? I could not say 1o 
whom they belong now, I never knew what thc brewery company actually bought.
216. Do you not know that the property has been sold by the M'Culloch family ? I believe Mrs.
M'Culloch sold the Marshall family some property, but I never knew what was sold.
217. Do 3rou not know that the particular property is now occupied by the brewery stables ? I do not 
know bow it is occupied now. I have not beeu there for some time.
218. On one of the plans produced by you there is shown another cottage half way up the right-of-way, 
and fronting it ? Yes.
219. Do you know whether that cottage is now the property of the brewery company ? That question I 
cannot answer ; I do not know how much was sold to the company.
220. Do you not know that it is occupied by tbe brewery company ? I could not say.
221. Is the property immediately in front of the last-mentioned cottage, and fronting Marshall-street, 
now thc property oi" thc brewery company ? That is another question I cannot answer ; I do not know 
what the Marshalls bought.
222. Do you not know that the M'Culloch family sold their property ? I know they sold it, but I do not 
know to whom.
223. Do you not know that tho tower of tho brewery is built on that very property ? I do not know.
The only part of the brewery I ever saw was the front of it.
221. Chairman^ Yet you say you go there every four weeks for the rent ? I go to the office only to get 
the rent. I do not go there to inspect the premises.
225. But cannot you see thc buildings referred to from the Sou Hi Head Hoad? Some of the Brewery 
buildings can be seen, but not much can be seen from the front of tho street.
22G. Although yon know absolutely nothing about the sale of tbe property, although you cannot say 
whether it lias been sold by members of your family or not, although you cannot say if it has been bought 
by the brewery company, although you decline to say who are the owners, or give any information 
whatever about thc matter, you are nevertheless prepared to swear that the right-of-way is the property 
of your family ? So far as the right-of-way is eoneemed you can see from thc will that it has been willed 
to my father. I could not toll you how much property Mrs. M'Culloch sold.
227. Mr. Marshall.] What do you value your father’s property at now ? I am not prepared to give an 
estimate.
228. Do you think it is of a greater value than £200 ? Yes.
229. Do you think it would bring that in the open market ? I do.
230. What do you think it would bring;—do you think it would bring more? It depends upon how 
much land is sold.
231. Chairman^] Have you or any of your family ever used Marshall-street as a thoroughfare ? Yes.
232. In what way -.—have you ever driven a vehicle along it ? Hot so far as I am concerned ; but I do 
not know for what purposes it may have been used by other members of thc family. My father lived 
there after my grandfather, and he may have had a conveyance.
233. Mr. Mc'Gmetm.] Yon say that you have collected the rent, and that the brewery company have 
leased a portion, if not all, of the land of tbe Brereton family ;—when does their lease expire ? When 
the eldest boy in tho family is 21 years of age.
234. When will that be ? Hext October.
235. Mr. Lees.] Von see tbe piece of land upon the plan crossing Marshall-street and tinted green. Do 
you think that would be anything like a fair compensation for what you would lose in your present 
frontage to Marshall-street in your exit to Oxford-street, and in respect of thc right-of-way. Do you 
think it would be a sufficient compensation? I do nof. think it would.
230. Mr. Marshall.] By how much do you think you would bo short ? I consider that wo are in a 
position to prove that the right-of-way belongs to us.
237. But how much do you think you would be short in the matter of compensation ? I am not 
prepared to answer that question now.
238. Mr. Zees.] I would like a more defininito answer to my question. I will again ask you whether 
you consider the piece of land, tinted green, anything like a compensation for what you would lose ? Of 
course we should lose our exit to Oxford-street if Marshall-street were closed as proposed, and we should 
also lose tho right-of-way. I should like to know also of what uso the piece of land you refer to would 
be. Wbat could you do with a frontage like that ? AVhat could you put upon it ?

239.
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Mr.
J. Brereton,

MDTUIES OP EVIDENCE—OXFOED-STHEET IMPEOTEM EXT BELL.

I am repreaenting the family. 

To tho best of my belief, nine.

Have four members of your 
mine. My solicitor 'told

jttin£ thc quest™! of the right-of-way aside for the time being, if you received the
■ - question of‘llm So fAffwo}lld.f compensate you for thc closing of Marsha]bstrect? Putting tho

22Nov„ 1892. J™'AS [^I't-ot-way asMe, if Mars hall-street were closed, as shown on tho plan, the value of our
that t,lc Pie“ of lrmd which it is pro-poseu to give us would recoup us ior our loss. ^

a thft lhe pie-0c0f 1“d! tinted hTreen, With its frontage to Marshall-street, would be
Iho d lot Ao - fAr t0V°aT "S^-ot-way to Orford-rtroet along Idars°l,all-street ? ; because we
2fd Ynnl oh A up°n °U" or,SinaI Property through Marshall-street being blocked.
Hll'll rW A ll f11 r rl f having the right to tho right-of-wav as proposed in the
So tlie iaet that you consider you have an interest in that right-of-wav F Yes!
oao sA r* ^ ^S^t'O^-way, but as owning tho land ? Yes. “
t£ svdne7™A,AiArknOW%h^SCVllletrimiguI<Vrpieceoi:]alld ^joining was kid down as part of
not S- ft tb /°Ur f Alt ,Giam° I,O3S0S3ed of laiid there ? I doubt it very much; I do
no tm„k t .as so at the time my father became possessed. J

Mr. McGowan.] You are here representing a section of vour familv P 
r10- A™ theJr uwarc of your coming hero to-day ? Yes. ‘ "■
24G. How many members of your family are interested in this property ?
ole waIu r™ commr^d with the whoio of them ? ^Tot With all. 
pfq ^/th ll0'v lnauy ? ^ ith four ; including myself, I represent five.
MJ. Chairman.] l.ou are proposing to present a petition to the House. ,,
me1tLyA>ldeS 70UTSelf B,ped lt ?, 1 filuey there are three signatures besides 
me that it was necessary to get only three members of tbe family to sign.

c- lfU Say t ‘ft iy°U r®Prelejlt four members of the family besides yourself but only three besidesa? o"3 ‘ITdAd AffirL1 h 1 ^ ^ ^ dgnAme uSabo" an hot

2ol. Mr. McGowan.] You think you could have got them all to sign the petition if you had had time ?

No2- m? fSSriliSbfw f m4Y°U h!lVe rc,lt'Iias * leenP«d hito a bank to your credit?
with the rent W m ‘e ProPcH^ aild that being so, I take it that he can do what he likes

<twS/!at'Tan'\] W*** qyidellce y°u have given this morning is given on behalf of the owners of
AeKbAlolt6 butfiAA th° B31? 1 d0 1!0t hnow whether they objectt Eball
wflnf c^vn^fu* J ^ ^ ^ Uere c 0,se^ want some compensation for it, I think they would

.e trAd rfthm'lli 13 Siven/nder tlds Bill- I have had a great difficulty in seeing
and.othel members of the family have been unable to see it. Had 1 seen the plan before I 

should have given you much more information on the subject P ’
street but £ 'iKS.Wv TfTanBT thafc y°Ur °bicc1ion is not to i:!ie closin6 of MaTslia11'

” prop”sed by t,,°K11? T,,e Bm dMS 

F®1'10"* *• *mmf —l-"f Thefarfymightrf t0 lh"” »"• "-o 1»”‘- 1 o»«>a ioS...

pr.7p ^ •* r™ *-(r *»« «. of tt.

Ss»Uia™rilf»TfkK\flt"f P5,0'1*0 '“"yyoutfomilyk interest right out, on flat
and tiler ivi'recotitentel'tntel^it llilcc’ il Worr emnpnny would submit anoferto tie family,
they w^ n“t certamlJ aceoPt it H, on the other hand, they thought
valuator l 1 ' ]' bo detemmed some other person, such ae an auctioneer’s

259. Eichardson and French, or Hardie and Gorman ? Yes
2Gl' £-UJWA1/? fvpar°d }° ^^Pt valuation of any reputable firm of valuators ? Yes. 
o.V You only want the market value, whatever that may be ? Yes
2fiq W 1 y°U SCefthe m®mb<rrs of y™1’ fmnily and talk tbe matter over with them P Yes 
CSiatkn uEithASt nlEr0 m°n0 A?,5 TaI,,a’tor' or slia11 the breweiT eompfbny get a

*• f™ v <*"«? <% ■»Yo„ as iS gig te boS7 oJ tl"> >*" •* *” “ ** «• «* °f
204. Mr. Lacs.] You have read the schedules to the Bill P Yes

w",sine io kte ««*• ?—«• 
lo0!?!^4 ” "C“rd““ 'ViB' l'“! pl“' r0U 1,"° 1,rod"Ce,i t0-a»J. “ i‘? Ko. not according

£ tefotlrSmlte ‘ TWI/”” ?i" P'™7.J" “nfrontegc. Onr plan ,h„w8 mom te.n tbo 
1 c Tne committee. Ihere is a difEereuee m the widtli of the right-of-way.

1894.
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1891.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON THE

OXFORD-STREET IMPROVEMENT BILL.

TUESDAY, 13 FEBRUARY, 1S9L 

$rc0mi:—
Me. NEILD, | Mn. GORMLV,

Me. IjERRT.
JOHN CASH NEILD, Esq., in the Chain,.

Sir. Thomas Marshall called in, sworn, and examined:—
1. Ghairman.'] Arc you solicitor for the Bill ? Yes. Mr.
2. Since you were last examined has tlicre been any dealing to your knowledge with any of flic land T. Marshall,
referred to in the Bill and shown on the (dan put in ? The Marshall’s Paddington Brewery Company < \
(Limited) have purchased from thc trustees and beneficiaries of the llrereton family, under an order of
the Equity Court, by indenture of the 2nd February. 1891, all tho lands to which the Brereton family 
■were entitled fronting Marsbali-sfreet.
3. Docs that purchase include any rights that were alleged to exist in the Brereton family to the right-of- 
way shown in the plan F Tea ; the description includes that right-of-wav as well.
4. Has that purchase been completed P Yes ; completed, stamped, and registered, and the consideration, 
dB500, paid. It was registered on the 5th February, 1891, No. 83U, book 530.
5. Do you produce tho conveyance? Yes.
6. Does the conveyance of this property to tho brewery company remove every ground of objeotion that 
might have existed on tho part of the Brereton family ? Yes.
7. Have you since the Committee last met received any intimation of any objection on the part of any
property-owner in tho vicinity to the Bill ? No. '
8. You arc then absolutely without knowledge of auy objection to the measure as now submitted ? Yes.
9. Do you produce a new plan showing that the property in question is now vested in the brewery com
pany, and a plan showing the altered circumstances consequent upon the conveyance ? Yes.
10. Do you hand in that plan ? Yes. \_A.ppcndix A.]

.11. Do you put in new schedules to take the place of those in tho Bill, so as to meet the altered circum
stances ? Yes. [Appendix B.].

APPENDIX.
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OXFORD-STREET IMPROVEMENT BILL,

APPENDIX,

[Handed in leforc Select Committee.]

A.

[Plans.]

B.
The Fidst Scjiedulk hekerrm) To.

piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of Alexandria, ominty of Ciitnberland, Colony of New South 
Males, be the hereinafter mentioned dimensions n little mote or less, containing by admeasurement five thousand two 
hundred and twenty-eight square feet: Connncncing at a point ou the south-east boundary-line of block L of thc 
subdivision of the Sydney Common, at its intersection with thc new building-line on tlie south-west aide of Oxford-street j 
and bounded thence on the north-east by said building-line of Oxford-street bearing south fifty-five degrees forty-one 
minutes thirty seconds east forty-two feet seven and three quarter inches to land formerly granted to Maria Zouch, and 
now the property of Marshall's Paddington "brewery (Limited); thence on the south-east, north-east, and again on the 
south-east by the boundary-lines of that land bearing south hfty-fmir degrees thirty-five minutes thirty seconds west 
sixty-four feet four and a quarter inches, south forty-five degrees thirty-seven minutes east fifty-six feet, south forty-three 
degrees twenty-five minutes east thirty feet nine inches, and south forty-five degrees forty-one minutes west twenty- 
seven feet and a half inch to land formerly the property of Ceorge Brereton ; tbcucc on the south-west, north-west, and 
again on the south-west by the bound ary-lines of that land bearing north forty-three degrees thirteen minutes west 
twelve feet six niches, north forty-five degrees forty-one minutes east fourteen feet seven inches, and north forty-three 
degrees twenty-five minutes west eighteen feet and two and a half inches to other land now the property of Marshall's 
Paddington Brewery (Limited); thence again on the south-west, south-east, ami south-west by the boundary-lines of lost- 
mentioned property bearing north forty-five degrees thirty-seven minutes west t\venty-six feet eleven inches, south forty- 
five degrees west four feet six inches, and north forty-six degrees forty-eight minutes west thirty-one feet eleven and a half 
inches; thence on remainder of the south-east by the north-west boundary-line of said property, ami the north-west 
boundary-line of land before referred to, formerly thc property of George Brereton, bearing south fifty-four degrees thirty- 
five minutes thirty seconds west in all twenty-seven feet four inches to thc westernmost corner of last-mentioned land ; 
thence on remainder of the south-west by the north-eastern termination of Marshall-street bearing north forty-six degrees 
twenty-three minutes west thirty-seven feet eight and a half inches to block L of thc subdivision of the Sydney Common 
aforesaid, now thc property of Marshall’s Paddington Brewery (Limited); and thence on remainder of the north-west by 
part of the south-east boundary-line of that land bearing north fifty-four degrees thirty-five minutes thirty seconds east 
ninety-five feet seven and a half inches, to the point of commencement.

The Second SciiedthkE keferekd to.
t AH that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of Alexandria, county of Cumberland, Colony of New South 

W ales, be the hereinafter mentioned dimensions a little more or less, containing by admeasurement three hundred and 
twelve square feet, and being part of the land comprising block L of the subdivision of the Sydney Common : Commencing 
at the intersection of the present building-hne ou the south-west side of Oxford-street with the east building-line of 
Dow ling-street ; and bounded thence on thc north-east by said building-line of Oxford-strcct, being tho north-east 
boundary-line of said block L bearing south sixty-nine degrees forty-six minutes thirty seconds cast ninety feet eight inches 
to the easternmost comer of said block L ; thence on the south-east by part of the south-east boundary-hne of said block L 
bearing south fifty-four degrees thirty-five minutes thirty seconds v,rest eight feet four inches to thc new building-line in 
Oxford-strcct ; and thence on the south-west by that building-line bearing north fifty-five degrees forty-one minutes thirty 
seconds west eighty-six feet two and three-quarter inches, to tho point of commencement.

( And also all that piece or parcel nf land situated in thc parish of Alexandria, county of Cumberland, Colony of Xcw 
South Wales, be the hereinafter mentioned dimensions a. little more or less, containing by admeasurement one thousand 
three hundred and forty-five square feet, and being part of the land granted to Maria Zouch, by Crown grant dated 
thirtieth April, one thousand eight hundred and forty : Commencing at the intersection of the present building-line on thc 
south-west side of Oxford-street with thc south-east building-line of Marshall-street; and bounded thence on the north
east by said building-line of Oxford-street bearing south sixty-nmo degrees forty-six minutes thirty seconds east thirty-two 
feet five and a half inches and south forty-seven degrees thirty-seven minutes forty seconds east one hundred and forty 
feet seven mches to the northernmost corner of land now the property of H. E. Castle; thence on the sonth-west by the 
new building-line of Oxford-street bearing north forty-three degrees thirty-six minutes thirty seconds west one hundred 
and thirty-eight feet six inches and north fifty-five degrees forty-one minutes thirty seconds west thirty-seven feet one and 
a half inchto Marshall-street aforesaid ; and thence on the north-west by the southeast building-line of said Marshall- 
street bearing north fifty four degrees thirty-five minutes thirty seconds oast twel\ c feet five and three-quarter inches, to 
the point of commencement.

[Two Plans.]

Rj dney: Charles Totter, Goi crnnieut Printer —1834
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Legislative Assembly. ' 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

AUSTRALASIAN RIGHTS PURCHASE BILL.
(PETITION FROM TEE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OP TEE BOROUO-E OP RICHMOND IN FAVOUR OP.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 19 April, 1894.

To the Honorable the Speaker and to the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of tho Municipal Council of the Borough of Richmond, in New South 
Wales,—

Rebpectfttllt S ho wet i r;—

1. That the Bill now before your Honorable House, intituled “The Australasian Rights 
Purchase Bill,” etc., etc., has been under our consideration, aud we unanimously approve of it.

2. Thc peculiar situation of Richmond, being so near the Rivers Colo and Grose, enables us to 
confidently assure your Honorable House that the scheme for generating electric light and power, as 
proposed by tbe Bill, is calculated to confer great advantages upon tins Borough.

3. For many years the inhabitants of Richmond have waited for a feasible scheme for lighting the 
Borough. There is no probability that gas will be introduced, and even if it should be it is inferior to 
electricity. This Bill, therefore, if passed into law, will be the means of lighting the streets and houses 
of the Borough at a moderate cost.

. 1- Your Petitioners are deeply sensible of tho advautages which will accrue to the inhabitants of
Richmond by tbe introduction of the electric power as a cheap and highly efficient motive force for manu
factories, and they welcome the proposal to supply it.

5, Your Petitioners would further humbly represent that many persons now ineffectually seeking 
labour in and about this Borough would find profitable employment on the works at the Colo and Grose 
Rivers and other places along the main cable line. In addition, a very large sum of money must be spent 
in carrying out the works and maintaining the same from year to year, which will be of the utmost benefit 
to the inhabitants of this Borough and neighbourhood. •

6- Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to pass the 
Bill referred to, ■

7. And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 9 signatures^]

«

l a A] ■ 316—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OP MINES AND AGRICULTURE.
(ANNUAL EE POUT OP THE STOCK AND BRANDS BRANCH)

$rcsenirli to parliament im Commanii,

rlo The Honorable T. M. SlatterYj Esq., M.P., Minister por Mines and

Agriculture.
Sir,

In presenting tlie Report of the Acting Chief Inspector of Stock for thc 
year 1S93, I have the honor to invite attention to the increase of cattle during flic 
past year, and to suggest that this may to some extent he due to the prospective 
increase in dairying throughout the Colony.
. ^e decrease in the number of horses is so small as to need no notice, but it 
is very satisfactory to notice that in a large majority of the districts thc breed is 
improving in quality and that they were generally free from disease.

In the number of sheep there was at thc end of last year a decrease of 
1,099,420, due to the numbers boiled down, exported, and bad seasons in some 
districts. It is satisfactory to iind that the question of exporting frozen mutton 
is beginning to attract the attention due to so important a subject, and if the project 
which has been started to form a “ Graziers Meat Export Company ” should result 
in success, we may fairly hope that a large increase upon our present export of 
frozen mutton will follow. . There is ample room for considerable expansion, as the 
Acting Chief Inspector estimates the cast of fat sheep for the ensuing season at 
5,708,466, whereas so far as I have been able to ascertain our export of frozen 
meat for last year was only 48^,709 sheep, 47,241 haunches of mutton, and 4,670 
quarters of beef. Of course a quantity of tinned meat was exported, but the whole 
of our meat export hears no comparison to what it should be, considering the 
immense capabilities of this Colony and the practically unlimited market for our 
meat in Great Britain and tlie Continent. Representatives of some of tlie largo 
firms in England who have recently visited these colonies with the object of taking 
stock, of onr resources have assured the Department that in various parts of Great 
Entam there are immense markets which have not yet been tapped. Eor example, 
the opening of the Manchester Ship Canal will enable us to reach an immense popu
lation of well-paid artisans, who may be reasonably expected to become large con
sumers of Australian mutton. ‘

The success which has attended the introduction of this trade in New Zealand 
lias, no doubt, had much to do with the present desire in this Colony to enter 
vigorously into an enterprise which promises to become, in the near future, one of 
our most important branches of industry. It has been urged, and no doubt with 
truth, that the proximity of the shipping ports to the pastures of Xcw Zealand gives 
that Colony a great advantage over this Colony, and that consequently the success 
achieved in that Colony is no proof that the trade will be a success in this, but, ou 
thc other band, it is stated that in America, where thc trade is successfully conducted,

—A meat
[2,015 topics- Appmiinate Cost of Timting {labour and material], £31 3r. 0d.]
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meat is carried by rail 1,000 or even 1,400 miles to tbe port of shipment, and though 
the sea voyage from America to Great ^Britain is much shorter than from this Colony 
the distances by rail are so much greater that possibly it will be found that the 
conditions in this Colony will enable her to compete successfully with both of those 
countries. Our success will probably depend, in a large measure, upon the solution 
of the problem, how to kill our sheep on or near their pastures, and to bring 
them in the host condition, and at the smallest cost, to the port of shipment. 
However, we may expect to receive a full report from the Chief Inspector of Stock (Mr. 
Alexander Bruce) as the result of his investigations into thc meat trade in America, 
Canada, Great Britain, and the Continent, and, as he lias been actively advocating 
for so many years the export of our mutton, there can be little doubt that thc ques
tion will be exhaustively dealt with by him. While on tlie subject of export of 
frozen meat, I may perhaps be pardoned for inviting attention to the very satisfactory 
prices realised in London for rabbits recently sent there, and to suggest that by the 
aid of rabbit-proof netting an inexpensive mode of trapping on a large scale might 
he introduced which, if supplemented by the best methods of preparing for export, 
might enable this Colony to secure a large and profitable trade which would prove 
a boon to pastoralists and farmers, and give employment to a very large number 
of men.

As regards our wool clip for last year, it is gratifying to note that the estimate 
sIioavs an increase of 18,160,914 lb. OArer the clip of tbo previous year, and it is 
equally gratifying to note that each year the proportion of onr clip that is shipped 
at onr own ports of Sydney and Newcastle is increasing, A\rhile the proportion sent 
through Melbourne and Adelaide is decreasing.

I haA'e, &c.,
HABEIE WOOL,

Under Secretary.

Department of Mines and Agriculture, 
Sydney, 21st May, 1894.

*

The
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The Acting Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Stines.
Department of Mines and Jigriculture,

Sir, Stock and Brands Brandi, Sydney, 1 May. 1894.
I have the honor to submit my Beport of this Branch for the year 1893, and to state for your 

information that cattle have increased during the year to tho extent of 8,426, while horses and sheep have 
decreased during the same period, the former in the small number of 17, and the latter to the considerable 
extent of 1,099,426. The decrease in sheep is occasioned by large transactions in boiling down, bad 
seasons in some districts, and numbers exported. _ .

Several deaths have occurred among sheep in tho Colony during the year, but the numbers dying 
is not unusually large. A small percentage of deaths from pleuro-pneumonia has taken place among cattle, 
but has not been so extensive as to warrant any special reference thereto. Altogether, I am pleased to 
state that thc health of the flocks and herds generally will bear favourable comparison with former years, 
allowing for altered circumstances, which are herein referred to.

Recently reports have readied this office from some districts of several deaths among sheep, and 
as some of these have occurred rather suddenly, the cause has been attributed to anthrax. _

From tlie description of the vslrious organs after post mortem examination, I am convinced that the 
greater portion of the losses are not occasioned by anthrax, but rather to anaemia, consequent upon 
dropsical affection induced by liver rot, or fluke, in an advanced stage.

I am further conviuced that much of these losses, from the disease last referred to, may be averted 
by change in the system of management. _

Sheep have been placed upon country for years past which in the first instance, in my opinion, was 
never naturally intended for them, and by continuously stocking, aud in some cases, overstocking this 
country, many of the original and virgin herbages and grasses have been eaten out. The surface features 
of the land have also changed by reason of storages of water in swamps, and breaking out of springs, and 
in many instances little or no attention has been paid to drainage of land which is naturally devoid of all 
saline properties, and by that reason most favourable to propagation by natural agencies of fluke, and 
owners bare not, as a preventive, used salt plentifully in addition to sulphate of iron, but have, in many 
instances, had recourse to these substances when tbe disease has become firmly established. _

These alternatives arc not cures, merely preventives, and tending to assist any natural defect in 
thc country by supplying thc requisites to maintain health.

Further, sheep of thc same age are, to a largo extent, kept in the same paddocks for many months 
without any change ; this in itself is a mode calculated to induce disease, and it is only reasonable to sup
pose that a change of diet is most necessary and essential to good health in sheep, as in all other animals.

Sheep of different ages require different feed, as an animal of a year old or loss^ cannot digest, 
thrive, and maintain in good health upon the same diet as an animal of mature age. Xcifher can those 
that have passed the prime of life assimilate tho same class of food as those of a more youthful age. _

I am convinced that were sheep changed with tolerable frequency into other paddocks (although it 
is some labour and trouble to do so) the results would in every way compensate, aud the death-rates, as 
occurring lately, would he.1, 1 am sure, considerably reduced, and I would desire, with all respect, to place 
these suggestions before the owners of sheep in Ibis Colony in the hope that they may be induced to 
practically test tho mode herein described, and lhe results will, as before stated, I feel sure, be in every 
way'satisfactory. ... .

Regarding anthrax, 1 regret to state it is undoubtedly increasing, and is largely attributable to tbe 
non-destruction by fire of animals dying from that disease, there is no better or more effectual means of 
destroying sources of infection than lire, and all animals dying from whatever cause should he completely 
destroyed by that means, and there is no surer way of disseminating this disease than leaving dead 
carcasses on the surface undestroyed. I have instructed the various inspectors to be vigilant in detecting 
and rigorously prosecuting and pressing for fullest, penalties allowed by law, all persons leaving dead stock 
undestroyed on the travelling stock reserves or within the legal distance Q- a mile) of any public road. _

The decrease of sheep during the year is principally through large numbers being boiled down, m 
consequence of saleable prices not being obtained otherwise. The past year has been one of universal 
depression, and its effects have been most keenly felt by those engaged in grazing and pastoral, pursuits, 
but with the interest taken in, and attention being devoted to freezing and preserving meat in this Colony, 
I anticipate matters relating io stock will considerably improve in the very near future.

In order to increase the size of the frames of the sheep in this Colony in tho future, and render, 
them more suitable for export a. number of coarse-woo lied sheep—Lincolns, Border Leicester, and 
Romney Marsh rams—have been imported from hfew Zealand. The judicious mailing of these with our 
well-grown Merino owes should result in a breed of sheep of good marketable size. Some 1,300 of ihe 
rams before referred lo arrived here during the year and have been forwarded to different parts of this 
Colony for breeding purposes, and 1 anticipate a much larger number of a similar class of rams (and 
probably ewes also) will be imported here during 1S94 for the same purposes.

I beg to point out the very great losses that occur to this Colony owing to many parts being infested 
with the Bathurst burr, and the great necessity for legislation on the subject, so that this useless, 
destructive weed may he destroyed, as the depreciation in value caused by the prevalence of this noxious 
growth is almost incalculable.

During tbe year I have inspected the following District Inspectors’ Offices, and their hooks and 
work:—Balranald, Bourke, Cannonbar, Condobolin, Deniliquin, Dubbo, Borbes, Gundagai, Hay,Ilillston, 
Ivanhoe, Menindic, Molong, Naranderra, Narrabri, Tirana, AVniiaaring, "Wentworth, and AVilcannia.

This necessitated very considerable travelling and in some instances great difficulty owing to some 
portions of the Colony being flooded. .

I found tho officers in most eases performing their duties satisfactorily, while in a few cases they 
were not so, and T have recommended some retirements and changes which have been approved and carried 
into effect, and which I have every reason to believe will have the effect of improving the tone oi this 
Branch, j. am of opinion and would recommend that the whole of the inspectors’ offices and their work 
should bo pcrsonallv examined by the Chief Inspecior or some responsible officer of this Branch once 
every year. This action would, J. feel sure, conduce to greater efficiency, by keeping thc head of tho 
Branch in more direct touch with his country inspectors, as personal examination into these duties and 
the manner in which they are performed, and notation of events referring to stock reserves, &c., is at all

times
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times more valuable tlian documentary reports only. Further, the various owners of holdings whom I 
met during my visit were very pleased to meet the Acting Chief Inspector, and expressed the hope that 
thc visits would be more frequent than hitherto, and any of the Boards of Directors I met expressed tho 
same sentiment, and even went so far as to say that they considered these annual inspections a positive 
necessity. In travelling in the Bourke and Wanaaring districts I observed large numbers of camels or 
dromedaries roaming about the country and grazing uncontrolled ; these animals are no doubt useful for 
carrying purposes in a climato such as the district referred to, but in my opinion they should be made 
amenable to tbe laws that regulate the movements and grazing of other stock. The Impounding and 
Public Watering-places Acts, I suggest, should at thc earliest possible moment be amended, and their 
provisions extended to include these animals. The Brands Act I think should be also so amended as to 
include the necessary provision to allot brands, so that these animals should be branded and thus ownership 
established, for at the present time it is almost impossible for any but an Afghan to identify them, aud in 
tbe absence of proof of ownership it is most difficult to substantiate any action for trespass, &e., &c.
_ The Brands Act as at present in existence, in my opinion, should be amended with respect to brand
ing horses and cattle, .and different portions of the hides of cattle selected for imprinting brands upon 
than those at present in existence, and which are found to interfere very seriously with the commercial 
value of the hides, for use subsequently as leather—other and less valuable portions of the hides should be 
chosen for branding, i.e., such as the cheek, neck, or low down on the forearm or thigh. The portions 
of the hide here suggested to be branded upon, under the altered circumstances under which cattle are 
now kept as compared with the manner years ago (when the Act was passed), would be, in my opinion, 
quite as effectual for purposes of recognition, and would result In considerable increase of price for the 
animals and their hides.

It has frequently been reported during the year that bares in the more settled districts are 
becoming a source of trouble and great loss, and some persons oven go so far as to say they threaten to 
become more disastrous than the rabbits. '

In my opinion this is at) exaggeration. No doubt hares are very destructive both to orchards and 
farms ; but these, by comparison with thc vast area of Crown lands upon which sheep are depastured and 
where the rabbits prevail unduly, reducing th? country to the state of almost perpetual drought, is widely 
dissimilar to the ravages of hares, who practically confine their depredations to tho smaller areas of 
orchards and farms, which in most instances are freeholds, or presumably so. These properties may be 
wire-netted by individual owners in the cases of orchards, and in the same manner, in groups, the farms. 
The cost of so doing is not an insurmountable difficulty.

, This course has been adopted in the rabbit-infosted country over immense areas of Crown lands, 
with the prospect of an earlv termination of lease, in very self-interest protection ; and it, I thmk, may 
with advantage be followed by owners of freehold or leasehold properties.

Altogether I think the work of protecting such properties as orchards and farms from intrusion of 
hares may be undertaken .at a cost not inconsistent with the value of the property to be defended, and 
the desired results obtained by the use of wire-netting as before stated. ’

Some experiments not yet completed are being carried out at Moss Vale under the direction of 
Dr. Cobb, who is, and has for some months been, scientifically engaged in investigating worms and other 
parasites affecting sheep, and it is hoped that, when his labours in this matter have been completed, much 
valuable information may be obtained.

During the year a quarantine for ships' stock has been established at the port of Newcastle, and 
has been extensively used ; so much so that it has been found necessary to erect additional buildings for 
tho accommodation of animals that may be quarantined there. “

I have, Ac.,
BICTI. D. .TONES.

Acting Chief Inspector of Stock.

RECORD OF INSPECTORS’ WORK.
Tho Colony is now divided into sixty-four Sheep Districts, and there are forty-eight Staff Inspectors 

employed, who have made the following inspections during the year 1893 :— ’
Stock, including horses, cattle, and sheep 
Reserves ...
Public Pounds 
Commons...
Dogs ...
Pigs ...
Under Pastures and Stock Protection Act 
Under Public Watering-places Act ...

being an average of 853 inspections by each inspector.
Total

23,911 inspections.
4.313 

359 
C03

1.313 
1,G5S 
7,0-15 
1,696

...40,928

. The total number of stock inspected was 149,593 horses, 1,000,612 cattle, and 28,499,037 sheep. 
This shows a decrease of 25,821 sheep inspected during 1893, as compared with the previous year, while 
there is an increase of 13,240 horses, and 75,847 cattle. '

Homebu&h Sale-yards.
The whole of the stock arriving at these yards were carefully inspected on each sale day, by an 

Inspector of Stock and the G-ovemmont Veterinarian, with the result that a considerable number were 
condemned as unfit for human consumption. The numbers of stock submitted to auction were as follows

Cattle, 110,450 head.
Sheep, 3,209,691 head.

a weekly avearge of 2,124 cattle, and 61,725 sheep. Compared with 1892 this is a decrease of 100 cattle, 
and an increase of 13,317 sheep per week. These inspections occasionally lead to the detection of stolen 
stock, as the inspector’s duty requires him to compare the brands and marks on tbo stock with those in 
the permits and travelling statements accompanying them. These documents are filed in this office for 
reference, and are frequently referred to by persons inquiring about stock supposed to have boon stolen.

Inspector*'
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Inspectors' Mileage. ,
_ During tlio past year the staff of forty-eight inspectors travelled over a distance of 182,688 miles 

while on duty, an average of 8,806 each per annum.

Prosecutions and Convict ions obtained.

Under what Act. No. of
Prosecutions.

No. of 
Convictions.

Diseases in Sheep Acts ................................................... ........................... 86 65
Imported Stock Acts.............. . .. ......................................................
liegi stration of Brands Acts ......................................... ................ 9 8
Pastures and Stock Protection Acfs ... ... ... ... ... 163 139
Public Watering-places Act............................................................................... 54 33
Impounding Acts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 6
Diseased Animals and Meat Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 8 8

Total ................................................................... 320 259

The large number of cases under tbe Pastures and Stock Protection Acts were principally against 
owners who had failed to make returns of their stock at the proper time. In this repect it has been 
known for some time past that some owners have been in ihe habit of making incorrect and insufficient 
returns, and the inspector at Braidwood has, during the past two years, been successful in obtaining 
convictions against several persons for so doing, and thc energy displayed by him in working up these 
cases is deserving of special notice.

Altogether, the number of prosecutions were less than those in 1892.

HOUSES.
Tho number of horses in thc 

was as follows:—
Year. No.
1861 
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871

25 i,497 
233.220 
273,389 
262,554 
284,567 
282,587 
278,437 
280,201 
280,818 
280,304 
337,597

Colony during tbe thirty-three years previous to and including 1893
Year. No. Year. No. '
1872 ... ... 304,100 1883 ... ... 326,964
1873 ... ... 328,408 1884 ... ... 337,172
1874 ... ... 334,462 1885 ... ... 344,697
1875 ... ... 357,697 1886 ... ... 361,663
1876 ... ... 366.703 1887 ... ... 390,609
1877 ... ... 328,150 1888 ... ... 411,368 '
1878 ... ... 336,468 1889 ... ... 430,777
1879 ... ... 300,038 1890 ... ... 444,163
1830 ... ... 395,984 1891 ... ... 459,755
1881 ... ... 398,577 1892 ... ... 481,416
1882 ... ... 328,026 1893 ... ... 481.399

Showing a decrease of only 17 on the number returned for the previous pear. In Appendix A will be 
found a return of tho number of horses in each sheep district of the Colony, also tho numbers of cattle 
and sheep, and total number of pigs.

Breed of Horses.
Under this bead tbe inspectors’ returns give tbe different breeds of horses as follows :—

OrdiwiiT. Thoroughbred. Totul.
Draught......................................... 127,508 21,010 148.518
Light harness ............................ 107,89-4 16,708 124,602
Saddle ......................................... 176.545 31,734 208,279

Grand Total ............................ 481,399

Horses introduced into the Colony,
Prom other Australian Colonies.—By sea—190 stud horses and mares, and 760 ordinary horses aud 

marcs; total, 950. Overland—42 stud horses, and 8 stud mares, aud 4,600 ordinary horses and mares; 
total, 4,650.

Prom England and Poreign Countries.—During the year 22 horses were imported into the Colony 
from England and other countries, and were subjected to the prescribed quarantine of fourteen days 
before being allowed to go inland. Particulars as to number and breed of these horses are given below.

Foreign Horses imported.

Nunc of Importer. Address. Where Imiwrted 
from.

Cleveland Bays.

Horses. Jlares.

Philip Charley ...
A. A. Dan gar........
E. de Lopez ......
K. Gordon ........
J. Inglis and Son
George Kiss ......
Mrs. .fames White

Belmont Park, Bielnnoiid England
Keotsfiold, Singleton.....j ,,
Sydney .......................  America
Queensland..............
Sydney ...................

Kirklmm, Narellan

India.

Batavia.. 
England

S

2

4

4

Breeds.

Thoroughbred. Arabs. Trotting. Total.

Horses. Marcs.
i

Horses. Marcs. Horsts. Marcs.

6
... | i 1

i 1... I ... i 1
... i ... i 1
... 1 i 1
4 | 7 • ’ 11

4 j 9
1 . .

2 ... i
i .

... 1 22
1
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Horses fit for sale, and number imported, improvement, fc.
In llio several districts of thc Colony inspectors’ reports show that there are 2G.385 draught, 27,222 

light harness and 39,430 saddle horses fit lor market, while of this number 2.1,800 are considered suitable 
for requirements of India aud China.

3,302 horses were exported during; the year. Forty-six districts report horses as improving in 
quality, and this is attributed to the introduction of thoroughbred entires, breeding from good mares, aud 
generally paying more attention to the rules of breeding. Fifteen districts report that there is no 
improvement in the quality of horses, while iu three districts they are said to have deteriorated. 
Unfortunately too much attention is paid in these days to thc breeding of galloways for racing purposes, 
to the detriment of the horse stock generally. A tax on entiresis advocated by alargenumber of breeders 
on this account, and which I think is desirable.

Disease.
The horses were very free from disease during the year. Anthrax was reported in three districts* 

Australian Strmghalt in three districts, aud Strangles, but only in a mild form, in eighteen districts- 
Prurigo (mange) is still reported to have shown itself in some of the coast districts, but not to any great 
extent. When this disease 'makes its appearance owners should see at once to the cleanliness of thc 
horse’s body, and wash with caustic soda and water, £ ok. to a pint of water, which gives good results. 
Onlv two districts report influenza, while glanders is unknown. A few horses have been, attacked 
with blindness, which is being inquired into by this Department. (See Appendix II as to treatment for 
Influenza.)

Thc estimated total losses in horses from disease, accidents, and other causes amount to 8,040.

CATTLE.
The returns of cattle in the Colony duringtlie thirty-three years ending 31st December, 1893, stand 

as follows:—
Year. No. Year. No. Year. No.

18(51. ... ... 2.271,923 1872 ... ... 2.287,660 1SS3 ... ... 1,640,753
1862 ... ... 2,620,383 1873 ... ... 3,794.327 1884 ... ... 1,425,130
1863 ... ... 2,032,522 1874 ... ... 2,856,699 1885 ... ... 1,317,315
1864 ... ... 1,924,119 1875 ... ... 3,134,086 1886 ... ... 1,367,844
1865 ... ... 1,961,905 1876 ... ... 3.131,013 18S7 ... ... 1,575,487
1866 .. ... 1.771,809 1877 ... ... 2,746,385 1888 ... ... 1.622,907
1867 ... ... 1,728,427 1878 ... ... 2,771,583 1889 ... ... 1,741.592
1868 ... ... 1,761,411 1879 ... ... 2,914,210 1890 ... ... 1,909,009
1869 ... ... 1,795,904 1880 ... ... 2,580,040 1891 ... ... 2,046,347
1870 ... ... 2,195,096 1881 ... ... 2,597,348 1892 ... ... 2,147,074
1871 ... ... 2.014,888 1882 ... ... 1,859,985 1893 ... ... 2,155,500

From the above it will bo seen there was an increase of 8,426 cattle during the year 1893, and an 
increase of 514,747, as against lhe decennial year 1SS3.

The number of cattle in each of the Sheep Districts of thc Colony will be found in Appendix A. 
209,235 head of cattle were introduced from other colonies during the year, and 60,567 exported.

Breeds of Cattle.
Pure ami Stud. Ordinary. Total.

Shorthorns ................ ................ 58,524 701,404 759,928
Hereford............................ ............... 31,901 220,687 252,588
Devon ................ 11,844 64,699 76,543
Black-polied ............... 1,535 2,110 3,645
Itei-polled ............... 21 24
Ayrshire ... 5,558 15,319 20,877
Alderncvs... ............... 2,018 2,130 4,148
Highland............................ ............... 32 2 34
Holstciu............................ ............... 117 181 298
Jersey ................ 1,449 1,822 3,271
Buffalo .............. 7 7
Crosses (first crosses) ............... 6,630 1,027,507 1,034,137

Grand Total . 2.155,500

The crosses arc estimated as follows 
Shorthorn and Hereford ... 338,105
Shorthorn and Devon ... ... «■« ... 130,531
Hereford and Devoir ... 62,480
Shorthorn and Black-polled 13,313
Ayrshire and Shorthorn 36.219
Alderney and Shorthorn 81
.Torscy and Shorthorn ... 2,000
Unrecognisable ... ... 445,408

Total............................ ... 1,034,137

Cattle
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, Cattle Introduced into the Colon}/.
Projc othe& AusTitALrAir Cohosies.—By eea—25 stud bulls, 32 stud cows; total, 57.

Overland—17 stud bulls, 7 stud cows, 209,lud ordinary 
cattle; total, 209,178.

From Fngland. 
Foheigs Cattle imported.

Breeds. ,

Names and AddrcaBQS of Importers.
Where

Imported
From.

Shorthorns. Polled Anjjm Jersey.
Total.

Halos. Females. Males, Females, Hales. Females. Maks. Females.

A. A. Company, Warrah ..............
Captain Smith, Newcastle .............
Mrs. James While, Kirkham......

England ...
jj ...

” -

2
2 '

2 2

2 2 2 2 e 2

Increase and Decrease of Cattle. .
From thirty-four districts the cattle are reported as increasing;, the principal reasons given beiug 

good seasons, introduction of large numbers of store cattle from Queensland, and more owners having 
taken to breeding cattle and stocking up their runs. The remaining districts say the cattle aro decreasing 
through sales, owners not breeding or stocking up and changing for sheep.

The “ Cast', of Fat and Store Cattle.
The estimated “east” of fat cattle to be sent to market during the coming year is 342.734, and 

store cattle, 299,086. From fourteen districts the fat cattle are principally sent to Victoria; from two 
districts they are principally sent to South Australia and Tasmania; and the remaining districts supply 
the markets of Sydney, Maitland, Mudgee, Fathurst, Orange, Goulbiirn, Tam worth, and Albury. The 
principal markets for store cattle are Mu swell brook. Maitland, Goulburn, Vagga Wagga, and Wodonga, 
in Victoria.

Hole kept.
The number of cattle kept wholly in paddocks is returned as 1,725,093 ; on open runs, 281,033 ; 

and tho balance, 149,374, are depastured both ways.

Improvement and Deterioration.
In thirty-nine districts the cattle are said to be improving; in twenty districts they aro 

stationary; and in five districts deteriorating. The principal reasons given for the improvement are— 
introduction of good stud stock; more attention and care iu selection aud breeding of stock, more 
particularly those for dairying purposes; also, in culling and keeping in paddocks. Tlie reason given 
for deterioration is inattention to breeding, many owners breeding from all sorts without respect to breed 
or quality, and using the same blood for years.

Their Diseases and Ailments.
Fleuro-pneumonia.—Inspectors’ reports show' that this disease existed in twenty-four districts, and 

that the cattle on 150 runs were affected; while the other districts are reported to be free from the disease.
Cumberland Disease,—From seven districts tbe number of cattle reported to have died from this 

form of anthrax is 562.
Symptomatic Anthrax or Blackleg is reported to have carried off 923 head in nine districts.
Tuberculosis.—Cattle to the number of 3,370 are reported from thirty districts to have died of 

cancer and tubercular swellings in the throat.
Bed Water.—From two districts 16 deaths are recorded. The disease is prevalent in certain 

localities in the coast country at particular seasons, more so in spring.
Ophthalmia occasionally assumes an epidemic form, and the numbers attacked are in some cases 

considerable, causing much temporary inconvenience to stock from blindness. Outbreaks have beeu 
reported from four districts. ■

Poisonous Plants.—From eight districts deaths to thc number of 930 are reported through eating 
supposed poisonous plants.

SHEEP.
sheep in the Colony during the thirty-three years ending 31st December, 1893,The number of 

stands as follows:—
Year, No.

1861 ... ... 6,119,169
1862 ... ... 6,558,896
1863 ... ... 7,169,126
1864 ... ... 9,082,463
1865 ... ... 9,650,106
1866 ... ... 11,644,593
1867 ... ... 15,066,377
1868 ... ... 16,000,090
1869 ... ... 16,848,217
1870 ... ... 16,218,825
1871 ... ... 16,766,012

Tear. No.
1872 ... ... 17,873,696
1873 ... ... 18.990,595
1874 ... ... 22,797,416
1875 ... ... 25,353,924
1876 ... ... 25,269,755
1877 ... ... 21,521,662
1878 ... ... 25.479.484
1879 ... ... 30,062,910
1880 ... ... 35,398,121
1881 ... ... 36.591,946
1882 ... . 36,114,814

Year No.
1883 ... ... 37,915,510
1884 ... ... 31,060,321
.1885 ... ... 37,820,906
1886 ... ... 39,169,304
1887 ... ... 46,965,152
1888 ... ... 46,503,469
1889 ... ... 50,106.768
1890 ... .. 55,986,431
1891 ... ... 61,831,416
1892 ... ... 58,080,114
1893 ... ... 56.980,688

The
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The number of sheep in the several Sheep Districts will be found in Appendix A.
A statement has been prepared, and will be found as Appendix giving the number of owners in 

each district with sheep from l to 500, 501 to 1,000, 1,001 to 2,000, 2,001 to 5,000, 5,001 to 10,000, 
10,001, to 20,000, 20,001 to 50,000, 50,001 to 100,000,100,001 nod ujnvards, together with the number of 
sheep respectively owned by cacli class of owners in tbe several districts.

Increase and Decrease.
This shows a decrease for the whole Colony of 1,099,426.

_ The number of sheep imported during the year was 1,017,253, and the number exported 933,012, 
being an increase in the imports over thc exports of 84,241 sheep.

The different Breeds. 
Merino. 

Combing,

Pure and stud—Superfine ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

Bams.
69,113
87,919

Ewes. Wethers.
693,606 378,666

2,371,449 1,888,721

Lambs.
422,529

1,156,978

Total. 
1,503,914 
5,505,067 

_7,068^81

Pure and stud—Medium ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

53,599
152,739

1,345,291 753,888
7,373,614 5,398,126

633,720
3,212,083

2,780,498
16,136,562
18,923,060

Pure and stud—Strong ... 
Ordinary ............................

49,636
109,246

1,127,412 822.329
4,220,509 3,984,541

545.102
2,118,213

2,544,479
10,438,509
12,982,988

Total, Combing ... ................. 38,975,029

Pure and stud—Superfine 7.. 
Ordinary ... ...

14,061
25,688

Clothing.
265,606 195,972
535,264 550,388

126,608
221,015

602,247
1,332,355
1,1)34,602

Pure and stud—Medium ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

28,610
68,623

803,031 512,268
2,995,166 1,913,151

350,825
1,184,276

1,694,764
6,161.216
7,855,930

Pure and stud—Strong ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

24,030
45,371

657,131 516,099
1,751,027 1,651,470

351,726
781,794

1,548,986
4,229,662
5,778,648

Total, Clothing ... 15,569,230

Total number of Merino Sheep ... ................ 54,544,259

Pure and stud—Lincoln ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

Ion/}-
21,384
23,090

teoollcd'and cross-lred Sheep.
78,824 60,953

120,071 102,857
54,600

108,358
215,760
354,376

Total, Lincoln ... ................. 570,142

Pure and stud—Leicester ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

5,299
4,237

35,753 21,804
48,264 56,236

24,127
38,350

86,983
147,087

■ Total, Leicester .. 234,070

Pure and stud—Downs ... 
Ordinary ... ...

609
205

3,206 434
3,960 2,239

1,958
1,312

6,207
7,716

Total, Downs ... ................. 13,923

Pure and stud—Komney Marsh 
Ordinary ... ... ...

501
133

254 .......
5,500 5,400

1,530
9,804

2,285
20,902

Tolal, Komney Marsh 23,187

Total number, Long-woolled Sheep 841,322

Crosses of the above breeds 
(long-woolled) with Merino 
principally.

12,227
Crosses.

454,705 679,728

Total, Crosses ... .

418,387 1,595,107

1,595,107

Grand total ... ,f, r« r ■ « 4 « Lr16,980,688
Sexes
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Bams .. 
.Ewes .. 
Wethers 
Lambs ..

Sexes and Classes.

Total ............................

Sheep introduced and imported into the Colony, 
Atjsthalias- Sheep i^teoduced.

796,355 
2d,895,703 
19,d95,275 
11,793,355

56.980,688

Overland from other CWothw.—Stud sheep, 7,415 ; ordinary, 1,004,504; total, 1,011,919.
By sea from other Colonies.—’>,271) stud sheep were introduced from the other Australian Colonies 

by sea, particulars of those sold at the annual stud sales are given in Appendix C.
The prohibition against the introduction of sheep, as well as all other stock, from Western 

Australia is still in force.

'Foreign sheep imported from England. •
Fifty-five stud sheep were imported from England, and passed through quarantine iu Sydney 

before going inland. These were isolated for sixty days, and dressed three times with a mixture of tobacco 
and sulphur, in terms of tho Regulations of 10th January, 1893. The following table gives the names, 
addresses, &c., of thc importers:—

Name of Owner or Importer. Address.

Breeds Imported.

Lincoln, Border Leicester. Shropshire. Southdown. Total.

limns. Ewes. Hams. Ewes. Hums. Kwcs. Ranis. Ewes. Rams, Ewes.

T, P, W illFflllen and R. Q-. Hipgms Quirindi .............. 12 1211. M\ Snt tor & Co..................... 1 10 io0‘^oil & Sons............................ 2 1
H. M. linird ........................... Coomn.................... "i 10

... ... 2
2F. I\ Giljscm ........................ Tiranna., Goulburn -4 2 10 2 10Mrs. James White................... Kirldiiuiij Narcliau 2 2

Solomon Wiseman..................... 4 4 .4.
Total... IS 3 20 2 10 2 j ... 25 30

The “ Cast" of Fat and Store Sheep.
Tlie annual11 cast” of fat sheep for the ensuing season is estimated at 5,708,466, and store sheen, 

6,656,2/1. '

How Sheep are kept.

no,514,399 
697^639 
768,650

. 56,980,688
Condition of the Flocks.

In fifty-one districts the sheep are said to be improving, the principal reasons given being more 
attention to breeding, paddoeking, introduction of high-class rams and ewes, more careful classing and 
culling, better management, and good seasons.

In ten districts they are said to be slationai'y, and in three districts they are deteriorating, Tlie 
reasons given are effects of had seasons, breeding from inferior ewes, bad management, bad selection of 
rams, and purchase of stores.

Shepherded 
Loth ways ,,,

Lambing.
From a return of the autumn, winter, and spring lambings obtained from the Inspector for each 

blieep .District, the average percentage of lambing for the whole Colony is estimated at 69 per cent, i.e. 
calculating the number of lambs marked on the number of ewes put to the rams. The autumn lambing 
was the highest, averaging 70-7 per cent., while thc spring and winter lambings averaged 677 and 637 per 
cent, respectively. => o ^

Thc Clip.
Average per Sheep.

Lambs —Thc number of lambs shorn in ihe grease was 7,482,936 ; the number washed, 169,698 ■ 
total lambs shorn, 7,652,634.

Sheen. The number of sheep shorn in the grease was 45,443,757; hot water and spout-washed 
/,000; creek-washed, 85,169 ; and scoured, 1,000,549 ; total sheep shorn, 46,536,475. ’

Ihe average weights of the dip aro estimated as follows :—
Lambs. Sheen.

Crease
Creek-washed 
Scoured ..

lb. oz. lb. oz.
2 1 5 15
15 3 5

................ 3 5
341—B Total
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The
Tolal Clip. ,

total clip in the Colony for thc year 1S93. according to the number of sheep, would be:— 
45,348,737 sheep shorn in the grease; average clip, 5 lb. 15 oz. per sheep ‘ 269,258,24-5 lbs. 

81,169 „ . creek-washed „ 3 „ 5 „ „ — 282,122 „
1,007,549 „ scoured „ 3 „ 5 „ „ ■ 3,337,506 „
7,482,936 lambs shorn in the grease ., 2 ,, 1 „ per lamb - 15,433,556 „

169,098 .. washed „ 1 „ 5 „ ., 222,729 ,,

288,534.158 lbs.
Showing an increase of 18,160,914 lb, on the previous year’s clip.

The estimated total weight of the clip is considerably over that of the previous year, but the number 
of sheep shorn was less, while the number of lambs was greater than that for 1892. The average clip 
per fleece for sheep and lambs is also higher, owing to the good seasons, good condition of the sheep, runs 
not being overstocked, and improved quality of the sheep.

m Condition of Clip.
In twenty-seven districts the clip is reported as sound and containing a good supply of yolk ; iu 

twenty districts sound, although dellcient in yolk; and in remaining districts weak, owing to absence of 
yolk. On the -whole thc clip was clean, but in a few districts the value of the wool was affected by 
grass-seed and bum.

Exportation of Clip.
The clip grown in the Colony of New South Wales is shipped principally to England, America, 

Erance, and Germany, and considerable portions of it is so from tbe ports of the three neighbouring 
Colonies, as well as from Sydney and Newcastle. The portions of our clip thus shipped from the other 
Colonies is often mistaken as the produce of those Colonies, more particularly for that of Victoria and 
South Australia. *

The following is an estimate of the clip sent to Sydney, and also the proportion sent across tlie 
Borders and to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane for the years 1892 and 1893 :—

1'ort of Shipment.

1802. 1693.

Greasy. Washed. Total. j Gi-onsy. Washed. Total.

Sydney .............................
Xfilbournti ............................
A<1H aide .........................
Brisbane .........................

]h.
2 05,370,(538 

46,884,104, 
12.756,674 

266,344

lb.
3,206,462 , 

6(5,782 
683,240

lb.
200,167,100
47,490,886
13,439,914

266,344

lb.
218,563,673

63,330,634
12,456,645

331,849

ib.
2,544,400

408,692
700.256

lb.
221,108,082 

53,838,326 
13,255,001 

33J ,849

265,777,700 4,595,454 270,373,244 284,691,801 j 3,842,357 238,534,158

This shows an increase in the quantity of wool shipped during the year from the Ports of Sydney 
and Newcastle of 1],940,982 lb., as compared with that shipped in 1892.

Classing of Clip.
In thirty-seven districts the clip is reported as having been well classed. In thc other districts it is 

not considered to have been so, thc reasons given being, owners consider it does not pay. that prices 
obtained are no better, also want of convenience, sheds not large enough to warrant expense, aud tho 
difficulty of obtaining competent wool-sorters.

Wool-presses.
A great number of different kinds of presses arc used ; those most in favour arc Perrier’s Patent 

and Williams’ aud Bobinson’s ; rack screw and pinion presses are used. There is still room for improve
ment in the mode of pressing, especially by the owners of small clips.

Woolpacks. '
Tbo woolpacks used arc mostly Calcutta and Dundee, of various sizes, from 4 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft. 2 in. 

to 5 ft. 3 in., and tho weight from 10 to 12 lb.
Ou sixty holdings the wool is dumped before leaving.

SJieej^-irnndii and Marks.
During thc year 1893 thc number of Sheep Brands and Ear-marks recorded, transferred, and 

cancelled were as follows ;— ■
Uncorded.

Eire Brands ... ... ... ... ...
Tar do .....................................................
Ear-marks ... ... ... ...

Total

Transfers.
Fire Brands.....................................................
Tar do ... ... ... ...
Ear-marks ... ... ... ... ...

Total ... ...

223
1,699
1,008

2,930

59
159
131

349
Cancelled.
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Cancelled.
Fire Brands ... ... ... ... ...
Tar do ... ... ... ... ...
Ear-marks ... ... ... ... ...

■ Thc large increase in the number o I' cancellalions arises from tho revision which has been carried 
out of the Sheep Brands and Marks Directory, and the cancellation of all Brands and Marks of owners who 
have died, or who have parted with the holdings for which the Brands and Marks were recorded. This 
work has now hecn completed and will it is believed render tho identification of ownership of sheep a 
much easier matter than hitherto,

Ear-marking and Tattoo-marking..
In all districts tlie system of car-marking sheep is now generally carried out, and the system of 

tattoo-marking is mostly used by owners of stud-sheep, not as yet to any great extent in the case of 
ordinary flock sheep, but where tried it has been found to be a good preventive to sheep-stealing.

ital ...

301
773
425

1,502

DISEASES IN SHEEP.

Scai.—The flocks in this Colony and in the Colonics of Queensland. Victoria, South Australia, 
New Zealand, and Tasmania are free from scab. .It exists, but to a very slight extent, in ’Western 
Australia, but it is hoped that Colony will soon be declared clean. The importation of sheep from 
"WesternAustralia into this Colony is still prohibited, as well as all other stock.

Anthrax.—There have been no serious outbrcaks'of anthrax during tbe past year. Several owners 
have had their sheep vaccinated with M. Pasteur's “ Vaccine for Anthrax.” with satisfactory results, as 
shown below. '

Statement showing the result of Vaccinations for Anthrax during year 1893.

‘SCJ _J
V

7 « a =
3

Number of 
Sheep 

Vaccinated,

Were anv
Sheep dying
when they 
were vacci

nated?

Number of 
vaccinations, 
Ifct, 2ml, ami 

3rd,

Number 
of deaths 
after 1st 
inochia- 

tiou.

Numl>er 
of death1! 
after 2nd 
i occi na

tion.

Number 
of deaths 
after Ilrd 
vaccina

tion.

Slate of Weather duting 
Vaccination.

1

2

8,000

9,400
7.000 
1,600
2.000 
3,500 
2,600

12,000
40,900

3,000
3,000

000
24,000

1,600
100
180

°nrl 100 Tah* ....... . ........... . .......................

1st & 2nd Cool..................................... ... ...... ......

d
>i *....... ..

B

2
l

i> ....... ......
}) ........ ........

........................................
j) i** *i
?i •*,*.* 11 ......

Mild .......................................

0
10
11
32
13
14 
ll

>i ........
Yds . ... ........ ........

J J .........
26

300
2d

1 ... .
>> .......
J) ....... .

16
ft '•
J> ........ ........

119,380 425 25

Kematks.

unteil in 1H92.

100
6,400

Foot-rot—In thirty-eight districts the sheep have been more or less affected with foot-rot during 
the year, the reasons given being continued wet seasons, running on low rich pasture, unsound country, 
and diseased land. The principal remedies tried, with careful paring, were butyr of antimony and 
Milestone, bluestone and kerosene, arsenic, arsenic and lime, bine vitriol, sulphate of rapper, carbolic 
acid, and nitric acid—with satisfactory results. Of these, .bluestone and butyr of antimony have been 
most effective for hand-dressing, and arsenic and bluestone in troughs. For the dressings recommended 
by tbe Government Veterinarian, see Appendix G.

Fhtlce.—In twenty-nine districts tbe sheep were affected with fluke, through ■wot seasons, 
depasturing on low swampy ground, unsound country, and rank pasture. The preventives used were salt, 
tar, and turps, sulphate of iron, and Liverpool salt and sulphur, with good results ; but the best course, 
where it, can bo followed, is to remove the sheep to salt-bush country, and. where that cannot be dofie, to 
keep the country free from surface-water by means of drains run with a plough and helped with a spade, 
and burn the grass when opportunity offers, besides giving the licks mentioned. i .

Parasitic Worms.—In thirty-two districts the sheep are reported as having been infested with, 
worms to an extent of (say) 10J per cent. In seventeen districts the sheep are reported as having been 
infested with stomach, lung, and tape worms; in seven districts with stomach and tape worms; in six 
districts with stomach worms; and in one district with lung-worms. The prevalence of the worms is 
attributable to the frequent summer rains following upon a wet winter, which lessoned the nutrition in 
the pasture and lowered the stamina of tho sheep, while at the same time the moisture and heat tended 
to a large development and increase of the worms. A brief statement of the remedies used, and the result, 
will be found in A.ppendix F. . .

Dr. Cobb, Vegetable Pathologist for the Department, is still engaged upon the study of the life 
history of the worms which cause the chief losses in our flocks, with the view to find a remedy for them, 
or at least to ascertain when, where, and how they can best bo attacked.

PIGS.
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P] &s.
The estimated number of pigs in thc Colonv at 31st December, 1893, is 210,000, behi" a decrease 

of 0,512, as compared with tho returns for the previous year.
Prom the other colonies 1S3 have been introduced by sea.
_The prohibition which has existed for some years against the introduction of pigs from foreign 

countries has now been removed, and they arc admitted on undergoing a quarantine of sixty days. 0
The number of'pigs exported from port of Sydney was 633.
Pour ships’ pigs were quarantined during stay of vessels in port.

Diseases in Pigs.
Tho pigs are occasionally found to be affected with tuberculosis, cancer, aud contagious catarrhal 

pneumonia.
, According to late reports swine fever still exists in Great Britain, and there have been considerable 
losses, although vigorous repressive measures are being taken.

DOGS.

_ Thirty-two dogs were imported last year from England and other places outside the Australasian 
Colonies, and were subjected to the prescribed quarantine of six months before being admitted into the 
Colony, while 422 colonial dogs were introduced at the Port of Sydney fronj the other colonies.

One hundred and eighty-six dogs were inspected prior "to exportation, as also forty-six “ ships’ 
dogs.” 1

AIL “ships’ dogs,” and other stock on board foreign vessels for the use of the passengers and crew, 
are now quarantined during the stay of thc vessel to which they belong in port, whether in Sydney or at 
■Newcastle. J J

Diseases in Dogs.
Sables b still prevalent in England and on the Continent. It is also reported from the Mauritius, 

India, and the Straits Settlement. The proximity of the Straits Settlement to these colonies shows the 
absolute necessity for every possible precaution being taken to prevent the introduction of hydrophobia 
into this and tbe other colonies, and a continuance of thc present term of quarantine.

TRAVELLING- STOCK {Reserves, Hoads, Tanks, Wells,
Trespass on Deserves.

In thirty-six districts the travelling stock aud camping reserves are reported as havin'1, been 
trespassed upon. In twenty-eight districts they are reported as being free from trespass. °

Marking of Travelling Stoek and Camping Deserves.
Good progress has beeu made with regard to tlie marking of travelling stoek and camping reserves, 

there being at present about 60 miles surveyed and about 140 miles in course of survev. The routes 
marked are:— J

1. Erom Boggabilla, via Yetman and Warialda, to Cobbadah, with the continuation on to Breeza in
course of survey.

2. Erom Morce, via Millie, to Narrabri, with the continuation via Boggabri and Breeza to tbe Liver
pool Range in course of survey, and a further continuation from there to the Bulga Mountains 
surveyed.

3. Erom Walgett, via Coonamble, Meudooran to Uarbry,
4. Erom Coolah, via Uarbry, to Rylstone. ’
5. That portion passing through Terry-hie-liie holding.

. With a view of making these surveys of practical benefit to drovers, stock-owners, and others, 
lithographs, showing lengths of between 20 and 30 miles, are being prepared containing all information 
available that will enable the roads to he easily followed. The lithographs will be procurable from the 
local Stock Inspectors at a cost of 2s. each. ■

Grass on Deserves and Driftways.
The Inspectors report that in all the districts in good seasons there is sufficient grass ou all the 

reserves and driftways to enable fat stock to reach market in good condition. In ten districts there is 
not sufficient in ordinary seasons. '

. Fro111 nine districts it is reported that sheep to the number of 292,114 have passed through 
during the year in search of grass and water. Erom two districts the number of loafing sheen is civen 
at 50,700. 0 . 1 b

New Stoek Doads regained.
In eleven districts new roads are required for travelling stock, and to obtain these action has been 

already taken in seven districts.
New Stock Deserves required.

In eleven districts new reserves and all orations of existing ones for travelling stock arc required. 
In fifty-three districts there are sufficient reserves : hut in a great many cases the° reserves are leased 
under annual lease, and arc, therefore, kept very bare of feed.

Dew Wells, Tanks, or Dams.
In eighteen districts thc inspectors report that new wells, tanks, or dams should be constructed 

by the Government at places which they indicate. ,

REGISTRATION OP HORSE AND CATTLE BRANDS.
Drands registered.

The number of horse and cattle brands registered up to 31st December, 1893, was 71,758. The 
number of brands registered during the year 1893 was—Horse brands (alone), 412; cattle brands (alone), 
482 ; and horse and cattle brands, 1,263 ; making a total of 2,157. ’

. This allows a decrease of 419 in thc total number of brands registered during the year as compared 
with 1892. There is an increase in the number of brands transferred and cancelled. Drands
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Brands transferred,
Tlie brantls recorded during the year 1S93 as transferred were—Horse brands, 31; catlle brands, 

IS ; horse aud cattle brands, OS ; total, ISO, being an increase of 17 on previous year.

Brands cancelled.
The brands cancelled (horse and cattle) in 1S93 were 193.

Addresses changed.
Tbe number of addresses of owners changed in 1893 was 90.

Compliance iciili the Act,
Tn all tbe districts the provisions relating to registration and the other requirements of tho Act are 

reported as being fairly carried out.
' Benefits of the. Act.

The inspectors, in alluding to the benefits of the Act, report that it prevents duffing, stock-stealing, 
facilitates identification, assists in recovering lost stoek, and otherwise is a great convenience and 
protection to stock-owners.

POUNDS.
dvumher and Inspection.

There are 435 pounds iu tho Colony, some of which are at present closed for want of poundkeepers. 
Tho whole of thc pounds are inspected periodically ky the various inspectors of stock.

State of Yards.
Nineteen of the pound-yards are reported to be old ; some require renewing, being unfit for tho 

safe custody of stock; while others need repairs. The remainder are said to be in a fair and good 
condition. ♦

Keeping and Depasturing Bound Stock.
Tlie provision made for the proper sustenance of impounded stock, according to the reports 

received, is satisfactory. As a rule, poundkeepers have now paddocks for the stoek.

Management of Pounds.
The poundkeepers are reported to be performing their duties, upon tbe whole, in a satisfactory 

manner, and the appointment of inspectors of stoek as inspectors of pounds has had a very benefiekii 
effect.

NOXIOUS ANIMALS.
The Districts in whiedi the Pastures and Stock Protection Act is in force.

The Act has been brought into operation in all tbe districts, and during the year work has been 
done to the extent shown in Appendices D and E.

lleceipts and 'Expenditure under the Act.
Thc amount of assessment paid by stock-owners in 1893 was £39,116 15s. 7d.; and the amount 

expended £46,688 5s. Sd., the difference being accounted for by the subsidy granted by tbe Government 
to the Boards, and large amount to credit of some of the Boards at commencement of the year. Six 
districts are reported to be in debt to the amount of £978.

In six districts full rates were levied, in forty-eight districts less than full rates, while in ten 
districts no rates whatever wore levied.

During tbe year the bonuses paid by the Boards for scalps ranged as follows:—Bor kangaroos, 
from Id. to Is,; kangaroo rats, Id, to 6d.; wallaroo, 3d.; wallaby, from Id. to 6d.: paddymelon, from 
Id. to Gd.; bandicoot, 2d. and 3d.; hares, from Id. to 6d.; native dogs, from 10s. to 60s.; pups, 2s. 6d. to 
10s.; wombats, 2s. 6d.; opossums, 2d.; wild pigs, 6d. and Is.; eagle-hawks, Gd. to 10s.; emus, 3d. to 6d.; 
and crows, 2d. to Ud.

Increase and decrease.
_ Kangaroos are reported to be increasing in sixteen districts, wallabies in twenty-one districts, native 

dogs in thirteen districts, bares in twenty-one districts, and wild pigs in seven districts. In twentv-one 
districts kangaroos are reported to be decreasing, wallabies in sixteen districts, and native dogs in 
seventeen districts, hares iu eight districts, and wild pigs in four districts.

■ Mumher destroyed.
Thc number of kangaroos destroyed during the past year was 49,254: of kangaroo rats, 234,528 ; 

of waliabics, 743.017 ; of wallaroo, 445 ; of wombats, 40 ; of bandicoots, 1,857 ; of paddymelons, 49,028 ; 
of wild pigs, 8.802 ; of hares, 734,2.12 ; of native dogs, 14,148 ; of opossums, 3,635; of eugle-hawks, 6,784 ; 
of crows, 44,974 ; aud of emus, 899.

Steps taken for their destruction.
In the majority of the districts hunting with dogs, drives, shooting, trapping, and poisoned water 

have been adopted with satisfactory results. In fifty districts poison has been used, mostly for dogs, 
with fair to best results, and from four districts it is reported that tbe results have not been satisfactory, 
thc dogs being too cunning to take baits.

- Amendments suggested in ihe Act.
Owners are desirous that tbe Amended Stock and Pastures Bill speedily become law; aud they 

suggest that- all owners of stock, irrespective of number, should be liable to an assessment, as also owners 
of 5 acres of land and over ; that farmers and owners of orchards and vineyards should pay to tbe fund ; 
that hares be included in tbe list of noxious animals ; that the Boards be empowered to cope with the

rabbit
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rabbit nuisance; that the (roverament should grant larger subsidy; that uniform rates be levied ; that 
the rate of bonus be the same throughout the Colony ; that all returns of stock he made on the same day; 
that adjoining Boards assimilate bonuses; and that the provisions of the Act re defaulting Boards be 
strictly enforced.

Losses from Tame and Native Dogs.
The losses in stock for the past year from the ravages of native dogs are estimated at 109,205 

sheep, valued at £23,937, and from tnmc dogs, 54,327 sheep, valued at £12,700, making the loss from 
tame and native dogs together, £36,637. ■

COMMONS.
Nuniber and extent.

' The number of Commons in the Colony is 311, with an average of about 4,160 acres each.

Number of Commoners, Stock,
The average number of Commoners to each Common is estimated at 30, and the average number 

of stock kept on each Common at 186.
In two districts some of the Commons are reported to be used for other purposes than that of 

grazing Commoners’ stock. Many of the Commons are uufenced, consequently arc trespassed upon by 
travelling stock, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artificial Crasset.

lu twenty-fivo districts artificial grasses have been sown for pasture during the year to a small 
extent, in nine districts to a large extent, and in remaining districts none; the most successful being 
lucerne, prairie, and rye.

Number and Division of Duns,
The number open or unenclosed runs in the ColonV is 7,474; the number enclosed is 39,053 ; the 

number partially sub-divided is 14,724 ; and the uumber properly sub-divided is 24,329. '

Improvements, Fencing, Dams, Tanks, and Wells.
The number of miles of fencing throughout the Colony is estimated as follows:—1,567,948 miles 

without wire netting, at an average cost of (say) £38 8s. per mile, amounting to £60,219,450, and 61,914 
miles with wire netting, average cost at (say) £69 16s. 4d. per mile, amounting to (say) £4,322,625.

The number of dams used ■for stock purposes is estimated at 59,846, at an average cost of (say) 
£77 17s. 6d.; number of tanks, 34,839, average cost of each, £198 6s. ; and the uumber of wells used is 
estimated at 3,992 , at an average cost of £203 2s. each.

Cost of fencing, £64,542,075 ; cost of dams, £4,657,750 ; cost of tanks, £6,907,852 ; cost of wells, 
£810,698; making a total of £76,918,375, as representing the amount expended by way of improve
ments, &c.

Plants and Weeds.
Prevalence.

In fourteen districts trefoil burr grows to a very large extent; in eleven districts, to a considerable 
extent; in nineteen districts, to a slight extent; and in twenty districts there is none reported.

In thirty districts variegated thistle is reported to a slight extent; in ten, to a considerable 
extent; in ten, to a very large extent; and fourteen districts are reported as free from it.

In twenty-five districts black thistle is reported to slight extent; in eleven, to a. considerable 
extent; in thirteen, to a very large extent; and fifteen districts are reported to be free from it.

In seven districts the land is reported as being infested to a considerable extent with Bathurst burr; 
in thirteen districts, to a very large extent; in thirty-four districts, to a slight extent; and in ten districts 
the land is not infested.

In twenty-six districts, other noxious weeds grow to a slight extent; in thirteen districts, to a 
considerable extent; in sixteen districts, to a very large extent; and in nine districts there is none 
reported.

Legislation for Noxious "Weeds.
Legislation is urgently required for dealing with noxious weeds and plants, more especially Ihe 

Bathurst burr, the prevalence of which is inflicting very serious loss on travelling stock.

Cost of clearing Commons, lleservcs, &c., of "Weeds.
The cost of clearing the Commons of noxious weeds throughout the Colony is estimated by 

inspectors at £74,504; the police jjaddocks, £5,011; the travelling stock reserves and droving roads at 
£206,497 ; amounting in all to (say) £286,012.

Experiments in growing Boots and Pasture under Systematic Dotation and fattening Cross-bred Sheep.
Mr. Bruce, while visiting New Zealand with a view of inquiring into the stock-breeding and 

fattening industry, was much impressed with their system of rotation of crops for fattening purposes, and, 
being strongly of Ibe opinion that the system could, be worked with great advantage in this Colony, 
obtained permission from the Hon. the Minister to experiment on a small scale.

With that view he lias secured the eo-operation of three practical farmers well qualified to carry 
out the experiments, who have agreed to give it a trial for five years.

The districts selected are New England, Orange, and Monaro, which are similar in climate, soil, 
and rainfall to New Zealand ; and, being so, Mr. Bruce holds that it only requires the adoption of the 
New Zealand system to make it as successful in this Colony as in that.

The area set aside on each of the farms selected is twenty acres, which has been thoroughly worked 
and sown with turnip seed of three diflerent varieties, Hz., Drummond's Improved Purple Top, Sutton’s 
Champion Top, and Monarch Purple Top. Tins seed 1ms been sown in drills in the proportion of 1 lb. per 
acre, with 2 cwt. of bone-dust and superphosphate mixed in equal quantities.

After
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After feeding this crop off, winch will be done by penning the sheep in lots on the land so aa to 
compel them to eat the roots up clean as they go, the land will be broken up and sown with a, grass and 
clover crop, either with or without a small quantity of rape, or an oat or barley crop. 1 lie third, tourUi, 
and fifth years the land will remain at pasture. The number and breed of sheep to be depastured will 
be decided by the Minister, and a record kept of all returns therefrom.

Thu Stock and Pasttwes Bill,
It is hoped that the state of the Government business will soon admit of tins measure, which is so 

urgently required, being passed to enable inspectors to deal with diseased stock, which are now, through 
the want of the legislation so frequently asked for, allowed to travel throughout the Colony, spreading 
the infection as they go. This is especially the case with Queensland cattle infected with pleuro
pneumonia, which frequently introduce the disease in our herds.

APPENDIX A.
Retumt of Stock in the several Sheep Districts.

Districts.
Year 1892.

Acreage. Horses. Cattle.

Albury ......
Armidaip ... 
BidninnUl ...
Bathurst......
Bcrriivui ......
Bombfila .... 
liourkc . ... 
Bvibdavood . 
Browavrma 
Broulcc .... 
Ctimionbar .
Ournoav .....
Cusino.........
Cobnr .........
Coudobohn -•
Cooiim .......
Coomibnnibrnii.. 
Cominmble
Oorow a .....
IVniliquin
Di'iijuui .....
Dubbo . .
Kdcn .........
Porbcs........
Odcii limes .. 
G-oulburti
Grufton .....
Gundagni ..
Huy............
lliliston —
Hume ........
Ivunhoe ...
Kin Tint........
Mint-land ...
Meiiinilio..........
Morriwa........
M ilparlnta.....
Mnlong .......
Moree...........
Moulumoin ....
llitdgce ........
Mumirundi . 
Harniiidi'jra....
Kurrabri.......
i’ieton ..........
rilliga...........
Port Mncquarie. 
l^ort Sl.iqiliens... 
(Juetuibeyan ...
Kinglelou ......
Sydney ..........
Turn worth ......
Tenkrliuld . 
Tn-oed-ljisnioro.
iji'jino ...........
Wagnu Wagga..
Walgeli.............
WtHumring......
Wurialila . .. 
We nl. worth ...
Wilrannia ......
Windsor.........
Yuss ..............
Young ...........

879,637 
3,055,2X3 
3,202,995 
1,690,835 

253,682 
559,883 

8,731,088 
363,211 

3,793,183
230,4 no

3,297,247 
1,02G,2C8| 
1,460,221 
0,451.818 
5,203,780 
1,560,4.68 
2.511.440 
2,723,708 
1,126,450 
2,504.803 

315,043 
3,513,606 

384,981 
2.731,5035 
2,092,4351 

023,485 
721,277 

1,094,700
4.. 955.108 
3,740,409 
1,301,174 
5,977,125

275,551 
486,51 W 

9,546,815 
718,5541

7.357.424
1.544.. 294 
3,143,012 
2,109,464 
1,507,271

861,354 
2,712,051 
1,709,407 

247,631 
1.556,800 

516,013 
614,114 

1,136.264 
499,776 
210,000 

4,182,233 
1,608,041 i 

324,602 
'1,403,608 
2,743,208 
4.733,1931 
5,817,330
3.114.425 
0,810,549 
9,992,604

203,537
852,147

2,042,6594

7,093
12,067

I, 873 
16,019
3,881
3,817
7,762
4,738
4.465 
3,040 
4,855 
8,229 
9,381 
2,027 
5,596 
8.294
5.147 
6,070 
4,531 
6,228 
4.,305

12,275
4,217

10,935
13,787
9,050

18,474
12,172

8,263
2,836
6,861
2.147 
8,006

12,463
4,159
4,283
2,152

II, 008 
7,497
I, 549 

10,902
7.798
4,642
0.696
4,824
2.733

10,384
7.299 
4,677 
7,531

22,683
23,197
7,373
8,116
2,998

14.465 
6,465
2.300

II, 613 
2,135 
5,068 
8,975 
6,020

11,290

Tolul ...... 159,430,3271

Sheep. i Pigs.

481,416

10,436 
80.435 

2,701 
48,078 
27,218 
20,775 
17,312 
42,759 
19,615 
29.357 
18,74.6 
26.875 

130,922 
5.169 

12,631 
43.140 
13,540 
16,005 

0,950 
16,448 
35,058 
34,331 
52,268
34.073 

136,673
48.882 
77,052
61.073 
10,090
4,184

25.533
2,401

02,354
58.883 
4,917

14,830
7,912

24.055 
67,495

5,838
42,074,
38,771
14.420
14.443
33,185
18,096
4.9,047
52.056 
26,665 
49,258 
20,490 
99,559 
78,774 
34,623

5,608
35,668
20,141

2,447
61,769

2,619
7,563

19,720
19.334
30,595

856,519 
1,785,573 

407,263 
750,625 

50,410 
447,261 

2,730,774 
88,873 

1,443,895 
4,894 

1,425,521 
916,227 

1,023 
1,078,459 
1,920,043 
1,010,398 
1,275,812 
1,837.803 
1,042,623 
1,600,994 

50,800 
2,055,330 

7,283 
2,098,305 

815,709 
418,980 

9,516 
1,233,9-11 
1,900,058 

801,705 
066,195 
861,865 

2,195 
6,482 

1,019,652 
564,944 
693.347 

1,262,468 
1,463,300 

836,674 
721,180 
594,694 

1,518,942 
806,340 

7,126 
607,861 

1,218 
1,834 

615,260 
91,898 

7,767 
2,883,541 

162,984 
202 

1,185,740 
2,181,706 
2,270,811 

807,381 
1,479.117 

5211,216 
1,287,053 

5,060 
607,881 

2.188,595

Year 1SH3.

Acreage. Horses.

157,746,017 481,3992,147.074 '58,080,114 '240,512 

* As all Hie returns for pigs are not to hand, the immhcr given here is estimated.

877,028 
3,136.922 
3,187,744 
1,561,106 

266,384 
563,755 , 

9,017,585 
396,412 

3,510,127 
237,108 

3,482,516 
1,170,024 
1,445,1341 
5,441,670 
5,044.,404 
1,099,483
2.454.055 
2,718,092* 
1,129.231 f 
2,506,1002

314,238
3,088,344

447,846
2,786,0493
2,070,647

923,354
800,484

1.402.056 
4,963,337 
3,835,528 
1,294,720 
5,651,658

269,555 
481,288 

9,711,542 
733,915 

6,577.781 
1,661,1633 
3,217,533 
2,092,214 
1,544,254 

881,197 
2,745,800 
1,829,000* 

230,852 
1,679,810} 

514,071 
583,766 
819,120 
481,063 
210,540 

4.222,603 
1,418.831 
1,265,917 
1,418,2091 
2,836,949 
6,024,047 
4,521,312 
3,124.,523 
6,538,538 
9,993.140 

188,140 
781,673 

2,213,019

7,102
12,153

2,144
15,825
4,085
3,764
8,132
5,212
4,709
3,166
5,653
8,389
9,345
2,882
5,546
8,840
5.495
0,934
4.789
6,403
4,121

12,499
4,573

11,190
14,078

9.238 
18,198
9,785
6,564
3.021 
5,776 
2,103 
7,987

11,294
4,295
4,568
2,200

11,599
9,010
1,605

10,899
8,143
4,887
5,981
4,594
3.238 
8,556 
6,862 
4,642 
7,24.5

21.021 
2-1,118
7,302

Cattle, j Sheep. Pigs.

15,513 801,672
87,997 1,601,620
4,142 456,873

48,998 653,106
28,648 40,386
22,64.1 443,407
15,030 2,4.93,362
45,604 85,620
18,577 1.317,859
31,651 5,112
22,042 1,447,576
25,926 852,935

130,261 1,135
5,341 1,255,075

11,434 1,829,318
40,327 951,883
15,140 1,220,084
16,989 1,829,205

7,982 987,667
16,262 1,453,565
38,811 40,693
33,116 1,977,458
63,306 5,010
34,434 2,080,265

1 109,134 734,131
54,366 , 357,029
76,643 6,239
48,934 1,067,846

9,755 1,756,567
5,728 862,019

24.,320 624,759
2.138 934,230 .........

61,240 2,353
67.514 3,415

7,747 1,166,601
17,098 554,211 ........
7,160 851,486

25,339 1,282,521
72,908 1,481,867

6,133 810,328
45,184 732,301 .........
35,111 566,192 .........
14.,816 1,434,866
17,882 809,249
31,354 3,317
20,194 639,548 ........
46.765 1,136
52.300 1,426
28,143 665,274
51,373 72.491
20,241 6,972
98,713 3,004,065
78,665 178,143
33.136 565
5,401 1,111,760

35,374 2,012,070 ....... .
16,971 2,324,403
2,415 897,869

60,869 1,502,084 ....a.
2,856 612,304
7,911 1,570,959

19,523 2,469
21,102 558.897
40,237 2,051,810

) 2,155.500 56,980,688 ;*aiO,000
i



Kumbkr of Owners of Different Classes

Albury.........
Armidnlo .......
Bilracdld ......
Bathurst
Bcrrima
Bombala ......
Boui'lc ..........
Brnidwood ,,, 
J^rowarrina
Bj'oulec..........
Cunuonbar ...
Carcoar..........
Casino ..... .
Cobar ............
Ccmrtoboiin ....
Cooma ............
CoonabftVdbran . 
Cormainblc ....
Coto^va............
Deniliquin........
J)onmaji ........
Bubbo .4. .
Eden ...............
I’’uibcs .............
Glen In nog . . .
Goulbuni........
G1 nf ton............
Gunduimi ... .
Jla.v .................
Hil slon.............
Hurrio .............
I v<i nlioe.............
Jvijima .............
Maitlnn 1 ......
Momndic .........
Momna ........ ,
Afj I pan nl, a ......
Molong ...........
Moivo ..............
JMouiimirm ......
Mudgep..............
Mnivurumli ......

1 to 500 Sheep.

Nn^b,:r N timber of 
Owners.

------- ■  I
^limlier ^ v . _ Number' >. 1 Number of i ‘ I Number c

I Sheep. ! of 1 -J Ownere.

34,912 58
60,415 158
2,794

. 338 69,47 s 80
■ 71 6,423 7

17,151 42
. 17 1,729 6. 133 16,607 14. 6 1,751 , 4
. 51 2,880 3.. „ 43 7,587 2022!) 46,204 8214 1,135

866 172 13,927 41. 148 31,551 104
r 77 16/M2 3934 6,527 22. 91 18,14/ 40117 18,339 38

37 6,418 13212 50,790 - to63 3,601 2210 36,539 87135 £6,789 70351 62,137 5150 1,911 I
157 31,686 58■51 9,919 561 30 3,090 1446 10,125 12

4 770 1
109 2,353
79 2,215 ...
37 4,314 744 11,875 323 230

285 64,190 11750 7,842 16
20 8,431 22246 52,523 107
66 17,581 . £C

-1-1,RS3 
123, InG
61,410 

6,732 
34,24 5 

4,5 12 
10,208 
3,577 
2,232 

15,027 
63,161

oro
32,173
66,306
31,102
13.0 12 
3'',079
20.000 
9,044

72,133 
■ 1,409 

65,877 ■ 
51,416 
37,264 , 

7i8 ' 
47,922 , 
41,SSI 
31,019 
9,204

4,810
23,577
Sojol 1 
13,301 
16,874 
78,9s-1 
37,68'/

34
124

3 
70
4 

31 
11

9
0

24
67
4

63
72
37
45
:-3
29

6
89

"so . 
54 ;
24 |

(i-i 
£6 1 

0
13

0 I
1 I 

16
3 J |

104 1 
35
14 
70 
69

Sbeep.

52,873 
180,310 

4,882 
00,314 

5,792 
43,808 
15,987 
14,536 
14,281

38.752
163,060
" 6^676 
01,732 

111,259 
58,011 
64,299 
62,131 
44,341 
8,041 

13 i,293
120,357
76,136
51,716

108,476
56,859
12,567
19,886
10,710

1,200
25/05
48,023

143] 150 
56,824 
21,605 

104,776 
86,720

APPENDIX B.
in the several Sheep Districts and the Sheep they respectively own. 

Cj.assns.

2,003 to 5,000 Sheep. 5,001 to 10,000 Sheep. 10,001 to 20,000 Sheep 20,001 to 50,000 Sheep. 50,001 to 100,000 Sheep. 100,001 and over.
NumberofOwners.

Number of 8hrcp.
Ninober

ofOwners.
Number of Sheep.

NumhoofOwners
r Number of Sheep

NunibeiofOwners
1| Number of Sheep.

Number 1 >T k , .NumiKsrof
Owners j Sheep,

NumberofOwners.
Number of Sheep.

28 91,2 19 7 54 459 1 5 , GS.102 8 272,504 3 183 60087 2:2,899 23 158,272 18 1 254,011 16 437,222 ■ 2 109,0008 24,832 7 47,096 3 39,688 6 196,586 2 140'9953 118,792 14 95,749 7 88,342 3 77,155 1 51,9314 12,835 1 9,55418 53,564 9 69,354 5 1 84,465 5 140,82031 110,955 23 163,780 14 J 203,606 18 510,219 13 950,201 1 537,343(j 17 (jljt) 2 12,150 1 14,500
27___ 1 99,901 27 214,178 11 148,984 7 210,S70 9 021,304
38 1 116,632 14 105,991 14 1 212,012 14 457,185 2 123,793 ~3 369 69742 J 13 J,15U 16 113,520 10 128,113 0 143,118 2 121,543

9 31,954 7 45,057 18 267,425 14 431,892 5 333,037 ~1 135,26804 1 /S.lSy ^ 1 189,‘'74 11 1 151,955 22 716,087 5 350 950 1 101,9654i 138,569 24 172,23 5 17 238,173 r 7 193,69734 1' 3,636 19 135,685 9 1 137,877 10 340,079 & 396,72259 I 190,159 21. 168,103 25 ] 337,011 15 460,592 1 51,671 4. 527,01130 108,642 5 35,421 3 43,956 13 385.322 4 313,06926 81,668 9 CO,931 4 59 800 17 542,478 4 366,201 2 216,9084? 1J 952 1 6,23872
i

218,816 4! I 309,612 22 279 323 6 180,859 6 405,73/ 3 319,895
69 214,031 39 252,663 28 394 959 21 657,176 2 125,774 1 212,^7934 l 12 59,640 4 58,093 11 316,12226 81,601 7 1 48,886 1 6 83,4251 2,610 j ... 1 ______ 1
52 173,083 | 23 171,4(8 | IS 260,653 7 217,808 1 56,81029 91,499 1 13 19 925 6 81,684 19 607.779 8 481,809 2 292,21221 / IJjdO / 8 56,865 3 47,816 10 £99,440 5 358 9351 L 44,164 19 12(4,' 23 7 101 915 9 239,602 1 71,850.12

... . 4. )
5 36,106 8

...
123 SC9 • 7 250,702 6 351,424 1 119,4C0

.......
6 ij 17,472 2 13,343 2 23,380 9 352,960 2 157,170 “5 567,67719 69,526 7 47,734 1 13.053 4 143,603 1 80,015 1 120;800

3 49,258 7 218,958 5 314',904. 2 268,136GG 197,938 15 116,734 22 313,400 13 358,59835 118,245 23 149,904 12 175.479 11 365,986 4 226,010 2 368 2760 23,298 1 6,070 1 13 844, 13 478,552 2 130,191 1 looses33 124,564 16 103,i 50 7 97,252 7 170.58228 86,007 I 10 1 72,871 6 79,336 3 100,301 1 85,689

o
1C
LC



APPENDIX B—continued.
»

; 1 to MO Sheep. 601 to 1,000 Sheep. 1,001 to 2,000 Sheep. 2,001 to 5,000 Sheep. 5,001 to 10,000 Sheep. 10,001 to 20,000 Sheep. 20,001 to 50,000 Sheep. 00,001 to 100,000 Sheep. 100,001 and o^er.

District Number
of

Owners.
Number of 

Sheep.
Number

of
Owners.

, Number of 
| Sheep.

Number
of

Owners
Number of 

Sheep.
Number

of
Owners.

Number of 
Sheep.

Number
Of

Owners.
Number of 

Sheep.
Number

of
Owners.

Number of j 
Sheep.

Number
of

Owners.
Number of 

Sheep.
Number

of
Owners.

Number of - 
| Sheep.

Number
of

Owners.
Number of 

Sheep.

15,580
8^32
2,337
4,518
1,130
1,426

28,994
8,233
3,672

40,240
13,991

665
3,730

57,307
2,092

20 16,194
10,151

930
7,798

25 41,090 39 133,715 ii 78,363
i

S 105,089 10 357,023
231,361

5 324,268 3 363,544
02 27 22 33,935 16 55,032 9 57,380

............
5 62,840 8 2 125,852 2 215,646

35 
22 ,

1 ...
10 27 44,183 15 49,823 16 103,454 3 85,241 8 289,140 2 105,388

40
62

1 ^7

... ... .............
...

"ss
10
2

44,229
7,688
1,600

103,793
23,104

37
3'
1

59,626
4,053
1,700

211,528
12,887

17
4

51,012
10,627

s 49,932
17,000

8 109,194
24,890

7 222,287
100
165
241

1 1

Tniuwouth......... .............................
Tenterfield .. ................................

13C 140
10

97 321,255
4,856

39
1

280,690
8,000

‘ 25
1

314,188
15,442

21
4r

587,782
09,863

6 422,687 4 682,896

19
312

14
im

12,145 
AH 011

la
85

36,774 25 85,022 9 57,967 7 93,814 1 213,709
684,264

3 208,563 2 399,970
129,595
46,329

81 260 943 108,846
210,483

18 273,710
272,576

21 5 350,434
786,8702S 12 9J33 29 37 127,797 29 17 14 400,360 10 3 408,163

J Too 1 3,100 2 27,818 5 175,979 6 407,471 2 213,395
92
33

16,569
8,411
2,188
1,944

49,823
45,211

25
10

19,600
11 OIS

51 76,976
17,612

37 113,794 
33,383 
13,139

1 1 07,124 9 123,062 10 309,944 5 378,733 3 366,282
11

2
13 2 14,876

16,756
1 11,062

10,452
5 181,058 4 328,984

625,64217 3 2,121 
525 

r>7 9^5

2,744 4. 2 1 5 107,379 9 4 700,517
45

9(i0
1 ...

Vrt«i 74 52 89,588 43 158,582
283,683

11 103,106
274,351

6 79,563 1 21,000 
452,179?nn lf!9! 131,739 132 210,956 85 33 32 451,117 11 3 202,604■*- a ■ ■ *.................. ________

0,103 1,105,033 2j3/o 1,747,861 2,041 3,110,361 1,64.0 5,203,544 717 5,092,959 475 0,722,825 477 14,966,272 162 11,296,811 53 7,044,973

AB STB ACT I.

Number of Sheep- 
owners.

Ranging—
Number of Sheep owned.

•
From To

6,193 i 500 1,103,083
2,275 501 1,000 1,747,800
2,011 1,001 2,000 3,110,361
1,640 2,001 5,000 5,293,544.

717 5,001 10,000 5,092,959
475 10,001 20,000 6,722,825
477 20,001 50,000 14,966,272
162 50,001 100,000 11,296,811
53 100,001 and over. 7 644,973

Total, 14,033 56,980,688

ABSTRACT II.

dumber of Sbeep.
Number of

Oivncra. From j To

40 loo.ooi 150,000
8 150,001 ’ 200,000
5 200,001 . 250,000
2 250,001 1 300,000
1 400,001 , 600,000

62* 1
.............. 1 ..............

♦The nunibcr of owners of o^cr^jOOOslieep £iven here is 
greater thnn that given in Abstract No. 1, and is accounted, 
for by the fact that one person frequently has several hold* 
ings, awl while the number on one holding is under 100,000 
the total of them all is over that number.

O
to
tt
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* APPENDIX C. '

AusiEALiAJf aud Foreign Stud Sheep offered for Sale by Auction in Sydney during the Tear 1893.
Australian Stud Sheep.

Name of Breeder, Address- Number of 
Rama.

Number of 
Ewcg.

Total.

Jtams. Ewes

Basil Archer...........
J. W. Brumby........
Herbert Gatenby....
Thos. Gibson ........
W. Gibson and Son.
Chas B. Grubb......
J. W. Grubb .......
W. C. Grubb ........
W. G. Hogarth .... 
Boht. Kc-rnionde ..., 
B. B, Lawrence . .. 
A. M. jilncKinnon . 
Normau Niciiolson .
Allan Barker...........
itobt. Taylor............
Geo. F. Thirkcll ....
A, B. Thirkcll........
J. H. Thirkell ......
Bobt. Vincv &, Son .
JC. Walker.’..............
]). J, Whitchurch .

Jly Messrs. Hrunker and Wolfe, on account of— 

TASJIilUA.
Woodside, Cressy ..........
Ashton .........................
Bhodes.............................
Esk Vale .........................
Scone.................... ..........
Stratbroy .........................
Benego .............................
Tolnmo, St. leonards . ....
Kirkdale Lodge ..............
Mona Vale, Ross..............
BiHopp ............................
Mountford .....................
Camelford, Campbelltown
Hanlich, Conara .............
Valleyficld .....................
Darlington Park, Cressy...
Retreat, Deloraine ..........
Bockthorpe, Creasy..........
Fornhill, Lymington __
Clairville, Cressy ...........
Middle Park, Antill Ponds

12
17 15

193 8
16 19

248 8
122

31
49
12 14
31 S
8

30 6
38
11
38 5

2

10
3

25
920 83

By iletsm, Q-otdshrongk, Mart, $ Co., on account of—>

Kr.w South Wales.
Geo. Bruce ........................
E. K. Crnce (Estate of late)
Clark Bros...........................
Sut.tor Bros ........................
Thompson Bros...................

Loombah, Molong ......
Gungahlceh, Giuindcrra.
Bylstone .....................
Bathurst .....................
Brewongle....................

J. A. Cochrane [ Geelong.
Victoria.

Tasmania.
Joseph Archer.......................
W. H. Bennett.....................
T. G. Bisdec..........................
James Cos..............................
E. Dowling ... ..................
Faulkiner Bros.......................
Chas. Field ..........................
G. L. Finlay..........................
Arthur Flood ......................
James Gibson .....................
W. H. Gibson .......................
J. B. Gibson..........................
A- T. Gibson..........................
Wm. Gatenby.................... .
Tims. Gatenby......................
W. A. Gatenby.......................
Arthur Gatenby ..................
Bussell Gibson.......................
Geo. A. Jones .......................
G. W. Reach (Estate of late)
James Murdoch ...................
D. M'Rinnon ............... .......
Geo. Parramore ...................
Thos. Parramore...................
W. H. Ralston.......................
Thos. Riggall ................ .
H. S. Smith ..........................
David Taylor..........................
Thos. Turner..........................
James Viney..........................

Penshanger, Longford...........
Bloomfield, Ross...................
Sandhills, Jericho ...............
Clarendon, Evandalo ...........
Quorn Hall, Campbelltown .
Longford ...............................
Wood field, Cressy ................
Douglas Park, Campbelltown
EPPing..................................
Bellcvicw, Epping ...............
Eairfield, Eppmg..................
Pleaqant Bunks......................
Antill Ponds..........................
Woodbourne, Cressy ...........
Pisa, Lake River...................
Glasslough, Epping...............
Lemon Springs, Oaklands ....
EpP^g..................................
Morville ..............................
Chiswick, Boas.................... |.
Craigow, Hobart...................
Dalness, Evandale ...............
Wetmorc, Boss1,.....................
Beaufort, Rosa......................
Woolmers..............................
Somercotes, Boss...................
Harland Rise, Evandale.......
St. Johnston, Campbelltown. 
Balmoral, Campbelltown .... 
Hagley..................................

_ G. C. Clark ..........
' Marshall and Slade 

D. Mott..................

Queensland,
East Talgai, Hendon .............
Glengullan, Warwick.............
West Prarie............................

10
C
1
7
1

■I

« ...... i

2
51 16

6
2
7 12

36
12
4 J 8

1
191 6
82 14
54 15

9 2
56 10
38 8
55
13 4

1
4 4
6 18
7

51
29
87 5
35 103
17 6
32 8
24

2 5
3

•
i 00 4

3
1

New Zealand.
E. Menlovc .... 
P. 0. Threlkcld

Windsor Park 
Flexton.........

1 36
. 20

25 I 

6 I

362 2d9

64 4

361
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APPENDIX C—continued.

Name of Breeder . Address.
* Number of 
i limns.

Number of 
’Ewes. -

Total.

1 Rams. | Ewes.

.By Messrs. J. S, Geddes dj- Off , on account of— 
ftiw Sotrin Wales.

Hon. G. H. Cos, M.IiC.....
S. Wiseman.......................

........... j Pine Ridge and Bummflulla, Mud gee.

............1 ClilTdalo, Wingen,.................. .............
1G
12

Charles Archer........................
Basil Archer............................
Frank Archer ........................
C. W. Allen............................
W, II, Bennett.,......................
Miles Bennett ........................
S. Bendall .............................
Jonathan Best ........................
Charles Best ..........................
J. W. Brumby........................
W. Burbnry ...........................
T. J. Bnrbury ........................
Mrs. Exton ............................
H. R. Falfciner........................
W. French...............................
R. C. Gibson ...........................
Ben Gibson ............................
C. W, Grubb............................
K. H. Heailewood ................
R. G. Ilcnrlewood ................
C. B. Heazlewood ................
Geo. Hogarth ...... .................
W. G- Uognrth.......................
Robert Hogarth ....................
Thomas Hogarth ....................
G, A. Jones ............................
W. R Jones............................
G. W, Reach (Estate of late)
A. Kidd ............v.....................
"Vincent Rea ton ....................
A. F. A. O’Connor ................
A. Olliver..... ..........................
B, S. Oppenheim....................
W. Pitt...................................
J. F. Bigney............................
James Ritchie ........................
R. Taylor ................................
IS. Walker.............................
Charles White ........................
R. Williams ...........................
James Wright. ........................

Tasmania.
Formosa, Cressy ...................
Woodside.......................... .
Landfall, Newnham ...........
Leicestcrvillc, Wcstbury ...
Bloomfield, Ross....................
Bsk Farm, Longford .........
Dclmore, Hagley....................
Deloraine..............................
W estbury...............................
Ashton, Cressy.....................
Inglewood, Eastern Marshes,.
Park Farm, Jericho..............
Oatlands ..............................
Wickford, Longford ...........
Glenore..................................
Belmont, Breadalbnne .......
Watery Plains, White Hills .
Tolarno, St. Leonards............
Melton Vale, Glencoe............

Chudleigh...............................
Raeburn, Brcndalbane .........
Rirkdale Lodge ....................
Mcwstead..............................
Crowley Hill, Breadalbanc .
Momllo, Campaina..............
Brooksido, Shellleld...............
Chiswick, Ross.......................
Woodlands, Evandale............
Clover Hill, Hagley................
Beni i am, Avoco. ...................
Brook Hill, Chudleigh ........
Forest Hill, Latrobo ............
Wintcrbrook, Bisbopsbourno
Bona Visifl, Avoca................
Mayfield, Chudleigh ............
.Valley field. Epping...............
Clairvill e, Cressy..................
Allan Vale, Ncwnham ' .
Ileshiirsf, Campaina ........
Cnterbam, Veustod ............

T. Armstrong (Executors)
George Bruce ..................
J. D. Cox ..................... . .
Cox Brothers.....................
V. J. Bowling ..........
James Lee..........................
E. B. Morrison..................
B. M'Caugkey ..................
J. M'Veon................ .........
R, Rouse, junior ......... .
W. B. Sanger .................
M. B. Svnott.....................
H. 0. Whito......................

Ry Messrs. Griffiths and Weaver, on aocoasit of—

New South Wales.
Noorong .....................................
Loombah, Molong .....................
Cullenbone, Mndgee ..................
Riuvdon, Rylslono .....................
Luc, Mudgcc .............................
Larrns Lake, Molong..................
Eriugoarrah.................................
Corec...... .....................................
Mooloomoon ............................
Biragumbil, Mudgee .................
Mooroola.......................................
Tasnia ...... .................................
Havilah ...................................

Australian Agricultural Company...... f Warrah....
R. B, and W. Clark .........................  Rvlesfcone .

Thos. Mason .................................. Hobart.

New South Wales,

Tasmania.

2
49
13
20 10
44
77 12

8 6
14 10
26 2
10 10
5
G e
8

10
GO 18
3 G
9 1

22 20
20
40 10
1G 10
7 6

. 12 14
G
G
7

10 4

3 1G
12
21
16 4
8 1
7
8
3
G

123
10
50 9

2 4

count of—

12
10
11
19
30
20

1 1
10
5

14 8
6
3

76

on acemint of—

19
7

3 16 1

23

832 ' 17G

217

2C

16

New Zealand.
Marlborough Farmers' Co-operativcl New Zealand 

Association Company. ]
12 12
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APPENDIX C—continued.

Name of Breeder* Address. ' Number of 
Korns.

i
Number of | Total.

t. ' | Hams, | Ewea,

The Collaroy Company, Limited
B. Cutler ...................................
J. A. Wallace ............................

J. C. Cochrane.

C. W, Allen, jun,

J. Haydon.
B, Menlove .... 
S. T. Seddoti.... 
P. C. Threlkcld

Jiy Messrs. Hill, Clarke, and Co. on account of—

Nuw South Waies.
Collarov, Morriwa ............................. 20
BatHurst ...............................;............ 11

20
51

YicroEiA.
| Aitkcnside ....................................... | C [ ...... | (J |

YicroHiA.
| Aitkcnside ....................................... | C [ ...... | (J |

Tasitamia.
| LeicesterviUe .................................... } 18 / 10 | 18 I

New ZeAeand.
1 1

Omamu............................................... 25 1 
...... 1

28
10

Canterbury ............... ....................... 12 !
1 44

10

38

The Nem Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Company (Liniiied) in coryunction with Warden Harry Graves,
on account of—

New Zeaiand.
J. W. Baker......
W. Boag ...........
J. Barngh..........
II. J. Goodfellow
S. Garforth .......
W. Grey ...........
B. Hall...............
W. J. Hunter ...
H. Overton ......
M. H. Pickering . 
.T, G. Rutherford 
E. J). Tanner ,,, 
P. C. Threlkcld .

Wanganui.........................
Canterbury ....................
Hamilton, East Auckland
Tiamutu, Waikato ..........
Canterbury ...... ..............
Mi (burn, Otago ..............
Onc-Trce Hilt, Auckland
Ohnpir, Waikato ............
Canterbury ............... .
Hnutupu, Waikato ..........
Auckland .................................
Hawke’s Bay .................
Inglewood, Canterbury ...

Total Australian

5 
3:1 
12

8
30
20

6
19 
66
20 

110
20 350

3,505

1

622

Foreign Stud Sheep sold {imported) in 1891-92.

Name and Address of Owner or Importer* Where from.
Ktimber Imported. Number Sold.

Rums. Ewes. Rams. Ewes.

_Z?<y Messrs, J. 21. Gcddes df Co, on- account of—
W. Mass .............................. ............. 9
R. Gndigast..................................... 4
Count Sehilieffen.............................. Schilieffenberg, Mecklenburg,,,.......... 2 15

Messrs. Wood and Burns
By Messrs. Hill, Clark, if Co. on account of— 

.1 Michigan, IT.S. America..................... 41 41
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APPENDIX D.
Statement of the Operations of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards during the year 1S93.

Amount of 
Assessment 
collected.

Amount
Expended.

Kanga
roo.

Kangaroo
Rats.

Walla
bies.

Wal
laroo.

Wom
bats,

Padda*
melons.

Handi- 
coo ts.

Native
Dogs.

Hares, j Opos
sums.

Pigs.|
Eagle

Hawks. Crowe. Emus

£. 3. d. £ s. d.
Albury .......................... 1,009 13 6 997 13 1 8,876 777 S3 19,457
ArmfoUlo ....................... S7S 1 3 637 10 10 649 fiG2 533 136
Hal ran aid...................... 140 12 6 185 1 4 lift

1,253 3 o 1,242 2 8 7,202 41,332 SO 05,091
184 9 0 43

091 11 5 759 19 3 17,503 373
10ft IS 10 138 110

Itnudwood ............... 139 8 4 110 720
309 *6 9 127 5 G 2,356 1,702

liroulee.......................... 408 4 1 223 4 11 2,227 3,319 31 774 145 60
431 16 10 443 13 10 in 1 1165

Carcoar.......................... 970 14 10 filC 5 1 12,730 20,650 9 45,480
238 6 0 1,782 1,607

Cobar............................. 300 8 i 270 6 3 08 IBS 820
Condobolm................... 2,110 10 11 2,417 2 0 644 23,635 3,343 878

320 2 G 344 0 7 213
CooiiAbarabran ............ 863 11) 9 1,748 13 3 14,300 104,401 833 1,215

1,284 10 6 541 1G 11 20 3,281 81 4,234
Corona.......................... 521 14 0 378 18 7 3,094 441 3,739 72 4i009
Deniltquin ................... 10 12 0 HM 0 0 6,000 4C 13
Denman ...................... 490 1 5 718 19 ft 9,772 17,350 56 11,383 24G
Dubbo ....................... 363 14 10 60G 18 y 176 20,867
Eden............................. 07 11 3 411 1,500 2S
KorbcS .......................... 1,102 10 2 1,312 8 S 178 21,860 1,339 2,736 217 24,424
Glen lanrs .................. 786 19 1 753 If) o 7,899 7,047 673 284
Goulburn...................... 1,569 9 0 2,170 1 o S,S38 15 100,937

104 n 616 47 S3
Gundagut...................... 2,332 8 10 1,619 Ifi 11 240 110,010
Urn* ... 142 :-t u 62 fi o
Hillston........................ 503 7 11 621 14 s 397
Hume .......................... 875 19 6 1,014 12 7 540 91 . 32,903
Ivanhoe ...................... 488 17 6 443 10 ft 807 383 41
Kiama .......................... 232 3 0 223 12 3 132 3,601 481 21 3,576
Maitland ...................... 232 17 7 202 13 9 12,904 214
Mcnindle ...................... 1,501 3 4 1,085 12 6 1,174
SJcrrma ...................... 124 1 2 52 7 8
ihlparmka ................... 384 3 7 40 3 3 Cft
iiolong.......................... 866 11 9 204 70,240
Jiorce ............................ 1,339 n 0 1,012 16 ft 7,ft09 22,836 5r.p24S ICS 4;i2 0,230

109 18 7 170 10 4 3,700
Mudgcc.......................... 1,135 12 8 1,018 10 7 33,053 105 50,627
Muirurutidi................... 800 4 7 1,(131 0 3 18,027 2*4,080 123 3,083 iiifi 1,085
Xarrandera................... (.73 10 3 856 2 b 1,771 330 2ft0 1,10(1
Narrabrl ................... 441 8 .3 406 0 4 82,391 (15 80 929

120 1 0 123 13 (i 3,425 40 6,005
Pilhga .......................... 277 5 10 402 S 11 215 ’ 144 1,553

L»31 1*1 in 27 i 14 1 655 1,009 417 4Q4 112 1
I’ort Stephens............ 213 12 11 247 14 1 5,100 3Efci 44
<.Jueaubo>fm................... 771 0 10 100 8 1 7 17,094
Singleton...................... 442 9 9 (127 8 2 13,474 213 12,0(10
Sydncv.......................... 248 1« 7 204 0 S 4 6,600
Taimvorth ................... 2,4U9 3 4 1,684 12 0 6 17,548 48,275 439 161 | 7G2 4,562
Tcnterfield ................... 725 2 1 1,415 17 10 10,830 58,283 if7 cio 6£0
Tweed—Usmore............ 469 12 7 496 1 3 20,705
Urana .......................... • 01 15 0 217 8 2 lift
Wasrfpn Wagga............... 805 13 0 fiOJ 0 3 13,017 1.120 116 1.1.473 12 203
M'algett ...................... 1 577 ;» 2 439 3 8 3U 500 , 201
Wannaring ............... 840 13 0 8S3 ft 0 805
WaHalda..................... 006 2 0 3,»10 0 4 12,013 7,740 249,122 607 G00 2,059
Wentworth ...............  : i 60S 2 1 1,163 7 7 293 2,496 17,881 19
Wilcaimia....................... 1 397 8 10 413 15 4 482
Windsor ...................... £93 2 2 21ft 0 5 , 2,077 2ft 3,527

34 10 2 280 11 0 i 84 23,490
Young .......................... 1,263 18 0 11,352 4 n 27,182 8,SIS 14 58,135

Totals ................... 30,110 15 7 [48,058 5 8 49,254 234,828 743,017 445 4G 40,028 1,307 14,148 734,212 3,635 8,802 0,734 44,074 809

APPENDIX E. .

Statement of the number of the different kinds of noxious animals killed during years from 1881 to 1893; 
the amount of assessment collected; the amount of Government subsidy paid; and the total 
expenditure for each of these years.

Year.
f Kangaroos.

Number killed.

Wallabies.

Number killed.

Native
Dogs.

Number
killed.

Hares.

Number kilted.

Wild Pigs.

Number
killed.

Amount of Assess
ment collected.

Amount of Govern
ment subsidy paid.

Amount of 
Expenditure.

£ s. d. £ s. <3- . £ a. d.
J8S1 ... 581,753 43,724 . 2,250 17,648 19 10 749 11 2 15,517 5 4
1882 ... 1,452,829 347,842 6,980 45,772 12 8 25,299 19 2 61,191 14 3
1883 ... 750,840 330,109 7,195 32,781 14 2 16,381 19 6 58,132 7 1
1884 . 1,403,233 473,609 7,336 48,069 15 8 21,606 10 6 62,121 O 0
1885 ... 855,676 506,372 8,474 5,878 922 61,754 15 4 23,753 3 8 64,672 8 2
1886 ... 1,106,478 594,603 9,560 28,623 562 41,585 0 0 16,168 3 0 67,783 0 6
1887 ... 476,438 388,088 7,739 56,628 664 32,651 13 8 9,589 9 5 37,354 11 1
1888 ... 667,436 653,285 9,619 176,732 12,041 25,474 2 10 9,117 7 6 52,121 9 6
1889 .. 495,673 642,782 9,142 329,683 9,700 33,257 0 3 10,000 0 0 50,525 14 3
1890 ... 267,769 506,161 9,955 397,439 5,292 33,649 0 11 8,792 0 0 39,663 11 6
1891 ... 402,053 705,510 11,530 649,131 20,206 31,664 s 9 8,336 4 1 46,794 10 9
1892 ... 428,295 726,669 11,838' 786,230 45,173 37,733 19 8 8,408 17 4 49,987 4 5
1893 ... 284,082 743,017 14,148 734,212 8,802 39,116 15 7 1,543 13 11 46,088 5 S

9,172,561 6,661,771 115,766 3,164,556 103,362 431,159 19 4 159,746 19 3 652,553 8 6

The whole of Hie accounts of expenditure for 1893 are not yet to hand. + Includes Kangaroo Rats.

------------------- APPENDIX
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APPENDIX P.
Prom Inspectors’ Reports the following results have been gathered regarding the efficacy of the various

Drenches and Licks used for Sheep fftr ‘Worms:—

Drennlias.
Arsenic.—For the stomach and tape worms the arsenic and soda drench is still reported as the 

most effective, and has been by far the most generally used. It has, however, been recommended that 
potash, as being less severe on the lining of the stomach, should bo substituted for soda in its preparation. 
The arsenic and soda drench is reported by several of the Inspectors as having been also efficacious for 
lung-worms. No authenticated information has been received of this drench affecting the health of the 
sheep or injuring the wool.

Turpentine.—Turpentine, with various mediums, has been very generally given for stomach, tape, 
and lung worms, with good results, when repeated.

Tumi gat ion tttiih Sulphur is reported to have been tried in one case for lung-worms with the best
results.

Sulphate of Iron, Horehouni, Sulphur. Salt md Iron are reported to have been given, but not with 
satisfactory results.

Sap-ward’s Specific has given very good results for lung-worms; but the reports as regards 
stomach and tape are conflicting.

Potties and Weavers Trenches are reported to have been used in several districts with fairly 
satisfactory results.

While it cau be said that a decided improvement follows the administration of most of the 
drenches generally used, it is a fact that even in the ease of the most effective the post-mortem examina
tions disclose that generally where the sheep are at all badly infested some worms are still alive; and this 
again, it is believed, arises from the owners delaying too long in drenching, and allowing the worms to 
have too great a hold on the sheep before they are drenched. The consequence is that some worms are 
left, which keep the sheep from thriving, and, with the introduction of fresh eggs from the water and 
pasture—if the weather is at all favourable for the development of the worms—in the course of a few 
months make the sheep as had as they were before they were drenched. To make the cure effective, 
therefore, sheep which have been badly infested should, on receiving one drench, be kept as near the 
drenching yards as possible, aud receive a second drench in the course of twelve or fourteen days after 
the first.

But, while licks and drenches should be provided and given at as early a date and as often as 
required, owners shoukl give their earnest attention to the removal of what may be termed the contri
buting causes of Ihe pest by avoiding overstocking, attending to the proper nourishment of the lambs and 
weaners. burning off old pasture, and'getting rid by draining of surface and stagnant water, as suggested 
in Vol. II, part 2, of the Agricultural Gazette.

' Lichs.
It is reported that the following licks have been used with good results:—

Salt and sulphur. Salt, sulphate of iron, and Hayward’s specific.
Salt and sulphate of iron. ' Salt, tar, and turpentine.
Salt aud turpentine. Pot-tie’s Preventive Lick.
Salt, sulphate of iron, and turpentine. Salt and lime. .
Salt, sulphur, and sulphate of iron.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that a lick, if it is efficacious in warding off an attack of worms' 
is far preferable to a drench; and as owners in all but the purely saltbush country are now aware that it 
pays them well to give their sheep a liberal supply of salt, it would add very little to the trouble or 
expense to give once a month with the salt some of the other ingredients here mentioned which they 
found from experience was to any extent effective in protecting their sheep from the worm pest.

APPENDIX G-.

Foot-rot.
Duessixos recommended by Mr. E. Stanley, Government Veterinarian. (For further details see 
Agricultural Gazelle, July, 1891) :—

Arsenic Dressing.
Arsenic, from 1 to 2 oz.

* Potash, ,, 2 to 4 „
Water, 1 gallon.

' To he used in troughs for the sbeep to walk through. The mixture to be boiled slowly for half-an- 
hour at least, till the arsenic is thoroughly dissolved.

Sulphate of Oopper (Tiluestonc) Dressing.
Sulphate of copper, from £ lb. to 1 lb., dissolved in a gallon of water, may be used instead of arsenic. 
The following healing dressings may be used by hand after the above caustic applications :—

Tar Dressings.
Stockholm tar, 20 parts ; carbolic acid, 1 part.

Or,
Stockholm tar, 8 parts ; blnestone in powder, 1 part.

. 0r’ . . . .
Oil of tar, 10 parts ; carbolic acid, 1 part; olive oil, 1 part.

Dime
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JAwe ])rcasing.
Quick-lime, sprinkled on ;i dry surface, and the sheep walked through it frequently, will be iound 

very beneficial. Before any dressings are usfed, the « hole of the loose horn should be pared carefully from 
the diseased feet. It is of the greatest importance that the sheep’s feet should, on the dressing being 
applied, he kept thoroughly clean and dry for at least three hours afterwards. They should, therefore, 
on leaying the troughs, or being dressed, be passed directly on to a battened or wooden floor, if it cau be 
got, aud, where neither of these is obtainable, they should be passed into a dry yard, in which there is a 
good coating of straw, cut grass, or dry bark, taken from trees which have been rang, or, in fact, any 
other thing which will keep their feet clean Lind dry.,

APPENDIX H.
PstIjUehza. is Horses.

(B^ E. Stanley, F.S.C.V.S., Government Veterinarian^

Character.—It is a contagious equine fever, due to germinal matter invading the system, producing 
disastrous changes in the blood, which interfere with nutntiori, excite congestion, and occasionally inflam
mation of important organs or tissues. •

Cause.—The germs of this disease are always lurking about, aud epidemics are due to exceptional 
climatic changes that have a lowering effect on the health of horses, and at the same time favour the 
vitality of the disease germs. _

The worst cases are amongst hard-working horses in overcrowded sheds, with bad sanitary 
surroundings ; next come fat horses, and the least susceptible are horses that are in good working condi
tion, cleanly kept, and well cared for; IT such have the disease at all it is in a mild form, and they 
speedily recover.

Symptoms.—In the onset loss of appetite, drowsy headache, pain in the limbs, general weakness ; 
in many eases the eyelids arc swollen, tears trickle down the face; there maybe discharge from the 
nostrils, and occasionally coughing ; the eye will be found scarlet and orange colour, the tongue furred, 
breath offensive, the heart beats feebly but quick, the pulse is small and weak, the dung is soft, and the 
urine high-coloured; there is a general rise of the bodily temperature.

As the disease progresses the symptoms will depend on its course, which is very variable, as the 
numerous names given to the disease indicate. The vital forces in many cases overcome the toxic effects 
and excrete the poison from the system ; it is to assist this process that we have recourse to treatment.

The Treatment.—This should consist of rest, pure air, shelter from sun, rain, or wind, bran mashes, 
and cut green food with drachm doses of chlorate of potash, carbonate of ammonia, or nitrate of potash 
given in the drinking water; if the case has been taken early enough, and the surroundings are good, the 
fever will abate, and recovery be complete in a very few days.

Unfortunately many horses are worked at the commencement of the illness; then they are com
pletely knocked up, and they present a variety of bad symptoms, owing to the mischief being located in 
individual organs, such as those of respiration, or the bowels, liver, spleen, lymphatic glands, or cerebro
spinal system. The location can only be diagnosed by the educated veterinarian, and every case should 
be treated to suit the nature and stage of the illness; dropsical swellings are a favourable indication, but 
time and patience must be allowed for recovery. No case is cured until the horse is playful at exercise.

I would caution owners to beware of amateur veteriuary advice, as far more harm is done by 
ignorant treatment than by the disease. To illustrate ray meaning, a horse with this sickness often lias 
an anxious countenance, dilated nostrils, rapidly panting ilanks due to acute pain, which may be owing to 
congested liver, laminitis, or other obscure complication, but the charlatan says he has got it on the lungs, 
and proceeds to torture the poor brute by blistering bis sides, bleeding, setoning, &c. Suoh treatment as 
bleeding, blistering, or purging is very antiquated and erroneous.

My advice is to employ the best qualified veterinary surgeon available, and to see the poor animal 
has a good nurse, with pure air, cleanliness, rest, and comfort. It is cruel to turn sick horses out to shift 
for themselves.

[1*. 3rf.]
Sydney ; CIiiltIcs Potter, Government Printer.'-1604.
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1891-

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GLEBE ISLAND ABATTOIRS.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 May, 1894.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, dated 9th May, 1894, That there be laid upon the Table of this House,— 

“ A Return showing the number of horned cattle, sheep, calves, and 
“ pigs respectively, condemned as unfit for food at the Glebe Island 
“ Abattoirs for each month of the year 1893, and for the first four 
“ months of 1894.”

{Mr. Young.)

RETURN showing the number of homed cattle, sheep, calvea, and pigs respectively, condemned as unfit 
for food at the Glebe Island Abattoirs for eacli month of the year 1893, and for the first four 
months of 1894. . ________________________

Ciitflc. Fins. Calves. Sheep.

1893.
January...............
February ,..
March ................
April ... ...
May ...............
Juno ... ...
duly ................
August...............
September ...
October...............
November ..
December ...

92 42
131 37
197 47
94 39

101 3G
102 06
1GG 40
132 84
115 72
131 83
151 83
172 117

Total ...

1894.
January... ...
February ...
March ...............
April ...............

1,584 739

25G
229

135
12G

91
117

94
G3

Total G93 418

11

4
3

13
2
1
2
G

37

79

19
3

8G

[3d.] 391—
[770 copies—Approximate Cost of Printin'; (labour ami material), £1 Cs. 3L]
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

VINE DISEASES ACT.
(REGULATION UNDER.)

prfamtcl) to jpnrliament, jraronant to JUt 56 'Sic. Jto. 22, see. 52,

Department of Mines and Agriculture,-
Sydney, 5 May, 1891.

■ VINE DISEASES ACT OF 1893.
Pursuant to the provisions of Act 56 Victoria No. 22, section 52, the G-ovcrnor, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, hereby makes the following Regulation:—

For the purpose of completing the revision of the Vinegrowers’ Roll for any district proclaimed 
under the “ "Vine Diseases Act of 1893," any Magistrate appointed under section 24 of the said Act to 
hold a Court for tho revision of a Vinegrowers’ Roll, may adjourn such Court to such other place or 
places, and to such other time or times as may from time to time appear to him necessary,

T. M. SLATTERY.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTS.
(FIKST REPORT.} ■

ia ^arliiuncnt hi] (£omm;tnit.

To Tlie Hoiiorable T. M, Slattery, Esq., M.P., Minister for Mines and Agriculture. 
Sir,

In my report for 1892, for reasons therein given, I trenched upon the operations of 1898, so 
as to cover the work done up to the date on ■which the Departments of Agriculture and forestry were, in 
the interests of economy, reorganised, and for convenience of management brought together. I shall, 
therefore, with your permission, restrict this report mainly to the opera! ions of tho combined .Departments, 
say, from the 1st .July last. ’

At the outset, I may, perhaps, be pardoned for expressing my high appreciation of the services of 
tho Chief Clerk of the Department, Mr. "\V. S, Campbell. To this gentleman I am deeply indebted for 
his very valuable aid in the work of reorganisation, both in the Department and in the field, ho having 
seconded all my efforts to the utmost of his ability ; while his extensive and varied experience in matters 
relating to agriculture, horticulture, and arboriculture has given his assistance special value. Mr, 
Cheesborough, in the Iforest Branch, aud Mr. Erecdy, in the Agricultural Branch, and the gentlemen 
under them respectively, deserve my best thanks for their devotion to their duties.

Of the work of the scientists and specialists connected with the Department, I cannot speak too 
highly, and I desire to record my thanks to those gentlemen for the ready and able assistance they at all 
times render me.

Notwithstanding the heavy reduction (due to the Government scheme of retrenchment) in the 
votes granted to this Department, and the consequent decrease of the staff, I am happy to say tho necessary 
work of the Department lias been efficiently performed. After the reorganisation of the Department in 
June last, the monthly crop reporting was continued on very similar lines to those previously worked, but 
within such limits as enabled one officer to include it within the scope of his duties.

The crop returns from May to September inclusive were prepared by Mr, Dunnicliff, under such 
conditions, and duly published, after which the duties were transferred to the Department of the G-overn- 
ment Statistician, which has special facilities for such work.

The number of papers registered during the year was: Agriculture, 16,025; Forests, 7,870; as 
compared with Agriculture, 12,724; Forests, 10,250, in 1892. From these figures it may be inferred that 
the usefulness of the Departments has been in no way impaired, and that the interest of the general 
public in the work has not decreased.

The number of letters issued during the year was: Agriculture, 9,015 (exclusive of 5,520 post-cards 
and 15,030 circulars); Forests, 5,(553. The decrease in the number of letters issued from the Agricultural 
Branch during the year as compared with the previous year, is due to certain changes in the system of 
working, whereby the number of letters written to officers of the Department has been reduced.

I am happy to say that the jtflricuHurnl Gazelle is still growing in popularity, tho number 
issued during 1893 reaching 40,800 copies, whilst 24,663 miscellaneous publications were also issued. 
Tho number of letters received during the year from farmers and fruit-growers relating the satisfactory 
results which have been obtained from following the instructions given in the Gazelle for the treatment 
of insect and other pests ia very gratifying. The best thanks of the Department are due to Die gentlemen 
who contribute the articles, and to the editor, Mr. Gray, for his efforts to issue the Gazette punctually, 
and in a creditable form. I propose at an early date to submit a scheme under which I trust the cost to 
the State of publishing the Gazette will be considerably reduced.

Freds of pamphlets issued from 1st July to 31st December, 1893 :—
Tobacco as a farmer’s crop for New South Vales, Part 3. By G-. F. Sutherland.—A description of the 

method of 11 hilling,” “pruning,” “topping,” and “ suckering ” the tobacco plant; also a description 
of the best method of constructing a curing-house, with illustrations. From vol. 4, part 7, of the 
Gdzette.

Tobacco as a farmer’s crop for New South Vales. Part 4. By G. F. Sutherland.—Describes tho method 
of harvesting and curing tobacco; also sorting, bulking, and packing same. From vol. 4, part 8, of 
the Gazette. The

163—A
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The cultivation and uses of the “ Caper Bush.” By 1\ Turner.—Description of the method of propa
gating and planting. Chemical composition and uses, Illustrated. Prom vol. 4, part 7. of the 
GaxeUe. ■

Poultry, No. G. By S. Gray.—A description of the “ Plymouth Bock.” General characteristics. Prin
cipal breeders in New South "Wales. Illustrated. Prom vol. 4, part 7, of the Gazette.

Tan substances.—11 Canaigrc.” By J. H. Maiden. Description of the first efforts to establish its com
mercial value. Method of preparing for shipment. Illustrated. Prom vol. 4, part 7, of the Gazette. 

Heredity in Bees. By Albert Gale.—A. paper on this subject appeared .in the .Br/fisA Beekeeper's Journal. 
of fltli May, 181)3, by Mr. Grimshaw, in which it is stated that the “external organs and mental 
characteristics in worker bees are produced by means of brood food.” Mr. Gale in this pamphlet 
denies this, and states that the theory is wholly untenable. Prom vol. 4, part 8, of the Gazette. 

Poultry, No. 7. By S. Gray.—Describing the “Leghorn fowl.” General characteristics and principal 
breeders in New South Wales. Illustrated. Prom vol. 4, part 8, of the Gazette.

Lumpy jaw in cattle.—Extracts from a report on this disease prepared by tho United States Government 
from the experiments of Dr. D. E. Salmon, Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, and Dr, V. A. 
Norgaard, Veterinary Inspector. Description of the experiments carried out. Cost of treatment. 
Successes of the 11 Iodide treatment,” Description of post mortem examination of cattle supposed 
to be cured; and also of cattle suffering from this disease. Illustrated. Prom vol. 4, part 8, of the 
Gazette.

Bcport of ihe Department of Agriculture for 1892. ■
Cross-breds for freezing aud export.—A tabulated return obtained by the Agent-General, London, from 

the principal breeders in England of the weight and value of the fleeces of the leadiug breeds of 
English sheep at the ages of 3, 15, 27, and. 39 months, in order to ascertain which is the best 
description of English ram for our merino ewes. for the production of cross-breds for freezing and 
export. Prom vol. 4, part 9, of the Gazette.

Poultry, No. 8. By S. Gray.—“ Capons and caponising." A description of the tools required, and how 
tho operation is performed. Illustrated. Prom vol. 4, part 9, of the Gazette.

Orange culture. By A. II. Beoson.—Portions of the Colony in which the oranges can best be cultivated.
. Climate and soil most suitable. Best method of drainage. Situation and aspect, their importance. 

Preparation of the land. Propagation and stocks. Laying out and planting an orchard. Directions 
as to general cultivation. Diseases of the orange and their treatment. Handling aud marketing 
the fruit. From vol. 4, part 9, of the Gazette.

Pruning. By A. H. Benson.—Gives directions for pruning the apple, pear, apricot, cherry, plum, peach, 
nectarine, fig, almond, lemon, mandarin, and various other fruit-trees. Illustrated, from vol. 4, 
part 10, of the Gazette.

Experiments with Pulses. By Geo. Valder.—Bcsults of experiments carried out by Mr. Voider, with a 
view* to testing the comparative value of the pulses cultivated in this Colony. Prom vol. 4, part 11, 
of the Gazette.

Tho Northern Elvers. By A. H. Benson.—A description of a trip taken by Mr, Benson to tho Northern 
Elvers District, giving his opinion of the varieties of fruit most suitable to each locality visited. 
Prom vol. 4, part 11, of the Gazette. *

Cold Storage of Pruit. By A. H. Benson.—A description of experiments carried out with regard to the 
cold storage of deciduous fruit, and the results obtained with each of the following varieties:— 
Apples, pears, plums, peaches, nectarines, grapes, mangoes, pine-apples, tomatoes, and passion fruit. 
P'rom vol. 4, part 11., of the Gazette.

Corkwood or Duboisia. By 4. H. Maiden.—A description of the plant, and the opinion of different 
authorities as to its medicinal uses. Illustrated. Prom vol. 4, part 11, of the Gazelle.

Poultry, No. 9. By S. Gray.—Description of the Dorking fowl. General characteristics. Principal 
breeders in New South Wales, &c. Illustrated, Prom vol. 4, part 11, of the Gazette.

The Department, recognising that tho future prosperity of this Colony depends largely upon the 
extent to which our products, such as meat, butter, cheese, wine, fruit, tobacco, &c., &c., can find a profit
able export market, is using every efibit to encourage the export of these articles, so far as cau bo done 
with the means at its disposal, and so far as the producers and exporters are willing to avail themselves of 
the help of the Department. ■

1 take the opportunity of inviting attention to the exports of agricultural products from the United 
States, America, for the fiscal year, ending 30th June, 1892, as published in the report of the Secretary of 
Agriculture for 1893.

It appears that during tho period mentioned that these exports " attained the enormous figui’C of 
eight hundred million dollars (approximately £160.000,000 sterling), being 78'7 per cent, of our total 
exports. In the fiscal year following, this aggregate was greatly reduced, but, nevertheless, attained the 
very respectable figure of six hundred aud fifteen millions (approximate £123,000,000 sterling), being 74'L 
per cent, of all American commodities exported. The value of the foreign markets to our farmers,and to 
the entire population can hardly bo over estimated. . . . In almost.every line the United Kingdom 
and Ireland absorb by far the largest proportion.'’

It is clear that tho Americans arc fully alive 1o the importance of retaining as much of this trade 
as possible, aud also of increasing it largely. The Secretary slates, “ It must not be forgotten that in the 
universal competition for enlarged trade constant efforts are being made, and will continue to be made, 
by other countries producing a surplus of agricultural products, to wrest from us tho supremacy we now 
hold in supplying Great Britain and a few other countries, that are not self-providing in such products ; 
that many of these arc British colonies, and that, except as regards cotton, there are none of which we 
enjoy the practical monopoly.” . . . To overcome impediments to trade the plan of sending agents
into Germany, Sweden, and other European countries, to tell foreigners the value of Indian corn as 
human food, was inaugurated. . . . Ihe missionary labours in the food-consuming fields of Europe of
the special agents of this Department, which the law provides for have been extended, so that a thorough 
inquiry is benig prosecuted as to why American meats are partially excluded ; why American tobacco is 
not more demanded; why American wheat-flour cannot be more generally marketed in Europe ; why 
cranberries are not sold there; why American wines are not called for; and why Europeans generally 
shall not be consumers of American canned goods ?”

Prom
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From this it may bo scon how necessary it us for us (o bo on the alert; to hoop up to the biobest 
standards with our products ; to suit the tnslcs of our customers, and use every means possible to gain a 
firm footing in British and Foreign markets.

To. take one production alone, that of pork, I think a vast trade might be done. To gh e an idea of 
the magnitude of the American pork exports I will again quote from the Seerotarv’s report“ Of pork 
produefs, the total exports for 1SD2 aggregated in value eighty-five million dollars (f 17,000.000), of which 
Great Britain took forly-scion millions (£0,400,000), and iii ISOS eighty-five millions, of which Great 
Britain took fifty-threo millions (£10,000,000).” 'J'lus seems almost incredible. If we could export from 
this Colony, or even from Australia, to the extent of a tenth part of this value the benefits would be great. 
Tho production of pork in America is duo to the immense quantity of maize raised. In this Colony maize 
can be grown even better than in America, and our average yield per acre is greater.

In connection with the export of meat, tho Chief Inspector of Stock (Mr. Alex. Bruce) visited 
ATew Zealand, and furnished a valuable report, and ho is now engaged in collecting information on the 
same subject in America, Canada, Great Britain, and the Continent.

In the meantime the following extracts from a review' of the frozen meat trade (1893) by a 
leading firm of colonial commission agents may prove interesting,—■

Tho importation of frozen mutton and lamb from Australia has increased from 400 carcasses in 1880 to 005,602 in 1S93.
_ The anticipated increase during 1803 in tho output nf the various new freezing works not hein" fully realised the 

closing year s import exceeded the previous year’s record by only 100,000 carcasses, stocks were at that time unmanage
able, the arrivals having been, on tho whole, fairly regular, and thus admitting of more satisfactory handling than was 
possible m some earlier seasons when imports were much lighter in aggregate hut not so well distributed over the year.
A larger import could undoubtedly have been dealt with. Arrivals from New South Wales, Victoria, and Queensland 
name mto competition at times with one another, besides being in a state of constant rivalry with River Plate mutton ; 
bnt, generally speaking, Australian sheep sold relatively more freely and at better prices in and around London than in the 
northern counties. Argentine mutton arriving at Liverpool is still able to hold its own around that centre, for the 
threefold reason that its reputation was first established there, that its quality suits purchasers, and that its cost laid down 
there is necessarily lower than that of mutton landed in London and forwarded by rail to the Liverpool district at an 
average cost of about one farthing ]>er lb......................... ’

Irregularity was again the outstanding feature of the numerous shipments received from New South Wales, 
Victoria, and Queensland. Jlcrino sheep under 45 lb. were not likely to command good prices, hut the 45-lb. to 55-lb. 
carcasses helped to fill the gap between ordinary River Plato sheep and secondary New Zealand sheep, while tho limited 
number of 55-lb. to 65-lb. crossbred sheep received intermittently from various districts in Australia, found there was 
room for them, too, in the same gap, but at an-apprcciably higher level of value. These resemble in quality and style of 
carcass the River Plate crossbred mutton more nearly than the crossbred mutton shipped from New Zealand. If received 
regularly and in largo numbers, such sheep would soon establish a distinct position for themselves in the market midway 
between the prices secured by the two great competing sources of production. Australian and River Plate merinoes are 
more likely to become keener competitors as imports from tho former source increase, and Australian shippers will 
doubtless so lay their plans as to bo able to meet the inevitable struggle with their Argentine rivals for the custom of 
the masses of Lroat Britain and continent, to which cud lowness of price is as much a necessity as are a reliable standard of 
quality and unfailing regular supply.........................

Supplies from Australia were again mtermittent and of no great hulk, bnt their presence on tho London market 
frequently prejudiced tho sale of New Zealand consignments, owing to their being worth considerably less money. 
Shipments eoming to hand early in the year were readily sold, and at no time was tho maiket overstocked. That tho 
prices obtained were satisfactory to shippois is doubtful, hut it is not inipiobable that a net result was arrived at in 1893, 
which will prove a fair average of ordinary seasons. Lambs which are not really prime are not particularly wanted in tins 
market, and many of tho parcels received from Australia were very far from being prime, an average weight of as little as 
25 lb. per carcass being occasionally reported......................... .

The unreasonable objections raised in some quarters to the tronera] adoption of some intelligent system of graclin" 
shipments hns now practically disappeared, and almost every freezing establishment in New Zealand has a recognised mode ’ 
of classifying its output, dhc advantages of grading are thoroughly well appreciated by every one who desires to see the 
retail trade expand without hindrance. The absence of uncertainty as to quality and weights of graded parcels admits of 
their rapid distribution in the most suitable markets and lessens appreciably the cost of handling at this end. So well- 
established is nowr the preference for graded mutton and lamb that many of tho largest London and piovincial retail buyers 
decline to buy ungraded shipments, even at a concession in price—m ether words, are prepared to pay a premium on 
graded parcels.

ICxisting systems arc, however, by no means all perfect. In some cases, beyond separating merinoes and old 
ewes from the crossbred wethers and maiden ewes, little attention appears to be paid to anything except weight. Unless 
quality is considered first and weight only second, disappointment is certain to result to both shippers and buyers. 
Roughly speaking, tho various distncts in New1 Zealand are represented by more or less distinctive types of carcass, but in 
some parts, where the variety of carcasses is great, or where different works draw their supplies from the same district, it 
is not always possible to discover any definite basis upon which grading has been effected, except that of weight. A 
further element of uncertainty is iuttoduced by shipping from one district sheep or lambs which were bred or even 
fattened in another district. .....

The following extract from the report of the Committee of tho House of Lords fairly summarises 
the case for foreign meats as compared with home-grown meats:—

, r-t’tie Committee desire to draw especial attention to the possible effect which any system of marking may have on 
prices. It is impossible to foretell precisely what may he the result of legislating in tills direction, but so far as your 
Committee are able to judge, any course which would affix to meat an unmistakable mark of its place of origin would, 
temporarily at least, produce some variation in price, and some dislocation in the trade. At first it is probable that those 
butchers who have hitherto supplied customers very largely with imported meat would find it necessary to restrict their 
purchases for a time to home-grown animals, with a corresponding diminution in their own profits. Rut most of the 
witnesses agree that as the imported meat became better known, so would it increase in popularity. While the Committee 
believe that it will be impossible to place before the consumer meat equal in quality to the best that can be grown in these 
islands, and that consequently such meat will continue to command the top price, they think that there is alarge quantity 
of meat produced in Great Britain of less good quality, which is inferior to the beef imported from America, and even to 
the mutton imported from New Zealand.

^ file ultimate result, therefore, might be that meat would come to he divided into four general classes, with 
considerable variation of price.

First, the best home-grown meat; secondly, tho best imported meat; thirdly, the second class home-grown meat; 
and lastly, the inferior meat, both home grown meat and imported. 'Whereas the third class now stands in point of price 
ahead of the second, the indication of the country of origin might transpose their values in the market.

It was very generally asserted before tho Committee that tho average excellence of imported meat was higher than 
that of home-grown meat. -

, " The Committee think that considerations such as these ought not to be lost sight of by those who are advocating
tiiis principle (marking foreign meat) in the interests of the producers of meat in these islands.

It remains for Australasian shippers of frozen beef, mutton, and lamb to follow up this most valuable testimony as 
to the quality of their exports. Let them take up the proposals of those who Imped to handicap the importation of meat 
into this country and adopt them forthwith for their own protection. By all means mark Australian meat in some such 
way as will prevent its being mistaken for moat killed at home. Lot each freezing establishment have an official inspector, 
whole certificate of health, attached to each quarter of lieef or carcass of mutton and lamb, will be an absolute guarantee 
that the meat is wholesome. In duo time the public would expect to see these certificates attached, and retailers would

find
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find it in their interest to retain them. If registered as ofiioial trade marks by the various Colonial Governments {each 
colony using a distinctive colour for its certificates), it is most probable that any tampering with such labels on this side 
would be punishable under the existing law. These certificates could bo made similar to those now nssd by shippers of 
American chilled beef {under compulsion by the United States Government), viz., stout parchment labels about 4 inches 
by 2 inches, firmly affixed by wire, and sealed with an official leaden stamp, so that the label cannot be transferred to any 
other piece of meat without the change being discoverable. This cannot, of course, prove a complete protection against 
fraud, but it would go a long way towards reducing itto a minimum, and would tend to increase the popularity of colonial 
meat. The adoption of some such scheme would not in any way interfere with the existing methods of distinguishing the 
meat of the various shippers by brands on cloths and on tabs. .

Prior to the inquiry above alluded to, the opinion was generally held that it was hest not to interfere m any way 
with the sale of colonial meat; but it lias now' been demonstrated very clearly that colonial shippers have everything to 
gain by marking their meat as indelibly as is possible without disfiguring it, and thus giving a practical certificate of 
health with each animal exported, A further advantage would be gained by the assistance thus given to introducing 
Australian meat into continental markets, where more strict regulations exist than in this country, and where a certificate 
of health is invariably required.........................

The import of ail kinds of live and dead meat into this country now represents just one-third of the total 
consumption, or (say) 700,000 tons out of 2,122,000 tons. The home production of beef and mutton does not increase so 
rapidly as do the requirements of the growing population, and the quantities of imported dead meats of all kinds have risen 
from 13:5 lb. per head in 1873, to 19'1 lb. in 1383, and 29*0 lb. in 1891 (the latest official return). Apart from the question 
of the increasing annual consumption, these.figures reveal a steadily growing dependence on foreign supplies, and afford a 
guarantee of a sustained demand for colonial beef and mutton. The last Census returns show clearly that, out of a 
population of 371704,283 persons in the United Kingdom, about 25,000,000 represented working men and their families. 
Twenty years ago the great bulk of the home production of meat was consumed by the upper and middle classes, the 
working man using comparatively little meat then. The scale of living amongst the masses of our population is now, 
however, undoubtedly rising steadily, and low price of frozen meats is fostering a taste which could not he gratified until 
within recent years. The capabilities of this undeveloped field cannot be gauged even approximately ; but at a moderate 
level of prices,^ and with the rate of increase reasonably regulated, there can be little doubt that the outlet will prove to be 
co-extensive with the producing capacities of the colonies.

In regard to butter, &c., the Department, through the Agent-General, obtained a valuable report 
from Mr. Charles E-. Valentine on the grading of butter and the production and marketing of colonial 
dairy produce. During his visit to this Colony, Mr, Valentine, accompanied by Mr. Dunnicliff, visited 
the butter factories in the South Coast and Huutcr Biver Districts. He stated that at least one of the 
factories inspected was equal to anything they had in England, He also complimented the Colony on the 
possession of such excellent dairy cattle, particularly those in the lllawarra District. During the year 
the Department was able to render some assistance in sending away a trial shipment of butter to the 
continent of Europe.

I venture to think we should use every effort to secure uniformity in tho make of our butter, as I 
fear until we do we shall not take that position in the English markets to which wc may fairly aspire. 
The establishment of creameries in the country, aud large factories near the port of shipment, will, I 
think, be one of the means to this end. t

The quantity of butter exported has greatly exceeded that of last year. "With the shipping season 
as yet unfinished (on 31st January), the quantity exported has already exceeded 2,880,000 lb., valued at 
£114,000 ; against a total shipment of last season of 2,255,5513b., of a value of £89,020. It is, however, 
too early in the year to furnish statistics of this industry.

It is also worthy of note that the returns from England up to date show that consignments of 
butter for sale in the open market have realised satisfactory prices.

The following extracts from the report of the Hamid's Special Commissioner on the Victorian 
■■ butter export have an important bearing on the export of butter question:—

It is no use sending an inferior article to London,” remarked Mr. D. Wilson, the Victorian dairy expert, as lie 
explained the whole system to me. The buyers there are keen judges of the quality of butter. They know the article 
as well as anyone in the world. Good margarine is better than bad batter, anti if we cannot send the finest quality of 
butter, it is better to send none at all.”

Ihesc words furnish the key to the'whole situation, aud explain the phenomenal expansion of the Victorian butter 
export, an expansion which is probably without parallel in the records of colonial trade with the Mother Country. . . .

The Corporation refrigerators to which I have already referred are leased and worked by the Government, winch 
conducts all the operations of shipping. Here there is storage-room for some 500 tons of butter, and even this accommo
dation frequently proves insufficient, and many cases have to wait for days before finding room in the cold chambers. On 
iinival at the stores, the butter is tested by the Government expert, Mr. Waugh, who has had thirteen years’ experience 
m the Cork butter trade, and, if found sound and pure, and of a sufficiently high grade, is stamped with the mark of State 
approval. The package is then placed in one of the numerous little cold chambers, and kept for a week or so at a tcinpcr- 
ature varying from 20 to 35 degrees. It is then ready for shipment, and all that remains is to run it down to the Tort 
Melbourne railway pier, and place it in the cold chamber of the steamer.

^or aH this costly work the Government generously charges nothing, eo that hero we have another bonus, though 
l character, granted to the producer. The cast of maintaining this elaborate refrigerating plant, and providing

the labour needed for handling the butter three times, must he very large, though I have not, as yet, been able to ascertain 
the exact sum. As if this were not enough, the State also contracts for the freight to England. By an arrangement with 
the P. and O. and Orient Companies, the Government takes up all the space available for tho cool storage of butter in each 
steamer. This space is then allotted equitably amongst the various shippers, the freight charged being only Id, per lb. 
Small as this may seem for a voyage of 13,000 miles, an agitation is now on foot to obtain a reduction in the rate, as the 
shippers complain that they find it difficult, even under the present favourable conditions, to make a profit.”

Extracts from the report of the Herald's Special Commissioner on the Hew South "Wales butter export:—
The difference between Victoria and Hew South Wales is just this: In Victoria they manufacture the butter 

expressly for export and sell the surplus locally, whilst in Hew South Wales they make for the local market and exnort 
the surplus.................... L

“It may he interesting to Sydney consumers to learn that the export trade is only valued by the shippers m so far as 
it serves as a lever to sustain the local price at an artificial level. It is a discharge-valve which prevents the market from 
overflowing by sending the surplus away. There is no secret about the matter. Anybody in Sussex-strcct will explain to 
you how the thing works. It ia all done openly in the interests of the producer, for it is not the business of the dairyman 
or their agents to look after the consumer. %t It is better,75 said one dealer to me, “to lose a few thousands yearly on the 
e??£r q 80 3°ilg as we can keep the Sydney market at a satisfactory level.” The same tiling is printed in the report
otthc.onth OoMt Company, from which I have just quoted. The directors remark:—“ It is estimated that a distinct 
beneht ot not less than £50,000 lias been gained by the consignors to this company alone by this exportation movement.” 
1 or the present season a large trade is anticipated, and the report winds up with the following clear statement of the 
situation;—-“If profitable prices are to be sustained in Sydney during the summer, then the surplus must be sent to 
.London at lower prices, and tlie profit and loss on London sales on this surplus is a mere nothing when compared to the 
immense momentary benefit derived by producers with the sustained prices fiom October to March.” ....

As far as the export trade goes, this heading is somewhat misleading, for though very excellent butter is made in 
bydney, it is not for export purposes. The two chief factories belong to the South Coast and West Camden Company and 
the rresh rood and Ice Company. At eacli of these establishments there is a firat-class chaining plant, capable of making 
the finest creamery butter, and creamery butter, it may be regarded, is now recognised as being as far ahead of factory

. butter
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butter as the factory article is ahead of the old hand-made dairy article. It commands about Id. per lb. Ijetter price, and 
anv quantity of it could be made were it only possible to get the cream. This is tho great difficulty. The factories, ot 
which there are many within easy roach of Sydney, prefer to send their butter rather than their cream to Sydney, ami it in 
very difficult to persuade them that the latter plan would be more advantageous. “ Wo want all the butter we can make 
to meet local demand,” said the manager of the Fresh Food and Ice Company, and at the South Coast Company s the 
complaint was the same, consequently the butter which is exported, instead of being specially manufactured for the 
purpose as at Melbourne, is merely the overplus of the Sydney market. After a long journey by steamer or rail tho butter 
arrives in Sydney in hut poor conditinn. The buyers select what they require of it and the balance is placed into boxes 
ami chilled for export. It is impossible under these circumstances to give the Loudon buyers a sound, pure, and uniformly 
graded article.

This mcthoil may answer for a time, but unless I am much mistaken, the butter-making industry 
will in a few years have increased to such an extent that the quantity of Imttey required for the local 
market as compared with the total production will be so small as to be quite unimportant, aud the full 
importance of the export trade will have to be recognised, and the special requirements of that trade 
must then be the first consideration. In the meantime it may, though it is to be_ hoped it will not, be 
found that this Colony has, for the sake of securing present and temporary gain, sacrificed its chance 
of building up a reputation, and that it may have great difficulty in recovering lost ground. _ The only 
way in which this Colony can hope to secure a commanding position in outside markets is to send 
produce of first quality and uniformity, so that its brands may have a recognised value.

In view of the growing importance of the dairy industry steps have been taken to provide 
instruction at the llawkesbury Agricultural College in butter and cheese making on the best known 
principles. To this cud a number of dairy cattle have been procured, the services of a most experienced 
butter and cheese maker have been secured, a building which will be fitted with all the inost approved 
appliances is now in course of erection, and as soon as arrangements are completed, non-resident students 
(male and female) in this special branch, will bo instructed by lectures and demonstrations in all the 
details of dairying, cheese and butter making, &c. A very valuable work on dairying, edited by Mr. J. P. 
Dowling, lias been published by the Department, which it is hoped will prove of great service to dairymen 
or to persons intending to enter upon the work of butter and cheese making.

In connection with this branch of industry some valuable experiments have been made under the 
Principal of the Hawkcsbury Agricultural College, by the Science-master, Mr. E. C. Wood, assisted by 
the Chemist of the Department in tho condensing and concentrating of milk both whole and separated. 
Some experiments were also made in the milk-producing properties of certain fodders, but as tlm results 
obtained were not quite satisfactory, it is proposed to make others under more satisfactory conditions.

An interesting report was prepared by Mr. E. Clarence Wood, in December last, on the manufacture 
of condensed milk as a proposed colonial industry, This was fully published in the December number of 
the Agricultural Gazette, so that it will be sufficient to refer briefly to the great possibilities of this 
trade,' botli for supplying local wants, and also for export. ■ _

The report is based upon the results of bis own direct observations and experiments, and 
conclusively shows that, as an industry, condensed milk would he even more lucrative than butter and 
cheese-making, while the cost of erecting a complete plant would bo no greater.

Mr. Wood gives a brief outline of the process of manufacture, which shows fhat tho management 
would require neither more labour, nor more skill than butter-making—far less indeed than cheese-making.

The report is well worthy of the attention of dairy farmers, as affording another opening for their
produce. .

With a view to extend the Hew South Wales wine trade in England, the Department, acting on 
the suggestion of Mr. C. W. Lett, of the Imperial Institute, lias taken steps, which will, it is thought at a 
minimum of expenditure, make known to the public in London some of the best brands of (he Ixcw South 
Wales wines. The action of the Department in this regard appears lo_have met with the approval of 
some of tho leading wine-makers of this Colony, and there is reason to believe that ere long a trial ship
ment to London will be made. Bccognising the absolute necessity of exercising a wise discretion in regard 
to tho wines to be shipped, ihe Department has invited P, F. Adams, Esq., and Dr. Eiascbi to form in 
conjunction with Mr. Despeissis (Consulting Viticulturist of tho Department), a committee to test any 
wines submitted before shipment to London, and these gentlemen at once kindly consented to place their 
services at the disposal of the Department. Efforts are now being made to secure cellar accommodation 
for wines submitted to the committee. It is possible that this movement may lead to consideration of the 
expediency of establishing a cellar or cellars for the blending and export of our wines. In this connection, 
it is proposed to make a systematic investigation of the wines of this Colony, with a view to assist in 
judging, treating, blending wines, and in selecting wines that are suitable for brandy making and. so 
forth. °It is felt, that under proper conditions and management, there is a great future for the wine 
industry of this Colony, and the problem which the Department has to face is how it can best help in 
placing the produce of our vineyards in the European and other markets, whether as wine or brandy in a 
manner best calculated to secure such a reputation as will ensure a permanent and growing demand without 
involving tho expenditure of public money, and without interfering unnecessarily with the normal 
operations of private enterprise. . .

The experiments in connection with wine fermentation carried out last year wore, on the whole, 
fairly satisfactory, and a number of wine-growers have decided to continue the experiment with fresh 
lovures this season. , ,

The Corowa Fruit-growers’ Association tested a number of samples of wine treated with levures, 
together with those untreated, and reported that, taken as a whole, the levered wines were slightly the 
better, but it was considered premature to express a decided opinion. . . _

From the favourable results which have followed from the use of levures in France, California, 
and Algeria, it is probable that better results would have been obtained if all the experimenters .had the 
proper appliances, and thoroughly understood tho process to be carried out. . The Department is, there
fore, issuing explicit instruction to experimenters this year, in addition to which Mr. .1. D. Lankester, at 
Albury, and Mr. Despeissis (Consulting Viticulturist), at Tamworlh, are arranging to carry out. a 
systematic test during the 1891 vintage, tho results of which will be embodied in my nest report, and will 
ho of much interest to the wine-growers generally.

In connection with the wine industry, attention is invited to tho great importance of encouragement 
being given to the manufacture of brandy and other spirits. . . . .

If the Government in its wisdom could see the advantage of abolishing the excise duty on spirits, 
it should give a great impetus, especially to the vine-growing industry, aud provide au important item for 
export. It
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Ji, might also lead to distillation from grain, roots, &e., &c.; and if a syslem of licensing were 
introduced, wlioredy it would be possible to ensure that spirits made from grapes could be disiirmuished 
trom spirits made from grain, roots, Ac,, wc should be able to guard against adulteration.

The Vine jDiseascs Act was assented to on the ?th June last, and steps were at once taken to 
prepare lists ot Tine-growers, appoint returning obieers, aud make the necessary arrangements for holding 
the first election io the several Vine Disease Boards. The Board tor the Cumberland District was elected 
'-'[h , 2^tl]ov ember last. The Board of the M urray Diver District was not elected till the ISth January
IbtD, and the election for the Hunter Diver District failed in consequence of no candidates having been 
nominated. Steps arc being taken to appoint a Board for that district.

A s might naturally be expected, some little difficulty has been experienced by the Boards in putting 
the Act into operation, hut this has been mainly due to want of acquaintance with the provisions of the 
Act, and inexperience in working the same, and will no doubt he readily overcome.

The fact that the Act makes no provisions for paying members of Boards for loss of time and 
money out of .pocket m attending meetings is regarded by many of the vine-growers as fatal to the 
efficient working oi the Boards.

Pending the establishment of the Cumberland Vine Diseases Board, and tho appointment by it of 
ari Inspector, the Department has completed the rooting up of the two small vineyards condemned by the 
imam appointed under the repealed Act. J

In regard to the fruit-growing industry, the Department has, by its Expert, given instruction and 
packiug'o^FruB ^ pr0I>a=atmg of trces aml eradication of insect and fungus pests, grading aud

i coo A scries of experiments in the cold storage of fruit, extending from 28th January to 26th August, 
■ ’,yere conducted by the fruit expert (Mr. A. H, Benson), for the Department of Agriculture, at the 
cold storage rooms attached to the Government meat market, at Darling Harbour; Messrs. Hudson Bros, 
lessees having kindly placed a chamber of 50 tons capacity ships measurement at the disposal of the 
Department, free ol all charge. 1

The system of cold storage employed was one in which an even temperature combined with a 
constant mJlux oi cold fresh air was maintained, and this system, or rather principle, is the only satisfactory 
one tor use m the case of fruit, as a merely cold air without the necessary ventilation and influx of fresh 
air has beon proved to be insufficient to keep fruit in good condition for'any length of time.

The fruits experimented with consisted of the following varieties, viz. f—Apples, pears, plums 
peaches, nectarines, grapes, mangoes, pine-apples, tomatoes, and passion fruit: and were obtained from 
irmt-growers m various parts of the Colony.

Different materials were tried for packing, and the fruit was tested under various conditions 
wrapped and unwrapped, in light cases and open well ventilated cases, and in various states or degrees 
oi ripeness. k °

The average temperature maintained was 4174 degrees, and was verv evenly maintained. The 
extreme limit of variation ranged from 3? degrees to 51 degrees, aud those extremes were only reached 
on two or llirce occasions. The ventilation avbb at all times satisfactory.

The general results of the experiments may be summarised as follows:— •
.1. Apples midseason and late variety of pears, solid-fleshed plums, and tough-skinned. fleshv grapes 

may be kept m perfect condition without any appreciable loss for a period of two months, when 
stored in a cold dry fresh air, maintained at an even average temperature of 4L decrees to 43 
degrees; provided that the fruit is carefully gathered, handled, and packed, and that all 
blemished irmt is discarded. Apples will keep equally as well if the temperature is raised 10 
degrees, but the other fruits require tho lower temperature. Two months allows for the extreme 
outside time required to place the fruit on the English market.

2. After being removed from the cold storage, tho fruit keeps in good condition for a sufficient time
to enable it to be disposed of and consumed, with only a small percentage of loss, provided that 
previous to il s removal from cold storage, the temperature of the store is gradually raised to that 
of tho outside air, as any condensation of moisture on the fruit, which would tend to create 
decay, is thereby prevented.

3. Soft fruit, such as peaches and nectarines, may bo safely stored without deterioration from one
to two weeks, according to variety, thereby preventing to a certain extent the glutting of the 
markets with these fruits during the height of the season.

4. The cost of cold storage by the method employed is much less than that at present used for tho
conveyance of fruit to England and the results arc much better. At present the three great 
drawbacks Australian fruit-growers have to compete with in the export of fruit to the English 
market are, first, the excessive freight; second, the large percentage of loss arising through the 
fruit being carried without a proper system of ventilation; and thirdly, through the bad keeping 
qualities of the fruit when landed, which necessitates the fruit being disposed of and consumed 
as rapidly aa possible. All these drawbacks would be, to a groat extent, prevented if the fruit 
vs ere carried under similar conditions to those maintained during the experiments, and a cheaper 
and better carriage would tend to greatly increase our export of fruit to England, which, unless 
such steps are shortly taken, threatens to become a thing of the past, as the prices received for 
our fruit in London are entirely prohibitive in the majority ot cases. Ko doubt this is not 
always the fault of tho high freight and bad system of carriage employed, hut is often largely 
due to the carelessness of the growers or shippers themselves in sending worthless and inferior 
fruits; and this was shown many times in last year’s shipments of Tasmanian apples. The 
English market wants one class of fruit only—the hest—and that fruit put on tho market in the 
best condition aud most attractive manner; and if growers or shippers try to palm off any 
inferior grades they will got loft every time, as the English buyers will not have them, except at 
very low rates.

The value of these experiments to the Hew South 'Wales fruit-grower, is that by this means the 
Government have practically shown tho conditions that it is necessary to maintain in order to successfully 
keep fruit m cold storage, and also what fruits arc most suitable, and what care is necessary to bo taken 
with the grading-wrapping and packing of the fruits so as to render them suitable for cold storage, especially

as
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as adapted to an export trade. It is to an export trade that tho fruit-growers must eventually look if 
the industry is to take a prominent place in colonial industries; and by showing how the export of fruit 
may bo most economically and successfully carried out these expeVimcnts are likely to be of great value 
to tho fruit-growers and to the Colony in general.

Experiments have been made in lemon-curing for export, and experiments with various fungicides 
and insecticides have also been made. ■

The Department has long since recognised that as a first step towards securing a satisfactory 
market for citrus and other green fruits in England, it is absolutely necessary that the quality of the fruit 
grown be improved, aud that such fruit shall be properly graded, packed, and attractively got up. Efforts 
nave been made to impress this fact upon tho fruit-growers, but, of course, it is a work of time to effect 
an important change of this kind. In the meantime, as demonstrating the correctness of this view the 
Department has recently received details of the cost attending the placing on the London market of a 
shipment of 350 cases of oranges shipped as ordinary cargo, and the price realised there. The average 
cost per case was 4s. Sid., and though the fruit arrived in good condition, the price realised was 3s. GJd. 
per case. The charges are doubtless too high, and steps are being taken by the Department to secure, if 
possible, a reduction, but the loss on the shipment above referred to is mainly due to the quality of the 
fruit. It has been suggested, that before we can hope to build up a trade for our fruit in London, it will bo 
necessary to have an agent there to see that our produce is properly marketed, and it is also urged that 
until wo have packing companies centrally located, as they have in California and Florida, we shall not 
have our fruit sent to market in the most attractive form. It is quite certain that wc can grow fruit equal 
lo any in tho world, and it is equally certain that if we send none hut tho best quality of fruit properly 
graded, packed and got up, we shall soon be able to establish a reputation both in England and in Canada 
that will command a very extensive and profitable trade.

Preparations arc being made in the experimental farm at Wagga Wagga for establishing an orchard 
and vineyard, at which a complete course of instruction in fruit-growing nursery-work, planting out, 
pruning and cultivation, and after the fruit is grown, drying, canning, jam, and jelly making, raisin-making, 
prune manufacture, as well as grading and packing for market will be imparted.

Towards the accomplishment of this project a large number of scions of different varieiics of fruit 
trees received frofn Victoria have been taken to (losford Nursery, and worked and set out there ready for 
removal to the "VVagga farm in June next. A large collection of American varieties of fruit-trees have 
been obtained from the Californian Nursery Company, and have been planted temporarily, until in due 
course they also cau bo planted out at the Waggn, farm. The above-mentioned trees arc all true to name.

Good work has boon done by tho Pomological Committee iu connection with the classification and 
naming of Australian-grown fruit.

The objects of Ihe Pomological Committee arc as follows :—
1st. To endeavour to correct by degrees our very mixed fruit nomenclature.
2nd. To take note of. and publish descriptions of any new fruits—especially locally raised seedlings.
3rd. To determine the value of, and suitability of different fruits, for the various parts of the Colony.
4th, To take note of any other matters of interest connected with the fruit industry. The Com

mittee held several meetings during the autumn of 1893, but it was not until fho fruit season of 
1893-1891 commenced that the work of the Committee got fairly into shape.

Since the first meeting, held on IGth November, 1893, meetings have been held on the second and 
fourth Thursdays of each mouth, and will ho continued as long aa there is any quantity of fruit to come 
forward. Numerous samples of fruit have been submitted, something like 400, since the Committee 
began work, and of these descriptions and drawings for future reference have been taken, where typical 
specimens have been available. Arrangements have been made with the Eaihvay Commissioners 'whereby 
fruit submitted to the Committee is now carried free, and forms and labels have been distributed to a 
number of fruit-growers. A complete record of 1be proceedings of the Committee is kept, which will be 
of great value for reference purposes. It is the intention of the Committee to publish eventually a work 
on Australian Pomology, on lines similar to the works of Dr. Mogg and Chas. Downing.

As regards tobacco the work done by the experts is as follows :—
During the past six months Mr. 8. Lamb has been busily engaged in visiting some seventy places 

in New South Wales, for tho purpose of meeting the farmers, and giving instruction in the cultivation, 
curing, classing, and packing of tobacco, both on their homesteads and by means of lectures. He has 
visited, among other districts, the Bichmond Biver, Now England, Gwjdir, Hunter, Hawkcsbury, 
Narrabri, and Tam worth.'

The lectures, which were very well attended (at Gunuedah more than fifty people being present), 
were followed by animated and interesting discussions upon the future development of tho tobacco 
industry.

The result of this instruction may be gathered from the fact that no fewer than 351 farmers are 
carrying out experiments with a number of new varieties of tobacco seed imported from abroad by the 
Department, many applications having to be refused in consequence of the supply of seed becoming 
exhausted.

Mr. Lamb’s attention will be fully occupied for some time to come supervising, as far as possible, 
the gathering and curing of the leaf obtained from these plots.

One of the most serious obstacles Mr. Lamb has bad to combat is the prevalent opinion that tho 
Excise duty is the cause of the present low price of tobacco, whereas the real cause has been over
production, and a consequent glut of the limited Colonial market, The true remedy for the depression 
therefore, lies in the improvement of the tobacco grown, so that it may be readily saleable in the many 
foreign markets which are open to our trade.

Mr. Lamb has also afforded information to many country newspapers, which has enabled them to 
publish Interesting articles on the tobacco industry. These are tending to awaken an interest in tho 
metier, and many farmers are making arrangements to plant for export next year.

At Inverctl and Bcndemeer Mr. Lamb found tobacco leaf which, though produced under disad
vantageous conditions, xvas of u very excellent quality for cigarette purposes.

Mr. Lamb visited the Department’s tobacco plots at Moonbi, GosforJ, Bichmond, ami Campbcll- 
town, at cadi of which a largo quantity of acclimatised seed of 11 avanua, Virginia, and other varieties 
will be available for distribution next season. At
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At Moojibi the experiments were carried out on a more extensive scale, and a curing-shed is being 
erected, in accordance with Mr. Lamb’s instructions.

_ Mr. Sutherland has been engaged giving advice to farmers as to the best methods of growing, 
curing, and preparing their tobacco for home and foreign markets, and also in carrying out a demonstra
tion at Tmnut in air-curing, and the subsequent process, after the American fashion. The latter work 
was much impeded owing to the want of proper accommodation, and to tho fact that only Chinese labour 
was supplied during the early part of the experiments, and the Chinese were found to he very hostile to 
the introduction of the new and improved methods of curing, as practised in America.

Mr. Sutherland was unable to personally supervise the harvesting operations, and as a consequence 
a large percentage of immature leaf was housed against his orders; besides which, much damage was 
done to the crop from the careless way in which it was handled.

■ In the stripping and sorting of the leaves Mr. Sutherland obtained the assistance of Europeans, 
who took a keen interest in learning the improved methods adopted.

The tobacco-shed was merely an open-sided iron-roofed building, the walls being temporarily 
enclosed with loose-hanging strips of ilimsy hessian, which was penetrated by the rain.

The perfect command of the internal atmosphere, so requisite to good curing, and subsequent 
handling of the tobacco, was, therefore, quite unobtainable, but it was considered desirable to test the 
efficiency of existing appliances.

_ 'Eho results, though, not altogether unsatisfactory, conclusively show that such structures as 
described are perfectly worthless for the purpose of tobacco curing, and the improvements which the 
Government so earnestly desire to sec effected in the tobacco industry can only he brought about by the 
use of improved buildings, such as are employed in the most advanced tobacco-growing countries.

Some 400 or 500 lb. of this crop were prepared, but a deal of it was destroyed by the rain, owing 
to the need of proper accommodation. ’

Still, the advantages of the system adopted were fully shown by the fact that the first consignment 
of leaf sent to Sydney (53 lb.), sold for 7-Jd. per lb., chiefly on the merits of its “put up,” A glut 
occurred on the market, however, shortly afterwards, and it is doubtful if the latter consignment for
warded will realise more than Id. or 4-kl. per lb. This again points to the urgent necessity for opening 
up a foreign market, and it will he interesting to see what price will be obtained for a case of the same 
tobacco which was forwarded to England from Tumut.
_ Much of Mr. Sutherland’s time was occupied in visiting the surrounding farmers, and giving them 
instruction in connection with tho experimental plots of the new varieties of seed introduced by the 
Department, which they are cultivating.

_ It is gratifying to note that Dr. Mason, of Tumut, raised plants of seven of these varieties 
sufficient for 20 acres, and if the season is favourable Mr. Sutherland anticipates having sufficient leaf to 
thoroughly carry out the proposed curing experiments in the new shod, which is now erected.

Owing to the low price of tobacco in the local market, and the complicated labour necessary for its 
cultivation, together with the better prices obtainable for wheat and maize, the Europeans arc almost 
universally adopting tho latter crops, to the exclusion of tobacco.

The industry is, therefore, at present practically in the hands of the Chinese, who grow tho plant 
fairly well, hut absolutely refuse to adopt the improved methods of curing, which are necessary to ensure 
increased prices.
_ Mr. Sutherland visited the Albury district during October, where the industry is also chiefly 
in the hands of the Chinese, and here again the leaf had been cut in an unripe stage—some very green. 
The so-called curing had been carried out in the usual unprotected shed, aud the mass of leaf was 
uniformly bad. This is the more remarkable as the local circumstances of soil and climate are favourable 
to tho industry,

Mr. Sutherland subsequently visited Bichmond College, Gosford, and Booty Hill. At tho former 
place plants of the sixteen varieties of imported seed had been successfully grown, and were being 
cultivated for the production of seed.

_ During October and November “ blue mould ” appeared in the Tumut district, and repeated 
spraying with eau celeste and Bordeaux mixture were made by Mr. Sutherland. The results clearly 
showed that if systematic spraying had been made with these fungicides upon the first appearance of the 
plant above ground, as advised, the “ blue mould ” would have been effectively kept in cheek.

While in Sydney Mr. Sutherland took the opportunity of interviewing a number of tho leading 
merchants regarding the possibilities of tho tobacco industry. The opinion was freely expressed that with 
the favourable conditions existing in New South Wales if proper attention were given to the details of 
curing, sorting, and packing, it would lead to an immediate improvement of local prices, besides enabling 
the merchants to open up an export trade, which they are unable at present to do with any prospect of 
success. '

Mr. Sutherland suggests the bestowal of a small bonus per lb. of leaf for consignments selling 
in foreign markets for (say) over Gd. per lb , which inducement, coupled with the opportunities now 
afforded to the growers for instruction in improved methods, would, he believes, give a great impetus 
to the trade.

In accordance nith permission granted by the Minister, experiments have been made to test tho 
values of our citrus orchards for the production of essential oils, &c., suitable lo tho manufacture of 
perfumes and flavouring essences, &c. The matter was placed in the care of Mr. Dunnicliff, and 1 was 
fortunately enabled to secure the co-operation of W. H. McKeown, Esq., of kymble, in the work, who 
generously placed his orchards at the disposal of tho Department. Having -made arrangements for the 
necessary apparatus, ihesc were fitted up, and, with the assistance of Mr. B. G-. Hardy, a practical 
distiller and perfume-maker, and two children to pick leaves, operations were commenced on 10th September. 
These operations were continued for over four months, during which Mr. Dunnicliff attended at the 
orchards on over fifty separate days, and at both early and late hours.

, The experiments have clearly shown that plenty of profifable employment and much wealth may be 
obtained from sources which have been hitherto neglected or unrecognised. Some fine specimens of 
essential oils have been produced, and much \aluablc information has been obtained, which may servo as 
encouragement or. warning to those disposed to take up the work as a permanent industry, aud which will 
be fully set forth in the report on the same now m course of preparation.

These
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These experiments were visited, almost daily, by many persons interested in the prospect of new 
sources;of industry, the opening of fresh avenues for trade or safe investments for capital, and received 
many complimentary expressions of opinion on the value and usefulness of their character! The local 
and immediate results of these tests, Mr. UunnicliS anticipates, will be some extensive plantings of the 
Seville orange next season, together with increased care in the cultivation of orchards generally.

In order to arrive at an estimate of the value, from a commercial point of view', of the oils aud 
perfumes prepared in this series of tests, Mr. C. S. Taylor, of the firm of W. J. Bush & Co., distillers of 
essential oils, &c., &c., London, Grasse (Alpes Maritimes), Messina (Sicily), and Melbourne, was invited 
to inspect samples, and tho following is a copy of a very interesting and encouraging letter received by 
the Department from that gentleman respecting the oils and perfumes brought under his notice:—

Bear Sir, Hotel Australia,” Sydney, 17 February, 1894-,
Referring to my visit to your office this morning, made, I understand, at the request of your Department, I 

cannot too deeply commend the spirit and enterprise displayed by your Department in tbeir endeavour to promote new 
industries, having for its object the promotion of the interests of the people of this Colony. 1 have pleasure in testifying, as 
one having had a long_and special knowledge of essential oils, both to the skill aud merit displayed by you in relation to 
the experimental drawing of certain essential oils from raw materials grown, I understand, under the auspices of your 
Agricultural Department. These comprise oil of petit grain, oi! of mandarin, oil of hitter orange, oil of sweet orange, 
oil of lemon, and oils obtained from the leaves of tho lemon and orange trees.

Considering the very crude appliances at your disposal, and other difficulties with which you have made mo 
acquainted, and with which you had to contend, the samples submitted as '■ first attempts” are “very creditable pro
ductions,” and, while not equalling the Sicilian, nevertheless point in the right direction for further doveiopment in the 
near future. L

. The two leaf-oils* shown me are unknown to commerce, hence they would have to force their way into permanent 
existence.

, It should not be lost sight of that every country possesses in itself certain climatic advantages over that of others 
(simply from Its geographical position) for the culture of raw material, from which manfactured goods are produced. New 
South Wales, being particularly well favoured in this respect, should, in my opinion, have much to give the outer world 
generally, and the English-speaking people in particular, iu the way of new essential oils and perfumery, drawn from some 
of its strongly-odoriforous plants and flowers.

Your Department and those embarking in the industry should not he daunted by a few apparent failures in the
first attempts ; but, as all experience should tend towards ultimate success, so in this industry experience alone can 

bring great results.
My Messrs. W. J. Rush & Co., of Distillery-lane, London, and 170, William-strcct, Melbourne, will always he 

glad to do what they can in furthering the commercial aspect of tills most important question.
I am, kc.,

^ m , C. SANSOM TAYLOR.
* These were tho oils of mancWin leaf and sweet orange leaf.

In respect to special plantings of flowers for perfume purposes, the Department has made a 
beginning by sotting out at the Hawkcsbury Agricultural College several hundred strong clumps of tbe 
tuberose, kindly presented by Messrs. Pcnrco Bros., florists, of tin's city. Beyond this wc have not yot 
gone, but there is a continuous demand for reliable information, based upon local experience, which can 
only bo obtained as the Department is enabled to proceed with experiments in this section of I he industry. 
Awaiting this knowledge wc have trom the country many indications of an intention to immediately 
prepare land for this particular work, which it is thought may be safely entered into by careful men, with 
a certainty of success. 1 " *

Further, in conneeiion with this work, it may bo interesting to mention that Mr. Dunnicliff prepared 
for, and took charge of an atfractivc exhibit at the recent United Horticultural Societies’ Show at Prince 
A lfred Park, where each day and night he attended and explained the various processes to some scores of 
visitors. The exhibit attracted a good deal of attention, and curiously enough appeared to possess grcalcr 
interest for the foreigners present than for our own people, judging by the questions asked. Mr. 
Dunnicliff also prepared tho samples and explanatory circular regarding essential oils and extracts, which 
the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie Bowel! was kind enough to take charge of on his return to Canada, as well ns 
duplicate samples and notes which were sent to Messrs. Oppenheimer Bros., of Vancouver, and it is 
thought that in that country there is ample scope for products of this kind to create a very considerable 
and profitable branch of trade.

, "With a view to demonstrate that sericulture may be made a suitable and profitable industry iu 
this Colony, the Government has secured the services for a term of years of Mr. Charles Brady, who is 
regarded as the most^experienced sericnlturist in Hew South AValcs, to give instruction in all the branches 
of sericulture, including the selection of mulberry-trees according to the soil and climate in various parts 
of tho Colony, and the treatment of such trees, in order to produce the requisito kind of leaf for feeding 
v.'orms in their several stages, tho means to bo adopted to procure healthy and suitable graine, and the best 
methods of preparing graine and cocoons for market. Preparations are being made for the establishment 
of mulberry plantations in suitable localities, but in the meantime the Department has secured for a term 
of years the plantation at Booral, belonging to the Australian Agricultural Company, so that instruction 
may be given without delay, and also that tho valuable parcel of graino brought by Signor Martolli from 
Italy, and presented by him to this Department, may be at once provided for.

It seems somewhat surprising that no general efforts have boon made by sctflers in this Colony to 
vary their crops to any considerable extent, or to give attention to tbo production of small auxiliaries to 
the main crops on which dependence is placed for a livelihood. This is probably due fo a want of knmv- 
ledge, for many of the persons who settle on the land are entirely ignorant of farming or ihe production 
of crops. Even amongst many of those who have had experience, there seems to be an entire absence of 
economy iif not raising a sufficiency of (or, perhaps, not any) wholesome and useful produds for their 
family’s consumption. Take, for example, coffee. In some of tho warmest districts it would be quite 
possible for every family to grow sufficient for its own requirements, and some to spare, and the time 
occupied in this work would not be missed. Again, the growing of fruits and vegetables is strangely 
neglected, and so on with many other things which might add considerably to the comfort of tho 
family, and considerably lessen the cost of living. Occasionally, hard-working thrifty families arc to be 
met with, generally foreigners, who produce on very small ureas, nearly sufficient, or quite sufficient, for 
their needs, with the exception of clothing and groceries. Grain and roots are grown for the feeding of 
pigs, cows, and poultry, and baCou and pork are cured for use. A few bees produce ample supplies of 
honey, A fruit garden of no very great extent provides sufficient fruit for drying and making into

163—B ' preserves
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preserves to last through the year, and milk, butter, and cheese are always available. Such economy, 
however, is unfortunately only too rare, and unaccountable indifEerence and carelessness seem to pervade 
a considerable section of tbe fanning .population. _

It is probable that many small industries might add considerably to the fanners' income, if taken 
in hand by them intelligently, and, it is reasonable to think, a great deal of fairly light employment might 
be given to poor women and also to many men who are physically or mentally incapable of hard hand or 
arduous head work, and who are either the recipients of charity or next door to it. Amongst these 
industries may be mentioned silk culture, scent farming, and bee culture, all of which are likely to prove 
sufficiently profitable to give employment to many persons. The success of silk culture will depend 
entirely' upon the extensive planting of the proper varieties of mulberry. It is simply a matter of pro
viding food. "When this is forthcoming in abundance the industry will prosper aud may extend to 
considerable proportions, as it has been proved that the climate is admirably suited to the mulberry silk
worm, and silk of tho hest quality can he produced here. The scent farming, too, is likely to succeed well 
and become profitable, judging from experiments made by tbe Department. Bee culture is gaining 
ground rapidly in the Colony, and many persons who have mastered the art of managing bees have found 
this small industry to be profitable. There arc many other things which might be successfully combined 
with the above, such as the growing and making arrowroot, olive growing, osier willows, the caper, broom 
corn, chicory, flax and hemp, the growing of nuts, including tho ground nut, oil plants, fruits for drying, 
Ac., according to locality.

There are other crops, too, well worthy tho attention of farmers to produce on a large scale, such 
as the growing of barley, hops, and fibre plants, such as flax and hemp, for if these can be produced of 
the very best quality, tlie demand is likely to be considerable. With our varied climate and soil, together 
with proper management and good seed, that excellence should he obtained.

Tig raising, for bacon, should be a profitable industry for export purposes, as the best of food can 
be cheaply raised. Such an industry has attained enormous proportions in tho United States of America. 
Every small farmer should be able to raise a few pigs.

Hawkesbury College and Farm.
The progress made at the llawkesbury Agricultural College during tho past year has been 

eminently satisfactory, fully realising in its results the anticipations entertained concerning it at the 
commencement of the year.

The fifth session of the institution opened with 4.S students, 15 of whom formed the diploma- 
class, 11 the second session, and 22 the first session students.

Early in the year, on Saturday, the 11th March, the first diplomas were presented, and the two 
initial years of the work of the College, which was necessarily accomplished under very difficult circum
stances, was found to be productive of very gratifying results. Eight students had won their diplomas, 
and were presented with them by the Minister. Through the generosity of Sydney Burdekin, Esq., M.P,, 
each student receiving his diploma was presented with a silver medal, suitably inscribed. This generous 
act of Mr. Burdekin’s is, upon that gentleman’s unsolicited promise, to be repeated annually.

Among these diploma men the dux of tho College, Student Henry Shute, received the Ministers’ 
gold medal, which is awarded to the best student for practical work upon the farm, and tho gold medal 
presented by the Principal to the dux of the College. This student subsequently accepted the position 
of experimentalist on the College farm.

Another diploma student, Elliot John Eien, who took special prizes, has been engaged to take 
caro of the bees and poultry. It is gratifying to find that erstwhile students have so amply realised the 
benefits of tbe institution as to quality themselves to be enrolled among its trusted officers.

Tho presentation of the first diplomas was honoured with the presence of, in addition to the lion. 
T. M. Slattery, the Hon. John Ividd (Postmaster-General), Messrs. Burdekin, T. Waddell, It. Barbour, 
C. J. Jeanucrct, aud J. Stevenson, M’s.P., P. H. llidge, Esq,, the Mayor of .Bichmond, Professor Shelton 
(Queensland), and Professor Lowrie (South Australia), Mr. A. Pearson, of Victoria, Mr. Earrer, of 
Queanbeyan, and the Bev. Thompson, of Tasmania (the five last-named gentlemen being members of tbe 
Sub-committee of the Bust in Wheat Conference), A. Bruce (Chief Inspector of Stock), T, Collier, 
(Mayor of Waterloo), A. Rogers, J.P., A.. Redwood, J. L. Purves, J. T, Wiltshire, G. U. Matheson, 
J. Boss, W. Bloxham, and the Rev. Principal J. Kinross from Sydney, the Revs. Dr. Cameron, Jas. 
Kingborn, B. Keenan, and other distinguished residents of the district. I also had the pleasure of 
being present. Tho company completely filled the hall of the School of Arts.

Tho improvement in practical work during this session by contrast with tlie previous one was very 
marked, and tlie progress of the students, taken as a whole, was a matter for congratulation.

The sixth session commenced on the loth August, when there assembled" a full complement of 
students, numbering 53, 1 of whom was non-resident. The diploma class numbered 12, tbe third session 
S, the second session 10, and the first session 1G. Of the 10 students who sat for their diploma examin
ation, 8 passed. In addition, 2 ex-students were allowed to sit for this examination, 1 of whom passed.

Tho results of this, the second diploma examination, were highly satisfactory. The examiners of 
the candidates for the diploma for both the class and the practical work on the farm were gentlemen of 
distinction and ability, outside altogether of the College, and even the Department. They set the several 
papers, and subsequently examined thorn, allotting the marks, and, as each paper was only recognisable by 
a number, the name of the candidate was unknown, and a decision on pure merit was secured.

Tho gentleman who set and examined the paper on “Agriculture,” Professor W. Brown, the Principal 
of the Dookie Agricultural College, Victoria, reported of the papers submitted to him, “‘Several are 
exceptionally good, and most of them carefully got up. The thorough teaching of details is marked.” The 
reports of the other gentlemen who set and examined their several papers were of a correspondingly 
satisfactory nature, and one of them states lie noticed a marked improvement upon the previous year.

In their farm, orchard, and dairy work, the gentlemen who examined them reported in brief as 
follows:—E. B. Kyngdon, Esq., M.R.A.C., writes: “ I spent many hours on the farm with tho students, 
and inquired into every branch, more especially from a strictly practical and economical point of view." 
Mr. Edw. "Whitaker, who examined these students in orchard work, says: “Having examined these 
students in practical orchard work, such as grafting, budding, pruning, and tho general working of an 
orchard with a view to profit, I find that they possess a satisfactory knowledge of the subject.” .
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The report of I>. L. Dymoclc, Esq., .T.P., of South Coast (the gentleman who examined these 
students iu dairying), is eminently satisfactory", and shows that (to quote his words) he wa-s pleased to
report “ a general interest in their studies for a definite purpose." ^ _

The temporary expedients inseparable from the use of two buildings, the distance of the students 
from tho scene of their practical operations, the absence of the necessary farm buildings and appur
tenances, are still the difficulties this institution has to contend with, and yet the Principal, supported 
by his staff, is enabled to make advances of a most encouraging nature. With the termination of the 
next Year of college work, it, is anticipated tho buildings and furnishings of the College and farm may be 
completed, and tho fifth year of the existence of this excellent institution be inaugurated with a complete
ness in its appointments worthy of the institution, its objects, its Principal, staff, and students. _

An experiment made during last session of receiving a young lady non-resident student for special 
brandies of study thoroughly practical, in apiculture and poultry-farming, has encouraged the Department 
to yield to the desires of several, and anticipate the desires of others, in forming classes and sessions for 
non-resident students, male and female. The lady referred to (Miss Manning), after two months tuition 
and practical experience, passed a very creditable examination in the management and practical working 
of an apiary, and received a certificate of her qualifications and abilities to manage one from the Rev. J. 
Aylmg, the Vice-President of the Bee-keepers’ Union of New South Wales, who conducted a viva-voce 
examination, in addition to a very exhaustive written one, ^ _ r * 11

Arrangements are being made, and in part approaching completion, in tho erection of suitable 
buildings, &c°, to afford the necessary facilities for special instruction in dairying work, bco and poultry 
fanning, which, it is believed, will meet a widespread and recognised want.

A desire, too,for short sessions has been expressed by many who are anxious to gain the advantages 
of a practical instruction in special branches, farm work, <fcc., and who cannot afford either tho time or 
cost of the two years'complete College course. _ . . . , . .

It is intended to make provision to meet this requirement in the organisation of this institution in 
the near future, so that those desiring it can receive as non-resident students a short sessiou in dairying 
work in all its branches, orchard work, apiculture, and poultry-farming. _ _ .

During the year the operations on the farms have been carried on with a fair proportion of 
success. Greater results might havo been accomplished but for numerous drawbacks.

Farm.
A. most promising crop of melons and pumpkins, together with one of sorghum and maic-c, was 

practically destroyed by a terrible hailstorm which occurred on tho 18th January of last year, involving 
the district in the loss of thousands of pounds worth of produce, in which the College Farm unfortunately 
participated to a great extent. Following this, later on during the year, the baneful effects of a prolonged 
drought, broken by sudden heavy tropical rains, told terribly on a fine promising heavy crop of oats and 
wheat, which became so luxuriant ibat the rust set in to such an extent, and with such rapidity, that it 
had to bo cut for bay immediately. .

'Plug hay was harvested and stored in a first-class hay-shed erected for the purpose of conserving 
the hay produced upon the farm.

One hundred and thirteen tons of first-class swedes and mangolds were placed upon_ the market 
during tho year, and realised full market prices. Two acres of cabbages yielded the fair return of 10 tons 
to the acre. Four acres of potatoes have given a return of 1G tons. _ ^

There are 25 acres prepared and sown with sorghum, which is now standing, and 55 acres planted 
with maize, which promises a good yield.

Orchard.

The orehardist has during the year replaced 1,000 vines, planted 300 pear-trees, 425 orange and 
lemon trees, 1,000 apple-stocks in the nursery for budding and grafting, besides peach, pear, and quince 
stocks ; also a bed of tuber roses; all of which are looking well. Tho usual work of pruning and budding 
has boon carried on. Five acres have been subsoilcd for vineyard, levelled, pegged, and planted out. 
Another 5 acres have been planted out with pumpkins, melons, and vegetable-marrows, the yields from 
nhicli arc excellent. , ,

The vines planted only two years ago are now bearing, and the fruit is pronounced to be or a first- 
class quality.

'Experimcnialisl.
The experimentalist has been occupied during tho year in testing the relative values of seeds, 

manures, and the various methods of cultivation. _ _ i _ _ ,
A mong his numerous experiments with grain maybe cited an experiment made with sixty-five varieties 

of wheat reputed to be rust-resisting. Every care anil attention was given this experiment, and the result 
was that no sample of milling-wheat was obtained from amongst the lot, each one being more or less 
destroyed by rust. _ t

Another ini cresting experiment was made in the direction of sowing wheat at depths varying from
1 to 8 inches. Only 100 grains in all were sown. It was found that of the seed sown at the depth of 8 
inches, only 8 per cent, germinated; while of that sown at the depth of 2 inches, 74 per cent, germinated. 
The seed planted at a depth of 1 inch was destroyed by birds. The weight of the crop harvested was 
shown to average from 1J ounces from the seed planted at S inches to 149 ounces from that planted at
2 inches. , i • t

The value of manures was tested by numerous experiments, which have proved of the highest 
educational value, and of which one may be mentioned. Peas were tried with and without manure. Ihe 
result showed ihoso without manure yielded 7 bushels to the aero; those with manure, 12 bushels to the
LlV^X taf ■

. The value of all these experiments educationally considered is great, and they are conducted 
with the greatest fidelity and care.

The following arc being grown on tho experimental plots Cow-pea, chick-pea, prickly comfruy, 
tobacco, buck-wheat, salt-bush from seed, and many other plants of a kindred nature.

Dairy.
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' Dairy.

_ Extensive experiments lave been carried out with regard to the effect of different feeds upon the 
milk production of the cow, but the results, although of a highly educational value, can hardly yet be 
considered conclusive. The importmee of this work is acknowledged to be sufficiently great to warrant a 
continuation of the experiments during tho present year.

The dairy herd consists of 124 cows and heifers, among which are 100 of the famed Illawarra dairy 
cattle. ^ At present there are GO cows being milked daily. There are four bulls, including the Ayrshire 
“ Warrior,” and five small bulls together with thirty-throe calves.

The dairying industry will be most sedulously advanced on the College Farm,

Bees and Poultry.

The apiarist lias thirty-seven full colonies of bees, seven nuclei, and two swarms of native bees. 
All the bees are being Italianised, but owing to their close proximity to other swarms of black bees in 
the town a larger percentage of the queens are mis-mated. The removal of the bees to the farm wrill, 
however,.greatly relieve this difficulty.

_ The poultry consist of various breeds:—Iloudan, Langshan, White Leghorn, Brown Leghorn, 
Spanish, Plymouth Rock, ftolden Wyandotte, Silver Wyandotte, Light Brahmas, Colonial Game, Flack 
Hamburgh, and a number of ordinary barn-doors.

Among the ducks arc Black Muscovy, White Muscovy, Peking, Aylesbury, and a number mostly 
Eouen and crosses. ■

_ _ There are two incubators, “ Heavson,” one a 50- and the other a 200-egg; but owing to the 
limited space of the temporary premises the work of breeding has been greatly checked.

Improvements.

_ These are as follow:—About 15 acres have been thoroughly pipe-drained, and progress is still 
being made with the main drain for the purpose of more effectually draining the farm-lands.

Stock-yards, cow-sheds, and subdivision fencing have been constructed. The saw-mill has been 
kept busy preparing the hardwood required for capping stock-yards, erecting milking-sheds and other 
buildings now in progress on the farm. A large and substantial hay-sbed covering a space of 90 feet by 
53 feet has been erected and filled with hay, as before mentioned. A. cottage for the orehardist, weather
board roofed with iron, plastered inside, and containing seven rooms, has been completed, and is now 
occupied by that officer. A milking-shed, orchardist’s toot-house, and storage have been built. A 
cottage for the dairy expert, three cottages for workmen, a portion of the square of farm buildings, and 
a residence for the Principal are in progress, and it is anticipated will he completed by the end of May.

Murrumbidgee Experimental Earm.
On tho Mumunbidgee Experimental Earm during the year, under the management of Mr. .Tohn 

Coleman, there has boon erected about miles of boundary seven-wire fence, six plain No. 8 best steel 
and one barbed wire along the tops of centre of posts.

Posts are placed 7 feet apart, 2 feet in the ground, and 41 feet out, squared up 7 inches wide by 
4 inches thick. Straining-post every fifty-sixth post, 3 feet in the ground, with a stay on each side for 
extra strength, thus making a thoroughly neat and substantial fence, lu addition, the experimental 
paddock of about 50 acres has been enclosed with rabbit-proof wire netting.

Fourteen pairs of double gates have been erected the same pattern and style as those at tho 
Ilawkeshury College, painted with three coats of paint, and completed in a workmanlike manner. Three 
pairs of temporary scantling gates are erected to enclose the farm from the Common until such time as 
the boundary-fences are completed.

All that portion proposed for orchard and vineyard site, about 80 acres more or less, has been 
cleared. Also experimental paddock on the western side of Sister Hills, about 50 acres more or less, 30 
acres pf which are cleared and ploughed; the remainderis grubbed, and is now being cleared and ploughed 
as quickly as our strength will allow.

All the boundary-fence lines, also roads, are cleared in readiness fer erection of fences in the
future.

I may add that all the timber grubbed has been utilised for fencing, and the firewood carefully 
saved, either for market or for future use if required on the farm, ■

All the vineyard and orchard site has been ploughed 12 inches deep, and about 50 acres have been 
cross-ploughed 9 inches deep. All has been harrowed and cross-harrowed, to give it the benefit of the 
sun to air and sweeten the soil.

The 30 acres previously mentioned in the experimental paddock have been kept thoroughly harrowed 
down after the plough, so as to have the full benefit of the sun for next season’s wheat crop.

A trial shaft has been sunk^ 16 feet in depth, and the recent showers we have had filled it with 
water, which stands well, showing it is good soil to hold -water.

The tender for the tank is now under consideration.
A trial shaft is now being dug at bottom of vineyard site to try for water. A little was found at 

2G feet in depth, but not sufficient for good supply. It is hoped that a better spring will ho found at a 
lower depth. '

Jn commencing operations we were late in the season, consequently the experimental wheats were 
not planted until late in May and beginning of .Tune, thereby not having quite so good a chance as could 
have been wished.

There were planted, under the direction of Dr. Cobb, about 400 varieties of wheats, and, by a little 
extra cultivation and care during their growth, they came out at harvest fully equal to the expectation of 
Dr. Cobb, and were all harvested in good condition.

T hey arc stored in the granary at Estclla, in readiness for autumn sowing.
The tew varieties of wheats tried separate from those put in under the direction of Dr. Cobb came 

out very satisfactorily,
oj -1're varieties of oats were tried. Algerian, which only came out very moderate, and Carter’s 
Royal Cluster-which is without exception the best variety of oats seen by Mr. Coleman. It is proposed 
that these should be all sown this season for distribution next year amongst the farmers.

Two
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Two varieties of ryo were sown. Common English and Arctic, the latter being by far tho beat, 
producing nearly double the crop of the other variety.

Mr, Coleman considers malting barley stands nost to wheat in importance for this largo district, 
and he states he has seen samples produced here equal in quality to any that ttie Colony, or even tho 
world, could grow, and thinks in a few years it will become one of the leading cereal crops in tho "Wngga 
Wagga district.

Carter’s Prolific, a first-rate malting barley, was tried, and had a fair crop, which would have been 
much better if sown earlier. Gloldthorp, another good variety, did not germinate well, it is thought 
through the seed being heated. About sufficient of the latter variety to sow 1 acre neit season has been 
saved. Of the former variety sufficient seed has been saved for 4 or 5 acres.

Other varieties of barley were grown—Algerian and Cape ; also Skinless Barley, which is used for 
Pearl Barley. All these produced good crops, and are worthy of cultivation.

All the peas grew well, and would have produced very heavy crops if sown earlier.
Early sowing for peas, Mr, Coleman thinks, is tho true secret of growing heavy crops in the 

AVaggn district. The following varieties were planted :—Maple, Dunn, Black-eyed Susan, White Bield, 
Blue Imperial, Blue Prussian, and Yorkshire Hero.

All these were harvested in good condition, and saved for future sowings if required.
The following varieties of potatoes were planted—some on the 11th August, and the others 12th 

September, the first plantings producing very much the heaviest and best crops:—Brownell’s Beauty, 
Whito Elephant, Impcrator, nud Magnum Bonum, “all good heavy croppers’’; Elourballs and Early 
Bose only moderate and diseased. Myaatis Ashlcaf, Scotch Greys, Flounders, and Bubys a failure, not 
worth the planting. This ordinary forest soil without good cultivation is too raw and green to grow 
successfully certain varieties of potatoes.

On 30th August 16 varieties of tobacco were planted, but only three or four sorts germinated, 
and I should think not more than thirty to forty plants grew ; most of these have dwindled away and 
died; the soil seoms too poor for tobacco. In this district it is grown on the rich alluvial river-fiats, and 
only iu small quantities, by Chinamen. It was very much more extensively cultivated a few years ago, 
but was found to be a non-paying crop,

A. team of eleven yoke of oxen, two draught-horses, harness for same, farm-dray, one double-furrow 
digging-plough (Howard’s), and a set of three iiarrows were purchased last December, and are now at 
work clearing and ploughing the remainder of experimental paddock in readiness for autumn sowing. Tho 
great drawback is want of water; it is necessary to take all slock everyday to the river to drink, 
occupying at least two hours daily, thus delaying our work very considerably.
_ All the cereal crops grown on the farm are carefully stored in granary at Mr. Coleman’s residence, 
in readiness for sowing when required. ,

The following work is intended to be done during tho coming season :—
To complete the boundary and road fences about -li- miles more is needed, and an extra mile of 

fencing will be required between the land of Yf. Mathews and the orchard and vineyard before tho'rabbit- 
proof netting is erected.

Bive pairs more gates will be required for roads and entrance to paddocks when fence is completed.
In addition to the tank about to bo dug, one will be required in central paddock below the experi

mental paddock, of about the same size and capacity. Stables and implement-sheds are much needed, 
and some additional implements will be required for next season.

Mr. Coleman suggests that special attention be given to growing on this farm the very best 
varieties of pure seed for distribution at a fair price amongst the farmers. First-class wheat, oats, and 
malting barley can be grown to perfection throughout this large district.

During these last few days repeated applications have been received from largo wheat-growers 
for good early varieties of seed-wheat; and it is thought that if good seed is grown there will be a 
ready sale for it at a price that will cover the working expenses of tho farm,

Tho work done on this farm reflects the greatest credit upon the manager, Mr. John Coleman.

Experimental Earm, Richmond River.
The area set apart for this farm is situated at AVbHongbar, on the southern side of the road from 

Dismore to Ballina, and midway between these towns. It has a considerable frontage to the main road, 
and also a frontage to Mcrom Creek. The soil is typical of the “ red soil ’’ of the important and largo 
tract of country lying between and about the Bichmond and Tweed Buyers, locally kuown as the “ Bm 
Scrub." ' °
, About two years ago, 50 acres was felled and the timber burnt off, under the supervision of this 
Department, but no further steps were taken to establish the experimental farm until in November last 
Mr. W. S. Campbell proceeded to the land and commenced operations. Tenders were accepted for the 
stumping and ploughing of 8 acres, which area will be quite sufficient at present for autumn planting. 
Tho work of preparation of the soil will be most thorough, to determine whether good cultivation will not 
prove far more profitable than the slovenly system which at present obtains generally in tho district. Mr. 
M‘Keown, who was engaged for some time at the State Nursery, Gosford, has been appointed to the charge 
of the farm. Ho is a capable man, and takes great interest in tho work.

On this farm experiments will be made to determine the most suitable fodder-plants for the district, 
and to ascertain the best way to manage them in the peculiar climate. This alone will be a matter of 
great importance, as dairying is likely to develop into a very great industry. At the present time the 
method of sowing grasses and fodder-plants which obtains in tho district is of the rudest description.

Steps have been taken to experiment with all the varieties of sugar cane that can be procured from 
this or other countries, to determine their value and suitability, A number of different kinds have lately 
been received from Jamaica through Kew Gardens, and they have been planted, and are being attended 
to by Mr. MTteown. From time to time various expenmeuts will be carried on in planting and culti
vating sugar cane, and doubtless the results will prove of considerable value.

As the future prosperity of this Colony will to a great extent depend on its exportation of produce, 
it is of the utmost importance that the produce raised for that purpose be of the best quality only, and 
suitable for British and foreign markets. Prom information received from exporters, it appears that the

quality
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quality of our citrus fruits (oranges and lemons) wliicli have been placed on the London market is of an 
inferior quality, and, consequently, it cannot possibly pay the expenses connected with the packing, 
sending, &c. _

As all kinds of citrus fruits thrive to perfection in the north-eastern coastal districts, a consider
able portion of the area being prepared on the experimental farm will be devoted to the growing of plants 
belonging to the citrus order, to test varieties, and establish a standard orchard, whoro all varieties will he 
kept perfectly time to name. As many kinds as possible will be obtained from time to time from various 
parts of the world, Seedlings will bo raised, and every means taken to improve quality.

Various semi-tropical, as well as many tropical plants and fruits, will be experimented with, and 
tested, and their suitability, or otherwise, for the northern coast district determined. The good and pro
gressive work that can he done on this farm is unlimited, and there is perhaps no portion of the Colony 
where a demonstrating and experimental farm is more needed, or where it will be more welcomed. The 
cost of managing and working this will be but little in comparison with its usefulness.

Experimental or Trial Stations.
ils showing the great advantage of having the administration of the Public Wateriog-places Act 

under the Minister for Agriculture, I may perhaps be permitted to refer to the groat success which has 
attended tho establishment of Experimental or Trial stations at some of the artesian bores in the arid 
country between the Darling Biver and the Queensland Border. The Superinteiidcntof Public Watering- 
places has been able to obtain not only suitable seeds from the Agricultural Department, but advice and 
assistance from the officers of that Department, and it is largely due to the harmonious relations existing 
between the officers of these branches of tho Department of Mines and Agriculture that so much useful 
work has beon done. It is intended that experiments with new crops shall be continued from year to 
year, so as to practically demonstrate what can, and what cannot, be grown with profit. In this way, 
it is hoped that bores belonging to the Department will be let to advantage, aud that the tenants 
thereof, as well as oilier occupiers of land in that part of the Colony, will be taught how to grow produce 
that will reduce to a minimum the disastrous effects of droughts, and will render the transit of goods 
practicable in all seasons of the year, besides materially reducing the cost of living. Fruit grown at these 
bores can be brought to Sydney fully a month earlier than from most other parts of the Colony, so that 
fruit-growing may, within certain limits, be a profitable industry.

Steps are also beiug taken to establish on a small scale similar stations at some of the public 
watering-places in other parts of the Colony, with a view of showing how these public watering-places can 
be made more profitable, whereby persons may be induced to lease them, and thus save the Department 
the cost of employing caretakers.

Date-palms havo been sent to a number of the caretakers of tanks, who planted them. In somo 
cases these have failed, but generally they have proved a great success. Fruit-trees and timber-trees have 
been planted at several of the public watering-places, and are making good progress.

In the General Beport for 1891 to the hon. the Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, on the 
subject of artesian boring, tho Superintendent of Public 'Watering Places draws attention to the 
possibilities of the north-western portion of tho Colony by means of irrigation from artesian bores. This 
subject, so far as I am aware, had not been previously touched upon in any way. The attention of the 
Minister was drawn to the supply of water from the artesian bores available in excess of stock require
ments, and the question arose as to how the supply in excess of those requirements could be made available 
for other purposes which would assist the progress and development of that particular district. Taking 
the experience gained in other countries of irrigation by means of artesian water, it was submitted as to 
whether one or more of the bores sunk by this Department could not be utilised for experimental farms, 
and before a decision on the matter was definitely arrived at, tho question was referred to the Chief 
Engineer for Water Conservation for an. expression of opinion on the points affecting hia Branch.

The opinion of the Chief Engineer was given on the 4th January, 1892. J.t recapitulated tho 
possibilities of the use of artesian water for irrigation; but he was of opinion that the scheme of an 
experimental irrigation farm would be less satisfactory than the leasing of the bores under special 
arrangement. The Director of Agriculture was subsequently addressed upon tho subject, and after 
analysis of the soils, furnished a report based upon that analysis. He considered that it would be unwise 
to do more than at present to conduct experiments on a small scale. A.n experimental cultivation has 
boon carried out at the FTative Dog and Barringun Bores, on the road from Bourke to Hungerford, and 
more recently areas have been planted at the Engonia and Bclalie Bores with fruit and forest trees. So 
far, the reports submitted have been highly satisfactory, and tend to show that the fears which have been 
openly expressed, that the alkalinity of the water would ultimately have a detrimental effect upon tho 
growth of the produce, have not been realised, The Department is retaining the Barringun and Native 
Dog farms for conducting its own experiments in cultivation. The soils at these -two farms are widely 
different and typical of the two classes of soil in the district, one being red loamy soil and the other black 
alluvial soil of the river flats. Samples of the soil were taken from the Native Dog bore after some 
eighteen months of irrigation by means of this water, and in only one sample out of seven could be found 
a trace of the alkalinity, while ihe growth of vegetable produce has been almost phenomenal. There are 
a great variety of plants cultivated at these two bores, but xvith few exceqitions they have proved highly 
satisfactory. The result obtained should go far to remove from the minds of the sceptical the idea that 
artesian water is unsuitable for irrigation.

The followfing are details of the various crops planted, and the results :—

Experimental Farm at Native J)o<] Bore.

Farm laid out October, 1892. Operations commenced during November aud December, 1892. 
Planting, cereals, July, 1893.

Fruit trees.—Apricots, peaches, mulberries, apples, plums, nectarines, quinces, figs, and bananas, 
all doing well; guavas, loquate, and citrons fruits failed ; date palms and olives did not arrive at farm in 
good condition.

Forest trees, mostly pine, willow, aud poplars.—The pines did not thrive; the willow's and poplars 
are doing very well.

The grape vines that struck are doing well. ' Maize.—
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Maize.—A very good crop; togosaste seed did not germinate ; calabash growing very well.
Sugar-cane.—Doing very well; planted on 20th October, now more than 3 feet high, and healthy.
Wheat.—Two varielics of wheat sown ; good crop from both. _
Whito Clover, lied Clover, Giant Hybrid Clover.—Good crop, yielding a good cutting every six

woelts.
Two varieties of potatoes planted, and found to grow well.
Pop-corn.--Two varieties, Porcupine and Large White ; both did fairly.
Pumpkins, water melons, rock melons, and encumbers did very well.
Seven varieties of clover,—Bokhara, .Alsike, Sutton’s Giant Cow, Bed Clover, Cow Grass, and 

"White Dutch Clover,—were sown on IGth October, but this date was apparently too laic, very little of 
the seed germinating.

Several kinds of seed, such as carob bean, ceara rubber, &e., were sown, but too late in the season 
to succeed.

Water was applied to all the above crops, ranging from three applications to the wheat to ten to 
the vines, at different times throughout the season.

The caretaker is of opinion that the results would havo been very much better had some of the 
crops been planted earlier, so as to attain during cool weather sufficient hardihood to withstand the 
summer heat.

Some splendid samples of lucerne were received from this farm, indicating the suitability of tho 
soil and district for that crop. The caretaker reports that he has been cutting this Income every two 
months for feed for working horses.

Among the samples of produce received at the Department from the Kative Dog Boro were :—
Allora Spring Wheat—Sown, IGth June, 1893 ; harvested, (5th November, 1893 ; watered three 

times; yield, 35 bushels per acre; weight, G51lj. per bushel. Plants exceptionally strong and healthy.
Parmer’s Briend Wheat.—Sown, harvested, and watered as above; yield, 32 bushels per acre; 

weight, 63£lb. per bushel.
Blount’s La in Trigg Wheat.— Sown, harvested, and watered as above; yield, 24 bushels per acre ; 

weight, 5Gj lb. per bushel.
Lucerne.—Last cutting, 19 October, 1893; specimen cut, 3 December, 1893; average height, 3 feet; 

strong and healthy, and plenty of leaf.

'Barringun Bora Barm.
Laid out about December, 1892, and the following crops, &e., were sown in July, 1893 :—
Wheat, two varieties, did well.
Brown lied Clover, White Clover, Giant Hybrid Clover, succeeded very well (yields cutting every 

six weeks).
Potatoes, two varieties, succeeded very well.
Popcorn, two varieties, succeeded very well.
Seven varieties of clover (Bokhara, &c.) were sown, but caterpillars destroyed the plants as they 

showed above ground.
Maize looks very well.
Bruit trees, 200 different kinds—apricots, peaches, figs, apples, pears, bananas, pine apples, date 

palms, oranges, and lemons. All except the throe last named doing well.
Grape vines.—A good many vines failed, but the rest are healthy and looking very well.
Calabash, doing well.
Sugar-cane, growing very well, and healthy.
As at the Native Dog Bore, the miscellaneous seeds (ceara rubber, carob bean, Ac.) did not 

gcrminnlc, having boon sown too late in the season. .
Ail the above crops were watered—wheat, three times; clover and sugar-cane, seven limes; 

potatoes and popcorn, five times ; maize, four times in the season; fruit trees and vinos,every month. 
Lucerne grows well at this bore, and yields a cutting (on an average) every month.
Among the samples received from this bore were—

Lucerne.—Once watered. A month's growth of about 28 inches.
Cabbage.—Splendid sample from good crop, which received four waterings.
Specimens of onions, potatoes, and kohl rabi all very good.

Belalic Bore Barm.
The area for planting at this bore was laid out during July, 1893, and the following trees, &c., 

planted:—Forest trees, 747 ; fruit trees, 128; grape vinos, 600. The forest and fruit trees were of 
similar varieties as those sent to Native Dog Bore. The majority of forest trees did well. A largo pro
portion of the fruit frees and vines are doing very well. They were watered at the rate of a pint a day 
each unfil drains wero laid out, in October, since when water has only been applied once a month.

"Engonia Bore Farm.

This farm was laid out in July, 1893, and the following trees, &c., planted :—Forest trees of various 
kinds, fruit trees of various kinds, grape vines. Water was applied every two or three weeks. The 
greater proportion did well, and are now thriving. In October a small sample of wheat was sown, with 
good results.

Coolabah Tank.

_ Fifty fruit trees, 30 ornamental trees, including a few elms, poplars, and willows, for which tho 
soil is suitable, 220 forest trees planted out, and the majority looking well.

Byeroch
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Btjerock Tank

An assortment of forest and fruit trees were sent to tlie above tank, and also sufficient privet to 
form a hedge to surround the tank. This and other trees have flourished, the only failures being a few 
fancy varieties of pines. The bananas forwarded are now showing great promise,

Waddell Tank.
An assortment of similar trees were sent to Waddell Tank, and they are reported to be doing well.

Moonrjulla Bore.
_ Packets of seed of tho Orinoco, ATrginia, and Yellow Prior varieties of tobacco were sent; for 

trial at the above bore.
The growth of the plants was exuberant, and samples of the leaf are now being cured.

Newcastle Sand-drift.
An extension to the plantation was made during duly, 1S93, and some young trees, consisting of 

Finns pinaster, Lagunaria patersoni, and .Norfolk Island pines, were planted. Between the trees Marram 
grass (Tsamma arenaria) was planted in rows, as well aa a row of Arundo donacc.

The Marram grass has proved a great success, and is growing most luxuriantly, being now about 3 
feet in height. The planting of this grass seems to be the most effectual means of binding the sand and 
preventing it drifting. The same variety of grass, planted on the steep bank facing the ocean some years 
ago, has grown well, and has become a dense mass. The Norfolk Island pines, Arundo donax, Lagunaria 
palersotii, Finns mariHma, and Tamarix, planted some years ago, have proved to bo successful, and one 
able to stand against severe ocean winds in this exposed locality. The rubble sea-wall has been extended, 
and its total length is now about tl chains. It is a great protection to the edge of the bank of sand over 
which the grass has now grown. But for this wall the waves would have encroached considerably. The 
caretaker, Mr. M‘Carthy, has considerable difficulty in preventing damage to the plants by the numbers 
of men and boys who bathe on the beach in front of tho plantations.

Forestry.
Notwithstanding the reductions in the staff the forestry operations during the latter half of the 

year have been conducted on a scale quite equal to those of a like period in any previous year.
The following is a brief statement of the planting and thinning operations of the Department for 

the year:—
Otford Plantation.

One thousand and eighty young trees have been planted, consisting of Silky Oak, Coachwood, 
Blueberry Ash, Cork Oak, Citron-scented Q-um, English Oak, Elm, Colonial Deal, &e.

Those planted during 1892 havo been cleared round, and arc generally looking well, It is esti
mated that the plantation now contains some 23,750 trees.

Moonbi Plantation.
An area of 50 acres was cleared, fenced, and prepared, and &,G92 young trees planted, consisting 

of Catalpa, Cedar, Ash, Pines, Oaks, Elms, Coachwood, Ac.
The planting on this reserve has been very successful, notwithstanding the fact that operations 

were not commenced until very late in the season. The Catalpas have made wonderful progress, some 
having attained a height of 5 feet already, and other plants are doing well, the percentage of failures 
being very small. °

Wgong Plantation.
It bas been decided to abandon this site, as it is found to be subject to inundation, and to be 

otherwise unsuited for tho purpose of a forest plantation.

Wilcannia Plantation.
Planting operations were continued on this area, but recent reports show that the work has not 

been attended with success. The apparent reasons for the lack of success are:— ■
1st. Extremely dry season.
2nd. Too many open-rooted plants sent,
3rd. Owing to the scarcity of suitable plants at the Gusford Nursery the overseer was obliged to 

send a great many open-rooted plants of varieties not suited to the district.
The caretaker (Constable Pyvis) reports that some of the trees planted in 1892 arc, owing to the 

long drought, dying, although apparently well grown and strong.

Wattle Plantations.
The Wattle Plantations at Bargo, Tomago, and Otford have been protected from fire, and other

wise attended to, and will be ready for stripping next season.

Thinning,
Thinning operations were commenced in May last on tho Moama red-guin forest reserves, where 

an area of about 300 acres was dealt with, at a cost of £86 5s. 7d. On this area there are now growing 
between 350 and 400 trees per acre. Owing to the country being flooded in June the men were moved 
to the Wahgunyah pine forest reserve in the comity of Denison, where about 1,300 acres nere thinned, 
at a cost of £2iQ 11s. 6d., leaving about 350 trees to the acre, representing 455,000 trees, which, when 
matured, and at the present market rate, would yield on this reserve alone royalty of about £51,187 10s.

"Work was discontinued early in October owing to there not being any funds available to defray 
the cost.

It is anticipated that the limber on these reserves will be of great value to the State in a few- 
years’ time. Some idea of the value may be gained from the fact that even at the present rate of royalty 
charged the gum trees are worth from 5s. to 30s. each and the pine about 2s. 3d. each.

Specimens
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Specimens sent to the Imperial Institute.

The curator of the Imperial Institute, who takes a great interest in the timbers of the Colony, has 
been supplied with tho following specimens for exhibition in the Institute:—

Venlacul!^), JTanie. 
Eed mahogany ... 
"White mahogany 
Swamp mahogany 
White box 
Grey gum ...
Spotted gum 
Porest red gum 
Blackbutt ...
Tallowwood ...
Bloodwood ...
Turpentine ...
Apple gum ...

Railwa!) Sleepers.
Botanical Name.

Eucalyptus resinifera.
„ acmenioides. 
„ robusta.
„ hemiphloia.
„ saligna.
,, maeulata.
„ tereticornis.
„ pilularis.
„ microcorys.

corymbosa.
Synearpia laurifolia.
Angophora lanceolata.

Gun Stocks.

One finished and one unfinished of each timber. 
Vernacular Name. Botanical Name.

Blackwood 
Ligbtwood .
Black bean .
Coachwood .
Maiden’s Blush.
Mountain Ash . 
bJegrohcnd beech 
Bed bean .
Bosewood .
Pigeonberry ash 
Teakwood .
Spotted gum ,

One hundred specimens tested by Profes

Acacia molanoxylon.
„ peninervis. 

Castanospermum Australe. 
Ceratopetalum apetalum. 
Echinoearpus Australis. 
Evodia micrococca.
Pagus Moorei.
Eysoxylon Muelleri.

„ Fraseri'anum. 
Eheocarpus obratus. 
Endiandra glauea.
Eucalyptus maeulata.

_ . _ ssor Warren; sixty specimens polished, size 6 inches by
4 inches by 2 inches: twelve finished walking-sticks, each made of different timbers ; 150 nnfinishe’d 
walking-sticks; thirty-one different kinds of timbers ; seven panels, each panel made up of six kinds of 
timbers ; one inlaid table.

_ Specimens of timber have also been sent to England, Germany, and British Columbia, through 
private persons, who are trying to open up a trade for railway-sleepers and wood-paving blocks.

Revenue.

Owing to the general depression in all classes of industrial pursuits throughout the Colonies, and 
the falling off in railway and other public works, there has been a considerable decrease in the returns 
for royalty and license fees for the last year, as compared with previous years. This has heen most 
marked in the case of the revenue from the Murray forest reserves. These reserves usually furnish 
about half of the total revenue of the Department, and as Victoria is the chief market for the timber, 
it may be seen that the stoppage of public works iu that colony 1ms mainly been responsible for the 
decrease in the revenue.

The State Torest Nursery, Gosford.
At this establishment the propagation of plants suitable for street and avenue planting, and timber 

trees suitable for putting out on our forest reserves has been, carried out as usual.
Further work was carried out upon a portion of the area not previously utilised, resulting in about 

an acre of ground being cleared and stumped, and a permanent cart road made to the extent of about 12 
chains in length. Eighty chains of additional drains have also been made.

About an acre of land has heen permanently planted with fruit-trees, named varieties, and an acre 
has heen also planted with timber-tree seeds and cuttings of various varieties.

Three hundred and fifty young trees were planted on permanent borders.
The various shade sheds have been repaired, and new roofing of tea-tree put on them where 

necessary.
In order to make more room for potted plants, and concentrate the sphere of operations, one new 

shade shed for pot-plants was erected, and an addition made to one of the old sheds.
The estimated number of plants and shrubs fairly established at the Nursery is:—

Open rooted plants and shrubs ... e,. ... ... ... ... 400,000
Trees and shrubs in pots... ............................................................................... 23,000
Trees and sbrubs in boxes ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 30,000

Total......................................... 453,000
It may be perhaps as well to note that the Nursery has seed-beds now coming on containing many 

thousands of red cedar (Gedrela australis) seedlings, and it is anticipated, therefore, that a large stock of 
these valuable embryo timber trees will be available during the coming, and next planting season. 
Particular attention has also been given to the propagation of the most valuable varieties of ironbark 
timber trees, also to such timbers as silky oak (Grevillea rohusta), beefwood (Stenocarpus salignus), 
colonial deal {Podocarpus elata), black apple (Achras australis), &c.

163—0 The
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The total output from the Nursery of forest, fruit, aud ornamental trees aud plants has been :—
Reserves, plantations, and artesian bores ..................................................... 127,011
Schools and public bodies........................................................................................... 46,517

Total......................................... 174,458
The expenses attached to the working of tho Nursery has beon very considerably reduced, without 

impairing the elhciency of the establishment, as the following statement will shoiv:—
£ s. d.

January, 1892. 'Wages ....................................................................................... 1(!S 0
January, 1898. Wages ........................................................................................188 4 4
January, 1804. Wages ................................................................................... 72 9 8

Statement of Revenue, 1893. 
Revenue.

Rorcst reserves under Class A, B, and C :— £ s, d.
].. Permit licenses, class C..................................................... 586 0 6
2. Timber-cutters licenses, classes A and B (without

royalty) ..................................................... 1,132 15 0
3. Miscellaneous, wattle-bark licenses, &c. ... ... 1S4 5 U

HoyaHy.
1. Regulations of 2nd December, 1889, at per 100

superficial feet..................................................... 3,825 19 0
2. Regulation 29 of 2nd December, 1889, at per tree ... .174 19 0

Crown Lands.
1. Wood-cutters licenses ... ..
2. Cedar licenses ... ... ..
3. Proceeds of sale of seized timber
4. Penalties.......................................
5. Quarry licenses ... ... ..
G. Rent of prickly-]) ear leases ..

2,704 15 0 
201 10 0 
232 11 4 
112 6 G 
241 0 O 
150 14 0

Total revenue for the year ...

1,903 0 0

4,000 8 O

3,642 16 10 

9,546 14 10

Scads of Expenditure.

Salaries ...............................................................................
Travelling expenses ... ... ... ... ... ...
Contingent ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Nursery and plantations ... ... ... ... ...
Thinning out reserves .....................................................
Paid for drawings of the Porest Plora of New South Wales 
Eradication of Priekly-pear (not including travelling expenses) 
Experimental plantations at Broken Hill and Wilcannia ...

Year 1892.
£ s. d.

11,773 16 4 
5,865 11 4 
2,443 11 10 
2.843 14 4 

869 9 2 
261 8 5 
129 17 6 
447 6 10

Year 1893.
£ S. d.

*10,157 18 4 
3,735 6 6 
2,271 14 4 
2.288 8 6 

472 2 6 
t222 10 8 

157 0 O 
154 7 1

Total £24,634 15 9 £19,459 S S

Pathologist.
During the year 1S93 the work of the pathologist, Dr. N. A. Cobb, has been carried on according 

to the plans submitted at tho beginning of the year, and approved by the Minister for Agriculture. Tho 
work has related to,—

1. Rust in wheat.
2. Diseases of the Sugar-cane.
3. The Parasites of Sheep.
4. Various less important matters.

1. The plans submitted with regard to wheat have been carried out successfully, tho most marked 
success being at the experimental farm at Wagga Wagga. Mr. Win. Parrer lias had entire charge of 
the wheat sown at Lambrigg, and the entire results, which he will, no doubt, soon publish, are due to his 
well-known aptitude in, and enthusiasm for, this work. Messrs. Warboys (Spring Hill), Bragg 
(Narrominc), Quick (Tamworth), Berthoud (Corowa), have each done good work in raising seed-wheat 
pure and true to name, and each has stated that he considers it a paying business (Mr. Berthoud 
excepted). Only one of these seed-growers has received a small amount of aid from the Department in 
the shape of subsidy, this being granted only as a special case, and not to be repeated. The pathologist 
visited all these farms except Mr. Quick’s, and is pleased to report that the work undertaken by these 
seed-growers has been carefully done. Mr. Berthoud, by treating his seed (supplied by tho Depart
ment) with too strong a solution of bluestonc, injured its germinating power, and his results are less 
satisfactory on that account. There is every prospect that the new and improved sorts of wheat raised 
specially for seed will sell readily at prices varying from 5s. to £1 per bushel. The publications on the 
subject of rust in wheat undertaken by the branch are continued in the Agricultural Gaeette. Tbo 
descriptions of colonial wheats have had a good reception, the demand—not by any means confined to 
this colony—having exceeded the supply by some thousands. As

* Including £1,326 10s. 8d. paid from Treasurer’s Advance Account, Ketired Officers, &c, 
t Paid from Conthigcnt Vote.
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As chairman o£ the Intercolonial Wheat Nomenclature Committee, tlie pathologist called a meeting 
of that body early in 1893. The meeting was held in Sydney, and was attended by every member of the 
Committee, viz.:—A. N. Pearson, Esq., llopartmcnt of Agriculture, Victoria; Professor Lowrio. Rose
worthy Agricultural College, S.A.; Professor E. M. Shelton, Instructor in Agriculture, Department 
of Agriculture, Queensland ; Rev. E. H. Thompson, Tasmania; Mr. Win. Farrcr, New South Wales.

The Committee examined the result of the work done under its direction iu this colony and by this 
Department, with the result that a number of most important points wore settled, and a plan adopted for 
1891. It is fully expected that at the forthcoming conference in Brisbane final action will be taken by 
this Committee, which will settle once and for all the many difficulties that surround the subject. To 
show the importance of the subject it is only necessary to point out that no reliable recommendations on 
tho subject of what wheat to grow can bo made until the different varieties have been defined and 
named. Until recently the utmost confusion prevailed, but this is certain shortly to disappear before the 
clear ideas of tlie specialists delegated to give the matter attention. It is a very pleasant feature of this 
work that all the colonies have engaged in it and contributed equally to it, and that the result will be a 
uniform system of naming wheals throughout Australia.

2. Diseases of tho Sugar-cane.
_ The investigation of the diseases of the sugar-cane were undertaken on the Clarence River, that 

being the locality where disease was most prevalent. The work occupied two months, and the preparation 
of the report six weeks. The report was published in tho Agricultural Gazette, and was issued as a special 
publication for thorough distribution on the northern rivers, wherever sugar-cane is grown. At the 
request of the Department of Agriculture, Queensland, a special edition has also been issued for distribu
tion in that Colony. This edition was paid for by the Queensland G-overnment.

This report has been well received, and the results of the investigations are regarded as correct. 
The recommendations based on the results of the investigations have been acted on, and with much 
benefit already.

3. The Parasites of Sheep.
This subject has been dealt with at the special experiment station erected at Moss Vale, on the 

property of the Honorable .Tohn Lackey, President of the Legislative Council. The results thus far 
attained are in every way satisfactory. They are as yet unpublished. Both from a practical and theoretical 
point of view, our knowledge of these, baneful animal parasites will be advanced considerably by these 
experiments. It is hoped that no more than a lew months will elapse before a preliminary report will be 
before the public.

4. Various less important matters.
These are the partial investigation of a variety of diseases of both animals and plants, the answering 

of correspondence, the publication of a host and habitat index to tbo Australian fungi, and the publication 
of the descriptions of the various free-living nematode worms found about the roots of diseased banana 
nlants, sent to this Department at the instance of His Excellency Sir J. B, Thurston, Governor of Fiji.

Publications.
The publications of the Pathological Branch for 1893 cover the equivalent of upwards of 200 pages 

of tho Agricultural Gazette, and are accompanied by over 200 figures, mostly in the text, and for the most 
part drawn by the pathologist. Beside the matter relating to practical agriculture they contain tho 
record of over sixty new species of animals and plants, discovered during the investigations.

The work done by tho artist, Mr. Grosse, since June, 1S93, was as follows:—
June.—Engaged making numerous drawings of wheat in connection with Dr. Cobb’s experiments. 
July and August.—Drawing botanical plates for reproduction in the Gazette. Developing a large 

quantity of photographic plates taken by Dr. Cobb at Harwood, in connection with sugar-cane 
disease. Making drawings of sugar-cane and spores of diseases attacking same.

September, October, November, and December.—Engaged extensively at Moss Vale with Dr. Cobb, 
investigating the parasites of sheep, and making photographs of same through microscope. 
Making a large number of botanical plains for reproduction in the Gazette, also several plates 
of poultry to illustrate Mr. Gray’s articles for tho Gazette.

During July Mr. Helms was, to a great extent, occupied in assisting Dr. Cobb making preparations 
for the microscope, and in other ways. At the same time during periods when not otherwise occupied, he 
arranged and labelled some of the collections made by him during the early parts of the year, He also 
began in July with some experiments in connection with the effect of the spore preparations of Botiytis 
tenella upon the larvae of beetles ihat infest the ground, to the detriment of plant life. These were con
tinued during August, and tho remaining time of that month was filled in with arranging collections as 
before mentioned, and by attending to different subjects to which his attention was diverted, which 
included a number of replies to letters in connection with bee diseases. He also assisted for some time 
at the spraying experiments carried on in the orchard of the Rookwood Benevolent Asylum. During 
September and part of October be assisted Dr. Cobb in connection with his researches about the cane 
diseases, and corrected the proof of the “Habitat Index” of tho fungi of Australia, which occupied his 
time about a fortnight on account of tho intricacy of the references. During the latter part of October, 
and the whole of November till tho beginning of December, he assisted Dr. Cobb, at Bong Bong, in bis 
investigations of the intestinal parasites of sheep. Tlie greater part of December has been occupied in 
experimenting for the suppression of certain bee diseases, for whicli purpose he spent most of his time 
at Campbelltown, ' ,

Chemist.
The work done by the chemist, Mr. F. B, Guthrie, in the chemical laboratory of the Agricultural 

Department since 1st July, 1893, is as follows :—
Tho analyses made include the following

Soils, 30; fertilisers and manures, 15 ; fodders, 8 ; wheats, 20; sugar-beets, 8 ; waters, 4 ; milks, 26; 
condensed milks, 3 ; butters, 8 ; insecticides and preservatives, 6, making a total during tbo year 
1893, of soils, 82; fertilizers and manures, 41; waters, 9; fodders, 9; wheats, 20; milks, 29; 
sugar-beets, 8; butlers, 8 ; insecticides, &c., 10, in addition to numerous miscellaneous analyses 
such as plants for various ingredients, soils for special points, Ac., reports, and replies to 
correspondents seeking advice, Ac. As
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As in the previous year the analysis of soils has occupied a large proportion of time. From the 
results of these analyses, which are made as complete as possible, and from other information as to the 
surrounding conditions of the soil, advice 1ms been given as to the best method of treatment and manuring 
for different crops, particularly in the matter of the use of artificial chemical manures. That this infor
mation is valued is attested by the large number of soils sent in for analysis by farmers from all parts of 
the Colony. ... . . ,

As the number of these soils renders it impossible for us with our small staff to keep pace with 
them in a satisfactory manner, it is proposed nest year to limit the complete analysis of soils to such as 
are typical, or of special interest, as the time hitherto devoted to them can be more profitably employed 
in other and more important work.

The analyses of manures and fertilisers are undertaken in the interests of the farmers as a check 
upon the different manures on the market, a complete list of which is kept, as far as possible, together 
with their manurial value as determined by analysis. Information as to tbe'best and cheapest manure 
for different purposes can thus be readily obtained. The substances examined included also several waste 
products with a view to determining their value as manures.

The analyses of insecticides and preservative substances are in the same way a check upon the 
different specifics offered for sale. They were undertaken principally with the object of guiding the 
departmental experts in their selection and recommendation. It is hoped to extend this line of work 
during next year, ..... . . . .

The analysis of wheats was instituted, in the first instance, with the object of determining the 
amount of gluten in the different varieties of wheat, tbo gluten content indicating the milling value of 
the grain, and being an important factor in the choice of wheats in connection with their ability to resist 
rust. In the course of the work several interesting points bearing on the constitution of the grain 
have presented themselves, whicli it is intended to work out.

During the year a series of experiments upon the milk-producing values of different fodders was 
instituted.

In September the Principal of the Hawkesbury Agricultural College placed three cows at the 
disposal of Mr. E. C. Wood, the science master, for the purpose of this investigation. The feeding of 
the cow's, and their treatment during the period the test lasted, was superintended by Mr. Wood, who 
determined also, at frequent intervals, the fat percentage, the butter produced, and other points of 
comparison.

The fodders were analysed and the milk-testings checked by Mr, G-uthrie.
The result of these experiments, though of interest to those concerned, has failed so far in estab

lishing any fixed relation between the fodders used and the quality or quantity of the milk produced. 
The experiments have, however, heen of value in indicating methods of overcoming the difficulties ol 
detail which are inseparable from a first attempt to solve a problem presenting so many complex points.

Tho problem presented is one the solution of which is of the first importance to daily-farmers, 
and it is, moreover, one that we must solve for ourselves, as the experience of other countries applies 
only in a limited degree to our own conditions.

Mr, Guthrie bears testimony to the painstaking care and scientific exactness with which Mr. E. C. 
Wood conducted tho experiments.

A circular is in course of preparation inviting wine-growers and merchants to submit samples of 
their wines for analysis. The result of a systematic investigation of this kind, which has not hitherto 
been attempted, will be of interest in comparing our wines with those of other countries, in assisting in 
the judging of wines, in suggesting proper treatment and blending, in indicating the wines that are 
suitable for brandy-making, and in suggesting improvements in the treatment and cultivation of the soils 
and vines.

The composition of the different varieties of the fruits grown in the Colony will also be the subject 
of investigation, especially in reference to the composition of their ash. The experience of others shows 
that differences of soil and climate materially alter the chemical composition (and with it the properties) 
of the same fruit, and the lino of investigation here indicated will show to what extent the conditions 
prevailing with us have affected the nature of the fruits, and will indicate improved methods of treatment.

Mr. Guthrie’s assistant (Mr. E. H. Gurney) has rendered valuable assistance in tlie analytical 
work of the Department.

Entomologist.
A considerable amount of time of the entomologist has, as usual, heen devoted to the work of 

preparing the material obtained by collectors and sent in by correspondents, for the collection of economic 
insects which is in process of formation.

From correspondents wo have received a fair amount of specimens which make a valuable addition 
to our collection ; and a considerable amount of advice, as to remedies and preventives, has been supplied to 
those sending and bringing in insects to the Department. ‘

During the month of August the entomologist made a tour through the vineyards of the Mudgee 
district, embracing the towns of Cullenbonc, Coolah, Cassilis, and Merriwa.

The objects of this tour were to make field observations upon various matters of economic interest 
and to experiment upon those root-feeding insects, which cause so much loss to agriculturists, with tlie 
so-called “ Parasite du ver Blanc” (Boirytist land la), with the view of ascertaining whether its use as a 
means of eradicating these pests is of any practical value in Australia.

To this end many experiments were made in selected places in the districts which were visited, but 
without any gratifying results, the fungus having no apparent effect upon the grubs. Xot satisfied with 
these results, Mr. Olliff brought a large number of grubs of cockchafer beetles—which live on the roots 
of vines and other plants—to Sydney with him, and this material was handed over to Mr. II. Helens to 
experiment with. This gentleman found, after treating these, as well as other specimens received from 
various sources, with excessive quantities of spore matter, that none of the larva; were in the least affected 
by the fungus, and in fact appeared to he not the least troubled by tho treatment, aud a few weeks after
wards were found to have progressed in their metamorphoses towards pupation.

Through the kindness of Mr. A. Tv. Bovil, acting principal forest officer of Yicosia, Cyprus, we 
have been supplied with several consignments of Capri figs containing the caprifieation iig-insects 
(Blastopkaga psenes). These
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These consignments, unforfcanafcely, arrived in a rather dry condition, and upon opening the fine the 
voyage had, in every instance, proved too much for the insects. °

Mr. Bovill lias beon informed of this, and has been advised as regards packing the figs, and has 
also been asked to favour us with another attempt to introduce the useful insects. D !

During the year an epidemic broke out among some of the apiaries around Sydney,and the disease 
appearing to be of a micro-organistic nature, its investigation has been undertaken by Dr. Cobb and Mr. 
Helms. '

, From time to time a number of notes have appeared iu the Departmental Gazette, dealing with sucli 
subjects as the codling-moth, the potato-moth, tho Bugong-moth, and crickets—which latter insects havo 
been the cause of much trouble in orchards lately. In part 0, vol. 4, of the Gazette, au article appeared 
upon the brown and salt-bush scale-moths (Thalpocares upp.}, which was accompanied by a beautiful 
drawing in colours of the life-histories of these insects, which have been worked out iu this Branch and 
in the case of the salt-bush scale-moth for the first time. 5

Botanical Branch.
. Si'lce -Tuh Hst the consulting botanist (Mr. J. If. Maiden) has performed all the botanical work 

required for tlie Agricultural Branch, in addition to his botanical investigations made for the Forest 
Branch. The whole of this work has been effected promptly and satisfactorily. Numbers of miscellaneous 
plants sent in by the public or collected by officers of the Department have been named, and information 
respecting them has been supplied.

In addition to this work for the Agricultural Branch a report has been made on Si da rlomlifola 
(Baddy’s lucerne), a pest in the coastal districts. ‘

A report on potato hour and spirit, on oil-seeds, fibre-plants, &c.
. Beports on fodder-plants, bee-plants, plants supposed to bo injurious to stock, tan-plants, the 

native bread or truffle, noxious weeds, and other miscellaneous subjects too numerous to individualise.
Some articles and miscellaneous notes on plants interesting to tlie agriculturist and pastoralist 

have been furnished to the Agricultural Gazette,
For the Forest Branch the consulting botanist lias performed a considerable amount of work in 

the determination of herbarium specimens and timbers sent by the foresters, several of whom show a 
considerable zeal in the acquisition of an accurate knowledge of the timber-trees of their districts.

Seeds of timbers have been sent by some of the foresters. These have been named, and form the 
stock from which tho State Forest Nursery at Gosford is supplied, and exchanges effected.

Somo fine specimens of cabinet woods aud timbers for structures have been named for transmission 
to the Imperial Institute during the year.

Report on Duboisia leaves now used for the preparation of drugs used in ophthalmic aur^erv. 
Report on the extraction of kino from red-gum trees. 0 "
Supervision of the drawing of illustrations of our indigenous flora.
Supervision of collections of timbers and tau barks for Canada, which are likely to further trade 

between that country and Australia.
Nomenclature of plants at the Gosford State Nursery.

, most important, or rather laborious, item of the year, was the examination of tho replies to the
circular letter sent to Foresters in tho matter of ringbarking and sappum.

Report on wattle-plantations, West Bargo. D
A most valuable report on Don Dorrigo Forest Reserve.
Enrichment of the herbarium by a large number of interesting species now under examination. 
Reports on tan-barks. ^
Articles on timber-trees in Agricultural Gazette, which are of considerable value.

Bruit Expert.
* a RQrmg ftc past six months the work of the fruit expert (Mr. A. H, Benson), has been of a somewhat 

^*iTiod nature j and lias included visits to various parts ol the Colony, practical spraying experiments at 
Rookwood, propagation of fruit-trees at Gosford, lectures in different parts of the Colony and before the 
Fruit-growers Union at Parramatta, completion of the cold-storage experiments, experiments with lemon
curing, work of tlie Bornological Committee, and several reports and articles both for tlie Agricultural 
Gazette smA. for Departmental use. IIis_visits included a tour through tlie Northern Rivers District from 
Coffs Harbour to the Tweed, during which he gave several lectures and spraying demonstrations, and 
made a general report on the district, which has been published in the Agricultural Gazette. In connection, 
with the Northern Rivers District he also prepared a report on the growth of fruit-trees suitable to the 
district, which was sent to the meinbers.for tlie district, and published by them in the local papers. He 
also visited Orauge, where he gave a spraying exhibition; Bowning, where he visited orchards and gave a 
lecture ; Wagga Wagga, where he visited the experimental farm and prepared a report on the proposed 
orchard and vineyard; also a number of places near to Sydney, where he visited orchards and gave 
general mlvice on fruit-growing aud the eradication of insect and fungus posts. A series of experiments 
was carried out by him at Rookwood with various fungicides and insecticides on a number of different 
trees, and has made a full report thereon, which will appear in the February number of the Agricultural 
Gazette.

A large number of scions of different varieties of fruit-trees were received from Victoria late in 
the season, and although there were no stocks, on which to work them he managed to save a large number 
of the varieties by root-grafting, The scions were taken to the State Nursery at Gosford and worked 
and set out there, aud will be removed to Wagga Wagga next June,

. He experiments in the cold storage of fruit were completed for the season; the result of tlie 
experiments^ was, on the whole, satisfactory, as it has definitely proved the necessary conditions to bo 
maintained in order to keep the fruit successfully, and it has also shown what fruit to store, and how 
and when to store it. A full report on the experiments has been published in tlie Gazette.

An experimental curing of lemons was also made, the lemons being cut the beginning of July, 
and being still in use. Samples were sent to various persons, aud a small box was sent to the Honorable 
Mackenzie Bowell on his departure for Canada. The
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The Pomologicnl Committee held their first meeting on 16th November, three subsequent meetings 
having been held. About 100 samples o£ fruit havo been fiubmii ted, and arrangements have been made 
whereby samples may be more readily forwarded to the Department. A number of forms for the 
classification of different fruits have also been printed, and a description and drawing of all tho different 
fruits have been kepjt for future reference, with the ultimate view of publishing a work on .Australian- 
grown fruit, ...

The fruit expert has given a. series of lectures before tbeTruitgrowers’ Union on Manuring, Utilisation 
of Fruit, Draining and Liming, Packing, Grading, Ac., and has written articles for the Ar/ricultural Gazette 
on Orange-culture, Pruning, Orchard-manures, Cold Storage, Northern Rivers, and Orchard Notes for each 
month. He has also made a number of reports for Departmental purposes, and has answered a number 
of official letters on all subjects connected with fruit-growing. He has also given information to a 
largo number of persons on various matters who havo visited him at his office. In connection with the 
proposed orchard aud vineyard at the experimental'farm at Wagga Wagga, he has obtained a large 
collection of high-class American varieties of fruit-trees from the California Nursery Co., through the 
Universal Nursery Co., which have arrived in first-class order, and are at present temporarily planted at 
Wahroongah, but will be removed to and planted out at Wagga Wagga in June or July next, so that the 
foundation of an experimental orchard for reference purposes will bo laid.

He visited tbo Paterson River district for the purpose of making a report on the cause of the 
orange and other citrus fruits dying out. A full report of his visit was at the time sent to and publisehd 
by the local press.

Seed Branch.
The work done in the Seed ‘Branch under the charge of Mr. G. Voider during the half-year ending 

the 31st December, 1893, has heen very satisfactory. _
The into rest taken by farmers in the introduction of seeds of new commercial crops by the Depart

ment is still on the increase, and the applications received for these seeds by far exceeded the supply. 
The number of packets distributed was not equal to that of the same period last year, but this is accounted 
for by the fact that the quantity of seeds available for distribution was not nearly so largo this year as 
last. Last year a considerable sum was expended in obtaining seeds, but this year only a very small sum 
was spent, most of the seeds being either obtained by exchange or grown by tlie Department. The first 
six months of this year 779 persons were supplied with 4,675 packets of seeds, and tho List six months 
2,257 persons with 5,138 packets. The totals for the two years were as follows :—

Persons supplied. Tuckets distributed. ,
1892 ......................................... 3,182 ... 33,235
1893 ......................................... 3,036 ... 9,813

The following table gives the names of tho principal crops of which seeds wero supplied, and the 
number of packets of each that were distributed:—

Seeds, Roots, and Cuttings distributed during tho half-year ending 31st December, 1893:—

Name. ■ Persons 
supplied,

Packets
distributed.

Hol 1,075
Chocho.................................................................................................. 1S7 38G
Pigeon-pea .......................................................................................... 132 132
Mung-bean ........................................................................................... 157 157
Cow-pea, throe varieties ..................................................................... 74 172
Oarob-bean .......................................................................................... 1411 140
Tagosaste........................................................... ......... ...................... 227 227
Teosinte .............................................................................................. 49 49
Bokbam-clovcr .................................................................................. 12S 128
Sugar-beet, two varieties.................................................................... 34 34
Mangels, nine varieties........................................................................ S2 27S
Thousand-headed kale........................................................................ 135 135
Rook-melon. Imp. C'assaba ........................... ..................................... 147 147
Native grasses .................................................................................. 20 112
Black wattle ....................................................................................... 32 32
Miscellaneous....................................................................................... SO 86

1,993 3,290

Roots ................................ 114 292
Sweet potatoes, two varieties............................................................. 14 28

Cuttings and Plants.......... 14 504
Grape .................................................................................................. 23 480
Sugar-cane ........................................................................................... 77 43S
Smyrna fig ....................... *................................................................. 12 72
Giant lemon of Fiji ............................................................................ 8 48

Total ................................................................................ 2,257 5,158

Upwards of 2,000 reports were received regarding results obtained from tho seeds distributed by 
the Department last year. From these some very valuable information has been gathered, and the reports 
are being collated for publication in the Gazette. The sorghums cultivated in this Colony have of late 
years become much deteriorated in consequence of inoculation and mixing. The varieties imported by 
the Department from America and India, via., “Coleman,” “ Collier,” “M’Lean,” “Dari,” and “ Black 
African,” were, therefore, watched with great interest by our farmers, and as they all did remarkably well, 
in many instances proving themselves far superior to the varieties previously grown here, they will no 
doubt prove a very valuable introduction. Several letters were received thanking tho Department for tbo 
good work done in introducing these sorghums.

Among other forage crops, teosinte, bokhara clover, pearl millett, and tagosaste gave some very 
fine results, the yield in several instances being very heavy. Samples
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Samples of sugar beets were sent iu whicli had been grown from seed supplied by the Department. 
As was the case the previous season, it -was found on analysis that they contained a very satisfactory per
centage of sugar, proving bow suitable ibis Colony is for the cultivation of that crop.

Of the pulses distributed, the 11 Cow 'Pea'' (Vigna ccttiang, Knell.), appears to be the most valuable. 
It thrives remarkably well here, producing from S to 10 tons of green fodder, and from 30 to 33 bushels 
of dry pulse per acre. As this plant is valuable in several ways it will no doubt soon be largely grown 
here. Of the other pulses sent out, pigeon-pea, Chick-pea, and Soy-bean appear to have given the best 
results. ' ,

Samples of mountain rice grown from seed supplied by the Department were sent in by several 
farmers from the northern rivers. These were submitted to au expert, who reported that it would be 
worth while to try tho experiment on a larger scale, as the samples were of a very good quality. This is 
now being done by several farmers, and the experiment will no doubt be watched nith great interest, as 
somo idea will be obtained of the value per aero of this crop.

In October last year Mr. G. Yalder made a sowing in measured plots of fifty-four ^varieties of 
pulses and a number of other new commercial crops, with a view of obtaining definite information 
regarding their value in this Colony. The produce from these sowings has been harvested, the seeds of the 
most suitable varieties distributed (amounting to nearly 2,000 packets), and tho information gathered 
therefrom is now being published in the Gazette. A number of packets of these seeds were sent to the 
artesian boro farms, the products of which have lately been exhibited in Sydney.

Prom the herbarium 273 specimens of our native grasses and fodder-plants have been sent to 
foreign herbariums, and some 300 specimen?! have been received in exchange, including 100 specimens of 
native grasses of the United Slates of America. A number of specimens of grasses, fodder-plants, weeds, 
and other plants of interest to agriculturists have been added to the herbarium. _

About 400 specimens have boon iidded to the Museum, and many of the exhibits have been 
relabelled and classified. The whole of the exhibits have been moved to the budding in the Domain 
lately occupied by ihe Technological Museum, and will there form a portion of the Mining and Agricultural 
Museum. .

In August last Mr. Yalder spent a fortnight at Booral pruning, spraying, and propagating the 
white mulberry trees at that plantation. He also, in September, spent a fortnight at Gosford, assisting 
the fruit expert in propagating fruit-trees, and inspected several wheat-plots in connection with tho rust- 
in-wheat experiments. _

A large number of letters have been answered by Mr. Yalder regarding all branches of agricultural 
and horticultural subjects, especially those referring to the sowing and cultivation of farm and garden 
crops.

Subsidies to Agricultural Societies.
In consequence of the reduction of tho vote for subsidising Agricultural Societies, nud the altera

tion in tlie terms of the vote, the work of disbursing it has involved strict scrutiny inlo_ tlie revenues of 
Societies, aud the classification of the same under the heads of 11 Members’Subscription” and “ Contri
butions” respectively. The introduction of a new method of dealing with claims for subsidy, rendered 
necessary by tho terms of the Appropriation Act has no doubt given extra trouble to the officers of the 
Societies, but as soon as it was made clear to them that the change was unavoidable they cheerfully 
acquiesced, and rendered every assistance to Mr. Fitzgerald (tho officer in charge of this work) in the 
performance of his onerous and difficult duties. Much of the success which has attended the introduction 
of Ihe new method is due to tho excellent management of Air. Fitzgerald. In future, it is hoped this 
method will work without trouble either to the Societies or to tho Department.

'With regard to the work actually done, some 2S2 separate aeeounls of claims have heen rendered, 
of which 148 claims had to be returned for revision, and the claims of sixty-seven Societies have been 
passed for payment. These claims refer to forms “ A,” which is confined to actually-paid animal sub
scriptions of members. Tho claims in respect of donations, &c., dealt with on form “ K.” cannot be dealt 
with until all claims under “ A” have been paid, and the balance remaining Cor distribution has been ascer
tained. Some seventy letters have been ivritten by Mr. Ifitzgerald to officers of Societies in reply to 
questions of detail upon agricultural and pastoral show subjects and subsidy, aud be has kept a statement 
of accounts showing moneys paid in subsidy, and reasons for claims being returned to Associations, and 
nature of information required to be supplied by these Societies. An account is also kept of the dates of 
all Shows, to admit of information iu that regard being supplied to business people of tho Colony, and 
also for Gazette and other purposes.

The books and accounts and butts of receipts given at 1 nvorell, Glen Innes, Tentcrfield, Armidale, 
Maitland, Dubbo, Forbes, Orange, Cootamundra, Wagga, Albury, and the Eoyal, also various Horti
cultural Soeietiesin and around Sydney, have been examined and initialleffiaud theoiticers of many Societies 
have been advised concerning future requirements.

In conclusion, I may perhaps bo permitted to express a hope that during the year 1804 we shall be 
able to demonstrate in more marked manner the advantages of the reorganisation and amalgamation of 
the Departments of Agriculture and Forests.

I have, &c.,
HA BRIE WOOD,

Department of Mines and Agriculture, Under Secretary for Alines and Agriculture.
10 February, 1804.

[li. 3i.)
Sydney * Charlia l oLtcr, Government Trintcr.—1394
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The Superintendent, Labour Bureau, to The Principal Under Secretary.
I hate the honor to prosenl herewith the second Annual Report of the Labour Bureau, viz., from 18th 
February, 1893, to the 17th February, 1894.

‘ Labour.
The general depression which has prevailed throughout the colony for the last three years, and 

particularly during the last year, has heen keenly felt by all classes of the community, and particularly 
by the industrial classes. It bas, indeed, been an era of adversity. The terrible financial crisis which 
the colony has passed through has had a depressing effect on trade in every direction. It has, naturally, 
checked the circulation of capital, while the high rate of interest prevailing has had a most disastrous 
effect on enterprise. Heavy financial losses have blighted the prospects of thousands of employers of 
labour, and a feeling of uncertainty as to future developments has had the effect of entirely shaking 
confidence. As a result, retrenchment has beon the order of the day in all the avenues of industry, and 
thousands of men having heen thrown out of work the labour market has been congested to an unpre
cedented extent. Among the men who have thus unexpectedly beon deprived of fhe means of livelihood 
is a class who have suffered acutely. J refer to clerks, accountants, and professional men with families, 
who, unfitted for heavy manual labour, bavc found it verv difficult to obtain employment in the country 
districts, where the principal demand has been mainly for farm or other labourers. It can therefore be 
readily understood that the absolute privation, the terrible struggle with poverty and destitution which 
these,'as well as other industrious deserving men havo undergone, has been very severe and painful. 
Despite all efforts not to reveal their poverty, they have been at length compelled to seek assistance 
from the relief department of the Bureau.

The state of the building trade, which is, as a rule, a correct index of the labour market generally, 
has been for some years, and is still, very much depressed, resulting no doubt from the collapse uf so many 
building societies, and the failure of banking aud mining companies. _ _

At a meeting recently held in Sydney of those directly connected with the building trade, it was 
stated that no fewer than 6.000 operatives connected with that, trade had heen thrown out of employment 
through the general depression, and tlie statement docs not appear to me to be much exaggerated. It is 
pleasing to note that largo numbers of tradesmen connected with the building trade, who have lost their 
employment, have shown their bona-fides m the matter of desiring to obtain work by taking whatever has 
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offered, and in almost all kinds of farm work, as well as even less remunerative callings, they have shown 
their readiness to make use of whatever legitimate means there were to hand to enable them to tide over 
the depression. It will thus he seen that through the estra strain of increased supply from an unusual 
quarter there has been a corresponding difficulty added to those seeking the ordinary laborers’ work 
offering. '

_ It almost invariably follows that where fho building trade is prosperous the labour market is iu a 
satisfactory condition; and as the trade is in such a depressed state, not only in this colony but in the 
other colonics as well as iu other parts of the world, the condition of the labour market generally in New 
South Wales can be adequately gauged. "

In spite of the depression however, its severity, and widespread character, I am inclined to think 
that there are not so many persons unemployed this year as there wero last.

The number of unemployed registered during the past year (1803) amounted to 12.H5, consisting 
of 5,048 married men, having 10,215 children depending on them; and 7,007 single men, while the 
number of unemployed registered during 1892 was 18.000. consisting of 7,449 married men with 10.85-1 
children. This shows a decrease for the past year of 0.455 as compared with the year 1892.

The number assisted aud scut to work last year (1S93) is 10,349, while tlie number for the year 
1S92 was 8.154. These figures show' a decrease of 6,455 in the number registered last year, pnd an 
increase of 2,195 in the number outgoing for 1893, as compared with that of the previous year. It may 
also bo noted that the percentage assisted and sent to work from the unemployed registered during the 
present year was equal to 851- per cent, of the whole, while that for 1892 was equal to 44 per cent.

In addition to those sent to work by tho Bureau au estimated number of 1,500 registered as 
unemployed have found work incidentally, but have not informed us that they have done so. Taking 
this into account the total number sent out for the year would be 11,849; deducting this number from 
those registered, and allowing for a percentage for double registrations, and taking into consideration a 
number of others registered, who have gone into the country or to the other colonies on their own 
account, also a large number who arc partially employed, and taking further into account the number of 
unemployed at the beginning of thfe year, aud tbo difference between those registered and sent to work 
this year, J estimate the number of unemployed in Sydney and suburbs at the present time at about 
6,000. ' ‘ "

There has been a considerable demand during the last six months for bush clearers aud farm 
labourers.

ISo doubt this demand has been brought about in consequence of the reduction in wages, owing to 
the large number of unemployed throughout the colony.

.Landowners finding that they are able to get men at reduced wages are clearing land throughout 
the country, which under ordinary circumstances would have been left in a state of nature, and everything 
goes to show there will be next year a large increase in the acreage under cultivation as compared with 
last year, although that exceeded the acreage under cultivation in any preceding year. In addition to a 
number of gangs of men engaged for “clearing” bush land, batches of miners havo been engaged as tributors 
to W'ork mines which have ceased operations, owing to their properties getting into more or less serious 
difficulties. Many of these mines are now being -worked on the share or co-operativo principle. These 
tnvo sources of employment have been the means of providing at least a living to a large, number of men 
in various parts of the colony.

Although there has been a rush of unemployed registered at the Bureau during the past month 
(January), there has also been an increase in the number sent out. Indeed, tho indicaiions all round, so 
far as 1 am able to judge, are that there are some signs of an improved state of affairs, as far as the 
working classes are concerned. Although wages are lower than formerly, if we could have public confidence 
restored, there would be every reason to hope that wc have seen the last of the terrible wave of depression 
which bas been passing over New South Wales, as well as the other Australasian colonies, and has in fact 
been world-wide in its disastrous effects.

It has, however, taught us this lesson—however bitter the experience may be—that land-booming 
extravagance and reckless investment are not the best methods to adopt to become a happy and prosperous 
nation. With a cheaper money market enterprise and confidence would follow, and as the industrial 
classes generally found employment prosperity would again return.

The large number of public works for which contracts have been accepted recently have given 
employment to a very large body of men. I may be permitted here to respectfully suggest that if 
possible it would be very desirable in the case of any public works contracts not requiring expensive 
plant or machinery in carrying them out, should he let in small sections, and thus enable gangs of 
unemployed men to tender for them, or do them at schedule prices.

If this could be done it would undoubtedly tend largely to relieve tbo present congested labour 
market. I am informed that in New Zealand an experiment in this direction has heen found to turn out 
well, and with the present seriously over-crowded labour market the present thee would be opportune to 
give the matter a trial. If this could be satisfactorily arranged by the unemployed themselves in their 
own interests coming forward and doing their part in an honest and conscientious manner, which under 
the circumstances 1 am certain many would do, it would increase the hope that a belter state of things, 
so far as labour is concerned, is nearer than may be imagined,

A Select Committee was appointed during the year to enquire into tho working of the Bureau, 
and having taken evidence of various witnesses, sent in a report to Parliament, which lias, however, not 
yet been adopted by the House.

A severe depression in the coal trade has thrown out of employment a verv large number of 
miners at Newcastle, Ctreta, Lithgow, and Wollongong. 1 visited Newcastle ou three different occasions, 
and found a large number of able-bodied men in great poverty. 1 scut away from Newcastle aud district 
alone no fewer than 857 men to the old goldfields in different parts of the colony to try and make their 
living by fossicking. At Greta, which I also visited, there was likewise a large number of miners 
unemployed, and from whence I despatched 49 men fossicking. Wollongong, Lithgow, and Goulburn 
were subsequently visited by me, and from these places I sent away 99, 52. 148 men respeetivelv to try 
and make a living fossicking. _ - Possicking
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Fossicking.
In August last the Undei’-Secretaiy for Mines prepared a minute showing that a number of the 

■unemployed might make a living on the old goldfields of the colony. This minute was approved by the 
Minister'for Mines, and afterwards by the Premier, the result being that a board was appointed to give 
effect to the minute. The board consisted of Mr. llarrie ’Wood, TJnder-Secretary for Mines, Mr.'W\ 
Dowell. M.P., Mr.'Ur. ,T. Sice, Chief Inspector of Mines, and the Suporintendciit of the Government 
Labour Bureau. This hoard met from time to time to consider the best means to be adopted, with the 
view of sending out fossicking those oi the unemployed who desired to do so; and it is, perhaps, 
surprising the large number of them who ha\e taken advantage of tins means of obtaining a livelihood.

The mode adopted is, that those desirous of going on the old goldfields apply to Mr. Slee, at tho 
Mines Department, If tho applicant is considered to ho suitable ho is given a recommendation to the 
Superintendent of the Labour Bureau, who is empowered to grant a railway pass and a miner’s right, the 
cost for which each man signs a guarantee to refund when able to do so. Those in destitute circum- 
stauces receive in addition to the miner’s right and railway pass, the following rations to assist them to 
their destination, viz.—10 lbs. flour, o lbs. sugar, aud $ lb. tea. costing 2s. Gd. ea.ch. _

During tho sii months that this means of finding employment has heen in operation no less than 
4,516 men have been assisted and sent to the different gold-fields of the Colony. Many of those who 
are sent are strong able-bodied men with years of mining experience. ^

Prom Sydney alone tlie number of men sent fossicking is 2,989; from Newcastle 85/ were 
despatched; from Greta, 49 ; from Wollongong. 99 ; from Lithgow, 52 ; and from Goulburn, 148. The 
total number sent include some of tho best miners in the Colony. They have been requested to write 
back to the Bureau giving information as to how they' succeed : and, while many have complied nith this 
request, a large number have not done so. Taking into consideration, howevei, the many hundreds who 
have corresponded with the Bureau, it is satisfactory to know that among all these men a large propor
tion of them have done fairly well, while the great bulk of them have succeeded in making ft living.

Some, of course, have not heen successful, and in not a few cases this has been because they have 
not had means to purchase necessary tools and, machinery In other cases some have found work at 
wages, whilst others have made up tribute parties. The very best evidence that a number of the miners 
have succeeded is the fact that no less than 122 have written to the Bureau asking for their wives aud 
families to be sent to them, which has been done, their prospects being such that they look forward to 
making a living and a home for themselves and families.* Although this means of finding employment 
has been in operation six months, it increases in favour with the men themselves, as is evidenced by the 
fact that the largo number of 1,530 have been sent out iossicking since 1st January to iVth Pebruary this 
year, being a'daily average of nearly forf y. _ _

Considering the large numbers of men who have been sent out in this way, many of them thoroughly 
practical miners with lengthened experience, it is but reasonable to expect and sincerely to be hoped that 
some of them may succeed in finding payable fields, and thus be largely instrumental in reducing to a 
msmnmm tlie depression from which the Colony is now suffering.

The offer of a Government reward of £1,000 to the finder of a payable alluvial gold-field is much 
appreciated by old miners, and such an inducement will no doubt have a stimulating effect, and cause still 
more life to be thrown info this line of industry. And before leaving this subject it might be noted that 
numbers of those wiio have gone out fo old patches where they know they can make at least hare living, 
or have done so previously, remain there pending the passing of the Mining on Private Property Act, so 
that they may be near the spot they desire to operate on the moment it becomes law. i

The number of miners’ rights issued to those going fossicking during the last six months is 3,G23, 
at a cost of £1,240 15s. _ __

The number of miners’ rations issued to date is 2,278, costing the sum of £285 10s. 2d.

Labour Settlements.
Tlie Act to establish and regulate labour settlements on Crown Lands was passed iu June, 1893, 

and under that Act Ihe Minister set apart laud to form three settlements as a commencement, namely, 
one at Begn, one at kVilberforce, and one at Pitt Town. ... „

The regulations governing t-liewe settlements arc somewhat different in principle. ThcTYilberforce 
is more of a company of shareholders, who put down so much money each, to be all expended previous to 
any Government aid being obtained. There are at present on the settlement meu, 38 ; women, 22; 
children, G9; being a total of 129 souls. _ . .

The Bega settlement differs somewhat, each settler having his own area of land, but is eo-opcrafive 
in principle, aud there are al present—men, IS ; women, IS; children, G1 upon tho settlement, making a 
population of 97 souls.

The Pitt Town settlement with which I am more conversant, being a member of the Board of 
Control appointed by the Minister soon afler the passing of the Act. The regulations governing 
this settlement are communistic and co-operative iu principle. Tlie settlers consist of men taken 
from the ranks of the unemployed, and were without means. The funds for carrying on this settle
ment are advanced by the Government under the regulations, viz., £25 for a married man with 
familv, £20 for a married man without family, and £35 for a single man. Under the Act I was appointed 
to receive and register all applications and report on the fitness of applicants to become settlors. _ 

Up 1o the present time 733 applications have been received, consisting of 614 married men, with 
children representing 1,986, and single men and widowers, 119, making a total of 3,333 souls.

On tho Pitt Town settlement there are at present 90 married men with wives and children 
numbering 265, and also 6 single men, being altogether 451 souls. It has now been in existence six 
months. _

There are many who speak in favour of the possible ultimate success of this settlcmcut, whilst 
others criticise it adversely. It is, perhaps, too soon to express au opinion as to the ultimate success of 
either uf these settlements, but it is considered very doubtful by some whether the communistic 
co-operative principle will succeed. I am, however, afraid tlie want of incentive, which has made our

pioneer

* Koie.—This represents 122 women, with 350 children in addition, permanently settled in the country.
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pioneer farmers successful, will be the chief obstacle'to the success of these settlements, viz,, by hard 
work aud perseverance. looking forward to ultimately becoming the owner, and receiving the benefit of 
such industry and perseverance for themselves and families,

The chief elements, however, in any successful settlement under the Act must be good land plenty 
of water, and convenience to market. ’ r -
, If, after time, experience shows that these settlements are going to succeed, it would be in the 
interest of the country to establish many more under the Labour Settlements Act.

Wages.
_ The Bureau has nothing whatever to do with the rate of wages; its functions bein^ merely to 

brmg employer and employee together, leaving the question of wages aud terms to bo settled bv'lhemselves. 
lioweier. from the large number of letters received daily from employers in all parts of the''Colony and 
stating the wages to be given it is evident that the general rate of wages for the past year has shown a 
reduced tendency all round, though m some branches it is more noticeable than others."

In the latter category it may be noted that amongst the country engagements farm and orchard 
hands arc paid from 10s. to 20s. per week and found, as against 12s. to 25s. last year; station carpenters, 
ios.t0 per week and found, as against 25s. to 35s. last year ; married couples, £30 to £S0 per
annum aganist_ £oo to £30, the average rate showing a deduction of from 10 per cent, to 15 per cent 
upon the previous year; bushmen, 10s. to 25s. as against 15s. to 39s.; camp cooks, 12s fid to 30s 
against S/s. Gd. to 30s.; general station hands, 10s. fid. to 27s. Gd. against 15s. to 30s.; handy and general 
useful men, from 8s. to 20s. and found. A large number of elderly men arc glad to accept employment 
at merely nominal wages in order to get a home. 1 1 J

Within the metropolitan area the building trade shows reduced wages, though with first-class 
tradesmen this is not noticeable as the scarcity of demand is for such sen ices. Of foundry bauds black 
smiths, bootmakers, tailors, <fcc., it maybe said that their trades are still very dull, though the wages’appear 
to remain much the same as for the greater portion of last year. ^ ° rr

, Clerical engagements are small by comparison with tho number who have been retrenched, and 
n hen fresh bands are employed the rate of wages shows a general reduction to have taken place of from 10 
per cent, to 25 per cent.; indeed, many educated men are offering their services for anything they can get.

Refunds.
1,1 The refund of fares—rail, and steamer—as compared with last year shows a considerable increase 

although there is etui a very large amount owing on the account.
/a- a V\e “ fof ^ker3”. are maiilly responsible for the latter, but as the system of drafting men off under 
this head has only been in operation six months, and they have had to provide themselves with tools, &c. 
it is not suprising that only a small return has at present been made by them, but it is to be hoped that 
atter a turther short extension of time a substantial refund from this source will be received.
■ , In'nauy cases men who have gouo mining have sent for their wives and families, aud in these 
instances time must be allowed for them to settle down before expecting payment. Liberal time is granted
in all cases, and payment by instalments taken. °
. am0U^ received for the year 1892 was £1,135 IGs. Id, and for the last year, 1893, the sum
V . 10S‘ WaH pa',d’ *homa8 aii :ncrease of £1,540 13s. lid. on the year, and beiim at the rate of

about Id per cent, on the total outstanding amount due by those sent out to their employment through 
the Bureau, and less than -g per cent, only on those sent out fossickiuo1.
is £3 Sl^lr °f reWS ^ 1,apers"came irit0 0Pera*on in IulyJ.S92, and the total amount received

Relief Department.
It is to be much regretted that tlie nature of the report under this head is 

character in many important respects.
_ ■ D“rinS tke .Pf yeP notwithstanding the extensive ramifications of the several charitable 
organizations and relief committees outside of this department, there has been a vast increase in the 

T.n1' °f aPPlllcallta1 llcrc> showing that the depressed state of the labour market is still at a low ebb and 
that the means have become exhausted with those who have struggled on against adverse circumstances 
lor, perhaps, several years past.
mn Tite distress has been more varied far-reaching, and painful in many eases than hitherto, and this 
more particularly is obvious among ihe non-manual labour class, such as professional men clerks
fu%UwStadvemi1yandS’ ^ tll0S0 Wh°Se catlillSs have lo a lM'ge extent unfitted them to cope success

or/ 1^?“? fr°T may.be1looked 0,1 asa temporary increase, is that so many havo been sent
out lately fossicking for gold, and in the meantime have left their families to be provided for through the

1?' GlthieIi!Cnfl t mfans 1to.1,voon’ or’ aa many have done, get their families sent to 
them ''hen they have found they could make a living at their present occupation.
of I;-,, iTi?1%dePnfcTe!t m'i!l;lly^0l1CCm,S it9eif with relief of the women and children who have no means 

Y 13 afact,tkattlle effect of receiving relief on many hitherto manly
dispositions has been deplorable, in that their sense of independence is gradually being sapped and is 
being al.owed by themselves to drift away, aud in its place is slowly, but surely, asserting itself all the
™9VHSf)0t g°f t0 Tk° What i® kTVn aS tllC “Ioafer ” pure and simPle- The sooner this is 
remedied the better for all concerned and the best method for so doing seems to point to the system
adopted in older and more experienced countries, viz, for every applicant for relief to earn Ihe cost of 
such relief m whatever way may seem best to meet the special case.

. By thi,s whilst a man might not reap pecuniary profit for his labour, ho at least would
remain au independent citizen, and his moral aud manly feelings would not become saturated with 
flnH ^lCefniWr° ?'md-ebaSvd’ as.tkey are n<T m danger of being under the present system of getting 
of “ loatera” eff0I,t’ ^1IS BUb]eet 13 ful,tlier referred to with suggestions in this report under the beading

It is further to he noted in this connection that there are not infrequent instances when men (and 
sometimes women) refuse work offered, giving the reason that the wages are not sufficient (or not standard) 
ulnle at the same time they expect to obtain the relief, which, except under extraordinary circumstances 
is, or course, refused. J »An

of an unsatisfactory"
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A]i adult’s ration given by tlie Bureau consists of 4 lb. bread, 3 lb. meat, i lb. tea, mid 2 lb. sugar, 
and in providing for tbe supply of a family two children are reckoned as one adult. The cost since 
September last is Is. 5d. per ration, previous to which date it was Is. Gd. In special cases of sickness 
infants and sick mothers are allowed a little milk, sago, or oaf meal, and there is no doubt that this has 
assisted to prevent an increase of infantine mortality (and possibly of crime) in the city.

While there has been so many cases of genuine distress relieved by the Bureau, these nave been 
accompanied bv attempted impositions of a kind that will call for condemnation ; for instance, a few days 
a<m an application was made by a man of means who was erecting a house for himself; another case, a 
■woman could not be “ bothered" replying to questions put to verify apparent misstatements m the torm 
filled up. So long as some men get rations for their families they will make no effort to obtain any 
employment, but in these eases, as well as in others, the impostors have had a very brief reign. Ihis 
section of the Bureau’s work is carried out as follows Every applicant for relief has to nil up the attached, 
form, which is handed to one of the inspectors, who thereupon visits the address and institutes inquiries. 

The result is embodied in a report toMhe superintendent, and upon the report is based the issue or
refusal and quantity of rations. . . , .

Cases of attempted fraud occur nearly every day, and it requires the greatest care and vigilance on 
the part of the inspectors, which 1 neei hardly say are e.vsrcised to prevent them succeeding. ^

The greatest difficulty to contend with in giving relief is where the father or the family seems to 
have no sense of responsibility as such. So long as the Government keep the family he is content to 
linger on in laziness, but to stop the rations abruptly in such eases would be too harshly punishing the 
wife and children for the husband and father’s offences. To deal with the various conditions and circum- 
sfances of Ihe many deserving and undeserving applicants is a most difficult aud anything but a pleasant
dutv, and requiring a good deal of discretion aud care to dothc right thing. .

" Nineteen thousand seven hundred and five weekly applications have been received during the year. 
This number represents a total of 2,1(59 distinct families, with G,3L9 children, many of wtom 'llive 150611 
forced to apply several times at different periods of the year, thus giving a total ot 19,/05 shown as 
applicants. Of the 2,IG9 families 1,655 have been either refused or, having had relief for some lime or
obtained emplovment, been discontinued. . , . . ,

Fifty-two thousand five hundred and twenty-five rations have been issued (being an increase ot 
21,565), at a total cost of £3,840 Gs. Oid.: ns against the sum of £2,324 11s. Gd. for the preceding year. 

The average cost of each family being relieved is £l 35s. 4|d. _ , ,, ^ , i ^
Adverting generally to this department of the Bureau, there is no room for doubt that had these 

operations closed here the benevolent organizations of the city would have been taxed to an extent such 
as thev may have found it impossible to cope with, taking into consideration the already heavy burden
thev were asked to bear. „ , , c- i vj-i,

' To afford shelter to the homeless, a shelter shed was opened on Woolloomooloo wharf m one ottne 
lar^e Government sheds on the 1st day of June, and closed on the 27th day of September, 1893.

° During the period it was available it was used nightly by an average of 503 men, and throughout
the whole time good conduct and order prevailed.

The cost of administering this species of relief was about £S0 and a small sum for incidental expenses. 
In connection .with this shed, teas were supplied at hVd. per head, at the Mission Hall, Sussex-

street, the cost of which was £121 2s. 3d. ,,,,,, , ,
Owhif to the wet weather which set in some two or three months ago, after the shed was closed, 

arrancemeuts were made for shelter to be given, upon tickets obtainable at the Bureau, at the Mission 
Hall before mentioned, at the rate of Id. per head per night, and this is still being continued. The cost of 
this up to date is £33 13s. 2d.

[coat of Amts.] 
Gotfhnjiex't Labol'ti Bureau, 

Application jor Belief.

Begistered No...........................................................................
Name.. ... ■■ ■■■ ■■■ ■■■ •••
Address ... ... ■■■ ■■■
Ag6 ...............................................................................
Occupation ... .. ... ... ... •••
Single, married, or widower ...- ... ...
No. of children ... ... ... ...
Ages of children , , ... ...
Name and address of last employer ... ... .
How long out of work ... ... ... ■■
Name and address of landlord ... ..
Bent per week ........................................ • •
Arrears, if any ... ... ... .. ■ ■
Other debts owing . . ... ... ... ■
IVhat relief obtained ... ... ...
Family earnings—if any............................ ................

This is a true statement—

Inaptclor's Report.
Signature.

Relief in the Country Districts.
The distress from which tho unemployed has suffered, and arc still passing through, has not been

confined to tbe metropolitan district alone. . .
Owing to the state of the coal trade (which a few years ago was so flourishing and promising, nut 

now unfortunately so diminished and depressed) thousands of minera have been thrown out of employ
ment, and their unfortunate families are suffering great distress. During
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During my visits to Xetveastlc, Greta, Adamstown, Dudley, Minmi, Plaitsburg, 'Wallaend, 
Lambton, Wollongong, Goulburn, and other places, I was made painfully aware of tbe enormous amount 
of destitution existing among the miners’families. As I bavo already pointed out, 4,516 miners have 
been distributed all over the Colony “fossicking,” some on the old gold-fields and others trying new 
ground, but all striving to earn a living for themselves, their wives, and children, ' °

_ To prevent the latter from starving 1 was authorised by the Government to issue rations to 
destitute families of women aud children. In this way the sum of £1,277 17s, 7d, has been already 
expended in relief for Newcastle and district, viz., Plattsburg, Lambton, New Lambton, Carrington, 
Wickham, Merewether, Dudley, Adamstown, Hamilton, Teralba, and W. Wallsend.

The sum of £431 12s. 9d. has been expended for relief to the destitute of Greta, makino' a total 
Of £1,709 1 Os, 4d. D

_ In the month of December the Premier approved a minute that in future relief votes should be 
given as a subsidy of _£ for £ for an equal amount voted by tbe Municipal Council or raised by tbe 
public, and expended in giving work on the roads and streets to tbe destitute umemployed, instead of 
giving out gratuitous rations, and this system is now being carried out.

Loafers. i
In all large cities there is invariably to be found a number of men who have from different causes 

forsaken the path of honest labour and become what is commonly known as loafers on society. Unfor
tunately this class is very largely represented in Sydney at tlie present time. Manv of these men were 
a few years ago hard working and industrious, but through bad habits, bad associations, aud the neglect 
of manly principles, step by step they got off the right track.

In many cases the too free use of strong drink has made them lazy, idle, and degraded, causing 
them to lose their self-respect, any ambition they may have possessed, and at last their manhood, and 
they at length become a disgrace to their fellow men, and a nuisance and a burden to society. Loafers 
wilf not work if they can help it; they prefer to beg or steal rather than work for an honest living. 
This class is to bo met with iu all large cities at all times ; in prosperity or adversity we have tbe loafer. 
In this city at tbo present time I estimate that there are from 400 to 500 confirmed loafers. They are 
daily to be eeen iu our parks, sleeping their indolent lives away, while all about them may be seen 
hundreds of foreigners with nothing like the opportunities aud far greater disabilities to contend with, 
honestly working for and making a living, and rarely if ever seeking Government relief. Our climate is 
so favourable to this class that they can almost do without a home or shelter ; and with really little or no 
physical exertion it does not take much to keep them alive.

How to deal with this class is a somewhat difficult problem to solve. I will, however, suggest 
one mode which might be made successful. Tf, say, LOO acres or more of fairly good laud were set apart 
as an industrial farm, convenient to the city, and in connection with the Bureau, these idlers could ho 
sent to it and compelled to earn their living. In fact, this farm could bo made to serve tbe same purpose 
for the loafer as the “ Sobraon ” does for the homeless and neglected youth.

The men sent to the farm need not he confined to farm work, but could he set to do any suitable 
work. With good regulations and strict supervision, a great deal might be done towards reforming a 
fair proportion of the class to which 1 refer. I am convinced that one effect of compelling these men 
to work for a living would he that in somo cases at least their former habits of industry and self-respect 
could be restored, and they would again take their places as worthy members of society. As reformation 
in this direction proceeded applicants for employment from amongst them might find situations through 
the Bureau in tlie country, and in this way lead on to the desired result.

The cost of such an experiment would not he very great; and, if some such scheme were adopted, 
it would, I believe, give results as satisfactory as similar schemes carried out on the Continent of 
Europe, especially in Erauce, Germany, Holland, &c., where, as a recent traveller remarked, a beggar 
is not to be seen in the streets, and the loafer has no chance to follow his profession, being compelled to 
accept one of two alternatives—either work or starve. I think this scheme is worthy of a trial, and, if 
the reformation of this class can be brought about at a comparatively small cost to the State, tlie country 
would be relieved of a considerable financial burden, and society of an increasing nuisance and a danger.

It must be borne in mind that this paragraph does not refer to those of tbe unemployed who are 
honestly desirous of obtaining work, but arc unable to do so, of which, I regret to say, there is still a 
great number, but to that other class who are always loudly professing to look for work, at the same time 
praying that they may not get it. ■

In addition to the estimated number of thorough professional loafers, are a number treading 
closely on their heels, aud who work sufficiently long to enable them to unfit themselves for more exer- 

' lion by getting drunk ; and there is still another class, principally of younger men, whose only work 
consists of waiting until others more honest and leas cute earn it, and then proceed to fleece them in 
various ways. I regret to say that this class appears to be on the increase, judging by the large number 
of such cases noted at tbe Bureau. ’

llcffistrv Offices.v_0 V

During the existence of the Bureau numbers of persons engaged through registry offices for 
employment m the country ha^ applied to me for railway passes to enable them to reach their desti
nations ; and in all eases which 1 believe to be genuine I have granted such passes, at the same time 
taking an order on tbe employer in each case for a refund.

My experience, however, of these registry offices during the existence of the Bureau leads me to 
the conclusion that a great many abuses exist iu connection with them which might aud should be 
remedied.

In. the interest of rhe unemployed themselves I would strongly recommend that these offices 
should he licensed and placed under Government supervisiou. The principal reason that prompts me to 
oring this matter specially under notice is that I am satisfied that several of those professing to have 
obtained employment through registry offices have been victimised. After reaching their destinations by 
means of the railway pass obtained from tbe Bureau, some of these find that they are “ not wanted,” in 
some cases that no authority was given for their engagemeut, whilst in others there has heen absolutely

no
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no employment. After spending,.perhaps, all they possessed in registry fees, the result is that they have 
found themselves stranded in a strange place without employment, and without the means for existence 
whilst they looked for it. "When a person applies for a railway pass the original letter from the employer 
must be produced, and when this is not forthcoming a pass is rarely granted.

In some cases several persons I am certain are engaged for one and the same place, in others the 
offices are established simply ro obtain fees from the highest bidder. It also happens, from information I 
Iiave obtained the fare has in som&cases been paid in advance by the employer and retained by the registry 
office, and then the man engaged has heen sent to the Bureau to obtain a pass. Several parties have had 
to sell almost all they possessed to raise the registry office fees, in some eases as much as £o, and in these 
instances, if the Bureau did not come to tho relief, the applicants, perhaps a married couple would be left 
destitute.

In the interests of all those seeking employment through these offices, I would recommend that 
they all be licensed in order to prevent fraud, and placed under the supervision of the Government, and 
so prevent poor people from being victimised.

This would result in benefit to the unemployed and be a source of revenue to the state.

Agencies.
I may mention here with respect to tbe establishment of agencies throughout the Colony in connection 

with this department as recommended in the report of the Select Committee on the working of the Bureau, 
that it is questionable whether they would realise all that is expected of them by their advocates. 
Personally, I should like to see three or four agencies established in a few large centres of population in 
the country with a view to practically testing their utility. One great objection to them would be the 
expense attendant upon the appointment of new sots of officers, but if it could he arranged that in each 
centre an officer ^already holding a G-overnment appointment should perform the duties in addition to 
those he is already discharging this objection would be removed.

One direct benefit from the establishment of these agencies would be the collection of reliable 
information as to the state of the labour market in the country districts, in regard to which there has been 
some difficulty in the past. In regard to this suggestion to establish agencies a meeting was recently held 
at Bathurst at which tho unemployed of that city to the number of from eighty to 100 were present At 
that meeting a resolution was submitted affirming tho desirableness of establishing in Bathurst an agency 
in connection with the Government Labour Bureau. Opposition of an unmistakable character was shown 
to the proposal, the argument being that such an agency would be the means of attracting a large number 
of the unemployed to Bathurst who would not otherwise go there. The motion to establish the agency 
was subsoquenty lost. The Mayor at the close of the meeting alluding to the necessity of giving relief 
to tbe unemployed requested those of this class who were present to call at the Council Chamber on the 
following morning, when temporary work of some kind would be provided and rations given to them in 
lieu of wages. Strange to say, out of the large number of the unemployed present at the meeting only 
some five or six turned up to take work. Therefore, so far as this district is concerned, the establishment 
of an agency in connection with the Bureau did not meet with the approval of many of those present, 
including the unemployed who voted against the resolution.

• Now Zealand Labour Bureau.
In the report of the Xew Zealand Department of Labour and Bureau of statistics dated 10th June* 

1803, a. paragraph appears relating to the working of this department, to which I deem it worthy to direct 
your attention. In this it states that the number of men assisted by the Kew Zealand department 
during the year was 3.874, whilst the total assisted since it started in 1891, a period of one year and ten 
months was 0,467. Comparing these figures with ours, I would point out that we have assisted and sent 
to work in the two years during whicli the Bureau has been iu existence, nearly three times that number, 
viz., 18,503. ■

A subsequent paragraph in the same report states that the Kew Zealand Bureau has been some
what more successful than those established in olher of the Australasian Colonies. “In Kew South 
Wales, continues tho paragraph, the Parliamentary Committee appointed to report on the working of the 
Bureau in that colony, criticises it rather unfavourably, pointing out that there has been neglect of 
country agencies, and a tendency to centralize the unemployed in the capital city, and that the Sydney 
Bureau has been used as a means of lowering wages in the country districts.” Without disputing the 
claim that is made for the successful working of the Kew Zealand Institution, permit mo to observe that 
notwithstanding all the power and influence of a ministerial department, together with its provincial 
agencies—with all these advantages (if they are advantages)—our report shows, as already stated, nearly 
three times the work done. Ko doubt this in consequence of having a much larger population and number 
of unemployed as compared with those of Kew Zealand. This Bureau has had nothing to do with the 
reduction of wages which has taken place. All that is done is to bring employer and employee together, 
leaving the matter of wages to be settled by them. The wages question is plainly a matter of supply and 
demand. Bor instance, if 50 men arc wanted and 500 offer, there is tho danger of reduction of wages, 
hut, if 500 men are required and only 50 offer, an increase of wages will assuredly take place. I would 
further add that we have received back from the men so sent to employment, the largo sum of ,-63,81 d Cs. 
Id,, as a refund of railway and steamer fares since the system was inaugurated, some G months after the 
opening of the Bureau. So far as the Kew Zealand institution is concerned, I cannot find in their 
report any mention of refund of fares on part of the men sent to work, which is a matter of importance 
to consider when contrasting the efficiency of the two departments.

And in this connection it may be said, further, that hundreds of letters have been received from 
both employers and employees expressing their approval of the Bureau,—on the one hand because it has 
supplied the person wanted, and on the other because it has been the means of forwarding on. to employ
ment men who otherwise might have up till now heen filling the ranks of the unemployed in Sydney.

General.
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General.
The average daily attendance of the unemployed at the Bureau is from 400 to 500. They come and 

go all day and if nothing turns up to suit them they go elsewhere looking for work.
There is a considerable decrease of the unemployed from the other colonies this year compared with 

last. The number registered in 1803 was l,0.ri7 ; the number for the previous year 1802 u as 1,77] ; show
ing a decrease of 7 L4. All those residing in the colony over three months are registered as citizens of New 
South Wales. It is probable that a number of those from the other colonies on our books do not give us 
correct information on this point.

The conduct of the men on the whole is good aud orderly, and they give very little trouble except 
when a few larrikin loafers come among them and who have to be dealt with firmly.

The police returns for the year are less than last, the convictions forthis year being 195 as against 
399 for the previous year, allowing a decrease of 20i.

The work at the Bureau has almost doubled during the year 1893 in consequence of the large 
number going fossicking on the old gold-fields daily, and tlie great increase in the applicants for relief in 
the city and suburbs. Each application has to be inspected, reported on. chocked, and marked by tbe 
superintendent for rations if correct; there is also the superintending the administration of relief in the 
country districts.

Registering and reporting on all applicai tons for the Labour Settlements, together with a very 
large increase in tbe correspondence from all parts of the colony, which has fo he attended to, answered, 
and frequently necessitating the uhole of the staff remaining back after office hours to keep pace with 
the work. I a.m pleased to be able to report that notwithstanding the increased duties, tbe whole of the 
officers of the Labour Bureau do their work cheerfully and well, conscientiously keeping in view the 
object for which the Institution was esfablished by tho G-overnment.

Appended are statements in detail of the work and operations of the Bureau for the year ending 
February 17 th, 1894. *

' ’ JOSEPH CREEK,
------------------- Superintendent.

Retuks' showing the total number registered during the year endiner 17th February, 1S9L and where
such last arrived from or were employed.

Arriving from the other colonies, &c. (As per Schedule) 
Arriving direct from the countrv, as under

1,057

Northern District ................................................................. . 556
Southern „ ... ... ... ... ... ., .. 526
Western ,, ... ... ... ... ... .. . 495

1.577
From the City and Suburbs ... ... ... ... .. 9,511

Total registered for the year ... ... .. 4 * 1 * 12,145

Scuudule details as to Families, &c., of the number registered during the year ending 17th

Number registered ... ... ... ................ 12,145
Married men .. ... ... ... ... • ... 5,048
Single men......................................... ........................... ............... 7.097
Children represented by parents ... ............... 11,991

Do self-supporting ... ... ................ 1,776
Do dependent... ... ... ..4 444 4. ............... 10.215

Ci/issmcation of Trades and Occupations registered during the year ending February 17th, 1894.

Trade or Occupation. Number
Registered. Trade or Occupation. Number

Registered.

Accountants ...................................................... . 6 19
Asliphaltsrs ...................................................... 7 Carpenters........................................................ 57 C
Auctioneers ....................................................... 3 8
Architects .......................................................... 1

4 5
Bakers........................................ *.................... 147 314
Baekct.niakcrs................................................... 7 6
Barbers ............................................................... 2 Coflchbuildera............ ...................................... 41
Barmen and boots................................................ 30 5
Blindmukerb ............................................ 2
Blacksmiths .................................................... 20] 5
Boat'buildcrs........... .......................................... 9
Bottlers ........................................................... 3 8
Bootmakers ....................................................... 89 s
Bookbinders ......................................... ........ . 4 8
Boilermakers....................................................... 74 G6
Brewers ........................................................ 5 3
Brickmakcra ....... .............................................. 81 44
Bricklayers .......................................................... 206 1
Bridge hands .............................................. ........ 16 3
Brass trade....................................................... 112
Butchers...... ........................................ 199 IDS
Builders............................................................... 5 4.
Brush hands ................................................... 1 19
Billiard-markers ............................................... 1 473
Carters ............................................................... 348 11
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Trade or Occupation- ivumbOT
Registered. Trfule or Occupation, Number

Registered.

8 12
3 117
8 Photographer .................................................... 1

99 1
8

Fruit.ptickors......................... . .................. 1 iiubhle mason ........... . ............................. *...... 1
14 Saddlers .......................... ............................... 14

155 38
VC 2 21

1 9
338 26

86 3
40 2G

Hospital vardsmon ............................................ xi 96
33 29

Hatters ............................................................... 4 7G3
G3 134

Irojimongers ....................................................... 13 2
Ironvr-orkera ....................................................... 23 SurTOTOi’a* hands................................................ 23

C
1 .3V t ............................. ............................ 3,285 20

Leather finiahers .......... -...... ..................... ....... ' i Tailors ............................................................... 69
Lumpers............... .......................................... , 2 8
Locksmiths............................................ ... 2 1
JjaiincUrmaii .................................................. 1 ,1
Machinists........................................................... 26 41
JIarblo trades....................................................... 1L Tilers...............................................*.................. 2
Married couples................................................... 42 Tutors ............................................................ . 22
Master Mariners ............... ................................ 3 6
Miners.................................... . 1,200 3
Millwrights -........... 1
Modellers ..................... . . 1 11
Musicians ........................................................... 6 1
Overseers ..................................... .............. 8 2
Orchard hands ................................................ 14 1
Opt icians .................................... .............. 1 5
Paper-makers .............................................. 1 31

245 7
Pattcrn*makcrs...................................... 3
Packers ......................... ... . . 13 27
Plutclavcrs ................. . 2 52
Porters ....................... ... . 6 1
numbers ........... ..... ................... .. . 112 G
Potters ..................... ... .. £i 67

1
Printers .......... ... 8V Total................................................. 12,145

20G—B



GOVERNMENT LABOUll BUREAU.

Table slio'.ving various Trades aud Callings to which persons have heen sent in Town and Country ; Summary or average Wages recorded ; Total Refunds for Passes for year ending
17th Eebruary, 189d ; together with comparative figures for the previous twelve months, being the opening year of the Bureau.

Trades and Callings.

Year ending1 ITtii Feb.» 
131)4.

Year ending- 17th Feb., 
1893. Incrcase. Decrease.

Town, jeountry

Wages—Year ending: 17th February. Refunds for Passes, Year ending 
17th February.

Remarks.

Towti. Country Total. Town. Country Total. Town. Country 1804, 1993. 1394. 1893.

£ S. ll. £ s. d.
4 i 5 8 8 i 4 Con bra ub ......... ........... Contract ...................... 2,676 10 0 1,133 16 1 Heftinds.—Total amount received
4 1 5 3 8 i 1 1 Is, bo 2?. Gd. per hour. since the system of refunds was

commenced is £3,812 Ca. Id.
7 7 1 1 G .

31 14 61 85 IdG , 30 71 10s to 32a..................
2 14 10 1G 1G ! 2 o

22 41 03 80 92 110 4 30s. to 50s pcrucck. . 30.3. to 55s. ..................
Ti.-a-ovc 17 43 37 7G 113 20 28
il^oobiTiath^T^ aihv-t i - 15 21 3 43 46 3 28

17 63 35 72 107 18 4 25s. to 50s......................
4 4 1 1 3 ♦ 15s. to 20s, per week.. 20s., found ..................
2 1 g 2 i. Piece-work .................
ft 7 ]2 3 30 33 2 23 15s, to 30s., Found
2 2 2 Piecework ................. Piene-work ............
2 1 3 2 i Is. per hour ..........■,
2 2 4- 2 2 20s. to 35s, per week...
1 1 1
5 5 5 1

Boilermakers and Foundry Hands 12 ~2G 38 IS 31 52 6 8 * Gs. to 1 Is. per dtiv........
Iftfi 1 Hfi 28fi 286 100 10s. to 25s., found ... las. to 30s......................

57 57 100 100 43
9 3 12 1 1 S 3

IfifJ 107 120 n 140 40 17 Snlfiry <& Commission. Salary & Commission
Ciiroentera and Joiners ............. 17S 83 259 152 200 352 24 1T7 7s. bo J 2s. Od. per day. 8s. to 12s....................
,«* A ^ T' ill -1 -i 25 40 49 24 St5. to iOs per day ... 9j. (o 12s........................
Caretakers, &c.................................... *~S 5 10 Is 15 5 10 Ss. tn 20a, fonnd .... 10s. to 20s..................

2 2 5‘ fi 3 Gs. to 7s. Gd. per day
11 5 Hi 11 5 Is. per hour ........ .
.l7 14 31 22 33 55 5 19 10s. t-o 40s................. 20r. to GOi. . ............... 1894.

( Camp Cooks, 12s. Gd. to 30s.
33 153 18G 97 216 313 64 C3 12s. 6(1. to 40s.......... IB?* to 50s................. i Hotel ,, 20s. to 40s.

Station, &C-, los. to 30s.
3 3 1 1 2

14 43 K7 25 163 18S 11
. .

120
1 3 4 1 1 1 2
c 4 10 1 1 5 4 Is. pev hour..............

Ourners and Tamicra................. i 7 8 2 2 i 5 7f. to. 8s. per day . . 8s..............................

1 6 7 30 30 i 24 30s. to 40s week..... 30s. to 60s..................
Drivers......................................... 29 57 86 • 79 56 135 1 50 30s. to 25s. week.......
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Table allowing various Trades and Callings, &c.—continued.

Trades and Callings,

Year ending 37th Fel>M 
1SD1.

Year ending l"th Feb. t 
18B3. Increase. Decrease. AVogos—Year ending 17th February. Refunds for Fames, Year ending 

17th Februar}-.

Town. Country Total. Town, j Country Total. Town. Country Town. Jountry 1694. 1393. 1994, 1S93,

£ s. d. £ a. d.
U 39 60 ' 17 51 68 6 12

20 4.70 46 388 434 71 26 ICs. to 20s., found .. 12s. to 25s........................
X 3 4 1
3 7 10 "5 ~L7 "22 2 10 7s. to 9s. day ...........
3 0 9 3 c
0 11 2 1 3 4 4

General Semrats, Governesses,
30 l fifi 185 i 10 20 30 20 135 7e. to 20s. week ....
79 64 143 50 112 362 29 43 10s. to 20s, found 12s. Gd. to 30s........ .

P57 215 602 64fi
6 3 9 ~~9 9 6 c 25a, to 40s........................ 25s. to 50s..................

24 55 79 35 75 no 11 20 10? to 25s., found . . 15s. to 30s..................

g 7 0 2 5 7 2

7 4 f; 1 4
Ironmongers................................ i i 2 1 j- 25s. week, found ......

. , 20 2 23 31 G 37 11 4 15s. to 20s..................

2^4 3X«
’

517 7H7 699 1 4-Rft
2 4 1 * 1 1 1 15i,.to203.weck,fo und...

_ __ , . 3 1 9 10 2 9
2 2 Wages & Commission*>■
3

...
1 1 2

Married Couples.......................... 14-28 114-223 256 5-10 152-304 314 9 3S £50 lo £80 psrtmmim £55 to £90................
J 2 3 1 2
9. 2 4

3Q1
1 6 7 1 5 -

301 165 165 136 Contract & Tribute Contract &. Tribute
Miners (Fossickers from Sjdney) 2,939 2,989 2,939
Miners (Fossickers from other 1,527 1,527 /

places).
1 2 3 1 2

Painters and Paperhangers ...... 64 21
2

85
4

683
240 308

8
4
1

219
3

6$. to 9s. per day......... 8b. to 109................... ..

2 Q 3 1 2 2
10 21 31 25 94 119 15 73 8s. to 10s................... .
4 4 1 1 3 7e. to 9s, per day......

2 4 2 2
18 12 30 Is "34 ~9 3 22 Sa, to 9s..............................

Remorto.

(Nurse Girls, 2s Gd- to 7s. Gd, -wk. 
\ Governesses, £20 to £dfO p. o.

Jle Labourers.—!Por the year end
ing 1893, large numbers -were 
employed on North Shore and 
other works as labourers ; a large 
number of railway labourers wero 
also sent out.

Sent from Sydney only.'
Sent from different parts of the 

colony on to various Odds.
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Trades and Calling's.

Printers . ,
Qu,'wry men
Beporters ..

Saddle and Harness Maters .....
Sawyers........................................
Shearers .....................................
Shipwrights.................................
Shorthand-writers .....................
Sign writers ................................
Slaters .........................................
Smelters.......................................
Soapmaters .................................
Storekeeper, Packers, &c. ...........

Station hands ................. ...........

Stonemasons..................................
Surveyors’ hands..........................
Sleeper-Btpiarcrs ..........................

Q-'eamsters......................................
Tailors ..........................................
Tinsmiths......................................
Turners ........................................
Tutors ...........................................

■Upholsterers'...............................
Tillage Settlements......................

■Watchmakers ...............................
Waiters, Stewards, &c..................
Weavers .......................................
Well-borers ..................................
Whitesmiths ................................
Wheelwrights ......... ................ .
Wireworkers ......................... .
Wool hands, Felhuongcrs, &c. ... 
Wool-classers ...............................

Total..........................

Table shoving various Trades and Callings, &c.—continued.

Year cndmiy 17th Feb.. 
1891.

Year ending- 17lh Feb., 
1893. Increase. Decrease. Wago*—Year ending 17th February, j Refunds for Passes, Year ending 

17th February,
Remarks.

Town. Country Total. Town. Countr: - Total. Town. Country’ Town. Country 1834. 1893. 189*. 1803.

8 18 28 51 79

i

1 ... 18 43
£ s. d. £ s. d.

19 38 10 20 30 1 7a. to 9s. por day........
2 2 4*4 1 ... 2

. 2 11 13 11 j 1 1 2 30e. to 50=!. per week,..
4 11 15 0 81 93 4 73

- .. . 210 210 517 517 307
12 11 23 35 35 12 21 Is, per hour ................ 9s. to lie. per day
1 * - 1 1 1
3 2 5 1 1 2 2 )
2 1 3 4 4 1 1 2 |

C 6 1 6
2 4 2 2 ----- - •■-■

23 7 30 25 16 41 ... 2 9 | 20s. to 40s..................

4GS 468 462 462 G
... |

13s. to 30s..................
/■ Slation hands.—Ordinary Station 

■ J hands generally, 20s a week and

10 8 18 9 38 47 1 30 | (s. per hour ...........
12s. tJd. to 20s............

1 found, though ad low as ]5s. has 
(, been recorded.

9 9 3 16 19 ... 3 7 '
28 28 104 104 ... 1 76 i Is. dd. to Is lOd.p.pnir

12s. fid. to 39a............11 11 11
i

. . i
3 16 19 18 9 27 7 15 1

14 6 19 8 9 17 6 4
2 2 4 1 7 8 1 5 £s. to 10s. dav

8 8 5 0 3 £20 to £50 perannurn £30 (o £70 ..............

3 1 4 4 4 3 3
322 322 322 ... !

1 1 ... 1 1
force June, 1S93.

7 15 22 23 44 67 1 16 29 10s. to 25s. 'ireck...... 1
■ • i 2 2 ... I 2

16 16 55 55 1 30
2 2 2 *
5 14 10 12 37 49 9 23 4'Oi. to 55s. week ...... 1
8 5 5

72 72 116 116 34 |
5 6 5 5 1

1 i ncre! se. 
2.193

I
1,548 8,801 10,349 8,154 | j 2,670 10 0 1,133 16 1 Total Refund^, £3,812 6s. Id.| 1

f—1 
to

An increase of 2,1!)5 is shown on the number sent out to employment for the year ending 17th February, 1894, over the previous year.
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‘ G0VEEjN'3[ENT LABOTJE BUREAU.
Statemunt of Belief from 1st Bebriiary, 1893, to 31st Jauuary, 1894.

Applications received from—
In receipt of relief afc end of 

year*
Refused and discontinued.

Weekly applications for 
tho year. Average ]ier week.

Families. Children. Famines. Children. Families. Children.

2,109 6,319 614 1,234 1,655 5,0S5 19,705 379

Month.

February .........................
March ............... .............
April................................
May .................................
.Tune .............................................
July ................................
August ........................................

September.........................
October..............................
November.........................
December .........................
January........................................

t
I

Rations issued.

No. Price.

2,1221
2,0971
2,343
2,3741
3,663
4,903
1.890 
1,333
5.891 
5,789 
5,5801 
6,027! 
4,894

6. d. 
1 G 
1 G 
1 G 
1 6 
1 6 
1 6 
1 6 
1 6 
i r» 
1 5 
1 5 
1 5 
1 5

*
1

52,525*

Amount. Special ^Relief in 
sickness. Total cost ol Relict.

£ 3. d. £ s. d. £ e. d.
159 3 9 0 ] 9 159 5 6
157 6 3 0 3 6 157 9 9
175 14 6 0 7 7 17G 2 1
178 1 9 0 1 9 178 3 6
275 2 0 0 1 9 275 3 9
367 15 3 0 16 3 368 11 G
3G6 15 0 0 10 9 367 5 9

517 12 7 2 3 10! 519 16 3£r

410 1 i 2 9 11 412 11 0
395 14 2! 4 2 7 399 ir. 94
4G9 8 11! 6 12 1 476 i 0!
34G 13 2 3 5 9 349 18 11

3,819 S G 20 17 Gf 3.S10 G 01

* 23,737 at Is. Gd.; 28,788 ut Is. 3d.

ItiiLiEP to Country Districts.

Municipality or 
Township.

Amount 
expanded in 

relief.

Amount of 
£ for £ 
Subsidy.

Total.
Municipality or 1

Township. j
i

.c d. £ e. d. £ g. d.
i

10 W ... 210 10 0 Carrington .................
141 11 7 . . U0 1) I Wickham ....................

.Ailiiiustown ..................... 72 4 0 50 0 0 lliii 4 G Afinnd ..........................
Pkltsburg.......................... 100 0 0 10C 0 O Charlestown ...............
Hamilton .......................... 59 0 0 30 6 o SO 0 0 Newcastle Soup

50 0 0 50 0 O Kitchen.....................
Mcrewether .................... 50 0 0 40 0 0 90 0 0 Greta.............................. i*
Lambton .......................... 50 0 0 50 0 0
New Lambton................. 50 0 0 50 0 0 100 0 0 Total...........

Amount 
expended in 

j relief.i

Amount of 
£ fur £ 
Subsidy.

Total.

;
£ s. d. £ s. <3. £ s. d.
50 0 O 50 0 0
50 0 0 50 0 0
60 0 0 50 O 0

1 4 11 G 30 0 0 34 11 6

150 0 0 150 0 0
,431 12 9 431 12 9

............... £ 1,709 10 4

Return of Police Reports for the year cudiug 17th February, 1S94, and a comparison with it and the
Return for the previous year.

Offence. 1st Tear. 2nd Tear. Offence. 1st Year. 2nd Year

290 118 6 2
34. 25 1
?.] 22 6 1

Indecency.................................................... 9 2

Begging and vagrancy ............................. j 11
Language.......... .•............ ...............•••• 1
Breaking, entering (suspected persons) ...j t>

U
4 Totals.............. 399 195

Second Annual Return showing the number of Arrivals from the other Colonies, Ihe Umled Kingdom, 
and I’oreign parts, and residents here, all within three months, from 18th February, 1S93, lo 1/th 
February, 1894; also a comparison of same with the first Annual Return._______________________

First Annual Return. Second Annual Rc|JOrl.

Victoria................
Queensland .........
Now Zealand.........
Tasmania ..........
South Australia . 
Western Australia 
United Kingdom .. 
Foreign parts .....

Total......

598
332
196
110

G7
20

301
147

1,771

Victoria ..............
Queensland ......
New Zealand ......
Tasmania ...........
South Australia . 
Western Australia 
United Kingdom 
Foreign parts......

Total ......

Showing a deerrase of 714.

413
188
104

GO
34
21

142
95

1,057

Pyilnoy : Charles Potter, Clot eminent Printer.—1804,

[U.] 206—C
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1894.

NEW SOOTH WALES.

LABOUR SETTLEMENTS ACT.
(REGULATION'S UNDER.)

fjrestfttteli to parliament, pursuant to JUt 56 'Bic. ^to. 34, sec. 8.

Department of Loode,
Sydney, 10th May, 1894.

REGULATIONS UNDER THE LABOUR SETTLEMENTS ACT;
Ir ie hereby notified,Tor public information, that tho following Regulations, made in pursuance of tho Labour Settlements 
Act, by the Board of Control of the Labour Settlement at Wilberforce, have been approved by His Excellency the Governor, 
with the advice of the Executive Ceuncil, to apply to such Labour Settlement.
[94-122 L.S.L.] HENRY COPELAND.

Regulations made in pursuance of the Labour Settlements 
Act by the Board of Control of tho Labour Settlement 
at Wilberforce. -

1. The Board shall, not later than at its fourth meeting, and 
thereafter annually during tho month of January, and also 
from time to time as necessity shall arise, elect from among its 
own members a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Honorary Treasurer, 
and Honorary Secretary.

2. The retiring Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Honorary Treo- 
surer, and Honorary Secretary shall be eligible for re-election, 
and shall continue in ofiloe until their successors are elected.

3. The Chairman or Vice-Chairman shall preside at all 
meetings of tho Board at which they may be present, and the 
officer presiding shall have a casting but not a deliberative vote.

4. During the temporary absence of tho Chairman and 
Vice-Chairman, the members of the Board assembled at any 
meeting may elect any one of their number to act as Chairman. 
An acting Chairman shall do all such things as the Cliairman 
is required to do by these Regulations during tbo absence or 
inability of the Chairman or Vice-Chairman,

6. The Chairman, the Honorary Treasurer, and tho Honorary 
Secretary shall sign all cheques authorised by the Board; but 
in the absence of one or more of them, the signatures of such 
member or members os may be duly authorised by the Board 
to sign in their stead shall be sufficient,

6. The Honorary Secretary shsll fccep minutes of all meetings 
of the Board, receive and conduct the Board’s correspondence, 
subject to tho general supervision and directions of the Board, 
and act generally as the Board’s agent in all such matters as 
the Board shall require,

7. In addition to the ordinary meeting of the Board, to be 
held at least once in every month, an extraordinary meeting of 
the Board may be summoned at any time by authority of the 
Chairman, or upon the requisition of three members of tho 
Board. At every meeting four members shall form a quorum. 
Not less than twelve hours’ notice in writing of tho time and 
place of any Board meeting shall be given j but no such notice 
shall be necessary for any regular Board Meeting which the 
Board may have arranged to hold at certain stated intervals.

373—

8. The Honorary Treasurer shall keep all the accounts of the
Board and pay and receive all moneys on the Board’s behalf. 
No money shall be paid or expended without the authority of 
the Board being first had and obtained, and a receipt in writing 
shall in every case be taken, which receipt shall he filed as part 
of the records of the Board. . -

9. Tho Governor may appoint two auditors who shall from 
time to time, hut not less than once in each period of six 
months, examine the Board's accounts and certify to tho 
accuracy and general correctness of the statements prepared 
by the Honorary Treasurer, and of any abstract or balance sheet 
professing to represent the same. They shall also report upon 
tho manner in which such accounts have been kept and make 
any suggestions which they may think necessary.

10. AJ1 orders of tho Board for provisions, goods, or other
wise, shall be signed by the Chairman, the Honorary Secretary, 
and the Honorary Treasurer, on forms provided for the pur
pose, butts of which forms shall be kept as part of tho records 
of tho Board. _

11. The Board shall not be responsible for any debt incurred 
by, or on behalf of, any individual member of the Settlement, 
nor for any debt incurred without the order of the Board.

12. The Board may from time to time appoint one of tho 
enrolled members of the Settlement as a Working Overseer of 
the Settlement, and such overseer shall see that any directiona 
of the Board are carried out, and shall, subject to the Board’s 
directions, apportion and determine the character of the work 
to be performed on the Settlement, and fix the hours during 
which it shall be performed. Any person appointed as Over
seer shall, if a member of the Board, resign his position as 
member of such Board before he shall bo competent to act as 
Overseer.

13. The Board may from timo to timo appoint oneoftbe
settlers to act os Storekeeper, and it shall be the duty of the 
storekeeper to keep an accurate account of all tho provisions 
received and issued by him, and of all the property of the 
Settlement, including tents, tools, implements, and vehicles, 
live stock, and stock in trade, and property or goods of every 
kind. He shall also keep a record of all changes in the said 
property and of the incomings, outgoings, and balance, in such 
a form as shall be required by the Board, and he shall embody 
tho same in a report to the Honorary Treasurer whenever such 
report shall be called for by the Board. The Board shall 
require such a report at least once every three months. " ’■
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14. The BoirJ may, whenever it shall deem it expedient, 
call upon the Overaeer or Storekeeper to resign, or may remove 
them from office and appoint Bucceseors in their stead, subject 
to Regulation Mo. 13.

16. The principle ot tho Settlement shall ho co-operative. 
Members shall each work on on average at least forty-eight hours 
in every week for their common benefit, but in any oaae of 
necessity, emergency, or expediency, any such members shall 
work suoh number of hours as tho Overseer shall direct. No 
member shall be credited in the time-book with any excess 
over such forty-eight hours, except the Overseer shall have 
directed it as necessary. The Overseer shall keep a time-book, 
in which shall be entered at the close of each day tho number 
of hours every individual member has worked, and every 
Saturday there shall bo issued to each member, and publicly 
exhibited, a record of tho number of hours he has worked 

■during that week. Beyond the number of hours during which 
:ony member shall be compelled to work, the timo and earnings 
of such members shall be at his own disposal, provided that the 
Board shall have full power to restrain him from using such 
spare time, or any member whatever, from acting in such a 
manner as may interfere with the work of the Settlement as a 
whole.

16. No work for private emolumont outside the Settlement 
shall be undertaken by any person resident in the Settlement, 
unless he shall have first obtained express permission from the 
Board to undertake the same.

17. Any part of the labour at the disposal of the Board may 
bo employed in works outside the limits of the Settlement, on 
such terms and conditions (not inconsistent with these Regula
tions) as the Board may see fit, provided that the Board ehall 
in no case accept any suoh work on suoh terms as might 
compete on the basis of a lower wage with workmen outside 
the Settlement.

18. All moneys derived from the Settlement, and all moneys 
earned by the members thereof, whether by employment out
side the Settlement or not, except moneys earned by a member 
in his own time, shall be paid to tho Board, and the Board 
shall deposit all such moneys in a bank to be approved by the 
Minister, to be held in trust for sucb Board. Such moneys 
shall be applied or retained by the Board in tho first instance 
to such extent as may be necessary for the purposes of the 
Settlement; but if the whole of ench moneys are not so required, 
the portion not required may be dealt with in the following 
manner:—Such portion as the Board shall consider desirable 
shall be carried to a sinking fund to provide for the first rout 
required by section 3 of the Act, and the first instalment 
required by section 6 of the Act, duo at the expiration of the 
fourth year of the lease; and when the amounts carried to 
suoh sinking fund shall equal the amounts due to the Crown at 
tho expiration of the fourth year of the lease, the sinking fund 
ehall be held to be satisfied and shall cease. The balance may, 
from time to time, be divided among the members thereof, and 
each member’s proportion of the money distributed for any

eriod shall correspond to the proportion which the number of 
ours he shall have worked shall bear to the total number of 

hours worked by tho whole of the members of the Settlement' 
during suoh period. Such number of hours, in either ease, 
ehall be ascertained from the Overseer’s book, and ehall be 
based on the record contained therein.

No part of any moneys advanced to the Board by the 
Colonial Treasurer ueder section G of the Act, and no part of 
any moneys received from euch persons as are referred torn 
that section, shall be distributed under this Regulation.

19. Any child, over the age of 14 years, of a member of the 
Settlement, may, if physically capable, be required by the 
Board to assist thereon, but shall not be entitled to anything 
further than the allowance prescribed by Regulation 22. 
Nothing herein shall prevent the employment of such child 
(Isewhero if the parent shall so desire. Provided that if any 
child over 14 years of age shall be employed otherwise than for 
the Settlement, no rations shall be allowed ; but no part of 
such child’s earnings shall be claimed by the Board.

£0. Any settler disobeying any direction, rule, or order of 
the Board, or any direction of the Overseer, shall be liable to a 
penalty not exceeding £2 for every such offence, which shall bo 
a charge against his stare of the proceeds of the Settlement; 
and obstinate and continued disobedience of any such rale or 
direction shall render any settler guilty of the same liable to 
be disenrolled.

21. A plan of tbe Soltlement, dealing with residence areas, 
reserves, sites for the establishment of industries, and the alloca
tion of particular allotments to the individual members, shall 
be designed by the Board, and submitted to the Minister for 
Lands for approval; and residence sites approved by the 
Minister may be assigned by the Board for occupancy to indi
vidual members of the Settlement, who shall thereupon become 
entitled to retain and use solely for their own benefit such 
residence sites so long as they shall remain members of the 
Settlement,

22. The storekeeper on the Settlement sha'l on application 
issuo each week to the set lers and their families, such pro
visions or other articles (exclusive of clothing) to the following 
values as may ba kept in the store ; —

Each enrolled member.............   Gi. per week.
Tbe wife of an enrolled member ...... 4j. „
Each child over 14 years of ege in work

for the Settlement .....................  8s. „
Children under 14 years of ago ............ Is, „

23. Such clothing and materials as shall be necessary, and as 
the available funds of the Board will admit of, may be advanced 
by the Board to tho members of the Settlement for the use of 
such members or their families.

24. Tho maintenance of tho members of the Settlement and 
their families ehall be charged as a whole upon the funds of 
the Settlement, until the net results of tho labours of tho 
Settlers shall produce more than tho amount necessary for the 
subsistence of such Settlement, when the cost of maintenance 
of any enrolled member and his family shall be taken into 
account against him in connection with the distribution of such 
proceeds.

25. Any member admitted to the Settlement after the expira
tion of six months from the establishment thereof, if not a 
transferee as provided by Regulation 26, shall be debited with 
sucb an amount as the Board shall deem equitable. Such 
member shall not receive any part of the proceeds of the 
Settlement beyond the amount necessary for subsistence until 
such debit shall have been extinguished, but on the dis
tribution of any proceeds he shall, notwithstanding, be credited 
with such proportion thereof as he might have received had no 
amount been debited against him. The amount credited but 
withheld from such member, shall be available for distribution 
among suoh other members of the Settlement as may be entitled 
to share in the general distribution of any proceeds.

26. Any member after tbe expiration of six montliB from his 
arrival on tho land may, if not disenrolled in the meantime, 
transfer his interest to another, providing only such transfer 
shall be approved by the Board, and tbe transferee enrolled by 
the Board. If tho Board approve of tho transfer, tbe trans
feree shall succeed to all the rights and liabilities of the trans
feror, and such transferor shall be disenrollod on tho day on 
which the transferee ehall be enrolled.

27. If any member shall retire from or abandon tbe Settle
ment during tbe first six months of his arrival on tbo land, or 
shall at any time be disenrolled, he shall, except as provided in 
Regulation 28, forfeit to tho Board all his interest in such 
Settlement and all share of any distribution to which he might 
otherwise have been entitled. But whore such retirement is 
caused by sickness or other sufficient cause, the Board may,out 
of any moneys at its disposal, assist such retiring member by 
payment to him of such sum as they may think he is, under 
the circumstances, entitled to.

28. Should any member of the Settlement die or he declared 
a lunatic, his interest as such member may bo disposed of by 
his legal representatives to any person who shall be competent 
to become and shall become an enrolled member ; and such 
person shall, when enrolled by the Board, succeed to all the 
rights and liabilities of his predecessor. Failing disposal as 
aforesaid within six calendar months from the date of death or 
declaration of lunacy, as thecaec may be, the Board may dispose

, of the interest of the deceased or lunatic member cither for 
| cash or upon terms, and pay the same to his legal representatives, 

provided always that the Board may, but shall not be legally 
compellable, to pay lo tho representatives of any deceased or 
lunatic member such sum of money as, in the opinion of the 
Board, shall represent the interest of such member at tho time 
of his death or the declaration of lunacy.

29. A widow of a deceased member may hold a share in tho 
Settlement, upon enrolment, provided that the conditions of 
labour prescribed by the Rules and Regulations governing tho 
Settlement are complied with on her behalf.

30. Every member to have such area of land for his own 
private use as may be approved by the Minister, and allotted 
by the Board under Regulation 21.

31. Every member is expected to do his utmost to promote 
the interest of the Settlement, and to do such work as the 
Overseer may think he is best suited for.

32. Every member must keep his allotment clean and in 
good order, and attend to the sanitary arrangements necessary 
for the well-being of tho Settlement.

33. All complaints and propositions shall he given in writing 
to the Board ot least twenty-four hours before tbe time of 
meeting.

34. No intoxicating liquors shall be sold within tho limits of 
the Settlement, and any member selling or purchasing the 
same within such limits shall be liable to disenrolment.

35. No gambling shall bo permitted wi'hin the limits of the 
Settlement.

Syttnej'; Charles Potter, Government Printer



1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LABOUR SETTLEMENTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 34.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 19 April, 1894.

E. "W. DUKE, Message No. 34.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to amend the “ Labour Settlements 
Act.” .

Government Rouse,

Sydney, 31s2 January, 1894.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LABOUR SETTLEMENTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN SETTLERS ON THE PITT TOWN LABOUR SETTLEMENT, SUGGESTING

CERTAIN AMENDMENTS.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 1 May, 1894.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned,—

Kkspectkuj.i.t SHOWETI! :—
1. That your Petitioners are settlers on the Pitt Town Labour Settlement, enrolled under the 

“ Labour Settlements Act of 1893.”
2, That a Bill having been presented to your Honorable House to amend the said “ Labour Settle

ments Act of 1893.” your Petitioners are of opinion that to secure the better working of the Settlement 
provisions should be inserted in the said Amending Act for the following purposes :

a. To confer on the settlers the right to elect'their own officers.
b. To give the settlors direct representation on the Board of Control.
c. To confer on the settlers power to recommend the disenrolment of any of their number, by ballot

of the settlers, two-thirds to constitute a majority.
3. That, at our instance, and by our desire, Mr. Schey, M.L.A., has formulated a series of amend

ments to provide for the carrying out of our wishes as aforesaid, which amendments have been read and 
approved by us whose names are appended hereto.

Your Petitioners therefore most humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the fads and 
circumstances detailed in their said Petition into most favourable consideration, and will pass the afore
mentioned amendments into law', or grant such other relief to your Petitioners as may seem just and right 
to your Honorable House.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e.

[Here follow 68 signatures.-]

fad.) 345—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
(REPORT FOR 1803.)

^Ircsentel) fu ITu-Iiiimcut bg (Eammanb.

The Inspector-General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir, Police Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Sydney, 11 January, 1S94.

As tlie Police Estimates for the current year will shortly he under consideration by Parlia
ment, I think it advisable not to delay the transmission of the annual statement of the strength and distri
bution of the constabulary, and to accompany it as usual with my report for the year 1893, as required by 
the Police Regulations, and the Chief Secretary’s instructions. "

During the year new stations have been formed at the places hereunder named :—
Towamba ...
Trundle ,..
Dudley...............
Surren...............
North Broken Hill 
Yerong Creek—Culcairn

Southern District. 
"Western District. 
North-Eastern District. 
North-Western District. 
South-Western District. 
Murray District.

The strength of the Police has also been increased in the Metropolitan District and at the following 
placesBroken Hill, Grenfell, Newcastle, Campbelltown, Wilcannia, West Maitland, Warialda, 
Deuiliquin, and Carrathool.

The station at Eulowrie was discontinued.
_ One hundred and thirty-eight appointments were made during the year to provide for the above 
increases, and to fill vacancies occasioned as under :—

Resignations ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 52
Discharges,.. ... ... ... ■ ... ... ... 28
Dismissals ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 13
Superannuations ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16
Deaths ........................................................................................ 7

Eight Police pensioners died in 1893, who had been in receipt of pensions amounting in the 
aggregate to £850 Is. 8d. per annum.

Sixteen members of the Eorce of various ranks were superannuated during the year, ten receiving 
pensions at rates varying between £G8 8s. 9d. and £500 per annum, amounting in all to £1,929 2s. 6d. 
per annum, and six were granted gratuities upon their discharge, which entailed a charge of £830 10s. 
upon the Euud.

A temporary pension of £68 8s. 9d. per annum lapsed during the year, and a. gratuity of £112 10s. 
awarded as a final payment in lieu thereof.

Seven widows of members of the Eorce were awarded gratuities from the Police Reward Eund, 
amounting in all to £902 5s.

The condition of the Police Reward and Superannuation Ruuds becomes more unsatisfactory every 
year. The Treasury accounts show a balance on the combined funds of only £26,686 13s. 4d., after 
payment of the pensions, &c., up to the 31st December, £24.000 of that amount being investments, 
whilst in tho year 1890 tho investments to the credit of the funds amounted to £40,000, £10,000 having 
since been realised to meet the charges upon tho fund in excess of the current income.

As there are many officers and men who must be superannuated in tbe near future, it will be 
necessary to take measures to place the funds on a permanently settled basis. Up to tho present time 
the demands upon the funds have been met without any contribution from public moneys during the 
forty-two years it has been in operaiion,.

15—A.
[J,01u copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £1(1 14s. 3d.]
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_ The following figures have been taken from the station watch-house records in the Metropolitan 
District, and afford a general indication of the number of apprehensions for the year;—

Total number of arrests for the year 1893 ........................... 23,344
„ „ 1892 ........................... 22,317

There were 695 more apprehensions for drunkenness, simple or accompanied by disorderly conduct, 
than during tho previous year.

No marked increase is shown in more serious crime with the exception of homicide (31 murders 
reported in 1893 against 12 in the previous year), and burglaries and robberies from dwellings, of which 
there were 2,119 cases as against 1,766 in 1892, the majority of course being thefts of property of small 
value.

Aggravated assaults and other outrages by the so called “larrikin” class have been of less 
frequent occurrence of late, which may be accounted for by certain special measures for their repression 
adopted by the police, but the advantages which would follow if the Bill before Parliament for the 
Suppression of Disorderly Conduct became law would without doubt work a still more marked reformation.

The following is a return of the prosecutions under the Licensing Act in the Metropolitan District 
during the year 1893, with the figures for the previous year in comparison :—

Year, Sunday
soiling.

Other 
ofFeneoh by 
licensees.

I'ersotiH leaving licensed 
premises with liquor 

during prohibited hours.

Persons drinking liquor 
in hocused premises 

during prohibited hours.

Persons selling liquor 
without holding 

a license.
Total.

1S93............................ 137 121 56 107 10 431

1892 ............................ £ Q
C 153 f>4 115 25 495

Increase ..................... 2

Decrease..................... 11 32 8 15 64

The gradual decrease in the number of licensed public-houses still continues, there being sixty-six 
licenses less issued in 1893 than in the previous year.

The Superintendent in charge of the Metropolitan District reports as follows regarding the 
operation of the Licensing Act:—“ I have nothing new to report with regard to the operation of the 
Licensing Act. There have been about an average number of prosecutions for selling on Sundays and 
after hours, principally of licensees who have been comparatively only a short time in tho trade, experienced 
publicans, from their extreme caution and watchfulness, being very difficult to detect. Violations of the 
Sunday-closing provision are quite as numerous as they ever were, and I see no prospect of diminishing 
the evil unless a penalty is provided for persons found on licensed premises without lawful excuse. The 
number of licensed houses in my district not having been materially reduced, and the impoverished 
circumstances of a large portion of the population leaving them hut very little to expend in drink, many 
publicans find it difficult to pay their high rents and make a living. As an evidence that the public-house 
trade is not now generally a paying one, 1 may mention that during the year there have been over 400 
transfers of licenses.”

_ One thousand one hundred and thirty-two inquests were held on the bodies of deceased persons 
during the year, and in 107 cases death was found to be the result of intemperance.

One hundred and aixty-threo inquests were held on fires, in which 74 were returned as “ wilful,” 
72 accidental, and 17 not specified.

The extraneous duties undertaken by the police are on the increase. A large amount of work in 
connection with the Public Instruction Department has been imposed in dealing with truants, but J 
trust that by the police judiciously carrying out their instructions in advising parents who are neglectful 
in their duty to avail themselves of the advantages oft’ered for their children’s education that there will be 
an improvement in this respect and a corresponding decrease in tbe number of prosecutions.

The administration of the “Dairies Supervision Act" and the “Diseased Animals and Meat Act” 
has necessitated the employment of a large number of police to carry out the instructions of the Board of 
Health, but no other agency could be obtained without considerable expense, nor could the duties have 
been performed so efficiently otherwise.

Proceedings have been taken on behalf of the Public Instruction Department in 874 cases under 
the compulsory education clauses. Inquiries have also been conducted in 628 cases at the instance of 
the Master-in-Lunacy, 325 cases for the State Children's Belief and Government Asylum’s Departments, 
and 1(J6 cases on behalf of the Superintendent of the N.S.S. “ Sobraon.”

A large amount of travelling, and of office work in preparing returns and reports, is also involved 
by tho police in carrying out duties for the Laud Board Court, Aborigines Protection Board, tbo Govern
ment Statistician, and a number of other departments.

There have been 4'79 inquiries for missing friends during the year, out of which 223 persons have 
been discovered by the police.

Deducing
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Deducing my information from annual reports furnished to me by chiefs of police of cities and 

states in other parts of the world, it is of interest to note that the system_and discipline of police bodies 
is gradually assimilating in all civilised places, and further, that similar difficulties present themselves ni 
all places in directing tho operations of the police to the best public advantage, legislation on social 
matters being desired in many places to give the police more effective control.

As a natural result of this system of management and operation, it.is found that there is prompt 
co-operation whenever it is found necessary to ask for information regarding criminal absconders, or upon 
other police matters, and I am glad to acknowledge the services rendered to me in this regard by the 
chiefs of police in other countries, which it is my endeavour' at all times to reciprocate.

As regards provision for police station buildings, barracks, lock-ups, and other departmental 
matters, I believe New South "Wales to be in advance of all other places.

The undermentioned 
behalf of the Department

Molong... 
Murwillnmbah 
Germ an ton 
Braidwood 
Wentworth 
Balranald 
G-unning 
Tamworth 
Yerong Creek 
Warialda 
Sydney...

works in connection with buildings have been completed during the year on

Additions to lock-np.
Additions to court and watch house.
Additions to lock-up.
Repairs, &c., to court and watch house.
Repairs, &e., to police-station.
Erection of grill-yard at lock-up gaol.
Additions, &c., to court and watch house.
Erection of lock-up. 

do
Erection of police barracks.
Tho watch-house in Regent-street is approaching completion, 

to replace the building objectionably situated and badly 
constructed near Christ Church.

The occupation of the police barracks at the Central Police Station has proved very advantageous 
to the Service. An average of fifty single constables are quartered there, and, as the lodging allowance 
thus saved amounts to about £900 per annum, the rental thus represented is a handsome return for the 
moderate cost of the building. Superintendent Read reports that the management under Sergeant 
Mitchell has been excellent, there Laving been but very little friction, and absolutely no difficulty ; and, 
as a result of the superior sanitary arrangements, the health of the inmates has, he thinks, been above 
tho average. The advantage to the Service has been a more vigorous enforcement of necessary discipline 
among tbe junior members of the Eorce, and the constant readiness of a large body of men in the centre 
of the city for any emergency that might arise either by day or night. Several instances have already 
occurred showing the advantage of such au institution to the Service and the public.

Tbe conduct of the police generally has been excellent, tbe number of dismissals lower than the 
average, and, judging by the numerous recommendations for promotion made by officers of the Depart
ment, magistrates, and other influential persons, many of the police must have performed their duties 
with exceptional efficiency. ■

I have, &c., ■
EDMUND FOSBERY,

. Inspector-General of Police.

RETURN
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Retfp.n of tlie Strength and Distribution of the Police Force on the 31st December, 1893.

Disnucr. , Staiiox,

Metropolitan,.

I

Xo. 1 Head Station
Pyrmont.................
General Post Office,,
Mint.......................
Glebe Island ..........
Xo. 2 Head Station
Glebe .....................
Redfern andDarling-

ton ....................
Waterloo and Alex

andria .................
Beaeonsfield Estate
Mitchell Road ......
Irish Town..............
No. 3 Head Station
Watson’s Bay ......
Waverlcy and Bondi 
Paddington and

Woollakra ..........
Botany .................
Double Bay ..........
Rose Bay.................
Rushcutters’ Bay ... 
Randwick & Coogec 
No. 4 Head Station 
Colonial Secretary's

Office .................
Lands Office .........
Free Public Library.
Treasury ..............
Balmain.................
Government House.. 
No. 5 Head Station
Cook’s River..........
Concord ................
Petersham .............
Manly....................
Leichhardt............... '
Camnerdown..........
Ashfleld .................
Enfield.....................
Canterbury ...........
Marrickville........... i
Burwood................. I
Macdonald Town . .
Kogavah................
Five Dock .............
Stamnore ..............
Summer Hill..........
Homebush............
Stratbfield.............
Hurstvillc ..............
Bebnore.................
Croydon .................
Mortlake.................
Annandale..............
Druminoyne ..........
St. Peter’s .............
Hclsarmcl .............
Rockdale .............
Peaklmrst ..............
Arncliffe.................
Dulwich Hill..........
Rosedalo.................
North Sydney ......
North Willoughby,,
Neutral Bay ..........
Lane Cove.............
Mossman’s Bay......
Greenwich .............
Water Police..........

Northern Armidalc.................
Do West......

Uralla......................
Walcha Road..........
Walcha ..................
Bendomeer.............
Guyra......................
Glen Innes..............
Kookabookra..........
Deepwater..............
Emmaville..............
Tenterfield..............

J10UXT1D. Foot.

Super
inten
dent.

Inspec
tors.

Sul>-
inspec-
tor«.

Senior-
ser-

ffOiuits.

P
Ser-

gcanK
Scnior- 
can

s table?.
Con-

stabJes,
Senior

' ser- 
Ig’oants 

..

^ Ser

geants.
i Senior 

con
stables

1
Con*

stoblcs.

i 2 3 10 1C 53
1 1 3

4i 3
1

2 2 ’3 12 53
1 3 12

i 2 C 22

1 2 9
1
1
1i 1 2 3 9 57
1i 2 12

1 1 5 15
1 3

1
1
1i i 5i 2 3 8 2G

3

1

1 "2 "i 12
0i 1 7 G 20
2

1 T -
... j ... 2 12i 4

3 9
1 4i 2 7

2
i

1 2 9
1 1 4

5i 0
2

1 1
4
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2

i 2
1
2
1
1
2
11 i i 5 18

1 1
1 2
1 I
1 1

... 1i i 9 10

i 4 1 51i i I
1i 1 1
1
1i 2 3
1 .. .
1

1 1 1i 1 2
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District.

Northern— 
ccm/iHlfcrf.

Southern

Station.

Wilson's Downfall..,
Buiularra .............
Tingha .................
Inverell .................
Ashford .................
Hillgrove ............

Do West......
Grafton ................

Do South..........
Woogoolga.............
Ulmaira.................
Bmshgrove.............
Maclean .................
Harwood.................
Palmer's Island......
Mamba.....................
Copmanhurst..........
Dalmorton .............
Blick’s River..........
Lismore .................
Casino.....................
Cornfei.....................
Woodbum .............
Broadwater..............
WardoU .................
Rous .....................
Ballina.....................
Woodenbong..........
Drake .....................
Brunswick ..............
Murwillumhah ......
Tumbulgum ..........
Cudgcii ................
Cooloon .................
Byron Bay.............
Lawrence ..............

Goulburn .............
Collector.................
Bungonia.................
Marulan ................
Crookwell .............
Taralga .................
Mass........................
Gunning.................
Dalton ....................
Gundnroo .............
Giiminderra ..........
Burrowa.................
Binalong.................
Progmore ..............
Reid’s Flat.............
Pudman Creek ......
Wee Jasper ..........
Bowning................
Young.....................
Cootamundra..........
Temora .................
Murrumburrah ......
Marengo................
Wombat.................
Wallcndbcen...... ..
Morangarell .......
Barmedman .........
Bcthungra ............
Stockinbingal.........
Harden ................
Braidwood............
Queanbcyan .........
Moruya ................
Aralucn ................
Bungendore .........
Tarago....................
Bateman’s Bay .....
Nelligen ...........
Eurobodalla .........
Cobargo ................
Bermagui ............
Mongarlowc .........
Major’s Creek .....
Emu Flat ............
Captain’s Flat .....

'■ Animbo ................
Nerngnnduh ........
Cooma....................
Bega ....................

Super
inten
dents.

JlOCSTED.

in^c
tore' ST

Senior-
ser

geants.
Ser

geants.
Senior-

con-
statles.

I

1
1

1
1

1

i
i

i

2

i
i
i
i
i
i
i

i

.. i

i
i ...

i 
i 
i

i

i
i

i

i
i

'i
i

Con
stables.

Senior-
ser

geants.

1 ...
1 ' ...
1 , ...
2 |
i ; !!!

"i ”i
i ...
i ..
i ...
i ...

i
i
i
i
i

L
1

1
1
2
1
1
1

1

3
1

.1
2
1
1

"i
i
i
i
1

"i
2 
i 
i

i

i
i
i
1

2
1
1

i
i

'i
i
i
i
i

i
i
1
2 
1

Foot.

o Senior- 
con-

£™,,t9- stables.
Con

stables.

3

2
1
5

1 ... 2 
............. 1

1

3
1
1

1

1
I

1

I
1
1

1 2 13

3
1

1
3
3
2
1

1
2
3
1
1

1

3
3
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District Statiox

Southern— 
continued.

Eastern

Western..

Bombata.........
Panbula .........
Eden .............
Caudelo ........
Buckley's Cro
Michelago .....
Adatninaby.....
Kiandra ..........
Delegate.........
Nimitybclle ..
Jindabyne ......
Wolumla..........
Wyndham......
Colombo.........
Towamba .....
Merimbula.....

Dep6t .........
Pairamatta. 
Granville,.,.

Auburn ................
Harris Park .......
Hyde ...................
Hunter's Hill........
Hornsby................
Glaclesville............
Peat’s Ferry ........
Penrith ...............
St. Mary's ............
Mnlgoa ..............
Booty Hill ............
Emn Plains............
Springwood............
Katoomba ............
Windsor...............
Wilberforce ........
St. Alban’s............
Richmond ............
Enfield.............
Bouse Hill............
Riverstone ............
Liverpool...............
Smithfiold ..........
Bankstown..........
Sutherland............
Campbelltown __
Appin ...................
Camden ................
Picton....................
Berrima .................
Moss Vale .............
Robertson ...........
Bowral....................
Mittagong .............
Wollongong .........
Dapto....................
Fig-tree .................
Bulli .....................
Clifton.....................
Helensburgh.........
Kiamu.....................
Shellharbour.........
Jamberoo .............
Albion Park .........
Gerringong.............
Nowra.....................
Berry .................. .
Kangaroo Valley .. 
Milton.....................

Bathurst............
Kelso ................
Mill Town ........
Oberon................
Sunny Comer ,
Rydal................
Wallerawang....
Lithgow ............
Hartley Vale.... 
Mount Victoria..
Hill End............
Sofala ................

Eupcr- 
in ten
don t,s.

Insjxjc-
tors.

Sub-
inspec
tors.

Senior-
ser

geants.
Ser-

ffcants.
Scnior-

con-
stahics.

Con
stables.

| Senior- 
1 ser- 
| gcants

i
1 Ser- 
gcants.

| Senior
. con
stables

1
1 Con- 
|stables.

1 i 2
1 i 1

i 1
i i
i i

ii i
... i

i i
i i

... i
i
i
i

... i4 1

i i
i i i i 15

o
2
1
1i i 1
1
1
1
1i j 2
1i
1

i
i

2i i 3
i

1
i i

i ...
... i
... i

i i ... i
i

1
1i i 1

i
i i 1i 1

i i 1
i 1
i

2
i 1i i i 3

i
1i 1
11i 2
1i

i
ii i 2i 1i
i ...

i i i 4 i i 2 111
1i i

i i 1
i

i 1i i 2
i
i 1

i 1
i i ...
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District.
Station'. j

MOUNTT.I). j Foot.

Super*
inten-
dents.

Inspec
tors.

Sub- i 
Inspec
tors. 1 

!

Seuior-
scr-

gcants.
Ser

geants.
Senior*
con

stables.

'
Con- 1 

stables, j
Senior-

ser
geants.

Ser
geants.

Senior*
con

stables.
Con

stables.

Western— Wyagtlon .............. .. i
continued. Koeklcy .................. [ ... ... i i

Burraga ........................... .. .. ... 2
Newbridge.............. 1 ... 1 ... ... . ]
O'Coiinell .............. 1 ... 1 ... . . ... i
Blackheatb.............. .. i ... i ...
Orange..................... ... i i i i 6

Do East......... ... ... 2
Blayney .................. i i ... ... i
Trunkey.................. i .. [ ...
Tuena...................... i i .... | ...
Carcoar .................. i i
JIandurama............ ... i
Mount McDonald... i i
Cowra...................... ... | ... i i 2
Canowindra .......... ... ... i

1 Cargo ...................... ... ... i
Cudal ...................... i
Toogong .................. i
Molong .................. i i 1
Manildra.................. i
Dubbo...................... i 2 f ... i 6
Wellington.............. i 1 2
Coonamble.............. " ... ■ i 1 3
Obley...................... 1
Warren .................. i 1 2
Dandaloo.................. i 1
Nevcrtire ............ 1
Nairaminc.............. 1 i ... .
Collie ...................... 1 I ... 1 ...
Gilgandra ............ 2
Quambone .............. 1
Stuart Town.......... i
Cumnock .............. i
Peak Hill .............. i 2
Trangio ................. i
Gnlargambono ... . i
Mudgeis .................. i i 2 ... 1 3
Gulgong .................. i 1 1
Kylstone ................. i 1 1
Ilford ...................... 1
Coolah...................... i I . .

Tlargravcs .............. ... .. i 1
■\Vindeycr ....................... ... ... 1 ...
Wollar..................... ... ... i I
Mundooran.............. ... 1 .. 2
Cobliorah ............ i ... . ...
Denison Town ...... 2 * j ...
Forljes...................... i 2 . . i 4
Condobohn.............. i 2 ... ... 1
WollongougU.......... 1 1 ... 1 ...
Mnrsdcn................. ... . . 2
Grenfell .................. i ... ... 1 1 ... 2
Ooolagong ............. ... ... 3 1, ...
Eugowra................... ... ... 1 | ...
Parkes...................... - - 1 2 | ... 2
Alicktown.............. ... ... 1 f ...
Bumberry .............. ... ... 2

i i i j ... 3 1 ... i s
North Bourke .... 1
"Brcwarrma,.............. i 1 1 *■ ■ i
Byrook .................. i 1 ..
Collar ...................... i 3 3
Gongolgftn ............. I
Louth ...................... i i .. 1
Tilpa ...................... ' . ... , . 1 1 • ■
Enngonia................. 1 ... 1
Nymagcc..... ............ | ... ... | i 1 1 ... i ... X
Nyngan .................. r ... .. f ... i 1 1 . . 1 ... 2
Cannonbar ....................... . . | ... 1 1 - i -
Coolahah ................. ... ... ... 1
Yautabulla.............. ... 1 ... 1

1 ... | ...

• • 1 1 1M’anaai ing.............. .. ! i 1
Walgctt ................... ... i ... i 2 ... 1 ... 2
CoUtireiiclabri.......... ... ... 1 | ... | ...
Mogil Mogil .......... ... 1 ... 2 ... i ..
Mmigitidi ............. ... | ... Il '' 1
Angldlool ............ * ’ .. i i II 1 "■ ...
Gooilooga .............. 1 ... ■ i
Grawin .................. ... .. 1 j . i ...
T atulla .................. 2 1 ••• . 1 ...
Carinda .................. ... 1 - - 1 |’ . ...
Pilliga................... ... i 1 il

1

... | ..

i
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Mounted. Foot.

District,

North-eastern

North-western

Station. Super
inten
dents.

Inspec
tors.

Sub-
inspec

tors.
Senior- 

1 acr- 
geants.

Ser
geants.

Senior-
con.

1 stables
Con

stables.
Senior 

, ser- 
gcanta

Scr-
geante

Senior 
| eon- 
stables

Con
stables.

Maitlandj West...... i i i i i i 2 ii
Do East ...... i 2 3

Largs ...................... 1
Paterson ................. i i
Gresford .................. i
Lochinvar .............. i
Greta ...................... 2
Branxton .............. i
Cessnock.................. i
Ellalong.................. i
Wollombi .............. i i
Morpeth..... ............ i 2
Hinton .................. 1
Raymond Terrace... i 4*. 1
Clarence Town ...... i
Mulbring.................. i
Cooranbong .......... i
Wyong .................. i
Gosford .................. i i
Howe’s Valley ... . l
Dungog .................. i i
Stroud...................... i i
Gloucester .............. i
Copeland ............... i
Bullahdelah .......... i
Tea Gardena .......... i
Bungwall Elat ..... ... ... i
Forster .................. i
Newcastle .............. i 1 i 2 3 3 27
Point Road............. o
Lake Road .............. 2
Wickham .............. 2
Islington.................. i
Tighe’a Hill .......... i
Lambton.................. i 2
.New Lambton .... 1
Minini...................... 1 1
Wallscnd .............. ... ] i 3
West Wallsend......

'
| 1

Charlestown .......... . 1
Dudley .................. 1
Tcralba ................. 1
Swansea .................. i
Catherine Hill Bay.. 1
Stockton ................. | 2
Hamilton ............ ... 2
Adamstown ......... I . . 2
Waratah.................. 2
Carrington .............. 1 i
The Glebe .............. 1 i
Singleton .............. i i _ * 4
Goorangoola .......... i
Jerry's Plains.......... i
Broke ...................... i
Muswcllbrook ...... i i o
Deiunan .................. i
Aberdeen .............. i
Scone ...................... i i i
Stewart's Brook ... i
Merriwa,.................. i i i
Kerribee.................. i
Cassilis .................. 1 i i
Tinonee .................. • i
Taree ..................... i... i ... i 2
Wingham .............. i
Cnndletown .......... i
Coopemook .......... i
Camden Haven ... , i
Port Macquarie...... i i 1
Wauchope .............. i
Beilbrook .............. i
Kempsev .............. I i i 2
Frederickton.......... i
Smithtown.............. 1
Gladstone .............. i 1
Arakoon.................. i |
Macksville.............. i
Nambucca Heads ... J 1
Bowravilte .............. i ) 1
Fernmouut.............. i
Bcllengcn .............. i

Tamworth .............. i i 3 i G
Do West . . _ i ► 1

Murrurundi .......... i i 2
Blackvillo .............. i ...
Gmmedah ..............

t I

i i 2
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North-weatcm 
—continued.

South-westeru

Murray

9

SrATios.

Bamba ............
Manilla ............
Nundlo ............
Quirindi ............
Somerton .........
Moonbi ............
Carroll................
Werris Creek ...
Boggabri............
Tambar Springs.
Baradine.............
Coonabarabran ,
Swamp Oak .....
Narrabri.............

Do West „
Wee Waa .........
Keramingby .....
Meroe ................
Moree .................
Bingera................
Warialda.............
Yetman..............
Boggabilla .........
Pallamallawa.....
Oarah.................
Barren ............

Balranald ..............
Berrigan..................
Booligal ..................
Broken Hill ..........

Do South..
Do North..
Do (Rail

way Town),
Carathool ..............
Clare ......................
Cudgellico ..............
Darlington Point ...
Deniliquin ..............
Euabalong..............
Euriowic.................
Euston ..................
Gilguimia .............
Hatfield .................
Hay ........................
Hiflaton ..................
Ivanhoe ..................
Jerilderie ..............
Mathoura ..............
Maude......................
Menindie..................
Milparinka..............
Moama ..................
Mossgiel..................
Moulamein..............
Mount Hope ..........
Oxley ......................
Pinnacles..................
Pooncarie .............
Purnnmootn ..........
Round Hill..............
Silverton..................
Tareena ..................
Thackaringa ..........
Tibooburra..............
Tocumwal .............
Tarrawingie ..........
Wentworth..............
Whitton .................
Wilcannia ..............
White Clifla (Opal 

Fields).

Albury ..........
Bowna............
Gcrmanton.... 
Walbundrie .,
Corowa .........
Daysdale........
Howlong.......
Muhvala........
Tumberumba. 
Weleragang .
Gerogery........
Jindera ........
Culcairn........
Gundagai ......

HOtfNTED. || Foot,

Super
Intern
dents

Inspec
tors.

Sub
" inspec 

tors.

Senior 
■ sor- 

ffeanh
Ser- 

s geunts
Senior 

eon
* stable

Con
stables

Senior 
ser- 

' geante

- £er> Senior Con
stables

i 1
i 1
i 1i 1 i
i

i
i
i

i i
ii

i i ii
i i 2 4

ii i
i i
i i

i i o
i i I

i i i
i
2
1
1

... ... 1
• • 1 i .1 i

. i ... 1
. i 1

i ... 1 i 1 i 12
3
1
1

i 1
1

i I
ii i 2 l S

1
i 1

... ..

1
... ... 1

i o 4
i ... i i ... 1

... "i i i

... i
11 ..... 1 i i ..

... i i
i i i

... | i i

... i i
i
i

.. | ... i
2
1
1

i i 1
1
1

i 1
2
1i 1 2i 1i i 1 21

i 4 2 i 71i 1
1i 1 21i 1 I

i 1
i 1 1 12

1 1
1

i "i
I ■
1 1 ::: | ::: i 3

15—B
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District. Station.

Mounted,

Super-inteu-(JCRtfl. m™. ton HorT
Senior-1 

ser- 1 Ser-
geante. I scants.

Senior-
constables.

Constables.

Foot.

Scnior-
scr-

1' yeantaI
Stir-

yeants.
Senior-

constables.
Constables.

Murray— Tumnt
continued. Adelong

Shepherdstown
Batlow.............
Jugiong .........
Coolac...........
Wagga Wagga
Junee ..............
Urana..............
Narrandera . ...
Tarcutta.........
Kyamba ........
Yerong Crook
Tbe Bock .....
Coolaman .....

Belmore Barracks. 
Constables in course of instruction,

under orders for transfer, &c..........
Orderlies to His Excellency tbe

Governor .........................................
Police Storekeeper ..............................
Armourer .............................................

Detectives. 
Superintendent in charge
Sub-Inspectors..................
First-class Detectives ......
Second-class do ....
Third-class do ....

Total. 14 I 11 14 28 29

26

2

52 129 I 403

20

31 47 ! 13C I 882

Total of all ranks...................... 1,776.

Police Department,
Inspector General’s Office.

[9a!.]
Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printcr.^lfi94.



L E G TSLA TIVU A SSEMI3LY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

REMOVAL OF CONSTABLE ANDREWS FROM BYRON BAY.
(COiiKEjrOXDJGVCE E3SSPEOT1NG.)

Ordered by tbe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 15 March, IS'Jl,

RETURN to an Order made l>y the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated Idth November, 1893, That there be laid upon the Table 
of this House,—

" Copies of all letters, reports, papers, and correspondence relating to the 
“ removal of Constable Andrews from Byron Bay/’

(Mr. Ferry.)

Telegram from J. P. Gar van, Esq., M.P., to The Chief Secretary.
Byron Bay, 1 May, 1803.

Locat, trespassers forcibly entering on my land ; policeman aiding and assisting. 1 want protection from 
this gross outrage, and consequently appeal to you.

Tbo Inspector General of Police.—C.YV., B.C., 1/5/33. X received a similar communication and 
wired to local police at once,—B.!’., B.C.. 1/5/93. The Principal Under Secretary.—Since writing the 
above, X have received a report widen I attach.—E.U. Inform Mr. Garvan, M.P., accordin^lv.—C.YV.,
9/5/93. “

Telegram from J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P., to The Inspector-General of Police.
_ Byron Bay, 1 May, 1893.

Constaht/i; Andrews with party of trespassers entered on my land yesterday, and, ejecting my men, 
threatening to arrest if they did not leave. Tbo men informed Andrews that they were there by my 
authority. I request immediate reparation for tbe outrage by your office.

Telegram from the Inspector-General of Police to The Inspector of Police, Armidale.
Sydney, 1 May, 1893.

Mil. J. P Gaky.vn, Byron Bay, wires, Constable Andrews, with party of trespassers, entered on his 
land yesterday, ejecting men, and threatening to arrest, &e. Please inquire into this at once by wire,
and reply. ---------

_ T'or very careful inquiries and full report. "What: docs this mean ? What was Constable Andrews 
doing at Mr. Garvan’s—his dutv ? Who arc the persons that were with him ? I want full particulars. 
What was said and done? Why necessary to go there on Sunday? lieport all the facts.—Tnos, 
GAXiviy, Superintendent, Armidalc, 1/5/93. W. C. Andrews, Byron Bay.

Telegram from the Inspector of Police, Armidale, to Senior-Constable Andrews.•
Armidale, 1 May, 1893.

Mp. J, P. Gakvax, Byron Bay, telegraphs Inspector-General, Constable Andrews, with parly of tres
passers, entered on his land yesterday, ejecting men and threatening to arrest, <£c. Wire inc particulars 
immediately what you were doing there and what occurred; your business. &e., and report fully by post 
as well. Urgent. ______________________________ ’ TUGS. GABVTN.

233—A ■ Telegram
[X79 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £8 2s. Id.]
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Telegram from the Superintendent of Police, Armidale, to The Inspector-General of
Police.

■ Armidalc, 1 May, 1893.
Sexioe-CosstaIile Andrews telegraphs as foilovvs:—Dispute between Mr. Garvan and tenant. I was 
present by request of tenant to prevent probable violence. Acted in that capacity. Did not threaten to 
eject or arrest anyone. Had no occasion to interfere in any way. Report by first post upon receipt 
will bo sent you.

Police Beport.
. Police Station, Byron Bay, 1. May, 1893.

W. C. Andrews, Senior-constable, reports re the attached that on Saturday evening, 29th April, Mr. 
Bryen, a tenant of Mr, Gar van’s, informed tho Senior-constable that three men had got into a house on one of 
his farms, and when requested had refused, to leave and used threatening language, and brandished a knife, 
and stated their determination of remaining there. Mr. Bryen stated that he wished to give them in charge. 
The Senior-constable refused to take them into custody, and informed Mr. Brvcn that he had no power 
to act in the matter, only so for as to try to prevent any undue violence. Mr. Bryen stated he was going to 
put them out, and was afraid the men would do some act of violence, as they were half intoxicated and 
had. liquor in the house, and requested tho senior-constabie to go with him and his sons to the house in 
question. On the following morning the senior-constable went with Mr. Bryen and his sons to the 
house. There were two men there, and Mr. Bryen requested them to leave the place peaceably, as it was 
bis. After some conversation between the Bryens and the men, it was arranged that the men should 
shift their things out of the house they occupied into an outhouse. The Bryens then fastened the door 
and left the premises.

The senior-constable did not say anything to the men to induce them to leave tho house. He 
neither suggested nor used any threats of any kind whatever. He simply watched what was being done 
He did not get off his horse, nor did he take any part whatever in the affair.

" W. C. ANDREWS,
--------  Senior-constable.

Eorwarded to the Inspector-General of Police in connection with the Superintendent’s telegram 
of the 1st instant,—Geo. McKeerow, Sr.-Sgt., als. Supt, Garvin, Armidale, (3/5/93. Forwarded to 
the Principal Under Secretary in connection with Mr. Garvan’s complaint. As, however, I have heard 
from Mr. Garvan an account of what happened (as related to him) which is at variance with the senior- 
constable’s statement, I have directed a further inquiry and informed Mr. Garvan.—Edh. Fosberey, 
I.G.P., B.C., 9/5/93. The Principal Under Secretary. Await further report.—C.W., 13/5/93.

Telegram from The Inspector-General of Police to J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P.
■ Sydney, 2 May. 1893.

Constable Andrews explains that he was requested to be present by your tenant to preserve tho peace. 
Has no power to interfere further in private disputes respecting property. States he was not called 
upon to do anything. Further report called for.

J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P., to The Inspector-General of Police.
Sir, Avoca, Byron Creek, 3 May, 1893.

I am just now in receipt of your telegram, as follows:—
“ Constable Andrews explains that he was requested to be present by your tenant to preserve the peace. 

Has no power to interfere further in disputes respecting property. States he was not called 
upon to do anything. Further report called for.” ,

In the first case, it was unwarrantable for Constable Andrews to assume, no matter who made a 
statement to him, that there was likely to be a breach of the peace in any lawful negotiations with me. I 
think my character and standing should have saved me from such an aspersion.

Bryen was not my tenant with reference to this farm. About two years ago I allowed him to 
temporarily use it for the purpose of grazing some cattle of mine that he was dairying on the halves in 
an adjoining farm. Over a year ago 1 told Bryen 1 would discontinue the arrangement, as I had decided 
to turn the farm to more profitable account. Bryen expressed regret then at my decision, and asked me 
to include it in tho lease of the other farm, but I declined, as the farm I had already leased them was too 
large.

Bryen then removed their servant from the farm, and I tried on two occasions to let it, but could 
not arrange with a suitable tenant, and I have reason for supposing that Bryen discouraged these people 
from taking the farm.

At the time, and several times since, I entered on possession, and had peaceable and undisputed 
possession. The dry cattle from the herd Bryen had the use of were grazing on the farm. All the 
cattle were mine.

But I need not occupy time with these details; sufficient to say Bryen was not my tenant. He 
never paid mo a shilling rent, and he had no document to show that ho was my tenant in respect of this 
land, and never thought of setting up any claim to the land till he heard T was about letting it, which, of 
course, would lessen his grass area, and by doing a bit of low bluff, he thought he would frighten away the 
incoming tenant, as most people will not deal with land that is in any way in dispute.

* The action of Constable Andrews in coming with six men of tho Bryen family and servants, 
ordering my men out of my cottage, into which 1 put them in peaceable possession, had a most prejudicial 
effect.

The men who were in possession of the cottage were peremptorily ordered by Bryen to leave it, 
and they declined to leave.

Bryen then said they, including (he six of themselves and the policeman, would remove them by 
force. One
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One of my men appealed to the policeman, and ashed if they wore going to remove them by force. 
The policeman, answered, “ Yes; that is what I came for, if you do not go quickly," and ho did not think 
he was exceedine: his duty. One of my men then said to the policeman, “ If you have come to remove me 
by force I might as well go myself,” and then removed his things.

You will see what a gross outrage this was on my rights and my property, I may also state that 
my men told the constable that they were in possession by my orders; nevertheless be insisted that they 
should leave the place.

I need not explain the importance of placing a person in possession of a property who has never paid 
rent nor attorned as a tenant, and tho fact that there was an intimacy existing between Bryen and this 
constable puts a deeper complexion on this action.

I am not a lawyer, and do not know what amounts to a conspiracy in law to do an illegal act, but 
certainly there was a most outrageous act done to me and my property by these seven men.

Yours, &c..
JAMES P. GARVAN.

Police Report.
Police Station, Byron Bay, 6 May, 1893.

AY. C, Andrews, senior-constable, reporta further re the attached, that the names of the other persons 
present on the 30th April at a farm known as Bonnal’s, the property of Mr. J. P. Garvan, and in tbo 
occupation of Mr. Robert Bryen, were—R. Bryen, his two sons James and David Bryen, John and Thomas 
Lindsay, and one Martin Turner. The names of the men who were in the house—one was Thomas Hill 
and the other man the senior-constable did not know.

The conversation between Mr. R. Bryen and Hill and his mate, was as follows, as near as the senior- 
constable recollects:—Mr. Bryen said, “ Now, men, I want you to leave tins place peaceably, as it belongs 
1o me,” and Hill said, 11 Well, Mr, Garvan told us to remain hero; you bad better see Mr. Garvan,” 
Bryen then said, “No, I am not going to see Mr. Garvan, The place belongs to me, and 1 want you to 
leave without any bother, I have nothing against you personally.” Hill then said, “ AYc can’t shift all 
our things to-day. Suppose we put them info that place up there ” (pointing to an old barn on tbe land), 
and Bryen then said that they could do so, but to remove their things on the following day. Hill then 
went to the back door and brought bis tent, blankets, Ac., out of the house and laid them'on the grass. 
Hill's mate did fhe same. Hill then said, “There you are then; all our things are out.” They then 
carried their things towards the back of the house, and the constable did not see where they put their 
things. They did not put them in the barn previously mentioned. Mr, Bryen and Mr. Lindsay then 
fastened the doors of the house and took the key and left. The senior-constable remained on his horso 
about 8 yards from tbo corner of the house the whole of tho time ; he made no suggestion ; be did not 
advise any one; be neither threatened to eject or arrest any one; he took no part in the affair; he had 

■no interest whatever in the business ; he only saw what was done, and left with the others. The senior- 
constable believes that Robert Bryen and the Lindsays are partners, or are in some way jointly interested 
in the estate. Thev are considered highly respectable and reliable people in tbo district.

■ W. C. ANDREWS,
--------  Senior-constable.

Sub-Inspector Carroll, Lismore,—Por Mr. Carroll’s information in connection with papers sent 
him yesterday from Maclean; attach these to them. It is always better for the police to keep clear 
of such matters. Let landlord and tenant fight out thoir disputes at the police court. So far as I 
can judge from papers I have seen, I really do not seo why Andrews went there at all. In eases of doubt 
a telegram to me should always be sent.—Tnos. Garvin, Superintendent, Palmer Island, 13/5/93.

The Principal Under Secretary to J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P.
Sir, Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 9 May, 1893.

Referring to your telegram of the 1st instant, representing that a local policeman is aiding 
and assisting persons who are forcibly trespassing on your property at Bjtou Bay, I am directed by the 
Chief Secretary to transmit herewith for your information a copy of a telegram from Senior-constabie 
Andrews, of Byron Bay, on tbe subject.

I am at the same time desired to add that the Inspector-General of Police is engaged in instituting 
inquiries into tho complaint, and that any additional report in the matter will be duly communicated to 
you, 1 have, Ac.,

CRITCHETT AYALKEE,
Principal Under Secretary.

Telegram from J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P., to The Inspector-General of Police.
Byron Bay, 9 May, 1893.

Encouraged by assistance your local officer gave on the occasion complained of, trespassers have since 
made two violent raids, and drove off horses of my tenant, and endeavouring to frighten him off place. 
Three Supreme Court writs for trespass have been served. Two of the trespassers when served with writs 
said they were not liable; they were only servants. Cannot my property and my tenant be protected 
from these gross outrages?

Telegram from J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P., to The Inspector-General of Police.
Byron. Bay, 9 May, 1893.

Am leaving for Brisbane to-morrow. Can officer investigating arrive before I leave.

Telegram from The Inspector-General of Police to J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P.
_ Sydney, 9 May, 1893.

Your letter received, also constable’s report. As he denies doing or saying anything on occasion, have 
ordered further inquiry.

Minute
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Minute of The Inspector-General of Police.
Sydney. 0 May, 1S93.

Mb. Gabyax’s letter contains statements founded apparently upon what he was told entirely at variance 
with W. C. Andrews’ report. The matter must be, therefore, more closely investigated to elicit the facts.

I send this to Grafton direct to save time; but if Mr. Garvan can ba communicated with, tho 
papers should he shown to him.

Inspector Casey, Grafton. E.Tf.

Telegram from Inspector Casey to The Inspector-General of Police.
■ Grafton, 9 May, 1893.

Suteiiistkkdest GaryiN' out of reach of telegraph line; will be here early to-morrow morning.

Telegram from Inspector Garvin to The Inspector-General of Police.
Grafton, 10 May, 1893.

Rettjkned hero seven o'clock this morning. Have wired Mr, Garvan, Byron Bay, for names of persons 
who can prove unwarrantable interference by Constable Andrews he complains of, and informed him 
searching investigation will be held by Sub-Inspector Carroll, and that his complaint will be thoroughly 
inquired into. Have telegraphed Armidale send papers to me here, and will give Mr. Carroll full 
instructions. Leaving very early to-morrow morning, returning hero Monday, finally leaving for Armi
dale Tuesday.

Telegram from J'. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P., to The Superintendent of Police, Grafton.
Brunswick Heads, 10 May, 1893.

Tuos. Hruu and Daniel Curran, names of men evicted. They arc now falling timber on same land, 
’ Possum Creek. 1 am on my way to Brisbane. Hugh Galen, lessee of farm, heard their statement .as 
made to me.

Police Report,
Se Mr, Garvan’s complaint against Constable Andrews, Byron Bay Station.

Police Station, Maclean, 11 May, 1893.
I Fonw.VRi) these papers to Sub-Inspector Carrol! for prompt and careful investigation and full report. 
1 have to request Mr. Carroll to read papers with particular care, and in prosecuting this inquiry to see 
that every accusation, charge,.or objection, made by Mr. Garvan against the coristable is fully gone into 
and explained clearly, so that papers can be sent Inspector-General complete, and put in such a way as 
to enable him to grasp the facts without trouble.

Mr. Garvan names Thomas Hill and Daniel Curran as persons evicted ; they will be found at 
’.Possum Creek. Hugh Gillan should also be examined, as well as Constable Andrews, and any other 
persons 'who can throw light upon tbe matter. The whole truth in required.

Who requested Andrews to be present, and for what reason? What did Constable Andrews do 
or say ? So far as I can judge from Mr. Garvan’s letter, I fail to see why the constable should have gone 
there at all. The matter should and could have been settled by police court proceedings.

Did Andrews state he was there to remove them by force, &c. ? Did he see Mr. Garvan at all; if 
not, why ?

Senior-constable Andrews’ report puts a different complexion upon the case, but I wish the inquiry 
to be of such a searching character as to clearlv show the whole facts of this business.

‘ THOS. GARVIN,
Sub-Inspector Carroll, Lismore. Superintendent.

Memo. Ly Police-Superintendent Garvin.
Se Mr. .lames P. Garvan’s complaint against Senior-constable Andrews of Byron Bay Station.

Police Department, Armidale, Superintendent’s Office,
Northern District, 25 May, 1893.

I fokwahi) papers to Inspector-General of Police, result of an inquiry held by Sub-inspector Carroll, 
regarding this complaint. So far as 1 can judge, the inquiry has been a careful one.

I am of opinion that Senior-constable Andrews exceeded his duty in going out to the place at all 
under all the circumstances; but ho probably did so more through ignorance or perhaps over-?,ealoiumess, 
believing ho was taking tbe proper course.

The matter in dispute between Mr. Garvan and Bryen should have boen left to themselves to 
settle by police court proceedings, or any other way they thought fit, without intervention or presence of 
police. " " •

It is to be regretted Senior-constable Andrews went to the place, but I think it was more from 
want of knowing better. Had the senior-constable telegraphed to me, as he should have done had he 
any doubt, 1 would have instructed him not to interfere or identify himself with tho dispute in any shape 
whatever.

THOS. GA RVIN,
------------ :----- Superintendent.

[Snelosure.']
Police Pepokt.

Police Station, Byron Bay, IS May, ISJ13.
Scii-lNsrseToR Careoli, reports that yesterday at Byron Creek, in the presence of 5Ir. John Garvan, Mr, James P. 
Garvan’s son, and Scmor-constal.dc Andrews, he took statements from seven witnesses regarding tho complaint made by 
Mr. .Tames P. Garvan against Senior-constable Andrews. These wore all tbe witnesses that coaid throw any light on tbe
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The witnesses were carefully questioned by me, and not one of them stated that Senior-constable Andrews used any. 
threats or intimidations towards either Thomas Hill or Daniel Curran,

There is no doubt, in my opinion, Senior-constable Andrews was wrong in going to this place with the Bryens; he 
should have let them settle their disputes in the law courts or otherwise. .Still he does not appear to have done anything 
except to be simply present.

J). CARROLL,
------------- Sub-Inspector.
Ikouirv.

Byron Greet, 17 May, 1S93.
lie complaint by James P. Garvan, Esq., M.P., against Constable Andrews, of Byron Bay,

ThomaJt /AVI "states:—I am a labourer, residing at Bloomfield, near Byron Creek: remember Sunday, the 30th of April 
last; I remember Senior-constable Andrews and five of the Bryens coming to my place on that date ; when they came up 
first, which was about noon, Robert Bryen said, “Are you going to leave the placein reply, 1 said, 1' I am bore by Mr. 
Garvan’s authority, and that I was not to allow anyone on the premises”; one of the Bryens then said, “ If you don’t 
remove your things we will put them out for you I then said—speaking to Senior-constahlo Andrews—“ Are you going 
to evict us ?” he replied, “ That is what I am here for ; I then said, “ If you are going to put us out we may as well go 
out peaceably we then removed our things out of the house; Robert Bryen then nailed up the door.

By Senior-constable Andmis .'—There were three of the Biyena and a man named Turner there ; before yon came 
some of the Bryens told me that they were going to bring a constable; shortly after I saw you coming with Robert 
Bryen; when you first came np you said, “Good-day”; Mr. Robert Bryen then commenced to speak to me ; when he 
asked me to leave the place he said the place belonged to him ; I said, “ i’ou ought to go and tell Mr. Garvan lie said, 
“ I do not want to see Mr. Garvan tbe words 1 used to you were, “I suppose you are come to evict usI believe yon 
said, “I am here for a certain purpose I am not positive which words you used, that is, when I said, “ Are you going 
to evict us ?'’ '1 That is what I am here for,” or “ I am here for a certain purpose I was standing in front of the bouse, 
leaning against the verandah-post; I said to Mr. Bryen, “ Will you let me put my things in the barn” ; he said, “Ho 
he afterwards agreed to lot me put my things in another house on the premises ; you were sitting on your horse all this 
time in front of the verandah ; you did not make use of any threatening language to me ; you did not threaten to arrest 
or eject me. '

By John Garvan .'—I did not make any notes of what occurred that day ; 1 am now speaking from memory ; on the 
following day I did make a statement to Mr. James 1\ Garvan of what occurred on the Sunday, but I am not quite certain 
if it wen; not on Tuesday instead of Monday after that I made that statement, but it is either of those two days.
Taken before me this day, thel THOMAS HILL.

17th May, 1803,— /
' P. Carroll, Sub-Inspector.

Daniel Curran states :—I live at Bloomfield with Thomas Hill ; I remember Sunday, the 30th of April last; on that 
date, ahout,noon, Mr. Turner and three of the Bryen family came to our house ; in about a quarter of an hour afterwards Mr. 
Bryen, senior, one of Ids family, and Senior-constable Andrews came ; when Mr, Bryen came up be said, “I want you 
(meaning the two of us) to leave this place, the place belongs to me”; Thomas Hill said in reply, “ I don’t know about 
that, wc are left here in charge by Mr. Garvan”; one of tbo Bryen family then said that we would have to shift our things 
out of the place, and if we did not they would shift them for us; Thomas Hill said to Senior-constable Andrews, “I 
suppose you will evict us, Mr. Andrews" ; he made some reply in a low tune of voice ; J. did not hear what he said ; I said 
to my mate Hill, “Suppose one of us goes to Mr. Garvan and the other remain here” : he did not go then ; there was nothing 
more said by anyone that I remember ; we then went out and took our things out, and put them in one of the out-houses. 
Mr. Bryen, senior, and one or two of his family then nailed up the door ; they thou all loft the place, and my mate and I 
left to go to Mr. Garvau’s ; we, however, met him on tho road ; he took us hack to the house we left, ami again put ua in 
possession.

By Senior-covutahlc Andracs:—I did not hear you using any threats towards either my mate Hill or myself; you 
spoke to my mate Hill in a low tone of voice ; 1 did not hear what you said ; you did not get off your horse during the 
time yon were there. his
Taken before me, this 17th ) . DANIEL x CURRAN.

May, 1S93,— j mark
D. Carroll, Sub-Inspector. Witness to mark,—W. C. Andrews.

Hugh Galen states :—I am a farmer, residing at Bloomfield; I waa at Mr. Garvan’s place on Wednesday, the 3rd of 
May ; heard Thomas Hilt make a statement to Mr. Garvan of what occurred at Bloomfield on Sunday, 30th of April last; 
that is with reference to the occasion when Kobort Bryen and his family and Senior-constable Andrews were there ; Senior- 
constable Andrews was not present when this statement was made; Mr. James T. Garvan took down the statement in 
writing from Hill, road it over to him if it were correct, and he said it was ; Hill or his mate did not sign it, nor were they 
asked ; 1 know nothing further of what occurred.
Taken before me, this 17th ) HUGH GALEN,

day of May, 1803,— (
D. Carroll, Sub-Inspector.

David Bryen states :—I am a fanner, living at Grannaile; I remember going to Byron Bay on Saturday, tbe 29th of 
April last to sec Senior-constable Andrews ; I said, “ Father sent me down to see him ; that there were three men on the 
place that he had leased of Mr. Garvan ; that my father bad asked them to go oil ami they refused to go, and lie wanted 
him up to arrest them I think he replied that ho did not think he could do anything, but be would come up and see 
father ; he came up to our place that evening and saw my father ; I told tjeiiioi'-constnble Andrews at the Bay that the 
men who were on tho farm were intoxicated ; also, that they had threatened me and brandished a knife ; Senior-constable 
Andrews remained at our house all night, and remained there until wc went out to Bloomfield on the following day ; on 
the following day (Sunday) John Lindsay, James Bryen, Martin Turner, and myself went out to Bloomfield, about a mile 
from my father’s place, and saw two men there ; the two men’s names are Thomas Hili and Daniel Curran—the two men 
that are here to-day giving their statements ; my brother said to them, “ I see you are here yet they replied, they would 
not go away ; in about a quarter-of-an-bour afterwards my father, brother, and Scnior-coustalde Andrews came ; I knew ■ 
they were coming; my father asked them if they were going tn leave the place; they (Hill and Curran) replied, that 
Mr. Garvan told them to stop there; hither told them that he had the place leased from Mr. Garvan, and that he wanted 
them to leave; one of them (Hill), addressing Senior-constable Andrews, said, “I suppose you are here to evict us?" 
Andrews replied, “ I am here for a certain purpose Hill said, ‘' I suppose we may as well go"; Hill asked my father if 
be could shift bis things into one of the back premises (houses) ; my father said he could do so ; they then removed their 
things to the out-house ; I did not hear Senior-constable Andrews using any threats towards anyone there.
Taken before me, this 17th 1 DAVID BRYEN.

day of May, 1803,— )
D. Carroll, Sub-Inspector. -

Jlobei-t Bryen- states ; I am a farmer, living at Opossum Shoot; on Saturday, the 29lh of April last, I sent a message by 
my son David to Senior-constable Andrews, that 1 wished to give some men in charge that were trespassing on my land; in 
consequence of that Senior-constable Andrews came to my place that evening; on the following day I went out to this place— 
Bloomfield—with Senior-constable Andrews and my sous, and a man named Turner ; on arriving there I saw two men named 
Hill and Curran in possession of the place ; I said to them, “ .1 see you are here yet ” ; I said to them, “ You are trespassing 
here, and I want you to leave ” ; one of them (Hill) said that they wore there by Mr. Garvan's orders ; then be said to 
Senior-constable Andrews, “ Are you going to evict us ?’' Andrews replied, “ I am here for a certain purpose”; 1 then asked 
him to go out peacefully and quit the house ; be said he would ; lie asked me if he could put his things in an out-house, and 
) said he could ; he took his things out; I then wont inside, nailed up the back door, and locked the front door ; I then
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left the place with my sous and Senior-constabie Andrews; the above is all that took place ; Senior-constable Andrews did 
not get ofFlus horse during the whole of the time ; Uiete is a mismnlcjrgtanding between Mr. Garvan ami myself regarding 
this property ; when Senior-constable Andrews came to my place lie tohl me that lie would have nothing to do wi'tli the 
men, and that he could not arrest them; I asked him to come with me for protection, as they were pretty rough : while I 
was speaking to these men, Andrews waa with me.
Taken before me this 17th J ROBERT BRYEN.

day of May, 1S93,— j
D. Carroli,, Sub-Inspector.

Martin Sfk'rner, farm-hand, living with Mr. Bryen Remember Sunday, the 30th of April last; went with the 
young Bryens to Bloomfield ; was there when old Mr. Bryen and Senior-constable Andrews arrived; Mr. Bryen told the 
two men (Hili and Curran) who were in the house that the place was his, and for them to go out of tho house ; Hill 
replied that he had been put there by Mr. .Garvan, and that he was paid to keep possession of the house ; Mr. Bryen said 
that had nothing to do with him ; he would have to leave the place; Hill then said to Senior-constable Andrews, “I suppose 
if've do not go out you will evict us?” Andrews said he was there for a certain purpose, and he must do his duty; the men 
asked Mr. Bryen if they could leave their things in an outhouse until the following day ; he said they could do so * they 
then removed them, and Mr. Bryen shut up the place ; we all thou left
Taken before me this 17th ) M ARTIN TURNER,

day of May, 1893,— j
1). Cakroll, Sub-Inspector. #

Stnior-conttablc Andrew* states On Saturday, tho 20th of April last, Mr. David Bryen came to the Police Station 
at Byron Bay, and informed me that three men had got into a house on one of his father’s farms, and that morning, when 
he, his father, and others had requested them to leave, they refused to do so, and had threatened to assault anyone that 
would interfere with them ; I said, “ I will see your father about it'"; I went to his father's residence that evening, and saw 
his father ; he made a similar complaint to inc ; he told me that there was a dispute between himself and Mr. Garvan 
regarding this property ; I then told him that I had no power lo arrest or interfere with the men, onlv so far as to try and 
prevent any violence. He then requested me to go with him to the house, as he was afraid that if* lie tried to put them 
out they would do him some injury ; it was late, so 1 remained there that night; on the following Sunday I went with 
Mr. Bryen and his sons to this place; on arrival there Mr. Bryen said to tho men who were in charge there. Hill and 
Curran, ‘' Now, men, I want you to leave this place as it belongs to me ; 1 would like you to go quietly, 1 dc not want any 
bother”; Hill then said, “Mr. Garvan put us here, and told us to stop here ; why don’t you go and see Mr. Garvan?”; 
"Bryen said, “It has nothing to do with Mr. Garvan, and I ivaut you to leaveCurran said. “.Suppose one of us stops 
here, and the other goes and sees Mr. Garvan some of the young Bryens said, “ No, we want you to leave now Hillsaid, 
“ Suppose wo shift onr things into the old barn 1; Bryen said, “ iill right, but you must shift them aivay to-morrow Hill 
then turned to me and said, “ I snppose you come here to evict us, Mr. Andrews "; 1 replied, “ Well, I came here for a 
certain purpose ; they then shifted their things to an nut-house, Mr, Bryen locked up the houso and wc left; the above 
is all I said, and all 1 did ; I did not go to see il r. Garvan in reference to this matter cither before or after this transaction ; 
my only object in going to this place was to prevent a breach of the peace.

Taken before me. tilts 17th day 1 
of May, 1S9‘2,— ’ )

1). Carroll, Sub-Inspector.

\Y. C. ANDREWS,
Senior-constable.

The Inspector-General of Police to J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P.
My dear Sir, Sydney, 26 May, 1893.

-Though it is not exactly the usual official method of dealing with such matters, 1 think it well 
to ask you to read the enclosed papers’, and favour me with your observations, before I take action.

"Yours, <fcc.,
EDMUND FOSBEBY,

_____________________ Inspector-General of Police.

J. P, Garvan, Esq., M.P., to The Inspector-General of Police.
Dear Sir, Sydney, 30 May, 1893.

• • In returning you tbe papers, I would point out that my charge against Constable Andrews
is sustained by the evidence : that 1 was the owner of the land, and Constable Andrews was aware that 
Hill and Curran were in possession by my orders and authority; that Bryen and his Family tried to 
bounce them off the place ; that Hill and Curran refused to go, and said they would keep possession of 
the place as instructed by me; that Bryens came again on Sunday and tried to bounce the men out of 
the place, but without success ; that later on Bryen, with five men and the constable, came and ordered 
my men lo leave tbe place, and that if thoy did not go they (tbe Bryens) would shift them; that 
Constable Andrews went with Bryen, knowing that Bryen intended to take possession of the land and 
bouse by force against law and endangering the peace; that after threat of removal by force, Hill 
appealed to the constable as to whether ho was going to remove them by force, and he replied, “ I am 
here for a certain purpose, and 1 must do my duty.’’ It was this statement of the constable’s that caused 
my men to give up possession. The several previous threats of Bryen and his family were ineffectual, 
and it was these words of tbe constable, coupled with his presence, that caused my men to give up the 
place. r

I would draw marked attention that Constable Andrews, in his report of the 1st and 6th May, 
entirely omits this important episode, and which contains the 'essence of the charge against him, and 
which reports, whan read in conjunction with my letter to Mr. hosiery of 3rd May, and which caused 
him to write his memo, of 9th May, as follows;—11 Mr. Garvan’s letter contains statements founded 
apparently npon what he was told, entirely at variance with Senior-constable Andrews' report. The 
matter must therefore ho more closely investigated,"’

_ The investigation bears out almost to the letter, and ecrtainlv the very essence of the statement 
made in my letter. ' "

It will not be necessary for me to point out bow grossly unfair it was for the local policeman, 
who knew me well by repute, and as a large land-owner in that district. Before he committed himself to 
the improper action of aiding and abetting the Bryens, they told him there was a dispute with me about 
tbe lantlj and be admits that tbe men told hiin they were in possession by ray orders and authority, and 
though I was living on the adjoining farm, within a short distance of the place, Constable Andrews 
remained at Bryen s the whole o£ Saturday night and until midday on Sunday, in conference with them, 
belore taking the action complained of, and did not attempt to see me, though I was living on the 
adjoining farm. Bryens
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Bryens had no right whatever to this land, and it will seriously prejudice the law-abiding respect 
for the police uniform if land-jumpers arc to be aided and abetted by policemen in such cases as this. I 
know there are people in the community who have peculiar views about landed property ; but 1 trust that 
whoever prostitutes the police uniform by such impropsr interference and such gross outrage as 1 have 
been subjected to, will not be tolerated in the Service.

I would also poini out that Bryens haic not taken any legal steps to establish their claim to this 
property, but, encouraged by the countenance given by Constable Andrews on the occasion under 
consideration, have since continued to terrorise iny tenants, breaking down the fences several times and 
driving my tenants’ stock off the placo.

I am seeking a remedv for these continued outrages in the Supreme Court, and 1 trust your 
decision in tins matter will prevent a recurrence of the improper action of Constable Andrews.

Yours, itc.,
.TAMES P. G-ARVAN.

The Inspector-Grcneral of Police to The Superintendent of Police, Armidalc.
Police Department, Inspector-Ceneral’s Office, Sydney, 31 May. 1893.

I jjavb thought it propei1 to show these papers to Mr. James P. (rarvan, who is naturally greatly incensed 
against Senior-constable Andrews, whose action has done very considerable injury, pecuniary and 
otherwise [vide letter attached], to which Mr. Garvan adds a strong protest, and urges that the senior- 
constable should be dismissed.

The serious mistakes that Andrews made are :
1. That he stayed a day and a night as the guest of one of the interested parties.
2. That he accompanied them to the scene of the threatened disturbance instead of going alone.
3. That he had not the common-sense and courtesy to see Mr. G-arvan before lending himself to the

proceedings at all: and
4. That when appealed" to, instead of foolishly saying that he was there for a purpose, be did not say

openly that he was not present to interi'ere in any way, but merely to use his endeavours to 
prevent any broach of the peace.

The result has been very serious, but J await Mr. Garvin’s further inquiries and report (prompt) 
before coming to a decision.

EDMUND FOSBERY, .
Inspector-G-eneial of Police.

Be Mr. Tames P. Gar van’s complaint against Senior-constable Andrews, of Byron Bay Station.
Police Department, Armidale, Superintendent's Office,

Northern District, 1 June, 1803.
FonwAiiDED to Mr. Carroll for further inquiries. Senior-constable Andrews should be allowed to see all 
these papers, and submit any additional explanation he might desire to make.

The senior-constable has made some serious mistakes regarding this business, which I saw was most 
damaging when reading the papers. _

He should have seen Mr. Garvan, knowing he was at his place at Byron Creek, upon the complaint 
being made, before ho went to Hill’s at instigation of Bryen.

There is no doubt, in my opinion, after reading Senior-constable Andrew’s statement, pages 12 and 
13, tlmt it looks as if he was favouring the Bryens. At the same time, I do not think he was, but that 
construction can he put upon it.

I think Hill’s suggestion was a wise one [see, page 13], Mr. Garvan should have been seen.
Had the senior-constable not been present, it is very evident, Hill would not have given up 

possession. It was his presence and his weak remarks, c: I came here for a certain purpose," that led to 
their going out. _ _

It was wholly a matter of dispute between landlord and tenant, not one for police presence or 
interference. . .

Senior-constable Andrews bad better go very carefully over the papers, as this might be a very 
serious business to him.

THOS. CAB VIN,
Superintendent.

Sub-Inspector Carroll to Superintendent Garvin.
Police Station, Lismore, 3 June, 1893.

Suit-ls'SPKcroR Carrolt. begs to forward herewith an additional explanation from Senior-conSlablo 
Andrews regarding the complaint made against him by Mr. G-arvan.

The Sub-Inspector will offer no further opinion on the facts He will leave that to his superior 
officers to judge. He may, however, state that he has always found Senior-constable Andrews steady, 
careful, and attentive to his duties, with this present exception. The Police Magistrate (Brae) at Mur- 
willumbah has frequently spoken to the Sub-Inspector in very high terms of Andrews for the manner he 
always conducted the police business at the Brunswick.

D. CARROLL,
------- -------- -— Sub-Inspector.

[Bn closure.~\
Police Station, Lismore, 3 June, 1S93.

W. (L Axdukws, Kenior-constablc, furtlier reports re. the attached, that when he went to Uryen’s place it was too late to 
go to Bloomfield, the place in question, and ho remained there until the following morning rather than return to Byron 
Bay and again come hack. ,

As to seeing Mr. Garvan he did not think that was necessary. He knew that the place in question was in possession 
of Bryen, and, so far from imagining that it was a dispute between landlord and tenant, concluded that it was rather a 
dispute between tenant, or, so far as lie was concerned, between owner and occupier, against trespassers, and be considered 
it was his imperative duty when he received the information from Bryeii to proceed to the place. The senior-constable 
would respectfully submit that upon information being given him by a man ot the standing and reputation for honesty and 
respectability as air. Bryen in the district—a man working the largest dairy-farm in the Richmond River and Byron Bay

district,
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district, and with considerable landed property of his own—it would he information that shonld receive attention at his 
hands, and that in going there he did Ida duty as a preserver of law and order, and if any illegal act was done by Mr. 
Bryen towards Mr. Garvan, and the same is proved in the action Mr. Garvan mentions lie is taking against Mr. Bryen, no 
doubt he will be fully compensated. .

Again, if, when the senior-eonstable arrived at the place he had found the premises occupied by apparently respect
able people, his suspicions would at once have been aroused, and he would have been led to make inejuiries as to their 
position there; but when he saw the man “Hill” whom he knew as a disorderly man, and who had lieen convicted at 
Balliua for a grossly unprovoked assault on another man at Byron Bay, lie saw that a breach of the peace was not at all 
improbable ; hut even then lent no assistance, good, bad, or indiflerent, or took any part in the proceedings other than 
being present in the execution of his duty in seeing that no breach of the peace took place on the one side or the other. 
For Mr. Garvan to say that the senior-constable prostituted his uniform is quite uncalled for, for so far ns the senior- 
constable is concerned be entertains as gicat a inspect for Mr. Garvan as for Mr. Bryen, and as a matter of fact has only 
spoken to the latter gentleman on one occasion previous to this affair, and w as never before inside of his house, and had 
Mr. Garvan gone to him in a similar way, and had given him similar information to that given by Mr. Bryen, lie would 
have considered it his bounden duty, and would have gone readily with him as with Mr, Bryen, as lie would be fully 
persuaded from his knowledge of either gentlemen that a complaint in either ease, of the sort in r|uestion, was not to be 
disregarded. His superior officers will obset ve, that it was icported to him (the senior-constable) that one of the men who was 
complained of as trespassing had brandished a knife, and ho would therefore be quite justified in concluding that matters 
might assume very serious proportious did these people come into conflict. They will further observe that the senior- 
constable was not in possession of the facts as contained in Mr. Gavvan’s letter of 3rd May to the Inspector-General of 
Police (attached) or lie might have come to the same coiichision with them, and have informed Mr. Bryen that, as tins 
was a dispute between him and Mr. Garvan as to the light to possession of the land, his proper course would be to test the 
matter in a Court of Justice, when the rights of all parties could be inquired into ; but the facts as disclosed in Mr. Garvan’s 
letter referred to were not known to the senior-constable as disclosed therein. The senior-constable has learnt that Mr. 
Bryen has issued a Supreme Court writ against Mr. Garvan, claiming damages for trespassing on the lands in question, 
and that the action will be heaid at the next Circuit Court to be held in Grafton.

In conclusion, the senior-constable would remind his superior officers of his fourteen years of service, and of the fact 
that this is the first and only occasion an inquiry has been held in connection with him and the outside public, and would 
respectfully urge that if, in their opinion, he has exceeded his duty on this occasion, it was an error of judgment, induced 
solely by his desire to prevent any breach of the peace, and that lie went to the place in execution of his duty, and prepared 
to do what lie considered at the time was right and just with respect to his position, and to act without fear or favour 
between man and man, and that they will acquit him of the charge urged by Mr. Garvan that lie has been guilty of 
partisanship in any shape or form.

The senior-constable is a married man, and has a family of eight children, the eldest being 12 years old and the 
youngest 12 months. His wife is also delicate. These are depending solely upon him for support.

W. C. ANDREWS,
Senior-constable.

The Superintendent of Police, Armidale, to The Inspector-General of Police.
Police Department, Armidale, Superintendent's Office,

Northern District. 6 June, 1S93.
lie Rtr. James P. Garvan’s complaint apainst Senior-constable Andrew's, at Byron Bay Station. 

Senior-constable Andrews, it is very evident, acted most indiscreetly in dealing with Bryen’s complaint, 
and should not have identified himself with it in any way. I look upon his action more as an error of 
judgment than intention to give any annoyance to Mr. G-arvan, or favour one party more than another. 
Nevertheless, his conduct lias caused Mr. Garvan a deal of inconvenience and, ] have no doubt, 
worry. It would be very hard, I think, to dismiss the constable for his mistake. My recommendation is 
this : Taking into consideration his length of service—fourteen years—with an excellent character, and 
that he has a wife and eight children, the oldest only 12 years, wholly depending upon him, and that, 
when all is said and done, it was an error of judgment, I think a reprimand would meet tho ense, and he 
of such a warning to Senior-constable Andrews that he would be more careful in taking notice of such 
complaints in future. THOS. G-ABVIN,

Superintendent.

The Inspector-General of Police to J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P.
My dear Sir, Police Department. Inspector-Gfenernrs Office, Sydney, S June, 1893.

As you perused the previous papers regarding the inquiry into your complaint against Senior- 
constable Andrews of Byron Bay, I will trouble yon to read my minute of the 31st ultimo, Andrews’ 
furtlier report in explanation, and Superintendent, Garvin’s memo.

For the reasons I have given, I am of opinion that Andrews behaved indiscreetly, but without any 
intention of showing partiality. It was certainly his duty to bo present on the occasion if applied to, simply 
to prevent any breach of ihe peace. -

Accordingly I concur in Inspector Garvin's recommendation, and feel sure that upon perusal 
of thu constable's straightforward explanation, you will adopt Ihc same view.

I understand that some actions at law relating to the matter are to he tried at the next sitting of 
■the Grafton Circuit Court, and of course should any facts in evidence affecting the constable, the whole 
question mav call for reconsideration. Tours, &c ,

' EDMUND FOSBEET.

J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P., to The Inspector-General of Police.
My dear Sir, Sydney, 13 Juno, 1893.

I am in receipt of your note of 8th iustani, with additional papers in the case of my complaint 
against Constable Andrews, and I would point cut Constable Andrews’ latest statement does not in any 
way palliate his offence, but intensifies it.

He says that “so far from imagining that it was a dispute between landlord and tenant, lie con
cluded that it was rather a dispute between tenant, or, so far as he was concerned, between owner and 
occupier and trespasser.” lie also sars tliat had he been aware ot the facts “be would have informed 
Mr. Brven that, as this was a dispute between him and Mr. Garvan as to the right to possession of the 
land, his proper course would be to test tho matter in a Court of Justice, when the rights of all the parties 
could be inquired into.” Now this slatement, that he did not know it was a dispute between me as owner 
of the land and Mr. Bryen, who says he is tenant. So far from Constable Andrews being truthful in this 

■ statement,
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statement, as to his entire ignorance of its being a dispute between Bryen. and myself, I have only to 
refer you to the evidence adduced at the inquiry, but not having a copy, 1 cannot quote; but I can quote 
what is quite as conclusive, viz,:—“ Telegram from Senior-eonstable Andrews, Byron Bay, to the Superin
tendent of Police, Armidale—Dispute between Mr, Garvan and tenants :—I was present by request of 
tenant to prevent probable violence. Acted in that capacity. Did not threaten to eject or arrest anyone. 
Had no occasion to interfere in any way. Report by first post.” Tbits first telegram from Constable 
Andrews shows clearly that ho knew my relation to the land, and also that of Bryen. His statement 
therefore, that he did not even imagine it was a dispute between landlord and tenant, is proved to be 
false by his own telegram.

In addition to the evidence referred to, as also the above telegram, there is the fact that Constable 
Andrews stayed with the Bryens Saturday evening and night and up to mid-day on Sunday. Is it not 
almost certain that as Bryens during the three previous days were asserting their claim to this land, and 
that on one of the days I. was present and ordered two of them off the land, and insisted on their leaving 
it, and that on the two following days they made unauthorised entries on my land and had words with 
my men—all this occurring before the Sunday—is it not almost an absolute certainty that the whole 
pros and cons of the dispute were talked over liy the Bryens and Constable Andrews, and that he knew 
it was a dispute between me. as owner, and Bryen, who claimed to be a tenant.

Constable Andrews' statement, that only on one previous occasion had he ever spoken to Mr. 
Bryen, is only technically true ; for, as a matter of fact, he knew the sons and step-sons well, and they 
arc more of his own age, are really the prime movers in the disturbance, so that Constable .Andrews’ 
statement that he only on one previous occasion ever spoke to Mr. Bryen, would convey an erroneous 
impression. I would also draw attention to the following part of Constable Andrews’ report:—“Tho 
senior-constable has learnt that Mr. Bryen has issued a Supreme Court writ against Mr. Garvan, 
claiming damages for trespassing 0n the land in question, and that the action will be heard at the neat 
Circuit Court to be held at Grafton.” This report of Constable Andrews was written on tho 3rd of dune, 
and the writ was only issued from the Supreme Court, Sydney, on 1st .Tune, It will show the very 
intimate knowledge Constable Andrews had of every movement of the Bryen family, and the writ does 
not give the information that Constable Andrews so glibly volunteers.

I will only say, with reference to this writ,’that it has been issued with the apparent design of 
putting me to the annoyance and expense of having to attend at the Circuit Court, Grafton, to answer a 
charge of having trespassed on my own land, and I would point out that the writs issued by me more than 
four weeks previously would test the title to this land, which was bought and paid for by me over two 
years ago, and that I gave a temporary use of it to Bryen for a period without payment of any rent; 
that I withdrew the temporary use and entered on possession; that neither Bryen nor anyone clseihad or 
has any lease of right to this land ; and you can thus value the nature of a writ against me for going on 
to my own land. I may also state that Bryen asked me in writing for a leaeo of the land in question,' and 
I declined definitely and distinctly to let him have any lease of it.

Constable Andrews’ statement as to tho considerable landed property owned by Bryen, and his 
ability to meet the result of any verdict I might obtain—the correctness of this statement 1 question. I 
have had a search made of the conditional purchase lands in that district, and have had a report that there 
is no conditional purchase land in tho name of R. Bryen, but that there was a small conditional purchase 
of 150 acres in his name, but was transferred about four years ago to one of the banks.

You can, therefore, judge of the value of this part of Constable Andrews’ report, and which is 
indicative of his intimacy with the Bryens.

I am, &c.,
JAMES P. GARVATV,

The Inspector-General of Police to The Superintendent of Police, Armidale.
Police Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Sydney, 13 .Tune, 1893. 

Thouchi I see no reason to differ from Mr. Garvin's view of this case, I forward Mr. Garvau’s further 
letter for observations before the matter is dealt with.

I attach little importance to the heading of Senior-constable Andrews’ telegram which was sent 
after the event, and when Andrews was aware of the complaint and relative position of the parties.

E. E.

The Superintendent of Police, Armidale, to The Inspector-General of Police.
Police Department, Armidale, Superintendent’s Office,

‘ Northern District, 14 June, 1893.
.Tie Mr. James P. Garvan’s complaint against Senior-constable Andrews, of Byron Bay Station.

I have carefully read Mr. Garvan’s letter of 13th instant, and see no reason to vary my report of 6th 
instant, C.M. 93-510.

Without in any way attempting to shield Senior-constable Andrews from his action-or stupid 
expressions made by him upon an occasion when he should have manfully said, 111 know no side, but 
I am here, if possible, to prevent a breach of the peace.”

To dismiss Senior-constable Andrews from the Eorco, with his long service of fourteen years, and 
during this period he has borne an excellent character, would be a very severe punishment for the error 
of judgment committed by him.
. Judging from Mr. G arvan’s letter of 13th instant, he thinks the senior-constable has done him an 
injury and caused great annoyance. There is nothing to prevent Mr. Garvan taking civil proceedings 
against him, and if it is proved in evidence the constable acted with partiality, he would be mulct in 
heavy damages and costs—and serve him right if he wilfully so acted—and to dismissal from the Service 
as well. THOS. GARVIN,

Superintendent.

233—B The
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f do not concur mthis. If there was iikeJy to be u breach of the pence, the con*- stable's duty was to be present to endeavour to prevent it,—E,F-

10

The Inspector-General of Police to J. P. Garvan, Esq., M.P.
Sir, Police Department, Inspector-General's Office, Sydney, 15 June, 1893.

In regard to your further letter of the 13th instant, respecting Senior-constable Andrews, of 
Byron Bay, I beg to inform you that whilst I can in no nay acquit the constable from blame, I am unable 
to see that he exhibited any intentional partiality, or that he is guilty of falsehood. Considering, also, 
his long and faithful service for fourteen years, without any complaint, his removal from the Service 
would be too barsh a punishment. ■ As regards the heading of his telegram, referred to by you, it does 
not appear to me to bear the construction you put upon it, as it was dispatched after the occurrence, 
when he had been made aware of the nature of the complaint, and relative position of the parties. I am 
dealing with the matter further. Tours, &c.,

EDMTJKD POSBEET.

Precis.

Inspector-General’s Office, Sydney, 20 June, 1893.
Mb. James P. Garvan, M.P., complains of the inteifcrence of Senior-constable Andrews, of Byron 
Bay, by accompanying Mr. Bryen, who desired to remove two men who were in possession by Mr. Garvan’s 
orders, of a farm, of which he states he is the owner. That the men were ordered by Bryen to leave the 
land, and they refused, whereupon Bryen threatened to remove them hy force. On an appeal being made 
by the men to the constable, that officer stated he was there for a certain purpose, and must do his duty. 
The men then left, the constable’s statement causing them to give up possession. Mr. Garvan states 
that the constable went with Bryen, knowing that Bryen intended to take possession of the property by 
force, and that he stayed for the night previous at Mr. Brycn’s house. Mr. Garvan expresses his opinion 
that the constable should be dismissed from the Service for his conduct.

Senior-eonstable Andrews explains that Mr. David Bryen called at the Byron Bay Police Station 
and informed him that three men had got into a house on one of his father’s farms, and when requested 
to leave had refused to do so and used threatening language. The constable went the same evening to 
the residence of the father (Mr, Eobert Bryen), who told him that there was a dispute between him and 
Mr. Garvan regarding the property. Ihc constable then stated that he had no power to arrest or 
interfere with the men, only so far as to try and prevent any violence. It was then so late that he 
remained there all night, and next morning went with Mr. Bryen and his sons to the place. Air. Bryen 
asked the men in possession to leave peacefully. After some conversation between the parties, one of the 
men in possession turned to the constable and said, “ I suppose you came here to evict us, Air. Andrews.” 
The constable replied, “ 'Well, 1 came here for a certain purpose.” The men then shifted their things to 
an outhouse. The constable states his only object m going to the placo was to prevent a breach of the 
peace, and that he remained on his horse all the time.

The Inspector-General of Police wrote that although he was satisfied that the constable did not 
act with partiality his conduct was apparently improper in the following respects ;—

1. That ho stayed for a day and a night as the guest of one of the interested parties.
2. That he accompanied them to the scene of the threatened disturbance instead of going alone
3. That he had not the common-sense and courtesy to see Air. Garvan before lending himself to the

proceedings at all; and
4. That, when appealed to, instead of foolishly saying that he was there for a purpose, he did not say

openly that he was not present to interfere in any way, but merely to use bis endeavours to 
prevent any breach of the peace.

The Superintendent of Police in charge of the district (Mr Garvin) reports that he is of opinion that 
the constable exceeded his duty in going out to the place at all under the circumstances, but he probably 
did so more through ignorance or perhaps over-zcalousness, believing be was taking the proper course ; 
that it is very evident the constable acted indiscreetly, and should not have identified himself with it in 
any way. He looks upon the constable’s action more as an error of judgment than intention to give any 
annoyance to Mr. Garvan, or favour one party more than another; nevertheless, his conduct has caused 
Air. Garvan a deal of inconvenience and. no doubt, worry. That it would be very hard, he thinks, to 
dismiss the constable for bis mistake. The Superintendent recommends that, “taking into consideration 
the senior-constable's length of service (fourteen years), with an excellent character, and that he has a 
wife and eight children (the eldest only 12 years) wholly dependent upon him, and that, when all is said 
and done, it was an error of judgment, that a reprimand should meet the case and be of such a warning 
to the constable that he would be more careful in taking notice of such complaints in future.”

The Inspector-General of Police concurs in the Superintendent’s recommendation, but the matter 
to be considered undisposed of until trial of civil actions at the next Grafton Circuit, when, should any 
circumstances transpire affecting the action of the police constable, it may be necessary to take other 
action.

The papers being lengthy, I have made this precis of contents for the Colonial Secretary’s 
information.—Edm. Eosbert, J.-G.P., B.C., 21/6/93. The Principal Under Secretary.

I am of opinion that Senior constable Andrews grossly exceeded bis duty, and that Air. Garvan 
nas been damaged by the undue interference of the police. Dismissal from the Service would be a just 
punishment for the offence, but I incline to the opinion that the loss of a stripe and a reprimand will be 
sufficient as a warning, and that Andrews be removed from the district as speedily as possible.— 
G.E.D , 1/7/93.

The Inspector-General of Police.—C.AY., B.C., 12/7/93. The Colonial Secretary’s instructions
have been carried into effect.—Edmund Eosbert, 20/7/93. The Principal Under Secretary.

P*]
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1894.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ARREST OE ABRAHAM TAYLOR.
' (COBBESPOSDENC® BESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 March, 1894.

RETUEN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 22nd February, 1894, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

“ Copies of all papers and documents in connection Avith the arrest of 
'* Abraham Taylor by Police Sergeant Haviston on a charge of being a 
“lunatic at large.”

(Mr. Johnston.)

Senior-Sergeant Boyd to Mr. Superintendent Read.
Balmain Police Station, 12 February, 1894.

Repoht. _
S f.n i o it - Sr h c e a n t Boyb begs respectfully to report, for the information of tbe Superintendent, that on 
the 13th September, 1893, a man named Abraham Taylor, Cl years of age, residing at No. 40, Smith- 
streot, Balmain, was admitted to the Hospital for Insane, at CnJlan Park, on the recommendation of 
Doctors Carruthers and Kelly.

# Taylor was subsequently discharged from the Institution to the custody of his wife, who has since 
died, and a young man, about 20 years of age, named Charles Burnham, who has since been acting as his 
guardian. Taylor has no friends in this Colony that the senior sergeant is aware of, except a brother-in
law named Edward Barry, a plumber, Bayswatcr Road, "Woollahra.

Burnham, who has been out of employment for some time, is a paper-ruler by trade, and a 
complete stranger to Taylor, and only became acquainted about two months ago through his mother, who 
nursed Mrs. Taylor through her illness. Taylor, who is very frail and quite an imbecile, is said to hare 
made a will, which is now at Mr. Slattery’s office, in favour of Burnham, leaving him all ho is possessed 
of at his death.

Taylor owns a considerable amount of property in Balmain, besides money and scrip in the banks. 
He recently sold an allotment of ground for £195, £75 of which was paid away to redeem mortgage, 
besides £25 paid to satisfy current accounts ; the remainder, with the exception of £30, which Burnham 
has lodged in his own name in tbe Post Office Savings Bank, Balmain, is unaccounted for.

On tho 31st ultimo Sergeant Haviston arrested Taylor in Little Darling-street, and charged him 
with “ deemed to he insane.” He was brought before the Police Doctor next day and remanded until tho 
following Monday, when he was again brought before the Court and further remanded until Saturday 
last, when he was discharged in the custody of Burnham.

_ His Worship, Mr. Johnston, S.M, stated that he had received a letter from Dr. Manning, who 
said, “ I gave Charles Burnham charge of defendant Taylor from tho Institution.” Mi*. Johnston further 
said, “ As Burnham seems a suitable person, I will discharge the defendant into his care.”

It would, therefore, appear obvious from his Worship’s remarks that Taylor was not in a fit state, 
when discharged, to take care of himself.

A. BOYD,
--------  Senior-Sergeant.

Forwarded to ihe Inspector-G-oneral, who may deem it advisable to send this report to the 
Inspector-General of the Insane.—G-, Beau (Superintendent), 13/2/94.

226—
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The Acting Government Medical Officer to The Government Medical Adviser.
Sir, Office of the G-overnment Medical Officer, Sydney, 12 February, 1894.

I have the honor to bring under your notice the case of Abraham Taylor, discharged from the 
Reception House on Saturday last, by order of tiie Police Magistrate.

Tbe particulars of his case as supplied to me by the police, and my own inquiry and observation, 
are as follows:—

Taylor was discharged from the Hospital for the Insane, Callan Park, on the 30th November last, 
and I append a statement of his mental condition, at the time of his discharge, written by the Medical 
Superintendent of that Hospital.

A little time after his discharge his wife died, when a man named Burnham, who had acted as his 
attendant from the time of his discharge, took entire charge of him.

In December last, Burnham sold some of Taylor’s property, and after the settlement of some out
standing debts, presumably contracted by Taylor, banked the balance in his own name. Taylor then 
made a will, bequeathing in the event of his death, his entire assets to Burnham, a medical certificate by 
Dr. McDonough having been obtained that Taylor was mentally responsible for his actions. The father 
and mother of Burnham then came and lived with Taylor at his expense.

The Police, hearing of this state of affairs, arrested Taylor for his protection, and charged him at 
the Water Police Court, with being of unsound mind. I remanded him to the Reception House until the 
following Monday, and then in conjunction with Dr. Goode certified him as insane.

A lawyer, on behalf of Burnham, protested against this, and the magistrate remanded Taylor until 
Saturday, 10th February, when he waa discharged.

Taylor is hopelessly demented, and there can bo little doubt that although he may be properly 
nursed and cared for by Burnham, his property is at the man’s mercy.

I have, &c.,
Gr. W. TAYLOR,

Acting Government Medical Officer.

[Enclosure."]
Hospital for the Insane, Callan Park, Balmain, 8 February, 1894.

Dear Dr. Taylor,
Ahrabam Taylor was discharged from this hospital on the 30th November, 1893, and was then 

hopelessly demented and quite incapable of managing his affairs or taking care of himself.
■ Yours faithfully,

The Acting Government Medical Officer. H. BLAXLAND.

Minute by the Government Medical Adviser.
I think that this grave matter might be inquired into by tbe Inspector-General of Police.—A.S., 

12/2/94.
Minutes by the Inspector-General of Police.

For prompt police inquiry. The Master-in-Lunacy may take action.—B.F., 13/.—Immediate. 
Report attached. I think this man should be again placed, in the Asylum. Perhaps the Master-in-Lunacy 
may intervene.—Edmund Fosbeby (I.-G.P.), B.C., 13/2/94. The Government Medical Adviser.

Minute by the Government Medical Adviser.
_ As it seems tliat the Master-in-Lunacy cannot interfere till the person is actually declared to be 
insane, it would appear desirable that the Inspector-General of Police should take steps to have Taylor 
charged again.—A.8., 14/2/94.

Minute by the Inspector-General of Police.
Will Superintendent Read have this attended to.—E.F., 15/2/94.

Minute by Superintendent Read to Inspector Atwill,
Forwarded to Inspector Atwill for attention by Senior-Sergeant Boyd.—Gf.ohqe Read, 

Superintendent, Police Department, Superintendent’s Office, Metropolitan District, 15 February, 1894.

Notice to tbe Master-in-Lunacy of tbe admission of Abraham Taylor into tbe Hospital for the Insane at
Callan Park.

Bate of admission. Address of relatives and friends. ' Property & u. Remarks.

1894.
1? February ....... £5 ISs. 7d., 1 coin and purse, 1 pold 

watch and guard, 1 gold ring, 1 
scarf pin.

Formerly a pntient here. Name does 
not appear on pay list.

Hi. B,, Medical Superintendent.

Urgent.—This man is said to have considerable property in land and money. He was discharged 
from Callan Pari:; to care of his wife, being then insane, and on her death fell into the hands of Charles 
Burnham, who had been employed by wife to wait on and attend to him. Burnham is said to have 
obtained, money and other property from patient directly and by deed of gift since the wife’s death.— 
F.N.M., 22/2/94. The Master in Lunacy.

Memo.
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Memo, from Senior-Sergeant A. Boyd to Mr. Superintendent Bead.
Balmain Police Station, 19 February, 1894.

Abraham Tatloh referred to in attached papers was on the 16th instant brought before Mr. Smithers, 
S.M., at the Central Police Court on warrant charged with “ deemed to be insane,” and on the recom
mendation of Doctors Taylor and Graham was ordered to be sent to the Hospital for Insane at Callan 
Park.

Inventory of property now at Taylor’s residence, 40, Smith-street, Balmain, and in charge of the 
Police, herewith attached.

A. BOYD,
--------  Senior Sergeant.

Forwarded to tbe Inspector-General, who perhaps will be good enough to send an attached list to 
the Mastcr-in-Lunacy,—G. Bead (Superintendent), 19/2/94.

' * [Enclosure.]
Inventory of furniture, &c., belonging to Abrabam Taylor (an inmate of Callan Park Hospital for 
Insane), now at 40, Smith-street, Balmain.

. Eront lloom.
Six: horsehair chairs ; 1 horsehair couch ; 1 chiffonier; 1 pier glass ; 1 round table; 1 table cloth; 

S vases; 2 decanters; 1 sugar basin ; 1 tray ; 2 jam dishes ; 1 fly catcher ; 1 toast rack ; 2 ernet stands ; 
2 salts (sic) ; 1 work box; 1 album; 7 antimacassars; 2 spittoons; 1 coal scuttle; 1 fender; 1 glass 
case; 7 pictures: 1 set of window curtains; 1 cornice pole ; 10 table spoons; 5 dessert spoons; 6 small 
spoons ; 4 dessert forks; 12 largo forks; 1 steel; 9 dinner knives ; 2 breakfast knives; 3 walking sticks; 
1 carpet; 4 door mats ; 1 hearth rug.

Eront Bed-room.
One wooden bedstead and bedding; 1 wardrobe ; 4 chairs ; 2 boxes containing wearing apparel; 

1 dressing-table; 1 mirror; 1 small clock; 1 tin hat-box; 2 brushes; 1 comb; 1 wash-hand stand, jug, 
and basin; 1 water bottle; 1 set window curtains; 1 cornice pole; and a quantity of man’s wearing 
apparel.

Back Bed-room.
One wooden bedstead and bedding; 1 set old curtains; 1 dressing tabic ; 2 small mirrors; 1 chest 

of drawers containing clothes, &c.; 5 boxes containing lumber; 1 wasb-band stand and set; 1 clothes 
basket; 5 small pictures ; 1 brass candlestick.

Dining-room.
1 table and oilcloth cover ; 4 chairs ; 1. safe ; 1 writing desk ; 3 small vases ; 10 pictures ; 1 set 

small book shelves ; 1 fender ; 1 hearth rug ; some books and photographs ; 2 pieces oilcloth ; 1 hair 
broom ; 1 small lamp ; 3 tumblers ; 1 cosey ; 6 straw mats, '

Kitchen.
1 table; 1 chair; 1 box iron; 1 coffee-mill; 3 jugs; 1 coffee-pot; 1 lamp; 1 deal box; 5 moat 

dishes; 2 vegetable dishes; 12 plates; 6 cups and saucers; 3 trays: 3 pots; 2 kettles; 1 carving knife 
and fork; 3 knives; 6 forks; 2 dessert spoons; 2 table spoons; 9 tea spoons; 1 sugar basin; 1 table
cloth ; 1 handsaw; 1 baking board ; 2 dish covers; 1 tin dish ; 2 tea caddies; 1 frying pan; 3 wash tubs; 
1 watering can ; 1 wash board ; 1 boiler ; 1 syringe; a quantity of sundries.

In box in front room—1 cash-box ; 2 spirit flasks; 2 pairs scissors in case; 1 cigar bolder; 1 horn 
snuff-box.

A small tin box, containing—1 silver brooch; 3 gold brooches; 2 gold lockets; 1 gold chain; 1 pair 
gold earrings; 8 gold rings; 1 piece of stone; I silver pencil-case.

A tin box, containing—abstract of title to land, papers, &c.
A. BOYD,

I9th February, 1894. -------- Senior Sergeant.
Urgent.—Deferred to the Master-in-Lunacy.—Edmund Fosdert (I.-G.P.), B.C., 19/2/94.
The Inspector-General of Police might be requested to send the tin boxes (2) to the Master, and 

retain custody, pending further instructions, of tho furniture. The Medical Superintendent might be 
invited to report as to probability of the patient’s discharge, to enable the Master to decide as to disposal 
or otherwise of bis property.—H.E., 22/2/94. Urgent.

Approved.—H.F.B., 22/2/94'. ■
"Will the Inspector-General of Police kindly cause the two boxes mentioned in tbe accompanying 

inventory, with the contents thereof, to be forwarded to tbe Master-in-Lunacy, and the patient’s furniture 
herein enumerated to bo taken charge of pending further instructions.—Henry Edwards (Chief Clerk), 
B.C., Master-in-Lunaey’s Office, 22nd Februanq 1891. The Inspector-General of Police.

Boxes handed to Master-in-Lunacy as directed. Eeceipt herewith attached.— A. Boyd (Sen. Sergt.), 
Balmain, 24th February, 1894. A. Atwill, Esq., Inspector. Forwarded to tho Inspector 
General.—G. Bead (Supt.), 26/2/94. Papers returned herewith.—Edm. Fosuert (I.-G, Police), 
B.C., 26/2/94. The Master-in-Lunacy. 1

Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S94.
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1S9 A.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PRISONS.
(REPORT EOR 1S9J.)

^resmtcb tu parliament by (Eommanb.

The Comptroller-General oC Prisons to The Under Secretary of Justice.
. Department of Prisons, N.S.W., Comptrollcr-Q-cnerars OlEce,

®'r> Sydney, 9 May, 1891.
1 hare the honor to forward herewith my Departmental Report to the Minister of Justice for 

the year ended 3Lst December, 1893, together with the usual tabulated statistics.
I have, &e,,

GEORGE MILLER,
________________  Comptroller-General.

The Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Minister of Justice.
Department of Prisons, N.S.’W., Comptroller-General’s Office,

T , Sydney, 9 May, 1894.
. , 1 have the honor to furnish my Report for the year 1893, and to attach the usual statistical

particulars m tabulated form.
The number of gaols in operation on the 31st December, 1893, was 59; 36 of these were police 

gaols, which ftro occupied partly by this Department and partly by the Police for purposes of economy.
_ The total number of prisoners distributed throughout these gaols on the last day of the year'was 

2,445, as against 2,622 at the end of the previous year, while it is estimated that the population of the 
Colony has increased from 1,197,050 to 1,223,370.

The number of distinct persons received during the year was 12,002, as compared with 11.806 
received during 1892.

The total entries and discharges during the year numbered 19,080 and 19,257 respectively, as 
against 18,910 and 18,904 during 1892. In these numbers are included incorrigible offenders who served 
more than one short sentence during the year.

The number of deaths during the year was 36. Of this number, 5 were executions and 1 was a 
case of suicide.

The net value of all kinds of work done by prisoners in the gaols of the Colony was £51,399 19s. Id. 
as compared with £52,615 0s. 7d. for 1892. In this return Trial Bay prison is not included.

_ As regards the employment of prisoners upon useful or productive work, it must be repeated that 
there is always a large number of men whose services arc not available for labour. They consist of 
prisoners awaiting trial, prisoners in cells, those who are undergoing hospital or medical treatment, and 
therefore exempt from work, and those sentenced to imprisonment only who keep themselves. There are 
fuso incapableBj imbeciles), and aemi-lunutics, and to take care of such prisoners a certain number of well- 
conducted, healthy prisoners must be employed. The prison population is chiefly recruited from tho idle 
and vicious classes, not from the hard-working and industrious, _

Th® reeonvictions at Circuit Courts and Courts of Quarter Sessions wore for ihe first-class or 
gravest offenders (five years and upwards) 15 under second convictions. 7 under third, and 39 under fourth 
or more convictions, as against 10, 16, and 29 for the previous year. Eor the second class, being prisoners 
under sentences of less than five years, the numbers were second convictions 111, tliird 50, fourth or more 
101, as compared-with 107, 38, and 83 for the previous year. For the third class (imprisonment only) 
there were 2 prisoners under a second conviction as against 3 for 1892.

The reeonvictions at the lower courts (drunkards and petty offenders), during the year 1893 only, were 
1,107 second convictions, 343 third, and 338 fourth or more convictions, as against 1,100, 393, and 384 for 
preceding year.

The Shaftesbury Reformatory for Girls, at South Head, was transferred lo the Colonial Secretary’s 
Department by Gazette notice on 10th April, 1893.

1 he new gaol at Grafton, which was referred to in my previous reports, having been handed over 
by tho contractors, was proclaimed on the 8th September last, and the prisoners were removed from the 
old to the new establishment on the 3rd November following. The new gaol is a fine structure, affording 
means for the proper treatment of prisoners which could not he carried out in the old gaol.

The police gaol at Grenfell was disestablished and reduced to a police lockup on 9th December 
last, in consequence of the discontinuance of the Court of Quarter Sessions at that place.

1 roper punishment cells have been built in the male and female divisions at Biloela Gaol. The 
cells were completed and taken into use m September last. These additions have produced a marked 
iinpiovemeut in the behaviour of the prisoners of both sexes, inasmuch as breaches of order and prison 
discipline can now he properly dealt with, ’ihe whole of the stone used in building the cells for the 
female division was quarried, rough dressed, and conveyed to the site by prison labour. Other additions 
and alterations have been carried out at this gaol which have much improved the organisation. In 
October last, two spiall portions of land were by proclamation added to tho gaol premises,

By the additions to Goulburn Gaol, which were completed under contract during the year, the 
accommodation has been increased by 127 cells, which will be of great use in furthering one of the great 
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aims of the Department, which is to provide a separate cell for every prisoner at night, and thus prevent, 
in a great measure, the contamination arising from evil association. Six special yards for youthful 
offenders and a new yard for prisoners awaiting trial have also been constructed. They were built by 
prison labour at a moderate cost. ’

The much-needed addition of seven classification yards to Maitland Gaol was completed by prison 
labour during the year, and this addition has much improved the means of working the gaol. Until these 
yards were completed there were only two yards for the classification of the prisoners; now there are 
nine, two of which are special yards for the treatment of refractory men.

The crematory at Bathurst Gaol has been entirely rebuilt by prison labour, and a large smoke 
stack to carry the fumes and smoke of the crematory above the gaol has been erected. It will be 
necessary to build another crematory for use while repairs are being effected from time to time to the 
existing one, as it is not likely that any sort of fireplace can be constructed to withstand the fierce heat 
to which the crematory is subjected. The Governor reports that the visiting surgeon strongly objects 
to any more ordure being buried in the prison reserve.

Tarious minor improvements and additions have been made to Darlingimrst Gaol, which much add 
to Uic effectiveness of the organisation. When the necessary funds have been provided hy Parliament it 
is intended to furnish this gaol with the electric light, which is also to be extended to the court-house 
adjoining, and to tbe receiving-house opposite the gaol. This, it is estimated, will lead to a very con
siderable saving, as the expense on account of the quantity of gas which it is necessary to consume to 
properly light the gaol is now very heavy.

t I glad to be able to state that the separate yard at Armidale Gaol for the accommodation of 
prisoners awaiting trial and under remand was completed during the year, and has been in use for some 
time past, much to the improvement of the discipline of the gaol. At Tamworth a similar improvement 
was commenced, hut had not been completed when the year closed.
_ Tfie necessities of retrenchment prevented me from making recommendations as to further 
improvements in country gaols, with a view to provide proper means of classifying and separating the 
prisoners according to modern ideas of prison management. There is still much to be clone in this 
direction in the different gaol establishments of the Colony.

The cabbage-tree hat making industry has been introduced into many of the gaols, and this will 
enable me to entirely dispense with the felt hat for prisoners, who will in future be provided with 
cabbage-tree hats made in the gaols.

At Bathurst Gaol, the marble cutting and polishing industry has been started, and ihc results so 
far are very satisfactory. The proximity of marble quarries to this gaol makes it an easy matter to 
procure tho necessary material.

The draft amended Begnlations for the treatment of youthful offenders, referred to in my report 
for last year, after undergoing further amendment under the instructions of the late Minister of’Justice 
(Mr. U. E. O’Connor), were formally gazetted and brought into force on the 17th April, 1893, and a 
copy is attached to this report as Appendix G.

As will be seen from the introductory clause, these regulations apply only to prisoners of not more 
than 25 years of age, under sentences not exceeding 12 months.

The object aimed at is to endeavour, by short and sharp treatment, to create in the minds of 
youthful offenders a wholesome dread of a prison.

A s under the old ^Regulations, they are kept apart not only from the older criminals, but also from 
each other, and the important principle of separation is thns carefully preserved, so as to guard each 
prisoner against the_effects of pernicious association ; but the confinement is not “ solitary,” inasmueh'as 
they are regularly visited by the chaplain, surgeon, schoolmaster, and other officials, and are allowed daily 
exercise and monthly visits from friends.

]n eases where the sentence does not exceed 14 days, the diet is limited to bread and water.
In sentences exceeding 14 days, but not exceeding G months, and for the first 6 months of sentences 

exceeding that period, the bread and water diet alternates weekly with a substantial ration.
_ _ When a sentence exceeds G months the prisoner is, during the last 14 days of such sentence, 

limited to a bread and water diet. The object of this treatment is to send him out of the prison with the 
feeling that it is a place to be dreaded.

In sentences not exceeding 6 months, a plank bed is provided, without a mattress or substitute 
therefor, throughout that term.

Tbe Begnlations further require that the prison surgeon shall visit each prisoner in separate 
treatment daily, so as to guard against any permanent injury to health.

_ It is hoped that by the stringent nature of this treatment, juvenile crime and ” larrikinism ” in 
their first stages will be effectually checked. Short sentences carrying such treatment should be much 
more effectual than long ones under the old conditions of servitude. To be deterrent, the punishment 
must be made a really genuine one.

In its application to youths under 16, this treatment is intended more for the incidental offenders 
than for the vicious and incorrigible youths. It is recognised that a chance offender, whose crime was 
committed through recklessness, passion, or the force of bad example, requires penitential discipline only, 
while the youth who has shown by his depraved and vicious habits that he is incorrigible, should be 
subjected to lengthened detention and treatment of a disciplinary and instructive character in a 
reformatory, with plenty of hard work, chiefly in the open air. To place youthful first offenders in a 
reformatory for a long period would, as a general rule, he an unwise and an expensive proceeding, entailing 
heavy expense on the State, and relieving the parents of responsibilities which they should be made to 
bear. The discretion in such cases must, of course, be left with the courts which deal with the young 
law-breakers.

With a few exceptions, the conduct of the officers of the prison staffs has been very satisfactory, 
and, generally speaking, good order and discipline have been maintained among the prisoners.

The benefits of the sections of the Civil Service Act providing for superannuation allowances 
continue to bo felt by the Department, as it tends to considerably improve the efficiency of the staff by 
enabling officers who have reached old ago to retire on a small pension and thus make room for young and 
vigorous successors.

I have, &c.,
GEOEGE MILLER,

______ _______________________ Comptroller-General.
(A.)
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(B.) RisrUBN allowing Value o£ Labour performed in the G-aola of New South’Wales during the year 1893.

Gttol.
Value of all labour, 

including: cost of 
Material.

Cost of Material. Net Value.

Work done forthc Prisons 
comprising buildings, 

extensions, &c , repsirs, 
manufacturing, cleaning, 

daily work and Labour, 
Inclnslreof cost of 

material.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.JJarlmghurst..... 17,270 13 2 6,369 4 1 10,901 14 1 7,050 11 8
Piirramafcfca ..... 11,601 13 7 2,681 4 11 9,017 7 8 9,116 8 4
Biloela ............... 3,901 1 7 449 0 4 3,452 1 3 3,251 10 1
Berrinm............. 1,133 6 11 198 10 1 936 16 10 989 14 2
Maitland ......... 5,375 15 0 1,245 14 2 4,130 0 10 4,477 0 8
Bathurst............. 8,586 16 7 1,838 15 4 6,748 1 3 6,205 16 3
O-oulburn 6,801 13 5 1,468 4 11 6,333 7 6 4,831 2 3
Mudgee ............. 424 5 8 8 2 10 416 2 10 419 3 10
Annidale ......... 864 16 5 67 4 6 797 11 11 580 8 4
Young............... 914 15 3 103 19 11 811 15 4 841 12 1
Grafton.............. flfiS ft 0
Albury .............. 1,290 4 9 152 8 7 1,137 16 2 894 0 5
Deniliquin.......... 332 9 10 4 18 4 327 11 6 233 0 0
Wileannia.......... 645 5 4 17 12 8 627 12 8 621 8 8
Hay .................. 481 14 8 10 3 2 471 11 6 451 19 0
Wollongong ...... 210 9 9 7 2 11 203 6 10 210 9 9
Wagga Wagga ... 268 3 10 15 0 266 18 10 247 7 10
JJubbo ................ 884 6 11 .34 17 6 849 9 5 712 13 2
Yras3 ..................... 233 15 1 0 16 2 232 18 11 224 10 11
Tamworth.......... 560 3 10 1 12 5 558 11 5 546 0 1
Yorbes .............. 2fjfi n G o fl
Broken Hill ...... 260 16 0 5 0 8 255 15 4 260 16 0
Police Gaols ...... 3,358 19 6 9 16 0 3,349 3 6 2,990 15 7

Totaz........... 65,977 13 7 14,577 14' 6 51,399 19 1 45,668 12 5

(C.)—Hospital Retubn, 1893.

Gaol. Treated in Hospital. Treated out of Hospital Deaths,

Darlinghurst.................. . ...... 515 6,456 7
Parramatta ....................... . 148 2,986 4
Bathurst ............................... 49 1,787 2
Bcrrima............................. 33 131
Biloela ..................... . 127 3,060 3
Goulburu .............................................. 157 1,440 1
Maitland.................................................. 16 330 2
Trial Bay ..................................... 151
Albury ............................. 14 131 2
Armidale ....................................................... 3 73 1
Broken Hill ............................................... Jl 151
Deoiliauin ............................. .* ................................................ 1 50
Dubbo ................................ . .................................. 33 172 4
Forboj ............................................................. 1 140 1
Grafton ................................................................................... 1 260
Hav.................................. . . 7 95
Hudswe ......................  .................. 22 17 1
Tamworth ................ ................  . 13 St 9
Wagga Wagga ............................................................... 39
Wollongong .................................... 2 54,
Wileannia ......................... 14 295 1

1 39 1
Young'................................. ....................... 14 74
Police Gaols ..................................... 42 458 6

Totals.................................................. 1,378 19,528 *36

*Of this number 5 were executions—3 taking place at Uarlinghurst Gaol, anti 1 each at Bathurst and Mudgee Gaols.
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(D.)—Education Return for the year ending 31at December, 1893.
1

Total Number 
of

Priaoticrs.

Head, write, find Read, write, and 
cypher up to | cypher not up 

CSao! Standard of to Gaol Standard Read and write. Read only. Commencing,
GSaoi, Education, | of Education

Male. Female Male. ■‘euiale
\

Male. ’"cmalc. Male. Female. Mate. Female. Male. Female.

"Dnrlinghurst., 33
1

9 | ... 19 5

Number of yrisonors Bathurst...... 22 2 ...i 7 6 ... 7
attending school liernma ...... 14 7 ... 2 1 4 ..4
on 31st December, 
1893, showing state

"j Q-oulbum...... 21 G 1 ... 4 2 9 ...
of education on J Maitland...... 12 2 3 44* 3 4 -.4
reception. ^Parramatta ... 61 ... ... 16 27 8

153 ... | '*2 62 12 37

Number of prisoners f Durlitighurst.. 391 104 222 65
tvIio have received liat.hursfc...... 57 5 10 15 27 ..4
tuition during the 
year, and passed 
out of the school,

Berrima ...... 17 ... ... ... 10 4 2 1
U-oulburn...... 33 9 4.4. G 3 16 P4#

showing state of 
education on recep- Maitland...... 42 1 1R 8 17
tion. ^Parramatta ... 252 ... 76 140 7 ... 20

792 ... ... 205 ... 397 35 155

Totals........... 945 ... 247 459 47 192 ...

Number of prisoners ^Darlinglmrst.. 424 35 162 180
17

47
above referred to, Bathurst.... 79 9 22 18 13 4 4 L
who were not 
educated to the Bcrrima .... 31 ... 1 ... 23 C 1 ...
gaol standard upon ' Goulbttm... 54 20 >4' 15 8 ... 5 6 ,4.
reception into
school, showing 
progress made.

Maitland.... 54 .V. 7 ..4 u 18 11 7 ..4
^Parramatta ... 303 76 ... 58 147 11 ... 11 ...

Totals.... 945 ... 148 291 ... 377 45 ... 84 ...

(E.)—Reconvictions of Prisoners sentenced at Circuit Courts and Courts of Quarter Sessions, 
irrespective of the year in which the previous convictions were recorded.

1st ClasfL
Five years and upwards.

2nd Class.
Less than five years.

3rd Class,
Imprisonment only.

2nd 3nl 4th
conviction. J conviction. or more.

2nd 3rd
conviction. conviction.

4th 2nd
or more. ] conviction.

3rd
conviction.

4 th
or more.

16 7 39
Ill 1 60

1
101 j 2 Nil. Nil,

Reconvictions of Prisoners sentenced at the Lower Courts during the year 1893 only.
2nd 3rd 4th

conviction. conviction. or more.

Petty Offenders ........................... . 1,107 343 . 338

(P.)—H. M, Triai, Bat Prison.

Modified servitude prisoners received 
during1 year 1803.

Average number of modified 
servitude prisoners employed.

Date of commencement of tipping 
stone in break-water proper.

101 1309 7 November, 1889.

[Amount of stone put in break-water 
I up to 31et December, 1£&3.

Tons.
127,604

366—B
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Bepariment of Justice, Sydney, 17th April, 1S93.
Aimixio^Air RflGUXATiONi fou Hefoematoht Purson' Treatment of certain Maij: Offenders.

His Excellency the- Lieutenant-Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, 1ms been pleased, under flection 5 of 
4 Victoria No. 29, to male the following additional Regulations for Reformatory Prison Treatment of certain Male Offenders, 
in substitution for those of 15th November, 1888.

R. E. O’CONNOR.

There shall be a seventh class of prisoners, comprising persons of not more than 25 years of age under sentences of 
imprisonment, with or without hard labour, not exceeding twelve months, who shall be treated during such sentences under 
the following conditions of separate treatment t—■

1. Each prisoner shall occupy a separate cell, and shall be employed upon such suitable work as may be furnished to
him.

2. He may be allowed exercise for one hour each day, and a longer period if thought necessary by the surgeon*
3. He may, if coming under the Regulations as to eligibility for school, he allowed one hour doily for performing tasks

to he set for him by the schoolmaster, and one hour far reading such instructive and reforming books as may be selected for 
him by the Chaplain. Ho shall at all times be provided with a Bible.

^ 4. He shall not, under any pretence, attempt to communicate with another prisoner. He must neither read aloud, 
sing, whistlOj dance, nor make any noise in his cell, exercise ground, in the corridor, or chapel.
" 5. He shall rise immediately upon the first bell being rung, wash his hands and face, and make up his bedding neatly
in such form as may be directed.

6. He shall keep his person, cell, and the furniture therein in the highest state of cleanliness.
7. He shall wash his feet, twice in summer, and once in winter, weekly, and shall bathe once a week.
8. He shall not be allowed to alter his clothing, and shall keep it clean and in proper repair.
9. He shall, on hearing his cell door open, at once, if not in bed, stand up in the centre of his cell, facing the door, 

with his hands by his side and his heels close together,
JO. In marching to or returning from the exercise grounds or chapel, he shall keep 5 yards distant from any other 

prisoner.
11. Any prisoner requiring assistance or instruction, or having anything to communicate, may ring his gong for the 

officer on duty ? hut all conversation not strictly necessary is lo be avoided, and on no account h the gong to he rung without 
sufficient reason.

12. At the order ** Prepare for exercise,” the prisoner ahull, as soon as the door is opened, move out of his cell to the 
exercise circle, and take up the position assigned to him by the officer; at the word “One,” he shall stoop down and take 
hold of the rope handle attached to the marching chain j at the word "Two,” he shall at once assume an erect position, 
retaining hold of the marching chain, and so remain at attention until the officer calls " Walk round.” During wet or very 
hot days be may (by permission of the officer) remain in his cell, or fake snob exercise as may be practicable and directed, 
in the corridor.

13. He shall he very respectful to all officers of the Government, and shall never pass a superior officer of the prison 
without touching his hat.

14. The scale of dietary will be—16 oz. bread j 8 02. meal; 8 oz. meat; 8 oz, potatoes ] 1 oz. sugar; 4 oz. soap 
i oz. salt. ‘

15. The surgeon shall visit daily each prisoner .of the seventh class in his prison.
16. Each prisoner shall be weighted monthly, and reports of weight shall be laid before the surgeon at the commence

ment of each month.
17. The prisoners shall be allowed the usual monthly visits, but in each case the gaoler must be satisfied that tie 

visitor is a person to whom it is desirable to permit the privilege.
18. Correspondence will be permitted in terms of Regulations No. 31.
19. Each prisoner of the seventh class shall be provided with a plank bed, which shall he used without a mattress or 

'Substitute therefor for a period of six months. A coir pillow of 4£ inches in diameter will be allowed.
20. After a period of six months a coir mattress will be allowed ; but, in case of misconduct, the Visiting Justice may 

direct the prisoner, apart from any cell or other punishment, to be deprived of his mattress for a period not to exceed 
fourteen days.

21. In cases of short sentences not. exceeding fourteen days the dietary scale shall he limited to bread and water {Prison 
ration No, 5). Each prisoner so treated shall not be subject to the conditions prescribed in Regulations 2, 30, 12, and 14. 
He shall, however, be required to conform to Regulations I, 3 (except as regards school), 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 13. He 
shall not be allowed to receive visits, nor to write letters.

' 22, In cases where the sentence is for more than fourteen days but not exceeding six months, and for the first six
months of sentences exceeding that period, each prisoner shall be placed on bread and water diet (Prison ration No. 5) during 
the first week of his sentence ; durbig the second week he shall receive the ration prescribed in Regulation 14 {Prison ration 
No. 9), and so on throughout the period of six months No. 5 ration shall alternate weekly with No. 9. In other respects he 
shall be subject to the conditions of all the above Regulations, excepting 21, while in receipt of No. 9 rotioni and to the con
ditions prescribed in Regulations 21 only white in receipt of No, 5 raiion; but the gaoler may allow such exercise as ho may 
deem necessary, on the advice of the visiting surgeon, for any prisoner on the reduced ration No. 5. '

23. In cases where the sentence exceeds six months each prisoner shall, during the last fourteen days of bis sentence, 
be treated in the manner prescribed in Regulath n 21.

24. These Regulations shall not apply to any sovenlh class prisoner who may have been sentenced prior to their
publication in the Government Gazette, but all such prisoners shall be treated in accordance with, and shall conform to, the 
Regulations of the 15th November, 1888, hereinbefore mentioned. *

Sydney : Ctiarles Potter, Government Printer.—IS9J.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PRISON LABOUR-MAT-MAKING INDUSTRY.
(CORRESPONDENCE WITH MESSRS. ARMSTRONG AND SON RESPECTING.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 May, 1894.

KETUHN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, elated 8th Eehruary, 1894, That there be laid upon, the Table of this 
House,—

“ A Return showing the whole of the correspondence that has passed 
<! between tile firm of John Armstrong and Sons and the Department of 
“ Justice relative to prison labour competing with free labour in the mat- 
“ makins; industrv.”

(Mr. Houghton.)

SCHEDULE.
NO.

]. Messrs. J. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minute thereon. 22 September, ISS7.................
2. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. J. Armstrong and Sou. 27 September, 1887.......................................
3. The Comptroller-Gonoral of Prisons to tlio Under Secretary of Juaticc, with minutes thereon. G October, 1887
4. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. J. Armstrong and Son. 10 October, 1S87 ...........................................
5. Messrs. J. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. 15 October, 18S7.....................
G. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. W. S. Bnzacott. 2S November, 1887..........................................................
7. Mr. W. S. Buzacott to the Minister of Justice. 30 November, 1887.........................................................................
8. The Comptroller-General of Prisons to the Superintendent of Prison Industries. 2 May, 1888 ............................
9. The Superintendent of Prison Industries to the Comptroller-General of Prisons. 7 May, 1888 ............................

10. Mr. W. S. Buzacott to the Under Secretary of Justice, with minutes thereon, 17 May, 1888 ............................
11. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. W, S. Buzacott. IS May, 1SSS .................................................................
12. The Under Secretary of Justice to the Comptroller-General of Prisons. 18 May, 1888 .......................................
13. Messrs. J. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice. 22 May, 1888 .............................................................
14. itinute of ^Minister of Justice. 23 May, 1888..............................................................................................................
15. The Under Secretary of Justice to the Under Secretary for Works. 23 May, 1888 ...
1G. The Comptroller-General of Prisons to the Under Secretary of Justice (with enclosures), and minutes thereon,

2 June, 1888................................................................................................................................................. ...........
17. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. W. S. Buzaeott. IS June, 1888 .......................................................... !!!,..
IS. Mr. D. Chadwick to the Minister of Justice, with minute thereon. 27 June, 1888 ...............................................
19. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. D. Chadwick. 29 June, 1888 .....................................................................
20. The Under Secretaiy of Justice to the Comptroller-General of Prisons. 2 July, 1888 ...........................................
21. Messrs. J, Armstrong and Sou to tho Minister of Justice, with minute thereon. June, 1SSS................................
22. Mr. D. Chadwick to the Under Secretary of Justice, with minute thereon. 5 July, 1888 ....................................
23. Messrs. J. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice. 5 July, 1888 ...................................................1.........
24. The Comptroller-General of Prisons to the Under Secretary of Justice, with minute thereon. 3 August, 1888 ...
25. Messrs. J. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. G August, 1SS8 .....................
20. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. Armstrong and Son. 23 August, 1SSS ...............................................
27. The Under Secretary of Justice to the Comptroller-General of Prisons. 23 August, 18SS ....................................
28. Messrs. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. 27 August, 18SS .........................
29. The Comptroller-General of Prisons to the Under Secretary of Justice, with minutes thereon. 14 September,

1888 ........................... .......................................... . ...............................
30. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. Armstrong and Son. 22 September, 1SSS ...........................................
31. Messrs. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. 25 September, 1SS8.....................
32. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mcssis. Armstrong and Son, 9 October, 1888 ...................................................
33. Mr. J*\ Abigail, M.P., to the Minister of Justice (with enclosure), and minute thereon. 11 September, 1889......
34. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mr V. Abigail, M.P. 13 September, 1SS9 ......................................................
35. Messrs. Armstrong and Sou to the Minister of Justice (with enclosures), and minute thereon. 16 September,

1889 ................................ ........................................................................... .
30. The Under Secretary of Justice to the Comptroller-General of Prisons, 16 September, 1889................................
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KO. PAUL.
37. 7'ho Under Secrclnry of .Justioe to Messrs. Armstrong and Son. 17 September, 1SS3 ...........................................
3S. Mesai's, Annstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minute thereon, 20 September, 18S9 .................  33
39. The Oomptroncr-tfenor.n! of Prisons to the Minister of Justice (with enclosures), and mmntes thereon. 2 Oct., 1SS9 13
40. Tho Under Secretary of Justice to tho Comptroller-General of Prisons. 2L October, 1SS9 ..................................... 14
41. 'J’lie Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. F, Abigail, M.P. 21 October, 18S9............................................................. 1-1
42. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs, Armstrong and Son. 21 October, 1S89.................................................. Id
43. Messrs. J. Annstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice. 24 October, 1889 ........................................................... 1J
44. Mcsora. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice. In November, 1889............................................................ lo
45. The Under Secretary of Justice to the Deputy-Comptroller of Prisons. 22 November, 1839.................................. K>
4fi. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. Armstrong and Son, 22 November, 1889.......................................... id
47. Tho Governor, Sydney Gaol, to the Comptroller-General of Prisons, with minutes thereon. 29 April, 1892....... Mi
48. Messrs. Armstrong and Sons to tho Comptroller-General of Prisons, with minutes thereon. 27 June, 1892........... 16
49. The Comptroller-General of Prisons to Messrs. Armstrong and Son. 4 July, 1892 ................................................ 17
50. Messrs. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. 29 July, 1892    17
51. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. Armstrong and Son, 3 August, 1892 .................................................. IS
52. The Comptroller-General of Prisons to the Under Secretary of Justice (with enclosure), and minutes thereon.

10 August, 1S02................................................................... -................................................................................ IS
53. Messrs. Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. 22 October, 1892 ......................... 19
54. Mr. A. Forsyth to the Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. 20 October, 1892............................................... 19
55. Messrs. Armstrong and 8011 to the Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. 23 November, 1892......................  19
56. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. Armstrong i. Co. 26 November, 1892.................................................. 10
57. Messrs. Armsti-ong & Co. to the Attorney-General, with minutes thereon. 7 January, 1893................................. 19
58. The Secretary to the Attorney-General to Messrs. Armstrong & Co. 1 February, 1893 .......................................  20
59. Messrs. Armstrong ft Co. to the Minister for Works, with minutes thereon. 27 February, 1893.......................... 20
60. Messrs. Armstrong & Co. to the Minister of Justice, with minute thereon. 6 March, 1893.................................... 20
61. Minute of the Under Secretary of Justice. 13 March, 1893....................................................................................... 21
62. Messrs. Annstrong & Co. to the Minister of Justice, with minute thereon, 17 June, 1893 .................................... 21
63. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. Armstrong and Son. 20 June, 1893...................................................... 21
64. The Under Secretary of Justice to the Comptroller-General of J’risons, with minutes thereon. 22 June, 1893..... 21
65. The Comptroller-General of Prisons to the Under Secretary of Justice (with enclosures). 9 August, 1893,......... 22
66. Minute of tho Under-Secretary of Justice, with minute thereon. 11 August, 1893............................................... 26
67. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mcssis. Armstrong and Son. 21 August, 1S93.............................................  27
68. Messrs Armstrong and Son to the Minister of Justice, with minute thereon. 23 August, 1893............................ 27
69. The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. Armstrong and Son. 25 October, 1893 ...............................................  27
70. Messrs. Armstrong and Son to Mr. T. J. Houghton, M.P. 27 September, 1893 ................................   27
71. Messrs. Armstrong and Son to Mr. T, J. Houghton, M.P. 4 October, 1S93...............................................   28
72. The Comptroller-General of Prisons to Mr. Houghton, M.P. 13 October, 1893....................................................... 28
73. Mr. H. Daruley, M.P., totbe Minister of Justice (with enclosure), and minutes thereon. 28 November, 1893.... 29
74. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. K. Daruley, M.P. 29 November, 1893..................................................... 29
75. The Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. Fl. Darn Icy, M.P. 13 December, 1893 ...................................................... 29
76. Mr. G, F. HavenhiUid to tbe Minister of Justice, with minutes thereon. 27 November, 1893..............................  30
77. The Under Secretary of Justtee to Mr. Havenhand. 29 November, 1893................................................................ 30
78. The Under Secretary of Justice to the Deputy Postmaster-General. 23 December, 1893....................................... 30
79. The Deputy Postmaster-General to the Under Secretary of Justice, with minutes thereon. 5 January, 1894...... 30

. No. 1.
.1. Armsirona? and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Sir, J14, liiley-street, AVoolloomooloo, 2 Scpfcmbcr, 1SS7.
We regret that the action of the gaol authorities who have charge of the mat-making depart

ment necessitates our bringing the subject again under your notice.
The result of the present policy will be so disastrous to us that we implore your earnest con

sideration to the statements which follow.
In the beginning of the prescut year the Barliiighurst Gaol authorities issued a new list reducing 

the prices of mats from 9d. to Hd. per lb., making a difference in a mat weighing 15 lb. of Is. 3d., or 
fully ten per cent. (10 per cent.). •

Wo wrote to Sir Henry Parkca. who referred our letter to you as Minister of Justice, and your 
reply was to the effect that you saw no reason to interfere, as the reduction was so small and the price 
still higher than the imported mats.

Recently mat-making has been started at the Parramatta Gaol as well as at Darlinghurst. Price
lists or circulars have lately been issued and presented to our customers reducing the price of the class of 
mats made by us to sixpence (Gd.) per pound net, or more than twenty-five (25) per cent, less than the 
price obtained last year.

Further, on the 2nd instant a price-list was issued from Darlinghurst which may be termed a 
measurement-list, offering our description of mats at one shilling (Is.) per square foot, not only another 
ieduction of price, but initiating a system liable to serious abuse. Singular to state, Parramatta Gaol is 
offering the same mats at f)d. per square foot winch Darlinghurst quotes at Is,

For many years wo have laboured hard to establish our business by exercising strict economy and 
working very hard. We have so far succeeded as to have last year manufactured and supplied to Sydney 
trades-pcople over five thousand (5,000) mats at the regular price of Od. per lb., less 10 per cent., notwith
standing that H.M. Gaol at Darlinghurst was also manufacturing similar goods.

We may point out that the Colonial mats are superior in quality to the imported, and that it is 
impossible to compete in price with the imported mats and pay wages, or even secure a livelihood ; but 
there is a market hero for Colonial-made mats at the old price, and there is no necessity for the reductions 
which have been made unless the desire is to destroy our means of living. "Wc beg to say that it is not a 
question of prison labour competing with importers, but of prison labour crushing out a local industry.

As far back as 1330 the gaol authorities proposed to reduce the price. We then wrote to Sir Henry 
Parkcs and we received a letter from Sir George Innes, at that time Minister of Justice, stating that the 
price should not be lowered. _

We also respectfully protest against any persons from Her Majesty’s gaols being allowed to 
measure doorways in the city and supplying mats to order, thus interfering with the interest's of trades
people as well as ourselves.

Wc have no wish to dictate to the Government, but we do earnestly protest against prison labour 
being permitted, or rather employed, to crush out our business and involve men who are good citizens and 
struggling hard for their families, to be ruined by sucb unequal competition. We
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"Wo trust you will give tins matter earnest consideration, and if our letter is not sufficiently clear, 
kindly allow us an interview in order that wo may fully explain the whole position, or we should be glad 
to bo examined, not only by yourself, but by any disinterested gentleman or committee who may be 
appointed to conduct such examination.

Anxiously awaiting your favourable reply,— .
We have, &c.,

a A\-n sox.

Submitted—A.C.F., 23/9/87. Acknowledge this letter and state that the subject will receive
tho prompt and eerious consideration of the Minister of Justice.—W.C., 27/9/87. ihe Comptroller- 
General of Prisons for favour of an early report hereon.—W.C., 27/9/87.

NO. 2.
The TJlxdel• Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, Department of Justice, Sydney, 27 September, 1SS7.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 22nd instant, calling attention to the 

reduction in the price of mat-making in Sydney and Parramatta gaols, I have tho honor to inform you 
that the subject will receive the prompt and serious consideration of the Minister of Justice.

1 have, &c,,
ARCH. 0. PR A SEE,

, Acting Under Secretary.

No. 3.
The Comptroller-G-cneral of Prisons to The Under Secretary of Justice.

L 6 October, 1887.
I jieu to refer to my former report of 25th May last. The customers have been and aro customers of
prison trade as well as of Messrs. Armstrong, ,, , , . ,

The class of mats is of a cheaper form to give employment to comparatively unskilled hands with
lesser appliances, and now employ from forty to fifty men. . ,

Tho price is east not as in competition with Messrs. Armstrong, but with English prison-mndo. 
imported mats of the same class, and at a rate of about 20 per cent, in advance of the charge for imported.

There has been no reduction made, because this article has only latelyybeen introduced, eo the 
alleged reduction from tbe price of another class of last year does not apply. Were it oven applicable it 
would not be a reduction of 25 per cent., but 15, then by an allowance on the first manufacture of 10 per
cent, discount. , , , ,, • - - i

2. The alteration complained of is only from weight to measurement at the same price in accord
ance with tbe general trade custom. It does not open the way to any abuse. The Parramatta is another
class of cheaper mat, and sold without discount, ■ i .c ■

If Messrs. Armstrong can show that for any class of mat the prison charge is less than their own, 
the prison charge would be increased in order to relieve them of any disadvantage,

I am informed that Messrs. Armstrong’s establishment only employs beyond tho family a tow
tnmls' HAROLD MACLEAN,

• Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Submitted.—T.E.M'N.. 7/10/87. 
W.C., 8/10/87.

Messrs. Armstrong to be communicated with to this effect-

No. 4.
The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, Department of Justice, Sydney, 10 October, 1887.
Referring to your letter of tbe 22nd ultimo, calling attention to the reduction in price of mat- 

makin" in Svdnev and Parramatta gaols, I am directed by the Minister of Justice to inform you that it 
you can show that for any class of mat the prison charge is less than your own, the prison charge will be
increased in order to relievo you of any disadvantage. ■

I have, &c.,
ARCH. C. FRASER,

Acting Under Secretary.

No. 5.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice. 

g;r 114, Rilcv-street, Woolloomooloo, 15 October, 1887.
We have tbe honor to acknowledge your letter of the 10th instant, and to express our sincere 

thanks for your proposal to increase the prison charges of mats to tho same as our own, bo that we may
not be placed at a disadvantage. .

We now respectfully point out tbe reductions in prices, as shown by the enclosed price-lists, issuea
by the Sydney and Parramatta gaol authorities.

A last—H.M. Gaol, Sydney, 1SS7
No U Diamond-backed brush, 8d. per lb. = our price, 9d. A In both cases subject
No. 2. „ border, 9d. „ „ JOdA to discount of .10
No. 3. Superfine frame border, Is-Ich ,. „ ]s. 2d.) percent.

B.
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_ B. List, H.M. G-aol, Parramatta:—■
■ C.IVF, Diamond-back mats, 1 to 7, 6d. net = our price, 9d.) Less 10 per cent. 

» >, (outsize) 7d, net. „ 10d. j discount.
The above statements are in accord with the third and fifth sentences of our letter of 22nd 

September.
_ C. List, Sydney G aol, 2nd September, 1887:—

Diamond-hacked brush plain, Is. per foot.
D. List, Parramatta Gaol,

. -For same mats, 9d. per foot; and all larger sizes than those enumerated at 7d, per lb. net. as 
against our lOd, per lb., less 10 per cent., or 9d. per lb. net. '

In the sixth sentence of our letter of 22nd September wc referred to the issue of measurement lists, 
not only another reduction in prices, and strangely differing in the two gaols, hut also initiating a svstem 
liable to serious abuse. ' "

To sell by weight is fairest and most satisfactory botli to buyer and seller, but to sell by measure
ment affords an opportunity for one maker supplying proportionately heavier mats, thus taking advantage 
of another maker, and in the case of a public institution opening the way for a wrong estimate of the 
quantity of raw material actually used, and which can only be checked by extremely close and careful 
stock-taking. This matter could be better explained in a jiersonal interview.

There is no doubt whatever that the system of selling by weight rather than by measurement is 
now recognised by all competent authorities on modern systems of business, as calculated to provide 
safety to manufacturers, sellers, and consumers. ”

. W® trust that we have been sufficiently explicit in this letter to enable you to see your way clear 
to give instructions to recall all tho price-lists which have been issued this year, and issue now lists' at tho 
old rates, and under the system of selling only by weight.

We are, &c.,
—----- J. AKMSTBOXG asu S01St.

The Comptroller-General of Prisons for favour of report.—A.C.P., B.C., 21/10/87.
, ^ have, after consultation with Messrs. Armstrong, my own officers, and some gentlemen connected

with the sale of mats, arranged this matter to the satisfaction of Messrs. Armstronu.—H.M. B.C. 
21/10/87. The Under Secretary of Justice. ’ ’

Seen. W.C., 22/11/87. Inform W. S. Buzaeott Esq., Market-street, of the terms of the minute 
of the C.-G. of Prisons,—W.C,, 28/11/87. '

No. 6.
The Tinder Secretary of Justice to W. S. Buzaeott, Esq.

, Department of Justice, Sydney, 29 November, .1887.
.With reference to recent correspondence that has taken place between Messrs. Armstrong and 

Son and this Department respecting the prices charged for mats manufactured in Svdney and Parramatta 
Gaols, I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of Justice, to inform you that'lhe Comptroller- 
General of Prisons reports that, after consultation with Messrs. Armstrong and Son. his own officers, and 
some gentlemen connected with the sale of mats, he has arranged this matter to the satisfaction of Messrs 
Armstrong and Son. I have, &c.,

AKCH. C. PHASER,
J____________________________ Acting Under Secretary.

- No. 7.
W. S. Buzaeott, Esq., to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, Market and Sussex Streets, Sydney, 30 November. 1887.
. I have tbe honor to acknowledge your letter of (he 2Sth instant. No*. 87-1205, informing mo

that the Comptroller-General of Prisons has arranged the matter of the sale of mats satisfactorily with 
Messrs. Armstrong and Son.

. I aln extremely glad of this result, and beg to express my sincere thanks for your kind considera- 
^10D- I remain, &c.,

•-------- WALTER S. BUZACOTT.
Seen.—W.C., 1/12/87. .

No. 8.
Minute by the Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Superintendent of Prison

Industries.
It is represented to me that the new mat, called the 11 Centennial," is practically as good a mat as the 
Diamond mat, and that selling them at [the present rale is a departure from the understanding with 
Messrs. Armstrong & Co.

The price for this mat was approved by me on the understanding that it was a fair price with a 
moderate margin for profit, for an entirely inferior description of mat, made by an inferior class of 
workmen, and was in no way within the meaning of the arrangement with Messrs. Armstrong & Co. to 
Diamond Backs. ‘

It is further represented that the introduction of the 11 Centennial " mat has materially interfered 
with Messrs, Armstrong’s sale of Diamond Backs. '

, _ What amount of sale so to interfere has been made in Sydney ? Tbe Superintendent of Industries 
to visit Parramatta, confer with Overseer Danks, and furnish a full report.

mat?
How many men would be thrown out by abandoning the mat industry ;

II.M., 2/5/88. 
how by tho “ Centennial ”

No. 9.
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No. 9.
The Superintendent of Prison Industries to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Sir, Sydney G-aol, 7 May, 1888.
I have the honor to report, for information of the Comptroller-General of Prisons, re manu

facture and sale of mat called “ Centennial."
This mat is of a distinctly different class, and much inferior to that called “ Diamond Back.” It is 

sold at a fair margin of profit, viz., £17 per ton value of labour, and is in no way a departure from tho 
understanding arrived at with Messrs. Armstrong and Son, and cannot, as stated, have interfered with 
their sales of “Diamond Back ” mats, inasmuch as only a very small quantity—about forty mats—have 
been sold in Sydney, other than to two firms, viz., Messrs. Briscoe, Drysdale, & Co., and Messrs. Mason 
Bros,, who are not customers of Messrs. Armstrong and Son. {See papers attached.)

I beg to state the sale of “ Diamond Back ” mats has materially fallen off since the price has been 
increased. The difficulty in effecting sales of mats made cither by free or prison labour, at the excessively 
high price of 9d. per lb. as against an equally good article imported at l-J-d- and 3Jd. per lb., needs no 
comment, and in proof of which I have obtained for your inspection samples of these imported mats at 
prices quoted.

I may state that I have endeavoured to dispose of prison-made “ Diamond Back ” mats in the 
adjacent colonies of Queensland and Khw Zealand. J. quoted them at (id. per lb. The offer was declined 
as they could be imported from England at a lower rate.

There are at present 160 prisoners employed in the several gaols at the mat and matting industry, 
forty-eight of whom are on the “ Centennial ’’ mat, and for whom other employment will have to bo pro
vided in the event of either of these industries being discontinued.

I would respectfully suggest that Messrs. Armstrong and Son be requested to furnish the name of 
the firms who have ceased to purchase from them in consequence of the prison manufacture. At present 
it appears to me a statement made without tho support of facts.

I have, &c.,
w. b. McLaren,

Superintendent Prison Industries.

No. 10.
W. S. Buzaeott, Esq., to The Under Secretary of Justice.

Dear Sir, Sydney, 17 May, 1888.
I shall be obliged if yon will kindly inform me when it will be convenient for the Minister of 

Justice to receive a deputation on the subject of the injurious effect on the local mat-making industry, of 
the action in regard to circulars, and prices taken by the authorities of Her Majesty’s Gaols.

I remain, &C,,
---------  WALTER S. BDZACOTT.

Submitted.—A.C.P., 17/5/88. I will see deputation “Wednesday next at 10 o’clock. Tho 
Comptroller-General of Prisons to be invited to be present.—W.C., 18/8/88.

No. 11.
The Under Secretary of Justice to W. S. Buzaeott, Esq.

Sir, - Department of Justice, Sydney, 18 May, 1888.
Referring to your letter of the 17th instant, 1. have the honor to inform you that the Minister 

of Justice will be happy to receive tbe deputation with regard to the local mat-making industry, as affected 
by the prices charged by the Prison authorities, on Wednesday next, the 23rd instant, at 10 o’clock in the 
forenoon. . I have, &c.,

ARCH. C. ERASER,
Under Secretary.

No. 12.
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Sir, _ _ _ . Department of Justice, Sydney, 18 May, 1888.
The Minister of Justice having intimated his willingness to receive a. deputation with regard 

to the local mat-making industry as affected by the prices charged by the Prison authorities, on Wednesday 
next at 10 o’clock a.m., I have the honor, by direction of Mr. Clarke, to invite yon to bo present on that 
occasion. I have, &c.,

ARCH. C. ERASER,
__________________________ Under Secretary.

No. 13. '
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Sir, Rilcy-street, Sydney, 22 May, 1888.
_ We bog respectfully to call your attention to the enclosed price list of coir mats issued by the 

authorities of Her Majesty’s Gaol, Parramatta, which we submit is an infringement of your decision, 
communicated to us on the 10th October, 1887. ‘

That decision fixed the price of mats (Diamond Back) made in Her Majesty’s Gaols at 9d. per lb., 
less 10 per cent. ‘

We now produce for yonr information a sample mat offered at 4id. per lb., in which you will 
observe that the style of the back is altered and tho quality slightly reduced, yet the quality and make are

such
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;nicli as lo command the market to the exclusion of tho mats which were the subject of your consideration 
and decision in. October last. We may add that instead of being termed a “ IJiamond Back ” mat, tho 
new sample is termed a “ Centennial” mat.

The whole alteration can only he regarded as a means o£ securing the whole of the local trade to 
Her Majesty's G-aols, and seriously interfering, if not entirely destroying, the local industry carried on by 
ourselves for many years.

We sincerely trust you will kindly give this matter your favourable consideration.
We are, &c.,

JOHN AEMSTEONG and SON,
------ ---------— (Per F.A.B.)
[Ufaclosure ]

Parramatta Gaol—Price List for 1888—Centennial Mats,

No, Wjdfch. Length. Square Feet. Average Price.

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. £ a. d.
1 ........ o 0 i 2 2 4 0 1 2
<> 2 3 i 4 3 0 0 1 6
3 ......... o 6 i G 3 9 0 1 10
4........ ■i (1 i 3 4 7 0 o 3
5 ........ . 3 0 i 10 5 6 0 2 9
G ......... 3 3 2 0 G 6 0 3 3
7 ......... 3 G i* o 7 7 0 3 9

Price 4$d, per lb. Kb discount allowed on the above prices. 
Housemaids’ Kneeling Mats, 18s. per do7>en.

No. 14.
Minute of The Minister of Justice.

Department of Justice, Sydney, 23 May, 1888.
In the course of conversation with a deputation, re prison mat-making, it was stated that the Department 
of Prisons sold mats to wholesale firms in this city, and that tho Department of Works and .Railways 
bought the prison-made mats from these firms.

Inform Minister of Works in terms of above minute, and add that I can scarcely credit such is 
the case.

W.C., 23/5/88.

. No. 15.
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Sir, Department of Justice, Sydney, 23 May, 1888.
In the course of conversation with a deputation that recently waited on the Minister of 

Justice respecting prison mat-making, it was stated that the Department of Prisons sold mats to wholesale 
firms in the city, and that the Departments of Works and Eailways bought the prison-made mats from 
those firms,—I am directed by the Minister of Justice to request that yon will invite the Secretary for 
Public Works to have tbe goodness to state if-there is any truth in this statement, as Mr. Clarke can 
scarcely credit that such is the case, I have, Ac.,

AECH. C. PEASES,
Under Secretary.

No. 1G. ■
The Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Under Secretary of Justice.

2 June, 1888. .
Tits; accompanying papers are, by direction of the Minister of Justice, resubmitted in connection with an 
interview of a deputation regarding the protest of Messrs. Armstrong and Son against the price of a mat 
manufactured at Parramatta, and known as the “ Centennial ” mat, and which was alleged to prejudice 
the trade of Messrs. Armstrong in a mat known as the ‘I Diamond Back.”

It was explained by myself that the authority given by me for the manufacture of tbe “ Centennial” 
mat, was for a mat, the approved sample of which was produced, and which was altogether of an inferior 
description to tho “ Diamond Back,” and therefore not calculated to interfere with tbe sale of the last-named.

A mat was produced on the part of Messrs. Armstrong sold as a “ Centennial,” but of distinctly 
superior quality, and calculated to interfere with the sale of Messrs. Armstrong’s mats.

It was pointed out by myself that my instructions must have been departed from in making this 
superior mat, and by subsequent inquiry I have found such to have been the case to a considerable extent.

As I undertook at the interview, I have taken strict order that the Parramatta manufacture be 
limited to the approved pattern of the inferior mat. _ _

This it was understood would meet the objections, so far as they could bo considered in any way 
reasonable, of Messrs. Armstrong. ’

By desire of and for the information of tbe Minister of Justice, I forward a further report 
from the Superintendent of Prison Industries, showing the profit on the material for the Parramatta 
manufacture, which gives employment to some forty prisoners. The charges against tbe profit com
prehend £2 a ton for railway freight. This can scarcely be considered a real subtraction.

HAEOLD MACLEAN,
--------- Comptroller- (General.

I have under consideration a question, quite irrespectively of Messrs. Armstrong’s objections, of 
raising the price of the “ Centennial ” mat.—H.M.

------------------- [jEJnclosures.]
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Sydney Gaol, 25 May, 1888.
1 beg to report, for information of the Comptroller-General of Prisons, re cost of coir yarn, freight, &c., "being

tho material from which the mat called the “ Centennial ” is made.
Coir yarn delivered at llarliughurst, £24 7s. 8d. per ton, freight to Parramatta, which is paid by tbe Stores depart

ment, I find upon inquiry to be £2 per ton, malting cost of yarn delivered at Parramatta Gaol, £26 7s. Gd. These mats 
aro sold at 4Jil. per lb., or £42 per ton, leaving a labour profit on local sales of £15 12s. Gd. 'Die delivery of these mats in 
Sydney entails a further cost of £2, reducing tbe labour proiit on Sydney sales to £13 12s. Gd. per ten.

I mav again call your attention to the object of this industry, viz,, to furnish employment to short-sentenced, 
prisoners, who would otherwise be comparatively idle. I have, <tc.,
^ . w. p. McLaren, _

-------- Superintendent, Prison Industries,
Ciuculah.

Sydney Gaol, 3 September, 1887.
Enclosed please find new price-list for stock mats, which we propose to sell by measurement, in lieu of weight, as at 
present. W. B. McLABEN, .
Messrs. Albery & Co. Superintendent of Prison Industries.

Sale of Diamond Back Mats.
1886, from 1st January to 30th April.—515, 4,3(12 lb., Gd. per lb. 1887 —440 mats, 2,043 lb., 8d. per lb. 1S8S.— 

24G mats, 1,727 lb., 9d. per lb. Centennial mats, 30th April, 1888.—MaeLean, Kiighcuttors Bay, 103 lb. ; Israel & Co., 
89 lb. : R. H. Smith 53 Hi.—245 lb. (or 80 mats). ^ „

Mr. Buzaeott stated the manufacture of Messrs. Armstrong and Son’s D.B. mats had virtually ceased. Mats are now 
ou the wnter at less than those quoted on sample mats. t

Sample mat, size 7, 16 lb.; 6s. 2d, ; Darlinghurst price net, 10s. lOd Sample, size 4, 9J lb., 2s. 8d. ; Darbngimrst 
price net, Gs. 5d. Sample size 3, 8 lb., 2s. 2d. ; Darlinghurst price net, 5s. Cd.

Dear Sir, 203 to 269, Kent-strcet, Sydney, 6 March, 1888.
lie mats ordered 2ml instant, please cancel order, as we cannot pay 9d. and sell at "d. We are surprised that 

you should be dictated to by Mr. Armstrong, whoever he may be. We must decline to have anything to do with mats at 
4Jd,, fearing that some day be may order you to make the price 7d. Wo shall have to do as others of your customers will 
doubtless have to, that is, import an article to sell at 7d., as we have no intention of selling at a loss, even to please Mr. 
Armstrong. Yours respectfully,
The Gaoler of Parramatta Gaol. MASON BROS. {Limited}

(Per P. N.)

Ji’orwarded fo the Comptroller-General.—J.L., Deputy-Governor, Sydney Gaol, 25/i)/88, Sub
mitted.—A.C.F., 5/G/S8. . . ,

Mr. 'W\ S. Buzaeott, of Market-street, to he informed as succinctly as possible, and in general terms, 
of the tenor of this report, which the Minister of Justice trusts will lead to an absence of any further 
complaint.—W.C., 16/6/88. ■

No. 17.
The Under Secretary of Justice to W. S. Buzaeott, Esq.

Sirj Department of Justice, Sydney, 18 June, 1888.
"With reference to a deputation introduced by you to the Minister of Justice, on the 23rd 

ultimo, regarding the protest made by Messrs. Armstrong and Sons against the selling price of a mat 
manufactured at Parramatta Gaol, known as the '‘Centennial” mat, and which was alleged, to prejudice 
the trade of Messrs. Annstrong and Sons in a mat known as tho “ Diamond Back,” I am directed by tho 
Minister of Justice to inform you that upon inquiry it has been ascertained that the authority given by 
the Comptroller-General of Prisons for the manufacture of the ” Centennial " mat was for a mat which 
was altogether of an inferior description to the “Diamond Back,” and, therefore, not calculated to interfere 
with the sale of that mat. ,

I am to add that strict orders had been given by the Comptroller-General of Prisons, that mats 
manufactured in Parramatta Gaol be limited to the approved pattern of the inferior mat before referred 
to, and that Mr. Clarke trusts that such action will lead to an absence of any further complaint on the 
part of Messrs. Armstrong and Sons. J have, <fcc.,
1 AltCH. C. rilASKiv,

Under Secretary.

No. 18.
The Secretary) Chamber of Manufactures, to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, , Sydney, 27 June, 1888.
1. have the honor, by direction of the members of this Chamber, to ask when it will be con

venient for you to receive a deputation therefrom on the subject of “prison labour against local industry.” 
Arittog year reply, 11'”ei,to&ABWICKi

______  Secretary.
Thursday nest, at 12 o’clock.—"W.C.

No. 19.
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Secretary to the Chamber of Manufactures. 

S;rj Department of Justice, Sydney, 29 June, 1888.
* Referring to your letter of the 27th instant, I am directed to inform you that the Minister of 

Justice will receive a deputation from the Chamber of Manufactures of New South Wales on the subject 
of “ prison labour against local industry ” on Thursday next at 12 o’clock.

I have, &c.,
ARCH. C. FRASER,

Under Secretary. '
---------------------- - ' No. 20.
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Sir.

No. 20.
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

r’ mi. Tu- - . c t Department of Justice, Sydney, 2 July, 1888.
™ £ . ihe :ail“ister ,oi dishee having arranged to receive a deputation from the Chamber of
Manufactures of Ne\y South Wales on the subject of “prison labour against local industry” on 
lliursday nest, the oth instant, at 12 o’clock, I have the honor, by direction of Mr. Clarke, to invite 
you to be present on that occasion. j have ^

ARCH. C. FRASER,
______________________ _________ Under Secretary.

No. 21.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Honorable Sir, . Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, June, 1888.
• We be£ a™r being established as mat and matting manufacturers for eight

years, m May, 1887, Parramatta and Darlinghurst Graols reduced the selling price of brush mats 25 per 
cent, below our prices. v

After several interviews with the Comptroller-General of Prisons, on 21st November he aereed to 
go back to the prices charged in 1884. ' &
. , ^ {0UTld shortly after this agreement that the Parramatta Gaol brought out a brush mat equal
in material to our best and second quality brush mats at 9d. per lb,, calling the same a “ Centennial Mat ” 
and selling it at half the price agreed upon, viz., 4|d. per lb.
_ We submit that this is underselling ns in the market. Being sold at so low a price, it is purchased 
in preference to our second qnahty brush mat, and made of the same quality of material and with as 
little yarn as possible worked in it, with a view of cheapening the sale against us. The Comptroller- 
(j-eneral has also reduced the selling price of senuett mats against us.

This system of competition, we humbly submit, is an injustice against us as citizens and manufac
turers, and we trust that you will be pleased to give instructions that this competition against local 
industry be at once discontinued, and that every description of mats and matting made in the Government 
gaols be sold at a not less price than the Government price list published for 1884.

We trust that the Government will ultimately confine the manufacture of mats and mattimr to' 
supplying Government establishments only. We have <fcc

---------  J.’ ARMSTRONG and SON.
o ,^r‘ Armstrong to send list of his trade prices, and when received resubmit papers.—W C 5/7/88 
See list herewith (No. $3-8,052) received to-day, 6/7/SS. * ■•)//*

No. 22.
D. Chadwick, Esq., to The Under Secretary of Justice.

The Chamber of Manufactures of New South Wales,
‘Uear tm, i ■ t ,, . . , 121, Bathnrst-strect, 5 July, 1888.

+ii + +T t0 ,°™kyo ,at;’m accordance with mine of the 27th instant and yours of the 29th June 
the deputation from this Chamber will wait upon the Minister of Justice at 12 o’clock this day. ’

I have, &c.,
______ D. CHADWICK,

Submitted.—T.E.M'N., 5/7/88. Secretary.

No. 23.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Honorable Sir, _Mat Manufacturers, 114 Riley-street, 5 July, 1888.
■ j- + + + 6 th , you for y°UT dc<;i810n to gHe instructions to the Gaol officials to take
immediate steps to stop underselling us in the market, and further, that in future the Gaol goods shall 
not be sold at a less price to the trade than our present price list, which we herewith enclose, and beg to 
state that the same is also the Darlinghurst Gaol price list for the year 1879, the year in which we 
commenced our present establishment, and we trust, as soon as possible, you will give effect to the above 
decision, and kindly notify the same to us. We have, &c.

---------  J. ARMSTRONG and SON.
Submitted.—T.E.M'N,, G/7/S8. Comptroller-General

for perusal, and any further report to guide Minister in comintF 
9/7/88. B.C., A.C.F. °

of Prisons, these papers now submitted 
to a final decision in this matter.—W.C.,

No. 2J.
The Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Under Secretary of Justice.

The ontcome of the deputation was a promise by the Minister of Justice that the Pilson'^Depar^ment 
would not undersell Messrs, Armstrong in the market, F

. ■rt explained by myself that the inferior description of mat made at Parramatta and some 
country gaols, and sold at a lesser rate than Messrs. Armstrong’s price, was not in the same category as 
their mats, and their price could not be regarded as underselling. “ ^

. On
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On the other hand, Messrs. Armstrong: contended that the purchase by the public of these inferior 
low-priced mats, amounted fo under-selling, inasmuch as people bought the inferior mats to the prejudice 
of his sale of the superior.

If, in the opinion of the Minister, his promise applied to tho inferior mat in the position abovo 
stated, there is no alternative hut to cease their manufacture, now employing some fifty men, as they 
would not be saleable at a higher rate.

HAROLD MACLEAN,
•--------- ComptroIler-G-eneral of Prisons.

Submitted, with reference to the Minister’s minute of the 9th ultimo.—A.C.F., 6/8/88.

■ No. 25.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, Wholesale Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, 6 August, 1888.
We beg most respectfully to ask if instructions have been given to the Comptroller-General of 

Prisons and the Gaol authorities, not to sell mats of any description at a less price than the published 
prison list for the year 1879, the same as our current price list, and which, at your request, we forwarded 
to you a copy through the Chamber of Manufacturers ; and believing that you wish to do us justice, we 
trust that you will see that this question of under-selling us by prison labour is finally settled, as we 
have no wish to trouble you again, or to bring the iniustice of the case towards us under the notice of 
the public.

Waiting early reply, We have, &c.,
■--------- J. ARMSTRONG asd SON.

Submitted, in connection with previous papers under consideration.—A.C.F., 8/8/S8.
■ Messrs. Armstrong to bo informed, and the Comptroller-General of Prisons advised, that mats of 
tbe same quality as manufactured by Armstrong and Son are not to be sold at a less price than that 
obtained by that firm, but if mats of an inferior quality to those made by Armstrong and Son are made 
in the gaol the price must be regulated accordingly.—W.C., 18/8/88,

No. 26. ■
The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, Department of Justice, Sydney, 23 August, 1888.
Referring to your letter of the Gth instant, inquiring whether instructions had been given to 

tho Comptroller-Gen oral of Prisons not to sell mats at less prices than those specified in the published 
prison list of 1879,—1 am directed by the Minister of Justice to 'inform you that the.Comptroller- 
General of Prisons lias been advised that mats of tbe same quality as those manufactured by you are not 
to be sold at a less price thau that obtained by your firm ; but if mats of an inferior quality to those 
manufactured by you are made in tbe gaol, the prices thereof must be regulated accordingly.

I have, &c.,
ARCH. C. PRASER,

Under Secretary.

No. 27.
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Sir, Department of Justice, Sydney, 23 August, 1888.
With reference to your blank cover of tbe 3rd instant and previous correspondence regarding 

the manufacture of mats in gaol, I am directed by the Minister of Justice to inform you that ho has decided 
that mats of the same quality as those made by Messrs. Armstrong and Son are not to be sold at a less 
price than that obtained by their firm ; but if mats of an inferior quality to those manufactured by Messrs, 
Armstrong and Son are made in gaol, tbe prices thereof must be regulated accordingly, of which decision 
Messrs. Armstrong and Son have been apprised.

I have, &e.,
. ARCH. C. ERASER,

. Under Secretary.

. No. 28.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, Wholesale Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, 27 August, 1888.
Referring to your letter of the 23rd instant (No. 88-9,123), we beg most respectfully to state 

that tho gaol authorities are still soiling brush mats equal to our second quality brush at 4^d. per lb., for 
which our soiling price is fid. per lb. This has been our contention for the last twelve mouths, and at our 
waiting upon you with a deputation from the Chamber of Manufacturers, you kindly promised that in 
future goods should not be sold below our price list, yet, in the face of this decision, we received from 
one of our customers a price list obtained last week from Parramatta Gaol, offering brush mats, by tho 
name of “ Centennial” mats, as stated above, and 50 per cent, below us ; also offeriug Sennett mats 
20 per cent, below us.

Wo beg to state that if this system is further persisted in by the Government we will be compelled, 
in justice to ourselves and manufacturers in general, to submit our case to the public and tho Legislative 
Assembly, The simple question is this : Why should mats that have been made of the same material and 
the same amount of workmanship that have realised to the State fid. per lb. for the last twenty-five years 
be now sold at a reduced price, viz., 4,)d. per lb., to the injury of the manufacturer, the free workman, 

352—P and
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and a loss to the State under the assumed name oi! “ Centennial mats,” they being equal to our second 
quality, and made of the same materiai, thereby stopping the sale of our goods, and, as before stated, 
underselling us in the market ? We beg also to state that the Comptroller-General of Prisons has never 
done this under any former Government, and we trust that the present Government and yourself will at 
oncejstop this injustice as promised by you to the Chamber of Manufacturers.

As this case has been before you for upwards of twelve months, we will thank you for an imme
diate reply. Wc have, &e.,

--------- J. ARMSTRONG and SON.
Submitted with reference to the Minister’s minute of ISth August, 188S, herewith.—A.C.F.. 

28/8/88. Comptroller-General of Prisons.—W.C. B.C., 29/8/88, A.C.P.

No. 29.
Tlic Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Under Secretary of Justice.

14 September, 1888.
Is- the renewed complaint of Messrs. Armstrong and Sons it is stated that this Department are soiling 
mats 1 equal to our second quality brush at 4|d. per lb., for which our selling price is 9d.,” and this is tho 
gist of their present representation.

It will be in the recollection of the Minister of Justice that at the interviews with himself the 
whole question turned upon whether the prisons are selling mats of the same quality as those of Messrs. 
Armstrong at a reduced rate, thus under-selling; and the mats in evidence were what were termed Messrs. 
Armstrong’s “Diamond Back” and the Parramatta Prison “ Centennial.”

What Messrs. Armstrong, in their present communication, call their “ brush” mat, at 9d. is the 
“ Diamond Back.”

The “ Centennial” brush mat, it was contended for the prison, was of a distinctly inferior qualitv. 
It is that mentioned as being sold at 4-ld. "

, The difference between the two descriptions of mats is thus reported by the Superintendent of 
Prison Industries:—“Messrs. Armstrongs’ “ Diamond Back” is close-woven, well finished, and weighs 
about lb. to tbe square foot. The “ Centennial” is roughly made, and weighs about l^-lb. to the square 
foot.”

The decision of the Minister, conveyed in the Under Secretary’s letter of the 23rd August, is that 
■‘mats of an inferior quality to those manufactured by Messrs. Armstrong” are to he sold at prices regu
lated by that inferiority.

The “ Centennial” mats come within that decision, and hence their manufaeiure continues.
1 have arrived at the conclusion that the charge of 4*d, per lb. for the “ Centennial ” is too low, 

and am willing to increase it to 6d. '
HAROLD MACLEAN,

. --------- Comptroller-General.
Submitted with reference to Minister’s minute of 29th ultimo.—A.C.P., 17/9/S8.
Messrs. Armstrong and Son to be informed that it is reported to the Minister of Justice that the 

Gaol authorities are not disposing of mats at the rate of 4id. per lb. equal to tbe mat winch they are 
offering to the public at 9d. per lb. The mat sold at 41d. per lb. is roughly made, and weighs about l^lb. 
to the square foot, whilst their mat is closely woven, well finished, and weighs about 1J- lb. to tbe square 
foot. It has, however, been determined that He price of the gaol mat should be increased to Gd. -per lb — 
W.C., 19/9/SS.

No. 30.
The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. J. Armstronsr and Son.• O

Gentlemen, Department of Justice, Sydney, 22 September, 1888.
Referring to your letter of tbe 27th ultimo, further respecting the prices charged for mats 

manufactured in gaols, I am directed by the Minister of Justice to inform you that it has been reported 
to him that the gaol authorities are not disposing of mats at tbe rate of did. per lb. equal to the mat 
which you are offering to the public at 9d. per lb. The mat sold at d^d. per lb. is roughly made, and 
weighs about lb. to the square foot, whilst your mat is closely woven, well finished, and weighs about 
lv lb. to the square foot,
_ I am desired to add, however, that it has been determined that the price of tbe gaol mat should be 
increased to Cd. per lb. J have &c.

ARCH! C. FRASER,
_________ ______________________ Under Secretary.

^ No. 31.
Messrs. 0. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, Wholesale Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, 25 September, 1888.
We have to acknowledge your letter of the 22nd instant (No. 88-10,463), and, in reply, beg 

respectfully to state that the matter is still unsatisfactory, and the explanation is only evading the 
question, with a view to the crushing out of our industiy m order that Her Majesty’s gaols may control 
the whole of the local market. ‘

We contend that the price per lb. should not he lessened, and that the difference in weight should 
be sufficient reduction for the inferior mats. It is not a question so much of difference in workmanship 
as in weight of material.

Hease notice tho following definition of your own statement of respective weights of the mats 
manufactured in Her Majesty’s gaols and those manufactured by ourselves :—

A mat containing 8 square feet (Her Majesty’s gaol) weighs, as per your statement, 10 lb., at 9d. 
per lb. would be sold at 7s. 0d., less 10 per cent. ’
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A. mat containing 8 square feet (J. Armstrong aud Son) weighs, as per your statement, 14 lb., at 
9d. per lb., would be sold at 10s. 6d., less 10 per cent. .

Purtlier, a mat containing 8 square feet (Her Majesty’s gaols) weighs 10 lb.; if sold at 4sd. would 
be sold at 3s. 9d., and if sold at (id. would be sold at 5s.

It is evident from these figures that our business is to be ruined by the extraordinary competition 
which could only be carried on by prison labour, and which no free labour can grapple with.

We see clearly that we shall have to appeal to the public of New South W ales in order that we 
may be able to secure an honest livelihood for ourselves, families, and employees.

We have, &c.,
------------------- j. AEMSTEONG- asd SON.
[Enclosure.']

Her Majesty’s Gaol, Parramatta—Mat Department.
Price List, 1888.

Diamond Hack mats ...........................................  9d. per lb. ; average weight per square foot, 1J lb.
Superfine frame mats........................................... Is. ,, „ „ 2 „
Superfine coloured border mats......................... Is. 2d. per lb. ; ,, 2 „
Centennial mats (brush).......................................  4Jd. „ „ ,, 1J „
Sennett mats ......................................................  lOd. per square foot.
Housemaid kneelers ........................................... Is. 6d. each.

Lowest quantity allowed to be sold, J cwt.

Stock Sizes.
No. ft. in. ft. in. No. ft. in. ft. in.
1...................... 9 0 X 1 o 6..................... ............ 3 3 X 2 0
2.................... ............ 2 3 X 1 4 7..................... ............ 3 6 X 2 2
3..................... ............ 2 6 X 1 6 8.................... ............ 3 9 X 2 4
4.................... ............ 2 0 X ] 8 9..................... ............ 4 0 X 2 6
5................... ............ 3 0 X 1 10

Mats made to any shape or size. Designs, names, numbers, etc., worked in shaded letters, Is. each, or plain letters, 
fid, each.

Submitted.—A.C.I'., 28/9/88. Comptroller-General of Prisons submitted for report.—W.C., 
B.C., 29/9/83. A.C.P.

X can see nothing herein to call for any addition to my report of the 14th ultimo, which exhausts 
the controversy. Instructions have been given to increase the price of the “ Centennial ” mat to 6d. a 
lb.—H.M., B.C., 4/10/88. The Under Secretary of Justice.

Messrs. Armstrong and Son might be informed, in terms of the Comptroller-General’s minute. 
Submitted,—A.C.P., 5/10/88. Yes.—W.C., 0/10/88.

No. 32.
The Under Secretary of Justice to Messrs. J. Annstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, Department of Justice, Sydney, 9 October, 1888-
Koferring to your letter of the 25th ultimo, further respecting the prices charged for mats 

manufactured in gaols, I am directed by tho Minister of Justice to inform you that he can see nothing 
to call for any addition to his decision, as conveyed to you in my letter of the 22nd ultimo upon the 
subject. "

I am desired to add that instructions have been given to increase the price of tho “ Centennial ” 
mat to 6 per lb. I have, &c,,

AECH. C. PEASEE,
Under Secretary.

No. 33.
U. Abigail, Esq_.( M.P., to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, 589, George-street, 11 September, 1889.
I have the honor to hand you a letter from Messrs. Armstrong and Son, Mat Manufacturers, 

of 114, Eiley-street, Sydney, from which you will see they complain of the unfair way the work of mat 
making and selling is carried on in Darlinghurst Gaol. If the statements made by these gentlemen are 
correct, then a great wrong is being done to both them and the public in tbe matter. I know tbe 
difficulties of the question of prison labour and the fact that prisoners must be employed; but surely it 
will not bo contended for one moment that it should be brought iuto open competition with the free 
labour of tradesmen, and the general public pay tbe loss. I ask your earnest attention to this matter,

1 am, Ac.,
------------------- P. ABIGAIL.
[Enclosure.]

Dear Sir, Mat Manufacturers, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, September, 1880.
We beg most respectfully to state that cloven years ago we started our trade at the same price as the Darling- 

hurst Gaol were selling the prison-mado goods. Since then the Gaol authorities have reduced tile price of goods, and 
that, at the present time, in many instances this loss will amount to £2 10s. per month per man, and the reduction in 
most all prisoners’earnings will average two pounds (£2) per month, thus giving, if 100 prisoners are employed at mat 
making, a loss to the revenue of £200 per month. This requires no evidence, but can he easily proved by comparing the 
former with the present price hat; in fact the goods arc being given away at almost any price, and we contend that no 
individual should he permitted by the Government to net thus, and crush out free labour at a loss to tho public of more than 
£2,0110 per annum. We are sorry to say that up to the present time we have found it comparatively useless to point out to 
tho Comptroller-General of Prisons the injustice to us and the loss to the public account in the course he is pursuing.

Yours, ite.,
. J. ARMSTRONG and SON.

The Comptroller-General of Prisons for favour of anv further remarks he may desire to make on 
this subject.—A.C.P.. B.C., 13/9/89. "

No. 34.
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No, 34.
• The Under Secretary of Justice to T1. Abigail, Esq,, M.P,

Sir, Department of Justice, Sydney, 13 September, 1SS9.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 11th instant, forwarding a 

communication from Messrs. Armstrong and Son, complaining of the competition in the mat-making 
industry at Darlinghurst Gaol. 1 have, &c.,

AltOH. C. KRAS lilt.
Under Secretary.

No. 35,
Messrs. 0. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Hon. Sir, Wholesale Mat Manufactory, lid, Eiley-street, Sydney, 16 September, 1886.
_ "We beg most respectfully to state that, eleven years ago, we started in Sydney as mat and 

matting manufacturers at the same prices as the Darlinghurst Gaol was selling prison-made goods ; which, 
since the last two years, have been greatly reduced, and at the present time, in many instances, the loss 
will amount to 50s. per month, and the reduction in most prisoner’s earnings will average two pounds 
(£^) per month ; thus giving, if 100 prisoners are employed at mat-making, a loss of two hundred pounds 
(£200) per month. Tills requires no evidence, and can he easily proved by comparing the former with the 
present price-list; in fact, the goods are almost given away at any price, and we contend that the Govern
ment should not allow any gaol officials to act thus and crush out free labour at a loss to the public of more 
than two thousand pounds (£2,000) per year. Although we have frequently brought this under the 
notice of the Comptroller of Prisons, and a deputation from the Chamber of Manufacturers waited upon 
the late Minister of Justice (the Hon. W. Clarke), who promised that the gaol selling price in future 
should be the same as our selling price-list, yet immediately after the deputation left pressure was brought 
to bear to alter his decision. We arc sorry to say that up to the present we have found it useless to 
point the Comptroller oE Prisons to this injustice to us, and also to the public, in the course lie is 
pursuing.

We would also, as a positive proof of our contention to loss in prisoners’ earnings, call your 
attention to the fact that the Comptroller, in his dieport for 1888, admits a loss in prisoners' earnings of 
nearly four thousand pounds (<£J,00l)) per year. This, we contend, is caused by lowering the price of 
prison-made goods, thereby reducing the earnings to meet the loss. If it is permitted to go on, we would 
respectfully ask how is it possible for any local industry to stand against such injustice ? We believe 
that (sufficient employment for prisoners can bo found by supplying public works alone, and so prevent 
the underselling of free labour if each trade were more equalised, and not so many employed at this ouo 
trade. We also enclose two* copies of price-lists from Parramatta Gaol showing a reduction in some 
instances of 5U per cent, in frame mats since last year.

Trusting that you will see that no goods are permitted to he sold less than the former selling price,
We have, &c ,

■ J. AKMSTEONG and SON.

Gentlemen,
[Enclosure.]

In answer to your favour of the 12th instant, I beg to state that the prices of our Diamond Brush Frame mats 
are as under :—

Sme No. 1 = 2 foet 4 inches, at 9d. per foot 
>> ^ ^ 3 ,, 0 ,, ,,
„ 3 = 3 „ 9 „ „
ST 4   4 51 7 ,, ,,
,, 5 = 5 ,, 6 ,, ,,
„ 6 = 6 „ 6 „ „
SS l — l It 7 it rs

s. d.'
1 9
2 3 
2 S 
.3 5 
4 H
4 10J
5 S

All larger sizes of the same class of mats are at the rate of Td, per lb. Fancy coloured bordered mats and lettered mats at 
Is. Id. per lb. and Is. per letter. ■ Yours, &c.,

THOMAS BARNETT,
----------- Gaoler.

The Comptroller-General to see me at 10'30 a.m. to-morrow.—A .T.G., 16/9/89. B.C., 1G/9/8D.—
T.E.M.N. (for TJ.S.) Writer to be requested to furnish his price-list of mats of like quality to those 
made in the gaols.—A.J.G., 17/9/89.

No. 36.
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Dear Sir, Department of Justice, Sydney, 16 September, 1889.
The Minister of Justice will be obliged by your calling to see him at half-past’ 10 o’clock 

to-morrow respecting a complaint made by Messrs. Armstrong and Sons, matmakers.
Yonrs truly,

AltCH. C. TEASER.

The Deputy-Comptroller called this morning, and stated that Mr. Maclean was ill, and could not 
sec the Minister to-day. The Deputy-Comptroller suggested that nothing should be done until Mr. 
Maclean was able to see tbe Minister, as the former knows all the facts of the case.—A.C.F., 17/9/89.

No. 37.
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No. 37.
The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, ^Department of Justice, 17 September, 1889.
Referring to your letter of the 16th instant, complaining of the reduction made in prices for 

mats manufactured in Sydney and Parramatta Gaols, I am directed by the Minister of Justice to request 
you to furnish him with your price list of mats of like quality to those made in the Gaols.

I have, &c.,
ARCH. C. FRASER,

Under Secretary,

No. 38. ■
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

lion. Sir, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, 20 September, 1889.
We beg to forward to yon, at your request, our price list of mats, the same as the Hon. 

W. Clarke promised the deputation from the Chamber of Manufactures that the Government prisons 
should adopt. It is the former selling price of prison-made goods for twenty-six years, hut during the 
last two or three years the prison authorities have gradually reduced the price of their goods. As stated 
in our former communication, in the first place they brought out a brush mat, calling the same a 

Centennial ” brush mat, which is being sold at sixpence (6d.) per lb., and our brush mat, please see list, 
is 9d. and lOd. per lb. Now you will please to perceive that this is considerably under our price. The 
gaol authorities say that the mat does not look so well as our brush mat, but tbe overseer knows full well 
that he can get any prisoner to make the same mat equal to ours, in the same time, by putting in more 
material, and. by so doing, undersell us in the market. Ton will see that the gaol price list for Sennett 
mats to order is ten pence (lOd.) per foot, -while ours is Is, 6d. per lb. (nearly 50 per cent, below' us), and 
we also call your attention to the superfine frame mats, at Is. per foot, which cannot be made less than 
2 lb. to the foot. Here is another reduction of 50 per cent, below' our list. Housemaids’ kneclers and 
spittoon mats are also sold 50 per cent, less than us. As pec matting, we have been compelled to leave 
out of our list, tbe prison reduction in. some instances being from 50s. to 60s. per prisoner per month.

We beg most respectfully to state that it is difficult for any tradesman to carry on business with 
active prison competition against him, at any time, but it becomes ruinous when such unjust means are 
resorted to, as to lower the price prison-made goods, to crush out free labour, at the expense to the public 
of over two thousand pounds (£2,000) loss per year; we beg most respectfully to add that, after an 
experience as overseer in Darlinghurst Gaol for ten years, if any goods are allowed to be sold by the foot 
or measure, instead, of by weight, a loss will be perpetuated at the end of each year. We would also 
state that the Comptroller of Prisons pointed to the superiority of our mats over the prison-made goods; 
we beg to state that if the prisoners are properly instructed, there is no need for any inferior worlc, even 
by learners, as the time of a prisoner while learning is not considerable, and he can take lime during a 
month or six weeks to perfect himself as a workman.

Trusting you will not think the above is sent in a dictatory spirit, but only that you may have the 
plain facts put before you, that you may see that justice is done to us, and the old price list is issued to 
the trade, and goods not permitted to be sold at a less price.

■ We have, Ac.,
J. ARMSTRONG anu SON.

I am still awaiting an interview with the Comptroller-General on this subject. If Messrs. 
Armstrongs’ representations are correct they have very grave cause for complaint.—A.J.G., 21/9/89. 
The Comptroller-General of Prisons, B.C., 23/9/89.'—T.E.M'N., for TJ.S.

No. 39.
The Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Under Secretary of Justice.

2 October, 1889.
Iir connection with my interview' upon this subject with the Minister of Justice, I enclose a report from 
the Superintendent of Prison Industries.

A.t the time of the arrangement made in the administration of the late Minister the question of 
underselling Messrs. Armstrong and Son was dealt with solely in reference to the “Diamond Back,” 
“ Super Frame,” and “ Centennial ” mats, of which alone at that time complaints were made.

The “Diamond Back” and “ Super Frame ” were raised in price to Messrs. Armstrongs’ standard, 
and have since been maintained at that price.

The “ Centennial” not being a mat made by Messrs. Armstrong, and, therefore, havingno standard 
price, was raised 25 per cent., which almost stopped the sale.

Messrs. Armstrong are in error in the prison list they submitted, wherever it was obtained.
The price for “ Super Frame ” was given at per foot, of which they complained, instead of at per 

pound, at which they are sold. This makes a difference of 50 per cent., winch they complain of in error.
The list supplied by Messrs, Armstrong is full of inaccuracies, the extensions being almost all 

erroneous.
The “ Sennett ” mats to which Messrs. Armstrong refer, formed no part of the arrangement made 

with Messrs. Armstrong. It seems that the prison pattern is sold under Messrs. Armstrongs’ rates. The 
trade is quite immaterial, being only some £29 a year.

The “ Spittoon ” mats are sold under Messrs. Armstrongs’rates; the trade is quite immaterial, 
only £16 a year. The “ Housemaid Kneelers ” the Superintendent reports to be a different class, of mat 
to Messrs. Armstrongs’, and seems to be never on their list,

I think that it will be seen that Messrs. Armstrong have no justification for their complaints, and 
have had very large concessions at the cost of the Department.

If the Minister thinks fit to direct that any class whatever of mats or matting must be regulated 
in price entirely by Messrs. Armstrongs’ standard, it will have to be done. Their
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Their chief complaints refer to Parramatta, I propose to discontinue the mat industry there, 
which has been, in effect, stifled by the concessions made.

The Superintendent's report disposes of' the assertion of Messrs. Armstrong as to loss on the prison
trade.

Mat-making forms a large element in prison manufactures in all parts of the world.
HAEOLD MACLEAN,

----------------— C.-G-.P., 2/10/89.
[Enclosures,']

Sir, Sydney Gaol, 26 September, 18S9,
I do myself the honor to report re allegations of Messrs. Armstrong and Son, .

_ In answer to the statement that prisoners employed mat-making are worked at a loss of about £2,000 per annum, I 
will simply compare the earnings under control of Messrs. Armstrong and under present management 

Half-year ending 30th June, 1876 ; Seventy-nine prisoners employed ; net earnings, £590 16s. 3d.
Half-year ending 30th June, 1889 : Seventy-eight prisoners employed ; net earnings, £l,4$6- 

Diamond Back ” and “Super Frame” mats, both at Parramatta, and Darlinghurst, same price as Messrs. Armstrong 
and Son. °

The “ Centennial,” a different class mat, sold at the advanced price of 6d. per lb, ; trade almost nil.
Matting does not appear on Messrs. Armstrong and Son’s price list, cither past or present.

_ “ Housemaids’Kneelers ” are also a recent written addition to their price list. No previous complaint about our
price. ■

Spittoon mats and Sennett mats sold at a less rate, but very little trade done.
The price-list submitted by Messrs. Armstrong and Son, as a copy of one issued from Parramatta, is full of errors 

and not to be relied on. I have, Ac.,
W. B. M‘DAREN,

The Comptroller-General of Prisons. Superintendent of Prison Industries.

Forwarded.—J.L., Governor Sydney Goal, 26/9/89.

Telegram from Thos. Barnett, Governor of Parramatta Gaol, to A. H, Collie 

SnrERm-E frame mats : Plain, Is. per lb. ; bordered, Is. 2d. per lb.

, Deputy Comptroller of Prisons, Sydney.
23 September, 1889.

Sir, Department of Prisons, Sydney, 3 September, 1891.
I beg to report that goods arc not manufactured in the gaols of the Colony and sold to the public. The only 

manufactures sold are mats and matting, and these sales are restricted to the trade only,
I have, Ac.,

W. B. M‘DAREN,
The Comptroller-General of Prisons. Superintendent of Prison Industries.

Submitted.—A.C.E., 2/10/89,
Mr. Abigail and Messrs. Armstrong to be informed in suitable terms of the nature of the 

Comptroller-General's minute and supplied with a copy of the report from the Superintendent of Prison 
Industries, and further informed that I have given directions for an increase in price of all goods supplied 
at a less rate than that charged by Messrs. Armstrongs’ standard. C.-G. to be informedof my wish in this 
respect.—A.J.G., 11/10/89.

No. 40.
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Sir, Department of Justice, Sydney, 21 October, 1889.
Referring to your report of 2nd instant on a letter received from Messrs. J. Armstrong and 

Son, further respecting the price of mats manufactured at Darliughurst and Parramatta Gaols, I am 
directed by the Minister of Justice to inform you that he lias decided that the price of all goods sold at 
a less rate than that charged by Messrs. Armstrong and Son, should be increased to their standard, and 
to request that you will he good enough to give the necessary instructions in the matter accordingly.

I have &c.,
, ARCH. C. ERASER,

Under Secretary.

No. 41.
The Under Secretary of Justice to P. Abigail, Esq., M.P,

Sir, Department of Justice, Sydney, 21 October, 1889.
Referring to your letter of 11th September last, forwarding a communication from Messrs. J. 

Armstrong and Son, respecting the prices charged for mats manufactured at Darlinghurst and Parramatta 
Gaols, I am directed by the Minister of Justice to forward for your information Hie enclosed copy of a 
report on the matter received from the Superintendent of Prison Industries, and to inform you that the 
arrangement referred to by Messrs. Armstrong and Son as having been arrived at during tbe administra
tion of the late Minister of ."histiee, Mr. Clarke, was solely in reference to “ Diamond Rack,” “ Super 
b'rnme,” and “Centennial” mats, of which alone at that time complaints were made. The two former 
were raised to their standard prices, and tbe “ Centennial ” not being a mat made by them was raised 
2-j per cent., which almost stopped the sale.

The Minister has been informed that the “ Super Prame ” mats are sold by the lb., not by the foot 
as given in the price list submitted by Messrs. Armstrong and Son, which makes up tbe difference of 50 
per cent, complained of, and brings the price to their standard.

The Minister has further been informed that it is proposed to discontinue tlie mat-making industry 
at Parramatta Gaol. *

I am to add that Mr. Gould has given directions for an increase of price to Messrs. Armstrong and 
Sou's standard of all goods supplied at a less rate than that charged by them.

I have, &C.,
ARCH. C. ERASER,

Under Secretary.
’ * ~ " ~ No. 42.
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Xo. 42.
The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

G-entlcmeu, Department of Justice, Sydney, 21 October, 1889.
lleferring to your communications of IGth and 20tb ultimo, respecting the prices charged for 

mats manufactured at Darlinghurst and Parramatta Gaols, 1 am directed by the Minister of Justice to 
forward for your information the enclosed copy of a report on the matter received from the Superintendent 
of Prison Industries, and to inform you that the arrangement referred to by you as having been arrived at 
during the administration of the late Minister of Justice, Mr. Clarke, was solely in reference to “ Diamond 
Pack,” “ Super Iframe,” and “ Centennial ” mats, of which alone at that time complaints were made. 
The two former were raised to your standard prices, and the “ Centennial,” not being a mat made by 
you, was raised 25 per cent., which almost stopped the sale.

The Minister has been informed that the “ Super Prame ” mats are sold by the lb., not by the foot, 
as given in the price list submitted by you, which makes up the difference of 50 per cent, complained of, 
and brings the price to your standard.

The Minister has further been informed that it is proposed to discontinue the mat-making industry 
at Parramatta Gaol. ’

I am to add that Mr. Gould has given directions for an increase of price to your standard of all 
goods supplied at a less rate than that charged by you.

I have, &c.,
AKCH. C. FRASER, .

' ■ Under Secretary.

Xo. 43.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street,
Honorable Sir, Sydney, 2-1 October, 1889.

We take pleasure in tending to you our heartiest thanks for your assurance that justice shall 
be done to us in the matter of prison labour competing unduly with free labour. The more so because we 
have been subjected to a large amount of trouble in the way of correspondence, &c., besides the actual 
annoyance and pecuniary loss directly traceable to the action of the authorities. In doing this we take 
the liberty of assuring you that in all our representations we have been careful to advance nothing 
but what was strictly true, and as a further guarantee wc are willing to furnish you with the original 
Parramatta price list of which we sent you a copy on condition that it is returned to us at your earliest 
convenience. We make this condition because wo are aware that much craft and deception have been 
used to perpetuate the injustice from which we have so long suffered, and we found it extremely difficult 
to obtain a price list. Indeed, one of our customers informs us that one of the gaol officials had the 
audacity to admonish him for supplying us with a price list on a former occasion. Prom this it will be 
seen that we have been persecuted and undersold in the market, and that too in a most dishonorable and 
contemptible manner, and it is certainly satisfactory to find that you intend all prison made goods shall 
be sold on a par with the prices as shown in our list.

But we would most respectfully ask that you will be good enough to see that this is done, and that 
the necessary alteration is made in the price list issued to the trade by the prison authorities.

We feel confident that unless this is done they will continue to conduct their business so loosely 
as to dispose of their goods at the same ridiculously low prices. We trust that the matter will be firmly 
dealt with by you, and finally settled, as you must perceive how persistently the gaol authorities have 
sought most unfairly, unjustly, and altogether unwarrantably to injure our business. Hitherto any 
pretext has sufficed to continue this most detestable practice.

Again thanking you, We have, Ac.,
' J. ARMSTRONG and SOX.

Submitted. See also remarks of Messrs. Armstrong and Son, enclosed on the report submitted by 
the Superintendent of Prison Industries ; but as the matter has now been settled to the evident satisfac
tion of Messrs. Armstrong and Son, there would not appear to be any necessity for further action on the 
part of this Department, The papers might he forwarded for the perusal of the Comptroller-General.—
A. C.F., 31/10/89.

Approved.—A.J.G., 1/11/89. The Deputy Comptroller of Prisons.—T.E.M'X. (for U.S.),
B. C., 1/11/89. Perused and returned, new price lists being printed in accordance with the Minister’s
decision.—A.H.C., B.C., 13/11/89.

Xo. 44. ' t
J. Armstrong and Son to Tbe Minister of Justice.

Honorable Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, 15 November, 1889,
Tour kind consideration of our case and decision thereon is highly satisfactory to us, and 

will, no doubt, he so to all lovers of justice and the public at large.
We beg most respectfully to ask that when the Darlinghurst and Parramatta Gaols new price list 

is printed and issued to the trade you will kindly oblige us by directing or giving instructions that one 
copy of each gaol price list be forwarded to us, that wc may see that your instructions arc fully carried 
out, and our minds contented that there will be no further contention upon the matter.

ivo /vf*
--------- j! ARMSTRONG and SON.

Submitted.—A.C.F., 19/11/89. Price list may be forwarded as desired.—A.J.G., 20/11/89.

No. 45.
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No. 45.
The Under Secretary of Justice to The Deputy Comptroller of Prisons.

Sir, _ Department of Justice, Sydney, 22 November, 1SS9.
_ Keferring to your blank cover communication of the 15th matnnt, respecting the preparation 

of new price lists for mats, &c., made in the Sydney and Parramatta GaoJs, X am directed by the Minister 
of Justice to request you to be so good as to forward copies of the same, when prepared, to Messrs, 
Armstrong <fc Co., 114, hi ley-street, for their information. I have, <fcc.,

AKCH. C. FRASER 
(per T.E.M‘N.),

Under Secretary.

No. 46.
The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, Department of Justice. Sydney, 22 November, 1889.
_ Referring to your letter of the 15th instant, respecting the prices charged for mats, &c., made
in the Sydney and Parramatta Gaols, and asking to be furnished with the new price lists when prepared, 
1 am directed by the Minister of Justice to inform you that the Deputy Comptroller of Prisons has been 
requested to forward you a copy of the lists when issued.

1 have, &c.,
ARCH. C. ERASER,

Under Secretary.

No. 47.
The Governor, Sydney Gaol, to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Sir, H. M. Gaol, Sydney, 29 April, 1892.
# On 27 June, 1890, the Superintendent of Prison Industries issued a certain circular notifying 

that a particular class of mat (excepting for public Departments) would be discontinued.
I have now the honor to report that tins restriction has led to a serious loss of revenue and also to 

a largo accumulation of brush, bordered, and super mats in the store, a quantity far in excess of any 
possible wTant for the Government Departments. I therefore now beg to suggest that circular of the 27th 
June. 1890, be forthwith cancelled, the manufacture of the particular class of mats therein mentioned 
resumed, and the goods now' in store and to be so manufactured placed for sale in open market at actual 
current rates. Should such a course be pursued a marked increase of prison earnings will follow without 
in any way affecting the prices paid to outside firms manufacturing a similar class of goods.

I have, &c.,
P. HERBERT,

---------  Governor, Sydney Gaol.
Superintendent of Prison Industries for report as to reasons for the issue of circular of 27th June, 

1890.—G.M., B.C., 2/ 5/92. Report herewith. Also see papers re dismissal of Overseer J. Danks.—W.B. 
McL,, 8/5/92.

The sale of the mats in question vvas discontinued solely in consequence of the necessity for 
removing Overseer Danks (the Instructor^ from the service. In view of this letter, and as I am informed 
by Mr. McLaren that the mats can now' be manufactured at the gaol under Overseer Foster, sales to the 
trade may be renewed, on the clear understanding that the prices charged shall not be below the current 
rates. It is vpry necessary that every fair effort should be made to secure regular and productive work 
for prisoners, and that the extensive mat-making machinery which lias been provided at Darlinghurst Gaol 
should be utilised as much as possible—G.M., 27/5/92, The Governor, Darliughurst Gaol, B.C. The 
Superintendent of Prison Industries to note.—P.H., Gov., Darlinghurst, 28/5/92. Noted.—IV.B.McL,, 
30/5/92. •

(Enclosure.'}
Stock of Mats on hand, 29 April, 1892, which wore formerly sold to the public.

1,011 Plain Brush Mats—12,453 lb. at 9d.................................................... £46G 19 9
11 Border „ 128 „ 10A............................................... 5 6 10

201 Super ,, 3,877 ,, Is................................................... 193 17 0
55 Super Border Brush Mats—1,203 lb. at Is. 2d..................................... 70 3 6
5 „ „ SO „ Is. 3d................................... 5 0 0

33 „ „ 33 „ Is. 9d.................................. 2 17 9
7 „ „ 35 „ Is. 6d................................... 2 12 6

25 „ „ 990 „ 2s.......................................... 99 0 0

♦ £845 17 4

W. FOSTEE,
Overseer.

Forwarded to the Comptroller-General of Prisons.—P. Heiiukjit, Governor, Sydney Gaol, 9/4/92.

No. 48.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Dear Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-slrcef, 27 June, 1892.
It is with regret that wc have most respectfully to address you again as to gaol competition 

with free labour; but we have thought it our duty to do so before faking any further steps m the matter, 
you having by circular in 1889 informed the trade that you would not supply the public with Diamond 
Back brush mats, or super frame mats, or with names on them.

Wc
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"We beg to state, for your information, that one of our customers, being at the gaol last week, wax 
solicited if/ tlte overseer for custom for the above mats, also stating that the gaol teas going to supply the 
public. We trust we have been misinformed, as we have gone to considerable expense in purchasing 
machinery, &c., to supply the public with the above goods.

Trusting you will give immediate attention to this, and stop any breach of agreement.
'We have, &c.,

---------  , ,T. ARMSTRONG- and SON.
The Governor, Darlinghurst Gaol, for report (sco passage in italics.)—G.M., "B.C., 29/G/92. The 

Superintendent of Prison Industries to make strict inonirv, and then report.—P.H., Governor, Darling
hurst, 30/6/92. '

I have made strict inquiry in the matter of this complaint, and hog to report that Overseers 
Forster and Murphy, in charge of mat-shops, both deny having at any time solicited custom from any 
visitors to the gaol.—17. B. M'Laken, Superintendent of Prison Industries, 30/6/92. The Governor, 
Darlinghurst Gaol. .

Forwarded for the information of the Comptroller-General of Prisons,—P.H., Governor, Darling
hurst, 1/7/92.

Acknowledge letter, and inform that the supply to trade of the mats in question was discon
tinued in .Tune, 1890, on account of certain departmental reasons, not because it in any way interfered 
with any manufacturer or with free labour. It has now been found necessary, in the interests of the 
Department, to resume the sale of the mats, which will be disposed of to the trade only, at current rates, 
not to the general public. I fail to see that Armstrong and Son have any ground for the complaint which 
they have made in their letter.—G.M., 1/7/92.

No. 49.
The Comptroller-General of Prisons to J. Armstrong and Son.

Department of Prisons, N.S.W., Comptroller-General’s Office, 
Gentlemen, Sydney, 4 July, 1892.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yon? letter of 27th June ultimo, respecting the 
decision to resume the sale of “ Diamond Back brush mats ” and “super frame mats ” which are manu
factured at Darlinghurst Gaol,

2. In reply, I beg to inform you that the sale to the trade of tho mats in question was discontinued 
in June, 1890, on account of certain departmental reasons, not because it in any way interfered with any 
manufacturer or with free labour.

3. It has now been deemed necessary, in the interests of the Department, to resume the sale of
the mats, which will be disposed of to tho trade only, at current rates, not to the general public as your 
letter states. ■ I have, &c.,

GEORGE MILLER,
Comptroller- General,

No. 50.
J. Armstrong and Son. to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, 29 July, 1892,
"We beg most respectfully to bring under your notice, as citizens aud manufacturers, what we 

consider to be a gross injustice towards us and the public in general, trusting you will take immediate 
steps to prevent us from suffering loss of trade by undue competition with prison labour, "We beg to 
state that we have been established in Sydney fourteen years, and have gone to considerable expense 
purchasing looms and machinery to supply the mat trade of the Colony, and have done so to tho satisfac
tion of the trade in general.

About two years and a half since we wrote to the late Honorable Minister of Justice about prison 
competition with free labour injuring us, and in June, 1890, the present Comptroller issued a circular to 
the trade stating that the gaol authorities had given up supplying the trade with our class of goods, viz., 
Diamond Back brush mats and super frame mats with names on; since then, as above stated, we have 
given every satisfaction to the trade. Finding that after two years the Comptroller has again commenced 
to supply the trade, we wrote to him upon the subject, and, in his reply to us he there states that he is 
not going to supply the public, yet admits he is going to do so through tho trade. A7e would most 
respectfully call your attention to the Comptroller’s Annual Report to you for 1891; lie there shows 
that a greater number of prisoners were employed at the mat trade than in the previous year, and 
complains about so many recommilals. "We beg to state that most of tho same is caused by prisoners 
upon discharge being unable to find employment at the trade; for out of the many thousands of prisoners 
that have passed through the mat-shops for the last thirty years, we believe there is not one to he found 
employed at the trade in the Colony, owing to prison competition with free labour crushing out Colonial 
industry, this being an injustice to the prisoner and a loss to the public in the expense of reconvictions. 
.We candidly admit (and having had great experience with prisons and prisoners, both here and in England,) 
that employment must be found for them ; but, at the same time, in a young Colony like this, they could ho 
employed exclusively in supplying Government establishments with all requirements, and, by this, their 
time he fully occupied, and not interfere -with invested capital or free labour in any way, if proper super
vision is used. We beg also to state that forjears there was a contention between the Press and the gaol 
authorities for underselling us to the trade, but when the circular was issued, in 1890, that contention ceased.

We trust also, your honorable self being a member of tho present Government, who have promised 
to protect native industries, will not permit us to be at a loss of trade by having to compete against 
prison labour. We have, &c.,

---------  J. ARMSTRONG asd SON.
Submitted. Might be referred to the Comptroller-General of Prisons .for favour of report, and 

with reference to previous papers.—A.C.F., 4/8/92. Approved,—R.E.O’C., 5/8/92. The Comptroller- 
General of Prisons.—T.E.M’N. (for TJ.S.), B.C., 6/8/92. See my memo, herewith.—G.M. The 
Under Secretary of Justice, B.C., 10/8/92.

352—C No. SI.
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' No. 61.
The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, Department of Justice, Sydney, 3 August, 1832.
I Lave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of tho 29th ultimo, respecting 

the manufacture of mats iu the gaols of the Colony, and to inform you that the same will receive due 
consideration. . J have, &c.,

AKCH. C. FKASER,
. • Under Secretary.

No. 52.
The Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Under Secretary of Justice.

Darlinghurst Gaol:—Armstrong and Son’s letter dated 29th July, 1892, as to sate to the trade of certain 
. mats manufactured at.

Tht: sale to the trade of the mats in question was discontinued on account of a difficulty that arose 
through the misconduct of an overseer of the mat-shop, and which made it necessary to dispense with 
his services. It has, however, been found practicable to continue the manufacture of the mats under 
the supervision of another overseer, and they have accumulated to such an extent as to render it necessary 
in the interests of the Department to again offer them to the trade, but no attempt to sell at lower prices 
'than those charged by Messrs. Armstrong and Son has been made. _ _

The discontinuance of the sale in June, 1890, was in no way connected with the representations 
made by Messrs, Armstrong and Son to the late Minister of Justice in 1889 (before I took charge of 
the Department) which then led to the total discontinuance of the mat-making industry at Parramatta 
Gaol, which, as the late Mr. M'Lcan reported, “ had been in effect stifled by the concessions made” to 
Messrs. Armstrong and Son. K'or was 1 influenced in the action I took by any correspondence which had 
appeared in the Press. _ _

The requirements of the Government Departments fall far short of the quantity of mats manu
factured at the gaol, and if the sale were restricted to such Departments, a great part of the valuable 
mat-making plant at Darlinghurst would have to remain unused, and many prisoners who are now usefully 
employed would, as a consequence, he left in idleness. Mat-making is an industry which in every country 
is in favour as a suitable means of employment for prisoners. _

If the Department had introduced into the gaols as a new' industry something which was carried on 
by Messrs. Armstrong and Son only, there might be some ground for their complaint, but inasmuch as 
the making of various kinds of mats was started at Darlinghurst Gaol with an expensive plant many years 
before the present Arm of Armstrong and Son came into existence, I am unable to see any justification 
for their present action. Mr. Armstrong himself was for ten years employed as an overseer in the mat- 
shop at Darlinghurst, and his attempt to interfere with the prison industries by asking that the sale to 
tho trade may bo stopped is, I submit, most unreasonable.

By some people I am urged to find more useful worlc for tho prisoners confined in our gaols (and 
this 1 make every effort to do) while others endeavour to interfere with the industries which the Depart
ment has already introduced. '

I would invite the Minister’s attention to the attached letter from the Governor of the Gaol dated 
29th April, 1892. On his recent visit, Mr. O’Connor saw what a largo number of mats was in stock at 
the gaol. GEORGE MIELER,

■-----— Comptroller-General.
The Under Secretary for Justice, B.C,, 10/S/92. Submitted.—A.C.P., 12/8/92. ■

[Enclosure^
Sydney, 29 April, 1892.

Ox 27tli June, 1S90, the Superintendent of Prison Industries issued a certain circular notifying that a particular class of 
mat (excepting for public departments) would he discontinued.

I have now the honor to report that this restriction has led to a serious loss of revenue and also to a large 
accumulation of brush-bordered and super mats in the store, a quantity far in excess of any possible want of the 
Government Departments. I, therefore, now beg to suggest that the circular of 27th June, 1890, be forthwith cancelled, 
tho manufacture of the particular class of mats therein mentioned resumed, and the goods now in store and to be so 
manufactured placed for sale in open market at actual current rates. . Should such a course be pursued a marked increase 
of prison earnings will follow, without in any way affecting tbe prices paid to outside firms manufacturing a similar class 
of goods. I have, &e.,

The Comptroller-General of Prisons. P. HERBERT.

. No. 53.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Honorable Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street. Sydney, 22 October, 1892.
Wo bog most respectfully to state that we duly received your letter dated 3rd August last, 

stating that our correspondence to you upon unduo gaol competition with us would have due consideration ; 
wc heg also to ask you toconsider in addition to our former correspondence the injustice of the Comptroller- 
General of Prisons, after two years non-supplying the public with prison-made goods, commencing again to 
supply a few houses iu tho trade to.our loss, also to the exclusion of tho general public ; and we beg leave 
to ask most respectfully that the Government will not permit the Comptroller of Prisons to use public 
money to crush out our industry, and to benefit a few freetradc houses in Sydney, who may profit by our 
loss of trade, and to the loss of our employees. \Ve trust that you will also sec that no tradesman or 
manufacturer is safe in investing money in machinery to develop trade in the Colony if the head of a 
department is permitted to use public money in competition against any honest industry to the ultimate 
ruin of the same, and perhaps driving men into prison for want of employment, of which there is so little 
in the Colony at the present time. Trusting yon will give righteous judgment in our case, and consider 
our former correspondence with this. We have, &c.,

---------  J. ARMSTRONG akb SON.
Submitted. Seo 02-12,104 herewith—A.C.P., 27/10/92.

No. 54.
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No. 54.
Mr. A. Forsyth to The Minister of Justice.

Sir, U39, Kcnt-strcct, Sydney, 2G October, 1802.
Some two months bade I had the honor of interviewing you re prison competition with free 

labour in the manufacture and sale of coir mats, when you promised to give me an answer whether the 
sale of mats to the public is or is not to be continued by the Prison Department.

As I have not received, up to date, an ansiver it may be as well to remind you that the right and 
expediency of employing prison labour in the production of such articles as offer suitable employment 
for prison labour is fully recognised, but as the G-overnment Departments require more than double of 
this class of goods than can be produced by prison labour, their sale to tbe public is unnecessary, and 
inflicts destructive competition on those employing free labour in the manufacture of similar articles.

Should all prison-mado goods be supplied to the Government Departments, this will doubtless 
decrease the quantity to be made by free labour, but will not in any way tend to reduce the price of those 
made by private manufacturers ; but if prison-made goods are sold to the public, even to the extent of 
one-twentieth of tho aggregate consumption, the effect will bo to lower the price of the whole to the rates 
at which the Prison Department arc willing to sell. ,

This view of the sale of prison-made goods has been taken by nearly all civilised countries, and I 
most respectfully ask you how can a manufacturer that has to pay current wages, or, at the least, wages 
sufficient to maintain those employed, compete with prison labour in part supported by the State.

For the reasons above stated, and others that will arise in considering this matter, I hope you will 
be able to come to an early and favourable decision on the question.

1 have, &c.,
---------  ARCHIBALD FORSYTH.

Submitted. See 92-12,164 and 92-16,535 not yet dealt with by the Minister.—A.C.F.', 27/10/92.

No. 55.
J. Armstrong and Son to Tlic Minister of Justice.

Honorable Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, 23 November, 1892.
Since receiving yours of the 3rd August, stating that our contention re prison-labour compe

tition injuring us and the public in general, in answer to which you stated that the same should have due 
consideration, not having an answer to our application up to tho present time, wo beg most respectfutly 
to state, for your information, since communicating with you on this subject we have met with a con
siderable amount of intrigue. In the first place, the gaol authorities have written to our customers and 
the Steam Navigation Companies, stating that they arc prepared to supply special orders. Then our 
customers have sent to ns asking, in many instances, the price for special mats, and, finding the gaol 
will do tho same for less money and more discount, we have lost tho order. Wo trust that you, with the 
Government, will stop this, to us, ruinous competition of colonial industry.

We beg to enclose, also, for your information, the Prison Report for 1838, a copy of which we sent 
to the late Hon. Minister of Justice, showing that there was a deficiency of nearly £4,000 which the late 
Comptroller of Prisons says he could not account for. We then stated that most of the loss was in 
consequence of reckless competition against us.

Trusting you will see the immediate necessity of stopping all prison competition with free labour.
We ha^, &c.,

---------  J. ARMSTRONG aitd SON.

Submitted, in connection with previous papers, herewith.—A.C.F., 26/11/92.
The Comptroller-General of Prisons for report as to the allegations of communicatiag with the 

persons named. If it were possible to use all the mats made in supplying Government Departments 
none should be sold to the general public. If prison labour could be utilised in supplying other goods 
than mats to the Government Departments this should he done. Will the Comptroller-General of Prisons 
please write a full statement as to how matters stand at present, to what extent aud with what goods does 
the Prison I>epartmenfc supply the other Government Departments, and can this mode of employing 
prisoners be extended so as to employ some of the prisoners now employed at mat-making in other 
industries ?—R.E.O’C., 31/12/92.

The Comptroller-General of Prisons.—T.E.M'N. (for H.S.), B.C.. 3/1/93.

No. 56.
, The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, • Department of Justice, Sydney, 26 November, 1892.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 26th instant, further 

respecting the manufacture of mats within the gaols of the Colony, and to inform you that the matter is 
still under consideration. I have. &c.,

ARCH. C. FRASER,
Under Secretary.

No. 57.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Attorney-General.

Dear Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, Sydney. 7 January, 1893.
Seeing the amount of Bills and other matters that have engaged the valuable time of yourself 

and the Honorable Minister of Justice, wc have refrained from troubling you with our ease re prison 
competition with free labour. It being nearly six months since our case was first brought under notice 
of the Honorable Minister of Justice, during that time wc have suffered considerable loss; our machinery

and
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and employees have been working'only three or four days per week in consequence of prison competition; 
we, therefore, beg to enclose for your information further correspondence sent to the Honorable Minister 
of Justice in November last, showing how tbe gaol authorities are competing against us (the reply to 
which we received is—that our case is still under consideration); we beg most respectfully, and earnestly 
entreat you to use your influence with the Honorable Minister to consider all our correspondence, and so 
prevent us and our employees being ruined by the unjust proceedings of the Comptroller of Prisons in 
again coming into active competition against us, and persecuting us with public money.

"We have, &c.,
---------  J. ARMSTRONG and SON.

The correspondence in the matter herein referred to appears to be with the Department of the 
Minister for Justice, within whose province it comes. This letter is submitted with reference to the 
request contained in the concluding few lines thereof.—"W’.’W’.S., 9/1/93.

Porwarded to the Minister for Justice. But first please acknowledge letter, and inform that the 
matter is one which cannot be dealt with by my Department, and that the letter has been forwarded to 
my colleague—E.B., 30/1/93.

The Under Secretary of Justice, B.C., 1/2/93.—H.M., for the Sec. Submitted with reference 
to previous papers now before the Minister.—A.C.R., 2/2/93.

No. 58.
The Secretary to The Attorney-General to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, Attorney-General’s Department, Sydney, 1 .February, 1S93.
I am directed by the Attorney-General to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th 

ultimo, complaining of the competition on the part of prison labour against your manufactory, and to 
inform you that the matter complained of is one which cannot he dealt with by this Department, and that 
your communication has been forwarded by Mr. Barton to bis colleague the Minister of Justice.

I have, &c.,
HERBERT MORRIS,

(Eor Secretary to Attorney-General).

No. 59.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister for Public Works.

Hon. Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, 27 February, 1893.
We find that you stated in. your address at the meeting of Mort’s Dock picnic, that the 

present Government were anxious to help on private enterprise. We are sorry to say such is not the case, 
we are not disposed to enter into newspaper controversy in that respect, or to bring our correspondence 
before the Assembly, hut to our sorrow', we find that the Government after two years abstaining from 
competing with us, commenced to do so in June last, by sending circulars to our customers, taking our 
trade away, and not only that, but giving a greater discount to get our customers, and so throw' our 
employees out of work by competition with convict labour. We have been in correspondence with the 
Honorable Minister of Justice for the last eight months, and the only reply we receive is, that our ease is 
still under consideration; thus we are being ruined by the present Government permitting the Comptroller 
of Prisons using public money to crush us, and to throw our employees out of employment, and we heg 
to refer you to the Honorable Minister of Justice, and to our correspondence with him in the matter as 
to the persecution of us by tbe Comptroller of Prisons. We believe, that when yon read the whole of 
the correspondence, you will see we are being cruelly treated by a Government who profess to encourage 
private enterprise, it seems to us anything but protection.

We have, &c.,
J. ARMSTRONG and SON.

My dear O’Connor,—Is the statement made herein true?—Tours truly, William John Lvne, 
28/2/93. ’ Bring the other papers on this matter before me, and prepare statement of how the matter 
stands.—R.E.O’C., 28/2/93.

No. 60.
J. Armstrong and. Son to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, 0 March, 1893.
It is with great reluctance we have to again trouble you upon the injustice of the present 

Government underselling us by prison competition after the Parkcs Government had abstained from 
doing so for two years previously. After eight months correspondence with your office on the matter, 
the only reply we receive is that our case is still under consideration; at the same time we are being 
ruined, and our employees thrown out of work. We beg most respectfully to ask you, before bringing 
our case and correspondence before the Legislative Assembly, if there is any probability of the present 
Government who profess to encourage private enterprise ceasing to compete with us by convict labour 
and with public money.

An early reply will oblige. We have, &c.,
J. ARMSTRONG and SON.

Bring all the papers before me as early as possible.—R.E.O’C., G/3/93.

No. 61.
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No. 61.
Minute of The Under Secretary of Justice.

J. Armstrong & Co.’s complaints respecting alleged undue interference with their industry by the sale of
prison-made mats.

Submitted,—Messrs. Armstrong & Co.'s complaints that their mat-making industry, carried on hr free 
labour, is unfairly competed with by the sale of prison-made goods has formed the subject of a"large 
amount of correspondence for some years. In November, 1887, it was mutually arranged to the 
satisfaction of both sides that the Prisons Department was not to undersell Armstrong & Co., and a price 
list agreed upon.

In June, 1SSS, Armstrong & Co. asserted they were being undersold in one particular class of mat, 
tho “Diamond Back," but tbe Superintendent of Prison Industries reported that the “ Centennial’1 (the 
mat referred to) was not equal in quality to the “ Diamond Back." Mr. Clarice (then Minister) on 18th 
August, 18S8, decided that mats of the same quality as those made by Armstrong should not he sold at a 
less price, but for inferior mats the price must be regulated accordingly. Armstrong & Co. continued to 
assert that in this respect they were being undersold, but it was shown the “Centennial” was only 
roughly made and weighed but lb. to the square foot, while Armstrong’s “ Diamond Back” was of a 
better finish, closely woven, and weighed If lb. to the square foot. The prison authorities, however, 
decided, for the sake of increasing the profit, to increase the price of the “ Centennial.”

The concessions made to Armstrong & Co. led co the partial cessation of the mat-making industry 
at Parramatta Gaol, and to its reduction in other gaols, and in June, 1S90, sales of somo classes of mat 
were discontinued, through difficulty which arose owing to the misconduct of an overseer. Now it has 
been found possible to recommence the manufacture of mats, and a largo stock having accumulated, 
former customers—firms and shipping companies—were communicated with, notifying the resumption of 
sales. The prices asked are still strictly in accord with those charged by Armstrong & Co., aud the 
Prisons Department deny underselling or seeking to take away the customers of the firm named.

The Comptroller-General in his report of 10th August last points out that the mat-making was 
started in the gaols of the Colony long before tho firm of Armstrong & Go. came into existence, that Mr. ■ 
Armstrong was for ten years overseer in the shop at Darlinghurst. Mr. Miller also points out that if 
mat-making he discontinued a large number of prisoners would be in enforced idleness, aud that the 
Government Departments could not absorb the quantity of mats manufactured. A.C.P., 13/3/93.

No. 62.
J. Armstrong and Son. to The Minister of Justice.

Hon. Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Hi ley-street, Sydney, 17 June, 1893,
Wo beg most respectfully to again address you re prison-labour competition with us in tbe 

market. Wc have refrained from continuing our correspondence, believing that your time has been fullv 
occupied with Parliamentary busiuess, but we take the liberty of again asking you to consider our corres
pondence, to which wc have not received a reply during the recess, and in doing so, would respectfully 
call your attention to the fact that, while the Government is,flnd has been, doing its best to find employ
ment for the working classes, the prison authorities, by competing with and underselling us in the 
market, are throwing our employees out of work, and thereby increasing the number of unemployed; 
also ruining us after investing a considerable amount in plant and machinery, believing that the Comp
troller of Prisons would strictly adhere to the circular sent round to the trade,"stating that the Government 
would not supply mats as made by us in the future. And we therefore humbly trust that you will see 
the necessity of taking steps to stop the present course of action pursued by the Comptroller of Prisons.

Trusting you will give the matter your favourable consideration,
----- — W 'C’ J^ABMSTRONG and SON.

Submitted.'—A.C.P.. 20/6/93.

No. 63.
The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong & Co.

Gentlemen, Department of Justice, Sydney, 20 June, 1893.
4 I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 17th instant further 

respecting the manufacture of mats within the gaols of this Colony, and to inform you that the same will 
receive due consideration. 1 have, &c., *

AECH. C. PBASEE,
____________ Under Secretary.

No. 64.'.
Tlte Under Secretary of Justice to The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Wild the Comptroller-Gen oral of Prisons be good enough to furnish, for the information of the Minister, 
a statement showing,—

1. The extent of the manufacture of mats in the gaols of the Colony during 1891 and 1892, with the
number and description of the mats made.

2. The distribution of the goods manufactured, and, ,
3. Whether the industry is a paying one to the Government.

---------  A .0.3?., 22/6/93.
For report of the Governor, Darlinghurst Gaol, in the first instance.—A.H.C. (for C.-G.P.), 27/6/93. 

The Superintendent of Prison Industries will bo good enough to furnish report as to questions No. 1 and 
2.—P.H., Gov., 27/G/93, A return of details herewith.—W. B. McLabex, 17/7/93. Tho Governor 
Darlinghurst Gaol. Information furnished on separate papers with report from mvself.—G.M,, 
B.C., 9/8/93. The Under Secretary of Justice. *

No. 65.
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No. 65.
The Comptroller-General of Prisons to The Under Secretary of Justice

Minute Papeh.
Subject:—Under Secretary of Justice’s Memo, of 22/6/93 on Armstrong and Son’s letter of 17/6/93.

Department of Prisons, Comptroller-G-eneral’s Office, Sydney. 
Heeewitii is transmitted for the Minister's information a report from the Superintendent of Prison 
Industries, together with returns of manufactures, and sales of mats and matting during the period of 
1891 and 1892,

Prom Mr. McLaren’s report it will be seen that the industry is a paying one. I may mention, 
however, that this is not the only object in view. The principal one is to secure a productive industry, 
requiring the exercise of intelligence and skill, so that suitable work may be found for hard labour 
prisoners.

Mat-making is found to be one of tbe best kinds of productive work for gaols, aud a large plant 
was provided years ago, at considerable cost, for Darlinghurst.

Armstrong and Son bare again stated what is not true when they represent that the Prison 
Department is " undersellingthem in the market. Our prices are based upon theirs, and the same 
discount is allowed to the trade on the class of mats which they manufacture. They do not manufacture 
coir matting. This Department, further, does not sell to the public,—only to the trade—while Armstrong 
and Son can sell to whom they please.

I have in a previous report referred to the unreasonableness of Armstrong and Son’s efforts to 
prevent mats made by prisoners from being sold to tbe trade. I will now quote from tbe Report of tbe 
Queensland Board of Inquiry into Gaols, Penal Establishments, and Lock-ups (1887), which has been 
highly spoken of in England. In referring to the employment of prisoners that report says:—

“ Purely penal labour, such as the crank, shot drill, and the treadmill, is the unreasoning exercise 
of muscular force, and produces resentment, obstinacy, and hardness in tbe labourer. It is torture iu 
disguise, can only be carried on for a limited period, and is totally non-reformatory in its effects. That 
prison labour competes with free labour in a certain limited sense is true, but the labour of tbe prisoners, 
if they were at large, would be available in the open market to compete in some direction with that of 
other free men. Why, then, should not a prisoner compete equally if he is confined and fed at the 
expense of all free and honest men P Admitting that in certain trades which are best adapted to prison 
labour there would be‘competition, individual interests must give way to communal. Gaols must be 
maintained by the honest and law-abiding; this burden may be lightened by compelling rogues, vagabonds, 
and dishonest men to maintain themselves by labour in prison. To teach a prisoner to work who has been 
previously nothing but a parasite on society is to add to the sum of producing power in the community. 
It is better for the honest man that he should submit to tbe competition of even prison-taught fellow 
craftsmen than that he should be tbe victim of their cupidity or criminality.”

GEORGE MILLER,
The Under Secretary of Justice, B.C., 9/8/93. Comptroller-General.

[MtclosuresJ]

Sir, Department of Prisons, N.S.W., Comptroller General's Office, Sydney, 31 July, 1S93.
I have the honor to report re coir matting and mat industry in gaols—Darlinghurst, Armidale, Dubbo, Young, 

and Tamworth—during the years 1891 aud 1892.
During that period 42,953^ square yards of coir-matting have been manufactured, the net value of which amounts 

• to £2,937 2s. 9d. ; of this £730 15a. have been supplied to Government Departments, and £1,968 Os. 8d. to the trade. I 
may here state wea.ro the only manufacturers of coir matting iu the Colony, with the exception of the Industrial Blind 
Institution, which does a small amount of this work.

For the same period 5,542 mats of various kinds have been manufactured, the net value being £1,618 14s. 7d, ; of 
this amount £1,029 2s. 9d, have been supplied to Government Departments, and £426 13s. 6d. sold to tho trade.

These turn statements show that the aggregate labour profit from mats and matting is £4,100 17s. lid., representing 
the quantities sold during the period stated, 1891 and 1892.

The quantities of coir-matting and mats which have not been sold romnin in stock, the value of which amounts to 
£394 19s. 5d.

A detailed statement of manufactures and sales for years 1891 and 1892 herewith.
I have, &.C.,

AY. B. MO,AREN,
The Comptroller-General of Prisons. Superintendent, Prison Industries.

Memorandum.
It liaving been decided to resume the manufacture of diamond back, super frame, and lettered mats, orders (from the trade 

' only) may now be forwarded to Darlinghurst Gaol for such class of goods, which shall be supplied at current rates.
P. HERBERT,

---------- Governor, Darlinghurst Gaol.
Memorandum. Department of Prisons, N.S.W., Comptroller-General’s Office, Sydney, 29 June, 1893.
Be good enough to furnish a return showing the extent of the manufacture of mats in the gaol under your charge during 
the years 1891 and 1892, the number and description of tho mats made, and the distribution of them.

The value of labour and material should also be shown.
GEORGE MILDER,

The Gaoler, Armidale. _ -------- Comptroller-General.
Please furnish a return showing the value of mats made during the years 1891 and 1892 (labour and material). This 

return includes those in stock prior to that date.—W.B.M'L., 18/7/93. Return herewith.—H. Govees, Gaoler, 26/7/93. 
The Superintendent, Prison Industries.

Year
1891
1892

Year.
1891
1892

Manufacture and disposal of mats at Armidale Gaol for years 1891 and 1892.

Stock on hand commencing year.
Plain Brusli. Bordered Brush. Plain Thrum.

.......... 85 7 ...

...........  91 7 1

4th July, 1893.

Bordered Thrum..
7
7

Manujachtred. 
Plain Brush.

73
14

Bordered Brush, Plain Thrum, Bordered Thrum,
1 5 1

... 9
Disposed
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Disposed n/.
Plain Brush. Bordered Brush. Plain Thrum Bordered Thrum

1891 ...................................... ................................... 67 J 4
1892 ...................................... ........................................ 105 7 10 7

Year. Labour. Material.
£ s. d. £ d.

1891 ...................................... 17 2 3 10 i m
1892 ...................................... 8 S 10 3 16 10

Tlie Comptroller ■Gen'cral of Prisons, Sydney,

Momorandum.
Department of Prisons, N.S.W., Comptroller-General's Office, Sydney, 29 June, 1893. 

Bk good enough to furnish a return showing the extent of the manufacture of mats in the gaol under your charge during 
tlie years 1891 and 1892, the number and description of the mats made, and the distribution of them. ^

The value of labour and material should also be shown, GEORGE MILLER,
The Gaoler, Dubbo. Comptroller-General.

Herewith return showing the extent of manufacture of mats for the years 1891 and 1892.—J. Boyden, Gaoler, 4/7/93. 
The Comptroller-General of Prisons.

Labour and material column should be filled in. Were there not lettered mats made during these two years ? If so 
value of letters should be shown, in the sales each line should he extended—also correct errors in extension in 
manufacturing side of return.—W. B. McL., IS/7/93. The Gaoler, Dub Bo.

Herewith returns with alterations ; figures marked incorrect, 1 cannot make them any more or less, or in the manner 
that you make them.—J. Boyeen, Gaoler, 20/7/93. The Superintendent, Prison Industries.

H.M. GAOL, DUBBO.—MAT DEPARTMENT.
Return showing the extent of the Manufacture of Mats in Her Majesty’s Gaol, Dubbo, during the years 1891 and 1892.

MxsrrAcniiiED, 1 Soud, &c.

O rt
Description. §1

£
Rate. Labour. Material. Total

Value.
.

How Distributed.

W
ei

gh
t.

Labour. Material. Total
Value.

lb. £ 6. <1. £ e. d. £ b. d. lb. £ e. d. £ s, d. £ a. d.
no Diamondbacks ............ 1063 9d. IS G 101 21 2 10J 32 9 9 48

53
Darlinghurst Gaol .........
Sold to private storeVp’rs

511
mj
217
345

8 10 4 
fl (J 6J

30 2 11
9 13 1

IS 16 3 
1ft 4 74

Super plain ...................

24 letters on 2 mate.

7581 1/- 21 10 lOf

0 13 0

10 1 4] 38 11 S 17
18

Darlinghurst.................
Sold to private storek'p’re 

24 letters on 3 mats

6 0 7 
ft 15 10
0 13 0

4 10 5
7 0 2

10 17 0 
17 18 0

20 Super border ............... iiut 1/2 15 12 44 S 13 6} 24 6 11 7
12

Dubbo Gaol...................
Sold to private storck’phs

130$J
185

4 17 XOj 
6 18 ft

2 14 4j
3 17 1

7 12 3 
10 15 10

5 Do. fancy out sizes— 106] 1/6 8 0 3 3 9 If 11 15 6} 1
1

Bathurst Gaol...............
Sold to privatestorek’n’rs

80
54*

4 6 0
2 14 li

1 15 10
1 «

6 1 10
3 17 24

24
1

Sennett. coarse............
Do super ...............

BGi1 V- 
4j| I/O

2 10 SI 
0 4 lOj

1 16 01 
0 1 101

4 6 U
0 0 9

10 Do do 77 2 4 11 1 12 1 3 17 0

227 .. G7 10 8] 51 4 11A 113 15 8] 173
-

55 14 4 43 2 8 ftS 17 0

Synopsis :—
Mats on hand on 31st December, 1890 .................
Manufactured, 1891 and 1892, as above.................

On hand, 31st December, 1892

£40 H 10 
118 15 8£

£105 10 6i 
06 13 0*

Distributed, as above, 1S91-2 £98 17 0

The Comptroller-General of Prisons, Sydney. JAMES BOYDEN, Gaoler.

Memorandum.
Department of Prisons, N.S.W., Comptroller-General’s Office, Sydney, 29 June, 1893. 

Be good enough to furnish a Return showing the extent of the manufacture of mate in the Gaol under your charge during 
the years 1891 and 1892, the number and description of tho mats made, and the distribution of them.

The value of labour and material should also be shown. GEORGE MILLER,
The Gaoler, Young. Comptroller-General.

Return attached. —T.G. A., Young Gaol, 1/7/93,

H.M. GAOL, YOUNG.
Return showing Mats Manufactured during the Years 1891 and 1892.

Description of Mat,

Sennett ............................
Superfine frame, plain .... 

Do lettered .
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

plain ... 
lettered . 

do
do , 

plain ,.,.
do .... 

lettered .
do . 

plain .... 
lettered .

Diamond hack, bordered ..........

Number. Weight. Material. Labour. Disposal.

lbs. £ 9, d. £ S. d.
i n 2 6 5 0 Sold.
i
i

9
15

| 10 9 1 1 0 do
i 3 1 0 2 0 do
i 35 15 3 1 10 0 do
i 42 1 0 S 2 1 4 do
i 37 14 o i 8 4 do
5 90 1 10 0 3 0 0 do
5 Tih 1 5 10 o 11 8 do

L 48 .19 10 I 19 7 do
1 20i 7 3 14 5 do
2 214 6 0 12 10 do
i 12 8 3 13 5 do
i l 8 3 3 do

£ 8 3 S 10 3 10

N.B.—Since I took charge (April, 189)) no mats or matting have been manufactured for stock. 
i- ...... i -f TUOMAS G. ADAMSON; G"Tiie Comptroller-General of Prisons. Gaoler, 1/7/93. 

Tamworth
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Tamworth Gaol, 5 July, 1893.
Mats made and sold during 1891 and 1892

Mats moct<! in 1891. Mata acid in Ifi&l. J Mats made in 1892. Mats sold in 1892.

Plain brush...... ............. 112 Plain brush................. .. 43 | Plain brush.................. . 58 Plain brush.................. . 19Bordered brush............ 0 Bordered brush......... .. 0 , Bordered brush........... .. 0 Bordered brush ........... . 0Eaucy thrum................ 0 Fancy thrum.............. . 1 Fancy thrum............... .. 3 Fancy thrum...............
Lettered thrum............ i Lettered thrum.......... .. 4 1 Lettered thrum .......... 9 Lettered thrum........... . 1
Plain thrum ................ 0 Plain thrum ............. .. 0 | Plain thrum .............. .. i Plain thrum ............... .. 1

116 48
1

64 21

Xote.—Of the surplus of tho mats made during 1891 and 1892 over those sold in those two years, the unsold balance 
were taken into stock, and portions of them sent to Darlinghurst Gaol.

Value of Material of Mats made Value of Labour for Mats made Value of Material of Mats made
in 1891. in 1S0L ■

1
lit 1892.- in 1892.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
22 4 9 30 0 6 & 18 11 5 2j

The Comptroller-General of Prisons, Sydney.
DONALD McLEAN,

Gaoler.
Number and weight of the various kinds of mats manufactured; also the same with regard to the sales should lie 

furnished.—W. B. McL., 18/7/93. Tlie Gaoler, Tamworth.
The information required is ou the attached form.—D. McL., 21/7/93, The Superintendent of Prison Industries,

. Tamworth Gaol, 22 July, 1893,
Return showiug number and weight of Mats made and sold during 1891 and 1892,

Number and weight oE Mats made in 1891. 1
Number and weight of Mats sold in 1891,

112 Plain brush (assorted sizes),
cwt. qr. lb. cwt. qr.

2
lb.

weighing... 11 0 nj 43 Plain brush (assorted sizes), weighing ... 2 
do ... 0

94 Lettered thrum do do ... 0 2 21 1 Fancy thrum (No. 6) 0 14
4 Lettered thrum (assorted) do ... 0 2 21

116 ' Cwt. 11 3 101 48 Cwt. 3 1 16

Number and weight of Mats made in 1892. Number and weight of Mats sold in 1893.

ewt. qr.
3

lb. cwt. qr. lb.
58 Plain brash (assortrd sizes^ weighing .. 3 244 19 Plain brush (assorted sizes), weighing ... 1

do ... 0
i 184

3 Fancy thrum do do .. 0 1 8 1 Lettered thrum (out size) 0 25
2 Lettered do do do 0 1 9 1 Plain do do do . . 0 0 254
1 Plain do (out size) do .. 0 0 254

64 Cwt. 4 3 n 21 Cwt. 1 3 13

The Superintendent of Prison Industries, DONALD McLEAN,
Office of the Comptroller-Gencral of Prisons, Sydney. Gaoler.

Return showing the Manufacture and Distribution of Mats at Her Majesty’s Gaol, Armidale, during the years
1891 aud 1892.

M WF.-KTTUBF.D. SOU), Sx.
Il

O pi
Si
ft*

Description. to
*S

a>
% Labour. Material.

il1i

O W
dJ3 How disposed of lio 6 Labour, Material. Total

Value,

lb q, d. £ s. d. £ e. <1 £ s. d. lb. s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
37 Plain brush..................... cm 0 9 10 13 91 8 10 7£ 19 4 5 ]l04 To storekeepers.. C71 0 9 14 7 1 10 10 2 2ft 3 3

i 75 llv tender ......... 481 0 0 4 0 G 8 0 4 12 0 ft
1 Bordered brush................ 0 0 10 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 0 To storekeepers., 6 0 10 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 ft 0

1 By tender .... 4 0 6 0 0 8 0 1 4 0 2 0
14 Plain thrum (lettered) .... 3031 1 0 10 14 21 5 *2 11 20 13 101 1 15 To storekeepers.. 32C 1 0 1ft 0 2 0 3 4 21 3 0

,, Oettcnnc).... 0 9 4 10 ii 1 Bj tender .. .. 1ft 0 8 0 ft 0 0 ft 0 10 0 0
1 Bordered thrum ............ 10£ 1 2 0 8 9 0 3 6 0 12 3 3 To storekeepers.. 32 1 2 1 0 S 0 10 8 1 17 4

6 By tender ......... 52 0 8 0 17 4 1 17 4 1 14 S
£0 10 0 13 10 9} 40 15 3G 0 1 26 16 2 G2 1G 3

Jiata on hand, 31st December, 1592—If

The Comptroller-General of Prisons, Sydney. HENRY GOVEES, Gaoler.

Matting



Mattiso manufactured by the Mata Department, H.M. Gaol, Darlinghurst, during the years IS91 aud 1S92, and how disposed of.

Manufactured.
How disposed of.

* Oov eminent. r | Trade.

Rolls.| Yards, j Labour, j Material, j Total. Ro11f-| Yards, f Labour. Material. Total. j Kolls.j Yards- | Labour.- Material. |Grosa A'alue Discount. Net A'alue.

1801.
Plain matting, at 2s. per square yard ........................................................ 3514

153*
1L45S*
6,434

If.JSSftt

£ s. d. 1 £ s. d. 1 £ s. d. 1
841 17 5 606 !) 7 ' 1,448 7 01 161 5,324
370 0 4 299 17 10 670 4 2 27 ].l«tt

£ d. | £ s. (3.
310 11 4 221 1G 8
65 13 S 51 12 2

£ e: d. 
532 S 0 
117 5 10

499 6 0 
123 12 n

175 
14 G

172}
100

£ 8. d. 
8,395 4S9 14 2 
5.21S 304 7 S

£ s. d. 1 £ s d. 
349 15 101 83ft 10 O 
239 3 2 1 643 10 10

£ f, d, 
83 19 0 
54 7 1 
20 15 9
00 19 0 
36 16 3 
SC 15 11

£ s, d. 
755 11 0 
489 3 9 
241 1 11

813 11 0 
326 16 3 
331 3 7

OS Sundries—Comprising cricketing material, repairs, binding, cutting, fcc. 
K3 . . 1892.

189 IS 5 78 4 3
0*3 15 11 1 659 17 1

2G7 17 8

1,583 13 0 
645 15 7 
3G7 19 G

172 i 4 993 
SO 1,187

231 fi 2 
G9 4 10

203 0 10 
54 8 1

ft,0ft5 
3,486

189 13 fi

530 10 10 
203 7 0 
250 13 7

78 4 3

373 19 2 
159 15 0 
117 fi 11

2G7 17 8

009 10 O 
363 2 G 
307 1 9 61 Harder matting, at 2s. Id. iwr square yard...............................................

Sundries—Comprising cricketing material, repairs, binding, cutting, ic.
155 G,199£ I 300 10 1 . 2S4 19 6 

... 250 33 7 117 fi 11

993} 42,058^ 2,937 2 0 2,046 14 2 4,9S3 1G H 3 GO 1 12,630 73G Ifi 0 535 17 0 1,272 12 ft fijm 20,19+ 1,008 G 8 1,323 3 10 .1,201 10 G 329 S 0 2,962 7 6

Note.—AYe are the only manufacturei's in Hie Colony of matiirij

W. B. M'L.
H. FORSTER,

Overseer.

Mats manufactured by Mat Department, H.M. Gaol, Darlinghurst, during the jears 1S91 and 1S92, and how disposed of.

1391.
Gd. rope yarn*................................
la. foot wool border*......................
Is. Til. „ „ *......................
is. Gd.* .........................................
Is. 9d.* ...........................................
9d. ,, • .............................................
lOd.....................................................
Sennet............................................
IB. lb.................................................
IjCttera ...........................................
Is, 2d ......................................
Leti-ore ...........................................
Is* 3d.................................................

1892.
fld. rope yam*................................
Is. ft. wool border* .......................
IS. Id * .................................
Is. Od * ...........................................
Is. fkl.* ....................................«>gt* ^ ........... ..................................
Is..............................................
Letters ...........................................
fkl.......................................................
lOd.....................................................
la. 2d.................................................
Letters ...........................................
Is. 3d.........................................
Letters................................ j........
is. fid....................................... .
Ijctters ...........................................
Semieb, Is. lb.............................

llanufacturcd.
How disposed of.

Government. Trade.

No. At eight I^ahom*.

3
S-13

dt3
1

SS2
72
S9

339

15 
10 

lt 052 
94 
21 
3 

592

1,052
1

45

0
2,02(1

oai
12

11,344475
391

5,070

2,120

£ s. d,
0 3 

71 2 
31 1
0 10 

259 19 
11 17 
13 0 

139 4 
30 19 
79 IS

3 15
1 10

23,377 095 17 8

435
54

3,023'3 
053 
107 

04 
0,053

10,723
S0G

"213

104
‘'487^

25,703

£ fl. d.
’’ 0 S O 
71 2 5 
17 0 G 

0 10 G 
165 8 8 

7 18 4 
0 10 4 

04 12 0
10 10 
41 5 

1 n 
1 0

420 12 7

5 8 ft 
17 0

81 17 7
82 13 0 
4 13 8 ,
7 1 

301 15 
2fi 10 

245 14
0 3 

$0 4
2 1 
7 19 
2 2 
4 15
1 7 

16 5

5 8 0 
17 0 

81 17 7 
10 6 G
4 IS 7 
2 7 0

150 17 8 
8 6 0 

150 7 6 
0 2 4 

10 15 10 
0 13 9
5 6 6 
0 13 0 
2 12 0 
0 S 0 
8 2 0

771 0 2 462 7 0 1,233 7 2

No. XV eight.

£ s. d.
"0 Vo
142 15 10 
51 1 G 
110 

425 S 0 
10 15 10 
39 11 0 

283 10 0 41 15 9 
12t 0 4 

5 0 0 
2 10 0

10 17 
2 14 

103 15 
48 19 

ft
ft 8 

452 13 
33 16 

402 2
0 5 

47 0
2 15 

13 6- 3 
2 10 0 
7 7 4
1 15 ft 

24 7 G

91
3

136
12
13

518
12
30

322

59
* ’ 4

130
8

133
24

4
0

474

94

1,548

1,79+
0

432
3ft7
23

6,310
100
137

4,801
1,549

" 23
15,028

Labour | Material. I Total. j No. | AA'eight.J Labour. | Material, jcross A’u,lue.| llisoomit.

2,130
3S

424
403

26
247

7,510
7P2ifl

1,013
” 31

5SS

£ e 
22 8
0 3 

U 1 
1ft 17

1 0 
144 12

2 10 
d IL 

100 0 
30 19' 
53 1 
a 15 
1 1

462 1

2fi 12 0 
O 19 0 

11 9 8
1 2 

IS 10 
25(1 6 

13 1 
105 7

37 19 9 
IMS U 
13 3

19,626

£ s. d. 
22 8 6 
0 3 0 

IS 1 1
9 IS 6 
1 0 1 

92 0
1 13
2 5 

SO 0 10 10 
32 5
1 5 
0 14

20 12 
0 19

in
1
G

125
4

105

21 2 1 
0 4 0
0 15 G

9 16 0

323 1 3

£ g. d. 
44 17 0 
0 0 0 

20 2 
29 Ifi 
2 0 

236 12
4 S
0 17 

240 l
41 16 0 
90 7 2

5 0 0
1 1G 3

729 13 11

53 5 
1 18 

22 10 
30 4 

2 5 
24 14 

375 10 
17 7 

270 12
Vi’

0 18
1 IS

890 2 5

920
22

' "2 
00 
23

G
788
13
13

73

199

‘ 12
' '7
"'3

’ 21

2,810
256

"'is
375
144

3,612

" SO 
2,233 

267 
79

1,339

1,245

222
"lS2

" 104

•*■85

5.791

£ s. d.

70 7 0 
12 1G 0
"6"s’'s

9 7 6 
4 16 0

0 15 0 
60 12 3 
IS 7 0 
3 9 2

‘Mir*
12 5 8 
28 10 8

S 6 
1
6 10 6
2 2 
4 15
1 7
2 16 8

£ s. d.

76 C 11 
6 8 0

"0 5 3 
6 fi 0 
2 S 0

£ Sk cl.

152 IS 11 
1ft 4 0

0 13 6 
If. 12 6 

7 4 0

91 13 2 . 195 7 11

O 15 0 
60 12 3 
6 13 G
3 9 1

22 *6* *4
4 11 

18 3 1

4 12 
0 0 
4 11
0 IS 
2 12 
0 8
1 8

ISO 15 11

1 JU 0 
121 4 6 
20 0 6 

6 18 S
ceift’o 
10 o ft 
46 13 9
12 1ft

1 17 
11 7
2 10 
7 7 
1 Ifi 
4 5

822 0 4

£ s. d.

16 5 G 
1 18 5
0 14
1 11 3 
0 14 fi

0 3 0 
12 2 5 
2 0 0 
0 13 10

'Vis io 
112 8
4 13 4

1
0
1 2 
0 5 
0 14 
0 3
0 s

fi 11 
3 8 

9 
7 
ft 
7 
0

32 3 10

Net A'alue.

137 8 G 
17 5 7

0 12 2 
14 1 8

G 9 7

1 7 
109 2 
IS 0 
6 4

11 13
1 13 

10 4
2 10 
6 12 
1 12

60 fi 2 
14 14 5 
42 0 fi

3 10 G

2£9 10 0

to

W. B. M'L.
Noth.—AA'c arc the only manufacturers in the Colony of the article? marked.* H, FORSTER,

Overseer.

.Q r

C*0
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Abstract of Manufactures and Sales of Coir Matting aud Hats, Darhngliurst and minor Gaols, during years ISM ami 1S92.
Labocr Profit only.

Osols. Manufactures. Gaols. Sales.

£ s, d.
2,937 2 9

1,466 17 10
26 16 6
67 10 ST
41 5 Si
16 3 10

Darlinghurst. . To matting

Darlinghurst... To mats 
Armidale ...
Dubbo.......
Tamworth , .
Young..........

Total,

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Darlinghurst., Hy sales Govt. Pepts. 736 15 0

2,937 2 9 Trade.......... 1,968 6 S

Darlinghurst.. By sales Govt. Dcpts. 1,029 2 9
Trade.......... 294 19 2

Armidale...... 36 0 1
Dubbo ......... 55 14 4

1,613 14 7 Tamworth ... M .......... 23 16 1
Young .......... „ 10 3 10

4,5.15 17 4 ;

Total sales..............................
Dy unsold matting and mats.

Total.......... ., ..it

£ s. d. 

2,705 1 S

1,455 10 3

4,160 17 11 
394 19 5

4,555 17 4

H.M. Gaol, Parramatta—Mat Department. 
Price List, 1889.

Mote Size. Feet. Inch. Feet. Inch.

! No. lb. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Centennial Brash ....................................... 1 2 0 1 9 34 0 o fi

1 2 2 3 1 4 44 0 0 0 0 2 9
3 2 6 1 0 54 0 3 3
4 2 9 1 S 64 0 0 6 0 4 0
5 3 0 1 10 0 5 0
i; 3 3 2 0 Si 0 6 6 0 5 9
7 3 6 2 2 9b 0 6 6

Diamond-hack Brush ................................ 1 2 0 1 2 4 O' 0 9 0 2 9
(Subject to 10 per cent, discount.} 2 2 3 1 4 5 0 3 6

3 2 6 1 6 6 0 0 9 0 4 0(?)1
4 o 9 1 S 7 (?)
5 3 0 1 10 8 0 0 9 (?)
6 3 3 2 0 9 (?)
7 3 G 9 o 10 0 0 9 (?)

( 1 2 n 1 o A £
2 2 9 i 0 44»£

S (3 3 0 i 0
(■ Is. persq foot. (?) SO

>> ( 1 2 6 i 0 ...... 1 o
g I2 2 9 i 0 ......  |<3

fH 3 3 0 i 0 ...... j J

TVejjjSu? 00561*1,11,‘ I Average ITico.

£
Superfine Frame, special, made to order any size or shape, at ............. 0

,, ,, with coloured border ...•............................... 0

d.
0 per square foot, 
o

1 
1
0 10
1 0 each.
1 0 „
0 9 „

Sennet Mats, special, made to order ...................................................... 0
Housemaids’ Kneclers ............................................................................... 0
Shaded Letters........................................................................................... 0
Plain Letters............................................................................................... 0

Ton per cent, deducted from all articles at 9d. per lb. and over.
Mats made to auy shape or size with names, numbers, designs, monogiams, &c., plain or shaded.
Letters or numbers.

J. J. DAXKS, Foreman,
Mat Department.

No. 66.
Minute by The Tinder Secretary of Justice.

Submitted. To assist the Minister in the consideration of this matter, I asked the Comptroller-General 
of Prisons to furnish a statement showing (1) the extent of the manufacture of mats in the gaols of the 
Colony during 1891 and 1892, with tho number and description of the mats made; (2) the distribution 
of the goods sold; and (3) whether the industry is a paying one to ihe Government. Mr. Miller's report 
and the statements of the Superintendent of Prison Industries deal with tho matter fully. Attention 
is also invited to the precis dated 13th March last, giving tho particulars of the complaints made by 
Armstrong and Son, and the facts hearing upon them.
11/8/93. .... ---------  .

I have inquired into this complaint, and have considered the report of the Comptroller-General of 
Prisons and his officers in reference thereto. Messrs. Armstrong & Co. seem to be mistaken in asserting 
that they have been undersold by the gaol authorities. I find that the terms of the arrangement 
embodied in the circular referred to have been faithfully adhered to, and Messrs. Armstrong & Co, may 
rest assured that it will continue to be so adhered to.—K.E.O’C., 17/8/5)3.

Forwarded for the information of the Comptroller-General of Prisons—B.C., A.C.F., 18/8/5)3. 
Bead.— G.M., 25/8/93.

No. 07.
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' ' ■ No. G7.
Tlie Under Secretory of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

G-entlcmen, iDepnrlment of Justice, Sydney, 21 August, 1803.
Referring to your letter of the 171.h June last and previous correspondence, complaining that 

the sale of prison-made mats enters into unfair competition with your business, J am directed to inform 
. you that the Minister of Justice has written a minute upon the subject, of which the following is a .

copy:— _
“I have inquired into this complaint, and have considered the reports of the Comptroller-General 

pf Prisons and his officers in reference thereto. Messrs. Armstrong and Son seem to he mistaken in 
■asserting that they have been undersold by the gaol authorities. I find that the terms of the arrange
ment embodied iu the circular referred to have been faithfully adhered to, and Messrs. Armstrong may 
rest assured that it will continue to be so adhered to.” I have, &e.,

, ■ , ARCH. C. ERASER,
Under Secretary.

No. 68.
J. Armstrong and Son to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, 23 August, 1893.
. We beg most respectfully to state in answer to yours of the 21st instant, that there seems to
be some misconception of our correspondence to you for the last twelve months, and that you have not 
had the same laid fully before you. Our contention is, and has been, that the Comptroller of Prisons is 
not justified in supplying the trade, after sending circulars to tho trade, that in the future he would not 
do so, and after ceasing to do so for two years commenced again, and states he is not supplying the public 
in competition with us, but that he is only supplying the trade and not the public; we say that it is only 
an indirect way of supplying the public to the advantage of a few shopkeepers, and loss to us.as manu
facturers, who have invested a considerable amount of money in machinery, looms, Ac., and we believe if the 
whole of the correspondence is laid before you, that you will see how unjustly we have been dealt with in 
the matter for the last twelve months by the Comptroller of Prisons, and our hands thrown out of 
employment by prison competition, which wo trust the Government will put a stop to at once.

We have, Ac..
J. ARMSTRONG aud SON.

May await return of papers from Prisons Department.—T.E.M‘N., for U.S., 25/8/93,

» No. 69.
The Under Secretary of Justice to J. Armstrong and Son.

Gentlemen, ' Department of Justice, Sydney, 25 August, 1893.
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 23rd instant further respecting the .mat 

making industry in the gaols of the Colony, and to inform yon that the same will receive due consideration.
I have, Ac.,

. ARCH. C. ERASER,
Under Secretary.

. No. 70. ‘
J. Armstrong and Son to T. J. Houghton, Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, 27 September, 1893,
In yours of the 7th instant you stated that you thought it best to see the Comptroller of 

Prisons in reference to our grievance of prison competition and underselling us in tbe market. We 
think that would he best, for he must cither he cognisant of the fact, or he has been deceived for some 
time by his subordinates so as to keep their billets, but if such is the case, and that he may not be 
deceived any longer, we wish you to lay the following facts before him, as they are indisputable, and we 
do not wish to be driven to publish the same through the Press of the Colony, which we must do unless 
this unjust competition is stopped at once. Wc beg to state that we have been in business for upwards 
of fifteen years, and during the whole of that time the gaol authorities have been doing their very best to 
come into competition with us; in fact, in 1886 and 1389 the prison report showed, as seen by you, a loss 
of four thousand pounds chiefly by prison competition with us ; but for the last twelve months a cunningly 
devised plan of underselling us has been adopted to take the trade from us, to our loss, and also to our 
employees, and no firm can withstand such unjust proceedings. Eor example say that tho gaol in 
manufacturing super frame brush mats for the last twenty years have made a good and a durable article 

■ which would weigh not less than 2-g- lb. to the square foot, and sold at one shilling per lb. less discount,
’ that a mat four feet by three feet would be 30s. less the ten percent, discount, please observe that we made 

and do make our goods the same price, hut to undersell us, the gaol for the last twelve months have been 
supplying the trade with mats at 2 lb. to the square foot, thus reducing the price t.o tho shopkeeper 6s. 
below us. Now as it takes the same amount of time to make the light mat as the former, also the same 
amount of material as the face is simply cut to a lower gauge, and what is cut off is waste. Now you see 
by this plan the mat as stated above is sold for 6s. less than our price, and the former gaol price, although 
the price per lb. is the same, and tho loss falls upon the prison earnings—thus, if a prisoner makes K 
mats per week as above, which he can easily do, the loss in his earnings to the public is 9s. per week, and 
in the year for tlie number of mats made a loss to the State of many hundred pounds, for the benefit of 
a few shopkeepers who pocket the amount, knowing that we cannot supply goods at that price and pay 
for labour, you will see that so long as prison labour is permitted to compete with free labour in any trade, 
capital and honest industry have no chance of employment, and wc shall deeply regret to he compelled
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to help put out the present Government by bringing these indisputable facts before the electors of the 
Colonj^ but having lost hundreds of pounds during the last twelve months by this underselling mode of 
prison competition, we think that no honest man or any one with a sense of justice can blame us for 
doing so; for surely the gaol authorities ought not to be allowed to carry on as they like by giving money 
away as stated by us. as the facts can bo proved hy the gaol books and invoices sent to the shopkeepers. 
"We trust that ihe Comptroller of Prisons will also see that this statement is correct, by comparing in the 
prison hooks, the weight and size, also price of mats sold to the Government Establishments, and the 
difference in those sold to the trade the difference will be in ihe latter, loss in prison earnings to the 
tas-payer. We have, &c.,

---------  J. ARMSTRONG Axn SON.
Left by Mr. Houghton, M.P., who asked me to consider the statements made.—G.M., 3/10/93. 

Letter to Mr. Houghton, M.P.

Ho. 71.
J. Armstrong and Son to T. J. Hougliton, Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir, Mat Manufactory, 114, Riley-street, Sydney, 4 October, 1893.
Wo thank you very much for tho trouble you are taking to obtain justice for us. The prison 

price list is the same as ours, hut tlie way we are undersold is by the mats being made lighter than 
formerly, and lighter than those at present supplied to Government establishments, that is to say in 
super frame brush and Sennett mats. Say, for example, that all Government establishments require a 
good durable article, is it not feasible that tlie public require tbe same description of mat; yet the trade, 
finding that they can get a lighter mat made at the prison, give orders to that effect, and the public arc 
supplied with an inferior article that will only last half the time it should do, at the expense of the prison 
earnings. This is not easy for the Comptroller to discover, except iu the selling price. In the first 
place, in the making of a mat it has to pass through several hands, viz., the splicer, the bailer, the mat- 
maker, the binder, and the shearer. Now, if the mat is made lightweight, and the size is 4 ft. x 3 ft., 
the price less than ours is Gs., and the loss falls upon the whole of the earnings of the men who have 
contributed to make the mat, and can only be shown in tbe annual report of loss in prison earnings to 
the advantage of tbe trade who go to buy iu the cheapest market, and we therefore suffer bv this unjust 
competition. ’

Perhaps, if you could forward these remarks to the Complroller, it will help him to elucidate the 
truth from his subordinates.

Again thanking vou. Wc are, &c„
-------------------J. ARMSTRONG am SON.

The Comptroller General of Prisons,—
Dear Sir,

At Mr. Armstrong's request I forward this communication for your information. It might: he 
read in conjunction with the letter I left yen on Tuesday afternoon. ^

Tours, &c.,
---------  T. J. HOUGHTON, 5/10/93.

Superintendent of Prison Industries. Tor report in connection with papers now under reference 
to him.—G.M., B.C., 9/10/93.

No. 72.
The Comptroller-General of Prisons to T. J. Houghton, Esq., M.P.

Department of Prisons, New South Wales, Comptroller-General's Office,
Sir, Sydney, 13 October, 1893.

Referring to the letters of Messrs. Armstrong and Son, dated respectively, 27th September 
ultimo and 4th October instant, addressed to you and forwarded by you to me, I have the honor to subjoin, 
for your information, an extract from a report of the Superintendent of Prisons Industries upon the 
representation made by Messrs Armstrong and Son, that this department is underselling them in the market.

“The super frame mat (the class of mat in question) sujjplied to the trade is a very superior mat, 
and is manufactured strictly in accordance, both in quality and weight, with mats first introduced 
under the supervision of Overseer B. J. Danks, in October, 1887. I may here state that Air. 
Danks was appointed an Overseer in mat department shortly after the resignation of Mr. I. 
Armstrong (now of the firm of Armstrong and Son) who had held that position in Darlinghurst 
Gaol for about twelve years. There have not been any attempts to undersell Messrs. Armstrong 
and Son. With reference to the loss said to have been sustained by Messrs Armstrong and Son 
during the last twelve months, viz.:—Several hundreds of pounds by gaol competition, I beg to 
state the gross value of the mats in question supplied to the trade from Darlinghurst Gaol during 
the whole of the year 1892, amounts to only £121 9s. 4d, I am unable to understand there
fore how Messrs. Armstrong and Son could have lost several hundreds of pounds as stated.”

1. have further to state that, in view of the improper and offensive terms in which Messrs. Armstrong 
and Sons’ letter of the 27th September, is couched, Imust decline to take further notice of their communi
cations. The Minister of Justice has already been placed in possession of the facts as regards tho mat
making industry at Darlinghurst Gaol. * 1 have, Ac.,

. GEORGE MILLER,
------------------- Comptroller-General.

[JSnclostire.']
Department of Prisons, N.S.W.,

Sir, Comptroller-General’s Office, Sydney, 12 October, 1S93.
I have tbe honor to report, for information of Comptroller-General of Prisons, rc allegations of Messrs. 

Armstrong and Sons.
1. The super frame mat (tho class of mat in question) supplied to tho trade is a very superior mat, and is manufactured

strictly in accordance, both in quality and weight, with mats first introduced under the supervision of Overseer B. J. Danks 
in October, 1877. 1 may here state that Mr. Danks was appointed an overseer in mat department shortly after the
resignation of Mr. J. Armstrong (now of the firm of Messrs. Armstrong and Sons) who had hold that position in 
Darlinghurst Gaol for about twelve years.

2, There has not been any attempt to undersell Messrs. Armstrong and Sons. 3.
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3 With reference to the loss said to Imvu been sustained by Messrs. Armstrong and Sons during the ‘welro 

months, viz., several huudreds o[ pounds by gaol competition, I beg to state the g«M value ^ 
supplied to the trade from Darlinghurst Gaol during the whole of the year 1S!)2, amounts to only £12L Os. 1 anl atlal11 
touuderstand, therefore, how Messrs. Armstrong and Sons could have iost several hun^s of pounds as stated.

Superintendent of Prison Industries.
The Comptroller General of Prisons.

No. 73.
E. Darnley, Esq., M.P., to The Minister of Justice.

Dear Sir Legislative Assembly, N.S.V., Sydney, 28 November, 1S!)3.
picaso find enclosed letter re “prison labour in competition with free labor.” Kindly inform 

me if it is true or not, as, if not, the firm advertising in the manner shown are doing the Government a
1 * j* J-Oiirs. cvC.,

gross injustice. _____________ __ 'E pAKNLBY.

{Unclounre.'] ^ ^
n u 64, Brisbane-street, Sydney, 21 November, 1893.
“r Seeing that the Honorable Minister of Works stated to you that the Gevemmmt wrald nrt fm onemrnnMit 

comocto with prison labour against free labour, I enclose for your information an advertisement in the Pubhe Notice column 
of last Saturday’s Sidney Mornini) Herald, and in doing so, state that I was m the employ of that firm for upwards of nine 
years but for the last twelve months, with many others, have been thrown out of employment through prison competition 
with free labour, and those employed at the present time have only two days work per week for many Jjg
much for a Government who profess to befriend the working classes and encourage colonial industry. Perhaps yoirmU 
kindly forward this communication to the Honorable Minister, and open his eyes upon the subject to the injury being do o 
by prison labour being in competition with free labour, aud by doing so kindly

G. READ,
E. Darnley, Esq., M.L.A. _______ Ute BmPlo>'ee °f the Flrm-

[Sub-Enclosure.]
Hall-door Mats at Wholesale Prices.—In consequence of the Government competing against us by prison labour, we aro

SS&U&tiZffSt “ 4"
Established in Sydney, 18CG.

The Comptroller-General of Prisons with reference to previous papers.—B.C., 29th November, 1893.
T.E.M N^ (for^ILS.). ^ ^ ^ adA anytlling to what I have already said in previous reports to the
Minister which are with the papers that were sent to the Department of Justice the day before yesterday. 
My impression is, that Armstrong & Son think that by constantly hammering away at the free ». prison 
labour question, they may succeed in stifling the mat-making industry at Darlinghurst, in like manner as 
thev succeeded iu stopping that industry at Parramatta Gaol, and thus increase the already very great 
difficulty which this Department has to contend with in finding suitable employment for tlie thousands of 
prisoners who are sentenced to various terms of hard labour in our gaols. It is not unlikely that the 

letter from “ G Head ” has been written at the instigation of Armstrong and bon.—G.M.,
The Under Secretary of Justice.—B.C. Submitted with reference to the Minister s minute of

17th August last. (See also 98-18,73L).-T.E.M‘N. (for U.S.;, 5/12/93. , , + f p t? n’P
Inform that the statements in tbe letter referred to are not correct, and state fact®- -ILEi.U G., 

8/12/93. Forwarded for the information of the Comptroller-General of Prisons—B.C., 3rd January, 
1894. T.E.M'N. (for TT.8.). Seen—G.M., 4/1/94. -

No. 74.
The Under Secretary of Justice to E. Darnley, Esq., M.P.

sir Department of Justice, Sydney, 29 November, 1893.
’ I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of Justice, to acknowledge the receipt of your 

letter of the 28th instant, forwarding a communication addressed to you by Mr. G. Bead, alleging that 
mats manufactured by prison labour compete with private enterprise, and to inform you that the same
will receive doe ccm.ideretion. 1 ^ & PHASER,

Under Secretary.

No. 75.
The Under Secretary of Justice to E. Darnley, Esq., M.P. 

gjj, Department of Justice, Sydney, 13 December, 1893,
’ Referring to your letter of the 28th ultimo, forwarding a communication from Mr. G. Bead 

upon the subject of the manufacture of mats in gaols, I have tbe honor, by direction of the Minister of 
Justice to inform you that from reports furnished by tbe Comptroller-General of Prisons it would appear 
that the statement made is not correct, that Messrs. Armstrong and Son seem to be mistaken in asserting 
that thev have been undersold by tbe Gaol authorities, and that the terms of the arrangement made 
between that firm and the Prisons Department, 1887, have been faithfully adhered to by the latter, and
will continue to be so adhered to. ^ r

I am to add that under the arrangement referred to the Prisons Department bases the charges for 
certain classes of mats upon those fixed by the firm named, aud allows the same discount to the trade on 
the class of mats which they manufacture, and tbe Department only sells to the trade, not to the public, 
while Messrs. Armstrong and Son may sell to whom they please.

I have, &c.,
ABCH. C. FRASEH,

Under Secretary.

No. 76.352—E
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No. 76.
- Mr. G. T1. Havenhand to The Minister of Justice.

My de‘\rrSlr!u- , 36’ Benny-street, Paddington, 27 November, 1893.
My attention has been drawn to the advertisement attached, which is appearing in both the 

metropolitan dailies. I am sure your keen sense of justice will not allow such a state of things as 
evidently obtains m connection with the gaol at Darlinghurst to continue. It seems to me that if tho 
advertisers represent the matter faithfully you have only to know it to remedy what must reflect upon 
tbe administration of this part of your Department. I have, &c., 1

„ . Vd. h\ HAVENHAND.
[Copy of advertisement attached.]

The Comptroller-Gencral of Prisons in connection with previous papers. B C 29th November 1893.-T.E.M‘N. (for TJ.S.) Will the Inspector-General of Police be goSd enough to favour me with 
a confidential report as to the position of the writer of this letter (G. F. Havenhand) B.C.—T E M‘N 
4 n ^oliom5/12^93' The illformatioa required attached.—F.F. The Under Secretary of Justice’

No 3 Police Station, Sydney, 18th December, 1893.—Sergeant J. E. Sawtell begs to report for 
inspector Bremner’s information that he lias seen Henry Armstrong, of 36, Renny-street, Paddington 

who is a letter carrier,” and who admits writing the attached letter under the pseudonym of G. p! 
Havenhand, in the interest of his father, J. .Armstrong, of 114, Riley-street, Sydney. Mr. Armstrong 
senior, who is a mat manufacturer, and who lias been overseer in the mat department at Darlinghurst 
Gaol for a number of years, complains of tho number of prisoners who are taught the trade every year 
and when out of gaol become a drug on tho market. He also complains of the way the gaol authorities 
cut down the value of the mats by supplying an inferior article at the same price as his mats of similar 
size.—J. E. Sawtepl, sergeant. J. Bremner, Esquire, inspector.

Eorwarded to Inspector-General.—G. Reajj. 19/12/93.
The attention of the Deputy Postmaster-General should he called to the conduct of letter-carrier 

Armstrong in sending a letter to this Department under an assumed name, commenting on the policy of 
the Department in connection with the mat-making industry at Darlinghurst Gaol.—A.C.F.

■ • No. 77.
The Under Secretary of Justice to Mr. G. E. Havenhand.

Sir> Department of Justice, Sydney, 29 November, 1893.
. 1 ‘lave tlic. honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 27th instant, with respect 

to the price alleged to be charged for mats manufactured by prison labour, and to inform you that tlie 
same will receive due consideration. ' I have. &c.,

. ARCH. C. FRASER,
_______________________________ Under Secretary.

No. 78.
Tlie Under Secretary of Justice to Tlie Deputy Postmaster-General.

Sn'> Department of Justice, Sydney, 23 December, 1893.
I have the honor to forward for your perusal, and for any action that may be deemed 

desirable, the accompanying papers respecting the conduct of a letter-carrier named Henry Armstrong in 
writing to this Department under an assumed name, and commenting on the policy of the Department in 
connection with the mat-making industry at Darlinghurst Gaol.

1 have, &c.,
ARCH. C. ERASER,

_____________________ __________ Under Secretary.

No. 79.
The Deputy Postmaster-General to The Under Secretary of Justice.

Postal and Electric Telegraph Department,
Sir’ General Post Office, Sydney, 5 January, 1894.

, With roterence to your communication of the 23rd ultimo. No. 93/18731, relative to a letter
which was written by Sorter Armstrong, of this office, over the name “ G. F. Havenhand,” in regard to 
the mat-inaking industry at Darlinghurst Gaol, I am direcled to inform you that Armstrong has been 
called upon for an explanation in the matter, and it appears that the letter was written by him in the 
name_of his stepson, and with the latter's permission. He expresses regret for writing the letter, and 
promises to guard against anything of the kind in future. He bears a very good character, and Mr. Eidd 
thinks that the warning he has had will meet the case.

The papers which you submitted are returned herewith.
’ I have, &c.,

S. H. LAMBTON.

Submitted might he referred to the Comptroller-General of Prisons for his information._A.C.F.
8'l/94. Approved—T.M.S., 11/1/94. The Comptroller-General of Prisons.—B.C., 11 January 
1894.-T.E.M'N. (for U.S.) Seen.-G.M, 15/1/84. -ci January,

[la. 3d.] Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer,—IdW,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FIRE BRIGADES’ BOARD, SYDNEY.
{TENTH ANNUAL REPORT.)

JStcscnicb iu ^m-suant to ,51 cl 47 Die. ^lo, 3, err. 7.

Tlic CliaiTman to rJ.'he Cliief Socrotavy.
Fire Brigades’ Board, Head Quarters Fire Station,

Sii^ Sydney, 15 February, 1S9±.
Fursuaufc to “The Fire Brigades Act, 1SS4,” section 7, I have tbe honor to present tbe Report 

of the Fire Brigades’ Board for tho Metropolitan District upon their administration during the year 1893.

I have, &c,
' CHARLES SOWN,

------------------- Chairman.

Repohi of the Fihe Brigades’ Bo add fob the Yeah 1893.

The Fire Brigades’ Board are pleased to have the honor of reporting that tlie work of the Fire Depart- 
inont'during the year 1S93 has continued to be of a thoroughly satisfactory character.

The constitution of the Board remains unchanged, the biennial elections having taken place in the Bo!ird' 
previous year.

The sum of tho risks declared by tlie insurance companies within the metropolitan area was B0<)m, 
£61,185,715, being an increase of £2,769,770 upon the previous return. Tbe number of contributing “ 
offices was reduced from forty-five to Forty-three, the City of London Fire Insurance Companyynd the 
Union Assurance Company of London haviug closed their agencies in the Colony, and the Union Fire 
and Marine Insurance Company of New Zealand liaving been absorbed by the Alliance Assurance 
Company; while the Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Company was the only office added to the list of 
contributories. [Appendix 1] During last year the Hong JCong Insurance Company retired from tbe 
Colony, and the New South Wales Assurance Corporation and Pacific Fire and Marine Insurance 
Company went into liquidation; while on the other hand the Royal Exchange Assurance Company and 1
the Indemnity Insurance Company of Australasia entered upon fire business here.

A coiilribniion of £5.500 was levied upon the Companies, pursuant to sections 13 and 14 of the 
Act—distributed in the ratio oF their amounts at risk—being equal to a tax of 2‘ld. per £1.00 of risk.

The borough of Rookwood was the only addition to the contributing municipalities, though the Municipalities, 
extension of the Act to Mosman, in the latter portion of the year, will add that to thenumher for the current 
vear. The assessments of "the thirty-one contributing municipalities amounted to £5,410,778, being an 
increase of £153,123, or of £135,93S" exclusive of the additional borough of Rookwood. These figures 
exhibit a considerable cheek in the annual rate of increase hitherto maintained, which becomes more ■ 
apparent when it is considered that no less than £118,614 of the total addition was in the city proper, 
and only £17,294 among tho twenty-nine other municipalities which contributed in the previous year.
It is, however, satisfactory to note that notwithstanding tho unprecedented depression prevailing in all 
classes of property, as well as of business, there still has been an upward tendency, though in less degree 
than that which hitherto obtained. The contributions of the municipalities, £5,500 in all, was equivalent 
to 2s. 0'3A. per £100 of the assessed value of their ratable property.

The estimate of £16,500 for the maintenance of the Department was, by careful management, not Expenditure, 
exceeded ; and that for the current year has been set down at a similar sum ; but the projected erection 
of the two fire-stations mentioned below, and the increase of subsidies to Volunteer Fire Companies, 
added to an impost by the Postal and 'Electric Telegraph Department for the maintenance of telephones, 
and fire-alarm lines, will be an additional tax upon our resources.

Unforeseen legal delays prevented tho transfer of the site provided for a fire-station in Balmain, 
anticipated in onr last report, hut it is expected fhat the early completion of some legal technicality on North Sydney, 
the part of the vendors will remove the only remaining obstacle to proceeding with the erection of a 
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building. Tbe selected site is rvt about the highest elevation in Balmain, having the great advantage of 
down-hdl runs for the fire appliances when called into service, and of commanding a distant view. It has 
a frontage of 50 feet to Darling-street by a depth of 150 feet, and is close to the town-hall, post and 
telegraph offices, and tho main business portion of the suburb. "VVe expect to establish the local 
volunteer fire company during ibis year in a suitable station on that site, the plans for which have already 
been adopted.

For North Sydney also, which, owing to its isolated position, stands m need of especial protection 
of tbe kind, tho G-overnment has been pleased to place £150 on the Estimates, in order to secure a most 
suitable site for the purpose, having a frontage of 39 feet 1 inch to "Walker-street, with a depth of SO feet, 
situated close io the Masonic Hall, and within easy reach of the main thoroughfare. On that site, if 
lands permit, it is hoped that a fire-station will be erected on plans similar to that at Balmain ; and the 
St. Leonards Volunteer Fire Company established there, with a horse and hose-waggon, &c., to enable 
the firemen to speedily reach the more distant parts of the large district entrusted to the company’s care. 
This municipality is supplied with water from the reservoir at Chatswood, and tho pressure runs up to 
the high figure of 150 lb. per square inch near tlie sea-level. Taking this into consideration, together 
with the hilly character of the district, it is intended eventually to replace the more cumbrous and heavy 
manual engine by the lighter equipment, as being more suitable for existing conditions.

It is hoped that while provision has hern made for the protection of Balmain and North Sydney, 
the requirements of the thickly-populated eastern suburbs will not be overlooked. There is a most 
eligible piece of vacant Crown land at the back of the Paddington Town-ball, which we hope may be set 
apart for similar purposes of fire protection. Early in the year a deputation from the Municipal Council 
of Burwood waited upon tho Chief Secretary to ask that a portion of the ground on Bnrwood ftoad, lying 
waste in consequence of the deviation of the railway, sbonld be utilised for tho establishment of a fire- 
station, and the request was favourably received. This site, however, has not yet been dedicated.

The completion and occupation of No. 3 Metropolitan Eire Brigade Station, G-eorge-stroel Norlh, 
Circular Quay, on 25th January, 1893, were recorded in our last Bcport.

We are given to understand that the proposed amendment of the Fire Brigades’ Act has been 
placed in the hands of the Parliamentary Draughtsman, and we view with satisfaction that there is, 
therefore, some prospect of its being submitted to Parliament this year. Among tho other desirable 
amendments which previous reports have pointed out, that for the inclusion of the harbour waters in the 
area within which the Act has operation is continually forced upon our notice by the recurrence of ship 
fires. Notwithstanding that this class of fire is outside our jurisdiction, and no contribution is made for 
the protection of property afloat, the Board does not feel justified in withholding any assistance which it 
is possible to afford. No legislation has yet been attempted to further regulate the sale and storage of 
inflammable liquids, &c., and the erection of buildings.

The number of calls received from the 1st January to the 31st December was 401; and deducting 
false alarms and chimney fires, the number ot actual fires was 258;—lees by 54 than those of the previous 
year. Six fires on vessels in the harbour, an exactly similar number to those of the previous twelve 
months, were attended, and in every instance satisfactory 11 saves ” were effected. These were on vessels 
at the wharves, aud therefore within reach of land fire-engines and appliances. A notable fire also 
occurred in the stream, inaccessible to tbe firemen and their extinguishing appliances, clearly demonstrating 
the necessity for the floating steam fire-engine, repeatedly recommended in previous reports. By the fire 
referred to, which occurred in Kerosene Bay on tho night of thp 29th May, the old training ship) 
“ Vernon,” then being dismantled, was burned to the water’s edge, and involved in her destruction the 
hulk “ Golden South,” which was moored close by. Again, on the 22nd July, an explosion of coal gas 
occurred on the barque 11 Argo,” in Neutral Bay, by which, besides severe damage to the vessel, one life 
was lost, and four persons were injured. The ship had taken in a cargo of coal, and the accident was the 
first of the kind recorded to have occurred to a vessel laden with coal of this colony, though similar 
explosions have occurred in other countries.

Eor the purpose of dealing with ship fires, the Marine Board had iheir new pilot steamer “ Captain 
Cook” fitted with a steam pump, having a capacity of 30,000 gallons per hour ; and on tho occasion of 
the above explosion she was promptly summoned from "Watson's Bay, but happily her services were not 
required, for no fire followed the explosion. •

The number of inquests into fires which, pursuant to the regulations under section G, sub-section 
vir, tbe City Coroner has been moved to hold, has been five. Four of these resulted in verdicts of arson 
against somo person or persons unknown, while that upon the fire at the “ Taragon Hotel,” on 6th 
December, concluded with the committal of the proprietor and the manager. Conviction followed, and 
the former was sentenced to five and the latter to three years’ imprisonment. There is little doubt that 
a considerable number of fires in tbe past have been the result of incendiarism, and that these corouial 
inquiries are having a salutary deterrent effect, and reducing the proportion which fires of suspicious origin 
bear to those that result from accident. The speed with which an alarm can be telephoned to the 
nearest fire-station, and tbe rapidity with which a well disciplined and equipped body of firemen can be 
concentrated upon tbe scene of fire, render tbe task of an incendiary increasingly difficult; for time is 
not allowed for the flamos to gain sufficient headway to efface the traces of hia guilt.

Thirteen additional telephone fire alarms have been installed during the year; in addition, the 
erection of six in the borough of the Glebe has been almost completed, and a number of others are in 
progress or contemplation. It is satisfactory to observe that the proportion of false alarms received is 
less than that recorded in the reports of fire departments elsewhere.

To the Metropolitan Fire Brigade four men have been added, increasing tbe number to fifty-one, 
including the superintendent; and the 80-feet extension ladder, mentioned in last year’s report as ordered 
from London, has been added to its equipment; the water-tower for attachment to this ladder has, 
however, not yet arrived. The Brigade’s admirable state of discipline and effectiveness is still maintained; 
the officers and men have never shrunk from the service they have undertaken, but have always responded 
manfully when called upon. Tbe ship fires referred to above were especially trying in consequence of 
the heat and density of the smoke in the holds, difficulty of access to tlie fires, uncertainty ns to their

locations
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jocafcionB, and as to whether an explosion might occur at any moment. Many firemen were carried up, 
overcome by smoke, from the effects of which they suffered for days, but their comrades continued to 
battlo witli the flames, nothing daunted, and, as has boon said, in every instance with final success. We 
aro therefore pleased to bo able to give our highest commendation to their services. On these and other 
occasions the volunteer firemen shared the honours with tlie men of tlie permanent brigade, those 
attached to stations within or close to the city boundaries promptly responding to calls to work at all city 
fires, including the ship fires, and the suburban companies worked well in their own districts. Their 
efforts are acknowledged by tho Superintendent of Tiro Brigades iu his report, attached hereto ; and he 
also expresses his obligation to tlie police, the general public, and tlie officers of tbe Water and Sewerage 
^Department, for valuable co-operation. The expenditure in subsidies to the twenty-two Volunteer Fire 
Companies enumerated in Appendix V, was £2,485, an increase of £379 upon thatof the previous year. In 
addition, horses have been provided in several instances, to enable the companies to cover longer distances 
and to roach fires with greater speed. The maintenance of these has of necessity caused increase of 
expenditure, which tho .Board lias been called upon to provide, and the additional tax upon the funds at 
our disposal is considerable. '

Pursuant to section 6 of the Tire Brigades Act, the Chief Secretary, on 27th January, 1893, was ^P"hn'tetld(,nt 
pleased to approve of tlie appointment of Mr. Alfred Webb, the Principal Foreman of the Metropolitan 
Fire Brigade, to bo Depuly-Superintendent, to act in case of the absence or other disability of the 
Superintendent.

Other detailed and very complete information concerning all the operations of the Department is 
supplied in tabulated form in various appendices.

CHARLES BOWN,
14th March, 1894. Chairman.

f
* /

*
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APPENDIX I. 
INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Contributory Compnm. ‘Amount at 
risk,

31 Dec, 131)2.
Contribution^

1303. Contributory Company.
Amount at 

risk,
31 Dec, ,1802,

Contribution,
1893.

£ £ s. d. £ £ e. d.
The Alliance Assurance Co..................... 1,376.812 122 15 1 The Now South Wales Assurance Cor-

Atlas Assurance Co,,....................... -133,080 39 12 3 dr>7 rufi ES 12 B
Australian Alliance Assurance Co.. 108,388 36 s 2 New Zenifind Insurance Co........... 2,053^524 183 i 8
Australian Mutual Fire Insurance North British and Mercantile In

Society ................................... 8,115,190 723 10 2 1,032,693 92 1 (J
Bataria Sea aud Fire Insurance Co 24E153 21 10 0 North (Juccusland Insurance Co
British and Colonial Insurance Co. (Ltd.) ................................... 247,300 22 i 0

(Ltd.) .................................... 4-10,030 39 16 5 Northern Assurance Co.................. 736,000 65 12 4
Caledonian Insurance Co............... 353,407 31 10 2 Norwich Union Fire Insurance
City Mutual I'ire Insurance Co. Society ................................... 2,155,933 192 4 4

(Ltd.) .................................... 3,290,599 291 3 c Pacific Fire and Marine Insnranc
Colonial Mutual iJ'ire Insurance Co, Co........................................... 730,251 65 2 1

(Ltd.) .................................... 1,303,140 110 3 7 Palatine Insurance Co. (Ltd.) ..... 450,015 40 2 5
Commercial Union Assurance Co. . 0,133,083 551 5 0 Photnix Fire Office of London ..... 1,207,723 115 14 0
Cornwall Fire mid Marino Insurance Queensland Mutual Insurance Co

Co. of Launceston ................. 350,000 31 4 1 (Ltd.) ..................................... 143 500 12 15 10
Derwent and Tamar Fire and Royal Insurance Co........................ 2.27L670 202 10 7

Marine Assurance Co............... 362,154 32 5 9 Scottish Union aud National Insur
±'ire Underwriters’ Association of unci; Co.................................... 365,877 32 12 E

N.S.W, — for ofllecs outside South British Fire anil Marine In
N.S.W...................................... 333,812 34 4 4 snranec Co. of New Zealand .. 1,382,000 123 4 3

Guardian Fire and Life Assurance Standard Fire and Marine Insur
Co............................................. 646,192 57 12 3 ancc Co. of N ew Zealand ..... 963,486 86 1 7

iiongAong-birclnsuranecCo, (Ltd) 547,603 48 16 5 Straits Fire Insurance Co. (Ltd.) .. 240,000 21 7 11
Imperial insurance Co. of London.. 1,333,747 113 18 2 Sun Fire Office of London ........... 740,215 65 19 10
lion Fire Insurance Co. (Ltd.) . . 234,329 20 17 10 United Insurance Co. (Ltd.) ....... 3,589,409 320 0 3
Liverpool and London and Globe United Australian Mutual Fire In

Insurance Co. .. ... 2,782,033 218 1 10 surance Co. (Ltd.) ................ 475,267 42 7 5
London and Lancashire Fire Insur- Victoria Insurance Co. (Ltd.) .... 1,737,100 154 17 5

ancc Co...... ........................ 590,270 52 12 6 ,
Manchester Fire Assurance Co....... 303,235 32 16 8 Credit bv voluntary contribution o 5,456 0 O
Mercantile Mutual Insurance Co__ 8,673,081 773 G 0 Remit Insurance Co., tor risks taken
Mutual Union Insurance Co. (Ltd.) 190,000 10 13 10 over Inst year from the late Queen
National Fire and Marine Insurance o o

1,130,779 105 5
Netherlands-India Sea and Fire Totals . . ........................... 61,185,715 5,600 0 0

Insurance Co........................... 110,000 9 16 2

APPENDIX II. 
MUNICIPALITIES.

Munidpalit) Assessment,
1802.

Contributioi),
1S93.

£ £ e. d.
City of Sydney............................ 2,636,632 2,677 2 10
Alexandria ................................ 64,350 65 6 0
Aslifleld........................................ 146,015 14S 5 2
Balmain ....................................... 193,076 196 0 10
Botany .................................. 23,464 23 16 6
Burwood ..................... 85,200 86 10 2
Camtierdown................................ 43,788 44 9 3
Darlington............................ 27,864 28 5 10
Drummovne ................................ 23,178 23 10 s
Five Dock ...?................ 15,014 15 4 11
Glebe..................................... 157,890 160 6 4
Granville .................................... 44,764 45 9 O
Koearah .................... . 40,800 41 S 6
Leichhardt................................... 133,112 135 3 2
Macdonald Town .................... 32,804 33 6 2
Manly................................... , 66,781 67 16 2
MarriokTille .............. ... | 133,894- 135 19 0

Municipality. Affacswjcnt,
1 1592.

1
Contribution,

im

£ £ B. d.
Newtown ............................... 165,139 167 13 G
North Botany ........................ 20,893 21 4 5
North Sydney ............... a.,....- 248,022 251 16 8
Paddington ............................ 174,312 176 19 10
Parramatta ............................. 75,875 77 0 IO
Petersham.................... ............ 117,714 119 10 5
Randwiek .............................. 116,582 118 7 5
Rcdfcrn ............................... 181,202 183 19 9
Rookwood............................... 17,185 17 9 O
St. Peters .............................. 32,102 32 11 11
W'aterloo ............ ............... 07,757 68 15 11
Waverley ............................. 105,151 106 15 4
Willoughby ........................... 73,435 74 12 3
Woollnkra.............................. 152,728 155 1 6

Totals ....................£ 5,416,778 5,500 0 0

APPENDIX III.
SUMMARY of Attundanoes at Board Meetings during the year 1893.—(Number of Meetings, 27,

exclusive of Committee Meetings.)

- Kame?.
Meetings*

Present Absent.

Charles Bown, Esq., J.P. fOhjiiVnmnl ........... ... 27 0
Walter Church, Esq., J.P. (Vice-Chairman) ........................................................... - £2 5#
Alderman J. C. Bcnrc, J.P.........................(.................. 27

27
27
27

0
Edward J. Love. Esq............................ o
Charles Hellmrich. Esq., J.P................................. . o
W. C. Goddard, Esq.. J.P:....................................... 0

1
* On in isit. to another Colon]-.
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APPENDIX IV.
HUE BRIGADES’ BOARD, SYDNEY.

ABSTBACT of Receipts and Expjotdittjbe for tho Tear ending 31st December, 1893,

ItECETPTS.
£ . 9. d. £ 6. d.

To Insurance Companies—
Alliance ......................................................... 12*2 15 1
Atlni.............................................................. :a 12 a
Austnilian Alim icc ...............    HU b 2
Anstrahun Mutual ........................................ 72B 10 2
Batavia ..................................................... 21 10 0
British and Colonial.................................... HI) 1(1 5
Caledonian..................................................... HI IQ 2
City Mutual .................................................. 201 !i (I
Colonial Alufcual.............................................. 110 II 7
Commercial Union ........................................ fiftl f> 0
Cornwall......................................................... HI 4 1
Derwent and Tamar........................................ H2 ft 0
Guardian......................................................... 57 32 H
Hong Kong-..................................................... 4S 10 ft
Imperial ......................................................... Hb IS 2
Lion.............................................................. 20 17 10
Liverpool and London and Globe................... 24b 1 JO
Lonrlmi and LaueashiTC................................. 52 12 0
Manchester .................................................. H2 10 H
Mercantile Mutual ........................................ 173 0 0
Mutual Union ............................................. 10 IS 10
National of New Zealand ............................. 10ft ft ft
NeLlierlaniisdmlm ........................................ 9 10 2
New South Wales Assurance Corporation .. 48 10 G
New Zealand .................................................. 1S8 1 S
North British and Mercantile ...................... 92 1 ft
North Queensland ........................................ 22 1 0
Northern......................................................... 05 12 4
Norwich Union.............................................. 102 4 4
Pacific............................................................ 82 11 1
Palatine ...................................................... 40 2 ft
Phamijc ........................................................ lift Id O
Queensland Mutual........................................ 12 1ft 10
lio>al ............................................................ 202 10 7
Scottish Union anti National...................... 82 12 ft
South British of New Zealand...................... 128 4 8
Standard of New Zealand ............................. t5d 1 7
Straits............................................................ 21 7 11
Sun ................................................................ tift 10 10
United............................................................ 820 0 8
United Australian Mutual............................. 42 7 ft
Victoria ......................................................... 154 17 ft
Underwriters’ Association—for olHecsoutside

New South Wales................................. 84 4 4

Colonial Treasurer

To Municipalities—
Citj of Sydnc> ..............................................  2,077 2 10
Alexandria..................................................... 05 0 !)
Ashilcld ..................................................... 148 ft 2
Balmain .................................... . .. . 100 0 10
Ilotniiy....................................   28 16 fl
Burwood......................................................... 04 17 S
Camperdowu.................................................. 44 0 8
Darlington .................................................. 2S 6 10
Drummoyne.................................................. 23 10 &
Five Dock ..........   11 H 0
Glebe ............................................................ 100 0 4
Granville......................................................... 45 0 0
Kogamh .......................................   31 1 ft
Leichhardt.................................................... 136 3 2
Macdonald Town .............   24 19 8
Manly ............................................................ 07 10 2
Marnckville .................................................. 38ft 19 0
Newtown ..................................................... 107 13 6
North Botany ............................................. 21 4 ft
North Sydney ............................................... 251 10 S
Paddington ...........     170 19 10
Parramatta...................................................... 77 0 10
Petersham...............   119 10 ft
Band wick ..................................................... 13S 7 ft
Rcdfcrn ......................................................... 133 19 0
Rookwood ...................................................... 17 9 0
St Peters......................................................... 32 11 11
Waterloo......................................................... 08 Ift 11
Wavcrlcv ..................................................... lOO 1ft 4
Willoughby .................................................. 74 12 8
Woollahra ................................   156 1 C

Rent of quarters ........................................... SCO 14 4
Watching duties ..............................   109 10 G
Fines ............................................................ 1 7 G
Assistance rendered........................................ 125 0 0
Sale of old plant........................................... 53 15 0
Liquidator—Fire, Marine, and Actident

Indemnity Company ............................. 0 3 8

i
l

ft,497 1ft 10 ' 

5,500 0 0 |

5,465 17 9

8&0 16 7

£ s. d.
1 January, 1893—By balance...........................................

Bv General Expenditure.

Plant, stores, &c...............................................  1,950 4 0
Clothing ......................    43G 19 G
Printing, stationery, postage, &c...................... BG 18 8
Ratos and taxes............................................... 277 11 1
Life premiums.................................................. 30ft 7 ft
Guarantee premiums.....................................  10 0 0
Cab-hire and cartage........................................ 25 9 7
Rewards for calls ........................................... 10 10 6
Rewards to turncocks .................   ft 11 0
Petty expenses.................................................. 84 10 1
Assistance rendered ........................................ 22 O 3
Law costs......................................................... 22 1 O
Miscellaneous .................................................. 30 1 8
M.K 15. Benefit Club ........................................ 33 18 8
Stations—Repairs ami additions ................... 3ft4 IS 0
Newtown Fire-station ................................. 28 9 3
North Sydney Fire-station—Site for ............ ft 0 0

By Salaries ......................................................... 7,800 16 11
Board fees......................................................... 300 0 0
Auditors'fees.................................................. 3ft 0 O
Medical few..................................................... 14 14 0

By Lighting............ .. ........................................ 474 2 8
Fuel ............................................................. 72 Id 6

By Horses—
Purchase ......................................................... 1G7 17 G
Hire .............................................................. 10 16 0
Fodder ........   407 0 1
Shoeing............................................................ 3fl 9 1
Harness............................................................ 39 9 G

Fire-alarms, Telephones, &e.................................................

By Subsidies to Volunteer Fire Companies—
Alexandria .................................................. 109 0 0
Ashtield............................................................ 319 0 9
Balmain .................................. '.................... 200 0 0
Burwood ..................................................... 110 0 0
Drummoyne...................................................... 60 0 O
Glebe ............................................................ i:*) 0 0
Granville ....................................................... GO 0 0
Leichhardt ...................................................... 7ft 0 0
Manb, .............................................................. 7ft 0 0
North Botany.................................................. 50 0 O
North City ..............................   GO 0 0
Paddington   Ift0 0 fi

,, Brcwoiy....................................... 200 u 0
Parramatta (No. 1)'.......................................... 85 0 0

„ (No. 2)............................................. 85 0 fi
Randwiek......................................................... 50 9 0
Rookwood......................................................... 40 0 0
Standaid Brewery........................................ 205 O 0
St. Leonards...................................................... 220 0 0
Waterloo ......................................................... 110 0 0
Wavcrley ..........   100 0 0
Woollahra ...................................................... 200 0 O

Volunteer Firemen employed in watchingdutics .... .........

By Balance-
Commercial Banking Co. of Sydney (Ltd.) ,. 041 17 1
Superintendent’s potty cash.......................... 60 0 0

,, watching duty cash ......... 20 0 0

£ e. d, 
445 15 3

3,504 5 3

8,150 10 11

546 19 2

- 001 11 2 
GS0 0 4

2,485 0 0 
2S 11 0

711 17 1

Total............................. £17,214 10 2 Total £17,214 10 2

Z. COLDIS BARRY.
Secretary.

Having eiatniticd and compared the books, vouchers, and accounts of the Fire Brigades’ Board for the year ending 31st 
December, 1893, also this statement of receipts and expenditure, I certify the same to be correct.

JAMES ROBERTSON, F.I.A.V.,
Sydney, 19 January, 1894. Public Accountant.

APPENDIX
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iN'aino of Station

City Com taxiks.

North City.....................
Paddington Brewery......
Standard Brewery.........

SunoKiMN’.

Alexandria ....................
AshfieM .......................
Balmain (‘2 stations) .....
Burwood ......................
Drummoyne ................
Glebe ...........................
Granville......................
Leichhardt ....................
Manly ..........................
North Botany...............
Paddington....................
Parramatta No. 1 .........
Parramatta No. 2 .........

Randwiek ....................
Rookwood ....................
-St. Leonards (2 stations)

Waterloo.......................

Wavcrley.....................
Woollahra ....................

APPENDIX V.

VOLUNTEER EIRE COMPANIES, 1823.

Situation ot Station.

Cumbct laud-street
Dowling-street . . 
Koveaux street ...

No. of 
Members
registered

On Koll.

I
t
I l(i

21
15

Plant

Engines, Reels, fic. Hose, 
feet of.

1 hose waggon, 2 horses, 1 reel
1 manual, 2 hose reels ............
J hose cart, 2 horses, 1 reel.....

7%
1,200

012

HuUsLdy.

£ s. d. 
(50 0 0 

200 0 0 
205 0' 0

Gerard-street ............................
Liverpool Road .........................
Darling-street............................
Bclmore-street ......................... j
Lyons Road.................................1
Mitchell-street ......................... !
Good-street ...............................
Marion-sticet............. ..............
Marketdane................................
Rickety-street............................
Oxford-street ............................
Church-street............................
Church-street ...........................

21
17 
28
18 
15 
20 
2I 
15 
18 
17 
IS 
21 
21

Council Chambers .....................
Joscph-street ............................
Mount-street, and at Alfral- 

street. I
Kellick-street.............................

15
22
21

19

Carrington Road..........................1 17
Moncur-street...........................  i 17

400

1 manual, 1 reel............................
1 manual engine............................1
2 manuals, 1 reel ........................ !
1 manual engine...........................
1 hose reel .......................... ........
1 manual, 1 reel............................
I manual, 1 reel............................
I hose cart, 1 reel, 1 horse .......... 1
I manual, 2 hose reels .................
1 hose reel ....................................
I manual, 1 reel ...........................
I manual, 1 reel............................
1 manual, 1 reel, 1 hose and

ladder cart.
1 hose reel ....................................
1 manual engine...........................  1
2 manuals, 2 reels ....................... 1

S05
898

1,200
975
505

1.050 
644 
400 
830 
606

1.050 
850

1,100

6S5
300

1,700

100 0 0 
110 0 0 
200 0 0 
no o o
50 0 0 

150 0 0 
60 0 0 
■75 0 0 
75 0 0 
50 0 0 

150 0 0 
85 0 0 
85 0 0

50 0 0 
40 0 0 

220 0 0

1 manual, 1 reel, 1 hose and ladder 
cart, 1 horse.

1 manual, 1 reel............................
1 manual, 1 hose waggon, 2 horses

1,100

894
759

110 0 0

100 0 0 
200 0 0

19,28!) £2,485 0 0

APPENDIX VI.
Attendance of Volunteer Companies at Actual I’ires, within specified hours, for the Year 1893.

IflbintcBr Companies.

City Companies—
North City .....................
Paddington "Brewcry ......
Standard Brewery ..........

Suburban—
Alexandria .....................
Askfield.............................
Balmain............................
Botany .............................
Burwood .........................
Drummovne.....................
Glebe....'...........................

■ Granville .........................
Leichhardt .....................
Manly .............................
Paddington .....................
Parramatta No, 1..............
Parramatta No. 2..............
Randwiek.........................
Rookwood........................
Boctdale*t .....................
St. Leonards.....................
Waterloo ....................
Wavcrley .........................
Woollahra...,...................

VZ midnight to 6 a.m. G a,in, to Id noon. 12 noon to 6 p.m. S p.m. to 12 midnight. Total number of fires 
attended.

Nunihcr oi Number of Number ol Number ofiNumber of Number oftNumber oflNumber Of Total Total
fires men lire* men fired meli fires men

attended. present. iit-tendci?. present. attended. present. attended. present. attended. present,

£2 185 7 35 10 51 26 220 63 491
]!) 201 6 43 10 91 31 345 G6 689
24 200 8 61 13 124 35 354 80 729

9 70 n 23 7 52 12 83 33 233
fl 90 4 43 13 168 26 291
2 20 4 40 4 48 10 103
I 8 • 2 21 2 31 5 GO
2 13 3 28 4 40 9 83
3 18 3 18
3 23 3 11 2 18 io 95 18 147
3 20 1 6 4 26
9 59 8 48 19 125 36 232

... ... 3 27 1 12 4 39
2 19 3 20 11 59 16 98
2 32 3 20 2 18 7 70
4 ■ 31 2 17 6 48

i 5 1 5
1 8 i 9 2 17

i 12 1 12
2 22 2 23 4 65
5 52 i 11 3 20 14 101 23 184
1 8 4 34 1 10 8 80 14 132
3 32 4 38 2 20 9 91 18 181

^ Nut subsidised. t Outside the M. F. Board's area.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX VII. ■
' Mr. Superin tec dent Bear’s Report.

Metropolitan Fire Brigade,
To the Fire Brigades’ Board,— Head Quarters' Station,

Gentlemen, 25 February, 1894.
1 do myself the honor to submit my Tenth Annual Report of the working and general efficiency of your Brigade, 

and the several Volunteer Companies, together with the details of tires attended in the city and suburbs for the year ending 
.‘list December, 1893.

The total number of alarms received for fires, or supposed fires, was 401; of these OS were false alarms, Tfi proved to 
lie only chimney alarms, and 258 were calls for fires. Of the fires 210 were slight or trifling, 23 were serious, and 25 
resulted in total destruction. Of the 258 fires 154 wore insured, 57 not insured, and in 47 instances the insurances on 
the buildings or content^ could not be ascertained. In addition to the ordinary fires there have been chimney fires, 
requiring the attendance of firemen with hand-pumps only, making an aggregate total of 401 calls for fires, false alarms, 
and chimuey fires. _ .

The fires of 1893, as compared with those of 1802, show a decrease of 56 ; in the chimuey fires attended with engines, 
the total 29 is similar ; and those attended by firemen with hand-pump only, viz., 46, also corresponds with last year.

In the fires which ivere slight there has been a decrease of CO; ill serious, au increase of 2; and in fires which resulted 
in total destruction, there has also been an increase of 2. Among the buildiugs totally destroyed are classed shed-buildings,

• weatherboard cottages, Ac. Attached are detailed statements of the various fires attended by the Brigades and the 
Volunteer Fire Companies, as well as those unattended, hut which have been reported to the Brigade from various sources, 
and a member of the Brigade has been sent to obtain the necessary particulars. The various summaries appended show the 
particular dates, times of call, time of outbreak, trades, localities, insurances, hourly and daily, weekly and monthly. 
There is also appended a summary of the supposed origin of tires for the year.

Referring to the summary of localities, it will he noticed that in the city of Sydney alone there wore 200 calls, 104 
of which were for actual fires, 39 were false alarms, 18 were for chimney fires reported as houses on fire, and 39 wore for 
chimney fires attended by firemen with hand-pumps only. _

Of the fires in the city there wetc in Macquarie Ward, 19; Brisbane and Cook Wards, 18 each; Denison Ward, 
14 ; 1’hiltip Ward, 12; Fitzroy Ward, 10; Gipps Ward, 7; and Bourke Ward, 6.

In the suburbs there were 201 calls, of which 154 were for tires, 29 were false alarms, 11 were chimney fires 
reported as houses on fire, and 7 were for chimney fires attended by firemen with hand-pumps only. Thu suburbs alfected 
in regard to fires only wore as follows, viz. :—Rcdfern and Newtown, 16 each ; Glebe, Jl ; Ashficld, 9; Balmain and 
Waverley, 8 each ; Parramatta and Waterloo, 7 each ; Leichhardt, Marrickville, Paddington, Petersham, Woollahrn, 
and ships in the harbour, 6 each ; North Sydney, 5 ; Alexandria, 4 ; Canterbury, Darlington, Drummoyne, and Macdonald- 
towu, 3 each ; Auburn, Botany, Burwood, and Rockdale, 2 each; Granville, Manly, Randwick, St. Peters, and Strathfield,
1 each, 1

In summarising the trades it will be found that private dwellings have been mostly affected by fires, the number for 
all classes of damage being 93 ; but taking the actual trades into consideration, the most notable stand in the following 
order, viz.:—Grocers, 13; commission agents and produce merchants, 12; licensed victuallers, 11; stables, 10 ; bakers and 
confectioners, 7 ; ships, 6; drapers and milliners, painters and decorators, 5 eacli; lioardmg-houses and coopers, 4 each ; 
builders and contractors, buildings in course of erection, butchers, fishmongers, furniture dealers, tobacconists and hair
dressers, printers and stationers, restaurants, sheds, unoccupied premises, general dealers, and dairies, 3 each; places of 
amusement, bedding manufacturers, boot-makers, cabinet-makers and upholsterers, coach-builders, fruiterers and green
grocers, offices, opticians, Government buildings, schools, warehouses, jewellers, workshops, 'bus proprietors, open yards, 
soap a Lid candle works, and hrass-foundeis, 2 each ; other trades alfected, 1 each. Those arc to be found in the " Summary 
of Trades.’’

The stiength of the Brigade is as follows :—Two large steam fire-engines, 5 small steam fire-engines, 2 7-inch manual 
engines, 3 G-incli manual engines, 6 under 6-inch manual engines, 4 telescope ladders, 1 American ladder truck, 1 ladder 
van, I hose van, 1 steam-engine tender, 10 hose reels, 24,535 feet of hose, most of which is in good and fair condition, IS 
horses, 52 telephones erected, 7 telephone switchboards, 87 telephone fire alarms, 50 firemen, including Superintendent, 
Deputy-Superintendent, and coachmen.

The undermentioned Volunteer Fire Companies bold plant on loan from your Board, viz.:—Alexandria, Ashficld, 
Drummoyne, Burwood, Leichhardt, Granville, Manly, North Botany, North City, Randwick, St. Leonards, Standard 
[Srewory* Waverley, and Woollahra. Six Volunteer Fire .Stations are also vested in the hands of your Board.

The following comprise the Volunteer Fire Companies within your Board’s jurisdiction :—Alexandria Volunteer 
Company, subsidised, T100; Ashfield Volunteer Company, £110; Balmain Volunteer Company, £200 (2 stations); 
Burwood Volunteer Company, £110 ; Drummoyne Volunteer Company, £50 ; Glebe Volunteer Company, £150 ; Granville 
Volunteer Company, £00; Leichhardt Volunteer Company, £73; Manly Volunteer Company, £75; North Botany Volunteer 
Company, £50; North City Volunteer Company, £00; Paddington Volunteer Company, £150; faddington Brewery 
Volunteer Company, £200; Panamatta Volunteer Company No. 1, £85; Parramatta Volunteer Company No. 2, £85; 
Randwick Volunteer Company, £50 ; Rookwood Volunteer Company, £40 ; St. Leonards Volunteer Company (2 stations), 
£220 ; Standard Breweiy Volunteer Company, £205; Waterloo Volunteer Company, £110; Waverley Volunteer Company, 
£100; Woolialira Volunteer Company, £200.

The total amount paid as subsidies and bonuses to the various Volunteer Fire Companies during the year was 
£2,483. In addition to the subsidies new plant has boon supplied in many cases to Volunteer Companies to replace that 
condemned as unfit for further use. The approximate value of the whole of your Board's plant, together with the land and 
stations held in trust, is £82,440 13s. Gd. The value of the Volunteer Companies' own plant is not included in this sum.

The undermentioned are the members of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade :—

Name.

William Douglas Bear

Alfred Webb..............
John F. Ford ..........
Sydney WnUon..........
John Snelson ..........
William M’Ktught ... 
John 11. Sf‘Knight ...
George Lang..............
ThomasP. Gordon ...
Thomas Gorman ......
Samuel Holman ......
Bdwnrd C. Brown ...
George C. G-ruy .....
Joseph Stanchell ......
.Tames Hancock..........
Robert W. Nash
Thomas G. Cutis ......
Harris S. Dai is.........
Francis Howard .. . 
(Stephen H. Kyir

Rank. Date of Appointment

Superintendent of Fire Brigades, and 
Inspector of Kerosene.

Deputy Superintendent.........................
Foreman ...................... :........................

do ............................................
do ............................................

Engineer ...............................................
' do ....................................

Senior fireman .......................................
do ...................................
do ..................................
do ...... .............................
do ....................................

1st class fireman ..................................
do ....................................
do ....................................
do .......... ........................
do ....................................
do ....................................
do ..........................................
dn ............................

Under Govern
ment, May, 1884,

Where stationed.

26 June,
1 Aug.,
1 Jan ,

14 July,
1 July,

14 July,
1 Jan.,
3 Jan.,

18 Juno,
11 Feb.,

1 July,
1 July,
1 July,
1 Aug.,
1 Jan.,

19 March,1888 .. 
13 April, 1SS8 
19 April, 1888 ..

6 Ang.^ 1383...

1888... 
1884 .,
1883.. .
1884 ..
1.884.. .
1881.. 
1885...
1885.. .
1885 ..
1886.. . 
1884 .
1884.. . 
1884 
1884 .
1887.. .

Head-quarters.

do
Officer in charge No. 2 St at ion, 

do No. 3 Station, 
do ho. 4 Station.

Head-quarters, 
do

Head'quarters.
No. 3 Station.
No. 2 Station.
Head-quarters.
Officer in charge No. S Station. 
No. 4 Station.
Head-quarters.
No. 3 Station, 

do
No. 2 Station, 

do
No. 3 Station,

.' Head-quarters. _ ..............
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Kamc. Bank. Date Df Appointment. Where stationed.

Prank Jackson ......................... 7 Fob., 
15 April,

1859.. .
1889.. .

No, 3 Station.
No. 2 Station,John Graham .......................... do ....................................

George J. Perrons
George H. Dadd ......
Augustus J- Gerard...
George Alehin ..........
Albert E. Pieliering ...
Charles May..............
Harrie B. Lee ..........
Thomas E, Clarke......
Edward Smith..........
John A. Becker..........
Joseph Morns ..........
William Corkill .........
James W. Morris......
Harry Skelton .........
Robert Hunter..........
Edward Pember ......
James A. Meade ......
George J. Weston......
John A. Niooll ..........
Alexander Jamieson...
John F. Arnold.........
Harry Flukes ..........
Francis W. Brooks ... 
Ephraim Stoneham ... 
Edward J. Roberts ... 
Herbert J. Houghton
James Jones ..............
George W. Barry......

A uxiliarist.
G. J. Holman .......... .
W. J. Mattingly .......
W. F. Carey...............
A. J. Murray..............
W. R. Pinfold ...........
T. H. Cook ...............
J. F. Cook..................
D. Anderson .............

A’

do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do

2nd class 
do 
do 
do

2nd class “ B 
do 
do

3rd class " A' 
do 
do 
do

3rd class " B ’

1889.,
1890.. 
1890..

6 Sept.,
13 Fob.,
21 Feb.,
28 April, 1890. 
18 Sept., 1890

3 Get.,
39 Feb.,
23 Mar,,

7 May,
12 Mar.,
29 July,
25 May,

1 Deo.,
24 Mar.,
16 April,
23 April,

9 June,
4 July,
3 Aug.,

18 Not.,
3 Jan.,

1890..
1891..
1891..
1891.,
1891..
1891.,
1891.,
1891.,
1892., 
1892 .
1892., 
1892
1892.,
1892.,
1892.,
1893.,

do ................................ ...... do !!
do ...... ............. . ................. do ..
do ................... ................... 9.Tan., 1893...
do ....................................... 11 Jan.’ 1893
do ........................................ 1 JiinCj 1803...

Probation............................................

6 June, 1802..
do ..............................................
do ..............................................
do ........................................

do ................ .............................. 4 Get., 1S93...
do .................. ............................ 6 Oct | 1893 .
do .............................................. 23 Oct.j 1893...

Head-quarters.
No. 3 Station.
No. 4 Station.
No. 3 Station, 

do
No. 5 Station.
Head-quarters.

do
No. 4 Station.
No. 2 Station, 

do
Head-quarters.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

No. 2 Station.
Head-quarters.

do
do
do
do

No. 5 Station, 
dn 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do

During the year thirteen additions have been made to the Telephone Fire Alarm System, viz.. Nos. 7o to 87, their 
positions being given in the following list of Telephone Fire Alarms.

TELEPHONE FIRE ALARMS.

No.
of Box. Fire Station to which the Alarm is connected. Locality Of Alarm.

i Head Quarters, Castlereagh-strcet ................ Corner of George and Park Streets.
2 ft » .......... . • „ York and King Streets.
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
11
12
13
14
15 
1G
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

No. 3 Station, George-strcet North
»1 II »

Head Quarters.................................

No. 3 Station, Georgo-street North 
Head Quarters................................

No. 4 Station, Stanmore Road, Marrickville....

Waverley Volunteer Station, Carrington Road,: 
Waverley.

Pitt and Xing Streets.
„ Elizabeth and King Streets.
„ Liverpool and College Streets.
„ Wilham-street and Boomerang Road,
„ William and Victoria Streets.
„ Elizabeth and Park Streets.

Macquarie-street, opposite Parliament House.
,, Hunter and Bhgh Streets.
„ Hunter and George Streets.
,, Pitt and Market Streets.
„ King and Sussex Streets.
„ Sussex and Erskine Streets.
„ Kent and Margaret Streets.
,, Elizabeth and Huy Streets.

Messrs. A. Hordern & Sons, Goorge-street, Haymuket. 
Corner of Sussex and Luerpool Streets.

,, Kent and Bathurst Streets.
,, Kent and Market Streets.
„ Oxford and Riley Streets.
„ Goorge-street and Union-lane.
,, deorge and Goulburn Streets.
,, York and Market Streets.
„ Factory and Harbour Streets (J. Bridge it Sons).
,, Norton-street and Parramatta Road, Leichhardt 

' Railway premises and Luekey-streei, Summer Hill. 
„ Marrickville and lilawarra Roads, Marrickville.

Council Chambers, St. Peters.
,, „ Randwick.
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No.
of Ifox, Fire Station to which the Alarm is connected. Locality of Alarm.

31
32
33
34
35 
3G
37
38 
30
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49 
60 
51 
62 
63 
54 
65 
GG 
57

63
59

GO
61
02
G3
G4
03
CG
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74 
76
76
77
78
79
80 
81 
82
83
84
85
86 
87

Eo, 3 Station, Goorge-street North ...

No. 2 Station, Georgc-atreet West

G.P.O.............................................................
No. 4 Station, Stanmore Koad, Mavriekrilie

M.F.B. Station, Newtown

No, 2 Station, George-strcet West..................
i* o t ...................

Woolialira Volunteer Slation, Moncur-stroet

Dnrlinglmrfltand Randwick Police Stations. 
No. 3 Station, George-strcet North .............

it a a .............
it i' a *..... ..

Head Quarters, Casllerengh-street ............

No. 4 Station, Mamckvillc.

George-street North, opposite Mariners’ Church.
Corner of George-street North and Lower Fort-street,

„ Lower Fort-street and Windmill-street.
„ A rgy 1 e and Playioir Streets.
„ Argyle and Kent Streets.
„ Victoria Terrace, opposite Eye Hospital, Miller's Point.
,, "Young-street and Circular Quay.
„ Macquarie-street North and Circular Quay.
„ Bridge and Pitt Streets.

Opposite Terry’s lane, Pitt-street.
Corner of Church Hill and Charlotte-place.
Kent-street, near Gas-lane.
Corner of Bent and O'Connell Streets.

„ Elizabeth and Devonshire Streets.
„ George-street West and Newtown Road.
„ ■ Regeut and Cleveland Streets.
,, Redfcrn and Botany Streets, Redfern.

Elizabeth-strcet, Redfern, opposite Horderns’ stables.
Corner of M’Arthur and Harris Streets,

„ Figg and Harris Streets.
„ Bowman and Harris Streets.
„ George and Barrack Streets.
,, Parramatta Road and Johnston-street, North Annandole. 
„ .Johnston and Booth Streets.
„ lilawarra and Warren Roads, Marrickville.
„ King and Hordern Streets, Newtown,

Intersection of Newtown and Darlington Roads, and Forbes-stroet, 
Newtown.

Corner of Camden-street and Cook’s River Rond, Newtown. 
Intersection of Weils-street, Cook’s River Road, and Rochford- 

street, Newtown.
Corner of Enmore Road and Wilford-street, Newtown.

„ Enmore and Stanmore Roads, Newtown.
In front of Council Chambers, Erskineville Road, Maedonnldtown. 
Corner qf Parramatta Road and Parkes-street, Cnmperdowu.

„ Abercrombie Place and Clevoland-strect.
„ Abercrombie and Shepherd Streets,
„ Queen-street and Old South Head Road.
„ Nelson-street and Old .South Head Road.
„ Cowper and Oxford Streets, Waverley.
„ Ocean-street and Point Piper Road.
„ South and Bay Streets.
,, Darling Point Road and Now South Head Road,
„ Ynrranabee and Darling Point Roads.
„ Eorth-Btreet and Eilgccliff Road.
„ Carlton-street, Kensington Estate.
„ "Watson’s B-oad and Upper Fort-street,
„ Essex and Harrington Streets.
„ Bridge and Macquarie Streets.
„ Erskiao-strcet and Tork-lane.
,, Druitt-street, opposite Weighbridge,
„ Bourke and William Streets.
„ Bourke and Junction Street1!.
„ Maclcay-street and Elizabeth Bay Road.
„ Macleay and Wilde Streets, opposite clock,
,, Victoria and Orwell Streets.
,, Bourke and Liverpool Streets.
„ Goulburn and Macquarie Streets.
„ Cook’s River Road and Railway-street.

Most of the Volunteer Fire Stations, Theatres and Music Halls, the University, Government Printing Office, 
Railway Department, Town Hall, and Messrs. Hoffnung and Co.’s warehouse are in direct communication with our 
permanent stations. The Police Stations are also in communication, through the Central Police Station. The various 
wharves, warehouses, business houses, and many public buildings, are in telephone communication by means of the General 
Post Office Exchange, which is open to receive and transmit calls for fires at any hour of the day or night; and arrangements 
have been made by which tiie watchmen employed by the principal business houses report through to the Head-quarters' 
Station several times every night. The new fire-station for the protection of the northern end of the city, which was 
commenced on the 7th July, 1891, was opened on the 25th January-, 1893, and nine men are stationed there, with the 
necessary fire-extinguishing appliances. On 5th August the Brigade was strengthened by the arrival of a ladder capable of 
being extended to a height of 80 feet, which has formed a valuable acquisition to the department.

The telephone fire-alarms and nearly the whole of the electrical apparatus has been kept in order by the members 
of the Brigade.

I have to thank the officers and members of the Volunteer Companies for their valuable assistance during the year. 
The officers and members of the Police Force have as usual rendered very effective assistance, and I have to express my 
obligation to them. 1 have also to tender my thanks to the turncocks and to the public generally for their valuable 
co-operation.

The discipline and general efficiency- of the Brigade are in all respects satisfactory, and although the duties at times 
have been a severe strain on the whole staff, the work has boon performed cheerfully and well.

In conclusion, I beg to tender my most sincere thanks to your Board for the cordial support it has awarded me.
I have, &c.,

WILLIAM D. BEAR,
Superintendent of Brigades, and Inspector of Kerosene.
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a

List and Details of Pires attended by, or reported to, tbe Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Volunteer Fire Companies, for the Tear ending December, 1893.

Date. !>

1 T*

Time
of

Call.
Locality. Name of Tenant. How Premises 1 

occupied.

1893.
Monday, G-52 6'56 6, East'Street, Redfern.. Mary Ann Wilson......... Private dwelling,.

2 January. a.m. a.m.

Tuesday, 7 20 7*22 337, GcorgC'Sfcrcefcj City Messrs C- E. Fuller ACo. Booksellers and
3 January. p. m. p.m stationers.

Wednesday, 7'39 7*44 21, Derwent-st.,Glebo.. S. Macrow .................... Private dwelling,.
4 January, p.m. p m,

Friday, 2*23 2*24 229, Castlereagh-strcet, R. Marshall.................... 9 | ■ •
0 January. a.m. a. m. City.

Saturday, 3 0 None Church-street, Parra- M, Rochester................ Store and dwelling
7 January'. a.m. rcc’d. matta North.

9-10 9-38 •Homcbush Road, Strath* George Lewis................ Private dwelling..
p.in. p.m. field.

Sunday, 230 2-33 09, Rcgenfc-st, Redfern Mrs. Annie Wise .... Fruiterer........
8 January. a.m. a.m.

>> G9i .......................... M. T. Jackman........... Tobacconist........

14, Eimls-lanc, Balmain
a in. n.bi. P. Fitzgerald................ Private dwelling .

>> 10, „ „ .. Mrs. Caran.................... >i * ■

Monday', 3-0 None. fMarkct and Pitt streets, Walter Jones, Heensod i ictuallcr.
U January. a.m. rcc’d. City'. li George Hotel.

n noon. ** n
Tuesday, J-M 7 36 143 King-street, City' .. Henry George Keith .. Fancy goods im-

10 Jan. P-1U. p.m. porter.

Saturday, 9*3 9'G The Grange, Wilson- \V. Ookcr....................... Private dwelling..
14 January. p.m. p.m. street, Newtown.

Monday, 11-15 None tPitt and Market streets, Walter Jones, licensed victualler,
16 January. p.m. rec’U. City*. cc George Hotel.1*

Tuesday, 11-40 None Konilworlh-strcefc, Cottages in course of erection.
17 January'. p.m. rec’d Wmerlev.
Wednesday, 1*37 ♦Rocky Point Road, Rock- Theodore Nicaise......... Fruiterer.............
IS January. a.m. dale.

>> M >> - Alexander Dean .. .. Furniture dealer.

" «, n ■ Unoccupied premises ..
2-;>5 3 0 Nos. 48 and 69, Ultimo Francis Young............. Produce merchant

21 January. ft.] It. a.m. Root!, City',

No. 52 ,, . Joincs Hamilton ......... Pri vale dwelling..
Wednesday, 3-S 3*10 £22, Elizabetli-stroet, Isac Hunter ................ Restaurant.........
23 January'. a.m a.m. City.

Friday, 2-3S 2*40 17, Tftfctcrgall'fi Club Liverpool Horse and Ollices................
£7 January. p.m. p.m. Chambers, Pitt-street, Galloway Club,

City. '

Premises.
Origin OP 

ipposeU cau 
of .Fire.

Insurances

Contents Building

Weatherboard, 
iron over 
shingle roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Brick and 
weatherboard, 
Iron roof.

Weatherboard, 
iron roof.

Erilk, and non 
roof.

Brick and 
wcathor'raard, 
shingle roof.

Wood and iron, 
iron roof. 

Brick, and con
crete roof

Spark from 
kitchen chimney.

Unknown .........

Candle ..............

Smoking tobacco

Hot ashes .........

Candle................

Unknown .........

Unknown

Smoking tobacco,

Defecfcise gns-flt' 
ting.

Brick, and iron Unknown.........
roof.

Stone, and slate 
roof.

Wood and iron, 
and iron roof.

Brick, ami iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
with iron roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Light thrown 
down.

Unknown ....

Spark from fire ..

and iron roof, i down.

None.

Merc’tilo Mutual, 
£0,500.

None.

Austra’n Mutual, 
£*200.

Austrian Mutual. 
£1,200.

Mcrc’tilc Mutual, 
£1,200.

Mcro-tile Mutual, 
£150,

Unknown............

Building and contents, Union of N\ 
Zealand, £1,100.

None.

Mcrc'tilc Mutual, 
£100.

Austra’n Mutual 
£50.

Auutra’n Mutual, 
£100.

South British, 
£750,

Imperial Insur
ance Co., £4500.

Unknown ......
South British, 
£750,

None................
Atlas Insurance 
Company, £150-

N'ational of Now 
Zealand, £G50.

Mcrc'tile Mutual, 
£150.

Austra’n Mutual,1 
£500.

Auatra’n Mutual, 
£250.

AustPft'n Mutual, 
£200.

Unknown .........

Mercantile 
Mutual, £006.

Unknown
Unknown

None................
Imperial, £100

Northern Insur
ance Co., £500. j

Australian 
Mutual, £125. •

Australian I
Mutual, £200. 1

Australian 
Mutual, £10. |

Building and '
machinery, I
National of New 
Zealand, £0Q0. I

None.....................
Unknown ......... I

City Mutual Insurance Co , building | 
* and contents, £16,470.

Extent of Damage, &c. Exthiguishcd by

Attic used as bedroom, together with contents, severely 
damaged by fire, and roof partly off ; three rooms under 
and contents slightly damaged by water.

Middle room on firsit floor and contents, consisting of fancy 
stationery, severely damaged by fire, smoke, and water. 
Stock in shop unticr slightly damaged by fire, smoke, 
and water ; rest of building and contents damaged by 
smoke.

Bed and bedding tn back room on first floorslightly damaged 
by fire.

Bod and bedding damaged by fire in front room on first 
floor ; rest of contents of same room slightly damaged by 
heat and smoke.

Outhouse in roar of premises slightly damaged by fire ....

Bed and bedding damaged by fire, rest of contents damaged 
by heat and smoke in front room on ground floor.

A small quantity of fruit and confectionery, together with 
portion of wood partition, damaged by fire in front shop 
on ground floor. Plate-glass window broken.

About 8 x 10 feet of wood partition and screen in front 
shop damaged by’ fire ; ceiling damaged by smoke.

Shop and dwelling of six rooms, together with most part of 
contents, burned out and roof off.

Dwelling of six rooms; roof slightly damaged by fire; 
remaining tiortion of house damaged by water, furniture 
by removal- <

Bed, bedding, and sonic wearing apparel damaged by flro in 
room OH roof.

Woodwork of gas-heating apparatus in dining-room on 
first floor slight^ damaged by fire. t

Front shop on ground floor and contents, consisting of a 
quantity of fancy goods, AC., severely damaged by fire, 
heat, smoke, and water; rest of building slightly damaged 
by smoke.

An empty case in outhouse at rear of premises slightly 
damaged by fire. j

Wood partition and a small quantity of wearing apparel 
damaged by fire in room on roof level. |

Doors, sashes, and a quantity of building material burned ;
floor damaged by fire in back kitchen on ground floor. 

Shop and two rooms and contents burned out and fallen 
down .

Shop and four room* and contents, consisting of furniture, 
burned out and fallen down. j

Shop and three rooms , shop severely damaged by fire ; rest 
of building damaged by heat. 1

A building of two floors, about 100 ft. x 40 ft., containing 
about 200 tons of hay and chaff, and a largo quantity of 
empty bags, together with machinery, burned out andi 
partly fallen down j

Roof damaged by breakage. |
Back kitchen on ground floor nearly burned out; stairs 

severely damaged by fire; rest of building and contents' 
slightly damaged bj fire, heat, and smoke. j

Under iiarfc of counter and a quantity of paper damaged by] 
fire m office on ground floor. (

M.F.B., with hydrant.

M.F.B., with one hydrant, 
assisted by several Vol. 
F. Coe.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

with buckets of
water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M F.B., with hydrant.

Balmain V. F, Co., with two 
hydrants.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., with hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Neighbours, with buckets of 
\sater.

St George Vol. F. Company, 
with two hydrants

M.F.B., with four steam fire 
engines and one hydrant, 
assisted hy several "S oh 
Fire Cos.

M.F.B., with hjdrant, as- 
isted by Vol. Fire Cos.

Ncighbours, with private 
hydrant.

* Outside M.F.B, area. 1 Subsequent fire, Monday, 16th January, 1S93. J Pre\ ious lire, 9th January, 1S93.
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List and Details of Tires attended by, or reported to, the Metropolitan Tire Brigade, or Tolunteer Tire Companies—continued.

Friday, 
27 January,

Satunlay, 
2$ January

ti

feuudaj',
2D January,, 

Monday, 
Janaary..

Tuesday, 
21 January.,

Wednesday, 
1 Feljru&jy..

Thursday, 
2 February.

Saturday,
Kebruaty.

ilonday,
(! Fcbmary.

Tuesday, 
H February
Wednesday, 

lf> February

■6

*!

Time
of

Call.
Locntitv.

'
Name of Tenant. How Premises 

occupied.
Construction of 

Promises.

2 43
p.m

2-53
p.m.

7, Bay View terrace, 
Pyrmont.

Mr. George Spcring ... Private duelling.. Stone, and 
shingle roof.

7 -SO 7-43 Park-street, off Pyrmont The Magic Soap and Soap factory' .. . Wood and iron, 
and iron roof.p.m. p in. Bridge hood, Glebe. Candle Comimny,

7 45 
p.m.

7*50 
p m.

Ramses's Bush, Parra
matta Road, Ashfield.

Mrs. Stevenson............. Bush shed ......... Bagsandjbushcs

9-20
a.m.

U*30 
a ni.

Doncaster Avenue, Ken
sington Estate, Rand
wick..

Mr. J. Cook ............... Carpenter’s shop.. Weatherboard, 
and iron roof.

11-33
p.m.

11-3D 
p.m.

*42, George-strcet, 
Waterloo.

Edward Gvvinnn ......... Prod ucc me rchant Brick, with iron 
over shingle 
roof.

>• ” +44, George-strcet, 
Waterloo.

Mrs. Annie Brough___ Private dwelling.. ft - -

■■ ” +46, George street, 
Waterloo.

Matthew Froster......... ■> „ ..

” ■> +43, George-strcet, 
Waterloo.

William Beat................. „ -• >i - •

» •> *50, George-street, 
Waterloo.

Mrs. Elizabeth Walker.. »
*52, George-street, 

Waterloo.
Bernard Whalen ......... " “

” ” *54, George-street, 
Waterloo.

George Andoi’sou......... tf * * „ ■■
3-12
p.m.

3 15 
p m.

Playfan-street, City .. Thoinns Playfair ......... Butcher ............. Wood, and iron 
roof.

4-23
a.m.

None
rcc’d.

Ch u reh -st tec t, Parra
matta.

A. II. Roberts k Co.... Tobacconists ... - Brick, and iron 
roof.

fi’SO 
a m.

5-33
n.m.

tNos, 210 anil 212, Kcnt- 
strcct, City.

Messrs. Clifford; Love, 
& Co.

Warehouse......... ft * ■

3-10 3*12 52, Harbour-street, City Lavcock, Son, and Bedding manu- Wood and iron, 
and iron roof.p.m. p.m. Nettle ton. factory.

8-40
p.iu.

8-45
p.m.

George-street, Morrick- 
■villc.

W. H. Pentecost ......... Private dwelling.. Weatherboard, 
and shinglo 
roof.

4-23
p.m.

4-33
p.m.

$5, Cleveland-strcct, 
Bedford.

Thomas Stewart .. .. ’Bus proprietor.. Wood and iron, 
and iron roof.

s-o None i»0G and 508, George- W. W. Campbell & Co. Furniture im- Brick, and iron
a.m. rcc’d. street, City. porters. roof.

HW5
p.m.

10-17
p.m.

l.j]. Regent-street, Red- 
fern.

James Nutt ................ Private dwelling.. Brick, and slate 
roof.

7’55
p in.

s-o
p.m.

18, I>Ixford-Htn.*et, Pad
dington.

W. Humphries............. .. n * •
o-o
p.m.

0*4
p.m.

iCireular Quay, the har
bour.

S.S. H Ouraka,” Captain 
Donaldson.

Iron steamship ,.

s-ao
p.m-

None
roe’d.

143, Regent street, City i Joseph Walker............. Shop and dwelling Brick, and iron 
roof.

11-0
p in.

11*40
p.in.

40, Ultlino-strect, Ultimo Mary Hhlks ................ Private dwelling.. t? ■ ■

Origin or 
supposed cause 

of Fire.

Insurances.

Contents. Budding.
Extent of Damage, &c. Extinguished bj

Spark from fur 
n&cc chimney. 

Spark from fur
nace.

Set fire to for 
‘ ci iction.
Spark from fire .

None Unknown 
None.......

Merc*tile Mutual,

Unknown Im. Insurance Austra’n Mutual;
Co., £250. £600, on the

block-

About 4 ft, x 4 ft of shingle roof damaged bj" fire ; walls of 
. back room on first floor damaged by water.
I A small quantity of bags and sawdust burned in shed....
* A bush shed burned down ; received notice from police to 

leas’Cv
A shed building, about 20 ft. x 12 ft. ; contents, consistine 

of a small quantity of ash frames, severely damaged by 
fire , walls damaged by heat and smoke.

Store 00x00 ft., containing about Z tons of produce, burned 
out and partly fallen in.

Neighbours, with buckets of 
water.

with buckets of
u ator.

Burned Itself out.

Employees, with buckets Of 
water.

M.F.B . with one steam fire 
engine and two hjdrants, 
assistcfl by Waterloo, Stan
dard Brew ery, and Alexan
dria Vol. Fire Cos.

None... Roof damaged hy fire and cutting away ; three rooms under 
damaged, by water ; furniture slightly damaged by

Light thrown 
down.

Rats at matches..

Overheat of kiln.

Light thrown 
down.

Building and fixt 
Union. 

London and Lan
cashire, £200.

Derwent nnd Tamar, £5,TO0; Northerb, £2,nOO, N.S.WftlM, £1,000; Hong Koap, 
£1,500.

None....................

ires. Commercial' 
£900.
Liverpool & Lon

don St Globe, 
£500.

Royal, £3,000; 
Guardian, 
£2,000.

None, i —...............

removal.
Roof damaged by fire and cutting awray ; three rooms under 

and contents damaged by water and removal.
Roof damaged by fire and cutting away; three rooms under 

damaged by water, and furniture by removal.
Roof damaged by fire and cutting away ; three rooms under 

and contents slightly damaged by water and removal.
Roof damaged by fire and cutting away ; three rooms 

slightly damaged by water; furniture slightly by water 
and removal.

Cottage of three rooms and kitchen; furniture slightly 
damaged by removal and water.

Woodwork and machinery slightly damaged by fire.............

Front shop and contents, consisting of a quantity of 
tobacconists* materials, very severely damaged by fire 
and water. t

Back part of warehouse, on 3rd floor, over kiln, and con* 
tents severely damaged by fire and water, rest of con
tents slightly damaged hy smoke and water.

Employees, with buckets of 
water.

Parramatta Vol. Fire Cos., 
with hydrant.

M.F.B.t with one hydrant, 
assisted by several Yoh 
Fire Cos.

A shed building, about 20 x 20 ft., containing about 5 tons 
of straw and 1 ton ol fibre, severely damaged by fire and 
water ; shed nearly burned out and fallen down.

M.F.B., with one hydrant.

Kerosene lamp, 
explosion of.

Light brown 
down,

Doubtful.............

Unknown

Gas bracket ....

Kerosene lamp, 
upsetting of. 

Candle................

Com'crclal Union, 
£100.

Hong Kong,£3S0

N.S.W., £210; 
Citv of Loudon, 
£210.

Aost. Mutual, 
£100.

Norwich Union, 
£350

Unknown .... 

None...............

Unknown

Hong Kong, £170

Unknown

Ausfc, Mutual, 
£233 6s. Sd.

United Ins. Co,, 
£428.

Several Ins. Cos., 
£18,000.

Unknown ......

A small quantity of wearing apparel damaged by fire In 
front room on ground floor, wall and ceiling of same 
room damaged hr heat and smoko.

A shed building, about SO x 30 ft., and contents, consisting 
of 150 tons straw, hay and chaff, lucerne, ic., burned 
out and fallen down ; contents of shed adjoining, about 
30 x 30 ft., containing machinery, slightly damaged by 
fire and water. Both sheds adjoinlngand oomimmicating-

Two chairs slightly damaged by fire on ground floor m 
warehouse.

Bed and bedding, and contents of back room on first floor 
severety damaged by lire and water; ceiling under 
damaged by water; front room on first floor damaged 
by heat and smoko.

Window curtains burned ; rest of contents slightlydamaged 
by smoke in Front room on first floor.

Sbecp pens under topgallant forecastle slightly damaged by 
fire.

Small quantity of bed and bedding in front room on first 
floor severely damaged by fire and water.

Inmates and neighbours, 
assisted by M.F.B., with 
buckets of water.

with five hydrants, 
assisted by several Vol. 
Fire Cos.

Burned itself out.

M.F.B. and inmates, with 
buckets of water.

Inmates, 
water. 

The crew.

with buckets of

Inmai es, with buckets of
water.

Matches, careless ,, 
use of.

Bed and bedding, and a small quantity of wearing apparel 
severely damaged by fire and water in front room on 
first floor. 1

| William Walker, aged about S months, severely burned on the right side and back, attended at the Hospital; since died.All adjoining and communicating. t Previous fire, April 22,1892. t Outside M.F.B. area.



List and Details of Fires attended by, or reported to, the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Volunteer Fire Companies—continued.

Date.

W
he

n
di

se
oi

er
ed

.

Time
of

Cali.
Locality,

1393.
Friday, 12-0 12*11 Wallocc-strect, Marrick-

17 February. a,m. a.m. ville
7’5S 8*3 6, Darlington Road, Dar-
p.m. p.m. lingtou.
10*0 None Albert-street, Marrick-
p.m. rou’d. ville.

Thursday, 1*10 1C2, Clarence-stroet,
23 February. p.m. City.

Frida)', 3-6 3-14 Telford-lanc, Glebe ....
21 February. amt. a m.

1'S 1*8 Point Piper Hoad .,,..

Sunday,
p m. 
9*30

p.m.
9*34 348, Joncs-strcet, Ultimo

20 February. p.m. p.m.

Tuesday, 12*30 12 *49 Laughlin-stvcet, Water-
28 February. a.m. a.m. loo.

Thursday, 8-D None Spring-street, Waverley
2 March. p.m. rec ri.
Friday, 4*40 4 47 46, Park-street, City .
3 March. p.m. p.m
Sunday, 2*20 2*29 Ehzabcth-street, Ash-

a.m. a.m. field.
Saturday, 7'44 7 47 CDS, Bourkc-strcct, City
11 March, p.m. p.m.

Sunday, 7*3 7 0 3*2, Corben-street, City..
12 March. p.m. P 1U.

ID 45 None Pittwater Road, Manly..
p.m.
0*40

reed. 
0 49 1G7, Elizabeth-strcet,

13 March. p.m. p,m, Kedferu.

Thursday f 8T2 R*35 Spring-street, Waverley
10 March. p.m. p.m.
Saturday, 12 0 None Alice-street, Newtown..

18 March, noon rec’d
Sunday, 7 '50 7'58 Munni-strcct, Mac-

19 March. 0,111, a.iij. donalcltown.
4 17 4 20 152, Elizabeth-strcet, 

City.p.m. ptn.

Thursday, 4-50 5-5 Brighton-strect, Peter-
23 March, n.m. a. in sham.

11 40 11*45 06, Yurong-street, Citv..

Monday,
p.m.
6*24

p.m.
5*27 Little Rourkc-strcet,

27 March. p.m. p.m. City.

Tuo-sdav, 5*44 5*47 47, Little Hay-strcct,
' Citv.23 March. p.m. p.m.

$.*0 3-2 43, Pemson-strcct,
p.m. p.m Ultimo.

9*30 9 S3 No. 0, Sir John Young's
p.m. p.m. Crescent.

Wednesday, 9*20 None Church-street, Parra-
29 March. p in. ree'd. matta.
Thursday, 0-63 6-67 117, Devonshirc-stroot,
3D March. p.m. p.ut. Strawberry Hills.

Name of Tenant

S. Galvin .......................

E. JTGow'an ................

B. M, White ................

J. C, Ludowlci & Sons,,

G. Graham ..................

Woollahra Corporation 
J. Anderson .............

Joseph 0*J3rian ....___

C. Windberg................

Sirs. Sawdy ................

John Hcmaworth .......
Mr. John Wootton .... 

Mrs. Sargeant .............

Mrs. Murray ................

Mr, James Tedd .........

E. P. Dumi....................

Mr, Heggcrty................

Geoi^e B. Edwards ...
William McKay...........

W. H. E. Buxton.........

Cliarlos Kitchen . ..,,

F. Fassols ....................
James Cowan................

Thomos Lang.... 

W. Simmons................

Mr. W. C. Brown.........

T. Mulably....................

Mrs, Mary Eary.............

How Premises 
occupied.

Construction of 
Premises.

Stable and car 
pentcr's shof> 

Private dwelling ,

Leather belting 
m&nufactoty.

Fishmonger ...
Open yard

Private dwelling..

llestaurant 
Private dwelling..' 

Boanling-house..

Private dwelling.

i> - •
Produce merchant

Stable ................

Jam factory ...

Private dwelling.
China and glass

ware riveter.
Building in com

Private dwelling..

Stable

Private dwelling. 

Cooper..............

Private dwelling..

Draper................

Boarditig-houso..

Stone and brick, 
and iron roof.

Brick, and 
shingle roof.

Brick, and slate 
roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Wood, and iron 
root.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof.

Brick, ami iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof.

Brick, andiron 
roof.

Stone and brick 
with iron roof. 

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof.

Brick and iron, 
with iron roof.

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

HS Of erection.

Brick, and iron 
roof

Brick, and Iron 
over shingle 
roof

Brick, and slate 
roof.

Wood, and iron 
roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Brick and slate 
roof.

Origin or 
supposed cause 

of Fire.

Unknown.............

Matches, careless 
use of.

Gas Bracket .... 

Tar boiling over..

Spark from flro .

Tar boiling over..

Matches, children 
playing with.

Unknown .........

Candle.............

Light thrown 
down.

Unknown ..,.

Light thrown 
down.

Candle

Unbnown

Lamp, upsetting 
of.

Defective flue...

Tar boiling over..

Light thrown 
down.

Lime slacked by 
min.

Candle................

Defective flue...

Matches, careless 
use of.

Smoking tobacco.

Candle.........

Light thrown 
down.

Candle.........

Insurances.

Contents. Building,

None.

Aust. Mutual, 
£100.

Austra'n Mutual, 
£12,000.

None....................

Austra’n Mutual 
£50.

None

Sun Insurance 
Co., *100. 

None..................
New Zealand Ins. 

Co,, £270.

None.

Royal Ins. Co., 
£020.

None................ .

None.

National Ins. Co 
£1,000,

None.................

Colonial Mutual, 
£100.

None.

None....................

Manchester, £360* 
Standard, £400. 

Uftknov n .....

National of New 
Zealand, £2,500.

None....................
Merc’tilo Mutual, 

£35.
Unknown .........

Austra'n Mutual. 
£125.

None.........

Unknown 

None.. ..

Mere'tile Mutual,! 
a ter 1*000 of 7] 
houses, £2,000. I

Mere'tile Mutual, 
£150.

Com'ercial Union, 
£000.

Unknown ...

None....................
National Ins. Co.. 

£2,000.
Austra'n Mutual, £J00.
Colomal Mutual, 

£350.
None.........

Unknown 

None....... .

Unknown

Building and contents, Scottish Union 
and Nat. of Now Zealand, £1,000.

None................

Mercantile, £1,500 

None................

City Mutual, £200 

Unknown .,.

Extent of Damage, &c.

A building of tv o floors, about 12 x 28 ft., burned out and 
fallen down, together with contents. _

A small quantity of wearing apparel slightly damaged by 
fire and water in back room on ground floor.

Windov.* curtains burned; window broken, and frame 
scorched in front room on ground floor.

About 1 gallon of tar destroyed by fire on third floor ..........

Packing-case, used as a smoke-house, and a quantity of 
bedding damaged by Are in yard at rear of premises.

About 0t> gallons of tar destroyed by fire in shed ; sides and 
roof damaged by fire

Bed, bedding, and a quantity of wearing apparel damaged 
by Arc and water in front room on ground floor j walls 
slightly damaged hy smoke.

A weatherboard cottage burnt out and partly fallen down ; 
furniture damaged by removal.

Kitchen in rear of premises severely damaged by fire ; 
furniture of two back rooms slightly damaged by water 
and removal.

Bed and bedding slightly damaged by Are in back room on 
ground floor.

A email quantity of wearing apparel damaged by fire in 
back room on’giound floor.

Shed in rear of premises and contents consisting of tools, 
&c., severe!) damaged by fire; together with ID it. fencing.

Cupboard under stall's on ground floor burned out; stairs 
to flrut floor severely damaged hy fire ; And contents of 
back room on ground floor and front room on first floor 
damaged by fire and .smoke and water. t

A small quantity of wearing apparel damage?! by fire in 
back room ou first floor; cupboard damaged by heat and 
smoke,

A cottage of ten rooms and kitchen, together with most 
part of contents burned out and roof otf-

A small quantity of straw in back room on ground floor 
damaged by flro and water, and about 3 x 4 ft, of wooden 
partition damaged by breakage.

About 6 v C ft. of side of stable damaged by fire ..........

About 2 x 2 ft, roof over boiler-shed damaged by fire.........

Door and frame, together with wooden partition damaged 
by lire in kitchen at rear of premises.

Back ]xirt of counter and contents in front shop damaged 
by fire; rest of contents in shop and back room damaged 
by beat and smoke.

About twelve bags of lime damaged by fire...........................

Window curtains in front room on ground floor ................

Roof of stable damaged by fire and cutting away .................

A Email quantity of wearing apparel damaged by fire in front 
room on ground floor.

A small quantity of coopers1 tools and materials damaged 
by Arc in workshop; uprights of shop slightly damaged 
by fire. '

Furniture and a quantity of wearing apparel damaged by 
fire and water m hack room on ground floor.

Contents of front shop very slightly damaged by heat and 
smoke.

Window curtains and a small quantity of furniture in back 
room on second floor damaged by fire and water.

Extinguished by]

M.F.B., with hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Employees, with water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Woollahra Vol. Fire Co., 
with hydrant.

Inmates and M.F.B., with 
buckets of water.

M.F B,, with steam firo- 
engine, assisted by several 
YoJ. Fire Cos.

M II

Inmates, with buckets Of 
water.

Inmates and police, with 
buckets of watc*. 

Neighbours, with buckets Of 
water.

Burned itself out.
Inmates, with buckets of 

water.
Neighbours, with buckets of 

water.
Employees, with buckets Of 

water.
Inmates and neighbours, 

with buckets ol water.
Neighbours and M. F.B. ,with 

buckets of water.

M-F.B., with buckets Of 
water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Paddington Vol. F. Co., with 
one hydrant.

Inmates and M.F.B., with 
buckets Of water.

M.F.B., with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B. and neighbours, with 
buckets of Tauter.

Employees, with buckets Of 
water.

M.FB, and inmates, with 
buckets of water.

M
t£)
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List and Details of Fires attended by, or reported to, tbe Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Volunteer Fire Companies—continued.

Date,

*0
si 
^ S5 uCK

Time
of

Call.
Locality.

181)3.
Friday,

Si March.
S IB

A m.
2-Sl 
a in

79, King- street, City ..

Saturday,
1 April. 

Tuesday, 
i April. 
Friday,
7 April.

1'35
p m.
a-o

p.m. 
10 23 
p.m.

None 
rec'd. 
None 
reed 
10'25 
p.m.

Harrow Road, Auburn..

Clcnmorc Road, Pad
dington.

861 &S03, George-strcet, 
City.

Wednesday, 
12 April.

9 0 
p.m.

None
ruc’d.

No. 4, Simpsoii's-place, 
-off Castlcrcagh-strcet.

Sunday,
1G April. 
Monday,
17 April.

Wednesday, 
19 April. 

Saturday, 
22 April,

1*13 
a m 
S-35 
a.m.

11'33 
p m.
4'SO 

a m.

I- lo 
a.m. 
8-42 
a tn.

II- 50 
p m. 
None 
rec'd,

1, Point Piper Road, 
Woollahra 

JolmstOii-strOOt and 
Parramatta Road, 
Leichhardt.

Lcifhhard b-street,
Wai eriey.

Clev’dand ami Bourke 
Streets, Surry Hills.

Monday,
24 April. 
Frida},
28 April 
Monday,

1 Slay.

10-22 
p m.
S 10 
a.m. 
i'57

a.m.

10 25 
p.m 
None 
rco'd.
5’0

a.tn.

-204, Elizabcth-street, 
City.

Thonilclgb, Stanmore 
Hoad, Petersham. 

Bridge Rood, N. Globe..

” >■ " Victoria Terrace, Bridge 
Road

Tursdav,
2 May’

10 25 
a iu.

10-28
O.IIL

37. Buckingham-stroet, 
City.

1-0
a.m.

None
rcc'd.

Atchison-street, North 
S} due}*.

Wednesday, 
3rd May.

0-25
p.m.

G 26
p.m.

ISO, Pitt street. City ..

Friday, 
6th May.

3'12
p.m.

A 15 
p m.

Bridge-road, N. Glebe..

” 3 IB 
p.m.

S 10 
p.m.

Botany-road, Waterloo..

Saturday, 
6th May.

5 50
p.m.

5*56
p.m.

Princes and Essex 
Streets, City.

Sundaj', 
7th May.

G-13
p.m.

7"24
p.m.

Metropolitan Boiling- 
down Works, South 
Waterloo.

Wednesday, 
10 May.’

9-15
a.m.

None
rcc’d.

4, Burton-street, North 
Sydney.

Name of Tenant. How Premises Construction of Origin or 
supposed cause 

of Fire.

Insurances
Extent of Damage, fee. Extinguished byoccupied. Premises

Contents. Building.

James Sharpe .............

Building in course

Tobacconist __

of erection.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Light thrown 
down,

Spark from fire ..

Liverpool and 
London and 
Globe, £50.

-
City Mutual, 

£1,000.

Mercantile, £200.,

Counter ami contents in back room on ground floor severely 
damaged by Arc; skylight broken, and contents in room 
damaged by fire and heat.

A weatherboard cottage of five rooms burned out and fallen 
down.

M.F.B., with hydrant.

Burned itself Out.

H H. Stoddart, ^ Roial Licensed victual- Brick, and iron Fireworks ......... Northern Insurance Company, Coni cuts of back room on first floor damaged by Arc and Inmates, with buckets of
note].*' lor. roof. 4.1,000, building and contents. water. water.

Wright Bros.............. Boot and shoe 
hnjwrtCTq. ” ** Matches, careless 

use of.
Alliance Insur

ance, iSOt).
Unknown ......... A small quantity of paper dressing and shelves in front Shop* 

window, and three pairs of boots, very slightly damaged 
by fire.

Inmates, with coat,

Mrs. Nelson ................ Private dwelling..

Brick, and slate 
roof.

Candle......... ..

Light thrown 
down.

None.................... None....................

Unknown .........

A small quantity of wearing apparel damaged by fire and 
water: also walls and ceiling slightly damaged by heat 
and water in front room on first floor, ceiling under 
damaged by water.

Some rubbish and paint burned in wash-house At rear of 
pi-enusua.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water,

Woollahra Vnl, Fire Co.,with 
buckets of water.

Brick, and tile Matches, children Colonial Mutual, Mercantile Back bed-room and contents damaged bv fire and uaier on Inmates, with buckets of
.4I Rofe's Family ler. roof. playing with. £G00. Mutual, £400. first floor, ceiling- under damaged by water. water.

Duncan Weir................ Baker Brick, and iron 
roof.

Spark from fur
nace.

None.................... None.................... A small quantity of firewood burned in bake-house at rear 
of premises.

Waverley Vol, Co , with 
buckets of water.

R. Sf‘Sweeney, “Cleve
land Inn Hotel.’*

Mathew Flynn .............

Licensed v ietu&l- 
Icr.

Matches .............

Candle.............. City Mutual, 
£301).

Austra'n Mutual, 
£1,200

Mer MutUil, 
£500.

Drawer of counter containing a small quantity of matches, 
cards, &c , with About J ft, of counter in front bar 
damaged by fno.

Window curtain i burned and window frame scorched in 
back room on second floor.

Inmates, with water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Mrs. A. J. Muiray .. . Private dwelling. Brick, and slate 
roof.

Gas stove, care- 
lessne&fl with.

Austra'n Mutual, 
£1,400.

Austra'n Mutual, 
£2,500.

Gas piping and shelving over stove burned hi kitchen in 
rear of promises

Thomas & Christie . .. Coach builders . Wood and iron, 
with iron roof.

Unknown ......... Mur Mutual, 
£375.

Unknown ......... Workshop of one floor about 15 x GO ft, containing several 
vehicles and a quantity of plant nearly burned out and 
partly fallen down.

Glebe Vol, Co. and M.F.B., 
with three hydrants.

It. Nocvc....................... Private dwelling. Brick, and iron 
roof.

None.................. London and ban 
cashire, L150.

A three-roomed cottage; tuo windows on ground floor, ,, ,,
burned out, door scorched, and furniture damaged by. 
removal. f

Mr. Bemctt Lewis ... Draper............... Brick, and slate 
roof.

Mor. Mutual,
£140

Aintra'n Mutual, 
£500.

A quantit} of draper}- and furniture in front room on ground 
floor severely dftimged by fire ; wooden partition of 
same room damaged by fire, and furniture in front room 
on first floor damaged by removal.

M.F.B., with hydrant.

Charles Anderson .... Shed building Brick, wood, 
anil Iron roof.

Defective insula
tion of electric 
light wires. 

Light thrown

Mor. Mutual, 
£130.

Mer, Mutual, £30 Side of shed building, about 10 x 10 ft. , contents consisting? 
of engine, electrical storage batteries, and tools damaged 
bv fire.

Inmates, neighbours, and 
police, with buckets of 
water.

Mr. N Lazrus ............. Oculists and Brick, and iron Com'ercial Union, Victoria Ins. Co., Back staircase, from ground to first floor, destroyed ; back M.F.B., with three hydrants,
opticians. ■ oof. down. £[,030. £2,500. rooms on ground and first floor, and contents ami pass 

age on first floor r~c\erclj* damaged by flro; rest of 
building and contents damaged by heat, smoko, and
water.

Middle room, on fir^t floor, and contents slightly damaged 
by water.

assisted by several Vol, 
Cos.

A, M'Kinley and Co. .. Once a Wfck 
newspaper. - Auslra'n Mutual, 

£75.
„ -

George Painter ........... Produce and fuel 
merchant,

Iron and wood, 
and iron roof.

Light thrown 
down.

Atlas Insurance, 
£100.

Not insured ... A building of one floor, About 40 x 20 ft., together with 
contents, consisting of a quantity of straw, chaff, fee., 
ucarlv burned Out, and roof pnrtly off.

M.F.B., with two hydrants.

Alfred Williams........... Baker .............. Brick, and 
shingle roof.

Unknown .. None ................ Merc‘tilo Mutual, 
£4&0.

Bakchou-se, about Id x 12 ft., in rear of premises, together 
with contents, very severely damaged by lire and water ; 
kiLChc'i slightly damaged bj' fire, and furniture by 
removal.

Waterloo Vol. Co. and 
M.F B , withtwohydrants,

Miss F. M'Gowvan ... Pris'ale school .. Brick, and slate 
roof.

Candle................ *' " ............. Com’ercial Union, 
£200, United 
Ins. Co., £300— 
£500.

A small portion of bedding, some wearing apparel, and 
window curtains cljiuaged by fire and water, in front 
room, on first floor.

Inmates, and North City 
Vol. F. Co., with buckets 
of water.

Michael Renrd 'in, 
Manager.

Boiling;-down 
Works.

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof.

Unknown None.................... Stable of seven stalls and chaff-house of one floor, about 
50 x 15 ft., oontnimiift about 4 tons of chaff and 1 ton ol 
com, and a small quantity of harness, severely damaged 
by fire, and building partly fallen in ; three horses very 
severely burned.

Neighbours and M.F.B., 
with buckets of water.

1*. A. Temple................ Private dwelling.. Brick, and iron 
roof.

Matches, children 
playing with.

Norwich Union 
£200.

, Norwich Union 
£860.

Front room on first floor and contents severely damaged by j inmates and neighbours, 
fire and water ; back room on first floor and contents with buckets of water, 
damaged by heat and smoke and water; ceilings under 
damaged by water, and furniture by removal. 1

os

*
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IXiW.

ISO 3. 
Frld.iv, 
12 ilay.

.Saturday, 
13 Mai.

.Sunilav, 
14 May.

Tuesday, 
16 May.

"Wednesday, 
IT May.

Friday, 
ID May.

Sundaj, 
21 May,

Wednesday, 
2J May/

TJiu rad ay, 
2.1 May.

Frida\', 
20 May.

Sunday, 
23 M.vi.

List and Details o£ Fires attended by, or reported to, the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Volunteer Fire Companies—continued.

i Time
of

Call.
Locality. Name of Tenant. How Premises 

occupied.
Construction of 

Premises.
Origin or 

supposed cause 
of Fire.

10 17 
a.in.

10*20
a,m.

124, Do wi i ng-street, 
City-

G II Womkilz . . Brick, and iron 
roof. down.

Kileydane, ofl Riley- 
street, City.

Prospect Kond, At-hflcld

Openjard .. .

Wood, and iron 
roof.

a. m. 
4-40 
run.

n.m.
4-44
a.m.

Mrs. Hcteriok ............. Butch or . ...... Smoking meat ..

3 37 
p.m.

3-30
p.m.

47, Market-street, City,. Mrs Evans.................... Restaurant......... Brick, and iron 
roof.

Burning rubbish..

6-30
p m. 
ll’O 
a. in.

None
ree’d.

11*4
a.m

133, King-street, New
town.

77, Canipbell-sfi’cct, 
Glebe.

Light thrown 
down.

Patrick Power ............. Private dwelling..
shingle roof.

7i0 
p m.

7-10
p.m.

Boacousliulrt-strcet,
Alexandria.

Co-operative Acid and 
"W. Gentles, Manager

Chemical Works Brick and wood, 
with lead 
roof.

Kerosene lamp, 
explosion of.

None
roc’d.

Linden-street. North 
Botany.

Private dwelling,. Spark from fire.
p.m. and iron roof.

2 a.m. 211
0.111.

241, EHzabctb-street, 
llcdfern.

Phillip and Elizabeth 
Streets, Waterloo.

5-10 
p.m. 
S*34 
p. in

8, Middle-street, City .

Simmous-stieet, off 
Nicholson st.,Balmai'i

Light thrown 
down

Unknown ... .

<;r ™

8*30
p.m.

A. Tingwald........... . Private dwelling..
roof.

"Weatherboard, 
and iron roof.

G-30
p.m.

None
rcc’d.

tf Derrj ITotise,” Metro
politan ltd., Newtown roof.

10-53
p.m,

11 3
p.m.

"'Central Wharf, Wind
mill-street, Citj,

Captain Hodge, ship 
Port Jackson.

Ship.................... Iren .............

3-0 
a m.

None
roc'd.

23, Darling-street, Bal
main.

Miss Jessie Melrose .... Private dwelling.. Brick and iron 
roof.

Cinder from fiic- 
place.

12-28
p m.

12*30
p.m.

Millcr’a Point, City ., Messrs Gibbs, Bright, & 
Co.

Wharf ................ Smoking tobacco

12 30 
a.m.

12-41
a.ui,
4 14 
a.m.

66, TIoi dem-streot, New
town.

Off Botany Road, 
Alexandria,

Furnace, defect m

Edwin Godfrey,
Manager.

Sydney Soap and 
Candle Works,

and iron roof.

and iron roof.

Insurances.

Contents. Jluildiug.

Atlas Insurance 
Co r £200.

None

Ausfcra’n Mutual, 
£550.

None....................

Liverpool & Lon
don & Olotie, 
.£3,750.

Unknown .........

Mcrc’tite Mutual, 
£200

Nortli Queensland, building and con
tents, £3,500.

South British Insurance Co., building 
and contents, £175.

City Mutual, building’ and contents, 
£250.

Colonial Mutual, building and con
tents, £200.

None ..............
City Mutual, £50.

None.........

I’acifir Mariao Tn«. 
t'n , National of >cw Zealand, AllianCd Marine Inp Co.. 
Commercial Union, 
Haiti tl In*. Fa 
StsTiilnrd of No i* Zealand, Clunest 
Traders Co., Mcr- dhanl'j Maricc,
Sidney L<y\d«, Vji torla Ins Co , 
Union In*. Co. of 
Canton, Uerwcnt nnd Tnmtr, NotUi 
Queensland, bouth 
British Jm, Co., Canton Qftice.
Mere'tile Mutual, 

£200.
North British, 

£1,000.
None....................

Unknown ,.,,

Northern In
surance Co.

None....................

In several English 
ofHccs. "

British & Colonial, 
£500.

Unknown .. .

j None..................

Building and contents: Colonial 
Mutual, £500; New Zealand, 
£2,306 ; Pacific, £500 ; Australian 
Mutual, ; £060 Imperial, £1,750; 
Mercantile Mutual, £J00.

Extent of Damage, &e.

Front shop and contents, consisting of grocery, &c., 
damaged by fire, heal, and smoke; back room on ground 
floor and three looms on first floor very slightly damaged 
by smoke.

A number of empty cases damaged by lire in open yard. ..

Smoke-hoiise in rear of premises, together with contents, 
burned out and fallen down.

A small quantity of rubbish burned in front room on third 
floor.

Shop window on ground floor slightly damaged by fire and 
water

Bed and bedding nnd a small quantity ol wearing apparel 
damn god by fire and water In back room on first floor ; 
wails of same damaged by heat and smoke ; ceiling under 
by water, and furniture bj icmouil

A building of two floors, ahoiit 150 ft. x 40 ft., mid Contents, 
consisting of a quantity of acids ami chemicals, nearly 
burned out, and part of roof off.

A 3 roomed enttapo, about 2 It. x 1 ft. of lining hoards in 
partition of kitchen damaged by fire and cutting awa3r.

A house of throe rooms, together with contents, burned 
out, and part of roof off.

Two shops, one part unoccupied, damaged bj fire and 
smoke, the other part, used as a grocer's shop, together 
with contents, damaged by fire and water; front room 
over simp, and contents, damaged by heat and smoke.

A small quantity of straw' in stable at rear of premises 
burned.

A weatherboard cottage of six rooms, together with paid of 
contents, severely damaged by lire and water; rest of 
contents by removal.

About 3 ft. X 3 ft, of lining boards nnd flooring in workshop 
at rear of premises slightly damaged by fire.

A ship of 2,132 tons register, contents of lower hold con
sisting of tar, sulphur, cement, &c., \ cry severely 
damaged by fire and water; contents of 'tween deekh 
damaged by heat and water ; decks slightly damaged by 
cutting away.

Back room on first floor, together with contents very 
severely damaged by Are and water ; kitchen under and 
contents shghtlj damaged b}' fire and water,

A small quantity of kerosene on wharf in cases damaged b,\ 
fire. Consigned to Messrs. J. Connell & Co , 355, Kent- 
street, City.

About 4 x 2 ft. of side of shed damaged by fire in rear of 
prcniiac's.

A range of shed buildings about 160 x 160 ft., together with 
about 000 tons of bones and bone-dust, machinery, oils, 
and tallow burned out and fallen down.

Extinguished by

with hydrant

tt *»
M.F.1L, assisted by several 

Vol. Fire Co’s., with one 
hydrant.

Inmates, with water.

Inmates, with buckets of
water,

Glebe Vot. Co. and 
with hydrant.

M.F.1L, with one steam ftro 
engine and two hydrants, 
assisted by several Vol. 
Fire Co’s.

Neighbours, with buckets of 
water.

M F B , w itli ono steam fire 
engine, assisted by Bc\crnl 
Volunteer Fire Co's.

Jt a

Neighbours with buckets of 
water.

Balmain Volunteer Co., with 
One hydrant.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.JL, with six steam fire 
engines. assisted by 
several Vol. Fire Co’s.

Neighbours with buckets of 
water.

Employees by throwing into 
the harbour.

M.F.B., and inmates with 
buckets of water.

Burned itself out.

* Outside M.E.B area.
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List and Details o£ Fires attended by, or reported to3 the Metropolitan Eire Brigade, or Volunteer Eire CowpanieB—continued.

Date.

i
E ’ Time' 4i 1 nfc Call

Locality.

im.
Mondav, 
'2y May. 

Wednesday, 
31 Maj.

SatTirdaj, 
3 June. 

Saturday,
10 June. 
Sunday,
11 June.

Sunday, 
IS June. 
Monday, 
10 June.

Wtpdnesdaj, 
21 June.

Friday, 
23 June,

Sunday, 
‘23 Juno.

Wednesday, 
23 June. ’

Thursday, 
29 June.

Friday, 
JO June.

Satm Jay, 
1 July.

Monday, 
3 JuJ>\

i5 oO 
p.m. | 
11-10 
p.m. |
110 

P m- | U-20 1 
p.in, , 
10*20 
p m.
5*23

a.m.

S*50 
p ra.
O'ftl 

p m.
7‘51

p.m.

2-12
p.m

1*25 
a m.

7*55 
p.m. 
11 0 
p-nu 
1 22 
a, in.

Name of Tenant.

None 
rcc’d. 
11*14 , 
p.m. )
No^te j
rec’d- i 
11-20 
p.m. 
10’3l 
p.m. 
None 
rec’d.

0-54
p.m.

7 33 
p.m.

9'3r> 9-40
p.m. p m.

3 30 None
p.m. rcc’d

o-r.
p, LI, »

11-30
p.m. ”

7 50 7'55
p.m. p.m.

7-50 
p.m. 
11-0 
p.m. 
1'25 
a m.

Thomas Fahey, “Hoyal 
Albert Hotel." 

ilrs. Yates___

Bull’s Head Bay, Tlici Messrs. Bac & Burghea 
Harbour. > I

Macquaric-street South 
and Oipps street.

10, O'Connctl-street,
Ncivtomi.

Georgo-strcct North, Open ground 
City. |

Liverpool Road, Ash- 
field.

Redbank, ParramaUa 
N.

Teiopaa-street, Rodlem 

Marj-street, Cityt •• • •

137, King-street, New 
town.

183, King-sfcrecfc.

l2‘20 Oajndcn street, New- 
pjn. town.

Rose Cottage, Camden- 
streot, Nenrtovi,u

1-25 Lackey-street, Barlmg 
a.m. Haibour, City.

159, Qiafton-stioet,
W oollahra.

590, George-strcet, City.

2o0, Kent-stroet and 99, 
Clarence-street, City.}

94, Clcs elauti-ytreefc, 
City ||

Margaret and Si in mentis 
Streets, Newtown.

Queen-street, Granville.

Beamish street, Mildura 
I Estate, Canterbury.

1 17, Datchett street, off 
Barhng-street, Bal

i main.^f

Mrs. Gridin.

Lanirecth Giscdmo

John Wilson .......
Joseph Brown ...

C. J. Lane...........

Messrs. Johnson Bros.. 

George Dalby...............

William Rose.

Messrs. Biddell Brothers, 
James Henderson, 
manager.

C, A, Sterling .............

A. de Lacy ................

Messrs. Pyiuan, Hawk' 
ness, and Co.

A J. Lynch ..

Arthur G. Reeve

J, E, Cilia . 

M. Pritchard •,

Mrs. Alice Ward

How Premises 
occupied.

Hulk.

Licensed 
Victualler. 

Private dwelling.

Private duelling. 

StAblea .... ----

Private dwelling.

Painter.

Construction of 
Premises.

Produce mer
chants.

Euamellcr ...

Private dwelling.

Manufacturing
Confectioners

Unoccupied stable 

Exhibition ...

Wholesale furni
ture importers,

Furniture dealer.

Grocer...........

Private dwelling..

Produce mer
chant.

Private dwelling..

Origin or 
supjxjscd cause 

of Fire. Contents.

Wood
Brick and iron Caudle .

roof. |
Brick and wood! „ .

and iron roof.

Brick and iron 
roof. 1

Wood and iron 
roof.

Brick and slate 
roof.

Weatherboard 
and iron roof

Brick and iron 
roof.

Brick and slate 
roof.

Brick and iron 
roof.

Weatherboard 
and iron roof.

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Light thrown 
down,

Foul chimney

Unknown 

Candle . .,

Unknown ....

FumacOj overheat 
of.

Unknown

Tnceudiarism .

Unknown

Fire, careless use 
of.

Weatherboard, Kerosene lamp, 
and iron roof. carelessness 

' with.
Iron & weather-! Unknown .........

hoard, & iron I 
roof

Weatherboard, 
andiron roof.

Building.
Extent of Damage, &c. Extinguished by

Tmorriwl ,.£2,000; Sun, 
JMtO0O; Northern/ flJlQtl ; North 
Uritieh and Mer , £50Q Gmrdian! 
£50U; total

None....................

London & Lanca
shire, B-200.

N'eir Zpalnnd, £a,2q0, 
South Uiili’b, 
£1,1*10; Senttl^li Union,£1,000; Cale
donia.. £1.000; N’oilliern, £l/k*1 
Onrenhl.iriil £l,»K)fi; LondoTi and 
I..mcat<lilrr,

A us. Mutual, £200

Palatine Insur
ance, £200; Nor
wich Union, 
£200.

None ..................

Aust. Mutual, 
£100.

None,

None,

None.

Unknown 

None .

New Zealand Ins. 
£30.

Mercantile Mutual 
£7o.

Nat. nfXev. Zealand. 
£1,440, SomhUtttMl £1,110. Xicteria, £1.440 ; total,£1^20.

None.

Cifcv Mutual, 
£1,000 

United Insurance 
Co , £2,500.

Old hulk bunted down.

Bed, bedding, and a small quantity of wearing apparel 
damaged by fire in l>ack room on first floor.

Bod and bedding in front room cm ground floor damaged bj 
fire and water.

Gas service in connection with old building recently pulled 
down on fire. _

A small portion of flooring damaged by fire in kitchen in 
rear of premises.

A stable, together with contents, consisting of harness, 
hay, Ac., burned out and fallen down in rear of premises.

Bed, bedding, and a small quantity of wearing a]iparel 
damaged by fire in back room on ground floor.

Bed and bedding burned, rest of contents damaged by heat 
and smoke, in back room on first floor.

A storeroom of two floors, about 30ft. x 14ft., together with 
contents, consisting of a quantity painter^ material#, 
verj severely damaged by flro and waier hi rear of 
premises.

About 6 feet x 10 feet of wooden partition damaged by fire 
in store house at rear of premises.

A cottage of two floors, about 25 x!2 ffc., together with 
contents, consisting of leather, £c.? burned out and 
fallen down, and thirteen panels of fencing damaged by 
fire, ,

A cottage of two rooms ; roof burned and fallen in ; wall# 
severely damaged by fire and water and furniture by 
removal.

A building of three floors, about 90x30 ft. ; front part, 
together with contents, consisting of confectionery, 
machinery, &c., veryjscverch damaged by fire, and roof 
partly off ; back part damaged by smoke and water.

A Small quantity of shelving damaged by fire in stable at 
rear of premises

Ground floor and content?, consisting of curiosities, &c.. 
damaged by fire, water, and smoke, and skylight broken.

A building of three and four floors,' about 30 x 120 ft- ; 
ground floor, first and second floors, and contents on 
Kent slrecttidfcjdaniagcd byflre, heat,smoke,anti wntei; 
three floors on Clarcncc-stfeofc side Dial thud floor on 
Kcnt-streot side and contents damaged by smoke.

Mercantile Mutual 
£201).

Unknown

CommcrcialUn ion 
£200.

Aust. Mutual, 
£50; Commer
cial Union, £00. 

Aust. Mutual, 
£100.

Stock in front shop and walls in passage on ground floor 
slightly damaged by fire ; a quantity of wearing apparel 
burned on fisEt floor ; landing and walls and coiling of 
landing slightly damaged by fire.

A quantity of paper and paper bags damaged by fire in front 
shop an ground floor ; back door of same scorched.

Backroom and passago and contents slightly damaged by 
fil'C-

A building of one floor about 18 x 40 feet, together with 
contents, consisting of hay, corn, straw, «fcc, and a small 
quantity of furniture, burned out and fallen down.

Bed room on 1st floor and part of content® burned out and 
roof off ; two rooms under on ground floor damaged bj 
water and fire ; furniture damaged by removal.

Burned itself out.
Standard Brewery Vol. Fire 

Co., assisted by M. F. B.
Inmates, with buckets of 

water.
with hydrant.

Ash field Vol. Fire Co.

Parramatta Vol. Fire Go’s. 
No, 1, with manual en
gine.

Neighbours, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., assisted by Standard 
Brewery Vol. Fire Co., - 
with bucket® of water.

M.F.B., assisted by several 
Vol. Fire Companies, 
with hydrant.

M.F.B.withhj drant, assisted 
by several Volunteer Fire 
Companies.

M.F.B. with four hydrants, 
assisted by several Volun 
fccer Firo Companies.

Woollahra Vol. Fire Co with 
buckets of water.

M.F.B. with hydrant.

M.F.B wilh two hydrants, 
assisted by several Volun
teer Fire Companies.

Neighbours and M.F.B. with 
buckets of water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Inmate? and neighbours, 
with buckets Of water.

Burned itself out,

M.F.B. and Balmain Vol. 
Fire Co., with hydrant

» Outside M F B area. f Alice Brown, aged 21 vears, limned about the hands and amis. Attended at home. t Previous fire 11th April, 1S92 ; an inquest was held and a verdict of “arson against some pereon or pereons unknown” retaini^. 
5 An inquest was reemmnended. |) Nine ‘fparate'ftres; an inquest was held and a verdict returned of “ arson against some person or persons unknown. *J Mis. W and, aged about 40 years, burned about the face and hands. James \i ard, aged 

1 " 1 about S rears, burned about the legs nnd arme. 1153



cS Time
Date. 1 ^ ^ of IjOcality, Name of Tenant.

i *3
Call

1893
Wednesday, 30 3T 232, Clarence-street, city Lever Bros....................

6 July. a.m. a.m.

3rd Floor, ditto .. Farleigh, Notthchn and
Co.

Sunday, 8*30 8’44 Mitchell Road, Alexan- Frank Fitzjohn...........
D July. p.m. p m. dria,

Thursday, 4-10 4-16
13 July. p.m. p.m. Ocorge-sfcrcet West, 

City.
10 30 None Bon Bo\d Kond, Neutral 

Bay, North Svdncjr.
John Campbell.............

Friday,
p.m. reeM
n‘20 ]l-22

14 July. li m. p in. City
Saturday, 8-0 S’O 98, (J n i on-str ee fc, Erskin c- 

I'ille,
Henry Child ...............

15 July. P m. p in.
Inf-ir.Sunday, 11 30 'Eoundar)-street and 

Ivcj--]ane, Red fern.IG July. p.m, rcr'd nt 
1*10
muimt.

Tuesday, 12-0 None inen Buckler Estate,
18 Julv. tn’du’t rcc'd. North Waveviev.
Friday,
21 Jufy.

2-SO 9-52 294, Abercrombie street, 
Kdllern.a m. a.m.

SO ST Carlyle-fitrecfcj Leich
hardt.

Saturday,
p m. p.m.
!)'55 10-I

22 July, a m. a m. hour.
Monday, 7’45 7T.0 385a} Pifct-strect, Citj-., Messrs. W. H Wicks24 July. p.m. p.m. A Co.

,, 11-28 11-31 84, Darlinghuret Koad, 
City.p.m p.m.

Tuesday, WS 7’24 22, Bund-street, Ultimo Miss Ellen Tlnld .......25 July. p.m. p.m.
,, 7-32 7'34 47, Marj'-btreet, City ., Alfred Bardwcll .........

p.m. p m.
i, 9 25 0-30 37 and 39, Botany Road, John Alfred Nun.........

p.m. p.m. H aterloo.

10-41 10-44 12, Argyle 3dace. City. D. M4Bridc..............
p.m. p.m.

Friday, 7'45 7 50 12, IjOOgood-street. Mrs. Marj Bell.............
28 July. p.m. p.m.. Erskinville.

Monday, 4 0 5‘20 Walker and Cleveland Adam Beers, " Norfolk
31 July. a.m. a.m. Streets, Redfem, Hotel.”
Sunday, 3-2 S-7 122, Oxford-street, City

0 August. a.m. a.m.

j How rremiseB
i
Construefion of Origin or 

supiwsod cause 
of Fire.

^ Insurances.

occupied. Premises.
j Contents, | Building.

Sunlight Soap TjIi Ei {Mini, TjOiutnn A OlohE1£2Tl()0, Nui 
of N’ £Ti.lOfi,manufacturers. roof. . Co., £1,501).

Boot upper manu-

NcllicrlMrulii India, 
UnltMl In 

flirnni'cCn ,^3,1110, 
^‘ict'ria Invuranco. 
£2,Lor); lift ft nd 
mti-lilnErT. SLrbits Inaarnnue, £500 *,,

fncturers. £500
Private dwelling,. Weathcrboaixl, Building and contents—Australian

and iron roof. Mutual, JJtfi.
Bill poster ......... Wooden ......... Light thrown 

down.
Produce mer- Brick, and iron Unknown .........

chant. roof. ■ ■ ”
Hvde Park liverv Wood, and iron Light thrown

stables. roof. down. 11
Private dwelling . Brick, and iron Matches, children

roof. playing with. 1 11
Cah proprietor .. Weatherboard, Incendiarism ..,, London and Lam Coininemal

and iron roof. cos hi re, £1,000 Union, £400.

Private dwelling.. Stone, and iron Kerosene lamp, None ................ None..................
roof. explosion of.

t> ,. Brick, and iron Light thrown Unknown .........
roof. down.

i> • • Brick, and slate Candle............... None....................
Ship....................

roof.
Unknown .........

Pacific InsuranceBoot importers .. Brick, and iron Hot ashes ......... Union of N. Zca-
Trained nurses’

roof. land, £1,200. Company, £700. 
Unknown .........

home. use of.
Private dwelling Brick, and iron Candle................ None.................... Unknown .........

roof.

>> n Brick, and Foul chimney ..
Draper................

shingle roof.
Light thrown 

down.roof Nui-ih flnti-li, '£AW, Xal. jif Ifew 
Kciilinri, £*Wi, Q'lrinil Mutuulj jeaifl

J'

Private dwelling n Candle................ Colonial Mutual, 
£100.

n » ,, , ................ Aust. Mutual,
£200.

Licensed victual- ilatches, rats at..
ler.

United Inf?. Co., 
.■C750; Scottish

Colonial Mutual, 
£500; Aust.over slate roof.

Union & Nat., Mutual, ^i»0;
£500. Scottish Union 

and Nat. £250.

Extent of Damage, Aw, Extinguished by.

liack ■part of Jpt floor and eontenls, consisting of boxcsl M.F.B,, %vith two hydrants, 
containing brown paper wrappers, severely damaged by! assisted by ec\oral Vol! 
fire ; contents of ground floor and basement floors Firo Cos 
damaged by water.

Contents on 3rd floor, consisting of leather sewing machines, 
fire., slightly damaged by rmohe. -

A cottage of 3 rooms and kitchen, together with conients, 
securely damaged by fire, and partly fallen in.

About 38 x 32 ft. of advertising hoards damaged by fire....

Stable, toeretliot‘ with contents in rear of premises, burnedj 
out and fallen down.

About 4 x 2 ft. shelving damaged by firo In harness room ..
Door arid door-frame of front room on first floor slightly 

damaged hy fire ; window broken.
Three cabs in coach house in rear of stables damaged by fire

A cottage of three rooms, together with contents, burned 
out and partly fallen down. 1

Window-curtains burned and frame scorched ; a chair and 
carpet sllghtlj- damaged by fire m back room on ground 
floor,

Window-cui tains burned, frame slightly scorched, in front 
room on first floor.

Vessel severely damaged by the explosion ........................

Two boxes containing rubbish burned, and contents in base
ment slightly damaged h\ smoke.

Window-cur tan ib burned and frame scorched in front room 
on second floor.

Dressing-table and a smalt quantity of wearing apparel 
damaged bj’ fire , celling and walls damaged by heat andbinoko.

About 2 x 1 ft of shingle roof damaged hy fire ....... .....

A small quantity of drapeiy damaged by fire under counter 
in front shop on ground floor.

Hod, heddine', and curtains damaged by fire j rest of con
tents slightly damaged by heat and smoke in front room1 
on first floor,

Bed and bedding burned ; partition and door soordied, 
and rest of contents damaged by heat and smoke in back 
room on ground floor. |

Drawer under counter in front bar, containing about ten 
dofcen wax matches, severely damaged by fire; walls] 
slightly damaged by smoke.

Front shop and contents on ground floor very severely] 
damaged by fire, heat, and smoke and water; contents 
of second floor over damaged byflre, heat, and smokc.l 
Back store on third floor, together with contents, very! 
severely damaged by fire, and first floor partly fallen in ;| 
front and back doors broken in—nfl adjoining and, 
communicating. I

I'M? , assisted 
andria Vol. Fire 
hydrant.
-Kli., with hand-pump,

by Alcx- 
Co., with

St. Leonards Vol. F. Co., 
with hydrant.

M.F.B. and employees, with 
buckets of water.

Inmates and neighboui s, \s ith 
buckets of water.

Neighbours, with buckets of 
water.

Burned itself out.

Inmates and neighbours, with 
buckets of uatcr.

Employees.

M.F.B,, with hjdrant.

Inmates, w ilh water.

Inmates uith buckets of 
water

M.F.B., v.ith hand-pump.

Inmates wih buckets of 
water.

M.F I? , 
water.

Inmates
water.

with buckets, of

with buckets of

M.F.B , with threehydrants, 
assisted by several Vol. 
Fire Cos.

* Three separate nud distinct fires. Inquest held, and a verdict returned of "Arson against some person or persons unknown,' f Previous flro, 13th October, 1330, t Outside M.F.B. area.
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List and Details of Fires attended by, or reported to, the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Volunteer Fire Companies—continued.

Date.
el
Js >
Sc £

Time
of

Call.
Locality. Name of Tenant. How Premises 

occupied.
Construction of 

PrendsoA
Origin or 

supposed cause 
of Fire.

1893.
1-24, Oxford-street ....

G August. a.m. a,in. saloon. * shingle and
iron roof.

_ _ .. 11*10 11-30 11, Francis-strect, Citv B. Muller....................... Private dwelling.. Brick, and Foul chimney
a.m. a.m. shingle roof. adjoining.

j 7 August. p.m. p m, town. roof. down
O " 9-20 u is 44, Expcrinient-Uuie, Sarah Glecson ............. Private dwelling. ,, ,, .. Candle................

p.m. p.m. Ultimo.
Wednesday, 3*40 None 82. Chnrch-atrcct, Bal- Mrs. Elizabeth Jones . ,, • • Weatherboard, Matches, rats at..

0 August. a.m. ree'd. main. and iron rouf
Frida v. 6*50 0 53 13, Wharf-street, City .. Messrs, Macrae, Beren- Produce mer- W ood and iron, Smoking tobacco

11 August, p.m. p. in desen, k Co. chants. and iron roof.

T. A. Shaft©........... Candle................
14 August p.in. p m. roof.

Lb crpool Road, Ashfleld
10 August. a. hi. a.ui. - chant* and iron roof.

„ Unoccupied shop and duelling.
,, E. A. Lummc................ Photographer.... Brick, and iron

roof.

11*2 11 5 11, King-street,City'....
a m. a.m. roof.

Thursday, 4-5$ 6-1 319 351, George street. Messrs. Da\ id Jones & Drapers and Brick, and iron Unknown ..........
17 August. a.m. a.m. City. Co, mercers. roof.

Wednesday, 4-15 4 T9 Marlbo rough-street, H. Evans ...................... Private dwelling,. Brick, and slate Gaspipc, defect in
23 August. |_|MU. p m. Leichhardt. roof.

Friday, 2*30 2-5S Weutworth-road, Bur- Edmund Hccksher .... Smoking tobacco.
25 August. a.m. a.m. wood.

no
27 August. a.m. rec’d. moytic. roof.

Wednesday, 12-55 Parramatta Park, Parra- Thomas B. Bishop .. Boarding-house .. Brick, and iron Smoking meat ..
30 August. a. in. matto. roof over

shingle.
as* J C Sutton .................

p in. p.m. Citv. roof.
,, y-33 fl-40 ♦210, 212, Kcut-strcet, Imperial Manufacturing Merchants ......... Brick, and iron Light thrown

p.m. p.m. City. Company. roof. down.

Friday, 9-20 9-25 19, Nithsdrilc-strcet, John MlKniirht........... Private dwelling Matches, careless-
1 Sept. a m. a m Citv. ness with.

11'30 None 12, Bristol-strcet, C Weeks ...................... ii ■ • .. .. .. Light thrown
p.m. ree’d. Petersham. dawn.
12 2h 12-32

3 Sept. a.m. a.m. streets, Ncwtownt

Moiidav, 3-10 STS 111, Queen-street, Peter Feeney............... Private dwelling.. Weatherboard, Matches, children
i Sept. a.m. a.m. Woo Habra. and iron roof. playing with.

5-40 5 40 3$, Talford-strect, Glebe William Watson ......... Brick, and iron
a.m. a.m. roof.

Tuesday, 1-16 1 18 33 & 40, Erskiao-street, Bridget Egan, “ Oxford Licensed victual- Stone & brick, Candle.................
5 Sept. a. m a.m. City*. Hotel." ler. and iron roof
Friday, 10 5 10-10 Kono street, Woollahra Mr. Williams................ Private dwelling.. Weatherboard, Foul chimney__
8 Sept. u. m. a in. and iron roof.

Saturday, 12 1-3 Hercules street, Ashfleld M. Stephens ................ Fishmonger .... ,, ,, Unknown .........
0 Sept. a.m. a.m.

5J t> u tobacconist. »i j

" » " „ „ J. Parker .................... Bootmaker......... V .......................

Insurances.

Contents. Building.

None. Unknown .........

None.................... Unknown .........

United Insurance Co*, building and 
contents, £800.

None.................... None....................

United Australian 
Mutual, £150. 

South British, 
£800.

Mercantile 
Mutual, £400. 

Imperial, £300,

None................
Scottish Union, 

£100.
None...............
In several colonial 

oilices, £4'?l500; 
Ixmtlon oiliccs, 
£47,600.

None....................

Victoria Insure 
ance Company, 
£200.

None....................

Mera’tilo Mutual, 
£175.

Merc'tllc Mutual, 
£250.

Derw-ftit and Tamar, /S,(iri[l, JS'oi tlicro, 
Cj/O l , Mercantile Mutual. £1,000, flung Kong, £1,600

None....................

Com'eroinl Union, 
£215,

None................

City Mutual, £200 

None ...........

United Australian 
Mutual, £800. 

None....................

Australian 
Mutual, £150. 

Scottish and 
National, £400.

Unknown .........
In several offices, 

£31,000.

Austlian Mutual, 
£300.

Mere’tile Mutual, 
£100.

Aust’han Mutual, 
£300.

Koyal, £3,000; 
Guardian, 
£2,000.

Unkuomi

Mer. Mutual, £270

Extent of Damage, kc. Extinguished by

Unknown ... 

City Mutual, £700 

Unknown ...

Aust. Mutual, 
£200.

Sun Insurance 
Co., £150. 

Aust. Mutual, 
£100.

Roof and ceiling on second floor severely damaged by Ore 
and water, and cutting awaj ceiling under, and furniture 
slightlv damaged by water.

About 12 ft. x 6 ft. of shingle roof slightly damaged by fire 
and cutting away.

A small quantity of rubbish burned in the back part of 
premises. -

A small quantity of wearing apparel and bedding damaged 
by five in front room on first floor.

Kitchen in rear of premises, together with contents, damaged 
by Arc, heat, and smoke.

About 30 bales of straw severely damaged by fire ; rest of 
contents and roof of store slightly damaged by fire, 
smoke, and water.

Contents under counter, in front shop on ground floor, 
slightly damaged by Arc. >

A building of one floor, about 40 ft. x 18 ft-, containing 
about 70 tons of fodder, Ac., burned out and fallen 
down. _

Shop and five rooms burned and partly fallen In ................
Shop and three rooms, together with part of contents, 

severely damaged by firo and water ; rest of contents 
damaged by removal.

A quantity of paper and rubbish burned in basement....

A building of four floors, about 120 ft. X 100 ft. Back part 
of basement and contents severely damaged by fire, 
Binoke, and water; rest of contents in basement by water, 
and contents of upper floors damaged by smoke.

Kitchen in rear of premises damaged by fire and heat, coil
ing damaged by cutting away*. (

A quantity of furniture damaged by fire in front room on 
ground floor ; two rooms in roar, together with contents, 
damaged by heat.

Cow shed in rear of premises very slightly damaged by fire.

A building of ton rooms, together with contents, partly 
burned out and fallen down In rear of premises.

A small portion of flooring of front shop damaged by cutting 
ftwav.

A quantity of arrowroot, seeds, &c., damaged by fire and 
water on top floor, contents on floors under slightly 
damaged by water.

Bed and bedding in back room on first floor damaged by 
fire.

A quantity of rubbish burned in shed in rear of promises ..

Shop on ground floor and contents, consisting of groceries, 
Ac , damaged by fire and water; room In roar and 
staircase slightly' damaged by fire, I

Bed and bedding damaged by fire in back room on ground 
floor; hning boards of same slightly damaged by nrc and 
heat.

Bed in front room on first floorslightly damaged by fire and 
water.

Window blind nnd bed curtain burned and window frame 
scorched in front room on second floor.

Small portion of flooring boards damaged by fire in back 
room on first floor.

Shop and five rooms and contents burned out ....... ..

Shop window broken and contents slightly damaged by 

Side of building slightly damaged by fire..... ..............

M.F.B., with hydrant.

M.F.B., with Tozer pump.
Inmates and neighbours, 

with buckets of water.
Inmates and police, with 

buckets of water,
M.F.B., with hydrant, 

assisted by several V.F. 
Co.'s.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water,

MF.B,, with hydrant, 
assisted by several Vol. 
F. Co.’s.

M.F.B., with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B , with two hydrants, 
assisted by several Vol. 
Fire Co.'e.

Police and Leichhardt V.F. 
Co., with buckets of water,

Burwood V.F. Co , assisted 
by Ashfleld V. F. Co. and 
M F.B., with hydrant.

Drurmnoync V.F. Co , with 
hydrant,

Parramatta Y.F. Co., with 
hydrant.

H.F.B., with hand'pump.

M.F.B., with hydrant, 
assisted by several Volun
teer Cos.

M.F.B. and Inmates, with 
buckets of water

Inmates and police, with 
buckets of water.

M.F.B., with hydrant.

Woollahra Vol. Fire Co., 
assisted by inmates, with 
buckets of water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

■\Voollahra Vol. F. Co.t with 
buckets Of s\atcr.

Aslifield Vol. F. Co., and 
with hydrant.

♦Previous fires—22 April, 1802, 31 Januaiy, 1893.
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List nnd Details of Fires attended by, or reported to, the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Volunteer Fire Companies—continued,

Date.

rj
= i!V V
S s

1 3

i
Time

of
Call.

LnrnUty.
i

Name of Tenant. How PrenuHcs 
occupied.

1
Construction of 

Premises.
Origin or 

supjKined cause 
of Fire.

Insurances.

Contents. Building.

1893.
Tuesdav, 1 10‘10 10 13 2, Glebe-strqct, Glebe . Patrick Toohcy............. Produce store... Brick and wea Unknown ...... Union of New Unknown .... .
12 Sept." p. m. p m. thei board. Zealand, .C100.

with iron
roof.

Thursday, S-14 8*20 35S, Park ftti-cet, Pad D Curtin........................ Private ilis oiling.. Brick, and slate Lighting gas . City Mutual, £350 Citv Mutual, iCS50
14 Scpfc. p.m. p.m. dington roof.

IP23 9*27 02, YuroJig-strcot, City Unknown ,,
15 Sept. a m. a.in.

10 Sept/ a.m a.m. burj. explosion of' * £200, '

S'31 S-34 ** Claremont,” Carring- Jfr. William Hughes . Weatherboard, Unknown ,,,, . None....................
n.m. a.in. ton Jioad, Wavcrlev. and canvas roof.

1*5 1*8 J2o, Foster-street, Citv^. Mrs. Mary Dawes ....... Dealer ............... Brick and t, .... Austra’n Jlutual,
p.m. p m. weatherboard, £200.

and shingle rool
3-5 3*9

p.m. p.m. Citv roof. ■'
I'lti 1*15 2&0, Croivn-street, City T. McMahon . .. Private dwelling .

17 Soph p ni p.m. shingle roof. ehimney.

11*42 11*47 22, Bank-street, Citj . Thomas Kirwin............. Spark from fire ..
19 Sept.' a m a m * roof. "

8 "23 8-20 ITay-sticet, City ... T. K. Dugan................
” p.m. p.m and Iron, and

iron roof.
Friday, O'St 0-40 Queen-sti-ect, Ashfleld James Duncan ........... Private dwelling.. Weatherboard, Foul cbimnej... 11 ■ Unknown .. ..
22 Sept. p.m. p.m. and shingle roof

Saturday, 12-5 None Ketreat-street, Alex* Michael ITogan............. n ■ • ii • • Spark from None..................
23 Srpt. p.m. rcc'd, andria. chimney.

12-43 12 62 8, Junction-lane, City.. Alfied Dahl ................ Foul chimney ..
p.m. p.rn J shingle roof. " £100. '
]()■!) 30 10 Carrington Bead, Mr. Rutherford.............

)>. Ill p.m. ■Wavcrlev.
Sunday, 11-30 11-36 9, Wullingtou-strcet, It, J, Graggs ................ >* * • ii - Spark from ehim- Australian Mu-
24 Sept, ami. a. id. IV aterloo. ncy. tuat, £200.

32-36 12-49 Thomas Quill................
25 Sept. p.m. p.m. main. roof.

S‘35 8*42 445, ITarris-strcet, City.
p in p.m roof. in contact with
5'5 ♦c-n Mrs. Hardy.................. Private dwelling.. Spatk from fire ,,

28 Sept. p m p.m. hardt. and iron roof. Co , £7R.
Wednesday, V3G 1*39 21, Wilson-lane, Rcdferu Samuel Reardon ......... Brick, and slate Flue, defect in .. Unknown .........

4 Ori* p m p.m. roof.

Thiuxlay. 10-23 10-31 Palaco-strect, Petersham Goodin, Hitchcock & Co. Timber merchant* Open shed, with Hot ashes ......... Building and contents, Commci-eia/

O o p.m. p.m iron roof. Union, £S00.
Saturday. 11 None Cowpcr Wharf, Citv__ Standard Paint Co........ Paint rnanufac- Iron and wood, Over-heat of boiler Building And contents'—NorUl Qu^ent-lund,'

TOct. a.m. ree’d. fcurers. and iron roof. JMM ; Weir Suulli TValei* CorpoTA*lon,i 
jKflO: Norlhem. JT2iO . Citv Mutuul. .1
I>un(.ns1ilie, £250 , Calcdciuiin. £2tti:!Scotthli Uninn, £?£li . New Zealand.XWiO;l- 1 Pacific, XfiOO ; Uormrall, £S75, ’iun, i.C2fls1 Norili Bnli«h Mercamil^, £1^76 j total,,

u-o 11-5 36, Thornu-sfcrcet, Pad- J. Gather...................... Pris-ate dwelling.^ Weatherboaixl, Candle __ .... None.................... Tifercantile

1

p.m. p.m. dington. and iron roof.

J

Mutual, £250.

Extent of Damnffc, &c.

A butldinc: of one floor about 24 x 70 feet* containing- aboui 
40 tons of hay, straw, chaff, nearly burned out, anc 
part of roof off; carts and buggy severely damaged bj 
fire; upper part of dwelling adjoining severely daniogcc 
by file, and part of roof off. *

Bed and bedding damaged by fire in back room on firgi 
floor.

A smalt quantity of clothing and a portmanteau damaged 
by Are in back room on second floor.

Bed and bedding ami furniture damaged by firo in front 
room on ground floor. Window frame and door frame 
scorched.

Stable about 14 x 12 ft. and contents burned out and rool 
off; two ponies sllghtlj’ burned.

Shop and contents burned out and roof off; two rooms to
gether with contents damaged by fire and heat.

Some benzine destroyed, and a small quantity of tools 
damaged bj fire in front shop.

A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire ................

Bedding and a quantity of wearing apparci sc\ ercly damaged 
by fire in front room on first floor,

A moulding bin damaged bjr lire in foundry ........................

A small portion of shingle roof damaged bj' ftre ................

About 12 \ 13 ft- of shingle roof damaged by lire and cutting- 
away,

A small portion of shingle roof damaged bj flro and cutting 
au ay.

About 10 ft \ C ft. of shingle roof damaged by fire and 
cutting away, ceiling under damaged by water, and fur
niture slightly by water and removal.

A shed, about IP. ft. x 5 ft,, severely damaged byflre, together 
with about 28 feet of fenemg in rear of premises.

A smalt quantity of ill apery and clothing damaged byflre 
and water in passage on ground floor.

A Bin all portion of flooring and wooden partition damaged 
by Are in back room on ground floor.

A small portion of roof damaged by fire and cutting away.

Ceiling slightly damaged by water in back room on first 
floor.

A small quantity of rubbish burned in boiler shed.

A small portion of lining boards slighty damaged by fire in 
back shop on ground floor.

A small quantity of wearing apparel burned ; and wooden 
partition slightlj’ damaged by fire in kitchen in rear of 
premises.

Extinguished hy

M F.B, and Glebe Vol F. 
Co., with one steam fire 
engine nnd one hydrant, 
assisted by Standard Brew. 
Vol, F. Co.

Inmates, wifh buckets of 
water.

*> tf
Inmates and police, with 

buckets of water.

Vavericy Vol. F. Co,, with 
ono hydrant.

M.F.I3., with one hydrant.

Inmates.

Neighbours, with buckets of 
waier.

n ii
M.F.B., with buckets of 

-water.

Ashfleld V.F. Co.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., with haudpump.

Wavcrley Vol. Fire Co., with 
hand-pump.

Waterloo .Vol. Fire Co. and 
M.F.B., with hydrant.

Balmain Vol, Fire Co., with 
buckets of water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Inmates and neighbours, 
Mith buckets of water.

M.F.B., with buckets of 
water.

Neighbours and M F.B., with 
buckets of \iater.

Employees, with buckets Of 
water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

GO

* Frolciick Costello, aged about 40 years, bumerl to death ; nn inquest was held on the 12th September, and a verdict brought in of “Accidental death.'’ t Outside M.F.B. area. J Mrs. Mary Dawes, nged about 10 years, severely burned
about the face, Bide, and hack; taken to Prince Alfred Hospital. § Edward Wolgtrueroft, aged about 24 years, severely burned about the face, side, and back, k
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List and Details of Pires attended, by, or reported to, the Metropolitan .Fire Brigade, or Yolunteer Fire Companies—continued.

Date.

1893. Sunday, 
ii October. 
Tuesday,

10 October. 
Wednesday,
11 October.

Thursday,
12 October.

Friday,
13 October.

Sunday, 
15 October.

Monday, 
1C Octo\>cr.
Tuesday, 

17 October. 
Wednesday, 
IS October.

ThunsJftj, 
10 October.

j Time 
of

Cali.
Locality. | Name of Tcutmt

l

1-0
p.m,
820

a.in.
1*26
a.m

1-7
p.m.

I S'25 
i a.m. 

1-29 
ft,m. 

lO'SO None 
]).m. rec‘d.

rndftv, 
20 October.

7*10

4 30 
n.m.

12-fi
p.m.

4 0 
a. in. 
6-40 
p.m, 
S-0 

p in. 
10 44 
a.m.

1'40
p.m.

2‘20
a.m.

8.47 
a m. 
12.5 

p.m.

8.4 
p.m.
3.5

7T2 
a. in.

134, Arm andale-street, 
Leichhardt.

120, WiiMisor-street, 
Paddington.

443, Cleveland-strcet,
. Redfem.

Western Rood, Par* 
raniatta,

7, St. John’s Terraco, St. 
John's Road, Glebe.

>'one John-strect, Jtamck- 
roc’d.' it He.

12^15 Eunnarong, Botany.... 
p m. *

j 7.47 
I p m.

I 10.25 
' p.m.

None
rec’d.
5-43
p.m.
8*5

p.m.
10*45
0.1U,

1-42
p.m.
2*55
a.m.

6.48 
a. m, 
12.15
p.m.

♦iliher-strcet, Druin- 
moyne.

278, Castlereagh-strcet,| Mi's. K. Bruhn 
Citv.

I Paul-slreet, Waverley..

284, Parramatta Road, 
Petersham.

'Derry House,” 
Metropolitan Jload, 
Ncu'town.

Lord-street, NeuiouTi.

Mctria-strecf, NctHowii.,1

642, Joncs-strect, City. 

SO, Cfeorge-st., Redfem

Mrs. Goddard

Carmichael, 0’Connor, 
ami O’Neill.

Riohaid Nash .. 

John A. Goodsell .

Nemy Burling

Alfred Kmuyheer.

James Coulbura . 

Fi^ederick White .

How Premises 
occupied.

James Winning... 

A. Pointing ..... 
William Taylor , 
Cornelius Joiner .

Unoccupied ,,..,

Mr. Myers...........

J. Walsh...............

John Kennedy ...

8.7 I 202, Palmer-street, Citi 
p.m. | 1
3.15 | "Lndene,” Charlotte- 

a.in. street, Ashfickl.

7.48 ° Leigh House,” 233,
p.m. Castlereagh-st., city.

10.40 00, Myrtle-street, Dar- 
p.in. lington.

Charles Fisher .. 
Carl Cedtirberg ,.

A. P. West.........

James Robinson

Private dwelling.

Butcher ...........

Fish-monger ..., 

Private dwelling*

Wool wash estab 
lishnient.

Construction of 
Premises.

Dairj'man .......

Private dn eliing.

Printing office . 

PnTOte dwelling.

Carpenter .......

JBus proprietor.. 

Confectioner__

Private dwelling..

Builder and con
tractor.

Private dwelling.

Weatherboard, 
and iron roof, 

Wood and iron, 
and iron roof. 

Weatherboard, 
and i ron roof.

Brick, with iron 
roof.

Brick, and slate- 
roof. '

Wood and iron, 
anti iron roof,

Wood, and iron 
roof.

Erick, anti slate 
roof.
roof.

Brick, nnd iron 
roof.

Weatherboard 
and iron, and 
iron roof.

Weatherboard, 
and shingle 
roof.

Wood, and iron, 
roof.

Origin or 
supposed cause 

of fire.

Insurances.

Contents. j Building, )
Extent of Damage, we. Extinguished by

Defective flue .

Tar boiling over

Light thrown 
down.

Kerosene lamp, 
upsetting of.

Unknown .......

Candle..............

Overheat of 
furnace.

Light thrown 
down.

Candle...............

Professor of 
dancing.

Private dwelling..

Weatherboard 
andbrickjaud 
iron roof.

Brick, and 
shingle roof, 

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
shingle mof. 

Brick, and slate 
roof.

Bnck, and iron 
roof.

Spark from 
chimney.

Light coining in 
contact with 
curtains.

Fire-works.......
Kerosene lamp, 

upsetting of.

Light thrown 
down.

Caudle...

Austra’n Mutual, 
£150.

None.,..............
Commerl Union, 

£200.

Imperial Ins. Oo 
J.S50.

Liverpool and 
London and 
Globe. 2400.

None.

Commerc’I Union, 
£300.

Mercantile 
Mutual, £700.

Unknown .......

United Insurance 
Co., £400.

None.

Liverpool and 
London and 
Globe, £000.

Mercantile Mutual 
£120.

Unknown ...

A stun 11 portion of shingle roof damaged slightly by fire

About 4 gallons of tar destroyed, and side of coach-house 
slightly damaged by fire.

Shed m rear of premises damaged by fire and cutting away
Furniture damaircd by fire, and email portion of wall 

slightly damaged by fire in front room on ground floor.

Cupboard under stairs burned out; stair to let floor 
destroyed, and flooring on ground floor damaged by fire.

Bed and bedding severely damaged by fire and water in Inmates, with buckets of 
back room on ground floor. water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Inmates and neighbours, 
■with sand. *

Neighbours and]>oUcc, with 
buckets of water.

Inmates and Parramatta 
Vol Fire Co., with buckets 
of water.

M.F.B, with hand-pump.

Drj hig room of 2 floors, about 40 ft x 50 ft., and contents 
consisting of about 20 bales of wool burned and fallen 
down, and 150 feet of creeper severely damaged by fire 
and cutting away.

None.............

Unknown ..

Citi -Mutual,£100

M.F.B., with manual engine, 
Assisted by North Botany 
Vol. Fire Co., and 
employees, with buckets o 
water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water

Inmates and M.F.B , with 
buckets of water.

Police, with buckets of 
water-

police, with buckets of 
water, assisted by M. F. B.

M.F.B., with buckets of 
water

! Unknown __

City Mutual, £100
I
I

City Mutual, £10U Unknown

Building and contents, Mercantile 
Mutual, £1,500.

Side of cow-shed severely damaged by fire .........................

Bod and bedding damaged by fire in attic on second floor .

Window curtains burned and furniture damaged by fire in 
front room on ground floor.

Paper-stand, together with a small quantity of paper and. 
type, damaged by fire and heat; a small portion of 
machinery sllghtlj, damaged by fire.'

Partition of staircase In outhouse at the i*c»r of premises' 
slightly damaged by fire. '

Workshop of one floor, about 33ft. x 14 ft., together with a M.F.B., with hydrant, 
quantity of tools, &C., burned out and falJi-u down.

A stable, about 36 ft. x 14 ft., containing about 3 tons of 
chaff, &c., and a quantity of harness, burned out andl 
fallen down ; eight houses burned to death. |

A store-room, about 12 ft, x 14 ft., containing a quantity of 
confectionery, &c.; stable anil coach-house, about 36 ft. x 
14 ft,, containing spring cart, harness, &c., burned out 
and fallen down: a horse burned to death.

About 2 ft. x 3 ft. of shingle roof damaged by fire and cutting 
awav.

Bed-room on ground floor ami contents damaged by fire 
and water. '

M.F.B., wilh buckets of 
water.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

None f None

About 2 ft. x 2 ft. of shingle roof of workshop damaged by 
fire and cutting away,

A quantity of furniture in front room on ground floor* 
damaged by fire, window broken, and floor severely1 
damaged by fire.

Glass uhundolicr and table cover damaged by fire in ball-f Inmates, with water’ 
room on ground floor, j

Bed and bedding damaged by fire in front room on first, Inmates and M.F.B., vriih 
floor. buckets of water.

Aehficld V, F. Co., with one 
hydrant, assisted by M. 
F.B.

CO

* Previous fires, August 27, 1303, and October 2, 1303.
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List and Details of Fires attended by, or reported to, tbc ^Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Yolunteer Fire Companies—continued.

Date.
nl
OJ t,
is

•5

Time
of

Call.
Locality. Name of Tenant. How Premises 

occupied.
Construction of 

PremiEcs. j

1803.
Saturday, 5 20 o 20 106, Ilubert-street, Thomas Hams............. Cabinet-maker . Weatherboard,

£1 October. a.m tvm. Leichlmi'dt. and iron roof.

n »» » Charlea-st., Leichhardt .Jfimei Sfcutchbury .. . Private dwelling >r --
7.40 7.44 53, Wells-strccfc, ftedic-m William Jeimini;s...... Brink and

a. m. a.in Shingle roof.

Sunday, 1-2 1*3 In rear of 31C, Parra- John Uren .................... Billiard saloon Weatherboard,
22 Oct. a. m. a.m. motUv Road, Peter- and iron roof.

BhniTL -

,, 316, Parramatta Road.. George Dawson........... Hairdresser if
In rear of SIC, Parra- S. J. Payne.,................ St-o\ cniakor __

uiatta Road.
314, Parramatta Road-. H. O. Williama............. “Poplar Tree" n - -

Arcade.
»» - 312, Parramatta Road.. Coachbuilder.... „ --

SIS, Parramatta Road., S. J. Pa\*ne.................. Stove mamifac-
turer.

W T. J><xld ................

,, 324, Parramatta Bead. A. A. liarreil .............. Ptlvate dwelling »> -*
10'45 10*51 24, Stephen street, iiai- Unoccupied premises .. ,, ,.
p.m. p,m. mam.

Tuesday, 4':,4 4-S. 58, Castlereagh-strcet, Mrs. Champion, Liceti«ied victualler j Brick, and iron
24 October. {Lin, iLin, City. ** l^ueculand Chib” Hotel. roof.

19 ■•70
2G October. a.m a. in. ninyne. and iron roof.

11'10 11*1S 87, Surrey-street, Dar- E. a, Hope ................ Painter ............. Weatherboard
a.m. a m. linghurst. and iron, with

iron roof.
0*30 G*4l 120, Jiveleigh'Sfcreet, Mcpsis. Thompson & Iron foundry .., Weatherboard,
p.m. u m. Kedfora. Sons. ami iron. roof.
8'23 8*27 334 Gicbe Road, Globe.. John Bakov................. News agent......... Brick, and iron
p.m. p m. roof.
90 B*2 Macquane-place, City , Sydney Tram and Omni- Olfices ................ j» ff -•

p.m. p.m. bus Company
Friday, lO'lO iO'3‘2 Young-street, Bunvood. Mrs. J. tv. Bowman.... Private dwelling.. Wood, and iron

27 October. a.m. a.m. roof.

11 '10
29 October. (LIU. a.m. field. '

Monday, 1-48 1-4S 44, Alfred-strcCt, North John A. Marshall......... Grocer................ Brick, and iron
SO October. 0.(11. a.m. Sydney. roof

f! ” 46, Alfred*sfcrcet......... 11. F. Pitman................ Butcher ............. ''

Origin nr 
Supposed cause of 

Fire.

Insurances.

Contents. Building:.

Unknown

Spark from 
chimnej.

Building anti content^ Mercantile 
Mutual, £200.

None None.......
Unknown

Unknown Ins. Co.
£200.

Unknown .........

None.................... f> .........

Building and contents of three shops 
in Commercial Union, £1100.

None....................I Colonial Mutual,
{ £l7o.

Budding ajid contents, New- Zealand, 
£!W.

Commercial Union.

Candle

Unknown

None Com'ercial Union.

Mere'tile Mutual, 
£100.

Aufc. Afutual,£200, 
rhoonix, £200.

Unitefl Ijtsunvncc 
Co., £700.

Unknown .........

None................

Mercantile 
Mutual! £500.

Me roan tile 
Mutual, £40. 

Unknown! ...

Overheat of fur- Unknown 
nncc.

Gasbracket .... None....... None.
Liglit rnmmg In enn- 
tut -with vapour.

Unknown .........

Australian 
Mutual, £300. 

None................

Unknown 

None.......

Spark from fire
place.

Unknown

Unknown London and Lan* 
cashire, £000.

None....................

Unknown __

Australian 
Mutual, £250.

Extent of Damage, Ac, Extinguished by

I
A shed building, aboutlS ft. x 12 ft., used os a carpenter's, Ix-ichhatdt V. F. Co., with 

.■-hop, containing' a quantity of tools, timber, ike., burned one hydrant, assisted, by 
nut and fallen down ; 70 feet of fenemg burned, j M.F.B. ^

Back part of building damaged bj heat. 1 lf ,,

About 3 ft, x 7 ft. of shinglo roof damaged by fire and M.F.B., with Tozer pump. 
Cutting away. |

A building of one floor about 20 x 40 ft. containing two* M.F.B., with one steam fire
billiard tables, <tc , burned out and fallen down. engine, assisted by several 

I V.F, Co,'g,, with three hy- 
I draiits.

Shop of one floor, 12 x!4 ft., together with contents bimiech 
out and fallen dawn. |

Shop and stables, together with Contcutr, burned out and, 
nearly fallen down 1

A building of one floor, about 30 x IDS ft., together v.ith1 
seven vehicles, burned out and fallen down. I

Front office and contents severely damaged by Arc L bhop 
in rear and contents severely damaged by fire and water j 

Shop, about 15 x40ft.,containing a quantity of stoics,&c.J 
burned out and fallen down, 1

Shop and dwelling, about 16 x 55 ft t and contents nearly 
burned out and fallen down.

Shop of One floor, about 14 x 14ft., together with contents, 
nearly burned out and partiv fallen down.

A building of two floors, the roof of back part of premisses) 
slightly damaged by fire, and furniture by removal. j 

About 4 x 0 ft. of flooring damaged by fire in loft over stable' 
m rear of premises.

Window-blind and looking-glass burned; dressing-tablcj 
and window-frame damaged byflre in back room on first! 
floor.

Stable, together with a quantity of hay, &c., and one 
vehicle burned out and fallen down.

Shed about 12 ft. x 20 ft T containing a quantity Of paint, 
oil and wall-paper, nearly burned out, and partly fallen 
down.

About 3 ffc. of coke staging and a quantity of bags damaged 
by fire.

A small quantity of newspapers and stationery in shop 
window damaged by fire and water,

A small quantity of benzine destroyed, and a Bin all portion 
of flooring slightJy damaged by fire.

Out-housc, about 12 ft. x 30 ft., containing a quantity of 
furniture, crockery, tools, &c , nearly destroyed, and a 
fernery, containing a quantity of pot plants, nearly 
burned out. ■

About 2 ft. x 4 ft. of lining boards, and a small portion of 
roof damaged by fire; contents slightly damaged hy 
heat in front room on ground flooi*.

Shop and three rooms over, together with contents, burned 
out; contents of basement under severely damaged by 
u ater.

Front shop and contents slightly damaged hy fire .............

Poll op, with buckets of 
Water.

Citizen, with water, assisted 
by M.F.B.

Burned itself out,

M.F 15., and Paddingfcou 
Brewery V.F. Co., with 
two hydrants

Neighbours, with buckets of 
water.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

Employees, with buckets of 
water.

Burwood V.F. Co , with one 
hydrant.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

St. Leonard's V.F. Co., with 
two hydrants.

i> »« *

O

Previous fires—August 22, 1803; October 2, 1803 ; October 15, 1S93
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List and Details of Fires attended by, or reported to, the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Volunteer Fire Companies—continued.

Date.
V* y-tr>

•5 '

Time
.if

Call-
f/xiality.

Monday, 1-+S 1*43 42, Alfrcd-streeL .........
:t0 Oct. a. m. a. in.

1*43 1 51 3, Blackburn-street,
p.in. p.m. City.

Tuesday, 1*0 1-25 •Carcligan-street, Auburn
31 Octotwr a. in a. in.

Wednesday, 2*13 2*10 08, Albion-street,City..
1 Nov. ©,m. a. in.

Friday, 11*5 11'26 21, Ferry street, Glebe
3 Nov. a.m. a m.

Saturday, 1*0 1-10 Fofchermgham ■ st r ee t,
4 Nov. p m. p.m. JIarrickville.

11-40 11-50 9, Regent-street,
p.m. p.m. Paddington.

Sunday, 9-40 9-44 330, Oxford-street,
p.m. Paddington.

Wednesday, 8-22 8-24 W ood land-street, Mar-
8 Nov. a.m. a.m. rlckvijle.

Thursday, 2'55 2 58 26, King-street, City ..
0 Nov. a.m 0.111.
Friday, 10-44 10-40 George-street, City —
10 No\. p.m. p.m.

Friday, 1*50 1-53 Cook's River Road, 8t.
17 Nov. p.m. p m Peters.

Saturday, bio UT7 Uouglas-Btvect, Redfem
18 Nov. p.m. p.m.

•Sunday, 3*3 3 4 9, Hart-street, Cit>----
10 Nov. a m. a.m,

S 43 S-50 4, Knox-street, City----
p m p m,

Wednesday, S*4 i S-4S 253, Susscx-strcet, City..
22 Nov. p m. p m.
Monday, n S 11-15 Thomos-street, Peter-
27 Nov. p m. p.m sham.

Tuesday, r-M 7*55 2*2 and 21, Campbell*
23 Nov. ft.m. a.m. street, Citv.

Wednesday, iv:-2 11*55 97, C nst 1 c reagh -street
20 Nov. p.m. p.m. Cfirst floor), City.

Thursday, 9*0 None 82, Feirj-street, Bat-
30 Nov. a m. rec’d main.

Fridav, 9*0 9-G 389, Cleveland street,
1 Dec. p.m. p.m. City.

Sunday, 2*12 245 110, Bucking! lain-stroot,
3 Dec. p.m. p.m. City.

Name of Tenant. How l‘remi?eg 
occupied.

Construction ol 
Promises.

John Tauro ..............
John ITtii'diman . .

W. C. Entwistlc ..

W. C. Coomhes.......

James Swan ...........

G, Cook ..................

Mr. Blakely..............

H. Crabb................
Samuel Majjler.............

T. W. Hohnorc .. - 

N^S.W. Government ..

G. A. Howai-d .......

Mcssi‘8. ShortlandtfcSons 

Edward Knowles ...

Fruiterer............

Private dwelling

Dwelling and 
workbhop.

Origin or 
supposed cause 

of Fire. Contents,

Insurances,

Building.
Extent of Damage, &e. Extinguished by

Private dwelling

Weatherboard, 
and iron i*OOf.

Brick, and 
ehinglc roof,

Brick and wea
therboard, & 
iron roof

Brick, and iron 
took

' Weatherboard,
1 and iron roof 

. Weatherboard,
■ and shingle roof. 

. Bnck, and iron 
I roof.

Draper___' . .

Private dwelling

Baker ...............

Boat sheds.......

Produce mer
chant.

Carriers .......

Miss R. Patnek----

Messrs. Wise Bros. ... :

Unoccupied bhop.........

Citj’ Produce Co.; E. 
H. Symonds, manager

BoyU Brigade ...........

Builder ...........

Boarding-house.

Brick, and iron 
' roof. 

Weatherboard, 
j and iron root

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
and Iron roof.

Iron and wood, 
and iron root

Brink, and iron 
roof.

Flour and grain 
merchant*:. j

Robt. Rollason . 

Jas, F. Milton .

Sami. Alexander 

A. E Brown ___

Produce mer
chants.

Dwelling rooms

Weathcrlioard, 
and i ron roof. 

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Jewellery manu 
facturer.

Cork manufac
turer.

Coach-buildor

Brick, and iron 
roof.

Weatherboard, 
andiron roof,

Wood, and iron 
roof.

Private dwelling., Bnck, andblate
i root

Unknown .,U- 

Foul chimney .,

Unknown ----

Tar boiling over.
Spark from chim

ney.
Gas bracket ___

Candle...............
Tar boiling over..

Spark from chim
ney.

Unknown .........

Matches, children 
playing with, 

Unknown ....

Candle.........

Spontaneous 
ignition. 

Unknown ..

Not ashes ..

Light thrown 
down.

ITot ashes .. 

Unknown ..

Mercantile 
Mutual, £20.

Australian 
Mutual, £350,

None..................

Unknown

Mercantile 
Mutual, £400. 

None................

Mercantile 
Mutual, £150. 

None..................

Alliance Assur
ance Co , £200. 

None..................

Mercantile 
Mutual, £150.

” i
Australian 

Mutual, £250.

None..................

Unknown .......

None..................
Mercantile 

Mutual, £S00, 
Mercantile 

Mutual, £300.

Unknown
Australian 

Mutual, £200. 
Mercantile Mutual, £450.

None.................. .

Commercial 
Union, £350. 

None ..................
British and Col

onial, £1,000.
N. Queensland, 

£100.

Unknown

Mercantile 
Mutual, £25. 

Imperial. £1,000 
Bteh. & Clnial. 

£1,000—£2,000.

None.

Mercantile Mutual, £500.

None..............
Comt.Union, £100

Front, pant of thop von.' slightly damaged by fire ; contents, 
consisting of fruit, damaged h\ Mftfcr.

About 2 ft, x 2 ft. of fehingle roof blightly damaged by fire..

A weatherboard cottage of eight rooms, used as a dwelling 
and opticians’ w orkuhop, together with contents, burned 
out and fallen do\> n.

Counter and contents under, consisting of groceries, &c., 
burned in front shop on ground floor.

About 10 gallons of tar destrojed in stable in course of 
erection at rear or pi onuses

A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire ...........

Window curtains burned in front room on ground floor.

None................

Aust. Mutual,£2S0

St. Leonairis V.F. Co., with 
tA\0 hydrants.

Standard Brewery V.F. Co., 
with hand-pump, assisted 
by M.F.B.

Burned itself out.

Standaid Brewery V.F. Co , 
with one hydrant, assisted 
b> M F.B.

Inmates, with sand.

Inmates and neighljours, 
with buckets of v atcr.

Inmates, with blankets.
\

Contents m shop window on ground flooi slightly damaged 
by fire. I

A small portion of fencing damaged, by fire in rear of 
premises

About 5 x 5 ft. of roof over bake-house damaged by fire in 
rear of premises.

A building of two floors, about 120 x 40 ft. First floor ant! 
contents severely damaged byflre and water; contents 
under, consisting of sails, &o., slightly damaged by fire 
and water.

About fifty-in e bales of hay, stiaw, chaff, fcc., damaged by 
fire and water in store on ground floor.

Manger and small quantity of straw bedding slightly 
damaged by lire and water in stables.

Workshop*, about SO x 30 ft.; first, floor, together with con
tents, feverely damaged by five, and part of roof off.

Small quantity of wearing apparel damaged by fire; and 
window-frame slightly damaged by fire in back room on 
ground floor.

A small quantity of pollard in hags slightly damaged by fire 
and water in front store on ground floor.

A weatherboard buildmg,aboutl2x.l2 ft , severely damaged 
bv fire,

A building of throe floors, about 35 ft. x 00 ft. ; ground floor 
and contend, consisting of a large quantity of hay, 
com, bran, , severely damaged by flro and water. :

First floor and contents slightly damaged by firo and 
water; back premise*! burned out; second floor, no 
damage ; back wall of building severely damaged by 
fire and heat.

A small quantity of rubbish burned ; flooring and partition 
slightlv damaged by fire in front shop on first floor.

Window frames burned and ceiling damaged by fire; gas 
engine, together with contents, slightly damaged by fire 
and heat in workshop at rear nf premises.

A small portion of fencing damaged by fire at rear of 
premises.

Bed and bedding, togothc r with rest of contents, severely 
damaged by fire hi front room on first floor; furniture 
in front room and back room on ground floor slightly 
damaged by removal.______________________________

Inmates, with water.
Inmates, with sand.

Inmates and M.F.B , with 
buckets of vatcr.

M.F.B., with two hydrants, 
assisted by several V.F. 
Co.'s.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

Inmates, with buckets Of 
water.

M.F.B., Standard Btowcry, 
Paddington Brewery, as
sisted hy X. City V F, Co.

Inmates and neighbours, 
with buckets of water.

M.F B., with one hydrant.

M.F.B., with hydrant.
M.F.B., with three steam fire 

engines, assisted bj kcv- 
eral Vol. Fire Co.’s, with 
four hydrants.

M F B., with hj'drcmi. 

Employee, with small hose.

Employee, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., with hydrant.

to

* Outside M.F.B. area. 1159



List and Details of Fires attended by, or reported to, the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, or Volunteer Fire Companies—continuedr

Dute,

W
he

n
di

sc
ov

er
ed

.

Time
of

Call.
Locality. Name of Tenant. How Premises 

occupied.
Construction of 

Premises.
Origin or 

supposed cause 
of fire.

1893.
Tuesday, 9‘40 9 47 * Black wattle Bay, the Ship, “ J Lana hull S./ 

Captain Kuhn.5 Dec. p.m. p.m. Harbour.
,, 10 1C 10-19 123, Ilarbour-st., City., Thomas Donovan......... Private dwelling,. Brick and iron Kerosene lamp,

p tn. p.m. over shingle 
roof.

upsetting of.
Wednesday, 2*65 2*58 thing and Sussex Sts., 

City, “Tarragon 
Hotel.”

Incendiarism ...(5 Dec. a.m. *.mt ler. roof.
Thursday, ll'O 11'4 •Gillespie’s Anchor Wh'f, S.S, ** Adelaide,” Cap

tain Dingle.
Trader................ Unknown .........7 Dec. rm. P TO. foot of Bafchurst-street, 

the Harbour.
Friday, 11‘7 11*0 Bedding factory..
S Deo. a.m. a.m. City. anti iron roof.

Sunday, 11‘20 11*32 Carrington-strcec and 
Parramatta Road,

Grocer and pro
duce merchant.

Spark from fire
place.10 D«\ 0.111. a. in. and iron roof.

Petersham.

Monday, 2'3Q None Thomas-strcet, Redfem Messrs. Small & Sons . Coopers ............. Brick and iron, Overheat of boiler11 Dcoemlwr a.m. rcc’d.
Tuesday, 11*51 11 *54 Private dwelling Brick, and Foul chimuej .12 December a.m. a.m. street, City.
Saturday, 11*26 11*28 Glouccster-streetj City,, Stone, brick, Vagrants smokingifi December rum. n.m.
Monday, 7‘40 7*45 9, W en t worth - Ian e, City

IS December p.m. p.m. and iron roof!
7-45 Private dwelling Gas bracket ....

Thursday, 
21 December

p.in. p m. town. roof.
7’35 7*39 326, King-street South, George F. Jacobsen.... Confectioner ....p.m. p.in. Newtown, M -

rf 9*50 None Willoughby-st,, North- Private dwelling
p.m. rec’d. Sydney. with iron roof

Saturday, 
23 December

7TG 64, Kippax-street, Citj* Produce mer
chants.

Wood, and iron Tar boiling over..a.ui.
Sunday, 9'fiO 10*0 U omerah Avenue, City. Private dwelling.. Gas bracket ,. ,24 Dec. p.m. p.m. roof.
Monday, 7*16 7*30 74, Wilson-street, New- T. Phillips .................... Brick, and iron Light thrown25 Dee. p.m. p.m. town. lOOf. down.

Wednesday, 10*2 10 5 43, Railway-place, City. James Dahymplc.........27 Doc. p m. p.in. >
Sunday, b'30 Jnfor- 46-50, King-street, City. G, W. Ellis.................... Post Oiflcc Coffee Matches, careless-;n Deo. a.m. mat n 

9*2 Palace. ness with.

2'10
a m. 
2*47 GeJifeJ ii! Po^t Office .... Go\ eminent Stone, and slate Light thrownp.m. p.m.

^Conteibury Racecourse,
Building. ilown.,, 10 0 10*32 Charles Bryce ............. Stables .............. Wood, and iron

i
p.m. p.m. Canterbury. roof.

Insurances*

Contents. Building,
Extent of Dawafre* &c. Extinguished by

None............
None. *...........

City Mutual, £490

Unknown

None.............. .

Soutli British, 
£200.

None................

United Ins. Co. 
£2,000.

Com. Union, 8. 
British.

Mercantile Mutual, £800.

Building and contents, United 
Insurance Co., £900.

None.................... None................

Unknown

Building and contents. Northern 
Insurance Co,, £600.

None.................... Unknown

None.

Victoria Ins. Co., 
£400.

None.

Unknown ,.

Australian 
Mutual, £700.

Building and contents, Cit\ Mutual. 
£0,000

Deck-house and after port- of upper deck ven severely 
damaged by fire, and a number of sails burned. |

Window ^curtains burned and contents slightly damaged by 
Arc and water in front room on ground floor. i

A quantity of straw and rubbish burned in basement; beds 
and bedding damaged by fire on first, second, and third[ 
floors.

A quantity of bedding burned, and a large quantity of 
chaff, produce, fee., severely damaged by fire and water 
in 'tween decks of after hold. *

A building of one floor, about DO ft. x 25 ft.; back part of 
store and contents, consisting of kapok, inattrnss cases, 
and cushions, slightly damaged by nrc and wabci.

Two rooms on ground floor, together with two rooms on 
first floor, with contents, severely damaged hy fire 
and water and part of loof off; about. 9 tons of pro- 
duco in .store at rear damaged by fire and water, and 
part of roof off , contents of shop damaged by removal 
and windows of shop by breakage; adjoining and com
municating.

A sinall quantity of shavings burned in boiler shed...........

A small quantity of shingle roof damaged by fire and 
cutting away. ‘

About 4 x (I ft, of flooring damaged by fire and cutting 
awav in back room an first floor.

A budding of two floors, about 80 v 140 ft., used as a cooper
age, together with contents, verj severely damaged by 
fire.

Window curtains burned and a small quantity of wearing 
apparel, and contents slightly damaged by fire. j

A Email quantity of confectionery slightly damaged by fire 
and water in front shop window on ground floor.

Window curtains burned, and window frame slightly 
damaged by fire in front room on first floor.

About 10 gallons of tar destroyed in shed at rear of premises4
Window -curtains burned, and bed and bedding damaged by 

fire in back room on first floor.

M.F.B,, with one steam fire- 
engine.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., with otic hjdrant.

Employees, with donkey- 
engine, and M F.B., with 
steam fire-engine, assisted 
by several V. F, Co.’s.

M F.B., wilh buckets of 
water.

Leichhardt V.F, Co. and 
M.F.B., with two hydrants.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

M.F.B., with hand-pump.

M.F.B.; ivith hydrant.
M F.B., wilh two hydrants, 

assisted by several V.F 
Cos.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

Standard Brewery V-F, Co,, 
with sand.

Inmates, with buckets of 
water.

A small qiiantitj' of bedding damaged by fire in cupboard 
under stairs on ground floor; staircase to first floor 
slightly damaged by fire.

Window -curtains burned and bedding damaged by fire and 
water in back room, on ground floor. *

A small quantity of wearing apparel burned ; chest of 
drawers and bedding slightly damaged by fire and water 
in back room on first floor.

M.F.B., with buckets of 
water.

51.F.B. and inmates, with 
buckets of water.

Inmates, with private 
hydrant.

None None A Email quantity of paper and rubbish burned in basement. Employees, with hydrant.
Unknown Stablcs of one floor, about 12 ft. x 54 ft.; feed-house, con-1 Ashfleld Vol. Fire Co , with 

talning about 5 tons of haj, corn, &c., burned out and manual engine, assisted 
fallen down ;♦ roof and hide of stable damaged by flro; M.F.D. 
adjoining and communicating.

to

* 0lltside M KB' ai'ea- t Twenty-five separate and distinct fires. An inquest was held, and the Coroner's Jury found a verdict of arson against J. O’Neill, and against Adam Mutch of being an accessory before tire fact. Both were committed for tria
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APPENDIX IX. 
Summaht of Localities for 1893.

Class of Fire. Chimney Fires,

City and Suburbs
£u

Slight, Serious Total Destruction, Total 
No. of False

Alarms
Attendedwith Grand

In
sured.

Not in
sured.

In'mr*
OJ1CC
Uh-

known.
In

sured.
Not in
sured.

Insur
ance
Un

known.
In

sured.
J Not in- 
1 eured.

Insur
ance
Un

known.

Fires. enRtries■adrrported at houseAres.

nithhind-pu.-nponly.

Total.

City—
Buurke Ward ....................

-
4 i i

- e 6 3 4 19
Brigbanc „ .................... 13 i 2 2 18 9 2 2 31
Cook ,,  ........ 7 5 4 2 18 2 2 3 25
Denison ,, ..................... 3 3 5 1 i i 14 1 3

3 20
I'it'/.roy ........................... o 3 3 1 i 10 3 3 3 19
Gipps „ .................... 4 2 1 7 5 2 6 20
Macqnai-ie .......................... 10 4 4 1 19 8 4 11 42
Plsillip ........................ 5 3 4 12 3 2 7 24

Total............ 4S 22 23 7 i i 2 104 39 18 39 200Suiutrin—
Alexandria ........................ , ... 1 2 i 4

1
4

Ashfleld................................ 1 3 2 1 i 1 9 4 1 14
•Auburn................................ i 1 2 2
Balmain................................ fl 1 2 8 8
Botany ............................... 1 i 2 3 5
Burwood ........................... 1 i 2 2 4
Cmperdown ..................... 2 2

•Canterbury ......................... I i i 3 i 4
Darlington ......................... 2 1 3 1 4
Drummoyno......................... 2 i 3 . . 4 3
Five Dock............................ 1 1
Granville ............................ 1 1 2 2 5
Glebe.................................... 5 3 2 i 11 11
Kogarah ............................. ... 2 2
Leichhardt ...... .................. 3 2 1 6 2 1 9
Macdonaldtown ................. 2 1 3 1 4
Manly .........................

Marrickville......................... 4 1 1

i 1

6 1 1

1

8
Newtown............................ 5 4 S

«
2 16 6 1 3 25

North Sydney.................... ... r>
" 1 ... ..4 2 5 5

Pamimatta ......................... 5 i 1 ... 7 1 8
Paddington ......................... 5 1 6 6-
Petersham............................ 4 1 1 i 1 8 8
Knndwick............................ 1 1 1 2
llcdfern................................ 8 o 4 i 1 16 2 1 19

•Rockdale ............................ 1 , ,, 1 2 2
St. Peters ........................... 1 1 1 2
Waterloo ............................ 4 i i 1 7 2 9
Wavcrley............................ 1 4 2 1 S I 9
Woollahra........................... 3 2 1 6 1 1 8

•Strathfield............................ 1 ... i 1 1
•The Harbour ..................... 1 3 | ... | 1 ] 6 6

Totals ..........j ns 48 44 19 1
2 2 | 17 7 i 258 68 29 40 401

* Outside the Metropolitan i’ire Brigade area.
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. APPENDIX X. 

Sdhitaht of Trades for 1893.

Class of Fire.

Trades Slight. Serious. Total.

t___ j Not InsuranceInsured, j in6ured unknown. Insured, Not
insured.

Insurance
Unknown. Insured. Not

insured.
Insurance
Unknown.

Totals.

Auclionccrs ...............
Amusement, places of ,

Bakers and Confectioners ..
Bedding Manufactureis.......
Boardine-houscs..................
Boiling-down Works ..........
Bootmakers ............... .........
Brassfoundcrs ................... .
Builders and Contractors ... 
Buildings in course of Broclion
'Bus Proprietors .................
Bulcliers .............................
BiSliurJ Saloons .................

Cabinet-makers & Upholsterers
Candle Works .........................
Chemical Works ....................
China and Glassware Ural era..
Conchbuilders .........................
Coffee Palaces .........................
Commission Agents it Produce 

Merchants.
Coopers...................................
Cork Manufacturers ..............

Dairies .......................
Drapers and Milliners,

Fancy Goods, &c...................
Fishmonger!. .......................
Fruiterers and Grecngiocers , 
Furniture Dealers ...............

GoiernmenL Buildings
General Dealers ..........
Grocers........................ .

Jam Factories

Leather Tin porters 
Licensed Victuallers

Nurserymen.............

OlUres .......
Open Sards . 
Opticians ....

Painters and Decorators.
Potters .........................
Printers and Stationers . 
Private Dwellings .......

Restaurants .

Schools........
Sheds...........
Ships ...........
Soap Works . 
Stables .......

Timber Merchants 
Tinsmiths..............

Unoccupied Premises ,

Warehouses ........................
Jewellers and Watchmakers
"Wharf ................................
"Wool-wash Establishments 
Workshops .........................

2
3S

ITS

2
1
1

23

48

27

44 19 17

1 1

2
2

7 
2 
4 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2
3 
1

2
2
1
1
2
1

12

4 
1

3
s
2
3
2
3

2
8 

13

1
11

2
3
2

5
1
3

93

2
3
G
1

10

1
1

233
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APPENDIX XL

Hourly and Daily Summary of Calls for 1893.

Hour. Sunday. Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. Saturday.
‘
Total.

A.M., 1st.......................... 5 i 3 3 2 i 2 17
ii 2nd....................... 3 i 1 2 2 7 i 17
Si 3rd.............................. 2 1 3 1 2 2 n
a 4th.............................. 2 3 2 1 2 i 3 14
a 5th.............................. 2 2 1 1 i i 1 9
i 5 6th.............................. 1 1 1 1 i i 1 7
}J 7th.............................. 1 1 1 * i 2 7
i) 8th........................ 2 1 1 2 i 1 8
if 9 th............................. 1 3 3 2 1 2 2 14
S3 10th ............................. 2 1 1 3 2 9
Ii 11th.............................. 4 1 4 1 2 2 2 16
?> 12th.................... 1 1 1 ... 2 1 2 S

P.M., 1st.............................. 2 4 2 3 2 2 3 18
a 2nd.............................. 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 13
ti 3rd..................... 2 2 1 2 2 5 3 17
tf 4th............................. 4 2 2 3 2 i 3 17
ft 5th.............................. 1 4 3 1 3 3 2 17
i r 6th............................. 2 5 1 G 4 4 5 27

7th.............................. 3 7 S 5 3 10 i 37
if 8th.......................... 4 4 6 3 13 2 3 35
if 9th.............................. 5 2 6 2 3 2 4 24
ii 10th.............................. 4 2 3 4 3 9 4 29
3f 11th.......................... 1 1 7 2 3 24
ii 12th.............................. 1 1 1 1 1 i 6

53 57 54 54 57 68 58 401

APPENDIX XII.

’Wekkly Summary of Calls for 1893.

Wook. Casual
ties.

False-
Alanns.

Chim
ney

Alarms.
ttres. Totals,

1st ending Jan. 7 ... 4 i 6 ii
2nd >i 14 ... 1 5 6
3rd if ii 21 ... 4 4
4th J> u 28 ... 1 7 8
5th 9) Pcb. 4 ... 2 i 8 11
6th Si II 11 .. 3 2 5
7th a 1) 18 ... 5 5
8th n ll 25 ... i 3 4
9th Mar. 4 ... 1 5 6

10th Si >1 11 ... 1 i 2 4
11th 5» 18 ... i 5 5
12th i* 25 ... i 4 5
13th II .April 1 ... 7 7
14th »J it 8 ... 1 i 3 5
16th i* » 15 ... 3 1 4
16th a 22 ... 2 4 6
17th it IJ 29 ... i 2 3
18th ft May S ... 1 i 7 9
19th it II 13 ... i 5 6
20th ii >1 20 ... 2 2 7 11
21ut >J It 27 ...
22nd it June 3 ... 3 6 3
23rd ii 10 ... 2 1 3
24th II 17 ... 1 4 1 6
25th it fi 24 ... 2 4 G
26th ii July 1 ... 1 3 9 13
27th j> Ii 8 ... ... D 1 6

Casual- False 
‘ I ties. Alarms.

28th ending July 15 ... 1
29th II 22 ... 3
30th ii 29 ... - 1 r 3
31st it Aug. 5 ...
32nd 12 ... 2
33rd 19 ... 4
34th U 26 ... 2
35th is Sept. 2 ...
36th ii 9 ... 2
37th IG ... 2
38th 31 23 ... 1
39th 30 ... 3
40th Oct. 7 ... 2
41et 14 ...
42nd 21 , J 1
43rd 28 .. 1
44th Jfov. 4 ...
45 th 11 ... 1
46th 18 ...
47th 11 25 ... i
48th Dee. 2 ...
49tb 9 ... i
50th »» 16 ... 2
Slat 11 23 ... 7
52nd to end of year .. 2

Total ...... 68

Chim-
no>

Alarms.
Fires. Totals.

3 6 .10
1 5 9

7 10
1 1

2 6 10
2 4 10

; 3 3 8
6 6

I 5 6 13
5 7 14

1 4 7 12
4 7
4 6

1 2 7 0
3 13 17

9 10
1 3 8 11
1 2 4 7

2 3 5
1 3 5
1 5 G
1 6 8
1 4' 7
3 5 15
3 6 11

75 258 401

2S2—D
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APPENDIX XIII. 

Mosthi.t Summary of Calls for-1893.

Months.

1
J

1 Chimney Alarms. Class of Fire,
1

Grand
Total.

j
| False 

g ^ Alarms

1 1
1 1

Attended
with

engines,
and

reported 
fts house 

Area,

Attended 
with hand 
pump on]}

Insurer

Slight. Serious. Total destruction.,

I
| Not 
insured.

Insurance
unknown Insured Not

insuicd.
'Insurance
unknown,

i
Insured

Not j Insurance 
insured, unknown.

Jtiiuiarv ...... ... 6 i 18 3 i 3
j

2 ...... 34
February ........ ... fi i i 8 5 1 1 ... | ...... 22

... 2 l 2 9 4 5 1 24
April ........ .. G i 1 G 4 1 19

2 2 13 5 3 5 i 1 i i ...... 33
Julie ............ 1 8 4 6 2 1 i , ...... 26
July .............. .. 7 6 5 10 4 4 1 i 1 2 | ...... 41
August .......... ... , S 2 4 S 2 3 3 1 31
September ... ... 8 4 10 9 5 9 2 1 48
October ...... ... 4 6 IS 5 7 6 i i i 48
November ... ... 1 2 4 3 9 3 2 2 i 26
December...... ... 1 12

j 7 3 6 5 7 3 i 44

1893 ...... ... | GS 29 46 118 48 44 19 2 2 17 1 401

1892 ...... 1 J 47 29 4G 194 54 22 20 1
......

20
.

3 i ...... i 437
1

APPENDIX XIV.

CoMi’A-iuso.v of Calls for tlie period 1884 to 1893.

1884, 1SS5. 1SSC. 1887. 1888. ISSfc
f

ISOO. j 1801. 1802. 3S93. Total.

Casualties ................................................................. 2 1 1 4

False alarms ............................................................. 50 42 32 14 35 33 44 52 47 68 417

Chimney alarms....................................................... 46 64 40 60 61 45 52 33 75 75 551

Fires, slight ............................................................. 91 1G0 150 174 222 179 205 216 270 210 1,877

,, serious.................................................. 15 13 21 IS 39 17 12 27 21 23 186

,, total destruction ................................ 23 23 34 lo 25 29 IS 19 23 25 234

Totals ............................................ 225 302 277 281 3G2 303 333 34S 437 401 3,269

APPENDIX XV.

SuMiLOtT of Causes of Eire for 1893.
Boiler, overheat of.....................     2
Boiling over fat, oil, tar, &c................................................. 7
Burning rubbish................................................................... 2
Candle...................................................................   30
Children playing with matches............................................ 7
Doubtful and Unknown .................................................... S3
Defective insulation ........................................................... 1
Fire, careless uae of ............................   1
Fireworks.............................................................................. 2
Flue, defect in................   5
Furoace, overheat of........................................................... 3
Foul chimney ...............................................   9
Gas bracket or burner ......................................................  9
„ explosion....................................................................... 1
„ heating apparatus ........................................................ 1
,, pipe, defect in........ ...................................................... 1

Hearth, defect in.................................................................. 1
Hot ashes.............................................................................. 0

Incendiarism ............................................................... 2
Lamp, kerosene, carelessness with ............................. 1

„ ., explosion of ..................................... 4
„ „ upsetting of ................. ................... 3
„ spirit „ ..................................... I

Light thrown down ..................................................  25
Lime slaked by rain ......................   1
Matches, careless use of................................................ 10

„ rats at........................................................... 5
Smoking meat............................................................... 2

„ tobacco............................................    6
Spark from fireplace ............................................    4

„ furnace......................................   2
„ another flro................................................ 5
,, chimney, house ......................................... 9

Vapour of spirit coming in contact with flame .......... 2

Total............................................  258

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX XVI.

Summary of how Eirea were reported to the Brigade for 1893.

Calls given by. Casualties, Fires.

False alanns.j Chimney

He ported as 
House Fires.

Alarms.

Attended by 
hand-pump 

onJy.

Total.

Alexandria.'jYolunteer Yiro Companv ..... . 5
Aslifield Yolunteer iFire Companv . 11

5

Bnlmain'.Yotunteer Firo Company ......... 4
21

Bunvood Volunteer Fire Companv ......
4

Cabmen .................................. ...... .

Oitiacn ........................................ 30 7 G 15 67
Drummovne Yolunteer Fire Companv . 2 1
Fire Alarm Telephones .................. 65

3

Q-.P.O., nor telephone ............... . Z4i fi
13 113

Globe Yolunteer Fire Company ... 4 x 2
6 48

Granville Volunteer Viro Companv .. . 1
7

Insurance Companies ...... . .
2

Leichhardt Volunteer Fire Company . Q 3
...... 3

Manly Volunteer Fire Companv 1
1 10

Newspaper Beports .................. 2
1

Night 'Watchmen ......
2

North Botany Yolunteer Fire Company .. 3 3
T^orth City Volunteer Fire Companv 1 2
Paddington Volunteer Fire Company .. .. 4 1

1 4

Paddington Brewery Yolunteer Fire Company . 2
5
2

No. I Parramatta Volunteer Fire Company 4 1
Uo. 2 Parramatta Volunteer Fire Company 3

5
3

Pilot Steamer ............ x
Police at fires ................ 1 g .......... 1

Police—No. 1 Station ............. 2
.......... 2 10

Police—No. 2 Station ............... | 2
1 4

Police—No, 3 Station .... 1 x
.......... 2

Police—No, 4 Station ...........
.......... i 3

Police—Balmain Station .............. i 3
Police—Central Station.................. 2

3

Polico—Botanv Station . . *
2

2

Police—Glebe Station................
2

Police—Newtown Station
1

Police—North Sydney Station .. . . x
Police—Petersham Station ..............

. ......... 1

Police—Pyrmont Station .......... 2
Police—Rodfern Station .......... 7 -

2
s

Police—Water Station .............. , 2
Police—Woolloomooloo Station 1 3

2
3

Railway .....................
Randwict Yolunteer Fire Companv......... .......... i ^

.......... 1 .......... 3
2
2

Rookwood Yolunteer Fire Company ............. .......... I i
Seen from Station . . . i . ..........

Standard Brewery Volunteer Fire Company
.......... 1 3
...... i 8

..........
j

4 10

St. Leonards Volunteer Fire Company .......... 1 2
Tower, Bead-quarters.............. 1 fl

..........
2

Waterloo Yolunteer Firo Companv . .
12

Waverley Yolunteer Fire Companv ... .......... i 5 .......... i e
Woollahra Volunteer Firo Companv ...... ......... ’ 5P i 0

.......... 1 2G8
1

63 29 40 401

[is. M.] Sydney ; Charles 1’oUer, Government Printer.—ISM.
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES.
(REGISTRAR’S REPORT ON OPERATION OF, FOR YEAR 1893.)

■jjkfsctitei) tir |3iivHamcnt, pursuant to JUt 37 ^ir. 4-, sec. 45.

Registrars Report on tlie Operations of Eriendly Societies in the year 1893.
Section Hi of tlie Frieiidly Societies Act directs that a report shall he prepared annually by the Registrar 
and laid before Parliament, such report to contain an account of his proceedings within the meaning of 
Part J.TL of the Act, and of the principal matters transacted by Pricndly Societies which have como under 
his cognisance.

The Act under which the .Friendly Societies work was passed in the year 1873, and is a reproduction 
of the English Act of 1855, with its various amendments. The original was already condemned when the 
local Act was passed, but, unfortunately, its many and important defects, chiefly due to bad drafting, 
were faithfully reproduced in the Act of the local legislature. The principal addition to the original Act 
is contained in section G, which forbids an unregistered Friendly Society carrying on business, and 
imposes a penalty of £20 upon each member of the Committee of Management who shall receive money 
in consideration of the allotment of shares or any interest in such Society.

]'n the Colony of New South "Wales Friendly Societies are, in the first instance, co-operative 
associations to secure medical attendance and medicine for members, their wives, and such of their 
children as may be under the age of 16 years. Next in importance to the medical benefits comes the 
relief afforded in case of sickness. The funeral benefits given are, as a rule, only enough to defray the 
expenses of burial, £10 to £15 being usually allowed on tbe death of a wife, and from £20 to £35 
on that of the member. Added to the specific benefits are sometimes benevolent objects, but these 
are rarely provided for by rule, the giving of money in cases of distress being for the most part purely 
Voluntary.

The function of Friendly Societies in the economy of social life is very important. Their great 
moral value is undoubted. They induce habits of self-reliance and co-operation which can hardly be over
valued in a country where the State does so much that in other lands is left to private effort. On the 
State itself the Societies confer an indirect benefit, which is not to be lost sight of; they cope with a 
large amount of poverty and distress that would otherwise fall upon the general community, and even from 
this point of view, if no other be taken, tbe Societies are worthy of every encouragement the State 
can offer them. The work which the Societies are doing is undeniably valuable, and this notwithstanding 
the frequent instances of failure. That the interests involved in Friendly Societies are considerable would 
appear from a statement of the number of members aud the amount of funds at their disposal. The returns 
fur 1893 are not far enough advanced to enable a statement to bo made of the position of the Societies at 
the end of that year, but towards the close of the previous year they had on their books 71,218 members, 
while their accumulated funds were but a few pounds short of half a million.

It would be a happy duty if I were able to report that Societies as a whole are iu a sound con
dition. In tbe absence of a valuation, nothing can be said about individual Societies, but it would be a 
vain expectation to look for soundness in view of the fact that the Societies, with few exceptions, are 
founded on a basis which is theoretically unsound. A combination of happy circumstances could alone 
make them solvent, and something of the kind has helped them in the past. Some lodges are fortunate 
enough to have members so well-to-do that they do not take tbe ordinary sick-pay when invalided, nor 
even tlie funeral donation payable on the death of a wife. This condition, of affairs was more common in 
times past than to-day, for things have vastly changed of late in connection with all Societies, and the 
direct gain derivable from members abstaiuing from accepting benefits cannot be greatly reckoned on to 
help thorn in the future. ,

Tbe Act provides two important safeguards which, if maintained, would certainly ensure the 
stability of all registered Societies. Section 7 requires an actuarial certificate, or, rather, provides that it 
shall not be lawful for the Registrar to grant any certificate of registration to a Society assuring any benefit 
susceptible of calculation by way of average, unless the tables of contribution payable shall have been 
certified under the hand of an actuary; and section 40 requires that the rules of every Society shall 
provide that all moneys received or paid on account of each aud every particular fund or benefit assured, 
for which a separate table of contributions payable shall have been adopted, shall be entered in a separate 
account distinct from the moneys received and paid on account of any other benefit or fund, Neither of 
these safeguards has been preserved, and rules have been registered invariably without a certificate as to 
the adequacy of the contributions, and very frequently without a provision for the separation of funds ; 
and I regret to have to say tlie unfortunate condition of affairs that now prevails is due mainly to the 

211—A neglect
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neglect by tbe Societies of these, the roost vital parts of the Act. The evil of registering scales of 
contributions and benefits actuarially unsound has been greatly intensified by tbe practice indulged in by 
most Societies of increasing their benefits without correspondingly increasing their contributions, and it 
has so happened that many Societies, which were originally started on a proper basis, have become unsound 
through the registration of rules increasing their benefits without touching their contributions.

On my acceptance of office I found tbe principle of uniform contribution—that is lo say, of 
persons of all ages paying the same weekly or monthly subscription—obtained in nearly all Societies. ’ In 
one or two cases a, graduated scale was adopted, but even in these instances the graduation was imperfect 
and the contributions were inadequate. Some Societies were established having a uniform subscription, but 
with the entrance fee so graduated as to make the contributions payable proportionate to the ages of 
members ; but only in one instance, so far as I have been able to discover, was the entrance fee charged 
sumciont to make up for the uniformity of the subscription. The principle of uniform contribution is 
essentially unsound, and finds feeble justification in Ihe convenience of secretaries or other lodge officers. 
The only true system is that which makes the contribution or subscription of the Society proportionate to 
the risk incurred, and, as the risk rises with the age at which a member joins, it will be apparent that a 
scale of contribution increasing with the age at initiation is the only one under which a Society can be 
expected to flourish. At the present moment only two Societies—the Kational Independent Order of 
Odd iellows and the Irish National Tor esters—have a scale of contributions applying to all lodges which 
is adequate. Certain other Societies, viz., the Loyal Protestant Benefit Society (late Orange Benefit 
Society) and the Sons and Daughters of Temperance have an adequate scale applying to new lodges and 
now members. The Tree Gardeners have adopted a scale that is almost adequate, and the Grand United 
Order of Odd Fellows have improved their position by adopting a scale averaging within 15 per cent of 
theoretical safety. ‘

It has been a difficult matter to get tbe Societies to look upon tbe promulgation of inadequate 
tables as a fraud upon the pnblic._ The members, as a rule, do not deny that actuarially it will be impos
sible to maintain, the benefits which the rules profess to give intending members ; still they hope in a 
vague way that something may turn up to their benefit which will enable them to carry out their 
engagements.

, blany Societies have an erroneous idea of their solvency, arising from a consideration of the per 
capita value of their funds, leaving out of sight the indebtedness of members for benefits to be incurred 
in the future. The question as to the comparative solvency of different Societies depends not only ou the 
accumulated funds under their coutrol, hut also on the ages of the members. It is a very common thing 
for a secretary to state that his lodge, which is worth (say) ££ per head, is in a more solvent condition 
than another, which is worth but £3. Such a contention would be regarded as of no weight by anyone 
possessed of even aslight acquaintance with the principles underlying Friendly Societies insurance, unless, 
in addition, some information was given as to the ages of the members of each lodge. Generally, tlie 
average age of the members is furnished, but, even then, no exact conclusion can he arrived at, as the 
liability to death or sickness does not increase uniformly with advancing age ; and if the average a^e in 
each lodge were the same, the per capita value of their funds must be regarded as giving but an approxi
mation to their true posision. Let there be two lodges, A and B, each represented by a pair of members 
and each offering the same benefits, for which at age 18 a whole-life contribution of 7‘d. per week would 
be required. If at the time of valuation the members of lodge A were aged 36 and 38 years, while those 
of;lodge B were aged 20 and 54 years, the average ago in each lodge would be the same, viz., 37 years. 
But while in Jodge A the value of the future contributions would be £53 14s. aud that of the future 
liabilities £95 Lis., they would be in lodge B £51 8s, and £95 Is. respectively. Hence, to be in a solvent 
condition the latter should have in reserve an amount equal to £21 16s. Gd, per member as against 
£20 18s. Od. in tbe former—a difference of 18s. per member. ‘ '

The recuperative powers of the Friendly Societies are enormous, and although their condition at 
the present time may be unsound, there is every reason to hope that a just appreciation of their position, 
and a speedy bringing about of a correspondence between contributions and benefits, joined to a vigilant 
watch over expenditure and investments, will enable Societies apparently insolvent to right themselves. 
The experience both of England and Victoria warrants this supposition^ and I have no doubt that if the 
matter be taken in hand heartily by the Societies, and the Scale of contributions he made equal to the benefits, 
or the benefits lowered to meet the present contributions, v,ithiu a few years a very different condition of 
affairs will be disclosed than now meets the eye. *

Very great difficulty, however, has been experienced in getting the Societies to realise the necessity 
for reform, and it is a matter of notoriety that the same difficulties arose in England more than thirty 
years ago. Societies, for the most part, are willing to increase their subscription, hut this willingness docs 
not extend so far as to cause them to make the contribution equal to the benefits. Scales of contributions 
adapted to any set of benefits hare been prepared, and are furnished to any Society desirous of improving 
its condition, and indeed to every Society, whether it desires to improve its condition or is indifferent in 
the matter. The keen competition which has existed among Societies is responsible for the inordinate 
raising of the benefits and the cutting down of rates. Lodges have been opened iu mauv parts of the 
Colony, where there are insufficient members to enable them to carry on business successfully. No check 
has been placed upon tlie opening of these new lodges, nor is it possible to say how such can be done. 
Many of the Societies are essentially religions or sectarian ; and even if the law permitted, it would be 
unwise to refuse registration to a Society proposing to open in a district in which a religious or sectarian 
Society was alrsady established, on the ground that such Society was adequate to meet the demands of 
the district in winch it was operating, because it is notorious that many persons are entirely opposed to 
and would on no account join, a Society established on a sectarian basis. * ’

. , Viewed from the Registrar’s standpoint, the disheartening feature connected with the Friendly 
Societies is that there is little or no movement towards reform from within. The improvements now iu course 
of being effected are due to the stand I have taken up, which has been successful only because I bavc 
fortunately been able to refuse registration to new lodges with an inadequate scale of contributions, and 
to amendments to the rules affecting tbe stability of benefits; and if this power had not been conferred 
hy law upon the Registrar, there is ample evidence that the Societies would not. voluntarily make any 
strong effort m tbe way of reform. I attribute tbc want of interest to ihe fact that some of the 
more important benefits are remote and contingent upon events which few members realise as likely 
to happen to themselves, aud that the present payments of members m most instances seem to them to be
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sufficient. Were it not that members generally join a Society at the earlier ages, when the sichnesa 
experienced is slight, the inadequacy of rates would ensure insolvency in a few. years as it is. a. Society 
may exist for many years, and accumulate a fairly large sum of money before the period of continually 
increasing outgo and diminishing returns sets in. To the general apathy there are, it is true, exceptions. 
Some of the leading officers have for years been conscious of the condition into which their Societies were 
drifting, and have raised their voices for reform, with but little success, and even now, after the efforts 
which .1 have made, and the strong criticism to which the Societies have been subjected, I think it is not 
too much to say that members as a whole do not yet realise that any reform js needed, and if the pressure 
were removed, the Societies would speedily fall back to their former condition. To illustrate this view I 
may mention that several large Societies, in reforming their scale of contributions, propose while adopt
ing an adequate payment by new members, to fix the contribution of old members below the rate for 
tbe youngest new entrant, via., It* years, and this notwithstanding that few existing members joined at 
such a low age, while the majority became members when they had reached an age much nearer 30 than 
20 years. This anomaly has been pointed out to the Societies, but present members profess to believe 
they have an accumulation of funds sufficient to make good the deficiency of their contribution. It is 
probable the end will show that, relying on their invested funds to make good the deficiency, the members 
have had no better support than a. bruised reed.

In view of the many misapprehensions that are current amongst members of Societies as to the 
value of their contributions compared with the cost to the Societies of the allowance payable in sickness, I 
have prepared a table showing tlie average, contributions, the value of tlie sick benefits at each year of 
age, and the surplus or deficiency of Ihe contribution cum pared with tlie benefit. The benefits usually 
granted in cases of sickness are 21s. per week for the first period of six months during which the sickness 
lasts, 15s. per week for the second six months, 10s. per week for the third six months, and 5s. per week 
during tlie remainder of the sickness. The values set down in the third column of the following table are 
for the sick benefits just stated, and are the amounts which, according to Bateliffe’s experience, would be 
paid on an average for the year of life against which eacli value stands. The contribution set aside to 
meet these benefits does not usually exceed 5£d. per week or 24s. a year, which is the amount assumed in 
the table. '

Ajffl.
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The theory of sickness assurance reqniren that a member shall pay a sum which, with interest added, 
is equal to tlie value of the benefits lie is expected to draw from the Society. At age 43 years, according 
to the table, tlie value of the contribution usually paid and tbe amount of sick benefits are each 24s. a 
year, so that it is obvious every member must pay to the Society before be reaches his forty-third year 
such sums as, with interest thereon, will be equal to the benefits payable alter the age mentioned. The 
lowest age iu the series given is 20 years, and from 20 to 44 years the contribution of 24s. a year would 
show an accumulated surplus of £8 Os. 7d., or allowing interest at 4 per cent., of £13 6s. 8d This sum is 
equal to tlie value of benefits that would on an average be paid to a member who joined at 20 years, but 
this age is the only one for which the payment of 24s. a year would be sufficient,^ Bor a person joining 
at 25 years of age there would be an accumulation of £8 at ago 44, a sum quite insufficient to meet the 
benefits after the last-mentioned age. A person joining at 35 years w ould have only a surplus of £112s. Gd. 
at age 44, which in little more than six years would be exhausted. A study of this table is earnestly 
urged upon the members of benefit Societies, who will he able to discover from it the reason why an 
accumulation of funds does not of necessity mean solvency, and why no Society can hope for ultimate 
stability that docs not graduate its contributions according to the age at which a member joins.

f think that tbe powers conferred on tlie /Registrar by section 7 of the A.ct in regard to the 
registration of new Societies are perfectly ample. Tlie chief trouble arises in connection with the Societies 
already registered desirous of forming new branches, and 1 am face to face with the difficulty that in 
several of the Orders there are being formed two classes of Societies, one levying contributions more or 
less adequate, while the other is charging contributions iu some instances 50 per cent, below what they should 
chari'O; yet both classes give, or profess to give, the same scale of benefits. There is nothing in the Act 
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empowering the Registrar to require a Society which lias been accorded registration to alter its rates of 
contributions, no matter how unsafe they may be.

Although a close reading of the Act does not warrant the assumption, yet it is unquestionably true 
that the Registrar’s certificate entered upon the rules of any Friendly Society is looked upon 
as a guarantee of the sufficiency of the tables contained in the rules, and the competency of the Society 
to meet its engagements. It was, therefore, with great regret that 1 found myself compelled to register 
Societies which gave larger benefits than could be paid from the contribution laid down in the rules; but 
I had to choose between refusing registration to and thus destroying Societies, some of them established 
for a long period of years, and signing the tables which 1 knew to be inadequate. I adopted the latter 
alternative after serious consideration, having obtained from the Societies interested an ample promise that 
they would take an early opportunity of bettering tlieir condition, and making the contributions correspond 
with the benefits professed to be given ; but it has been distinctly understood that after a given date all 
new branches and new Societies would be registered only with adequate contribution, and under this 
decision the formation of new branches of some Societies has ceased until after the occurrence of their 
annual meetings, when proposals for amending their condition will be considered.

A great defect in the Act is the powerlessncss of the Registrar to see that the rules to which he 
attaches his certificate are properly carried out. Violations of the law are extremely common, and 1 have 
had under my attention the case of a Society which, professing to charge an adequate contribution, has 
returned to the members part of their subscription by way of a bonus, and thus, while nominally complying 
with the requirements of the Act and its own rules, has virtually stultified the Registrar's certificate. 
There arc alsp many instances of lodges abolishing their entrance fees, though such fees are really part of 
the subscription; and cases have been brought under attention, in which the funds have been divided 
amongst members notwithstanding the rules of the Society, and in defiance of the provisions of the Act. 
It would seem that some alteration in the Act is required, empowering the Registrar to suspend the 
registration certificate of a Society w'ilfully breaking the law,
, -A-8 already mentioned, unregistered Societies are forbidden to carry on operations, and a penalty is
imposed on each member of the committee breaking the law. On taking office 1 discovered tnat there 
were not a few of such Societies in existence. All those that were discovered were written to, and a 
reasonable time given them to comply with the law, or cease operations. It was found that most of the 
Societies in existence and unregistered were ignorant of the law, and no difficulty has boon experienced 
so far in inducing these Societies to register or close their books. Apart from the question of illegality, 
the. drawbacks of a non-registered Friendly Society will be gathered from an enumeration of the privileges 
which a registered Friendly Society enjoys, and which a non-registered Society has no claim to:—

1. It can legally hold land and other kinds of property in the names of trustees, such property
passing from one trustee to another by the mere fact of appointment, and can carry on all 
legal proceedings in the trustees’ names.

2. Whilst the only criminal remedy against fraud by its members open to an unregistered Society
is confined to cases of larceny or embezzlement, a registered Society has a remedy on summary 
conviction whenever any person:—

(10 Obtains possession of its property by false representation or imposition;
(2.) Having possession of any of its property, withholds or misapplies it;
(30 Wilfully applies any part of such property to purposes other than those expressed 

or directed by the rules and authorised by the Act.
3. If an officer of the Society dies or becomes bankrupt or insolvent, or if an execution is issued

against him whilst he has money or property of the Society in his possession by virtue of bis 
office, the trustees of the Society are entitled to claim such money or property in preference to 
any other creditors. “ _

4. The documents of the Society are, for ihe most part, free from stamp duty.
5. The Society can admit members under twenty-one and take binding receipts from them, which

would otherwise be of no effect.
6. If it invests money on mortgage, such mortgages can be discharged by a mere endorsed receipt

without reconveyance.
7. Its officers are legally hound to render account and give up all money or property in their

possession on demand or notice, and may be compelled to do so.
8. Disputes can be legally settled according to the Society’s own rules.
9. Members of registered Friendly Societies have the privilege of legally insuring money, on the

deaths of their wives and children, for their funeral expenses, without having an msurable 
interest in their lives.

10. Members of registered Societies may dispose at death of sums payable by the Society by written
nomination without a will; and this nomination may be made by youths of sixteen'who cannot 
make a will till they are twenty-one. ,

11. Where there is no will and no nomination, the trustees may distribute sums without letters of 
administration being taken out (a person who should do so in any other case would make himself 
liable for tho debts of the deceased).

The practice of registering Societies under names already adopted is very common. This is, un
doubtedly, a cause of much confusion, and, though not forbidden by the Act, has been discouraged by me. 
There is a singular want of imagination amongst the promoters of Friendly tiocieties, which restricts 
their choice of names to a comparatively small list, and a reference to the register of names of Friendly 
bocieties shows that a large number of Sccietios have chosen tho same or very similar names, and this 
sometimes happens with branches of the same Order.

beyeral proposals have been received for the registration of Societies dividing their funds, but I
have considered that the registration of such Societies is expressly forbidden by section 21 of tho Act.
which declares that it shall not be lawful in any Society to direct a division or appropriation of any part 
of the funds or property thereof, unless the claim of every member is first duly satisfied, or an adequate 
provision be made for satisfying such claim. As it is impossible that a dividing Society can do this, it was 
held by the Registrar of I riendly Societies in England that the formation of dividing Societies is forbidden 
by tho Act; and as I concur in this interpretation of the section just referred to, 1 have not seen my way 
to extend registration to any dividing Society. ' '

Another



.Anotlicr evil which last year's operations disclose is that- trades unions on trench on the grounds of 
Friendly Societies properly so called, and give sick and funeral benefits. Tho contributions required by 
ibe trades unions arc seldom or never adequate to tbc benefits professed to bo given, nor is there usually 
any separation of accounts, bv which a portion of the contribution is set apart for benefit as distinguished 
from union purposes. The whole funds are available for the ordinary trade objects, with the result that 
when a union breaks up or its funds become exhausted, the members too often find themselves precluded 
by age from admittance into an ordinary benefit Society.. .

The practice of forming Societies in connection with workshops, mines, or other employments, has 
become somewhat common, and in some eases it appears that these Societies are not the voluntary associ
ations contemplated bv the Act, but that employment has been made conditional on the members joining 
such Societies. As the Act makes the voluntary principle the essence of a Friendly Society, the formation 
of Societies of the kind alluded to is clearly illegal, and registration lias not been accorded to.any Society 
in which it is believed there is compulsion on the part of employers to make their workmen join. These 
Societies have been declared illegal in England, hut the illegality, so far as I can judge, has been due to 
the fact that the stoppage of the contribution from wages has been a breach of the Truck Act. . .

Another difficulty has arisen in connection with the registration in former years of ccrtaiu^Societios, 
which are merely branches of other associations, whose head-quarters are not in New South AVnles, and 
whose funds to meet death benefits, and certain other contingencies, are outside the jurisdiction of the 
local courts. The Societies of this character have been advised that they must take such steps as will 
he necessary to maintain their funds within the Colony of New South Wales, and to disassociate them
selves from orders outside jurisdiction. , . j rv

There is a growing disposition to establish female branches of Friendly Societies, and for those 
there is an extremely wide field. There is not, however, sufficient experience of female sickness to warrant 
the preparation of special tables, and in tho absence of such experience, I have adopted the same table for 
female lives and female sickness as for males. . . .

There is also a tendency to establish lodges for youths and children, the necessity for which is not 
very apparent. There is one purpose, however, which these juvenile lodges serve ; that is, they &io 
recruiting grounds for the regular lodges, and members of juvenile Societies, when they attain their 
maximum age, drift naturally into the main branches of the orders, _

The management expenses of all Societies form a very large percentage of tho contributions, 
especially if comparison be made with the English Societies, but owing to the general smallness of tho 
local Societies, it is very doubtful whether the management expenses can be very much reduced. An 
average of a rather large number of Societies has been taken, and it has been found that the management 
expenses alone, excluding medical attendance, and medicines, usually associated with management, amount 
to Ss. to 10s. per head yearly, which is more than the sum paid for medicine or funeral donation, 
and rather more than half the amount usually paid for medical attendance. .

Most of the Societies look upon the loss of members as a great source of gain. Secessions from 
the ranks of Friendly Societies are very numerous, and the majority of scceders leave money behind them. 
Against this, however, it must be said that the selection is, for the most part, against the Societies. The 
persons who leave are young and active men, while those who are handicapped by bad health, or who 
know from their family history that they are liable at any moment to require assistance, rarely allow their 
membership to lapse. It has not yet been proved that any Society’' derives an advantage from the 
secessions over and above the loss which it suffers by the selection against it. This can only be demon
strated on an investigation of the assets and liabilities of the Society, and no such investigation has been 
made. I find on reference to a report of the Eegistrar of Friendly Societies in New Zealand that out of 
all the societies examined, about one-fourth proved to be in a solvent condition, and of these latter tho 
solvency was in only four cases due mainly to secessions. . . .

A. source of weakness to yocieties is their failure to properly invest their funds. It is well known 
that the rates of contributions to Friendly Societies are fixed from the consideration of tho. risks of 
sickness and the expectation of death, and the assumption that the funds of the Society are continuously 
invested at a certain rate of interest. This interest 1 have fixed at 4 per cent. I find, however, that a 
largo proportion of the funds of Societies is not invested, and therefore receives no interest; and it is 
open to question whether, taking all things into consideration, and notwithstanding the general high 
rate of interest obtaining in the Colony, the rate allowed is not altogether too high. The funds of the 
Societies are sometimes grossly misapplied, and the intention of section 40 of the Act, by which the different 
funds arc required to be kept separate, is entirely defeated by the practice of trustees lending the money 
belongin'’- to one fund to another fund which may be insolvent. Although interest is nominally charged 
against tlie money so lent, in reality this is a mere book entry, and the money belonging to the original 
fund is never repaid. The whole business of lending money belonging to onh fund to another fund is 
simply a means of defeating the Act, and a proceeding which should certainly be forbidden by tbo
Legislature, _ , ,

Another fruitful source of loss to Societies is the misapplication of funds for building purposes. 
This is not only entiredy against the law, but is against all business principles, as the buildings erected in very 
few cases return the interest which could be earned by ordinary investments allowed by tho Act; and many 
cases have come under my attention in which the buildings not only return no interest at all, but arc a heavy 
charge on the funds of the Society. Someone has said that the worst evil ivhich can befall a Society is to 
receive a gift of a piece of land on which to erect a hall, and there are not wanting many instances in the 
operations of Friendly Societies in this Colony which illustrate the truth of tho saying.

Nothing has surprised me more in connection with Friendly Societies than the astonishing number 
of malversations that have come under my at tention, and I am of opinion, that these have occurred 
chiefly through the laxity of the officers and of the auditors charged with the supervision of tho accounts. 
Some of tlie persons stealing money belonging to Friendly Societies have been prosecuted, but in the 
majority of cases no action has been taken, the defaulters or their friends generally undertaking to make 
good tho amounts stolen, and I regret to say that restoration m very few instances is really made.

Owing to the looseness with which some, of the. Societies carry on business, I am unable to say how 
many that have been registered arc now in existence ; and I find that it has been a common practice for 
Societies to close their operations and divide their funds without sending any notice to the Eegistrar. 
Several Societies have ceased operations during the year, but the number of such cannot be. stated, as I 
have nnlv been advised in a few instances. The collapsing of Societies has been a fruitlnl cause of 
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distress, and on investigation it lias proved that many persons who have made great sacrifices to keep up 
their payments havo m the end found themselves in an unsound Society, which is unable to pay them the 
benefits they have subsenbed for, while they themselves are too old to be received into another Society.

, , Under section 45 of the Act the trustees or other officers are required to furnish the Eegistrar 
w!th annual returns of the operations of the Societies, and returns of sickness and mortality are required 
every fifth year, dating from 1873. The annual returns have usually been made by the Societies, though 
so tar they have not been used, but no quinquennial returns have been received since tho Act was passed. 
1 aking advantage of the fact that the year 1893 was the close of the quinquennial period, forms of returns 
were prepared by me and forwarded to all Societies. These are now being filled in, and many of them 
have been returned to me and examined, but the operation oE examination and tabulation is so heavy that 
the result of the quinquennial investigation can hardly be looked for before the close of the current year, 
hrom these quinquennial returns I hope to obtain experience of sickness and of mortality, as well as 
sufficient information to determine the solvency or otherwise of the various Lodges and Orders. The forms 
have been made as simple as possible, and although many that have been received arc incorrectly filled up 
by the officers or trustees, there seems to be everywhere the greatest willingness to afford help and make 
the returns as complete as possible. Should the information prove as satisfactory as I expect, I shall be 
able to establish a table of contributions based upon local conditions that cannot fail to be useful. At 
present the tables on which tho rates of benefits are founded are those used by the Manchester Unity of 
Oddfellows of England, compiled by Mr Henry Eatcliffe from the experience of his Society for five years 
ending 1870. Ihc only local data yet available in anything like a complete form is that prepared bv Mr 
Ivlwm bchofiekl, Grand Secretary of the local Manchester Unity. These tables, which give tho amount 
of sickness at the various ages, have proved extremely useful. So far as my invest igation goes there is 
no warrant ™r supposing that there is less sickness in Ibis Colony that in England; indeed, as the 
expectation of life has been proved to be longer in Xew South Wales than in England, it is but a natural 
expectation that the sickness will also be greater.

Various actions-at-law have been entertained bv District Court Judges and Magistrates for tho 
recovery ot contributions in arrear, and decisions have been given in favour of Societies prosecuting their 
members, and this m spite of the fact that section 18 of the Act declares that the subscriptions shall ho 
voluntary on the part of members of the Society. The payment of sick and funeral benefits has also been 
recovered in the Courts by members from their Lodges, even after the decision of the Arbitration Court of 
the Lodges has been adverse to the claimant; yet section 14 of the Act expressly declares that the decision 
appeal a™trators’ tria°e ln accor(lance with the Act, shall be binding and conclusive on all parties without

r j legal decision affecting Friendly Societies, given during the past year, was that of
Judge Murray m the matter of the Sacred Heart Branch of the Hibernian A. C. B. Society versus the 
bydney District. His Honor decided as follows :—
worj, ‘h*f’mva!T’in °f t5lC Societies Act of 1873, of the jurisdiction of District Courts, by tho
ntw wnthl i fl hach ^ n0ti P?B-Cn^-’ *c'> 13 gcnet,aI. awi not confined to the cases provided for by section 14: in 
!,,l00 ' n n c diction contained in tho first sentence of the latter section does not restrict a Socioty in the making of
in i J 7 K V* ^ of disputes, to oases only of disputes hoi ween members and the mimagemont; but, while

T‘rt"a -Y a Society, for the avoiding of litigation, to provide rules for the settlement of these common
wXM 10 t'lie BetUi,!S of differences of, generally, all descriptions arising
with by^ho rules lclmnS t0 Dl3lrlet Courts tho determination only of such matters as may appear not to have been dealt

brsneb^ ^hat’ f?r ''i10 purP°.je.s ^jurisdiction in determining dispatos, a Society may be constituted bv a centre and several
eo effeetuaUv r r" CtlI,r-0TldIingff0r 80foment of differences arising between branches and the centre being valid, and
so effectually limiting the jurisdiction of District Courts. . 6 ’

Under section 42 of the Act, Societies are expressly forbidden to take shares in any joint stock or 
other company, with or without charter of incorporation ; but under the reconstruction schemes of some 
ot the Banks, approved by the Courts, Societies witli money on fixed deposit were coinpeiled to take shares 
in the Banks jNegotiations are now pending between the Societies and the Banking institutions 
concerned, as the Societies whose money is locked up contend, with some show of reason, that an order of 
the Court cannot prejudice them against the Friendly Societies Act, which expressly forbids them to do 
what an order of the Court seems to compel them to do,

i ■ ■^■s *j|lls*Tat,'uq *Ee peculiar condition of affairs that may arise in connection with the practical 
working of Societies, it may be mentioned that a lodge in the Braidwood district has drifted into a peculiar 
position. It had, on 1st January, 1893, but two members, aud had for years been unable to hold a 
meeting for want of five memhersto form a quorum, and no new members can be admitted, as, according 
to their by-laws all candidates for initiation must be approved of by a selection committee of three members 
t 44, T T8 6ei)t<im°erJ 18921 an attempt was made by an agent to obtain registration in this Colony
for the Independent Order of ioresters of Canada. Their rules could not he approved of, as not only
did they propose insurances on the lives of members at rates which experience shows were altogether 
too low, but it was also provided that the central body in Canada should have sole control aud possession 
ot all the funds excepting those required for local management expenses. That the action taken by this 
office was judicious has been proved by the arrival of the Eejmrt of the English Registrar of Friendly
Dwfm3 kV^V-0^-18]92, conta1!1?!1? information showing that the Chief Registrar of the United 
Aingdom had felt it his duty to publish m Tho Times, and afterwards to repeat it in January, 1893, 

a caution to all who may have dealings with the Independent Order of Foresters on the footing of 
Lie prospectus which had been issued. b
iW has beei1 of fte fact that with the year 1893 a quinquennial period closed, and
that returns are being obtained from every Society operating in the Colony. Sufficient has boon 
learnt from returns already furnished to show that the business of local Societies presents many

S I°U d, a® 0OTS,dc1rc;i when an amending Bill is being prepared. Legislation is
nr«PnfteK t”'SeU -y, nevertheless it would seem wise before taking steps to repeal the
present Act to await the full results of the investigation now in progress, which it is hoped will 

isclose the exact condition of affairs in connection with Friendly Societies, and so enable a broad and 
just judgment to be formed of the matters which should be dealt with in an amendment of the law
« j n*4i tut i T- A- CO UHLAN.Sydney, 27th March, 1894. Registrar of Friendly Societies.
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APPENDIX I.
The following were the transactions of the year as far as they related to the registration of rules and 

amendments to rules. The rules of 7L new Societies were registered, 46 complete amendments, 25 partial 
amendments, and 4 amalgamations. No dissolutions were recorded, and registrations of rules were refused 
in some 40 instances.

New Societies Eeqistehed ™ 1893.

Manchester Unity Independent Order of Oddfellows.
Pride of Riverstone.

acquaric.
Miners' Hope. 
Queen of the North. 
United Poster.
Pride of Cardiff. 
Union.
Peak Hill. 
Hand-in-hand.
Star of Drummoync.

Star of the Glen. 
Crookwell. 
Muswellbrook. 
Monaro.
Star of Islington.
Excelsior.
Macquarie.
Star of the Perry. 
Jersey.

Grand United Order of Oddfellows.
Trafalgar, 3,300.
Aberdeen, 3,301.
Hunter River District. ,

Independent Order of Oddfellows of New South Wales.
Imperial, 70. Pride of Minmi, 71.
Hand of Priendahip, 73. Star of Hurstville, 72.
Talbragar. Rurke, 09.

National Independent Order of Oddfellows.
Sydney District.
Priendship.
Progress.

Royal Foresters,
Robin Hood, 538.
Pride of Kogarab, 537.

Ancient Order of Foresters.

New England District.
Pyrmont, 7,942.

Irish National Foresters.
Tho Order.

Hibernian-Australasian Catholic Benefit Society,
St. Mary’s, 241.

Sons of Temperance.
Golden Hope. Jubilee, 50.
Countess of Carlisle. Bright and Morning Star, 13,
Namoi, 81. St. George, 46.

Star of Hillgrove,
Independent Order of Eechabites.

49. Helping Hand, 46.
Pride of Merewethcr, 32. Perseverance, 44.
Pride of Blackheath, 38. Beacon Light, 48
Star of Alma, 51. Westward Ho, 47.
Star of the Barrier, 50. Amethyst, 43,
Advance, 41.

Duckenfield.
Progress, 301.
Mount Kemble, 275. 
Pride of Wardcll, 304. 
Staff of Woonona, 300. 
Mount Hope. 302.
Hope of St. Mary’s, 303.

United Ancient Order of Druids.
Rose of Rockdale. 
Anglesea.
Pride of Richmond. 
Excelsior, 293. 
Mistletoe, 79.
Star of the South, 294,

Daughters of Temperance.
Laurel.

Miscellaneous
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Miscellaneous Societies.
Employees Colonial Sugar Ke.iinery Company (Limifod). 
Leicliliardt and Petersliam United Friendly Societies Dispensary. 
Grand United Order ot Oddfellows' Dispensary.

C0M.I.'J,KTE AMEWDEI) UlTJ.IiS.
Manchester Unity Independent Order of Oddfellows. 
Bathurst District.
Star of the North. ,

Grand United Order of Oddfellows.
Federal. 2,550.
Carrington, 2,53d.
The Order. X

National Independent Order of Oddfellows.
Pioneer, 1,137.

Order of Royal Foresters.
Maitland,
Royal Albert, 530.

Ancient Order of Foresters.
Sydney District. Persevercnce, 7,041.
btnr of the North, 3,120. Ancient City of Lincoln.
Little John, G,0915. Royal Oak, 2,222.

Sous of Temperance.
National Division.

Hibernian-Australasian Catholic Benefit Society.
St. Mary’s, Concord, 157.
St. Joseph’s, Sydney, 68.
Mount Carmel, Sydney, 170.
St. Joseph’s, Orange, 123.
St. Patrick’s, Rockdale, 98.
St. Patrick’s, Hay market, 38.
St. Benedict's, Sydney, 80.
Sacred Heart, Sydney, 97.
St. Joseph’s, Forbes, 173.
St. Michael’s, "Wagga "Wagga, 121. 
St. Patrick’s, Newcastle, 34.
St. Thomas’, Lewisham, 132.

St. Patrick’s, Moss Vale, 173.
St. Joseph’s, Junee, 227,
St. Patrick’s, Casino, 229.
Sacred Heart, Goulburn, 164.
St. Patrick’s, Glen Innes, 207.
St. Michael’s, Deniliquin, 209.
St. Joseph’s, Newtown, 139.
St. Patrick’s, Young, 193.
St. Joseph's, Grenfell, 192.
St. Michael and St. John, Bathurst, 137. 
St, Mary’s, Tenterfield, 197.

Independent Order of Rechabites. 
The Order.
Hope of Chippendale.

Loyal Orange Benefit Society. .
King William IT I.
The Order—change to Loyal Protestant Benefit Society.

Australasian Holy Catholic Guild,
St. Joseph and St. Mary.
St. Mary’s, Grafton.

United Ancient Order of Druids.
Grand Lodge.

Grand United Order of Free Gardeners.
The Order.

■Partial AirENDifKNTS.
Manchester Unity Independent Order of Oddfellows. 

Fountain of Friendship. Welcome Brothers.
Tamworth District. Barwon.
Silver City._ _ Balranald.
R Kerin a District. Fountain of Friendship.
Wandering Minstrel. Balmain.

Grand United Order of Oddfellows.
Widows and Orphans (Hunter River District). 
Star of the South, 1,605,

Ancient
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Ancient Order of Foresters.
Court Old England, 1,034.
Pride of Australia, 2,488.

Sons of Temperance.
Loyal Albert, 62.

United Ancient Order of Druids.
Hand and Heart, -

Protestant Alliance Friendly Society of Australasia. 
Grand Lodge.

M ISCBLLAJTEOUS.
Hebrew Mutual Medical and Benefit Society.
Protestant Union Benefit Society.
General Post Office Mutual Benefit Society.
Hebrew Mutual Medical and Benefit Society. _
Sydney Tramway and Omnibus Company’s Employee’s Mutual Benefit Society. 
N.S.W. Seamen’s Shipwreck, Accident and Burial Association.
Australian Secular Benefit Society.
Palace Emporium Provident Society.

A MAI GAM ATI OSS.
Star of the South 
Evening Star ...
Welcome Brothers 
Fountain of Friendship
Star of Collector ... 
Star of Breadalbane
Star of the Glen 
Empress of India...

• { Temperance........................ ] 26th April.
. { Daughters ot Temperance ... ) 1

f Chester Unity Independent)
Order of Oddfellows. S JA

::5
{

Grand United Order of 
Oddfellows. 5th June.

s=p‘-to'.

APPENDIX II.
Only one complete valuation was made during the year, via., that of tlie Ho. 1, Old Protestant 

Alliance Friendly Society, which showed a deficiency of £4,435 15e. 4d., or £34 10s. per member, 
as set forth in the following statement

, No. 1.—Oj.D PllOTESTATTT AtLTASCK FitlEUDIY SOCIETY.

Valuation of the Society according to the Annual Beport for July, 1893.
Tabir A.—Sick and Funeral Funds.

A SSHTP. Liabimties.
Value of funds in July, 1S93, as audited . 
Value of future contributions to the Sick

£1,383 IS 2 Value of future benefits........................................ ... £7,554 7 fi

and Funeral Fund ........................................ ] ,734 14 0
Deficiency ..................................................................... 4,435 15 4

Total .................................................. £7,054 7 e Total...................................................... ... £7,554 7 fi

Table B.—Value of future contributions.

Ago—Years. No. of 
members.

Value of future 
annual contribution 

of £1 per annum 
per member.

Total value of 
contribution of £1 

per member at 
eauh ase.

Age-vYcare. No. of 
members.

Value of future 
annual contribution 

of £l per annum 
per member.

Total value of 
contribution of £1 

per member at 
each age.

£ £ £ £
18 4 19-772 79-088 56 2 11-549 23-098
22 14 19-202 26S-S2S 57 2 11-241 22-482
27 16 IS-425 294-800 58 2 10-930 21-860
32 12 17'541 210-492 59 1 10-618 10-618
37 22 16-527 363-59+ 60 1 10-307 10-307
42 16 15-405 246-480 61 2 9-999 10-998
47 22 14-142 311-124 63 1 9-391 9-391
50 3 13313 39-939 64 1 9 088 9-088
51 2 13-028 26-056 68 2 7'SG5 15-730
5*2 3 ]2-739 38-217 69 1 7-560 7'560
t)$ 5 12-447 62-235 70 1 0-694 5-694
54 o 12-152 24-304 -------------- --------------
55 4 11 -852 47-40S Total ......... 2,168-391

Assuming that IGs. per annum is available for the Sick and Funeral benefits—the present value of the future con
tributions is about T 1,734 14s.

211—B 'Tab i,k
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Table C.—Liabilities: Sick-pay, 21s. 3d. per week for first six months; Us. for second six months; and
Gs. afterwards.

Ago—years. Present value of 
sick-pay. Funeral donations. Tot&l per member. No. of members. Total £kt eoch age.

is
£ £ £

!
£

23-362 10-923 34-285 4 ] 37 14022 24-856 11-825 36-681 14 513-53427 26-398 13 032 40-030 16 640-48032 29-548 14-400 43-948 12 527*37637 32-516 16-399 48-915 22 1,076-13042 35-783 18-196 53-979 16 863-66447 39-448 20-617 60-065 22 1,321-430
190-98950 41 '6G4 21-999 63-663 351 42-400 22-470 64-870 2 129 74052 43-138 22-948 66-086 3 19S-25853 43-871 23-433 67-304 5 336-52054 44-774 23-923 68-697 2 137*30455 45-300 24-415 69-715 456 45-988 24-917 70-905 2 141*31057 46-620 25-425 72-045 2 144-09058 47'277 25-937 73-214 2 146*42359 47-866 26-450 74-316 I 74-31660 48-408 26-950 75-367 1 75'36761 48-903 27*465 76-368 2 152*73663 49-689 28-458 78-147 1 78‘14764 49-926 28-947 78-873 1 78-ays68 49-051 30-933 79-984 2 159 *96869

76
48-257 31 -428 79-685 1 79-68537-011 34-421 71 -432 1 71-432

7,554-307

Sydney: CharltB Potter Government Printer.—1894.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(KBPORT ON, FOR 1893.)

$r£0fntcb to ^ar.Uant£nt bt) OIoimminA

The Officer in Charge of Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.

sirj Immigration Office, Sydney, 15 .'lanuary, 1S9-1.
I Jmvo tlie honor to submit, for the information of the Chief Secretary, my report on 

Immigration for the year ending 31st December, 1S93,
Operations under the Regulations have been confined to the nominations of wives and families by 

husbands and fathers, of good moral and industrial qualifications, being residents in the Colony.

Of the total of 120 immigrants who so arrived all were nominated in the Colony, none were 
selected by the Agent-General,

They consisted of 66 individuals above 12 years of age, and of 54' under 12 years of age.

Two deaths occurred during the voyage.
The appendices herewith annexed give full detailed information relative to Immigrants during the 

voyage;—
A.—General Statistical Information.
R.—Nationality of Immigrants.
C, —Educational Attainments.
D, —Religious Persuasions.
E, —Distribution into Country Districts.

I have, &e.,
■ FRANK .1. JOSEPH SON,

Officer in Charge of Immigration.

10— APPENDIX



APPENDIX A.
.HETUKN of Assisted Immigration to New South Wales, 1893.

Name of Vessel.

Number Lauded

Date of 
Departure.

Date of 
Arrival.

Number of 
days an 
voyairc. . Above 112 yen to of rvsrc.

Austral ”...................................
1892.

3 December,.
ifiOr-t

1C January .,}

1893.
12 February..,

2o February. .

i
i

i
10 Aprii .......

Oroya ” ................................... G October ... 18 November..'

Under
12 years of ape.

Nominated in Selected 
the Colony. ' A?et^&^cra).

Total
number of 
Individuals 

landed,

44 1 7 G 7 21

l

.............. 1 21
1

14

44 1 9 2 3 in .............. ! 15 J2J
44 3 4 3 1 n 9

44 1 12 7 13 33 ............... 1 33 2U
45 6 S 2 ■2 IS ............... 1 18 lot
43 7 7 3 5 22 .............. ■ 22

■

* 19 47 23 31 120

............... | 120

9Q£ j

Equal 
to statute adults*

Contract ]iriec per 
.statute adult.

Amount paid for and by 
I Immigrants on account of cost 

of their pfi'rsnjre.

* Average length of passage, 44 days.

Amount 
paid in tho 

Colony
hy Depositors.

Amount paid 
in London 

to tho
Agent-Ooueral.

£15

I

2+

3S

12
MS

4r>

43

200

UJ

Single mon .............................. ....................................................... . 19
Wives and single women ........................................................ .................... d?
Children under 12 j enrs....................... . .................. ......................... (a

Immigration Office,
Sydney, 15th January, 1894.

Totnl 120
FRANK J. JOSEPHSON,

Officer in Charge of Immigration,

1178
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APPENDIX B.

RETURN showing the Native Countries of the Assisted Immigrants who arrived in 1893:—
J'Yom England and Wales

„ Scotland ...............
„ Ireland .............
,, Other Countries ....

72
25
18
5

Immigration Office,
Sydney, 15th January, 1894.

120
PRANK J. JOSEPHSON,

Officer in Charge of Immigration.

APPENDIX C. 
Religious Pehsuasioss.

Nationality.

Classification of Religion.

Total.Church
of

England.

Church
of

Scotland.
Wesleyan

Methodists,
Other

Protestants,
Roman

Catholics .fotss.

English ..................................................... 35 i 2S 2 2 4 *
Scotch.......................................................... 21 4 25
Irish .......................................................... 5 13 IS

5 5

35 27 28 2 19 9 120

Immigration Office, PRANK J. JOSEPHSON,
Sydney, loth January, 1894. Officer in Charge of Immigration.

APPENDIX D. 
Educational Attainments.

4 XationnUtx.

Cannot read.

Under 12 years.

Read and write.

[educational Attainments.

Read only. 1 Cannot read.
|

12 >ears anti oi er

| Read and write.

V i
1__ 1
1

Reail only. '
j

Total.

............................. 20 19 i 1 32 72
Scotland.............................. G 3 16 25

l 2 J5 18
From other Countries .. .. 1 1 3 i 5

2S 25 i 66 ........; 120

Immigration Office, PRANK J. JOSEPHSON,
Sydney, 15th .lanuary, 1894. Officer in Charge of Immigration.

APPENDIX E.

RETURN showing the Number of Assisted Immigrants who, at their own request, were forwarded to the
Country Districts by Rail and by Steamer.

Destination. Wives, families. Destination. j Wives. | Families.
I

1 5
1

........ 7 i 19
i 3 ...........1 2 4.

Cockie Creek......................................
Gnyni ..................... .......................... i

4 —

Lifhgow................................................ 3 0 ' ^____ __¥_______J

Xumihri ........................................... 1 3 00

Immigration Office,
Sydney, 15th January, 1894.

PRANK J. JOSEPHSON,
Officer in Charge of Immigration.

[3d.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

OPERATION OF THE SHIPPING LAWS;

10QETHEE WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE, 

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE,

AND

APPENDIX.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

5 June, 1894.

SYDNEY: CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER. 

1804.
[2s. 3(1.] 94—a
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1894.

EXTRACTS PROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OP THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 3. Tuesday, 23 Jaituaey, 1894
28. Operation op the Shxppxno Laws :—Mr. Kelly moved, pursuant to Notice,—

(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire 
into and report upon the operation of the “ shipping laws, and abuses connected with the same." 
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. See, Mr. O’Sullivan, Mr. Wise, Mr. Davis, Mr, Molesworth, 
Mr. J. D. TitzGerald, Mr. Garrard, Mr. G. D. Clark, Mr. Edden, and the Mover.
Debate ensued.
Mr. Molesworth moved, That the Question be amended by the omission of tho words, “ shipping 
“ laws and abuses connected with the same,” with a view to tho insertion in their place of the 
words, “ laws relating to the employment of scamon.”
Question proposed,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question.
Debate ensued.
Question,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question,—-put and passed. 
Original Question put and passed.

Votes No. 5?. Tuesday, 5 June, 1894
11. Opebation op the Shipping Laws :—Mr. Kelly, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and 

laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before the Select Committee, 
for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 23rd January, 1894, together with 
Appendix,—and moved, That the Document be printed.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.

CONTENTS. ' page.

Extracts from tho Votes and Proceedings.™................................................................................ 2
Beport .............................................................................................................................................. 3
ProceedingB of the Committee..............................................................................   5
List of Witnesses ..........................................................................................................................  10
Minutes of Evidence.......................................................................................   1
Appendix........................................................................................................................   46



1894.

OPERATION OF THE SHIPPING LAWS.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 23rd January,
1894, “ with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire mto and report

upon the operation of the Shipping Laws and abuses connected with the same,”

beg to report to your Honorable House-

Tour Committee having examined the "witnesses named in the List* •Sw Li*t, 
and carefully considered the evidence taken before the Committee, find as follows:— p"10*

1. That, taking into consideration the possible early prorogation of Parliament, 
your Committee desire to present their report on the inquiry so far as it has been 
completed, such inquiry being chiefly confined to the mode of shipping seamen, 
the undermanning of coastal and intercolonial steamships, the incompetence of 
crews shipped during labour disputes, and the indiscriminate issue of permits by 
the Shipping Master during labour troubles; also, the evasion of the load-line regu
lation by colliers.

(1.) That the evidence discloses that the mode of shipping and discharging 
seamen on board of costal and intercolonial vessels is very unsatisfactory, 
and admits of many abuses and wrongs being done to seamen, also the 
engaging of incompetent crews, thereby endangering the lives of not only 
those on board their ship, but the lives of others, through risk of collision.

(2.) That Mr. Samuel Smith, Secretary of the Federated Seamen’s Union, 
suggests that all crews should be shipped and discharged at the Government 
Shipping Office. This would, in his opinion, be an effectual means of 
preventing many misunderstandings that often happen under tlie present 
system, by the ship’s articles being read and properly interpreted to seamen 
before being called on to affix their signatures.

(3.) That the evidence also discloses that at present there does not exist any 
law providing a schedule for the efficient manning of vessels registered in 
New South Wales. -

(4.) That three witnesses, viz., Captain Hixson, President of the Marine Board, 
Captain Edie, Government Shipping Master, and Mr. Samuel Smith, 
Secretary of the Federated Seamen’s Union, recommended, tliat to meet 
with the above requirement, the schedule lately adopted by the Board of 
Trade in Great Britain should be embodied in our Act.

(5.) That there is also evidence to prove that, during maritime disputes, 
incompetent crews were shipped on board our coastal and intercolonial 
passenger steamships. '

(6.) That one of the witnesses examined, Captain Hixson, President of the Marine 
Board, expressed the opinion that all men, before claiming to be able 
seamen, should pass some examination, so as to show they were proficient 
and competent to perform their duties, as is the case in the Royal Navy; 
and he could not conceive of men who had never been to sea before in their 
lives going on board ships and pretending to undertake the duties of able 
seamen. m \
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(7.) That evidence has also been produced before your Committee to show that 
permits or licenses to ship had been given by the Shipping Master 
during the recent maritime trouble to persons who were not seamen, and 
who had not any knowledge of an able seaman’s duties, to ship under the 
title of deck hand, and that such men formed part of the crews of vessels 
engaged on our passenger, coasting, and intercolonial steamships.

(8.) That Captain Edie, Government Shipping Master, in his evidence stated 
that he had no power to refuse a license on the ground that a man is not 
a competent seaman, and also that the section authorising the Shipping 
Master to grant licenses to any persons other than a seaman is a provision 
peculiar to our Act; and, further, is of opinion that a Seaman’s Rating Bill, 
similar to that now in force in Great Britain, should be passed, which 
would have the effect of preventing men being rated as A.B.’s when they 
are not competent A.B.’s, as a sailor ought to know his business.

(9.) That another witness, Mr. W. Cruiekskank, Engineer-Surveyor to the 
Marine Board, stated that in his opinion those men shipped "to perform 
firemen’s duties in the stokehole should have some experience.

(10.) That evidence was also disclosed showing that evasion of the load-line 
regulations -was practised principally by steam colliers trading to the port 
of Sydney, and arriving during the night, when detection was avoided by 
reason of no Marine Surveyor being on duty at the time of arrival.

(11.) That two witnesses. Captain Hixson and Mr. Smith, gave evidence, clearly 
showing that such practices were of frequent occurrence, Captain Hixson 
stating that the Marine Board had several times fined Masters for over
loading, and that the recklessness with which the Masters of these vessels 
will sometimes, if they get the chance, load up, is remarkable, and in some 
cases have gone the length of shifting the load-line mark up after having 
been surveyed by the Marine Board Surveyor.

(12.) That, according to the evidence, the present Act, intituled the Consoli
dated Merchant Seamen Act, for all vessels registered in this Colony, is 
defective, not being sufficiently^stringent in its provisions to prevent glaring 
abuses being done to the detriment of the seafaring community, and the 
endangering of life and property. -

2. Your Committee recommend that an amended Shipping Act should be, at 
the earliest period possible, brought forward by the Government, containing ’the 
following provisions, viz.:—• &

(1.) Compelling all steamships to carry certificates of seaworthiness and 
efficiency, and to be surveyed half-yearly.

(2.) All load-lines to he cut into the ship’s side.
(3.) Tampering with load-lines after survey to be a penal offence.
(4.) The abolishing of shipping and discharging seamen on board intercolonial 

trading vessels.
(5.) Shipping and discharging of seamen on board coastal vessels to be permitted 

only between the issue of articles and prior to expiry.
(6.) A schedule to provide for the efficient manning of all vessels within the 

jurisdiction of the Colony, similar to that adopted by the Board of Trade 
of Great Britain.

(7.) The rating of seamen, to insure their being proficient before being allowed 
to ship as A.B.’s or firemen. '

Ah. 2 Committee Room,

Sydney, Wi June, 1894.

A. J. KELLY,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.

TUESDAY, 30 JANUARY 1894.
Memeees Pkesest :—

Mr. Edden, | Mr. J. D. FitzGerald,
’ Mr. Kelly.

Mr. KellY called to tlie Chair. _ ,, ,, ,
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, read by the LierK.
Committee deliberated. ..
Ordered,—That the Shipping Master he summoned to give evidence neit meeting.

[Adjourned till Thursday nest, at Half-past Two o clock.]

THURSDAY, 1 FEBRUARY, 1894. 
Membehs Pjussekt 
Mr, Kelly in the Chair.

Mr. G-. D. Clark, Mr. Edden,
Mir. .1. JJ. FitzGerald, Mr. Garrard,

Mr. kfolesworth.
.Tames Edie (Shipping Master) called in, sworn, and examined.
"Witness withdrew. ■
Committee deliberated.

[Adjourned till Tuesday nest, at Half past Two o'clock.]

TUESDAY, 6 FEBRUARY, 1894. 
Memeues Pbesent -.—■
Mr. Kelly in the Chair.

Mr. a. 3. Clark, 1 ’
Mr, Edden, |

Mr. 'Wise.

Mr. Davis,
Mr. J. D. FitzGerald,

James Edie called in, and further examined. J c t
"Witness produced,—Com- of Articles of Agreement under Schedule 4 of the Seamen s Eaws Lon- 

solidation Act; dorm of Articles of Agreement under “ Merchant Shipping A.ct ; also_ forecastle copy 
of foregoing agreements; also copy of account of change of crew of intercolonial or foreign trade ships , 
and handed in copy of letter written hy Captain Edie, Shipping Master to the Board of ifrade wit 
reference to the withholding of a vessels clearance on account of her not haying tuB complement of crew. 
(Appendix Al.] Opinion of Board of Trade with reference to the above. yAppendix h2.\ _ Letter from 
Secretary of Seamen’s Union to the Shipping Master, respecting men who had sailed in the ihfflbo 
without signing articles. [Appendix A3.] Opinion of Crown Law officers as to proper P“ to mitiato 
prosecutions. [Appendix A4.1 Eorm of license to ship. [Appendix AS.] Form of mutual release 
[Appendix AG.] Form of advance note. [Appendix A7.] Form of certificate previous to clearing 
outwards in accordance with “Navigation Law Amendment Act, 1881. [Aymcndw AS.] Cerhficato 
previous to clearing outwards in accordance with Customs Regulations, Sydney. [Appendix vorms
of permits of the Colonies of Queensland. [Appendix A10.] South Australia. [Appendix EYL\ 
Victoria. [Appendix M2.] Form of permit used by United States Consul m Sydney. [Appendix Ald.\ 
Application by Burns, Philp, & Co., to ship certain men on hoard s.s. Hesketh. [Appendix A14,15,
1G, 17.]

"Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Two o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 1 FEBRUARY, 1894. 
Membeb Pud sent :—

Mr. Kelly.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 8 FEBRUARY, 1894, 
Members Fresest:— ■
Mr. Kelly in the Chair. _

Mr. G. D. Clark, | Mr. Davis,
Mr. Wise.

James Edie called in and further examined.
Witness withdrew, , i , a

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at Half past Tieo o clock. J

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, IS FEBRUARY, 1894.
Members Present :—
Mr. Kelly in the Chair.

Mr- D- Clark, | Mr. Davis,
Mr. Edden.

. "William Currie {Manager of Steamship-owners' Association Free Maritime Labour Bureau) called 
in, sworn, and examined.

Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Thursday next, at Half-past Two o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1894 
Members 'Present :—
Mr, Kelly in the Chair.

M. Q". D. Clark, Mr. Davis,
Mr- Edden, Mr. J. D. FitzGerald,

‘ Mr. Wise,
William Currie called in and further examined.
Witness withdrew. .
Ordered, That Captain Hixson, President of the Marine Board, be summoned to give evidence 

next meeting,
[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at Half-past Two o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 20 FEBRUARY, 1894. 
Members Present :—

* Mr. Edden, j Mr. Kelly.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 22 FEBRUARY, 1894.
Members Present:—
Mr. Kelly in the Chair.

Mr. Davis, j Mr. Edden,
Mr. J. D. TitzGerald.

Francis Hixson {^President of the Marine Board) called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at Half-past Two o’clock,]

TUESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1894.
Members Present :—
Mr. Kelly in the Chair,

Mr. G. D. Clark, | Mr. Davis,
Mr. Edden.

Francis Hixson, called in and further examined.
Witness handed in Return of Vessels detained provisionally or finally from going to sea, by reason of 

unseaworthmess during the last three years. {Appendix Bl.] Letter from Mr. Cruickshank, Government 
Jingincer-burveyor, to Captain Lindeman, respecting refusal of passenger certificates to steamers “Kembla” 
and Lawrence. [Appendix ^2.'] Schedule of life-saving apparatus, f Appendix B3 ]

Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next at Two o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 6 MAROH, 1894.
. Members Present :—

Mr. Davis, ] Mr. Kelly.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

TUESDAY, 13 MARCH, 1894.
Members Present :—
Mr, Kelly in the Chair. . •

Mr. G. D. Clark, [ Mr. Davis,
, Mr. Edden.

William Cruickshank {Engineer-Surveyor, Marine Board) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.

next meeting^’-That ^ Sam" {^eeretm'S °f l!le Seamen’s Union) be summoned to give evidence

[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at Half-past Two o’clock.]

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 20 MAROE, 1891.
Members Present:—

Mr. G. D. Clark, j Sir. Davis,
Mr. Molesworth.

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr, Molesworth called to the Chair pro tern. 
And tho witness summoned for to-day not being in attendance,—
Committee deliberated,

[Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.]
[A.djourned.]

TSUBSDAT, 22 MARCH, 1894.
[The meeting called for to-day postponed by order of the Chairman.]

THURSDAY, 29 MARCH, 1894.
Members Present:— .

' Mr. Kelly in the Chair.
Mr. Davis, j Mr. Edden,

Mr. J. D. FitzGerald.
Samuel Smith (Secretary of the Seamen’s Union) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in copy of letter written to the Evening Hewn with reference to the protection of 

seamen from tho malpractices of boarding-house keepers [Appendix 0],
Witness withdrew. •

[Adjourned till Tuesday next at half-past Two o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 3 APRIL, 1894.
Members Present:—
Mr. Kelly in the Chair.

Mr. G. D. Clark, | Mr. Edden,
Mr. J. D, FitzGerald.

Samuel Smith called in aud further examined.
Witness handed in copy of letter written by himself to various Steamship Companies with reference 

to boycotting, and replies thereto [Appendix D].
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till Thursday next at half-past Two o’clock,] '

THURSDAY, 5 APRIL, 1894.
Members Present ;—
Mr. Kelly in the Chair.

Mr. G. D. Clark, Mr. Davis,
Mr. J. D. FitzGerald, Mr. Molesworth.

Samuel Smith called in and further examined.
Witness handed in report of the decision in the prosecution of Captain Dyson, of the Maritime 

Labour Bureau, Melbourne, for illegally supplying seamen [Appendix El] ; copy of the opinion of the 
Crown Law Officers in England as to the legality of the action of the Shipping Federation [Appendix E2]; 
copy of letter written by Mr. Sam. Smith to the Colonial Treasurer, directing his attention to Die breaking 
of the Shipping Laws [Appendix E3] ; copy of letter written by Mr. Sam. Smith to the Colonial Treasurer, 
enclosing report of the prosecution of Captain Seymour of tho s.s. “ Victorian ” [Appendix E4]: copy 
of a letter from the secretary of the British Seamen's Union to the President of the Board of Trade 
respecting “Crimping’’ [Appendix E5]; copy of “License to Ship," issued by tho Shipping Master of 
New South Wales to Otto Herman [Appendix E6] ; report of the Shipping Master of New South Wales 
with reference to the issue of “Licenses to Ship ” [Appendix E7]; copy of a report of the prosecution of a 
registry office keeper in Melbourne for alleged infringement of the Merchant Shipping Act [Appendix 
E8] ; report of a deputation which waited on the Colonial Treasurer with reference to the issue of 
“ Permits ” [Appendix E9]; Schedule of Amendments suggested in the “ Seamen’s Laws Consolidation 
Act” [Appendix E10].

Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Thursday next at half-past Two o’clock.

THURSDAY, 12 APRIL, 1894.
Members Present:—

Mr. G. D. Clark, Mr. Davis,
Mr. J. D. FitzGerald, Mr. Molesworth.

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Molesworth called to the Chair pro tern.
Samuel Smith called in and further examined.
Witness handed in extract with reference to the overcarrying of passengers by s.s, “ Corrinna,” 

in consequence of the incompetence of crews [Appendix FI]; letter from a passenger who travelled hy 
s.s. 11 Elingamite,” with reference to tho incompetence of the crew [Appendix F2].

Witness withdrew.
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by tlie Chairman. ‘

[Adjourned.]

THURSDAY,
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THURSDAY, 19 APRIL, 1894.
The meeting called for this day postponed by order of the Chairman.

THURSDAY, 26 APRIL, 1894.
Members Present :—
Mr. Kelly in the Chair.

Mr. Davis, | Mr. J. D. FitzGerald,
Mr. Molesworth.

Samuel Smith called in and further examined.
Witness handed in report of Mr. Justice William’s summing up in the ease of the prosecution of 

Captain Dyson, Manager of the Steamship Owners’ Association Free Maritime Labour Bureau, in 
Melbourne. [Appendix G.]

Witness withdrew.
Thomas Robert Allt [President of the Steamship Owners' Association), called in, sworn, and 

examined.
Witness withdrew.
Arthur Benjamin Cockburn (Secretary of the Steamship Owners' Association), called in, sworn, and 

examined.
Witness withdrew,

[Adjourned till Thursday next, at half-past Two o'clock.]

THURSDAY, 3 MAY, 1894.
Members Present:—

Mr. Kelly, j Mr. Molesworth.
[In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

TUESDAY, 8 MAY, 1894.
Members Present:—

Mr, Davis, | Mr, Moicsivorth.
[In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

WEDNESDAY, 9 MAY, 1894. 
Members Present:—

• Mr, Kelly in the Chair.
Mr. G. D. Clark, | Mr. Davis.

Committee deliberated as to their Beport.
Reassembling of tlie Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 29 MAY, 1894.
Members Present;—

None.
[In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

THURSDAY, 31 MAY, 1894.
Member Present :—

Mr. Kelly.
[In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

TUESDAY, 5 JUNE, 1894.
Members Present .

. Mr, Kelly in the Chair.
Mr. G. D, Clark, I Mr. Davis,
Mr. Edden, | Mr. J. D. FitzGerald,

1 Mr. Molesworth.
The Chairman submitted Draft Report, which was read 1° as follows:—

DRAFT REPORT.
The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 23rd January, 1894, “ with power to 

send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report upon the operation of the Shipping Laws and 
abuses connected with the same," beg to report to your Honorable House.

Tour Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List and carefully considered 
the evidence taken before the Committee, find as follows:—

. 1- That, taking into consideration the possible early prorogation of Parliament, your Committee
desire to present their report on the inquiry so far as it has been completed, such inquiry being chiefly 
confined to the mode of shipping seamen, “ the undermanning of coa.stal and intercolonial steamships,”

the
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the incompetence of crews shipped during labour disputes, aud the indiscriminate issue of permits by the 
Shipping Blaster during labour troubles; also, the evasion of the load-line regulation by colliers.

(1.) That the evidence discloses that the mode of shipping aud discharging seamen on board of 
coastal and intercolonial vessels is very unsatisfactory, and admits of many abuses and wrongs 
being done to seamen, also the engaging of incompetent crews, thereby endangering the lives of 
not only those on board their ship, but the lives of others, through risk of collision,

(2.) That two witnesses, viz., Captain Edie and Mr. Samuel Smith, suggest that all crews should be 
shipped and discharged at the G-overnment Shipping Office. This would, in their opinion, be an 
effectual means of preventing many misunderstandings that often happen under the present 
system by the ship’s articles being read and properly interpreted to seamen before being called 
on to affix their signatures.

(3.) That the evidence also discloses that at present there does not exist any law providing a schedule 
for the efficient manning of vessels registered in New South Wales,

(4.) That three witnesses, viz., Captain Hixson, President of the Marine Board, Captain Edie, 
Government Shipping Master, and Mr. Samuel Smith, Secretary of the Federated Seamen’s 
Union, recommended that, to meet with the above requirement, the schedule lately adopted by 
the Board of Trade in Great Britain should bo embodied in our Act.

(5.) That there is also abundance of evidence to prove that, during maritime disputes, incompetent 
crews were shipped on board our costal and intercolonial passenger steamships.

(6.) That one of the witnesses examined, Captain Hixson, President of the Marine Board, expressed 
the opinion that all men, before claiming to be able seamen, should pass some examination, so as 
to show they were proficient and competent to perform their duties, as is the case in the Royal 
Navy; and he could not conceive of men who had never been to sea before in their lives going 
on board ships and pretending to undertake the duties of able seamen.

(7.) That evidence has also been produced before your Committee to show that permits or licenses 
to ship had been given by the Shipping Master during the recent maritime trouble to persons 
that were not seamen, and who had not any knowledge of an able seaman’s duties, to ship under 
tho title of deck hand, and that such men formed part of the crews of vessels engaged on our 
passenger, coasting, and intercolonial steamships.

(8.) That the witness examined, being Captain Edie, Government Shipping Blaster, who stated that 
he had no power to refuse a license on the ground that a man is not a competent seaman, and 
states also that the section authorising tho Shipping Master to grant licenses to any persons 
other than a seaman is a provision peculiar to our Act; and, further, is of opinion1 that a 
Seaman’s Rating Bill, similar to that now in force in Great Britain, should be passed, which 
would have the effect of preventing men being rated as A.B.’s when they are not competent 
A.B.’s, as a sailor ought to know his business.

(9.) That another witness, Mr. AV. Cruickshank, Engineer-Surveyor to the Marine Board, stated that 
in his opinion those men shipped to perform firemen’s duties in the stokehole should have some 
experience. .

(10.) That evidence was also disclosed showing that a systematic evasion of the load-line regulations 
was practised principally by steam colliers trading to the port of Sydney, and arriving during the 
night, when detection was avoided by reason of no Marine Surveyor being on duty at the time 
of arrival.

(11.) That two witnesses, Captain Hixon and Mr. Smith, gave evidence, clearly showing that such 
practices were of frequent occurrence, Captain Hixon stating that the Blame Board had several 
times fined Blasters for overloading, and that the recklessness with which the Masters’ of these 
vessels will sometimes, if they get the chance, load up, is remarkable, and in some eases have 
gone the length of shifting the load-line mark up after having been surveyed by the Bfarine 
Board Surveyor. '

(12.) That, according to the evidence, the present Act, intituled the Consolidated Merchant Seamen 
Act, for all vessels registered in this Colony, is defective, not being sufficiently stringent in its 
provisions to prevent glaring abuses being done to tho detriment of the seafaring community 
and the endangering of life and property. J ’

, 2' Tour Committee recommend that an amended Shipping Act should be, at the earliest period 
possible, brought forward hy the Government, containing the following provisions, viz.

(1.) Compelling all steamships to carry certificates of seaworthiness and efficiency, and to be surveyed 
half-yearly. J

(2.) All load-lines to be cut into the ship’s side.
(3.) Tampering with load-lines after survey to bo a penal offence.
(f) Tho abolishing of shipping and discharging seamen on board intercolonial trading vessels
(o.) Shipping and discharging of seamen on hoard coastal vessels to be' permitted only between the 

issue of articles and prior to expiry. J ,
(6.) A. schedule to provide for the efficient manning of all vessels within the iurisdiction of the 

Colony, similar to that adopted by the Board of Trade of Great Britain.
(7.) The rating of seamen, to insure their being proficient before being allowed to ship as A.B’s or 

firemen. ^ 1 '
Paragraph 1 read and considered.
Amendment moved (Mr. Mole&mrih) to omit word “ indiscriminate” in line 4 
Question put, That the word proposed to be omitted stand part of the paragraph 
Committee divided. 1 ° 1 ‘

Ayes.
Mr. G. D. Clark,
Mr. Edden,
Mr. J. D. FitzGerald.

No.
Mr. Molesworth.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Paragraph, as read, agreed to.
Sub-paragraph 1 read and considered.
Question put,—That paragraph 1 as read stand part of the Report. 

94—b r
Committee
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Committee divided.
Ajes. if0

Mr. G. 11 Clark,Mr. Edden, Mr' Mole3Wortt-
Mr. J, D. FitzGerald.

And ao it wag resolved in the affirmative.
Sub-paragraph 2 read and considered *

^’e‘ Noes
Mr. J. D. FitzGerald. Mr. G. D.‘ Clark.

Mr. Edden,
And so it passed in the negative. * Mr' Moleswort1*-

am,“dmc]]lts h;lvinS been made,—paragraph as amended agreed to 
Sub-paragraphs 3 and 4 read aud agreed to. r ereea TO'
Sub-paragraph 5 read, amended, and agreed to.
Sub-paragraph 6 read and agreed to.
Sub-paragraphs 7 and 8 read, amended, and agreed to 
Sub-paragraph 9 read and agreed to. "
Sub-paragraph 10 read, amended, and agreed to.
Sub-paragraph 11 read and agreed to.
Sub-paragraph 12 read and considered.
Amendment moved (ilfr. Molesivorth)to omit the word “ glaring ” in line ^
&mKd‘V7dS“ ,h° ”'d FO1>0'e<l b0 0,"i“6d 5t*1,d P*rt »f «« P‘W.

Ayes. No
£d1CI"1' Hf. Molesworth.

‘ Mr. J, D. FitzGerald.
And so it was resolved m the affirmative.
Sub-paragraph, as read, agreed to.
Paragraph 2 read and considered.
Amendment moved (Mr, Molesworth) to add after word u vessels” in 7 tA a « 

under the supervision of the Shipping Master or his Deputy " 1 7 the WOrds
tho ™'d* pn,p°'ei ”ie"bs ■» ^

* hit ht^6' Noes.
Mr. Molesworth. I Mr. Davis,

And so it passed in the negative. Mr' I>' KtzG'eral(i-
Same paragraph.

prior sti?’'' to ^ ‘h“ “ »>ly W-reon the i„u. „f ,rtWe. end

Committee divided^ th° W“1, 40 U 0“it,ild 8i“d «£ P*r*8™ph.

. , AJrea- No.
MWah | Mr. Molesworth.

And so it was resolved in tlie affirmative.
Paragraph, as read, agreed to.

Committee^™ ^ “d P”*'-1'11”* «» ^ - ™«ded be the Eepert of the

Committee divided.
Ayes. „

Mr. Davis, i av zv i * nMr. J. D. FitzGerald. | Mr' Moleswortk

And so it was resolved in the affirmative,
Comm“tS‘ldiffi.'D“‘’“>’ “d Pul-Thl“ “« report to the Hook.

i}a- No.
Mr. Davis,
Mr. J. D. FitzGerald,

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.

Mr, Molesworth.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
Alifc, T. K,............................................... Jpagb.
Cockburn, A. E..............................  41
Cruickshank. W ............................................... *..................... 44
Currie, W. .   27
Edie, .j.............. "" ...................................................................................... ...
Hiraon, Captain E. ....................................................................... .... 0, 9
Smith, S.   19.22

...................................................................................... ^,33,37,38,41
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE' SELECT COMMITTEE

ON THE

OPERATION OF THE SHIPPING LAWS.

THURSDAY, 1 FEBRUARY, 1804.

—
Mr., MOLESWORTH, ■
Mn. G. D. CLARK,
Mm. J. D. FITZGERALD,

Mu. GARRARD.
A. J. KELLY, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. James Edie called in, sworn, and esaminod :—
1. You are the Government Shipping Masder ? Yes. Mr. J. Edie.
2. How long have you occupied that position ? Since November, 1800. /——s
3. I suppose you have had many opportunities of forming an opinion as to the character of the seamen 1 Feb'« 1S94‘ 
of tlie port ? Yes.
4. You remember the late maritime strike ? Yes.
5. How often were you on board vessels during that strike signing crews? I could not say right off.
(I. You cannot say how often ? No.
7. Rut it is a fact that you were on board vessels for that purpose ? Yes. ^
8. Did you supply men with permits on board tbe vessels ? Yes ; in several instances.
9. Is it a fact that at the present time seamen havo great difficulty to obtain permits ? No.
10. They bare not? No. If they can give any straightforward answer as to their lust ship, or as to 
what they have been doing, they have no difficulty whatever. When a man comes in and asks fora 
permit we naturally ask him what his last ship was.
11. But it is necessary in order that a man may obtain a permit that he should have a colonial
discharge ? No. ^
12. That is not necessary? No.
13. Did you arrange any special facilities for the men wishing to obtain permits during the late strike ?
No; certainly not,
14. I suppose you are aware that there is such a thing as the Maritime Labour Bureau in Clarence- 
street, conducted by Mr. Currie ? Ido not know where it is situated, except from what the men have 
told me. I have never seen the place to my knowledge, nor have I been near it. I know Mr, Currie is 
there from what the men have told me. I have had nothing to do with Mr, Currie since the “Helen 
Nicoll” dispute.
15. You know that there is such a man ? Yes, by repute.
16. Asa matter of fact, bave you not received a number of letters from him, asking you to give the men 
permits during the late maritime difficulty. In one instance, as far as I can recollect, a man brought an 
order signed by Currie to grant him a permit, hut 1 declined to accept it, I told the man that I had 
nothing whatever to do with him, and that I did not recognise him as a shipowner or master.
17. No other correspondence passed between yourself and Mr. Currie with respect to men seeking 
employment during the difficulty to which 1 refer? 1 think I may safely say that there was no other 
correspondence.

Mu. DAVIS, 
Mn. KELLY, 
Mu. EDDEN,

94—A IS.
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Mr. J. Edie. 18. Could you produce the order of which you speak ? I do not think so. I did not take it. I did not 
reeoguise Mr. Currie in any way whatever, and 1 told the man that I had nothing to do with him. That 

1 Feb,, 1894. as near]y as j can recollect. *
19. "Was the man sent to you by Mr. Currie a competent seaman ? I did not ask the man what he was ;
I did not choose to recognise Mr. Currie’s authority. It is some time ago since the order was brought to 
me, and one cannot always carry these things in one’s memory, but as far as I can remember the wording 
of it was, “ Please give bearer a license,” and it was signed by Currie.
20. Mr. Molcsicorth,'] You simply declined to recognise Mr. Currie as a shipowner or master ? Yes.
21. Chairman.'] Are you aware that some of the men recommended by Mr. Currie had never been to sea 
before in their lives. Do you know of instances where Currie put on board ships without your knowledge, 
men who were not competent seamen ? I cannot say anything as to what Currie may havo done, but ho 
recommended no case to me beyond the case to which I have referred.
22. Mr. Q-. JO. Clark.] Was it possible for him to ship men without your knowledge ? Ships registered 
in New South Wales have the power to engage their crows on board, providing they bave a license or 
permit as it is called. The master has to bring to the office a discharge or license iu the case of each man 
whose name appears upon the articles of agreement.
23. Mr, Molesworth.] There is a special privilege granted to New South Wales registered ships, hy which 
owners are entitled to ship men on board the vessels, provided they bave either a discharge or are 
recognised in some form by your office. On the production of tbo necessary document the men are 
entitled to ho shipped on the articles, hut their discharges have to be registered at the office subse
quently ? Yes.
24>. Chairman.] Do you think it is right to grant permits to men who have never been to sea before ? 
Tliat depends upon what the men are engaged for.
23. But no man who has not been to sea before can be considered competent to go on board a vessel for 
duty ? All men bave to go to sea at some time or other to make a beginning.
26. But we all know that a man’s first trip to sea would not make him a competent seaman ? If you look 
at the Act you will see that the word “ seaman” means any person employed or engaged on board a ship 
excepting a master, pilot, or apprentice. A man may be a cook’s mate and yet be a “ seaman,” although 
you would not call him a sailor.
27. I suppose you would not think a man a qualified seaman when going on board a ship for tbe first 
time ? As I have said it depends in what capacity he is to he employed.
28. But you would not, from your experience as the captain of a vessel, call such a man a competent
seaman ? He is not a sailor. ,
29. Have you ever marked on any of the permits which have been granted by you the words “ deck
hand?” Yes. ' ■
30. Do you know tliat that is in contravention of tho Act, and that it contains no such title as " dock 
hand There are deck hands on many ships.
31. You have referred to the Act;—do you not know you are liable to punishment for marking a man’s 
permit “ deck hand” when no such title is recognised by the consolidated shipping law of New (South 
Wales? I dare say it would bave answered the purpose to mark the permits “first ship.” The men 
were not sailors, and I did not look upon them as such,
32. No such term as “deck hand” is used in tho Act ? Not that I am aware of.
33. Would it not be better to sign all the men at the Shipping Ollice, instead of you or your deputy going 
round the harbour to sign them ? No doubt it would be better to have tbe thing done there.
34. You think it will be better for all concerned in slopping that tbe men should sign in the Shipping 
Office, instead of you or your deputy going round the harbour signing the men on the vessels ? That 
is not for me to say. I do not think I ought to be asked to express an opinion on that point.

■ 35. But would it uot be more convenient for you and tho others if the men were shipped at the office,
instead of your having to leave it ? Perhaps I ought to mention that this system of signing on board is 

' one which exists in tho old country as well as in this Colony.
36. But do you not think that the course I havo suggested would be better ? As I have said before I 
would rather not express an opinion on that point.
37. Mr. Molesworth.] Do you think that it would be better iu the interests of the New South Wales 
owned vessels for the men to be shipped at the Shipping Office ? It is not done anywhere else.
35. Chairman.] All the deep-water ships in the old country sign at the Shipping Office, do they not? Not 
now, but it used to be so. At tbe present time if so many hours’ notice is given at the Shipping Office au 
officer will go on board a vessel at a specified time to engage a crow.
39. I suppose you prefer not to give a definite answer as to the shipping of crews at tbo office? As far 
as tho locally-owned vessels arc concerned, it would be a hardship to them to force them to ship there, 
because, iu Great Britain, and the other colonies, what are known as the home trade vessels, make all 
their arrangements on board.
40. You think it would bo a hard thing upon the intercolonial steamers, but what about other vessels 
which have to sign on? The deep-sea vessels have to do it anywhere, and I do not know that it would be 
a hardship for them to have to do it here.
41. You do not favour intercolonial crews being signed on at the Shipping Office ? I do not think I said 
■that, but as a matter of fact intercolonial ships going to Fiji, or to Noumea, and registered in tbe Colony, 
engage their crews on board.
42. Your contention is that all ships registered within the Colony should have their crows signed on 
board ? I did not say that.
43. Would you prefer them to sign at the Shipping Office? Well, the privilege they now enioy is one
they have had for all lime. '
4 k But which would be the more convenient course, so far as the purposes of tho Shippijig Office are 
concerned ? I would rather the shipping wore done at the office, so far as I am concerned.
45. Mr. Molesworth.] But does the Shipping Office exist for your convenience, or for the convenience of 
the public? It certainly does not exist for my convenience. I presume it exists for the convenience of 
the public.
46. Chairman.] Have you any knowledge of several coasting captains making runs to tho southern jetties 
and to Newcastle without signing crews on ? I know of one instance in particular—tho “ Phoebe.” '

4,7.
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4i7. How did that arise ? The captain’s explanation to mo was that he was out of the ship, and that tho Mr. J. Edie, 
chief officer toolc the matter in hand. There wras some dispute, and that is how the matter leaked out. I ^
wanted the men to come to me and lay an information, but they declined to do so. 1 1894,
48. I suppose you are aware that a practice of that sort is punishable under the Seamen’s Laws Consoli
dation Act P Tes.
40. Lid you ever take any steps in the matter? I got Mr. Smith, the Secretary to the Seamen’s Union, 
to endeavour to get the crew of tho vessel so that we might take proceedings, and he called and saw mo 
about it. .He said ho could not get the men, and, if T recollect rightly, he afterwards wrote to tho effect 
that the men would not come. He said that they decidedly objected to come, because, as they had often 
told mo when I wanted them, and wdien I had asked them to lay an information, on account of their 
having been taken to sea without being on the articles, they would be marked men.
50. But it is in your power, independently of the men, to lay an information, and to see that the law is 
properly administered ? Yes; but 1 will explain the difficulty which comes in. "Without the men I can 
do nothing. Suppose some men go to sea without signing the articles, I appear in court, and in the 
absence of the men can prove nothing. 1 have to obtain the men in order to prove that they were on 
the ship.
51. You consider that your hands are tied unless you get the men P Of course.
52. It is customary for coasting captains, 1 believe, to deduct fees from the men, and not pay them into 
tho Shipping Office;—have any cases of that sort come under your notice ? Not that I am aware of. There 
arc cases in which seamen havo called upon mo to complain of masters wishing to deduct more than the 
actual fee.
53. Do you not know that the practice of which I speak obtains ? Ido not.
54. Still it is customary for vessels going to the southern and northern jetties to take crews on board 
without your knowledge? It is not done that I know of. Some of the men have told me that things of 
that sort have happened, but I have had groat difficulty in getting hold of the men.
55. Is it not possible for you to take any stops to prosecute the captains under such circumstances? I 
have not known of any case in which it would have been possible for me to prosecute, and for the reasons 
I havo given you. Of course we can always stop the captain from getting his clearance, and he cannot go 
to sea without a clearance from onr office.
50. You say you havo known instances in which captains have charged tho men an amount in excess of 
the proper foe ? Yes, I have known cases in which they have charged them too much for their discharges.
67. Have you not hoard of any instances in which they have levied fees, and have not paid them into tho 
Shipping Office? No. -
58. In any case you admit that there are instances in which ships have gone to the southern and northern 
jetties, shipping crews without your knowledge ? I cannot admit that it is so, because I know nothing 
personally of the facts. The only case which ever came under my notice was that of the “ Phcobe.” That 
is the only case of which I can speak positively. If 1 recollect rightly an information was made against 
the captain of the “ ICufrajongbut 1 am not very sure about that case, and I had better not say that 
which I am not positive of.
59. Lo you think a vessel is properly equipped if it has not a competent crew on board ? No.
CO. Is it not a part of your duty, and also the duty of your deputy, to see that no ship leaves this port 
unless she has a competent crew ? No. *
Cl. Then any ship can leave the port with an incompetent crew without your knowledge? I think that 
is a matter which concerns the Marine Board. It docs not come upon us,
G2. It is your duty to see that there are crews on each vessel? Me have no power to stop the vessel 
from leaving the port although it may not have the specified number of sailors on board.
G3. Is that the case under the local Act? Me administer both Acts.
04. And it is possible for the ship to go out of port with an incompetent crew ? I do not think I 
said that.
65. Has no instance come under your notice? In the first place I do not go near the ships to see 
whether what you say is correct or not—it is a matter which does not belong to our department.
GG. According to your pontention you are helpless in some of these matters ? In the first place, the 
local Act docs not specify how many men are to be sailors. It gives a description of the crew and that 
is all. Then again there is no provision under which wc could stop them from going to sea.
67. Is it not an impossibility for an intercolonial steamer to leave the port without the articles first ’ 
coming before you to be signed? Yes; but I am not in a position to say whether the vessel has a 
competent crew or not.
68. At the same time yon know that they have a sufficient number of men on board P There is no law 
which says how many men there shall be on board.
69. But the law provides what the number of the crew shall be, does it not ? If it is shown that there
arc so many men on the articles wo cannot object to tbe ship going. _
70. Is it not a fact that all tlie crow must come before you before tbe vessel leaves port ? Yes, before 
me or my deputy in tho case of engagements in vessels registered beyond the Colony. And unless they 
are provided with licenses or discharges, we do not give the ship its articles.
71. And if tbo articles are not granted what is the result ? The vessel is detained.
72. Under what circumstances do you detain a vessel ? Mhen they do not give us the licenses or 
discharges of the men.
73. J am speaking of cases where the men have already signed on. If they have signed on the ship gets 
its articles ? Yes ; hut the master says how many men he will carry.
74. But have you not to see that the proper number of men is upon the articles before you sign a vessel 
off; what 1 want to know is whether it is possible for any ship in Now South Males to go to sea with an 
insufficient number in her crew without your knowledge ? It would be possible for the ship to go to sea 
iu that condition. Me have no means of knowing what takes place after the articles go out of our office.
75. Suppose I come to you as a captain of a vessel, and want you to sign my ship off ; I present articles
with the number of my crew ; you look over the articles, and if there aro no debts against tho vessel you 
will sign me off. Mhat I want to know is whether it would be possible for me to get out of the harbour 
if the vessel were a New South Males registered vessei, without 3’our signing the articles and knowing 
the number of men on board the ship ? Yes. .

76.
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Mr. J, Edie. 76. Mr. <?. B. Clark.'] I should like to know, in the first place, what test you usually apply to a man who 
is asking for a permit, I should like to know what steps you take to ascertain if lie is a qualified seaman

1 Feb., 1894. or p 1176 do not give a license specifying whether the man is an engineer, a sailor, a fireman, or any
thing else. It is simply a license to engage.
77. It is possible for an ordinary labourer to obtain a permit to ship as a deck band ? "We usually ask 
them questions, and we endeavour to stop the practice as far as lies in our power. We are not supposed 
to know what a man is engaged for. If any person were to come to me and ask me to give a license to 
him as an able seaman, I should endeavour to satisfy myself that he was an able seaman, or if he desired 
to ship as a fireman I should endeavour to ascertain that he was a fireman.
7S, Hut you admit that men have been shipped as deck -hands ? Tes.
7i). Do you not think it is dangerous to life and property that men who have never been to sea before iu 
their lives, and who have had no experience before in such matters, should he allowed to ship as deck 
hands, seeing that they may he sent to the wheel, or put on the look-out ? They would never send a deck 
band to the wheel—he would be of no use there.
80. My experience some years ago led me to believe that " deck hand” was tho usual term for sailors on
board tbe intercolonial steamers ? The term is used to distinguish between tho stoko-holo and the deck. 
But a number of large ships leaving this Colony for London, such as tho “ Macquarie,” carry a number of 
deck hands, men who are not supposed to go aloft, but who stay below, and who maybe considered rouse- 
abouts. That is what a deck hand really is. '
81. But any man shipping on a coasting steamer as a deck hand would he called upon to do ordinary 
seaman’s work on board P No, not sailors’ work. Ho would be looked upon as knowing nothing about 
the ship. It would amount to the same thing if wo put “ first ship” on the license. For instance, some 
time ago several men came to mo and wanted to ship. I put several questions to them. I said, 11 But 
you are not sailors at all,” They admitted the fact. They said they wanted to be taken as deck hands 
or rouse-abouts. If I recollect rightly the only case where such a thing was done was that of a southern 
collier. The owners said they wanted men to trim the coal, or some such explanation was given.
82. Have you any means of ascertaining definitely whether a ship is carrying its full complement of men 
or not. For instance, a vessel is supposed to carry twenty men in the crew ; is there any possibility of 
the captain signing articles and going away with fifteen or say twelve men ? The matter is one upon 
which I have had my doubts. Supposing the articles said there wore six or ten sailors, and so many hands 
all told, the captain might make an arrangement with his men to go to sea a hand short, or perhaps two 
hands short, dividing the money among those who went. That is often done. There is no law which 
would allow me to prevent a captain under such circumstances from going to sen. There was some doubt 
about the matter, however, in my mind, and I wrote to the Board of Trade for their opinion, I have their

■ opinion and can produce it. It was, that I had no power to withhold Ihe clearance of a ship under such 
circumstances. The reason for my obtaining the opinion was this : A vessel going from here to Newcastle 
would want its articles. The captain would come to me and say, “ We want our articles.” I would say, 
“You have discharged so many men and you have not shipped men in their places. Tou have not your 
complement.” He would reply, “That is nothing to do with you. I am going to tow round, and I do 
not require the men.” But there is such a thing as a gale even when a vessel has the tow-rope out, and 
some serious shipwrecks havo taken place when vessels have been in tow. Captains in such circumstances 
have defied us, and I wrote to the Board of Trade on the subject. Of course a seaman or sailor could 
object to go to sea on an under-manned ship, and would incur no penalty by so doing, because the other 
party to the contract would not be keeping faith with him in having an insufficient number of men on 
board. What I want to make quite clear to you is, that we cannot interfere—we cannot stop the vessel 
from going to sea.
83. One of the objects of the Committee is to obtain legislation on this question, and I would ask your 
opinion as to whether it is right that any vessel should he allowed to leave the port with only one-half of 
her proper number of ordinary seamen on hoard ; because if a vessel can leave port with only one or two 
hands short, there is no reason why she should not reduce the number to one-half of tho proper comple
ment and still leave the port ? It is purely a matter of agreement between the master and his men. Of 
course, as Shipping Blaster, I should not like to see such a thing as you refer to take place.
84. You do not think it is right or safe in the public interest tliat a vessel should be allowed to leave port 
with less than the crew ordinarily used for the safe working of the vessel ? You see where the difficulty 
comes in. There is no law specifying how many men shall be carried on a ship. The old tonnage law is 
abolished. If my memory serves me rightly it was repealed at tho same time as the law relating to 
apprentices. Tho only case in which a certain number must he carried is that of an immigrant ship. In 
that case the surveyor is supposed to satisfy himself that the ship is properly equipped, and the crew are 
as much concerned in the equipment as arc the boats.
85. It seems to me, from your general admissions, that it is possible under the existing law for a man to 
obtain a permit to ship as a deck hand, and to perform the duties of an ordinary seaman without his 
being a competent seaman; and, in the second place, that it is possible for a ship to leave the harbour 
without her full complement of crew? Of course a man may obtain a license without it being specified, 
how he is to bo employed on board the ship. It does not say that a man is to he a fireman or a sailor, for 
instance. If you look at the 33rd section of the Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act you will see that that 
is so.
8G. Tho point, which seems to mo to be important in view of future legislation is, that under the existing 
law it is possible for a man to obtain a permit to ship ; that is, to ship as a deck hand without his beiiig a 
competent seaman, and that there is nothing to prevent such a man from being sent aloft to reef or take 
in sail ? As I have said, a man can ship as anything.
87. Mr. Molesworth.] Will you kindly tell the Committee what Acts guide you in the discharge of your 
duties as Shipping Blaster? The Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act and the Blerchant Shipping Act of 
1854.
88. Are those the only two Acts under which you discharge your duties? There is also tho Navigation 
Act of New South "Wales, concerning engineers and officers’ certificates.
89. Have you ever been called upon to discharge any duties which arc not specially provided for hy any 
of these Acts; in other words, have you been called upon to exercise discretionary power where the Act 
has not directed you? In the case of disputes with seamen.

90.
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90. But not with regard to the shipping or discharging o£ the men? No; that is provided for in both Mr, J. Edic,
A cts. x
91. In speaking about the intercolonial trade and deep sea vessels some time since, you mentioned Fiji, as 1 Feb‘< 1894’ 
though the trade there were a deep sea tradedo you recognise it as such ? I a in" not sure whether Fiji
comes within the Australasian Colonies or not.
92. But under the Customs Regulation Act Fiji is included in the intercolonial ports ? Yes.
93. The privilege of shipping men on board vessels in the port is only enjoyed by vessels registered within
the Colony? Just so. y
94. lias there been any breach of that regulation at all ? Not that I am aware of.
95. Under what arrangements then do you allow vessels to ship their crews on board when they are not 
registered within the Colony ? AVlien either 1 or the deputy-master are present.
9G. By what authority ? The authority of the Merchant Shipping Act,
97. But in the case of shipping crews on hoard, do you not insist upon the necessary discharges or permits 
being subsequently supplied to you ? Yes ; they have to be produced. AVc have to take the same course 
as when men are shipped from the office.
AS.. In other words, although the privilege of shipping on board is granted in certain instances, you 
insist, as in the shipping at the office, that the necessary discharges shall he produced? Yes.
99, Do you find the arrangement, permitting men to be shipped on board the vessels, a matter of general
convenience to all concerned ? It must be convenient to those vessels which have a limited time, that is, 
vessels which come into port and go out again almost immediately, ,
100. Do you consider that any risk of shipping unsuitable men or the doing of a wrong to seafaring 
men is run by such an arrangement ? 1 cannot see where it comes in.
101. Do you find the privilege is abused in any way ? I,am not aware that it is.
102, Have you any complaints from the men in that direction? AVe have had complaints, but seldom 
from the men in tlie intercolonial steamers. It sometimes happens in the case of little vessels, where 
there are often squabbles. There may be disputes as to wages, or the master may wish to charge the 
whole of the Shipping Office expenses.
10'3. You do not find any complaint among the men generally with regard to this arrangement about 
shipping at the wharfs ? No. ^
104. You think that the men, as a whole, are pretty well satisfied with the arrangement? As far as we 
know.
105, ' You told us just now that there was no means of your insisting upon a certain number of men being 
carried on any particular ship ? No.
100. Is there any other body in existence which can determine whether a ship is properly manned or 
not? I should think the Marine Board could do so, but I do not know positively.
107. It is not a matter for which you are responsible ? No. The Marine Board have an inspector to see 
that ships are properly equipped, and I take it that a ship’s company is just as necessary a part of its 
equipment as are its boats.
108. AVhat would you do in the event of any complaint being made to you to the effect that a vessel was 
insufficiently manned ? I should Lay the matter before the Marine Board, and should expect them to 
take action.
109. You consider it their province and not yours ? Yes.
110. In the issuing of permits, what kind of examination would you put the meu through before giving 
them permits ? 1 should endeavour to ascertain a man’s qualifications. For instance, if a man were an 
applicant for the position of fireman, and if did not think him suitable I should put the word “ trimmer’’ 
on his permit. I have done so in some instances.
111. AVhen you know that a man has not been to sea before, do you not usually insert words to that 
eSect upon his permit ? Generally “ first ship.”
112. Does not the law provide that you shall do so? No.
113. Does the law provide that you shall put the applicants through any examination whatever? No.
114. Aro you satisfied with the law' as it now stands ; do you think it is sufficiently comprehensive for 
the business you aro called upon to discharge ? If the law made provision that I should satisfy myself 
as to a man’s capabilities, I would guarantee that no man would get a license unless he !mcw his 
business.
115. Then you think tho shipping law requires amendment in some particulars ? Yes.
11G. AYill you kindly make a note of such amendments as you consider necessary, and submit them to 
the Committee at its next meeting ? Yes.
117. Mr. J. D.' l<'itzQerald.~\ AVill you also produce a copy of the forms iu use in your office, and especially 
a copy of the licenses you issue ? Yes,
3 IS. And also a copy of the opinion of tho Board of Trade to which you have referred ? Yes.
119. Mr. J£ddcn!\ I understood you to say, in reply to the Chairman, that vessels left this port contrary 
to law ; that the masters were liable to prosecution ; and that you tried to get Mr. Smith, tho 
secretary of the Seamen’s Union, to get the men to lay an information, but that they refused on the 
ground that if they took action they would be marked men ? Yes.
120. I suppose you were convinced that tho captains of these ships were liable to prosecution ? Yes.
121. Do not the shipping law’s empower you to institute a prosecution under such circumstances, and to 
summon the seamen to give evidence ? The difficulty wrould be in getting hold of the men.
122. Does not the law empower you to institute the prosecution ? Since the case to which I referred
happened, I obtained the opinion of the Croivn law officers who think the Shipping Master is the proper 
person to institute prosecutions ; but I do not like taking it upon myself to summon the captain without 
being able to prove tbc charge. ■
123. But docs not the same Jaw, which gives you power to lay an information against the captain for a 
violation of the law, also give you powrer to summon the seamen to give evidcuco ? Anyone has the power 
to lay an information. It is not my particular province to do so,
124. But I ask you if you have the power ? I could do so.
125. Do you not think you neglect your duty when, knowing as you do, that the captain fails to observe 
tho law, you do not institute a prosecution ? It would be of no use to do so when the men cannot be 
found. I do not even know their names.

126.
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Mr. J. Edie. 120, You said ihat the reason you did not prosecute was that the men were afraid to give evidence. If 
that he so, it would appear that the men were to he found, but that because they were afraid to give 

1 Feb., 1891. evidence the prosecution was allowed to slip by. Have you not, yourself, said that you have refused to 
prosecute captains because the men said that if they gave evidence they would be marked men ? Men 
have come to me, and have told me that certain things have been done, and Mr. Smith, who is secretary 
of the Seamen’s Union, has told me the same thing. I think I have a letter from Mr. Smith to the effect 
that the men object to come forward ; hut in these instances I do not know the names of any of the men, 
and I could not find them,
127. I thought you said that they had come to you ? They came to me, but numbers of men come to me 
sometimes in the course of a day and make various statements and go away again, and it is impossible for 
me to know where to find them. Of course I do not ask the name of every mart who comes into 
the office.
128. But sufficient has occurred to induce you to believe that the men are afraid to give evidence, 
on account of their being afterwards marked men ? Yes.
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Mr. James Edie recalled and further examined
Mr. J. Edie. 129. Mr. J. D. EitzGfraId.~] You desire to correct your answer to question 58 in reference to the seamen 

going to sea without entering into a proper agreement? Yes. I said the other day that the only case I 
C Feb., 1894. could think of was that of the “ Phoebe," but 1 should have mentioned the case of the "Victorian ” and the 

“ Hesketh." As far as I can recollect both of those vessels took men to sea without entering into a 
proper agreement, and convictions were obtained against them. These cases slipped my memory when I 
was answering the question the other day.
130. You promised to produce certain documents ? Yes. I produce the articles of agreement in 
accordance with the 4th schedule of the Seamen’s Daws Consolidation Act; also a copy of the articles of 
agreement under the Merchant Shipping Act, and the forecastle copy of the two agreements. With 
regard to the opinion of the Board of Trade, as to my right to withhold the clearance of a vessel on 
account of her not having the full complement of her crew, I produce a copy of the letter I wrote to tho 
Board of Trade asking for its opiuion. [Fide Appendix A1.] And also the opinion, of the Board sent in 
reply to my letter. [Vide Ajypendix A 2.] Another thing I was asked to produce was the letter I 
received from the Secretary to the Federated Seamen’s Union of Australasia, with reference to its failure 
to discover the men who had sailed in the “Phoebe” without signing articles. [Vide Appendix A 3.] I 
produce also the opinion of the Crown Law Officers with reference to my duties in initiating prosecutions. 
[Vide Appendix A 4.] Here is a copy of the account of change of crew of intercolonial or foreign trade 
ships. I produce also a copy of licenses to ship. [Vide Appendix A 5.] Forms of mutual release. [ Vide 
Appendix A C.J Forms of advance notes, [Vide Appendix A 7.] iSTumher 2 clearance form in accordance 
with the Navigation Act Amendment Act 1881. [Vide Appendix A 8.] And the Customs certificate to 
vessels clearing issued by us under the Customs regulation. [Vide Appendix A 9.] 1 produce also forms 
of permit from the Colonies of Queensland. [Fide Appendix A 10.] South Australia. [Vide Appendix 
All.] And Yictoria. [Vide Appendix A. 12.] Also the form of permit used by the United States 
Consul in Sydney. [Vide Appendix A 13.] 1 may say that the fee in the other Colonies is Gs. 
1 should like to make an explanation with reference to the shipping of deck hands. Here is 
a case in which X received an application from Messrs. Burns, Philp, & Co. to ship a man iu the
following termsWe desire to ship the bearer------------in our steamer ‘Hesketh’ as A.B,” [Fide
Appendix A 14.] On questioning the man, I was perfectly satisfied that he was not a sailor, and I 
therefore scored out the letters “ A.B.” from tho application form. He must have received a note from 
the owners through false representations. Being a sailor myself, when the man came before me X was 
very soon able to form an opinion as to his qualifications, and I said at once, [| You are not a sailor.” I 
asked him, in the first instance, whether he could give me the name of the ship he had been in, and after 
a time I discovered that he had not been to sea at all. I therefore put the words, “ Deck hand—first 
ship ” in the corner of the application form, and on the permit I put the words “ first ship." Another man 
named Cooper brought a similar application to me from Burns, Philp, & Co. [Vide Appendix A 15.] I was 
also satisfied that he was not a sailor, and I therefore put the words “ dock hand ” on his permit. I may 
mention here that deck hands are often carried on cattle boats. The)' are not supposed to go above or 
below. In fact they occupy the position of common labourers on board tbc ship, and they are generally 
set to clean pig-styes and do things of that kind. When these men applied to me for permits as able 
seamen I satisfied myself that they were no such thing, but I had no power to go further. Of course it 
remained with the other parties to take action if they were satisfied that the man had represented himself 
to he that which he was not. ■
131. Chairman.] You arc not in a position to know whether the hands shipped as dock hands aro used for 
the working of the ship—they might be asked to go aloft, for instance ? They could not go aloft,
132. But it is quite evident that the owners who sent these meu to you with their applications intended 
to use them for the working of the ship, because the letters “A.B.” are inscribed upon the application 
forms ? They may have obtained the application forms on false representations,
133. Mr. <?. 7). Clark.] But in any case you have no power to prevent them from shipping ? No.
134. Chairman.] Did yon make any inquiries from Messrs. Burns, Philp, & Co. in reference to these 
men who presented their applications when you were satisfied that they were not sailors ? No; Hie 
application forms were stamped with Burns, Philp, & Co.’s office stamp, and had Mr. Forsyth’s signature. 
133. They must have applied to Messrs. Burns, Philp, & Co.’s office to ship as A.B.’s ? Probably; but I 
had no means of knowing that the persons who brought the application forms to me were identical with

the
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the persons who had obtained them from Messrs. Bums, Philp, <fc Co. Another man named Boyle Mr- J- Ed'6-
brought an application from the same firm to me to ship as an ordinary seaman. He could not even
stand the test of an ordinary seaman. Here is the form. [Vide Appendix A 1G-] I hhd it filled in with ” ™>.i ISO*.
“ O.S.” in the first instance, hut I afterwards scored that out and inserted “deck hand.11 Another man
named Ay 1 ward brought an application from the same firm as an A.B. He was a sailor, but had been a
number of years ashore. His last ship was a long way off, and the men came in the category of “ shore
service.” [Vide Appendix A 17.] 1 was satisfied after looking tho matter up that the case was genuine, and
I gave him a permit without .qualifying it in any way whatever. Whenever men apply to me for permits to
ship as A.B.’s, and I am satisfied that they are totally unfit for tho duty, I do not give them permits to
engage as such. There have been complaints that I have refused permits or licenses to men, but tho
cases in which I have refused them have been where men have shipped and have received advance notes.
They have left tho ship, after cashing their advance notes, and they have then applied to me for another 
permit enabling them to ship again and perhaps to repeat the fraud. In cases of that kind I have 
insisted upon the men-bringing their advance notes to me, and I have done so in order to prevent the 
practice of fraud.
1GG. Is it within your recollection that at any time since you have been at the Shipping Office articles 
have been signed in the labour bureau, in Clarcnce-strcet P Ho.
137. You aro sure of that P I am positive of it.
138. _A£r. Ibsrm.] I think you stated last Thursday that the seamen who signed on board did not suffer 
any inconvenience from being bo shipped ? Ales. I am not aware of their suffering in any way.
139. Have you known of any eases where men have been paid off on board a vessel and have come to you 
after the vessel has left the port for their discharges, when they have discovered that their discharges 
were not at your office? Yes.
110. In such eases, I believe, the men have had sometimes lo wait some weeks for the return of the ■ 
vessel, in order that they might obtain fheir discharges? I have known of cases of that sort,
141. Ho you remember a case of that kind occurring in connection with the ” Egmont,” about two years 
back, where the captain forgot to send the discharges to tho Shipping Office ? I do not recollect that 
particular case. It must have occurred before I filled the office of Shipping Master,
142. Ho yon remember the ease of the “ Gunga” ; the vessel went down to h’iji and left the men without 
their discharges; they tried to recover damages, but got defeated ? I think 1 have heard of it, but 1 do 
not know of the case personally.
143. But I suppose you know of a number of cases where men have been put to inconvenience through 
tho discharges not being left at your office—in steamers, for instance, where tho handing out of tho 
discharges is left to the purser and mistakes often occur ? As I have told you, I have known of eases 
where the men have not received any discharges, and I think the Act is defective in this respect. There 
is simply a £10 penally if the master does not deposit the discharges at tho office. But I think mistakes 
of tho Siind to which you refer would bo prevented if provision were made in tho law that the men’s 
wages should continue until their discharges were deposited at the Shipping Office.
114. You think an alteration in the law should bo made to that effect? Yes; as the law now stands 
there is simply a fine of £10, and that docs not benefit the men who are deprived of their discharges.
145. You admit, therefore, that some inconvenience arises ;—do you not think it would ho remedied if 
vessels had to ship and discharge at your office? I think the case would be met if wages were made to 
continue until the discharges were deposited. It would protect the seamen and would nob inconvenience 
the ships,
14G, In your experience as Shipping Master, have you not known of cases where tho articles have not 
been correctly read over by the captain or mats on board of the vessel, where they have not taken the 
same trouble in the matter as you or your deputy would havo done ? We have had sailors and others on 
ships saying that they did not hear us read them, and they have said the same thing of the officers of ships.
That very thing was said during the last dispute. The men said, for instance, that they did not hear tho 
articles read on board the “ Wodonga.”
147. Oases came before the Police Court, did they not, where tho captains admitted that they had not 
read the articles before the men? There havo been cases of that sort.
148. Captain French, of the “ Tweed,” at the time of the trouble which occurred about fifteen months 
ago, admitted that the men had signed without having the articles read over to them ? Yes ; I think 
there was a ease in the last dispute where a similar thing occurred.
149. Havo you not known cases where the captains have signed articles in their cabins or in the small 
smoking rooms in which there were the captain, the purser, and two or three officers, and where it was 
practically impossible for the bulk of tho crew to understand or to know what they wore signing ? I 
have known the crew to sign in smoking rooms, and I have known them to bo brought in in differents lots.
159. But I am referring to eases where neither you nor your deputy were present? I cannot apeak as 
to those cases.
151. Under the present system, however, you have no guarantee that the articles are read out? When
I first came to the Shipping Office the rule was to give out a blank form for the forecastle to copy. The Act 
specifies that there shall be a copy in the forecastle, hut it does uot say that it shall be filled up in tho 
Shipping Office or signed by the Bhippiing Master. I thought that was’very unsatisfactory, and it was 
totally different from anything I have been accustomed to. I altered that practice, and I had the 
forecastle copy filled iu with the duplicate in the Shipping Office, tho master of the ship signing the whole 
three, so that the sailors always have a copy in the forecastle, .
152. But yon aro aware that the present Shipping Masters came into vogue some thirty-five years ago for 
the special benefit of the illiterate seamen. The Shipping Masters are supposed to explain the articles to 
those men ;—what benefit would it be to them to see a duplicate copy of the articles hung up in tho 
forecastle, unless they had some one lo read them over to them, and to explain them ? The law in force 
here permitting vessels to engage on hoard is in force in Great Britain, and in all the dependencies where 
they havo what is called a home trade. They can cither ship or discharge on board, independently of tbo 
Shipping Office. The homo trade limits of the Navigation Act are Itockbampton on tho ono side and 
Melbourne on the other. Under the Queensland Act tho homo trade limits are the whole of the 
Queensland ports, and any of the ports of New South Wales. The homo trade limits of the Victorian 
Act arc Tort Stephens on the one side, and Spencer’s Gulf on the other. I do not know the limits of
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Me. J. Edie. the South Australian home trade. In our Seamen's Laws Consolidation Act we have no home trade, 
/——\ there is only the intercolonial and foreign trade. The definitions in use in the other Colonies are “ homo 

6 Feb., 1894. trade” and “foreign trade.” Anything heyond the limits laid down for the home trade is regarded as 
foreign trade.
153. With reference to the question of permits you have had some notes sent up from the A.U.S.N. Co. 
and other companies to the effect that they desired to ship the hearers ? Tes.
154. Do yon know if the men came direct from the persons who subscribed their names to tho forms ?
That I could not say. _ _
155. I believe that in Victoria the law will not allow the men to sign on Victorian-registered vessels, that 
is, the permits would not allow them to sign on board? Take tlie case of the Victorian homo trade. 
Suppose a collier is running from Melbourne to Newcastle, I do not think a permit is required even if 
the men have no discharge. I believe tlie men ship on hoard, and that the articles are not witnessed in 
the Shipping Office.
156. Hut the men must have a discharge? I do not know about the discharges. Victoria is entirely
under the “ Merchant Shipping Act,” and as I pointed out, their law does not recognise what is known 
here under our law as the intercolonial trade. _
157. Have you ever refused permits to persons other than in the cases of men who havo obtained a 
month’s advance, and have left their ships ? Tes; during the late dispute T refused two or three permits 
because I could see that the applications were not genuine. I am always willing to assist those who 
convince me of the honesty of their intentions, but there were some cases in which that was not so.
158. Did you refuse any cases before the dispute ? Not that I am aware of. _
159. Have the meu not been obliged, since you have been at the Shipping Office, when they havolosttheir 
discharges, to make an affidavit that they have lost them, and .that they have neither pawned nor sold 
them ? I have never sent a man to make an affidavit, but it was the custom prior to my time at the office. 
I objected to its being done, and I spoke to the late Mr. Eagar about it. He proposed to have me made 
a J.P., but something interfered, whether it was his retirement or not I do not know. The present 
Colonial Treasurer, however, had me made a J.P., and now when men caunot produce their discharges 
they make a declaration before me, and are not led to any expense. The practice was brought under my 
notice when a man brought a declaration to me, and 1 asked him why he had done so.
160. There is nothing in the Act to prevent a ship from going to sea with any number of hands the master
may like to take ? 1 know of nothing in the Merchant Shipping A ct against it. _ _
161. There is nothing to prevent a ship from going to sea with only its officers ;—it can go to sea without 
any hands at all in fact if tlie master and the officers arc agreeable ? H those on board like to make an 
agreement with the master to that effect.
162. That applies to all classes of vessels—passenger and otherwise? Tes.
163. Chairman.'] There would be nothing to prevent the captain of a passenger ship from taking to sea a 
thoroughly incompetent crew ? I have nothing to do with the Passenger Act.
164. Who has to do with it? The Marine Board. If you look at the different copies of articles I have 
handed in you will see that the Merchant Shipping Act simply provides for the description of the number 
of sailors. Our Act ignores 1hc word “ sailors” altogether.
165. Mr. JDavid^] Is there anything in the law, so far as you know, to prevent a master from taking a 
vessel to sea against the wishes of the mate and second mate, they being of opinion that the crew arc 
thoroughly incompetent? Well, any man could refuse to do what is not right, and would be absolved 
from any penalty.
166. No penalty would be incurred by a mate or second mate refusing to go lo sea under such circum
stances ? No ; the law will come in there to protect them. It would have to be proved that the ship was 
properly equipped, and it could not be said to be properly equipped if it had an incompetent crew.
167. Mr. Wise.] Have you been a Shipping Master in any other port ? No.
IG8. Certain duties are imposed upon you by law for fhe protection of seamen? Yes.
169. For instance, every seaman is required to sign articles in the presence of yourself or your deputy ? 
On ships registered beyond the Colony only.
170. In reference to ships registered here, have you any control over seamen ? No direct control. They 
engage the men on board the ships, and the law states that they shall produce the licenses or discharges 
of the men engaged, with a duplicate of the agreement, at our office.
171. Ships on foreign registers engaging here have to engage iu your presence, or in the presence of tho 
deputy ? Yes.
172. Ships registered here may engage on board, but the seamen have, after their engagement, to appear 
before you ? No. The owner or master who has engaged has to produce at our offleo licenses or dis
charges and a duplicate of the agreement; that is all,
173. Under what section of the Act is that ? Under section 16. Section 15 applies to the same thing.
174. Where is the section of the Act which exempts ships registered here from engaging before you 
or your deputy at the Shipping Office ? Section 15.
175. Does not section 15 apply to every ship excepting vessels of less than 80 tons trading on the coast ? 
Yes.
176. Any vessel, excepting those, has to engage seamen in accordance with the provisions of section 15 ? 
Yes.
177. Does not that apply to vessels wherever registered ? It applies to New South Wales ships only.
178. If you look at the definition of “ ship” you will see that it is every description of ship used in 
navigation, not ordinarily propelled by oars ? Yes.
179. I cannot see where you draw the distinction under the Act between the two classes of ships—ships 
registered in the Colony and those registered abroad;—section 16 applies to the same class of ships as 
section 15 ? Look at section 90.
180. Having read section 90, does it not seem to yon that tlie provisions of sections 15 and 16, as to the 
engagement of seamen, apply to all ships except coasters of less than 80 tons? I do not think so.
181. But in practice, and putting tho legal interpretation aside, to what vessels do you consider sections 
15 and 16 apply ? To all New South Wales registered ships.
182. Only to them? Yes.

- 183. Then, if a vessel is registered elsewhere than iu New South Wales, arc you not required to perform
the duties imposed on Shipping Masters with regard to the engagement of seamen by tbe Merchant 
Shipping Act? Yes. 184.
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184. Is there finy difEercnce between the duties imposed by section 15 of our A.et and tho duties imposed
by tho Merchant Shipping Act as to the engagement of seamen P Tho Merchant Shipping Act distinctly ^ 
states that it shall be done before an officer. ’
185. An officer of the ship ? No; a superintendent of mercantile marine, a Shipping Master, or a consul, 
and, failing, a consular officer before a respectable merchant,
18G. Tlie Merchant Shipping Act requires that all engagements shall be before a Shipping Master or his 
deputy ? Except in the case of substitutes. _ ,
187. Quite bo |—section 150 of tbe Merchant Shipping Act sets out the duties of Shipping Masters in the 
engagement of seamen ? Yes.
188. Section 155 deals with the foreign trade ? Yes.
189. And those are the two sections which relate to the duties of Shipping Masters upon the engagement
of seamen? Section 149 gives all the particulars of engagement. .
190. We will say the two sections I have named and other sections giving further details for special
eases? Yes. _ .
191. Is there any difference between tbo duties of tbe Shipping Master under tbe Merchant Shipping Act 
and his duties under our Act with respect to the engagement of seamen ? The Merchant Shipping Act 
requires all engagements to bo made before tbe superintendent or his deputy.
192. Is that an advantage to the seamen? I do not seo where it comes in. They understand what they
are about, and they have a copy of the articles in the forecastle. _
193. It docs not malic any practical difference to tho seamen, you think, whether they sign on in your 
presence or in the presence of the officers of the ship ? No; because any sailor, if he has^the slightest 
doubt about his agreement, has only to como up to the Shipping Office.
194. AVill you look at section 1G;—does it not provide that you or your deputy shall read over and explain 
the articles ? No; not unless tbo men sign in tbe office.
195. Does it not appear to yon that the object of this section was to insure the articles being read over by 
the Shipping Master or Ins deputy. The Act says : “Provided that the signature of each seaman shall bo 
attested by the Shipping Master, or by some other witness, and before being signed the agreement shall 
be read over and explained to such seaman." Do you not interpret that to mean that the person to read 
over and explain the agreement to the seamen is the Shipping blaster? No ; because tho soction says,
“ either before the Shipping Master or on board."
19G. Poes not that section appear to yon to contemplate that, whether the men engage on board or not, 
the Shipping Master or his deputy shall he present ? No ; I think not.
197. Under the “ Merchant Shipping Act ” tbe superintendent would have to be present ? Yes. _
198. Is the reading over of the agreement, as a rule, carefully done, or is it merely a perfunctory job ?
It is very carefully done. I read through all the conditions before the men sign them. ^
199. If additions are made to the ordinary scheduled articles ;—if there are clauses which are not in tho 
printed form—do you make a special point of drawing attention to them and explaining them ? Yes; 
wo are bound to read them.
200. Put do you specially call attention to the fact that they are unusual and additional clauses ? A ny
special stipulation is carefully called attention to. _ .
201. Hut do you point out to the men the fact that it is a special stipulation ? We read out the con
ditions carefully, and if exception is taken to any clause attention is called to it. _
202. Po you, as a matter of fact, do anything more than read out the clauses ? We simply read them 
out except there is anything extraordinary about them.
203. The words “ and explain ” in the Act are given effect to only if a question is asked, and not unless ?
Yes.
204. Do you yourself compare the forecastle copy with tho copy which is signed by the men ? Yes; and 
I sign the forecastle copy myself.
205. Po you compare the two? Yes. The forecast!o copy is filled-in by ns. It was not done at ono 
lime but it is done now.

THURSDAY, 8 FEBRUARY, 1894.

• JPmjcnt:—
Mb. WISE, I Mu. G. D. CLAIIK,

Mn. DAVIS.
A. J. KELLY, Esq,., in the Chair.

Mr. James Edie recalled and further examined ;—
206. Mb. Wise.~\ Poes not the law require that a seaman shall not be shipped unless be has cither a Mr. J. Edie. 
discharge or a license ? Yes ; that is our local law.
207. The object of that I presume, is to secure to some extent the competence of the crew ? And to 8 keh'i 1834. 
prevent deserters from other ships getting away.
208. Can you give the Committee any information as to the reason for the departure in our law from the 
provisions of the English law, which allows a seaman to ship here with a license, even though he may 
have no discharge? Iain not very clear as to the reason. In England there is no inducement for 
deserters, and I imagine that this section as to licenses was introduced into our law to prevent seamen 
from deserting. In 1864, there were a great many desertions in Sydney and Melbourne,
209. How would this provision prevent desertion ? The seamen have to produce to the party engaging them 
either a license or a discharge. A deserter would have to satisfy the Shipping Office authorities as to 
where ho came from,
210. Poyou claim any power to refuse a man a license ? I cannot refuse him if his answers arc satis
factory.
211. What do you mean by satisfactory ? Well, I have refused licenses to some men,
212. Upon what general grounds would you feel yourself entitled to refuse a license ? Well, the fact of 
a man belonging to another ship still in port or wuthin the Colony.
213. Any other ground ? I know of no other ground.

' 9t—B 214.
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Mr. J. Edie, 214. Have you any power to refuse a license on the ground that a man is not a competent seaman ? No. 
8 "f'^1804 Then, if this provision, requiring a seaman to produce a license is intended to be any security for 

0 ■ ‘his competence, it is entirely illusory ? Just so. It is only in glaring cases which como uuder my notice 
that I take it upon myself to refuse a license or to qualify the license. Ordinarily I do not refuse, but 1 
qualify it, and X do not know that even in doing that l am acting within the law.
21G. Will you point out lo me the section of the Act which authorises the issue of tho licenses ? Sec
tion 33.
217. That is the only section ? Tes.
218. The 33rd section recites: “ In case any seaman of any ship, of whatever tonnage the same may be,
shall have lost his discharge, or from any other cause shall he unable to produce the same, or if auy other 
person shall be desirous of engaging as a searaan, it shall be lawful for any Shipping Master, on being 
satisfied of the fact of such loss, inability or desire, as the ease may be, to grant and deliver to such sea
man or other person a license to ship, which license shall be in writing, and signed by the Shipping
Master.” That section authorises tlie Shipping Master to grant licenses to any person other, than a soa

. man, and it is ,a provision which is peculiar to our Act ? I think so.
219. From your experience, do you think it would be desirable to assimilate the law of this Colony to the 
law of England in this particular of only shipping qualified men ? The law of England does not distinctly 
state that that shall be douc.
220. Are there no provisions in the Merchant Shipping Act to secure the competence of the men who 
are shipped? Well, there is the Act 43 and 44 Victoria No. 1G, the Merchant Seamens’ Payment of 
Wages and Eating Act of 1880.
221. What does that Act stipulate ? A seaman is not entitled to be rated as an A. B. unless he has served 
at sea four years before the mast. In the ease of fishermen on registered deck fishing vessels, they must, 
before being so rated, have been employed at least three years, and havo at least ono year’s sea service, or 
in a training vessel, in addition the services to be proved by certificate of service from the Eegistrar- 
deneral of seamen, which is to specify whether the service was on board a sailing or steam ship, or by 
other proof.
222. Have we any similar provision iu our law? No.
223. Does the Imperial Act apply to our Colony? Only in the case of ships registered beyond the Colony.
224. Do you think it would be desirable to introduce into our law a similar provision, which would have tlie 
effect of preventing men from being rated as A.Bs. when they are not competent A.Bs. ? Undoubtedly; 
a sailor ought to know his business.
225. Do I exaggerate when I say that as the law now stands it would be possible for any man from tho 
plough to he shipped on board a ship, and to appear on the articles as an A. B. ? If those on board the 
ship choose to put him on tlie articles as such,—we have no power to prevent them doing so. They can 
put him on the articles in any capacity they think fit.
22G. Chairman. And you would strongly advise an amendment of our law in this particular? Tes.
227. Mr. Wise.] Is there any other provision in the English law affecting the evidence of the competence 
of the seamen who are engaged before the Master ? Tes.
228. I understand that if a Shipping Master is not satisfied that a seaman has served four years, or that 
ho cannot produce evidence of it, he may, in giving him permission to ship, mark his permit 11 N, P.,” or 
m other words, not proved, meaning that the man has not proved that he has not served his time as an 
A.B. ? Tes.
229. That does not debar him from shipping? No.
230. Chairman.] In the event of the man being shipped upon such a license, is it in the power of the 
captain, at the termination of a vdyage, to stop his wages for incompetency ? Well, he might reduce tlie 
man to an “ O.S.,” or a fireman, for instance, might be reduced to a trimmer.
231. But he is bound to pay the man the wages for tlie grade to which he is reduced at the terminal 
port? Tes; but you must state your reasons for saying that the man is incompetent. Ton must make 
an entry in the official log, read It over to the man, and also enter any reply the man may make. At the 
end of the voyage, when you are paying off, the matter has to ho settled.
232. Suppose the man disputes the amount of wages, what steps does he take to ventilate his grievance; 
does he appear before the Shipping Master at the terminal point ? Tes.
233. And is it in the province of the Shipping Master to determine the correct rate of wages to ho paid ? 
The Shipping Master can advise in a dispute ; or, if both sides agree in writing to submit the matter to 
him, he can settle a dispute.
234. Mr. Cavis.] But if they do not agree ? Then they must go to Court.
235. Are you not aware that in every port in the United Kingdom, where there is a training-ship or a man- 
of-war, it is the usual custom for a Shipping Master to give the men whose rate of wages arc in question, 
a letter to one Jof the officers so that the man may be examined by the boatswain;—if the man 
satisfies tho boatswain as to his competency the opinion of his captain is over-ruled ? I believe that is so. 
23G. Chairman^] Is it within your province to prosecute any man who may ship seamen without your

. knowledge ? It is not definitely specified iu the Act, except in the case of deserters.
237. Suppose I wanted to ship a crew without your knowledge;—suppose I took them to a certain place, 
and got them to sign articles at that place, and did not communicate the fact to you ;—would it be within 
your province as Shipping Master to prosecute me ? Tes ; the IGth section distinctly states that the men 
must he engaged before the Shipping Master, or on board the ship in which they aro to bo employed.

‘ Shipping elsewhere would be an infringement of the law.
238. Tou think you would be justified in prosecuting in a case of that kind ? I think ] should.
239. Mr. Wise.] Besides the provision relating to tlie engagement of seamen by yourself and tbe production 
of the discharges, is there another provision relating to the engagement of seamen which prohibits auy 
person, not being the owner, master, or mate of the ship, or the bom-fulc servant, or in the constant 
employjif tho owner or Shipping Master, to engage or to supply or employ any person as a seaman ? Tes.
240. "What is the object of that section, so far as you are aware ? To prevent crimping—to prevent au 
individual from contracting with a ship’s captain to supply a number of men to the detriment of others. 
There are boarding-houses iu Sydney, I am told, whore attempts are made to do that sort of thing. Of 
course I can only go by what I am told.
241. Have vou become aware of the existence of an institution here known as the Steamship-owners’
Bureau ? Tes. 242.
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242. Is a Mr. Currie secretary to that bureau ? He is, _
243. Do you happen to know that a similar institution exists in London ? In London, I believe, they 
have what are called licensed runners, or outside shipping agents.
244. But do you happen to know that Ihe Steamship-owners’ Association has a bureau in London ? Acs.
245. Do you know whether tho opinion of the Crown law officers was taken by the Board of Trade as to 
the legality of this body ? Tes.
246. Has the Board of Trade supplied you with their opinion ? Ho.
247. Have you seen a copy of the opinion published in any nautical or professional journal? I think I 
have seen it in Fair Play.
248. That’ is a shipping paper ? Yes. .
249. Could you supply us with a copy? J think the Exchange is the only place where you could get n
in Sydney. ■ ...
250. Am 1 right in saying that the opinion of the present Attorney-General and Solicitor-General in
England was that the Steamship-owners' Labour Bureau was illegal, and that persons engaging seamen 
at that institution were liable to prosecution? Yes ; I think you are. _ _
251. The English section is the same as ours ? Yes; I think it reads the same as ours. Ours is section 
14, subsection 1 of the Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act.
252. Is there any similar section in the Victorian Act? They work under the Imperial Act. _ _
253. Do you happen to know whether any prosecution under that Act was commenced against Captain 
Dyson in Victoria ? Yes.
254. He was the manager of the bureau, there ? Yes.
255. Was the conviction sustained by the Eull Court as far as you know ? Yes. _
256. How is it that there have been no prosecutions here ? There havo been some prosecutions here. I 
fancy tbc secretary of tho Seamen’s Union took action here, hut I cannot be sure.
257. But has there been auy official prosecution by you as Shipping Master? Ho.
258. Does Mr. Currie send you a considerable number of men ? Hot that I am aware of.
259. You have no written evidence of Mr. Currie having sent men to you ? No. _
260. Have you any suggestions to make as the result of your experience with regard to any beneficial 
improvements in tho law ? I have made a note of several things. There is a provision in our law, I think 
it is in section 32, with reference to dispensing with discharges on immediate re-engagement. Suppose 
a man has been several years in a ship, as was the case with many of the men previous to these disputes, 
he would get no discharge. The men would sign fresli articles every six or twelve months, hut they 
would receive no discharge. Suppose a man signs fresh articles on the 6th June, on the Gth July, a 
month later, he has a dispute with the owner or master, he is then dismissed with a declined to report 
discharge. That is, the master declines to report on the man’s character or qualifications, or^ otherwise, 
and that one month’s discharge is all that the man has to show for his three or four years service. _
261. What remedy would yon suggest? That articles should be taken out as in other places for six 
months from date to date, and that a man should receive Ins discharge at the end of each six months, or 
at whatever lime he may leave his ship. Every time lie re-engaged, he should produce his last discharge.
262. Is that the practice under tho Merchant Shipping Act? Yes. But at present, under our Act, a 
man can sign articles for an unlimited time, "What I suggest is, that he should sign for a fixed period, 
say, six months.
263. In no other part of the world does this provision of our law prevail ? No.
264’. Mr. Davis.'] Do you remember the case in which a Shipping Master proceeded against Howard 
Smith and Co., who wanted to draw articles for two years, Howard Smith won that case, did they not? 
The only case in reference to the duration of ships articles was that of the s.s. “ Sydney!>—Skinner (master 
of the “ Sydney ”) versus Brown (Shipping Master). The Supreme Court decided, without costs against 
the Shipping Master, that agreements could be made out for two years. Shortly after this case was decided, 
Messrs. Howard Smith and Co., through one of their captains, applied for articles of agreement for a 
longer period than six months, hut as the vessel in question was registered beyond the Colony, their 
application was not granted, and the matter was not proceeded with.
265. Chairman.] Can yon suggest any other amendment in the law? Yes; I would suggest that tho 4th 
schedule of the Act should be so altered as to correspond with the like schedule under the Merchant 
Shipping Act.
266. Mr. Wise.] What ore the principal points of difference between the two schedules ? Our schedule 
does not say how many men arc to be sailors, and there is no release. Men discharged on hoard ship are 
really not discharged because they simply sign tho pay-sheet. I recommend that there should be a form 
of release on the articles, which should be signed by the seamen on discharge.
267. Do the schedules differ on any other important point ? 1 do not think so.
2G8. Can you recommend any other alteration of the law ? T do not know that I can.
209. Would it be a good thing, in your opinion, to provide that all.the men should sign articles at the 
Shipping Office? I do not think it would make any difference.
270. Mr. G. D. Chrk.] Do you not think some power should be vested in you, as Shipping Master, to
refuse to give a permit or license to a man you felt satisfied was not a sailor? Then a, difficulty would 
arise with the men’s employers because they would turn round and say, “ We arc going to employ this 
man in such and such a capacity.” *
271. But is it not dangerous to life and property lhat coasting steamers who carry passengers should ho
allowed to ship as seamen men who are not seamen at all ? I quite agree with you there. It is just as 
necessary that a ship should have sailors as that she should have boats. If she has boats she must havo 
sailors to use them. _
272. Do you not think that there should he some provision enabling the Shipping Master to refuse a permit
to a man who he feels satisfied is not a seaman at all? The difficulty is that the law does not provide 
that a man shall sign as an able seaman—ho may sign as anything. _
273. You say that you wrote “ deck hand” upon some of the permits. That amounts to nothing because 
the men may he called upon to do seamen’s work, Suppose there wore half-a-dozen deck hands onboard 
a steamer, and boats wore required, those men would not be capable of handling the boats ? Before you 
do anything in that matter, you would have to so amend the law as to compel vessels to carry so many 
sailors. Even the English law does not say that a certain number shall bo sailors.

11

Mr. J. Edie.

8 Feb.,

274.
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a£r. J. Edie. 274. Chairman.'] Is there anything in the law giving you power to deal with these coasting vessels? In 
what respect?

8 Fob., 1894.. 275. The shipping of the men on board of them ? They havo power to do so.
2/6. Could you suggest any means by which you could get them under your control ? I do not see how 
you could do so unless you had a law to the effect that vessels of a certain tonnage should carry so 
many sailors.
277. IVould it not be wise to provide in the law that any vessel over a certain tonnage should ship a 
certain number of sailors, and that either you or your deputy should attest the articles ? That is a very 
difficult point to determine. I am not aware that it is done anywhere else. It is exceedingly difficult for 
me in my position to give you advice upon such a matter. '
2/8. But is it not a common practice among coasting vessels for the captains to pick up any class of men 
to take them on board, and to get them to work the ship without your knowledge ? A man may ship as 
anything if he has a discharge.
279. Tou have absolutely no control over men shipped in coasting vessels ? Not beyond seeing that the 
agreement is drawn up.
280. What do they do when they want to get crews—they have to submit their articles to you for signa
ture ? They have to submit the articles to us with the names of the men engaged, and the licenses or 
discharges must correspond.
281. Butif you have any doubt about the men being qualified, you are powerless to prevent them from 
going to sea ? That is outside of my functions altogether. The captain lias complied with tho require
ments of the Act when he produces the discharge or license of each man he has engaged.
282. Would it not be advisable to so amend the law as to give you power to protect life and property 
from the shipping of incompetent men ? I should prefer not to express an opinion upon that point. I 
should like to qualify an answer I gave to Mr. Davis the other day respecting tho shipping men at tlie 
Steamship-owners’ Association Labour Bureau. I said that I knew of no case w'here that had been done. 
I have since thought the matter over, and I think I have heard of cases of that kind occurring, although I 
cannot speak as to the particular cases. Men have told me that such-and-such things have happened, hut 
I do not know them personally.
283. jlfr. .Dim's.] You said, in reply to Mr. Clark, that yon could not put tbe men under any examina
tion to ascertain whether they were seamen, because the master of the vessel might turn round and say 
that 1m desired to use the men in some other capacity than as sailors ;—would it not be well for the owners 
to specify what they intend the men to ship as ? It would certainly simplify matters; hut if you did 
that it would be putting me in a position of examiner, and I should have to prove the men’s competency, 
I have entered into the question of their competency in certain cases, but I think I have exceeded my duty 
in doing so. The Act does not specify that I shall do so, but when glaring cases comes under one's 
notice, one cannot, conscientious]}r, allow them to pass.
2S4. I suppose you are aware that all steam-ships carrying passengers have to obtain a certificate from 
the Marine Board every six or twelve months ? Yes. "
285. What kind of examination is the ship subjected to before that certificate is obtained ? The boilers, 
boats, chain-cables, fire-hose, life-belts, pumps, and general equipment of the ship arc examined.
286. And the men on board the ship, who are to use all this paraphernalia, are not subjected to any
examination? No. '
287. _Have you ever known of any examination of boats on board of any steam-ship in tbe port of Sydney 
previous to her going out to sea ? I have had my own ship surveyed in Sydney only once, so that 1 have 
bad no means of knowing.
288. Are yon aware that the Marine Inspector in Brisbane subjects all steamers leaving that port to an 
examination of the boats and chain-cables, &e. ? I am not aware whether that is so or not.

TUESDAY, 13 FEBRUARY, 1894.
Ijptesfmt:—

" Mr. BDDEN, | Mr. G. D. CLAIIK,
Me. DAYIS.

A. J, KELLY, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. Mr. William Currie called in, sworn, and examined:— ,
^f believe you are the manager of the Steamship-owners’ Association Labour Bureau in 

13 FublSUJ Clarcnce-strcet ? I believe so.
1 *290. What duties are entrusted to you as manager of the bureau? They are in reference to seamen,

firemen, cooks, stewards, and wharf labourers—all sorts of maritime work.
291. I suppose you have had some experience of maritime labour prior to your occupying the position of 
manager of the bureau ? I think so.
292. Is it a fact that you have declined to give the men belonging to tbe Seamen’s Union tickets to 
ship ? No.
2£>3^ It is not a fact ? No.
294. Are you aware of men coming to you having already secured work from engineers and officers, and of 
your blocking them ? No. '
295. Is it not within your knowledge that men have come to you under such circumstances, and that you 
have blocked them ? Well, men have come to me sometimes, and I have had occasion to say, “ There arc 
other men before yon."
296. Did you, during tbe late maritime strike, scud men on board the steamers? Certainly; in my
position^ of manager of the labour bureau of the steamship-owners, I have acted according to my 
instructions. J
297. Did you ever examine any of those men as to their capabilities as firemen or seamen ? It was not
my duty to so examine them. '
298. What method have you then of discovering whether the men are competent or not? The shipping 
or competent men depends entirely upon tho engineers and officers.
299. Did you ascertain whether the men had discharges or licenses from the Shinning Master?
Certainly. , 300
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300. Do you remember any instance m which the men were without them? There wecc no such instances
that I am aware of, .
301. Tou are not aware of any ? I am not.
302. Is it a fact that you supplied men to certain steamers knowing at the time you did so that they had 
neither discharges nor licenses ? No.
303. Tou are quite sure of that ? I am not aware of any such cases.
301. Did you ever tell any men to go on board and that you would provide them with discharges or
licenses ? Certainly not. How could I do that ? I certainly havo not done so to my knowledge.
305. Tou have a knowledge of some men being taken from the depot ship “ Franklin” ? 1 have heard of 
such a thing, hut I do not know anything about it myself.
30G. Ton havo no knowledge of it? I heal’d of it, that is all.
307. Did you uot supply men from the depot ship for certaiu vessels, the “Emu” for instance? I say
distinctly no.
308. Where did that steamer get her crew from, was it from your office? That I cannot say,
309. Have you auy knowledge of the fact that the crew of the “ Emu” had had no previous experience at
sea ? I had no such knowledge. ■
310. They were not signed on on board the ship ? I do not know anything at all about that.
311. Have you ever signed any men at your office in time of difficulty? So far as I am concerned no 
men have ever signed there. 1 do not know what may have been done when I have been outside.
312. Ton said just now that you had not blocked any men ? No ; why should I block them,
313. Do you remember the ease of a man named Thomas Conley who had done a trip on the “ Rockton”? 
I cannot recollect it.
314. Tou are sure you never blocked that man? Not that I am aware of, I do not remember tho man’s 
name.
315. The man will probably come before us in the capacity of a witness. He is a very reliable man and 
I should like you, if possible, to give a definite answer to my question. Tour answer may affect you 
hereafter? T do not remember the man’s name—that is all I can say.
316. Did you ever receive any instructions from tho Steamship-owner’s Association to the ofleci that you 
were not to recommend any men who took part in the late maritime strike ? Certainly not. It is true 
that I received certain instructions in a general way, but I used my own discretion.
317. Why did you stop three men from shipping on hoard the steamer “ Arrawatia,” knowing as you did 
that the men had worked a day on board. The names of the men are John Olsen, A. Marshall, and II. 
Fernman ? I do not remember the instance.
318. There has been a good deal of correspondence between you and the Shipping Master ? No.
319. Do you say that there has been none ? Not that I am aware of.
320. None whatever ? None that 1 am aware of.
321. Supposing I tell you that wo have evidence to prove that you had such correspondence ? I do not
remember any. ■
322. Mr. G. 1). Clark.'] Tou surely must remember whether you havo corresponded with the Shipping 
Master or not? X have not had any correspondence with him that I am aware of.
323. Chairman.] Supposing that wc produced some of the correspondence, I suppose you would 
look upon it as clear evidcuce that it has taken place ? That would be so I suppose.
324. Did you ever recommend any men to the Shipping Master for licenses to ship ? I do not think so.
325. Tou arc sure that you have not done so ? I do not think that I have done so,
326. Tou are not aware that ho has refused to grant permits to certain men you have recommended ? I
do not remember anything of the sort.
327. Is it a fact that the steamship-owners will not employ anyone in any capacity unless he first receives 
a ticket from you ? No.
328. What are the instances in which they employ men without such a ticket ? I believe there are many 
instances.
329. Will you name one ? I should have to go through my books and a number of articles in order to 
find out.
330. Have you books in which such a record is kept ? That is a matter which concerns the Association 
solely, and I decline to answer the question.
331. But I must insist upon some answer. Do you keep no record whatever ? Wc keep no record of
men who have gone on board ships without a ticket from the bureau,
332. Tou do not know of instances where men have got employment without a ticket ? On tlie contrary, 
I understand that there are a number.

Mr.
W, Currie. 
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333. Will you name any instances which havo occurred since the last difficulty, where men have been 
shipped without first consulting you ? I decline to answer that question.
334. But there have been such instances ? 1 decline to answer the question.
335. It would appear that you have two classes of tickets ? Not that I am aware of. We have only one 
class.
336. What is that ? We have only one kind of ticket so far as seamen, firemen, cooks, or stewards arc 
concerned.
337. What sort of ticket is it; has it any distinguishing colour ? Certainly not.
338. It is the recognised ticket among the employers? And amoogthe men as well.
339. Mr. G. D. Clark!] Could you produce a copy of tlie ticket ? Certainly, with pleasure. ’
340. Chairman.] Do these tickets guarantee the men employment ? No,
341. They give no guarantee ? There is no guarantee at all; it is in the option of the officer or engineer, 
whichever department the men may be going to, to employ them or not.
342. In what instances are these tickets used if it is not necessary that the men should obtain one before 
they can get employment ? It is necessary that they should have a ticket.
343. I thought you said just now that there were instances in which men were employed without the
ticket ? 1 believe there are.
344. But you say that the ticket does not guarantee employment ? No ; because the men I send may 
not suit the officers or engineers.
345. Then, what is the good of the ticket ? Well, you must know as well as I do, that when officers or
cnginocis engage men they like to see more than one. 346.
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W, ^Currie. ^ou are (3u’^e BUre there are no tickets distinguishing firemen from sailors ? Certainly

. I suppose you are of opinion that the engineers or officers of a ship are better able to judge of tho 
capabilities ot firemen and seamen than you are ? I cannot say ; that is a matter of opinion.' 
q iq Ti r 8,111 ask,rffi you your own opinion ? J repeat that what you say is a matter of opinion.
449. Hut I am now asking you quite a distinct question, I want to know vour own opinion ? X will not
go any further than I have gone in my answer. ”
3j0. You helieve that you are quite as competent to judge of the men’s capabilities as are the officers or 
engineers ? I may ho.
351. But you are not quite sure about it? I repeat that it may bo so.
Qrq t U ^ n°^ suro 011 ^ie P01'11^ I have already given you my answer.
' 0 sppposo you are aware that if you do not answer questions the Committee can compel you to do
oc.f v 18 aily. 'luostion that is lawful ? But I have already answered your question.
354. You are in just the same position here as you would be in a Court of Law, and you must give direct 
answers to questions ? I have given a direct answer.
orr ^le nr^ very evasive answers ? I have given direct answers.
doG. Are the officers or engineers obliged to take the men upon vour recommendation ? Not necessarily.

i- , , rae.u by tho Steamship-owners’ Association engaged at your office ? No.
353. Under wliat circumstances are the men engaged by the steamship-owners ? I do not not know 
what you mean by the circumstances.
wlmr Ha bo'll011 ^ ^T° US 811 ^ustrat’on ? "Well, a wharf labourer, if he can do tlie work, is engaged as a

3G0. Is that tlie only qualification required ? Yes ; so long as lie can do his work, whatever it may he, 
he may be engaged. J ’

^bo pays you ? The Steamship-owners’ Association.
oco" 111^ 'S y0Ur re'nlllnei'ati°n ? I decline to answer that question.
363. Perhaps you have no remuneration ? I am remunerated. .
364. By the Steamship-owners’ Association ? Yes.
3G5. And you decline to tell us the amount? Certainly. '
^5' Savc you nev0r detained any money that lias been given you to bo paid to tbe men ? No.
3G7. You are sure of that P Certain.
3GS. Mr. G. D. Clark.] Do yon charge a fee to the men to whom you give tickets ? Certainly not. X 
have never done such a thing since I have been at the bureau.
3G9. You have never taken a fee from anyone? No.
370. Okairmatt.] Haie you never paid any men at the bureau through the Steamship-owners’Association 
when wages have been due ? So far as I am concerned X can say that no men havo been paid at our office, 
question tar ^ ot"Crs are c0ticei'ueii ^ 1 cannot say as to that; that has nothing to do with your

372. You decline to say whether anyone else in the office has paid the men ? I have given information 
as tar as a I that is concerned to the Select Committee on the Government Labour Bureau, and I decline 
to say anything further.
373. ilfr. G. I). Clark.] 'What is the nature of the institution which you manage? It is an institution 
which was started by the steamship-owners themselves,
374. This is an important Committee appointed by Parliament to inquire into tbe operation of our
s nppuig laws, and the terms and conditions under which men arc employed. We are not here to trifle 
with witnesses, and we do not expect witnesses to trifle with us ? I should be sorry to do so. 
rf/u. j he object ot our inquiry is to bring about material changes in fhe law, and Wc expect that witnesses 
wdl treat us with tho respect due to us ? 1 shall be glad to do so.
3/G. I again ask what is tlie nature of the institution of which you are the manager ? That is rather a 
hard question tor me to answer. If you want an answer to it I should advise you to ask the question of 

c c lairman or secretary of the Association. My duty is merely to obey the instructions which I 
receive trqm the chairman or secretary of the Association.
377. The institution is voluntarily created by the ship-owners of this port, is it not ? Yes, for their own 
benefit, I suppose. ’
378 Can you tell us the objects of the institution ? As X said before, you had better ask the secretary
heyondmy1,duty0f ^ Asaomtl0:n' It is beyond me to give you the information you require. It is

oon J°U? duty gilT° Us W information lhat will help us in this inquiry ? Certainly.
4 u, +v'C y,0CCUPYmo f.no position you do yon must be able to answer with some approximation to tlie 
truth this simple question ;-what arc the objects of the institution? I am speaking the truth when 
1 say that you will get more information out of the secretary nr the chairman of tho Association than 
you will get out of me on that point.
381. Do you not think that it is rather for us to judge whether you arc in a position to give us any
intormation or not? That I cannot say. i t> j
382. Do you yourself know the objects of tho institution? I know what my duties are. I receive my
instructions from the Association. ■ J
ooT y01181:116 Your duties are? I decline to state what they are. 
qq. * T'e y0U.any llul'eR ’ Certainly, or I should not be in my present position
t£',wJ0Ur 3Tl'j’UCti,'li\giv™ y-?n in 'Vlitin& m is lhero general understanding between you and 
the chairman and the secretary ? I get my instructions in writing.
fnr }hVE«?PT m r-'6 0fy?nr duties j8 l;° PVQ tickct8 t0 the men to ship on their making application 
QQv , ? T° S llp 011 thc approval of the officers or engineers. J
There Wilt h/011 Kto tell us wliat one part of your duties is? That is immaterial, 
mere will bo no objection to my telling you that.
use a 8/i!16 cxP®nse of. keeping up the institution is met by the ship-owners ? Certainly.
<>oo L:nd lhat thc cmPloyces m fhe institution aro there at a stated salary ? Certainly J 
he®; SlVdnronabo,Ta,1S °f 'Vhether a man to whom you give a ticket is qualified for the position
concern tlI m ' 1 d° ”°fc aSk^ao^ons to ascertain that. It is a matter which does not
concern me so long as the officers or engineers are satisfied as to the man’s competency

391.
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391. Can you tell us approximately how many tickets you would supply on the average, say, every month ?
I could not say off-hand. _
392. Could you not give a rough guess ? No ; it depends upon the number of men who have been dis
charged, and tlie number of men who are re-engaged.
393. Do you think it would he 100 a month ? I could not say from memory.
394. Of course the Shipping Master can refuse to sign any man to whom you have given a ticket ? The 
ticket a man gets from me has nothing whatever to do with tho Shipping Master. I presume that if tlie 
men prove to thc satisfaction of the Shipping Master that they are capable men, he signs them on.
395. Tho Shipping Master can decline to sign any man on board a vessel to whom you have given a ticket ?
Tho Shipping Master never sees the tickets I give the men. ^
39(3. But take the case of any man to whom you have given a ticket, and who is proved to he an unquali- 
iicd seaman, the Shipping Master can refuse to sign him our I suppose he can; but 1 never hoard of 
an instance of that sort.
397. Have you at any time refused to give tickets to men making application for them ? Sometimes men
come to me and apply for tickets when there arc no vacancies. '
398. Do you, as a rule, give auy reasons when you refuse to grant a ticket? 1 give no reasons at all.
399. 1 s it a fact that men have been refused tickets by you on thc ground tiiat they had been prominent 
members of tho Seamen’s Union ? There is nothing at all in that. When 1 have refused to give men 
tickets, I have given no reason whatever. Wc recognise neither Union nor non-Uuion meu.
400. When a ticket is applied for do you ever ask tho question whether the applicant belongs to tbe Union 
or not? No.
401. You have never done so ? No : I have no reasons for asking them that question.
402. I suppose you keep a record of all the men to whom you supply tickets ? Yes.
403. Would there he any objeetiou, as far as you yourself are concerned, to supplying the Committee with,
or producing tho books ? 1 could not do so. I have no power to do so.
404. Chairman^] Who would have the power to do so if you would not? The chairman of the Asso
ciation.
405. Who is he ? Mr. Alt; he has just been appointed chairman.
400. Mr. (J. D. Clark] But you can produce a copy of tho ticket you supply ? I can produce a copy of 
the ticket with the sanction of the A ssociation, but not otherwise. If the Association permit mo to send 
you a copy of the ticket, I will do so with pleasure. _ .
407. You say that you have had no correspondence with the Shipping Master on these matters ? Not so 
far as I can remember.
40S. Do yon remember sending a man to tbo Shipping Master with a letter? I may have done so, 
hut I cannot remember it.
409. You do not remember it ? I may have done so.
410. Is yonr memory very good ? It is pretty fair as a rule, but in regard to what you uow say about 
my sending a letter to the Snipping Master, 1 cannot recollect it.
411. There has been no correspondence between tlie Shipping Master and yourself ; that is what 1 want
to get at; I mean as regards the shipping of seatnou ? 1 do not remember it. I do not remember
getting a note from Captain Edie in my life.
412. Chairman] But did you not send him a letter ? I may have done so, hut 1 cannot recollect it at
this moment. , _ _
413. Mr. G. D. Clark] You arc aware that thc Union seamen of thc port are under the impression, 
whether well founded or not, that your institution is established for the purpose of injuring or damaging 
Ihe cause of Unionism ? I cannot seo that that is so in any way.
414. You know that such an impression exists among the seamen ; 1 suppose you come in contact with a
good number of them ? No such impression exists that I am aware of. The meu all seem pretty well 
satisfied. 1 havo heard of no objections from them _
415. Are the majority of the men to whom you give tickets seamen, or are they men who desire to work
on tho wharves ? I give tickets to seamen, firemen, and others ; hut a number of seamen arc working on 
the wharves at the present time, I believe. _
416. Chairman] Do you know of any institution similar to your ono existing in tho other colonies ? I 
understand that there is one in Melbourne.
417. Is there not one in London ? I believe there is one in thc United Kingdom.
418. Do you know who is at the head of tho institution iu Melbourne ? A person named Dyson, 1
believe. _
419. Has it como to your knowledge that he was prosecuted some time ago ? 1 saw it in tho newspapers.
420. Have any proceedings been taken in connection with your own institution ? Yes, about eighteen 
months ago.
421. By whom ? By a person named McLean, one of the trustees of thc Seamen’s Union.
422. What verdict was recorded ? The ease was dismissed.
423. Jl£r. G. D. Clark] Do you at at any time attempt to fix tlie rate of wages ? I have nothing to do
with that. _
424. AUthat you have to do is to give the men tickets to the engineers or officers on hoard tlie ships ? 
That is a part of my duty.
425. Audit is entirely optional with the officers or engineers as‘to whether they employ the men or 
not? Yes.
42C. And also to the wages they will give ? I have nothing whatever to do with the wages.
427. Chairman] Did you ever procure any men from any boarding-house in Sydney? No.
428. Has auy other person in connection with your office procured men from boarding-houses ? Not that 
I am aware of.
429. What other employees are there in your office besides yourself? I havo only one clerk—Mr,
Chalmers. _
430. 1. suppose he has not a very extensive knowledge of maritime affairs or of thc working of youroffiee ? 
Ho has only boon in thc ofiicc during (he last five months.
43 L You are sure that the practice of procuring men from boarding-houses and taking them down from 
the ships has not been resorted to since you have been the manager of the institution? Not to my 
knowledge. T have never heard of such a thing being done. 432.

Mr.
W. Currie.
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W ^Currio '^'ou^ anyone else in your office besides yourself have auy knowledge of thc thingif It had been done? 
IS'at so far as 1 know. ■

13 ITsb., 1891. ^-T‘ D-Gl&rk^\ Could it be done without your knowledge ? I do not think so. Such a thing
as you refer to may have been done independently of me and outside of the office entirely.
434. Chairman,'] Is it not a fact that you keep a constant supply of men at your institution ready to ship 
whenever they may be required, and that you provide them with a place iu which they can stop ? No.
435. Is there not a large room at the hack of your institution where tbe men congregate? We have a 
place there, but it has not been used for some time. We never allow tho men inside tho office at all.
436. Tou have shifted your office recently, have you not ? That is some time ago.
437. Where do the men congregate? Generally in the lane; they come at certain periods of the day. 
433. How do you communicate to the men the fact that some of them are wanted? They know at 
what time to come up and they get their answer then.
439. Tou have a specified time when the men attend? Certainly.
440. And supposing there is no employment for them ? Then we tell them that it is no use their waiting.
441. Supposing a vessel were to come in at night and that you did not know beforehand of her probable 
arrival, how do youyupply men for her;—have you no address of any individual upon whom you can call 
to supply the men if they are required ? Do you mean for wharf work ?
442. I am referring to the shipping of a crew suppose the vessel wants a crew ? We have certain 
officers here, and if the order does not come from the captain we cannot help it.
443. But suppose you have left your office when the message arrives, how do you procure tho men ? No 
case has ever occurred, to my knowledge, in which a ship has come in at night and has had to go away 
again before the office opened in tho morning.
444. Neither you, nor any one in your employ, has helped to put men on board a ship at night time ? I 
have gone down with the men myself at night time. I did so during the late strike.
445. The men with whom you iveut down were the crew? Not the full crew.
446. But such men as were required ? Tes.
447. Tou havo already said that you have nothing to do with permits ? No.
448. It does not come wdthin your province to ascertain whether thc men have permits or not ? Of 
course the men have to show a permit or discharge before thoy are shipped.
449. Still, you have no opportunities of judging of the capabilities of the men, and you accept on good 
faith the discharges or permits they have obtained ? I have already explained that the capabilities of tho 
meu is a matter lor the officers or engineers to determine.
450. But suppose some of the men have obtained permits from other men ? I am not in a position to say
anything as to that. J
451. Are there any instances in which officers recommend men to you without their having a permit? I 
do not think they would do such a thing.
452. Suppose au officer knows that a man is a capable man and recommends him to you, if the man hasuo 
permit do you refuse to give him a ticket, or do you try to get him a permit from the Shipping Office? 
He has to get a permit before he gets a ticket from me,
453. Supposing I were sent to you by the officer of a steamer to get a ticket, you would tell mo at once 
that I could not get a ticket unless I had a permit; if I then asked you howr I could obtain a permit, I 
suppose you would tell me that the best thing I could do would be to apply to tbe Shipping Master ;— 
Ui cn P110." circumstances as those, are there any cases in which you would give men recommendations to 
the Shipping Master for permits? I do not think so.
454. Tou would not take such a course upon thc recommendation of an officer ? No ; certainly not.
455. Suppose a case came under your notice in which a man’s permit represented that he was competent

c‘-° work, and in which thc Shipping Master had written upon tho face of the permit words to
the effect that he was not a competent seaman, what would you do in a case of that kind would you 
grant the man a ticket ? If the engineer or officer were satisfied with the man he would get a ticket.
456. Supposing m the case of emergency, a fireman were required, and that his permit were marked 

trimmer, would you give him a ticket for the officer of the ship to ship as fireman ? If the officer of
the ship was satisfied that the man was capable of discharging the duties required of him.
457. Supposing that the word “ fireman " were on a permit, and that the Shipping Master had altered the 
word to ‘ trimmer ” ? The man’s capabilities would be a question for the officers of the ship to decide.
458. Mr Davis.] Did you at the commencemont of the last strike over stand at the bottom of a ship’s 
gangway handing out to the men discharges ? Never.
459. Did not the Shipping Master refuse to give permits unless the men were competent? That I do 
not know anything at all about.
460. Is it not a fact that at the commencement of the late strike tho ship-owners were placed in a dilemma 
from the scarcity of competent men;—is it not a fact that a number of men could not get permits because 
they were not competent, and that discharges were found for men who were taken from the various 
boardmg-houses in the city ? That is a falsehood, so far as the giving of tho men discharges is concerned. 
46L. lou havo never provided a man with a discharge? Never.
462. Do you romomber a case where tho captain of one of the Australian TJuion Steam Navigation 
steamers sent you a particular man to get a ticket to ship as a boatswain, and where you refused him9 
It 1. remember the case to which you refer, I did not refuse the man, I gave him his ticket.
463. Tou gave one man a ticket, hut you refused two other meu the captain sent you, and ho got so tired 
or waiting that he took a man up to Brisbane without a ticket? 1 do not think so.

TKUIISDAT, ■
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TIIimSDAT, 15 FEBRUARY, 1894.
JkTsntt:—

Mb. &. D. OLABK,
Mn. DAVIS,

Mn. WISE.

Mn. ED DEN",
Mn. J. D. FITZGERALD,

A. J. KELLY, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. William Currie recalled and further examined:—

464. Chairman.'] Ton promised us at the last meeting that you would furnish us with a copy of the ticket Mr. _ 
which you issue to men seeking employment? I think I said that I should have to obtain tlie sanction W. Currie, 
of the Association before producing it.
465. Have you taken any steps to obtain that sanction ? I spoke to the Secretary, Mr. Coekburn, and he ■
said he could not give me the necessary authority, and that the ticket could not be produced unless with
the sanction of the Association.
466. Do I understand that the ticket could not be produced without a meeting of the Hoard ? It could not.
467. Mr. J. J). FitzGerald.'] I suppose you have charge of the tickets ? Tes. _
468. Surely it would do no harm for you to produce a copy of one of them ? I cannot do so without the
sanction of the Association. t
489, Chairman.] Tou will bring tlie matter under the notice of the Board when they next meet ? Certainly.
470. Mr. Wist.] Wliat do the meu come to you for? For employment.
471. Who brings them ? They come themselves. '
472. Cannot they get employment without coming to you ? We have a certain routine, and the men 
seeking employment have to come to the office,
473. 3)o you yourself decide whether the men are to be employed or not ? Ho.
474. Then what does their passing through the office mean ? Well, it is a sort of check—wo know then 
who is going on board tbo ships.
475. Do you keep a record of every man you employ ? Certainly. •
476. I believe you told the Chairman at the last meeting that you received your instructions from the 
Association in writing. Have you those instructions with you ? Ho; sometimes I get verbal instructions 
from the Association, and sometimes they are in writing.
477. Mr. J. B. FitzGerald] Tou know the 33rd section of the Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act ? Tes.
47S. It is under that section that you send men to the Shipping Master? I do not send men to the 
Shipping Master. The men seeking employment with us come to me for a ticket, but before I give them 
a ticket, they must show a permit or discharge. It would be of no use for them to go down to the ship 
without one or the other.
479. Af?’. Wise.] In the case of men who come to you with a permit or discharge, what do you do ? If 
tliere are any vacancies at all, and if I think the men are suitable men, I send them down to the ships to 
see whether they will suit.
480. Are fhe tickets marked for particular skips? They are addressed to certain ships.
481. Do the captains keep you informed of what vacancies they have ? Tes. _
482. And upon that you engage men for them ? I simply send the men doivn to thc ships to seo 
wThether they will suit the officers or engineers as the case may he.
483. Mr. Bams.'] If the men go down to the ships^without going through you, the officers of the ships 
do not engage them ? That is not invariably the case.
484. Is it not the case with all steamers belonging to tbc Association ? Ho.
485. Is it not generally understood among the officers and engineers on all the steamers belonging to 
fhe Association, that thc engaging of seamen by them must rest entirely with you in the first instance, 
that is to say,.they must first get a ticket through you ? Tes.
486. So that no matter how much a captain might want a man, unless you first saw your way to give the 
man a ticket he could not get employment ? That is not exactly so.
487. Do you mean to say then that the officers or engineers can take a man in spite of your refusal to
give him a ticket ? Tbcv may do so ; of course they do so at their own risk,
488. At the risk of being discharged ? I do not say that; hut if they engage the men without tickets
from me, I take no responsibility at all in the matter.
489. Is it at all likely that the officers or engineers would take the risk, as you call it, for the sake of 
giving a man employment ? I think it has been done.
490. But it is not generally done ? Ho.
491. Generally speaking, the officers and engineers would not engage even men who had been with them
time after time without their first getting a ticket from yon ? It is unusual to engage a man without a .
ticket; but it has been done.
492. Is there not a general instruction from thc Associated Steamship-owners that all the men employed, 
on their steamers and wharfs must first have a ticket from your office ? That is supposed to be the 
general instruction; but it is not carried out.
493. Mr. Wise.] If the object of this routine is not to distinguish Union from non-TTnion men, can you 
say what the object of it is. Can you explain where thc necessity for it exists ? I have already said that 
we do not make any distinction between Union and uon-Union men.
494. But can you suggest any otherreason besides that which I advance ? I cannot say what the reason is.
495. Can you suggest any other reason for insisting that the men engaged should first obtain a ticket from 
you, other than the desire to keep out certain men whom you do not like ? I do not think that is the 
reason. One advantage about the thing is that it enables us to keep a record of the men ; we know who 
tbc men are, and wbat ships they have come from.
496. Would not tbeir discharges show that ? Tes.
497. And the information could easily be obtained from the Shipping Office as to auy particular men, 
could it not? That might be done, but the Association think differently ; they like to have a record of 
the men kept.
498. AVhat is the good of their going to the expense of maintaining an office to keep a record when the 
same information can be obtained at any time from the Shipping Office ? I cannot say.
499. Ton cannot give us any information at all upon that point? Ho. 500,
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Mr. _ 500. It seems to me that unless the object is to keep some sort of control over tlie men employed by the
W. Currie. Association, there is no reason why this record should exist; but you say that that is not the object?

Well, if you mean, do wc ask whether the men are unionists or non-unionists, I can safely say that that Id Feb., 1894. ig nof. done
501. Mr. Edden.~\ Ton said just now that if you thought a man likely to prove suitable, you would giro 
him a ticket? Yes.
502. How do you form an opinion as to bis suitability ? If the mau appears to me to be at all suitable I 
send him down to the officers or engineers.
503. What qualifications do you insist upon before you decide that the man is a suitable man? Well, 
I should want to see his discharge, for instance.
504. Mr. Davis.'] Is it not a fact that yon have refused to give tickets to a number of men who applied 
to you for employment—that is, men who came out of ships during thc previous strike, and who hare 
since applied to you ;—have you not refused these men tickets ? I should certainly refuse them if 
there were no vacancies.
505. Mr. Wise.] But have you refused tickets to any men when vacancies have existed ? Tes, if other 
men have been waiting longer than the applicants,
50G. Have you put the names of tho men whom you have so refused upon thc roll ? Tes. ,
507. And have these men ultimately obtained employment through you ? Some of them have.

' 508. Then your evidence is that you have never refused a man a ticket, apart from the fact that there has been
no vacancy ? Yes; and iu cases where men have been there before the applicants waiting for situations.
509. Those are thc only two grounds upon which you have refused tickets ? As far as I can remember, 
those are the only reasons ; I do not remember giving any other reasons.
510. Mr. Davis.] Have you not expressed other reasons to the men themselves ? I do uot think so.
511. Have you not addressed some of the applicants in these terms—:l You left such-and-such a ship, 
why did you leave that ship ?” referring to the men who left ships during the late strike? I do not 
remember saying that.
512. Have you ever said to any of the applicants, “ I do not want you ” ? I may have said something of 
the kind in telling them that there were no vacancies. When I havo told them that there have been no 
vacancies that has been the case.
513. Mr. Wise.] On Tuesday thc Chairman asked you a question about three men who were discharged
from the “ Arawatia ”—Olsen, Marshall, and Fernman ; you then said you did uot remember tbc case ;— 
have you since refreshed your memory about that matter ? I have endeavoured to do so ; but I cannot 
remember the case. ■
514. Chairman.] "Would not thc records of your institution give tho names of tho men ? No; the books
would not show that. _
515. Mr. Davis.] Would not the ships’articles give ihem ? No, the men would not be signed on thc 
articles. The only thing likely to give their names would bo the pay-sheet, showing the days’ work they did.
516. Chairman.] These men were not paid at your institution ? No. _
517. Mr. Wise.] At tho last sitting you were asked if you knew of any instances which have occurred 
since tho late difficulty, where men had shipped without consulting you. You declined to answer that 
question. Will you give your reasons for declining to answer tho question ? I. had already said before
hand, in reply to another question, that there were a number of instances.
518. But you declined to answer the Chairman’s subsequent question, when he asked you to name thc 
instances ? Wliat I meant by declining to answer tbe question was, that I did not remember the names 
of tho individual cases. I did not intend to imply that I remembered the cases, but that I refused to 
mention them,
519. Chairman.] You said the other day that you went down on board a ship with some men at night 
time during the late strike, Were those men signed on in tbe day lime at the Snipping Office, or did you 
pick them up haphazard, and take them on board without their having signed on? I had nothing to do 
with their signing on. I simply took them on board the ship) and left them there.
520. You do not know whether the men signed on or not ? That is entirely thc business of the captain.
521. Do you know whether the captain has power to sign men on in an emergency of that sort ? lam not

' sure, but'I believe there is some power of the kind in cases where ship>s are registered in New South Wales.
522. But is it not also a fact that the seamen’s signatures must be witnessed by some repxreserd alive of

■ tho Shipping Office ? That I cannot say. .
523. Have you not yourself a knowledge of seafaring matters? Yes.
524. Have you ever signed articles on board these ships ? Not here.
525. Never upton any local steamer ? No.
526. You have never been on board of them as an employee ? No. As far as I know, when the men 
sign ou, their signatures have to he witnessed.
527. Mr. Wise.] To wliat ship did yon take the men on the night to ’which you refer ? As far as I 
•know, I took them on board tbe “ Ouraka.”
528. Mr. Davis.] Is she registered in New South.Wales? I do not think so.
529. Then, as a matter of fact, if the men went to sea in her after signing on hoard, they were simply 
breaking the law ? . But they might have signed ou somewhere else, probably at tho Shipping Office.
530. Before you put them on board ? That I could not say.
531. jDid the steamer get away on the night you took them on hoard ? No, on the following day.
532. Chairman.] You did not supply these meu from the Labour Bureau by ticket? I cannot remember, 
but I expect they bad tickets directed to the captain.
533. Was not the ticket a guarantee for their employment ? No. .
534. Have you any amendment of the law to suggest which, in your view, would make the lot of the 
seamen or firemen a little more comfortable than it is at the present time ? I should have to think over 
the matter some little time before I answered that question, I might, after thinking the matter over, be 
.able to make some recommcndalion.
535. If any recommendation occurs to you, will you be so good as to forward it to the Committee ? If 
any recommendation occurs to me, which I think "is likely to assist you at all in your labours, I shall be 
very happy to forward it to you.
536. Mr. Wise.] Is the Steamship-owners’ Association registered ? I believe so,

THURSDAY,
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tijuusday: 22 February, ism.

$J« sent: — '
Me. EDDEN. I Me. DAVIS. ’

Me. J. D. FITZGERALD.
A. J. KELLY, Esq., in the Chair.

Captain F, Hixson, called in, sworn, and examined :—
637. Chairman.] Yon are President of the Marino Board ? Yes. Captain
533, I suppose that in your capacity as President of the Marine Board you have had an opportunity to "IHixson. 
observe the operation of thc law affecting seamen ? I have. 22 Fob 1894
530- Arc you familiar with any instances in which thc captain and owners of a vessel have evaded the ’’ '
Act? There have been many instances in which the Board have had to interfere and exercise their 
authority.
510. To what instances do you refer ? Tlie cases have been various. Sometimes we have had to deal with 
a case of overloading and at other times with deck cargo. We frequently prevent ships from taking 
more cargo on hoard and in many instances we have made them takeoff a part of what has been put in.
641. Is it a customary thing for auy vessel leaving the port of Newcastle or any of the sonthern ports of 
the Colony lo put to sea with their hatches off ? We have heard of cases of the sort. The practice used lo 
prevail to a considerable extent. The fact is that the coal is pitched into some of thc vessels without 
being trimmed, and it often appeared above tbe hatches, hut the Marine Board took such steps as they 
could in thc exercise of their authority to put the practice down. Among other things they communicated 
with tho insurance companies, and I helieve now it is recognised that those companies will not allow 
colliers to travel without their hatches on. That is to say, if any action occurred through thc hatches 
being off the insurance company would refuse to pay thc policy,
512. Did au instance come under your uoticc recently in which a steam collier entered this port with her 
hatches off and loaded almost to the deck ? I do not remember the ease of a steamer lately. A ease 
occurred a few days ago in connection with a sailing-ship. It was reported that she bad come in with her 
marie immersed and we are investigating the case now.
543. Wliat precautions do you take to see that vessels do not come into port overloaded. Are any 
inspectors told off for that particular duty ? Oh, yes; two inspectors perform that duty.
514. Is it a portion of their duty to go outside the heads ? No ; they do not go outside the heads.
545. Then you have no knowledge of any ships being at sea with their batches off, apart from what you 
see when they actually como into port. Vou do uot send anyone out to sea ? Wc do not send anyone 
out to sea. Wo get reports from Wollongong and Newcastle occasionally, otherwise wo rely on our 
inspectors. If auy officer in thc Department observes a vessel overloaded the circumstance is reported 
and investigated. .
5-10. An instance recent!}' came under my notice, and under the notice of other honorable members (Sir 
George Dibhs among tho number), in which a vessel came into the port of Sydney with her hatches off.
I drew the attention of two or three fellow members to thc circumstance, and Sir George Dibhs thought 
it rather a strange thing for a vessel to come into port in that condition ; he thought it very dangerous ?
It is dangerous no doubt, and liic*rcmarkable thing is, that the master and peisons whose lives are risked 
by such a proceeding arc not more active in putting the practice down ; hut they appear to be very care
less about it,
547. Is there no section of the Act which empowers you to send an inspector out to sea? We could 
send out an inspector if we thought it necessary to do so, hut some expense would be incurred in so 
doing.
513. Do you not think it would bo a wise expenditure by way of a precaution ? Perhaps it would he ; 
hut as you are aware there are a great many colliers loading at places along the coast, between Newcastle 
on tho one hand, and Kiama on tho other. These vessels all make short voyages, and tho difficulties of 
loading are sometimes so great that the colliers arc glad to get away from tho port immediately they can.
Although their coal may sometimes he above their hatches it may be that they are not overloaded.
549. Take the port of Newcastle, for instance; have yon no inspector there whose duty it is to go on 
hoard a vessel and sec that her hatches are properly put on before she leaves the port ? We do not go 
into the detail of putting the hatches on. But we see that it is possible that the hatches can he put on.
I do not think vessels are loaded in the manner you describe at Newcastle, because we have an officer 
there who is specially commissioned to look after that sort of tiling. I do not know that he waits to sec 
that tbo hatches are scaled and battened down, hut ho sees that all is clear and ready for the work to bo 
done. We do not want to be irksome and detain vessels, and when we see that everything is ready wo let 
them put to sea.
550. Under the 23rd section of the Navigation Act, of 1871, the Marine Board is empowered to inspect 
documents and muster crews—is that ever done? Not as a rule.
551. Has it ever been done during your occupancy of the office of President of the Marine Board ? Not 
the mustering of crews.
552. Does it not amount to an evasion of the Act that the thing is not done ? I do not think the section 
is mandatory. I think it is permissive only. -
553. I will read the section:—

The Marino Board may in cases where there is reason to suspect that the provisions of this Act are not complied 
with exercise the following powers that is to say —It shall he lawful for the said Board to require thc owner master or 
any of thc seamen of any British ship being within any port or place in thc jurisdiction to produce any official log-books or 
other documents relating to such seamen or any member thereof in their respective possession or control and to require any 
such master to produce a list of all persons on board Ids ship and take copies of Bitch official log-books or documents or of 
any part thereof to muster thc crew of any sucli ship to summon thc master to appear and give any explanation concerning 
such ship or her crew or thc said offieial log-books or documents.
I understand that that section is applicable to all vessels which como into our ports ? Quite so.
554. But iu no instance have its provisions been complied with? I did not say that, Wbat I said was
that wo never mustered the crew. It is quite true that tlie Act empowers us to do so. Short of 
mustering the crews we have done everything under that section which has been considered necessary '
to be done.

555.
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55i). I suppose the inspectors are appointed byyom’selE and the Board ? By the Board.
55G, To what examination are the inspectors subject ? I do not know that they have ever been subject 
1° a personal examination, Thc men have generally been selected and appointed from their reputations 

f‘ or well known qualifications.
557. Are they required, for instance, to have a technical knowledge of a ship’s gear ? Certainly.
558. Are they not supposed to be men of a mechanical turn F IVe have inspectors and surveyors. Every 
one of the inspectors is an old master mariner.
55f), I suppose there is no instance where you have had to discharge one of these inspectors for neglect 
of duty ? No ; they are generally considered to be very efficient meu.
•560, "What qualifications are thc surveyors supposed to possess ? "Vfe have only one shipwrights’ surveyor 
in Sydney. We have temporary surveyors at all the out-stations.
5G1, The shipwrights’ surveyor has to superintend the whole of the work in Sydney ? Tes.
5G2. He has no deputy ? No.
563. What are his qualifications ? He is a practical shipwright.
564;. I see from tho Act that it is his duty to board vessels and inspect them, with a view to reporting to 
the Marine Board P Tes.
5G5. Can you remember any case in which he has reported thc hull of a vessel to ho iu an unsound con
dition ; has a ship ever been detained for that reason? Such a report has been made several times. I 
cannot remember tho particular instances just now. The shipwrights’ surveyor has frequently made 
reports to the Board which have induced it to detain vessels iu port.
566. Would you mind producing these reports ? I shall have great pleasure in so doing. At the same 
time I may tell you that a great deal of the business of the Board is done without written reports.
567.. I will ask you to produce those reports of the surveyor upon which vessels have been detained (say) 
within the last three years ? I will produce them, but I repeat that a great deal of our work is done viva 
voce. It frequently happens that we have not time to obtain a report. A rumour reaches us that such 
and such a thing is taking place, and we send off any inspector who may be available. If the inspector 
finds the matter is serious he calls in the shipwrights’ surveyor, and in that way the case comes to be 
investigated. An immense amount of the business done through the Department is viva voce. Of course 
we havo the documents relating to the detention of certain ships.
568. When a report has been received by the Board with respect to a ship with (say) a had hull, hare you 
ever inflicted any penalty ? Wo have frequently inflicted fines for overloading ; unseawortliiness merges 
into a different arrangement. If a vessel is unseaworthy we detain her under the Act.
569. Tou do not work under the Merchant Shipping Act ? Not under the Imperial Act; the local Act 
is our guide.
570. Certain rumours have been circulated with reference to the steamer 11 Warn moo.” Tou may have seen 
statements in the Press as to her boilers being in a very unsouud condition ? Tes,
571. Did your surveyor go on board the steamer and inspect her boilers prior to her going to sea? 
He did.

Captain 
F. Hixson.

572. And did he make a report to the Board ? Tes. '
573. Have you any idea of what he reported ? It is a recent case, and I remember it quite well. This 
vessel, I may tell you, is somewhat peculiar, inasmuch, as she employs what is called forced draft, 
This forced draft is wonderfully powerful, and it was so powerful in her*case, (hat the boilers being salted 
a little were bulged and put out of shape. The matter was thoroughly investigated by Mr. Cruickshank, 
the senior engineer's surveyor, and the boilers on examination were found to bo perfectly sound, 
although bulged. Screw-jacks were used, and the boilers were to a certain extent, put in their former 
condition. The boilers were then tested with pressure. They were pressed, I believe, up to 240 lb. 
Mr. Cruickshank was then satisfied with the condition of the boilers, except that he reduced the pressure 
which the vessel formerly carried—that is, 165 lb. down to 1401b. He also recommended the disuse of the 
forced draft. I may mention that that will not be necessary for the pressure to which the boilers were 
reduced. When this had been done, Mr, Cruickshank was satisfied to let the vessel go away.
574. I suppose that in tho opinion of the Board the boilers were quite safe ? Tes, at the reduced 
pressure.
575. Are there any instances which havo come under your notice where the owners of vessels have 
neglected to transmit their declaration to the Marine Board with respect to tho condition of ships ? In 
the press of business there arc little delinquencies of this sort often occurring, but I do not remember any 
case where the owners have defied thc Board.
57G, No case of that sort has come under your notice ? I do not remember any.
577. What are the times generally appointed by the Board for the surveying of vessels ? The Board 
plays^ into the owners’ hands as much as it possibly can. The Act says that survey shall be done at a 
certain time, but that would be found to be so very inconvenient, both with regard to the work of the 
Department, and the laying up of steamers that, as a rule, the Board consult the interests of ship-owners 
in this respect.
578. The Board generally endeavours to meet the convenience of the owners ? That is so.
579. Thirty days is allowed for inspection I see ;—suppose it did not suit the convenience of tho owners 
to have a vessel_ surveyed within that time and that an accident occurred, when the vessel came hack to 
port for inspection I suppose the whole responsibility would fall upon the shoulders of the owners ? 
Tes; it is penal for them to allow their ships to gc to sea if they are carrying passengers without exhibit
ing a passengers’ certificate.
580. Do they in a case of that kind have to send to the Custom House to get a clearance ? Tho owners 
generally have superintending engineers and ships’ husbands, and as a rule these men make arrangements 
for laying up thc vessel. When that has been done thoy communicate with the Board.
581. According to the 31st section of the Act, the Marine Board are to grant certificates and transmit 
lists to ho put up at the Custom House. Thc question is whether, if the Marine Board is not satisfied 
that the ship is in a sound condition, and desires her inspection, it is in the power of the Board to stop 
the vessel from going to sea by not granting the certificate npon which the vessel will get her clearance 
from the Customs ? It could be done by the Board refusing to give the certificate.
5S2. Have any cases of that kind occurred ? Many, in the course of time.
583. Have there been any within the last three years ? I do not remember; but I will have the matter

looked
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looked up. You must understand that vessels aro not prohibited from going to sea if they do not carry 
a Marine "Board certificate; they are only prohibited from carrying passengers. _
5S-1. But surely you have jurisdiction, over vessels Tvhich do not carry passengers ? Certainly.. _
5S5. Wliat inspection are vessels that do not carry passengers subjected to ? To the ordinary inspection 
of inspectors. _
5SG. That would be twice a year ? Jt is done constantly. I must tell you that under the late Act, audit 
is a transcript of the English Act, responsibility for sending an unseaworthy ship to sea rests with tho 
ship-owners. It is a misdemeanour both on the part of a ship-owner or a master. They are liable to a 
penalty of £1,000 for sending or taking an unseaworthy ship to sea. There is also a power under the 
Marine Board Amending Act to detain a ship in the manner I have already indicated. _
{>87. It would be impossible for a ship to go to sea without first obtaining a certificate from the Marino 
Board ? If she were carrying passengers. _
588. But in cases where passengers are not carried ? Wo do not certify any vessels except those which
carry passengers. _ _
589. Have you no jurisdiction over other vessels ? We have jurisdiction, hut wc do not issue certificates. 
As I said just now, tho responsibility of sending an unseaworthy ship to sea rests with tho owners. If 
there is a complaint on tho part of a crew, we can detain the ship.
590. Are all steam-vessels leaving this port obliged to carry two safety valves? Yes,
591. Does the Marine Board see that is done ? Yes.
592. That is a part of tho duties of Mr. Cruickshank ? That is so.
593. No steamer leaves the port without his inspecting her ? No; or knowing that she has two 
safety valves.
591. Does he invariably inspect the steamer to ascertain that she has two safety valves, before she leaves 
the port ? He does not exercise the same supervision over ships which do not carry passengers as over 
those that do. _
595. Suppose an accident were to happen on hoard a steamer, is it not the duty of thc captain or engineer, 
as the case may he, to report the accident and enter it upon the official log ? Yes.
596. I suppose no case has come under your notice where an accident has taken place that has not been 
reported ? Not a really serious accident. Minor accidents may take place which are not reported.
597. I see that by section 52 of the Navigation Act tbe owner or charterer has to enter into a bond of 
£500 before a ship is cleared out; I suppose that only relates to foreign-owned steam-ships ? Yes.
598. But your inspectors have power to inspect those ships ? If they como under that section.
599. And also to muster the crews ? Yes.
690. And if it is found that thc ship’s gear is had it is tho inspector’s duty to report thc fact? Yes.
601. Thc question of pilotage-exemption certificates has been agitating the public mind a good deal lately ;
wo know that certaiu captains are allow'cd exemption, and that has been detrimental to tho interests of 
the pilots of this community ;—do you not think that tho law should he so amended as to do away with 
theso exemptions ? I think it would bo very objectionable to do awray with the system of exemptions. 
The pilots of whom you speak are all Government employees, and they cannot therefore he affected to 
any considerable extent under tho exemption system. Tlie Marine Board’s policy has always been to 
make the port as free and accessible as possible to trade and commerce. _ _
602. Would you apply the system to foreign-going ships ? I am dead against foreign-owned ships having 
exemption certificates.
603. But there are cases where tlie cajitains of foreign-going ships have exemptions? Yes; and there 
are cases in which men sailing under a foreign flag have obtained exemption certificates.
601. In those eases what would you do ? I would deter Ihem from obtaining exemption. I would limit 
the exemption to British captains.
605. Take the ease of a British ship (say) from London, which may be a constant trader bore, you -would 
give the captain an exemption ? Certainly.
606. But in thc case of a ship trading here from (say) Germany, you would debar tho master from 
obtaining an exemption? If he flew the German flag I would.
607. In other words •would you give tho exemption only to those vessels flying the English flag ? Yes. _ 
60S. Take the case of a ship having to be shifted from Circular Quay round to Lamb’s Wharf, would it 
he necessary in that case to engage a pilot p It is optional with a master of a vessel whether ho employs 
a harbour pilot or not, supposing he is not himself exempted. I believe there are some few cases where 
the captains have employed persons other than the regular Government pilots for doing this work.
G09. But the law does not permit any hut licensed pilots to do such work ? Not properly speaking.
610. You do not mean to say that unlicensed men have done the work ? Not unlicensed men, but men 
who have not been the captains of tho ships have done it. That is, men holding exemptions from the 
Marine Board; but they are not masters of tho vessels they are moving.
611. I suppose there are a good many persons in Sydney at tho present time holding these exemptions ? 
A good many.
612. And who undertake this work ? I do not think there are many who undertake this work. One or 
two do it. The Marine Board havo lately issued a regulation to stop the practice,
613. I suppose that it is the intention of tlie Marine Board to see that proper effect is given to this 
regulation ? Yes; the Board believe that the spirit of the Act is, that no man should bo allowed the 
privilege of an exemption unless he be the master of the ship.
614. To what examination do you subject persons before granting them an exemption? They have to 
go before the Examiner in Pilotage, and he puts them thoroughly through the pilotage of the port
615. Does he give the certificate of exemption, or is it given by the Marine Board ? It is given by thc 
Board upon his recommendation,
616. I suppose the men who get the exemptions pay the usual fee? They have to pay for the exemption 
certificate. Once they arc in possession of thc certificate they are subject to no further tax,
617. But do they not pay a yearly fee ?' There is no yearly fee. Once they obtain possession of the 
exemption certificate they hold possession for ever without further fee.
018. Mr, J. D. FitzGerald^ Doyonknow of any other port in the worldwhere such an exemption is allowed ? 
The same thing prevails in many parts of the world. It is a practice in all these Colonies, and to a con
siderable extent now in England.
619. The exemption from pilotage ? Yes. 620.

Captain 
F. Hixson.
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Cap^m C20. Is it not a fact that many of the captains of the larger vessels entering Port Jackson, who are holders 
of exemption certiGeales, nevertheless engage pilots ? Quite so.

22 Fob 1894 ^ ^rue> as ^las keen often alleged, that men who hold exemption certificates, are engaged as chief
' officers, or as officers of vessels entering Port Jackson, by captains who have not the exemption certificates, 

for tho purpose of escaping the pilotage fee ? There aro a few instances of the sort; but tho regulation 
to which I have already referred as having been issued b}' the Board will, it is believed, put a stop to that 
practice. .
C22. Ho yon think the regulation has so far been successful in that direction ? To a great extent.
G23. Chairman.'] I suppose no master, mate, or engineer is allowed to go on board any of the vessels under 
your jurisdiction, unless he has first passed the usual examination ? Kb ; they must pass that.

. G24!. Ho they submit themselves to the Marine Board for the examination ? Not directly. The Marine
Board have an examiner, and there is a distinct form for all these examinations. These forms are kept in 
tho office, hut the Marine Board do not personally take part in the examination. They issue certificates 
upon the report of the examiner.
GSo. I suppose the examinations are of several kinds ? Tes. -
626, One for navigation and the other for seamanship P Tes.
G27. There is a third class of examination I believe, relating to harbour and river steamers ? Tes.
G2S. Applicants are not subjected to such a rigid examination in connection with harbour and river 
steamers? Not to so rigid an examination as in other casesand for those going outside there are two 
classes of examinations, one for thc coasting trade and the other for thc foreign trade. The examinations 
aro different in each case.
629. With regard to the boats on sea-going ships how do you ascertain whetherthe boats in the davits or on 
the chocks arc in a fit condition to be used at any time they may be needed ? They are thoroughly examined, 
each time a vessel renews her certificate. Boats are often condemned and new ones placed in a ship at 
the instance of an inspector.
630. Hoes your inspector ever have thc boats lowered into the water P Often.
63].. In how many instances has that been done? I could not say, but I know that Mr. M'Eitchie is a 
painstaking officer. He exercises great control over vessels’ boats.
G32. In the ease of thc “Kanahookn” recently—were not her boats on being lowered found to be in a 
very bad condition ;—the boats, you will remember, were lowered at the time of an accident, and I should 
like you to account for the circumstance that the bad condition of the boats had escaped notice ? It was 
probably the case of a vessel which did not carry a passengers’ certificate. The inspector does not exer
cise the same supervision in those cases as in others.
633. Would it not bo wise in your opinion if these colliers were subject to the same examination as other 
steamers with a view to the preservation of life P Tes; I believe it would be a very good thing.
63h. Hid you jnstruct any of your inspectors to furnish a report in the case of the “ Kanahooka ” ? The 
case of the “ Kanahooka” occurred in Queensland waters, and will be dealt with by Queensland authorities, 
I presume.
G3o. I suppose you are satisfied that thc regulations in regard to inspection are rigidly carried out ? I 
think they are, fairly well. -

. Ton would not bo sure that they arc carried out in their entirety ? I do not like to say too much,
but I think thc inspection is reasonably well carried out. We occasionally have casualties here, bin we 
have had very few. I am proud lo say that only four lives were lost on thc coast last year.
637. I observe from'the Act that you have considerable power in thc matter of the load-line. Ho you 
knowr of any eases where the load-line has been shifted ? Tes. We are in communication with reference 
to a case at the present time. The case of the “ Governor Bowen,” I think. In several cases after tho 
mark has been agreed to by tbe Marine Board, tho owners or captain have shifted it, and you would think 
that they would bo the last persons to do anything of the kind.
038. I suppose if any case of the kind came under your notice, you would enforce the penalties attaching 
to such an oflencc ? We should deal with the case on its merits. 1 caunot say exactly what the Board 
would do. All these matters come before the Board, and they are very firm in administering the Act.
639. Ho you not think it would he well to adopt the practice which has been adopted in the mother
country of cutting thc load-line into the ship’s side, so that it could not he shifted ? I think that would 
he a good plan. Often in the ease of the repainting of a shin, it is alleged that the load-line has been 
shifted by accident. '
640. Ho you not think it would be well to amend tbo Act in this direction ? I think it might he a good 
thing to provide that the mark shall be cut in a substantial manner.
6dL Ton would recommend such an amendment of the law' ? Yes.
642, I see there is a Schedule to the Act in reference to the number and dimensions of boats with which 
sea-going ships arc to be provided—Schedule P ? Yes.
643. Have there been any cases in which you have had to make the captain of a vessel remove one boat 
and substitute another? Tes. Many of these things are done without any correspondence whatever.
0i4. I suppose that if the captain is a careful man, he will see that such things are done ? As a rule, we 
find that the owners and captains co-operate very fairly with tho Board in matters of this sort.

TUESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1894.

JJrmnt: —
Me. Q-. H. CLAEK. | Me. DAYIS.

Me. EBBEN.
A. J. KELLY, Esq., in the Chair. -

Captain E. Hixson, recalled and furthey examined :—
Captain 615. Chairman.] Tou promised at our last meeting to produce certaiu returns? Tes. I produce a

F. HilEon. return showing the number of vessels detained by the Marine Board during the last three years. [Vide 
Appendix Bl.j T also produce a letter from Mr. Cruickshank, the engineer surveyor, relating to the 

27 Feb.,1894, steamers “Kemble.” and “Lawrence” having been refused passengers certificates. [Vide Appendix B2.] I
• also
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also produce a schedule which I think should he attached to any Bill amending our existing law.
[Appendix B3,] It contains the latest regulations of tho Board of Trade rehit ing to life-saving appliances. _^
It follows very completely the provisions of our Marine Board Act, and I think it should be attached to ^ x89t.
any new legislation likely to be brought forward. _ , '
640. Tou would recommend that ? Yes. It really provides for boat accommodation, and a life-belt for 
every person going to sea.
647. Mr. Davis.'] Tou are under tbe Treasury Department ? Tes. _ _
648. Has any Colonial Treasurer applied to you for any information with reference to the framing of a 
new shipping law ? Tes; I have been in communication with the present Colonial Treasurer with 
reference to the framing of a new law.
649. Tou have made several recommendations to him ? Tes, _ '
G50. "With regard to deck cargo on steamers, you have stated that there are inspectors whose duty it is
to seo that no deck cargo, calculated to interfere with the navigation of a vessel is placed on hoard of 
her, or that there is not too much deck cargo ? That is so, _
651. That only applies to passenger steam-ships ? It applies particularly to passenger steam-ships, but we 
have interfered in the case of little vessels carrying boilers or other deck cargo likely to interfere with 
their safety, but as a rule, our action applies more to passenger steamers than to other vessels.

• 652. How would an inspector get to know that a little vessel was about to carry a boiler on her deck, or 
some other heavy piece of cargo which -would endanger her safety ? There are two inspectors especially told 
off for duties of this kind in Sydney, They find out, as a rule, anything of thc sort which is going ou.
"Wo often get information too from persons on board the ships.
653. As to deck cargo? Anything that is considered dangerous or inconvenient. _ .
654. Have the inspectors power to stop any vessel from carrying deck cargo ? They have certain powers, 
but the fact is that it is a misdemeanour on the part of owners to send a ship to sea, or on the part of the 
captain commanding her to take a ship to sea if she is considered dangerous. If the inspector points out 
to thc Marine Board anything which he considers dangerous the Board communicate with the captain or 
tbe owners showing them tho liability they incur under the Act, This generally has tbe effect of 
their seeing that the objectionable cargo is stowed below hatches, or that something of the sort is done.
655. But you only point out the liabilities which the owner or captain incur? Ho ; we go further than
that. I havo produced a return, from which you will see eases in which we have detained ships which we 
have considered to be dangerously overloaded. In all cases of that kind the ships aro provisionally 
detained. _
656. If your inspector expresses tbo opinion that the safely of a vessel is endangered from overloading 
from deck cargo or anything of thc kind you have power to provisionally detain her? We _ treat her ns 
an unseaworthy ship, and provisionally detain her. The provision of the Marino Act, which is a transcript 
of the Imperial Act, is ns follows: In tho first instance, it is a misdemeanour, as I have mentioued 
more than once, on the part of owners or captains to be parlies to the taking of ships to sea in an 
unseaworthy condition, and beyond that tbe State can step in and interfere if it be considered that the 
vessel is in an unseaworthy condition. I may mention hero that a good deal of responsibility attaches 
to action of this sort, because we know that ship-owners as well as other classes of the community arc 
very prone to go to law with the Government. Y ou will thus sec that we have to act with a great deal 
of tact, because there are important interests involved in the mere provisional detention of a ship. If 
a ship is ready for sea and the Marine Board detain hor for only twenty-four or forty-eight hours the 
owners could show that they were injured through the Board’s action. We havo therefore to be very 
particular in these cases, but I. need hardly say that we do take action when we consider it necessary.
657. You said last week, with reference to steam colliers running to Sydney from tho coal ports, that yon
were aware that some of them arrived in this port with their hatches off, or were probably at sea with 
their hatches off ? Yos. ■ ....
658. Yon do not know how the practice could be stopped in tbe case of colliers arriving during tbe
night ? There would be a little difficulty about that. _ .
659. Havo you ever had any complaints as to steam colliers being overloaded? Tes.
GGO. Have you ever bad any of tbo masters up before you ? Tes; and we have more frequently 
sent inspectors on board. I may mention that to my mind tbe recklessness with which the masters of 
these vessels will sometimes, if they get the chance, load them up is very remarkable, _
661. Tou are aware that there is a good deal of competition between the steam colliers, and that there is 
in arrangement whereby tbe masters obtain a bonus if they take an extra quantity of coal ? I hare 
heard that such is the ease, I may mention that we have several times had owners or masters fined for 
overloading. _ _ _ _
-662. Are you aware that thc practice still goes on in this port to an inordinate extent? It is very likely 
that it goes on. I have had serious complaints more than once as to the condition of the colliers of tho 
port, and it has been ascertained that these vessels have been made the receptacles for tbe remnants of 
cargoes of other vessels, and really they have not been at sea in tbo condition in which they have been 
seen in the harbour. . ...
603. Are you aware that it is quite a common practice if a steam collier is coaling a ship down at Neutral 
Bay or one of the large ocean steam-ships, to arrive at night after dark having on hoard from 50 to 75 
tons of coal more than she is allowed to carry ? I do not know that. _
664. Of course you aro aware that gangs of men are always ready to go off from Circular Quay as soon ns
the collier is alongside the steamer? Yes; I am quite aware of that. _ _ _
665. And yon can see for yourself that if the collier is not discovered at night-time to he overloaded it 
will be quite possible for her to raise her mark before daylight ? That is so.
666. That is quite a common practice in Sydney—colliers having to load a vessel at Neutral Bay or
one of the ocean-going steamers frequently come into port at dark, knowing perfectly well that although 
they are overloaded their mark will be well up before daylight because the discharging will commence 
immediately they enter the port ? I think we shall he able to stop that practice to a certain extent now .
we know that it prevails. . ...
667. Do you think it will he possible to arrange with the inspectors to visit theso places ? I think so.
Perhaps thc hotter plan would be to gain the co-operation of the water police. They are active in 
detecting vessels without out lights, and aro quite willing to assist us iu other ways.
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r^niiEon ^ ^'10 Prllet>ce iu cases where the inspector has not noticed a part of a vessel which happens
to he unseaworthy ? We often hear rumours that such is the case. Statements as to vessels being in a 

27 Feb. 1891'. condi*i°n often come from some of the crews. These crews, as a rule, are always anxious—for their 
’ own safety, I suppose—and so give us information as to any defects. That has been done in many 

instances.
6(59. If tho complaint is made by any of the crew, would you require it to be signed by the whole crew ? 
We do not wait for that; as I have said the policy of the Marine Board is usually to discharge duties of 
this kind as rapidly and effectually as possible. The Act provides for a certain form of declaration—that 
so many of thc crew should come before us—but if we hear of anything detrimental to tbe safety or even 
to the comfort of those on board a vessel we always without this formality send au officer or inspector on 
board, and as a rule with the desired effect. In many instances tbe men who complain do not care to 
appear. They give us the information privately, and we do our best to protect them.
670, Suppose a crew sign a requisition for a survey by thc Marine Board ;—would they have to pay for 
the survey ? The crew are never charged ; wre do the work with our own people,
G71. You have had complaints from several crews, I believe, as to the unseaworthiness of ships ? Yes. 
672. There was one case in which the crew refused to go to sea on account of the unseawortliiness of the 
ship. I refer to tlie case of the “ British Commerce” which occurred about eighteen months ago ? I 
think I recollect that case.
073._ Her rigging was bad up aloft, and tbc statement was made that the surveyor sent down by the 
Marine Board never went up aloft to look at it ? I do not think Mr. McEitchie is a mau to shirk his work. 
I believe be was the officer who made tho survey in the case to which you refer. As far as I can recollect, 
the complaint was not borne out. You can quite understand that there are often disaffected people on 
board ships who make complaints. Mon often complain when they want to get discharged. All that they 
want to do is to get rid of their bond with tbe ship as easily as they can. We have sometimes had cases 
of that sort.
674'. Do the inspectors ever go on board the cargo steamers, and inspect their life-saving appliances ? In 
the case of vessels that hold our certificates, yes.
675. But it is not absolutely necessary that a vessel not carrying passengers should hold your 
certificate ? Ho.
676. Do. you not think that that is altogether wrong ? I have already suggested that the schedule I have 

. handed in, should be attached to any new legislation with a view to remedy that state of things.
677. This is one of the changes jmu would like to see effected ? Yes. ,
678. Of course if theso cargo vessels had to carry your certificates they would have to undergo periodical 
survey ? Yes; every six months.
679. How, with reference to passenger steamers, do you consider that tbo intercolonial steamers sailing 
out of this port with passengers are provided with sufficient life-saving appliances for the number of 
passengers they carry ? Perhaps iu some instances thoy should carry more than they do. If the schedule 
which I have handed in becomes law, the passengers on every ship will be perfectly safeguarded in this 
respect,
GSO. I went to the trouble the other day of counting thc passenger list of thc “ Mararon,” one of the 
finest passenger steamers running into this port. I found that she went away with 217 saloon and 167 
steerage passengers, making a total in all of 384. I put her crew down as seventy souls all told. That 
would make 454. Do yon think the “ Mararoa ” carries sufficient life-saving appliances for 450 souls, I 
may remind you that she carries eight boats? Perhaps sbe would scarcely have sufficient if she carries 
only eight boats. That would not be sufficient boat accommodation for tbe number of passengers you 
indicate. ‘
681. You could not allow an average of more than forty for each boat? Ho ; and that would provide for 
only 320, hut if the schedule which I have handed in is adopted in tlie new legislation, it will remedy that 
state of things. My impression is that the “ Mararoa ” does not hold a Hew South "Wales certificate. In 
the case of vessels holding our certificates,'they are obliged to have a life-belt on board for every 
passenger and every member of tbe crew. They do not get thoir certificate unless that condition is 
complied with.
682. Are yon aware that a Bill has been introduced into the House of Commons, called the Seamen’s 
Hating Bill ? I believe so, although I am not posted up in the subject.
683. Do you think it would promote tbe safety of life if those who arc shipped as able seamen, and who 
may be called upon to work the boats and life-saving appliances, had some certificate of competency ? I 
think there should he something of tho kind. I know that it is the case in the Itoyal Havy. A man does 
not get his post as able seaman without showing his proficiency.
684. You cannot conceive of men who have never before been to sea in tbeir lives going on board ships 
and pretending to undertake the duties of able seamen ? Ho.
685. I suppose you have heard that of late years that has been the practice in this port in time of
trouble ? I have heard so. '
686. With regard to the number of the crew which a vessel carries, you have no power under your Act 
to determine the number ? Ho.
687. Do you not think it a strange anomaly that wc should be so particular about life-belts and life-boats 
and fire extinguishing apparatus, and that there should be no provision in the law enabling you to say 
when a vessel is undermanned ? I think it is, The old Act made it compulsory for four seamen and on 
apprentice_to be carried for every 100 tons, but that principle was dropped when the Seamen’s Laws 
Consolidation Act was passed in 1854.
638. Prom your long experience at sea in various capacities you do not think that a steamer o£ 400 tons 
going to sea with only three hands on board could he said to he properly manned ? Certainly not.
689. You are aware that a steamer sailed between Howeastle and Sydney during thc strike of 1890 in 
that way? So I understand,
690. If a vessel could not get a crew and (he captain was satisfied to lake her to sea you could not prevent 
him from so doing ? Ho.
691. lou have nothing to do with the quality of the crow under any circumstances ? Ho.
692^ The crew might be suffering from delirium tremens or they might be unable to understand a word 
of Lnglish, they might not understand a single word of command, but nevertheless you could not inter
fere? Ho, ■
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693. And you think the power of interference in such circumstances as those should he vested in the 
.Board ? J certainly think there should be power lo prevent evils of that sort somewhere.
69-1'. You do not fhink that it is calculated lo promote the safety of either thc travelling public or seamen 27 ^ -jg^ 
when vessels are allowed to go to sea either undermanned or manned by men incompetent to perform the 
duties demanded of them ? Kb.
G95. Your inspectors do not go on board vessels of any class not bolding your certificate ? Kot so 
frequently as in the ease of those holding our certificate. If a vessel holds our certificate the Marino 
Board guarantees that she is fit in every respect to do the work on which she is employed. In the case of 
vessels which do not hold our certificate there is not the same responsibility upon thc part of the Marine 
Board.
696. The guarantee in that case rests entirely with tbe ship-owners ? Yes; with them and the master.
09/. Consequently, if a vessel were not guaranteed by one of your certificates it -would be possible for 
her boats to remain in the chocks until they were pretty well rusted down ? Yes ; but I think it would 
be a matter of great difficulty for the State to keep the whole of tho boats in order. It really must rest 
with the captains and officers of thc vessels whom you would expect, for the sake of their own safety, to 
take a little interest in the matter.
698. lou are aware that in the bustle of running to and fro between tbe coal ports and Sydney, short 
distances, those on board very seldom tbink of the possibility of disaster coming upon them? I am afraid 
not.
699. And you think that better provision ought to be made, in view of the contingency of disaster over
taking these vessels ? Yes ; my experience at sea has always been that it is necessary to keep seamen 
back from running into danger. They are quite careless in such matters generally.
700. You stated at our last meeting that you had power to survey ships and have their load-lines marked?
Yes. “ ''
701. Have you any fixed scale ? Yes.
702. "What scale do you go by ? A\re have a very elaborate scale, which was projected in England by the 
Board of Trade.
703. So much free board for every foot of hold ? Yes, and intricate measurements as to the build of the
ship in addition to that. _ -
701. You practically carry out thc scheme recommended by the Board of Trade in England? A similar 
scheme—yes.
705. Are you supposed to insist that a stated number of boats shall he carried? There is a provision in 
the present Act, but I do not consider that it is satisfactory. That is why I advocate the adoption of the 
schedule I have produced. I think it should bo attached to thc first Kavigation Act Amendment Bill that 
is passed.
706. You consider that a vessel undermanned, or carryings crew of incompetent men, is a danger to other 
vessels navigating ? She is.
707. A case occurs to me in which a Kewcasfle steamer, full of passengers, was nearly cut down by a
vessel carrying a crew of kanakas, none of whom knew port from starboard ;—that would bo dangerous lo 
the vessel carrying them as well as lo other vessels ? Certainly. .
708. C/iairman.] The schedule you have handed in this afternoon you desire to substitute for Schedule E 
of tho existing law, I suppose ? Yes.
709. You gave tho schedule careful consideration before submitting the proposed amendments ? I 
did, and I think it is positively necessary that it should he made law as soon as possible.
710. "You strongly recommend that? Yes, I do.
711. Jfr. Davis.] You have power to issue regulations for the control of the harbour traffic of Sydney?
Yes.
712. Do you not think that collisions in the harbour have been vorv frequent lately ? Ko ; I tbink that 
we are marvellously save. I looked out of my window not three days ago and counted sixteen vessels 
under weigh iu Sydney Cove at one time. Considering the traffic of Sydney Harbour, I think we aro 
marvellously clear of collisions.
713. C/Mtrman.] Is that not owing to the new wharfage accommodation which has been recently provided ?
Yes, to a certain extent.
714. In old times the steamers used to cross one another, but now the wharfage accommodation has been 
so arranged that there is no need for them to cross ? The whole of the wharfage improvements are not
yet complete, but the work is under construction, The Marine Board have always endeavoured to keep ■
the up-harbour traffic on the west side of Sydney Cove, and the down-harbour traffic on the eastern side, 
thereby preventing many crossings. ”
715. Mr. Davis.] Have there not been a great man}'collisions between the two Balmain ferry companies ?
More humps than actual collisions. You seo the persons employed on tlie steamers are employed to 
compete with each other, that is, with the men on the boats belonging to the rival companies, and I am 
surprised, under tho circumstances, that we have not, had more serious collisions.
716. The boats sometimes run very close to one another in approaching the wharfs and jetties ? I think
the masters of these steamers arc put in a trying position. The unfortunate meu are employed lo do all 
they can for their company, and each company is competing as hard as it can with the other. If a 
collision occurs the master is the man who is blamed, and bo is really only obeying the orders of his 
employers. "
717. i"ou have no power to arrange a time-table for the two companies ? Ko ; all that we have power to 
do is to make them adhere to a time-table upon wdiich they have mutually agreed.
718. Mr. G. D. Clark.] "Would it not be a good thing if you had power to make a time-table in
certain instances : take the case of the Balmain ferry; tables have been arranged on each side again and 
again, but it seems impossible to arrive at any mutual agreement iu the matter—it seems to me that 
poiyer ought to bo vested in some authority not only to draw' up time-tables when boats are competing 
against each other and running to the same wharfs, but insisting on the time-tables so drawn up being 
adhered to ? It would perhaps be a difficult position in which to place a public body to ask it to produce 
a time-table lo suit competing companies. I may say that in the case referred lo I have done all I can 
to bring about an amicable arrangement in regard to the time, but each company insists that certain times 
oJ Ihe day, a.nd, in fact, certain minutes of the day, are most favourable to them. In this way a number 
of difficulties present themselves. Ko doubt if there were some authority to draw up a time-table for 
them it would be a good thing. ' 719

91—D
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F Hixsoi! ^ un^f:rs^arj^ ^L'U you have no power to deal with eases of collision unless the damage to property
exceeds £50, or life is lost ? We cannot take the master’s certificate away unless serious damage is done 

27 Fell. 1804. a vessfd or loss of life occurs ; but we often inquire into minor cases. We spent three days over this 
Balmain ferry business a short time ago, inquiring into an allegation of incompetency and misconduct, 
and the opinion I formed at the end of the three days was that the man so charged was a smart fellow, 
and knew his work as well as anybody.
720. Mr. pavis.] Of course he was working for his employers ? Tes; and all that I can say was that he
is a most intelligent man. , ~
721. Mr-Edden.] Tou said in reply to the Chairman that there were cases iu which vessels went out of 
port with their hatches off;—1 suppose that at a port like Howeastle many colliers would leave the port 
at night as well as in the day-time ? They leave at night-time almost as frequently as in the day-time.
722. I understood you to say that you had an officer at Newcastle whose duty it was to see that the 
hatches were put on F Tes.
723. Have you only one officer there who discharges this duty ? Only one special officer.
724. Then it would be impossible for this officer to discharge his duty at night-time as well as in the day
time? Of coarse he cannot be on duty always. There is really more than ono officer who discharges this 
duty. There are inspectors among the pilots and harbour masters people. They take note of these tilings 
in the day-time, and the special officer is to a great extent available for night duty. At the same time he 
is not always there. ‘
725. Do you think that is a sufficient number of officers for a port like Newcastle where so many vessels
are always leaving ? Of course, if vessels are to he inspected constantly night and day one ofiieervould 
not be sufficient. _
726. Do you not think it is necessary that vessels should bo inspected night and day if there is fo be 
safety? I believe it is, but at the same time the masters and officers of the ships who are really the 
persons most interested in matters of this sort should look after it. One would naturally think that they 
would be the first men to see that stops necessary for the safety of tho ship were carried out. The State 
cannot possibly look after every ship belonging to private owners. , If the individuals on the ships do not 
look after these matters it is impossible for the State to do it effectively.
727. If a vessel leaves Newcastle at night-time with her load-line below the water, and there is no 
one on duty to see that the tiling is done, there is no one to detect the offence until the vessel arrives at 
her destination ? That is so.
728. And if ihe ship’s destination is beyond the Colony there would be no liability upon the owners ? 
It does not matter at what port the ship arrives so long as it is a British port because tlie Merchant 
-Shipping Act is reciprocal. A ship leaving Newcastle for instance overloaded could be met at any British 
port and the masters or owners could be proceeded against. We frequently have communications from 
the Board of Trade, and from tho neighbouring colonies, on the subject.
729. T ou know for a certainty that there is reckless overloading at times ? Upon some of the vessels—yes.
730. 1 understood you to say that the Board have frequently had occasion to reprimand the owners and 
masters, and to take proceedings against them ? Tes.
731. I see that the penality for overloading is a fine not exceeding £100, what fine is generally imposed P 
The magistrates I must say are rather adverse to heavy fines, but I have known £10 and £20 fines inflicted.
732. 1 suppose you could not suggest any more effectual means of preventing overloading P ’.fhe publio 
are very apathetic in matters of this sort until a catastrophe occurs. Then everyone wants to know why 
a certain thing was not done. Perhaps it is not news to you to hear that the Marine Board meet with 
anything but sympathy on tlie part of the public when they interfere in the discharge of what they 
consider to be their duty. Of course when there is a catastrophe tho boot is altogether on the other log. 
A clever lawyer, before a magistrate who does not perhaps know very much about these matters, would 
jierhaps succeed in covering with ridicule any complaint the Marine Board might make if there were no 
loss of life or limb involved in the case.
733. I understood you to say a short time ago that you were often under a compliment to the crew of 
vessels for giving you information with regard to any defect in them ? Tes.
734. And that these men in many instances did not like to appear? Certainly.
735. What is tho reason of that? They think they might be discharged by the captains or owners if it 
were Iniown that they had made themselves prominent. 1 knewr of a captain trading out of this porf 
who was notorious for appearing before the owners, and expressing his willingness to do almost anything 
hut for that dreadful Marine Board. The same man used to come quietly to us and say, “Look at what, 
they are going to put on board the ship. Do not let them do it.” The man was two-faced. Ho was 
anxious for his own safety on the one hand, and on the other frightened of offending the owners, and this 
is not the only case of the sort.
736. Does not the fact of the Board having to depend npon tho sailors and officers for information show 
cither that there arc not sufficient inspectors or that the inspectors do not do their duty? As 3 have 
said, it is impossible for the State to look after every vessel. All these vessels are private property, and 
the State must deal very cautiously with the owners of that property. The ship-owning business has 
latterly been anything but a paying one, and any unnecessary interference would be a mistaken policy. 
At the same time, if real abuses exist, it is the duty of the State to interpose and sift them out.
737. Tou said, in reply to Mr. Davis, that the recommendations you have made iu the document which 
you have handed in to-day would provide boat accommodation and life buoys for every passenger on 
steamers ? Tes; and for every other ship sailing out of port.
73S. Chairman,'] I suppose you know that some time ago it was the intention of the Colonial Treasurer, 
Mr. Seo, to bring in a Bill for tbe reorganisation of the Marine Board ? 1 do.
739. Have you had any consultations with Mr. See as to Ihe drafting of that Bill? Tes.
740. Tou approve of the introduction of that legislation ? T do not disapprove of it.
741. "i ou think that the Board, as tbc Colonial Treasurer proposed to reorganise it, would be preferable 
to the Board which now exists ? Well, the tendency of the present day is in the direction of class 
representation, and I do not see why it should not be applied to thc Marine Board ns well as to other 
bodies.
742. Tou think that all interests and all those engaged in maritime pursuits would be better served by 
thc Board as proposed to be reconstructed? Tes ; and more satisfied, perhaps.

743.
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743. Mr. G, T). Clark.'] ])o you not think that the powers of the Marine-Board might he extended in the ^ 
direction of issuing regulations for harbour traffic ? It might, perhaps, be done, but you place a public
body in rather an anomalous position when you ask it to undertake the control of private enterprise and 27 jeb., 1804. 
competition. _ _
744. Bo you not think it would bo well in thc ease of thc two Balmain Berry Companies for the Marine 
Board to interfere, and draw up a time-table ? I am afraid tbe Marino Board would not give satisfaction 
even if it did interfere. It certainly would not satisfy both sides.
745. Mr. Davis.] And it might be charged with partiality ? Quito so. ,
746. Chairman.] Have your Board any control over the small 50-ton vessels which run down to Lord
Howe Island ? In the same way that we have control over other vessels, _ _ _
747. I suppose they are allowed to carry passengers in the case of emergency ? There is no restriction
of that kind. The passengers go at their own risk. The Passenger Act comes in only when there are 
over fifty passengers. _ _
748. You have no control with respect to the cargo earned by these vessels? Only if there is over
loading, or if there be any dangerous cargo, such as explosives, or things of that sort.
749. Does the jurisdiction of your Board extend to Lord Howe Island? It does. We have a flagstaff 
there. It is a port of Now South Wales. We pay one of the inhabitants a trifle for signalling, and 
things of that sort. The place is really a part of New South Wales territory.
750. Is it not rather an expensive part ? I think it is, and a very troublesome part, _
751. Mr. Davis.] You are aware that the Marine Board is charged with being over-stringent in what it 
did in the case of the “ Royal Tar.” Is there any foundation for that charge ? The “ Royal Tar ” 
scarcely came uuder the jurisdiction of the Marine Board. Thc case was dealt with by tho Emigration 
Department. Thc Passenger Act to which I referred just now provides that when a vessel carries over 
fifty passengers it shall come under the special regulations of the Emigration Department. This ship 
had to be altered from an open hull to a passenger-carrying vessel. I may say that I do not know any
thing about the case officially, hut I did hear that an officer had insisted upon the ship’s mainmast being 
taken out on the plea that it was not sound, and that it was found sound, and was put back again.
752. What oflieor was that ? Captain Vine Hall, I believe.
753. Acting for the Emigration Department? Yes.
754. I believe the cable also had to be increased in size? I heard that that was so,
755. That necessitated the hawse-pipes being made larger ? Perhaps it would.
756. Is there any provision in the Emigration Act as to what ihe size of the chain cable shall be ? Not 
in the Act, but I think there is authority under the Act to enforce certain alterations if thoy are con
sidered necessary.
757. And the “ Royal Tar ” was really surveyed by Captain Vine Hall, acting for the Emigration Depart
ment ? Yes.
758. The Marine Board having nothing whatever to do with the matter ? Quite so.

TUESDAY, 13 MADGE, 1894.

present;—
Mn. a. D. CLARK, | Mr. DAVIS, 

Mr. EDDEN.
A. J. KELLY, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr, William Cruickshank called in, sworn, and examined:—
759. Chairman.'] You are Engineer’s Surveyor to tho Marine Board of New South Wales ? Yes.
760. It is thc intention of this Committee to make recommendations for legislation dealing with our 
shipping laws, and wc shall be glad to hear your opinion as to the alteration of those laws. 1 suppose 
that, in your capacity of Engineer’s Surveyor, you have had ample opportunity to observe the defects of 
tho existing law affecting harbour-going steamers and intercolonial boats ? I have had a fair experience 
of the operation of the law.
761. Could you suggest any amendment of the law which would tend to safeguard the interests of the 
public ? The principal thing I would point out is the necessity for having all steamships surveyed 
independently of their carrying passengers.
762. That is not provided for by the Act ? No. .
763. I suppose you have a good knowledge of the Act? I have a fair knowledge of it in so far as it 
affects my own Department.
764. Is it not mandatory on yonr Department to see that all steamers are inspected at least once every 
six months? It is not compulsory so far as all steamers are concerned for them to be officially examined.
765. Under what conditions do you examine steamers? Only passenger steamers arc examined.
766. And you would apply the survey to all steamers ? Yes ; as is done in Victoria.
767. What term would you suggest? The term is a matter for consideration. Large ocean-going ships 
might he surveired once in twelve months, but harbour or coasting steamers should be surveyed every six 
months. We have no option as the law now stands. We have to examine all passenger steamers eveiy 
six months.
768. Did you1 examine Ihe " Warrimoo” lately? Yes.
769. Did you find anything defective in her ? Nothing seriously defective. •
770. In 3rour opinion she was in a thoroughly safe condition to undertake her voyage ? Under tho 
conditions under which she sailed. I may say that I received a letter from the engineer the other day 
written from Eiji. He said that everything was working satisfactorily.
771. Have you any control over the boilers of harbour steamers? We examine all harbour steamers, 
provided they carry passengers.
772. Those that do not carry passengers can go as long as they please without examination ? Yes.
773. Do you think that is right ? No ; I think that all steamers, whether they carry passengers or not, 
should bo subject to the same examination.

' 774.

Mr. W. 
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774. Mr. Q. D. Olarle.~\ How often do you say you examine steamers belonging to this Colony ? Every 
six months officially, but they are examined from time to time as we happen to be about.
775. Ho you examine the machinery of foreign-owned vessels which are not registered in this Colony ? 
Sometimes, at their own request.
776. Suppose representations were made to you by the firemen of a particular ship that her boilers were 
unsafe, would you have power, apart from any request by the captain or engineer, to examine her ? That 
question was decided some years ago when we were surveying some,of the Ereneh and German vessels. 
It was decided that wc had not the power as there was a treaty existing betw'een thc Old Couuiry and 
France and Germany that their vessels should be treated as men-of-war, and should have all the privileges 
of mcn-of-war so far as we are concerned.
777. But in the ease of British-owmed vessels sailing to foreign porta, I suppose yon tvould have the 
necessary power ? "We have the same power over them as we have over our own vessels.
778. Have you pow'er to prevent a vessel from going to sea if, in your judgment, her machinery is not in 
good order? X have no power.
77(1. But you report tho matter P Tes.
780. Do you know whether the power rests with those to whom you report to prevent a vessel from going 
to sea if, in your judgment, it is necessary that she should he detained ? They have that power.
781. I suppose your examination extends only to the machinery ? Ho ; it takes in the whole of the vessels— 
hull, boilers, engines, and equipment.
782. In the case of any .vessel registered in the Colony, if representations ivere made to you from the 
firemen, you would not hesitate to ascertain whether those representations were correct or not ? Wc have 
power to go on hoard any ship, whether she carries passengers or not.
783. Mr, Dams.'] Do you ever receive complaints from the erews of passenger steamers ? Very seldom.
784. That is, I suppose, on account of your putting them through a periodical overhaul? J suppose so ; 
we have practically no trouble with them.
785. Do you know the steamer “ Lass o’ Gowrie ” ? Yes.
786. Do you know what was the matter with her recently ? A joint of a patch on her boiler blew out.
787. She would not como under the category of a passenger-carrying steamer ? She has not been upon 
our books for many years.
788. Then I suppose a considerable time has elapsed since you examined her? I do not think w'e have 
examined her for ten or twelve years.
789. Do you not think that when the recent accident happened to her she was placed in jeopardy ? She 
may have been, in bad weather.
799. The lives of all hands might have been lost ? It is possible.
791. Tou have no power to determine when a ship is adequately maimed in the stoke-hold ? Hone,
792. But you have power to determine when a vessel has all she requires in the engine-room? So far as 
thc engineers and engine-room are concerned, wc have ample power.
793. Tou see that they carry certaiu spare articles in case of accident? Tes.
794. Are they not supposed to carry them under your regulations ? The word is 11 should,” not “ shall,”
795. Do you not think that the word “ shall” should be there instead of “ should” ? In some eases and 
with some persons.
796. Tou mean that “ should” is quite sufficient for some companies but not for others ? Tes.
797. But the word “shall” would include all? If the word “shall” was there we would give effect to 
it, but it is not there.
798. But if these things are required in the interests of life and property, surely every effort ought to he 
made to see that they are there? It is a very large question. I may mention that the word “ should" is 
used under the Board of ’Trade and Lloyd’s rules.
799. Still as regards deck equipment the word “shall” is used ? Tes.
800. Why should it not apply to the engine-room ? Because it is a difficult thing to know where to stop 
when you are providing spare gear.
801. But a certain number of articles are enumerated as those which should bo carried ? Tes.
802. And that number would not be exceeded even if the regulations contained the word “ shall” ? Ho.
803. But it would be more definite ? Of course if you use the word “ shall” whatever articles woie 
enumerated would havfe to be aboard the ship.
804. But a number of articles are enumerated as being necessary at the present time. T suppose the 
regulations would not request that they should be carried unless they were considered necessary by those 
competent to form an opinion ? Tou have to take a number of things into consideration ; for instance, 
some of our vessels make very short journeys on thc coast; thc owners'knowing that these vessels aro 
only a short time away from port and think that if anything happened there would be no difficulty in getting 
repairs made. You must remember that spare gear costs a lot of money.
805. Could you not arrange that in the ease of steamers making short trips the spare gear need not be 
insisted upon? The whole question has been elaborately gone into by the authorities in the Old Country, 
and thc regulations as at present framed are the outcome. I can quite appreciate ihe difficulty ; some
times a vessel takes a short run, and sometimes a long run. The majority of vessels, as a rule, carry 
sufficient spare gear.
806. How many of the accidents which have occurred do you suppose would have been prevented if spare 
gear had been carried ? Comparatively few,
807. Tou have provided in your regulations for the carrying of spare gear, and you have power to say 
whether an engine or boiler is sufficiently strong;—do you not think you should have power to define the 
number of bands necessary to work the machinery ? Personallv, I do not want any more power. I 
think I have too much already. I have practically unlimited power.
808. In some directions, but in this particular direction you have none ? My personal opinion is that it 
is a delicate question to touch. The spare gear required for a modern set of engines is a very difficult 
thing to define, because there are so many different parts which might break, It is difficult to say what 
part you should compel vessels to carry in duplicate. Suppose you insisted upon twenty duplicate parts 
being carried, some other part of the engine of which you had no spare gear might break down. The 
question is surrounded by a lot of difficulty.
809- Do you uot think that it is neoesssary that you should have power to define the number of bands 
necessary to work the stoke-hold ? If we had power to define the number we should be in a position to 
do so. <510.
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810. Would you consider a vessel well manned, with due regard to her safety, if she had in her stoke
hold a crew who had never been to sea before as firemen ? Decidedly not. . *
811. Has any case come under your notice within the last few years in which a vessel in these Colonies jg jfar jgr^
put to sea with a crew in her stoke-hold who had never been to sea before ? Hot any. I have not made ’ *
any inquiries on such a subject; it is not a part of my duty.
812. You are empowered to inquire into the state of the engines and boilers ; do you not think it is quite 
as important that some inquiry should be made into tbo competency of the men who have to work the 
machinery ? J think it is a very important- thing that the men should have had some experience.
818. You think then that you should also have the power to determine whether a vessel is properly 
maimed ? Of course those who go into the stoke-hold should have had some experience, but whether I 
should have power to determine their competency or not is another matter. .
814. But do you think you should have the power ? I do not think I ought to have the power.
815. You think it should be delegated to someone else? Y~es,
810. Chairman.'] Will you submit to the Committee, in writing, such amendments of the law as you 
consider necessary ? I am quite whiling to put a few of my principal suggestions in writing.
817. Mr. Davis.] Do you think that in the case of the “ Lass o’ G-owrie,” if you had had powrcr to examine 
thc vessel’s boilers, the accident might have been prevented ? The probabilities are that it would have 
been, but you cannot make infallible machinery. We have power to go on board any ship, but it is a 
delicate matter to interfere with private property. Dor instance, there are persons who own steam-yachts ; 
wo must give them credit for knowing something about their own business. In this democratic country 
you have to be very cautious. ■

THURSDAY, 20 MARCH, 1894.

■Press nt;—
Mr. EDDEN. 1 Hr. DAVIS,

Mr. J. D. FITZGEBALD.
A. J. KELLY, Esq., in tub Cuaiu.

Mr. Samuel Smith called in, sworn, and examined:—
818. Chairman.] You arc tbc Secretary of the Seamen’s Union? Yes.
810. How long have you been acting in that capacity ? Two years and six weeks.
820. As a rule you have a fair knowledge of seafaring matters. You arc acquainted with the wants and 29Mar., 1894, 
requirements of seamen? Yes.
821. Yon were secretary to the Union during the late struggle between thc seamen and their employers?
Yes ; during the strike of 1898.
822. During that strike you had every opportunity of seeing in what way thc operation of the law affected 
the men of yonr Union ? Tes ; 1 had a good opportunity of learning all that transpired during the dispute.
823. Were there any particular things which came under your notice at that time, concerning which you 
are in a position to give the Committee any information? On many occasions I saw the law violated by 
the shipping of men who were neither seamen or firemen.
824. Can you give us tho particulars of any of thc cases ? Yes. I could name the case of the “Hesketh.”
Several men were shipped on hoard that steamer who had no previous experience at sea. Men were also 
shipped on thc “Itocklon" who had no previous experience at sea. On the “Adelaide” and “Inuamincka” 
men were also shipped who had not been to sea before. 'The same thing.happened on the “Emu.”
825. Did any instances come under your notice in which crews were signed on ships without a represen
tative of the Shipping Office being present? In the ease of every vessel registered in New South Wales 
no representative of the Shipping Office would be present when the crews were signed on,
826. Do you not think it rather injudicious that crews should he allowed to sign on on any vessel in the 
absence of a proper witness from thc Shipping Office to attest tlie signatures ? My opinion is that in no 
case should crews be signed on unless a representative of the Shipping Office is present. That is one of 
the grievances which the men had in the months of July and August last. Men were being signed on day 
after day and they did not comply with the law as regards the production of discharges or oven licenses 
to ship.
827. Do you not think it would he better if the crew of every ship were signed on at the Shipping Office ?
Yes. I should say that that was the proper course to adopt.
823. You would strongly advise it ? Yes. -
820. Cases have boon brought under your notice where the granting of permits was carried on indiscrimi
nately during the late trouble ? Yes. In one case five men went-to the office of the Shipping Master 
and aske^ for permits or licenses to ship ; thoy had already made a voyage on a steamer. The Shipping 
Master wanted to know what; ship they had been on. They were instructed by tbe captain to say that they 
were on none, and that they were going to ship on board the “Hesketh.” The Shipping Master declined to 
give them a permit unless they brought a note from tbe captain or some other person. They went to thc 
Eree Maritime Labour Bureau in Clarencc-street and each of the men was supplied with a note similar 
to that which I now produce. They returned to the Shipping Office and got licenses to ship as “ deck 
hands.” The Shipping Master considered them so incompetent that he would not rate them either as 
A.B.’s or firemen.
830. Do I understand you to mean that these men had already gone a voyage without a permit ? Yes.
They had no license to ship and no discharge.
831. Thoy had not been signed on ? No.
832. Could you name these individuals ? One of them was named John Mitchell. I have shown you 
ihe nolo ho received. Another was named YVilliam Cooper, and another John Hall. There was another 
young man whose name I forget. It happened to be a case in which the captain was prosecuted. A 
conviction was obtained against him.
833. Do you approve oE the system adopted by thc Maritime Eree Labour Bureau in issuing these notes ?
No ; I and all other men going to sea have a strong objection to applying to the bureau. We think that 
either thc chief officer or engineer is thc best man to judge of thc fitness oE applicants to engage iu any 
capacity. 834.

Mr. S. Smith.
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Mr. S. Smith, 834. It lias been denied that the system you indicate was practised by the bureau. We have been told 
—A—that if men wish to ship on any vessel, they had first to make application to the. engineer or mate. If 

29Mar.,lS9+. they got a note from either of those officers they went to the Labour Bureau and ivere supplied with a 
ticket ? They are doing that now—that is since this investigation commenced.
83-j, Had the men in the case to which you have referred made application to the engineer or mate, or 
did they go direct from Messrs. Burns, Philp, and Co.’s office to the bureau ? They were despatched from 
the bureau. They had never seen the captain until they went on hoard. The particular men to whom I 
refer were furnished also with a password.
83G. You will see that there is a printed form on the hack of these tickets setting forth the conduct and 
qualifications of the men, and leaving space for remarks of the officers. Ho you approve of that being 
clone in the case of these tickets issued by the bureau? The seamen object to the system very strongly. 
They think it is adopted for the purpose of blacklisting the men. The ticket is sent hack to the Maritime 
Labour Bureau, and if the remarks on the hack of it, as to the conduct and qualifications of the man, aro 
not satisfactory, he is refused employment on any future occasion. It is possible to write remarks on 
these tickets which they would not dare to put on a seaman’s discharge.
S37. I suppose you have a pretty good knowledge of the Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act ? Yes.
S3S. Is there any particular clause of the Act which you think requires amendment ? I have seen the 
amendment proposed by Mr. Murphy to section 33. The effect would be to restrict the issue of licenses 
to seamen. I would prevent men who are incompetent from obtaining licenses to ship.
839. You approve of that amendment? Yes.
840. There is a section of the Act under which the Shipping Master may decide questions which seamen 
may refer to him. Ho you know of any matters of that kind which have been brought under the notice 
of the Shipping Master ? The chief disputes referred to him concern wages and things of that sort. 
Sometimes a question arises as to whether men are entitled to overtime, and that would he referred to the 
Shipping Master in some cases.
S4I. Can you call to your memory any particular cases in which the Shipping Master has had to adjudicate ? 
1 remember that when Captain Brown -was Shipping Master he was called upon to determine the question 
as to when pay should terminate. The master claimed that when the vessel was laid up the crew were 
not entitled to wages. The crew claimed that they were entitled to pay while there was a number of the 
crew upon the articles.
842. I suppose you know of many cases where no account of wages has been rendered ? It happens 
almost daily in the case of ships discharging their men in Hew South "Wales, The provision of the Act in 
this respect is not complied with. *
S43. You would recommend that the Act should he strictly enforced, so far as the account of wages is 
concerned ? Yes : that is a further reason for my opinion that all the men should ho paid off by the 
Shipping Master, who would then have an opportunity of knowing whether the Act had been complied 
with or not.
844. "With regard to the twenty-four hours’ notice, do you think the laws should be amended in that 
respect ? I think the arrangement meets with the general approval of the men. They are quite willing 
to give or take twenty-four hours’ notice, but the captains often attempt to have the law applied only one 
way—that is, they say they can give, but that it is optional with them whether they will accept notice. In 
the case of a number of ships’ articles, drawn up in Melbourne, discharge is at the master’s option. The 
“ "Warrimoo ” was signing under those articles while she was trading between Australia and Hew Zealand 
or in any part of the Australian colonies. The men feel aggrieved at the idea that they can he discharged 
anywhere. They would prefer one port of discharge I think, for giving or getting twenty-four hours’ 
notice.
84o. "With regard to the matter of unclaimed wages, has any case come under your notice where the 
friends or relatives of a seaman have had any difficulty in regard to wages which should have been justly 
paid? I have heard of no case of injustice with regard to any of the men hero. A case happened 
recently, how'ever, in which a man belonging to the “ Monawai ” was drowned at San Francisco. Some 
interested persons made application here to the Shipping Master, and iverc informed that if the brother 
of the deceased applied through the Intestate Office he would get the money. The applicants were asked 
to communicate with the brother, who is resident in the United Kingdom.
846. Another section to which I should like to direct your attention is that providing for the payment of 
wages in cases where seamen are left behind on the ground of inability;—have any cases under that 
section been brought under your notice since you have been secretary to the Seamen’s Union? 1 cannot 
think for the moment of any case where any men have had their wages taken away. In any case where a 
man is put ashore the wages arc left for him,
817. Is it not possible as the matter now stands for a captain to leave a man behind on the ground of 
inability, paying him only at the rate of Is. a month ? The practice should he for the captain to go to 
the hospital and see that the man is satisfied, and that the amount left behind is what he is entitled to. 
The men think that the captain’s statement ought not to ho taken as to what is due to the man; hut that 
some opportunity should he afforded for checking the amount left behind.
SIS. Do you know of any cases in which men have fallen sick on hoard ship, and have not received proper 
attention ;—do you know of any cases where there have not been proper medical appliances? Yes. The 
local shipowners are very careless in this matter of attending to men who are injured while following 
their calling. ■ .
819. Is the medicine chest generally properly equipped ? Ho. My experience is that it is generally 
very inadequately equipped. Hothing of the kind is provided in the case of vessels trading on the coast. 
SbO. You would advise that tho law should be more strictly enforced, and that it should be applied to 
vessels trading on the coast ? 'That is one important amendment which :s required. I have known of 
accidents happening to members of a crew when there has been nothing on board to give them immediate 
relief—no bandages or anything of that kind. In one case a man got his ankle severely twisted on board 
one of the lllawarra Company’s boats. They did not go to the trouble of getting the man into a hospital, 
and he was supplied with a hospital ticket hy the Seamen’s Union. I know of another case in which a 
man was severely injured and had several of his ribs broken ; lie was supplied witli an outdoor ticket, 
which was of no service to him, and he had to get an indoor ticket from the Union. Another case 
happened on board the “ Maitland’’; a man had one of his fingers taken off, ho was also supplied with an

outdoor
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outdoor ticket. Several other cases of the same kind have occurred on hoard the “Maitland,” and tho Mi. S. Smith, 
attention of the owners has been repeatedly called to the necessity for causing the dangerous parts of the 
machinery to be covered, but the requests have not been complied with. There have been four or five ■ 1 a •> ■
cases on board the “ Maitland,” where men have lost their fingers through the machinery being exposed.
551. Now, with regard to the boarding-masters’ charges, have any cases been brought under your notice 
where men have been overcharged? The practice is carried on regularly, no doubt, but it is applied more 
particularly to men engaged on sailing vessels, and of course they do not come so immediately under our 
notice. Few of these men being members of the Union, it is with great difficulty that we can discover 
the eases. There is one boarding-master whom the Shipping Master is very anxious to see. Ho has 
frequently invited him to come to the Shipping^Office, but he has always declined to do so.. He has been 
cautioned with reference to bis conduct. He induces men to leave sailing vessels arriving in port; these 
men are for the most part strangers. He gets the men billets on board some of our local sailing vessels, 
and imposes charges on them which are contrary to the .Act.
552. Has the Shipping Master taken any steps to have this man prosecuted? Yes. He has repeatedly 
informed mo that he has told the man to come down to sec him, and has also told him that he is contra
vening the shipping law, but the man always declines to come to the office.
853. Docs the Shipping blaster know where this man resides ? I dare say he does. I should say that he 
must do so. . • • i
854'. Yet he has failed to take any steps towards prosecuting him? lie finds a difficulty in getting the 
men to enable him to lay tho necessary information. The men have great diffidence in giving evidence.
On one occasion I remember directing his attention to a particular ease. The men made certain repre
sentations to me, but when it came to taking them down to the Shipping Master to supply him with tho 
necessary information they declined to go, from the fear, as they informed me, that they would be black
listed and prevented from getting further employment. That is a further reason for my opinion that all 
the men should ship from the Shipping Office. So far as improper charges arc concerned, I have in my mind 
the case of a captain who made a charge of ten shillings to his crew. He informed them that he charged 
them that money for getting them a job. On the Shipping Master’s attention being called to the matter 
the captain within the last week returned the ten shillings to the men, stating that he did not want to take 
the money from them, but that lie would take particular care to get it out of them in another way, implying 
that he would only ship his men through a boarding-master, and that he would deduct both his charges 
and the captain’s charges. I am referring to the captain of the brig “ Prospero.”
855. With regard to tho inspection of vessels, do you not think it is necessary that the law should be so
amended so ns to apply to CO-toimers is it not necessary that steps should be taken to see that they 
aro manned by competent men ? There are often wages cases upon vessels which do not come within, the 
scope of the Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act, showing that it would bo better for the men themselves if 
the vessels were brought within the Act. _
856. Aro you aware that some of the seamen shipped on these coasting vessels are most incompetent 
men? Tcs; they will take almost any man, whether he be a seaman or not, if he is a likely looking 
man to shovel coal. They never ask the men whether they have had any previous experience or ask them 
to produce papers proving that they arc seamen.
857. It is not necessary to get a permit to join these vessels ? Lt is not.
858. The law as to permits only applies to vessels over 50 tons P Yes. _ _
850. I suppose no instance has come under your notice where seamen have refused to join ships ? No.
860. No instances have come under your notice where seamen have quitted ships before they have been
properly secured ? None, '
861. ] suppose no cases of assaults upon officers have come under your notice ? No.
862. Ho you approve of the schedule of the Act with respect to the engagement and discharge of crews—
I mean as to tho fees? There is a great complaint in the case of vessels making trips to some of our 
coaling jetties, trips which are accomplished within thirty or even twenty-four horn’s. The men are made 
to sign on and sign off, and it costs them a shilling. They think that some arrangement should be made 
obviating that, because it may occur half a dozen times a month, when it would be a tax of six shillings.
863. Who collects the fees ? They go to the Shipping Office; the captain deducts them from the men’s 
pay. Tho same thing applies to vessels making trips between Melbourne and Sydney, or Brisbane and 
Sydney. The “ Warrego” recently made three trips in a month, and as she is not a New South Wales 
registered vessel, the men had to pay double fees ; that is to say, it cost them 2s. for each discharge.
864. Would you suggest any alteration in tho Act passed in 1879 for the protection of the aboriginal
natives of the islands of the Pacific Ocean from imposition when engaging as seamen ? 1 do not think
any alteration is required ; but it is necessary to see that the law is strictly carried out. 1 know_ there 
has been some laxity. It is even more necessary that these men should be taken before a Shipping 
Master than that other or European seamen should be taken before him. .
865. Do you approve of having the boats lowered before a ship goes to sea ? I think that every time a 
vessel is in port there should be a thorough inspection of her boats. I have known of cases whore boats 
have lain in the davits from one six months’ end to another.
S66. And have never been lowered ? They have never been removed from their position. When efforts 
have been made to raise them out of the chocks and swing them out, it has been found impossible to 
move them,
867. Has any case recently come to your knowledge where, when the boats wore lowered and struck the 
surface of tho water, the water came through tho bottoms ? It happened on board the “ Nelloc” ■; there 
was a collision going down tho harbour, efforts were made to get the boat swung out and it was found 
impossible to do so. When they did get the boat out it sank.
868. Could yon name any other ease in which a similar thing has happened ? Another ease occurred on
board the “ Barcoo” ; violent efforts were made at boat-drill to swing the boats outside the ship ; the 
efforts were unsuccessful, and they had to put the carpenters on to one of the boats when the vessel got 
into port. _
869. You produce a letter written by yourself to the Evening Nmvs, with reference to the protection of 
seamen from the malpractices of boarding-masters? Yes. [Vide Appendix C.~]
870. Mr. J. I). FitzGerald.] You are authorised by your Society to come here and give evidence ? Yes.
871. And anything you say would be sure to receive its endorsement ? Yes.

872.
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Kr. S.^Smith. 8/2. Has tliere been any discussion at the meetings of your Society upon these subjects ? "\\re have dis- 
5>oiWim- isai cusse<^ Tarious timics tlic question of undermanning, tho difficulty men have of getting employment, 

and the question of boycotting. 1 ■’
873. You mentioned the case of the “Heskcth,” which occurred during the maritime strike ? Yes.
S/4. "What breach of the shipping law was there in that case? The men had been carried out to sea

Yes; in that case, and also in the case of the “ Emu,”
without entering into an engagement.
875. You say that a conviction was obtained ?
876. Under the existing Act ? Yes.
87/. What was the case of the ‘’Eockton” ? It was a case of men being taken who had neyer been to 
sea before. One of tho men is still on board the “ Eockton.”
878, The men were not seamen in any sense of the word ? Ho.
879. Do you remember the practice of shipping men as "dock hands”? Yes. Where the Shipping 
ilastcr feared that be might be goiog outside his functions, he supplied the men with licenses to ship as

deck hands,’ thinking that they were not competent to be rated as “ A.E’s.” or “ firemen.’ 
qo? ™y*^nS ']1 shipping laws permitting men to be shipped as deck hands ? Ho.
881. Vv hat is the ordinary meaning of a deck hand ? My idea of a deck hand is that of a man employed 
to look after cattle, or employed on board a harbour steamer.
882. It is assumed that there is no knowledge of seamanship whatever ? Yes.
883. During the maritime strike, did it over come under your observation that the men who shipped as 
deck hands took the place of qualified seamen ? Yes. A considerable number of them took the place 
ot meu who were thoroughly competent seamen, and who were rated as 11 A.E’s.”
884. Looking at tho practice, not as a seaman, but as a member of the ordinary public, do you not think 
that it endangered tho lives of the travelling public ? I think it placed the lives of all persons on board 
m jeopardy.
885. You are strongly of that opinion ? Yes.
886. Officially, you made a protest at the time? Yes. The Union pointed out to tho general public 
that lives were imperilled on board these steamers which were manned by men who had no knowledge of 
the oi din ary duties of seamen.
88/. I remember at tho time the statement was made that some of these men had never been to sea before? 
xes.
888. And that they were seasick ? Yes. Several of tho men had to be brought out of the stoke-hold in a 
state of collapse ; they were thoroughly done up.
889. Was there any storm on the coast at the lime ? Ho ; there was onlv ordinary weather.
890. Eortunately ? Very fortunately. ■'
891. You think that if a storm had occurred, disaster would have overtaken some of these steamers ? I

, ati ^ t^cre lia(* bccn auy bad weather it would have been verv disastrous to life and property. 
S92. Through the incompeteucy of the men ? Yes. ' * ’
893 These men were shipped through the Shipping Office ? Yes. They were shipped on board in many 
instances. In a ease of the steamer "Adelaide,” some of the officials from the Shipping Oflice attended 
and supplied the men with the necessary licenses.
894, The men were shipped with the full knowledge of the Shipping Office officials ? Yes. 
ooe I suPPoae vou have seen the regulations under which the officials of the Shipping Office.act? Yes, 
■vis 0 ^?U ^,oae regulations are acted up to, or are over-strained? I think they are very
indifferently complied with or acted up to. ’

^ou think a strict observance of the regulations might have prevented a good deal of the shipping 
ot incompetent men during the recent maritime dispute ? I am positive that they would not have erred 
on the side of injustice if they had seen that the regulations were more strictly complied with. They 
had ample proof that tho men had no knowledge of the work they were undertaking.
898. Do you think they had any legal right to send the men aboard as deck hands, knowing that the men 
would be used as seamen, and knowing that the ships would he undermanned unless the men undertook 
seamen s work ? I am posititive that they wilfully erred in sending these men on hoard, because they 
had ample proof that they were not capable of performing the duties required of them.

WaS tl10 C!iSe °f tIlC 111"nnamincl£a” ? Eour men had been engaged through the Labour Bureau, 
in Melbourne, and were placed on board the “Inuamincka.” Thev came hero, where they were instructed 
to proceed to the Shipping Office and ask for licenses to ship. Hone of the four men had ever hern to 
sea before. These men had a conversation with me, and desired to have their passages paid back to Mel
bourne. \\ hile negotiations were being conducted with a view to sending them back to Melbourne, tbe 
second engineer came across them and advised them to go and get their licenses. Three of them got 
licenses, and were sent in the ordinary way on board the vessel. One of them declined to get a license, 
and proceeded back to Melbourne as a passenger in another vessel. Information was laid against the 
captain, and a, conviction was obtained. Hone of the four men had ever been to sea. before in tho capacity 
of sailors or firemen.
900. Under what section was a conviction obtained? Eor carrying seamen to sea without an engagement.
901. What do_you think of the_Steamship-owners’Tree Maritime Labour Bureau? I think it is an
institution which should be abolished as usurping the functions of the Shipping Office. '
902. \ou think it is opposed to the spirit of the shipping laws ? I am quite sure that it is opposed to 
both the letter and spirit of the shipping laws.
903. You have been a sailor how'long? Twelve years. ■
904. You are a practical seaman ? Yes.
905. You have had some experience of English, Scottish, and American ports ? Yes.
906. Have you ever seen in tho course of your experience at these ports, any such institution as a Steam
ship-owners Free Maritime Labour Bureau ? The institution here is the first I have bad any knowledge 
of. J learn from the English papers, however, that a similar institution is in existence in Emriand. f t has 
been declared to be in contravention of the shipping laws. °
907. The free labour offices of the shipping federation of Great Britain have been declared to be illegal, or 
rather many of their doings have been so declared ? Yes.
908. Do you remember the case of the " Phoebe” ? Yes.
909. The men were carried to Newcastle without being signed on ? Yes.

910.
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910. Did tlio Shipping Master have any communication with you ? I drew the Shipping Master s attention Mr^S^Smith.
to tho fact, and he requested me to send the men down to him. I instructed the men to go down, hut 

.1 .’i •■ - < • /i___ ...i___ ■. ________ „(■ ^ j0b 0n board tho

discharge them, and they would never get -work in the same employ again,^
911. "Who is supposed to take action in a case of breach of the shipping law ? The members of the 
Seamen’s Union have spent a considerable time in trying to make the discovery; they, were under the 
impression that it was the Shipping Office officials, but wo have been told by the Colonial Treasurer that 
it is the duty of auy person who thinks he has been injured or has a grievance to institute proceedings 
against anyone infringing the shipping laws.
912. At their own expense ? Xes. • tit i a
913. Have you,, as an executive officer of the Seamen’s Union, ever taken such action. We had 
informations laid in regard tc the illegal supply of seamen. TV 6 instituted proceedings against Mr. 
Thompson and Mr. Currie, which have cost a considerable sum of money.
914'. That was paid out of your funds ? Yes. _ . ,
915. Do you not think that the initiative ought to rest with the officials called upon to administer the 
Act? We think the initiative should lay with the Shipping Master.
916. Upon information being supplied to him ? Xes, . ... .. 0
917. Was there any lack of vigilance on tho part of the shipping authorities during the late strike . 
There was a general complaint as to f he supplying of any person with a license to ship. They must have 
had ample proof that many of the men supplied were thoroughly incompetent.
91S. You mean the men who were shipped as deck hands ? Yes. _ _
919. In ordinary times when there is no strike on, do the officials of tho Shipping Office ship these 
incompetent men ? No; they are very particular in ascertaining whether a man has had any previous 
experience at sea or not. U nless they have ample proof that a man has been some considerable time at sea 
they decline to engage him. They are very strict in wanting to see a man’s discharge, and if it is for a short 
term of service, they.ask him whether that is all he can show. If it is. the chances arc that they will not
engage him, _ , i • a tj.
920. Then it would be extremely difficult for an incompetent person to ship during normal times? It 
would be almost impossible for a man without experience to be shipped. ^
921. But it is verv easy during a time of industrial dispute? There is no difficulty whatever then.
922. You know section 33 of tho Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act ? Acs. .
923. Let me call your attention to these words of the section, or if any other person shall be desirous
of engaging as a seaman it shall be lawful for any Shipping Master, on being satisfied of the fact, &c,, to 
grant and deliver to such seaman or other person a license to ship.’’ [.'iider that section anybody can get 
a permit to ship ? Yes. _ ,
924. Yon see the word “person” in the section could not a woman ship under that section . Yes.
925. Asa matter of fact stewardesses do ship under it ? Yes. _
926. But there would be nothing to prevent a woman from shipping as a “deck hand” under the section?
Nothing whatever. _ _ ,
927. There would be nothing to prevent that woman from going to sea? Nothing. _ _
928. fio that as a matter of fact if the Shipping Master desired to do so in the case ol an industrial disputo, 
he could give permits to women to man ships ? Tcs.
929. You remember the recent maritime dispute ? Yes.
930. There was a good deal of blacklisting? Yes;,it still continues. _ _
931. Do you mean to say that the men who then got into disfavour are being kept from earning a
livelihood as seamen now ? All the seamen who left the vessels in the month of July during the dispute 
aro refused employment up to this day. _
932. That seems very unjust P Most unjust. It shows vindictiveness. _
933. You seem to have a prettv good knowledge of the Merchant Shipping Act and the Seamen s Laws
Consolidation jict ? Yes. _
934. You have had a pretty good experience as a seaman, and you have made a study of these Acts?, Yes.
935. And you naturally Hunk that the shipping law requires amendment? Considerable amendment.
936. Do you think that among other things the Marine Board should he constructed upon a different
basis? Yes ; I think the whole shipping law could be amended with considerable advantage not only to 
the seamen but to the general public. ' _
937. Arc you prepared fo give the Committee detailed information as to tho amendments you consider 
necessary ? Yes.

TUESDAY, 3 APRIL, 1894. . *

present:—
Mm G. D. CLARK, | Mb. J. D. FITZGERALD,

Mn. EDDEN.
A. J. KELLY, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. Samuel Smith recalled and further examined
938. Mr. J. D, EitzGeraU.'] I think I asked you a question at our last meeting about the manning of Mr. S. Smith, 
ships. There is no provision in the law settling the minimum number of men to be employed upon ships ?
There is no such provision in the colonial law. ® April, 1894.
939. Erom your knowledge of intercolonial trade, do you think the intercolonial boats are sufficiently 
manned ? I think they are most inadequately manned. J might state that quite recently there have 
been glaring cases of undermanning in tho case of the gold rush boats going round to TVestern Australia.
The “ Gabo ” left last Saturday with considerably more than 200 passengers on board, and only eight 
A.B.’s. ‘ '
940. What is the tonnage of those boats ? About 1,600 or ],70O.
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ilr^Smith 04!. Do you think that eight A.B.’s was a fair complement for the “ Gabo” ? I think that at the very
3 Anrill89±‘ CaSt ™ere tcT1- J

’ 942. You think that in any amendment of the shipping law provision should bo made for a minimum13
Yes; decidedly. '
943. On cargo ships as well as passenger ships ? Yes; I think it should be applied to carm} vessels
as well. °
944. In the interests of the safety of the seamen, I suppose ? Yes. In one instance the 11 Wodonf,a ” 
le“ with 229 passengers and forty in the crew, all told, leaving 269 souls on board. There were eight 
A.B.’s on the vessel. One of these men was a painter. He is placed on the articles as an A.B., but he 
is really a painter. That shows the necessity for a rating Bill. I might state there are only three 
men in a watch in a case of that kind, which would leave one man on the look-out, one at the wheel, and 
one at liberty if any person were to get overboard.
945. Is that number sufficient ? Decidedly not. You have only to refer to tbe case of an accident on 
board the “ Waroonga.” It took some twenty-five minutes to get a boat lowered when a passenger fell 
overboard. It took them one hour and five minutes to get the man on board. There was onlv one 
man at liberty to lower the boat. He had to call out the watch below to get the boat swung out and 
launched.
946. Does not that show that the vessel was insufficiently manned P Yes. I may state that when tho
same vessel arrived here from England she^had twelve A.B.’s on board, Tbe “ Wodonga,” the11 Arawatta,” 
the “Bulimba,” and the t- TV aroonga,” had all twelve A.B.’s on board, together with a boatswain and lamp- 
trimmer, when they came out from Britain. They would not have been allowed to leave Britain with a 
less number'in the crew. Both tho ‘‘ Waroonga” and the “ Bulimba” started carrying as many as twelve 
hands between Brisbane and Hormanton. In each case the. number of the crew has been very hired v 
reduced. The “ Gabo,” which is very nearly of equal tonnage with tbe “Bulimba” and “ TVaroonga’dias 
only eight A.B.’s on board. • ,
947. AH this goes to show tbe want of a provision for fixing a minimum number in the crew? Yes.
948. You know the steamship-owners’ free Labour Bureau ? Yes.
949. How do the operations of that bureau affect tbe arrangement of the Seamen’s Union? Very
injuriously. J
950. Do you think it probable that the bureau was instituted with the object of injuring tbe Seamen’s
Union ? I consider that it was instituted for tho purpose of discovering, blacklisting, and boycotting 
union men—-preventing them from getting employment. . °
951. Has this been done? I could give you several instances. I know of one man who applied to Mr.
Currie for a job on board the “ Aramac.” He was in Brisbane, and he was told by tbe engineer that if 
he came to Sydney he would get the job. On his making application Mr: Currie refused to 'give him one 
of the usual shipping tickets, stating that the man had failed to register his name upon his books. The 
vessel went to Melbourne, and on its return to Sydney ho was again informed by the engineer that lie was 
desirous of engaging him. He again went to Mr. Currie, and requested to be supplied with a shipping- 
ticket. Mr, Currie again declined to give it to him. The engineer said he was quite willing to employ 
the man, hut Mr. Currie went down and objected. ‘
952. You know this of your own knowledge? Yes. I know of a man who is in Sydney now, he is a com
petent man, and he has a wife and family, but through the action of Mr. Currie has been unable to <mt 
employment. Then there is the case of S. Tanser. The engineer on board the “ Cintra” was quite 
willing to employ him, knowing him to be a competent fireman, but there was some difficulty in the way 
of his getting a ticket from Mr. Currie. ‘ J
953. Do all the shipowners use the free Labour Bureau ? There arc only two companies who use it
regularly—the A.U.S.H. Company and the Adelaide Steam shin Company. Occasionally the lllawarra 
Company use it. I have known men to bo shipped by tbe Union Steamship Company through the 
medium of the bureau. If men apply to Mr. Kickmond, the superintendent of tbe North Coast Company 
or to. Mr. I odd, tbe superintendent of the Newcastle Company, for employment, they consult the list, 
and if they find that the man’s name is upon it, they tell him that there is no work for him. Tanser, 1 
may say, applied to Mr. Bichmond for work, but Mr. Bichmond, looking down the list, saw his name in 
Connection with the “ Cintra,” and said he could not engage him. No later than Thursday last Air. Todd 
questioned a man named McClelland, supposing him to be a man-named McLellan, who had been on the 
“ Macleay.” He said he thought McClelland was the other man, and, if so, lie did not intend to employ 
him, because he had left one of tho vessels during the strike. In the ease of tho lllawarra Company, the 
men have to make application to Mr. Turner, or the superintendent, Mr. Fletcher, and in that case also 
the list is brought into use. '
954. Are you aware whether there arc similar offices for the supply of these tickets in the other colonies ? 
There was an office in Victoria, hut it has been discontinued because of a conviction which was obtained 
against the manager, Air. Dyson.
955. What was the charge ? He was charged with illegally supplying seamen, not heing allowed to do 
so by the Act. There was an appeal against the decision, but the Supreme Court upheld the decision of 
the Court below.
956. That would he for pursuing the same practice Air. Currie pursues hero ? A similar practice.
957. Aro all the^men employed on the Association’s ships compelled to produce these tickets? In all 
ships under the Steamship-owners’ Association.
958. But there are others outside ? Tliere are several small companies, such as G. TV, Niooll, Yeager & Co.,
AIcCulloeh, and several small steamers. The men are not required to go to the bureau in those cases'- 
they are engaged by the engineer or by the mate, as the ease may be. ’
959. Have the officers or engineers to produce these tickets ? No; they make application direct to the 
superintendent of the company,
960. TVhat is the object of the ticket? It is for the purpose of discovering who are union men and who
are non-unionists, more particularly to discover the men who left their vessels in July and August of last 
year. ‘ &
961. The bureau is practically an organisation for boycotting? Yes.
962. For the marking of certain men ? Yes; in one case three men obtained employment direct from 
the chief oflicor, from whom they hud been accustomed to obtain employment. Their names were -1,
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Marshall, P. Olsen, and 1’aman. These men had worked some portion of a day. In tho course of the Mr's- Smith,
day it came to tho knowledge of Mr. Currie that the men were working without having made application
to the bureau. Ho went down to tho “ Arrawatta,” ami saw the chief officer, who said ho could not d P11 ’ '
knock flic irnui off until their days’ work was finished, because they had started it. Mr. Cuiuie then saw
Mr. St. George, and the men wore asked (0 come into his office after they had done their work. Mr. St.
G-eorge is tho superintendent of the A.U.S.Iv Company. lie wished to know if the men were union 
men, and had been implicated in the late strike. Marshall told him that ho luul left his vessel in the 
ordinary way by giving twenty-four hours notice, and had been paid off. Olsen said he had not been to 
sea in a steam-boat for the past three years, that would bo previous to tho 1890 strike, and that he had 
been only one voyage in a sailing vessel. He also said that he was not a union man. Currie told Mr. St.
George that that was a falsehood, that he knew the man to be a union man, and that the other two men,
Marshall and Farnnn, were union men. Upon this ground he declined to give them employment. The 
men were told at the close of their days’ work that they would not be required further. There is another 
instance. There was a man named Donovan whom Mr. St. George was anxious to engage, as he thought 
he was a competent man. Ho had been for a. considerable time in the Boyal Navy, and had also been 
employed in the .Prisons Department of this Colony. Mr. St. George said he would be only too pleased to 
give him a job if he would go to Mr. Currie and get a shipping ticket. The man went to Mr. Currie, 
who refused to supply him with a ticket. - He returned to Mr. St. George, and told him that Mr. Currie 
declined to give him a ticket. Mr. St. George then supplied the man with a note, requesting Mr. Currie 
to give him a ticket, as he believed him to be a competent man. Mr. Currie still declined to give tho 
ticket, saying he would see Mr. St. George himself.
963. Mr. Q-. T). Clark.'] Did Mr. Currie give any reasons ? He intimated, after a good deal of pressure, 
that he had asked the man a few days previous to the strike startingto take work, and. that on his way down 
to the bureau the man had called at the Seamen’s Hall, from which he inferred that he was a union man.
9Gf. Mr. J. D. MtzQerahl.] If the law does not already provide for the prevention of such offices as the 
Labour Bureau and the practices of gentlemen like Mr. Currie, yon are clearly of opinion that it ought 
to he amended in that direction ? I think that if the law docs not already declare such an institution as 
the Free Maritime Labour Bureau illegal, it should he so amended as to do so.
965. Chairman.] For what purpose do you say you think the bureau is run by the Steamship Owners’
Association ? Although it is ostensibly to engage seamen and wharf labourers, it is actually maintained 
for the purpose of discovering the unionists among the seamen and wharf labourers. In the ease of 
wharf labourers, they have a system of supplying two separate coloured tickets—one a blue and one a 
white ticket.
966. Mr. J. J). FitzGerald.] I believe they have crushed out the hVIiarf Labourers’ Union P By the
operation of the ticket system. ‘
967. And that they have very seriously injured the Seamen’s Union ? Yes. They supply one colour 
ticket to what are known as free labourers, and tickets of another colour are given to men who ore 
assumed to he unionists.
968. Mr. G. £>. Clark.] Do they continue the use of the two coloured tickets down to this day? Yes.
969. Chairman.] Do you know whether Mr. Currie has sent any men on board-ship without discharges?
Yes. In 1892 ho instructed about a dozen men to go on board the “ Tweed ” lying at Neutral Bay.
970. Mr. J, D. FitzGerald.] In what capacity ? As firemen and sailors. Two of the men had English 
discharges, two of them had none at all. Mr. Currie said he would obtain the discharges and forward 
them on board by one of his assistants. Mr. Currie and Mr. Cockburn, the 8ceretary of the Steamship 
Owners’Assoeiaiion, endeavoured to obtain licenses to ship from the Shipping Master for these men, but 
Captain Edic declined to recognise him in tbe matter.
971. Do you say that many seamen have been refused tickets at this bureau? I know that one man 
named William Seaton has been repeatedly refused a shipping-ticket; William Paterson, Bobcrt Wilson, 
and John Ferguson have also been refused tickets.
972. These cases have come under your own notice ? Yes. John Fcrgusson had worked one day on 
board the “ Wodonga,” when the captain brought him to the bureau, to sign him on to get his ticket.
Mr. Currie objected, and the man had to stand down. Mr. Currie took tho same course on a second 
occasion, when the man succeeded in getting a job. The man gave up trying here afterwards, and got 
employment on one of tho Canadian mail-boats. .
973. Have yon any knowledge of Mr. Currie sending men down to ship on steamers who have not 
previously seen the engineer or mate ? Yes. I am aware that he has done that on several occasions in 
the case of the steamer “ Inuamincka.” The “ Inuamincka” arrives in Sydney from Adelaide on Thursday.
She discharges her cargo, and then goes to a coaling jetty, returning on Saturday morning. During one of 
these absences three men were supplied with tickets by Mr. Currie, who fold them to go down to the 
ship on Saturday morning, and see the engineer, when they would got a job. Two of the men were named 
Dwyer and Elliott, the third man’s name I do not recollect. Ho has also sent men down to several of 
the A.U.S.N. Company’s boats, without their having seen the mate or engineer, and they have had to 
accept the men. .
974. Whether they were competent or not ? Yes. Mr. Currie made no inquiry as to whether the men 
were competent to fulfil their duty.
975. Do you know of any cases where men have been sent down in excess of the number actually required ?
On several occasions he has sent down a number of men for whom there were no vacancies. In one case, 
that of the “ Aramac,” ho sent down certain men for tbe purpose of putting out some who had proved to 
be incompetent. They did not care about telling the men straight out that they were unfit for work, 
because they had previously declared them to be competent men in the newspapers and to the shipping 
authorities, who questioned them in the matter. They adopted this ruse for the purpose of thinning 
these men out and engaging competent men.
976. Have any illegal practices on the part of captains of sailing vessels come under your notice ? My 
attention was drawn to a glaring case about six weeks ago of unjustifiable conduct on the part of a cap
tain. I made investigation, and discovered that a. man had been charged 5s. by the captain for being 
supplied with employment. I was informed that the same captain had charged other men 10s. who had 
been engaged on the same vessel. I refer to tho captain of the “Prospero.” The Shipping Master laid 
an information upon the facts, with which I supplied him, and obtained a conviction. . The man was fined

' £3
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Mr, S. Smith. £3, and was ordered to refund the money. He had charged three men 10s,, and one man 5s. I wijl
a mention another objectionable practice which prevails among many captains here. About two years a^o

Pn ’ ' a member of the Seamen’s Union had been engaged as second officer on board the l! Waitemate.” The
captain, after getting tho man on hoard, made overtures to him to accept £L and leave the vessel. The 
man declined to accept the money, aud said he would not leave. The captain then told him that he would 
have to sleep in the cook’s quarters, which so annoyed the man that ho eventually went on shore for the 
purpose of lodging a complaint. He complained to the Shipping Master, hut before anything could he 
done for him the captain had left the port without the second officer, the boatswain on board acting in 
that capacity. The man made an attempt to obtain redress, but owing to the difficulty of putting the law 
into operation, he did not succeed. The vessel did not return for a considerable time afterwards, and 
meanwhile had changed her captain. The captain had placed on the articles against the man's name the 
statement that he had failed to join the vessel. The man’s name is Mackenzie. I informed Captain
Edie of the eirctimstances, but he said he could not do anything. In some cases tho captains get men 
who are masters of vessels, with exemption papers, to sign on as masters, and to act in the capacity of 
mates. That is a thing which the officers would like to see discontinued.
977. Have you any knowledge of men being induced by Mr. Currie to leave their vessels in order to join 
coasting steamers ? In one instance three meu were induced to leave a German steamer lying in the 
harbour to engage on board a coasting steamer. They were carried to sea without signing articles. An 
attempt was made to get the case brought before Court, but owing to the men not thoroughly under
standing the English language, we failed. Ooe of the men said he was prepared to give evidence, but lie 
could not get his two friends to join him.
978. Is that the only instance you know of? That is the only case I could discover in the strike of 1893, 
but I have a knowledge of the Superintendent of the lllawarra' Company going on board some of the sail
ing vessels and inducing the crews of those vessels to leave, with tho connivance of the masters of the 
particular vessels, and engage on hoard coasting steamers, the inducement being the higher wages.
979. What is your opinion of the conviction of Mr. Dyson in Melbourne? We arc strongly of opinion 
that a similar conviction should have been obtained here, because the Crown Law officers of Victoria and 
England have declared tho institution there to bo illegal. The Commissioner of Customs in Victoria also 
gave it as his opinion that Mr, Dyson was acting illegally, and his opinion was endorsed by a Judge of the 
Supreme Court. I can give you a copy of the opinion of the Crown Law officers in England, in answer to 
a question asked by Mr. Lockwood. I will also produce copy of the communication which took place 
between Mr. Wilson of tho British Seamen’s Union and the Board of Trade on the same subject.
980. Do you think the Seamen’s Union serves any purpose other than giving protection to the seamen ? 
Tcs ; I think it has been the means of directing the attention of tho authorities to much misconduct and 
infraction of the Shipping Law by the captains of vessels. It has served the general public also in obtain
ing for them better equipped vessels. It has also directed the attention of Marine inspectors to con
siderable neglect on the part of ship-owners. The authorities have declared that certain allegations made 
hy the Seamen’s Union were not backed up by facts. But the contrary is proved by the convictions which 
have been obtained in the Police Courts.
981. Is it true that the sailors all work eight hours while the firemen and trimmers work only six? A 
seaman’s ordinary day is twelve hours, but occasionally they have to work eighteen hours out of the 
twenty-four. The majority of firemen and trimmers work eight hours ; but on some of the small vessels 
tbe firemen have to work six hours. Some of the smaller vessels carry passengers to the northern coast, 
and the fireman has to act iu the capacity of engineer, fireman, and trimmer, lie has often to go to the 
coal-bunkers for coal, and there is then no one in the engine-room to attend to any signal from the deck.
982. Do you think that is justifiable? I think it is a practice very dangerous to every one on board. 
It imperils the lives of every one there.
983. What do you think would be a fair crew for vessels of the character you describe ? They require 
two more men, one to act as engineer, and the other as fireman.
981. That would allow the men to get four hours on and eight hours off? Yes.
985. Mr. J. D. Fitzgerald.'] Do you think the Seamen’s Union has benefited the men ? Yes, it has 
benefited them considerably. It has got the vessels more efficiently manned, and there are better pro
visions and better conditions than obtained generally before. I might mention that this was done while 
tho Union was recognised by the Steamship-owners’ Association, it was more powerful then than it is 
at present.
98G, You think that the power of the Union itself has succeeded in bringing about these changed con
ditions ? Yes ; my reason for saying so is that tho steamship-owners said that the law did not admit of a 
certain number of men being carried. The men said that they thought their request only fair, and that 
they found the work too hard for the number of hands then carried. In many cases they got an increase 
in the number of hands, and the increased number engaged had been insisted on by the Board of Trade 
in the United Kingdom prior to vessels leaving that country. Since 1890 there has been a. regular 
decrease in the number of hands. Many of the vessels have been reduced from fourteen to eight, others 
from twelve to six. Several vessels which used to carry ten hands, a boatswain, lamp-trimmer, and eight 
A. B.’s are now carrying five. The vessels in which the number of hands have been decreased are, among 
others,tho “Rookton,” “Cintra,” “Barcoo,” “Waroonga,” “Bulimba,”the “Glenwortb,” and “Eurimbla.” 
They are now carrying two trimmers instead of three, and six sailors instead of ten. There is only one man 
on the look-ont on the “ Eurimbla” and one at the wheel, and the man on the look-out has to relievo the 
man at the wheel while he, in turn, goes on the look-out. An instance occurred on board this particular 

, vessel, where a mast-head light went out. Owing to the insufficient number of hands on board, the lamp
could not be re-lit until the change of watch. The light was out for two hours. That plainly shows an 
insufficiency in the number of hands. '
987. Chairman.] Is it not a well-known rule that all steamers must carry mast-head lights ? It is insisted 
upon by tbe regulations of the Marine Board.
988. Have the Steamship-owners Association declined to recognise the Seamen’s Union? They have 
declined to recognise it since the month of July, 1890. We made efforts to got them to recognise the 
Union, so as to effect a settlement of the wages dispute in June, 1893, I and Mr. Guthrie made appli
cation to Mr, Burns with a view to arrange some settlement, but be declined to see us as officials of the 
Union, although he was quite willing to give us an interview as private citizens. I have recently had

occasion
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oucasion to write numerous letters to the Steamship Owners’ A ssociation. In some cases they have merely Mr^Sinith. 
acknowledged the receipt of the letters, and in other cases have ignored them.^ 3 A .j lgg4
OSS). Have you ever made any representations to them about boycotting ? lres ; I wroteto the A.delaide ’ '
Steamship Oompany and to the A.U.S.N. Company in Brisbane, also to tho North Coast Steamship 
Company, the lllawarra Company, and the Newcastle Company. I hand in a copy of the communication 
and the replies received from two companies—the Adelaide Steamship Company and tho A.U.S.N.
Company, The others did not acknowledge the communication. [Vide Appendix D.]
990. What is the present rate of wages ? Fireman receive £7 a month, sailors £5 per month, donkeymen,
boatswains, and lamp-trimmers, £8 per month, There is a £2 reduction. _ _
991. Do yon think those wages sufficient to maintain a man and his family ? I think- they arc quite
inadequate. 1 _
992. Does the system of payment of wages give satisfaction ? No ; the seamen consider the system a 
very cruel one. It causes much hardship to themselves and families. The present system of signing men 
on for six months’ articles, with the stipulation that the}r are to be on board for six weeks before they 
receive one month’s wages, lias worked very badly. If a vessel should arrive in Sydney, and be ready to 
go to sea again the day previous to the expiry of the six weeks—and that often happens—nine weeks would 
elapse before a man would receive one month’s pay. A man may have been out of work for six and nine 
months, and may have his wife and family turned out of home, and his effects sold off before he gets paid..
Persons will not extend them much consideration, because they cannot understand how it is that a man 
should be at work so long without receiving any pay. They do not believe that the man has not received 
pay. _ _ ,
9911 It would be quite possible to pay the hands weekly ? It would he quite possible to pay the hands in 
the coasting trade weekly and those in the intercolonial trade monthly. Some men on hoard the 
“ Meindcrry” have been working two months without wages, and have been practically living on charity.
That is owing to the charterer going insolvent, and the owner trying to bluff the crew out of their wages.
I know of a case where a man’s ships’ articles have been up since the 28th March, and he is only expecting 
to be paid this afternoon, five days afterwards. The Act states distinctly that the men must be paid 
within two days of the termination of their agreement.

THURSDAY) 5 ADRII, 1894.
■ present,

Mn. DAYIS,
Mw. MOLESMOETH,

A. J. KELLY, Esq,,

Mr. J. D. FITZGERALD, 
Mu. G. D. CLARK.

in the Chair.
Mr. Samuel Smith recalled and further examined:—

994. Chairman?] You promised at the last meeting of the Committee to hand in certain documents ? I Mr. S. Smith, 
promised to produce the report of a prosecution in Victoria for the illegal supplying of seamen. I now _ 
hand it in. [Vide Appendix EL] 1 also produce a co py of the opinion of the Crown Law Officers of the 0 Pn > ■
United Kingdom as to the illegality of the Free Maritime Labour Bureaus. [Vide Appendix V2.~\ I

Sreduce also a copy of a letter forwarded to the Secretary for Finance and Trade of New South Wales, 
ireeting his attention to the infractions of the shipping law. ' [Vide Appendix E *3.] It had been denied 

that men had been carried to sea who had not been shipped, or who had not in their possession licenses or 
discharges. We have proved that such things were done by the prosecutions wo instituted in tho "Water 
Police Court. We obtained a conviction against the captain of the “ Victorian” among others. I also 
hand in a copy of a report of the prosecution of that captain. [Vide Appendix E4.] "With regard to the 
general question of crimping, 1 hand in a eopy of a letter sent by the Secretary of the British Seamen’s 
Union to the President of the Board of Trade. [Vide Appendix E 5,] In connection with the supply of 
seamen who have not been to sea before. I produce a copy of a license to ship issued by the Shipping 
Master of New South Wales to Otto Herman. [Vide Appendix EG.] It would appear that Herman had 
not been to sea for twenty years. I produce also a report by the Shipping Master with reference to the 
indiscriminate issue of permits. [Vide Appendix E 7.] In connection with the practice of shanghaingin 
Melbourne, I produce a copy of a report of a prosecution which took place in Victoria. [Vide Appendix 
E 8.] I also hand in a report of a deputation which waited upon our Colonial Treasurer in connection 
with the indiscriminate issue of permits. [ Vide Appendix E 9.] Tho last document I have to hand in is a 
schedule of the amendments which I suggest should be made in the Seamen's Law Consolidation Act.
[Vide Appendix ISiXQJ] . . .
995. Jlfr. G. D. Clark.'] Mr. Curry stated distinctly and emphatically in his evidence that no questions 
were put to applicants for work as to whether they wrere Unionists or non-Unionists, do you think that 
slatement is correct ? That would be quite correct. They would not ask any man whether lie was a 
Unionist, they would ask him his name, and then refer to their list. 1 have mentioned to you one instance 
in which he accused the man of heing a Unionist, and said that that was the reason lie would not give him 
a job. The man's name was Olsen. _
996. Have you any knowledge of the law relating to the examination of masters’ or mates’ certificates ?
No personal knowledge. I was examined myself for a third-class engineer’s certificate. I have a certifi
cate of competency from the Marine Board of New South "Wales. I received it in 1885.
997. Are you aware that when a man is examined for a mate’s certificate it is necessary that he should 
have been in tho Colony three years? 'That is according to tho regulations.
998. It docs not mean that tho man must have been three years Iu colonial ships. It means that he must 
have been resident in the Colony for that time ? Yes.
999. Do you not think the law ought to he so altered that in the event of a man being able to show that 
he has served at sea, and is qualified to pass the Marine Board ought to examine him ? I consider that 
any man who can show servitude iu British ships should be entitled to be examined lor his certificate.
1000. Chairman^] You are of opinion that the Marine Board should be reconstructed? 1 think so. I 
am of opinion that representation should he given to the seamen. .
1001. I suppose you are also of opinion that the Marine Board should appoint an inspector to look after 
the interests of the seamen ? Yes. ' 1002.
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Mr^S^Smith. 1002. Mr. Mo/eswori/t,] Is thevo not a water bailiS, and is it not bis duty to look after tbeir 
C April 1S04. ^1)*:eres^s ^ ■^r0, >'1 most difficult thing to know in the first place who aro inspectors, and then again,

• ’ who should carry out certain functions. That is my chief reason for tho recommendation I have made
for defining more particularly the duties of the Shipping Master. I am personally acquainted with a case 
in which the captain was disinclined to proceed to sea. Ho was at a loss to know to whom he could 
apply for assistance, lie knew.that he had incompetent men on hoard, and he requested mo, as a favour, 
to go and shake up the Marine Board inspectors. I could not get an inspector that day. I may mention 
that this captain, I refer to tho captain of the s.s. “Tweed,” was provided with the men by Mr, Currie, 
and be was told that if ho did not proceed to sea with the men with whom ho had been supplied he would 
find the consequences unpleasant. Two of the men sent down to him had no licenses to ship, and had 
had no previous experience at sea. They had been engaged by Mr. Currie as firemen. The captain said 
he thought they were incompetent, and he wished to know whether if an accident occurred outside at 
sea, ho would be held responsible. He was informed that he would be responsible himself if any accidents 
occurred, and that there would be a possibility of his certificate being suspended. The captain said be 
had no intention of proceeding to sea unless he had competent men, but Mr. Currie told him that if he 
did not go he would have him blacklisted throughout the whole of the steamship-owners of Australia. But 
for the action which was taken by the Seamen’s Union, the captain would have been compelled to go to 
sea with those incompetent men who admitted in their evidence at the Court, thatthey had had no experience 
at sea. Two of them made that admission at the Water Police Court,

THURSDAY, 12 APRIL, 1894.

■JjJrcstnf:
Mr. G. D. CLARK, | Mr. DAYIS,

Mr. J. D. FITZGERALD.
E. TV. MOLESTVORTn,‘EsQ., in the Chair.

Mr. Samuel Smith recalled and further examined:—
Mr. S. Srmi.li. 1003. Oh airmanI understand that one of the principal objections you have to the present shipping law

^ ------- - that ihorc is no definite provision ns to the number of men to be carried on a vessel? That is one of
12 Ajiril 1891. my objections. I think there should be some regulation as to the number of men to be carried.

100L Do Vou think the list you handed in the other day showing the numher of men to he carried is 
likely to be generally acceptable ? 1 think it would meet with general approval.
1005. Another of your objections to the present law is that men are shipped on board vessels instead of 
at the Shipping Office? That is another objection.
KiOiJ. What special advantage would accrue to the men from shipping at the Shipping Office at all 
times ? An opportunity would be afforded them of having the articles explained. That is not now done. 
It is only when a disagreement arises as a rule that the men discover that something to which they have 
objected is in accordance with their agreement. Wo have had several instances of that kind in tho Police 
Oourt. Even captains in some cases have said that they thought they were doing right and that they did 
not know that the law prevented them from doing certain things.
1007. lake the case of a steamer coming iivafter Shipping Office hours and having to leave again the same 
night. Flow would you deni with a case of that kind ? I have seldom known of a vessel of any si/.e 
coming in after Shipping Office hours and going out again the same night. , ’
lOnS. f am speaking of cases of emergency. A ship might, conic into port after the Shipping Office had 
e.osed and might have to leave again before the office opened, Uow would you deal with an emergency 
of that kind ? I would give power under certain circumstances, for the Shipping Master or his deputy to 
go on board the vessel.
J009. Are not the articles always read over to the sailors before they sign ? In many instances they arc 
not. Men are sometimes called up to sign in the midst of their work or while they are on watch, and are 
told in a very rough fashion to sign their names.
1010. lias not every man a, right to demand that the articles should be read to him ? Yes. But it often 
occurs that it a man shows a desire to have the articles properly explained to him, he will be told that he 
is not wanted. Jhat happens even when the Shipping Master is on board, and it is another reason why I 
think the men should be invariably taken to the Shipping Office to sign on. In some of the steamers the 
cabin in which the articles are signed is so small that scarcely any of the men can get inside, and they 
have to hang round about the door.
1011. Would not that overcrowding be intensified if the men were all put into one room at the Shipping
Office , Well, the practice is to take the whole of the firemen in the one batch, the whole of the A .B.’s in 
another, and then the stewards and cooks. During a late prosecution many of the men said that they had 
not heard the articles read. .
1012. Do you think it is equally necessary that discharges should take place at the Shipping Office ? Yes; 
because in discharging the men frequently have to make complaints, and if the discharge took place at the 
Shipping Office the dispute could be immediately settled by reference to the Shipping Master.
1013. Another point you raised in your evidence referred to the qualification of the men who were granted 
permits to ship? Yes; the seamen think there should be a Rating Act, and that no man should be 
furnished with a license to ship, or should he put in possession of an A.B.’s discharge, unless lie has 
served a certain time at sea as a sailor. We think also that men who are rated as firemen should also have 
served a certain time at sea. In many cases men arc put on board ship as firemen who have not previously 
served in that capacity; they have not even served as trimmers.
1014. 1 suppose your remark applies only to firemen and A.B.’s. You would not apply so strict a regu
lation to tho lower grades? We think, for instance, that a man should serve in the capacity of trimmer 
before he is rated as a fireman.
1015. But the men must make a beginning somewhere? Let the firemen commence as trimmers, hy all 
means. If a man has never been to sea before, he should he entered on a ship’s articles as a trimmer.

. 101G. You see no objection to men shipping as trimmers who have not teen to sea before ? No.
1017.
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103.7. I suppose you would not apply the regulation either to ordinary seamen? No ; I think you will Mr- S. Smith,
find the rating liberal enough. If, for instance, a man could show that he has been at the work a certain
time on shore, and has six months' service as a trimmer at sea, he would be allowed to rank as a fireman. 12A-Pr‘ljl894.
If a man has had no previous experience, it is considered that he should be twelve months at sea as trimmer
before he ranks as a fireman.
1018. Do you not think that the shipping and paying off of crews at the Shipping Office, if insisted on, 
would cause considerable inconvonionco to tbe shi|)ping trade? I do not think so. I, myself, for many 
years, was in the habit of going to the Shipping Office to sign off aud on.
1019. M- Gr. D. Clark.~\ Do yon know who drew up the schedule you have handed in, referring to the
number of men to be employed on vessels ? It is identical with the schedule submitted to the British 
House of Commons, and it is based upon information supplied to the General Secretary of tho British 
Seamen’s Union, Mr. Wilson, by the members of the Union. •
1020. I sec that it is practically proposed to carry the same number of seamen per ton on steamers as on 
sailing vessels. I thought it was generally understood that a larger proportion of A.B.'s are required
upon a sailing vessel ? Not with the modem appliances. _
1021. Mr. Bavis.'] Do you think tho seamen aro at present satisfied with the constitution of the Marino 
Board? I think the seamen are entirely in accord with the Bill which you yourself have introduced in 
the Assembly. We think that the representation of seamen on the Board provided hy the Bill would bo 
fair.
1022. Are tbe seamen at the present time satisfied with the manner in which ships are inspected before 
going to sea? There is a considerable amount of dissatisfaction; wc find a difficulty in knowing who 
are the Inspectors to whom we should appeal when there is any complaint to make. The men, for instance, 
may often desire to complain of the ventilation, of the position of the water-closets, of the paint- 
locker, and things of that kind.
1023. Have they not often complained of deck-loading? Yes; it is the source of many complaints at 
the present time. Men have informed me again and again of tho crowded condition, for instance, of the 
decks of some of tho North Coast Company’s boats. These boats have been carrying rail way locomotives and 
railway plant generally. They carry passengers, and the decks are so crowded that it is with great 
difficulty they can move about. -
1024. It is u feature of deck loading, I believe, that it is.only put on board just prior to the ship
leaving? It is put on hoard within the last hour as a rule. '
1025. Consequently it would leave the men only a short time in which to make a complaint ? There is 
really no opportunity at all for the men to lodge a complaint. In fact, tho hours of deck loading arc, as 
a rule, after tho closing of the Custom-house, when the Marine Board officials have gone.
1026. Then you think that someone should be appointed an Inspector who would make it his business to 
be down on the wharfs of 1he various Companies as nearly as possible at sailing time? ] think there 
should he a sufficient numher of Inspectors to permit of officers being on duty there night and day.
1027. At the present lime there is only one ? Yes. I may mention that manv vessels leave between the 
hours 6 and 10 at night, and come in between the hours of 4 and 8 in the morning, with these dock 
cargoes on board. They frequently carry live stock, and are sometimes in a terribly crowded condition.
102S. And there is no officer to carry out an inspection at that hour ? No. To show the necessity for 
an alteration, or more strict observance of the law, I would mention tbe case of the “ Kanahooka.” Twenty 
tons of coal were taken out of tho general cargo, and placed on deck, and what was not washed overboard 
had to ho thrown overboard. The same state of things exists on many colliers coming into this port,
They often leave the jetties without having their hatches on.
1029. Is it not ft common occurrence for colliers to arrive hi this port late at night in an overloaded 
condition, and to discharge some of their cargo alongside a ship down the harbour? Yes.
1030. To carry out the work of inspection properly, it would he necessary to place a steam launch at 
the disposal of inspectors, at night-time at all events, in order that they might take a run down the 
harbour to see the condition in winch the colliers come into port? Yes ; largo colliers come in from tho 
southern jetties between the hours of G o’clock and midnight.
1031. You have already given reasons for your opinion that seamen should not he paid off on board 
ship? Yes.
1032. Have cases ever come under your notice where men have been paid off on hoard, and where the 
ship has put to sea again without leaving discharges for tho men ? That has repeatedly happened. TVo 
took proceedings against one captain, but we were nonsuited.
1033. Is not the circumstance of the men being left without discharges generally attributable to an 
oversight on the part of the purser, who is deputed to leave them at the Shipping Office, and who may 
perhaps forget to do so? In the case of some of the larger vessels carrying a purser it is sometimes 
owing to the neglect of that officer; but in many instances the captain himself is at fault—ho either 
cannot find time to go to the Shipping Office or neglects to go there.
1034. Y*ou think that the paying of the men off at the Shipping Office would do away with the present 
risk of their being left behind with no means of obtaining fresh employment? Yes. The men arc some
times greatly inconvenienced through not getting their discharges. They often lose the chance of 
obtaining other positions. They have to wait in some instances for their discharges as long as three 
weeks.
1035. Is there not a provision of tbe Act under which the men’s wages are due from the time of their 
signing on until their discharge ? There is a provision in the law to meet the case—that is, discretionary 
power is left with the magistrate to award the men compensation. It invariably happens, however, that 
they are allowed a very small sum.
1036. Has it ever come under your notice that the men have only been allowed £3 for four or five 
weeks? That has happened in several instances. Wo have the depositions in a case where the chief 
officer engaged a man in place of another who he said had left the ship, and whom he desired to get rid 
of. As a matter of fact, the man was still on board. He was carried on board the vessel as far as Cook- 
town, passed three ports, when lie was taken ashore as a stowaway; ho had never been discharged. The
man was detained at Cooktown until the return of the vessel from the Gulf, when the captain, officers, ■ 
and some of the crew were cited to appear at Court. The ease was eventually dismissed. In the mean
time the unfortunate man was loft penniless ashore because tho ship cleared on tho following day. If

the
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Mr. S. Smith, the man had heeni ahen to the Shipping Office he wonld have declined to go until lie got what his 
articles pennitted him to have—that is, a free passage bach to the port of discharge—which was Sydney. 

12April, 1894 rp|)c man W0U}(J have been perfectly satisfied with that. That is one of many cases where men would not 
have been left in a. helpless condition had it been necessary to obtain discharges at the Shipping Office. 
The Shipping Master wTouid doubtless have seen that the terms of the agreement were strictly carried out.
1037. Is it not a fact that men of the Itoyal Navy have to pass esaminations before they receive their 
A.U. certificate? Yes.
1038. Also before they are made full stokers and artificers ? Yes.
1030. You think the general public are aware of the incompetence of the crews wrhieh have been carried 
on different vessels on this coast at various times ? During the strikes of 1890 and 1893, the matter was 
brought prominently under the notice of the travelling public. Some persons who were travelling in ves
sels at that time have voluntarily given evidence on the subject. I have extracts from newspapers, showing 
eases where persons wTere over-carried in consequence of the incompetency of the crews. The extract I now 
hand in refers to a case which occurred on hoard the steamer “ Corrinna” [vide Appendix F. 1.] I ought 

. to have explained that it is necessary in many cases for the men to take a line ashore in a boat. In some
of the eases to which I refer tbe men were not able to do so, and, in consequence, the vessel had to proceed 
without calling. I should like to hand in a letter from a passenger who travelled in the “ Elingamite” to 
Melbourne during the strike in 1893, in which he speaks of the incompeteucy of the crew, [Vide 
Appendix F. 2.]
1010. Are you not of the opinion that as you did everything in your power, under the circumstances, to 
waru the travelling public, tbe authorities ought to have supplemented your efforts by suspending the 
passenger certificates of the vessels which were inefficiently manned ? Yes; 1 think the Marine Board 
authorities were exceedingly lax in the supervision exercised in connection with vessels carrying passen
gers from this port. There was abundance of proof that, although all the necessary life-saving appliances 
insisted upon by the Board were on the vessels, it would have been absolutely useless material in the 
hands of the crew had they been required to use it in case of casualty.
1041. Do you remember the loss of the steamer l: Hilda” ? Yes.
10-12. Do you remember it transpiring in the course of tbe evidence taken before the Marine Board in that 
case, that "the man who was at tbe helm had only been eighteen months at sea, and that prior to joining 
the ship he bad been something like ten years ashore ? Yes. One of the witnesses admitted that.
1013. Was it not discovered that the disaster happened within the space of about ten or fifteen minutes, 
while the captain had gone down below to obey a call of nature ? . Yes; the accident was traced to the 
captain temporarily leaving tbe bridge. _
10 ft. When the captain came up again the man had gotthe vessel right round, aud was steering her on to 
the reef off Botany Heads ? Yes.
1015. You remember that the matter was coimnentod upon pretty strongly in shipping circles at the 
time ? Yes.
1010. Do you not think a grave injustice was done to the master in the suspension of his certificate ? Yes ; 
I think he was in no way to blame.
1017, Do you not think, on the other hand, that tbe authorities were to blame for allowing the crow of 
the ship to sign in the capacities they did ? Yes : 1. think considerable negligence was displayed in 
allowing such men to undertake such duties.
101S. You are aware also that the Marine Board sheltered themselves under the excuse that if a master 
is willing to take a crew to sea, and consider them efficient, they cannot object? That is the reply they 
invariably give when their attention is called to the case of a captain putting to sea with an incompetent 
crew.
1019. Is it not also a fact that the master who complained of the in competency of a crew on certain 
occasions would simply be told to make way for someone else ? My experience is that captains who have 
been desirous at times of getting rid of incompetent men have been subject to dismissal.
1050. With regard to mail contracts, I believe tho seamen consider that there ought to he a clause in all 
mail contracts specially providing againt the employment of Asiatic crews ? Yes, There is a very strong 
feeling among the seamen in regard to the subsidising the vessels manned hy coloured labour.
1051. I suppose in case of a casualty these coloured crews would almost invariably prove incompetent? 
Yes.
1052. Have any cases come under your notice in which the coloured crew of a vessel, in a position of
danger, have failed lamentably in the execution of their duty? Yes; one ease to which my attention 
was directed was that of the F. and O. steamer “Tasmania,” in the Mediterranean. When the crew were 
called upon to man the boats, they failed to execute the order, and were seemingly more desirous of 
looking after their own safety than that of the passengers. ,
1053. There was no discipline whatever? Ho. The men showed they had no idea of wdiatwas' expected 
of them.
1054. Do you remember also the case of the “ Quetta,” in the Torres Straits ? In the case of the
“ Quetta” also, there wras a great want of discipline. .
1055. And partly iu consequence of that many lives were lost? Undoubtedly.
105G. You have probably heard of many cases of shipwreck in various parts of the world where coloured 
crews have acted in a similar way? Yes. They have always conducted themselves in the most cowardly 
manner. Some of the steamers in the China trade are manned by the same incompetent crews. I have 
had opportunities in Queensland of observing the way in which they performed their duties. I have 
often been struck with the utter incompetence of the coloured crews on the British India Company’s 
steamers. I believe the company has since then discontinued employing them.
1057. You think the contemplated action of the various Postmasters-Gleneral of these colonies, recom
mending to the Imperial authorities the exclusive employment of European crows on mail steamers, is 
perfectly right ? Yes. I think something of the kind is very much required.

THURSDAY,
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present: —
Mi-. DAT IS. | Air. J. D. FIT2&BKA LD.

Air. MOLBSWOltTIL.
A. J. KELLY, Esq., tn the Chair.

Mr. Samuel Smith recalled and further examined:— ,
105S. Chairman.'] You desire to hand in Air. Justice 'Williams’ summing up in the case of the prosecution Atr. _
of Captain Dyson, the manager of tlie Steamship Owners’ Free Labour Bureau in Alelbourne? Yes. • ™ *•
[f'7* App an dir (}.] _______________________________ 2GA^HJ894.

Mr. Thomas Eobert Allt called in, sworn, and examined :—
.1039. Chairman.] I believe you are the chairman of the Steamship Owners’ Association? I am. Mr. T. It.
TOGO. I believe you are also the chairman of the North Coast Steam Navigation Co. ? Yes. _ Allt'
10GL I suppose you have a good knowledge of the shipping of the Colony and the operation of M10 
shipping laws ? A fair general knowledge. _ _ _ *)11 ’ "
10G2. I suppose you are aware that this Committee has been appointed to institute an inquiry with a view 
to an amendment of the shipping laws ? I have heard it stated that that is the case. _
lUGd. Can you make auy suggestion which in your opinion would facilitate the work of the Committee?
None. t [
10GL You do not think that the law requires amending in any way ? I am not exactly in a position to give 
you information upon that point, but tho secretary of tho Association is present and he might be able 
to do so.
10o5. I desire to ask you a question in reference to a matter which probably came under your notice 
iu your capacity of chairman of the North Coast Steam Navigation Co. I desire to know whether 
it is a fact that your company had an engineer out collecting men during the late strike? ) could 
not say.
10GG. ilifr. J. D FitzGerald.] Will you swear that during the late strike your company had not an agent 
collecting sailors and engineers ? I could not swear one way or the other. The whole of that portion of 
tho business is left to the management of another man. They are details with which I should not in the 
ordinary course of things be acquainted. _
10G7. Chairman.] What is tho name of the gentleman to whom you leave this business ? The marine 
superintendent, Air. Richmond. _ _
10G8. Do you think he would he in a better position to give us these details ? He could certainl3r give 
you the details bettor than 1 could do. I am merely tho governing head.
10G9. You would advise the Committee to examine this gentleman with reference to the details ? Well, 
all J can say is, that if there bo auy information to be obtained in reference to the company, ho would be 
better able to give it than I should be. A member of the Committee mentioned engineers just now.
"With regard to engineers, I may say, that only yesterday an engineer applied to mo to give him a berth, 
and in that case I pul on the man myself.
1070. Have the Board of your company ever given instructions with reference to the employment of 
certain men ? The Board would give no instructions of that kind at all.
1071. As chairman of the Board of directors of the company, you must be acquainted with the fact that 
men who left your ships during the late strike and who obtained re-employment upon them, were, on 
being recognised by Air. Bichmond, put off again? I cannot speak as to that.
1072. Were no instructions given to that effect ? No ; I can only say this, that if any of those men who 
left my employ without giving me one moment’s notice got back into my employ, and the fact came
to my knowledge, 1 should give instructions that 1 would rather be without tbe men who had left me in .
Hie lurch. ■
1073. The ease to which 1 refer happened only three weeks ago ? 1 can only repeat that as an employer,
I would not again employ if I could help it a man who had left one of my ship’s without a moment's 
notice, and in so doing had left me in the lurch.
1074. But vou would not be inclined to impose any hardship upon a man ? 1 would not, but naturally I
should be disinclined to give employment again to the men 1. describe. As regards the men who have left 
me after giving me twenty-four hours’ notice, I have employed them again. .
1075. I suppose you have not studied tbe shipping laws of the Colony very much ? I cannot say that I 
have closely studied tho shipping laws. I look at them, of course, in the same way that I should look at 
many other things in connection with shipping, but I cannot say that I have studied them, and I should 
he exceedingly sorry to argue with anyone upon any point in the law.
107G, I suppose you arc aware that there is a ])i'ovision in the law to the effect that incompetent men 
shall not be employed at sea ? I have no doubt there is something of that kind. But I do not think any 
shipowner would employ an incompetent man if he were aware of his incompetence.
1077, I merely asked the question with a view to bring under your notice the fact that the law provides 
a penalty for the employment of incompetent men ? In all cases of that kind I should be guided by my 
officers. It is not at all likely that 1 should employ any man unless I knew him to be competent’. I 
would not risk my ships in that way.
107S. You have not, as chairman of your Board of directors, given instructions that the men for your 
ships shall be engaged only through the Alaritime Free Labour Bureau? J cannot call to mind that I 
have. But, as a matter of fact, our men are engaged through the labour bureau.
1079. What does your company contribute towards the expenses of the bureau ? I am not aware that 
wc contribute Id.
1080. From what fund is the institution maintained then;—I suppose the Amalgamated Steamship- 
owners must pay the manager’s salary, for instance ? 1 know nothing at all about that. That is a detail 
-with which I am not acquainted,
1081. As chairman of tbe Association it has never boon brought under your notice? No.
1032. You believe that the bureau is a good system of employing men ? 1 do.

94—F 1083.
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Mr. 1083. I suppose that every man upon your ships is employed in the ordinary way through the bureau ?
T. R. AHt. j (|0 n0t know that that is necessarily the ease. For my own part I do not care whom we employ, so

long as they arc good men. T have no likes or dislikes.
pn aag*. yog,^ p suppose your company always carries a full complement of men on its ships ? I can only say 

that, as far as my knowledge goes, the whole of our ships are sufficiently manned with competent men.
1085. With competent meu? Yes ; with meu who give every satisfaction.
1086. I suppose you are not aware of the fact that there were men engaged on board your ships during 
the late strike who were young farmers from the northern rivers ? At all times one is liable to get 
indifferent men. It is impossible for an employer to invariably secure the services of first-class men.
1087. Do you think that the man who has been following the plough is competent to jump on board a
ship, and at a moment’s notice carry out the duties of a seaman on that ship ? T do not say that yon
could not get better men than those to whom you refei, but you might get many worse men. A good 
strong able man, even from the plough, would be quite able to do work on board a steamer.
1088. You do not mean to say that a man coming fresh from the plough could take a “turn” at tho 
wheel, for instance ? I do not say that he could steer a ship ; hut you must remember that we do not 
usually take men from the plough.
1089. Still, you have said in effect that almost any sort of man is good enough to do work on a steamer? 
If 1 said that I think I ought to correct the remark by making this explanation. What I wished to 
convey was this : that sailors on board steamers at the present day are in a totally different position from 
sailors of twenty or thirty years ago, when it wds necessary that they should have a thorough knowledge 
of sails and ropes. The work on board steamers nowadays is, with tho single exception of steering, more 
labourer's work than sailor’s,work.
1090. Have you ever come into contact with any number of ordinary labouring men who were competent 
1o do even the labouring work of which you speak on board a ship without having previously gone to sea? 
I am afraid you must subpoena persons betler able to express an opinion on such a point than I am. I 
am not the captain of a ship and 1 cannot answer questions of that kind. I am not competent to 
answer them.
1091. Mr. J. D. li'itzGerald.'] You are tho chairman of tbe Steamship Owners’ Association ? Yes.
1092. That Association has established a labour bureau in Clarcnee-slreei ? Yes.
1093. Of which Mr. William Currie is the manager? Yes,
1094. Who appointed him ? Although I am chairman of the Association I could not say at this moment, 
without reference to the secretary, who appointed him. I did not appoint him anyhow.
109D. Is he responsible to you for all his acts ? I do not know about that.
109G. 3t seems somewhat extraordinary that you, as chairman of such a large and important body as the 
Steamship Owners’ Association, should not be acquainted with all those matters in connection with the 
Frde Maritime Labour Bureau ? A great many of the details concerning which the Committee apparently 
want information are left to the manager, and we are perfectly satisfied.
1097. Do you know' whether he has ever found it necessary to ask permission of the Steamship Owners’ 
Association to give evidence before this Committee on oath ? He has never made the application to me. 
I have had no communication with him on that subject,
1098. Do you know whether hoapplied to anyone for permission? If ho communicated wiih anyone on the 
subject, he would probably communicate with the secretary.
1099. But you are Mr. Currie’s employer ? To a certain extent I am.
1100. And as one of Ids employers, you are responsible for most of his acts ? I do not consider that I 
am responsible for nearly all the.acts of Mr. Currie; but, so far as the business he does in connection with 
tho Association is concerned, of course ] should he to a certain extent responsible.
1101. Do you instruct him how to act ? 1 do not.
1102. Does your Association ? Yo.
1103. Does not your Association supply the funds for the carrying on of the bureau ? Xo funds arc 

■ supplied to my knowledge, hut you would probably be able to get more information upon that point from
tbe secretary himself.
1104. But when we examine your employees they tell us they arc not allowed to give us the informalion 
we require. Mr. Currie, for instance, said so. He said that without tbe permission of the officers of tbe 
Association, he could not give us information, and that bethought it would be better to get tbe informa
tion we required direct from you. We think that you, as chairman of this important Association, ought 
certainly to know something of its workings ? Although I occupy the position of chairman I do not interfere 
at all with its working, so far as the details of which you speak are concerned.
1105. How many steamers are owned by tho members of the Steamship Owners’ Association? That I 
could not tell you. J should probably be deemed very inquisitive if 1 were to inquire from each steamship 
owner how many ships belonged to him.
1106. Do you remember when tlie bureau was first established ? Yes ; I think I do.
1107. When was it ? I do not quite remember the year, but 1 may say that the bureau was established 
in order that we might get men when we wanted them.
1108. What incident out of tho ordinary run of things had happened to cause the institution of tho 
bureau ? A strike; that was the origin of the bureau.
1109. I suppose that in reality the bureau was established with a view to the employment of non-union 
men ? 1 know nothing of the kind; the bureau was established with a view to the employment of the men 
-we required. Wo did not care whether they were union men or non-union men. Wo wanted men.
1110. Do I understand you to say that you did not care ’whether the men belonged to unions or not? 
Undoubtedly,
1111. But you have taken measures by which men who aro unionists are not employed on your ships ? I 
have taken no measures against the employment of unionists.
1112. You said in a previous part of your evidence that certain men who had left your ships suddenly 
during tbe recent strike would not be again employed if you knew them ? If we could get others in their 
places, certainly not. In tho ordinary way, however, I do not care whether the men are unionists or non
unionists.
1113. But you would only employ the men wdio had left your ships provided you could not help it?
Certainly, All those ■who gave me fair warning, eveu if it were only twelve or twenty-four hours— 
sufficient time to give me an opportunity of re-manning my ships—1 would employ again. 1114,
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1114. Did you during tbo Late maritime strike Lear the allegation made against certain shipowners that
they were sending ships to sea undermanned ? That lias not come under my notice. _ _ ' j. __'
.1115. Do yon remember any publications heing issued by the Seamen’s Union at tho time ? I did not take 2c^pril, 1894. 
much notice of them, to tell you the truth. ’
111G. Were any of the ships of the company with which you are connected undermanned ? 3fot that I 
am aware of.
111/. Did any accidents occur ? No, _ _
1118. Did any reports come under your notice from your officers as to the in competency of certain men 
who wore shipped ? None.
1119. I suppose if there were any such reports they would come before you P Yes. ■
1120. A matter of detail like that? It would be reported to mo.
1121. I thought details of this kind were loft to the secretary? Tn tbo ordinary way they are ; but the 
undermanning of a ship is a very important matter.
1122. You say that the Steamship Owners’ Association established the maritime bureau for the purpose of
supplying men to their ships ? For the purpose of supplying labour all round. _
1123. Including wharf labourers ? Supplying labour all round. I do not care to particularise any class 
of labour. "What we desired to do was io get men when we wanted them.
] 124. Did you issue any instructions to Mr, Currie ? Not that I am aware of. I may tell you that X 
have only been chairman of the Association two months.
1123. I have been examining you under the impression that you had occupied that position for a much 
longer period? I have only recently occupied the position, and although my predecessors in office, Mr.
Willis or Mr. Burns, might be able to give you information upon some of the points you have suggested,
] am quite unable to do so.
112G. Mr. Davis.'] Although you have only recently occupied the position of chairman, yon have been a 
member of the Steamship Owners’ Association for a number of years ? Yes.
1127. Tn the first instance yon represented the Clarence and ftichmond River Steamship Owners ? Yes.
1128. And subsequently the North Coast Steam Navigation Co. ? Yes.
1129. Did not anything transpire at the Board meeting of the Steamship Owners’ Association, when you 

' were acting as a representative of the companies to which 1 have referred, with regard to the employment
of Mr. Currie at the bureau ? What took place at the Board meetings would, I presume, be considered a 
private matter. ] presumo 1 shall not he expected to answer a matter of that kind. _ _
1130. You arc chairman of directors of a company, of which Mr. See, the Colonial Treasurer, is tho
managing director ? Yes. _ _
1131. But you say you have no suggestions to make with regard to an amendment of the shipping 
law? No.
1132. Have you never had any conversation with your co-partner, Mr. Sec, with regard to amendments of
the law ? No ; having regard to his position, 1 should not think of asking him questions hearing upon 
that matter. _
1133. Not as president of the Steamship Owners’ Association ? No; Mr. See being a co-director of
mine, I should not do so. ,
1134. Your vessels trading lo the rivers all hold passengers’ certificates ? Taking them as awhole,they do.
1133. And they all undergo, periodically, an overhaul in dock? Yes ; our ships are in thoroughly good order,
113G, You are aware that Mr. See intends to propose an amendment of the law, under which no steam
ships will be exempt from overhaul ? I do not know about that, but all that 1 can say is that the whole 
of our steamers are overhauled regularly.
1137. You know that the Act now provides that only those vessels carrying Marine Board passengers’ 
certificates need be overhauled;—do you not think, as president of tho Steamship Owners’Association, 
that all the steamers trading on this coast should be subject to periodical overhaul and inspection ? 
Undoubtedly ; that is only fair and right:
1138. You aro not a practical seaman ? No, ‘
1139. You said a short time ago, in reply lo the Chairman, that any man almost was able to undertake 
work on board a steamer with the exception of steering ? In the ordinary way. You do not require 
a really tip-top man for a sailor on board a steamer now-a-days. You must remember that there is not 
the same amount of work to do on steamers as on sailing vessels.
1140. But you know that the unexpected often happens at sea ? Yes, i _
1141. When you aro manning a vessel it is not safe to man her with a view only to ordinary conditions. 
Immediately one of your steamers gets outside tho Sydney Heads she is liable to encounter heavy weather ?
That is so.
1142. And your steamers have also at times to cross bars which are very dangerous ? Yes.
1143. In view of a vessel, one of your steamers, encountering a gale of wind, or having to cross one of 
these dangerous bars carrying passengers, do you not think that men knowing something more about tbo 
sea than an ordinary ploughman would know should be engaged for service ? 1 do not think so.
114k Would yon like to trust your life on board a steamer, tbe whole of the crew of which were com
posed of ploughmen, or any shore labourers who would have no idea of getting out a lifeboat in case of 
an emergency ? It is not fair to assume that the whole of the men would be ploughmen.
.1143. Of course we know that there would be a captain, mate, and second mate? Yes; but excepting 
the officers, the whole of the crew would not he ploughmen.
114G. Is it not necessary, even in the present day, that those, who are engaged for service on board steamers 
should know how to run*out a boat? Everything depends upon what you would consider a good seaman.
1147. Are there no conditions through which your vessels would have to pass in the course of twelve 
months in which a number of passengers would bo seriously imperilled in the event of accident, pro
viding a crew of proper seamen were not generally carried ? 1 think there should be good men on board 
at all times; but I do not think it is necessary to have an entire crew of highly competent seamen.
1148. What proportion of competent seamen do you think ought to be carried ? At least one-half.
1149. Chairman.] Ts it within vour knowledge that since the establishment of the Alaritime Free Labour
Bureau, Air. Currie, who is employed hy your Board, has received his salary from auy member of it ? 1
could not possibly answer that question.
1130, Mr. Moirsworih ] But T suppose you can fell ihe Committee definitely in whose employ Afr, Currie 
is ? He is employed by the Steamship Owners’ Association.

' ' Air.

»
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. Mr. Arthur Benjamin Cockburn called in, sworn, and examined
Mr. A, B. 1X51. Chairman.'] You are Secretary to the Steamship Owners’Association ? Yes. .
Coekbura. xx52. Have you been long in that position ? Nearly four years. . _

Hud. I suppose you have a fair knowledge of the shipping interest ? Yes ; but not so innob in matters
^AF’1!of detail as generaHy. _ _ .......................... . .

1154. Were you Secretary of the Association during the late maritime strike ? S'.es; 1. presume you
refer to the strike of last year ? _ _

i 1155. Ho you know if your Association has issued any instructions to Mr. Currie with regard to the 
employment of seamen and other maritime labour ? The Association has issued instructions at various
times to him relating to the applications he receives at the Bureau—that is, as to what ho shall do with
them.
1156. Is it a fact that he receives the whole of bis instructions from the Steamship Owners’ Association 
in writing? Not all. The most common course is for me to communicate to Mi*. Currie what I know 
to be the wishes of tho members of tbe Association as indicated to me at their meetings. It is very seldom 
that anything in the way of written instructions are given to Mr. Currie.
1157. Hoes he always carry the instructions out ? So far as I am aware he does.
1155. To the satisfaction of the Association ? Yes. ■
1159. Has your Association ever issued any instructions to Mr. Currie with reference to tho securing of
incompetent meu to man your steamers at particular times? No. _
1160. No such instructions have been given ? Wc have never issued instructions to Mr. Currie to try to
secure incompetent men. _
1161. But you admit that the Association has issued instructions to him to secure men ? Not to secure 
men ; but be has been told that men have been required.
1162. Hid the Board lay down no definite instructions as to the way in which Mr. Currie was to secure 
the men ? No.
1163. It was optional with him where ho obtained them from ? Within certain lines.
1164. What are those lines ? To keep ■within the law and do a fair thing. I do not mean to say that 
those lines have ever been specifically laid down for Mr. Currie’s guidance: but we have never asked him 
to do anything that would involve an infraction of the law, so far as we understood it.
1163. I suppose you have a1 pretty good knowledge of the shippiug laws ? Not an intimate knowledge, 
but I have a general knowledge of them,
1166. Yon know that a penalty attaches to the offence of engaging men who are not properly authorised ? 
I presume you refer to the 14th section of the Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act. I am quite aware of that.
1167. Then how do you get over the difficulty of Mr. Currie receiving instructions with reference to the
engagement of the men ? We say that to all intents and purposes Mr. Currie is a legally authorised 
person. _
1165. I suppose you know of the prosecution of Captain Hyson, in Victoria, and of tho result of it ? Yos.
1169. Notwithstanding the result of that prosecution, you think that Mr. Currie has acted legally ? Yes.

. 1170. That he has acted in accordance with tbe shipping law of New Mouth Wales ? Yes.
1171. Ho you think a law which permits such a thing is justifiable ? Quite.
1172. You approve of it ? I do.
1173. You would not have it amended in any shape or form ? I do not know that I am prepared to say 
that.
1174. We understand that Mr. Currie is actually engaged by tbe Steamship Owners’ Association to carry 
out the specific duties 1 have indicated ? Ho is engaged for a variety of purposes.
1175. I suppose he is in the employment of tho Steamship Owners’ Association ? Unquestionably.
1170. And that he receives his salary from them ? Unquestionably.
1177. 1 suppose the reason you employed Afr. Currie in this capacity was that he might carryout this 
part of the Act ? I do not know that we had this part of the Act; in view particularly when we employed 
Mr. Currie. We were in a difficulty, and wo wanted to get over it. We selected the best man we could 
get forthe purpose.
1178. If Mr. Currie was not in the employment of a steamship owner he would be liable under the law, 
would he not? According to your reading of it.
1179. According to my interpretation of the law* he would be ? According to other interpretations he 
would not. The law is susceptible of different interpretations.
1180. What persons would your Association be likely to employ to interpret tho Jaw ? We have our 
solicitors, of course. But I do not know if they have interpreted the particular section towhieh we have 
been referring. 1 cannot remember for the moment whether they have done so or not.
1181. You yourself have a knowledge of,the section? Yes. After consulting persons we thought capable 
of giving us advice we came to the conclusion that Mr. Currie’s action is perfectly within tho law.
1182. You are acquainted with the prosecution of Captain Hyson in 'Victoria? Yes.
1183. Hid your Association ever get the Judge’s decision in connection with that matter ? Yes; I think
I have it in my office, but I am not quite sure. ■
list. I suppose that you aro aware that Captain Hyson was not acting legally ? I do not know about 
that. According to the view of the Judge he was not.
1185. Has any case ever been brought before the Court here by seamen in connection with the Maritime 
Labour Bureau ? Yes.
1186. What was the case? The case of Maclean versus Thompson, in which Maclean, who was, as 
1 understood, a trustee of the Seamen’s Union, laid information against a man named Thompson, under 
section 14. In the trial of the case the management of the Bureau, or rather the operation of the 
Bureau, was to a certain extent involved. The decision of the Police Court being against Thompson, the 
case was taken on to the Bull Court, where the decision of the Lower Court was reversed. This was in 
effect the Judges’ decision: That if anyone had supplied men, it was Mr. Currie and not Thompson, and 
that as Mr. Currie was in the constant employ of the steamship owners, he was not liable under the Act. 
What the Judge said is perfectly consistent with our view of the matter, and I may mention that the 
decision of the Victorian Judge had not then been given.
1187. Can you suggest any amendment of the law winch wonld be beneficial to tbe Association you 
represent ? I cannot at this moment think of any particular amendment they would desire.

1188,
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1188. You know, I suppose, that certain amendments oi: the shipping law have been suggested to us by
Captain Hickson aud Captain ■ Eady ? I have heard, incidentally, that certain amendments have been ^_
suggested; but I am not officially aware of them. „ , 2C April, 1891.
1180. You think that as far as the Association is concerned they would not desire any amendment ot the
law ? It is not a burning question with us ; still, at the same time, there are certain amendments of the
shipping law we think very desirable. „ , , , T -
1190. Would you be prepared lo submit them to tbe Committee P I do not know that I am in a position 
to do so iust now. The matter lias been before us at various odd times, but nothing has seemed to be 
practicable, and the matter has been allowed to lapse. Of course, the views of the Association may change 
as time goes on, and I. should not like to say that the views expressed by them two years ago, for instance, 
would hold good to-day. There are some matters in connection with which amendments have been suggested, 
which would have io he brought under the consideration of the Association again before I could say that 
the proposed amendments were still in accord with the views of our members. 1 will mention the matter 
to the Association, and will see whether there are any suggestions they would like to submit to the
Committee. . . . _ ......
1191. Mr. MofomortliIf I understood you correctly, the Ifree Maritime Labour Bureau was instituted 
hv the Steamship Owners’Association in order to supply them with men ? To a certain extent; it was 
instituted to facilitate the supply of men.
1192. What first led to the institution of the Bureau ? It grew out of the 1890 strike. _ _
1193. I suppose you are aware that it is the practice in the intercolonial shipping to sign articles on 
hoard or at the wharf P Yea—in the case of ships registered in the Colony.
1194. Bo you approve of that plan P 1 think it is a very good one, and a very convenient ouo, so far as 
it has conic under my knowledge,
1195. Bo I understand you to mean that it is convenient to the Steamship Owners Association ( lo
all concerned. . . .
1196. You think it is equally convenient to the seamen? Yes ; it prevents them from journeying up
town. It often happens that there is very little time to spare, and as matters now stand, the meu can go 
straight down on board and sign without further trouble. _ ... , c
1197. Have you at any time beard objections raised by the men to this system of signing on at the wharf
or on board? I have'never heard of any. Ido not myself see what objection there can be to the 

practice. , .
1198. Would it cause any inconvenience to the Association, or the men employed by them, it it were
made compulsory for all articles to be signed at the Shipping Oflice ? I should think it would be very 

inconvenient in many cases. .
1199. Could vou give any instances ? Well, it would be inconvenient in the ease of men shipping, when 
a ship was on the point of departure. The Shipping Office might bo closed, and a ship might want to

get away late at night. _ _
1200. liave you heard any complaints of men heing left behind, without their discharges, in consequence 
of the present practice ? I have occasionally heard of some inconvenience being caused to the men 
through the neglect of the master, but I understand that that is already provided for by the law.
1201. DlIBve yon heard of any difficulty arising through men being left ashore at any port without their 
wages ? There are no instances that I can recall at this moment.

APPENDIX.
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[2b Evidence of Captain James Edie, Shipping Master.")

' Al.
blr» Shipping Master’s Office, Sydney, 9 April, 1892.

I have the honor to request that yon will bo pleased to advise mo ujion the following question, viz.
A vessel registered iu tho United Kingdom arrives in this port from London, and oue clause in her articles reads 

thus, “ The crew shall be deemed complete with twenty hands all told.” While in port some of the croiv desert, which 
reduces the number to (say) fifteen hands. Will I be justified in withholding the ship’s clearance until the master makes 
up his crew to the number stated in the agreement ? 1 have &c.

. J. EDIK,
The Assistant Secretary, Marine Department, Board of Trade, London. Shipping Master.

AS.
S'r> _ . Board of Trade, Marine Department, London, S.W7., 21 May, 1892.

I am directed by the Board of Trade to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of tho 9th ultimo, and, in reply, 
to inform you that Shipping Masters have no power to refuse a vessel clearance because the contract with respect to the 
number of seamen to be carried, as expressed in the articles of agreement, is not adhered to.

The Shipping Master, Sydney.
I am, &c.,

GEORGE J. SWANSTON.

A3.
Dear Sir, Maritime Labour Hall, 172, Prinees-street, Sydney, 10 February, 3893.

^ I was unable to get the names of the men who had been on “ Phoebe,” as they had all cleared from Bridge-street 
on Tuesday, I again tried yesterday, but could not find the boat.

Will forward the names as soon as I get them. Yours, &c.
James Edic, Esq., Shipping Master. ’ SAMUEL*SMITH.

Sir,
I have the honor to request that you will be 

opinion as to who is the proper person to take action at

The Honorable the Colonial Treasurer.

A 4.
Shipping Master’s Office, Sydney, 31 July, 1893. 

pleased to obtain from the Crown Law Officers, for my guidance, an 
law in case of infringement of the Act 27 Vic. No. 13.

I have, fee.,
J. EDIE,

-------- Shipping Master,
Submitted.—J.K., 2/S/93. 

Solicitor.—3/8/93. No. G5t.
Approved.—J.S., 3/8/93. Tho Crown Solicitor.—J.K., 3/8/93. 

Attorney-General, N.S.W., nth August.
Crown

Subjeci:—Who ia the proper person to take action at law in case of infringement of the Act 27 Vie. No. 13,
SlD Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 2t August, 1893.

J Have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to tbe above matter, which were forwarded to me from 
your Department on the 3rd day of August, 1893, and to state that I have submitted them to Mr. Solicitor-General 
0 Connor, a copy of whose advising thereon will be found below.

The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

I have, Sic.,
ERNEST A. SMITH

Crown Solicitor.
Copy of Opinion of the Honorable the Solicitor-General.

A.vr person may take proceedings for the recovery of the penalties in question. Insomuch, however, as it is the duty of 
Government to see that laws affecting public safety, as these shipping laws undoubtedly do, are strictly observed the 
proceedings should, in my opinion, be taken by the Shipping Master. ' ’

23rd August, 1893.
R. E. O’CONNOR,

Solicitor-General,

The papers might now be referred for the information of the Shipping Master.—J.K., 23/8/93. Annrovcd —I 5? 
25/8/93. The Shipping Master.—J.K., 2G/8/93,

No. 0500
A 5.

: No. 0500. IjIckusk to Ship.

Name
Iiast Ship or Employment
Date

; [Seal.] I iieiiebv certify that
i lias license from me to Ship
; Registered at tho Shipping Office, Sydney, this day of 1S9 ,

(Signature of Licensee) Shipping Master,
No,
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No. 10900.

Mutual Release. 

Name of Ship 

Port of Registry 

Name of Master 

Name of Seaman 

Date'of Realease 

Witness to Signatures or Marks

A 6.
No. 10900.
[Seal.] ■ Form or Mutual Release.
The undersigned Master of the Ship

and
a Seaman recently serving on board the same, hereby declare that tho Agree- 
inent entered into between them, from the day of IS ,
has been duly fulfilled on both sides, and that all wages earned by the said

have been fully paid or satisfied, and that he has been and is full y discharged from 
his said Service : And the said parties hereto do hereby mutually acquit and 
release each other from all further claim under the said Agreement, or in any 
other respect arising out of the Engagement thereby made.

In witness whereof, we have hereto set our Hands, this 
day of IS ■

(Sitjned)

Witness Shipping Master.

Master.
Seaman

Shiitinci Master’s Omen.
No. 34,994. £
On receiving this Cheque I agree to sail 
in the

and lo be on board within 
hours from the date hereof.

A 7.
Shipping Master’s Owioe.

No. 34,994. £ is .
Three days after the leaves

please pay to
or his order, the sum of .-re
on advance, and iu part of his wages on an intended Voyage from

provided he sails in tho abovenamed Vessel as per
agreement with

IS To

A 8.
Certificate granted to Masters or Owners of Vessels previous to Clearing Outwards, in accordance with tho “ Navigation

Law Amendment Act, ISSL’’
J, the undersigned, hereby certify that 
Master of the has produced at the Shipping Office the following Certificates

No. Coin. No. Service. i‘ort.

Master .......
Mate ...........
2nd Mate .... 
1 st Engineer . 
2nd Engineer.

Shipping Office, ' day of 18 . Shipping Master.

A 9.
Ckrtifiuatk granted to Commanders of Vessels previous to Clearing Outwards, in accordance with the Regulations issued

hy the Collector of Customs at Sydney.
I, the undersigned, hereby certify 
Master of the
has complied with the Regulations 
Custom .House.

Shipping Office, Sydney,

that
hound to

of this Office, and is entitled to this Certificate, to enable him to Clear his Vessel at the

day of Shipping Master.

[Ecc, Five shillings.
. A10.

No. 3,934. Queensland.—Port ok

Permit.
Issued only at the Government Shipping Oflice, Townsville.

The Bearer, James Hunter, has no Certificate of Discharge, but is permitted to re-employ himself.
J. A. YOUNL,

30/11/86 Government Shipping Master,

All.
South Australia.
Permit to Smr. ^'ecJ “s-

Issued to Robert Winberg, who, being unable to produce the Certificate of Discharge from his last Ship, or a copy thereof, 
and having proved to my satisfaction that lie does not belong to any vessel in this Province, is allowed to re-employ him
self on the Ship “ Karawcera,” Port Adelaide. '

M. D, SMITH,
21st February, 1893. Superintendent, Mercantile Marine.

Book 205.
A 12.

[Coat of Arms.]
Victoria.—Port of Melbourne.

Permit.
Issued only at the Mercantile Marine Office, Melbourne.

No. 93.
[Fee, Five Shillings.

r]’irK Seaman, T. W. Edwards, has no Certificate of Discharge, hut is permitted to engage in Ship “ Intiaminckn.’ 
25th October, 1892. J- M. CLEAVE,. V.I.MlJii. * J’j, ^ _

Pro Superintendent of Mercantile Marine Office.

A 13.
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A13.
COSSUI.ATE OK THE UNITED STATES OK AMERICA.

Sydney, New South Wales, ]2 January, 1891.
John Ali.e.v, late A. B. oftlie American “ Kate Davenport,” ol Port Blakely, lias my permission to re-stiip. '

P. W. KENXA,
United States Vice-Consul.

A14.
Memorandum.

Dear Sir, 12 July, 1S93.
We desire to ship the bearer, J, Hall, as an A. B,» in our steamer “ Heskcth,’1

Yours faithfully,
BURNS, PHILP, & CO. (Limited)

To the Shipping Master, Sydney. (Per H. Forsyth).

4 Deck-hand, 
first ship.

No. 6,305. License to Ship. '
rScah]
1 iimtiiBY certify that John Hall, first ship, has license from me to ship as deck-hand.

Registered at tho Shipping Office, Sydney, this 12th day of July, 1893, J, KDIE,
. Shipping Muster.

• Dock-hand.

To the Shipping Master.

A 15.
Memorandum.

Dear Sh\ 12 July, 1893.
We desire to ship the hearer, R. Cooper, as au AtBi11 hi our steamer “ Hcsketh.”

Yours faithfully,
BURNS, riTILP, & CO. (Limited)

(/-Vr H. Forsyth).

No. G.-KH. License to Ship.
[Seal.]
1 hereby certify that Hubert. Cooper, shore service, lias license from me to ship as a deck-hand. 

Registered at the Shipping Oflice, Sydney, this 12th day of July, 1893. .1. KDIE,
Shipping Master.

A 16.
Memorandum.

Dear Sir, 12 July, 1893.
We desire to ship the hearer, M, Doyle, as an O.S. in our steamer “ Hcsketh.”

Yours faithfully,
. _ BURNS, PHILP, k CO. (Limited)

To the Shipping (Master, Sydney. (/hi*]!, Forsyth),

No. G,303. License to Ship.
[Seal.]
i HEP.Env certify that Michael Doyle, shore service, has license from mo to ship as deck-hand.

Registered at the Shipping Olfice, Sydney, this 12th day of July, 1893. J. EDIK,
Shipping Master,

12 July, 1893.

A17.
Memorandum,

Dear Sir,
We desire to ship the hearer, W. Ayhvard, as an A.B. in our steamer “Heskcth.”

Yours faithfully,
BURNS, PHILP, k CO. (Limited)

To the Shipping Master, Sydney. (/Vr H. Forsyth).

Last ship, the "Essex”; engaged at London, 2Sth June, 1SS2; horn, London, 1852; last ship, “Cyclops’'; naval 
reserve, No. 69,352; signed A.B. '

No. 0,302. . License to Shit.
[Seal.] ^
I hereby certify that William Aylward, shore service, has lieeuse from me io ship. 

Registered at the Shipping Office, Sydney, this 12th day of July, 1893. J. EDIE,
Shipping Master.

Bl.
\To JSoidencc of Captain ffi-rson.]

YrrskDS detained provisionally or finally from going to sea hy reason of nnseaworthiness during the last three years.

Name* Rf,

Kemhla................................
W. 0. Wentworth ..............
Caledonia ............................ Fore and aft schooner ..
Venture................................ Brig ............................
Micronesia............................ Ship .....................

Tonnage.

283
315

4G
in

1,577

Owner. Keinai'ks,

Matthew Johnson
James C. Ellis......
James Robinson ... 
Thomas Kehoe ... 
J. andW. GofToy...

Finally detained. 
Finally detained. 
Provisionally detained. 
Finally detained. 
Provisionally detainod.

27 ■2/94.
B 2.

GKO. S. LINDEMAN,
Secretary.

■Sir, Marine Board Department, .Sydney, 27 February, 1894.
Respecting certificates, I have the honor to state that the only steamers that have been actually refused 

passenger certificates are the “ Kemhla” and “ Jjawrence,” hut in the ordinary course of business we often notify owners 
that certain work must he done before another certificate can he issued. Generally we have no trouble ; the work is 
almost invariably carried out to our satisfaction, and when it is not the boats are laid up.

I have, Ac.,
Captain Lindeman, Secretary. . WM. CHUICKSHANK.

■------------------- B 3.
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B 3.
SCHEDULE.

LlFE-SAViyfl ArPLIASCES.
For tlic purposes of theso rules, British ships shall be arranged into the following classes :

. Division (A).
CIim 1.—Steam-ships carrying emigrant passengers subject to all the provisions of the Passengers Acts.
Class 2.—Foreign-going steain-ships having passenger certificates under the Merchant Shipping and JSavigation Acts.
Class :i.—Steam-ships having passenger certificates under the Navigation Acts authorising them to carry passengers 

anywhere within intercolonial limits,
, Dimsios (B).

Class 1.—Sailing-ships carrying emigrant passengers subject to all the provisions of the Passengers Acts.
Class 2._Foreign-going sailing-ships carrying passengers, hut not subject to all the provisions of the Passengers Acts.
Glass a.—Foreign-going sailing-ships not carrying passengers.
Class 4.—Foreign-going steam-ships not certified to carry passengers.

Division (0).
Class 1,—Steam-ships not certified to carry passengers plying anywhere within intercolonial limits.
Class 2,—Sailing-ships iu the same trades not carrying passengers.

Division {D).
Class 1.—Steam-ships having passenger certificates authorising tliem to carry passengers within certain specified limits, 

that is to say : On short specified passages along the coast of New South Wales. ... n f -
Class 2._Steam-ships carrying passengers on short excursions or pleasure tript to sea or in estuaries or mouths ot rivers
, during daylight. , . , .
Class 3,—Steam-ships carrying passengers on rivers and (or) lakes, but not going to sea or mto rough waters.

Division (A).—Class 1.
Hides and Table for steam-ships carrying emigrant passengers subject to all the provisions of the Passengers Acts.

{«) Ships of Division (A), Class 1, shall carry boats placed under davits, fit anti ready for use, and having proper 
appliances for getting them into the water, in numher and capacity not'less than prescribed by the following' table ; such 
boats shall bo equipped in the manner required by and shall be of the description defined in the General Rules appended
Ucicto, ^ owners of ships of this class claiming to carry fewer boats under davits than are given in the following
table must declare before tho Collector or other officer of Customs, at the time of clearance, that the boats actually placed 
under davits are sufficient to accommodate all persons on hoard, allowing 10 (ten) cubic feet of boat capacity tor each 
adult person, or “ statute adult.”

(e) Table for Division (A), Class 1 _________

Gross tonnage.

1. ^

Minimum 
number of 
boats to he 

placed under 
chi it3-

2,

Total minimum 
cubic contents of 
boats to be placed 

under davits.
L. x B. x D. x -0.

S.

9,000 and upwards ............. . 14 6,250
8,500 aud under 9,000 ............. 14 5,100
8,000 and under S,500 ........... 14 5,000
7,750 and under 8,000 ............. 12 4,700
7^500 and under 7»7r)0............. 12 4,600
7,250 and under 7,500 ............ 12 4,500
7,000 and under 7,250 ............ 12 4,400
6,750 and under 7,000 ............. 12 4,300
0,500 and under G,750 ............. 12 4,200
0,250 and under 6,500 ............. 12 4,100
G,000 and under 6,250 .......... 12 4,000
5,750 and under 6,000 ........... 10 3,700
{>,■>00 and under 5,750 ........... 10 3, G00
5,250 and under 5,500 ............. 10 3,500
5,000 and under 5,250 ........... 10 3,400
4,750 mid under 5,000 ............. 10 3,300
4,500 and under 4,750 ............. 8 2,900
4,250 and under 4,500 ............. 8 2,000
4,000 and under 4,250 ........... 8 2,800
3,750 and under 4,000 ........... S 2,700

Cross tonnage.

3.500 and
3.250 and
3.000 and
2.750 and
2.500 and
2.250 and
2.000 and
1.750 and
1.500 and
1.250 and
1.000 and 

000 and 
SOO and 
700 and 
000 and 
500 and 
400 anil 
300 and 
200 and 
100 and

under 3,750. 
under 3,500 
under 3,250. 
under 3,000 
under 2,750. 
under 2,000. 
under 2,250. 
under 2,000. 
under 1,750. 
under 1,500. 
under 1,250. 
under 1,000. 
under 900 
under 800. 
under 700. 
under GOO 
under 500 
under 400. 
under 300 
under 200

Minimum 
number of 
boats to be 

placed under 
davits

Total minimum 
cubie contents of 
boats to lio placed 

under davits.
L. x B. x D. x 'O.

8.

2,GOO
2.500 
2,400 
2,100 
2,050 
2,000 
1,000 
1,800 
1,700
1.500 
1,200 
1,000

900
800
700
GOO
400
350
300
250

Note.—where in ships idrcndv fitted the required eubie contents oi boats placed under davits is proi idod, although by a smaller number of 
boats than tho minimum inquired by tills table, such ships shall be regarded as complying vutb the rules as to boats to be eained under davits.

(<i) Not less than half the number of boats placed under davits shall bo boats of section (A) or section (B). The 
remaining boats may also be of such description, or may, in tho option of the shipowner, conform to section (G) or section 
(D), provided that not more than two boats shall be of section (])). ...

(u) If the boats placed under davits in accordance with the foregoing table (c) do not furnish sufficient aecoinmoilation 
for all persons on board, then additional w-ood, metal, collapsible, or other boats of approved description (whether P*aced 
under davits or otherwise), or approved Hfe-iafts shall bo carried. One of these boats may be a steam-launch ; but m that 
case the space occupied by the engines and boilers is not to be included in the estimated cubic capacity of the boat.

Subject to the provisions contained m paragraph (p) of these rules, such additional boats or rafts shall be of at least 
such carrying capacity that they and the boats required to be placed under davits by table (c) provide together m the 
agarcaate three-fourths more than the minimum cubic contents required by column 3 of that table. Tor this purpose 3 
cubic feet of air-case in the life-mft is to be estimated as 10 cubic feet of internal capacity. Provided always that the rafts 
will accommodate all the persons for which they are to be certified under the rules. ,

All such additional boats or rafta shall be placed aa conveniently for being available as the ship s arrangements 
admit of, having regard to the avoidance of undue encumbrance of the ship’s deck, and to the safety of the ship for her

^ k'(/l i„ nrtjjtjon to the life-saving appliances before mentioned, ships of this Class shall carry not less than one 
approved life-buoy for every boat placed under dav its. They shall also carry approved life-belts or other similar approv ed 
artieles of equal buoyancy suitable for being worn on the person, so that there may be at least one for each person on
board the nevert!ielosS) timt no sh;p of this Class shall he required to carry more boats or rafts than will furnish
sufficient accommodation for all persons on hoard.

Division (A).—Class 2,
Rules for foreign-going steamships having passenger certificates under the Merchant Shipping and Navigation Acts, 

Ships of this Class shall be subject to the same requirements as those in Division (A), Class 1.
ii4—a Division
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Division (A).—CYcms 3.
Rules for steamships having passenger certificates under the “Merchant Shipping and Navigation Acts," authorising them

to carry passengers anywhere within intercolonial limits,
(а) Ships of this Class shall carry boats placed under davits m accordance with the rules and tabic provided for ships 

in Division fA), Class 1.
(б) If tlie boats placed under davits in accordance with this requirement do not furnish sufficient accommodation for all 

persons on board, then additional wood, metal, collapsible, or other boats of approved description (whether placed under 
davits or otherwise), or approved life-rafts, shall be earned, of at least such cubical capacity that they and the boats 
required to he placed under davits by Table (c) provide together in the aggregate one-half more than the minimum cubic 
contents provided by column three of that Table.

_(c) Provided that if (having regard to the avoidance of undue incumbrance of the ship's dock, and to the safety of 
the ship fdr her voyage) it is not practicable for any ship of tins Class to carry all the additional approved boats or approved 
life-rafts required by the preceding subsection (/>), the deficiency so caused may bo made up by the supply of an equivalent 
number of approved buoyant deck setts or other approved buoyant deck fittings.

{d) .Ships of this Class shall carry not less than six approved life-buoys.
(e) They shall also cany, in addition to the boats and appliances required above, approved life-belts or other similar 

approved articles of equal buoyancy suitable for being worn on the person, so that there may be at least one for each person 
on board the ship.

(/) Provided nevertheless that no ship of this Class shall he required to cany more boats, rafts, and other buoyant 
deck fittings than will furnish sufficient accommodation for all persons on board.

Division (11).—6Ya*» 1.
Rules for sailing-ships carrying emigrant passengers subject to all the provisions of the Passengers’ Acts.

(a) Ships of Division (B), Class 1, shall carry boats in accordance with the Table (c) provided for Division (A), Class 
1, and such boats shall be, as far as practicable, placed under davits, with proper appliances for getting them into the water. 
All boats not placed under davits are to be so carried that they can he readily got into the water.

(&) If tlie boats so carried do not furnish sufficient accommodation for all persons On board, then additional life
saving appliances shall be supplied as for ships iu Division (A), Class 1.

(c) Provided that no ship in this Class shall he required to carry more boats or rafts than will furnish accommodation 
for all persons on board.

(rf) Approved life-belts or other similar approved articles shall bo carried as required for ships of Division (A), Class 
1, and one life-buoy for each boat of wood or metal.

Division (B).—Cfasa 2.
Rules for foreign-gouig sailing-ships carrying passengers, hut not subject to all the provisions of tho Passengers’ Acts.

Ships of this Class shall be subject to the same requirements as those in Division (B), Class 1.

Division (B). —C/ctsw 3.
Rules for foreign-going sailing-ships not carrying passengers.

_ (a) Ships of this Class shall carry a boat or boats of Sections (A) oi (B) sufficient for all tlie persons on board, and, iu 
addition thereto, one good serviceable boat of Section (D). Such boats shall be, as far as practicable, placed uudor davits, 
witli proper appliances for getting them into the water. All boats not placed tinder davits arc to he so carried that they 
can readily he got into the water to tile satisfaction of the Marine Board Officer.

(/>) They shall cany approved life-belts as required for ships iu Division (B), Class 1, and al$o one life-buoy for each 
boat of wood or metal.

Division (P.),—Clasi 4.
Rules for foreign-going steamships not certified to carry passengers.

, (a) tihips of this Class shall carry, on each side, at least so many and such boats of wood or metal placed under
davits, of which one on one side shall be a boat of Section (A) or Section (B), and on the oilier side shall be a boat of Section 
(A) or Section (B) or Section (C), that the boats on each side of the ship shall be sufficient to accommodate all persons on 
board. They shall have propor appliances for getting the boats into tho water.

{/>) They shall carry approved life-belts as required for ships of Division (B), Class 1.
(c) They shall carry not less than six approved life-buoys.

Division (G).—Class 1.
Rules for steamships not certified to carry passengers plying anywhere within intercolonial limits.

(n) Ships of this Class shall carry, on each side, at least so many and such boats of wood or metal placed under
davits, of which one on each side shall be a boat of Section (A) or of Section (B) or Section (C), that the boats on each 
side of the ship shall he sufficient to accommodate all persons on board. They shall have proper appliances for nettnm the 
boats into the water. ' os

(&) They shall also carry approved life-belts so that theie may he at least oue for each iierson carried on board 
the ship.

(c) They shall also carry not less than four approved life-buoys.

Division (C).—Cfa-w 2.
Rules for sailing-ships in the same trades not carrying passengers.

(o) Ships of tins Class shall carry a boat or boats of wood or metal, at least sufficient for all persons on board, and 
in such a position as to be readily got into the water. Each boat shall he provided with one gallon of vegetable or animal 
oil, and a vessel of an approved pattern for distributing it in the water iu rough weather.

(i) Ships of this Class shall also carry' an approved life-belt for each person on board.
(c) They shall also carry at least two approved life-buoys.

Division (D).—CAom 1.
Rules for steamships having passenger certificates authorising them to carry passengers within certain specified limits ; 

that is to say, on short specified passages along the coasts of Now South Wales.
_(«) Ships of this Class shall, according to their tonnage, carry boats placed under davits, as required hy the Table 

for ships in Division (A), Class 1, but all such boats as arc not required to be of Sections (A) or (IS) mast he of Section (C).
(ii) If the boats placed under davits iu accordance wnth the aliove requirements do not furnish sufficient accommoda

tion for all persons on board, then additional wood, metal, collapsible, or otiier boats of approved description (whether 
placed under davits or otherwise), or approved life-rafts, shall be carried of at least such cubical capacity that they and the 
boats required to be placed uudor davit,by Table (<j provide together in tho aggregate one-half more than the minimum 
cubic contents provided hy column three of that Table. For this purpose three cubic feet of air-ease in the life-raft is to bo 
estimated at ten cubic feet of internal capacity ; provided always that the rafts will accommodate the persons for which 
they are certified under the rules.

R) Provided that if (having regard to tho avoidance of undue incumbrance of the ship’s deck, and to the safety of 
the ship for her voyage) it is not practicable for any ship uf this Class to carry all the additional approved boats or approved 
life-rafts required by the preceding subsection (t), the deficiency so caused may be made up by tlie supply of an equivalent 
number of approved buoyant deck seats or other approved buoyant deck fittings. '

(d) Ships of this Class shall also carry approved life-belts or other similar approved articles of equal buoyancy 
suitable for being worn on the person, so that there may be at least one for each person on board the ship

(-)
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(e) At least one approved life-buoy shall also he provided for eaoh boat of wood or metal carried by the ship, but in
no case shall less than six approved lifo-luioyB be provided.

(/) Provided nevertheless that no ship of this Class shall he retpiired to carry more boats, rafts, and other buoyant 
deck fittings than will furnish sufficient accommodation for all persons on board, '

Division' (D).—Class
Hides for steamships carrying passengers on short excursions or pleasure trips to sea, or in estuaries or mouths of rivers

during daylight.
(tt) Ships of this Class shall carry at least two boats of Section (A) or Section (D) or Section (C), placed under davits, 

and with proper appliances forgetting them into the water.
(h) They shall also carry other boats, approved buoyant apparatus, and (or) approved life-bolts sufficient (with the 

boats required by paragraph (a)) to keep afloat all tho persons on hoard the ship.
(c) At least four approved life-buoys shall he carried.

Division’ (D). —Class 8.
Rules for steamships carrying passengers on rivers aud (or) lakes, but not going to sea, or into rough waters.
(a) Ships of this Class shall cany one boat in such a position that she can readily bo got into the water. They shall 

also carry approved buoyant apparatus or approved life-belts and approved life-buoys at least sufficient, together with the 
boat, to keep afloat all persons carried on board.

(fi) At least four approved life-buoys shall be carried. _ i
Note.—A discretion may be exercised by the Marine Board to relieve steam-launches, steamers plying in narrow 

waters, and ferry-boats from the operation of tlie whole or part of rule (a) of this Class.

Gisnenal Rules.
1. Boats.—All heats shall he constructed and properly equipped as provided hy these rules, and all boats and other 

life-saving appliances are to be kept ready for use to tho satisfaction of tho Marine Board. Internal buoyancy apparatus 
may ho constructed of wood, or of copper or yellow metal of not less than eighteen ounces to tho superficial foot, or of 
other durable material.

Section (A).—A boat of this section shall be a life-boat of whale-boat form, properly constructed of wood or metal, 
having for every ten cubic feet of her capacity, computed as iu Rule 2, at least one cubic foot of strong and
serviceable inclosed air-tight compartments, so constructed that water cannot find its way into them, f

Section (B).—A boat of this section shall be a life-boat of whale-boat form, properly constructed of wood or metal, 
having inside and outside buoyancy apparatus together equal in efficiency to the buoyancy apparatus provided for 
a boat of .Section (A). At least one-half of the buoyancy apparatus must he attached to the outside of the boat.

.Section (C).—A boat of this section shall be a life-boat properly constructed of wood or metal, having some buoyancy 
apparatus attached to the inside aud (or) outside of tho boat equal in efficiency tn one-half of the buoyancy 
apparatus provided for a boat of Section (A) or Section (B), At least one-half of tlie buoyancy apparatus must be 
attached to the outside of the boat.

Section (D).—A boat of this section shall be a properly constructed boat of wood or metal.
Section (K).—A boat of this section shall be a boat of approved construction, form, and material, anti may he collap

sible. , . ,
2. Cubic capacity.—The cubic capacity of a boat shall bo deemed to be her cubic capacity, ascertained (as in

measuring ships for tonnage capacity) by Stirling's rule ; but as tbe application of that rule entails much labour, the 
following simple plan, which is approximately accurate, may bo adopted for general purposes, and when no question 
requiring absolute correct adjustment is raised :— _

Measure the length and breadth outside and the depth inside. Multiply them together and by ffi ; the_product is the 
. capacity of the boat in cubic feet. Thus a boat 28 ft. long, <8 ft. (I in. broad, and 8 ft. (i in. deep, will be regarded

as having a capacity of 28 x S'5 x D'd x -Q = 499-8, or 500 cubic feet. If tlie oars are pulled in rowlocks, tlicbottom 
of the rowlock is to he considered the gunwale of the boat for ascertaining her depth.

3. Number of persons for boats. Tlie number of persons a boat of Section (A) shall be deemed fit to carry shall bo
the number of cubic feet ascertained as in Rule 2, divided by 10. ' .

The number of persons a boat of Sections (B), (C), (D), or (B) shall Ire deemed fit to carry shall be the number of cubic 
feet ascertained as in Rule 2, divided by 8. Tlie space in the boat shall ho sufficient for the seating of the persons carried 
in it, and for the proper use of the oars. _ . _

4. Appliances for lowering boats.—Appliances for getting a boat into tbo water must fulfil the following conditions ;
Moans aro th be provided for speedily, but not necessarily simultaneously or automatically, detaching the boats from the 
lower blocks of the davit tackles ; the boats placed under davits are to bo attached to the davit tacklcH and kept ready for 
service ; the davits are to bo strong enough and so spaced that the boats can be swung out with facility ; the points of 
attachment of tho boats to the davits are to be sufficiently away from the ends of tlie boats to ensure their being easily 
swung clear of the davits ; tho boats' chocks arc to be such as can be expeditiously removed ; the davits, falls, blocks, eye
bolts, rings, and the whole of the tackling aro to be of sufficient strength ; tlie Ijoats' falls are to he long enough to lower 
the boat into the water with safety when the vessel is light. Tho life-lines shall be fitted to tho davits and be long enough 
to reach the water when the vessel is light; and hooks are not to be attached to the lower tackle blocks.

5. Equipments for collapsible or other boats and for life-rafts.—In order to be properly equipped each boat shall be 
provided as follows

(a) With the full sipgle-banked complement of oars, and two spare oars.
(i) With two plugs for each plug-hole, attached with lanyards or chains, and one set and a half of thole pins or 

crutches, attached to the boat by sound lanyards. _
(c) With a sea anchor, a baler, a rudder and tiller, or yoke and yoke lines, a painter of sufficient length, and a Iroat- 

book, Tfie rudder and bailer to be attached to the boat by sufficiently long lanyards, and kept ready for use. In boats 
whore there may bo a difficulty in fitting a rudder a steering oar may be provided instead.

(d) A vessel to be kept filled with fresh water shall Iw provided for each boat.
(e) Life-rafts shall he fully provided with a suitable approved equipment..

(i. Additional equipments for boats of-Section (A) and Section (B).—In order to he properly equipped, each boat of
Sections (A) and (B), in addition to being provided with al! the requisites laid down in Rule (5), shall he equipped ■
as follows, but not more than fnur lioats in auy one ship require to have this outfit ;—

(o) With two hatchets or tomahawks, one to he kept in each end of the boat, and to lie attached to tlie boat by a 
lanyard.

' {!,) With a mast or masts, and with at least one good sail, aud proper gear for each. _
(c) With a lino beckcted round the outside of the boat and securely made fast.
(rf) With au efficient compass, ....................... ,
(e) With one gallon of vegetable or animal oil, and a vessel of an approved pattern for distributing it in the water in 

rough weather.
{/) With a lantern trimmed, with oil iu its receiver sufficient to burn eight hours.

7. Number of persons for life-rafts.—The number of persons that any approved life-raft for use at scashaR bo deemed 
to be capable of carrying shall be determined witli reference to each separate pattern approved hy the Marino Board:
Provided always, that for every person so carried there shall he at least three cubic feet of strong and serviceable enclosed 
air-tight compartments, constructed so that water cannot find its way into them. Any approved life-raft of other construc
tion may be used, provided that it has equivalent buoyancy to that hereinbefore described, livery sucli approved life-raft 
shall bo marked in such a way as to plainly indicate the numher of adult persons it can carry.

8. Buoyant apparatus.—Approved buoyant apparatus sbnll be deemed sufficient, so far as buoyancy is concerned, 
for a number of persons, to be ascertained by dividing the number of pounds of iron which it is capable of supporting in 
fresh water by thirty-two. Such buoyant apparatus shall not require to be inflated before use, shah he of approved 
construction, and marked in such a way as plainly to indicate the number of persons for whom it is suflicicnt.
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9. Life-belts.—An approved life-belt sbail mean a belt which does not require to be inflated before use, and which is 
capable at least of floating in tbe water for twenty-four hours with fifteen pounds of iron suspended from it. Life-bolts 
are to be cut out two inches under the armpits, and fitted so as to remain securely iu their place when put on.

10. Life-buoys.—Au approved life-buoy shall mean either—
(a) A life-buoy built of solid cork, capable of floating in the water for at least twenty-four hours witli thirty-two 

pounds of iron suspended from it; or
(b) A strong life-buoy of any other approved pattern and material, provided that it is capable of floating in the water

for at least twenty-four hours with thirty-two pounds of iron suspended from it, and provided also that it is not 
stufied with rushes, cork shavings, or other shavings, or loose granulated cork, or other loose material, and does 
not require inflation before use.

All life-buoys shall bo fitted with heckets securely seized, and not less than two of them shall be fitted with life-lines 
fifteen fathoms jn length.

11. Position of life-buoys and life-belts.—All life-buoys and life-bolts shall he so placed as to be readily acecssihlc to 
all persons on board, and so that their position may be known to those for whom they arc intended.

12. Water-tight compartments.—When ships of auy Class arc divided into efficient water-tight compartments to the 
satisfaction of the Marine Board, they shall only he required to carry additional boats, rafts, and other life-saving 
appliances of one-half of the capacity required by these Rules.

c.
[To evidence of Mr. Samuel Smith, Secretanj of the Seamen’s Union.']

Protection for Sailors.
To the Uditor, Evening News.

Sir,—I would tender the advice to your correspondent, James F. Rowell, that he recommends to “ Barnacle,” viz., to 
become better acquainted with some of the practices of our boarding-house masters inSydney and Newcastle before lie attempts 
to deny that such base methods are adopted to plunder sailors of their hard-earned wages by even some American captains as 
well as British and Australian ship-masters; also to get a copy of the Statistical Register of Shipping. As a proof of the 
existence of the practice of blood-money being exacted as alleged by “ Barnacle,” I had occasion to direct the attention of 
the shipping authorities to the case of a sailor who had 5s. stopped out of £1 13s. 4d., whilst the legal charge is Is. The 
sailor states that the master informed him the 5s. was for having given him tho jnb, I only referred to tins single case, 
but have knowledge of many more, and intend to submit them to the Select Committee now inquiring into shipping abuses 
of the port. I caii also have the statements substantiated by seamen in different capacities, from mates downward. We 
have a few boarding-masters who are known to be engaged in the vile calling of inducing men to leave their vessels 
with or without the cognisance of the masters, and then supplying these same men to other vessels, getting the men’s 
advance notes hy the usual means resorted to by these scoundrels. In New York the system of blackmailing has become 
so notorious that some of the fairer-minded boarding-masters—after consultation with the British Consul (Mr. Gilbert 
Fraser)—forwarded an appeal to the British Board of Trade. The appeal said in part : “ We, the undersigned, citizens of 
the United States, having a thorough knowledge of the methods of shipping British seamen at the port of New York, 
wish to call the attention of your honorable body to a flagrant outrage that has been perpetrated on British seamen by a 
class of men known here os middlemen, who stand between the British seaman and captain, and who encourage the captain 
to deduct from one to two months’ pay from each seaman who wishes to be discharged at this port, the captain claiming 
that the said money is to pay for a substitute. Should such seamen wish to sail from this port in other British vessels, the 
said agent or middleman will tax him from 10 dol. to 15 dob, and sometimes more, the vessel receiving from said agent at 
least one-half of that money, known here as “ hlood-money.” The names of tlie vessels and tbo officers of the same can 
he supplied. We likewise positively assert that within the past six months there lias been an agent or middleman making 
a tour of England, Ireland, and Scotland, making contracts with the owners of vessels to supply crews at certain rates, 
with the understanding that the vessel will receive a certain rebate from each seaman in advance. Such contracts have 
been made by Robert J. Poynter, of the firm of Williams and Poynter, and John Havernon, of tho firm of Havomon and 
Brennan, the former of whom is now- in the British Isles.” This appeal should show that certain American and British 
masters are the bloodsuckers they are alleged to he ; but I trust, with your assistance, and that of the authorities, as well 
as the manly help of honorable and just-minded masters like Captain Rowell, wo will he able to destroy such marine 
excrescences as crimps in this port, and which are such a reproach to the American people who tolerate these vultures who 
fatten on tho simple sailor in every port of the United States, vide New York Herald and Sun, cuttings from winch papers 
I enclose. I may inform Captain Rowell that we make no distinction here as to whether a seaman is a Californian Dutch
man or a Massachusetts mariner. We recognise that all who sail under the Stars and Stripes—if not natural-born 
Americans—should at least be accorded that treatment expected by all men who lay claim to be free. In conclusion, I can 
cite many instances where crews are driven out of ships by mates and bo’suns, specially lured by captains for the purpose 
of doiug so, I will also coucede that Captain Rowell may know what happens on tlie “ Great Admiral,” but that it is 
quite impossible for him to know what transpires upon other vessels. Yours, &c.,

SAMUEL SMITH,
______________________________________Secretary F. S. Union.

D.
[To Evidence of Mr. Samuel Smith.']

Manager, Shipping Co.
Dear Sir, _ 172, Prinees-street, Sydney, 21 December, 1SD3.

Believing that your Directors are not incapable of some compassion for the sufferings of their follow beings, I am 
constrained to think that your Board wilt be generous enough to relax the stringency of regulations now in operation, 
regarding the shipping or engaging nf seamen, particularly those men who left your employment during the strike in July, 
and who are now being rigorously boycotted. Your Board will surely admit that these men aud their unfortunate wives 
and children have been, even from your standpoint, sufficiently punished already, without carrying your antagonism to the 
point of vindictiveness.

These men have been guilty of no other crime than exhibiting that spirit of independence so characteristic of our 
race, and I am certain your Board have no desire to stamp out this quality that has done bo much to place the Anglo-Saxon 
in tho fore-front of civilisation.

Your Board are only asked to place these men upon the same footing as all other applicants for employment on your 
steamers, and that the system of black-listing will cease to operate in prejudicing theso men’s chances in obtaining employ
ment. You are not asked to discharge any of your present employees.

I appeal to your Board, as humane and Christian fellow-eitixeus, to be influenced by the spirit of forgiveness exjiectcd 
to he displayed at this particular season, when wc are celebrating the birthday of Him who inculcated the precept of “For
give that ye may bo forgiven.”

Hoping that tho thoughts of tho cruel suffering that the wives and children of these men are heing subjected to will 
have some influence, and cause you to decide in favour of these heavily punished men,

I am, &c.,
SAMUEL SMITH, _

Secretary, Seamen's Union.

Sir,
_ Wc duly received your letter of 21st ultimo, addressed to the writer, concerning the men who loft our ships 

during the strike in July last, aud who, hy so doing, probably hoped to succeed in preventing us from continuing our 
operations.

In reply, we desire to say that we repudiate that we are in any Way actuated hy vindictiveness, or that we are 
advocates of tlie system of rigorously boycotting the men in question.

When
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Whnn vacMicies arise wc simply exercise tire right of selection of the men who suit us best, irrespective of whether
they he Unionists or non-Unionists. ....... , . , , , ,

If them be any ernol suft'ering among tlie wives ami children of those who wilfully deprived themselves of employ
ment wo greatly rovrcl it: but tho blame connot be laid at the door of the steamship-owners.

° Yours faithfully, _
Tlie Secretary, Seamen’s Union, (For the Australasian United Steam Navigation Co., Ltd ),

17‘2, Trinces-slrcet, Sydnoj'. AULMt.

Dciir Sir
Your letter of 2]st instant (practically unsigned, the signature being type-written) was duly placed l>efore iny 

Btxird at to-day’s meeting : and, in reply, I am directed to write that my Directois regret that you should have thought 
proper to introduce the eleinonts of boycotting and vindictiveness into your communication, winch charges, 1 need hardly
say, are entirely repudiated. . P , ,, , ^ t i

The desire ot my Board is to secure a loyal, steady, and able body of men for the Company’s steamers, wlm can Iw 
relied on to carryout their engagements with their employers with integrity; and you will, no doubt, agree that this policy 
is absolutely necessary, in justice both to the travelling public and the shareholders of the Company. Any men possessing 
the above qualifications will be readily shipped m the steamers belonging to the Adelaide Steamship Company (Limited) as

'““TarHCOTi.:,
Acting Secretary.Mr. Samuel Smith, Secretary, Seamen’s Union, 172, Prinees-street, Sydney.

E 1 to 10,
{To Evidence of Mr. Samuel Smith.] _

E 1.
IN MELBOURNE.

The SiUiTixo ov Seames—Captain Dvson Fixed,
Melbourne, Tuesday.—Mr. Nicholson, P.M., delivered his decision to-day in the case in which Captain Dyson, 

manager of the Maritime Labour Bureau, was charged witli supplying a seaman to be entered on board tbe steamer Lnna- 
minekft.” Mr. Nicholson held that the defendant was not iu tbe constant eniployment of a sliipoMnior, and that he was 
not a bonafdc servant of any one shipowner. Tile Bench found tlie ease proved, and fined defendant £0, with live guineas 
costs. Notice of appeal was given.—Dnify Telegraph, 9th August, 1S93.

E 2.
Omxiox or the Cnowx Law Officers ix Exulaxd a* to the Leualitv of the Action of the Smi'i’ixr, Federatiox.

In tlie House : Mr. Lockwood asked—"What was the opinion of tho Law Officers of the Crown as to the legality of
the action of the Shipping Federation?” ' w, . , , ^ r -vr ,■ i a__iMr Mundclla answered,—" In 1SSD the Board of Trade wore informed that a local secretary of the National Amal
gamated Sailors and Firemen’s Union, though lie had no license from the Board of Trade to supply seamen under Boction 
140 did supply seamen, being members of the union, to serve on board British ships. Mr. U right (now Mr, Justice VV light) 
advised that the local secretary was liable to conviction under seel ton 147. The Board of Trade, though a technical offence 
had been committed, considered it contrary to the intention and spirit of tho Act to extend its provisions to actions arising 
out of a trade dispute. In 1890 the Shipping Federation was formed, which practically undertook to supply crews to ship
owners. We declined to prosecute them as wo had previously in the case of the Seamen s Union. In consetpicncc of a 
recent debate, 1 consulted the Law Officers as to whether the action of the Shipping 1'ederation comes within section 14*, 
and if such action amounts to a technical breach of tho section, and if the offence is of such a criminal or quasi-criminal 
nature that tlie Board of Trade as Public Prosecutor is hound to prosecute the officials of the Federation. 1 am advised 
that the first question is of some nicety, but that upon a strict construction of tbo section the procedure of the Shipping 
Federation involves an ip/rimjrment of the Act. Tho Board, however, is not bound to prosecute tlie ofhcials unless satisfied 
that the public interests require it. But it must be remembered it is open to any jinnies mtmstud to jn-oseCHfe. Ihe 
preamble of tho Act of 1S4S allows that tlie object was to put a stop to the system by winch persons having no interest in 
shins supplied seamen and not to interfere with bona file associations of owners or seamen. The Board of Trade decline k> 
make themselves in any way partisans in a trade dispute. It is open to either parti/ tc prosecute, if they consider the Act to 
bo infringed. Everything has been carefully put to the Law Officers of the Crown, including the rules of the fshippmg 
Federation and their own statement as to the way in which they worked those rules."

E 3.
Bkeakixg the Shii’pino Laws.—Fttkther Pkoskcutkins.

The following letter, from the Secretary of the Seamen’s Union to the Colonial Treasurer, speaks for itself
g;,. Federated Seamen’s Union, Maritime Hall, Prinees-street, Sydney, 29 July, 1893.
' ' I am instructed to direct your attention to a further infraction nf clauses 16, 17 (section 2), 21, and 22 of the

Seamen’s Law Consolidation Act, by the masters of the s.s. "Victorian” and “Knra,” Information has been laid against the 
master of tho "Victorian,” and Captain Edic’s attention has been drawn to several eases where men have been taken to sea 
(without producing discharges or licenses to ship) on both steamers. I trust that after a full inquiry into these cases you
' ... . . . 1 e i -1 - A-t.^ I in nr-AT'innb Ift+.froVB * fllSO StateillCIltS JUtUlO by tllG ClGputfl*will accept as truthful and justifiable tho allegations contained in previous letters : 
tion which waited upon you from the Union. J kni,
'To tlie Hon. Join) Sec, Colonial Treasurer. Icours respectfully,

SAMUEL SMITH, Secretary.

1E4.
RKFOKT OF THE pKQnECPTION OF CAPTAIN SkYMOIHI OF THE S,K. " \ 3CTORIAX.”

Federated Seamen’s Union of Australasia, (N.S.W, Branch). 
gir Maritime Hall, 172, Prinees-street, Sydney, 22 July, 1893.

’ Adverting to your communication of Sth July (in reply to my letter of fith instant) wherein you state that 
our allegations re the indiscriminate issue of permits are without foundation, 1 beg to enclose for your perusal a copy of 
tlie ovidence given before Mr. Whittingdulc Johnson, S.M., at the Water Police Ururt on Ihursday, 20th July, lor a 
fuller report of which I refer you to tlie depositions taken at the Court. T his, of itself, should he sufficient to show that 

- - - - _ia._ -.lj_.- a.- 7..issue of permits, Jsonoor tlie men numcci iiad
If further proof

„ u had^ample ground fo*r”ilirecthig"your attention to the indiscriminate issue of permits. None of the men named had 
ever been to sea in the capacity of A.B. or fireman, yet each of them was supplied with a license to ship, 
be wanted, we can cite many other cases.

Having regard, therefore, to tlie foregoing facts, wo would again respectfully request you to be good enough to 
name a day and hour on which you could receive a deputation from this Union for tlie purpose of placing before you some 
surgestiotis which, if followed, would have the effect of preventing the abuse of tbe Shipping Office, which (onr members 
behove) was established for a purpose other than that of shipping incompetent men—a practice which, during the past
week, has resulted m the loss of life and property. Hoping for an early reply,

' 1 remain. Sir,
To tho Hon. John Sec, Esq,, Colonial Treasurer of N,S. W. ^011 ra rgB^jCjtf

______ __ ____ TlIK
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The Pouue Couhto.—Ckakue A(jainst a Sea Captain,

prosecution, o.id Mr. Osborne,_ of Messrs. Norton, Smith, ami Co., defended. The' accused pleaded'Unity, and Mr.
Osborn f» IVlill t.An Ollt. in nv + ZimHiftiftn +lin+- 4-Urt __ _i_______________________________________Osborne pointed out m extenuation that the men were engaged on July Id, the day that the shipVas to sail. ''They were 
then asked to produce their discharges, and they said they had lost them. Mr. Seymour went ashore to see the Shipping 
Master to get permits, but the office was closed on account of its being Saturday, so that he was unable to do so. The 
ship was bound to leave port, and the men were consequently taken. Mr. M‘Laclilan said, in reply, that the defence had 
V-Tr r,oy 111110 t0tiCe a,TutTPTnlt3d ?? the .n?en’s W commenced on July 8, and the vessel did not leave port till tho 

1C?ln?0..in0Ut:^‘ Raift Hie accused bad dearly made himself rcspoiisilde for having taken tlio
men to era, but it was apparent that he had not committed the offence wilfully. He would, therefore, deal as leniently a 
possible with him. A fine of 20s., with 5s. fid. coats, was inflicted iu each case, and £3 Os. complainant’s costs wct 
allowed in one case.—Da?/?/ 'J'elfffrapk, 5 August, 1S93.

ns 
were

Sir,

E5.
IMPORTANT CORRESPONDENCE. 

CniMMNc in Genoa,
T__: f 11 , , , 8 November, 1893.

. 1 mn informed by a large number of seamen frequenting tbe port of Genoa that certain boarding-masters who
ship seamen on fioard of Rntiah ships charge them most exorbitant prices—in fact, swindle them in every direction : and it 
appears to he the opinion of seamen frequenting that port that if a shipping master was appointed, with the sanction of the 
Boai d of Trade, it would be much better for the men. There is a captain there, whose name 1 enclose, who was formerly 
in the employ of Messra. Lamport ami Holt, and other English shipowners, who would he willing to take the appointment 
providing the Board of Trade would sanction same. It would be the death-blow to crimping in Genoa.

The Ut. Hon, A. J. Mimdella, M.P., Board of Trade.
1 am, &c.,

J. H. WILSON.

Dear Sir, Board of Trade, Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 10 November, 1853.
. . .j. tlcs,rct.1 by Mr. Mimdella to acknowledge receipt of your letter of Sth instant, suggesting that a shipping

master should lie appointed at Genoa, with the sanction of the Board of Trade. feb b 11 g
I am to state that Mr. Mundclla has referred the suggestion to tho Marine Department and will communicate again 

with you on the subject. Yours faithfully, b

J. H. Wilson, M.E. _______ GARNHAM ROPER.

Aixeiiei) SoiTi/r or Seamen t,y Shipping Eederation,
t r7. ,, , , , J c n, •B,0iir<3 of Tratlu (Marine Department), London, S.W., 4 September, 1893.
fin ^>a*iCt°u-^y ^t10 of Irado to state that they have had under consideration your letter to the

01 tho ASt]) ultimo, forwarding a resolution passed hv the Gniineil nf the Ken men’a TT,,;™, ............

Sir,

Bresident, of the 2Sth ultimo forwarding a resolution passed by lho''couucil,of \ht“'SeammdrUuion\vitr to the
proceedinga of tlie Shipping ledflration. b w ^

. The of 'I’railo desire me to refer you to the terms of the letter addressed to Sir John Long on the llth nltimo
which yon state has been laid before your Council, ami to call attention to the action taken by the Department in eases in 
which proceedings under section 148 of tho Merchant Shipping Act, ]Sd4, are likely to ho successful.
I n u f n,Atit tnnc t,\stal;G that, white the Board of Trade arc prepavod to consider any specific instances of
breach of the law which may be brought to thoir notice, tbev are not in nnsacsKiiin nf nmr imri.ir-nlf.™ M,i,mi,breach of the law which may be brought tothoir notice,"they arc notto 
an inquiry such as that suggested in the resolution.

J. H. Wilson, Esq., M.P.

wi . wvi l.’i.JH.T M LT.l itllj1 i5 J J 1J CiiSikiJIUtlS l/l
jiosscasion of any particulars which would justify 

I am, &c.,
INGRAM B. WALKER.

Sir,
Complaint against a Consul.

I am directed by thcExecutivr- , . . ■ -,'vc Council of the Sailors and EiromoivB Union to forward you a statement of W
Lmdross, ship s cook who formerly served on the s.s. “Arthur/’ We desire particularly to call your attention to the 
mannei m which the British Consul at Antwcni treated this man, and also as to the neglect on tho'part of the Consul in 
not seeing that the man a clothes and effects were properly looked after.

Trusting you will cause inquiries to be made, j anij &Cij
Sir Edward Grey, Bart, M.P. {Under Secretary), Foreign Office. 'T' H' W1LS02nT-

Sir, J*V)rci n Ofli
Rerved nn tr,.y01’1r ,[^|fr ™ 18th ultimo respecting the case of W. Lmdross, a ship’s cooVwIm recently
inveGtl Ttcd ^ ^ steamship Arthur, lam directed hy the Earl of Rosebery to inform you that the matter is being 

® ' 1 am, &c.,
J. H. Wilson, Esq., M.P., Sailors and Firemen’s Union. ^3^BR.

Sir,
New Provision Scale.

r . Boaf,l of Trade (Marine Department), London, S.W., 7 November, 1893.
tn ■ fn 1 Vi ,1'' .. 0' thG r Ciar.<t 0t Trade to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 31st ultimo, and in reply 

0(1 0,1 the ai,Pho»t«"' of the shipping Eederation they have instructed the Superintendents of Mer
cantile Mamie Offices at certampoi'ts to roeeivo from the lederation jinnted copies of the Scale of Provisions, drafted hy
When dei™)4 S p C G,nm("lttu?' Wlth a .view to su^ >«ing {lasted in the Articles of Agreement
when desired and to state that the Board will raise no objection to copies of the Union Scale being received*at their 
Mercantile Marine Offices in a similar way. The copies or slips should be of a size exactly corresponding with the space 
allowed on page 2 of the new Form of Agreement, and on hearing from you that they are ready, aud receiving from you a 
list of the ports to which yon propose to send them, tho Board will issue the necessary instructions.

I am, &.C.,
J. II. Wilson, Esq,, M.P., National Amalgamated Sailors and Firemen’s Union. INGRAM B. WALKER.

Sir,
Illegal, Sovfly of Seamen.

t,,111 1 d,t? t(lat are certain crimps supplying stewards to P. & 0. and other steamers, and
for,oa|'If the statements of the writer of enclosed letter are correct I think it is desirable that 

tho Board of Irado should take steps to prevent such illegal charges heing made. I enclose you the letter I have received.
I am, &c.,

The Assistant Secretary {Marine Department), Board of Trade. J' H' WILS0N'

Sir,
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Sir, Board of Trade (Marine .Deportineiit), Taindou, S.W., 22 December, 1S93,
I am directed by the Board nf Trade to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 11th instant, forwarding a 

letter in which complaints are made of alleged illegal supply of seamen by a crimp.
In reply, 1 am to state with respect to the alleged supply of a man to the b.r. “ Fifcshire ” that no person of the 

name mentioned would appear to have been put on the ship’s articles, but that on the vessel’s return to the United 
Kingdom further imjuiry will ho made.

With regard to the engagement stated to have been procured for a man on hoard one of the Peninsular and Oriental 
Company's boats, if full particulars are furnished, the matter will be carefully investigated.

1 am to add that the reports received from the Superintendents of the Mercantile Marino Offices at Tower Hill and 
Victoria Docks do not in any way support the statements made by Mr. Volkur.

I am, &c.,
INGRAM B. WALKER.

J. H, Wilson, Esq., M.P., Sailors and Firemen’s Union,

E 6.
Cony or License issued by the Shiffino Master, .New South Wales, to Otto Herman.

Licenses us hunted.
The following is a sample of many of the licenses to ship now being issued by the Shipping Master .

No. 0,444. [Coat of Arms.] A 12.
License to Ship.

I hereby certify that Otto Herman, shore service, has license from me to ship.
Registered at the Shipping Office, Sydney, the 18th day of July, 1893.

J. EDIE,
Shipping Master.

Mr, Herman, to whom this permit was issued, states that lie has boon twenty years in Australia, during which time 
he has never been to sea. He has no papers to show that he has ever been to sea at all, and yet had no difficulty at all in 
obtaining a license to ship.

E 7.
Report of the SmrriNa Master, New South Wales, with regard to the Issue or "Licenses to Snir.”
Sir, The Treasury, New South Wales, 25 July, 1893.

I am directed by the Colonial Treasurer to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 22nd instant, and to hand 
you, enclosed, copy of the Shipping Master’s report thereon.

Mr, Sec desires me to add, however, that if you can produce any fresh proof or further reliable information, and arc 
still desirous of an interview with him, he will receive a deputation consisting of not more than four persons, on Thursday 
morning next at 11 o’clock. 1 have, <tc,,

F. KIRKPATRICK,
Samuel Smith, Esip, Secretary, Seamen's Union of Australasia, Under Secretary,

New South Wales Branch, Sydney.

Sir, Shipping Master’s Offieo, Sydney, 24 July, 1893.
With reference to tho enclosed letter from the Secretary of the Seamen’s Union, I have the honor to report

The men mentioned in the newspaper clipping came to the office for " Licenses to Ship,” stating that they desired 
to engage as seamen, and as 1 was satisfied of such desire, licenses were issued to them (each man signing the butt of the 
License Book), iu accordance with section 33 of 27 Victoria No. 13, which reads as follows :—‘'33. In case any seaman of 
any ship, of whatever tonnage the same may be, shall have lost his discharge, or from any other cause be unable to produce 
the same, or if any other person shall he desirous of engar/inff as a seaman, it shall bo lawful for any Shipping Master on 
being satisfied of the fact of such loss, inability, or desire, as the ease may be, to grant and to deliver to such seamen or 
other person a license to ship, which license shall he in writing and signed by the Shipping Master.”

The word "Seaman” in the Act means every person employed in any capacity whatever on board ship, except 
masters, pilots, and apprentices.

The onus of shipping incompetent men rests with tho persons who engage them, as a license to ship docs not certify 
to tho competency of the licensee, and the Act docs not give power to prevent tho master of a ship engaging the holder of 
a " Certificate of Discharge'' or a "License to Ship” in any capacity he, the master, may think proper.

As 1 am aware of no abuses of this office taking place, I respectfully submit that .Mr. Smith can offer no suggestion 
consistent with the Act which would prevent alleged abuse. I have, Ac.,

J. EDIE,
---------------- Shipping Master.

E 8.
Proseuution of a Registry Office Keeper for Alleged Infringement of Merchant Ship ring Act.

Breach of the Shipping Act.—“ Shanghaing" at Melbourne,
At the District Police Court yesterday, before Mr. C. H. Nicholson, P.M., and a Bench of Magistrates, an information 
was laid by Mr. J. M. Christie, of the Department of Trade and Customs, against Nathaniel Copeland, a registry office 
keeper in Little Col [ins-street, for an alleged infringement of the Merchant Shipping Act.

Mr. Woinarski prosecuted, and Mr. A. K. Jones defended. '
The charge, as set forth by the prosecution, was that the defendant did, on the 2nd ultimo, wrongfully supply 

Thomas Conway, a seaman, to ho entered on hoard the s.s. " Fateena” contrary to the provisions of the Act. Tho oflfence 
was laid under section 147, which states that "no person other than the owner, captain, or mate, or other legally authorised 
person, is permitted to supply seamen to a vessel under a penalty of £20.” Conway, it appears, had no sea training, and 
had recently been employed us a groom at Marysville. He had applied to Copeland for work as a pick-and-ahovcl man, 
and the latter told him if ho was a shovcl-nmn he could got him a job as Goal-trimmer on board a vessel, and that on 
payment of fis. ho would give him a note to Captain Dyson, of the Marine Free Labor Bureau. Copeland also said that if 
Dyson did not engage him his 5s, would be returned. Conway paid him the fee, and Captain Dyson is alleged to have sent 
him on board the "Fateena” as a fireman. He made a trip to Launceston in the "Fateena,” and on arrival there he 
received a certificate of discharge as an A.B. This was a very irregular proceeding, and it required to he stopped with a 
linn hand.

As tho man Conway failed to appear, although he had been duly served with a summons by Detective Christie, 
Mr. Woinarski applied for a remand, and be would also ask for a warrant for his arrest, as he has exhibited extreme 
unwillingness to have anything to do with the case.

Mr. Jones averred that the committee of tho Seamen's Union wore tho real instigators of the prosecution. He 
should not oppose the application for remain!, hut he thought he was entitled to costs.

The Bench refused the application for costs then, and the case was postponed until Thursday, the costs to abide the 
issue of the case.—Melbourne Arr/ttx of Tuesday.

E 9.
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E 9.
Seamen's Stoikk.—DtPUTATioN to Mk. Sep.

Gkantinq of Pep.jiits to Seamen.
The Colonial Treasurur, Mr. See, was waited upon yesterday morning by Messrs. J. D. FitrCerald, Davis, Black, and 
Houghton, MsJj.A., and Messrs. A. Carrol (President), S. Smith (Secretary), J. M'J.ean, and A. M'Nicoll, representing 
the Seamen’s Union, with regard to the grievances by the Union against the Shipping Office.

Mr. FitzGerald introduced the deputation.
Mr. Smith addressed the Minister at length, and said that he could show that there were men on hoard tho “ Emu” 

who did not possess permits or discharges. They claimed that the greater number of men now employed on the steamers 
were incompetent. The seamen had been induced to believe, by the statements of the Treasurer in Parliament, that the 
law would he impartially administered.

Mr, See : I have carried out the law.
Mr. Smith proceeded to refer to the case of the “ ITesketh.” There was a necessity for amending the law, which 

could now be interpreted in many different ways. He claimed that, owing to incompetent men having been shipped, 
accidents had happened, and instanced the eases of the “Hilda,” “Elingamite,” “Guiding Star,” “Franklin,” and 
“ Corea.” The issue of licenses to incompetent men was altogether too easy,

Mr. See : In a great many cases the men make a declaration that they are seamen. If they afterwards state that 
they have not been to sea it does not reflect very great credit on them.

Mr. Smith : A e assert that a man should not be allowed to obtain a permit by merely saying that ho is a seaman.
Mr, Sec : If a captain takes a man he is responsible, and who is to blame ?
Mr. Davis: The Government, for allowing it.
Mr. See : It is the law. The permit does not say that the man is a seaman.
Mr. Davis: It entitles him to go to sea. Any man who has that document in his possession was licensed to go to 

sea iu any vessel in New South Wales,
Mr. See : In one permit I see that the man is stated to be a shoreman.
Mr. Smith urged that great care ought to be exercised as regarded tho issue of permits. The deputation was firmly 

of opinion that the law was not fairly administered as between the employer and the employee.
Mr. See : Do you know of one ease in which a competent sailor, who had not got a discharge, applied for a permit 

and did not get it ?
Mr. Davis : There was one ease in the “ Royal Tar,” Tho Marine Board declined to allow any man on board that 

ship to proceed to sea on a permit. There was one man who was one of the company, and had been a seaman, and 
they declined to allow him to ship as a sailor.

Mr. Smith said the men were sent away to find a Magistrate in order to make affidavits, and were pnt to a lot of 
unnecessary trouble.

Mr. See : Fur the last twelve mouths Captain Edic has been appointed a Magistrate in order that he may receive such 
declarations.

, ^r- Smith: There are very few bonu-fide men who lose their discharges. Some people in Sydney get discharges and
give them to the men, and tell them to profess to be the men who are named iu the discharge.

Mr, See_: You never made that statement to me before. Such men ought to be prosecuted.
^ Mr. Smith : It is very difficult to prosecute a captain, but a captain can easily prosecute the men. We think the 

shipping officials should take action where they know that the captains are in the wrong.
Mr. See j I know that many shipowners have been summoned for committing breaches of the law'.
Mr. M'Nicoll instanced a number of cases in which he stated there had been breaches of the law. There were, ho 

said, Boards to inquire into the competency of the officers. Why should not seamen who had lost their discharges bo 
subjected to an examination.

Mr. See : The Shipping Master puts them through an examination to a largo extent. The present Shipping Master 
has had thirty years’ experience at sea. *

Mr. Davis: We do not dispute his capacity at all.
Mr. M'Nicoll: We come to you as Minister of Marine.
Mr. .See : That is a new title. I do not know where you gotit from. I have never lieen called Minister of Marine 

before. ,
Mr, Carrol mentioned several cases, and said that one captain on a steamer offered a man £3, after he had got his 

full crew, to go to Melbourne to steer the vessel, so that he might at least have one competent man on board.
Mr. Smith : Wo can supply the names afterwards if you wish. There are a large number on mou as A.B.s ou the 

coastal boats now who have never been to sea before, except as passengers.
Mr. Davis addressed the Minister at considerable length. He reminded Mr. See that a little time ago he moved 

the adjournment of the House on this very matter. Mr. See’s reply, as reported in Ihuinard, was all that could be 
expected either from a Minister of Marine or from the most ardent Unionist. Mr. Davis quoted largely from Mr. See’s 
reply, in order to remind him of the fact. But now it had been explained in an official letter that if the owner of a 
steamer liked to pick up a number of men, and came down to the Shipping Master and said that he wished to engage men, 
they were given permits to go to sea. The letter explained that only seamen who had lost their discharges had been 
engaged, or men recommended by the shipowners.

Mr. See : It does not say what the men are shipped as.
Mr. Black : It leaves a large loophole. They may be shipped as anything.
Mr, Davis : I could go on board the steamers iu our port and show that 50 per cent, of the men shipped as able 

seamen are not seamen at all, I have information from officers of vessels on tho matter. Many officers are afraid of tiie 
risk of losing their certificates owing to the ineompetency of the crews. Some of the men who have been shipped as 
A.B. s do not know the difference between a ship's light and the light of the lamp of a doctor's shop. The Marine Board 
wore very zealous in the matter of the‘'Royal Tar.” Why are not the authorities equally zealous now? The Shipping 
Master’s hands arc tied. He says in this letter: “ Other men produced memorandums from various shipowners,” But 
why should every man be engaged who produces a recommendation from a shipowner.

Mr. Sec : Captain Edie administers tho Act. I have not tied his hands. There has been no interference from me 
either one way or the other.

Mr. Davis: The position taken up now is quite different from the position yen took up in tho House.
Mr, See : I am as consistent now as I hope you are.
Mr. Davis : That is a matter of opinion.
Mr. See : I will allow' the public to be the judge. Continuing, ho said that he noticed that every man who signed 

articles ou the “Emu ’ gave the name of the ship he had previously been employed in, The deputation could look at tho 
articles if they wished. ‘

Mr. Davie said that he wished to add one thing. There was a person in Sydney who kept a stock of these dis
charges, and could supply a regiment or two. Tho establishment of a boarding master was not considered replete unless 
ho had on hand a big stock of discharges. Ho could prove that forgery had been committed in the case of 30 per cent, of 
those signed lately.

Mr. See said that the Act designated n sailor to be a person employed in any capacity on a ship, except as master or 
pilot, and excepting persons employed temporarily on a ship when in port. Amongst the offences provided was one upon 
the captain if he took men to sea w ithout the signing the articles. All lie could say was this : That, as far as the law was 
eoncurned, it had been administered with thorough impartiality. As he had stated previously, when this unfortunate 
dispute began, he told Captain Kdie to bo careful in the exercise of duty. His own position W'aa one in which be was 
called on to administer the law', and as long as he did this his responsibility was at an end. The law might be defective, 
but it was not for him to say so. Whilst it wras the law it must be administered. He could take no action which wrould 
be contrary to it. If the lawr provided that a seaman who had lost his certificate might get a permit, that seaman had a 
perfect right to obtain such a permit. It would be an atbitrary thing to refuse to give a permit to a sailor because be bad 
left the sea for a few years. He maintained that the law had been impartially administered under a most trustworthy, 
efficient, and capable officer. No pressure bad been brought to bear on that officer in any shape or form. Personally, 
he had only seen him twice during the whole period of the disturbance. As Minister be had been guided entirely by the

officer
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officer who was appointed to administer the law. It was not because there had been accidents that the system of 
engaging seamen was to be totally condemned. Iso doubt some men had said that they were competent seamen, and had 
thus obtained permits, whilst they had not been such, but if these men deliberately made misstatements the officials were 
not to blame. Besides, how could a man learn to become competent if he was never to he allowed to have any experience ? 
The deputation spoke from a seaman’s point of view, but this matter concerned the officers and the owners, and the public 
as well. If an accident happened to his vessel the shipowner was a heavy loser. Vessels were not usually covered by 
insurance for nearly the amount they were worth. It was, therefore, to the interests of tho owners to have tho vessels 
properly manned. All the care and the interest was not centered in the gentlemen he saw before him that day. The men 
whose business it was to own ships and to run them had also an interest in seeing that there were competent men on hoard, 
and he noticed from what had appeared in the press that in the majority of cases the seamen who had been engaged were 
said to be competent men.

Mr. Smith : What is the good of haring a Marine Board to see that a vessel lias proper boats if the men engaged 
as sailors are incapable of handling a boat if necessary.

Mr. See : Under the Act if any man makes a false and wilful statement with the view of obtaining a permit he can be 
fined £5, and the money can be deducted fiom any wages duo to him.

Mr. Davis ; Then the Government should deduct a month's salary off about half the men who are running to-day.
Mr. See ; It is your dutv to see that these men are prosecuted,
Mr. FitiG-erald : It is not the duty of the Union officers to do that, but the duty of tho police.
Mr. Carrol: Why, a lot of organ-grinders have shipped as A.Bs.
Mr. Davis : Oh, don’t run down the profession like that. _
Mr. See said that if cases of wrong-doing were brought before him he would take action in the matter.
The deputation then withdrew.

E 10.
Suggested Amkmoments in tub Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Acr, 1864.

That between clauses 6 and 7, Fart I, pages 2 and 3, be inserted tho following _
4. Also every Shipping Master, or other person duly authorised in that behalf by the Minister, may, in cases where he

has reason to suspect that the provisions of this Act, or the laws for the time being relating to merchant seamen 
and to navigation, are not complied with, exercise the following powers, that is to say :— ^
(1.) He may require the owner, master, or any of the crew of any ship to produce any official log-books or other 

documents relating to snob crew or any member thereof in their respective possession or control.
(2.) Ho may require any such master to produce a list of nil persons on hoard Ins ship at the time of her departure 

from her first port, and of all persons who have subsequently been received on hoard at any pott of call, 
distinguishing the passengeis according to the classes of saloon, second-class, or steerage passengers, and take 
copies of such official log-books or documents, or of any part thereof.

(3.) He may muster the crew of any such ship, and require all persons on hoard of such ship (other than the crew) 
to be collected together before him, and, if ho finds the said persons to exceed the number of persons (other 
than as aforesaid) which the ship is authorised to carry, may require all the said persons in excess of such 
number to leave the ship forthwith. _ _

(4.) He may summon the master to appear and give any explanation concerning such ship or her crew or the said 
oflicialTog-books or documents ; and should such explanation not be deemed satisfactory he may withhold 
tho olearanco of such vessel, and, if necessary, prevent her from going to sea for a period not exceeding siaify 
hours from the giving of such explanation. _ _

(o.) He shall see that every vessel is fully manned in accordance with the provisions of the Seamen’s Laws Con
solidation Act relating to the manning of vessels. _

And if, upon the requisition duly made by any person so authorised in that behalf as aforesaid, any person refuses 
or neglects to produce any such official log-book or document as he is hereinbefore required to produce, or to allow 
the same to be inspected or copied as aforesaid, or impedes auy such master of a crew as aforesaid, or refuses or 
neglects to give an explanation which he is hereinbefore required to give, or knowingly misleads or deceives any 
person hereinbefore authorised to demand any such explanation, he shall for each such offence incur a penalty not 
exceeding (weniy pounds.

5. The Minister may from time to time dispense with the transaction before a Superintendent of Mercantile Marine,
or in a Mercantile Marino Office, of any matters required by this Act to he so transacted ; and thereupon such 
matters shall, if otherwise duly transacted as required by law, be as valid as if transacted before a Superintendent 
of Mercantile Marine or in a Slercantile Marine Office :—

That in the last hue of subsection 1, section 14, Fart III, on page 4, the word “of" bo substituted for tho words 
“ not exceeding.” .

That in the fourth line of subsection 2, section 14, Part III, on page 4, the word “ of ” be substituted for the words 
“ not exceeding ”

That in the last line of subsection 3, section 14, Part III, page 5, the word “of ” be substituted for the words “not 
exceedin'5, ^

That the word “either” in line 2, clause 16, Part III, on page 5, he omitted ; and in the next line, the words “ or on 
board the ship in which they are to be employed ” be omitted ; and in the tenth line of the same clause, all the words after 
the word 11 and ” to the end of the clause inclusive to be omitted. _ _

That all words in subsections 1, 2, 3, and 4, of clause 17, Part III, page 5, be omitted or varied if necessary, to con
form to the sections 15 or 16, or to any other sections.

That clause 20, Part III, page 0, be repealed. _ _
That in addition to the requisites provided by section 15, Part 111, page 5, every agreement entered into by any 

master with any seaman shall contain the following :—
i, Tho nature, and, as far ns practicable, the duration of the intended voyage or engagement, or the maximum period 

of the voyage or engagement, and the places or parts of the world (if any) to n hieh the voyage or engagement is
not to extend. .

ii. The number and description of the crew, specifying how many are engaged as sailors, 
in. The time at which each seaman is to he on hoard to begin work.

That in section 47, on page 12, he inserted after the tenth line the following clauses ;—
In all cases v, here vessels are owned in oi trading in the Colony, and where vessels are engaged on time agreemen t, all 

wages earned shall bo paid monthly, on the first day of the month, and on vessels trading to ports within the 
Colony, weekly, or as soon thereafter as the vessel arrives at any pore where there is a branch of any hank.

That tlicto he inserted after subsection 4, section 66, on page 1!), the following clause :— _
That for the purposes of this section any seaman working on a wharf or otherwise on shore, under the instructions of 

his superior officer, or in pursuance of the shipping agreement entered into by him, shall be considered as in the 
service nf his ship, and shall be entitled in case of illness or accident to the same medical attendance and subsistence 
as if on hoard ship at the time of such illness or accident.

That section 72, page 20, bo repealed, except as affecting foreign-going ships on the high seas.
That the following clause be inserted after section 72, page 20 :— _ _ , _

That any seaman desiring to leave any vessel in any Australasian port may do bo on giving to the master of his ship 
twenty-four hours notice of his intention, and on procuring a duly qualified substitute to take his place, where
upon the master of the said ship shall give to such seaman so desiring to be discharged a proper discharge.

That between sections 76 and 77 he inserted the following clause 
That in the event of any seaman prosecuting any master under whom he has served for any penalty or wages or other

wise, the Court may, irrespective of the success of the said seaman's prosecution or claim, make an order on the 
said master for the immediate payment out of the wages owing to such seaman of any such sum as tho Court may 
deem just, such sum to be applied to the payment of any solicitor or barrister acting ou behalf of such seaman in
tho said prosecution. _

1 That
94i—H
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_ 'that between Bections 32 and 33, Part IV, page 9, and immediately before any other clause there proposed to be 
inserted, be inserted the following :— "

/3. Any document authorising or promising, or purporting to authorise or promise, the future payment of money on 
account of a seaman’s wages, conditionally ou his going to sea from any port within the province, and made before 
those wages have been actually earned, shall be void. JVo moneys paid in satisfaction or in respect of any such 
document shall be deducted from a seaman's wages, and no person shall have any right of action, suit, or set-off 
against the seaman or his assignee in respect of any moneys so paid, or purporting to have been so paid : Provided 
that—

1. Nothing in this section shall invalidate or affect any allotment-note duly inado under this Act.

, Discharge and Faymsni of Waget.
74. In the case of all foreign-going ships and intercolonial ships all seamen shall he discharged and receive their wages 

in the presence of the said Board, or of a Superintendent of Mercantile Marine duly appointed under this Act, 
except in cases where some competent Court otherwise directs ; and any master or owner of any such ship who 
discharges any seaman belonging thereto or, except as aforesaid, pays his Wages within the pnmnee in any other 
manner, shall incur a penalty not exceeding ten pounds ; and, in tiie case of coast-trade ships, seamen may, if the 
owner or master so desires, be discharged and receive their wages in like manner, ■

And the owner or master of the ship shall pay to each seaman on account, at the time when he lawfully leaves the ship, 
at the end of his engagement, two pounds, or one-fourth of the balance due to him, whichever is least, and shall 
pay him the remainder of his wages within two clear days (exclusive of auy Sunday or public holiday) after he so 
leaves the ship. ■

That immediately after clause 35, Part IV, page 9, be inserted the following clause :—
That every master of every7 vessel of 80 tons burden or upwards trading from auy port in this Colony to any of 

the Australasian colonies or the South Pacific Islands shall keep or cause to be kept an official log-book, either 
separate from or in conjunction with the ordinary ship’s diary, such log-book to be kept in the manner and iu tho 
form as provided by law for the keeping of the official log-hooks of vessels trading to foreign ports.

That in the first line of section 42, page 11, the words “ foreign going” he omitted, and in the first line, after tho 
word “ship,” the following words be inserted “ belonging to or trading with the Colony”

That in the second line of section 31 the word “cither” be omitted and all the words after “ shipping master” in the 
sixth line down to the word “him” in the twelfth line inclusive be omitted, and the following section bo substituted 
for it:—

That any notice of dismissal given to any seaman on any vessel trading to any port or ports in the colonies of 
Australasia or the South Pacific Islands shall not take effect till the expiration of forty-eight hours from the time 
such seaman commenced his duties on board any such vessel.

That between sections 32 and 33, Part IV, page 9, he inserted the following clause ;—
That any seaman serving on board any vessel trading to any port or ports within the colonies of Australasia or the 

South Pacific Islands shall he entitled to have provided for him a free passage back to the port in which he engaged 
himself in case the vessel on which he is serving is unfitted to, or is not intended in due course to return to such 
port, and such seaman shall be entitled to wages in any such event till he actually arrive at the port of engage
ment.

I? [ding's.
That after Part 1, page 2, lie inserted the following:— '

■6. Prom and after the commencement of this Act all vessels engaged in the home or intercolonial trade shall carry tho 
number of seamen, and if a steam-vessel, the number of firemen and trimmers, specified in the First Schedule 
hereto annexed. The master and owner of every vessel proceeding on a voyage, or attempting so to proceed, with
out a full crew as herein specified shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds.

7. A seaman shall not be entitled to the rating of A.B.—that is to say, of an able-bodied seaman—unless he lias served 
at sea for four years before the mast ; but the employment of fishermen in registered decked fishing-vessels or men 
employed in registered decked cutters shall only count as sea-service up to the period of throe years of such 
employment; and the rating of A.B. shall only be granted after at least one year’s sea-service in a trading-vessel 
in addition to three or more years’ sea-service on board of registered docked fishing-vessels or registered decked 
cutter.

.Such service may be proved by certificate of discharge or by other satisfactory proof.
Nothing in this section shall affect a seaman who has been rated and has served as A.B. before the passing of this Act.
.8. No person shall be entitled to the rating of fireman who has not served for at least six months as trimmer in a steam- 

vessel engaged in the home or foreign trade, or who has served for at least six months as fireman in a registered 
steam-vessel plying within restricted limits, or who lias served for at least six months on land as an ciigine-driver 
or fireman. Any master giving a certificate of discharge as an A.B. or fireman to any person who has not duly 
served in that capacity shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.

FIRST SCHEDULE REFERRED TO ABOVE.

certificated able seamen.

Seamen to be carried in Square-rigged Sailtnq-vesseia.
Under 100 tons register, not less than 4 certificated able seamen.
Over 100 ,, and under 300 tons register, not less than 6 |

„ 300 „ „ 600 „ „ 8 (
600 „ „ 1,000 „ „ 101'

.. 1,000 „ „ 1,500 „ „ 12)
Two able seamen extra for every 500 tons or fraction of 500 tons that the vessel is above 1,500 tons.

Seamen to be carried in Sea-going Steam-vessels.
Under 50 tons register, not less than 2 certificated able seamen.
~ and under 100 tons register, not less than 4")

ifin «
} certificated able seamen.

Over 50 
„ 100 
„ 400 
„ 800 
„ L200 
„ 1,600

400
800

1,200
1,600
2,000

6 I 8 1 
10 j 
12 | 
14 J

Qnc able seaman extra for every additional 400 tons or fraction of 400 tons above 2,000 tons.

Firemen.
Under 30 h.p., not less than 2 certificated firemen.
Over 30 ,, and under 100 h.p., not less than 3 certificated firemen. 

„ 100 „ „ 200 „ „ 6 „
,, 2o0 ,, ,, 400 ,, ,, 9 „
„ 480 „ „ 000 „ 12 „

One extra fireman for every 200 h. p. over GOO.
Vessels over 100 h.p. shall carry 1 trimmer for every 2 firemen.

Draft
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Dr apt Bell to amemd tiie Merchant Shipping Act, 1867.
Be it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :— Amendments

1. (1) Subsection (1) of section 9 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1867, shall be construed as if the minimum space relating to
thereby required for every seaman and apprentice in every place in any ship occupied by seamen or apprentices, and places appro- 
appropriatod to their use, were 140 (instead of 72) cubic feet, and 18 (instead of 12) superficial feet, measured on the deck “
or floor of such place. 1 so & 31 Me.

c. 124, a 9 (1).
(2) Such place shall be deemed not to be as far as practicable shut off and protected from effluvium, as required 30 & 31 Vic. 

by subsection (3) of section 9 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1867, if any hatchway or other ofmning or means of approach c. 124, e. 9(2). 
leading to the hold or peak of the ship is made, opened, or left open in such place.

(3) Such place shall he deemed not to be kept free from stores or goods, as required by subsection (6) of section 9 so & 31 Vic. 
of the Merchant Shipping Act, 18G7, if any paint locker or oil store is kept inside such place, or in close proximity thereto, c. 124, s. 0(6). 
unless partitioned off therefrom by a permanent bulkhead, airtight and watertight,

2. This Act shall come into operation on the first day of September, 1893, and shall not apply to any ship which has Commencement
not since that date been in some port in the United Kingdom. SfmitaUon of its

operation.
3. This Act may lie cited as the Merchant Seamen (Accommodation) Act, 1893, and shall be construed as one with g]10r^ BIM(

the Merchant Shipping Acts, 1854 to 1890, and the Acte amending the same. construction.
Draft Bill to amend the Merchant Shhting Act, 1854.

Be it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :—

1. Every seaman and apprentice on any British ship or fishing-boat shall be supplied with provisions nud wa,):cr 
according to the scale contained in the schedule hereto, and, rave so far as is by this Act expressly provided, any stipulation vjsiong 
whereby any seaman or apprentice agrees to deprive himself of the benefit of this Act or any part thereof shall be void.

2. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 149 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, or iu section 13 of Scale to be 
the Merchant Shipping (Fishing Boats) Act, 1883, every agreement entered into under either of those sections shall contain j^cn’snsri'cc- 
a statement of the scale of provisions and water contained in the schedule hereto, as well as a scale of any additional m(;nts lyai.u
provisions or water which may in any case bo specially agreed on. 18 Vk., e. iw.
1 j j i j = , . ........................... .. , , , 46 and 4i 1 ic.,

(2) Whenever the officer making or directing such examination finds that the provisions or water are Of baa c 41 
quality or unfit for use, or are of less quantity than is necessary to satisfy tho requirements of this Act, then

(a) if such deficiency in quality or quantity istlue to the neglect or default of the master or of the owner of the 
ship, the master or owner guilty of such neglect or default shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding iloO ;

(S) if after signification in writing to the master of the result of the examination the master does not thereupon 
provide other proper provisions or water in lieu of auy so signified to he of had quality or unfit for use, or does not procure 
the requisite quantity of any so signified to ho deficient in quantity, or uses any provisions or water in lieu of any so 
signified to be of had quality or unfit for use, he shall in every such case incur a penalty not exceeding £50.

(3) If the officer to whom complaint is made certifies in Ins statement of the result of the examination that there 37 ami 18 Vic , c. 
was no reasonable ground for such complaint, each of the parties so complaining shall be liable to forfeit to the owner out 104, s. 222.
of his wages a sum not exceeding one week’s wages.

3. Section 223 of tho Merchant Shipping Act., 1854, so far as it relates to the provisions which any seaman bas_ by
bis agreement stipulated for, and the quantit}'specified in the agreement, shall be construed to include the provisions Lti^ntranoco fur 
required by tills Act to be supplied, and the quantity hereby fixed. pnnuUuii^iT ^

4. (1) Any three or more of the crew of any British ship or fishing-boat may complain to any officer in command of ExamiimUon of
any of Her Majesty’s ships, or any Consular Officer, or any Superintendent of a Mercantile Marino Office, or any Chief anlI
Officer of Customs, that the provisions or water for (he use of the crew are of bad quality, or of less quantity than is iKymiiicg in ease 
necessary to satisfy the requirements of this Act, and such officer may thereupon examine the said provisions or water, or of deficiency, 
cause them to be examined; and after making such examination, such officer shall cuter a statement of the reeull'c_i Si 221." 
of the examination in the official log, and shall sent a report thereof to the Board of Trade, and such report, if produced
out of the custody of the Board or its officers, shall be received in evidence in any legal proceeding.

6. Sections 221 and 222 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, arc hereby repealed. is',vrcJ.1,'c,V(u!’i

6. This Act may he cited as the Merchant Seamen (Provisions) Act, 1893, and shall be construed as one with the Short title and - - ■ ■ ................ ..V. ' ’ ' construction.Merchant Shipping Acts, 1854 to 1890, and Acts amending the same.

SCHEDULE.
Daily provisions per man :—

1 lb. cooked meat (salt beef, pork or fresh beef) exelusivo of bone. 
1 lb. potatoes (or substitute from time to time agreed on).
1 lb. bread.
41b. flour.
J os. tea.
1 oz, coffee and 2 oz. cocoa on alternate days,
3 oz. sugar.
1 gallon of water.

Weekly provisions per man :—
2 oz. table salt
4 oz. ground black pepper
1 oz, mustard
2 oz. curne powder 
^ oz. pudding spices

Additional provisions per man :—
1 lb. salt or fresh fish twice a week.
Fresh soup, with vegetables, whenever practicable.

4 pint vinegar 
i lb. peas or beaus 
1 lb. onions 
4 lb. rice

1 | lb, oatmeal

T lb. otimmts or raisins 
^ pint bottle of pickles 
1 fb. tin condensed milk 

14 oz. butter 
4 lb. marmalade or jam

FI.
[To Evidence of Mr. Samuel Smith.']

On the “ CortnnaPoor Scabs—To be Beamed or Pitiep—The Tortures of the Damned.
A man who made a passage from Davenport to Sydney in tho s.s, “Corinna,” the week before last, gives the following 
account of the experiences of himself and his mate :—

He says—11 My mate and I ivcre ‘ on the rocks ’ at Hobart, and as we had to get away by book or by crook, we 
began to cruise around the shipping office. Mr, Hawthorn, shipping master, called us in, and asked us to ship in the 
* Corinna,’ which he said was about to leave for Sydney. Wo consented, and were referred to Mr. Holdsworth, manager 
of the Union Shipping Company, whose cordial reception of us was in marked contrast to his manner a few days before, 
when we had applied for a free passage.

We
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We ell left that night with three other fellows by the S o’clock train to join the ship at Davenport, and when wo 
arrived were at once interviewed by the skipper and engineer, who inquired whether we had firemen's discharges. We all 
replied in the negative, with the exception of my mate. In fact some of us looked more like farmers than firemen, and 
one man volunteered the information that he was a gamekeeper. We could not go to sea with the clothes we had, and 
with some difficulty we got £1 in advance.

The ‘ Corinna’ left Davenport tht next day. I was told off to the first watch below in the stokehole, being luckily 
paired with my mate, who vm a fireman, and we did fairly well; hut on the next watch, when we turned to to relieve the 
raw hands, we found only 40 lb. of steam when there should have been S3. The stokehole presented a peculiar appearance 
with the new hands rolling all over her from banker to bunker, sick, miserable, and helpless, as in Gustave Doni's picture 
of the damned in Dante's inferno.

This simile is rather rough on the damned, but let it pass.! ■
Joe and i set to work, and after a hard struggle got up steam again towards the middle of our four hours.
As for the deck hands, only two of them could steer, and they, with the officers, had the deck to themselves during 

the whole of the passage, the others being snugly stowed away in their hunks, paying tiie usual tribute to Neptune. 
When we arrived off Twofold Bay, whore two passengers were to be landed, the skipper wisely decided not to attempt to 
enter with such a crew, and the unlucky passengers, much to their disgust, were brought on to Sydney. All efforts to 
persuade the raw deck hands to turn to were useless. The chief mate would yell ‘ Where’s that gamekeeper ? Fetch
the--------out! ’ But when he was out lie could only cling to the grating of the stokehole and—well—behave as most
people do when they are seasick.

Wo loft on Friday, 14th July, at 1 p.m , and arrived in Sydney on Sunday night at S'30—about twelve hours 
behind time.”

F2.
Dear Friend, Melbourne, 25 July. 1803.

I promised I should send you some of the particulars about the passage of the “ Blingamite.'’ The first thing 
that I heard before leaving the wharf in Sydney was the captain consulting with the chief officer as to who wras to under
take the job of steering her down the harbour ; well they came to the conclusion it would be the third officer, as none of 
the black-leg sailors could manage it, and I must say that the third officer was not a very competent helmsman, as the 
captain was at him all the time Well we got out of the heads somehow, and the officer was relieved from the wheel by 
one of the crew, ami I must say that a drunken man with a wheelbarrow could have got along straightcr than we did ; in 
fact not one man out of the whole crew could steer to suit auy captain during the time of peace.

I disguised myself as much as possible and went in the vicinity of the forecastle and had a conversation with one of 
the crew, and I told him I would like a billet on a steamer, and 1 said I had no discharge ; he said it did not matter as they 
could get me one at the Labour Bureau, and also get me a ship. Well this particular fellow was sent to splice au eye into 
a small piece of two and a half manilla rope and could not do it; this was on Saturday forenoon, so they had to give the job 
to one of the others, and he called himself an A.U., or rather the ship-owners did ; in fact the whole lot of the sailors were 
as green to ship’s work as a lot of bushmen.

Now 1 turned my attention to the engine-room and stokehole, and such a sight met my eyes. There were fh o firemen 
and an engineer trying to clean a fire, each one taking his turn at it; they put me in mind of a picture I saw once of the 
Darktown Fire Brigade ; during this operation they only lost 15 lb. of steam, and 1 may also state this was supposed to be 
the best watch of firemen, as they were lucky enough to secure two young fellow's who had been in the Orient boats. 
During a conversation I had with the capiaiu I remarked how slow we wore steaming along, and he told me that there was 
only 100 lb. nf steam on hero ; well t know for a fact when she had union men she could always be found with not less than 
150, and that wras kept with two men in each watch ; now there are six ; no wonder she made such a long passage; in fact the 
six could not have kept 100 if it hud not been for the engineers ; they ivorkcd like gravediggers the whole of the time. 1 
almost forgot about placing a man on the look out; well one of the scabs was placed on the forecastle head ; he was there 
about half an hour when I heard the officer on the bridge singing out to him : “ Do you see that light ou the port bow ?” and 
he did not answer, so he called a man and asked him to go and draw the man on the look out’s attention on the look out to tho 
light; ivell I had seen the light from the saloon deck then at least fifteen minutes ; no wonder they run that vessel down -when 
they have such people on the look out. There is uue thing I must say m favour of the captain ; he dues not like these follows 
and he sees that they are kept at it from daylight to dark ; they get no rest from him. If all tho ships in the colonies are 
carrying two and three blacklegs in the room of one union man, and paying them at reduced rates, I think it would he a 
saving to them to have union men and give them higher wages than they formerly got, and from what I have seen they 
would save on it. The weather was splendid all the way down till we got as far as the Promontory, and then we had a 
fresh breeze to the heads. I might also state I have been this way a good many times, but 1 never saw such fine 
weather before, and we did not arrive in Melbourne until half-past 12 Sunday night. You might mention to Sam Smith the 
receipt of this, and oblige me with a copy of the Workman.

If I see anything that will be useful I will send you particulars of it; I am about the shipping a lot.
Yours, &c.,

W. HENRY,
12, Tiffcott-street, West Melbourne.

Gr.
[To Evidence of Mr. Samuel Smith.'}

Herald, 27 September, 1893.
SrrnriKG Seamen—The Case of Captain Dyson—Application to Review—The Justices’ Decision upiield hy

the Suphehe Court.
In Chambers, before Mr. Justice Williams, this afternoon, Mr. Finlayson applied for an order niii to review the decision 
of the City Court Justices iu fining Captain Dyson, manager of the Maritime Free Labour Bureau, £5, for engaging a crew 
to serve on the ship ‘1 Inamincka, ” m contravention of the Merchants’ Shipping Act.

Mr. C. A. Smyth appeared to show cause, and after arguments by counsel,
His Honor said : In this case Captain Dyson had been appointed manager of the Maritime Free Labour Bureau by 

a certain number of steamship-owners, who subscribed amongst themselves to keep the institution going. It was part of 
Captain Dyson’s duty to collect the subscriptions and hand them over to the secretary of the Steamship Owners’ Association. 
Then the secretary drew a cheque and paid Captain Dyson for managing the bureau. The Adelaide Steamship Company 
wanted men for the " Inamincka,” and at their instance Captain Dyson engaged four seamen for the vessel. "The question 
is whether on those facts he could he said to be “a person who is the bona-fide servant and in the constant employment of 
the Adelaide Steamship Company.” The magistrates thought lie was not, and I agree with them. He was the manager of 
the bureau for half a dozen different companies, and he could not be said to be in tiie constant employment of the Adelaide 
Steamship Company, when one part of the day he was employed by them, another part by another owner, and so on. Only 
portion of his time was devoted to the requirements of one owner, and then only when the occasion arose. I think the word 
“constant" in that connection is almost equivalent to the word “ exclusive,” and that he must be a person to whose services 
the owner has the absolute right. As to the point about the receipt of the log-book in evidence, 1 think it is perfectly 
immaterial. I should say as to tiffs particular case that the log-book was not evidence, but the evidence was not necessary 
to prove that the seaman was entered, but only that he was engaged. On both grounds the order would be discharged, 
w ith costs.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1894.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SEAMEN PAID OFF IN THE POET OF SYDNEY.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the,Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 February, 1891.

KETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 6th December, 1893, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

“ A Return showing the number of seamen paid off in the Port of Sydney 
“ at the rate of one shilling per month during the years 1890, 1891 and 
“ 1892, respectively.”

(Mr. J. B. FitzGerald, for Mr. Bavis.J

RETURN showing the number of Seamen paid off in the port of Sydney at the rate of one shilling per 
month, during the years 1890,1891, and 1892, respectively.

1890. 1891. 1892.

Foreign Vessels................................................ 210 186 201
Intercolonial Vessels ... ... ... ... 2 18 6

Total.............. .............. 212 231 207

Shipping Office,
Sydney, 17th January, 1891. Shipping Master.

169—
[770 copies—Approiinmtc Cost o£ Printing (labour and material), £4 18s. 0d.]

FOREIGN-
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FOKEIG-F-GOINGh
Ketoiin stoTring the number of persons discharged at the port of Sydney, Kew South "Wales, during the 

year 1890, who appeared on the Articles of Agreement as having engaged at the rate of Is. per 
month, to be discharged at this port.

Name of Vessel. Date.
“0j N-eotVce,.

Date. Number of 
Persona.

Australasian Steamer 4 Feb., 1S90 4 Orontee .............. Ship 8 Aug., 1890 i
tl 4 .Inly, 1890 5 Port Augnsfn, ... Steamer IG Dec., 1890 i

Aberdeen ... 14 April, 1890 4 30 „ 1890 4
U 3 July, 1S00 1 Port Adelaide ... 14 Aug., 1890 3
rj .i. j, 13 Oct., 1890 3 Port Caroline ... 14 1890 1
,, ... 13 „ 1890 3 JJ *•* 25 Jan., 1890 4

Aristides .., Ship 6 .Aug., 1890 1 , ... 18 June, 1890 4
JJ ...

Anaurus ...
1 Sept,1890 1 „ ... 1 Dec., 1890 6

12 „ 1890 1 Port Darrin ... 28 Feb., 1890 1
Angerton ... Steamer 4 „ 1890 2 11 Nov., 1890 3
Bajley ... 3 Feb., 1890 1 Part Denison ... 10 Mar., 1890 4
Bmigareo st 11 Kov„ 1890 G 1 Sept., 1890 3
Colwyn . . n 8 July, 1890 2 26 „ 1890 1

jj ... 28 Aug, 1890 1 Port Pme 9 April,1890 1
Cairnbulg ... Ship 6 „ 1890 3 2.1 Nov., 1890 6
CnJgon ... Steamer 18 11 ar., 1890 4 Port Phillip ... 10 May .,1890 1
Damascus . . 18 1890 5 1'ort Vic!or ... 19 Nov., 1S90 4

i) •*. )3 9 April, 1890 1 Patriarch... ... 20 Aug, 1890 3
>> ■ ■ rj 16*Aug, 1890 10 ... 6 Scft., 1890 1

Dynomene ... Ship 2 May, 1890 1 PfTlclcS ... ... 14 tltnip, 1S90 2
Echuca ... Steamer 22 Feb., 18P0 2 Proudano.............. 25 Nov., 1890 1

>? ••• 22 July 1890 6 Kiverina ... ... 24 Jan,j 1K90 1
». ... 17 Dec., 1890 4 5 Feb., 1890 1

(full’ of JVJartaban... IS Mar., 1890 5 7 1890 1
ii >i 17 Nov., 1890 1 Fodnev .............. Ship 11 Aug., 1890 2

Gulf of Venice yo Aug.f isoo 1 Sophocles... ... 26 Julv, 1890 6
iiubbuck ... 13 Mar, 1890 7 Southcsk ... ... 7 Deo., 1800 2

91 *♦» 4 Oct., 1890 7 Tbpophanc ... 28 Mar., 1890 3
XUawoiTa ... Sltip 7 Nov., 1890 14 Thomae Stephens 11 Sept., 1890 2
Micronesia ... lOFcb.. 1890 1 Torridon.............. 31. Oct.., 1890 2
MoraTfibirc Steamer 10 June, 1890 1 Trafalgar ... 6 Sept., 1890 4

10 Dee., 1890 2 Wilcamnu ... Steamer 3 Jun., 1890 2
Murrumbidgec If! Sept., 1890 0 jj ...

West Lothian ...
a 13 Nov., 1890 1

Nairnshire ... 17 Not., 1890 5 28 Aug., 1890 3
Oakland ...

Ship
8 Aug., Ie90 3

Oronfos ... £1 June, 1890 1 Total ... 210

FOEE1GN.
Eetuhn showing the number of persons discharged at the port of Sydney, "Xcw South Wales, during the 

year 1891, who appeared on ihe Arlicles of Agreement as having engaged at the rate of Is, per 
month, to he discharged at this port.

Name of Vessel. Date. Number of 
Persons. Name of Vessel. Date. Number of 

Persons.

Aberdeen ... Steamer 31 Mar., 1891 i Murrumbidgec Steamer 17 Pcb.. 1801 3
JJ ■ » ■

Ship
21 Nov., 1891 5

Ship
10 Aug., 1891 4

Algomn ... *»* 23 Jan., 1891 i Nith ... 28 Jon., 1891 1
Andrado ... 0 Kcb., 1891 i Oronlcs .. 25 Sept., 1891 2
Angerton ... Steamer 29 June, 1891 i Patch a. ... 27 Jan., 1891 4
Arolc ... 16 Nov., 1891 ■ 2 Patriarch ... IS Julv, 1891 2
Aristides ... Ship 17 Aug,, ]>9l 2 Fort Adelaide Slcamer 1 May, 1891 1
Australasian Steamer 17 April, 1891 4 1 Sept., 1891 3

!J
Bardowic ...

M 21 Aug., 1391 2 Fort Albert 30 Oct., 1891 7
Ship 15 Sept., 1891 1 Fort Chalmers 9 Dee., 1S91 6

Dungaree ... Steamer 12 May, 1891 1 Fort. Caroline 14 July, 1891 8
19 Oct, 1891 1 Port Denifon 30 Jan,, 1891 6

Eute-hiro ... S .Tutip, ]8yi 1 4 Sept., 1891 8
■Celtic Xing 29 April, 1891 1 19 Dec., 1891 3
■Culgoa . . 16 Julv, 1MU 2 PortPirie... 31 Mar, 1891 3 ’

J' ...
Damascus ...

15 Feb., 1891 6 2 Sept,1891 1
it 9 „ 1891 6 Port Phillip £4 Mar., 1591 4

25 Sept., 1891 11 ,, 8 Oet.. 1891 3
Derwent ... Ship 23 June, 1891 9 Port Victor 2H April, 1891 1
Fcbuca ,, Steamer 20 „ 1891 5 1*

Rodney ...
GOct., 1891 5

Jl ■■■■ 5 Nov., 1891 3 Ship 14 Aug , 1S91 2
Nii'eshirc . . 1G June, 3>01 1 Sohracm . . l£b Jhh.j ]yyt 1
Gutbnc ... 13 „ 1891 1 Slrathdon. . 13 „ 1891 1
Gulf of Martaban ... 27 Oat, 1891 5 4April,]891 2
idankow ... .............. 21 Jan , 1891 6 Southesk ... 17 Dec., 1891 2
Hespnus . Ship 10 Dee., 1891 2 TxilflTerii ... 3 Jan , 1891 2
Herev-intl ... ,, 24 Mur., 1891 1 Torridon ... 2 „ 1891 3
Jrlubbnek ... Steamer 31 „ 1891 3 W ilennnia Steamer 27 April, 1891 4
11 law arm ... Ship 12 Sept., 1891 i Woolloomooloo 15 Sept., 1S91 3
Inchcape Foek 9 Dec., 1891 i
1V1 acquari© ... 31 Jan., 1891 2 Total ... 18G
MoruThliirc Steamer 18 June, 1891 z
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FOREIGN.
Rktttrit ebowing the number of persons discharged at the port of Sydney, New South "Wales, during the 

year 1802, who appeared on the Articles of Agreement as having engaged at the rate of Is. per 
month, to ho discharged at this port.

Name of Vessel. j Date. Number of] 
Persons.

Name of Vessel. j Date. j Number of 
Persons,

.Aberdeen ... ... ... Steamer! IS Julv, 1S02 6 IMiowcra ... ..............Steamer 13 Dec., 1S92 9

.Aristides ... ... Ship 18 Sept., 1S02 1 Mount Stewart .............. Ship 27 Oct., 1892 7

.Australasian ... ... Steemer 16 Aug., 1802 4 Nairnshire ... ... j, 31 Mav, 1892 3
Balmore ... . . Ship 22 Sept., 1892 1 Port Caroline ... ... Steamer 30 Aug , 1892 4
Bannockburn 24 J une, 1802 3 Port Pirie ... ... » 23 Neb , 1892 4
Brahmin ... 2 >tot., 1892 1 Port Douglas ... J) 5 Jan., 1892 i
Bunparco ... ..............Steamer 8 Ap!., 1892 1 Port Denison ... ... >> 9 Neb., 1892 6
Bornicia ... ... ... Ship o J iily, 1892 1 Port Chalmers ... ... Jf 23 May, 1892 3
Cnttcrthun... .. . . Steamer 25 Mar., 1892 1 ... ... Jl 17 Nov., 1892 5
Cbelvilra ... IT Dec., 1892 2 Port Albert ... jj 19 Apl., 1892 2
Chumiral ... 29 Nov., J892 1 Port Victor ... ... ), 21 „ 1892 1
Cromdalo ... .............. Ship 2!) „ 1802 1 Pori Denison ... ... ,y 5 Ang., 1892 G
Culgoa .............. Steamer 29 „ 1892 2 Port Pine

Z ... ship
29 Nov., 1892 2

CJonCiirry . 11 Jan., 1892 3 Peleus ... 31 Aug., 1892 1
Dnm&scus ... 12 Sept., 1802 4 Pyrenees ... ... ,, 12 Dec., 1892 2
Derwent ... .............. Ship 28 June, 1S92 12 Port Albert ..............Steamer 25 Oct., 1892 3
Dunsyrc ... 20 Jan., 1892 1 Patriarch ... ... ... Ship 6 July, 1892 4
liehuciv ... ... ... Steamer 21 Apl, 1802 3 .Rodney ... ... ... >| 27 „ 1802 1
Bldorslio ... ... ... Ship 3 Mar., 1892 1 Bmihine . . ... ... Steamer 23 Mar, 1892 1
lllicsmere ... 10 June, 1892 1 Southern Cross ... ... jj 9 Dec., 1892 6
Bar! Cudogan 15 Dee., 1802 1 Talavera ... ........................... Ship 5 Feb., 1S92 1
I’i'ifeshiro ... ... ... Stcmnei1 4 Jan., 1892 1 Trafalgar ... ... j| 15 Jam, 1892 4

19 Juiv, 1892 1 4 ii ... ... ... | J 10 Get., 1892 4
Gulf of Taranto 29 Aug., 1692 2 Thennopylic ... Steamer 20 June, 1892 7
Gulf of Guinea 24 „ 1892 1 ... ... f» 15 Not., 1892 8
Gulf of Siam 30 May, 1892 4 Tamar ... ........................... Ship 6 Deo., 1892 11
Gulf of Genoa 2 Sept., 1092 2 WoolJfihrn ... ... .j G May, 1892 1
Guthrie ... 4 iluly, 1802 2 Wooloomooloo ...........................Steamer 3 Feb., 1892 3
Hero ... 12 Dec., 1892 1 ... ... j, 2 Aug., 1892 2
Hollinwnod .. ... Ship 23 May, 1892 1 YV armooo ... ... jj 30 Dee., 1892 2
Hnbbuok ... ... ... Steamer 12 Sept., 1892 1 Wilcannia ... ... jj 27 Sept., 1892 2
Liverpool ... ... ... Ship 5 .lam, 1892 3 Warruambool ... ... j) i 25 Not., 1892 2
Macquarie ... • *« ft 11 „ 1802 6 Tarrawonga ... ... jj 8 Jan., 1892 3
Meinrvcn .., 29 Nov., 1802 2
Murrumbidgec ..............Steamer 28 July, 1892 2 Total . . 201

INTERCOLONIAL VESSELS.
Rn'innif showing the number of persons discharged at tho port of Sydney, New South Wales, during the 

years 1890, 1891, and .1892, who appeared on the Articles of Agreement as having engaged at the 
rate of Is. per month, to he discharged at this port.

Name of Vessel. Date. Number ol 
Persons. Name of Vessel, Date. Numljcr of 

Persons.

Culhona ... ... Sch’nor 3 Apl., 1890 i Pendle Hill ... SchTicr 17 Sept., 1891 i
Pendle Hill .............. ,4 3 No^.j lb90 i Santoji ... ... Steamer 2 July, 1891 34
Bulimba ... ... . . Steamer 26 „ 1891 2 SArer Cloud ... Sch’ner 10 Dec, 1891 1
Girce ... . . Sch’ner 31 Aug., 1891 i Waroonga ... Steamer 16 „ 1891 1
Flizabcth Graham ... 6 Dec., 1892 i Karnweera T.T !» 14 July, 1892 2
Glenelg ... ........................... J) 2 May, 1891 4 Monowni ,,, ... jj '27 Apl, 1892 1
Killnrney ... ... ... 11 June, 1891 1 IJ *•' ... JJ 20 July, 1892 1
Monowai ... ... ... Steamer 8 Feb., 1891 1 jj ’** ... Jj 12 Oct., 1892 1

. 1 June, 189L 1
Northern Chief ... .. Sch’oer 2 Dec., 1891 1 Total for 3 years 56

[8*]
Sydncj: Charles Potter, Ooverumcnt Printer.-1S&1.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

XE1V SOUTH WALLS.

VESSELS ARRIVING AT AND LEAVING PORTS OF
NEW SOUTH WALES.

(RETURNS RESPECTING, FOR 1803.)

Ordered by ike Leyislaiive Assembly to be printed, 22 February, 1S94. 
* ____ _ . ________

T]ie Secretary of tiie Board of Health to The Under Secretary for Linance and Trade.
Sir, Office?, 127. Sl'acquarie-atrect, Sydney, 19 February, 1S94.

I Rave tho honor to forward you herewith the following returns respecting action taken by 
this Department with regard to vessels arriving at and leaving the ports of New South Wales during the 
year ISlhl:— '

(a) Iteturn of vessels boarded and examined under the provisions of the Quarantine Acts, by the 
Health Officers, showing a decrease for the year of 42 vessels, and an increase of 3,603 
passengers, and 6,055 crew examined;

(jj) Return of vessels quarantined and specially dealt with at Port Jackson, showing an increase for 
the year of 14 vessels ;

(c) Return of vessels quarantined and specially dealt with at Newcastle, showing an increase for the 
year of 13 vessels ;

(d) Proclamations in force under the Quarantine Acts ;
(l;) Hills of health issued io outward-bound vessels at Port Jackson and Newcastle, showing an 

increase for the year of 125 ; and
(r) Vessels cleared under the Imperial Passenger Acts. '

I have, &e.,
EDMUND SAGER,

Secretary,

A.
RETURN of Vessels hoarded and examined under the provisions of the Quarantine A cts, by the Assistan t 

Health Officer at Port Jackson and the Health Officer at Newcastle, during the year 1893.

Port. Number of Vessels. Number 
of PasscnjfQi's. Number of Crew.

Number of 
Vessels detained for 

special action.

Port Jaokson ............................................................ 427 11,CC3 30,959 121

Newcastle ............................................................... US 84 3,015 71

Total........................................ 540 11,752 33.974 *192

* Lull partieuliu'i respecting these vessels are gnen in Returns B and C.

Noth,—Dr. J. C. Sibley and Dr. Chisbolm Ross bare continued to perform the dalles of Assistant Health Oflicer for 
Port Jackson and Hrallli Oliiucr for Newcastle, respectively, during the year 1893.

13.ms—a



B.
KETURN" of Vessels Quarantined and specially dealt with at the Quarantine Station, Port Jackson, during the year 1S93.

Xo. Same of Vessel Arrived. Released.

| Where Irom.

Master. Suttrcoti. Owners or Agents. Cause of 
Detention.

Souls on board on arrival. 5 rsa v

Nationality.
6 . 
£ E 
S &Cm

£ 1
OR

11

Is
Action taken.

1 Melpomene,
barque,

German.

Clit us, p,s. . .

18!)3s
3 Jan.,

3 a.m

3 Jun ,

1803.
3 Jan., Hamburg

(direct).

Calcutta, yia

— Hobs.............. HoFnung & Co...

Cowliidiaw Bros.

Cholera in 
Hamburg

European.

European.
Asiatic

17

8
30

58

Effects of crow brought on shore and disinfected by dry or moist heat in 
Lyons' Patent, All parts of the ship fumigated ■with sulphur for six 
hours. All fresh water discharged, and tanks cleansed and lime- 
washed ; bilges pumped out and disinfected with a solution of per- 
chloride of mercury; no sand, loam, or earth ballast; one wooden 
water-cask burnt. All parts of the vessel in good saiutaiy condition.

All fresh water discharged, and tanks cleansed and lime* 
wnahed ; bilges pumped out, and sea-water let in until 
the discharge therefrom was perfectly clear. All parts of 
the vessel in good sanitary condition.

2

4 p.m

W. Frith ......... None .................. 8
1

9

a.m 11 am Singapore and 
Melbourne.

India,

67

3 Ocampo, 9.B. ... 9 Jim., 
6.30 a.m

9 Jan., 
7.30 a.m

Hukoduti, via 
Hong Kong 
and Qticoru* 
land ports.

H. F. C. Price M. F. Kirkman G-ibbs’ Line;
13 urns, Philp, & 
Co.

Cholera in 
Japan 
& China,

European. 
Asiatic ..

3 30
11

Same as above.

3 41 44

4 Chingtu, s 6. 10 Jan,, 
8.20 u.m.

10 Jan.,
0 20 n.in

Hong Kong, via 
Queensland 
ports.

R. Innes............ C. Ct. Fitzgerald China S. N. Co.; 
Lorimer, Rome, 
& Co.

Cholera in 
China.

European.. 
Asiatic .

10

10

11
80

91 101

Same as above. '

5 Cattail,him, s s. G Fob., 
2.20 p.m.

6 Frb., 
S.JOp.m

Japan,lialloog 
Kong and 
Queensland 
ports.

Neil Shannon None ................... E. & A.S.N. Co.; 
Gibbs, Bright, & 
Co.

Cholera iu 
Japan 
& China.,

European.. 
Asiatic ...

17

17

9
66

75 92

Same as above.

6 Taivuaiij s.s........ 7 3'>b,, 
7.10 a,m,

7 Feb,,
6 p.m.

Japan, viaHong 
Kong and 
Queensland 
ports.

Robert Nelson W. W. Hope... China S. N. Co.; 
Eorimer, Rome, 
& Co.

Small-pox
during
voyage.

European.. 
Asiatic ...

9
1

ii
72

Same as above.
In ajhutjon,—All articles of wearing apparel and similar goods were dis

infected by dry or motet heat or other process. All compartments 
were fumigated for file consecutive hours, with all beds, heading, &c., 
openly exposed to the sulphur fumes. The ship's papers arid all mail 
matter were disinfected on shore and then returned to ship. Captain 
reported—Between tho 28th .December and the 7th January eight 
cases of small-pox occurred amongst the Japanese passengers. Two 
coses were landed at Nagasaki on Siet December, Two cases landed 
at Hong Kong on 1st January, one case on Gth January, and three 
cases on 7th January, All Japanese passengers left the lesgel at Hong 
Kong on 9th January, and no sickness of a suspicious nature occurred 
since that date. The quarters vacated by the Japanese, also thoso of 
the crew were thoroughly fumigated and cleansed immediately after 
the discharge of the Japanese passenger's.

This vessel was quarantined on ams-a! in consequence of an outbreak of 
measles during the voyage Five convalescent saloon passengers 
and thiDfl members of tho crew with tho rash well developed landed.

10 83 93

7

1

. |
Hinmlnya, 1

H.M.S.............
1G Feb,

G a.m.
10 Feb.,
10 30 it m.

London, via 
ports.

J. Orimn ......... D. W. Williams P. & O. S. N. Co.; 
d. Douglas 
Mithie.

Measles on 
board.

European 
Asiatic ...

133
1

121
174

H

<
I i

134 295 429
and were accommodated in the 1st class quarters The berths, cabin, 
and hospital used by them during the voyage were disinfected by 
washing with a solution of corrosive subfimate, all beds, bedding, 
cushions, carpets, hangings, &c., having been previously sent on 
shore and there disinfected Pratique was granted on fho disinfec
tion of the ship being completed. At 2'30 p.m.. lour of the 
passengers were released, their effects having been disinfected on 
shore by dry or moist heat. On 17th February, the remaining 
passengers with effects were com eyed to ship at Neutral Bay, All 
beds, bedding, Ac., for disinfection were returned at same time. On 
17th February, one cook and two waiters were discharged and returned 
to ship. On 4fch March, the remainder of measles cases (three of 
crew) having completely recovered were transferred to ship at 9 a.m.

LO
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Return of Vessels Quarantined, &c., during tiie year 1893—continued
Souls on board on arrival. ^ 1*1

Cause of 
Detention.No. Name of Vessel. Armed. Released. Where from. Master. Surgeon. Owners or Agents. = . ^ ' •s i. Nationality. & 1

£ *4

8 Tsinan, s.s.........
18S3.

23 Feb.,
8 a.m,

1893.
23 Feb., 

2*30 p.m.
Hong Kong, 

via Queens-
George Bnmsay James Crane ... China S. H. Co.; 

Lorimer Rome 
& Co.

Smallpox 
on board 
during 
voyage.

European 
Asiatic ...

4
1

ii
83

land ports. 6 94 99

0 Mcnmuir, s.s. ... 25 Feb.,
7 30 a.m.

25 Feb., 
9'30 a.m.

Hong Kong, via 
Timor.

Hugh Craig ... Hone .............. E. & A.S.N, Co.; 
Gibbs, Bright, &

Cholera in 
China.

European..
Asiatic

3
18

10
74

Co.
21 84 105

10 Argus, s.s.......... 5 March, 
8 a.m.

5 Marchj
8 40 a.m.

Calcutta, via 
Melbourne*

E. Johnson ... Cowlishaw Bros. Cholera in European . 18 8
India. Asiatic .. 60

18 68 86

11 Airlie, s.s........... 0 March, 
5'30 p.m.

i) March, 
0 30 a.m,

Hong Kongfvia 
Queensland

W. Ellis ....... Hone .............. E. & A.S.N. Co.; 
Gibbs, Bright, &

Cholera in 
China.

European.. 
Asiatic ...

16
2

10
60

ports. Co.
17 Vo 87

12 "BuHniba. s.s. ... ]1 March, 11 March, Calcutta, via Jas, Higgins ... Jfonc .............. B. T. S. N. Co.; Cholera in European . 2 46 48
7 23 am. 0 a.m. Melbourne. Burns, Philp, A 

Co.
India.

26 2C13 Stunocnri, ship... -23 March, 23 March, Buenos Awe?, John L. Boyce Brcnmor & Jack Cholera, European..
iriOam. 2‘30 p.m. S.A. &c., in 

South
- America.

14 Bnnklancls,
barque.

23 March,
8 a.m.

23 March, 
1 p.m.

J. 3. Pierrepont Jfone .............. MontcGore, Cholera in European. 23 23
Joseph, & Co. Sb. Louis,

13 Changsha, s.s. .. 25 March. 
G o0 a.in,

25 March, 
7‘30 a.m.

Hong Kong, via 
Queensland

J. E. Williams W. Carter...... China S. N, Co. ; 
Lorimer, Bomc,

Cholera in 
China.

European. 
Asiatic ...

10 11
89

ports. & Co.
10 100 110

16 G-uihrie, e.s. .. G A pril, 
7'45 a.m.

G April, 
8‘15 a.m.

Kobe, via Hong 
Kong and

P, J. Helms ... Hone .............. E. <t A.SN. Co. 
Gibbs, Bright &

Cholera in 
| Japan and

European. 
Asiatic ...

. 7 10
90

Queensland Co. China.
7 100 107ports.

Action taken.

All fresh water rfEchargcd, and iron tanks cleansed and limewnshed ; 
hilges pumped out (mu disinfteted. Effects of jjassengers and crew 
disinfected bv drv or moist heat, and vessel fumigated with sulphur 
for four hours with all beds, bedding, &c., openly exposed to tho 
sulphur fumes. Tho following is a copy of tho ship's official log 
5ist .tanuary, 1B0S, Hong Kong. Found two Japanese passengers 
suffering from smallpox. At 10 a in. hoisted the yellow flag aud sent 
all coolies on shore; slopped work and sent for Health Officer. At 
5 p.in. Health Oiiieer arrived, and ordered the ship into quarantine 
to be fumigated, and the two Japanese removed to hospital hulk, 
22nd January, 7 a.m., left for Quarantine Station and arrived there 
at 7*40 a.m. At 11 a.iu. the Health Officer arrived and saw tho 
riatients removed, and ship washed down with carbolic acid, and 
fumigated from 10*30 a.m. till 4 p.m., when pratique was granted 
aud ship steamed to her berth.

All fresh water discharged, find iron tanta cleansed find 
limewnshed ; bilges pumped out, and sen-water let in until 
the discharge thereFr.m was perfectly clrar. Tessel in 
a cleanly condition on arrival.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Same as above.

\H fresh water discharged, and iron tanks cleansed and luuewashed ; 
wooden water casks burned; bilges pumped out and disinfected with 
corrosive sublimate. Sei en hundred tons of sand 1ml last on hoard 
which could not be discharged in quarantine with safety to the ship. 
The master gave a written promise not to have it discharged without 
a permit from the Board of Health.

All fresh water on board discharged, and fanis cleansed and 
Hmewoshed. "Wooden casks burned; bilges pumped out 
and disinfected with corrosive subliinnte. All parts of 
vessel in good sanitary condition.

Same os above.

All fresh water discharged, and iron tanks cleansed and 
limewashed. Bilges pumped out and sen water ht in until 
the discharge therefrom was jietfectly clear. All parts of 
the vessel in good sanitary condition.

CO
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Return of Vessels Quarantined, &c , during the year 1803—conlinitctl.

No. Name of Vessel. Arrived, Released.
j ViTioro fi otn.

Master. Surgeon. Owners or Agent?. Cause of 
Detention.

| Stmlg on board on arrival
I'g

j Nntionaliby, 1 f 2 ! £*-1 ^

-J
4S
£

vj .£ £.3— iia a

17 Boreas, Norwe
gian barque,

IS93.
30 April, 
1’45 p.m

3 893.
30 A pril, 

4 p.m
Hamburg ..... CJ. JeilBCu ..... None .............. Justus SchariT .. Cholera at 

Ha mburg
European.

| 10

1
10

18 Chingtu, s.s. ... 30 April, 
4'20 j).iri

30 April,
5 p in

Hong ltong,via 
Q uecnslund 
ports.

R.'Tunes .......... 1 Enron Von)! erg China S.N. Cn 
Lorimei-, Kome 
& Co.

Smalhjtox 
in Jloug 
Kong,

European. 
Asiatic ..

7
i
1 1

)1
128

139 140
19 rai-mna, aliip... 10 Afny,

9 45 a.in.
10 Mar, 
10-30 a.m

Kio Janioro .. E. Eobinson ... None.............. Erennan and Jack Cholera in
South
America.

European.
|-----

29 29

20 Conference,
barque

10 May,
12 55 p.m.

10 May,
2 p.m

Amoy, China. Thos. Bails ... None.............. C. Chninbers...... Sm nib pox 
in China.

Jiu ro[>ca n.. 1 "*
(

12 AL

21 Tniyunn, s.s. ... 12 May, 
7'45 p m.

12 May,
9 a m

Hung Kong, via 
Queensland 
port*.

E. Nelson ...... H. Holmes...... Chinn S.N. Co 
Loi imer, Eome. 
& Co.

Cliolom in 
Chinn,

J'uiroperiu.. 
AsiaUc *4.

2

2

11
119

130 132
22 CuJgoa, a.s........ 17 May, 

10'2o n.m.
17 flfny,

3 p.m.
London, via

Lns Palmas, 
Adelaide, and 
Melbourne.

4. Baiikfuir^t.. VTm. Boycs “Lumi's” Lino ; 
Gih-ln-Ls1-, Wntl, 
A Co.

Bfi?sc»ger 
with tus- 
picious er
uption.

European.. 21 48 09 2

£3 Cattf-rllmn, s.s . 18 Mnv, 
12-20 p.m.

18 May, 
l-aO ]i.m.

Hong Kong,> in 
Queensland 
ports.

X. Shannon ** W, N. Qriflitb? E.& A.S.X. Co.; 
Gibbs, ISri^ht, A* 
Co*

Cholera in 
China,

European* 
A&iuiic ...

4

4

12
72

84

...

88
2.f rJ sir,an, g $......... 3 June, 

S*3Q fl.m.
3 .June, 
9'20 a.m.

Hong Kong, vi.i 
Queensland 
ports.

G-. Hamsay ...
Ed. K, fc ...... 1

China N, Co.,
Loiimer, Rome, 
& Co,

Cholera in 
China.

E u^pcon. 
Asia'ie ..

7

7

11
118

129 13G
25 Queen Eliza* 

bethj b.s.
4* June, 

11*30 a.m.
4 June,
1 p.m.

Mauritius ...... C, Ji. Fulton ... None............... Wallace & Co.J
Newcastle. 1

1

Cholera in 
Mnii ritius

European.. 2 2! 23

20 Mcnmuir, s.s__ 7 JunCj 
S430 am.

7 June,
9'30 a.m.

Hong Kong,Yin 
Queensland 
ports.

H. Craig ...... None ..............
l

15. A A. S. N. Co.; 
Gibbsj Bright, A’ 
Co.

Cholera in 
China.

European , 
Asiatic «*.

9
21

30

13
70

83 113

Action taken.

AU fivsh wnl^r fliatjliargeif, uml iron tanks rlennscd and lime^ 
wasliod t bilges pumped out and di-infected with a solution 
cf corrosive sublinmte. Vc.sel in good sanitary condition.

f .All fresh nator cli^chfirgcd, and iron tanks cleansed and lime- 
washed ; bilges pumped out and sea water let in until 
tho liisrhnrgc therefrom was perfectly clear. All parts of 
vessel in good sanitary o ndition.

All fresh water clUehnvgnd and iron tanks cleansed find Jime- 
wrtrhed. Biiges pumped out and disinfected with solution 
of rorronvc sublimate. Vessel in good sanitary condition.

Same as nbovo. ITad 140 tons sand l>allusbf n Inch the "Mnstei' 
undertook not to discharge without a- permit from the 
Board of Health*

All ficsh water dipoliurgedl and iron lunkucleansed and lime- 
washed. Bilges pumped out and sea water let in until 
the diHjlv^rge was perfectly olenr, Vessel in n good sanitary 
condition.

On mrival in ^aarontino the jntient aiul nn attendant were, together 
vnth alt thfir ctfoets, transferred to thi* liosj^ital ship “ Faraway." 
Tile tYmipartmunfc in which tt»e patient was isolaterl on boatxt ship 
was thorouhly dhinfoctod hy wnstiLn^ ivLth n solution Of eorri>sivc 
aublimato and fumigntin^ with sulphur. AU beds beddhiff, ^ro , 
ui>ed by patient duL'in" the voyage were sent on shore and disin
fected. The compartment having'been disinfected, the passenger':, 
crew, and Phip n ere granted pratique and proceeded to Sydney. The 
patient, J (Jordon, whose case was diagnosed os one Of chicken-pox, 
wag tianaferrcd to the Coast Hospital on JDthiMav. Tiie attendant 
released same fciim* imd ictuuiud to ship, AU t.hcir effects wore 
thoroughly disinfected prior to leaving station. All parts ol v-esscl 
In good sanitary condition. '

AJ1 fresh water discharged and iron tanks elcansfid and lime* 
washed ; bilges pmnped out and sea water let in until the 
discharge was perfectly clear All parts of vessel in good 
sanitary condition.

Same a* above.

All fresh wafer discharged and (auk* uluaiised and limc- 
wiudicd j bilges pumped out unci disinfected with a solu
tion of corrosive sublimate. All parts of the vessel in 
good sanitary condition.

AH fresh water discharged and iron tanksclcnttBcd and lime- 
washed ; all parts of vessel in good sanitary condition ; 
bilges pumped out and sea water let in until the discharge 
was perfectly clear.
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Ri'.TOy of Vessels Quarantined, <5i:e., during tlie year 1803—continued.

j Cause of 

j Detention.

Soula on hoard on Arris al. IN
No. Name of ^ osjcL Arrived. Eelcnsed. Where from. Ma-ter. Surgeon. Owners or Aypiit*.

Nationality. §» 
J z \ « w

‘ 1 
o

i
, ,o

'§3 Action taken.

27 Kew G uinca^ s,p.
1393.

9 Juno,
9 n.m.

1893.
9 Juno, 
1*30 p.m

'
— M'Kacbran.. Bum^ Philp, A 

Co.
5 12

32

64

■

All fresh water discharged and iron tanks cleansed and lime- 
wished ; all parts of vessel ia good sanitary -condition ; 
bilges pumped out mid sen water let in until the discharge 
was perfectly clear

Adelaide, and 
Melbourne.

India. Asiatic .. 2

7 71
28 Sagaini Mavu, 

s.s.
22 June,

2 10 p.m.
22 Juno, 

3*15 p.m.
Japan, via 

Queensland 
purls.

W. Creighton. W. Sato and M. 
1'iikustmua.

Jap in Co.] Burns, 
Philp, & Co.

Cholera m 
Japan,

European. 
Asiatic ...

2
A

3

C
70

76

" i ■■■

79

Same as above.

29 Changsliaj s.e,.-. 23 Juno,
8 lun.

23 June,
9 a.m.

Kobe, via Kong 
Kong and 
Queensland 
ports.

J. IS. IVilUam. Lawson .......... Cl ilnn. S N. Co. ; 
Ijonmei*, Rome, 
& Co.

Cliolcvft in 
Japan & 
China.

European.. 
Asiatic ...

Ifj
...

16

15
122

137

153 | Same us above.

30 Airltr» S-s.'..... 2 JiiLj-, 
9’J5 a.in.

2 July,
10 a m.

Japan, viuHong 
Kong -and 
Queensland 
ports.

IV. Elli.- ...... Ktiger . ... E.&A.S.N. Co ; 
Oibba, Bright, A 
Co.

Cl idem in 
Japan & 
China.

Eipvpean. 
Asiatic .

15 12
93

........... Same as above.

15 105
120 j

31 W oolloomooloo,
5 B.

7 July, 
12‘30 p.m.

8 July,
2 p.m.

London, via 
Adelaide and 
Melbourne.

A.B.Pilkington W.IT.Dracewrll Lund^ Line; Gil-
chriit, "Watt, &
Co,

Landed 
two Cli«C? 
of small
pox til the 
Sema
phore on 
10 June

Cholera in 
India.

European . 
Melbourne 
Pilot ..

*

1

49 •rnwic-flmtub after an ivu! all jiaits of the veisul wero put under fumiga
tion with sulphur for cl^lib eonsceuthO hours. 'J'he beds, bedding, 
clotbin^. &e,, having: been sent on shore and disinfected by dr\ or 
moist heat at a temperature of not loss than 250° Fahrenheit. After 
tins ail articles that could be washed oi boiled without injury to the 
fahriii were dealt with in this manner. On completion of fumigation 
all parts of the ship Mere thoiougrhly cleansed wjlh a solution of 
perchloridc of mercury and when dry washed with clcwi fre^h 
water. Bilges were pumped out and eea water let in until the dis- 
charpc therefrom was ]>erfcctly clear. Fresh water as discharged 
and iron tanks cleansed and limo-washed. At 2 p m , 8th July, 
disinfection h;mit£ boon completed ami the vesBel being in n gcxal 
samtarj- condition, pratique was grant-cd and ship left quarantine 
water's"

All fresh water dischorgcd iufI iron i auks cleansed and lime- 
washed] bilges pumped out and sea ^utcr let in until 
the discharge wu« perfectly clear. All parts of the vessel 
in gcod sanitai) condition.

32 CjitU1?, S.B.......... 8 Jul^ 
XI a.m.

8 July,
uoon.

Calcutta, ^ia 
Adelaide and 
Meibom ne.

— Erilli ......... None ............. Cowlisbnw Bros.. European . 
Asiatic ..

8

11
9

20

49

8
50

58

57

78

33 Dll rills, ff.B........ 14i July,
11 rum.

14 July,
noon.

Calcuttu, via 
Java, Adslai tie 
A llelbourne.

VFtn. Curry ... JConc ............... Cowlishaw Bros.. Cholera in 
India.

European,, 
Asiatic ..

4

4

8
57

65 69

Same as above.

34 Taij nan, s.e. .. 31 July,
8 a.m.

31 July, 
10-30 a.m.

Foochow, via 
Hong Kong.

It. Nelson ...... H. H. Orr....... China S. N. Co.; 
Lorimer, Rome, 
A Co.

Cholera L- 
China.

European.. 
Atiatc ...

4

4

1L
91

102 10G

Sume os above.

35 GlitlinCj 8,3. 4. Aug. 
7*45 a.m.

4 Aug. 
8'25 a.m.

Foochow, via 
Kong Kong.

P. T. He"ms ... None .............. E. & A S.X.Co.i 
Gibba? Bright, & 
Co.

Cholera in 
China.

European. 
Asiatic

4
20

10
80

Same as above.
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Return o£ Vessels Quarantined, &c.j during the year 1893—continued.
%

1 ‘ 1

Armed. Released. Where from. Master, Surgeon. Owners or Agents.
1 Cause of 

i Detention.

Sauls on board on arrival.
No. Name of Vessel

Nationality. |l PSu

To
ta

l.

1893. 1893.
36 Chingtu, 8.3. ... 8 Aug. 14 Aug. Hong Kong, Robt. Innoa ... Gerald "Weigall Uhina 8. JN, Co. ; banding European.. 26 ii

1 p.m. 11.20 a.m. Port Darwin, Lonmcr, Kome, One ease Asiat'c ... 9 102
Thursday Is- &C0. of small- Customs
land, and pox at (JJHcera .. 2
Townsville. Thursday —

> ii-lnnd 37 113 |150
and hav-
ing one
case on
board on
arrival.

37 Catterthun, b.s... 29 Aug., 29 Ang_, Hong Kong, M. Shannon ... None .............. E. & A.S.N, Co.; European 9
1893. 1893. via Queensl’d Gibbs, Bright, & Cholera in Asiatic ... 66

ports. Co. China.
75 75

33 Sikh, s.s. 29 .Aug,, 29 Aug., Foochow, via — Rowley ... None .............. Mogul Line ; Cholera in European 10
1893. 1893. Queensland Burns, Philp, & China. Asiatic ... 41

ports. Co.
51 51

39 .Erin’s Isle, ship.. 1 Sept,, 1 Sept., Rio do Janeiro K. Y. Dixon ... Kone .............. Captain.............. Cholera in European 22 22
1893, 1893, Bio.
9'30 a.m. 1 p.m.

40 2 Sopt., 2 Sept, Kobe, via Hong G-eo. Ramsay... Geo, F. Reid... China S.N. Co.; Cholera in Jtiuropean 8 11
Tsinan, s.b. ...... 1893, 1893, Kong and Lorimer, Romo. Japanand Asiatic 102

10-30 11-45 Queensland & Co. China.
a.m. a.m. ports. 8 113 121

41 Ingomar, Nor- 2 Sept., 2 Sept,, Santos, South J. E, Tomsted.. None .............. Williams & Pauas Yellow European. 16 16
wegian barque. 12‘4o p.m. 8-45 p.m. Amciiea. fever in

Santos.
42 Bucephalus, s.-. 4 Scpt.j 4 Sept., Calcutta, via — Forrester ... None .............. Cowlishaw Bros. Cholera iu European. 6 7

8 a.m. 9 a.m. Adelaide and India, Asiatic ... 54
Melbourne,

5 61 66

43 Changsha, s.s.... 12 Sept, 12 Sept., Hong Kong,. J. K. Williams.. — Lawson...... China S. N, Co.; Cholera in European.. 3 IX
7-10 a.m. 8 a.m. direct. Jjorimer, Rome, 6r China. “ Asiatic ... 14 59

Co.
17 70 87

44 S. Partridge ... Cholera in European.. ... .16
8.S. 7‘30 a.m. 8-30 a.m. direct. China. Asiatic ... ... 13

' 29 29

TJ B
■8J ^Action token.

37 Thin vessel came direct into Quarantine and was at once boarded by the 
11 Asbihtanb Health Olticer an<l Supornitonflcnt. At 3i>.m. a Cliinaman
11 named Ah Hoe and a Japanese named Caniornolo Takijou, both 

members of the crew, were transferred to hospital ship “ Earawaj 
2 si lowing suspicious symptoms. On 9th all persons landed with the 

exception of the crew, and were accommodated on shore for observa
tion. On 10th the Chief -Medical Inspector ami the Assistant Health 
Ofliecr diagnosed the Chinaman's case (Kinall pox), and the Japanese 
(nemo). At 11-20 a m. on 14ih, the vessel having been thoroughly 
cleansed and disinfected, was allowed to be towed to Sydney, the 
crow and passengers, with all their effects, being detained in quaran
tine. The Japanese acme cose was on this day removed to the shore 
hospital. All the effects of the crow and passengers were thoroughly 
disinfected on shore. At 5 p.m. on 23th August the crew and 
passengers, with the exception of Ah Hoc, were released from quaran
tine. On 30th Ah Hee was removed to the shore hospital, and the 
“Faraway” disinfeoted. 31st August, all parts of the station 
being clean and free from infection, with the exception of the 
hospital, was tclcased from quarantine- On Itifch September, Ah 
lice, being clean and free from infection, was handed over to the 
ship's agents The hospital was then thoroughly disinfected and 
placed out of quarantine.

... All fresh water discharged and tanks cleansed and lime* 
washed ■ bilges pumped out end sea-water let in until the 
discharge therefrom was perfectly clear. All parts of 
the vessel m good sanitary condition.

Same as above.

All fresh water tanks cleansed and lime washed ; wooden water casks 
burned ; bilges pumped out and disinfected with a solution of cor
rosive sublimate All parts of the vessel in good sanitary condition.

All fresh wnt.er discharged nnd tanks cleansed and lime- 
washed ; bilges pumped out. and sou-water let in until the 
discharge was perfectly clear. All parts of the vessel in 
good salutary conditiorii

All fresh water discharged, andiron tanks cleansed and inne-washed; 
bilges pumped out and disinfected ttith a solution of coiTOsis'o sub
limate ; wooden water-casks burned ; forecastle, holds, &c., fumigated 
with sulphur. All parts of the vessel in good sanitary condition.

All fresh water discharged and tanks cleansed and lime- 
washed ; bilges pumped out and eea water let in until the 
discharge was perfectly clear. All parts of the vessel in 
good sanitary condition.

Same as above.

Samo as above.
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Eetueit of Vessels Quarantined, &c., during the year 1893—continued.

Cause of 
Detention.

Souls* on board on arrival. 1’B
Action taken.>'c. Xtunc of Vessel. Arrived. Kelcascd. Where from. Master. Surgeon. Owners or Agents,

Natiouatity. \h &©
O

Is
o6h

■sl £2 ©

45 Arbtides, ship... 16 Sept., 
$‘45 a.m.

1G Sept., 
11*30 a.m.

London, direct. 2T. Allan ...... W. Rogers ..... White Star Line: 
Polgety & Co-

Cholera in 
London.

European.. 9 34, 43 Cholera regulations carried out; had two hundred (200) tons of sand 
ballast stored under general cargo ; such ballast not to lie removed 
without the authority of the Doard of Health.

46 Ballaarat,
Ears,

18 Scpf,
11’30 a.m.

18 Sepl., 
12'50 p.m.

liOndon, via 
ports.

T. Angus ...... R. F. G-raTcly... P.&O.S. K. Co.; 
G. Douglas 
Mieliie.

1 Cholera in 
Europe.

European. 
Asiatic ...

27
1

28

71
122

193 221

Cholera regulations carried out at Melbourne under super
vision of Health Officer, who granted certificate to that 
effect; mails and parcels post disinfected on arrival here. 
Ail parts of the vessel in good sanitary condition.

ii Bhimdura, s.s.... 23 Sept., 
7'20 a

23 Sept.,
8 ft.m.

CnEcultfl, via 
Adelaide and 
Melbourne,

F. Harrington,. None ............. BJ.S.R. Co ; 
Bums. Philp, & 
Co.

Cholera in 
India.

European. 
Asiatic ...

11
5

16

10
82

92 108

Cholera regulations carried out in Melbourne; holds and 
quarters were under sulphur on arrival here, and had been 
burning for six hours* All parts of the vessel in good 
sanitary condition.

48 Austral, R.M.S 25 Sept., 
11*15 a.m.

25 Sept.* 
ll'l-j a.m.

London, via 
ports.

Thos. Tukes ... — Black ...... Orient 9, N. Co,; 
I>. Anderson.

Cholera in 
Europe.

European.. 
Asiatic ...

130
2

150 ... Cholera regulations carried out in Melbourne under super
vision of Health Officer, who granted certificate to that 
effect. All parts of the vessel in a good sanitary condition.

132 150 282

49 Salier, s.s........... 27 Sept.,
] I 30 a in.

27 Sept., 
.12*15 p.m.

Bremen, via 
ports.

A. Koncmann N.G.Tj’s. ; J. Cholera in European . 32 93 Same as above.
Mergcll. Europe. Asiatic ... 3

35 93 128

50 Angers, s.s......... 27 Sepfc.,
7 pm.

2S Supt.,
G 30 a.m.

Nugsisaki ....... J. Pinkham ... Rone ............... Angers Brothers. Cholera in 
Japan-

European . 
Asiatic ...

—

28
5

33 33

All fresh waler discharged, and tanks cleansed and lime- 
washed. Bilges pumped out, and sea water let in until 
the discharge was perfectly clean. All parts of the 
vessel in good sanitary condition.

61 ilcnmuir, s.s. ... 29 SepL., 
3'45 p.m.

29 Sept., 
4*45 p.m.

Hong Kong, via 
Queensland 
ports.

H. Craig ........ — Duncan....... B. & A.S.R. Co.; 
Gibhs, Bright,
& Co.

Cholera in 
China*

European.. 
Asiatic ...

8

8

11
65

76 84

Same as above.

52 Parramatta,
B.M.S

2 Oct., 
12'10 p.m.

2 Oct.,
1 p.in.

London, via 
ports..

P. Harris ........ W. Gr. Thorpe.. P. ct O.S.N. Co.; 
G, D. Michic-

Cholera in 
Europe,

European., 
Asiatic ...

29

29

71
125

196 225

Cholera regulations carried oul. in Melbourne. Captain 
Harris held a certificate of disinfection from the Port 
Health Officer there, AH parts of the vessel in good 
sanitary condition.

53 Polyncsion, s.s . 6 Oct., 
12‘30 p.m.

6 Oct., 
l-5 p.m.

Martcille^j via 
ports.

L. Boulard ... H. Biuno ....... M-M.; B. Blanc Cholera in 
Europe,

European.. 
Asiatic ...

97 113
S3

Same ns above.

97 196 293

54 Airlio, s.s............ 7 Oct.,
1 p.m.

7 Oct., 
l‘4o p.m.

Foochow, via 
Hong Kong 
and Queens
land ports.

W. Ellis............ None ............... B. A A.S N. Co.; 
Gibbs, Bright,
& Co.

Cholera in 
China.

European.. 
Asiatic ...

3
21

24

11
47

58 82

All frosli water discharged, and tanks cleansed nnd limc- 
washed. Bilges pumped out, and sea water let in until 
the discharge was perfectly clear. All parts of the vessel 
in good sanitary condition. 1261



J?i:tuhn of Ycssele Quarantined, &e., during the year 1893—continued.

(lilllf-G Of
JicUnition.

Souls on board on arrival. TS J 5 rifZ ftj 1
No Name of Vessel. Arrii cil. Released Where from. Master. Sjurgeou, Owniera m Agent?. III

Nationality. m L £ ■2 5%H

55 Cl!/,CO, S.5......... n Oflt., 9 Oct.,
10 a.m.

— Anderson ... — Coot..........
.1

European.. 53 no 1G3
|

OOO a.m. ports. D. Anderson. Kuropc. |

5C Britannia, 14 Oct., 14 Oct., Loudon, wu O. F. Preston T. A. M. Fordo P. & O.S.N. Co. ■ Cholera in European.. 
Asiidij ...

47 97
KM.S. i)'15 a.m. 10 n.m. ports. Or. B. Uicliie. Furopo 15*

47 25] 298

57 Booldaca. s.^.... 16 Oct , 16 Oct., J. AViUon . .. . B l.S.X. Co.; European.. 
Asiatic ,.

10 8
7 a.m. 7‘45 a.m. Singapore, Burns. Philp, India. 6 82

Adelaide, and & Co. ------ -- ■
Melbourne. 16 90 106

53 Oberon, s,a......... 17 Oct , 17 Oct... rnlcutfa, via 
Java, Ade-

Alexr. Grate... None ............ Gilelirisf, AVntt, Choh’ra. in European.. 27
G 40 a m. 10 a.m. & Co. India. Asiatic .. 5

Inido, nnd — —
Melbourne. 32 32

50 Port Phillip, s.s IS Ocf 18 Oct., 
310 p m.

C. Grey None .............. Purhnry, Henfv,
& Co. ‘

_
European.. ~6" 36 42

8 a.m. Las I’abuas 
imd Fre
mantle.

London.

\
CO 19 Oct , If) Oct., 

7'30 ii-iu.
Calcutta, via 

Singapore, 
Adelaide, anti

Cowli^hu1^ liras. Einopoan . 
Asiatic ...

19 7
G 30 a.m India. 3 74

... | ..
— ___

Melbourne. 22 81 103

01 Ncotsficld, ship IS Oft., 19 Oct., London direct.. J.U. Eugg None ........ ... Dancar. Gedve, A* Cholera in European.. 35 35 ...
GO f> p.m 10 30 a in Co. Loudon. ‘ —

oa Warufimbcolje s. 20 Oct , £0 Oct,
3 p m.

Southampton,.. F. IT. Fkins ... Gilelu luI., Watt, A 
Co.

European . 52
12'45 p.m JCnglaml —

C3 HohensiaufoUj 21 Oct., 21 bet., Bremen........ — Eobin ....... — Ounllicr ... N.aX.’s; .Filer- Cholera in European , 61 105 166
s s. 7 25 a.m. 8 ft.ro. gcll. Brenu n. — —

Cl Eay of Bungnl, 20 Oct, 21 Oct., Rio dc Janeiro E IJ. Campbell Noise .............. J. S. 11mllor &. Cholera in European. 27 27
ship. 2 20 p.m 8*5 a.m. Co. Rio. — 1

C5 Adour, fl.s......... 21 Oct., 21 Oct., Dunkirk.......... — Flottc ....... D. Tcllcgully... M.M.; E. Illimc.. Cholera in European,. 50 50
0 10 a.m. 0 30 a.m. Kmueo — — |-----

fiG Wostiupaili, s.s. 21 Oct., 21 Oct., Suiulcrloiut. . . European.. 1 54
3 p m. 3'40 p.m. ssfrtne, A Co. Mug land.

67 Port Uantor, s.s 23 Oct., 23 Oct.. S. M. Orr ...... None.............. Gibbs, Bright, &. 
Co

European.. 3 r>7
! 70

1 a.m. 6'30 a m England. 1 _
68 Ophtr, s.s.......... 23 Oct.. 23 Oct., London ......... J. F. Riitliven. T. W. Bagshaw Orient S X. Co.; Cholera 10 European.. 177 199 i376

1 pm. 1'55 p.m. ]). Anderson. England. — 1.^.—
69 Celostial Emjjire, | Uet. t 25 Oct, Mauritius ...... John Duncan... : None .............. I Balchiii, John- Cholera .ni European, 1 30 1 31

ship. , 7'10 a.m, 1 , 5tone &l Co.
1

Mauritius 1

Action taken.

Cholera regulations carried out in Melbourne. Cerlifinate 
1o this effect from Dr. Maclean, Health Ofllcer there. 
All purls of the veascl in good sanitary condition.

Same ae above.

All fresh water dikehurged, and tanks cleansed and Kmc- 
Tvasbed. Bilges pumped out, and sea water let in until 
the discharge was perfectly clear, Alt parts of vessel in 
good sanitary condition.

Same as above.

All fresh water discharged, and t.nks cleansed and lime- 
washed. Bilges pumped out and disinfected with a 
solution of corrosivo sublimate. All parts of vessel m 
good sanitary condition.

Same above.

All fiesh wafer ilisitharge*!, anil tanks cleansed and limev.tolled ; 
bilffes pumped, out, nnd disinfected with n solution of ccuroshc 
suhlimatc. All parts of vessel in good sanitary condition.

All fresh water dischuijced, and tanks cleansed and hirewashcd : 
bilges pumped out. ami sea wafer let in until the di^rlmr^c was 
peifoctly clear. AH tufts of the vessel in good sanitaiy condition.

Same as above.

All Fresh waiu' discharged, and tanks cleansed and bniewnshed ; 
hilj'es pumped out, and dlHinfcctod with a solution of corrosive 
fcrubliuiate. Ali parts of vessel m good sanitaiy condition.

All fresh water diKharged, and tanks cleansed and limowashed ; 
bilges pumped out, and sea water let m until the discharge wma 
purfeotly clear. All jmrts of the \ cssul in good sanitary eundilion.

Same ns above.

Same as above.

Same as above.

All ficah water discharged, and tanks cleansed and luncwa^hed : bilges 
pumped out and disinfected with a solution of corrosive sublimate. 
All lints of the vessel in good sanitary condition.

CO
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Eetuex of Vessels Quarantined, &c., during tlie year 1893—continued.

Ko
'

Name of Vessel. Arrived. Released, Where from.

if 50 
an|

Waingalj e.s.... 23 Oct, 
ri5 ji.m.

25 OH., 
1'4.3 pm.

London ..........

Od 71 GhazeCj as.....*. 23 Oct., 
12-30 p.m.

23 OH.,
1 p.m.

Hong Kong ...

72 Uaz<l Brauch, 
s.s.

25 Ot-t.,
0 p.m.

26 Ocfc.,
G 15 a,m.

London ...........

73 Chrmnil/, s.&. ... 27 Ocfc j 
5'ii5 u.m.

27 Otl, 
0'10 a.m.

Hamburg .....

54 Sophoclee, si lip 27 Ocl., 
2-15 p.m.

27 OH.,
■I'50 p.m.

London ..........

*75 Taiyium, s.s...... 27 Oct., 
3-30 p.m.

27 Oct., 
4*25 p.m

Foochow .......

7G Slav of Victoria,
F.5.

23 Oet.,
10 p.m.

26 Oct.,
7 a.m.

London .........

77 Cnf.l.v Sark",ship 20 Oct.,
4 a,in.

29 Oct.,
7 30 a.m.

Antwerp ........

78 G tilf of Slants s 20 Oft,.
10 -10 a.m.

29 OH.,
12 20 p m.

Simouosnlti
(Japan)

70 \ruaiilia, It M.S 30 Oct.j
7 a.m.

30 OH., 
7'30 a.m.

London ..........

SO Taiwan, ss....... 2 Nov., 
2*4 > p.m.

2 Nov., 
3,27 p m

Robe ..............

SI OtlsaVi, It.M.S. 5 Nov., 
5*55 a.m.

5 Nov , 
6*30 a.m

London ..........

-82 Arg'i*. s-!1......... 5 Nov 
S'-l-O a.m

5 Nov., 
9*5 u.m.

Caleulla... 4.,...

83 Burt Melbourne, 
P.9.

5 Nov., 
8'30 a.m

5 Nov.,
9 50 a.m.

Algoa Bay.....

SJ Aniiuud Behic, 
£.*.

0 Nov., 
12*30 a.m.

G Nov.,
G 15 a.m.

Marseilles......

1 S3
R M S.

G Nor., 
(J‘20 a.m.

G Nov, 
8*5 a m,

London*..........

80 S'oljngcn, s.s. ... 6 Nov.,
It p in.

7 Nov.,
6 15 a.m

Hamburg ....4.

87 Arawa, s.s......... 7 Kov.j 
noon.

7 Nov., 
12'30 p.m.

London ..........

-83 Ya' Mvrdale, s 6. 7 Xov,
7'40 p.m.

8 Nov., 
7'20 a.m

Cardiff ..........

Master,

I____ i
1

J. K. Albcry
I

— Scotland ...

John Lee __

— Hellcrieh . 

Alex. Smith ..

Eobl. Nelson...

— Shaw..........

R. Woodget .

— Saimderson - 

Ch.13. h'rnsex4 ..

— Anderson ...

A. W. Clnrho. .

E. Tobnson ..

-1 ernes R. Smith 

3L Delacroix 4. 

Isaac Ecctcs , 

N. Toulscn......

— Stewart.....

W. II. John
stone*

Surgeon.

None ...........

None ......... .

None ..............

Olio Rohrs- 
nmnn.

None ........ .

None ..............

None .............

None ..............

None . ............

— Duncan

None . ............

J. E. Cruize ...

None ................

None ....................

— Yidtin..........

IT. 13. FnrVj...

None ...............

J. Macdonald... 

None ..............

Owners or Agents. , Cj-Q^o of
1 Detention.

1

Gilcbri&t, YTaU, &

1 
to

1 
"o

i 
D

Co. London.

Burns, Philp, & Cholera in
Co. China.

Gilchrist, Watt, & Cholera in
Co. - London.

H. W. Henderson Cholera in
Hamburg

Daigeiy & Co. .. Cholera in
London.

China S.N. Co.; 
Loriinor, Eomc,

Cholera in
China.

& Co.
Balchin, John- Cholera iu

stone, & Co. Cliinu.

Furlmry, Hentv, Cholera in
& Co. Antwerp,

A. Mnearthur & Cholera in!
Co. Japan, j

P. & O. S. N. Co-; Cholera ini
G. IX M'icliie. London.

Gibb=, Brigiil, & Cholera in«
Co. Japan. |

Orient S. N. Co.; Cholera in!
IJ. Anderson. London.

Cowlishnw Bros
1

Cholera ini
India.

Oibbe, Bright, A Cholera in
Co. London. ,

M.M's; Ii. Blanc Cholera in
France. \

P. AO.R.N. Co.; Cholera in
G. D. Michie. London,i

C.A.'s; H. W. Cliolera in|
Henderson, Hamburg.

Barns, Philp, &. Cholera in
Co. London.

Gilchrist, Watt. Cholera in
A Co. , England.

Souls on board oa arrival.

Nationality, 5 £ £aL,
o ■

European. 1 a 53 64

European it 61

European.. 23 28

European.. 18 35 51

European.. 3 29 32

European. 5 82

CO 
1

European.. 2 40 43

European., 21 21

European . 37 37

European.. 34 105 223

European.. 10 78 86

European,, 1C1 ICS 326

European.. 13 05 78

European.. 7 66 73

European.. 70 194 264

European.. so 278 haS

European ... 32 32

European.. 6 !m 127

European . 27 1 27

Action taken.

AH fresh water discharged* nn<i tank? cleansed and linienfudied ; hiJee* 
pumped out and sca-nater let in until the discharge was pcrfoi.tly 
clear. All jwirts of icssel in yood sanitarx condition.

Snicc as fibovo.

Same as above.

Same as above.

All fre^h water discharged, and tanks cleansed and liincwaslicd ■ bilges 
jmmpcd out atid disinfected with a solution of corrosive subliniate. 
AH parts of vessel in good sanitary condition.

All fresh water discharged, and tanks cleansed and limowashed ; bilges 
pumped out and ^ca-water let in until the disdiargo was perfectly 
clear. AH parts of vessel in good sanitary conditiojK

Same n« above.

4\S1 frcsli water discharged, nnd tanks dcatibcd and limcwasiied ; bilges 
pumped out and disinfected with a solution of eoaiosivc sublinjutu. 
All parts of icsscl in good sanifraiy condition.

All fresh water discharged, and tanks cleansed nnd Innewaslicd ; bilges 
putnjxid out and sea-water lot m until the discliargc nag perfectlj. 
dear. All jvitts of vessel m good sanitary condition.

Same os above.

Same as above.

Same ns above.

Same as? nbevc. 

Same as above. 

Same tvs above. 

Same as above. 

Same as above. 

Same as above. 

Same as above.

C3
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Retton of Vessels Quarantined, &c., during the year 1893—continued.

No. Name of Vessel. Arrived. Released. Where from. Master. Surgeon. Owners or Agents.

89 Hiini, barque ... 8 Nov.,
11‘43 a.m

8 Nov., 
12'45 p.m.

.
Hamburg . ... E. J. Bruhn .. None............... M. Moss it Co. ..

90 G-ullirie, e s..... . 9 Xot., 
3'30 a.in

9 Nov., 
G'30 a.m.

His go............. F. T. Holms ... D. Knaggs........ R & A.S.N. Co.: 
Gibbs, Bright, & 
Co.

91 Afrikander, s.s... 9 Nov,,
11 30 p.m

10 Nov., 
7'lo a.m.

London ............. 1'. C. Hubback None ................ Dnigety & (Jo*

92 Yarning,
barquentine

JO Nov.,
7 15 a.m

10 Nov.,
8 a m.

London ........... 0. P. Larsen . None .............. Eabone, Feeze, & 
Co.

93 Cairnbulg, eliip,. 10 Nov., 
8*3 5 a.m.

10 Nov , 
9'15 a m.

Barry................. A. Bobertson... None ................. Burns, Philp, & 
Co*

94 Gleneonn, fliip... 11 Nov.,
5'30 a.m.

13 Nov.,
8 a.m

Mauritius and 
Madras.

J. ’Webster ... None ............. J. S. Mniller 1 Co.

93 Thermopylae s.s. 12 Nov., 
12'15 p.m.

12 Nov., 
1'20 p.m.

London .......... — Simpson .. K. Laughter . . JJftlgety & (Jo. .

96 Eelmca, s.e........ 12 Nov., 
2'50 p m.

12 Nov.,
3‘40 p.m.

London .......... A. W, Bond ... None .............. Gilchrist, Watt, 
&> Co.

9" Lord ErnCj f.s... 13 Nov.,
6 a m.

13 Nov., 
7'4.5 a m

Hull .............. James Dunn None .............. Bnichin, John 
stone, A Co.

98 Cape Oolonnaj 
s.s.

Id Nov.,
11 p.m*

15 Nov., 
6‘30 a.m.

Hong JCong ... — Alston ...... None .............. Dalgety & Co. ...

09 Essen, s.s........... 16 Nov.,
5 a.m*

16 Nov.,
5‘SO a.m

Hamburg ...... J. Eouhn ...... None ............. H. W. Henderson

100 Elberfeld, b b. .. 16 Nov.,
7'30 p.m.

17 Nov.,
6 30 a.m,

Hamburg ...... C. Sass .......... None .............. H. W. Henderson

101 Oroya, K.H.8 .. 18 Nov.,
4 p.m.

18 N.v„ 
4’50 ]>,m.

London......... J£,E. Lavington Harvey
MfPlicrson*

Orient S. N. Co.; 
D. Anderson.

102 Hohenzollern,
S.B.

19 Nov., 
4-40 p.m.

19 Nov., 
5’30 p m.

Bremen *........... — Eichel ...... — Erohur ..... N.G.L.’S; J. 
Hergill.

103 Strathclyde, b.s. 21 Nov., 
4*40 p.m

21 Nov., 
G'So p.m.

Kobe and Mbgi J. White ........ None ................. A. Macarthur fc 
Co.

104 Cromdale, ship 22 Nov., 
1-30 am,

£2 Nov.» 
G'So a.m,

London ........... — Andrews . . None ................. J. Sanderson & 
Co.

105 Oceana, E.M.S. 22 Nov, 
5'30 p m.

22 Nov.,
6 30 p.m.

London ............. E. Stewart........ D. James P. & O. s N Co., 
Cb L. Miehic.

106 Clmrcntc, g.s. , , 23 Nov., 
5'45 a.m,

23 Nov.,
7 a.m.

Bordeaux ........ — Bonis ........ DuploymoSoy... M.M.’e; E. Blanc

107 Bioemumtcin,
$.9.

23 Nov.,
4'3 5 p.m.

23 Kov ,
5 15 p.m.

London ............. T.L. Salmon... None ........ *....... Balchio, John
stone, & Co.

108 Catterlhun, e.s. 23 Nov, 
5'4o p.m.

23 Nov., 
6'20 p.m

Foochow ........ Neil Shannon... None .................. E. A A. S. N* Co.j 
Gibbs, Bright. 
& Co*

109 Ramore Hcadj
S B.

24 Nov., 
G‘5 a.m.

24 Nov.,
7 a.m.

Barry................. Thos. M'Cal- 
mont.

None ................. Balchin, John
stone, & Co.

Causo of 
Detention,

Soxils on board on arrival. i ■

Nationality. |
1 ^

£t>

I'S

i
Action taken.

Oil ol f'ra in 
Hamburg

Cholera in 
Japan.

Cholera in 
London. 

Cholera h 
London.

Cholera in' 
England, j 

Cholera in 
Maun Must 

Cholera in, 
London. I

Cholera iJ1 
London. | 

Cliolera in 
England.| 

Cholera in 
China. | 

Cholera in 
Hainhurgl 

Cholera in 
Hamburg 

Cholera inj 
London j 

Cholera in' 
Bremen, j 

Cholera inJ 
Japan. I 

Cholera in 
London,|

Cholera ir 
London

Cholera inj 
JTnincc. | 

Cholera in 
London. | 

Cholera in 
Chinn. 1

Cliolera in 
England.

European.

European

European.

European.

European,

European.

European.

European.

European.

European

European.

European.

European.

European.

European.

European

European.

j European.
I European. 

European.

European.

13 18___ \___

31 76 il07
"1

31 31

... | 9 1 9

I I ‘2 [ £5 27 

... f 33 33

23 CO 89

40 !• 43 

45 52

39 , 39

11

186

35

37

102

35

48

348

65 1103 'loS

30 30

101

30 j 31 

I
256 ^357

50

31

69

44

50

31

73

44

All fresh water discharged, and tanka cleansed and limewashcd ; bilges 
pumped out, and disinfected with a solution of corrosive sublimate. 
All parts of vessel In good sanitary condition.

All fresh water discharged, and tanks cleansed and lime washed ; bilges 
pumped out, and sea-water let in until the discharge was perfectly 
clear. All parts of vessel in good sanitary condition.

Same as above,

Ali fresh water discharged, and tanka cleansed and limewashcd ; bilges 
pumped out and disinfected with a solution of corrosive sublimate. 
All parts of vessel in jfood sanitary condition.

Same as above.

Same aa above.

All fiesh water discharged, and tanks cleansed and Urrewasbed ; bilges 
pumped out and sca-wator let m until the discharge was perfectly 
clear. All parts of vessel in good sanitary condition.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Samo as above.

Same as above.

Same as above.

Samo as above.

All fresh water discharged, anti tanks cleansed and lime washed ; bilges 
pumped out and disinfected with a solution of coirosive sublimate. 
All parts of the vessel in good sanitary condition.

All fresh water discharged, and tanks cleansed and liuicwashcd ; bilges 
pumped out and sca-watcr let in until the discharge was perfectly 
clear. All parts of vessel in good sanitary condition.

Same as above.

Same aa above*

Same as above.

Same as above.
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Return of Vessels Quarantined, <£c., during the year 1893—continued.

No Name of Vessel, Arrived. Released Where from.
i
i

Master. Surgeon.

^ Owners or Agents.

Cause of 
Detention.

Souls on b

IS'ationilUty.

card on arri

? ? £ 
a. 1 u To

ta
l. ^ 1 ^ -

1 -aA 
j-SA
I5"

110 Cliingtu, s.s, ... 25 Nov., 25 Not., .Japan, ['ia Hong Kobt. Innca ... W. Meekes ... China S. N. Co.; Cholera in European. 11 ii
1

3’45 p.m 4'30 p.m Kong and Lorimer, Rome, Japan unc Asiatic .. 80
Queensland & Co. ChLoa.
ports. 11 91 102

111 Buncoora, e.s. ... 26 Not., 26 Nov., Calcutla, via A. Langton .,. None ................... B. I. S. N. Co.; Cholera in European.. 11 11
6'30 a.m. 6 30 a.m Adelaide and Burns, Philp, A India. Asiatic ... 80

Jill cl bourne. Co. —
14 91 105

113 Asloun, e.s.......... 27 Not., 27 Nor,, Java, via Jas. Murray ... None ................... Gilchrist, V att, Cholera, in European. 30 30
1 p.m. 2 5 p.m. Adelaide and & Co. JuTa, 1-------

Melbourne,
313 Fortuna, barque 9 Dec., 9 Dec., European.. 1G 16

(Norwegian), 8T5 a.m. lO'lo a.m. America), Co. fever in
Santos.

111 0ulf of Taranto, 9 Dec., 9 Dec., European 1 33 31)
s.s. 9’10 u.m. 10T5 a.m. Co. Japan. —

ns Alberta, s.a.......... 10 Dec., 10 Dec., H. W. Henderson European.. 1 35 36
1’30 p m. 2'30 p.m. (from London) London, — —

nc lei nan, e.s............. 11 Dec., 11 .Doc., Kobe, via Koo- Gko. Ramsay... G-. Beid.............. China Steam Cliolera in European.. 10 n ...
G a.m. 7 a.m. chow, Hong Navigation Co.; Japan & Asiatic .. 109

Kong, and Lorimer, Rome China. —.— —
Queensland & Co. 10 120 130
ports. — —

117 Willow Branch, 18 Dec,, 18 Dee., Sourabaya, via A. Anderson ... None ................... Gilchrist, Watt, & Cholera in European.. 23
S.S. 0’15 a.m. 10 a.m. Adelaide. Go. Java. Coasting 1

pilot.
29 29

118 Tartar, s.s............ 22 Deo., 22 Dee., Japati.vt^HoDg D. E. Bailey... None ................... Mogul Lino ; Cholera in European. 9
6'30 u.m. 9 5am. Kong and Burns. Philp, & Japan & Asiatic ... ... 37

Queensland Co. Chins. — --- ---
ports. 4 46 60

119 Bucephalus, s s. 26 Dec., 26 Dec., J. M. Hay......... 2 7
ti'35 a.m. 7 40 a.m. Adelaide and India. Asiatic ,. 45

Melbourne. _—1
2 i 52 51

120 Menmuir, s.s. ... 30 Dec., 30 Dec., Hong Kong, E. & A.S.N. Co.; 3 10
1025 a.m. ll'IS u.m. via Queens. Gibbs, Bright, & China. Asiatic ... 2 65

land ports. Co.
5 75 80

121 Changsha, e.s... 30 Doc, 30 Dec,, Hong Kong, via J. E. Williams W.F. C, Lawson China S.N. Co.; Cholera iu European. 17 i n
ll'SO a.m. 12'30 p.m. Queensland Lorimer, Rome, China. Asiatic ... 10 . S3

ports. A Co. 1
27 1 91 1121

i '• i

\ Action t ft ken.
y
I

All fresh nater discharged, and tanks cleansed and limesvaslied; bilges 
pumped out, and sea-water let in until the discharge was perfectly 
clear. AH parts of vessel in good sanitary condition.

Smtic as above.

Same as above.

All fresh water discharged, and tanka cleansed and limcvashed ; bilges 
| pumped out and disinfected w-ith soluti-m of corrosise sublimate. 
I Captain reports that all parts of the vessel, including the hold’s, were 

fumigated with sulphur for twelve hours after leaving Santos, and 
then cleansed with a solution of carbolic acid.

All fresh water discharged, and tanks cleansed and hme-washed ; bilges 
pumped out, mid sea*water let in until the discharge was perfectly 
clear. All parts of the s'cssel in good sanitary condition.

Same ns above.

Samo as above.

Cliolera regulations carried out at the port of Adelaide. The Super- 
inteiideut satisfied on inspection that these regulations had been 
carried. All paidg of the vessel in good sanitary aondition.

Ali fresh ■wafer discharged and tanks cleansed and limo- 
washed j bilges pumped out and eea-waUr let in until the 
discharge was perfectly clear. AH pints of vessel iu good 
sanitary condition.

1 Same as above.

Same as above.

Same as above. 1265



c.
RETUJtN of Vessels Quarantined and specially dealt with at Newcastle during the year 1893.

No. Name of Vessel. Arri\fefl. Released Where from. Master. Surgeon. Cause of 
Detention

Souls on board on arriiah gw
Agents,

Nationality,
c . 
g £
£&

£
&

i! Action taken.

£

1 Briuspels, burqu? 6 Jan,, 6 Jam,
2 30 p.m.

Santos .............. J. J. Alsop ... Dalgeiy & Co. ... Yellow European,. 13 10 EroMi water discharged, tanks fumigated, limowashccl, tcesc!

Orellana, barque

fever at 
Santos.

disinfected, and eand ballast discharged at sea.

2 1(3 Jan.j 1(5 Jan., Fulton Gibb None .............. . Yellow European, 17 Vessel in stone ballast; otherwise same as last.
6'4-b p m. 10 30 p.m. fever at 

Sunton
3 Jan.,

1 p.m.
Monte Video,.. E. B. Wallace ... Moutc Video European,. 23 23 Sand ballast lightered to eco. j otherwise same a* last.

Jjlncfcj barque. 5-30 a.m. a proclaimed 
port.

Aboubir Baj, 24 J"an , 24 .Tun.,
5 15 pun.

Sourabaya C, Wakuham... None ................... J, & A. Brown .. Sourabn^a a 
proclaimed 
port.

European,. 19 19 Same a-s last.
barque. 1 p.m.

5 Cftradog, barque 25 Jan,,
C a.m.

25 Jim., 
1*15 p.m.

Buenos Ayres... D. James ......... None ................... J. & A. Brown ... Buenos European.. 23 23 Sn-me as Inst.Ayres a 
proclaimed

C 25 J'anlj
6 30 p.m.

25 Jan ,
10 p.m.

Bio do Janeiro Thos, Kay......... J. A. Brown ... Yellow fever European- 1 32 33 Vessel iu stone ballast; otherwise same as last.
]uore, 4-inasbed 
barque.

at Kio de 
Janeiro.

Buenos
Ayres a 
proclaimed

1. Kobcrt S. Ece- 
njrtl, barque.

30 Jan., 
5'45 p.m.

30 Jim.,
10 p.m.

Buenos Ayree,,. M. J. C. Andrews None .................... J, & A. Brown ... European . l 15 10 Sand ballast lightered to sen.; otherwise same as last.

M’ni. Ahrens,.,
port.

s Norma, German 31 Jan., 31 Jan., J. & A. Brown ... Yrcllow 1 11 12 Vessel in stone ballast; otherwise same ns Inst.
barque. 8 30 a.m. 6 p.m. fever at 

Santos.
0 31 Jan ,

4 p.m.
D. King.............. J. A A. Brown ... S’.nall-pox at 

Mauritius. European.. 1 20 21 Same aa last.
barque. 9 a.m.

A. J. Kain ...10 Kio dc Janeiro Dalgety & Co. ... 27 27 Same as last.
ship. 9*30 a.m. 3 p.m. at Rio dc. 

Janeiro.

11 Abercarne, ship 31 Jan., 31 Jan,, Monte Video... Wm. Brown ... Earp, Gillam, A
Co.

Monte Video European . 20 20 Sand ballast lightered to sea; otherwise samo aa last,
10*30 tv.m. 2 p.m. a proclaimed 

port. t

12 Eirion,barque... 31 Jan., 
12-45 p.m.

Buenos Ayres.. Wm. Davios ... R. B, Wallace Buenos Ayres 
a proclaimed 
port.

European.. 20 20 Same as last.
6 43 p,nv

13 RTobile Bar, 7 Feb., 7 Feb., H. L, Tozor ... J. A A, Brown .. Yellow European.. 18 18 Vessel in stone ballast; otherwise same as l«t.
barque- 3*40 p.m. 7 30 p.m fever at

11 Biitwdi Euipire, 12 Tcb., 12 Feb., Bio tie Janeiro Wm. Kydd ... J. A A. Brown ...
Santos.

European.. 29 29 Snmo as last.
ehip. 7 am. 10 a.m. at Rio dc 

Jaiicuo,
15 CoJflrbnnV, Tour* 14 Ecb., 14 Feb., A, W. Moody.. None ................... R. B. Wallace ... La Plata a European., 35 33 Sand ballast lightered to sea; otherwise same as last.

mnstqd barque 32*45 p.m. 4-30 1J m. proclaimed
port

1C Oleimlvon, ship 14 F cb, 1 5 Feb.» Rio de Janeiro F. AndrCTrs ... None ................... J, & A. Brown .. Yellow fever European, 31 31 Same as lust.
10 p.m. noon. at Rio do

Janeiro.

17 Tiiieri, 5 s. ...... 7 Unreh, C. Spink.............. Dalgety A Co. ... Ratai ia a European.. 28 23 Salt-wafer ballad; otherwise same as last.
10 43 o.m. 1 p m. proclaimed

port.

l\S
Oi



No. I

18

39
20

21

22

23

24

25

20

17

23

29

30

31

32

33

34

33

lii.TUBN of Teasels Quarantined, &e., at Port of Newcastle during the year 1S93—continued.

1 Scuts on board on arrival. ■sc

Where from. Master. SurPfcen. Agents. Detention. e . £a»
O

JSli Action taken.
Nationality, 3? t* 

£* E-r
— <L>
J3

Rio de Janeiro P. J.l’aynier .. None ................... E. B. Wallace ... Yellow fever European. 29 29 Fresh water dieelj&rged, tanks fumigalcd, limcwashetl, vessel
at Kin rte 
Janeiro.

disinfected; vessel in stone ballast.

T. C. Carlton... None ................... J. & A. Brott'n ... Yellow fever European.. 21 21 Sand ballast lightered to sea ; otherwise same a^ last.
j at Santos.

Rio do Janeiro J, W. Knoi . . None ................... J. & A. Brown . Yellow fever European . 3 17 20 Vessel in stone bullast; oilicrn-ise same as lust.
at Rio de 
Janeiro.

Rio dc Janeiro D. Nicoll ......... None ................... R, B. Wallace Yellow fe\er European . 28 28 Same a$ lush
at Rio de 
Janeiro.

Colombo ......... J. C, 13. Jarvis None ................... J. & A. Brown .. Colombo a. European.. 23 23 Fund ballast ligblerol le sen; olUervwiC samo as last.
proclaimed

- port.

W. Frith ......... J. M, Hyde ....... European.. 57 57 Same as last.
proclaimed
IKirt.

Rio <3e Janeiro J. M. Perry ... None ................... J. & A. Bown ... Yellow fever European.. 3 23 26 Vessel in stone ballast; otherwise same as last.
at. Rio de 
Jarieiio

Bucnoa Avrcs P. Non Ian......... Nona ................... J. A A. Brown .. .Buenos Ayres 
a proclaimed

European. 1 26 27 Sand ballast lightered to sea ; otherwise same as Iasi.

Rio dc Janeiro J. Hall .............. None ................... J. A A. Brown ... European . 1 27 23 Vessel in stone ballast ; olliernisc same ns lu=l.
at Rio de 
Jancho.

Rio de Janeiro J. N. Pelrio ... None ................... E, B. Wallace ... Yellow fever European. 116 UG Same as last.
nt Rio dc 
Janeiro.

Rio de Janeiro "\V\ Memnuir... D. Williams......... European.. 26 26 Same as last.
nt Uio de 
Janeiro.

Mauritius ........ R, (4. Robinson None ................... J. & A. Brown .. Mauritius a E uropean.. 1 30 31 Same as last.
proclaimed
port.*

Rio de Janeiro J. T. Culling,., None ................... J. A A. Brown ... Yellow fever European.. 29 2D Same a? last.
at Rio de 
Janeiro.

Monte Tidco... J. H. Stiven ... J. & A. Brown ... Monte Video European.. 30 30 Sand ballast lightered to sen; otherwise tamo as last.
a proclaimed 
port.

Rio de Janeiro C.O. Allen ... None ................... J. & A. Brown . . Yellow fevei 
at Rio dc

European . 22 22 Vessel in stone ballast; otherwise same ns Inst.

Janeiro. i

Rio do Janeiro W. R. Cole ... None ................ R. R. Wallace . Yellow fe^r _______at Hio dJ European. 2 3 o 17 Same as Inst.

This YOsael culled off the port for eupplios, but (be CuslomaW. EiJgour R, B. Wallace .. Mauritwis a I European. 21 21
proclaimed 1 would not permit bonded stores to be placed on board

until inspected by the Health Officer.
Rio de Janeiro R. Ramsny......... None .............. .. J. & A. Brown . yvilow fever E.ironean. 24 24 Ves-el in stone ballast; vessel dis.nfectcd, all fresh water 

discharged and tanks fumigated and lime-washed.at Rio de
Janeiro. j 1267



Eetueit of Vessels Quarantined, &c., at Port of Newcastle during tlie year 1893—continued.

Souls on board on arrival.
No. Name of Vessel. Arrived. Released. Where from. Master. Surgeon. Agents. Cause of 

Detention.
-------- r5<3 £ 

2? t
i |_-

Nationality 3
~___ £ 1 0 H

SG Blackbracs, shij 5 May, 6 May, Bio dc Janeirt D. M‘Leod....... None ................. J. & A. Brown .. Mixed... 31 3111*15 a.m 3'30 p.m i
f at Rio d< 

Janeiro.
i

'
37 Speke, ship....... 6 May, 6 May, Rio do Jancirc► E. Wainwrigh' None ................. R. B, Wallace 29 292 p.m. G'15 p.m at Kio de ^

' Janeiro. |
38 Duleep Singh, 7 May, 7 May, Rio dc Jancirc J. Prideaux , Dalgety & Co. .. Yellow fever 

at Rio dc 1 European. 22 22barque. 7 a.m. 3 p.m.
Janeiro

30 Rothiemav, 12 May, 12 Mav, Rio de Janeiro D. S. Mills......... R. B, Wallace .. Yellow fever 
at Rio dt

European, 3 19barque. 2 16 p.m 0-30 p.m
Janeiro.

40 Nemesis, 12 May, ]2 May, Western Ana- J. J1. Morrison None ................. ITnddfirt, Parker, 
ACo.

Western Aus* 
tralian jwrts

Europeansteamer. 3 p.m. 6 p.m. tralia.
proclaimed

41 Soudan, ship ... 1 Juno, 2 June. Rio de Janeiro. J, Donald......... None ................... Yellow fei or 
at Rio de

. European..10 p.m. 3 p.m.
Janeiro.

43 Lonsdale, ship.., 2 June, 2 June, Western A us- J. Rraser ......... None .............. J. & A. Brown ... European,,12'30p.m. 6 p.m. trolio. Australian 
ixirts pro*

4-3 Philomene, ship 20 June,
10 a.m.

20 dune,
2 p in.

Rio dc Janeiro. J- D. Haswelh. None ................. J. & A, Brown .
claimed. 

Yellow fevot 
at Rio de ICuropcsin.. 1 25 2G
Janeiro.

44 Margaret A. B. 24 J uno, 24 June, Santos .............. C. O. Planck . . J. A A. Brown ... European., 1 21Oars well, bq. 2-45 p.m. 6 p.m. at Santos
45 Kddystone,

steamer.
2G June, £8 June,

11 a.m. European.. 31 317 a.m. route from 
Western

40 Camb uskenn c th, 
ship.

3 J uly,
8 p.m.

4 July,
0 a.m.

Rio de Janeiro. D. S. Cromarty Nono.......... R. B. Wallace ...
Australia. 

Yellow fever 
at Rio de Europe an.. 29 29
Janeiro.

47 PirHi of Clyde, 24 July, £5 July, Rio dc Janeiro. R. M'Aulay ... R. B. Wallace ,,, Yellow fever European.. 22barque. 9 p.m. 12*30 p.m. at Kio do 
Janeiro.

48 Metropolis, 4-m. 23 Aug., 23 Aug.,
5 p.m.

Rio de Janeiro. W. Richards,,, Gibbs, Brieht, & 
Co,

Yellow fever European..barque. 10 a.m. at Rio de 
Janeiro

49 Marlborougb 27 Aug., 28 Ang.,
3 p.m.

Mauritius ......... J. & A. Brown . . Mauritius a 
proclaimed European.. 30 30llill, 4-m. bqc. 9'30 p.m.
port.

60 Pythomene, skip 17 Oct.,
8 a.m.

17 Oct., 
noon.

Mauritius ......... A. M'Ausland.. None .................. J. A A, Brown ... Mauritius a 
proclaimed . European.. 29 29
port.

61 Spirit of the 19 Oct., 20 Oct., Rio dc Janeiro C, H. Paige ... None ................... R. B. Wallace .. European.. 14 1CMorning, 4'30 p.m. 9 a.m. at Uio del
1 barque. Janeiro. 1

62 i Jessonda, 21 Oct., 21 Ocfc., Hamburg ......... A. Oesselmann None ________ K. B. Wallace .. Uuropean 
ports pro- European.. 17 17German barque. 1'30 a.m. 9'30 a.m.
claimed.

63 . Kirkloch, barque 21 Oct,, 21 Oct., Mauritius .... W, B. Cnsson... Nono ................... R. B. Wallace ... Mauritius a European.. 2 17 101 a.m. 1 11 a.m. proclaimed
i>ort.

ll
|^n

Action taken.

Vessel in stoue Ijallust; vessel disinfected j all fresh crater 
discliarged tunks fumigated and IhnewHshed.

Same as last.

Siimu us last.

Santc as last.

... Vessel in salt ivnfcer ballast; the erew'a quarters, Ac. dis
infected. '*

Vessel in sionc ballnet j vessel disinfect.ed; frcsli water dis
charged ; banks fumigated and liraewashed.

... Vcs-el in stone ballast; the crew's quarters, Ae.j and disin
fected.

.. Vessel in stone ballast; vessel disinfected; fresh water dis
charged, and tanks fumigated nnd Umewashed.

Sand ballast lightered to sea; otherwise same as hist.

... rJ his vessel was not granted pratique, but was permitted to 
load under the supervision of Uio Quarantine O/Tieer and 
tho Water Police.

... WsbqI in stone ballast; vessel disinfected ; fresh water dis
charged, and tanka fumigated nnd limewasbed.

... Sumc as last.

Same as last.

... Same as last, except (.hut the fresh water wn$ not dealt 
with. ^

... Same as last.

• ■ * S°ml ballast lightered to sea; vessel disinfected ; fresli water 
discharged, and tanks fumigated and limewashed.

... Vessel in stone ballast ; otherwise same as last.

... Samo as last.

ht^

to

00



Eetues of Vessels Quarantined, &c., at Port of Newcastle during the year 1893—continued.

1 Souls on board on arrival. I'S
i Cause of 

Detention, Action taken.No Name of Vessel. Arrived. | Released. Where from. blaster. Surgeon. Agents. ss ,
i - 
£

1 Nationality, i ? a
5 ^

2 O

54 Terpsichore, 
German ship.

21 Oct., 
6'30 a.ui.j

21 Oct.,
C p.m.

W. Keppel ...
i

Dalgety & Co. . Colombo a 1 European.. 26 26
i

Sand ballast lightered to sea j vessel disinfected; freshwater 
discharged, and tanks fumigated and limewashed.proclaimed f 

port. j i

55 Glcnbrcck, four- 
masted barque.

26 Oct.,
2 30 p m.

26 Oct.,
7 p.m.

11 io dc Janeiro A. Burd .... J. & A. Broil u . Yellow fever) European , 29 | 29 . . Vessel in stone bal'ast; otherwise same ns last.
tit Ido de 
Janei ro-

56 Eii5< croft, ship.,. C Tfov., 7 Not., Barrow, Eng- J. T. Bimmer... None ................... J. & A. Brown . European European.. 23 23 Sand ballast lightered (o sea; otherwise same as lasl.

. D’45 p m. 7 30 a.m. hind. ports pro* 
ulntmcd.

*

57 Eskdale, ship ... 11 >Tov., 11 Not., Monte Video... J. Howatson ... J, & A. Brown ... Monte Video European.. 24 2-1 Samo as last.
a proclaimed

- 11-15 tt m. 5 p.m. port.

08 Era, steamer ... 20 Not.,
4 30 p.m.

20 Not., 
5.30 p.m.

Probolingo 
(java).

Ports of European.. 29 29 Crew’s quarters, Ac., disinfected; no fresh -water on hoard.
& Co. Java pro

claimed.
Vessel in stone ballast; crew’s quarters, Ac., disinfected.

50 Lindorcs Abbey, 
barque.

22 Nov.,
7 a.m.

22 Nov., 
noon.

A. G-. Miller... J. & A. Broun Mauritius a European.. 18 18
proclaimed
port

GO Quillota, barque 39 Not., 29 Not., Mauritius .... A. G. Hitching None ................... E. 13. Wallace . Mauritius a European. 16 16 Same as last, except that the sand ballast was lighterc 1 to sea.

8 30 a.m. 2 p.m. port.

61 Eiver Fnllocli, 
sliip.

2 Dec ,
G a.m.

2 Dec., 
noon.

Macassar ....... D, Young None ................... R. 11. Wallace Macassar a 
proclaimed 
port

European. 22 23 Fresh water discharged, imd links fumigated and lirre- 
washed • crew’s quarters, &c«. disinfected.

63 Culmorc, ship .. 13 Deo.,
0 30 a.m.

13 Doc., 
ll'SOu.m.

La Plata Dalgety & Co. . La Plata a European.. 1 2G 27 Crew’s quarter., Ac., disinfected.
proclaimed
port.

65 Abercarne,
barque.

13 Doc., 
12-15 p.m.

13 Dec. .. None ................... J. ifc A. Brown ... Cnmpaiia ft European.. 15 15 Same as last.
proclaimed
port.

64 Jennie Parker, 33 Dec , 13 Dec,, Buenos Ayres.. W. J. Foster .. None ................... J. & A. Brown ... JjllCllOS
Ayres a 
proclaimed

European.. 2 14 16 Same as last-.

barque. 5 45 p.m. 10 p.m. ♦

65 14 Dec.,
7 30 it m

14 Dec,, Dalgety & Co. . Yellow fever European.. 19 19 Vessel in stone ballast; vessel di&infi cted ; fresh water 
discharged, and tanks fumigated and limewashed.

Crew’s quarters, &c., disinfected.
at Santos

66 Ardnamurclian,
ship.

14 Deo.,
9 a.m.

14 ilce.,
1 p.m.

Buenoe Ayres . Q-. W. Crosby. Dalgety & Co. Buenos European. 26 26
Ayres a 
proclaimed
port.

19 19 Same as last.67 Savona, ship ... 19 Doc., 19 Dec., Buenos Ayrea. G. W. Starling None ................... J. & A. Brown ... Buenos European.
6'30 a.m. noon. proclaimed

6S Gudrun, Ger
man barque.

19 Dec.,
4i 45 p.m.

19 Dec., 
10 p m.

La Plata ........ F. Sehbnwandt Gibbs, Bright, A 
Co.

port.
La Plata n European. 3 22 23 Same as la^t.
proclaimed
port

GO Kmg Arthur, 
slii]).

2G Doe.,
6 20 p.m.

26 Dec.,
1L p.m.

Sourabaya-......... D. M'Phcrson.. None ................. J. & A. Brown ... Sourabaya a 
proclaimed 
j>ort.

European. 27 27 Same as last.

70 Osseo, barque ... 31 Dec., 31 Dec.,
7 p.m.

31 Dec.,

Bio de Janeiro J, & A. Brown ... Yellow fever European. 20 20 Vessel in stone ballast j vessel disinfected; fresh water
at Rio. discharged, and tanks fumigated and limewashed.

Crew’s quarters, ite., disinfected.
71 Helenelea, 31 Dec., 1 Buenos Ayres. K. J. Milne ... None ................... J. & A. Brown ... Buenos European. 23 23

barque. 2-30 p m 6‘30 p.m. proclaimed
[ ' port.

Mat
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D.

Date of Proclamation. Against lossels arriving from— Bate of Rescission.

17 June, 18S1..........

1.) October, 1891 .........
8 .April, 1892 ..............

The Empire of China, the British Possession of Hongkong, tmd ^
other ports or places in the East......... . ! \

The Colony of Mauritius .................................................................., (.gtin forcei
The East Coast of South Amerien.......... m

6 July, 1892 .. Colombo ...................... 4
J9 September, 1892 . ... Europe .........................

20 April, 1893 .............. Wealern Australia .......................... 20 July, 1893.12 July, 18a3.................. France ......................................
22 August, 1893.............. Mediterranean Porta ................................ 27 December, 1893.

27 December, 1893.9 October, 18J3 .......... Europe......... *...........................
........................................................................

E.
HETUJJiv of Bills of Health issued to Outward-bound Vessels from the Ports of Hew South "Wales,

during the year 1893 :—
Port of—

Sydney ................................ .............................
Newcastle.................................... ...............

Xtimbcr of Bills: of 
Health lasued.

#1,003
175

•Of this number O tccit “black” or “foul 
occurrence of n case of small]*)* in the city.

Total ........................................................... 1,178
Bills o( Health, issued from October 24th to November 14th, 1S93, in consequence of the

F.
EHTUBH of \essels Cleared under the provisions of the'Imperial Passengers’'Acts, 18 and 19 Vic. 

Ho. 119. from the Ports of Hew South Wales, during the year 1893:—
Port of— Number of Vesels

Cleared.
Sydney .......................................................................................................................................... 40
Newcastle ........................................................................................ ..............................

Total.............................................................. 40

-.on, ^'0™~Caj>lain I-yinc n!V9 P^Iormed tfic duties of Marino Surveyor during the year 1893. Up to March 22nd, 
1893, the duties of Inspecting Medical OlRcer wore, in the absence on Icaro of Dr. A. Watson Munrov attended to by Dr. 
Sydney Jamieson ; after that date by Dr. Munro himaelf.

Sydiicj : Charles Potter, Government Printer —xayi.



1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

APPOINTMENT OP MR. W. J. SUNNING TO THE WOLLONGONG
HARBOUR TRUST.

(CORUESPONDEYCE IS CONNECTION THEREWITH.)

Ordered h/ the Legislative Assembly to be jyrinted, 11 April, 1SH4.

HETUUN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, dated 28th March, 1894, That 
there be laid upon the Table of this House,— 1

<c Copies of all Papers and Correspondence in connection with the appoiiit- 
“ ment of Mr. W. J. Gunning as representative of the North Illawarra 
“ Municipality, on the Wollongong Harbour Trust.”

(Mr. Nicholson.J

SCHEDULE. •
no. _

1. The Mayor of North Illawarra to the Colonial Treasurer. 1 December, 1S03..........................................................
2. Mr. A. Campbell to the same (telegram). 4 December, ISPS ....................................................................................
3. Memorial to the Colonial Treasurer by throe of the Aldermen of the Borough Council of North Illawarra ..........
4. Mr. Andrew Lysaght to the Colonial Treasurer. 4 December, 1893 ........................................................................
!5. Mr. Henry Clarke, M.P., to the same. .I December, 1S93........................................................................................
(S. Mr. J. B. Nicholson, M.P., to the Colonial Secretary. 5 December, 1393 ..............................................................
7. Tile Secretary, 'Wollongong Harbour Trnsfc, to the Under Secretary for Binancc and Trade. 5 December, 1S93
5. Mr. C. W. Marshall to the same. 1G December, 1S93...............................................................................................
9, Mr. Archibald Campbell to the Colonial Treasurer. 20 Deuember, 1893.................................................................

10. Evecutive minute, approving the appointment of Mr. Gunning. 27 December, 1893 ...........................................
11. Mr. .1. B. Nicholson, M.P., to Colonial Secretary. 3 January, 1894 ........................................................................
12. The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Mr. W. J. Gunuing. 5 January, 1S9+ .....................................
13. Mr. W. J. Gunuing to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. S January, 1394 ...........................................
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No. 1.
The Mayor of North Illawarra to The Colonial Treasurer.

lion. Sir, Council Chamber, North Illawarra, 1 December, 1S93.
I take the liberty of addressing you on a matter which will be brought under your notice, I 

presume, within the course of a few days, in respect of a vacancy to be filled on the Board, of 
Commissioners of the "Wollongong Ilarbour Trust, in consequence of the North Illawarra Municipal 
Council having failed to elect such Commissioner, through one of the Aldermen declining to record his 
vole at the election, the votes recorded being equal, viz., four for each candidate, the candidates being 
Alderman P. Bailiff and myself.

Two years ago, when this Council was called upon to elect a Commissioner to the Harbour Trust, 
Alderman Bailiff and myself were then candidates for the office, and notwithstanding that I was the 
Mayor at that time (which olEce, I maintain, gave me a precedence). J voluntarily, though very much 
against the wishes of my supporters, retired, and gave my support to Alderman Bahiff. The

263—A
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The grounds which I base my' appeal to you now against Alderman La hi ft re appointment are as 
follows:—I claim to have the majority of votes of the whole Council in my favour. Allow me to explain 
so that you may be the better able to grasp the situation. Mr. C. J. Byrnes, the present Chairman of 
the Harbour Trust, is the proprietor and managing director of the Mount Pleasant Coal-mine. Alderman 
Lahifl: is the nominal manager under Mr. Byrnes. Alderman B, J. Thorne, the only Alderman who did 
not vote at this election, although in the Council Chamber during the hours of the election, is an 
employee under Messrs. Byrnes and Lahiff, but he (Alderman Thorne) could not be iuduced to vote for 
Mr, Lahiff, aud was evidently afraid to vote for myself; yet he (Alderman Thorne) did all that he could 
to secure my election. I therefore, with every feeling of confidence, respectfully request that you will 
give to this, my appeal for justice and fair play, your favourable consideration.

I have, Ac.,
JOHN PAYNE, 

Mayor.

No. 2.
Telegram from Mr. A. Campbell to The Colonial Treasurer.

Wollongong, 4 December, 1893.
Mb. Jjro. Payice, Mayor of North Illawarra, is forwarding letter fo you through me, showing cause why 
he should be appointed Commissioner of Wollongong Harbour Trust to fill vacancy existing owing to 
deadlock in voting,

A. CAMPBELL.

No. 3.
Memorial to The Honorable John See, Colonial Treasurer.

The bumble Memorial of the undersigned,
BESTECirULUT SHOWETH,—

That they are Aldermen of the Borough Council of North Illawarra.
That Mr. John Payne is Mayor of the said Council.
That Mr. Payne and Mr. Patrick Lahiff (also an Alderman of the same Council) were candidates 

at the recent election for the return of a Commissioner to represent that Council on the "Wollongong 
Harbour Trust.

4 That they voted for Mr, Payne on that occasion.
That the number cf votes polled by the two candidates were four each, the ninth member of the 

Council, Alderman Bobert J. Thome, having declined to record his vote. _
That neither of the candidates having polled a majority of the full Couneif (of nine members), in 

accordance with the Wollongong Harbour Jh’ust Act, it now devolves upon the Government therefore to 
fill the vacancy.

That Mr. C. J. Byrnes, the Chairman of the Harbour Trust, is the bead of the Mount Pleasant 
Coal Company, whose working operations are within the Borough of North Illawarra.

That Mr. Patrick Lahiff is the local manager of the said colliery and is also a reputed part owner 
of the same. ,

That Mi. John Caldwell, one of the Aldermen who recorded his vote in favour of Mr. Patrick 
Lahiff, is a contractor in connection with the said colliery. _

That Alderman Thome, who refrained from voting as stated, is also a contractor in connection with 
the Mount Pleasant Colliery.

That he (Alderman Thorne) was avowedly favourable to tbe election of Mr. Payne as a Com
missioner.

That be was not favourable to tbc election of Mr. Lahiff as such.
That his (Mr. Thorne's) business connection with the Mount Pleasant Coal Company influenced 

him not to record his vote for Mr. Payne, which otherwise he would readily have done.
That morally, therefore, a clear majority of five members of the Council,'namely, Aldermen Payne, 

Mackie, Cornford, Bode, and Thorne were in favour of tbe election of Mr. Payne, and against tbe election 
of Mr, Lahiff, who, in addition to himself, had only three other Aldermen (or four in all) to support him.

That the appointment of Mr. Lahiff by the Government to fill the vacancy now existing would he 
a wrong to the Council of which a minority only is in that gentleman’s favour.

’ That under the circumstances here set forth, Mr. Lahiff, if appointed by tbe Government, would 
represent the Borough Council of North Illawarra only in name, while, in fact, he would be a represen
tative of the Mount Pleasant Coal Company in a most objectionable sense—a state of things which your 
memorialists feel quite assured neither yourself or your Government would knowingly approve or sanction.

That by the appointment of Mr. Lahiff, in view of the facts here stated, the North Illawarra 
Council would be disfranchised on the "Wollongong Harbour Trust.

That by the appointment of Mr. Payne the majority of the Council would be represented, five of 
the members being favourable to his election as stated, whilst only four favour Mr. Jjahiff.

That in every respect Mr. Payne is a most eligible man for the office of a Commissioner of the 
Wollongong Harbour Trust, he being one of the leading public men of Illawarra for upward of tbirty 
ycars.

That among the many public services rendered by him he was mamly instrumental in securing the 
establishment of this very Borough of North Illawarra.

That be was also one of the very foremost members of the Executive Committee of the Wollongong 
Harbour Trust League that brought the Trust into existence.

Your memorialists, in view of all the important facts here set forth, urge most respectfully, but 
with all the earnestness of which they are capable, that you will take tbe premises into your consideration, 
and having done so, that you will appoint Mr. John Payne to fill the vacancy alluded to in connection 
with the Wollongong Harbour Trust.

Alderman JOHN D. MACKIE.
Alderman JAMES COBNEOBD.
Alderman THEODOKE BODE.

No, 4.
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No. 4. .
Mr. A. Lysaght to The Colonial Treasure]-.

Dear Sir, .Annandale-street, Annandalc, 4 December, 1893.
Failing to see tod to-day when I called, I talce the liberty of leaving this note for you, as my 

business is important, and one which calls for your immediate attention. It refers to the election of a 
Commissioner for the "Wollongong Harbour Trust. At the polling last Thursday there were two candidates 
(Messrs. Jjahiff and Payne), and each had an equal share of votes. The appointment, I am informed, 
rests entirely with you.” Therefore, if you will give the retiring Commissioner, Mr. Lahiff, the position, 
J shall esteem it a great favour. iNo man in the Trust understands the work better. Over twenty years 
ago he was contractor for Belmore Basin, Wollongong, which he carried out successfully.

Trusting you will he pleased to comply with my request, _
I remain, &c.,'

AHDBBW LYSAGHT.

No. 5.
Henry Clarke, Esq., M.P., to The Colonial Treasurer.

j)ear Sir, Sydney, 5 December, 1893.
. I am informed that there is a vacancy in the Wollongong Harbour Trust in consequence of
the North Illawarra Council failing to appoint a Commissioner, and have much pleasure in recommending 
Mr. Wm. John Gunning to fill the vacancy. I may mention that he has been a Commissioner since tbe 
foundation of tbe Trust, but retires on the I6th instant.

1 have, &c.,
BENBY CLARKE.

No. 6.
J. B. Nicholson, Esq., M.P., to The Colonial Secretary.

Hon. Sir, Legislative Assembly, N.S.W., Sydney, 5 December, 1893.
Seeing that the election of a Harbour Trust Commissioner has resulted in a tie-vote, the 

appointment of said Commissioner devolves upon the Government. The candidates for the position are 
Mr. P, Lahiff, part owner and manager of Mount Pleasant Colliery, and Mr. John Payne, Mayor of 
North Illawarra. Believing that Mr. Lahiff is heat qualified for the position, without further comment I 
liavc much pleasure in recommending his appointment.

1 have, &c.,
J. B. NICHOLSON, M.LA.

No. 7. .
The Secretary, Wollongong Harbour Trust, to The Under Secretary for Pi nance and

Trade.
Sir, Town Hall, Wollongong, 5 December, 1893.

1 have the honor to inform you that the Council of the Municipal District, of North Illawarra 
have failed to return a representative on this Board, the vacancy having been created by the retirement 
of Mr. Patrick Lahiff, by effluxion of time, in terms of the Act.

The Returning Officer reports that there were two candidates nominated, viz.,—
Patrick Lahiff, Esquire, J.P.,
John Payne, Esquire.

The number of candidates exceeding the number of Commissiouers to he elected, a ballot took place on 
the 30th November, with the result that each candidate received four votes, neither having received a 
majority of votes of the whole of the members of the Council, pursuant to elanse G of the Act.

1 am directed to respectfully draw your attention to clause 17 of the “Wollongong Harbour 
Trust Act of 1889,” which provides for the appointment of a Commissioner by His Excellency the 
Governor caused by such failure, 1 have, <fcc.,

C. E. EGLESE,
Secretary.

No. 8. ’
Mr. C. W. Marshall to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Dear Sir, Savings Bank of New South ’Wales, Sydney, 16 December. 1893.
My friend Mr. Gunning, of Wollongong, informs me there is a vacancy in the Wollongong 

Harbour Trust, and that he is a candidate for such vacancy. 1 should be glad if you could bear his name 
in miud.

He is a son-in-law of Mr. Henry Clarke, M.P., is a good business man, is one of our local trustees 
at Wollongong and has been on the Trust already, and is a popular man locally. If there is anything 
you can do for him I shall esteem it a great favour. 1'he vacancy mentioned is the representation of the 
North Illawarra Municipal Council on the Trust. ■

I am, &c.,
C. W. MARSHALL.

No. 9.
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Kb. 9.
itr. A. Campbell to The Colonial Treasurer.

Sir, Wollongong, 20 December, 1893.
lie the vacancy in connection, with the iSrorth Illawarra Council on the Wollongong Harbour 

Trust, T desire (as already intimated through your Under Secretary) to recommend Hr, John Archibald 
Beatson, J.P., Mayor of Wollongong, as a most suitable and generally acceptable person, for tbe said 
position.

Should you decide, however, not to appoint that gentleman, I would strongly recommend Mr. 
William John G-uuning as tbe next most eligible man for the office. lie has been a Commissioner of the 
Trust from the outset until to-day, when, bo lost his seat by one vote only, although every vote polled 
here (at Wollongong) was recorded in his favour

Under the circumstances, aud failing the appointment of Mr. Beatson, than whom I could 
recommend no other any stronger, the appointment of Mr. (running would give entire and even special 
satisfaction at this juncture .

I am, &c.,
A. CAMPBELL.

Ko. 10.
Minute Paper for tbe Executive Council.

Sidyhcf,---Appointment of a Commissioner to the Wollongong Harbour Trust Board to represent the 
Council of the Municipal District of Horlh Illawarra.

The Treasury. Xew South Wales, Sydney, 27 December, 1S03.
A VACAXcr having occurred on tbe Wollongong Harbour Trust Board through tbe relirement, by effluxion 
of time, of Patrick Lahiff, Esq., J.P., representative of the Council of the Municipal District of North 
Illawarra, and that Council having failed to elect a Commissioner in his place,—neither of the two 
candidates for tbe vacant position being able to secure a majority of votes of the whole of the Council as 
required by section 6 of the “Wollongong Harbour Trust Act of 1SS9,'’ it devolves upon the Colonial 
Treasurer,"under the provisions of the"l7th section of the said Act, to recommend a fit aud proper person 
to fill the vacancy, and I therefore recommend, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor and the 
Executive Council, that such vacancy be filled by the appointment of William John Gfunning, Esquire

* ' JOHN BEE.

Tbe Executive Council approve of the appointment herein recommended.—An ex. C. Budge. Clerk 
of tbe Council. Min 93/G6, 29/JL2/93. Approved.—E. W. Duff, 29/12/93. Confirmed, 2/1/91.

Ko. 11.
J. B. Nicholson, Esq., M’.P., to The Colonial Secretary.

. Dear Sir, Legislative Assembly, N.S.W., Sydney, 3 January, 1891.
I beg most respectfully to remind you that a vacancy still exists on the Wollongong Harbour 

Trust, and that, according to tbe provisions of the Act, the appointment rests with the Government. 1 
also beg most respectfully to remind you of a certain recommendation I forwarded you some time ago in 
connection therewith, and again sobcit for it your favourable consideration.

I have. &e.,
’ J. B. NICHOLSON, M.L.A.

Ko. 12.
The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade to W. J. Gunning, Esq.

Sir, Tbe Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 5 January. 1S91.
I am directed to inform you that His Excellency the G-overnor-in-Council has been pleased to 

appoint you a Commissioner to the Wollongong Harbour Trust Board, under the provisions of the 17th 
section of the “Wollongong Harbour Trust Act of 18S9,” to represent tbe Council of the Municipal 
District of North Illawarra.

Copy of Q-azette notice of such appointment is enclosed herewith.
I have, &e,

F. KIRKPATRICK, ^
Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Ko. 13.
W. J. Gunning, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade.

Sir, Wollongong, 8 January, 1S94.
I have the honor to acknowledge having received your letter, dated 5th instant, in which you 

inform me that His Excellency the Governor-in-Council has been pleased to appoint me a Commissioner 
to the Wollongong Harbour Trust Board to represent the Council of the Municipal District of North 
Illawarra, and I beg to express my gratefulness for the confidence thus reposed in mo.

I remain, &e,
W. J. GUNNING.

No. 14.
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No. 14.
The Council Clerk, Borough of North Illawarra, to The Colonial Treasurer.
Sir, Borough of Xorth Illawarra, Council Chambers, North Illawarra, 19 January, 1894.

I have the honor to forward copy of resolution passed by the North Illawarra Municipal 
Council, having reference to the appointment of Mr. W. J. Gunning as its representative on the 
Wollongong Harbour Trust (members present: Aldermen Lahiff, Williams, O’Neil, Caldwell, and 
Thorne), viz.:—

“That this meeting of the North Illawarra Council strongly protests against the appointment of 
Mr, W, J. Gunning, as Commissioner, to represent them ou the Wollongong Harbour Trust, he, 

* Mr. Gunning, not being one of their body or a ratepayer.”
1 am further to respectfully request that you would annul the said appointment of Mr. Gunning, 

and appoint in his stead one of the aldermen belonging to the Council.
1 have, &c.,

HENRY STUMBLES,
Council Clerk.

No. 15.
J. B. Nicholson, Esq., M.P., to The Colonial Treasurer.

Hear Sir, Legislative Assembly, N.S.W., Sydney, 25 January, 1894. _
In case I cannot see you to-day, as yesterday, 1 desire to say the appointment alluded to in 

tbe enclosure is most unfair and unjust to the ratepayers of North Illawarra. Mr._ Gunning is not a 
resident of that municipality, aud consequently has not the slightest claim to the position. Your action, 
or that of the Ministry, is most unpopular, and is generally censured by ratepayers of North Illawarra. 
1 trust, therefore, that you will reconsider the matter, and give the commissionership to one of the 
Council’s nominees. This 1 consider to be the only fair way to do.

I have, &c.,
. J. B. NICHOLSON, M.L.A.

No. 16.
The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade to J. B. Nicholson, Esq., M.P.
Sir, The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 29 January, 1894.

1 am directed by the Colonial Treasurer to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 25th 
instant, with reference to the appointment of Mr. W. J. Gunning to the Wollongong Harbour Trust 
Board to represent the Council of the Municipal District of North Illawarra, and to inform you in reply 
that such appointment cannot now he interfered with. Mr. See desires me to add, however, that, the 
appointment in question was made before your letter (addressed to the Colonial Secretary) reached him.

I have, &c.,
F. KIRKPATRICK,

Under Secretary for Finance aud Trade.

No. 17.
J. B. Nicholson, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade.
Sir, Parliament House, Sydney, 30 January, 1894.

In your communication just now to hand, re Government appointment of Commissioner for 
the representation of North Illawarra on the Wollongong Harbour Trust, you state that the appointment 
was made prior to my letter being received by the Premier. I certainly don’t know when my letter was 
received, but I do know that it was written here at the House, and forwarded in the usual manner several 
days before Mr. Gunning contested the seat he held before, so that it is scarcely likely that Mr. Gunning 
would have contested a seat had he already got an appointment. The statement is simply ridiculous, and, 
I think, the appointment ought yet to he cancelled. Yours, &c.,

J. B. NICHOLSON, M.L.A.

Svdncy . Charlee Potter, Government Printer — 1S94
[6d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FISHERIES ACT, 1881.
(■AMENDED REGULATION UNDER.)

J3reecntfb to ifjariianunt jrawtiant to Jlct 44 ‘Sic, £o, 26, see. 9.

Chief Secretary's Office, Sydney, 15th March, 1894.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased, in accordance 
with the provisions of the “ Fisheries Act, 1881,” to make the subjoined amended Regulation relating to 
priority among netters.

GEORGE R, EIBBS.

PniOBirr among- Nettehs.

14. The right of first shooting and hauling a net on any fishing-ground shall belong to the licensed 
fisherman who first arrived on the ground with his boat and net ready for shooting; and the next turn 
shall belong to tbc licensed fisherman who arrived next after such first-mentioned person, and so on in 
order of arrival. An unlicensed fisherman shall not be entitled to shoot a net on any fishing-ground until 
every licensed fisherman, then being on the ground with boat and gear ready for shooting, shall have had 
his turn. Two or more turns may he taken at the same time if the water to be fished permits of double
banking, but no net shall be shot round an inner net within a boat’s length of tbe cork-line of such net.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

AUSTRALIAN HARDWOOD BLOCKS.
(PAPEKS RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 7 June, 1894.

[Laid upon the Table of the Home in answer to Question No. 10, ofQth June, 1894i.]

Question.
(10.) Aubiealiait Hahdwooi) Blocks :—Mb, Stetensok ashed the Secbetaby fob 

Public Wokkb,—
(1.) Ha a his attention been called to a paragraph in the Sydney Morning Serald 
of the 18th May, giving an account of a paper read at tho Royal Society by Mr. 
“Walter A. Smith, M.I.C.E., which slates that if Australian hard woods were used in 
London street pavements, instead of soft woods, a saving of about £11,000 would 
result in every mile of road, during a period of twenty-one years, besides providing 
a better pavement than that now in use ? _
(2) With a view of bringing our Australian hardwood blocks, for street-paving at 
home, before the authorities in England, would he have a copy of the paper laid 
upon the Table of this House P

Answer.
Schedule.

*■ PAOH.
1. Letter from the Chairman of the Engineering Section of tho Rojal Society of New South

Wales ................................ ................................................................................................. 1
2. Paper by Mr. W. A. Smith, rend before the Royal Society of New South Wales, on

Australian hard woods for London pavements .................................... -............................ 2
3. Excerpt from the Minutes of Proceedings of tho Institution of Civil Engineers............... 6
4. The Government Analyst to tho Medical Adviser to the Government.................... ............ 8

No. 1.
E. Hickson, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Dear Sir, The Society’s House, Sydney, 7 June, 1894.
Referring to the question put by Mr. Stevenson, M.L.A,, in the House of 

Assembly, asking that a copy of a paper on wood-blocking, read by Mr. W. A. Smith 
before the Engineering Section of the Royal Society, be laid on the Table of tho House, 
I have the honor to forward herewith this paper, and place the same at the disposal of 
the Honorable the Minister for Works, to make whatever use of he may think fib

I also forward a paper sent by Mr. Smith to the Institute of Civil Engineers, 
London, on the same subject. _

As Mr. Smith makes some strong adverse comments on laying wood-Mocks with 
cement joints (comments with which, I may add, I entirely concur), I forward herewith 
copy of report from the Q-ovemment Analyst, Mr. Hamlet, on the subject.

I have, &c., •
ROBT. HICKSON,

Chairman, Engineering Section of the Royal Society.

No. 2.428—
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Ko. 2.
Paper by Mr. W. A. Smith, read before the Royal Society of New 

South Wales, on Australian Hard Woods for London Pavements.
The recent depression, so serenely felt in every form of commercial enterprise throughout 
the Australian Colonies, has made every colonist who has the welfare of Australia at 
heart to consider in what manner the eiport trade of the colonies can be strengthened 
and increased.

TVithont touching on the question of freotrade and protection, it is evident that 
the future stability of the colonies will depend, in a great measure, on the establish
ment of foreign markets for Australian products, and not least in importance among 
these products for export should be the different Australian hard woods for structural 
purposes. _ Some efforts have been made to bring these timbers under notice in England 
and America, but so far these efforts have produced very poor results. The object of 
this short paper is to compare thepaved-wcaring surfaces of roads and streets constructed 
of yellow deal or pine, which are the timbers generally used in England, with those 
constructed of Australian hard woods, and if these comparisons could only be brought 
under tbe notice of European engineers, and ratepayers, it is highly probable that the 
result would ho beneficial to Australia.

It is assumed that the paving of roads and streets with wood blocks is the best 
and most economical system known to engineers at the present time for providing a 
durable wearing surface that will withstand, for a lengthened period, the heavy traffic of 
cities and towns ; and in support of this assumption, the following is a description of 
the more recent pavements laid down in London and elsewhere, and criticism thereon 
by English engineers.

In a paper read by Mr. L. II. Isaacs, E.II.l.B.A,, before the Society of Arts, on 
the 15th December last, Sir Benjamin Baker being in tho chair, it was slated that the 
present system, of constructing wood pavements in many of the London districts, 
consisted of laying a concrete foundation 0 inches thick, composed of one part Portland 
cement to six parts clean sharp river ballast, with a rendered surface on which to lay 
the blocks. .The blocks are of Baltic red-wood or Swedish yellow deal, 5 inches deep, 
and pickled in creosote. They are laid in transverse courses, with a i-inch joint, which 
is.run in with asphalt to a depth of l inch, while the remainder of the joint is made up 
with cement run in flush with the surface of the blocks. On completion of this the 
whole surface is tarred and sanded, after which the traffic is turned on. This description 
agrees with others.wliich have been written within tbe last four years on the present 
London system, with the exception that in some recent cases a close joint has been 
adopted.

Mr. Isaacs quotes from a letter received by him from the “ Improved TVbod 
Pavement Company ’’—which states that during the past four years tbe increase in the 
area of wood-paving is very remarkable. Prom 1872 to 1889 inclusive, this Company 
laid 1,030,000 square yards, equal to an average of SS.000 square yards per annum ; 
while from 1890 to 1893 inclusive, 520,000 square yards were laid, equal to an average 
of 130,000 square yards.per annum. This year (1893) tho Company is paving upwards 
of 130,000 square yards in the city and surrounding districts of London. In concluding 
his remarks on wood-paving for London, Mr. Isaacs states that the advantages of wood 
pavements are:—

1. It is, as yet, absolutely the least noisy of all pavements.
2. It gives the minimum of traction, with the exception of asphalt.
3. It is comparatively clean, as, if properly formed, it should make little or no dirt.
4. In the event of a horse falling on it, he can rise more easily than on a granite

or asphalt pavement.
In discussing the above-mentioned paper, Mr. Stevenson remarked that he wished 

to record his opinion in favour of wood. At South Kensington a census had been taken 
among drivers of different vehicles upon the subject, when between 80 per cent, to 90 
per cent, voted in favour of wood. ’

The fact that the use of wood was increasing to an immense extent, showed that 
there was some practical benefit in it.

Mr. Deacon, M.I.C.E., remarked that “ wood pavement, if properly gravelled, 
was delightful in all senses except one, viz., a sanitary sense.”

. In discussing a paper read- by Mr. Strachan, of Chelsea, before the Society of 
Engineers, in 1890, Mr. .loseph Gordon remarked that the tendency in London was 
towards silent pavements, for which wood, as a material, was undoubtedly the best.

The foregoing.quotations show plainly that wood pavements are fast coming into 
favour, but as the object of this paper will be served by comparing the Xvondon wood 
pavements, tbe total length of which is approximately Go miles, with those of Sydney, 
the total length.of which is 12 miles, in which latter city Australian hard woods have 
been used, and in order to avoid a one-sided view of tho subject, it will be as well to 
consider, in conjunction with tbe more favourable criticisms, the following remarks 
made by English engineers on the demerits of wood as a paving material.

With regard to soft wood, there are two strong objections to its use, viz.:—Its 
short life uuder heavy traffic, aud its power of absorption. To demonstrate these 
objections, tbe following quotations from the two papers before referred to wilt he of 
value (softwoods only being considered). Mr. Strachan in his paper recommended the 
total renewal of.blocks every eight years. Mr. Gordon, in discussing Mr, Strachan’s 
paper, gave the life of blocks at Leicester at seven years. Mr. Barber stated that the 
life.of blocks in Hanover Square, London, was eight years. Mr. Lowe said he had 
a mile of wood-paving in the Edgeware Eoad which had been down three years, hut ho
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did not think he could calculate on the pavement being in anything like good condition 
at the end of the eighth yenr. Ih'om these and numerous other statements by London 
engineers, it would appear that not more than seven years’ life should be calculated 
upon as tbc effective life of these pavements.

Looking at the hygienic aspect of a softwood pavement, the following extract 
from Mr. Isaacs’ paper should serve as a warning to the Sydney Council against the 
introduction of soft woods for the Sydney streets* Mr. Isaacs remarked that wood 
pavement has one most serious disadvantage. It offends more than any other pavement 
against public hygiene. If time would permit, I could quote the opinions given by 
authorities, both at home aud abroad, in proof of this assertion. But I will content 
myself by asking you to rely on the evidence afforded by my own sense of smell as to 
this. Let anyone dwell, say, for twenty-four hours by the sea-sido, or in tho pure air 
of a rural district, and then travel to town, alighting, for example, at the Victoria 
Station, the roadways of which, as you know, are paved with wood. What greets him 
on arrival ? The most sickening odour given off by the pavement in question.

You will say this is mainly or entirely due to the circumstance that the wood 
pavement is under a glass roof on which the rays of the sun at times fall fiercely. But 
step across the Station yard, aud traverse Victoria-strcct. Tho same sickening odour 
follows you. And this leads me to say : “ Avoid using wood pavements in narrow streets, 
or even in comparatively wide streets, when the height of the buildings which abut on 
the same prevents the free passage of air.” Mr. Edmeston, of Paddington, London, had 
some old blocks tested by Ur, Sedgwick Saunders, who reported them to be saturated 
with organic matter, chiefly of urine and horse dung, and some blocks had the appearance 
of a growth of fungi.

After reviewing the conditions under which softwood pavements are constructed 
in London, the comparative short, life of the timbers used, the resulting inconvenience 
to traffic of a total renewal of blocks every seven or eight years, and tho necessary 
uneven surface and bad condition of the roadway for a year or perhaps two years 
previous to each renewal, it is a real pleasure to turn to the close-jointed hardwood 
Sydney pavements, the equal lo which we are constantly told by visitors to Sydney is 
not to be found in any city of the world. It would indeed he a difficult matter to 
imagine any better pavements than those which have been laid within the last five years, in 
Maequarie-placc, Martin-placo, Castlcreagh-street, Queen-street, and the southern 
portion of Acwtown Hoad.

The system of laying these pavements in and around Sydney is very similar to 
that of other places. If the roadway is being constructed over solid ground, G inches of 
concrete, composed of one part cement to seven parts of Nepean gravel, is laid as a 
foundation,t but when the roadway passes over made or uncertain ground, it is tho 
practico of the Beads and Bridges Lopartment to put in 9 inches of concrete. The 
surface of this concrete foundation is rendered with mortar, composed of one part cement 
to three of clean sharp sand, on which the blocks are laid. The blocks, which are 
generally of 9 in. x G in. x 3 in,, are laid, after being tarred, in transverse courses at right 
angles to the line of traffic, with butt joints.f The expansion of blocks is provided against 
by leaving on each side of the roadway a 2-inch joint between the kerbiug and the outer 
gutter course, and an additional 1-inch joint between two of the other gutter courses. 
These joints are filled with mastic, and, so far, have given every satisfaction, especially 
at tho broad paving of Queen-street, which, after being open for traffic for eighteen 
months, has not caused the slightest movement in any one of the kerb-stones through 
expansion of the wood, whereas in the adjoining pavement at Circular Quay, which was 
laid with a -J-inch cement joint between courses and clay expansion joints, not only have 
the kerb-stones on either side been pushed out of place by the expansion of the blocks, 
but ihe footpaths themselves have been partly destroyed. The pavements laid in Sydney 
during the last five years seem to he as near perfection as it is possible to get them. 
They are, generally speaking, well designed, well kept, silent, clean, give good foothold 
for horses, and, as hardwood blocks when laid iu these close-jointed pavements will 
absorb little or no moisture, there arc no had odours to throw off.

The older pavements of Sydney, i.e., those laid prior to 1839, were carried out 
most religiously on English lines. They ivere constructed xvitb lateral joints from -a inch 
to ] inch wide, the mistake of which has been discovered and rectified in England as welt 
as here. In some cases cement grouting was used in the joints, ■which had the effect of 
drj- rotting the blocks, particularly those at Circular Quay. The injurious effect of cement 
being in contact with timber is very marked after a few years. The author has made 
many observations in this matter, and in all cases when timber has been embedded in 
cement concrete for some years dry rot lias invariably been found next to the cement. 
At the Circular Quay pavement every block appears to he more or less affected, while 
many are almost in a slate of collapse. In Gwylt’s “Encyclopaedia of Architecture ” the 
chemical action setting in between the cement and timber is attributed to the oxygen in 
cement combining with the carbon in the wrood to form carbonic acid gas.

It can be readily understood that this slowr chemical action would scarcely he 
observed in English pavements, even if it existed, to the same degree as it does in 
Sydney, owing to the short life of the timbers used; for, assuming that the destruction 
of the timber had fairly commenced in, say, five years after being laid, the pavement at 
that period of its existence would have lost its regular and smooth surface, and the

roadway

* 1 ii rf]ioi't ing favourably on the closc-ioinUd syttrin of wood-paving in October last, Mr. 
Bicbards, tins Ciiy Surveyor, slatod:—"] mn ulsn inclined 1o flunk (lint pofler limbers laid in lliis 
rtiumier would give good res idle, nnd tbnll, nt I be first opportunity, put i lu-iu to tie test.”

t .London experience bas eIiouii I lint tins Uiickncss is capable of withstanding n daily yard tonnage 
of GOO tons, witbopt deterioration.
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roadway would not be in a good state of repair, from the ordinary wear and tear of 
traffic, while the engineer would have arranged in his mind to discard the blocks in two 
or three years’ time, and to relay a new pavement.

■ (1.) Cost op Constbtjction.
The chief point for comparison in the two systems of strcot-paving adopted in 

London and Sydney will therefore resolve into the following:—
To construct a softwood pavement in London at the present time would cost 

per superficial yard as under:—
s. d.

Excavation of Macadam roadway, removal of material, and
forming roadway to proposed section ... ... ... 1 2

The supply and laying of 6-inch concrete, rendered on
surface with-^--inch of cement mortar ... ... ... 2 2

The supply and laying of 5-inch yellow deal blocks,
including grouting, tarring and sanding ... ... 5 6

Supervision and contingencies ... ... ... ... 0 2

Total cost of 1 sup. yd. softwood pavement .... *9 0

To construct a hardwood pavement in Sydney, taking the contract prices at 
which the wood pavement of Bnmore Eoad has recently been undertaken, the cost 
would be per superficial yard as follows:—

s. d.
Excavation of Macadam roadway and forming road to re

quired section ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 0
' Concrete foundation G inches thick, with rendered surface... 4: G

Supply and laying blocks, including tarring and sanding ... 7 4

Total cost in Sydney of 1 sup. yd. hardwood pavement ... 12 9

To construct a hardwood pavement in London would cost per superficial yard 
as follows.

s. d. s. d.
Concrete foundation, including excavation, &c.... ... 36
Forty-eight hardwood blocks (5 in. x 6 in. x 3 in. F.O.B.)

in Sydney at £6 15s. per 1,000 ... ... ... G 6
Freight Sydney to London on 1/7 of a ton at 17s. Gd..,, 2 6 
Cartage or trainagefrom Docks to site at, say, 3s. 6d.... 3 6

-----  12 6
Total cost in London of 1 sup. yd. hardwood -------

pavement ,,, ... ... ... ... ... 16 0

(2.) Cost of MahiTeitance.
The maintenance of the London softwood pavements, exclusive of total renewal 

of blocks, costs, say, 4i|d. per superficial yard per annum,f while maintenance and 
sanding of the hardwood pavements in Sydney costs Id. per superficial yard per annum.

(3.) Totai Cost of Pavement in Twkntt-one Y'kabh.
The total cost of a superficial yard of softwood pavement in London for a period 

of twenty-one years would be:—
' £ s. d.

First cost............................................................................
Total renewal of blocks at (say) the end of the seventh 

and fourteenth years... ... ...
Maintenance at 4|d. per annum... ... ... ...
Interest at 4 per cent, on first cost and two renewals of 

blocks...........................................................................

0 0 0

0 11 0 
0 7 10*

0 12 2i

Total cost in London of 1 sup. yd. softwood 
. pavement for twenty-one years ... £2 0 Of

The total cost of a superficial yard of hardwood pavement in London for a period 
of twenty-one years would be:—

£ s. d.
First cost ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 16 0
Maintenance and sanding at Id. per annum ............... 0 19
Interest at 4 per cent, on first cost ........................... 0 13

Total cost in London of 1 sup. yd. of hardwood
pavement for twenty-one years ... ... £1 11 2-f

The

* In support of this price Mr. Strachan gives the cost in Chelsea at 9a. Gd. per superficial yard ; 
Mr. Isaacs gives the cost in TIolborn at 8s. fid. ; Mr. Bridgeman (Chairman of Commissioners of City 
Sewers), at 8s. ; while Mr. Herrington gives the cost at 8s. 8d.

f Mr. J. P, Barber, of Islington, states that his experience was that it cost at least B|d. to Cd.; 
while other engineers give the cost of mainteuouce as low as 3d. per superficial yard per annum.
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The total cost in Sydney of a superficial yard of hardwood pavement (at Bnmore 
, Road prices) for a period of twenty-one years:—

£ s. d.
Birst cost............................................................................ 0 12 9
Maintenance and sanding at Id. per annum ... 0 1 9
Interest on first cost at 1 per cent, ... ... 0 10 8i

Total cost in Sydney of 1 superficial yard hard
wood pavement for twenty-one years,., ... £1 5 2£

At the above rates a mile of wood-paved roadway, 42 feet wide, would cost in 
twenty-one years as follows :—

If constructed of soft wood in London ... ... ... £49,857
„ „ hard wood „ ........................... 88,423
„ „ „ in Sydney ........................... 31,056

Thus showing that the London authorities would effect a direct saving of £10,934 
per mile of street pavement in every twenty-one years. This statement would probably 
be received with some doubt by many engineers, but care bas been taken that all figures 
given and statements made can bo verified.

(4.) Tihbeks nsEn nr Constetjctioit.
In the London softwood pavements, Swedish yellow deal, Baltic red timber, 

or Dantzic fir are chiefly used ; while in the few short lengths of hardwood pavement, 
laid some time hack for experimental purposes, Karri and Jarra were used.

In Sydney it is found that the best timbers for paving purposes are Blackbutt, 
{Eucalyptus pihdaris), Turpentine (Sy near pi a laurifolid), and Mahogany {Eucalyptus 
resinifera).

(5.) "Weae oi' Blocks.
Tho wear of yellow deal blocks in London, under a daily traffic of 600 tons per 

yard width of road, is approximately 4 in. per annum. _ _ _
- Tho wear of hardwood blocks iu Sydney, under similar conditions as to traffic, is 

as follows:—
Turpentine ... !..........................1/20 in. per annum.
Mahogany ... ........................... 1/18 in. „
Blackbutt ....................................... 1/26 in. „

(6.) Live oe Blocks.
The life of a softwood pavement in London can he taken at seven years.
The life of a close-jointed hardwood pavement in Sydney was reported upon by- 

Mr. Richards, the City Surveyor, in December last, as follows:—“ The maximum life 
may prove to be about fifty years, provided the blocks are of thoroughly sound timber.” 
In a paper contributed last year to the Institute of Civil Engineers by the author, the 
life of this pavement was given as twenty-one years, but on the Commissioner for Roads 
seeing the paper, ho considered the life given was altogether too short. But, in order to 
bear out the argument of this paper, it is contended that aelosc-jointed hardwood pave
ment in London would last at least twenty-one years under heavy traffic. The probability 
is, however, that it would last for a much longer.period.

(7.) Silence op "Wood Pavements.
As before stated, a wood pavement is the most silent under heavy traffic of any 

that has yet been introduced. _
In London this is especially so, owing to soft woods being used; and, as the 

tendency in London is towards silent pavements, it is evident that the old system of 
laying the hardwood blocks in Sydney with joints an inch wide would not suit the 
Londoners, more especially if any of them had previously taken a ride in an omnibus 
along the older portions of George and Pitt Streets; but the author is of opinion that 
tho closc-jointed pavement of Sydney (quite apart from its financial aspect) is far 
superior to the softwood pavements of London, for, while one can hear the tread of 
horses’ feet more distinctly on the hard wood, there is little or nothing of the low 
rumbling noise made by omnibuses and other heavy vehicles, which tho writer, in 
common with others, found to be so trying while employed in a London office fronting 
one of these pavements.

(8.) PoOTUOLD FOR IIOESES.
■ In a paper by Mr. G. H. Stayton on Wood Pavements in the Metropolis (Vol. 

LXXVIII, Minutes of Proceedings Institute C.E.), it was stated that the City Engineer 
of London had reported the average distance which a horse might be expected to travel 
without falling was :—

On a granite pavement ... ... ... ... 132 miles.
On asphalt „ ... ... ... ... 19L „
On wood „ ....................................... 446 „

While the injuries to horses and obstructions to Iraflic were greatest on asphalt and 
least on wood.

It
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It is a matter of regret that similar information cannot be obtained with regard 
to the Sydney traffic. There is, however, no doubt that while the older pavements in 
this city with wide joints are slippery and uncomfortable to travel over, the pavements" 
laid within the last five years, being watered at night and sanded in the day-time, give 
perfect foothold for horses, and comfort to occupants of vehicles.

(9.) Tractios-.
It is evident that the traction of vehicles over a wood pavement, with joints 

between lateral courses, must be greater than on asphalt. Mr. Isaacs states, with regard 
to a softwood pavement, that “ it gives the minimum of traction, with tbe exception of 
asphalt,” thus giving a softwood pavement, with joints between courses, second place.
_ i It is, therefore, only fair to assume that by using hardwood blocks, with butt 
joints, the traction is reduced almost to that of asphalt,

(10.) Hyoiese.
Sufficient has been said as to the insanitary condition of London softwood pave

ments after they have been kid for any length of time to make authorities consider iu 
what manner this evil can be mitigated. In Sydney, fortunately for the inhabitants, 
this evil does not exist, as hard woods arc practically non-absorbent, and the city 
authorities are careful to have the street surfaces thoroughly cleansed every twcnfy-four 
hours. The close-joint pavements are, iu consequence, free from dirt, and apparently 
throw off no had odours whatever.

The hardwood blocks taken up, after eight to thirteen years’ wear, from Sydney 
streets, show a decrease of perhaps half an inch from their original depth ; but beyond 
this, every block (except those taken from Circular Quay) was in a perfect state of 
preservation, and, with the exception of the wear from the traffic above referred to, every 
block wliich has come under observation is as good as when first laid, or perhaps belter, 
by reason of the lengthened seasoning that they have undergone. The author would 
respectfully suggest that the sanitary difficulties experienced by the London authorities 
iu connection with softwood pavements in narrow streets might wholly or in part be 
removed by adopting an Australian hardwood butt-jointed pavement.

In conclusion, the author has endeavoured to show the advantages to be derived 
by using Australian hard woods instead of Swedish yellow deal, or oilier soft woods, hi 
street pavements, and it is claimed that these advantages comprise:—

(1.) Economy.
(2.) An easier traction.
(3.) Hygienic advantages only surpassed by the best asphalt pavements.
(4.) And the convenience of having a roadway laid which would retain a smooth 

surface continuously for twenty-one years.
Assuming that the engineering and sanitary advantages of these hardwood pave

ments are admitted by this section of the Loyal Society, it is hoped that, ns a corporate 
institution of tho Colony, the society will use its influence in bringing this maltcr to 
the front, as, should English engineers also be brought to admit the superiority of these 
timbers, the trade with Australia, when once established, must eventually grow to 
enormous proportions.

WALTER A. SMITH. M. Inst. C.E.,
Divisional Engineer, Public Works Department.

' No. 3.
Excerpt from the Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil 

Engineers, Vol. CXVI (Session 1893-94), Part II.
ON AUSTRALIAN HARD WOOD POE PAVEMENTS,

By Walter Alexakdkb Smith, M. Inst. C.E,
The object of these notes is to compare the value of Australian hard wood with the 
softer aud inferior timber used in the construction of wood-paved streets in Europe. 
The author considers that if English engineers were acquainted with the merits of these 
hardwood timbers, not only for wood pavements, hut for structural purposes, advantage 
would accrue alike to the users at home and the exporters in Australia. The supply of 
tin’s timber from the coast districts of New South Wales alone is almost inexhaustible ; 
and now that a Porestry Department has been established, and is managed by a staff of 
scientific men. there is every hope that extensive tracts of country will not in future 
be denuded of timber, unless they arc either brought under cultivation or replanted. 
The objections urged against the wood-paving of streets, such ns the “ spreading of 
joints,” the " difficulty of maintaining the roadway in good order,” or the l' bad odours 
arising from the pavement after rain or street-watering,” have ceased to apply in Aus
tralia ; and by using hardwood timber with close joints, on level or comparatively level 
roads, and ou gradients up to 1 in 20, with a i-ineh joint, the wearing-surface of a road
way is capable of sustaining, for a period estimated at twenty-one years, a, daily traffic 
equal to 1,200 tons per yard width of road. In Sydney, which has 12 miles of ivood- 
paved streets, two new thoroughfares, viz., Martin-place and Queen-street, have recently- 
been paved with wood by the Cfovernment, under the supervision of the author.

The roadway in Martin-place is almost level. It was, therefore, decided by the 
Commissioner for Roads, Mr. R. Ji. V. Hickson, M. Inst. C.E.. to adopt the close-joint 
system. The roadway is 100 feet while, giving 01 feet for vehicular traffic, with two

’ footvi-ays



footways of 18 foot each. It is constructed on mado ground, supported on the north 
side by a brick retaining-wall 18 feet high. The space between this wall and the 
building-frontage will be divided by the erection of another wall to be built parallel to 
tho retaining-wall and about 4 feet distant from it. The space between the two walls is 
to be utilised iu the laying of cables, water and gas mains. &e., while the remaining IB 
feet is to be so arranged as to give light and access to the basements of houses yet to 
be built. *

As a foundation for the pavement, concrete was laid 9 inches thick, composed of 
live parts of 25-inch gauge basalt, two parts of clean sharp sand, aud one part of cement. 
The top was then floated over with a l-inch rendering, composed of throe parts of sand 
to one part of coment, and the entire width was finished at a convexity of 3 inches. 
On tho surface thus prepared, paving-blocks were laid after having been dipped twice 
in boiling tar and stacked for two days to allow the surplus tar to drain off. The timber 
used was tallow-wood {Euealypfus microcorys) and red mahogany (Eucalyptus resinifera). 
The surface was then tarred and sanded, aud before the traffic was turned on to the 
road, a thin coating of basalt screenings from tho stone-crusher was spread over it, 
aflbrding an excellent foothold for horses. The curb-stones were of 12-inch by IG-inch 
blocks of trachyte, while between the curbs and the gutter-courses on each side, 1-inch 
and |-iuch expansion-joints were left nnd filled with “ mastic.”

Queen-street traverses land recently resumed by the Government under the 
Tramway Extension Act of 18S0. Its construction necessitated the removal of a large 
amount of rubbish and of buildings, the latter including the "Oriental Hotel." It is built 
on gradients of 1 in 22 and 1 in 21, and has a total width of 130 feet, divided into a 
road of 100 feet with two footways of 15 feet each. The concrete foundation, curbs 
and expansion joints were constructed from a specification similar to that under which 
Martin-place was laid. The blocks, which consisted of turpentine (Synmrpia laurifolid), 
red mahogany, blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis), and tallow-wood, were also treated in a 
similar manner before being laid ; but, owing to the steepness of the gradients, a £-inch 
batten joint was adopted between the courses, in order to afford a hotter foothold for 
horses. It is worthy of mention that while the above contracts were being carried out, 
it was necessary to remove some of the old blocks from adjoining streets, in order to 
make proper junctions with the new works ; and, in doing so, it was observed that the 
effect of a cement joint on tho timber was most injurious, while an asphalt joint acted 
as a preservative. Two cases met with are deserving of special attention:—

(«) At one end of Queen-street it was necessary to remove a considerable area 
of pavement which had been laid six years, in which a cement joint had been adopted, 
the width of joint being maintained by iron studs projecting f inch from the face of tho 
blocks ; hero it was found that dry-rot had set in wherever the wood had been in contact 
with the cement. Different kinds of timber had been used, but every block was more 
or less affected. On this being observed, other portions of tho pavement which had 
been similarly constructed were examined, but all were found to be in the same state. 
The author is indebted to Mr. Roberts, of the Sewerage Department, for a microscopical 
examination of the timber thus affected, which showed no signs of fungoid growth. It 
is therefore assumed that the dry-rot was a decomposition of tho timber brought about 
by chemical action—such as combination of the oxygen in the cement with the carbon in 
the wood, forming carbonic acid gas.

(&) At the other end of Queen-street, where blocks were removed which had 
been laid eight years, in which tho joints had been caulked with a mixture of tar, pitch, 
and basalt-screenings, the timber was found to be in a perfect state of preservation ; 
and, although the road had sustained a daily traffic of approximately 25,000 tons for 
eight years, it was in almost as good a state as when first laid. The blocks, which were 
originally 6 inches deep, made a perfect junction with the new G-inch blocks, tho 
greatest wear observable in the old blocks after eight years’ service being ^ inch.

Taking the average life of deal blocks used in the wood-paved streets in many 
parts of London at seven years* (after which total renewal is necessary)—assuming 
also the cost of laying the blocks, exclusive of foundations, to he os. Gd. per superficial 
yard, and the annual cost of maintenance to be 5d. per superficial yard—it may be seen 
that the cost of a wood-paved road calculated to sustain a daily traffic of 1,200 tons per 
yard width of road for a period of twonty-ono years would be 17s. 9d. per superficial 
yard. In Sydney, the cost of similar work for an equal period (exclusive of founda
tions), in which Australian hard woods are used, is only 9s. 9d, for a close-jointed 
paving; and 10s. Sd. per superficial yard for a paving in which Dlnch or f-inch asphalt 
joints are introduced, similar to those adopted by the City Council.

Great inconvenience is experienced by using soft wood on roads carrying very 
heavy traffic ; for, during a period of twenty-one years (which may be taken as the 
minimum life of Australian blocks) tho surface of the road has to be renewed throe 
times; and, for about eighteen months previous to each renewal, the smooth and 
regular surface of the road is practically destroyed, as the blocks have probably worn 
clown in some cases as much as 21 inches. Travelling over such a road is noisy and 
unpleasant, in addition to which the wear and tear of vehicles and horseflesh is 
increased. But, after a road of hardwood blocks is once laid on a good foundation 
with close joints, none of these inconveniences are experienced. In Sydney, there are 
blocks which have been laid thirteen years in one of the busiest streets of the city, 
which are to-day in a perfect state of preservation, having only worn down ft inch ; and, 
judging from their present condition, there appears to be no reason why these blocks

should
* This period is arrived at from a large amount of evidence on the subject, iucludiug that 

afforded by tho discussion on “The Construction and Itopair of Roads,” by George R. Strachan, Assoc. 
M, Inst. C.E. (Trans Soc. of Engineers, 18S0, p. 17).
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sliould not do good service for another ten years, Unfortunately, much of the pavement 
laid previous to 1883 had a foundation of only (J inches of concrete with 1-inch joints 
between the courses; and this has resulted in the foundations giving way and the 
smooth surface of the pavement being destroyed. Nevertheless, timber blocks in these 
older streets, although worn down unevenly and much distorted owing to the yielding 
of tho foundations, are, in every case which has come under the author’s notice, in a 
perfect state of preservation.

It is evident from experience gained in Sydney that a properly-laid hardwood 
pavement will last at least twenty-one years, and probably for a much longer period, 
before renewal of the blocks is necessary.

' ’ No. 4 „
The Government Analyst to The Medical Adviser to the Government.

Sir, _ ‘ Government Laboratory, Sydney, 25 May, 1894:.
_ The specimens of wood-blocks from Circular Quay forwarded to mo for 

analysis have been examined with the following results:—
The blocks were found to consist of ligno-collulose and the lignin of ordinary 

hard wood.
_ _ Attached to the blocks aud permeating the tissue, chiefly on the underside and at 

the joints, I found traces of decomposed cement consisting of hydrated calcium, silicon 
and alumina compounds. These compounds gave a decided alkaline character to the 
woody tissue, and wherever the alkalinity was most marked, there the wood-block had 
suffered the most from decay, and had become softened. This decomposition, which is 
one of hydrolysis, brought about by contact with alkaline substances, was more notice
able at the base of the block.

The change or decay of the wood-block, which is known to chemical science as 
the hydrolysis of cellulose, is, in my opinion, caused by tho cement having been allowed 
to come into contact with the wood. I have, &c,,

* WILLIAM M. HAMLET,
Government Analyst.

CM.] Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1894
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1891.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BETTING AND GAMBLING SUPPRESSION BILL.
(PETITION FROM CHARLES STEAD, EX-PRESIDENT OE THE CONFERENCE, CHAIRMAN OF A MEETING 

OF THE WESLEYAN METHODIST MINISTERS OF SYDNEY, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 18 January, 1894.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
' Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the Wesleyan Methodist Ministers of the eily and suburbs of Sydney,—

Respectfully Siiowetji :—
That your Petitioners view with alarm the disastrous bold winch the practices of betting^and 

gambling on horse-races and public sports have on many of the people of New South Wales. Your 
Petitioners fear that unless these practices be effectually stopped by legislation they will tend to 
demoralize large numbers of their fellow colonists, and in a great measure impede the healthy develop
ment of the national life of NTcw South Wales. Your Petitioners have considered a copy of the Bill tor 
the suppression of betting and gambling, introduced into your honorable House and read a first time on 
tbe 24th day of November, 1894, and they heartily approve of tbe measure as one of a practical kind. 
Your Petitioners are confident that if the Bill in question be passed iu its entirety by your honorable 
House, and becomes law, it will effectually put an end to the aforesaid demoralizing practices.

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your honorable House will be pleased to pass the 
Bill referred to.

And your Petitioners, as iu duty bound, will ever pray.} ’ ' CHARLES STEAD,
Chairman.

A similar Petition was received on IStli January, 1894, from certain residents of New South 
Wales; 90 signatures.

[ad.] 42—
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1694.

Legislative Assembly. 

XEW SOUTH WALES.

BETTING AND GAMBLING SUPPRESSION BILL.
(PETITION PROM RESIDENTS OF BATHURST IN FAVOUR OF.)

Receiw.d by the Legislative Assembly, 1 February, 1S94,

To the Honorable the Speaker and to the Honorable Members of'thc Legislative Assembly of New
Soulh Wales, in Parliament assembled.

Ihe humble Petition of the undersigned residents of Bathurst, in New South Wales,— 

Bespectfulia' Siioweth :— .

That your Petitioners view with alarm the disastrous hold which the practices of betting and 
gambling on horse-races and public sports have on many of the people of New South Wales, aud your 
Petitioners fear that unless these practices be effectually stopped by legislation they will tend to 
demoralise large numbers of their fellow colonists, and in a great measure impede the healthy development 
of tho national life of New South Wales.

_ Y<M,r •Petitioners have perused a copy of the Bill for the Suppression of Betting and Gambling, 
introduced into your Honorable House, and read a first lime on the 24th day of November, 1893, and 
they heartily approve of the measure as one of a practical kind.

Tour Petitioners are confident that if the Bill in question be passed in its entirety by your 
Honorable House and becomes law it will effectually put an end to the aforesaid demoralising practices.

Tour Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to pass the 
Bill referred to.

And your Petitioners will ever pray.

[Here follow 95 signalitre$.\
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BETTING AND GAMBLING SUPPRESSION BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF SURRY HILLS AND PADDINGTON IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received iy the Legislative Assembly, 8 February, 1894;.

To the Honorable tbe Speaker and to tbe Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, in Parliament assembled.

■ Tbe humble Petition of the undersigned residents of Surry Hills and Paddington, in New South 
Wales —

K'£sriiCiF<;r.i.T Shotvetu:—
That your Petitioners view with alarm tbe disastrous hold which the practices of betting and 

gambling on horse-races and public sports have on many of the people of New South Wales, and your 
Petitioners fear that unless these practices be effectually stopped by legislation they will tend to 
demoralise large numbers of their fellow colonists, and in a great measure impede the healthy development 
of tho national life of New South Wales.

Your Petitioners have considered a copy of the Bill for the Suppression of Betting and G-ambling, 
introduced into your Honorable House, and read a first time on the 24th day of November, 1893, and 
they heartily approve of the measure as one of a practical kind.

Your Petitioners are confident that if the Bill in question he passed in its entirety by your 
Honorable House and becomes law it will effectually put an end to the aforesaid demoralising practices.

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to pass tbe 
Bill referred to.

And your Petitioners will ever pray.

[Sere follow 98 signaturesi]

[3<L] 128—
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1S94.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY SITUATED IN ELIZABETH, 
CASTLEREAGH, AND MARKET STREETS.

(HETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed^ 7 Lehr wary. 1894.

RETURN showing particulars of State Property situated in and hounded by Market, Castiereagh, and
Elizabeth streets.

'Tenements. Tenants. Rent.

£ s. d.

No, 108, Castlcreagh-street, shop ... ... C. M. Ligbtfoot . . ... 2 0 0 per week.

1) HO, j, jj ... ... A. Maudleberg .. . 2 0 0 „

„ 118, Market-street, office ... ... Joel Phillips. ... ... 1 15 0 „

„ 122, „ „ .............. W. G. Stewart and Persyth
Molinski... .. .. 5 8 4 per month.

„ 124, „ shop ............... M. Renz ............... 2 10 0 per week.

120j, J. S. Marshall ... .. 2 10 0 „

„ 131, Elizabeth-street, shop ... ... A. Hutchinson ... ... 4 10 <0 „

„ hoarding.. . J. RofE & Co........................... 10 0 „

„ 127, „ .dwelling-house . W. Elliott ... ... 2 0 0 „

„ 121, „ - J. W. Milkes ............... 2 0 0 „

I? 119, „ u J. W. Wilkes ............. 2 0 0 „

., 115and 117,
'

W. 11. Palmer ... ... 4 0 0 „

Norn.—These properties wore resumed tor a Free Public Library. The purchase money was £97,099 Kis. 5d.
The dwelling-houses in Elizaheth-street are occupied by sub-tenants, but the rental paid by them cannot ho stated. 
The portion of the property originally used foi St. .Tunics’ Denominational School is now occupied by the .State as 

Public High School for Girls.

The Treasury, New South Males, JAMES ,T. HINCIIY,
Sydney, 27th January, 1894. Accountant,

[3d.J 81
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INFLUX OF ASIATICS.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OP THE COLONY, AGAINST.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 23 January, 1894,

To the Honorable tlie Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South ‘Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned residents of the Colony,—
KlCSl’ECTPUI/IA' ShOWICTJI :—

1. That there are already in the Colony large numbers of Asiatics.
2. That those numbers are being largely augmented by the immigration of other Asiatics, many 

of whom, your Petitioners have every reason to believe, have been imported under contract to work at 
wages which totally preclude the possibility of white men competing with them.

3. That your Petitioners regard as a serious menace to the welfare of the community the 
probability of such importation being continued, and alien labour employed in other occupations 
than those at. present followed.

4. That by the “ Chinese Pestrietion Act,” passed by your Honorable House in 1888, the principle 
has been affirmed of checking the influx of inferior and undesirable races, and of preserving the industries 
of the country to its own people,

5. That the same reasons which induced your Honorable House to restrict the influx of Chinese 
can be urged with equal force against the influx of other Asiatic people.

0. That the advantages presented by this country and the route to it are daily becoming moro 
familiar to the people of Asia, and that the evil complained of will consequently become more pronounced 
the longer it is left unchecked.

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoiug 
premises into early and favourable consideration, and that you will be pleased, during the present Session, 
to pass such prohibitive or restrictive legislation as will save the country from a danger threatening it 
alike with the most serious industrial, social, and political consequences.

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.

\_Tlerc follow 201 signatures.']

rarf.] 73-
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INFLUX OF ASIATICS.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF THE COLONY, AGAINST.)

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 7 February, 1894.

To tie Honorable tie Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned residents of the Colony,—

Eespkctfully Showeth:— *

1. That there are already in'the Colony large numbers of Asiatics.
2. That these numbers are being largely augmented by the immigration of other Asiatics, many 

of whom, your Petitioners have every reason to believe, have been imported under contract to work at 
wages which totally preclude the possibility of white men competing with them.

3. That your Petitioners regard as a serious menace to the welfare of the community the 
probability of such importation being continued, and alien labour employed in other occupations than 
those at present followed.

A That by the “ Chinese Restriction Act,” passed hy your Honorable House in 1888, the^ principle 
has been affirmed of checking the influx of inferior and undesirable races, and of preserving the industries 
of the country to its own people. .

5. That the same reasons which induced your Honorable House to restrict the influx of Chinese 
can be urged with equal force against the influx or other Asiatic people.

6. That the advantages of this country and the route to it are daily becoming more familiar to
the people of Asia, and that the evil complained of will consequently become more pronounced the longer 
it is left unchecked. .

Tour Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing 
premises into early and favonrable consideration, and that you will be pleased, during the present 
Session, to pass such prohibitive or restrictive legislation as will save the country from a danger threaten
ing it alike with the most serious industrial, social, and political consequences.

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.

[Mere follow 359 signatures,'}
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INFLUX OF ASIATICS.
(PETITION EROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OP THE COLONY AGAINST.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 20 February, 1894.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled. ,

The Petition of the undersigned residents of the Colony,—
E.KSPECTI'tfLLY ShOWETH :—

1. That there are already in the Colony large numbers of Asiatics.
2. That these numbers are being largely augmented by the immigration of other Asiatics, many 

of whom, your Petitioners have every reason to believe, have been imported under contract to work at 
wages which totally preclude the possibility of white men competing with them.

3. That your Petitioners regard as a serious menace to the welfare of the community the 
probability of such importation being continued, and alien labour employed in other occupations than 
those at present followed.

4. That by the “ Chinese Restriction Act,” passed by your Honorable House in 1888, the principle 
has been affirmed of checking the influx of inferior and undesirable races, and of preserving the industries 
of the country to its own people.

5. That the same reasons which induced your Honorable House to restrict the influx of Chinese 
can be urged with equal force against the influx of other Asiatic people.

G. That the advantages presented by this country and the route to it are daily becoming more 
familiar to the people of Asia, and that the evil complained of will consequently become more pronounced 
the longer it is left unchecked.

Tour Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing 
premises into early and favourable consideration, and that you will be pleased, during the present 
Session, to pa^s such prohibitive or restrictive legislation as will save the country from a danger threaten
ing it alike with the most serious industrial, social, and political consequences.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, wilt ever pray.

\_Jlere follow 56 signatures.]

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 21st February, 1893, from certain residents of the Colony; 389 signatures.

„ „ from certain residents of the Colony ; 1,229 signatures.
„ „ from certain residents of the Colony ; 86 signatures.

CM-3 1S1-
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189i.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INFLUX OF ASIATICS.
(.PETITION' PROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF THE COLONY AGAINST.)

Received hj the Legislative Assembly, 28 February, 1891.

To the UonoTitWc the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned residents of the Colony,—
KeSPECTFUI.T.T SlLOW'ETH: —

1. That there are already in the Colony large numbers of Asiatics.
2. That these numbers are being largely augmented by the immigration of other Asiatics, many 

of whom, your Petitioners have every reason to believe, have been imported under contract to work at 
wages which totally preclude the possibility of white men competing with them.

3. That your Petitioners regard as a serious menace to the welfare of the community the 
probability of such iniportation being continued, and alien labour employed in other occupations than 
those at present followed.

4. That by the “ Chinese Restriction Act,” passed by your Honorable House in 1888, the principle 
has been affirmed of checking the influx of inferior and undesirable races, and of preserving the industries 
of the country to its own people.

0. That the same reasons which induced your Honorable House to restrict the influx of Chinese 
can be urged with equal force against the influx of other Asiatic people.

G. That the advantages presented by this country and the route to it are daily becoming more 
familiar to the people of Asia, and that the evil complained of will consequently become more pronounced 
the longer it is loft unchecked.

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing 
premises into early and favourable consideration, and that you will be pleased, during the present 
Session, to pass such prohibitive or restrictive legislation as will save the country from a danger threaten
ing it alike with the most serious industrial, social, and political consequences.

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 179 signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 28th February, 1894, from W. O’Neill, Chairman of a public meeting held at Narromine.

,, ,, from certain residents of the Colony ; 15 signatures.
,, „ from certain residents of the Colony ; 17G signatures.
„ „ from certain residents of the Colony ; 90 signatures.
„ „ from James Connor, Mayor, Chairman of a public meeting at Wellington.
„ ,, from certain residents of the Colony ; 216 signatures,
,, ,, from certain residents of the Colony ; 35 signatures.

On 1st March, 1891, from certain residents of the Colony ; 70 signatures.

C3i.] 197—
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INFLUX OF ASIATICS.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF THE COLONY AQ-AINST.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 13 March, 1894.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned residents of the Colony,—
Respectfully Showeth :—

1. That there are already in the Colony large numbers of Asiatics.
2. That these numbers are being largely augmented by the immigration of other Asiatics, many 

of whom, your Petitioners have every reason to believe, have been imported under contract to work at 
wages which totally preclude the possibility of white men competing with them.

3. That your Petitioners regard as a serious menace to the welfare of the community the
probability of such importation being continued, and alien labour employed in other occupations than 
those at present followed. .

4. That by the “ Chinese Restriction Act,” passed by your Honorable House in 1888, the principle 
has been affirmed of checking the influx of inferior and undesirable races, and of preserving the industries 
of the country to its own people.

5. That the same reasons which induced your Honorable House to restrict the influx of Chinese 
can be urged with equal force against the influx of other Asiatic people.

6. That the advantages presented by this country and the route to it are daily becoming more 
familiar to tbe people of Asia, and that the evil complained of will consequently become more pronounced 
the longer it is left unchecked.

_ Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing 
premises into early and favourable consideration, and that you will be pleased, during the present 
Session, to pass such prohibitive or restrictive legislation as will save tbe country from a danger threaten
ing it alike with the most serious industrial, social, and political consequences.

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 89 signatures,']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 13th March, 1894, from certain residents of the Colony ; 238 signatures.

„ ,, from certain residents of the Colony ; 08 signatures,
„ „ from certain residents of the Colony ; 84 signatures.
„ ,, from certain residents of the Colony ; 91 signatures.
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1894,

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH Wr A L E S.

INFLUX OF ASIATICS.
{PETITION FROM JOHN BLACK (MAYOR), CHAIRMAN OF A PUBLIC MEETING AT MOLONG, AGAINST.)

Received by tbe Legislative Assembly, 1 ^February, 1894.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned Chairman of a duly advertised and convened public meeting, held at 
Molong this 8th day of November, 1893,—

Respectfully Showeth :—

That the following resolutions were moved, seconded, supported, and carried unanimously :—
1. That this meeting desires to espress its sympathy with the Anti-Alien Labour Movement at 

Bourke, and affirms the desirability of Parliament at once passing an Act for the suppression 
of this increasing Asiatic evil, and one that is becoming a menace to the well-being of the Colony.

y. That the foregoiug resolution be embodied in a petition, and signed by the Chairman on behalf 
of the meeting, and presented to Parliament by the Member for the disti-ict.

Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to take the 
foregoiug resolutions into consideration, and grant such relief as your Honorable House may doom fit 
and proper.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
‘ ' JOHN BLACK,

, Chairman.

DM-]
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INFLUX OF ASIATICS.
(PETIT 10V FROM CHARLES JAMES SMITH, MAYOR, CHAIRMAN' OF A PUBLIC MEETING- AT

ORANGE, AGAINST.)

'Received- by the Legislative Assembly, 15 February, 1894.

Petition to the Honorable tbe Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales,
in Parliament assembled.

The Petition of tbe undersigned, Charles James Smith, Mayor of the Borough of Orange, 
Chairman of a public meeting held in Orange on 13th November, 1893,—

IIestkctfullt Showeth :— ■

1. That there are already in the Colony large numbers of Asiatics.
2. That these numbers are being largely augmented by other Asiatics, many of whom, your -

Petitioner has every reason to believe, have been imported under contract to work at wages which totally 
preclude the possibility of white men competing with them. ,

3. That your Petitioner regards as a serious menace to the welfare of the community the’ 
probability of such importation being continued, and alien labour employed in other occupations than 
those at present followed.

4. Thai, by the “ Chinese .Restriction Act,” passed by your Honorable House in 1888, the^principle 
has been affirmed of checking the influx of inferior and undesirable races, and of preserving the industries 
of the country to its own people.

5. That the same reasons which induced your Honorable House to restrict the influx of Chinese 
can be urged with equal force against the influx of other Asiatic people.

6. That the advantages presented hy this country and the route to it are daily becoming more 
familiar to the people of Asia, and that the evil complained of will consequently become more pronounced 
the longer it is left unchecked.

Tout Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays that your Honorable House will take the foregoing 
premises into early and favourable consideration, and that you will be pleased, during the present 
Session, to pass such prohibitive or restrictive legislation as will save the country from a danger threaten, 
ing it alike with the most serious industrial, social, and political consequences. ■

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
‘ CHARLES J. SMITH,

. Mayor of Orange.

[8*3 150—
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1894.

Legislative Assemuly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INFLUX OF ASIATICS.
(PETITION PROM THE MEMBEKS OF THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OP WALCHA AGAINST.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, '29 March, 1891.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative .Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the Members of the Municipal Council of Walcha.—
RiosPKCTFPi.nx Showeth :— '

I. That there are already in the Colony large numbers of Asiatics.
2. That these numbers arc being largely augmented hy the immigration of other Asiatics, many 

of whom, your Petitioners have every reason to believe, have bccu imported under contract to work at 
wages which totally preclude the possibility of white men competing with them.

8. Thai your Petitioners regard as a serious meuaco to the welfare of the community the 
probability of such importation being continued, and alien labour employed in other occupations than 
those at present followed.

4. That by the “ Chinese Kestriction Act,” passed hy your Honorable House in 1888. the principle 
has been affirmed of checking the influx of inferior and undesirable races, and of preserving the industries 
of the country to its own people.

5. That the same reasons which induced your Honorable House to restrict tbe influx of Chinese 
can be urged with equal force against the influx of other Asiatic people.

G. That the advantages presented by this country and the route to it are daily becoming more 
familiar to the people of Asia, and that the’evil complained of will consequently become more pronounced 
the longer it is left unchecked.

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing 
premises into early and favourable consideration, and that you will be pleased, during the present 
Session, to pass such prohibitive or restrictive legislation as will save tbe country from a danger threaten
ing it alike with the most serious industrial, social, and political consequences.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will over pray.

[Here folbic 4 signatures.']

[3A] 2GG—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INSPECTION OE SCAFFOLDING.
{RETURN SHOWING.) .

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 April, 1894.

RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 15th Eebruary, 1894, That there be laid upon the Table 
of this House a Return showing,—

<c (1.) The number of reports made by the Inspector of Scaffolding from 
“ 1st January to 31st December, 1893.
<c (2.) The number of instances where defective or unsafe material has 
“ been condemned as unfit for use, and the names of the employers on 
“ whose work it was being used. •
“ (3.) The number of instances in which alterations have been made in 
“ scaffolding by Inspector’s demands or instructions.”

(Mr. Fcgan, for Mr. Bam&ter.J

Inspection of Scaffolding.—Return showing.
(1.) The number of reports made by the Inspector of Scaffolding from the 1st January to the 

31st December, 1898 ? Four special reports and twelve monthly lists, specifying the locality and streets 
in which every inspection was made.

(2.') The number of instances where defective or unsafe material has been condemned as unfit for 
use, and the names of the employers on whose wort it was being used ? Not having authority under any 
statute to condemn “ as unfit for use” “ defective or unsafe material,” the safety of workmen has been 
secured as answered in Question 3.

(3.) The number of instances in which alterations have been made in scaffolding by Inspector's 
demands or instructions ? In 250 instances of scaffolding and scaffolding appliances, from 1,350 
inspections made during the year 1893.

R. C. LUSCOMBE,
Government Inspector of Scaffolding.

Office, Public Works Buildings,
.Sydney, 26th February, 1894.
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TREATY WITH THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
(DESPATCH BESPEOTING-.)

■prestuRli to flniimtunt ijj Counmmb,

UopaTtment of Justice,
Sydney, Ttti May, 1804.

His Excellency the Governor directs the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch, 

dated the 12th Eebruary, 1894, from the Secretary of State for the Colonies.

T. M. SLATTERY.

(Circular.) Downing-street,
12th Eebruary, 1894.

Sir,
I have the honour to transmit to you, for publication in the Colony under your Government, a copy 

of an Order of Her Majesty the Queen in Council, dated the 29th of January, 1894 [The London Gazette, 

30th Jan., 1894, Exiracf], for giving effect to the Iheaty between Her Majesty and the President of the 

Argentine Republic, for the mutual extradition of Fugitive criminals, signed at Buenos Ayres on the 22nd 

of May, 1889, the ratifications of which were exchanged at Buenos Ayres on the 15th of December, 1893.

I have, &c.,
RIPON.

The Officer Administering
the Government of New South Wales.

301—A
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.

•Amentine Repcbiic Extbahihok.

Osborna Souse, Isle of Wight, 29M January, 1894.

At the Court ot Osborne House, Isle of Wight, the 29th day of January, 1894.

Present:

The Queen’s Most Excelient Majestt.
Loed Ste'waeh. 8 ie John Coweel.
Sib Wilijam Yebnon Haecoubt. Sie Philip Oueeie.
Sib He net Ponsonbt.

Whbbeab by the Extradition Acts, 1870 and 1873, it iras amongst other things enacted that, where an arrangement has been 
made with any foreign State with respect to the surrender to such State of any fugitive criminals, Her Majesty may, by Order 
in Council, direct that the said Acts shall apply in the case of such foreign State ; and that Her Majesty may, by the same or any 
subsequent Order, limit, the operation of the Order, and restrict the sumo to fugitive criminals who are in or suspected of being 
in tbo part of Her Majesty’s dominious specified in the Order, and render the operation thereof subject to such conditions, 
exceptions, and qualifications as may bo deemed expedient; and that if, by any law made after the passing of the Act of 1870 by 
the Legislature of any British possession, provision is made for carrying into effect within such possession the surrender of 
fugitive criminals who are in or suspected of being in such British possession, Her Majesty may, by the Order in Council applying 
the said Acts in the case of any foreign State, or by any subsequent Order, suspend the operation within any such British 
possession of tho said Acts, or of any part thereof, so far as it relatos to such foreign State, and so long as such Law continues in 
force there and no longer :

And whereas by an Act of tbe Parliament of Canada passed in 183G, and entitled “ Ah Act respecting the Extradition of 
Fugitive Criminals,” provision is made for carrying into effect within the Dominion the surrender of fugitive criminals:

And whereas by an Order of Her Majesty tho Queen in Council, dated the seventeenth day of November, one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-eight, it was directed that the operation of the Extradition Acts, 1870 and 1873, should be suspended 
within the Dominion of Canada so long as the provision of the said Act of the Parliament of Canada of 1886 should continue in 
force and no longer:

And whereas a Treaty was concluded on the twenty-second day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, 
between Her Majesty atsd The President of the Argentine Republic, for the mutual extradition of fugitive criminals, which Treaty 
is in the terms following :—

Heu Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, and His Excellency the President of tho 
Argentine Republic, having judged it expedient, with (i view 
to the bettor administration of justice and to the prevention of 
crime within the two countries and their jurisdictions, that per
sons charged with or convicted of the crimes or offences herein
after enumerated, and being fugitives from justice, should,under 
certain circumstances, be reciprocally delivered up, have named 
as their Plenipotentiaries to conclude a Treaty (that is to say) :

Her Majesty the Qneen of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, Her Charge d’ Affaires ad interim Mr. 
George Jenner;

And His Excellency tho President of the Argentine 
Republic, His Excellency Doctor Don Norberto Quimo Costa, 
Secretary of State for tho Department of Foreign Affairs ;

Who, after having communicated to each other their respec
tive Full Powers, found in good and due form, have agreed 
upon and concluded tho following Articles:—

Abticle I.
The High Contracting Parties engage to deliver mp to each, 

other, under certain circumstances and conditions stated in the 
present Treaty, those persons who, being accused or convicted 
of any of the crimes or offences enumerated in Article II, com
mitted in tbe territory of the one Party, shall be found witbin 
the territory of the other Party,

Aeticle II.
Extradition shall he reciprocally granted for the following 

crimes or offences t—
1. Murder (including assassination, parricide, infanticide, 

poisoning), or attempt or conspiracy to murder,

2. Manslaughter.
3. Administering drugs or using instruments with intent to 

procure tho miscarriage of women.
4. Rape.
5. Carnal knowledge or any attempt to have carnal knowledge 

of a girl under 16 years of age, if the evidence produced justifies 
committal for those crimes according to the laws of both the 
Contracting Parties.

6. Indecent assault.
7. Kidnapping and false imprisonment, child-stealing.
8. Abduction.
9. Bigamy.
10. Maliciously wounding or inflicting grievous bodily harm.
11. Assault occasioning actual bodily harm.
12. Threats by letter or otherwise, with intent to extort 

money or other things of value.
13. Perjury or subornation of perjury.
14. Arson.
15. Burglary or housebreaking, robbery with violence, 

larceny, or embe/v,lenient.

JuzftANDO oouvenionte Su Majestad la Reina del Reino 
Hnido de la Gran Bretaua e Irlanda, y su Exceleucia el Prcsi- 
riente de Is Republics Argentina, ti objeto de una mejor 
adininietracion de justicia y de im]iedir la perpetraeion do 
crimenes dontro do los dos paises y sus jurisdicciones, que los 
indviduos ncusados 6 convietos do los crimones 6 delitos mas 
adelante emimerados, y que hayan huido de la justicia, sean 
reciprocamento eutregados en eiertae circumstanciss, ban 
nombrado sus Plempotencianos para eoneluir un Tratado, a 
saber:

Su Majestad la Reina del Reino Unido de la Gran Bretafia a 
Irlanda a an Encargado Interino de Nogocios en la Ropublicn, 
Senor Jorge Jenner;

Y su Kxcelcncia el Presidente de la Rcpiublica Argentina, a 
Ministro Secretario de Estado in el Departamecto de 
Relacioncs Esteriores, Doctor Don Norberto Quimo Costa ;

Los cualcs, despeos do haberso eomnnieado eus respectivos 
Pienos Poderes, hallados cn buena y debida forma, han con- 
venido y coucluido los Articulos siguientes:—

Aeticuio I.
Las Altas Partes Contratantee se comprometen a entregarse 

rociprocamente, en las cireumstanciasy condieiones expuestas on 
el presente Tratado, aquellas personas quo, acusadns d convictae 
de eualquiora de los crimones 6 delitos enumerados en el Artl- 
culo II, comotidos en el territorio do una de las Partes, fueran 
halladas dentvo del territorio de la otra.

Aetiouxo II.
La extradicion se concedcia. reciprocamonte per los sigui- 

entes crimenes 6 delitos :—■
1. Ascsinato (incluso el aseoinato con violenciu, parricidio,

infanticidio, d envanenamionto), d la tentativa 6 conepiracion 
para asesinar. ’

2. Homicidio.
3. La administraeion de drogas 6 el empleo do instrumentos

con el proposito do procurer cl aborto. ■
4. Estupro,
5. Conocimiento carnal 6 las tentutivns de lenerlo con una 

nifia menor de dies y sois aflos, siempre que el testimonio 
aduoido justifique el enjuioiamiecto per esos crimenes Begun las 
leyes de las dos Altas Partes Contratantes.

6. Atontado condra el pudor.
7. Bobo y secueatro de un ser humane, sustraccion de niiio.
8. Bapto.
9. Bigamia.
10. Lesiones 6 daiio corporal grave heoho intoneionalmente.
11. Ataque h las personas delqueresalte grave dafio corporal,
12. Amenaxas, ya sea per medio de cartas 6 de otra manera, 

con lar intension de sacardinero ti otros objeetos de valor.
13. Perjnrio d tentativas do couseguirlo.
14. Incendio voluntario.
15. Kobo, ti otros crimenes 6 sub tentativas cometidas con 

fracturn, robo eon violencia, hurto y malvcrsacion do valores 
publiccs d particularcs.
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16. Fraud by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, director, 
member, or public officer of any Company, punishable with 
imprisonment for not less than one year by any law for the time 
being in force.

17. Obtaining money, valuable security, or goods by false 
pretences; receiving any money, valuable security, or other 
property, knowing the same to have been stolen or unlawfully 
obtained, the value thereof exceeding 1,000 dollars or £200 
sterling.

18. —(o.) Counterfeiting or altering money, or bringing into 
circulation counterfeited or altered money.

(6.) Knowingly making, without lawful authority, any 
instrument, tool, or engine adapted and intended for the 
counterfeiting of the coin of the realm.

(r.) Forgery, or uttering what is forged.

10, Crimes against bankrnptcy law.
20. Any malicious net done with intent to endanger the safety 

of any person travelling or being upon a railway.

21. Malicious injury to property, if such odeuce be indictable.

22. Piracy and other crimes or offences committed at sea 
against persons or things which, according to tbe laws of tho 
High Contracting Parties, are extradition offences, and are 
punishable by more than one year’s imprisonment.

23. Dealing iu slaves in such manner as to constitute a 
criminal offence against tho laws of both States.

The extradition ie also to be granted for participation in any 
of the aforesaid crimes, provided such participation bo punish
able by the laws of both Contracting Parties.

Extradition may also be granted at tho discretion of tbe 
State applied to in respect of any other crime for which, 
according to tho laws of both tho Contracting Parties for the 
tamo being in force, the grant can bo made.

Article III.

Either Government reserves the right to refuse or grant, the 
surrender of its own subjects or citizens to the other Govern
ment.

Abticle IV.
Tho extradition shall not take place if tho person claimed on 

tho part of Her Majesty’s Government, or the person claimed 
on the part of tho Government of tbe Argentine Eepublic, has 
already been tried and discharged or punished, or is still under 
trial iu the territory of the Argentine Republic or in the 
United Kingdom respectively, for the crime for which his 
extradition is demanded.

If the person claimed on tho part of Her Majesty’s Govern
ment, or on the part of the Government of tho Argentine 
Republic, should be under examination for any other crime 
in the territory of the Argentine Republic or in the United 
Kingdom respectively, his extradition shall be deferred until 
the conclusion of the trial and the full execution of any 
punishment awarded to him.

Abticle V.

The extradition shall not take place if, subsequently to the 
commission of the crime, or the institution of the penal 
prosecution or the conviction thereon, exemption from prose
cution or punishment has been acquired by lapse of time, 
according to the laws of tbe State applying or applied to.

It shall likewise not take place when, according to the laws 
of either country, the maximum punishment for the offence is 
imprisonment for less than one year.

Article VI.

A fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered if the offence in 
respect of which his surrender is demanded is one of a political 
character, or if he prove that the requisition for his surrender 
has, in fact, been made with a view to try or punish him for 
an offence of a political character.

Article VII.

A person surrendered can in no case be kept in prison or be 
brought to trial in tbo State to which tho surrender has been 
made, for any other crime, or on account of any other matters, 
than those for which the extradition shall have taken place, 
until he has been restored or has had en opportunity of 
returning to the State by which ho bus been surrendered. This 
stipulation does not apply to crimes committed after the 
extradition.

Abticle VIII.

Tbe requisition for extradition shall be made through tbe 
Diplomatic Agents of the High Contracting Parties respectively.

The requisition for the extradition of an accused person 
must be accompanied by a warrant of arrest issued by tbe 
competent authority of the State requiring tbo extradition, and 
by such evidence as, according to the laws of the place whore 
the accused is found, would justify his arrest if the crime had 
been committed there. .

16. Fraudo cometido por un depositario, banquero, agent e, 
comisionado, fldeieomisario, director, miembro dempleodo pub
lico do qualquiera Oompafiia, siempre que sea considered o como 
crimen eon pena no menor do un aiio por una ley quo estc en 
vigor.

17. El obl.cncr dinero, gamut ins de valor, <5 mercaderiae, con 
pretoxtos falsos; recibir dinero. garantias de valor ti otros, 
bienes, sabiendo quo han sido robados 6 hnbidos indabidamente, 
y cxcedido su valor de mil pesos 6 2001 (doscicntas).

18. —(a.) Falsiflcacion <5 alteracion do moneda, circulaeion do 
moneda falsiiicafia 6 altemda.

(i.) Fnbricscion a sabiendas ysin autorizacion legal de cual- 
quicr instrumento, berramienta, d aparato odaptado y dcstinado 
a la fatsifleacion de la moneda nscional.

(c.) Falsi licacion ci alteracion do firmas 6 valores, 6 ciroula- 
cion de lo falsificado 6 alteredo.

10. Crimenes contra las leyes do banearrota.
20. Cualquier aeto becho con iuteneion criminal, y que tonga 

por abjecto ponor en peligro la segnridad de una persona que 
se eneneutre viojando en un fc-ro-carril, d quo se hallo cn dl.

21. Dnuo hecho cou iuteneion criminal ft la propiedad, siem
pre quo la ofensu soa procosable.

22. Firateria, y otros crimenes <) delitos cometidos en cl mar 
sobre las personas 6 sobre las uosas, y que eegun las leyes 
respectivas de las dos Altas Partes Contratauts, sean delitos de 
extradicion y tengan mas de un ano de ponn.

23. Trata de esclavos, de manera tal quo constituya una 
ofensa criminal contra les leyes do ambos Estados.

Debe tambien concederse la extradieion por la participaciou 
on cualesquiero do los precitados crimenes, siompro que esa 
participacion soa punibie por las leyes do ambas Partes 
Contratantes. .

Puedo tambien concederse la extradicion eegun lo juzgue 
convenionte el Estado al que se hiciero el pedido con motive do 
cualquier otro crimen que. Begun las leyes quo esten vigontes 
:l la eazon, de lugar a ellu,

Aeticulo HI.
Coda tiua da las dos Altas Partes Cont ratantos so reserva el 

dorocho de tiegar d conceder la ontrega de sus propios sfibditos 
6 ciudadunoa.

■Aeticulo IV.
La ext'adicion no tondri lugar si cl individuo rcolamado por 

el Gobiemo do Su Majestad, 6 el individuo reolsmado por cl 
Gobierno de la Ropublica Argentina, ya hubieso sido enjuiciodo 
y pucsto, en hbertad d costigado, ri continuant procssado on cl 
territorio de la Eepiiblsea Argentina 6 en cl Eoino Unido 
respoetivamento, por cl crimen por el que se demands su 
exlradicion.

Si el individuo reelamado por cl Gobierno de Su Majestad, 6 
por el Gobierno de la Republiea Argentina, estuviera detenido 
por cualquier otro crimen en cl territorio do la Ecptiblica 
Argentina d on el Remo Unido respectivomente, su extradicion 
sera apkzada hast,a la terrainacion del juicio y la completn 
cjccucion del castigo quo 1c fuc impuesto.

, Aeticulo V.
La extradicion no tendrd lugar si, despues de cometido el 

crimen <5 dc institnida la acusacion criminal 6 de coudenndo cl 
roo, surgiera la prescripcion, Begun las leyes del Estado 
requerieute 6 requerido.

.No tendiii igualmento lugar cuaudo, Begun las leyes de Cada 
pais, la mas altapona del delifco sea menor de un aiio depnsion

Aeticulo VI.

Un criminal fugndo no sera entregado si el delito por el cua 
se solicita su extradicion es de cardeter politico, d si dicho 
criminal probase que cl pedido da extradicion so ha hecho en 
realidnd con la mire do enj niciarlo 6 caetigarlo por nn delito 
de carficter politico.

Aeticulo VII.
Un individuo entregado no puedo en caso algunoser detenido 

ni eajuiciado en el Uetado nl quo se haga la ontrega, por otro 
crimen <3 por otros asuntos que no sean aquellos que hayan 
motivado la extradicion, haslo tanto haya sido dovuelto, <3 baya 
tenido una oportunidad dc regresar al Estado que loentregare. 
Esta cstipulacion no se aplico it crimenes cometidos despues de 
la oitradicion.

Abticulo VIII.
La requisitoria do la extradicion se hard por los Agentos 

Diplomtih tos do lus Altas Fartcs Contratantes rospectivamente.
Du requisitoria para la extradicion de un individuo acusado 

ha do ser aeumpsiiada do drdon de prision, dada por autoridad 
competent,e del Estado que requiera la extradieion, y de aquellas 
pruobas quo, segun los leyes del lugar dondo sea hallado el 
acusado, justitlcarian su prision si el crimen hubiese sido 
cometido alii.
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If tho requisition relates lo ft person already cormcted, it 
must be accompanied by tbo sentence of condemnation passed 
against the convicted person by the competent Court of the 
State that makes the reqnieition for extradition.

A sentence passed in contumaciam is not to be deemed a 
conviction, but a person so sentenced may bo dealt with its an 
accused person.

Abticlb IX.
If tho requisition for extradition be in accordance with tbe 

foregoing stipulations, the competent authorities of the State 
applied to shall proceed to tbe arrest of tbo fugitive.

Aeticle X.
A fugitive criminal may be apprehended under a warrant 

issued by any Police Magistrate, Justice of tbe Peace, or other 
competent authority in either country, on such information or 
complaint, and such evidence, or after such proceedings, as 
would, in tbo opinion of the authority issuing the warrant, 
justify the issue of a warrant if the crime had been com
mitted or tho person convicted in that part of tho dominions 
of the two Contracting Parties in which the Magistrate, 
Justice of the Peace, or other competent authority oxerciscj 
jurisdiction: provided, however, that in the United King
dom the accused shall, in such case, be sent as speedily 
os possible before a Police Magistrate in London, He ehalt, 
in accordance with this Article, bo discharged, as well in 
the Argentine Republic as in the United Kingdom, if within 
the term of thirty days a requisition for extradition shall not 
have been made by the Uiplomatic Agent of his country in 
aeoordaneo with the stipulations of this Treaty. The same 
rule shall apply to the oases of persons accused or convicted of 
any of the crimes or offences specified in this Treaty, and com
mitted on the high seas on hoard any vessel of either country 
which may come into a port of tho other.

Abucie XI.
The extradition shall take place only if the Evidence be found 

sufficient, according to tho laws of the State applied to, cither 
to justify the committal of the prisoner for trial, in case tho 
crime had been committed in the territory of tho same State, 
or to prove that tho prisoner is the identical person convicted 
hy the Courts of tho State which makes tho requisition, and 
that the crime of which he has been convicted is one in respect 
of which extradition could, at the time of such conviction, have 
been granted by the State applied to ; and no criminal shall 
be surrendered until aiter the expiration of fifteen days from 
the date of his committal to prison to await the warrant for 
his surrender.

Abticle XII.
In the examinations which they have to make in accordance 

with the foregoing stipulations, tho authorities of tho State 
applied to shall admit aa valid evidence the sworn depositions 
or statements of witnesses taken in the other State, or copies 
thereof, and likewise the warrants and sentences issued therein, 
and certificates of, or judicial documents stating, the fact of a 
conviction, provided the same are authenticated as follows:—

1. _A warrant must purport to he signed by a Judge, 
Magistrate, or officer of the other State.

2. Depositions, or affirmations, or the copies thereof, must 
purport to be certified under the hand of a Judge, Magistrate, 
or officer of the other State, to ho the original depositions or 
affirmations, or to bo true copies thereof, as tho case may 
require.

3. A certificate of, or judicial doenmont stating, the fact of 
a conviction must purport lo bo certified by a Judge, Ma»is- 
trate, or officer of the other State.

4. In every case such warrant, deposition, affirmation, copy, 
certificate, or judicial document must bo authenticated either 
hy tho oath of some witness, or by being sealed with the 
official seal of the Minister of Justice, or some other Minister 
of the other Stale; but any other mode of authentication for 
tho time being permitted hy the law of the country where the 
examination is taken may he substituted for the foregoiug.

Abticle XIII.
IE tho individual claimed by one of tho High Contracting 

Parties in pursuance of the present Treaty should be also 
claimed by one or severs] other Powers on account of other 
crimes or offences committed upon their respective territories, 
hie extradition shall be granted to that State whose demand is 
earliest in date.

Aa-nctE XIT.
If sufficient evidence for the extradition be not produced 

within two months from the date of tho apprehension of the 
fugitive, or within such further time as tho State applied to, 
or tho proper Tribunal thereof, shall direct, the fugitive shall 
he set at liberty.

Si ia requisitoria se relaciona con persona ya condenada, 
debera venir acompafiada do la sontoncia condonatoria dictada 
contra la persona condenada por el Tribunal competento del 
Estado quo haga la requisitoria para la extradicion.

Una sentoncia dictada en rebeldia no ha de reputarso con- 
denatoria ; pero it una persona asi scntenciada puede tratarselo 
como u persona sada.

Anucuio IX.

Si ia requisitoria para la extradicion esta de acuerdo con las 
precedentes stipulaciones, las autoridades competontcs dot 
Etado requerido procederfin a la prision del fugitive.

Abticulo X.
Puedo aprehenderse 4 un criminal fugitive on vertud de un 

mandate de prision, dictado por cualquier Juez do Instruction 6 
de Paz, u otra autoridad competentc en cualquiera de los dos 
paises. mediante aquellas pruebas, i nformes 6 dennneias, y aquellos 
procedimientos, que en la opinion de iaaatoridad quo d d el mandate 
justiticarian amilogo mandate si el crimen so hubiera cometido 
d la persona hubiera sido condenada en aqutila parte de los 
dominies de las dos Parlies Contratantes donde ejorza jurisdic- 
cion el Juez de Instruction 6 de Paz, u otra autoridad compe- 
tento: bajo la condicion, sin embargo, quo on el Reino Unido 
el acusado hn de sor remitido, on tal caso, a la mayor brevedad, 
ii Londres, ii disposition dc algun Juez de Instruction, Do 
conformidad con cste Articulo.al acusado sera puesto cn libertad 
tanto an la Republiea Argentina como en el Reino Unido, si 
denlro del plazo de trienta dias no hubiera hecho una requisi
toria para la extradicion el Agente Diplomfilico do su pais de 
acuerdo con iss cstipulaciones de cate Tratado. La misma regia 
se opplicara a los caaos de personas acusadas d condenadas por 
cualquiera de los crimenes 6 delitos specificados on cl presents 
Tratado, y que se hubioran cometido en alta mar abordo do un 
buque do cualquiera da los dos paises que entrase en un puerto 
del otro,

Aeticulo XI.
Solo tendril lugar la extradieion, on el caso do hallarse 

suficicnte cl testimonio, segun las leyes del pais requerido, ya 
sea para juslificar ol eujuiciamicnto en el caso deque se hubiera 
cometido el crimen on ol territorio del mismo Estado, ya sea 
para comprobar la identidad del preso como la persona con- 
donda par los Tribunales del Estado que hace la requisitoria, y 
que el crimen por ti quo so le haya condenodo es de aquellos 
eon motivo de los eusles podria, on la epoea de dirha condona
tion, habersc concrdido iu extradition por cl Estado requerido; 
y uingun criminal sciil entregado hasta despues do pasadoe 
quince dias, contados desde la iocha do su ocoareeiation a 
esporar la drden paia su entrega.

Abticulo XII.

En los examenes qua debon practiear de conformidad con 
las precedentes cstipulaciones, las autoridades del Estado 
requerido aceptarau como testimonio valid0 las deposiciones 
juramentsdas d las declaracioues do tsstigos tomadus cn el 
otro Estado, d copia de ellas, y tambien las ordencs de prision 
y scntcncias aili dictadus y eertificados dol hecho do una 
condcna d documentos judttialcs que le declaren, con tal que 
estsn, nutcuticados como siguo :—

1. Una ordon de prision deba p&rener firmada por algun 
Juez, Magistrado, 6 cmpleado del otro Estado.

2. Las deposiciones d afirmfttiones, 6 las copias de estas, 
deben demostrar quo csrtifican, mediante la firma do algun Juez, 
Magistrado, 6 cmpleado del otro Estado, sor las deposiciones d 
afirmociones originales, d copioa fielcs de ellas, segun le requiera 
oi caso.

3. Un certificado del hecho do una‘ condena d documcnto 
judicial que la declare, debe demostrar que estd otorgada por 
nigun Juez, Magistrado, d cmpleado dol otro Estado.

4. En todos los casos dicha drdon, deposition, afirmacion, 
copia, certificado, 6 documcnto judicial debe autsnticano, ya 
sea mediante jiiramcnto do algun tesligo.ya sen mediante el 
eelto oficiul del Ministro de Justicia, d dc algun otro Ministro 
del otro Estado ; pero cualquiera cfcra manera de autenticar 
que estd p-rmitida a la sazon por In Icy del pais donde sa 
practiquo el ciatnen, puede sustituirse a las precedentes.

Abticulo XIII.
Si el individuo reelamado por una do las Altas Tartes 

CoLtratantes conforms al presents Tratado tambien lo fuern 
por otra ii otras Poteneias con motivo de otros crimenes 
6 delitos cometidos en sus respectivos territorios, sa conccderfv 
la extradition al Estado cuya requisition fuerc de feehn mas 
antigun,

Aeticulo XIY.
Si no se exhibiera testimonio haslanlc para ia extradicion 

denlro de los dos mescs despues do la fecha en qnc so 
aprehrndid al fugitive, d dentro del nuevo plazo que desigue ol 
Estado requerido 6 el corrcspondionte Tribunal del mismo, el 
fugitive sera puesto en libertad.
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Abtiole XY.

All articloa seized which were in the possession of the person 
to be surrendered at the time of his apprehension shall, if tho 
competent authority of the State applied to for the extradition 
haa ordered tho delivery of such articles, be given up when the 
extradition takes place ; and tho said delivery shall extend not 
merely to tho stolon articles, but to everything that may servo 
as a proof of tho crime.

Aeticle XVI.
AU expenses connected with extradition shall be borne hy 

the demanding State.

Abticle XVII.

The stipulations of the present Treaty shall be applicable to 
the Colonies and foreign possessions of Her Britannic Majesty, 
so far as tho laws for the time being in force in such Colonies 
and foreign possessions respectively will allow.

The requisition for the surrender of a fugitive criminal who 
has taken refuge in any of such Colonics or foreign possessions 
shall be made to tbe Governor or chief authority of such 
Colony or possession by the Chief Consular officer of the 
Argeutino Republic in such Colony or possession.

Such requisition may be disposed of, subject always, as 
nearly as may bo, and so far as tho law of such Colony or 
foreign possession will allow, to the provisions of this Treaty, 
by tho said Governor or chief authority, who, however, shall bo 
at liberty cither lo grant the surrender or to refer tho matter 
to his Government.

Her Britannic Majesty shall, however, ho at liberty io make 
special arrangements in the British Colonies and foreign 
possessions for the surrender of Argentine criminals who may 
take refuge within such Colonies and foreign possessions, on 
the basis, so fur as the law of such Colony or foreign possession 
will allow, of the provisions of tbe present Treaty.

Requisitions for tho surrender of a fugitive criminal 
emanating from any Colony or foreign possession of Her 
Britannic Majesty shall bo governed by the rules laid down in 
the preceding .Articles of tbe present Treaty,

Abticle XVIII.

Tho present Treaty shall come into force ten days after its 
publication, in conformity with tho forms prescribed by tbe 
laws of tho High Contracting Parties. It may be terminated 
by either of the High Contracting Parties by a notice not 
exceeding one year, and not less than six months.

The Treaty, after receiving the approval of the Congress of 
tho Argontino Republic, shall be ratified, and the ratifications 
shall be exchanged at Buenos Ayres as soon as possible.

In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have 
signed the same, and have affixed thereto the seal of their 
arms.

Hone at Buenos Ayres, on the twenty-second day of May, 
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine.

(l.b.) G. JENNER.

Akticulo XV.
Todo objelo que eslun Fposesion dol individuo que haya do 

entregarse y que se lo tome al tiempo de aprehenderlo, eerii 
entregado al efectuarso la extradicion si la autoridad competento 
del Estado requerido para !a extradicion ha ordenado la entrega 
de dichos objetos; y dicha entrega se hard extensiva no solo & 
los objetos robados, sino a cualquier otro quo pueda servir do 
comprobante del crimen.

Abticulo XVI.

Todos los gastos oonexoa a la extradicion estaran a cargo dol 
Estado que la requiera.

Abticulo XVII,

Las estiqulaciones del presente Tratado se aplicaran a las 
Colonies y poscsiones exteriores de Su Majestad Britanica, en 
cuanto lo permitan las leyes que esten a ia sazon on vigor cn 
diebas Colonies y poscsiones exteriores.

La requisitoria para la entrega de un criminal fugitive, 
refugiado en alguna de dichae Ooloniae 6 poscsiones exteriores, 
sera heeba a] Gobernador d autoridad principal de dicha 
Colontu 6 posesiou por cl Agente principal Consular de la 
Republiea Argentina en dicha Colonia 6 posesion. ■

Conoeera do dicha requisitoria (sugoUindosS siempre, en 
cuanto le sea dado y en cuanto lo permitan las leyes de dicha 
Colonia 6 posesion exterior, a las prcseripeioncs do esta 
Tratado) dicho Gobernador 6 autoridad principal, el eual 
tendril, siu embargo, la facnltad b bien do conceder ia entrega 
6 de referir ol nsunlo a su Gobierno.

Su Majestad Britiinica tendia, no obstante, la facnltad de 
bucor arreglos ospcciales en las Colonies y poscsiones exteriores 
BritanicSb para la entrega dc criminales Argentines que so 
refugien en diebas Colonias y poscsiones exteriores. sobre la 
base, cn cuanto lo permita la ley do dicha Colonia 6 posesion 
exterior, de Ins cstipulaciones dol presento Tratado.

Las requieitorias para la entrega de un criminal fugitive quo 
emnnen no alguna Colonia il posesion exterior de Su Majestad 
Britanicn Benin regidas por las reglas eentadas en los prece
dent's Articulos del presente Tratado.

Ahticulo XV III.

El presento Tratado entrant en vigor diez dias de publicado 
conforms 4 las formas preseriptas por las leyes de las Altas 
Partes Contratantes.

Podra darlo por terminado cualquiera de las Altas Partes 
Contratantes, previo avisio que no pass de un afio y no baje de 
scis muses.

El Tratado, despues de aprobado por cl Congreso do la 
Republiea Argentina, sera ratifieado, y las ratifieacionea seran 
cangeadas en Buenos Aires a la posible brevedad.

En fu de lo cual los respectivos Plenipotenciarios lo han 
firmado, y le han puesto el sello do sus armas.

Hecho en Buenos Aires, a los veintedos dias del mes de 
Mayo de mil echo ciontos ochcnto y nuevo.

(l.b.) N. QHIRNO COSTA.

And whereas the ratifications of the said Treaty were exchanged at Buenos Ayres, on the fifteenth day of December, one 
thousand eight hundred and ninety-three. ■

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, and in virtue of the authority committed to 
Her by the eaid recited Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that from and after the ninth day of Eebruary, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, the said Acts shall apply in the caso of the Argentine Republic and of the said Treaty with tho 
Argentina Republic.

Provided always, and it is hereby further ordered, that tho operation of tho said Extradition Acts, 1870 and 1873, shall be 
suspended within the Dominion of Canada so far as relates to the Argentine Republic and to tho said Treaty, and so long as the 
provisions of the Canadian Act aforesaid of 1883 continue in force, and no longer.

C. L. Peel.

[fid.] 301—B
Sydney : Charles t’olter, Government Printer.—1S9L
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1894.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TREATY WITH PORTUGAL.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING.)

JJitcfixtcIi io ftiirlinment bn (Eommanb,

HepnTi.mcnt of Justice,

Sydney, 30Lli May, 1S94,

ITrs Excellency tbe Governor directs tbe publication, for general information, of (be following Despatch, 
dated tbe 201 li March, 1801, from the Secretary of State f or the Colonies. .

T. M, SLATTERY.

(Circular.)

Sir,

Downing-strcot,
20th March. 1804.

I have the honour to transmit to you, for publication in the Colony under your Government, a copy 

of an Order of Her Majesty the Queen in Council, dated the 3rd of March. 1S04 [The London Gazette, 
0th March, 1894, Extract], for giving effect to the Treaty between Her Majesty and His Majesty tbe King 
of Portugal, for tbo mutual extradition of Eugitive Criminals, signed at Lisbon on tbe 17th October, 1802, 
tho ratifications of which were exchanged at Lisbon on the 13th of November, 1893.

1 have, &c.,
RIPON".

Tho Officer Administering
the Government of New' South Wales,

433—A
ORDER
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.

Extradition Treaty with Portugal. 

Windsor, 3rd March 1894.

At tlie Court at Windsor, the 3rd day of Maroli, 1894. 

PreserU :

The Queen s Most Excellent Majesty-.

Lord President, Mr. Gladstone.
Marquess of Ripon. Sir William Vernon IIarcoert.
Earl Spencer.

Whereas by the Extradition Acts, 1870 and 1873, it was amongst other things enacted, that, where an arrangement lias been 
made with any foreign Statu with respect to the surrender to snob State of any fugitive criminals, Her Majesty may. by Order 
in Counci], direct that the said Aets shall apply in the case of such foreign State ; and that Her Majesty may, by the same nr 
any subsequent Ordir, limit the operations of the Order, and restrict the s ime to fugitive criminals who are in or saspected of 
being in the part of Her Majesty's dominions specified in the Order, and render tho operation thereof subject to such conditions, 
exceptions, and qualifications as may bo deemed expedient; and that if, by any law made after the passing of the Act of 1870 by 
the Legislature of any Firitish possession, provision is made for carrying into effect within such possession, the suneiidor of 
fugitive criminals who are in or suspected of being in such Uritish possession. Her Majesty may, by the Order in Council 
applying the said‘Acts in the case of any foreign State, or hj-any subsequent order, suspend the operation within any such 
British possession of the said Acts, or of any part thereof, so far us it relates to such foreign State, and so long as finch Law 
continues in force there and no longer:

And whereas by an Act of tho Parliament of Canada passed in 133G, and entitled 11 An Act respecting the Extradition of 
Fugitive Criminals," provision is made for carrying into effect within tho Dominion the surrender of fugitive criminals:

And whereas by an Order of Her Majesty the Queen in Council, dated the seventeenth day of November, one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-eight, it was directed that the operation of the Extradition Acts, 1870 and 1873, should he suspended 
within the Dominion of Canada so long as the provision of the said Act of the Parliament of Canada of 13SC should continue in 
force and no longer:

And whereas a treaty was concluded on the seventeenth 
between Her Majesty and Hii Majesty the King of Portugal for 
the terms following : —

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, Empress of ludiu, and His most Faithful 
Majesty the King of Portugal and of the Algarvcs, having 
judged it expedient, with a Y’icw to the better administration 
of justice and to the prevention of crime within their respective 
territories, that persons charged with or convicted of the crimes 
hereinafter enumerated, and being fugitives from justice.shouhl, 
under certain circumstances, be reciprocally delivered up, the 
said High Contracting Parties have named as their Plenipo
tentiaries to conclude a Treaty for this purpose, that is to say :

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Iraland, Empress of India, Sir George Glynn 
Pctrc, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of 
Saint Michael and Saint George, Companion of the Most 
Honorable Order of the Bath.^Her Majesty's Envoy Extraor
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Comt of His Most 
Faithful Majesty, Ac,; and

His Most Faithful Majesty the King of Portugal and of the 
Algarvcs, Dorn Antonio Ayres de Gouvca, Councillor of His 
Majesty, Peer of the Realm, Bishop of Bethsaida, retired Pro
fessor of the University of Coimbra, Ilis Majesty's Minister 
and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, &c.;

Who, having communicated to each other their respective 
Full Powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon 
and Concluded the following Articles:—

Article I.
The High Contracting Parties engage to deliver up to each 

other those persons who, being accused or convicted of a crime 
or offence committed in the territory of the one Party, shall ho 
found within the territory of the other Party, under the cir
cumstances and conditions stated in tho present Treaty.

Article If.
The crimes or offences for which the extradition is to be 

granted are the following:—
1. Murder (including assassination, infanticide, and poison

ing), or attempt or conspiracy to murder.

2. Manslaughter.
3. Maliciously wounding or inflicting grievous bodily harm.
4. Assault occasioning actual bodily harm.
5. Counterfeiting or altering money, either metallic or of 

any other hind representing the first-named, or uttering coun
terfeit or altered money of any of those kinds.

G, Knowingly making any instrument, tool, or engine 
adapted and intended for counterfeiting coin.

7. Forgery, counterfeiting, or altering, or uttering what is 
forged or counterfeited or altered.

8. Embezzlement or larceny.
9. Malicious injury to property, if the offence he indictable.

10. Obtaining money, good-, or valuable securities, by false 
pretences.

day of October, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two, 
the mutual extradition of fugitive criminals, which treaty is in

Sua Magestadc a Rainba do Reino Unido da GrA-Bretanha 
e Irlandn, Imperatriz da India, c Sua Magestadc Fidelissima 
o Rei de Portugal e dos Algarvcs, julgando convenicute para 
mclhorar a administra<;ao da justipi c ohstar ‘A pcrpctraiplo do 
crimes nos sens respoetivos territories, qne os individuos 
accusados on condemnados pur algimi dos crimes ahaixo 
indicados, e foragidos da justipa, sejam, dadas ccitas circum- 
stanoias, rcciprocamcnte entregues, nomearam sous Plonipo- 
tenciarios para a celebrapo d’um Tratado com estc intuito, a 
saber:

Sua Magestade a Kuinha do Renio Unido da Grit-Bretanlia 
e Irlandn, hnperatriz da India a Sir George Glynn Petrc, 
Commendador da Muito Distineta Ordcm de Siio Miguel o 
SSo .Torgc, Cavallerio da Muito Nolire Ordem do Hanbo, ecu 
Enviado Extraordlnario o Ministro Pleuipotenciario na Cortc 
de Sua Magestade Fidelissima, Ac.; e

Sua Magestade Fidelissima El-Rei do Portugal c dos 
Algarvcs, a Dom Antonio Ayres de Gouvda, do sen Oonselho, 
Pur do Reino, Bispo de Bethsaida, lento Jubilado da Univcr- 
sidade de Coimbra, sea Ministro c Secretario do Estado dos 
Negocios Estrange!ros, Ac.;

Os quaes, tendo trocado os sens respoetivos Plenos Podoros, 
que achavam cm hGa e dovida fonnn, convicrain e assentaram 
nos seg unites Artigos :—

Artigo I.
As Atlas Partes Contractantes compromcttcmsc A reciproca 

entrega dos individuos que, accusados on condemnados por 
crime mi delicto commettido no territorio d'uma das Partes, se 
achaiem no temtorio da outra, nos termos c condipucs cstipu- 
ludas no presente Tratado.

Artigo II.
Os crimes ou delictos pelos quaes ha de conccdcr-so cxlra- 

dipao sao os seguintes :—
1. Homicidto voluntario (incluido homicidio com premedi-

tafAo, infantieidio, e envenanamento), tentativa, ou conluio 
para assassiuar. ■

2. Homicidio simples.
3. Ferimentos voluntaries ou grave lesao corporal.
4. AggrossAo da qual resultasse do facto IcsAo corporal.
5. FalsificapAo ou adulterapAo de moeda, quer seja d’cspeciu 

motalliea, quer d’outra qnalquer espccio repiesentando aquclla, 
im introduepao na oirculapiode moeda falsificada ou adnltavada 
de qnalquer d’aquellas especics.

6. Fahrico intencional de iiistrnmento, utensil io, ou appa- 
relho appropiiado ou destiuado ao fahrico de moeda falsa.

7. FalsificapSo, imitapao, fraudulenta ou viciapAo, e a passa- 
gem ou introducpAo na eirculnpAo do que se falsificou, imitou, 
ou vieiou.

8. Dcscaminho ou furto.
9. Damno voluntario causado cm propriedade alheia, sc cou- 

stituir delicto ou crime.
10. AcquisipAo fiaudulenta do dinheiro, fazenda, on titulos 

do valor.
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11. Receiving money, valuable security, or other property, 
knowing the same to have been stolen, embezzled, or unlaw
fully obtained.

12. Crimes against bankruptcy law.
13. Fraud by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, or 

director, or member, or public officer of any Company, made 
criminal by any law for the time being in force.

14. Perjury or subornation of perjury.
15. Rape.
16. Carnal knowledge or any attempt to have carnal know

ledge of a girl under 16 years of age,
17. Indecent assault. _ _ _
18. Administering drugs or nsiog instruments with intent 

to procure the miscarriage of a woman.
19. Abduction.
20. Bigamy.
21. Child-stealing, ' ,
22. Abandoning children, exposing or unlawfully detaining 

them.
23. Kidnapping and false imprisonment.
24. Burglary or housebreaking.

25. Arson.
26. Robbery with violence.
27. Any malicious act done with intent to endanger the 

safety of any person in a railway train.
28. Threats by letter nr otherwise, with intent to extort.

29. Piracy by law of nations.
30. Sinking or destroying a vessel at sea or attempting or 

conspiring to do so.
31. Assaults on board a ship on the high seas, with intent 

to destroy life or to do grievous bodily harm,
32. Revolt, or conspiracy to revolt, by two or more persons

on board a ship on the high seas against the authority of the 
master. _ _

33. Dealing in slaves in such manner as to constitute a 
criminal offence against the laws of both States. _

Extradition is also to ho granted for participation in any of 
tho aforesaid crimes, provided such participation be punishable 
by the laws of both the Contracting Parties. _

Extradition may also be granted at the discretion of the 
State applied to in respect of any other crimes for which, 
according to Urn laws of both the Contracting Parties for the 
time being in force, the grant can bo made. _ ‘

The Poitugueso Government will not deliver up any person 
either guilty or accused of any crime punishable with death,

Artici.e 111.
The Portuguese Government will not grant the extradition 

of any Portuguese subject, and Her Britannic Majesty's 
Government will not grant the extradition of any British 
subjoct; but in the case of a naturalized subject, tins Article 
shall only bo applicable if the naturalization^ was_ obtained 
previous to the commission of the crime giving rise to tho 
application for extradition.

Artioi.r IV.
The extradition shall not take place if the person claimed 

on the part of the British Government, or the person claimed 
on the part of the Portuguese Government, has already been 
tried and discharged or punished, or is still under trial within 
Ihc territories of the two High Contracting Pai ties respectively, 
for the Crime for which his extradition is demanded.

Jf tho person claimed on tho part of the British Government, 
or if the person claimed on tho part of the Portuguese Govern
ment, should ho under examination, or is undergoing sentence 
under a conviction for any other crime within the territories 
of tho two High Contracting Parties respectively, his 
extradition shall he deferred until after he has been discharged, 
whether by acquittal, or on the expiration of his sentence, or 
otherwise.

Article V.

The extradition shall not take place if, subsequently to the 
commission of the crime, or tbs institution of the penal prose
cution or the conviction thereon, exemption from prosecution 
or punishment has been acquired by lapse of time, according 
to the laws of the State applied to.

Article VI.

A fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered if the offence 
in respect of which his surrender is demanded is one of a 
political character, or if ho prove that the requisition for his 
surrender has. in fact, been made with a view to try or punish 
him for an offence of a political character.

Article VII.
A person surrendered can in no case he kept in prison or 

he brought to trial in the State to which the surrender lias 
been made, for any other crime, or on account of any 
other matters, than those for which the extradition shall have 
taken place, until ho has been restored, or had an opportunity 
of returning to tho State by which he has been surrendered.

11. Recepta<;ao, de dinheiro, titnlo dc valor, on outra espccio 
de propriedade havendo certeza de ter sido roubada, subtrahida, 
on iilegitimamente adquirida.

12. Crimes contra a legislapiio relativa a fallcncias.
13. Fraude commetida por depositario, baoqnciro, agentc, 

commissario, enrador, ou director On membro ou empregndo de 
companhia que deva reputar-se criminosa cm razao de lei 
vigantc,

14. Ferjurio ou suborno para perjurar.
15. Violafao.
10, Estupro, ou tentativa de estupro, om rapariga rncuor de 

16 annos.
17. Ultragc ao puddr.
18. Propinayflo de suhstancias on emprego de instrumentos 

tendentes a produzir aborto.
19. Rapto.
20. Bigamia.
21. SuhstracfAo do menores.
22. Abandono de infantes, expos!9.10, ou defenpto illegal dos 

mosmos.
23. Rapto violento c carcerc privado.
24. Itouho con arrombamento durante a noite ou arromba- 

monto de domicilio para fular.
25. Fogo posto.
2G. Furto com violencin.
27. Aeto voluntario que ponliu em rfsco 5 seguranfft 

d’algueui cm trern de vial'errea.
28. Ameafas por carta ou de outra forma, para realisar 

extorsao.
29. Fiiatcria segundn n riiroilo das gentes,
30. Suhmersfro ou dcstrui^ao dc nnvio no mar, tentativa ou

conluio para esse fim. _
31. Aggrcssilo a hordo de navio no alto mar no intuito dc

destrnir vidas on cansar grave lesilo corporal. _
32. Rovolta ou conluio para rcrolta leva da a effeito por 

duas ou mais pessoas a bnrdo-de cmharcacin no mar alto 
contra a autoridarte do capitAo.

33. Trafrco do cscravos rcaiisado por forma quo constitua 
violate das icis d'ambos os Estados,

Se],!t tambem concetlicla n cxtradiifilo, pula cumplicidade cm 
algum dos crimes acirna ditos, contimto quo t«l cmnplicidado 
seja punivcl pdas lois de amhas as Partes Contractantes.

PoderA tambem conccdei-se oxlradifao a avbitrio do Estado 
roclamado pnr qualquor outro crime tpie, Scgundo as leis ontAo 
vigrmtes d'ambas as Partes Contractantes, a ello poder dar 
logar.

O Gov, rno Pm-tugcz nao conCudorA a extradifao de nenhum 
individuo culpado on necusado de crime n quo seja applicavcl 
pena de rnorte.

Artigo III.

O Governo Portugncz nao conccrlerA a cxtradiqfio dc 
qnalquer subdito Portugncz, c o Governo de 811a Magestade 
ttritannica nao coneedcrA a extradi^io de qnalquer subdito 
Britannico; mas quando se trntar do um subdito naturalisado 
s6 serAo applieadns as disposicues d’este Arfgo no caso dc 
ter sido a naturalisaqilo ohtida entes da perpetrayito do crime 
quo den logar ao pedido de uxtradftiio.

Aimao IV.

NAo podcrA offectuar-sc a extradi<;ao sc 0 individuo 
roclamado pelo Governo Britannico ou 0 individuo rcclamndo 
pelo Governo Portuguez ji tiver sido julgado e condemnadoou 
ahsolvido, ou cstiver sujoito aindu a julgamento, no leriitoiio 
d'alguma das AUas Partes Contractantes cm rnzfio do crime 
pelo qual tiver sido roclamada sua oxtradifAo.

Se o individuo rcclamndo pelo Governo Britannico, on so o 
individuo reelamado pdo Governo Portugncz, se uchar ainda 
sujcito a processo, ou cstivor cumprindo sentenfa cm virtude 
de condcinwtGao por outro crime no territorio d'anm das Alias 
Paitcs Contractantes, demoiar-sc-haa s ua extradi^ao utfi quo 
ou cm mzfvo dc alisolvifao profriida, ou jjor ter cumpndo 
senten^a, ou por outro motive esteja livre.

Artigo V.

Nao so realisaiA a cxtiadi^Ao se suhsequentemonte A practica 
do acto criminoso, ou A instamapao do procosso criminal, ou A 
condcmnafao do reu, rcsultar isonfAo de ac^ilo criminal ou dc 
puniqAo em razAo do tempo decorrido, segnndo as leis do paiz 
no qual for feitn a instancia da extradivao,

Autigo VI.
Um ciiminosa rofugiado nAo sorA ontreguc so o delicto que 

motivar 0 pedido de uxlradifa > fdr do caractur politico, ou so 
elle provnv que esse pedido foi do facto apresentado no intuito 
de o proccssar on punir por um delicto de caraCter polit co.

Artigo VII.
Um individuo entreguc nao podo cm caso algum ser dciido 

eni prisAo ou mettido em ])rocesso no Estado no qual fOr 
conocdidaa oxtradifAo por crime on om rnzfio defactos diversos 
dos que determinaram a extrndi^ao, emquanto nAo tiver voltado 
ou tido accasiflo do voltar ao Estado pelo qual foi ontreguc.

I
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This stipulation does not apply to crimes committed after 
the extradition,

Ailtici.e YTII.

The requisition for extradition shall he made through the 
Diplomatic Agents of the High Contracting Patties respec
tively.

The requisition for the extradition of an accused person 
must he accompanied by a warrant of arrest issued hy the 
competent authority of the State requiring the extradition, and 
by such evidence as, according to the laws nf the place wliero 
the accused Is found, would justify bis aricst if the crime had 
been committed there.

II the requisition relates to a person already convicted, it 
must bo accompanied hy the sentence of condemnation passed 
against the convicted person by the competent Court of tho 
■State that malces the requisition for extradition.

A sentence passed tn contumaciam is not to be deemed a 
conviction, but circumstances may cause a person so sentenced 
i« contumaciam to be dealt with as an accused person.

Auticle IX.

If any requisition for extradition bo in accordance with the 
foregoing stipulations, tire competent authorities of the State 
applied to shall proceed to the arrest of the fugitive.

Article X.

If the fugitive has b:en arrested in the Uritish dominions, 
ho shall forthwith be brought before a competent Magistrate, 
who is to examine him and to conduct the preliminary investi
gation of the case, just ns if the apprehension had taken place 
for a crime committed in the British dominions.

In the examinations which they have to make in accordance 
with the foregoing stipulations, the authorities of tho British 
dominions shall admit as valid evidence the sworn depositions 
nr the animations of witnesses taken in the dominions of 
Portugal, or copies thereof, and liken ise tho warrant and 
sentences issued therein, and certificates of, or judicial docu
ments stating the fact of, a conviction, provided the same are 
authenticated as follows

1. A warrant must purport to be signed hy a Portuguese 
Judge, Magistrate, or officer.

2. Depositions or affirmations, or tire copies thereof, must 
purport to be certified under the hand of a Portuguese Judge, 
Magistrate, or officer to ho the original depositions or affirma
tions, or to be the true copies thereof, as the case may require.

3. A certificate of or judicial document stating the fact of a
conviction must purport to bo certified by a Portuguese Judge, 
Magistrate, or officer, '

4-. In every case such warrant, deposition, affirmation, copy, 
certificate, or judicial document must be authenticated either by 
tbcoath or some witness, or by being sealed with the official seal 
of the Minister of Justice, or some other Portuguese Minister; 
but any other mode of authentication for the time being per
mitted by the law in that part of the British dominions where 
the examination is taken may be substituted for tho foregoing.

Article XL

If the fugitive has been arrested in the dominions of Portugal, 
his surrender slmil be granted if upon examination by a com
petent authority it appears that the documents furnished by 
the British Govcrnmentcontain sufficient prfmd facie evidence 
to justify tho extradition.

The Portuguese authorities shall admit as valid evidence 
records drawn up by the British authorities of the depositions 
of witnesses, or copies thereof, and records of conviction, or 
other judicial documents or copies thereof: Provided (bat the 
said documents bo signed or authenticated by an authority 
whose competence shall be certified by the seal of a Minister 
of State of Her Britannic Majesty.

Article XII.
The extradition shaU not take place unless tho evidence be 

found sufficient, aceoiding to the laws of tho State applied to, 
cither to justify tho committal of the prisoner for trial, in cose 
the crime linn been committed in the territory of the said 
State, or to prove that the prisoner is the identical person con
victed by tho Courts of the State which makes the requisition, 
and that the crime of which he lias been convicted is one in 
respect of which extradition could, at the time of such con
viction, have been granted by the State applied to. In Her 
Britannic Majesty's dominions the fugitive criminal shall not 
be surrendered until the expiration of fifteen days from the 
date of his being committed to prison to await his surrender.

Article XIII.

If the individual claimed by one of the two High Contracting 
Parties in pursuance of the present Treaty should be also 
claimed by one or several other Powers on account of other 
crimes or offences committed upon their respective territories, 
his extradition shall be grant el to that State whose demand is 
earliest in date.

N,Vo se applicant csta estipulagiio aos crimes commettidos 
depois da oxtrndi(,‘ao,

Artiqo VIII.
0 pedido de extradifilo devera ser apresentado polos Agcutes 

Diplomaticos das Alias Paitas Contractantes,

Devcrfio accompanhir o pedido de extradi^io d’um individuo 
accusado o mandado de capture expedido pela autoridade 
compctente do Estado reels manta, e documentor que. em face 
das leis do logar omle cstiver o acensado, bastem para justificar 
a pris.lo d'este sc all se tivesse porpetrado o crime.

Se o pedido sc referir a individuo previamente condemn ado 
tei:l dc ser acompanhado da sentonqa condomnacorin profurida 
contra o criminoso pelo tribunal compctente do Ifstado que 
requerer a cxtrndicfio.

lima scutcn^a de revelia ndo equivalo a uma condcmnnqito; 
mas dadas certas circnmstaneias poderd o individuo com- 
demnado d revelia ser tratado como accusado.

Artigo IX.

Quando o pedido de extradieflo fOr feito em harmoiiia com as 
prcccdcntcs estipulafiies, as antoridadcs competenles dc Estado 
lequerido proceaerao 4 esptura do refugiado.

Artigo X.

Se o refugiado ffir preso nos doinintos Britannicos teril de 
comparecer immcdintameiilc peranto o Magisti ado compctente, 
que devoid inquiril-o c proceder a investigafoes preliminarcs 
de causa, como so a priafto se liouvessc effectuado cm rax o de 
crime commettido nos dominios Britannicos. .

Has invcstigaqoDS a que tiverem de proceder cm confirmidndc 
com as preecdentes cstipulafries, as autoridadcs dos dominies 
Britannicos dcverilo admittir como testemunho valido os 
depoimentos ou asserfues juradas de festemunhas tomndas nos 
dominios de Portugal, on sens trasladns, c pels mesmn forma 
os mandodas e sentenfas proferidos, e attestados ou docu- 
mentos offieiaes affirmatives de condemntujiio proferids, 
comtanto que esses doenmentos sejam legnlisados pela forma 
seguinte:—

1. Um mandado tera de ser finnado pelo Juiz, Magistrado, 
ou (unccionario Portuguez.

2. Os depoimentos c asser^oes o sens traslados devcm vir 
acompanlmdos dc dcclaraffies firmadas por Juiz, Magistrado, 
on funcciouario Portuguez de como sao os depoimentos ou 
asserfOes originaes ou ecus traslados authenticos, scgundo 
enmprir.

3. Um attestado on doemnento judicial aflirmativo de con- 
dcinnaf.Io proferida deveri sercertificado por Juiz, Magistrado, 
ou funcciomuio Portuguez.

4. Em c.ida causa especial cstes mandados, depoimentos, 
allcgafues traslados, attestados, on doenmentos offieiaes, teem 
do ser aiithenticados ou por juramento dc tcstemunhasi ou polo 
applieafilo do sello official do Ministro do Justifa on de outro 
Ministro dc Portugal ; poderA porem suhstituir a precodcnte 
outra foima de logalisaqao reconhecida por lei vigente na parte 
doa dominios Britannicos onde se effectuar n diligencia.

Artigo XI.

Sc o rofugiado for preso nos dominios de Portugal, devera 
ser ooncedida o extradi^ao so do cxainc a quo proceder a 
autoridade compctente resultar quo os documentos apresentados 
pelo Governo Britannico con teem elemcntos snffieientes jwfmrt 
facie, para justificar a extradi^iio.

As autoridadcs Portuguezas considerarlto elemento valido as 
ccrtidoes passndas pelas autoridadcs Britarmicas dos depoi- 
mentos das testomunbas ou sens traslados, e ccrtidoes do 
soutonea condemnntoria ou oulros documentos judiciaes ou 
traslados d'clles: Uma vez que os refeiidos doourcentos sejam 
assignados ou legalisados por uma autoridade cuja competencia 
seja authenticada com o sello d'um Ministro d’ Estado de Sua 
Magestade Britannico.

Artigo XII,
Nito se effectuarda extrndifao se os doenmentos epresentados 

nao forem bastantes para, scgundo us leis do Estado reqncrido, 
■sejeitar o preso a julgamento so o crime tivesse sido perpetrado 
no territorio do referido Estado, ou para pvovar que o preso 6 o 
proprio individuo condcmnado pelos Tribunaes do Estado 
requerente, c que o crime por que foi condcmnado d d'aquellcs 
pelos quaes ao tempo da condemnafito podia o Estado rc- 
querido ter concedido a extradifilo. 0 criminoso refugiado 
nos dominios de Sua Magestade Britannica sd pcdeia ser 
entregue fmdo o praso de qninze dias contados da entrada na 
endeia para nguaular n’clla a oCcasiao da entregn,

Aritgo XIII,
Se o individuo reelamado por uma das Alias Partes Con

tractantes nos termos do presente Tratado for ao mesmo tempo 
reelamado por outra ou outrns Potencias por outros crimes nu 
delictos commettidos cm sens rcspcctivos territories, sot4 
concedida a extradifto ao Estado cuja instancia pveccdcr na 
data as ontras.
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AsiTicxr. XIV

II (iad'ciont uvidenco for the extraditiois bo not produced 
within two months from the date of tho apprehension of the 
fugitive, or within such furthur time ns tho Stats npp fto, 
or tiie proper TrUmnat thereof, shall direct, tho fugitive shall 
he set at liberty.

AimceE XV.

All articles seized which wore in the possoE.sio of the person 
to he surrendered at the time of his apprehension shall, if the 
competent anthoiity of the State applied to for tho extradition 
has ordered the delivery thereof, he given up when the 
extradition takes place ; and the said delivery shall extend not 
merely to the stolen articles, but to everything that may solve 
as a proof of the crime.

A bugle XVI.

All expenses connected witii extradition shall be home hy 
the demanding State.

A bugle XVIJ.
The st:piilation of the present Treaty shall he applicable to 

the Colonies and foreign possessions of both of the High Con
tracting Parties, so far as the laws for tho time beiug_ in force 
in such Colonies and foreign possessions respectively will allow.

The requisition for the surrender of a fugitive criminal who 
lias taken refuge in any of such Colonies or foreign possessions 
may he made to the Governor or chief authority of such 
Colony or possession by the Chief Consular authority of the 
other State in such Colony or pns’ession-

Snch requisitions may he disposed of, subject always, as 
nearly as may he, and so far as tire law of such Colony or 
foreign possession will allow, to the provisions ofthis Treaty, hy 
the said Governor or chief authority, who, howeier, shall be at 
liberty cither to grant the surrender or to refer the matter to 
his Government.

Tiie High Contracting Parties shall, however, be at liberty 
to make special arrangements in their respective Colonies and 
foreign possessions for the surrender of criminals who may 
take refuge therein, on the basis, as nearly as may be, and so 
far as tiie law of such Colony7 or foreign possession will allow, 
of the provisions of tho present Treaty.

Requisitions for the sumndcr cf a fugitive criminal 
emanating from any Colony or foreign possession of either of 
the High Contracting Parties shall be governed by the rules 
laid down in tiie preceding Articles of the present Treaty,

Auticle XVIII.

The present Treaty shall come into force ten days after its 
publication, in conformity with the forms prescribed hy tho 
laws of the High Contracting Parties. It maybe terminated 
by either of the High Contracting Parties at any time on 
giving to the other six months' notice of its intention to do so.

The Treaty shall he ratified, and the ratification shall be 
exchanged at Lisbon as soon as possible.

In witness whereof tire respective Plenipotentiaries have 
signed the same, and have affixed thereto the seal of their 
arms.

Hone in duplicate at Lisbon the seventeenth day of October, 
in tho year of onr Lord one thousand eight bundled and 
ninety-two.

(lsJ GKORGR G. PETRE.

Amigo XIV,
Sc os documentos apresoutadus dontmdc dors Inezes conlados 

da data da onptura do refugiado, mi no praso de tempo quo 
indicnr o Estado reqncrido ou o Tribunal enmpetente d'esse 
Estado, niio feu cm sufficientes para se conceder a extradi^lo, o 
preso sera posto e:n liherdade.

AhtiOo XV.
Todos os objcctos apprebendklos ao individuo sujcito a 

extradis'fto u em sen poder ao tempo da cnptnra scrim entregues 
sc a autoridade compctente do Estado reqncrido nssim o dotor- 
minav quando se levat a clfeito a extiadiffio ; e esta entrega 
abrangeid nito si os objcctos que houverem sido subtrahidos 
mas tudo qua servir para provar o crime.

Autigo XVI.

Todas as deapessas relativas a cxtradieao seiao cuatcadas 
pelo Estado qne a vcclamar.

Abtigo XVII.
As estipulnpOes d'este Tratado teruo applicnqao is Colonias 

e posseasOes ultramarinas de atubns as Altaa Partes Contract- 
antes atd onde o permittirem as leis ao tempo cm vigor em 
taes Colonias e possessues ultramnrinas.

0 pedido de cxtrndiqiodo ciitniuoso que sc honver refugiado 
em alguma d’essas Colonias ou posacssies ultraniarinas poderd 
ser npresontado .no Govemador ou primeirn autoridade da 
Coionia ou possessfw de quo sc tiatar pela principal autoridade 
Consular do outro Estado existente n’essa Coionia ou possessfio.

Estes pedidos poderno ser rrsolvidos sujeitandoos tnnto 
quanto ser possa, e aid onde o pcimittir a lei da Coionia ou 
possessao ultrumnrinn, ds disposipies d'este Tratado, polo 
reterido Governador ou primeira autoridade a qrmi todavia terA 
a liherdade dc deferir a extiadipao ou do refirir o assumpto ao 
seu Governo,

As Aitas Partes Contractantes .fordo conrtudo a lacuhlnde de 
estabeiecer accordos espcciaes nas suas rcspcctivas Colonias o 
possessues uitrnmariuas para a oxtrndipto de eriminosos que 
se houverem rofugiado n'clias, tomnndo per huso, ton to quanto 
possivcl o atd onde o permirtir a Icgislaftto da Coionia ou 
possessao, as disposi^Oes d'este Tradado.

Pedidos d’extradiqao d’um criminoso que cinnnarem do 
Coionia ou possessao ultramarina d’uma das Alms Partes 
Contractantes reiao rogabulos pcias presciipvocs exarndas nos 
precedeuies Artigos d’este Tratado.

Abtigo XVIIL
0 presente 'i’ratado entiari cm vigor dex dins depois da sua 

pulilicfiqao ofiicial Eeguudo as formas presuriptas na iegishifSo 
das Aitas Partes Contractantes. Poderd em qnalquer tempo 
dnl-n rior fmdo uma das Aitas Partes Contractantes coinmu- 
nicando d outra com a antceipnyao de stis Inezes a iutuuyao de 
assim fnzer,

0 Tratado serd rntifieado, c trocadas asratifienyoes cm LisbOa 
no mais cm to praso possivcl.

Em testemunho do qne os respoetivos Plenipotenciarjos o 
assignnram e Hie poi-eram o sello das suas annas.

Feito em dupiicado cm Lisboa aos dexesutc dias do max de 
Outnbro, do anno de nosso Seniior Jesus Christo de mil oito- 
eentos c noventa e dois.

(l.s.J A, AYRES HE GOUvfiA.

And wliereas a Protocol relative to the said Treaty wras signed at Lisbon on the thirtieth day7 of November, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-two, which Piotocol is in the terms following :—

The stipulations of tho present Treaty do not apply to 
extradition between British and Portuguese India, which is 
resolved for ulterior negotiation.

Hono in duplicate at Lisbon, the thirtieth day nf November, 
in tiie year of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-two.

■Her Britannic Majesty’s Envoy7 Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary.

GEORGE G. PETRE.

As estipuiaydes da presento Convcnyao nito o npplicavcis A 
cxtr.uliyao de criminoso cutio u India Britannica c a India 
Portuguexa, a qual fica reaervada para ultcrio negociayflo, 

Feito em dnplicado em LUbha, aos triut.a dias do inez do 
Novcmbro, do anno do naFeimento do nosso Schnor Jesus 
Christo dc mil oita centos e noventa e dois.

O Ministro c Srcretario de Estado dos Negocios Estran- 
gorois de Sua Magestade Fidelissima.

A. AYRES DE GOUVJSA.

And whereas the ratifications of tiie said Treaty and Protocol were exchanged at Lisbon on (ho thirteenth day of 
November, one thousand eight hundred and ninoty-threc.

Now, therefore. Her Majesty, hy and with tiie advice of Her Privy Council, and in virtue of the authority committed to 
Her hy tho said recited Acts, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that from and after the nineteenth day of March, one thousand 
eight hundred and ninety-four, tin; said Acts shall apply in tho ease of Portugal, and of the said Treaty mid Protocol with His 
Majesty the King of Portugal.

Provided always, amt it is hereby further ordered, that the operation of the said Extradition Acts, 1S70 and 1873, shall he 
suspended within the Dominion of Canada So far as relates to Portugal and to the said Treaty and Protocol, and so long as tiie 
previsions of tiie Canadian Act aforesaid of 18SG continue in force, and no longer. C. L. I'Eni,.

{Extract from the London Gazette of Friday, March 9, 189J.)

[fiJ.] 433—B
SjUmry : Charics Bolter, Government Pi inter —1SS4.
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1894.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FARMEKS’ AND SETTLERS’ ASSOCIATIONS.
(PETITION FROM GUNNING FRANCIS PLUNKETT, PRESIDENT, AND JOHN LOUIS TREFLK, 

SECRETARY, IN FAVOUR OF CERTAIN RESOLUTIONS.)

Receioed by the Legislative Assembly, 17 May, 1894.

The humble Petition of the undersigned, representing the Farmers’ and Settlers’ Associations of the
Colony,—

To the Honorable tho Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled,— 
RESPECTFUr.TA' SlIOWHTIT,— '

That the following resolutions wore agreed to by delegates assembled together on two separate 
occasions at Cootamundra and Jnnee, representing the aforesaid'Farmers’ and Settlers' Associations :—

Gen/ml Leases.
1. That this Conference affirms the policy that the whole of the State land in the Central Division

should be left open to bonajide settlement, under conditions that will bo just to each industry and to all 
citizens, and a safeguard against abuse by persons who traffic in land. ’

Leasing.
2. That in the opinion of this Conference the system of conditional purchase be continued, and

provision also bo made for the leasing of land, with the right of purchasing a portion during the currency 
of lease of twenty-eight years. ' "

Finality of Selection. , '
3. That the best way of bringing about finality of selection is to limit the area which shall be

alienated to any holder ; and this Conference is of opinion that a stringent condition should be imposed 
upon all future holders that, if they transfer, they shall sell only to residential buyers, always provided 
that this law shall have no retrospective effect. . '

Mining on Private Property.
4, That this Conference is of opinion that a Mining on Private Lands Bill should he passed into

law, and would urge on the Government the desirableness of at once taking steps to insure the passing of 
such a measure. '

The Prices of Special Areas.
5. That in .the opinion of this Conference the 18th clause of the Laud Act of 1889 gives the 

Governor power to modify by proclamation tho terms and conditions now being enforced upon special 
area selectors of country lands, and that ho be petitioned through the Government cither for a reduction 
of the price per acre or a reduction of the annual instalment on the same by 50 per cent., or such per
centage as, on revaluation by the Land Board, is found to be competent to moot individual cases.

. Limitation of Special Areas.
G. That in the opinion of this Conference the system nf special areas outside of suburban lands be 

abolished, and within the suburban radius only the area to be limited and prices not raised.

The Ballot System.
7. That in cases where a ballot is taken, and applications are lodged for a conditional purchase 

and conditional lease in virtue thereof, both applications should be balloted for.’

Nonforfeiture of Selections.
8. That no selectors’ lands be forfeited on account of non-payment of instalments on their condi

tional purchases, so long as they pay interest on such instalments and the principal duo to the Government 
on such selection, to have an operation of not more than five years at a time.

. Elective Land Boards.
9. That the composition of the Land Boards be as follows:—Chairman, to be appointed by the 

State ; his two colleagues, to be elected by the electors of the Land District.
3941— Breeding
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Breeding Grounds for Rabbi/s.

10. That this Conference directs the attention of the Minister for Lauds to the nceesdty for 
immediate dealing with the reserres, which arc now breeding grounds for rabbits and other vermin.

Abolition of Auction Sales.

11. That in the opinion of this Conference the system of auction sales be abolished outside town 
and suburban lands.

Transferred Conditional Purchases and Leases.

12. That no additional conditional purchase or conditional lease should be allowed in virtue of a 
conditional purchase which has been transferred; this to apply retrospectively.

Suburban Lands. •
13. That in the opinion of this Conference, with a view to encourage settlement on suburban ' 

lands, small holdings be established on residence and improvement qualifications with the right of pur
chase in the future.

T'ortij-sirtli Clause.

14. That this Conference affirm the decision arrived at by the WaggaWagga Con ference last year, that 
clause 46 of the Land Act of 1889, which permits the exchange and surrender of land, should be repealed.

Lntcrest. *
15. That in the opinion of this Conference those who are at present unable to pay their interest 

on conditional purchases should be allowed an extension of time.
Sxtrecy.

16. That delay in survey is detrimental to the interest of settlement •
Lteserees.

17. That reserves not required for public purposes be revoked and that the reserves required be 
withdrawn from leases and placed under proper control.

Stock Aets.
18. That in the opinion of this Conference the various Acts relating to live slock should be 

consolidated, in order to avoid the complications at present continually arising ; that provision should be 
made for stockowners to make their annual returns to one odieo only and to pay their assessments to one 
officer only; that provision should bo made for stockowners to record their votes for the election of 
directors by proxy or some other method; that eircumulalive votes be abolished; that stock boards 
throughout the Colony should work in unison in the destruction of noxious animals.

Roads.

19. That a more convenient system be devised by the Minister for Lands in the arranging and the 
laying out of the surveyed roads of the Colony than at present obtains.

Railways,
20. That in the opinion of this Conference the Railway Commissioners should not be expected to 

pay interest on loan capital expended on railway construction, but that they should be expected to pay 
only working expenses; that rents and receipts from lands should be set apart as a sinking fund and 
security for such loan money.

Local Government.
21. That in the opinion of this Conference it is desirable that a Local Government Bill should he 

passed by Parliament.
National Bank.

22. This Conference is of opinion that the establishment of a Rational Bank would he of great 
benefit to the Colony.

Private Townships.
23. That the Government should repurchase private townships near railway lines if two-thirds of 

the residents of the districts petition for such.
Protection.

24. That the policy to be adopted by the Barmers’ and Settlers’ Association of Row South Wales 
be protection, and that it be embodied in the platform of the Association,

Central Division.
25. That in view of Mr. Copeland’s public utterances in his capacity as Minister for Lands, that 

, his intended Land -Bill would provide for throwing open half the leases in tho Central Division, this
Conference reaffirms the resolution of two previous Conferences, that the whole of these leases should 
terminate in June, 1895.

Land Bill.
26. That in the opinion of this Conference it is not desirable that the present Government should 

introduce any amending Land Bill until an appeal be made to the country by a general election.
And your Petitioners therefore pray that you will he pleased to take the foregoing resolutions into 

your favourable consideration before dealing with the laud or other laws of this Colony, and your 
Petitioners, as.in duty bound, will ever pray.

‘ GURRIRG FRANCIS PLUNKETT.
President.

JOUR LOUIS TBBFLB,
Secretary.

Sidney: Charter Potter, Government Pr-jntyr,—Ibn-S.
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